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Experiments on a Smart Double Panel with Active 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an experimental study of decentralized velocity feedback control systems for the 
reduction of sound transmission through double panels. The system studied consists of two plates which 
are coupled acoustically by the air in the cavity between them and structurally by four elastic mounts. The 
geometrical and material properties of the double panel are chosen so as to approximate a section of 
aircraft fuselage skin. Active vibration control is implemented on the double panel using nine direct 
velocity feedback loops. Miniature voice coil actuators that react between the two panels with collocated 
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometer sensors are used. The study involved two 
types of experiments. First, the sensor-actuator frequency response function of a control unit was 
measured with reference to different input/output signal conditioners using two types of accelerometer 
sensors. The Nyquist stability criterion was then used to determine the configuration which guarantees the 
best stability properties of a single control unit. Second, the sound power radiated by the double panel 
excited by a point force at the source side was measured in the anechoic chamber with and without active 
control. The performance of the active control was then assessed in terms of the reductions in the radiated 
sound power. The reductions in the radiated sound power are compared to passive reductions produced by 
a sound absorbing foam attached to the source panel. 

1 Introduction 

Active control has gained increasing importance in the past few decades among the available noise 
reduction methods in aerospace applications. For example, Active Noise Control (ANC) systems have 
been successfully applied for the control of interior noise in propeller aircraft [1-5]. Among the major 
contributors to the interior noise in such aircraft are propellers, which generate tonal noise with large 
spectral densities around the propeller blade passing frequency and its higher harmonics [6,7]. ANC 
methods typically implement a feedforward control approach which requires a reference signal well 
correlated to the primary disturbance and a model of the system under the control [8,9].  
However, the majority of recent large passenger aircraft are propelled by jet engines. In this case, the 
principal noise sources are [10,11]: 

• the engine borne noise radiated into the air and transmitted through the fuselage,  

• the engine vibration transmitted to the fuselage through the wings,  

• Turbulent Boundary Layer (TBL) excitation of the fuselage, and  

• noise generated by the auxiliary equipment in the passenger compartment.  
The overall interior noise resulting from the above mechanisms is not predominantly tonal. In contrast, 
the interior noise in jet aircraft is broadband with significant spectrum between 100 Hz and 2 kHz 
[10,11].  
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Traditionally, passive methods are used for the noise control purposes in such cases. For example, high 
density fibreglass blankets can be placed between the fuselage skin and the interior trim panel. The skin is 
typically made from thin aluminium panels attached to the fuselage frames and stringers, whereas the trim 
panels are made of polymer materials, often in form of honeycomb sandwich plates. The fibreglass 
blankets provide a noise absorbing layer between the two partitions which reduces the noise transmitted 
into the cabin. Yet, the effectiveness of the treatment deteriorates at low frequencies, such as below 500 
Hz [12-15]. This is due to two principal reasons. First, the sound transmission loss of double panels is 
effective only above the mass-air-mass resonance [12-14]. Second, the sound insulation effectiveness of 
the sound absorbing layer decreases at lower frequencies due to the limited thickness of the layer [12-15]. 

Active Structural Acoustic Control (ASAC) systems have been proposed as a possible solution to low 
frequency noise transmitted through an aircraft fuselage, [14,16-19]. In contrast to ANC systems, ASAC 
systems aim to minimise the sound transmission through a partition by modifying its response using 
actuators and error sensors embedded into the structure rather than by acoustic actuators and sensors 
distributed in the enclosure under the control. Feedforward ASAC control is very difficult to implement in 
the case of TBL excitation, because the reference signal correlated to the primary disturbance is 
complicated to obtain. On the other hand, a centralised ASAC feedback system would require information 
of the frequency response functions between many sensors and many structural actuators, which limits the 
robustness of the control. For this reason, Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) decentralised feedback 
systems have been considered, which do not require reference signals and a model of system transfer 
functions [16,18-28]. Decentralised MIMO systems exhibit unconditional stability if the sensors and 
actuators are dual and collocated [31-33]. For example, a velocity sensor and a force actuator form a dual 
and collocated pair. If such a pair implements a negative velocity feedback loop then an active damping 
effect is produced [16,18-30]. As a consequence, the resonant response of the structure is reduced as is the 
transmitted sound power [16,18-28]. However, it is difficult to obtain the duality and collocation 
properties for real sensors and actuators. One of the reasons for this is the dynamics of the transducers. 
The dynamics of the transducers limit the frequency range in which they behave as dual and collocated 
pairs. For example, González Díaz et al. [27,28] studied a smart panel with five proof-mass actuators and 
collocated seismic accelerometer sensors for the vibration control of a thin rectangular plate. The sensor-
actuator pairs behaved as dual and collocated only at frequencies between the actuator fundamental 
resonance and the sensor fundamental resonance. The feedback control loops were conditionally stable, 
and the stability was guaranteed only when feedback gains smaller than a critical value were applied. 
The work presented in this paper considers a nine channel decentralised MIMO velocity feedback control 
applied to a simplified aircraft double panel demonstrator. A novel actuator configuration is used such that 
nine voice coil actuators are placed in the cavity between the aircraft skin and the trim panel. They can 
react from either panel, as shown in Figure 1. The error velocity is obtained by subtracting integrated 
outputs of two low-cost Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometers located at the two 
actuator-panel junctions. The theoretical basis for this type of smart panel is provided in [25,26]. In this 
paper an experimental study is performed with the purpose of investigating the stability of the feedback 
loops and the performance of the active control. 
The paper is divided into four sections. Following the introductory Section 1, Section 2 describes the 
experimental test rig used to assess the stability and the performance of the smart double panel. In Section 
3 the stability of a feedback loop is analysed using the Nyquist criterion. The smart panel passive sound 
radiation is then studied. Finally, the performance of the active control system is assessed in terms of 
reductions of the radiated sound power. Overall conclusions are given in Section 4.  

2 Experimental setup 

The smart double panel built for this study consists of two rectangular plates with dimensions 0.414×0.314 
m. The source panel is built from a 1 mm thick aluminium plate whereas the radiating panel is built from a 
3 mm thick polymer honeycomb plate. The radiating panel is attached to the source panel by four corner 
mounts, such that the distance between the two plates is 0.03 m. As shown schematically in Figure 1, 
miniature voice coil actuators, consisting of a coil and a permanent magnet, are placed in the air cavity 
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between the two panels. Coils are attached to the source panel, whereas the permanent magnets are 
attached to the radiating panel. Each coil and magnet is equipped with a MEMS accelerometer sensor. The 
sensor-actuator control units are arranged such that they form a regular 3×3 array. The distance between 
perimeter units and the edge of the plate equals the distance between any two adjacent units of the array, 
both lengthwise and widthwise. 

 
Figure 1: The smart double panel with nine velocity feedback loops 

Figure 2 shows the experimental test rig. The source panel is clamped between two rigid aluminium 
frames. The radiating panel is attached to the source panel using four corner mounts (Figure 2A) such that 
the outer surface of the radiating panel is slightly below the upper clamp level. The physical properties and 
geometry of the test rig are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Parameter Value 

Dimension  (mm) 414×314 

Thickness  (mm) 1.0 
Density  (kg/m3) 2700 
Young’s modulus  (GPa) 70 

So
ur

ce
 p

an
el

 
 Poisson’s ratio 0.33 

Thickness  (mm) 3.0 
Density  (kg/m3) 255 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 15 

R
ad

ia
tin

g 
pa

ne
l 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 

x-position (mm) 21, 393 

y-position (mm) 16, 298 

M
ou

nt
s 

Stiffness (N/m) 32000 

Cavity depth (mm) 30 

Box wall thickness  (mm) 30 
Shaker position  (x, y) , (mm) 86.1, 111.4 
Box inner dimension  (mm) 414×314×400 

 
Table 1. Geometry and physical properties of the smart double panel and the Perspex box. 
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The MEMS accelerometer (Analog Devices, model ADXL103) is shown in Figure 2B and the miniature 
voice coil actuator (H2W Technologies, model NCC01-04-001) is shown in Figure 2C. The clamping 
frame and the two panels are mounted on the open side of a Perspex box in order to measure the sound 
radiated by the radiating panel when the source panel is excited by a shaker located in the box. 
The box is built from 30 mm thick Perspex plates, such that the sound transmission through the lateral 
walls of the box is much lower than that through the smart panel in the frequency range of interest [22-24].  
A nine channel controller has been designed and manufactured in order to process the sensor outputs and 
generate the actuator inputs. When the feedback control loops are closed, the output signals of the source 
and radiating panel accelerometers are first subtracted in order to obtain the relative acceleration between 
the coil and the magnet of each actuator unit. The nine relative acceleration signals are then fed to 
analogue integrators with an identical amplification gain in order to provide the velocity signals. The 
resulting relative velocity signal is again amplified by power amplifiers with an identical amplification 
gain g in order to drive the voice coil actuators with the magnified velocity signals. 

Figure 2: Smart double panel mounted on the Perspex box (A), with the MEMS accelerometer (B) 
and voice coil actuator (C) close-up photographs 

3 Implementation of the active control 

3.1 Stability 

In the experiments reported in this paper, relative velocity between the two force actuator ends is 
measured, inverted and amplified by the controller unit, and then fed back to the reactive actuator. 
Theoretically, such a collocated relative velocity sensor is dual to the reactive actuator and should thus 
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result in unconditionally stable feedback loops which generate relative active damping [25,26]. However, 
in practice the dynamics of the transducers may prevent the unconditional stability of the feedback loops 
and thus limit the feedback gains. The reactive force actuators are made of a miniature coil and magnet 
pairs. On the other hand, MEMS accelerometers with analogue integration circuits are used to measure the 
velocities at the two ends of the reactive actuators. Both the actuators and the sensors exhibit local 
electrodynamic and electromechanical effects. The actuator dynamics can be modelled using the following 
expressions [34]: 

( ) ( )
dt
dx

R
Ψ

dt
di

R
L

R
tUti −−= ,  (1) 

( ) ( )tΨitf = ,  (2)  

where  is the voltage between the coil ends, ( )tU R  is the resistance of the coil,  is the coil inductance, L

Ψ  is the voice coil constant, and 
dt
dx  is the relative velocity between the magnet and the coil. According 

to Equation (2) the current through the actuator coil ( )ti  can be used as an approximation of the actuator 
force . ( )tf

In this study, the Nyquist criterion is used to assess the stability of a control loop. Strictly, the stability of 
all nine control loops should be assessed with a generalised form of the Nyquist criterion [34,35]. 
However the stability analysis of a single control unit can be better interpreted in terms of the physics of 
the system. Moreover any instability of a single unit is likely to affect the stability of the nine channel 
control system. Thus the stability of a single control unit is assumed here as a necessary condition for the 
stability of the whole nine channel control system. Figure 3 shows Bode plots of the measured sensor-
actuator open loop Frequency Response Function (FRF). The control unit considered here is located in the 
centre of the double panel. In order to identify the control configuration that offers the best stability 
properties, the response functions were taken for two sensing configurations. The first uses two 
miniaturised piezoelectric accelerometers (Brüel&Kjaer type 4375) and the second uses two MEMS 
accelerometers. For the second configuration, three input/output signal conditionings were also 
considered. 
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Figure 3: Bode plots of the sensor-actuator FRF for piezoelectric accelerometers and different 

MEMS accelerometer configurations 

The black line in Figure 3 shows the FRF with reference to the actuator current when a pair of high quality 
B&K piezoelectric accelerometers is used instead of the MEMS accelerometers. The aim of using the high 
quality accelerometers is to provide a benchmark for the stability analysis. The phase plot shows that the 
phase of the FRF is limited between -90˚ and 90˚ up to 20 kHz. Therefore up to that frequency the two 
sensors and the actuator behave as dual and collocated pairs. However, at frequencies around 35 kHz there 
is an abrupt increase in the FRF amplitude and a 180˚ phase lag. The 35 kHz amplitude peak corresponds 
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to the natural frequencies of the two seismic accelerometers. The left hand side plot in Figure 4 shows the 
Nyquist plot for this case. The majority of the loops, originating from the plate resonances, are located in 
the two positive real quadrants. However the small loop, originating from the accelerometer resonance, 
crosses the real axis in the negative two quadrants. This indicates that the available gain margin is finite 
and the feedback loop is conditionally stable due to the dynamics of the sensor. In addition, control 
spillover can be expected at frequencies where the locus enters inside the circle with a unit radius and 
centre at -1+0j. 
Considering now the MEMS accelerometers, the blue lines in Figure 3 indicate that the sensor-actuator 
FRF is minimum phase only up to approximately 1 kHz. Around approximately 5.5 kHz there is an 
increase of the FRF amplitude and a 180˚ phase lag. Again, this is due to the accelerometer fundamental 
resonance, which now occurs at lower frequency and is relatively more damped. Nevertheless, in the 
frequency range of interest (approximately up to 500 Hz), the outputs of the two types of relative velocity 
sensors are nearly identical. Considering now the red lines, which show the sensor-actuator FRF with 
reference to the actuator voltage, an additional amplitude roll-off and a phase lag can be noted. These are 

caused by the inductance of the coil, , and by the back electromotor force (EMF), L
dt
dxΨ−  which is 

induced due to coil-magnet relative velocity, according to respectively the second and the third term in the 
right hand side of Equation (1). Green lines in Figure 3 show the sensor-actuator FRF including a first 
order Butterworth filter with the cut-off frequency of 2.5 kHz, applied after the subtraction of the two 
sensor outputs. The filter was used to further reduce the effect of the sensor resonance and to increase the 
available gain margin. The Bode plots indicate a further amplitude roll-off and a phase lag caused by the 
filter implementation. The three FRFs measured with the MEMS accelerometers indicate that it is 
preferable to drive the actuator with voltage and also to add the 2.5 kHz low-pass filter. In this way the 
peak at the fundamental resonance of the accelerometers, which causes the stability problems, is 
effectively attenuated so that larger feedback gains can be implemented. The right hand side plot in Figure 
4 shows the FRF Nyquist plot for the case when MEMS sensors with filtered outputs are used with 
reference to the actuator voltage. The loop in the negative real quadrants, which crosses the real axis, is 
again caused by the fundamental resonance of the two sensors. However, the zero-crossing frequency is 
actually lower than the resonant frequency of the two accelerometers due to the additional phase lags 
caused by the actuator dynamics and the effects of the filter. The zero crossing frequency is approximately 
2600 Hz, as indicated by the arrows in the phase diagram in Figure 3. In fact, the FRF amplitude at the 
zero crossing frequency is slightly smaller than that obtained with the high quality accelerometers. The 
stability analysis using the Nyquist criterion indicates that the feedback loop is conditionally stable with 
gain margin of 50 Ns/m. Moreover, control spillover can be expected at frequencies around 2600 Hz. 
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Figure 4: Nyquist plots of the open loop FRF for: a) time integrated output of the two piezoelectric 
accelerometers with reference to the actuator current (left hand side), b) time integrated output of 

the two MEMS accelerometers with a 2.5 kHz low-pass filter with reference to the actuator voltage. 
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3.2 Passive sound radiation 

The purpose of the experimental study presented in this subsection is to investigate specific properties of 
double panels which are important for the performance of the active control arrangement proposed in this 
paper. In general, the sound transmission through double panels is characterised by the mass-air-mass 
resonance effect [13]. A simplified explanation the mass-air-mass resonance is that the two plates behave 
as two lumped masses coupled by the air spring between them. Below the mass-air-mass resonant 
frequency the sound transmission is rather high and characterised by well separated resonances [13]. 
Above the mass-air-mass resonance frequency the sound transmission through double panels decreases 
with increase of frequency [13]. According to the simplified model given by Fahy and Gardonio [13] the 
mass-air-mass resonant frequency, 0ω , for unbounded plates depends upon the surface densities of the two 
plates and the stiffness of the air between them. The air stiffness is determined by the cavity depth, air 
density and speed of sound such that [13]: 
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where  is the mass per unit surface (surface density) of the source panel,  is the surface density of 
the radiating panel, 

sm rm

0ρ  is the air mass density,  is the speed of sound, and  is the distance between the 
two panels (the cavity depth). Figure 5 shows the measured narrow band total radiated sound power per 
unit structural primary excitation input fpf.  
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Figure 5: Effects of the different radiating panel materials in case of the deep cavity arrangement 

(left) and the shallow cavity arrangement (right) 

The spectra have been calculated using the far field sound pressure levels measured in a large anechoic 
chamber by nine free-field microphones (Brüel&Kjaer, Type 4165) placed around the test rig, according 
to ISO 3744 [13]. The test rig was placed on the solid floor in order to get a baffling effect. In this 
experiment the radiating panel material was varied in order to investigate the influence of the different 
mass properties of the radiating panel on the spectrum of the radiated sound power. In addition to the 
Honeycomb radiating panel, an aluminium and a Perspex radiating panels were also tested. Geometry and 
mechanical properties of the aluminium panel are the same as those of the source panel. The Perspex panel 
is 3 mm thick, with Young’s modulus of 4 GPa and mass density of 1180 kg/m3. The cavity depth was 
also varied in order to investigate its influence to the spectrum of the radiated sound power.  Therefore, in 
addition to the 30 mm deep air cavity, a shallow cavity was also used with the depth of 13 mm in 
combination with each radiating panel material. The results with the deep cavity are shown in the left hand 
side plot, whereas the results using the shallow cavity are shown on the right hand side plot in Figure 5. 
The sound power radiation spectra show well separated resonances at frequencies below approximately 
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500 Hz, which are primarily due to the lightly damped modes of the radiating panel mounted on the 
flexible springs. At these frequencies, the sound radiation is governed by the mass law, such that the 
radiated sound power decreases with increase of frequency by 12 dB per octave band. The effects of the 
different radiating panel materials are most notable at the lowest resonant frequency of the system, which 
decreases with the increase in the weight of the radiating panel. Thus the Honeycomb panel with high 
stiffness to density ratio yields the highest first natural frequency, whereas the use Perspex panel with low 
stiffness to density ratio results in the lowest first natural frequency. In addition, the sound radiation at the 
lowest natural frequency decreases as the mass of the radiating panel is increased.  
The two plots in Figure 6 show the effect of the cavity depth for Honeycomb and Perspex radiating panels.  
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Figure 6: Effects of the cavity depth variation in case of  Honeycomb (left) and Perspex (right) 

radiating panels 

The results with the shallow and the deep cavity are rather similar at low frequencies. However, at high 
frequencies, where the sound radiation is governed by the mass law, deep cavity configurations radiate 
less sound power (blue lines) than shallow cavity configurations (red lines). This is related to the influence 
of the cavity depth on the mass-air-mass resonance. The deep cavity mass-air-mass resonance is at 280 Hz 
for the Perspex plate and 450 Hz for the Honeycomb plate. In case of the shallow cavity they are at 420 
Hz for the Perspex plate and 680 Hz for the Honeycomb plate. The higher mass-air-mass frequency results 
in the broader low frequency spectra where the sound radiation is controlled by damping such that the 
sound transmission in the mass controlled high-frequency range is increased. 
Considering now the characteristics of the sound radiation for all six cases the following conclusions can 
be drawn. The largest sound radiation occurs at the low frequencies, below the mass-air mass resonances 
of the six double panel configurations. This low frequency range can be approximated as the range 
between 30 Hz and 500 Hz for all six cases. In addition, the low frequency noise is characterised by 
resonant sound radiation, primarily due to the lightly damped modes of the radiating panel mounted on the 
flexible springs. For this reason in the forthcoming subsection of this paper, decentralised MIMO control 
systems which generate active damping are considered for the active control of the radiated sound at low 
frequencies below the mass-air-mass resonance frequency. 

3.3 Performance of the active control 

The performance of the active control systems is assessed in terms of the reduction in total radiated sound 
power. The nine feedback gains are set such that each feedback loop operates using the same feedback 
gain. Since the feedback loops are conditionally stable the implementation of high feedback gains could 
lead to control spillover at higher frequencies. For that reason the gains had to be chosen low enough not 
to cause large spillover effects or instabilities. Because the most significant sound radiation occurs at 
frequencies up to approximately 500 Hz, as indicated in the previous subsection, the measurements were 
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taken up to this frequency. Figure 7 shows the narrow band spectra of total radiated sound power for each 
case considered. 
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Figure 7 Radiated sound power with no control (blue line), open loop (red line), and closed loop 
active control (green line). 

The radiating panel material and the cavity depth were varied, using the same materials and the cavity 
depths as in the subsection 3.2 of this paper. The left hand side column in Figure 7 shows the results for 
the deep cavity and the right hand side shows the results for the shallow cavity, whereas the different 
radiating panel materials correspond to the different rows in Figure 7. The total radiated sound power 
when no sensors and actuators are mounted on the double panels is shown by the blue lines in the plots. 
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Red lines show the results when the nine voice coil actuators and eighteen MEMS accelerometers are 
mounted on the two panels, but the feedback loops are left open. Comparison between the spectra of the 
radiated sound power shown by the blue and the red lines shows that large passive effects are produced 
when the transducers are mounted to the double panel. This is due to two principal effects. First is the 
mass effect produced by the sensors and actuators of all control loops and the attached equipment (cables, 
bolts and accelerometer mounts), having a cumulative weight of 0.11 kg. After eliminating the possibility 
of damping effect produced by the back EMF it was concluded that the second effect is the damping 
caused by viscous air flow in the voice coil actuator. This flow occurs through a small circular orifice 
between the actuator coil and magnet. As the coil windings enter the gap between the two magnet poles, 
the air is pushed out of the magnet and vice versa. The viscous flow of the air through the small orifice 
causes the damping of the relative coil-magnet motion. In fact, due to miniature actuator design and the 
requirements on the magnetic flux in the orifice, the radial clearance between the coil and the magnet 
equals 0.25 mm. As a result of the passive effects described above, the spectrum of the radiated sound is 
smoothed and the resonance peaks are less distinguishable. The green lines show that when the nine 
control loops are closed, the radiated sound power at the system resonances is reduced by an additional 4-
10 dB due to the active damping generated by the velocity feedback loops. Particularly large control 
performances are obtained around 400 Hz. For example, in case of the shallow cavity and the Perspex 
radiating panel the reduction of the radiated sound power around 400 Hz is about 10 dB. It is worth 
mentioning that the mass-air-mass resonant frequency for this configuration is 420 Hz. The explanation 
for the good control performance is that the mass-air-mass mode is characterised by the out of phase 
motions of the two plates, such that the relative dampers of the active control system can couple well with 
the dominant mode [25,26]. 
The final experiment presented in this paper involved the comparison of the active control performance 
with reference to the performance of a passive sound absorbing treatment. The experiment was performed 
on the double panel with the aluminium radiating panel. The passive treatment used was a high density 
polyamide foam with the dimensions 414×314×25 mm. The mass of the foam was 0.370 kg, and it was 
attached directly to the source panel, without attaching it to the radiating panel in order to avoid structure-
borne sound transmission between the two plates. Figure 8 shows the total radiated sound power plotted 
against frequency for three cases.  
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Figure 8 Radiated sound power in case of passive treatment and the active control. Aluminium 

radiating panel. Deep cavity. 

The blue line shows the result when neither the passive treatment nor the control transducers are placed 
onto the double panel. The red line shows the result when the passive treatment is applied to the double 
panel, whereas the green line shows the result when the active control system is applied. At very low 
frequencies (below 100 Hz) the passive treatment generates reductions merely by adding mass to the 
panels, as indicated by the downward shift of the first and the second panel resonance. At higher 
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frequencies the passive treatment causes good reductions of the radiated sound power. However, as shown 
by the green line in Figure 8, active control is able to reduce the radiated sound power even at very low 
frequencies. In addition, good reductions are also achieved at higher frequencies of the frequency range of 
interest. In fact, in the whole frequency range from 30 Hz to 500 Hz the active control outperforms the 
passive treatment, despite the larger weight added to the structure by the passive control arrangement. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper a novel smart double panel for active vibroacoustic control was experimentally investigated. 
The smart panel involves active vibroacoustic control which is applied to the panel using decentralised 
Multi-Input-Multi-Output velocity feedback control. Reactive voice coil actuators with collocated Micro-
Electro-Mechanical-Systems accelerometers are used. The performance was assessed in terms of the 
reduction of the radiated sound power measured in an anechoic chamber.  
The stability of a feedback loop was investigated by analysing the open loop sensor-actuator frequency 
response function using the Nyquist criterion. The analysis showed that the feedback loops are 
conditionally stable and that only finite feedback gains are applicable without spillover effects or 
instabilities. The principal cause of the conditional stability is the second order dynamics of the 
accelerometer which causes a 180 degrees phase lag at the accelerometer resonance. Additional phase lags 
are generated by the voice coil dynamics, but they have not been found critical for the system stability. 
The measurements of the radiated sound power reduction indicated that the smart panel generates passive 
and active reductions. The passive reductions were obtained by the mass effects when the sensor and 
actuator transducers are attached to the two plates and by the damping effects produced by the viscous air 
flow in the moving parts of the actuator. Active control decreases the resonant sound radiation by 
additional 4-10 dB. These reductions were particularly significant around the mass-air-mass resonance of 
the double panel. 
The performance of the smart panel was also compared to the noise reduction performance of a sound 
absorbing foam attached to the source panel. In the frequency range 0-500 Hz active control outperforms 
the passive treatment despite the larger mass added to the structure by the passive control arrangement.  
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Abstract 
This paper deals with the implementation of a low-cost FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) device as 
a controller for active vibration attenuation. The aim of the work is to present the main advantages and 
drawbacks of this device with respect to the traditionally adopted Digital Signal Processors (DSP). It is 
shown that the main advantage is the high calculation speed offered by the FPGA technology. On the 
other hand the main disadvantage is related to the low available memory space. Furthermore the control 
algorithm has to be implemented using fixed point mathematics, which is much more complicated if 
compared to the adoption of the floating point one. The numerical operations which have to be adopted to 
overcome the problems related to the controller implementation by means of fixed point mathematics are 
presented and commented. Finally some experimental tests are presented to show in which cases this low-
cost FPGA device can offer advantages with respect to DSPs. 

1 Introduction 

The control hardware usually adopted to the aim of active vibration reduction is based on Digital Signal 
Processors (DSP). They are used since many years and they can be split into many categories in terms of 
performances and cost. The main advantages of the DSPs are that the control algorithm can be often 
developed with high level software, then compiled and transferred on the DSP. This means that the control 
algorithm can be easily developed thanks to the possibility to exploit all the comforts currently given by 
the software. Moreover such a solution allows to have a good versatility and thus the possibility to develop 
different controllers for different problems. Although the modern DSPs grant good processing speeds, it 
has to be highlighted that the more complicated is the control scheme, the lower is the maximum possible 
sampling frequency. This limits the DSP exploitation for noise and vibration problems at high or very high 
frequencies. Another disadvantage is that the cost is always considerable, also when mid-level DSPs are 
considered. 
Recently a new technology has been developed suitable to active control purposes and it is named FPGA 
(Field Programmable Gate Array). The advantages offered by the FPGA technology are a very high 
calculation speed and often a much lower cost than the DSP technology. The higher speed is due to the 
fact that the mathematical and logical operations are each time physically realized on the FPGA processor 
at the hardware level, even allowing a real operation parallelism too. On the other hand the low-cost 
FPGA controller considered in this paper requires to be programmed with a fixed point mathematics, 
which makes the controller implementation much harder than with the adoption of floating point one. 
There are many engineering applications where a control action has to be applied at very high frequencies. 
Railway squeal noise ([1][2][3]) can be mentioned as an example [4]. Figure 1 presents the recorded noise 
emission from a city-tram traveling along a short-radius curve (the main squeal emission is at about 4 
kHz). Thus it is evident that hardware able to work at high frequency is required if a control action has to 
be applied to reduce wheel vibration and thus noise emission. Furthermore the controller should be 
mounted on many city-trams thus asking to be of small size, robust and as cheap as possible. 
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All these features are satisfied by some low-cost FPGA devices currently available from different 
manufacturers; the same does not apply to common DSPs as usually their maximum sampling frequency 
is lower than that provided by FPGA devices and their cost can be much higher. This has pulled towards 
testing a low-cost FPGA device as vibration controller, analysing its advantages and drawbacks. 
The next section introduces the considered vibration problem and gives some details on the adopted low-
cost FPGA device. The performed work description is started in Section 3, focusing on the encountered 
mathematical problems due to the FPGA hardware. Sections 4 and 5 describe other aspects of the 
implementation of the control algorithm on the FPGA device and, finally, Section 6 faces the results of the 
control tests. 

 
Figure 1: Squeal noise emission of a city-tram. The red areas in the time-frequency graph on the 

right indicate the loudest sound emission. 

2 Hardware description and control algorithm 

The chosen FPGA processor is a National Instruments Compact-RIO. The structure of the FPGA system is 
based on three main components: the reconfigurable logical blocks, the programmable interconnections 
and the input/output (I/O) modules. Each logical block is then subdivided into four subunits, named 
“slices”, which contain function generators, arithmetic logical gates, function multiplexers and storage 
elements. As the base component is the slice, this becomes the measurement unit for the available memory 
space, which just depends on the physical size of the FPGA processor. In this case the total number of 
available slices is 14336. Finally the I/O modules have 16 bit resolution and ± 10 V full scale. 
The second aspect which has to be introduced is about control. The test of the FPGA system has to be 
carried out under controlled and repeatable conditions. Thus it has been decided to adopt a widely used 
feed-back controller (see further in the section for algorithm details) aimed at reducing the vibrations of a 
plate by means of a piezo-patch. Although the test could have been performed considering a real vibration 
problem, it has been decided to apply the control to a vibrating iron plate (300 x 150 x 2 mm) in laboratory 
conditions in order to face a simple problem from the structural/dynamical point of view. This allows to 
focus the attention on the FPGA system performances, almost neglecting other aspects such as vibration 
path analysis and so on. The use of a piezo-patch comes from the fact that they are extensively adopted for 
structural borne noise and vibration control, as found in most literature ([5],[6], as examples). The plate is 
in suspended free condition and the disturbance is given by a constrained electro-mechanical shaker. The 
piezo-patch is just in the centre of the plate. A piezo-accelerometer is used to measure plate vibrations.    
As already mentioned, it has been chosen to use a widely adopted feed-back algorithm to stay close to 
standard control conditions. The feed-back algorithm is named Internal Model Control (IMC) [7] and the 
controller is constituted by a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter [7]. Such an algorithm asks also for the 
presence of a model of the system under control. This model is implemented by an Infinite Impulse 
Response (IIR) filter [7]. This IIR filter has to model the transfer function between the input voltage to the 
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reconstruction filter and the anti-aliasing output signal (Figure 2). Furthermore a filter coefficient 
adaptation has been included for the FIR filter; this is based on the “Filtered-Reference LMS” algorithm 
[7]. The final control scheme is given in Figure 3. 
In the next section the attention is focused on the controller implementation problems due to the FPGA 
programming environment. 

 
Figure 2: System block scheme where R(z) (in the z domain) is the regulator (modelled with a FIR 

filter) and (z)Ĝ  (in the z domain) is the model of the hardware system (modelled with an IIR filter).  

 
Figure 3: System block scheme where R(z) (in the z domain) is the adaptive regulator (modelled with 
a FIR filter)  and (z)Ĝ  (in the z domain) is the model of the hardware system (modelled with an IIR 

filter). 
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3 Program implementation on the FPGA processor 

It has been mentioned in Section 1 that fixed point mathematics has to be adopted when programming the 
considered FPGA device. Furthermore it has been previously evidenced that the control algorithm is based 
on the implementation of opportune FIR and IIR filers. The discussion about the problems related to the 
controller implementation with a fixed point mathematics is faced mainly referring to the development of 
IIR filters. This is due to the fact that they have a more complex and general structure than the FIR ones. 
Moreover, problems related to a general purpose adoption of fixed point mathematics (not relative only to 
filter implementation) will be highlighted. 
Before considering the mentioned IIR filter implementation into details, three important aspects have to be 
highlighted. They are peculiar to the use of an FPGA device with fixed point mathematics and have a 
strong impact on the success of the program development. The main error sources in this kind of 
implementation are the quantization of the voltage signals, the quantization of the numerical coefficients 
and the variable saturation. The first quantization problem is relative to every digital device and its effects 
on the acquired signals partly depend on the adopted full scale for the analog to digital converters and on 
their resolution. 
The two remaining aspects limit the possibility to represent very big and very small numbers, according to 
the number of available bits. When floating point mathematics is adopted, each number is expressed in 
terms of an exponent and a mantissa. This allows to reproduce much bigger and much smaller numbers 
than in the case of using fixed point mathematics, once the number of bits is the same. A certain number 
which can be represented by means of floating point mathematics using a certain number of bits, can give 
variable saturation in the case of fixed point mathematics adopting the same number of bits.  
The way to solve the saturation problem is the adoption of the BIT-SHIFT operation [8], which allows to 
increase the number of bits for representing numbers. This means that it is possible to use more bits than 
the ones offered by the I/O modules, during the FPGA device internal operations. Suppose that the two 
following binary numbers have been acquired (with I/O modules characterized by two bits) and have to be 
summed: 11 and 01. Then the number 10 has to be subtracted from the previous sum and the result is sent 
to the output module. The sum operation cannot give a correct result having only two available bits, so 
giving saturation (the final result of the whole operation is 01). Applying the BIT-SHIFT operation the 
problem can be overcome increasing the number of used bits to four. The sum is thus 0011 + 0001 = 0100 
and the final result is thus 0010 which can be represented with only two bits. Therefore, after all the 
internal operations, the number of bits can be decreased to two, as required by the output module. 
All the mentioned quantization problems generate numerical errors which propagate through the 
implemented algorithm As already mentioned, the base components of the controller are FIR and IIR 
filters. Thus it is needed that these errors do not affect the filter output, once the input has been fixed. It is 
stated in literature [9] that the adoption of biquadratic forms (which are second order filters) in filter 
implementation allows to reduce the final error on the filter output. Consider the following second order 
IIR filter equation in the discrete time domain: 

1 2 0 1 2( ) ( 1) ( 2) ( ) ( 1) ( 2)y n a y n a y n b x n b x n b x n− − − − = + − + −             (1) 

where y(n) is the output value at time n/fs (fs is the sampling frequency and n = 0,1,2,…), x(n) is the input 
value at time n/fs and ai and bi are the filter coefficients. The output y(n) can be calculated by means of the 
operation scheme of Figure 4. This form is compact and allows to have only eight operations, which helps 
in limiting numerical errors. 
If a filter of a higher order has to be implemented, it is possible to use more biquadratic forms in cascade 
(Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: Biquadratic form scheme for a second order IIR filter implementation (z-1 represents the 

unit delay operator [7]) 

 
Figure 5: Two biquadratic forms in cascade giving a fourth order filter (z-1 represents the unit delay 

operator [7]) 

Thus the adoption of the BIT-SHIFT operation and of the biquadratic forms help in limiting the mentioned 
numerical problems and so in getting a satisfactory accuracy in the controller mathematical operations. If 
these solutions are not used, it is easy to get lowly accurate results or even completely distorted ones. 
After having introduced these important aspects, related to quantization and saturation, able to 
compromise the desired filter behaviour, the attention will be focused on the real implementation of an IIR 
filter on the FPGA device in order to show other important aspects, always taking into account the topics 
presented in this section. 

4 IIR filter implementation on the FPGA processor 

Systems and filters are usually designed in the Laplace domain (which is a continuous domain). Different 
tasks have to be performed to implement them on a digital controller. All the operation can be split in two 
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main activities: the first is the transformation to the z domain (so the transformation from a continuous 
domain to a discrete one due to the fact that a digital device needs to work in a discrete domain) and the 
second is relative to the conversion from floating point mathematics to fixed point one.  

4.1 Continuous to discrete transformation 

The conversion from the Laplace domain to the z domain is based on the following transformation: 

                                                        ssTz e=                                                                         (2) 

where Ts is the sampling interval. Due to different reasons, among which the fact that a digital hardware 
works with finite precision numbers, equation (2) is not directly implemented. Other algorithms, which 
can be approximations of equation (2) or alternative formulations, are usually adopted to obtain the 
desired domain passage. The authors have chosen four different algorithms chosen among the available 
and most usually considered ones. They are the Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) method, the First-Order Hold 
(FOH) one, the Tustin approximation and the Matched Poles and Zeros method. These methods are the 
ones available on Matlab® and more details can be found in [10]. 
This analysis was aimed at understanding if the choice of a certain algorithm is able to give advantages or 
disadvantages with respect to the others. 
Different continuous filters have been transformed from the continuous form to the corresponding discrete 
one with the abovementioned methods. All the original continuous filters have been built supposing that 
they would have been representative of mechanical system transfer functions. This means that damping 
ratio values from 0.5 % (mid damped mechanical system) up to 10 % (heavily damped mechanical 
system) have been adopted for the filter resonances. Moreover filters with a different number of 
resonances have been tested; particularly filters with one resonance (second order filter and thus 
represented by a single biquadratic form) up to filters with four resonances (eighth order filter and thus 
represented by four biquadratic forms)  have been adopted, both considering eigenfrequencies in the low 
frequency range (few tens of Hertz) and eigenfrequencies in the high frequency range (over 7 kHz). 
The test results have shown that the transformation algorithm choice is very important to obtain a discrete 
form as similar as possible to the continuous one. For the tested filters the FOH method has always 
guaranteed better performances than the others. Consider, as an example, the case of a filter with a 
resonance at 7 kHz and a damping ratio value of 0.5 %. Figure 6 shows the results for the FOH method. 
The sampling frequency was 100 kHz. Table 1 and Table 2 give a further confirmation of the good 
performance of the FOH method. The error mentioned in Table 1 has been calculated as: 
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where Hdiscrete is the obtained discrete transfer function, Hcontinuous is the original continuous transfer 
function and N is the number of points where Hdiscrete is available. The percentage error of Table 2 is 
calculated as:  
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The phase error in Table 2 is the difference between the phase of the continuous Frequency Response 
Function (FRF) and the phase of the discrete FRF in correspondence of the resonance. 
Moreover it has been found that another important variable, able to influence the result accuracy, is the 
ratio R between the frequency value of the resonance and the sampling frequency value. The lower is this 
ratio, the higher is the accuracy of the discrete transfer function. Figure 7 shows the errors on the transfer 
function phase and amplitude in correspondence of the resonance as a function of the ratio R for the 
mentioned filter.  
Performing many analyses, it has been finally found that this ratio has not to be higher than 0.08. 
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Thus using the FOH method with R ≤ 0.08 (considering the resonance with the highest frequency value) it 
is possible to obtain discrete filters with satisfactory accuracies. 

method ZOH FOH Tustin matched 
error [((m/s2)/V)2]  8.1 * 10-5 4.8 * 10-7 1.8 * 10-5 8.4 * 10-5 

Table 1: Error (see Equation 3) for the different adopted methods to pass from the continuous to the 
discrete domain. 

method percentage 
error [%] 

phase error 
[°] 

ZOH 0.8 12.6 
FOH 1.6 0.1 

Tustin 2.9 9.3 
matched 0.8 12.8 

Table 2: Percentage error (see equation 4) and phase error for the different adopted methods to 
pass from the continuous to the discrete domain. 

A further comment is worth being given about what authors mean for “satisfactory accuracies”. When the 
transfer function of a mechanical system is experimentally measured, then it is necessary to develop a 
model (which is often developed in the Laplace domain). This modelled transfer function has to be as 
similar as possible to the real transfer function. When the author say “satisfactory accuracies”, it means 
that the discrepancies between the transfer function model in the Laplace domain and that in the z domain 
are negligible if compared to the discrepancies which usually characterize the system Laplace model with 
respect to the real transfer function. 

 
Figure 6: Comparison between the transfer function of the continuous filter and its FOH discrete 
form (with a sampling frequency of 100 kHz); the two phase curves are almost superimposed; the 
input is the voltage applied to the reconstruction filter and the output is the acceleration measured 

by the accelerometer and filtered by the anti-aliasing filter 
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Figure 7a: Percentage error on the amplitude 
(see equation 4) 

Figure 7b: Phase error 

4.2 Floating point to fixed point transformation 

Once the transfer function in the z domain has been obtained (and thus the filter coefficients have been 
defined), it is needed to transform it from a floating point representation to a fixed point one. This is 
needed to implement the control program on the FPGA processor. 
This means that a real number such as 0.3333 has to be transformed. Such a transformation is carried out 
thanks to the use of a negative power of 2, multiplied for an opportune integer coefficient. In this case 
0.3333 can be written as 33301.023413333.0 10 =×≅ − . Other transformations could be performed 
choosing different values of the negative power and of the multiplicative coefficient; for example 

34375.02113333.0 5 =×≅ −  or 32813.02213333.0 6 =×≅ − . It is evident that the error between 
0.3333 and the obtained representation changes choosing a different combination for the two mentioned 
parameters. 
The fallout is that the discrepancy between the floating point transfer function and the fixed point one 
highly depends on the accuracy with which the filter coefficients (which usually are real numbers) are 
approximated by means of the shown shrewdness. The smaller is the negative power, the more accurate 
can be the abovementioned approximation and the higher is the multiplicative coefficient. Nevertheless 
the multiplicative coefficient cannot be too big as a saturation could occur. Thus a limit exists on the 
accuracy with which the filter coefficients are approximated.  
Moreover it has been observed that increasing the number of biquadratic forms (thus increasing the filter 
order and the number of resonances to be described by the filter), the discrepancy between the floating 
point discrete transfer function and the fixed point one increases, once the percentage error on the filter 
coefficients has been kept constant. This is probably due to the error propagation mechanism.  
It has been estimated that a satisfactory accuracy (where the meaning of “satisfactory accuracy” has been 
previously explained) on the final transfer function can be often achieved by accepting errors on the filter 
coefficients lower than 0.001 %. 
It has been shown that the implementation of IIR filters, which are the base components of many usual 
feed-back controllers for vibration and structural borne noise control, is quite complicated on an FPGA 
device working with a fixed point mathematics. Anyway it has been found that there is the possibility to 
satisfactorily carry out all the needed mathematical operations if adopting some mathematical devices and 
respecting some parameter thresholds, as above shown. 
It is now possible to consider the controller implementation for the system presented in Section 2. 
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5 Controller implementation 

As mentioned in Section 2, the controller includes two models of the system under control (Figure 3). 
Thus the first operation towards the final implementation has been the experimental identification of the 
FRF between the input voltage to the reconstruction filter and the voltage output from the anti-aliasing 
filter, which is shown in Figure 8. This function is graphed till high frequency due to the fact that the 
authors aim was to develop a high-frequency control in order to test the speed capabilities of the FPGA 
hardware (see Section 1). 
Nevertheless it is not possible to build a model for such a transfer function as an IIR filter with too many 
poles would be required. In fact the maximum number of slices of the FPGA device is 14336, which is 
dramatically lower than the minimum required for modelling the system up to 20 kHz. Actually the 
number of available slices allows to model only few resonances; this heavily limits the frequency range 
which can be modelled up to few tens of Hertz or almost up to about a hundred of Hertz, depending on the 
system features.   
This means that a band-pass filter for the controller input is needed in order to suppress the harmonics out 
of the interesting frequency range (and thus out of the modelled frequency range), which could cause 
instability [11]. On the other hand this band-pass filter has to be included in the two models of the system 
and this causes that more memory space is therefore needed for model implementation; in fact a part of the 
available memory space is used to model the poles and zeros of the band-pass filter. In the present case a 
Butterworth band-pass filter of the second order has been adopted. 

 
Figure 8: System transfer function (the input is the voltage applied to the reconstruction filter and 

the output is here represented as the acceleration measured by the accelerometer and filtered by the 
anti-aliasing filter) 

The frequency range which has been considered interesting for control is around 7600 Hz where three well 
separated eigenfrequencies are present (Figure 9). The combination of the system transfer function and of 
the band-pass filter transfer function gives the result displayed in Figure 9, which is the final transfer 
function to be modelled. The cut-off frequencies of the band-pass filter are 7580 Hz and 7680 Hz; the 
range is quite limited due to the reasons previously mentioned. 
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Figure 9: System transfer function (red line: without the band-pass filter, blue line: with the filter);  

The final aim of the control is to suppress plate vibrations generated by the shaker; the used disturbance 
will be at first a sinusoidal one in correspondence of the main resonance (about 7630 Hz, see Figure 9), 
and then a white noise up to 20 kHz. 
The following step is the development of the system model, which is an IIR filter reproducing the transfer 
function in blue line of Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the model transfer function, represented by a third order 
IIR filter (thus occupying two biquadratic forms for each of the models present in the algorithm of Figure 
3). It is evident that the model is acceptable only between about 7580 Hz and 7680 Hz (Figures 9 and 10). 
The band-pass filter is not able to give a complete signal suppression for the first hundreds of Hertz out of 
this range and, unfortunately, there was not enough free memory space for well modelling a frequency 
range wider than 7580-7680 Hz. The adoption of a band-pass filter of higher order would guarantee a 
stronger signal suppression out of the mentioned frequency range but, on the other hand, it would require 
more biquadratic forms to be modelled; apparently there is no way to solve such a problem (see further in 
the paper for a deeper discussion about this point). Furthermore a reduction of the frequency range 
between the two cut-off frequencies of the band-pass filter have not provided particular benefits.  
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Figure 10: Final transfer function (blue: floating point, red: fixed point) 

The sampling frequency of the whole controller is chosen to be 100 kHz. This choice comes from the will 
to respect the mentioned threshold of 0.08 for the ratio R between the maximum resonance frequency of 
the system and the sampling frequency (see Section 4.1). 
After this step the controller has been completed developing the FIR filter, which is the regulator, and 
building up the adaptation algorithm (Figure 3). The implementation of the FIR filter is simpler than that 
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of the IIR one; thus the attention has been focused in this paper only on the latter as it is enough to show 
all the main software implementation problems regarding the FPGA processor use. 
Before going on with the controller performances, it is worth underlining two important aspects. 
Suppose to adopt a mid-level DSP (for example a DSP with two processors, the master one with an 
elaboration speed of 60 MHz and 32 bit registries and the slave one with an elaboration speed of 25 MHz 
and state memories of 128 x 32 kbit) for developing just the same control algorithm implemented on the 
FPGA device. The DSP test has allowed to reach a maximum sampling frequency of 65 kHz, which does 
not satisfy the upper limit of 0.08 for the ratio R between the maximum resonance frequency of the system 
and the sampling frequency (although the software interface sometimes allows to program by considering 
the continuous form of the system in the Laplace domain, the transformation to the discrete domain is 
automatically carried out just the same, thus not by the user). On the other hand the threshold has been 
respected in the FPGA case without pulling the performances of the device at its limits. In fact the 
sampling frequency of 100 kHz can be of course much increased in case of necessity (the nominal FPGA 
elaboration speed is 40 MHz). This means that this low-cost FPGA device offers higher performances than 
a mid-level DSP when a control action is needed at high or very high frequency. 
On the other hand the memory space is very limited for the FPGA processor, if compared to the DSP 
device. Thus when the control action is needed at low or mid frequencies (for example up to 1 kHz or 
2 kHz) the DSP offers the great advantage to extend the control over a wider frequency range with respect 
to the FPGA possibilities. Some solutions to make wider the modelled frequency range for the DSP 
processor are currently under investigation (see further in the paper).  
It is now possible to show the obtained performances in terms of plate vibration attenuation. 

6 Control performances 

As mentioned before, the plate has been excited with two different signals: the first disturbance is a 
sinusoidal one in correspondence of the main resonance (about 7630 Hz, see Figure 9), then a white 
random noise up to 20 kHz has been chosen. In both the cases the FIR filter had 50 coefficients in order to 
test just the same controller in the two situations. 50 coefficients are of course too much for a sinusoidal 
disturbance and the present system. This means that only a small part of these 50 coefficients was not null 
in this case. 
For both the cases numerical simulations have been carried out looking for the parameter set-up offering 
the best vibration reduction (in the numerical simulations the system is just like its model). Then the 
experimental tests have been started relying on the simulation results and a finer tuning has been 
experimentally looked for.  

6.1 Sinusoidal disturbance 

The result of the mentioned numerical simulations with the best parameter set are given in Figure 11 and 
Figure 12. From these figures it is evident that the passage from a floating point mathematics to a fixed 
point mathematics introduces numerical errors which limit the controller performances, as expected. The 
same set-up gives instability under real experimental conditions (actually when the controller switches on 
there is a vibration reduction but then instability arises), due to the discrepancies of the system model with 
respect to the real system (Figures 9 and 10). Moreover there are other important causes. Consider, just as 
an example, that a temperature change of 1 K generates a resonance frequency shift of about 0.1 % of the 
frequency value (in this case about 7 Hz), as expected for an iron body ([12], as an example). The 
temperature problem is thus very important when working at high frequency as in the present case. These 
difficulties in developing a vibration control at so high frequency were expected, relying on the state of the 
art indications [7]. Moreover the set-up calibration has been carried out looking at the best performance. 
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Introducing a leakage coefficient in the adaptation algorithm [7], it is possible to get a more robust 
controller, although the vibration reduction becomes limited. The obtained result with the leaky coefficient 
is presented in Figure 13. 

6.2 Random disturbance 

The experimental tests with this disturbance have always given instabilities. The reasons are the same 
mentioned in Section 6.1 when considering a sinusoidal disturbance. Anyway in this case it has not been 
possible to reduce the plate vibration. The reason is that the system model is not accurate out of the 
frequency range between 7580 Hz and 7680 Hz (see Section 5). As the disturbance is white noise in this 
case, the frequency range where the model is not accurate is highly excited and this brings to system 
instability. 
It is thus evident that a control program optimization is needed to save memory space and so to have the 
possibility to build more accurate models or even to develop an in-line system identification [7] (which 
would also offer the great advantage to solve the temperature problem). 
The program optimization has already been started, aimed at checking how much space can be saved. At 
the moment the most evident change with respect to the initial program configuration is the fact that a 
single system model is adopted, instead of two. This does not mean that a control algorithm different from 
that of Figure 3 has been used. The system models of the algorithm are once again two but the structure of 
the IIR filter is one; the filter coefficients, inputs and outputs are changed time by time depending on 
which of the two models has to be considered in that moment. 
With such a shrewdness it has been possible to increase the number of slices available for the system 
model; particularly the model can be described with four extra biquadratic forms. 
Other optimizations are at the moment under analysis. 

 

 
Figure 11: Control simulation (floating point) 
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Figure 12: Control simulation (fixed point) 

 
 

Figure 13: Control performance (experimental) 
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7 Conclusion 

This paper has dealt with the test of a low-cost FPGA device used as a vibration controller. The test aim 
was to find out the advantages to adopt such a device, if compared to the traditionally used DSPs and also 
to evidence its main disadvantages. 
This device has to be programmed with a fixed point mathematics; this adds a lot of difficulties and asks 
for the adoption of some devices able to avoid numerical errors linked to quantization and saturation 
phenomena. Nevertheless a careful program activity can guarantee to rightly implement the desired 
controller. Particular attention has to be dedicated to the choice of the ratio between the highest resonance 
frequency value of the system under control and the sampling frequency. It has been estimated that it is 
possible to get a satisfactory numerical accuracy if this ratio is less than 0.08. 
This last point is a key one; in fact it has been shown that when the control action has to be provided at 
high frequency (over 7 kHz in this case), mid-level DSPs are not able to satisfy this threshold. In other 
words when the controller works at high frequency the FPGA device shows great advantages thanks to its 
working principle, which allows for a sampling frequency much higher than 100 kHz. 
On the other hand this FPGA device has little memory space and this causes problems when a control 
action has to be provided on a wide frequency range. The usual DSPs allow to model much huger 
frequency bands. 
At the moment this low-cost FPGA controller cannot be considered as an alternative to the classical DSP, 
apart when frequency-limited disturbances have to be suppressed. In this latter case it has been shown that 
satisfactory performances can be reached. 
Different solutions can be chosen to overcome the memory lack; the first is to adopt an FPGA controller 
with more memory but in this case the device cost arises. The other way is to optimize the program code 
in order to save memory space. This last task is currently under analysis and some benefits have already 
been got.   
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Abstract 
The main objective of this paper is to examine the quality and the accuracy of a two-dimensional 

aerodynamic theory in predicting the flutter speed, its associated frequency and the responses to the sharp-

edge gust. This theory called Modified Quasi-Steady (MQS) aerodynamics is slightly different from the 

Classical Quasi-Steady (CQS) aerodynamics, and although the aeroelastic model based on the classical 

quasi-steady gives very poor results, it will be shown here that the model based on the modified quasi-

steady aerodynamics will give a fairly accurate results respect to the model built on the unsteady 

aerodynamics. Thus, first, the general form of 2-D aeroelastic equations is presented. Then, a brief 

description of different aerodynamic theories including CQS, unsteady and MQS are given. In the next 

sub-section a general theory of the sharp-edge gust is reviewed. The next main part of this paper is 

devoted to the numerical results and comparisons including non-dimensional flutter speed and its 

associated frequency along variations of governing parameters. Also, the dynamic responses of a 2-D 

airfoil encountering a sharp-edge gust in plunging and pitching directions are given, and the effects of 

some governing parameters are magnified.  

1 Introduction 

Many of aeroelastic problems have been discussed and processed, and many theories, approaches and 

methods including analytical, numerical and experimental have been proposed and developed up to now. 

In the beginning, only analytical methods and solutions were interesting, and many attempts were devoted 

to develop such methods. The main goal of these endeavors was to escape from the numerical calculations 

being very complex and time consuming. 

With the advent of computers, many numerical calculations were performed easier and faster. Hence, 

numerical methods became more extensive in aeroelasticity. Nowadays, we can find very powerful 

numerical solutions based on CFD methods used to resolve aeroelastic problems. Then, it seems that the 

era of analytical solutions is over! However, this claim is not true, because many authors still prefer to 

work with a closed-form solution rather than a numerical procedure. Moreover, using analytical methods 

to resolve the problems may give a more real insight to the problem, its governing parameters, and 

solution attitude. Consequently, these direct solutions have their own fans today. 

Aeroelasticity mainly tend to find the conditions may result in instabilities and dangerous situations in 

flight condition or structural integrity. Therefore, Flutter speed prediction as a dynamic instability speed 

for different configurations and in different situations may devote many of endeavors and papers in 

aeroelasticity field up to now. Moreover, the tendency of weight reduction in flying vehicles structure 

resulted in more flexible structures whose dynamic oscillations during the normal flight and to the external 

excitations such as gusts, air-blasts, etc. are critical problems. As a result, a variety of methods have been 

formulated and developed to find the flutter speed of a flight vehicle, and determine its dynamic 

responses. In all these methods, aerodynamic model may be the prime building block since it has a great 

influence on the correctness and accuracy of the solution. The aerodynamic models which can simulate 
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better the real nature of the flow-field, and have an easier implementation procedure appeal more to whom 

they work on the aeroelasticity. Accordingly, different models based on steady, quasi-steady and unsteady 

aerodynamic theories were developed. That the unsteady aerodynamics can describe the real 

characteristics of the flow-field more accurately than the other ones made it an unrivaled theory to be used 

in aeroelastic models.  

From historical point, the indicial function was introduced by Wagner to describe the lift response of a 

two-dimensional flat plate in compressible flow [1]. After some years, Theodorsen [2] derived a theory of 

unsteady aerodynamics for a thin airfoil having small amplitude oscillations in incompressible flow. This 

formulation became a basis for many next investigations within aeroelasticity field. 

Nearly 60 years after Theodorsen's theory, Peters et al. [3] presented a new type of finite state 

aerodynamic model. This model uses finite state equations for the induced flow field derived directly from 

the potential flow. The resultant equations can be expressed in the frequency-domain, Laplace-domain or 

time-domain, and are capable to be applied in the two or three dimensional problems. Moreover, the 

unsteady aerodynamics in Ref. [4] is represented using both Wagner's function and Kussner's function. 

The first one is accounted for arbitrary motion and longitudinal turbulence, and the next is accounted for 

vertical turbulence. 

On the other hand, some authors studied the external excitations such as gust effects on aeroelastic 

behavior of airfoils and wings. For instance, Marzocca et al. [5] used a two-dimensional rigid/elastic-

lifting surface with degrees of freedom in pitch and heave in unsteady incompressible flow field to address 

its aeroelastic response to the time-dependent external excitations. Also, Shams et al. [6] changed the 

conventional time-domain unsteady aeroelastic equations for a two-dimensional typical section airfoil to 

give a set of fourth-order differential equations. Also, they extended this formulation to give the dynamic 

responses of the sharp-edge gust. 

Although unsteady aerodynamics have proved its quality to simulate the real characteristics of the flow-

field in aeroelastic applications, its complex implementation procedure and solution initiated some studies 

which have examined the other aerodynamic theories such as quasi-steady aerodynamics. As a case in 

point, recently Haddadpour and Firouz-Abadi [7] have shown that the classical quasi-steady 

aerodynamics is not appropriate at all to be used in predicting aeroelastic behavior and flutter speed of 

aircraft wings in subsonic incompressible flow. Although this study has confirmed the prior conception of 

unsteady aerodynamics superiority, some authors still look for an aerodynamics having fair accuracy and 

easy implementation. 

Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to evaluate the modified quasi-steady aerodynamics in flutter 

speed and aeroelastic behavior determination of the two-dimensional airfoil. This study will reveal 

whether the modified quasi-steady aerodynamics is a reliable model to be used in aeroelasticity 

applications or not. Thus, the remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows: in next section, first 

we formulate the general aeroelastic equations of a two-dimensional airfoil, then some aerodynamic 

models are presented, and in the last part the sharp-edge gust is identified. The third section is divided into 

two separate parts. The first part represents the flutter speed and frequency predicted by different 

aerodynamic theories, and the second one includes the dynamic responses to the sharp-edge gust given by 

different aerodynamic models. 

2 General theories 

2.1 Two-dimensional aeroelastic equations 

For a two-dimensional typical section airfoil (Fig.1) with assuming motions in heave and pitch directions, 

the general form of aeroelastic equations is as follows.  

 ( )hmh mbx k h L tθθ+ + = −�� ��  (1-1) 

 . . ( )e a e ambx h I k M tθ θθ θ+ + =�� ��  (1-2) 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the typical section airfoil 

 

where m  is the airfoil mass, and .e aI  is the mass moment inertia about the elastic axis. Also, hk  and kθ  

are the translational and torsional stiffness coefficients respectively. Other parameters have been shown in 

Fig. 1. As depicted in equations (1-1) and (1-2), the coupling between structural dynamics parameters (left 

hand sides) and aerodynamic lift and moment (right hand sides) will represent a set of aeroelastic 

equations. The aerodynamic lift and moment will be identified based on the type of aerodynamic theory. 

2.2 Classical quasi-steady aerodynamics 

The classical quasi-steady aerodynamic theory implies that the aerodynamic force and moment depend 

only on the instantaneous motion of the body surface, and thus, the prior history of flow motion or wake 

influence is not involved. Following equations give the time domain lift and moment about the elastic axis 

point based on structural dynamics parameters [8]: 

 2 1
2 ( )

2qs

h
L bU b a

U U

θ
πρ θ

 
 = + − +
  

� �

 (2-1) 

 
3

, .
1
( )
2 2qs e a qs

Ub
M b a L

πρ
θ= + − �  (2-2) 

As given in the above equations, the classical lift and moment mainly composed of damping parameters, 

and they have no acceleration terms. Indeed, simple form of quasi-steady aerodynamic theory and its ease 

of implementation make it as an ideal aerodynamic theory to be used in aeroelastic analyses. However, it 

was shown before that this theory is not appropriate for aeroelastic analyses in subsonic regime and its 

results are not reliable at all except for some limited number of cases [7].  

2.3 Unsteady aerodynamics 

Unsteady aerodynamics is considered to be as a more complete aerodynamic theory in which the time 

history of motion and wake influence are accounted. Generally, the lift and moment of unsteady 

aerodynamic theory composed of two physically different parts: non-circulatory and circulatory effects. 

Non-circulatory effects, also called apparent mass and inertia effects, are generated when the body has a 

nonzero acceleration. So, it has to displace a part of the fluid surrounding it.  
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In general, circulatory parts have more important influence on aircraft wings. These parts arise from the 

time history of motion and effects of the vortices shed into the wake. Indeed, accounting for the effects of 

vortex shedding is generally a very complex task which needs an elaborate knowledge of each vortex shed 

in the flow.  

From historical viewpoint, Theodorsen [2] proposed a theory of unsteady aerodynamics for a thin airfoil 

experiencing small oscillations in incompressible flow.  

 21
2 ( ) ( ) ( )

2
L UbC k h U b a b h U baπρ θ θ πρ θ θ

 = + + − + + − 
 
� � �� � ��  (3-1) 

 3
1

4

1 1
( )

2 8 2

a
M b h U bπρ θ θ

 
= − + + − 

 
�� � ��  (3-2) 

As seen, the lift contains both circulatory and non-circulatory parts, while the pitching moment about the 

quarter-chord contains only non-circulatory terms. Note that ( )C k is a function of the reduced frequency 

k , and called Theodorsen's function. Thus, the above equations are in frequency domain.  

A well-known unsteady time domain lift and moment for an arbitrary motion of a two-dimensional thin 

airfoil has been given through applying Duhamel superposition formula on the lift and moment generated 

from a step change in angle of attack.  
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Here, 3
4
( )w t  is the downwash at the three-quarter chord point (Eq.5), and ( )tϕ  is called Wagner's 

function. Eq.6 shows a two-state representation of the Wagner's function which has been addressed in [8]. 

 3
4

1
( ) ( )

2
w t h U b aθ θ= + + −� �  (5) 

 
0.0455 0.3

( ) 1 0.165 0.335
Ut b Ut b

t e eϕ
− −

= − −  (6) 

2.4 Modified quasi-steady aerodynamics 

Despite the fact that the classical quasi-steady aerodynamics cannot fulfill our thoughts, it can be modified 

in order to meet desired considerations. Hodges [9] proposed a different form of quasi-steady 

aerodynamics inspired partly from unsteady aerodynamics (Eq.7). In this theory damping in pitch 

direction is considered just only in pitching moment equation. Also, instantaneous angle of attack is equal 

to the summation of pitching angle and plunging velocity effect.  

 22 ( )mqs

h
L bU

U
πρ θ= +

�

 (7-1) 

 3
1
,
4

mqs
M b Uπρ θ= − �  (7-2) 

2.5 Sharp-edge gust 

For a moving aircraft in the air, the outside disturbances such as winds and gusts are important. For 

instance, these phenomena can change flight conditions highly, or can result in dynamic instabilities. 
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Commonly the sharp-edge gust is considered as a most critical type of discrete gust modeling, since it can 

significantly change the angle of attack, and thus, can induce a large amount of lift and load factor beyond 

the structural strength. 

Generally, sharp-edge gust effects are modeled as a step change in the velocity impacting the airfoil 

perpendicularly. This change induces a lift and pitching moment on the airfoil. See the following 

equations. 

 02 ( )gL bUw tπρ ψ=  (8-1) 

 ,
1
( )
2g ea gM b a L= +  (8-2) 

Here, 0w  is the gust intensity or velocity, and ( )tψ  is called Kussner's function which is represented by a 

two-state exponential function similarly to the Wagner's function [10]. 

 
0.130

( ) 1 0.5 0.5
Ut b Ut b

t e eψ
− −

= − −  (9) 

Assuming small displacements and oscillations we can use the associated properties of linear equations to 

find the total lift and moment. Thus, the generated lift and moment of sharp-edge gust should add to the 

lift and moment generated from airfoil's arbitrary motion to give the total lift and moment.  

3 Test cases 

Two different sets of results will be given here. Comparisons on flutter speed and its associated frequency 

variations along with various governing parameters of an oscillating typical section airfoil predicted by 

unsteady and modified quasi-steady aerodynamic theories are organized in the first section. 

In the next section, the dynamic responses of the airfoil both in heave and pitch directions to the sharp-

edge gust will be found, and compared using modified quasi-steady and unsteady aerodynamic theories. 

These results are given for different combinations of governing parameters. 

3.1 Definition 

Consider an airfoil with the characteristics given in Table 1. Here µ  is the mass ratio, σ  is the frequency 

ratio, and rθ  is the non-dimensional radius of gyration about elastic axis. These parameters are identified 

in Table 1. 

To find the numerical results, we must specify other parameters such as air density ρ , airfoil's chord 

length c , and the translational hk  or torsional stiffness kθ . Herein paper, we assume ρ  is 
30.002378 slugs ft , c  is 5.18 ft , and hk  is equal to 100 lbs ft . 

In the second part, the dynamic responses of the airfoil in heaving and pitching direction are given. The 

flight speed is specified by parameter V  defined as V U b θω∞= . Also, the gust speed is shown by gu . In 

this section, the basic data for the airfoil is similar to the pervious model unless otherwise provided. 
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Parameter Value Definition 

µ  10 
2m bπρ  

σ  0.7 h θω ω  

2rθ  0.25 
2

.e aI mb  

a  -0.2 --- 

xθ  0.1 --- 

Table 1: The basic characteristics of the airfoil 

 

3.2 Results and discussion 

Following figures show the flutter speed and its associated reduced frequency variations obtained by both 

unsteady and modified quasi-steady aerodynamics respect to the variations in governing parameters. The 

governing parameters include µ  as the mass ratio, σ  as the frequency ratio, rθ  as the non-dimensional 

radius of gyration about elastic axis, xθ  as the static unbalance, and a  as the non-dimensional elastic axis 

location from the mid-chord. Also, the reduced frequency is defined as k b Uω ∞= . 
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Figure 2: Non-dimensional flutter speed (a) and its reduced frequency (b) variations versus mass ratio 
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Figure 3: Non-dimensional flutter speed (a) and its reduced frequency (b) variations versus frequency 

ratio 
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Figure 4: Non-dimensional flutter speed (a) and its reduced frequency (b) variations versus               

non-dimensional radius of gyration about elastic axis 
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Figure 5: Non-dimensional flutter speed (a) and its reduced frequency (b) variations versus non-

dimensional static unbalance 
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Figure 6: Non-dimensional flutter speed (a) and its reduced frequency (b) variations versus non-

dimensional elastic axis location form mid-chord 

 

The above given results imply that in many situations, the non-dimensional flutter speed and its associated 

reduced frequency predicted by MQS aerodynamics have a fair margin of accuracy, and lower value than 

those values predicted by the unsteady aerodynamics. In other words, in the majority of cases the 

aeroelastic model based on the MQS aerodynamic theory overestimate the flutter speed and its frequency. 
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Thus, this model can be used to find the flutter speed and the flutter frequency in the preliminary steps of 

design instead of the model based on unsteady aerodynamics. 
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Figure 7: Dynamic responses of the given airfoil to the sharp edge gust  assuming ( 15µ = ) and 

( 10 gu ft s= ); (a) plunging, (b) pitching 
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Figure 8: Dynamic responses of the given airfoil to the sharp edge gust assuming ( 15µ = ) and 

( 5 gu ft s= ); (a) plunging, (b) pitching 
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Figure 9: Dynamic responses of the given airfoil to the sharp edge gust assuming 

( 15,  0.0,  0.0x aθµ = = = ) and ( 10 gu ft s= ); (a) plunging, (b) pitching 
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Figure 10: Dynamic responses of the given airfoil to the sharp edge gust assuming 

( 15,  0.0,  0.0x aθµ = = = ) and ( 5 gu ft s= ); (a) plunging, (b) pitching 
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Figure 11: Dynamic responses of the given airfoil to the sharp edge gust assuming ( 15,  0.4µ σ= = ) 

and ( 10 gu ft s= ); (a) plunging, (b) pitching 
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Figure 12: Dynamic responses of the given airfoil to the sharp edge gust assuming ( 15,  0.4µ σ= = ) 

and ( 5 gu ft s= ); (a) plunging, (b) pitching 
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In the above figures, the plunging and pitching dynamic responses of the airfoil were shown for various 

combinations of governing characteristics. In the majority of the cases being discussed here, the dynamic 

responses both in plunge and pitch directions predicted by MQS theory gives an overestimation respect to 

the results obtained by the unsteady aerodynamics. However, it seems that this behavior is partly case-

dependent, and a general rule cannot be issued here. In the above figures, τ  is the non-dimensional time, 

and is defined as Ut bτ = , also, the plunging response is measured in ft , and response in pitching 

direction is described in rad . 

4 Conclusions 

This paper examined the quality and accuracy of the Modified Quasi-Steady aerodynamics for two-

dimensional aeroelastic applications including flutter speed and sharp-edge gust response determination 

for a variety of cases. The simple form of this theory, modified quasi-steady aerodynamic theory, and its 

ease of implementation in comparison with the unsteady aerodynamics along with its fairly good results 

are the main reasons of using such theory in aeroelastic field. Although, the MQS aerodynamics gives the 

fairly good results, using the aeroelastic model based on this theory should be constrained to the 

preliminary design steps, and for a rapid estimation of aeroelastic effects.  
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Abstract 
An active noise control system is developed for the loadmaster area of a propeller driven transport aircraft. 
The loadmaster area is a small semi-enclosed volume connected to the large cargo hold. This coupling of a 
small room with a large room yields to new questions when an active noise control system is designed: 
Which effects does the coupling have on the noise field inside the small loadmaster area? Which influence 
do these effects have on the active noise control system? How complex is the uncertainty induced by the 
coupling to the large cargo? The analysis of this coupling was done in two ways. The first one, an energy 
based method, is used to analyze the acoustical energy flow between the loadmaster area and the cargo 
hold. The second one, a substructure technique, is used to study the influence on the eigenfrequencies and 
eigenmodes of such a coupled system. Afterwards, the theoretic results were confirmed with an 
experimental forced vibration analysis. The most important result is that the shape of the noise field inside 
the loadmaster area is less sensitive in spite of the large cargo hold. Moreover, an active noise controller 
was developed to handle the controller tasks. First experimental control results are given in the last 
section. These results have shown successful noise reduction up to 23 dB without any controller 
optimization. 

1 Introduction 

The interior sound field in propeller-driven aircrafts are primarily affected by high tonal sound pressure 
levels. This is caused by the propeller blades which pass the fuselage at certain angular frequencies Ω, 
refer to Figure 1-1. The vibrating fuselage structure excites the interior air volume. Inside the loadmaster 
area, which is a small semi-enclosed volume connected to the large cargo hold, the sound pressure level 
may be higher than 100 dB(A) without special design features. The designer of an aircraft has the 
possibility to assemble passive noise insulation material and/or to design an active noise control system to 
comply with noise regulations. However, the active noise control method is superior for low frequency 
noise, when compared to passive noise insulation methods. 
An active noise control (ANC) system consists of loudspeakers and microphones connected to a controller 
which calculates loudspeaker driving signals to minimize the disturbing sound pressure at these 
microphones [1]. For the active noise control system of the loadmaster area, the loudspeakers and 
microphones are installed in the ceiling and the outer wall of the loadmaster area [2]. The general 
schematic diagram of such an active noise control system is given in Figure 1-2. Here, the disturbance 
sound pressure is assumed to be tonal and of the frequency Ω . In the frequency domain, the amplitude 
and phase of the M individual disturbance signals and the L individual loudspeaker driving signals can be 
described by complex numbers. These numbers can be grouped into the column matrices ( )je ΩD  and 
( )je ΩU , respectively.  
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The transfer functions between the L loudspeakers and M microphones are stored in a L M×  matrix 
( )je ΩS . The error signal ( )je ΩE   

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j j j je e e eΩ Ω Ω Ω= + ⋅E D S U  (1) 

is then feed to a controller which updates the loudspeaker driving signals ( )ΩjeU  using an estimated 
transfer function matrix ( )ˆ je ΩS . For the remainder of the paper the explicit dependency of frequency 
domain variables on Ω  will be dropped.  
The update of the loudspeaker driving signals U  can be carried out according to the following cost 
function 

 H H
e uJ = +E W E U W U , (2) 

refer to [3]. Here, the matrices eW  and  uW  are weighting matrices for E  and U  which are assumed to 
be positive definite and diagonal. The weighting matrix eW  allows unequal weighting of the different 
error signals. This can be used, for example, to form the zone of quiet according to a performance 
criterion. The weighting matrix uW  is used to stabilize the controller and to constrain the control effort of 
the individual loudspeakers. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Propeller-driven aircraft. Figure 1-2: Active noise control principle. 

During the design process of the active noise controller, the elements of the weighting matrices have to be 
defined. The optimal elements are dependent on the primary disturbance signal D  and the transfer 
function [3]. Moreover, the controller needs an estimated model Ŝ  of the transfer function matrix S . This 
model Ŝ  should be as close as possible to the real transfer function matrix S . Due to the semi-enclosed 
loadmaster area, the primary disturbance signal D  and the transfer function matrix S  are affected by 
different loadings and occupations inside the cargo hold. Therefore, understanding the coupling is the key 
to design a robust active noise controller under these conditions.  
The paper is organized as follow: First, the coupling is examined for a simplified model using two 
theoretic methods. The first deploys an energy based method which is focused on the acoustical energy 
flow in such a coupled system. The second uses a substructure technique where the shapes of the sound 
fields inside a small loadmaster area are in the focus. An experimental analysis was than performed to 
support these theoretic results in an acoustical mock-up. At the end, the experimental active noise control 
algorithm is introduced and the control results are presented. 

U
+

+

E 

D 

reference
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S 

ŜH

ANC Controller 
Small semi-enclosed Loadmaster Area 
attached to the large cargo hold 
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2 Coupling Analysis of the Loadmaster Area and the Cargo Hold 

2.1 Modeling of the coupled System 

As mentioned above, the special characteristic of the supposed turboprop aircraft is that the relatively 
small volume of the loadmaster area is coupled to a large cargo hold. To understand the basic physical 
behavior of such a coupled system, a simplified model of an enclosed sound field is considered. As 
illustrated in Figure 2-1, the cargo hold is represented by a rectangular room ( )3

1volume 405 m≈V . In 
addition, the loadmaster area with a volume 2V  of approximately 4.5 m³ is attached at the front of the 
cargo hold. The coupling surface 12S  between both rooms is approximately 2.6 m² large. The loadmaster 
area has a slightly curved outer wall which is implied by the chamfer. The reverberation time inside the 
volumes are assumed to be comparable to the real aircraft ( )60 0.6s=T .  
Tonal excitation ( )300Hzf <  of the sound field inside the aircraft is assumed to be primarily through the 
fuselage structure in the propeller plane on both sides. Due to the synchrophasing of the aircraft propellers, 
the noise entry inside the aircraft is in phase. Inside the aircraft, the sound waves are partly reflected and 
absorbed at the interior walls. Hereby the major dissipation effect is induced by the absorption on the 
boundaries, in comparison to the minor effect of internal friction in the fluid. The primary noise field of 
the loadmaster area is excited via the coupling surface 12S . If the active noise control system is switched 
on, the primary noise field inside the loadmaster area is superimposed by a secondary noise field. This 
secondary noise field is generated by the secondary sources at the outer wall and the ceiling of the 
loadmaster area. 

 
 Figure 2-1: Simplified model of the coupled system loadmaster area and cargo hold 

In the next two sections, the simplified model is used twice. During the application of the energy based 
method, only the room volumes and the equivalent absorbing surfaces of the model are of interest. In the 
substructure based method, the simplified geometry is only evaluated in two dimensions. This strong 
simplification of the real aircraft is tolerable, due to the fact that only the principal physical behavior and 
tendencies are of interest. No exact numerical values and exact sound pressure level distributions are 
desired. 

2.2 Acoustical Energy Flow in the Coupling Surface 

In the theory of room acoustic, the law of conservation of the acoustical energy can be applied to enclosed 
sound fields. Here, the overall acoustical energy of the system plays the role of a constant. At the system 
boundaries, acoustical energy can be dissipated at absorbing surfaces or introduced by acoustical sources. 

Loadmaster Area (index 2) 

V2 = 4.5 m³ 

 Cargo Hold (index 1) 

V1 = 405 m³ 

P11 

P2 coupling surface 
S12 = 2.6 m² 

P12 
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From this point of view, the acoustical power balance [4] for the cargo (index 1) and the loadmaster area 
(index 2) can be written as 

 
1 10 1 12 1 12 2

2 20 2 12 1 12 2

0
4 4 4

0.
4 4 4

s s s

s s s

c c cP A E S E S E

c c cP A E S E S E

− − + =

− + − =
 (3) 

Here, ( )3
1E Ws m  and 2E  denote the acoustical energy density in the cargo hold and the loadmaster area. 

The absorbing surfaces in both rooms can be summarized to the equivalent absorbing surfaces ( )2
10A m  

and  20A  respectively. As indicated above, the surface which separates the loadmaster area from the cargo 
hold is described as 12S . At this surface, both rooms are able to exchange acoustical energy. Further, 
( )1 11 12P W P P= +  and 2P  denote the acoustical power which is radiated by the acoustic sources in the 

according rooms. The abbreviation ( )m ssc  denotes the speed of sound. If we further introduce the 
abbreviations 11 10 12A A S= +  and 22 20 12A A S= + , equation (3) can be rewritten as 

 1 12 1 12 2 2 22 2 12 1
4 40 and 0.− + = − + =

s s

P A E S E P A E S E
c c

 (4) 

In the further analysis, two cases will be studied. The first one addresses to the case where the primary 
noise passes through the fuselage and excites the cargo hold. The second one deals with the case of a 
secondary noise source which is placed in the loadmaster area. The corresponding other room is then only 
excited via the coupling surface 12S . 

2.2.1 Case 1: Primary Excitation 

During the primary excitation, the acoustical power of the system is introduced via the primary source 1P  
( 2 0P = ). The energy density 1E  can be evaluated using the equation system (4): 

 1
12 10 1 20

10 20
22

4 4

s s

P PE Sc c A k AA A
A

= =
++

. (5) 

The denominator shows that the contribution of the acoustical absorbing surface 20A  to the energy density 
1E  is reduced by the coupling factor 1 12 22k S A= . If the limits of a sound hard loadmaster area or a sound 

soft loadmaster area are considered, equation (5) changes for the sound soft limit to: 

 1
10 12

4ss

s

PE
c A S

=
+

 (6) 

and for the sound hard limit to 

 1
10 20

4sh

s

PE
c A A

=
+

. (7) 

Here, in the case of a sound soft loadmaster area (equation (6)) is 20 12A S  and the limit of the term 
12 22 20S A A⋅  converges to 12S . This means that, the coupling surface can be seen as a full absorbing 

surface form the primary excitation’s point of view. In that case, the coupling factor 1k  is small. On the 
other hand, when loadmaster area is sound hard ( 20 12A S ), the term 12 22S A  is slightly smaller than 1 
and the coupling is large. 
Moreover, the energy density in the loadmaster area can be obtained by 

 2 12
1

1 22

E S k
E A

= = . (8) 
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If the coupling factor 1k  is close to 1, the acoustical energy is uniformly distributed in both rooms. On the 
other hand, if the coupling factor 1k  is small, a significant difference between the energy density 1E  and 

2E  can be expected.  
For the supposed aircraft, the equivalent absorbing surface 10A  of the cargo hold is much larger than the 
equivalent absorbing surface 20A  of the loadmaster area. Furthermore, the coupling surface 12S  is larger 
than the equivalent absorbing surface 20A . Due to this, the loadmaster area can be seen as sound hard in 
comparison to the cargo hold. The analysis shows that for the primary excitation the coupling factor 

1 12 22k S A= is slightly smaller than 1. If equation (8) is evaluated, the energy density in both rooms will 
be equal. Hence, the coupled rooms can be seen as one room from the view point of the primary excitation 
when the considered conditions are applied. Moreover, some additional damping inside the loadmaster 
area increases the equivalent absorbing surface 20A . However, the effect on the coupling factor 1k  should 
be small because of the size of the coupling surface 12S . 
From the view point of an active noise control designer denotes the high coupling factor 1k  denotes that 
high sound pressure levels inside the cargo hold will propagate unimpeded in the loadmaster area. 
Additionally, an amplification of the high levels can be expected due to local resonance effects.  

2.2.2 Case 2: Secondary Excitation 

In the case of the secondary excitation, the acoustical power of the system is introduced via the secondary 
source 2P  ( 1 0P = ). The energy density 2E  can be again evaluated using the equation system (4): 

 2
12 2 10 20

10 20
11

4 4

s s

P PE Sc c k A AA A
A

= =
++

. (9) 

Similarly to the analysis above, the denominator shows that contribution of the acoustical absorbing 
surface 10A  to the energy density 2E  is now reduced by the coupling factor 2 12 11k S A= . Therefore, the 
limit of a sound soft cargo hold changes equation (9) to  

 2
12 20

4
=

+
ss

s

PE
c S A

 (10) 

and for a sound hard cargo hold to 

 2
10 20

4
=

+
sh

s

PE
c A A

. (11) 

As analyzed above, for the sound soft limit ( 10 12A S ) the coupling factor 2k  is small, the coupling to 
cargo hold is low. On the other hand, the coupling will be large for a sound hard cargo hold. 
Furthermore, the ratio of the energy density can be given as 

 1 12
2

2 11

E S k
E A

= = . (12) 

Due to the relatively sound hard loadmaster area in comparison with cargo hold, the coupling surface 12S  
can be considered as a full absorbing surface from the view point of the secondary source. The acoustical 
energy density in the cargo hold will be smaller than inside the loadmaster area. Therefore, despite the 
sound hard material in the loadmaster area, the loadmaster area can be considered as a damped room. 
This has two consequences for the active noise control system. First, it tends to smoother transfer function 
matrices S  with lower resonance peaks and a steady slope of the phase responses. This is advantageous 
for a robust active noise control system because it reduces the uncertainty in the estimated transfer 
function matrices Ŝ , refer to section 1 and [5]. Second, due to the higher damping, smaller resonance 
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effects induced by the secondary loudspeakers occur in the semi-enclosure. This leads to the requirement 
of secondary loudspeakers with high performance. 

2.3 Mode Shapes inside the small Loadmaster Area 

In section 2.2, an analysis was done to understand coupling in the sense of the energy flow. The aim of the 
following analysis is to understand the shape of the sound field in a small room which is coupled to a large 
room. 
At low frequencies, the acoustic sound field can be described by the wave theoretic view. Here, the 
enclosed sound field is composed by a linear combination of independent acoustical modes. The 
description of the sound field can be developed from a second order homogenous linear partial differential 
equation which is commonly known as acoustic wave equation: 

 ( ) ( )
2

2 2
0 0

, , ,1 1 , , , 0
s

p x y z t
p x y z t

c tρ ρ
∂

− ∆ =
∂

. (13) 

Here ( )Pap  refers to the acoustic pressure, ( )3
0 kg mρ  describes the density of air, and  

 
2 2 2

2 2 2x y z
∂ ∂ ∂

∆ = + +
∂ ∂ ∂

 (14) 

stands for the Laplace operator of the Cartesian coordinates x , y  and z . The product 2
0sc ρ  specifies the 

adiabatic bulk modulus or room stiffness [6].  
The acoustic wave equation (13) can be also discretized by the finite element method [7]: 

 ˆ ˆ 0+ =Mp Kp  (15) 

where ( )2 4s m kgM  represents the mass matrix, ( )4m kgK  is the stiffness matrix and  

 [ ]1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , . . . , Np p p=p  (16) 

is the column matrix of the pressure at the N  nodes. Descriptively, this corresponds to a distribution of 
the fluid mass to the nodes and an assignment of the stiffness to the mesh. In which way this routine task 
is performed depends on the basis shape function of the finite element software.  
To involve damping effects, the homogenous equation (15) can be extended by a damping matrix 
( )4sm kgD : 

 ˆ ˆ ˆ+ + =Mp Dp Kp 0  (17) 

which represents the internal friction in the fluid and is supposed to be a small viscous damping with 
 = +α βD M K . (18) 

In the case of our two coupled rooms (cargo hold – index 1, loadmaster area – index 2), the equation (17) 
for the enclosed sound field can be decomposed:  

 
1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ0 0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ0 0 0

ˆˆ ˆ

C C C

C C C
T T T T T T
C C C C C C C C C CC C

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ + =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

p pM M D D K K p 0
M M p D D p K K p 0

M M M D D D K K K p 0p p

. (19) 

Here, the pressure column vector p̂  is resorted to collect the degrees of freedom for the individual 
substructures  1p̂  and 2p̂  as well as the coupling degrees of freedom ˆ Cp . The mass matrix is decomposed 
in the corresponding substructure mass matrices 1M  and 2M  as well as the coupling mass matrix CM . 
The damping matrix D  and the stiffness matrix K  are similarly fragmented. 
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If the coupling degrees of freedom ˆ Cp   are set to zero, the equation (19) can be decomposed into two 
substructures: 

 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ .

+ + =

+ + =

M p D p K p 0

M p D p K p 0
 (20) 

Solving the eigenvalue problems leads to the modal matrices of the coupled system (equation (19)): 

 [ ]01 02 0ˆ ˆ ˆ,  ,  ...,  N=Φ x x x  (21) 

and of the two substructures (equation (20)) 

 
[ ]
[ ]

1 11 12 1

2 21 22 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ,  ,  ...,  

ˆ ˆ ˆ,  ,  ...,  
N

N

=

=

Φ x x x

Φ x x x
 (22) 

Here, ˆ ,ix   1ˆ ix  and 2ˆ ix  are the eigenmodes of the according structures. Due to the fact that the damping is 
viscous, the eigenmodes are orthogonal and real. Following the nomenclature of Craig [8], the 
substructure modes in 1Φ  and 2Φ  are fixed-interfaces modes which corresponds to two separate rooms 
with a sound soft surface at 12S . 
The according complex eigenvalues contain the damped eigenfrequencies of the coupled system: 

 [ ]01 02 0,  ,  ...,  Nω ω ω  (23) 

and the eigenfrequencies of the two substructures  

 
[ ]
[ ]

11 12 1

21 22 2

,  ,  ...,  

,  ,  ...,  .
N

N

ω ω ω

ω ω ω
 (24) 

To show some principle coupling effects of a small room with a large room, a simple two-dimensional 
model can be used as shown in Figure 2-1. This simple model can be only used to study the physics. Here, 
statements about numerical values or mode shapes of the real aircraft are not of interest.  
Therefore, the coupled systems of Figure 2-1 was modeled in two-dimensions with the finite element 
software COMSOL™ version 3.4. Altogether, 3223 linear-lagrange elements were used in the entire 
model and 75 linear-lagrange elements were used in the substructure of the loadmaster area. This 
corresponds to at least 5 nodes per wave length for the largest frequency of interest. Using an export 
function of COMSOL™, the mass matrix M  and stiffness matrix K  were exported to MATLAB™ version 
2006b. The viscous damping parameters α  and β  were estimated according to the reverberation time 60T  
of the cargo hold. With that approach, the damping on the boundary is added to the viscous damping. This 
is acceptable due to the fact that only the principal physics are of interest and it is advantageous due to the 
resulting real eigenmodes. With the usage of the equation for the reverberation time [9], the real part of the 
i-th eigenvalue iλ  can be calculated with 

 { }
60db

20db

0
60

ln10Re i i iD
T

λ ω
−

= − = . (25) 

Afterwards, the difference between the damped and undamped i-th eigenfrequency can be evaluated with 
the imaginary part of the i-th eigenvalue. For a reverberation time of 60 0.6sT = , the parameter α  and β  
were set to 0.01% for the low frequency band. Afterwards, the damping matrix D  was calculated using 
the mass and stiffness matrix, refer to equation (18). With the mass, damping and stiffness matrix, the 
mode shapes of the coupled system and the substructures can be evaluated using the equations (19) to (22) 
and MATLAB™. 
In Figure 2-2, the eigenfrequencies for the simplified coupled system (cargo hold + loadmaster area) and 
the substructure of the loadmaster area are displayed up to 200 Hz and up to 400 Hz, respectively. As 
expected the amount of eigenfrequencies increases with the room size. While the decoupled small 
loadmaster area has only three eigenfrequencies up to 200 Hz, the large coupled system has more than 150 
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eigenfrequencies. Moreover, to compare the mode shapes of the substructure of the loadmaster area and 
the according subsection of the coupled system, the modal assurance criterion (MAC) was applied. Each 
MAC-value was calculated using the stiffness matrix K  as a weighting matrix.  
In Figure 2-2, the eigenfrequencies with the largest match are connected via lines. Here, only modal 
assurance criterions larger than .9 where considered as similar. The distribution of the MAC-values shows 
few significant high values around the highest MAC-value. 

 
Figure 2-2: Eigenfrequencies of the substructures allocated to the coupled system. 

 
Figure 2-3: Pressure mode shapes of simplified loadmaster area. a - c) substructure mode shape. e – 

f) Mode shape subsection of the coupled system. 

As it can be seen in Figure 2-2, the mode shapes of the small loadmaster area can be found in the mode 
shapes of the entire coupled system. Hereby, the largest similarity follows a certain clear pattern where 
similarity can be found below and above the substructure eigenfrequency. If the mode shapes of the entire 
system inside the loadmaster area are of interest up to a certain frequency, the mode shapes of the 
substructure up to the double of the certain frequency should be considered. This rule of thumb is also 
applied in the modal syntheses technique which is focused on model order reduction [10]. On the other 

  0  20  40  60  80 100 120 140 160 180 200

  0  40  80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 room 2 

(loadmaster area) 

coupled 

system 
Frequency in Hz 

a) ω21 = 62.98 Hz  

coupling surface 

substructure mode of the simplified loadmaster area 

mode shape subsection of the coupled system (loadmaster area + cargo hold) 

b) ω22 = 135.8 Hz  c) ω23 = 189.2 Hz  

d) ω01 = 61.95 e) ω02 = 128.4 f) ω03 = 148.8 
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hand, a clear allocation between the mode shapes of the cargo hold substructure and the coupled system 
could not be observed. This is caused by the considerably higher modal density of the large room. 
For a visual comparison, the substructure mode shapes and a selection of the mode shapes of the coupled 
system are shown in Figure 2-3. Only the mode shape subsections of room 2 are displayed for the coupled 
system. As can be seen in Figure 2-3 a) and d), the correlation between the two modes shapes of the 
eigenfrequencies 21 62.99Hzω = (room 2) and 01 61.95Hzω =  (coupled system) is large. Moreover, when 
comparing the mode shapes in Figure 2-3 b) and e), the similarity can also be found with only small 
variations close to the coupling surface. This is caused by the usage of fixed-interfaced modes which has 
zero pressure at the coupling surface. Another example is shown in Figure 2-3 f). Here, a superposition of 
all three substructure modes is implied.  
The analysis show that resonance phenomena with high amplitudes inside the loadmaster will occur 
accordingly to the modal density of the coupled system. However, only a small amount of independent 
mode shapes influence the acoustic behavior inside loadmaster area. These mode shapes inside the 
loadmaster area should be non-sensitive to bounded changes inside the cargo hold. For the active noise 
control design means this that considering the few independent substructure modes should be sufficient.  

2.4 Experimental Analysis of the Forced Vibration 

The last section has shown that only few different mode shapes exist inside a small room which is coupled 
to a large room. The shape of forced vibration of a system can be decomposed in a linear combination of 
the eigenmodes shapes of this system. Therefore, if the small loadmaster area is excited by forced 
vibration, the small amount of independent mode shapes should be recognizable in the experiment. 

 
Pos. A: 2 m in front of the loadmaster area 
Pos. B: sideward shifted and 45° rotated; 1 m in front of the loadmaster area  
Pos. C: lying position; 1 m in front of the loadmaster area; 45° tilted 

Figure 2-4: Experimental set-up for the primary field analysis. 

For this purpose, a wooden mock-up of the loadmaster area [11] was built and placed inside a laboratory 
room with approximately the same dimension as in the supposed cargo hold, refer to Figure 2-4. The 
geometry of the wooden loadmaster area follows the geometry of the real loadmaster area. The 
reverberation time is equal to the reverberation time of the supposed aircraft. This test facility represents 
the essential acoustical conditions like the coupling of the loadmaster area with the cargo hold; no vibro-
acoustic properties are considered. The eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes will be different to the real 
aircraft. 
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The loadmaster area was than excited with a step-sine from 80 HzΩ =  to 200 Hz. The loudspeaker was 
placed in front of the loadmaster area at different positions (A, B and C), refer to Figure 2-4. These 
different loudspeaker positions are comparable with different excitation terms in equation (20).  
Sixteen control microphones (in the ceiling and outer wall of the loadmaster area) and sixteen 
microphones distributed in the loadmaster area were involved in the analysis. The microphones were 
concentrated in the upper half of the loadmaster area. Here, the distances between the microphones are at 
most twice the smallest wavelength. Therefore, the spatial sampling criteria is fulfilled up to 200 Hz. Due 
to the fact that microphones placed inside the volume could be inside a pressure node, two microphones 
were placed in the corners of the loadmaster area where the pressure always has a maximum. 
For the analysis, the 32 pressure signals were transformed to the frequency domain and arranged in the 
complex measurement column matrix: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 32,  ,  . . . ,  
T

j p j p j p jΩ = ⎡ Ω Ω Ω ⎤⎣ ⎦p . (26) 

The complex measurement column matrices (26) are then stored column by column in the matrix P  

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2,  ,  . . . ,  Nj j j= ⎡ Ω Ω Ω ⎤⎣ ⎦P p p p . (27) 

To find significant resonance frequencies, the rows of the matrix P  can be summed frequency-wise. If the 
result is plotted against the frequency, high peaks will appear at the damped resonance frequencies.  

 
Figure 2-5: Comparison of the forced vibration using the modal assurance criterion. 

For example, this was performed for the excitation case of the loudspeaker position A and was plotted in 
Figure 2-5 a). As shown here, eight significant resonance frequencies appear between 80 Hz and 200 Hz. 
To compare the forced vibration shapes of the resonance frequencies, the modal assurance criterion can be 
used again. The i j× values of the MAC-matrix were evaluated with 

 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

,
H

i j

i j

j j
i j

j j

Ω Ω
=

Ω Ω

p p
MAC

p p
 (28) 

and plotted for the eight resonances in Figure 2-5 b). Lots of MAC values larger than 0.7 appear in the 
matrix. This indicates that the forced vibration shapes between 80 Hz and 200 Hz are correlated. 
Therefore, they are a linear combination of probably the same eigenmodes shapes. The same results 
appear in all other excitation cases. Also, a cross comparison between different loudspeaker positions has 
shown a high correlation in the forced vibration shapes.  
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The next question could be how many independent mode shapes influence the vibration behavior between 
80 and 200 Hz. The experiment above and the theoretic analysis in section 2.3 let us suspect that the 
number of this independent mode shapes should be low. An experimental modal analysis should be an 
adequate tool to identify these mode shapes; however, it is very extensive.  
The number of independent components (no eigenmodes) in redundant measurement data can be 
evaluated with the principal component analysis. This approach has two effects: it orthogonalizes the 
components of the observation vectors (so that they are uncorrelated with each other) and it orders the 
resulting orthogonal components (principal components) so that those with the largest variation come first. 
In our case, the columns of the complex measurement matrix (27) are taken as the observations and the 
rows are taken as the variables. The amount of these principal components complies with the amount of 
the excited and observed substructure eigenmodes. However, with the help of this principal component 
analysis, no eigenfrequencies and no eigenmodes can be found.  
The principal component analysis was performed with MATLAB™. For each loudspeaker position A, B 
and C, the matrix AP ,  BP  and CP  as well as a combined case  

 [ ],  ,  =ABC A B CP P P P . (29) 

were evaluated. In Figure 2-6, the number of the principal components is plotted against the percentage of 
the explained variability. Each bar represents the explained variability in the data in percent; the line 
describes the cumulative percentage. All figure show that a clear break in the amount of variance 
accounted for each component is between the first and second component. The first component explains 
up to 71 % of the variance. Moreover, a minimum of four principal components explains more than 95 % 
of the variability. In comparison, a rectangular room with a comparable dimension (1.4m x 1.6m x 1.9m) 
to the loadmaster area also has four eigenfrequencies below 200 Hz. The differences between the plots A, 
B and C can be explained by the different excitations. It seems that an excitation facing the loadmaster 
area excites a sound field with smaller complexity. On the other hand, an excitation by a 45° rotated 
loudspeaker excites a slightly more complex sound field. However, all four plots show that the excited 
primary sound fields are correlated in a large frequency range. 

 
Figure 2-6: Principal components of the primary noise field plotted against the component variance. 

Both analyses above indicate that the shape of the primary noise field is less sensitive to the three 
considered excitation cases. The shape of the excited primary noise field is correlated over a large 
frequency range. It seems that the geometry of the small loadmaster area is most significantly responsible 
for the shape of the sound field. Therefore, the test facility can give a good estimate of the sound field 
inside the loadmaster area of the real aircraft.  Bounded changes inside the laboratory (and later the cargo 
hold) have only minor effects in the loadmaster area. A non-sensitive primary noise field is advantageous 
for setting the weightings eW  and  uW  of equation (2) which are dependent on the primary noise field. 
Here, a robust definition of these weights could use the information that only four independent 
components are in the primary noise (desired signal D ). 
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3 Active Noise Control Experiment 

In this section, first results of active noise control are presented. For this purpose, the wooden mock-up 
was equipped with an experimental active noise control system consisting of eight loudspeakers and 
sixteen microphones. All loudspeakers and microphones are installed at the outer wall and the ceiling of 
the loadmaster area. The positions of the transducers are derived on the results of an optimization study 
which can be found in [2].  
To be close to the supposed primary noise excitation case of Figure 2-1, four public address loudspeakers 
were used to excite the tonal primary noise field. These loudspeakers are located in 6 m distance from the 
aft corner of the mock up at the sidewall, refer to Figure 3-1. The primary gain was adjusted to 
approximately 80 dB(A) inside the loadmaster area. The active noise control algorithm was implemented 
on a rapid prototyping controller board (dSPACE 1103). 

 

Figure 3-1: Mock-up of the loadmaster area inside the laboratory. 

3.1 Frequency Domain Algorithm for tonal Active Noise Control 

For tonal active noise control, several control algorithms can be used [1, 3]. For the present application, a 
feedforward frequency domain implementation was chosen. Here, the selection criteria were a robust 
behavior in the context of uncertainties, a low computational complexity due to the large amount of 
transducers, the accessibility of a reference signal and simple parameter adjustability. A minor criterion in 
the present application is the convergence performance due to the fact that frequency shifts of the 
propeller engines will be slow in comparison to the algorithm time constant. 
For the first implementation of the frequency domain control algorithm, the general cost function in 
equation (2) was used in the simplest version. Therefore, the weighting matrix eW  is set to the identity 
matrix I  and the weighting matrix uW  is set to βI . The general cost function reduces to 

 H HJ β= +E E U U  (30) 

where β  is the leakage factor. The developed algorithm may simple extended to a version which includes 
weights. 
In comparison to the general active noise control scheme, refer to Figure 1-2, a more detailed diagram of 
the realized control algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Here, x  denotes the time domain reference 
signal which is correlated with the blade pass frequency. At continuous time t , the column matrices of the 
primary noise signal  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ..., Mt d t d t d t= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦d  (31) 

and the secondary noise signal 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ...,′ ′ ′ ′= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦Mt u t u t u tu  (32) 

are measured at the M  control microphones and summed to the error signal column matrix 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ..., Mt e t e t e t= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦e . (33) 

According to the L  secondary loudspeakers, the control signals are arranged in the following column 
matrix 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ...,= ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦Lt u t u t u tu . (34) 

To process the signals in the digital controller, the continuous signals are sampled and afterwards 
transformed to the frequency domain. The transformation between the time and frequency domain is 
performed by a DFT and inverse DFT. These blocks are controlled by the reference signal x  with the 
frequency Ω . In the figures and the equations below, the corresponding complex frequency domain 
signals are labeled with upper case letters. The explicit dependence of all variables on Ω  is dropped. 

 
Figure 3-2: Experimental active noise control algorithm. 

The algorithm uses the frequency dependent matrix Ŝ  (size L M× )  which is an estimated frequency 
domain model of the secondary paths transfer function matrix S  (size L M× ). At each discrete time step 
k , the new control signal ( )1k +U  is calculated with the steepest descent update equation: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ1 1+ = − ⋅ − ⋅ Hk k kµ β µU U S E . (35) 

where µ  denotes the step size and β  is the leakage factor [3].  
An approach for setting up robust controller parameters was given in [5] . Here, the maximum stable step 
size maxµ  and the minimum leakage factor minβ  is calculated using the eigenvalues kλ  of the matrix [12]: 

 ˆ⎡ ⎤+ ⋅⎣ ⎦
H βS S I . (36) 

In contrast to the paper [5], the stability is not guaranteed by extensive experiments involving 
uncertainties. This time a large enough distance to the undisturbed stability margin was used. For this 
purpose, the maximum stable step size maxµ  is evaluated by 

 { }max
max 2

max

Re
=

λ
µ

λ
 (37) 

where maxλ  is the largest eigenvalue of (36) [3]. Afterwards, the step size was calculated with a safety 
factor 1ν  
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 1 max= ⋅µ ν µ . (38) 

The robustness of the controller can be guaranteed if the safety factor is carefully chosen. For example, 
experiments have shown that the maximum stable step size maxµ  dither approximately 10% for different 
occupations inside the loadmaster area [5]. The leakage factor β  has to be adjusted such that the smallest 
eigenvalue minλ  is greater than zero. For the adjacent experiment, a safety factors of 1 1%=ν  and a 
leakage factor 1=β  was used.  

3.2 Active Noise Control Performance 

The active control experiment was performed frequency-wise in 1 Hz-steps with a monofrequent primary 
noise in the vicinity of the first blade pass frequency. As shown in Figure 3-3, the primary noise field at 
the right ear is approximately 80 dB; the interaural level difference is approximately 8 dB. Moreover, a 
clear drop in the primary noise field level appears around 101 Hz. 
In the control state, the pressure at the wall and ceiling mounted control microphones is minimized 
according to cost function of the equation (30) (without weighting); simultaneously, control effects the 
sound pressure level at the loadmasters head. The control profit was examined with the ear microphones 
of the artificial head. It should be kept in mind that the loadmaster head is in average 1 meter away from 
the control microphones.  
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Figure 3-3: Noise Reduction at the Loadmaster Ears achieved by the Active Noise Control System. 

The noise reduction was up to 23 dB in the frequency band below 99 Hz. On the other hand, small noise 
amplification at the loadmaster head appears around 101 Hz. At higher frequencies, noise reduction is 
achieved again until 110 Hz. These results have shown that active noise control is possible inside the 
semi-enclosed loadmaster area only with microphones distributed at the boundaries. However, the noise 
reduction away from the control microphones depends on the frequency. A cross comparison with the 
right plot in Figure 2-5 suggests that 92 Hz is a resonance frequency. This could explain the good 
performance at the loadmasters head because an active control system in this configuration acts like a 
damper and globally reduces the resonance phenomena’s [13]. This implies that the active noise reduction 
away from the control microphones is mainly affected by such resonances. For a robust active noise 
control system it is not enough to count only on such effects.  
For the active noise control system denotes this that a weighting according to cost function (2) is 
necessary. Here, the impact of the active noise control system can be controlled more accurately. 
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4 Summary and Conclusion 

In the present paper, the coupling of the small loadmaster area to a large room was analyzed. First, the 
energy based analysis showed that the primary noise transmits through the coupling surface very well. 
Therefore, high sound pressure levels can be expected during primary excitation. On the other hand, 
secondary noise which is generated by the secondary sources leak to the cargo hold. Therefore, the 
loadmaster area will be relatively high damped despite the sound hard material in the loadmaster area 
walls. This indicates that the secondary loudspeakers have to provide higher capacities. The transfer 
functions between the secondary sources and control microphones will be smoother with lower resonance 
peaks. This will be advantageous for the controller stability. Secondly, the substructure based analysis has 
shown that only a small amount of independent mode shapes influence the vibration behavior inside the 
loadmaster area. These results also appear in the experimental principal component analysis. This 
indicates that the noise field inside the loadmaster area will be correlated in a large frequency range. This 
will be advantageous for the further design process of the active noise control system. In the experiments a 
noise reduction up to 23 dB could be achieved. However, due to the boundary distributed control 
microphones a robust control profit in a large frequency band can not be guarantied without any 
weighting.  
Due to the analysis above, finding a robust weighting seems to be possible despite the coupling to the 
large cargo hold. In the future, work will be focused on the enhancement of the control profit using 
weights.  
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Abstract
In this paper an element based model is used to predict the structural response and sound radiation of two
smart panels excited by (a) an acoustic plane wave, (b) a stochastic acoustic diffuse field and (c) a turbulent
boundary layer. The first panel is made of aluminium, while the second is a composite panel with equivalent
static stiffness but four times lower mass per unit area. The panels are equipped with sixteen decentralised
velocity feedback control loops using idealized point force actuators. In contrast to previous studies on smart
panels, the analysis is extended to the upper end of the audio frequency range. In this frequency region the
response and sound radiation of the panels strongly depend on the spatial characteristics of the excitation
field and the sound radiation properties with respect to the bending wavelength on the panels. Considerable
reduction in structural response and sound radiation is predicted for the low audio frequency range where
the panel response is dominated by well separated resonances of low order structural modes. It is also found
that some reduction can be achieved around acoustic and convective coincidence. The acoustic coincidence
occurs at high audio frequencies for the aluminium panel and at mid audio frequencies for the composite
panel.

1 Introduction

Environmental and economic considerations increase the demand for weight optimized structural design.
This often conflicts with the requirements for noise control and acoustical comfort. Various active control
approaches have been shown to enhance the sound attenuation through a panel at low frequencies where
the structural response is dominated by discrete resonant modes with low modal overlap. A very appealing
approach is that of active structural acoustic control (ASAC) where actuators and sensors are integrated with
the structure to create ‘smart panels’. For many practical vibro-acoustic problems, the excitation is not deter-
ministic. Common examples for stochastic excitations are diffuse acoustic sound fields (ADF) or turbulent
boundary layer (TBL), which are often encountered in transportation vehicles such as aircraft, high speed
trains and cars. These disturbances are described by analytical formulations for the statistical properties of
the resulting excitation field on a panel surface. An important characteristic of disturbances is the projection
of periodic pressure fluctuations onto the panel surface. In the case of acoustic disturbances this depends
on the acoustic wavelength and angle of incidence, for a TBL disturbance this depends on the convective
wavelength and the direction of the flow. Frequencies at which the convective or acoustic wavelength are
the same as the transverse wavelength on a structure are known as coincidence frequencies. Coupling be-
tween excitation wavelengths, transverse structural wavelength and acoustic wavelength have a significant
influence on the sound transmission through a partition. For thin aluminium panels, the acoustic coincidence
frequency falls into the upper end of the audio frequency range. The convective coincidence frequency is
typically much lower and affects the panel response in the mid audio frequency range. Composite materials
become increasingly popular in lightweight aircraft fuselage design because these materials feature a high
stiffness to mass ratio. For stiff lightweight composite panels the convective and acoustic coincidence may
shift towards lower frequencies and may cause problems with aircraft interior noise and acoustical comfort.
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In this paper an element approach [1] is used to predict the structural response and sound radiation of two
smart panels excited by (a) an acoustic plane wave, (b) a stochastic acoustic diffuse field and (c) a turbulent
boundary layer. The first panel is made of aluminium while the second is a composite panel with equivalent
static stiffness but four times lower mass per unit area. The panels are equipped with sixteen decentralised
velocity feedback control loops using idealized point force actuators and collocated idealized velocity sen-
sors. In contrast to previous studies on smart panels, the analysis is extended to the upper end of the audio
frequency range. The first part of this paper covers the element based model for the structural response and
radiated sound power for a thin panel and a composite panel under deterministic and stochastic excitations.
The model is then used to predict the panel kinetic energy and radiated sound power for the two panels with-
out control. Finally the results for the structural response and radiated sound power of the two panels with
decentralised velocity feedback control are presented.

2 Panel model

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the smart panels, which are simply supported in an infinite baffle. They
are equipped with sixteen decentralized ideal velocity sensor and actuator pairs to illustrate the effects of
decentralized velocity feedback control. On the source side the panels are exposed to a surface pressure
fluctuation induced by different types of deterministic and stochastic disturbances. On the receiver side the
panels are radiating into an infinite half space. The geometrical and physical properties of the panel models
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The physical properties of the surrounding media on source and receiving
sides of the panel is chosen as that of air with a mass density ρ = 1.21 kgm−3 and characteristic sound speed
c0 = 343 ms−1.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the panel model. (a) Panel in infinite baffle subdivided into a grid of elements,
(b) Panel with 16 direct velocity feedback loops, (c) Two ports block diagram for panel model with decen-
tralised multi channel feedback control.

The model is weakly coupled; fluid loading effects and radiation losses have been neglected. This is a rea-
sonable assumption for excitation and radiation into air. The effects of fluid loading and flexible boundaries
are discussed in Reference [2]. The steady state response is derived assuming time-harmonic excitation of
the form Re{exp (jωt)} where ω is the angular frequency and j =

√−1. For brevity the time-harmonic
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term exp (jωt) will be omitted in the formulation which will be given in complex form. Therefore, the
time harmonic velocity ẇ(t) = Re{ ˜̇w exp (jωt)} and force F (t) = Re{F̃ exp (jωt)} fluctuations will
be replaced by the complex velocity and force phasor ˜̇w and F̃ respectively. Throughout the paper ˜ will be
used to identify complex, frequency dependent functions. As shown in Figure 1(a), the panel is subdivided
in a grid of elements so that the excitation forces and velocity response of the panel are determined at the
elements’ centre coordinates. As shown in Figure 1(b) the decentralised feedback control system is formed
by a 4×4 grid of velocity feedback loops using collocated and dual point velocity sensor and point force
actuators. The closed loop response of the panel can be modelled with the two ports block diagram in Figure
1(c), which, assuming the system is linear, indicates that both the response at the elements’ centres and at
the control positions result from the linear superposition of the vibration induced by the primary excitation
produced by the pressure field over the surface on the source side of the panel and the secondary excitation
produced by the control point forces, which depends on the control velocities via the feedback control gains.
Thus, the velocity response at the centres of the panel elements is given by

˜̇we = ỸeeF̃i,e + ỸecF̃c, (1)

where ˜̇we = [ ˜̇we,1, ˜̇we,2, ..., ˜̇we,Ne ]T is the [Ne × 1] dimensional vector of complex element velocities,
F̃i,e = [F̃i,e,1, F̃i,e,2, ..., F̃i,e,Ne ]

T is the [Ne × 1] dimensional vector of excitation forces due to the pressure
field incident on the source side of the elements, F̃c = [F̃c,1, F̃c,2, ..., F̃c,Nc ]T is the [Nc × 1] dimensional
vector of feedback forces, Ỹee is the [Ne, Ne] dimensional matrix of element centre point and transfer mo-
bilities and Ỹec is the [Ne, Nc] dimensional matrix of transfer mobilities from the control locations to the
panel element centres. The mobility functions in the matrices Ỹee and Ỹec are derived in terms of a modal
summation as given in Reference [3]. As shown in the block diagram in Figure 1(c), for direct velocity
feedback control, the vector of control forces is given by

F̃c = −H̃c
˜̇wc, (2)

where H̃c is the [Nc × Nc] dimensional diagonal matrix of control gains and ˜̇wc = [ ˜̇wc,1, ˜̇wc,2, ..., ˜̇wc,Nc ]T

is the [Nc × 1] dimensional vector of velocity sensor outputs at the control locations. According to the two
ports block diagram in Figure 1(c), the vector of control point velocities is given by

˜̇wc = ỸceF̃i,e + ỸccF̃c, = (Ic + ỸccH̃c)−1ỸceF̃i,e. (3)

where Ỹcc is the [Nc ×Nc] dimensional matrix of point and transfer mobilities at the control locations. The
control force F̃c in Equation (2) can subsequently be reformulated to yield

F̃c = −H̃c

(
Ic + ỸccH̃c

)−1
ỸceF̃i,e. (4)

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (1) and rearranging for ˜̇we finally gives the vector of element veloc-
ities as

˜̇we =
[
Ỹee − ỸecH̃c

(
Ic + ỸccH̃c

)−1
Ỹce

]
F̃i,e = G̃eeF̃i,e, (5)

where G̃ee = Ỹee − ỸecH̃c(Ic + ỸccH̃c)−1Ỹce is the panel element mobility matrix with active control.

The response of the aluminium panel is modelled as that of a thin, homogenous and isotropic plate with
all sides simply supported. The formulations for the natural frequencies and natural modes are taken form
Reference [3]. The panel geometry and material properties are given in Table 1.
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Parameter Symbol Value Unit
x-Dimension lx 278 mm
y-Dimension ly 247 mm
Thickness h 1.6 mm
Mass density ρ 2720 kg m−3

Young’s Modulus E 70 GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.33 –
Modal loss factor η 0.02 –

Table 1: Geometry and physical properties for the homogenous aluminium panel.

The response of the composite panel is modelled using a basic theory for composite sandwich plates
[3, 4], which considers pure bending of the face plates and pure shear deformation of the core. The panel
is assumed to have the same material properties in the x- and y-directions. The relationship between the
transverse wavenumber k and the wavenumbers corresponding to pure bending and to pure shear of the
composite panel is given by

1 +
(

ks

kb

)2 (
k

kb

)2

−
(

k

kb

)4

−
(

kb

kbf

)4 (
ks

kb

)2 (
k

kb

)6

= 0, (6)

where k2
s = m′′ω2 /Gd is the shear wavenumber in the absence of transverse bending forces,

k4
b = m′′ω2 /D1 is the overall cross-section bending wavenumber in the absence of shear distortion and

k4
bf = m′′ω2 / 2D2 is the bending wavenumber for an individual faceplate. In these equations m′′ is the

total mass of the composite panel per unit area, G is the core shear modulus and, as shown in Figure 2, d
is the distance between the neutral axis of the faceplates. Also D1 = Ed2hf / 2(1− ν2) is the bending
stiffness of the cross-section and D2 = Eh3

f / 12(1− ν2) is the bending stiffness of an individual face-
plate. The physical parameters used to model the honeycomb panel are given in Table 2. The parameters
for the composite panels are chosen to yield a panel with equal static stiffness but at four times lower mass
per unit area than that of the homogeneous 1.6 mm thick aluminium panel. For simplicity the honeycomb
panel is assumed to have the same mode shapes as a corresponding thin, simply supported panel. This basic
model captures the principal characteristics of a composite sandwich panel and is thought to be suitable for
an initial comparison between the structural response and radiated sound power of thin homogeneous and
smart composite panels. A more detailed model might be needed for further investigations.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Thickness of face plate hf 0.3 mm
Chore depth d 3 mm
Mass density face plates ρf 1000 kg m−3

Mass density chore ρ 180 kg m−3

Panel mass per unit area m′′ 1.086 kg m−2

Young’s modulus face plates E 17.7 GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.33 –
Shear modulus chore G 80 MPa
Modal loss factor η 0.02 –

Table 2: Cross section geometry and physical properties
for the composite panel. m′′ = 2hfρf + (d− hf )ρc

d

totalh fh

Figure 2: Sketch of composite panel cross
section geometry.
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2.1 Deterministic excitation model

Acoustic plane waves are an example of a distributed deterministic disturbance. A plane wave excita-
tion is characterised by its sound pressure amplitude, its angles of incidence θ, measured from the z-axis,
normal to the panel and the angle ϕ , in the x,y-plane, measured from the x-axis. Assuming time har-
monic pressure fluctuations, the incident sound pressure acting on the source side of the panel is given as
pi(x, y, t) = Re{p̃i(ω) exp j(ωt− kxx− kyy)} , where p̃i(ω) is the pressure phasor of the incident sound
wave. The wavenumbers in the x and y directions of the panel are given by kx(ω) = k0(ω) sin θ cosϕ and
ky(ω) = k0(ω) sin θ sinϕ, where k0 = ω/c0 is the acoustic wavenumber and c0 = 343 m/s is the speed of
sound in air. The pressure excitation on a single panel element is approximated as a point force acting on the
element centre,

F̃i,e,n(ω) = 2Aep̂i(ω) exp(−j(kxxn + kyyn)), (7)

where Ae is the area of an element and the factor two accounts for the assumption of blocked forces on
the panel surface which causes a doubling of pressure. The incident forces for all elements are cast into a
[Ne× 1] dimensional vector which is then used as the excitation term in Equation (5).

Panel kinetic energy: The response of the panel is assessed in terms of its total kinetic energy which gives
an indication of the spatially averaged vibration and also of the near field sound radiation. Assuming time
harmonic excitations, the time-averaged kinetic energy of the panels is approximated from the sum over the
squared element velocities and the mass of the elements [3]. Utilizing matrix algebra this summation can
be calculated from the inner Hermitian product of the element velocity vectors. This yields the total kinetic
energy as

E(ω) =
me

4
˜̇w

H
e (ω) ˜̇we(ω), (8)

where H denotes the Hermitian transpose, me is the mass of an individual panel element and where the
additional factor 1/2 arises from the conversion from peak to RMS values.

Radiated sound power: The sound radiation by the panel is expressed in terms of the total sound power
radiation which gives an indication of the far field, spatially averaged, sound radiation. In the elemental
approach the time averaged far field total sound power radiated to one side of the panel is given by [3]

Prad(ω) =
1
2
Re

{
˜̇w

H
e (ω)Z̃rad(ω) ˜̇we(ω)

}
= ˜̇w

H
e (ω)Rrad(ω) ˜̇we(ω) (9)

where, Z̃rad(ω) is the radiation impedance matrix which represents the acoustic point and transfer impedances
for all panel elements, and Rrad(ω) is the [Ne, Ne] dimensional radiation resistance matrix defined as

Rrad,p,q =
1
2
Re

{
Z̃rad,p,q

}
=

ω2ρ0A
2
e

4πc0

sin (k0rp,q)
k0rp,q

. (10)

In this equation k0 is the acoustic wavenumber on the receiving side of the panel and
rp,q =

√
(xp − xq)2 + (yp − yq)2 is the distance between two elements. The distance ri,i is zero, thus

the real part of the point radiation impedances Re{Z̃rad,i,i} on the main diagonal of the radiation matrix is
undefined. However, using L’ Hôpital’s rule it is found that limr→0 sinc (k0r) = 1.
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2.2 Stochastic excitation model

For many practical vibro-acoustic problems, the excitation is not deterministic. For instance, acoustic diffuse
fields (ADF) or turbulent boundary layer (TBL) pressure fields produced by the interaction of a turbulent flow
of fluid and a structure, are often encountered in transportation vehicles such as aircraft, high speed trains
and cars. Analytical formulations for the statistical properties of the excitation fields produced by ADF
and TBL have been derived. These formulations describe disturbances in terms of time averaged power
spectral density and spatial correlation functions. The response and sound radiation induced by such random
excitation fields are also expressed in terms of power spectral densities. In Reference [5] it is shown that
considering the elemental formulation presented in Section 2, the spectral density for the total kinetic energy
can be formulated to give

SEE(ω) =
me

2
trace

(
G̃H

ee S̃ff G̃ee,
)

. (11)

where S̃ff is the [Ne, Ne] dimensional matrix of pressure cross-spectral density functions between the cen-
tres of panel elements and G̃ee is the panel element point and transfer mobility matrix as defined in Equation
(5). The matrix of cross spectral densities of the elemental excitation due to a general stationary stochastic
excitation has the form

S̃ff (ω) = Φi C̃ee, (12)

where Φi is the time averaged power spectrum of the excitation and C̃ee is the [Ne×Ne] dimensional spatial
cross correlation matrix of the excitation forces calculated at the element centre locations. In this study the
power spectrum for all disturbances is normalised with reference to a pressure amplitude of 1 Pa. The sound
radiation is expressed in terms of the power spectral density of the radiated sound power into an infinite half
space on the receiving side of the panel, which in the elemental approach is given by [5]

SPP (ω) = trace
[(

G̃H
ee S̃ff G̃ee

)
Rrad

]
, (13)

where Rrad is the element radiation resistance matrix as defined in Equation (10).

Acoustic diffuse field is a widely used model to describe the excitation produced by random acoustic plane
waves incident to a surface for all angles. The cross spectral density for an acoustic diffuse field excitation
has been discussed by Shorter and Langley [6]. The power spectral density of an acoustic diffuse field is
Φi,ADF (ω) = 4E [p̃ p̃∗] = 4〈p̃2〉 where p̃ denotes the complex acoustic pressure. The factor 4 arises from
the pressure doubling across a rigid surface and from the relationship between the pressure magnitude and
mean square value. The spatial correlation function for an acoustic diffuse field on the surface of a rigid
infinite plane is given by [6]

CADF (rp,q, ω) =
sin (k0 rp,q)

k0 rp,q
, (14)

where k0 is the acoustic wavenumber on the source side of the panel and rp,q is the distance between the
centres of the elements p and q. It is interesting to note that the correlation function for an ADF disturbance
has the same spatial characteristics as the radiation resistance matrix in Equation (10).
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Turbulent boundary layer models are widely used to describe the excitation produced on a surface by a
turbulent fluid flow. Models for the spatial correlation of turbulent boundary layer disturbances have been
discussed in References [7] and [8]. The most common expression for TBL cross spectral density is given
by Corcos [9]. The flow direction is parallel to the y-axis. The spatial correlation function in the x-direction
(span wise) and y-direction (stream wise) is given by

C̃TBL = (rx,p,q, ry,p,q, ω) = exp
(
−|rx,p,q|

Lx(ω)

)
exp

(
−|ry,p,q|

Ly(ω)

)
exp

(
−j

ωry,p,q

Uc

)
(15)

where |rx,p,q| = |xp−xq| and |ry,p,q| = |yp−yq| are the distances between two elements in the x and y direc-
tions and Lx = αxUconv./ω and Ly = αyUconv./ω are the correlation lengths in x and y. The empirical con-
stants αx = 1.2 and αy = 8 are taken from References [7, 8]. The convection velocity Uconv. = U∞ × 0.6
is approximated as a fixed fraction of the free flow velocity U∞=225 m/s. This approximation results in an
overestimation of the correlation length at very low frequency. A comprehensive review on TBL excitation
models is given by Cousin [10]. The power spectral density of the surface pressure fluctuations due to a
turbulent boundary layer is a function of frequency and depends on multiple parameters describing the flow
surface interaction. In general the power spectral density decreases with increasing frequency. The results
presented in this article do not reflect this frequency dependency but only compare the panel response to the
different types of disturbances with respect to their frequency dependent spatial correlation.

2.3 Element Resolution

The required spatial element mesh density depends on (a) the disturbance characteristics, (b) the flexural
response of the panel and (c) the radiation properties of the panels, which are given by the radiation resis-
tance matrix. For frequencies below the convective and acoustic coincidence frequencies the required mesh
density is determined by the bending wave length λb = cb(f)/f on the panels. For frequencies above the
acoustic coincidence frequency the acoustic wavelength is shorter than the bending wavelength on the panel;
therefore the element density is determined by the acoustic wavelength λ0 = c0/f . For TBL disturbance, the
element density in stream-wise direction for frequencies above the convective coincidence are determined by
the convective wavelength λconv. = Uconv./f . In the span-wise x-direction the correlation function is expo-
nentially decaying, thus a low correlation between adjacent panel elements results in an overestimation of the
structural response but does not change the general characteristic of the response. At least two elements per
shortest wavelength are required to avoid spatial aliasing and to capture the response characteristics correctly.

2.4 Dispersion curves and coincidence frequencies

Figure 3 shows the bending wavenumber as a function of frequency for (a) the aluminium panel and (b) the
composite panel. The circles represent the modal wavenumber components along the x- and y-axes. The
wavenumber components satisfy the relationship kn =

√
k2

x,n + k2
y,n. The convective and acoustic wavenum-

bers are given by kconv. = ω/Uconv. and k0 = ω/c0 respectively. For a given frequency the wavenumber
of a thin panel is proportional to 4

√
m′′/D. Thus, at frequencies below 1 kHz the bending wavenumber on

the aluminium panel, shown in Figure 3(a), is
√

2 higher than that of the four times lighter composite panel
shown in Figure 3(b). The bending stiffness and modal density of the thin aluminium panel is constant with
frequency. The bending stiffness of the composite panel model is only constant for low frequencies, where it
is determined by the stiffness of the composite cross section. With increasing frequency the transverse shear
effects of the core causes a reduction of the overall bending stiffness which also results in an increase in
the modal density. At very high frequencies the bending wave length is determined by the bending stiffness
of the face plates and converges to a constant value, much higher then that of the homogeneous aluminium
panel. At about 11 kHz both panel models produce similar bending wavelength, and equal total mode count.
The frequency at which the transverse wavenumber on the panel equals the acoustic wavenumber in air is
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Figure 3: Bending wavenumbers (solid) of the (a) aluminium and (b) composite panel; acoustic wavenumber
(dashed) and convective wavenumber (dash−dotted). Wavenumber components of structural modes in the
x-direction (span wise) (black circles) and in the y-direction (stream wise) (white circles).

known as the critical frequency or lowest acoustical coincidence frequency. In the transition region from
pure section bending to pure faceplate bending the transverse wavenumber of the composite panel is domi-
nated by the core shear distortion so that k = ks [3]. If the phase speed in the core shear dominated region√

G d/m′′ is the same as the speed of sound c0 than the coincidence region is extremely wide. If
√

Gd/m′′ is
much less then the speed of sound, coincidence should not occur until very high frequencies. Thus compos-
ite sandwich structures must be carefully designed to obtain acceptable acoustic performance. This however
might not be the highest design priority in many engineering applications. A convective coincidence occurs
when the transverse wavenumber on the panel in the direction of the flow equals the convective wavenumber
of the TBL. For the aluminium panel the convective coincidence occurs at 1169 Hz and acoustic coincidence
occurs at 7.544 kHz. The lower wavenumbers on the composite panel at low frequencies result in a shift
of the coincidence frequencies towards lower frequencies. For the composite panel, convective coincidence
occurs at 609 Hz and the acoustic coincidence occurs at 5.489 kHz.

3 Structural response and sound radiation

At first the structural response and sound radiation of the aluminium and composite panels to deterministic
and stochastic disturbances without active control are investigated. Significant differences in the panel re-
sponse and sound radiation are observed for different types of disturbances. Figure 4 shows the frequency
spectrum of panel kinetic energy (left hand side column) and radiated sound power (right hand side col-
umn) of the aluminium panel (solid line) and composite panel (faint line) for a plane wave excitation. Three
different angles of incidence are considered: θ = 0◦ (normal incidence), θ = 45◦ and θ = 90◦ (grazing inci-
dence). The excitation angle in the x,y-plane is ϕ = 45◦ for all cases. Figure 5 shows the predicted panel
kinetic energy (left hand side column) and radiated sound power (right hand side column) for the aluminium
panel (solid line) and composite panel (faint line) for acoustic diffuse field (top row) and turbulent boundary
layer (bottom row) disturbance. The spectra are normalised to the power spectral densities of equivalent
acoustic plane waves with a pressure amplitude of 1 Pa at all frequencies. It is interesting to note that at
low frequencies the spectra of the radiated sound power of the aluminium panel are characterised by reso-
nance and anti-resonance effects. This occurs in between two resonances of structural modes that interfere
destructively, causing a cancellation of the modal contributions to the radiated sound power.
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APW at θ = 0◦ (normal incidence): Figures 4(a) and (b) show the structural response and radiated sound
power of both panels for a plane wave excitation at normal incidence. Even structural modes are not excited.
This is because the excitation field is uniform over the surface of the panel. Odd modes, however, are
efficiently excited. Since the plane wave is incident normal to the panel surface no coincidence effects are
present in the kinetic energy spectra. Above the first resonance, the panel kinetic energy follows the mass
law [3] and rolls off at a rate of 6 dB per octave, i.e. 20 dB per decade. Because of its four times lower
mass the panel kinetic energy of the composite panel is about 6 dB higher than that of the aluminium panel.
Figure 4(b) shows that, for frequencies well below the first panel resonance frequency, the radiated sound
power for both panels is the same. This is because, in this frequency region, the radiated sound power is
determined by the static bending stiffness which is equal for both panels. Above the first panel resonance
frequency the radiated sound power is mass controlled up to the acoustic coincidence region. In the mass
controlled region the radiated sound power of the composite panel is 12 dB higher than that of the four times
heavier aluminium panel. Around the acoustic coincidence frequency the radiated sound power of the panel
increases because of the radiation properties of the panels. This coincidence effect occurs for frequencies
above 5 kHz for the aluminum panel and for frequencies above 2 kHz for the composite panel. Because
of the transition from bending to shear response of the composite panel a wider range of modes resonate at
coincidence.

APW at θ = 45◦: Figures 4(c) and (d) shows the panel response and radiated sound power for a plane
wave incident at an angle θ = 45◦. At this angle all structural modes are efficiently excited. Above the first
resonance, the structural response of the aluminium panel follows the mass law up to about 10 kHz. The
projection of the acoustic wave onto the panel surface for an angle θ = 45◦ is

√
2 longer than the acoustic

wavelength. Thus, since the bending wavenumber is proportional to
√

f , the excitation coincidence effect
occurs at twice the critical frequency, that is about 15 kHz. In this frequency region the response of the panel
is dominated by efficiently excited modes and controlled by structural damping. Above this coincidence
frequency band the panel response is stiffness and mass controlled and rolls off rapidly at a rate of 36 dB
per octave. The structural response of the composite panel does not exhibit this excitation coincidence
effect. This is because the phase speed on the composite in the shear transition region

√
G d/m′′ is smaller

than
√

2c0, therefore the excitation coincidence frequency is shifted up to 190 kHz, and is thus outside the
observed frequency range. The response of the composite panel at high frequencies exhibits mass-controlled
behaviour. However because of the increase in the modal density the roll off rate is lower than 6 dB per
octave. In comparison to the kinetic energy spectra in Figure 4(c), some resonant peaks are significantly
reduced in the spectrum of radiated sound power. This is because the surface pressure fluctuations caused by
even modes counteract each other and are not efficiently radiated into the far field [3]. The radiated sound
power of the aluminium panel shows the combined effect of the acoustic coincidence at 7.5 kHz, which is
due to the radiation characteristics, and the excitation coincidence at 15 kHz. The radiated sound power
spectra of the composite panel exhibits the acoustic coincidence effect around 5.5 kHz caused by radiation
characteristics.

APW at θ = 90◦ (grazing incidence): Figures 4(e) and (f) show the panel response and radiated sound
power for a plane wave incident at an angle θ = 90◦ (grazing incidence). At this angle the plane wave
excites all structural modes. For grazing incidence the excitation coincidence frequency equals the radiation
coincidence frequency. This is because the acoustic wavelength projects directly onto the panel surface. The
response around the coincidence frequency is dominated by discrete efficiently excited modes and controlled
by structural damping. Above coincidence the panel response is stiffness and mass controlled and rolls off
rapidly. The response of the aluminium panel rolls off at a rate off 36 dB per octave. The response of the
composite panel rolls off at a lower rate of about 16 dB per octave, this is caused by the shear distortion in the
transverse wavenumber and hence increasing modal density of the composite panel. For frequencies up to 1
kHz the radiated sound power spectra of both panels are very similar to those for the plane wave incident at θ
= 45◦, shown in Figure 4(d). For higher frequencies both panels show the effect of the acoustic coincidence.
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Figure 4: Panel kinetic energy and radiated sound power of the aluminium panel (solid) and the composite
panel with equivalent static bending stiffness (faint) for a APW incident at θ = 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦. Vertical
lines mark the acoustical coincidence frequency of the aluminium panel (solid), composite panel (dashed)
and the θ = 45◦ coincidence frequency for the aluminium panel (dash− dotted).

Acoustic diffuse field: Figures 5(a) and (b) show the structural response and radiated sound power of the
aluminium panel and the composite panel for an acoustic diffuse field disturbance. As a comparison with
Figures 4(c) and (d) shows, the low frequency structural response and radiated sound power of both panels
up to 1 kHz is very similar to the response to an acoustic plane wave with an incidence angle θ = 45◦ and ϕ
= 45◦. Figure 5(a) shows that, at higher frequencies the structural response of the aluminium and composite
panels are characterised by the acoustical coincidence effect at 7.5 kHz and 5.5 kHz respectively. The panel
response in the coincidence region is characterised by resonating modes, but the response of individual modes
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Figure 5: Panel kinetic energy and radiated sound power for the aluminium panel (solid) and the composite
panel with equivalent static bending stiffness (faint). Vertical lines mark the acoustical and convective
coincidence frequency of the aluminium panel (solid) and the composite panel (dashed).

is less pronounced than for the cases of APW excitation, shown in Figure 4. Above the coincidence region
the kinetic energy spectrum of both panels rolls off at a lower rate than for the cases of APW excitation.
These differences in the response spectra can be explained by the fact that the ADF excitation is formed
by acoustic waves at arbitrary random angles of incidence. As for the acoustic plane wave excitation at
grazing angle in Figure 4(e), the spectrum of radiated sound power in Figure 5(b) shows the combined effect
of acoustic excitation coincidence and radiation coincidence, which causes a considerable increase in the
radiated sound power.

Turbulent boundary layer: Figures 5(c) and (d) show the structural response and radiated sound power
of both panels for the TBL disturbance. In the frequency range below 2 kHz the response of both panels is
dominated by resonances of low order modes. For the aluminium panel the convective coincidence occurs at
1169 Hz, while for the composite panel at 609 Hz. The panel response therefore depends on how efficiently
specific modes are excited by the TBL disturbance. Above the convective coincidence region, the response
of the aluminium panel drops off at a rate of 9 dB per octave. The roll off rate for the composite panel is
slightly lower. This is due to the increase in modal density above 2 kHz. The discussion on the response of
low order structural modes to TBL disturbance requires to recall the properties of the correlation function
for the TBL. Since the correlation function for the TBL in the x-direction (span wise) is characterised by a
monotonically decaying exponential function, there are no coincidence effects along the x-axis of the panels.
Therefore only the response of structural modes whose modal wavenumber component in the y-direction
is close to the convective wavenumber are characterised by a coincidence effect. Table 3 gives the panel
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modes that are efficiently excited by coincidence with the TBL convective field. Bold mode orders indicate
efficiently radiating modes, modes in brackets indicate a group of modes that cannot be distinguished as
individual resonance peaks in Figures 5(c) and (d). The comparison between the two panels shows that
for the aluminium panel more modes are efficiently excited by the TBL disturbance than for the composite
panel. A comparison of the results in Table 3 with Figure 3 shows that efficiently excited modes indeed
have a wavenumber component in y-direction (stream wise) that is close to the convective wavenumber.
The radiated sound power spectrum in Figure 5(d) shows that odd order modes in Table 3 radiate sound
efficiently. The even [2,4] mode of the aluminium panel and the [1,2] mode of the composite panel also
show high resonant peaks in the radiated sound power spectra in Figure 5(d). The comparison with Figure
3 shows that both modes have a wavenumber component in the x-direction which is close to the acoustic
wavenumber, which results in a high radiation efficiency.

Aluminium panel Composite panel
Mode number Frequency mode order Mode number frequency mode order

[Hz] (nx, ny) [Hz] (nx, ny)
1 114 (1,1) 1 225 (1,1)
2 266 (2,1) 3 588 (1,2)
3 306 (1,2) 4 862 (2,2)
4 457 (2,2) 6 1155 (1,3)
6 626 (1,3)
7 710 (3,2)
8 777 (2,3)[
10
12

] [
1029
1073

] [
(3,3)
(1,4)

]
13 1224 (2,4)
16 1477 (3,4)
18 1648 (1,5)
19 1800 (2,5)
26 2351 (1,6)

Table 3: Modes efficiently excited by TBL.

4 Decentralised velocity feedback control

In this section the structural response and sound radiation of the aluminium and composite panels for stochas-
tic ADF and TBL disturbances with active structural control are considered. As shown in Figure 1(b), the
panels are fitted with 16 decentralized ideal velocity feedback control loops. Figures 6 and 7 show the spectra
of structural response and total radiated sound power for the aluminium panel (left hand side column) and
the composite panel (right hand side column) with feedback gains in the range form 5 to 80. As discussed
by Gardonio and Elliott [1], velocity feedback control introduces active damping. This allows the control of
the response of modes at resonance. At off resonance regions, active damping is not effective. For low feed-
back gains the resonant peaks are initially damped and anti resonances in the radiated sound power spectra
disappear. In the high frequency region the control is limited by the large number of modes that contribute
to the response at each frequency. For increasing feedback gains new resonance behaviour starts to develop
at low frequencies. For the composite panel this occurs for gains above 20 and for the aluminium panel for
gains above 40 which is caused by the higher structural impedance of the aluminium panel. On the other
hand, for low feedback gains, higher control performance is achieved with the composite panel. For low
order modes twice as high feedback gains on the aluminium panel are required to achieve equal reductions
as for the composite panel. For all disturbances, the controllable frequency range produced with the com-
posite panel extends to higher frequencies than with the aluminum panel. This is predominantly due to the
lower modal density on the composite panel at low audio frequencies but also to the lower convective and
acoustic coincidence frequencies. At coincidence, the response of the panels is dominated by the response
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(c) TBL Aluminium panel
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Figure 6: Kinetic energy of the aluminium panel (left column) and the composite panel with equivalent
static bending stiffness (right column) with 16 discrete idealized velocity feedback loops for ADF and TBL
disturbances. Passive panel (solid), feedback gain of 5 (dashed), 10 (dash − dotted), 20 (dotted), 40
(faint − dashed) and 80 (faint). Vertical lines mark the acoustic coincidence frequencies (dashed) and
convective coincidence frequencies (faint).

of discrete resonant modes which can be effectively reduced by means of active velocity feedback. Figure 6
shows that considerable reductions in the structural response of the aluminium panel can be achieved up to 2
kHz for the ADF and up to 3 kHz for TBL disturbance. For the composite panel considerable reductions can
be achieved for frequencies up to twice as high. Figure 7 shows that noticeable reductions in radiated sound
power of the aluminium panel can be achieved up to 1 kHz for and ADF disturbances, while for the TBL
disturbance considerable reductions are achieved up to 3 kHz. The control performance for the structural
response and radiated sound power for the TBL disturbance is much higher than that for acoustic excitation.
This is because the kinetic energy and radiated sound power spectra are dominated by a smaller number of
resonant modes, for which the ky component wavenumber coincides with the convective wavenumber of the
TBL disturbance. The response and sound power radiation for ADF disturbances is instead characterized by
a large number of resonant modes, for which either the kx or ky wavenumbers components coincide with
the acoustic wavenumber. Thus a large number of feedback control units would be required to obtain the
same control frequency bandwidth as for the TBL excitation. Figure 8 shows the spectrum of the radiated
sound power of the aluminium panel excited by an ADF disturbance on a linear frequency scale. In the
coincidence region around 7.5 kHz reductions of up to 7 dB can be achieved with a feedback gain of 80. At
these high frequencies, the bending wavelength on the panel is much shorter than the distance between the
velocity sensor and actuator pairs. Therefore the control performance for individual modes will depend on
the location of the control units with respect to the shape of the mode. However, for stochastic disturbances
a wide range of structural modes is excited at coincidence so that some reductions may be expected for even
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distributions of control units.
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Figure 7: Radiated sound power from the aluminium panel (left column) and the composite panel with
equivalent static bending stiffness (right column) with 16 discrete idealized velocity feedback loops for ADF
and TBL disturbance. Passive panel (solid), feedback gain of 5 (dashed), 10 (dash− dotted), 20 (dotted),
40 (faint−dashed) and 80 (faint). Vertical lines mark the acoustic coincidence frequencies (dashed) and
convective coincidence frequencies (faint).
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Figure 8: Radiated sound power of the Aluminium panel with 16 control loops for a ADF disturbance and
feedback gain of 5 (dashed), 10 (dash − dotted), 20 (dotted), 40 (faint − dashed) and 80 (faint). The
vertical line marks the acoustic coincidence frequency (dashed).
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5 Conclusions

Two different types of smart panels with sixteen decentralised velocity feedback control loops using idealized
point force actuators have been considered in this simulation study. The first panel is made of aluminium
while the second is a composite panel with equivalent static stiffness but four times lower mass per unit
area. Firstly the panels structural response and and radiated sound power due to (a) an acoustic plane wave,
(b) an acoustic diffuse field and (c) a turbulent boundary layer disturbances have been discussed. Secondly
the response of the panels with applied active control has been studied. In contrast to previous studies on
smart panels, the analysis has been extended to the upper end of the audio frequency range. Due to the low
modal density and lower convective and acoustic coincidence frequency the response of the composite panel
is dominated by discrete resonate modes over a wide range of audio frequencies. It has been demonstrated
that for low feedback gains discrete active velocity feedback shows a better control performance for the
smart composite panel then for the more heavy smart aluminium panel. This is particularly the case for
TBL excitation where the structural response is dominated by low order resonant modes. The results of this
simulation study suggests that decentralised velocity feedback control is efficient in reducing the structural
response and radiated sound power of a smart composite panel up to the mid and high audio frequencies. In
this case the benefits of active control systems could offset the additional costs and additional installed mass.
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Abstract
This paper presents a comparison of repetitive control and narrowband filtered-X LMS feedforward control,
both applicable in the field of active structural acoustic control (ASAC) and active noise control (ANC) of
periodic disturbances. This can be useful for example in rotating machinery, where the disturbance is of-
ten determined by the rotational speed. A frequency domain relation between the disturbance and the error
signal is presented for the filtered-X LMS algorithm. This relation leads to a frequency domain conver-
gence criterion which is consistent with existing literature and experimental observations. Furthermore, both
control strategies are compared based on these frequency domain relations. The comparison shows that an
inverse based repetitive controller behaves as an harmonic canceler, while the filtered-X LMS algorithm de-
viates from this behaviour at frequencies between the harmonics. Finally, the paper suggests the possibility
to further match the behaviour of both algorithms, and to improve the performance for ASAC of periodic
disturbances.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a comparison of two control strategies which can be applied in the field of active struc-
tural acoustic control (ASAC) and active noise control (ANC); repetitive control (RC) [1] and the filtered
reference least mean squares algorithm (FXLMS) [2, 3]. Although repetitive control is not often associated
with acoustic control, the RC algorithm has been successfully applied to the active control of rotating ma-
chinery [4], using a novel design strategy, suited for systems with a high modal density [5, 6]. In this kind
of ASAC application, where the disturbance is periodic with a frequency determined by the rotational speed,
the repetitive control strategy presents a valid alternative for the commonly used feedforward narrowband
filtered-X LMS algorithm. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the performance and stability properties of
both algorithms on a theoretical basis.

Section 2 presents a short theoretical overview of both repetitive control and filtered-X LMS. It presents
the frequency domain relation between disturbance and error signal for repetitive control. Under certain
assumptions, a similar relation for the narrowband filtered-X LMS algorithm is deduced. This relation differs
from existing literature in that a model of the plant appears in the relation [3, 7]. Its correctness however, is
successfully validated by simulations. Furthermore, it also serves as the basis for a new frequency domain
convergence criterion, which is consistent with existing literature and experimental observations.

Based on the theoretical considerations, section 3 shows that the filtered-X LMS algorithm and repetitive
control have a similar behaviour, i.e. as a harmonic canceler. At frequencies between the harmonics how-
ever, the filtered-X LMS algorithm deviates from the behaviour of the repetitive controller. Secondly, it is
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shown that also the stability criterion is similar in both algorithms. Furthermore, a visual representation of
this criterion shows that the performance of the filtered-X LMS algorithm could be improved by a more
appropriate choice of the control filters.

2 Theoretical background

This section gives a short introduction in repetitive control and the narrowband filtered-X LMS algorithm.
First, a repetitive control scheme is presented, and the frequency domain relation between disturbance and
error signal is given, as well as the stability criterion. For the filtered-X LMS algorithm, an equivalent
relation in frequency domain is presented. Based on this relation, a convergence criterion for the filtered-X
LMS algorithm can be deduced, which is consistent with existing literature.

2.1 Repetitive control

Figure 1 shows the repetitive control scheme used for ASAC, with k the discrete time instant. The input to
the plant P (z) is the voltage to the control actuator. Since in acoustic control the goal is to reduce the noise
as much as possible, in the presence of the disturbance d(k), the scheme lacks a desired reference signal,
such that the output y(k) is the error signal. The output y(k) is therefore a measure related to the radiated
noise. This can be an acceleration measurement on the controlled structure, or a direct measurement of the
noise.

u(k)
P (z) ++

d(k)

z−N –
+ L(z)

y(k)

Figure 1: Repetitive control scheme for ASAC applications.

Although the disturbance d(k) is arbitrary, the scheme is only effective at disturbances with a fundamental
period of NTs, with Ts the sampling period. This is due to the presence of the memory loop (feedback
loop around z−N ) with a memory of N samples. Including the memory loop in the controller is based on
the internal model principle, which states that in order to control a certain disturbance, the controller must
contain a model of this disturbance. Since this memory loop is able to generate harmonic signals with a
fundamental period of NTs, this scheme cancels all these harmonic disturbances. By varying N , the scheme
becomes adaptive and is able to track variations in the disturbing frequency. The filter L(z) is the control
filter which determines the performance of the control system and incorporates a cut-off to ensure stability
at high frequencies.

Since the repetitive control strategy is a feedback strategy, the sufficient but not necessary condition for
asymptotic stability is based on the small gain theorem (e.g. [8]), and states that P (z) must be asymptotically
stable and that

|1− L(z)P (z)| < 1, z = eωTs , ω ∈ [0, π]. (1)

For this criterion to be fulfilled, the filter L(z) must be chosen such that the Nyquist plot of L(z)P (z) lies
within a unit circle around the point (1, 0). The relation between the disturbance d(k) and the remaining
error y(k) then becomes:

Y (z) =
1− z−N

1− z−N(1− L(z)P (z))
D(z). (2)
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It is clear from this relation that for perfect cancelation of the harmonics of the fundamental frequencyN/Ts,
L(z) must equal the inverse of P (z).

2.2 Filtered-X LMS algorithm

When the disturbance is periodic and the radiated noise is dominated by the fundamental frequency and
its harmonics, the narrowband version of the filtered-X LMS algorithm can be used [3]. The fundamental
frequency must then be given by a reference signal, like a tacho signal, usually available in applications
where the disturbance is periodic (e.g. rotating machinery). Figure 2 shows the resulting control scheme,
where it is assumed that the disturbance is periodic with fundamental periodNTs. Like in the RC case, it will
be shown that although the disturbance is not restricted to a periodic signal, the algorithm is only effective at
harmonics of the fundamental frequency. This is contrary to the broadband version, which is effective over a
broad frequency range. In that case however, it is imperative that there is a time delay between the reference
signal x(k) and the error signal y(k), which usually limits the choice of y(k) to an acoustic measurement.
In the narrowband version, both acoustic and structural measurements can be used.

. . .

T0 = NTs

T0 = NTs

x(k)

P̂ (z)
r(k)

LMS

u(k)
P (z) ++

d(k)

y(k)
W (z)

Figure 2: Filtered reference LMS feedforward control scheme.

In the following it is assumed that the reference signal x(k) is a pulse train at the fundamental disturbance
frequency N/Ts and that both the control filter W (z) and the plant model P̂ (z) are modeled as FIR filters
with length N . With these assumptions, it is possible to deduce a frequency domain relation between the
disturbance D(z) and the error signal Y (z). In order to track variations in the disturbing frequency, the
frequency of the pulse train needs to be adaptive, as well as the length of the filters W (z) and P̂ (z).

The reference signal x(k) is filtered by the control filter W (z), which is updated according to following
update law:

wl(k + 1) = wl(k)− µr(k − l)y(k), l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (3)

with µ the update coefficient and r(k) the reference signal, filtered by the plant model P̂ (z). According
to [9], the filter coefficients converge to their optimal value as long as the phase of P (z) and P̂ (z) do not
differ by more than 90◦. With x(k) a pulse train, the reference signal r(k) becomes:

r(k) =
N−1∑
m=0

p̂mx(k −m)

=
N−1∑
m=0

p̂m

∞∑
n=−∞

δ(k −m− nN)

= p̂j(k), (4)

with j(k) = k mod N (remainder on division of k by N ). This modifies the update law (eq. 3) into:

wl(k + 1) = wl(k)− µp̂j(k−l)y(k), l = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, (5)
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To come to an analogous relation to eq. 2 between the disturbance and the remaining error, the control signal
u(k) is written as follows:

u(k) =
N−1∑
l=0

wl(k)x(k − l)

=
N−1∑
l=0

wl(k)
∞∑

n=−∞
δ(k − l − nN)

= wj(k)(k). (6)

If the update starts with all filter coefficients equal to zero, it is possible to write the value of coefficient wl

at time k as follows:

wl(k) = −µ
k−1∑
i=0

p̂j(i−l)y(i), (7)

resulting in following expression for the filter output u(k):

u(k) = wj(k)(k)

= −µ
k−1∑
i=0

p̂j(i−j(k))y(i)

= −µ
k−N−1∑

i=0

p̂j(i−j(k))y(i)− µ
k−1∑

i=k−N

p̂j(i−j(k))y(i)

= u(k −N)− µ
N−1∑
i=0

p̂iy(k −N + i). (8)

Taking the z-transform yields:

U(z) = z−NU(z)− µ
N−1∑
i=0

p̂iz
−N+iY (z)

U(z) = z−NU(z)− µz−N P̂ (z−1)Y (z)

U(z) = −µ z−N

1− z−N
P̂ (z−1)Y (z). (9)

With Y (z) = U(z)P (z)+D(z) (see figure 2), this leads to following relation between disturbance and error
signal:

Y (z) =
1− z−N

1− z−N(1− µP̂ (z−1)P (z))
D(z). (10)

This relation is valid for the Filtered-X LMS scheme from figure 2, with P̂ (z) andW (z) FIR filters of length
N , depending on the fundamental frequency. Although in normal operation the disturbance is periodic, this is
not taken into account in the derivation of eq. 10, such that the relation is also valid for a random disturbance,
as long as N is chosen to be a fixed number of sample periods.

Relation 10 differs from what can be found in literature [3, 7], where the plant model P̂ (z−1) does not appear
in the relation. As a validation of the correctness of relation 10, a simulation of the Filtered-X LMS algorithm
is performed on a simple plant, of which the transfer function P (z) is shown in figure 3. The discrete model
P̂ (z) of the plant P (z) is a FIR filter with length 50, at a sampling rate of 5 kHz. Like the plant model,
the control filter W (z) is implemented as a FIR-filter of length N = 50, with all coefficients initially equal
to zero. In order to assess the behaviour of the system on all frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency, the
disturbance is a random signal. The reference signal x(k) is a pulse train with a period of 50 samples. The
resulting control scheme is shown in figure 4 and the relation between the disturbance d(k) and the error
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Figure 3: System and system model used for simulation of the Filtered-X LMS algorithm.

. . .

T0 = NTs x(k)

P̂ (z)
r(k)

LMS

u(k)
P (z) ++

d(k)

y(k)
W (z)

Figure 4: Filtered reference LMS feedforward control scheme with random disturbance.

signal y(k), simulated and calculated from relation 10, is given in figure 5, with the update coefficient µ
chosen equal to 0.15.

Within the aforementioned assumptions, two major observations are clear from the simulation. Firstly, the
simulation shows that relation 10, presented in this paper, correctly predicts the behaviour of the Filtered-X
LMS algorithm. Secondly, the algorithm behaves as a harmonic canceler, effectively reducing the fundamen-
tal frequency of 100 Hz (N = 50 at 5 kHz) and all its harmonics. At intermediate frequencies, the algorithm
has a negative effect on the error, resulting in an increase of the error signal.

Relation 10 does not only predict the behaviour of the narrowband Filtered-X LMS algorithm, but can also
be used to analyse the convergence of the system. For stability of the transfer function between D(z) and
Y (z), the roots of its denominator must lie within the unit circle. This criterion is fulfilled if:

|1− µP̂ (z−1)P (z)| < 1, z = eωTs , ω ∈ [0, π]. (11)

This paper will not go into further detail on this criterion, but since the phase of P̂ (z−1) is opposite to that of
P̂ (z), this confirms that the algorithm converges when P̂ (z) and P (z) do not differ more than 90◦ and when
the update coefficient µ is chosen appropriately [9].
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Figure 5: Relation between disturbance D(z) and error signal Y(z) in simulation and theoreti-
cally, from eq. 10.

Repetitive control Filtered-X LMS

Performance
Y (z)
D(z)

=
1− z−N

1− z−N(1− L(z)P (z))
Y (z)
D(z)

=
1− z−N

1− z−N(1− µP̂ (z−1)P (z))

Stability |1− L(z)P (z)| < 1 |1− µP̂ (z−1)P (z)| < 1

Table 1: Performance and stability properties of repetitive control and filtered-X LMS.

3 Comparison of Filtered-X LMS and Repetitive control

Based on the relation between disturbance D(z) and error signal Y (z) for both repetitive control and nar-
rowband filtered-X LMS, this section compares both control strategies for use in active structural acoustic
control applications. Stability and performance properties are investigated and simulations are presented.

3.1 Performance

The performance of an acoustic control system is determined by the achievable reduction of the disturbance
signal and, in case of non-stationary signals, the rate of convergence. The achievable reduction is given for
RC by equation 2 and for FXLMS by equation 10, repeated in table 1. The equations relate the disturbance
D(z) to the error signal Y (z). From the comparison, it is obvious that both algorithms have a similar
behaviour, i.e. that of a harmonic canceler. The performance in the frequencies between the harmonics, is
determined respectively by the filter L(z) and µP̂ (z) for RC and FXLMS.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the RC and FXLMS algorithm for the plant P (z) of figure 3, when the
disturbance is a white noise signal, and with a fundamental frequency of 100 Hz (N = 50 at 5 kHz). For the
RC case, L(z) is an exact inverse of the plant, such that the algorithm behaves as an ideal harmonic canceler.
The maximum amplification of the intermediate frequencies is 6 dB. For the FXLMS case, P̂ (z) is a FIR-
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Figure 6: Comparison between the performance of a Filtered-X LMS and a repetitive controller.

model of the plant P (z), with 50 elements, as shown in figure 3. The convergence coefficient µ is equal to
0.15. Since µ is not frequency dependent, µP̂ (z−1)P (z) is not equal to 1 over the whole frequency range
like L(z)P (z) in the RC case, and the FXLMS algorithm does not behave as an ideal harmonic canceler.
In the frequencies between the harmonics, the reduction or amplification is determined by the amplitude of
µP̂ (z−1)P (z). At high frequencies, where the plant usually exhibits a roll-off, this has the advantage that
the intermediate amplification decreases, compared to the RC-case. At resonance frequencies of the plant on
the other hand (e.g. at 120 Hz), the amplification is higher than in the RC-case.

3.2 Stability

Based on the frequency domain representation, the stability criterion (usually called convergence criterion in
the feedforward framework) for the filtered-X LMS algorithm is given by eq. 11, compared to the criterion
for RC in table 1. As in the performance relation, there is an important analogy between both strategies; in
RC, the phase of L(z) needs to oppose the phase of P (z) within a margin of 90◦. In FXLMS, the phase of
P̂ (z) needs to equal the phase of P (z) within a margin of 90◦.

Moreover, just like for learning controllers like repetitive and iterative learning control [10], the stability
criterion has a visual interpretation; for the algorithm to converge, the Nyquist plot of µP̂ (z−1)P (z) must
lie within the unit circle around the point (1,0). Figure 7 shows that for the example used in this paper, the
criterion is fulfilled. In case of a perfect plant model P̂ (z) without any phase mismatch, the Nyquist plot of
µP̂ (z−1)P (z) lies on the real axis. For RC, where L(z) is an exact inverse of the plant P (z), the Nyquist
plot of L(z)P (z) reduces to the point (1,0).

The observation that the Nyquist plot of L(z)P (z) of an ideal inverse-based repetitive controller reduces to
a single dot, shows that there is still a large margin in the design of L(z). In a lot of cases, an exact plant
inverse is not feasible due to the complex nature of the controlled plant. Moreover, this “ideal” behaviour is
not always required over the whole frequency range up to the Nyquist frequency. Therefore, [5, 6] presents a
novel design approach taking advantage of the remaining stability margin, and especially suited for systems
with a high modal density.

A second consideration relates to the Nyquist plot of µP̂ (z−1)P (z), which lies completely on the real axis
in case of a perfect plant model P̂ (z). In order to obtain the same behaviour as the RC algorithm, a proper
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Figure 7: Visual representation of the filtered-X LMS convergence criterion (eq. 11) with
µP̂ (z−1)P (z) (blue) contained in the convergence circle (red).

selection of µP̂ (z) must reduce this line to the point (1,0). On the other hand, like in the RC-case, this
behaviour might not always be required. This paper will not go into further detail on the design of a filtered-
X LMS controller, but it is clear that (i) a frequency dependent convergence coefficient µ and (ii) a more
appropriate choice of P̂ (z) can further improve the performance of the algorithm.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a comparison of repetitive control (RC) and narrowband filtered-X LMS (FXLMS),
both applicable in the field of active structural acoustic control (ASAC) and active noise control (ANC) of
periodic disturbances. A typical application is for example rotating machinery, where the disturbance is often
determined by the rotational speed. A control strategy like repetitive control or filtered-X LMS feedforward
control reduces the fundamental disturbance frequency and its harmonics, which effectively reduces the
resulting noise radiation.

A first part of the paper presents a brief introduction in repetitive control and filtered-X LMS. For FXLMS, a
frequency domain relation between the disturbance and the error signal is presented. Based on this relation, a
frequency domain convergence criterion can be deduced, consistent with existing literature and experimental
observations.

In a second part, both control strategies are compared with respect to performance and stability. The per-
formance of an ideal inverse-based RC controller is that of a harmonic canceler. The FXLMS algorithm
exhibits the same reduction at harmonic frequencies, but differs at intermediate frequencies. Taking into ac-
count the stability criterion which is also similar for RC and FXLMS, it is suggested that the performance of
the FXLMS algorithm can be further improved by a more appropriate choice of the filter and the convergence
coefficient.

Finally, for practical ASAC and ANC applications, it is shown that not only FXLMS, but also RC is a
valuable alternative, although repetitive control is not often associated with acoustic control. The goal of
this paper however is not to suggest on of both strategies, but to present a first comparison. Nonetheless it
is clear that due to the assumptions regarding the control filters in the presented FXLMS strategy, the RC
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strategy leaves more design freedom. Since it is however believed that these assumptions will not influence
the practical use of the FXLMS strategy a lot, further investigations will focus on the choice of these filters
as well as on the practical implementation.
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Abstract
The paper presents a design, accurate multiphysics modeling and analysis of active porous-composite sound
absorbers. Such absorbers are made up of a layer of poroelastic material (a porous foam) with embedded
elastic implants having active (piezoelectric) elements. The purpose of such active composite material is to
significantly absorb the energy of acoustic waves in a wide frequency range, particularly, in low frequencies.
At the same time the total thickness of composites should be very moderate. The active parts of composites
are used to adapt the absorbing properties of porous layers to different noise conditions by affecting the
so-called solid-borne wave (originating mainly from the vibrations of elastic skeleton of porous medium) to
counteract the fluid-borne wave (resulting mainly from the vibrations of air in the pores); the both waves
are strongly coupled, especially, in lower frequencies. Passive and active performance of the absorbers is
analysed to test the feasibility of this approach.

1 Introduction

There are apparent reasons for an advanced modeling of porous media with distributed masses and solid
implants which should be at the same time sufficiently accurate and efficient to allow a reliable optimization
of such poroelastic composites. Recent experimental investigations report a significant improvement of the
insertion loss of standard acoustic blankets at lower frequencies by the addition of randomly placed masses to
the poroelastic layers [1]. They show that the improvement by distributed masses (implants) tend to be greater
than the one due to the mass effect alone. The acoustic absorption of multi-layer absorbers with different
inner structures has also become a subject of research [2]. The proposed modeling was accurate with respect
to the geometry (thanks to the finite element approach), however, the porous medium was modeled by using
the so-called fluid-equivalent approach which generally assumes that the frame (solid skeleton) of a porous
medium is rigid. For many porous materials such approach gives good predictions in higher frequencies and
for certain configurations.

In the present paper the acoustic absorption of porous composites with active implants is examined. The
absorption should be actively improved by affecting the vibrations of the elastic skeleton of porous layers.
Thus, it is apparent that the rigid-frame approach cannot be used here. Instead, the advanced biphasic theory
of poroelasticity is used to model porous material of the active absorbers.

First sections of this paper provide theoretical considerations and background concerning an accurate mul-
tiphysics modeling of the considered problem. Then, a few designs of porous composites are presented and
results of the analyses of passive and active performance of these absorbers are discussed.
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2 Multiphysics character of modeling

The examined application of active porous composites links several mathematical models of single- and
multiphysics, namely:

• the Biot’s theory poroelasticity – to model the material of porous layer (with the air-filled pores),

• the linear elasticity – to model elastic implants,

• the piezoelectricity – to model the active parts (piezo-actuators) of implants which affect the lower
frequency vibrations of the elastic skeleton of a porous medium.

All these problems are strongly coupled and the consideration of this mutual interaction of different media is
very important. Thus, a coupled multiphysics model of a system made up of poroelastic, elastic, and piezo-
electric media (see Figure 1) was constructed using the Galerkin finite element method and the following
weak integral:

WFp + CIp-e +WF e +WFpz = 0 , (1)

whereWFp,WF e,WFpz are the weak forms of poroelasticity, elasticity, and piezoelectricity, respectively,
whereas CIp-e is the coupling integral on the interface Γp-e between the poroelastic and elastic subdomains.
The weak forms will be presented in the followings sections of this paper where it will be also shown that
the coupling of the poroelastic and elastic media is naturally handled, i.e. CIp-e = 0. Relevant boundary
conditions will be discussed as well. The weak form of piezoelectricity WFpz can be substituted with the
weak form of elasticityWF e by using a simplified approach based on some analogy with the thermoelasticity
or, in other words, by introducing certain equivalent initial strains. As a matter of fact, this very approach can
be used for the analyses presented in this paper. This approximation is justified here since the piezo-implants
affect the vibrations of the less stiff skeleton of porous medium subjected to an acoustic wave excitation.

The considered vibroacoustic application allows for using linear theories, so the superposition principle holds
and may be effectively used. Consequently, the frequency analysis may be used as an efficient tool for design
and testing of the proposed active porous composites. Thus, all considered problems are time-harmonic with
the frequency f and the angular frequency ω = 2πf .

The equations of poroelasticity presented below assume no body forces acting on the poroelastic material.
Consequently, the problems of elasticity and piezoelectricity are considered with zero body forces. Moreover,
in the piezoelectricity problem there is no body electric charge applied. These assumptions comply with the
modeling requirements of the active porous composite noise absorbers.

For the sake of brevity, symbols dΩ and dΓ are skipped in all the integrals presented below since it is
obvious whether an integration is on the specified domain or boundary. The summation convention is used
(for dummy indices i, j, k, l) and the (invariant) differentiation symbol which, in the Cartesian coordinate

elastic
subdomain

Ωe

piezoelectric
subdomain

Ωpz

poroelastic
subdomain

Ωp

Γe-e

Γp-eΓp-e

Γu
e

Γt
eΓu

e

Γt
e

Γu
p Γp

p

Figure 1: Multiphysics system made up of poroelastic, elastic, and piezoelectric media
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system, simply reads: (.)|i = ∂(.)
∂xi

. The following notation rule applies for the symbol of variation (or test
function): δ(v w) = v δw + w δv, where v and w are two dependent variables (fields) and δv and δw their
admissible variations.

3 Biot’s theory of poroelasticity

3.1 The classical displacement formulation

The Biot’s theory of poroelasticity [3, 4] provides a biphasic model of porous media: the so-called solid
phase is used to describe the behavior of (‘smeared’) elastic skeleton whereas the fluid phase pertains to
the fluid in the pores. The both phases are two coupled homogeneous continua. The most frequently used
version of poroelasticity assumes besides that the both phases are isotropic. Moreover, the fluid is modelled
as inviscid, though viscous forces, are taken into account but only when modeling interaction between the
fluid and the solid frame.

In the classical formulation [3, 4] a state of poroelastic medium is described by the displacements of solid,
u = {ui}, and fluid phase, U = {Ui}. The Biot’s equations for a local dynamic equilibrium of poroelas-
tic material link partial stress tensors associated with the skeleton particle (σs

ij) and the macroscopic fluid
particle (σf

ij) with the solid and fluid macroscopic displacements. In the case of harmonic oscillations (with
angular frequency ω) these equations read

σs
ij|j + ω2%̃ss ui + ω2%̃sf Ui = 0 , σf

ij|j + ω2%̃ff Ui + ω2%̃sf ui = 0 , (2)

where the frequency-dependent effective densities, %̃ss, %̃sf, and %̃ff, are introduced. These densities are
responsible not only for the inertia of solid or fluid phase particles but also for the combined inertial and
viscous coupling (interaction) of both phases. They depend on the viscous drag coefficient, b̃, and the normal
effective densities, %ss, %ff, %sf. The latter quantities in turn depend on the porosity, φ, the tortuosity of
pores, α∞, the density of the material of skeleton, %s, and the density of saturating fluid, %f. The adequate
formulas may be found in [4].

The partial solid and fluid stress tensors are linearly related to the partial strain tensors prevailing in the
skeleton and the interstitial fluid. This is given by the following linear and isotropic constitutive equations of
the Biot’s theory of poroelasticity:

σs
ij = µs (ui|j + uj|i) +

(
λ̃s uk|k + λ̃sf Uk|k

)
δij , σf

ij =
(
λ̃f Uk|k + λ̃sf uk|k

)
δij . (3)

Four material constants are involved here, namely µs, λ̃s, λ̃f, and λ̃sf. The first two of them resemble the two
Lamé coefficients of isotropic elasticity. Moreover, µs is the shear modulus of the poroelastic material and
consequently the shear modulus of the frame since the fluid does not contribute to the shear restoring force.
The three dilatational constants, λ̃s, λ̃f and λ̃sf are frequency-dependent and are functions of Kb, Ks, and K̃f
(λ̃s depends also on µs), where: Kb is the bulk modulus of the frame at constant pressure in the fluid, Ks
is the bulk modulus of the elastic solid from which the frame is made, and K̃f is the bulk modulus of the
fluid. The adequate formulas to compute the poroelastic material constants can be found in [4]. Finally, the
total stress tensor of poroelastic medium is defined as a simple sum of the partial, i.e. phasic, stress tensors,
whereas the total displacement vector sums up porosity-dependent contributions of the displacements of both
phases:

σt
ij = σs

ij + σf
ij , ut

i = (1− φ)ui + φUi . (4)

The equations of equilibrium (2) together with the constitutive relations (3) form the displacement formula-
tion of linear, isotropic poroelasticity for harmonic oscillations. Notice that the first equations from the both
pairs refer to the solid phase whereas the second ones to the fluid phase. Nevertheless, the both phases are
strongly coupled by the viscous-inertial coupling coefficient, %̃sf, and the constitutive coupling constant, λ̃sf.
In this classical formulation the unknown fields are the solid and fluid phase displacements, which means 6
degrees of freedom in every node of a three-dimensional model.
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3.2 The mixed displacement–pressure formulation

The fluid phase stress tensor can be expressed as

σf
ij = −φ p δij , (5)

where p is the pressure of fluid in the pores (it should not be mistaken for the pressure of fluid phase which
equals φp). By using this relation for the time-harmonic veriosn of the Biot’s poroelasticity, the fluid phase
displacements can be expressed as functions of the pressure in the pores, and thus eliminated from the
equations (replaced by p). This results in the mixed displacement–pressure formulation [5, 6] where the
dependent variables are the three solid phase displacements and the pore-fluid pressure. Therefore, three-
dimensional models have now only 4 degrees of freedom in a node.

3.3 Weak integral form of the mixed formulation of poroelasticity

Let Ωp be a domain of poroelastic material and Γp its boundary with ni being the components of the unit
vector normal to the boundary and pointing outside the domain. The harmonic poroelasticity problem can
be described in this domain by the mixed formulation which uses as dependent variables the solid phase
displacements, ui, and pore-fluid pressure, p. The corresponding weak form [7] reads as follows (for every
admissible δui and δp)

WFp = −
∫
Ωp

σss
ij δui|j +

∫
Ωp

ω2%̃ ui δui −
∫
Ωp

φ2

ω2%̃ff
p|i δp|i +

∫
Ωp

φ2

λ̃f
p δp

+
∫
Ωp

φ

(
1 +

%̃sf

%̃ff

)
δ(p|i ui) +

∫
Ωp

φ

(
1 +

λ̃sf

λ̃f

)
δ(p ui|i) + BIp = 0 ,

(6)

where

σss
ij = µs (ui|j + uj|i) +

(
λ̃s − λ̃2

sf

λ̃f

)
uk|k δij and %̃ = %̃ss − %̃2

sf
%̃ff

, (7)

BIp is the boundary integral

BIp =
∫
Γp

σt
ij nj δui +

∫
Γp

φ (Ui − ui)ni δp , (8)

whereas δui and δp are test (or weighting) functions, that is, arbitrary yet admissible virtual displacements
and pressure. Below, the two most relevant boundary conditions of poroelastic medium are discussed [6, 7].

3.4 Relevant boundary conditions for poroelastic medium

3.4.1 Imposed displacement field

A displacement field, ûi, applied on a boundary of a poroelastic medium describes, for example, a case of a
piston in motion acting on the surface of the medium. Here, it is assumed that the solid skeleton is fixed to
the surface of piston while the fluid obviously cannot penetrate into the piston. Therefore, on Γu

p :

ui = ûi , (Ui − ui)ni = 0 . (9)

The first condition expresses the continuity between the imposed displacement vector and the solid phase
displacement vector. The second equation expresses the continuity of the normal displacements between the
solid phase and the fluid phase. Using these conditions and the fact that the variations of the known solid
displacements are zero (δui = 0) the boundary integral reduces to zero (on the relevant part of the boundary):

BIp = 0 on Γu
p . (10)
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3.4.2 Imposed pressure field

A harmonic pressure field of amplitude p̂ is imposed on the boundary of a poroelastic domain which means
that it affects at the same time the fluid in the pores and the solid skeleton. Therefore, the following boundary
conditions must be met on Γp

p :
p = p̂ , σt

ij nj = −p̂ ni . (11)

The first condition is of Dirichlet type and must be applied explicitly. It describes the continuity of pressure
in the fluid. It means also that the pressure variation is zero (δp = 0) at the boundary. The second condition
expresses the continuity of the total normal stress. All this, when used for Equation (8), leads to the following
boundary integral

BIp =
∫
Γp

σt
ij nj δui = −

∫
Γp

p

p̂ ni δui . (12)

4 Weak form of elasticity, an approximation of piezoelectricity, and
coupling to poroelastic media

4.1 Weak form for an elastic solid

Let Ωe be an elastic solid domain with mass density %e and boundary Γe, and ne
i the components of unit

vector normal to the boundary and pointing outside the domain. Assuming zero body forces and the case
of harmonic oscillations the weak variational form of the problem of elasticity expressing the principle of
virtual work reads (for every admissible δue

i )

WF e = −
∫
Ωe

σe
ij δu

e
i|j +

∫
Ωe

ω2%e u
e
i δu

e
i +

∫
Γe

σe
ij n

e
j δu

e
i = 0 , (13)

where δue
i is the arbitral yet admissible variation of displacements; the elastic stress tensor σe

ij = σe
ij(u

e)
substitutes here a linear function of elastic displacements ue = {ue

i}. In the case of the linear isotropic
elasticity it can be expressed as follows

σe
ij = µe (ue

i|j + ue
j|i) + λe u

e
k|k δij , (14)

where the well-known Lamé coefficients, the shear modulus µe and the dilatational constant λe, appear. Be-
fore discussing the corresponding boundary conditions for an elastic solid, a thermoelastic analogy approach
to the approximation of piezoelectricity will be presented.

4.2 Approximation of piezoelectricity by initial strains

As mentioned above, a piezoelectric domain can be often modeled as an elastic medium with some initial
strain or, equivalently, subject to a specific thermal load. This approximation is based on the resemblance
between the thermoelastic and converse-piezoelectric constitutive equations: the stress vs. strain and voltage
equation of piezoelectricity resembles the Hooke’s law with initial strains (induced, for example, by a tem-
perature field). The initial strain simulates the piezoelectric effect. Thus, in this approach the weak form of
elasticity (13) is used for a piezoelectric domain Ωpz with

σe
ij = C

pz
ijkl

(
εe
kl − ε0

kl

)
, (15)

where εe
kl =

ue
k|l+ue

k|l
2 are simple elastic strains, and

ε0
kl = d

pz
iklE

pz
i = −dpz

ikl V
pz
|i (16)
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are the initial elastic strains approximating the piezoelectric effect. Furthermore, Cpz
ijkl and dpz

ikl denote the
components of the fourth-order (orthotropic or transversally isotropic) tensor of elastic material constants
and the third-order tensor of piezoelectric material constants, respectively, whereas Epz

i and V pz are the
electric field and electric potential; they are related by the Maxwell’s law for electricity:

E
pz
i = −V pz

|i . (17)

In this approximation the electric problem is uncoupled from its mechanical counterpart and can be solved
independently. Thus, the electric potential V pz is found by solving the following equation of electricity
(presented here with no body electric charge) in the piezoelectric domain Ωpz:

ε
pz
ji V

pz
|ij = 0 , (18)

where εpz
ji denote the tensor of dielectric material constants, with the following electrical boundary conditions

(of the Neumann and Dirichlet kind, respectively):

ε
pz
ji V

pz
|i n

pz
j = Q̂pz on ΓQ

pz , V pz = V̂ pz on ΓV
pz . (19)

The Neumann condition serves for a surface electric charge Q̂pz applied on a boundary, whereas the Dirichlet
condition allows to prescribe the electric potential V̂ pz on a boundary. Now, the electric vector field can be
computed from the Maxwell’s law (17), and the ‘piezo-equivalent’ initial strain can be found from Equa-
tion (16). In practice, for thin piezoelectric patches with electrodes on the opposite sides so that the electric
voltage ∆V̂ pz is applied across the x3-direction the electric potential field can be determined as follows:
E

pz
3 = ∆V̂ pz

thickness and Epz
1 = E

pz
2 = 0.

4.3 Elastic solid boundary conditions

For the sake of brevity, only von Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions for an elastic solid will be
discussed here (the Robin type involves the technique of Lagrange multipliers and will be skipped). The
Neumann (or natural) boundary conditions describe the case when forces t̂ei are applied on a boundary,
that is

σe
ij n

e
j = t̂ei on Γt

e , (20)

whereas the displacements, ûe
i , are prescribed by the Dirichlet (or essential) boundary conditions

ue
i = ûe

i on Γu
e . (21)

According to these conditions the boundary is divided into two (directionally disjoint) parts, i.e. Γe = Γt
e∪Γu

e .
There is an essential difference between the two kinds of conditions. The displacement constraints form the
kinematic requirements for the trial functions, ue

i , while the imposed forces appear in the weak form; thus,
the boundary integral, that is the last of the integrals of Equation (13), equals

BIe =
∫
Γe

σe
ij n

e
j δu

e
i =

∫
Γt

e

t̂ei δu
e
i . (22)

Here, the property δue
i = 0 on Γu

e has been used.

4.4 Poroelastic–elastic coupling

Let Γp-e be the interface between poroelastic and elastic media. Let ni be the components of the unit vector
normal to the interface and pointing outside the poroelastic domain into the elastic one. The coupling integral
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combines boundary integral terms resulting from both, poroelastic and elastic, weak forms (Equations (6)-(8)
and (13)-(14) or (15), respectively):

CIp-e =
∫

Γp-e

σt
ij nj δui +

∫
Γp-e

φ (Ui − ui)ni δp+
∫

Γp-e

σe
ij n

e
j δu

e
i (23)

where ne
i = −ni are the components of the unit normal vector pointing outside the elastic domain (and into

the poroelastic medium). Now, the following coupling conditions must be met at the interface Γp-e:

σt
ij nj = σe

ij nj , (Ui − ui)ni = 0 , ui = ue
i , (24)

The first condition states the continuity of total stress tensor, the second expresses that there is no mass
flux across the interface, and the last one assumes the continuity of the solid displacements [7]. This last
condition means also the equality of the variations of displacements, δui = δue

i . Now, applying the coupling
conditions for the coupling integral (23) results in

CIp-e = 0 . (25)

5 Acoustic absorption of a poroelastic layer

The main purpose of the present analysis of poroelastic layers with solid implants is to asses how the passive
and active implants can influence the acoustic absorption of layers. The acoustic absorption of a poroelastic
layer fixed to a rigid wall and subject to a plane acoustic wave propagating in the air onto the layer surface
at normal incidence will be computed as follows [4]. First, the acoustic impedance at normal incidence is
determined at the interface between the poroelastic layer and the air:

Z =
p0

v
, where v = jω ut

1 = jω
[
(1− φ)u1 + φU1

]
. (26)

Here, v is the velocity of propagating wave at the layer–air interface (continuous across this boundary)
whereas p0 is the wave pressure. As a matter of fact the (complex) amplitudes are used here. Now, the
reflection coefficient in this point is computed:

R =
Z − Z0

Z + Z0
, (27)

where Z0 = %0 c0 is the characteristic impedance of the air (%0 is the air density and c0 the speed of sound).
Finally, knowing the reflection coefficient, the acoustic absorption coefficient can be determined:

A = 1− |R|2 . (28)

This final property is real-valued (unlike the reflection coefficient R, and the impedance Z, which are com-
plex).

6 Results and discussion of finite-element analyses

6.1 Analyzed configurations

Several finite element analyses of poroelastic layers with (or without) solid implants were carried out for
configurations presented in Figure 2. The configurations are two-dimensional (in the x1x2-plane) so the ade-
quate extrusion in the x3-direction is assumed. Nevertheless, this approach should also give good predictions
for similar three-dimensional configurations of sufficient regularity.
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Figure 2: Analyzed configurations of porous composites and the corresponding finite-element meshes of
the representative subdomain. The total thickness of each composite is 16 mm (see also Figure 3 for other
dimensions). The configurations are layers of poroelastic foam and differ only by the embedded implants, as
follows: NoIm – no implants, Al-S – a septum of aluminium foil, Al-9 – 9 mm-wide stripes of aluminium
foil, Al-4 – 4 mm-wide stripes of aluminium foil, PZT – fixed PZT-implants, T-sh – active T-shaped implants.

Foam A Foam B
porosity φ 0.97 0.99
tortuosity α∞ 2.52 1.98
flow resistivity σ 87 kN s/m4 65 kN s/m4

characteristic dimension of pores:
– for viscous forces Λ 37 · 10−6m 37 · 10−6m
– for thermal forces Λ′ 119 · 10−6m 121 · 10−6m
solid-phase mass density %sph 31 kg/m3 16 kg/m3

shear modulus µs 55(1+ϑj) kPa 18(1+ϑj) kPa
loss factor ϑ 0.055 0.1
bulk Poisson’s ratio νb 0.3 0.3

Table 1: Poroelastic properties of two polyurethane foams

Poroelastic material data for two different high-porosity polyurethane foams (termed A and B) was used for
the configurations. This data is given in Table 1 and for the Biot’s model of poroelastic medium it should be
supplemented with the density, bulk modulus, viscosity, ratio of specific heats, ambient mean pressure, and
the Prandtl number for the air.

The total thickness of layer in each configuration is always 16 mm. At x1 = 0 mm the layer is fixed to a rigid
wall whereas at x1 = 16 mm the plane harmonic acoustic wave propagates onto the interface between the
poroelastic layer and the air. The following six configurations were analyzed (see Figure 2):

NoIm – a simple “homogeneous” layer of porous foam with no implants;

Al-S – two layers of porous foam linked by a septum of 0.3 mm-thick aluminium foil;

Al-9 – a layer of porous foam with densely-set 9 mm-wide stripes of 0.3 mm-thick aluminium foil;
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Figure 3: Active composite configuration and the finite-element mesh of the modeled representative subdo-
main

Al-4 – a layer of porous foam with loosely-set 4 mm-wide stripes of 0.3 mm-thick aluminium foil;

PZT – a layer of porous foam with parallel PZT-implants fixed to a rigid wall;

T-sh – a layer of porous foam with T-shaped implants made up of stripes of 0.3 mm-thick aluminium foil
fixed to the the active PZT-elements.

The first four configurations are passive, while the configurations PZT and T-sh have active elements. The
results of the acoustic absorption in passive and active states will be presented for the last configuration with
T-shaped implants (see Figure 3). Notice that this configuration is, in fact, a combination of the configura-
tions Al-4 and PZT.

As mentioned above, the problem is modelled as two-dimensional, in the x1x2-plane. Moreover, the symme-
try (regularity along the x2-axis) makes it possible to model only a rectangular slice (of width ∆x2 = 5 mm)
of the layer comprising only a half of one implant (see Figures 2 and 3) by applying proper boundary con-
ditions. For some configurations the corresponding finite-element meshes are given. Such meshes are not
presented for the configurations NoIm and Al-S since for such regular (multi)layered media planar analytical
solutions can be used (in fact, the finite-element analyses were also performed for these two cases and gave
the identical results with the corresponding 1-dimensional analytical solutions). All necessary dimensions for
the active composite T-sh are given in Figure 3, where the finite-element mesh of the representative modeled
subdomain is also shown. Relevant dimensions from this figure are also valid for other configurations.

The analysis consisted in determining the acoustic absorption of the poroelastic composites. To this end, the
results of finite-element analysis (especially, ut

1 at the layer’s surface) were used by the analytical formulas
for the impedance, the reflection and absorption coefficients (see Section 5). These formulas result from a
one-dimensional analysis of the plane wave propagation which is slightly violated if the solid implants are
present (notice, however, that the implants are set approximately 7 mm form the surface of the free-interface).
Therefore, the absorption coefficient was computed in two points of the layer surface: at x2 = 0 mm and
x2 = 5 mm (see Figure 3), providing two limit-values. It was checked that in the considered frequency range
the two values are almost always very similar and thus, for the sake of clearness, only the average curve is
plotted in the graphs presented below.

6.2 Acoustic absorption of the passive poroelastic composites

Figure 4 presents the acoustic absorption of passive poroelastic composites compared to the absorption of
the porous layer without implants; the porous material was foam A with properties presented in Table 1. The
upper graph shows the absorption curves for the layer with a continuous septum made up of 0.2 mm-thick
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Figure 4: Passive absorption curves for the porous composite/layer made of the foam A

aluminium foil, and for the layers with aluminium stripes (9 mm or 4 mm wide) made up of the same foil.
The composite with the continuous septum deteriorates generally the acoustic absorption although it exhibits
a great performance around a particular single frequency (i.e. 1000 Hz). The composites with the aluminium
stripes improve the absorption in some frequency range but deteriorate it in another. The lower graph of
Figure 4 shows the acoustic absorption of the layer with no implants compared with the absorption curves of
three composites: with 4 mm-wide aluminium stripes,with fixed (passive) PZT implants, and with complete
(passive) T-shaped implants. For the lowest frequencies (up to 600 Hz) there is no difference between the
curves: the absorption is poor since nothing can be done with layers only 16 mm thick. Between 600 to
3000 Hz the absorption of composites with implants is better in some range of frequencies and worse in
another range. Above 2100 Hz (for PZT), 2500 Hz (for T-sh), or 3000 Hz (for Al-4) the absorption curves of
composites are similar to the absorption curve of “homogeneous” layer.

Similar analysis was performed for the layer and composites made up of foam B (see Table 1 for its poroe-
lastic properties). The results of the acoustic absorption are presented in Figure 5 and since the thickness of
layers, inner geometry and material of implants are the same as for the composites made up of the foam A,
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Figure 5: Passive absorption curves for the porous composite/layer made of the foam B

the conclusions are also similar. The composite Al-S (with the continuous aluminium septum) has the worst
absorption with the exception of a narrow range around 800 Hz where locally the absorption approaches 1.
The composite Al-9 has the best absorption between 700 and 1800 Hz but worse for other frequencies. There
is no significant difference in the absorption curves of “homogeneous” layer and the porous composites Al-4,
PZT, and T-sh for frequencies lower than 500 Hz or higher than 2700 Hz. In between, the composites have
better performance in some range of frequencies and worse in another range.

The general conclusion is that the T-shaped implants change the absorption in a range of medium frequencies:
they improve it for the lower-frequency part of this range (where the absorption is weak) and deteriorate it at
higher frequencies (where the absorption is better altogether). Still, an active approach should be tried to get
the best performance in the widest frequency range.
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6.3 Active improvement of the acoustic absorption of poroelastic composites

The general idea of active improvement of the acoustic absorption of poroelastic composites can be explained
as follows:

• A harmonic acoustic wave propagates in the air onto the interface between the air and a poroelastic
layer (or composite). Higher frequency waves can be well absorbed by the layer but at lower frequen-
cies the acoustic absorption of thin layers is very poor.

• Now, the acoustic wave continues to propagate in the porous medium and is reflected by the rigid
wall. In fact, there are three waves: a slow longitudinal wave in the fluid phase (the so-called fluid-
borne wave in the ‘smeared’ air of the pores), a fast longitudinal wave in the solid phase (the so-called
solid-borne wave in the ‘smeared’ elastic skeleton) and a shear wave in the solid phase. At lower
frequencies all these waves are strongly coupled so that the vibrations of elastic skeleton are coupled
with the vibrations of the air in the pores.

• Because of this coupling the acoustic absorption may be actively modified by affecting the vibrations of
the elastic skeleton. To this end, active implants are embedded into the porous layer and an appropriate
harmonic excitation signal is applied onto the electrodes of the piezoelectric parts of the implants.

The results presented in this section show the feasibility of this approach.

Figure 6 shows the amplitudes of vibrations of the solid phase of porous foams with no implants. They
are calculated for the 16 mm-thick layers of the foams subject to the harmonic excitation by the acoustic
pressure of amplitude p0 = 2

√
2 Pa, which means that the root-mean-square pressure equals prms = 2 Pa

and that gives the sound pressure level of 100 dB (with the reference pressure pref = 2 × 10−5 Pa). These
amplitudes indicate the order of maximal displacements of the elastic skeleton. Two curves are plotted for
each foam:

• the amplitude of vibrations at the free interface (between the layer and the air), that is at x1 = 16 mm,

• the maximal amplitude for x1 ∈ [0 mm, 16 mm], that is for the whole domain of the layer.

It can be noticed that for lower frequencies, respectively under 3100 Hz (foam A) or 2300 Hz (foam B),
the both curves are the same since the maximal amplitudes of layer vibrations are at the free interface. An
important observation is that for the pressure level of 100 dB the maximal amplitudes of vibrations of the
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Figure 6: The amplitudes of vibrations of the solid phase (elastic skeleton) of the 16 mm-thick porous layers
subject to the harmonic pressure excitation with the amplitude p0 = 2
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Figure 7: Active and passive absorption curves for the porous composite/layer made of the foam A

elastic skeletons of both porous layers slightly exceed 3×10−7 m. The order of magnitude of the amplitudes
of vibrations of the fluid phase is bigger. One should be reminded, however, that the vibrations of elastic
skeleton are strongly coupled (at lower frequencies) with the vibrations of the air in the pores. To investigate
the potential of this interaction is an important purpose of this paper.

As explained previously the fixed parts of the T-shaped implants can be active – they are thin patches of
piezoelectric ceramic PZT4, through-thickness polarized, 9 mm long and 0.34 mm thick (see Figure 3). It was
checked that by applying a voltage onto their electrodes these piezo-patches would stretch almost 10−8 m/V,
which means that, for example, a signal with the amplitude of 20 V would extend the active implant for
nearly 2×10−7 m. Notice that this amplitude is of the same order of magnitude as the maximal amplitude of
vibrations of the elastic skeleton of the considered porous layer subject to a harmonic noise of 100 dB. Thus,
the active implants may affect the vibrations of elastic skeleton in order to improve the acoustic absorption
of the active poroelastic composite. The results presented below prove the feasibility of this assumption.

Figure 7 shows passive and active absorption curves of the porous layer/composite made of the foam A in the
frequency range from 100 to 2000 Hz. As mentioned above, for the active absorption a harmonic excitation
signal is applied onto the electrodes of the piezoelectric parts of the T-shaped implants. The frequency of the
signal equals to the frequency of the acoustic wave, and for the considered range the same constant voltage
amplitude ∆V̂ pz is assumed. Three cases are presented which differ by the value of the amplitude and phase
of signals (the phase angle of 0◦ means the maximal extension of the implant):

• ∆V̂ pz = 9 V, no phase shift,

• ∆V̂ pz = 18 V, no phase shift,

• ∆V̂ pz = 18 V with the phase of 40◦.

In general, in the considered range under 2100 Hz all signals improve the acoustic absorption of the compos-
ite, however, only the one with the phase shift gives always better absorption than the layer without implants.
Moreover, this phase shift must be changed in the range of 2100-2500 Hz to maintain this effect (above
2500 Hz no active approach is necessary). Notice that the absorption is significantly improved especially
between 700 and 1500 Hz. For example, for the frequency 1200 Hz the acoustic absorption of the porous
composite in the active state is 0.77 which is 28% better than the absorption 0.60 of this composite in the
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Figure 8: Active and passive absorption curves for the porous composite/layer made of the foam B

passive state and 185% better than the absorption 0.27 of the simple porous layer; the improvement between
the porous layer and the passive composite is 122%. For lower frequencies the improvement is very weak,
and for very low frequencies the absorption is very poor which is obvious when one remembers that the
porous layer has only 16 mm. Another interesting observation is that the phase shift effect tends to be visible
only when the frequency increases.

Figure 8 presents passive and active absorption curves for the composite made of the foam B. The frequency
range reaches 2600 Hz – above this frequency the passive absorption of the layer with implants is very good
(from 0.8 to 1.0) and it is almost identical with the absorption of the “homogeneous” layer (see the lower
graph in Figure 5). Here, the results of active approach are presented for:

• ∆V̂ pz = 12 V, no phase shift,

• ∆V̂ pz = 24 V, no phase shift,

• ∆V̂ pz = 24 V with the phase of 50◦,

where ∆V̂ pz is the voltage amplitude of the signal; it is assumed constant in the considered frequency
range, and the phase angle of 0◦ means the maximal extension of the implant. As it can be seen from
Figure 8 the last signal gives the best performance of the acoustic absorption in the whole range from 100
to 2600 Hz. Confirmed is the observation that the phase shift (of 50◦) has almost no effect below some
frequency (1200 Hz in this case); however, it plays an important role above this frequency.

7 Conclusions

Thin layers of porous foams with active and passive implants were modeled and analyzed in order to asses
their acoustic absorption. The porous foams were modeled using the advanced biphasic Biot’s theory of
poroelasticity because the elastic vibrations of the skeleton of the foams cannot be neglected and actually
play an important role in the problem. The obtained results allow to draw the following general conclusions:

• The proposed T-shaped implants (in the passive state) improve the acoustic absorption of a thin porous
layer in some range of lower frequencies (where the absorption is poor), but can decrease it in another
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range of higher frequencies (where altogether, the absorption is better). Similar statement is also valid
for stripes of aluminium foil embedded inside the porous layer. For the lowest frequencies and above
some high frequency there is no difference in the absorption curves of the porous layer with or without
implants.

• The actuators in the form of thin patches of PZT ceramic are able to extend enough to affect the
vibrations of the elastic skeleton of polyurethane foams induced by acoustic waves. This influence is
better for the proposed T-shaped implants.

• At lower frequencies the coupling between the solid-borne waves (of the elastic skeleton) and the fluid-
borne wave (of the air in the pores) is strong enough to allow the exploitation for the improvement of
acoustic absorption by the proposed active approach.

• Electric signals with the amplitudes of the order of magnitude of 10 or 20 V, applied to the active
piezoelectric parts of the implants, give significant improvement of the acoustic absorption of porus
composites subject to the acoustic pressure excitation of 100 dB. A phase shift in the signal is necessary
to achieve this improvement in the whole frequency range of interest, although it is important only
above some frequency (below its effect is insignificant).
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Abstract
Aerostatic thrust bearings are used in linear guideways as an alternativeto contact bearings. The absence of
friction in the motion makes aerostatic guideways most suitable for high precisionand high speed machines.
The low stiffness and damping of the aerostatic support, however, limits their application in machining
processes. Active compensation, applied to the bearing films, is proposedas a solution to overcome this
limitation and to achieve further performance improvements in terms of stiffness and damping, adding posi-
tioning capabilities. Previous research shows that gap shape control is the most promising activation method.
However the need for a flexible bearing surface increases the complexityof the design. A simulation model
that considers the coupling between the structural, fluid dynamics and piezoelectric aspects has been de-
veloped in order to aid in the design of active air bearings. The simulation results show the validity of the
coupling strategy and the relevant influence of the flexibility of the bearing plate on the bearing performance.
However, the simplified models used, in order to keep short simulation times, andthe influence of some
phenomena, such as surface roughness, which are not modeled, require that the model accuracy be validated
by experimental investigation. For this purpose, a test setup capable of identifying the bearing performance
with high bandwidth and resolution has been built. Experimental results show that high dynamic stiffness
can be obtained by active compensation. The final performance is highly dependent on the bearing design
and the working conditions, and thus the need of a coupled simulation model is confirmed.

1 Introduction

Aerostatic thrust bearings are widely used in high precision guideways. Their main advantage over con-
ventional bearings (roller, ball bearings) comes from the absence of contact between the moving and the
stationary parts. Thus, linear motion control is not affected by the highly nonlinear friction forces, which
characterize contacting bearings, so that high precision positioning and high speeds can be achieved. Such
guideways are often found in high precision applications, such as coordinate measuring machines, wafer-
steppers, etc. On the other hand, aerostatic guideways suffer from lowstiffness, and sometimes poor damp-
ing, compared to contacting guideways, so that their application in other sectors, e.g. machine tools, is less
popular.

However, continuously increasing performance requirements, in particular, sub-micrometer precision and
high positioning speeds, are pushing traditional guideways to their limits, so that new solutions are needed.
Active compensation is a viable candidate. It can be applied to aerostatic bearings, which guide the moving
part of the slideway system, in the five degrees of freedom to be blocked,leaving free the linear motion,
which is controlled by the motor. If the force in each bearing can be controlled independently, deviations in
any of these degrees of freedom can be compensated, and high dynamicstiffness can thus be added to the
advantages of aerostatic guideways.

Different methods are found in the literature to control the pressure distribution in the air gap, and therefore,
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Figure 1: Sketch of an active aerostatic bearing

the bearing force, ranging from controlling the feeding pressure [1] tomodifying the shape of the bearing
gap, either by acting locally around the restrictor [2], or by acting on the periphery of the bearing plate
and modifying the conicity [3]. Previous research shows that conicity control is a very effective activation
method for both position control and stiffness compensation.

Fig. 1 shows a typical implementation of an active aerostatic bearing with conicitycontrol. The bearing face
is made as a (thin) plate with a central air feed hole, which is clamped centrally onto a cylindrical column
that connects to the back of the bearing. The circular plate is supported onthree piezoelectric stack actuators
at its periphery so that the bearing face will deform to a concave shape (acquire conicity) when the actuators
expand. This actuation produces two benefits: a small conicity in the bearinggap increases the passive
stiffness of the bearing [4], and a change in conicity produces a change in the pressure distribution, and thus,
in the bearing force. A high precision displacement sensor (e.g capacitive) can be embedded in the bearing
or be placed next to it to measure the variation of the air-gap height. The deviations from the desired distance
to the platen can be compensated for by controlling the bearing force through acting on the piezo actuators.

Previous research on active aerostatic bearings based on conicity control has proved its potential, offering
quasi-infinite static stiffness, increased dynamic stiffness up to a few hundred Hz and positioning resolu-
tions of around ten nanometer [3]. These results have been obtained on laboratory test beds, and no design
procedure has been defined to optimize their performance, and so to promote their industrial application.

Active air bearings are complex mechatronics systems wherein the final performance is governed by dif-
ferent physical phenomena, namely, fluid dynamics for the air flow and pressure distribution in the air gap,
structural flexibility for the deformation of the bearing plate due to the piezo actuators and the air pressure,
piezoelectricity for the actuators, and control of the system as whole. All these fields need, thus, to be
considered in the design of active air bearings.

Various parameters need to be tuned for an optimal design, namely, bearingarea, feeding pressure, actua-
tor dimensions, plate thickness and geometry, restrictor diameter, etc. With previously existing simulation
models, active bearings can be designed sequentially, that is, first considering the fluid dynamics in the same
way as for passive bearings, where the bearing plate is rigid, thereafter choosing the thickness of the bearing
plate and selecting the actuators, and finally tuning a controller for the system.

This strategy can be misleading, as it neglects the influence of the flexibility of the bearing plate on the
performance of the bearing. On the one hand, the plate should be as flexible as possible, in order to achieve
the maximum stroke from the piezoelectric actuators. On the other hand, a stiffplate is desirable, as the
pressure in the air gap will otherwise deform the plate, reducing the conicity(eventually making it even
negative) and producing a wavy profile in between the actuators.

This paper aims to present the tools needed in order to optimize the design of active air bearings. Simulation
tools are needed in order to estimate the final performance and the influenceof the different design param-
eters, and experiments with real prototypes are required in order to validate the simulation results or detect
any unmodeled phenomena.
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The simulation model must be able to represent the coupling between the different disciplines relevant for
the final performance. A multiphysics model with strongly coupled formulation,considering the structural
flexibility, the fluid dynamics, the piezoelectricity and the control is presented inthis paper. The focus of the
model is not on the detailed modeling of all the phenomena present in the bearing, but to provide meaningful
results that can be used in the design stage in order to optimize the performance of the bearing prototypes.

The modeling of such bearings encounters some practical limitations, arising from the difficulty to consider
the influence of manufacturing errors, such as roughness of the bearing surface or the geometry of the feeding
hole, and also from the need of reduced models for fast simulation. Therefore, the simulation work needs to
be validated with experimental tests, in order to ascertain the validity of the model.A test setup for single
air bearings and a number of active air bearing prototypes have been built in order to perform these tests.

In the following, Section 2 describes the FE coupled multiphysics model that has been developed, and the
validity of the modeling approach is. Section 3 describes the test setup and theactive bearing prototype that
have been built, and some experimental results are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 Simulation work

A multiphyisics coupled model for active air bearings is needed in order to solve the design trade-offs and
apply an optimal design strategy. Such a model was presented in detail in [5], and is briefly introduced here.

2.1 A multiphysics coupled model for active air bearings

The model for active air bearings considers the different physical disciplines relevant to the problem, namely,
structural flexibility, fluid dynamics, piezoelectricity and control, representing the interaction between these
fields with a strongly coupled formulation. The main goal of the model is to help in optimizing the design
of active air bearings. Therefore, the focus is not on representing indetail all the phenomena present in the
bearing, but to analyze the effects that are relevant for the global performance of the bearing, with the lowest
possible calculation effort.

The model is implemented in finite element (FE) formulation, and can be used to solve static equilibrium con-
figurations (by following an iterative procedure due to the nonlinear characteristic of the model), harmonic
excitations around an equilibrium configuration for obtaining the linearized dynamic response to small dis-
turbances, and time analysis for considering the nonlinear effects. It can also be incorporated into numerical
optimization algorithms. Static and harmonic analysis are discussed in this paper.

2.1.1 General formulation of the model

The finite element formulation of the model, considering the change in pressure distributionδp, the deforma-
tion of the bearing plateδhs, the displacement of the counter surfaceδhcs, and the change in voltage applied
to the piezo actuatorsδv as the unknowns of the problem, has the following general form.

[M ] ·


δ̈p
¨δhs
¨δhcs

δ̈v

+ [C] ·


δ̇p
˙δhs
˙δhcs

δ̇v

+ [K] ·


δp
δhs

δhcs

δv

 = {f}

(1)

The contributions toM , C andK (inertia, stiffness and damping matrices, respectively) and tof (vector of
external forces on each degree of freedom) are now presented.
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2.1.2 Structural flexibility

The deformation of the bearing plate due to the elongation of the piezoelectric actuators and to the pressure
in the air gap is a key element in the performance of the bearing. In order to minimize the simulation time,
the plate is represented as a 2D mesh based on triangular shell elements, standard in many finite element
software. The formulation of only the vertical displacement of the nodes is presented here for a simplified
representation of the full bearing model.

[Ms] ·
{

¨δhs

}
+ [Cs] ·

{
˙δhs

}
+ [Ks] · {δhs} = 0 (2)

where the contributions to the structural degree-of-freedom-equationsin (1) areMs, Cs andKs, the inertia,
stiffness and damping matrices, respectively, of the structural flexibility problem. No external force con-
tribution is considered, as forces coming from the air pressure and fromthe piezos will appear as internal
coupling forces.

2.1.3 Fluid dynamics

The pressure distribution in the bearing can be solved most accurately with computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) analysis, solving the Navier-Stokes equations. This is computationallytoo demanding for the purpose
of this model, and such a detailed solution is not necessary. Simplified models have proved successful in rep-
resenting the global response of the bearing [3]. The flow in the bearingfilm is assumed to be predominantly
viscous, so that the Reynolds equation for fluid film lubrication can be used. This equation assumes that the
flow is constrained to the two dimensions of the bearing plane. This is valid for representing the behavior
of the air film layer in between the non-permeable bearing surfaces, but not in the area under the restrictor,
where there is an air flow coming in perpendicular to the film. The air entrance region is relatively small, so
that the error committed by assuming the flow to be viscous everywhere may be negligible, and the Reynolds
equation can consequently be applied in all the bearing surface, adding the perpendicular mass flow rate per
unit areafr in the area under the restrictor:

∇ ·
(

ρh3

12µ
∇p− ρh

2
V

)
+ fr =

∂

∂t
ρh (3)

where the nabla operator acts only on the bearing plane co-ordinates,ρ is the density of the air,p is the
pressure,h is the air gap height,µ is the dynamic viscosity of the air,V is the relative velocity between the
bearing surfaces,t is time andfr takes value zero for all the bearing surface except for the area under the air
entrance, where, for an inherent restrictor, it can be calculated as [6]:

fr =
2πr0h0

πr2
0

Cd

√
2κ

κ− 1
ps√
RTa

Φe (4)

wherer0 is the restrictor radius,h0 is the air gap height at the restrictor,Cd is the discharge coefficient,κ is
the ratio of specific heats (=1.4 for air),ps is the feeding pressure, andφe is the nozzle function.

The fluid dynamics model is represented by a second order non-linear partial differential equation (3). The
model can be linearized on the two unknowns of the problem, the pressure and the air gap height distribution,
and solved applying a standard finite element procedure. The following system is obtained.

[Cp]
{
δ̇p
}

+ [Kp] {δp} = {fp}+ cps

{
˙δh
}

+ kps {δh} (5)
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whereCp andKp are the stiffness and damping matrices of the pressure model,fp is the vector containing
the components not dependent onδh or δp, andcps andkps are the air gap height to pressure coupling
coefficients.

Deformation to pressure coupling

In order to obtain a strongly coupled formulation of the interaction between theplate deformation and the
pressure distribution,δh needs to be redefined in terms of the degrees of freedom of the problem, with the
following definition.

δh = δhcs − δhs (6)

The following coupled model is obtained.

[Cp]
{
δ̇p
}
− [Cps]

{
˙δhs
˙δhcs

}
+ [Kp] {δp} − [Kps]

{
δhs

δhcs

}
= {fp} (7)

where the contributions to the pressure degree of freedom equations in (1) areCp andCps to C, Kp andKps

to K, andfp to f .

Pressure to deformation coupling

The pressure in the bearing gap applies a force on both bearing surfaces that leads to deformations and
displacements. Therefore, a pressure to deformation coupling contribution needs to be defined. Pressure can
be converted to force on each node using an equivalent areaAeq as conversion factor.

A coupled stiffness contributionKsp can be defined, which multiplies the pressure degrees of freedom with
the area and adding it to the equations of the structural degrees of freedom.

[Ksp] = {Aeq} [I] (8)

whereI is the identity matrix and the sum of all the equivalent areasAeq is equal to the bearing area.

In case of static analysis, an iteration is performed to find the equilibrium between deformation and pressure
distribution. In this case, the force that is applied to the bearing plate is the sumof the pressure distribution
in the previous stepp0 and the change in pressure obtained in the current oneδp. Therefore, an external force
vector must be added to the general formulation to consider the force due top0.

{fs} = {Aeq} [I] {p0 − pa} (9)

wherepa is the ambient pressure.

2.1.4 Counter surface dynamics

The counter surface to the bearing is assumed to be rigid compared to the bearing plate, thus it can be
represented by a single node. The resultant force due to the pressurein the bearing gap is applied to this
node, and thus inertia, stiffness, damping and external force contributions can be added for this node to the
global matrix formulation of the model. Therefore, the influence of any dynamic system standing on the
bearing can be represented by this node.
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2.1.5 Piezoelectricity

Piezoelectric materials present a coupling between the electric field applied onthem, the stress and the strain
they produce. Piezoelectric stack actuators are designed to produce strain and force in one direction, and
they are quite brittle in the others. If mounted properly, taking only axial loads, a one dimensional model is
sufficient to represent the influence of the piezos in the bearing performance. The constitutive equations of
piezoelectric material [7] can be rewritten in terms of voltage, elongation and force, which are the degrees of
freedom in this model.

f =
A

sEL
(δhs − nd33δv) (10)

wheref is the force taken by the piezo,A is the area of the piezo in contact with the structure,sE is the
compliance for constant electric field,L is the length of the actuator,d33 is the piezoelectric constant,n is
the number of disks in the stack, andδv is the voltage degree of freedom.

The stack can then be represented in FE as an added stiffness to the equations of the structural degrees of
freedom of the model, with a coupling to the voltage.

[Kz] · {δhs}+ [Kzv] · {δv} (11)

whereKz andKzv are the contributions to the stiffness matrix of the problem.

2.1.6 Controller

The active compensation principle is based on changing the voltage applied tothe piezo actuators in function
of the change of some measured value, normally the relative displacement between the bearing surfaces. The
bearing is assumed to be clamped in this model. Therefore, the element representing the controller couples
the displacement of the counter surface node to the change in the electric potential applied to the piezos. The
equations of the voltage degree of freedom on the piezos will have the following structure.

δv + mc · ¨δhcs + cc · ˙δhcs + kc · δhcs = 0 (12)

For example, a PID controller acting on position feedback in the harmonic analysis has the following FE
formulation.

mc = 0; cc = kD − kI
ω2 ; kc = kP (13)

with kP , kI andkD the proportional, integral and derivative gains of the controller.

2.2 Simulation Results

In order to show the validity of the modeling approach and justify the need forsuch a coupled multiphysics
model for the optimal design of active aerostatic bearings, some simulation results are reported here.

All the simulations are performed on a bearing made of steel, with a plate diameter of 80 mm, feeding
pressure of 5 bar with a feeding hole diameter of 1 mm, and three 5 mm x 5 mm x 20 mmpiezoelectric stack
actuators with 50 V applied on them, supporting a preload of 600 N. Bearing plate thicknesses between 3
and 10 mm are compared.
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2.3 Harmonic Analysis

The harmonic analysis gives the response of the system to the variation of aparameter considering the
dependence on the frequency. In this analysis the model is linearized around the static configuration, thus
the results are only valid for small disturbances, where the influence of thenonlinearities is not relevant. The
dynamic response of the system to a change in the air gap height, to a force applied on a mass standing on
the bearing and to the voltage applied to the piezos is presented next.

2.3.1 Variation of air gap height

The dynamic stiffness is defined as the ratio between the applied force and the variation of the gap height
it produces. In a first step, a displacement is imposed on the counter surface node, and the change in the
bearing force is calculated. This analysis shows the response of the aerostatic support to a variation of the
air gap height, considering the influence of the deformation of the bearing plate. The dynamic properties of
the system standing on the bearing are not considered.

Fig. 2 shows the dynamic stiffness of the aerostatic support coupled with theflexibility of the bearing for
different bearing plate thicknesses. The shape of the function qualitatively agrees with experimental and
simulation results from previous research works. The flexibility of the bearing plate shows a clear influence
on the results. At low frequencies, the dynamic stiffness increases with theplate thickness, from 34 to 52
N/µm, but for high frequencies, even if the bearing with the thickest plate offers the highest stiffness, the
thinnest bearing can be stiffer than thicker ones. The damping is also influenced by the plate thickness, and
it is maximized for the thinnest and thickest plates.
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Figure 2: Dynamic stiffness of the aerostatic support for bearings with plates of different thicknesses under
a static load of 600N

2.3.2 External force

In a real application, the system standing on the bearing has a dynamic behavior and the disturbance will be
a force applied to it. The response to this force will couple the dynamics of theaerostatic support and the
flexibility of the bearing plate with the dynamics of the counter surface. The proposed model can represent
this phenomenon by defining some dynamic properties and an external force for the counter surface node.

Fig. 3 shows the dynamic stiffness of the bearing for an axial load applied toa mass of 20 kg standing on the
bearing for different plate thicknesses. At low frequencies, the result is the same as in the previous case. The
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effect of the inertia is noticed at higher frequencies, with a resonance between 300 Hz and 400 Hz, higher
for the stiffest bearings.
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Figure 3: Dynamic stiffness of the aerostatic support for plates of different thicknesses under a static load of
600N, supporting a 20 kg inertia

2.3.3 Variation of voltage on actuators

The voltage that can be applied to the actuators is limited, either by the piezo stacks or by the power supply,
so the stiffness of the bearing plate limits the deformation, and thus the force, that can be obtained for
compensation. As this force also depends on the dynamic properties of the counter surface, Fig. 4 shows the
change in the bearing force that is generated per Volt applied to the piezo actuators, when the counter surface
is fixed.
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Figure 4: Change in bearing force for a variation in the voltage applied to thepiezo actuators

For low frequencies, the force generation varies between the 5.8 N/V of the thinnest plate and the 3.1 N/V
of the thickest. For high frequencies, the force decreases slightly. A phase lead in the low and medium
frequencies, and phase lag for high frequencies is observed. The thinnest and thickest plates have lower
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phase leads, but in any case these values are low and should not influence much the performance of the
bearing. The thickness of the bearing plate clearly limits the compensation capabilities of the bearing, and
when relatively high dynamic forces need to be compensated, this will be oneof the key criteria to optimize
the design.

3 Experimental work

Active air bearings are complex high precision mechatronic systems, with different physical fields relevant
for the final performance, and with some phenomena that are quite difficultto model (e.g. bearing surface
shape and roughness, geometry of the air gap, ...). The coupled multiphysics simulation model presented
above uses simplified models of the physical fields present in the system in order to obtain short calculation
times so that it can be used for design optimization. The use of simplified models andthe unmodeled phe-
nomena will lead to deviations from the real performance in the simulation results. Therefore, experimental
tests need to be carried out in order to analyze the validity of the model.

The design of a test setup for single air bearings and of an active bearing prototype and the results obtained
with them are presented and discussed next.

3.1 Description of test setup

The test setup (see Fig. 5) has been designed to obtain the most information possible (displacement, accel-
eration, force) of the response of the bearing to different inputs (external force, voltage on the piezos) with
the highest possible resolution (displacements in the order of the nanometer)and bandwidth (up to 1 kHz),
avoiding the influence of the dynamics of systems external to the bearing itself(e.g. the structures that hold
the shaker and the displacement sensors).

The air bearing stands above the air gap, with its motion constrained vertically by the aerostatic support
itself, and by a ball joint above it, which connects the bearing to an electrodynamic shaker that is used to
apply dynamic disturbances to the bearing in vertical direction, and that constrains the horizontal motion (not
of interest in this analysis). The shaker also has a pneumatic actuator that can provide high static preloads,
avoiding the use of high masses that affect the dynamic behavior. Three capacitive sensors hang above the
bearing and measure the vertical displacement and tilt of the bearing. A piezoelectric force cell is placed
in the force line between the bearing and the shaker, in order to measure theforces that are applied to the
bearing. An accelerometer can also be placed on top of the bearing.

3.2 Description of the bearing prototypes

An active bearing prototype has been designed and built (see Fig. 6) in order to validate the model results.
The bearing is made of steel, with a plate diameter of 80 mm and a uniform thickness of 7 mm. The diameter
of the restrictor is 1 mm. Three piezoelectric stack actuators of 5mmx5mm cross section and 20 mm length
axisymmetrically disposed are used. Each piezo stack is preloaded with a screw, threaded into the base plate
of the bearing, thicker and thus stiffer than the bearing surface, so thatmost of the elongation of the piezos
is converted into deformation of the plate.

3.3 Experimental results

Using the test setup and the active air bearing prototype presented above, different tests can be performed
to analyze the behavior of the bearing. The passive dynamic stiffness, the displacement generation and the
active dynamic stiffness with position feedback are presented here.
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Figure 5: Test setup for single air bearings

Figure 6: Active air bearing prototype

3.3.1 Passive dynamic stiffness

The first step to analyze the performance of the bearing prototype is to analyze the dynamic stiffness when
no active compensation is applied. A disturbance force, between 1 Hz and1 kHz, is applied with the shaker,
and the vibration of the bearing is measured, keeping the voltage on the piezos constant.

Fig. 7 shows the dynamic stiffness of the bearing with a feeding pressure of 6bar and 50 V applied to the
piezoelectric actuators, for static loads between 100N and 400N. At low frequencies, the stiffness increases
with the static preload, from 5 N/µm with 100 N preload to 22 N/µm with 400 N. As a consequence, the
axial resonance mode of the bearing vibrating as a rigid body above the aerostatic support happens at different
frequencies, between 250 Hz for 100 N preload and 800 Hz for 400 N.These results lead to the conclusion
that the highest preload is desirable, but it must be considered that high preloads lead to small air gaps, and
thus a higher risk of losing the aerostatic support.

3.3.2 Displacement generation

An active air bearing needs to be able to generate forces in order to compensate external disturbances. These
forces are produced by the elongation of the piezo actuators, which deform the bearing plate, modifying the
air gap shape and the pressure distribution. The actual force and displacement obtained by acting on the
piezos depend on the dynamics of the moving system, i.e. a clamped system will show no displacement but
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Figure 7: Passive dynamic stiffness under static loads between 100N and400N

the highest force, and a free system would get high displacements and lower forces. In order to characterize
the force and displacement generation capabilities of the bearing prototype, a voltage variation is applied to
the piezos, and the displacement of the bearing, only constrained by the static force of the pneumatic preload
and the inertia of the bearing, is measured. Results are shown in Fig. 8

The displacement produced at low frequencies increases with the static preload, from 25 nm/V for 100 N
to 58 nm/V for 400 N. The deformation of the plate due to the elongation of the piezos is similar in all the
cases, but a higher change in the pressure distribution, and thus forceand displacement, is obtained when the
air gap is small (high static load) due to the higher relative importance of the deformation compared to the air
gap thickness. At higher frequencies the dynamics of the moving system becomes dominant, and resonances
appear following the same trend as for the passive stiffness (see Fig. 7).

3.3.3 Closed-loop performance

The most straightforward approach to active compensation is based on position feedback, and the goal is to
increase the dynamic stiffness against small disturbances around a working point, where the system can be
considered linear. For these experiments, a proportional integral (PI)controller is used, tuned for achieving
the highest dynamic stiffness.

Fig. 9 shows the active dynamic stiffness, compared to the passive, for static loads of 100 N and 400 N.
Due to the integral action in the controller, the static stiffness of the system is quasi-infinite (in practice
only limited by sensor resolution) for both cases. In all the compensation bandwidth (265 Hz for the 100
N preload and 300 Hz for 400 N), the bearing with 400 N load shows higherstiffness, 15 times more on
average. Stiffnesses of 15 N/nm at 1Hz or 130 N/µm at 100 Hz are achieved with 400 N load. Above the
crossover frequency, the dynamic stiffness of the active bearing is lower that for the passive system, and this
effect is more remarkable with 400 N preload. Better controller design should minimize this effect.
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Figure 8: Displacement generation under static loads between 100N and 400N

4 Conclusions and future work

Active aerostatic thrust bearings are complex mechatronics systems in whichseveral physical disciplines are
relevant to the final performance. In order to obtain the full potential of this technology, new simulation tools
are needed that consider the coupled interaction between the structural flexibility, the fluid dynamics and the
piezoelectricity.

Such a model has been presented, and the simulation results show that this coupling is relevant for the
performance of the bearing and needs to be considered in the design. The model represents properly the
influence of the different design parameters, and can thus be used to aidin the design of new prototypes.
However, the accuracy is limited by the difficulty to consider in the model the influence of some effects
related to manufacturing limitations, such as the surface roughness. Therefore, validation with experimental
results is needed in order to analyze the accuracy of the model.

A test setup and an active bearing prototype have been built. The results prove that the setup is valid for
testing the performance of the active bearings with high resolution and bandwidth, and that the compensation
principle works and high dynamic stiffness can be obtained. Further workon control techniques is needed
in order to optimize the performance.

These knowledge and tools will be used in the design of active air bearingsfor a new linear guideway that is
expected to offer sub-micrometer accuracy for high precision machine tools.
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Abstract 
Magneto-sensitive elastomers are obtained by adding irregularly-shaped micron-sized iron particles to a 
rubber compound before vulcanization, a mixture that changes its properties when a magnetic field is 
applied. Vibration isolators consisting of magneto-sensitive elastomers promise to have more functionality 
than conventional isolators as they can change their dynamic stiffness rapidly, continuously and reversibly 
under the application of an external magnetic field. An application case of magneto-sensitive elastomers in 
vibration control is presented in this paper. The dynamic behaviour of an aluminium block mounted upon 
four magneto-sensitive rubber samples is investigated. Experimental measurements show that the dynamic 
stiffness of magneto-sensitive rubber samples increases about 30% when applying a magnetic field, what 
causes a shift of 15-20 Hz in the natural frequencies of the suspended mass. The optimal isolation has 
been obtained experimentally turning on and off the magnetic field in order to avoid the resonance peaks. 

1 Introduction 

Rubber is the most popular and cheap solution when the connection between two parts of a structure, a 
vehicle or a machine, requires a combination of stiffness and vibration isolation. Elastomeric materials are 
used to isolate structures from unwanted vibrations, as bushings can be designed so that their dynamic 
stiffness characteristics are achieved in a frequency and amplitude range for proper dynamic isolation in 
steady state. Nevertheless, the frequency dependent dynamic behaviour of these isolators remains almost 
constant in the low-frequency structure-borne vibration transmission range (usually not over 250-300 Hz 
in most applications) and cannot be altered when necessary to avoid critical frequencies. 
Recently, the use of magneto-sensitive (or magneto-rheological) elastomers has provided new 
possibilities. Magneto-sensitive materials (MS materials) consist of a non-polarizable matrix to which 
polarizable particles – usually iron – are added. The application of a magnetic field gives rise to a 
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the iron particles, enabling a rapid, continuous and reversible 
isolator stiffness change. MS materials are, therefore, considered as smart materials: materials whose 
properties can be changed to meet changing conditions. 
Research into the field of magneto-sensitive materials was started in the end of the 1940s by Rabinow [1], 
who was mainly working on magneto-sensitive fluids. This work was almost concurrent with that of 
Winslow [2] concerning electro-sensitive fluids (ES fluids). Little information has been published about 
MS fluids till recently that resurgence in interest in MS fluids has been seen (see references in [3]). 
MS elastomers are the solid analogue of MS fluids, where the oil has been replaced by a rubber material. 
The obvious advantage of using solid materials rather than fluids is that the particles are not able to settle 
with time and that there is no need to use containers to keep the MS material in its place. MS elastomers 
have controllable magnetic field-dependent modulus while MS fluids have a magnetic field-dependent 
yield stress, which makes the two groups complementary [4, 5]. 
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Whereas the quasi-static behaviour of MS rubber has lately been studied extensively (see [6] for 
references), the dynamic properties have been given less attention. Research performed in the 
measurement of dynamic characteristics of MS rubber specimens yields promising results in displaying 
large responses to externally applied magnetic fields. Kari and Blom have studied the magneto-rheological 
effects (MR effects) of different MS rubbers over the audible frequency range (10-1000 Hz), both ignoring 
[4] and considering the amplitude dependence [6]. The MR effect can be defined as the increase (either 
absolute or relative) in the modulus magnitude in the presence of a magnetic field compared to that of the 
test object without any applied external magnetic field. 
Some more experimental work has been published, like that of Lokander and Stenberg [5, 7], focusing in 
the very low frequency range (<50 Hz) where high amplitudes may appear (strains as large as 1’1% and 
more). Or that of Bellan and Bossis [8] studying the amplitude dependence and magnetic sensitivity of the 
Young modulus for strains of varying order, but only for very low frequencies (1-5 Hz). Furthermore, 
theoretical applications based on experimental results obtained from tests on specimens show how the 
performance of vibration isolators is greatly improved by adopting magneto-sensitive rubbers [9, 10]. 
The present work investigates this fact through an academic application. Dynamic stiffness measurements 
have been performed in simple shear samples of MS natural rubber in the low structure-borne vibration 
transmission frequency range, 0-300 Hz. The dependence on frequency, amplitude (Fletcher-Gent effect 
[11]) and magnetic field (through the electric current applied to the electromagnet) has been studied. 
Moreover, laboratory measurements are conducted in a suspended mass mounted upon four of the above 
specimens of MS rubber. By controlling the magnetic field through the samples, the influence of the 
variation of the dynamic properties of the samples on the dynamic behaviour of the whole system is 
investigated. This application case could provide an insight of the potential of using MS materials isolators 
in noise and vibration control. 

2 Experimental measurements on MS rubber specimens 

2.1 Material 

The raw matrix material is natural rubber (SMR GP) containing 100 phr rubber, 6 phr zinc oxide, 0’5 phr 
stearine, 3’5 phr sulphur, 0’5 phr mercapto-benzothiazole and 40 phr plasticisers. The iron particles are 
irregularly shaped with a particle size distribution of 77’7% of 0-38 µm, 15’6% of 38-45 µm and 6’7% of 
45-63 µm. Iron particles are usually selected as polarizable particles due to their high permeability, low 
remanent magnetization and high saturation magnetization, which results in a high dipole particle 
interaction and high MR effect [12]. They are mixed into the natural rubber at a particle concentration of 
33% during the vulcanization process, which is conducted in absence of magnetic field and thus leads to 
an isotropic ground state. Recently published measurements indicate that high MR effects are possible for 
isotropic MR elastomers with larger and irregularly shaped iron particles [12], comparable to those MR 
effects achieved with anisotropic MR rubbers composed of micro-sized spherical particles. 
As for particle concentration, it has been investigated by Lokander and Stenberg [5, 7], concluding that a 
concentration of around 30-35% approximates the critical particle volume concentration, at which the MR 
effect is maximum and above which the mechanical properties of the material will deteriorate. 

2.2 Test set-up 

Four simple shear samples have been manufactured (Figure 1), half of the standardized quadruple simple 
shear specimen (ISO 1827). The two MR segments in each test sample are of dimensions 25x25x2 mm. 
The MR material is glued to the plates using cyanoacrylate adhesive (Loctite 406). The plates are made of 
low carbon steel in order to facilitate the way of the magnetic flux. On the contrary, the T-shape part is 
made of aluminium in order to avoid the magnetic field flow through it instead of the rubber. 
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Figure 1: Simple shear sample Figure 2: Test set-up 

The dynamic stiffness measurements of the samples are performed using an Instron MHF400 dynamic 
testing machine (Figure 2). The magnetic field is generated by a home-made electromagnet. It consists of 
a power-supplied coil wired round an iron C-frame directing a magnetic flux perpendicular to the shear 
direction. The excitation signal is a stepped sine from 10 Hz to 300 Hz, with a constant frequency step of 
10 Hz, at five different amplitudes, 0’01, 0’025, 0’05, 0’075 and 0’1 mm, and at intensities of 0, 0’5, 1, 2 
and 3 A applied to the electromagnet. The magnetic field obtained in the samples is linearly related to the 
intensity applied to the electromagnet. 

2.3 Results and discussion 

Three test samples have been tested and results differ from one sample to another. In particular, two 
samples give very close results while the third deviates about 15%. The main factor that may have 
influenced this deviation is the fact that the test samples are glued by hand and thus the plates may not be 
perfectly aligned nor the rubber homogeneously glued to the plates. In what follows, results corresponding 
to one of the test samples are analyzed, since observed effects are similar for all of them. 
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Figure 3: Shear modulus magnitude (N/mm2) versus frequency and amplitude 

without magnetic field 
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Figure 4: Loss angle (degrees) versus frequency and amplitude without magnetic field 
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Figure 5: Shear modulus magnitude (N/mm2) versus frequency and intensity at 0’01 mm 
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Figure 6: Loss angle (degrees) versus frequency and intensity at 0’01 mm 
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Figure 7: Relative magneto-rheological effect (%) at 100 Hz 

The shear modulus of the samples in absence of magnetic field is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 at the 
five tested amplitudes. It is observed that the magnitude of the shear modulus is between 1’0-1’7 MPa and 
the loss angle between 10-12º. The magnitude increases slightly with excitation frequency, although the 
amplitude dependence is more pronounced, dropping from 1’54 MPa at 0’01mm to 1’08 MPa at 0’1mm at 
the excitation frequency of 100Hz (Figure 3). 
The magnetic field dependence of the dynamic properties is studied by applying different intensity levels 
to the electromagnet. Saturation of the samples has been assumed to occur when the intensity applied to 
the electromagnet is about 2 A, since from then on dynamic properties do not vary significantly. 
The dynamic shear modulus dependence on electric intensity level is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for 
amplitude excitation of 0,01mm. It is observed that the magnitude increases with magnetic field whereas 
the loss angle remains unaffected. The absolute MR effect, that is, the change in the magnitude with 
respect to zero-field, is about 0’43 MPa in all the frequency range (Figure 5). In particular, it increases 
from 1’54 MPa without magnetic field to 1’97 MPa in saturation at 100 Hz. This corresponds to a relative 
MR effect of 27’8%. This relative change decreases slightly with frequency since the zero-field magnitude 
increases. Figure 7 shows the magneto-rheological effect at 100 Hz for each amplitude. It is observed that 
the MR effect depends strongly on amplitude; the smaller the amplitude, the larger the MR effect. 

3 Application case: the suspended mass 

3.1 Description 

Laboratory measurements are conducted in a suspended mass in order to investigate the potential use of 
magneto-sensitive elastomers in vibration isolation. The suspended mass consists of an aluminium block 
of 13 kg and dimensions 0’22x0’18x0’12 m mounted upon four test samples of MS rubber. The test 
samples are located at the four corners of the block. The mass is designed so that the natural frequencies of 
the system are in the frequency range of interest, 10-300 Hz, being the first one about 100 Hz. One source 
supplies the intensity to four electromagnets connected in parallel that are used in order to apply the 
magnetic field through each one of the samples. Figure 8 shows, schematically, the tested system. Only 
two of the four electromagnets are displayed in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of the suspended mass 

3.2 Measurements 

Excitation has been applied using two different sources: an impulse hammer and an electrodynamic 
shaker. The instrumentation of the impact tests consists only of a hammer instrumented with a force 
transducer and a hammer tip. This makes it ideal for a quick look on the natural frequencies and modes of 
the system. Nevertheless, it is not possible to control the excitation force transmitted in the impact and 
thus the amplitude of the frequency response functions (FRF) varies considerably from one test to another, 
due to the non-linear nature of the MS rubber samples. The natural frequency also varies slightly with the 
excitation force level. 
In order to avoid the influence of the non-linearities, an electrodynamic shaker has been used, even though 
it demands a more sophisticated test set-up and equipment. The shaker is fed by a vibration generator and 
hence the excitation force can be controlled. The excitation force is a stepped sine, starting at 10 Hz and 
increasing with a constant frequency step of 1 Hz to the maximum frequency of interest, 300 Hz. The 
amplitude of the signal is constant. ICP accelerometers placed in different points of the suspended mass 
capture the response of the system (Figure 9). Instruments used for measurements are shown in Table 1. 

 
Figure 9: Measurement set-up 
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Instruments Model 
Electrodynamic shaker LDS 409 
Force trasducer DYTRAN 1051V4 
Hammer DYTRAN 5800A3 
Power-supply VD 310 
ICP Accelerometers PCB 333A31 
Frequency Analyzer I-deas Test 

Table 1: Measurement instruments 

Only vertical direction is considered in the work conducted, thus only three of the six modes are of 
interest: displacement in z (vertical mode), rotation in x and rotation in y (Figure 8). For that reason, when 
the block is excited using the shaker, it is subjected to vertical excitation and vibrations are also measured 
in vertical direction. Nevertheless, due to the simplicity of the impact tests, the six natural frequencies of 
the suspended mass have been estimated using this excitation method. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

First of all tests are conducted using the impact excitation method. The excitation and response points on 
the aluminium block are shown in Figure 10. The vertical mode (mode 1) is obtained with the excitation 
and response at the same point (point 0), both in z direction. For mode 2 (displacement in x) the impact is 
given at point 8 and the accelerometer is placed at point 10, in the opposite surface of the block, both in x 
direction. Similarly, for mode 3 (displacement in y), the impact is given at point 7 and the response is 
measured at point 9, both in y direction. For mode 4 (rotation in x) the impact is given at point 1 and the 
accelerometer is placed at point 3, both in vertical direction. Similarly, for mode 5 (rotation in y), the 
impact is given at point 2 and the response is measured at point 4, both in vertical direction. Last, mode 6 
is obtained giving the impact at point 5 in x direction, and measuring the response in point 6 in y direction. 
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Figure 10: Excitation and response points 

These tests are first performed without applying any magnetic field, and then repeated for an intensity of 
about 2 A flowing through each electromagnet, that is, when the properties of the MS rubber samples are 
saturated. The obtained frequency response functions show that not only one mode is excited in each one 
of the test, what means that that the modes do not correspond exactly with displacements and rotations in 
the x, y and z axis. The natural frequencies of the six modes of the block, in absence and presence of 
magnetic field, are displayed in Table 2. 
These preliminary results provide an approximate value for the resonant frequency of the system. The 
application of the magnetic field causes a shift of about 10% in the natural frequencies of the three modes 
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of interest (modes 1, 4 and 5). Mode 2 gives similar results to mode 1, as expected, since the stiffness of 
the samples is the same in x and z directions. Nevertheless, the magnetic field applied to the samples 
seems to hardly influence the dynamic stiffness of the specimens in the direction parallel to the magnetic 
field and, thus, the natural frequencies of modes 3 and 6 remain unchanged. 

Mode Zero-field Saturation 
1 - Displacement in z 90 Hz 100 Hz 
2 - Displacement in x 90 Hz 100 Hz 
3 - Displacement in y 110 Hz 110 Hz 
4 - Rotation in x 154 Hz 168 Hz 
5 - Rotation in y 170 Hz 188 Hz 
6 - Rotation in z 200 Hz 200 Hz 

Table 2: Natural frequencies 

In order to control the applied excitation, the aluminium block is excited with an electrodynamic shaker 
and subjected to vertical force. 
The vertical mode is studied first. The vibrations are measured in the centre point of the upper surface of 
the block (point 0 in Figure 10) and the shaker is located close to that point. The frequency response 
function is obtained. Applying different intensity levels to the coil, the magnetic field dependence is 
observed. In Figure 11 the FRF measured when the power-supply is switched off and when an intensity of 
4, 8 and 9’5 A is coming out from it are displayed. It can be observed that, as expected, the properties of 
the MS samples saturate for an intensity of about 2 A flowing through each electromagnet. When the 
magnetic field is applied, the MS rubber samples become stiffer, thus shifting the natural frequency from 
95 Hz with zero-field, corresponding to 0 A, to 114 Hz when the MS rubber samples are magnetically 
saturated, corresponding to 9’5 A. 
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Figure 11: FRF measured in point 0 when exciting in point 0, for different intensity levels 

An additional test is performed in order to investigate the potential applications of MS rubbers in vibration 
isolation. The optimal isolation is obtained for the lowest frequency response function. This test consists 
of turning on and off the magnetic field to obtain experimentally the optimal FRF. The test begins with the 
magnetic field turned on. The MS sample properties are changed at the frequency of 103 Hz by switching 
the power-supply off. In Figure 12 the FRF obtained with zero-field, in saturation and the optimal 
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isolation are shown. The peak of the FRF at the original resonant frequency is avoided. The new 
frequency is at 103 Hz, between zero-field and saturated natural frequencies, and the new peak is smaller. 
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Figure 12: FRF measured in point 0 when exciting in point 0 – the optimal isolation 

The rotation modes are studied in a similar way. The main difference is that this time there are two peaks 
in the frequency response function: the vertical and the rotation modes. 
When the excitation point is changed rotation modes are also excited. The FRF shown in Figure 13 is 
obtained for an excitation in point 4 and a response in point 2, displaying peaks at the natural frequencies 
of both the vertical and the rotation in y modes. Rotation in x is similar to this case, with the only 
difference that the peak of the rotation mode is at slightly lower frequencies. In Figure 13 the FRF with 
zero-field and in saturation are shown. The vertical mode shifts from 98 Hz to 113 Hz and the rotation 
mode from 183 Hz to 207 Hz. In order to obtain the optimal isolation, the test is started with the magnetic 
field going through the samples. At 104 Hz, the magnetic field is switched off up to 139 Hz, where the 
intensity is applied again. The saturated curve is followed up to 196 Hz and then the MS rubber samples 
go back to the zero-field conditions until the test is finished. 
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Figure 13: FRF measured in point 2 when exciting in point 4 – the optimal isolation 
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4 Conclusions 

Dynamic stiffness measurements in the low structure-borne vibration transmission frequency range, 0-300 
Hz, have been performed in simple shear samples of magneto-sensitive rubber. Specimens of MS material 
are compounded of natural rubber with irregularly shaped iron particles, enabling a rapid, continuous and 
reversible stiffness change when applying an external magnetic field. The experiments reveal that the 
shear modulus magnitude increases with the magnetic field while the loss angle remains unaffected. This 
magneto-rheological effect, that is, the increase of the shear modulus magnitude in saturation with respect 
to zero-field, is higher for smaller amplitudes. Hence, the MR effect is amplitude dependent. A maximum 
MR effect of 30% has been observed for the smallest tested amplitude of 0’01 mm. The MS sample 
properties saturate with an intensity of 2 A applied to the electromagnet, since the stiffness does not 
increase with higher intensity levels. 
Vibration isolation may be improved by adopting magneto-sensitive rubbers. This fact is investigated 
through an application case consisting on laboratory measurements conducted in the frequency range of 
interest in a suspended mass mounted upon four MS samples. The frequency response function is 
measured in absence and presence of magnetic field. The natural frequencies of the system are shifted as 
the MS samples become stiffer with the magnetic field. By controlling the magnetic field through the 
samples, the optimal isolation can be obtained, corresponding to the lowest FRF. The resonance peaks can 
be avoided and new natural frequencies appear. This application case provides promising results for the 
potential of using MS material isolators in noise and vibration control. 
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Abstract
The main focus of research in part-fixture mechanics has been in the static deformation and part constraints.
Little attention has been paid to the dynamic behaviour of these systems. However, the dynamics of the
system largely determines the obtained precision during the machining process. The part is modelled as a
lumped mass-spring model and the clampers and locators of the fixture are modelled as springs. The fixture
frame is considered to be much stiffer than the locators such that it provides zero displacement boundary
conditions to the locators. In this study a hydraulic actuator is utilized to provide adaptive clamping forces.
The analysis has shown that position feedback can be used to minimize unnecessary displacement of the
workpiece. Additionally, a lead filter can be used to improve the steady state response.

1 Introduction

Servos and other forms of feedback control have been successfully applied in the last decades to push forth
the boundaries of technology. Application of feedback control means that the static and dynamic response of
structures and processes to certain inputs can be changed automatically into a more desirable response. This
approach is gradually adapted in the area of manufacturing engineering, where the focus of control mainly
lies on the actual manufacturing processes [4–6,9]. Manufacturing processes usually have a strong coupling
in their outputs, which limits the application of control [6]. The reason why control engineering is not yet as
widely applied as in other branches of engineering is mainly due to the lack in coordination and collaboration
between the control engineering and manufacturing engineering communities [5, 6, 9]. Fixtures, used to
fixate, position and support workpieces, form a crucial tool in manufacturing. Their performance determines
the result of the whole manufacturing (and assembly) process of a product. Although there is a vast amount
of research done on fixtures (see e.g.: [13–15]), according to best knowledge of the authors little attempts
have been made for the application of control engineering in the design of fixtures. In the experience of
the authors this is due to the fact that most of the verifications of the design of fixtures are only made as an
analysis of the static mechanics: hence there is relatively little interaction between the control engineering
community relying on dynamic analyses on the one hand and the manufacturing engineering community
using mainly static analyses on the other hand.

1.1 Fixture technology

A fixture usually consists of a stiff frame together with locators and supports that constrain the (six) degrees
of freedom of a part. Additionally clampers are used to fixate the part on the locators. Feedback and/or other
forms of control can be used to assist in the three functions of a fixture. For positioning this can possibly
be done with the use of piezoelectric actuators that are embedded in the fixture, applied for precise motion
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control [9]. This study focusses on the other two aspects: fixation and support. In order to provide restraint
and support the fixture needs to be stiff. Especially flexible parts might need additional support, such that
the part undergoes minimal deformation due to the machining process. During machining, forces in the
order of 1000-2000 N can be exerted on a part. The deflection of the part-machine system determines the
obtained precision of the manufacturing process. Controlled actuators can be used to provide this support and
constraint, that otherwise can only be achieved by very bulky designed fixtures, if possible at all. A special
type of fixtures are the so-called ‘active fixtures’. These are fixtures with embedded actuating elements that
provide active control of (re)positioning, fixation and support.

In the literature one can find several examples of design of active fixtures, that sometimes can also be re-
configured and used as a fixture for the manufacturing of a similar part, enabling the manufacturer to make
“flexible” use of the fixture, e.g.: [2,8,12,19]. To the authors’ best knowledge in none of the designs feedback
control has been implemented.

1.2 Hydraulics and load actuation

A hydraulic actuator has a larger stroke compared to piezo-electric actuators and possesses a high stiffness
compared to other types of actuators. Hence this is a candidate for an (active) reconfigurable fixture: its large
stroke and high stiffness can be used to reconfigure a fixture and also for active control of (re)positioning,
fixation and support. In this work feedback control for an active fixture is investigated. It is assumed that the
actuator should supply the fixture with active clamping forces during machining.

Studies on the application of hydraulic actuators for the control of structures - that are similar to the applica-
tion of a hydraulic actuator to control an active part-fixture system - are found widely in literature: [1,11,18],
often for seemingly simple cases [3, 20].

1.3 Paper outline

In this paper, firstly, the dynamic behaviour of a hydraulic actuator is modelled in Section 2.1. Subsequently
this model is linearized in Section 2.2. Then, the dynamics of a lumped mass-damper-spring model of a
part is established in Section 2.3 and coupled to the actuator. Thirdly, several feedback control strategies are
compared for this load-actuator model of an part-active fixture system in Section 3.

2 Method

2.1 Modelling of the actuator

In order to make the actuated fixture as compact as possible, a compact actuator is desired. The actuator
and valves should be commercially available. Therefore an asymmetric actuator is chosen, where the piston
surface area of the effective cylinder compartment is two times as large as that of the ineffective compartment.
The oil flow in a hydraulic actuator is controlled by a valve. In this study a three way critical-centre valve is
used. The position of the piston is controlled by the amount of oil that flows in or out of the cylinder. This
makes a hydraulic actuator an integrator [1, 7, 11, 18]: by setting valve displacement x on the desired (or:
reference) position, the oil flows and pushes the cylinder with velocity ẏ0.

Although oil is quite often seen as incompressible, in reality it is not. The oil in the cylinder will act as a
spring and forms with the piston a mass-spring system. This affects the dynamic behaviour of the actuator
considerably [18]. From [18] a linearized ordinary differential equation can be obtained for the actuator
displacement y0, where the stiffness of the oil in the cylinder has been accounted for

ẏ0A = Cd

√
Ps

ρ

[
a1 − a2 − (a1 + a2)

PL

Ps

]
− V0

E
ṖL. (1)
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Here, Cd is the (von Mises) discharge coefficient for turbulent flow through a narrow orifice, Ps is the supply
pressure, ρ is the density of the oil, PL is the excess pressure that is caused by the external load and E is the
bulk modulus of the hydraulic oil. Coefficients a1 and a2 are described in [18] and are related to the valve
displacement x as follows:

a1 − a2 = bx; a1 + a2 = b|x|. (2)

Using Newton’s second law, a force balance for the piston can be established:

M0ÿ0 = PcA− Ps
A

2
− Fe − Fc − wẏ0. (3)

Where M0 is the mass of the plunger, Pc is the pressure in the cylinder, A is the piston surface area, Fe is
the external force, Fc is the Coulomb friction force and w is the viscous friction coefficient. This viscous
friction coefficient is hard to model ( [18], p. 25) from first principles. Solving for Pc yields:

Pc = 1
2Ps + PL, (4)

where PL is:

PL =
Fe + Fc + wẏ0 + M0ÿ0

A
. (5)

If the cylinder is assumed to be equipped with a hydrostatic bearing the Coulomb friction force Fc can be
ignored. The viscous friction is unknown, but is deliberately chosen to have a convenient value in this paper.
If pole placement is used as the control method, then system damping can be changed by the desired amount.

2.2 Linearizing the actuator model

In order for the state equations to be linear, inputs and states should not be coupled. However the equations
derived in the last section are coupled. In this section the state equation is linearized. Viersma [18] identifies
the following coefficients for a system consisting of an asymmetric actuator with a critical centre three way
valve:

Km =
b

A
Cd

√
Ps

ρ
; ch =

APs

|x| ; co =
EA

L
. (6)

In (6) Km is the velocity gain, L is the length of the oil cylinder, ch is the hydraulic stiffness of the valve, and
co is the oil cylinder spring stiffness. The cylinder volume V0 can be expressed as: V0 = AL. Obviously: L =
y0, however in the clamped position, y0 and therefore L will not vary significantly: y0±dy0 ≈ y0. Therefore
the length of the oil cylinder L can be considered to be constant. Valve displacement x will be typically
naught or around zero, and ch can therefore be assumed to be infinite. In this way the non-linearity introduced
by having ch(x) coupled to the states and coupling between the states (y0ẏ0, y0ÿ0) in the state equations is
removed. Using (5) and (6), Equation (1) can be reformulated as follows:

ẏ0 = Kmx− Ḟe + M0
...
y 0 + wÿ0

co
, (7)

which after rearranging can be expressed as:

...
y 0 = Kmω2

ox−
Ḟe

M0
− 2βω0ÿ0 − ω2

o ẏ0. (8)

Where the coefficients β and ω0 are defined as:

β =
w

2
√

M0c0
; ω2

0 =
co

M0
. (9)
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2.3 Modelling the load

From Figure 1 it can be easily derived that the connection force Fe is a function of the relative displacements
and velocities, and the values of the connecting spring stiffness and damper (dash-pot) are constant:
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Figure 1: Hydraulic load actuator with a compliant structure with its free-body diagram.

Fe = d1(ẏ0 − ẏ1) + k1(y0 − y1). (10)

The time derivative in Equation (10) can be substituted into the rearranged equation of motion displayed in
Equation (8):

...
y 0 = Kmω2

ox−
d1

M0
(ÿ0 − ÿ1)− k1

M0
(ẏ0 − ẏ1)− 2βω0ÿ0 − ω2

o ẏ0. (11)

With the aid of the free-body diagram in Figure 1, the equation of motion for the ‘parasitic’ mass-spring
system can also be established:

M1ÿ1 = (y0 − y1)k1 + (ẏ0 − ẏ1)d1 − k2y1 − d2ẏ1 − Fm. (12)

In (11) one can observe that the acceleration ÿ1 is the highest time derivative of position y1 that occurs in
this equation. However, from the free-body diagram in Figure 1 one can establish only one equation with a
second order time derivative as in Equation (12). This means that one has to divide Equation (12) by M1 and
substitute it in Equation (11). Equation (11) then becomes:

...
y 0 = Kmω2

ox −
(

d1

M0
+ 2βω0

)
ÿ0 −

(
k1

M0
+ ω2

0 −
d2

1

M0M1

)
ẏ0

+
(

k1

M0
− d1(d1 + d2)

M0M1

)
ẏ1 +

d1k1

M0M1
y0 − d1(k1 + k2)

M0M1
y1 − d1

M0M1
Fm. (13)

2.4 Control strategies

Several feedback control strategies will be investigated and be evaluated on their applicability for the control
of active fixtures. The control strategies considered are: position feedback control (PFB), using proportional
control and a series compensation in the form of a lead filter, force feedback control (FFB), using proportional
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control and a lag filter; pole placement and linear quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal control. The latter
method implies finding the solution of the optimal regulator problem: an input signal x is sought such that
all states go the zero value with minimal cost. The cost function to be minimized is:

J =
∫ ∞

0

(
xT Qx + uT Ru

)
dt. (14)

The latter two control methods need a state observer [10, 16, 17].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Numerical example

A numerical example of a realistic part-fixture system consisting of a hydraulic actuator, a clamper, a part
with locator has been made. The part is modelled as a lumped mass-spring model. The state equations are
based on equations (12) and (13). For the hydraulic oil the properties as given in Table 1 are used.

Property Symbol Unit
Supply pressure Ps 200×105 Pa
Bulk modulus oil E 10000×105 Pa
Density ρ 800 kg/m3

Discharge Coefficient Cd 0.611 [-]

Table 1: Material properties of hydraulic oil.

The damping factor of the oil w is conveniently chosen such that β = 0.4. The cylinder needs to be able
to provide the clamping force and on top of that it needs to be able to withstand the machining forces. The
dimensions are calculated as follows. If one considers that a force of 2000 N needs to be delivered, then with
a safety factor of 2, the cylinder needs to be capable of delivering 4000 N. The maximum effective pressure
is half of the supply pressure. The piston surface area needed is then:

A =
4000

100× 105
= 4× 10−4m2.

This comes down to a radius of 11.2 mm. The cylinder has a diameter of 7.98 mm. Roughly: L will then
be of the order of 5 cm. The piston is made of steel. With a density of 7900 kg/m3 and for the piston, a
plunger length of 1.5 cm and a rod length of 20 cm, the mass of the cylinder will be 0.3634 kg. The valve
coefficient b is chosen to be equal to 1.The part under consideration is a 25.4×35×70 mm aluminium block
that, with a density of 2700 kg/m3, has a mass of 0.168 kg. The clamper and locator have a spring stiffness
k1 = k2 = 0.7 × 106 N/m and a damping constant d1 = d2 = 146.66 Ns/m. The eigenfrequency of the
actuator is then according to Equation (9):

ω0 =
√

EA

LM0
= 4691.9 rad/s (= 746.75 Hz). (15)

Note that this eigenfrequency is of the same order [18] as that of the hydraulic valve which is not modelled
in this work.

3.2 Controllability and observability

The actuator-part open loop system is fully observable for actuator displacement y0 as well as force output
Fact from a possible load cell. This system is fully controllable for valve reference input r. This means
that the part-fixture system is a candidate for pole placement or LQR optimal control, since all states can be
reached and eigenvectors can be obtained.
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3.3 Frequency response

In Figure 2 the frequency response of the part system is given for several forms of feedback. By the intro-
duction of the observer for pole placement and LQR optimal control, the transfer function totally changes its
order. However, applying proportional control, for position and force feedback system the transfer functions
are of the same order:

y0

r
=

α1s
2 + . . .

s5 + β1s4 + . . .
;

y1

r
=

α1s + . . .

s5 + β1s4 + . . .
(16a)

y0

Fm
=

α1s
2 + . . .

s5 + β1s4 + . . .
;

y1

Fm
=

α1s
3 + . . .

s5 + β1s4 + . . .
, (16b)

Similarly, using series compensation, for both position and force feedback control the transfer functions are
of the same order:

y0

r
=

α1s
3 + . . .

s6 + β1s5 + . . .
;

y1

r
=

α1s
2 + . . .

s6 + β1s5 + . . .
(17a)

y0

Fm
=

α1s
3 + . . .

s6 + β1s5 + . . .
;

y1

Fm
=

α1s
4 + . . .

s6 + β1s5 + . . .
. (17b)

It can be seen that force feedback and LQR have a significantly lower bandwidth than position feedback and
pole placement. The behaviour is also quite different: LQR control and force feedback have significantly
higher response to an input. From the frequency response diagram for y0/Fm it can be deduced that a
machining force input on the part has a relative output for piston position y0, if position feedback is used.
This is of course a desired result: the piston should remain in set position.
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Figure 2: Bode diagrams to compare several control methods.

3.4 Stability

Due to the nature of the dynamics of the hydraulic actuator-part system the 45◦ phase margin [18] cannot be
obtained, as shown in Figure 3. A gain margin of more than 2 can be achieved in most of the cases. It can
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be observed that applying a lead filter as series compensation makes the position feedback with proportional
control more stable for y0/r and y1/r. With the values for the weighting matrices used, it has, in the authors
experience, been difficult to design an LQR controlled system that has a good stability margin for y1/r and
especially for y0/Fm. Overall in terms of stability it can be observed that force feedback has larger stability
margins.
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Figure 3: Nyquist plots to compare the control methods.

3.5 Transient behaviour

Two steps and a ramp are given to simulate the machining force Fm as shown in Figure 4. Both steps and
the ramp take each 0.01 s. The transient response can be found in Figure 5.

t [s]

0.040.01
0.02

0.03

F
  [

N
]

m

-1000

1000

Figure 4: Machine force profile.

In Figure 5 one can see the transient response of the system. The LQR system has a large and slow response
to the steps: while the other control methods reached the steady state, LQR has not reached steady state
yet. By weighting matrices as used in the paper, it takes 0.03 s for the LQR optimal controlled system to
reach steady state. Using a force feedback system the transient response is seen to be improved slightly by
the lag filter. It can be seen that the response of force feedback is such that the piston moves in a way that
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Figure 5: Transient response of y0 and y1 to dynamic machining force Fm: 0÷ 0.01 s 1000 N; 0.01÷ 0.02 s
-1000 N; 0.02÷ 0.03 s −1000÷ 1000 N (ramp); 0.03÷ 0.04 s 1000 N continuous
.

the force becomes zero. This also explains why the frequency response of a system using force feedback
is larger compared to that of a system using position feedback. Considering position feedback, it should
be noted that the steady state response of step of 1000 N equals that of Fm/(k1 + k2) = 0.714 mm. Pole
placement performs somewhere in between position and force feedback. The ability to introduce damping
may be necessary for systems with low damping. It can be seen that position feedback gives an overshoot.
This undesirable transient behaviour may be overcome by adding some derivative control or a lag filter.

4 Conclusions

The main conclusions can be described as follows:

• Several feedback control techniques are compared in this study and their (dis)advantages are consid-
ered in the application to an active clamps.

• The hydraulic actuator-part system is observable and controllable, hence state feedback, pole place-
ment and LQR optimal control can be applied.

• Position feedback can be used to minimize unnecessary displacement of the workpiece.

• Despite being less stable than the other methods, a lead filter can be used to increase the stability
margins.

• There is an overshoot in the transient behaviour, this may be improved by adding a lag filter or deriva-
tive control action.

• Force feedback is more stable than position feedback but it introduces larger displacements when
machining forces form a dynamic load on the system and it has a lower bandwidth than position
feedback.
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• Pole placement performs somewhere in between force and position feedback.

• LQR optimal control - using the weighting matrices as in the paper - is much slower than the other
control systems and its bandwidth is considerably smaller than position feedback.

The overall conclusion should be that position feedback is the most suitable form of control for applications
of an active fixture, it is the fastest design and has the lowest part displacement, which are both very desirable.
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Nomenclature

A = Piston surface area a1, a2 = Port coefficients of valve
Cd = Von Mises discharge coefficient b = Port-width coefficient valve
E = Bulk modulus of oil ch = Hydraulic stiffness of valve

Fact = Force output actuator co = Stiffness of oil cylinder
Fc = Coulomb friction force d1, d2 = Damping coefficients dashpots
Fe = External or connection force k1, k2 = Spring stiffness
Fm = Machining force t = Time
J = Cost function in LQR optimal control x = Valve displacement

Km = Velocity gain y0 = Piston displacement
M0 = Piston mass y1 = Part displacement
M1 = Part mass w = Viscous friction coefficient
PL = Pressure due to load α1 = Coefficient in transfer function
Pc = Pressure in cylinder β = Damping coefficient of cylinder
Ps = Supply pressure of oil β1 = Coefficient in transfer function
Q = Weighting performance matrix in LQR ρ = Oil density
R = Weighting matrix cost in LQR ω0 = Undamped natural frequency cylinder
V0 = Volume of effective cylinder compartment
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Abstract
This paper investigates the effect of unintended high frequency excitations generated by the semi-active
sky-hook control algorithm on the isolation properties of a car suspension. Using a quarter car model, the
energy transfer from low to high frequency is established. To decrease the effect of these excitations, an
elastic mount of the semi-active actuator (using rubber bushing at both of its ends) is investigated. The
results presented show that the rubber bushing can play a role of mechanical filter, improving the isolation
performances of the semi-active suspension at high frequency.

1 Introduction

A classical (passive) suspension is constituted of elements having constant stiffness and damping properties.
The design of the suspension (i.e. the choice of the most suitable values of the stiffness and damping) is
concerned with (i) the car body acceleration for ride comfort, (ii) the tyre deflection for road holding and
(iii) the suspension travel (rattle space) which must remain within fixed limits. An ideal suspension would
minimize these three quantities for any road and operating condition, which is not achievable for a suspension
having constant stiffness and damping. Actually, there is a trade-off between ride comfort and road holding,
or between the ride comfort and the suspension deflection [1, 2].

A remedy to relax the trade-off is the use of active suspension [1, 3]. In this case, the suspension can be either
fully active, i.e. constituted of a wide band actuator capable of controlling the system in the full bandwidth,
or passive on which is added such an actuator. Up to now, active suspensions are not widely used in the
automotive industry because of their high external energy demand and complex actuation systems [4].

An alternative solution is the use of semi-active suspensions [5, 6]. In this case, the stiffness and damping
properties can be changed in real time according to a defined strategy, but cannot bring energy to the system.
Requiring a minimum of effort, they are theoretically also able to reduce the car body resonance without
degrading the road holding. This attractive solution leads unfortunately to some disturbances like jerk,
chatter or rattling noise [7]. These problems have three origins: (i) a poor knowledge of the state variables
of the system leading to some error of the command; (ii) an inability of the controlling device (servo valves)
to follow the command, introducing a time delay; (iii) intrinsic to the semi-active strategy.

This paper focuses on the third origin. Actually, this case arise for instance when fast switches of the
command generate high variations of the damper force, leading to an unpleasant rattle sound each time the
valve is opened or closed [8, 9]. The valve motion does not only cause sound problems but also the entire
bodywork of the car starts to vibrate at a rather high frequency due to these abrupt control actions. A lot of
strategies and technological solutions have been developed during the last two decades to avoid or alleviate
these problems [9, 4, 10], some of which are reviewed in this work.

The paper is organized as follows. Section two compares the performances of a passive, active and semi-
active suspension using a single degree of freedom (d.o.f.) model. Section three considers the same set of
suspensions in a two d.o.f. model, that takes into account the mass of the wheel and the stiffness of the
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tyre. The effect of the unintended high frequency force excitations generated by the control algorithm on the
suspension properties is pointed out.

Section four reviews existing solutions to decrease the effect of these excitations, and investigates the effect
of a resilient mounting of the semi-active actuator (using rubber bushing at both of its ends) as an alternative
solution. Section six draws the conclusions.

2 One d.o.f. suspension

2.1 Passive and active

Figure 1(a) shows the model of a single d.o.f. passive suspension. The variable is the vertical displacement
of the sprung mass ms, representing one quarter of the car body mass; k and c are the stiffness and damping
coefficient of the suspension, v is the vertical velocity of the excitation approximated by a white noise. In this
model, the mass of the wheel and the stiffness of the tyre are neglected. Using the state variables x1 = xs−w
and x2 = ẋs, the dynamics of the system reads

msẋ2 + c(x2 − v) + kx1 = 0

ẋ1 = x2 − v

Figure 1: Three single d.o.f. isolators: (a) Passive; (b) Active; (c) Semi-active.

Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the transmissibility Tẋsv for two values of the damping coefficient: c =
100 Ns/m and c = 1000 Ns/m; ms = 240 Kg and k = 16000 N/m. The reduction of the resonance
peak is obtained by increasing the value c, but at the cost of degradading of the isolation at high frequency.
One way to improve it is to use a small value of c, and insert in the suspension an active element (Fig. 1(b)),
whose force is chosen according to a defined strategy. A classical control force is

fc = −gẋs (1)

where g is the gain. Here, the control law is called sky-hook, because it is identical to a viscous damper of
constant g, connecting the mass and a fixed point in space (the sky).

Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the transmissibility Tẋsv for g = 1000 Ns/m and c = 100 Ns/m. The
active isolator can reduce the resonance peak, while still providing a good isolation at high frequency.

2.2 Semi-active

The semi-active suspension (Fig. 1(c)) is made of a spring, in parallel with a damper whose coefficient can
vary in a fixed range. Sensors measure the state of the system in real time, and the control unit can change
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Figure 2: Transmissibility Tẋsv of three isolators: passive (c = 100 Ns/m and c = 1000 Ns/m), active
(g = 1000 Ns/m and c = 100 Ns/m) and semi-active (Cmin = 100 Ns/m, Cmax = 1000 Ns/m and
g = 1000 Ns/m).

the value of the damping coefficient in a range between two extremal values Cmin and Cmax, according to
a defined strategy. As a non-linear device, the response of such a shock absorber depends on the excitation
amplitude and on its frequency content, and it has the capability to transfer energy from one frequency to
another. Various classes of semi-active strategies are available in the literature [11, 12, 13, 14]. The most
often used is the semi-active sky-hook damper that tries to emulate the active sky-hook damper described
in the previous section. Actually, the force in the damper is the product of its damping coefficient and the
relative velocity of both ends:

fc = −c(u)(ẋs − v) (2)

where c(u) is the damping coefficient, ẋs the velocity of the sprung mass and v the velocity of the excitation.
Comparing Eq.(2) and Eq.(1), the command that emulates the sky-hook damper is

c(u) =
gẋs

ẋs − v
(≥ 0) (3)

When ẋs and ẋs − v have opposite sign, Eq.(3) leads to a negative value of c(u). In this case, the damper
force is fixed at its minimum value Cmin. Accounting that the maximum achievable coefficient is Cmax, the
final control algorithm, often called SA1 in the literature, is

c(u) = max{Cmin, min[
gẋs

ẋs − v
, Cmax]} (4)

Figure 2 shows the transmissibility Tẋv of the semi-active suspension using the strategy SA1; Cmin =
100 Ns/m, Cmax = 1000 Ns/m and g = 1000 Ns/m. It has been obtained from a time domain simulation
of 800 s, a time step of 0.003 s and a white noise road velocity. The figure shows that semi-active damper
is able to produce a better isolation than the equivalent passive suspension. The resonant peak is attenuated
without damage to the high frequency isolation.

The next section compares the same set of passive, active and semi-active suspensions on a 2 d.o.f. model,
that takes into account the mass of the wheel, as well as the tyre stiffness.
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3 2 d.o.f. suspension

3.1 Passive

Figure 3(a) shows the two d.o.f. quarter-car model with a passive suspension. The variables are: the vertical
displacement of the sprung mass ms (representing one quarter of the car body mass), and the vertical dis-
placement of the unsprung mass mus (representing the wheel); kt is the stiffness of the tyre, k and c are the
stiffness and damping coefficient of the suspension.

Figure 3: Quarter-car model: (a) passive suspension; (b) active suspension; (c) semi-active suspension.

Using the set of state variables described in Fig. 3, the dynamics of the system read

msẋ2 = −kx1 + c(x4 − x2)

musẋ4 = −ktx3 + kx1 + c(x2 − x4)

ẋ1 = x2 − x4

ẋ3 = x4 − v

where ẋ2 represents the ride comfort, x3 the road holding, x1 the rattle space and v the input ground
velocity, approximated as a white noise. The following numerical values have been used in this study:
ms = 240 Kg;mus = 36 Kg; kt = 160000 N/m; k = 16000 N/m; c = 1000 Ns/m. A convenient
quantity to compare the different designs is the RMS value of the relevant quantities; the RMS value of a
variable q is defined as

σq = {
∫ ∞

0
Φq(ω)dω}1/2 (5)

where ω is the frequency and Φq(ω) the power spectral density of q. Figure 4(a) shows σẍs as a function
of σx3 when the damping coefficient of the suspension varies from c = 200 Ns/m to c = 5000 Ns/m;
Figure 4(b) shows σẍs as a function of σx1 when the damping coefficient of the suspension varies from
c = 200 Ns/m to c = 5000 Ns/m.

Low values of σx3 and σx1 are obtained by increasing the damping coefficient, at the cost of an increase
of σẍs . In other words, there exist a trade-off between the comfort and the road holding, and between the
comfort and the suspension deflection. A remedy to relax the trade-offs is the use of active suspension [1, 3]
discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4: (a) Trade-off curves between RMS sprung mass acceleration σẍs (representing the comfort) and
RMS tyre deflection σx3 (representing the road holding): (b) Trade-off between RMS sprung mass acceler-
ation σẍs and RMS suspension deflection σx1 . Solid lines correspond to a passive suspension for which the
value of c increases from 200 Ns/m to 5000 Ns/m; dashed lines correspond to an active suspension for
which the value of the gain g increases from 0 Ns/m to 2000 Ns/m.

3.2 Active

The active suspension can be either fully active, i.e. constituted of a wide band actuator capable of controlling
the system in the full bandwidth, or a passive suspension supplemented with an ideal force actuator and
controlled with a partial state feedback (e.g. sky-hook damper), like depicted in the Fig. 3(b). The dynamics
of the system read

msẋ2 = f − kx1 + c(x4 − x2)

musẋ4 = −f − ktx3 + kx1 + c(x2 − x4)

ẋ1 = x2 − x4

ẋ3 = x4 − v

f = −gx2

where f is the force of the actuator. Using this last model, Fig. 4(a) shows, for each value of the damping
coefficient considered, the evolution σẍs as a function of σx3 when the gain of the actuator increases from
g = 0 Ns/m to g = 2000 Ns/m. Similarly, Fig. 4(b) shows the evolution of σẍs as a function of σx1 when
the gain of the actuator increases from g = 0 Ns/m to g = 2000 Ns/m. One sees that, whatever the value
of the damping coefficient, an increase of the gain always increase the comfort. However, very high values
of the gain can sometimes slightly degrades the suspension deflection or the road holding (Fig. 4(a) and (b)).

3.3 Semi-active

The two d.o.f. model of the semi-active suspension is illustrated in Fig. 3(c). The dynamics of the system
is governed by the same set of equations as the passive one, except that the damper coefficient can vary
according to the sky-hook strategy

c(u) = max{Cmin, min[
gẋs

ẋs − ẋus
, Cmax]} (6)
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Time domain simulations have been conducted with the same numerical data as the passive suspension. The
shock absorber constant is supposed to vary between Cmin = 100 Ns/m and Cmax = 2000 Ns/m. The
road velocity v is assumed to be a white noise. Figure 5 shows various time histories of the quarter-car
response, respectively the tyre force ktx3, the body velocity ẋs = x2, the relative velocity between the
body and the wheel ẋ1 = ẋs − ẋus, the required control force f = −gẋs and the actual control force
fc = −c(u)(ẋs − ẋus), and the damper constant c(u) .

Figure 5: Time history of a quarter-car model with a semi-active suspension using algorithm SA1: (a) Tyre
force ktx3; (b) Body velocity ẋs = x2; (c) Relative velocity between the body and the wheel ẋ1 = ẋs− ẋus;
(d) Required force f = −gẋs and control force fc = −c(u)(ẋs − ẋus); (e) Damper constant c(u).

Figure 5 shows that each switch of the command creates a sudden change in force and acceleration of the
suspended mass. Any sudden change of the seat acceleration is perceived by the person in the seat as a
jerk. Figure 6 (a) compares the transmissibility between the road velocity and the body acceleration, Tẍsv

of, respectively the passive suspension (c = 200 Ns/m), the sky-hook control (g = 2000 Ns/m) and the
semi-active sky-hook with Cmin = 100 Ns/m and Cmax = 2000 Ns/m. The transmissibility has been
obtained from a time simulation of 200 s, with a time step of 0.0005 s and a white noise road velocity.

The semi-active control is successful in reducing the body resonance, and the transmissibility of the body
acceleration is comparable to that of the active control up to the wheel resonance ωt = 70 rad/s. Beyond
that, however, the transmissibility rolls off much slower than in the active case, and one observes peaks at
various harmonics of the wheel resonance, which are likely to excite flexible modes of the vehicle if nothing
is done to attenuate them. Figure 6(b) shows the transmissibility between the road velocity and the tyre
deflection Tx3v. No spurious high frequency components are observed and the road holding properties of the
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Figure 6: Quarter car model with SA1 algorithm. (a) Transmissibility Tẍsv between the sprung mass accel-
eration and the road velocity: Passive suspension (c = 200 Ns/m), active suspension (g = 2000 Ns/m),
semi-active sky-hook with Cmin = 100 Ns/m and Cmax = 2000 Ns/m. (b) Transmissibility Tx3v between
the road velocity and the tyre deflection.

semi-active suspension seem to match closely to the active suspension.

Due to the abrupt changes of the damping coefficient of the suspension when the sign of the relative velocity
of the sprung and unsprung mass changes imposed by the SA1, harmonics of the second resonance of the
suspension are visible on the sprung mass acceleration spectrum (Fig. 6(a)). The frequency of various
peaks appearing in the transmissibility Tẍsv is indicated. All components are at harmonics of the unsprung
mode (70 rad/s) except for the second harmonic. The two peaks at 132 rad/s and 148 rad/s seem to
result from the beat of the second harmonic of the wheel at 2ωt = 140 rad/s with the body mode at
ωn =

√
k/ms = 8 rad/s. The other peaks are odd harmonics of the second resonance, and the Fourier

coefficients come directly from the decomposition of a square function f(t) with a period T into a sum of
sine functions

f(t) =
∞∑

n=0

Cnsin(
2π

T
(2n + 1)t) (7)

where Cn are constant coefficients. Figure 7 shows the frequency spectrum of the sprung mass acceleration
under a band limited random noise. Above the frequency range of excitation, no significant fall is visible,
neither on the spectral density of the sprung mass acceleration, nor on the spectral density of the damper
force (Fig. 7). This means that the high frequency content of the spectrum comes from an excitation of the
system at low frequencies, which means an energy transfer from low frequency to high frequency through
the semi-active device.
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Figure 7: Power spectral density of (a) the road velocity Φvv, (b) the sprung mass acceleration Φẍsẍs and (c)
the damping force ΦFcFc for the semi-active suspension under a low frequency random excitation.

Further evidence of the non-linear energy transfer between low and high frequency can be obtained from the
coherence function between the road velocity v(t) and the sprung mass acceleration ẍs(t) defined by

γ2
vẍs

(ω) =
|Φvẍs(ω)|2

Φvv(ω)Φẍsẍs(ω)
(8)

where Φvv(ω) and Φẍsẍs(ω) are the power spectral densities of the road roughness velocity and the sprung
mass acceleration, and Φvẍs(ω) is the cross power spectral density (Fig. 8(a)). γ2

vẍs
is equal to 1 for a perfect

linear system; it measures the causality of the signal at every frequency. According to Fig. 8, the coherence
is very good up to the tyre mode, and falls rapidly to zero above 100 rad/s, which indicates that at those
frequencies, the energy content of the body acceleration is not due to the road profile. The existing solutions
to mitigate the jerk inherent to the algorithm SA1 are to modify the control algorithm, change the damper
parameters or filter the control input. These are explained in the next section.

4 Anti-jerk Solutions

4.1 Modification of the SA1 algorithm

Using the algorithm SA1, it has been pointed out in the previous section that the damping force is a discon-
tinuous function of ẋs and ẋs − ẋus [5]. All of the discontinuities cause sudden variations that may lead to
jerk. In order to reduce them, the control surface fc(ẋs, ẋs− ẋus) can be replaced by a continuous one, using
a shaping function [15, 7].

Another possible modification of the algorithm is to switch the valves only in those cases where the relative
velocity between sprung and unsprung mass is zero [16]. In these instances, the suspension (spring + damper)
force remains unchanged independent of the damper settings because no damper force can be generated [8].
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Figure 8: Quarter car model with SA1 algorithm. Coherence function γ2
vẍs

between the road velocity v(t)
and the body acceleration ẍs(t).

4.2 Change the damper parameters

The range of variation of the damper constant has also an impact on the isolation properties of the suspension.
High differences between Cmin and Cmax generate steps in the command and, as a consequence, high
frequency components in the damper force. As the value of Cmax increases, the saturation decreases. As
a consequence, it increases slightly the damping of the first resonance, and increases the excitations at high
frequencies. If the value of Cmin increases, the curvature of the damping force during the off period also
increases. As a consequence, the switches between on and off show less sharp angles in the time history of
the damper force. It decreases also the excitation of high frequencies and the semi-active damper becomes
more and more passive.

4.3 Filter the control input

The introduction of a filter has an effect of smoothing the control force [4]. Figure 9 shows the effect of a
first order filter 1/(1 + τs) for τ = 0.01sec. and τ = 0.001sec. As long as the bandwidth of the filter (1/τ )
is greater than the frequency of the second resonance (

√
kt/mus), the higher the value of τ , the smoother the

command, and the better the isolation of the sprung mass. The transmissibilities (Fig.9) are compared with
the case of the passive suspension (c = 100 Ns/m) and the active suspension (c = 100 Ns/m and g =
1000 Ns/m). Whatever the constant of the filter, the level of the transmissibility at high frequency remains
higher for the semi-active suspension than for the active (and passive for c = 100 Ns/m) suspension.

In practice, the time response of hydraulically powered digital servo valves lies in the range of 10 ms [8] and
sometimes a little more [17]. As an alternative to an analog filter, the next section investigates if an elastic
mount of the damper, using rubber bushing at both ends, could play a role of mechanical filter to smooth the
control force.

5 Effect of the rubber bushing compliance

In order to point out the effect of the bushing on the isolation properties of the suspension, it is first studied
on the passive suspension in the next section.

5.1 Passive suspension

The bushing is modelled as a spring (Fig. 10, [10]). In this case, the dynamics of the system reads

msẋ2 = −kx1 − k1x5
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Figure 9: Effect of the Time delay on the suspension dynamics (g = 2000 Ns/m; Cmin =
100 Ns/m; Cmax = 2000 Ns/m): (a) Detail of the damper force fc over a short period of time and
corresponding value of the damping coefficient; (b) Transmissibility Tẍsv between the road velocity and
the sprung mass acceleration. The transmissibilities are compared with the case of the passive suspension
(c = 100Ns/m) and the active suspension (c = 100 Ns/m and g = 1000 Ns/m).
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Figure 10: State variables of the rubber bushing model.

musẋ4 = kx1 + k1x5 − ktx3

ẋ1 = x2 − x4

ẋ3 = x4 − v

ẋ5 = x2 − x4 − k1

c
x5

and upon defining ω2
n = k/ms, µ = mus/ms and ω2

t = kt/mus they are rewritten in matrix form


ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3

ẋ4

ẋ5

 =


0 1 0 −1 0

−ω2
n 0 0 0 −ω2

nκ
0 0 0 1 0

ω2
n/µ 0 −ω2

t 0 κω2
n/µ

0 1 0 −1 −k1/c

 +


0
0
−v
0
0

 (9)

Figure 11(a) and (b) show the effect of the bushing stiffness on the transmissibility Tẋsẋus between the wheel
velocity and the car body velocity, and the transmissibility Tẍsv between the road velocity and the sprung
mass acceleration for c = 2000 Ns/m; the lower the value of k1, the better the high frequency isolation.
Figure 12 shows the transmissibility Tẍsv of the suspension for different values of the damping coefficient.
For a given value of the bushing stiffness, it shows that the value of the damper coefficient does not affect
the isolation at high frequencies.

5.2 Semi-active suspension

This section investigates the effect of the bushing stiffness on the semi-active suspension using the algorithm
SA1. The set of equations is the same as in the previous section, but the damping coefficient varies as
defined by Eq.(4). Figure 13 shows the effect k1 on the suspension transmissibility Tẋsẋus and the sprung
mass acceleration transmissibility Tẍsv for two values of Cmin. Whatever the value of Cmax, a decrease of
the bushing stiffness improves the isolation at high frequency. A low value of Cmin generates high damper
force variations each time the command switches and the peaks corresponding to harmonics of the second
resonance are more sharp (Fig. 13, also section 4.2). In this case, the system is highly non-linear and the
effect of the bushing on the isolation is low. When the value of Cmin is high (Fig. 13(b)), the suspension
is more passive and of the rubber bushing improves significantly the isolation, acting as a filter at high
frequency. Conversely, a high value of Cmin generates low variations of the damping force, the suspension
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Figure 11: (a) Transmissibility Tẋsẋus between the wheel velocity and the car body velocity; (b) Transmissi-
bility Tẍsv between the road velocity and the sprung mass acceleration for c = 2000 Ns/m. The lower the
value of k1, the better the isolation at high frequencies.

Figure 12: Transmissibility Tẍsv between the body acceleration and the road velocity for various values of
the damper constant; k1 = 160 kN/m. For all value of the damping coefficient, the slope of the roll off is
fixed by the value of k1.
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Figure 13: Effect k1 on the suspension transmissibility Tẋsẋus and Tẍsv for (a) Cmin = 100Ns/m; (b)
Cmin = 500Ns/m (Cmax = 2000Ns/m). The lower the value of k1, the better the isolation.
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is less non-linear, and behaves more like the passive suspension discussed in section 5.1. For a given value
of k1, the bushing provides a better isolation for high values of Cmin. This tends to say that the value of
k1 should be as low as possible. However, when the value k1 becomes too low, the relaxation spring has an
effect of increasing the level of the transmissibility Tẍsv for frequencies below the second resonance (Figs.
12 and 13). In order to choose the most suited value of k1, Fig. 14 compares the effect of the filter and
the bushing on the mean square value of the sprung mass acceleration σ(ẍs). Figure 14(a) shows the mean
square value of the sprung mass acceleration σ(ẍs) when the command passes through a first order low pass
filter as a function of the delay τ . As the value of τ increases, the mean square value of the sprung mass
acceleration decreases. For large values of τ , it increases again. In this case, the optimal delay giving the
lowest mean square of the sprung mass acceleration is τ = 0.005 s. Actually, such a criteria for the design of
the filter is unrealistic because the optimal value is lower than the time response of the system (section 4.3).
In the case of a damper with elastic mounts, Fig. 14(b) shows that an increase of the bushing compliance
(= 1/k1) increases the mean square of the sprung mass acceleration, for all value of the bush compliance.

In summary, both the filter and the bushing improve the quality of the isolation at high frequency, but both
of them also increase the mean square value of the sprung mass acceleration. However, the slope of this
increase remains very low as long as the corner frequency of the filter remains above the frequency of the
second resonance of the quarter car model.

Figure 14: (a) Mean square value of the sprung mass acceleration σ(ẍs) when the command passes through
a first order low pass filter as a function of the delay τ (the damper is rigidly mounted); (b) Mean square
value of the sprung mass acceleration σ(ẍs) as a function of the bushing compliance (= 1/k1).

6 Conclusion

Through a simple model of a quarter-car, the isolation properties of a semi-active suspension has been stud-
ied using the SA1 sky-hook like algorithm. It has been shown that the isolation provided by the suspension
is degraded by the non-linearity of the semi-active algorithm, which tends to generate high frequency com-
ponents at the harmonics of the unsprung mass resonance. These high frequency vibrations may potentially
generate noise through the excitation of flexible modes of the vehicle. This energy transfer phenomenon may
be alleviated to some extent by filtering the control signal or adding a resilient mounting to the semi-active
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damper. Both the filter and the bushing have been examined; they improve the quality of the high frequency
isolation without deteriorating the behavior below the unsprung mass resonance, as long as the corner fre-
quency of the filter is higher than the frequency of the second resonance of the suspension. However, none
of these approaches seem to reduce the RMS sprung mass acceleration.
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Abstract
In this paper, results achieved from an experimental activity aimed to investigate the capability of a vibration
suppression approach to reduce the vibration levels aboard a rotary-wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, UAV,
are presented. The developed approach belongs to the so called “passive” methods and uses the electro-
mechanical characteristics of piezoelectric patches to transform the mechanical energy into electrical energy.
This energy transformation is made possible by the use of a suitable electrical impedance shunted to the
piezoelectric patches. The electrical parameters of such an impedance are chosen so that the resulting elec-
tromechanical system, formed by the piezoelectric patches bonded to the host structure and the structure
itself, is characterized by a maximum value of the mechanical dissipation factor at a given natural frequency
of the whole system. The key point of the developed approach is its intrinsic fail-safe nature and the limited
increase of weight due to the installation of the required on-board hardware. In order to validate the proposed
approach, a preliminary flight test campaign is carried out. Data recorded aboard the rotary-wing Unmanned
Aerial vehicle in hovering flight condition demonstrated the effectiveness of the PZT patches, validating thus
the proposed approach.

1 Introduction

Rotary wing aircrafts are typically characterized by a severe vibration environment due to the intrinsic peri-
odic nature of the airloads acting on the rotor blade. The prediction of the vibrations generated by the rotor
and their reduction represent a principal area of concern in the helicopter design process, Refs. [1, 2, 3].
In addition, the problem of reducing the vibration levels at typical fuselage locations is complicated by the
highly interdisciplinary nature of the rotor blade design since the interaction of the numerous disciplines,
Ref. [4]. Several strategies, both active and passive, to suppress airframe vibrations were developed, Refs.
[5, 6]. To the family of the active control approaches belong the so called higher harmonic control, HHC,
and the individual blade control, IBC, These techniques utilize control surfaces such as flaps, ailerons, el-
evators,and pitch links to manipulate the unsteady aerodynamic loading to control the vibrations. On the
other hand, vibrations could be mitigated following passive open-loop control methods, Ref. [7]. The aim
of these techniques is the reduction of the vibration at a discrete number of frequencies, typically multiple
of the Nb/rev, Nb/ is the number of blades, and at selected airframe locations. Piezoelectric, PZT, devices
are suitable materials to fulfill the vibration reduction task. The dynamic behavior of these PZT devices,
properly shunted with an electrical circuit, is equivalent to a dynamic absorber system, Refs. [8, 9]. There-
fore, the vibration energy could be extracted from the helicopter system by tuning the equivalent mass and
stiffness values of the PZT patch. The enabling keys for these different approaches are the rise of the hover
efficiency, the increase of the cruise speed and the reduction of both noise and vibration. It is still not clear
whether active control or passive approach yield significantly higher hover efficiencies and cruise lift-to-drag
ratios, but at this point it looks as if there is a potential pay off, Ref. [7]. The active control strategies require
the measurements of the vibration levels, the definition of a control law, and a consequent actuator authority.
From this point of view, passive approaches are sought more efficient since no extra power is required to
operate the control surfaces, and a limited increase of the operative empty weight is introduced, Ref. [10].
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Furthermore, the passive approaches have the distinguishing fail-safe nature due to their passive shunting
characteristics. In this paper, one passive approach to reduce airframe vibrations using piezoelectric devices
is tested on the Bergen “Industrial Twin” helicopter-based unmanned aerial vehicle. This UAV, owned by
the Università di Roma “La Sapienza”, will operate with a payload of 11.34 [Kg] including, but not limited
to, an accurate guidance system, as well as a camcorder and a camera requiring shake-free shooting system
for high quality images. The rotary-wing type of UAV is widely used because of its advantages of low-speed
forward flight, hovering and vertical take-off and landing, VTOL, capabilities. With the aid of a correlated
finite element model of the rotary-wing UAV, the regions where the higher vibration levels occur will be first
identified. Then, the electrical parameters needed to properly shunt the PZT patches, will be designed from
the knowledge of the target vibration frequency. Finally, the overall strategy will be experimentally validated
using data recorded aboard the considered rotary-wing UAV in hovering flight condition.

2 Shunted PZT patches

In this paper the reduction of the cabin vibrations is achieved by means of shunted piezoelectric devices, PZT.
The main modeling features of these vibration absorbers and their coupling with the host structure, based on
Refs. [8, 9, 11], are briefly reviewed in the following. Possible loads a PZT device could be resistors, R, and
inductors, L, or simply a resistor, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) respectively. As one can see, in the first

Figure 1: Equivalent circuit for a piezo device with: (a) RL load and (b) R load.

case the resistor and the inductor, along with the inherent capacitance of the piezoelectric device, CP , form
a resonance circuit. Following Ref. [8], the nondimensional electrical impedance, Z̄RL

sh , of the system can
be written as follows:

Z̄RL
sh =

LCS
P s2 + RCS

P s

LCS
P s2 + RCS

P s + 1
. (1)

where CS
P is the constant strain capacity of the PZT element. By introducing into the nondimensional

mechanical stiffness (expressed as function of the electromechanical coupling factor k31), given by:

K̄sh =
1− k2

31

1− Z̄shk2
31

(2)

the previously electrical impedance, it possible to get, in the frequency domain, the complex stiffness of the
passive element as:

K̄RL
sh (ω) =

KRL
sh

Ksc
=

{
1 + k̄2

[
1− 1− ω2LCS

P − jωRCS
P

(1− ω2LCS
P )2 + (ωRCS

P )2

]}
(3)

The inductor L is usually synthesized by electronic circuits in order to avoid an unacceptable weight. In
fact, these circuits, a classical one was proposed by Antoniou in Ref. [12], are only composed by resistors,
capacitors, and operational amplifiers, as depicted in Fig. 2. In the case of failure, Ref. [13], or when
the amplifiers can be considered as shorted, the electronic circuit is simply reduced to a resistor, Fig. 1(b).
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Figure 2: Antoniou circuit for a synthetic inductor.

The piezo patch now behaves as a viscoelastic element, characterized by a complex mechanical stiffness.
This property can be conveniently introduced into those finite element codes, e.g., MSC.NASTRAN, which
accepts viscoelastic damping elements whose behavior in the frequency domain is provided by user defined
numerical tables. Actually, there is no difference for the finite element code if the data provided have been
derived from a complex stiffness due to a viscoelastic mechanical system or to a complex stiffness due to a
piezo patch loaded or by a simple resistor or by a resistor and an inductor. Therefore, in spite of the type
of the electrical load of the PZT device, the finite element analysis provides the frequency response function
of the whole system whenever a complex stiffness table as function of the angular frequency is given. If
the piezo elements are supposed to be perfectly bonded on the host structure, the complex stiffness matrix
table can be introduced into structural system in the physiscal reference system. In this case, the Lagrange’s
equilibrium equations of a system with Np piezoelectric passive elements, in the frequency domain, is written
as: −ω2(Ms + Mp) + Ks +

Np∑
e=1

K
(e)
(p,sc)

G′(e)(f) + jG′′(e)(f)

G
(e)
ref

 x̃ = f̃ (4)

where x̃ is the vector of nodal displacement in the Fourier domain, Ms and Ks are the mass and stiffness
matrices of the host structure, f̃ is the vector of external loads, and Mp and Kp are the additive mass and
stiffness matrix contributions of the piezo elements. Obviously, the two user defined frequency functions,
G′(e)(ω) and G′′(e)(ω), could be different depending on the electrical load of the piezo patches so it could be
possible to damp different mode shapes via a suitable tuning of PZT elements, Refs. [9, 14]. When a RL load
is considered the piezo patch behaves practically as a vibration absorber, and so, in the frequency response
functions the peak of resonance is split in two peaks. Similarly to the mechanical vibration absorber, it is
possible to consider optimal parameters in order to obtain an almost flat frequency response across the target
frequency, Ref. [8]. For the case of a simple resistor electrical load the damping that could be obtained is
lesser than the one obtained by the vibration absorber. Nevertheless, with a suitable value of R (optimal
value) it is possible to locate the maximum of the loss factor of the piezo circuit at the natural frequency of
the target mode. The synthetic inductor could be designed so as, in case of failure, the RL load become a
resistive load possible almost equal to the optimal one, so as to avoid the case of absence of added damping,
Ref. [15].
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3 Experimental Investigation: preliminary activities

In this paper, the piezoelectric patches are used to reduce the vibration aboard the Bergen “Industrial Twin”
rotorcraft UAV, Fig. 3 in hovering flight condition. This aerial vehicle, whose main characteristics are
reported in Tab. 1, is capable to complete missions lasting about 30 minutes carrying an 11 [Kg] payload.

The helicopter is propelled by a two-stroke 52 cc. bi-cylinder engine developing about 8 [Hp] useful to

Figure 3: R/C Bergen “Industrial Twin” helicopter.

Length 1663 mm
Height 559 mm

Main Rotor diameter 1940 mm
Tail Rotor diameter 340 mm

Operative Empty Weight 8.120 Kg

Table 1: Main characteristics of the R/C Bergen “Industrial Twin” helicopter.

drive both the two-bladed main rotor and the two-bladed tail rotor. The main and the tail rotor blades are
made by a carbon fiber composite material, whereas their dimensions are 810×94 [mm] and 130×36 [mm]
respectively, whereas the main fuselage structure is made by an aluminum alloy and bakelite. The flight
control is provided by collective, pitch, roll, and power servo-actuators. From the engine data sheet, it is
known that the rotational speed of the engine shaft varies from 3000 to 13000 RPM. In order to evaluate
the vibration level transmitted to the fuselage by the main rotor, the main rotor angular velocity have to
be calculated. From the measurement of the main rotor and the transmission shaft diameters a reduction
factor of 7.5 : 1 is evaluated. From the knowledge of the engine rotational speed in hovering condition,
11000 RPM , the resulting 1/rev angular speed of the main rotor blades is estimated to be 1466.66 RPM
that is 24.44 [Hz]. Therefore, the efforts in reducing the vibration of the rotorcraft UAV, will be focused on
the reduction of the responses of the structure vibrating at a frequency close to the 2/rev, that is 48.88 [Hz].

3.1 Identification of the dynamic model

The first step in the identification of the dynamic model of the rotorcraft UAV was the setup of a correlated
finite element model. The modal parameters achieved by this FE model were used to tune the piezoelectric
patch and to correctly bond it to the structure. The fuselage structure is represented by an engine-carrying
main body composed, in turn, by four glass fiber composite plates. An aluminum tail boom is attached to
the rear part of the fuselage and it is reinforced by two stiffeners (rods) connecting the tail plane with the
rear part of the fuselage, whereas the fuel tank and the power supply batteries are attached to the front glass
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fiber plate. The gear box connecting the main rotor mast and the engine shaft, together with the collective
and the cyclic kinematics are located in the upper area of the fuselage, whereas the main body of the engine
is placed at the bottom of the fuselage. The resulting finite element model is formed by 7439 grids, 6662
finite elements (both scalar, mono and bidimensional elements) for a total of 38064 degrees of freedom, Fig.
4. It is worthwhile to point out that also the lumped masses, corresponding to the 112 accelerometers used
in the modal survey, have been included in the developed FE model. The resulting numerical mode shapes

XY
Z

Z

Y

1

XY
Z

Figure 4: Finite element model of the helicopter UAV.

and natural frequencies are reported in Tab. 2, in which B and T mean bending and torsional mode-type,
whereas the subscripts refer to the overall motion. Such a dynamic finite element model was validated using

Mode # Mode Type Natural Frequency [Hz]
1 I B Yaw Helicopter 23.382
2 I B Yaw Helicopter + I TPitch Helicopter 34.456
3 I B Out−of−Plane Stiffeners (in phase) 41.263
4 I B Out−of−Plane Stiffeners (out-of-phase) 41.368
5 I B Pitch Helicopter 47.812

Table 2: Numerical mode shapes and natural frequencies.

modal data achieved from a modal survey test. The structure was suspended by using elastic bands attached
both to the main and to the tail rotor mast in order to simulate free-free boundary conditions, Ref. [16]. The
effects of the rotating blades were included in the survey by replacing them with a lumped mass, bonded to
the rotor hub, equal to 60% of the total weight of the rotating blades, Ref. [3]. The resulting experimental
setup is depicted in Fig. 5. A multiple-input multiple-output modal analysis was carried out exciting the
whole structure with an impulse hammer and with an electrodynamic shaker. The dynamic response was
recorded in 112 experimental points by using 8 roving accelerometers. Because of the high number of the
experimental degrees of freedom, the mass corresponding to each of the transducers was added (by means
of lumped mass) to the structure to minimize the effects of the moving mass problem induced by the roving
technique. The considered frequency range was 0 − 100 [Hz], the number of spectral lines was 4096. The
modal parameters were estimated using the “so called” PolyMAX approach, Ref. [17]. The resulting modal
model, in terms of the identified mode type, natural frequencies, and the damping ratios, is reported in Tab.
3, whereas the mode vibrating at, practically, the 2/rev frequency is depicted in Fig. 6. This mode is
characterized by an evident deflection of the front glass fiber plate that could negatively affect any attached
electronic devices. Therefore, this represents the target mode of the vibration suppression approach presented
in this paper, that is the piezoelectric patches will be tuned to this natural frequency in order to maximize the
loss factor of the resulting system.
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Figure 5: Experimental setup for the modal survey of the rotorcraft UAV.

Mode # Mode Type Natural Frequency [Hz] Damping Ratio [%]
1 I B Yaw Helicopter 23.382 4.48
2 I B Yaw−Pitch Helicopter 33.053 3.82
3 I B Out−of−Plane Stiffeners (in phase) 40.831 0.40
4 I B Out−of−Plane Stiffeners (out-of-phase) 42.003 0.83
5 I B Pitch Helicopter + IB Out−of−Plane Nose 49.356 1.13

Table 3: Mode shapes, natural frequencies, and damping ratios experimentally estimated.

Figure 6: Experimental Mode shape #5.

3.2 PZT patch tuning

The capability of the PZT patch to reduce the vibration level was tested by means of the previous identified
finite element model. First, the piezoelectric element was placed in the glass fiber nose plate where the modal
strain exhibited the (local) maximum. This mode is equivalent to the first bending mode of a clamped plate,
as depicted in Fig. 7 (left). Therefore, the PZT patch was placed near the equivalent clamped end, Fig. 7
(right).

A PCB Model 713A01 PZT patch, perfectly bonded on the host structure, was modeled using 20 × 4 shell
elements. The reference electromechanical properties are reported in Tab. 4. The effect on the target natural
frequency caused by the use of the piezoelectric patch in open, foc, and in short circuit, fsc, condition is
reported in Tab. 5. From these values, the electrical parameters needed to tune the PZT patch could be derived
as explained in the previous section. These calculated parameters for the RLC circuit are the following:
Lopt = 233.37 H , and Ropt = 84.662 KΩ. Then, the frequency functions G′(e)(f) and G′′(e)(f) could be
evaluated and, in turn the frequency response functions could be evaluated using the MSC.NASTRAN finite
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Figure 7: Detail of the mode shape #5 (left) - PZT placement on the front plate (right).

Density [Kg/m3] 7700
Young Modulus - Open Circuit (EOC) [GPa] 75
Young Modulus - Short Circuit (ESC) [GPa] 69

Electromechanical coupling factor (k31) 0.25
Poisson coefficient (ν) 0.3

Isteretical coupling coefficient 0.0989
Constant strain capacity (CS

P ) [nF] 32

Table 4: Main electromechanical properties of the PCB Model 713A01 PZT patch.

Modo # fn [Hz] fsc [Hz] foc [Hz]
5 47.812 58.17 58.24

Table 5: Natural frequency of the whole structure (helicopter and PZT)

element code. The effects of the PZT patch on the vibrational behavior of structure could be evaluated by
comparing the frequency response functions corresponding to the different operative conditions of the PZT
patches. As an example, in Fig. 8, the frequency response function corresponding to the output response in
the vertical direction of the tip of the nose plate, when the helicopter is excited at the main rotor hub (in the
same direction), is reported. As one can see, the tuned PZT patch is responsible of a reduction of about 8 dB

Figure 8: Comparison between the numerical frequency response functions corresponding to different oper-
ative condition of the PZT patch.

of the amplitude of the vibration, with respect to the base line, around the target frequency.
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An experimental investigation, aimed to validate the previous numerical results was carried on the rotor-
craft UAV. The structure was excited by a modal hammer, PCB Model 086C03, at the rotor hub (vertical
direction), whereas the vertical response of the tip of the front plate was measured by two accelerometers,
PCB Model C22. The considered frequency range and the number of frequency lines were 0 − 100 [Hz]
and 4096 respectively, the modal parameters were estimated using the LMS-PolyMAX approach. The re-
sulting experimental modal model (relative to reference structure) was in a good correlation with the modal
parameters calculated from the corresponding finite element model. As reported in Tab. 6, the maximum
error in the natural frequency estimate was about 4% corresponding to the second mode for which an im-
proved modeling must be considered in future work. Nevertheless, the other natural frequencies are well
predicted by the numerical model, as well as the mode shapes where an almost 100% in modal correlation,
was achieved. A further modal survey were performed considering the structure under two more different

fx
n fa

n ε%
23.382 23.630 1.06
33.053 34.456 4.24
40.831 41.263 1.05
42.003 41.368 1.51
49.356 47.812 3.13

Table 6: Comparison between the natural frequency estimates - fx
n experimental; fa

n analytical.

conditions, that is the bonding the PZT (PCB Model 713A01) on the front plate of the helicopter, near the
clamped end, in open, OC, and short, SC, circuit conditions. The resulting natural frequencies evaluated
near the 2/rev, were 49.356 [Hz] for the reference structure, 63.035 [Hz] and 62.719 [Hz] for the OC and
SC electrical conditions respectively. The corresponding optimal electrical parameters for the RLC shunt
circuit were Lopt = 199.21 [H] and Ropt = 79.144 [KΩ]. These electrical parameters were synthesized by
an operational electrical circuit and used to shunt the PZT patch to have the maximum of the loss factor at
the target frequency, that is 2/rev. The resulting frequency response functions are compared in Fig. 9 where
it can be noted that bonding the PZT on the structure causes an increase of the stiffness of the front plate with
a consequent increase of the natural frequency of about 13.7 [Hz] (about 10.4 [Hz] in the numerical anal-
ysis). Furthermore, the same order of magnitude in the reduction of the peak of vibration as the numerical

Figure 9: Comparison between the frequency response functions for different operative conditions of the
PZT patches.

prediction is achieved, although a richer modal participation is characterizing the experimental results. Also
the damping ratios are affected by the presence of the PZT patch. When the piezoelectric patch is shunted
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with tuned RLC electrical circuit, an evident increase of the damping ratio is achieved, as reported in Tab. 7.

Configuration Natural frequency [Hz] Damping Ratio [%]
Reference 49.356 1.664

Reference + PZT OC 63.035 1.889
Reference + PZT SC 62.719 1.834
Struttura + PZT RLC 61.979 2.981

Table 7: Comparison of the modal parameters estimates for different PZT configurations.

4 Experimental Investigation: flight test activities

4.1 Test setup

The actual capability of the proposed approach to reduce the vibration level was finally demonstrated consid-
ering the helicopter in hovering condition. The structural vibration corresponding to the tip of the front plate
was recorded by means of the accelerometers connected to a dedicated computer. This computer belongs to
the so called “embedded” PCs that use the “PC/104” standard (104 is the number of the pins forming the
ISA, Industry Standard Architecture) and are characterized by an excellent compactness and modularity. In
this experimental activity, the two accelerometers (PCB Model C22) were powered by a signal conditioner
(PCB Model 480D06), then the measured signal went to the anti-aliasing filter and then it was digitalized
with a 16 bit Analog Digital converter, ADC. Finally, the discrete time domain signals, measured by two ac-
celerometers placed at the tip of the front plate, were stored in the computer memory. The following devices
were used in order to record the flight data from the helicopter in hovering condition:

• a sensor box PC/104;

• 3 battery packs (12V each) to power the PC/104, the anti-aliasing filters, and the shunt circuit;

• 2 accelerometers;

• 2 signal conditioners;

• 2 anti-aliasing filters;

• 1 laptop computer to download the response data at the end of the flight;

The dynamic behavior of the structure was evaluated in the 0−250 [Hz] frequency range using 216 sampling
points for a total period of acquisition equal to 132.536 [s]. The gain of the signal conditioner was set to 10.

4.2 Flight hovering condition

In order to evaluated the reference vibration level a first hovering flight, Fig. 11, was performed where no
PZT patches were attached to the structure. Then, the PCB Model 713A01 piezoelectric patch was bonded,
using a cyanacrilic compound, to the tip of the front plate of the helicopter and shunted to the RLC electrical
circuit tuned to the target frequency equal to the 2/rev, that is about 49 [Hz]. First, the coincidence of the two
flight test operational conditions was checked through the estimate of the 1/rev main rotor angular velocity.
This was achieved by applying the output-only approach already developed by the authors, Ref. [18], from
which the baseline was characterized by a rotational speed equal to 23.293 [Hz] that was practically the same
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Figure 10: Rotorcraft UAV in hovering.

as the one corresponding to the flight carrying the PZT element, 23.681 [Hz], and almost coincident with
the theoretical angular frequency, 24.44 [Hz]. These results made possible the comparison of the vibration
levels coming from two different flights. The comparison of the different vibration levels measured during

Figure 11: Hovering condition: comparison between the time histories with and without the PZT patch.

the flight tests is depicted in Fig. 11, where the acceleration response for the port degree of freedom is
reported. Neglecting the first 10 seconds of the acquisition record, where it was not possible to make a
comparison between the response signals due to the fact that the structure was operated at different regimes
as a consequence of the engine start up phase, it is possible to highlight the effectiveness of the piezo device
in reducing the vibration. Indeed, about 50% (' 4 dB) of the amplitude of the vibration was achieved when
operating the helicopter with the PZT patch activated, confirming then the previous numerical/experimental
investigations.

4.3 Mistuned PZT Patch

As a final test, the robustness of the proposed approach was tested. In this investigation, the piezoelectric
patch was mistuned in order to simulate a sort of malfunction in the electrical circuits. Therefore, the PZT
patch was tuned to a target frequency equal to 50 [Hz]. To guarantee the safety of the operators for this
working conditions, it was chosen to operate the helicopter on ground at an engine power equal to 70% of
required power for the hovering conditions. In addition, the helicopter pads were clamped to the ground
to increase the safety conditions. The test was performed using the same experimental degrees of freedom
and setup as the previous subsection. In order to compare the different vibration levels, a preliminary check
of the main rotor angular velocity was performed. The resulting exciting 1/rev frequency was found equal
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to 16.113 [Hz] for the reference structure flight, practically coincident with the one estimated for the flight
with the PZT bonded on the structure, equal to 16.357 [Hz], thus allowing the direct comparison between
the two dynamic responses, Fig. 12. Again, neglecting the first 20 seconds of the acquisition due to the

Figure 12: Ground condition: comparison between the time histories with and without the PZT patch.

different operating conditions corresponding to the engine start up phase, a reduction of the vibration level
corresponding to the helicopter operated with the PZT element is reported. This reduction is lesser than
the one gained with the tuned PZT patch. Nevertheless, a 20% of reduction is achieved for this mistuned
condition, confirming the robustness of the proposed approach to unexpected malfunctions.

5 Concluding remarks

A methodology for the reduction of the vibration level in a rotorcraft UAV, based on the use of shunted PZT
patches tuned on the target frequencies, is presented. A finite element model of the helicopter has been built
up and validated by a modal survey test in the frequency range 0 - 100 Hz. A numerical study of the PZT
patch effect, in order to reduce the vibration level on a significant point of the structure around the frequency
corresponding to 2/rev, has been carried out. From the experimental investigations a reduction about 4-5 db
has been gained supporting then the numerical analysis and, most important, the entire vibration reduction
strategy. At last some experimental tests on the helicopter in hovering conditions have been considered in
order to evaluate the effects associated to mistuned PZT patch working conditions. In this last case, a limited
amount of the vibration reduction has been achieved. Nevertheless, all these results show that the proposed
approach may be considered as a suitable and fail-safe one in the vibration reduction of a rotorcraft UAV.
The possibilities offered by a multimodal approach will be successively investigated by experimental tests.
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Abstract
This paper describes a passive vibration isolation system with isolation properties approaching that of the
active “sky-hook” isolator. It is made of an electromagnetic (or moving-coil) transducer connected to an
electric circuit, and its transmissibility exhibits an asymptotic decay rate of -40dB/decade. The effects of
an inductive-resistive (R − L) electric circuit are studied in detail; it is shown that such systems have an
equivalent mechanical representation, the so-called “relaxation” isolator. Resonant (R − L − C) circuits
are also studied and single-axis experimental results are presented. Finally, the construction of a multi-axis
isolator based on the same principle is introduced.

1 Introduction

In space missions, the sensitive optical payloads need to be sufficiently isolated from the disturbances pro-
duced by the reaction wheels of the attitude control system and by the cryocoolers; this is usually achieved
by placing an isolation unit between the disturbance and the sensitive payload. Classical passive systems,
made of a spring/viscous damper unit, are simple and robust but have limited isolation at high frequencies.
Active systems, in contrast, can achieve higher isolation levels, and very successful active isolators have
been built in the past [1-6]. There is, however, a strong motivation for simplifying the design, because of the
special requirements (in terms of environment, reliability, etc...) inherent to space applications.

This projects tries to build a passive isolation unit with performances as close as possible of those of an active
system. All the results are also presented in more detail in [7].

2 Background

The simplest passive single-axis isolator is that of Fig. 1(a); it consists of a spring in parallel with a viscous
damper. The disturbance is the displacement X2 of the supporting structure m, and the system output is the
displacement X1 of the sensitive equipment M . The Transmissibility X1/X2 of this system is, in Laplace
variables:

X1

X2
=

cs + k

ms2 + cs + k
=

2ξωns + ω2
n

s2 + 2ξωns + ω2
n

(1)

with the usual notations ω2
n = k/M and 2ξωn = c/M (ωn is the corner frequency of the isolator; it

corresponds to the natural frequency of the system when m is clamped). The transmissibility is shown in
Fig. 2 for various values of the damping ratio ξ: larger values of ξ lead to more attenuation of the resonance
peak at ωn, but to less isolation at higher frequencies, as the attenuation rate drops from -40dB/dec without
damping to -20dB/dec with damping.
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Figure 1: (a) Single-axis passive isolator. (b) Sky-hook isolator. (c) Equivalent representation of the sky-
hook.

Active systems, in contrast, can simultaneously damp the peak and maintain a -40dB/dec slope; an example
is the so-called “sky-hook” damper [8, 9], represented in Fig. 1b. It consists of a spring k (no damper) and a
force actuator f acting in parallel. The feedback strategy consists in generating a control force proportional
to the absolute velocity of the payload, f = −gsXq(s). From the payload point of view, this is equivalent
to connecting the payload to a fixed point in space with a viscous damper of constant g (hence the name
“sky-hook”, Fig. 1c). The transmissibility of the single-axis sky-hook isolator is shown (dotted line) in
Fig. 2.

Many different implementations of the sky-hook isolator exist; in most cases the absolute velocity of the
payload is measured with a geophone or an accelerometer. An alternative consists in using a force sensor
instead; this possibility was studied in detail in [10]. It was shown that the open-loop transfer function
with force feedback, unlike that of acceleration or velocity feedback, always has alternating poles and zeros
which, in turn, guarantees the stability of the controller. This fact motivated the use of force sensors in
previous isolation works developed at the ULB [11, 12]. Note that the guaranteed stability only holds as long
as perfect actuators and sensors are assumed: the actuator and sensor dynamics must be accounted for in a
full stability analysis.

Figure 2: Transmissibility of a passive isolator for various values of the damping ratio ξ. The transmissibility
of the sky-hook isolator is also shown.

Robust active isolation is thus possible, and produces an attenuation rate of -40 dB/decade. It requires,
however, the presence of actuators, sensors and of the control electronics, which can be impossible in some
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applications. Previous studies at the ULB employed an electromagnetic (moving-coil) transducer with an
active force feedback control law (Fig. 3a). In this study we try to considerably simplify the design by
connecting the transducer to a simple electric circuit, as shown in Fig. 3b. This technique removes the need
for the sensor and the controller, and the stability is guaranteed if the circuit is made of passive elements
such as resistors or inductors.

Figure 3: (a) Single-axis isolation with force feedback and an electromagnetic transducer; (b) passive tech-
nique with a shunted transducer.

3 Electromagnetic isolator

The constitutive equations of the moving-coil transducer are classically given by:

e(t) = T ∆̇(t) (2)

fc(t) = Ti(t) (3)

with e the back-electromotive force in the coil (in Volts), ∆ the relative displacement of the two parts, fc the
force exerted by the magnet on the coil (and vice-versa), and i the current in the coil. T is the transducer
constant, expressed in N/Amp or in V s/m.

Let us connect the transducer to an electric circuit of admittance Ysh(s), as in Fig. 3b. For simplicity, we
assume that the intrinsic resistance of the coil Rc and its inductance Lc are included in Ysh

1. The voltage
drop V across the circuit is thus equal to e, and fc is given by:

fc = T i = −T Ysh(s) V = −T 2 Ysh(s) s (X1 −X2) (4)

Besides, the dynamics equation of the system of Fig. 3b reads classically2:

Mẍ1 + kx1 = kx2 + fc (5)

Introducing (4) into (5), one finds the equation of the transmissibility:

X1

X2
(s) =

T 2 Ysh(s) s + k

Ms2 + T 2 Ysh(s) s + k
(6)

and the poles of the system are given by:

Ms2 + T 2 Ysh(s) s + k = 0 (7)

1In practice Lc can almost always be neglected.
2For simplicity we consider that the lower side is fixed. Conclusions remain the same for free-floating structures as in Fig. 1,

except that in that case the resonance frequency
p

k(m + M)/mM no longer coincides with the corner frequency
p

k/M .
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If the circuit is purely resistive, i.e. Ysh = 1/R, the transducer behaves like a viscous damper of con-
stant c = T 2/R and the transmissibility is identical to (1): the usual trade-off between damping and high-
frequency isolation applies. Instead, we would like the damping to be frequency-dependent, i.e. large near
ωn (to attenuate the peak) but small at higher frequencies (to keep the -40dB/dec slope). Such a behavior
can be obtained if the circuit is inductive at high frequencies. In the next sections we investigate the effects
of series RL and RLC circuits.

3.1 RL circuits (relaxation isolator)

Figure 4: (a) Electromagnetic isolator with a RL circuit; (b) equivalent mechanical representation with a
Maxwell unit.

When the transducer is connected to a RL circuit, as in Fig. 4a, it has an important equivalent mechanical
representation: the so-called Maxwell unit, i.e. the series connection of a spring k1 and a viscous damper c
(Fig. 4b). The demonstration can be made as follows.

The admittance of the circuit reads classically:

Ysh(s) =
1

Ls + R
(8)

which is a first-order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency ωe = R/L. From (4), the pair of opposite
forces fc exerted by the transducer on the structure is thus given by:

fc = − T 2
v s

Ls + R
(X1 −X2) . (9)

The Maxwell unit, on the other hand, creates a pair of forces f∗c that are easily found to be:

f∗c = − k1cs

cs + k1
(X1 −X2) (10)

and one has fc = f∗c (i.e. the two systems have the same influence on the mechanical structure) provided
that k1 and c are given by:

k1 = T 2
v /L (11)

c = T 2
v /R (12)

Thus, the two systems in Fig. 4 have the same behavior when (11) and (12) are fulfilled. ¤
When placed in parallel to a spring k, as in fig. 4, the system constitute a “relaxation isolator” [13]. From
(6), its transmissibility is:

X1

X2
=

(
T 2 + kL

)
s + kR

MLs3 + MRs2 + (T 2 + kL) s + kR
=

(k1 + cs)k + k1cs

(Ms2 + k)(k1 + cs) + k1cs
(13)
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Figure 5: Transmissibility of the relaxation isolator for fixed values of k and k1 and various values of c. The
first peak corresponds to ω = ωn; the second one corresponds to ω = Ωn. All the curves cross at A and have
an asymptotic decay rate of -40 dB/decade.

The asymptotic decay rate for large frequencies is in s−2, that is -40 dB/decade. Physically, this corresponds
to the fact that, at high frequency, the viscous damper tends to be blocked, and the system behaves like
a undamped isolator with two springs acting in parallel. Fig. 5 compares the transmissibility curves for
constant values of k and k1 and various values of c (i.e., constant value of L and various values or R). For
c = 0, the relaxation isolator behaves like an undamped isolator with corner frequency ωn = (k/M)1/2.
Likewise, for c →∞, it behaves like an undamped isolator of frequency Ωn = [(k + k1)/M ]1/2.

The poles of the system are solution of the characteristic equation (7), which can be rewritten in a root locus
form

1 +
R

L

s2 + ω2
n

s(s2 + Ω2
n)

= 0 (14)

For fixed values of ωn and Ωn, when the parameter R/L is changed, the poles of the system move along the
root locus of Fig. 6. The maximum damping ratio is given by

ξmax =
Ωn − ωn

2ωn

(
ωn ≥ Ωn

3

)
(15)

(see [14], p.106) and it is achieved for
R

L
=

Ω3/2
n

ω
1/2
n

(16)

which corresponds to

Ropt =
Ω3/2

n

ω
1/2
n

L = ωn L

(
1 +

T 2

kL

)3/4

(17)

or, equivalently from (11) and (12):

copt =
k1

ωn
(1 +

k1

k
)−3/4 (18)

The transmissibility with maximum damping is represented in Fig. 5; it is nearly maximum at A.

A RL circuit thus simultaneously attenuates the peak at the resonance and maintains a -40dB/dec atten-
uation rate of the transmissibility. It however increases the corner frequency of the system by a factor
(1 + k1/k)1/2 = (1 + T 2/kL)1/2.
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Figure 6: Root-locus of the relaxation isolator as c goes from 0 to ∞. The maximum damping is achieved
for R/L = Ω3/2

n /ω
1/2
n

3.2 Resonant (RLC) circuits

Figure 7: Transmissibility of the electromagnetic isolator connected to a RLC circuit (that with a RL circuit
is also shown for comparison).

The addition of a capacitor C in series with the RL circuit creates a resonance at the electrical frequency
ωe = 1/

√
LC, which, if properly tuned, can increase the damping of the system. This modification has no

impact on the high-frequency response of the system, because capacitors behave like short-circuits at these
frequencies. The admittance of the circuit is given by:

Y (s) =
s

Ls2 + Rs + 1/C
=

1
L

s

s2 + 2ξeωes + ω2
e

(19)

where we have defined the electrical frequency ωe = 1/
√

LC and damping ξe = R/2ωeL. Introducing this
into (6), one gets:

X1

X2
=

T 2s2

kL + s2 + 2ξeωes + ω2
e

(M
k s2 + 1)(s2 + 2ξeωes + ω2

e) + T 2s2

kL

(20)

which is very similar to the response of a mechanical structure connected to a Tuned Mass Damper (e.g. [15])
and can thus be treated the same way.
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The transmissibility (20) is shown in Fig. 7 for R = 0, R → ∞ (i.e., open-circuit) and R = Ropt, which
minimizes its maximum amplitude. Ropt can be found by the “equal peaks” method [15], which is based on
the observation that two points, denoted A and B in Fig. 7, are independent of the electrical damping ratio
ξe. In short, the technique consists in choosing ωe such that the transmissibility has the same amplitude at A
and B; next, the damping ξe is adapted such that the transmissibility is maximum at these two points. The
solution of the problem is:

Copt
RLC =

1
ω2

nL
and Ropt

RLC =

√
3
8

ωn T

√
L

k
(21)

The resonance peak is more attenuated with an optimal RLC shunt than with a RL shunt. The high-
frequency isolation, in contrast, is identical in both cases (it only depends on L). Note, finally, that RLC
shunts require a smaller resistance R (Eq. 21 vs. Eq. 17) which can be an issue in the implementation phase,
as shown below.

4 Experimental set-up

4.1 Single-axis set-up

The foregoing theory has been experimentally tested on the setup of Fig. 8. The isolator is placed between
two beams, the rotations of which create the vertical displacement of the lower and upper sides; these dis-
placements are measured with two accelerometers. Two masses M1 and M2 are placed on the right side
of the beams so as to balance the system, and the setup is excited by means of an electromagnetic shaker
attached to the lower side.

The architecture of the isolator follows closely that developed during previous work at the ULB (e.g. [12]).
The coil is centered inside the magnet by means of a flexible membrane, which also provides the axial
stiffness (k in Fig. 4). The isolator is connected to the upper side by a flexible joint that approaches the
behavior of rotational hinges and thus allows some rotation between the leg and the beam. As compared
with [12], only the transducer is significantly modified as explained below.

4.2 Transducer

The transducer that we used in the experiment is schematized in Fig. 9a; it is very similar to the commercially
available BEI-Kimco LA15-16-024A, but the gap in which the coil moves has been enlarged and the coil
and magnetic circuit have been optimized. It is made of two Neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) permanent
magnets (φe = 26mm, φi = 8mm, height=10mm) placed with opposite magnetization directions, a magnetic
circuit in soft iron (height: 30mm, φi = 36.4mm, φe = 41.4mm), and two coils made of copper wire
(φ = 0.4mm, 92 and 161 turns respectively). The coils are 2.4mm thick (6 layers of wire). The support
of the coil is made of non-metallic material to avoid eddy currents, and the gap in which the coil moves is
5.2mm wide (4mm in the upper part of the system). The screw maintaining the magnets and the magnetic
circuit is made of a non-magnetic material.

The electrical resistance R of the shunt circuit should be chosen according to (17) or (21) to achieve optimal
performances. However, there is a difficulty associated with the intrinsic resistance of the voice-coil Rc,
of the inductor RL and of the capacitor Rca. Indeed, if Rc + RL + Rca is larger than the optimal circuit
resistance, optimal damping of the structure cannot be achieved. The transducer was thus optimized, based
on magnetic FE simulations, to ensure that, for the required value of the transducer constant T , the coil
resistance Rc is minimal. The FE model is shown in Fig. 9b. From measurements, the transduction constant
T is approximately 9.93 N/A and the resistance of the coil Rc is 3.41Ω, which are very close to the numerical
values of 9.76 N/A and 3.44 Ω.
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Figure 8: Single-axis set-up.

Figure 9: Electromagnetic transducer. (a) Simplified representation. Dark grey: magnets; light grey: soft
iron. The direction of the magnetic flux density

−→
B is also indicated. (b) Magnetic field lines (FE modelling).
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L Ropt Ropt RL Rc
(RL shunt) (RLC shunt)

49mH 4 1.5 1.5 3.4
220mH 10.5 3.2 4.3 3.4

Table 1: Optimal circuit resistance for two values of the shunt inductance L. The parasitic resistance of the
inductor RL and that of the coil Rc are also shown. All the values are in ohms.

4.3 Passive components

From simulations, the required shunt inductance L and capacitance C are of the order of 100mH and 10mF ,
respectively. Although these values are fairly high compared with the ones usually introduced in electronic
circuits, they can still be attained with passive components. Companies such as Epcos, Schaffner or Wurth
sell suitable inductors (chokes) for a few euros, and it is possible to find aluminium electrolytic capaci-
tors of appropriate values with companies such as Vishay BC Components or BHC Components. These
cheap components are not designed to be extremely precise: their actual value can differ largely from their
nominal value. In all cases the actual values of the components have been verified with an Agilent 4294A
impedancemeter. Note that the inductors and capacitors have a non-linear behavior with respect to the am-
plitude of the current that flows into them; this phenomenon is not fully understood, but, for this application,
the amplitude of the current was small and the non-linearity did not impact the results.

4.4 Results

We tested two values for the inductors, 49mH and 220mH, which correspond to ratios Ωn/ωn of about 1.7
and 1.2. Table 1 shows the corresponding optimal values of the circuit resistance (Eq. 17 and 21); notice the
lower values for the RLC shunt. The intrinsic resistance of the coil Rc and that of the inductor RL are also
indicated; the resistance of the capacitors can in this case be neglected. It is clear, from this table, that these
parasitic resistances can be an issue, especially in the case of RLC shunts.

The experimental transmissibility with a RL shunt is shown in Fig. 10a; the corresponding numerical results
are shown in dashed. The curve with the 220mH inductor is optimally damped, and that with the 49mH
inductor is slightly suboptimal.

Fig. 10b shows the experimental results with a RLC shunt. The inductors are the same as those of Fig. 10a,
and the capacitors were chosen according to (21), even if a little trial and error was needed to account for
the imprecision of the components values. RL + Rc far exceeds Ropt, which explains why the curve with
L = 49mH is only slightly more damped than the corresponding curve with a RL shunt. The situation
is slightly better with L = 220mH , however, because the optimal resistance is proportionally larger: the
attenuation of the resonance peak is more pronounced, and the double peak typical of a RLC shunt can be
seen. In the case of the 49mH curve, the slight discrepancy at the resonance between experimental and
numerical results is attributed to the non-linear behavior of the capacitor.

5 Multi-axis isolation

The foregoing theory focused on single-axis isolation. However, to fully isolate two structures with respect
to each other, six single-axis isolators judiciously placed are needed. A practical design to this end is the
Stewart Platform architecture, in which the six isolators are connected to the upper and lower masses by
means of spherical joints [16].

Such a platform was designed an built at the ULB (Fig. 11). The leg design is very similar to that of the active
isolator described in [12], except that a force sensor is no longer necessary (which makes it lighter) and the
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Figure 10: Experimental single-axis transmissibility with (a) a RL shunt and (b) a RLC shunt. In dashed,
the numerical predictions.
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voice coil transducer is significantly improved3. The legs were connected to RL circuits; RLC circuits were
indeed discarded because of:

• The difficulty to build a compact transducer with a large T and a resistance low enough to allow the
use of RLC circuits (cf. §4.4).

• The presence of several suspension modes (because it no longer is a single-axis problem), with gener-
ally different frequencies. RLC circuits are thus less efficient, because they are resonant circuits with
a very small bandwidth. In fact, simulations showed that the advantages of RLC circuits are in this
case very limited.

The isolator of Fig. 11 was successfully tested in micro-g during the 48th ESA parabolic flight campaign, in
Bordeaux (France). The results of this campaign will be reported soon.

Figure 11: View of the six-axis isolator.
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Abstract 
This paper presents an active bearing for reducing the radiated noise of rotating machinery. This modular 

bearing uses piezo stacks for actuation and both force and acceleration measurements as sensing signals. 

The bearing is tested on an experimental test bed comprising a rotating shaft, which is mounted in a frame. 

Noise is radiated by a plate that is attached to the frame. The set-up is designed such that in the frequency 

range of interest, up to 1 kHz, several plate resonances, frame resonances and the shaft resonance show 

up. To evaluate different control approaches, a simplified model of the setup was made. Based on the 

simulation results, a combination of feedback and repetitive controllers are implemented, using force are 

acceleration signals. This way, a noise reduction of more than 10 dB is achieved at the most important 

resonance frequencies of the system below 1 kHz. Experiments have also shown that the shaft vibration is 

significantly reduced around its resonance frequency, which is also beneficial with respect to fatigue and 

failure of the machine.  

1 Introduction 

Modern society is characterised by an increasing attention for the environmental impact of newly 

developed machines. One of the environmental criteria that is gaining importance is the noise emission 

level produced by the machine. Governmental and European laws more and more restrict the allowable 

noise levels. Moreover, the noise level of the machine is becoming an important competitive quality of the 

product. To cope with these emerging demands, new techniques to reduce the noise level of the machine 

have to be investigated. Whereas currently mostly passive techniques are used, active structural vibration 

control will be increasingly applied to reach higher performance and more silent machines. The goal of 

active structural acoustic control (ASAC) is to intervene in the vibrational pattern of a structure with the 

objective of attenuating the radiated noise level. Traditional passive techniques such as the use of 

absorption or isolation are effective at high frequencies but become bulky and inefficient at lower 

frequencies. Contrary to this, active control is particularly suitable for the control of low frequency noise. 

To date, the implementation of commercialised piezo-based active structural control techniques is only 

applied in a limited number of high-end applications. A first example hereof is the vibration damping of a 

lens in a wafer stepper [1][2]. A second example is the noise reduction of an MRI-scanner [3][4][5]. Also 

in the field of rotor dynamics, research has been conducted on active techniques. In these applications, the 

goal is to reduce rotor vibrations [6]. However, these techniques have not yet been applied to a broader 

class of rotating machinery for noise reduction. In this research, we have focussed on the development of a 

modular active bearing in order to block the vibrations in the vibration transmission path. Next to lowering 

the noise emission level, reducing the structural vibration of the machine will also be beneficial with 

respect to fatigue and failure of the machine. 
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Firstly, the experimental test bed to evaluate different control techniques on rotating machinery will be 

described. Then, a simplified model of this test bed will be given, from which adequate control strategies 

will be derived. The results of the implemented control strategies will be discussed in the section about 

control experiments. The obtained results will be summarised in the conclusions.  

2 Description of the experimental test bed 

In order to apply and evaluate different techniques for the active structural acoustic control of rotating 

machinery, an experimental test bed was built (see Figure 1). The motor drives the shaft, which is 

mounted with bearings in a frame. Noise is radiated by a plate that is attached to the frame. The set-up is 

designed such that in the frequency range of interest, up to 1 kHz, many plate resonances, some frame 

resonances and the shaft resonance show up. For experiments, a disturbance force on the shaft can be 

induced by a shaker, which is attached to the shaft through a  roller bearing.  

 

Figure 1: Experimental test bed. 

The shaft is supported by a cylindrical bearing at one side and a double angular contact bearing at the 

other side. At the latter side, a piezo-active ring-shaped module is designed around the bearing in order to 

reduce the noise. This bearing with the piezo-active ring is called the active bearing, while the cylindrical 

bearing is called the passive bearing.                                   .     

 

Figure 2: Active bearing design. 

The design of the active bearing is shown in Figure 2. In horizontal as well as in vertical direction, a 

collocated sensor/actuator pair [7] is integrated in the active bearing ring. The leaf springs and hinges 

allow a relative motion between the shaft and the frame while they fix the other degrees of freedom to 
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protect the piezoelements. For each piezoactuator, a power amplifier is used to apply the necessary voltage 

to its electrodes, while the electrodes of each piezoelectric sensor are connected to the input of a charge 

amplifier. This way, the charge displacement, which is proportional to the force acting on the piezosensor, 

can be measured. 

3 Modelling and working principle 

In Figure 3, a simplified lumped parameter model of the experimental test bed is shown for one direction. 

Only the first plate resonance (≈210 Hz) is modelled by spring k12 and mass m2. The frame is supported by 

compliant rubber mounts, modelled by the spring k01. For the piezoactuator and piezosensor (simplified) 

equivalent mechanical models are used [8]. The voltage to the electrodes of the piezoactuator is 

represented by an equivalent mechanical force FINact. For the piezoelectric sensor, the charge displacement 

is represented by the displacement xINsense, which is proportional to the force acting on the sensor. The 

spring kc represents the contact stiffness introduced by the mounting of the piezoelements. The spring ksec 

represents the secondary force transmission path from the shaft to the frame. It comprises the stiffness of 

the passive bearing and the stiffness of the hinges and leaf springs. The transmitted force between the shaft 

and the frame thus consists of the force through the primary path, which is measured, and the force 

through the secondary path, which is not measured. The resonance frequency of the shaft mass on the 

bearings is about 700 Hz. 

 

Figure 3: Simplified lumped parameter model of the experimental test bed. 

An important conclusion that we can derive from this model, is that when the transmitted force between 

the shaft and the frame is ideally controlled to zero, the frame and the plate acceleration are also controlled 

to zero (when the disturbance force is acting on the shaft). From a theoretical point of view, ideal control 

of the transmitted force is thus equivalent to ideal control of the frame acceleration, leading both to zero 

plate acceleration.  This insight will be used in the next section, when the sensor signals for the control 

experiments are chosen.  

The transmitted force is not measured directly, but it can be derived from the measured force and the input 

voltage to the piezoactuators according to the following equation (see Figure 3): 
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This equation shows that the relative influence of the secondary path has to be characterised in order to 

estimate the transmitted force. In practice, this characterisation was based on measured frequency 

response functions. 

The effect of ideal control of the measured force and the estimated transmitted force is compared in Figure 

4. From the measured frequency response functions, the reduction on the plate acceleration1 can be 

calculated. Figure 4 shows that control of the transmitted force indeed leads to a better reduction of the 

plate acceleration than control of the measured force in general. This is especially true around 570 Hz, 

which corresponds to the shaft resonance when only the primary transmission path is cancelled by ideal 

control of the measured force. 

 

Figure 4: Theoretical reduction of the plate acceleration for ideal control of the measured force and 

the transmitted force. 

In order to simplify the identification of the secondary force transmission path, the passive bearing was 

removed in the first experiments. The remaining secondary path then only stems from the leaf springs and 

the hinges (shown in Figure 2). 

4 Control experiments 

We have seen that ideal control of the transmitted force leads to a significant reduction of the radiated 

noise above 500 Hz (Figure 4), but the achievable reduction below 500 Hz is limited. We will see further 

that this frequency range below 500 Hz can be controlled by using the frame acceleration as sensor signal.  

In Table 1, an overview is given of the implemented controllers that will now be successively presented. 

                                                      
1 Next to a microphone measurement, the plate acceleration is also a good measure for the sound emission of the 

plate. Since the plate acceleration is not significantly affected by uncorrelated environmental noise, this signal was 

chosen here. 
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Table 1: Overview of the implemented controllers. 

4.1 CONTROL OF TRANSMITTED FORCE 

Firstly, a simple robust feedback controller for the transmitted force is designed to control the frequency 

range between 500 and 1000 Hz.  In a second step, the performance of this controller is further enhanced 

by the addition of a repetitive controller. 

4.1.1 Feedback control 

Figure 5 shows the control scheme for feedback control of the transmitted force. For the design of a 

simple feedback controller, the loop shaping method was used. The controller comprises 1 pole at 1 kHz 

and the controller gain is set to obtain a gain margin of 6 dB. 

 

Figure 5: Feedback control scheme. 

Figure 6 shows the performance of this controller on the controlled signal itself. Around 700 Hz, i.e. the 

shaft resonance frequency, a high reduction is obtained. Figure 7 shows that the plate acceleration, which 

is a measure for the radiated noise, is also significantly reduced around the shaft resonance frequency. 

 

Figure 6: Measured FRF between the transmitted force (output) and the disturbance force (input) 

with and without feedback control. 
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Figure 7: Measured FRF between the plate acceleration (output) and the disturbance force (input) 

with and without feedback control of the transmitted force. 

Experiments were also carried out on the test bed with the passive bearing mounted. The control was then 

applied simultaneously in horizontal and vertical direction with two independent single-input single-

output (SISO) controllers and with a rotating shaft. Similar results were obtained as shown here. This 

proved that the horizontal and vertical direction are sufficiently decoupled, as was aimed at in the design. 

It is also interesting to check the effect of this active control technique on the shaft vibration. From Figure 

3, it can be seen that the piezoactuator does not only act on the frame - compensating the effect of the 

disturbance force Fdist - but it also induces a reaction force on the shaft. Figure 8 shows that this reaction 

force significantly reduces the shaft vibration around its resonance frequency. This experiment was carried 

out with mounted passive bearing and a non-rotating shaft. The applied technique thus actively adds 

damping to the system, which is beneficial with respect to fatigue and failure of the machine.  

 

Figure 8: Measured frequency response functions of the shaft acceleration (with respect to the 

disturbance force Fdist from the shaker)  
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4.1.2 Hybrid control 

For rotating machinery, the disturbance is often periodic (for example due to unbalance or gear meshing). 

When this information is taken into account in the design of the controller, the performance at the 

harmonics of the rotational speed can be improved. Adaptive repetitive control is an interesting technique 

for this purpose [9]. Since feedback control leads to broadband reductions and an immediate reduction 

without a necessary convergence time, it is interesting to combine both techniques in a hybrid controller 

The control scheme of this hybrid controller is shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Hybrid control scheme (feedback + repetitive control). 

In Figure 10, the resulting noise reduction of this hybrid controller and the feedback controller are 

compared.  

 

Figure 10: Noise reduction with feedback and hybrid control of the transmitted force. 

4.2 REPETITIVE CONTROL OF ACCELERATION 

From Figure 4, it could be seen that the reduction of the estimated transmitted force only leads to a global 

noise reduction from above 500 Hz. At low frequencies, the influence of the inertias m1 and m3 is small. 

As a result, the actuator force mainly stays within the internal force loop consisting of primary and the 

secondary path. The effect of this internal force loop becomes less important for a weaker secondary path. 

In order to control the frequency region below 500 Hz, another controller is implemented, using the frame 

acceleration as error signal. It has been shown that frame acceleration control is equivalent with force 

transmission control from a theoretical point of view. The used accelerometer is located on the part of the 

active bearing that is fixed to the frame (see Figure 11)  
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Figure 11: The accelerometer for the control of the frame acceleration is located on the active 

bearing. 

For frame acceleration control, the dynamics of the controlled system are very complex: Figure 11 shows 

the frequency response functions of the controlled system between the control force FINact and the 

acceleration on the frame. Due to the high amount of resonance frequencies in the controlled frequency 

range, it is very difficult to design a stable and efficient feedback controller for this system. Therefore, 

only the potential of a repetitive controller is tested. 

 

Figure 12: FRF between the frame acceleration (output) and the control force (input). 

To illustrate the effect of ideal frame acceleration control, Figure 13 shows the FRF of the plate 

acceleration with respect to the disturbance force Fdist without and with ideal frame control. It can be seen 

that ideal frame control can lead to a significant theoretical reduction of the plate acceleration below 1000 

Hz. This stems from the fact that below 1000 Hz, the piezo force FINact excites the frame similarly as the 

disturbance force Fdist (by the shaker), such that a local cancellation of the acceleration at one point on the 

frame will lead to a global reduction of the whole frame acceleration. Above 1000 Hz the frame modes are 

excited in a different way by the shaker and the piezoactuator, such that a local cancellation of the 

acceleration at one point on the frame will not necessarily lead to a global reduction of the whole frame 

acceleration. This was experimentally verified by visualisation of the frame motion for piezoactuator and 

shaker excitation, based on accelerometer measurements. 
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Figure 13: Theoretical reduction of the plate acceleration when the frame acceleration would be 

ideally controlled to zero. 

Since the noise, radiated by the plate above 500 Hz could already be reduced by force control as explained 

above, we focussed in the design of the repetitive controller (RC) for the frame acceleration on the 

frequency range below 500 Hz.  As lower frequency limit of the controller, 200 Hz was chosen, since 

significant noise radiation occurs starting from around the lowest eigenmode of the plate (≈210Hz). The 

theoretically achievable reduction by the developed RC algorithm of the frame acceleration at the 

harmonics of the base frequency is shown in Figure 14: a theoretical reduction of more than 10 dB can be 

created by the designed repetitive controller over almost the whole frequency band between 200 and 500 

Hz. 

 

Figure 14: Theoretical reduction of the frame acceleration, which can be obtained by the developed 

repetitive controller. 
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To illustrate the effect of this repetitive controller, an experiment was carried out at a plate resonance 

frequency (380 Hz). It can be seen from Figure 15 that the corresponding eigenmode is an efficient noise 

radiating mode. Figure 16 shows the plate acceleration in the time domain, when the repetitive controller 

is turned on in order to reduce the tonal disturbance of 380 Hz. The effect of the repetitive controller is 

clearly visible in the plate acceleration of the plate. The learning process before convergence of the RC 

algorithm, which lasts 3 sec, is also visible. After convergence the disturbing frequency is suppressed by 7 

dB. This shows that local cancellation of the frame acceleration leads also to reduction of the plate 

acceleration, and thus of the radiated noise. 

 

Figure 15: Visualisation of the eigenmode of the plate at 380 Hz. 

 

Figure 16: The effect of the repetitive controller of the frame on the plate acceleration for a 

disturbance at 380 Hz. 

5 Conclusion 

In order to reduce the noise radiation of rotating machinery, a modular active bearing has been designed to 

isolate the radiating structure housing from the disturbance that stems from the rotating device. Because 

all actuators and sensors are integrated, the active bearing is a modular unit, which improves its 

applicability. This active bearing has been tested on an experimental test bed leading to a significant 

reduction of noise and vibrations below 1 kHz. Above 500 Hz, hybrid (feedback + repetitive) control of 

the transmitted force was applied. Below 500 Hz, repetitive control of the frame acceleration is 

implemented. At the most important resonance frequencies of the system, a noise reduction of more than 

10 dB is achieved. Furthermore, the shaft vibration is significantly reduced around its resonance 

frequency, which is also beneficial with respect to fatigue and failure of the machine. This demonstrates 

the technical feasibility of piezo-based active structural acoustic control for rotating machinery.  
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Abstract 
This paper discusses the possible application of piezoelectric shunt damping (PSD) to basic machining 
processes for chatter suppression. The theory of PSD is explained for resistive, capacitive, inductive and 
resistive-inductive shunt circuits attached to the electrodes of a piezoceramic patch on a cantilevered beam 
under tip force excitation, which can be considered as the cutting tool in the machining process (turning, 
boring or milling). The special attention is given to the resistive-inductive shunting case as it creates the 
damped dynamic vibration absorber (DVA) effect if the shunt inductance and resistance are tuned for a 
targeted natural frequency and a desired electronic damping, respectively. Therefore, PSD with a passive 
resistive-inductive circuit is an alternative to the mechanical DVAs and tuned viscoelastic dampers 
(TVDs) used for chatter suppression recently. The implementation of PSD to turning, boring and milling 
processes is described and recent trends from the literature of PSD are addressed. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Regenerative chatter vibrations 

Regenerative chatter is a self-excited vibration problem that develops due to the dynamic interaction of the 
cutting tool – workpiece system and results in process instability, poor surface quality, reduced material 
removal rate and damage on the machine tool. The mechanism of chatter vibrations was first explained by 
Tobias and Fishwick [1] and Tlusty and Polacek [2] independently. They [1,2] identified the regeneration 
of chip thickness as the primary source of chatter and observed the effect of the depth of cut on the process 
stability. The regeneration effect is related to phase between the vibration waves left on the surface during 
the subsequent cuts. For certain cutting speed – depth of cut combinations, this phase is minimized and 
detrimental effects of chatter can be avoided. Stability lobe diagrams provide the stable cutting depths as a 
function of the cutting speed and they have been used for obtaining chatter-free cutting processes for 
decades. Figure 1 shows a typical stability lobe diagram for milling process. 
Several researchers have worked on modeling and analysis of chatter stability in milling, turning and 
boring processes. After the approximate analytical [3] and numerical [4] solution techniques, the 
analytical solution for generating the stability lobes in milling was proposed by Budak and Altintas [5].  
The analytical solution [5] was shown to be very fast in generating the stability lobe diagrams, which were 
previously obtained by using the time domain numerical solutions [4]. As in the problem of chatter 
stability in milling, researchers initially considered the one-dimensional approximate solution proposed by 
Tlusty [3] for the modeling of chatter stability in turning and boring operations. Recently, Ozlu and Budak 
[6] presented a multidimensional analytical model for predicting chatter stability in turning and boring 
operations. Review of the literature on the stability analysis of milling and turning/boring operations can 
be found in references [5] and [6], respectively, and this is beyond the scope of our paper.  
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According to the aforementioned stability models, in addition to certain cutting parameters, the stability 
limits are determined mainly by the frequency response functions (FRFs) in the form of point receptance 
at the cutting tool – workpiece intersection point, i.e., at the cutting point. Accurate prediction of the 
cutting point FRF has been studied by several researchers especially in the past decade as it determines the 
performance of the stability models. Modification of the cutting point FRF to improve stability limits has 
been another important research topic and it is the motivation of this paper. 
     

 
Figure 1: A typical stability lobe diagram for milling process 

1.2 The cutting point FRF and its modification for chatter suppression 

It is very useful to review a fundamental formula in order to express the effect of the cutting point FRF on 
the stability limits. For an orthogonal cutting process, the well-known expression for the maximum 
chatter-free depth of cut ( limb ) is [7] 

     
  lim

1
2 Ref c

b
K m G 


                                       (1) 

where fK  is the cutting force coefficient in the chip thickness direction, m  is the average number of teeth 

in cut, ( )G   is the oriented FRF (receptance) at the cutting point and c  is the chatter frequency due to a 
dominant structural mode. Thus, the stable depth of cut is related to the negative real part of the cutting 
point FRF so that the depth of cut limit (as a physical parameter) comes out to be positive. Moreover, it is 
the minimum value of the real part (a negative number) that determines the guaranteed chatter-free depth 
of cut ( limb ) for all spindle speeds. This simple expression states that having a lightly damped resonance 
for the dominant structural mode of the cutting tool – workpiece assembly is not preferable. Briefly, the 
cutting point FRF ( )G   determines the stability limits and it can be modified in order to alter the stability 
lobes in a favorable way. Selecting the design and operational parameters by using the finite element or 
analytical models [8] that predict the cutting point FRF is one way of predicting and modifying the 
stability limits in a favorable manner and this option is not discussed here. 
Various damping treatments have been applied to suppress chatter and improve the stability limits in 
machining operations. Adding damping to the dominant mode in the cutting point FRF is clearly favorable 
according to equation (1) as it increases the stabile depth of cut. In order to modify the cutting point FRF 
and to improve the stability limits, active damping and control treatments have been applied in turning [9], 
boring [10] and milling [11] operations. Passive damping techniques have been applied by several others: 
Ema and Marui [12] used impact dampers for suppressing chatter in boring tools. Sims et al. [13] 
investigated the use of particle dampers attached to the workpiece for improving the stability limits. Tarng 
et al. [14] and Lee et al. [15] used a tuned mass damper in turning operation to realize the DVA effect 
proposed by Den Hartog [16]. They [14,15] suppressed the real part of the cutting point FRF and observed 
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an increase in the stability limits of the turning process, in agreement with equation (1). More recently, 
Sims [17] proposed an improved analytical tuning method for DVAs used in milling. It is worthwhile to 
add that, earlier than the aforementioned researchers, Hahn [18] designed a modified Lanchester damper 
(called the Hahn damper) for eliminating chatter vibrations. As noted by Rivin [19], a tuned Den Hartog 
absorber is much more effective than a Lanchester-like damper. However, the former approach is more 
sensitive to the frequency and damping tuning [19]. As another passive treatment, viscoelastic damping 
was also used for chatter suppression [20] and a recent work investigated modification of the assembly 
FRF by attaching TVDs to the workpiece [21]. The main idea in these passive treatments is the same and 
it is to improve the dynamic stiffness of the cutting tool – workpiece assembly by applying damping 
treatment to the cutting tool or the work piece so that the stability limits of the assembly can be increased.        

1.3  On modification of the cutting point FRF via piezoelectric shunt damping 

Recently, Park et al. [22] presented a review article on the use of active materials for machining processes. 
Their discussion on active and passive vibration control using piezoelectric materials shows that the active 
control applications have dominated the relevant literature. Piezoelectric stack actuators have been used by 
many researchers for active chatter control (e.g., Martinez et al. [23]). As far as passive vibration control 
applications are concerned, Tarng et al. [14] and Lee et al. [15] were noted by Park et al. [22] as they used 
a commercial piezoelectric inertia actuator to realize the DVA effect. No research papers were reported on 
the application of PSD for chatter suppression in machining processes.  
Although it has not been investigated in the literature of machine tool vibrations, PSD was studied on 
various structures ranging from experimental beam setups [24] to space truss structures [25] and 
successful results have been obtained. The applications of PSD can be found in a review article [26]. 
Basically, PSD is applied by connecting a passive electrical circuit to the electrode terminals of a 
piezoceramic patch attached to the main structure. Electrically, a piezoceramic patch itself is a capacitive 
element. Table 1 displays the electrical elements used in basic shunt circuits and their respective effects on 
the structure. For instance, putting a resistor alters the stiffness and damping of the structure and dissipates 
energy through Joule heating. Its effect is analogous to the constraint layer damping treatments. The 
resistive-inductive shunt circuits have received the greatest attention [26] as they create the damped DVA 
effect for appropriate selection of inductance (where the resistor creates electronic damping). 
In this paper, we discuss the possible implementation of PSD to turning, boring and milling operations for 
chatter suppression. PSD has unique features compared to the conventional damping treatments and 
sophisticated active control strategies: 
 Passive PSD is a low-cost approach and in most cases it does not require an external energy 

source or complicated electronics. 
 The piezoceramic patch attached to the cutting tool or the work piece for PSD can also be used as 

a sensor for experimental modal analysis (i.e., for the FRF measurement). 
 The mass loading effect on the cutting tool – work piece system in PSD is much lower compared 

to other passive damping treatments such as DVAs and TVDs and PSD is less temperature 
dependent compared to viscoelastic treatments. 

 The effectiveness of PSD is related to the piezoelectric coupling, which has been increasing 
thanks to research on new piezoceramic materials (e.g., single crystal piezoelectric ceramics). 

In the following, each of the configurations shown in table 1 are discussed and their applications are 
demonstrated by using an analytical model [27,28] for a cantilever beam excited by a tip force. The 
cantilevered beam can be considered as the cutting tool (or the workpiece) in turning, boring and milling 
operations. Implementation of PSD to turning, boring and milling operations is discussed with a focus on 
the resistive-inductive type shunting to create the damped DVA effect. Recent trends in PSD are also 
addressed along with certain implementation issues. The extensive discussion, mathematical model and 
the implementation recipe given here can be useful for researchers of the machine tool community 
interested in alternative passive damping treatments for chatter suppression.  
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Table 1: Basic PSD circuits and their effects on the structure 

Shunt circuit Effect on the structure 
Resistive (R) Stiffness and damping modification 

Capacitive (C) Stiffness modification 
Inductive (L) Undamped dynamic vibration absorber 

Resistive-inductive (RL) Damped dynamic vibration absorber 

2 Piezoelectric shunt damping 

2.1 Types of passive piezoelectric shunt circuits 

The basic PSD configurations are displayed in figure 2 and their effects on the mechanical structure are 
listed in table 1. The resistive shunting (figure 2a) was first used by Uchino and Ishii [29]. Its effect on the 
structure is a variation in both the structural stiffness and damping, depending on the piezoelectric 
coupling and shunt resistance R. As an example, figure 3 shows the experimental tip velocity – to – base 
acceleration FRFs of two resistive shunted cantilevers with piezoceramic layers (for a range of shunt 
resistance). Both of the figures were obtained in modeling and performance analysis of cantilevered beams 
for piezoelectric energy harvesting [28,30], where the main concern is the voltage response across the 
external resistor. The problem of PSD is very similar to energy harvesting but the main concern in PSD is 
the motion attenuation in the vibration response. The cantilever of figure 3a used the soft piezoceramic 
PZT-5A [28] (where PZT stands for lead zirconate titanate) whereas the  cantilever of  figure 3b  used  the 

 

 
Figure 2: PSD circuits attached to a cantilevered beam; (a) resistive shunt, (b) capacitive shunt, (c) 

inductive shunt, (d) resistive-inductive shunt (in series) and (e) resistive-inductive shunt (in parallel) 

   (a)    (b) 

   (c)    (d) 

   (e) 
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single crystal PMN-PZT [30] (where PMN stands for lead magnesium niobate). PMN-PZT is a relatively 
new piezoelectric ceramic exhibiting a very large piezoelectric coupling (31-mode piezoelectric constant 
as high as -2250 pm/V) compared to the commonly used piezoceramic PZT-5A (with the 31-mode 
piezoelectric constant of -190 pm/V). Since the shunt resistance changes the stiffness and damping 
characteristics of the structure, the resonance peak moves from the short circuit resonance frequency (for 

0R  ) to the open circuit resonance frequency (for R  ) and the amount of  damping varies in 
between. At the short circuit resonance frequency (45.6 Hz) in figure 3a, the tip velocity amplitude is 
reduced by 50 % for a 100 k  shunt resistance. In figure 3b, the tip motion is attenuated by an order one 
magnitude for a 47 k  shunt resistance (at 1550 Hz). In resistive shunt damping, it is preferable to have 
large resonance frequency shift as the shunt resistance is increased from zero to infinity and this frequency 
shift it is a direct measure of piezoelectric coupling. Resistive shunting has been considered as an 
alternative to the constrained layer damping treatments as mentioned by Lesieutre [26]. 
Capacitive shunting (figure 2b) results in a variation of the structural stiffness with changing external 
capacitance [26]. Changing the structural stiffness alters the resonance frequencies of the structure but 
damping is not affected unlike the resistive shunting case. Since the peak moves on the frequency axis 
with changing shunt capacitance, the motion is attenuated for excitation at the original resonance 
frequency. Three important points should be addressed for resistive and capacitive shunting. In both cases, 
since the modification is not in a modal basis, all the vibration modes are affected. Secondly, since the 
resonance frequency moves on the frequency axis, the motion is amplified at some of the neighboring 
frequencies although it is attenuated at the original resonance frequency (which is important if there are 
uncertainties in the operation frequency). Thirdly, large piezoelectric coupling is crucial so that the 
original resonance can be moved considerably away from the operation frequency.  

          
Figure 3: Experimental variation of the tip velocity FRF with increasing shunt resistance (a) for a 

cantilever using a PZT-5A layer [28] and (b) for a cantilever using a PMN-PZT a layer [30] 

The most attention in the literature of PSD has been received by the inductive and resistive-inductive 
shunting applications. The inductive shunting was first studied by Forward [31] and it was shown that the 
inductance can be selected to cancel the internal (or inherent) capacitance of the piezoceramic (figure 2c). 
The resulting effect of an inductor on the vibration response is analogous to the undamped DVA effect 
and it is much more effective than using a resistor or a capacitor for shunting the piezoceramic. As 
mentioned, it was shown by Uchino and Ishii [29] that a resistor could be used to create a significant 
damping effect. Hagood and von Flotow [24] connected a resistor and an inductor in series to realize the 
damped DVA effect (figure 2d). In the resistive-inductive shunting, the shunt inductance and resistance 
can be tuned to locate the anti-resonance at a desired frequency with significant damping not only in the 
original resonance peak but also in the new resonances that develop due to the DVA effect. Therefore, 
unlike the case of inductive shunting without resistance, resistive-inductive shunting attenuates the motion 
in a wide frequency range around the resonance. Wu [32] proposed connecting the resistor and inductor in 
parallel as an alternative resistive-inductive shunt circuit (figure 2e). The result is again a damped DVA 
but the damping effect of changing shunt resistance is the opposite of that of the series connection case as 
discussed in section 3.5. The effect of piezoelectric coupling is important also for the inductive and 
resistive-inductive shunting applications. Just like the absorber mass – to – structure mass ratio in the 
mechanical DVA applications, piezoelectric coupling determines frequency-wise separation between the 
peaks that develop due to the DVA effect. Larger separation is preferable to handle the uncertainties and 
variations in the excitation frequency and it is obtained for larger piezoelectric coupling.   

 (a)     (b) 
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2.2 Electromechanical theory based on a distributed parameter model 

We implement a recent distributed parameter electromechanical model proposed by Erturk and Inman 
[27,28] to obtain a general closed-form expression for the coupled vibration response of the configurations 
shown in figure 2. For a tip force excitation in the transverse direction, the partial differential equation of 
motion in the physical coordinates can be written based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam assumptions as 
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where ( , )w x t  is the transverse deflection response at point x and time t, ( )YI x  is the bending stiffness, 
( )sc I x  is the strain rate (or Kelvin-Voigt) damping term, ( )ac x  is the air damping term, ( )m x  is the mass 

per unit length, ( )v t  is the voltage response across the electrodes of the piezoceramic layer, ( )F t  is the 
dynamic tip force,   is the piezoelectric coupling term, ( )x  is the Dirac delta function, bL  and pL  are 
the lengths of the beam and the piezoceramic layer, respectively. The response of the system can be 
represented by an absolutely and uniformly convergent series of the eigenfunctions as 
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                                        (3) 

where ( )r x  is the eigenfunction and ( )r t  is the modal response of the r-th mode and the eigenfunctions 
are mass normalized according to the following orthogonality conditions: 
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where r  is the r-th undamped natural frequency (in short circuit conditions, 0R  ) and rs  is the 
Kronecker delta. Using equation (3) in equation (2) along with the orthogonality conditions yields  
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If the electrode pair of the piezoceramic layer operates into a circuit of admittance Y, the circuit equation 
can be obtained from the following integration performed over the electrode area (A): 

( )
A

d
D ndA v t Y

dt
 

 
 
 
  

                                                             (6) 

where D


 is the vector of electric displacements and n


 is the unit outward normal.  For harmonic tip force 
excitation of the form 0( ) j tF t F e   (where 0F  and   are the amplitude and the frequency of the tip force 
excitation and j  is the unit imaginary number), the steady state modal response of the beam and the 
steady state voltage response are ( ) j t

r rt e     and 0( ) j tv t V e  , respectively, based on the linear system 
assumption. Equations (5) and (6) yield the following two algebraic equations for r  and 0V : 
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                         (7) 

where r  is the modal mechanical damping ratio,  pC  is the internal capacitance of the piezoceramic layer 

and r  is a modal coupling term in the circuit equation. Note that the variation in equations (7) for 
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different shunt damping circuits shown in figure 2 is simply due to ( )Y  , which is the admittance of the 
circuit seen across the electrode leads, excluding the contribution of pC  since it is added as a separate 
term in equation (7). Table 2 presents this admittance FRF for different shunt circuits. 

Since the main concern in the shunt damping problem is the structural response, 0V  can be eliminated in 

equations (7) to obtain r  explicitly, which can be used  in ( ) j t
r rt e     and then in equation (3) to give  
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Equation (8) is the transverse deflection response of the cantilever with the coupling information due to 
piezoelectric shunt damping, where the admittance ( )Y   is given in Table 2 for different shunt circuits. 

Table 2: PSD circuits and their admittances (excluding the internal piezoceramic capacitance) 

Shunt circuit Resistive Capacitive Inductive Resistive-inductive 
(in series) 

Resistive-inductive 
(in parallel) 

Admittance 1/ R  j C  1/ j L   1/ R j L  1/ 1/R j L  

3 Case study for a cantilevered beam with a tip force 

This section aims to demonstrate the difference between effects of the shunt circuits shown in figure 2 on 
the frequency response of a simple structure. Consider the cantilevered beam shown in figure 4, which is 
excited by a harmonic transverse force at the tip. The cantilevered beam is the main structure and it can be 
considered as the cutting tool. Therefore, the tip point receptance ( , ) / ( )bw L t F t  represents the cutting 
point FRF. The prismatic beam is made of steel and its dimensions are 120mm 20mm 20mm  . A 2 mm 
thick piezoceramic layer covers the entire top surface with a conductive electrode pair of negligible 
thickness. One could as well cover a portion close to the root of the beam only, as given in the 
mathematical formulation (figure 2). The important point to consider while locating the piezoceramic 
patch is that, it should cover a region of large dynamic strain during the vibratory motion. This is the 
reason of locating the patch close to the root of the cantilever in most active and passive control 
investigations. Otherwise, covering a region where is main structure undergoes low strain only (such as 
somewhere close to the free end of the beam in figure 4 without covering the root) results in low 
electromechanical coupling and reduced shunt damping effect (mathematically, this is embedded in the 

r  term in equation (8) of section 2). Hence, it should be clear that the main contribution to the 
electromechanical coupling is due to the region covered around the root in figure 4. The dimensions of the 
beam are selected such that the fundamental natural frequency is around 1 kHz, which is very typical for 
the dominant mode of the cutting tool in turning [6,14,15] and milling operations [8]. The modal 
mechanical damping ratio is taken as 1 % in all cases. In order to demonstrate the importance of the 
piezoelectric constant on the effectiveness of shunt circuits, two different piezoceramic materials are 
studied: PZT-5A and PMN-PZT. As mentioned before, the relevant piezoelectric constant of PMN-PZT is 
about 10 times more than that of PZT-5A. This novel single-crystal piezoceramic (PMN-PZT) has been 
recently made commercially available and currently it is available only in limited size. However, PZT-5A 
used in the other configuration is perhaps one of the most commonly used soft piezoelectric ceramics. In 
the following, we investigate the modification of the tip point receptance for different shunt circuits where 
PZT-5A and PMN-PZT are used as the piezoceramic patch materials. 
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Figure 4: Cantilevered beam with a tip force analyzed in the case study  

3.1 Resistive shunt 

Different resistors (ranging from 100  to 10 M ) are considered for resistive shunt damping (figure 2a). 
Recall from table 1 that resistive shunting affects both the stiffness and damping of the structure. Figure 5a 
shows the variation of the point receptance at the tip of the cantilever using PZT-5A patch whereas figure 
5b displays that of the cantilever using PMN-PZT patch. The short circuit and open circuit resonance 
frequencies of the cantilever using PZT-5A are 1145 Hz and 1152.1 Hz, respectively, whereas those of the 
cantilever using PMN-PZT are 1090.2 Hz and 1129.5 Hz, respectively. Here and hereafter, the original 
system can be considered as the case where the electrodes are shorted (i.e., when zero electrical impedance 
is applied, which is equivalent to infinite admittance, Y  ). In both figures, the short circuit resonance 
amplitude is attenuated with increasing shunt resistance, whereas the motion is amplified at the open 
circuit resonance frequency. A larger shift in the short circuit and open circuit resonances is preferable so 
that a significant attenuation is possible due to resonance frequency shift (as in figure 5b and also recall 
figure 3b). For instance, in this particular case, the resistive shunting effect for the configuration with 
PZT-5A patch is not very large (25 % attenuation due to a 10 k  shunt resistance for excitation at 1145 
Hz). However, for the configuration with PMN-PZT patch, the tip displacement amplitude at the short 
circuit resonance frequency (1090.2 Hz) is attenuated by a factor of 4 for a 100 k  shunt resistance. 

           
Figure 5: Variation of the tip point receptance with shunt resistance for the cantilevers using (a) 

PZT-5A patch and (b) PMN-PZT patch (with enlarged views around the resonance) 

3.2 Capacitive shunt 

Capacitive shunt damping (figure 2b) is studied for different shunt capacitors. The shunt capacitance 
ranges from 0.1 nF to 50 nF and the internal capacitances of the piezoceramic patches are 14.1 nF and 
5.35 nF for the PZT-5A and PMN-PZT cases, respectively (for permittivity at constant strain [27,28]). 
Capacitive shunt has the effect of modifying the structural stiffness without adding damping (table 1). 
Therefore, the major affect is a shift in the resonance frequency, without a considerable change in the peak 
amplitude, unlike resistive shunting where we observed the combined effect. Figure 6a shows the variation 
of the receptance with shunt capacitance for the cantilever with PZT-5A patch. Again, due to low 
coupling, the resonance frequency of the FRF in figure 6a is not altered strongly and the displacement 
amplitude is attenuated by 20 % at 1145 Hz for a 0.1 nF shunt capacitance. According to figure 6b, for the 

 (a)   (b) 

 Piezoceramic layer 

Main structure 

Shunt circuit 

( )F t  
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configuration using PMN-PZT, connecting a 0.1 nF capacitor reduces the displacement amplitude by a 
factor of 4 for excitation at the respective short circuit resonance frequency, 1090.2 Hz. 

             
Figure 6: Variation of the tip point receptance with shunt capacitance for the cantilevers using (a) 

PZT-5A patch and (b) PMN-PZT patch (with enlarged views around the resonance) 

3.3 Inductive shunt 

Inductive shunt damping, as can be recalled from table 1, has the undamped DVA effect. Connecting an 
inductor to the electrode leads (figure 2c) is much more effective than connecting a resistor or a capacitor 
alone. For an inductance of 21/( )r pL C , the susceptance of the circuit admittance ( ) pY j C   

vanishes at the r  
(short circuit resonance frequency of the r-th mode), yielding an effect that is 

analogous to the undamped DVA effect. Since the circuit has no resistive impedance, no dissipation takes 
place (i.e., no damping occurs). Figure 7a shows the effect of inductive shunting on the beam receptance 
for the cantilever using PZT-5A patch whereas figure 7b shows that for the beam using PMN-PZT patch. 
In each case, the inductance is varied by 10 % around the inductance obtained for the short circuit 
resonance frequency. Since no damping is added, the resulting resonance and anti-resonance peaks are 
very sharp, which means that one should know the operation (targeted) frequency accurately.  

           
Figure 7: Variation of the tip point receptance with shunt inductance for the cantilevers using (a) 

PZT-5A patch and (b) PMN-PZT patch (with enlarged views around the resonance) 

3.4 Resistive-inductive shunt (in series) 

Addition of a resistor to the inductive shunting problem results in the damped DVA effect [24]. For the 
respective admittance given in table 2, the inductance and resistance can be tuned for the targeted 
frequency and the desired electronic damping effect. Indeed, the targeted frequency of the resulting 
damped anti-resonance is affected by the piezoelectric coupling and shunt resistance. Hence, the resistance 
and inductance can be tuned simultaneously using the given formulation. For simplicity, we set 1.37L  H 
and 3.98L  H in figures 8a and 8b, respectively, based on the previous discussion (with 21/( )r pL C ) 
The DVA effect is more pronounced for relatively small values in the set of shunt resistors used. A very 
large shunt resistance yields the open circuit case and no DVA effect can be observed. A very small shunt 
resistance is similar to inductive shunting without a resistor, which has the undamped DVA effect.  

(a)      (b) 

 (a)   (b) 
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The presence of a resistor is very useful if the operation frequency is not known accurately or if the 
structure undergoes varying-frequency excitation around resonance. One can tune the resistance such that 
both the original resonance amplitude and the resulting resonance amplitudes are damped significantly. 
This way, the response of the structure is attenuated in a broad band around the resonance.       

           
Figure 8: Variation of the tip point receptance with shunt resistance for the cantilevers using (a) 

PZT-5A patch and (b) PMN-PZT patch (inductance is kept constant in each graph) 

3.5 Resistive-inductive shunt (in parallel) 

The resulting effect of the parallel connection of a resistor and an inductor is still the damped DVA effect 
[32]. For simplicity, figures 9a and 9b are given for 1.37L  H and 3.98L  H, respectively, as in section 
3.4 ( 21/( )r pL C  approximation). A detailed analysis can be made based on the given formulation to 
estimate the required shunt inductance and resistance to generate the damped anti-resonance exactly at a 
given frequency. The advantage of this configuration is the same as the series connection case. That is, 
due to the damped DVA effect, not only the original resonance peak but also the new peaks can be 
attenuated with the appropriate selection of the shunt resistance. Here, the DVA effect is more pronounced 
at relatively large values of shunt resistance, which is the opposite of the series connection case. A very 
small shunt resistance yields the short circuit case and no DVA effect can be observed. A very large shunt 
resistance case converges to the inductive shunting case without resistance and the damping effect of the 
DVA vanishes. As depicted in figures 8 and 9 by arrows, the effect of shunt resistance in the series and 
parallel connections of the resistor and inductor is the opposite of each other. 

           
Figure 9: Variation of the tip point receptance with shunt resistance for the cantilevers using (a) 

PZT-5A patch and (b) PMN-PZT patch (inductance is kept constant in each graph) 

4 Issues and recent trends in piezoelectric shunt damping 

If the frequency of the vibration mode of interest is relatively low, an issue develops against the size and 
mass advantage of PSD in inductive and resistive-inductive PSD applications. The inductance requirement 
is inversely proportional to the square of the resonance frequency of interest multiplied by the internal 
capacitance of the piezoceramic patch. For instance, assuming the internal capacitance of the piezoceramic 
patch to be in the order of nanoFarads, the inductance requirement to create the DVA effect may reach 
thousands of Henries to suppress vibrations at a resonance frequency in the order of a few hundred Hertz. 

 (a)    (b) 

  (a)    (b) 
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The dominant resonance frequency of the cutting point FRF in turning and milling operations is typically 
as high as 1 kHz and in many cases it exceeds this value [6,8,14,15]. Although inductors of reasonable 
size are available up to a few Henries (which is the order of magnitude observed in section 3), these values 
are still relatively large for an inductor. Fortunately, researchers have investigated this problem in the past 
years and presented different solutions for reducing the inductance requirements in PSD applications. One 
solution implies using a synthetic inductor, which is basically a small op-amp circuit that provides a 
voltage proportional to rate of change of current [25]. Synthetic inductors also allow active tuning of the 
shunt circuit as noted by Edberg et al. [33]. More recently, a synthetic impedance circuit was proposed by 
Fleming et al. [34] as an alternative to the gyrators used for synthetic inductance. It has also been shown 
that connecting capacitors across the terminals of the piezoceramic patch reduces the inductance 
requirement drastically [35].   
Following up the research on shunting of a single-mode, many researchers have studied resistive-inductive 
shunting of multiple modes. Although using multiple patches with separate shunt circuits is a trivial 
solution, it is not viable due to space limitations. Therefore, the problem of interest has been shunting 
multiple vibration modes with a single piezoceramic patch. Edberg et al. [33] presented an experimental 
demonstration of multi-mode shunt shunting with limited theory. Hollkamp [36] provided a theoretical 
treatment to the problem by using numerical optimization. Wu [37] proposed using a current blocking 
circuit and presented a systematic formulation. More recently, Fleming et al. [38] minimized the H2 norm 
of the damped system to determine the resistance values for optimal performance in multimode shunting. 
More articles from the literature of shunt damping can be found in a review article by Moheimani [39].    

5 Implementation of PSD to basic machining processes 

5.1 Turning process 

Turning operation is commonly used for reducing the external diameter of axisymmetric parts. Basically, 
the workpiece is attached to the rotating spindle of a lathe and the cutting tool moves parallel to the 
spindle axis, which is the feed direction (figure 10a). A very typical case is the possibility of chatter due to 
a flexible cutting tool while machining a relatively stiff workpiece. As discussed in section 1.1, the cutting 
point FRFs determine the stability limits of the process [6]. Figure 10a shows that the cutting tool is a 
beam-like structure that looks like the cantilever beam investigated in section 3. Recently, Tarng et al. [14] 
and Lee et al. [15] located a tuned mass damper on the cutting tool to realize the mechanical DVA effect 
and they were able to suppress the structural receptance and improve the stability limits of the process 
significantly by tuning the natural frequency of the DVA to the natural frequency of the cutting tool.  
Here, we propose attaching a piezoceramic patch with a resistive-inductive shunt circuit. The cutting tool 
can be designed and produced by the tool manufacturer with a piezoceramic patch. The patch should be 
attached close to the root of the cutting tool (where the dynamic strain is the large) so that strong 
piezoelectric coupling can be obtained. The piezoceramic patch attached to the cutting tool can also be 
used as a sensor to measure the natural frequencies of the cutting tool. Therefore, no additional transducer 
is required for the experimental modal analysis process. Recently, Sims et al. [40] proposed using two 
surface-mounted piezoceramics on the cutting tool to predict the stability lobe diagrams in milling, where 
one piezoceramic acts as a dynamic actuator whereas the other acts as a sensor to obtain the dynamic 
response of the non-rotating cutting tool. Implementing a similar idea removes the need for impulse 
excitation as well. Turning cutting tools can be produced with such piezoceramic patches for FRF 
measurement and more importantly for creating the interface for shunt damping. Then, the user needs to  
 Excite the cutting tool and obtain the voltage FRF of the piezoceramic patch through a spectrum 

analyzer (per excitation input provided by an actuator patch or by an impulse hammer).  
 Read the dominant natural frequency of the tool from the voltage FRF of the patch 
 Use appropriate shunt inductor and resistor to realize the damped DVA effect with the information 

of piezoceramic capacitance and by the help of the analytical relations 
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The improved stability limits can be obtained with a new FRF measurement employing the piezoceramic 
patches and/or by using the analytical relations. 

                                  

Figure 10: Implementation of PSD to (a) turning operation and (b) boring operation 

5.2 Boring process 

A schematic of the boring process is displayed in figure 10b. This process is frequently used for enlarging 
the inner diameter of axisymmetric parts. The workpiece is attached to the rotating spindle of a lathe and 
the feed direction is parallel to the spindle axis as in turning operation. The flexibility of the workpiece 
and the tool in the feed direction are negligible in almost all cases and chatter develops due to transverse 
vibrations [6]. Moreover, in most practical applications, the cutting tool (boring bar) is much more flexible 
than the workpiece [6]. Thus, once again, the problem reduces to suppressing the tip point receptance of a 
cantilevered beam. In general, the boring bar is stationary and the workpiece rotates. One can then attach a 
piezoceramic patch to the root of the boring bar with a resistive-inductive shunt circuit and suppress the 
vibrations at the cutting point with the damped DVA effect. The procedure to be followed is the same as 
the procedure given for shunt damping in turning operation and it will not be repeated here. 

5.3 Milling process 

Although the cutting tool in milling can also be considered as a cantilevered beam, this process is more 
complicated because the cutting tool rotates. Moreover, in some cases the workpiece can be more flexible 
whereas in others the cutting tool can be slender and more flexible than the workpiece. Figure 11a shows 
the end milling process of a slender workpiece (which can be a thin wall or a turbine blade). If the 
flexibility of the workpiece is very dominant, one way is to attach the piezoceramic patch on the 
workpiece (close to fixed end where the dynamic strain is large). The process of obtaining the FRF of the 
flexible workpiece and then connecting an appropriate resistor-inductor pair for creating the damped DVA 
effect is the same as given in section 5.1. Once the machining process is complete, one should remove the 
piezoceramic patch from the workpiece by using an appropriate chemical process. In many machine parts 
(of aircraft industry, for instance), the cost of the piezoceramic patch to be wasted per workpiece can be 
negligible when compared to the cost of the workpiece and the process itself. Thus, the process required 
for removing the glued piezoceramic patch from the workpiece becomes more critical.    
Another chatter scenario in milling is for the case where the cutting tool is more flexible than the 
workpiece as depicted in figure 11b. In such a case, the piezoceramic and the shunt circuit should be 
located on the cutting tool and the shunting problem becomes relatively complicated due to rotation of the 
tool. Tubular (hollow cylindrical) piezoceramics are commercially available and they can be attached to 
the cutting tool close to the root (i.e., close to the tool holder) as shown in figure 12. In order to suppress 
the excitation of the radial and tangential cutting force components, four curved piezoceramic patches can 
be attached to the cutting tool in an appropriate way. The cutting tools (typically made of high speed steel 
or carbide) can be produced by the tool manufacturer with such piezoceramic patches. To suppress chatter 
in the operation, the procedure to be followed is similar to that followed in turning and boring operations. 
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Figure 11: Implementation of PSD to milling operation with piezoceramic patches (a) attached to 
the flexible workpiece and (b) attached to the flexible cutting tool 

The patches located as shunt damping interfaces can also be used for predicting the frequencies of the 
dominant vibration modes in the feed and normal directions [5] (which are almost identical in most cases). 
Based on the dominant vibration frequencies, appropriate inductors and resistors can be chosen to create 
the damped DVA effect. Moreover, one can implement the idea of Sims et al. [40] to predict the stability 
lobes using the same patches as discussed in section 5.1. Unlike PSD of stationary structures, PSD of rotor 
parts with passive circuits has not been well investigated in the literature and the configuration shown in 
figure 12 can be useful when combined with an appropriate shunt circuit (which also rotates along with 
the spindle-holder-tool assembly).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: A possible integration of tubular piezoceramic patches to the rotating cutting tool in 
milling: (a) 3-D view and the (b) front view of the tool showing the piezoceramic patches 

6 Summary  

Regenerative chatter develops due to the dynamic interaction of the cutting tool – work piece assembly 
and it results in poor surface quality, reduced material removal rate and damage on the machine tool. 
Stability limits (i.e., chatter-free depth of cut limits) in basic machining processes such as turning, boring 
and milling are determined by the frequency response of the cutting tool – workpiece system at the cutting 
point along with the cutting parameters. Since applying damping to the cutting point FRF increases the 
stable depth of cut limits, several active and passive damping treatments have been used for chatter 
suppression in the literature of machine tool dynamics. The passive damping treatments include impact 
dampers, mechanical DVAs and TVDs. Piezoelectric effect has been mainly used for active damping via 
stack actuators. It has been noted from a recent review article on the use of active materials in machining 
operations that PSD has not been studied in the machine tool literature for chatter suppression although it 
has found many applications from aircrafts to space truss structures in the past two decades. 
This paper investigates the possible implementation of PSD to machine tools for chatter suppression in 
turning, boring and milling operations. Basic shunt circuits (resistive, capacitive, inductive and resistive-
inductive) are discussed and their applications are demonstrated by using a recently developed analytical 
model for a cantilever beam excited by a tip force. The special attention is given to the resistive-inductive 
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shunting as it creates the damped DVA effect if the inductance is selected for a desired natural frequency 
and the resistance can be chosen to maximize the electronic damping effect. Therefore, PSD with a 
passive resistive-inductive circuit is an alternative to the mechanical DVAs and TVDs employed for 
chatter suppression recently. Implementation of PSD to turning, boring and milling operations is discussed 
with a focus on resistive-inductive shunting. Recent trends in PSD are also addressed along with certain 
implementation issues. The discussion, mathematical model and the implementation idea presented here 
can be useful for researchers interested in alternative low-cost passive damping treatments for chatter 
suppression in machining operations.  
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Vibration Absorption for Quasi-Periodic Excitation – 
Methods and Two Renewable-Energy Applications.  
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Abstract 
In mechanical engineering applications, the predominant sources of vibration are usually close-to-periodic 
in the sense that the forcing vector, f(t), can be expressed compactly in the Fourier series form 
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constants associated with the functions {ak(t), bk(t),Ω(t)} are all long compared with the inverse of ( )tΩ . 
The specific format of the forcing allows effective vibration absorption to be proposed. By vibration 
absorption, we mean the introduction of additional (largely-)passive subsystems which serve to cancel the 
vibration close to its source or on a transmission path. Cases of such quasi-periodic forcing include inertial 
forces in all reciprocating/rotating machines, fluid-dynamic forces on bladed rotors and forces from cyclic 
manufacturing processes.  Two renewable-energy applications are presented. 

1 Introduction 

This paper addresses the suppression of vibration on primary structures where the excitation is quasi-
periodic. By quasi-periodic, we mean the correlation between f(t) and f(t + TP) is close to unity for some 
fixed periodic time, TP, where f(t) represents the vector of forcing applied to the structure. The correlation 
in this case is carried out over a number of periods TP.  
Quasi-periodic excitation can be decomposed into an approximate Fourier series as …  
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and where the time-constants associated with the functions ( ) ( ) ( ){ }tttt kskc Ω,,),(0 fff  are all long 

relative to the inverse of ( )τΩ .   

Cases of such forcing include imbalance forcing in rotating machines, residual inertial forces in all 
reciprocating machines, aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotors and on propellers in a non-uniform flow 
field and cyclic production machinery of many different types such as industrial sewing machines, 
embossing presses, punches, shears and many other forms of production machinery.  
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When forcing arises from the cyclic movement of mass, it is sometimes straightforward to arrange 
counterbalance excitation by direct mechanical connections such that the net excitation is close to zero. 
Lancaster balancers for reciprocating machines are a classic instance.  
Alternatively/additionally, if the excitation is absolutely periodic, then conventional undamped vibration 
absorbers can be used very effectively to react the inputs virtually completely [1]. The total mass of these 
vibration absorbers can often be low relative to the mass of the structure itself.  
In many practical circumstances, it is neither possible to use some system of mechanical linkages to drive 
counterbalances nor to rely on the perfect periodicity of the original forcing. Examples include free-piston 
energy converters (e.g. [2]), aero-engine imbalance forcing (rotor speeds are not governed directly) and 
the two renewable energy applications discussed later as examples here: a direct-compression wind-
turbine and a tidal-ram. Then a variety of different forms of solution may be sought including: 

• Full active cancellation  
• Damped vibration absorbers [3].  
• Flat-band Vibration Absorbers – defined later in this paper.  
• Hybrid passive/(semi-)active vibration absorber solutions [4],[5] 
• Non-linear absorbers such as the “energy-pumping” systems [6],[7] 

 
Full active cancellation requires that actively-controlled actuators are used to supply vibration cancellation 
forces to the structure. In the context of quasi-periodic excitation, the control algorithms can become very 
robust since an adaptive feedforward approach can be used to supply most of the correction force with 
little reliance on high-bandwidth closed-loop control. However, full active cancellation is still invariably 
very expensive because of actuator costs – even if the costs of sensing and control are small – and we do 
not consider these further here.  
The other options are all considered in this paper in subsequent sections. Section 2 of the paper discusses a 
number of aspects of passive vibration absorbers – beginning with undamped and then damped single-
degree-of-freedom (SDoF) absorbers and then progressing to multi-degree-of-freedom absorbers. Section 
3 goes on to discuss what is believed to be a new discovery of this paper – flat-band vibration absorbers.  

2 Passive Dynamic Vibration Absorbers. 

2.1 SDoF Vibration Absorbers (Undamped). 

The Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDoF) dynamic vibration absorber is long established and is known to be 
an extremely effective measure for suppressing one frequency component of vibration at a single point on 
a primary structure. This absorber comprises a simple mass and spring subsystem and the principle of 
operation is that it presents an infinite dynamic stiffness to its point of application at one specific 
frequency which we will term the design frequency. For illustration purposes, the SDoF vibration absorber 
is depicted using a single discrete rigid mass and a connecting massless spring. In practice, the true SDoF 
absorber is a subsystem having one resonance frequency at exactly the design frequency when its 
attachment point is grounded and all other resonances relatively far away up the frequency spectrum. 
The combined structure, comprising both the primary structure and the absorber, has an anti-resonance at 
the design frequency in its point-receptance function for the point where the absorber is fixed. 
Theoretically, the absorber may be arbitrarily small. Two factors combine to determine its minimum 
practicable size:  
(a) The spring must be capable of exerting the requisite reaction force (the so-called blocked-force [8]) at 

the point of application to zero the vibration there at the design frequency without breaking or becoming 
unduly non-linear. This force is a property of the primary structure and forcing being applied to it. 

(b) The anti-resonance must not be so “narrow” that real uncertainty in the excitation frequency will lead 
to a nearby resonance of the combined structure being excited significantly. This uncertainty has two 
sources; true variation in excitation frequency over a long time-duration and finite-time-duration effects 
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whereby for a time-span of length R it is impossible to distinguish frequencies which are closer together 
than (1/R).  

There are obvious reasons for making the absorber as small as it can be subject to the above two concerns. 
Larger absorbers are less likely to break as a result of the blocked force, less likely to exhibit significant 
non-linearity (because deformations will remain small in proportion to the actual scale of the absorber) 
and have “wider” anti-resonance troughs. Figure 1a illustrates a primary structure to which a SDoF 
absorber has been fitted. Figure 1b shows the auto-point frequency response function for the primary 
system alone and for the combined system for the three cases where the absorber mass is 5%, 10% and 
15% respectively of the primary system mass and where the design frequency is below a major resonance 
of the primary system. Figure 1c shows the same four auto-point frequency response functions where the 
design frequency is above the major resonance frequency. 
Figures 1b and 1c amply illustrate the point that the “width” of the anti-resonance peak is broader as the 
absorber mass increases as a proportion of the effective mass of the primary system. These figures also 
contrast the effect of a vibration absorber when the effective dynamic stiffness of the primary system is 
positive (Fig. 1b) or negative (Fig. 1c) in the vicinity of the absorber design frequency. In both cases, 
resonances are present in the spectrum of the combined system which are close to the design frequency 
(below it and above it respectively). 
In Figures 1b and 1c, the dynamic stiffness of the primary system has been relatively insensitive to 
frequency in the vicinity of the absorber design frequency. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will 
assume that this remains the case and we will rely upon that.  
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2.2 SDoF Vibration Absorbers (Damped). 

Adding damping to the vibration absorber has a double effect. On the one hand, it suppresses the peak 
response of resonances by contributing some damping to modes of the combined structure whose 
resonances are near to the design frequency. On the other hand, it transforms a sharp anti-resonance in the 
magnitude of frequency-response at the design frequency into a round-bottomed local minimum. Figures 
2a and 2b each show the frequency-response function of the same primary system used in Figures 1. Three 
other curves are superimposed with various levels of damping: 0%, 2% and 4%. The same absorber mass 
is used in all cases here – 15% of primary system mass. In Figure 2a, the design frequency is 8.5 rad/s. In 
Figure 2b, it is 11.5 rad/s. In both cases, the first (and only) primary system resonance is 10 rad/s. 
Figures 2a and 2b transmit a clear message: damping in (SDoF) vibration absorbers must be aimed at 
applications where the band of frequencies of interest is quite broad. The range of frequencies where the 
response of the combined system is lower than the response of the primary system is almost totally 
independent of the level of damping. Within this range, the magnitude of the response of the combined 
system is increased by the presence of damping. 

Figure 1b. Response vs. freq. Figure 1c. Response vs. freq. Figure 1a. SDoF Absorber. 
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In the context of systems excited by quasi-periodic forcing as described above, the range of frequencies 
may indeed be quite broad but over any one time interval spanning a relatively small number of periods, it 
will be small. If we admit the possibility of semi-active control to allow the absorber design frequency to 
track the excitation frequency (or frequencies), the case for including substantial damping in the vibration 
absorber is clearly weak. From this point forward in this paper, we dismiss the possibility of substantial 
damping in the absorber subsystem.  
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2.3 MDoF Vibration Absorbers. 

In some senses, Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (MDoF) dynamic vibration absorbers are trivial extensions of 
SDoF absorbers. Very general definitions are possible – including cases where vibration is suppressed at 
more than a single degree of freedom on the primary structure. In this paper, we restrict attention 
completely to the case where vibration is to be suppressed only at a single location.  
Conceptually, the simplest MDoF dynamic vibration absorber comprises a set of decoupled SDoF 
absorbers in parallel as Figure 3a illustrates. By tuning each individual SDoF absorber to a different 
design frequency, it is possible to react numerous distinct frequency-components. To any one SDoF 
absorber in this system, the combination of the actual primary structure and all of the remaining SDoF 
absorbers is, in effect, simply a complex primary structure. If the primary structure here is held still in 
space, then collectively, the set of all SDoF absorbers is simply a MDoF system having resonances at each 
one of the several design frequencies.  
Figure 3b shows the auto-point frequency response function of a primary structure and that of the 
combined structure where an MDoF absorber has been fitted comprising three parallel SDoF absorbers. 
The primary system is formed from a mass of 10kg and a spring of stiffness 1000 N/m – as it was in all 
cases previously. The three SDoF absorbers contain masses of 0.5 kg, 1 kg and 1.5 kg and their springs 
have stiffness 32 N/m, 72.25 N/m and 121.5 N/m respectively – chosen such that the design frequencies 
are 8 rad/s, 8.5 rad/s and 9 rad/s respectively. Figure 3b shows that the widths of the three anti-resonances 
are indeed “proportional” to the individual SDoF absorber masses.  
Figure 3c presents the auto-point frequency response functions of the primary structure and the combined 
structure where three SDoF absorbers have once again been fitted. This time, the absorber masses are 0.5 
kg, 1 kg and 1.5 kg as before but the corresponding springs have stiffness 60.5 N/m, 132.25 N/m and  
144 N/m respectively – chosen such that the design frequencies are 11 rad/s, 11.5 rad/s and 12 rad/s 
respectively. Figure 3c confirms again that the widths of the three anti-resonances are indeed 
“proportional” to the individual SDoF absorber masses.  
Figures 3b and 3c already suggest one main result of this paper. Note that in each case the frequency 
response of the combined system has only two “major” resonances. For frequencies between the lowest 
and highest design frequencies the response is almost everywhere diminished. We extend this idea later. 

Figure 2a. Damped absorbers: |resp.| vs. f.  
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Figure 2b. Damped absorbers: |resp.| vs. f.  
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2.4 Equivalence Classes of MDoF Vibration Absorbers. 

The practicality of lining up a number of SDoF absorbers in parallel at a single point is, of course, rather 
limited. We are prompted, therefore, to consider the concept of equivalence classes of MDoF vibration 
absorbers. We restrict attention to the set of MDoF absorbers which act to suppress vibration at a single 
point only. Two MDoF vibration absorbers are equivalent if, for all frequencies, the same dynamic 
stiffness is added by the two absorbers to the point on the primary structure.  
To identify the class of all equivalent absorbers, consider first that the set of generalized coordinates for 
the absorber comprises one massless coordinate corresponding to motion of the point of attachment and a 
further N generalized coordinates describing those movements of the absorber which involve non-zero 
kinetic energy. In general, the equation of motion for the absorber can be written 
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In (6), fn is set to zero since no external forces are applied to the degrees of freedom of an absorber. For 
the special case where the MDoF absorber comprises N different SDoF absorbers in parallel,  
{(k1, d1, m1), (k2, d2, m2), (k3, d3, m3) … (kN, dN, mN)}, the forms of the vector and matrix quantities of 
equation (7) are as follows: 

[ ] T
nxNxn kkkk kk =−−−−= ..321  (7) 

[ ] T
nxNxn dddd dd =−−−−= ..321  (8) 

[ ]( )T
Nnn kkkkdiag ..321=K  (9) 

[ ]( )T
Nnn dddddiag ..321=D  (10) 

[ ]( )T
Nnn mmmmdiag ..321=M  (12)  

The dynamic stiffness of the vibration absorber is its key property and this can be deduced as: 
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Inserting two identity matrices, (TRTR
–1) and (TL

–1TL) into the product in (13) leads to: 

Fig. 3b. Resp. vs. f, (3DoF Absrbr) 
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Fig 3a. MDoF Absorber. 
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We can immediately conclude that two different MDoF absorbers (distinguished by the additional 
subscripts 0 and 3 for compatibility with the next subsection) are equivalent if for some invertible matrices 
{TL, TR}: 

RxnxnRxnxn TddTkk 0303 , == . (15) 

0303 , nx
T

Lnxxn
T

Lnx dTdkTk ==  (16) 

Rnn
T

LnnRnn
T

LnnRnn
T

Lnn TMTMTDTDTKTK 030303 ,, ===  (17) 

Thus the set of all equivalent MDoF vibration absorbers is spanned by pairs of invertible matrices  
{TL, TR}. We use this fact in the following section to devise vibration absorbers which are chain-
structured having known properties equivalent to the properties of a given set of parallel SDoF vibration 
absorbers.  

2.5 Transforming from multiple parallel SDoFs to “chain-structure” absorber. 

The properties of a MDoF vibration absorber are very conveniently defined in terms of a multiplicity of 
SDoF absorbers in parallel. However, this form is not generally practicable and it is relevant to consider 
equivalent absorbers of more convenient structure. Any structure having the form of Figure 4 is said to 
have chain structure – provided that the choice of generalized coordinates is the same as that indicated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The stiffness, damping and mass matrices describing such a structure are as follows (for N=5): 
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Fig. 4. A chain-structure MDoF absorber 
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[ ]( )T
A mmmmmdiag 543210=M  (20) 

Devising transformation matrices {TL, TR} to effect the transformations from a vibration absorber of the 
(multiple SDoF systems) form to one of chain-structure is straightforward if the dampers of the multiple 
SDoF system were each related to the corresponding stiffness by a constant multiplier, ωdamp through 

damp

i
i

kd
ω

=    for all i. (21) 

In most cases TL = TR = T and only this symmetric case is catered for here. The extension to the general 
case is relatively trivial. The transformation takes place in 3 main stages.  

321 TTTT =  (22) 

The first of these transformation stages, T1, transforms Mnn for the absorber to be the (N × N) identity 
matrix. Invariably, T1 is simply a diagonal matrix. The second transformation stage, T2, preserves the fact 
that Mnn = I whilst transforming the stiffness matrix to symmetric tridiagonal form. This step is based on 
Householder reflections (symmetric orthogonal matrices) and it is a very well-established, stable and 
widely-used process. The third stage of the transformation, T3 is again a diagonal matrix.  The other 
diagonal entries of T3 are found very easily by solving a (tridiagonal) set of simultaneous linear equations.  
The transformation process is illustrated using the absorber system used for Figure 3b. This comprised 
three parallel SDOF absorbers having individual masses, 0.5 kg, 1.0 kg and 1.5 kg respectively and having 
absorber design frequencies of 8 rad/s, 8.5 rad/s and 9 rad/s. This absorber system is characterized by: 
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None of the transformations ever affects kxx. Thus, kxx3 = kxx0 = 225.75 (N/m). After the first stage, we have 
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After the second stage, we have 
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The non-zeros in the diagonal matrix, T3, are determined from the equation: 

 0kTK =+ 232 nxnn  (30) 

Using this transformation, the absorber quantities after the third transformation are  

[ ] T
nxxn 22  (N/m)0075.225 kk =−=  (31) 
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Two important observations are immediately obvious from this example: 
(a) The first stiffness in the chain-structured absorber is identical to the sum of the stiffnesses of the 

individual SDoF absorbers in the parallel arrangement. This must always be so since the added dynamic 
stiffness of the absorbers must be identical at very high frequencies (well above design frequencies).  

(b) The total amount of mass in the chain-structured absorber is identical to the sum of the masses of the 
individual SDoF absorbers in the parallel arrangement. This must also be true always since the 
additional dynamic stiffness of the two absorbers must be identical at very low frequencies (well below 
the design frequencies). 

We will make strong use this transformation from sets of parallel SDoF absorbers and chain-structured 
MDoF absorbers. The parallel-SDoF absorbers provide a very convenient means by which to specify the 
performance of the absorbers. In fact, we will consider that this is the canonical form for any given 
equivalence class of MDoF absorbers. However, the chain-structured absorbers produce a very practical 
means of implementation. The first spring (coupling the entire absorber to the primary structure) 
obviously carries all of the absorber force in this case and it seems natural that this should also be the 
highest-stiffness spring.  

2.6 Flat-Band Vibration Absorbers. 

Figure 3b shows the response of a primary system and a combined system involving the primary system 
and a three-degree-of-freedom vibration absorber whose total mass was 3kg. In the range of the absorber 
design frequencies (8 rad/s to 9 rad/s), the response of the combined system is nearly always much lower 
than the response of the primary system. This plot prompts a relatively obvious question: what would 
happen if the total absorber mass of 3kg were to be divided between, say, 40 different parallel SDoF 
absorbers having design frequencies equally spaced (geometrically) between 8 rad/s and 9 rad/s ?   
Figure 5a answers that question. This Figure also displays the response of the combined system obtained if 
a single SDoF absorber with mass 3 kg and design frequency 8.43 rad/s were fitted to the primary system. 
The combined system has two major resonances in it having very similar peak amplitudes and resonance 
frequencies for the two different absorber arrangements. This is entirely to be expected. The design 
frequency of this SDoF absorber was chosen deliberately to maximize this similarity in order to stress the 
fact that the major difference between the behaviour of the simple SDoF absorber and a flat-band 
vibration absorber (FBVA) having similar (central) design frequency and the same total mass occurs in 
the region of the (flattened) “anti-resonance” – in the design frequency region. Figure 5a indicates a 
finding that is borne out by experience with other situations where the primary system does not have a 
resonance within the frequency band of interest; if it is important to maintain response of the combined 
system beneath some target value over some range of frequencies using some given total amount of 
absorber mass, then in general this band will be roughly 1.6 times broader using a FBVA than it would be 
using a simple SDoF absorber. 
For both vibration absorber arrangements, a very small amount of damping has been added - the dampers 
are proportional to the corresponding stiffnesses according to equation (21) with ωdamp = 1000 rad/s. In 
other words the damping factors of the individual SDoF absorbers vary between (16/1000) and (18/1000) 
– all less than 2%. The only significance of the damping here is to provide sufficient modal-overlap 
between the individual SDoF resonances. The primary purpose of this damping is not to reduce the 
response of the combined system at its two major resonances. Note that if 200 absorbers had been used 
rather than 40, the damping values could be reduced to less than 0.4%. Note also that in this case, the 
resonances of the combined system in the frequency range of interest (8 rad/s to 9 rad/s) are so close that 
damping would be entirely irrelevant anyway if the excitation frequency was varying with time-constants 
less than about 200 s. 
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In the FBVA arrangement modelled, the mass of each absorber is not identical. Figure 5b shows the ratios 
used in this case to provide a relatively flat-bottomed combined system response. Figure 5c shows the 
magnitude and phase of the frequency response of the combined system with the FBVA in place. The 
magnitude varies within a range of ±2% of the mean response value. The phase climbs fairly-steadily from 
–π to 0 between frequencies 8 rad/s and 9 rad/s. 
The relevance of the FBVA to the context of quasi-periodic excitation is quite obvious: if we require to 
suppress vibration over specific frequency bands (whose centres are integer multiples of some nominal 
fundamental frequency, then it may be much better to use one FBVA for each band rather than using (in 
effect) one SDoF absorber for each band.  

2.7 Chain-structure Formats of Flat-Band Vibration Absorbers. 

A FBVA can be designed initially in the format of a combination of many parallel SDoF absorbers. The 
design frequencies of these absorbers are spaced apart regularly within the frequency band of interest and 
these design frequencies determine the ratios between individual springs and masses. Exact geometric 
spacing is suggested. A value is then chosen for ωdamp which will relate all individual dampers to the 
corresponding spring through equation (21). A value of around (50,000 × Δf) is suggested – where Δf is a 
representative frequency gap between consecutive resonances of the absorber. The sum of all of the 
absorber masses is a fixed quantity decided a-priori by the designer. Some smooth distribution of the 
absorber masses over the frequency band of interest is selected – such as Fig. 5b illustrates. Concentrating 
more mass in a particular region of the frequency-band of interest tends to reduce the response of the 
combined system in that region and this freedom to spread the absorber mass arbitrarily across the 
frequency band of interest makes it possible to achieve the very flat response. 
Having developed a FBVA in the (canonical) format of multiple parallel SDoF absorbers, it is useful, 
often, to transform it to a chain-structured format. We do this for the case of the 40 DoF FBVA reported in 
the previous section. Figures 6a and 6b shows the mass and stiffness values associated with individual 
parts of the chain-structured absorber. See Figure 4 to interpret the numbering.  
The corresponding numerical values are given in table 1 below. What is striking from Figures 6a and 6b is 
how rapidly the mass and stiffness values diminish – and how relatively constant is that diminishing.  
 

 i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6 

ki (N/m) 213.93 0.91032 3.6205E–3 1.3596E–5 4.9955E–8 1.8126E–10 

mi (kg) 2.9874 1.2589E–2 5.0929E–5 1.8814E–7 6.9135E–10 2.5088E–12 

Table 1: Properties of the Chain-Structured FBVA. 

Fig. 5b. Mass Ratios vs f. Fig. 5a. Resp. vs. f,  (FBVA) 
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Because of factors relating to numerical resolution, values of ki and mi for i > 12 cannot be computed 
accurately using the straightforward procedure described. For i < 12, the ratio (ki/(mi)) varies away from 
its average value by less than 1%. Moreover, the ratio (ki/k(i+1)) varies about its mean value, 274.5, by only 
relatively little. Considering a practical implementation of this FBVA, it is inconceivable that more than 
three DoFs would be attempted and it is also fairly hard to imagine that omitting the remainder of the 
system would cause any noticeable difference.      

3 Active and Semi-active Absorber Approaches 

3.1 Active / Semi-Active Vibration Absorption. 

In all passive vibration absorption schemes, forces are exerted at one or more points which provide most 
of the force necessary at those points to suppress motion – at least for specific frequency bands. The 
magnitudes of the forces applied are determined by the primary structure and its excitation and they may 
often be large. In broad terms, this presents two distinct issues: (a) how to transmit the force and (b) how 
to react it. The former issue is generally simple and the latter one challenging. If we could simply tie our 
structures to ground at the points of interest by introducing some elements in direct tension/compression, 
most vibration problems could be resolved easily – e.g. the so-called sky-hook damper of vehicle 
dynamics. In general, we can only couple points on the same flexible structure or introduce additional 
mass to provide seismic reaction. Unfortunately, the forces used for vibration suppression on the primary 
structure cause significant movements of the seismic mass. Thus, there are power-flows to and from the 
seismic masses and if the absorption scheme is to be anything other than simple added mass, then 
substantial proportions of those power-flows arise in connection with the control forces themselves.    
Fully active vibration absorption requires the inclusion of actuators of some description into the primary 
structure which can account for power flows which are significant in comparison to the vibration energy 
of the primary structure. They are invariably very expensive and difficult to implement. Semi-active or 
hybrid vibration absorption, in contrast, may be relatively inexpensive and can provide a substantial 
improvement over purely passive measure. A particular feature is that the design frequencies (or 
frequency bands) for absorption can be adapted in time. Here, “semi-active” vibration absorbers are 
considered to be those whose passive stiffnesses can be modified directly (e.g. [4]) and “hybrid” absorbers 
involve actuators in parallel with the springs of a passive absorber such as in [5]. Hybrid absorbers are 
generally more expensive and more versatile but will often have the same effect as semi-active ones 
(ability to tune absorber frequencies) so we concentrate on the latter.  

Fig. 6a. log10(ki) vs. i for chain-structured FBVA 
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The key properties of semi-active absorption are (i) the extent to which the absorber frequencies can be 
modified, (ii) the rate at which they can be modified and (iii) the degree to which different absorber 
frequencies may be modified independently. In the class of cases of interest here (quasi-periodic 
excitation), there is no call for independent control of different absorber frequencies. 
We illustrate semi-active absorption by applying the force f(t) to a simple SDoF primary structure 
comprising mass 10 kg and stiffness 1000 N/m over a period of 800 seconds.  

( ) ( ) ( )( )4/cos40010wheresin 80
1 tpttf +−−== θθ &  (33) 

Initially we set p=0 and then f(t) is “sinusoidal” with a frequency which varies linearly from 5 rad/s to 10 
rad/s and back again. Subsequently, we set p=0.4 rad/s which adds some frequency “dither”. Three cases 
of vibration absorption are considered: (i) no absorption, (ii) a semi-active SDoF absorber of mass 2 kg 
which is tuned to ( )40010 80

1 −− t and (iii) a semi-active FBVA with total mass 2kg tuned to have a centre 
frequency ( )40010 80

1 −− t and a band-width of 0.8 rad/s.  Figures 7a – 7c show the envelopes of 
magnitudes of the primary system mass. In each case the red curve is the outcome when p=0, (no 
frequency dither) and the blue curve applies when p=0.4 rad/s.  
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The outcomes are mostly consistent with expectation. Firstly, the primary structure without absorption 
responds with peak amplitude much higher than that obtained with absorption – around 20 times higher. 
Secondly, the adaptively tuned SDoF behaves better than the adaptively-tuned FBVA when there is no 
frequency dither present. The ratio here is around 1.4. Thirdly, and most importantly, the FBVA behaves 
rather better than the SDoF system when there is frequency dither present. The ratio is again around 1.4.  

4 A Renewable-Energy Application with Quasi-Periodic Excitation 

In terms of wind-turbine economics, “larger is better”. Large diameter machines tap into a higher mean 
wind-speed and require a smaller proportion of total cost for installation and maintenance. Consideration 
of the scaling laws for wind-turbines shows that (a) the main-shaft torque rises in proportion to D3 (where 
D is turbine tip-diameter) and (b) that gravitational forces dominate over aerodynamic forces for large D.  

The cost of gearboxes or direct-driven generators rises with input torque (∝ D3) but the value of a wind-
turbine is proportional only to D2. Evidently, as diameter increases further, some fundamental change in 
the nature of wind-turbine power-extraction is inevitable. One suggestion is that the power extracted from 
the wind in very large turbines might be converted within the turbine rotor itself by allowing free-moving 
masses within the blades of the turbine to travel relative to the blade under the influence of gravity as 
Figure 8a illustrates. The motion of the masses relative to the blade can be converted into some 
transportable power in numerous different ways but one obvious way, considered here, is to allow the 
masses to be pistons and to extract their energy in the form of compressed air. 

400  600  0   200 
Fig. 7a. Primary structure only Fig. 7b. With adaptive SDoF abs. 

Time (s) → Time (s) → Time (s) → 
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Fig. 7c. With adaptive FBVA. 
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The concept is illustrated by a 200m tip-diameter 4-blade machine with rated wind-speed 15m/s and rated 
power 18MW. This turbine has a mass (piston) of 55,000kg in each blade. The centre of gravity of this 
piston is capable of falling from a radius of 85m to a radius of 20m. The pistons in diametrically-opposite 
blades are connected by stiff ties such that the effect of centrifugal force on the piston in the rising blade is 
alleviated. Rated rotational speed of the machine is 0.540 rad/s – meaning that it takes 11.64 seconds to 
complete a single cycle. When the wind-speed is equal to rated wind-speed (15 m/s) or above, the machine 
turns at 0.54 rad/s except that in very strong winds, the turbine shuts down (like all turbines). The energy 
converted in each half-cycle of the blade is 26.22 MJ and if the pressure-ratio is 70:1, then the volume of 
new atmospheric air compressed and discharged in each half-cycle (per blade) should be 31.62 m2.  
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If the pistons in two diametrically-opposite blades are considered together, the centrifugal acceleration 
associated with the centre of mass has a maximum of 0.5 × (85 – 20) × 0.542  = 9.477 m/s2. Evidently, the 
pair of masses will at least begin to commutate naturally. However, the net inward acceleration is too 
small to cause the pistons to travel 65m in under 5 seconds. To assist in the extraction of energy, high-
pressure air is re-inducted to accelerate a pair of pistons away from the “high” position in their half-cycle. 
In the present case, a cylinder internal cross-sectional-area of 0.548 m2 is selected. High pressure air is re-
inducted. Figure 8b presents the radial velocity profile of a piston CoG falling from its maximum radius of 
85m (starting at 60° before top-dead-centre) to its minimum radius of 20m (at 78.3° after top-dead-centre). 
Dashed lines indicate where induction of high pressure air ends and where expulsion begins. During the 
induction and expulsion phases, piston accelerations of around 7g are obtained. At these times, there is a 
high net horizontal force applied to the rotor hub. If this is not largely absorbed within the rotor, it will 
cause large stresses in the main bearing and will also excite the tower substantially. Figure 9a shows the 
trajectory of the centre of mass of the movable pistons (cycled 4 times per rotor revolution) and Figure 9b 
shows the plot of horizontal force which would be exerted on the tower over one rotor revolution. 
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A reduced-dimension model of the tower (including the main rotor mass) takes the following form: 

ξ η 

α 

Fig. 8a.  Energy conversion within the blades.  Fig. 8b.  Radial Piston Velocity (m/s).  
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The first degree of freedom here coincides exactly with the horizontal translation of the main turbine shaft. 
Craig-Bampton reduction was used. The natural frequencies are 0.2679 Hz, 1.6701 Hz and 4.7647 Hz. Of 
the 1092 tonnes of mass associated with lateral movement of main-shaft, 691 tonnes belong to the rotor. 
The fundamental forcing frequency is 0.34377 Hz (four times rotational frequency). Table 2 gives the 
magnitudes of the first five forcing harmonics together with the magnitudes of displacement response.  
  

 i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 

Frequency (Hz) 0.34377 0.68754 1.03132 1.37510 1.71887 

Force Harm. Magn. (MN) 1.7165 2.1481 1.0217 1.0573 0.73642 

Disp. Harm. Magn. (m) 0.84869 0.11955 0.02136 0.00880 0.02278 

Brng. Force Harmonics (MN) 1.0185 0.6071 0.4021 0.6034 1.0990 

Table 2: Magnitudes of harmonics of horizontal forcing, displacement & bearing reaction. 

We now consider an FBVA applied to this. The FBVA is allowed a total mass of 108 tonnes and this mass 
is split between the 5 harmonics in the proportions 5:3:2:3:5. In the initial FBVA design, 3 SDoF 
absorbers with masses are dedicated to each harmonic, at frequencies of 99%, 100%, 101% of the nominal 
harmonic.  A value ωdamp=80 rad/s is chosen throughout. Table 3 summarises the SDoF absorber masses 
used and Fig. 10 shows the tower response to unit horizontal excitation with and without the FBVA.  

 

Harm m1(kg) m2(kg) m3(kg) 

1 4000 11000 15000 

2 3000 6000 9000 

3 2000 4000 6000 

4 3000 6000 9000 

5 8000 10000 12000 

 
  
The effectiveness of the absorbers in this case is quite limited except at the fifth harmonic where a 
reduction by a factor greater than 4 has occurred. In the vicinity of fundamental frequency, reductions of a 
factor of around 2 are found. The resonance frequencies in this vicinity could be smoothed out with higher 
damping but the presence of some frequency dither would have this effect automatically. With additions 
of mass which are (at most) <3% of the total tower-top mass, only modest reductions can be expected if 
±1% of frequency “dither” is to be managed. The capability to adapt the absorber could be provided 
conveniently here using air-springs. This FBVA can be transformed into a chain-structured form. The 
sequence of masses then begins as: 63315kg, 18402kg, 11989kg, 6700.4kg, 3016.0kg, 4472.8kg, 
88.676kg, 6.2029kg, 4.1562kg, 3.9073kg, 1.0805kg. The remaining five masses are less than 1kg and the 
final mass is only 0.194 gr. 

Table 3.  SDoF Absorber masses. Fig. 10. Tower-top response with and without absorbers 
9
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5

1 × 10–6 

1 × 10–8 
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5 A Second Renewable-Energy Applicatn and Non-Linear Absorbers 

One possible means of extracting tidal power is to harvest that power also in the form of compressed air. 
Rotary machines are possible but because tidal flows are slow and because the same “optimal tip-speed 
ratio” concept applies to wind-turbines and water-turbines, rotational speeds are correspondingly slow. A 
very old engineering concept (the hydraulic ram pioneered by Joseph Montgolfier in 1796) finds new life 
here as the tidal ram. The hydraulic ram operates by allowing a column of water to accumulate velocity in 
a fixed and rigid tube and then closing a valve suddenly. The kinetic energy of the contained moving 
water is then converted into potential energy – usually by compressing a fixed volume of air – and this 
potential energy can then be exploited to drive a quantity of water up to a height much larger than the 
original head. The hydraulic ram requires some key customizations to become suited to tidal applications: 
(a)  it must be self-starting, (b) it must deal with a range of flow speeds (the highest of which will be 
around 3m/s), (c) it must compress air directly (rather than propelling water up to a height), (d) for 
economic reasons it must be realizable at scales where many tonnes of moving water are decelerated 
within the tube, (e) it must be installed in such a way that it can extract energy from both directions of a 
fully-reversing flow and (f) the oscillatory component of the net force exerted by the water on the device 
must be reacted internally within the device – some kind of vibration absorption is intrinsically required. 
The imperative for (f) is obvious only when (d) and (e) are considered together. Consideration (e) means 
that the device must be tethered to a fixed mooring point and held elevated by some buoyant provisions 
breaking the sea surface and consideration (d) then indicates that the cost of the mooring point will be very 
large if the oscillatory forces are to be transferred to the sea-bed. Figure 11a shows a schematic of a 
possible design for one tidal ram. The blue curve (comprising three near-straight segments) in Figure 11b 
shows a typical force-pulse exerted on the device when the main water valve (7) is closed. The red curve 
is a linear combination of the functions {sin(π(t–t0)/TI), sin(3π(t–t0) π /TI), sin(5π(t–t0)/TI), sin(7π(t–t0)/TI), 
sin(9π(t–t0)/TI) } with t0=0.02s and TI=0.428s and it approximates the blue curve.  
   

       0
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The contained water column has 2m diameter and 7m long. Its velocity when valve closes is 5m/s. The 
energy extracted in one pulse is 280kJ. This energy can compress an initial volume of 3.77 m2 of air up to 
2 bar and discharge it into a high pressure reservoir. A flow-concentrator at the front (only partly shown) 
has an effective mouth area of 80m2 (~5m radius). At a full tidal flow of 3m/s, the device will pulse with 
frequency 0.511 Hz. In flows of {2.8, 2.6, 2.4, 2.2, 2.0} (m/s) it will pulse at frequencies of {0.378, 0.233, 
0.114, 0.040, 0.013} (Hz) respectively. It does not operate at all for flows below 2.0 m/s.  
Each individual pulse is identical and even at the fastest pulsing rate of 0.511 Hz, the duration of the force 
pulse, 0.428 s, is significantly shorter than even the shortest periodic time of 1.95s. This feature inherently 
lends itself to some form of non-linear absorption where the vibration absorption focuses on reacting the 
individual pulses in turn rather than focusing on the trying to suppress harmonics in the frequency domain. 
The energy-pumping ideas of Vakakis and co-workers [6],[7] provide one potentially-promising solution. 

Fig. 11a.   One implementation of Tidal Ram. Fig. 11b. Force pulse at valve closure 

 300 kN 

 200 kN 

 100 kN 

Time (s) → 

0 0.2 0.4
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A different approach is adopted here. Item (14) of Fig. 11a schematically indicates a linear dynamic 
subsystem which may be caused to impinge on the main body of the tidal ram at point (16) at around the 
same instant that the main valve closes. Some restoring provision represented (inaccurately) by (15) 
reverses the velocity of this linear subsystem after an impingement without deforming it. The core concept 
here is that the subsystem has no internal strain energy before an impingement or after it – we require it to 
bounce off point (16) in such a way that if all initial velocities of the component masses were identical 
before impingement, then they would also be identical afterwards – all reversed by the impingement.  
The equivalence classes of absorbers provide the perfect resource. The linear subsystem has the chain-
structure form of Fig. 4. The requirement for perfect bounce is very simply expressed: all resonances of 
the structure (with qx=0) must be odd multiples of the lowest resonance, fn1 (= (0.5/0.4275) Hz here). We 
represent the absorber first in the canonical form of five parallel SDoF absorbers with resonances of 
1.1905 Hz × {1,3,5,7,9}. Total mass is chosen such that the water column momentum can be reacted 
without very large velocity changes. Individual SDoF masses are proportional to the multipliers of the 
sinusoidal functions listed above Fig. 11: {65.59, 14.24, 4.923, 4.217, 5.027} tonnes respectively. 
Provided that the valve-closure is synchronized properly with the absorber impacts, the smooth force pulse 
of Fig. 11b is provided by the absorber as a reaction to the force pulse exerted by the water.   

6 Conclusions 

This paper introduces flat-band vibration absorbers – linear absorber subsystems which present an 
additional dynamic stiffness to primary structure which is high and relatively-constant over a frequency 
band. Through the concept of equivalence of vibration absorbers, it shows how these may be designed as 
multiplicities of parallel SDoF absorbers and transformed subsequently into chain structure. A set of these 
is illustrated for the case of a large wind-turbine with integral air compression in its rotor. It then considers 
non-linear absorbers for reacting shaped impulses – motivated by the application of a very simple tidal-
powered compressor. The equivalence classes for vibration absorbers enables suitable bouncing counter-
measures to be designed directly.  
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Abstract
An adaptive tuned vibration absorber (ATVA) can be used to suppress unwanted vibrations. If the excitation
frequency is time harmonic but the frequency drifts with time it is desirable to retune the absorber so that
the natural frequency of the absorber always coincides with the excitation frequency. One way of achieving
this is to adjust the stiffness of the ATVA in real-time. This can be attained by integrating a control system
with the ATVA so that its stiffness can be continuously adjusted. In this study, the ATVA was designed as a
three-layer beam with Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluid in the middle layer. By altering the magnetic field
applied to the fluid, the shear stiffness of the ATVA can be varied. A control algorithm is implemented. The
control aims to drive the cosine of phase angle between the velocities of the host structure and the ATVA to
zero. Computer simulation and experimental results demonstrate that this ATVA is able to retune itself and
can maintain the tuned condition within a reasonably wide frequency range.

1 Introduction

The tuned vibration absorber (TVA) was developed early in the 20th century [1]. Since its development, it
has been used widely for vibration suppression. The TVA adds damping and a large impedance to the host
structure at the point of attachment [2]. The latter aims to suppress vibration at a specific forcing frequency.
This can be achieved when the natural frequency of the absorber is tuned to the disturbance frequency.
However, this will introduce two resonance peaks below and above the forcing frequency. Thus the TVA
must be properly tuned to be effective. If the excitation frequency changes with time, the conventional TVA
is not effective and can possibly increase the vibration of the host structure. To overcome this problem, an
adaptive tuned vibration absorber (ATVA) might be used. An ATVA is capable of being tuned over a range
of frequencies and can retune itself in real time. One way of tuning an ATVA is changing its stiffness. A
review of such ATVAs is given by Brennan [3]. The self-tuning of an ATVA can be attained by integrating it
with a control system.

The control of the ATVA has been presented in many studies. One of the control algorithms involves uti-
lizing the phase between the accelerations or velocities of the absorber mass and the host structure. As the
tuned condition of the undamped ATVA occurs when this relative phase is 90◦, the controller employs the
cosine of this relative phase (cosφ) as an error signal and aims to drive this signal to zero. Various control
laws, i.e. proportional (P), proportional-plus-derivative (PD) and fuzzy control, have been studied using this
technique. Kidner and Brennan [4] applied the simple P control and the fuzzy control to a beam-like neutral-
izer, whose stiffness can be varied by changing the beam geometries. The performances of two controllers
were reported and compared. Although both controllers worked effectively, the fuzzy control gave better
performance, i.e. smaller steady state error. Later on, Rustighi et al [5] investigated the performance of four
different controllers, i.e. non-linear P, non-linear PD, fuzzy and continuous controllers. These controllers
were implemented on a shape memory alloy ATVA and the PD controller showed the best performance. One
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of the reasons for this is the presence of the derivative term. This term improves the stability of the system
by adding damping to the controller. This PD controller was also successfully applied to the variable shape
ATVA presented in [6].

Although ways of changing stiffness have been studied, the challenge is to change it in real-time. Magneto-
Rheological (MR) fluids might overcome this challenge because their properties have a fast response to a
change in magnetic field. Lately, absorbers exploiting MR fluids as a variable stiffness element have been
developed. Ginder et al. [7] and Deng et al. [8] designed a TVA using an MR elastomer. In [7] the TVA is a
mass-spring system placed in the air gap of a U-shaped steel base. The mass is connected to the base through
an MR elastomer, which behaves as a spring. The stiffness is changed by altering the magnetic field generated
by the coil wound around one arm of the steel base. The TVA showed a variation of the natural frequency
of about 22%. The absorber in [8] has a similar shape to that in [7], but its relative natural frequency can
be changed up to 147%. Instead of using an MR elastomer, Albanese and Cunefare [9] employed MR
silicone gel as a variable stiffness spring placed in the small air gap of a steel toroid. By changing the current
flowing through the coil placed around the toroid, the stiffness and hence the natural frequency is changed.
However the self-tuning behaviour of the absorbers shown in [7–9] has not been investigated. Also, the steel
base configuration is usually large and heavy; as a result, its application might be limited to only large host
structures. In this paper, an alternative design, which is a beam-like TVA integrated with a control system, is
presented to address this limitation and to demonstrate the real-time control of the stiffness of an MR ATVA.

Following this introduction, the design of a beam-like MR ATVA, whose tuned frequency is changed with
the application of a magnetic field, is discussed. Section 3 presents the control algorithm and the control
law used to maintain the tuned conditions of the MR ATVA. The computer simulations of the MR ATVA
integrated with the control system are presented in section 4. The performance of the control system is
verified experimentally in section 5. Finally, section 6 contains the conclusions.

2 The MR Adaptive Tuned Vibration Absorber

The MR ATVA was designed as a three-layer beam shown in Figure 1. The outer layers were designed
to support bending and were made of perspex. The top and bottom layers have the same dimensions and
material properties as shown in Figure 1(b). The outer parts of the core were filled with a hydrocarbon-
based MR fluid (MRF-140CG, LORD Corporation) and the inner parts were air gaps. The MR ATVA
utilizes MR fluid as an adaptive shear stiffness element. Since the shear properties of MR fluid change
in response to an applied magnetic field, the ATVA can be tuned by varying the magnetic field across the
core, and hence altering the shear stiffness of the device. The centre of the MR ATVA was designed to be
attached to the host structure. Hence there was small piece of perspex in the centre of the device, where
there was a small threaded hole for a stud that was used to fasten the beam to the host structure. Two sets of
electromagnets were attached to the two ends of the beam in order to supply the magnetic field to the fluid.
Each electromagnet was a coil of 170 turns of wire wound around a U-shape piece of mild steel as shown in
Figure 2. One set comprises two small electromagnets one of which is attached to the top layer and the other
to the bottom layer. To obtain a strong magnetic field, each set of electromagnets was designed as a closed
loop magnetic circuit consisting of steel paths and the gap containing MR fluid. The wire is connected to a
current source. A magnetic field can be generated by passing a current through this wire.

The MR ATVA considered in this work behaves as a beam-like ATVA attached at its centre to the host
structure. It is excited by a harmonic force at the point of attachment and behaves as free-free beam whose
two sides are symmetrical. If considering only the first mode of vibration, the beam-like ATVA can be
approximated by a classical mass-spring two degrees of freedom (dof) system, which is a mass-spring-
damper combination attached to the mass-like host structure. This simplified model is presented in many
studies [4–6] and is used for the numerical simulations in this work.

The vibration of the MR ATVA was analysed using the finite element (FE) method as described in [11]. The
characteristics of the MR ATVA were experimentally investigated. The experimental procedure and set up
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: MR ATVA. (a) Photograph of MR ATVA attached to a shaker through an impedance head.
(b) Sketch and dimensions of MR ATVA.

Figure 2: Electromagnets shown in Figure 1 (not to scale): --- magnetic flux generated by
current flowing through the wire.

Tunable range

Figure 3: Measured accelerance of the MR ATVA: — I = 0 A; --- I = 646 mA.
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are described in [11]. The experiment aimed to measure the point acclerance of the MR ATVA at different
levels of current I and hence various magnetic field strengths. Two results (I = 0 A and I = 646 mA) are
shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that as I increases the tuned frequency, i.e. the frequency when the FRF is
minimum, increases because the shear modulus of MR fluid, and hence the effective stiffness of the ATVA
increases. The MR ATVA can produce up to 40% change in tuned frequency, i.e. between 106 and 149 Hz.

3 Control System

The control system presented here is an adaptive-passive control which is based on the control strategy
presented in [5]. This control strategy, like classical feedback or close-loop control, utilizes the error signal,
which is cosφ, as the input to the control law. The control law in the classical feedback control produces a
control signal to drive the actuator [10], but the control signal in the adaptive-passive control here, which is
the current I applied to electromagnets of the MR ATVA, is used to change the shear stiffness of the ATVA
instead. The control law used in this work is a non-linear discrete time PD controller, which is designed to
update the control current every Tc seconds, and is given by [5]

In+1 = In − [P (en + e3
n + e5

n) + Ddn] (1)

and
dn =

en − en−2

2Tc
(2)

where In and en are the control current and the error signal at the nth time step respectively, and P and D
are the control constants. The error signal, cosφ, is defined in [5] as

cosφ =
2

Tc|Ẋ||Ẏ |

∫ Tc

0
ẋẏ dt (3)

where φ is phase between the velocity of the absorber mass, ẋ, and that of the host structure, ẏ. Here Ẋ and
Ẏ are the amplitudes of the velocities ẋ and ẏ respectively, and are given by

Ẋ =
π

2T

∫ T

0
|ẋ(t)| dt, Ẏ =

π

2T

∫ T

0
|ẏ(t)| dt (4)

where T = 2π/ω and ω is the excitation frequency in rad/s. As can be seen from equation 3, the controller
requires two signals, which are the velocities of the host structure mass and the ATVA mass, to produce the
error signal.

4 Simulations

Computer simulations were performed to study the self-tuning behaviour of the MR ATVA. The combined
ATVA and control system were modelled in MATLABr with SIMULINKr. As discussed previously, the
ATVA was modelled as 2dof system, whose equations of motion are

m1ẍ + ca(ẋ− ẏ) + ka(x− y) = fe (5)

maÿ + ca(ẏ − ẋ) + ka(y − x) = 0 (6)

where fe is the external force, ka is the stiffness of the ATVA, m1,ma, and ca are defined in Table 1. The
stiffness of the MR ATVA was obtained from the tests conducted in [11]. This stiffness was determined from
the measured tuned frequency (ω2

a = ka/ma), which is a function of the storage modulus G′ of the MR
fluid. It was found that ka increases linearly with G′ and was modelled empirically as

ka = 0.0016 G′ + 6344. (7)
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Mass of the host structure m1 0.0216 kg
Mass of the MR ATVA ma 0.0141 kg
Viscous damping of the MR ATVA ca 1.2208 kg s−1

Table 1: Parameters of the 2dof system of the MR ATVA.

Permeability of the vacuum µ0 4π × 10−7 H/m
Relative permeability of the mild steel µs 1000 [12]
Relative permeability of the MR fluid µm 9 [13]
Area of ATVA over which the magnetic field is applied A 4.10× 10−5 m2

Cross-sectional areas of the steel path 1 As1 3.46× 10−6 m2

Cross-sectional areas of the steel path 2 As2 1.26× 10−5 m2

Cross-sectional areas of the MR gap Am 1.26× 10−5 m2

Length of the steel path 1 Ls1 11.7× 10−3 m
Length of the steel path 2 Ls2 0.86× 10−3 m
Length of the MR gap Lm 2.94× 10−3 m

Table 2: Electromagnet properties.

The pre-yield storage modulus of MR fluid used in this work was measured using a parallel-plate rheome-
ter [11]. The measured storage modulus changes gradually when the applied magnetic field is small and
rapidly increases at moderate magnetic field, and then tends to a constant at very high magnetic field. It can
be described empirically by a function of the form [11]

G′ = 2470 + (4.33× 106 − 2470)(1− e−47.3B2
). (8)

This model was obtained by fitting the exponential function to the experimental data using a least square
fitting method. Here B is the magnetic flux density across the MR fluid in the core of the ATVA beam, and
is generated by the electromagnets attached to the top and bottom layers of the beam. The mean flux density
is a function of the current I passing through the wire of electromagnets, and is given by [11]

B =
NI

A

(
Ls1

µ0µsAs1
+ 2 Ls2

µ0µsAs2
+ Lm

µ0µmAm

) (9)

where µ0, µs, µm, A,Am, As, Lm, Ls1 and Ls2 are defined in Table 2.

Simulations were conducted using the models in equations (5)-(9) and the control law shown in equation (1).
The ability of the MR ATVA to retune itself to track the change in forcing frequency was simulated. As
shown in Figure 3, the tunable range of the MR ATVA was between 106 and 149 Hz, which corresponded to
currents of 0 to 646 mA in the electromagnets. In the simulations, the MR ATVA was subjected to variable
frequency excitation within this range. An example is shown in Figure 4(a). The ATVA was excited at 108
Hz for 5 s and then the forcing frequency increases linearly in 5 s from 108 Hz to 146 Hz, where it remains
for the next 5 s.

The results of two simulations, without and with control, are shown in Figure 4. The acceleration a1 of the
host structure mass without the control implemented, i.e. the current to the electromagnets is zero, is shown
in Figure 4(b). It can be seen that the minimum value of a1 occurs at 108 Hz when the excitation frequency
is close to the tuned frequency. The magnitude of a1 starts to increase when the ramp change of frequencies
starts at t = 5 s, and a1 increases with increasing forcing frequency. With the control system implemented,
the current supplied to the electromagnet was updated every 0.1 s to maintain the tuned condition by driving
cosφ as close as possible to zero as shown in Figure 4(d) (solid line). This resulted in maintaining the
magnitude of a1 close to the minimum value throughout the tunable range as shown in Figure 4(c). The
control signal, i.e. the current I , is shown in Figure 4(e). This simulation demonstrates that the control
system and ATVA can successfully track a changing frequency.
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Figure 4: Simulated results: (a) excitation frequency; (b) uncontrolled host structure acceleration;
(c) controlled host structure acceleration; (d) cosφ; (e) current applied to electromagnet:

— with and --- without control.

5 Experiments

Experiments were conducted to investigate the performance of the real-time control of the MR ATVA. The
control system was implemented in MATLABr with SIMULINKr using the Real Time Workshop and
Real Time Windows Target. The controller could communicate with the MR ATVA via an I/O board (NI,
PCI-MIO-16E-4). A sample frequency of 2kHz was used. The controller required the velocities of the
host structure and the ATVA as inputs and provided the current as the output to electromagnets of the MR
ATVA through a Lambda power supply model ZUP 10-20. The acceleration of the host structure mass was
measured at the point where the MR ATVA was attached to the shaker and the velocity of the ATVA mass
was measured at one end of the ATVA beam. The experimental set-up is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Experimental set-up to verify the real-time control (self-tuning) of MR ATVA.

The centre point of the MR ATVA was attached to a LDS shaker model V201 through an impedance head
model PCB 288D01. The PC acted as a signal generator, generating an input signal to drive the shaker
through an I/O board, a Kemo analog low pass filter model VBF 23, a Cambridge audio model A1 Integrated
amplifier, and an ammeter. The acceleration and input force at the attachment point were measured by the
impedance head. A Polytec laser vibrometer model OFV 3001 S was used to measure velocity at one end
of the beam. All three measured signals were input to the PC via a Kemo analog anti alias low pass filters
model VBF 8 and the I/O board. The measured acceleration was integrated using the integrator function in
Simulink to obtain the velocity of the mass-like host structure.

The behaviour of the MR ATVA without the control system, i.e. no current applied to the electromagnets
was investigated first. The MR ATVA was subjected to the excitation whose frequency varied between 108
and 146 Hz as shown in figure 6(a). This range was selected such that the control current was varied between
0 and 650 mA. Figure 6(b) shows the acceleration a1, which has the same trend as found in the simulation.
Unlike the simulation, the measured force shown in figure 6(c) is not constant throughout the tunable range
because of the low mechanical impedance of the shaker used. The accelerance, a1/f , was determined from
the envelopes of the measured acceleration and force as shown in figure 6(d). The envelopes were found by
taking the Hilbert transforms, finding the magnitude of resulting signal and low pass filtering. It can be seen
that a1/f is minimum when cosφ (figure 6(e)) is close to zero and a1/f increases when cosφ is further from
zero. Hence it is the objective of the control system to maintain cosφ as close as possible to zero.

The MR ATVA with the control system was then investigated. The MR ATVA was subjected to a step input
with control effective from t = 0 as shown in Figure 7(a). It can be seen from Figures 7(d-f) that at t = 0
s, when no current was in electromagnets, the controller smoothly tuned the ATVA to match the forcing
frequency of 108 Hz and maintained the minimum amplitude of the response until the forcing frequency was
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stepped up to 146 Hz at t = 5 s. At this time, the amplitude of the accelerance started to increase and cosφ
was further from zero, but meanwhile the controller attempted to drive cosφ to zero by increasing the current
applied to electromagnets. As a result, the amplitude of the response was bought down and maintained at
the steady state value, which was well below the uncontrolled level throughout the tunable range as shown
in Figure 7(d). There are time delays in reaching the steady state value. The time delays here are indicated
by the settling time Ts, which the response requires to settle within 10% of the steady state value. These
delays are a combination of the control algorithm delays and the dynamic delays. The control algorithm
delays might be caused by the increment time Tc that controller updates the output current. Also the control
constants (P and D) may cause delays. The computational cost is generally small and negligible. The
dynamic delays are due to the MR fluid response, the electric circuit response, and the vibration decay time
associated with changing the dynamic properties of the MR ATVA. All these delays are added up and gives
the settling time Ts ∼ 0.3 s when Tc = 0.06, P = 0.05 and D = 0.004. It can be seen from Figure 7(d) that
this ATVA can achieve the vibration reduction of 17 dB approximately. However, the vibration attenuation
can be improved by increasing the ratio of the ATVA mass to the host structure mass [14].

Three experiments were conducted to investigate how the transient step response can be altered by the time
increment Tc. For these tests only Tc are varied, while the same MR ATVA is used and the control constants
(P and D) are fixed. Figures 8(a-c) show the responses a1, which were obtained by updating the stiffness
of the MR ATVA every 0.1, 0.06, and 0.01 s respectively. These responses were the results of the step input
shown in Figure 7(a). It can be seen from Figures 8(a-c) that Tc dominates the adaptive ability of the MR
ATVA. The smaller Tc gives better performance, i.e. shorter settling time. However when Tc is too small,
i.e. when updated every 0.01 s, the response oscillates around the steady state value. This oscillation also
happens to cosφ and the control current as shown in Figures 8(e-f). Hence Tc = 0.06 is suitable for this
system. From Figure 8(d), it can be seen that all responses reach the same steady state value.

The effects of the controller gain P on the transient step response were also investigated. The MR ATVA
was subjected to the same excitation as in the previous experiments, but the constant D was set as 0 and
Tc = 0.06. As can be seen from Figures 9(a-c) that when the controller makes smaller adjustments, i.e.
smaller gain P , the controller takes a longer time to drive the magnitude a1 to the steady state. However,
various gains P have no effect on the steady state value as shown in Figure 9(d). The error signal cosφ and
the control current I are shown in Figures 9(e) and 9(f) respectively. It can be seen that when P increases,
cosφ and I become increasingly oscillatory.

The final investigation is to observe the responses of the MR ATVA to the frequency ramp input. Two
experiments were conducted with values of P = 0.05, D = 0.004 and Tc = 0.06 being used. Figures 10
and 11 show the responses to the rate of change of frequency of 38 and 7.6 Hz/s respectively. It can be
seen that the MR ATVA was effectively tuned to track the change in forcing frequency and its performance
was even better when the rate of frequency change is slower. As can be seen from Figure 10(b) that when
the forcing frequency ramps immediately, some dynamics of the response change clearly during the ramp
period, while this behaviour does not happen in Figure 11(b), when the forcing frequency is changed slowly.
It also shows in Figures 10(e-f) and Figures 11(e-f) that when the rate of frequency change decreases, cosφ
and I were updated more smoothly.

6 Conclusions

In this paper the design of an MR ATVA has been presented. The MR ATVA is a three-layer beam containing
two elastic layers with MR fluid in the central core. This device behaves as a beam-like ATVA whose centre
is attached to the host structure. Its shear stiffness is changed by varying the magnetic field across the core,
which changes the shear modulus of the MR fluid in the core, and hence the tuned frequency of the device.
The magnetic field can be changed by altering the current applied to the electromagnets attached to the beam.

The self-tuning behaviour of the MR ATVA was investigated by both computer simulations and experiments.
Non-linear PD control was employed to tune the stiffness of the MR ATVA in real-time by driving the cosine
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of the phase between velocities of the host structure mass and the ATVA mass to zero, by changing the
current feed to the electromagnets of the ATVA.

Experiments on the real-time control of the MR ATVA subjected to step and ramp excitations were con-
ducted. The experimental results showed that in all tests, the MR ATVA was effective at re-tuning itself to
maintain the minimum level of the vibration of the host structure throughout the tunable range. The results
also showed that this MR ATVA has potential to reduce vibration of the host structure up to 17 dB.

The effects of the time increment Tc and the controller constant P on the step response and settling time were
also investigated. It has been shown that increasing P leads to shorter settling time, whereas decreasing P
leads to less oscillation of cosφ. However the time increment Tc shows the opposite trend. If Tc is increased,
the settling time increases but the oscillation decreases.
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Figure 6: Experimental results of ATVA without control: (a) excitation frequency;
(b) host structure acceleration; (c) force; (d) host structure accelerance;

(e) cosφ; (f) current applied to the electromagnets.
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Figure 7: Experimental results of ATVA with the control system for step excitation: (a) excitation frequency;
(b) host structure acceleration; (c) force; (d) host structure accelerance; (e) cosφ; (f) current applied to

electromagnets. P = 0.05, D = 0.004, Tc = 0.06; — with and --- without control.
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Figure 8: Measured response of ATVA with the control system for variable time increment Tc:
(a) Tc = 0.1 s; (b) Tc = 0.06 s; (c) Tc = 0.01 s; (d) a1/f ; (e) cosφ; (f) current I .

P = 0.05, D = 0.004; — Tc = 0.01 s; --- Tc = 0.06 s; · · · Tc = 0.1 s.
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Figure 9: Measured response of ATVA with the control system for variable controller constant P :
(a) P = 0.04; (b) P = 0.03; (c) P = 0.02; (d) a1/f ; (e) cosφ; (f) current I .

D = 0, Tc = 0.06 s; · · · P = 0.04; — P = 0.03; --- P = 0.02.
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Figure 10: Experimental results of ATVA with the control system for tracking a frequency change of 38
Hz/s: (a) excitation; (b) host structure acceleration; (c) force; (d) host structure accelerance; (e) cosφ;

(f) current applied to electromagnets. P = 0.05, D = 0.004, Tc = 0.06;
— with and --- without control.
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Figure 11: Experimental results of ATVA with the control system for tracking a frequency change of 7.6
Hz/s: (a) excitation; (b) host structure acceleration; (c) force; (d) host structure accelerance; (e) cosφ;

(f) current applied to electromagnets. P = 0.05, D = 0.004, Tc = 0.06;
— with and --- without control.
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Abstract
The mounting points of engines and aggregates are the primary path for coupling vibrations to the ship fuse-
lage or to the vehicle chassis. Passive vibration reduction methods like elastomer dampers or tuned vibration
absorbers are limited in their overall reduction performance or the variability of the operating frequency.
Therefore an additional active vibration control system is designed to further decrease the vibrations which
are induced to the surrounding at different rotational speeds of the engine. The setup used for the design flow
of the exemplary control system of a marine engine mount consists of an experimental rig with a partition of
the fuselage of the ship and the full-scale engine loaded by an electric output machine. The four mounts are
modified by using piezoelectric stack actuators. Accelerometers at the mount points are installed as sensors
for the disturbance signal and an inductive sensor at the crank shaft serves as sensor for the rotational speed
measurement.
The control system is implemented and tested on a Rapid Control Prototyping system as a Multiple-Input-
Multiple-Output (MIMO) Filtered-Reference-Least-Mean-Squares (FxLMS) algorithm which uses the rota-
tional speed signal as reference for the generation of the actuator signal. By the use of an adjustable oscillator
the control of several harmonics of the engine speed frequency is possible.
The design flow starts with the acquisition of the disturbance and rotation signals and the identification of
the sixteen control paths between the sensors and the actuators. The transfer functions of the control paths
provide a first insight to the structural dynamics of the system.
Based on these data a simulation of the control system is set up. Thus, the performance of the FxLMS algo-
rithm, its suitable parameters and the actuator voltages can be estimated in advance of the experiment. Test
runs of the experimental rig with varying engine speed are conducted. After the tests in the laboratory, the
active vibration control system is mounted to the vessel and final measurements during operation of the ship
are carried out.

1 Introduction

Many applications need some sort of a vibration reduction or vibration isolation, this is mostly the case
where forces are induced to sensitive equipment via a vibrating base or a vibrating part of an engine is cou-
pling forces to a susceptible structure. Traditionally this design task is solved by the use of passive dampers
like tuned vibration absorbers or elastomer dampers whereas this methods are limited in their performance
concerning the applicability in the low-frequency range, the variability of the attenuated frequency and the
counteracting forces which can be induced.
An alternative to extend this limitations is the utilization of active elements for the isolation or reduction of
the disturbing vibrations. Different approaches are utilisable for the activation of the engine mounts for ex-
ample by means of introducing piezoelectric stack actuators, applying additional forces with electrodynamic
shakers or by the use of inertial mass actuators at the mounting points. These active elements are then used in
conjunction with an appropriate control system to achieve a higher damping ratio of the mechanical structure
for example by the use of an active damping control concept or by the elimination of special harmonic com-
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ponents of the disturbance signal. This is done by the use of a feedforward control concept with a suitable
reference signal.
Different approaches have been investigated in the past for the active control of mounts, Anderson [1] for
example uses piezoelectric stack actuators and velocity sensors in conjunction with a FxLMS controller
whereas he compares the performance of the FxLMS to an augmented error algorithm. The application is
the isolation of a payload platform with six degrees of freedom for a space flight system. Both algorithms
achieved a transmission reduction of 40 dB at a stationary harmonic disturbance and with a SISO controller
applied to two of six active struts. Hillis [2] uses the combination of a passive hydraulic mount in combina-
tion with an integrated electromagnetic actuator for the control of an automotive engine mount. He compares
the performance of a narrowband FxLMS algorithm to an error-driven minimal controller synthesis (MCS)
algorithm which needs no secondary path model and therefore has an advantage regarding the computational
effort of the algorithm. FxLMS and MCS algorithm showed both a comparable performance on a single
active mount with slight advantages for the FxLMS algorithm and a total reduction between 6 dB and 20 dB.
Huang [3] uses external electrodynamic shakers for the active isolation of a flexible structure which is
mounted at four points to a base structure. Decentralized velocity feedback served as control law where
each actuator is driven independently by means of the closed control loop between the velocity sensor at
the mount point of the flexible structure and the actuator. Measured reductions of up to 20 dB at the reso-
nances and of up to 25 dB at the sum of the squared velocities could be achieved with this configuration.
The velocity feedback and force feedback control concepts which induce an active damping of the structure
are widely discussed in [4]. Yang [5] shows experimental results of the implementation of a two degree of
freedom (2DOF) controller which is formed of an H∞ robust feedback controller and a FxLMS feedforward
controller. The experiments were carried out on laboratory test stand with a single mount which consists of
a rubber part and an electromagnetic activated part which is used to induce the control forces. The compar-
ison showed that the 2DOF controller is performing better than the individual feedback and the individual
feedforward controller and achieves a reduction of up to 20 dB at a fixed tonal disturbance frequency.
The approach described in the following focuses on the usage of a feedforward implementation by means of
the FxLMS algorithm where different concepts and the basic algorithm are discussed in detail in [6, 7]. The
feedforward concept has been chosen because of the possibility to reduce specific harmonic components of
the disturbance signal and because of the availability of a reference signal which is well correlated to the
disturbance signal.
The paper targets the development of a complete control system for the active control of a marine engine
mount. Sec. 2 starts with an investigation of the problem by means of measurements at the ships fuselage,
the engine and the passive mounts under operational conditions. Parameters for the mechanical design are
derived from the measurements such as the necessary displacement of the actuators and an estimate for static
and dynamic forces and loads. This section also shows first simulations and as result an estimate of the con-
trol performance of the complete system. A short description of the experimental rig is given which has been
designed for a first evaluation of the active system. Conditions are nearly similar to the later application. For
a first draw a feedforward control concept for a single mounting point is investigated. Sec. 3 deals with the
mechanical design of the the active mount and the integration of the piezoceramic actuators. Sec. 4 presents
different control strategies for the active engine mount and compares the advantages and disadvantages of
the concepts. Three control concepts are shown which are in particular a Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO)
FxLMS algorithm which uses the sum of the sensor signals as error input, a configuration with multiple
SISO FxLMS algorithms where four independent FxLMS controllers for each mount are used and finally a
coupled MIMO FxLMS controller which uses the transfer paths between all actuators and sensors for gen-
eration of the optimal actuator signals. In Sec. 5 simulations based on acquired data of the experimental rig
are shown. The simulations use recorded sensor data for the disturbance and reference signals and identified
models of the control paths and give a good approximate of the required control parameters and the needed
actuator voltage for example. A comparison of the three concepts shown in Sec. 4 concerning their control
performance is shown. Sec. 6 shows results of the experimental rig and measurements with the complete
control system on the boat under operating conditions. The final Sec. 7 shows the next planned steps and
possible work areas for the future.
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2 General approach and derivation of the design parameters

For the demonstration of the active mount system a rescue ship manufactured by Fr. Lürssen Shipyard is
used. The main engine is a six cylinder diesel engine by Cummins (6TBA5.9-M3).
The general technical problem is described by a engine induced disturbance which is transmitting forces into
the base of a structure. By means of passive rubber elements between engine and base a passive isolation can
be achieved. As mentioned before to improve the traditional passive isolation system for instance an active
system can be installed. In this case an active interface system based on piezoceramic stack actuators should
be installed into the force flow between rubber element and base. An adaptive feedforward controller should
be implemented to control harmonic vibrations of the engine. For this purpose accelerometers shall be ap-
plied as error sensors at the base. To observe harmonic engine vibrations the engine speed will be measured
as reference signal. Therefore a piece of magnetic material shall be applied at the fly wheel mounted at the
crankshaft. Additionally a Hall sensor has to be installed near the fly wheel. A scheme of this configuration
is drawn in Fig. 1.

W(z)

reference

error signal

adaptive
feed forward

controller

actuator signal

=

tacho pulses

engine

hybrid
active
mount

base

Figure 1: Active mount system

To realize this system the active elements have to carry all the operational loads. This loads can be divided
into quasi-static loads and dynamic loads. In principle the static loads were known and should be confirmed
by experimental analysis. But for a proper active system design of course the dynamic parameters are of
interest. To acquire the data needed a measurement campaign at the original vessel is carried out. The vessel
is equipped with eight triaxial accelerometers (1-8) to measure vibrations at each mounting point respec-
tively above and below the passive engine mount. Additionally two laser sensors (L1 and L2) are installed
to determine the static displacements of the engine during operation (Fig. 2). The reference sensor is used to
measure the engine speed. For the characterisation of the interior noise two microphones are installed in the
engine room. All signals are acquired by using a 64-channel LMS Cada-X-system.
A sampling frequency of 4096 Hz is chosen for all experimental tests. Prior to the operational measurements
admittance analysis in three directions at all accelerometer positions are carried out to analyze the structural
dynamics of the system. For the operational tests at the baltic sea typical manoeuvres (e.g. slow run-up,
full load run-up, zigzag course, ...) are defined by Fr. Lürssen Shipyard. Resulting from the test campaign
several parameter for the design respectively for the simulation could be identified. Afterwards the static and
dynamic stiffness of the passive mounts are identified experimentally. Then the forces transmitted into the
vessel are computed by multiplying mount stiffness and difference of displacements.
To perform tests with interface prototypes, controller approaches and sensor concepts under laboratory con-
ditions an experimental rig is build up. This includes a modified segment of the hull structure of the vessel,
the original mount system and also the original engine, whereas the setup is shown in Fig. 4. The drive shaft
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is connected with an asynchronous generator which is able to simulate the characteristics of real loads pro-
duced by the propeller. Additionally a water cooling and an exhaust system are installed to drive the diesel
engine under laboratory conditions properly. A more detailed description about the experimental rig can be
found in [8].
To analyze the structural dynamics an experimental modal analysis of the segment of the vessel is carried
out. The summarized frequency response function shows several characteristic frequencies in the observed
frequency range with typical mode shapes (Fig. 3) like bending and torsion. Several eigenfrequencies are
located in the frequency range where the engine produces relevant disturbances. With respect to the small
damping of these modes structural durability problems of the welded aluminium hull structure may occur.
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Figure 3: Summarized frequency response and typical mode shape (No. 4; f = 133.7 Hz; ϑ = 0.019)

For the verification of the system parameters determined by the operational measurements a simplified sys-
tem simulation is set up. With respect to simulation complexity and time consumption it is assumed that the
mounts are independent from each other and disturbances will only act in vertical direction. These simplifi-
cations are leading to a simulation model (Fig. 6) including only the vertical path at one engine mount. The
structural dynamics of the engine is neglected because it is nearly independent from the forces produced by
the active system. This simplification makes it possible to use the measured velocity (integrated accelera-
tion) and the engine speed from the operational measurements to excite the simulation model. To model the
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hybrid active mount impedance based analytical formulations for the piezoceramic actuator (equation 1) and
for the passive mount (equation 2) are implemented [9].

Fp1 =
cp∆vp

jω
+ bp∆vp − d33cpnpUel (1)

The forces produced by the piezoceramic actuator Fp1 consist of the passive forces induced by the stiffness
cp and the damping bp and are amplified by the difference of the displacements ∆vp/(jω) respectively the
velocities ∆vp and the active forces. These forces are characterized by the piezoelectric coupling coefficient
d33 which is multiplied by the stiffness cp, the number of layers np, and the voltage Uel.

Fr1 =
cr∆vr

jω
+ br∆vr (2)

The forces of the passive mount Fr1 are induced by the stiffness cr and the damping br and are amplified by
the difference of the displacements ∆vr/(jω) respectively the velocities ∆vr.
To simulate the dynamic behaviour of the segment of the vessel the input admittance at the mounting point
is measured. Afterwards the admittance is identified by a modified equation error algorithm [10] in the
frequency range from 10− 500 Hz. A very well correspondence between measured and synthesized admit-
tance can be observed (Fig. 5 (a)). Resulting from the identification a modal model can be derived which is
transferred into a state space formulation. The state space matrices are easily integrable into the simulation
environment [9]. To control the active system a specialized version of the FxLMS called narrowband FxLMS
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Figure 4: Experimental rig

algorithm is implemented. The control filter consists of only two adaptive coefficients. This algorithm is used
in conjunction with an oscillator to produce a single frequency adaptive notch filter. Using the engine speed
as reference signal the control of a single order of the engine induced vibration is possible. A more detailed
description of the algorithm can be found in Sec. 4.
The simulations are carried out in the Matlab/Simulink environment using a Runge-Kutta 45 time integration
scheme. Different sampling times for the continuous (excitation, mount, input admittance) and the discrete
(controller) parts of the simulation are applied [11, 12]. A lot of simulation runs are carried out to optimize
the controller, to test several excitation signals, and also to test the efficiency of the controller at several
orders. Exemplarily the results of one test case for the control of the first engine order and slowly increasing
engine speed (within 100 s from ≈ 800 to 2750 rpm) are depicted in Fig. 5 (b). Here a very efficient reduc-
tion of the transmitted vibration in the range from ≈ 1000 to 2750 rpm can be observed.
Resulting from the operational measurements, the experimental determined passive mount stiffnesses, the
measurements at the experimental rig, and not least the simulations a set of parameters for the design of the
active mount system can be derived. The parameter mentioned above are summarized in Tab. 1.
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Figure 5: Input admittance of the segment of the vessel (sensor pos. 1) (a) and first order control results (b)

3 Mechanical Mount Design

The parameters in Tab. 1 are the base for the mechanical mount design. Additional design parameters are the
available space with respect to the interior support of the piezoceramic actuators, the required preloading and
the reliability of the extensive assembly. To provide a stable and equable bearing of the passive mount above
the piezoceramic actuators a number of three actuators is favored, thus preventing tipping and supports
equable load distribution. This and a round design simplify the implementation of the preloading of the
piezoceramic actuators and also advantage the reliability of the assembly. The size of the piezoceramic

quantity symbol unit value symbol unit value

quasistatic parameters dynamic parameters
mount displacement |sxy| mm 3.38 |d̂xy| µm 45

sz mm 2.26 d̂z µm 55

force (engine mass) Fm N 6475

drive shaft torque Mp Nm 2205

mount force (per mount) |Fxy| N ≈ 6000 |F̂xy| N 135
Fz N -300 ... 3600 F̂z N 165

Table 1: Parameters for the design of the active mount system

actuators depends on several parameters. As the actuators are within the load path, the actuators must
withstand the maximum static forces thus this also defines the minimum cross sectional area and respectively
the blocking force. If a piezoceramic actuator is loaded exactly with the blocking force, it is not able to
elongate. To ensure a proper performance of the system the blocking force of the actuators has to be larger
than the static forces. The maximum elongation could only be reached in unloaded condition. Standard
piezoceramic material elongates maximal a thousandth part of its length. So the actuators length has to be
about 110 mm in unloaded condition to reach the required stroke amplitude of 55 µm (cf. Tab. 1). Because
of the reduced stroke in loaded condition a compromise of length and cross sectional area has to be found.
Due to limitations of space in z-direction it is only possible to integrate a shorter piezoceramic actuator
of 80 mm length. This causes a reduced performance of the active marine mount. Other alternatives, like
redesign of the hull structure to get more space or a mechanical serial connection of more actuators to get
more stroke in z-direction, are not considered, because of the later reconstruction of the ship or the reliability
of the active mounts. To optimize the performance the cross sectional area is chosen as large as possible, to
avoid additional loss by reduced stroke in loaded condition. But the cross sectional area is also limited by
electronics. A larger cross sectional area at the same length of piezoceramic actuator causes a larger capacity
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of the actuators, which needs to be driven by a more powerful amplifier. This is additional limited by higher
frequencies. The finally used actuators are piezoceramic stack actuators of the company Piezomechanik
GmbH with a free stroke of 80 µm and a blocking force of 12 kN. With these actuators the possibilities of
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Figure 6: Simulation concept of Sec. 2 and corresponding mechanical mount design

the active marine mount are restricted to nearly the half of the required performance. Shear forces induced by
the propulsion cause additional problems, because piezoceramic actuators are very brittle and withstand only
low shear forces. So these forces must be absorbed by the casing structure of the active mount. This is done
by two membranes, which are very stiff in xy-direction and very soft in z-direction to avoid the hindrance
of the actuators elongation. Since this is a rather complex load, the design of the membranes are calculated
with the finite element program ANSYS. The maximum calculated reference stress of 138 N/mm2 is rather
uncritical because of the used material maximum tensile strength of 1300 N/mm2. A preloading of the
actuators is needed to prevent a lift-off of the inner mount structure from the actuators. Otherwise this
could lead to an impulse load and thus to the destruction of the actuators. To generate the preloading of the
actuators the inner mount structure is drawn down to the actuators by a central screw. For reduction of the
stiffness and therefore to prevent the reduction of elongation of the actuators a spring cup is added in serial.
All additional forces which are hindering the elongation of the actuators are minimized. To protect the brittle
piezoceramic actuators and to absorb the shear forces a casing surrounds the inner mount structure. The
active marine engine mount is fixed to the ship structure by four screws from the downside up. To exchange
the regular mounts the engine is just pulled up for some centimetres, both at the test rig and later at the ship.
A more detailed description of the mechanical mount design can be found at [8].

4 Different Control Strategies

Narrowband Filtered-x LMS Algorithm

The Filtered-x LMS algorithm (FxLMS) is used in many active noise and active vibration control applica-
tions. The algorithm is a control scheme which consists of an adaptive filter build of an adjustable FIR or IIR
filter, an adaption algorithm like the LMS algorithm and a model of the secondary path between actuator and
sensor. A detailed explanation of the properties of the LMS algorithm can be found in [13, 14] and of the
FxLMS algorithm in [7, 6]. A specialized version of the algorithm is described in [7], where a control filter
with only two adaptive coefficients wc0(n) and wc1(n) is used in conjunction with an oscillator to produce a
single frequency adaptive notch filter. Fig. 7 shows the diagram of the narrowband FxLMS algorithm, where
r(n) denotes the reference signal which is at the engine mount application the pulse train which is correlated
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with the engine speed, ω0(n) is the estimated frequency, d(n) is the disturbance signal and e(n) denotes the
error signal measured by means of the accelerometers at the mounting points. The aim of the algorithm as

Figure 7: Narrowband FxLMS Controller

denoted in [7] is the minimization of the instantaneous mean square error e2(n) which is done after deriva-
tion of the FxLMS algorithm by means of the update equation for the adaptive filter weights wc(n) with

wc(n + 1) = wc(n) + µxf (n)e(n) (3)

where wc(n) is the filter coefficient vector of the control filter with the two coefficients wc0(n) and wc1(n)
and µ is the adaptation step size. The signals x0(n) and x1(n) are the orthogonal components of the reference
signal with x0(n) = sin(ω0n) and x1(n) = cos(ω0n) and xf0(n) and xf1(n) are the filtered reference sig-
nals. S(z) is the secondary path and Ŝ(z) an estimate of S(z) which is obtained by an offline identification.
Ŝ(z) is modeled as the impulse response of S(z) where the weights w(n)

w(n) = [w0(n) w1(n− 1) . . . wL−1(n)] (4)

of an FIR filter represent this impulse response and L is the length of the filter. The output xf0(n) of Ŝ(z) is
generally calculated through convolution of the input vector x0(n)

x0(n) = [x0(n) x0(n− 1) . . . x0(n− L + 1)] (5)

with w(n)
xf0(n) = x0(n)w(n)T (6)

whereas L has to be chosen of sufficient length to hold the complete Impulse response of S(z). This leads
to a higher computational effort at increasing sampling rates. The off-line identification of S(z) is done by
means of an LMS adaptive filter prior to the control process. For a MIMO control scheme derived from
Fig. 7 the number of secondary path models increases with KM whereas K is the number of sensors and M
the number of actuators. Therefore the control scheme of Fig. 7 is modified by means of an all-pass filter to
use only one secondary path per control filter and to remain the orthogonal signals for a fast convergence.

All-pass filter modification

For optimum convergence of the adaptive algorithm orthogonal signals are required [13, 7] which are deliv-
ered in Fig. 7 by means of the oscillator and fed through the secondary paths for filtering of the reference
signal. An all-pass also provides the necessary phase shift of 90◦ at its corner frequency and has therefore
to be adjusted to the varying engine speed to provide a constant phase shift. The modification is shown in
Fig. 8, whereas the all-pass filter is inserted between the secondary path output and the input of the sec-
ond filter weight wc1(n). As the control system is implemented on a digital signal processing platform, the
continuous time representation of the first-order all-pass function H(sn)

H(sn) =
sn − 1
sn + 1

(7)
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Figure 8: Modified Narrowband FxLMS Controller with adjustable all-pass filter

has to be transferred to the digital domain in form of an first order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter
H(z)

H(z) =
b0 + b1z

−1

1 + a1z−1
(8)

which is done by means of the prewarped bilinear transform [15]

sn = λ
z − 1
z + 1

, λ = cot

(
πωc

ωs

)
, sn =

jω

ωc
(9)

whereas ωc denotes the corner frequency of the continuous-time all-pass function, sn the to ωc normalized
complex frequency variable and ωs is the sampling frequency of the discrete-time system. With this trans-
form the discrete time formulation of H(sn) is calculated to

H(z) =

λ− 1
λ + 1

− z−1

1 +
− λ + 1
λ + 1

z−1

(10)

and is implemented as an first-order IIR filter with the coefficients b1, b0 and a1

b1 =
λ− 1
λ + 1

, b0 = −1, a1 =
− λ + 1
λ + 1

(11)

in form of the block diagram representation of Fig. 9. This implementation does not require much computa-

Figure 9: First order IIR-Filter implementation

tional effort because it uses two memory locations for the past input x(n− 1) and output y(n− 1) samples
and three Multiply-Add (MAC) operations for the calculation of the output signal y(n). An advantage by
the use of the adjustable all-pass filters is achieved if the computation of secondary path filter Ŝ(z) requires
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more MAC operations than the computation of the two adjustable all-pass filters as can be seen from Fig. 8.
The secondary paths filters which were used to model the transfer paths of the experimental rig described
in Sec. 3 need 512 taps to represent the complete impulse response so an enhancement in the computational
effort is given by the use of the all-pass filters.

Three control concepts with different computational effort

For the control of the four mounting points the computational effort for a simple control hardware like a
microcontroller or a cheap DSP platform might become to large, therefore different control strategies have
been evaluated by means of their ability to minimize the acceleration at the four mounting points. These
are in detail a SISO feedforward controller which uses the sum of the four sensor signals (SumSISO), four
SISO feedforward controllers which act independently (MultiSISO) and a fully coupled MIMO feedforward
controller. The three variants are shown in this order in Fig. 10 (a), (b) and (c) where only the differences of
the FxLMS algorithm implementation are shown. The complete system is build according to the schematic
diagram shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 10 (b) and (c) the representation of the algorithm has been reduced to the

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: (a) SumSISO FxLMS, (b) MultiSISO FxLMS, (c) MIMO FxLMS

necessary parts, therefore for the MultiSISO case only the control filters W1c for first and W4c for the last
mount and for the MIMO case just the control filter W1c for first mount is shown. As can be seen from
Fig. 10 the computational effort is increasing from (a) to (c) which could be estimated roughly by means of
the increasing number of necessary secondary path models Ŝ(z) which are one for the SumSISO case, four
for the MultiSISO case and sixteen for the MIMO case because the path between every actuator and every
sensor is required. For the control of multiple harmonics of the engine rotation speed the number of required
paths additionally increases by multiplication with the number of controlled harmonics because for every
engine order a separate controller is used.

5 Simulations with identified models of the experimental rig and ac-
quired excitation data

Simulation model

To verify the performance of the three concepts and to get an off-line estimation of the necessary adapta-
tion step size and leakage factor a second simulation constructed of measured data of the experimental rig
has been set up. The data has been sampled by means of a Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP) system from
dSPACE which is also used for the test and real-time implementation of the control algorithms. As input for
the simulation the four disturbance signals of the accelerometers have been sampled over a period of 30 sec-
onds during run-up of the engine from 1100 rpm to the maximum speed of 2800 rpm. Also the pulse signal
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measured at crankshaft by means of an inductive proximity switch has been acquired. The sixteen control
paths which are required for the implementation of the MIMO FxLMS have been identified by means of FIR
filter and are used to construct a secondary path model with four inputs and four outputs. Therefore the paths
between the four actuators and every sensor are superposed to calculate the respective sensor signal which
consists of the contributions of the four actuator signals transferred via the respective transfer path Ŝxx(z).
The full simulation model could be seen in Fig. 11 which is computed and set up in the MATLAB environ-
ment. The disturbance and the reference blocks hold the sampled data vector from the experimental rig and

Figure 11: Simulation Model

Ŝ(z) consists of the sixteen identified secondary path models. The control algorithm block implements one
of the three concepts which are evaluated during the simulation runs, whereas the algorithm has to minimize
the by means of the secondary path output and the sampled disturbance signal composed error signal e(n).
The sampled disturbance signals represent the amplitudes and spectral components of the run-up at the ex-
perimental rig and the secondary path models contain the dynamics and transfer characteristics of the paths
between the four actuators and the four sensors. Thus a good estimation of the control performance of the
real-world experiment could be gathered.

Simulation results

Three simulations have been carried out whereas the control performance of the algorithms described in
Sec. 4 is compared. The simulation is prepared as it is described in Sec. 5 whereas the identified models
and data is acquired at the experimental rig and is similar for the three simulations. For a good comparison
the adaptation step size for each concept is chosen half as large as the value where the adaptation becomes
unstable. Values of µ = 5 for the SumSISO configuration and of µ = 10 for the MultiSISO and the MIMO
controllers are chosen. The aim of the control is the reduction of the first engine order which is defined as
the frequency of the engine speed. Therefore the engine speed measured at the crankshaft is directly fed to
the oscillator without an additional multiplication factor which is used to target other engine orders. Fig. 12,
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Figure 12: Simulation, order cut of the accelerometer signals without (blue) and with applied control (red),
SumSISO FxLMS order 1

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the results of the simulations with the three control concepts. The blue graphs
are the sensor signals without control and the red curves are the sensor signals with applied control. The
plots show the signals of sensor one to four in form of an order cut. The order cut displays solely spectral
components of the engine order of interest which is in this case the first one where the control signal is applied
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to. For better convenience the quadratic mean (RMS) values of the accelerations are displayed to estimate
the control performance. The results are summarized in Tab. 2 where the H2 norm of each sensor signal of
the complete run-up is shown. Fig. 12 shows the results for the SumSISO configuration where a reduction of
the acceleration levels of the four sensor signals could be seen. This is mostly the case for sensor 1 (S: 1, z-
direction) and sensor 2 which have the highest signal level and get therefore the largest minimization. For
sensor 3 a worse performance between 2200 rpm and 2500 rpm and for sensor 4 between 2500 rpm and
2700 rpm could be seen. As could be seen in Tab. 2 the sum of the four sensor signals is decreasing by
4.3 dB over the whole run-up. Fig. 13 shows the MultiSISO concept where a better overall reduction of
6.9 dB could be achieved. As can be seen the reduction for the higher rotation speeds is very good except
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Figure 13: Simulation, order cut of the accelerometer signals without (blue) and with applied control (red),
MultiSISO FxLMS order 1

sensor 1 is getting worse at 2100 rpm. Fig. 14 shows the results for the MIMO implementation where the
best performance in terms of reduction of the acceleration levels could be achieved. The simulation delivers
an enhancement of -9.9 dB for the complete run-up whereas also the computational effort is the largest for
this configuration.
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Figure 14: Simulation, order cut of the accelerometer signals without (blue) and with applied control (red),
MIMO FxLMS order 1

Control concept S: 1 z S: 2 z S: 3 z S: 4 z S: sum z S: sum z
[m/s2] [m/s2] [m/s2] [m/s2] [m/s2] [dB]

Without Control 13.1788 15.1249 6.3136 10.5563 45.1736 0.0000
SumSISO 5.6320 8.0107 5.6194 8.2898 27.5520 -4.2946
MultiSISO 6.7563 5.2023 2.8910 5.5116 20.3611 -6.9217

MIMO 3.8401 4.0453 2.5247 4.0690 14.4790 -9.8829

Table 2: Comparison of the different control implementations by means of the H2 norm of the accelerometer
signals of the complete run-up
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6 Final Measurements

In this section results of the measurements at the experimental rig and also measurements of the final assem-
bled active mount at the ship during a trip on the river Weser near Bremen are shown. Fig. 15 shows the order
cuts for the first engine order at the experimental rig without (blue) and with applied control. The MIMO
controller has been chosen for these configuration because it showed the best performance in the simulation
runs. An adaptation step size of µ = 8 for the experiment has been chosen which corresponds very well to
the estimated value during simulation. The reduction of the acceleration levels is not as high as simulated
but is also very good with the absolute values given in Tab. 3. The first row of the table shows the H2 norm
of the sensor signals over the complete run-up, the second row shows the H2 norm of the sensor signals
with applied control and the third row shows the reduction of the sensor signals in dB referenced to the case
without applied control. Fig. 16 shows a Campbell diagram of the sensor signals where the frequency spec-
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Figure 15: Experimental rig, order cut of the accelerometer signals without (blue) and with applied control
(red), MIMO FxLMS order 1

Control concept S: 1 z S: 2 z S: 3 z S: 4 z S: sum z

Without Control [m/s2] 14.1661 16.5357 5.1108 10.7029 46.5155
MIMO [m/s2] 5.0920 5.9914 4.0825 4.4622 19.6281
MIMO [dB] -8.8873 -8.8179 -1.9512 -7.5991 -7.4944

Table 3: Experimental rig, H2 norm of the accelerometer signals of the complete run-up

tra of the sensor signals are plotted versus the engine speed frequency. In this diagram the different engine
orders are visible as linear increasing lines over the increasing engine speed. The upper four plots show
the sensor signals of the case without control and the four plots at the bottom the case with applied control
to the first engine order. Beginning at 1700 rpm a good reduction is visible whereas no other frequencies

Figure 16: Experimental rig, campbell plot of the accelerometer signals, without (top) and with control
(bottom), MIMO FxLMS order 1
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are excited by means of the applied actuator signals. In total a reduction of nearly 9 dB at sensors 1 and 2
can be achieved whereas these sensors also measure the largest acceleration signals of all four sensors. The
measured reduction at sensor 3 is compared to the other sensors with nearly 2 dB very poor but with a look
at the absolute sensor amplitudes where all four sensors remain at a similar level between 0.02 m/s2 and
0.05 m/s2 in a good range. Fig. 17 shows the results of the operational measurements taken at the vessel at
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Figure 17: Operational measurements vessel, order cut of the accelerometer signals without (blue) and with
applied control (red), SumSISO FxLMS order 1

the ride on the river Weser. As can be seen the results were not as good as the results at the experimental
rig but a reduction of the accelerometer signals is visible between 1000 rpm and 1600 rpm. One reason is
the use of the poorer performing SumSISO control concept which has been chosen because of the necessity
to control three harmonics in parallel. A second reason is a different structural behaviour compared to the
experimental rig which appeared in lower acceleration levels at the mounting points and thus due to very
noisy signals to worse secondary path models. The results are summarized in Tab. 4 where slight reductions
of the vibration levels could be seen over the complete run-up.

Control concept S: 1 z S: 2 z S: 3 z S: 4 z S: sum z

Without Control [m/s2] 3.3193 2.2199 4.1096 7.2476 16.8963
SumSISO [m/s2] 2.6479 1.9433 4.5412 6.9384 16.0708
SumSISO [dB] -1.9628 -1.1557 0.8676 -0.3787 -0.4351

Table 4: Operational measurements vessel, H2 norm of the sensor signals of the complete run-up

7 Outlook

Further work addresses the integration of the control hardware and the amplifiers to a smaller signal process-
ing platform which could be customized to the application. Therefore parts of the concepts will be evaluated
on DSP and Microcontroller platforms to gain experience on the computational performance of these sys-
tems. Alternative sensor and amplifier concepts are under investigation to get a better representation of the
control path in the lower frequency range.
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Abstract
The paper compares three adaptive algorithms on a laser beam stabilization system. The system includes
a disturbance of time-varying frequency and the algorithms are designed toreject such disturbance without
a reference sensor or knowledge of the frequency. Mathematical models of the laser system are developed
first. Then three adaptive controllers are presented to reject the sinusoidal disturbance with unknown phase,
frequency and magnitude. Experimental and simulated results are presented and compared.

1 Introduction

The objective of the paper is to compare three adaptive controllers for therejection of periodic disturbances
of unknown frequency without the use of a reference sensor. Results include the testing of the algorithms
on a laser beam stabilization system. The first algorithm under considerationis an indirect algorithm where
the frequency of the disturbance is estimated, and the estimate is used in another adaptive algorithm that
adjusts the magnitude and phase of the sinusoidal signal applied at the inputto cancel the effect of the
disturbance. The second algorithm generalizes the concept of a phase-locked loop so that the frequency,
phase, and magnitude of the input signal are locked on the characteristicsof the disturbances. The third
algorithm is an adaptive gradient algorithm based on theQ-parameterization, where the frequency is not
explicitly estimated. It is equivalent to the standard approach used for adaptive feedback control in active
noise and vibration control.
The algorithms are tested on a laser beam stabilization (LBS) system, where a mirror can be rotated to center
the reflection of a laser beam on a photo detector. The mirror itself is attachedto a platform, placed on
a linear slide on which a motor with unbalanced load is also located. The rotation of the load creates a
disturbance that needs to be rejected if precise targeting of the beam is to beachieved. The overall system
serves as a representation of laser communication systems and the controllers that are needed to keep the
beam on target despite various disturbances. However, it is also an opportunity to compare techniques for
cancellation of disturbances of unknown and time varying frequency.
Since the adaptive controllers require some model of the system, mathematical models of the plant and of the
disturbance are derived first. Simulations of the models is useful to test the controllers before they are used
on the LBS. The performance of the adaptive controllers is compared with common PI controllers. These
results show that the adaptive controllers improve the targeting of the laser beam stabilization by more than
a factor of two.
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2 Laser Beam Stabilization

1

2

4

5

6

3

Figure 1: Picture of the laser beam stabilization (LBS) with laser source (1), fast steering mirror (2), position
sensing detector (PSD) (3), eccentric load (4), DC motor (5) and linear slide (6).

The system under consideration is shown in figure 1 and specified in references [1], [2] and [3]. A static laser
source produces a laser beam which shines on the fast steering mirror.The fast steering mirror is located on a
rotary platform which is moved by a voice coil (VC). The mirror of that actuator reflects the laser beam to the
position sensing detector (PSD), where the position of the laser beam is measured. A disturbance is created
by the sliding disturbance which consists of a DC motor and its eccentric load, mounted on a linear slide.
When the DC motor rotates, the linear slide moves back and forth. The goal is the reject this disturbance
with the fast steering mirror. The system is controlled with adSPACE real time board. Figure 2 shows a
diagram of the LBS where all software parts are implemented withMatlab/Simulink.

−

xL [mm]

Controller Fast Steering Mirror

uV C [V ]

uDC [V ]

Sliding
Disturbance

d [mm]

0

Figure 2: Diagram of the laser beam stabilization (LBS).

3 Dynamic Modeling

The goal of this section is to generate mathematical models for the voice coil andthe sliding disturbance.
With these models, it is easy to implement a simulation through which the controllers are tested without
using the real system.
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3.1 Model of the Voice Coil

All nonlinearities like friction, turbulent flow or magnetic loss are neglected. So the open-loop transfer
function

GxL,uV C (s) =
xL(s)

uV C(s)
=

k

s(τs + 1)
, (1)

given in [1], is used. This transfer function describes the voltage to PSDposition relationship of the voice
coil actuator wherexL(s) anduV C(s) are the Laplace transforms of the measured PSD position and the
voice coil input voltage. The open-loop steady-state gain from voltage to PSD position isk = 2200 mm

V s
and the open-loop time constant isτ = 0.0050 s. The geometric mode of action of the voice coil is given in
figure 3.

αα
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θ
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Figure 3: Geometric relationship with the mirror
moving.
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Mirror’
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PSD
Laser

Laser Beam

Figure 4: Geometric relationship with varying
sliding disturbance.

3.2 Model of the Sliding Disturbance

The effect of the disturbanced(t) on the PSD is shown in figure 4. The detailed derivation of the geometric
relationship between the moving mirror and the PSD can be found in [1], so only the result

xL(t) =
d(t) cos(π

2 − 2α)
cos(α)

(2)

is given. Forα = 30◦, which is the value used in the LBS,xL(t) = d(t). The next step is to find a dynamic
description for the DC motor and its load. The equation for the electrical circuit for a common DC motor is

uDC(t) = iA(t)Rm + kφω(t), (3)

ω(t) =
d

dt
ϕ(t), (4)

whereuDC is the DC motor input voltage,iA is the rotor current,Rm is the resistance of the rotor coilkφ

is the motor constant,ϕ(t) is the angular position andω(t) is the angular velocity of the motor. For the
mechanical system

(JS + JL)ω̇(t) = kφiA(t), (5)

whereJS is the moment of inertia of the shaft andJL is the moment of inertia of the load. The moment of
inertia of the shaft can be found easily with

JS =
1
2
mSr2

S = 9.64e−6 kgm2. (6)
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The integral over the load is written in Cartesian coordinates, see figure 6,leading to a triple integral

JL =
∫

B
r̃2dm = ρ

h∫
0

xR∫
xL

√
∗
r
2−x2∫

−
√

∗
r
2−x2

(y2 − x2) dy dx dz = 8.50e−6 kgm2. (7)

Equations (3) and (5) are solved foriA, which leads to the resulting differential equation, transformed into
Laplace domain

uDC(s) =
(JS + JL)Rm

kφ
sω(s) + kφω(s). (8)

SinceuDC(s) is the input of the system andω(s) is the output of the system, the transfer function of the DC
motor is written as

Gω,uDC (s) =
ω(s)

uDC(s)
=

k

τs + 1
, (9)

where the open-loop steady-state gain isk = 1
kφ

= 35.7 rad
V s and the open-loop time constant isτ =

(JS+JL)Rm

(kφ)2
= 0.0778 s.

c1 c2

md

mL, JL

d(t) 0

ω(t)

x

y

z

r

Figure 5: Mechanical equivalent network of the sliding disturbance.

The mechanical equivalent network for the DC motor and its load is shown in figure 5. This is a two
dimensional system with just one degree of freedom which is representedby the generalized coordinated(t).
The angular velocityω(t) is not a degree of freedom because it is the input of the mechanical system. To use
the principle of linear momentum, the system has to be cut free. One Newton equation - principle of linear
momentum - is enough, because only the x-direction is important. The equation iswritten as

−FF (t)− Fc1(t)− Fc2(t) + FLx(t) = mdd̈(t), (10)

whereFc1 andFc2 are the spring forces,FF is the viscous friction force andmd is the mass of the sliding
disturbance which consists mainly of the DC motor, the load and the linear slide.F L is the force which is
caused by the eccentric load of the DC motor. The rotating load can be seen as a rotating point-mass system.
The unknown force in the x-directionFLx is derived in the following steps. One has

F L(t) = mL
d2

dt2
r(t) = mL

d2

dt2

 |r| cos(ϕ(t))
|r| sin(ϕ(t))

0

 . (11)
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The second derivative of equation (11) determines the force in x-direction

FLx = −mL |r| ϕ̈(t) sin(ϕ(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
tangential

−mL |r| ϕ̇(t) cos(ϕ(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
centripetal

. (12)

To complete equation (11), the vector to the center of massr has to be calculated, which is done by solving
integrals and referring to figure 6. For an arbitrary curve, the center of mass (x-direction) is calculated to

|r| = 1
A

∫
A

dA =
1
A

xr∫
xl

xf(x)dx =
1
A

xr∫
xl

x

√
∗
r
2 − x2dx = 0.00349 m, (13)

where A is the area under the curve. Because of symmetry, only the positive area is looked at. The positive
area of the curve is calculated to

A =

xr∫
xl

f(x)dx =

xr∫
xl

√
∗
r
2 − x2dx = 0.00029 m2. (14)

All results are inserted into equation (10), leading to the differential equation

2cd(t) + ξ
d

dt
d(t) + md

d2

dt2
d(t) = mL |r| d2

dt2
(cos(ϕ(t))) , (15)

which has the initial condition
d(0) = 0, (16)

wherec is the spring coefficient andξ is the damping coefficient of the viscous friction. From a system
theory point of view,d(t) is the state andϕ(t) is the input of the system which is generated by the DC motor.

parameter description value

Rm resistance of the rotor coil 3.3 Ω

kφ motor constant 0.028 Nm
∗
r radius of the load 0.0158 m

h thickness of the load 0.0159 m

ρ density of the load (steel) 7850 kg
m3

xl left integration limit −0.0063 m

xr right integration limit 0.0159 m

c spring coefficient 81.59 N
m

d damping coefficient 5.1 Ns
m

md mass of the sliding disturbance0.710 kg

mL mass of the load 0.079 kg

Table 1: Parameters of the sliding disturbance.

x
r

dm

r̃

∗
r

y

xl xr

A

f(x)

0.022 m

Figure 6: Math. functionf(x) of the load.

The simulated results of equation (15) are shown in figure 7, where the time domain signal of the disturbance
and its Fast Fourier Transformed are plotted. For the values of parameters of the sliding disturbance, see
table 1.
The comparison between the FFT of the simulation and of the experiment, figure 7, shows the similarity
between the signals. The big peak is due to the rotation of the mass, but there isalso a low-frequency, low-
damping mode of the sliding disturbance system whose effect is visible in the transient response. The FFT
of the measured signal shows that the effect of the harmonics of the disturbance signal is very small. The
model of the disturbance gives a very good estimate of the disturbance signal.
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Figure 7: Validation of the disturbance model.

4 Feedback Controllers for the LBS

This section presents four controllers for the LBS, a linear controller andthree adaptive controllers. The
adaptive controllers are presented for the rejection of sinusoidal disturbances with unknown frequencies.
The first is an indirect algorithm where the frequency of the disturbanceis estimated, and the estimate is
used in another adaptive algorithm that adjusts the magnitude and phase of the input needed to cancel the
effect of the disturbance. The second algorithm is a direct one that uses the concept of phase-locked loops
in which the frequency estimation and the disturbance cancellation are performed simultaneously. These
two algorithms are based on the references [4], [5], [6] and [7]. Thethird algorithm is an adaptiveQ-
parameterization, see references [8] and [9].
All adaptive algorithms require stable plants but the transfer function of thevoice coil (1) shows that this
is only a marginally stable system because of the pole ats = 0. To address this issue, this paper uses a
hierarchical structure of the control loop, see figure 10. The linear controllerCL(s) is used in an inner-loop
to stabilize the voice coil. The adaptive controllers are then used around thestable system. A possible choice
for the linear controller is a PI controller

CL(s) = kP +
kI

s
. (17)

The controller leads to an inner-loop reference transfer function

G̃xL,w(s) =
ks

τs3 + s2 + kkP s + kkI
, (18)

wherexL is the output andw is the input. The reference transfer function is plotted in the Bode diagram

of figure 8. Due to model uncertainties̃̂GxL,w(s) is later called the estimate of the real closed-loop system,
based on the mathematical models.

4.1 Linear Controller

This section deals with a linear PI controller, see figure 2 or figure 9, whichmeasures the positionxL(t) of
the laser beam at the PSD. With the linear controllerCL(s), the objective is to reject the disturbance. It is
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function of the inner-loop.
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CL(s)
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−
−w = 0

Figure 9: Linear control circuit withxL-
feedback.

reasonable to consider the sensitivity function for that control task. Thesensitivity is the transfer function
from the disturbanced(s) to the control erroruV C(s) which is

S(s) = − CL(s)
1 + CL(s)GxL,uV C (s)

. (19)

The magnitude of the sensitivity should be very small in the range where the system is operating (40 rad
s −

100 rad
s ), so the effect of the disturbance on the control error is very small. Onepossible choice for a linear

PI controller is

CL(s) = 1 +
1
s
. (20)

4.2 Indirect Algorithm

uV C(s)

v(s)

d(s)

GxL,uV C (s)

CL(s)

ˆ̃GxL,w(s)

Known Frequency

Cancellation

Frequency

Estimation

ω(s)

xL(s)w(s)

w′(s) = 0 x̂L(s)

−

−

−

Figure 10: Block diagram of the indirect approach.
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The development of the indirect algorithm relies on a method for the estimation ofthe frequency of a signal.
The paper considers an adaptive notch filter developed in the reference [10] that is designed to eliminate one
(or more) periodic component(s) from a measured signal. A continuous-timeversion of the algorithm was
proposed in [10] and has three statesω̂1(t), x1(t), x2(t), that satisfy the differential equations

ẋ1(t) = x2(t), (21)

ẋ2(t) = −2ξx2(t)− ω̂2
1(t)x1(t) + kd(t), (22)

˙̂ω1(t) = −g1(kd(t)− 2ξω̂1(t)x2(t))x1(t). (23)

Note that this system of equations is highly nonlinear andd(t) is the input. The three parameters of the
system are the adaption gaing1, the damping factorξ and a filter gaink, all of which are positive valued. All
initial conditions of the adaptive notch filter are zero.
The problem is to attenuate an output signalxL(t) that, in the Laplace domain, is given by

xL(s) = G̃(s)w(s) + d(s), (24)

wherew(s) is the Laplace transformed of the controller output andd(s) is the Laplace transformed of the
output disturbance. The goal of the control system is to generatew(t) such thatxL(t) → 0 ast →∞. Under
the assumption that the disturbance is a sinusoid of fixed magnitudem1 and fixed frequencyω1 such that

d(t) = m1 cos(α1(t)), (25)
d

dt
α1(t) = ω1(t). (26)

In this task, the parametersm1, ω1 andα1(0) are all unknown.
In paper [5], the control law is given by

v(t) = ζc(t) cos(α̂1(t))− ζs(t) sin(α̂1(t)), (27)
d

dt
α̂1(t) = ω̂1(t), (28)

where the two adaptive statesζc(t) andζs(t) are updated as

d

dt

[
ζc(t)
ζs(t)

]
= g2 ·G−1 ·

[
xL(t) cos(α1(t))
−xL(t) sin(α1(t))

]
(29)

with

G =
1
2

[
Re{G̃(jω1)} −Im{G̃(jω1)}
Im{G̃(jω1)} Re{G̃(jω1)}

]
, (30)

whereG̃(jω1) is the frequency response of the inner-loop and the parameterg2 > 0 is an arbitrary adaption
gain.
The linear controllerCL(s) is designed such that the inner-loop is robust against variations in frequency and
magnitude. The Bode diagram 8 shows the phase is nearly0 rad and the gain is nearly0 dB, in the range
where the system is operating (40 rad

s − 100 rad
s ), which leads to constant and diagonal matrixG in that

frequency range.

4.3 Direct Algorithm

An alternative approach to the indirect one of the previous section is a direct scheme in which a single error
signal is used to update the frequency and the magnitude estimates simultaneously. The algorithm partly
uses phase-locked-loop structure, commonly used in communication systems,see reference [11].
The scheme is shown in figure 11, wherem̂′

1(t) is the estimate of the magnitude of the equivalent input
disturbance signal. The signalω̂1(t) is the estimate of the instantaneous frequency of the disturbance signal.
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Figure 11: Block diagram of the direct approach.

Moreover,α̂1(t) is the estimate of the phase of the disturbance signal and is the integral of the estimate of
the frequencŷω1(t). The equations for the control algorithm are

v(t) = m̂′
1 cos(α̂1(t)), (31)

d

dt
α̂1(t) = ω̂1(t), (32)

xL,m(t) = xL(t) cos(α̂1(t)), (33)

xL,ω(t) = −xL(t) sin(α̂1(t)). (34)

To implement a practical design of the compensator, two variablesxm(t), xω(t)[
xm(t)
xω(t)

]
= G−1 ·

[
xL,m(t)
xL,ω(t)

]
(35)

are introduced. The matrixG is given by

G =
1
2

[
Re{G̃(jω1)} −Im{G̃(jω1)}
Im{G̃(jω1)} Re{G̃(jω1)}

]
, (36)

whereG̃(jω1) is the frequency response of the inner-loop. The control laws for the adaptive states are

m̂′
1(t) =

C1(s)
s

[x1(t)], (37)

ω̂1(t) =
C2(s)

s
[x2(t)]. (38)

One possible choice for the transfer functionsCi is

C1(s) = −g1,m, (39)

C2(s) = −g1,ω
s + a

s + b
, (40)

whereg1,m andg1,ω are adaptive gains which specify how fast the algorithm converges. Note this algorithm
can be extended to multi-sinusoidal disturbance rejection, see [7] and to multivariable plants, see [12] and
[13].
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4.4 Adaptive Q-Parameterization
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F (s)

F (s)
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ζ1,F (s)

g
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Figure 12: Block diagram of the adaptiveQ-parameterization.

An implementation of the adaptiveQ-parameterization is shown on figure 12. TheQ parameter is chosen to
be realized through a vector of parametersζ1(s) such that

Q(s) = ζT
1 (s) · F (s), (41)

where, for a single sinusoid,F (s) is a vector

F (s) =
[

1
λ−s
λ+s

]
. (42)

The vectorζ1 has two parameters and one chooses approximately, for numerical reasons

λ ≈ ω1. (43)

Exact cancellation of a sinusoidal disturbance of fixed frequencyω1 is achieved if ˆ̃G(s) = G̃(s) andQ(s)
satisfies the condition

Q(jω1) = G̃−1(jω1). (44)

The nominal parameter vectorζ∗1(s) is defined such that (44) is satisfied, i.e.,

ζ∗T1 (s) · F (s) = G̃−1(s). (45)

If ζ∗1(s) is not known sufficiently well, adaptation is used to adjust the parameterζ1(s). Adaptation is based
on the fact that

d(s) = −G̃(s)[ζ∗T1 (t) · ζ2(t)],

= −ζ∗T1 (s) · G̃(s)[ζ2(t)]

= −ζ∗T1 (s) · F (s)G̃(s)[d̂(t)].

(46)
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The equations for the control algorithm are

d̂(s) = xL(s)− ˆ̃G(s)[w(t)], (47)

ζ2(s) = F (s)[d̂(t)], (48)

w(s) = −ζT
1 (s) · ζ2(s). (49)

Adaptation is provided by a gradient algorithm, given by

dF (s) = ˆ̃G(s)[d(t)], (50)

ζ1,F (s) = F (s) · [dF (t)], (51)

ζ1(s) =
g

s
· (ζ1,F (s) · xL(s)). (52)

The only parameter to be selected isg which must be positive and small enough to ensure stability.

5 Experiments and Simulations of the LBS

This section presents simulations of the LBS model, derived in chapter 2, andexperimental results performed
on the LBS system. The simulation and the real LBS system are regulated with thecontrollers of chapter 4.
The linear controller is taken to compare the adaptive controllers with a standard controller.

5.1 Linear Controllers

The block diagram of the linear controller is shown in figure 9. Figure 13 presents experimental results of
the LBS system. The laser beam is centered in the interval (0s-2s) with the PIcontroller. The variation of the
disturbance frequency is achieved with different input voltages to the DCmotor. The output errorxL gets
higher when the frequency of the disturbance increases.
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Figure 13: Experiment with a PI controller.
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5.2 Indirect Algorithm

The block diagram of the indirect algorithm is shown in figure 10. The goalof the adaptive controller is to
improve the results of the PI controller, shown in figure 13. Figure 14 shows the performance of the indirect
algorithm on the LBS system. The input voltage for the DC motor, creating the disturbance, is the same as in
figure 13. When the frequency of the disturbanceω̂1 is estimated correctly, the output decreases by a factor
of about 2, so the adaptive controller improves the performance of the linear inner-loop controller. When
there is a change in the frequency of the disturbance (14s), the output increases but the adaptive controller
is able to catch the new frequency after 1s, so the disturbance is rejected again. The same figure shows the
adaptive statesζc andζs of the known frequency cancellation component of the algorithm. The comparison
between figure 14 and figure 13 shows the improvement in disturbance rejection by the adaptive controller,
especially between 14s and 19s.
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Figure 14: Experiment of the indirect algorithm with proportional gainkP = 1 V
mm , integral gainkI =

1 V
smm , damping gainξ = 0.1, filter gaink = 150, adaptation gaing1 = 150 and adaptation gaing2 = 1.

5.3 Direct Algorithm

The block diagram of the direct algorithm is shown in figure 10. Figure 15 shows the results of aMat-
lab/Simulink simulation of the direct algorithm, based on the models of section 3. The simulation provides
the cancellation of the fundamental and the first harmonic (after 7s) of the disturbance. Since the magnitude
of the first harmonic is smaller than the noise of the PSD, the cancellation of the first harmonic is not per-
formed on the real LBS system.
Figure 16 shows the performance of the direct algorithm on the LBS system.The transient is quite simular
to the one obtained in simulations. The input voltage for the DC motor is the same as infigure 13. When
the frequency and the magnitude of the disturbance is estimated correctly, theoutput decreases by a factor
of about 2 in comparison to the linear controller. When there is a change in thefrequency of the disturbance
(14s), the output increases, but the adaptive controller is able to catch the new frequency after 1s. The com-
parison between figure 16 and figure 14 shows the performance of the indirect algorithm is slightly better
than the indirect algorithm.
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Figure 15: Simulation of the direct algorithm with the first harmonic and with proportional gainkP = 1 V
mm ,

integral gainkI = 1 V
smm , adaptation gainsg1,m = 20000, g1,ω = 1, g2,m = 0.1, g2,ω = 1, and filter

parametersa = 5, b = 35.

5.4 Adaptive Q−Parameterization

The block diagram of the adaptiveQ−parameterization is shown in figure 12. Figure 17 shows the perfor-
mance of the adaptiveQ−parameterization on the LBS system. Neither the frequency nor the magnitude of
the disturbance signal is estimated explicitly, so only the adaptive states of the gradient algorithm are plot-
ted. Because lower adaptation gains had to be used for this algorithm, the inner-loop gains were changed to
kP = kI = 0.1 at the beginning of the adaptation. This is the reason for the higher output at the beginning
in comparison to the previous controllers.
Except for this difference, if one compares figure 17 and figure 14, the adaptiveQ−parameterization is on
the same level as the other adaptive algorithms.

6 Conclusion

The objective of the study was to implement and test active noise controllers on a electromechanical system.
The active noise controllers are adaptive controllers for disturbanceswith unknown frequency. To use the
adaptive controllers, the marginally stable plant was stabilized with a linear inner-loop controller. The direct
algorithm and the indirect algorithm are controllers were the frequency, phase and magnitude are estimated
explicitly. The adaptiveQ-parameterization is a filter based controller with a gradient algorithm without
such frequency estimation. All adaptive controllers improved the disturbance rejection in comparison to a
baseline linear controller by a factor of two. No dramatic difference in performance was observed between
the algorithms although the structures of the algorithms were quite different.
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Figure 16: Experiment of the direct algorithm with proportional gainkP = 1 V
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smm ,
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Abstract 
The paper presents a new command shaper for controlling uniform lumped flexible systems. A command 
shaper alters the reference input to create a new input to the actuator which causes the system to move to a 
new position with less residual vibration. The wave based approach shapes the reference input so that the 
modified actuator input becomes the superposition of two notional wave components, corresponding to 
two, clearly defined, mechanical propagating waves. The first component propagates displacements 
forward through the system, causing, as it goes, half the desired net displacement. The returning wave is 
then absorbed by the actuator, simultaneously damping vibrations and allowing the system to move the 
other half of the desired displacement. The wave based shaper achieves very fast response times without 
the need for any sensor information. With accurate system modeling all vibrations can be removed from 
the system while landing it exactly at the target position. 

1 Introduction 

The design of open loop strategies to control flexible systems can allow rest-to-rest positioning to be 
achieved directly without the need for sensor information and feedback, although they do require accurate 
system modeling. 

Such methods commonly involve altering or shaping the input, to create a new input which will move the 
system to the target position with the aim of minimizing vibration on arrival [7-9]. See Fig. 1. This paper 
presents a new command shaper for uniform lumped mechanical systems based on the idea of waves 
propagating through the system. The wave theory of lumped systems, used to create the shaper, is 
presented, followed by implementation details, simulation results, and discussion. 

 
Figure 1: Reference input is shaped before entering the actuator of the flexible system 
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2 Waves in Lumped Systems 

2.1 Wave Foundations 

Frequently the flexible nature of systems is modeled as a series of lumped masses and springs as in Fig. 2. 
The problem encountered is how best to move the actuator, x0, in order to position the end mass, xn, taking 
into account the intermediate flexible system. 

 
Figure 2: n–degree of freedom mass spring system. 

To solve this problem a description of the system dynamics in terms notional waves propagating in both 
directions through the system was developed. The movement of the actuator can be seen as facilitating the 
launching and absorbing of these waves into and from the system.  

Consider a system with n springs and n masses, as shown in Fig. 2. If the actuator, x0, moves, the motion 
will propagate rightwards through the system, affecting each mass in succession. This propagation can be 
thought of as a position ‘wave’ moving through the system, causing both vibrations and net displacements 
as it passes through each successive mass. This initial propagation will be called the ‘launch’ wave, and 
the component of the actuator motion associated with it will be designated a0(t). 

The launch wave will move rightwards until it reaches the free end, when it will begin to return leftwards, 
displacing all the masses again as it passes. This second propagating motion will be designated the ‘return’ 
wave, and its motion contribution on arrival at the actuator is labelled b0(t). On reaching the actuator, it 
will in general be re-launched into the flexible system, beginning a renewed rightwards-propagating 
movement, and so on. Thus vibrations will continue indefinitely in the absence of control or damping. By 
defining and understanding how these waves move through the flexible system, and their associated net 
displacements, an input to the actuator can be created which succeeds in rapidly positioning the end mass 
while removing all vibrations from the system. 

2.2 Wave transfer functions 

In order to describe this wave propagation through the system, a uniform infinite chain of masses and 
springs is considered, as shown in Fig. 3. Such a system allows only one-way propagatation of waves, i.e. 
a wave will move through the system without ever reaching a sharp discontinuity or boundary where it 
will be decisively reflected and so propagate back in the opposite direction. 

By examing the behavior of such an infinite system a “wave transfer function”, WTF, can be dervived 
which describes how a wave would propagate though such a system. The WTF, G(s), is defined as relating 
the position of one mass, in the infinite chain, to that of the next, or 

 1( ) ( ) ( )
i i
X s G s X s+ =  (1) 

Also, 

 1( ) ( ) ( )
i i
X s G s X s−=  (2)  

m2 
 

 
m1 

 

 
m2 

 

 
mn 
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The equation of motion ith mass in the infinite series is given by 

 

 ( )2
1 1( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )

i i i i
ms X s k X s X s X s− += − +  (3) 

 
Figure 3: Infinite uniform mass spring system. 

Substituting in (1) and (2) into (3) and rearranging gives a quadratic in G(s)  
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the two solutions of which are given by 
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where ωn = √(k/m). 

The solution for G(s) given by the negative sign before the square root is the only solution which is causal 
and therefore the one of interest in this case, and will be referred to as G(s). 
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The inverse Laplace transformation of G(s) is given by 

 0 1
2

(2 ) (2 )
( ) 2

J t J t
g t

t t
 

= − 
 

 (7) 

where Jn is an nth order Bessel function of the first kind.  

 

2.3 Properties of G(s) 

To the extent that G(s) describes the motion of any mass in the uniform infinite mass-spring system it 
could be considered the characteristic transfer function of such a system. As defined, the transfer function 
G(s) has many interesting properties. Its order is non-integer, indeed non-rational. It is close to second 
order, but not exactly. Unlike an exactly second-order, damped system, it is parameterized by only one 
variable, 2ωn

2 (or better perhaps, √2ωn). It has neither finite zeros nor finite poles, and its time-domain 
impulse response does not feature any one frequency.  

Examining the frequency response, G(jω), reveals further distinctive features of the WTF. The bode plot, 
given in Fig. 4, shows a response characteristic typical of a low-pass filter, with a break frequency of 2ωn. 
The most notable and remarkable features are the perfect flatness of both the gain below 2ω, and the phase 
above 2ω. 
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The response of G(s) to an arbitrary input can be found by convolution with (7), although at high 
computational cost. Working with the WTF in the Laplace domain becomes difficult due to its irrational 
order, but as will be seen below, accurate approximations to G(s) can be achieved which allow for easier 
implementation and time-domain conversion. 

 
Figure 4: Bode plot of the Wave Transfer Function, G(s). 

 

2.4 Wave model of system dynamics 

Using this definition of G(s), the two-way motion of the waves can be shown schematically in a “wave 
model”. See Fig. 5. The upper branch models motion propagating to the right, that is leaving the actuator 
and moving rightwards through the flexible system, with related displacements denoted Ai(s), while the 
lower branch models waves traveling leftwards through the system towards the actuator, with 
displacements Bi(s). It can be shown [1] that this wave model exactly describes the dynamics of the system 
in Fig. 2, with the displacements of the masses in the real system, Xi(s), being given by the superposition 
of the two corresponding wave-like motions, or, 

 

 )()()( sBsAsX iii += . (8) 

 

  
Figure 5: Wave model of a uniform n-degree of freedom lumped system. 
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3 Control 

3.1 Wave based command shaper 

As stated, the aim is to create a command shaper which will alter the reference input, R, so that the new 
input to the actuator, X0, will move the flexible system to the correct target position in such away as to 
simultaneously remove all vibrations. Using the wave theory for lumped systems described above we can 
separate the movement of the actuator into two notional components, one corresponding to a launching of 
energy into the system A0(s) and the other due to the returning energy from the system B0(s). For the 
purposes of control the actuator is seen as launching waves while simultaneously absorbing the waves that 
come back to the actuator. To perform this, the required actuator position is given by 

 

 0 0 0X A B= + . (9) 

 

The launch wave, A0(s), is set to half the reference input, R. The reference input is set by the user and can 
have any profile in time, with its final, steady position defining the target displacement of the system.  

 

 RA 2
1

0 =  (10) 

 

The second component, B0(s), of the actuator motion in (9) is designed to remove vibrations and complete 
the net displacement by absorbing the returning wave. In [1-4] this return wave, B0(s), was calculated 
using sensor information, fed back from the system and processed through two WTFs. Here an open loop 
method is presented to calculate B0(s) using the system dynamics revealed in the wave model. The wave 
model in Fig. 5 shows how B0(s) is related to A0(s) in terms of G(s). For an n degree of freedom uniform 
system, B0(s) can be expressed as  
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12
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Substituting (10) and (11) into (9) 
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In other words, transfer function between the reference input and the input to the actuator, which defines 
the wave based command shaper for the an n degree of freedom uniform system, is 
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4 Implementation 

One way of implementing the shaper would be to convolve the reference input signal with g(t) (7). In fact, 
this would involve multiple convolutions, to simulate G2n+1. Depending on the computational power 
available, this might be preformed offline. G(s) is an irrational order transfer function and is therefore 
difficult to simulate exactly in commercial software such as Simulink. However, very good 
approximations of G(s) can be created using nested loops of 2nd order systems, as will now be explained. 

4.1 Simulations of G(s) 

To recreate G(s) the motion of any mass in a uniform, infinite, mass-spring system in response to the 
motion of an adjacent mass must be simulated. One way of achieving this is to simulate the response of a 
single mass spring system, as in Fig. 6, subject to a special feedback arrangement which causes the mass-
spring system to respond as if it were the beginning of an infinite system extending to the right.  As will be 
shown, the feedback arrangement in Fig. 6 achieves this. It assumes that a model to simulate G(s) is 
already available, to be used twice, as shown. This apparent difficulty will also be addressed below. 

 
Figure 6: System to simulate G(s), with R as input, X1 as output. 

The transfer function from R to X1 in Fig. 6 can be found as follows. From the diagram, the input to the 
actuator, X0, is given by 

 

 ( )1 1
2 20 1X R G X RG= + − , (14) 

 
where G(s) has been abbreviated to G. Also the dynamics of the mass-spring arrangement give 
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X X

ω
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 (15) 

 

where ωG = √(kG/mG) . From (14) and (15) 
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Combining (6) and (16) and noting that the reciprocal of (6), 1/G, is given by (5) with the positive sign 
before the square root, it can be shown that if ωG =√2ω, then  

 

 1X
G

R
= , (17) 

 
as required. Therefore if the frequency, ωG,, of the mass spring system shown in Fig. 6 is made equal to 
√2ω, where ω =√(k/m) corresponds to the infinite, uniform system, the transfer function between X1 and R 
becomes equal to G(s). This is easily achieved for example by setting either kG=2k, mG=m, or mG=m/2, 
kG=k in Fig. 6, so that ωG= √(2k/m).  

As noted, the simulation of G(s) by Fig. 6 presupposes the availability of some way to implement G(s), 
which is precisely what was sought initially! But the fortunate point is that these component WTFs do not 
need to be perfectly modeled for the overall approximation to work very well. For example these two 
component G(s) can correspond to a simple mass-spring-damper system with half critical damping to 
ground, or 
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G0(s), the “zeroth” approximation to G(s), is similar to that used in [1-4]. Clearly it is not exact, but it does 
reproduce important features of G(s), which are precisely those needed to make X1/R of Fig. 6 an excellent 
approximation to G(s). The first approximation based on Fig. 6 is then denoted G1(s), and can be 
expressed as 
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or, on substitution of (18), as the following 7th order rational transfer function 
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Having thus achieved a considerably better approximation to G(s), one can, if desired, go one step further 
and use this new approximation, G1(s), to replace G0(s) in (19) (or G(s) in Fig. 6) to get a new 
approximation, G2(s), as 
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This nesting process can be repeated, and it is found to give greater and greater accuracy with each further 
level. In general the ith approximation of G(s) is given by 
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But there is no need to continue very far. As will be seen below with increasing i the process quickly 
converges to a highly accurate representation of G(s). In fact only two nested levels are needed to achieve 
excellent accuracy. At that stage, the computational load is still quite modest and time-domain 
implementation simple. 

Fig. 7 compares Bode plots for the exact (7) and approximate G(s). They are indistinguishable over almost 
the entire frequency range. Only around the break frequency do small differences appear. Thus the 
approximations have break frequencies just short of the precise value of 2ω and their phases reach –180 
degrees just below 2ω, with some rounding of the graphs at the corners. Similarly, the impulse responses 
of the exact and approximate functions are almost identical, as shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Figure 7: Bode Plot comparison of G(s) and approximations to G(s) 
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Figure 8: Impulse response comparison. G(s) and G2(s) are almost indistinguishable. 

5 Results 

The response of a single mass spring system, to an input created by the wave-based shaper, (13), for a step 
input is shown in Fig. 9. Half the reference input (½R), is added to ½RG3 to make up the actuator 
trajectory. The response is seen to settle rapidly at the correct target position, with a rise time of less than 
half a period. The system response depends on the reference input. Fig. 10 shows the response of the 
system for a series of ramp inputs with different slopes. It can be seen that as the slopes become gentler 
the initial overshoot on reaching the target position is also reduced eventually to almost zero, and the 
initial vibration level also becomes less and less. Both the final vibration and the steady-state error are 
zero in all cases. 

 
Figure 9: Time domain response to step input for single mass spring system 
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Figure 10: End mass response for reference inputs of different slopes 

5.1 Robustness 

An important factor when considering implementation of any open loop control strategy is the robustness 
of the controller to errors in the system model or to changes in the system. The success of the command 
shaper is measured not only by the speed of response and the steady-state error, but also by the level of 
vibration which remains in the system after the shaped input has finished. This residual vibration can be 
expressed as the ratio of the vibration remaining in the system when the shaper is used to that when no 
control is used. One common way of expressing the robustness, or insensitivity, of a shaper to modeling 
errors is to use a sensitivity curve. A sensitivity curve for the WBC shaper is shown in Fig. 11. The 
percentage residual vibration is shown for varying values of normalized frequency. The normalized 
frequency is given by the ratio of the actual frequency of the system, ωn, to the modeled system frequency, 
ωmodel. It can be seen that the WBC shaper has a sensitivity to modeling errors similar to that of a ZV 
shaper. 
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Figure 11: Sensitivity curve for WBC shaper 

6 Conclusions 

The paper outlines a new method of shaping inputs to control a wide class of flexible systems. Using the 
idea of two-way propagation of waves in lumped systems, a shaper was developed which creates an input 
to the actuator which moves the system to the target position quickly, while simultaneously removing the 
vibrations from the system. For a reference step input to a single mass spring system the target position is 
reached with small overshoot in less than one half of the period. The response time and sensitivity curve 
are similar to those of a ZV input shaper [7]. 

Many flexible systems can be modeled as having a single degree of freedom, such as a gantry crane or a 
light manipulator with a heavy load. But the wave-based technique extends to uniform systems of n 
degrees of freedom, where n is arbitrary. Future work will extend these ideas to design shapers for non-
uniform systems. 
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Abstract 
There are many contexts, from space structures to disk drive heads, from medical mechanisms to long-arm 
manipulators, from cranes to light robots, in which it is desired to achieve rapid and accurate position con-
trol of a system end-point by an actuator working through a flexible system. The system’s actuator must 
then attempt to reconcile two, potentially conflicting, demands: position control and active vibration 
damping. Somehow each must be achieved while respecting the other’s requirements. Wave-based control 
is a powerful, relatively new strategy for this important problem that has many advantages over most ex-
isting techniques. The central idea is to consider the actuator motion as launching mechanical waves into 
the flexible system while simultaneously absorbing returning waves. This simple, intuitive idea leads to 
robust, generic, highly efficient, adaptable controllers, allowing rapid and almost vibrationless re-posi-
tioning of the remote load (tip mass). For the first time there is a generic, high-performance solution to this 
important problem that does not depend on an accurate system model or near-ideal actuator behaviour.  

1 Introduction 

There are many contexts, from space structures to disk drive heads, from medical mechanisms to long-arm 
manipulators, from cranes to light robots, in which it is desired to achieve rapid and accurate position 
control of a load (or system end-point) by an actuator that is separated from the load by an intermediate 
system which is flexible. While all systems are to some extent flexible, issues related to flexibility become 
decisive as one tries to design lighter mechanisms, or systems that are more dynamically responsive, or 
softer, or more energy efficient, or simply long in one dimension. 
The system’s actuator must then attempt to reconcile two, potentially conflicting, demands: position con-
trol and active vibration damping. Somehow each must be achieved while respecting the other’s require-
ments.  
Previous approaches have included various classical and state feedback control techniques (often using 
simplified dynamic models); modal control (often considering a rigid-body, or zero frequency mode sepa-
rately from vibration modes); sliding mode control; input command shaping; time-optimal control leading 
to bang-bang control; wave-based control; and control based on real-virtual system models [1–6]. Each 
method has special characteristics and drawbacks, discussed in the literature. None is completely satis-
factory under all headings. 
The wave-based control strategy [7–12] is a powerful, relatively new method of dealing with flexibility 
that has been shown to be better than existing methods in most respects. The central idea is to consider the 
actuator motion as launching mechanical waves into the flexible system while simultaneously absorbing 
returning waves. This simple, intuitive idea leads to robust, generic, highly efficient, adaptable controllers, 
allowing rapid and almost vibrationless re-positioning of the system and the remote load (tip mass). For 
the first time there is a generic solution to this important problem that does not depend on an accurate 
system model and does not demand close to ideal performance by the actuator. Rather than treating the 
flexibility as a problem, it works with the flexibility to achieve system control in a natural way. 
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This paper will investigate the mathematical foundation for a wave-based interpretation of flexible system 
dynamics, both lumped and continuous. It will then show how this view can be used to interpret the ac-
tuator-system interface as a two-way energy flow, leading to the design of controllers that give optimal 
performance by controlling this energy flow, in ways that are simple, robust, generic, and energy efficient. 

θ0(t) θn(t) 

x0(t) xn(t)

xn(t)

x0(t)

 
 Fig. 1. Typical flexible systems, with actuator position, x0(t) or θ0(t), controlling tip position, xn(t) or 

θn(t). 

For simplicity, it will be assumed that there is a single actuator, with its own position controller, which is 
attempting to control the position of the system tip, moving it from rest in one position to rest at a target 
position. If gravity is active, it is assumed that the initial and final gravitational strains are equal, so that, 
when the system comes to rest again, the net displacement of the actuator will equal that of the tip. It is 
further assumed that the actuator position controller has zero steady-state error, so final position accuracy 
is limited only by the actuator sensor accuracy. 

2 Wave Analysis of Flexible Systems 

In flexible systems of the above type, the actuator and load are dynamically uncoupled. The interaction 
between them is mediated by the flexible system dynamics and it involves delays. When the actuator 
moves it directly affects only the part of the flexible system to which it is attached. A disturbance (or 
“wave”) then travels through the system to the load or tip, and then back towards the actuator, typically 
dispersing as it goes, in a complex motion. At each end of the system, some of this wave may be reflected 
and/or absorbed, depending on the instantaneous relationship between the motions of the actuator, or tip, 
and the motion of the adjacent parts of the flexible system.  
The wave-based control strategy depends on a) understanding, b) measuring and c) controlling the (no-
tional) two-way flow of energy and momentum happening at the interface between the actuator and the 
flexible system. To move the tip from rest to rest the actuator must launch a “wave” into the flexible sys-
tem and then absorb it, in such a way that when all the energy and momentum of the motion have been 
extracted, the system is at the target position.  
The term “wave” here is very general, and includes not just oscillating motion but also a “step wave” 
which, after it passes a point, changes the net or DC displacement, implying “rigid body” or “zero fre-
quency” motion. Because the primary focus here is position control, the wave variable is taken as dis-
placement, linear or angular (in meters or radians). In other applications, variables such as force, torque, 
velocity, or acceleration would be appropriate as wave variables, and the wave control ideas can easily be 
adapted to suit. 
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3 Resolving Actuator Motion into 2-Way Waves 

The actuator motion, x0(t) is notionally resolved into two component motions, a0(t) and b0(t),  

( ) ( ) ( )tbtatx 000 += ,      (1) 
with a0 corresponding to an outwards-going, or launch, wave, b0 corresponding to a return wave, which the 
actuator attempts to absorb. 
For the control application, the resolving in Eq.(1) need not be precise: it is necessary to fulfil only certain 
generic criteria [9]. The simplest definition sets 
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where f(t) is the force that the actuator applies to the beginning of the flexible system in the direction of 
motion, and Z is an impedance term, whose value is not critical. For lumped systems Z can be taken as 
√(k1m1), corresponding to the first spring stiffness, k1, and first mass, m1. For the gantry crane, one can set 
Z = √(ρT) where ρ is the linear density of the cable and T the tension at the top, and for a simple pendulum 
system, Z = m√(g/L), with m the mass and L the length. 
For a system of lumped masses and springs in series, a slightly better expression [9,10] for the s-domain 
version of the return wave, B0(s), is given by 

( ))()()()()( 010 sAsGsXsGsB −=        (4) 
with 

( ))()()()()()( 0100 sAsGsXsGsXsA −−=    (5) 
where G(s) is a second order mass-spring-damper system, with mass and spring corresponding the begin-
ning of the lumped flexible system, and with viscous damping at half critical. See Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2. A wave-based control implementation using Eqs.(4) & (5) to determine return wave, b0 from 

x0 and x1, with G as shown. 

4 THE CONTROL STRATEGY 

For rest-to-rest motion to a target position, the strategy is as follows. The input to the actuator is set as the 
sum of two components. The first component is set directly by the controlling computer, the only essential 
requirement being that its time profile ends at half the target displacement and holds there. The second 
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component is the measured return wave, b0, calculated by measuring two variables, such as x0 and x1, or x0 
and f, and calculated using for example Eqs. (3) or (4).  
Adding the second input component, which has the form of a positive feedback signal, provides active 
vibration damping, by making the actuator appear as a matched viscous impedance to “waves” returning 
from the flexible system towards the actuator. See for example Eq.(3). This causes the actuator to act as a 
very efficient, one-way, active vibration absorber, yet without impeding the action of simultaneously set-
ting a launch wave.  
A second effect of the absorbing component is to cause the total steady-state actuator displacement to be-
come exactly double to launch component. This can be seen most clearly in the case of Eqns. (2) & (3). 
For rest to test motion, the force integral terms must become zero, so that at rest a0 and b0 must become 
equal to each other and equal to ½x0. Thus, if the launch displacement component is set to settle at half the 
target displacement, adding the absorbing component ensures that a) the system vibrations are absorbed, 
and b) in absorbing them, the system arrives exactly at target. Thus, the main control problem has been 
solved, in a simple and elegant manner. 
The launch component of the actuator motion can be considered as pushing the system half the distance to 
the target, while the absorbing component acts as if the reaction of the system were pulling the actuator 
the other half displacement, but in such a way that all momentum and energy return to zero precisely on 
completion of the process, just when the system arrives to target. 

4.1 Launch Wave Profile 

The launch waveform (time profile) is to a great extent arbitrary. It can arrive at the half-target displace-
ment in many ways (step, ramp, constant acceleration, or using a pre-determined motion plan), limited 
only by the actuator dynamics. The control strategy works very well for all such choices. 
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Fig. 3. Wave-echo control to determine actuator motion x0. The target distance is 1. The a0 compo-

nent is set by the controller as a ramp until t=t1 (when x0=½), then as a reverse replay of recorded b0, 
but inverted (shown dotted). At all stages b0 is determined from the measured system response.  

There is one choice that is particularly neat [9]. The absorb wave motion is added throughout the entire 
manoeuvre. If the absorb wave is recorded from the beginning, the initial part of it can be used to deter-
mine a very good way to complete the launch wave. The actuator gets half way to target before the launch 
wave has reached its steady (half-target) value. See Fig.3. At this point, the launch wave can be set to 
complete its trajectory using an inverted and time-reversed version of the wave that has been absorbed out 
of the system up to that point. Thus, the “echo” that was absorbed from the system in the first half of the 
manoeuvre is played back into the system in reverse to complete the manoeuvre. This has the effect of 
bringing the tip to rest in a time-and-space mirror-image of the start-up motion. In other words, the load 
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stops dead, rapidly, precisely at the target, while the actuator continues to move so that the rest of the 
system then relaxes in just the right way to leave everything motionless in the correct position. 

5 SAMPLE RESULTS 

As an example, Fig.4 shows the control of a uniform, lumped three-mass system.  The actuator and end-
mass positions are shown against time expressed in units of the period, T, or 2π/ωn, where ωn =√(k/m). 
The target displacement is 1m. Also shown are a0(t) and b0(t). 

 

 a0(t)

 b0(t)

actr.  x0(t) 
 End mass, x3(t)

 T = t*ωn/ 2π

Displacement [m] 

 
Fig. 4. End point of a uniform, three-mass system, moved 1m.  

As can be seen, the response is remarkable. Without a control strategy, the position of the end mass 
(“load”) would, of course, oscillate somewhere between zero and two, with three frequency components 
superposed. Instead the load is translated from rest to rest, in a single, controlled movement, with almost 
no overshoot and with negligible oscillations (and so little or no settling time). The total manoeuvre time 
is excellent. Depending how strictly one defines the settling time, it is between 3 to 3.5 “periods” of ωn, 
(This corresponds to about only 1.5 periods of the fundamental mode of the 3-mass system.) 
The end mass (load) comes to rest exactly at target. It does so sooner than its actuator. The actuator’s 
movements are smooth and easily achievable. Around mid-manoeuvre, the speed of the end-mass (the 
slope in Fig.4) is close to that of the actuator: the flexible system is then behaving as if rigid, or almost so: 
vibration is under control.  
Similarly impressive results are obtained whether the system is long or short, uniform or not, with linear 
or hardening or softening springs (other than the first), with or without internal damping, with ideal or re-
alistic actuator, and with or without precise values for all the terms in Eq.(3) or (4). Illustrating a mixture 
of such added complexities, Fig.5 shows the response of a 5 DOF system with non-linear (hardening) 
springs; variations of the masses of 1, 0.5, 1, 2, 1; damping between the masses of 0, 0.25, 0.1, 0.25, 0, 
0.05 times critical damping; an actuator modelled as a first order system of time constant 1/3ωn; and b0(t) 
approximated by Eq.(3). These parameter values and system size were chosen almost at random: a similar 
result is obtained for almost arbitrary choices of these system variables. 
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Fig. 5. Response of end mass of 5 DOF system, with non uniform masses, various dampers between 

the masses, non-linear springs, a first order actuator, and b0(t) determined simply by Eq.(3). 

As can be seen, the non-uniformities, actuator limitations, and so on, make things less smooth, but despite 
everything, the controller gets the load exactly to target, rapidly, and it works very effectively to remove 
vibratory energy from the system during the motion and on arrival at target. 
The presence of system non-uniformities requires no adjustment to the control strategy. The actuator’s 
action is restricted to either launching or absorbing waves. To absorb returning waves the actuator must 
await their arrival. The non-uniformities will delay, and stretch out, their arrival and therefore delay the 
absorbing process. Also the non-ideal actuator response will slightly prolong the final tidying up. But even 
though the strategy and controller settings were not changed, their effectiveness in meeting the much more 
difficult challenge is almost undiminished. 
Figure 6 gives a trolley crane example, moving a load 2 m, with a 4-m cable of significant mass [8]. The 
launch waveform is set to correspond to half the maximum trolley velocity, to which is added the return 
wave, b0. For a long manoeuvre, this causes the trolley velocity to approach the maximum for the middle 
part of the transit, with the swing angle approaching zero. In other words, the system is then moving at top 
speed and as if it were rigid, with the load displacement tracking the trolley displacement. After the half-
way point for the trolley (1 m), the launch displacement a0 is based on the previous b0. This causes the 
trolley to decelerate in precisely the way needed to get the load to land at target (2 m) and stop dead. The 
load arrives before the trolley, which continues to move in just the right way to allow the cable to 
straighten up as all wave energy flows out of the system. 
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Fig. 6. Load arrives and stops at target before trolley. Crane target distance 3 m. Cable length=4 m, 
ρ=0.1 kg/m, m=2 kg, T=23.54 N, Z=1.534 Ns/m. Note time symmetry of load & trolley motions, due 

to a0 and b0 following wave-echo scheme of Fig.3. 
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6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

Aspects of the problem of controlling flexible systems have been presented in new and fruitful ways, 
leading to new control algorithms that perform remarkably well.  They easily move a load from point to 
point, rapidly, yet with negligible residual vibration and negligible overshoot and zero steady-state error. 
They move the load at close to the actuator velocity (the ideal), in one controlled motion, without exciting 
load or system vibrations unnecessarily. The control strategies are very robust; they are applicable to a 
wide variety of problems; they require minimal system information, little computational overhead, and are 
very tolerant of limitations in the actuator dynamics. Sensing requirements are also minimal. Other than 
the actuator’s own motion, only one other sensed input is needed, and the second sensor supplying this 
information is located conveniently close to the actuator, where sensing is generally easiest and safest in 
practice. 
Modelling errors hardly feature. System changes are automatically accommodated.  The order of the con-
troller automatically matches that of the system, and explicit information, for example, about locations of 
poles (or natural frequencies and damping ratios of modes) is not needed.  
The control approach can be considered a combination of “command shaping” and feedback control, the 
launch wave being a simple, shaped input, and the absorb part the feedback contribution. 
With the wave-echo idea, the returning waveform, b0, reveals to the controller the entire system dynamics 
in just the form the controller needs to achieve ideal system deceleration to rest. In a sense, the system it-
self serves as the system model, which is therefore always accurate, up to date, and of the correct order. 
The system itself also serves as the model’s computer. To put it another way, all the required system iden-
tification is done in real time, as part of the controlled motion, with minimal computational overhead. This 
partly explains the control system’s robustness to system changes.  
The interface between the actuator and the flexible system is seen as a wave gateway, controlled and man-
aged by the actuator’s motion. Energy and momentum enter and leave the flexible system at the interface. 
They propagate in two directions within the system, from actuator to end-mass, and back again, albeit in 
ways that are faltering, complex, and highly dynamic. Rest-to-rest motion corresponds to getting the en-
ergy and momentum into, and then out of, the system in just the right way to ensure that the entire system 
comes to rest at the target.  
The actuator is the sole agent for all this. But the actuator interacts directly only with the part of the sys-
tem dynamics to which it is directly connected: the interface. All the control can be done, and must be 
done, at this interface and through this interface. The wave approach shows just how this can be done.  
A very comprehensive study of the field [6] has observed that “to date a general solution to the control problem [of 
flexible mechanical systems] has yet to be found. One important reason is that computationally efficient (real-time) mathematical 
methods do not exist for solving the extremely complex sets of partial differential equations and incorporating the associated 
boundary conditions that most accurately model flexible structures.” (Emphasis added.) 

It is here contended that wave-based methods provide just such a “general solution” for a wide class of 
problems, with many additional attractive features.  
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Abstract 
Three control laws for a system governed by the wave equation are presented and compared in this paper: 
Wave Based Control (WBC), Absolute Vibration Suppression (AVS) and Input Shaping (IS). The 
common denominator of the three methods is that they all refer to the wave motion, or can be interpreted 
as doing so. They differ in many aspects such as feedback vs. open loop, general vs. specific for this type 
of systems, definition of the input signal, etc. First WBC, which was originally derived for lumped 
systems, is extended, via the infinite dimension transfer function approach, to systems governed by the 
wave equation. Then it is shown that for such systems the WBC and the AVS produce identical responses, 
and their equivalent open loop controller is a generalization of the IS.  Hence the three controllers are in 
fact identical in that case. Finally the differences in implementation are discussed. 

1 Introduction 

There are many contexts, e.g space structures, cranes and long-arm robot manipulators, in which it is 
desired to achieve rapid and accurate position control of a system end-point by an actuator working 
through a flexible system. The control problem associated with that task is very challenging, both 
theoretically, due to the infinite dimension, and practically, due to resonance frequencies within the 
desired control bandwidth. The system’s actuator must attempt to reconcile two, potentially conflicting, 
demands: position or velocity control and active vibration damping. It would appear that one can 
overcome the problems by using finite dimension modeling, e.g. finite element or modal control 
 [3], [2], [6], and standard control methods. However, controllers having impractically large order may 
result  [3] and care must be taken to avoid instability caused by spillover  [1]. Furthermore, the generic 
methods, such as modal based control  [2], [6], do not take into account the most basic phenomena of wave 
motion through the elastic media, such as delay, reflection etc.  [5], [13]. On the other hand there exist some 
control methods that are dedicated to flexible structures and are based on their characteristic features  [4], 
 [7]- [10], [12], [14], [15]. 
Wave-based control (WBC) considers the controlled actuator motion as launching mechanical waves into 
the flexible system while simultaneously responding to returning waves,  [7]- [10] The interface between 
the actuator and the flexible system is seen as a gateway through which energy and momentum enter and 
leave the system. The two-way motion at this interface must first be understood, then measured and then 
controlled. Rest-to-rest motion to a target position, or zero to constant velocity maneuver, consists of 
ensuring that at the instant when all the energy and momentum have entered and left the system, the 
system is stationary precisely at target. The resulting strategy leads to controllers which are robust, 
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efficient and generic, yet of low order. They deliver rapid and almost vibrationless, controlled motion for a 
large class of flexible systems, lumped or distributed.  Sensing and controlling are all done at the interface, 
and an exact system model is not required. The motion is smooth and the actuator does not need to be 
ideal. 

Absolute Vibration Suppression (AVS)  [12], [14] is a control method for flexible structures governed by 
the wave equation. The method is based on infinite dimension transfer function modeling of the system, 
consisting of time delays due to the wave motion and low order rational terms which correspond to the 
reflection from the boundary. AVS is a collocated, rate to force (torque), feedback applied at an actuating 
end. It eliminates the dead times from the closed loop characteristic equation, hence the closed loop 
transfer function has finite spectrum (rational transfer function) plus delay.  

Input shaping in its basic form  [16], is an open loop control method. The input is pre-conditioned by 
convolving it with a series of delays, so that it does not excite the system's natural frequencies [11], [16].  
The three approaches seem different in many respects, e.g. open vs. closed loop, lumped vs. continuous, 
force vs. position input, etc. However the wave motion appears in all three of them, explicitly or 
implicitly. In this paper we investigate the relationships between the methods. It is shown that when both 
are applicable, WBC and AVS coincide in the sense that they produce the same response. It is also shown 
that when these closed loop control laws are replaced by an equivalent open loop controller, the latter is a 
generalization of input shaping. 

2 Continuous System Model 

2.1 Plant model 

Consider a continuous flexible dynamic system, governed by a wave equation and controlled at one of the 
boundaries. Examples of such systems include a rotating shaft or a crane with non-neglible cable mass, as 
in Figure 1 (a) and (b) respectively. The dynamics of such systems are described by the wave equation 
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( )in tF is the control signal (a force or torque),  iM  are lumped inertias, Di and Ki are damping and spring 
elements connected to a fixed frame (skyhook), x is the coordinate along the media (shaft or cable), z  is 
the displacement (linear or angular), c is the wave propagation velocity, and the constant φ is a function of 
the shaft properties. The parameters for each of the systems in Figure 1 are given in Table 1. These 
general boundary conditions include all linear boundary conditions of interest. For example, for a free end, 

iM , Di and Ki  are identically zero and a fixed end is obtained when K → ∞. 
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Figure 1:  Flexible systems examples: (a) shaft, (b) crane 

Shaft  Crane 

z(t) = θ(t), shaft torsion angle  z(t) = y(t), cable transverse deflection 
ρ – volumetric density  μ −linear density 
c = (G/ ρ )1/2   c = (mg/μ)1/2 
φ = G⋅Ip / c  φ = mg / c = (mgμ)1/2 

( )in tF = Min(t)  ( )in tF = Fin(t) 

i iJ=M , rigid inertias at the ends  
1M = Μ , trolley mass 2M = m, load mass 

Di -skyhook dampers (bearings)   D1- trolley to ground damping, D2= 0 
Ki - skyhook springs (assumed zero later)   K1 = K2 = 0 

Table 1: System parameters 

2.2 Transfer function representation 

Using Laplace transform on the partial differential equation (1) and the boundary conditions (2) assuming 
zero initial conditions, converts the problem to an ordinary differential equation in x. Solving this equation 
for a boundary control signal inF , acting at x = 0, leads to the general transfer function from the input 
actuation, at any point x  [5]. 
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Where β = x/L, τ  = L/c,  and the reflection factors are 
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The transfer function (3) is built from rational components that represent the boundary conditions 
(reflection factors) multiplied by delays that are proportional to τ, the time it takes the wave to travel from 
the actuation end to the other end. The transfer function has infinitely many poles, natural frequencies in 
the undamped case, and zeros.  
The transfer functions for the special cases in which the measurements are taken at the system boundaries 
are given by 
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It is also possible to calculate the transfer function from displacement to displacement (or velocity to 
velocity), for example 
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These transfer functions will be later used in the development of the Absolute Vibration Suppression 
controller (AVS), Wave Based Controller (WBS), and Input Shaping controller (IS). 

3 Absolute Vibration Suppression (AVS) Controller 

The AVS is a closed loop velocity controller designed specifically for the system described in section 2, so 
that the load would undergo as little vibration as possible. In fact, it is required, in the nominal case, to 
completely eliminate the vibrations from the systems. The controller is derived in this section for the shaft 
system but the results may be used for the gantry crane as well, using Table 1. Since in the following 
sections we consider velocity control, the more realistic case of no springs at the ends is considered, i.e.  
K1 = K2 = 0, which is automatically satisfied for the gantry crane case. 

Hω(s)

ωref(s)
ω(L,s)

ω(0,s)
Min(s)+

-
Tω(s)

Gω(s)

 
Figure 2: Single shaft velocity control loop 

Since without internal damping any non-collocated control leads to instability, see   [4], the following 
collocated rate feedback control law, for Min acting at x = 0, is considered, see Figure 2. 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (0, )in refM s T s s H s sω ωω ω= − ⋅  (8) 

It was shown in  [4], [14] that Hω(s) which eliminates the delay from the closed loop characteristic 
equation, and Tω(s) which  maintains a unity steady state gain (zero steady state error) are given by. 

 ( )1
1 1

1

2 ( )
( )

1 ( )
R s

H s J s D
R sω

φ
φ= = − + −

+
 (9) 

 2( )T s Dω φ= +  (10) 

The AVS controller, H(s), is thus a function of only the shaft properties (material and cross section) and 
the boundary conditions at the actuation end. In the case of a free end it reduces to a constant gain φ. 
Moreover, it is not a function of the shaft length or of the boundary conditions at the load end, and is 
therefore robust to changes in the load. This is slightly different in a crane, as the cable tension (in φ and τ) 
is a function of the load. 
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The closed loop transfer functions then become  
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Clearly the closed loop becomes entirely free of vibrations: hence the name AVS – Absolute Vibration 
Suppression. The control action of the AVS controller is the input torque, which is given by 
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For a free actuation end, i.e. R1 = 1, it reduces to 
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We conclude this section by considering the steady state values of the angular velocities and the input 
torque for a constant ωref. From the final value theorem it follows that ωss(x) =ωref for all x, i.e. rigid body 
motion, and Min,ss = (D1+D2)ωref , which means that it cancels the reaction torques of the dampers. 

4 Wave Based Control (WBC) 

Wave based control is a general control method for systems involving flexible components, either lumped 
or continuous. Its underlying principle involves recognising and handling wave-like motion, which is a 
novelty for lumped systems. In this section we first describe the method and then show the exact form the 
controller assumes when applied to a system governed by wave equations. 

4.1 Resolving actuator motion into 2-way waves 

The actuator motion, x0(t) is notionally resolved in the time domain into two component motions, a0(t) and 
b0(t),  

 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )x t a t b t= + ,  (15) 

with a0 corresponding to an outwards-going, or launch, wave, and b0 corresponding to a return wave, 
which the actuator attempts to absorb. For a system of lumped masses and springs in series, these wave 
components in the s-domain can be given in terms of the actuator motion, X0(s) and the motion of the first 
mass, X1(s), by  

 ( )0 0 1 0A X G X G A∞ ∞= − −  (16) 

 ( )0 1 0B G X G A∞ ∞= − , (17) 

where     
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2 21
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m m m

G G s s s s
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 (18) 

G∞(s) is a wave transfer function giving the motion of a mass, in an infinite uniform system of masses, m, 
and springs, k, due to the motion of the previous mass. A discussion of its properties may be found in  [9]. 
As a final remark we note that displacements may be replaced with velocities without any change as long 
as no skyhook damper exists. 
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Figure 3: A wave-based control implementation. The actuator input, c, is the sum of half the target 
displacement plus a returning wave, b0 from equation (17). 

4.2 The control strategy 

For rest-to-rest motion to a target position, the strategy is as follows. The input to the actuator is set as the 
sum of two components. The first component is set directly by the controlling computer, the only essential 
requirement being that its time profile ends at half the target displacement and holds there. The second 
component is the measured return wave, b0, calculated by measuring two variables, such as x0 and x1, or x0 
and the actuation force  f, and calculated using for example equation (17). One implementation is shown in 
Figure 3. 
Adding the second input component, b0, which has the form of a positive feedback signal, provides active 
vibration damping, by making the actuator appear as a matched viscous impedance to “waves” returning 
from the flexible system towards the actuator.  This causes the actuator to act as a very efficient, one-way, 
active vibration absorber, yet without impeding the action of simultaneously setting a launch wave.  
A second effect of the absorbing component is to cause the total steady-state actuator displacement to 
become exactly double the launch component. This property can be proven formally. Thus, if the launch 
displacement component is set to settle at half the target displacement, adding the absorbing component 
ensures that a) the system vibrations are absorbed, and b) in absorbing them, the system arrives exactly at 
target, moving the second half of the target displacement. Thus, the main control problem has been solved, 
in a simple and elegant manner. 
The launch component of the actuator motion can be considered as pushing the system half the distance to 
the target, while the absorbing component acts as if the reaction of the system were pulling the actuator 
the other half displacement, but in such a way that all momentum and energy return to zero precisely on 
completion of the process, just when the system arrives to target. 

4.3 Application of the WBC to a flexible shaft 

As was explained before, wave based control may be used to control both lumped and continuous flexible 
systems. In this subsection its particular form for systems govern by the wave equation, such as the 
flexible shaft in Figure 1 (a), will be considered. The control action in this case is the angular position of 
the inertia J1., and the WBC is derived using the same methods as for a lumped system as well as the 
system transfer functions developed in section 2. 
First the exact continuous equivalent of the one way wave transfer function, denoted as G∞ in equations 
(16)-(18) is derived. Assuming a semi-infinite shaft, with control action at one boundary, the wave 
propagation is unidirectional as there is no reflection from the far end. This physical insight can be 
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retrieved mathematically as a limit of the transfer function from input velocity to the angular velocity at 
point x given in equation (7).  
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 (19) 

Therefore, in the semi-infinite case the angular velocity at a point x along the shaft is 

 0 0( ) ( ) ( )
x

s sc
x s e s e sβτω ω ω

−
−= =  (20) 

Since the transfer function is a pure delay, the system is free of vibrations in that case, which is in 
accordance with classical vibration theory. 
When the shaft has finite length, similar to equation (15), the wave at any point along the shaft may be 
assumed to be a superposition of an outgoing and a reflected wave (denoted as A(s) and B(s) respectively). 

 ( ) ( ) ( )x x xs A s B sω = +  (21) 

The subscripts denote the point at which the measurement was taken. The suggested WBC control scheme 
for this case is shown in Figure 4. It is similar to the lumped WBC in Figure 3 with three distinctions. The 
first is the fact that all quantities of interest are velocities rather than displacements. It has been pointed 
out in  [7]- [10] that WBC theory is unaffected by such change. The second difference is that the 
measurement is taken at an arbitrary point x and not necessarily at the interface with the actuator. The 
third is the constant (φ+D2)/2φ that replace the 1/2 in Figure 3. This is due to the possible existence of a 
damper at the load end. Such damper is equivalent to external forces that are precluded in WBC. With 
D2=0 the 1/2 is recovered. As is in the lumped case, it is desired to eliminate the effect of the returning 
wave, thus making the system behave like a semi-infinite shaft and eliminating the vibrations from the 
loop. 
The definition of A and B as unidirectional leads to the following relationships 

 0 0,x xA G A B G B∞ ∞= =  (22) 

With this, the counterpart of equation (16) is 
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The control law in Figure 4 is  
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Substituting (25) and rearranging that control law is given explicitly as 
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Figure 4: WBC for the continuous system 
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Or in the time domain 
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The controller is realized in the same way as it was for the lumped system, taking two measurements, at 
the actuation end and at a distance x from it. To find ω0 in terms of ωref, we substitute the relationship 
between ω0 and ωx  from  (7) into (27) and obtain 
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s
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ω ω
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Two conclusions can be taken from (29). First, the result is independent of the measurement location x and 
the scheme in Figure 4 can be applied at any point with identical results. The second is that equation (29) 
is identical with (12) that was the result of the AVS controller. Identical responses mean identical 
actuation hence the equivalent torque input, which is implicit in WBC, must be also given by (14) 
regardless of the actuation side boundary conditions. The steady state analysis at the end of section 3 
applies here as well. 
For comparison with the input shaper in the next section we note that if the load end has no inertia, then 
the reflection coefficient is static, R2 = α (|α| ≤ 1) and  

 22
0 ( ) (1 ) ( )

2
s

ref

D
s e sτφ

ω α ω
φ

−+
= +  (30) 

5 Comparison between AVS, WBC and input shaping controllers 

5.1 Input shaping 

In the two previous sections two closed loop velocity controllers for a system governed by the wave 
equation were introduced and shown to be equivalent. Both WBC and AVS controllers completely 
eliminate the vibrations associated with a continuous flexible system. The open loop equivalent controller 
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for the two cases is the same, as demonstrated in equations (12) and (29). These open loop equivalents 
resemble Input Shaping (IS) controllers which are briefly discussed below. 
Input shaping control is an open loop control method for lumped, possibly damped, vibration-free control 
of flexible systems. The reference input is convolved with a set of impulses, the timing and amplitude of 
which are selected to eliminate the residual vibration of the system while maintaining the steady state 
value. In transfer function form the IS is given by 

 1
0

( ) ( )i

l
T s

ref
i

u s e y sα −

=
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⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑  (31) 

where T0 = 0 and ∑αi = 1/kss where kss is the steady state gain of the system. With a controller of this form 
one can eliminate a finite number of flexible modes.  
The control action in the general case in (12) can be written as  

 ( )2
0 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s

refu s s s e y sτα α −= +  (32) 

where αi(s) are rational, first order at most, transfer functions satisfying  ∑αi(0) = 1/kss . This form of the 
open loop equivalent controller structure can be viewed as a generalized form of an input shaper. In some 
cases the resemblance is even greater. When the actuation end is free, or when velocity input is considered 
as in WBC, only the second impulse is multiplied by a first order linear filter instead of gain. When the 
load end does not contain inertia, R2 is a constant and both AVS and WBC are closed loop versions of the 
classical IS since equation (30) has the structure of equation (31). In the special case of a free-free shaft, 
the open loop equivalent controller is an input shaper, with two impulses of equal magnitude φ/2 at t = 0 
and at t = 2τ.  

5.2 Implementation and other issues 

So far it was shown that for systems governed by the wave equation the WBC and the AVS produce 
identical responses, and their equivalent open loop controller is a generalization of the IS.  Hence the three 
controllers are in fact identical. However, there are some differences between these controllers in the basic 
architecture of the controllers, namely in the definition of the controlled input and in the measurements 
that are assumed to be available.  
Actuation - the WBC produces velocity (or displacement elsewhere) control action. As it is assumed that 
the controller directly determines the velocity of the actuation end of the system, the boundary conditions 
there become irrelevant. In practical terms, velocity input may be achieved by having an actuator, 
typically a motor, with a relatively fast and tight internal velocity control loop. The output of AVS (input 
to the system) gives directly the required torque and takes into account also the boundary conditions at the 
actuation end. The IS controller may be realized both in computed velocity or computed torque form.  
Measurement - The IS controller is an open loop controller and no measurements of the actual velocity 
are taken. The AVS is a collocated closed loop controller, namely, one velocity measurement is taken at 
the actuation end. The WBC utilizes two velocity measurements, at the actuation end and at another point 
close to the actuation end. In fact, with the nominal systems discussed in this paper, the exact location of 
the second measurement is arbitrary. Since ω0 is the control input, WBC can be regarded as non-
collocated.   
Control law – the actual control laws are completely different. The AVS controller is rational, i.e. has 
finite dimension. In the case of a free actuation end it reduces to a constant. The WBC is always static, but 
contains delayed versions of the reference and the measurement, as is evident from equation (27) or (28) 
The equivalent IS contain pure delays and in general also dynamic transfer functions.  
Underlying principle - in spite of the differences just discussed the three controllers have much in 
common. All three directly address the wave nature of flexible systems. The AVS eliminates the delays 
from the characteristic equation of the closed loop, hence eliminating vibrations from the loop. A different 
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point of view is that the control law changes R1(s) to zero, hence there is perfect impedance matching and 
the structure behaves as if there is no boundary there. The WBC addresses the returning wave in an 
explicit way first identifying it and then eliminating it. By doing so it also eliminates the vibrations that 
are the result of a wave reflection. There is more than one way to explain how IS works. In our case it can 
be attributed to the fact that it has infinitely many zeroes where the continuous system has resonant poles. 
The vibrations are removed by pole zero cancellation. 
Robustness – it is well known that different implementations, e.g. feedback vs. open loop of controllers 
with identical nominal responses may lead to different robustness properties. It is plausible that this will 
be the case in the problem under consideration as well. These issues have not been addressed in this paper 
and are a matter of our current research. 

5.3 Examples 

In this subsection two numerical examples that demonstrate the principles discussed above are given. The 
first example considers a free-free shaft while in the second both load inertia and viscose friction exist. 

Example 1: consider a free-free steel shaft with density ρ = 7800 kg/m3, shear modulus G = 8.3⋅1010 Pa, 
diameter d = 10mm and length L = 4m. AVS, WBC and IS controllers are applied to the system and the 
results are compared. For this shaft the characteristic time delay is τ = 1.2262⋅10-3 sec and φ = 2.498⋅10-2.  
Figure 5 shows the simulation results for the three controllers to a step reference at t = 0.01s (graph a). The 
AVS and IS immediately apply an input torque of φ/2 and the actuation end starts to rotate at half the final 
velocity (graphs b and c). At this time the WBC launches the outwards-going wave A0 that has half the 
value of the final rotation velocity and the return wave component B0 is still zero (graph d). Notice that ω0 
in graph c is the sum of A0 and B0 from graph d. At t = τ the wave reaches the load end, ωL bounces to the 
final value. The wave is then reflected and on its way back it causes jumps from half to full velocity as it 
travels along the shaft. At t = 2τ  the whole length of the shaft rotates at the required speed. The input 
torque drops to zero both in AVS and IS (as the second impulse is applied) and the reflected wave 
component B0 goes to half of the required speed and together with the launch wave A0 sum up to exactly 
the required rotation speed. These results are in accordance with the theoretical results in the previous 
sections. All three controllers behave in exactly the same way. 

Example 2: consider the same shaft as in example 1 only this time with a load inertia J2 = 1.9144⋅10-4 
kg⋅m2 and load damping D2 = 0.05 N⋅s/rad. The simulation results for this case are shown in Figure 6. 
Again the results are with accordance to the theoretical results. 

The initial torque when the step input is applied is (φ + D2)/2 which is higher than in the previous case to 
compensate for the load damping at steady state (pre-filter gain). When t  = 2τ, the returning wave reaches 
the AVS measurement point at x = 0, that is the controller receives information about the load inertia for 
the first time and adjusts the input torque accordingly. The IS controller behaves the same way, only in the 
case of IS the input torque is calculated in open loop. The effect of the filter multiplying the second 
impulse is clear from the input moment after t = 2τ 
The effect of the returning wave is even clearer looking at the WBC computed wave components. The 
launched wave reaches the load end at t = τ, as the load inertia is not rotating and acts like a fixed end. The 
wave is inverted and reflected, thus, when it reaches the actuation end at t = 2τ , the sum of launched (A0) 
and reflected (B0) waves is zero. As the load inertia starts to rotate, the amount of reflected wave decreases 
and the input velocity increases, until eventually the whole shaft is rotating at the same required velocity. 
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Figure 5: Simulation results for example 1. a) reference, b) torque input, c) angular velocities, d) two 
wave components of WBC 
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Figure 6: Simulation results for example 2 a) reference, b) torque input, c) angular velocities, d) two wave 
components of WBC 
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper three seemingly different control laws for a system governed by the wave equation were 
compared: Wave Based Control (WBC), Absolute Vibration Suppression (AVS) and Input Shaping (IS). 
The common denominator of the three methods is that they all refer, either explicitly or implicitly to the 
wave nature of the response and are able to eliminate the vibrations caused by it.  
The AVS controller is designed specifically to this type of infinite dimension systems but the application 
of the general methodology of WBC required re-formulation and is by itself a meaningful result. The main 
result of the paper is that for systems governed by the wave equation the WBC and the AVS produce 
identical responses, and their equivalent open loop controller is a generalization of the IS.  Hence the three 
controllers are in fact identical. The uniformity of the results and the differences in implementation were 
discussed in detail. Illustrative examples showed how all the methods succeed in eliminating the vibration 
from the system and the mechanism of each of them. 
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Abstract
In this paper the benefits of using a nonlinear stiffness in an energy harvesting device comprising a mass-
spring-damper system is investigated. Analysis based on the principle of conservation of energy reveals a
fundamental limit of the effectiveness of any nonlinear device over a tuned linear device. The nonlinear
system considered has a hardening spring which has the effect of shifting the resonance frequency as the
amplitude of vibration increases. Numerical and analytical studies show that the device with a hardening
spring has a larger bandwidth over which the power can be harvested. The bandwidth is dependent on the
damping ratio, the nonlinearity and the amplitude of the input acceleration. The study also reveals that the
maximum velocity response is not dependent upon the nonlinearity but is dependent on the amplitude of
excitation and the damping ratio. Thus the device with a hardening spring harvests a similar amount of
maximum power (in the ideal case) irrespective of the degree of nonlinearity.

1 Introduction

Vibration-based energy harvesting devices have received much attention over the past few years due to the
need to power wireless devices in remote or hostile environments. To date, a resonant linear generator has
been the most common type of generator used in harvesting energy. Simple tuning and modelling methods
described in [1] make it a favourable solution theoretically, if not practically. The model for such a device
enables valuable insight into the main transduction mechanisms such as electromagnetic, piezoelectric and
electrostatic [2] used for this application. However, good performance of the generator is limited to a narrow
frequency band when the device is optimally tuned so that its natural frequency coincides with the excitation
frequency. The bandwidth of a linear device is typically small and the performance of the resonant generator
drops off rapidly if mistuned. Several research groups have done some work to overcome this limitation.
Sari et al. [3] have developed a wide band electromagnetic micro power generator in order to overcome
this limitation by employing a series of cantilevers with various lengths and resonance frequencies which
is suitable for high frequency applications (3.5-4.5 kHz). Ferrari et al. [4] applied a similar method using
piezoelectric material. The converter is composed of multiple bimorph cantilevers with different natural
frequencies. This type of arrangement is suitable for a micro scale device with a high natural frequency
since the application of such a method at a larger scale will substantially increase the size of the overall
device. Challa et al. [5] developed a tunable mechanism to alter the natural frequency of the device. They
used repelling and attracting magnetic spring forces in addition to the linear stiffness of a cantilevered beam
to alter the effective stiffness of the system, thus changing the natural frequency of the device. Burrow and
Clare [6] incorporated a nonlinear hardening stiffness into the electromagnetic generator and claimed that
the stiffness provided a wider bandwidth over which the power can be harvested. However, to the authors’
knowledge, no analytical solution has been presented for the bandwidth of such a device.
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This paper investigates the benefits of having a nonlinear stiffness in an energy harvesting device. Analysis
is conducted using the energy conservation principle to reveal a fundamental limit on the performance of any
nonlinear device compared to that of a tuned linear device. A nonlinear system consisting of a hardening
stiffness is studied in this paper. The aim of this mechanism is to provide a wider bandwidth over which the
power can be harvested so that it can accomodate mistune. The performance of such a device is compared
with the equivalent linear system.

2 Available power from a nonlinear device

In this section, the maximum power harvested by devices that can be modelled as a single degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) mechanical system containing linear and nonlinear springs is determined. Consider the equation of
motion of a base excited SDOF linear system given by [1, 7]

mz̈ + cż + kz = −mÿ, (1)

where z = x − y is the relative displacement between that of the seismic mass, x, and the housing, y. The
amount of energy harvested is represented by the energy dissipated by the dashpot, c, because the conversion
of mechanical energy into electrical energy has the same effect as mechanical damping. Assuming that
y = Y cos (ωt) and multiplying both sides of Equation (1) by the relative velocity ż gives

mz̈ż + cżż + kzż = mω2Y (cosωt) ż. (2)

Integrating each term in Equation (2) over one period of the excitation frequency and assuming perfect energy
conversion results in

Ph = Pin, (3)

where Ph = ω
2π

∫ 2π
ω

0 cż2dt is the harvested power and Pin = ω
2π

∫ 2π
ω

0 mω2Y (cosωt) żdt is the input power.
Now consider a general nonlinear system with the equation of motion given by

mz̈ + cż + f (z) = −mÿ, (4)

where f (z) is a conservative nonlinear spring force. If a similar analysis is conducted and each term in
Equation (4) is integrated over a cycle, the result is the same as that in Equation (3), which is a statement
that the energy harvested in the damper over a cycle is equal to the energy which is input to the system.
Note that the integrands involving the mass m and the stiffness vanish since the net change in the kinetic and
potential energies of the system over one period of motion are zero. The same thing occurs for any nonlinear
mechanism due to the conservative properties of the mass and spring elements.

For the linear system with a given amount of damping, c, the maximum input power, Pin occurs when ż and
y are in phase. This is the case when the system is tuned so that its natural frequency equals the excitation
frequency. The power harvested over a cycle for the linear mechanism in this case is given by [8]

Pl =
ω

2π

∫ 2π
ω

0
mω2Y (cosωt) ż dt =

mω3Y Z

2
, (5)

where Z is the amplitude of the relative displacement between the housing and the seismic mass and the
subscript l denotes the linear system. Equation (5) shows that the maximum harvested power depends on the
value of the mass, m, the amplitude of the input displacement, Y , the amplitude of the relative displacement
between the seismic mass and the housing, Z and the cube of the excitation frequency, ω3.

Noting that ∫ 2π
ω

0
|ż| dt = 2

∫ Z

−Z
dz, (6)
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for a device containing a nonlinear spring, the harvested power is given by

Pn =
ω

2π

∫ 2π
ω

0
mω2Y (cosωt) ż dt ≤ ω

2π

∫ 2π
ω

0
mω2Y | cos (ωt) ||ż| dt, (7)

and such that

Pn ≤ mω3Y

π

∫ Z

−Z
dz ≤ 2mω3Y Z

π
, (8)

since | cosωt| ≤ 1 and the subscript n denotes the nonlinear system. Thus the ratio of the power harvested
by a nonlinear device to that by a tuned linear device can be found by dividing Equation (8) by Equation (5)
to give

Pr =
Pn

Pl
≤ 4

π
. (9)

However the actual power harvested by a nonlinear device depends on the form of the nonlinearity f (z).
Equation (9) shows that, if optimally tuned, the maximum amount of power harvested by a nonlinear mech-
anism, is 4/π times larger than the power harvested by the tuned linear system. In the most favourable
nonlinear system, the response approximates a square wave, so that ż is non zero only when | cosωt| ≈ 1.
However, it should be emphasized that the ratio of the amount of power harvested by a device with a nonlin-
ear mechanism to that of a linear system may be greater than 4/π when the linear system is not tuned and
hence the nonlinear system may be able to cope better with mistune than a linear system.

3 Hardening mechanism

Ramlan [9] has studied the snap-through mechanism to produce an approximate square wave displacement
response for a given sinusoidal input. The mechanism steepens the gradient of the displacement response
to provide rapid transition between two stable equilibrium positions by employing negative stiffness. The
mechanism offered a better performance only at low frequencies and showed potential of coping with mis-
tune. The study also illustrated that it is not possible for a mechanical device to generate the square wave
that satisfies all operating conditions since the transition of the mass between the two stable states is limited
by the presence of the mass and the damping in the system. Thus the performance ratio of 4/π between a
nonlinear and a linear system may not be achievable. In this section, a nonlinear system termed a hardening
mechanism is considered. Instead of aiming for the 4/π performance ratio in terms of harvested power, this
type of nonlinear system is used to provide a wider bandwidth over which the power can be harvested by
shifting the resonance frequency to a higher frequency as the amplitude increases. Consider the equation of
motion of a hardening system of cubic form given by

mz̈ + cż + klz

(
1 +

kn

kl
z2

)
= −mÿ, (10)

The system consists of a mass connected in series with a parallel combination of a damper and a nonlinear
spring force in the form of klx+knx3. The system is base-excited with kn > 0 denoting a hardening system.
Equation (10) can be expressed in non-dimensional form as

u′′ + 2ζu′ + u + αu3 = Ŷe cos (Ωτ) , (11)

where τ = ωnt, ( • )′′ =
d2

dτ2
, ( • )′ =

d

dτ
, ωn =

√
kl

m
, ζ =

c

2mωn
, Ω =

ω

ωn
, u =

z

Xo
, Xo =

mg

kl

∣∣∣
kn = 0, ω = 0

, α =
knX2

o

kl
, Ŷe =

Ω2Y

Xo
=

ω2Y

g
and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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Higher order harmonics are neglected and it is assumed that the first harmonic of the steady state solution
for the motion in Equation (11) is of the form

u = U cos (Ωτ + φ) , (12)

where U is the amplitude and φ is the phase of the response. Solving Equation (11) using the Harmonic
Balance method [10], yields (

3
4
αU2 + 1− Ω2

)2

+ (2ζΩ)2 =

(
Ŷe

U

)2

. (13)

Peleg [11] analyzed a similar type of system using the Ritz method, however, in his study, the damping
element consisted of both viscous and coulomb damping. By setting the coulomb damping equal to zero, the
expression obtained by Peleg [11] has a similar form to the one in Equation (13). Solving Equation (13) for
positive Ω gives the frequency-amplitude relationship such that

Ωa =

3
4
αU2 + (1− 2ζ2)−

(
Ŷ 2

e − 3αζ2U4 + 4ζ2U2
(
ζ2 − 1

)) 1
2

U


1
2

, (14)

Ωb =

3
4
αU2 + (1− 2ζ2) +

(
Ŷ 2

e − 3αζ2U4 + 4ζ2U2
(
ζ2 − 1

)) 1
2

U


1
2

. (15)

where Equation (14) gives the resonant response (steady state response with a larger amplitude) and Equa-
tion (15) gives the non-resonant response (steady state response with a smaller amplitude) of the system,
in the region where multiple stable solutions exist [13]. If the damping ratio is small such that ζ2 ¿ 1,
Equations (14) and (15) reduce to

Ωa ≈

1 +
3
4
αU2 −

(
Ŷ 2

e − 3αζ2U4 − 4ζ2U2
) 1

2

U


1
2

, (16)

Ωb ≈

1 +
3
4
αU2 +

(
Ŷ 2

e − 3αζ2U4 − 4ζ2U2
) 1

2

U


1
2

. (17)

3.1 Frequency response curves

Figure 1 shows a typical shape of the frequency response curve (FRC) for a hardening system plotted using
Equations (16) and (17) for arbitrary system parameters. The maximum response is depicted by Um and
the frequency when the maximum response occurs is given by Ωm. U2 and Ω2 represents the jump-down
amplitude and frequency, respectively. The backbone curve of the system is the response for undamped free
vibration of the system i.e. Ŷe = ζ = 0. The half-power amplitude is given by U1 while the half-power
frequencies are respectively represented by Ω1 (on the curve plotted using Equation (16)) and Ω1′ (on the
backbone curve). An approximation for the maximum amplitude, Um and frequency, Ωm of the system can
be found using the backbone curve. Applying these conditions to either Equations (16) or (17) gives

Ω2 = 1 +
3
4
αU2, (18)
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Figure 1: Typical frequency response curve for a hardening system: Um and Ωm are the maximum response
and frequency at which the maximum response occurs, U2 and Ω2 are the jump-down amplitude and the
jump-down frequency, U1 and Ω1 are the half-power point amplitude and frequency respectively, and Ω1′ is
the half-power point frequency on the backbone curve (dashed line).

which reduces to the resonance frequency of the linear system Ω = 1 when α = 0. The amplitude at the
maximum response, Um can be determined by setting the internal radicand in Equation (16) to zero, to give

Ŷ 2
e − 3αζ2U4

m − 4ζ2U2
m = 0, (19)

Equation (19) can be solved to give an expression for the maximum response, Um

Um =
[

2
3α

(µ− 1)
] 1

2

, (20)

where µ =
(

1 +
3α

4ζ2
Ŷ 2

e

) 1
2

.

Substituting Equation (20) into either Equation (16) or (17) and rearranging gives the frequency, Ωm at which
the maximum response occurs

Ωm =
[
1
2

(1 + µ)
] 1

2

. (21)

These two equations relating the maximum response, Um and the frequency at which the maximum response
occurs, Ωm are used in the next section to determine the bandwidth of the hardening system.

3.2 Bandwidth of the hardening system

Referring to Figure 1, the bandwidth of the hardening system, ∆Ωh is defined as

∆Ωh = (Ω2 − Ωm) + (Ωm − Ω1) . (22)

If ζ2 ¿ 1 such that ζ2 ¿ α, the jump-down frequency, Ω2 is approximately equal to the maximum response
frequency, Ωm, and Equation (22) reduces to

∆Ωh ≈ Ωm − Ω1. (23)

The half-power point amplitude U1 is obtained by dividing the maximum response, Um in Equation (20) by√
2 to yield

U1 =
[

1
3α

(µ− 1)
] 1

2

. (24)
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Figure 2: Bandwidth of a linear and hardening systems (Equation (26)) with Ŷe = 0.5: — linear, · · ·
hardening (α = 0.0001), − · − hardening (α = 0.001) and −− hardening (α = 0.01).

Substituting U1 into Equation (16) gives the half-power point frequency Ω1 such that

Ω1 =
[
3
4

+
1
4
µ− ζ (1 + 3µ)

1
2

] 1
2

. (25)

The approximate expression for the bandwidth of the hardening system is thus given by substituting Equa-
tions (21) and (25) into Equation (23) to give

∆Ωh ≈ 1
2

[√
2 (1 + µ)

1
2 −

(
3 + µ− 4ζ (1 + 3µ)

1
2

) 1
2

]
. (26)

It can be seen that, the bandwidth of the hardening system is dependent on the damping ratio ζ, the non-
linearity α and the input acceleration Ŷe. Figure 2 shows the plot of bandwidth for a linear and hardening
systems. The bandwidth of the linear system increases linearly with the damping ratio, ζ. For a given ζ such
that ζ ¿ 1, and Ŷe, the bandwidth of the hardening system increases with the degree of nonlinearity, α.

3.3 Approximation for the bandwidth based on the backbone curve

The approximate expression for the bandwidth given in Equation (26) is fairly complicated. The aim of this
section is to find an approximate and reasonably accurate simple expression for the bandwidth. To do this, it
is assumed that the frequency of the half-power point Ω1 ≈ Ω1′ , where Ω1′ is the half-power point frequency
on the backbone curve as illustrated in Figure 1. This is a reasonable assumption if the damping ratio is small
such that ζ2 ¿ 1. Using the expression for the backbone curve in Equation (18), the frequency at which the
half-power point amplitude occurs on the backbone curve is given by

Ω2
1′ = 1 +

3
4
α

(
Um√

2

)2

. (27)

Substituting the expression for Um from Equation (20) into Equation (27) gives

Ω1′ =
1
2

(3 + µ)
1
2 . (28)

The approximate bandwidth of the hardening system ∆Ω′ determined using this method is simply given by

∆Ω′ ≈ Ωm − Ω1′ , (29)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Comparison between the bandwidth of hardening systems with different degree of nonlinearity
using Equation (26) [− ◦ −] and Equation (30) [−4−] with Ŷe = 0.5 for (a) α = 0.0001, (b) α = 0.001
and (c) α = 0.01.
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Figure 4:
3αŶ 2

e

4ζ2
against the damping ratio ζ for different degree of nonlinearity: · · · (α = 0.0001), − · −

(α = 0.001) and −−− (α = 0.01).

∆Ω′ ≈ 1
2

[√
2 (1 + µ)

1
2 − (3 + µ)

1
2

]
(30)

Figure 3 shows the bandwidth of the hardening systems determined using the half-power point on the res-
onant branch and the backbone curve as described by Equations (26) and (30), respectively. These figures
show that, for a given input Ŷe, the bandwidth computed using Equation (30) converges to the one obtained

using Equation (26) provided that the ratio of
3αŶ 2

e

4ζ2
À 1 as shown in Figure 4. When the ratio is com-

parable to 1, the bandwidth obtained using Equation (30) deviates away from the one determined using
Equation (26).

3.4 Practical constraints

One of the main differences between a linear and a nonlinear system is that a nonlinear system can produce
multiple stable solutions in which each stable solution depends on a set of initial conditions. A linear system
however always produces a unique stable solution for all initial conditions.

In this section, the analytical and numerical solutions of the hardening system are studied. Figures 5 shows
the FRCs for different values of nonlinearity, α. The numerical solutions are found by direct integration of
the equation of motion and the steady state solution is compared with the aproximate solution obtained using
the harmonic balance method. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the harmonic balance method that was used
to derive the approximate analytical results gives fairly good results since the analytical solutions agree quite
well with the numerical results, for the parameters chosen.

In the frequency range where multiple stable solutions exist, different initial conditions give different steady
state solutions. If an inappropriate initial condition is applied to the system, the jump-down phenomenon
occurs at a frequency slightly lower than that from the harmonic balance solution. To study the effect of
the initial conditions on the steady state response of the hardening system, the basins of attraction [13] are
produced for each case shown in Figure 5. This basin of attraction is shown in such a way that

• white region give the initial conditions that result in the response being on the resonant branch (larger-
amplitude), given by the solid line on the FRCs,

• dark region give the initial conditions that result in the response being on the nonresonant branch
(smaller-amplitude), given by the dashed line on the FRCs.
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For the case when α = 0.0001 (small nonlinearity), the basin of attraction is shown in Figure 6. It can be
seen that even at frequencies close to the jump-down point, there is a fairly large set of initial conditions for
which the steady state solution is on the resonant branch. For a larger nonlinearity, α = 0.001 and α = 0.01,
the change in the basin area for the resonant branch is more dramatic especially in the region close to the
jump-down point as shown by Figures 7(a) - 7(c) and Figures 8(a) - 8(c), respectively.

Assuming that it is possible to obtain a numerical solution using suitable initial conditions which converge
to the resonant branch, the power harvested in the damper can be calculated numerically using the relation-
ship [12]

P̂ =
Ωζ

π

∫ 2π
Ω

0

(
u′

)2
dτ, (31)

where P̂ =
P

mω3
nX2

o

.

The non-dimensional powers harvested for the linear and hardening systems are plotted in Figure 9 for
ζ = 0.01, Ŷe = 0.5 and for various α. Even though the maximum displacement Um decreases with the
nonlinearity α as shown in Figures 5(a) - 5(c), the maximum normalized power harvested is almost the same
for all cases but occurs at a different frequency. In practice, however, it may not be possible to achieve this
because of the initial conditions needed. The favorable combination of these is quite limited, as illustrated
by the domain of periodic attractors.

To study the effect of the nonlinearity, α on the maximum power harvested, it is essential to examine the
FRC for the velocity response since power is a function of velocity rather than displacement. The amplitude
of the velocity response is given by

|u′| = ΩU. (32)

The jump-down frequency for the velocity response is the same as that for the displacement response given
in Equation (21). The amplitude of the velocity, |u′|m at the jump-down frequency is given by substituting
Um from Equation (20) for U in Equation (32) to give

|u′|m =
3

1
2

6α
1
2

(
4ζ2 + 3αŶ 2

e

ζ2

) 1
2

+ 2

(
4ζ2 + 3αŶ 2

e

ζ2

) 1
2

− 2


1
2

, (33)

which simplifies to

|u′|m =
Ŷe

2ζ
. (34)

It can be seen that the maximum velocity is independent of the nonlinearity, α which is the reason why
similar amounts of maximum power are harvested for different values of α.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Frequency response curve for the hardening system with ζ = 0.01 and Ŷe = 0.5 for (a) α = 0.0001,
(b) α = 0.001 and (c) α = 0.01: analytical solution (solid and dashed lines) and numerical solution (◦, ¤,
•).
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Figure 6: Basin of attraction for the hardening system with α = 0.0001, ζ = 0.01 and Ŷe = 0.5 when
Ω = 1.023 (jump-down frequency, Ωm ≈ 1.025).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Basin of attraction for the hardening system with α = 0.001, ζ = 0.01 and Ŷe = 0.5 when (a)
Ω = 1.1, (b) Ω = 1.15 and (c) Ω = 1.16 (jump-down frequency, Ωm ≈ 1.170).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: Basin of attraction for the hardening system with α = 0.01, ζ = 0.01 and Ŷe = 0.5 when (a)
Ω = 1.2, (b) Ω = 1.4 and (c) Ω = 1.6 (jump-down frequency, Ωm ≈ 1.665).
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Figure 9: Numerical solution for non-dimensional power harvested with ζ = 0.01 and Ŷ = 0.5: Linear
system (dashed line) and hardening systems α = 0.0001 (◦), α = 0.001 (¤), α = 0.01 (•) .

4 Conclusion

This paper investigated the fundamental limit on the performance of an energy harvesting device consisting
of a nonlinear stiffness to that of a tuned linear device. The benefit of having a nonlinear stiffness in the device
in terms of the maximum power harvested is not great when compared to a tuned linear system. A nonlinear
device with a hardening stiffness was studied in this paper to provide a larger bandwidth over which the power
can be harvested. The harmonic balance method was used to solve the equation of motion and obtain the
frequency-response relationship. The analysis shows that the bandwidth of the hardening system depends on
the damping ratio, the nonlinearity and the input acceleration. Although the harmonic balance solution using
just one harmonic matched the numerical simulation results for the range of parameters studied, the basins
of attraction plots revealed that it may not be easily achievable in practice. Ideally, the maximum amount of
power harvested by a system with a hardening stiffness is the same as the maximum power harvested by a
linear system, irrespective of the degree of the nonlinearity, although this may occur at a different frequency
depending on the degree of nonlinearity.
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Abstract
In this paper, a friction based tunable vibration absorber is applied to the table saddle of a modern
INDEX-machining-center in order to further improve its dynamical behavior. The machining-center pos-
sesses a train-system with a table saddle, which is actuated by a ball bearingscrew. This system is reproduced
by an experimental-train-system with similar dynamic characteristics in order to test the efficiency of the pro-
posed absorber. First, the construction of the experimental-train-systemis described. Its dynamical behavior
is then investigated via numerical and experimental modal analysis. The friction absorber is programmed
in MATLABusing nonlinear contact routines. The friction interface is calculated usingthe Masing friction
model. For comparison and validation, the adaptive spring-mass absorbercharacteristic is measured in lab-
oratory tests. A prototype of the absorber is presented; its dynamical behavior is determined numerically
and experimentally. Numerical simulations and measurements of the train-system,with adaptive vibration
absorber are carried out. The system is able to absorb two critical modes of the train-system, enhancing the
overall dynamic behavior significantly. The reduction of the vibration amplitudes results in enhanced surface
quality of the machined parts and reduction in machine tool wear. It allows higher feed rates. The results
prove the efficiency of the concept and, therefore, the application to a real machine tool is ahead.

1 Introduction

Dynamic absorbers are a common and efficient method for reducing vibration in a large spectrum both
of civil structures (buildings, bridges, high tension lines, etc.) and mechanical engineering (automobiles
and machine tools, for example). However, the absorption effect of classical spring-mass absorbers takes
place at a single frequency. In fact, in many mechanical structures the critical natural frequencies and mode
shapes are a function of the operating conditions. A modern machine tool, for example, has a multiplicity
of operating conditions with different types of tools, different machining velocities and different positioning
of the machine tool components (moving parts) which lead to different natural frequencies and mode shapes
of the assembly. Therefore, an adaptive vibration absorber, that canbe set up accordingly, is necessary. The
proposed solution is a semi-active spring-mass absorber with an extra friction coupled spring. This coupling
allows a tuning of the vibration absorber, therefore provides maximum efficiency in a broad frequency range.
The control of the natural frequency is achieved through the variation of the contact normal force. This
adjustment leads to a very low energy consumption, since the required displacements are very small. For this
purpose, a piezo-stack-actuator may be used. It can be controlled by an electrical signal, which is dependent
on the operating conditions. As energy is only dissipated, no instability can occur. In addition to a previous
application in helicopter blades [3], the concept is now applied in a prototype, which has been designed to
develop train-systems of modern machine tools.
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Figure 1:INDEX-machining-center G160.

2 The train-system of the INDEX-machining-center G160

The present study was carried out in cooperation with the machine-tool manufacturerINDEX-Werke GmbH.
The object of this work is anINDEX-machining-center G160depicted in figure 1. This model is able to per-
form a vast field of machining operations with high quality and flexibility. The improvement of its dynamical
behavior is therefore a respectable challenge. This type of machining-centers possesses several horizontal
train-systems. The vibration reduction of this train-systems is decisive for achieving high surface quality of
the machined parts, for keeping the dynamical loading of the machine within specified limits and for pre-
venting accelerated tool wear, being simultaneously able to operate with high machining rates. This means
an improvement of the productivity and production quality. The possibility to achieve the referred purpose,
requires to increase damping and to tune the natural frequency of two typical dominant modes of the table
saddles of such train-systems (figure 4). In order to carry out this study, an experimental-train-system was
developed (figure 2). It has a similar dynamical behavior to the real train-system and simultaneously pos-
sesses the possibility of varying several parameters (such as the type ofguides, the mass and moment of
inertia of the table saddle through addition of extra masses and the positioning of the ball bearing screw) so
that the results may be used in several models of the machining centers. The experimental-train-system has a
simple geometry which eases the numerical modeling and also allows the mounting of the friction vibration
absorber in several positions.

2.1 Construction of the experimental-train-system

The experimental-train-system (figure 2) consists in a machine bed, a table saddle, a rod (which replaces
the ball bearing screw and prevents the motion inx-direction) and two guides. The machine bed is fixed on
a foundation of steel and concrete. The foundation is very robust andweights ca. 2500 kg. The fixation is
equivalent to the fixation of the machining-center on the ground. The table saddle is mounted on the machine
bed using rolling guides. The guides prevent the motion iny- andz-direction. To be noticed that the train-
system is reproduced in the stillness state. The rod can be placed in different positions iny-direction. The
mounting of supplementary masses on the table saddle in order to vary the mass and moments of inertia is
possible. Different kinds of guides may also be mounted (sliding guides, for example). The machine bed and
table saddle of the experimental-train-system were casted in gray iron, the same material of the original parts
of the machining-center. The table saddle weights 200 kg just like the originalpart. The rod has a similar
stiffness to the original ball bearing screw and is fixed in the same position. In order to avoid the system to
clamp, strict geometric (flatness and perpendicularity) and surface finishing tolerances in the contact areas
between the foundation and the machine bed, between the machine bed and theguides, as well as between
the table saddle and the guiding shoes had to be regarded. These tolerances increased significantly the
machining cost. Furthermore, the fine finishing of the machine bed in the contact areas with the guides was
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Figure 2: Experimental-train-system of theINDEX-machining-center G160. a) Prototype. b) FE-model in
ANSYS.

carried out after fixation on the foundation. It is to be noted, that the machine bed cannot be unscrewed, as
the consequent deformation would be enough to exceed the previous tolerances.

2.2 Modal analysis of the experimental-train-system

The experimental-train-system was modeled with the commercial FE-softwareANSYS. The discretized train-
system can be depicted in figure 2 b. The table saddle, the guide shoes andthe rod were discretized with
Solid45(3D Structural Solid) elements. The fixation of the rod with the machine bed is achieved by applying
fixed boundary conditions inx-, y andz-direction in the contact zones. This approach presupposes that the
machine bed is a rigid body and for that reason it was not modeled as an extra body. This assumption is fair,
since the machine bed is fixed with the foundation. The guide shoes are fixedin z-direction in their lower
contact zone with the guides and, on the sides, the motion is blocked iny-direction. Inx-direction the guide
shoes are allowed to move freely, since the only stiffness inx-direction comes from the rod. The guides
were also not modeled as extra bodies, since they are fixed to the machine bed. The material, gray cast
iron, matches the one of the original table saddle. Their properties are E-modulusE = 78 MPa, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.26 and densityρ = 7200 kg/m3. The two critical modes were determined: the translation mode
with motion coupled inx- and y-direction at 351 Hz and the rotation mode about thez-axis at 480 Hz
both depicted in figure 4. The coupled translation mode possesses an eccentric rotational center, while the
rotation center of the rotation mode lies on the table saddle. In order to verify this results, an experimental
modal analysis (EMA) was carried out. The corresponding experimentalsetup can be found in figure 3.
The excitation is made via impulse hammer (Kistler). The table saddle was discretized in a grid of 189
excitation points. The response was captured in pointR with aHBM-accelerometer inx-, y- andz-direction
(figure 10 and figure 3). The measurement data was amplified withBrüel & Kjaer charge amplifiers and
collected with aLDS Focus IIFFT-analyzer operated with a laptop withRT Prodata acquisition and storage
software. The data was post-processed with the modal softwareME’Scope. The comparison between the
numerically and experimentally determined modes is depicted in figure 4. The results show good agreement
for the two dominant modes. These results allow to properly dimension the adaptive friction absorber. The
knowledge of the eigenfrequencies of the critical mode shapes, allows to set the stiffnesses of the absorber
springs accordingly. The mode shapes indicate where the absorber is to be placed. The absorber is more
effective where the displacements are larger. This dimensioning of the adaptive absorber can be found in the
next section.
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3 Friction based adaptive vibration absorber

The idea of the proposed vibration absorber can be found in [3]. It consists of a primary massm1 that is
coupled through two parallel springs with a base (figure 5). The primary spring with stiffnessc1 is fixed
in both, the base and the primary mass. The secondary springc2 is fixed with the base. The coupling with
the primary mass happens via friction through a secondary massm2. A normal forceFN is applied to the
secondary mass originating the friction forcesFF. Three cases can be considered. The first is when the
normal force is zero. In this case the secondary spring is uncoupled from the primary mass. Therefore, the
eigenfrequency of the system can be calculated through

funcoupled = fmin =
1
2π

√
c1

m1
. (1)

The second case is when the normal force is so high that the secondary mass fully sticks to the primary mass.
In this case the secondary spring is also coupled to the primary mass. The eigenfrequency is given by

fcoupled = fmax =
1
2π

√
c1 + c2

m1 + m2
. (2)

For medium normal forces a certain displacement of the secondary mass relative to the primary mass is
allowed. In this third case there is dissipation by friction. For this case of medium coupled secondary mass
the fundamental frequency of the nonlinear response is

fmin < fmed < fmax , (3)

wherefmed has to be calculated with a nonlinear contact routine due to the friction. This is explained in the
next section. Therefore, it is possible to adjust the stiffness and consequently the eigenfrequency between this
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Figure 4: Comparison between numerical inANSYS(left) and experimental (right) modes of the table saddle.

bounds through variation of the normal force. This allows the absorber tooperate in a broadband frequency
spectrum (figure 8) in contrast to the classical spring-mass absorber depicted in figure 6. Classical absorbers
with applications in machine tools can be found in [4]. To be noted that the frequency range depends on the
stiffnesses of the springs. From eq. 1 and 2 it can be easily concluded,that the stiffness of the primary spring
c1 should be low, so that the absorber is able to operate already from low frequencies. For the purpose of
having a broad operating frequency band, the stiffness of the secondary springc2 should be high. To be noted
that the adaptive vibration absorber has a high efficiency even for small(in comparison to the mass of the
structure) primary masses as proved in section 4. In addition to the absorption effect, the energy dissipation
through friction leads to the reduction of the pair of side maxima that are typicalin the classical spring-mass
absorber (see comparison in figure 6).

3.1 Contact routine for the adaptive vibration absorber

In order to depict the previously presented features of the vibration absorber, a numerical model of the
absorber was developed. The contact was modeled with the Masing frictionmodel [5]. This model approxi-
mates the Coulomb friction model with a finite contact stiffnesscT (figure 7 b). Though it is a simple model,
the Masing model is accurate enough to model friction contact with macro slip [1]. The calculation of the
friction forces is carried out with the evolution rule

ḞF = cTsrel
1
2

{
1− sgn

(
F 2

F − F 2
C

)− sgn (srelFF)
[
1 + sgn

(
F 2

F − F 2
C

)]}
, (4)

whereFF is the friction force andḞF its time variation,cT the tangential contact stiffness,FC the Coulomb
level andsrel the displacement of the secondary mass relative to the primary mass (figure 5a and figure 7 a).
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Figure 5: Friction based adaptive vibration absorber. a) Schematic. b) Prototype with shaker excitation.

3.2 Prototype of the friction based adaptive vibration absor ber

A prototype depicted in figure 5 b was developed. The tunable vibration absorber consists of a base, two
cylindrical roller bearing guides, two masses (primary massm1 = 5.6 kg and secondary massm2 ≈ 0 kg), two
springs put into practice by two aluminium (E-modulusE = 70 GPa) rods (primary spring withd1 = 6 mm
and a secondary springd2 = 8 mm both with a length ofℓ1 =ℓ2 = 58 mm). The resulting stiffnesses (calculated
from the section areas and length of the rods) arec∗1 = 3.41·107 N/m andc∗2 = 6.07·107 N/m, respectively.
Though, it is necessary to take the stiffness of the fixation plate into account, since it is not a rigid body.
This stiffness also depends on the fixation point of the rods (the primary rod is fixed in the lower part, which
is stiffer, of the fixation plate and the secondary rod in the upper part - see figure 5 b). These stiffnesses
have been calculated tocfp,1 = 7.55·107 N/m andcfp,2 = 6.44·107 N/m using a FE-model inANSYSand
must be put in series with the stiffnessesc∗1 andc∗2. The resulting stiffnesses arec1 = 2.35·107 N/m and
c2 = 3.12·107 N/m. It is assumed that the rods have no mass. The roller bearing guides allowthe primary
mass to move without friction over the base. To be noted that the friction is only desired between the primary
and secondary mass for the coupling. Both rods are always fixed to the fixation plate. The primary spring
is also always fixed with the primary mass. The friction coupling of the secondary spring with the primary
mass is done by application of a normal force. The normal force is applied by a adjusting screw, which
presses a contact plate against the secondary rod. Between the screwand the contact plate there is a load
cell that measures the applied normal force. The stiffness of the vibrationabsorber is tuned only by the
adjusting screw and there is no necessity of moving and/or mounting and unmounting parts. In future works,
the adaption of the normal force is planned to be carried out with a piezo-actuator which is controlled by
an electrical signal instead of manually. Though simple, this construction allows to reproduce the system
schemed in figure 5 a.

3.3 Characteristic of the friction based adaptive vibratio n absorber

The objective of this study is to determine the characteristic of the vibration absorber, i. e. the relation
between the normal force and the resulting eigenfrequency. First, this relation is determined numerically and
then an experimental verification is carried out.
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For the simulations, the primary mass was subjected to an external force excitation according to figure 5.
The parameters used for the adaptive vibration absorber correspondto the ones of section 3.2. The resulting
theoretical eigenfrequencies can be calculated with eqs. 1 and 2 and result in fmin = 326 Hz andfmax =
497 Hz. The excitation forceFE is a swept sine with minimum frequency offE,min = 100 Hz and maximum
frequency offE,max = 900 Hz. The amplitude amountŝFE = 26 N. To be noted that this excitation signal
corresponds to the experimental one: it was imported from the measurements. The normal forces were
varied between 0 N and 1000 N. The normal forces remain constant during the whole period of analysis,
which is T = 1.6 s divided innts = 819200 time steps (friction parameters, friction coefficientµ = 0.2,
tangential contact stiffnesscT = 108 N/m). The results can be depicted in figure 8 b, which show the FRFs
of the primary mass (accelerances: acceleration of the primary mass divided by the excitation force in the
frequency domain).

In order to validate the previous results measurements were carried out. The Gearing & Watsonshaker is
used to excite the primary mass according to figure 5 b. The excitation signal and normal forces are the same
as the numerical simulations. The acceleration of the primary mass was captured with aHBM accelerometer.
The measurement of the normal force was carried out with aHBM load cell (integrated in the primary mass)
coupled with aPeekelmeasuring amplifier. The data acquisition was done with theLDSFFT-analyzer and
the post-processing with the modal softwareME’Scope. figure 8 a shows the measured FRFs for the different
normal forces. The numerical and experimental results in figure 8 show good agreement. This proves that
the numerical model is able to predict the behavior of the adaptive absorber.

In figure 8 and 9 the normal forcesFN = 0 N andFN = 2000 N originate respectively no coupling and
complete coupling of the secondary mass with the primary mass. For minimal and maximal normal force the
system has eigenfrequencies offmin = 326 Hz andfmax = 497 Hz, which correspond approximately to the
eigenfrequencies of the dominant modes of the table saddle in figure 4. In these cases the adaptive absorber
possesses low damping, since the corresponding peaks in figure 8 are high, thin and symmetric. For medium
normal forces the eigenfrequency has an intermediate values and the low,flat and unsymmetric peak indicates
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nonlinear dissipation through friction. The FRFs prove that the eigenfrequency of the absorber can be altered
through the variation of the normal force and that this absorber is able to operate in a broad frequency range.
The values of the eigenfrequencies of the FRFs in figure 8 are plotted as afunction of the normal force
in figure 9. The numerical and experimental characteristics of the absorber show good agreement. This
information is required for a proper application of the absorber in the experimental-train-system.

4 The experimental-train-system with friction vibration absorber

For experimental verification of performance, the prototype of the vibration absorber was coupled with the
experimental-train-system (figure 11). It is to be proved that the friction based vibration absorber allows a
significant improvement in comparison to the classical spring-mass absorber. In addition it is to be shown,
that the adaptive absorber is able to damp not only one mode like the classicalabsorber, but two modes.
First, a numerical approach is presented.
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red: numerical).

4.1 Numerical model

For predicting the dynamical behavior of the train-system, a numerical modelwas developed. It rests upon
the equations of motion of a spring fixed inelastic machine base [2]. With this approach the table saddle is
assumed to be a rigid body and the guides are treated like springs. The stiffness inx-direction is determined
by the rod. The tunable vibration absorber is programmed in a subroutine and added as external force. The
assumption that the table saddle can be treated as a rigid body relies on the fact, that the modes which have
the highest vibration amplitudes are rigid body modes. This approach shouldtherefore be accurate enough
to predict the dynamical behavior of the system. For reduction of the numerical cost, the springs that are
used to model the guides are assumed to be linear, which is a reasonable approach for small deformations.
Approximate values for the stiffnesses were provided by the manufacturer. Because of the high flexibility
and vast field of possibilities for displaying the results, the routines were programmed inMATLAB. Through
numerical simulation it is also possible to define the eigenfrequencies and mode shapes and allow the di-
mensioning (in terms of mass and stiffness) and the properly positioning of thevibration absorber in the
table saddle. The linearized equations of motion of the table saddle with adaptive absorber in principal axes
referred to the center of massS in figure 10 are

M

 üS

ϕ̈
s̈

 + K

 uS

ϕ
s

 =

 F E

ME,S

0

 , (5)

whereM is the mass matrix,K the stiffness matrix,u, ϕ, ü and ϕ̈ are the displacements, rotations,
accelerations and angular accelerationsF E the external forces andME,S the external moments in the center
of massS. s̈ ands are the relative accelerations and relative displacements of the mass of the vibration
absorber, respectively. In figure 10X is the excitation point,R the response point andK the coupling point
with the vibration absorber.
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When expanding eq. 5 according to figure 10 b, the 7 DOFs of the table saddle in figure 10 a are reduced to
4 DOFs since the dominant mode shapes take place only in thex, y-plane. Therefore they can be described
simply by 4 equations of motion in eq. 6, which were derived using the Lagrange equations of the second
kind with posterior linearization


M + m 0 0 0

0 M + m ma m
0 ma JS,z + ma2 ma
0 m ma m




üS

v̈S

ϕ̈z

s̈

+

+


2cx 0 2dcx 0
0 4cy 0 0

2dcx 0 2d2cx + 4a2cy 0
0 0 0 c(t)




uS

vS

ϕz

s

 =


FE,x

FE,y

ME,S,z

0

 . (6)

To solve this equations of motion aMATLABroutine is beeing developed, but there are no results yet avail-
able. The stiffnessc(t) of the vibration absorber is to be calculated with the contact routine of section3.1.

4.2 Experimental verification

Figure 11 shows the experimental setup for the efficiency verification of the vibration absorber. The data
collection and storage is done in the same manner of section 2.2. The excitation iscarried out with the
shaker iny-direction in pointX of figure 10 and figure 11. The amplitude of the excitation force amounts to
F̂E,y = 26 N and the signal type is a swept sine between 100 Hz and 900 Hz. The shaker tip is attached to the
table saddle with a screw joint in order to avoid lift-offs. The structural response is captured iny-direction
in point R of figure 10 and figure 11. This point provides a good capture of both critical modes. The swept
sine frequency range and the eccentric position of the shaker allows the excitation of both, the translation
and the rotation mode. To be noted that, the excitation in the real machining-center is also eccentric. The
vibration absorber is mounted in an eccentric position in pointK (figure 10 and figure 11). This allows
it to be able to absorb and dissipate a maximum of kinetic energy. Figure 12 shows the response of the
table saddle without absorber (only the base of the absorber is mounted),with classical absorber and with
adaptive absorber. Here only the rotational mode is analyzed. The vibration amplitudes are strongly reduced
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Figure 11: Experimental setup of the table saddle with adaptive absorber.

by the application of the absorbers. The classical absorber achieves areduction of 15 dB in the critical
eigenfrequency, while the adaptive absorber is able to obtain an additional reduction of 5 dB (figure 12) b.
The adaptive absorber produces a total reduction of 20 dB in the criticalfrequency. To be noted, that the
critical frequency of the rotational mode is 460 Hz instead of 480 Hz. This reduction is explained by the
additional mass that the fixation of the base of the absorber represents. The overall (considering the side
maxima as well) reduction of the vibration amplitudes is 5 dB for the classical and 12 dB for the adaptive
absorber. In the time domain this results in a reduction of factor 2 for the passive absorber and of factor 3
for the adaptive absorber (figure 12 a). This enhancement is due to theadditional dissipation effect of the
friction based vibration absorber, which has the capability of significantly reduce the side maxima typical
for the classical spring-mass absorber (Figs. 12 b and 6). Though, the reduction of the side maxima is only
one of the advantages of the friction based vibration absorber. The main advantage is the capability of tuning
the eigenfrequency of the absorber only by variation of the normal force without the necessity of varying the
stiffnesses of the springs, either by variation of the length of by substitutingthe springs themselves.

Figure 13 shows the effect of the adaptive vibration absorber on the translation mode, as well as on the
rotation mode. The vibration absorber was dimensioned to affect this two modes in section 3.3. The experi-
mental setup remains the same of figure 11. For a normal force ofFN = 0 N (red curve in figure 13), when
only the primary spring is coupled, the adaptive absorber acts on the translation mode at 350 Hz and reduces
its peak by 10 dB. This represents a reduction of factor 2 in time domain (figure 14). For a normal force of
FN = 200 N (blue curve in figure 13), when the secondary spring is coupledby friction, the absorber acts on
the rotation mode at 480 Hz (to be noted that in this measurement the black curvein figure 13 was captured
not only without absorber, but also without the base of the absorber, which is the reason that the rotational
mode takes place at exactly 480 Hz). The reduction of the peak amounts 13 dB (figure 13). In time domain
(figure 14) it represents a reduction of factor 3.

This experiment proves, that the adaptive vibration absorber is capableof adapting its eigenfrequency and
act on several modes. This means that it is possible to make this adjustment when the machining-center is
performing different machining-operations and therefore, making the one or the other mode more critical. In
each time, the eigenfrequency is tuned so that the current dominant mode is damped.
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5 Conclusions

The friction based adaptive vibration absorber is an efficient device to reduce the vibration in mechanisms
that operate in different and constantly changing conditions. The train-system is a typical device where the
referred circumstances appear. In this cases, a passive approachwas proved to be insufficient. The operating
frequency of the adaptive vibration absorber can be readily adjusted with the variation of the normal force.
The numerical contact routine of the adaptive absorber facilitates its dimensioning and can be easily coupled
to already existing numerical models of the mechanism to damp. For maximum efficiency, the absorber is to
be dimensioned regarding the dynamical characteristics (eigenfrequencies and mode shapes) of the structure
in question.

6 Outlook

In future works, the normal force is to be applied by a piezo-actuator instead of manually. The piezo actuator
is controlled by an electrical signal, that can be applied as a function of the operating conditions of the
machining-center. This is an important feature, since the machining time intervalsof a work piece are usually
brief, alternating between turning, milling, thread cutting, etc.. This differentoperations will cause different
excitation types of the machine, and therefore the critical modes and frequencies may vary. Therefore, the
absorber should be able to rapidly adapt to this different operating conditions, which is not possible for
classical absorbers, that are only tuned to a single eigenfrequency. Under the assumption, that it is also
important to damp other modes, the operating frequency band of the absorber must be expanded. Thus, the
stiffnesses of the springs (rods) have to be adjusted accordingly. Thiscan be carried out by reducing the
stiffness of the primary spring and augmenting the stiffness of the secondary spring. An interesting study
would be, an evaluation of the ratio energy absorption to energy dissipation. It is known that the adaptive
absorber possesses both mechanisms, but a proper quantification has not yet been made. In order to do
that, the kinetic energy of both, the table saddle and the absorber must be evaluated and compared with the
excitation energy. The numerical models are to be updated and optimized according to the new geometry of
the vibration absorber and characteristics of the real table saddle. The construction of the absorber prototype
is also to be updated. The current type is only adequate for application in theexperimental-train-system.
For integrating the absorber in the real machining-center, the prototype must have an appropriate geometry.
This also means, that it should be as compact as possible, since the real train-system has little space for extra
parts. This point is to be put into practice in tight cooperation with our partners from INDEX. In addition,
appropriate control strategies are to be studied, since the absorber hasto adapt automatically to the operating
conditions. In particular, it is to be defined which quantities have to be measured during the machining-
operations, and which relation do these quantities have with the optimal normal force. The final task is to
make a comparison between work pieces machined with and without the adaptive absorber. An improvement
of the surface quality of the work pieces would allow the integration in series of the absorber. In addition,
it is to be clarified if it is possible to operate with higher cutting velocities and depths without the loss of a
pre-defined surface quality. The operating life of the cutting tools is also to be evaluated.
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Abstract 
The possibilities to change of rotor blade local bend or twist with aid of distributed power actuators is the 

necessary condition for adaptive vibration control efficiency. For electronic control schema need also the 

sufficiently fast response that require diminishing a number of controlled actuators. As the main carried 
component of the helicopter rotor blade – spar has like or closed cross-section, the focus of this work is a 

rational placement of discrete actuators, and also a selection between bimorph and unimorph type’s 

actuators for a tube-like composite spar subjected to the bend and twist deformations. Our simulations 
have demonstrated considerably smaller operational effectiveness of bimorph actuators as contrasted to 

unimorph actuators for making a bending of the tubular composite structures. It is shown that using of two 

pairs same power unimorph actuators at varying of applied voltage allows obtaining the required bending 

deflections in two perpendicular planes. For making a torsional strain the X-shape oriented unimorphs 
placed symmetrically on the opposite tube walls were proposed. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, considerable amount of research effort has gone into developing a rotorcraft flight vehicle with 
active control of rotor blades [1-4]. An incumbent part of active rotor blade technology is a 

sensing/actuation system – the piezoelectric transducers disposed on controlled flexible composite 

structure. Such devices destined to reduce a noise and vibration in the helicopter. The possibilities to 

change of rotor blade local bend or twist with aid of distributed power actuators is the necessary condition 
for adaptive vibration control efficiency. The earliest engineering solution of active rotor blade design is 

using of a high-stroke, on-blade piezostack actuator for a helicopter rotor with trailing-edge flaps where a 

dual-stage mechanical stroke amplifier also used [3, 5]. The macro-fiber composites (MFC), or differently 
naming, active fiber composites (AFC) [2, 4, 6-9] retains the most advantageous features of the early 

piezocomposite actuators, namely, high strain energy density, directional actuation, conformability and 

durability, yet incorporates several new features, chief among these being the use of high-yield fabrication 

processes that are uniform and repeatable. The principal components of the MFC include a layer of 
extruded piezoceramic fibers encased in a protective polymer matrix material and the interdigitated 

electrodes to produce electrical fields in the plane of the actuator. In-plane electrical fields allow the 

piezoceramic elements to produce nearly twice the strain actuation, and four times the strain energy 
density, of a through-plane poled piezoceramic device. These features allow the AFC a simultaneous 

precision positioning and vibration suppression capabilities. But due to technological difficulties of 

piezoceramic fibers manufacturing the power piezoelectric actuator formed as plate-like patches or layers 
bonded to the surface of host structure most frequently are used. 
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The discrete piezoelectric plates acting as sensors [10, 15] and power actuators [10-24] have been widely 

used and investigated in structural shape and vibration control in many previous works. However, the 

proper selection of number and location of piezoelectric actuators is critical to efficiently control structural 
vibration. Therefore, the determination of the optimal placement and number of piezoelectric actuators in 

geometrical shape and structural control is an important and interesting issue. One of the limitations of a 

piezoelectric actuator is the amount of force it can exert. Hence, it is important to optimize the locations 

and sizes of the actuators so that the required control effort is minimal. Similarly, to obtain good signal-to-
noise ratio, sensors should be chosen to provide maximum output for the vibration in the modes of 

interests. In the majority investigation the problems of active vibration damping and shape control of 

plates [11,13,17,19-22] and beams [12, 15, 23,24] are considered. In works [12, 17, 20, 23] an 
optimization of piezoelectric actuator configuration is studied at limitation of their complete number. 

Apparently, finite element method (FEM) [13, 20, 21, 24] used with Cenetic Algorithms (GA) [12, 14, 15, 

23] is more efficient for determining the locations of piezoelectric sensors and actuators of intelligent 

structures. But this statement concerns to cases, when there is no limitations on the areas, on which it is 
nesessary to dispose the piezoelectric transdusers. An active vibrations damping of the tubular structures is 

considered by A. Chattopadhyay and C. E. Seeley [25], and also carefully studied by L. Librescu, O. Song 

in their fundamental monograph [26]. However, in both cited works flexibility and strain of tube walls 
caused by power actuators action is neglected. Moreover, in cases when it is a lot of actuator placed on a 

flexible structure is used, the interaction between the surface-mounted actuators affects the local stress 

distribution. The behavior of the interfacial stresses can be characterized so named (by X. D. Wang [27]) 
shear stress singularity factor. Such local stress distribution and the adhesive layers effect [28,29] should 

be nesessarily taken into consideration for rational placement of actuators.  

For goal of the composite structures active vibration suppression two types of piezoelectric actuators most 
frequently used: unimorphs (one layer transdusers) and bimorphs. In some works [30-34] a systematical 

investigation of piezoelectric bimorph bonded on composite plate was presented. But till now there is no 

unified judgement, what type of devices is more efficient and in what cases.  

As helicopter rotor blade undergo an intensuve twist deformations it is nesessary for designed actuation 

system to produce a required shear strain. These problems were considered by A. A. Bent, N. W. Hagood, 

and J. P. Rodgers [8] for an antisymmetric [45
0
/0

0
/-45

0
] angle-ply MFC laminate, by R. Barrett [35], G. 

Kawiecki and oth. [36]. According to way proposed in [36] torque is generated by extension/compression 

action of a set of piezoelectric elements surface-bonded to the walls of structural elements. The same set 

of elements may be used to control torsional, bending and longitudinal vibrations. Efforts to develop an 

effective method of torsional vibrations control are very important because significant torsional or 
combined torsional/bending vibrations may occur in many aircraft structures, e.g. wing spars and 

helicopters rotor blades. The novel original devices, torsional actuator designed to produce large angular 

displacement and large torque output from the piezoelectric d15 shear response, and piezoelectric coiled 
bender in researches [37, 38] were proposed. 

Energy requirements are important design factors in structural intelligent control applications. Average 

power, peak power required, and total energy consumed directly influence control system design [39-42]. 
While converting electrical energy into mechanical energy to actuate structure, piezoelectric elements 

experience a temperature increase due to internal heat generation caused by their mechanical damping and 

dielectric loss. In practice established, if the actuation is operated at system resonance or with relatively 
high electrical field, the heat generation may be significant. The temperature rise of piezoelectric elements 

may result in the acceleration of material aging, degradation and even thermal damage. When the thermal 

resistant materials (e.g. polymeric composite materials) are used for host structures, the temperature in 

PZT elements increase quickly and cooling may be needed to avoid the possible thermal damages. S.-W. 
Zhou, and C. A. Rogers have shown that the thermal stress increases with the thickness of PZT actuators. 

The mechanical stress generated by piezoelectric actuator increase with its thickness enlargement. In [43-

45] have been established that for an actuator –substrate structure, a thicker piezoelectric patch may be 
preferable in decreasing the stress concentration. Longer the piezoelectric patch, lower the interfacial 

normal stress. The interfacial stresses will go up with the increase of the stiffness of the host materials [44, 

45]. Thus the actuators optimal dimensions choice also is an optimization problem with number of 
constraints. 
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At active vibration damping the control purpose is to suppress the displacements of the flexible smart 

structure; this is a regulating control problem. V.-T. Liu and oth. [48] communicated about use of the 

neural network controllers for implement an adaptive vibration control, but the authors used the following 
three types of control most often: proportional control (P), integral control (I), and derivative control (D), 

or all together (PID) [46,47, 49,50]. In [49] a digital PID control algorithm is applied to the active 

vibration control system of an aluminum cantilevered beam. For implementation in a digital computer, the 

PID control in discrete time is formulated as a function of the actuation signal on preceding samples, of 
the error signal, of the sample period, of the integration, and the derivative time. The satisfactory 

performance was determined by factors, as stability, small steady-state error, and shorter settling time. The 

sample rate was limited by the performance of the equipment, especially the A/D and D/A converters, but 
the system needs a minimum bandwidth that is about 30 times greater then the suppressed natural 

frequency of the specimen. V. Sethi and G. Song [47] have marked also that to experimentally implement 

the feedback gains it is necessary to have a low pass filter in the system so as to avoid excitation of higher 

modes. This undesirable phenomenon was observed experimentally by S.Shevtsov and oth. [51]. 

In the presented study, we try to find the optimum type, places, and sizes of actuators and sensors attached 

to a composite D-spar formed as almost box-crossed thin-walled composite tube. All simulation results 
presented below are obtained as preliminaries before design and manufacturing of 1/6 scaled composite 

active rotor blade. The scaled spar has length approximately 1.2 meter and dimensions of close to 

rectangular cross-section 25×50 mm. This scaled spar has considerably higher eigenfrequencies than full-

sized rotor blade (length of 8 m, mass of 90 kg). For obtain a satisfactory controllability, limited by best 
performance allowable to digital computer, it was necessary to align though first eigenfrequencies of 

flexural vibration for full-sized and scaled spar. Therefore we investigated the eigenfrequencies of the 

clamped composite tube with mass attached on a free end, both in static and at rotor rotation. In first 
numerical experiments we compared an efficiency of the flexural actuation by bimorph and unimorph 

actuators (in d31-mode) bonded to a lateral surface of the spar. We investigated only parallel bimorph 

actuators where both plates are polarized in the same direction and can be connected in parallel. Such 

scheme of bimorph connection was selected because it ensures high possible deflections eliminating the 
risk of depolarization. For two types of piezoelectric transducers we compared cantilever tip deflections 

and greatest shear stresses in bonding layer connecting a body spar with PZT plate. By change of 

placement and number of piezoelectric plates we achieved a pure bending or torsion deformation. The 
obtained results of finite element analysis have demonstrated considerably smaller efficiency of bimorph 

actuators as contrasted to unimorph actuators for making a bending of the tube. It is also established that 

torsional strain created by X-scheme of symmetrically placed unimorph actuators sufficiently depend on 
angle between tube axes and actuators plate's directions. Finally we demonstrated the dynamic mode 

simulation results of bending and torsion vibration damping by proposed scheme with feedback PD 

control. All numerical investigations were carried out in Comsol Multiphysics 3.3 finite-element package. 

The fixed spar investigated in Structural Mechanics predefined modes, and rotary – by solving the 
Timoshenko rotated beam equation [52] in 1D PDE mode. 

2 Composite spar of tail rotor 

For manufacturing of scaled active rotor blade the composite spar of tail rotor was used. The full sized and 
studied scaled rotor blade depicted on Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. Its spar formed by winding of 

unidirectional fibre glass tape at 60 degree angle relative to spar axes and curing of epoxy resin in a 

mould. In all numerical models the experimentally measured mechanical properties of spar’s orthotropic 

composite material were used. There is longitudinal Young modulus 30 GPa, transversal in-plane Young 
modulus 15 GPa, transversal interlaminar Young modulus 12 GPa, in-plane Poisson ratio 0.75, in-plane 

shear modulus 14 GPa, intelaminar shear modulus 11 GPa. For finite element model of the clamped 

composite spar with and without attached tip mass the static and modal analyses (see Figure 3) were 
performed. Non-rotating root-hinged full-scaled helicopter main rotor blade has natural vibration modes 

collocated sequentially: 1
st
 flexural flapwise – 3.0 Hz, 1

st
 flexural chordwise – 9.0 Hz, 2

nd
 flexural flapwise 

– 9.0 Hz, 2
nd

 flexural chordwise – 27 Hz, 1
st
 torsional – 78 Hz. Figure 3 show that first two natural modes 

and its eigenfrequencies for full-sized and scaled spar with attached tip mass well agree.  
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Figure 1: Full-sized rotor blades Figure 2: Tail rotor blade, its composite spar and studied 
finite element model 

 

 

Figure 3: Natural vibrations modes and eigenfrequencies of the scaled spar with clamped root end: 

originally manufactured (left) and with attached tip mass (right) 

 

 

At performing of modal analysis of the rotated scaled spar all rigidities are assumed to be constant along 

x-axis. The rigidities are: flexural rigidities EIz, EIy, EIzy and torsional rigidity GJ. For the scaled spar the 

rigidities are determined numerically with use of Saint-Venant approach. A small beam pre-twist 
neglected. The beam undergoes three displacements: w and v are out-of-plane (flapwise) and in-plane 

(chordwise) displacements, respectively, associated with flexural vibrations in two directions and φ is the 

rotational displacement associated with torsion. In the Euler-Bernoulli bending equations [52] the small 
linear displacements are considered, the axial displacements are neglected. With these assumptions the 

partial ordinary differential equations, governing the freee vibrations of beam rotating with angular 

frequency Ω around z axis as follow: 
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and boundary conditions coincide to clamped root end and to attached weigth on the right end whose mass 

M, and moments of inertia φMMzMy I,I,I : 
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In equations (1) and (2) the following designations were used: −m beam mass per unit length, 

−e distance between elastic center and center mass of the beam cross-section; −21 mmm k,k,k radius of 

gyration; −1e off set beam root; L – beam length, −)x(T centrifugal force.  

After conversion the problem (1), (2) to the Comsol Multiphysics standard PDE form with mixed 

boundary conditions: 
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where g,h,a,,,,c,d,e aa βγα  - matrices formed from equations (1), (2), and µ – vector of the Lagrange 

multipliers, an eigenvalue problem for these equations at varying Ω was solved. The obtained numerical 

results were shown on a Figure 4, where dependence of the flapwise and chordwise eigenfrequencies vs 

angular velocity of full-sized blade rotation compared with same dependences for scaled blade spar.  

 

Figure 4: The flapwise and chordwise bending eigenfrequencies vs frequency of beam rotation 

Full-sized main rotor blade – bold lines, scaled blade spar – blue dotted lines 
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Obtained results show that using of attached tip mass can ensure only one desired eigenfrequency of 

oscillation in one direction at given rotation angular velocity. However, it is possible by changing of tip 

mass applying to each specific frequency of rotation.  

In order to speed-up a further finite element analysis the shape of spar has simplify at the same parameters 

of flexural and torsional rigidity. Implemented static (at concentrated load) and modal analysis featured a 

satisfactory coincidence of beam’s dynamic properties after performed simplifications. 

3 Flexure bimorph and unimorph actuators 

All circumscribed below numerical experiments were performed on simplified cantilever composite tube 

with rectangular cross-section (see Figure 4). We investigated some different schemes of actuators 

placement. Figure 5 show two schemes of actuators placement: first scheme for bimorph and second for 
unimorph actuators. PZT-5 piezoelectric plates were polarized by d31 mode and have dimensions 

1×20×45 mm. 

 

 

Figure 4: Simplified FEM model of composite spar 

(left-hand tip is fixed) 
Figure 5: Schemes for two pairs of bimorphs and 
unimorph actuators placed on opposite walls of a 

tube 

 

First serie of numerical experiments was implemented on basis of full system equation of electroelasticity, 

where coupled behavior of electrical and mechanical subsystem was considered. However, our numerical 

experiments were shown a possibility of decoupling these subsystems that was proved also by F. Charette 
with co-workers [53]. Therefore the problems for piezoelectric plates and host structure were solved 

consequtively. Naturally, this is correct in cases of linear behavior of piezoelectric transdusers and 

bonding layer, and also at frequency sufficiently low relative to lowest eigenfrequency of piezoplate.  

Figure 6 show a displacements field on tube wall caused by action of piezoelectric bimorph actuator. Four 

two-layered plates placed on 100 mm from a clamped end. Each layer of bimorph undergoes a 

longitudinal static force about 800 N. As it is shown on Figure 6, the tube walls under the bonded bimorph 
actuators have a major local flexural strain, but the displacement of a cantilever tip makes 0.2 mm only. 

And this deflection is opposite to what would arise in a solid plate. This undesirable phenomenon was not 

scored by the authors earlier [25, 26] at study of the thin-walled tubular adaptive structures. 

Finite element modeling of two pair unimorphs at the same acting electric voltage has shown a deflection 
of the console tip more then 7 mm (see Figure 7). As one can see, an action of the unimorph actuator is 

much more efficient than unimorph actuator action. It is important to compare the maximum stress near to 

edges of bimorph actuators and unimorph actuators. This stress-strain state can be characterized by von 
Mises stress, depicted on Figure 8. It is evident that stress in both cases is equivalents. Thus already static 

analysis display inexpediency of use the bimorph actuators for create the bending deformation in tube-like 

structures. The additional examination (which out of framework of the given article) in dynamic has 
shown that bimorph actuators can create the local oscillation modes stipulated by walls deformation. 
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Figure 6: Static displacements on tube wall caused by action of 2 pairs bimorph actuators 

(close to actuators placement - left, along tube - right) 

 

  

Figure 7: Static displacements on tube wall caused by action of 2 pairs unimorph actuators 

(close to actuators placement - left, along tube - right) 

 

  

Figure 8: Von Mises stress on interface between PZT-plates and composite tube for bimorph (left) and 

unimorph (right) actuators. Static mode simulation 
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These reasons are specific for studied structures, but they are necessary for taking into consideration. 

Obviously any resizing of PZT plates can not qualitatively influence on obtained results. Therefore, an 

investigation of torsion deformations by piezoelectric actuators was carried out with unimorph actuators 
only. 

Without any difficulties the offered scheme allows to create a bending in a plane of the greatest stiffness. 

For this purpose it is enough to change a polarity of applied potentials to piezoelectric devices. As shown 
on Figure 9, the deflection of the free end of the cantilever beam reaches 2 mm. It is easy to understand 

that the asymmetry of cross-section can be compensated by adjusting of potentials applied to adjacent 

piezoelectric plates.  

 

Figure 9: Bending of tube axes in plane of major stiffness 

by applying an opposite potentials to piezoelectric unimorph transducers in one row 

4 Torsion deformation by unimorph actuators 

For making of tube torsional deformation the modified scheme (see Figure 10) early proposed by R. 
Barrett [35] and G. Kawiecki with co-workers [36] and was used. At the formulated above conditions the 

torsional deformation along the tube is given by Figure 11. On the interval of x-axis between 0.12...0.2 m 

the pure torsional deformation is observed. 

  

Figure 10: Placement of unimorph actuators for 

making of torsional deformation in tube 

Figure 11: Change of twist angle (in degree) along 

x-axis of tube at action of four X-placed unimorph 

actuators 
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All performed numerical experiment make obvious the rational approach to placement of actuators system 

for active damping of spar's forced vibrations. It is desirable to dispose surveyed elementary modules 

(which it is possible to term as "flexural" and "torsional" actuators) in loops of strains relevant to forced 
oscillation modes. Overall dimensions and hence the performance of such modules is limited by sizes of 

flat platforms on the upper and lower surfaces of the spar. 

5 Finite element implementation of the controlled structure 

The finite-element model of a modeled system contained two "flexural" (8 piezoplates) as well as two 
"torsional" modules (also 8 piezoplates). To an optimum dynamic state of the device, i.e. to minimum of 

amplitudes of both flexural (in xz and xy-planes) and torsional (around of x-axis) oscillations in any 

arbitrary instant there corresponds a minimum of the functional 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∫ ++=
L

xyyxyxxz dxt,xt,xt,x γεε φγφεφεΦ
222

 ,    (4) 

where the integration is spread over spanwise of the beam, ( ) ( )t,x,t,x xzxy εε  - the normal strain on an 

exterior surfaces of the tube at its bending in planes xy  and xz  respectively, ( )t,xxyγ  - strain of torsion 

around of x - axis also measured on a exterior surface of the tube, ( ) ( ) ( )x,x,x yx γεε φφφ  - some weight 

functions. Certainly, the limitations on ultimate electric potential applied to piezoelectric plates and 

mechanical stresses to be taken into consideration. For "measuring" of strains on a surface of the modeled 

tube 5 groups of four points placed in vertexes of a square with the side length 1 cm (see Figure 12) were 
created. On each step of simulation the program allowed to evaluate coordinates of points and distance 

between them. All performed numerical experiments have revealed that on frequencies which are not 

exceeding 5 first frequencies of flexural oscillations, the flexural strains on a surface tube in piezoplates 
installation position are linearly depend on changes of distances between marked points: 

( ) ( )1111 ++++ −+−+++ iiiii

xy

iiiii

xz rlrl~;rlrl~ ∆ε∆ε ,   (5) 

and the nonlinearity does not exceed 3 %. In expressions (5) signs ∆ means increment, the superscript at 

lengths means the number of checkpoints group, and superscript at strains – a number of actuators group. 

Similarly the torsional strain on the tube surface linearly expressed through changes of diagonals 
connecting point of squares 

( )1

2

1

121

++ −+− iiiii

xy dddd~ ∆γ
.     (6) 

 

Figure 12: The structure of controlled tube’s finite element model 
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If we suppose that the weight functions in expression (4) become the delta-functions localized in central 

points of actuator’s groups with expressions (5) functional (4) can be rewritten as sum over all actuator’s 

groups 

∑ 
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ˆ

222

γεεΦ .     (7) 

The control involve a supply on the piezoelectric plates of electric potentials which value should be 

proportional to compensated strains and their velocities at use simple PD - controller. In the first case there 

is an increase of stiffness which lead to increase of natural oscillations frequencies, and in the second case 
- increasing of damping was revealed (see [26]). Hence the potentials applied to piezoelectric plates 

represent linear combinations of strains defined by (5) and (6), and their velocities 
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where signs ±  is selected depending on a piezoplate position (on the upper or lower plane, on the right or 

leftward of xz - plane), and the values of factors 
i

t

ii

xt

i

x

i

yt

i

y

i

xt

i

x p,p,q,q,g,g,g,g  minimizing a functional 

(7) can be determined, for instance, with the assistance of trials and errors method or by genetic 

algorithms. We conclude from here that production of sixteen output command signals for all piezoelectric 
plates is yielded by 16 channel control system obtaining 15 input signals from strain gauges (5 groups of 

sensors producing
i

xz

i

xy

i

xz ,, γεε ). These quantities of sensor and actuators have coincided to number of 

ADC/DAC channels in experimental setup. 

Here only case of multichannel PD-controller with manually adjusted weights is considered.  

6 Time dependent analysis simulation results 

All numerical simulations were performed by Comsol Multiphysics 3.3 FEM package in Structural 

Mechanics module. All mechanical and electromechanical properties of used materials corresponded to its 

natural values. Coordinates of checkpoints were calculated as integration coupling variables, and all strain 
– as global variables. The weight coefficients in (8) for feedback formation varied in wide ranges with 

implementation of limitations conditions. Electric potentials formed according to expression (9) were 

applied between upper and lower surfaces of piezoelectric plates. 

Damping of flexural and torsional forced vibration was investigated on frequencies closed to beam 

eigenfrequencies. Periodical excited forces have applied to points of beam’s free tip. The feedback 

switched on after certain stabilization of tube forced vibration.  

The time chart displayed on a Figure 13 was obtained at exciting of tube with frequency 20 Hz. Red dotted 

line depict the forced vibration of inactivated tube, and blue solid line – vibration on this tube at the same 

excitation parameters when the active damping is switched on at instant 2≈t  sec. The process has similar 

character also at suppresion of flexural-torsional vibrations. As it was established in our simulations with 

increasing of feed back implying the damping of forced vibrations, but damped vibrations character have a 
tendency to increase a power of vibrations on a lowest eigenfrequency. 

Unfortunately, at desirable efficiency of active vibrations damping the amplitude values of stress in 
actuators corresponded to the ultimate strength parameters for used piezoelectric ceramic material. 

Apparently, the studied structure has very high flexural and torsional stiffness at sufficiently small 

dimensions, and its surface not allow placing a necessary number of piezoelectric actuators. This reason 

also confirm that development of the advanced piezoelectric materials and novel concepts of power 
transducers is most effective way to a practical employment of adaptive composite structures. 
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Figure 13: Damping of composite tube forced flexural vibration in xz - plane at frequency 20 Hz 

7 Conclusions 

Within the framework of elasticity and electro-elasticity the problem of bend and twist deformation of 
composite tube with bonded piezoelectric actuators considered with use of finite element analysis.  

Our simulations have demonstrated considerably smaller operational effeciency of the bimorph actuators 

as contrasted to unimorph actuators for making a bending of tube. For making torsional strain of tube the 
X-shape oriented unimorph actuators are offered. The efficiency of proposed sensing/actuation scheme for 

damping of flexural and torsional vibrations is experienced.  

These results agree well with outcomes obtained in monograph [17], but it have a more practical 
application as they consider effects of walls thickness on a tube dynamic behavior. The proposed schemes 

allow diminishing a number of control system’s channel and because of it – essentially speed up the 

response of digital control.  

The obtained results is used in a design of 1/6 scaled active helicopter rotor blade. 
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Abstract
The problem of unbalance compensation in a rotor-bearing system is addressed by applying a semiactive
balancing control scheme based on two radial MR dampers mounted in one ofthe supports. For the analysis
and control synthesis is employed a mathematical model of a Jeffcott-like rotorof 7 degrees-of-freedom
for one rotor disk, two supports, the speed dynamics, and the dynamics associated to the MR dampers,
whose viscoelastic properties depend on the current inputs (control actions). The semiactive control scheme
consists of a rotating speed controller based on a fast PID controller, thus enabling a proper speed profile to
pass over the first critical speeds (run-up or coast-down), and a balancing controller for the overall system
response, associated to the disk with unbalance and both supports, one of which is semiactively controlled by
two independent radial MR dampers, providing the damping forces to reduce the system response. The two
radial forces for the unbalance compensation are computed by means of sliding-mode control techniques,
which are designed to push the system response to a small orbit about an specific equilibrium. For simplicity
during the control design and physical implementations we use the Choi-Lee-Park polynomial model for both
MR dampers, which can adequately describe the highly nonlinear and hysteretic behavior. Some important
aspects of the mechatronic integration are discussed in order to establish that the unbalance response is
reduced up to 95% with respect to the open-loop behavior, employing less than 0.75% of the total power
in the rotor-bearing system, and the system response can be stabilized andreduced above the first critical.
Finally, some numerical simulations and experimental results on a physical platform are presented to validate
the dynamic and robust performance of the overall control system.

1 Introduction

In rotating machinery the unbalance is a common problem that occurs when theprincipal axis of inertia of
the rotor does not agree with its geometric axis. In general, this is the result of inevitable imperfections in
manufacturing and assembly of rotors. These defects can cause high levels of vibrations, noise and wear,
and they may lead to failures or lost of the machine. The balancing of rotors istherefore crucial during the
normal operation of low and high speed rotating machines. See, e.g., Dimarogonas [3], Vance [13], Zhou
and Shi [14].

Active and semiactive vibration control have deserved much attention in theoretical and experimental aspects
in rotating machinery, providing many advantages for the attenuation of vibration amplitudes, during run-up
and coast-down through critical speeds, and minimization of sudden transient behavior due to rotor unbalance
or parametric uncertainty. This problem has been investigated using different devices such as magnetic
bearings, active squeeze film dampers, lateral force actuators, pressurized or hybrid bearings, etc. (see, e.g.,
Carmignaniet al. [1], El-Shafeiet al. [4], Guozhiet al. [6], He et al. [7, 8], Lum et al. [9], Zhou and Shi
[14]).
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In the last years the electrorheological (ER) and, more recently, the magnetorheological (MR) fluids have
been employed in active or semiactive bearings, used for vibration attenuation on rotor-bearing systems,
specially when the rotor goes through their critical speeds (Carmignaniet al. [1], El-Shafei et al. [4], Forte
et al. [5], Guozhi et al. [6], Silva–Navarro and Cabrera-Amado [10]). The ER and MR fluids are smart
materials, based on suspensions of micron-sized dielectric/ferromagnetic particles, respectively, that can be
excited by electric/magnetic fields to yield reversible variations in their rheological properties like viscosity
and stiffness. Different hysteresis models for ER or MR dampers have been proposed in the literature (Bing-
ham, Bouc-Wen, Spencer, Choi-Lee-Park, etc.), most of them theoretically and experimentally validated. In
practice the MR fluids are more attractive than ER fluids, mainly because of theemployment of low voltages
and inherent higher yield strength (Spenceret al. [11]).

In this paper we propose a simple semiactive balancing control scheme for arotor-bearing system, mounted
on journal bearings, one of them supported on two radial and controllable MR dampers. The mathematical
model of the rotor-bearing system results from a 7 degrees of freedomJeffcott-like model and the dynamics
associated to the MR dampers, whose mechanical properties depend on theinduced electromagnetic field by
current inputs (control actions). The damping force provided by the MRdampers is then modelled using the
Choi-Lee-Park polynomial model (Choiet al. [2]), which is quite consistent with the nonlinear and complex
hysteresis damper models and also simplifies the controller design as well as thephysical implementations.
The semiactive control scheme is used to compensate the unbalance response of the rotor-bearing system,
by means of a proper modification of the rotordynamics coefficients (dampingand stiffness), which is based
on sliding-mode control techniques. The actual rotor speed is also regulated with the application of an
industrial PID controller, combined with trajectory planning, or accelerationscheduling, thereby reducing
the amplitude of synchronous vibrations when passing through the first critical speed. The proposed control
scheme is also validated on an experimental setup.

2 System description

In practice it is very difficult to find rotors supported by identical journalbearings. In addition, any machine
has imperfections and, therefore, it is difficult to obtain journal bearingswith the same dynamical properties
in both directions in the supports.

The rotor-bearing system is described as a nonorthotropic system with different dynamics in the journal
bearings housings (see Dimarogonas [3]). The rotor in Fig. 1 consists of a plane and rigid disk with massmr

mounted at the midspan of a rigid shaft; this is supported in the left side by a journal bearing with stiffness
(kix, kiy) and the right support is a journal bearing mounted on a suspension based on two radial MR dampers
and compression springs (kdx, kdy), providing damping forces (FMRx, FMRy). Because of the existing rotor
imbalance, the mass center is not located at the geometric center of the diskO′ but at the pointG and the
distance between these two points is denoted by the eccentricitye. A 3-phase AC induction motor, coupled
to the rotor-bearing system, provides the torque (τ ) to regulate the angular speed of the rotor (ω = θ̇), during
run-up or coast-down, which is controlled by an industrial speed driver (local controller). In Fig. 1a a front
view of the Jeffcott-like rotor-bearing system is shown, it is a system of7 degrees of freedom, with two
MR dampers on the right journal bearing housing. The MR dampers can attenuate the vibrations due to the
unbalance in the disk or bearings. In Fig. 1b is also shown a view of the whirling disk, with coordinates
(x, y) describing the horizontal and vertical motions, respectively.

The experimental platform of the rotor-bearing system with the MR suspension (right side) is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Several non contact sensors (proximitors) are used to obtain thedisplacements in different locations.
The data acquisition and controller are based on a PC with a DSP card, that is, adSPACEc© Ace Kit DS1102,
and the programming is performed in theControlDeskc© andMatlab c©/Simulinkc© platforms.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams: (a) Rotor-bearing system supported by tworadial MR dampers and springs;
(b) Disk with unbalance.

Induction
Motor

MR Bearing

Shaft and disk

Speed
driver

Proximitors

PC+DSP

Figure 2: The experimental setup.

2.1 The rotor-bearing model

The seven degrees of freedom rotor-bearing system is modeled with two degrees of freedom for each (left
and right) journal bearing, two degrees for the disk and one degree offreedom for the angular speed. We
assume a nonorthotropic reduced order model that does not consider the gyroscopic effects. The angular
speedω = θ̇ is time-varying and controlled during any run-up and coast-down operation, in contrast to most
of Jeffcott-like models. In addition. it is assumed that both journal bearingshave different dynamics (mass,
stiffness and damping). In fact, this is evident in the right journal bearing, because this is composed by a
traditional journal bearing mounted on two radial MR dampers and compression springs. The left journal
bearing housing is rigid enough and, hence, it is approximated with large stiffness values.

The mathematical model for the 7 degrees of freedom rotor-bearing system with the MR suspension is
described as follows:

miẍi + cixẋi + kixxi − 1
2
krx

[
xr − 1

2
(xi + xd)

]
= 0 (1)

miÿi + ciyẏi + kiyyi − 1
2
kry

[
yr − 1

2
(yi + yd)

]
= 0 (2)

mrẍr + crxẋr + krx

[
xr − 1

2
(xi + xd)

]
= mreθ̇

2 cos (θ) + mreθ̈ sin (θ) (3)

mrÿr + cryẏr + kry

[
yr − 1

2
(yi + yd)

]
= mreθ̇

2 sin (θ)−mreθ̈ cos (θ) (4)
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mdẍd + cdxẋd + kdxxd + FMRx − 1
2
krx

[
xr − 1

2
(xi + xd)

]
= 0 (5)

mdÿd + cdyẏd + kdyyd + FMRy − 1
2
kry

[
yr − 1

2
(yi + yd)

]
= 0 (6)

(Jm + mre
2)θ̈ + ctθ̇ = τ + f(t) (7)

f(t) = mre sin (θ)
[
ẍr − 1

2
(ẍi + ẍd)

]
−mre cos (θ)

[
ÿr − 1

2
(ÿi + ÿd)

]
(8)

where (xr, yr) are the radial displacements of the disk,mr is the unbalance mass, (crx, cry) are radial viscous
dampings, (krx, kry) are the radial shaft stiffnesses (kr = 48EI/L3) ande is the disk eccentricity. The left
journal bearing is characterized by radial displacements (xi, yi), massmi, stiffnesses (kix, kiy) and viscous
dampings (cix, ciy). The right journal bearing has radial displacements (xd, yd) and its parameters are the
massmd, two linear compression springs (kdx, kdy), connected in parallel with the MR dampers, and radial
viscous dampings (cdx, cdy). Finally, the MR damping forces are denoted byFMRx andFMRy, each co-
rresponding to individual and independent radial control forces, which will be controlled through a proper
manipulation of their own electrical currents (control actions).

The physical parameters for the overall rotor-bearing system are given in Table I.

Parameters Left journal bearing Rotor (disk) Right journal bearing
Mass mi = 0.9kg mr = 3.850kg md = 0.8kg

Stiffness
kix = 2.3190× 108 N

m

kiy = 2.3685× 108 N
m

krx = 2.0097× 105 N
m

kry = 2.0507× 105 N
m

kdx = 5.082× 103 N
m

kdy = 5.270× 103 N
m

Viscous
damping

cix = 12Ns
m

ciy = 12Ns
m

crx = 10.20Ns
m

cry = 10.25Ns
m

cdx = 11.0Ns
m

cdy = 11.5Ns
m

Young modulus
Shaft length
Eccentricity
Torsional damping

E = 211GPa
L = 0.7293m
e = 100µm

ct = 6× 10−3 Nms
rad

Material density
Shaft diameter
Shaft mass
Disk inertia

ρ = 7800 kg
m3

D = 0.02m
mf = 1.7871kg
Jm = 0.0113kgm2

Table I. Rotor-bearing system parameters.

The disk massmr includes also the weight corresponding to the shaftmf .

2.2 The MR damper model

The MR fluids aresmart materialsthat respond well to an applied magnetic field, leading to an impor-
tant change in their rheological behavior (viscosity and stiffness). Theviscosity and stiffness changes are
continuous and reversible, which makes possible the application of MR dampers for vibration control (see
Spenceret al. [11]). The passive nature of the MR dampers limits their practical use tosemiactivevibra-
tion control, although this is sufficient to improve the rotor-bearing system response and extend the stability
thresholds. Specifically, via the application of feedback control to manipulate the electrical currents of two
radial dampers (directionsx andy) one can control the two independent damping forces to attenuate the
unbalance response in the rotor-bearing system.

For simplicity in the control synthesis, we consider the Choi-Lee-Park polynomial model for the MR dampers
(see Choiet al. [2] and references therein). The Choi-Lee-Park polynomial model is able to predict the field-
dependent damping force and hysteresis behavior of MR dampers. Thissimple model splits the hysteresis
loop in two regions, for positive acceleration (lower loop) and negative acceleration (upper loop), and then
the lower and upper loops are fitted by polynomials to experimental results. The schematic diagram of the
polynomial model is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the polynomial model for MR dampers.

In a previous work we have used the polynomial model for two identical MR dampers RD-1097-01, both
manufactured byLord Corporationc© (see Silva-Navarro and Cabrera-Amado [10]), whose damping forces
are expressed by

FMRx(ẋd, Ix) =
n∑

j=0

(b̂j + ĉjIx)ẋj
d (9)

FMRy(ẏd, Iy) =
n∑

j=0

(b̂j + ĉjIy)ẏ
j
d (10)

where(ẋd, ẏd) are the piston velocity for the horizontal and vertical MR dampers in the rightbearing, res-
pectively, (Ix, Iy) are the current control inputs for the dampers, which can be controlledindependently. The
general coefficients(b̂j , ĉj) depend discontinuously on the piston accelerations (ẍd, ÿd) for the horizontal
and vertical MR dampers, respectively. Specifically, they can be expressed as

b̂j =
(b+

j + b−j ) +
∣∣∣b+

j − b−j
∣∣∣ sign(v̇)

2
, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., n} , v̇ ∈ {ẍd, ÿd} (11)

ĉj =
(c+

j + c−j ) +
∣∣∣c+

j − c−j
∣∣∣ sign(v̇)

2
(12)

where(b+
j , c+

j ) and(b−j , c−j ) denote the coefficients for positive and negative acceleration, respectively.

The polynomials with best fitting to the experimental results are of ordern = 2 (see Silva-Navarro and
Cabrera-Amado [10]), whose coefficients are given in Table II.

Positive acceleratioṅv > 0 Negative acceleratioṅv < 0
j b+

j c+
j b−j c−j

0 0.403 2.928 0.5426 −3.105
1 −18.3 1156 −18.549 1161
2 19.01 −561.3 8.6212 −372.5

Table II. Polynomial coefficientsbj and cj .

2.3 System properties and steady-state behavior

The overall 7 degree-of-freedom rotor-bearing system dynamics (1)-(7) considers two identical MR dampers
FMRx andFMRy in the right journal bearing, which are modeled by (9) and (10), respectively. From the
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switching characteristics into the coefficients(b̂j , ĉj), it is evident that the control system (1)-(7) for the
radial directions (x, y) are highly nonlinear and nonsmooth, which complicates the synthesis of vibration
controllers. Via these coefficients there exists certain acceleration feedback influencing the effective damping
in the rotor-bearing system. This phenomenon, however, can be ignored, because the dynamics of the MR
dampers is much slower than the rotor dynamics.

It is possible to prove that the control system (1)-(7) is locally controllableabout equilibrium positions
from the two current inputs (Ix, Iy). This dynamics also reveals that the average equilibrium displacements
(without unbalance), for constant currents inputs, can be obtained by(

xi = 0, xr = − b̂0 + ĉ0Ix

2kdx
, xd = − b̂0 + ĉ0Ix

kdx

)
,

(
yi = 0, yr = − b̂0 + ĉ0Iy

2kdy
, yd = − b̂0 + ĉ0Iy

kdy

)
(13)

This steady-state behavior has to be considered during the application of afeedback control law, because in
any case the ideal equilibrium position should be the origin.

2.4 Speed regulation for acceleration scheduling

In this case we use a local PID control scheme to manipulate the rotor speedω(t) in the overall system
dynamics (1)-(7). Thus, the control objective is the asymptotic tracking ofa sufficiently smooth speed
profile to reduce the transient behavior of the unbalance response, viaan acceleration scheduling policy.

For the speed regulation of the rotor-bearing system in (7), it is implemented aPID controller, whose control
law is given by

τ(t) = KP ωe(t) + KI

∫ t

0
ωe(s)ds + KDω̇e(t) (14)

whereωe(t) = ω∗ − ω(t) is the tracking error with respect to some desired speed profileω∗. The de-
sired speed trajectoriesω∗(t), for run-up and coast-down operations, are based on the well-knownBézier
polynomials.

The control parameters are selected asKP = 0.04, KI = 1 × 10−6 andKD = 10, which guarantee the
robust tracking in presence of the endogenous perturbationf(t) resulting from the inertial couplings in (7).

2.5 Open-loop simulation and experimental results

Consider the rotor-bearing system (1)-(7) with MR dampers, whose parameters are given in Tables I and
II. The initial conditions arexi(0) = yi(0) = 0m, xr(0) = −6 × 10−5m, yr(0) = −5.5 × 10−5m,
xd = −8.5× 10−5m, yd(0) = −9.2× 10−5m, ẋi(0) = ẋr(0) = ẋd(0) = ẏi(0) = ẏr(0) = ẏd(0) = 0m/s.

Fig. 4 shows the dynamic behavior of the open-loop left journal bearing,in case of three different constant
current inputsI ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.55}A and angular speeḋθ(t), during a run-up from0 to 3200 rpm. Similarly,
Fig. 4 depicts the radial displacements of the disk for three current inputs.Note that, when the currents are
increased, the vibration amplitudes are attenuated to small values. In addition,Fig. 4 shows the dynamic
behavior for the right journal bearing, using similar currents and run-up. For the rotor speed regulation in
Fig. 4 is used a smooth speed profile, based on Bézier polynomials. It is evident how the dynamics of the
semiactive suspension change with the current inputs, mainly that, its rheological properties contribute to
increase the equivalent stiffness and damping in the right support and,as a consequence, the overall system
dynamics is modified. In fact, higher current inputs lead to a quasi-rigid support (see Fig. 4). Above
I = 0.4A the absorption capacity of the MR suspension is slightly diminished in the disk (see Fig. 4).
In addition, the vibration amplitudes in the right journal bearing are almost cancelled whenI = 0.55A,
although this yields a bigger response in the disk (see Fig. 4).

On the other hand, the current inputs also modify the natural frequenciesin the system. For instance, when
I = 0A the critical speed associated to the disk is46.13Hz and whenI = 0.55A this is reduced to31.66Hz.
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Figure 4: Simulation results in the disk and left and right journal bearings (open-loop response) with different
current inputs and rotor run-up from 0 to 3200 rpm using the PID speedcontrol.
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Figure 5: Experimental results for the open-loop behavior for different current inputs and run-up to1100
rpm.

The steady-state attenuation of the system response becomes obvious when the current inputs are increased
and, hence, this property enables the application of semiactive balancing control schemes to the overall
rotor-bearing system (1)-(7).

The experimental rotor displacements (only directionx) for a similar run-up and constant current inputs
Ix ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.55}A are described in Fig. 5. Moreover, the experimental hysteresis (direction x) is depicted
in Fig. 6.

The above results validate the application of the MR dampers to control the unbalance response of the rotor-
bearing system.

3 Semiactive balancing control

For control purposes it is considered the inverse model for the MR damping forces in (9)-(10), such that the
current control inputs can be expressed by (see Choiet al. [2])

Ix =
FMRDx −

∑n=2
j=0 b̂j ẋ

j
d∑n=2

j=0 ĉj ẋ
j
d

(15a)

Iy =
FMRDy −

∑n=2
j=0 b̂j ẏ

j
d∑n=2

j=0 ĉj ẏ
j
d

(15b)

whereFMRD denotes the desired damping forces (FMRDx,FMRDy) for the horizontal and vertical displace-
ments, respectively. It is important to remark that, in general, there is no singularity in (15) becausêc0 6= 0
and the actual acceleration and velocity ranges are far from any singularity.

Because the rotor-bearing system (1)-(7) is controllable from the two independent MR damping forcesFMRx

andFMRy, we can synthesize a simple balancing control scheme to reduce the unbalance response even when
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Figure 6: Experimental hysteresis in the MR damper (only directionxr).

passing trough its critical speeds. The semiactive vibration control schemeis summarized in the following
steps (see Fig. 7):

• It is designed a stabilizing vibration control law via the two independent MR damping forces,FMRx

andFMRy for each radial direction (x, y) of the rotor-bearing system (1)-(7).

• These computed control forces are considered as the desired damping forces,ux = FMRDx and
uy = FMRDy, in (9)-(10). Then, the current control inputs(Ix, Iy) are calculated from the inverse
dynamics (15), leading to an internal loop that linearizes the slow dynamics ofboth MR dampers.

• Due to physical limitations in both MR dampers, the computed current inputs(Ix, Iy) are saturated
between0A and 0.55A as well as the switching frequencies are restricted to below1KHz. These
saturated currents(Isx, Isy) are then applied to the MR dampers to generate the actual damping forces.

• This strategy is repeated until the unbalance response converges into a pre-specified region.

Two sliding-mode controllers are applied to achieve the vibration attenuation ofthe unbalance response (see
Utkin [12]). This is a robust control strategy against exogenous perturbations and parameter uncertainties.
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Figure 7: An schematic diagram of the semiactive balancing control scheme using sliding-mode control.
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Thus, the two sliding surfaces are defined by

σx = βx3

[
x(3)

r − x(3)∗
r

]
+ βx2(ẍr − ẍ∗r) + βx1(ẋr − ẋ∗r) + βx0(xr − x∗r) (16)

σy = βy3

[
y(3)

r − y(3)∗
r

]
+ βy2(ÿr − ÿ∗r ) + βy1(ẏr − ẏ∗r ) + βy0(yr − y∗r ) (17)

wherex∗r andy∗r denote desired references for the rotor positions, which typically are selected as constant
values(x∗r = y∗r ≡ 0), in order to center the orbit at the origin, although these can be used to compensate
the average equilibria (13). The design parametersβj0, βj1, βj2, βj3, j ∈ {x, y} are used to get some pre-
specified dynamic behavior.

Finally, the sliding-mode controllers are synthesized as follows

ux = FMRDx =
(

2mrmdβ2x

β3xkrx
− 2mdcrx

krx

)
x(3)

r +
(

2mrmdβ1x

β3xkrx
− 2md

)
ẍr +

(
2mrmdβ0x

β3xkrx

)
ẋr

+
krx

2
xr −

(
kdx +

krx

4

)
xd+mdẍi − cdxẋd − krx

4
xi +

2mrmd

β3xkrx
Wx signσx (18)

uy = FMRDy =
(

2mrmdβ2y

β3ykry
− 2mdcry

kry

)
y(3)

r +
(

2mrmdβ1y

β3ykry
− 2md

)
ÿr +

2mrmdβ0y

β3ykry
ẏr

+
kry

2
yr −

(
kdy +

kry

4

)
yd + mdÿi − cdyẏd − kry

4
yi +

2mrmd

β3ykry
Wy signσy (19)

whereWx and Wy are design parameters for the discontinuous control actions. These damping forces
are considered as the computed or desired forcesFMRDx andFMRDy in the inverse dynamics of the MR
dampers (15) and whose values are applied to the actual MR dampers.

For the speed control of the motor the PID controller (14) is used to get the run-up or coast-down of the
rotor-bearing system.

3.1 Closed-loop simulation results

Now consider the system parameters in Tables I and II. The design parameters for the sliding-mode con-
trollers (3.1) and () are as follows:

β0x = β0y = 13.08× 106, β1x = β1y = 1.636× 105, β2x = β2y = 700, β3x = β3y = 1,

Wx = Wy = 40

The initial conditions are identical to the previous open-loop results.

Fig. 8 shows the radial displacements of the rotor disk(xr, yr), with amplitudes smaller than 0.1 mm for a
run-up from 0 to 3200 rpm. The control currents are saturated to0.55A, here denoted as(Isx,Isy), which lead
to stabilized and attenuated responses employing small damping forces about15N and10N, respectively. Fig.
8 also describes the dynamic behavior on the right journal bearing, with theMR suspension, with amplitudes
about 0.5 mm.

Fig. 9 illustrates the closed-loop and open loop orbits for the rotor disk, when the rotor-bearing system is
started from 0 to 3200 rpm using the local PID speed control. Moreover,the steady-state responses, when
the rotor speed remains at the (open-loop) critical speed of 3084 rpm, are described in Fig. 10. It is evident
the effectiveness of the semiactive balancing control scheme, based onthe MR dampers and sliding-mode
control techniques combined with the acceleration scheduling via a local PIDspeed control.

A comparison of the open-loop and closed-loop FRF unbalance response in the disk is presented in Fig.
11. It is clear that current inputsIx = Iy = 0A lead to an open-loop response with two resonant peaks,
one corresponding to the right journal bearing (8.705Hz or 522.3 rpm) and the other associated to the disk
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(51.4Hz or3084 rpm). In contrast, when the sliding-mode controllers are applied, the overall system response
is highly attenuated, with resonant peaks almost cancelled.

The steady-state radial displacements for the left journal bearing are very small, about1.3×10−4mm, which
means that this rigid support does not have a significant influence in the rotordynamics.

Finally, one can conclude that the application of the above semiactive balancing control scheme is quite
satisfactory to attenuate the unbalance response.

4 Conclusions

A rotor-bearing system with a MR suspension, modelled with a 7 degrees-of-freedom model and a semi-
active balancing control scheme, is addressed. The MR dampers allow theeffective attenuation of the
unbalance response in different locations of the system. A simple and robust semiactive balancing con-
trol scheme, based on sliding-mode control techniques, for the rotor-bearing system with MR dampers is
proposed. The control scheme combines two radial MR dampers and springs to support the right journal
bearing. The rheological properties (viscosity and stiffness) are thencontrolled through current control in-
puts, using sliding-mode controllers, to get the desired dynamic performance and FRF on the rotor-bearing
system. The semiactive controllers reduce the steady-state vibration amplitudes in the rotor disk up to87%,
with respect to the open-loop behavior, as well as the system response when passing through the first critical
speeds (disk), with reductions up to95%.
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Abstract 
This paper presents the design methodology, the construction of a prototype and the experimental 

validation of an active vibration damper witch is controlled by a piezoelectric actuator. The proposed 

device has two flexible metallic bellows connected to a rigid reservoir filled with a viscous fluid. When 

one of the bellows is connected to a vibrating structure a periodic flow passes through a variable internal 

orifice and the damping effect is produced. The size of the orifice is adjusted by a piezoelectric control 

system that positions the conical core into a conical cavity. After the damper device finite element 

computational model was developed considering that the valve body is rigid and that the fluid - structure 

iteration occurs between the fluid and the flexible bellows, now the finite element of the actuator which 

has a structure that amplifies the displacement produced by an internally mounted stack of piezoelectric 

ceramic layers. The damper prototype was built and experimental tests using impulsive and harmonic 

excitations were conducted to determine its dynamic behavior and also to validate the developed 

computational models. The simulation and experimental results are compared by curves that relate the 

damping coefficient with the size of the orifice. A local classic PID controller for the piezoelectric 

actuator was designed to assure that the valve core assumes the correct position, providing the commanded 

damping coefficient. The damper device was attached to one degree of freedom vibration system without 

damping. A global fuzzy controller was designed to specify the damping factor desired and the local PID 

controller for piezoelectric actuator, which improve the damping factor. Experimental tests shown that the 

damping coefficient values, commanded by the global controller, were obtained in a small time lesser than 

10 ms. These results demonstrate the very good performance of the proposed damper device. 

1 Introduction 

In several industrial applications it is necessary to absorb structural vibration energy, mainly when the 

impulsive forces, without any pattern excites the mechanical system.  In these cases, the passive absorbers 

have low efficiency, because they are only projected for a specific operating condition. Frequently, 

hydraulic piston actuators are used where large damping forces are required. However, the 

implementation, operation and maintenance of this type of solution are very expensive. The current 

passive dampers used in vehicles are designed for a specific behavior and don’t allow damping factor 

adjustments as a function of the pavement type or even for comfort or stability operating conditions.  

New conceptions of active dampers were proposed, investigated and tested in the last years. [3], [4] and 

[6] developed dampers systems based on hydraulic piston whose variable orifice is controlled by an 

electrodynamic valve. [5] used metallic flexible bellows and magneto-rheologic fluids.  

The proposed active damper consists in a two systems: a hydraulic-mechanical system that generates the 

damping force and a control system, which has a piezoelectric actuator for control of the valve changing. 

The hydraulic circuit has two metallic flexible bellows, a valve with variable orifice. The bellows is 

flexible in the axial direction and its extremities are connected at two points of the vibrating structure. The 

vibrating motion, applied in the bellows axial direction, pumps the internal fluid through the valve orifice. 
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The fluid flow from the first bellows to the second one (accumulator) and return to the first where the 

damping force is generated. The flow restriction caused by orifice size of the valve result in pressure 

gradients in both side of hydraulic circuit. This internal pressure applied on the transversal area of the 

bellows generates the damping force that acts on the structure. The system becomes active because the 

valve closure can be adjusted by a position control system that uses a linear piezoelectric actuator.  Each 

position of the valve has different damping coefficient to act on the mechanical system, that is, a new 

damper can be set at each sampling time, which depends of the time response of the actuator, the external 

excitations and the desired dynamic performance of the vibratory system. 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the proposed active damper components 

In the diagram shown in Fig.1, it is assumed that the flexible metallic bellow is attached to a dynamic 

vibratory system and all state variables are measurable by appropriate sensors. Then, considering one 

reference damping coefficient and the associated system state, a digital controller will command the 

piezoelectric actuator that will put the valve core at a specific position. The bellows expansion and 

contraction movements produce pressure variations inside the hydraulic circuit. The product of the internal 

pressure in the bellows by its cross section area results in a value of the damping force that depends on the 

control action applied to the valve.  

To avoid structural collapse of the bellows, the closure of the valve must be limited so that the internal 

pressure is always inferior to the maximum allowable pressure. The efficiency of this device is dependent 

on the fluid viscosity and on the absence of mixed bubbles of gas dissolved in the oil. To solve this 

problem a parallel circuit with a vacuum pump can provide, preliminary, the removal of the gas bubbles 

that are present in the fluid. The choice of a suitable value of the static nominal pressure in the hydraulic 

circuit can prevent the dissolved gas bubble generation in the low-pressure region of the circuit. 

Some initial parameters were specified for the design and construction of the active damper prototype. A 

commercial metallic bellows was specified. It supports internal pressures up to 3.3 MPa, has an effective 

cross section area of 383 mm
2 

and can generate axial loads up to 1300 N. The stroke of the bellows is in a 

range of –8 mm up to 6 mm. The piezoelectric actuator has a displacements range equal to 0.5 mm and 

supports forces up to 570 N, both in function of the applied voltage.  

[8] done the validation of the finite element model of the hydraulic circuit that present the fluid-structure 

interaction. The computational model of the hydraulic circuit was developed using the module FLOTRAN 

CFD - Computational Fluid Dynamics - ANSYS


, considering the Kε model of turbulence, developed by 

[7]. The problem was solved by Eulerian-Lagrangean algorithm. The detail of this formulation can be seen 

in [2]. Then, [8] show the active damper prototype and some experimental tests in time domain was 

realized to validate the finite element model. The active damper is characterized in the frequency domain 

and a second order dynamic model is derived to simulate the system. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section is presented the finite element of piezoelectric stack 

actuator. Then, in section 3 the piezoelectric stack actuator was characterized and the numerical model 

was validated. In section 4 and 5 are presented, respectively, the local PID controller to command the 

piezoelectric stack actuator and the evaluation of an active damper using hierarquical controller’s (PID 

and Fuzzy). Finally, the conclusions and the futures perspectives are done.     
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2 Finite element model of the piezoelectric stack 

The piezoelectric actuator is a commercial product of Cedrat Companies
∗
: APA: Amplified Piezoelectric 

Actuator. However, the dynamic behavior of the device is not explained. In this way, was developed a 

finite element model for static and dynamic APA characterizations. In posse of finite element model, the 

modal analysis of actuator structural was done obtained the Function Frequency Response (FRF) of 

displacement in function of the polarized voltage. With this result, one reduced dynamic model was 

proposed to represent the actuator. From this model, one PID controller was developed to command the 

piezoelectric actuator. The actuator model was developed using the ANSYS


 software. The stack of PZT4 

cells is assembled in a mechanical steel structure. The steel has the follow physical properties for the steel 

had been used: density of 7,800 kg/m
3
, Elasticity Modulus of 2.1 GPa and 0.3 for Poison Coefficient. The 

dielectric, electric field elasticity, permeability matrixes and deformation electric flow density vector is 

used according to PZT4 physicals properties and can be seen at [10]. Then, the steel structure was shaped 

to piezoelectric elements layers to represent the finite elements. 

In the left of Figure 2 the geometric model of the structure is presented, that is symmetrical in relation to 

YZ plane. The PZT stack expands or contracts in X direction and, with this deformation, the structure of 

elliptical steel amplifies the displacement of the free surface of the actuator in Y direction. The other 

surface of piezoelectric actuator is coupled. In the right of the Figure 2 shows the finite elements mesh 

used. 

 

Figure 2 - Geometric model of the mechanical electrical structure of the piezoelectric actuator and finite 

elements mesh. 

 

Figure 3 show the results of the finite elements piezoelectric actuator model simulations, when applied an 

electric field of -22,9 V at z axis. That small tension applied to the piezoelectric material contracts and, 

consequently, the displacement of APA free surface obtained was 0,1 mm. This situation will be 

considered the position of valve totally closed, that is, the smaller GAP which corresponds of the bigger 

damping coefficient. On the other hand, when applied an electric field of 91,2 V, the piezoelectric material 

expand and, consequently, the free surface contract 0,4 mm. This position is the smaller damping 

coefficient of the active damper. Another test is to get the global stiffness constant of the piezoelectric 

actuator, that leave to KAPA = 1,5424 N/µm. 

The modal analysis is done in order to obtain the natural frequencies of the piezoelectric actuator device, 

as well as the modes shapes. The method of extraction of the modes that was used is the Lanczos Method. 

The gotten frequencies are listed in Table 1, however the shapes modes will not be presented here. 

 

ffffAAAA ffffBBBB ffffCCCC ffffDDDD ffffEEEE 

536,07 Hz536,07 Hz536,07 Hz536,07 Hz 1486,80 Hz1486,80 Hz1486,80 Hz1486,80 Hz 3057,60 Hz3057,60 Hz3057,60 Hz3057,60 Hz 5627,00 Hz5627,00 Hz5627,00 Hz5627,00 Hz 6726,00 Hz6726,00 Hz6726,00 Hz6726,00 Hz 

Table 1 – Natural Frequencies of the Piezoelectric Actuator. 

                                                      
∗
 www.cedrat.com  
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Figure 3 – Displacement of the structure under -22,9 V (at left) and under +91,2 V (at right). 

 

An analysis of the harmonic response of the piezoelectric actuator is done to obtain your dynamic 

behavior. This analyzes consists to determining in stead state with different sinusoidal inputs in the time, 

to calculate the responses of the actuator for different frequencies. Once this procedure had to the high 

computational cost, the frequency response was done in a band up to 2000 Hz and is presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Harmonic Response of piezoelectric actuator. 

3 Piezoelectric Actuator and your Amplifier Characterization 

Since that was determined to use a piezoelectric actuator stack, certainly a power amplifier it will  

necessary with a high band of tension, which was intrinsic to the piezoelectric materials operation. The 

APA operates asymmetrically from -20 to 150 V that correspond to 0.1 to -0.4 mm, respectively. When 

the APA, showed in Figure 5 (at left), is bought, the Cedrat did not have a specific amplifier to APA. After 

some months, the company started to commercialize a electronic module of power amplifier with a PID 

controller.  

A power amplifier is an electronic device that magnifies the amplitude of the sign of input without 

producing distortions that change the input tensions to the output tension multiplied by specific gain. Here 

in this University in the College of Electric Engineering, a system of power amplifier for audio was 

developed at Bissochi Jr. (2003) doctorate. Then, the power amplifier, shown in Figure 5 (at right) was 

constructed modifying to obtain a DC output, that did not was presented in audio amplifier device. 
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Figure 5 – The piezoelectric actuator APA 500 L - Amplified Piezoelectric Actuator and the power amplifier 

that command the APA 500L. 

 

The signs observed in the oscilloscope were proceeding from two different sensor, inductive (dymac) and 

a strain gauge (SG: strain gage), that they measure the APA free extremity displacement. The gain of the 

power amplifier was adjusted to 30.  

 

Figure 6 - APA assembled with one of the extremities fixed and another one coupled. 
 

In order to validate the numerical model, the test with the piezoelectric actuator coupled and free was done 

in an inertial system. This assembly is showed in Figure 6, in such way that was possible to allow the 

monitoring of the free extremity with the proximity sensor (Dymac) and with the strain gauge that is glue 

in the stack of piezoelectric layers. All of the tests have been carried through in a room with same 

temperature, to guarantee that the internal fluid of an active damper did not present viscosity variation. 

Figure 7 show that the piezoelectric actuator behavior is non-linear, because it is like a capacitor.  

 
Figure 7 – Open loop piezoelectric actuator behavior with a input square tension. 

 

Two sensors outputs had been analyzed for different signals and the input and outputs was acquired by 

DSpace


 board placed in a personal computer. It was verified that the piezoelectric actuator, when a 

reference square wave is put by power amplifier, the piezoelectric does not keep the same point of 

reference. There is a shift in a response at free extremity. Because this, the APA behavior in open loop is 

non-linear and in that way the APA need be controlled and one traditional PID controller was designed. 
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4 PID local controller design to command the piezoelectric stack 
actuator 

Initially, the identification of piezoelectric actuator was done in frequency domain, with the APA coupled 

in one side and free at another. The test consists in applying a force in the free extremity of the actuator by 

a hammer and observes the accelerometer response installed in the same point. The signals are treated in 

SD380 spectrum analyzer, which calculates the transfer function that relates the acceleration by force 

applied, in the bands up to 1000 Hz, presented in Figures 8 at left. 

The validation of the finite element piezoelectric stack actuator model concludes that while the model in 

finite elements resulted approximately in a system with the first natural frequency in 536 Hz and second in 

1486 Hz, experimentally, like as presented at left of Figure 8, the values of the first one in approximately 

488 Hz and second in 1550 Hz. The difference is because an equivalent mass corresponding to the core 

valve mass was added in free surface to become the most realistic the PID designed. However, for design 

of local controller PID, who will command the piezoelectric actuator stack, is necessary consider the plant 

that is composed by the power amplifier in series with APA. According to information of the APA 

manufacturer, the power amplifier just can send to piezoelectric actuator a signal that did not exceed the 

amplitude of 1 Volts RMS, and this signal is obtained from a digital signal generator. The FRF presented 

in Figure 8 at right are, respectively, the experimental and adjusted. The parameters of this second order 

system were estimated from the adjusted model in the band up to 500 Hz, which has better resolution in 

frequency.  

  

 

Figure 8 - Frequency response that relates the displacement measured of the APA free extremity with Dymac 
for an input tension of shaker amplifier in a band of 0 the 1000 Hz (at left) and frequency response in a 

frequency range of 0 to 500 Hz (at right).  

 

For design of the controller the identified plant is characterized by the following parameters: natural 

frequency of 439,72 Hz, damping factor of 0,01915 and a DC gain of 0,12 mm/N. The model of second 

order with these identified parameters had been used for the simulations of PID controller designed. 

Initially, the controller projected and was tested numerically. Some characteristics of PID was done like 

the allocation of poles and zeros in order to have a satisfactory broadband, small overshot and another 

parameters of controller project. The PID controller projected writing in the frequency domain is 

presented at equation 1. This controller was tested numerically and after experimentally tests was done.  
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However, for experimental tests the conversion of this controller s domain (continuous) to z was necessary 

(discrete). For this, was used the bilinear Tustin transformation. The sampling time was of 0,00022727 

seconds, which it is equivalent to a sampling frequency of 4400,05 Hz. This sampling is justified by the 

natural frequency of 438,2 Hz present in the model of the plant. The PID discrete transfer function is 

presented at equation 2.   

 
 

The PID controller was implemented who observes the plant by a proximity sensor (Dymac). The 

DSpace


 was used with MatLab


 Simulink


. The test consist in generates a step reference required for the 

free extremity of the piezoelectric actuator, as showed at left of Figure 9. To prevent any damage to the 

piezoelectric actuator, the output signal of PID controller is saturated from -0,6 the 4,5 Volts.    

A lot of tests have been executed to verify the performance of PID controller. The error in the input of 

controller PID was calculated by the difference of the reference signal and the signal of proximity sensor 

conditioner that measures the free surface of the APA.  

 

Figure 9 – Displacement of Dymac obtained by PID controller to follow the steps amplifier reference tension 

(at left) and a zoom of the test (at right). 

 

Figure 9 show the test, which has the objective to make the free extremity of piezoelectric actuator 

following a square wave. It was showed in zoom, at right of this figure, that the valve reaches the 

reference in 10 ms. The overshoot calculated from the control signal was approximately 12,5 %. In that 

way one of the parties of hierarchic control designed was reached.  

5 Hierarquical control to active damper evaluation 

In this section the performance of the active damper is presented. First, it is verified efficiency of local 

controller PID when the piezoelectric actuator stack is installed in the active damper. Then, a global fuzzy 

controller was designed and evaluated when the active damper is installed in a 1 degree of freedom 

vibratory system with small damping factor. The resultant system is a semi-active suspension, which was 

time variant system due to damping factor changes. The global plant is identified in a frequency domain 

for different GAP's, whose values were put by the local controller PID activated.  

The local plant was identified in a frequency domain, when the piezoelectric actuator was in active 

damper, using the same strategies presented in last section. The transfer functions of local plant had been 
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estimated where the input in the amplifier was imposed by a digital signals generator. For the tests with 

local controller PID and the plant monitored by Dymac, was filled one transfer function with the follow 

parameters: fAPA=440,1 Hz, ξAPA=0,02431 and DC gain of 0,12 mm/N.  

 

Figure 10 - Response function in experimental and identified frequency with the system monitored with the 

Dymac, in the band of 0 500Hz. 

Then, a local controller PID for this transfer function of the system monitored by Dymac sensor is the 

same used in last section, due to the transfer functions parameters did not modified so much. 

5.1 - Performance of local controller PID when installed in an active device  

The local PID controller was evaluated and the experimental tests were presented in Figure 11. These 

tests, with the local PID controller PID, twelve different references was set in 5,5 seconds and it is the 

same to have twelve dampers in this time period. The force in the valve reaches a little more than 25N, but 

is not show here.  

 

Figure 11 - Reply in the domain of the time that shows the control effort above, and some levels of GAP of 

reference in the way, and the force in the piezoelectric actuator below. 
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5.2 - Model of the global plant: linear system of 1 GDL coupled to the active 
damper device 

The PID controller put the GAP position very well. Once the local controller was satisfactory, the global 

controller will be designed in this section to control a semi-active suspension, which is a passive 

suspension with low damping coefficient attached to an active damper device. The passive suspension is 

an aluminum platform assembled on four flexible metallic blades, configuring a second order system with 

1 degree of freedom. For obtained this system with low resonance frequency, about 15 Hz, a mass was 

added.  

                

Figure 12 – Instrumentation of semi-active suspension (left) and the active damper device (right). 

Figure 12 (at left) show the group of instrumentation in order to identify the semi-active suspension model 

and is composed by: (1) is the active damper device, (2) the APA amplifier, (3) the vibratory system in 

which the active damper device is installed, (4) the digital signal generator that feeds the amplifier (5) of 

shaker (6), (7) the conditioner of the SG and (8) the conditioners of the force and acceleration sensors. 

Figure 12 (at right) shows the active damper device specifically and the coupled point to a suspension, that 

results in a semi-active system. 

The FRF's relates the acceleration of output of the semi-active suspension was obtained by a white noise 

signal in a short band with energy between 0 and 50 Hz. The accelerometer is situated on the shaker that 

excites the semi-active suspension. The surface of Figure 13 was obtained using the following strategy. 

For each 15 GAP's chosen linearly, was gotten a FRF. Each GAP was automatically positioned by PID 

local controller, during 2 minutes. Each 2 minutes one determined damping coefficient is imposed to the 

semi-active suspension. This time, 2 minutes, were the sufficient to the spectrum SD380 calculate 20 

averages for each FRF's calculated. Then all transfer functions between acceleration (output) of the semi-

active suspension and the force (input) were plotted considering that the PID local controller was activated 

such as the active system operates.  

 
Figure 13 – Transfer Function Surface of the active damper device when coupled to a system of 1 GDL, 

obtained from FRF's for 15 values of GAP's. At meddle the Phase Surface and at right the coherence. 
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Each 15 FRF investigated was traced in a Bode Diagram and can be seen in Figure 14. It is interesting to 

view that the phase does not pass at 90º and not in the same frequency. This indicates that the behavior of 

the semi-active system was influenced by fluid mass flow variations for each GAP.  

 
Figure 14 - FRF's for the GAP's taxes for controller PID. 

Each curve of Figure 14 was filled by an optimization process described in last section. The mass and the 

stiffness of the semi-active system had been determined by the following procedure. The value of 

GAP=0,1 mm was fixed and the FRF was measured and the natural frequency relative. Adding the know 

mass to active-system a new value of natural frequency was identified. With these two values of 

frequency, the stiffness of the semi-active suspension resulted was 70,603 N/m. The damping factors 

obtained for each GAP generated 15 points that filled by an exponential function given by equation (3). 

 

From the damping factors, the mass and the natural frequencies the coefficients damping were calculated. 

Then, also by optimization process, an exponential function that relates the coefficient damping was 

calculated and is presented in equation (4). 

 

The exponential curves estimates relative to equations (3) and (4) is plotted in Figure 15. 

  

 

 

Figure 15- Exponential curves with estimated values of damping factors in function of the GAP (at left) and 

estimated values of damping coefficients in function of the GAP. 
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5.3 - The involved instrumentation in the hierarchic control of the semi-active 
suspension 

For hierarchic control evaluation with the PID controller local activated and global, the involved 

instrumentation is schematized in the diagram of Figure 16. In the upper part of the figure is how to turn 

on APA amplifier. The signal of output of the amplifier feeds to the piezoelectric actuator, which results in 

a damping coefficient for the semi-active suspension. In the output of the suspension it has two paths, one 

is measured the acceleration of the system that is monitored by an oscilloscope and it is the input of the 

implemented global controller in a computer. The input acquisition is made by a DSpace


 board, which 

has direct communication to Simulink


 of the MatLab


. The output of the global fuzzy controller results 

in a reference GAP. The error between the reference GAP and the Gap acquired by Dymac, as it can be 

seen in the diagram in the output of the APA. This error is input of PID local controller that commands a 

tension to APA amplifier. The oscilloscope B monitoring the displacement sensors  and the oscilloscope C 

the hydrodynamics force on the valve. For identification of global plant [ m/s
2
/N ], a signal obtained by 

digital generator command the shaker that excites the semi-active suspension and the outputs force and 

acceleration are the inputs of the Spectrum Analyzer  SD380. The local plant [ mm/Volts ] is identified by 

the tension of the APA amplifier observed by Dymac and Strain Gage. 

 

 
Figure 16 –The instrumentation involved in the hierarquical control of the semi-active suspension. 
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5.4 Performance of the controllers: global fuzzy and place PID in the domain of the 
time 

The global fuzzy controller was designed with 2 inputs, the velocity and the acceleration, and the output is 

the GAP reference. The fuzzy controller has gaussians pertinence functions for the inputs and the output, 

equidistant such as presented in Figure 17. The inputs are normalized between the -1 and 1 and output 

between 0 and 1, where the output 1 corresponds in opening the valve (lesser coefficient damping) and 

when 0 the valve is totally closed (bigger coefficient damping). The base of rules is incorporated 

implicitly at surface of Figure 17.  

 
Figure 17 – Normalized Pertinence Functions for the inputs of the Fuzzy global controller (at right) and the 

surface of the fuzzy controller output (at left).  

 

The analyses of the semi-active performances with hierarquical controllers can be seen in Figure 18 and a 

zoom at Figure 19. In this test the semi-active suspension was excited by a hammer and the stead state 

accommodation time was about 10 ms. 

 

Figure 18 – Impact tests in a semi-active suspension and velocity, acceleration, GAP and control command. 
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Figure 19 –Zoom of HammerImpact tests of Figure 18. 

 

6 Conclusions 

The conclusion of this paper, which was showed the performance of an active damper prototype, is the 

sequence of conclusions of the paper [9] published at Shock and Vibration.  

First of all, the finite element of piezoelectric stack actuator was developed considering the mechanical-

electrical interaction, using ANSYS software. This numerical model was validated experimentally in a 

frequency domain. 

However, was verified that the piezoelectric stack actuator (APA) is non-linear and a PID controller was 

designed to control the APA displacement.  

Then experimental tests carried out with the active damper to verify the PID controller when attached to 

damper device (local) and the results presented were good. 

The active damper was coupled to a passive vibration system with low damping coefficient. This new 

system (global) configures a semi-active suspension and was identified in a frequency domain too. 

A fuzzy global controller was designed to set the GAP reference that the PID local controller needs to 

command the power amplifier of APA, which set the valve core position. Each position of valve core have 

a relation to APA position set by PID and this hierarquical control closed loop can generated a lot of the 

damping factor to a semi-active system from 0,001 to 0,97. 

A hammer impact test show the efficiency of the proposed methodologies of hierarquical control. In next 

research the fluid can be change and a better fuzzy controller can be designed in order to minimize the 10 

ms of semi-active vibrations states.  
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Abstract
The Elastic Mass Actuator  (EMA)  is a  dynamic  mass absorber controlled by active means. Simulations
have proved that the harmonic distortion, being very low, is not a relevant parameter with EMA, due to its
symmetric  construction.  With  the  optimized  parameter  values  1 µm  amplitude  can  be  achieved  with  a
signal voltage of 20 V. This is enough e.g. for façade elements in buildings, but applications where higher
amplitudes are needed will require rather large alterations in the construction. The properties of EMA have
been studied also  experimentally by measuring  the displacement and phase distributions of  the actuator,
and by using EMA to actively reduce the vibration of a sandwich plate construction. The reduction ratios
of EMA (ratio of  displacements  control  on  to  control  off)  have  varied  from 0.54  to 0.65  (mean 0.6)  at
single  frequency  excitations  and around 0.65  at narrow band  excitations.  The  first EMA  element  is  not
able to reduce sound pressure levels due to its noneven phase and displacement distributions.

1  Introduction

There  are  several  approaches  to  increase  the  sound  transmission  loss  of  lightweight  panels  by  active
means.  Most  often  the  approach  has  been  to  use  structural  actuators  to  change  the  vibration  pattern  of
sound radiating panels. Another approach has been to attenuate the sound radiation of  the wellradiating
vibration  modes using dynamic  loudspeakers.  A  third,  less  common  method,  is  active broadband  sound
radiation  reduction  using  a  large  number  of  small  loudspeakers  or  a  few  large  surface  acoustic  panel
actuators.
A special approach is the use of large surface structural actuator (so called Elastic Mass Actuator, EMA)
to attenuate the  lowest structural mode, which is the most efficient sound radiator of structural modes of
panel  like structures. VTT and Panphonics Oy have developed  the  theoretical basis  for  the concept, and
modeled,  fabricated,  tested  and  evaluated  the  first EMAelements  for  the EMAconcept  within  the EU
funded IPproject “Intelligent Materials for Active Noise Reduction (InMAR) [1, 2]. The evaluation of the
test results with the first fabricated elements show that the concept works  in principle, but quite a lot of
development work has to be done still to make the concept as a practical tool for the sound transmission
loss increase of panel like structures.
The  results  in  this  paper  are  based  on  the  work  performed  in  the  InMARproject  as  well  as  new  work
started  in  the  EUfunded  MCRTNproject  “Smart  Structures”  for  the  EMAconcept  development.
Simulation results of the original EMA concept are presented. Test results with  the first EMAelements
and test results with a simplified, point source exciter  test system, but fulfilling the basic concepts of the
EMAconcept, are also presented.
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2  Original EMA concept

The developed Elastic Mass Actuator is a dynamic mass absorber controlled by active means. Its aim is to
reduce  the  vibration  of  the  primary  structure  on  which  it  is  mounted.  Electric  interaction  forces  in  the
construction are controlled in such a way that the mass unit of the system tends to absorb the vibrational
energy. In that way it is possible to improve the sound reduction of a passive construction. Especially  if
the  magnitude and phase  distributions on  the surface  plate  of  the  actuator are  even  when  it  is  active,  it
would  be  possible  to  reduce  the  radiated  sound  of  the  volume  velocity  mode  of  the  construction.  The
forces on the mass unit are realized with elastic driving units on its both sides. The driving units change
their thickness in opposite phases due to the signal voltages applied to them.
The G3 Elastic Mass Actuator is composed of two Generic G3 Actuators (elastic actuators) as the driving
units, a perforated mass plate installed between them and nonperforated cover plates at both sides of the
configuration, see Figure 1. The Generic Actuator consists of a stack of perforated film (membrane) layers
with  air  gaps  of  “salmiac”  form.  Its  internal  microstructure  is  presented  in  Figure  2.  The  structure
continues similarly in the ydirection. The outermost membranes of the elastic actuators are attached to the
cover plates. Similarly, the membranes nearest to the mass plate are attached to the mass plate.

Figure 1: Panphonics’ G3 Elastic Mass Actuator (type A) with Panphonics’ control system [1]

The  control  system  can  be  realized  with  simultaneous  feedforward  and  feedback  control,  or  with  only
either one of them. The reference signal for the feedforward control is obtained from pressure sensors, and
the feedback control signal is obtained from accelerometers. In measurements presented here the feedback
control system has been applied.
Unfortunately, the EMA construction was realized in the first stage somehow in a different manner due to
problems in manufacturing. So, the simulation and measurement results are not fully consistent.
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Figure 2: Microstructure of the Generic G3 Actuator (elastic actuator) [1]

3  EMA performance simulations in InMAR project

3.1  Simulation overview and variables

The time domain MATLAB program made in VTT for dynamic behavior of the G3 Elastic Mass Actuator
simulates  frequency  response  and  harmonic  distortion.  The  variables  to  be  varied,  their  symbols,  their
nominal values and variation ranges are presented in Table 1.

Parameter Symbol Nominal
value Variation range  Unit

Number of layers – 10 5 – 20 (50) –
Mass ratios of cover and mass plates m2/m1 0.5 0.1 – 4 –
Mass of mass plate / its nominal mass
(with nominal mass ratio) a 1 0.1 – 4 –

Properties of film material
• Young’s modulus E 3 1.5 – 4 GPa
• Density ρ 1000 500 – 1500  kg/m3

• Thickness h 35 30 – 40 µm
Geometry

• Hole diameter dp 1.5 1.5 – 2 mm
• Half width of salmiac pattern ∆x 2.5 2 – 3 mm
• Maximum thickness of airspace

between films without charge d0 50 30 – 60 µm

Table 1: Varied parameter, their nominal values and variation ranges in simulations
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3.2  Frequency response

3.2.1  Nominal parameters

The frequency responses of the mass and cover plates are quite similar, the main difference being that the
phases of  the response of  the mass and cover plates have a phase shift of about 180 degrees. Part of the
film layers vibrate in phase with the cover plates and part of them vibrate in phase with the mass plate, the
change  of  the phase occurring  quite  suddenly  within  one  layer  having  the  smallest  amplitude  response.
The amplitude response is smooth at low frequencies, grows higher at a certain resonance frequency and
drops as a function of frequency at higher frequencies, see Figure 3. The phase response is quite linear at
lower  frequencies  and  begins  to  drop  dramatically  as  a  function  of  frequency  at  about  the  resonance
frequency, see Figure 4. The useful frequency range is from 0 Hz to about the resonance frequency, which
is about 800 Hz with the nominal amount of film layers.

3.2.2  Effect of the number of film layers

The  resonance  amplitude  is  the  higher  and  it  occurs  at  the  lower  frequency,  the  more  film  layers  the
structure owns. Increasing the amount of the film layers from the nominal value of 10 to 50 increases the
sensitivity about 17 dB at low frequencies, but the resonance frequency (upper frequency  limit) drops to
about  300  Hz  at  the  same  time  and  the  frequency  response  becomes  unsmooth.  There  exists  no  good
reason to increase the number of film layers due to the adverse effects mentioned.

3.2.3  Effect of plate masses

Decreasing the mass ratio (mass of cover plate / mass of mass plate) from the nominal value of 0.5 (with
the absolute mass of the mass plate being nominal) increases the sensitivity (amplitude of the cover plate)
at  low and high frequencies, but the main benefit from  it  is  that  the resonance  frequency gets higher,  to
about 1200 Hz with the mass ratio of 0.1, and the overall frequency response becomes much smoother. If
the mass ratio  is  hold  in  its nominal value but  the absolute masses (per unit area) are made smaller,  the
sensitivity at  low frequencies remains the same but the resonance frequency gets higher, and the overall
frequency response becomes much smoother. E.g.,  if  the masses are quartered,  the resonance  frequency
grows to 1500 Hz. So, the absolute sensitivity at low frequencies is determined by the mass ratio only (the
lower the ratio, the higher the sensitivity, mass ratio modified by changing the cover plate mass only), and
the  resonance  frequency and  the  smoothness  of  the  frequency  response  is  determined by both  the  mass
ratio  (the  lower  the ratio,  the higher  the resonance  frequency and the smoother  the  frequency response)
and the absolute masses (the smaller the masses, the higher the resonance frequency and the smoother the
frequency response).

3.2.4  Other varied parameters

The  sensitivity  at  low  frequencies  can  be  increased  by  modifying  the  film  material  parameters:  by
decreasing  the  Young’s  modulus  and/or  the  thickness.  However,  this  drops  the  resonance  frequency  to
lower frequencies. The variations in the density of the film material have no effect.
Also  the  sensitivity  at  low  frequencies  can  be  increased  by  modifying  the  geometrical  parameters:  by
increasing the salmiac pattern width and by decreasing the thickness of the airspace. However, increasing
the salmiac pattern width drops the resonance frequency to lower frequencies. Decreasing the thickness of
the air  space  does  not  affect  very  much  to  the  resonance  frequency. The  geometry  of  holes  only  has  a
minor effect on sensitivity: increasing the diameter of holes increases the sensitivity at low frequencies a
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little.  However,  the  resonance  frequency  drops  to  a  little  lower  frequencies  if  the  hole  diameter  is
increased, so it is not very efficient way for increasing the sensitivity.
The  only  way  to  increase  the  sensitivity  without  decreasing  the  resonance  frequency  by  varying  the
“other” parameters is to decrease the thickness of the air space, but its effect on the sensitivity is not very
high.

3.3  Harmonic distortion

The second  harmonic  is  almost  totally absent  at  the  cover  (and  mass) plate  layers  and  the  distortion  is
mostly due to the third harmonic there, the total harmonic distortion being quite low. This is mainly due to
the symmetric geometry of EMA causing second harmonic distortion with almost equal amplitudes but in
opposite  phases  in  the  mutually  symmetric  layers  of  the  two  elastic  actuators.  Actually,  the  harmonic
distortion  is  not  a  relevant  parameter  with  the  mass  actuator.  However,  the  second  harmonic  may  be
remarkable at intermediate layers.

3.4  Optimized parameters

The nominal parameter values were modified to get the resonance frequency to rise up to about 1 kHz and
to get  the sensitivity as high as possible. The masses of  the mass and cover plates are most  efficient  to
raise  the resonance frequency without  loosing  the sensitivity and having other adverse  effects. Mass m1
(mass plate) was changed from the original value of 5.4 kg/m2 (2 mm aluminium plate) to 4.05 kg/m2 (1.5
mm aluminium plate) and mass m2 (cover plate) was changed from the original value of 2.7 kg/m2 (1 mm
aluminium  plate)  to  1.35  kg/m2  (0.5  mm  aluminium  plate).  The  thickness  of  the  air  space  (maximum
value) was changed from the original value of 50 µm to 30 µm; this raises the sensitivity without affecting
to  the  resonance  frequency. The  frequency response of  the original and modified system  is presented  in
Figure  3  (amplitude  response)  and  Figure  4  (phase  response).  As  can  be  seen  from  the  figures,  the
resonance can easily be moved to a desired frequency but the sensitivity is very hard to get higher within
the given parameter value range. The amplitude value of 1 µm can be achieved with a signal voltage of 20
V at low frequencies and with a signal voltage of about 5 V at 1 kHz.
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Figure 3: Amplitude response of the cover plate
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Figure 4: Phase response of the cover plate

The harmonic distortion values  with  the modified parameters are presented  in Table 2. The distortion at
the cover plate is about of the same order than with nominal parameters, and it causes no problems.

V0 = 10 V V0 = 50 V V0 = 100 V
f1 = 100 Hz f1 = 100 Hz f1 = 100 Hz

Harmonic     Relative
order            amplitude [%]

Harmonic     Relative
order            amplitude [%]

Harmonic     Relative
order            amplitude [%]

2                   0.0025 2                   0.0026 2                   0.0012
3                   0.0037 3                   0.10 3                   0.39
4                   0.0013 4                   0.0014 4                   0.0015
5                   0.0030 5                   0.0035 5                   0.062

Total distortion   0.014 % Total distortion   0.10 % Total distortion   0.40 %

V0 = 10 V V0 = 50 V V0 = 100 V
f1 = 1000 Hz f1 = 1000 Hz f1 = 1000 Hz

Harmonic     Relative
order            amplitude [%]

Harmonic     Relative
order            amplitude [%]

Harmonic     Relative
order            amplitude [%]

2                   0.00063 2                   0.0016 2                   0.0011
3                   0.098 3                   0.023 3                   0.063
4                   0.00028 4                   0.0013 4                   0.00078

Total distortion   0.098 % Total distortion   0.023 % Total distortion   0.063 %

Table 2: Distortion with modified parameters; excitation sinusoidal signal: V0 = amplitude, f1 =
frequency
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3.5  Actuator mounted on a wall

The  frequency  response  of  the  actuator  when  mounted  on  a  13  mm  gypsum  board  (11.9  kg/m2)  is
presented  in  Figure  5  (amplitude  response)  and  Figure  6  (phase  response).  It  proved  to  be  so  that  the
system  does  not  work  correctly  (according  to  the  simulations)  if  the  (total)  masses  of  the covers  differ
much from each other. That is why the cover plate attached to the gypsum board has been selected to 1.62
kg/m2 (= m3, 0.6 mm aluminium plate) and the free cover plate has been selected to 13.5 kg/m2 (= m2, 5
mm  aluminium  plate).  The  heavier  the  mass  plate  is  compared  to  the  cover  masses,  the  higher  the
sensitivity  is  at  low  frequencies  and  the  lower  the  resonance  frequency  is.  The  heaviest  mass  used  in
simulations is 18.9 kg/m2 (= m1, 7 mm aluminium plate). With that mass plate the resonance frequency is
about 400 Hz and with lower resonance frequencies the bandwidth of the system is quite too small. With
that  configuration  the  1 µm  amplitude  can  be  achieved  with  a  signal  voltage  of  about  30  V  at  low
frequencies  and  with  a  signal  voltage  of  about  3  V  at  400  Hz.  The  resonance  frequency  can  be  made
higher by using a lighter mass plate, the sensitivity decreasing simultaneously. With a mass plate of 4.05
kg/m2 (= m1, 1.5 mm aluminium plate) the resonance frequency is about 750 Hz and the sensitivity is such
that the 1 µm amplitude can be achieved with a signal voltage of about 100 V at low frequencies and with
a signal voltage of about 15 V at 750 Hz. Lighter mass plates cannot be used because, besides getting too
low  sensitivity,  the  actuator  begins  to  behave  incorrectly  when  the  mass  is  decreased  further.  So  the
bandwidth of the actuator cannot be raised up to 1 kHz when the actuator is mounted on a separate wall
plate, unless very noteworthy constructional modifications are introduced to the actuator.
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Figure 5: Amplitude response of the cover plate with m2 = 13.5 kg/m2, m3 = 1.62 kg/m2, d0 = 30 µm,
actuator attached to a 13 mm gypsum board
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Figure 6: Phase response of the cover plate with m2 = 13.5 kg/m2, m3 = 1.62 kg/m2, d0 = 30 µm,
actuator attached to a 13 mm gypsum board

4  EMA performance measurements in InMAR project

The purpose of the EMA performance measurements was to test the operation of EMA in sound insulation
application with an elevator wall construction. Measurement results carried out by using EMA to actively
reduce the vibration levels of elevator wall construction as well as sound pressure levels inside receiving
room are presented. Some comparisons have been made to Micromega active damping device (ADD). The
main operation of EMA is similar to ADD. Geometrically the EMA (see Figure 1) is, however, large flat
elastic actuator when ADD is point formed actuator (see Figure 7). This is why ADD works basically as a
local  damping  device  taking  not  into  account  the  vibration  distribution  on  the  vibrating  surface  to  be
damped while EMA generates a continuous force distribution on the surface affecting thus to the modes
fitting to the distribution. The active damping device is based on an inertial actuator, a collocated vibration
sensor and a simple controller implementing a direct velocity feedback.

Figure 7: Active damping device (ADD) [3]
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In the phase and displacement distribution measurement, EMA element has been installed between two 1
mm steel plates, and the whole construction has been installed into a wooden frame. In the vibration and
sound  reduction  measurements,  EMA  is  placed  on  the  elevator  wall  construction,  see  Figure  8.  The
geometrical and material parameter values of that construction are presented in Table 3.

Figure 8: EMA and elevator wall construction

Surface
density
[kg/m2]

Dimensions
[mm]

Mass
[kg]

Thickness
[m]

Density
[kg/m3]

Perforation ratio
[%]

Sandwich plate 16.2 1190·1190  23.3 20·103 809 
Upper cover plate 16.2 660·660 7.1 4.9·103 2700 
Mass plate 20.25 600·600 7.3 7.5·103 2700 28

Table 3: Parameter values of construction

4.1  Modelling for measurements

Some  modelling  was  carried  out  before  the  measurements  to  get  some  idea  of  the  limits  and  the
requirements for EMA.
The  elevator  wall  construction  was  modeled  as  a  rigidly  supported  Mindlin  plate  (both  the  vertical
displacement and the normal rotation along the boundary is constrained). Firstly, the plate was exposed by
a broad band sound pressure of level 85 dB. Secondly, the EMA was placed in the middle of the sandwich
plate and the actuator was  exciting  the plate with a  harmonic  load. A receiver point was  located on  the
middle of  the plate and  the voltage  to  the actuator was Vsig = 10 V. From the results  it can be seen  that
EMA is able to produce a magnitude of displacement to the sandwich plate which is higher than produced
by broad band sound pressure of  level 85 dB  incident on  the plate  in  the frequency range 50 – 300 Hz.
Actually, the response difference was between 8 – 30 dB, depending on the frequency.
The  radiation properties  of  single  modes  were  considered. The panel  was  installed  in  an  infinite  flange
with  a  fixed support.  At  low  frequencies  the  volume  velocity  mode  (1,1)  was  found  to  account  for  the
majority of the radiated sound power.
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4.2  Phase and displacement distribution measurements

In  the  phase  and  displacement  distribution  measurements,  EMA  excites  the  steel  plates  with  harmonic
load. The gain of the amplifier card has been chosen so that distortion could be avoided.
Displacement  and  phase  distributions  of  EMA  were  measured  on  two  channel  accelerometer
measurements on a grid. An example of the results, based on bicubic interpolation between the grid points,
is presented in Figure 9. The displacement and phase distributions vary on the surface of the construction.
The average displacement increases in frequency range 63 – 200 Hz and after that is nearly constant, see
Table 4.  The amplitude  is  enough high  for  sound  insulation applications where  the  target  magnitude  of
displacement is order of micrometer. The phase on the surface of the construction varies quite much and
influence significantly to the way the actuator is able to produce the volume velocity distribution mode on
its surface.

Figure 9: Displacement and phase distributions at 125 Hz sine excitation

Frequency/Hz
63 125 200 315

Average displacement ( m) 1.38 1.7 2.2 2.1
Range of displacement ( m) 1.16 – 1.58 1.4 – 2.36 1.7 – 2.65 1.71 – 2.19
Average phase (degrees) 51.1 157.6 133.1 67.0
Range of phase (degrees) 35.6 – 68.3  179 – 131  151 – 110  79.3 – 53.6

Table 4: Variation of displacement and phase

4.3  Vibration and sound reduction measurements

The tests were carried out in VTT acoustic research hall. An elevator wall (sandwich plate) construction
was installed rigidly to the wooden frames between two reverberation rooms. The excitation of the plate
was realized by an acoustic source in the sending room. Single frequencies as well as narrow band white
noise have been applied as an excitation in frequency range 50 – 300 Hz. The actuator is installed to the
centre of the plate. The basic measurement point (sensor unit) on the plate was located on the middle of
the  plate.  No  optimization  to  select  the  most  proper  location  for  the  actuator/sensor  unit  was  applied
because of the target to reduce the radiation of the volume velocity mode of the construction.
With single frequency excitations,  the reduction ratios of  vibration (ratio of  displacements control  on  to
control off) have varied from 0.54 to 0.65 (mean 0.6) in the measurements carried out with EMA and from
0.21  to  0.28  (mean  0.24)  with  ADD  actuator.  The  reduced  vibration  levels  depend  on  the  excitation
frequencies. Some reduction occurred, however, at all frequencies examined. At the same time the sound
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pressure  levels  in  the  receiving  room  decreased  only  slightly.  Only  at  one  single  frequency  a  notable
(audible) change was noticed when EMA was operating.
With narrow band excitations, the reduction ratios have occurred around 0.65 in the measurements carried
out  with  EMA  and  around  0.32  with  ADD  actuator.  Some  reduction  occurred  at  all  frequency  bands
examined. As an example, the vibration level of the sandwich plate with the excitation frequency band of
125 – 175 Hz at control off and control on situations is presented in Figure 10 for EMA and in Figure 11
for ADD actuator. The sound pressure level has not decreased in any measurements.
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Figure 10: Displacement at 125 – 175 Hz, control off / control on, EMA (note: different scales)
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Figure 11: Displacement at 125 – 175 Hz, control off / control on, ADD

5  First measurements in MCRTN project

The main purpose of the study is to attenuate the vibration of a thin plate which is rigidly connected to a
frame. An attempt has been made to control the lower modes of vibration as they are very much prone to
radiate  sound.  We  successfully  minimized  the  amplitude  of  vibration  of  the  plate  with  both  single
frequency and broad band excitation globally, by using two secondary actuators at appropriate points.
The test environment (Figure 12) is comprised of a steel plate rigidly connected with a frame, an analyzer
(Pulse), a computer, a primary exciter, two secondary ADD actuators (they are attached to the backside of
the plate),  two  measuring accelerometers,  and a  controller  (feedback) unit  (which  is  not  in  the picture).
The plate is of length 87 cm, breadth 60 cm, and thickness 0.2 cm. Two ends of this are clamped at four
bolted points on each side, and the other two ends are completely free. The physical properties of the steel
plate are taken as follows: density 7850 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio 0.33, and Young’s modulus 200 GPa.
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Figure 12: Experimental setup

The most important point is to find the mode shapes to determine the placing of the secondary actuators at
perfect  positions  to  reduce  the  vibration  globally.  Mode  shapes  are  drawn  in  COMSOL  Multiphysics
(CMP),  and  compared  with  the  mode  shapes  plotted  in  MATLAB  by  taking  the  experimental  results.
Fortunately,  the mode shapes in both the cases are almost same, but the eigenfrequencies are not exactly
same, however, they are very near. The main reason of this mismatch is that the boundary conditions we
had taken in CMP and MATLAB are little bit different. In the former, we have considered that two ends
of the plate are fully fixed, and the other two ends are free. But in the experimental set up, two ends are
bolted to the frame at four different points instead of fully fixed, and the other two ends are free. The other
reason for this may be that the physical properties we had used in CMP are slightly different than the real
material properties. The last reason may be the surrounding of the experimental setup was not ideal.

Eigen Frequency – 12 Hz Eigen Frequency – 14 Hz

Figure 13: 1st mode shape (a) drawn from the experimental data (b) drawn in CMP

To reduce the vibration of the plate at single frequency two actuators are placed at the end points of the
mid vertical  line because the amplitudes of deflection are the highest at  these two points. Unfortunately,
we  were  not  able  to  attenuate  the  first mode, because  the  resonance  frequency  of  the  actuator  is  16 Hz
which is very close to the frequency of the first mode. So we made an attempt to reduce the amplitude of
the second mode at 20 Hz. This was successfully reduced by more than 50 %.
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Figure 14: Vibration distribution at 20 Hz (a) control off (b) control on

The next attempt was  to reduce  the vibration of  the plate  excited  in broadband. Here also, as  in single
frequency case, the actuators were placed at the end points of the mid vertical line. The plate was excited
in the frequency range from 18 Hz to 120 Hz. From the measurement results  in Table 5 one can clearly
notice that the overall vibration reduction is about 50 %, and at 20 Hz and 51.5 Hz the reduction is more
than 50 %.

Amplitude [ m]

Control off Control on
Average

m]

Standard
deviation

m]
Resonance
frequency

[Hz]

Measurement
frequency

range
[Hz] Min.  Max.  Min.  Max. Control

off
Control

on
Control

off
Control

on
20 18–40 1.45 1.82 0.66  0.86 1.70 0.78 0.07 0.03
47 40–50 2.28 2.89 1.31  1.68 2.50 1.46 0.10 0.05

51.5 50–66 1.65 2.4 0.82  0.98 1.96 0.89 0.12 0.04
73 66–120 0.92 1.41 0.74  1.15 1.24 0.99 0.08 0.07

Table 5: Displacement distribution in broad band frequency

6  Conclusions

6.1  Simulations

In  Table 6  the  effects of  increasing  the parameter values  to  the  resonance  frequency  (=  high  frequency
limit)  and  to  the  actuator  sensitivity  are  presented.  The  sensitivity  can  only  be  increased  without
decreasing the resonance frequency by decreasing the cover plate mass or  the thickness of the air space.
The resonance frequency can only be increased without decreasing the sensitivity by decreasing the cover
plate mass or all the masses the mass ratio being constant.
The total harmonic distortion with the Mass Actuator is so low that it is not a relevant parameter.
The masses of the mass and cover plates, and the thickness of the air space of the EMA were optimized to
get the resonance frequency to rise up to about 1 kHz and to get the sensitivity as high as possible. With
the optimized parameter values 1 µm amplitude can be achieved with a signal voltage of 20 V. If the EMA
is mounted on a wall, the sensitivity and the resonance frequency decrease. On a 13 mm gypsum board 1
µm amplitude can be achieved with a 30 V signal voltage  if the resonance frequency is tuned to 400 Hz
and  with  a  100  V  signal  voltage  if  the  resonance  frequency  is  tuned  to  750  Hz.  Higher  resonance
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frequencies cannot be obtained unless very noteworthy constructional modifications are introduced to the
actuator. The amplitude  is high enough for building acoustic applications where  the  target magnitude of
displacement is order of micrometer. For vehicle applications the possibilities to increase the amplitude of
the actuator will be studied in future.

Increase in
Resonance frequency

increases (+)
or decreases (–)

Sensitivity
increases (+)

or decreases (–)
number of layers – +
mass of cover plate – –
mass of mass plate – +
masses (mass ratio being constant) –
E + –
h + –
∆x – +
d0 –

Table 6: Effect of increasing parameter values

In future, the original EMA concept should be approached because the simulations done with it show the
concept very promising.

6.2  Measurements

EMA  is able  to reduce  the vibration  level of  the  elevator wall construction at  the  excitation  frequencies
considered independently of  the excitation types (single frequency or narrow band). The reduction ratios
in measurements carried out have varied from 0.54 to 0.65 (mean 0.6) at single frequency excitations and
around 0.65 at narrow band excitations. At some measurements the reduction has been considerable. The
reduced  vibration  levels  are  larger  at  higher  frequencies.  EMA  has  not  been  able  to  reduce  the  sound
pressure  levels  inside  the  receiving  room.  Only at  one single  frequency  excitation an audible  reduction
was noticed.
ADD actuator was able to reduce the vibration of the sandwich wall more than EMA. The reduction ratios
in  measurements  carried  out  with  ADD  have  varied  from 0.21  to 0.28  (mean 0.24)  at  single  frequency
excitations and around 0.32 at narrow band excitations. However, because of platy structure, EMA is more
probable  able  to  reduce  the  sound pressure  level  inside  the  receiving  room and  thus  increase  the  sound
insulation of the construction considered.
The probable main reason that EMA was not able to reduce the sound pressure level inside the receiving
room and increase the sound insulation of the elevator wall is that the phase distribution on the surface of
EMA  element  varies  too  much.  Neither  the  displacement  distribution  of  EMA  is  even  enough.  These
influences significantly to the way the actuator is able to produce the volume velocity distribution mode
on its surface. The amplitude is enough high for sound insulation applications where the target magnitude
of displacement is order of micrometer.
In the first measurements in the MCRTN project, using two ADD actuators the overall vibration reduction
of about 50 % was achieved, and at 20 Hz and 51.5 Hz the reduction was more than 50 %.
The actuator will be developed in future so that its phase and displacement distribution responses are more
uniform on the surface of the element so that it can be considered as a true volume velocity source. Also
integrating  the  cover  plates  into  the  structure  as  structural  elements  so  that  they  form  the  basic  sound
insulating wall elements will be a target in future.
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Abstract
Input shaping is an established technique to generate prefilters that move flexible mechanical systems with
little or no residual vibration. Traditional input shaping design strategies are often analytical; however, the
present paper introduces a design method based on numerical optimization. The paper shows that, through
a careful selection of the optimization variables, objective function and constraints, it is possible to obtain a
linear optimization problem. As a result, it is guaranteed that the globally optimal input shaper be found in
a few seconds of computational time. The presented optimization framework is able to handle higher-order,
linear time-invariant dynamic systems, as opposed to traditional input shapers, which are mainly based on
second-order systems. Moreover, constraints on input, output and state variables are easily accounted for, as
well as robustness against parametric uncertainty. Numerical results illustrate the capability of the proposed
design approach to reproduce existing input shaping design approaches, while experimental results illustrate
its potential for higher-order systems.

1 Introduction

Input shaping is an established technique to generate finite impulse response (FIR) prefilters for flexible
mechanical systems. These FIR-filters convert the reference point-to-point motion commands such that very
little or no residual vibration occurs upon arrival at the endpoint. That is, the system stays fixed at the end
position. The residual vibration is characterized by the exponential envelop of the vibration. The price to be
paid for the residual vibration suppression is a short delay, known as move-time penalty, equal to the duration
of the prefilter’s impulse response.

Hence, the basic idea of input shaping is that the input shaping FIR-filterF converts the desired motionr to
an inputu. This input drives the systemP , of which the output is denoted byy. The objective of the input
shaping design is to determine the numberK, the time locationstk and the amplitudesfk of the impulses of
F , such that the outputy does not exhibit residual vibration.

Singer and Seering [1] developed the first input shaping design approach. This approach is based on analytic
expressions for the response of a continuous-time second-order system to the following sequence ofK + 1
impulses at time locationstk:

f(t) =
K∑

k=0

fkδ(t− tk). (1)

The amplitude of the resulting vibration attK is given by

Ares =

√√√√√( K∑
k=0

Bk cos φk

)2

+

(
K∑

k=0

Bk sinφk

)2

, (2)
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where

φk = ωn

√
(1− ζ2)tk (3)

Bk =
fkωn√
(1− ζ2)

e−ζωn(tK−tk). (4)

These expressions only depend on the undamped natural eigenfrequencyωn and the damping ratioζ of the
system. From (2) and (3)–(4), it follows that zero vibration at timetK , i.e.,Ares = 0, is obtained provided
that:

K∑
k=0

fke−ζωn(tK−tk) sin(tkωn

√
1− ζ2) = 0 (5)

K∑
k=0

fke−ζωn(tK−tk) cos(tkωn

√
1− ζ2) = 0. (6)

The minimum number of positive impulses, required to solve (5)–(6), is two: one att0 = 0 and one at
t1 = T0/2, whereT0 denotes the period of the damped natural eigenfrequency. Multiple solutions for these
equations exist as this problem is periodic. However, the ideal solution is determined based on the introduced
move time penalty. The later the last impulse, the bigger the move time penalty and hence the bigger the
introduced delay for the system. Furthermore, this basic prefilter design is very sensitive toωn andζ: small
errors on these parameters can yield large residual vibrations and hence an ineffective prefilter.

Robust design approaches have been developed to cope with this problem. A first robust approach is thezero
vibration derivative(ZVD) approach [1] which results in first-order sensitivity robustness. This robustness
is obtained by imposing, on top of (5)-(6), that the derivatives of these equations with respect toωn andζ
be zero. An other approach is theextra insensitive(EI) approach [2]. This approach does not require zero
vibration in the nominal system. Alternatively, it is imposed that two systems that are slightly different from
the nominal system, be without vibrations. A disadvantage of these and other [3] robust design approaches
is that the additional robustness comes at the cost of extra move-time penalty.

The above mentioned input shaping techniques are used in industry for applications involving cranes [4],
positioning of cartesian machines [5], mine-detecting robots [6], . . . There are also numerous extensions on
the basic technique. These are e.g. extensions for multi-input systems [7], inclusion of a priori information
of the reference trajectoryr to make the input shaper more efficient [8], . . .

The classical techniques rely on nonlinear analytical expressions, such as (5)–(6), for the residual vibration
of second-order systems. The basic equations are therefore solved analytically. Extensions to higher-order
systems are possible [9], but result in suboptimal (i.e., with long move-times) prefilters and/or complex
expressions that are tedious to derive. Also, several extensions are possible, but these lead often to nonlin-
ear problems or approximate solutions as e.g. [10] for the inclusion of negative impulses and [11] for the
inclusion of input constraints.

Therefore, this paper introduces a design method based on numerical optimization. It is shown that by using
a proper reformulation of the input shaping problem it is possible to obtain a linear optimization problem
(or linear program LP). This framework is applicable to any single-input single-output linear time invariant
system of arbitrary order, and system uncertainty as well as constraints on system input and output can be
accounted for. As a result, it is guaranteed that the globally optimal input shaper be found in a few seconds
computational time. This approach overcomes some of the main difficulties that would occur if the input
shaper design were formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem. In the latter case, the optimization
algorithm is likely to get stuck in a local optimum, yielding suboptimal results, while it is impossible to
guarantee that the global optimum has been found.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the developed linear programming framework to
design optimal input shaping filters and relates this approach to classical analytical methods. Section 3
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Figure 1: Overview of the considered systems. The prefilterF converts a referencer to the inputu which
leads to outputy of systemP .

validates the developed framework numerically, by reproducing the results as presented in [1] and [2]. Sec-
tion 4 discusses the experimental validation of the developed framework on a 2 degree-of-freedom (DOF)
mass-spring-damper system, and illustrates the importance of a robust design.

In this paper we assume that the system is unit scaled, i.e., the maximum input and output are scaled such
that this maximum value is one.

2 Linear Programming Framework

An input shaping FIR prefilterF transforms a desired point-to-point motionr into an inputu of the systemP .
When applied, this input causes an outputy of the system, which ideally has no or little residual vibrations.
(see fig. 1)

Designing a FIR filter leads to determining the numberK, the momentstk and the amplitudesfk of (1). In
the basic input shaping methods, this is accomplished by solving (5)-(6) simultaneously.

One approach to solve this problem could be to fix the number of impulsesK, and solve for thetk andfk of
the FIR-filter. However, this leads even for the basic input shaping problem to a nonlinear optimization prob-
lem which yields suboptimal filter design due to local minima. The nonlinearity arises of the combination of
fk andtk in the vibration behavior, see (5)–(6).

The nonlinear dependency of (5)–(6) form the design parameters is avoided by fixing the momentstk of
the inputs of the prefilter. This approach is followed in this paper. The momentstk of the impulses of
the filter are fixed, and the amplitudes and total number of pulses are determined by mean of numerical
optimization. This approach yields that the constraints for zero residual vibration become linear in the
remaining design variablesfk, which allows to recast the optimization problem as an LP. This LP can be
solved very efficiently with a guarantee of optimality. In order to achieve this, the considered objective and
constraint functions considered must be linear infk. Subsection 2.1 discusses this LP formulation of the input
shaping problem in detail. By providing a dense grid of possible FIR filter impulse momentstk, this approach
will not impose any practical performance limitations on the resulting filter. A momenttk is called active
if the correspondingfk value is different from zero. The aim of the LP is to find a filter with as few active
moments as possible that satisfies the constraints and optimizes the objective function. Another important
feature of the presented framework is its time optimality, that is, the move time of the resulting input shaping
filters, which is determined by the duration of this FIR filter, is minimal. Subsection 2.2 discusses how time
optimality is achieved. Subsection 2.3 discusses extensions of the basic design framework to account for
input and output constraints, and system uncertainty.

2.1 Rationale of the developed method

The linear programming framework is based on generalizing conditions (5)–(6), which are valid for second-
order systems only. This generalization is based on the following expression of the outputy(t) of an LTI
system described by its impulse responsep(t):

y(t) = r(t)⊗ f(t)⊗ p(t), (7)
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where⊗ denotes the convolution operator.f(t) andr(t) denote the impulse response of the input shaping
prefilterF and the reference trajectory respectively. Hence, ifr(t) is constant fort ≥ tv, then the outputy(t)
of the system is constant fort ≥ tK + tv if:

g(t) = f(t)⊗ p(t) = 0 for t ≥ tK (8)

whereg(t) is the impulse response of the combination of prefilter and system. This condition for zero
residual vibration is applicable to any LTI system of arbitrary order provided that its impulse response is
available. Hence, (8) generalizes (5)–(6) and is the basic condition that needs to be fulfilled by filterF .

By considering a discrete-time description of the system at a selected sampling periodTs and by providing
an equidistant grid of possible prefilter impulse moments at multiples of the sampling periodTs, the for-
mulation of the input shaping prefilter design as a numerical optimization can be simplified considerably.
Here, a discrete state space model is preferred as this allows to impose easily optional constraints on the state
variables:

xk+1 = Axk + Buk (9)

yk = Cxk + Duk. (10)

The discrete-time formulation of the FIR input shaping prefilter (1) withtk = kTs equals:

f(k) =
K∑

i=0

fkq
−i (11)

with q−1 the backward-shift operator.

Based on (9)–(10) and (11), it follows that the zero initial state impulse responsegk of P andF together can
be written as:

xk+1 = Axk + Bfk, (12)

gk = Cxk + Dfk, (13)

which is the response of systemP excited by the impulse response of the prefilterF . This formulation of
(12)–(13) fork = 0, 1, ...K can be reformulated as a homogeneous set of linear equations:

Ex̃ = 0, (14)

wherex̃ ∈ R(n+2)(K+1) is a vector containingK + 1 filter amplitudesfk = f(tk), K + 1 total impulse
response amplitudesgk = g(tk) and the state vectorsxk+1 = x(tk+1) for k = 0, . . . ,K, with n the order of
the system. The matrixE ∈ R(n+1)(M+1)×(n+2)(K+1) represents the system dynamics. MatrixE is a sparse
matrix with a block matrix structure.

An alternative and more condensed formulation of the zero initial state responsegk is obtained from (14) by
eliminating all state variables, yielding:

Hf = g, (15)

with H ∈ R(M+1)×(K+1) a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix containing the dynamics of the system.f and
g ∈ RK+1 contain the elements of the discrete-time impulse response of the prefilter and system-prefilter
combination, respectively. This more condensed formulation (15) yields a reduced number of equality con-
straints in the LP formulation of the input shaper design at the cost of a worse conditioned problem.

This representation allows to deduce easily the required number of constraints ongk to ensure zero vibration.
Based on (15) and the theorem of Cayley-Hamilton [12], it is straigthforward to prove that the required
number of constraints ongk is n and henceM = K + n. That is, ifgk = 0, for k = K + 1 . . .K + n, it is
also so for all biggerk. With regard of expression (8), that means thattK = KTs. This is consistent with the
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fact that the basic input shaping system imposes two requirements for a second order system [1]. This set of
constraints is obviously also valid if the sparse reformulation (14) is used.

Based on another derivation, it can also be proven that the last non-zero impulse of the prefilter, is at the
latest at the moment that the total impulse response reaches its vibrationless mode. It is, ifgk ≡ 0, for k =
K + 1 . . .∞, then isfk ≡ 0, for k = K + 1 . . .∞ This extra condition has logically to be fulfilled, as the
considered system is causal.

Because the condensed problem formulation (15) is often much worse conditioned than the state based
problem formulation (14), the latter problem formulation (14) is used for the remainder of the paper.

The above discussion results in the basic optimization problem for input shaping:

min
fk,gk,xk

h(fk) (16a)

subject to Ex̃ = 0 (16b)

gk = 0 for k = K + 1 . . .K + n (16c)

fk = 0 for k = K + 1 . . .K + n (16d)
K∑

k=0

fk = 1. (16e)

Constraint (16e) is introduced without loss of generality to avoid the trivial solutionfk ≡ 0. However, in
order to attain the same displacement as prescribed by the reference motionr(t), this value should be chosen
equal to one. The functionh(fk) denotes the objective function. Ifh is linear infk, (16a)–(16e) constitutes
an LP, since (16b)–(16e) are linear in the design parameters.

As sparse solutions are often preferred, that is, solutions in which manyfk are zero, the objective function
h(fk) can be accommodated to promote sparsity. The one-norm is well-known [13] to have such an effect,
and can be formulated such that it is linear in the optimization variables:

h(fk) =
K∑

k=0

|fk|. (17)

If no h(fk) is specified, standard LP solvers consider (16a)–(16e) as afeasibility problem. That is, the solver
assumesh(fk) = 0 and just tries to find a solutionfk that complies with constraints (16b)–(16e). By solving
a sequence of such feasibility problems, it is possible to minimizeK, as explained in the next section.

2.2 Time optimality

In order to minimize the move time penalty introduced by the input shaper,tK needs to be minimized. Given
thattK = KTs, it follows thatK should be minimized. Hence, the purpose is to find the lowestK, denoted
asK∗, such that the corresponding filter still complies with (16b)–(16e).

K∗ is found by solving, for various values ofK, the LP (16a)–(16e) as a feasibility problem, i.e., with a
goal functionh(fk) = 0. If the LP solver finds a solutionfk for the selected value ofK, K∗ ≤ K. If the
LP solver is not able to find a solutionfk for the selected value ofK, i.e., if the problem is infeasible, it is
obvious thatK∗ ≥ K.

In order to minimize the required number of trials forK, a bisection algorithm is used. The bisection starts
with a lower boundKl (e.g.Kl = 0) and an upper boundKu onK∗ and proceeds as follows [13]:

repeat 1. K = (Ku + Kl)/2

2. solve the LP (16a)–(16c) withh(fk) = 0
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3. if the LP is feasible:Ku := K; elseKl := K

until Ku −Kl ≤ ε = 0.5

Exactlyplog2((Ku −Kl)/ε)q steps are required before the algorithm terminates. As only integer values are
possible for the length of the filter,ε is chosen equal to 0.5.

The numerical results of Sec. 3 illustrate the effectiveness of this approach by showing that the framework is
able to reproduce known analytical results.

2.3 Extensions

Input saturation can be avoided by imposing that the prefilter contains only positive impulses [1]. This con-
straint is a sufficient condition to avoid saturation if the reference motion is a unit step, but fairly conservative
for smooth motion trajectories and then yields unnecessarily long move times. A more appropriate approach,
yielding in general shorter move times, is to allow positive and negative filter impulses and imposing, similar
to [10] and [11] the following constraint:

− |U | ≤
i∑

k=0

fk ≤ |U | i = 0, . . . , (18)

whereU is the maximum allowed inputu. This requirement is sufficient for most point-to-point motions [10]
and also necessary if this motion is a unit step. It is linear in the optimization variables.

Constraints on the output of the states can analogously be introduced. The overshoot of the system can e.g.
be limited by imposing a constraint on the impulse response of the total system:

i∑
k=0

gk ≤ 1 + δ/100 i = 0, . . . , (19)

whereδ is the allowed overshoot. This constraint is necessary and sufficient if the reference input is a unit
step, but only sufficient and hence conservative for other dwell-rise-dwell inputs.

The framework can also be extended to account for uncertainty of the system dynamics provided that a set
of possible modelsΘ is available. This robustness is introduced by considering a finite representative set of
system modelsθv from Θ in the prefilter optimization instead of only a nominal model. In addition, the zero
residual vibration constraint 16c is relaxed to a finite boundγ on the vibration:

1− γ ≤
i∑

k=0

gk(θv) ≤ 1 + γ; i = K + 1 . . .M + 1; ∀θv ∈ Θ. (20)

As γ diminishes to zero, the zero vibration condition is approximated, but this results in longer filters.

Note that the introduced extra constraints are usually conservative. If a priori information about the reference
trajectory is available, this can be introduced in these extra constraints to make them less conservative and
hence the resulting prefilter shorter. This should be applied with care though, to avoid unwanted overshoot,
vibrations, . . . if the reference trajectory would be harder than expected.

If more extra constraints are added to the basic problem, there is often some extra freedom for choosing the
ideal filter. Due to the discrete framework, there are multiple ‘ideal length’ filters, as the real ‘ideal length’
filter is only approximated from above. This allows/requires an extra goal function. To evoke sparsity, a goal
function as (17) is imposed in combination with the extra constraints.
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3 Numerical validation

This section validates the developed input shaping framework by comparing this framework with the input
shaping approaches presented in [1] and [2]. The considered test case is a continuous-time second-order
system:

P (s) =
ω2

n

s2 + 2 · ωn · ζ · s + ω2
n

, (21)

with ωn = 2π rad/s andζ = 0.5. According to [1], the optimal prefilter, assuming positive impulses only,
consists of two impulses (K = 1):

t0 = 0 f0 =
1

1 + R
= 0.86, (22)

and

t1 =
π

ωn

√
1− ζ2

= 0.5773 f1 =
R

1 + R
= 0.14, (23)

where

R = e
− ζπ√

1−ζ2 . (24)

To reproduce these results with the developed input shaping framework, the system dynamics are first dis-
cretized for a certain sampling periodTs using the ‘zero-order-hold’ (ZOH) equivalent. The maximum
number of prefilter impulses is set equal toK +1 = 2000.The developed framework reproduces the prefilter
obtained with the method of Singer and Seering [1], that is equations (22)–(24), exactly ift1 (23) is an integer
multiple of Ts, which is the case forTs = 0.00115s. Fig. 2 shows the results forTs = 0.001s which is not
an integer multiple oft1. Three impulses instead of two are obtained. One att0 = 0s, with an amplitude
exactly equal tof0 (22), and two impulses at discrete time locations just before and aftert1. The sum of the
amplitudes of these two impulses equals exactlyf1 (23).

This linear program is modeled inmatlab and solved usingMosek [14]. The total CPU time required to
calculate the prefilter is18s on a Mobile Pentium 2GHz processor with 1GB RAM.

Next, the basic input shaping design is robustified for uncertainty on the undamped natural eigenfrequency
ωn. Numerical simulation shows that the developed framework can imitate the robust ZVD filter [1] and EI
filter [2] designs. The ZVD filter design uses a local sensitivity approach to include robustness, i.e. robustness
is obtained by setting the derivative of the amplitudeAres of the residual vibration (2) with respect to the
eigenfrequency and damping, to zero (first-order sensitivity). The developed framework yields similar results
by considering two systems in (20) withγ equal to zero and eigenfrequencies that are slightly different from
the nominal value, e.g.:

ωn = 2π ± 0.01π[rad/s]. (25)

A traditional way for testing the robustness of the developed prefilter, is by plotting the vibration error, that
is, the maximum amplitude of the residual vibration as a percentage of the amplitude of the desired point-
to-point motion, versus the normalized natural eigenfrequency of the system, which is defined as the ratio
of the natural eigenfrequency of the perturbed systemωn and the nominal systemωn,0 = 2π rad/s [1]. This
is shown in fig. 3 for both the ZVD approach (solid line) and for our robust approach (dashed line). The
zoom shows the effect of the different approaches. The maximum difference between these approaches is
0.25 10−3 at the point whereωn/ωn,0 = 1.

The sensitivity approach of the EI filter design is based on imposing zero residual vibration for two systems
with eigenfrequencies that are significantly different from the nominal value, e.g.:

ωn = 2π ± 0.1π[rad/s]. (26)

This is often allowed as the nominal eigenfrequency is only known approximately and robustness is desired
over a large interval. The developed framework reproduces this filter design exactly by considering two
systems in (20) with the same eigenfrequencies as in (26) andγ equal to zero.
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Figure 2: Impulses of a prefilter where the ideal prefilter is not possible due to the chosen discretization step
Ts. The acquired solution (o) is very close to the ideal solution (X). (b) zooms linearly scaled in on (a) in the
neighborhood of the second impulse.

Figure 3: Vibration error versus system natural frequency: the ZVD result (solid line) and the result of the
prefilter designed with the developed framework (dashed line).

4 Experimental validation

This section discusses the experimental validation of the developed framework on a two-DOF mass-spring-
damper system. Fig. 4 shows a picture and a schematic drawing of the setup. The system is excited by a
position controlled hydraulic piston with positionp(t). The system input is the reference signal for the piston
position controller. The system output is the position of the upper massx1(t). This is measured using a laser
distance sensor.

This system is identified as a fifth-order discrete time state space model with a sample inputTs = 0.001s.
This identification is based on frequency response function measurements that are obtained from a multisine
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Figure 4: The controlled fifth order system.

Figure 5: The resulting prefilter for the fifth order system. This prefilter is developed with an inputconstraint
of 1cm, and an outputconstraint of maximum5% overshoot and no undershoot.

excitation with a frequency content between 0.1Hz and 10Hz [15]. For applying the developed framework,
this model is transformed to discrete time with a sample period ofTs = 0.01s.

This model contains two pairs of complex conjugated poles originating from the two flexible modes of this
system and one real pole introduced by the band limited piston position controller (Table 1).

Table 1: Poles of the considered fifth order system
frequency [rad/s] damping [-]
ω0 = 2.6205× 2π ζ0 = 0.157%
ω1 = 7.7926× 2π ζ1 = 0.293%
1 real pole at 214 /

First, a nonrobust input shaping prefilter is designed for this system. This prefilter is developed with the
following specifications: an input constraint of|U | = 1cm, a maximum overshoot of5% of the upper mass
displacement and no undershoot for the upper mass displacement. The lower and upper bounds for the
bisection algorithm areKl = 0 andKu = 200, respectively. The upper bound corresponds to 5 times the
period of the lowest eigenfrequency of the system, and is hence quite conservatively chosen. The resulting
prefilter is shown in fig. 5.
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Figure 6: Validation of the nonrobust input shaping prefilter. The desired motionr(t) (dashed line) is shown,
and also the resulting system response with prefilter (solid line) and without prefilter (dotted line).

Figure 7: The resulting prefilter for the fifth order system. This prefilter is developed with an inputconstraint
of 1cm, an outputconstraint of maximum5% overshoot and no undershoot. Also, robustness is imposed.

This prefilter is applied to a desired motionr(t), which is a ramp with a duration of0.2s and a displacement
of 0.4cm (see fig. 6, dashed line). To avoid nonlinear effects in the system due to limited oil flow, a ramp
motion instead of a step is used, in combination with the hard input constraint onu.

Fig. 6 shows the resulting behavior of the systemx1(t) if the reference (dashed line) is applied to the prefilter.
This behavior is shown without a prefilter (dotted line) and with a prefilter (solid line). This clearly shows that
the developed prefilter converts the reference in a better suited input signal, although it also clearly evokes
a move time penalty. This move time penalty is however smaller then if only positive impulses would be
applied, namely0.16s as compared withT0/2 = 0.1908s whereT0 is the period of the first eigenfrequency.

Next, a robust prefilter is designed. This prefilter not only makes the residual vibration zero for the nominal
system, but also for systems that differ 10 % of the nominal system (for the first eigenfrequency). Considering
the same constraints on input and output as before, this results in the filter shown in fig. 7. This filter contains
much more impulses than the non robust prefilter. This is due to the combined constraints on robustness,
input and output. It should be noted however that although the test setup is quite limited in terms of input
due to the nonlinear oil flow, the system still behaves as expected and hence does not have problems to apply
and follow the requested input.

Both this robust prefilter and the non robust are applied to a perturbed system. This perturbed system is the
nominal system with masses added. Fig. 8 shows the resulting behavior, if a ramp input is applied as before
(dashed line). The system has eigenfrequencies, which differ 20 % of the eigenfrequencies of the nominal
system. The robust prefilter (solid line) yields much less residual vibrations than the non robust prefilter
(dotted line), but introduces a bigger move time penalty.
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Figure 8: Comparison of a robust and non robust prefilter for a perturbed system. The desired motionr(t)
(dashed line) is shown. Also the resulting system response with a robust prefilter (dotted line) and with a non
robust prefilter (solid line). There is gain of 50% in settling time due to the robustness.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a new framework to design input shaping prefilters for flexible motion systems. Unlike
the traditional approaches which are mainly analytic and derived for second order system, the presented ap-
proach is based on numerical optimisation of a linear problem. Moreover, the developed framework works
irrespective of the order of the considered system. Also, constraints on input, output and robustness are natu-
rally introduced. Numerical tests show that the developed approach is able to reproduce existing approaches
for second order systems. Experiments on a 2DOF test setup prove, that also higher order systems can be
efficiently handled. This experiments also show the requirement of robustness in the framework.
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Abstract 
Currently smart radar antennas are under development that will be embedded in aircraft structures. For 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging applications large arrays of small antenna patches will be placed 
on light weight, flexible Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The antenna array will cover large portions 
of the wing and fuselage structure. Mechanical forces and aerodynamic loads will cause deformation and 
vibrations of the antenna supporting structure. This distorts the generated image. 

Research tools are presented to estimate the levels of vibrations of aerospace structures which are 
supporting array antennas. The effects of deformations and vibrations on the performance of large antenna 
arrays are discussed. The capabilities of a novel phase shift measurement compensation technique for 
counteracting the effects of vibrations are evaluated. This is demonstrated on a vibrating structure in an 
experimental setup. Finally ideas are presented to use the same technique for structural dynamic testing. 

1 Introduction 

Modern Medium and High Altitude Long Endurance (MALE, HALE) unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 
will be equipped with conformal array antennas to fulfil avionics functions, which are mainly related to 
radar, Electro-magnetic Counter Measures (ECM) and Communication, Navigation and Identification 
(CNI). Conformal array antennas can be realised by means of integration of arrays of micro-strip multi-
layer antenna elements in the skin of aircraft. However, when such antenna elements are put on the skin of 
the aircraft they are subject to steady and unsteady aerodynamic loads. The inertial forces and these 
aerodynamic loads will cause deformations and vibrations of the total antenna (see Figure 1). 

 

      
Figure 1: Deformations of a large UAV aircraft (Global Hawk) 

 

As a consequence, the positions and slopes of the elements of the array antenna change. The influence of 
deformations and vibrations will be most significant on array antennas, which are large in terms of 
wavelength (high gain antennas). An example of such an antenna is an array antenna for side-looking 
Synthetic Aperture Radar mounted on the fuselage of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (see Figure 2). Such 

~0.4 m 
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an array antenna consists of a group of antenna elements in which the relative phases of the respective 
signals feeding the antenna elements are varied in such a way that the effective radiation pattern of the 
array is reinforced in the side-looking direction. A SAR application for reconnaissance tasks requires in 
general highly directional antennas with a narrow beam and low side-lobe levels. Any error in the main 
beam direction, beam-width or an increase of the side-lobe levels caused by structural vibrations will have 
a significant effect on the final image produced by the SAR. An example of such an image is presented in 
Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2:   UAV equipped with side-looking 

synthetic aperture radar 

 
Figure 3:  Image created with a synthetic 

aperture radar (ref. [5]) 

 

In a NATO Task Group about Smart Antenna Structures computational modelling tools have been applied 
to assess the performance of phased array antennas on the skin of an aircraft. The results of this study have 
provided data of generic static and dynamic deformations of phased array antennas on aircraft. Theoretical 
and numerical aspects about the computational methodology have been described in Ref. [1]and Ref. [2].  

In the present paper a generic array antenna on a vibrating plate (see Figure 4) is considered as a typical 
test case. The array antenna has eight embedded patch elements in receive mode. The influence of 
vibrations is investigated for a radar aperture antenna. 

Furthermore, adaptive and synthetic beam forming is considered to reduce the effects of deformation and 
vibration of array antennas on aero-structures. In general, beam forming is used to create the radiation 
pattern of the antenna array by adding constructively the phases of the signals in the direction of the 
targets/mobiles desired, and nulling the pattern of the targets/mobiles that are undesired/interfering targets. 
The present beam forming method involves the development of a system to measure the phase shifts in 
relation to a reference antenna element and the use of the dSPACE data-processing system for generating 
real-time corrected excitations for the antenna elements. The feasibility of this method is investigated by 
means of computer simulations and the antenna demonstrator on the vibrating plate (see Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4:  Vibrating plate with embedded patch antennas. 
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The phase measurement techniques can be used for static and dynamic structural testing. This method 
requires the structure to be covered with receiving antenna patches. At one point at a sufficient distance 
from the structure a transmitting antenna must be positioned. 

In essence the point displacement of the structure is measured at each antenna patch. One of the patches 
and the wave front, originating from the emitting antenna, define a reference surface for the relative 
displacement of the remaining patches. This can be a novel method for structural dynamic testing. 

2 Vibrating aerostructures 

Through the years the analysis of the dynamics of aircraft has been based on separate calculations of 
vibration characteristics of the aircraft structure and unsteady airloads. The vibration modes and reduced 
frequencies are computed by means of elasto-mechanical modelling. The unsteady airloads are then 
calculated for a range of reduced frequencies and vibration modes by unsteady aerodynamic analysis 
methods. Subsequently, the deformation of the aircraft structure (i.e. the amplitudes) is computed by 
combining the vibration modes and the unsteady airloads for representative flight conditions (e.g. a gust 
input). The generalised modal deflection system of the aircraft structure relates the amplitudes of the 
vibration modes to the unsteady dynamic loads. 

The elasto-mechanical calculations require the availability of structural finite element data of the aircraft 
as well as computational methods. For the aircraft the vibration modes are distinguished for global modes 
(related to low frequency oscillations) and local modes (related to high frequency oscillations). For the 
computation of the global vibration modes a structural model is required of the relevant part of the aircraft 
(e.g. fuselage, wing or vertical tail), where many details of the structure are not taken into account. 
However, for the computation of local vibration modes a more detailed model is required for a part of the 
aircraft structure where the antenna will be located. In this case, the finite element model should at least 
include the mass and stiffness properties of the spars, ribs, frames, stiffeners and the skin plate.  

The prediction of airloads on oscillating aircraft structures in subsonic and transonic flow requires the 
application of unsteady aerodynamic computational methods. Such methods are being developed since the 
seventies. For relatively low frequency oscillations, global unsteady airloads can be computed by means of 
so-called doublet lattice methods (these methods assume that the unsteady aerodynamic disturbances are 
small relative due to the steady aerodynamic flow state of a stationary aircraft). For relatively high 
frequency oscillations, local unsteady airloads can be calculated by means of so-called piston theory. This 
theory is based on a local relation (i.e. locally at the antenna surface) between pressure and normal 
component of the fluid velocity 

The aero-elastic analysis requires that the static and dynamic deformations of the aircraft geometry are 
determined, subject to aerodynamic and external forces acting on the aircraft. The geometrical state of the 
aircraft can be described by the superposition of: 

• the jig shape (i.e. the shape of the aircraft in unloaded state), 

• the deformation due to steady aerodynamic forces and gravity (i.e. the change from the jig shape to the 
design shape under cruise conditions) and  

• the dynamic deformations which are related to displacements belonging to some prescribed vibration 
modes. 

The amplitudes of the external forces are usually prescribed in relation to representative flight conditions. 

A study is in progress to estimate the deformation levels of wings of various aircraft types due to 
occurrences of gusts. The study is based on the Von Karman gust spectrum. This spectrum is based on 
empirical data and depends on parameters representing: altitude, a reference rms gust speed and a 
turbulence scale. It defines the number of occurrences of gust being expected within a given period of time 
for the specified parameters.  
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For many commercial available aircraft types a detailed and calibrated aero-elastic model is available only 
to the design office of the manufacturer. In order to overcome this deficiency of knowledge NLR has 
developed in-house the computational tool GENNAS. This tool is capable to generate a very rough aero-
elastic model based on data that is available in the public domain (e.g. Janes All The Worlds Aircraft or 
the internet). The generated model consists of a MSC/NASTRAN beam representation of the aircraft 
structure and MSC/NASTRAN aerodynamic panels representing the lifting surfaces. The GENNAS tool 
automatically generates an analysis model based on a very limited number of parameters. The aero 
dynamic loads are based on doublet lattice theory. Figure 5 presents a typical model. For a given Von 
Karman spectrum, other NLR tools can compute wing deflection amplitudes due to gust responses and can 
relate these to their occurrence per flight hour. 

 

Figure 5: Simplified structural, aerodynamic 
and mass model generated by GENNAS 

 

 
Figure 6: Open source data at the basis of the 

model 

 

As a demonstration of the approach, the analysis presented above was conducted for a Fokker 100 aircraft. 
Figure 6 presents views of the Fokker 100 aircraft as obtained from open source data. Note that many 
dimensions were measured from these drawings. Other data, such as mass distributions, were estimated 
from tabular data and statistical data available from the internet or handbooks on preliminary aircraft 
design. 

The result of a typical analysis is presented in Figure 7. The graph on the left hand side presents the 
undeformed front view of the simplified aircraft model in blue circles. For the dots representing the wing 
the vertical displacements relative to the wing root due to a gust response are plotted as red circles. The 
plot represents displacement levels that are exceeded once per flight hour. The graph on the right hand 
side presents the exceedance curve for the wing tip. Note that higher levels are exceeded less frequently. 

Results of this model were compared to other reference data. The results of the simplified model are 
correct in their order of magnitude only. This is not a problem, since only a rough estimate is required.  

   
Figure 7: wing deflection amplitude levels and exceedances predicted by the simplified model 

Note that modest deflections in the order of 0.15 m once per hour are predicted for this type of aircraft 
which has a wing span of 28 m. the displacement levels are expected to be significantly higher. A similar 
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analysis for the wings of Global Hawk (Figure 1) has shown that the deflections could be of the order of 
60 cm once per hour. When on these wings patch antennas are installed with an operating frequency of 5 
GHz (with an electromagnetic wavelength RFλ of 6 cm), then the tip variations are of about 10 
electromagnetic wavelengths. A time response analysis this aircraft shows that gust disturbances take a 
relatively long time to damp-out. As a result vibrations due to gust will be present during a significant 
portion of time in a typical flight. 

3 Effects of deformations on antenna performance 

For the analysis of phased array antennas on vibrating structures the effects of both rigid body and flexible 
motions of the aircraft surface are of interest. Rigid body motions will change the direction of the main 
beam of the antenna, while the side lobes are not affected. This effect can be taken into account in the 
signal processing. As a consequence of flexible vibrations of the structure, the positions of the elements of 
a phased array will change during a cycle of oscillation. For side looking radar antennas this has a 
negative effect on the radiation pattern: beam width and side lobes levels will increase. As an example of 
the influence of the latter disturbance some results from a theoretical study in ref. [1] are presented here. 
This example illustrates the effect of high frequency panel vibration with the mode shape presented in 
Figure 8. 

The study considered a C-band Side-looking airborne radar (SLAR) antenna, designed on the surface of a 
reconnaissance pod. This phased array antenna is located on the sides and bottom of the pod. The 
excitation of the patch elements has been designed to form a SLAR application, with beam elevation 
defined at 135° w.r.t. zenith (θ=0o is towards zenith, a point at infinity directly above the aircraft, the φ-
plane is the horizontal plane with φ=0o being the flight direction). The radiation pattern of this antenna is 
shown in Figure 9 for both the undeformed state and the deformed state depicted in Figure 8. Note that the 
main beam width and the side lobe levels increase. 

   
Figure 8 Deformed antenna array 

 
(a) undeformed array   (b) deformed array 

Figure 9 Radiation pattern of antenna array 
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4 Demonstrator patch antenna on a vibrating plate 

In computer simulations the deformation and vibration of the plate (of Figure 4) can be represented by 
superposition of the bending and first vibration mode. It is assumed that the plate is subject to a forced 
vibration at 0=x . Let L and h be the length and the thickness of the plate. Furthermore, let )(tα represent 

the motion of the plate at 0=x , which reads )cos()( 0 twt ωα = , with 0w the amplitude and ω the angular 
frequency of the vibration. Then, the deformation of the plate can be modelled as   

0 1 1( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z x t Z x t q t Z xα= + +        (1) 

where 0Z represents the bending  
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      (2) 

For aluminium the coefficient Eg /ρ  becomes   

 60.378 10
g

E

ρ −= ∗          (3) 

In equation (1), 1Z  represents the first vibration mode  

 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) (cosh( ) cos( ))(sin( ) sinh( )) (sinh( ) sin( ))(cos( ) cosh( ))x x x xZ x z z z z z z z zL L L L= + − − + −  

 (4) 

with =1z 1.875. The coefficient of the vibration mode in (1) reads:  

 1( arg( ))
1 1 1( ) Re( ) | |Re( )i t Qi tq t Q e Q e ωω += =        (5) 

with Q1 given by: 

 
2

1 02
0.19 *

1

a
Q w

iG a

 
=  

+ − 
        (6) 

In this equation G models the damping of the plate and a reads 1/a ω λ=  , with 1λ the first eigenfrequency 
of the plate. In the computer simulation the length L of the aluminium plate is 90 cm and the thickness is 
0.5 cm. Then  1 5.1λ = Hz. Furthermore, the damping G was 0.03.  

The phased array antenna on the vibrating plate is modelled as a receive antenna, which is illuminated by 

a plane incident wave with direction ˆ (sin cos ,sin sin ,cos )ik θ φ θ φ θ= and wave number 2 /RFk π λ= with 

RFλ the wavelength of the RF signal.  

This is achieved by placing an emitting antenna on the ceiling of the test chamber. See Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10:  Illuminating antenna on ceiling of test chamber 
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The patch antennas are modelled as isotropic radiators. The centres of the patches are given by the 
coordinates ( , , )j j j jr x y z=

r
, j=1,…,8. Then, the electric field at patch j becomes  

 ( sin cos sin sin cos )ˆ j j jik x y zi
j oE E e e

θ ϕ θ ϕ θ− + +=
r

       (7) 

The centres of the patches are on the vibrating plate. As a consequence, the phase in equation (7) is non-
stationary due to vibrations. The received signals of the patches will vary in time.  

In order to obtain a beam forming array antenna the excitations (i.e. phases and amplitudes) of the 
elements have to be specified and the separate signals have to be combined. Then, the total electric field of 
the array antenna becomes  

 tot j jj
E A E=∑
r r

          (8) 

where jA are the excitations of the antenna elements. The modulus of jA (related to the amplitude) is used 

for tapering and the argument of jA  (related to the phase of the amplitude) for beam steering. 

Some effects of vibration on the received signal of the array antenna are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 
12. The undisturbed array antenna is located in the plane 0z =  . Neither tapering nor beam steering is 
applied; hence the excitations  1,jA j= ∀  in equation (8). The centres of the patches on the vibrating plate 

are located at ( ,0, )j j jr x z=
r

, with ( 1) 0.6j RFx d j λ= + − . Here, the distance d between the first patch and 

the reference patch is 10 cm and 16.5RFλ = cm, which corresponds with an RF frequency of about 1.8 
Ghz. Furthermore, it is assumed that the array is illuminated by a plane wave with incident direction 
ˆ (sin ,0,cos )ik θ θ= ; hence the azimuth incident angle 0ϕ = . For 30 , 15 , 0o o oθ = ± ± the variation of the 

amplitude of the co-polar component of the total electric field in equation (8) is displayed in Figure 11. 
The blue line corresponds with illumination normal to the plane (i.e. 0=θ ). The other lines correspond 
with illumination angles o15±=θ  and o30±=θ . It can be observed that the received strength varies with 
time.  

This effect is also observed from Figure 12, where the (computed) radiation pattern of the array on the 
vibrating plate is displayed for three different time steps during one cycle of oscillation. This figure shows 
that the direction of the main beam changes during the oscillation. 

The effect is a deformed radar image. 

 

Figure 11: Output of phased array antenna on vibrating plane, for five angles of illumination 
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Figure 12: Radiation pattern of phased array on vibrating plane at three different time steps during one 

cycle of oscillation 

 

5 Compensation techniques for vibrating arrays 

From the previous sections it can be concluded that changes in phase (due to out-of plane deformations 
and vibrations) have to be compensated. The phase difference between a patch antenna on the deformed 
plate and the unperturbed plate at 0z =  is given by 

 0{( )sin cos ( , )cos }u
j j j jk x x z x t n tϑ θ ϕ θ∆ = − − + + ∆      (9) 

In order to establish the phase difference it is required to measure instantaneously the displacement z and 
the direction of arrival ( , )θ ϕ of the incident wave. When only the displacement z can be assessed an 
approximate phase correction follows from taking an incident field perpendicular to the plate 0z = , i.e. 
with incident direction ( , ) (0,0)θ ϕ =  . Then, the approximate phase correction becomes 

 0( , )j jkz x t n tϑ∆ ≈− + ∆          (10) 

The phase errors in the signal can be compensated by modifying instantaneously the argument of the 
excitations in equation (8) as follows  

 : ji
j jA A e

ϑ− ∆=           (11) 

When these excitations are applied in equation (8), the beam is in fact instantaneously steered. Figure 13 
displays the output of the phased array antenna (at 1.8 GHz) on the vibrating plate with these synthetic 
phase corrections. A comparison of Figure 11 (displaying the total without any beam steering) and Figure 
13 reveals that the total signal becomes already almost stationary for incoming plane waves with incident 

angles between 30o± . This is also observed from Figure 14, where the radiation pattern of the array on the 
vibrating plate is displayed for three different time steps during one cycle of oscillation. This figure shows 
that the direction of the main beam is now stationary, contrary to Figure 12. When Figure 12 and Figure 
14 are compared, then only for grazing incident waves the radiation patterns are different. This can be 
explained since the cos( )θ  term in equation (9) has been taken constant (to one) in approximation (10).  
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Figure 13: Output of phased array antenna with approximate synthetic compensation,  
for five angles of illumination 

 

Figure 14: Radiation pattern of phased array on vibrating plane at three different time steps with 
approximate synthetic phase compensation 

 

The synthetic phase correction in approximation (10) assumes that the displacement z can be 
instantaneously assessed, which is not a straightforward task.  

At present the capabilities for directly measuring the displacement without contact are laser distance 
measurement and optical pattern recognition systems. The drawback of these systems for measuring 
phased array antenna deformations on an aircraft is that they do not function if the aircraft is flying 
through a cloud. 

An alternative is to measure the displacement level indirectly by measuring strains, velocity or 
accelerations in the structure. This can be achieved using conventional sensors: accelerometers, Laser 
Doppler Velocimeters (LDV) and strain gauges. Where LDV is less suitable for measurements in flight 
conditions. 

Remember that the total displacement at a point of the aircraft structure consists of three components: 

• Displacements due rigid body motions can be derived from acceleration measurements at the aircraft 
centre of gravity. The accelerometers should be capable of sensing very low frequencies to capture 
slow aircraft movements. By double integrating the linear and rotational accelerations with respect to 
a reference initial condition the displacement and rotation at a point on the aircraft surface can be 
computed. 

• Displacements due to static aircraft deformations can be derived from strain gauge measurements in 
combination with a series of static calibration measurements and knowledge of the relation between 
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structure deformation and the strains. The latter is usually a mathematical model of the structural 
behavior. This mathematical model can be a fit function obtained from a least squares processing of 
static calibration measurements and/or a finite element model of the structure that is tuned to the static 
calibration measurements. 

• Displacements due to vibrations can be derived by doubly integrating accelerations measured at the 
antenna patch locations. In case of a large amount of antenna patches a large number of acceleration 
sensors is required. Alternatively strain and/or acceleration measurements at a smaller number of 
locations on the aircraft could be used in a manner similar to the method for establishing the static 
deformation. However, in this case the calibration measurement is a ground vibration test that results 
in the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of the aircraft. This data is combined with a mathematical 
model of the vibration behavior of the aircraft. 

The above approach has two drawbacks for the case of a long endurance UAV phased array antenna 
application:  

First, integration of acceleration signals over long periods of time will lead to errors in the derived 
displacements. Note that some long endurance UAV-s could be in the air for ten hours or more. The 
integration also requires a well defined initial condition (e.g. the statically deformed shape on the ground). 
This is not a problem with a straightforward solution under operational conditions. 

Secondly, the derivation of displacements from strain gauge measurements requires support in the form of 
models and calibration measurements. This is a complex process. Differences between individual aircraft 
of the same type may require tuning and calibration for each individual aircraft. This is especially the case 
for the vibration component. Even for an individual aircraft the vibration behavior will change over time. 
During flight the mass changes due to fuel consumption. Over longer periods of time modifications and 
structural repairs may affect the stiffness of the aircraft. 

An alternative technology involves measuring the phase differences in received patch antenna signals with 
respect to the undisturbed steady state of the structure. This can be performed approximately as described 
below for the case of the demonstrator patch antenna on a vibrating plate (see Figure 4).   

Consider a reference patch antenna on a stable part of the aero-structure (see Figure 15). Let the co-
ordinates of the reference antenna be given by ( , , )ref ref ref refr x y z=

r
.  

Let ,j ur
r

be the co-ordinates of the centre of patch j of the rigid aluminium plate in the plane 0z = . Then, 

the phase difference between patch j and the reference antenna becomes 

 , ,
ˆ( ) i

j u j u refk r r kϑ∆ = − − •
r r

        (12) 

Let ,j nr
r

be the co-ordinates of the centre of patch j of the vibrating plate at time step nt . For the patches on 

the vibrating plate the phase difference between patch j and the reference antenna reads 

 , ,
ˆ( ) i

j n j n refk r r kϑ∆ = − − •
r r

        (13) 

The difference between ,j nϑ∆ and ,j uϑ∆ is obtained by subtracting equation (12) from equation (13) 

 , , , ,
ˆ( ) i

j n j u j n j uk r r kϑ ϑ∆ − ∆ = − − •
r r

       (14) 

Note that the right hand side of equation (14) is the phase difference between patch j at the vibrating plate 
(at time step nt ) and patch j at the unperturbed rigid aluminium plate. Hence, when ,j nϑ∆ and ,j uϑ∆ can 

both be measured, an estimate for the right hand side of equation (14) follows from subtracting ,j nϑ∆ and 

,j uϑ∆ . 

This type of phase correction has been applied to the array antenna on the vibrating plate. The patch 
antenna close to the fixture (in the centre of the plate) has been taken as reference element. The phase 
difference between patch j and the reference patch is assessed by using the AD8302 Integrated Circuit of 
Analog Devices that detects the RF/IF gain and phase in relation to a reference signal. The product 
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description of this circuit is given in Ref. [4]. The phase output voltages are simultaneously available over 
the output range of 0 V to 1.8 V (see Figure 16). The disadvantage of this AD8302 circuit is that each 
specific output value can represent both positive and negative value (see phase-characteristics), which are 
related to increase and decrease of measured phase signals introducing an ambiguity.  

 

 
Figure 15: Location of the reference antenna patch 

 

 

Figure 16: Phase output  vs. input Phase 
difference level  

 (Courtesy Analog Devices) 

 

 
Figure 17: Schematic of the antenna hardware 

for phase shift measurement 

 

 
Two signals for one patch element: Blue: phase difference between patch and reference patch 

Red: now including a phase shift in the reference signal 

Figure 18: Schematic overview of phased array antenna with hardware for synthetic beam forming 
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This problem of ambiguity in phase has been solved by two measurements at each time, but with a 
prescribed phase offset in the antenna reference signal. If an increasing phase difference results in an 
increasing output voltage, the measurements indicate the rising slope of the phase characteristic (black 
vector), while a decreasing output voltage indicates a descending slope (green vector). A schematic 
overview is presented in Figure 18. As a result phase shift between -180 and +180 degrees can be uniquely 
identified. This implies that the structural displacements should not exceed RFλ  , the wave length of the 
RF signal. 

The output signals are “low-frequency” signals, which are input via a flat-wire to the data processing of a 
dSPACE system, which is part of the demonstrator set-up. The dSPACE data-processing system includes 
a PC-card (containing digital signal processing unit, A/D and D/A converters), software and a controller 
panel. This system controls the input/output processing with the AD8302 circuits, determines in real-time 
the phase shifts, and then adapts the weights of the antenna elements. The application software for the 
dSPACE system is generated by means of Simulink models and Real-Time Workshop of MathWorks. The 
Simulink models contain block diagrams to solve the ambiguity of the measured phase signals.  

Some results of the phase measurement system are shown in  

Figure 19 and Figure 20. The plate with the patch antennas (see Figure 4) is vibrating at 3 Hz.  

Figure 19 shows the measured ADC voltages for the phase differences between seven patch antenna 
elements and the reference antenna element, as provided by the AD8302 devices during two cycles of 
oscillation of the plate. The measured voltages have a spiky component because during each time sample a 
prescribed phase offset is applied (for elimination of the phase ambiguity). The measured phase voltage of 
two subsequent odd and even time samples are used to determine the phase difference between the seven 
patch antenna elements and the reference antenna element. The phase variations during two cycles of 
oscillation are shown in Figure 20. The red lines in  

Figure 19 and Figure 20 display the measured data of antenna element number one, which is closest to the 
reference antenna. The yellow lines in these figures show data of antenna element number 7. This antenna 
element is on the far side of the plate. From Figure 20 it is obvious that the phase variations are increasing 
for elements further away from the reference antenna. Such behaviour was expected. Figure 19 and Figure 
20 display raw data without any calibration. Uncertainties due to wiring and connectors have not been 
accounted.    

 

 

 
 

Figure 19: Measured ADC voltage of phase 
differences between patch antenna elements and 
reference antenna on vibrating plate 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Assessed phase differences between 
patch antenna elements and reference antenna on 
vibrating plate 
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Figure 21 displays the sum pattern of the received signal of the phased array antenna on the vibrating 
plate, without and with synthetic phase corrections. The signal of the phased array antenna without phase 
corrections is obtained by a simple addition of the signals of the separate elements, the excitations  

1,jA j= ∀  in equation (8).. Hence, neither tapering nor beam steering was applied. Inspection of Figure 21 

reveals variations in amplitude between 4 and 10 dB during a measurement time period of two cycles of 
oscillation. In the case of adaptive synthetic beam forming the excitations of the antenna elements are 
adapted in real time to the deformation of the plate (using the technology described above). The 

excitations jA are taken to be ji
jA e

φ−= , with jφ equal to the left-hand side of equation (14). When this 

type of phase compensation is applied the variations in amplitude significantly reduce to levels between 9 
and 10 dB, as can be observed from Figure 21. 

 

 
Figure 21: Output of phased array antenna demonstrator  

without and with synthetic phase compensation 

 

6 Application of phase shift measurements for vibration problems 

The above method measures displacements in time directly. The displacements are relative to a reference 
surface that is defined by the wave front generated by the illuminating antenna and a reference antenna 
patch. The method works for both static and dynamic displacements (transient or vibrations). 

The demonstrator patch antenna on a vibrating plate shows that the phase shift measurement approach can 
measure displacement time signals on a vibrating structure. It adds an alternative type of sensor for the 
modal analysis of structures that may not have been available earlier. 

This approach it is particularly useful if displacement results are the objective. This is relevant for the 
radar application presented above. Another practical application could be for airborne systems that detect 
the location of incoming missiles. Some systems detect the heat from the missile’s exhaust. These systems 
use sensors that report the direction relative to the aircraft where this hotspot is observed. If the sensors are 
mounted on a flexible part of the structure, rotations of the sensor due to structural deformation must be 
known. 

The main difference with acceleration measurements with the same objective is that integration of the 
measured signal is not required so it is suitable for very long duration measurements. Also an initial 
condition for the integration is not required. 

The maximum displacement range is one wavelength of the RF signal. However, if one keeps track of the 
displacement value at a sufficiently high sample rate and detects crossings of the phase shift boundaries, 
the true displacement value can be reconstructed for higher displacement levels. This introduces additional 
processing steps that may not be acceptable for instantaneous corrections of the antenna radiation pattern. 
For post processing results of a ground or in-flight vibration test this is not a problem. Note that the 
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frequency of the RF signal is related to the patch antenna dimensions. I.e. a patch antenna design must be 
tuned to a particular RF frequency. 

Note that if the desired direction of displacement measurement is located in the plane of the local wave 
front surface, no phase shift will be detected. In that case the two vectors in equation (14) are 
perpendicular, so the result equals zero. Hence, for nearly perpendicular orientations the sensitivity of the 
method is poor. The practical consequence is that an antenna patch normal should have a significant 
component in a direction perpendicular to the wave front. 

If an aircraft based illumination antenna is used this is a particularly important point of attention. One can 
think of an antenna placed at the tip of the vertical tail plane that illuminates the wing and the fuselage. 
The close proximity of the illuminating antenna requires corrections for a curved wave front and different 
angles of arrival as indicated in equation (9). 

For the reference antenna patch the following aspects are important: The patch antenna must be placed on 
a stable location of the airframe. That is a point that does not deform significantly and that closely follows 
the rigid body motion of the aircraft. 

Airborne structures can be illuminated from a fixed point on the ground with a known relative position 
with respect to the structure. The relative position can be computed using GPS navigation instruments. 
Alternatively one could use signals from telecommunication satellites in geostationary orbit (e.g. 
Inmarsat) for the illumination of the patch antenna array. 

Under laboratory and field conditions ground based structures can be illuminated using a distant transmit 
antenna. In the case of the demonstrator this was an antenna on the laboratory ceiling.  

If one groups three receive patch antennas close together on a small and stiff plateau and attaches this 
plateau to the structure one could also measure rotations at the plateau attachment point on the structure. 

The method is also suitable for very big structures such as bridges if one is capable of providing a distant 
antenna e.g. in the top of a large crane, a nearby high rise building, a balloon, an aircraft circling overhead 
or a geostationary communication satellite. 

The method works for points on the outside surface of the structure. It may not be suitable for points on 
the inside of a structure. I.e. placing antenna patches inside of the structure. The waves may not be able to 
penetrate the structure. If they can penetrate the structure, the wave front may be deformed when passing 
through the structure. This also depends on the di-electrical material properties of the material that the 
structure is made of. 

 

7 Conclusion 

Long endurance UAVs will be equipped with phased array antennas on the skin of the aircraft structure.  
One of the applications for such antennas is a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR).  These radar systems 
generate detailed radar images of objects on the ground. These applications require highly directional and 
narrow main radar beams. The present paper demonstrates that in the aircraft environment these antenna 
arrays are subject to static and dynamic deformations (including vibrations). Tools have been developed to 
estimate the level of vibrations and their probability of occurrence during flight using only data available 
in the public domain. 

The quality of the image created by the SAR application is very sensitive to changes in orientation and 
deformations of the antenna array. As a result it is necessary to compensate for these disturbances. The 
negative effect can be suppressed by means of adaptive synthetic beam forming.  

This requires the measurement of out-of-plane displacements by appropriate sensors, or the electronic 
measurement of phase changes. In the present paper the use of conventional appropriate sensors is 
discussed. However, the measurement of phase changes has been investigated in greater detail. The phase 
shifts have been assessed using the AD8302 circuit of Analog Devices. The excitations of the antenna 
elements of the radar antenna when forming a radar beam can be adapted in real time to compensate for 
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the deformation of the plate. When this type of phase compensation is applied, the variations in amplitude 
of the total received signal are significantly reduced. 

The displacement measurement is based on measuring phase shifts in the reception of signals form a 
known RF source that “illuminates” the antenna array. If one selects one array element as a reference, the 
difference in phase shift between the reference patch and some other patch is a measure for the 
displacement of the antenna patch relative to a reference surface. This reference surface is defined by the 
incoming wave front from the illuminating RF source and the location of the reference patch. 

The method was verified in an experiment with a demonstrator patch antenna on a vibrating plate.  The 
experiment shows that the method is suitable for measuring displacements on a vibrating structure. In the 
experiment only displacements smaller than the wavelength of the illuminating RF signal can be 
measured. However, post processing of signals can remove this limitation. 

The antenna array elements provide an alternative for conventional modal test sensors such as 
accelerometers and may be suitable for a wider range of applications than correcting radar imaging 
systems. 

The approach is particularly useful for applications where direct measurements of displacements or 
rotations are required. 

The authors hope that this paper will generate ideas for new applications of this modal testing approach. 
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Abstract
In the present study, the focus is set on the development of a design methodology for nonlinear vibration
absorbers, termed nonlinear energy sink (NES), to optimizethe vibrating level reduction on a Duffing oscil-
lator. The idea lies in the assessment of a duality property between, on the one hand, the tuning procedure
of the tuned mass damper (TMD) coupled to a linear oscillatorand, on the other hand, the assumed design
scheme of NES coupled to a purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator. To this end, the basics on the TMD tuning
methodology are recalled and extended to the concept of frequency-energy plot (FEP) [1]. Then, based upon
this concept, the development of a NES design procedure is undertaken and the related dynamics analyzed.
Finally, it is shown how to design a vibration absorber to deal with a general Duffing oscillator.

1 Introduction

The tuned mass damper (TMD) is maybe the most popular device for passive vibration mitigation of a vi-
brating mechanical structure. Realizing that the TMD is only effective when it is precisely tuned to the
frequency of a vibration mode [2,3], a recent body of literature has addressed this limitation using a nonlin-
ear attachment characterized by an essential nonlinearity, termed a nonlinear energy sink (NES) [1, 4–14].
The concept of essential nonlinearity is central, because it means that an NES has no preferential resonant
frequency, which makes it a frequency-independent absorber. Another salient feature of an NES is its capa-
bility to realize targeted energy transfer (TET) during which energy initially induced in the primary system
gets passively and irreversibly transferred to the NES. Therefore, this nonlinear device seems to be very well
suited for vibration isolation of MDOF linear structures ornonlinear structures.

However, because of the strongly nonlinear character of theabsorber, the seek of an optimal design proce-
dure is a challenging problem. Only a couple of researches tried to face this issue mainly by considering
numerically performed parametric studies. Moreover, all of them considered different objective functions
among which one can mention the suppression of the sefl-sustained oscillations [15, 16], the amount of en-
ergy dissipated in the nonlinear absorber [17], the time required for a complete energy dissipation [18] and
finally, the occurrence of quasiperiodic motions on a given frequency bandwidth [19]. Even though these
parametric studies generally give good results, their related computational burden may be prohibitive and the
development of other better suited techniques are worthwhile.

Therefore, based on the fairly simple TMD tuning methodology, this paper investigates the possibility to
develop an NES design procedure. The idea lies in the assessment of a duality property between, on the one
hand, the tuning procedure of the TMD coupled to a linear oscillator and, on the other hand, the assumed
design scheme of NES coupled to a purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator. To this end, in section 1 the basics of
the TMD theory are recalled and the related results extendedto the concept of frequency-energy plot. Using
the previous results, section 2 describes the tuning procedure of the NES on a purely nonlinear Duffing
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Figure 1: Linear oscillator (LO) coupled to a tuned mass damper (TMD)

oscillator. Finally, an attempt is carried out to design thebest vibration absorber to couple to a general
Duffing oscillator.

2 Design Methodology of a TMD coupled to a Linear Oscillator

The origin of the TMD dates back to the developments carried out by Frahm [2] on the dynamical vibration
absorber coupled to a conservative linear oscillator (LO) (see figure (1) withc1 = c2 = 0 ). This device was
efficient in a narrow frequency range centered at the naturalfrequency of the absorber. Later, Den Hartog [3]
found that the TMD with energy dissipation mechanisms (c2 6= 0) are effective to an extended frequency
range. These works have highlighted the trade-off existingduring the design process between the need for
good performances (attenuation efficiency,H∞) and robustness (bandwidth,H2). It’s also worth being noted
that theH∞ andH2 optimizations of TMD coupled to a dissipative linear oscillator (c1 6= 0) [20–23] or a
MDOF linear system [24] is not straightforward and is still being investigated nowadays. Considering the
forced system depicted in Figure (1), composed of a linear oscillator (of natural frequencyω1 =

√
k1/m1)

coupled to a TMD, its equations of motion are :

m1ẍ1 + c1ẋ1 + c2(ẋ1 − ẋ2) + k1x1 + k2(x1 − x2) = (F cos ωt),
m2ẍ2 + c2(ẋ2 − ẋ1) + k2(x2 − x1) = 0.

(1)

In this section the emphasis is set upon the basics of the TMD tuning procedure developed by Frahm [2]
(for c1 = c2 = 0) which relies on a solid mathematical framework. If the system steady-state responses are
supposed to be of the formxi = Xicos(ωt), than using relation (1) the displacement of the LO is expressed
by :

X1 =
(k2 − ω2m2)F

(k1 + k2 − ω2m1)(k2 − ω2m2)− k2
2

(2)

If an harmonic excitation of frequencyω = ω1 is applied to the LO, than the vibration isolation of the LO
(X1 = 0) can be performed by realizing the condition :

ω = ω1 =
√

k1

m1
=

√
k2

m2
= ωa (3)

Performance - Robustness Analysis

The performance of a TMD coupled to a LO (figure (1)) is now examined. To this end, the harmonic
excitation (Fcos(ωt)) is replaced by a direct impulsive excitation of the LOẋ1(0) 6= 0, x1(0) = x2(0) =
ẋ2(0) = 0. Moreover, condition (3) is supposed to be satisfied and someslight damping is introduced in
both oscillators to induce energy dissipation. The initialparameter values are given in Table (1). A numerical
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Parameter Units Value
m1 [kg] 1
m2 [kg] 0.05
c1 [Ns/m] 0.002
c2 [Ns/m] 0.002
k1 [N/m] 0.5
k2 [N/m] 0.025

Table 1: System parameters used for the numerical integration of equations (5).
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Figure 2: TMD Performance when coupled to a LO. (a) Energy dissipated in the TMD against the linear
stiffness of the primary system and the impulse magnitude; (b) contour plot

integration of the equations of motion (5) is performed for varying linear stiffnessk1 and excitation amplitude
ẋ1(0). The amount of energy dissipated in the TMD is evaluated through relations (4) corresponding to the
ratio between the energy dissipated in the absorber and the energy injected in the system.

Ediss,absorber,%(t) = 100
c2

t∫
0

(ẋ1(τ)− ẋ2(τ))2dτ

1
2m1ẋ1(0)2

(4)

Figure (2) depicts this quantity against the impulse magnitudeẋ1(0) and the linear stiffnessk1 (see Figures
2(a,b) for three-dimensional plot and a contour plot). Clearly, for k1 = 0.5N/m and whatever the magnitude
of excitationẋ1(0), the TMD can dissipate a large fraction (95%) of the input energy initially imparted to
the LO. However, a slight mistuning in the host structure drastically reduces the TMD performances which
makes this device not frequency robust. This brief reminderon the basics of the TMD design procedure
gives the necessary basis to move forward to the design procedure of an NES coupled to a purely nonlinear
oscillator.
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Figure 3: FEP corresponding to the LO (a) and the TMD (b) for the condition expressed in relation (3).

3 Design Methodology of a NES coupled to a Purely Nonlinear Os -
cillator

3.1 Frequency-Energy Plot Concept

One typical dynamical feature of nonlinear systems is the frequency-energy dependence of their oscillations.
Moreover, for a given energy level injected in the system, several types of solutions may coexist. These
properties make nonlinear systems more complicated to characterize than linear ones and require the devel-
opment of adapted analysis tools such as the nonlinear normal modes (NNM) and the frequency-energy plot
(FEP) concepts. In this study only the basics are recalled and for a complete description of these concepts
the interested reader may refer to [1,12,25–27].

An NNM motion can be defined as a non-necessarily synchronousperiodic motion of an undamped nonlinear
mechanical system [25, 26]. However, as discussed in [1, 12,25, 27], the damped dynamics can often be
interpreted based on the topological structure of the NNMs of the underlying conservative system. Therefore
their computation, using continuation methods [26], is a key point for characterizing the dynamical behavior
of the nonlinear system under the scope.

Because of the frequency-energy dependence property of nonlinear systems, the modal curves and frequen-
cies of NNMs vary with the amount of energy in the system. Consequently, the representation of NNMs in
a frequency-energy plot (FEP) is particularly convenient [1, 12, 27]. An NNM is represented by a point in
the FEP, which is drawn at a frequency corresponding to the minimal period of the periodic motion and at an
energy corresponding to the conserved total energy during the motion. A branch, represented by a solid line,
is a family of NNM motions possessing the same qualitative features.

3.2 Linear - Nonlinear Tuning Analogy

For linear systems, the use of a FEP is not of interest as they do not exhibit any frequency-energy dependence.
However in the present study it is interesting to see how the tuning condition of a TMD on a LO (expressed
in relation (3)) can be extended to the FEP concept. Figures (3 a-b) depict both the FEP of the LO and the
TMD. Accordingly to linear theories, whatever the amount ofenergy injected in the system, both oscillators
keep being tuned on the same resonant frequencies.

Now, considering a purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator (figure (4) (a)) composed of a massm1 and a non-
linear stiffnessknl1 , its dynamical behavior is first characterized through the computation of the related FEP
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Figure 4: (a) Purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator (≡ NES); (b) related FEP form1 = 1[kg] andknl2 =
1[N/m3].

(figure (4) (b)). The frequency-energy dependence propertyis highlighted and the absence of linear stiff-
ness in the system explains the nearly zero resonant frequency at low energy levels. Regarding the vibration
mitigation of this oscillator, the objective lies in determining the best absorber to couple. Accordingly to
the TMD tuning procedure on a LO, the analogy for nonlinear systems should constrain both the nonlinear
oscillator and its absorber to exhibit the same frequency-energy dependence (FEP). This would impose both
oscillators to get the same resonant frequency for an identical energy amount. This feature can only be ful-
filled if the structural configuration of the absorber is similar to the one of the primary structure. Therefore,
the essentially nonlinear stiffness of the NES seems to makethis device the best suited.

3.3 NES Parameters Computation

The assessment of the massm2 and nonlinear stiffnessknl2 of the NES has to be carried out to perfectly
match the Duffing oscillator FEP (figure (4) (b)).

Numerical Computation

The problem consists in addressing the following system of equations :{
m2ẍ2 + knl2x

3
2 = 0,

1
4knl2x

4
2(Ti)− EDuff (ωi) = 0 i = 1, ..., n.

(5)

where the first relation is the equation of motion of a conservative purely nonlinear oscillator (Figure (4)
(a)), for instance, the NES and the second expresses the matching of both the Duffing oscillator and the NES
frequency-energy dependence behaviors. The system can be solved using the combination of a shooting and
an optimization procedure that allow the assessment of periodic solutions (x2(0) = x2(T )) and the NES
parameters (m2,knl2), respectively. This procedure gives accurate results butthe optimization efficiency is
very dependent on the initial guess allocated. Another drawback lies in the prohibitive computational cost
for a large number of matching points (n ⇈).

Analytical Computation

The analytical computation offers an interesting alternative to the numerical approach. Even though it is
well known that for nonlinear systems no closed form solutions can be worked out, it is shown that, for this
problem, the complexification averaging technique [28] or the simple harmonic balance method [29] can
give very good approximations, in a straightforward manner. Here the second method is considered.
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Figure 5: Purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator coupled to a nonlinear energy sink (NES).

The equation of motion of a grounded and conservative purelynonlinear Duffing oscillator is :

miẍi + knlix
3
i = 0 (6)

Considering the approximated motionxi(t) = Ai cos ωt and taking into account trigonometry transforma-
tions, the averaging over the fundamental frequency recasts equation (6) into:

Ai(
3
4
knliA

2
i − ω2mi) = 0 (7)

The related solutions (8) clearly show the frequency-amplitude dependence.

Ai1 = 0

Ai2,3 = ±
√

4ω2mi

3knli

(8)

At initial time t = 0, the motion isxi(0) = Ai and the total energy in the system consists in the potential
energy stored in the nonlinear stiffness :

Ei =
1
4
knliA

4
i (9)

According to previous discussions (section (3.2)), the tuning of the NES on the Duffing oscillator imposes
the energy of both DOFs to be equalE1(ω) = E2(ω). Introducing the frequency-amplitude relation (8) in
(9), and identifying the terms with respect to the frequency, one gets the following tuning relation :

m2
2

knl2

=
m2

1

knl1

⇒ knl2 =
m2

2knl1

m2
1

(10)

For this study or similar problems, the use of the numerical of analytical procedure gives identical results,
however the second approach should be considered for its reduced computational time. For more complex
systems, according to the accuracy required, the use of the numerical approach may be mandatory.

3.4 Performance - Robustness Analysis

In this section, the dynamics of the 2DOF system depicted in figure (5) and composed of a purely nonlinear
Duffing oscillator coupled to a tuned NES is investigated. The related equations of motion are expressed by
:

m1ẍ1 + c1ẋ1 + c2(ẋ1 − ẋ2) + knl1x
3
1 + knl2(x1 − x2)3 = 0,

m2ẍ2 + c2(ẋ2 − ẋ1) + knl2(x2 − x1)3 = 0.
(11)
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Figure 6: NES Performance when coupled to a purely nonlinearDuffing oscillator. (a) Energy dissipated in
the NES against the nonlinear stiffness of the primary system and the impulse magnitude; (b) contour plot
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Figure 7: New NES configurationknl2 = 0.0075[N/m3 ]. (a) Energy dissipated in the NES against the
nonlinear stiffness of the primary system and the impulse magnitude; (b) contour plot

The structural configuration of the Duffing oscillator is given bym1 = 1[kg] andknl1 = 1[N/m3]. Due to
some practical reasons the NES mass is chosen to be small enough m2 = 0.05[kg] and considering relation
(10), the nonlinear stiffness of the NES is computedknl2 = 0.0025[N/m3 ]. Finally, some small damping
c1 = c2 = 0.002[Ns/m] is introduced in both oscillators to induce energy dissipation.

Similarly to the procedure followed in section (2), the performance of the tuned NES is now examined by
numerically integrating the equations of motion (11). A three-dimensional plot of energy dissipated in the
NES (relation (4)) against the nonlinear stiffness of the Duffing oscillator and the impulse magnitude is
numerically computed and illustrated in figure (6).

The analysis of these results highlights three important features :

1. Similarly to the system composed of a LO coupled to a TMD, the system investigated is amplitude
robust. Indeed, whatever the amplitude of excitation the level of energy dissipated in the NES keeps
around95% for a given nonlinear stiffness of the Duffing oscillatorknl1 .

2. The region of high energy dissipation is not localized to aparticular value ofknl1 but spread over the
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Figure 8: (a) Duffing oscillator composed of linear and nonlinear stiffness elements; (b) FEP related to this
nonlinear oscillator for a particular set of parameters :m1 = 1[kg], knl1 = 4[N/m3], k1 = 1[N/m].

rangeknl1 = [0.1−0.35][N/m3 ] which makes the NES mistuning robust (or in other words, frequency
robust).

3. Despite the tuning of the NES on the purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator, the nominal value of non-
linear stiffness of the primary structure,knl1 = 1[N/m3], is not included in the region of high energy
dissipation level.

The last feature may be due to the assumption of zero or weak coupling between both DOFs. Indeed,
the matching of both FEP does not take the coupling between the oscillators into account. Therefore, the
nonlinear stiffness of the absorber,knl2 , is adjusted around its initially computed value in order toshift the
high energy dissipation region around the nominal value ofknl1 = 1[N/m3]. The new nonlinear stiffness is
fixed atknl2 = 0.0075[N/m3 ] and the induced improvement is depicted in Figure (7).

These results are of high interest as they show the possibility to make the NES amplitude robust. This
property coupled to the frequency robustness character of the absorber makes it very efficient in mitigating
nonlinear vibrating structures. Overall the objective of determining a duality property between the develop-
ment of a linear absorber and a nonlinear one seems to be fulfilled.

4 Design Methodology of an Absorber Coupled to a General Nonl in-
ear Oscillator.

The development of a TMD to mitigate a vibrating linear SDOF primary system has been investigated in
section 1. Based on this methodology, the development of NEStuned on a purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator
has been carried out in section 2. So far, linear and nonlinear dynamics have been clearly separated. Here,
the focus is set on a the development of the best suited absorber to cope with the vibration mitigation of a
general Duffing oscillator composed of both linear and nonlinear stiffness elements (figure (8) (a)).

Because of its nonlinear character, this oscillator (depicted in figure (8) (a)) presents a frequency-energy
dependence illustrated by its related FEP in figure (8) (b). At low energy level, the dynamics is governed
by the underlying linear system and the oscillator exhibitsa constant resonant frequency atω = 1[rad/s].
For an increasing amount of energy injected in the system, the nonlinear character is predominant and the
fundamental resonant frequency varies.
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The vibration isolation of such a structure cannot be realized only using a TMD or a NES. Indeed, the TMD
would be very well suited at low energy levels (ωres is constant) whereas the NES would be efficiently per-
forming only for higher amount of energy injected (ωres varies). Therefore, based upon the tuning principle
established in section (3.2), the better suited absorber should be the mirror of the primary structure in terms
of structural components to perfectly fit the frequency-energy dependence behavior depicted in figure (8) (b).

4.1 Absorber Parameters Computation.

Similarly to section (3.3) the computation of the absorber parameters can be numerically or analytically
performed.

Numerical Computation

The problem consists in addressing the system of equations (12) using the combination of a shooting and
an optimization procedure. These methods allow the assessment of periodic solutions (x2(0) = x2(T )) and
the absorber parameters (m2,knl2 ,k2), respectively. The advantages and drawbacks remain the same as those
presented in section (3.3).{

m2ẍ2 + k2x2 + knl2x
3
2 = 0,

1
4knl2x

4
2(Ti) + 1

2k2x
2
2(Ti)− EDuff (ωi) = 0 i = 1, ..., n.

(12)

Analytical Computation

The equation of motion of the Duffing oscillator is :

miẍi + kixi + knlix
3
i = 0 (13)

Considering the approximated motionxi(t) = Ai cos ωt and taking into account trigonometry transforma-
tions, the averaging over the fundamental frequency yields:

Ai(
3
4
knliA

2
i − ω2mi + ki) = 0 (14)

The related solutions are given by :

Ai1 = 0

Ai2,3 = ±
√

4(ω2mi − ki)
3knli

(15)

At initial time t = 0, the motion is expressed byxi(0) = Ai and the total energy in the system consists in
the potential energy stored in the nonlinear stiffness. Moreover, taking into account relation (15), one gets :

Ei(ω) =
1
4
knliA

4
i +

1
2
knliA

2
i =

4
9knli

(
m2

i ω
4 − 1

2
ki(miω

2 + ki)
)

(16)

Because the tuning condition imposesE1(ω) = E2(ω), the terms identification with respect to the frequency
yields the following relations :

m2
1

knl1

=
m2

2

knl2

k1m1

knl1

=
k2m2

knl2

(17)

k2
1

knl1

=
k2
2

knl2
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Parameter Units Value
m1 [kg] 1
knl1 [N/m3] 4
k1 [N/m] 1
m2 [kg] 0.05
knl2 [N/m3] 0.01
k2 [N/m] 0.05

Table 2: Parameter values of the conservative 2DOF system.

knl1 knl2

c1 c2

k1 k2

m1 m2

x1

x2

Figure 9: Duffing oscillator coupled to an absorber ’mirror’.

4.2 Performance - Robustness Analysis

The 2DOF system composed of the Duffing oscillator and the absorber is depicted in figure (9) and the
related equations of motion are :

m1ẍ1 + c1ẋ1 + c2(ẋ1 − ẋ2) + k1x1 + knl1x
3
1 + knl2(x1 − x2)3 + k2(x1 − x2) = 0,

m2ẍ2 + c2(ẋ2 − ẋ1) + k2(x2 − x1) + knl2(x2 − x1)3 = 0.
(18)

For given values of the primary system (m1,k1,knl1) the absorber parameters (m2,k2,knl2) can be assessed.
For practical reasons, the absorber mass is imposed to be small m2 = 0.05[kg] and using relations (17),
the other parameters are computed. All the parameters values are gathered in Table (2). For the coming
analysis, some small damping (c1 = c2 = 0.002[Ns/m]) is introduced in both oscillators to induce energy
dissipation.

Similarly to section (3.4), a three-dimensional plot of energy dissipated in the absorber (equation (4)) against
the nonlinear stiffness of the Duffing oscillator and the impulse magnitude is numerically computed and
illustrated in figure (10).

For small excitation amplitudes (ẋ1(0) < 0.4[m/s]) the related amount of energy injected in the structure
is very small and the nonlinear elements have no influence on the dynamics. Therefore the 2DOF system
depicted in figure (9) reduces to the underlying 2DOF linear system composed of a LO coupled to a TMD
and the dynamical behavior is linear. This feature explainsthe presence of a high energy dissipation region
whatever the value of the nonlinear stiffness of the primarystructureknl1 .

For increasing excitation amplitudes (̇x1(0) > 0.4[m/s]), the influence of the nonlinear elements on the
overall dynamics cannot be neglected anymore. Progressively, the dynamical behavior is mainly governed by
the nonlinearities of both oscillators and the system tendstoward a purely nonlinear 2DOF system. Therefore,
the conclusions established in section (3.4) can be extended to this analysis :

1. Amplitude robustness : whatever the amplitude of excitation the level of energy dissipated in the
absorber keeps around95% for a given nonlinear stiffness of the Duffing oscillatorknl1 .
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Figure 10: Absorber Performance when coupled to a Duffing oscillator. (a) Energy dissipated in the absorber
against the nonlinear stiffness of the primary system and the impulse magnitude; (b) contour plot
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Figure 11: New absorber configurationknl2 = 0.025[N/m3]. (a) Energy dissipated in the absorber against
the nonlinear stiffness of the primary system and the impulse magnitude; (b) contour plot

2. Mistuning robustness (frequency robustness) : the region of high energy dissipation is not localized to
a particular value ofknl1 but spread over the rangeknl1 = [0.8 − 2][N/m3].

3. Despite the tuning of the NES on the Duffing oscillator, thenominal value of nonlinear stiffness of the
primary structure,knl1 = 4[N/m3], is not included in the region of high energy dissipation level.

For the same reason as the one mentioned in section (3.4) the absorber nonlinear stiffness is adjusted to
knl2 = 0.025[N/m3 ] and figure (11) shows improved results as the region of energydissipation includes the
nominal value ofknl1 = 4[N/m3].

Finally, compared to the study carried out in [17], the dynamics created by this new absorber revealed an
further improved amplitude robustness.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a design methodology of a nonlinear absorber was introduced. Based upon the design procedure
of a TMD on a LO, a valuable dual tuning procedure of an NES on a purely nonlinear Duffing oscillator
was achieved using the FEP concept. More generally, given a primary structure composed of both linear
and nonlinear stiffness elements, the best absorber possible was revealed to be the mirror of the primary
system from a structural viewpoint. As a final result, in addition to the frequency robustness, the new design
scheme drastically improved the amplitude robustness of the absorber which makes it very efficient for
passive vibration mitigation of nonlinear vibrating structures.

A complete study of this tuning procedure requires the development of complementary analyzes such as the
mechanisms of energy dissipation or the effects of viscous damping. This will be investigated in subsequent
works.

Moreover, among the next objectives, the design of a practical NES is of high interest for giving the possi-
bility of performing experimental validation. Some preliminary works investigate the possibility to realize it
electrically using piezoelectric patches and nonlinear shunts.
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Abstract 
Damping based power flow mode theory proposed is summarised and further investigated through a 
numerical simulation of an integrated system consisting of equipment, active/passive isolators and an 
elastic beam-like ship travelling in seaways. The system’s characteristic damping matrix is constructed 
and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated to identify the natural power flow characteristics of 
the system. These eigenvectors are defined as power flow mode vectors spanning the power flow space 
describing the power flow behaviour of the system. It reveals the system’s vibration energy dissipation 
mechanisms. The power flow design approach based on the system’s power flow characteristics is applied 
to design the system’s damping distributions to achieve the objectives to maximize the power dissipations 
to reduce vibration energy transmission to the equipment and to retain or suppress a particular vibration 
mode of the system. The simulation illustrates the power flow mode theory and power flow design 
concept through modifications of the system’s damping distribution using passive and / or active control 
means. This study provides an approach to design a dynamical system from the perspective of energy 
flow patterns. 

1 Introduction 

Vibratory power flow provides a better performance descriptor accounting for both force and motion 
characteristics, which can describe more accurately the dynamical behaviour of vibration systems. In 
recent years, a Power Flow Analysis (PFA) method has been successfully developed to model linear 
complex structures / structural-acoustic and vibration control systems [1-28]. Many investigators have 
developed various methods [1-16, 25-27] to predict power flow transmissions in linear dynamical systems. 
The power flow parameter is also chosen as a cost function to evaluate the performance of optimal 
vibration control [17-23]. 

Ships experience extreme motions when travelling in rough seas. These excite large forces on the hull and 
accelerations on equipment mounted in the vessels, and hence can significantly affect the operation quality 
and durability of the equipment and decrease overall safety. Therefore, it is important to protect equipment 
mounted on a ship operating in hostile environments. Vibration protection of sensitive equipment often 
relies on resilient mounts. Vibration isolators are used to reduce vibrations transmitted from a base to 
equipment and they usually consist of passive and dissipative elements mounted between the equipment 
and foundation. To improve the vibration isolation performance, active feedback controls can be used [17-
23, 29].  

This paper intends to investigate the performance of active feedback controls to reduce the vibration 
transmitting from the travelling ship excited by sea waves to the equipment mounted on the ship. The 
method used in this paper is based on the developed power flow mode theory [27] which is shortly 
summarised before the numerical simulation. In the numerical simulation on the integrated equipment-
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ship interaction system, the characteristic damping matrix, the damping factor and the mode powers are 
investigated and discussed. The effects of feedback gains on these power flow parameters are studied, 
from which the better performance of active control can be obtained.   

2 General dynamic equations 

Consider a generalized linear system with N degrees-of-freedom described by the matrix equation 

 

te ωi~~~~
fXKXCXM =++ &&&

,             hv CCC += ,                                          (1) 

 

where f
~

denotes the complex amplitude of the excitation force vector, M is a real, symmetric and semi-
positive definite mass matrix, K  represents a symmetric and semi-positive definite stiffness matrix and 

C  is a damping matrix consisting of a viscous part vC  and a hysteresis component hh CC
ω
η= . Here, η  

represents a loss factor and hC  is a real symmetric matrix relating to the subsystems in which hysteresis 

damping exists. Generally, hC  is not the stiffness matrix K of the system and in general C  may be non- 

symmetric because of active damping contributions arising from different sources of velocity feedback 

gains [27, 29]. The matricesX
~

, X&
~

andX&&
~

represent the displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of 
the system, respectively.  

The solution of equation (1) takes the form teωi~~
VX =&

, which allows equation (1) to be expressed as  

 

VZf
~~~ = ,           fYV

~~~ = ,                                                            (2) 
 

provided the inverse matrix 1~ −Z  exists. HereV
~

 is a velocity amplitude vector of the system, Z
~

denotes 
the impedance matrix  
 

ω
ω

i
i

~ K
CMZ ++= ,                                                              (3)  

 

and Y
~

 the system’s mobility matrix defined by 
 

 1~~ −= ZY ,                                                                   (4) 
 

such that YZIZY
~~~~ ==  where I denotes a unit matrix. In general, the complex matricesY

~
and Z

~
 are 

non-symmetric because of the inherent nature of the system. 

To aid discussion, it is assumed that ]...,,,[ 21 NχχχΧ =  represents the matrix of normalized natural 

vibration modes satisfying the following orthogonal relations 
 
 

,T IΧΧ =      )(diagT
jM=MΧΧ ,    )(diagT

jK=KΧΧ ,  jjj MK /2 =ω ,                      (5)  

                                        

where 2
jω  denotes the jth natural frequency of the system.   
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In base of these generalised vibration equations, the power flow mode theory and the corresponding power 
flow design approach have been developed [27] which are summarised in the following two sections.                              

3 Power flow mode theory  

3.1 Characteristic damping matrix 
 

The total time-averaged power input by all excitation forces applied to a system [30] is given by the 
expression 
 

)
~~~~

Re(
4
1 HH VffV +=P ,                                                           (6) 

 

where the superscript H denotes a conjugate, transpose matrix. Taking the conjugate transpose of equation 
(2), we find that 
 

H
T

TTH ~
)

i
i(

~
f

K
CMV =−+−

ω
ω ,                                                   (7) 

 

where superscript T denotes a transpose matrix. By pre-multiplying equation (2) by H~
V and post-multiplying 

equation (7) byV
~

, we derive the results  
 

fVV
K

CMV
~~~

)
i

i(
~ HH =++

ω
ω ,                                                     (8) 

 

VfV
K

CMV
~~~

)
i

i(
~ H

T
TTH =−+−

ω
ω .                                               (9) 

 

Since MM =T and KK =T , a summation of equations (8) and (9) gives 
 

VffVVCCV
~~~~~

)(
~ HHTH +=+ .                                                 (10) 

 

From equations (10) and (6), the time-averaged input power takes the form [20-21] 
  

}
~~

Re{
2

1 H VCV=P ,                                                              (11) 

 

where 

)(
2

1 TCCC += .                                                                 (12) 

 
This result demonstrates that the time-averaged power of a system equals the power dissipated by 
damping, which is consistent with the result derived from the general theory of continuum mechanics 

developed [13]. In general, C  is a real semi-positive definite matrix if there exists no negative active 
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damping in the system. This matrix was defined as the characteristic damping matrix C  of the system 
which plays a significant role in determining the system’s power flow. 

 

3.2 Power flow space and natural power flow characteristics 
 
Based on matrix theory [31], the characteristic damping matrix C  decomposes into   
 

T
ΦΛΦC = ,                                                                (13) 

where 
)(diag jλ=Λ ,                                                              (14) 

 

]...,,,[ 21 NφφφΦ = ,       IΦΦΦΦ == TT .                              (15) 

 

Here jλ , of dimension Ns 1m− , and non-dimensional real vectors jφ , ( j = 1, 2, … , N ),  denote the 

eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the characteristic damping matrix C , respectively. 
These eigenvalues jλ and eigenvectors jφ , ( j = 1, 2, … , N ), are determined only by the characteristic 

damping matrix C  of the system and are independent of any external excitations. Therefore, we define 
the jλ  and jφ as the natural power flow characteristics of the system and they are called as the jth 

characteristic damping factor and jth power flow mode vector of the system, respectively. The power flow 
mode vectors are linearly independent of each other and they are chosen as a set of base vectors spanning 

the power flow space of the system. For a dynamic system, the characteristic-damping matrix C  is 
prescribed and accordingly its, i.e. jλ and jφ , are determined. 

 
3.3 Power flow response vector 
 

In the defined power flow space, the physical velocity vector V
~

 of the system decomposes into the form 
 

qΦV ~~ = .                                                                      (16) 

 

Since Φ  is the orthogonal matrix composed of the corresponding eigenvectors jφ (j = 1, 2, …, N), we 

obtain 
 

VΦq
~~ T= ,              Vφ

~~ T
jjq =                                                      (17) 

 

which defines a complex valued velocity vector of dimension m 1s− . For a prescribed system, this power 
flow response vector q~  defined in the power flow space depends on the external excitations and its jth 

element jq~  denotes the jth power flow response corresponding to the jth power flow mode jφ . 
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3.4 Power flow expression 
 

A substitution of equations (16) and (17) into equation (6) produces an expression for the time-averaged 
power flow in the form  
 

∑∑
==

===
N

j
j

N

j
jj PqP

11

2H ~
2

1
}~~Re{

2

1 λqΛq ,                                          (18) 

where  
 

2/~/,2/~ 22

jjjjjj qPqP λλ == ,     ( j = 1, 2 ,…, N )                    (19) 

 
 

defines the jth mode dissipation power that represents the jth time-averaged power flow component of the 
system.  

4      Power flow design 

The power flow mode theory establishes a theoretical basis for a power flow design approach which aims 
to identify various appropriate power flow patterns through designed damping distributions. Based on the 
presented theory, three power flow design aims are expressed as follows. 

 
4.1 Maximum power dissipation 
 
For a dynamic system defined by equation (1), the time averaged power dissipated per unit characteristic 
velocity jq~ , ( j = 1, 2, 3,…, N )  is  maximum if and only if the trace of its characteristic damping matrix 

is  a maximum value. That is 
 

2/tr 2/)( 21u C=+++= NP λλλ L .                                             (20) 

 
 
4.2  Power flow design relating to a natural vibration mode 
 

The velocity vector V
~

 can be decomposed in the vibration mode space, defined by the natural mode 
vectors given in equation (5), into the form 
 

RΧV
~~ = ,                                                                       (21) 

 

where ]...,,,[ 21 NχχχΧ =  is the normalized natural vibration modes of a system, and R
~

is a general 

velocity vector. Substituting equation (21) into equation (17) we find that 
 
 

  RΧΦq
~~ T=                                                                     (22) 

 

and 

∑∑
==

==
N

i
iji

N

i
iijj RRq

11

T ~~~ γχφ .                                                        (23) 
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where the mode control factor is defined as  
 

ijji χφ
T=γ               (i,  j =1, 2, 3, …, N).                                         (24) 

 
 

This is a dot product of the ith natural vibration mode and jth power flow mode, which is called as a mode 
control factor. Physically, the mode control factor jiγ  represents the i-th natural mode component of the 

characteristic velocity jq~ .  On using equations (19) and (23), the energy dissipated in the pure (i.e. only 

0
~ ≠iR ) ith vibration mode iχ  is expressed as 

 

.|
~

|||
2

1 22

1
iji

N

j
ji RP γλ∑

=

=                                                        (25) 

 
The energy dissipated per unit square of the ith generalized velocity of the ith natural mode is given by 
 

.||
2

1
|

~
|/ 2

1

2
ji

N

j
jii RP γλ∑

=

=                                                      (26) 

 
These two expressions relate the energy dissipation of the ith pure vibration mode to the power flow 
modes in the power flow mode space. Based on this result, we obtain the following power flow mode 
design approaches. 

(i) If a power flow mode j is designed orthogonal to a natural vibration mode i, i.e. 0=jiγ , there 

is no power dissipated by the ith natural vibration mode in the power flow mode j and 
therefore the ith natural vibration mode is not damped by the jth power flow mode.  

(ii)  If a power flow mode j with a positive characteristic factor jλ is designed parallel to a natural 

vibration mode i, that is, jiγ has a maximum absolute value, there is a maximum of energy 

dissipated by the ith natural vibration mode in the power flow mode j and therefore the ith 
natural vibration mode is effectively damped by the jth power flow mode. 

 

5     Application to an equipment ship interaction system 

5.1  Description of the problem 
 
An application example is investigated to illustrate the developed power flow mode theory used to modify 
the damping matrix and corresponding characteristic damping factors of the system through active 
controls in order to increase the vibration energy dissipation achieving better vibration isolation 
performance. Figure 1 presents a schematic illustration to model the interactions between an equipment, 
suspension system and flexible vessel experiencing wave excitations [28, 29]. Two active controllers 
producing active damping are incorporated into the system.  The equation describing the system’s 
dynamic interactions in the mode space is expressed in the form  
 

FKqqCqM =++ )()()( ttt &&& ,                                                           (27) 
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Detailed information of the generalised mass and stiffness matrices M and K was given by [29]. The 

damping matrix used in this paper has the following form 
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L
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hvhnhhh CCC CCCC +== ],,,,,0[diag 10 L
ω
η

.                         (29) 

 

Here, sssp gcg += , bsbp gcg += , sg  and bg  represent the two control gains shown in figure 1. The 

parameters jcW , jC  and hjC  (j = 0, 1, 2, …, n), represent n+1 ship modes, viscous fluid damping and the 

material damping of the ship, respectively. In this active control system, the feedback gains sg  and bg  

can be chosen independently and it is assumed that bpsp gg ≠  causing both damping and mobility 

matrices C to be non-symmetric.  

 

 

   

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Dynamic model of vessel-equipment interactive system 
       with passive and active feedback controls. 

 

 

The unknown generalized coordinate vector q and the corresponding generalised force vector F  are 
expressed as 

 
T
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N tFtF )](),(,0[ 0 K=F .                                    (30) 
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Under the assumed sinusoidal wave excitation, the generalised force and co-ordinate vectors can be 
expressed as 

 

,
~

,
~ jj tt ee ee ωω QqFF ==                                                       (31) 

 

where T
N tFtF )](

~
),(

~
,0[

~
0 K=F and T

Ns QQZ ]
~

,
~

,
~

[
~

0 K=Q represent the complex amplitudes of the 

generalised force and co-ordinate vectors respectively. A substitution of equation (31) into equation (27) 
yields 

[ ] FKCMQ
~

j
~ 12 −++−= ee ωω .                                                              (32)  

 

For simplification of numerical simulations in a hydroelasticity analysis [32] of the beam-like ship, three 
beam modes are chosen (n = 0, 1, 2) together with a one degrees-of-freedom (DOF) equipment suspension 
subsystem. Hence the matrix C is of order four (N = 4). For illustrative purposes, a sinusoidal wave of 
wavelength 30m and wave amplitude a =1m are assumed. The parameters of the equipment and 

suspension subsystem are assumed to have values: sm = 97 kg, sk =14350 N 1m− and sc = 350 Ns 1m− .  

The vessel is modelled as a composite uniform beam of length L = 9m, width B = 2.31m, draught D = 

0.235m, second moment of area about the neutral axis I = 0.0768 4m , mass per unit lengthbρ = 555.6 

kg 1m− , Young’s modulus of the composite beam E = 25.91Gpa.  The equipment is located at 3.94m from 
the stern of the boat, i.e. Lxc 438.0= , corresponding to a position approximately in the middle of the 

cockpit area of the real vessel.  

The first 4 natural frequencies and the corresponding vibration modes of this simplified system are 
obtained. Mode 1 of frequency 0.723 Hz shows a heavy vibration form of the system with the beam and 
equipment moving in the same direction. Mode 2 of frequency 0.727 Hz displays a pitch vibration form of 
the floating beam while the equipment is in its static position. Mode 3 of frequency 1.947 Hz behaves a 
heavy motion of the system with the small beam motion in positive direction and the quite large 
equipment motion in the negative direction. In all of Modes 1-3 vibration forms, the beam deformation is 
relatively small. Mode 4 of frequency 58.806 Hz shows an elastic beam deformation while the equipment 
and the beam’s rigid motions are very small.  

 
5.2   Case 1: material damping included ( =η  0.01) 
 

For this simplified 4 DOF system, the characteristic damping matrix C  is a square matrix of order 4 
which has 4 characteristic damping factors jλ , ( j =1, 2, 3, 4 ). As demonstrated in equation (18), the time 

averaged power  2/~ 2

jjj qP λ=  of the jth power mode is proportional to its characteristic damping 

factor jλ . To obtain the large time averaged power dissipation for mode j, we intend to increase the 

characteristic damping factor jλ  using active velocity feedback controls.  

 

Characteristic damping factors 

If the material damping hC  in equation (29) is included, the characteristic damping matrix C depends on 

the frequency.  For a chosen loss factor =η  0.01, figure 2 shows the curves of 4 characteristic damping 
factors as functions of the frequency for the passive and active control cases. In this figure, identifying 
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number 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate the corresponding damping factor of the system and the total curves give the 
summation of the four damping factors. 

It is found that the 4th (highest) characteristic damping factor is linearly decreased with the frequency 
increasing, which suggests that the 4th power flow mode of the system is dominated by the material 
damping hC  in equation (29) involving the beam deformation. The two feedback gains do not obviously 

affect the 4th characteristic damping factor. This is because the both feedback forces are applied at the 
mounting point on the beam, which produces less contribution to the 4th damping factor compared with 
the contribution from the material damping of the beam. Later in section 5.3, we will consider the case of  

=η  0 to reveal the effect of feedback gains on the characteristic damping factors of the coupling system.  

The other three characteristic damping factors are minor affected only in the low frequency range, which 
suggests that these three characteristic damping factors are governed by the viscous damping shown in 
equation (28). The viscous damping considered in this example includes the fluid damping, passive 
isolator damping and active damping, which are independent of frequency. Compared with characteristic 
damping factor 4λ  dominated by the material damping of the beam, the factors 1λ , 2λ  and 3λ  are much 

smaller, hence having less contribution to the summation of all damping factors. As shown in figure 2 the 
solid (total) curve is nearly the same as the one for the 4th damping factor. 
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Figure 2:  Characteristic damping factors of the system with the martial damping as the function of 
frequency: (a) passive, (b) base feedback gain 2000=bg , (c) equipment feedback gain 2000=sg  

and (d) both base and equipment feedback gains bs gg == 2000 . 
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Mode powers and total power 

As shown in equation (18), the time averaged power dissipated by the jth power mode depends on not 
only its characteristic damping factorjλ  but also its power flow response vector jq~ determined by 

equation (16). Physically, the power flow response vector jq~ represents the component of the physical 

velocity of the system along the jth mode vector in the power flow mode space. Therefore, this power flow 
response vector is related to the external forces. Figure 3 shows the mode powers dissipated by each 
power flow mode and the total power dissipation of the system. As same as in figure 2, the indentifying 
numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 denote the corresponding power flow mode number and “Total” represents the total 
power dissipation in the system.  
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Figure 3:  Mode powers and total power dissipation of the system with the martial damping as the 
functions of frequency: (a) passive, (b) base feedback gain 2000=bg , (c) equipment feedback gain 

2000=sg  and (d) both base and equipment feedback gains bs gg == 2000 . 

 

From figure 3, it is observed that the highest 4th power flow mode dissipates less energy in the lower 
frequency range but more in the high frequency range. As mentioned before, this power flow mode relates 
to the beam deformation and the material damping. In the higher frequency range, the material damping 
dissipates more energy due to the beam deformation. The energy dissipations by the other three power 
flow modes are also increased while increasing frequency but its average increasing gradient is less than 
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the one for the mode 4. There are two peaks observed in the figure, which corresponds to the system’s 
resonance frequencies where the energy dissipations are higher.  

The total energy dissipations affected by feedback gains are compared in figure 4.  If compared with the 
passive case, we found that the base feedback control bg  increases energy dissipation, especially the 

significant peak, in the frequency range higher than about 1 Hz  (anti-resonance point) but little decreases 
energy dissipation while the frequency lower than about 1 Hz. However, the equipment feedback control 
shows a reverse effect of the base feedback control. Therefore, both base and equipment feedback controls 
( sb gg = ) result in a reduction of energy dissipation. Physically, this case corresponds to a resultant 

feedback control of the relative velocity between the base and the equipment. If a negative equipment 
feedback gain is used, as discussed by [27], the resultant energy dissipation is increased, which will be 
discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 4:  A comparison of the total powers dissipated in the system for 4 cases: passive, base 
feedback gain 2000=bg , equipment feedback gain 2000=sg  and both base and equipment 

feedback gains bs gg == 2000 . 

 

 
5.3   Case 2: material damping excluded ( =η  0) 
 

To investigate the characteristic damping factors contributed by the viscous damping in the system, an 
assumed zero loss factor =η  0 is chosen in the simulation. In this case, the material damping matrix 

hC vanishing and the characteristic damping matrix C of the system is independent of the frequency. As 

an example, a wave frequency 1.9Hz is chosen to investigate the effects of the feedback gains on the 
characteristic damping factors and the mode power dissipations of the system. Figure 5 shows the 
behaviours of the characteristic damping factors, each mode power and the total powers of the system 
influenced by the feedback gains: (a) base feedback gain bg ; (b) equipment feedback gain sg ; (c) both 

base and equipment feedback gains bg  and .sg  In this figure, the curve identifying number 1- 4 and 

notation given in figure 5 (a) is valid for other curves in figure 5(b) and (c). The zero feedback gain for 
each curve corresponds to the passive case. Investigating these curves shown in figure 5, we can find the 
following results. 
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Figure 5:  Characteristic damping factors and mode / total  powers of the system with no material 

damping as functions of feedback gains: (a) base feedback gain bg ,  

(b) equipment feedback gain sg , (c) both base and equipment feedback gains bg  and .sg  
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The four characteristic damping factors are independent of frequency due to the characteristic damping 
matrix of this case not involving frequency. The base feedback gain bg  does not affect the first three 

damping factors while the 4th damping factor shows a linear relationship with the base feedback gain. The 
1st and 4th mode powers are increased as the feedback gain increases.  However, the 2nd mode power shows 
decreasing in the range of feedback gain lower than 500 then increasing in the range of feedback gain 
larger than 500. The 3rd mode power shows no obvious change except decreases slightly as the gain 
increases compared to the passive case. The resultant total power is increased with the feedback gain 
increasing. 

The equipment feed back control, shown in figure 5 (b), increases the damping factors 1, 2 and 4 but the 
damping factor 3 is not obviously affected. The 3rd and 4th mode powers show linearly increasing while 
the 1st and 2nd mode powers present some peak and trough on the corresponding curves. The total power in 
this case has one pronounced peak, which implies an optimal control gain achieving maximum power 
dissipation.   

Figure 5 (c) corresponds a same feedback gain from the base and equipment, which represents the effect 
of the relative velocity feedback control on the characteristic damping factors. The model powers and total 
power in figure 5 (c) show the results of a summation of the results in (a) and (b). It is seen from this 
figure that, the total power is decreased with the two feedback gains increasing.   

To investigate the effect of a negative equipment feedback gain suggested by [27], figure 6 shows the 
variations of damping factors and the mode powers as the functions of negative equipment feedback gains. 
It is found from this figure that the first damping factor linearly increases from negative value to positive 
value between which there is a zero point as shown in figure 6 (b). If the corresponding feedback gain at 
this zero point is chosen, then the first damping factor is zero which implies no power dissipation in the 
first power flow mode. As shown in figure 6(a), the lowest trough point on the curve of the 1st mode 

power corresponds to 240 dB which represents a zero power (ref. power 1210− ). The 3rd and 4th mode 
powers and total power are significantly increased compared with the positive equipment feedback gains 
shown in figure 5 (b). 
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Figure 6:  Effect of negative equipment feedback gain sg on characteristic damping factors and 

mode / total powers of the system with no material damping  

 

6 Conclusion 

Following a summarised description of the developed damping base power flow mode theory, an 
intergraded equipment - active suspension - elastic ship system subject to sea wave excitations is 
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investigated. The ship is simplified by a travelling beam on which equipment is mounted through a 
passive / active vibration control unit. The characteristic damping matrix of the system with or without the 
material damping of the beam is constructed. The corresponding damping factors and the mode powers 
affected by different feedback control gains are calculated and compared to obtain large energy 
dissipations, hence reducing the vibration transmission from the base to the equipment. It has been found 
that the base feedback control can effectively increase the 4th damping factor involving beam deformation 
and increase the mode power. However, the positive equipment feedback gain decreases the total power 
dissipation. The negative equipment feedback gain provides a zero point for 1st damping factor, at which 
there is no power dissipation in the 1st power mode. This finding may be used to retain some of interesting 
vibration form for which no energy dissipation. The total mode power obtained by using the power flow 
mode approach equals to the time averaged power predicated by using the traditional method. The 
damping based power flow mode theory straightforwardly reveals vibration energy dissipation 
mechanisms of a dynamic system and builds a basis for power flow design in vibration engineering.  
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Abstract
For the aeroacoustic design of expansion chambers, commonly installed in e.g. HVAC ducts or automotive
exhaust systems, the aerodynamic noise generation mechanisms as well as the transmission characteristics
of acoustic waves propagating in a non-quiescent medium have to be taken into account. The attenuation
of downstream propagating acoustic waves should be maximized with a minimum of additional flow noise
generation and often a compromise between both performance parameters has to be made. In this paper, these
two aeroacoustic properties are experimentally analyzed for a simple expansion chamber carrying a mean
flow which is uniform in time. This is achieved using an active two-port representation which is validated for
a straight duct with a loudspeaker placed at its center. The different experiments are carried out on an open
circuit aeroacoustic wind tunnel where the test objects are located inside a semi-anechoic room. This allows
to determine the noise emission and radiation in free-field environments and correlate the far-field pressure
levels with the aerodynamic noise generation mechanisms described by the active two-port components.

1 Introduction

In exhaust ducts, expansion chambers are commonly installed to attenuate the noise emitted by e.g. IC en-
gines, compressors and other rotating machinery. The energy of this engine noise is mostly concentrated
around the harmonics of the engine firing frequency. Their contribution is dominant for low to medium
engine speeds since aerodynamically generated noise sources are rather inefficient at low Mach numbers.
When the engine speed increases, flow noise effects become more important and can even become the dom-
inant source of exhaust noise [1]. In this framework, expansion chambers can become flow-excited noise
generators rather than silencers.

The emitted flow noise spectrum contains both broadband, generated by the turbulent structures in the con-
fined jet and tailpipe, and tonal components. Tonal components can either be generated by a flow-acoustic
feedback-loop inside the expansion chamber [2] or by the broadband excitation of the acoustic modes of the
expansion chamber and tailpipe [3]. At present, the research towards aerodynamic noise generating mecha-
nisms in expansion chambers is rather scarce but of growing interest due to the decreasing noise generation
achieved by most engine, compressor and fan manufacturers. Besides these undesirable noise generation
mechanisms, expansion chambers are traditionally designed to damp out engine noise, fan noise and flow
noise sources, generated at flow discontinuities or irregularities inside the exhaust system upstream to the
expansion chamber. In contrast to the internally generated flow noise sources, the upstream and downstream
noise attenuation principles are quite well understood [4, 5].

Since both the noise generation and propagation characteristics are of utmost importance for the aeroacoustic
design of expansion chambers, an active two-port formulation, describing both phenomena by a matrix rep-
resentation, is determined experimentally in this paper. The experiments are carried out on an open-circuit
aeroacoustic wind tunnel in which a rootsblower is used to generate a time-uniform mean flow. Additionally,
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the free-field radiation of the aerodynamically generated noise is investigated by acoustic pressure measure-
ments performed inside a semi-anechoic room. The preliminary results, presented in this paper, are merely
used to validate the experimental procedure and the aeroacoustic test set-up. Based on these findings modi-
fications of the aeroacoustic wind tunnel design and the active two-port characterization are proposed which
will be carried out in future research.

The outline of this paper is the following. The next section discusses in more detail the lay-out of the aero-
acoustic test set-up, specifically designed to analyze both the noise generation and propagation mechanisms
in confined subsonic flows. Subsequently, the measurement procedure to obtain the active and passive bi-port
characteristics is discussed and validated for a straight duct with a center loudspeaker excitation. In the next
section this active two-port measurement procedure is used for the for the aeroacoustic characterization of a
simple expansion chamber carrying a uniform mean flow at different Mach numbers (M < 0.3). Finally, the
major conclusions, drawn from this analysis are summarized.

2 Description of the test set-up

A schematical overview of the experimental test set-up is shown on the left of figure 1. The general purpose
of the test rig is the determination of the aeroacoustic noise generation and propagation mechanisms as well
as the far field acoustic radiation for confined subsonic flow applications with inflow conditions that are
representative for HVAC and automotive muffler applications. For this goal, an open-circuit test set-up is
used which can be subdivided into three major components: the flow generation, the flow preparation and
the measurement sections.

Figure 1: Schematical overview of aeroacoustic test set-up (left) and the flow generators (right).

2.1 Flow generation

Two flow generators, shown on the right of figure 1, can be used: a rootsblower to generate a time-uniform
flow field or a cold engine simulator for experiments in time-pulsating flow fields. The rootsblower has three
lobes to minimize both noise generation and small time-pulsations of the flow. A frequency regulator with
PID controller, coupled with downstream pressure and flow rate sensors, is attached to the rootsblower in
order to ensure identical inlet conditions between different measurement campaigns. The maximum Mach
number that can be achieved equals0.3 for duct diameters equal to0.05 m. Both the duct diameter and
maximum Mach number are representative for automotive exhaust system applications.
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As second flow generator, a cold engine simulator can be used to obtain pulsating inlet conditions. This elec-
tronically driven simulator produces a cold flow by using compressed air with similar mean flow velocities
and velocity fluctuations as compared to a real automotive combustion engine. The cold engine simulator is
specifically developed to carry out experiments of new concepts of exhaust systems in an environment that is
less violent for measurement equipment [6]. This type of time-pulsating flow fields are not further analyzed
in this paper.

The inlet flow profile for the time-uniform inflow, generated by the rootsblower, is measured using hot wire
anemometry. The hot wire probe is traversed along the duct diameter and the mean flow profile and turbulent
intensity of the velocity fluctuations are shown in figure 2 for a rotational speed of the rootsblower of25 Hz,
which corresponds to an average flow velocity along the inlet duct diameter of the the test object of32.7 m/s.
A good agreement with the empirical1/7th power law equation is obtained, known to give a good agreement
with experimental data in a smooth pipe atRe ∼ 105. The turbulent intensity at the centerline is lower than
2%, indicating low turbulence inlet conditions.

Figure 2: Mean profile (left) and turbulent intensity (right) along the inlet duct diameter with a rootsblower
rotational speed of25Hz.

2.2 Flow preparation

The rootsblower is responsible for an increase in temperature of more than60o C. These relatively high tem-
perature differences change the propagation speed of the acoustic waves and can modify the aerodynamic
noise generation mechanisms. All results, presented in this paper, are carried out at these relatively high
temperatures and, based on these measurements, it is concluded that temperature effects largely dominate
the convective effects. For this reason, an aftercooler is being installed immediately after the rootsblower.
The heat exchanger generates an outlet temperature of the compressed air of10o C above the ambient tem-
perature. Together with the thermal inertia of the ducts of the acoustic labyrinth, the additional piping and
the flow expansion inside the flow conditioner, a flow temperature at the outlet of the test object of2o C
above the ambient temperature is achieved with temperature fluctuations less than5% between different
measurements.

After the heat exchanger, the flow passes an acoustic labyrinth, consisting of approximately10 m of circular
silencers. These ducts have a dual purpose: on one hand, they reduce upstream generated noise sources, re-
sulting in anechoic inflow conditions at the entrance the test object, which is preferable to validate numerical
aeroacoustic simulations. On the other hand, small pulsations onto the mean velocity, are filtered out since
the acoustic labyrinth behaves as a long expansion chamber. A total transmission loss of around50 dB is
achieved by the acoustic labyrinth in both the upstream and downstream direction.

Subsequently, the flow is guided through a flexible piping inside a semi-anechoic room. A flow conditioner
(left of figure 3) containing a divergent, a perforated straight duct with acoustic damping material, screens,
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honeycombs and convergent nozzle is installed to obtain low-noise and low-turbulence inlet conditions. Due
to the scarce space, a130o bend with guiding vanes is used to direct the measurement section into the
diagonal of the room, as indicated on figure 3. The flow temperature, flow rate and pressure entering the
semi-anechoic room are continuously monitored, as well as the temperature and pressure difference at the
convergent of the flow conditioner. The sensors signals can be coupled with a PID controller and frequency
convertor to determine the rootsblower’s rotational speed in order to obtain identical inlet conditions during
different measurement campaigns.

Figure 3: Flow conditioner (left) and measurement section directed in the diagonal of the semi-anechoic
room (right).

2.3 Measurement section

Two different measurement sections can be used:

• A first one, consisting of two straight ducts (L = 5m) (with attached loudspeakers and flush-mounted
dynamic pressure transducers) between which the test object can be placed. In this way, the passive
two-port characteristics are straightforward to obtain using a combined multiple-load, multiple-source
method (section 3.1). This measurement section can also be used to determine the performance of
lining material and perforated plates with a grazing mean flow.

• The second measurement section (right of figure 3) is located inside a semi-anechoic room to avoid
the influence of external noise sources, such as the flow generators or other laboratory equipment.
This part of the set-up is used to determine the actual aerodynamic noise generating mechanisms with
flush-mounted pressure transducers, hot wire anemometry and PIV measurements as well as the far-
field radiation of the flow noise sources using microphone and acoustic intensity measurements.

3 Description of the experimental procedure

3.1 Active bi-port characteristics

Acoustic systems, located between two straight ducts in which acoustic plane wave propagation is occurring,
are often referred to as acoustic two-ports (fig.4). Every acoustic two-port, in which no acoustic generation
or dissipation is occurring, the so-called passive two-port, is uniquely characterized by an acoustic transfer
matrix T. This transfer, transmission or scattering matrix links the one-dimensional acoustics variables
at the inlet(p′1, u′1) (with p′ andu′ respectively the acoustic pressure and velocity fluctuations in the x-
direction) with those at the outlet(p′2, u′2). The major advantage of using such a linear network representation
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is its independency of the number or type of acoustic elements lying before or after the element under
consideration.

Figure 4: Acoustic bi-port representation for an element in a duct system.

One of the most commonly used representations of the scattering matrix is using the pressure of the right-
and left-running acoustic waves(p+, p−) (instead of the pressure and velocity fluctuations) at both ends of
the bi-port. In this way, the four scattering matrix elementsT+, T− andR+, R− can be directly interpreted
as the transmission and reflection coefficients in, respectively, the downstream and upstream direction.

If active noise generation and/or dissipation processes occur inside the filter, an active bi-port representation
can be used by adding two additional source terms in the downstream and upstream direction (p+s

2 , p−s
1 ), the

active two-port parameters [7]. This leads to following matrix formulation:

{
p+
2

p−1

}
=

[
T+ R−

R+ T−

]{
p+
1

p−2

}
+

{
p+s
2

p−s
1

}
(1)

The passive two-port components (four-pole parameters)T+, T−, R+ andR− are independent of the in-
ternal or external noise generation mechanisms and the upstream and downstream impedance. As such,
they describe the ‘filter proper’. Opposite to these components, the active noise generation components
in the downstreamp+s

2 and upstream directionp−s
1 can be dependent on the upstream and downstream

impedance [8].

3.2 Experimental determination of the active two-port parameters

The active and passive two-port parameters can be determined analytically [4], numerically [9] or experi-
mentally. In this paper an experimental three-step procedure is adopted, consisting of:

1. The determination of the amplitudes of the upstream and and downstream propagating waves at both
ends of the acoustic two-port.

2. Characterization of the scattering matrix (passive two-port components).

3. Identification of the active two-port parameters.

3.2.1 Upstream and downstream propagating waves

For the determination of the upstream and downstream propagating waves (p+,p−) at each end of the two-
port, the dynamic pressure sensor signals at a minimum of two positions on both ends are needed. The left-
and right running amplitudes are directly linked to the acoustic velocity and pressure fluctuations, since at
any locationx in the duct following relations hold for plane acoustic wave propagation:

p′(x, f) = p+(x, f) + p−(x, f) = p+(0, f)e−jk+x + p−(0, f)ejk−x (2)

with x = 0 the position of the reference plane andk+ ≈ k0/(1 −M) andk− ≈ k0/(1 + M) the acoustic
wavenumbers of, respectively the downstream and upstream propagating waves andk0 = ω/c0. For non
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space-uniform mean flows a more accurate formulation fork+ andk− can be obtained using a quasi 2D
approach [10]. Equation (2) can be written for alln microphone positions and solving following overdeter-
mined system ofn equations with two unknowns, resulting in a solution forp+ andp− at both ends of the
bi-port:

{
p+(f)
p−(f)

}
=


e−jk+x1 ejk−x1

e−jk+x2 ejk−x2

...
...

e−jk+xn ejk−xn



⊗
p′(x1, f)
p′(x2, f)

...
p′(xn, f)

 (3)

with
⊗

the Moore–Penrose pseudo matrix inverse andxk the location of thekth microphone with respect to
the reference plane. The exact locations of the microphone positions are determined for each measurement
section with a white noise excitation and a rigid wall termination. Using the transfer functions between the
different microphones, the exact location are easily obtained since the pressure signals show a first minimum
for each microphone when the distance between the rigid termination equals1/4 of the acoustic wavelength.

The overdetermination of this system of equations is desired to minimize the influence of aerodynamic pres-
sure fluctuations, ‘noisy’ signals and small measurement errors. Since the aerodynamic pressure fluctuations,
present in the microphone signals, do not satisfy equation (3) they are largely filtered out by these equations,
leading to an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio. Further elimination of noise from the microphone signals
caused by aerodynamic pressure fluctuations, internal aerodynamic sound sources and non-suppressed noise
from the source is achieved by using a large number of averages and transfer functions in equation (3) instead
of the measured pressure fluctuations. These transfer functions are taken between the microphone signals
and a reference signal correlated with the imposed sound field in the duct but uncorrelated with these noise
sources. In this sense the electric signalse which drive the external sources of them different experiments are
a convenient choice. For clarity reasons, the notation, used in this paper, still uses the pressure fluctuations
of thekth measurement:pk(f) instead of the transfer functionHk(f) = pk(f)/ek(f).

3.2.2 Passive two-port characteristics

In order to determine the four-pole parameters, at least two measurements need to be performed varying
from each other by the position of an external sound source (two-source technique) [11, 12], by the outlet
impedance (two-load technique) [13] or a combination of both techniques. Equation (4) can then be written
for m experiments without active components, since with a strong enough loudspeaker excitation the aero-
dynamic noise generation can be neglected (p+s

2 = p−s
1 ≈ 0). As a result a combined overdetermined system

of m equations with four unknownsT+, T−, R+ andR− is obtained, which can be solved following a least
square strategy:

[
T+(f) R−(f)
R+(f) T−(f)

]
=

[
p+
2,1(f) p+

2,2(f) . . . p+
2,m(f)

p−1,1(f) p−1,2(f) . . . p−1,m(f)

] [
p+
1,1(f) p+

1,2(f) . . . p+
1,m(f)

p−2,1(f) p−2,2(f) . . . p−2,m(f)

]⊗
(4)

Solving this system of equations directly results in the passive two-port components. The different scattering
matrix components can easily be used to determine the acoustic properties such as reciprocity, impedance
and transmission loss of the acoustic filter [4]. The transmission performance of acoustic filters e.g. is
often characterized by the transmission loss (TL), which is directly linked to the downstream transmission
coefficientT+:

TL = 20 log
(

1
T+

)
(5)
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3.2.3 Active two-port characteristics

Opposite to the passive two-port components, the active noise generation components in the downstream
p+s
2 and upstream directionp−s

1 are dependent on the upstream and downstream impedance [8]. As a result,
an overdetermined system of equations, using a different impedance at the inlet or outlet section, cannot be
used for the determination of the active characteristics. Also multiple sources techniques cannot be used
since they can masque the actual aerodynamically generated noise, resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio.
Thus, the active two-port parameters have to be obtained experimentally (for one specific combination of
inlet and outlet impedance) with one additional measurement without loudspeaker excitation and solving the
system of two equations (eq. 4) for the two unknowns (p+s

2 , p−s
1 ) using the previously determined passive

two-port parameters.

{
p+s
2

p−s
1

}
=

{
p+
2

p−1

}
−
[

T+ R−

R+ T−

]{
p+
1

p−2

}
(6)

In order to further increase the signal-to-noise ratio a large number of averages is needed and transfer func-
tions are used in equation (6). As reference signal two additional microphones are used which are located
further away from the inlet and outlet reference planes. The aerodynamic pressure fluctuations is this region
are uncorrelated with those measured by the other microphones and, as a result, a further suppression of
these non-acoustical disturbances is achieved.

3.3 Validation of the active two-port characterization

This experimental procedure is validated for a straight steel duct (fig.5) with a length and diameter of respec-
tively 0.5 m and0.04 m. In the middle of the duct a loudspeaker is placed which is excited with different
excitation signals in order to validate whether the input signal is correctly retrieved by the active two-port
estimation. The validation is carried out without the presence of a flow field for six different configurations,
varying the position of the external speaker and the impedance at both ends of the test set-up. For the ex-
periments, two flush-mounted pressure transducers are used at the upstream end and three sensors at the
downstream end. Three different excitation signals of the central loudspeaker are used:

• A white noise excitation to determine the loudspeaker characteristic.

• A single frequency excitation at220 Hz, 440 Hz and 1000 Hz to determine the capability of the
experimental procedure to capture narrow-band tonal phenomena.

• A broadband spectrum which is representative for the aerodynamic noise generation in expansion
chambers.

Figure 5: Test set-up for the validation of the experimental procedure.

3.3.1 Passive two-port characteristics

The real and imaginary parts of the scattering matrix coefficients are shown in figure 6. As expected for a
straight duct a reciprocal behavior (T+ = T− andR+ = R−) is observed with a sinusoidal pattern with a
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unity amplitude for the real and imaginary parts of the transmission coefficient and a value close to zero for
the reflection coefficients [14]. Small discrepancies are caused by a jump of the wall impedance at the place
where the central loudspeaker is placed and the connections between the plexiglass measurement ducts and
the test duct made of steel. Between1500 Hz and2000 Hz additional errors are observed due to resonances
between the different microphone positions, resulting in a singular system of equations for the determination
of the left- and right running acoustic waves (eq. (3)). The use of more microphones would eliminate these
errors. For the goal of this paper, the validation of the experimental procedure and of the aeroacoustic test
set-up, this is not further investigated. In the remaining part of this paper results are thus only shown up to a
frequency of1250 Hz.

Figure 6: Real and imaginary part of the scattering matrix coefficients for a straight duct with center-placed
loudspeaker.

3.3.2 Active two-port characteristics

In order to validate the active two-port characterization, detailed knowledge about the loudspeaker charac-
teristic, placed in the center of the test duct, is needed. This characteristic is determined using a white noise
excitation and measuring the acoustic response of the system. The result, shown in figure 7, shows a rela-
tively flat response starting from400 Hz. Below this frequency a reduced response of the excitation signal
by the loudspeaker is expected.

Figure 7: Characteristic of the central loudspeaker, determined with a white noise excitation.

The previously determined scattering matrix is now used to predict the noise sources which are generated
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by the loudspeaker in the middle of the acoustic element. In order to simulate the influence from possible
upstream noise sources, generated in the aeroacoustic wind tunnel by e.g. flow noise sources inside the flow
conditioner, the test object is excited at its front end by an additional (low-amplitude) broadband signal.
The active two-port characteristics, obtained with a sine excitation of the central loudspeaker are shown in
figure 8. It is noticed that the tonal behavior at all frequencies (220 Hz, 440 Hz and1000 Hz) is retrieved.
As can be expected, the noise is radiated equally in the upstream and downstream direction. Thus, the
experimental procedure is able to retrieve narrow-band tonal phenomena, even with noise levels, generated
by the frontal loudspeaker, which are of the same order of magnitude as those of the sine waves generated
by the center loudspeaker.

Figure 8: Active two-port components with a tonal excitation at220Hz (left), 440Hz (center) en1000Hz
(right).

Similar results hold for the broadband excitation signal, shown in figure 9. The whole frequency content
of the original signal is retrieved with some small differences at low frequencies which follow the same
trend as the loudspeaker characteristic (fig.7). Similar as for the tonal excitation, no significant difference
between the upstream and downstream radiation is observed. It can be concluded that the active two-port
characterization is able to predict both tonal and broadband noise generation inside an acoustic element.

Figure 9: Active two-port components with a broadband excitation. Bottom line: excitation signal; Top
lines: active two-port components

3.4 Noise radiation

The free-field radiation of the aerodynamic noise sources, generated inside the expansion chamber is deter-
mined using 9 microphones, placed in a quarter circle (radius=1.00 m, angular resolution10o), around the
exit of the test object. In this way, the radiated directivity pattern and the free-field pressure field is deter-
mined. A comparison between the free-field pressure obtained with the expansion chamber installed as test
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object and with a straight duct of an equal length as the expansion chamber gives a first idea about the aero-
dynamically generated noise sources since, due to the acoustic labyrinth and the absorbent material of the
flow conditioner, the inflow inside the measurements section can be assumed to be anechoic. The insertion
difference (ID) is defined as:

ID = 20log

(
p′with

p′without

)
(7)

with p′with andp′without the pressure measured inside the semi-anechoic, respectively with and without the
expansion chamber installed.

Tailpipe resonance are known to be the dominant tonal aeroacoustic source in the radiated noise spectrum
of expansion chamber type of applications [3]. These resonance cannot be predicted with the active two-
port technique since only the expansion chamber is treated as a two-port element. As a result, it is difficult
to directly compare the frequency content of the active two-port components with the radiated noise spec-
trum. Therefore, the overall sound pressure levels (OSPL), containing also a contribution from the internally
generated broadband flow noise sources, are compared for various flow speeds with those of the active two-
port parameters. In this way, possible noise generating mechanisms inside the expansion chamber, which
influence the final acoustic radiation can be identified.

4 Discussion of the results

4.1 Description of the expansion chamber

The geometry of the expansion chamber, studied in this paper, is shown in figure 10. The inlet and outlet
pipes of the expansion chamber are placed with an offset of25 mm from the central axis of the expansion
chamber. The diameters of the inlet and outlet pipes equal40 mm and the expansion chamber has an ex-
pansion ratio equal to22.6. The plexiglass muffler is connected, at its inlet, to the flow conditioner and at
its outlet by two0.5 m pipe with the same inner diameter as the muffler inlet and outlet pipes. The acoustic
pressure signals are measured with two and three flush-mounted microphones at respectively the upstream
and downstream end of the expansion chamber. Plexiglass test object are used because of optical access and
its low wall roughness, which makes it possible for future research to carry out flow visualization techniques
and to easily validate numerical aeroacoustic simulations.

Figure 10: Geometry of the expansion chamber.

4.2 No flow

Four different measurements are performed to determine the scattering matrix elements of the expansion
chamber by varying the loudspeaker excitation (upstream and downstream end of the test object) and the
outlet impedance. Since the inlet and outlet diameters equal0.04 m, the plane wave assumption, on which
the two-port formulation is based, is valid for frequencies below the cut-on frequency of the traversal modes,
equal to approximately1.84c0/πD ≈ 5000 Hz. Figure 11 shows a comparison between the transmission
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and reflection coefficients in both directions of the expansion chamber obtained with the four different mea-
surements and an analytical one dimensional calculation.

The reciprocal behavior of the system is accurately predicted together with the transmission and reflection
coefficients, which respectively show a maximum and minimum value at a frequency of577 Hz and its
higher harmonics, which equals the longitudinal resonance frequencies of the expansion chamber. Three-
dimensional wave propagation inside the expansion chamber occurs starting from the first traversal reso-
nance of the expansion chamber, occurring at approximately1050 Hz. This results in a larger amplitude
of the transmission coefficients. Below this frequency only small differences between the 1D solution and
the experiments are observed which are mainly caused by the offset between the inlet and outlet pipe, not
taken into account in the analytical results. Due to the small signal-to-noise ratio at frequencies with a low
transmission coefficient [15], the results show some spurious noise on top of the signal in these regions.

Figure 11: Comparison between the transmission and reflection coefficients (dB) for the expansion in ab-
sence of a flow field and reference 1D solution.

4.3 Uniform mean flow

The same measurements are taken with a time-uniform mean flow to evaluate the performance of the current
aeroacoustic wind tunnel. The measurements are carried out with different flow velocities by changing the
rotational speed of the rootsblower. The mean flow velocities, obtained with hot wire anemometry, near the
inlet of the test object that are considered, correspond to21.7 m/s (18 Hz), 24.7 m/s (20 Hz), 32.7 m/s
(25 Hz), 41.3 m/s (30 Hz), 50.7 m/s (35 Hz), 60.9 m/s (40 Hz) and 69.7 m/s (45 Hz). It should be
mentioned that the results, discussed in this paper, are performed in absence of the heat exchanger which
makes it difficult to control the temperature of the air flow. Temperatures inside the flow conditioner between
20o C and50o C are observed and measurements over long periods of time, needed to take a large number of
averages, could not be performed in order not to destroy the flexible piping between the rootsblower and the
semi-anechoic room. As already mentioned before, a heat exchanger is now included in the test set-up which
allows to control the inlet temperature and to perform measurements over longer periods of time. Future
research is focused on the further improvement of the preliminary results shown in the remaining part of this
paper.
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4.3.1 Passive two-port parameters

Figure 12 shows the amplitude of the upstream and downstream transmission and reflection coefficients at
different flow speeds. The reciprocal behavior is not noticeable since the presence of a mean flow is respon-
sible for a different propagation pattern in both directions. In comparison with the no flow measurements
the presence of spurious noise is more apparent and of growing importance with increasing flow velocities.
This is caused by the presence of non-acoustic pressure fluctuations, also known as ‘pseudo-sound’. Further-
more, the aerodynamic noise generation becomes larger when the flow velocity increases. This can result
in the aerodynamic noise generation inside the expansion chamber becoming not negligible anymore with
respect to the external acoustic excitation on which the determination of the passive two-port characteristics
is based. A further increase of the sound levels generated by the external loudspeaker can result in a non-
linear acoustic wave behavior, which typically occurs at in-duct sound pressure levels above140 dB [16].
Future research will investigate the use of more microphones in both directions and applying a larger amount
of frequency averages to minimize these ‘noisy’ perturbations and the influence of non-acoustic pressure
fluctuations.

Figure 12: Comparison between the transmission and reflection coefficients (dB) for the expansion chamber
at various flow velocities and reference (quiescent) 1D solution.

In general, the passive two-port parameters follow the same trend as the 1D analytical results and the no flow
measurements. Besides the increase in spurious noise on top of the signal, not much difference is noticed
between the experiments at different flow velocities. Due to the high expansion ratio of the chamber, the
Mach number becomes very small inside the chamber. Even at the maximum flow speed of69.7 m/s, the
surface averaged Mach number inside the expansion chamber is of the order of magnitude of0.01 and, as
a result, convection effects are not very pronounced. The maximum values of the transmission coefficients
slightly move towards higher frequencies at increasing flow velocity in both the upstream and downstream
direction. This is mainly caused by the higher temperature inside the expansion chamber, which results in an
increase in sound speed at growing flow velocities.

The transmission coefficient in the downstream direction increases with higher flows speeds. This is also
noticed when looking at the reflection coefficient in the upstream direction which decreases with increasing
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flow speed, independent of the frequency. The opposite phenomenon, although less pronounced, is noticed
for the reflection in the downstream and transmission in the upstream direction. This effect can be caused
by a convective amplification effect or acoustic refraction by the mean flow gradients. Further research is
however needed to confirm these findings since the unstable temperature between different measurements
and the presence of aerodynamic pressure fluctuations makes it difficult to draw final conclusions from these
results.

4.3.2 Active two-port parameters

One additional measurement without external loudspeaker excitation is carried out to determine, in combi-
nation with the previously obtained scattering matrix coefficients, the active two-port characteristics. These
parameters are shown in figure 13 for the maximum flow velocity of69.7 m/s. For the experiments carried
out with lower flow velocities, similar results are obtained. From this figure it is clear that the major noise ra-
diation is occurring in the downstream direction (p+

s > p−s ). The generated noise spectrum has a broadband
nature and some tonal phenomena, mainly in the upstream components can be notified.

Figure 13: Active two-port characteristics (dB) in the downstreamp+
s (left) and upstreamp−s (right) direction

in the expansion chamber with a flow speed of69.7 m/s.

This tonal behavior may be caused by a flow-acoustic feedback coupling, also known as Rossiter modes [17],
where the presence of acoustic resonances, in this case the longitudinal chamber resonances, trigger the
shear-layer instabilities. The fact that this type of tonal flow noise generation is not apparent in the down-
stream direction can be caused by two reasons. On one hand, the broadband noise generation in the down-
stream can be of larger amplitude, thus masking the tonal components. On the other hand, due to the experi-
mental procedure, the noise present in scattering matrix coefficients, especially in the downstream direction,
results in a large amount of spurious noise on the active two-port components.

The active two-port characterization technique is a design tool to identify aerodynamic noise radiation rather
rather than to provide a physical explanation of the noise generating phenomena that are identified. The
acoustic filter is modeled as a ‘black box’ which only takes into account the noise propagation and radiation
at the upstream and downstream end of the acoustic element. As a result, direct information about the
noise generating mechanisms occurring inside the element is not present. For this reason, flow visualization
techniques using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) are going to be used to further characterize the actual
aerodynamic noise generating mechanism inside the expansion chamber.

4.3.3 Noise radiation

A last type of measurements, performed on the expansion chamber with a time-uniform mean flow excitation,
are free-field measurements inside the semi-anechoic room with the expansion chamber or a straight duct
with the same length installed on the test rig. In this way, the additional aerodynamic noise generation that
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is obtained by replacing a straight duct with the expansion chamber (insertion difference) is evaluated. The
insertion difference with two different lengths of the tailpipe (0.225 m and0.975 m) are shown for a mean
flow velocity of 69.7 m/s in figure 14. A similar acoustic pressure field is obtained by measurements on a
number of automotive muffler geometries [3].

Figure 14: Insertion difference (dB) of the expansion chamber (flow velocity equal to69.7m/s with short
(0.225m) and long (0.975m) tailpipe.

In contrast to the active bi-port components, a strong tonal behavior is observed at a frequency of about
700 Hz for the short tailpipe. This peak occurs at the tailpipe resonance of the system, which could be
theoretically estimated to be around760 Hz (without flow correction) for a length of the tailpipe equal to
0.225 m. To verify wether these resonances are generated by tailpipe resonances a longer duct was used and
resonances at approximately175 Hz and its higher harmonics are observed, corresponding to the theoretical
resonances of a tailpipe with a length of0.975 m. Tailpipe resonances are thus clearly identified to be the
dominant source of tonal aeroacoustic noise generation for the expansion chamber geometry discussed in
this paper.

Figure 15: Influence of the flow velocity on the acoustic pressure radiation with and without expansion
chamber, the active two-port parameters and the tonal radiated noise.

Figure 15 shows the influence of the flow velocity on the overall sound pressure measured in the semi-
anechoic room with and without the expansion chamber. In this figure the influence of the velocity on the
active two-port parameters and the amplitude of the tonal peaks in the radiated noise is also shown. For
confined subsonic flows, the radiation efficiency of a monopole, dipole (interaction of turbulence with rigid
walls) and quadrupole (free-stream turbulence) source scales respectively linear, with the third power and the
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fifth power of the flow velocity [1]. A linear dependency with respect to the flow velocity is observed for the
radiated sound power without expansion chamber and the tonal tailpipe resonances, while the third power
scaling is observed for the sound power radiation with expansion chamber and both active two-port compo-
nents. This evidences that the major broadband noise radiation is caused by the interaction of turbulence with
the rigid walls of the expansion chamber while tonal noise sources are generated by tonal resonances. The
relative importance of broadband noise sources with respect to the tonal noise sources grows with increasing
flow velocity due the the third power scaling with the flow velocity.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents and validates an active two-port measurement technique to study the effect of a mean flow
field on the propagation and generation of acoustic waves for confined subsonic flow applications, commonly
encountered in HVAC ducts or automotive exhaust systems. For this purpose a low-noise, low-turbulence
aeroacoustic wind tunnel is used in which the flow is generated by a three lobe rootsblower. The three-step
procedure to determine the active two-port parameters consists in the determination of the left- and right-
running acoustic waves based on multiple microphone measurements; the characterization of the scattering
matrix components based on a combined multiple-load, multiple-source technique; and the identification of
the active noise generation components in the upstream and downstream directions based on the previously
obtained parameters. This measurement technique is successfully validated for the no flow case of a straight
duct with center loudspeaker.

The preliminary results, obtained on a simple expansion chamber configuration, are used to further refine the
aeroacoustic test set-up and the experimental two-port characterization methodology. A very good agreement
of the scattering matrix components between the experiments and a analytical 1D solution are obtained for
a quiescent medium. The same behavior is observed in the time-uniform flow case, although a large amount
of noise, caused by aerodynamic pressure fluctuations and large temperature fluctuations make it difficult
to investigate the effect of a flow field on the transmission characteristics of the expansion chamber. The
noise generation inside the expansion chamber has a broadband nature and mainly occurs in the downstream
direction, scaling with the third power of the velocity. This indicates a dipole aerodynamic noise generation
mechanism, caused by the interaction of turbulence with the expansion chamber walls. It is shown that this
mechanism is responsible for the final broadband acoustic radiation, measured inside a semi-anechoic room.
Tonal noise radiation, scaling linearly with the flow velocity is also observed and is caused by the excitation
of tailpipe resonances, not taken into account in the two-port formulation.

Future research will focus on an improvement of the aeroacoustic test set-up including a heat exchanger to
control the temperature variations. This also permits to measure over longer periods of time which makes
it possible to incorporate a larger amount of averages in the data processing. Together with the inclusion of
more pressure transducers the presence of non-acoustic noise on the measurement results can be reduced,
which enables to study in more detail the mean flow effects on the acoustic propagation and the radiation
of aerodynamically generated noise sources. The generation mechanisms of these flow noise sources will
be investigated more thoroughly using flow visualization techniques. In this way, this work is the first step
towards the construction of an aeroacoustic test set-up which allows to study the aeroacoustic behavior of
confined subsonic flow applications and to validate advanced numerical methodologies to simulate both noise
generation and propagation mechanisms in the presence of non-uniform mean flows.
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Abstract
The accuracy of predictions obtained using acoustic analogies depends on an appropriate handling of the
sources. In particular, the mapping of flow data from the fine CFD mesh to the coarser acoustic mesh
requires conserving the information over a large range of flow scales. In this work, conservative mapping
techniques are investigated and applied to a turbulent confined flow case. Different mapping schemes are
studied and compared for the chosen geometry.

1 Introduction

This work tackles the computational optimization of aeroacoustic computations based on acoustic analogies,
where the acoustic field is obtained in two steps. The first step involves a CFD simulation to obtain the
flow field, from which acoustic sources are synthesized. An acoustic computation is performed in a second
step to propagate the sources towards the listener. An aspect of concern in the application of this method is
the disparity in the mesh requirements of each step. CFD simulations require fine meshes that are able to
capture the smallest flow scales, which decrease for increasing Reynolds number. However, typically, the
acoustic computation imposes less severe restrictions, with only 6 to 10 points per acoustic wavelength being
necessary for the success of the computation. The ratio between the turbulent scales and the wavelength of
the sound they produce being proportional to the Mach number, the acoustic mesh can be significantly coarser
than the CFD mesh for low Mach application. The mapping of the data from the CFD mesh to the coarser
acoustic mesh must be done in such a way that the effect of all scales is acknowledged. Otherwise, the loss
of information may yield erroneous predictions of the acoustic field.

This problem of data transfer between non-matching meshes has been commonly addressed for applications
such as fluid-structure interactions, where the structural mesh is usually coarser than the fluid mesh [4]. In
this work, we study the performance of several conservative mapping techniques for acoustic propagation
problems using acoustic analogies. Computations of a test case are used to study the performance of different
mapping schemes, namely the flow across a ducted diaphragm.

The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we present a general formulation for the conservative
schemes, as well as a validation case consisting of a flat surface with a non-uniform pressure distribution; in
Section 3, results obtained with the conservative mapping schemes applied to the geometry of the diaphragm
test case are shown and, finally, some conclusions are gathered in Section 4.
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2 Conservative mapping techniques

The mapping of data from the CFD mesh onto the acoustic mesh must be done in such a way that the
information contained in the smallest scales of the original source description is not lost. In line with Curle’s
aeroacoustical analogy, surface pressure distributions are considered here as the dominant sources of sound
at low Mach numbers. This implies no loss of generality of the approach, which would be equally valid for
volume distributed quadrupoles, for instance. In this Section, we express formally the condition that will be
required for a scheme to be considered conservative and propose a general form for a conservative mapping
scheme.

Let pj be the pressure data on the nodes j of the original mesh that discretizes a surface S. The continuous
pressure distribution can be expressed as

p(x) �
∑

j

pjφj(x), (1)

where φj(x) are basis functions, which may be the shape functions in the context of a finite or boundary
elements method. Once the pressure is mapped onto the coarser mesh, the pressure distribution can be
expressed as function of the pressure Pk on the nodes k of the new mesh:

p(x) �
∑

k

PkΦk(x), (2)

where Φk are the basis functions on the new mesh.

In this work we consider that a mapping scheme is conservative if the integral of the pressure sources is
conserved. The general form for a conservative mapping scheme that is considered in this work requires
computing the pressure Pk on each node k of the coarse mesh as

Pk =
∑

j

pjαjk

∫
S φj(x)d2x∫
S Φk(x)d2x

. (3)

For the scheme to be conservative, that is to say, for the condition∫
S

pjφj(x)d2x =
∫

S
PkΦk(x)d2x (4)

to be satisfied, the coefficients αjk must fulfil the condition∑
k

αjk = 1,∀j. (5)

Different definitions of αjk yield different conservative mapping schemes. In this work, an element-based
conservative mapping is investigated where

αjk = Φk(xj). (6)

The coefficients αjk depend therefore on the shape function Φ associated to node k of the coarse mesh and
evaluated at the coordinates xj of the node of the original mesh. Linear shape functions are used here.

This method based on the elements shape functions can involve certain algorithmic complexity and compu-
tational time. One must identify which element of the coarse mesh corresponds to each node of the original
mesh. This may involve defining a number of geometric criteria and tolerances and computing the projection
of the node on the elements. A simpler and more computationally efficient alternative consists in defining
αjk as a function of the distance rjk between nodes j and k:

αjk = f(rjk)/
∑

i

f(rji)
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where f(rjk) is a function of the nodal distance rjk. Several nodal-distance based schemes are considered
as, for example, a nearest-node approach, where

f(rjk) =

{
1 if rjk = mini(rji)
0 otherwise

, (7)

a scheme based on the inverse of the nodal distance, where

f(rjk) =

{
1/rjk if rjk ≤ rmax

0 otherwise
, (8)

and schemes based on rational functions with

f(rjk) =

⎧⎨⎩
1− C1rjk/rmax

1 + C2rjk/rmax
if rjk ≤ rmax

0 otherwise
(9)

where values C1 = 1 and C2 = 4 were found to yield a good behavior of the scheme. rmax is a maximum
distance defined such that for each node j in average 8 nodes k satisfy rjk ≤ rmax.

2.1 Mapping on a flat surface

A test case is computed for validation purposes. A pressure distribution is prescribed over a flat source
surface S. The acoustic field is computed for a listener located at xR and for a frequency ω as [2]:

p̂ac(xR, ω) = −
∫

S

∂Ĝ0

∂yj
P̂Snjd

2y (10)

where the hatted variables are expressed in frequency domain. Ĝ0 is a Green’s function solution of the
Helmholtz equation, and P̂S is the hydrodynamic pressure defined over the surface S with normal n. The
acoustic pressure is measured for a listener at a distance rL from the surface, at the point over the surface
xR = (0, 0, rL).

The pressure distribution P̂S over the surface S is given by the expression

P̂S(y) =
1
4

eikh(y2−y1)/
√

2

(
1 + cos

(
π

y2 − y0
2

ymax
2

))(
1 + cos

(
π

y1 − y0
1

ymax
1

))
(11)

where y = (y1, y2, y3). The parameter kh is the wave number of the pressure fluctuations, kh = 2π/Lh,
where Lh is a hydrodynamic pressure fluctuation length. The surface is a square with a side of length L = 10.

These analytical expressions for P̂S were used to define pressure distribution with different parameters in the
original mesh. Figure 1 shows an example of pressure distribution. The pressure is then transferred from the
original mesh to successive coarser meshes, by means of one of the schemes that have been presented. The
coarse meshes are significantly coarser than the original one. The original mesh discretizes the total length
of the domain with 200 elements. By contrast, the coarser meshes cover the range between a discretization of
that length with 50 elements and one with only 4 elements. Several values of the pressure fluctuation length
Lh, distance of the listener rL and acoustic wavelength λ where used in different computations in order to
analyze the influence of the schemes under different conditions. The measure for this accuracy is the relative
error defined as:

error =

∣∣∣Pac − P ref
ac

∣∣∣∣∣∣P ref
ac

∣∣∣ (12)
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Figure 1: Pressure distribution over a fine grid (real part). Parameters: L = 10, Lh = 2.5, ∆ = 0.05

where the reference value is provided using the finest mesh.

The mapping provided by a non-conservative interpolation scheme was first tested. Using the notation in
previous sections (k for index of node on the coarse mesh, j on the fine mesh and rkj for the distance
between the nodes on the coarse and the fine mesh), the mapped value on the coarse mesh is defined through
this expression:

Pk =

∑
j pj/rjk∑
j 1/rjk

(13)

It should be noticed that, although the conservative scheme given by Equations 4 and 8 presents similarities
with this scheme, the former is conservative in the sense discussed in the previous section, while this one is
not. This is reflected in the results shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Relative error in the acoustic pressure using a non-conservative mapping scheme. Parameters:
Lh = 1, λ = 10, rL = 1000 (�); Lh = 1, λ = 50, rL = 1000 ( ); Lh = 2.25, λ = 300, rL = 200 (◦);
Lh = 2.25, λ = 300, rL = 1000 (�); Lh = 5, λ = 50, rL = 1000 (�); Lh = 30, λ = 300, rL = 1000 (�).

The main parameter of influence on the error is the ratio between the fluctuation length Lh and the size of
the cells ∆. The plot includes several series of results, where both mesh, pressure distribution and acoustic
parameters have been varied. Therefore, the error presents some scattering, as the results depend on each
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pressure distribution and how well each mesh fits and discretizes it. However, in spite of this scattering, it
can be said that the results seem to follow a universal trend defined by ∆/Lh. The acoustic parameters (λ,
rL) do not have a significant role in the results. In other words: the coarse mesh needs to be fine enough to
sample the smallest scales in the pressure distribution, due to the fact that the scheme is not conservative.
The error reaches several orders of magnitude when ∆/Lh is of order 1 and above.

In the case of a conservative scheme, results change considerably. The main parameter that defines the error
is no more related to the spatial scale of the pressure fluctuation. This is due to the fact that the integral
is conserved, provided that the cells are acoustically compact and that the listener is in the acoustic and
geometric far field. Due to this, the main parameter of influence in this case is related to the ratios ∆/λ and
∆/rL. Figure 3 shows that the data tend to collapse into one single line that varies with parameter ∆/

√
λrL.

It may also be noted that, when Lh is small compared to the size of the cells, higher errors are obtained that
do not fit on the straight line; however, the levels of this error are in any case much lower than for the non-
conservative case. Both the element-based (Equation 6) and the nodal distance-based (Equation 8) schemes
were tested. For low values of Lh, the error seems to be higher in the case of the nodal distance-based
scheme, with a difference of orders of magnitude for some points.
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(a) Shape functions-based conservative scheme.
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(b) Nodal distance-based conservative scheme.

Figure 3: Relative error in the acoustic pressure using conservative mapping schemes. Parameters: Lh = 1,
λ = 50, rL = 1000 (*); Lh = 2.25, λ = 300, rL = 200 (�); Lh = 2.25, λ = 300, rL = 200 (�); Lh = 5,
λ = 50, rL = 50 (◦); Lh = 5, λ = 300, rL = 1000 (×); Lh = 30, λ = 50, rL = 1000 (�).

2.2 Influence of the surface orientation

It must be noted that the proposed algorithm aims at preserving the integral of the pressure, but cannot
compensate for a mismatch between the normals of the fine and coarse meshes. The consistency of the
fine and coarse elements normals is particularly crucial for the correct integration of the element faces that
constitute the dipoles of Curle’s analogy. Indeed, in the case that both meshes are not perfectly parallel, a
loss of accuracy is expected. This could be alleviated by using a method of surface projection from each
element of the fine mesh to each element of the coarse mesh (see, for instance, [4, 5]), but is not considered
in this work, where fine and coarse meshes are superimposed.

3 Flow across a ducted slit diaphragm

The geometry used for the application of this mapping scheme is presented in Figure 4. It is composed of
a square duct of a side D = 0.3 m and a slit diaphragm whose opening of area (D/3 × D)m2 is centered
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on the section. The diaphragm thickness is D/100 and the inlet and outlet ducts lengths used for the CFD
calculation are respectively D and 3.5D.

Figure 4: Diaphragm geometry. View of the horizontal symmetric plane. Parameter: h = D
3 , w = D

100

This case had been studied previously by Nelson and Morfey [1], who performed experiments to measure
the power radiated by the diaphragm below and above the cut-off frequency of the duct. The final purpose of
our work is to simulate the experiments of Nelson and Morfey; however at the current stage no comparison
will be made, given the relatively coarse mesh that is used in this preliminary study. The CFD calculations
presented in this paper were run to provide unsteady flow field with representative turbulent characteristics
for testing the different mapping strategies.

The Reynolds number based on the duct side length is ReD = 4.68 × 105.

3.1 Flow field calculation

A Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) k − ε simulation is run in a first stage, in order to provide
an initial mean turbulent field for an incompressible Large Eddy Simulation (LES) run in a second stage.
Both RANS and LES calculations are performed using the Fluent v6.3 commercial software. For the LES
computations, the Smagorinsky-Lilly Subgrid scale model is used with the constant value CS = 0.1. The
spatial discretization uses a second-order centered finite-difference scheme. The time step used is ∆t =
10−5s.

An unstructured mesh has been used for the CFD computation, composed of 1.7 millions hexahedral cells.
The mesh is finer in the constriction part of the flow around the diaphragm and in the shear layer created
by the jet-like flow after the diaphragm. In the diaphragm aperture itself, the cell dimensions reach ∆x =
1 mm = D/300.

In Ref. [1], the inlet duct of the experimental setup extends upstream of the diaphragm over a length ex-
ceeding 30D, providing a fairly developed turbulent flow. A numerical recycling technique is adopted in the
present work in order to prescribe a realistic fully-developed flow at the CFD domain inlet, with a moderate
CPU effort. The process is illustrated in Figure 5. A CFD domain representing a straight duct with square
section identical to the inlet section is used, with length 10D. A uniform velocity boundary condition is
prescribed at the inlet, and the developing mean flow is computed using the RANS k− ε solver. The velocity
profile is then extracted from the results over a cross-section located 1.67D upstream of the end of the RANS
domain, and used as inlet boundary condition of a second RANS calculation on the same mesh. The process
is repeated till convergence of the profile at the downstream location. In practise, 3 runs were needed to
obtain such convergence.

The snapshot of the flow field shown in Figure 6 highlights 3 regions: a relatively quiet flow upstream of
the diaphragm, a jet-like flow developing from the diaphragm across a vena contracta, and a mixing region
further downstream.

A remarkable feature of the flow field is the asymmetry of the jet, which is clearly deflected towards one of
the two walls parallel to the slit axis. This Coanda effect is due to an instability in the Navier-Stokes equations
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Figure 5: Velocity inlet boundary condition’s achievement process
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Figure 6: Axial velocity over mid-plane perpendicular to slit axis.
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appearing downstream of a sudden plane expansion. Durst [6] made 2D experimental measurements of the
velocity profile after a sudden plane expansion for different Reynolds numbers. Escudier [7] published
experimental results of a 3D investigation of the velocity profile after a plane sudden expansion and its
evolution along the duct axis. Cherdron [8] revealed that this instability appears beyond a critical Reynolds
number and depends on the aspect ratio and the shape of the sudden expansion.

The acoustic effect of the asymmetry due to the Coanda effect hasn’t been considered by Nelson and Morfey
[1], who focused on the integrated acoustic power radiated outside of the duct. It would however be of interest
to study its effect on the propagation of acoustic transverse modes. This is left to further investigations, based
on a better resolved and converged LES calculation of the flow field.

3.2 Acoustic analysis procedure

The acoustic prediction is based on a numerical implementation of Curle’s aeroacoustical analogy: equivalent
sources are synthesized from the CFD data, and then propagated by means of a Boundary Element Method
(BEM). Only dipoles are considered in this study, quadrupoles being considered as negligible in comparison,
owing to the low Mach number that characterizes our flow.

The unsteady pressure fluctuations are mapped onto the acoustic mesh using the algorithms described in
Section 2, Fourier-transformed and integrated to provide equivalent dipoles in frequency domain. The Direct
BEM (DBEM) approach requires closed meshes, therefore two DBEM models are required in a Multi-
Domain method in order to propagate the acoustic field from the inside of the duct towards the exterior,
by means of a coupling surface at the duct outlet where continuity of the acoustic pressure and velocity is
imposed between both models.

In Ref. [1], acoustic baffles and lined plenums are used at the upstream section for damping out reflec-
tions. Numerically, an absorbing panel condition is used for the inlet of the duct with an impedance of
416.5 kg m−2 s−1, corresponding to the plane wave impedance under normal audio conditions.

For the acoustic computation, a mesh composed of about 10,000 quadrilateral cells discretizes the surface of
the duct and of the diaphragm.
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Figure 7: Acoustic mesh. Up: horizontal symmetric plane. Bottom: zoom around the diaphragm area on the
horizontal symmetry plane.
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3.3 Numerical optimization: mesh coarsening and resulting dipole

In this Section, two approaches are tested to optimise the numerical process described above. The first one
consists in coarsening the acoustic mesh, up to the 6-10 elements-per-wavelength limit defined for good
numerical quadrature, in order to reduce the number of elements. This relies on the efficient conservative
mapping techniques developed in Section 2. The second approach is based on the assumption that differ-
ences of retarded times can be neglected between point sources that lie within a compact region. Then, the
distributed sources can be condensed into a resultant point force without significant loss of accuracy. This
procedure will be applied to calculate the resulting drag force over the diaphragm walls, and allow reducing
the problem by removing the diaphragm elements and replacing their acoustic significance by a point dipole
placed at the diaphragm center location. It should be noted that the results presented below are based on the
coarse CFD dataset available to date and are therefore to be considered as preliminary.

3.3.1 Mesh coarsening

We investigate how the mapping of sources can be improved such that the relevant information related to the
sound production is conserved even if the target mesh is significantly coarser than the original one. In this
section, we apply the different mapping schemes presented in Section 2 to the geometry of the case of the
diaphragm inside a square duct. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the mapping, a reference mesh of around
36,000 elements is selected. A view of this mesh is presented in Figure 8(a). This mesh contains only a small
part of the duct that was used in the computations presented in the previous section, as it includes only the
zone were the sources have been computed, corresponding to the CFD domain. In order to avoid interference
of boundary conditions of the duct and to concentrate exclusively on the effect of the mapping on the sound
radiated by the sources, the acoustic radiation is computed as if no walls were scattering the sound. While
this makes no sense physically, it is useful in order to do numerical experiments that allow analyzing the
impact of the mapping. Coarser versions of this mesh with around 5,000 and 500 elements respectively are
built to study the behavior of the mapping schemes on them, and are illustrated in Figure 8(b).

(a) Reference mesh (36,000 elements).

(b) Coarser target meshes (5,000 and 500 elements).

Figure 8: Acoustic meshes used for the mapping (top view).

Figure 9 shows the frequency spectrum of the radiated acoustic power, and Figure 10 shows the relative error
of the power obtained with the coarser meshes with respect to the results obtained with the reference mesh
of 36,000 elements. For the first coarse mesh of 5,000 elements, both the conservative and non-conservative
mapping provide a good agreement for the lower frequency range. For the highest frequencies considered in
this section, the non-conservative scheme presents already maximum errors of around 2 dB. In the case of the
coarsest mesh of 500 elements, the better performance of the conservative mapping is more evident. While
the non-conservative scheme provides large overpredictions of the radiated acoustic power, the conservative
scheme succeeds to provide reasonably accurate results in spite of the drastic coarsening of the mesh. The
error in this case increases as the frequency becomes too high to consider the cells acoustically compact.
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(a) Mesh of 5,000 elements.
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(b) Mesh of 500 elements.

Figure 9: Radiated acoustic power in dB. Reference mesh of 36,000 elements (solid line); non-conservative
mapping (◦), conservative mapping with Equation 6 (×). Strouhal number St based on total spoiler width
(20 cm) and on average velocity at the diaphragm.
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(a) Mesh of 5,000 elements.
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Figure 10: Relative error (%) of the radiated acoustic power with respect to reference mesh of 36,000 el-
ements. Non-conservative mapping (◦), conservative mapping with Equation 6 (×). Strouhal number St
based on total spoiler width (20 cm) and on average velocity at the diaphragm.
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Several alternatives are considered for the definition of the coefficients αjk of Equation 3. The element-based
definition given by Equation 6 is compared to definitions based on the nodal distance rjk, namely the one
given by Equations 8, 9 and 7.

Figure 11 shows the relative error in the acoustic power with respect to the acoustic power computed with the
reference mesh. The different conservative mapping schemes are compared. It can be seen that the element-
based scheme presents better performance than the nodal distance-based approaches provided by Equations 8
and 9. Amongst these, the one defined by Equation 9 presents improved behavior with respect to Equation 8.
This suggests that the definition of αjk can be optimized to obtain improved nodal distance-based schemes,
which, on the other hand, are much more computationally efficient than the element-based ones.

Unexpectedly, the nearest node scheme provides the most accurate results. This better behavior is attributed
to an error produced in the edges of the duct for all the schemes. The nodes on these edges receive mapping
information from elements with different normal orientations, as the faces of the duct are perpendicular to
each other. Therefore, the information is transferred between faces of the duct, altering the source distribution
and thus influencing the source cancellations. This error is more marked when the information of the fine
nodes is distributed to more coarse nodes, which explains why the nearest node scheme performs better. In
general, however, the nearest node scheme is less accurate than the element-based one. This was confirmed
with the validation case of the flat surface in Section 2.1, which does not present these edge effects.
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Figure 11: Conservative mapping schemes: Relative error (%) of the radiated acoustic power computed with
the 500 element mesh with respect to reference mesh of 36,000 elements. With Equation 6 (solid line), with
Equation 8 (dash-dot), with Equation 9 (dashed), with Equation 7 (dots). Strouhal number St based on total
spoiler width (20 cm) and on average velocity at the diaphragm.

3.3.2 Dipole condensation

We restrict now our attention to the contribution of the diaphragm alone. Below the cut-off frequency, the
resulting drag force is likely to be responsible for most of the acoustic propagation because it is the only
force component that is aligned with the duct axis. Therefore, we calculate the resulting force by integrating
point dipoles for each element (based on an node-averaged pressure), and summing them all.

The propagation is first performed in free-field in order to assess the accuracy of the condensation method
irrespectively of the duct scattering properties. The acoustic pressure and the power acoustic spectrum are
computed on a sphere with radius equal to 200 m and centered on the diaphragm. The sound power levels
shown in Figure 12 indicate a fair agreement between the results obtained from distributed and condensed
dipoles. Some discrepancies can however be noticed, even at the lowest frequencies, which will require
further investigations for a better understanding.
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Figure 12: Equivalence between the distributed dipoles and the condensed dipole. Thin line: distributed
dipoles; thick line: condensed point dipole.

The effect of the duct walls on the sound field is shown in Figure 13. This effect is dual: the walls scatter
the sound emitted by the diaphragm, and they carry also pressure fluctuations which are likely to play a role
as equivalent sources above the cut-off frequency. It can be seen that the sound power levels radiated by
the diaphragm in free field have a similar order of magnitude as obtained from the ducted diaphragm wall
pressure fluctuations. This is an indication that the diaphragm gives the dominant contribution to the sound
field below the duct cut-off frequency. The sound power obtained from the ducted diaphragm case exhibits
discontinuities at the first and second cut-off frequencies, which mimics experimental evidence obtained by
Nelson and Morfey [1]. These results are therefore promising, though more thorough investigations will be
needed, based on more converged CFD datasets to allow a detailed comparison with the experimental data.
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Figure 13: Effect of the duct walls on the acoustic propagation. Thin line: free field; thick line: with duct
side walls. The dashed vertical lines indicate the first and second cut-off frequencies.

3.3.3 Additional numerical considerations: source-wall distance

An additional numerical consideration is related to minimum distance which is required between a point
source and the acoustical mesh. An example of this is provided by Figure 14, that shows the acoustic pressure
inside a square duct of side H whose main axis corresponds to the line (x, y, z) = (x, 0, 0). A dipole source
of amplitude p0 and oriented in the y-direction is placed inside the duct at (x, y, z) = (0,H − d, 0), where
d is the distance of the source to the closest wall. The pressure inside the duct is measured along the line
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(x,−H/2,−H/4). As the flow is not radiating in the longitudinal direction of the duct and the frequency
considered is below the cut-off frequency, the acoustic perturbation should be cut off. The decay rate of the
slowest decaying mode is plotted together with the computed pressure. The influence of the discretization
is illustrated by the figure. In spite of the initial decay matching with the theoretical mode decay, there is
always an error remaining that decreases the finer the mesh (Figure 14(a)). Moreover, the discretization must
be such that the distance from the source to the wall is at least the length of a few cells (Figure 14(b)).
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Figure 14: Effects of confinement of sources: source dipole at x = 0 inside a square duct of side H radiating
in transversal direction y, with λ/H = 6.

4 Conclusions

The efficiency of an aeroacoustical prediction scheme based on the aeroacoustical analogy depends heavily
on the pre-processing of the CFD dataset that is involved in the generation of the equivalent sources. At
low Mach numbers in particular, the disparity between the CFD and acoustic meshes requires a performant,
conservative transfer of the data from the first support to the second one.

A variety of conservative mapping schemes is investigated in this work, in order to assess their relative perfor-
mance. It is found that element-based schemes are generally more accurate than node-based approaches, but
at the expense of considerably computational effort to associate nodes of the CFD mesh to the acoustic mesh
elements. Node-based approaches are therefore considered as a valuable alternative with good performance
yet.

Preliminary acoustic propagation results obtained for the ducted diaphragm case exhibit physical consistency,
though a more accurate flow description will be needed to draw definitive conclusions. This work is in
progress.
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Abstract
In this paper we present calculations of sound wave propagation in a straight duct with an orifice plate and
a mean flow present. The wave propagation is modelled with a frequency domain linearized Navier-Stokes
equations methodology. A two-dimensional approximation is used to an axisymmetric cylindrical geometry,
and an appropriate frequency scaling is utilized to account for this. The relation between pressure and density
is assumed isentropic and correction for duct damping based on viscous dissipation in the acoustic boundary
layers is applied. Calculations are carried out for frequencies in the plane wave range up to the cut-on
frequency of the first higher order propagating acoustical mode, and performed with a commercial Finite
Element Method code on a quadrilateral mesh with third order shape functions. Results of transmission
through, and reflections at the orifice are presented on a two-port scattering matrix form and are compared
to measurements with good agreement.

1 Introduction

In many applications, such as the prediction of acoustic performances of silencers, ventilation systems and
intakes/exhaust systems of vehicles, knowledge is needed of the propagation properties of sound waves in
these systems. This is often referred to as the characterization of the acoustical system and is often performed
assuming linear conditions, such that a frequency domain approach can be taken.

Several approaches can be taken to this task, reaching from the most simplistic Helmholtz equation when
no mean flow is present, up to the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations linearized about an arbitrary mean flow.
The latter is needed when significant coupling between acoustic waves and vorticial motion occurs, such as
when sound energy is transformed into vorticity around sharp edges.

In the present work the Navier-Stokes equations are linearized about an arbitrary stationary mean flow, and
isentropic relations between the pressure and the density are assumed according to general linear acoustics,
such that the energy equation is disconnected from the system of equations. A harmonic time dependence
is assumed and the system is solved for a sequence of frequencies. This helps to reduce computational cost
as well as it prevents instabilities in shear layers to grow in time, which can be troublesome in time domain
simulations.

2 The Linearized Navier-Stokes equations

We consider flows in duct geometries where sharp edges are present. Flow separation, vorticity production
and viscosity can be assumed to play a non-negligible role in such flows. In that case Linear Euler equations
are insufficient, and instead the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations have been chosen as a starting
point.
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These can be written in dimensional form as, [1]:

Continuity :
Dρ

Dt
+ ρ

∂uk

∂xk
= 0

Momentum : ρ
Dui

Dt
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

∂τij
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+ ρFi

Energy : ρ
De
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= −p
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− 2

3
∂uk

∂xk
δij
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and e = e(p, T ), p = ρRT , where ρ is the density, p is the pressure, R is the universal gas constant, T is
the absolute temperature, ui is the velocity component in the i:th direction, τij is the viscous stress tensor,
Fi is a volume force in the i:th direction, e is the internal energy, κ is the thermal conductivity, µ is the
dynamic viscosity, Φ is the dissipation function, D/Dt is the convective derivative, δij is the Kronecker
delta function, and the Einstein summation convention is used.

We first assume that the solution can be written as a sum of a time-independent meanflow term and a time-
dependent perturbation term:

ρ(x, t) = ρ0(x) + ρ′(x, t), u(x, t) = u0(x) + u′(x, t),
v(x, t) = v0(x) + v′(x, t), p(x, t) = p0(x) + p′(x, t)

(3)

where u = u1 and v = u2. We then introduce Eqs. (3) in Eqs. (1) and assume that second order perturbation
terms are sufficiently small to be neglected.

The assumption of linear conditions is based on measurements presented in [2] for which linear relations of
a similar case was found up to sound pressure levels of 125 dB in up to 0.2 Mach number meanflows.

Further we assume that the relation between pressure and density can be regarded as isentropic. This is not
correct, but is believed to make little difference [3], and is introduced to decrease the implementational and
computational effort. In this case the pressure and density perturbations are related [4] as

∂p′

∂xi
= c2 ∂ρ′

∂xi
, (4)

where c2 = γp0/ρ0 is the local adiabatic speed of sound. With this relation, the energy equation is discon-
nected from the system of Equations (1), and the size of the computational problem is reduced considerably.

A frequency domain approach is taken by prescribing harmonic time-dependence of the perturbed quantities.
In this way, any perturbed quantity q′ can be represented as q′(x, t) = Re

{
q̂(x)e−iωt

}
, where q̂ is a complex

quantity and ω is the angular frequency. For implementational aspects we rewrite the dimensional linearized
Navier-Stokes equations on the form:

ρ̂ :

(u0 v0)∇ρ̂ +
(

∂u0

∂x
+

∂v0

∂y
− iω

)
ρ̂ = −

(
∂ρ0û

∂x
+

∂ρ0v̂

∂y

)
(5)

û :

∇T

(
−

(
4
3µ 0
0 µ

)
∇û

)
+ ρ0(u0 v0)∇û + ρ0

(
∂u0

∂x
− iω

)
û =

= ρ0F̂x −
(

u0
∂u0

∂x
+ v0

∂u0

∂y

)
ρ̂− c2 ∂ρ̂

∂x
+

1
3
µ

∂2v̂

∂x∂y
− ρ0

∂u0

∂y
v̂ (6)
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v̂ :

∇T

(
−

(
µ 0
0 4

3µ

)
∇v̂

)
+ ρ0(u0 v0)∇v̂ + ρ̂0

(
∂v0

∂y
− iω

)
v̂ =

= −c2 ∂ρ̂

∂y
−

(
u0

∂v0

∂x
+ v0

∂v0

∂y

)
ρ̂− ρ0

∂v0

∂x
û +

1
3
µ

∂2û

∂x∂y
(7)

where ∇ = (∂/∂x ∂/∂y)T . This is the final form of the equations solved for in this paper.

3 Flow case

The geometry considered in this paper is a straight two-dimensional duct with an orifice plate mounted in-
side. A meanflow of M = 0.068, averaged over the duct cross-section, is present. The parameter values for
the flow case and the geometry correspond to those in the experiments presented in [5]. A not correctly scaled
overview of the geometry in the calculation is shown in Figure 1. The duct length of the full experimental rig
is around 7 m, but here only a small section of less than 2 m is simulated to reduce computational costs. The
height of the duct is H = 57 mm, the same as the diameter of the duct in the measurements. The diameter of
the orifice in the measurements is d = 30 mm. This yields an area aspect ratio η = 302/572 ≈ 0.277. As this
ratio is of fundamental importance for the acoustic propagation properties, this ratio needs to be maintained
constant, and thus in the 2D case an orifice height of h = 0.277 × 57 mm = 15.8 mm was chosen. The
thickness of the orifice plate is 2 mm in both cases.
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Figure 1: A not correctly scaled overview of the geometry of the duct.

The following boundary conditions were used. On the orifice plate walls, rigid wall no-slip boundary condi-
tions

û = 0, n̂ · ∇ρ̂ = 0 (8)

are imposed, where n̂ is the a unit vector normal to the duct walls. It should be noted that as the velocity
components are restricted to zero on all sharp edges, no Kutta condition is needed.

At the duct walls in between the orifice and the in- and outflow boundaries, a rigid wall slip boundary
condition

û · n̂ = 0, n̂ · ∇ρ̂ = 0 (9)

is used. The benefit of this choice is that no acoustic boundary layers need to be resolved by the computa-
tional mesh, which considerably decreases the computational effort. On the other hand, this implies that the
viscous dissipation associated with the duct damping is not included in the governing equations, and needs
to be modelled at a later stage.
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At the in- and outflow boundaries, only plane waves are assumed to be present, such that non-reflecting
boundary conditions

n̂ · ∇ρ̂ = ikρ̂, n̂ · ∇û = ikû, v̂ = 0 (10)

for a vertical boundary can be employed. Here k is the wave number, and k = ω/(c − u0) at the upstream
boundary and k = ω/(c + u0) at the downstream boundary. These non-reflecting boundary conditions
break down in the presence of vorticity, where the Helmholtz equation is not satisfied. Therefore, additional
variable viscosity is applied in the buffer zones of Figure 1, this is written as

µ = µphysical + µartificial (11)

where µartificial = 0 inside the computational domain and ramped up as a cubic polynomial through the
buffer zone to a specific value of, in this case, µartificial = 10 at the boundaries.

Instead of imposing an incoming plane wave at the inlet, a time-harmonic body force function, F̂ (x), was
applied over a region in the domain. The reason for this is that the exact relation between acoustic density
and velocity fluctuations is not known at the boundary. With forcing functions however, no assumptions are
needed, since they are are included in the original equations.
To determine all propagation properties of an in-duct acoustical component, two independent acoustic cases
are needed [6]. This is realized with a variation of the two source location method [7] where a time-harmonic
body force is applied first at the inflow and then at the outflow to obtain two independent acoustical cases.
The body force functions were implemented as piece-wise cubic interpolation polynomials ranging from
zero at the ends to 102 in the middle of the regions −0.26 6 x 6 −0.22 and 1.03 6 x 6 1.14 for the two
cases, respectively. This methodology is analogous to measurement techniques when the same thing is done
but with loudspeakers instead of volume forces.

4 Corrections

In the above derivation of the governing equations, two major assumption are made: first of all we simulate
a three-dimensional problem with a two-dimensional model, secondly we disregard the duct damping by
imposing the slip boundary condition on the duct walls. Before it is possible to compare the simulation to
measurements, a few corrections therefore need to be added to the model to account for the assumptions.

4.1 Frequency scaling

To be able to relate a two-dimensional model to a three-dimensional problem, the so-called normalized
Helmholtz numbers, He∗, of the two cases needs to be equal [3]. The normalized Helmholtz numbers of
a system is the Helmholtz number divided by the Helmholtz number of the frequency of onset of the first
higher order mode of the system, the so-called cut-on frequency, such that He∗ = 1 at cut-on. This is defined
as

He∗ =
1
η

(ka)2D

π
=

1√
η

(ka)cyl

κ0
(12)

where π and κ0 are the cut-on Helmholtz numbers for a 2D duct and a cylindrical duct, respectively. This
determines the relation between the frequencies of the two-dimensional calculations and those of the mea-
surements of a cylindrical duct.

4.2 Duct damping

Since slip-conditions were imposed on the duct walls, no dissipation is included along the duct. This can
however be accounted for by multiplying the simulated scattering matrix with the analytical expression for
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damping of a plane wave in a straight duct. In a straight duct viscous dissipation modifies the wavenumber
of a planewave as [8]:

k =
ω

c
+ (1 + i)αwall (13)

where αwall is the visco-thermal attenuation coefficient, and is calculated as

αwall = 2−3/2

√
µω

ρc2

(
1 +

γ − 1√
Pr

)
Lp

A
(14)

where γ = 1.4 is the ratio of specific heats, Pr = 0.7 is the Prandtl number, Lp is the perimeter of the duct
cross section, and A is the area of the duct cross section. In addition, a correction to account for convective
effects

α± =
αwall

1±M
(15)

as proposed in [9] is applied. With these corrections, the scattering matrix S, see Section 9, with duct
damping included can be calculated as

S = S0e
−α±l (16)

where S0 is the original scattering matrix, and l is the length of the duct system.

5 Methodology and mesh

The linearized Navier-Stokes equations (5-7) were implemented in the commercial Finite Element Method
code COMSOL Multiphysics and solved with the UMFPACK direct solver. The typical time consumption
for one frequency was around 20 s on a 3 GHz, 2 GB RAM workstation. A mesh of 2615 quadrilateral
elements of third order Lagrangian interpolation polynomials was used, yielding a problem of 72426 degrees
of freedom. Grid stretching with exponential ratio 3% was applied in both directions from the orifice, such
that the grid was finer where small scale vorticity was present, and coarser in regions of only plane wave
propagation. The largest elements, located at the outlet, were 3.14 cm, and the wavelength of the highest
frequency (≈ 2600 Hz) was λac = c/f = 343/2600 = 13.2 cm, which yields an elements per wavelength
ratio of 13.2/3.14 = 4.2 for the worst case. This is not very high, but acceptable when using higher order
interpolation polynomials. The smallest elements are located at the orifice, and are of length 1.7 mm. The
approximate length scale of the vorticity waves are λvort = λacM = 13.2 mm. The landscape of a typical
element in the vorticity region is 4.1 mm, which gives 13.2/4.1 = 3.3 elements per vorticial wavelength for
the highest frequency. This might not be sufficient to accurately resolve the vorticity waves at the highest
frequencies, but at lower frequencies the vorticial length scale grows large enough to fall within the range
of the mesh. The acoustic boundary layer thickness is given by δac =

√
2ν/ω, [8], and is not accurately

resolved by this mesh. To resolve the acoustic boundary layer would however be prohibitively expensive.
An overview of the mesh in the vicinity of the orifice is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Proportional overview of the mesh around the orifice.
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6 Meanflow

In the derivations of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (5-7), no assumptions about the mean flow was
made, except for it to be independent of time. The mean flow used in this paper was calculated by av-
eraging the results at different timesteps of the output from the DNS calculation described in [10]. The
flow field was originally computed in [10] to calculate the sound generation at the orifice, that is, the ac-
tive part of the two-port. The mean Mach number, averaged over the duct cross section, of the meanflow
was M = 0.068, and the Reynolds number based on the duct height ReH = 104. In Figure 3 the mean-
flow is shown in a region -0.14 m 6 x 6 0.3 m (-2.5 6 x/H 6 5). The quantities are nondimensionalized

Figure 3: Non-dimensionalized baseflow used for linearization.

with cref = 343 m s−1 for u0 and v0, and ρref = 1.2 kg m−3 for ρ0. The non-symmetry of the jet, as seen in
the figure for u0 could be either due to a Coanda effect, or that the time span of the DNS solution is not long
enough for the mean quantities to stabilize.

The speed of sound, c, in Eqs. (6-7) is calculated by c =
√

γp0/ρ0, where p0 and ρ0 are given from the
DNS. The speed of sound is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Spatial variation of the speed of sound in the duct [m/s].

7 Acoustic field

Calculations were carried out in a (cylindrical) frequency range 50 6 f 6 3150 Hz with a step size of
∆f = 100 Hz. This is still below the cut-on frequency of the first higher order mode, which in a circular duct
with rigid walls is [11]:

f c =
c0k1,0

2π

√
1−M2 ≈ 3500 Hz (17)

where k1,0r ≈ 1.84. Due to computational limitations, a higher dynamic viscosity than that of air was
chosen, such that a Reynolds number of Re = cH/ν = 104 was obtained. This does not noticeably affect
the acoustic wave propagation, but reduce spurious waves and allows for coarser meshes. A non-proportional
overview of the density field at f = 1550 Hz is shown in Figure 5, where the plane wave character of the
acoustic field is clearly visible. A proportional close-up of all the field quantities in the vicinity of the orifice
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Figure 5: Non-proportional overview of the real part of the density field at f = 1550Hz.

Figure 6: The real part of the perturbed quantities at f = 1550Hz.

is shown in Figure 6 for f = 1550 Hz. As can be seen, the near-field of the orifice is dominated by vorticial
motion, shown in Figure 7, but at about three to five duct diameters downstream, the flow field is governed
by plane wave motion.

Figure 7: The real part of the acoustic-generated vorticity field at f = 1550Hz.

8 Plane wave decomposition

To obtain the up- and downstream propagating waves from the simulated solution we apply a plane wave
decomposition. Hence we assume that the acoustic field quantities can be written as a sum of its up- and
downstream propagating components, as

ρ̂ = ρ̂+ + ρ̂−, û = û+ + û− (18)
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In a plane wave, the relation ρ̂ = ±ρ0/c0û is valid, and thus, the wave decomposition can be written as

ρ̂+(x) =
1
2

(
ρ̂mean +

ρ0

c0
ûmean

)
, ρ̂−(x) =

1
2

(
ρ̂mean − ρ0

c0
ûmean

)
(19)

where mean is an averaging of the quantities over the duct cross section, i.e.

ρ̂mean(x) =
1
H

H∫
0

ρ̂(x, y)dy (20)

and correspondingly for the velocity perturbation. In Figure 8 the magnitudes of the up- and downstream
propagating waves and the magnitude of the total density perturbation field is plotted as a function of x for
a case with f = 1550 Hz and the forcing function applied upstream of the orifice plate. The orifice plate is
located at x = 0. It can be seen that the decomposition method is not valid inside the region−0.02 < x < 0.1
where vorticity and near field effects are significant. The oscillations of |ρ̂| at x < 0 is due to a standing
wave phenomena by the interaction between the incident wave and the reflected wave. As a side effect, the

Figure 8: Plane wave decomposition at f = 1550 Hz. Magnitude of the total density field, |ρ̂|: —, magnitude
of the density of the downstream propagating wave, |ρ̂+|: - - -, magnitude of the density of the upstream
propagating wave, |ρ̂−|: − · − · −,

decomposition enables the estimate of the numerical reflections from the boundary conditions by dividing
the magnitude of the incoming waves by those of the outgoing. For this case, the reflections can be estimated
as ρ̂−/ρ̂+ ≈ 0.03, x & 0.1, i.e. the reflections from the non-reflecting boundary conditions are about a third
of a percent.

9 Acoustic 2-ports

For acoustical characterization of in-duct components it is often convenient to present the acoustical element
in scattering matrix formulation [6]. If no sources of sound are present in the duct element, the scattering
matrix S can be written as (

ρ̂a−
ρ̂b−

)
= S

(
ρ̂a+

ρ̂b+

)
(21)

with waves denoted as in Figure 9. To determine the four unknowns in S, two independent flow cases,
denoted I and II are needed [6]. These represent the cases with different source locations described in
Section 3. The scattering matrix can then be calculated from

S =

[
R+ T−

T+ R−

]
=

[
ρ̂I

a− ρ̂II
a−

ρ̂I
b− ρ̂II

b−

] [
ρ̂I

a+ ρ̂II
a+

ρ̂I
b+ ρ̂II

b+

]−1

(22)
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Figure 9: An acoustical two-port and the definition of the wave propagation directions.

where R+ and R− represents the upstream side and downstream side plane wave reflection coefficients,
respectively, and T+ and T− represents the upstream-to-downstream side and downstream-to-upstream side
transmission coefficients, respectively.

9.1 Theoretical model

An incompressible quasi-steady theory for the acoustical response of an orifice in a flow duct is presented
by [5, 12]. The scattering matrix is there obtained as(

ρ̂1−
ρ̂2−

)
=

1
2 + MCL

[
MCL 2

2 MCL

](
ρ̂1+

ρ̂2+

)
(23)

where M is the Mach number of the meanflow, and CL = (1/(ηΓ0)− 1)2 is the pressure loss coefficient,
where Γ0 is the vena contracta contraction ratio. Here a low frequency, low Mach number approximation

Γ0 =
1

1 +
√

0.5(1− η)
(24)

is used, see for example [9]. The reflection and transmission coefficients are then given as

R =
1

1 + 2/MCL
≈ 0.44, T =

1
1 + MCL/2

≈ 0.56 (25)

With this model, these coefficients are neither dependent on frequency nor direction of propagation.

10 Results

In Figure 10 the simulated scattering matrix elements are compared to experimental data performed by
M. Åbom and S. Allam at MWL, KTH, which are partly presented in [5]. The results agree well for most
frequencies. The matrix element S11, i.e. the upstream side reflection coefficient R+, shows a discrepancy
of about 4-10% at frequencies above 1500 Hz. The discrepancies in matrix element S22, i.e. the downstream
side reflection coefficient R−, can be partly explained by the inherited difficulties of the measurement posi-
tion. Calculations on finer meshes and with dynamic viscosity closer to that of air was carried out in a limited
frequency range, but neither refinements showed significantly different results compared to those presented
in Figure 10. As can be seen, most curves are rather flat, which limits the impact of the frequency scaling. In
addition, the accuracy does not seem to be reduced at high frequencies even though a coarse mesh was used.
The assumption of isentropic relations between pressure and density seems to be justified, considering these
results, but a further investigation on this topic is needed.
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Figure 10: Calculated scattering matrix, comparison to measurements and theory. Measurements: – + – ,
simulations – ∗ –, incompressible quasisteady model —.

11 Conclusions

Acoustic wave propagation calculations have been performed with a frequency domain linearized Navier-
Stokes equations solver to attempt to determine the acoustical response of an in-duct orifice plate with mean
flow present. Results were compared to measurements and theory with good agreement, even though isen-
tropic relations were assumed, and calculations were performed in 2D and the measurements were for a
cylindrical duct. These results suggest that a frequency domain formulation of the linearized Navier-Stokes
equations is a promising methodology for simulating acoustic propagation and numerically determine acous-
tic two-ports.
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Abstract 
The control of noise in a ventilation system requires a detailed knowledge of the acoustic characteristics of 
components within the system, as well as knowledge of how each component interacts with one another.  
Mathematically modelling such systems presents a considerable challenge not least because these systems 
are relatively large and often consist of complex geometries separated by relatively long duct runs.  
Accordingly, this article examines a hybrid numerical approach that utilises a multi-modal eigenvalue 
approach for long uniform duct runs, but then uses mode matching to map this solution onto a finite 
element based model of a complex component.  Results are presented here for two cylinders placed within 
a rectangular duct and a dissipative splitter silencer.  Transmission loss predictions are presented for plane 
wave and multi-modal excitation and it is noted that multi-modal excitation has a significant effect on the 
acoustic behaviour of the components.  Furthermore, multiple cylinders are capable of generating high 
transmission loss values over narrow frequency bands, which makes them potentially useful for 
attenuating narrow band noise from ventilation fans. 

1 Introduction 

Ventilation systems often consist of relatively large ductwork containing complex impedance/area 
discontinuities, such as silencers or tee-junctions, which are separated by relatively long, uniform, duct 
runs.  The control of noise in these ventilation systems requires a detailed knowledge of how sound 
propagates within the ventilation systems, but also how these different component systems interact with 
one-another.  Mathematically modelling such a system presents a considerable challenge given the 
relatively large geometries typically found in ventilation systems coupled with the complex and irregular 
geometries belonging to components present within the ductwork.  In view of the irregular geometries 
encountered it is tempting, therefore, simply to rely on traditional numerical methods and to discretise the 
complete system; however, it is well known that such an approach is computationally demanding and 
normally impracticable if one wants to cover a reasonable frequency range, say up to and above 1 kHz.  
Nevertheless, the study of sound propagation over a fully arbitrary impedance/area change will, inevitably, 
require the use of a numerical method and so the challenge for ventilation systems lies in minimizing 
computational expenditure. 

Numerical methods suitable for analysing ventilation systems include the finite element method (FEM) 
and the boundary element method (BEM), although for larger systems FEM often finds favour because 
discretisation normally delivers a banded symmetric matrix [1, 2].  Accordingly, the FEM is retained here 
and is used as the basis for an alternative, numerically efficient, approach to modelling a ventilation 
system.  This alternative approach, which will be referred to here as a hybrid method, seeks to retain a 
modal representation of the sound field for uniform duct sections and to match, or join, this modal 
representation to a traditional FEM representation of the area/impedance discontinuity.  In this way 
complex non-uniform sections may be studied as efficiently as possible. 
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Hybrid numerical methods have been used to analyse a wide range of problems, including elastic and 
electromagnetic waveguides [3–7].  In acoustics, the application of the method is, arguably, less 
widespread and examples tend to favour exterior problems.  For example, Kagawa et al. [8] and Astley 
and Cummings [9] used a hybrid method to join an interior FEM analysis to an eigenexpansion of the 
exterior sound field.  For interior problems, only Astley [10], and Astley and Eversman [11] have applied 
a hybrid method to applications resembling ventilation ductwork, and here only Astley and Eversman 
report any results (in this case for a cosine tapered duct with mean flow and a locally reacting liner).  This 
article will focus on extending the analysis of Astley [10] so that sound interaction between multiple 
irregular components within an acoustic waveguide may be examined.  Furthermore, multi-modal sound 
propagation will be permitted in all elements of the waveguide including the incident sound field, which 
may be set up to represent the sound field emitted by a fan.  In this way, the method is developed for 
application in ventilation systems that may have multiple geometrical and/or impedance discontinuities. 

2 Theory 

The duct geometry to be analysed consists of N separate non-uniform regions, denoted by r, in which a 
traditional finite element discretisation is used, (see shaded sections in Fig. 1).  These shaded sections may 
be non-uniform and of arbitrary cross-section, although in Fig. 1 they are drawn as uniform sections for 
reasons of clarity.  Separating each shaded section is an un-shaded section, denoted s, that is uniform but 
may have an arbitrary cross-section.  The inlet duct, which may support a multi-modal sound field is 
denoted region s0, and the outlet duct, denoted region sN, are also assumed to have a uniform, but arbitrary, 
cross-section.  In principle each region may be bounded by acoustically soft walls and/or wave bearing 
walls and each section may contain more than one (equivalent) fluid, for example, a porous material; 
however, in order to simplify the analysis that follows it will be assumed that a each region is bounded by 
a hard wall.  Separating each shaded region are two planes, Γr and Γs, which lie perpendicular to the 
uniform sections that lie upstream and downstream, respectively.  Note also that the convective effects of 
mean flow are omitted from the analysis that follows. 
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Figure 1.  Geometry of duct. 

2.1 Governing Equations 

Sound propagation in region q ( ..N. ,2,.1=q ) of the duct shown in Fig. 1 is governed by the acoustic 
wave equation,  

 0
1 2
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q
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t

p

c

, (1) 
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where qc  is the speed of sound, qp′  is the acoustic pressure, and t is time.  The solution of this equation 

proceeds by expanding the acoustic pressure as an infinite sum over the eigenmodes in regions sq 
( ..N. ,1,.0=q ) and using a standard finite element discretisation in regions rq ( ..N. ,2,.1=q ).  For 

regions s0 and sN, expansion of the sound pressure field, assuming a time dependence of t
e

ωi  (where 

1i −=  and ω  is the radian frequency), yields 
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Similarly, for region sq, ( 1-..N ,2,.1=q ) 
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Here, Fn, An, Bqn, Cqn, and Dn are the modal amplitudes, 0ck ω=  ( 0c  is the speed of sound in air), λ  is 

the (dimensionless) wavenumber in region s0, α  is the (dimensionless) wavenumber in region sN, and γ  

is the (dimensionless) wavenumber in region sq 1.)-..N ,2,.1( =q .  The quantities ),( zyΦ , ),( zyΘ , and 

),( zyjΨ  are the transverse duct eigenfunctions in regions s0, sN and sq 1.)-..N ,2,.1( =q , respectively 

(here, y and z are orthogonal transverse coordinates).  The incident sound pressure field in region s0 is 
assumed to be multi-modal, and here, equal modal energy density (EMED) is assumed for all propagating 
modes, as this is thought to best represent the sound field emanating from a fan in a ventilation system 
(see Kirby and Lawrie [12]).  For EMED, this yields 
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where refp  is a reference pressure chosen here, arbitrarily, to be equal to unity.  The number of modes 

propagating in region s0 is denoted by Fn  (for modes that are “cut-off”, 0=F ), and 

∫
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For region rq the acoustic pressure is approximated by 
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where jW  is a global trial (or shape) function for the finite element mesh, 
jrqp  is the value of the acoustic 

pressure at node j, and nrq is the number of nodes (or degrees of freedom) in region rq.  A weighted 
residual statement of the wave equation may now be formulated and, after application of Green’s theorem, 
this yields 
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Here, rqp  is a vector holding the values of pressure at the nodes on the finite element mesh in region qr , 

the outer surfaces of region qr  are denoted rqΓ  and sqΓ , and rqn is the outward unit normal vector for the 

surface of region rq. 

 

2.2 Mode Matching 

The analysis proceeds by enforcing continuity of acoustic pressure and axial velocity over each surface 

rqΓ  and sqΓ .  Here, a mode matching method is used similar to the one described by Astley [10].  This 

method relies on weighting the appropriate continuity conditions and then integrating over rqΓ  and sqΓ .  

First, the axial velocity in the uniform sections is matched to the axial velocity in the non-uniform sections 
by substituting the appropriate expressions for axial velocity into the right hand side of Eq. (7).  Pressure 
is then matched separately making use of appropriate weighting functions.  Accordingly, substituting Eqs. 
(2)-(4) into Euler’s equation gives the axial velocity, which is then substituted into the right hand side of 
Eq. (7) to give, for region r1, 
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Similarly for region rq ( 13,..., ,2 −= Nq ), 
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For region rN 
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The mode matching method of now proceeds by weighting each pressure matching condition using the 
incident axial velocity in the region adjacent to the surface over which matching takes place  Thus, for 

1rΓ , continuity of pressure yields, 
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For rqΓ  ( Nq 2,..., = ) 
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For sqΓ  ( 12,..., ,1 −= Nq ) 
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Finally, for sNΓ  
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Here, vectors 
rqΓp  and 

sqΓp  hold values of the finite element solution in region rq, at the nodal locations 

on the surfaces rqΓ  and rsΓ , respectively. 
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2.3 Transmission Loss 

 

In order to solve the problem and to find the transmission loss of the system, it is convenient to re-write 
the problem in matrix form:  
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Equations (8)-(14) may now be written in matrix form, so that 
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.  Equations (24)-(30) may be simplified by writing 
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Here, matrix mn

qK  has order qnqm nn × , where, 1qn  and 3qn  denote the number of nodes on rqΓ  and sqΓ , 

respectively; 2qn  is the number of nodes in region rq, and qen  is the number of nodes that lie in region rq 

but do not lie on rqΓ  and sqΓ  (so that 312 qqqqe nnnn −−= ).  The values for pressure at those nodes in 

region rq that do not lie on rqΓ  and sqΓ  are held in matrix eqp .  Finally, Eqs. (31)-(33) may be combined 

to express the problem in general as, 
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where qqsq ESY −= , for 12,..., ,1 −= Nq ; 1−−= qqrq ERY , for Nq 3,..., ,2= ; qsqsq EMZ −= ; and, 

1−−= qrqrq EMZ .  In addition T

eqrq sqrq
]    [ ΓΓ= pppp . 

 

Equation (34) consists of 3
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 simultaneous equations, which are solved to 

give the unknown modal amplitudes and pressures.  Here 1m  and Nm  denote the number of modes 

assumed to be present in regions s0 and sN, respectively, and sqm  denotes the number of modes in region q.  

The sound transmission loss (TL) of the N regions is then readily calculated from the ratio of the 
transmitted to incident sound powers, which yields 
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),( , and Dn  is the number of modes cut on in region sN.   

 

3 Results and Discussion 

The theory outlined in the previous section is intended to be general and so is applicable to any number of 
non-uniform component regions.  In this section, results are restricted to two separate geometries: (i) a 
hard walled problem that involves two cylinders placed in a rectangular duct; and, (ii) a single splitter 
silencer that is also placed in a rectangular duct.  Both problems have been chosen to allow the analysis to 
be reduced to two-dimensions (although this is not a requirement of the method), but also to validate 
predictions for a geometrically complex configuration as well as a dissipative element (which may be 
compared to results in the literature).  The study of the interaction between more than one component 
typically found in a ventilation system will follow on from the work presented here. 

 

3.1 Two Cylinders 

The attenuation of sound by two cylinders placed in a rectangular duct is examined here as the circular 
geometry provides a good test of the accuracy of the method.  The geometry of the problem is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.  Geometry of cylinders. 
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In Fig. 2, the duct is assumed to be rectangular with a half width b, and to contain two cylinders of radius 
a1 and a2, respectively.  Note that for each cylinder the interface between the region in which a finite 
element mesh is used, and the region in which a modal expansion is used, is shifted a distance le from the 
cylinder. This is to minimise element distortion when generating a mesh close to the cylinder; here, a 
value of qeq al 5.0=  was found to provide the best compromise between solution accuracy and 

computational expenditure. 

 

The transmission loss for the two cylinders is plotted against the dimensionless frequency β in Fig. 3, 
where 02 cbf=β  (f is frequency, and higher order modes in s2 cut on at nβ, ∞=  ..., 2, ,1n ) and a value 

of 5.0=b m is used (so that the overall duct width is 1 m). 

 

Figure 3.  Transmission loss predictions for two cylinders, baa 8.021 == , bLc 4= . 

——, plane wave forcing; —   —   —, Multi mode (EMED) forcing. 

 

The transmission loss plots in Fig. 3 show the classic resonant behaviour associated with scattering from 
rigid bodies for 1<β .  This behaviour is often known as “Bragg-scattering”, see for example Åbom [13].  

Accordingly, for plane wave propagation ( 1<β ) one would expect to see peak values in the transmission 

loss at harmonics of the fundamental frequency cb Lb=β .  The first two peaks are clearly evident in Fig. 

3, although the third peak is somewhat harder to discern and it appears that, as one approaches the cut-on 
frequency of the first higher-order mode, the behaviour of the system departs from the plane wave 
assumptions.  Note also that the transmission loss of subsequent peaks drops for 1<β  and this is in 
contrast to the behaviour observed by Åbom [13]; however, this effect is merely a function of the 
geometry chosen here.  For values of 1>β  one cannot, of course, expect to find multiples of bβ ; it is 

evident, however, that the first two peaks above 1=β  arrive at bcL ββ += , so that for the cylinders 

studied in Fig. 3 this gives 45.1=β  and 7.1=β .  After studying a number of different configurations 

(all with 21 aa = ) it appears that it is possible to identify the first two transmission loss peaks above 

1=β  using the formula cc LbL +=β , although peaks at much higher frequencies did not follow this 

pattern.  Moreover, there is no discernable pattern for 2>β . 
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It is also evident in Fig. 3 that multi-mode and plane wave forcing give similar values for transmission 
loss, at least for EMED forcing.  The only significant different is that multi-mode forcing is seen to 
provide less attenuation and this is probably due to higher order incident modes finding it easier to bypass 
the cylinders and so lowering the transmission loss.  It is interesting also to examine the sound pressure 
distribution in the duct for different values of β.  Accordingly, in Figs. 4-7, the magnitude of sound 
pressure is plotted for the geometry described in Fig. 2.  Here, Fig. 4 plots the pressure for 25.0=β , Fig. 

5 for 1=β , Fig. 6 for 25.1=β , and Fig. 7 for 7.1=β . 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Magnitude of sound pressure for 25.0=β  (TL=15.9 dB). 

 

 

Figure 5.  Magnitude of sound pressure for 1=β  (TL=15.7 dB). 

 

 

Figure 6.  Magnitude of sound pressure for 25.1=β , multi-modal excitation (TL =1 dB). 

 

 

Figure 7.  Magnitude of sound pressure for 7.1=β (Multi-modal excitation) (TL =16.6 dB). 

 

Figures 4-7 demonstrate the resonant nature of the sound propagation over the two cylinders and the 
multi-modal scattering of the cylinder is clearly evident at higher frequencies. 
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The accuracy of the method may readily be investigated by examining the relative error in the power 
balance over the two cylinders.  Therefore, if the normalised reflected and transmitted sound power are 
denoted by RefW  and TransW , respectively, then the percentage error E∆  in the sound power is given by 

TransRef1100 WWE −−×=∆ , provided that RefW  and TransW  are normalised against the incident sound 

power.  Values for E∆  may then be computed over the entire frequency range for each cylinder.  The 
power balance for the two cylinders studied previously is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Relative percentage error in sound power balance across the two cylinders. 

 

In Fig. 8 it is evident that for 1<β  the solution is to machine accuracy, but for 1≥β  the error E∆  

increases significantly although % 02.0<∆E  over the whole frequency range.  Accordingly, the errors 
presented in Fig. 8 provide confidence in the accuracy of the method described here. 

 

In Fig. 9 transmission loss predictions are compared for cylinders of different geometry.  Here, the solid 
line represents the transmission loss under EMED forcing for ba 8.01 =  and ba 4.02 = , and the dashed 

line swaps these values so that ba 4.01 =  and ba 8.02 = .  It is evident in Fig. 9 that these two 
configurations behave very differently from one another and that a significant improvement in 
transmission loss may be obtained at higher β values by placing the smaller cylinder first.  It is noticeable 
also that the peak transmission loss values have shifted, although this is to be excepted for the second 
scenario since the distance cL  has changed; however, the simple plane wave expression for identifying the 

transmission loss peaks (multiples of cLb ) no longer works well, and here it only successfully predicts 

the first two peaks for ba 8.01 =  and ba 4.02 = , and the first peak for ba 4.01 =  and ba 8.02 = .  
Clearly, the results in Fig. 9, and also Fig. 3, demonstrate that the interaction between two cylinders in a 
waveguide offers significant scope for delivering a reactive type of silencer for ventilation systems, 
although identifying an appropriate geometry for the silencer will require some detailed investigation that 
is best carried out using a model such as the one proposed here. 
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Figure 9.  Transmission loss predictions for two cylinders with multi-mode (EMED) forcing. 

———, baba 4.0 ,8.0 21 == , bLc 4= ; —   —   —, baba 8.0 ,4.0 21 == , bLc 2.3= . 

 

3.2 Dissipative Silencer 

So far, obstacles in a hard-walled duct have been examined; the method presented here is, however, 
equally applicable to sections that contain one or more equivalent fluids.  A convenient example is a 
dissipative silencer, which often takes the form of a splitter silencer in a ventilation system, see for 
example Figs. 10a and 10b. 
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Rair Rabs Rabs Rabs Rair 
 

 

Figure 10a.  Plan view of splitter silencer.  Figure 10b.  Cross-section. 

 

To accommodate two or more equivalent fluids, in this case air and a porous material, the two regions 
must be “joined” together using appropriate continuity conditions.  For a splitter silencer this may involve 
matching between air and the porous material, in which case the complex density of the porous material 
will enter into the velocity matching conditions; alternatively, the planes over which matching takes place 
can moved away from the inlet and outlet planes of the silencer in order to maintain the approach 
described in Section 2.  It is then necessary to mesh a short section of the airway before and after the 
splitter silencer in the manner carried out for the two cylinders. 
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In general for a splitter silencer the Helmholtz equation is solved separately in each region and then each 
region is joined by the appropriate (transverse) boundary conditions.  Thus, for regions in which air is 
present, say airR , the wave equation gives, 
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For the porous material, 
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where absk  is a (complex) wavenumber for the porous material.  The air and porous material are separated 

by a perforated screen and the continuity conditions over this screen are [14] 
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and 
 

 
airairabsabs

 rqrqrqrq nunu ⋅−=⋅ , (39) 

 

where 0ρ  is the density of air and ζ  is the perforate impedance.  Equations (36) and (37) are joined using 

Eqs. (38) and (39) to form a new K  matrix, which may be substituted into Eq. (34) and solved as before. 

 

A simple, uniform, splitter silencer is studied here in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the hybrid 
method and to validate it against an existing solution.  The silencer has the dimensions ba 2.01 = , 

ba 6.02 = ; 12 =b m and 1=sL m.  The properties of the porous material, and the impedance of the 

perforate, are the same as those specified by Kirby [14] (with a flow resistivity for the porous material of 
8000=σ  Pa s/m2)In Fig. 11, transmission loss predictions are compared for multi-modal and plane wave 

excitation and predictions obtained using the hybrid method are compared to the point collocation 
predictions of Kirby [14]. 
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Figure 11.  Transmission loss predictions for splitter silencer with m 1 ,6.0 ,2.0 21 === sLbaba . 

 ——, plane wave point collocation [13]; —   —   —, EMED point collocation [13];  

♦, plane wave hybrid method; ▲, EMED hybrid method. 

 

Good agreement between the two methods is observed, although it should be noted that for uniform 
geometries such as the one described here a hybrid approach is not the fastest technique since it will 
always be more computationally efficient to use a modal expansion for uniform sections.  It has, however, 
been shown here that the hybrid method can model a dissipative silencer accurately and this method 
therefore has the potential to model more complex dissipative configurations.  In Fig. 11, the effect of 
using multi-mode forcing is clearly very significant and the silencer transmission loss increases 
significantly once the second higher order mode cuts on in the inlet duct. 

 

4 Conclusions 

A hybrid method that combines a wave based modal solution with a standard finite element solution has 
been developed here for multiple elements.  The main advantage of the method lies in avoiding the need to 
mesh long sections of the ductwork and so is applicable to analysing the interaction between components 
in larger ventilation systems.  The two different problems studied here demonstrate that the hybrid method 
may readily be applied to complex geometries, as well as dissipative elements.  The transmission loss 
predictions presented for two cylinders placed in a rectangular duct generally follow expected behaviour 
in the plane wave region, but at higher frequencies the transmission loss includes many sharp peaks.  Here, 
it may be possible to harness these peaks in order to design a reactive silencer that may target narrow-band 
noise emanating from a fan in a ventilation system.  The results presented for a dissipative splitter silencer 
demonstrate that multi-mode forcing has a significant effect on silencer performance and that this effect is 
significantly higher than that seen for the two cylinders.  Furthermore, the predictions obtained using the 
hybrid method demonstrate very good agreement with those obtained using an alternative numerical 
method and this provides further confidence in the ability of the method to tackle complex non-uniform 
silencers in the future. 
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Abstract
Hybrid methods based on acoustic analogies provide an efficient approach to compute flow generated sound
in low Mach number engineering applications. In this paper, a comparative study of the numerical robustness
of different formulations of Vortex Sound Theory and Curle’s analogy is carried out. A particular focus is
placed on the numerical effects related to the truncation and discretization of the quadrupolar field.

1 Introduction

Noise reduction is an increasing concern in industrial processes, in particular when the flow and acoustics
are confined by rigid walls. On the one hand, the regulations related to noise pollution are more restrictive.
On the other hand, acoustic resonance phenomena can arise; this influences the operation conditions of the
processes, limiting the achievable efficiency, and, moreover, may lead to shorter life cycles of the installations
due to fatigue.

Aeroacoustics is governed by the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. However, a direct numerical si-
mulation (DNS) of those equations is not practical in most cases. The length and time scales of the turbulent
flow require a mesh resolution that makes these computations very computationally demanding. The acoustic
propagation at low Mach numbers is characterized by much larger length scales, such that extensive compu-
tational domains are needed. Moreover, the disparity between the aerodynamic and the acoustic fluctuation
scales imposes the need of high-order non-dissipative schemes.

In order to meet the industrial stringent time limitations, the use of a hybrid approach is generally preferred,
and often the only affordable option. In the hybrid approach, the computational domain is split into two
regions: a source and an acoustic wave propagation region. Both of them are solved using different equations,
numerical methods and mesh resolutions. The so-called acoustic analogies, first proposed by Lighthill [1],
allow synthesizing equivalent aeroacoustic sources from the flow information.

Different formulations of acoustic analogies have been proposed (see, for instance, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). Amongst
them, vorticity-based analogies are useful for analytical studies, as they highlight the role of vorticity in
sound production. Moreover, in resonant cases, the feedback mechanism can result in the concentration of
the hydrodynamic energy into large-scale, quasi-deterministic vortical structures, which dynamics is conve-
niently described by vortex blob methods [7]. Nevertheless, they are not always recommended for numerical
evaluation [12]. Some forms of the Vortex Sound Theory are more prone to numerical errors than others, as
shown by Schram [9]. It was demonstrated that assuming - several times during the derivation - the conser-
vation of some invariants of free flows yields an improved robustness of the sound prediction. The present
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study represents an extension of that work to confined flow cases, with a particular focus on the quadrupolar
contribution to the acoustic field. We carry out a comparative study of the numerical behavior of different
vortex sound-based analogies and Curle’s analogy under different circumstances.

The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, a brief discussion of the theoretical background is
presented; in Section 3, the case of two co-rotating vortices is analysed, followed by the case of a confined
cylinder in Section 4, and, finally, some conclusions are discussed in Section 5.

2 Theoretical background

Curle’s analogy [2] can be derived from Lighthill’s analogy [1]:

∂2ρ′

∂t2
− c20∇2ρ′ =

∂2Tij
∂xi∂xj

, (1)

where ρ′ = ρ − ρ0 is defined as the deviation of the density with respect to the value ρ0 it assumes in the
propagation region taken as reference, and Tij is Lighthill’s tensor, defined as

Tij = ρuiuj + σij + pδij − δijc20ρ.

The pressure perturbation is related to the density perturbation p′ = c20ρ
′ through the speed of sound c0 in

the propagation region.

We consider the sources contained in a volume Vs bounded by the surface ∂Vs. The surface ∂Vs is defined in
such a way that it is either coincident with a rigid wall where a non-slip condition is verified, or far enough
from the unsteady flow so that the velocity vanishes there too. In what follows, the discussion will be carried
out in the frequency domain. Neglecting viscous effects at the walls, Curle’s analogy [2] gives the following
expression of the acoustic pressure perceived by a listener at position x for frequency ω:

p̂(x, ω) = −
∫
Vs

∂2Ĝ0

∂yi∂yj
T̂ijd

3y −
∫
∂Vs

∂Ĝ0

∂yj
P̂ njd

2y. (2)

P̂ is the pressure on the boundary ∂Vs, and Ĝ0(x|y, ω) is the free-field Green’s function, a solution of
the Helmholtz equation (∇2 + k2)Ĝ(x|y, ω) = δ(x − y). The hatted variables are expressed in Fourier
domain. By convention, the normal vector n points inside the surface ∂Vs. The sources in the volume
integral in Equation (2) behave like quadrupoles, whereas for the surface integral over the solid surfaces ∂Vs
the sources have dipolar nature. Considering the flow isentropic and neglecting the contribution of viscous
effects to the sound production, Lighthill’s tensor can be approximated as T̂ij = ̂ρuiuj .
Alternatively, a tailored Green’s function ĜT , defined to fulfill the requirement ∂ĜT /∂nj = 0 at ∂Vs, can
be used:

p̂(x, ω) = −
∫
Vs

∂2ĜT
∂yi∂yj

T̂ijd
3y. (3)

In the following sections, several analogies based on vortex sound theory are used to compute the quadrupolar
component of the sound p̂q and compared with Curle’s analogy. In summary, the following expressions are
evaluated:

• Lighthill’s/Curle’s analogy:

p̂q(x, ω) = −
∫
Vs

∂2Ĝ0

∂yi∂yj
T̂ijd

3y (4)
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• Powell’s analogy [5]:

p̂q(x, ω) =
∫
Vs

L̂ · ∇Ĝ0d
3y −

∫
Vs

Êk∇2Ĝ0d
3y. (5)

where L is the so-called Lamb vector
L = ρ(w × v),

w being the vorticity vector, and Ek is the kinetic energy

Ek =
ρ|v|2

2
.

For high Reynolds numbers, the contribution of the integral corresponding to the kinetic energy is
often considered negligible. This aspect is studied in this work. Another aspect of interest is that in
these volume integrals, unlike the one presented in Equation (4), the sources do not have explicitly a
quadrupolar form. This may pose numerical problems that are also object of investigation here.

• Quadrupole approximation of Powell’s analogy:

A solution that may improve the numerical behaviour of Powell’s analogy is to perform a Taylor
expansion of the Green’s function around the source position y = 0 to obtain [5]:∫

Vs

L̂ · ∇Ĝ0d
3y '

∫
Vs

L̂ · ∇Ĝ0

∣∣∣
y=0

d3y +
∫
Vs

yiL̂j
∂2Ĝ0

∂yi∂yj

∣∣∣∣∣
y=0

d3y.

Using the source-listener reciprocity property of the Green’s function Ĝ0, and assuming the listener to
be located in far field, it can be shown that the first integral involves the time derivative of the impulse
integrated over the source region. In absence of external forces, this first integral would therefore be
identically equal to zero. Following similar arguments for the kinetic energy and in absence of visco-
thermal effects, the contribution of the integral involving the kinetic energy vanishes also. It should
be noted that the point around which the expansion is done is arbitrary, as long as the source field is
compact. An expression that is analogous to Equation 4 can be obtained:

p̂q(x, ω) =
∫
Vs

yiL̂j
∂2Ĝ0

∂yi∂yj
d3y, (6)

where the quadrupolar character of the sources is now explicit.

• Möhring’s analogy [6] can be derived from Powell’s analogy, assuming once more the conservation of
kinetic energy:

p̂q(x, ω) = −
∫
Vs

yiM̂j
∂2Ĝ0

∂yi∂yj
d3y, (7)

where M̂ = (y × ŵ)ω
√−1/n, with n the number of dimensions.

3 Pair of co-rotating vortices

The robustness and accuracy of these different formulations is first analyzed by application to a well-known
test case: two spinning rectilinear vortices.

A sketch of the domain can be seen in Figure 1. The centers of the vortices are separated by a distance d from
each other. The domain is two-dimensional, centered in (y1, y2) = (0, 0) and extends in both principal axes
between −0.8d and 0.8d. The velocity and vorticity fields are prescribed analytically according to Oseen’s
description of vortices [16], and are characterized by a total circulation Γ. The dimension of the core sizes is
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small enough to assume a pointwise Biot-Savart mutual influence of the two vortices, and it has been verified
that the acoustic pressure obtained from Howe’s [4] asymptotic expression for filament vortices is retrieved
[8]. This asymptotic value is used to make the acoustic pressure in Figures 2 and 3 below non-dimensional.

With these definitions, the period of rotation of the vortices can be computed as Tp = 2π2d2/Γ, with the
time being discretized by ∆t = Tp/32. The size of the vortex cores is determined by the length σ = d/25,
and the spatial domain is discretized by a uniform mesh with cell size ∆x = d/100. The Mach number,
characterized by the reference velocity U = Γ/(2πd), was M = 0.02.

Different numerical aspects are investigated, namely the influence of the finiteness of the computational
domain and the numerical robustness in presence of diverse error sources. Figures 2 to 3(d) show results
of the acoustic pressure amplitude computed with Equations (4) to (7) under different conditions, which we
discuss in this section. The acoustic radiation is evaluated at a radius r = 100λ.

Figure 1: Computational domain for co-rotating pair of vortices: a solid line marks the limit of the original
domain; the dashed line marks the limits of the weighting Equation (8).
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|
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1
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Figure 2: Dimensionless pressure amplitude vs. directivity angle. Curle (2), Powell (4).

Figure 2 shows the results obtained by using the original domain as depicted in Figure 1. Vorticity based
analogies give in this case better results than Curle’s analogy, which shows to be strongly dependent on the
directivity angle. The reason for this is that the vorticity decay in the domain is much steeper in space than
the velocity decay; as a result the source field of vortex sound theory is vanishing at the boundaries while
Lighthill-Curle’s source term is truncated there. Therefore, vorticity-based analogies perform better as the
region where the sources are most active is better included inside the computational domain. In contrast, for
Curle’s analogy, the results are sensitive to the position of the truncation surface. In this case, this sensitivity
is particularly pronounced due to the fact that the domain is does not have circular symmetry with respect to
its center. To illustrate this, the source domain is weighted by the top-hat function

w(y1, y2) =

{
1, if

√
y2
1 + y2

2 ≤ 0.8d
0, if

√
y2
1 + y2

2 > 0.8d .
(8)

The effect of this weighting can be observed in Figure 3(a), presenting results for Curle’s analogy that are
now of the same level of accuracy as the vorticity based analogies: Powell’s, the quadrupole approximation
of Powell’s and Möhring’s. It is worth noting that all the analogies provide results with a weak and similar
dependence on the directivity angle, which is mainly due to the discretization of the rotation period. The
remaining results in this section are all obtained applying the weighting Equation (8). The contribution of
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the kinetic energy term showed to be negligible in all cases, at least three orders of magnitude smaller than
the rest of contributions.

In order to assess the numerical robustness of the forms of the analogies under investigation, several experi-
ments are carried out. In Figure 3(b), results are presented which include gaussian numerical noise added to
the vorticity field, with amplitude equal to the peak vorticity. It can be seen that, while the quadrupole ap-
proximation of Powell’s analogy and Möhring’s analogy still present good results, the accuracy of Powell’s
analogy is significantly influenced by this form of numerical noise.

Similar situations are observed in Figures 3(c) and 3(d). Figure 3(c) shows results of a case in which the
spatial discretization has been coarsened by a factor 5, while Figure 3(d) presents the results of a case in
which the velocity field has been modified by adding a small sinusoidal variation ∆v2 to its y2 component:

∆v2 = 0.05(v2)max sin(6πt/Tp)

Powell’s analogy as expressed in Equation (5) shows to be the least numerically robust for all cases. This
was expected in the cases of the noisy vorticity field and of the badly discretized domain, as the sources have
dipolar form in the analogy, and reproducing the real quadrupolar nature of the sources depends therefore
on delicate source cancellations. In the case corresponding to Figure 3(d), the small added variation of the
velocity acts like the result of a periodic external force over the domain, thus becoming a dipolar source
that influences the results if the expression of the analogy does not enforce the quadrupolar character of the
sources, as Möhring’s analogy and the quadrupole approximation of Powell’s do.
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(a) Reference case.
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(b) With noisy vorticity field.
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(c) With coarse spatial discretization.
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(d) With periodic velocity component.

Figure 3: Dimensionless pressure amplitude vs. directivity angle (with circular weighting function). Curle
(2), Powell (4), quadrupole Powell (.), Möhring (◦).

It must be noted that Möhring’s analogy tends to be more robust in the case of the badly discretized field
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than the quadrupole approximation of Powell’s analogy. Möhring’s analogy assumes one more time the
conservation of kinetic energy starting from Powell’s formulation, which reinforces further its robustness
[9].

4 2D cylinder confined in a channel

The effect of confinement of the flow is now investigated in this Section.

4.1 Aerodynamic model

First, we solve the flow field in the source region in order to determine the sources of sound. The domain
can be seen on Figure 4.

12.5D 185.5D 65D

8D
x

y

Figure 4: CFD domain, D = length of the cylinder side

The square prism of side D (called in the literature a ’square cylinder’) is centered at (0, 0) and confined
in a two-dimensional channel of height H , such that the blockage ratio D/H is 1/8. This case has been
considered in the literature before, among others by Breuer et al. [13]. In our case we extend the length of
the domain downstream the wake region (up to 185.5D) to reduce the effect of the truncation of the sources
of sound. At the end of the domain a sponge zone consisting of a stretched mesh region (65D) is added to
damp any remaining vortical structures before they leave the domain.

Two Reynolds numbers are considered: 100 and 200. These Reynolds numbers are based on the maximum
inlet velocity, U ≡ Umax and on the cylinder height D. All the results presented in this paper are made
dimensionless with these two parameters and the reference density ρ0.

In the considered range of Reynolds numbers the flow may be considered laminar and two-dimensional. The
flow data can be obtained with an incompressible solver for the very low Mach numbers considered here.
The commercial solver Fluent v6.3 is used in this work. At the inlet, a parabolic, laminar velocity profile
is prescribed. A constant pressure boundary condition is prescribed at the outlet of the sponge zone. The
cylinder and walls of the duct are defined as no-slip wall condition.

A mesh dependency study on a shorter domain showed that the satisfactory spatial resolution is 20 elements
per cylinder side. The calculations are performed on a uniform cartesian mesh of 450.000 cells and the
corresponding constant timestep giving the maximum CFL number of 0.6. A segregated implicit solver with
SIMPLE algorithm and no underrelaxation is used. Second-order schemes are used both for space and time
discretisation.

4.2 Flow field results

In order to evaluate the forces, we monitored the dimensionless lift and drag coefficients on the cylinder walls.
They compare relatively well with the values in the literature both in amplitude and frequency (Table 1). The
Strouhal number is defined as St = Df/Umax.
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Re 100 100 [13] 200 200 [13]
Stlift 0.135 0.139 0.134 0.134
Stdrag 0.275 - 0.268 -
Cdmean 1.41 1.39 1.55 1.42

Table 1: Strouhal numbers and drag coefficient compared with Breuer et al. [13]

Figure 5(a) shows the instantaneous vorticity field in the left side of the domain. The von Karman vortex
street formed in the wake behind the cylinder can be seen. The vortices are dissipated downstream until they
reach the sponge zone, where they are almost completely damped (Figure 5(b)). The time history of pressure

(a) Inlet, cylinder and developing wake

(b) Outflow (sponge zone)

Figure 5: Instantaneous vorticity field, Re = 200. Dashed contours show negative values.

on the walls, velocity and vorticity fields was exported to synthesize the sources of sound using the acoustic
analogies.

4.3 Dipole sound radiated inside the duct

Dipoles are the dominant sources of sound with respect to quadrupoles at low Mach numbers, and, therefore,
the sound generated by the pressure fluctuation on the cylinder walls will be the largest contribution to
the total sound inside the duct. As the considered case is laminar, the main fluctuations of the flow are
characterized by well-defined flow frequencies. Therefore, in our analysis only the two main frequencies,
lift and drag frequency, are considered. For these two frequencies, the cylinder is acoustically compact and
may be represented by a compact single dipole. Moreover, both are well below the cut-off frequency of the
duct, so only plane waves propagate for the drag, while the lift fluctuations will be cut off.

An analytical prediction of the sound pressure radiated by the dipole and propagated along the duct can be
made by using the amplitude of the drag coefficient fluctuation ∆Cdrag:

p =
∆p
2

=
1
2
Fdrag

S
=

(ρ0U
2)∆Cdrag

32

where ∆p is the jump in pressure created by the cylinder, Fdrag is the drag force integrated over the cylinder
surface and S is the transversal area of the duct. The dimensionless radiated pressure was estimated as
∆Cdrag/32 = 1.5 · 10−4. This value will be used in Section 4.5 to verify the Mach scaling law obtained with
the different quadrupolar formulations for the ducted case.
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4.4 Free-field sound radiated by the quadrupolar sources

As a first step to compare the behavior of the different analogies in the evaluation of quadrupolar noise,
the sound is computed as if the duct walls were not present and did not influence the acoustic field. This
does not have any physical meaning; nevertheless, it is useful in order to study separately certain numerical
effects of the acoustic analogies. In this way, the numerical study carried out for the co-rotating vortices is
complemented by a case that presents additional difficulties, such as a flow field obtained from CFD instead
of prescribed analytically, a mean convection velocity and vortices crossing the outlet boundaries. In the
following sections, acoustic results considering the real system with the duct will be presented.

The whole CFD domain excluding the sponge zone is used as source domain where the acoustic field is
integrated according to Equations (4) to (7). The length of the CFD domain is such that the vortices have
practically decayed at the outlet of the source domain. Nevertheless, they are not completely damped out,
especially in the case with Re = 200. To force the sources to decay completely towards the outlet, they are
weighted by a windowing function

wind(y1) =

{
1, if y1 ≤ y0

1

exp
(
− (y1−y01)2

2σ2

)
, if y1 > y0

1 .
(9)

where the parameters in the equation were selected in this case as y0
1 = 140D and σ = 12D. The weighting

is done in order to avoid errors that an abrupt truncation of the sources can produce [14, 15]. This proved
necessary in the case of the analogies given by Equation (6) and, especially, Equation (7), which, having
the coordinate y1 explicitly as a multiplicative factor in the source description, present a slower decay of the
sources downstream.

Figure 6 shows directivity plots of the acoustic field at a distance of 100 acoustical wavelengths λ from the
origin of sources and obtained with different analogies. In order to study the effects of non-compactness
of the source domain, the Mach number was artificially modified by varying the speed of sound. Curle’s
analogy (Equation (4)) shows similar results to the ones given by the quadrupole approximation of Powell’s
analogy (Equation (6)), as well as by Möhring’s analogy. These two seem however less numerically robust
as the Mach number increases and the domain becomes less acoustically compact. The validity of the
approximations involved in Equations (6) and (7) is related to the compactness of the domain. Furthermore,
these expressions present an increased numerical fragility due to the large magnitude of their generated
source field. Particularly, the largest components are related to y1L̂2 and, more remarkably, to y1M̂2, for
which the source field presents amplitudes that are two orders of magnitude larger than for the component
related to T̂12 in Curle’s integral.

If the second derivatives of the Green’s functions in Equations (6) and (7) are evaluated at y = 0, the
numerical robustness is improved, as can be observed in Figure 6(d). This is due to the fact that the acoustical
compactness is enforced by evaluating all the equivalent sources at the same point.

If Powell’s analogy is applied as in Equation (5), the behavior changes substantially. For very low Mach
numbers, as could be expected, the results do not match the quadrupolar field given by Curle’s analogy.
This is due to the fact that Powell’s formulation describes the sources formally as dipoles, and the implicit
quadrupolar nature of the sound must arise therefore through mutual cancellations of dipolar sources. At
very low Mach numbers, these cancellations become too delicate, and the net acoustic field that is obtained
is erroneously dipolar and significantly overpredicted. However, as the Mach number increases, the can-
cellations become more robust, and the solution provided matches better Curle’s results, providing a good
agreement for the highest Mach numbers considered.

The contribution of the kinetic energy term proved indeed to be negligible; although for the highest con-
sidered Mach number, the contribution becomes important enough to influence somewhat the accuracy of
the prediction. Nevertheless, the error introduced by neglecting this term was always smaller than the error
introduced by the discussed numerical effects, so it plays no important role in the analysis.
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Figure 6: Dimensionless pressure amplitude vs. directivity angle at distance r = 100λ. Re = 100, lift
frequency. Curle (solid line), Powell (dashed line), quadrupole Powell (triangles), Möhring (circles). Only
in Figure 6(d): quadrupole Powell/ Möhring with derivatives of the Green’s functions evaluated at y = 0
(filled triangles/circles).
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Figure 7: Dimensionless pressure amplitude vs. directivity angle, at distance r = 100λ. Re = 200, lift
frequency. Curle (solid line), Powell (dashed line), quadrupole Powell (triangles), quadrupole Powell with
derivatives of the Green’s functions evaluated at y = 0 (filled triangles).
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The case with Re = 200 was computed too with the different analogies. The main difference with the case
of Re = 100 is that the decay of the sources occurs further downstream from the cylinder. This implies that
the effect of the truncation is more dramatic, making Möhring’s analogy the least robust analogy amongst the
ones studied for this case, because its source field, as explained before, decays the furthest downstream and
has the largest magnitude with respect to the real acoustic field. Large overpredictions of the acoustic field
were consistently obtained with Möhring’s analogy for this Reynolds number. With sources that are large in
magnitude, the windowing given by Equation (9) is too steep, and a large error arises due to the forced decay
of the source field.

The quadrupolar form of Powell’s analogy presented also some issues related to the truncation error that made
it less numerically robust than Curle’s analogy. Although it did not present as dramatic an error as Möhring’s
analogy, still the error made due to the truncation on the wake is too large in comparison with the acoustic
field, and the evaluation of the correction term was not accurate enough to obtain good predictions. Powell’s
analogy (Equation (5)) behaved similarly for this case as for the case Re = 100, with better performance at
higher Mach numbers. Figure 7 shows some results that illustrate these discussed aspects.

4.5 Quadrupole sound radiated inside the duct

The behavior of the quadrupoles inside the duct is analyzed by using the tailored Green’s function of a
rectangular duct [17] in Equations (4), (6) and (7) instead of the free-field Green’s function. Like in the
previous section, the Mach number was artificially varied by changing the speed of sound of the computation.

Figure 8 shows the resulting pressure amplitude in the duct with different analogies and for the drag fre-
quency. A curve showing the pressure amplitude computed in Section 4.3 for the dipole multiplied by
the Mach number is also presented, as the theoretical ratio between dipolar and quadrupolar pressure is
Pd/Pq = 1/M . The results do not present the same behavior as in previous section; it is worth noting that,
while for the free-field radiation the component xy contributed most to the total sound, inside the duct this
radiation is cut off, and the component xx becomes the most important one, as it radiates in the longitudinal
direction of the duct.

Curle’s analogy follows better the trend PdM than the other tested analogies. This could be explained
through the amplitude of the equivalent sources: it is one order of magnitude smaller for Curle’s analogy,
thus providing a more accurate integration of the acoustic field and more robustness towards numerical
errors. Möhring’s analogy seems to provide significantly underpredicted pressure levels for the lower Mach
numbers.
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Figure 8: Dimensionless quadrupole pressure amplitude in the duct vs. Mach number. Re=100, drag fre-
quency. Curle (2), quadrupole Powell (.), Möhring (◦).
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5 Conclusions

At low Mach numbers, the acoustic field is the result of delicate cancellations of sources [11]. Numerical in-
accuracies may break this balance and result in overpredictions of the acoustic field. Examples of numerical
problems that can lead to breaking this source balance are the truncation of the source domain and discretiza-
tion effects. These errors will increase with the amplitude of the equivalent sources. Therefore, the way in
which equivalent sources are defined plays a substantial role in the accuracy of the acoustic prediction.

In this work the numerical robustness of several analogies has been studied in light of this perspective. Vortex
sound-based analogies provide a less spatially extended source description than velocity-based analogies
such as Curle’s. This makes them less prone to source truncation errors unless there is a mean convection
velocity with vortices crossing the outlet. At the same time, vorticity-based analogies can provide sources
with much larger amplitudes, which makes the errors due to truncation more difficult to correct and the
computed acoustic field thus less numerically robust.

In the case of Powell’s analogy, its dipolar description of the source field makes it numerically fragile at very
low Mach numbers, for which dipole radiation dominates with respect to quadrupoles. It has been illustrated
how discretization errors and numerical noise can lead to high overpredictions of the acoustic field with this
analogy. An approximation of the analogy enforcing the real quadrupolar nature of the sources proved to
improve these results. The contribution of the kinetic energy component in these analogies was investigated
and found to be negligible, as predicted by the theory for high Reynolds numbers and low Mach numbers
[4].

The prediction of the sound generated by a flow inside a duct with a square cylinder in cross-flow was
obtained using a theoretical one-dimensional model, providing a reference value to study the Mach scaling
of the quadrupolar sound. This component, which is nevertheless not the main contribution at low Mach
numbers, proved to be very sensitive to the analogy used to define the equivalent sources, thus illustrating
the issues related to numerical robustness that have been discussed in this paper.
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Jet noise shielding: Mean flow convection and refraction
effects on jet noise source propagation
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Abstract
Positioning aircraft engines on the rear of the fuselage above a U-shaped empennage, is an aircraft con-
figuration, which could possibly reduce the engine noise emitted towards the ground during take-off and
approach. In order to acoustically assess the shielding effect attained from such a configuration, the compli-
cated physical noise sources must, firstly, be represented in a manner appropriate for input into propagation
/ shielding prediction methods. In this paper, the development of an innovative methodology for providing
such a source for jet noise is described. Convecting point sources are located using Lighthill’s analogy with a
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solution to provide mean flow properties. The refractive effect of
the mean jet flow on sound propagation is determined using a Wave Expansion Method (WEM) to efficiently
numerically propagate monopole noise sources in a small domain, which includes the sheared jet flow. This
near-field WEM result is then propagated to the far-field using the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral equation,
assuming a uniform flow external to the Kirchhoff surface. The refractive flow effect on omnidirectional
sources is superimposed on the convecting sources. These directional point sources may be used as a sound
source input for shielding prediction methods. In this present study, jet noise sources have been created for
a range of frequencies. The isolated sound pressure level and the shielding effect, resultant from separating
these sources from an arc of receivers, with a flat plate, havebeen evaluated and results compared with test
data. Results presented here are very encouraging, as they clearly indicate that with the inclusion of both
the convective and the refractive effects of the jet flow on the propagation of point sources, simple jet noise
sources may be defined for use in shielding prediction methods, however, using the present approximations,
the predicted sound pressure levels are greater than the measured values at downstream receiver angles.

1 Introduction

Reducing the noise generated by aircraft on takeoff and approach is an essential consideration in the design
of new commercial aircraft [1]. A novel proposal to reduce the engine noise from aircraft that propagates
towards the ground, is to position the engines high on the rear of the aircraft fuselage, so that a new U-
shaped empennage design, would potentially act as a noise shield or barrier. This proposal is currently under
consideration as part of the European FP6 Project ‘New Aircraft Concepts REsearch’ (NACRE). Design
evaluation tools must be developed, which can evaluate suchshielding configurations within the time and
computational constraints of industry.

To acoustically evaluate such a configuration, the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) at a far-field receiver, from
both isolated and installed engine noise must be evaluated and the reduction inSPL quantified in terms of
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the shielding factor,

FS = 20 log10

(
pshielded

pisolated

)
= SPLshielded − SPLisolated . (1)

To compute theSPL from a jet, the complicated physical jet noise sources must,firstly, be represented in a
manner appropriate for input into propagation / shielding prediction methods. In this paper, the development
of an innovative methodology for providing a pragmatic jet noise source for use in shielding prediction meth-
ods is presented. Convecting point sources are defined from numerically computed mean flow properties,
through adapting Ribner’s jet noise model. The effect of refraction by the mean jet flow on the propagation
of these sources is considered by numerically propagating monopole point sources through a potential flow
and superimposing the effect on the convecting sources.

2 Ribner’s Jet Noise Model

The methodology used to determine sources for use in shielding prediction methods, described in this paper,
is derived from Lighthill’s acoustic analogy [2, 3] with Ribner’s approximations and so a brief synopsis of
the relevant equations is presented to begin with. The exactequation for the acoustic intensity spectrum at a
point in the far-field,x, from an isolated turbulent region located aty is

Iω (x/y) =
ω4ρ0

32π3c5
0

rirjrkrl

r6

∫ ∫
exp

(
jω

(
τ − η.r

c0r

))
Rijkl (y,η, τ) dηdτ , (2)

wherec0 is the far-field sound speed,ρ0 is the far-field density andr = |x− y|. Rijkl represents a two-point
time-delayed fourth-order velocity correlation tensor, and η is the separation vector between the two points.
rirjrkrl/r

6 is the directivity of each correlation using Einstein notation.

The acoustic intensity spectrum atx from a distribution of turbulent sources, as in the case of a jet noise
source, is thus

Iω (x) =
∫

Y
Iω (x/y) dy , (3)

whereY is the jet volume.

The correlation tensor in equation (2) is given in a fixed-frame of reference. In order to evaluate the intensity
spectrum using this equation it is useful to introduce a moving-axis transformation. This essentially decou-
ples the convection of the noise-generating turbulent eddies from the correlation tensor, thus leaving it easier
to model. Introducingξ = η − î c0Mcτ into equation (2) and eliminating retarded time gives

Iω (x/y) =
ω4ρ0

32π3c5
0

rirjrkrl

r6

∫ ∫
exp (jωCτ) Rijkl (y, ξ, τ) dξdτ , (4)

where î is a unit vector in the mean flow direction,Mc is the Mach convection number of the source and
C = (1−Mc r1/r) is a convection (or Doppler) factor.

Following Ribner’s numerous approximations [4, 5, 6] on thenature ofRijkl and evaluating the contribution
from all correlations, leads to the acoustic intensity spectrum as

I
se
ω (x/y) =

ρ0L
3u2

t

2

128π5/2c5
0

ω4

ωf
exp

(
− (ωC)2

8ω2
f

)
D2

se

r2
(5)

I
sh
ω (x/y) =

ρ0L
5u2

t

64π7/2c5
0

(
∂U1

∂y2

)2 ω4

ωf
exp

(
− (ωC)2

4ω2
f

)
D2

se

r2
, (6)
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and Iω = I
se
ω + I

sh
ω . Equation (5) is considered a self-noise term, as it resultsfrom only turbulence-

turbulence interactions, and equation (6) a shear-noise term, as it results from turbulence-flow interactions.

Ribner assumed that the jet source region is sufficiently compact or that the receiver is at large enough
distance so that intensity is independent of azimuthal angleφ, such that

r = |x − î y1| , (7)

and averagedrirjrkrl/r
6 overφ to give

D2
se = 1; D2

sh = (r1/r)
2 /2 + (r1/r)

4 /2 , (8)

which are the self- and shear-noise basic directivity patterns from the quadrupole correlations.

A Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solution with aκ−ǫ turbulence closure may be used to directly
provide the local and statistical properties of the flow required in equations (5) and (6). The mean flow axial
velocity gradient,∂U1/∂y2 , is computed straight from the solution. The isotropic integral length scaleL,
the turbulent energyu2

t , and the characteristic frequency of turbulence,ωf , are defined as

L = u2
t

3/2
/ǫ; u2

t = 2κ/3; ωf = 2πǫ/κ , (9)

and the Mach convection number is taken here to beMc (y) = (0.62U1 (y) + 0.25U1,max) /c0.

3 Jet Noise Source Definition

In order to evaluate the shielding effect of a barrier positioned between the jet noise source and the receiver,
it is necessary to evaluate the complex pressure on the shielding surface. If the average pressure atx, from
an isolated turbulent volume,∆Y , located aty, is taken to be

p (x/y) =
(
Iω (x/y) ∆Y ∆ωρ0c0

)1/2
, (10)

then the complex acoustic pressure can be written as

p (x/y) = A (x/y)
exp (−jωr/c0)

r
= A (x/y) G(r) (11)

where G is a free-space 3D Green’s function and the self- and shear-noise source amplitudes are

A se (x/y) =

(
ρ2
0L

3u2
t

2

128π5/2c4
0

ω4

ωf
∆Y ∆ω

)1/2

Dse E , (12)

A sh (x/y) =

(
ρ2
0L

5u2
t

64π7/2c4
0

(
∂U1

∂y2

)2 ω4

ωf
∆Y ∆ω

)1/2

Dsh E2 , (13)

E = exp

(
−
(

ωC

4ωf

)2
)

. (14)

For shielding applications the receivers (the shield) could be located quite close to the jet, therefore, the
approximation in equation (7) and it’s result in equation (8) must be questioned. If it is taken thatr = |x−y|,
then the self- and shear-noise directivity are

D2
se = 1; D2

sh =
r1

(
r2
1 + r2

3

)
(4r1 + r2 + r3)
4r4

. (15)
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The self-noise directivity is unchanged but the shear-noise term is now a function of the radial and az-
imuthal relationship between the source and receiver. Notethat Ribner’s directivities are simply azimuthally-
averaged versions these.

As each source is considered to sum incoherently, the total acoustic pressure is thus given by

p (x) =

(
Y∑

i=1

p 2
i (x/y)

)1/2

, (16)

with p (x/y) =
(
p2

se (x/y) + p2
sh (x/y)

)1/2
.

Observe that atx for a given receiver angular frequency,w, equation (14) amplifies source frequencies
lower thanω (due toωC) at downstream angles and source frequencies higher thanω at upstream angles, as
expected with sources that are convected downstream relative to the receiver. For jet noise, this implies that at
downstream receiver angles, the sound originates from a turbulent region that is located further downstream
than would be the case at upstream receiver angles (as it is known that the characteristic frequency of the
turbulence decrease with axial distance from the nozzle exit). In other words, the source location is not fixed
for a given frequency but is dependent on the receiver location.

4 Reduced Source Definition

It becomes prohibitive to retain a large number of point sources to represent the jet noise source for a number
of reasons:

• If a source is located at each point in the mesh used for the RANS computation, then inevitably there
will be redundant or ‘zero’ amplitude sources. These increase the computational demands and may be
located in unrealistic locations (for example, inside the shielding surface).

• As all the sources are summed incoherently, it is unnecessary to have a dense distribution of sources,
as the contribution to the total acoustic pressure from sources located within a small distance of each
other, can be achieved from a single stronger source locatedat an averaged location.

• It can become computationally very expensive to compute thesound field from a large number of
sources by numerical propagation (for example, to account for the effect of mean flow refraction as in
the following section) or at a large number of receivers as required at a shielding surface.

As this is intended to be a practical approach to modelling jet noise for shielding applications some pragmatic
steps should be taken to minimise the number of sources.

The most simple approach would be to ‘cut-off’ areas where anappropriate mean flow property value is
sufficiently low (for example, discard ares below10% of the maximum value of the turbulent kinetic energy).
This approach, however, is unsatisfactory as it is difficultto define a cut-off value, which both retains enough
sources to define the source region over a range of frequencies, and limits the number of redundant sources.

Alternatively, the frequency dependant amplitude may be used to limit the source region. As the amplitude
terms in equations (12) and (13) are dependent on the receiver location, it is useful to firstly define an
amplitude averaged over a sphere of receiver positions, which is to be used as a weighting factor. This is
defined as

FW (y) =
1

4πr2

∫
A (x/y) 2πr2 sin θ dθ . (17)

The jet region is divided into a number of axial ‘blocks’, thesources in which will be replaced by a single
source. There is no strict rule as to the number of (replacement) source blocks or the spacing of the sources
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but there should be at least enough sources to maintain the axial extent of the source region, defined byFW .
It is also assumed here that the spacing is small enough so that, within a source block, the value ofωf is
constant and, therfore, both the correlation directivity and exponential terms are also. The spacing is largely
arbitrary but the length scale,L, was used here to separate sources. The amplitudes are integrated in each
block volume and values forωf andMc along with source location were computed by weighted average
usingFW .

These replacement sources may then be propagated, as before, using equation (11). The approximation in
equation (7) is maintained, despite the fact that the sources attributes are evaluated off-axis.

5 Mean Flow Refraction

To this point, the jet noise sources have been propagated using a free-space 3D Green’s function with a
directional amplitude that does not account for the refraction of the sound away from the jet axis by the
mean flow. A Wave Expansion Method (WEM) is described in this section to propagate the sound through
the flow. The flow is assumed to be potential and so the governing field equation for the velocity potential,
φ, within an inhomogeneous moving media, when the flow is irrotational and steady, and when the entropy
per unit mass is constant, as shown by Pierce [7], is given by

1
ρ
∇. (ρ∇φ)− L

(
1
c2

Lφ

)
= 0 , (18)

whereL is the complex linear operator(jω + V.∇) andV = V (y), ρ = ρ (y), c = c (y), are the velocity,
density, and speed of sound respectively. The acoustic parts of the velocity potential and pressure are related
by

p = −ρjωφ− ρV.∇φ . (19)

The velocity potential at a discrete point,φ0, (and so the acoustic pressure) may be computed from the
amplitude and phase ofM neighbouring points. The potential at each point in a domainmay be approximated
by the superposition of the field generated byN hypothetical plane waves of strengthγn and with unit
propagation in directiondn, as described by Caruthers [8], such that

φ0 =
N∑

n=1

γn exp [−jq (d.y0)] = aγ , (20)

wherean = exp [−jq (d.y0)] (the subscript ‘0’ denotes the value at the point in question rather than an
ambient value in this section),

q =
jB0.d±

√
4K2

0

(
1− (M0.d)2

)
− (B0.d)2

2
(
1− (M0.d)2

) , (21)

with

B0 = 2jkM0 + V0.∇
(

1
c2
0

)
V0 +

1
c2
0

V0.∇V0 − 1
ρ0
∇ρ0 , (22)

K2
0 = k2 − jωV0.∇ 1

c2
0

, (23)

and whereM0 = V0/c0 andk = ω/c0.
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Similarly, the velocity potential at a neighbouring point,m, in the computational lattice, wherem =
1, 2, ..,M , is given as

φm =
N∑

n=1

γn exp [−jq (d.ym)] = Aγ . (24)

If A+ is the pseudo-inverse ofA then

γ = A+φ , (25)

and substituting this back into equation (20) leads to

φ0 − aA+φ = 0 . (26)

If κ0 is the local stiffness vector for a computational lattice,κ0 = −a.A+, then

φ0 + κ0φ = 0 , (27)

which may be rewritten as

{
1 κ0

}{ φ0

φ

}
= 0 . (28)

For the total computational domain, with a source vector,f , added to the right-hand-side and whereκ is the
overall stiffness matrix, a linear system of equations may be defined of the form

κφ = f . (29)

This may, with the addition of appropriate boundary conditions, be solved forφ, a vector containing the
velocity potential at each point in the overall computational lattice. Once the velocity potential field has been
determined, the acoustics pressure field may be determined with the aid of equation (19).

Using this method, a monopole source may be propagated through the jet flow. It is only necessary to
numerically propagate the sound to beyond the inhomogeneous flow of the jet, as a Kirchhoff surface may
then be defined and the sound, resultant from each source, propagated to the far-field using the Helmholtz-
Kirchhoff integral equation:

p (x) =
1
4π

∫
S

(
−G

∂ps

∂n
+ ps

∂G
∂n

)
dS , (30)

whereps is the pressure on the Kirchhoff surface,S; n is a unit vector normal to the surface and G is a
Green’s function, as before, which could include a uniform flow.

If there are no reflective boundaries present in the computational domain, a refraction factor may be defined
as

FR =
SPLflow

SPLnoflow
, (31)

which simply provides the directional change in amplitude due to the flow. This directionality may be
superimposed on the sources defined in the previous section.
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6 Far-Field Predictions

A RANS solution of the coaxial jet measured in the NACRE wind-tunnel test campaign was used as a flow
input for the model presented in this paper. The far-fieldSPL measurements were made on an arc of radius
22.9DJs, whereDJs is the secondary jet diameter, and centred on the jet exit plane. The receiver angle is
measured relative to downstream jet axis. The NACRE data is confidential and can not be presented here.
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Figure 1: Predicted isolatedSPL levels in decibels, without convection (a) and with convection (b).

Figure 1 displays the effect of convection on the far-fieldSPL. The slight directivity evident in Figure 1(a)
is due only to the correlation directivity terms,Dse andDsh, and the location of the sources nearer to the
downstream receivers. It can be observed that the contribution of the correlation directivities to the overall
SPL directivity is small in comparison to the convection. This figure includes line plots considering both
r = |x− y| (solid lines) andr = |x− î y1| (dashed lines), however, the lines are indistinguishable,therefore,
the approximation, that the sources be propagated as if theyare located on the axis, is acceptable at these
receiver locations (this may not be the case for nearer receivers).

The isolated values with convection were found to be very agreeable with the test data at angles above60◦.
Nearer the jet axis, the predicted values are too high. A drop-off in theSPL at these near-axis angles due to
the effects of flow refraction is visible in the data.

Figure 2 shows the effect on the far-field predictions of reducing the number of sources as described in
section 4. In addition to isolatedSPL values presented in Figure 2(a), the shielding effect of a flat rectangular
plate,5.7DJs by 2.3DJs in dimension, positioned between the jet and the receiver arc, 1.2DJs away from
the jet axis, was estimated using Fresnel’s method, as described in [9], and is shown here in Figure 2(b).

The number of sources have been significantly reduced, from many thousands, to between thirty to fifty.
This represents a significant reduction in computational demands. It can be observed that with the exception
of the highest frequency examined here (16kHz), the predictions resultant from the two different source
definitions, are almost identical. The reason for the discrepancy at16kHz is thought to be due to the
difficulty in evaluating averaged values forMc andωf as a result of the jet region at this frequency breaking-
up into a number of distinct areas. It is worth noting, however, that although the effect of this substantial
reduction is the number of sources is evident at16kHz, it is by no means a total loss of accuracy.

Figure 3 shows the predicted effect of the flow refraction on the propagation of the reduced sources at2kHz
and8kHz. The expected drop-off inSPL due to refraction near the jet axis is evident, and the approach
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Figure 2: Predicted levels in decibels with convection using the axially located sources (solid-line) and the
reduced sources (dashed-line), with isolated values (a) and the shielding factor (b).

presented in this paper, using the WEM to evaluateFR, correctly predicts the angles at which the drop-off
occurs for these two frequencies – below40◦ at2kHz and below60◦ at8kHz.
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Figure 3: Prediction of the effect of flow refraction.

The isolatedSPL’s are still greater than those present in the measured data at downstream angles. Refraction
of the sound by the flow does not account for the difference alone. The difference is believed to be due
to Ribner’s approximations, which were used here. Using alternatives approximations (for example, the
approximations employed by Goldstein [10]) might improve predictions.

It may be possible to reduce the distortion of the shape of thedirectivity, more noticeable in the8kHz result,
if a slightly larger number of sources are used (the jet is represented here at8kHz by only 38 sources), as
averaging over a larger number of sources will reduce large variations present in the directivities of the sound
field from individual sources (as occurs in the real jet).
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7 Conclusions

• A small discret number of convecting sources may be defined from a RANS solution of the jet flow
with the aid of Ribner’s jet noise approximations. These sources may be used as a jet noise source
input to evaluate airframe shielding configurations.

• Mean flow refraction of the propagating sound may be includedby numerically propagating monopole
sources through the flow and superimposing the change in directivity onto the convecting sources.

• This model over-predicts the isolatedSPL at downstream receiver angles and it believed that this is
due to the use of Ribner’s approximations.
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Abstract 
In this paper, the boundary element method and the modal superposition method are combined to evaluate 

sound propagation in a straight passage. The passage contains three sections: a uniform annular 

downstream section; a uniform, circular and semi-infinitely long upstream duct; and a rotational section of 

complex geometry located in-between. Formulations are presented for sound fields having a dependence 

of 
θim

e
−

on the circumferential angle θ, where m is termed the circumferential order and 1−=i . For a 

sound source of a given circumferential order in the downstream section, sound fields in both the 

downstream section and the upstream duct are described using corresponding radial sound modes (modal 

superposition) at that circumferential order while that in the in-between section, is formulated using either 

the modal superposition method or the boundary element method. Equations for the three sections are 

coupled to give the global equation through the continuity in sound pressure and air particle velocity at 

nodes on the interfaces between the sections. Having solved the global equation, sound power transmitted 

into the upstream duct can be calculated. The developed model has been applied to design turbocharger 

compressor inlets of low inlet noise. 

1 Introduction 

In a number of types of industrial air-handling machinery, the inlets are designed to be circular (rotational) 

with the axial cross-section having a feature shown in Fig.1. With the auxiliary passage and the slot, air-

handling capacity can be significantly improved by eliminating the occurring of airflow surge, but at a 

cost of much increased inlet noise. In terms of frequency, the inlet noise comprises broadband noise as 

well as tonal noise. The latter are noise components at the rotor rotation frequency and its multiple 

harmonics. Even though the blade tip speed can be supersonic and the mean airflow Mach number can be 

as high as 0.5, measurements have shown that the dominant component is the compressor blade-pass noise 

at the blade-pass frequency which is equal to the rotor rotation speed times the number of blades. Since 

the inlet is rotational, the sound field can be decomposed into an infinite number of circumferential 

harmonics described by 
θim

e
−

. It is found, by both measurement and theory [1], that the dominant 

circumferential order is equal to the number of the blades. Even though the circumferential order is high 

(> 6) and the inlet diameters are small, sound propagation can still be allowed in the passages due to 

extremely high rotor speeds (can be as high as 200krpm depending on the rotor size). Thus reduction of 

blade pass noise becomes a must-do for the air-handling machinery manufacturers.  
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Figure 1: An inlet with a complex geometry between the downstream section and the upstream duct 

To assist in the design of low noise inlets, a model which can calculate the sound power transmitted into 

the upstream duct is desirable. Such a model normally consists of two parts, the sound source calculation 

part and sound propagation part. The sound generation mechanism is aerodynamic, involving interactions 

between a rotating bladed-wheel and airflow and many other aerodynamic and thermodynamic processes. 

For accurate source determination, computational aero-acoustics (CAA) codes must be employed. In terms 

of inlet design however, such calculations are still too expensive and time-consuming.  

To analyse wave propagation of non-plane waves in a passage with complex geometry, numerical 

methods such as the finite element (FE) and the boundary element (BE) methods are normally employed 

[2]. However, the conventional finite element and boundary element methods are more suitable for a 

passage of finite length; otherwise some sort of absorbing boundary conditions must be applied. The 

BEM, either direct or indirect, may be formulated for sound waves at a single circumferential order [3]. 

When each section is uniform in its cross-section, the modal superposition (or modal-matching) [4] and 

the modal meshing [5] methods are most suitable. This is because sound modes can be easily determined 

for a uniform section, either single-hollowed or annular, and sound field in the section can be 

approximated as a weighted sum of a finite number of forward- and backward-travelling radial modes. 

Modes can also be determined [6] for a circular section of linearly varying cross-sectional area, so that the 

mode superposition method can be applied to a duct containing such a non-uniform section. However, for 

high circumferential orders, it is very difficulty to accurately determine the modes.   

This paper reports the development of a hybrid model for sound propagation in inlets described above 

without considering the effect of the mean airflow. In an inlet noise measurement system, the inlet mouth 

is connected to a long straight pipe with a non-reflecting termination. Thus the inlet mouth is assumed to 

be infinitely long in the positive z-direction, forming the upstream duct. The radius of the main passage is 

denoted by 0R . The inner and outer radii of the auxiliary passage are denoted by 1R  and 2R . And finally, 

the radius of the inlet mouth and upstream duct is denoted by 4R .  

Sound sources are assumed to be sound pressures and axial particle velocities on the source plane (O in 

Fig. 1) near the impeller. The distributions and strengths of the sources are estimated from CFD 

calculations. Sound fields in the downstream section and the upstream duct are formulated using the 

modal superposition method while that in the in-between section, is formulated using either the modal 

superposition method (if the geometry is regular, resulting in a pure modal superposition model) or the 

acoustic boundary element method. Equations for the three sections are coupled to give the global 

equation through the continuity in sound pressure and air particle velocity at nodes on the interfaces (A 

and B in Fig. 1) of the sections. In Section 2, a modal analysis is presented for a uniform rigid-walled 

annular passage to determine the sound modes and cut-on frequencies. The boundary element method for 

a single circumferential order is formulated in Section 3, and then combined with the modal superposition 
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method to account for the up- and downstream sections, resulting in a hybrid model. Results are presented 

in Section 4, including a comparison between the pure modal superposition model and the hybrid model. 

And finally in Section 5, conclusions are summarised. 

2 Sound modes and modal superposition 

2.1 Sound modes in a rigid-walled annular duct 

In the cylindrical coordinate system ),,( zr θ , sound pressure in a rigid-walled annular duct is a function 

of the radial coordinate, r, circumferential coordinate, θ and axial coordinate, z, i.e., 
tiezrpp ωθ ),,(~= , 

where 21 RrR ≤≤ , ω  denotes the radian frequency of the sound. Air particle velocity is decomposed 

into three components in the cylindrical coordinate directions: the radial component, 
tiezrutzru ωθθ ),,(~),,,( = , the circumferential component, 

tiezrtzr ωθυθυ ),,(~),,,( =  and the axial 

component, 
tiezrwtzrw ωθθ ),,(~),,,( = . The Helmholtz wave equation in terms of the cylindrical 

coordinates is given by 

0~
~~

1
~

1
~

2

02

2

2

2

22

2

=+∂
∂+∂

∂+∂
∂+∂

∂
pk

z
pp

rr
p

rr
p

θ        (1)  

where ck /0 ω=  is the acoustic wavenumber with c denoting the sound speed in air. For a wave mode in 

the duct, sound pressure is expressed as 

ziim eerpzrp βθθ −−= )(ˆ),,(~           (2) 

where, β  is the wavenumber of the mode in the axial direction and m is the circumferential order. 

Equation (2) represents a wave which propagates axially and circumferentially. The dependence of the 

sound pressure on the radial coordinate is given by )(ˆ rp . A plane wave mode corresponds to a constant 

)(ˆ rp  and 0=m . Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) yields 

0ˆ)(
ˆ1ˆ 2

2

22

02

2

=−−+∂
∂+∂

∂
p

r
mk

r
p

rr
p β         (3) 

This is the Bessel equation and its general solution is given by 

)()()(ˆ krBYkrAJrp mm +=           (4) 

where, 

22

0 β−= kk              (5) 

)(⋅mJ  and )(⋅mY  are the mth order Bessel functions of the first and second kinds. At 1Rr =  and 2Rr = , 

particle velocity vanishes in the radial direction due to the rigid walls of the passage, thus 0
)(ˆ

1 =∂
∂

r

Rp
 and 

0
)(ˆ

2 =∂
∂

r

Rp
, which, following Eq. (4) and [7] 

)()(
)(

1 krJr
mkrkJ

dr

krdJ
mm

m −= −  , )()(
)(

1 krYr
mkrkY

dr

krdY
mm

m −= −     (6) 

give, 
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Equation (7) defines an eigen problem. The real roots for k  of the determinant of Eq. (7) are denoted by 

nk , where L 2, ,1=n , and the corresponding eigenvector is denoted by 
TTBA ) ,1(),( nµ= . The 

corresponding wave is then given by 

ziim

n

ziim

nmnnmn
nn eerPeerkYrkJzrp

βθβθµθ −−−− =+= )()]()([),,(~     (8) 

which is termed the wave mode of radial order n at circumferential order m, with  

22

0 nn kk −=β  and )()()( rkYrkJrP nmnnmn µ+=                (9) 

)(rPn  describes the variation of sound pressure in the radial direction (termed the nth radial mode shape 

or simply the nth radial mode) and nβ  defines the wavenumber in the duct direction. This mode is a 

propagating one if nβ  is a real number which is equivalent to 00 kkn <≤ . In other words, when 

frequency satisfies 

0nnck ωω =>               (10) 

this mode becomes a propagating mode. Here cknn =0ω  is therefore termed the cut-on frequency of the 

mode. 

2.2 Modal superposition 

Sound waves in the downstream and upstream sections can be approximated as a weighted sum of a finite 

number of corresponding radial modes. Sound waves in each section normally consist of multiple wave 

modes even the source contains a single radial mode. However, the circumferential variation of all the 

waves must be the same since the inlet is axially symmetric. In what follows, the term 
θim

e
−

 will be 

dropped for simplicity. The number of radial modes employed to represent the sound waves in a section is 

proportional to the radial range of that section. Thus once the number of modes has been chosen for the 

auxiliary passage through numerical tests, the numbers of modes for other sections are determined as well. 

Some symbols appearing in the formulations are listed in Table 1 in which 

4012410 ::)(:: RRRRNNN −= . 

 Auxiliary 

passage 

Main 

passage 

Upstream 

duct 

Mode of 

radial order n 
)(rPn  )(rQn  )(rWn  

Axial 

wavenumber 
nβ  nα  nδ  

Range of z Lz ≤≤0  Lz ≤≤0  0≥z  

Range of r ],[ 21 RR  ],0[ 0R  ],0[ 4R  

Number of 

radial modes 
02N  12N  4N  

Table 1: Symbols used in formulations 

The sound pressure in the downstream section is approximated as 
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As shown in Eq. (11), there are 0N  forward-travelling modes and the same number of backward-

travelling modes being included for the sound field in the auxiliary passage. For the main passage, the 

total number of radial modes is 12N . The contributions of the modes are described by the coefficients nA  

etc. 

The axial particle velocity in the downstream section of the auxiliary passage is given by 
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The sound field in the upstream duct contains no backward-travelling component. Therefore the pressure 

is expressed as 

∑
=
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n
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δ
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2.3 Sound power transmitted into the upstream duct 

Once the coefficients, nG , for the upstream duct are determined, the transmitted sound power can be 

calculated according to   

∫ ∫=
4

0
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0

R

z drrdIW

π

θ               (14) 

where zI denotes the mean sound intensity in the duct direction. If define (see Eq. (13)) 

∑
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then it can be shown that the transmitted sound power is given by 

[ ]∫ +=
4

0

))(Im())(Im())(Re())(Re(

R

rdrrYrXrYrXW ρωπ          (16) 

3 The boundary element/modal superposition hybrid model 

3.1 Boundary integral equation for a single circumferential order  

Now it is assumed that the boundary is circular in the xy-plane (Fig.2). A generator of the boundary is 

denoted by Γ2. In terms of the cylindrical coordinates, the acoustic integral equation can be written as [8] 
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Figure 2: Left, circular cross-section of an acoustic domain; right, the generator in the zr-plane 

forms part of the boundary. The unit normal vector points out of the acoustic domain 
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where 321 Γ+Γ+Γ=Γ , ρ  is air density, ),,;,,( zrzrg θθ ′′′  is the Green function, with the source at 

),,( zr θ  and observer at ),,( zr ′′′ θ . In terms of the Cartesian coordinates, the Green function is given by  
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where, θcos2)( 222
rrrrzzR ′−′++−′= , zn ′  and rn ′  are directional cosines of the unit normal 

vector at the location ),( rz ′′  on the boundary in the zr plane. Eq. (20) may be termed the Fourier-

transformed Green’s function. Accurate numerical integration methods must be used to evaluate the 

integrals in Eqs. (20) and (21). Considerations must be given to the high oscillation of the integrands 

caused by 
θimRik

ee
−− 0 when 0k , m or rr ′ is large. 

Following the standard procedure, including treatment of singularity in the Green’s function,  of the 

boundary element method, boundary element equation can be set up based on the boundary integral 

equation (Eq.(19)) with the unknowns being pressures at nodes. In this paper the three-noded quadratic 

elements are used. The BEM equation may be written as 
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where  ][H  and ][ G  are BEM matrices and }{p and }{υ are nodal pressure and normal particle velocity 

vectors.  

3.2 The hybrid model  

The interfaces (denoted by A and B in Fig.1) of the downstream section and upstream duct with the in-

between section are part of the BEM model boundary ( 1Γ and 3Γ  in Fig. 2). Nodal pressures and normal 

particle velocities on that part of the boundary can be expressed in terms of sound modes in the 

downstream section and the upstream duct (Eqs. (11)-(13)) with the modal coefficients to be determined. 

The normal particle velocities vanish at other nodes of the BE model, with pressures at those nodes to be 

solved. Based on the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings equation [9], A FW-H plane (the source plane, 

denoted by O in Fig.1) is selected near the blade tips and nodes are also defined on that plane. From CFD 

simulations nodal sound pressures and normal particle velocities on the FW-H plane are known. These 

sound pressures and normal particle velocities are sound sources to the acoustic domain on the right-hand 

side of the FW-H plane. In addition, sources derived from the Lighthill’s stress tensor also have a 

contribution to the sound power transmitted into the upstream duct, although it is believed that such a 

contribution is small. By applying the known sound sources on the source plane, a global equation is 

established which governs the modal coefficients and the unknown nodal pressures. The sound field in the 

inlet can be finally determined by solving this global equation.  

Note that some modal coefficients should be multiplied by an exponential term and the products instead of 

the coefficients themselves are taken to be unknowns in the global equation. By doing this, numerical 

difficulties can be avoided which otherwise would arise in solving the global equation. It also must be 

noted that the number of nodes on an interface should be much higher than the number of the 

corresponding modal coefficients so that the global equation becomes over determined. The over 

determined global equation is solved in the least-square sense. 

4 Results 

4.1 Modal analysis for a rigid-walled annular duct 

The first five eigenvalues expressed as 1Rkn  or 2Rkn  ( L,2,1=n ) are calculated from the eigenvalue 

equation (7) for circumferential orders 1 to 7 and for different ratios 12 / RR  covering a range of 1 to 2. 

For the first radial mode, the results are shown in Figs 3 and 4. For m = 0, the first eigenvalue is zero 

(plane wave). As the radius ratio 12 / RR  increases, 1Rkn  decreases for each radial order (Fig.3). This 

indicates that for a fixed inner radius, R1, the cut-on frequency of each radial order decreases as the outer 

radius, R2, of the duct increases. Fig.3 shows an approximate linear relationship between 11Rk  and the 

radius ratio 12 / RR  with a negative slope. The magnitude of the slope is getting larger as the 

circumferential order increases. As 1/ 12 →RR , the mode of the first radial order of circumferential order 

m is similar to the (1, 0) mode [10] in a duct of rectangular cross-section with the two sides being 

)2/(2 1 mRlx π=  and 012 ≈−= RRl y , i.e.,
1

1
R

m

l
k

x

== π
 and mRk =11 . This is clearly shown in Figs. 

3 and 4. For 2/ 12 =RR , the values of 11Rk  are indicated. 

On the other hand, as the radius ratio 12 / RR  increases, 2Rkn  still decreases for all the radial orders except 

for order 1. For those radial orders, a decrease in 1R , or an increase in 2R , will reduce the cut-on 
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frequencies. However for the first radial order (Fig.4), a decrease in 1R  will increase the cut-on frequency 

of that order. This may be explained by the fact that the average radius of the duct is reduced by 

decreasing the inner radius.  

 

Figure 3: 
11Rk  plotted against radius ratio 

12 / RR  for circumferential orders m = 1 to 7 

 

Figure 4: 
21Rk  plotted against radius ratio 

12 / RR  for circumferential orders m = 1 to 7 

4.2 Sound pressure and power in a geometrically simplified inlet  

Presented here are results for a geometrically simplified inlet shown in Fig.5. Due to its regularity of the 

geometry, sound propagation in the inlet can be modelled using the modal superposition method alone. In 

other words, the inlet can be modelled as either a pure modal superposition modal or a hybrid model. For 
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the hybrid model, the boundary element mesh is shown in Fig.4. A node is designated at each of the 

corners and this node is one of the ending nodes of an element.  

The source is an incident wave. In other words, the downstream section is assumed to be infinitely long in 

the negative z-direction. The incident sound is of the 7
th
 circumferential order with the first 5 radial orders 

in the main passage and only the first radial order in the auxiliary passage. The incident pressure 

amplitudes (the coefficients of the radial modes in the main passage) at the source plane are listed in Table 

2. They are obtained from CFD calculations for a particular running condition. The frequency of the 

incident sound is 14018Hz. The acoustic wavelength at this frequency is 24mm (sound speed is taken to 

be 343m/s), much longer than the auxiliary passage gap which is 3mm. However, due to the geometry of 

the inlet, at least one element is required across the auxiliary passage and the wall between the auxiliary 

and main passages.  

For the given circumferential order, the cut-on frequency of the first radial order is evaluated to be 

15303Hz for the main passage, 9532Hz for the auxiliary passage and 10337Hz for the upstream duct. The 

cut-on frequency of the second radial order is calculated to be 57970Hz for the auxiliary passage and 

15585Hz for the upstream duct. Therefore, at the given frequency, no sound power is allowed to propagate 

through the main passage. Sound power from the incident wave in the auxiliary passage will be partly 

reflected back and partly transmitted into the upstream duct. The scattering of the sound field in  the main 

passage at the left interface will have some effect on the sound power transmitted into the upstream duct.  

 

Figure 5: The Boundary element model of a simplified inlet. The radius of the main passage is 

30.6mm, the inner and outer radii of the auxiliary passage are 38.6 and 41.6mm, and the radius of 

the upstream duct is 45.3mm 
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Main passage  

Radial order 1 

Main passage  

Radial order 2 

Main passage  

Radial order 3 

Main passage  

Radial order 4 

Main passage  

Radial order 5 

Auxiliary passage 

 

34496 + 46021i 18996 + 6804i –561 + 1928i 4413 + 1310i 7 –  342i 792 + 58i 

Table 2: incident sound pressure at the source plane (Pa) 

 

Figure 6: Coefficients (absolute) of radial modes in the upstream duct. –– and – • –, from the 

hybrid model; – – – and ….., from the modal superposition model 

 

Figure 7: Coefficients (absolute) of radial modes reflected into the main passage.  –– and – • –, 

from the hybrid model; – – – and ….., from the modal superposition model 
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– • –hybrid, 3 nodes across the auxiliary passage;  

…….mode-superposition, 5 modes across the auxiliary passage 
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Fig. 6 shows the coefficients (at the right interface, see Fig.5) of the radial modes transmitted into the 

upstream duct. Fig. 7 shows the coefficients of the radial modes reflected back to the main passage (at the 

left interface, see Fig.5). Different mesh densities/mode numbers are tested. It is see that the hybrid model 

and the pure modal superposition model give almost the same results. Although the dimension of the 

global equation of the hybrid model is much smaller than that of the pure modal superposition model, the 

former is less computationally efficient due to boundary element integrations (integrations for the Green’s 

function have also an impact). Due to the sudden change in radius from the in-between section to the 

upstream duct, the sound in the upstream duct near the right interface is dominated by the second radial 

order. However, since the frequency of the sound is lower than the cut-on frequency of this radial order, 

sound power is transmitted into the upstream duct via the first radial order only. 

From the hybrid model, sound pressures are readily available at the nodes on the BE boundary. The 

pressure amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 8 against node numbers. The starting node number is 60 and the 

ending node number is 97 (The different parts of the boundary are indicated by numbers to show 

correspondence). It can be seen that the maximum pressure occurs in the auxiliary passage cap (the No. 6 

part). On the inner surface (the No.1 part) of the upstream duct, sound pressure has constant amplitude in 

the duct direction due to the cut-on and propagation of mode of the first radial order. Along the No.2 part, 

the pressure distribution, owing to the dominance of the second radial order, is not monotonously 

decreases. A vanishing gradient at the highest point of this part is in consistent with the vanishing particle 

velocity in the radial direction. Although the sound frequency (14018Hz) is higher than the first cut-on 

frequency (13275Hz) of the throat section (No.3 part), sound pressure increases along (moving 

downstream) the No.3 part from 200Pa to 600Pa, or by 9.5dB.   

 

Figure 8: Nodal pressure amplitudes on the hard surface of the BE model 

Fig. 9 shows the A-weighted sound power levels transmitted into the upstream duct for a range of 

frequencies. The frequency step is 50Hz. Note that a background noise of 90 dB is included in the A-

weighted sound power levels. A sudden rise at 10337Hz is due to the cut-on of the first radial mode in the 

upstream duct. A dip is seen at 14700Hz. To investigate the reason for this, the A-weighted sound power 

levels are recalculated twice. The first is done with the incident sound in the auxiliary passage only 

(dashed line) and the second is done with the incident sound in the main passage only (dash-dotted line).  

It can be seen that, although the incident wave in the main passage is exponentially decaying, its 

remaining amplitude at the main passage/slot interface can still be scattered to become propagating sound 

waves in the upstream duct. This remaining amplitude can also cancel the sound energy from the auxiliary 

passage at certain frequencies, forming a dip in the total transmitted sound power level spectrum. This 
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demonstrates the importance of knowing the sound source distributions in the main and auxiliary 

passages. 

 

Figure 9: A-weighted transmitted sound power levels.–––, total; – – –, with incident sound in the 

auxiliary passage only; – · –, with incident sound in the main passage only 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, the boundary element and modal superposition methods are combined to evaluate sound 

propagation in a straight passage. The passage contains three sections: a uniform and annular downstream 

section; a uniform, circular and semi-infinitely long upstream duct and a rotational section of complicated 

geometry which is located in-between. Formulations are derived for sound fields of a single 

circumferential order. Sound fields in both the downstream section and upstream duct are approximated as 

a weighted sum of a finite number of corresponding radial sound modes at the given circumferential order 

while that in the in-between section, is formulated using either the modal superposition method or the 

boundary element method. Equations for the three sections are coupled to give the global equation through 

the continuity in sound pressure and air particle velocity at nodes on the interfaces of the sections. Having 

solved the global equation, sound power transmitted into the upstream duct can be calculated.  

Modal analysis for a rigid-walled annular duct (the ratio of outer radius to inner radius is between 1 and 2) 

shows that, for a fixed inner radius, the cut-on frequency of each radial order decreases as the outer radius 

increases. For radial orders higher than one, a decrease in the inner radius or an increase in the outer radius 

reduces the cut-on frequencies. However for the first radial order, a decrease in the inner radius will 

increase the cut-on frequency of that order. 

It is shown that a pure modal superposition model requires much more nodes than a hybrid model; 

however, the former is much higher in computational efficiency. The computational efficiency of the 

hybrid model is normally not an issue since the mesh is two-dimensional.  
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Abstract
The paper presents the multioperators strategy for constructing arbitrary-order approximations to the fluid
dynamics equations used in aeroacoustic calculations. Its essence is using linear combinations of basis oper-
ators obtained by fixing sets of M parameters in one-parameter families of compact approximations. Multi-
operators based highly accurate schemes with two types of basis operators are described. The schemes were
used for numerical simulations of aeroacoustic fields generated by subsonic and supersonic jet instabilities.
The obtained results are compared with experimental data.

1 Introduction

When using gas dynamics equations for aeroacoustic applications, the main concern (apart from a proper
formulation of boundary conditions) is how to ensure small phase (and possibly) amplitude errors in a
wide range of wave numbers supported by grids. Following the standard strategy of constructing differ-
ence schemes, one needs enlarged stencils to meet the requirement at least in the case of corresponding long
(an partly medium) waves. To extend efficiently resolved wave numbers to a region of short (or shortest
waves), some optimization is needed. It can be accomplished by further enlarging stencils without increas-
ing approximation orders. Unfortunately, excessively large stencils pose many additional problems which
may lead to impractical algorithms. In this context, using compact approximations is very beneficial not
only due to reduced numbers of grid points in stencils, but also due to relatively small numerical constants in
their truncation errors. In all cases assuming some limitation on total number of grid points in stencils, there
is a practical limit for formal approximation orders. Optimized schemes based on conventional or compact
approximations are reported in [1], [2], [3].

In [4] completely different strategy for constructing arbitrary high order approximations to any grid func-
tional was proposed, and in particular to partial derivatives in fluid dynamics equations. Its essence is using
linear combinations of basis operators obtained by fixing sets of M parameters in one-parameter families of
compact approximations. The coefficients of the combinations are chosen to kill M − 1 terms in the Taylor
expansion series for the corresponding actions on sufficiently smooth functions thus ensuring approximation
orders as a linear functions of M . The constructed in this way linear combinations were labelled as multiop-
erators. Since M is considered as an arbitrary large integer number, it is possible to say about arbitrary-order
multioperators approximations. Moreover, the increase of the orders does not require enlarging stencils of
the underlying basis operators and can be achieved simply by increasing M . When using parallel process-
ing with negligible data exchange expenses, it means adding more processors with the same jobs without
increasing execution times.

Unsteady CFD problems with long time calculations, flows with instabilities, problem solved via DNS and
LES applications and other problems requiring high resolution of small scales can serve as examples of
multioperators target tasks. For instance, the DNS calculations of the incompressible shear layers with
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generation and decay of turbulence characterized by guaranteed resolution of all scales up to Re=400 000
was successively carried out using ninth-order multioperators for convection terms [5].

In the context of aeroacoustic applications, multioperators can offer the following benefits:

• extremely accurate harmonics representation in the domain of small and moderate wave numbers sup-
ported by meshes with as large approximation orders as needed,

• the possibility of optimization for the shortest waves supported by grids via choice of the parameters
sets and/or increasing M without changing approximation orders,

• potential for creating numerical boundary conditions by using multioperators-based extrapolation for-
mulae.

The paper aimed mainly at presenting a novel computational tool rather than in-depth numerical study of jet’s
acoustic fields. In the below outlined calculations, the previously described in the relevant literature problems
were considered for the comparison purpose. No attempts were made to modify the existing versions of the
relevant boundary conditions with sponge zones.

Below brief descriptions of the approach will be followed by numerical examples of numerical simulations
of instabilities of jets causing acoustic fields generation.

2 Multioperators for convection terms

2.1 General formulations

For completeness, we reproduce here the formulation of the main idea. Suppose that there is a family of
operators Lh(s) depending on, at least, one parameter s and approximating a linear operator L on a uniform
grid ωh = (xj = jh, j = 0,±1,±2, . . .) with a mesh size h. Suppose further that for sufficiently smooth
functions f from some space U one has the following Taylor expansion series at grid points x = xj =
jh, j = 0,±1,±2, . . .

[Lf ]j = Lh(s)[f ]j +
m+M−2∑

k=m

akjck(s)hk + O(hm+M−1) (1)

where high-order derivatives are included in the coefficients akj and [·] : U → Uh(ωh) is a projection
operator into a space Uh of grid functions defined on ωh. We fix M distinct values of s (s = si, i =

1, 2, . . . , M ) and obtain M equalities (1). Upon introducing a set of coefficients γi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,
M∑
i=1

γi =

1 and summing Eqs. (1) premultiplied by γi, one arrives at the expansion with coefficients

M∑
i=1

cm+k−2(si)γi, k = 1, 2, . . . M − 1.

Suppose that
detA 6= 0 (2)

for arbitrary M where A = {bij}, b1j = 1, bij = cm+i−2(sj) i = 2, 3, . . . , M, j = 1, 2, . . . , M . Equating
each coefficient to zero, one obtains M − 1 linear equations for γi with zero RHS. Closing the system by

using the equation
M∑
i=1

γi = 1, one gets a solvable linear system. Its solution gives

[Lf ]j =
M∑
i=1

γiLh(si)[f ]j + O(hm+M−1).
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The sum LM =
∑M

i=1 γiLh(si) was labelled in [4] as multioperator while the mth-order operators Lh(si)
were viewed as basis operators.

When using parallel processing, calculations of multioperators actions on known grid functions can be car-
ried out in the following way.

Suppose that one can use M processors for calculating LMuj , j = 1, 2, . . . N − 1. Choosing any set of
M distinct values of s, the task for the ith processor is to calculate the action Lm(si)uj with assumed
boundary conditions at j = 0, N . Performing in the parallel manner, the processors provide outputs which
are summed with γ coefficients to give LMuj , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . N . Note that increasing M adds no complexity
to the execution procedure for each processor.

The crucial point is how to get one-parameter family Lm(s) satisfying (2). It turns out that any compact
approximation having free parameters in its inverse operator (or operators) has the potential for being the
required family. So it is possible to construct multioperators for a given grid functional by creating a
parameters-depending compact approximation to the functionals.

In the case of CFD applications, multioperators for convection terms are of prime interest. So the develop-
ment of the multioperators strategy in the first author research group was closely related to one-parametric
families of Compact Upwind Differencing (CUD) operators from [6] (their examples can be found also in
[7]), the upwinding parameter s being viewed as the free parameter in (1). The third-order CUD operator
was considered in the initial paper [4].

2.2 Basis operators

CUD basis operators

The third- and fifth- order CUD operators from [6] approximating first derivatives may be viewed as ratio-
nal functions of three-point operators depending at least on one free parameter. They do not require grid
functions values outside computational domains when applied to derivatives at internal nodes. Considering
a uniform mesh

xj = jh, h = const, j = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,

it is convenient to express them in terms of the unity operator I and three-point central differences ∆0, ∆2

defined by

∆0 = T1 − T−1, ∆2 = T1 − 2I + T−1, T±1vj = v(jh± h).

In the condensed forms, the rth-order CUD families (r = 3, 5) look as[
∂u

∂x

]
j

= L(s)uj + O(hr), r = 3, 5,

L(s) = (∆(s) + s
2R−1

1 (s)Q1(s)∆2)/h or
L(s) = R−1

2 (∆(s) + Q2∆2)/h

(3)

where ∆(s) = 0.5(∆0− s∆2), s is the upwinding parameter, h is a constant mesh size, Q1 = I, Q2 = 0 for
r = 3, Qi = Q̃i(I + ∆2/12)−1, i = 1, 2 for r = 5 while three-diagonal operators Ri(s), Q̃i(s) are linear
combinations of ∆0 and ∆2.

Eqs. (3) present two types of compact differencing formulas depending on the free parameter s. They may
be considered as additive and multiplicative corrections respectively to the first-order upwind (downwind)
differencing operator ∆(s)/h. In the previous publications [6],[7] they were referred to as CUD-II-m and
CUD-m where m = 3, 5 denotes their orders. In the case of CUD-II-5, there are two versions with different
expressions for Ri(s) and Q̃i(s) which can be denoted by CUD-II-5A and CUD-II-5B, [7]. In the case of
CUD-II-5A which is presently of interest for us, the expressions are

R1(s) = I +
1
6s

∆0 +
1
5
∆2, Q̃1(s) = I + (

17
60
− 1

9s2
)∆2.
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We denote the corresponding CUD operator by L5(s).

To calculate the action of L5(s) = (∆(s)+ s
2R−1

1 (s)Q1∆2)/h on a grid function, say on uj , j = 0, 1, . . . , N ,
it is sufficient to calculate first vj = (I + ∆2/12)−1∆2uj by inverting the tridiagonal matrix (I + ∆2/12),
then to calculate wj = R−1

1 (Q̃1vj) by inverting again tridiagonal matrix and finally to calculate ∆(s)uj +
s
2wj . As seen, three-point operators only are involved in the calculations thus using only internal grid values
and requiring O(N) operations. It is supposed that boundary conditions are formulated to perform the
inversions.

An important property of the L5(s) operator concerns with its ability to provide upwind biased approxima-
tions. Mathematically, it can be formulated in the following way.

Let uh ∈ Uh, where Uh is the Hilbert space of grid functions uh = (uj , j = 0,±1,±2, . . .) with summable
squares. Introducing the inner product as (uh, vh) = h

∑∞
j=−∞ ujvj , it is easy to show that upon presenting

L5(s) as sums of the skew-symmetric L
(1)
5 and self-adjoint L

(0)
5 parts (L5 = L

(1)
5 + L

(0)
5 ), one can write

L
(1)
5 (s) = L

(1)
5 (−s), L

(0)
5 (s) = −L

(0)
5 (−s) (4)

It was shown in [6] that L5 is a positive operator, that is (L5uh, uh) > 0 (which means that (L(0)
5 uh, uh) >

0), uh ∈ Uh if s >
√

5/3. In the case of convection equations, L
(1)
5 uj can be recognized as a 6th-order

approximation to the x-derivative while L
(0)
5 uj is a 5th-order numerical dissipation provided that the sign of

s is equal to that of the convection velocity.

In the similar way, it can be proved that (L5uh, uh) < 0 if 0 < s < 9/8. In terms of the conjugate operation,
Eqs.(4) can be written as L(s)∗ = −L(−s).

Considering the corresponding Fourier space, the real part of the Fourier transform L̂5(s) of L5(s) can be
shown to be a non-negative and non-positive function of the Fourier variable for s >

√
5/3 and 0 < s < 9/8

respectively. It satisfies ReL̂5(s) = −ReL̂5(−s), the imaginary part being invariant under the transformation
s → −s.

Basis operators with inverses of two-point operators.

Consider now the ”left” and ”right” grid operators defined respectively by

Nl(c) = (I + c(I − T−1))−1 Nr(c) = (I + c(I − T1))−1,

where c is supposed to be a non-zero free parameter.

The actions wj = Nkuj , k = l, r of Nl and Nr on known grid functions uj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 in the case
of bounded domains x0 ≤ x ≤ xn can be calculated using the following procedures.

wj = αwj−1 + uj/(1 + c), w0 is given, j = 1, 2, . . . n− 1
wj = αwj+1 + uj/(1 + c), wn is given, j = n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1
α = c/(1 + c), c 6= 0.

(5)

The sweeps are stable if −0.5 < c. However it is advantageous to use the parameter satisfying |c| << 1.
In that case, the impact of the initial values u0 and un on the values uk and un−k decays very rapidly (as
O(ck))) with increasing the distances kh from the boundaries.

In [8], operators Nl and Nr were used for constructing compact approximations to typical grid functionals
(integrals, interpolation-extrapolation etc.). They can serve as basis operators when constructing arbitrary-
order formulas of numerical analysis. Presently, we are interested in approximations to first derivatives.

As in the case of CUD operators, we consider three-point operator ∆(s) = (∆0 − s∆2)/2 with a free
parameter s depending on c as a generic operator. It is advantageous to use the additive correction approach
to obtain third-order differencing formulas. Adding the correction terms with Nl(c) and Nr(c) operators and
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following the above described procedure, one arrives at the expressions for the left and right differencing
operators Dl and Dr with s = 1/3c. They are given by

Dl =
1
2
(∆0 − 1

3c
∆2) +

1
6c

Nl∆2, Dr =
1
2
(∆0 +

1
3c

∆2)− 1
6c

Nr∆2.

The corresponding Taylor expansion series read

Dl[u]j/h = [ux]j + ( 1
12 + c

6)h3u
(4)
j − ( 1

30 + c
6 + c2

6 )h4u
(5)
j + O(h5)

Dr[u]j/h = [ux]j − ( 1
12 + c

6)h3u
(4)
j − ( 1

30 + c
6 + c2

6 )h4u
(5)
j + O(h5)

(6)

One can verify that the coefficients for O(hk) terms not included in (6) are (k − 2)-th order degree polyno-
mials in c. One can verify also that the expansions for Dl and Dr differ only in signs of the coefficients for
the odd powers of h.

It can be shown [8] that the operators have the same skew-symmetric part while their self-adjoint parts differ
only in their signs. In other words, Dl(c) = −Dr(c)∗.Moreover, Dl > 0. Thus the pair Dl(c), Dr(c) is
similar to the CUD pair L(s) and L(−s) in that it can be used for constructing upwind biased approximations.
However, changing their ”orientation” is due to changing the index l by r or vice versa with the same values
of the parameter c.

2.3 Multioperators for convection terms

Multioperators based on L5(s) family.

The potential for constructing prescribed-order multioperators using basis operators L5(s1), L5(s2), . . . , L5(sM )
where s1, s2, . . . , sM is a set of distinct values of s is due to the specific form of the Taylor expansion series
like (1) for L5(s). Performing manipulations with the series for ∆0 and ∆2, one can arrive at the following
expression for the action of L(si) on a sufficiently smooth function u [9]

L5(si)[u]j = [∂u/∂x]j +
∑l

k=5 pk−4(si)[∂k+1u/∂xk+1]jhk + O(hl+1),
pk−4(si) = aksi +

∑k−4
l=1 bkls

−l
i , i = 1, 2, . . . ,M

(7)

where ak and bkl are numerical constants. Fixing M values s1, s2, . . . , sm and introducing γi,
M∑
i=1

γi = 1 ,

the system annihilating O(hk) terms, k = 5, 6, ...M + 3 , in (7) reads

M∑
i=1

γi = 1,

M∑
i=1

γip1(si) = 0,

M∑
i=1

γip2(si) = 0, . . .

M∑
i=1

γipM−1(si) = 0. (8)

Unlike other CUD families for which the matrices of the systems for γ coefficients were reduced to trans-
poses of the Vandermonde matrices, the solvability of the system generated by (7) is not guaranteed for
arbitrary sets of si. Practically, the solvability can be readily checked by solving it numerically for fixed val-
ues of the parameters. Moreover, the search for the solvability domains in the parameters spaces is greatly
simplified if one specifies a distribution of the parameter s inside some chosen interval [smin, smax]. In
that case, the determinant of system (8) is a function of two variables and can be readily investigated while
smin, smax can be used as parameters controlling the multioperators properties.

Suppose now that the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (8) is verified for a particular value of M
and a particular parameter distribution for a chosen admissible pair [smin, smax]. Then one has

LM [u]j =
M∑
i=1

γiL5(si)[u]j =
[
∂u

∂x

]
j

+ O(hM+4) (9)
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It can be shown [9] that the multioperator LM defined by (9) satisfies the equality which is similar to (4)

L
(1)
M (s1, s2, . . . , sM ) = L

(1)
M (−s1,−s2, . . . ,−sM )

L
(0)
M (s1, s2, . . . , sM ) = −L

(0)
M (−s1,−s2, . . . ,−sM )

(10)

Now we are interested in pairs smin, smax defining multioperators with positive ( negative) self-adjoint com-
ponents L

(0)
M (smin, smax).

The pairs can be found by calculating the real part of the Fourier transform L̂M (α), α = kh, of LM at each
grid point in the (smin, smax)-plane and checking if they are positive or negative for α ∈ [0, π]. Supposing
that the solution exists, any resulting ”good” pair smin, smax can serve as the multioperators parameters
providing positive or negative approximations. In the latter case it is sufficient to use −smin,−smax to
guarantee multioperators positivity.

Multioperators with two-diagonal inversions

Using expansions (6) and setting c = c1, c2, . . . cM , one obtains a system with a Vandermonde matrix [8].
Its solution defines γ coefficients for both DM,l and DM,r left and right O(hM+3) multioperators given by

DM,l =
M∑
i=1

γiDl(ci), DM,r =
M∑
i=1

γiDr(ci), (11)

In the context of the conditioning of the system, the zeroes of the M th-order Chebyshev polynomials for
interval [cmin, cmax] are the best choice of the parameters distribution. Now the tusk is to find cmin, cmax

such that DM,l(cmin, cmax) > 0 and hence DM,r(cmin, cmax) < 0. It can be accomplished in the same way
as in the case of the LM (smin, smax) operator.

The properties of the constructed multioperators mimic those for the corresponding basis ones. In particular,
the multioperators actions on grid functions can be presented as a difference of numerical fluxes at the neigh-
bor midpoints. However, their high order can dramatically increase accuracies of harmonics representation
in the range of long and medium waves supported by meshes. Using smin, smax and cmin, cmax allows one
to control the accuracy in the shortest waves region.

2.4 Multioperators-based schemes

Using the pairs {L5(s), L5(−s)},{DM,l, LM,r} operators for convection, convection-diffusion equations,
hyperbolic and fluid dynamics systems allows one to construct robust stable schemes with positive operators
(in the frozen coefficients sense). One of the possible options [6], [7] looks as follows. Consider systems of
conservation laws

∂u
∂t

+
∂f(u)
∂x

= 0 (12)

where u and f are p-components vectors.

Let L+ and L− be the operators from any pair {LM (s1, s2, . . . , sM ), LM (−s1,−s2, . . . ,−sM )},{DM,l, DM,r}
satisfying L+ > 0 and L− < 0 respectively. Then the semi-discretized scheme for Eq. (12) in the index-free
form can be written as

∂u
∂t

+ Lu = 0, Lu =
1
2

(
L+(f(u) + Cu) + L−(f(u)− Cu)

)
= 0 (13)

where C is a diagonal matrix with positive entries (C, C, . . . , C), C > 0. Now the spatial discretization of
(12) can be presented as

Lu = (1/2)(L+ + L−)f(u) + (1/2)C(L+ − L−)u

The sum and the difference of the operators can be readily recognized as the skew-symmetric and the self
adjoint parts of our basis operators respectively. Due to positivity of C and L+, the second term of the above
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sum is the positive operator (in the frozen coefficients case). It represents a dissipative mechanism which
may be viewed as a built-in filter of non-physical oscillations of numerical solutions. The flux splitting in
(13) is similar to the Lax-Friedrichs one, the difference being due to the absence of the direct relation to the
Jacobian matrix ∂f/∂u.

Assuming f(u) = Au where A is a constant symmetric matrix, it is easy to see that (13) is conditionally
stable in the L2 norm generated by the introduced inner product. Specifying time stepping procedures, one
can construct various conditionally or unconditionally stable fully discretized schemes. In particular, the
Runge-Kutta technique is appropriate for unsteady problems.

One can easily extend scheme (13) to the case of the Euler equations written as conservation laws in curvilin-
ear coordinates. In that case, it is sufficient to construct L operators corresponding to each spatial coordinate.
As to the Navier-Stokes equations, the terms with viscosity coefficients can be approximated quite indepen-
dently with desired order. In particular, centered compact or multioperators based approximations can be
used.

Dispersion and dissipation.

Considering (12) as the scalar equation (p = 1) with f(u) = au, a = const > 0, one can estimate in
the standard way dispersion and dissipation properties of the semi-discretized scheme with L operator. To
perform the analysis, we use, for example, the space Ūh of bounded grid functions. Now operator L : Ūh →
Ūh has the eigenfunctions wn = exp(iαn), 0 ≤ α ≤ 2π, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . , wn ∈ Ūh . Assuming wn to
be the initial value for (12), the solution of ( 13) with C = 0 can be readily obtained to give

un(t) = e−Cad(α)t/hei(αn−aϕ(α)t/h) = e−Cad(α)t/heik(xn−aϕ(α)t/α) (14)

where C is the flux splitting constant, d(α)/h and ϕ(α)/h are the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues
while k = α/h is the wave number and xn = nh. The term aϕ(α)/α = ar(α) may be viewed as the
numerical phase velocity and the deviation of r(α) from unity defines the phase errors introduced by the
scheme. Since the parameters smin, smax or cmin, cmax are supposed to be chosen in such away that ad(α) >
0, the positive function Cd characterizes the attenuation of the initial harmonics during time interval t = h/a
and may be considered as a measure of the amplitude errors.

In the case of high-order multioperators, very accurate harmonics representation can be expected for some
interval 0 ≤ α ≤ α∗. As in the case of the basis operators, the growth of the phase errors beyond this
interval is accompanied by increasing dissipation. As to the actual values of α∗, high approximation orders
of multioperators do not necessary mean that values of α∗ are considerably greater than those in the case of
the corresponding basis operators. To increase the values in the case of traditional high-order finite difference
schemes, some optimization procedures were suggested (see, for example, [2],[10],[3]). Optimization can be
used in the present case as well by considering smin and smax or cmin and cmax as controlling parameters.
Several strategies depending on problems to be solved can be thought of when using free parameters as
control ones. They are discussed in [9].
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Figure 1: Phase velocity, phase and amplitude errors vs. dimensionless wave number kh. From left to right:
relative phase velocity r and dissipation parameter d for L59 operator (solid lines) and L57 operator(dashed
lines); phase error |1− r| for L59 and L57; relative phase velocity r and phase error er = |1− r| for 12-order
DM,l operator
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In the present study, we used the simplest form of the optimization by analyzing phase and amplitude errors
for points in the 2D controlling parameters space. Thus the present results are open for further improvement.

The phase velocity as well as the phase and amplitude errors for the selected values of smin, smax from [9]
and the phase velocity with phase errors for the selected values of cmin, cmax from [8] are shown in Fig.1.
The left two figures from Fig.1 correspond to the seventh-order L57 and the ninth-order L59 operators while
the right one shows the phase parameters of twelfth-order DM,l. In the Figures, r and er stand for the phase
ratio a∗/a and |1− r| respectively.

The values of |1 − r| at α = π/4 are found to be |1 − r(π/4)| = 2.1 × 10−6, |1 − r(π/4)| = 1.2 × 10−7.
for the seventh and ninth-order LM . Actually, the phase errors introduced by the ninth-order multioperator
are very small in the interval 0 ≤ kh ≤ π/2, their maximum value being 1.66 × 10−5 at kh = π/2. The
upper limit of kh for which the errors are less than 5× 10−5 is about 1.9. In the case of DM,l, the er value
is less than 6.5× 10−6 for kh about 2.1

2.5 Benchmark calculations

Inviscid Burgers’ equation

To estimate the accuracy of multioperators-based schemes in the case of smooth solutions which do not
contain very high wave number Fourier components, the periodic IVP for the Burgers

∂u

∂t
+

∂

∂x

u2

2
= 0, −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 (15)

u(0, x) = 1 + 0.5 sin(πx), −1 ≤ x ≤ 1

was considered in [9] and [8]. Its exact solution serving as a reference one can be obtained with the machine
accuracy [10]. We represent here the discrete maximum norms E of solution errors and approximate mesh
convergence orders k.

In Table1, the results for the seventh-order multioperator and the ninth-order one corresponding to time
t = 0.3 are displayed for several meshes with the number of nodes n. The Table contains also the results of
calculations with the fifth-order WENO scheme presented in [11] and the fifth-order basis operator L5. As
seen, the schemes with L57 and L59 outperform all other schemes demonstrating remarkably high accuracy
(especially, in the latter case).

n 8 16 32 64 128 256
WENO-5 E 6.47e-2 1.25e-2 1.20e-3 9.50e-5 3.31e-6 8.66e-8

k 2.4 3.4 3.7 4.8 5.3
L5 E 3.99e-2 6.10e-3 4.35e-4 1.63e-5 5.11e-7 1.56e-8

k 2.71 3.81 4.74 5.00 5.03
L57 E 1.82e-2 2.14e-3 3.61e-5 2.21e-7 8.03e-10 3.38e-12

k 3.1 5.9 7.3 8.1 7.9
L59 E 1.74e-2 1.86e-3 2.16e-5 5.02e-8 4.7e-11 9.96e-14

k 3.2 6.4 8.7 10 9.2

Table 1: Maximum norms of solution errors

Acoustic benchmark problem

To illustrate resolution properties of schemes with L59 operators, consider the following initial value problem

∂u

∂t
+

∂u

∂x
= 0, u(0, x) = [2 + cos(βx)][exp(−2ln(2)(x/10)2)], β = 1.7
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to be discretized using the uniform mesh with h = 1. The comparison of the exact solutions and the obtained
numerical solution at times t = 400 and t = 800 is needed. The problem was proposed by C.Tam in [12].

In our notations, the dimensionless wave number α = β = 1.7 > π/2 approximately corresponds to the
domain of small phase and amplitude errors of the scheme for very short wave lengths. Fig.2 shows the
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u

Figure 2: Solution at t = 800. Solid line and markers are exact and numerical data

comparison of the calculations at t = 800 with the solid line and markers presenting the exact and numerical
solutions respectively. Visually, no difference between the solutions is seen in the Figure. The similar results
were obtained in [8] for β = 1.9 in the case of the twelfth-order multioperators pair DM,l, DM,r with C = 0.

The potential for providing extremely high accuracy and good harmonics resolution allow one to suggest that
properly designed multioperators-based schemes can detect small amplitude acoustic pressure pulsations in
the framework of direct flow calculations.

3 Examples of numerical simulations of acoustic fields generated by
jets instabilities

Below several examples of calculations are presented. They are aimed mainly at comparisons with existing
results allowing to estimate performances of multioperators schemes. No attempts were made to construct
novel non-reflecting boundary conditions. In all cases, sponge zones were introduced near lateral and out-
flow boundaries in computational domains where standard non-reflecting formulations were used. They are
damping terms in the right hand sides of the governing equations, artificially introduced supersonic outflow
regimes etc.. Strictly speaking, some reflections from the boundaries were encountered. However, they al-
lowed to perform long-time integrations without significant pollution effects. At the inflow boundaries, the
Riemann’s invariants were used.

The below presented results were obtained with relatively coarse meshes. However, meshes refining was
used for the verification purpose.

3.1 Sound radiated by instability waves in supersonic jets

The first example concerns with numerical simulation of acoustic fields in the framework of the Tam’s
theory of instability waves propagating downstream within shear layers of supersonic jets. We follow here
linearization procedure [13] to compare with the analytic theory and the experiment described in [14]. In fact,
we have changed the analytic procedure of [13] by a 3D numerical code for acoustic fields capable to deal
with asymmetric jets. Another difference from [13] is due to the calculations of mean flow corresponding to
the experiment rather than using approximations of the experimental data.

Mean flow calculations

The calculations were carried out for the experimental conditions described in [14]. The axisymmetric
Navier-Stokes equations with a modification of the q−ω turbulence model were solved using the fifth-order
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compact scheme [15]. In contrast to [14], the considered nozzle did not provide perfectly expanded flow so
shock cells were obtained in the initial portion of the jet. However the flow field in the downstream portion
of the jet which was very similar to that presented in [14] was obtained by adjusting properly the initial
turbulence level. In Fig.3, the calculated Mach number distributions along the centerline and cross sections
are compared with the experimental values.

Figure 3: Mach number distributions along centerline and in cross sections of the jet at x/R=5, x/R=10,
x/R=15; markers are experimental data

Acoustic calculations

Using the calculated mean flow variables in the shock-free portion of the jet, the linearized Euler equations
served as a governing equations for the flow variables perturbations viewed as fluctuations. Unlike the
mean flow case, a computational box was used in the Cartesian coordinates with sponge zones near lateral
and outflow boundaries. At the inflow boundary inside the jet, either the pressure excitation of the form
p(r, ϕ, t) = f(r)sin(ωt+nϕ) where ϕ is an asimuthal angle or of the form white noise was prescribed. The
seventh-order multioperators scheme was used in the calculations. The present results were obtained using
61× 81× 81 mesh with properly condensed nodes.

Figure 4: Snapshots of pressure fluctuation fields: a - St = 0.2, n = 0, b - St = 0.2, n = 1, c - white noise,
n = 0

Snapshots of the obtained pressure fluctuations for n = 0 and n = 1 are shown in Fig.4. The excitation
Strouhal number St = 0.2 and equal amplitudes were used in the calculations. Comparing the Figures, the
levels of the radiated pressure fluctuations are greater in the case of axisymmetrical mode than that of the
azimuthal one. It agrees well with the experimental observations [16] for relatively low Strouhal numbers.
For St = 0.2, the calculated distribution of the mass velocity fluctuations along the centerline of the jet is
compared with the experimental data from [14] in Fig.5. The initial amplitude was chosen to give the same
peak values. Good agreement with the experiment show at the same time good agreement with the theory of
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instability waves [13]. The snapshot of the pressure fluctuation field and the mass velocity fluctuations in the
case of a white noise excitation are presented in Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively. Fig.5 shows poorer agreement
with [14] in this case.

Figure 5: Mass velocity fluctuations at the axis: comparison with the experiment (markers); excitation at
St = 0.2 (left) and with white noise (right)

In Fig.6, the calculated SPL contours and the SPL directivity are compared with experimental data [14].

Figure 6: Sound-pressure-levels contours (left) and directivity (right) for excitation at St = 0.2; thick lines
and markers are experimental data [14]

3.2 Plane supersonic jets with screech effects

The coarse-grid DNS with seventh-order multioperators scheme were used for calculating flow field of a
planar supersonic jet. The aim was to see what information can be extracted regarding screech tones in the
case of underexpanded jet when using the present technique. The problem formulation was chosen to be
similar to that in [17] where LES calculations were reported.

Figure 7: Snapshot of the velocity field with shock-cells

The nozzle formed by two parallel plates was placed in the computational domain. The characteristic bound-
ary conditions were prescribed at the inflow boundary outside the nozzle while the inflow parameters inside
the nozzle were specified in the form of an inviscid M = 1 flow plus thin boundary layer. The prescribed
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Figure 8: Planar supersonic jet: snapshots of pressure field at successive time moments

pressure ratio pjet/p∞ = 2 corresponded to the fully expanded Mach number equal to Mj = 1.52 while
the Reynolds number was equal to 10000. The below presented results were obtained using relatively coarse
mesh 97× 141.

Figure 9: Pressure spectrum at the fixed point near the nozzle lips (left); screech frequency and SPL vs. fully
expanded Mach number Mj . The white and black markers are, respectively, the present data and LES results
[17]

The calculations gave unsteady shock-cells structures downstream of the nozzle followed by the synchro-
nized vorticity rolling-up with pairing events in the jet’s shear layers. The instantaneous velocity field is
shown in Fig.7. After a lapse of time during the calculations, the noticeable pressure waves fronts moving
periodically upstream with the opposite phase at either side of the jet were detected. They are shown in Fig.8
at successive time moments. The frequency of the waves (which can be identified as the screech frequency)
was found to be that of the first peak in the pressure spectrum shown in Fig.9. The next peaks correspond to
the subharmonics.

Comparing the present spectrum with that obtained from the LES calculations [17] for approximately similar
input data, more local peaks are seen in the present results. However, the spectra give the Strouhal numbers
of the screech which are close to that reported in [18]. In other two figures from Fig.9, the obtained screech
frequency and the screech SPL are compared with the experimental data [18], theoretical data [19] and
numerical results [17]. The present screech SPL (about 158 db) agrees well with the experiments.

3.3 Instability of axisymmetric subsonic jets

In the first example, supersonic cold jet can be viewed as an amplifier of disturbances due to instability waves
generated by shear layers. Now we consider cases when hot jets instabilities are generators of disturbances.
Here we present the solution of the problem considered in [20] to verify the ability of the multioperators
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Figure 10: Snapshot of vorticity field; synchronized regime with pairing, S = 0.55, R/θ = 25

Figure 11: Spatio-temporal diagrams; a - synchronized regime with pairing, b - unsynchronized with pairing,
c - synchronized without pairing.

schemes to describe properly small amplitude fluctuations in the framework of the Navier-Stokes equations
without considering them as perturbations of some reference solutions.

The governing equations were disctretized using the ninth-order multioperators approximations in cylindrical
coordinates. The problem formulation and initial flow field were those described in [20], the difference being
due to different non-reflecting boundary conditions and due to using ”standard” flow variables instead of
using corrections to base flow solutions described therein. The calculations for several values of ambient-
to-jet temperature ratio S = T∞/Tc and the inlet velocity profile parameter R/θ used in [20] (Re = 3750,
M=0.1) were carried out (R and θ are initial radius of the jet and momentum shear layer thickness). The
typical meshes were 256× 160.

Upon long-time integrations the considered jets exhibited the instability types which were exactly those
described in [20],[21]. They were characterized by either non-synchronous rolling-up and vortex pairings
or well synchronized regimes with or without pairings events. Fig.10 and Fig.11 display, respectively, the
vorticity levels snapshot with the pairing (S = 0.55, R/θ = 25) and the vorticity spatial-time presentation

Figure 12: Sound-pressure-levels: a - contours, b - SPL directivity.
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(used in [20],[21]) at r/R = 1 used in [20],[21] for S = 0.55, R/θ = 25 (Fig. 11a), S = 0.65, R/θ = 25
(Fig.11b) and S = 0.4, R/θ = 10 (Fig. 11c). The global frequency ωg was found to be 0.25 which is very
close to that reported in [20] despite the coarser meshes used in the calculations.

The SPL contours in the near field the jet are shown in Fig.12a. They are obtained for the synchronized case
with the pairing event tuned to the synchronization frequency. Two lobs with the an extinction angle at about
950, are seen in the Figure. In Fig.12b, the directivity at 15 radii is presented.

4 Conclusions

The presented multioperators approach to constructing formally arbitrary-order spatial discretizations sup-
plied by an optimization procedure has the potential for providing extremely accurate representation of har-
monics in wide region of wave numbers supported by meshes. The described testing examples as well as
calculated aeroacoustic fields agree reasonably well with the considered experimental and theoretical data
despite the relatively coarse meshes used in the calculations. Thus the present feasibility study allows one to
be quite optimistic in regard to using multioperators approach as a numerical tool for numerical simulations
in aeroacoustics.
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A 2D Discontinuous Galerkin Method for Aeroacoustics
with Curved Boundary Treatment
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Abstract
A Discontinuous Galerkin Method is applied to unstructured grids to simulate aeroacoustic propagation,
modelled by the Linearized Euler Equations. The quadrature-free form of the Discontinuous Galerkin
Method is used on triangular elements with straight edges. Computations of a freely propagating pressure
pulse demonstrate that the implementation achieves the theoretical order of accuracy. With increasing order,
the method becomes more efficient. However, simulation of acoustic scattering by a cylinder shows that the
linear treatment of the geometry can limit the accuracy at high order. Two higher-order treatments of curved
boundaries are presented to overcome this restriction. It is found that only the use of curved elements, on
which the quadrature-free technique cannot be applied, provides satisfying accuracy; further implications on
stability and computational cost are discussed.

1 Introduction

The noise generated by internal or external flow encountered in industrial machinery can cause shorter ma-
chine life, lower environmental performance, and user discomfort. As a result, the interest for aeroacoustics
has grown dramatically in the last few decades, and the demand for prediction capabilities of flow-generated
noise is increasing. In this context, computational aeroacoustics (CAA) is beneficial to designers of industrial
products by limiting the need for expensive and time-consuming test campaigns.

Although the numerical study of flow-generated sound can be seen as a research field within Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), it features several specificities due to the different nature of the sound and its gen-
erating flow: the amplitude of acoustical perturbations is usually much smaller than the one of the flow, and
their typical length scale much larger. Moreover, their frequency spectra can be very broad, and they can
propagate over large distances. Therefore, dedicated numerical schemes with low dissipation and dispersion
properties are required to accurately model these phenomena. Along with the need for high accuracy, the
intrinsic unsteady character of aeroacoustic problems lead to high computational costs.

Two approaches can be considered to compute flow-generated noise. The so-called "direct" approach consists
in performing a CFD computation that is accurate enough to capture both aerodynamics and acoustics with
a minimal production of "numerical noise". This method, usually carried out by using high-order or spectral
methods in conjunction with LES or DNS models, is still computationally very expensive, especially for
complex geometries [1]. A more pragmatic approach, the "hybrid" methodology, consists in performing an
accurate CFD computation only in the region where flow noise is generated, and calculating the propagation
∗Ph.D. Student
†Ph.D. Student
‡Professor
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of the resulting sound in the whole domain of interest with a separate numerical method. It cannot be applied
to problems with strong coupling between aerodynamics and acoustics (i.e. problems in which the acoustic
perturbations affect the behaviour of the flow). This approach is usually less computationally intensive.

This paper focuses on the Discontinuous Galerkin Method (DGM) applied to the Linearized Euler Equa-
tions (LEE) for the computation of acoustic propagation. It was introduced by Reed and Hill [2] to simulate
neutron transport and has been applied to numerous equations since then, particularly in the fields of Elec-
tromagnetism and Fluid Dynamics. Just as the continuous Finite Element Method (FEM), it consits in
representing the local quantities in each element of the grid by a projection on a suitable basis (most often
polynomials), and applying the Galerkin procedure to the governing Partial Differential Equation. But, in
contrast to traditional FEM, where the continuity of variables between elements is imposed, DGM allows the
solution to be discontinuous at element boundaries. Conservation is then enforced through the use of a flux
at element boundaries, where a Riemann problem is solved, in the manner of Finite Volume Methods. This
construction features an arbitrary order of accuracy, which only depends on the order of the underlying poly-
nomial basis, while maintaining an extreme compactness: the only non-local information used in the scheme
comes from the communication between an element and its neighbours. Along with the ability to handle
unstructured grids, and the straightforward formulation of boundary conditions through the flux formulation,
these properties are clear advantages over the Finited Difference (FD) schemes traditionally used to solve
the LEE for CAA applications. However, DGM has been criticized for two reasons that make it computa-
tionally expensive compared to FD methods: discontinuous solutions require extra degrees of freedom, and
the method involves integration of higher-order functions, which is traditionally carried out through quadra-
ture. The latter was palliated by Atkins and Shu [3] when introducing the quadrature-free form of DGM,
which consists in mapping all elements in the physical domain onto a single reference element for which the
integration of base function products is pre-computed. This technique is subject to certain constraints on the
geometry of physical elements (e.g. straight edges for triangles or flat faces for tetrahedra).

Several authors have investigated the application of DGM to wave propagation problems. In particular, the
behaviour of DGM with respect to dissipation and dispersion has been well studied by means of theory and
numerical experiments [4, 5, 6, 7]. The influence of h- and p-refinement on the accuracy of DGM [8, 9], as
well as the discretization error on different kinds of grids [10, 11], were investigated. Several authors report
the sucessful application of DGM to Maxwell’s equations [12] and to aeroacoustic problems [13, 14, 15].
However, these works do not include the study of the error that is due to the discretization of the geometry.

In the framework of the non-linear Euler equations, the necessity of a higher-order treatment of curved
wall boundaries was put in evidence by Bassy and Rebay [16], and is now generally accepted [17]. Ref.
[16] and [17] suggest that the accuracy mainly depends on the correct representation of the normals to the
geometry, when dealing with 2D Euler flows. However, this might not be the case with acoustic propagation
problems. Concerning the LEE, Atkins reported the use of higher-order geometry description and its benefits
on problems of acoustic scattering [18].

In the present work, DGM is applied to the LEE in 2D to simulate aeroacoustic propagation on triangular
grids, with the objective of studying the influence of boundary treatment for curved walls. The implementa-
tion is first verified with the case of a Gaussian pressure pulse propagating in free field. Then a problem of
acoustic scattering by a 2D cylinder is used to show how the linear treatment of wall boundaries limits the
accuracy. The benefits of two different boundary treatments based on higher-order geometry representation
are evaluated for this case.

The numerical method is described in Section 2, and the results of the two test problems are discussed in
Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 Method

The approach taken here is based on the work of Reymen [11, 19], who uses a nodal DGM on tetrahedral
and hexahedral grids, combined with a low-storage fourth-order-accurate Runge-Kutta scheme [21] for time
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integration. This method was sucessfully applied to the LEE in the framework of aeroacoustic simulations.
In the present work, this approach is used in 2D and extended to curved triangular elements to model curved
wall boundaries, with the purpose of overcoming the limitations of linear geometry treatment which are put
in evidence in Section 3.

2.1 Governing Equations

The governing equations are the 2D linearized Euler equations, that are capable of solving acoustic propaga-
tion in non-uniform flows:

∂q
∂t

+
∂Fr

∂xr
+ Cq = s (1)

where

q =


ρ

ρ0u1

ρ0u2

p



Fr = Arq =


u0r δ1r δ2r 0
0 u0r 0 δ1r

0 0 u0r δ2r

0 γp0
ρ0
δ1r

γp0
ρ0
δ2r u0r

q

C =


0 0 0 0

u0r
∂u01
∂xr

∂u01
∂x1

∂u01
∂x2

0
u0r

∂u02
∂xr

∂u02
∂x1

∂u02
∂x2

0
0 (1−γ)

ρ0
∂p0
∂x1

(1−γ)
ρ0

∂p0
∂x2

(γ − 1) ∂u0r
∂xr


Here r is one of the two cartesian coordinates (x1 ≡ x, x2 ≡ y) on which Einstein’s summation convention
is used; s is the acoustic source vector; (ρ, u1, u2, p) are respectively the acoustic perturbations in density,
x-velocity, y-velocity and pressure, and (ρ0, u10, u20, p0) are the corresponding quantities for the mean flow;
γ is the heat capacity ratio and δij is the Kronecker delta. The term Cq accounts for non-uniform mean flow
effects.

2.2 Spatial Discretization

In this work, DGM is applied to unstructured triangular meshes. The computational domain is paved with
straight-edge triangles, on which the quadrature-free form of DGM is applied. Optionally, curved elements
and edges, that require the use of quadrature, can be employed near wall boundaries where the geometry is
described by a quadratic equation.

2.2.1 Formulation

For each element Ω of the grid, a basis B = {ϕj , j = 1 . . . Np} is defined, in which the components ϕj are
polynomials of order p supported by Ω, with Np = (p+1)(p+2)

2 for triangular elements. An approximation
qΩ of the vector of variables q on Ω is obtained by a projection on this basis:
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qΩ =
Np∑
j=1

qΩ
j ϕj

Applying the Galerkin procedure to Eq. (1) with s = 0 and C = 0, and using Green-Gauss theorem, results
in:

ˆ
Ω
ϕk

Np∑
j=1

∂qΩ
j

∂t
ϕjdΩ −

ˆ
Ω

∂ϕk
∂xr

Np∑
j=1

FΩ
rjϕjdΩ +

ˆ
∂Ω
ϕk

Np∑
j=1

F∂Ω
Rjϕjd∂Ω = 0, k = 1 . . . Np (2)

where FΩ
r is a projection of Fr on B, and F∂Ω

R is a projection on B of the Riemann flux computed on the
element boundary ∂Ω as:

F∂Ω
R =

1
2

[(
FΩ

r + FΩ′
r

)
nr − α

(
qΩ + qΩ′

)]
(3)

α is the maximum eigenvalue of ∂F
∂q , nr is the r-component of the local outgoing normal to the boundary

∂Ω, qΩ′ and FΩ′
r are the equivalents of qΩ and FΩ

r respectively in the element Ω′ locally sharing ∂Ω with
Ω. Following the quadrature-free form of DGM [3], all elements in the physical domain can then be mapped
onto a single reference element ∆:

MΩ :
∆ → Ω

(ξ1, ξ2) 7→ (x1, x2)

The Jacobian matrix ofMΩ is then defined by JΩ
ij = ∂xi

∂ξj
, and the change of coordinates in Eq. (2) yields:

ˆ
∆
ϕk

Np∑
j=1

∂qΩ
j

∂t
ϕj
∣∣JΩ

∣∣ d∆ −
ˆ

∆

(
JΩ
)−1

sr

∂ϕk
∂ξs

Np∑
j=1

FΩ
rjϕj

∣∣JΩ
∣∣ d∆

+
ˆ
∂∆

ϕk

Np∑
j=1

F∂Ω
Rjϕj

∣∣∣J∂Ω
∣∣∣ d∂∆ = 0, k = 1 . . . Np (4)

where J∂Ω is the Jacobian matrix of the mapping of ∂Ω on ∂∆. Eq. (4) can then be rewritten in a matrix
form:

MΩ∂q
Ω

∂t
− KΩ

r FΩ
r +

3∑
i=1

M∂ΩiF∂Ωi
R = 0 (5)

with ∂Ωi corresponding to the edge i of Ω, and:

MΩ
kj =

ˆ
∆
ϕkϕj

∣∣JΩ
∣∣ d∆(

KΩ
r

)
kj

=
ˆ

∆

(
JΩ
)−1

sr

∂ϕk
∂ξs

ϕj
∣∣JΩ

∣∣ d∆ (6)

M∂Ωi
kj =

ˆ
∂∆i

ϕkϕj

∣∣∣J∂Ωi

∣∣∣ d∂∆i
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In this work, the basis functions ϕj are Lagrange polynomials based on a nodal set that reduces to Lagrange-
Gauss-Lobatto points on the edges [20]. Thus B reduces to a basis of one-dimensional polynomials on ∂Ωi,
which can be used to store lower-rank matrices for M∂Ωi and F∂Ωi

R . Integrals are computed on an polynomial
basis that is orthogonal in ∆, following the work of Hesthaven and Warburton [12].

2.2.2 Elements with Straight Edges

Interior elements are triangles with straight edges, so that JΩ and J∂Ω are constant over ∆ and ∂∆ respec-
tively, and can be taken out of the integrals in Eq. (6):

MΩ =
∣∣JΩ

∣∣M∆

KΩ
r =

(
JΩ
)−1

sr

∣∣JΩ
∣∣K∆

s

M∂Ωi =
∣∣∣J∂Ωi

∣∣∣M∂∆i

with:

M∆
kj =

ˆ
∆
ϕkϕjd∆(

K∆
s

)
kj

=
ˆ

∆

∂ϕk
∂ξs

ϕjd∆ (7)

M∂∆i
kj =

ˆ
∂∆i

ϕkϕjd∂∆i

The memory storage for each element and edge thus reduces to the Jacobian terms, given that M∆, K∆
s

and M∂∆i can be precomputed. The use of an orthogonal basis in ∆, for which a tranformation from B is
defined, allows an easy analytical computation of matrices in Eq. (7).

2.2.3 Curved Elements

In this work, the geometry can be described with quadratic polynomials. In this case, each edge ∂Ωi lying on
the curved wall boundary is mapped onto the reference edge by a quadratic function, andMΩ is also of order
2 for the corresponding elements. Then JΩ and J∂Ωi are no longer constant over Ω and ∂Ωi respectively,
and they cannot be taken out of the integrals in Eq. (6), which has two implications:

• Integration in Eq. (6) requires quadrature. In the present work, Gauss-Legendre quadrature rules are
used to compute the matrices. Care is taken to choose rules of sufficiently high order to integrate
exactly the products of polynomials that form the integrands.

• Integrals in Eq. (6) cannot be precomputed, so that MΩ and KΩ
r are calculated and stored in memory

for each element Ω of the grid, as well as M∂Ωi for each edge ∂Ωi. For these element and edges,
the cost in memory is thus much higher than with the quadrature-free technique described in Section
2.2.2.

Also, the use of curved edges implies that the components nr of the normal to ∂Ωi in Eq. (3) are not
constant. Thus, the projection of the Riemann flux on B results in a truncation: as ∂Ωi is described by a
quadratic polynomial, the scalar product

(
FΩ

r + FΩ′
r

)
nr is of order p + 1, whereas F∂Ω

R is of order p. To
prevent truncation, the terms in Eq. (3) have to be integrated separately and Eq. (5) then becomes:
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MΩ∂q
Ω

∂t
− KΩ

r FΩ
r +

3∑
i=1

1
2

[
M∂Ωi

r

(
FΩ

r + FΩ′
r

)
− αM∂Ωi

(
qΩ + qΩ′

)]
= 0

with:

(Mr)
∂Ωi
kj =

ˆ
∂∆i

ϕkϕjnr

∣∣∣J∂Ωi

∣∣∣ d∂∆i

Thus three matrices M∂Ωi
1 , M∂Ωi

2 and M∂Ωi have to be stored in memory for each edge ∂Ωi to avoid trun-
cation, instead of one. Although computationally more expensive, this treatment is slightly more accurate,
therefore all results presented in this work are obtained with non-truncated Riemann fluxes.

2.3 Boundary Treatment

In this work, all boundary conditions are enforced in a "weak" manner by prescribing the fluxes at boundary.
Walls are modelled by computing at each node of the boundary edge ∂Ωi a modified flux that fulfills the
condition:

u ·N = 0

with u =
[
u1

u2

]
, N being either the normal n to ∂Ωi, or the local normal ng to the quadratically-represented

geometry. In this work, three different wall boundary treaments, illustrated in Fig. 1, are investigated:

• ∂Ωi is a straight edge and N = n. In this case the treatment of wall boundaries is fully linear, and
quadrature-free DGM is used, as described in Section 2.2.2.

• ∂Ωi is a straight edge and N = ng. As in the linear case, quadrature-free DGM is used. This treatment,
proposed in Ref. [16] and Ref. [17] as a "cheap" way to improve accuracy, will be hereafter referred
to as "mixed".

• ∂Ωi is a curved edge, in this case N = n = ng and the treatment is fully quadratic. Integration over
the edge ∂Ωi and the adjacent element Ω is then performed by quadrature, as explained in Section
2.2.3.

Far-field conditions on the outer domain boundaries are achieved by splitting the equations into characteristic
solutions and suppressing ingoing waves.

3 Results

3.1 Gaussian Pressure Pulse

To verify the numerical method and its implementation, the free-field propagation of a Gaussian pressure
pulse is simulated [22]. An analytical solution is available for this problem, that allows accurate comparison
with numerical results.

The computational domain consists in a square of non-dimensional length 200, centered at the origin. The
initial conditions are:
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p|t=0 = ρ|t=0 = e−(ln 2) x2+y2

52

u1|t=0 = u2|t=0 = 0

The mean flow velocity is set to zero and the Gaussian pressure pulse is propagated until a non-dimensional
time of t = 20. This ensures that the wave front remains inside the domain, to prevent the solution from
being polluted by any spurious reflection at boundaries. Several grids, whose characteristics are summarized
in Table 1, are used, with the order p of the polynomial basis varying from 1 to 6.

The error due to time discretization is negligible and the time step can be chosen in function of the stability
condition on the CFL number, that is inversely proportional to the element size and depends on p. To
avoid searching for the maximum time step preserving stability in each case, the same value is used for all
computations. The computation time is thus not optimal, above all on coarser grids and at lower order.

Grid Nr. 1 2 3 4
Vertices 435 1654 6455 25519

Elements 868 3306 12908 50236

Table 1: Characteristics of grids used for the Gaussian pulse case.

Fig. 2 shows the error in L2 norm with respect to the analytical solution at final time; the square root of
the number of vertices is taken as a measure for the element size. It can be seen that the scheme converges
correctly and the theoretical order of accuracy p + 1 featured by DGM is reached as long as the number of
elements is sufficiently high. Fig. 3 shows the computation time required by the simulations, which vary
linearly with the number of elements. By comparing both graphs, one can notice that for a given accuracy,
using high order with a coarse grid is less CPU-intensive than using low order on a fine grid, i.e. high order
is more efficient, as shown in Ref. [11]. For instance, the computation on grid 2 with p = 6 requires about
4.4 times less CPU time than the computation on grid 4 with p = 3, while achieving a comparable accuracy.
The gain could even be substantially higher if a larger time step was used on coarser grids.

3.2 Acoustic Scattering by a Cylinder

To assess the impact of wall boundary treatments, the problem Nr. 2, Category 1 of the Second CAA
Workshop on Benchmark Problems [23] is studied. It consists in the scattering of a Gaussian pressure pulse
by a cylinder. An analytical solution is available for this case.

The computational domain skteched in Fig. 4 is a disc with a non-dimensional diameter of 20, containing a
cylinder of diameter 1 centered at the origin. The initial conditions are:

p|t=0 = ρ|t=0 = e−(ln 2)
(x−4)2+y2

0.22

u1|t=0 = u2|t=0 = 0

Mean flow velocity is set to zero and simulations are run until a non-dimensional time of t = 10. For each
computation, the time step is set to the highest value not affecting the stability.

The influence of geometry discretization and wall boundary treatment is investigated; grid characteristics
are summarized in Table 2 and computational parameters can be found in Table 3. To assess the effect of
these parameters on the quality of the solution, pressure is monitored at point (0, 5) and compared with the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Illustration of the linear boundary treatment (a), the mixed boundary treatment (b) and the quadratic
boundary treatment (c). The arrows represent the normals n used for prescribing the zero-normal-velocity
condition, solid lines are the element boundaries on which the flux is integrated.
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Figure 2: L2 error at t = 20 over the computational domain for the Gaussian pulse problem, in function of
the square root of the number of vertices Nvert. Solid lines are numerical results for values of p from 1 to 6,
dashed lines represent the slopes for the corresponding theoretical order of accuracy p+ 1.
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Figure 3: CPU time required by the computations for the Gaussian pulse problem, in function of the number
of vertices Nvert, for values of p from 1 to 6.
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Grid Name C4 C8 C12 C16
Vertices on the Cylinder 4 8 12 16

Vertices 1077 1084 1279 1494
Elements 2154 2168 2558 2988

Table 2: Characteristics of grids used for the acoustic scattering case.

Test Case Name Grid Name p Bnd. Treatment
C4P2L C4 2 Linear
C4P2Q C4 2 Quadratic
C4P4L C4 4 Linear
C4P4Q C4 4 Quadratic
C4P6L C4 6 Linear
C4P6M C4 6 Mixed
C4P6Q C4 6 Quadratic
C8P6L C8 6 Linear
C8P6M C8 6 Mixed
C8P6Q C8 6 Quadratic
C12P6L C12 6 Linear
C16P2L C16 2 Linear
C16P4L C16 4 Linear
C16P6L C16 6 Linear

Table 3: Computation parameters used for the acoustic scattering problem.
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analytical solution. The reference solution features a first maximum at about t = 6.3, corresponding to the
direct field, and a second maximum at t = 8.2, corresponding to the scattered field.

Fig. 5 shows the results of computations with varying values of p and linear boundary treatment on grids
C4 and C16. On grid C16, the results converge towards the reference solution with p-refinement for both
direct and scattered fields. On grid C4, increasing p allows to correctly resolve the direct pulse, but does not
eliminate the large error in phase and amplitude for the scattered field. At high order, the accuracy is thus
limited by the rough modelling of the cylinder.

Fig. 6 shows the improvement of the solution for the scattered field with grid refinement at p = 6. For
7.7 < t < 8.7, one can observe a phase lag between the numerical results and the reference solution, which
is reduced on finer grids. It can be explained by the distance ∆L between the linear geometry representation
and the exact geometry, as sketched in Fig. 7; this difference in travel distance for acoustic waves becomes
obviously smaller when refining the grid.

Fig. 8 indicates how the error is affected by the "mixed" wall treatment on grids C4 and C8. This treatment
does not reduce the phase error for 7.7 < t < 8.7 compared to the linear treatment, because it does not
correct the poor geometry description. However, for t > 8.7, the error on grid C8 seems to be dominated by
scatter directivity, which is improved by the quadratic treatment of normals.

Fig. 9 puts in evidence the great improvement brought by the use of curved boundary treatment on the
coarse grid C4: as the cylinder geometry is represented exactly by the quadratic boundary, the phase error is
suppressed. This is the reason why the solution for case C4P6Q is even more accurate than results obtained
on refined grids with other boundary treatments, as shown in Table 4.

However, it should be mentioned that the use of curved high-order elements, can affect the stability of
the scheme. Indeed, the stability limit depends on the element size and p through the condition on the
CFL number. The maximum time step required to run a stable computation can thus be lower with the
quadratic boundary treatment than with the linear and mixed treatments. Nevertheless, Table 5 shows that
this limitation is significant only for elements with very high curvature and at high order, like in the case
C4P6Q.

y

xP

M

Figure 4: Computational domain for the acoustic scattering problem. P (4,0) is the center of the pulse at
initial time, M (0,5) is the point where the pressure is monitored.

4 Conclusion

In this work, DGM is applied to the 2D LEE on unstructured triangular meshes in order to simulate aeroa-
coustic propagation. The quadrature-free form of DGM is used to achieve a low computational cost. The
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Figure 5: Pressure at point (0,5) with linear boundary treatment on grids C4 (a) and C16 (b) for the acoustic
scattering problem: comparison between p = 2, p = 4 and p = 6.
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Figure 6: Pressure at point (0,5) with p = 6 and linear boundary treatment for all grids used in the acoustic
scattering problem.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Details of grids C4 (a) and C8 (b) close to the cylinder for the acoustic scattering problem. ∆L
represents the distance between the straight boundary edges and the exact geometry.
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Figure 8: Pressure at point (0,5) with p = 6 on grids C4 (a) and C8 (b) for the acoustic scattering problem:
comparison between the linear boundary treatment and the mixed boundary treatment.
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Figure 9: Pressure at point (0,5) with p = 6 and different boundary treatments on grid C4 for the acoustic
scattering problem.

Case Name C4P6L C4P6M C4P6Q C8P6L C8P6M C12P6L C16P6L
Error 2.83 · 10−5 1.65 · 10−5 2.23 · 10−8 2.51 · 10−6 1.38 · 10−6 4.50 · 10−7 1.31 · 10−7

Table 4: L2 error in pressure at point (0,5) over the time interval [7.5, 10] for some cases with p = 6 of the
acoustic scattering problem.

Grid and Order Time Step (Linear Wall Treatment) Time Step (Quadratic Wall Treatment)
Grid C4, p = 2 0.10 0.088
Grid C4, p = 4 0.046 0.028
Grid C4, p = 6 0.025 0.013
Grid C8, p = 6 0.024 0.024

Table 5: Comparison of maximum time steps with linear and quadratic boundary treatments for the acoustic
scattering problem.
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accuracy of the method can be efficiently controlled by freely specifying the order of the underlying polyno-
mial basis, without affecting the compactness of the scheme.

The application to the propagation of a Gaussian pressure pulse in a quiescent medium allows to verify
that the implementation reaches the theoretical order of accuracy of DGM and shows that the method is
computationally more efficient at high order. However, the simulation of acoustic scattering by a cylinder
demonstrates that accuracy at high order can be limited by the linear treatment of curved geometries.

The "mixed" treatment consisting in prescribing wall boundary conditions with normals to the quadratic
geometry, while integrating over elements with straight edges, results in an improvement, but does not reduce
the local phase error. This error is eliminated by the full quadratic treatment which involves curved elements.
The latter requires more memory storage because it is incompatible with the quadrature-free technique, but
the total overhead is not prohibitive, as such elements only have to be used in the vicinity of curved wall
boundaries.

Highly curved elements used near convex geometries are smaller than elements with straight edges, which
leads to reduced time steps, because of stability conditions on explicit time integration schemes. However,
if high accuracy is needed, the full quadratic treatment is necessary to take advantage of the arbitrary order
featured by DGM, without the burden of re-meshing.

The 2D cylinder considered in the present work can be represented exactly by a quadratic curve for which an
analytical expression is available. However, this may not be the case for more realistic applications, where
the geometry is usually modeled by CAD systems or built from basic geometrical entities available in the
meshing software. If the mesher is not able to output high-order geometry information, dedicated methods
are then needed to accurately reconstruct curved boundaries from mesh points. The implementation of such
algorithms into the solver is not straightforward, particularly in 3D, and could be the subject of future work.
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Dynamics of a moving oscillator and a truss structure 
considering separation and reattachment with impact  
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Abstract 
The dynamic response of a stationary truss structure made of Timoshenko beams excited by a moving 
oscillator is studied in this paper. The frequencies and modes of the truss are first obtained by the finite 
element method and then the modes are cast in an analytical form within each element through the 
element shape functions. Each component beam of the stationary structure is meshed with an adaptable 
number of Timoshenko beam elements. During its horizontal travel and vertical vibration, the oscillator 
may separate from the vibrating truss and subsequently may reattach to it with impact. Both separation 
and reattachment with impact are studied. It is found through simulated examples that they produce a 
noticeable difference in the dynamic response and multiple separation and impact events are possible at 
high speeds.  

1 Introduction 

Vibration of a structure excited by another structure (relatively) moving on the surface of that structure is 
very common in engineering and science [1-8]. Analytical solutions of simple moving-load problems can 
be found in Frýba’s monograph [9]. A moving-load model may be improved by more realistic 
representations of the moving structure or the stationary structure or both, for example, various types of 
bridges were studied in [10-17], and a train was modelled as a two-axle mass-spring-damper system 
supporting a rigid body in [18] and as a system of multiple oscillators in [19].  
Many bridges are made from pin-connected or rigidly-connected beams in various configurations. The 
vibration of a bridge in the form of a simple plane frame excited by moving loads was studied in [12]. A 
plane truss structure excited by a moving oscillator is the subject of this paper. As shear may be important 
in many cases, Timoshenko beam theory [20] is used. To allow efficient simulation for a wide range of 
travelling speeds from low to high, each beam component of the truss is meshed with an adaptive element 
mesh. Numerical modes and frequencies of the truss are obtained using MATLAB by the finite element 
(FE) method. The modes obtained for the nodes of the mesh are then replaced with analytical forms for 
mathematical convenience and numerical efficiency in solving this moving-load problem. The equations 
of motion for the whole system are solved numerically. The computing code is capable of automatically 
generating a number of typical truss configurations.  
Since both the stationary structure and the moving structure vibrate vertically, the moving structure may 
be bounced off the stationary structure and may then descend on the stationary structure. An impact may 
result at the instant of this reattachment. The possibility of separation in moving-load problems was 
mentioned in [4,9] but not studied. Lee seems to be the first researcher who studied it in the very simple 
problem of a mass moving on a beam [21] in which he simplistically assumed that the vertical velocity of 
the mass took the value of the vertical velocity of the beam at the reattachment point with no velocity 
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change. Cheng et al [22] considered separation and put forward a sophisticated method for determining the 
velocity of the oscillator and the beam after reattachment with impact. Stancioiu et al. [23] suggested a 
simpler approach for dealing with reattachment with impact for a beam subjected to a moving oscillator, 
which is used in this investigation. It should be pointed out that references [21-23] seem to be the only 
works that studied separation and reattachment among hundreds of papers on moving-load problems. 

2 Vertical motion of oscillator and transverse vibration of truss 

The moving oscillator studied in this paper consists of a mass (the unsprung mass) in contact with the 
stationary structure and connected to another mass (the sprung mass) through a spring and a dashpot as a 
simplistic representation of a vehicle, as shown in figure 1.  
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z t( )

Wymy
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fc
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Figure 1. The moving oscillator 

The equations of vertical motion of the sprung and unsprung masses of the oscillator are 

 zyz fWzm −=&&z   (1) 

 cy ffWym zyy ++=&&   (2) 

where 

 ( ) ( )yzkyzcf zy −+−= &&  (3) 

and  and gzmWz −= gymWy −=  are the weights of the two masses, in which g is the gravitational 

constant.  is the dynamic contact force at the oscillator-truss contact point, that is, the moving load 
from the oscillator acting onto the stationary structure.  

cf

It is assumed that when the oscillator is in contact with the truss, the vertical motion  of the unsprung 
mass and the transverse motion  of the beam at the point of instantaneous contact are equal. The 
transverse vibration of the beam can be expressed as a modal expansion of 

)(ty
),( txw

  (4) )()(),( T xttxw wψq=

where  is the vector of the modes for the transverse-displacement components, that is, w, of the 
stationary structure and  is the corresponding modal coordinates. T as a superscript stands for the 
transpose of a vector or matrix. The contact condition dictates that 

)(xwψ
)(tq

 ( )stty wψq )()( T=  (5) 

and therefore 

  ,      (6) sy ww &&& ψqψq ′+= TT sssy wwww &&&&&&&&& ψqψqψqψq ′+′′+′+= T2TTT 2
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where s(t) is the horizontal travel of the moving oscillator. In this paper, the overhead dot and prime 
represent the derivative with respect to time t and to space coordinate x, respectively. 
The stationary structure in the form of a truss structure made of a number of Timoshenko beams, such as 
the one shown in Figure 2, is studied. The equation of motion for the free transverse vibration of an 
individual beam is [20] 
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where θ  is the rotation of the cross-section of the beam, ρ is the density, A and I are the area and the 
second moment of area of the beam’s cross section, G and E are the shear modulus and Young’s modulus, 
and γ is the shear factor.  is Dirac delta function.  δ

L
 

Figure 2. The stationary structure in the form of a truss 
The equations for the modes and frequencies of the whole truss are simultaneous transcendental equations 
that are difficult to solve accurately. From this consideration, the finite element method should be used. 
For a moving-load problem, however, there is a clear advantage of expressing the modes and hence the 
vibration of the stationary structure in an analytical manner in that the vertical motion of the moving 
structure can be easily related mathematically to the deflection of the supporting structure (for example, 
see equations (5) and (6) ). If the vibration of the supporting structure is expressed in a discrete form, for 
example, as in an FE model, it is difficult to track the position of the moving structure and relate its 
motion to that of the FE nodal displacement vector of the stationary structure as the moving structure 
traverses different element domains of the discretised stationary structure. To enable investigations into 
vibration of structures more complicated than a single beam and also retain the mathematical convenience 
and hence computing efficiency, the stationary structure is first discretised with finite elements to give 
modes and frequencies and then an analytical form of the FE modes is obtained inside each element by 
interpolation using the FE modal solution and the element shape functions. All these modes for the w-
components make up a modal vector  . A MATLAB code is written for a truss structure with an 
arbitrary number of beams and an arbitrary number of Timoshenko beam elements [24] for each 
component beam, and the construction of ‘analytical’ modes from FE modes using the cubic element 
shape functions, defined as element-wise functions of local element coordinates. 

)(xwψ

3 Dynamics of the whole system 

The equation of motion of the truss in modal coordinates can be expressed as follows 

 ( )stfω wψqq )(]diag[ c
2 −=+&&  (8) 

where  is a diagonal matrix of appropriate dimension whose diagonal elements are the natural 
frequencies squared of the truss structure ranked in ascending order. 

]diag[ 2ω

By substituting equations (2) and (6) into (8), one gets 
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where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension. If the oscillator travels at constant speed v, 
equation (9) reduces to 
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Equations (1-3) and (9) or (10) are solved simultaneously to obtain the vibration of the truss and the 
oscillator. 

4 Separation and reattachment 

Under certain conditions, the moving oscillator may separate from the beam during its travel and 
vibration. It is also likely that the oscillator may reattach to the beam with an impact afterwards [22, 23]. 
Separation takes place whenever  drops to zero (it is defined as positive when it is compressive). 
During the numerical integration, the value of  is checked constantly. Once it becomes negative, the 
time instant goes backward by one step and a new, smaller time step is predicted so that at the end of this 
new time step  becomes zero within a small acceptable error. Then a new set of equations (free 
vibration of the oscillator and the truss) will be solved with appropriate initial conditions. These are 

)(c tf
)(c tf

)(c tf

 zyyzyz fWymfWzm +=−= &&&& yz   (11) 

  (12) 0][diag 2 =+ qq ω&&

After separation,  and  are monitored. When )(ty ),( tsw ),()( tswty = , the oscillator reattaches to the 
top deck of the truss. If the vertical velocity of the oscillator is different from that of the beam at the 
reattachment point, there is an impact.  

Suppose the impact (reattachment) takes place at time instant  and the impulse is p. Equation (8) now 
becomes 

rt

  (13) )(δ))((][diag rr
2 tttsp wi −−=+ ψqq ω&&

Integration in the time domain containing the instant of impact gives 

  (14) ))(()()( rrr tsptt wψqq −=− −+ &&

where  and  are the instants just before and just after the impact. From equations (4) and (14), one 
gets 
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Similarly, for the moving oscillator, 

 
y

rr )()(
m
ptyty =− −+ &&  (16) 

Combination of equations (14) and (16) leads to [23] 

  (17) ))(()]()([)()( rrrrr tstytymtt wy ψqq −+−+ −−=− &&&&
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Two simplest types of impact, perfectly elastic and perfectly plastic, are first studied below. In general, an 
impact will be neither perfectly elastic nor perfectly plastic, but somewhere in between. Interested readers 
may refer to [25] for more general cases of impact.  These general cases may be approximately 
represented by the coefficient of restitution. 

4.1 Perfectly Elastic Impact 

If the impact is perfectly elastic, the values of total energy before and after the impact are the same. The 
difference between these two energy values is then 
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Please note that just before and just after the impact the values of the beam’s potential energy are the same 
and the values of the kinetic energy of the sprung mass are the same too and therefore these terms do not 
appear in equation (18). The values of the rotary kinetic energy immediately before and immediately after 
the impact is assumed unchanged.   

Substituting equation (17) into (18) and solving for  yields )( r
+ty&
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and then from equation (17), it follows that 
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Therefore the modal velocity of the truss and the vertical velocity of the oscillator at  can be calculated 
form the modal velocity of the truss and the vertical velocity of the oscillator at . At the point of impact, 
there is usually a velocity discontinuity [23]. 

+
rt

−
rt

After a perfectly elastic impact, the oscillator (unsprung mass) bounces off the beam at a newly gained 
vertical velocity  as its initial velocity and the vertical motion of the unsprung mass is now 
governed by equation (11). It should be pointed out that the vertical displacements (motion) of the 
oscillator and of the beam are each continuous throughout the entire time duration of interest and thus the 
displacements just after and just before the impact remain the same and known. Numerical integration of 
equations (11) allows  and  to be found. Whenever  approaches  again at a later 
time, a new impact takes place. 

)( r
+ty&

)(ty )(tz )(ty ),( tsw

4.2 Perfectly Plastic Impact 

When the impact is perfectly plastic, the oscillator sticks to the beam after the impact and hence acquires 
the same displacement, and the same vertical velocity of the beam at . For the latter, +

rt
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Substituting equation (17) into (21) and noticing that  (displacements are always 
continuous) and effectively , one can derive 
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After a perfectly plastic impact, the unsprung mass attaches to the beam and vibrates at the vertical initial 
velocity  given in equation (23). Equations (1-3) and (9) or (10) must then be solved together.  )( r

+ty&

5 Numerical analysis and examples 

The truss shown in figure 2 is analysed. It has the following material and geometric properties: 
, , , 26 Nm1039 ×= .EI N10153 9×= .EA Pa1018 10×= .G 9.0=γ , kg/m1125=Aρ , , 

, . The height is 7.217m. The critical speed of the truss 35.34 m/s, defined 
as the ratio of the fundamental frequency in Hz of the truss to the lowest wave number of a beam in the 
top deck.  All the dynamic values of the system are non-dimensionalised against the relevant static values 
when presented in the figures below. Impact at reattachment, if it occurs, is treated as perfectly elastic. 

kg100=ym
kg1000=zm m50=L =crv

The non-dimensionalised contact force in the case of  and  is shown 
in figure 3. Separation does not occur as  stays positive (compressive). 

N/m1095.3 6×=k Ns/m25130=c
cf
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Figure 3. Non-dimensionalised dynamic contact force zy WW/f +c  at  06.1/ cr =vv

When different parameter values of  and N/m104.93 6×=k Ns/m2800=c  are used (other 
parameter values remain the same), the non-dimensionalised contact force becomes negative at about 

 (figure 4), when contact is assumed to be maintained. When separation and reattachment are 
considered, the force is depicted in figure 5. Clearly, the force history is different when separation is 
allowed. 

9.0/ =Lvt
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Figure 4. Non-dimensionalised dynamic contact force )/(c zy WWf +  at (assuming 

permanent contact) 
06.1/ cr =vv
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Figure 5. Non-dimensionalised dynamic contact force )/(c zy WWf +  at (allowing 

separation and reattachment with impact) 
06.1/ cr =vv

It should be interesting to know what values of c and k would allow separation to occur. Figure 6 displays 
the minimum velocity at which separation is found. Frequently, this velocity is close to the critical speed 

and is a function of non-dimensionalised  c (defined as zkmc 4/ ) and k (defined as )/( 2
1ωzmk ), of 

the oscillator. In Figure 6, the number tagged on a curve is a value of  allowing separation to occur.  cr/ vv
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Figure 6. Contour plot of the minimum velocity ratios allowing separation as a function of non-

dimensionalised  c and  k 
Dynamic contact force and the dynamic responses of the oscillator are given in figures 7-9 for the case of 

 and , where  is the static deflection of the top deck at the mid-span of 
the truss produced by 

N/m104.93 6×=k Ns/m0=c stw

zy WW +  acting at the same location and kWz z /st = . The difference between the 
results when separation is considered and ignored becomes greater, for example, if one compares figures 4 
and 5 with figure 7, which reveals multiple events of separation and impact.  
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Figure 7. Non-dimensionalised dynamic contact force zy WW/f +c  at (--- grey) ignoring 

separation; (⎯ black) allowing separation. 

3cr =v/v
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Figure 8. Non-dimensionalised unsprung mass displacement at (--- grey) ignoring 

separation; (⎯ black) allowing separation. 
st/)( wty 3cr =v/v
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Figure 9. Non-dimensionalised sprung mass displacement at st/)( ztz 3cr =v/v (--- grey) ignoring 

separation; (⎯ black) allowing separation. 
Next, the attention is turned onto the vibration of the oscillator at various speeds. Numerical results of 

,  and  are given in Figures 10-12 respectively (when 

 and ). Because of damping of the oscillator, the effect of separation 
is very small. However, the dynamic effect of the moving load is noticeable. This is clear if one compares 
the dynamic response of the oscillator at the speed close to the critical speed with the static response 
(response at near-zero speed). It should also be pointed out that at very high speeds, the dynamic response 

st/)( wty st/)( ztz st/),2/( wtLw
N/m104.93 6×=k Ns/m2800=c
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of the oscillator is lower than the static response. It can be speculated that by a suitable design (adjustment 
of the parameters of the oscillator), the acceleration of the sprung and unsprung masses may be greatly 
reduced, which would be good for the vehicle and comfortable to the passenger.  
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Figure 10. Non-dimensionalised unsprung mass displacement  at various speeds (⎯ : 

; -⋅- : 
st/)( wty

0/ cr ≈vv 5.0/ cr =vv ; --- : 06.1/ cr =vv ; ⋅⋅⋅⋅ : ) 4/ cr =vv
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Figure 11. Non-dimensionalised sprung mass displacement  at various speeds (⎯ : st/)( ztz 0/ cr ≈vv ; 

-⋅- : ; --- : 5.0/ cr =vv 06.1/ cr =vv ; ⋅⋅⋅⋅ : 4/ cr =vv ) 
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Figure 12. Non-dimensionalised mid-span displacement  at various speeds (⎯ : 

; -⋅- : 
st/),2/( wtLw

0/ cr ≈vv 5.0/ cr =vv ; --- : 06.1/ cr =vv ; ⋅⋅⋅⋅ : ). 4/ cr =vv

6 Conclusions 

This paper studies the coupled dynamic response of a structure (oscillator) moving on a stationary 
structure (truss). The stationary structure may have any number of beams. Numerical modes are obtained 
by the finite element method and then converted into an analytical form by means of the element shape 
functions. The equations of motion of the moving and the stationary structures are established separately 
and then coupled at the contact point. It is likely that the moving structure loses contact with the stationary 
structure during its horizontal travel and vertical vibration. When the moving structure separates from the 
stationary structure, a new set of equations of motion for both structures are used instead. Reattachment 
with impact after separation is considered. Several simulate numerical examples reveal interesting 
dynamics. It is found that separation can occur at high subcritical speeds and easily occurs at supercritical 
speeds and when there is no damping in the moving oscillator. It is also found that the dynamic deflection 
of the truss can be several times higher than the maximum static deflection and the moving load (dynamic 
contact force) can also be a few times greater than the static force (self-weight of the oscillator). More 
importantly, there is a considerable difference between the results when separation is ignored and those 
when separation is considered. This suggests that neglect of separation (and subsequent possible 
reattachment) in most past studies of moving-load problems can lead to serious errors in some situations, 
in particular at high speeds. Finally, multiple events of separation and impact (reattachment) can happen at 
high speeds (still well below the record speed of a fast train) and are detrimental to the stationary and 
moving structures. 
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Abstract 
Flanking transmission measurements has been done in an eight storey wooden building in Växjö, Sweden. 
The flanking transmission is evaluated by studying the vibration distribution from a well defined source to 
the flanking surfaces in the room one floor below. Besides the vibration distribution measurements the 
sound pressure in the room were measured. The measuring campaign shows that the used technique can be 
carried out to capture the flanking transmission in a direct and trustful way. The technique shows that 
peaks in the sound pressure can also be related to peaks in different surfaces frequency response functions. 
By calculating the energy distribution between surface elements it was shown that the roof in the 
examined room was the part that absorbed the most of the added energy from the source. Thereby it was 
regarded as the flanking part that needed an improved design most. 

 
Keywords: Wood framed structure, Vibration distribution, Flanking transmission, FRF, Modal analysis, 
Acceleration modes 
 
 

1 Introduction 

Flanking transmission is one highly concerned problem in wooden framed residential buildings since it is 
the reason for most complains. Traditionally flanking transmission in buildings has been measured with a 
tapping machine as the source and a microphone in the receiving room. By this technique knowledge 
about the exact transmission path are hard to gain without isolating the flanking surfaces piece by piece 
during the measuring campaign. In this paper, the flanking transmission has been examined using 
accelerometers on the flanking surfaces. This technique enables, at each surface, an evaluation of the 
vibration distribution at different frequencies. 
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2 Aim and Scope 

The aim with the measuring campaign was to see if the technique to combined microphone measurements 
with accelerometer registration could gain valuable information about the flanking transmission. The 
source used to create the impact sound was an electro magnetic shaker. The aim was to evaluate the 
acceleration modes of the interacting surfaces with the sound pressure in the room, to see if eigen-
frequencies in the structure could be captured. Furthermore acceleration modes were studied in order to 
see if it can give information about the degree of fixation in the boundaries of the surfaces. An energy 
discourse of how the kinetic energy is distributed between the surfaces is done as well. 
The scope with this measuring campaign is to only focus in one room. The source will only have one 
location and the registration grid will be quit rough in some parts of the surfaces. The grid is assumed to 
give enough information to be able to draw conclusion if this measurement method is good for its purpose. 
The frequency span up to 500 Hz is chosen to see if the results differ in the upper half of the frequencies 
from the frequencies up to 250 Hz were focus will be for the results studied. 

3 The project 

The measurements were done in October 2007 in an eight story wooden framed residential house in Växjö 
of southern Sweden. The first floor of the house is built in concrete to take care of large lifting forces due 
to wind. The seven remaining floors utilize construction elements from Martinssons Byggsystem AB 
which, in this building, consists of traditional double wooden stud walls or massive wooden elements in 3 
to 5 layer in the walls. The floor elements are done with a wooden cassette construction. 

 

Figure 1: Limnologen house 2 during construction, 31 August 2007. 
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4 Measuring setup 

The measuring was conducted in a large room in the south part of the house between sixth and fifth floor. 
An electro magnetic shaker was placed in room C6 and the microphone and all accelerometers were 
placed in room C5, see Figure 2. Room C5 and C6 is 9.8x3.8 meters and 2.5 meters in height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Section of the house where the measurements were conduced. 

The excitation source used to create the impact sound was an electro magnetic shaker with a power 
amplifier. The source was placed in the middle of room C6, see Figure 3. This type of excitation source 
often gives a better signal-noise relationship than a conventional hammer test, but it is not that commonly 
used when impact sound insulation is studied, in J. Forssén et al [1] conventional sources and some 
alternatives are discussed. In an earlier study by Bolmsvik [2] a conventional ISO standard tapping 
machine were used, in this study no information on the actual applied load were known, why the choice of 
using a well defined source were made in this study. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The position of the shaker in room C6. 

To accomplish only vertical loads into the piezo-electronic force transducer a stinger were used, see 
Figure 4a. The force transducer was connected to a charge amplifier on which the force was registered. 
The electro magnetic shaker generated frequencies up to 500 Hz with a chirp excitation signal, see Figure 
4b. A chirp excitation signal consists of a sinus signal that is swept through the frequencies within each 
time block. When the signal spectrum is studied it is noticed that the signal is constant between 20 and 480 
Hz and thereby the measurements has a good and steady signal with the same amplitude in the studied 
frequency range. For signal processing the Data Physics program SignalCalc [3] was used. 

C6 

C5 

Shaker position

Room C6
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a) The measuring setup. b) The excitation signal spectrum 

Figure 4: The electro magnetic shaker used as source. 

On all walls and the roof in room C5 response accelerations were measured with ICP-accelerometers. The 
accelerometers were placed in a grid, see Figure 5a, of 0.5 to 2 meters. On three of the walls there are 
windows and doors, therefore the grid are non-continuous in some areas. Totally 181 positions were 
registered by means of 13 accelerometers which were mounted to the surfaces with wax and moved to 
new positions 15 times. 
The sound pressure was measured with a microphone positioned in the mid-plane of the room. The sound 
pressure were registered at totally 15 positions, see Figure 5b. 
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a) The accelerometer grid on the surfaces of 
room C5. 

b) The microphone grid in the middle 
plane of room C5. 

Figure 5: The measuring grid for the accelerometers and the microphone in the receiving room C5. 

At each of the 15 measurement setups one microphone and 12 accelerometers where used in room C5. In 
room C6 one accelerometer was placed close to the source as a reference. An example of the measurement 
setup in room C5 can bee seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Photo of the room C5 during the measurement. 

When the measuring campaign were conducted the whole house Limnologen 2, were raised. The finishing 
status in the apartments were different but in room C5 all gypsum boards were in place, but neither the 
wall or roof were painted, see Figure 6. 

5 Surface design in source and receiving room 

The building elements used at Limnologen are built as high prefabricated elements by Martinsons 
Byggsystem AB and delivered to the building site were they are joined together. 
The bearing floor system consists of a massive wood plate and underneath a rib of two glue-laminated 
wood beam as an opposite T. The roof system is mounted to the floor system with screws when it comes 
to the building site but when the elements are mounted to place this screws are removed and the roof 
system are free bearing between the walls, and thereby free from the floor system, see Figure 7. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

a) The floor and roof. b) The floor and room systems 
support to wall A. 

Figure 7: The floor system used in the house. 
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The floor system in room C5 and C6 is supported by two walls and a beam in the long span of the room. 
The walls in the room have been given definition names in the measuring campaign, according to Figure 
8. The room has two outer walls, wall B and wall C, one inner wall within the apartment, wall D, and one 
apartment separating wall, wall A. 
 

 

Figure 8: The definitions of room C5’s surfaces. 

The outer walls in Limnologen consists of mainly three wall types. Each of these wall types are 
represented in room C5 and C6. The load-bearing apartment separating wall, wall A is a double wall with 
space in the middle. Each wall-side has a standing framework, a board and standing batten and then 2 
layers of gypsum board, between all wooden parts isolation is used, see Figure 9a. The outside walls, wall 
B and C, has facing pasterns, a massive wood plate, crossbars with isolation in-between and a gypsum 
board on the inside, see Figure 9b. The inner wall, wall D, is a massive wood plate wall with gypsum 
boards on the outsides, see Figure 9c. 

 

 

 

a) Apartment seperating wall, 
wall A. 

b) Outer wall, wall B and C. c) Inner wall, wall D. 

Figure 9: The walls in room C5 and C6. 

Wall C Wall A 

Wall D 

Wall B 

Room C5 
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6 Results 

During the measuring campaign sound pressure and accelerations has been registered. The results signals 
were transported in universal file format and converted with help of Axiom edutech’s toolbox Modal and 
VibraTools [4]. The modal analysis were then performed in Matlab [5] with own coding and help of 
Modal and Vibra Tools toolbox. First sound pressure and acceleration results are presented. After this the 
relation between sound pressure and acceleration, in form of FRF, are discussed. In the end of the results 
an energy distribution between flanking surfaces are done. 

6.1 Sound pressure 

During the measuring campaign the sound pressure in the receiving room were measured with 15 
microphones at positions in the mid plane of the room. The sound pressure level is not comparable with 
traditional sound measurements since the source differs from normal standard acoustic measurements. In 
Figure 10 the sound pressure in the 15 microphone positions are shown and frequencies that have a high 
sound level can be seen. 
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Figure 10: The sound pressure in dB re20e-5 from the 15 microphone positions. 

The frequencies where the sound pressure shows sharp peaks and high levels are registered. Frequencies 
up to 125 Hz where the sound pressure shows high level and peaks are displayed in Table 1. These 
frequencies will be studied further. 
 

Frequency 12 18 26 36 47 53 68 77 88 100 114 

Table 1: Frequencies for observed peaks in the sound pressure. 
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6.2 Acceleration results 

The acceleration signal from the accelerometers was transformed to the frequency domain and this has 
been divided by the corresponding force in the actual measurement setup. The acceleration frequency 
response functions  

)(
)(

fF
fAH a =  

 
(1) 

was calculated. From the frequency response functions, eigenfrequencies could be identified from distinct 
peaks in the spectrum, see Figure 11, and frequencies for interesting operation deflection shapes can be 
identified. Due to non-linearity in the material and friction losses in the large measuring system, the 
spectrum is not as distinct as often obtained for laboratory conditions. 
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Figure 11: Spectrum for identification of operation deflection shapes. 

At the Eigen-frequencies, the corresponding acceleration pattern could be displayed and recognized as 
virtual Eigen modes. 

6.2.1 Acceleration modes of the whole room 

From the frequency response functions, the acceleration modes of the room are found. Some of the 
dominating acceleration modes are showed in Figure 12. The modes are not as distinct as they could be in 
the case when a floor or a wall is studied under laboratory conditions since the stiffness of the coupling to 
all surrounding element influence the behavior. When the modes are studied, the most pronounced 
observation is that the roof has larger amplitudes than the rest of the surfaces, see the example of the 
modes in Figure 12. 
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12 Hz 

 
18 Hz 

 
53 Hz 

 
77 Hz 

Figure 12: Some of the first acceleration modes of the room. 

It is clear, when studying the acceleration modes, that the rooms first acceleration mode at 12 Hz include 
the roof and wall A’s first eigen-mode. When the acceleration modes are studied, it can be concluded that 
the connections between the surfaces are of different stiffness. 
When studying the oscillation of several acceleration modes wall A and B seems to have a stiff connection 
since the movement follows each other in phase. Differences in behavior between walls can be seen. The 
two walls that have the biggest and the smallest oscillating magnitude are the two non-bearing walls, wall 
B and D. One of them are the massive wood wall (wall D) it has a more stiff behavior then the other three 
walls, as it has smaller oscillating magnitude in the acceleration modes. This could be related to that it is a 
massive wood, and that the characteristics of that type of wall are different from the others. Wall B, which 
is the other non load bearing wall, moves with bigger amplitude then all the other walls. A reason to this is 
probably that it carries a lower load and thereby has a lower coupling stiffness in the top and bottom of the 
wall than the other walls with similar construction, wall A and C. 
The roof behaves differently from the other surfaces since the roof’s movement has a longer period time. 
Therefore the roof seems to have a weaker coupling to the structure as planned by the designer. But still it 
has the biggest acceleration amplitude and the acceleration modes of the roof coincidence with the modes 
of the other surfaces and the room at some frequencies. Therefore a non wanted coupling stiff enough to 
transfer vibrations exists between the roof and some other surface. 
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6.3 Sound pressure in relation to the FRF of different surfaces 

The mean values for all accelerometer signals on each surface has been calculated and also the mean value 
for all microphone positions. The mean value 

 
is calculated as the sum of all FRF’s on the studied wall divided by the number of measuring points on 
that wall. 
To get a good overview of the level of the FRF’s on the different surfaces, the mean values of all surfaces 
FRF’s and the pressure mean value of the microphones are plotted in the same figure, see Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: The surfaces FRF mean values. 

Observations that are noticed from Figure 13 are that even though the roof is separated from the floor at 
the room above it shows the highest mean level. It can also be seen that the FRF’s of wall D shows lower 
and smother peaks then the other walls. 
In Figure 14 the velocity FRF from all accelerometers on each surface together with the corresponding 
mean value is plotted. In each graph the sound pressure and its mean values are also plotted. The sound 
pressure is divided with a factor 10000 to be showed more easily in the same figure. 
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a) Wall A (interesting frequencies 12, 18, 26, 

53, 68, 77, 88) 
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b) Wall B (interesting frequencies 12, 18, 26, 36, 

53, 100,114) 
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c) Wall C (interesting frequencies 12, 18, 36, 

53, 68, 114) 
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d) Wall D (interesting frequencies 12, 18, 53, 

100, 114) 
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e) The roof (interesting frequencies 12, 47, 53, 

77) 

 

 

 
 

 

f) The definition of the surfaces in room C5. 

Figure 14: The sound pressure in dB re20e-5/10000 from the 15 microphone positions and the mean 
value of the microphones and the frequency response functions from all accelerometers on the 

plotted surfaces and the respective mean value. 

Coincidence between sound pressure level and the surrounding surfaces was found by studying the 
surfaces FRF. Thereby it could be concluded that different parts of the structure are sensitive in the same 

Wall C 

Wall B 

Wall A 
Wall D 

Roof
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frequencies. At the frequencies 12 and 53 Hz where the sound pressure is high all surfaces shows peaks in 
their FRF. 
Various peaks in the sound pressure can be localized to different surfaces and sometimes several surfaces 
interact. By comparing FRF’s of all surfaces and the sound pressure levels in Figure 11, the contributing 
surfaces at certain frequencies are marked in Table 2. 
Frequency 12 18 26 36 47 53 68 77 88 100 114 

Wall A x x x   x x x x   
Wall B x x x x  x    x x 
Wall C x x  x  x x    x 
Wall D x x    x      
Roof x    x x  x  x x 

Table 2: The observed peaks of surfaces that contributes to the sound pressure at certain 
frequencies. 

6.3.1 Surface acceleration modes at FRF peaks 

Each surface frequency response functions are studied, as in Figure 14, it is found that the surfaces have 
peaks at different frequencies. Some of the surfaces peaks coincidence in frequency according to Table 2. 
By studying all surfaces separately more detailed acceleration modes can be observed. In some of the 
sound pressure peaks, clear eigen mode shapes for the surfaces are found. An example of the acceleration 
modes in the separated surfaces from 53 Hz, were all surfaces has showed peaks and therefore contributes 
to the large sound pressure in the room according to Table 2, are plotted in Figure 15. 
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Wall C 

 

Wall D 

 

Roof 

Figure 15: Acceleration modes of the surfaces with peaks at the frequency of 53 Hz.  
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6.4 The energy distribution between flanking surfaces 

The acceleration frequency response functions can in the frequency domain be recalculated to velocity 
frequency response functions. 
The floor in room C5 is assumed not to transfer any sound pressure from the shaker in room C6, and the 
rest of the surface movements in room C5 are assumed be the source to the sound pressure in room C5. 
The kinetic energy generated in all surfaces is assumed to be transformed to sound energy in the air of the 
room, as discussed in Bolmsvik et al [6]. In the mean FRF values calculated previously all accelerometers 
are assumed to contribute equivalent to the mean value. This rough assumption is refined further by 
relating a corresponding area to each of the accelerometers. A percentage distribution of the surfaces 
contribution to the total sound pressure is done according to Equation 3. 
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This gives an idea of what surface that is causing the main part of the sound pressure in the room and 
thereby also a hint of which building element that stand for the largest flanking transmission. In Figure 16 
the percentage distribution over the whole frequency span is studied, it is obvious that it is the roof that is 
the building element that generates the main part of the sound pressure in room C5. 
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Figure 16: The percentage distribution to the sound pressure from different surfaces. 

A detailed presentation of the surfaces contribution at 53 Hz (where the sound pressure is high) shows that 
the roof even though all surfaces shows peaks in their FRF’s has the absolute dominating effect, see 
Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: The percentage distribution to the sound pressure from different surfaces at 53 Hz. 

7 Discussion 

The sound pressure in the room has been measured, this shows peaks that in some cases probably depends 
on the rooms geometry and that a standing wave is present. But when studying the accelerations in the 
surfaces also peaks in accelerations are found at the same frequencies. It is interpretable to think that it is 
the structure that is the reason to the pressure in the room. If it could be possible to spread the acceleration 
peaks in the surfaces to different frequencies the sound pressure could get lower since it is less energy that 
can be transmitted in the rooms “problem” frequencies. To be able to learn about the surfaces 
characteristics it is necessary to study there acceleration modes and thereby see in what frequencies they 
have there eigen modes. 
By studying the movement in acceleration modes of the room information about how the surfaces interact 
can be found. This reveals information about how the degree of fixation in joints works. As told in Quirt et 
al [7] it is necessary to use new methods when flanking transmission in orthotropic construction are 
studied. This paper shows that the used method could be a good way. 

8 Conclusion 

The results of the measuring campaign show that the technique with accelerometers in combination with 
microphones can be used to evaluate the paths of flanking transmission in wooden framed structures. This 
method is not that common, but as early as 1982 Craik [8] wrote that impulse loads works very well when 
structure borne sound are studied. 
The sound pressure shows large peaks at the same time as the FRF in all or some surfaces are high. 
Thereby it can be concluded that a lot of the energy transmitted in the frequencies were the sound pressure 
is high depends on flanking transmission. The peaks in the FRF of the surfaces are most pronounced in 
frequencies up to 150 Hz. 
When the acceleration modes of the surfaces has been studied differences in behaviour between wall types 
that are non load bearing has been found. 
Since the roof has the highest kinetic energy within the whole frequency domain studied the sound 
pressure in the room would get lower if the design of the roof could be developed even further. 
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Abstract 
A formulation of the coupled equations of motion for the bridge-vehicle dynamic interaction problem is 
proposed. This is based on the assumption that at the bridge-vehicle interface the systems are always in 
contact and accounts for the pavement roughness. The equations are forcibly uncoupled, moving the 
coupling terms to the RHS of the equations as forcing terms. The equilibrium condition at the interface is 
imposed through an iterative solution in the time domain, considering separate and uncoupled mechanical 
models for the vehicle and the bridge. Two procedures, iterative in principle, are devised: one iterates over 
the whole time-history and the other over the single time step, making use of a staggered strategy. The 
former relies on a general purpose FE code for the structure; the latter is implemented in an ad hoc 
developed code. The numerical studies, performed on a simply supported RC bridge, considering two 3D 
vehicle models, show the good performance of the two procedures. 

1 Introduction 

The dynamic interaction between bridge and travelling vehicles is a source of dynamic effects to be 
estimated for several reasons. The amplitude of the dynamic load transmitted by the vehicle is larger than 
the static value corresponding to its weight and its variation around this value is highly relevant in the 
bridge design. The vibrations of the vehicle are very important for the passengers confort. The bridge 
pavement will deteriorate more rapidly in presence of significant peaks of forces transmitted by the 
vehicle. All these aspects involve different engineering branches, from civil to mechanical to transport 
engineering, but are all based on the correct appreciation of the physical phenomenon taking place.  
The mathematical description of the dynamic interaction is complicated by the time-varying nature of the 
structural matrices of the coupled system bridge-vehicle and by the need to account for the pavement 
roughness, playing a very important role in the vehicle response. A reasonable approximation of the 
overall response can be obtained when sufficiently accurate models for bridge, vehicle and roughness are 
adopted. In this respect the scientific literature denotes that different levels of accuracy are adopted in 
modelling the different components of the overall system, also depending on the engineering branch more 
directly involved in the study.  
Aim of this work, developed in a civil engineering context, is to achieve a balance among the level of 
modelling of the components, so that the response of the global system is not impaired by loss of accuracy 
in any of the parts. For this reason first of all the formulation of the equations of motion for the coupled 
system is derived, under the following assumptions: (a) the bridge is described by a finite element model, 
in principle identical to that adopted in design and not subjected to any kind of modelling constraint; (b) 
the vehicle moves at a constant horizontal velocity along a straight trajectory on the bridge; (c) the contact 
forces are vertical; and (d) a constraint condition between the moving contact points and the nodes of the 
bridge mesh is imposed by making use of proper shape functions. To retain generality the formulation 
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accounts for all possible effects, including pavement roughness and bridge static deflection. While the 
coupled formulation provides the necessary theoretical framework, a decoupling of equations is then 
proposed to solve the problem of dynamic interaction in the time domain. Decoupling is advantageous in 
many aspects: reduces the computational burden associated to the time-varying properties of system 
matrices, allows for a sufficient generality in the modelling of the two subsystems and considers the 
effects of the roughness profile of pavement in a simple way. The decoupling is based on and made 
possible by the hypothesis that a null mass is associated to the vehicle degrees of freedom (DOFs) at the 
contact points. This is a quite general assumption in the literature, and a starting point also for numerical 
procedures based on coupled formulation (Henchi et al. [1]). In the step-by-step analysis, the bridge is 
subjected to moving forces transmitted by the vehicle, while the vehicle is subjected to prescribed 
displacements and velocities at contact points with the bridge due to roughness profile and bridge motion.  
The coupled equations of motion are in principle not symmetric if the nodes at the contact point in the 
vehicle are connected to the corresponding internal nodes by a spring and a dashpot acting in parallel and 
modelling the tyre properties. The lack of symmetry is due to the fact that the vehicle is moving along the 
bridge: the velocity of the contact point includes a convective term, i.e. a term that does not depend on the 
velocity of the bridge contact point, but on the fact that the contact point moves along the oscillating 
bridge. Symmetry is recovered if only the stiffness of the tyres is considered. In the applications presented 
here it is shown that the terms causing the lack of symmetry can be neglected, unless local behaviour is of 
interest, thus explaining why both symmetrical and unsymmetrical formulations are present in literature. 
Based on the uncoupled formulation, two numerical procedures relying on a staggered strategy have been 
developed [2], that differ in the numerical integration scheme and are iterative in principle. The first 
procedure analyses separately the two sub-systems over the whole time history (WTH) and relies on a 
general purpose FE code for the structure. The second procedure analyses the two sub-systems conjointly 
within the same ad-hoc developed code. At each single time step (STS) a predictor-corrector scheme 
moves from the vehicle to the bridge and back to the vehicle; iterations can be performed in the same way. 
The development of the two procedures is presently at different stages. The procedure WTH was already 
validated in a previous work; the procedure STS has been fully implemented only recently and no iteration 
process is established up to this moment.  
In this paper the derivation of the coupled formulation, its uncoupled version and the iterative procedures 
will be presented. A brief description of the models for bridge, vehicle and roughness follows. The 
numerical studies are focused on a fully 3D model of a simply supported RC bridge, 30.3 m long, and on 
two 3D models of a whole vehicle. Roughness effects are introduced through the PSD functions 
prescribed in Eurocode 1 [3] and proposed by Honda et al. [4]. Numerical results obtained by each 
procedure are presented. The WTH procedure is adopted to investigate the influence on the response of 
some parameters, such as the bridge static deflection and the modelling of long wavelength components of 
the roughness profile. The validation of procedure STS is performed against the analytical solution for a 
travelling force making use of simplified models for both the bridge (a 1D model) and the vehicle (a 1/4 
car model). A few cases are then considered on the full 3D model of the bridge. The conclusions discuss 
the proposed formulation, the numerical results obtained and the need for further studies to address the 
convergence properties of both procedures within the framework of staggered methods.  

2 The coupled equations of motion  

2.1 Derivation of the coupled equations of motion  

The equations are derived for a vehicle travelling on a bridge at constant speed c and along a straight 
trajectory parallel to the bridge longitudinal axis. Both the vehicle and the bridge are modelled using a 
finite number of lagrangian coordinates; a pavement roughness profile is given. The stiffness and damping 
of each tyre are represented by a spring-dashpot system. The contact area between each wheel and the 
bridge is reduced to a mass-less point. It is assumed that: (a) the horizontal and vertical motion of the 
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vehicle are uncoupled; (b) the vehicle never loses contact with the bridge pavement; and (c) the contact 
forces are vertical.  
First of all, a constraint relation is given to derive the displacement and velocity of each contact point in 
the vehicle as a function of these at the corresponding point of the bridge and of the roughness. The vector 
of the physical coordinates of the bridge FE model is partitioned as [qb

T  qc
T], to separate the coordinates qc 

of the nodes that will be directly loaded by the travelling vehicle from the remaining ones. At the generic 
instant t, the contact points are not on a node of the bridge mesh and their coordinates qcb are determined 
as a function of qc, making use of a proper shape function matrix N. A similar partitioning can be perfor-
med on the vehicle coordinates [qcv

T qv
T] to separate the coordinates qcv, describing the vertical displa-

cements of the contact points in the vehicle, from the remaining ones qv. At the instant t the vehicle 
contact points occupy the positions x(t) on the bridge, where the roughness profile has values r(x(t)). The 
constraint condition between the vehicle and the bridge in terms of displacements is thus written as:  
 qcv= r(x(t))+ qcb = r(x(t))+N(x(t)) qc(t)  (1) 
Note that, at time t, only few terms of N(t) are not null and the matrix itself takes into account when an 
axle enters or exits the bridge. Deriving (1) with respect to time, denoting with a dot the total time 
derivative and with a prime the spatial derivative, the vertical velocity of the vehicle contact points is:  

  with  and cccv qNqNrq &&&& ++= 'cNN =& 'crr =&   (2) 

The third term at the RHS of (2) involves the time derivative of the shape functions, that is not null due to 
the vehicle velocity.  
The Lagrange equations are adopted to derive the equations of motion, where the Lagrangian is written as 
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The kinetic energy T, the potential energy V and the dissipation function D can be obtained as the sum of 
the contributions of the two systems: 

 bridgeveic TTT +=  (4) 

 bridgeveic VVV +=  (5) 

 bridgeveic DDD +=  (6) 

The vehicle kinetic energy is written in terms of the coordinates qv only, since the matrices mv,cv and mcv,cv 
are composed of null terms due to the modelling assumptions on the wheels. M is the total mass of the 
vehicle travelling at velocity c. The bridge kinetic energy involves the mass matrix of the bridge FE 
model: 
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The bridge potential energy involves the stiffness matrix of the FE model and the vector of static forces 
applied to the bridge, [ ]TTT

cb 000
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Taking into account equation (1), the potential energy of the vehicle is written as: 
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The stiffness matrix in (10) is the time-independent, positive semi-definite matrix of the vehicle in the mo-
ving reference system. The vector [ ]TT

v00 W0=W  contains the forces due to vehicle’s weight in the same 
system. Finally, the Rayleigh function is adopted to define the damping matrices for bridge and vehicle:  
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Substituting (2) into (12), Lagrange equations (3) can be rewritten by standard manipulation in a compact 
form with reference to vector [ ]T

v
T
c

T
b

T qqqq =  as: 

 )t()t()t()( rrc &&&& QQQQqKKqCqM w −−+=+++ 0  (13) 

The matrices M, C and K of the coupled system are all symmetric, the mass matrix being time independent 
and the damping C and stiffness K matrices being time-dependent. The matrix K derives from the potential 
energy; Kc is an additional matrix, not symmetric and time dependent, deriving from the vehicle 
dissipation function. In the RHS of (13) Qw(t) is the load vector stemming from the travelling forces effect, 
while Qr(t) and Q  are the load vectors due to the pavement roughness and to its variation along the 
bridge, the former deriving from the potential energy and the latter from the dissipation function. 

)t(r&

To analyze the effect of the bridge static deflection on the interaction problem, the coordinates q of the 
coupled system are decomposed in the sum of two terms. The first one contains only the bridge static 
deflection q0; the second contains the contribution qd due to the dynamic interaction for both the bridge 
and the vehicle: 
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Taking into account (14) the equations of motion (13) can be re-written in terms of the coordinates qd, 
denoting with the superscript v the vehicle contributions in the diagonal terms: 
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The extended form (15) highlights the contribution of the bridge and the vehicle to each of the coupled 
system matrices, showing the non symmetric term in the stiffness matrix generated by the time derivative 
of the shape functions. The static deflection is included in a forcing term in the RHS, giving rise to a 
modified roughness profile, . In a compact form equations (15) can be written as: rNqr 0 += c*
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 )()()()( ** ttt rrdcdd &&&& QQQqKKqCqM w −−=+++  (16) 

The matrix Kc vanishes and a symmetric formulation is obtained when the tyre damping in the vehicle 
model is neglected or the third term in (2) is disregarded. In such cases the bridge static deflection affects 
only the roughness profile but not its time derivative. 

2.2 Uncoupling the equations of motion  

The uncoupling of the equations takes advantage of the null terms in M, since there is no inertial 
contribution of the vehicle to the bridge coordinates and vice versa. To consider separately the two 
systems, Eq. (15) can be rewritten so that the terms related to the vehicle in the second subsystem and 
those related to the bridge in the third are moved to the RHS as forcing terms:  
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The vector f in (17a) contains the forces that are applied by the vehicle to the bridge at the contact points 
and must satisfy the action-reaction principle:  

 [ ]vvcvdcdc
v

cvcvvvcvdc
v

cvcv qcqNqNrcqkNqrkf &&&& ,
*

,,
*

, )()( ++++++−=  (18) 

The vector fv contains the vehicle forcing term, arising from its base motion: 

 [ ])()( dcdc
*T

dc
*T

v v,cvv,cv
qNqNrcNqrkf &&& ++++−=  (19) 

When the equations of motion (15) are uncoupled, the terms responsible for the lack of symmetry are 
moved to the RHS since they contribute to the forcing vectors.  

2.3 Integration of the uncoupled equations of motion: procedure WTH 

In this procedure, the bridge and the vehicle are analysed separately over the whole time history. Such 
approach, which may seem cumbersome dealing with an initial condition problem, has, however, the 
advantage of relying on general purpose computer codes for the bridge model and analysis. The procedure 
WTH iterates according to the scheme in (20), where, at the j-th iteration, each of the four steps is 
performed over the whole time history: the loading term (19) for the vehicle is determined in step a), 
considering the bridge displacements and velocities calculated at the previous iteration; the vehicle 
equations of motion (17b) are integrated in step b); the forces (18) acting on the bridge are computed in 
step c); and the bridge equations of motion (17a) are integrated in step d): 
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 (20) 

At the first iteration the bridge is at rest, thus 0q =dc , 0q =dc& . It follows that the first approximation of 
motion and contact forces for the vehicle is obtained considering the vehicle travelling on a rigid uneven 
pavement having the prescribed roughness profile. Thus an estimate of the bridge-vehicle dynamic 
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interaction is readily available by comparing the results at convergence with the ones obtained after the 
first iteration. The pavement profile is longer than the bridge, so that the vehicle enters the bridge with 
non-zero initial conditions. 
Steps a) and c) are performed by interface programs; step b) is performed by a specific vehicle module, 
adopting the Newmark method of the average acceleration for the direct integration; and step d) is 
performed by a multipurpose FE code. In the present implementation, the dynamic analysis of the bridge 
response due to the contact forces is based on a modal superposition approach, and approximate shape 
functions N are used. 
The procedure converges when the forces at the interface satisfy the action-reaction principle. To verify 
this requirement, the difference is computed between the values at two subsequent iterations of the contact 
forces  transmitted by the vehicle at iteration j and at wheel i during the whole time history. At the end 
of step (a), when j>1, a vector  is assembled, having dimension equal to the number N of 
time steps covering the duration of the passage of the wheel on the bridge. The root mean square of the 
vector  is assumed as a measure of the error on the i-th wheel. The iteration process ends when this 
quantity is smaller than a tolerance, equal to a fraction λ of the static load Wi  acting on each wheel, that is: 
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2.4 Integration of the uncoupled equations of motion: procedure STS 

In this procedure the interaction between the bridge and the vehicle is analysed at each time step, and the 
iteration process is performed making use of a staggered strategy according to a predictor-corrector 
scheme. This is based on the consideration that from one step to another the change of the vehicle position 
on the bridge produces a double effect. Each contact force has modified its position and the term NT in 
(17a) must be updated with the current values. The magnitude of the same forces, computed in (18), 
depends on the term N also and on the values of roughness and bridge deflection in the current position. 
At k-th time step the first prediction of the loading term on the bridge due to the vehicle is obtained by 
considering the value of the vector f at the end of the previous step, and updating the value of NT. The 
bridge response is then computed and new values are found for the motion of the contact points. From 
these the vehicle equations are integrated and an updated value for the contact forces is found. Also for 
this procedure an iteration process can be devised, as summarized in (22) with reference to the k-th time 
step and the j-th iteration within the step.  
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At the beginning of the time step, the vehicle is moved in its final position: the reaction forces at the end 
of previous step are kept unchanged and applied in the new location (step a in (22)). At the first iteration 
the index j-1 refers to the values at convergence of the previous step and only NT,k  is updated. The bridge 
response to these forces (step b) is the prediction of the actual response. The vehicle forcing term is 
computed (step c), the vehicle equations are integrated (step d) and a corrected value of reaction forces is 
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determined (step e). If no iteration is performed, the values computed in (e) are the base for the 
computation in step (a) at the beginning of the following step. If an iterative process is set up, convergence 
checks are performed on the variation of the values assumed by contact forces  at each wheel i of the 
vehicle in two subsequent iterations:  

k,j
if

 i
kkjk

i WffR λ≤−= −1,,, j
i

j
i  (23) 

The variation of the contact force must be smaller than a tolerance equal to a fraction λ of the static load 
Wi acting on each wheel. If the convergence check is not satisfied, the new value of the contact forces is 
inserted into step a and a further iteration is performed.  

3 The numerical models 

3.1 The bridge model 

The bridge under study is a reinforced concrete (RC) highway viaduct of six equal simply-supported 
spans; a single span is modelled. The span at study is composed of: (a) a slab, 30.3 m long, 15.48 m wide 
and having thickness of 25 cm, slightly decreasing towards the two sides; (b) three longitudinal pre-
stressed RC beams, 30.3 m long, one at the centre of the slab and the others two symmetrically disposed; 
(c) two longitudinal RC beams, at the slab sides; (d) and two transverse RC beams, at the two ends of the 
slab, of length equal to the width of the slab. The span is supported on six elastomeric bearings 
(500x600 mm; rubber thickness is 38 mm), one below each end of the longitudinal prestressed beams. The 
Young’s modulus is E = 29.4 GPa for the slab and E = 39.2 GPa for the prestressed concrete. A layer of 
sand and bitumen and one of asphalt and sand contribute to the dead load with 1.62 kPa. 
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Figure 1: Cross-section of the bridge span. 

A finite element model of the bridge span has been developed, on the base of the approximate cross-
section depicted in Figure 1. The whole slab is described by 540 shell elements of uniform thickness, each 
0.86 m wide and 1.01m long. Vertical deformability of the bearings is not considered at the moment. The 
results of a modal analysis performed on the numerical bridge model, in terms of modal frequencies, 
periods, and modal shapes are described in [2], where more details on the numerical model can be found. 
The first three modes are connected to the bearings horizontal deformability: the first two, at a very close 
frequency value, represent a rigid body motion of the bridge over the bearings, in the transverse and 
longitudinal direction respectively; the third one is the rotation around the vertical axis at the centre of the 
slab. The first mode involving the bridge deformability is the fourth one, at a period of 0.32 s; the modal 
shape is close to that of a simply supported beam.  

3.2 The vehicle models 

Different models have been adopted within the two numerical procedures. A two-axle, 3D vehicle model 
has been adopted in both procedures: it is the 7-degree of freedom (DOF) model proposed by Henchi et al. 
[1] and already implemented in [2]. The model is composed of a rigid body (Figure 2), of mass M and 
moment of inertia about the longitudinal and transverse axis of the vehicle equal to Jθ and Jφ respectively. 
The possible eccentricity of the centre of gravity is accounted for in the longitudinal direction but 
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neglected in the transverse direction. The rigid body is connected to the four wheels of mass mr,i 
(including also the unsprung mass) through a spring-damper system (of constants ks,i, cs,i) simulating the 
mechanical properties of the suspensions. Finally, the wheel masses are connected to the ground through 
another spring-damper system, reproducing the mechanical properties of the tyres (of constants kr,i, cr,i). 
The vertical translations ur,i of each mass mr,i add four DOFs to the vehicle model. A more refined model 
for the 2-axle vehicle was proposed by Kim and Kawatani [5]. This 7-DOF model, depicted in Figure 3, 
differs from the former in the modelling of the unsprung mass: each axle is modelled as a rigid 
unidimensional body connecting two wheels, with its own mass and rotational inertia. 
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Figure 2: The 7- DOF model [1] for two axle vehicles.   

In the numerical tests presented here, the parameters for the Henchi et al. [1] model have been assumed 
with reference to a 3D extension of the 2D, 2-axle, 4-DOF vehicle model presented by Green and Cebon 
[6], whose characteristics are listed in Appendix A, Table 1. The parameters for the Kim and Kawatani 
model derive from the above quoted reference [5], adding, when needed for comparison, damping to the 
wheels (Appendix A, Table 2). The two models will be hereafter named GC model and KK model 
respectively. While the KK model is analyzed only with the WTH procedure, the STS procedure has 
adopted also a 1D version of the Green and Cebon model, the so-called ¼ car model.  
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Figure 3: The 7- DOF model [5] for two axle vehicles. 

3.3 The roughness models 

The roughness profile of the bridge pavement in the longitudinal direction, to be summed to the bridge 
deflection, is generated by assigning random phases to amplitudes respecting a given PSD function of the 
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roughness or read from experimental records. The variation of the roughness profile in the transverse 
direction of the bridge can be accounted for by assigning a different profile to the vehicle left and right 
wheels, either experimental or synthetic. The artificially generated profiles at the moment are uncorrelated 
but obviously respect the same PSD function. Two PSD functions have been considered in this work. The 
PSD function in Eurocode 1 (EC1) [3] has an asymptotic behaviour: a lower spatial frequency limit must 
be fixed. The PSD function proposed by Honda et al. [4] overcomes this limitation, and allows for a good 
fit to the EC1 PSD function at higher frequencies. The spectrum recommended by EC1 is: 
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where n0 =0.1 cycles m-1 is the reference spatial frequency, Gd(n0) is the corresponding value of the 
spectrum, and w is an exponent, hereafter set equal to 2. The spectrum proposed by Honda et al. is : 
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In equation (25) ; the exponent w has the same value as in EC1 and ( ) w
d n/)n(Ga −= 00 08.0=β  

cycles m-1. The two spectra are compared in Figure 4 for road classes A, B and C, assuming the upper 
values of Gd(n0) listed in [3] for a given class. In the figure, the two vertical thick lines correspond to the 
maximum spatial frequency (4 cycles m-1) considered in the analyses with both spectra and to the 
minimum spatial frequency (0.08 cycles m-1), which is adopted when the EC1 spectrum is used.  
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Figure 4: EC1 and Honda PSD functions.  

4 Numerical results: WTH procedure 

The model of the bridge on rubber bearings described at paragraph 3.1 was considered, including up to 90 
modes (f90=78.96 Hz), with a uniform damping ratio equal to 2%. Both vehicle models described at 
paragraph 3.2 were considered; their speed was set equal to 10 ms-1, 20 ms-1, 30 ms-1. Different types of 
pavement profiles were considered: a smooth pavement (absence of roughness); a half-sinusoidal bump, 
with maximum height 16 mm and length 78 cm, placed at the entrance of the vehicle on the bridge span; a 
few random profiles generated respecting either the EC1 A-B (i.e. upper limit for road class A) PSD 
function or the Honda PSD function that approximates it according to the parameter choice described at 
paragraph 3.3. The shape functions of the 4-node iso-parametric element were adopted to relate the 
contact force to nodal forces and the nodal displacements and velocities to the same quantities at the 
contact point. In the numerical analyses the position of the vehicle is always at the centre of the roadway, 
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so that the longitudinal symmetry axes of vehicle and bridge coincide during all the motion. The midspan 
dynamic deflection along the vehicle trajectory – at centre of bridge cross-section - has been considered as 
the significant parameter of the bridge response. The influence of tyre damping when the non-symmetric 
term in the stiffness matrix K is accounted for, of bridge static deflection and of roughness are 
investigated, assuming a tolerance equal to toli=0.002Pi in all the analyses. The procedure required at 
most 8 iterations to converge (in presence of roughness).  

4.1 The influence of tyre damping 

To examine the effect of tyre damping the bridge deflections and the forces at the wheels were analysed. 
Both GC and KK vehicles were considered, neglecting and including tyre damping. The results were 
compared at the three velocities at study in case of: (a) a smooth pavement; (b) presence or not of an 
assumed static deflection for the bridge; (c) an EC1 A-B roughness profile; and (d) a bump at the entrance 
of the bridge. The most significant effect of tyre damping found in the numerical tests is related to the 
presence of a bump, when both bridge static deflection and roughness are neglected. The results are 
depicted in Figure 5 for the KK vehicle travelling at c= 30 m s-1. No significant variation of the bridge 
dynamic deflection is detected (Figure 5a), but including tyre damping increases the wheel contact forces 
at the entrance of the bridge (results for the front right wheel in Figure 5b). Including tyre damping but 
disregarding the third term in (2) should give rise to differences smaller than those detected here.  
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Figure 5: Tyre damping effect: (a) midspan oscillation vs time, (b) contact force vs position. 

4.2 The influence of bridge static deflection 

A permanent bridge static deflection could be present in reality due to dead load static effects or to a long 
time creep or both. Its influence on the dynamic interaction is investigated considering the static deflection 
with a midspan displacement equal to about 3 cm. The response of the bridge for the case of smooth 
pavement and GC vehicle, at different vehicle velocities c, is depicted in Figure 6 in terms of time history 
of dynamic relative oscillation at midspan. The comparison between the case where no permanent 
deflection is considered (Figure 6a) and the case in which is considered (Figure 6b) shows that the static 
bridge deflection can trigger the bridge first bending vibration mode. 

4.3 The influence of roughness  

The roughness effect, already analysed with reference to a different vehicle in [2], is evaluated here 
mainly with respect to the influence of long wavelength components of the roughness profile and of its 
transverse variation. The generated pavement profile is longer than the bridge: before crossing the bridge, 
the GC vehicle has already travelled along a rigid rough pavement about 850 m long, to damp out the 
effect of its initial conditions. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6: Bridge midspan oscillation vs time: (a) neglecting and (b) assuming a static deflection.  

4.3.1 The influence of long wavelength components of the roughness profile 

The Honda roughness PSD function shown in Figure 4 introduces long wavelength components that are 
disregarded when the EC1 PSD function with a minimum spatial frequency is considered. On the other 
hand, with the choice of parameters described at paragraph 3.3, the Honda function underestimates with 
respect to the EC1 function the components at a spatial frequency slightly above the minimum spatial 
frequency, up to 0.2-0.3 cycles m-1. The time history of midspan dynamic relative oscillations for the case 
of GC vehicle, neglecting the bridge static deflection, is shown in Figure 7a,b with reference to an EC1 A-
B roughness profile and a Honda A-B profile respectively. In the numerical tests the midspan bridge 
deflections change only slightly when the Honda PSD function is considered. The vehicle velocity has an 
influence, since the amplitude of oscillations increases at higher speeds. The analysis of the frequency 
components of the contact forces shows that at the lowest velocity (c=10 m s-1) a peak occurs close to the 
first natural (pitching) frequency of the vehicle (1.62 Hz). At an intermediate speed (c=20 m s-1) a second 
peak appears at the first bending natural frequency of the bridge; at the highest velocity (c=30 m s-1) the 
two peaks tend to merge. The comparison of the time histories of the contact forces at each iteration show 
that in these analyses the iteration process slightly decreases their oscillation amplitude. 
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Figure 7: Influence of the roughness PSD function: (a) EC1 A-B curve (b) Honda A-B curve. 

4.3.2 The influence of the transverse variation of roughness 

The transverse variation of roughness can be accounted for by specifying two different pavement profiles 
for the left and right wheels. Two statistically independent profiles (profile 1 and profile 2) are generated 
from the Honda A-B PSD function and assigned to the left and right wheels respectively. Three analyses 
considering the GC vehicle travelling at 20 m s-1 have been performed. One adopts the transversally not 
uniform roughness profiles previously generated. For comparison purposes other two cases with a 
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transversally uniform roughness profile were studied, one with profile 1 and one with the average of 
profiles 1 and 2. The comparison between the first two cases is shown in Figure 8a, and between the 
second and the third in Figure 8b, where the midspan dynamic relative oscillation of the bridge vs time are 
depicted. In this test, the use of two independent profiles for the left and right wheels respectively causes 
less significant bridge oscillations, that look similar to the response to an averaged profile. The 
experimental profiles should retain the correlation between the two profiles and could give more 
significant results.  
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Figure 8: Influence of the transverse roughness variation, uniform vs.: (a) two statistically 
independent profiles (b) averaged uniform profile.  

5 Numerical results: STS procedure 

The procedure STS completely relies on an ad-hoc developed code, and its implementation has been fully 
performed only recently. It must be noted that the implementation of the algorithm that recognizes the 
wheel/force position on the bridge, the nodes that are directly loaded and the degrees of freedom where the 
vehicle load must be assembled is not so straightforward, even though is not central in the development of 
the procedure formulation. For this reason the first implementation does not account any iteration and 
relies on a staggered strategy where a first prediction of the contact force transmitted by the vehicle is 
corrected taking into account the bridge response to the load prediction. No correction is performed on the 
bridge response; a time step ∆t=0.001s is adopted. The shape functions of the 4-node 12-dof shell element 
have been used: the contact forces transmitted by the vehicle give rise to terms in the load vector 
corresponding to vertical translations and both rotations in the vertical planes. A few tests based on the 
adoption of the shape functions of the 4-node isoparametric element have not denoted significant 
differences. A Rayleigh damping has been adopted, imposing a 2% damping ratio on the first two modes 
of the bridge involving its deformability. The first numerical tests are based on the EC1 spectrum, the GC 
vehicle and the same speeds considered within WTH. In these tests the vehicle does not travel on a rigid 
uneven pavement before entering the bridge and the static deflection effects are not considered. 

5.1 Validation study: the case of 1D bridge model 

The validation of the procedure and of the related algorithm has been performed on a simplified 1D bridge 
model consisting of 31 beam elements. The bridge is modelled as a simple supported beam, having the 
inertia of the whole cross-section. First of all, the case of a travelling force is considered and compared to 
the closed form solution in Fryba [7]. The results in terms of midspan dynamic displacement are shown in 
Figure 9a for the speed c=30 m s-1. The agreement is excellent during the bridge crossing; the analytical 
solution has not been computed outside this time interval. The same bridge model has then been subjected 
to the 2-DOFs ¼ car model of Green and Cebon [6], including or disregarding the roughness profile effect. 
A very good pavement is here considered, assuming as Gd in equation (24) half of the value corresponding 
to the limit between classes A and B. The results of these two last cases for c=30 m s-1 are depicted in the 
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same figure: a slight and reasonable discrepancy is found among the four cases. Finally, the influence of 
speed variation for the ¼ car model is examined in Figure 9b. Largest value of the maximum midspan 
displacement are found for the smallest speed, because of large oscillations appearing as the speed 
decreases at a frequency smaller than the ratio c/2L and close to the bridge first frequency, probably due to 
the effect of the initial conditions of the vehicle. 
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Figure 9: 1D bridge response: (a) validation test c= 30m/s; (b) ¼ car at different velocities. 

5.2 First tests on the 3D bridge model 

A first validation of the whole procedure when adopting 3D models has been performed by considering 
the GC vehicle travelling at the centre of roadway at three different speeds. In one case, only the static 
load transmitted by the wheels is considered; two more cases of vehicle travelling on a smooth or rough 
pavement having an EC1 A-B roughness profile are examined. The comparison of the three cases for 
c=30m s-1 is depicted in Figure 10a: the same pattern of Figure 9a is found. The effect of speed for the 
vehicle travelling on the same profile is shown in Figure 10b showing a pattern similar to that in Figure 
9b. Larger displacements are found due to the transversal deformability that is neglected in the 1D model. 
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Figure 10: 3D bridge response: (a) validation test c= 30m/s; (b) GC vehicle at different velocities.  

A second test has been performed considering the vehicle travelling in the centre of the right lane, for the 
same roughness profile and speeds of the previous test. The bridge response is depicted in Figure 11 a,b in 
terms of midspan displacement at the centre of roadway and at the centre of right lane respectively. Larger 
displacements are found below the vehicle trajectory, even larger than those at the centre of roadway in 
Figure 10b. Torsional effects appear to be very important: this is also highlighted by higher frequency 
components in Fig. 11a,b that are not present in Fig. 10b. Both tests on the 3D bridge model show large 
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oscillations that are due to the transient effects on the vehicle. The need for an analysis of vehicle outside 
from the bridge is strongly supported by the comparison between the results of STS and WTH.   
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Figure 11: Eccentric GC vehicle; response at midspan of: (a) bridge axis; (b) vehicle trajectory.  

6 Conclusions 

In this work a complete coupled formulation for the bridge-vehicle dynamic interaction is derived, capable 
to account for roughness effects and bridge static deflection, also including a non-symmetric term of 
convective nature in the stiffness matrix K. An uncoupled formulation is then derived and two iterative 
procedures in the time domain are proposed, iterative in principle and based on a staggered strategy. One, 
called WTH, iterates on the whole time history, analysing one system at a time and relying on a 
commercial FE code for the bridge response. The other, called STS, studies in the same analysis the two 
systems and operates on the single time step making use of a predictor-corrector method. At the present 
stage, no iteration is implemented in the ad-hoc developed computer code for STS. The numerical studies 
concern a simply supported 3D bridge, 30.3 m long and two 7-dof 3D models for the vehicle.  
Due to the different stage of implementation of WTH and STS, different studies have been performed with 
the two. The more advanced WTH procedure has been adopted to investigate the influence of (a) the static 
deflection of the bridge and (b) the non symmetric term in K. For the case at study the former can trigger 
bridge oscillations according to its first bending mode, the latter has no influence on bridge displacements. 
The importance of including roughness effects was already shown in a previous study [2]. In this work 
attention has been paid to the presence of long wavelength components in the generated profiles and to the 
influence of its transverse variation. Both phenomena are relevant, but only the latter appears a critical 
point. Roughness effects must be carefully evaluated: experimental data could suggest the coherency 
functions appropriate for the transverse variation of roughness. Artificially generated profiles should be 
used preferably to evaluate the response statistic. Random vibration analyses could be performed if both 
the vehicle and the bridge are linear, so the interest in time domain iterative procedures lies in their 
capability in handling vehicle and bridge non linearity. The STS procedure, just implemented, has been 
validated with a test case on 1D models of bridge and vehicle. A few cases on the 3D bridge model show 
results consistent with those of WTH. The importance of the transient response in the vehicle motion is 
highlighted by the comparison. The need for an iterative procedure and its convergence properties need to 
be accurately investigated in the framework of staggered methods. 
It can be concluded that the coupled formulation here proposed, with its uncoupled version and the 
proposed iteration strategies, appears a successful tool to solve the problem of bridge-vehicle dynamic 
interaction. On one side all the important aspects are accounted for and on the other side a sufficient 
generality of modeling approach is retained, so that its application is not restricted to a particular case 
study. The successful application of the WTH procedure to the problem at study suggests its extension to 
other coupled problems, where a large advantage can be achieved by analysing separately the interacting 
systems. 
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Appendix A: parameters of the vehicle models 

M 36 t a1=a2 1.025 m kr,i, i=1,..4 18000 kN m-1 

mr,i, i=1,..4 1 t a3=a4 0.87 m ks,i, i=1,..4 4500 kN m-1 

Jθ 144 t m2 Jφ 100 t m2 cr,i, cs,i i=1,..4 36 t s-1 

Table 1: Parameters of the GC model 

M 14.790 t a1 2.260 m cr2= cr3 5.880 t s-1 

mra 0.65 t a2 3.940 m cr1= cr4 2.480 t s-1 

mrp 1.070 t a3=a4 1.035 m cs2 8.065 t s-1 

Jθ 131.696 t m2 kr2= kr3 1390 kN m-1 cs3 7.810 t s-1 

Jφ 15.843 t m2 kr1= kr4 2340 kN m-1 cs4 3.324 t s-1 

Jφa 0.696 t m2 ks2= ks3  475 kN m-1 cs1 1.649 t s-1 

Jφp 1.146 t m2 ks1= ks4 1820 kN m-1   

Table 2: Parameters of the KK model 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the application of the ambient vibration testing (AVT) and output-only modal analysis 
on a full-scale civil engineering structure. An empty permanent cantilever grandstand was subjected to 
AVT dynamic testing. Two complementary output-only modal analysis methods are implemented in the 
estimation of the modal parameters of the stand. They are the non-parametric technique based Enhanced 
Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) method in frequency domain and more advanced Stochastic 
Subspace Identification (SSI) method in time domain. The results have shown that both techniques can 
identify the natural frequencies and damping ratios effectively. For validation purposes, the modal 
parameters estimated from the two EFDD and SSI were also compared to those estimated using 
conventional modal testing using shaker excitation. The agreement between both sets of results are shown 
to be very good. 

1 Introduction 

The ambient vibration testing (AVT) is an output-only dynamic testing where the structure is excited by 
natural or environmental excitations such as by traffics and winds. These excitation forces are not 
measured, therefore, an experimental modal analysis procedure for AVT will need to base itself on output-
only response measurements data. The modal analysis involving output-only measurements present a 
challenge that requires the use of special modal identification technique, which can deal with very small 
magnitude of ambient vibration that usually contaminated by noise. The AVT is also known as Natural 
Input Modal Analysis, Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) or Output-Only Modal Analysis. The structure 
is excited by unmeasured excitation from its operating environment and only the structural responses are 
measured and utilised in modal parameter estimation. In civil engineering applications, the excitation 
force is often assumed to be stochastic in nature, such as excitations by wind, traffic, earthquakes, waves 
or human movements. 
AVT has proved to be very useful in large civil engineering structures, where it is difficult and expensive 
to excite large structures artificially to generate vibration levels that exceed the ambient excitation due to 
wind or traffic. For these structures, such as dams, bridges and tall buildings, ambient excitation is often 
the only practical means to excite the structure. The advantages of using this type of testing are that, no 
heavy or expensive equipment and skilled personnel are necessary to excite the structures, and it is not 
necessary to close operating bridges or structures to conduct the test.  However, there are some drawbacks 
of this testing method. Firstly, the input excitation is often non-stationary, which violates the typical 
assumptions made regarding the input excitation for ambient data analysis. Secondly, since the input 
excitation is not measured, it is not known whether the input (ambient excitation) will excite the 
frequencies of interest within a particular frequency range[1]. Finally, it is not possible to determine scaled 
mode shapes since the force amplitudes are unknown. 
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Nevertheless, from the literature it has been shown that reliable modal information can be obtained from 
measurement of ambient responses. The literature on testing of full-scale civil engineering structures by 
ambient excitation emerged in 1970s and has become more prolific in recent years. Among others, the 
structures tested were buildings [3], bridges [1], dams [4] and grandstands [5]. 
In the present paper, a permanent cantilever grandstand at a football stadium in Bradford, United Kingdom 
subjected to AVT is described. Ambient vibration response was measured at different points of the stand. 
Then, modal parameters of the stand were estimated by using OMA and two different identification 
techniques; i.e., Enhancd Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) and Stochastic Subspace 
Identification (SSI). The obtained results are compared with those estimated from the conventional modal 
analysis.  

2 Description of the structure 

The structure under test is the Midland Road Stand which is one of the stands at Bradford City Football 
Club, United Kingdom. The stand was built in 1996 and consists of a series of steel frames at 7.19 m 
centres. The seating deck is constructed from L-shaped pre-cast concrete units, which are simply-
supported between the steel frames. The stand contains a single tier, with kiosks, toilets and a concourse 
area located beneath it.  
The stand is built on sloping ground, with about 6 m difference between the pitch and road levels, along 
the Midland Road side of the ground. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the side elevation of the stand 
together with the Midland Road behind it. Figure 3 shows a typical cross section of the stand through one 
of the steel frames. The stand cantilevers back (about 4 m) towards the Midland Road (see Figures 2). The 
roof overhangs the entire tier, and is supported by steel frames connected at the top of the stand as shown 
in Figure 3. 
 
 

 
Figure 1:  The Midland Road Stand at Valley Parade, Bradford. 

 
 

 
Figure 2:  Side elevation of the Midland Road Stand 
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Figure 3:   Cross-section of the Midland Road Stand. 
 

3 Ambient vibration testing and parameter estimation 

3.1 Description of the Test and Methodology 
 
On 9 May 2003, an AVT measurements were carried out on the empty stand. The structure was excited by 
environmental noise (e.g. wind, traffic from adjacent road) only. The data acquisition instrumentation 
(same as for shaker modal testing in [5]) was left to acquire the ambient vibration data for 15 minutes for 
each measurement. The sampling frequency for this ambient test was 162.76 samples per second. 
The ambient vibration test was developed considering the 15 points test grid as illustrated in Figure 4. 
Four reference accelerometers, which were at TP1V, TP1L, TP7V and TP7L were placed at the two 
reference test point locations. Three roving accelerometers were used to cover all other test points. 15 sets 
of measurements were identified as sufficient for covering all the test points in vertical, horizontal front to 
back and horizontal side-to-side directions. 
The spectrum analyser [5] sampled the 7 accelerometer signals immediately during the measurements. 
This AVT measurements took about 4.5 hours to be completed. 

 
 

 

Figure 4:  The Stand layout - location of the test points for modal testing. 
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3.2 Modal Parameter Estimation Using EFDD 

To estimate the modal parameters from this ambient response data, a commercially available software 
called ARTeMIS, developed by Structural Vibration Solution (SVS), was used. Modal parameter 
estimation using EFDD as employed in ARTeMIS is described in this section. A detailed modal parameter 
estimation outlining the main stages in the procedure is presented here. 
As previously mentioned, there were fifteen measurement set-ups for the ambient test. Each of these time 
histories data file (each set-up) were converted into asci files. Next, all the data files information (e.g. 
sampling interval, measurement set-ups), together with structural geometry and dof information was 
created into ARTeMIS configuration file format. The configuration and data files could then be input into 
ARTeMIS by reading all the information as a data project for pre-processing and analysis. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the typical time histories for one set-up and the geometrical representation of the 
stand respectively. It shows the position of the reference and roving (active) transducers for measurement 
set-up 13. The ARTeMIS software automatically recognised the positions of the reference and roving 
transducers from the measurement set-up file. 
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Figure 5:  Typical response time history of AVT – 9 May 2003 (15 minutes duration). 

 
 

 
Figure 6:  Geometrical representation of the stand showing the positions 

of  reference and roving transducers in ARTeMIS. 
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After pre-processing (such as decimation and filtering) the data, the spectral density matrices and 
correlation functions between measurement responses were calculated.  After that, the Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) [7] was performed on the spectral density matrices. Figure 7 shows the singular 
values plot of the stand, as a function of frequencies, from this AVT. The top curve shows the first 
singular value, followed by the remaining singular values respectively. The peaks of the singular values 
indicates the existence of structural modes [7], and are used to determine the modal parameters. 
Peak-picking of the maximum singular values from the singular value plot is shown in Figure 8. The 
picked peaks represent the modes of vibration of the empty stand. The singular vectors of the 
corresponding picked peak is the mode shape of the particular mode of vibration [7].  
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Figure 7: Singular values plot of the stand. 
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Figure 8: The peak-picking of the singular values 
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For the estimation of natural frequencies and damping ratios, EFDD uses assumptions that the picked 
peaks from the singular values can be represented by SDOF spectral density functions [8]. Then, by taking 
the SDOF function back to the time domain via inverse FFT as a correlation function of the SDOF, the 
natural frequency and damping ratio can be estimated. In Figure 9, a peak-picked SDOF singular value 
spectral bell is highlighted. The corresponding free decay function in time domain is shown in Figure 10. 
From the decay function, the natural frequency and damping ratio are estimated using logarithmic 
decrement [8].  
The main advantage of EFDD is that closely-spaced modes and even repeated modes can be dealt  with 
without any difficulty [9] and this is illustrated here. Figure 8 shows relatively close modes in the vicinity 
of 3 to 3.5 Hz. There are three modes of vibration, which are at 3.06, 3.28 and 3.56 Hz respectively. The 
FDD algorithm managed to identify all the modes quite easily. Note that the second singular value is also 
used in the definition of the SDOF bell function of mode 2 as shown in Figure 9. The free decay 
correlation function of the sdof bell where the damping ratio was estimated is shown in Figure 10. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 9:  Singular value plot showing the SDOF bell of the second mode 

comprises of first and second singular values. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10:  Free decay function of the SDOF function of mode 2 
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Figure 11 shows the first 8 modes estimated from the ambient vibration measurements on 9 May 2003. 
The lowest mode identified is clearly a sway mode with a frequency of 3.06 Hz. This mode was not 
identified from shaker modal testing [7]. The existence of the sway mode shows that, it is important to 
include the longitudinal transducer if all the modes within the frequency of interest need to be identified. 
The remaining 7 modes are a family of modes involving mainly the cantilever back section of the stand 
and similar to the modes identified in the shaker modal testing [7]. 
 
 
 

Mode: sway, f = 3.06 Hz, ζ = 2.0 % Mode: 1, f = 3.28 Hz, ζ = 1.5 % 

  
Mode: 2, f = 3.56 Hz, ζ = 1.7 % Mode: 3, f = 4.11 Hz, ζ = 2.3 % 

 
Mode: 4, f = 4.88 Hz, ζ = 2.4 % Mode: 5, f = 5.75 Hz, ζ = 1.2 % 

Mode: 6, f = 6.29 Hz, ζ = 1.6 % Mode: 7, f = 6.9 Hz, ζ = 1.7 % 

 
Figure 11:  Mode shapes estimate (using FDD) of the empty stand from AVT 

        on 9 May 2003 

 

3.3 Modal Parameter Estimation Using SSI 

As comparison to the results by EFDD, SSI was also used to estimate the modal parameters from the AVT 
measurements. A brief modal parameter estimation procedure using SSI is presented here. 
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The SSI method identifies the stochastic state space model from the response-only measurements. For 
each set-up, a set of models with different model orders are identified and the stabilisation diagram is 
established. In here, the parameter estimation were carried out using SSI-UPC algorithm. Figure 12 shows 
the stabilisation diagram with state space dimension from 20 to 130 for measurement set-up 1. Figure 13 
shows the spectral densities of measurement set-up 1. In this estimation, 15 set-ups were analysed. Hence, 
15 sets of models with 15 stabilisation diagrams were established. From each set-up, a model is selected to 
be linked with models from other set-ups.  
Figure 14 shows the final stabilisation diagram of the selected modes, which are linked across the 15 
datasets hence the modal parameters are identified. Finally, Figure 15 presents the mode shapes and modal 
properties of the identified modes which are similar to those estimated by EFDD in Figure 11. 
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Figure 12:  Stabilisation diagram for ambient data analysis using SSI in ARTeMIS 
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Figure 13:  Spectral Densities showing Data, Cursor and Selected Models 
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Figure 14:  Stabilisation diagram showing selected modes and links across datasets. 

 
 
 

Mode: sway, f = 3.06 Hz, ζ = 1.72 % Mode: 1, f = 3.28 Hz, ζ = 1.46 % 

  
Mode: 2, f = 3.59 Hz, ζ = 2.71 % Mode: 3, f = 4.12 Hz, ζ = 2.32 % 

  

Mode: 4, f = 4.97 Hz, ζ = 3.22 % Mode: 5, f = 5.76 Hz, ζ = 2.82 % 

  

Mode: 6, f = 6.44 Hz, ζ = 2.72 % Mode: 7, f = 6.93 Hz, ζ = 2.68 % 

  
Figure 15:  Mode shapes estimate of the empty stand from AVT on 9 May 2003 

         using SSI 
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4 Modal parameters from modal testing 
 
The modal parameters of the first six lowest modes of vibration, which were estimated from the measured 
FRF data (shaker modal testing), are presented in Figure 16. The Figure shows the modal parameters 
(natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes) obtained from the modal testing. 
A single line of measurement points was utilised along the back of the stand [3] and, for ease of 
visualisation, another two lower rows are included as zero points.  
As can be seen, it was found that the lowest modes of vibration engaged primarily the back of the stand. It 
is also clear that there is a family of modes that engage primarily the back of the stand. The first mode of 
vibration (at 3.28 Hz) comprised a single half-sine shape along the entire length of the stand. Higher 
modes exhibited an increasing number of half-sine shapes along the length of the stand, which is typical 
behaviour for a strongly orthotropic system. It should be noted that the ends of the stand were not fully 
restrained (i.e. the modal ordinates were not zero). 
 
 
 

Mode 1: f = 3.28 Hz, ζ = Mode 2: f = 3.55 Hz, ζ = 1.3 Mode 3: f = 4.09 Hz, ζ = 1.8%

  
Mode 4: f = 4.94 Hz, ζ = Mode 5: f = 5.97 Hz, ζ = 1.8% Mode 6: f = 6.29 Hz, ζ = 1.6%

 
Figure 16:   Mode shape estimates from modal testing 

 
 

5  Rationalisation of estimated modal parameters 

Modal parameter estimates are affected by different variables, which are sometimes difficult to evaluate 
and control. Among others, these variables include, environmental conditions, excitation techniques, data 
acquisition parameters, data processing methods and human factors.  
Within the frequency range of interest (0 to 6.5 Hz), altogether 6 fundamental modes (7 modes including 
sway mode in the AVT) were successfully identified. Besides using different methods of dynamic testing, 
different parameter estimation techniques yield variation in the estimated modal parameters. The use of 
different estimation techniques in the AVT enhances the confidence in the estimated modal parameters as 
well as verifying those from shaker modal testing. 
Tables 1 and 2 summarise the estimated modal parameters of the empty grandstand from the shaker modal 
testing and the AVT. Using Tables 1 and 2, estimated modal parameters of the empty stand from shaker 
modal testing and the AVT were compared here.  
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Table 1:  Natural frequencies from modal testing and AVT for the empty stand 

 Shaker Modal Testing (4/9/01) AVT (9/5/03) 
Methods Global-M in ICATS EFDD SSI 
Mode Natural Frequencies [Hz] Natural Frequencies [Hz] 
Sway Mode - 3.06 3.06 
Mode 1 3.28 3.28 3.28 
Mode 2 3.55 3.56 3.59 
Mode 3 4.09 4.11 4.12 
Mode 4 4.94 4.88 4.97 
Mode 5 5.97 5.75 5.76 
Mode 6 6.29 6.29 6.44 
    

 

Table 2:  Damping ratios from modal testing and AVT for the empty stand 

 Shaker Modal Testing (4/9/01) AVT (9/5/03) 
Methods Global-M in ICATS FDD SSI 
Mode Damping Ratios [%] Damping Ratios [%] 
Sway Mode - 2.0 1.72 
Mode 1 1.0 1.5 1.46 
Mode 2 1.3 1.7 2.71 
Mode 3 1.8 2.3 2.32 
Mode 4 1.9 2.4 3.22 
Mode 5 1.8 1.2 2.82 
Mode 6 1.6 1.6 2.72 
    

 

5.1  Comparison between results from EFDD and SSI 

This section concentrates on the comparisons between different estimation techniques in AVT from the 
same data. The comparison for both estimates show that the estimated natural frequencies by EFDD are in 
a very good agreement with those obtained from SSI particularly for the first four modes as can be 
observe in Table 1. The close agreement signifies that both methods could be used satisfactorily if the 
prime interest is natural frequencies. 
However, estimated damping ratios vary between the two estimates. SSI tends to identify higher damping 
ratios than EFDD. The higher damping ratios in SSI could be explained by observing the peaks of the 
selected model for parameter estimation in Figure13. Note that the peaks of the selected model used to 
identify the modal parameters are slightly broader than the peaks of the actual data causing the damping 
ratios to be slightly higher. Again, the deviations suggest that damping ratios are sensitive parameters and 
difficult to measure accurately. Comparing shaker modal testing and AVT, dependency of damping ratios 
on frequency resolution, the influence of excitation (and response) amplitudes and estimation techniques 
could be contributing to the differences on the observed results. 
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5.2  Comparison between Results from Shaker Modal testing and AVT 

The estimated natural frequencies in Table 1 are in close agreement, particularly in the first four modes. 
This agreement shows that estimation of natural frequencies are easily achieve a reasonable accuracy 
using any method of testing or analysis.  
On the other hand, the estimated damping ratios in Table 2 demonstrate higher discrepancies. However, it 
should be noted that damping is a difficult parameter to estimate from measurements. In general, 
particularly in the first four modes, the damping ratios tend to be higher for the AVT (both FDD and SSI 
techniques) than shaker modal testing. Nevertheless, all the damping ratios are within a reasonable range 
between 1 to 3.22 %. 

6 Summary 

This paper described the AVT dynamic testing carried out to estimate the modal parameters of an empty 
grandstand. It shows that AVT are capable in estimating the modal properties of a real grandstand. The 
successful use of AVT described in this chapter shows that it is feasible for data acquired from in-service 
vibration response measurement [2].  
The results from this paper has shown that the estimated modal parameters (particularly damping ratios) 
are affected by different variables, which are sometimes difficult to evaluate and control. These variables 
include excitation techniques, level of excitation (hence level of responses), data acquisition parameters, 
data processing methods and human and enviromental factors.  
Among others, there are several conclusion that could be drawn from this paper. Firstly, different 
identification methods vary their estimated modal parameters even when the same data have been used. It 
is useful to use different methods to enhance confidence in the estimated parameters. Secondly, the close 
agreements of the estimated natural frequencies between different estimates show that natural frequencies 
are easily estimated to a fairly reasonable accuracy using any methods of analysis. The close agreement 
also signifies that all the methods used in this research performed satisfactorily and could be used for 
future testing if the only prime interest is natural frequencies of the structure. Finally, higher discrepancies 
(compared to discrepancies on estimated natural frequencies) on estimated damping ratios for different 
estimations suggest that damping ratios are sensitive parameters and difficult to measure accurately. 
Dependency of damping ratios on frequency resolution, the influence of excitation (and response) 
amplitudes and estimation techniques could be contributing to the differences on the observed results. 
Having said that, the estimated damping ratios for all measurements and estimation techniques carried out 
in this research are still within expected low damping values (between 1.0 to 3.22 %), which are typical 
for civil engineering structures. 
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Abstract
The feasibility of reconstructing time-dependant wind pressure data from structural responses without incor-
porating any a priori information about the wind field into the inversion process is studied. To determine the
number of meaningful independant vectors available for thereconstruction of the wind field, and therewith
the effective level of determinedness of the system of equations, the vibration responses acting as input to the
inverse problem are decomposed into generalized coordinates based on the natural modes of the structure in
a numerical example. By also determining the propagation oferror to these modal components and perform-
ing the decomposition for different measurement quantities, the influence of the measurement quantity on
the reconstruction is examined. It is shown that the use of anoptimal measurement quantity can increase the
effective level of determinedness of the system, but that the incorporation of some a priori information into
the reconstruction process is essential if one wants to avoid the selection of an undesirable minimum norm
solution.

1 Introduction

Although design codes such as the Eurocode provide wind pressures, the conditions in many practical cases
differ from those assumed in the codes. For certain criticalstructures (long span cable stayed bridges, tall
buildings, antenna towers) wind tunnel tests are thereforestill necessary, eventually complemented with a
computational fluid dynamics analysis. The cost of wind tunnel tests can become substantial and the creation
of realistic test conditions rather cumbersome. Directly measuring the wind speeds is also expensive and
carries with it uncertainty regarding the extent to which the presence of the wind speed measuring device
disturbs the measurements. By indirectly deriving the windpressures from measured vibration responses the
real loading on the structure is obtained, providing interesting feedback for the design codes.

As an initial investigation into the feasibility of reconstructing a wind pressure field given no a priori infor-
mation, i.e. without incorporating any of the assumptions used in the codes, a numerical example is studied
in which a tower structure is modelled as a cantilever beam. The fluctuating component of the wind load
applied to the structure is simulated as a multivariate stationary stochastic process. For the solution of the
inverse problem the dynamic programming algorithm is used.For different measurement quantities the data
set acting as input to the inverse problem is decomposed intogeneralized coordinates based on the natural
modes of the structure and the propagation of the error on thedata to these generalized coordinates are de-
termined. It is shown that the measurement quantity has a direct influence on the number of meaningful
independant vectors available for the reconstruction of the forces, i.e. the effective level of determinedness
of the system of equations. In the absence of any a priori information, however, the regularization applied
during the inversion process unavoidably steers the resultin the direction of an undesirable minimum norm
solution.
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2 Simulation of the wind load

The pressure distribution applied to the structure is obtained from a wind velocity field represented by a
superposition of the mean wind velocity and a simulated stochastic component varying in time and in the
vertical direction. The mean wind velocity typically varies logarithmically with height and can be calculated
using the following expression for the velocities at different levelsz above ground

U(z) = u∗
1
κ

ln
z

z0
(1)

whereu∗, κ andz0 signify the friction velocity, von Kármán’s constant (∼0.4) and the roughness length,
respectively [1]. The turbulence components subsequentlysuperimposed upon the mean wind velocities at
different heights are obtained through the simulation of a multivariate stationary stochastic vector process
[2], for which the cross-spectral density matrixS(ω) is populated as follows

Sjj(ω) = Sj(ω), j = 1, 2, . . . , V (2)

Sjk(ω) =
√

Sj(ω)Sk(ω)γjk(ω), j, k = 1, 2, . . . , V, j 6= k (3)

whereV refers to the number of points along the height of the structure at which a turbulence vector is
simulated, andSj(ω) andγjk(ω) refers to the power spectral density and coherence functions of and between
these different points, respectively. In the application studied the following power spectral density function,
proposed by Kaimal, is used for the time-dependance

S(z, ω) =
1
2

200
2π

u∗
z

U(z)
1

(1 + 50 ωz
2πU(z))

5/3
(4)

whereas the coherence function between the velocity fluctuations at two different heights is taken to be the
one suggested by Davenport

γ(∆z, ω) = exp

(
− ω

2π
Cz∆z

1
2 [U(z1) + U(z2)]

)
(5)

whereU(z1) andU(z2) are the mean wind velocities at heightsz1 andz2, ∆z = |z1 − z2| andCz is a decay
constant that determines the spatial extent of the correlation in the turbulence and is typically taken as 10.

After decomposing the cross-spectral density matrix into the following product by means of Cholesky de-
composition

S(ω) = H(ω)HT (ω) (6)

the various fluctuating velocity components can be simulated by the following series asN →∞

vj(t) = 2
V∑

m=1

N∑
l=1

|Hjm(ωml)|
√

∆ωcos(ωmlt + Φml) (7)

where the double-indexing of the frequencies is defined asωml = l∆ω + (m
V − 1)∆ω, l = 1, 2, . . . , N and

Φml represents V sequences of N independant random phase anglesdistributed uniformly over the interval
[0, 2π]. The frequency resolution∆ω is calculated asωu/N with ωu representing an upper cut-off frequency
beyond which the power spectral density function may be assumed to be zero.
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Taking both mean and fluctuating components into account, the simulated force at heightz can be composed

p(z, t) =
1
2
ρcfA(U(z) + v(z, t))2 (8)

whereρ andcf signify the density of air and an aerodynamic shape factor, respectively.

3 Formulation of the inverse problem

To avoid having to solve for all time components simultaneously, the effect of which would be a practical
limit on the number of forces and/or the number of time steps that can be computed, the inverse problem is
solved in a recursive manner using the dynamic programming algorithm [3]. A detailed derivation of this
algorithm can be found in [5]; here there will merely be hinted at its essentials.

Departing from a discrete-time state-space model of a vibrating structure

xk+1 = Axk + Bpk (9)

and formulating a general relationship between the state variablesx and the measured datad at timek

dk = Qxk (10)

the least squares error in the presence of a Tikhonov penaltyterm can be written as follows

E(c,pk) =
N∑

k=1

(Qxk − dk,W(Qxk − dk)) + (pk,Hpk) . (11)

The vectorc represents the initial conditions and the matricesW andH provide the flexibility of weighting
the data and the forces, respectively. The minimum value of this error function given any initial statec,
starting at any stagen, and taking the value of the force at timek as the free parameter, can be expressed as

fn(c) = min
pk

En(c,p). (12)

Applying Bellman’s principle of optimality [4] leads to thefollowing recurrence formula

fn−1(c) = min
pn−1

[
(Qc− dn−1,W(Qc − dn−1)) +

(
pn−1,Hpn−1

)
+ fn

(
Ac + Bpn−1

)]
(13)

which states that the minimum of the error function at any stage is determined by selecting the forcing terms
pn−1 to minimize the immediate cost at that stage as well as the remaining cost resulting from the selection.
Using the fact that every such expression forfn(c) is quadratic inc, which can be seen more clearly by
expanding (13), leads to recursion formulae that allow the solution of the inverse problem by means of a
backward and subsequent forward sweep. These formulae are not included here and can be found in [5].
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Figure 1: Simplified model of the tower

4 Numerical example

In the numerical example studied a 80 m high tower structure is represented as a cantilever beam consisting
of ten elements, each element having two translational and two rotational degrees of freedom (figure 1). The
first three eigenfrequencies of the beam are found to be 0.312Hz, 1.952 Hz and 5.449 Hz, respectively.

Using the methodology outlined in section 2, with an upper cut-off frequencyωu chosen to be 3 Hz and
N set equal to 2048, a 10-variate stochastic vector process having a period of approximately 30 minutes is
simulated. These simulated velocities at the various heights are superposed upon the mean wind velocities
calculated by assuming foru∗ andz0 the values 1.76 and1.266 × 10−3, respectively. The conversion from
velocities to forces is done setting the value of the shape factorcf equal to 1.68. Figure 2 shows the generated
force functions corresponding to heights of 24, 40, 56 and 72m. Comparisons of the power spectral densities
of these function with that of the Kaimal spectra are plottedin figure 3.

The simulated force vectors are used to generate artificial measurement time histories at all nodes. To repre-
sent measurement error white noise is added to each of the calculated responses of the system

d̃ = d + γσr (14)

whered̃ andd represent the polluted and unpolluted data, respectively,γ is the noise level,σ is chosen to
be the root mean square value of the calculated response at the point in question, andr is a vector of random
values drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation.

5 Results

SettingH in (11) equal toλI, whereλ signifies the regularization parameter and the use of the identity
matrix corresponds to the application of zero’th order regularization, i.e. the assumption that no a priori
information on the variation in space of the unknown forces is available, the system of equations is solved
using the dynamic programming algorithm. Strain measurements are generated at all nodes and polluted as
suggested in (14) withγ set equal to 5%. An optimal regularization parameter is obtained using the L-curve
method [6]. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed as well as the applied force histories at all nodes. For a better
vizualization only the first 120 s of the period is shown. The identified forces are plotted in colors varying
from blue for the force at the lowest node to red for the force at the top of the tower.

The identified forces are seen to reflect the varying sensitivity of the beam to excitation at different heights,
a direct consequence of solving for a minimum norm solution in the presence of measurement error. To
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Figure 2: Generated sample functions at different heights over the first 600 s of the period

more formally analyze this observation the information contained in the data is examined more closely. The
error-free responses at all degrees of freedom of the structureu(t) can be modally decomposed

u(t) = Φα(t) (15)

whereα(t) are the modal coordinates and the matrixΦ collects the modal displacements. Calculating
the root mean square value of each modal coordinateα(t) and expressing this as a percentage, the relative
contribution of each mode to the total response can be represented as in figure 5. The low-frequency nature of
the applied wind loading results in an expected low-frequency response, with only the first mode significantly
contributing. For an accurate reconstruction, however, precise knowledge of all the modal contributions are
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Figure 3: Comparison of power spectral densities of generated sample functions (dashed lines) and Kaimal
spectra (solid lines) at different heights
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Figure 4: Applied (left) and reconstructed force histories(right) at all nodes, assuming a noise level of 5%

essential if one wants to avoid the selection of a minimum norm solution of the kind represented in figure
4. The effective worth of the higher order components of the data, which can be examined by comparing
them with their noisy equivalents, thus plays an important role from a reconstruction point of view. The aim
of the following paragraphs will be to show how the error on the measurements propagates to the modal
coordinates, thus allowing a meaningful comparison between the modal coordinates and the propagated
noise.
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Figure 5: RMS values of the modal coordinates, expressed as apercentage

Since not all degrees of freedomu(t) are measured, and since our aim is to identify, for a specific data set,
how many meaningful linearly independant vectors are available for the reconstruction of the pressure field,
it is necessary to replace (15) by

d̃ = Φβ̃(t) (16)

whered̃ represents the actual measured data and has entries only at the degrees of freedom where the mea-
surements are taken, and̃β is a generalized coordinate. Multiplying both sides withΦTM leads to an
expression for the generalized coordinate

β̃(t) = ΦTMd̃(t). (17)

Distinguishing between the unpolluted data and the noise

d̃(t) = d(t) + ε(t) (18)

and using the error-free equivalent of (16), the polluted generalized coordinate can be decomposed as follows

β̃(t) = β(t) + ΦTMε(t). (19)

Based on the above decomposition the correlation matrixR̃ββ(τ) is represented as

R̃ββ(τ) = E[(β(t) + ΦTMε(t))(β(t) + ΦTMε(t))T ] (20)

and can, after some manipulation, be written so as to expressin a more global sense the distinction between
the unpolluted generalized coordinates and the noise

R̃ββ(τ) = Rββ(τ) + ΦTMRεε(τ)MΦ. (21)

The noise model presented in (14) assumes the standard deviation of the noise to be a fractionγ of the root
mean square value of the unpolluted signal. This leads to thefollowing expression for the autocorrelation
functionRεε(τ) of the noise
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Rεε(τ) = E[ε(t)ε(t + τ)T ] =

{
γ2diag{Rdd(0)} if τ = 0;
0 if τ 6= 0.

(22)

Substituting (22) into (21) and recognizing the diagonal elements of̃Rββ(τ) with τ = 0 as the mean square
values of each of the generalized coordinatesβm, allows the formulation

E[β̃2
m] = E[β2

m] + γ2[ΦTMdiag{Rdd(0)}MΦ]mm. (23)

The first and second terms in the above expression provides, for each mode, two quantities which can be
compared to assess the extent to which the measurement erroralters the generalized coordinate of the data.
Realizing that such a comparison can be made for any data set consisting of any type of measurement quantity
(see (16)), it is interesting to compare the effect of the measured quantity on the generalized coordinates and
their perturbation. Figure 6 shows, for displacement (left) and strain measurements (right) taken at all of
the ten nodes, the root mean square value of the generalized coordinate and the perturbation, respectively,
obtained by taking the root of the two right-hand side terms in (23).

From the figure it can be deduced that in the case of displacement measurements only the first modal contribu-
tion to the data would be useful during reconstruction. The perturbation due to measurement error dominates
in the higher modes resulting in an essentially underdetermined problem with only one meaningful linear
combination of displacements for the reconstruction of tenunknown dynamic loads.

In the case of strain measurements the higher order modal contributions are significantly amplified. As
has been shown in figure 4, however, the solution to the inverse problem when strain measurements are
used, in spite of the fact that the system is essentially better determined, is unsatisfactory. This is a direct
consequence of the regularization, necessarily applied toalleviate the effects of ill-conditioning inherent in
any least-squares problem, but causing the selection of thepresented minimum norm solution.

The measurement quantity can therefore be said to influence the effective level of determinedness of the
problem, but the gains obtained by choosing an optimum quantity have only a limited effect on the final
result.
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Figure 6: RMS values of the generalized coordinates of the unperturbed data and the perturbation using
displacement (left) and strain data (right)

6 Conclusions

In an attempt to assess the feasibility of reconstructing time-varying wind loads from vibration responses
without incorporating any a priori information into the inversion process, a closer look was taken at the
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information contained in the data. By comparing, for different measurement quantities, the generalized co-
ordinates or modal components of the data with the error propagated to these components, it was shown that
the selection of an optimum measurement quantity can have a significant effect on the number of meaningful
linearly independant vectors available for the reconstruction. The effect of applying regularization, however,
far outweighs any gains that can be made concerning the effective level of determinedness of the problem. A
satisfactory identification based on the presented methodology is thus not possible without the incorporation
of reliable a priori information into the reconstruction process.
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Abstract 
A multi-channel dynamic monitoring system was recently installed in a long span concrete arch bridge to 
continuously evaluate the variation of its dynamic modal parameters, with the final goal of demonstrate 
the feasibility of application of damage detection methodologies based on modal parameters shifts. This 
paper characterizes the bridge and the monitoring system used and presents the results achieved, for a 
period of 6 months, with a software developed in Matlab environment, to process the data that is received 
at the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto (FEUP) through an internet connection. The 
implemented routines perform on-line automatic identification of the bridge modal parameters using two 
different approaches: the Frequency Domain Decomposition method and the Covariance driven Stochastic 
Subspace Identification (SSI-COV). In the latter case, a new algorithm for automatic identification based 
on clustering techniques is presented. 

1 Introduction 

An increasing interest in permanent observation of the dynamic behaviour of bridges has been observed 
during the last years, not only owing to the aging of a huge number of structures, but also because of the 
increasing complexity of new bridges. In addition, recent technological advances have contributed to 
make the installation and operation of permanent dynamic monitoring systems more practical and 
economical and to permit an almost immediate analysis of the bridge’s condition.  

In order to profit from the technological developments and to have a system that is useful for evaluation of 
the structure’s condition, a continuous online processing of the collected data is required. The outputs 
produced should then be used as indicators of the structure’s health. Modal parameters and especially the 
natural frequencies can be used for damage detection.  

In this context, the development and validation of tools for automatic identification of natural frequencies 
based on the measurement of bridge responses during its normal operation is fundamental, as the success 
of subsequent damage detection algorithms depends on the accuracy of these natural frequency estimates. 
Furthermore, it is essential that those routines are robust enough to work on an online basis, in order to 
have an evaluation of the structure health in almost real-time. 

At the present, it is opportune to perform practical applications on full-scale bridges with advanced 
commercially available dynamic monitoring hardware combined with processing routines that take profit 
from the latest theoretical developments.  

Under these circumstances, a multi-channel dynamic monitoring system was recently installed in a long 
span concrete arch bridge by ViBest / FEUP (www.fe.up.pt/vibest), to continuously measure the bridge 
dynamic response. The measured acceleration time series are then processed, on an online basis, by a 
software called DynaMo (Dynamic Monitoring) that was developed in Matlab environment to evaluate the 
variation of the structure modal parameters. The final goal of this application is to show the feasibility of 
the use of damage detection methodologies based on modal parameters shifts.    
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This paper characterizes the bridge and the monitoring system used and presents results achieved with 
DynaMo Software during a period of 6 months (from 24/11/2007 to 24/05/2008). The routines included in 
the monitoring software perform the on-line automatic identification of the bridge modal parameters using 
two different approaches: the Frequency Domain Decomposition method and the Covariance driven 
Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV). The quality of the results provided by both techniques is 
evaluated. 

2 Description of the bridge 

2.1 Bridge geometric characteristics 

The “Infante D. Henrique” Bridge, over the Douro River, was open to traffic on 2004 to link the cities of 
Porto and Gaia, located at the north of Portugal 

The bridge is composed of two mutually interacting fundamental elements: a very rigid prestressed 
concrete box beam, 4.50 m deep, supported by an extremely shallow and thin reinforced concrete arch, 
1.50 m thick (Figure 1). The arch spans 280 m between abutments and rises 25 m until the crown, thus 
exhibiting a shallowness ratio greater than 11/1. In the 70 m central segment, arch and deck join to define 
a box girder 6 m deep. The arch has constant thickness and its width increases linearly from 10 m in the 
central span up to 20 m at the springs [1]. Owing to the high stiffness of the deck in relation to the 
slenderness of the arch, the structure behaves as a beam bridge defined between abutments and with 
intermediate elastic supports 35 m apart. 

 

 
Figure 1: “Infante D. Henrique” Bridge 

2.2 Bridge modal parameters 

After the bridge construction and before the installation of the dynamic monitoring system, an ambient 
vibration test was performed in order to obtain a good characterization of the bridge modal parameters. 
The description of this test and the corresponding outputs are detailed in reference [2]. In this section, only 
the results that are relevant to better understand the dynamic behaviour of the bridge and to interpret the 
results of the monitoring system are presented. 

During the ambient vibration test, accelerations along three orthogonal directions (vertical, longitudinal 
and transversal) were measured in a total of 32 points. This provided a good characterization of the mode 
shapes associated with the natural frequencies in the frequency range between 0 and 5 Hz. The first 8 
modes are represented in Figure 2. 
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These experimentally obtained modal parameters were compared with the numerical counterparts. 
Reference [2] shows the developed numerical work and enhances the very good agreement between the 
‘tuned’ numerical model modal parameters and the experimental ones. 

 

f = 0.770 Hz 

 

f = 0.810 Hz 

 

f = 1.135 Hz f = 1.405 Hz 

 

f = 1.734 Hz 

 

f = 1.993 Hz 

 

f = 2.212 Hz 

 

f = 3.013Hz 

 

Figure 2: Natural frequencies and mode shapes of the first 8 modes. 

3 Monitoring system 

The dynamic monitoring system installed in the “Infante D. Henrique” bridge is essentially composed by 
12 force balance accelerometers (Kinemetrics, Episensor), 2 digitizers (Kinemetrics, Q330) and 
corresponding recording units and an internet router, which are placed inside the deck box girder and 
distributed along the bridge according to the scheme presented at Figure 3. A more detailed description of 
the hardware is presented at reference [3]. 

The bridge is roughly symmetric and the previously performed ambient vibration test has proven that the 
mode shapes are approximately symmetric. Therefore, as the number of available sensors was twelve, it 
was decided to instrument just one half of the bridge instead of smearing the sensors along the whole 
bridge, in order to obtain a good spatial characterization of as many modes as possible. Consequently, 
those accelerometers were distributed along four sections between the mid-span and the abutment at the 
Porto bank. Three sensors equip each section: one to measure lateral acceleration and two for vertical 
accelerations at the downstream and upstream sides (the ambient test showed the existence of torsion 
modes in the analysed frequency range). 

The data produced by the digitizers is received at FEUP (Faculty of Engineering of the University of 
Porto), where a data integrator software produces ASCII files containing the acceleration time series with 
a predefined sampling rate and length. For the monitoring of this bridge, a sampling frequency of 50 Hz 
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and a length of 30 minutes were selected. These files are then processed by the DynaMo Software that 
includes online execution of following tasks: 

• creation of a database with the original data (sampled at 50 Hz) that can be later used to test 
alternative processing methodologies; 

• pre-processing of data to eliminate the offset and to reduce the sampling frequency from 50 to 
12.5 Hz (the first 12 modes are below 5 Hz); 

• processing of data for automatic identification of modal parameters; 

• creation of a database with the results of the processing; 

• display of plots with the most relevant results. 

 

 
Figure 3: Scheme of the Monitoring System 

Figure 4 presents one of the plots, created by the pre-processing routines, that illustrates the daily and 
weekly variation of the root mean square (RMS) values of the acceleration time series collected during 20 
days (from 2007/12/01 to 2007/12/20). This graphic can be used to characterize the traffic intensity, which 
is clearly lower during the weekends (1, 2, 8, 9, 15 and 16 of December of 2007) in the case of this bridge 
that is one of the entrances to the city centre. 

The dynamic monitoring system is complemented by a static monitoring system that includes strain gages, 
clinometers and temperature sensors. 
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Figure 4: Time series RMS values variation for the period between 2007/12/01 and 2007/12/20. 

4 Automatic identification of modal parameters 

The automatic identification of modal parameters is one of the most important features of a continuous 
dynamic monitoring system, since the success of damage detection algorithms based on these dynamic 
parameters is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the estimates. Consequently, a lot of research is being 
developed on this subject following different approaches. Lau et al [4]  present a literature review on the 
last developments of the methods that fit a numerical model to data. Brincker et al [5] present an 
alternative non-parametric method in the frequency domain that is an automatic implementation of the 
Frequency Domain Decomposition method (FDD). 

As a first approach to interpret the data collected by the monitoring system, the FDD method was used. 
Afterwards, a new algorithm based on the covariance driven stochastic subspace identification method 
(SSI-COV) was developed. Both approaches were implemented in Matlab to process automatically the 
time series that are created each half an hour. 

In this section, firstly, the automatic procedures for the on-line automatic identification of modal 
parameters based on the FDD and SSI-COV methods are described. Then, the results of their application 
to the data collected by the already described monitoring system are presented. 

4.1 Frequency domain decomposition method 

The first step of the FDD method consists of the calculation of a spectrum matrix for each data set. In the 
present application, all the sensors were elected as references and so, this is a 12 by 12 matrix (the number 
of acceleration channels is equal to 12). The auto and cross spectra of the matrix were calculated with a 
resolution of 0.0061Hz, using segments from the time series with a total length of 30 minutes and 
adopting a Hanning window and an overlap of 50%. Then, singular value decomposition of this matrix 
was performed, producing, for each frequency, 12 singular values and vectors. 

The graphic of the first singular values as a function of the frequency allows visual identification of the 
natural frequencies, which are associated with the peaks. Figure 5 presents a colour map that consists of a 
top view (the colour is a function of the amplitude) of all the first singular values spectra associated to all 
30-minute intervals from 2008/03/01 to 2008/03/31. Thirteen vertical alignments are evident in this figure. 
They characterize the evolution of the bridge natural frequencies during the period under study. 

The spectra of the first singular values are the starting point for the automatic identification of natural 
frequencies. The adopted methodology was based on the one described in [5] and consists on the repeated 
application of the following steps: 

• identification of the maximum of the spectra in the search domain; at the beginning this is equal to 
a user predefined frequency range; 
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• selection of the points around the identified peak that lead to similar mode shapes (identified from 
the first singular vectors), using the MAC coefficient [6] as similitude measure; 

• if the number of selected of points is larger than a predefined value and if there are points in both 
sides of the peak, the identified peak is elected as a natural frequency and the selected group of 
points is called the modal domain; otherwise, the peak is assumed to be related to data noise (this 
simple criterion for the selection of peaks with physical meaning worked very well in this 
application, but for the processing of lower quality data a more robust criterion may be required, 
implying analysis of the “bell” shape);  

• redefinition of the frequency search domain by removal of the previously selected group of points; 

• repetition of these steps in the reduced search domain, until a specified number of identified 
natural frequencies has been achieved, the search set is empty or the maximum spectrum 
amplitude is lower than a eventually predefined noise level. 
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Figure 5: Colour map with the variation of the signals frequency content from 2008/03/01 to 

2008/03/31. 

One of the advantages of this method is the relatively small number of user-defined parameters. These 
include the frequency resolution, the frequency interval under analysis, the MAC value limit of the points 
in the same modal domain and the minimum number of points of the modal domains. The number of 
expected natural frequencies and the noise level are optional parameters that can be used to shorten the 
number of searches for maxima. In the present application, the analysis was performed over the frequency 
range from 0.5 to 4.5 Hz, with a frequency resolution of 0.0061 Hz (0.8% of the lowest natural frequency). 
A number of 12 natural frequencies was specified for the automatic identification, a limit value of 0.4 was 
selected for the MAC and only modal domains with more than 7 points were considered.  

The specification of the frequency resolution is critical. If the value is too small (the segments used are 
longer, the number of averages is lower), the amount of noise is higher, and so automatic identification 
becomes more difficult. On the other hand, higher values limit the accuracy on identification of natural 
frequencies.  

Experience gained in the analysis of data from this bridge showed that it is better to select low values for 
the MAC (0.4). In this way, the number of points in the search domain is reduced more rapidly and the 
number of false identifications is minimized. However, it should be pointed out that this strategy is not 
adequate if the number of sensors is small (the ability of the MAC to distinguish mode shapes increases 
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with the number of sensors) and similar modes shapes for adjacent natural frequencies are expected. The 
minimum number of points in the modal domain is obviously related to the MAC limit. 

To sum up, it is important to stress that the correct selection of all the parameters for automatic 
identification of modal parameters should result from sensitivity tests performed during an evaluation 
period. 

Figure 6 illustrates the output of the implemented automatic identification algorithm applied to one of the 
time series sets collected during the observation period. The graphic shows the first two singular values 
and the modal domain associated to each peak. The colour of the modal domains is dependent on the order 
of the natural frequencies identification (from red to yellow) and the corresponding ordinates are the MAC 
values. It can be noticed that in the vicinity the 2.2 Hz natural frequency, there are small peaks that were 
included in the respective modal domain and not identified as new natural frequencies, as it would have 
happened if a simple algorithm of peaks selection was used. 

The results provided by the online continuous application of this method to the data collected in the 
“Infante D. Henrique” bridge are presented in Section 4.3. 
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Figure 6: Automatic identification of the natural frequencies in the setup: 2007/11/24 12:00. 

4.2 Covariance driven Stochastic Subspace Identific ation method 

The Covariance driven Stochastic Subspace Identification method (SSI-COV) performs the identification 
of modal parameters using a stochastic state space model that, in its discrete form and assuming the 
excitation as a white noise, is represented by the following equations [7]: 

kkk

kkk

vxCy

wxAx

+⋅=
+⋅=+1

 
(1) 

where xk is the discrete-time state vector at time instant k; yk is a vector with the sampled outputs, A is the 
discrete state matrix, C is the discrete output matrix and wk, vk are vectors that represent the noise due to 
disturbances and modelling inaccuracies and the measurement noise due to sensor inaccuracy. 

Identification of matrices A and C is based on the properties of stochastic systems [8] and involves a 
singular value decomposition and the resolution of a least-squares equation (solved using the Moore-
Penrose pseudo-inverse). After identification of the state space model, modal parameters are easily 
extracted from matrices A and C [9]. 

The identification of the state space model requires the definition of the order of the model and for real 
structures, it is not possible to predict the order of the model that better fits the experimental data and more 
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realistically characterizes the dynamic behaviour of the structure. Therefore, the most appropriate way to 
overcome this difficulty is to estimate the modal parameters using models with orders within an interval 
previously fixed in a conservative way (the upper limit is much higher than the number of physical modes 
of the system within the frequency range under analysis). The use of high model orders leads to the 
introduction of numerical modes (also called spurious or noise modes), which have little to none physical 
relevance but are needed to model the noise that always exists in measured data. 

Separation of physical and spurious modes is then a crucial step of the identification algorithm. The most 
popular approach to achieve that is the creation of a stabilization diagram. In these diagrams, the modal 
parameter estimates for all the models are represented together (x axis – natural frequency of the mode 
estimates; y axis – order of the model), allowing the identification of the modal parameters that are stable 
for models of increasing orders. Modes that appear in most of these models with consistent frequency, 
mode shape and damping are classified as stable and are likely to be physical. Modes that only appear in 
some models are considered spurious. The classification of a mode estimate as stable depends on the 
definition of limits for the modal parameters allowed variations. Figure 7 presents one stabilization 
diagram provided by application of the SSI-COV method to one of the datasets collected in the 
instrumented bridge. In this case, the following limits were used: natural frequency variation < 1%; modal 
damping coefficient variation < 2%; minimum MAC coefficient between mode shape estimates – 0.99 [6] 
(this coefficient is equal to one when the modes only differ in the scaling factor and is equal to zero when 
the modes are orthogonal).  The presented diagram shows 12 vertical alignments of stable poles (), 
which represent the first 12 modes of the bridge. 
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Figure 7: Stabilization diagrams of the analysis of the time series collected on 2007/11/26 00:00. 

The stabilization diagram by itself does not solve the problem of modal parameters identification; it is just 
a graphical tool to help on the manual selection of the poles that are more likely to represent the structure 
physical modes. In the context of continuous monitoring, it is crucial to develop tools to achieve the 
identification without any user interaction. 

The proposed methodology for the automatic identification of modal parameters from stabilization 
diagrams is based on a hierarchical clustering algorithm. In the present application, it is applied to the 
outputs of the SSI-COV method. However, the method is suitable for the analysis of stabilization 
diagrams produced by other identification techniques with similar outputs. A full description of the 
algorithm together with a literature revision of alternative methods is presented in reference [10].    

Cluster analysis is the name for a group of multivariate techniques whose primary purpose is to group 
objects based on the characteristics they possess. The resulting groups, or clusters, of objects should then 
exhibit high internal (within-cluster) homogeneity and high external (between cluster) heterogeneity [11]. 
In the context of the analysis of stabilization diagrams, the goal is to group the estimated modes that 
represent the same physical mode. Most commonly used clustering algorithms can be classified into two 
general categories: hierarchical and non-hierarchical. 
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Hierarchical clustering algorithms are based on the construction of a hierarchy of a treelike structure. At 
the beginning, each object is considered a cluster. In subsequent steps, the two closest clusters (or 
individuals) are combined into a new aggregate cluster, thus reducing the number of clusters by one in 
each step. Eventually, all individuals are grouped into one large cluster. The implementation of the 
hierarchical algorithms is composed of the following main steps: calculation of the similarity between 
every pair of objects in the data set, linking of the objects in a hierarchical tree and, finally, the definition 
of a rule to cut the hierarchical tree at a certain level, assigning all the objects of each branch to a single 
cluster.  

In the analysis of stabilization diagrams, the similarity between all the pairs of stable estimated modes has 
to be calculated. The most straightforward procedure is to measure the distance between mode estimates in 
natural frequency versus modal damping ratios diagrams. However, the modal damping ratios are not very 
suitable to distinguish modes, owing to the fact that different modes can have the same modal damping 
ratios and because their estimates present a high scatter.  

Therefore, the proposed methodology relies on a similarity measure that is based on the estimates of the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes. In this way, the distance between two modes (i and j) is calculated 
with the following formula: 

( )ji
j

ji
ji MAC

f

ff
d ,1−+

−
=−  (2) 

where fi is the natural frequency of the mode estimate i and MACi,j is the Modal Assurance Criterion [6] 
between the mode shapes of the mode estimates i and j. If the distance between the mode estimates is 
short, that means both estimates present similar natural frequencies and mode shapes. Therefore, they are 
probably representing the same physical mode, and so they should be included in the same cluster.  

In same applications, it can be convenient to give more importance to the relative differences of the 
natural frequencies than to the mode shape differences or vice versa. This can be achieved with the 
multiplication of each difference by different weighting factors. In the present application, good results 
were achieved without weighting factors. 

The different hierarchical algorithms differ in the way the distance between already formed clusters is 
calculated. In the proposed methodology, the single linkage is used.  With this option, the distance 
between two clusters is equal to the shortest distance between any point in one cluster to any point in the 
other (this distance is also calculated with the formula (2)). 

The above defined rules permit the construction of the hierarchical tree. The next step is the selection of 
the tree cut level. This is usually dependent on the expected number of clusters. However, in the present 
application it is impossible to estimate that number. It is feasible to have an estimate of the number of 
physical modes, but in the application of the method, it will be observed that some clusters are used to 
group spurious modes estimates, whose quantity is impossible to predict. Therefore, the criterion used to 
prune the branches of the hierarchical tree consists of imposing a maximum limit for the distance between 
any point and its closest point of the same cluster.  

The lower is the limit the higher is the number of resulting clusters. As a consequence, if the distance is 
too small, estimated modes associated with the same physical mode might be split in several clusters. 
Generally, distances lower than one avoid the inclusion of estimates for different physical modes in the 
same cluster, as the MAC between the corresponding mode shapes should be close to zero (assuming that 
the number of measured points is not very limited).     

In the present application, good results were achieved with a limit distance of 0.02. It was possible to use 
such a low value because of the high quality of the collected data. In applications were the noise level of 
the signals is higher, a higher limit has to be used. A good rule is to use as reference the limits defined for 
the stabilization diagrams. 

Figure 8a) characterizes the clusters provided by the application of the described methodology to the 
stable modes of the diagram presented at Figure 7. Each cluster is characterized by a vertical line that 
intercepts the x axis at the mean natural frequency of the modes estimates included in the cluster and with 
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a height equal to the number of elements inside the cluster. There are 12 clusters that stand out because of 
their higher number of elements, which represent the physical modes that were previously identified 
during the ambient vibration test (Figure 2). Therefore, this seems to be an efficient approach for the 
automatic identification. 

Owning to the low noise level of the collected time series, the proposed methodology was applied directly 
to all modes estimates (stable and unstable) of the same stabilization diagram. The resulting clusters are 
characterized in the b) plot of Figure 8. Again, 12 clusters clearly stand out. However, in this case there 
are several clusters with very few elements that absorbed the spurious modes. With this more direct 
procedure, the definition of limits for the classification of the stable poles is avoided and thus the number 
of input parameters of the method is drastically reduced, while the efficiency is kept.    
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Figure 8: Number of elements of the formed clusters with: a) the stable poles of the stabilization 
diagram of Figure 7; b) all the poles of the stabilization diagram of Figure 7. 

In Figure 9 a) the estimates that belong to the clusters represented in Figure 8 b) with more elements are 
represented in a damping vs frequency diagram. A considerable dispersion on modal damping ratios is 
observed, with extreme values that distort the mean values. This happened because, with the direct 
processing of all the estimates, the damping is not taken into account in any of the methodology steps. In 
order to remove the extreme values, an outliers analysis can be performed within each cluster. With this 
statistical technique, the mode estimates of all clusters with a modal damping ratio below the lower 
quartile minus 1.5 times the interquartile range or above the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile 
range are eliminated. The effect of this operation can be evaluated with the comparison of the two 
graphics presented at Figure 9.    
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Figure 9: Damping vs frequency diagrams of the mode estimates that belong to the clusters with 
more elements, before (a) and after (b) the outliers elimination. 
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The final outputs of the proposed methodology are the average values of the modal parameters (natural 
frequency, modal damping ratio and mode shape) of the estimates belonging to the same cluster. The 
efficiency of the methodology in the analysis of data collected at “Infante D. Henrique” bridge is proven 
in the next section. 

4.3 Application of the described methods to continu ously collected data 

The previously presented methodologies were implemented in the software that performs on-line 
processing of data that is continuously delivered at FEUP by the monitoring system installed at “Infante 
D. Henrique” bridge. 

The inputs of the monitoring software are 30 minutes long time series measured by the 12 accelerometers 
installed in the bridge. The outputs of the identification procedures presented in previous sections are 
natural frequencies and mode shapes, in the case of the FDD, or natural frequencies, modal damping ratios 
and mode shapes, in the case of the SSI-COV, of a selected number of modes in a predefined frequency 
range. In the present application, the search was performed in the frequency interval from 0.5 to 4.5 Hz, 
where 12 physical modes are expected.  

In the context of a dynamic continuous monitoring program, modal parameters identified in each setup 
have to be compared with the ones identified in previous setups. Therefore, a procedure to link modal 
parameters identified from each dataset that are associated with the same physical mode is needed. This is 
not straightforward, because it is not feasible to expect the identification of all modes, within the selected 
frequency range, in all setups. In the present application, that was achieved by comparing each new group 
of estimates with a set of reference values. The averages of the modal parameters associated with the 12 
modes identified with all datasets measured during the 24 of November of 2007 (the first day of operation 
of the SSI-COV algorithm) were used as reference values. Consequently, the processing of each new 
dataset involved two steps. First, from the outputs of the identification procedures the 14 more relevant 
(higher peak amplitude in the case of the FDD and higher number of cluster elements in the case of the 
SSI-COV) mode estimates are selected (two extra estimates are considered in order to increase the 
changes of identifying modes that are less excited in some setups). Then, the new estimate for each 
reference mode is chosen, using the MAC ratio as selection criterion, from a group composed by all the 
selected mode estimates that have a natural frequency that does not differ more than 15 % from the 
reference value. The estimate is only accepted if the MAC ratio is higher than 0.8. In this way, the link 
between estimates of the same physical mode is achieved and simultaneously, possible frequency shifts 
lower than 15%, motivated by environmental variables or possible damages, are allowed. 

Figure 10 presents the evolution of natural frequencies identified with the FDD method within the 
analysed frequency range (0.5 to 4.5 Hz) during the analysed period, from 24th of November of 2007 to 
24th of May of 2008. Figure 11 compares natural frequencies estimates of the two implemented algorithms 
in a limited frequency range. The graphics show that the quality of the results provided by the FDD 
method is limited by the frequency resolution, which prevented a good characterization of the small daily 
variation of the natural frequency of the second mode observed in the results provided by the SSI-COV 
method (daily variations of about 0.01Hz). As already referred, the improvement of the frequency 
resolution adopted in the FDD method forces the use of longer time segment and therefore leads to the 
reduction of the number of averages. As a consequence, the level of noise in the spectra increases and the 
procedure for automatic identification looses efficiency.  

The SSI-COV has also the advantage of providing estimates of modal damping ratios. The variation of the 
modal damping ratios of the first two modes during the period under analysis are represented in Figure 12. 
It can be observed that the values estimated for the first one are reasonably coherent (taking into account 
that the estimates of modal damping ratios always present some uncertainty), while the ones associated 
with the second one (first vertical mode) present a high scatter. However, this high scatter is explained by 
the dependence of the damping of this mode with the amplitude of vibrations, as is evidenced by the 
graphic presented at Figure 13. In this plot the modal damping ratios of the second mode are correlated 
with the root mean square values (RMS) of the time series measured by one of the vertical accelerometers 
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placed in the section where this mode has its largest amplitude. In spite of the still observed dispersion, for 
the range of recorded values, the linear proportionally between the two variables is obvious.  

 
Figure 10: Evolution of the natural frequencies of the modes automatically identified with the FDD 

method during the period from 24/11/2007 to 24/05/2008. 
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Figure 11: Zoom of the evolution of the natural frequencies identified with the FDD and SSI-COV 
methods during April of 2008.   

 
Figure 12: Evolution of modal damping ratios of modes 1 and 2 automatically identified by the 

SSI-COV method during the period from 24/11/2007 to 24/05/2008. 
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Figure 13: Modal damping ratios of the 1st vertical mode vs RMS values of the time series of one of 

the vertical accelerometers placed in the anti-node of the mode. 

The second mode is an anti-symmetric vertical mode, which also presents significant longitudinal 
movements. These longitudinal movements lead to friction forces in the sliding bearings that provide the 
connection between the deck and the abutments, which can explain the increase of the modal damping 
ratio of this mode with the amplitude of vibrations. 

 

Mode Success Rate 
(%) 

fmean 
(Hz) 

fstd 
(Hz) 

MAC mean 

(%) 
MAC min 

(%) 

1 100 0.7793 0.0029 99.78 97.43 

2 98.425 0.8242 0.0061 99.59 81.54 

3 100 1.1473 0.0022 99.99 99.91 

4 100 1.4179 0.0038 99.98 99.77 

5 100 1.7539 0.0046 99.45 94.86 

6 100 2.0165 0.0059 99.97 85 

7 100 2.2277 0.0058 99.97 99.68 

8 100 3.0483 0.0086 99.99 99.25 

9 100 3.3419 0.008 99.77 96.62 

10 99.988 3.5299 0.0067 99.44 86.49 

11 99.988 3.7662 0.0095 99.21 83.37 

12 100 4.3901 0.0119 99.95 98.67 

Table 1. Results of the FDD method 

Tables 1 and 2 synthesise the most relevant results of the application of the implemented routines in the 
analysis of six months of data (8400 datasets). In the second column, the success of the developed 
algorithms in the identification of the first 12 modes is quantified. Most of the modes present success rates 
close or equal to 100 % for both methods. The SSI-COV method presented better results for the pair of 
closely spaced modes (f1= 0.78Hz and f2 = 0.82Hz), while the FDD method showed a better performance 
in the identification of a less excited mode (mode 11).  

Columns 3 and 4 present the mean values and the standard deviation (std) of the natural frequencies (f). 
These are similar for the two applied methods. The low values of the standard deviation of the natural 
frequencies show that, in the case of this bridge, the influence of the environmental variables on this 
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modal parameter is relatively small (standard deviation lower than 0.012Hz) and that it is not uniform for 
all the modes (relative standard deviation varying from 0.18% to 0.51%).  

The mean values of the modal damping ratios provided by the SSI-COV method, excluding the second 
mode because of the already explained particularities, are similar (around 0.5%) and present analogous 
standard deviation (roughly 0.1%).  

The last two columns of Tables 1 and 2 characterize the MAC values between the estimates of each 
dataset and the reference mode shapes. The mean values of the MAC coefficients are high (generally 
higher than 99 %), which means that they are not very sensitive to the environmental changes and that the 
adopted identification procedures derived always high quality mode shape estimates. The values 
associated with the FDD method appear to be slightly higher. The minima (min) MAC values of the 
modes that were not identified in all the datasets (success rate lower than 100%) are close to 80%, as this 
was the minimum value to accept a candidate estimate for a certain reference mode. The other minimum 
values are also higher in the case of the FDD method. 

  

Mode Success Rate 
(%) 

fmean 
(Hz) 

fstd 
(Hz) 

ξξξξmean 
(%) 

ξξξξstd 
(%) 

MAC mean 

(%) 
MAC min 

(%) 

1 99.988 0.7787 0.0017 0.4475 0.1114 99.6 83.22 

2 100 0.8214 0.0042 1.1464 0.3455 99.9 96.33 

3 100 1.1471 0.0023 0.4772 0.1181 99.99 99.37 

4 100 1.4176 0.0034 0.4792 0.1177 99.98 97.99 

5 99.905 1.7536 0.004 0.4817 0.0942 99.02 81.75 

6 99.953 2.0159 0.0059 0.5387 0.1314 99.94 81.62 

7 99.964 2.2272 0.0072 0.5492 0.1773 99.93 81.07 

8 100 3.0471 0.0112 0.5544 0.1568 99.96 95.92 

9 99.810 3.3414 0.0076 0.5247 0.1119 99.34 81.63 

10 99.846 3.5293 0.0064 0.4238 0.0987 99.28 80.04 

11 97.832 3.7651 0.009 0.4775 0.1101 97.64 80.07 

12 100 4.3883 0.0118 0.5992 0.137 99.93 96.94 

Table 2. Results of the SSI-COV method  

5 Conclusions 

This paper characterizes the long-term dynamic monitoring system installed at Infante D. Henrique bridge 
and presents results achieved, for a period of 6 month (from 24/11/2007 to 24/05/2008), with the MatLab 
software DynaMo, developed to process the data that is continuously sent through an internet connection 
to FEUP.  

The DynaMo software performs the on-line automatic identification of the bridge modal parameters using 
two different approaches: the Frequency Domain Decomposition method and the Covariance driven 
Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV) combined with a hierarchical clustering analysis. The 
automatic identification is complemented by routines that track the evolution of the most relevant modal 
parameters.  

The analysis of the results provided by the implementation of the FDD showed that the quality of its 
natural frequencies estimates is limited by the used frequency resolution. Another disadvantage of the 
FDD method is the lack of a reliable procedure for the automatic identification of modal damping ratios. 
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The SSI-COV method permitted a good characterization of very small frequency changes, showed a better 
performance in the identification of closely spaced modes but lower ability in the identification of a less 
excited mode. The modal damping ratios provided by this method seem to have structural meaning. 

The mode shapes estimated by both methods showed a good coherence with the reference values, 
presenting mean MAC values generally grater than 99%. The FDD method exhibit slightly higher MAC 
values. 

The next months of operation will be surely very useful to confirm the efficiency and robustness of the 
developed and implemented algorithms for the online automatic identification of the bridge modal 
parameters. The resulting database with the variation/evolution of the modal parameters will certainly 
allow a better understanding of the influence of environmental conditions on the bridge dynamics. Future 
studies will be conducted with the aim of establishing numerical models to eliminate the effect of 
temperature on the natural frequencies, in order to exploit the use of these parameters in the identification 
of damage. The application of the developed monitoring software in other structures will be also of great 
interest in order to test the flexibility of the implemented algorithms. 
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Abstract 
Zeceva Draga is bridge constructed in Croatia few years ago. It is 940,8 m long, and is situated on a 

horizontal curve. Bridge spans are 2x40+16x50+40 m. The difference in height of left and right abutment 

is approximately 23m. The superstructure is a box girder 12,5 m wide and 4 m high. The bridge has 18 

piers, the highest being approximately 53 m high. The bridge was calculated using 8 accelograms with 

magnitudes of 5.5, 6, 6.5 and 7, with epicenter distances of 0 and 15 km. The accelograms were created 

based on two earthquakes that took place in 1979 in the Adriatic region; in Petrovac, with the magnitude 

M=6.8, and Ulcinj with magnitude M=5.3. Time history analysis was preformed for past period of 1000 

years. Calculation was made for synthetic time sequence of accelerations which, correspond to 

earthquakes with magnitudes 5.5, 6.5 and 7.0 with epicenter distances of 0 and 15 km. The greatest 

seismic forces are obtained for magnitude of 7 but for epicenter distance of 15 km. Maximum ground 

acceleration is about 40% greater in case when distance was 0 km from epicenter to distance 15 km from 

epicenter. From accelograms (acceleration-time) spectrum curves (acceleration-frequency) were obtained 

and analyzed. To determine frequency content of accelograms, Fourier amplitude spectrum is calculated. 

The whole frequency range was analyzed. Conclusion about influence of dynamic characteristics of 

earthquakes to structural response is given. 

1 Introduction 

Zeceve Drage bridge is 940.8m long. It is situated in a horizontal curve. The height difference between left 

and right abutment is approximately 23m. Span structure is a box girder 12.5m wide and 4 m high. The 

area of cross section above the support is 10.2 m
2
, and in the field it is 9.4m

2 
. The piers have rectangular 

cross section at the top, which changes into hollow, with 30 cm thick wall, expanding to 50 cm at the 

bottom. The bridge has 18 piers, the highest being approximately 53 m high. The spans are 50 m, except 

for the ones closer to the abutment, which are 40 cm. The bearings are pot type, because the greater 

earthquake force is expected. The effect of elastomer bearings is inconsiderable, due to specific features of 

the structure, namely its high piers. The most specific type of dynamic load is earthquake load which 

results in non-linear behavior of a structure. Figure 1 represents typical cross section of the bridge. In 

figure 2 longitudinal section is shown.  

 

Figure 1: Cross section of the bridge 
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Figure 2: Longitudinal section of the bridge 

2 Earthquake as input for time history analyses  

Selection and defining of representative accelogram as a basis for designing the Zeceve Drage bridge is 

extremely complex considering the type and intended purpose of the project, its location and availability 

of collected data on destructive earthquakes in Croatia. Based on available instrument data and digitized 

accelograms, two earthquakes were selected according to their magnitudes for the needs of location, as 

follows: earthquake  occurring at 6h 19 min a.m., on April 15, 1979, with magnitude M=6.8, and 

earthquake occurring at 2h 10 min a.m., on April 9, 1979, with magnitude M=5.3. Both earthquakes have 

epicenter in Montenegro coast, and were recorded at the following locations: earthquake of April 15, 

1979, with magnitude M=6.8, on Petrovac location, with epicenter distance of 19.5 km, and earthquake of 

April 9, 1979, with magnitude M=5.3, on Ulcinj location, with epicenter distance of 17.5 km. The highest 

ground acceleration for magnitude 7 and epicenter distance of 0 km is 2.5 m/s2, and the lowest, for 5.5 M 

and 15 km epicenter distance is 0.47 m/s². From these real earthquakes a synthetic accelograms are made 

(5.5, 6.5 and 7 on Richter scale) and with different epicenter distance.   Return period was assumed to be 

1000 years.  Calculation was made for synthetic time sequence of accelerations which, on the average, 

correspond to earthquakes with magnitudes 5.5, 6.5 and 7.0, and epicenter distances of 0 and 15 km. 10 m 

hypocenter depth was assumed. Figure 3 represents accelogram for earthquake with epicenter distance of 

0 km.  
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Figure 3: Accelogram (epicenter distance 0 km) 

3 Results  

Time history dynamic analysis was preformed based on accelograms defined previously. Modal damping 

is assumed to be 5 %. The highest ground acceleration for magnitude 7 and epicenter  distance of 0 km is 

2.5 m/s
2
, for epicenter distance e=15 km maximum ground acceleration is 1.7 m/s

2
. Greatest seismic 
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forces are obtained for accelograms with magnitude 7, but for epicenter distance of 15 km. It must be 

noted that maximum ground acceleration is about 40% greater in case when distance was 0 km from 

epicenter to distance 15 km from epicenter. In Table 1 shear forces are shown for e=0 km, e=15 km and 

their ratio. Table 2 shows bending moment for e=0 km and e=15 km.  

Column Shear force e=0 km 

(kN) 

Shear force e=15 km 

(kN) 

S8 1368 1477 

S9 1802 2716 

S10 1342 1695 

S11 1428 1761 

S12 1839 2047 

S13 1819 2652 

Table 1: Shear forces of the bridge 

 

Column Moment e=0 km 

(kNm) 

Moment e=15 km (kNm) 

S8 58 298 64 194 

S9 70 950 104 742 

S10 65 991 83 738 

S11 69 672 87 436 

S12 84 115 96 216 

S13 76 377 110 208 

Table 2: Bending moments of the bridge 

 

4 Analysis of acceleration spectra curves 

Analyzing accelograms in time-acceleration domain in this case is not practical and question why 

accelogram with lesser peak acceleration “produce” greater forces leaves unanswered. Next step is to 

analyze acceleration-frequency domain. From accelograms acceleration spectra curve are calculated as 

described in Ref. [3]. Percentage of critical damping is assumed 5%, starting frequency was 0.1 Hz and 

ending 40 Hz. It must be noted that to a given accelogram only one spectra curve corresponds. Vice versa 

is not possible (one spectra has infinite number of accelograms that can be calculated). The bridge has 10 

mode shapes ranging from 0.24 Hz to 1.2 Hz. Analyzing acceleration spectra in this frequency range it is  

obvious why are seismic forces greater for epicenter distance of 15 km. This can easily verified using 

modal analysis. Table 3 shows bridge frequencies. Figs 4,5 are acceleration spectra for epicenter distance 

e=0 km and e=15 km. Fig. 4 shows frequency range 0.1 to 40 Hz. Note that for higher frequencies 

accelogram e=0 km has greater accelerations. Fig. 5 shows frequency range 0.1 to 1.2 Hz. This frequency 

range is important to “Zeceve Drage”. 
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Spectra curves 
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Figure 4: Spectra curves for e=15 km and e=0 km 
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Figure 5: Spectra curves for e=15 km and e=0 km (frequency range 0.1 to 1.6 Hz) 

 

Mode 

no. 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Period (sec) 

 

1 0.301 3.325 

2 0.641 1.561 

3 0.740 1.352 

4 0.788 1.270 

5 0.911 1.098 

6 0.971 1.030 

7 1.021 0.979 

8 1.134 0.882 

9 1.150 0.869 

10 1.195 0.837 

Table 3: Bridge frequencies 
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5 Frequency domain analysis 

Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS) is computed using the Fast Fourier Transformations (FFT) of the 

accelograms defined previously. The Fast Fourier transformations gives a unique representation of the 

signal in the frequency domain and provides information about which frequencies appear in the signal, 

effectively meaning that the frequency content of the given accelogram can be fully determined. Figure 6 

represents FAS for the whole frequency range, for earthquakes with epicenter distance of 0 km and 15 km. 

Also, a trend line (polynomial function of order six using least squares) is shown of this figure. It is 

evident that for higher frequencies earthquake with epicenter distance of 0 km has grater values of Fourier 

Amplitude, effectively meaning that this earthquake, for structures with higher frequencies is more 

dangerous than one with epicenter 15 km. On the other hand, figure 8 represents frequency range up to 1.6 

Hz. In this figure can be noticed that the Fourier Amplitude is greater for case with epicenter distance of 

15 km. In this figure, again, we have a trend lines as in figure 7.  In this frequency range Fourier amplitude 

is greater, effectively meaning that the structure that has dominant frequencies is this range, will have 

greater seismic forces (as bridge Zeceve Drage has).   
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Figure 6: Fourier Amplitude Spectrum (whole frequency range) 
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Figure 7: Fourier Amplitude Spectrum (frequency range 0.03 to 1.6 Hz) 
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6  Conclusion 

This article stresses importance of input data (accelograms). In this example two earthquakes with 

different epicenter distance are compared and analyzed. It is evident that earthquake occurring 15 km from 

bridge Zeceva Draga is more dangerous then one at 0 km. The seismic forces depend not only on peak 

acceleration but also on frequency content of particular accelogram. When using time history, authors 

suggest using several accelograms with different epicenter distance. As software and computation power 

increases rapidly, so time history analysis become more popular and usual method. It enables us to know 

what happens in exact moment in time. Sophisticated calculations require more complex model and 

earthquake data (accelograms). This article focuses on a fact that seismic forces depend not only on peak 

acceleration but also on frequency content of particular accelogram. Frequency characteristics are 

obviously related to epicenter distance and ground conditions. When dealing with structures that have 

larger periods, as in the case of bridge Zeceve Drage, frequency characteristics of accelograms become 

dominant.  
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Abstract 
Nowadays, terrorist threats to infrastructure are of increasing concern. The use of vehicular bombs against 
buildings is a common type of terrorist threats. The resultant blast acting on the building may cause 
damage to its structural components and such damage may also seriously compromise the structural 
integrity of the whole structure which may lead to structural collapse with serious losses to property and 
lives. Typically such blast loads, with its high pressurized waves occurring within very short time 
duration, results in very large impulsive-dynamic loads that may exceed the ultimate load carrying 
capacity of the structure. Some buildings, e.g. embassies, government offices and power plants may be 
designed against such extreme loading conditions. However, the design of blast resistant structures may 
not be economically viable for conventional commercial and residential buildings. One way to minimize 
damage to such conventional structures, especially existing ones, is to study their response to various 
possible scenarios of such blast loads occurring and assess possible ways of mitigating and minimizing the 
impact of such loads on their structural integrity. In this paper, a typical conventional RC residential 
apartment structure subjected to blast loads is discussed. The structure is modeled numerically using LS 
DYNA FE code. Characteristics of the blast loads and structural geometry are provided and the results 
obtained discussed and benchmarked against analytical solutions obtained using the Equivalent-Inelastic 
SDOF method. 

1 Introduction 

Blast has been defined as a sudden increase in volume and release of energy in a tremendous way in 
conjunction with the generation of hot gases which creates a high pressurized shock wave within a very 
short duration [1]. Recently, terrorist threats involving the use of blast had resulted in severe structural 
damage and loss of lives. Vehicular bomb is a common type of such threats. Based on BATF Explosive 
Standard [2], such vehicular threats can be classified into six classes depending on the type of vehicle 
used. The maximum explosive capacity for each class is provided and for a sedan to a semi trailer it can 
range from 200 kg to 27 ton. This range may be used to predict the consequences of the threat on the 
structure. It is realized that the provision of structural protection against such threats is likely to be very 
expensive and the protective installations often impedes the function for which the structure is designed. 
Instead other ways to mitigate against such threats include instituting stringent security procedures at 
entrances and restricting access of vehicles thus increasing the stand-off distance.  
The RC structure analyzed in this study represents a typical residential apartment building in Singapore. 
The columns as used in such buildings generally have breadth (B) to depth (H) ratio greater than two. 
There are thus two blast directions to consider, viz., the strong axis (SA) and weak axis (WA) threats. The 
SA and WA threats occur when the explosive is placed at the stand-off distance applicable for the building 
under consideration with the direction of blast aligned in a direction perpendicular or parallel to the 
column depth (H, its longer dimension) respectively.  
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Figure 1: Column cut-out (a) First floor perimeter column (b) Typical reinforcement details 

It is apparent that in the case of WA threat as shown in Figure 1, the columns respond very much like RC 
walls in resisting the blast loads. In case of the SA threat, the blast pulse is more dispersed onto the 
surroundings and the adjacent neighboring elements. The wider the loading area, the larger the blast loads 
acting on the structure. Since the structure is more susceptible to collapse in the case of WA, column 
response against WA threat is dealt with in this paper.   

2 Modeled blast loading on structure 

Blast threat is generally defined by two parameters, the charge weight W and the stand-off distance R 
between the blast source and the structure. As an example, the Oklahoma bombing in 1995 has a charge 
weight W of 1785 kg of TNT at a stand-off distance R of 3.05 m [3]. At ta, which is the time of arrival, the 
blast pressure increases to a value above the ambient pressure. After a short time, viz., a positive phase, it 
then reduces to a pressure below the ambient pressure which in turn is called the negative phase. During 
this phase, the air is sucked in; as a result reverse loads are applied on the structure. The peak pressure of 
this phase is of smaller amplitude acting over a longer duration compared to those that occur during the 
positive phase. Figure 2 shows the time history of a typical blast wave pressure [1]. 

 
Figure 2: Blast pressure-time history 

In blast scaling law, Hopkinson or cube-root scaling law is the most common form for use, with the scaled 
distance parameter 1 / 3/Z R W= . For similar Z values, the peak reflected pressure, Pr, is found to be the 
same and impulse, I , is scaled down as a function of stand-off distance R [4]. In this paper, only the 
positive phase is considered. The blast, idealized as a triangular blast pulse with the reflective pressure, Pr, 
and the impulse, I,, equal to those of the positive phase, is used to calculate the equivalent duration, tde, as 
shown in Figure 2. The impulse may therefore be given as I=0.5Pr.tde. In the following section, two blast 
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loading conditions (exponential and triangular blast pulses) are modeled and the responses compared. The 
blast loads may vary along the height of the structure, especially when the charge is located very near to 
the targeted structure. The further the blast loads from the structure the more uniform the loads applied on 
to the structure. In this study, the equivalent reflected pressure obtained from TM5-1300 [5], which is a 
function of the maximum and minimum peak pressure applied on a structure, is utilized and applied 
uniformly along the full height of the targeted column.  

3 Numerical analysis of RC structure to blast Loads 

The structural response may be obtained using three methods: theoretical analysis, numerical analysis and 
experimental test. However, in the case where the parameter representing the blast is variable in nature, to 
conduct experiments will generally be very costly. Therefore in the present study, only the first two 
methods are carried out. The LS DYNA finite element code is occupied to model the structure numerically 
and to analyze the structural response. 

3.1 Elements 

Two types of elements were used in modeling the structure: solid and beam elements. Concrete is modeled 
as 3D hexahedron solid elements with single integration and 6 DOFs. Steel is modeled as 2D beam 
elements capable of sustaining axial compressive-tensile force. The element size was determined from the 
mesh sensitivity study carried out. It was found that a mesh size of  25 mm is suitable for use as a further 
decrease in element size only gave very small incremental effect but with much longer computational time 
needed. 

3.2 Material model 

Material 72 Concrete Damage Release 3 is utilized to model the concrete. This material model is proven to 
be capable of modeling concrete subjected to severe loadings such as blast loads. The material parameters 
can be generated automatically by the software by inputting only the unconfined compressive strength fc’. 
However, some parameters may need to be adjusted for concrete strengths other than 45.6 MPa [6]. 
Therefore, in the present study the concrete material parameters are generated manually based on available 
data for a specific concrete strength of 30 MPa. For steel, Material 3 Plastic Kinematic is occupied by 
incorporating the strain rate effect. The elastic-fully plastic behavior with kinematic hardening is utilized 
in accordance to the von Mises yield criterion. Bauschinger effect is also considered in that for subsequent 
tension-compression loading, the compression yield point is lower than the first (tensile) yield point. The 
material parameters for concrete and steel are given in Table 1. 

Parameter Symbol Units Concrete Steel 

Tangent modulus E MPa 25930 207000 
Compressive strength fc' MPa 30.0 - 
Tensile strength ft MPa 2.9 - 
Yield stress fy MPa - 490 
Poisson ratio v - 0.2 0.3 
Density ρ kg/m3 2400 7850 

Table 1: Concrete and Steel Material Properties 
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3.3 Strain rate effect 

For a structure subjected to blast loads, response at very high strain rates is often sought. At the high strain 
rates, the ultimate strength of a material increase significantly as a function of strain rate. This is 
represented by a parameter, viz. dynamic increase factor, DIF, which is a ratio of the dynamic to static 
strength of the material. The DIF is determined experimentally, typically by using Split Hopkinson 
Pressure Bar (SHPB) test. Many empirical equations are available in the literature for typical materials. 
For concrete in compression, DIF equations recommended by the Comite Euro International du Beton 
(CEB) code [7] are utilized. For concrete under tensile stress, DIF proposed by Malvar and Ross [8] is 
occupied. Under high strain rate, yield stress of reinforcing steel bars was found to increase by up to 60%. 
As recommended by Malvar [9], the strain rate effects of such bars are also taken into consideration.   

4 Parametric Studies 

4.1 Boundary conditions 

In a typical full frame analysis, the slabs provide lateral stiffness to the frame. It restrains the beam column 
joints in deforming laterally. When the frame is subjected to blast loads, the adjacent perimeter columns 
will be severely loaded by the blast. Hence, it may undergo large deformations and may be damaged. 
Focusing on a particular critical structural element, a typical first floor perimeter column with the shortest 
stand-off distance is analyzed to study how this column responds to blast loads. Five nodes are 
investigated: Nodes 1 and 5 which are at the reaction pad, Nodes 2 and 4 which are located at a quarter 
and three quarter height of the column, and Node 3 which is at mid height of the column. The response of 
Nodes 1 and 5 and Nodes 2 and 4 should be equal due to symmetry.   

The intention is to model the columns in such a way that their response mirrors that of an analysis of the 
full frame. For this reason, three types of boundary condition are modeled and discussed: fixed end (1A), 
pinned end (1B) and HF pinned end (1C). The targeted column is an RC column of size 350mm by 800 
mm reinforced with 1% longitudinal reinforcement.  
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Figure 3: Equivalent Pr of W=250 kg TNT at R=10 m 

The columns are subjected to 250 kg TNT blast loads at R=10 m (Figure 3). Triangular blast load is used 
in the analysis. The peak lateral responses of all three types of columns subjected to blast loads are given 
in the Table. It is shown that the peak lateral displacement is indeed affected by the type of boundary 
conditions. Symmetrical condition is also noted as Nodes 1-5 and 2-4 showed similar peak responses. 
Case 1A corresponds to that of a frame with a stiffer beam column joint. For the fully fixed end condition 
at the beam column joint (both δ1 and δ5 are zero).  
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Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 

δ time δ time δ Time δ time δ time Case Reaction 
Pad 

(mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

1A Fixed 
End  0.00 0.000 6.91 0.006 11.27 0.006 6.91 0.006 0.00 0.000

1B Pinned 
End 0.44 0.006 7.31 0.006 12.14 0.006 7.31 0.006 0.44 0.006

1C 
HF 
Pinned 
End  

0.10 0.006 7.48 0.006 13.07 0.007 7.48 0.007 0.10 0.006

Table 2: Peak lateral response of column subjected to 250 kg TNT blast loads at R=10 meters for 
different boundary conditions 

 
Figure 4: Damage level of column Case 1C 

It is evident in real life that the structural joint may not be fully fixed. Hence, Case 1B is modeled with 
pinned end joints. The perimeter nodes of the reaction pad are constrained to x, y, and z translational 
movements whereas the top and bottom faces nodes are constrained to z translations only. However, in 
this case the lateral deformation of Node 1 and Node 5 nearly reached 0.5mm even though the columns 
are still behaving elastically. For the case of a larger blast which severely damaged the columns, the lateral 
displacement of Nodes 1 and 5 are likely to be much larger. 

Another BC model is Case 1C. Head and Footing (HF) are added to model the extended column reaction. 
The outer vertical face of the head and footing are constrained against horizontal motions. Meanwhile, the 
top face of the head and the bottom face of the footing are constrained against vertical motion. Here, the 
depth of the extended column is half the depth of the slab provided. It was found that the lateral 
displacement at the reaction pads (Nodes 1 and 5) are smaller and closer to zero while displacements at 
mid height of the column is closer to that of Case 1B. Figure 4 shows the damage level propagation for 
Case 1C. For the results presented hereafter, the HF pinned end boundary condition is utilized.  
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4.2 Loading variables 

In structural dynamics, there are three regimes of loading: impulsive, dynamic and quasi-static loading. As 
reported by Smith and Hetherington [10] these three regimes are summarized in terms of the natural 
frequency of the structure in radian, ω , the natural period, T, and the positive phase duration, td,  are as 
follows: 

• Impulsive loading : 0.4 dtω>   or  dT t>>

• Dynamic loading : 0.4 or 40dtω< < dT t≈  
• Quasi-static loading : 40 dtω< or dT t<<  

The duration of blast loads varies as a function of stand-off distance R and charge weight W, while the 
natural period of the structure is a function of structural geometry, boundary conditions and material 
properties. In obtaining the natural periods, Eigen value analysis is carried out. The natural periods of the 
columns considered with the three typical geometric dimensions with a 1% longitudinal reinforcement 
ratio and with transverse reinforcement of 2T6-250 are given in Table 3. 
 

Dimension ω T 

(mm) 
Boundary Condition 

(rad) (sec) 

Fixed End 267.52 0.02349 
200 x 500 

HF Pinned End 247.93 0.02534 
Fixed End 400.31 0.01570 

300 x 750 
HF Pinned End 58.84 0.01699 
Fixed End 464.53 0.01353 

Pinned End 460.77 0.01364 350 x 800 

HF Pinned End 429.42 0.01463 

Table 3: ω and T of Columns Considered 

It was found that when the structure is under impulsive loading, the structure is sensitive only to the 
associated impulse I and not to the peak pressure P. When it is subjected to quasi-static loading, the 
response of the structure becomes very sensitive to peak pressure P but is not sensitive to impulse I. 
However, for dynamic loading to occur, the response sensitivity is unknown. Therefore, in this study the 
sensitivity of the structural response under dynamic loading is examined. 

4.2.1 Variable P and td for constant I 

To study the sensitivity of peak pressure P, the impulse I is kept at a constant value, in this case I 
=5MPa.msec. The column investigated is of dimension 350 x 800 mm. As shown in Table 4, based on the 
magnitude of the natural period, blast loads with a loading duration td of 1, 1.25 and 2 msec are considered 
as dynamic loadings since the value of ωtd lies between 0.4 and 40. The peak displacement of the columns 
considered subjected to various loading conditions is summarized in Table 5. Under various peak 
pressures, P, with constant impulse, I, the peak displacements are shown to vary within a broad range. 
Thus, the displacement response seems to be sensitive to changes in P. The larger the P with a smaller 
loading duration td, the larger is the peak lateral displacement of the column. When the loading duration is 
smaller, the type of the loading transitions into impulsive loading. 
From Tables 2 and 5 the results also show that between the symmetrical nodes, the peak displacements are 
equal, confirming the symmetry of the column analyzed. This is observed not only for the case of small 
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blast loading but also for larger loads when the structure responds in a highly nonlinear manner. Thus, the 
results presented hereafter will be the peak responses of Nodes 1 to 3. 
 

T ω td ω.td

sec rad sec rad.sec 
Loading 

Type 

1.00E-03 0.429 dynamic 

1.25E-03 0.537 dynamic 

2.00E-03 0.859 dynamic 
0.014632 429.421 

3.00E-03 1.288 dynamic 

Table 4: Loading type of HF pinned end column of size 350 x 800 mm  

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 

δ time δ time δ time δ time δ time Case 
P; td

(MPa, 
msec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

2A1 5  ; 2 0.169 0.000 54.171 0.040 98.530 0.030 54.171 0.040 0.169 0.000

2A2 8; 
1.25 0.176 0.001 69.157 0.040 114.020 0.029 69.157 0.040 0.176 0.001

2A3 10 ; 1 0.170 0.000 84.564 0.040 126.570 0.034 84.564 0.040 0.170 0.000

Table 5: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end column of size 350 x 800 mm 
subjected to various blast loads (P, td) with constant I = 5 MPa.msec 

4.2.2 Variable I and td for constant P 

The sensitivity of impulse I is also examined. The peak pressure P is kept at a constant value, in this case 
P = 5MPa. The column considered is of dimension 350 x 800 mm. The loading durations are varied from 
1 to 3 msec. Based on the magnitude of the natural period, such loading are considered as dynamic 
loading. The peak displacement of the columns considered subjected to various loading conditions is 
given in Table 6. It may be observed that under various impulses I, the peak displacement of the columns 
vary.  
 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 
T ω td

δ time δ time δ time Case 
Impulse 

(MPa.msec)
(sec) (rad.sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

2B1 2.5 0.429 0.090 0.000 7.799 0.006 12.524 0.006

2B2 5.0 0.859 0.169 0.002 54.171 0.040 98.530 0.030

2B3 7.5 

0.0146 

1.288 0.487 0.040 117.440 0.040 177.430 0.031

Table 6: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end column of size 350 x 800 mm 
subjected to various blast loads (I, td) with constant P = 5 MPa 
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Figure 5: Displacement time history of Node 3 on Case 2B 

The structural response was observed to transition from an elastic to a plastic condition with yielding 
when the loading impulse increases from 2.5 to 5.0 MPa.msec as shown in Table 6 and Figure 5. The peak 
displacement of Case 2B2 (I=5.0 MPa.msec) is around eight times the peak displacement of Case 2B1 
(I=2.5 MPa.msec). From Tables 6 and 7 it may be concluded that structural response is sensitive to both 
changes in P as well as I. It was found that the larger the impact I applied to the column considered, the 
larger is the peak lateral displacement. As I increases further, this may lead to failure of the column.  

4.2.3 Type of loading: exponential and triangular blast pulses 

For design purposes, generally the blast load is idealized as a triangular load pulse uniformly applied to 
the impact face of the column. The triangular load is of the same impulse as the exponential blast load. 
Here, I and P are constant, but the loading pattern and td are different. The decay coefficient α of the 
exponential load equals to one and pressure applied is ( ) ( )t

rP t Pe α−= . 

 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 
T ω.td

δ time δ time δ time Case Loading Type 

(sec) (rad.sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

2C1 Exponential P=10 
I=5 α=1 0.859 0.20 0.000 70.56 0.040 121.96 0.029

2C2 Triangular P=10 
I=5 T=1 

0.0146 
0.429 0.17 0.000 84.56 0.040 126.57 0.034

Table 7: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end column of size 350 x 800 mm 
subjected to I=5 MPa.msec with P=10 MPa 

The blast pressure time history is shown to affect the nonlinearity behavior of the column (Table 7 and 
Figure 6). Both the peak response time and peak displacement are affected. Columns subjected to 
exponential load experiences peak response earlier than that of the triangular load case, but the magnitude 
of the peak displacement is smaller. This is because the blast energy is applied earlier, resulting in an 
earlier response. Nevertheless, the difference in peak displacement is not significant, less than 4%. Thus in 
this study, the triangular loading is applied on to the columns analyzed. 
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Figure 6: Displacement time history of Node 3 on Case 2C 

4.3 Dimension of column 

Column of three typical dimensions are subjected to 250 kg TNT at R=10 m, viz. 200x500, 300x750 and 
350x800 mm. Triangular blast loads are applied onto the column. The pressure time history analysis of 
250 kg TNT located at R=10 m is shown in Figure 2. The reinforcement ratio is kept the same as in the 
previous analysis (1% longitudinal reinforcement ratio with shear reinforcement of 2T6-250). The 
dimensions are chosen such that the B/H ratio is greater than 2, typical of residential apartment blocks in 
Singapore.  
 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Dimensio
n T ω.td

δ time δ time δ time 
Case 

(mm) (sec) 
(rad. 
sec) 

(mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

3A1 200 x 500 0.0253 0.660 0.056 0.000 29.501 0.013 51.278 0.015 
3A2 300 x 750 0.0170 0.983 0.105 0.007 10.813 0.007 17.701 0.007 
3A3 350 x 800 0.0146 1.142 0.101 0.006 7.483 0.006 13.074 0.007 

Table 8: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end columns of various dimensions 
subjected to 250 kg TNT blast loads of R=10 m (P=1.933 MPa, tde=2.66 msec) 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 
Dimension T ω.td

δ time δ time δ time Case 

(mm) (sec) (rad.sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

3B1 250 x 500 0.0253 0.496 Collapse 
3B2 300 x 750 0.0170 0.739 0.217 0.002 97.530 0.046 149.920 0.029
3B3 350 x 800 0.0146 0.859 0.169 0.002 54.171 0.040 98.530 0.030

Table 9: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end columns of various dimensions 
subjected to P=5 MPa td=2 msec 
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Based on the numerical analysis, the peak responses are summarized in Tables 8 and 9. Table 8 shows that 
the columns are still behaving elastically (Cases 3A1 and 3A2) or in the early stages of nonlinear response 
(Case 3A3) when subjected to 250 kg TNT blast load of R=10 m (P=1.933 MPa, I=2.57 MPa.msec). 
When the load was increased to P=5 MPa, I=5 MPa.msec, the columns behaved in a highly nonlinear 
manner and some collapsed (Table 9). Columns of smaller dimensions have smaller bending and shear 
strengths, and were observed to experience larger lateral deformation.  

4.4 Longitudinal reinforcement percentage 

Generally, the longitudinal reinforcement percentage of columns lies within a range of 1 to 8% of the 
gross cross-sectional area (Ac). The reinforcement needed is calculated based on the prevailing design 
codes. In this study, the longitudinal reinforcement ratio assumed for the columns ranged from 1 to 3%. 
 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 
T ω.td

δ time δ time δ time Case 
% 

Longitudinal 
Reinf 

(sec) (rad.sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

4A1 1% 0.0146 1.142 0.101 0.000 7.483 0.007 13.074 0.007
4A2 2% 0.0142 1.180 0.104 0.006 6.436 0.006 10.314 0.005
4A3 3% 0.0138 1.209 0.092 0.006 5.732 0.006 9.161 0.005

Table 10: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end columns with various longitudinal reinforcement 
percentage subjected to 250 kg TNT blast loads of R=10 m (tde=2.66 msec) 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 
T ω.td

δ time δ time δ time Case 
% 

Longitudinal 
Reinf 

(sec) (rad.sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

4B1 1% 0.0146 0.859 0.169 0.000 54.171 0.040 98.530 0.030
4B2 2% 0.0142 0.887 0.164 0.001 20.179 0.032 57.826 0.024
4B3 3% 0.0138 0.909 0.166 0.001 13.795 0.006 39.947 0.022

Table 11: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end columns with various longitudinal reinforcement 
percentage subjected to P=5 MPa td=2 msec 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 
T ω.td

δ time δ time δ time Case 
% 

Longitudinal 
Reinf 

(sec) (rad.sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 
4C1 1% 0.0146 0.429 0.170 0.000 84.564 0.040 126.570 0.034 

4C2 2% 0.0142 0.444 0.176 0.000 70.745 0.036 101.550 0.030 

4C3 3% 0.0138 0.454 0.166 0.000 76.849 0.033 92.530 0.031 

Table 12: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end columns with various longitudinal reinforcement 
percentage subjected to P=10 MPa td=1 msec 
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It is observed from Tables 10, 11 and 12 that the increase in longitudinal reinforcement significantly 
enhances the bending strength of the column considered. Hence, one way of strengthening columns is by 
increasing its longitudinal reinforcement ratio to enhance resistance against higher blast loads under the 
dynamic loading condition (0.4<ω.td<40).  

4.5 Transverse reinforcement 

The transverse reinforcement or stirrups needed is determined based on the prevailing design codes. The 
seismic design of transverse reinforcement is rather stringent, especially with regards to detailing. The 
requirement of minimum spacing of reinforcement is also specified.. Insufficient provision of transverse 
reinforcement may lead to poor confinement, leading to premature failure of the column. As shown in 
Tables 12 and 14, the transverse reinforcement spacing of the columns considered is reduced from 250 
mm to 150 or 200 mm. The resulting peak displacement is reduced by less than 1 mm under linear elastic 
loading conditions (Table 13) and 10 mm under nonlinear loading condition (Table 14).   
 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 

δ time δ time δ time Case Transverse 
Reinforcement 

(mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

5A1 2D6-250 0.101 0.000 7.483 0.007 13.074 0.007 
5A2 2D6-200 0.095 0.006 7.420 0.007 12.874 0.007 
5A3 2D6-150 0.113 0.006 7.491 0.006 12.260 0.006 

Table 13: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end column 3C with various transverse reinforcement 
spacing subjected to 250 kg TNT blast loads of R=10 m (tde=2.66 msec) 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 

δ time δ time δ time Case Transverse 
Reinforcement 

(mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

5B1 2D6-250 0.169 0.000 54.171 0.040 98.530 0.030 
5B2 2D6-150 0.166 0.002 22.166 0.040 88.853 0.031 

Table 14: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end column 3C with various transverse reinforcement 
spacing subjected to P=5 MPa td=2 msec 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 

δ time δ time δ time Case Transverse 
Reinforcement 

(mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) (mm) (sec) 

5C1 2D6-250 0.169 0.000 54.171 0.040 98.530 0.030 
5C2 2D10-250 0.170 0.002 36.119 0.040 86.195 0.027 
5C3 4D10-250 0.171 0.002 16.205 0.007 37.855 0.011 

Table 15: Peak lateral response of HF pinned end column 3C with various transverse reinforcement 
configuration subjected to P=5 MPa td=2 msec 
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The increase in strength as a result of reducing the transverse reinforcement spacing is, however, not as 
significant when compared with increasing the number of transverse reinforcement at the same stirrup 
spacing (Table 15). Doubling the number of stirrups results in smaller peak displacement (less than half in 
Case 5C3).  

5 Analytical solution using equivalent elasto-plastic SDOF analysis 

5.1 Equivalent elasto-plastic SDOF concept 

Analytically, the column considered is evaluated as an equivalent SDOF-lumped mass system. A 
structural dynamic analysis using equivalent SDOF system [11] is derived and the governing equation of 
SDOF system may be given as: 

( )e e em u cu k u F t+ + =  (1)

( ) ( )

.
.

.

e M

e S

e L

m K m
k K k
F t K F t

=
=

=
 (2)

in which me, ke, and Fe are equivalent mass, stiffness and force, respectively. The term c refers to damping 
coefficient. Moreover, Km, Ks, and KL are mass, stiffness, and load transformation factors of the equivalent 
system. Mass and load transformation factors for plastic condition of columns considered are obtained as 
0.33 and 0.50. Meanwhile, as the structure is assumed to have an elasto-plastic resistance function as 
given in Figure 8, the inelastic stiffness (K2) is zero. By applying the aforementioned equivalent mass, 
stiffness and load to the equation of motion iuΔ  through the Step by Step Integration method proposed by 
Clough and Penzien [12], the displacement time history may then be obtained as follows: 

ei ei iF k uΔ = Δ  (3)

In which the effective stiffness, eik , and effective incremental force, eiFΔ , are given by  
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where , and eik eim eiFΔ are equivalent stiffness, mass and incremental force at step i, and,  are the 
velocity and acceleration at step i, and 

iu iu
tΔ  is the time increment occupied. Therefore, the incremental 

displacement, , is obtained using Equation 5 as: iuΔ
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The incremental displacement obtained is then utilized to obtain the incremental acceleration, ,  and 
velocity, , in the following equations.  
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5.2 Analytical vs. numerical solution 

To verify the results from the numerical analysis, Equivalent SDOF analysis has been carried out for Case 
1C (Column dimension of 350x800 mm with 1% longitudinal reinforcement and transverse reinforcement 
of 2T6-200). The results as given in Figure 7show that there is a good agreement between peak responses 
obtained using the two methods of analysis. In Case 1C, the results from SDOF analysis seems to show 
slightly larger displacement (∆=4%) due to neglecting the strain rate effects.  
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Figure 7: Displacement time history of Node 3 on Case 1C 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, a comprehensive parametric study of RC column subjected to blast loads has been carried 
out. Several blast loading parameters (W, R, P, and I) as well as structural parameters (boundary condition, 
column dimensions, % longitudinal reinforcement, and transverse reinforcement) on the effects to 
structural responses have been investigated. The results of the numerical method are also validated 
analytically using Equivalent SDOF method. It is shown that the numerical and analytical solutions of the 
peak responses in the time history analysis are in good agreement.  
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Abstract 
The high seismicity of a large part of the European and, in particular, Italian territory requires effective 
measures in order to protect constructions at risk and to mitigate losses due to seismic events. This 
objective can be reached by increasing the knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of structures, particularly 
in the case of existing buildings and/or historical structures. Experimental modal analysis is becoming 
more and more relevant, above all in the case of important structures from the historical or architectural 
point of view, because of the unique structural techniques which affects a large part of these structures. 
In the last thirty years several techniques aimed at the experimental evaluation of the dynamic 
characteristics of structures have been developed: implemented first in the aeronautic field, their use has 
spread to various other fields such as robotics, mechanics, civil engineering. Beside the traditional 
techniques based on the knowledge of the input source, in recent years increased attention has been paid to 
procedures for modal parameters identification based on ambient vibrations. In fact, they allow to evaluate 
the dynamic properties of a structure under actual service conditions without any external excitation. As 
historical structures are concerned, output-only techniques are preferred because of smaller problems of 
test execution and input control, and because tests are cheaper and faster with respect to traditional 
experimental modal analysis and imply a minimum interference with the normal use of the structure. 
Identified modal parameters, representative of the structural behaviour in operational conditions, can be 
used to validate or update finite element models. 
The present paper describes the use of Operational Modal Analysis for the evaluation of the modal 
parameters of heritage structures. In particular, a specific application related to the Tower of the Nations, 
located into the Mostra D’Oltremare area in Naples, is reported. The need of designing an appropriate 
restoration and seismic upgrading intervention, taking into account the valuable characteristics of the 
structure itself, and, therefore, the need of improved knowledge of the structural characteristics of the 
building suggested to perform a dynamic identification test. The main results of experimental modal 
analysis and of analyses carried out in order to update the numerical model are herein reported and some 
aspects of the model optimization procedure are described. 

1 Introduction 

The high seismicity of a large part of the European and, in particular, South Eastern regions requires 
effective measures in order to protect constructions at risk and to mitigate losses due to seismic events. 
This objective can be reached by increasing the knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of structures, 
particularly in the case of existing buildings and/or historical structures. Experimental modal analysis is 
becoming more and more relevant, above all in the case of important structures from the historical or 
architectural point of view, because of the unique structural techniques which affects a large part of these 
structures [1]. Moreover, uncertainties about geometry and materials make accurate structural analyses 
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and assessment of the effective behaviour of the structure in its operational conditions difficult. Therefore, 
the knowledge of the modal properties of historical structures is very important, in particular for the 
evaluation of the structural performances in presence of extreme load conditions such as during an 
earthquake [2]. 

 
Figure 1: The Tower of the Nations at completion 

In the last thirty years several techniques aimed at the experimental evaluation of the dynamic 
characteristics of structures have been developed. Beside the traditional techniques based on the 
knowledge of the input source, in recent years increased attention has been paid to techniques for modal 
parameters identification based on ambient vibrations which, among the rest, allow the evaluation of the 
dynamic properties of a structure in its actual service conditions [3] without any external excitation.  
As historical structures are concerned, output-only techniques are preferred [2], since artificial excitation 
often exhibits problems of test execution and input control while the environmental loads are always 
present. In addition, tests are cheaper and faster with respect to traditional experimental modal analysis 
and imply a minimum interference with the normal use of the structure [4]. Identified modal parameters, 
representative of the structural behaviour in operational conditions, can be used to validate or update finite 
element models; moreover, they can be used to evaluate possible changes in the modal parameters which 
can be correlated with structural modifications or damage. Finally, combination between numerical 
models and experimental measures offers interesting opportunities in the fields of vibration and seismic 
protection of strategic or historical constructions: in fact, updated analytical models can be used for an 
efficient evaluation of the seismic risk of the structure itself. 
The present paper describes the use of Operational Modal Analysis for the evaluation of the modal 
parameters of an important historical structure such as the Tower of the Nations (figure 1), located into the 
Mostra D’Oltremare area in Naples (www.mostradoltremare.it). The need to design an appropriate 
restoration and seismic upgrading intervention, taking into account the valuable characteristics of the 
structure itself, and, therefore, the need of improved knowledge of the structural characteristics of the 
building suggested to perform a dynamic identification test. The present paper deals with this specific 
aspect and is aimed at the discussion of the methods and of the results of an experimental assessment of 
the dynamic properties of the Tower based on environmental vibrations. In particular, the use of 
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Operational Modal Analysis for the evaluation of the modal parameters of the structure is described and 
role of OMA techniques is analyzed. The need of a reliable finite element model led to the evaluation of 
different sources of information (design drawings, survey, non-destructive tests) but the specific 
characteristics of the structure required the execution of dynamic measurements in order to optimize the 
numerical model adopted for structural analyses. The main results of experimental modal analysis and of 
analyses carried out in order to update the numerical model are herein reported and the main lessons 
learned from the model optimization procedure are described. Further details about restoration principles 
and structural solutions adopted to seismically upgrade the building can be found elsewhere [5, 6]. 

2 Research motivation and approach 

The present research can be placed in the framework of the activities aiming at designing an appropriate 
restoration and seismic upgrading intervention for the Tower of the Nations, taking into account the 
valuable characteristics of the structure itself, and therefore the need of improving the knowledge of the 
structural characteristics of the building. 
The Tower of the Nations is one of the most important and representative buildings located within the area 
of the Mostra D’Oltremare in Naples. It is a reinforced concrete building characterized by two opposite 
blind and two completely see-through façades; elevator shafts and stairs are located in the center of the 
building. Apart from the first, second, and third floor, the remaining portion of the building was built so as 
to be able to look from one floor to another of the exposition levels 
(http://sit.provincia.napoli.it/md.asp?key=5263, in Italian). The first three levels and the roof are 
characterized by a whole floor; the remaining levels are characterized by alternate levels which cover just 
an half of the imprint area of the building. The structural system is very interesting and innovative, taking 
into account the time of original design and erection. It consists, in the longitudinal direction, of two 
couples of frames with reinforced concrete diagonals to increase stiffness and tuff masonry within the 
fields of the frames. In the transverse direction, instead, the structural system is characterized by the 
presence of the elevator within a three-dimensional one-bay RC frame with RC walls in the above 
mentioned direction. Even if the structure was designed only to bear gravity loads, its characteristics are 
interesting also from a seismic point of view.  
Assessment of the building structure has been undertaken evaluating a number of sources of information, 
in compliance with relevant National [7] and International [8] Codes concerning seismic evaluation of 
existing constructions. It has been divided into the following three different phases: 

• Geometric investigation, to completely define the geometric characteristics of the structure in 
terms of structural and non-structural elements; 

• Structural investigation, aiming at the definition of the structural scheme and of the steel 
reinforcement in the structural elements; 

• Investigation about materials, aiming at the evaluation of the mechanical characteristics of 
concrete and steel; 

• Evaluation of the structural response in the case of dead loads and under earthquake loading. 
The first three phases can be considered as preliminary to the numerical evaluation of the structural 
response under dead loads and earthquake loading: they can be synthesized in the examination of 
structural drawing, execution of visual inspection, geometrical survey and non-destructive tests. Data 
collected in these phases have been used in the implementation of the numerical model: anyway, some 
modelling hypothesis had to be confirmed. 

3 Structural assessment 

A visual inspection of the structure has been carried out in order to assess geometry. Some non-destructive 
tests, instead, have been carried out to assess material properties and reinforcement details: these 
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informations, together with those ones related to the structural scheme, are crucial for the implementation 
of the numerical model. In order to get these data, the following procedure has been adopted. 
An appropriate investigation has been carried out in order to identify the geometry and the reinforcement 
of all structural elements. As regards the beams, the reinforcement has been evaluated in three sections 
(one at the center and the others at the ends) while, as regards the columns, only a midspan section has 
been considered. Moreover, geometry of foundations has been assessed: they are made by prismatic 
blocks on circular piles. The comparison between the results of simulated design of the structure and field 
investigations has confirmed that the structure was designed to bear only gravity loads. According to 
Italian seismic code [7] provisions, a ‘knowledge level’ KL2 has been reached.  
Combining destructive and non-destructive tests, the mechanical characteristics of materials have been 
defined. As regards concrete, some logs together with SonReb tests have been conducted, to evaluate the 
compressive strength of the material: values ranging from 10.64 MPa and 25.98 MPa have been obtained, 
with a mean value of 15.26 MPa (table 1). As regards the steel reinforcement, some specimens have been 
extracted by the structural elements, obtaining an average yielding strength of 275 MPa. The bars were 
smooth and oxidized, in particular at the first level and the roof.  

Cylindrical strength Log [MPa] [MPa] 
1 23.94 
2 25.98 
3 12.89 
4 13.56 
5 11.19 
6 15.71 
7 10.64 
8 12.49 
9 10.94 

10 15.29 

μ=15.26 
 

σ=5.41 

Table 1: Compressive strength of concrete (from test on logs) 

All these tests have been carried out to support the numerical model of the building and the development 
of non-linear static push-over analyses to assess the seismic capacity, besides modal dynamic analyses. 
More details can be found in [6]. Finally, in order to validate some modelling hypotheses and obtain a 
reliable model of the structure at present stage, some dynamic measurements have been carried out, in 
order to get the modal parameters of the structure in operational conditions. 

4 Dynamic tests 

4.1 The modal parameter identification technique: theoretical background 

The evaluation of the modal parameters of the structure has been performed in output-only condition 
through the use of the Frequency Domain Decomposition technique [9]. It is an extension of the Basic 
Frequency Domain technique, often called the Peak-picking technique: in fact, it is possible to recognize 
that the relationship between the input x(t) and the output y(t) can be written in the form [10]: 

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]Txxyy HGHG ωωωω *=     (1) 
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where ( )[ ]ωxxG  is the r x r input PSD matrix, r is the number of inputs, ( )[ ]ωyyG  is the m x m output PSD 

matrix, m is the number of outputs, ( )[ ]ωH  is the m x r FRF matrix, and the superscripts * and T denote 
complex conjugate and transpose respectively. 
The FRF matrix can be expressed in a typical partial fraction form (used in classical modal analysis) in 
terms of poles, λ, and residues, R: 
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with: 

dkkk jωσλ +−=      (3) 

and n being the number of modes, kλ  the pole of the kth mode, kσ  the modal damping (decay constant) 
and dkω  the damped natural frequency of the kth mode. Rk is the residue, and it is given by: 

[ ] T
kkkR γφ=      (4) 

where kφ  is the mode shape vector and kγ  is the modal participation vector. 

Therefore, combining eq. (1) and (2) and assuming the input is random both in time and space and has a 
zero mean white noise distribution (that is to say, PSD is a constant: ( )[ ] [ ]CGxx =ω ), the output PSD 
matrix can be written as: 
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Using the Heaviside partial fraction theorem for polynomial expansions, this result can be obtained: 
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This is the pole-residue form of the output PSD matrix. [ ]kA  is the kth residue matrix of the output PSD; it 
is a m x m hermitian matrix given by: 
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If only the kth mode is considered, it gives the following contribution: 
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This term can become dominating if the damping is light, thus obtaining a residue which is proportional to 
the mode shape vector as follows: 

[ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ] T
kkk
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T
kk

H
kkk dCRCRA φφφγγφ ==∝    (9) 

where kd  is a scaling factor for the kth mode. 

Considering a lightly damped system and that the contribution of the modes at a particular frequency is 
limited to a finite number (usually one or two), then the response spectral density matrix can be written in 
the following final form: 
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where ( )ωSubk ∈  is the set of modes that contribute at the particular frequency. Thus, performing the 
singular value decomposition of the output PSD matrix known at discrete frequencies ω=ωi one obtains: 

( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]Hiiiiyy USUjG =⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ∧

ω     (11) 

where the matrix [U]i is a unitary matrix holding the singular vector uij and [S]i is a diagonal matrix 
holding the scalar singular values sij. Near a peak corresponding to the kth mode in the spectrum, this mode 
will be dominant: if only the kth mode is dominant, there will be one term in eq. (10) and the PSD matrix 
approximates to a rank one matrix as: 

( ) ki
H
iiiiyy uusjG ωωω →=

∧

11    (12) 

In such case, the first singular vector ui1 is an estimate of the mode shape: 

1
ˆ

iu=φ       (13) 

and the corresponding singular value belongs to the auto power spectral density function of the 
corresponding single degree of freedom system. In case of repeated modes, the PSD matrix rank is equal 
to the number of multiplicity of the modes. The auto power spectral density function of the corresponding 
single degree of freedom system is identified around the peak of the singular value plot by comparing the 
mode shape estimate φ̂  with the singular vectors associated to the frequency lines around the peak: every 

line characterized by a singular vector which gives a MAC value with φ̂  higher than a user-defined MAC 
Rejection Level belongs to the SDOF PSD function. 
This equivalent SDOF PSD function is used, when applying the EFDD algorithm, to obtain an estimate of 
the natural frequency which is independent from the frequency resolution of the spectra computed by FFT 
algorithm, and an estimate of damping. In fact, the SDOF PSD function is transferred back to time domain 
through inverse FFT, so obtaining an approximated correlation function of the equivalent SDOF system. 
From the free decay function of the SDOF system, the damping ratio can be calculated by the logarithmic 
decrement technique. A similar procedure is adopted in order to extract natural frequencies, performing a 
linear regression on the crossing times of the equivalent SDOF system correlation function and taking into 
account the relation between damped and undamped natural frequency. 

4.2 Test setup 

The dynamic response of the structure has been measured at the fourth and the fifth level of the building 
and at the roof. The roof and the fifth level have been instrumented in two corners: at each corner two 
Force Balance accelerometers (Kinemetrics EpiSensor ES-U2) have been placed. Another couple of 
accelerometers has been placed at the fourth floor. Figure 2 shows the adopted testing layout. The ten 
accelerometers have been placed directly in contact with the concrete slab and parallel to the main 
directions of the building, in order to get both translational and torsional modes of the structure. The 
sensors have a bandwidth (-3 dB) of about 200 Hz (starting from DC) at 1 g and a high dynamic range 
(140 dB). The full scale range can be set by the user and can vary from ±4 g (0.625 V/g as sensitivity) and 
±0.25 g (10 V/g as sensitivity): values of sensitivity are related to a single-ended configuration and ±2.5 V 
output. In this application a full scale range of ±0.25 g has been adopted, due to the low level of 
acceleration induced on the structure by ambient noise. A Kinemetrics K2 Digital Recorder, characterized 
by a 24-bit DSP, an analogue anti-aliasing filter and a high dynamic range (>114 dB at 200 sps), has been 
used for data acquisition. The link between accelerometers and recorder has been made through a 24 
AWG cable made by individually shielded twisted pairs. 
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Figure 2: Test layout 

The modal parameters identification has been carried out on the base of three different records: the first 
one was characterized by a length of about 5 minutes and a sampling frequency of 200 Hz; the second and 
the third record, instead, had a length of 30 minutes and 1 hour respectively with a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz. 

4.3 Experimental results 

Data processing has been carried out by a specific software developed by Rainieri et al. [11] in LabView 
Environment (www.ni.com/labview) in the framework of the activities related to design and installation 
of the Structural Health Monitoring system of the School of Engineering Main Building at University of 
Naples: it is able to perform analysis according to the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition 
approach and has some tools for validation of results and correlation with those ones deriving from the 
finite elements models of structures.  
A specific module for data pre-processing has been developed, too: it is able to perform a preliminary 
classification, aiming at recognize stationarity and statistical distribution, and validation (presence of 
clipping, drop-out and so on) of the data. Mean and spurious trends can be easily removed. Eventually, 
non-linearities and spurious harmonic components can be detected: the Short Time Fourier Transform is 
used for such application. The software is characterized by an interactive user-friendly interface and data 
can be read from file or from a remote database. 
As regards the present application, before processing the records, a data standardization has been 
performed to verify that data were approximately normally distributed and that measurements could be 
used for modal analysis (no clipping, drop-out and so on occurred). Moreover, treatment of the records 
aimed at mean and trend removal has been carried out. Data are approximately normally distributed, as 
proved also by the values of about 3 of the Kurtosis index.  
The modal parameters evaluation has been carried out according to the above mentioned Frequency 
Domain Decomposition approach. Spectra were computed using an Hanning window in order to reduce 
leakage, and with a 66% overlap.  
In figure 3 one of the obtained Singular Values plots is reported, and the peaks relative to the first six 
modes are indicated. The results of identification process in terms of natural frequencies, damping ratios 
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and mode shapes are reported in table 2. It is possible to recognize that the first and the fourth mode are 
translational modes parallel to the open side of the building; the second and the fifth mode, instead, are 
translational modes parallel to the blind side; finally, the third and the sixth mode are torsional modes. 

 
Figure 3: Singular value plots 

Mode  Type Frequency 
[Hz] 

Damping Ratio  
[%] 

1 Translational (open side) 0.79 3.3 
2 Translational (tuff walls) 1.31 3.8 
3 Torsional 1.65 2.5 
4 Translational (open side) 2.96 N.A. 
5 Translational (tuff walls) 4.21 N.A. 
6 Torsional 4.92 N.A. 

Table 2: Results of modal identification 

  

  

Figure 4: Complexity plots 
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A check of the estimated mode shapes has been carried out by the Complexity Plots: this plots are useful 
in order to verify if mode shapes are normal or not. As shown in figure 4, all modes are normal or nearly 
normal (i.e.: the fifth and the sixth mode). 

5 Model selection and updating 

The dynamic response of the structure has been characterized numerically by the implementation of some 
FE (Finite Element) models of the Tower and carrying out modal analyses through the SAP2000 software 
[12]. The geometric and structural model of the building represents in details, under different modelling 
assumptions, the geometric and mechanic characteristics of the structural elements and the mass 
distribution on plain and along height. No live loads have been applied, in compliance with the actual state 
of the structure.  
The unique structural system, characterized by the absence of repetitive floors and by a particular 
distribution of stairs, had influence on the construction of the FE model, with a different configuration at 
each floor. In figure 5 the modelling phases for the first four levels and the final model are shown. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Construction of the Finite Element model (from the first to the fourth level) 

Correlation with experimental results has been evaluated for the following classes of models: 

• Absence vs. presence of tuff masonry walls; 

• Absence vs. presence of the basement structure; 

• Floor modelling: shell elements vs. rigid diaphragm. 
The phases for model selection can be summarized as follows: 
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• as regards tuff masonry walls, correlation with the model characterized by absence of curtain 
walls has been evaluated in compliance with a traditional assumption in structural design; 
however, due to the low level of excitation, it is evident that the dynamic response of the 
structure in operational conditions is not negligibly influenced by the presence of masonry 
walls; 

• as regards the basement structure, a simplified approach, based on the assumption that the 
basement can be considered as a translational restraint along the perimeter of the first level of 
the central tower, has been considered: this assumption can be justified taking into account the 
high transversal stiffness, due to the presence of perimeter RC walls and RC stairs for the 
access to the Tower, and the reduced height of the basement, with respect to that one of the 
Tower, whose effect is a low contribution in terms of participating mass. However, it is not 
fully satisfactory because the effect of the presence of the basement on natural frequency was 
not negligible, in particular for the higher modes; 

• as regards floor modelling, comparing the results in the cases of shell elements and of rigid 
diaphragm, the first one has given the better results. This is reasonable if we consider that 
masonry walls have influence on the structural response for the assumed low levels of 
excitation: therefore, the ratio between the in-plane stiffness of the floor and the stiffness of 
the walls points out that the floor cannot be considered as infinitely stiff in its plane. 

Analyzing the different models, the following general remarks can be discussed: the dynamic response of 
the structure in the direction parallel to the open side is mainly influenced by the elastic properties of 
concrete. The dynamic response of  the structure in the direction parallel to the blind side, instead, is 
mainly influenced by the elastic properties of masonry. The same trend can be observed considering the 
third mode (torsional) of the building. 
In conclusion, the model to be updated must have the following characteristics: presence of tuff masonry 
walls, floors modelled through shell elements without a rigid diaphragm constraint, explicit integration of 
the basement into the numerical model. 
After the model selection process, there are only two independent parameters that still influence the 
dynamic response of the structure: the Young’s modulus of concrete and the shear modulus of tuff 
masonry (which is strictly correlated to the elastic modulus as well). For the model updating application 
the elastic modulus of concrete has been changed according to the following range: Ec,min=13000 MPa, 
Ec,max=32000 MPa, which approximately correspond to σμ 2± , being μ  the average value of the 
Young’s modulus of concrete as obtained from the tests and σ  the standard deviation. 

When the elastic properties of tuff masonry are concerned, the following range for the Young’s modulus 
has been obtained, as reported in Marcari et al. [13]: Et,min=600 MPa, Et,max=1800 Mpa. These values are 
comparable with those ones reported in the present National Seismic Code [7]: in particular, the upper 
bound is the maximum value suggested by the Code amplified by 1.5 in the case of good quality of 
mortar. 
The value of the shear modulus has been computed according to the correlations traditionally reported in 
the literature and used by the National Codes: 

• Gt =(1/6)Et, in compliance with the present National Seismic Code [7]; 

• Gt =(0.4)Et, in compliance with previous National Codes about masonry constructions [14]. 
As a result, the following range for the shear modulus of tuff masonry has been considered: Gt,min=100 
MPa, Gt,max=500 Mpa. The parameters considered for model updating are the scatter between experimental 
and analytical natural frequencies: 

[ ] 100% ⋅
−

=Δ
e

ae

f
ff

f     (14) 

where ef  is the experimental value and af  the analytical value of the natural frequency for the considered 
mode, and the Normalized Modal Difference [15, 16] defined as: 
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where eφ  is the experimental mode shape, aφ  is the analytical mode shape and the Modal Assurance 
Criterion (MAC) is defined as [17]: 
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In practice, the NMD is a close estimate of the average difference between the components of the two 
vectors aφ  and eφ . It has been used for the analyses because it is much more sensitive to mode shapes 
differences than the MAC and therefore can be used to better highlight the differences between highly 
correlated mode shapes as in the present case study. 
Since the corresponding theoretical and experimental mode shapes were similar in the investigated range 
of variation of the parameters, the model updating was first of all carried out in order to improve 
correlation just between analytical and experimental natural frequencies. The optimal values of the 
selected parameters are those ones which minimize the following target function: 
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being Nm the number of identified modes and e
if  and a

if  the i-th experimental and analytical natural 
frequency respectively. As shown in figure 6, the optimal values of the elastic properties for concrete and 
tuff masonry are respectively Ec=25500 MPa and Gt=320 MPa. These values give a maximum scatter 
within ±5% between the experimental and the analytical natural frequency for each of the six identified 
modes, as shown in table 3. 

 
Figure 6: Sensitivity of natural frequencies at changes in Young’s  

modulus of concrete and in shear modulus of masonry 
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Later on, the optimization procedure has been repeated by including in the target function a measure of the 
mode shape difference through the NMD index; in particular, the following function has been minimized: 
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being e
iφ  and a

iφ  the i-th experimental and analytical mode shape respectively. The minimization 
procedure has given the same results of the previous one. It is worth noticing that the value of the Young’s 
modulus of concrete obtained from the optimization procedure is very close to the average value obtained 
from the tests.  

Updated model OMA scatter Mode f [Hz] f [Hz] [%] 
1 0.76 0.79 -3.76 
2 1.38 1.31 5.03 
3 1.65 1.65 -0.02 
4 3.11 2.96 5.05 
5 4.04 4.21 -4.04 
6 4.92 4.92 0.03 

Table 3: Comparison between experimental and numerical natural frequencies (updated model) 

The MAC matrix between analytical and experimental mode shapes of the updated model is reported in 
figure 7. 

Figure 7: MAC matrix for the updated model 

6 Conclusions 

Structural restoration of relevant structures from an architectural and/or historical point of view requires 
knowledge of construction techniques and non-invasive structural survey techniques. Complexity and 
uniqueness of some shapes and solutions need the support of dynamic identification techniques, such as 
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Operational Modal Analysis procedures. This need applies, in particular, to historical constructions 
exposed to extreme load conditions such as during an earthquake.  
In the present paper an effective Operational Modal Analysis technique has been used in order to identify 
the modal parameters of a valuable historical RC building like the Tower of the Nations. Efficiency of the 
numerical procedure adopted to extract modal parameters, namely periods, shapes and damping ratios, is 
much more relevant in the case of historical constructions.  
In fact, dynamic measures based on environmental vibrations allow to really minimise the impact of 
structural assessment on the construction, especially whenever monuments are located in very urbanised 
areas. 
Experimental results have been used for a model updating application. Several different models have been 
made on the base of a number of modelling assumptions. The level of correlation between experimental 
and analytical results has been used for model selection.  
The result of this process was a well-refined model, where all simplified assumptions were put aside in 
favour of a more detailed model, as close as possible to the actual state of the structure, in particular with 
respect to floor schematization and influence of curtain walls on the dynamic response in operational 
conditions. The optimization procedure has given as a result a very high correlation with the experimental 
results and a value of the elastic modulus of concrete very close to the average value obtained from tests. 
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Vibration of bell towers excited by bell ringing — a new
approach to analysis
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Cambridge University Engineering Department, Trumpington Street, Cambridge, CB2 1PZ.
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Abstract
Bell ringing is popular worldwide, especially in churches.In change ringing, especially popular in the UK, as
many as twelve bells swing bodily through360◦ and the mass of the heaviest bell is typically well in excess
of 1000 kg. Such bells are generally located some way up a belltower and the horizontal forces generated
by their swinging can cause substantial—and often damaging—levels of vibration at frequencies typically
around 2 Hz. Even small amplitudes of vibration, say 2 mm, areknown to create difficulties because of
the precise timing required to ring changes to a given “method”. In addition, a peal lasts roughly 3 hours
20 minutes and energy to vibrate the tower is energy extracted from the bell ringers’ muscular effort leading
more rapidly to exhaustion.
This paper outlines a new method for analysing the motion of atower during bell ringing. Traditionally
it has been considered sufficient to keep odd harmonics of thefundamental period of the bell away from
resonances of the tower and to avoid placing bells high up in towers with low-damped resonances in the
vicinity of 1–2 Hz. The new method is much more precise than this and it examines the forces of all bells
as they progress through a given method. Based on some simpledata measured from the tower it is possible
to compute the amplitude of tower motion with some considerable accuracy. It is found that even harmonics
excite tower motion significantly and that this is related tothe size of the handstroke gap. It is also found
that total peal time has a big influence on tower motion. The paper presents a case study on the vibration of
the bell tower in Great St Mary, Cambridge, which has been home to bell ringing since 1724 — the second
oldest ringing society at any church in the world with a continuous history of its ringing.

1 Introduction

Many churches, both new and old, are fitted with rings of bellsand Frost [1] gives an excellent account of the
history of bell ringing in England. If rung in the “English Style” bells swing full-circle and the acoustical and
dynamical characteristics of the bell tower are tested to their limits. In early times bells were swung gently,
through a small arc, in a haphazard sequence. But by the 17th century in England it was common to find bells
capable of swinging through360◦ in a well-defined and musical sequence. Many bell towers had not been
designed for the large horizontal forces that are generatedand to this day bells in some towers cannot be rung
for fear of serious damage or collapse. Frost gives a good account of the nature of the forces produced by
swinging bells and of the resulting tower oscillation, but this account is insufficient for detailed design of bell
towers and bell installations. A complete analysis of the forces generated is given by Heyman and Threlfall
[2] but this treatment does not account for the motion of the tower. Bachmann et al. [3] give a mathematical
account of the motion of bells and towers and they emphasise the importance of higher harmonics in the
excitation of the tower. However their analysis concludes that the third harmonic is of greatest importance.
This may be so for bell ringing in continental Europe, but forringing in the English style it is the 7th, 9th,
11th and even the 13th harmonic of the fundamental swinging frequency that is driving the motion of the bell
tower. Robinson and Windsor [4] give a description of the full analysis required to determine this motion
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and they recognize fully the importance of the higher harmonics. They also recognize the need to make
good measurements of tower properties. Yet no simple procedure exists to compute the motion of a tower
throughout the full three-hour-twenty-minute duration ofa “peal”. The procedures proposed until now have
been complex, involving the time-domain solution of non-linear equations. This paper takes the Robinson–
Windsor procedure to a logical conclusion by proposing a complete solution for bell-tower motion based on a
fully-linear analysis where the tower is considered to be subject to a sequence of impulses. The computation
time for a complete analysis is modest.

2 Equations of motion

A bell can be treated as a compound pendulum,1 pivoting freely on gudgeon pins, which are positioned
in bearings attached firmly to a frame. In this model, the frame is assumed not to move relative to the
tower; however, the effect of tower sway is included by treating the tower as a damped oscillator moving
horizontally.

The equations of motion of this system are readily found fromthe Lagrangian via the principle of least
action. The tower’s kinetic energy isTT = 1

2Mẋ2, and its potential energy,UT = 1
2κx2, wherex is the

horizontal displacement of the tower,M the effective mass of the tower (including the mass of the bells),
andκ its spring constant. Treating the tower as a closed system, the Lagrangian is

LT = TT − UT = 1
2Mẋ2 − 1

2κx2. (1)

An application of the Euler-Lagrange equation, givesMẍ + κx = 0, the familiar equation for simple
harmonic motion with frequencyω2

T = κ/M . Clearly, a church tower is actually a damped system, and is
expected to exhibit damped harmonic motion with damping constantλ,

ẍ + 2λẋ + ω2
T x = 0. (2)

To handle damped motion in Lagrangian mechanics, the usual approach (see, for example,§25 of [5]) is to
add a dissipative term to the Euler-Lagrange equation,

d

dt

∂L
∂ẋ

− ∂L
∂x

= −∂F
∂ẋ

, (3)

whereF is the dissipative function. (Physically,F is half the rate of energy loss of the system.) By setting
F = Mλẋ2, the equations for damped harmonic motion can be derived.

With the tower at rest, the kinetic energy of the bell is straightforward,TB = 1
2Iθ̇2 + 1

2mr2
c θ̇

2, whereI is
the moment of inertia of the bell about its centre of mass,m is its mass,rc is the distance from the gudgeons
(pivot) to the centre of mass, andθ the angular displacement of the bell from vertically down. It is convenient
to rewrite inertial term in terms of the radius of gyration,rg, via the definitionI = mr2

g . The potential energy
is UB = −mgrc cos θ, whereg is the acceleration due to gravity. This gives a Lagrangian for the bell as a
closed system of

LB = TB − UB = 1
2mr2

g θ̇
2 + 1

2mr2
c θ̇

2 + mgrc cos θ. (4)

Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation (Eqn. 3) to this givesm
(
r2
g + r2

c

)
θ̈ + mgrc sin θ = 0, the familiar

equation of motion of a pendulum with effective length,

l =
r2
g + r2

c

rc
. (5)

1The term compound pendulum is sometimes misused to refer to adouble or multiple pendulum. The term is used here in its
more common meaning of a rigid body on a pivot, rather than a point mass on a massless string.
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If the tower is not at rest, the kinetic energy of the bell gains a horizontal contribution from the tower motion,
1
2mr2

c θ̇
2 → 1

2mr2
c θ̇

2 + mrcθ̇ẋ cos θ + 1
2mẋ2. Combining the two Lagrangians (Eqns. 1 and 4) with this

coupling term gives the Lagrangian for the whole system,2

L = 1
2Mẋ2 − 1

2κx2 + 1
2mlrcθ̇

2 + mrcθ̇ẋ cos θ + mgrc cos θ. (6)

As before, application of Euler-Lagrange (Eqn. 3) gives theequations of motion, of which this time there are
two, one forx and one forθ.

ẍ + 2λẋ + ω2
T x = −mrc

M

(
θ̈ cos θ − θ̇2 sin θ

)
, (7)

lθ̈ + g sin θ = −ẍ cos θ. (8)

These equations are governed by six3 parameters: three describing the tower,M , λ andκ; and three describ-
ing the bell,l, rc andm.

3 Measurement of parameters

The three parameters describing the dynamics of a bell are:

m The mass of the bell
rc The distance from the bell’s pivot to its centre of mass
l The effective length of the bell when treated as a pendulum

The mass of each of the bells at Great St Mary’s is recorded in [6]. The distance to the centre of mass of the
bell can be determinted from the the wheel radius, measured out to the centre of the rope,rw, together with
the angular deflection,α, of the bell when a known weight,W , is on the rope. Resolving the torque on the
wheel gives,

mgrc sinα = W rw. (9)

The final parameter,l, can be determined from the bell’s small swing period,τ0 = 2π/ω0 = 2π
√

l/g.

Bell m rc τ0 ω0 l rg I

(kg) (mm) (s) (s−1) (mm) (mm) (kg m2)

1 264 348 1.56 4.03 605 299 23.57
2 315 336 1.57 3.99 615 306 29.54
3 278 407 1.59 3.95 628 300 24.95
4 303 405 1.64 3.84 665 325 32.01
5 345 417 1.64 3.84 665 322 35.73
6 369 429 1.69 3.71 712 349 44.87
7 411 417 1.74 3.61 752 374 57.43
8 518 428 1.78 3.52 790 394 80.27
9 659 403 1.86 3.38 856 427 120.31

10 731 438 1.89 3.32 887 444 143.91
11 1030 451 1.99 3.16 984 490 247.49
12 1376 559 2.03 3.09 1027 511 360.04

Table 1: The parameters of the bells at Great St Mary’s

The three parameters describing the dynamics of a tower are:

2A similar example is given in§5 of [5].
3Seven if the acceleration due to gravity,g, is included; but unless ringing on the Moon is of interest,g will not vary significantly.
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λ The damping constant of the tower
κ The spring constant of the tower
M The effective mass of the tower

Measuring the parameters of the tower requires setting up accelerometers in the tower, level of the bells, and
taking measurements while the bells are rung. This has been done on two occasions, first by Windsor, and
then independently by the authors. Both sets of measurements used similar methodologies: steadily ringing
a bell up or down and recording the tower deflection in order tolocate the resonant frequency of the tower,
ωR; and recording the speed at which the tower oscillations dieaway to determineλ.

When the tower is resonating, it is necessary to identify which resonance is occuring. Assuming several
resonances identified, which resonances were found rapidlybecomes apparent from the ratio of the speeds
at which be the bell is being rung; for example, if the bell’s time periods,τ , are in the ratio 5 : 7 : 9, then the
5th, 7th and 9th harmonics were found. The tower’s resonant frequencyfR is thenn/τ .

In exponential decay, the time taken to decay toe−1 of the original value isλ−1. This can be measured
straightforwardly from the acceleratormeter data. Because the tower is buttressed by the nave to the east, it is
stronger in that direction. Consequently, each parameter potentially has different values for E–W movement
and N–S movement. The values taken in the two sets of tower measurements are shown in Table 2.

Source fR ωR λ−1 Q
(Hz) (s−1) (s)

N–S W 1.71 10.7 6.5 35
A 1.68 10.6 7 37

E–W W 1.95 12.3 3.6 22
A 1.91 12.0 4 24

Table 2: The frequency andQ-factor of the tower as measured by Windsor (‘W’) and by the authors (‘A’).

4 Motion of the bell

The term on the right of the equation of motion forθ (Eqn. 8) is the force that causes a bell to drop or fly
unexpectedly over the balance. However, despite being of considerable relevance, it will be ignored for the
moment. This can be physically justified by asserting that a sufficiently competent ringer will apply an equal
and opposite force to the bell so that the bell will sound at the intended moment, despite tower motion. As
such, whilst removing the term is an approximation, it is likely a better approximation to leaving it in. This
leaves an homogeneous second order differential equation,

d2θ

dt2
+ ω2

0 sin θ = 0, (10)

whereω0 =
√

g/l, the small amplitude frequency. The solution to this equation is well known (see e.g.
§2.571 of [7]),

ω0t =
∫ φ

π/2

dϕ√
1− k2 sin2 ϕ

= F (φ, k) −K(k) (11)

whereF (φ, k) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind,4 K(k) is the corresponding complete
elliptic integral, andk andφ are the result of substitutions,sin θ/2 = k sinφ andk = sin θ0/2. The lower

4There are many of alternative definitions and notions for elliptic integrals in common usage. (See§17.2 of [8].) The form used
here is Legendre form,

F (φ, k) =

Z φ

0

dϕp
1 − k2 sin2 ϕ

.
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limit of the integral corresponds to the boundary conditionof the bell being at an angleθ0 at t = 0 and gives
rise toK(k) term.

The integral equation (Eqn. 11),u = F (φ, k) whereu = ω0t + K(k), can be inverted to expressφ in terms
of u by using the fact that elliptic functions are inverses of elliptic integrals,5

sin φ = sn(u, k). (12)

The time period ofsn u is τ = 4K/ω0, or equivalently, the angular frequency isωB = πω0/2K.

θ0 = 179.5◦
θ0 = 170◦

θ0 → 0◦

t/τ

θ
/
θ 0

10.80.60.40.20

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

Figure 1: Angle of bell throughout a whole cycle for various values ofθ0.

In the limiting case of very small swings,θ0 → 0 and thereforek → 0. Applying a small angle approxima-
tion, φ = sn(u, k) ≈ sin u, restores the familiar small angle formula,θ = θ0 cos ω0t. As the bell is rung
right up to the balance,θ0 → π, k → 1 andK(k) → ∞. This means that by ringing the bell closer to the
balance, it can be made to ring arbitrarily slowly, as is indeed the case. This can been in the flattening of the
graphs for largerθ0 in Figure 1.

5 Motion of the tower

With no force from a bell, the tower acts as a damped harmonic oscillator (Eqn. 7, with the right hand side
removed),

d2x

dt2
+ 2λ

dx

dt
+ ω2

T x = 0. (13)

This has solution
x = Ae−λt sin(ω′

T t + δ) (14)

whereω′2
T = ω2

T − λ2. (In practice,λ ≪ ωT soω′
T ≈ ωT .) A, the amplitude, andδ, the phase shift, are con-

stants of integration. With a forcing function included, the equation of motion becomes the inhomogeneous
equation derived earlier (Eqn. 7) which can be expressed,

d2x

dt2
+ 2λ

dx

dt
+ ω2

T x =
f(t)
M

, (15)

wheref(t) is the force applied to the tower by the bell’s motion,

f(t) = 2kf0

(
1 + 4k2 − 6k2 sn2 u

)
sn u dnu. (16)

and wheref0 = mrcω
2
0.

5It is customary to omit the second argument,k, to elliptic functions when it is clear from context—that issn(u, k) is often just
written snu. Similarly K(k) is often abbreviated toK.
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Figure 2: Driving force as a function of time for various values ofθ0.

For small swings,snu ≈ sinu anddn u ≈ 1 making the force cosinusoidal:f = f0θ0 cos ω0t = f0θ.
At t = 0, the bell is at maximum angle, and the force is at a maximum too. From Figure 2 it can be seen
that when the bell swings through larger angles the initial force is small (compared to later in the cycle)—
intuitively, when the bell is slowly moving near the balance, it will produce very little force on the tower.

Further analysis (such as in§4 of [4]) allowsf to writen as a complex Fourier series

f(t) = f0

∞∑
n=−∞

cneinωBt, (17)

with coefficients,

cn = (1− (−1)n)
πin

K

(
inπ

2K

)3 qn/2

1 + qn
, (18)

and whereq = exp(−πK ′/K). Clearly this vanishes for evenn, and for oddn the coefficient is real valued.
Also, ascn = c−n, the complex exponential Fourier series can be converted into a cosine Fourier series,

f(t) = f0

∞∑
n=0

2c2n+1 cos(2n + 1)ωBt, (19)

Numeric evaluation ofcn requires care ask → 0◦ and ask → 180◦, asK ′ andK diverge as those limits
are approached. Figure 3 shows that asθ0 → 180◦, more terms in the Fourier series become relevant. For
example, atθ = 120◦ the 3rd harmonic dominates, with significant contributionsfrom the 1st and 5th.

6 Tower–bell resonance

With the forcing function expressed as a Fourier series, theequation of motion (Eqn. 15) can now be solved
in terms of the Fourier components.

x =
∞∑

n=0

2f0 c2n+1

ω2
T M

Ω2n+1 S2n+1 (20)

where
Sn = sin(nωBt + δBn)− ωT

ω′
T

e−λt sin(ω′
T t + δTn), (21)
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Figure 3: The relative magnitudes of first five Fourier coefficients.

and

Ωn =
ω2

T√
(ω2

T − n2ω2
B)2 + 4λ2n2ω2

B

. (22)

The exact values of the phase shifts,δBn andδTn are not relevant to this analysis.

The second term in Eqn. 21 decays exponentially over time (due to thee−λt term), and therefore reflects
some transient resulting from the initial boundary condition, ẋ = x = 0 at t = 0. When considering the
steady state effect of ringing a bell continuously, this term vanishes. After the transients have died away, the
frequency-dependence of the amplitude for a given harmonicis given almost entirely6 by Ωn.

Q = 50
Q = 25
Q = 10

nωB/ωT

Ω
n

1.21.151.11.0510.950.90.850.8

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Figure 4: Amplitude at various frequencies around resonance.

The amplitude,Ωn, reaches a maximum whennωB = ωR, whereωR is the resonant frequency of the tower,
ω2

R = ω2
T − 2λ2. This is shown in Figure 4 for several values ofλ, whereλ is expressed in terms of the

dimensionlessQ-factor,Q = ωT/2λ. From this graph it is apparent that at resonance,Ωn ≈ Q. It can be
verified that whennωB = ωT (i.e. very near to, but not at, the resonance peak) this approximation is exact.

Away from resonance, asωB →∞ (i.e. for much higher harmonics),Ωn → 0; and asωB → 0 (i.e. for lower
harmonics),Ωn → 1. The amplitude of a given harmonic is given by

An =
2f0 |cn|Ωn

Mω2
T

, (23)

6There is also frequency dependency incn as it depends onk and hence indirectly onωB ; this introduces a very small correction
to the resonant frequency. The correction is small becausecn is a much flatter function ofωB thanΩn is.
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and the overall amplitude isA =
∑

n A2n+1. For resonance to be a significant physical effect, one one
particularAn (the resonant amplitude) must dominate this sum. This requiresQc2n+1 to be significantly
larger than the other coefficients.

ωT /ωB

P n
Ω

n

1715131197531

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0

Figure 5: The first nine resonances for a bell swinging atθ0 = 175◦ in a tower withQ = 25.

The only time-dependence inx comes fromSn,

S2n+1 = sin(ωBnt + δBn)− ωT

ω′
T

e−λt sin(ω′
T t + δTn). (24)

At resonance, withQ ≫ 1, both phase shifts (δTn and δBn) are approximately the same; similarly, for
physically realistic systems,ωT , ω′

T andωR are all approximately the same. This means that at resonance,
whennωB = ωR, Sn can be simplified to

Sn = (1− e−λt) sin(ωT t + δ) +O(Q−2). (25)

ωRt/2π

S
2
n
+

1

2520151050

1

0.8
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0.2

0
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-0.4

-0.6

-0.8
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Figure 6: Initial transients at resonance withQ = 25. The dotted line is the envelope±(1− e−λt).

An alternative way of studying the tower transients, at least at the resonance harmonic, is to look at the
impulse response from one half cycle of the bell,

Rne−λt sin(ωT t + δ). (26)

The transients while resonance is building up is then the series,

Sn =
⌊2t/τ⌋∑
r=1

(−1)r Rne−λ(t−rτ/2) sin
(
ωT (t− rτ/2) + δ

)
. (27)
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The physical interpretation of this is as a superposition ofimpulse responses at intervals ofτ/2 at the end
of every half cycle of the bell (corresponding to every time the bell strikes).7 The impulse in one half of the
cycle is equal and opposite to the impulse in the other half, hence the(−1)r.

It was established in§5 that resonance only occurs at the odd harmonics. This can also be seen from Eqn. 27
by noting thatrτωT/2 = rnπ. This means that for oddn, consecutive impulses superpose constructively.

Summing the series then gives,8

Sn = Rn
1− e−λt

1− e−λτ/2
sin(ωT t + δ) (28)

and by comparison with Eqn. 25,

Rn = 1− e−λτ/2 = 1− e−nπ/2Q. (29)

n 1 3 5 7 9 11

N–S 24.3 8.44 5.28 3.92 3.18 2.70
E–W 15.7 5.58 3.57 2.71 2.24 1.94

Table 3: The first few values ofR−1
n

7 Impulse responses

The impulse from a single bell struck at timet = 0 will cause the tower to oscillate in damped simple
harmonic motion,

x = ξ e−λt sin ωT t (30)

whereξ is the initial amplitude. The cumulative effect of a single bell ringing steady blows with period12τ
(i.e. whole pulls with periodτ ) has the amplitudeR−1

n ξ To analyse the effect of a single bell, the authors
measured the tower displacement,x, while a bell was gradually rung faster and faster (i.e. it was slowly rung
down). At various points, the frequency at which the bell wasbeing rung would reach a resonance with the
tower motion and significantly larger oscillations were detected. From this,ξ can be calculated.

Bell x7 (mm) ξ (mm) x5 (mm) ξ (mm)

11 0.62 0.16 0.76 0.14
10 0.44 0.11 0.57 0.11
7 0.27 0.07 0.30 0.06
3 0.25 0.06 0.31 0.06
2 0.19 0.05 0.26 0.05
1 0.18 0.05 ———

Table 4: North–south oscillation amplitudes

For north–south oscillations, the two values ofξ calculated per bell are in moderately good agreement; this
is slightly less true for east–west oscillations, especially for the 5th harmonic. In both cases, the lower

7The reason for putting the impulse at the end of the bell’s half cycle is so that the tower motion is alway underestimated rather
than overestimated. Whether this is the correct decision will depend on its intended use.

8Eqn. 27 is only exactly equal to Eqn. 28 whenλτ/2 · ⌊2t/τ⌋ = λt which is true whent = rτ/2 for integerr.
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Bell x9 (mm) ξ (mm) x7 (mm) ξ (mm) x5 (mm) ξ (mm)

12 0.37 0.17 0.45 0.17 ———
9 0.22 0.10 0.21 0.08 0.14 0.04
8 0.17 0.08 0.22 0.08 ———
6 0.16 0.07 ——— 0.10 0.03
5 ——— 0.13 0.05 ———
4 ——— 0.16 0.06 ———

Table 5: East–west oscillation amplitudes

harmonics result in smaller values ofξ. This is to be expected as the bell is lower down for the lower
harmonics, and thus has less energy available to drive oscillations in the tower.

For the remainder of this analysis, the values ofξ derived from the highest harmonics given in Tables 4 and
5 are used. These are summarised in Table 6. The sign ofξ in this table indicates the relative directions in
the bells swing. For example, the 10th and 11th swing in opposite directions. The actual choice of sign is
arbitrary.

Bell 1 2 3 7 10 11

ξ +0.05 +0.05 +0.06 −0.07 −0.11 +0.16

Bell 4 5 6 8 9 12

ξ +0.06 +0.05 +0.07 −0.08 +0.10 +0.17

Table 6: Values ofξ used for the following analysis

8 Modelling ringing rounds

The effect of change ringing can be simulated by superposingdamped sine waves (Equation 30) for each blow
made by a bell, with a factor of±1 depending on whether it is at handstroke or backstoke. When considering
ringing rounds onN bells, the bells are assumed to sound perfectly rhythmically in the ascending order of
size (from 1 to 12) with a spacing ofτ/(2N + δ) between bells whereδ is the size of the handstroke gap.9 In
ordinary ringing,δ is usually reckoned on being 1, and when ‘cartwheeling’,δ = 0; unless otherwise stated,
δ = 1. The north–south and east–west oscillations are summed independently, and are then combined to get
the magnitude,

|x| =
√(∑

xNS

)2
+

(∑
xEW

)2

Figure 7 show the results of numerical calculatio for eight whole pulls of rounds at peal speeds of 3h20. The
peal speed is the length of time taken to ring 5000 “changes”—i.e. to ring each bell 5000 times. Interestingly,
the tower sway is not the same at handstroke and at backstroke—once the oscillations have settled into a pat-
tern, the graph indicates magnitudes of around 0.6–0.7 mm for the first half of each whole turn (handstroke),
but only of around 0.3–0.4 mm in the second half (backstroke). This asymmetry can only be explained by
the presence of the open handstroke lead, and a simulation with closed handstroke leads (Figure 8) no longer
exhibits this asymmetry.

9The handstroke gap is a small pause left after each bell has rung twice; it acts as a form of musical phrasing.
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τ = 4.80 s; δ = 1
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Figure 7: Magnitude of tower sway for eight whole pulls of rounds with open handstroke leads
at a peal speed of 3h20
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Figure 8: Magnitude of tower sway for eight whole pulls of rounds with closed handstroke leads
at a peal speed of 3h20
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Figure 9: Maximum tower sway during rounds at different speeds
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Whilst the variation in tower sway during a whole pull is of interest, the most important detail is the maximum
sway. This is plotted in Figure 9.

9th NS harmonic

9th EW harmonic

max |xEW|
max |xNS|

max |x|δ = 0

τ/s

m
a
x
|x
|/

m
m

3h503h403h303h203h103h00

5.65.45.254.84.64.44.2

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

Figure 10: North–south and east–west components of tower sway at different speeds with closed
handstroke lead

The peak at 3h41 (τ = 5.30 s) can be explained as excitation of the 9th north–south harmonic at τ =
9/(1.7 Hz) = 5.29 s; and Figure 10 confirms that this peak is primarily due to north–south motion. The
fact that the peak is more pronounced for smallerδ bears this out—odd harmonic resonance relies on the
handstroke and backstroke being equally spaced. The amplitude at the peak, 1.49 mm is also consistent
with this this. Table 3 gives the value ofR−1

9 = 3.18 and from Table 6,
∑

NS ξ = 0.50 mm. If the bells
were ringing at once, the amplitude of this peak would be expected to beR−1

9 · ∑ ξ = 1.59 mm, plus a
small contribution from the east–west motion; in rounds, not all of the bells will be in phase with the tower
oscillations, and the peak should be slightly smaller because of this.

The other peak, at about 3h17 (τ = 4.72 s) is in the right position to be explained by the 9th east–west
harmonic atτ = 9/(1.9 Hz) = 4.74 s, but it is curious as it is stronger forlarger δ. With closed handstroke
leads (i.e.δ = 0), the amplitude of this peak is 0.53 mm, and a quick estimate from R−1

9 · ∑ ξ gives a
prediction of a bit less than2.24 × 0.53 mm = 1.18 mm. This is not in particularly close agreement, but it
could be explained by the bells being further out of phase with the tower oscillation than for the 3h41 peak.

max |xEW|
max |xNS|

max |x|τ = 4.72
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Figure 11: Tower sway during rounds with different sized handstroke leads at 3h17 peal speed

The fact that the 3h17 peak grows in amplitude withδ is of particular interest. From Figure 11 it can be
seen that, whilst the peak atδ = 0 is primarily due to east–west motion (the 9th harmonic), theadditional
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contribution whenδ > 0 is from north–south motion. Curiously, 3h17 (τ = 4.72 s) is also very close to
the 8th north–south harmonic atτ = 8/(1.7 Hz) = 4.71 s. Only odd harmonics were expected to occur;
however, this assumes entirely regular ringing—i.e. ringing with close handstrokes. Attributing the 3h17
peak to a combination of the 9th east–west harmonic and the 8th north–south harmonic would explain why
the 3h17 peak is present atδ = 0 and why it grows withδ.

N+δ
2N+δ

N
2N+δ

backstroke

handstroke

t/τ

10.80.60.40.20

Figure 12: An even harmonic exciting by open handstroke leads

Figure 12 shows the way in which an even harmonic can be excited. From this it is apparent that thenth
harmonic resonance (n even) occurs when the duration of the backstroke is one oscillation longer than the
handstroke.

δτ

2N + δ
=

1
f

δ =
2N

f
(
τ − 1

f

) =
2N

n− 1
(31)

9 Modelling plain hunt on twelve

1234567890ET
2143658709TE
241638507T9E
42618305T7E9
4628103T5E79
648201T3E597
68402T1E3957
8604T2E19375
806T4E291735
08T6E4927153
0T8E69472513
T0E896745231
TE0987654321
ET9078563412
E9T705836142
9E7T50381624
97E5T3018264
795E3T102846
7593E1T20486
57391E2T4068
537192E4T608
3517294E6T80
31527496E8T0
132547698E0T
1234567890ET

Figure 13:
Sequence of
bells in plain
hunt

The logical next step is to look at a simple method, such as plain hunt on twelve
bells (Figure 13;E, T represent bells 11 and 12). In this, bells spend most of
their time “hunting up” (ringing everyN +1 bells) or “hunting down” (ringing
everyN − 1 bells). Effectively plain hunt is the superposition of two separate
speeds of ringing. This results in two separate opportunities for exciting each
tower harmonic, and instead of occuring whenτ = n/f , they occur at

τ =
2N + δ

2N + δ ± 2
n

f
(32)

Table 7 gives the values ofτ for north–south resonances, with those corre-
sponding to peal speeds of between 3h00 and 3h50 shown in bold.

Figures 14 and 15 show the modelled tower sway during plain hunt at 3h15
and 3h24 speed respectively. At 3h15, although the rounds cause significant
sway, this quickly dies away during the plain hunt. At the slightly slower
speed, this is no longer true, and during the second half of the course, there
is significant tower sway. The second half of the course is when the 10th and
11th are hunting up and thus driving the 9th north–south harmonic resonance.

The maximum sway at various different peal speeds and sizes of handstroke
lead is plotted in Figure 16. The four peaks coincide to four of the five bold figures in Table 7. (The missing
one is theτ = 4.36 8th harmonic which is right on the edge of the region of study.) Interestingly, there are
no obvious east–west harmonics being excited.
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n τup τdown

6 3.27 3.84
7 3.81 4.48
8 4.36 5.12
9 4.90 5.75

10 5.45 6.39
11 5.99 7.03

Table 7: Expected north–south resonances during plain huntwith δ = 1

One course

τ = 4.68 s; δ = 1
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Figure 14: Eight whole pulls of rounds, followed by 48 changes of plain hunt on twelve, rung
at 3h15 speed
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Figure 15: Eight whole pulls of rounds, followed by 48 changes of plain hunt on twelve, rung
at 3h24 speed
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10th NS (up)

8th NS (down)

9th NS (up)

7th NS (down) δ = 1.5
δ = 1.0
δ = 0.5
δ = 0.0
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Figure 16: Maximum tower sway during plain hunt on twelve at different speeds

10 Conclusions

The procedure described above can be used to predict accurately the motion of bell towers given the char-
acteristics of the bells, their alignment and the dynamic characteristics of the tower. All of these properties
are easy to measure or to calculate. Tower motion is found to be dependent on the method and the amplitude
varies significantly during the peal. Also of great importance is the peal time. A small change in peal time
can lead to significant changes in tower amplitude. Other factors found to be significant are the handstroke
gap. All of these can be analysed simply and accurately by assessing the response of the bell tower to a series
of carefully-timed impulses.
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Abstract 
This paper deals with the vibration problem of structures induced by moving loads. The supporting 
structure is modeled as a continuous rectangular plate whose vibrations are approximated by characteristic 
beam functions. The technique used takes into account both flexural and torsional vibration modes of the 
supporting structure. The moving body structure is modeled as a four degree of freedom system consisting 
of two oscillators connected by a rigid body. This problem is solved using the Rayleigh-Ritz method for 
plates with different boundary conditions. When the supporting structure is very flexible the numerical 
simulation shows that the two structures can lose contact. This happens with subsequent alteration of the 
dynamic response. Some numerical results are reported showing the effect of torsional modes and 
separation upon the dynamic response of the supporting structure. 

1 Introduction 

The problem of moving bodies travelling on a bridge-like elastic structure is often solved by modeling the 
supporting structure as an elastic beam and the travelling body as a mass or an oscillator moving at 
constant speed. This approach does not give accurate solutions to those cases where the particular 
geometry of the two structures may require a different model. An example is a vehicle traversing a short 
bridge when the span of the beam is comparable to the wheel base of the vehicle. In this case, the 
travelling structure model should take into account the separate locations of contact forces from the 
wheels acting on the supporting structure. 
For some particular cases, it may also be important to consider the effect of torsional motion of the 
supporting structure when the path of the travelling body is offset from the longitudinal axis of symmetry 
of the supporting structure. In this case the supporting structure might be modeled as a plate. 
An analytical model that describes the modal behavior even for an isotropic plate is very difficult to solve. 
The mode shapes for different boundary conditions of a plate are more difficult to obtain and their 
orthogonality even though it exists is more difficult to prove than for a beam. Some simple cases when 
two opposite edges are simply supported can be dealt with using a Lévy type solution [1, 2].  
The Rayleigh-Ritz method with characteristic beam functions as admissible solutions has been 
successfully used for different types of boundary conditions [3, 4]. The advantage of this method is that 
the characteristic beam functions exist for any type of boundary conditions. The drawback is a loss of 
accuracy for higher modes as well as a long computing time as the integrals of different combinations of 
beam modal functions are required.  This difficulty can be overcome by replacing the admissible functions 
with two sets of orthonormal polynomial functions that are required to fulfill the geometric boundary 
conditions of the associated beam problem [5]. The orthogonality for the second space derivative of the 
functions is lost but the computing time is reasonably low once the two sets of orthogonal functions have 
been generated. When the transverse displacement at the plate boundary is all constrained (simply 
supported or clamped boundary conditions), good results are obtained by using the Galerkin method with 
simple polynomial functions that fulfill the geometric boundary conditions [6, 7]. A discussion of 
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Rayleigh-Ritz method with characteristic beam functions and Galerkin method with polynomials is 
presented in [8]. 
An immediate advantage of the method presented in [3, 4] is that it can be directly applied to multi-span 
plates by replacing one set of one-span beam functions with the associated multi-span beam functions. The 
problem of multi-span plates has also been treated in [9]. This work expands that of [10] where the 
vibrations of rectangular plates with different boundary condition are studied using orthogonal plate 
functions generated by Gram-Schmidt procedure.  
The problem of forced vibrations can be solved by the Rayleigh-Ritz method for plates with different 
boundary conditions by applying the Lagrange’s equations as soon as the matrix-form solution of the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method has been determined. The generalized force can be calculated using the assumed 
mode functions [8]. 
The problem of moving loads traveling along rectangular isotropic plates has been studied in [11] and [12] 
for simple boundary conditions where the plate modal functions are simple sine functions. A very simple 
analytical-numerical method for the case of a moving mass model is presented in [13] where a comparison 
between the moving force model and the moving mass model shows a significant difference, thus 
emphasizing the need to treat some particular supporting structures as plates rather than beams. Other 
methods were proposed in [14, 15]. A more complex model for both the traveling structure and the 
supporting structure is presented in [16]. The theoretical modes of the structure are defined by means of 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method using the associated beam modal functions, and then an integral equation is 
solved to generate the response dynamics. 
Another problem that concerns the dynamics of a structure subjected to moving loads is the assumption 
that the moving system always maintains contact with the supporting structure. It has been shown that in 
the case of an elastic supporting structure modeled as a beam [17, 18] this may not be true. The contact 
between the two structures can be lost with a consequent alteration of the dynamic response. A particular 
case when separation is likely to occur is that of a multi-span continuous beam that rests on elastic 
supports traversed by a two-axle system. In [18] different beam configurations are presented and the 
influences of different parameters are tested, and it is observed that for the particular case of a multi-span 
continuous beam separation appears as the result of a particular mechanism due to the elasticity of the 
beam structure such that the moving structure is pushed up and away from the beam surface. These 
conditions are most likely to be satisfied at the end of the individual spans. 
This paper deals with the vibration of a multi-span continuous isotropic plate traversed by a four-degree- 
of-freedom system of masses, springs and dampers moving at constant speed. The first part of the paper 
assesses the capability of Lagrange’s method using beam characteristic functions to approximate the 
solution of a multi-spam continuous plate. Then some examples in which the moving structure travels at 
constant speed at a certain distance off the central axis of the plate are presented. This particular 
configuration will involve the contribution of torsional modes. Particular attention is given to the 
possibility that separation may happen at one of the two contact points. The contact between the plate and 
the moving masses is assumed to be smooth as the emphasis is on those separation mechanisms produced 
solely by the elasticity of the supporting structure [18]. 

2 The Dynamic Response 

2.1 The rectangular plate model for the flexural vibrations analysis 

The supporting structure is modeled as a continuous uniform and isotropic rectangular plate with several 
equal spans (Figure 1). Every span i is a rectangle of length Lx and width Ly, simply supported at 

 and  and free at xLix )1( −= xiLx = 0=y  and yLy = . The plate has uniform thickness h all over its 
length. 
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The moving vehicle is considered to be a four-degree of freedom system shown in Figure 2 that moves in 
the x direction at constant distance y0 off the 0=y  edge. 

z 
y 

 
Figure 1: The model of a uniform continuous plate 

For a uniform plate which vibrates with amplitude W(x,y,t) the maximum strain energy is given by: 
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EhD  is the flexural rigidity determined by the Young modulus E and the Poisson ratio ν

and ρ  is mass per unit area of the plate. S denotes the area of the plate. 

 

h
One way to approximate the deflection of a vibrating rectangular plate with edges oriented along the x and 
y axes is to express the deflection with a series expansion of the form: 
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One of the most natural choices though not necessarily the best for the two sets of assumed admissible 
functions )...,,2,1()( Mmxm =ϕ  and )...,,2,1()( Nnxn =ψ  in the x and y directions are those functions 
which naturally define the normal modes of vibrations of an Euler-Bernoulli beam that has the same 
boundary conditions at 0=x ,  and xLx = 0=y , yLy = . In what follows these functions will be called 
the characteristic beam functions. Eventually )...,,2,1()( Mmxm =ϕ can be the normal mode set of a 
multi-span beam. 
In the above equations, the two sets of characteristic beam functions in x and y satisfy the following 
differential equations: 
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with those boundary conditions associated with the corresponding plate edge. 

When a harmonic vibration of the form )sin()( tAtq mnmn ω= is assumed, the natural frequencies and 
modes of the plate can be determined from the Rayleigh-Ritz equation, which become: 

xy0 
Ly 

Lx 
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The eigenvalue λ in equation (5) and the stiffness matrix C components for a single spam beam are given 
by: 
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2.2 Four-degrees-of-freedom model, unsprung-masses-plate interaction and 
separation conditions 

The traveling structure studied in this paper is a four-degree-of-freedom two-axle system (Figure 2), 
which consists of a rigid sprung body of a mass M and second moment of inertia J supported by two 
unsprung masses through dampers and springs in contact with the plate. Both the rotation around the 
centre of gravity and the transverse motion are permitted for the sprung body. The two unsprung masses 
are assumed to perform vertical vibration only. The system moves at constant speed v parallel to the x axis 
at a distance y0 from the edge y=0. 

 
Figure 2: The four degree of freedom system moving on a plate 
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The equations that govern the vertical translation of zi(t), i = 1 or 2 of the two ends of the sprung body 
relative to the vertical unsprung masses displacements (Figure 2) can by written in matrix form as: 
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where the over-dot denotes the derivative with respect to time and g is acceleration due to gravity.  
The quantities ui(t) with i = 1 or 2 correspond to the vertical displacement of the unsprung masses mi at the 
moving coordinates given by equations: 

tvx ⋅=1 ,         Btvx −⋅=2  (8)

When full contact is assumed, the unsprung-masses-plate interaction forces for one span length are given 
by: 
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(9)

These forces are assumed positive when the unsprung masses are in contact with the plate. It is assumed 
that either of the two vertical displacements of the unsprung masses equals the plate deflection at the 
corresponding moving coordinate when that mass is in contact with the plate. As the two-axle system 
moves along the contact forces vary and can become negative. The moment one of the forces reaches zero 
is considered to be the moment separation occurs. Subsequent to this the unsprung mass vibrates vertically 
independently of the plate. The vertical displacement of the unsprung mass is greater than the plate 
deflection at the moving coordinate and the mass-plate interaction force is set to zero when contact is lost. 
When the vertical mass displacement equals the plate deflection at the corresponding moving coordinate 
separation is considered to cease. The full contact conditions are reinstated. The complete contact 
conditions between the moving structure (unsprung masses) and the plate are [18]: 

0),()( =−
= ixxii txwtu ,                  (i = 1, 2) 0),(ci >txf i (10)

The contact is lost when at least at one of the unsprung masses the above condition is breached. The 
contact force is then zero at the separated mass as no direct interaction occurs and the beam deflection has 
to be smaller than the displacement of the separated unsprung mass. The complete separation conditions 
can be written as [18]: 

0),()( >−
= ixxii txwtu ,  0),(ci =txf i                  (i = 1, 2) (11)

The reattachment of the two structures usually induces an impact with a velocity discontinuity that may 
further change the dynamics of the response [17, 19]. 

2.3 Lagrange’s equation for dynamics of plate and the two–axle system  

The Lagrange’s equations for the plate-moving system dynamics can be used in connection with the 
Rayleigh-Ritz equation (5) when the solution is sought as a double series expansion of the form described 
in (3).  
The generalized interaction forces are: 
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with fc1 and fc2 given by (9). Here L represents the total length of the supporting structure in x direction. 
The generalized forces modify the Rayleigh-Ritz matrix equation (5) to: 

FzKzDKqqDqM vv −=−−++ &&&&  (13) 

with q is the modal coordinate vector of the plate modal functions and z the vertical displacement vector 
of the two-axle system’s sprung body. The components of the time-dependent mass, damping, stiffness 
and force matrices are given by: 
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and Dv, Kv matrices are defined as 
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Equation (13) is complemented by equation (7) to give the full set of equations governing the dynamics of 
both systems. The plate boundary conditions are specified and determine the modal functions. Both the 
moving and supporting structures are assumed initially at rest. 
The eventual occurrence of separation changes the equations governing the dynamics of the two structures 
by changing equations (13) and (7) according to conditions (10) and (11). In studying a two-axle system 
with separation beside the full contact state there are three more possible scenarios each corresponding to 
a particular physical configuration. These scenarios are described in [18] for a continuous beam model and 
correspond to a state of the traveling system where each of the two axles or both are separated from the 
supporting structure. Immediately after the instant of reattachment the plate and the unsprung mass are 
assumed to remain in contact as in a perfectly plastic impact and a formula similar to one used in [17] can 
be obtained for the velocity jump. 

3 Numerical Results 

3.1 Free vibration response 

The bridge is modeled as a two-span continuous plate. The ratio of length to width for one span 
considered in this example is 2.5. The two sets of characteristic beam functions used correspond to a free-
free single span beam in the y direction and a simply supported two-span beam in the x direction. The 
bridge modal response is calculated using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. A comparison with an FE model that 
consists of plate elements shows that the present method gives similar results (about 4 % the maximum 
absolute error). First eight mode shapes of the plate model are shown in Figure 3. These numerical results 
refer to a steel plate and include 4 two-span simply supported beam modes and 6 free-free beam modes. 
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Figure 3 First eight mode shapes of the plate model 

The modal coefficients show that for the first modes mainly the contribution of one of each (transverse or 
longitudinal) of the first beam modes matters. The first two plate modes are mainly described by the first 
and second simply supported beam mode and the first free-free mode which is a rigid mode. All other 
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modal contributions are under 2%. This pattern carries on for the next plate modes which combine the first 
and the second mode of the simply supported beam with the second rigid mode of the free-free beam. 
The use of orthonormal polynomial functions as suggested in [5] to approximate the solution does not 
particularly show a big improvement except for the first three modes. These results are summarized in 
Table 1 where the number of modes chosen for the two-span beam function are shown in the first place, 
the number of modes for the free-free beam characteristic function include two rigid-body modes. 

Mode No.

Plate model 
frequencies 

beam functions 
9x7 terms 

Plate model 
frequencies 

beam functions 
6x6 terms 

Plate model 
frequencies 
polynomials 
6x6 terms 

FE model 
Frequencies 

1 36.06 36.26 35.557 35.557 
2 90.68 91.09 92.26 88.616 
3 441.25 441.25 440.34 435.85 
4 544.121 545.67 573.28 529.92 
5 591.65 594.6 597.56 583.4 
6 988.17 989.516 1135.6 934.08 
7 2228.65 2228.65 2236.51 2190.44 
8 2715.57 2721.88 3155.6 2630.16 

Table 1: Plate modal frequencies yx LL
D

hρω 2

 

The mode shapes described by polynomial functions show a weaker MAC correlation (about 0.96) to 
those of the FE method for higher modes. 
Figure 4 shows the first 0.5 second of time history of a forced response comparison between the present 
method and FE method for a harmonic excitation force acting at point . The plate 
solution was approximated by only 16 modes. 

)5.0,41667.0( yx LL

 
Figure 4: Forced vibration history response, ⎯ FE method, - - - present method 4x4 modes. 

3.2 Moving system response 

Numerical simulation is carried out for a two-axle system moving along a two spans continuous plate. 
Each span is rectangular with length to width ratio of 2.5. The two-axle system has the first and the second 
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frequencies of 6 and 11 Hz and is assumed to move at constant speed in the x direction at y0=Ly/4. The 
plate mass to moving system mass ratio is 1.3 and plate span length to axle span length ratio is 2. 
In this example separation occurs at about 8 m/s. As specified in [18] separation in the case of a multi-
span supporting structure is more likely to occur at the end of the spans. A favorable condition for 
separation is when the deflection of the supporting structure has maxima with positive deflection. In the 
present case, this condition occurs at the end of the first span. The modified dynamic response (with 
separation taken into account) for a moving speed of 9.5 m/s shows a deflection value smaller than that of 
the case with full contact assumed for the whole horizontal travel by about 30% (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Deflection ratio at the rear axle, – no separation, … separation 

Separation occurs at the rear axle, and lasts for about 15% of the time when the moving system traverses 
the two spans of the structure. Figure 6 shows the contact force calculated at the rear axle for two cases. In 
the first case the full contact is assumed and in the second case separation is taken into account. In this 
case separation occurs at the rear axle only. The rear unsprung mass oscillates freely then reattaches the 
structure and remains in full contact up to the end. During separation the contact force at the rear mass is 
set to zero as no contact occurs between the supporting structure and that unsprung mass. 

 
Figure 6: Contact force at the rear axle, – no separation, … separation 
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As specified before, for this system separation occurs at a speed of around 8 m/s, but only when the 
moving structure moves at a certain distance away from the plate central axis involving thus the 
contribution of the torsional modes. For a speed of 8.5 m/s when the system moves on the center of the 
plate there is no separation at all. When the same system moves at a distance of Ly/4 away of the center, 
the rear axle separates both at the end of the first and the second span (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: The contact force ratio at the rear axle, – body travels along the centerline, … body travels 

off the centerline 

A better insight into the influence of the torsional modes upon the onset of the separation is given by 
Figure 8 where the places on the plate were the separation occurs are marked. As the plate response is 
symmetrical about the centerline only half of the plate was shown. The centerline is located at the Ly/2. 
The location of separation regions for the two-axle structure moving at the same speed on the two-span 
plate shows that the separation occurs when the moving structure travels along a line away from the plate 
centreline and is close to the horizontal edge. When the structure moves at a speed of 8.5 m/s the 
separation occurs when it trajectory is located at a distance y0 bigger that Ly/4 away of the centerline. As 
the distance y0 become bigger a new separation occurs at the end of the second span. 

 
Figure 8: Location of separation regions  

4 Conclusions 

This paper shows an example of solving the vibration problem of continuous rectangular plates subjected 
to moving loads using characteristic beam functions to approximate the plate modes. The free vibrations 
response of the plate was also calculated using approximating ortho-normal polynomial functions. Though 
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the Rayleigh-Ritz method used with polynomial functions gives good results for many types of one-span 
plates as shown in [5] numerical results show the use of characteristic beam functions for this particular 
type of plate where two parallel edges are free gives results that are closer to those produced by the FE 
method. This is a relatively simple method that extends the method of solution used by the authors for 
beam vibration problems by adding the torsional modes effect. The way the assumed modes combines 
together to form the plate modes as emphasized in section 3.1 may suggest a further simplification of the 
model.  
The method was exemplified with a relatively short span and flexible structure traversed at a constant 
speed by a two-axle system. The elasticity of the supporting structure and the moving speed were chosen 
as to allow the separation to occur. The separation of the moving structure for the examples analyzed here 
changes completely the dynamic of the plate-moving structure interaction. In reference [18] it was 
mentioned that for the case of multiple continuous beams the separation often is connected to a local 
maximum were the beam pushes the unsprung mass away. This pattern was observed to occur at the end 
of the spans were the deflection values become positive. The numerical results for the examples analyzed 
in this paper show the separation to follow the same pattern, it usually occurs when the plate deflection 
has a positive value. In addition, it can be noted that the effect of the torsional modes increases the 
possibility of separation for structures that move along a line close to edges of the plate.  
The vertical plate deflection reduces after the separation. In the numerical examples analyzed the plate 
deflection at the moving coordinate shows a reduction of about 30%. The numerical study of the onset of 
separation as it happens for light supporting structures usually requires a more complex and accurate 
model for both the moving and supporting structures. For structures that move at a certain distance away 
of the centerline the torsional modes of the supporting structure have to be taken into account and a beam 
model may not be appropriate.  
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Abstract 
Vibration serviceability has become an important issue in the design of modern slender footbridges with 
large spans. This paper presents the measurements and the numerical predictions of the footfall-induced 
vibrations of a pedestrian bridge. A series of experiments were carried out with different-sized groups 
crossing the bridge, varying in number from 10 up to 50 participants and recording the vertical and lateral 
accelerations at different locations on the bridge. Two types of tests were performed: free walking and 
synchronized walking by means of a metronome signal, recorded on a tape recorder carried by the group 
of students. The effect of the test type is analyzed and shows a magnitude in difference between the 
vertical accelerations caused by the free and the synchronized walking. The increasing trend of the 
acceleration levels with increasing group size is also clearly observed. A numerical prediction method is 
used to simulate the synchronized walking experiments based on an updated finite element model of the 
bridge and a single pedestrian load model. It is shown that the predicted acceleration level is sensitive to 
the assumptions made regarding the level of synchronization between the pedestrians and the magnitude 
of the dynamic load generated by each pedestrian. Taking into account these specific measurement 
conditions, a fair agreement is obtained between the predicted and the observed vertical acceleration levels 
at seven positions along the length of the footbridge.  

1 Introduction 

Vibration serviceability has become an important issue in the design of modern slender footbridges with 
large spans. Moreover, recent examples are reported where the vibrations of footbridges due to the footfall 
excitation of large groups of pedestrians have reached unexpected levels, as was the case with the opening 
of the Millennium Bridge in London.  For an extensive literature review on this topic, reference is made to 
the work of Živanović et al. [1], which states that the modelling of the crowd-induced dynamic force is not 
clearly defined yet. Furthermore, the phenomenon of synchronisation between the pedestrians and 
between the pedestrians and the structure requires more research. This paper presents the results of the 
experimental and numerical analysis of the pedestrian-induced vibrations of a footbridge in Wetteren, 
Belgium. Two types of tests were performed with different-sized groups crossing the bridge, varying in 
number from 10 up to 50 participants and recording the vertical and lateral accelerations at different 
locations on the bridge: free walking and synchronized walking. The first part of the paper analyzes the 
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Figure 2: Groups (10-20-30-40-50) of students crossing the footbridge: (a) free walking and (b) 
synchronized walking by means of a metronome signal at 1.9Hz, recorded on a tape recorder carried by 
the students. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

measurement data and studies the effect of the group size and the type of walking (free or synchronized) 
on the vertical acceleration level of the bridge deck. The second part starts with a brief outline of a 
numerical prediction method for the pedestrian-induced vibrations. Then the vertical vibrations due to the 
synchronized walking of groups of 10 and 50 people are predicted and compared with the measurements 
at seven locations along the bridge length. For these numerical predictions an updated finite element 
model of the footbridge is used as derived by Degrauwe et al. [2]. 

2 Description of the footbridge 

The footbridge, over the E40 highway (Brussels-
Ghent, Belgium), provides a connection for 
cyclists and pedestrians between Wetteren and 
Zottegem (Figure 1).  

The steel bridge has two spans: a large span of 
75.23m, which is designed as a bowstring bridge 
with outward inclined bows (13.78° and a 
maximum height of 12.82m with respect to the 
bridge deck), and a short span of 30.33m. The 
two main beams along the bridge length, at each 
side of the bridge deck, have a distance of 3.55m 
between the axes. 

3 Measurements 

3.1 Introduction 

This section explains the measurement and the analysis of the pedestrian-induced vibrations of the 
footbridge. Two types of tests were performed with groups of students crossing the bridge, varying in 
number from 10, 20, 30, 40 up to 50 participants (Figure 2): 

- Free walking: 4 passages for each group size. 
- Synchronized walking by means of a metronome signal at 1.9Hz, recorded on a tape 

recorder carried by the group of students: 2 passages for each group size. 
All students were weighed and identified by numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Footbridge over the E40 highway. 
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3.2 Setup 

The measurement locations along the bridge length are shown in Figure 3. At each location the vertical 
accelerations were recorded at both sides of the bridge deck (perpendicular to the x-axis at a distance of 
1.6m from the central axis of the bridge). The horizontal acceleration was measured at one side of the 
bridge deck, except at the location x=93.11m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Data analysis 

The vertical acceleration of the bridge deck is calculated as the mean of the two measured vertical 
accelerations at each side of the bridge deck for all seven measurement locations. This acceleration is 
filtered with an eighth order Chebyshev Type I low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 100Hz, before 
resampling of the data. A running root-mean-square (RMS) acceleration is calculated, with an averaging 
period of 1s, of which the maximum in time is identified (MAX-RMS). This procedure is illustrated in 
Figure 4, for the case of 30 students crossing the bridge (free walking) at the position x=78.11m (Figure 
3). 

3.4 Experimental results 

Table 1 presents an overview of the analyzed data of the free and the synchronized walking experiments: 
the variation of the maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration (characterized by the minimum, the 
maximum and the mean value) for the different passages of each group size (a number of 4 passages in the 
case of free walking and 2 in the case of synchronized walking). No statistical analysis is possible due to 
the limited number of passages for each group size, but based on the acceptable difference between the 
minimum and the maximum value in most cases, it may be concluded that fairly representative values are 
obtained. The maximum RMS-values of the vertical acceleration (mean value for the passages) are shown 
in Figure 5 as a function of the position x along the bridge length for the free and the synchronized 
walking experiments. Also shown in Figure 5 are the ambient acceleration levels at the measurement 
locations (characterized by the maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration) mainly due to the wind 
and the passing traffic on the highway. These ambient vibrations were recorded for a period of 13 minutes 
during the operational modal analysis test [3]. Based on Figure 5, it can be concluded that all performed 
tests generate acceleration levels which are significantly higher than the ambient vibration levels. The 
measured acceleration level due to the synchronized walking of a group of students is significantly higher 
(up to a factor of 10) than the vibration level due to free walking. This was of course to be expected but 
the magnitude of the difference necessitated the replacement of a number of high sensitivity 
accelerometers by less sensitive ones with a larger amplitude range. For both types of experiments (free 
and synchronized walking), the highest acceleration levels are mainly observed in the three measurement 
locations at the short span of the bridge: x = 4.8, 14.53 and 32.65m. 

4.8 14.53 48.1132.65 63.11 78.11 93.11
x [m]

Figure 3: Measurement locations along the bridge length. 
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(1a) 

(2a) 

(3) 

(1b) 

(2b) 

Figure 4:  Measured vertical acceleration of the bridge deck at the position x=78.11m during the passage 
of 30 students (free walking): (a) Time history and (b) power spectral density of (1) the original signal and 
(2) the filtered and resampled signal; (3) Running RMS-value of the acceleration. 
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 Maximum RMS-value vertical acceleration [m/s2] 

Position  G10 G20 G30 G40 G50 

[m]  Free Sync Free Sync Free Sync Free Sync Free Sync 

MIN  0.078 0.436 0.073 0.438 0.079 0.546 0.080 0.755 0.082 0.508 
MAX  0.113 0.629 0.095 0.739 0.108 1.080 0.112 0.799 0.114 0.840 4.8 

MEAN 0.091 0.532 0.085 0.589 0.087 0.813 0.100 0.777 0.098 0.674 
MIN  0.097 0.492 0.090 0.668 0.088 0.411 0.099 0.627 0.094 0.785 
MAX  0.144 0.573 0.118 0.787 0.135 0.771 0.134 1.014 0.147 0.866 14.53 

MEAN 0.115 0.533 0.105 0.727 0.103 0.591 0.119 0.820 0.114 0.825 
MIN  0.034 0.429 0.061 0.572 0.082 0.606 0.065 0.613 0.073 0.804 
MAX  0.055 0.742 0.111 0.773 0.090 0.871 0.100 0.710 0.099 0.911 32.65 

MEAN 0.047 0.585 0.086 0.673 0.085 0.738 0.084 0.662 0.086 0.857 
MIN  0.029 0.313 0.039 0.415 0.049 0.441 0.050 0.542 0.061 0.550 
MAX  0.052 0.409 0.048 0.492 0.062 0.568 0.068 0.563 0.062 0.602 48.11 

MEAN 0.039 0.361 0.045 0.454 0.054 0.505 0.057 0.553 0.061 0.576 
MIN  0.039 0.386 0.063 0.437 0.067 0.445 0.069 0.499 0.086 0.524 
MAX  0.053 0.427 0.072 0.568 0.083 0.669 0.097 0.533 0.092 0.591 63.11 

MEAN 0.049 0.407 0.068 0.503 0.076 0.557 0.083 0.516 0.089 0.557 
MIN  0.048 0.346 0.083 0.415 0.078 0.443 0.072 0.464 0.089 0.510 
MAX  0.057 0.356 0.089 0.462 0.087 0.567 0.119 0.563 0.092 0.615 78.11 

MEAN 0.053 0.351 0.085 0.439 0.083 0.505 0.088 0.513 0.090 0.563 
MIN  0.034 0.289 0.042 0.398 0.054 0.441 0.057 0.467 0.069 0.453 
MAX  0.047 0.334 0.063 0.439 0.060 0.509 0.067 0.579 0.079 0.590 93.11 

MEAN 0.041 0.311 0.053 0.419 0.057 0.475 0.064 0.523 0.074 0.522 

Table 1: Variation of the maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration (minimum, maximum and 
mean value) for the different passages of each group size. Free walking: 4 passages and synchronized 
walking: 2 passages. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5:  Maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration at the measurement locations during the 
passage of 10 (G10 - □), 20 (G20 - *), 30 (G30 - ∇), 40 (G40 - +) and 50 (G50 - ○) students in the case 
of (a) free walking and (b) synchronized walking. The ambient vibration levels, derived from a 
measurement period of 13 minutes, are also indicated  (Amb - •).  
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4 Prediction of the human-induced vibrations 

This section presents the results of a numerical prediction method for the pedestrian-induced vibrations of 
the footbridge. More specifically, the vertical vibrations due to the synchronized walking of the groups of 
10 and 50 people are predicted and compared with the measurements at the seven locations along the 
bridge length. Before the discussion of the results, the prediction method is briefly outlined. 

4.1 Prediction method 

The key elements of the prediction method are explained in the following paragraphs and applied for the 
case of the footbridge in Wetteren. For the case of the walking of a single person, this method has been 
experimentally validated for two types of floors [4].  

4.1.1 Dynamic behaviour of the footbridge 

The numerical predictions presented in this paper, are based on a finite element model which is updated 
considering as the updating variables the bridge support conditions (modeled by springs in the various 
directions) and the stiffness of the tension bars connecting the bows and the bridge deck (modeled by a 
reduction of the Young’s modulus).  These variables are adjusted to obtain a minimal discrepancy between 
the modal properties of the model and the experimentally derived modal parameters, which was another 
objective of the measurement campaign in Wetteren. The results of this updating procedure, for the 5 
mode shapes considered in this analysis are presented in Table 2 (from [2]). The results of the updated 
model agree well with the experimental results. Figure 6 shows the calculated mode shape corresponding 
to the natural frequency of 3.73Hz. This mode shape exhibits a large deformation at the short span which 
will prove to be important in the subsequent analysis of the simulations. 

 

Mode m
jf [Hz] c

jf [Hz] jε [%] MAC [-] 

1 0.711 0.703 -1.2 0.845 
2 1.671 1.653 -1.1 0.891 
3 2.191 2.245 2.5 0.979 
4 3.743 3.730 -0.3 0.813 
5 4.441 4.409 -0.7 0.797 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Results of the updating procedure: measured natural frequency m
jf and calculated based on the 

updated finite element modelcjf , with the relative error m
j

m
j

c
jj fff /)( −=ε and the MAC-value 

(modal assurance criterion). 

Figure 6: Calculated mode shape at the natural frequency 3.73Hz.  
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4.1.2 Footfall load 

The load model of Willford et al. [5,6], developed for the vertical dynamic excitation caused by the 
walking of a single pedestrian, is used to predict the response generated by the passage of a group of 
people. The vertical dynamic excitation is characterized as a periodic load due to the repetition of the 
footfalls and as an impulsive load which develops when the shoe sole touches the floor. These excitations 
are characterized by load parameters derived from a large set of measurements. The availability of the 
coefficients of variation for each of the load parameters enables a statistical description by the mean value 
and the 95% confidence interval. This information will be used in the simulations to assess the influence 
of the variation of the dynamic walking load on the predicted acceleration level of the footbridge.  

4.1.3 Response calculation 

The vertical acceleration level of the footbridge during the passage of a group of people is calculated as a 
summation of the individual contributions of the pedestrians. Each contribution is calculated 
corresponding to the position of the pedestrian with respect to the output point. For the calculation of a 
maximum acceleration level in the output point during the passage of the group, the positions of the 
pedestrians are distributed evenly around the output point. The weight of the walking person, used for the 
response calculation, corresponds to the average weight of the group of students participating at that 
specific passage, based on their identification and known weights. The response of the footbridge, due to 
the walking of each pedestrian, is calculated separately for the periodic load and the impulsive load due to 
the different nature of the resulting vibrations. A global estimate of the maximum RMS-value of the 
vertical acceleration is calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared RMS-values due to the 
periodic and the impulsive load. 

 

4.2 Results 

The maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration is predicted based on different assumptions made 
regarding the level of synchronization between the pedestrians and the magnitude of the dynamic walking 
load generated by each pedestrian. This analysis enables to evaluate the range and the sensitivity of the 
predicted acceleration level with respect to the assumptions made. The results of these simulations are 
presented in Figure 7 for two measurement locations x=14.53m, situated at the short span of the bridge, 
and x=78.11m, situated at the long span of the bridge, and for the groups of 10 and 50 people. 

The first set of predictions is based on the assumption of perfect synchronization between the pedestrians 
(implying all pedestrians of the group walking at an identical step frequency), for step frequencies varying 
from 1.8 to 2Hz, selected around the frequency of the recorded metronome signal used for the 
experiments. This condition of perfect synchronization is combined with three different assumptions for 
the magnitude of the dynamic walking load. From the mean values and the coefficients of variation, 
available for each load parameter [5, 6], it is possible to derive a walking load corresponding to the upper 
and lower limits of the 95% confidence interval of the load parameters (denoted in the following as the 
upper and lower limit walking load) or to derive a random walking load in which for each pedestrian the 
loading parameters correspond to a set of random numbers chosen from the corresponding normal 
distributions. The predicted results for this case of perfect synchronization are presented in Figure 7: at 
each step frequency two markers represent the lower and upper limit of the RMS-value of the acceleration 
calculated with the lower and upper limit walking load respectively and the vertical line represents a 95% 
confidence interval of the RMS-value derived from the statistical analysis of the results of a large number 
of simulations with the random walking load. The mean values in the case of the random walking load are 
connected with the dotted lines. 
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The second set of predictions is based on the assumption that the step frequencies of the group of walking 
pedestrians follow a normal distribution, in combination with the random walking load. Therefore, a large 
number of simulations have been carried out with sets of random numbers characterizing the step 
frequencies and the load parameters chosen from the corresponding normal distributions. The statistical 
analysis of these results determines a mean value and a 95% confidence interval of the maximum RMS-
value of the acceleration which is presented in Figure 7 by the three horizontal dashed lines over the 
investigated frequency range. These results are based on a normal distribution of the step frequencies with 
a mean value equal to 1.95Hz and a small value of the standard deviation equal to 0.075Hz, resulting in a 
95% confidence interval of 1.8-2.1Hz. The choice of these parameters will be explained in the section 
devoted to the comparison of the measured and the predicted results. These results will be referred to in 
the following of the text as the case with a random step frequency and walking load. 

The results for the case of perfect synchronization clearly illustrate that the predicted acceleration level in 
this case is very sensitive to the value of the step frequency. For x=14.53m, situated at the short span of 
the bridge, the peak in the acceleration level at the step frequency 1.9Hz apparent in Figure 7(1a,1b) can 
be explained by the resonance condition occurring when the loading frequency of the second harmonic of 
the periodic load coincides with the natural frequency of the footbridge equal to 3.73 Hz (Table 2). The 

(1a) (1b) 

(2a) (2b) 

Figure 7: Maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration at the measurement locations (1) x=14.53m 
and (2) x=78.11m for the synchronized walking experiments of groups of (a) 10 students and (b) 50 
students: measured values (x) and predicted results, based on the assumption of perfect synchronization at 
the step frequencies 1.8-2Hz in combination with the upper (∇) - lower (∆) limit walking load and  the 
random walking load (95 % confidence interval represented by the vertical lines and mean values 
connected by dotted line) and based on the assumption of a normal distribution of the step frequencies in 
combination with the random walking load (mean value: ---- and 95% confidence interval: ----). 
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mode shape corresponding to this natural frequency exhibits a large deformation of the short span as 
shown in Figure 6. A lack of synchronization has an important influence on the predicted maximum RMS-
value of the vertical acceleration as can be observed from the level difference between the predicted RMS-
value for perfect synchronization at 1.95Hz (mean value) and the RMS-value for the case of a normal 
distribution of the step frequencies with a mean value equal to 1.95Hz (Figure 7). 

  

4.3 Predicted versus experimental results 

Together with the presentation of the predicted results in Figure 7, the measured maximum RMS-values of 
the vertical acceleration for the two passages of the group are also presented, as ‘x’ at the metronome 
frequency equal to 1.9Hz. The comparison between the measurements and the predictions is discussed 
first for the group of 10 people. For the two measurement locations, presented in Figure 7, the position of 
the measured value with respect to the predicted values is different. For x=14.53m, the measured values 
fall within the confidence interval predicted for the case with a random step frequency and walking load 
while for x=78.11m, the measured values are well out of this range and correspond more to the level 
predicted for the case of perfect synchronization at a step frequency of 1.95Hz combined with the upper 
limit walking load. For a clearer view on the correspondence between the measurements and the 
predictions, the measured maximum RMS-values of the acceleration for all seven measurement locations 
are presented in Figure 8, together with the predicted results for the case of perfect synchronization at a 
step frequency of 1.95 Hz in combination with the lower and upper limit walking load and for the case 
with a random step frequency and walking load, for which the 95% confidence interval of the response is 
represented by the vertical line. Figure 8(a) clearly demonstrates that for the group of 10 people, the 
measured response can be predicted based on the assumption of perfect synchronization at the step 
frequency of 1.95Hz in combination with the upper limit walking load. The largest deviation occurs at the 
measurement location x=32.65m, but the large difference between the two measured values may indicate 
some unexplained irregularities encountered during the measurements. The value of 1.95Hz of the step 
frequency is slightly higher than the imposed frequency of 1.9Hz by the recorded metronome signal, but 
seems to be confirmed by inspecting the power spectral density function of the vertical acceleration at 
x=14.53m presented in Figure 9. The high value of the dynamic walking load can be explained by the 
military style of walking, adopted by the students as apparent from the recorded images.  

(b) (a) 

Figure 8: Maximum RMS-value of the vertical acceleration at the measurement locations along the bridge 
length for the synchronized walking experiments of groups of (a) 10 students and (b) 50 students: 
measured values (x) and predicted results, based on the assumption of perfect synchronization at the step 
frequency of 1.95Hz in combination with the upper (∇) and the lower (∆) limit walking load and based on 
the assumption of a normal distribution of the step frequencies in combination with the random walking 
load (solid vertical lines represent the 95% confidence interval). 
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A more detailed comparison between the measured and the predicted results is made in the next 
paragraphs. Figure 10(1) shows the time history (a) and the power spectral density (b) of the measured 
vertical acceleration at the position x=14.53m (situated at the short span), caused by the synchronized 
walking of a group of 10 students for one selected passage during the time period when the maximum 
response was observed (18-22s). This response is clearly dominated by a low frequency peak situated 
around 3.8Hz. The predicted acceleration, presented in Figure 10(2) shows a good agreement with the 
measured acceleration both in the time and the frequency domain where a similar low frequency peak can 
be detected. Figure 11(1) shows the time history (a) and the power spectral density (b) of the measured 
vertical acceleration at the position x=78.11m (situated at the long span), caused by the synchronized 
walking of a group of 10 students for one selected passage during the time period when the maximum 
response was observed (76-80s).  For this position, the power spectrum of the acceleration in the low 
frequency range (< 11Hz) indicates very low values in contrast with the observations made for the position 
at the short span. The power spectrum of Figure 11(1b) can be characterized by a series of peaks starting 
at about 15Hz. Very similar results, both for the time history and the power spectrum, are obtained by the 
numerical prediction method for this measurement location as apparent from Figure 11(2a) and (2b). The 
results indicate that this response is caused by the impulsive load, present in the dynamic walking 
excitation, giving raise to a series of transients. The specific nature of the vibrations, which is clearly 
different for the two investigated positions, seems to be correctly predicted by the model. 

For a group of 50 people, the agreement between the measured and the predicted maximum RMS-values 
of the vertical acceleration can be observed from the Figures 7(1b,2b) and 8(b). For this case, the majority 
of the measured values fall within the 95% confidence interval derived from the statistical analysis of the 
responses predicted with a random distribution of the step frequencies and the random walking load. The 
difficulty to obtain perfect synchronization with this large group of students with no training in this field 
can explain the variation of the step frequency within the group. As apparent from the simulations, this 
condition has a large influence on the acceleration level of the bridge. 

Concluding, for both group sizes a fair agreement between the measured and the predicted maximum 
RMS-values of the vertical acceleration along the bridge length can be obtained, taking into account the 
specific conditions occurring during the measurements. 

Figure 9: Power spectral density of the vertical acceleration of the bridge deck at the position x=14.53m, 
during the synchronized walking experiments with a group of 10 students: zoom of the frequency range 
from 1.7 to 2.3Hz. 
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5 Conclusions 

The vertical acceleration levels of a steel footbridge have been measured and analyzed during the 
synchronized and the free walking of groups of 10, 20, 30, 40 up to 50 people. The predictions of the 
vertical acceleration level have been made based on an updated finite element model of the bridge. The 
response at a measurement location is predicted as a superposition of the contributions of each pedestrian 
corresponding to their position with respect to the output point. The individual contribution is calculated 
using a load model which takes into account the periodic load and the impulsive load present in the 
dynamic walking excitation. Based on the results of the simulations, it can be concluded that the response 
of the footbridge, caused by the group of walking people, is sensitive to the assumptions made regarding 
the level of synchronization between the pedestrians and the magnitude of the dynamic load generated by 
each pedestrian, which can be varied corresponding to the statistical parameters available in literature. 

For the synchronized walking experiments, a comparison is made between the measurements and the 
predictions for the two extreme values of the group size: 10 and 50 people. For the group of 10 people, the 
recorded images demonstrate a high level of synchronization between the pedestrians and a military style 
of walking giving raise to high values of the dynamic walking excitation. Considering these measurement 
conditions, a fair agreement is found between the measured and predicted results for all seven 
measurement locations along the bridge length, assuming all pedestrians walking at an identical step 
frequency and the magnitude of the walking load corresponding to the upper limit of the 95% confidence 
interval as derived from the statistical characterization. For the group of 50 people, it was observed during 
the experiments that it is very difficult to achieve perfect synchronization with a group of students without 
any training in this field. This measurement condition was taking into account in the simulations by 

(1a) (1b) 

(2b) (2a) 

Figure 10:  Vertical acceleration of the bridge deck at the position x=14.53m, caused by the synchronized 
walking of 10 students: (1a) Measured time history and (1b) power spectral density of a selected time 
period (18-22s); (2a) Predicted time history and (2b) power spectral density at a walking frequency of 
1.95Hz. 
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considering a normal distribution of the step frequencies within the group combined with a normal 
distributions of the load parameters describing the walking load. A mean value and a 95% confidence 
interval for the RMS-value of the vertical acceleration is then derived from a large number of simulations 
with sets of random numbers characterizing the step frequencies and the load parameters. From this 
analysis, it was found that the majority of the measured values fall within the predicted confidence 
interval. 

As a general conclusion, the results demonstrate that the prediction model is capable of predicting the 
correct order of magnitude of the vertical acceleration levels observed during the experiments when the 
specific measurement conditions are taken into account. It is important that the relevant codes stipulate 
which conditions need to be considered in the design of structures subjected to human-induced vibrations. 
Based on the presented results, it can be assumed that the prediction model used in this study is 
sufficiently accurate for design purposes. 
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Figure 11:  Vertical acceleration of the bridge deck at the position x=78.11m, caused by the synchronized 
walking of 10 students: (1a) Measured time history and (1b) power spectral density of a selected time 
period (18-22s); (2a) Predicted time history and (2b) power spectral density at a walking frequency of 
1.95Hz. 
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Abstract 
A major trend in the current building practice is to reduce the weight of structures. The main incentives for 

this trend are the scarcity of materials and the rising costs of labor and materials. This is one of the goals 

of IFD (Industrial, Flexible and Demountable) way of building which is the prevalent Dutch approach to 

sustainable building. One of the heaviest and most complex parts of a building is the floor. Therefore the 

focus of this research is to develop a lightweight floor system. However, these lightweight floor systems 

are sensitive to vibrations and are therefore, without taking measures, regarded less comfortable than 

heavier, more traditional floor systems.  

This paper describes structural measures to increase vibration comfort. A quality measure, based on the 

velocity of the vibration, is used to compare the comfort value of a structure subjected to vibrations. This 

quality measure includes human sensitivity for vibration that is frequency dependent. The structural 

measures include intelligent coupling of structural elements and support conditions. A detailed study on 

the effects of these structural measures and a design principle with improved vibration comfort will be 

presented.  

1 Introduction 

Traditionally floor systems used in housing and office-buildings in the Netherlands were made of stone-

like materials. These floor systems, which can be characterized as heavy, normally posed little problems 

concerning vibrations. In recent years, in light of sustainable building methods, the trend is to reduce the 

use of materials and thus build lighter. Lightweight structures are however often found to be more 

sensitive to vibrations. The vibrations are caused by dynamic actions such as walking persons or vibrating 

machines such as a washing machine.  

There are a number of methods for describing the influence of a certain vibration on a human being. Often 

these methods use a criterion based on the acceleration (peak value or average value) or the velocity of a 

vibration, but are not specifically set up for the case described in the paper. Recently a quality measure has 

been established by TNO
1
 as part of a European collaborative project and published (1;2). This method is 

specifically suited for the case of a lightweight floor structure subjected to an exciting force. The method 

provides both the characteristics of the exciting force and the influence this has on the human being. The 

key aspects of this method will be covered in section 3. 

In section 2 and 4 the quality measure for vibration comfort is used to evaluate a large number of possible 

floor structures in order to maximize vibration comfort. All relevant parameters with regard to a light 

weight floor structure are taken into account. This evaluation is done using a finite element model. 

                                                      
1
TNO: Organistion for applied scientific research 
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2 Setup of vibration comfort study 

When designing a floor structure it is mostly designed from a failure criterion point of view. Seldom is a 

floor structure designed explicitly for vibrations. Especially in light weight structures this design criterion 

is very important.  In this section the setup of the study of the effect on vibration comfort using only 

structural measures is discussed. 

Traditional floor systems usually do not use all material optimally. This non-optimal used material will 

therefore add weight to the floor while not contributing to the overall performance.  Light weight floor 

systems designs have to optimize material use to obtain comparable characteristics to the traditional 

heavier variants while adding little mass. Light weight floor systems that use this strategy can be described 

as being comprised of discrete optimized components. This is the strategy chosen for this research. The 

various design parameters will be evaluated on a discrete floor structure that is comprised of beams and 

discrete connections. The base structure will look like a series of 1 to 5 beams parallel to each other as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1, Setup comfort study and exiting force on center of beam number 1 

In every variant, beam number 1 is in the middle position and will be excited at mid-span by a Dirac pulse. 

This will introduce a vibration in beam number 1 which in turn will excite the other beams through 

various couplings. If not defined otherwise the beams are coupled at mid-span using a beam with a 

stiffness ratio to the main beams of 10%. 

The various parameters of influence on vibration comfort can be divided into two categories: 

1. Main beam properties 

2. Geometrical properties of coupling beams 

The variants will be presented in more detail in section 4. For each variant a single parameter will be 

varied over a range of values. For each sub step in this parameter range the comfort value at the mid-span 

of the beams will be calculated. This will illustrate the influence of that particular parameter on vibration 

comfort.  

The numerical model is modeled in the FEM program ANSYS and a transient analysis is performed. The 

model has the following characteristics. 

 Nodes in main beam: 61 

 Nodes in coupling beams: 21 

 Mode superposition method for transient analysis 

 Modes extracted: 20 

 Output sample rate: 1024 samples / second 

 Exiting force: 10 kN 

 Coupling beams have a fixed connection to the main beams 
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3 Comfort criterion  

The comfort criterion is ideally suited for evaluating the vibration comfort of floor systems due to walking 

people. This method was developed and published (1) by TNO and SBR
2
 and used the results of a 

European research (3). The method is based on calculating the response of a floor system to a 

mathematical series of walking frequencies. Using a filter to accommodate for human sensitiveness to 

certain frequencies this method allows accurate predictions of the comfort level of a floor system. The 

input needed for the method is the transfer function of the floor system under investigation. This can be 

acquired by using an experimental or numerical approach. The resulting value, called the One Step RMS 

value or OS-RMS90, is the measure for comfort for the floor system under investigation. As you can see 

the OS-RMS90 value has the units mm/s which is a velocity, so a lower value will indicate better 

performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three parts of this method will be further discussed in the following paragraphs as they are applied to 

this paper. 

3.1 Transfer function 

In this paper the results presented are obtained using numerical simulations. As mentioned above the 

transfer function can be determined using numerical methods as well as experimental methods. Therefore 

the transfer function is determined numerically as well. To determine the transfer function numerically 

you need the Fourier transform of both the acting force and the response of the beams in the model. For 

this procedure the matlab routine ‘fft’ is used. The response, ut, is obtained from the ANSYS output. The 

force transient, Ft, is created by constructing an array filled with zeros with just the first element 

corresponding to the exciting force used in the model, i.e. 10.000 N. By now calculating the ‘fft’ of both 

transients and dividing it using equation (1) the transfer function, Hf, can be calculated. 

 
fft( )

fft( )

t
f

t

u
H

F
 (1) 

This function has to be weighted to account for human sensitivity using: 

 0 0
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0
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1 1
H( ) = H           5,6Hz      v =1 mm/s
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ff f

f

f

 (2) 

  

                                                      
2
 SBR: Stichting Bouw Research 

Transfer Function 
Walking function 

35 frequencies, 20 masses 

OS-RMS90 [mm/s] 

Figure 2, Principle of comfort value calculation using OS-RMS90 method 
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3.2 Walking function 

The walking function is a function that describes a single step of a person walking and was determined by 

using a large set of experimental data. This way it was possible to include the parameters of pace 

frequency, fp, and mass, mp, into the function. The function is an 8
th
 order polynomial function given by: 

 

8
n

1-step p p p p n

n=1

2

p p

F ( ,m ,t)=m g K ( ) t         

m =30, 35.....125 kg       =1.64, 1.68....3,00 Hz    g = 9,81 m/s

nf f

f  

(3)  

The factor Kn is defined for all orders, n, of the polynomial function. The function gives the force 

exercised during a single step onto the floor. This single step has to be combined in a series of steps as is 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3, Generating walking function 

3.3 Calculating OS-RMS90 comfort value 

After performing the first two steps you now have the transfer function and 700 different walking 

functions reflecting the combinations of the persons mass and pace frequency. Every combination has a 

certain level of probability of occurring,
 pmass,fP  , and can be found by multiplying the individual 

probabilities, pmass and pfp, (2): 

 
p pmass,f mass fP =p *p  (4) 

By calculating the Fourier transform of all 700 walking functions and multiplying these with the transfer 

function from equation (2) you get the response of the structure under investigation. Every calculated 

response has a certain probability of occurring and by calculating the RMS value of the response and 

calculating the 90% confidence value you get the comfort value or OS-RMS90. This value will be used in 

the analysis to rate the variants. 

4 Comfort study 

In section 2 the setup of the comfort study was presented. A large set of parameters are to be investigated. 

As reference a base configuration is used from which never more than one parameter will be changed in 

order to study the effect of this parameter on the comfort value. All parameters will have a range of values 

which will be investigated. The base structure has material properties for the main and coupling beams 

and in case of multiple main beams will have a single coupling beam at mid span. The various parameters 

with their corresponding base values and ranges of variation are listed in Table 1. Every range is 

subdivided into a suitable number of substeps, typically 30. 
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Table 1, Overview variants for main beam properties, 1 main beam model 

Code Parameter 

/ varied by 

Description Range 

parameter 

Base value 

EIM1 EIm / α Stiffness main beam 0,5 .. 2,0 x base 1,04 x10
8
 Nmm

2 

MAM1 Mass  Mass main beam 50 .. 200 kg/m’ 100 kg/m’ 

LEM1 Length Length main beam 4 .. 12 m 7,50 m  

RTS1 C1,2 Rotation stiffness at support 0 .. 10
6
 N/rad 0 N/rad 

 

In addition to the base values for the reference structure the following base properties have been defined: 

 EIz ,  stiffness weak direction main beam: 7,6 x 10
6
 Nmm

2
 

 It,   torsion stiffness main beam: 3,13 x10
5
 mm

4
 

 EIc , EIz;c  It;c, stiffness values coupling beam: 10% of corresponding base value main beam 

 Mc,  Mass coupling beam: 0 kg/m’ 

 Lc,  Length coupling beam = distance between main beams: 1,2 m 

Table 2 lists all variants regarding main beam properties where the model contains multiple main beams. 

The aim for this series is to vary the distribution of the specific property while keeping the total value 

summed over all beams constant. 

 

Table 2, Overview variants for main beam properties, multiple main beams model 

Code Parameter 

/ varied by 

Description Distribution over beams 

(beam numbers) 

Range parameter 

EIM2 EIm / α Stiffness main beam (1) 1+ α   (2) 1- α -0,5 .. +0,5 x base 

EIM3 EIm / α Stiffness main beam (1) 1+ α   (2+3) 1- 0,5 α -0,5 .. +0,5 x base 

EIM5 EIm / α Stiffness main beam (1+4+5) 1+ α   (2+3) 1- 1,5 α -0,5 .. +0,5 x base 

EIC2,3,5 EIc  Stiffness coupling beam   10 .. 1x10
8
 Nmm

2
 

MAM2 Mass / α Mass main beam (1) 1+ α   (2) 1- α -0,5 .. +0,5 x base 

MAM3 Mass / α Mass main beam (1) 1+ α   (2+3) 1- 0,5 α -0,5 .. +0,5 x base 

MAM5 Mass / α Mass main beam (1+4+5) 1+ α   (2+3) 1- 1,5 α -0,5 .. +0,5 x base 

MAC2,3,5 Mass Mass coupling beam   0..200 kg/m’  

LEC2,3,5 Length Length coupling beam     0,6 .. 1,8 m 

LEW3,5 Length / α Length coupling beam 

constant total length 

(1+3) 1,2+ α (2+4) 1- α 0,0 .. 0,6 m 

RTS2,3,5 C1,2 Rotation stiffness ratio   0
 
.. 10

6 
N/rad 

RTM2,3,5 C1,2 Rotation stiffness sup. 2 sides  0
 
.. 10

6 
N/rad 

 

Table 3 gives an overview of the variants in the configuration of the coupling beams in the multi main 

beam models. 
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Table 3, Overview variants in configuration of the coupling beams, multiple main beams 

Code Parameter  Description Range 

RBC2,3,5 

 

Rotation 1 coupling beam 

fixed at center  

0 .. 3,75 m or 

0 .. 16 nodes 

PDC2,3,5 

 

Position double coupling 

beam 

0 .. 3,75 m or 

0 .. 16 nodes 

PTC2,3,5 

 

Position triple coupling beam  0 .. 3,75 m or 

0 .. 16 nodes 

PPC3,5 

 

Position partial triple 

coupling beam  

0 .. 3,75 m 

PRC3,5 

 

Rotation partial triple 

coupling beam 

-1,88..1,88 m 

 

4.1 Results comfort study 

For all parameters listed in tables 1,2 and 3 the comfort value, or OS-RMS90 value, was calculated at mid 

span of every main beam. The results for the variants are listed in Table 1. The x-axis of the graph has 

been scaled so that the range mentioned in the table is mapped on a zero to one scale. The graph shows the 

influence of the parameters on the comfort value. From the graph the general trend can be seen that a 

larger beam span will increase the comfort value or in other words worsen the performance. The general 

trends correspond to general expectations although the influence of mass has a somewhat remarkable 

influence. Over the entire range the comfort value remains more or less constant which is contradictory to 

general expectations. 
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Figure 4, Results variants main beam properties – single beam (codes according to Table 1) 

Some remarks can be made regarding the results presented in Figures 5 and 6. From the graph of the EIC-

series it can be concluded that there is a range of values for the bending stiffness of the coupling beam that 

has a big effect on the comfort value but there is also a value for the stiffness where increasing the bending 

stiffness does not improve the comfort value anymore. Also in the variant concerning the mass of the main 

beams show only little effect on the comfort value. Regarding the distance between the main beams there 

seems to be no effect when these beams are closer together than 1 m and the effect is also most 

pronounced in the two beam configuration. 
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Figure 5, Results variants main beam properties – multiple beams – part 1 (codes according to 

Table 2) 
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Figure 6, Results variants main beam properties – multiple beams – part 2 

Some remarks can be made regarding the results presented in Figure 7 where the influence of the various 

coupling configurations is presented. It shows from the PDC and PTC series that there is not a big 

improvement of the comfort value when more than 1 coupling beam is used. There is another effect 

clearly visible for these graphs. When the coupling beams are connected to the main beams closer than 

about 25% of the length to the supports, the effect diminishes very quickly. Also the variant concerning 

partial coupling beams show that 1 coupling is equal to more coupling beams only if the coupling beam 

spans at least 2 bays.   
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Figure 7, Results variants geometrical properties  

5 Conclusions 

A comprehensive set of parameters have been investigated regarding the influence of the parameter on the 

comfort value. The theory behind the vibration comfort value also has been presented. Not all parameters 

investigated have a big influence on the vibration comfort of a floor system. But some main conclusions 

can be stated. 

 Coupling beams are very effective at spreading the vibration and thus improving the comfort of a 

floor system for vibration. This coupling beam has to span at least 2 bays to be effective 
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 Two or more coupling beams do not improve the vibration comfort significantly compared to  

only one coupling beam 

 Mass does not influence vibration comfort of a floor system 

 A center to center distance of the main beams smaller than 1 m do not improve the vibration 

comfort further 

 The main parameters regarding vibration comfort of the main beams are stiffness of the main and 

coupling beams and the length of the coupling beams. 

 The design of floor systems consisting of main beams connected with coupling beams has great 

potential for light weight floor systems with good vibration comfort. 
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Abstract 
It is believed that the vibration signals measured from cutting processes contain potentially valuable 
information for monitoring these processes and can be employed as control feedback signals. The 
vibration signal may be modelled as a convolution between the transmission path and the excitation. 
 In this paper, we propose a signal processing method to identify the cutting force of a cutting tool using 
the measured vibration signals. The method consists of a blind identification algorithm, based on second 
order cyclic techniques, to estimate the impulse response (IR) from the measured signal. The blind 
identification algorithm estimates the magnitude and the phase of the IR by only using the second order 
cyclic properties of the signal. The obtained IR is then converted into a cepstrum and subtracted from the 
raw measured signal in the quefrency domain using the additive properties of cepstra. The residual signal 
(forcing function) is then transformed back into the time domain using the inverse cepstrum. For a good 
estimation of the force, four measurement points are used, and the identified excitation sources are 
averaged. The proposed method has been experimentally validated using signals from an accelerometer 
and a dynamometer. The efficiency of the method for extracting the cutting force and for monitoring the 
cutting process is demonstrated. The method enables a clear distinction between a faulty and a non-faulty 
cutting tooth, which could not be distinguished using only the raw vibration signals.  

1 Introduction 

The identification of the state of a cutting tool is important in any metal cutting process; as additional cost 
- in terms of scrapped components, machine tool breakage and unscheduled downtime - occurs as a result 
of tool defects. Tool wear and breakage are the most encountered defects in the machining process [1]. 
Several factors, such as cutting conditions, workpiece surface and tool geometry make the condition 
monitoring of the tool complex; especially when developing an effective system to monitor the early 
stages of the fault in the tool-tip. Several parameters have been proposed for the condition monitoring of 
the cutting tools. Among these are the cutting forces, vibration signatures, temperature and acoustic 
emission. For each of these parameters, employment of several features has been attempted, e.g. the 
power spectral density (PSD), kurtosis, etc.               

Acoustic emission proved efficient for detecting tool breakage but was of a less significance for 
monitoring tool wear [2]. The monitoring of the cutting forces is the most used technique to monitor the 
health of the cutting tool. This however requires the use of a dynamometer, which requires special 
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mounting fixtures and is usually expensive [3]. The vibration signal has been found effective in the 
diagnosis of tool wear and is very easy to acquire [3, 4]. It does not involve high investment costs but 
measured signals suffer from distortion as a result of the contribution of the different transmission paths 
between the source of the vibration and the measuring point. The identification of the transmission 
path/excitation has been suggested to aid the diagnosis of rotating machines and has been employed in 
cutting processes. In [5] a blind identification method based on the bicepstrum was used to estimate the 
characteristics of the precision turning process. In [6] a force identification method for slider/disk contact 
force measurement was proposed to overcome the problem of impossible direct measurement of the 
contact force.   

The classical solutions of the blind identification (deconvolution) problem rely on identifying the impulse 
response phase by deriving it from the higher order statistics. However this needs a high rate of 
calculation and can not handle Gaussian or near Gaussian response impulses [7]. A new approach based 
on cyclostationary properties was proposed in the communication signal domain which only uses second 
order cyclic statistics for identification of communication channels [8]. 

For rotating machines, the vibratory signal is cyclostationary if its periodic component is constant or if the 
signal is sampled in the angular domain [9]. Therefore their moments or cumulants (if they exist) are 
periodic in the time domain.  Several methods were proposed for the diagnosis of rotating machines using 
this property; see for instance reference [10], which is based on spectral correlation. 

In this current work we propose a blind identification method to identify the excitation force from the 
measured vibration signal of the cutting tool. The extracted force is used to monitor the tool-tip status. 
The proposed blind identification method is based on the cyclostationary property of the signal, and the 
cepstrum properties. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the blind identification method is introduced and its 
essentials are explained. In section 3, the experimental setup, measurements and analysis are presented. 
Finally, the conclusion and work perspectives are discussed in section 4. 

2 Theoretical background 

2.1  System model 

The system considered, in this work, is modelled as Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) system as 
illustrated in the figure1. In this figure e(t) presents the excitation source (which is assumed 
cyclostationary), )(thi  represents the impulse response function of the mechanical system at point i, 

)(thi  is considered both linear and time invariant.  The output signal )(txi represents the measurement 

from accelerometer i. 

The excitation source e(t) represents the cutting force generated by the machine motor and transmitted by 
the spindle to the cutting tool. For each measurement point (i) the system can be analytically expressed as 
follows:  

   )()(*)()( tuthtetx iii +=                                                           (1) 

 

                                                   )()()()( tukthketx i

k

k
ii +−= ∑

+∞=

−∞=

                                                     (2) 

Where )(tui is the background noise that may come from the environment and measurement system.  This 

is considered stationary. 
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Figure 1: The system model  

 

2.2 Complex Cepstrum 

The cepstrum has proved very useful in condition monitoring and fault diagnostics of mechanical systems, 
especially in the case of operating machines where periodic excitation sources exist, such as gear meshing 
forces, and milling cutting forces Two applications are widely used in condition monitoring and fault 
diagnostics: extraction of vibration features corresponding to given mechanical faults, and recovery of the 
vibration sources and transmission paths [11]. 

Cepstral analysis is a technique which transforms a convolution process into an additive process [12]. The 
complex cepstrum ( )(τxc ) is defined by: 

                                                         1( ) [ ( ( ))]xc FFT Ln X fτ −=                                                     (3) 

Where )( fX is the Fourier transform of a time domain signal (x (t)). The 1−FFT  operation is an inverse 
fast Fourier transform.   

The computation of the complex cepstrum is complicated by the fact that the complex logarithm is 
multivalued. Since the Fourier transform is a complex-valued function, its logarithm must be 
appropriately defined. If the imaginary part of the logarithm is computed modulo 2п, i.e., evaluated as its 
principal value, then discontinuities appear in the phase curve. To resolve this ambiguity a procedure of 
phase unwrapping [12] is applied to generate the phase as a continuous function of frequency. 

When taking the complex cepstrum of (1) [without the stationary noise )(tui ] using (3) the convolution 

process denoted by (*) will be converted into an addition process in the quefrency domain (also having 
dimensions of time)  as can be seen in (4). 

( ) ( ) ( )
i ix e hc c cτ τ τ= +                                                             (4) 

As seen from (4) the source and path parts are additive. The excitation force can be recovered with ease if 
the system impulse response function estimates are available.  
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2.3   Cyclostationarity 

The term “cyclostationnary” refers to a subclass of nonstationary signals whose statistics periodically vary 
with a generic variable (time, angle). These signals are random in nature but exhibit periodicity in their 
statistics.  A first order cyclostationary signal will be periodic in its first order statistics, i.e. the mean will 
be periodic. A second order cyclostationary signal will have its autocovariance (second order statistics) 
periodic. The rotating machine signals are considered as cyclostationary instead of stationary if aspects of 
the random speed fluctuation of the machine repeat and/or if the signal is sampled in the angular domain 
[9].  

2.3.1 Cyclic spectral density 

Signal x(t) defined in (2), (the symbol (i) will be omitted in the equations) is a second order 
cyclostationary signal and its autocorrelation function (

1 2( , )xxR t t ) can be written as: 

                                 { } ( )*
1 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( ) ( ) ,xx xxR t t E x t x t R t T t T= = + +                                         (5) 

Where t1, t2 are time instances, T is the fundamental period of the cyclostationary process and the * is the 
conjugate operation.  

For a discrete signal the autocorrelation function is defined as follows: 

                                             2

0

( ) ( , )
N

j n
xx xx

n

R m R n m n eα π α−

=

= +∑                                                (6)   

Where ( , )xxR n m n+ presents the autocorrelation calculated for lag m, T/1=α  is the cyclic frequency 

and N the harmonic number. 

The spectral correlation density (SCD) at α  is defined as:  

2( ) ( )
x x

m
j fm

x
m

S f R m eα α π
= ∞

−

= − ∞

= ∑               (7)            

When 0=α , the cyclic spectral density reduces to the ordinary power spectrum density (PSD). 

2.4 Impulse response function extraction 

As indicated in section 2.1, the impulse response extraction method considered here is based solely on the 
second order cyclic statistics of the signal and the impulse response is considered as an IIR filter. This 
non-parametric method is considered because the order of the filter does not need to be known, as 
opposed to a parametric method, which requires the estimation of the filter order. In this section the 
identification method is explained. It consists of the magnitude and phase identification. 

2.4.1 Magnitude identification 

The spectral correlation density of the (2) is:  
 

                                              2 * 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x e uS f H f H fα σ α σ δ α= − +                                             (8) 
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where 2
eσ  is the noise variance,  ( )H f  is the Fourier transform of ( )h t  and )(αδ  is the delta function. 

When the linear system output is not corrupted by stationary additive noise, the amplitude-frequency 

characteristic of the impulse response ( )H f   can be obtained from the PSD estimate as: 

  ( )1/ 2(0)1
( ) ( )x

e

H f S f
σ

=                                                    (9) 

When strong stationary additive noise is present, however, a different approach may be taken; For 
0≠α  : 

                                                            2 *( ) ( ) ( )x eS f H f H fα σ α= −                                             (10) 

 
By taking the real part of the logarithm on both sides, the following expression can be derived: 
 

                                2 *log ( ) log log ( ) log ( )x eS f H f H fα σ α= + + −                                      (11)       

                                     

The log ( )xS fα  is finite. The real cepstra when applied for both ( )H f  and ( )xS fα  will give the 

following: 

                                                   
2

2

2

1
ˆ ( ) log ( )

2
j fn

hc n H f e df

π

π

ππ
−

= ∫                                               (12) 

                                                     
2

2

2

1
ˆ ( ) log ( )

2
j fn

x xc n S f e df

π

α π

ππ
−

= ∫                                         (13) 

 
The only condition for this to be true is that the both cepstra must exist. The relationship between the 

cepstra of ( )xS fα and ( )H f  is : 

 

                                    2 2ˆ ˆ( ) log( ) ( ) ( ) 1 j n
x e hc n n c n e π ασ δ  = + +                                      (14)                                        

                 
Thus the amplitude of the system transfer function can be found from: 
 

                                 
2

2

ˆ ( ) ( ) lo g ( )
ˆ ( )

1
x e

h j n

c n n
c n

e π α
δ σ−=
+

, ,...2,1,0 ±±=n                                 (15)        

 
and 

                                                        2ˆ( ) exp ( ) jn f
h

n

H f c n e π
∞

−

=−∞

 =  
 
∑                                              (16) 

 
There is no available solution whenever  
 

                                                    ,122 += knα  or α/
2

1







 += kn                                             (17)             

If we select 1/α  as an odd integer, the amplitude of ( )H f can be completely identified from the SCD 

even when strong stationary noise is present. Note that the cepstral approach would mainly be 
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advantageous in the case of the presence of strong noise and when a relatively large number of data 
samples are available. 

2.4.2 Phase identification 

Once the amplitude has been derived, the phase information could be extracted. To do so, a procedure 
based only second order cyclic properties can be defined as follows: 

                                                            { })(1 )()( fjefHFFTnh φ−=                                                   (18) 

with h(n) as the system impulse response and H(f) its Fourier transform.  

Let )( fψ  be the phase of )( fSx
α and  )( fφ  the phase of )( fH .  From the relationship of (10) 

                                                        )()()( fff ψαφφ =−−                                                     (19) 

Since both )( fφ and )( fψ  are periodic with a period of π2 , the Fourier series is expanded as: 

                                                         ∑
∞

−∞=

=
n

fnj
nef )2()( πφφ                                                             (20)                        

                                                        ∑
∞

−∞=

=
n

fnj
nef )2()( πψψ                                                            (21) 

By using (20) and (21), (19) becomes: 

                                                    =−∑
∞

−∞=n

fnjnj
n ee )2()2( )1( παπφ ∑

∞

−∞=n

fnj
ne

)2( πψ                                 (22)        

Here, )( fψ and  )( fφ are in fact, the imaginary parts of the Fourier transforms of the complex cepstra of 

the cyclic spectra and the transfer function, respectively. Since )2( fnje π  forms an orthogonal basis, the 
following expression is obtained : 

                                                          n
nj

n e ψφ απ =− )1( )2(                                                          (23) 

This can be used to obtain nφ  for 
α
k

n ≠ . Unfortunately, no information about nφ  for  
α
k

n = is 

contained in the cyclic spectra, which indicate the limitation of using cyclostationarity to identify the 

unknown IR. One solution is to interpolate the discontinuous points (
α
k

n = ) as follows: 

                                                       










=+=

≠
−=

+− α
φφφ

α
ψ

φ
π

k
n

k
n

e

nnn

nfj
n

n

,2/)(

,
)1(

11

)2(

                                         (24)                          

Thus to completely identify the phase, the method adopted here is the interpolation of the discontinuous 
phase identified from the second order cyclic process. 

2.5  The schematic presentation of the algorithm 

Figure 2 illustrates the flow chart of the blind identification process as used in this work. The impulse 
responses of the measured vibration signals (acceleration) are firstly identified using the technique 
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presented in section 2.4 (the impulse response amplitudes and the phases are determined). The parameters 
of this algorithm are the cyclic frequency (should be determined) and length of the impulse response. The 
length of the sequence is padded with zeros to have the same size as the original measured signal)(txi .  

  
Figure 2 Schematic presentation of the identification algorithm. 

 
These impulse responses are then transformed into the quefrency domain, by means of the complex 
cepstrum, and so are the measured vibration signals. In the quefrency domain the system properties and 
the excitation are additive and can then be separated by a simple subtraction. The transfer functions are 
subtracted from the signals and the remainder is transformed back to the temporal domain by the inverse 
complex cepstrum.  

To reduce the noise, which may exist in the environment and to obtain an improved estimation of the 
excitation force, the process presented in the figure 2 is calculated for each measurement point i and the 
excitation forces obtained are then averaged. 

Finally, by using the PSD comparison the tool cutting status can be diagnosed. 

3 Experimental Results 

3.1 Method validation 

 To validate the method presented in this paper, the cutting force and vibration signals were measured 
simultaneously from an end milling operation; the accelerometer was placed in the feed direction (x 
direction) as well as the cutting force signal coming from the x direction was captured.  
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Figure 3  (a) vibration signal and (b) cutting force measured in the x direction 

Figures (3 a. b.) present a typical vibration signal coming from this sensor and the corresponding cutting 
force signal. As is seen in these figures, the vibration signal is completely different from the cutting force 
signal.    
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Figure 4 Presentation of the force measured and force estimated. 

 

The proposed method was applied to the vibration signal (figure 3.a) and a segment of the estimated force 
compared to the actual force is plotted in figure (4). It can be seen from figure (4) that the estimated force 
is similar to the measured one except for the presence of some noise which slightly modifies the shape of 
signal. The conclusion drawn from figure (4) suggests that; the proposed method is able to recover the 
excitation force using the measured vibration signal. 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.2 Test rig 

To use the method presented in this paper in the monitoring, a test rig to generate cutting data from a 
milling operation was prepared. Accelerometers (gain 100mv/g) were placed in three mutually 
perpendicular directions (x direction, y work piece, z direction as shown in figure (5)). An optical encoder 
to enable the angular sampling was installed at the spindle, (figure (5). This delivers a position 
information (squared signal at frequency of 2500×××× fr, where fr is the revolution speed), which is used as a 
clock for the data acquisition card. Therefore, signals were sampled at constant angle intervals. For an 
optical encoder of a resolution equal to 2500 points per revolution, and an average speed of revolution     
fr =10.833Hz, the average sampling frequency will be 2500××××==== rs ff . The Nyquist frequency must be 

adjusted according to the instantaneous speed.  

Experiments with the milling cutting tool were performed for one minute of milling. The face milling 
cutter had 5 unequally spaced teeth. The cutting parameters and the operating conditions were kept 
constant during the experiment (see table 1).  

In the experimental analysis, we have considered four tool cutting states:  without fault, with a worn tooth 
(0.2mm), with two worn teeth (0.2mm) and with a broken tooth.    

 
Figure 5 Schematic presentation of the experimental setup. 

Material of the specimen  steel 
Rotation speed 650 rpm 
Feed rate 220 mm/min 
Milling cutter diameter  100mm 
 Teeth number  5 
Cutting depth 0.7mm 
Optical encoder resolution 2500 point per revolution 
Number of recorded cycles 500 
Number of samples 1250000 samples 
Averaged sampling rate 27 kHz 
Anti-aliasing filter 9 kHz 

 

Table 1 Cutting conditions and angular sampling parameters. 
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3.3 Resultant analysis 

Figure (6) presents the measured signals captured from sensor 2 for the fault- free case and a broken tooth 
case. In general, both signal shapes and amplitudes are similar. In the case of the broken tooth, the 
amplitude of the broken tooth signal is larger at the beginning (close to 200 m/s²). 

 
Figure 6 Vibration signal measured for the cases of fault-free and a broken tooth 

 

Figure (7) presents three cycles of the signal from accelerometer 1(x direction) and accelerometer 2 (y 
direction) for the fault-free case. The figure shows the repetition of the five peaks which correspond to 
five teeth on the cutter. The amplitude of the peaks is not equal due to the teeth being unequally spaced. 
The repetition noticed in figure (7) shows the cyclostationary nature of the milling vibration signal taken 
under angular sampling. The peak amplitude of the acceleration signal from accelerometer 2 is larger 
compared to the one from accelerometer 1 (around ten times larger). This is because accelerometer 2 is in 
the direction of the cutting force. 

 
Figure 7 Typical milling signals for sensors in the x and y direction. 
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The identification algorithm presented in Figure (2) was applied to 250000 samples of the measured 
signals (100 cycles). The first step was the determination of the cyclic frequency using the spectral 
correlation density, which was computed for all cyclic frequencies. The selected cyclic frequency was 

equal to the cutting frequency of the teeth (
}

} teethofnumber
rotationcutter

5
60

650 × ) which corresponds to 54 Hz. Once the cyclic 

frequency was determined, the magnitude of the impulse response was estimated from the spectral 
correlation computed using a window of 512 samples for Hz54=α using the procedure presented in 
section 2.4.1 (equation 15 -16). The phase was then identified by the algorithm described in section 2.4.2. 
The interpolation method was used as has been indicated in equation (24) to recover the points, which 
correspond to discontinuities. 

Figure (8) presents the extracted impulse response from the accelerometers 3 for the fault-free case and a 
worn tooth case. It is noticed in figure (8) that the impulse responses for the fault-free case and the worn 
tooth case are in general similar. This observation has been seen in all the extracted IR for the fault-free 
and faulty cases. In conclusion it can be said that the fault presence affects only the force excitation. When 
a tooth is broken the tool edge cannot cut the material and that affects the force excitation. The magnitude 
of that force for the broken tooth will be very small while the force excitation from next tooth will have a 
large magnitude which leads to the augmentation of magnitude in the frequency range. 

 

 

Figure 8   The response impulse estimated for sensor 3. 

 

Figure (9) shows the averaged PSD (averaged over all the accelerometer signals) of the response signals 
for both the fault-free case and the faulty case.. There is a little change between the two cases and it is 
very hard to distinguish the two cases (except for a small dB increase between 2500 Hz and 3000 Hz).   
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Figure 9 Schematic presentation of the identification algorithm 

Figure (10) shows the power spectral density computed for the averaged identified excitation forces.In 
this figure the PSDs for the different tool status are presented. Note that the identified force spectra 
become near to having a flattened characteristic, which is similar to that of a white noise excitation. This 
is because of the removal of the transfer function information.  
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Figure 10 Schematic presentation of the identification algorithm.  

 

Note also that there is some difference between the fault free status and the faulty status. To highlight this 
difference figure 11 shows a zoom of [2000 4000 Hz] of the figure 10. As shown in this figure, there is a 
notable increase in the dB differences due to the introduction of the faults. This difference is especially in 
the frequency range, presented in figure 11, which corresponds to the resonance of the system. The broken 
tooth has a major difference which is more than 10 dB in the frequency 3050 Hz, where in the case of a 
worn tooth and two worn teeth the difference is more than 6dB in 2400Hz and 2560Hz. The difference of 
6 dB is significant in condition monitoring.  
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Figure 11 Schematic presentation of the identification algorithm [2000-4000 Hz].  

 

The comparison between figures (9) and (11) clearly favours the use of the developed method to enable 
the diagnosis of the tool case. In [13] higher order statistics were used for the diagnosis, however with a 
high computational demand. The current method does not need require the usage of higher order statistics 
and consequently is not computationally intensive.  

Therefore the identification of the cutting force from the vibration signal can be an alternative to using a 
dynamometer, which is expensive and needs a special fixture. The use of accelerometers is cheaper and 
can offer a potential approach for a diagnostic and monitoring system for tool state as has been shown 
through the presented results. 

4 Conclusion and perspective 

In this work a blind identification method is proposed; it consists of the use of the second order cyclic 
characteristics of the measured acceleration signals for impulse response estimation. Interpolation over the 
discontinuity points is used to overcome the problem of phase discontinuity. The cepstrum is used to 
separate the common excitation force from the different impulse responses. 

As seen through the validation of the method, the proposed method is able to recover the cutting force 
from the vibration signal.  

For using that method in the monitoring of cutting tool status, as illustrated by the results, the method is 
capable of distinguishing between the faulty cases and the fault-free case..  In the case of a broken tooth, 
the difference in dB is more than 10dB, whereas in the case of two worn teeth the difference is 6 dB.. On 
the other hand there is no significant difference in dB when the measurement signals are directly used. 
Therefore, this method of identification can be used for the diagnosis of milling cutting tools, and the use 
of accelerometers is a cheaper alternative to using a dynamometer.  

The perspective also exists to use this approach in condition monitoring on-line to see the ability of this 
method for early detection of the wear in the tool while the machining is proceeding.  
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Abstract
The monitoring of rotating machinery is increasingly important for the industrial park. Partly, it is made from
indicators given by vibration analysis. These indicators give only the overall state of operation of the studied
machine. Indeed, the piezoelectric sensors, which are used for vibration analysis, record the vibrations gene-
rated by the various components of the machine. Numerous studies have developed techniques for locating
and quantifying the vibration sources from the recorded signals. Thus, it is legitimate to believe that these
sources can give us an indicator which should be characteristic of the damage of each critical component
and which should allow to follow the severity of the defect. This paper studies the feasibility (i) firstly to
restore an indicator (RMS value) for each component, (ii) secondly to monitor the evolution of this indicator
through the severity of the defect.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the maintenance of machinery is essential for the good operation of the productivity and the safety
of the staff. Much studies focus on a predictive maintenance, in particular the monitoring of the component
of the machine. Partly, the maintenance conditional monitors the deviation of the indicators which represent
the operation state of the structure. These indicators are determined from vibration signals obtained with
piezoelectric sensors [1]. However, the signals recorded by the sensors are often the result of a mixture of
sources (for example, from several rolling bearings). Therefore, these indicators diagnose the general state
of operation only. The computation of an indicator which characterizes each source, would be a major asset
for the monitoring and the follow-up of the damage. The restoration of each source from the recorded signals
and the computation of indicators can improve their diagnosis.

However, the inversion is an unstable problem due to the errors measures or the parasites in the signals. To
stabilize the problem, studies suggest using over-determined systems, i.e. systems with more observations
than sources, [2], [3]. These methods require the use of parameters called "regularization parameter" which
are difficult to determine. They can be evaluated in light of uncertainties about the mixture matrix, [4], on
the mixture matrix and observations, [5], or on the principle of L-Curve, [6]. Even if these parameters are
determined, the inversion may remove a source. Moreover, these studies are attempting to restore the sources
over a wide frequency band with a large number of sensors which are placed "randomly", while the stability
depends largely on frequency and position of the sensors.

On the other hand, Fabunmi [7] highlighted the existence of a link between modal analysis and the number
of determinable sources on a narrow frequency band. He shows that the number of modes participating in
the response of the structure must be equal to or greater than the number of sources. Lee et al. [8] use this
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relationship to make a selection of measures which can stabilize the inversion. However, this selection is
made after the position of many sensors. In a previous paper, [9], we propose to position a limited number
of sensors which are used to restore the source around several frequencies (which are characteristic of the
presence of a defect) and to avoid regularization methods that can remove sources vibration. Two approaches
have been developed. Each of them can determine areas where restitution is stable. These areas are illustrated
by condition maps. Both approaches provide a reliable restoration due to the stability of the solution. They are
compared with the methods which use the over-determined systems and methods of regularization, including
the L-Curve principle [10]. This paper ensue from this work and to follow the deviation of these indicators.
The aim is to restore indicators specific to each vibration sources. We are addressing the particular case of a
fault in the rolling bearing, because the rolling bearing are ever-present in the rotating machines.

2 Inverse Problems in vibratory analysis

2.1 Description

The inverse problems can restore sources (input) from observation (output). In the domain of the vibration,
the responses of a structure, yi(t), are the result of the convolution product between the temporal signal
sources, xj(t), and the impulse response of the structure ti,j , equation (1).

yi(t) = Σp
j=1ti,j(t) ∗ xj(t), i = 1, ...,m ⇒ Y(ω) = T(ω).X(ω) (1)

p is the number of the sources, m is the number of the vibratory responses/observations. In the frequential
domain, the convolution product becomes a simple product, where Y(ω), X(ω) and T(ω) are respectively
the vectors of the responses, sources and mixture matrix. Note that if Y(ω) and X(ω) have the same unit,
T(ω) is the transmissibility matrix.

The singular value decomposition of the mixture matrix provides a simple and effective solution to the inverse
linear problem, equation (2).

T = U.Σ.Vt (2)

U = (u1, . . . , up) and V = (v1, . . . , vm) are the orthogonal matrix. The size are respectively (p, p) and
(m,m). Σ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are singular values σi of the matrix T. The orthogonal
vectors vk and uk are known respectively as right singular vectors and left singular vectors.

To apply the inverse problem in mechanical system, a preliminary step is necessary. The matrix T(ω) must
be determined thanks to a shaker. After this step, the inversion can be made when the structure operates,
thanks to measurements made by sensors.

Generally, inverse problems are ill-posed problems within the meaning of Hadamard [11], i.e. they do not
satisfy any of these criteria : uniqueness, existence and stability of the solution. In the vibration domain,
stability is difficult to satisfy. Indeed, small errors on data of the responses or of the impulse responses
can generate important errors on computed sources. These errors are increased by the condition number
of the matrix T, noted c(T). Thus, a high condition number means an ill conditioned matrix and a low
condition number means a well-conditioned matrix. In other words, the inversion is stable for a low number.
Chiementin [9] proposes to link the position of the sensors and the condition number through modal analysis.

2.2 Modal Analysis and condition number

By definition, the condition number is defined for the norm 1 :

c(T) = ‖T‖1‖T−1‖1 (3)
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that is why :

c(T) =
1

|det(T)|‖T‖1‖tCom(T)‖1 with T−1 =
tCom(T)
det(T)

(4)

We want to get the condition number closest to 1, i.e. minimize the function fobj which is defined as the
difference between the product of the highest values of the columns of ‖T‖1 and ‖tCom(T)‖1, and the
determinant of T.

fobj =
∣∣∣‖T‖1‖tCom(T)‖1 − det(T)

∣∣∣ with det(T) 6= 0 (5)

However, this relationship is unworkable directly. We can simplify the problem and declare that the inversion
will be stable if the denominator, det(T), is not null. This simplification was validated experimentally for a
rotation machine in [12]. In this case, the relations are clarified between the modal analysis and the determi-
nant of the matrix. If the number of dominant modes is less than the number of sources, the condition number
is infinite ; the inversion is impossible. Otherwise, we have the following equations (6), (8) respectively for a
number of sources equal to 2 and for a number of sources greater than 2.

⌊ ∣∣∣ M∑
j,k=1;j<k

1
DjDk

[φj(x1)φk(x2)− φj(x2)φk(x1)][φj(y1)φk(y2)− φj(y2)φk(y1)]
∣∣∣ 6= 0 (6)

with
Dk = −ω2Mk + iωCk + Kk (7)

Mk, Ck and Kk are the k − th diagonal terms of the mass, stiffness and damping matrix, which are written
in the modal base.



∣∣∣ M∑
k1,k2,...,kp=1

1
Dk1 ...Dkp

Φ(x, k1, ..., kp).Φ(y, k1, ..., kp)
∣∣∣ 6= 0, k1 < k2 < ... < kp, ∀i, ki ε N

where Φ(x, k1, ..., kp) =
∑

i = 1 à p
j = 0, 1

(−1)jφk1(xi+(p−1)j)φk2(xi+1+(p−3)j)...φkp(xi+(p−1)+(p−(2p−1))j)

where Φ(y, k1, ..., kp) =
∑

i = 1 à p
j = 0, 1

(−1)jφk1(yi+(p−1)j)φk2(yi+1+(p−3)j)...φkp(yi+(p−1)+(p−(2p−1))j)

The indexes for x et y are modulo p, p ≥ 3
(8)

φi is the eigen vector i. M is the number of the dominant modes or the number of modes which governs the
structure. xi, yi are respectively the source i and the observation i. The terms Φ(x, k1, ..., kp) correspond to
sources , and the terms Φ(y, k1, ..., kp) correspond to observations.

A procedure has been made to use these equations as a criterion for stability of the inversion :
– to carry out the modal analysis of the structure ;
– to determine the number of dominant modes for each characteristic frequency ;
– to use the inequalities (6) and (8) by taking into account the possible simplifications, in order to find

optimal positions of the sensors
– to position sensors in well conditioned areas, thanks to determined inequality.

2.3 Conditional maintenance of rolling bearings and inverse problems

The principal defect in a rolling bearing is the spalling due to the fatigue and the cyclic load. This defect and
the rotation of the rolling bearing cause periodic impulses. The result is a periodic temporal signal which has
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a frequency characteristic of the defect (on ball bearing, on inner ring or outer ring). This frequency is the
base of many methods of detection. The preventive maintenance employs indicators to evaluate the operation
state of the machine. These indicators are based on statistical analysis of the signal [13]. The indicator used
is the RMS value of the signal, because this one is well suited to the detection of pulses in a temporal signal
time [14].

It corresponds to the square root of the average signal x(t) computed on a period T .

VRMS =

√
1
T
·
∫ t+T

t
x2(t)dt (9)

These indicators, compared with regular intervals of time, allow the monitoring of machines and provide the
operating time. Under the excitation of different sources vibration (failure to rolling bearings, gears, set of
keys, ...), this indicator may indicate the overall state of damage to the structure. So, we propose to restore
the values RMS which are characteristic of each sources and thus diagnose the state for each of them. For
this, we use the principle of figure 1. The position of the sensor is optimized to stabilize the inversion, the
sources are restored by inversion, finally, the RMS values are computed for each restored sources.

FIG. 1 – Principle of restoration of specific RMS value.

3 Experimental Validation

3.1 Definitions

The definition are given in [9] :

"We define "a real source", the physical cause which can excite the structure (a rolling bearing in this work).
Thus, a real source can contain one or several defects. We define "a virtual source", noted x, the setting
where the measured signal is the result of the operating state of only one real source. An observation, noted
y, is the setting where the measured signal is the result of the simultaneous operating of the real sources.
Thus, the position of a virtual source can be the position of an observation."

3.2 Description of the experimental bench

The experimental bench used is a crankcase made of a shaft and two bearings. The system is coupled to an
engine of 10kW, the speed of rotation is 1500tr/mn. A radial load of 5000N is applied to each bearings with a
hydraulic jack, figure 2.a. The signals are recorded with a collector 8 channels (Siglab) on a frequency band
0-1000Hz and 8192 points.

The defects are simulated. They pass through each ring and are made by spark machining. Thus, each real
source is damaged by a defect on outer ring with a surface of 20mm2, figure 2.b. For these conditions, the
frequency of default on an outer ring is 94Hz. In the same time, a numerical updated model is done using a
finite element software. It consists of 29617 nodes and 33000 solid elements. The bearings are integrated with
a "toolbox" conducted and explained by Debray [15]. The toolbox is based on the model proposed by DeMul
[16]. It incorporates the centrifugal forces in solving the problem of static equilibrium of the bearings. The
rolling bearing is modeled with three types of elements : (i) two nodes beam rigid elements, which model
the incompressibility of the inner ring on the shaft. These elements connect the pitch line of the shaft at
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FIG. 2 – (a.) Experimental bench. (b.) Tools for spark machining

points of contact between the inner ring and rolling elements, (ii) two nodes beam elements, whose stiffness
matrices are determined by iterations (model DeMul), in solving the nonlinear problem of equilibrium linked
to contacts between the rolling elements and rings (theory of Hertz) under the effect of applied external loads.
Each ball is therefore modelled by a two nodes element (iii) finally, four nodes shell elements represent the
outer ring and they operate the junction between the elements characterizing the rolling elements and the
solid elements chosen for the crankcase. These elements transmit all degrees of freedom in crankcase.

3.3 Condition maps determination

3.3.1 Position of the virtual sources and of the observations

The bench is made of two rolling bearings, so, two real sources are necessary. The virtual sources are placed
on two opposite sides, including bearings, figure 3. They are measured by the sensors 1 to 2 (the damaged
rolling bearing must be alternatively assembled to have the sources). The position of the first observation
must be chosen (sensor 1), while the choice of the position of second observation is determined by the use
of condition maps. These can be determined by two approaches : numerical and experimental. We mention
these methods briefly, these approaches are more detailed in Chiementin [12].

3.3.2 The numerical approach

In a first time, condition maps are determined by the numerical model for frequencies of the defects (fun-
damental, 94Hz, and its harmonics), to highlight potential well-conditioned areas. They are determined by
computing the condition number for each position of observation. The obtained maps are similar on the range
0-400Hz giving rise to a global condition map, figure 4, on the experimental bench. This map is obtained by
the equation (10).

cglobal(i, j) = max
k

(ck(i, j))k ∈ [0, 400Hz] (10)

ck(i, j) represent the term (i, j) of the condition map around the frequency "k" Hz.

FIG. 3 – Position of the two sensors
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FIG. 4 – Global condition map for the range 0-400Hz, Front view 3/4, Back view 3/4

The condition maps show areas where the condition number is low (bright areas), therefore stable areas.
According to the results, we choose to position the second observation at the same position that the second
virtual source, sensor 2. Finally, two sensors are used to determine the virtual sources, observations, and
restored sources.

3.3.3 The experimental approach

FIG. 5 – Eigen deformations of the dominant modes.

The experimental approach requires knowing the dominant modes by modal analysis on the frequency range
0-400Hz. To determine the contribution of each mode, we write the transmissibility function in the form
equation (11). A multiple linear regression between the response obtained by the excitation and eigen defor-
mations gives us the contribution of each mode. The computation of the contribution is given by the equation
(12).

ti→j(j) =
∑
m

am(i, ω)φm(j) (11)

%contributionp =
ap(i, ω)∑
k ak(i, ω)

(12)

Two modes (modes 4 and 5) dominate at a rate of 87.8% for this range and the considered measures. Their
eigen deformations are represented in figure 5. The system has resulted in a 2 sources, 2 observations, 2
modes. Thus, the position of the second observation is done by the equation (13) resulting from the equation
(6).

Φ4(y1)Φ5(y2)− Φ4(y2)Φ5(y1) 6= 0 (13)

Several cases, which are represented by the numbers on the figure 5, are considered to position this observa-
tion :
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– The observation number 2 is positioned near the first observation : the eigendeformations are almost equal,
so, this entails to a high condition number. This number is lower if the observation number 2 moves away.
It means that the observation number 2 must be preferably positioned on another face of the casing.

– The observation number 2 is positioned in (1) : in this case we have φ4(y1)=-φ4(y2) and φ5(y2)=φ5(y1),
so
φ4(y1)φ5(y2)− φ4(y2)φ5(y1) = 2φ4(y1)φ5(y1) 6= 0. The conditioning will also be good.

– The observation number 2 is positioned in (3) : φ5(y2) = 0,
so φ4(y1)φ5(y2)− φ4(y2)φ5(y1) = −φ4(y2)φ5(y1) 6= 0 The conditioning will be good.

– The observation number 2 is positioned in (5) : φ5(y2) = 0 and φ4(y2) = 0,
so, φ4(y1)φ5(y2)− φ4(y2)φ5(y1) = 0 The conditioning will be bad.

– The observation number 2 is positioned in (2) or (4) : the difference seems to be unimportant because the
eigendeformations are almost similar but this example is more difficult to interpret. In (2), the condition
number will be good but not in (4). Mathematically, we have the following equalities :
φ4(y2)(2)=φ4(y2)(4) and φ5(y2)(2)=−φ5(y2)(4). Thus, the inequality is not checked in the case (4).

According to these cases, we can say that it is not always easy to interpret the well-conditioned areas. Some
cases, such as point (1) or (3), are very easy to study. By against the difference between the position (2) and
(4) is more difficult to interpret.

We can say with certainty that the face where the second source is a well-conditioned area. We can add with
certainty that the area where the first sensor is to avoid.

3.4 Sliding

We wish to emphasize through this section the influence of sliding which penalizes the restitution. Indeed,
the spectral lines can shift a few frequential points. Therefore, it is necessary to made the measures with
caution to avoid these phenomena. Several measurements are sometimes necessary to give the frequency
characteristics.

3.5 Restoration of vibratory sources

According to the condition map which is determined on 0-400Hz, we deploy our methods to restore the
fundamental and harmonics with a frequency inferior to 400Hz. The restoration of spectral lines between 0
and 400Hz is very satisfactory, not exceeding the mistake of 1.5dB, figure 6. By against, the spectral lines
which are superior to 400Hz suffered a bad restoration. The harmonics to 446.0Hz and 535.2Hz are not
returned to the source virtual 2. To make a diagnosis the presence of a fundamental and three harmonics
seems sufficient to ensure the presence of a defect on the outer ring of the two rolling bearings.

3.6 Restoration of a temporal indicator

We decide to return an indicator temporal (RMS value) for each of the real sources.

Thus, RMS values of the signals recorded by the two sensors are computed before and after inversion. The
restoration is realized either on signals on a frequency range 0-1kHz, either on filtered signals around the
fundamental and three harmonics. The results are listed in the table 1.

In the case of a restitution on the band 0-1kHz, RMS values of the mixed signals are greater than the RMS
values measured in the presence of a single damaged rolling bearing. However, the RMS values of the two
restored signals are not satisfactory. Relative differences between the measured values in the presence of a
single damaged rolling bearings and measured values of the restored signals are 78% et 33%.

By against the results obtained from filtered signals around the fundamental and harmonics are very satisfac-
tory. The errors do not exceed the 13% . Thus, the RMS values computed after inversion are representative of
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FIG. 6 – Spectra of the sources. Restoration of the fundamental and the harmonics. (—) Virtual measured
sources. (-.-) Virtual restored sources.

RMS values measured in the case of a single damaged rolling bearing on the frequency band studied. Howe-
ver, note that we are constrained to a frequency band relatively narrow (between 0 and 400Hz) because the
optimized areas by the condition map are valid in this range only. By the way, this penalizes the significance
of the RMS value. This fact can cause problems of interpretation. In our case, the RMS values of the source
2 are higher than for the mixture on the sensor 2.

The procedure of stabilization of the inversion is validated for the filtered signals around the fundamental
and harmonics.

3.7 Restoration and follow-up

Now we propose to create a vibratory monitoring from restored RMS values. Therefore, it is necessary to
determine these values for different sizes of defects In this paper, three sizes of defects, 8, 14 and 20mm2

are used. In a first step, we evaluate the usefulness of a restoration by comparing the RMS values of the
observation to the RMS values of the restored sources, figure 7. We observe that for each type of default,
the RMS values ofthe observations overestimate or underestimate the RMS values of each sources. This
is detrimental to a vibratory monitoring. For example, the trend of the RMS value of the observation 1 is
growing faster than for the RMS value of the measured source 1. Thus, the computation of the sources would
estimate values of the RMS which characterizes the operating condition of each rolling bearings. Figure
7.b illustrates the RMS values computed from the measured sources signals and those restored. The curves,
depending on the size of default, show that the evolution of the indicators follows the same trend. The error
does not exceed the 13%. Thus, it is possible de predict monitoring vibration from the RMS value specific
to each rolling bearing despite a mixture of vibratory sources. However, we must be careful. Indeed, RMS
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RMS mixture of sources : measured restored
0-1kHz observations sources sources
sensor 1 0.342 0.158 0.282
sensor 2 0.351 0.291 0.387
RMS mixture of sources : measured restored
Filtered observations sources sources
sensor 1 0.0247 0.0140 0.0158
sensor 2 0.0173 0.0261 0.0244

TAB. 1 – RMS value on the range 0-1kHz and RMS value of filtered signals around fundamental and three
harmonics.

values are obtained from a low frequency signal while this indicator is more effective at high frequencies.
The evolution of an RMS value may be biased.
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FIG. 7 – (a.) RMS values of the measured sources and the observations (b.) RMS values of the measured
sources and the restored sources
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4 Conclusion

The employment of a temporal indicator allows to monitor and track the status of damage to a structure.
But these are so-called global indicators. They reflect only the global state of operation. This paper proposes
to calculate indicators which characterize the operational status of each component of a rotating machine,
and which would monitor the severity of the detected defects. This is achieved through the application of
technics associated with the inverse problems. Indicators (RMS values) are computed from restored sources.
This paper shows that the employment of the restored indicators from measurements is unreliable, and the
computation of indicators specific for each component improves the monitoring and the diagnosis of defects.
Also, we show that the monitoring from the restored RMS values is possible. However it is noteworthy
that these values are computed from signals which are widely filtered around low frequencies. Our efforts
focus on a restoration with a large frequency range, which would get computed RMS values from a signal
comprising high frequencies, because the defects in the rolling bearings excite these frequencies.
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Abstract
This work seeks the diagnosis of gear local faults by non-stationary vibration signal analysis, such as contin-
uos wavelet transform, Wigner-Ville distribution and cyclostationary analysis. The diagnostic capabilities of
the foregoing techniques are discussed on the basis of simulated and experimental results, in particular tooth
spalls of different sizes are artificially introduced along the gear tooth face via a drilling process. A vibration
signal model including the effects of local faults in involute gears is presented. This model is applied to
study the potential effectiveness of the considered processing techniques. After that, the vibration signals
acquired from a gearbox in sound and faulty conditions are analyzed with the foregoing non-stationary sig-
nal processing techniques, in order to compare the effectiveness of the considered techniques for local fault
diagnostics.

1 Introduction

Machines with moving parts give rise to vibrations and consequently noise. The setting up and the status of
each machine yield to a peculiar vibration signature. Therefore, a change in the vibration signature, due to a
change in the machine state, can be used to detect incipient defects before they become critical. This is the
goal of condition monitoring, in which the informations obtained from a machine signature are used in order
to detect faults at an early stage.

There is a large number of signal processing techniques that can be used in order to extract interesting
information from a measured vibration signal, and they deal with techniques in time [1, 2], frequency [3] and
time-frequency [4] domains. As a matter of fact, the type of signal to be analyzed has an influence on the
type of analysis to be carried out, and also on the choice of analysis parameters. Because of, localized defects
in gear system generally introduce in the vibration signature non-stationary signal components [5], which
cannot be properly described by ordinary spectral methods (e.g. Fourier analysis), in order to overcome
this trouble a more recent trend has been toward representation in the time–frequency analysis, such as
wavelet transform [6] and Wigner-Ville Distribution [7]. Moreover an emerging interest has been reported
on modeling rotating machine signals as cyclostationary [8, 9], which embodies a particular class of non-
stationary stochastic processes.

In this paper the diagnostic capability of different non-stationary signal processing techniques, such as the
continuous wavelet transform (CWT), the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) and the spectral correlation den-
sity (SCD) function are discussed and compared on the basis of simulated and experimental results. In
particular, a vibration signal model of gear vibration, including the effects of tooth spall is performed, in
order to analyses the potential effectiveness of the considered non-stationary signal processing techniques.
In particular highlighting the changes that arise in the SCD spectrum due to the impulsive signal content.
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental apparatus, the test conditions and the
artificially introduced faults that are taken into account in this work; a brief theoretical background for non-
stationary signal analysis is introduced in Section 3. A mathematical signal model for local faults in gears
is presented in Section 4, including amplitude and frequency modulations and additive impulses. In Section
5 the diagnostic capability of the above-mentioned techniques are compared on the basis of experimental
results.

2 Description of experimental apparatus and faults

The effects of tooth spalls on gear vibrations are investigated with a test bench designed and built up at
the Engineering Department of the Univerity of Ferrara. The test bench consists of a base, including two
induction motors controlled by inverters and a gear unit (Figure 1 (a)). In more detail, the driving induction
motor (BN80C2) is controlled in a feedback speed loop; its speed is evaluated by an encoder with 360 pulses
per revolution. The load induction motor (BN132MB4) is controlled in a feedback torque loop, while the
speed is evaluated by an encoder with 3600 pulses per revolution. Table 1 lists the data of the induction
motors. The gear unit (C312) contains two spur gear pairs, one having 18 and 71 teeth, the other one 12 and
55 teeth, for a global speed reduction ratio of 18.1. Further details about the test bench can be found in [10].

Driving 

motor
Gear 

unit

Load 

motor

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Test bench for gear tooth spall experiments, (b) Gear tooth spall Sp25%

BN80C2 BN132MB4
Nominal power [kW ] 1.5 9.2
Nominal torque [Nm] 5.1 61
Nominal speed [rpm] 2800 1440
Number of poles per phase winding 2 4

Table 1: Induction motor data

Gear tooth spalls are artificially introduced on the first stage gearbox wheel of module 1.04, helix angle
26! and 71 teeth, via a drilling process. In order to compare the sensitivity of different signal processing
techniques to fault detection, different spall sizes were introduced along the gear tooth face. The spall
position on the tooth face is chosen in such a way that, during the faulted gear tooth engagement, the tooth
spall is crossed by the line of contact. In more detail, five different spall lengths are taken into account in
this work, four of these are located at the mean point of the gear tooth face, whilst the last one is located
nearby the edge of the tooth face. The spall dimensions are given with respect to the tooth length and are
listed in Table 2, whilst one of these spalls are shown in Figure 1 (b). A clamp device was built up in order to
correctly position the gears in the CNC drilling machine. As a matter of fact, the spall position with respect
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ID Fault description
Chip 2 mm along the tooth profile, 0.6 mm depth, 0.8 mm at the edge of the tooth face

Sp12.5% 2 mm along the tooth profile, 0.6 mm depth, 2mm across the tooth face (12.5% of the
tooth face width)

Sp25% 2 mm along the tooth profile, 0.6 mm depth, 4 mm across the tooth face (25% of the
tooth face width)

Sp50% 2 mm along the tooth profile, 0.6 mm depth, 7.8 mm across the tooth face (50% of
the tooth face width)

Sp100% 2 mm along the tooth profile, 0.6 mm depth, 15.5 mm across the tooth face (100% of
the tooth face width)

Table 2: Dimensions of gear tooth spalls

to the gear tooth face has to be the same for all the tested gears. In order to achieve that, a gear tooth is
located on the clamp device surface, which assures, by the engagement with the gear, the relative position of
the gear tooth face with respect to the drill.

During tests the vibration signal is acquired by means of a Brüel & Kjær piezoelectric accelerometer mounted
in radial direction nearby bearing support of the first stage pinion. The signal is acquired with a sample
frequency of 104.2 KHz to an extent of 50 s, by means of LMS SCADAS 310 front-end and controlled by
the software LMS Test.Lab.

The results presented in this work are relative to a nominal driving motor speed of 3600 rpm (60 Hz) and
nominal torque on the output shaft of 48.8 Nm

3 Non-stationary signal processing: essential background

The aim of this section is the description of a brief theoretical background concerning non-stationary signal
processing techniques. Therefore, the attention is focused on time-frequency techniques, such as continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) and Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD). In addition a non-probabilistic approach
is used in order to describe the properties of cyclostationary signals, which embodies a particular class of
non-stationary stochastic processes.

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a continuous time signal x(t) is defined as [5]:

CWT (s, !) =
+"!

#"

x(t)"$s
" t! !

s

#
dt (1)

where s and ! are the scale factor and the translation parameter respectively, whilst "s(t) is called the mother
wavelet:

"s(t) =
1"
s
"

" t

s

#
(2)

The term 1/
"

s of the right-end side of equation (2) is used for energy normalization. There is a number of
basis functions that can be used as mother wavelet for Wavelet Transformation [5]. In this work the impulse
mother wavelet is taken into account. A remarkable feature of the Impulse mother wavelet is its capability
for the analysis of impulses in vibration signals [11]. The Impulse mother wavelet is defined as follows:

"(t)impulse =
"

2#e2!jf0t#|2!t| (3)

where f0 is the central frequency of the mother wavelets. In this work f0 is equal to 20 Hz.

The genuine formulation of the Wigner distribution was introduced by Wigner in 1932 in the quantum me-
chanics field. In the 1948 Ville proposed its use in signal analysis when he defined the analytical signal.
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Let x(t) be a continuous signal, the Wigner distribution (WD) of the signal x(t) is defined as [12]:

Wx(t, $) =
+"!

#"

x
"
t +

!

2

#
x$

"
t! !

2

#
e#j"#d! (4)

As previously said, Ville suggests the use of the analytic signal in the assessment of the WD. As matter of
fact, real signals have symmetric spectra. Hence only one half of the spectrum contains important signal
information, whilst the other half increases the redundancy of the Wigner distribution. These redundancies
can be removed by the use of the analytic signal. The Wigner distribution of the analytic signal is termed the
Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD).

Cyclostationary processes are specific non-stationary processes characterised by the periodical variation of
the statistical moment. In particular a random process x(t) is said to be second order cyclostationary if [13]:

Rx(t, !) = lim
N%"

1
2N + 1

N$

n=#N

x
"
t + nT +

!

2

#
x$

"
t + nT ! !

2

#
(5)

where n is an integer and T is the period. Therefore, for a second order cyclostationary process the auto-
correlation function is periodic with period T , which is the period of the stochastic process x(t). Equation
(5) is the well known limit periodic autocorrelation.Because the autocorrelation function of equation (5)
is periodic, it can be expanded into a Fourier series. The coefficients of this decomposition are the cyclic
autocorrelation functions, given by:

R$
x(!) = lim

T%"

T/2!

#T/2

x
"
t +

!

2

#
x$

"
t! !

2

#
e#j2!$tdt (6)

where % is called the cyclic frequency.

A useful tool for displaying the cyclostationary properties of a signal is the spectral correlation density
(SCD). This function is defined as the Fourier transform of the cyclic autocorrelation function, and is given
by:

S$
x (f) =

+"!

#"

R$
x(!)e#j2!f#d! (7)

This function depends of two frequencies: the spectral frequency f and the cyclic frequency %. When % = 0
the SCD is equal to the power spectral density of the signal x(t), whilst at other values of % the SCD is the
cross-spectral density of the signal x(t) and its version shifted by frequency %.

It is important to notice that, as shown in equation (4), the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function
leads to the Wigner distribution. Therefore the SCD can be obtained from the Fourier series expansion of
the WD, as depicted in Figure 2, which shows the relationships among the autocorrelation function, cyclic
autocorrelation function, spectral correlation density function and the Wigner distribution.
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Figure 2: Relationships among: Autocorrelation function, Cyclic Autocorrelation function, Cyclic Spectral
Density function and Wigner distribution (F denotes the Fourier transform, whilst FS denotes the Fourier
series expansion)

4 Local faults in gears: vibration signal model

In this section a mathematical explanation of the vibration produced by a spur gear pair affected by the
presence of local faults or distributed faults in gears is presented. Several investigators focused their attention
in this vibration signal model, such as [15, 16, 17, 18, 2].

The principal source of vibratory excitation of a pair of involute gears is relative to the meshing forces.
For a pair of gears meshing under a constant load and speed, one of which has z teeth and is rotating with
frequency of fr, the fundamental meshing vibration is given by fm = zfr. The meshing vibration x(t) may
than be expressed as a sum of N harmonics, each of amplitude Xn:

x(t) =
N$

n=0

Xncos(2#nfmt + &n) (8)

where &n is the phase angle of the nth meshing harmonic. Local faults change the vibration signature of the
meshing gear. In particular local defect (e.g. a tooth spall) affects the stiffness of the tooth and so produces
changes in the vibration as the affected tooth meshes. In general these changes in vibration signal are defined
by impulse and amplitude and phase modulations [15, 2]. Therefore the modulated gear meshing vibration
y(t) is given by:

y(t) =
N$

n=1

Xn[1 + an(t)]cos[2#nfmt + &n + bn(t)] + d(t, timp, Ximp, 'imp, fimp) (9)

where an(t) and bn(t) are respectively the amplitude and phase modulation functions, while d(t, timp,
Ximp, 'imp, fimp) is an impulse response function with carrier frequency fimp and damping coefficient 'imp,
whilst Ximp and timp define respectively the amplitude and the beginning of the impulse response. As ex-
plained by Randall in [15], this type of fault produces components over a wide frequency range. Components
are due to amplitude and frequency modulations, which cause sidebands at the gear meshing frequency, and
in addition additive impulses, which arise one time per revolution and can excite gearbox resonances. There-
fore, the vibration signature can be represented by equation (9) in which the localized effects, due to the
engagement of the faulted tooth can be expressed as follows:

an(t) = Ane#
(t!t0)2

!2 (10a)

bn(t) = Bne#
(t!t0)2

!2 (10b)
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These functions describe the local change of the meshing vibration centered at time t0 due to the engagement
of the faulted tooth. The parameter ' is related to the width of the Gaussian shape windows.

In order to to study the potential effectiveness of the foregoing non-statationary signal processing techniques,
this signal model is herein implemented in a Matlab code. A simple model is subsequently taken into account
concerning the case where only the fundamental component for n = 1 is present in equation (9); this
component is locally modulated by functions a1(t) and b1(t), given by equations (10a) and (10b), moreover
the damped impulse response d(t, timp, Ximp, 'imp, fimp) is as follows:

d(t, timp, Ximp, 'imp, fimp) =
%

0 for t < timp

e#(t#timp)/%impXimpcos(2#fimpt) for t ! timp
(11)

Data concerning the vibration signal model are listed in Table 3.

fm[Hz] fr[Hz] A1 B1 ' [s] t0 [s] fimp [Hz] Ximp 'imp [s] timp [s]
40 10 0.1 0.1 0.025 0.5 153 0.3 0.025 0.5

Table 3: Vibration signal model of tooth spall: Matlab code data

Figure 3 (a) shows the amplitude signal for a portion of the shaft rotation. In particular the effect on the
vibration signal due to the engagement of the faulted tooth is highlighted. It possible to notice that a local
alteration in the vibration signal is obtained by the uses of equations (10a) and (10b), moreover an impulsive
component is added during the meshing of the faulted tooth. Figure 3 (b) depicts the spectrum of the fore-
going signal model; one can notice that these vibration alterations give rise to a wide family of sidebands
grouped around the meshing frequency and a resonance zone. For studying the pros and the cons of the
differents non-stationary signal processing techniques, three examples are herein show: Ex. 1 concerns the
application of the CWT and WVD over the vibration signature of a sound spur gear pair, i.e. equation 8; in
Ex. 2 both CWT end WVD are evaluated over a vibration signature concerning local fault, i.e. equation 9;
the last example (Ex. 3) diagnosis the differences in the SCD map due to the presence, in the amplitude end
frequency modulated signal, of the damped impulse response.

Concerning Ex. 1, Figures 4 and 5 (a), only a horizontal line appears at 40 [Hz], which is related to the
meshing frequency fm; it is possible to notice that the WVD better localize the frequency content of the fm

component with respect to the CWT map. In the case of a local fault in a gear tooth, Ex. 2, the local amplitude
and frequency modulations are well detected by both WVD and CWT, and are related to the abrupt amplitude
variation of the horizontal line concerning the meshing frequency at about 0.5 [s]. The impulsive content of
the signal is better localized by the CWT with respect to the WVD, Figures 5 (b) and 4(b) respectively. In
fact it is possible to notice the highest level of the CWT coefficient related to the dumped impulse response,
at 153 [Hz] and 0.5 [s]. In addition interferences occur in the WVD at about 100 [Hz] between 0.25 and
0.75 [s], which can make it of difficult interpretation.

Figure 6 plots the SCD in the positive region of the bifrequency plane in case of: (a) without the dumped
impulse response and (b) with the dumped impulse response. In Figure 6 (b) it is possible to notice the
appearance of an higher frequency content due to the damped impulse response.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Vibration signal model for gear tooth spall: (a) time signal, (b) frequency spectrum

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Vibration signal model for gear tooth spall, WVD: (a) Ex. 1, (b) Ex. 2

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Vibration signal model for gear tooth spall, CWT map: (a) Ex. 1, (b) Ex. 2
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Vibration signal model for gear tooth spall, SCD contour plot: (a) with out the dumped impulse
response, (b) with the dumped impulse response

5 Gear spall diagnostics: comparison of non-stationary signal pro-
cessing techniques

The aim of this section is the analysis of spalls in gear teeth. In particular, the foregoing non-stationary
signal processing techniques are subsequently compared on the basis of experimental results. First of all,
the acceleration signal acquired from the gearbox is synchronously resampled, with 1024 points per wheel
revolution, and the time-synchronous average is computed over 200 wheel revolutions. Both CWT and WVD
techniques are applied to the synchronously averaged vibration signal, in order to detect the non-stationary
signal characteristic produced by the faulted tooth, and they are evaluated in 50-400 wheel order band,
which includes the main meshing harmonics. Figure 7 depicts the WVD results. For the sound gear (Figure
7 (a)), one can see the meshing frequency and its second and third harmonics at 71th, 142th and 213th order
respectively. The dashed horizontal lines at 70th order is related to a wheel misalignments. As a matter of
fact distributed faults, such as misalignments, give rise to a amplitude and frequency modulations grouped
around the meshing frequency and its harmonics. In addition, for each couple of spectrum components a
cross term arises and so, the distributions is of difficult interpretation. In particular, this behavior can be
noted in Figures 7 (b ), (c), (d ) and (e). However, the presence of the faulted tooth can be detected in Figure
7 (f ), which is relative to Sp100%. De facto, for Sp100% the location of the faulted tooth is highlighted by
the changes in the WVD around 340 degrees in the 50-100 wheel order band.

The CWT of the TSA is computed using Impulse mother wavelet and the analysis is carried out in a 50-400
wheel order band such as WVD. The results are plotted in Figure 8. As it happens before, the meshing
frequency dominates the maps. A localized change in the CWT maps can be seen in the case of Sp100%,
Figure 8 (f ). These changes confirm the location of the defect as it happens before for WVD. More in details,
comparing Figure 8 (d ) with Figure 7 (d ), it could be possible to highlight the presence of the faulted tooth
for Sp25%. De facto, the analysis of the single Figure 8 (d ) is not sufficient for a clear fault localization,
in fact the change of the CWT map around 150 degrees is not strong enough for a confident fault detection,
but from the correlation of this map with its corresponding WVD a higher confidence might yield, and the
faulted tooth engagement might be detected.

Finally, the cyclostationary analysis of tooth spalls is performed. As done before, the SCD function is
evaluated via Fourier series expansion of the WVD. In order to reduce noisy components in the SCD plot,
the signal is synchronously averaged. The time synchronous average is performed over four wheel rotations
in order to obtain a cycle frequency resolution of 3.80 Hz.
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(e) (f)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 7: WVD of the time-synchronous average of the acceleration signals: (a) sound gear, (b) Chip, (c)
Sp12.5%, (d) Sp25%, (e) Sp50%, (f) Sp100%
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(e) (f)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 8: CWT of the time-synchronous average of the acceleration signals: (a) sound gear, (b) Chip, (c)
Sp12.5%, (d) Sp25%, (e) Sp50%, (f) Sp100%
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Figure 9 plots the SCD magnitude of the bifrequency plane (f ,%), using a three-dimensional diagram, in
which only a frequency range around the gear meshing frequency is considered. In depth, the relationship
between the gear meshing frequency (1080 Hz) and its first upper modulating sideband (1095.21 Hz), relative
to the wheel, is investigated. Therefore the SCD component considered in this analysis is the follows:

gear meshing frequency 1080 Hz
first upper modulating sidebands relative to the wheel 1095.21 Hz

&
# (1087.6, 15.21)

Data cursors depict the amplitude and the location in the bifrequency plane of this component. As one can
see from Figure 9, the peak corresponding to the correlation between the gear meshing frequency and its
upper modulating sideband shows an increment with the spall sizes. In other words, going through the sound
gear to the Sp100% this SCD component rises.

In addition the SCD can well describe the physical nature of this type of fault; in fact, as depicted in the
contour plots of Figure 10 the effects of the impulsive components, which arise during the faulted tooth
engagement, are described. More in details, the SCDs of Figure 10 are characterized by distinct points in a
symmetric rhombic structure around the vertical axis, mainly originating at the frequency 1080 Hz (meshing
frequency). Moreover, a more complex rhombic structure is shown in Figure 10 (a) with respect to (b). This
structure might indicate that for the smallest spall sizes a strong impulsive component arises, which give up
to an higher frequency content due to the excitation of gearbox natural frequencies. On the other hand (10
(b)), for the wider spall sizes, the impulsive signal content is smoothed. In fact, going deeply through the
phenomena that arise during the engagement of the faulted tooth, one can notice that for narrow spall sizes
only a small portion of the contact is affected by the fault presence. Whereas, the contact is largely affected
by the fault, in the case of broad spall sizes. These differences may change the impulsive contents of the
vibration signal. In fact, for small spall sizes a strong impulsive component may arise which gives up to a
high frequency content, due to the excitation of gearbox natural frequencies. On the other hand, for wider
spall sizes, the impulsive signal content is smoothed. This behavior can be well described by the Spectral
Correlation Density (SCD) function of Figures 10 (a) and (b).
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(e) (f)

(d)(c)

(a) (b)

Figure 9: SCD of the time-synchronous average of the acceleration signals: (a) sound gear, (b) Chip, (c)
Sp12.5%, (d) Sp25%, (e) Sp50%, (f) Sp100%
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Contour plots of the SCD in range concerning the meshing frequency: (a) Sp12.5%, (b) Sp100%

6 Concluding Remarks

This work seeks the diagnosis of gear local faults by non-stationary vibration signal analysis, such as con-
tinuos wavelet transform (CWT), Wigner-Ville distribution(WVD) and cyclostationary analysis (SCD map).
The diagnostic capabilities of the foregoing techniques are discussed on the basis of experimental and sim-
ulated results. Firstly, the experimental apparatus concerning the vibration tests is explained, describing the
different spall sizes that are taken into account in this work. After that, a vibration signal model including the
effects of local faults in involute gears is presented. The goal of the simulated data is twofold: comparing the
potential effectiveness of the non-stationary signal processing techniques and analyzing the local alterations
taking place in the time-frequency map, due to the engagement of the faulted tooth. At the end acceleration
signals acquired from the damaged gearbox are analyzed. The signals are synchronously resampled and the
time-synchorous average (TSA) is computed over the wheel revolution. Both CWT and WVD are evaluated
over the TSA, whilst the SCD spectrum is obtained by the Fourier transform of the WVD.

From the analysis performed it could be concluded that the local vibration changes, due to the engagement
of the faulted tooth, can be well detected from non-stationary vibration signal processing techniques, such
as CWT and WVD.

The vibration signal model is a pivotal tool in order to study the potential effectiveness of signal processing
techniques. In particular, it is possible to notice that the impulsive signal content is better localized by
CWT with respect to the WVD, Figures 5 (b) and 4(b) respectively, which it is also affected by a series
of interferences that can blank out the signal changes related to the fault. Moreover, the SCD map well
describes the impulsive content of the signal, in fact it is possible to notice the comparison of an higher
frequency content due to the dumped impulse response (Figures 6 (a) and (b)).

Concerning the analysis of experimental results both WVD and CWT can localize the engagement of the
faulted tooth only in the cases of large spall size Sp100%. However, no information about the fault severity
can be obtained, as depicted in Figures 7 and 8. Notwithstanding, by the comparison of Figures 7 and 8 it
could be possible to highlight the presence of the faulted tooth for Sp25%.

The cyclostationary analysis of the gear tooth faults highlights the sensitivity and the effectiveness of the
SCD spectrum to fault severity. De facto, as plotted in Figure 9 the SCD component concerning the link
between the meshing frequency and its upper modulating sideband increases with the fault severity. In
particular, the upper modulating sidebands of the gear meshing frequency might be related to the faulted
tooth engagement, whilst the lower modulating sidebands might be related to misalignements. In addition,
by comparing model and experimental results, Figures 6 and 10, it is possible to explain the vibration effects
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of different spall sizes. In particular for the smallest spall sizes a strong impulsive component arises which
gives up to an higher frequency content, due to the excitation of gearbox natural frequencies. On the contrary,
for the wider spall sizes, the impulsive signal content is smoothed. This behavior can be well described by
the SCD function, as shown in Figures 6 and 10.

From the analysis of experimental data, it is found that no one technique alone provides a reliable diagnosis,
but that all the methods could be included in the diagnostic procedure.
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Abstract
We propose an inference-based method to extract combustion indicators for closed loop combustion control
and diagnosis. Two main combustion indicators(CI) are computed: the energy released during combustion
and the middle of combustion. The proposed method rely on the use of the engine block transfer function
combined with Bayesian inference. The CI extraction method is divided in two steps: (1) off-line analysis,
which consists in characterising the knock sensor and approximating the engine block transfer function and
(2) on-line analysis where a cost function given by the Bayesian inference is used in addition with vibration
signals and thermodynamical models for CI estimation.

1 Introduction

Cleaner and more efficient combustion concepts such as HCCI1 or CAI2 are under development. However
they are very sensitive to thermodynamic conditions and in-cylinder gas composition. In order to correct
unexpected variations of combustion condition, we need an observable variable. The energy of combustion b
and the middle of combustion θ0 can detect these variations and it is possible to adjust injection timing θinj

to reach these constraints [10, 12]. The classical approach is to find the middle of combustion and the energy
of combustion on in-cylinder pressure sensor by a Rate Of Heat Released (ROHR) analysis [6]. This solution
has been investigated in many papers but is still not cost effective and commercial car implementation are
thus limited.

In this paper we plan to use an indirect measurement of combustion parameters through the vibrations on
the engine block with knock sensors. The principle depicted in Figure 1. This is an inverse problem where
the aim is to characterize the source (the combustion) from vibrations circulating on the engine block. Due
to unknown additive noise and errors in the transfer function estimation, the inverse problem has an infinity
of solution and we need to regularize the problem. Among all existing methods to regularize an inverse
problem, we have chosen the Bayesian approach. Indeed it combines the statistical information coming from
sensors (the likelihood) and the information resulting from combustion physical models (the prior).

1Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition
2Controlled Auto Ignition
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Figure 1: Vibrations induced by the engine mechanical sources and the combustion

In section 2, we lead a modal analysis and we analyze the coherence between the pressure and the vibration
signal in order to find the frequency range where the information related to the combustion phenomena can
be extracted from the knock sensor. For our experimental setup, a 4-cylinder in-line Diesel engine, the higher
values of the coherence span one octave around 2 kHz. In section 3 we define the combustion indicators we
want to extract by an in cylinder pressure spectrum model, rooted on experimental observations, which is
valid around 2 kHz. The latter is given by be−a.|f |e−2.jπfθ0 where a, b and θ0 are three parameters relating
the desired CIs. When the CIs are defined, our problematic is formalized with the Bayesian inference in
section 4. The Bayesian theory regularizes our inverse problem with the combination of a physical and a
statistical approach. Then it is necessary to explicit the information carried by these two contributions with
a probabilistic formalism. Then in section 5 we detail the estimation of the likelihood. The transfer function
of the engine block between knock sensor and in cylinder pressure is estimated inside the frequency range
determined in section 2. It is determined from the ratio between the cross spectral density function and
the power density function of the pressure and the accelerometer. The estimation variance is reduced by
averaging estimates from consecutive cycles. Eventually, we assess the transfer function representativeness
for different engine load setpoints and then an averaged engine block transfer function is computed. Once
the transfer function is estimated, the uncertainty is only carried by the additive noise in the knock sensor
signal. The next section is devoted to the estimation of the prior probability. Phenomenological models of
the combustion are detailed and uncertainty are quantified in section 6. The methodology is finally illustrated
in section 7 by extensive experimental results that are carried out from a dual mode Diesel-HCCI engine.
The cost function given by the Bayesian inference is estimated and the CI computed from the knock sensor
are compared with the combustion variables computed from the cylinder pressure trace.

2 The knock sensor

Low cost accelerometric sensors called knock sensors are traditionally dedicated to knock detection in spark
ignition engine [5, 6]. Signal processing has been applied on this kind of sensor to reconstruct in-cylinder
pressure [1, 13, 15, 16]. In this paper, these sensors are used to do an indirect extraction combustion indica-
tors. In this section we determine the bandpass of the knock sensor. Firstly, a modal analysis is conducted
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to justify the use of knock sensors: they are placed on different locations of the engine block and then the
precision accelerometric sensors commonly used in a modal analysis have been glued on the knock sensors.
Later an impulse is created with a shock hammer and sensors measure the vibrations through the engine. The
magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of the two kind of sensors are shown in Figure 2. The measurement
returned by knock sensors are noisier than accelerometer dedicated for modal analysis although the trend
stays the same between 800 Hz and 6000 Hz. For higher frequencies, the glue has a low pass effect and we
cannot compare the two responses.
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Figure 2: Magnitude of the Fourier transform of the different sensor responses and the source for two differ-
ent locations (a) and (b). blue solid line : source of excitation (hammer), red dotted line : knock sensor and
green dashed line : accelerometric signal.

The bandbass of the knock sensors being validated for frequency above 800 Hz. It is now important to
observe on which frequency range the excitation due to the combustion occurs on the knock sensor. We will
estimate the coherence between the in-cylinder pressure the vibration measured by knock sensors on engine
setpoints as [6]

ρ(f) =
|∑Nc

n=1 Pn(f)Y ∗
n (f)|2∑Nc

n=1 |Pn(f)|2∑Nc
n=1 |Yn(f)|2 (1)

where Pn(f) and Yn(f) are respectively the short time Fourier transforms of the centered pressure and knock
sensor outputs estimated on one engine cycle. We average the result on Nc cycles. Coherence is represented
on figure 4 Finally with the coherence analysis and the comparison between the accelerometric sensor and
the knock sensor, we deduce a frequency region of interest to extract combustion indicators between 1000 Hz
and 3000 Hz. In the following, the paper focuses only on this frequency area.
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3 Combustion indicators

To manage combustion closed loop control, it is important to have observable variables of the combustion.
Then our goal is to extract from data two combustion indicators : an indicator related to the energy of
the combustion and an indicator related to the combustion timing. With these two pieces of information,
combustion can be managed with the command of two actuators : the injection timing and the ratio of burnt
gas recirculated. The evolution of the combustion can be observed on the in-cylinder pressure as shown on
figure 3. To simplify the problem, we will not try to reconstruct completely the in-cylinder pressure but
only some parameters of a synthetic model of the combustion part representing the in-cylinder pressure.
Conclusion of the previous section leads us to consider a model valid on a frequency band between 1000 Hz
and 3000 Hz. In this frequency area, the magnitude and the phase of the Fourier transform of the in-cylinder
pressure signal can be approximed by a straight line (in logarithm). Figure 3 shows comparison of the model
and the real in-cylinder pressure.
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Figure 3: In-cylinder pressure and straight-line approximation in the frequency domain. PGmax is the value
of maximum pressure gradient.

Lastly, the model can be expressed by

Pm(f) = be−a|f |e−j2πfθ0 , a > 0 (2)

Using Cauchy theorem for holomorphic functions, it is possible to calculate the inverse Fourier transform

pm(θ) =
2ab

a2 + 4π2(θ − θ0)2
(3)

This model is only valid in the frequency range between 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz, θ0 is related with the
combustion timing, a with the combustion duration and b with the combustion energy. In the following the
duration of the combustion a is supposed constant because no simple physical model is avaible to estimate it.
Then two parameters have to be estimate (b, θ0). We propose to use Bayesian inference to determine them.

4 Bayesian inference

Bayesian inference is massively used in different signal processing domains such as source separation [11],
image analysis [8] or inverse problems [7]. The Bayesian inference philosophy is to see if an hypothesis H
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is borne out knowing evidence E. This can be written with probabilities

P(H|E) =
P(E|H)P(H)

P(E)
(4)

The idea is to search for which hypothesis, the probability P(H|E) is maximum. In this paper, the hypothesis
H will be the CIs and the evidence will be the data coming from knock sensors. This statistical theory is
applied to deduce from our I sensor signals the two parameters b and θ0 of the in-cylinder pressure model
pm(θ) of section 3. From a probabilistic approach, we want to maximize the probability to obtain the pressure
model parameters with knowing the knock sensor response. This probability is noted P((b, θ0)|yi(θ), i ∈ I),
where I is the set of the sensors and Vibrations coming from the knock sensor are noted yi(θ) with theta the
crankangle. In this case, this probabilty can be rewritten with Bayes’ theorem

P({(b, θ0})|yi(θ), i ∈ I) =
P(yi(θ), i ∈ I|(b, θ0))P(b, θ0)

P(yi(θ), i ∈ I)
(5)

where P(b, θ0) is called the prior probability, P(yi(θ), i ∈ I) is the evidence probability and P(yi(θ), i ∈ I|(b, θ0))
is the likelihood probability.

The maximization of equation (5) reads

arg max
{b,θ0}

P({b, θ0}|yi(θ), i ∈ I) = arg max
{b,θ0}

{
P(yi(θ)|{b, θ0})P({b, θ0})

P(yi(θ), i ∈ I)

}
(6)

The evidence probability P(yi) does not depend on combustion parameters (b, θ0), and from equation (6) we
deduce a cost function C according to the relation

C(b, θ0) = arg min
{b,θ0}

{
1

P(yi(θ), i ∈ I|θ0)P({b, θ0)}
}

(7)

In the two next sections, we will estimate the different probabilities involved in equation (7).

5 Estimation of the likelihood probability: P(yi, i ∈ I|{b, θ0})

In the following, all equations are under a discrete form where k is the crankangle sample and ωk the fre-
quency bin corresponding to the frequency kFs

N where Fs is the sampling frequency and N the length of the
Fourier transform. The convolutive model gives a relation between the in-cylinder pressure model pm(k)
and the data given by the knock sensor yi(k)

yi(k) = h ∗ pm(k, b, θ0) + bi(k) (8)

To estimate the likelihood probability, the problem is led in frequency domain for several reasons :

• The convolution operation becomes a multiplication operation

• The impulse response of the transfer function h(k) is unknown but we have a template in a short band
pass determined in section 2.

• The Fourier transform of the noise Bi(ωk) tends to a gaussian distribution (central limit theorem).
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For each sensor i, the convolutive model becomes in the frequency domain :

Yi(ωk) = Hi(ωk)Pm(ωk, {b, θ0}) + Bi(ωk) (9)

Yi(ωk) is the Fourier transform of data given by the knock sensor i, Pm(ωk, {b, θ0}) is the Fourier transform
of the in-cylinder pressure model described in section 3. We need to determine the transfer function Hi(ωk)
between the sensor i and the in-cylinder pressure and we will consider the additive noise Bi(ωk) as a random
variable.

5.1 Estimation of the transfer function: Hi(wk)

The transfer function Hi(wk) have to be estimated between 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz. The transfer function
depends on the sensor location, the cylinder of interest and unfortunately the engine speed. We assume in
this paper that the transfer function variations are small in regards of engine speed variations. It is possible
to estimate the transfer function on centered variables with knock sensor and associated in-cylinder pressure
following [2]

H(ωk) =
∑Nc

n=1 Pn(ωk)Y ∗
n (ωk)∑Nc

n=1 |Pn(ωk)|2
(10)

where Nc is the number of engine cycle.
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Figure 4: Coherence between in-cylinder pressure
and knock sensor signal for n = 100
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Figure 5: magnitude and phase of transfer function
at 1000 rpm, for n = 100)

The transfer function is shown in Figure 5 and has been averaged on 30 engine working points. We will set
this template of transfer function in the following

5.2 Noise model

After estimating the transfer function, we can rewrite from equation (9) the maximum likelihood in terms of
probability of the noise :

P(Yi(wk), i ∈ I|{b, θ0}) = P(Bi(wk), i ∈ I|{a, b, θ0}) (11)

We have to estimate P(Bi(ωk), i ∈ I|{b, θ0}). Bi(ωk) is the discrete Fourier transform of bi(k) :

Bi(ωk) =
N−1∑
k=0

bi(k)e−j
2πkωk

N (12)
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Bi(ωk) is a sum of random variables and tends to a gaussian distribution thanks to the central limit theorem
[3]. P(Bi, i ∈ I|{b, θ0}) follows a complex multidimensionnal gaussian law

P(Bi(ωk), i ∈ I|{b, θ0}) =
1

πN det(Ω)N
e−BhΩB (13)

Where Ω is the covariance matrix, N the length of the vectors, det(Ω) is the determinant of the covariance
matrix Ω and h is the transpose of a matrix. In general, because the noise bi(k) is not stationnary, the
covariance matrix is not diagonal. However if we suppose Ω diagonal, we are in the worst case beacause we
bring the less information as possible. From equations(9) and (13) we deduce the final form of probability
P(Yi, i ∈ I|{b, θ0})

P(Yi(ωk), i ∈ I|{b, θ0}) =
1

(π)NσN
bi

e
−∑ω2

ωk=ω1

1

σ2
bi

|Yi(ωk)−Hi(ωk)P (ωk,b,θ0)|2
(14)

where σbi is the variance of the noise, ω1 and ω2 the cut-frequencies of the bandpass . Now the likelihood
probability has been calculated, next section determine the prior probability.

6 Estimation of the prior probability: P({b, θ0})

We have two physical models : a start of combustion model which is linked to θ0 and an model energy of
combustion model linked to b. For this second model, it is necessary to know θ0 to calculate the volume and
the rate of heat released wich appear in the model. It can be rewrited under a probabilistic form by

P({b, θ0}) = P(θ0)P(b|θ0) (15)

6.1 Physical model of the middle of combustion: P(θ0)

In this subsection we use a physical model prediction to estimate the start of combustion from thermodynamic
model θtm. The model used in this paper come from [14] and can be written as

∫ θtm

θinj

C1(Pivcv(θ)γ)ne
−( Ta

Tivcv(θ)γ−1 )

1 + C2.BGR
dθ = 1 (16)

where C1,C2,n,Ta are fixed parameters, v is an in-cylinder volume ratio, θinj is the fuel injection timing,
Pivc and Tivc are the intake valve closing pressure and temperature, γ is the polytropic coefficient and BGR
is the burnt gas ratio in the cylinder.

The θ0 of the in-cylinder pressure model of section 3 corresponds to the middle of combustion and we
have an accurate model on the start of combustion θtm. Between these two instants, there are chemicals
phenomena such as the cold flame wich are very difficult to modelise. Then the difference between θ0 and
θtm is considered as a stochastic variable. The probability density function of this variable is estimated
by making parameter variations on different engine setpoints (BGR,θinj ,Pivc,Tivc and speed variations).
Figure 6 shows the repartition histogram of the unknown delay θ0 − θtm.

We identify P(θ0) with a log-normal distribution

P(θ0) =
e
− (ln(θ0−θtm)−µtm)2

2σ2
tm√

2πσtm(θ0 − θtm)
, for θ0 − θtm > 0 (17)
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with σtm = 0.6 degree and µtm = 2.2 degrees. Another independant physical prior is added : the combus-
tion occurs around the top dead center. An interval ∆model is defined between 20 degrees before top dead
center and 35 degrees after top dead center. That assumption gives an uniform probability density function
that is express by

wm(θ0) =
{ 1

∆model
if θ0 ∈ [−20 : 35]

0 else.
(18)

The physical model will be the combination of these two probability density functions.
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Figure 6: Histogram of physical model comparing with a log-normal law

6.2 Physical model of the amplitude of the combustion: P(b|θ0)

We decide to model the amplitude of the combustion by estimating the maximum of the pressure gradient
due to the combustion. We suppose that the instant when the maximum of pressure gradient proceeds is the
middle of combustion. The value of the pressure gradient is given by

dp =
1
V

(
γ − 1

γ
dQ− 1

γ
pdV ) (19)

From the model of section 3, the value of the maximum of pressure gradient model can be deduced

∂pm(θ0)
∂θ

=
3
√

3πb

a2
(20)

From equations (19) and (20) and knowing that pm(θ0) = 2b
a , the expression of b become

b =
(γ − 1)∂Q(θ0)

∂θ

3
√

3πγ
a2 V (θ0) + 2

a
∂V (θ0)

∂θ

(21)
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A model for prediction of the rate of heat release due to the combustion dQ/dθ has been developped by
Chmela et al. [4], we will use a simplified version

dQ/dθ

CLhvMinj −Q
= C(1−BGR)βe

k
3√

V (22)

Where CLhv is the lower calorific value depending on the fuel, Minj is the mass of fuel, BGR is the ratio
of burnt gas recirculated and β and C are two constants depending on the engine. k is the local turbulent
kinetic energy k. At the middle of combustion, it is possible to simplify equation 22 :

∂Q(θ0)
∂θ

= 2CLhvMinjC(1−BGR)βe
k

3
√

V (θ0) (23)

Finally P(b|θ0) depends on the random variable k traducing the turbulance in a cylinder. It depends on the
fuel flow which is very difficult to estimate with a simple model. Then it is difficult to obtain probability
density functions of k. P(b|θ0) is estimated with the maximum entropy principle. Entropy H is defined for
a probability P by

H[P] = −
∫

P(x) ln P(x)dx (24)

To determine P the idea is to maximize H under constraints which are the information we have on P. Then
the P found by the maximisation will be the probability law the less compromising in sense that we will
use only information given by the constraints. For the estimation of P(b|θ0) we have two constraints : We
suppose that the value bm given by the model is the mean and bm is the amplitude of the combustion and
must have only positive values. The probability law which satisfy the maximisation of the entropy with these
two constraints is the exponential law [9]

P(b|θ0) =

{
1

bm
e−

b
bm if b > 0

0 else.
(25)

All the probabilities of equation (7) have been estimated and it is now possible to build a cost function by
Bayesian inference.

7 Experimental results

In the last section we have estimated the probabilities of equation (7). The cost function C(b, θ0) can now be
expressed by

C(b, θ0) =
I∑

i=1

(
1

2σ2
bi

ω2∑
ωk=ω1

|Yi(ωk)−Hi(ωk)P (ωk, b, θ0)|2
)

1
2σ2

tm

(ln(θ0 − θtm)− µtm)2

+ ln(θ0 − θtm) +
b

bm
+ C0 if θ0 ∈ [−20 : 35]and b > 0

= ∞ elsewhere. (26)

where C0 is a constant. bi is estimated by calulating the variance on frequency bins between 1000 Hz and
3000 Hz of the Fourier transform of a part of knock sensor signal where the combustion could not occurs.
This part of signal is taken between [-80;-20] crankangle degrees where the noise signature is supposed
predominant. An exemple of cost function is showed in Figure 7 with the parameter a = 10 degrees for the
engine setpoint Ne = 1500 rpm, IMEP = 5 bars and Combnoise = 82 dB. Motorists use Combnoise as an
indicator of the noise emitted by the combustion on an acoustic scale. Higher is the Combnoise higher is the
signal to noise ratio on sensors. It’s a tunable parameter to set an engine setpoint. Although we prefer use
the value of the maximum pressure gradient (MPG) as a parameter to describe the combustion energy.
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Figure 7: Cost function for engine setpoint Ne = 1500 rpm, IMEP = 5 bars and Combnoise = 82 dB for
two knock sensors.

Some results are summarized in table 1 for characteristic engine setpoints. For each engine setpoint (speed
and imep) the combustion indicators given by different methods are shown. The first method uses the in
cylinder pressure sensor and it will used as the reference. The second method uses only one knock sensor
and maximize only the likelihood probability (the maximum likelihood). The last two methods are described
in this paper using prior model and one or two knock sensors. For each method two combustion indicators
are taken into account : crankangle θ0 for combustion occurence and maximum of pressure gradient (MPG)
for combustion energy. MPG with pressure model is given by 3b

√
3π

a2 . The in-cylinder pressure sensor, θ0

occurs when the half of the fuel mass is burnt. It induces a bias between different θ0 calculated. The less the
value of MPG is, more difficult is the combustion parameter extraction. Results show that standard deviation
is reduced with the bayes’ approach. However for the estimation of the MPG, it exists a high bias. It comes
from the assumption that the duration of the combustion a is constant. Therefore the variations of the GPM
are retained. The difference between the use of one or two knock sensors are very little because the cylinder
of interest was very close of one sensor and far from the other sensor. The validation of the number of sensor
to use depends on the engine studied and its geometry.
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hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhCombustion indicator

Engine setpoint
1500rpm 7bars 1500rpm 4bars 2000rpm 7bars 2000rpm 4bars

θ0 on in-cylinder pressure [degree]
PPPPPPPPP19.1

0.31
PPPPPPPPP4.1

0.23
PPPPPPPPP20.3

0.31
PPPPPPPPP14.0

0.21

θ0 on one knock sensor [degree]
PPPPPPPPP16.8

0.37
PPPPPPPPP2.6

0.34
PPPPPPPPP17.8

1.78
PPPPPPPPP12.6

1.32

θ0 Bayes (one sensor) [degree]
PPPPPPPPP17.0

0.30
PPPPPPPPP2.5

0.29
PPPPPPPPP17.9

0.55
PPPPPPPPP12.7

0.44

θ0 Bayes (two sensor) [degree]
PPPPPPPPP17.4

0.27
PPPPPPPPP2.5

0.28
PPPPPPPPP18.2

0.32
PPPPPPPPP12.4

0.38

MPG on in-cylinder pressure [bar/degree]
PPPPPPPPP5.9

0.34
PPPPPPPPP4.2

0.27
PPPPPPPPP3.3

0.30
PPPPPPPPP2.2

0.21

MPG on one knock sensor [bar/degree]
PPPPPPPPP3.4

0.59
PPPPPPPPP2.0

0.38
PPPPPPPPP1.2

0.32
PPPPPPPPP1.4

0.22

MPG Bayes (one sensor) [bar/degree]
PPPPPPPPP3.3

0.46
PPPPPPPPP1.9

0.28
PPPPPPPPP1.6

0.31
PPPPPPPPP1.3

0.20

MPG Bayes (two sensors) [bar/degree]
PPPPPPPPP2.9

0.32
PPPPPPPPP1.9

0.30
PPPPPPPPP1.4

0.28
PPPPPPPPP1.2

0.19

Table 1: Comparison between combustion indicators obtained by in-cylinder pressure sensor, with only one knock
sensor, with the bayes’ inference applied to one sensor and finally with the bayes’ inference applied to two knock
sensors. Left value : average on 30 consecutive engine cycles, grey right value : standard variation on 30 consecutive
engine cycles

8 Conclusion and future work

Bayesian inference combines information from sensors and physical models. The contribution of these
models is important when the sensors are under noisy contexts (high speed or few combustion energy). We
made three assumptions which simplify the problem and future work will concern:

• The transfer function which is supposed constant for a given speed, cylinder and sensor. This assump-
tion force us to estimate many transfer functions and then the algorithm proposed needs many pre
processings. it is possible to suppose the transfer function as a random variable, estimate a template of
it, and find a probability law around this template. Although the costfunction will be more complex.

• The duration of the combustion is also supposed constant. We do not have simple model on the
duration of combustion but the costfunction can be modified to take into account the variations of this
duration even if no prior model is available.

• The variance of sensor’s noise is calculated on an interval before the combustion occurs. With this
estimation, a bias is introduced because some mechanical noises are not taken into account like the
piston slap or sometimes the noise due to the injection. Indeed, these noise occurs in the same timing
area than the combustion. These mechanical noises depend on the engine setpoints. To improve the
estimation of the noise, it is necessary to modelise these phenomena and to introduce a prior on the
variation of the noise.
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Abstract 
The vibration of core barrel (CB) in a typical pressurized water reactor can be monitored by noise analysis 

of the reactor instrumentation signals. This paper aims to prepare the CB motion quantification of the 

Korean Advanced Power Reactor (APR 1400) by comparing the results obtained from laboratory test and 

prototype vibration measurements of the Korean Standardized Nuclear Power (KSNP). The CB vibration 

of test and measurements is evaluated by using a scale factor and statistical reactor noise descriptors. 

Normalized power spectral density (NPSD), normalized cross-power spectral density (NCPSD), amplitude 

probability density (APD), coherence (COH) functions and phase are calculated to obtain the beam and 

shell modes of core barrel motion by processing the signal from two ex-core power range neutron 

detectors positioned diametrically of the reactor. The rms value of the CB motion is obtained from the 

integral of the NCPSD function over the appropriately restricted frequency range. The peak value of the 

motion is also obtained from an APD function which is constructed from a time signal over the properly 

limited to this same frequency range. Wide-band APD and CPSD functions are both demonstrated to yield 

erroneous estimates for the magnitude of CB motion. After processing the signal from two ex-core power 

range neutron detectors, the response of CB is lastly compared with the output from scale model test to 

verify the Scale Factor and confirm the structural integrity of CB. The reasonably good agreement shows 

in the restricted frequency range and resonance peaks. 

1 Introduction 

During normal operation of nuclear power plant, the core barrel (CB) moves with infinitesimally small 

amplitude by the random thermo-hydraulic load of reactor coolant flow. A methodology for inferring the 

magnitude of CB movement in a pressurized water reactor, based on noise analysis of ex-core power-

range channel signals, is of great interest to reactor manufacturers and to the nuclear regulatory body
 
[1] 

because it enables non-perturbative, in-service monitoring for excessive mechanical motion of the reactor 

core support barrel, which, in turn, might be indicative of degraded structural integrity. Thus, the reactor 

noise analysis using statistical descriptors between two ex-core power range neutron detectors has been 

used extensively to characterize the nuclear reactor as providing information about the vibration behavior 

and the operating conditions of the nuclear power plants [2]-[6]. 

The main aim of the monitoring program is not only to confirm the structural integrity of CB but also to 

define the alert and alarm limits which are usually referred to in plant technical specifications. In addition, 

the CB motion monitoring using ex-core neutron noise has become a standard method for verifying axial 

preload in pressurized water reactors. Both the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) and the 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) have established neutron noise analysis as the 

standard, ANSI/ASME OM-5[7] and OM-23 [8], including details of the data acquisition and analysis 

techniques to be used in monitoring the CB motion. One of the most attractive points for the reactor 

operators is that the ex-core power range neutron signals can be monitored without any impairment of the 

power generation and without the need of additional instrumentations.  
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The Korean Advanced Power Reactor (APR 1400), which is of new structural design, has not confirmed 

that the CB is adequately dimensioned for the operational vibration loads during the service life of the 

reactor. The purpose of this paper is to prepare the measurement and quantification of the CB motion of 

APR 1400 by comparing the results obtained from laboratory test and prototype vibration measurement of 

Korean Standardized Nuclear Power (KSNP). The prototype vibration measurement of KSNP has been 

performed to describe the CB motion of YGN Unit 4 (KSNP) from neutron noise spectral density [9]. 

Using statistical analysis techniques, either amplitude probability density (APD) functions or normalized 

power spectral density (NPSD) functions from the fluctuating component of the electrical signals from ex-

core power-range neutron channels must first be obtained. A theoretically derived scale factor is then 

applied to infer the CB motion from these statistical descriptors.  

2 Core barrel vibration monitoring of KSNP 

2.1 Description of ex-core power range neutron detectors of the pressurized 
water reactor 

The ex-core neutron flux signal is composed of a direct current component resulting from neutron flux 

produced by power operation of the reactor and a fluctuating signal or noise component. The fluctuating 

signal is associated with core reactivity changes and variations in neutron attenuation due to lateral core 

motion. This core motion is the primarily the result of beam mode vibration of the CB. Beam motion of 

the CB is usually a very small neutron noise source, but it can be reliably identified by performing the 

Fourier analysis and is typically characterized by 180 deg. phase shift and high coherence between signals 

from ex-core detectors located on opposite sides of the core. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of a 

reactor and CB in KSNP. Flow-induced vibration of CB changes the thickness of the down comer annulus 

and this variation in thickness results in corresponding variations in neutron flux sensed by the detectors. 

 

Figure 1-(a) : Ex-core detector locations 
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Figure 1-(b) : Reactor arrangement 

Figure 1 : Cross sectional view of reactor arrangement showing core barrel and ex-core detector locations 

in KSNP 

2.2 Relationship between the beam motion of CB and the neutron noise signal 

The useful statistical descriptors are the cross-power spectral density (CPSD), the auto-power spectral 

density, and the amplitude probability density (APD). Though the spectral density functions can be 

defined as the Fourier transform of the correlation functions, it is convenient to construct the spectral 

density functions directly in the frequency domain. The equivalence of the two different methods for 

construction of the spectral density function is proved in References [10].  

To verify core barrel motion, the frequency range in which the motion is occurring should be identified 

and then demonstrate that the CB motion signal from the remaining fluctuating components can be 

distinguished and quantify its magnitude. The available data can be obtained from two ex-core ionization 

chambers diametrically opposite each other. For the fluctuating components of these detector signals, the 

normalized PSD(f), )( f�PSD  can be constructed as 

 
2

4

4

*

4 )()(
)(

I

fIfI
f�PSDi

〉〈
=

δδ
 (1) 

where subscript i  refers to the thi* detector (1 or 2) and )(tI iδ is the fluctuating component of a detector 

signal induced by CB motion. By careful selection of the frequency band, LU ff − , over which CB 

motion is dominant, it can be obtained the portion of the CPSD which is induced by CB motion. The root-

mean-square ( rms ) value of CB motion is related to the CPSD as  

 ∫∝
U

L

f

f

dffCPSDrms )(12  (2) 
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To obtain estimates of CB motion in absolute units, it is convenient to introduce the normalized CPSD, 

)(12 f�CPSD , given by 

 

21

2

*

1
12

)()(
)(

II

fIfI
f�PSD

〉〈
=

δδ
 (3) 

which has the dimension of frequency
-1
. The rms  value of motion is obtained from 

 ∫∝
U

L

f

f

mm
dff�CPSD

SF
rms )(

100
12  (4) 

where Scale Factor, SF, is expressed in % per millimeter as described in References[5]. 

On this basis, it is instructive to consider the coherence function )(2 fγ  given by 

 
)()(

)(
)(

21

2

122

f�PSDf�PSD

f�CPSD
f =γ  (5) 

From Equations (1) and (3), it may be seen that )(2 fγ  is bounded between zero (no correlation between 

the fluctuating signals received by the two detectors) and unity (perfect correlation between the two 

detector signals). Therefore, if there is a frequency range over which most of the signals seen by the two 

detectors are induced by a common cause (such as core barrel motion), the coherence can be expected to 

be nonzero over the frequency range. Hence, the coherence is a key statistical parameter for identifying 

the component of interest in the detector signal, i.e., the component induced by core barrel motion. 

In addition to the coherence, the phase )( fφ  associated with the CPSD12(f) is also useful for identifying 

that component of the detector signal induced by CB motion. Thus, whenever the CB moves in a 

pendulum fashion toward detector 1, it also moves away from detector 2. The phase by 

 
[ ]
[ ] 








= −

)(Re

)(Im
tan

12

121

f�CPSD

f�CPSD
θ  (6) 

As a final observation, it can be noted that the rms  value given by Equation (4) represents one standard 
deviation of motion if it is assumed that the motion obeys Gaussian statistics. Making this assumption, we 

can proceed to establish a priori rms  limits such that the probability of the peak CB motion will exceed 

some specified value that is arbitrarily small. For example, the probability that the peak motion will 

exceed ±1 standard deviation (crest factor = 1.0) is about 0.32, while the probability that the peak motion 

will exceed ±1.96 standard deviations is about 0.05. Thus, a crest factor by multiplying the rms  value can 
be introduced to obtain a maximum credible peak value. Such crest factors are obtained from probability 

tables, which takes into consideration impact of core barrel alignment lugs with their mating keyways 

(snubbers). 

2.3 Data acquisition and evaluation 

The neutron noise time histories (analog signal) from all functioning ex-core power range detectors were 

recorded at each baseline phase data acquisition period. Analysis of these data includes the normalized 

power spectral density (NPSD), normalized cross-power spectral density (NCPSD), phase, and coherence 

of all detector pairs at one deviation. The data was analyzed over a frequency band of 0.2 Hz - 20 Hz with 

a resolution that was consistent with amplitude and frequency changes to be deleted. During data 

acquisition, the plant was as close as possible to expected steady-state operating conditions. 

The baseline data was used to establish two frequency ranges, a narrow and a wide band, and to establish 

the beam mode center frequency, for use in the surveillance and diagnostic phases. The narrow-band range 
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may be adjusted to remove the effects of adjacent peaks. This frequency band usually has a high 

coherence and 180 deg. phase shifts between cross-core detectors. 

2.4 Determination of core barrel motion 

The NPSD of an ex-core detector signal contains contributions due to actual motion and extraneous noise. 

As such, while its frequency spectra may be a good indicator of the frequency of motion, its amplitude 

will be higher than that due to the motion. Recognizing this limitation, the NPSD signal of each detector 

reviewed to note the changes in amplitude and the shifts in frequency of the maximum amplitude. Figure 2 

shows a typical NPSD function monitored from an ex-core detector signal and Figure 3 shows the NPSD 

of all ex-core detector signals in KSNP. In Figure 3, detector location is defined as U1, U2, --, M1, --, L1, 

--. The initial, U M L, denotes the longitudinal position of ex-core detectors, upper, middle and lower, and 

numerical number is the diametrical position of a detector.  

 

 

Figure 2 : A typical normalized power spectral density function monitored from an ex-core detector signal.  

 

It is shown from Figure 3 that there are little amplitude changes between each NPSD of ex-core detector 

signals. The amplitude, however, of upper positioned detectors are relatively low in the 0.2 to 2 Hz 

frequency range. The NPSD of M3 and M4 detectors are low amplitude in comparison to the other 

detectors, which probably caused by the weak signal recording. The NPSD of middle positioned detectors, 

M1 and M2, shows higher amplitude than that of upper or lower positioned detectors in the 6 to 10 Hz 

frequency range. It is probably due to the fact that the CB has a fixed-fixed boundary condition, which is 

caused by upper flange (hold- down ring) and snubbers. Also, the shifts in frequency of the maximum 

amplitude are not shown in this figure. 
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Figure 3 : NPSD of all ex-core detector signals in KSNP 

In Figure 4, there is relatively high coherence in the 6 to 10 Hz frequency range. The phase is 

approximately -180 deg over this entire range of relatively high coherence. Hence, it can be concluded that 

there is beam mode CB motion in this frequency range.  

 

 

Figure 4 : Relatively high coherence in the frequency range from 6 to 10 Hz implies signal components in 

this band having a common source (in this case, CB motion) and being detected simultaneously at 

opposite sides of the reactor vessel. 
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In Figure 5, the phase is approximately -180 deg over this entire range of relatively high coherence. Hence, 

we conclude that there is beam mode CB motion in this frequency range. 

 

 

Figure 5 : A relative phase angle of -180
o
 over the same range from 6 to 10 Hz, as in Figure 4, further 

substantiates this band as being attributable to CB motion 

The next step is to determine the amount of CB motion.  Figure 6 shows the |NCPSD12(f)| for a frequency 

range of 2 to 20 Hz; this frequency band is actually greater than the 6 to 10 Hz range suggested by the 

coherence and phase for beam-mode motion, but it is seen that the dominant part of the |NCPSD12(f)| 

largely coincides with the beam-mode motion frequency.  Using Equation (4), a SF value 8 of 25.4 x 10
-

5 
%mm

-1
, and the data in Figure 6 (with fL = 6 Hz and fU = 10 Hz), rms  motion value of 4.954 x 10

-3
mm 

is calculated. Assuming a crest factor of 4, we would therefore not expect any more than three or so peak 

excursions per hour to exceed ±19.81 x 10
-3
mm from the equilibrium position if near-Gaussian motion 

was to occur. 

 

 

Figure 6 : The normalized CPSD function from which the rms  CB motion is obtained, by means of 

Equation (4). The area under the curve between frequency limits of fL = 6 Hz and fU = 10 Hz represents 

the integral sought in Equation (4). 
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To explore this latter assumption, an APD function is constructed first for the raw time signal and then for 

a band-limited signal. Prior to recording a digital signal, the raw time signal was band limited to 

frequencies > 0.01 Hz (by the ac amplifier used in data acquisition) and < 50 Hz (by an anti-aliasing filter).  

An analysis at lower frequencies showed, in fact, the presence of a large sinusoidal component at a 

frequency from 1 to 3 Hz, which was found to a first mode of fuel assembly. The lesson to be learned here 

is that broad-and APD analysis is not likely to be a valid indicator of CB motion. 

Since the coherence, phase, and |NCPSD12(f)| data show that the beam mode motion of the CB occurs in 

the 6 to 10 Hz frequency range, a second APD was constructed using a signal band limited to 

approximately this frequency range (the actual range was 6.75 to 20 Hz) by a 24-dB/octave band-pass 

filter. This APD in Figure 7 is very nearly a Gaussian distribution, and furthermore, it indicates a peak 

motion of approximately ±0.155 mm, which is larger than the earlier value obtained from the rms  value 
(see in Table 1). 

 

Figure 7 : Narrow-band (6.75- to 20-Hz) APD versus amplitude which is Gaussian and indicates a 

±0.061% of means [±0.155 mm (±6.1mils)] peak excursions. 

The preceding comparison of the results from the band-limited and broad-band APDs emphasizes the 

importance of isolating that component of the fluctuating signal produced by CB motion before 

constructing an APD for determination of CB motion. Fortunately, the CB component is usually found in 

a relatively narrow frequency band that can be separated from the frequency range of other components of 

the fluctuating signal. Therefore, this desired component can be obtained simply by passing the signal 

through an appropriate band-pass filter. Furthermore, so long as the coherence is large (>0.6 or so), CB 

motion from the signal from a single detector [the NPSD(f) or the band-limited APD] can be inferred. The 

band-limited APD from a single detector will not be indicative of CB motion when coherence is small. 

Lastly, the rms motions of upper detectors, U1 and U4, was inferred. Figure 8 shows the NPSD of U1 and 

U4 ex-core detectors, which are positioned diametrically, and each NCPSD.  
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Figure 8 : Normalized power spectral density (NPSD) functions of U1 and U4 ex-core power range 

neutron detectors, which are positioned diametrically outside of the reactor, and normalized cross power 

spectral density (NCPSD) function of two ex-core detectors. 

Using Equation (4) for several band limited frequency bands, the CB motions are inferred in Table 1. 

From these results, we conclude that there is not a great dependence on the statistical descriptor used 

(NPSD versus NCPSD); this is as expected, since the coherence is fairly high from 6 to 10 Hz. 

Furthermore, correct results can be obtained without exercising great care in the selection of the 

bandwidth so long as the large signal component at low frequencies (<2.0 Hz) not attributable to CB 

motion is eliminated. If the bandwidth is ill-chosen, however (last entry of Table 1), inferred motion can 

easily result in error due to order of magnitude. 

 

rms  Displacement
a
 [ mµ ] 

Frequency 

Band [Hz] |NCPSD| U1 NPSD U2 NPSD 

6-10 

6-9.25 

5-9.25 

5-10 

2-10 

2-12 

1-10 

0.25-12 

4.954 

4.727 

7.783 

7.923 

14.60 

14.64 

29.36 

129.9 

1.183 

1.083 

1.506 

1.579 

4.771 

4.783 

6.344 

8.809 

1.119 

1.044 

1.261 

1.324 

3.965 

3.974 

6.460 

7.835 
a
 A SF of 25.4 x 10

-5 
% mm

-1 
( 0.01 % mil

-1
 ) was used 

Table 1 : Inferred core barrel motion 
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3 CB motion comparison with the output from accelerometers 

To verify the Scale Factor and confirm the structural integrity of CB,
 
the response of the CB motion was 

lastly compared with the output from accelerometers [11]. Signal from two biaxial accelerometers located 

near the bottom of the CB (snubbers) was measured to provide data on the natural frequencies of the barrel 

as well as accelerations and deflections.  

Acceleration signal was acquired at KSNP during the pre-core hot functional test and processed to obtain 

the NPSDs for acceleration with the corresponding displacement by double integration. The total rms  
responses of the CB motion were obtained from 0 - 50 Hz frequency band. 

The response APSD of a structure subjected to random loading exhibits peak responses at the natural 

frequencies of the structure. Since strong turbulence only exists in the low frequency range, the most 

clearly identifiable frequency ranges 6.5 to 8.55 Hz, the CB beam mode. The maximum displacements 

[12]
 
occurred during test was equal to 107.7 mµ  rms . This is in the same order of magnitude as the 

maximum inferred CB motion value of 129.9 mµ  over the frequency range of 0.25 to 12 Hz in Table 1. 

Reasonably good agreement shows in the restricted frequency range and resonance peaks.  

4 Modal testing on a scale model of APR 1400 CB 

Free vibration model was built and tested for the 1/15.7
th
 scale of APR 1400 [13]. Finite element 

analytical model was established by selecting the plate model of shell elements. Finite element and 

measurement analyses were performed with respect to a fixed-sliding shell model with two large holes and 

six snubbers. The scale model was filled and encapsulated by the water bag, while the lumped mass was 

added to the analytical model of prototype CB to simulate the flow effects of inner and outer surfaces. 

Test results on CB vibration models were presented and compared with finite analysis results. Various 

modal analysis techniques are used to show the good agreement between measurement and analysis results. 

It is shown that the scale model test results accurately predict the free vibration and mode shapes.  

5 Conclusions 

To prepare the CB motion quantification of the APR 1400, the results obtained from laboratory test and 

prototype vibration measurements are compared with the CB motion results obtained from the ex-core 

detector signals of KSNP. These ex-core detector signals were evaluated by using a scale factor and 

statistical reactor noise descriptors. 

Application of the SF to the statistical descriptors NCPSD, NPSD, and APD demonstrated that CB motion 

cannot be inferred reliably from broad band amplitude or frequency domain descriptors because these 

functions are sensitive to signal fluctuations from sources other than CB motion. The CB motion 

component was, however, uniquely identified from the coherence and phase functions in the frequency 

domain; the rms  value of the motion could then be obtained directly from the integral of the |NCPSD| 

function over the appropriately restricted frequency range. The peak value of the motion was also obtained 

from the extremis of an APD function that was constructed from a time signal that had been properly 

limited to this same frequency range that was a characteristic of beam mode motion, as identified from the 

coherence and phase functions. The rms  and peak values were shown to be a consistent magnitude of 

order. 

To verify the Scale Factor and confirm the structural integrity of CB, the response of the CB motion was 

compared with the output from accelerometers and laboratory testing. Reasonably good agreement 

showed in the restricted frequency range and resonance peaks.  
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Abstract 
Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) technology gives nowadays the opportunity to measure 
high spatially defined 3D displacements in a wide frequency range by means of optical laser techniques.  
An experiment-based procedure for fatigue behaviour assessment of mechanical components is proposed 
in this paper. ESPI technology is described in brief in order to explain how to measure full-field dynamic 
displacements. From the ESPI complex-valued displacement fields at each frequency line and constitutive 
laws, stress&strain fields are numerically derived to be directly processed, without the aid of any 
structural model, by an adopted cumulative damage model. Fatigue life assessment is thus obtained by 
means of an experiment-based procedure. The described approach is applied on a car brake disk and 
reported in detail. 

1 Introduction 

Fatigue analysis is linked to damage accumulation prior to crack propagation, when it is better to speak 
about fracture mechanics. Crack nucleation processes are associated with the generation and coalescence 
of excess vacancies along persistent slip bands [1], especially at notch roots where material plasticity and 
cyclic softening might occur. In a fatiguing process induced by acoustic loading, structural failure is 
usually determined with a decrease in the resonance frequencies, before crack propagation [2-4]. To 
predict failure of a complex structure, one needs to know stresses or strains everywhere over the entire 
structure so that the location of the maximum strain can be found and the fatigue life of the structure can 
be predicted, as shown in [5]. Fatigue life prediction may thus be a complex task, especially when virtual 
models, e.g. coming from FE or Multibody analysis, have to be updated by means of real life tests on 
samples that, due to their inherent structural dynamics and boundary constraints, exhibit high modal 
density with complex patterns and strain fields.  
Standard test instruments, like the widespread strain gauges, may face some problems, like effective 
sensor placement, spatial averaging, mass burden and lumped measurement constraints. Multimodal 
behaviour of the structure in service increases the strain-gage location assessment uncertainty: strain gages 
are usually glued to the structure locations indicated by the most densely cracked areas in a brittle lacquer 
coating; besides, multi-axis stress-strain state determines the need of rosette-gauge and of equivalent 
stress-strain calculation. The analysis across the whole domain must then be completed by means of 
detailed numerical models, calibrated on few point measurements.  
On the other side, optical techniques are gaining interest for their full-field and non-contact nature, which 
means the whole surface of samples can be mapped in highly detailed displacement fields during the 
dynamic loading event, without coarse spatial averaging, adding mass to the sample or missing the best 
location of the sensor. Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) technology gives nowadays the 
opportunity to measure high spatially defined 3D displacements in a wide frequency range by means of 
optical laser techniques. Contouring/shape measurements can complete the information obtainable directly 
from tests. An experiment-based procedure for fatigue behaviour assessment of mechanical components is 
proposed in this paper. ESPI technology is described in brief in order to explain how to measure full-field 
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dynamic displacements and contouring/shape data. ESPI experimental technique becomes particularly 
suited for the evaluation of the strain field in dynamic steady state events, when its full-field intrinsic 
nature easily displays the complex shape patterns at high frequency, with high-resolution and no need of  
contacting/mass loading instrumentation that modifies the responses. 
From the ESPI complex-valued displacement fields at each frequency line of the spectrum and material 
constitutive laws, stress-strain fields are numerically derived in paragraph 2 without the aid of any 
structural model, with the real boundary conditions and no mass loading. Equivalent stresses are processed 
at every point in the measurement field, according to a failure criteria (here Von Mises or Tresca). The 
cumulative damage model introduced in paragraph 3 for high-cyclic fatigue is used to calculate the time to 
failure of the test specimen, by means of appropriate S-N curves for material and power spectral density at 
every measurement point. Fatigue life assessment modelling is thus obtained by means of an experiment-
based procedure. The described approach is applied on a car brake disk and reported in detail. 

2 Strain-stress fields from ESPI measurements 

As briefly introduced above, full-field optical techniques give the great advantage of a reduced uncertainty 
in maximum stress-strain location, especially facing multi-modal high complex-shaped displacement 
patterns and when exciting interface and real boundaries are tough to be modelled; high resolution brings 
in also a reduction of sensor area-averaging effect, as can be found with strain gages (rosettes), and set-up 
complexity. Further, there is no need of approximating the dynamic behaviour of the sample to that at the 
lowest flexible modeshape, since complex shape patterns are measurable at extremely high frequencies, 
with high spatial description. In [6-9] ESPI were applied to NVH problems; [10] attempts to obtain strain 
measurement and [11] showed ESPI in automotive application. 

2.1 ESPI measurements  

A rough surface, illuminated by a coherent light, reflects a wave with a grainy structure, made by 
statistical interference patterns named Speckles [12-13]. A laser, with high coherence length, becomes the 
most suited single wavelength light source for this task. Speckles are feebly generated only where the 
micro roughness of the material is too low compared to the wave length λ, or when the incident wave is 
highly absorbed. 

 

Laser

Camera

Illumination direction

Measuring object

Observation direction

Measuring directionReference-
beam

 
Figure 1: ESPI sensor optical arrangement.

 
Figure 2: fitting 6 equally phase delayed steps  
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The wave field and surface state information are coded in ESPI technology by Speckles, which are the 
signal carriers. From Speckles of different records are obtained the interference fringe patterns 
(specklegrams), which are the isolines of phase difference between the records; fringes correspond to the 
optical path difference in propagated beams. The interferogram acquired on the digital support of a CCD 
sensor reveals the phase difference between object and reference wave front. A mapping of the 
interferogram intensity, measured in two different surface displacement states, can be done by a Bessel 
type function in the sensor coordinates (x, y) [12]: 

( )1 0( , ) ( , ) 1 ( , )cos( ( , ))I x y I x y x y x yγ φ= +  (1) 

( )2 0 21( , ) ( , ) 1 ( , )cos( ( , ) ( , ))I x y I x y x y x y x yγ φ φ= + +Δ  (2) 

where 0 ( , )I x y  is the average irradiance between the object and reference wave fronts; ( , )x yγ is the so 
called complex degree of coherence; ( , )x yφ  is the sum  of the random phase noise component and the 
variation between the object and the reference phase difference; the term 21( , )x yφΔ  is the deterministic 
phase difference induced by surface movement between the two measuring steps, also named exposures. 
Different procedures can be used to quantitatively extract 21( , )x yφΔ  from the specklegrams, based on 
phase shifting [14-15] or spatial FFT filtering [16], and later to design the sensors accordingly. Image 
contrast enhancement, grey value spreading, mean value and geometrical filtering can be adopted to 
improve the quality of the specklegrams and phase maps. Higher resolution in the CCD is reflected as an 
increased quality in solving the specklegrams. 
A sensitivity vector is  can be defined as the difference between the unit vectors of the illumination and 
the observation direction. A couple of sensor and illumination units as in Fig.(1) measures the phase map 

( , )i x yφΔ , which is linked to the object global displacement map ( ),x yd  along the sensitivity vector is  as 
follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ), 2 ,i ix y x yφ π λΔ = ⋅d s   (3) 

The displacement measured by one single sensor is thus only along its sensitivity vector. This latter, if it 
forms a close angle with the observation direction, approximates the out of plane direction; in this case a 
displacement of roughly one λ (wave length) is covered by every fringe step in the interferogram 
(difference of 2π in the phase map, from Eq.(3)). But, by using at least three sensibility vectors, it becomes 
possible to obtain the 3D displacement maps between two exposures as follows: 

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

1

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3

, ,
, ,

2
, ,

x x y z

y x y z

z x y z

d x y s s s x y
d x y s s s x y
d x y s s s x y

φ
λ φ
π

φ

−
⎞⎛⎞ ⎞Δ⎛ ⎛
⎟⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜= ⋅ Δ⎟⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ Δ⎝ ⎝⎠ ⎠⎝ ⎠

, or ( ) [ ] ( )1 2 3, 2 , , ,Tx y x yλ π −= ⋅Δd s s s φ  (4) 

A way to build such a 3D measurement system is to arrange one sensor with three different illuminating 
sources. More illuminating sources bring a refined sensitivity matrix, through a more robust (in a least-
squares sense) pseudo-inversion. Alternatively, one of the possible arrangements is with multiple cameras 
and one single illuminating source, the phase maps acquired by each sensor being transformed into the 
common illuminating source reference system. In [17] both schemes were tested. 
In [14-16] is shown that ESPI can also be used for contouring measurements, to get the three-dimensional 
shape of the surface. This is achieved by varying the angles of two illuminating sources, between two 
exposures of the phase shifting procedure, while the surface does not undergo any motion. The controlled 
angle variation must be the same for both sources and can be obtained by piezoelectric controlled mirrors. 

2.2 Dynamic ESPI measurements 

In the previous paragraph how to measure the relative displacement map between two exposures was 
briefly explained. This has a direct application in measuring the static deflection shapes. Thus, in order to 
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get the displacement of a moving object and not to damage the fringe fields, an illumination source able to 
freeze the motion during each exposure must be searched for. Pulsed lasers or stroboscopic laser 
illumination are generally adopted for this task, the former being ideal for unsteady events (but more 
scattering in performance), the latter being preferable for steady events, due to its very high stability. 
Using harmonic excitation and a freezing illumination, it follows that the Operative Deflection Shapes 
(ODS) of the surface is seen like a static deflection shape, so a fringe system can be regularly evaluated 
and the displacement map can then be delivered. The next phase is to run the measurement by shifting the 
acquisition timing in n successive equally phase-delayed events on the same single frequency ω excited 
object. The results are n displacement fields each of them delayed from the other by the known quantity 
2π/n; at each sensor location (x,y) the i-th displacement map ( ),i x yωd  can be simply modelled by a 
threshold value ( ),x yωa  and cosine wave of amplitude ( ),x yωb  and phase delay ( ),x yωc , relative to the 
excitation, as in Eq.(5): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , cos , 2i x y x y x y x y n iω ω ω ω π= + ⋅ + ⋅d a b c  (5) 

This sequence of n data can then be modelled in a non-linear least squares fitting approach by the 
parameters ( ( ),x yωa , ( ),x yωb , ( ),x yωc ) in Eq.(5). As a consequence, the complex-valued (real and 
imaginary parts) data for each point (x,y) at that frequency ω of excitation become: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }, , cos , , , sin ,x y x y x y x y x yω ω ω ω ω= ⋅ ⋅d b c b c  (6) 

Each measurement in Eq.(5) is accompanied by a sampled absolute reference in one location of the 
measured field: this keeps sound each second exposure with the first reference exposure, finally assessing  

( ),x yωa  as a constant term for each measurement. Single acquisitions, and consequent ODS, are affected 
by the (adjustable) phase delay between the illumination and the excitation, like the projection of a 
complex-valued data on the real-valued domain; in fact it is possible to explore how the real-valued ODS 
amplitude changes with this phase delay. The evaluation of complex-valued data instead, as explained, 
delivers measurements that are independent of the parameters of the single acquisition; this releases to the 
experimenter the whole complex-valued nature of the displacement fields, with potential relative phase 
delay between field areas, that might be of value for dealing with general damping in structures or 
anisotropy inquiries. The fitting procedure has also a filtering effect on the noise in the harmonic signals.   
The described procedure is a way to allow ESPI to measure complex-valued data fields at a specific 
harmonic frequency excitation. Besides, by implementing the simultaneous acquisition of input channels 
as in [18], it is also possible to obtain the complex-valued data of the input in the same way, thus opening 
the way to calculate a single line of a receptance FRF by complex-valued division of the output by the 
input at that specific frequency ω. In Fig.(2) six equally phase delayed steps (red squares), belonging to 
the force transducer channel, are fitted by the waveform (blue) and threshold (black) component in 
continuous line, waveform phase delay in dashed black line, amplitude and phase zero levels in dashed red 
line. Like at the dawn of modal analysis [19], a complete spectrum can then be obtained by repeating the 
procedure for a series of stepped sine sweeping frequency lines and packing together the obtained results.  

2.3 Strains from ESPI displacement fields 

ESPI technology can deliver 3D displacement measurements, related to surface motion. It becomes thus 
impossible to evaluate any derivative in the direction orthogonal to the surface. In this work, a plane stress 
scenario is adopted. In the following application, attention will be paid mainly to the out-of-plane 
components, related to the bending behaviour of the surface, since no in-plane movement was revealed by 
the sensors. 
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2.3.1 Tensor components 

From strain theory, the strain tensor components ijε can be displayed: 
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ε   (7) 

Adopting the plane stress model (engineering notation), the ijε  components from in-plane displacements 
are reduced to: 

, ,x y xy yx
u u u v
x y y x

ε ε γ γ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= = = = +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 (8) 

An out-of-plane displacement gives rise to bending strain component in ijε : 

2 2 2

2 2, ,
2 2b b b bx y xy yx
h w h w wh

x y x y
ε ε γ γ∂ ∂ ∂

= − = − = = −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 (9) 

2.3.2 Numerical differentiation 

To obtain all the ε -components it is necessary to derive the displacement fields in the x and y directions. 
When a simple structure is analysed, analytic expression of displacement yields easily the ε -components: 
in [20] eigenfunctions were adopted on a 1-D beam, while in [5] orthogonal polynomials and LDV 
measurements on a plate were used. 
In a general test-based approach, where no base functions are available but only discrete displacement 
fields, a rough numerical differentiation of experimental discrete data might greatly amplify the influence 
of measurement noise and must therefore be performed with care; in [45] the basis functions, given by 
orthogonal polynomials, were also used as a surface smoothing technique on the LDV experimental data, 
with attention paid to the laser beam location, according to the fitting polynomial used; auto- and cross-
spectra were used to overtake the non-simultaneous acquisition of collected measurements. 
In this paper the importance of a robust numerical differentiation technique to deal with discrete fields is 
approached with digital filtering by Savitzky-Golay [21] procedure; this latter obtains n-th order 
derivatives with greatly increased accuracy in respect to simple numerical differentiation. The 0-th order 
derivative becomes a powerful tool for smoothing the original data arrays. Furthermore, care must be 
taken for discontinuities in the measurement area, such as holes or surface slope gradient or separations. 
The averaging of the derivative in two different directions is imposed to smooth derivative sequence effect 
and to obtain ε -tensor symmetry: 

2 2 1
2

w w w w
x y y x y x x y

⎡ ⎤⎞⎛∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎞⎛= ≅ +⎢ ⎥⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (10) 

2.4 Stress fields 

A linear elastic behaviour of the material is expected in the following application, since low-strain/high-
cycle fatigue is mainly undergone by the component under test. Furthermore, ESPI technology is limited 
by the resolvable fringes to low displacement ranges. 
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2.4.1 Constitutive model 

From linear elasticity theory, an isotropic constitutive model is outlined as the tensor expression of 
Hooke’s law, which includes material parameters and transformation between strain ε -tensor and stress 
σ -tensor components. The principal strains and stresses can be then easily evaluated [21]. The material 
parameters in Eq.(11) are: E, elastic modulus;ν , Poisson ration; G, shear modulus;λ , Lamè constant. 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( )2 , 2 , 2 1 , 1 1 2ii ii xx yy ij ijG G G E Eσ ε λ ε ε σ ε ν λ ν ν ν= + + = = + = + −  (11) 

2.4.2 Failure criteria for multi-axis equivalence 

Most fatigue tests on materials [22] are run on specimens in a controlled mono-axial loading procedure. 
Real life behaviour of samples concerns a general multi-axis loading. It must be underlined that the mean 
value of equivalent stress seems not to be a very useful quantity for correlation of mean stress effect. At 
present [1], even considering Critical Plane theories, no general comprehensive theory exists to relate 
fatigue limits among different stress states, and empiricism is employed. Von Mises (ductile materials) or 
Tresca (brittle materials) failure criteria might be a compromise to obtain equivalent stresses. In each 
measurement location of ESPI maps, from principal components, equivalent stresses are evaluated: 

( )2
1 2 1 21 2 , 2

VonMises Trescaeq eqσ σ σ σ σ σ= − = −  (12) 

The effect of mean stress on S-N curves, usually considered by means of empirical models [2], such as 
modified Goodman model, is not taken into account here; a completely reversed stress is expected from 
single frequency vibration tests. 
ESPI measurements, due to their full-field 3D intrinsic nature, need no evaluation of notch stress 
concentration factor: a map of the principal stresses and directions gives a much more detailed information 
instead. Thus ESPI might be seen as a means to reduce uncertainty in life assessment, through better 
estimates of stress-strain locations in multi-axis loading sequences. 

3 Cumulative fatigue life assessment 

Crack nucleation process is considered fatigue life until the crack length is under the range of 500-1000 
microns [1]. In presence of dynamic loading coming from vibration behaviour, this limit corresponds to 
the starting of crack propagation, when the dimension of cracks starts to increase rapidly up to total 
collapse; in vibro-acoustic fatiguing process, like airborne pressure loading, structural failure is considered 
in a simplified approach when a 2% decrease in the settling value of the lowest resonance frequency is 
displayed. 
According to [23], which provides a comprehensive review of cumulative fatigue damage theories for 
metals and their alloys, emphasizing the approaches developed between the early 1970s and early 1990s, 
cumulative fatigue theories can be grouped in six categories: linear damage rule; non-linear damage curve 
and two-stage linearization approaches; life curve modification methods to account for load interaction; 
approaches based on crack growth concepts; continuum damage mechanics models; and energy-based 
theories. 
In low and mid-range cycle life estimations strain based approach is mostly followed. ASM gives in 
[24,1,25-26] a strain based cumulative life assessment procedure, with a generic overview[25], data for ε-
N (strain-finite life) curves [26] and some statistical considerations in fatigue [27]: the strain-stress 
hysteresis loop is modelled taking into account both the elastic and plastic contribution. A plasticity-
hysteresis hardening model, a memory rule and a cycle counting method have been proposed in [28] to 
predict inelastic deformation under complex multi-axial loading; equivalent relative stresses and strains 
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are evaluated by Von Mises and Tresca criterions. [29] pays attention to overload effects in Fatigue Crack 
Initiation (FCI) life models (based on strains), and rules to omit small loads, by a threshold on FCI; 
Miner’s rule is used to model the cumulative damage, while modified Manson-Coffin (MC) equation to 
consider the total strain and the overload at plasticity zones, written in stress terms. In Extremely Low 
Cycle Fatigue (ELCF) life, [30] proposes a model based on the concept that damage due to ductility 
exhaustion should be considered besides the damage generated by crack propagation in the ELCF regime, 
where a high level of strain is predominant. [31] puts the attention on the net–effective (to open the crack) 
strain-based modelling in variable amplitude loading, together with rainflow counting and  Miner’s 
cumulative damage rule. 
Also the energy-based approaches become very effective in low and mid-range cycle life estimations. In 
[32-33] energy based (elastic+plastic) fatigue life models are proposed, taking into account uniaxial stress 
& strains signs to distinguish strain energy reversals at tension and compression paths in a refined cycle 
counting. MC total strain equation and Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) energy-related parameter are 
employed in modelling. In [34] the total cyclic strain energy density, a summation of the plastic and 
elastic strain energy densities, takes the mean stress effects into account, resulting in good correlation with 
fatigue life; also SWT parameter gave good results. [35] shows that fatigue strength (at the notch) depends 
on damage accumulation within a local small area and that its damage cumulative process not only relates 
to local stress field intensity, but also depends on local strain field intensity; equivalent local stress-strain 
fields are thus obtained by VonMises and FEA approaches; SWT strain energy-based fatigue and non-
linear damage accumulation law are proposed. In [36] an energy-based fatigue theory is extended to 
properly evaluate the mean stress and ratcheting (cyclic creep) strain effects on the fatigue life of 
materials; in this case SWT parameter is not effective, resulting in the need of different strain energy-
based multi-axial fatigue theory for cyclic creep. 
In long-life, low stress-strain is expected and elastic behaviour of material is assumed: stress-based S-N 
curves are widely used. [37] shows that no constant S-N curve (no infinite life) for giga-cycle fatigue (106-
109 cycles) exists: two mechanisms of crack initiation cross at 106 cycles, which are broken inclusions and 
persistent slip bands in the giga-cycle regime; no noticeable loading frequency effect (25Hz vs 20kHz) is 
shown. In [22] a very fast vibration-based fatigue testing procedure is proposed: a sample is designed by 
FEM aid to achieve the required bi-axial stress-state pattern in a forced vibration-based fatigue procedure, 
used to drive the high-cycle fatigue experiments with variable amplitude loading; the development of a 
basic understanding of the effects of frequency, biaxial stress state (hard to replicate on a test rig), and 
stress gradient in bending on the high-cycle fatigue strength of complex geometries is hampered; testing 
close to resonances demands less power consumption, but more control skills: upon incipient failure, the 
spring-stiffness constant of the specimen changes and throws the system off resonance; good 
phenomenological aspect analysis of frequency shifts due to crack growth and stop is shown. In [38], an 
equivalent (effective) stress amplitude model takes into account the severity associated to non-
proportional loading paths, the material susceptibility to non-proportional hardening, the material’s fatigue 
life under shear versus normal stresses and mean stress effect; the model is coupled to Wang-Brown multi-
axial rainflow reversal counting technique in non-proportional variable amplitude loading histories and 
linear cumulative damage rule. Procedures to treat the spectra for standards and comparison are discussed 
in [39] about aircraft loading spectra; relative Miner rule takes into account all interaction effects in a 
similar global manner, because of the similarity of the compared loading cases. [40] shows that the 
covariance of random stress state components strongly influences the fatigue life: a visible increase of 
fatigue life is observed when cross-correlations between stresses are omitted. 
The statistical model of life reliability in [41], based upon an in-depth mechanism study of the fatigue 
damage stochastic process and its phenomenological definition, has set up the damage evolution equations 
through a set of numeric simulation programs to reveal the dynamic, stochastic and non-linear nature of 
the fatigue damage accumulation process. Because it considers load sequence effects, the model might be 
more suitable for predicting fatigue reliability, particularly under random loading spectra. Also [42] 
proposes a  method to be used in the fatigue reliability analysis of mechanical structures for long fatigue 
lives: fatigue strength in the high-cycle regime is approximated by normal distribution and exponential S-
N curve.  
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Though many damage models have been developed, none of them enjoys universal acceptance [23]. 
Consequently, the Palmgren-Miner linear damage rule is still dominantly used in design, in spite of its 
major shortcomings (absence of loading interaction, sequencing and memory effects).  
This paper follows the approach proposed by ESDU [2-4] in low-stress / high-cycles random loading. 
Different correction factors were developed for a variety of conditions, including loadings, stress 
concentrations, surface finishing, size, and knockdown factors. In S-N curves effects of detail such as 
complex geometry, surface finish, residual stress from manufacturing and metallurgy are automatically 
included. Here no environmental effect is considered, but it must be underlined that ESPI-based fatigue 
estimation might be suited for every finishing situation and that no such wide testing has been here 
performed to extrapolate information in this direction. 
Unanswered questions are related to the behaviour of the material when the frequency of cycles changes, 
and to a potential thermal dependence, mode shape linked; besides, a frequency/mode shape–dislocation–
crack dependence might result; last, high-cycle-number vs eigenfrequencies/shape testing is time-
consuming. 

3.1 S-N curves in high-cycles 

No material has a true infinite life, even under low strain-stress. While for a right modelling of low-cycles 
fatigue total strain and total deformation energy approaches are the only appropriate, for high-cycles, 
elastic and low-strain behaviour more traditional Stress-Number-of-cycles (S-N) tests ones are still 
applicable. S-N test results (curves from reversed bending and simulated acoustic fatigue) are obtained 
under stress-controlled procedures on standard samples and can be exploited by comparison of equivalent 
stress. The experimental S-N curves can be modelled as Basquin’s law, once the material specific 
parameters b and Kr are least-squared identified in a log-log plot of Number-of-cycles and stress range Sr, 
as: 

b
r rNS K=  

It must be pointed out that errors on parameter b amplify the uncertainty on stress, so that statistical 
considerations might be taken into account [27]; the ESPI procedure here outlined, with its intrinsic high 
resolution in detecting the highest equivalent stress location, works in the direction of reducing this 
uncertainty.  

3.2 Cumulative damage model 

In the presence of a wide frequency-band loading process, two approaches are usually adopted: either the 
damage associated with the higher frequency modes of stress response can be neglected, or it is assumed 
that the damage of the lowest resonance frequency fn has an rms value based on a wide band process. In 
both cases, a strong simplification of the dynamic behaviour is imposed: the ESPI procedure here outlined 
works in the direction of increasing the information available, in order to regard the multi-axial dynamic 
behaviour especially at higher frequencies, where complex-shaped displacement pattern may be displayed. 
Variable amplitude and random loading impose the need of a cumulative damage model and cycle 
counting procedure. As previously said, though many damage models have been developed, none of them 
enjoys universal acceptance. Palmgren-Miner’s linear damage accumulation rule, which theorises that 
stress cycles of the same amplitude cause the same amount of damage, independently of the magnitude 
and sequential loading effects, is widespread in spite of the approximations it brings in: tensile and 
acoustic damage benchmarks have shown in reality that different amplitude and frequency loading give 
rise to event sequencing and memory effects, hysteresis cycles, etc. Accumulation rules say that fatigue 
life ends when the total damage D becomes unity, but failure was found in the range 0.61 < D < 1.45 [2-
4]; further, with a high-low load sequence, failure occurs when D < 1, while with low-high load sequence 
D > 1. Palmgren-Miner rule is inadequate when marked dominant visco-elastic characteristics are present 
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in the material, such as in glass fiber reinforced plastics [43]. Owing to the visco-elasticity and plasticity 
of fiber reinforced plastics, the fatigue damage caused by different loading sequences need an appropriate 
rule. Residual strength, or strength loss, might be a better parameter to connect the macroscopic properties 
during cyclic loading with microscopic damage [44]. 
Cycle counting procedures become extremely important in evaluating time histories data with variable 
amplitude loading. Among many presented in [3], rainflow cycle counting procedure seems to be the most 
appropriate. The apparent reason for the superiority of rainflow counting is that it combines load reversals 
in a manner that defines cycles by closed hysteretic loops [45]. Palmgren-Miner approach, applied to wide 
band random processes, treats the time-domain rainflow stress ranges as ergodic random processes, taking 
into account the probability density function (pdf) prfr (Sr) of the rainflow stress ranges Sr: The total 
damage D follows, where Fp is the expected frequency of peaks and T is the time length of the acquisition: 

( ) ( )
0

1
p rfr r r

r

D F T p S dS
N S

∞
= ∫ ( )

0

r
failure

b
p r rfr r r

KT
F S p S dS

∞=
∫

 (13) 

3.3 Spectral methods 

Spectral methods [4] were developed as early as the 1980s for high-cycles domain to speed up testing 
timings, exploiting the analogy with rainflow cycle counting and statistical parameters in time domain, 
assuming stationary and Gaussian processes, and p(Sr) as the pdf of Sr: 

( ) ( ) ( )
0

b b
eq r r r

r r

N NDamage N D N S S p S dS
K K

∞
= = = ∫  (14) 

3.3.1 Spectral parameters 

From [4] follows the description of the parameters of the spectral methods. The latter are based in Eq.(14) 

on k-th order moments ( )
0

k
km f G f df

∞
=∫  of frequency by the Power Spectral Density (PSD) G(f); on 

characteristic frequencies ( )1/
0

k
k kF m m= ; on variance 2

0 sm σ=  and the following parameters to describe 
the distribution of the stationary and Gaussian processes: 

• 1 1 0F m m= (characteristic frequency 1) 
• 2 2 0zerocrossing zcF F F m m= = = (effective frequency, characteristic frequency 2) 

• 4 2peaks pF F m m= =  (expected number of peaks per unit time) 

• ( )1/ 2
0 2k k km m mγ =  (k-th order bandwidth parameter) 

• 2 2 0 4zc pF F m m mγ γ= = =  (irregularity factor) 

• 21ε γ= −  (spectral width parameter) 
• ( ) ( )2 2

1 0 2 2 1 21q m m m F F F= − = −  (indicator of the degree of variability in the frequency content) 
For narrow band processes a Rayleigh approximation of the total damage function might be followed, 
where Γ() is the Gamma function [21]: 

( ) ( )( )
( )( )

1 2 2 2 ,
1 2 2 2

b
r

Rayleigh s failure b
r zc s

N KD N b T
K F b

σ
σ

= Γ + =
Γ +

 (15) 

While the pdf in Eq.(14) for the peak approximation method, suited for wide band processes, is:  
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Dirlik semi-empirical spectral method is regarded in [6] as giving the best prediction of the fatigue life, 
especially for wide band spectra of stress responses. Below it is reported with its parameter formulation: 
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3.3.2 Cycle counting: stress-strain PSD from ESPI measurements 

At each frequency line of the spectrum, the equivalent stress map is calculated. For every measurement 
point, from equivalent stress spectrum the equivalent stress power spectral density is obtained [46]: 
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f X f T X f T
n T =
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Equation (18b) is used when discrete spectrum is the only available, but it is the most common situation in 
signal processing; nd is the number of samples of length T (period of acquisition). Since no time histories 
are available for ESPI (but sine sweep measurements in the frequency domain only), a different way of 
obtaining the spectra will here be followed, consisting of assembling the nd =1 spectra X(f) frequency by 
frequency. 

4 Application: fatigue life assessment of a brake disk 

The presented methodology has been coded by means of C-language and OpenGL graphic libraries. As 
written in [17], braking noise has been commonly divided into low frequency noise (LFN, 100 Hz - 1 
kHz), low frequency squeal (LFS, 1-5kHz, below first circumferential mode), and high frequency squeal 
(HFS, above 5kHz). The dynamic behaviour of a break disk can thus be regarded as broad-frequency 
phenomena, where bending displacements are predominant. In [17] an intensive measurement campaign 
was performed in order to precisely report the behaviour of the disk in as many ODSs as possible at the 
frequency lines of a broad spectrum. 

  
Figurs 3-4: measurement set-up and shaker input for stroboscopic ESPI 
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4.1 Set-up description  

The object under test was a commercial cast iron brake disc from the automotive market. The disc 
diameter was of 315 mm, the thickness of the braking surface was of 21 mm, the hat height was about 85 
mm. It was formed by two annular thin plate-like structures, with interconnecting ribs delimiting the 
ventilating channels and connected to a rather rigid hub. Five mounting holes were in the top-hat section. 
The disc was rigidly connected to its knuckle by five bolts. The knuckle was fixed to a rigid frame as can 
be seen in Figs. (3-4). The constitutive model parameters chosen for later calculations were: E= 1.04e+11 
Pa;ν =0.26. The material specific parameters were b= 4.762 and Kr = 7.9085e+42 Pab. 

The excitation was provided in the out-of-plane direction by an electrodynamic shaker (with 30 kHz 
maximum frequency) positioned on the back side of the disc (Fig. (4)), and driven by a frequency function 
generator. Dantec Ettemeyer Q500 VibroESPI was used in these out-of-plane measurements; the in-plane 
displacement was not caught by the instrumentation, being below the sensibility ranges. The strain 
calculation was thus function of the bending-related displacements only. Contouring data were acquired 
and are here used for mere graphical representation purposes. The CCD dofs were reduced in the data 
evaluation of each specklegram to a 256x256 dofs grid. For a more detailed description, see [17].  

4.2 Displacement, strain & stress fields 

More than 1400 complex-valued ODSs were acquired and evaluated in the frequency range [670Hz-
23kHz], at varying spectral line distance to enhance the data content around relevant frequencies. In 
Tab.(1) is reported a selection of significant ODSs. Strains and equivalent stresses were evaluated from 
the ESPI measurements of the brake disk, through the robust numerical derivation procedure highlighted 

  

Figure 5: examples of complex-valued ODS from Tab.(1) (1-3,14,19,21,35)  

# FREQ # FREQ # FREQ # FREQ # FREQ # FREQ # FREQ # FREQ # FREQ 
1 1100 7 3100 13 6041 19 8325 25 11460 31 13695 37 16145 43 19170 49 21085 
2 1327 8 3620 14 6515 20 8460 26 11524 32 14570 38 17140 44 19500 50 21995 
3 1820 9 3707 15 6995 21 8685 27 11765 33 14954 39 17370 45 19930 51 22525 
4 2020 10 4477 16 7260 22 9655 28 13092 34 15435 40 17665 46 20030 52 22830 
5 2346 11 5535 17 7370 23 9865 29 13450 35 15665 41 18360 47 20335 53 22925 
6 2560 12 5846 18 8195 24 10120 30 13570 36 15900 42 18950 48 20585   

Table 1: ODSs included in the PSD for time-to-failure estimation 
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in paragraph 2. In Fig.(5) a selection of ESPI ODS results is shown, with dark areas corresponding to low 
relative displacement, while bright red ones to maximum amplitude; in Figs.(6) the principal complex-
valued stresses are sketched with oriented arrows and amplitude colour maps superimposed to the 
displacement field; in Fig.(7) the equivalent complex-amplitude stress distribution is shown for different 
ODSs selected from Tab.1, ranging from black for the lowest amplitude to bright green for the maximum 
one. It must be remarked that for perfectly axis-symmetric structures, many modeshapes being coincident 
and orthogonal, many rotating/ travelling waves are expected, and the shape location might be 
problematic: here, instead, the excitation source interface changed the perfect symmetry condition and 
limited the travelling wave behaviour to 41 ODSs, fixing the mode location; besides, the complex-valued 
ODS gave the opportunity to investigate phase-delays in the data fields. It must be underlined that, since 
no force measurements were taken together with ESPI data, no modelling of the input/output can be done: 
the measurements taken in the lab were regarded as output-only; further, the excitation was very low and 
might be not fully representative of real life situations: the range of displacement amplitudes did not 
exceed 2 microns.  

4.3 Cumulative fatigue calculation 

As introduced in paragraph 3.3.2, the strain-stress spectrum can be made by collecting the equivalent 
figure at each spectral line in which an ESPI acquisition is done. The PSD in Eq.(18b) can be evaluated 
with a varying distance between frequency lines, function of the ODS set under evaluation. Dirlik semi-
empirical spectral method can be thus followed as in Eq. (17), and the map of time-to-failure is obtained. 

   

Figure 6: complex-valued stress eigenvectors at 3707 and 17650 Hz; a)-b),e)-f) with 1st 
component; c)-d),g)-h) with 2nd. 

    

Figure 7: complex-amplitude VonMises equivalent stress distribution (ODS 9,19,21,35 in Tab.(1)) 
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Together with the lowest life point identification, some life statistical parameter can also be evaluated; by 
changing the spectral content, new inquiries can be run. Table (2) and the maps in Fig.(8) illustrate the 
results obtained with different ODS sets taken from those in Tab. (1). In the so called dense-low_f set, the 
ODSs were chosen in the lower frequency range with a low spectral gap between each other; the low-band 
set took instead the first twenty ODSs from Tab.(1), while the high-band set the last twenty; the selected-
wide set exploited all the ODSs of the table. An inquiry about the PSD showed incomparable results 
between the measurement dofs with lowest and maximum time-to-failure. Statistical parameters confirmed 
a marked location of the incipient crack (in all test cases on the outer border) by a strong non-Gaussian 
time-to-failure data distribution. The time-to-failure distribution of Fig.(8) reveals also how the high 
frequency ODSs enhance the information regarding the central part of the braking area; in particular, the 
underneath structure of the ribs, delimiting the ventilating channels, appears sensitive to fatigue problems, 
as direct experience can confirm. Furthermore, the selected-wide band ODS set has a time to failure of a 
magnitude lower than when considering the low-band set, and even two orders compared to the dense-
low_f set: high frequency structural dynamics confirms to be of uttermost importance in developing 
fatigue life assessments.   

5 Conclusions 

This paper has shown an effective experiment-based procedure to assess the fatigue life on a component, 
by means of dynamic ESPI measurements. By applying robust numerical differentiation, material 
constitutive laws and a cumulative damage model, the time-to-failure of the component under test was 
evaluated without the need of any analytical/numerical structural model; further, the experiments were 
performed by a non-contact full-field optical technique, freeing the experimentalist from a priori selection 
of the best position of the sensors on the sample to obtain a reliable estimation of equivalent stresses in the 
wide frequency band process. This latter aspect might become of uttermost relevance in dealing with 
detailed multi-modal behaviour with complex shape patterns at high frequencies. The experiment-based 
procedure showed promising characteristics in revealing the correlation between time-to-failure distri-
bution and the dynamic behaviour of the structure under test.   
Certainly, verification of life estimates should be considered an important activity to confirm the 
calculations and the relevance played by a proper modelling of the high frequency structural dynamics. 

    

Figure 8: examples of starting crack distribution, based on estimated time-to-failure from selected 
spectra (black-blue-white: slower to faster): a) dense-low_f set, b) low-band set, c) high-band 
set, d) selected-wide set  

ODS_set # Freq. Range
Min Time 
To Failure min dof

Max Time 
To Failure max dof mean

standard 
deviation skewness curtosis

dense-low_f 200 670-3162 5,95E+04 [6713] 2,97E+19 [40601] 1,18E+17 6,93E+17 1,91E+01 5,12E+02
low-band 20 1100-8460 2,76E+03 [5568] 3,45E+14 [34689] 8,47E+10 2,28E+12 1,04E+02 1,30E+04
high-band 20 15435-22925 1,58E+05 [5825] 1,15E+16 [34164] 4,04E+13 3,72E+14 1,46E+01 2,65E+02

selected-wide 53 1100-22925 3,70E+02 [5825] 1,04E+14 [34689] 2,31E+10 8,06E+11 8,38E+01 8,48E+03
Table 2: time-to-failure [hours] and statistical parameters in evaluated ODS sets 
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Abstract 
This paper conducts an investigation on diesel engine fault detection using cylinder head vibration signals. 
The cylinder head vibration signals are measured and analyzed for detecting the working conditions of 
valve clearances and engine cylinder loads. The characteristics of engine surface vibration under different 
working conditions are described, the properties of cylinder head vibration induced by valve impacts and 
combustion forces are discussed, and some criteria for diesel engine vibration monitoring are proposed. 
Experimental investigations were carried out on a turbocharged four-stroke 6-cylinder marine diesel 
engine. The results indicate that the changes of cylinder head vibration character parameters can be used 
to identify the variations in valve clearances and cylinder loads. Moreover, this investigation shows that 
autoregressive spectrum is smoother than Fourier spectrum, with more accurate frequency locating, 
especially suitable to short data records. 

1 Introduction 

Condition monitoring of the diesel engine in a ship is very important to ensure the vessel safety and reduce 
the shipping cost. It is a meaningful and sophisticated research area to detect the working conditions of the 
engine components by vibration monitoring. Timely detection of incipient malfunctions of diesel engines 
is desirable for avoiding costly unanticipated shutdown as well as preventing severe damage to the engine. 
This paper conducts an investigation on diesel engine condition monitoring using cylinder head vibration 
signals. The engine cylinder head vibration is the result of the structure response of the engine to its 
internal exciting forces. The engine malfunctions, which affect these forces, also affect the vibration 
signals of the cylinder head. The aim of this investigation was to demonstrate the feasibility and 
effectiveness of using engine cylinder head vibration signals for detection of the working conditions of 
valve clearances and the engine cylinder loads. In order to analysis these vibration signals, both time series 
analysis and Fourier spectrum method are adopted. The characteristics of cylinder head vibration signals 
excited by valve impacts and combustion forces are discussed, and some criteria suitable for diesel engine 
vibration monitoring and fault diagnosis are proposed. 
Experimental investigations were carried out on a medium speed four-stroke 6-cylinder marine diesel 
engine. The cylinder head surface vibration signals are measured and analyzed, and the relationships 
between the character parameters of cylinder head surface vibration and the working conditions of valves 
and engine cylinder loads are presented. The analytic and experimental investigations indicate that the 
variations in valve clearance and engine load can be distinguished by use of cylinder head vibration 
signals. The results show that it is feasible and effective to detect the variations in valve clearance and 
engine cylinder load from cylinder head vibration signals. 
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2 Time series and autoregressive spectrum analysis 

Time series analysis is one of the modern spectrum estimation methods. In this method, the parametric 
model, which is equivalent to the original system, is established. In contrast to Fourier technique, this is a 
parametric approach, the system's parameters describing the signal, and thus also its PSD (Power Spectral 
Density) [1], [2]. From the data model, the transfer function of the system and the PSD of the signal can 
be estimated.   
The autoregressive-moving average data model (ARMA model) may be considered to produce data {x t} 
when excited by a white noise sequence {a t}, as follows: 
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Where Φn and θm are autoregressive coefficients and moving average coefficients respectively. The model 
is denoted as ARMA(N,M). By introducing the backward shift operator B, which is defined as Bx t = x t-1 , 
then we rewrite Equation (1) as 
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If all the mθ  ( m=1,2,3 …M) equal to zero, while nϕ  ( n=1,2,3 …N) are not, then Equation (4 ) becomes: 
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Equation (5) denotes the autoregressive model (AR model). 

If all the nϕ (n=1, 2, 3…N) equal to zero, while mθ  (m=1, 2, 3…M) are not, then Equation (4) becomes: 
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Equation (6) denotes the moving average model (MA model). 
Both ARMA models and MA models can be approached and represented by high order AR models [3]. 
And most mechanical systems can also be simplified as AR models. The AR models are more convenient 
and more widely used in practice. In this paper, the AR models are used to analyze the vibration 
characteristics of engine cylinder cover. The model orders can be determined by F–test, or AIC (Akaike 
Information Criterion), or BIC criterion [4]. 
The ARMA, MA, or AR spectrum is a kind of parametric spectrum based on the time series model. The 
power spectrum density (PSD) of vibration signals can be obtained from the parameters of time series 
models, which is given as: 
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Where T is the sampling interval, and 1−=i .   

3 Test engine and experimental scheme  

The engine used in this study is a 6-cylinder, four-stroke, turbo-charged, water-cooled marine diesel 
engine. The cylinder bore is 260 mm and the piston stroke is 340 mm, giving an output of 370 kW at 400 
r/min. The firing order of the engine is 1-5-3-6-2-4. The valve timing of the engine is: intake valve open at 
73° crank angle before top dead center, intake valve close at 37° crank angle after bottom dead center, 
exhaust valve open at 45° crank angle before bottom dead center, exhaust valve close at 65° crank angle 
after top dead center. 
In order to investigate the relationships between the engine surface vibration signals and the working 
conditions of the engine, the vertical vibration acceleration signals of cylinder head and the transverse 
vibration of cylinder block were measured under different engine working conditions. The sampling 
frequency used in signal processing is 14 kHz; the sampling length is 16383 data points (1.17 s). Then the 
measured signals were analyzed using the MATLAB software. The experiment and data processing 
system is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Experiment and data processing system 
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4 Vibration characteristics of engine cylinder head  

While running, there are lots of exciting sources inside the engine and each one contributes some kind of 
surface vibration with different styles and different quantities. The principal exciting sources of the engine 
cylinder head are: the impacts of intake and exhaust valves, the combustion forces (cylinder pressure), and 
the influences between the cylinders. The vibration response time history (acceleration) of cylinder head 
excited by valve impacts and combustion forces are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
(a) Vibration response at exhaust valve casing 
 

 
(b) Vibration response at intake valve 
 

Figure 2: Vibration response of valve impacts and combustion forces 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.1 Vibration characteristics induced by valve impacts  

The abnormity of valve clearance is a kind of common malfunction of the valves. Valve impact is a kind 
of broadband exciting force, which mainly affects the vertical vibration of the cylinder head and has little 
influence on cylinder block surface vibration [5], [6]. Investigation shows that if the valve clearance is 
larger than the normal clearance, the valve velocity obviously becomes larger while the valve is closing; 
the impact force to the cylinder head also becomes significantly larger, and thus results in a distinct 
change of the vibration signal of the cylinder head. So the vibration signals of cylinder head while the 
valve is closing can be used for diagnosing the abnormity of valve clearance. 
The time domain response of the cylinder head surface vibration excited by the valve impacts happens in a 
very short time period. Experimental investigation shows that the cylinder head vibration response 
induced by the valve closing lasts about 10 ms, the relative sampling length used for AR modeling is 140 
data points. The computation results show that the data length of 140 points is long enough to obtain 
proper time series model. The AR spectra (A, B, C, D) and the time histories (a, b, c, d ) of cylinder head 
vibration signals at different valve clearances are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: AR spectra (A, B, C, D) and time histories (a, b, c, d) of cylinder head 

vibration signals at different valve clearances 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen from Figure 3, the vibration accelerations of cylinder head increase obviously when the 
valve clearance becomes larger. Experimental results show that the maximum vibration acceleration is less 
than 400 m/s2 when the valve clearance is normal (0.4 mm). 
Figure 3 also shows that the vibration power induced by valve impacts is mainly distributed in the 
frequency bands of 0 ~2 kHz, 2 ~5 kHz, and 5 ~7 kHz. The vibration power of cylinder head increases 
significantly while the clearance becomes large, and more vibration powers are distributed in high 
frequency band. If the total power of the vibration signal is P, and the power in some frequency span is Ps, 
then the ratio of power in this frequency span RP is 

fkPSDP
K

k
S Δ⋅= ∑

=1
)(                                                                               (8) 
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RP = PS  / P                                                                          (9) 
 

Where K is the number of spectrum lines in the frequency span, PSD(k) is the value of power spectral 
density at number k, and Δf is the frequency resolution. The comparison of vibration power and the ratio 
of power RP  at different valve clearances are listed in Table 1. 
 

Valve 

Clearance 

Total 
Power 
(m/s2) 2

Band 1
Power 

0~2kHz
RP 1 

Band 2
Power 

2~5kHz
RP 2 

Band 3 
Power 

5~7kHz 
RP 3 

0.2 mm 11.816 2.339 0.198 4.374 0.370 5.103 0.432 

0.4 mm 29.676 8.539 0.288 17.450 0.588 3.687 0.124 

0.7 mm 93.485 8.655 0.093 62.541 0.669 22.289 0.238 

0.9 mm 266.799 35.493 0.133 166.644 0.625 64.662 0.242 

 Table 1:  Comparison of vibration power and RP at different valve clearances 
 
It can be seen from Table 1 that the total vibration power and the vibration power at high frequency 
increase obviously as the valve clearance becomes large. When the clearance is larger than normal (0.4 
mm), more than 85% of the total vibration power is concentrated in the high frequency bands of 2 ~5 kHz 
and 5 ~7 kHz, and the vibration power in the band of 2 ~5 kHz increases significantly. More than 60% of 
the total vibration power will be concentrated in the band of 2 ~5 kHz when the valve clearance becomes 
excessive large. Therefore RP can be used as a criterion for diagnosing valve malfunctions. 

4.2 Vibration characteristics induced by combustion forces 

Variations in combustion force (or equivalently, cylinder pressure) mean the change of engine loads, 
which will also result in the change of cylinder cover vibration. The cylinder cover vibration can be used 
to detect the changes of cylinder loads [7], [8]. 
According to the engine injection timing, the sections of vibration signal relating to the combustion period 
are chosen and analysed at different cylinder loads. Both the Fourier spectra (A, B, C, D) and AR spectra 
(a, b, c, d) of cylinder cover vibration signals at different cylinder loads are shown in Figure 4. The 
comparison of total vibration powers is listed in Table 2. 
 

 Total Vibration Power  (m/s2)2

Cylinder Load 50% Pe 75% Pe 90% Pe 100% Pe 

Fourier Spectrum 2.7504 3.0047 4.4845 9.0800 

AR Spectrum 2.5684 2.8049 4.1474 8.3548 

Table 2:  Comparison of total vibration power 
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    (A) 50% Load                                          (a) 50% Load   

 
  (B) 75 % Load                                        (b) 75% Load   

 
    (C) 90% Load                                          (c) 90% Load   

 
(D) 100% Load                                       (d) 100% Load 

 

Figure 4:  Spectra of cylinder head vibration at different cylinder loads 
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It can be seen from Figure 4 and Table 2 that the shapes of spectra obtained by the two different methods 
are quite similar, and the obtained total vibration power values are very close. This indicates that the 
constructed AR models are correct and suitable. 
Figure 4 shows that the cylinder head vibration power induced by combustion forces is mainly 
concentrated in the band of 1.5 ~2.5 kHz. The vibration power in 1.5 ~ 2.5 kHz band increases apparently 
as the cylinder load increases. 
Comparing AR spectrum with Fourier spectrum, it is obvious that: 
1) The time series method is superior, for some specific situations, to the Fourier technique: it needn't use 
any window function and no leakage or side lobe in spectra is introduced; the parametric spectra are 
usually much smoother and have better frequency resolution capabilities than Fourier spectra, especially 
when the data record is short. So it is more suitable for the analysis of short data records. 
2) A major problem with ARMA model is selecting or determining the proper model orders. Another 
problem is that the ARMA model is highly sensitive to the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, all the noises 
associated with measurement should be avoided or minimized. 
Experimental investigation shows that the cylinder head vibration response induced by combustion force 
lasts about 20 ms, the relative sampling length used for AR modeling is 280 data points. The AR spectra 
of cylinder head vibration signals at different cylinder loads using short data segments are shown in Figure 
5. The comparison of total vibration powers and the ratio of power RP at different cylinder loads are listed 
in Table 3. 
 
 

               (a) 50% Load                                            (b) 75% Load      

                 (c) 90% Load                                             (d) 100% Load   

 
Figure 5.  AR spectra of cylinder head vibration at different cylinder loads 
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Cylinder Load Total  Power   
(m/s2) 2

1.5~2.5 kHz Band
Power  (m/s2) 2

RP

50%Pe 2.1833 0.6265(m/s2) 2 0.2869 

75%Pe 2.6631 1.2956(m/s2) 2 0.4865 

90%Pe 3.7057 1.9058(m/s2) 2 0.5143 

100%Pe 7.7437 5.4528(m/s2) 2 0.7042 

Table 3:  Comparison of vibration power and RP at different cylinder loads 
 
It can be seen from Figure 4 and Table 3 that both the total vibration power and the power in band 1.5 
~2.5 kHz increase obviously as the cylinder load increases. Most of the increased vibration powers are 
concentrated in the band 1.5 ~2.5 kHz.  This confirms the conclusion that the cylinder head vibration 
power induced by combustion forces is mainly concentrated in the band of 1.5 ~2.5 kHz. 

5 Conclusions  

Using vibration monitoring and fault diagnosis can improve the reliability and efficiency of diesel engines. 
The variations in valve clearance and engine load can be detected by use of cylinder head vibration signals. 
The maximum vibration acceleration, the maximum value of PSD, and the ratio of power RP can be used 
as the criteria for diesel engine vibration monitoring. It is feasible and effective to detect the variations in 
valve clearance and engine cylinder load from cylinder cover vibration. 
The AR spectrum is smoother than Fourier spectrum, with more accurate frequency locating, especially 
suitable to short data records, so it is more suitable and effective for diesel engine condition monitoring 
and fault diagnosis. 
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Abstract
Internal, material damping, of homogeneous structural parts vibrating linearly, may be modelled and simu-
lated using complex, frequency dependent, material moduli. Accurate prediction of vibrations may in this
case be done, for each separate part, when the moduli and properties such as mass distribution and geometry
are known together with the excitation.
Contrary to the homogeneous case, contact interfaces and joints between parts in built up structures, are
important and mostly dominating sources of vibration damping. No generic and accurate technique for mod-
elling this type of damping is known to the authors.
The long term objective of the work to be presented, is a generic FE based modelling technique for linear in-
terface damping, applicable to real structures in e.g. transportation vehicles. A first test is presented, based on
simple, but frequency dependent, damping forces defined by interface moduli and relative velocities between
parts at contact interfaces. Damping is introduced by nodal forces localised to pair wise nodes on each side
of a zero width gap across an interface at points distributed over the entire interface. Results are presented as
spectra of dissipated energy localised to and distributed over the dissipating contact interfaces. The results
will in a later phase of the project be implemented and used in combined experimental and computational
estimation of interface moduli for real built up structures.
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Abstract 
This paper is inspired by some recent studies related to the effect of vibration absorption from a set of 
resonators when attached to a main structure. In fact, a cluster of phase incoherent resonators can absorb 
very effectively the energy of a primary vibrating structure to which it is attached, that amounts to an 
apparent damping effect. In particular, the characteristic frequency bandwidth of energy absorption of the 
cluster depends on the frequency distribution within the set of resonators. The paper addresses the problem 
of defining the frequency distribution of the layer that induces a desired frequency dependent damping in 
the master. A numerical procedure, called “damping tailoring” able to solve this problem is presented and 
illustrated through a set of examples. 

1 Introduction 

The concept of damping has been recently revisited in a new and unusual light. In fact, it has been shown 
how the motion of a mechanical structure, called master, can be damped as an effect amounting to an 
energy transfer process by which the master energy is moved to a special set of resonators attached to it 
[1-9]. The phenomenon, sometime called apparent damping, is intriguing considering that this 
spontaneous energy transfer has irreversible characteristics, i.e. the energy back transfer from the set of 
resonator to the master, can be prevented by a special selection of the natural frequencies of the attached 
resonators. In addition the process is displayed, under particular conditions, even by conservative systems. 
A mathematical modeling of the process reveals that the equivalent dissipation effect observed in the 
master motion has special characteristics. In particular, it can be interpreted as a frequency dependent 
damping, the distribution of which over frequency depends on the particular selection of the parameters of 
the cluster of the attached resonators. This circumstance has important theoretical as well as practical 
implications. 
In fact, in engineering applications, damping has in many cases the positive effect of reducing the 
amplitude of vibration, and it is actually one of the more effective and widespread tool for preventing 
damages from dynamic response. It is indeed well known how damping affects the response at resonance, 
while stiffness and mass control low frequency and high frequency, respectively. Despite this crucial role, 
at the design stage, a very poor capability of prediction as well as of intervention on damping-frequency 
dependence is achievable. This is because conventional damping is generally related to not well 
understood dissipation phenomena taking place within the materials. This explains the difficulties met in 
theoretical prediction of the damped response as well as the difficulties encountered in modifying the 
damping of a system bearing a desired frequency trend. 
The effect of damping produced by the coupling of a master structure to a satellite system offers, indeed, a 
totally new chance in this frame. The process of energy transfer, that is the origin of the master damping, 
relies on a phenomenon that has been recently better understood with respect to inherent dissipation, and 
its property relies on the stiffness and mass values of the satellite system. In this sense the great chance of 
the coupling-induced damping is the possibility of controlling the damping of one part of the system 
through the control of the stiffness and the mass of a second part. In this sense, apparent damping can be 
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seen a special technique to control the response at resonance acting on stiffness and mass, with an 
apparent advantage. This concept has some similarity with the effect induced by a tuned mass damper, 
although the main important difference relies in the capability of the present approach to induce transient 
damping, a property definitely not shared with dynamic dampers.  
The possibility of producing a damping effect on the master acting on the stiffness and mass of an 
additional system, confers an enormous flexibility to this damping strategy, opening the chance of a 
tailored damping technique, meaning that the apparent dissipation property of the master can be sharply 
selected by the designer. To show the potentiality of this technique, several numerical examples are 
developed. The most intriguing of them considers a damping frequency distribution matching the 
frequency response function of the master: the higher the response, the higher the damping. Finally, the 
ability of this technique to reproduce any desired damping distribution is so large that an example of 
satellite system imitating the effect of a fractional damper is presented. 
 
 

2 Conventional dissipation models: viscous and hysteretic damping 
 
Viscous and hysteretic damping are simple models to include dissipation effects in mechanical and 
structural systems.  
Fourier transform of the equation of motion of a single degree of freedom with mass M and stiffness K 
system is: 
 

( )[ ] FXCjKM =++− ωωω2      (1) 

 

where the dissipation effect is represented by ( )ωωCj , analogous to a viscous damping except C is 
frequency dependent. The case constC =)(ω  represents a conventional viscous damping, while 

( )
ω
ηω KC =  represents hysteretic damping, and η  is the loss factor. 

For harmonic motion, tXx ωsin0= , the viscous force xCF =  produces a dissipated work per cycle 

(i.e. in the period cycW
ω
π2

 ) represented by: 

 

( ) ωπω CXdxFWcyc
2
0⎮⌡

⌠ ==           (2) 

 

Other cases in which C is frequency dependent can be obtained by the previous formula substituting for C 
( )ωeqC . For example, hysteretic damping produces: 

( ) ηπω KXdxFWcyc
2
0⎮⌡

⌠ ==     (3) 

making the dissipated work frequency independent. 
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Figure 1: Frequency dependency of the dissipated work per cycle 

Figure 1 shows the dependency of the work dissipated per cycle vs the excitation frequency, illustrating 
the trend of the hysteretic as well as of the viscous damping, both represented by straight lines.  
By using a cluster of resonators it is possible to design any possible frequency dependent damping curve. 
The next sections illustrate how such a result can be achieved, by choosing appropriately the frequency 
distribution among the layer of resonators  
 

3 Model of the cluster of resonators 

In figure 2 the system considered in this section is depicted. A set of resonators, having individual natural 
frequencies Nii ...2,1, =ω , are connected in parallel to a common principal structure. 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the slave system consisting of a set of parallel resonators  

If a continuous distribution of resonator is considered (i.e. when the number of oscillators No →∞), the 
dynamics of such a system is described by the following set of differential equations: 

SET OF RESONATORS

PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE

ω

Hysteretic 

Non conventional 

ω 
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( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 1

0 0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) 0

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) 0

M M M M M

M M

M x t K x t k x t x t d c x t x t d

m x t k x t x t c x t x t

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ

⌠ ⌠
⎮ ⎮
⎮ ⎮
⌡ ⌡

⎧
+ + − + −⎪

⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪ − − − − =⎩

ξ =

ξ

          (4) 

where M is the mass of the master structure and KM its stiffness. Seemingly, m is the elementary mass of 
the oscillators and it is considered constant, and k(ξ) and c(ξ), are the stiffness and damping  of the layer. ξ 
is a dummy variable that ranges 0<ξ<1. 
By Fourier transforming eq. 4 one obtains 
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 1
2

0 0

2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) 0

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) 0

M M M M M

M M

MX K X k X X d j c X X d

m X k X X jc X X

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ

⌠ ⌠
⎮ ⎮
⎮ ⎮
⌡ ⌡

⎧
−Ω Ω + Ω + Ω − Ω + Ω Ω − Ω =⎪

⎪−⎨
⎪
⎪ − Ω Ω − Ω − Ω − Ω Ω − Ω =⎩

 (5) 

 
That becomes: 
 

( )

( )

1 1 1
2

0 0 0

2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )

( ) ( ) ( )
( , )

( ) ( )

M M

M

X M j c d K k d j k X d

X jc k
X

m jc k

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ

ξ ξ
ξ

ξ ξ

⌠ ⌠ ⌠
⎮ ⎮ ⎮
⎮ ⎮ ⎮
⌡ ⌡ ⌡

⎧ ⎡ ⎤
Ω −Ω + Ω + + = Ω + Ω⎪ ⎢ ⎥

⎪ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎨
Ω +⎪

Ω =⎪ − Ω + Ω +⎩

           (6) 

 
By solving the second of the eq 5 for X(ξ,Ω) and substituting the expression into the master equation one 
obtains: 
 

( ) ( )1 1 1
2

2
0 0 0

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0

( ) ( )
M

M M

X jc k
X M j c d K k d j k d

m jc k
ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
ξ ξ

⌠ ⌠ ⌠
⎮ ⎮ ⎮
⎮ ⎮ ⎮
⌡ ⌡ ⌡

⎡ ⎤ Ω +
Ω −Ω + Ω + + + Ω + =⎢ ⎥

− Ω + Ω +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
  (7) 

Posing: 

( ) ( )
1 11/ 2

0 0

( ) ( )( ) ( ) , ,
2 ( )n

n

k c k k d c c d
m m
ξ ξω ξ γ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ

ω ξ

⌠ ⌠
⎮ ⎮
⎮ ⎮
⌡ ⌡

⎛ ⎞= = = =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

       (8) 

 
 

One obtains: 

( )221
2

2 2
0

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
n n

M M M
n n

j
X M j c K k mX d

j
γ ξ ω ξ ω ξ

ξ
γ ξ ω ξ ω ξ

⌠
⎮
⎮
⌡

+
⎡ ⎤Ω −Ω + Ω + + − Ω =⎣ ⎦ − Ω + Ω +

   (9) 

That can be written as: 
 

2 *( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0M M M M M MX M j c K k j C X j C X⎡ ⎤Ω −Ω + Ω + + + Ω Ω Ω + Ω Ω Ω =⎣ ⎦     (10) 
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where 

( )221

2 2
0

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
n n

M
n n

jmC imag
j

γ ξ ω ξ ω ξ
dξ

γ ξ ω ξ ω ξ

⌠
⎮
⎮
⌡

⎛ ⎞+⎜Ω =
⎜ ⎟Ω − Ω + Ω +
⎝ ⎠

⎟     (11) 

And 

( )221
*

2 2
0

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2 ( ) ( ) ( )
n n

M
n n

jmC real
j

γ ξ ω ξ ω ξ
dξ

γ ξ ω ξ ω ξ

⌠
⎮
⎮
⌡

⎛ ⎞+⎜Ω =
⎜ ⎟Ω − Ω + Ω +
⎝ ⎠

⎟     (12) 

 

The term j cΩ  represent the physical dissipation induced to the master by the dampers of the layer c(ξ) 

The term  is the induced dissipation on the master structures, mainly due to the energy transfer 

between the master and the layer. This term, if c(ξ) is small, is much more important than 

( )MC Ω

c , as figure 3 
clearly shows. 

The term  is a reactive term usually negligible with respect to inertial and stiffness terms (i.e. M 
and K

* ( )MC Ω
M). 

Figure 3 shows the numerical integration of equation 11 and 12 considering the resonator at  ( )nω ξ = 660 
rad/s., with m(ξ) = 0.004Kg, γ(ξ) = 10-4. 

 
Figure 3: Damping Induced to the master structure by a single resonator of the layer 

4 Tailoring a damping curve 

The term tailored damping refers to the possibility to design a special device that, attached to a master 
structure, induces the desired frequency dependent damping. Therefore the frequency distribution ( )nω ξ  
that produces a desired damping distribution on the master structure CM(Ω) is found.  

To achieve the desired ( )nω ξ , a numerical procedure is implemented to solve equation (11). 
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A discrete counterpart of ( )nω ξ , the vector i
nω , i = 1..N, is introduced.  

The discrete counterpart of equation 11 is 

( )( )
( )

22

221:

2
( )

2

i i
n n

M i ii N n n

jmC imag
j

γω ω
ξ

γω ω=

⎛ ⎞
+⎜

Ω = ∆⎜
Ω − Ω + Ω +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

∑
⎟
⎟    (13) 

 
where in the used computations both m(ξ) and γ(ξ) are constant,  m(ξ)=m, and γ(ξ)= γ. 
Looking at figure 3, it is seen each elementary oscillator of the layer induces a damping with a spike at a 
frequency corresponding to the master natural frequency.  
The basic steps of the damping tailoring technique can be summarized: 
 
1. Given a desired damping function CM(Ω), it is sampled along Ω between Ω1 and Ω2 , with a 

frequency step ∆Ω. ∆Ω must be small enough so that more that one sample describes the frequency 
spike induced by each oscillator ∆Ω < γ ωn(ξ).  

2. a difference function D(Ω) = CM(Ω) is defined 
3. the maximum of D(Ω), is evaluated; Ω* is the frequency for which D(Ω) is maximum; an oscillator 

is added to the vector ωn characterized by a natural frequency *i
nω = Ω . 

4. C(Ω,ωn) is computed using eq. 13.  
5. the difference function D(Ω) is updated  to a new value D(Ω)=  CM(Ω)- C(Ω,ωn),  

6. Step 3 to 5 are repeated until D(Ω) < 0 ∀Ω .  
The resulting vector ωn provides the desired frequency distribution.  

5 Test cases 

In order to test the capability of the proposed method and to evaluate the effectiveness of the induced 
damping several test cases are presented hereafter.  

5.1 FRF-like damping: 1DoF system 

An interesting possibility offered by the tailored damping is to obtain a damping curve that mimics the 
frequency response function of the master. In this way, the higher is the response of the system the higher 
is the induced damping. 
The considered master structure is a single degree of freedom system characterized by a mass of 1Kg and 
a natural frequency of 700 rad/s with no damping.The total mass of the layer is set to be 0.015% of the 
mass of the master, while the internal damping of the layer is characterized by a constant γ = 0.001.  
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Figure 4: Frf-like damping: left: desired damping curve and resulting theoretical induced damping. 

Right: resulting distributions of oscillators  

Figure 5 shows the desired damping curve and the fitted one using the tailoring damping algorithm and the 
corresponding frequency distribution of the layer. 
In order to test the effectiveness of the damping induced to the master by the set of oscillators, equation 4 
is numerically integrated. An unitary velocity of the master is used as initial condition. 

 
Figure 5: Discrete set of oscillator with 199 masses. Left: impulse response of the master; right: 

comparison of the FRF of the master  

Figure 5 shows the free vibration of the system when the layer is constituted by 199 masses. Figure 5b 
shows a comparison between the frequency response function of the master without the layer, the response 
of the master if it is damped with the desired damping, and the effective frequency response function of 
the master with the layer attached to it.  
It is evident that at the resonance frequency the damping induced by the layer perfectly fit the desired 
damping. However, in the vicinity of the resonance, the effect of the reactive term expressed by eq.12 
causes a slightly higher response of the master structure. 
This effect can be further reduced by increasing the number of masses of the layer up to 398 (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Discrete set of oscillator with 497 masses. Left: impulse response of the master; right: 

comparison of the FRF of the master  

By considering the extreme case when the layer is characterized by only 1 mass, that is the case of a tuned 
dynamic absorber, it is evident from figure 7 that the system does not presents any effective dissipation in 
the response, even if its frequency response function presents a low value at the resonance frequency of 
the master.  

 
Figure 7: Discrete set of oscillator with 1 masses. Left: impulse response of the master; right: 

comparison of the FRF of the master  

Moreover, Figure 7 shows how the dissipation induced by the layer is not due to any physical damping but 
rather to the energy transfer between master and layer. This energy transfer has irreversible characteristics 
that can be exploited to design effective dampers 

5.2 FRF-like damping : 2DoFs system 

An interesting feature of such devices is that of providing a flexible way to design the damping curve. If a 
two-degrees of freedom system is considered, an appropriate damping curve will present two picks 
matching the two natural frequency of the system (figure 8).  
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Figure 8: Frf-like damping: left: desired damping curve and resulting theoretical induced damping. 
Right: resulting distributions of oscillators  

Seemingly to the previous case, figure 9 shows the response of the system at the initial conditions and the 
corresponding comparison between the FRFs of the system with the two reference system. Also for this 
case, figure 10 shows the result of the limit case of a layer constituted by two tuned masses. 

 
Figure 10: Discrete set of oscillator with 122 masses. Left: impulse response of the master; right: 

comparison of the FRF of the master  

 
Figure 11: Discrete set of oscillator with 2 masses. Left: impulse response of the master; right: 

comparison of the FRF of the master  
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5.3 Fractional derivative 

The concept of fractional derivative of a function x(t) is borne from the consideration of the formal 
property of the Fourier transform : ℑ

( ) { } { } ⎮⌡
⌠=ℑℑ=

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

ℑ
+∞

∞−

− dtetxxxj
td
xd tjωα
α

α

ω )(  

where t is time and ω the radiant frequency. In the classical Fourier transform theory, α is an integer 
number. Extending this formal property to any real number α, one can state by definition: 

( ) { }{ }xj
td
xd

ℑℑ= − α
α

α

ω1  

providing, in general, a meaning for the derivative of non-integer order α of the function x. 
With this mathematical tool, the description of dissipation effects in mechanical systems becomes richer 
including the concept of fractional damping. An oscillator of mass M and stiffness K can be damped 
through a mechanism mathematically described adding a fractional derivative to the equation of motion: 

F
td

xdKx
td
xdM =++ α

α

µ2

2

                                                   (14) 

The fractional derivative term represents a force that dissipates energy and it appears in time domain 
equation of motion as a real quantity.  

It is quite evident that by requiring a damping curve of the form 0( )C cξ ω=  one obtains the equivalent 
of a fractional derivative term with α = 1.5. 
In fact, by substituting α = 1.5 into eq 14 and performing the Fourier transform ones obtains 
 

2 1.5( )M x Kx j x Fω ω µ− + + =                                                    (15) 

 

2 22 (1 ) ( ( ) * ( ) )
2

M x Kx j j x F M j c k K x Fω ω ωµ ω ω ω ω− + + + = ⇒ − + + + =        (16) 

where 
3
22 2( ) , * ( )

2 2
c kω µ ω ω µω= = −     (17) 

That is characterized by a frequency dependent damping coefficient c(ω) and a frequency dependent 
reactive term k*(ω).  
With tailored damping is it possible to match exactly the damping term c(ω), while the reactive part, 
usually negligible, cannot be matched with a specifically designed frequency distribution. 
Figure 12 shows the obtained frequency distribution that matches the effect of fractional damping term in 
eq. 14. 
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Figure 12: Fractional damping: left: desired damping curve and resulting theoretical induced 

damping. Right: resulting distributions of oscillators  

Figure 13a shows the results of the time integration of the equations of the master with the designed layer 
attached to it. In this chase the master frequency is 10 rad/s. Figure 13b shows the comparison between the 
frequency response function of the system with fractional damping term, with the one with the layer of 
oscillator attached. It is possible to see a small reduction of the natural frequency of the system with the 
fractional derivative term with respect to the tailored damping system, while the damping level il perfectly 
matched. 

 
Figure 13: Discrete set of oscillator with 861 masses. Left: impulse response of the master; right: 

comparison of the FRF of the master  

 

6 Conclusions 

Special set of resonators, characterized by special frequency distributions, once attached to a system can 
absorb energy from it and capture it for an indefinite amount of time. This interesting feature of such 
systems can be exploited to design a special class of dampers for engineering application. These dampers 
reduce the vibration amplitude of the master structure without relying on physical dissipation that indeed 
only prevent a possible energy return from the layer to the master. 
This paper presents and discusses a numerical procedure called “damping tailoring” that allow to freely 
design a frequency depend damping curve for the master and computes the necessary distribution of the 
natural frequency of the layer of resonators that can indeed induced the desired damping on the master 
structures. 
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Numerical examples show the effectiveness of the tailored damping and the capability that this systems 
have of producing an extremely versatile frequency dependent damping. 
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Abstract 
A new rotational tribometer is developed which can be used for macroscopic friction measurement and 
identification. The functional requirements of the tribometer are: (i) accurate displacement and friction 
force measurement, (ii) normal loading and measurement possibility, both statically and dynamically, and 
(iii) the possibility of applying arbitrary displacement signals over a large range of magnitude and 
frequency. These functionalities are decoupled as much as possible based on the principles of precision 
engineering. Experiments are performed for friction identification, which can be used for control purposes. 
The tribometer allows experiments in a large range of displacements and velocities, thus allowing various 
friction characteristics, such as break-away force, pre-sliding hysteresis, friction lag in the sliding regime, 
stick-slip and limit-cycle oscillations, and the Stribeck behaviour to be measured for one and the same 
configuration, and under dry or lubricated friction conditions. Such experimental results can be used to 
validate physically motivated friction models, or to establish or validate empirically motivated friction 
models, such as used in control applications. 

1 Introduction 

The characterisation of friction depends on the accuracy of the experimental measurements, and thus the 
used test setup. Design, qualification and quantification of the used setup are important in the 
interpretation of the measurement results, which are used to derive the friction characteristics. Owing to its 
relevance in machines, friction has been measured a numerous amount of times, for many centuries, and it 
still did not divulge all its secrets. Some measurements are performed on the used machines subject of 
investigation, and some on specially developed devices, viz. tribometers. The 1989 edition of the Oxford 
English Dictionary defines a tribometer as an instrument for estimating sliding friction. Thus, the 
definition of a tribometer is applicable to a broad range of measurement setups. Leonardo da Vinci (1452–
1519) was the first to propose an experimental setup for measuring friction, see Figure 1. He measured 
friction by determining the mass needed for which the block would start moving. At the moment the block 
starts moving, the friction coefficient is the ratio of the mass of the block and the mass hanging at the cord. 
The tangential force is applied by gravitation and the use of some kind of pulley. The principle of 
estimating friction at macroscopic level did not change much during the following half millennium; only 
the precision of measurement has evolved a great deal. 

 
 [2]). Figure 1: Leonardo da Vinci’s sketch of his apparatus for friction experiments (From 
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Friction measurements on machines and on some tribometers may be very specific, valid only for those 
configurations on which they are produced, and may have no general convenience and no general practical 
use. Frictional behaviour is generally a property of the system and not only of the friction materials in 
contact   [4]. Therefore no single test can reproduce all types of frictional situations. Nevertheless, all 
friction testing devices, that is tribometers, have several features in common, related to their functional 
requirements: they provide a way to (i) support two bodies for which friction data is desired, (ii) to apply 
an arbitrary relative displacement or velocity signal in a controllable way to the contacting bodies, (iii) to 
apply and measure a load normal to the contact, and (iv) to measure the tangential friction force. 
The main subdivision of tribometers is based on the type of displacement which can be applied. The two 
basic movements, which are used, are: (i) a reciprocating linear movement (e.g. in a sledge configuration) 
and (ii) a rotational movement (e.g. in a pin-on-disk configuration)   [5]. The tribometer described in this 
paper is of the second type. The main advantages of this type are that it allows high relative velocities and 
that it can be used when constant sliding velocities are desired. Compared to a linear tribometer, it has an 
infinite periodic stroke. More specifically, the discussed tribometer is from the disk-on-disk type. It is 
intended to represent a single contact surface of the type present in a wet clutch of an automatic 
transmission. Thus it can be categorised as a test rig which can be used for both dry and lubricated friction 
measurement. 
As is usual in experimental friction measurements, only two quantities need to be measured accurately, at 
constant normal load. These are the friction force and the relative, tangential displacement or velocity 
between the two objects   [5]. As simple as this may seem, it is not always straightforward to measure these 
quantities dynamically. In many tribological experiments, the friction measurement is complicated 
because of the vibrational characteristics of the transducer and the structural mechanical system   [4]. The 
static calibration factor of the transducer no longer provides the relation between the strain and friction 
force when the dynamics of the mechanical force transducer is excited. The ambiguity is that friction and 
system dynamics cannot be decoupled because the act of measuring friction involves the use of a sensing 
element with finite compliance. Moreover, inertia effects of the transducer and of the structural 
mechanical system must be taken into account. 
The aim of this paper is to dynamically characterise a newly developed rotational tribometer for 
macroscopic friction measurement under dry and/or lubricated friction conditions. The experimental 
results can be used to validate physically motivated friction models or to find or validate empirically 
motivated friction models, such as those used in control applications. In the case of lubricated conditions 
the control can be applied in automatic power shifting transmissions.  
The structure of the rest of the text is as follows. Section  2 discusses the design and the development of 
the tribometer. This section is subdivided in the measurement equipment and signal processing and the 
dynamic evaluation of the tribometer. It discusses the dynamic characterisation, putting focus on the 
measurement possibilities concerning range, frequency, accuracy, … Section  3 describes the experimental 
results in the time domain which consist of the break-away force, hysteresis function of the position in the 
pre-sliding regime, friction lag in the sliding regime, stick slip or dynamic oscillations and Stribeck 
behaviour. Section  4 contains the conclusion of the text. 

2 Design and discussion of the developed tribometer 

The design of a setup must take the functional requirements and specifications into account. These are 
specific for each type of machine or system and, consequently, also for each individual part. The main 
purpose of our tribometer is to measure the friction force (dry and/or lubricated) occurring between two 
contacting disks from an automatic transmission with a paper based friction material. Other material and 
contact combinations are generally also possible. The paper focuses on the measurement of the friction 
force as a function of the relative tangential motion and normal load for a given specific combination of 
materials, although this does not necessarily exclude the possibility to use other materials and 
configurations. 
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Figure 2 shows an overview picture of the newly developed rotational tribometer. In this picture the 
following parts can be discerned: (1) shaker (dynamic load), (2) shaker holder, (3) frame, (4) vertical 
guide ways, (5) cantilever, (6) static load with cantilever, (7) axial bearing, (8) Direct Drive actuator, (9) 
ball spline bearing, (10) shaft, (11) bellow coupling, (12) tub containing the two friction disks,  (13) 
capacitive displacement sensors (3 off), (14) three ring dynamometers for force and torque measurement, 
(15) base plate. The normal force is applied with the shaker and the torque is applied with the Direct Drive 
motor, both through the shaft, which is connected to the upper disk via the bellow coupling. The lower 
disk is connected to the ring dynamometers. 
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Figure 2: Right: General overview of the rotational tribometer; Left: Cross-section to illustrate the 
friction disks and ring dynamometers 

An added functional requirement to the newly developed rotational tribometer is the ability to measure the 
normal displacement associated with friction, namely the lift-up effect. This is a relevant effect, certainly 
when it concerns the normal dynamic effect on the friction behaviour   [6]. This is a feature, which is 
absent on most previously developed tribometers, and so they do not allow the measurement of this lift-up 
effect. 

2.1 Measurement equipment and signal processing 

To characterise the friction behaviour between disk 1 and disk 2, see Figure 2, the friction torque, normal 
force, relative displacement and velocity should be measured dynamically as accurately as possible. This 
is carried out as follows. 

2.1.1 Friction torque and normal force measurement 

For the torque and the normal force, a 6-d.o.f. measuring table is designed based on ring dynamometers 
comprising strain gauges. Three identical ring dynamometers were designed, following the design rules of 
the state of the art, and manufactured by wire EDM. The main dimensions are: a width w of 25.5 mm, a 
thickness t of 8 mm and an inner diameter d of 72 mm, see Figure 2. The specifications for one ring 
dynamometer are as follows. For the normal d.o.f., the maximum allowable force is about 431 N and the 
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resolution is 1/3675 of the full scale. For the tangential d.o.f., the corresponding values are 58.8 N 
(equivalent to 5 Nm) and 1/1000 of the full scale respectively. In the design, a safety factor of 2 for the 
maximal allowable stress is used. This is done to make sure the dynamometers do not deform plastically. 
Each ring dynamometer is equipped with two full bridges of strain gauges such that each sensor can 
measure the normal and the tangential force independently. As a bridge amplifier a VISHAY BA 660 
strain gauge amplifier with auto-zero is used. The BA 660 is a miniature amplifier, designed to provide 
signal conditioning for full bridge strain gauge sensors. 

2.1.2 Rotational actuation 

For the rotational actuation, a Direct Drive Servo Actuator from Dynamserv YOKOGAWA Precision is 
used with a maximum torque of 15 Nm and a maximum speed of 2.4 r.p.s. The motor has a built-in 
encoder which is used for the position and velocity measurement. An encoder resolution of 163840 
pulses/revolution is used. This actuator is driven by a proportional gain (P) position or velocity controller. 

2.1.3 Normal actuation 

For the normal actuation, a Philips PR 9270 shaker is used, which can generate a force of 35.7 × Ieff [N], 
with Ieff the effective current in amperes. The shaker has a full stroke of 8 mm. This actuator is driven in 
open loop and has a bandwidth of 0 – 10000 Hz. 

2.1.4 Data acquisition 

For the data acquisition, a CLP1103 dSPACE system is used. The friction torque measurement is 
connected to the first three ADC channels which allow a resolution of 16 bit. The other channels have a 
resolution of 12 bit. The other ADC inputs contain three channels for the normal force, three channels for 
the normal displacement coming from the LION Precision capacitive sensors, one encoder connection and 
six digital I/O to reset the torque and the normal force (auto-zero). Two DAC channels are used, one for 
the motor and one for the shaker. 

2.2 Dynamic evaluation of the tribometer 

The tribometer system dynamics and its interaction with the friction behaviour play a crucial role in 
determining the friction force measurement ranges, in regard to amplitude and frequency. Thus, a dynamic 
identification must be performed in the tangential and in normal directions to obtain the allowable 
measurement bandwidth. The structural dynamic behaviour of the setup has been optimized during the 
design phase, the structural resonances being placed at as highest as possible frequencies. The use of a 
weak P control in a position loop was necessary to get rid of a constant drift due to the velocity control of 
the motor drive. The results of the identification, the dynamic as well as the frictional, are described 
further below by several frequency response functions (FRF’s). In the tangential excitation case, the 
torque measured by the dynamometers is considered as being the input and the rotation angle of the motor 
encoder is considered as being the output. In the normal excitation case, the applied signal to the shaker is 
considered as being the input, and the normal position of the dynamometric table is considered as being 
the output. Figure 3 shows a linear schematic representation of the tribometer to illustrate the considered 
inputs and outputs used for the dynamic identification. The following figures show the measured FRF’s 
using a multisine excitation with different amplitudes, random phase, and a bandwidth of 500 Hz. For 
each measurement, 4 different multisines, each with different phase, were used and, for each of them 10 
periods were taken. By taking the average of the time signal of the 10 measurements, random noise is 
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filtered out. In Figure 4 (A, B and C), the tangential dynamic response is shown given the measured 
transmitted torque as input and the angular position of the motor coming from the encoder as output. 
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Figure 3: (a): considered input torque T and output rotation angle θ  for tangential identification, 
(b): considered input force F and output deflection x for normal identification, (ka, kb, kf and kd are 

the stiffness of the shaft, bellow coupling, friction disk and dynamometers respectively), kf is 
represented as a variable spring/damper function of the amplitude and frequency of the deflection 

and of the normal load 
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Figure 4.A: Tangential FRF for A=0.015 V 
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Figure 4.B: Tangential FRF for A=0.03 V 
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Figure 4.C: Tangential FRF for A=0.06 V 
 
This tangential identification has been performed for three different amplitudes of the multisine excitation, 
namely for A = 0.015 V, A = 0.03 V and A = 0.06 V, and for different normal preloads.  
As can be seen in the FRF’s the tangential dynamic behaviour is relatively linear when high normal loads 
are applied. When the normal load is not high enough, that is, at a normal load which consists only of the 
weight of the driving parts (6, 7, 10, 11 and the upper disk, which amount to about 58 N), a nonlinear 
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effect can be observed. The slope of the amplitude at low frequencies goes from 0 dB/decade towards -40 
dB/decade for increasing amplitudes of excitation, corresponding to a mass-line. This behaviour, which 
arises from the hysteresis characteristics of the frictional contact, is treated exhaustively in  [7]. In 
particular, the irregularities observed in the FRF pertaining to the lowest preload arise from the sensitivity 
of the response to small amplitude variations; a jump-like phenomenon  [7].  The hysteresis nature of the 
contact will become apparent in the section on friction identification further below. In the three previous 
plots a dashed vertical line indicates the frequency at which the first tangential resonance frequency lies; 
i.e. somewhere around 170 Hz. 
The normal dynamic response has also been identified, in a similar way to the tangential response. In 
Figure 5, the normal dynamic response is shown, where the applied signal to the shaker is the input and 
the normal force, measured in the dynamometers by strain gauges, is the output. This output force is 
proportional to the normal displacement in the dynamometers. 
Also in this plot a dashed vertical line indicates the frequency at which the first normal resonance 
frequency, pertaining to lowest preload, is lying, namely at about 186 Hz. One can observe a shift in the 
first eigenfrequency to the right and a change in global dynamic response with rising preload, seen as a 
merge of the consecutive poles and zeros. This behaviour is due to the increase in the stiffness of the 
contact, it being essentially a Hertzian contact, with increased loading. At low preloads, one can also 
observe multiple eigenfrequencies, whereas with high preload there are only two, one at the shifted first 
eigenfrequency and one at about 288 Hz, due to the merge. 
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Figure 5: Normal FRF (deflection of dynamometers/shaker force) 

In order to ascertain the nonlinear, friction hysteresis effect on the FRF, the case of lowest preload is 
further examined, presently with increasing amplitude of excitation. Figure 6 shows the FRF for this 
identification. The amplitude of the FRF increases with amplitude of excitation, to approach a virtual 
mass-line. This identification was also performed with a stepped sine, as in  [7], and resulted in a similar 
response. 
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Figure 6: Nonlinear tangential FRF (effect of friction) 

Compared to the four preceding FRF’s, this one is much noisier. This is due to the lower signal to noise 
ratio, which is in turn dictated by the relatively low stiffness in the contact. This FRF was performed in a 
non-preloaded situation, with the only normal load the own weight of the friction plate and the driving ball 
spline and shaft. As mentioned earlier the slope of the amplitude at low frequencies goes from 0 
dB/decade to -40 dB/decade for increasing amplitudes of excitation. The bounds, within which this 
measured FRF will lie, are the mass-line (for high excitation) and the mass-spring curve (for low 
excitation). 
The occurrence of an anti resonance before the resonance in the tangential FRF’s should also be 
mentioned.  This result can be due to a particular component in the setup which behaves as an energy sink 
at a frequency lower then the first eigenfrequency. 
Modal analysis bases on hammer excitation revealed some extra modes within this bandwidth. This 
hammer excitation was performed on the measuring table composed of the lower friction disk and the 
three ring dynamometers. Most of these identified modes are tilting modes and the main normal and 
tangential mode where also clearly visible. The torsional mode of the measuring table has a frequency of 
about 222 Hz as compared to 170 Hz when the friction surfaces are in contact and preloaded. 
A dynamic identification is performed in the tangential and in normal directions to obtain the allowable 
measurement bandwidth. Based on the previous results and FRF’s this can be determined up to a 
bandwidth of 100 Hz. This bandwidth is used to filter the experimental results in time domain. 

3 Experimental results in the time domain 

The tribometer allows experiments in a large range of displacements/velocities, thus allowing numerous 
friction characteristics to be observed on one and the same configuration and under dry and/or lubricated 
friction conditions. Typical friction characteristics are: break-away (or the static friction) force, hysteresis 
as a function of the position in the pre-sliding regime, friction lag in the sliding regime, stick-slip or 
dynamic oscillations, and Stribeck behaviour as described in literature [ [1],  [3]]. These experimental 
results can be used to validate physically motivated friction models or to formulate or validate empirically 
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motivated friction models, which are often used for control purposes, e.g. to compensate friction in the 
form of stick-slip, dynamic oscillations or other self induced vibrations such as shudder   [8]. 
The friction force as a function of the relative displacement and normal load is given for a specific 
combination of materials under investigation, namely a paper based clutch disk on a steel counter disk. 
Here the dynamic friction force for different combinations of materials is not relevant. This does not 
necessarily exclude the possibility of using different materials and configurations. The results discussed in 
the next sections are all obtained after running-in the contact, to ensure as uniform subsequent behaviour 
as possible. It should be mentioned here that since a rotational tribometer is used, position dependent 
friction, such as periodic behaviour due to the profile of the disks, may easily occur in the measurements. 

3.1 Break-away force 

The force necessary to initiate total slip, or gross sliding, can be determined. The maximum force which 
occurs in this initiation is called the break-away force [ [1],  [9]]. In the case of a rotational tribometer the 
motion is circular and then we talk about the break-away torque. The experiment to measure the break-
away torque is performed for different accelerations, from stick, under a normal load of 280 N. These 
different accelerations are applied to the system, and these result in different increasing torques due to 
stick in the friction contact. The break-away torque is here defined as the maximum friction torque during 
the transition from pre-sliding (stick) to gross sliding regime. 
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Figure 7: Break-away torque for different applied accelerations with a normal load of 280 N 

One may use this definition of break-away force, as being equivalent to the static friction. But as can be 
seen in Figure 7, due to the dependence on the application rate, several values for the static friction can be 
found for one and the same normal load. For the lowest acceleration the highest maximal torque is attained 
and this maximum decreases with increasing acceleration [ [1],   [10]]. The maxima can be compared with 
the friction torque at zero velocity with the same applied load, as can be seen in Figure 10. 

3.2 Pre-sliding regime 

The pre-sliding regime is defined as the region in which the adhesive forces at asperity contacts are 
dominant such that the friction force appears to be a function of the displacement [ [11],  [12],  [13]]. To 
investigate the friction behaviour in the pre-sliding regime, a desired position signal is applied to the 
system using a proportional controller. This desired trajectory consists of a saw tooth position in function 
of time, with maximum amplitude of about 0.0003 rad, having two reversal points with smaller amplitude.  
The amplitude of the signal is chosen such that the actual displacement remains within the pre-sliding 
regime. 
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Figure 8: Hysteresis in pre-sliding regime with non-local memory effect 

The resultant friction force, from this pre-sliding experiment, in function of displacement, can be seen in 
Figure 8. A hysteresis behaviour with non-local memory is defined as an input-output relationship for 
which the output at any time instant not only depends on the output at some time instant in the past and the 
input since then, but also on the past extreme values of the input or the output  [14]. This can be perceived 
in the two inner loops in the hysteresis in Figure 8, see also  [7] for details of the hysteresis function 
construction and modelling. 

3.3 Friction lag in sliding regime 

To investigate the behaviour in the transition from pre-sliding to sliding and vice-versa, a sinusoidal 
position command trajectory is applied to the system, with an amplitude of 0.06 rad for three different 
frequencies. 
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Figure 9: Left: Hysteresis and corresponding friction lag: blue f = 1 Hz, green f = 2 Hz, red f = 3 Hz, 

Right: zoom in of friction lag 

The measured velocity is not a pure sinusoidal signal due to the effect of friction, as can be seen at 
velocity reversal in Figure 9. This demonstrates the paradox of a tribometer: the controller which tries to 
impose the desired displacement signal is limited due to nonlinear disturbances. The main disturbance 
signal comes from the friction interaction. We can see a higher friction force during acceleration compared 
to the friction force during deceleration. This phenomenon is called friction lag or hysteresis in the sliding 
regime. The Stribeck curve (see section  3.4), should intersect the loop formed by the friction force 
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belonging to increasing and decreasing velocity during sliding. The measurement of this Stribeck curve is 
not trivial due to the stick-slip property of friction (see section   [15] 3.5).  [1] and  also measured a friction 
lag behaviour for oscillatory rubbing contacts. 

3.4 Stribeck behaviour 

In the static regime the friction force is independent of the velocity. As soon as the break-away force is 
exceeded and the object starts to slide, the friction force generally drops to a lower value. It was found by 
Stribeck that the velocity dependence is continuous  [3]. The typical drop (rise) in the Stribeck curve, 
which represents the friction force in function of velocity, for positive (negative) velocities is called 
Stribeck effect. Figure 10 shows the Stribeck curve for a velocity range up to 0.6 rad/s, for three different 
applied loads. For all the experiments the Stribeck effect is clearly visible and the viscous effect can also 
be seen as the rising part of the Stribeck curve, see Figure 10. The Stribeck curve is the combination of the 
Stribeck effect and the viscous effect. For the lowest applied load the position dependence of the friction 
force strongly affects the shape of the Stribeck curve and perceived as a fluctuation in the friction force. 
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Figure 10: Stribeck curve for different loads, and its components  

3.5 Stick-slip motion 

To measure stick-slip motion a constant desired velocity is applied to the system. A necessary condition to 
induce stick-slip is a decreasing friction force for a rising velocity. That is, the dynamic friction force is 
lower then the static friction force. This phenomenon is known as the Stribeck effect, see section  3.4. 
Stick-slip can be described as follows. The critical velocity is defined as the maximum driving velocity 
below which stick–slip will occur  [16]. When a constant driving velocity, lower than the critical velocity, 
is applied to the upper disk, the disk will initially stick and the friction force will build up until it reaches a 
maximum equal to the break-away force. Once this maximum is reached, the disk will start slipping and 
due to the decreasing friction force it will accelerate. After this acceleration the system will decelerate 
until it reaches again zero velocity due to the actuating stiffness. At this moment, the cycle can start again. 
If the moving body never reaches zero velocity, it will never stick but it can still exhibit an oscillatory 
behaviour around the desired velocity. This motion is referred to as dynamic oscillations or limit cycle 
hunting, but in literature this is also often called stick-slip motion [ [17],  [18]]. 
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the stick-slip behaviour for two different applied loads and five command 
velocities (ω1 = 4, ω2 = 5.98, ω3 = 9.44, ω4 = 13.74, ω5 = 20 [×10-3 rad/s]).  In these figures the velocity is 
rising from top to bottom and as can be seen in Figure 11, the velocity apparently reaches a value higher 
than the critical velocity because the stick-slip phenomenon does not occur anymore. For the same applied 
velocity at 87 N stick-slip still occurs. 
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Figure 11: Stick-Slip with 75 N normal force 
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Figure 12: Stick-Slip with 87 N normal force 

We may conclude that the higher the normal load, the higher the critical velocity for which stick-slip still 
occurs. This is supported by the fact that the velocity corresponding to the minimum point in the Stribeck 
curve shifts up with increasing preload, see Figure 10. 

4 Conclusions 

Friction and system dynamics cannot be decoupled because the act of measuring friction involves the use 
of a sensing element with finite compliance. Moreover, inertia effects of the transducer and of the 
structural mechanical system must be taken into account, they are never infinitely stiff. It appears that 
friction between two contacting bodies is not strictly a function of the materials in contact and the contact 
conditions, but also of the measurement approach. After the dynamic evaluation of the developed 
tribometer, different friction experiments in time domain are carried out. This setup allows us to 
investigate different friction phenomena, such as break-away, the pre-sliding and sliding behaviour, the 
transition between regimes, stick slip motion and Stribeck behaviour. The next step will be to investigate 
these friction phenomena in lubricated conditions. The results of these experiments can be used as a 
validation for friction models. 
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Abstract 

Damping of the structures can be attained by active or passive methods. The passive methods use the 

ability of some materials to absorb the vibration mechanical energy, thereby providing energy dissipation. 

Material microstructure can greatly affect the damping and various interfaces in composite systems 

contribute to the damping due to the mutual slippage of their components. The damping properties of 

particulate – epoxy composites are studied. The aim of this experimental study is to investigate the effect 

of particle reinforcement type (silicon dioxide, montmorillonite, lead) and their volume fraction on 

damping capacity. The photoelectric equipment was used to measure the samples deflection, the loss 

coefficient tan δ was calculated by a common method. Scanning electron microscopy was used to observe 

fracture surfaces of the samples and to evaluate the character of interfacial surfaces in the composites and 

homogeneity of the systems. 

 

 

1     Introduction 

 

Damping is a very important parameter related to dynamic behaviour of common construction materials. 

The development of materials for vibration damping has been focused on polymers mainly due to their 

viscoelastic behaviour. But viscoelasticity is not the only factor that can affect the damping behaviour of 

materials. The damping mechanisms of composite systems include intrinsic damping of fillers, the 

boundary sliding of fillers, the interfacial sliding between matrix and fillers or the damage of composite 

systems [1, 2]. The particle type, size and shape and the volume fraction can contribute to damping 

capacity of composite systems. In addition, the testing conditions including the temperature, frequency 

and oscillation amplitude can affect the damping behaviour of composite systems as well [3].  

The objective of the study is to investigate the effect on damping of different types of inorganic fillers and 

their weight fraction in epoxy matrix. Damping tests of cured epoxy composite systems were performed at 

temperature 22
o
C and frequency approximately 50 Hz, which are the common working conditions of 

dynamic stress of structures in practice, although a lot of studies are interested in the values of tan δ at 

their peak in the glass transition temperature range and varying increasing frequencies where the values of 

tan δ decay very slowly. 
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2     Experimental 

 

2.1     Materials 

 

Two-component epoxy resin (ChS-Epoxy 371, diethylentrimine hardener P11 - Spolek pro chemickou a 

hutní výrobu, a.s. Czech Republic) was used as the matrix having a good adhesion to many substrates, 

chemical, moisture and heat resistance and, therefore having wide application. Lead spherical particles 

(Spolek pro chemickou a hutní výrobu, a.s. Czech Republic), nanoclay montmorillonite Cloisite Na
+
 

(Southern Clay Products, Inc., Texas, USA), fumed silicon dioxide Cab-O-Sil grade LM-150 (Cabot 

GmbH, CAB-O-SIL Division, Germany) and silicone dioxide flakes created from submicron fibres 

(Elmarco, s.r.o., Czech Republic) were used as fillers of a composite systems. The used fillers were not 

surface-modified. The basic parameters of fillers are presented in table 1.  

 

 

Designation of 

Fillers 
Trademark Components 

Specific 

Gravity 

[g/cm
3
] 

Medium Average 

 of Fillers  

[μm] 

Shape of 

Particles 

Lead - 

 

99.9 % Pb 

 

 

11.3 

 

100 Spherical 

Fumed Silicon 

Dioxide 

CAB-O-SIL 

LM-150 

 

99.8 % SiO2 

 

2.2 
Particles 10 – 20 nm 

Aggregates 0.2 – 0.3 μm 
Spherical 

Silicon Dioxide 

Fibres 
- 

 

99.8 % SiO2 

 

2.3 

Fibres 100 – 400 nm 

Aggregates 

Length 200 – 500 μm 

Thickness 20 – 40 μm 

Lamellar 

Nanoclay 

Montmorillonite 

Cloisite 

Na+T 42 

50 % SiO2, 

15 % Al2O3, 

10 % Fe2O3, H2O 

2.8 6 – 10  Lamellar 

 

Table 1: Basic parameters of used fillers 

 

 

2.2     Composites preparation 

 

The desired amount (weight fraction phr – part per hundred of resin – g per 100 g epoxy resin) of 

particulate filler was added to fluid epoxy resin and manually mixed together. As the mixtures contained 

plenty of air bubbles, they were heated and degassed until most of the entrapped gas was removed. 
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Finally, the mixtures were cured in a three-part aluminium mould at 22
o
C for 24 hours under pressure 0.8 

MPa. To standardize the samples, they were tested after 14 days because of slow post-curing of epoxy 

resin at laboratory temperature.  

 

2.3     Characterization 

 

Damping capacity of samples was determined by the photoelectric equipment at temperature 22
o
C and 

frequency approximately 50 Hz. These parameters were selected as common conditions of dynamic stress 

of structures. The composite samples (length 90 mm, width 10 mm, thickness 2 mm) were used as 

cantilever beams. The standard initial deflection of the cantilever beam from the equilibrium state was 

specified by the pinpoint of the measuring apparatus. The photoelectric equipment was used to measure 

damped oscillation of samples. The numerical values were read from a memory oscilloscope. Damping 

ratio was found using logarithmic decrement method. The loss factor was determined from vibration curve 

decay.  

Scanning electron microscope (VEGA/TESCAN, Czech Republic) was used at an accelerating voltage of 

30 kV to evaluate the character of sample interfacial surface and homogeneity of the systems. Samples 

were notched by razor blade and then fractured. The fracture surfaces were surface-coated with a thin 

layer of gold – palladium alloy. 

 

3     Results and discussion 

 

3.1     Effects of volume fraction and material type on damping 

 

The values of tan δ change with the fraction of fillers in the epoxy resin matrix. The tan δ values of 

composite systems filled with all above mentioned types of inorganic fillers are higher than that of unfilled 

epoxy matrix. The addition of fillers to viscoelastic polymer matrix makes a contribution to increase the 

damping of composites. The contribution to damping can come from intrinsic damping of fillers, the 

boundary sliding of fillers, the interfacial sliding between matrix and fillers or from the damage of 

composite systems [3, 4]. Part of vibration energy is dissipated by means of friction between matrix and 

filler or due to shear forces that are formed at the interfaces of loaded system if the Young modulus of 

used compounds is different [5]. Another part of vibration energy is dissipated due to viscoelastic 

behaviour of polymer matrix [6].  

As we can see from figure 1, the most interesting filler is montmorillonite. The behaviour of 

montmorillonite can be explained by specific form of this material that is created from particular lamellae 

that can slip mutually under the loading. The character of composite systems changes with the filler 

fraction and the evaluated system accepts behaviour of the filler. The values of tan δ can only reach peak 

values in the glass transition temperature range but it was not investigated because a good deal of epoxy 

systems are used at room temperature. Figure 1 and figure 2 show the curves of tan δ fillers fraction 

dependence for the investigated composite systems at temperature 22
o
C and frequency approximately 50 

Hz. 
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Figure 1: The curves of tan δ fillers fraction dependence of montmorillonite particles, silicon dioxide 

flakes and fumed silicon dioxide for the investigated composite systems at temperature 22
o
C and 

frequency approximately 50 Hz 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The curves of tan δ fillers fraction dependence of lead particles for the investigated composite 

systems at temperature 22
o
C and frequency approximately 50 Hz 
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Some differences were found between the systems with used fillers. The lead particles as a filler of epoxy 

matrix result in the higher value of tan δ in case of the high fraction. It is necessary to point out the 

fundamental physical parameter of lead – density that is very different from the other types of used filler 

to understanding behaviour of this filler in epoxy system. The damping capacity of samples is higher due 

to high density of lead particles. As figure 10 shows the adhesion between epoxy resin and lead particles 

are week so the contribution to damping can come from the interfacial sliding between matrix and fillers. 

Although the specific surface of fumed silicon dioxide is approximately 150 m
2
/g, the possibility to use its 

surface for interfacial sliding was not successful. Silicon dioxide flakes did not contribute to damping 

capacity of systems significantly. 

 

3.2     Morphology 

 

The SEM fractographs of studied systems are depicted in figure 3 – 10. Fracture surface of unfilled epoxy 

resin is in figure 3. As shown in figure 4 and figure 5, the fracture surface of epoxy resin filled with 2 phr 

fumed silicon dioxide is changed by the addition of nanoparticle filler. The dispersion is rather uniform, 

the adhesion between matrix and silicon dioxide is quite good. The fracture surface of 2 phr silicon 

dioxide flakes epoxy system is shown in figure 6, figure 7, figure 8. Long thin flakes created from 

submicron inorganic fibres express fair adhesion to polymer matrix. The fracture surface of 

montmorillonite – epoxy resin sytem is in figure 9. The dispersion of particles is homogeneous, the 

adhesion is fair. In figure 10, it can be found that the dispersion of lead particles is absolutely 

inhomogeneous due to high density of lead in comparison with density of epoxy resin (1.13 g/cm
3
). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The fracture surface of unfilled epoxy resin. SEM 
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Figure 4: The fracture surface of fumed silicon dioxide particles – epoxy resin system,                             

the fraction of the filler 2 phr, SEM 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: The fracture surface of fumed silicon dioxide particles – epoxy resin system,                              

the fraction of the filler 2 phr, SEM 
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Figure 6: The fracture surface of silicon dioxide flakes – epoxy resin system,                                             

the fraction of the filler 2 phr, SEM 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The fracture surface of silicon dioxide flakes – epoxy resin system,                                            

the fraction of the filler 2 phr, SEM 
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Figure 8: The fracture surface of silicon dioxide flakes – epoxy resin system,                                             

the fraction of the filler 2 phr, SEM 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The fracture surface of montmorillonite – epoxy resin system,                                                    

the fraction of the filler 8 phr, SEM 
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Figure 10: The fracture surface of lead particles – epoxy resin system,                                                       

the fraction of the filler 60 phr, SEM 

 

 

4     Conclusion 

 

The addition of selected fillers enhances the damping capacity providing that the fraction of the filler is 

higher than ca 10 phr (60 phr for the composites with lead) in the epoxy resin system. The contribution of 

added fillers to damping capacity comes from the interfacial sliding between matrix and fillers particularly 

but also from the structure of fillers, their chemical composition and origin. It was found that 

montmorillonite is the best filler: the tan δ value is 0.1233 at temperature 22
o
C. The samples were tested at 

the frequency approximately 50 Hz and the temperature 22
o
C. Data dispersion is to 2 %.  

The homogeneity of samples and degree of fillers dispersion is good in the matrix except the settling lead 

particles. The adhesion between matrix and particles of fillers is not perfect, but fillers were not surface 

modified. 
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Abstract
Friction is frequently seen as an unwanted phenomenon whose influence has to be either minimised or
controlled. In this work one of the positive sides of friction is investigated: friction damping. The friction
inherently present in a system can be positively used to increase the total damping or alternatively, a friction
damper can be designed. Friction dampers can be a cheap and efficient way to reduce the vibration levels of
a wide range of mechanical systems.In the present paper the conclusions of previous analytic and numerical
results regarding friction damping are validated with results of laboratory experiments, where the energy
dissipated through friction is measured. The test set-up consists of a mass sliding on parallel ball-bearings,
where additional friction is created by a sledge attached to the mass, which is pre-stressed against a friction
plate. No care has been taken to ensure pure dry (Coulomb) friction. Nevertheless, the measured energy
dissipation is in good agreement with the theoretical results for Coulomb friction.

1 Introduction

Frictional forces arising from the relative motion of two contacting surfaces are a well-known source of
energy dissipation [1, 2, 3]. Sometimes this is an unwanted effect of the design, but it can also be intentionally
used to increase the damping of a certain system in a simple and cost-effective way. In [4] the energy
dissipated through friction has been studied for a mass-spring-damper system subjected to frictional contact
with a periodically oscillating base plane, Figure 1(a). In that work the existence and stability of a periodic
solution has been proved and subsequently analytical expressions for the energy dissipated per cycle are
derived. Expressions for the optimum friction force and maximum energy dissipation have also been obtained
as a function of the system parameters. The friction force is modeled using the classical Coulomb friction
model. In practice, this model is a too simplified representation of frictional interaction.

In later work [5] a numerical analysis has been presented for the same damper where the influence of the
friction model on the predicted energy dissipation is studied. The stick-phase is modelled using continuous
approximations (viscous damping, arctan function) and implementations of the Stribeck effect and viscous
damping are considered for the slip-phase. It is shown that the use of continuous approximations to model
the stick-phase (viscous damping, arctan function) has little influence on the predicted energy dissipation and
that the exact behavior during the stick-phase will not significantly influence the prediction of the maximum
energy dissipation and the optimal friction force. Furthermore the optimum friction force and maximum
energy dissipation are relatively insensitive to the choice of friction model in the sliding region, as long as
realistic values of the parameters are used.

In the present paper the conclusions of previous work are validated with results of laboratory experiments,
where the energy dissipated through friction is measured. The test set-up consists of a mass sliding on parallel
ball-bearings, where additional friction is created by a sledge attached to the mass, which is pre-stressed
against a friction plate. No care has been taken to ensure pure dry (Coulomb) friction. Nevertheless, the
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Figure 1: 1-DOF systems, (a) mass on an oscillating base and (b) mass driven by a periodic force.

measured energy dissipation is in good agreement with the theoretical results for Coulomb friction presented
in [4].

This paper is organized as follows, in section 2 the main results of the theoretical analysis are summarized
and extended to the case of a mass excited by a periodic force. The experimental set-up and the measurement
procedure are described in section 3 and the experimentally determined energy dissipation is compared to
the analytical results in section 4. In section 5 a thorough discussion of the findings from section 4 follows
and finally, in section 6 the main conclusions are summarized.

2 Theoretical analysis of periodically forced systems with friction

2.1 Mass on an oscillating base

In the system of Figure 1(a) the base plane oscillates with a displacement x0(t) = X0sin(ω0(t)). If the
classical Coulomb friction model as defined in (1) is used, closed-form expressions for the motion of mass
m can be derived and consequently, the energy dissipated per cycle can be determined.

Fr =

{
Fdsign(v) |v| > 0,

[−Fd, Fd] |v| = 0
(1)

where v is the relative velocity between mass and base.

Two non-dimensional parameters are defined: normalized friction force and normalized energy dissipation.

fr =
Fr

m X0ω
2
0

(2)

ed =
Ed

m X2
0ω

2
0

(3)

where Fr and Ed are the friction force and the energy dissipated per cycle.

The dissipated energy per period, Ed , can be calculated according to the following expression:

Ed =

∫ T

0
−Fr (ẋ0(t) − ẋ1(t)) dt (4)

where T is the period length of the periodic solution. An expression for the energy dissipation as a function
of the friction force has been found in [4] and is plotted in figure 2. It is also shown that the normalized
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Figure 2: Normalized energy dissipation vs. normalized friction force.

optimum friction force and maximum energy dissipation are:

fr |max =

√
2

π
(5)

ed |max =
4
π

(6)

The system in Figure 1(a) is difficult to realize in an experimental set-up, whereas the system in Figure1(b) is
relatively straight-forward to build. In the next section it will be shown that these two systems are equivalent
and therefore, the normalized energy dissipation as plotted in Figure 2 is also valid for the system in Figure
1(b).

2.2 Mass driven by a periodic force

The equations of motion for the mass on an oscillating base shown in Figure 1(a) can be written as

mẍ1(t) = mẍ0(t) (stick) (7)

mẍ1(t) = −Fr sign(ẋ1(t) − ẋ0(t)) (slip). (8)

Similarly, the equations of motion for the mass excited by a periodic force (Figure 1(b)) are

mẍ2(t) = 0 (stick) (9)

mẍ2(t) = F0(t) − Fr sign(ẋ2(t)) (slip). (10)

Comparing both sets of equations it can be concluded that the systems are equivalent if

ẋ2(t) = ẋ1(t) − ẋ0(t) (11)

F0(t) = −mẍ0(t). (12)
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Figure 3: Top-view of the experimental setup with the new friction addition.

Consequently the normalized friction force and energy dissipation are redefined for the mass excited by a
periodic force:

fr =
Fr

F0
(13)

ed =
mω2

0 Ed

F2
0

(14)

where F0 is the amplitude of the periodic force (F0(t) = F0 sin(ω0t)). These equations imply that the
optimum friction force is independent of the mass and the excitation frequency and only depends on the
amplitude of the excitation. The corresponding maximum normalized energy dissipation is then fixed and
independent of the mass and excitation frequency and amplitude.

The dissipated energy for the mass excited by a periodic force can be obtained from (4), considering the
equivalence given in (11). Therefore, with the normalized friction force and energy dissipation defined as in
(13, 14), the energy dissipation as a function of the friction force for a mass excited by a periodic force is
shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, the optimum normalized friction force and the maximum energy dissipation
are also the same as for the mass on an oscillating base and given by (5, 6).

Since the two systems are equivalent, in the following the results of the analytical model for the mass on an
oscillating base will be validated with experiments performed for a mass excited by a periodic force.

3 Description of the experiments

3.1 Description of the experimental setup and measurement procedure

The experimental investigation of energy dissipation of dry friction has been done at a setup where a shaker
forces a sledge back and forth. In Figure 3 a top-view sketch of the setup is depicted. As friction lip a
steel part is used which is stiff in the translating direction and elastic in the direction perpendicular to the
translation. A bearing ball is attached to the part and used as friction tip. The bearing balls slide along a
polished silicium-carbonate plate which is fixed to the underground. The normal force between the bearing
ball and the plate is adjustable by turning the bolt which pushes a spring. In this setup the sledge behaves as
a free mass in a frequency range from approximately 10 to 120 Hz.

A laser-doppler velocimeter is used to acquire the velocity and the displacement. The force cell measures the
force of the shaker on the sledge and at the sledge is an acceleration sensor attached. The data-acquisition
and the control of the excitation force is done with a Siglab interface. To excite the sledge periodically by
the shaker, a sinusoidal voltage signal is send from the Siglab interface to a current amplifier. The current
amplifier transforms the voltage signal to a current signal that is sent to the electromechanical shaker.
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(c) 15Hz
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(d) 16 Hz

Figure 4: Force amplitude against input voltage amplitude, (a) 13Hz, (b) 14Hz, (c) 15Hz and (d) 16Hz.

The normal force is kept constant during a measurement series and the type and amount of friction in the
set-up is completely unknown. During an experiment a sinusoidal input signal is used to let the shaker excite
the sledge with a periodic force. At a defined excitation frequency ω0, the voltage amplitude, V0 of the
sinusoid is increased or decreased in small steps. The variation of normalized friction force ( fr = Fr/F0) is
therefore achieved by varying the excitation force, F0 of the shaker on the sledge. The range of the excitation
amplitude levels used in the experiments is sufficiently large to ensure that the transition from stick-slip to
continuous sliding and the maximum normalized energy dissipation can be observed.

Low excitation frequencies are preferred, because at low excitation frequencies the excitation force amplitude
is less sensitive to changes in the input voltage amplitude level. This is shown in Figure 4, where the mean
excitation force amplitude over 25 cycles is plotted as a function of the input voltage amplitude for 4 different
excitation frequencies. It is clear that the slope of the lines increases as the excitation frequency increases.
This is caused by the dynamic behavior of the electromagnetic shaker [6]. As a consequence of this effect,
small input voltage variations lead to large excitation force variations at higher frequencies and the stick-slip
phase cannot be measured, since the resolution of the measurement system is too coarse to allow for small
enough input voltage variations. Therefore the excitation frequency is kept low in order to be able to identify
the stick-slip phase and the transition from stick-slip to continuous sliding.

Measurements are performed at excitation frequencies of 13, 14, 15, 16 and in one measurement also at
17 and 18 Hertz. A series always starts at 13 Hertz increased til the highest frequency. At each excitation
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(a) Input voltage = 0.077V
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(b) Input voltage = 0.109V
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(c) Input voltage = 0.115V
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Figure 5: Time plots of force and acceleration, velocity and displacement for different input amplitude
voltage level at a frequency of 13 Hz.

frequency the excitation amplitude is first increased and than decreased with small steps. At each excitation
voltage amplitude level the actual excitation force on the sledge and the acceleration, velocity and displace-
ment of the sledge are measured for 25 excitation periods. This together is called a measurement series.
After one series wear has affected the plate and bearing balls too much to be used again and plate and the
bearing balls are changed for a new series of measurements. In total four measurement series have been
completed to check the repeatability and robustness of the results.

An impression of the measured signals is given in Figure 5, where the measured force, acceleration, velocity
and displacement are plotted for an excitation frequency of 13 Hz and four different input voltage amplitudes.
A similar behavior is observed at other excitation frequencies.

In Figure 5(a) the system is clearly in stick-slip phase. At a higher excitation force, the system passes from
stick-slip phase into continuous sliding for an input voltage between 0.109V and 0.115V. At an input voltage
of 0.109V stick-slip is seen in Figure 5(b) where the velocity signal is sticking at zero and at the same time
the acceleration is zero as well, while at an input voltage of 0.115V, depicted in Figure 5(c), a non-zero
acceleration signal is measured at the time instant where the velocity is zero which indicates that the system
is in continuous sliding. It can also be seen that higher input voltage amplitudes result in a larger phase
shift between force and velocity. It is due to this phase-shift that frictional energy dissipation occurs. The
phase-shift between velocity and force at maximum energy dissipation, in Figure 5(d), is about 0.01 second
which is about one eight of the period. This value is in good agreement with the theoretical value for the free
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mass model found in [4].

The force of the shaker to the sledge is not a perfect sine wave. This is due to the fact that the exerted force is
altered by the velocity and friction forces on the sledge. This deviation from the sine wave is not problematic
for the current study as long as the force is periodic. Moreover, the amplitude of the force is non-linear with
the amplitude of the input voltage control signal. This is not considered a problem since the actual excitation
force is measured.

3.2 Calculation of normalized energy dissipation and the normalized friction force

In the measured frequency range the experimental setup can be modeled as a free mass excited by a periodic
force as in Figure 1(b). The friction force can be calculated from

Fr (t) = F0(t) − m a(t) (15)

where F0(t) is the measured force on the sledge, m is the mass and a(t) the measured acceleration of the
sledge. The dissipated energy is calculated with the following expression.

Ed =
1t
n

n·N∑
k=1

Fr (tk) v(tk) (16)

where N is the number of time samples in one period, n is number of periods measured, v(t) the velocity of
the sledge and 1t is the sampling time. This energy dissipation can be normalized by applying 14, where
the amplitude of the excitation force is calculated as follows:

F0 =
1

2n

n∑
i=1

max (F0(tk)) − min (F0(tk)) with k = (i − 1)N + 1, ..., i N (17)

To obtain the normalized friction force, fr = Fr/F0, the expression for the normalized friction force at the
threshold of stick-slip to continuous sliding obtained in [4] has been applied:

fr |threshold=

√
1

1 +
π2

4

= 0.5370 (18)

This equation implies that, for a given friction force, the level of excitation force needed to bring the system
in continuous sliding is independent of the mass and the excitation frequency. The normalized friction
force has been determined based on the excitation force at the threshold of stick-slip to continuous sliding
F0(threshold). The threshold is determined by comparing the acceleration and velocity signals. Stick is
observed if the acceleration signal crosses zero when the velocity is zero. The accuracy is limited by the
increments used for the excitation amplitudes and the sample frequency. The transition from stick-slip to
continuous sliding occurs often at the same excitation force for all periods. The friction force can then be
estimated from fr |threshold ×F0(threshold) and the normalized friction force becomes:

fr =
fr |threshold ×F0(threshold)

F0
. (19)

In the next section the experimentally determined normalized energy dissipation from equations (14) and (16)
is plotted as a function of the normalized friction force obtained from (19) and compared to the analytical
result from [4] (see Figure 2).
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Figure 6: Normalized energy dissipation against normalized friction force at 13 Hz for 4 different measure-
ment series, , (a)A, (b)B, (c)C, (d)D

4 Comparison of calculated and measured energy dissipation

It has already been mentioned that four measurement series have been completed and that, for each mea-
surement series several different excitation frequencies have been measured. The experimentally determined
energy dissipation for the excitation frequencies of 13 Hz and 16 Hz is compared to the analytical curve in
Figures 6 and 7 respectively. The results for the four measurement series are shown. In every plot a dis-
tinction is made between decreasing and increasing normalized friction force and between the stick-slip and
continuous sliding regions. Please note that a decreasing normalized friction force corresponds to an increas-
ing excitation force and vice-versa. The continuous solid line corresponds to the theoretically determined
normalized energy dissipation from [4].

In general a very good agreement is found between the experimentally determined friction force and the
theoretical results. The experimental results follow the theoretical curve nicely in most cases and the results
are repeatable. Deviations are seen mostly in the stick-slip region (higher values of fr ), where the exper-
imentally determined normalized energy dissipation is often higher than the predicted value. This can be
explained by the difficulty to perform accurate measurements in this region and possibly by viscous effects
as will be shown later. An exception to this behavior is found in Figure 7(a), where the experimentally deter-
mined energy dissipation suddenly drops to values below the theoretical curve in the stick-slip region. This
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Figure 7: Normalized energy dissipation against normalized friction force at 16 Hz for 4 different measure-
ment series, (a)A, (b)B, (c)C, (d)D

might be due to a difference between the static and dynamic friction force in the set-up, as shown in [4].

In the continuous sliding region (lower values of fr ) the experimentally determined values show a good
agreement with the theory except for the result in Figure 6(d) with increasing excitation force. In this case,
the measured values are well below the predicted normalized energy dissipation. A close look reveals that
the optimum normalized friction force is also higher than the theoretical value in this case. This together
with the fact that it was not possible to measure the stick-slip region in this case lead to the conclusion that
the discrepancies might be due to an error in determining F0(threshold) in (19) and, therefore, to an error
in the scaling of the normalized friction force.

When looking at the results in Figures 6 and 7 one should bear in mind that before each measurement series
the friction plate and bearings are replaced and that the normal force is manually adjusted by fastening
the bolt shown in Figure 3. No care has been taken to achieve a given normal force, which means that
the actual friction force can vary from one measurement series to the next and this is probably the case.
Therefore, the fact that the measured maximum energy dissipation does not significantly change for the
different measurement series leads to the conclusion that the maximum normalized energy dissipation does
not depend on the actual value of the friction force, as predicted in (6).
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(a) 13Hz
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(b) 14 Hz
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(c) 15 Hz
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(d) 16 Hz
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(e) 17 Hz
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Figure 8: Normalized energy dissipation against normalized friction force for measurement series B,
(a) 13Hz, (b) 14Hz, (c) 15Hz and (d) 16Hz.
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Comparing Figure 6 to Figure 7 leads to the conclusion that the excitation frequency has no influence on the
normalized energy dissipation, as was expected from theory. This can be more clearly seen in Figure 8 where
the experimentally determined normalized energy dissipation is plotted for 6 different excitation frequencies
within one measurement series. Again a distinction is made between decreasing and increasing friction force
and the stick-slip and continuous sliding regions. The theoretical normalized energy dissipation is given
by the solid line as before. It can be concluded that the normalized energy dissipation as a function of the
normalized friction force is roughly independent of the excitation frequency. Furthermore, the difference be-
tween the experimentally determined maximum normalized energy dissipation and the value predicted from
(6) is less than 10% in all cases and the corresponding optimum normalized friction force is approximately
equal to the predicted value.

Finally, the results in Figure 8 show that the experimentally determined normalized energy dissipation in
the stick-slip region is significantly larger than the theoretical curve for most excitation frequencies. The
possible reasons for this discrepancy will be discussed in the next section.

5 Discussion

The experimental results of the previous section show a very good agreement with the results from the an-
alytical model presented in [4]. This is a remarkable result, since the theoretical results have been obtained
for the most simple form of friction model, namely Coulomb friction, and the type and amount of friction
present in the set-up are unknown. This result validates the conclusions derived in [5], where numerical
experiments for several different friction models are reported and it is shown that the normalized energy dis-
sipation versus normalized friction force is relatively insensitive to the choice of friction model. In particular,
the optimum value of the friction force and the maximum normalized energy dissipation seem to be rather
robust, since approximately the same maximum energy dissipation and optimum friction force is found in all
experiments (4 measurement series, 6 different excitation frequencies). It should be noted that the friction
plate and the bearing balls are replaced after each measurement series, which means that variations in the
friction force can be expected.

The main discrepancies between experiments and theory are found in the stick-slip region (higher values of
fr ). This could be due to the difficulties to perform accurate and repeatable measurements in this region, but
is is more likely that the larger energy dissipation measured is due to the presence of viscous damping in the
system. Possibly the lubrication oil in the linear bearings introduces a small amount of viscous damping. In
Figure 9 the calculated normalized energy dissipation for a system with viscous damping in the stick phase
is shown for increasing values of the damping parameter. The highest curve corresponds to an unrealistically
high value of the damping parameter [5].

It is clear that the effect of viscous damping is to increase the energy dissipation in the stick-slip region.
Therefore the higher normalized energy dissipation values found in the experiments can partly be explained
by viscous damping. However, viscous damping does not explain the fact the normalized energy dissipation
seems to stay at a constant value in the region 0.6 < fr < 0.8. No satisfactory explanation has been found
yet for this discrepancy between theory and experiments.

6 Conclusions

In the present paper the energy dissipation through friction for a mass excited by a periodic force has been
experimentally determined and compared to theoretical results from a model with Coulomb friction. The
measured energy dissipation is in excellent agreement with the energy dissipation predicted by the model.
This is a remarkable result, since the theoretical results have been obtained for the most simple form of
friction model, namely Coulomb friction, and the type and amount of friction present in the set-up are
unknown. Furthermore, the measured maximum energy dissipation and the corresponding optimum friction
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Figure 9: Normalized energy dissipation vs normalized friction force with viscous damping [5].

force agree within 10% with the theoretical prediction. This result is particularly interesting because no care
has been taken to ensure predetermined friction characteristics and variations in friction force between each
measurement series are very likely. Therefore the maximum energy dissipation and optimum friction force
are relatively robust properties of the system, as expected from the theoretical analysis.

It van be concluded that models to predict energy dissipation through friction using Coulomb friction give a
good estimation of the maximum energy dissipation and optimal friction force.
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Abstract 
This paper presents a reflection on a recently proposed solution to the problem of the free vibration 
response with the constant hysteretic damping model, that has been presented in some conferences in 
recent years, by the author himself and some of his colleagues. On the one hand, as expected, the subject 
has been received with natural criticism, mainly due to the well-known non-causal behaviour of the model 
in free vibration. On the other hand, it was not easy to understand what could be wrong in that proposal, as 
apparently everything was perfect from a mathematical point of view. The author decided that this subject 
deserved a more careful and detailed analysis and – in this kind of tutorial paper – the issue seems to have 
been clarified. It is concluded that the proposed solution involving the constant hysteretic damping 
corresponds in fact to an equivalent viscously damped model; it is therefore concluded that the application 
of the constant hysteretic damping to model the free vibration of practical engineering problems should be 
considered only in the perspective of an equivalent viscously damped model. 

1   Introduction 

The most popular model for damping is the viscous one, where the force developed by the damping 
element is directly proportional to the velocity of the response, i.e., f cx=  (c is the damping coefficient). 
But models are models, i.e., mathematical abstractions that try to match as closely as possible the reality 
without being completely perfect. For instance, although the viscously damped model is quite accurate in 
describing the free vibration of a system, one should not forget that it tells us that the system never comes 
to a halt! The response only goes to zero at infinity, or if preferred, the system vibrates forever… So, the 
model is not perfect in the description of free vibration, but it is good enough from an engineering point of 
view and quite “friendly” from a mathematical perspective. It is also often used in the frequency domain, 
although in that case one must be careful, as when the frequency range of interest is considerably large 
some deviations between the response of the model and the true response may become apparent. Strictly 
speaking about damping, such a deviation may be due to the fact that the viscous model implies energy 
dissipation per cycle that is linearly proportional to the frequency ( 2 2

diss. 0
W f x dt c Xπ ω π ω= =∫ ). It is a 

well known result that the energy dissipated per cycle on most metallic structures is a consequence of the 
internal friction of the material itself, known as material hysteresis, and the experience shows that it is 
practically independent on the frequency of excitation [1]. This observation led to the introduction of the 
hysteretic model. Thinking in terms of the single-degree-of-freedom system (SDOF), while the force due 
to the viscous damping is proportional to the velocity, the force due to the hysteretic damping is 
proportional to the displacement, although still in phase with the velocity, as it is a dissipative force. With 
such a definition, the dissipated energy becomes independent of the frequency, as desired: 2

diss.W d Xπ= , 
where d is the hysteretic damping coefficient (note that its units are N/m, as a stiffness). For an SDOF 
system subjected to a harmonic force, the equilibrium equation is now given by: 
 
       ( ) i tmx( t ) k 1 i x( t ) Fe ωη+ + =                      (1) 
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where d kη =  is the hysteretic damping factor and ( )k 1 iη+  is a complex stiffness. The steady-state 
solution (corresponding to the particular solution of (1)) presents no problem: 
 

    i t i t
2
Fx( t ) X e e

k m ik
ω ω

ω η
= =

− +
                    (2) 

 
and the frequency response function is given by: 
 

         2 2 2
n n

1 mH( )
i

ω
ω ω ω η

=
− +

                     (3) 

 
where nω  is the undamped natural frequency of the system. This model, valid only for 0ω > , is quite 
satisfactory in many engineering applications, namely in structural dynamics. The problem arises when 
one wishes to evaluate the free vibration response, i.e, when one tries to solve the homogeneous equation 
related to eq. (1): 
 

        ( )mx( t ) k 1 i x( t ) 0η+ + =                      (4) 
 
How to obtain the free vibration response for a system with hysteretic damping has been the motive of all 
kind of discussions and it is amazing the interest that it has raised along so many decades (e.g., [2-9]). Eq. 
(4) seems absurd, as the solution has to be necessarily complex. From a physical point of view, it does not 
make any sense indeed. For instance, Inaudi and Kelly [10] state that the force ( )k 1 i x( t )η+  in eq. (4) in 
clearly incorrect, as it would mean that a real response implies a complex force. Both the real part of the 
complex stiffness (the storage modulus) and the imaginary part (the loss modulus) are independent of the 
frequency and, as already mentioned, the dissipated energy becomes independent of the frequency. It is 
also very well known that the constant hysteretic damping model is non-causal (see, for instance [8, 9, 11, 
12]). In fact, as reminded by Inaudi and Kelly [10] and discussed in [13], it is not possible to formulate a 
causal model that has simultaneously a storage modulus and a loss modulus independent of the frequency. 
Back in 1958, Biot [14] proposed a viscoelastic damping model whose variation with frequency is very 
weak with respect to the loss modulus, and that can therefore come close – in practice – to the constant 
hysteretic model, although it leads to a storage modulus that increases with frequency.  
 

As stated above, eq. (4) does not make sense. However, in recent papers, Ribeiro et al. [15, 16] have 
proposed to look at eq. (4) from a different perspective: eq. (4) has a mathematical complex solution x( t )  
that is not the physical response of the system; the physical response of the system should be the real part 
of x( t ) . As shown in [15], the solution is given by (after discarding the unstable part of the solution): 
 

               n nat i btx( t ) Ce eω ω−=               (5) 
 
where C is a complex constant and a and b are given by: 
 

       
21 1

a
2

η− + +
=     

21 1
b

2
η+ +

=              (6) 

 
Note that in order to solve eq. (5) it is necessary to give two initial conditions, which must be complex 
quantities and – once more – the rationale is that the physical (measurable) quantities that one is used to 
(initial displacement and velocity) are the real parts of those complex initial conditions. In fact, such an 
approach is not really new. Similar results had already been reported by Sorokin [17, 18]. Denoting the 
initial displacement and velocity as 0x  and 0v , it was shown [15] that: 
 

    n nat i bt0 n 0
0

n

v axx( t ) x i e e
b

ω ωω
ω

−⎛ ⎞+
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
                    (7) 
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And from this mathematical solution, the physical one – the response of the system – would be its real 
part: 
 

        n at 0 n 0
0 n n

n

v axx( t ) e x cos bt sin bt
b

ω ω
ω ω

ω
− ⎛ ⎞+

= +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

             (8) 

 
In this paper a discussion on the validity of this kind of approach will be carried on. 

2   Impulse response function versus frequency response 
 function 

It is a known fact that the free response of a system modeled with the constant hysteretic damping has 
been reported over the years by various authors as having a non-causal behaviour (e.g., [8, 9, 11, 12]), i.e., 
the system, initially at rest, has a response other than zero before any perturbation occurs, which clearly is 
not physically realizable. The effect cannot precede the cause. For a system with a real-valued time 
response x( t ) , the impulse response function (IRF) h( t )  (response to a Dirac impulse) and the frequency 

response function H( )ω  constitute a Fourier pair, i.e., H( ) ( h( t ))ω =F  and h( t ) ( H( ))ω= -1F , where 

F  means Fourier transform and -1F  its inverse. But for the response to be real-valued (the only one 
physically admissible), H( )ω  must be Hermitian, or conjugate-even (real part even, imaginary part odd), 

i.e., *H( ) H ( )ω ω− = , where * means complex conjugate. And the inverse is also true, if H( )ω  is 
Hermitian, the impulse response is real. This can be easily proven: 
 

     

( )
( ) ( )

( )

0i t i t i t
0

i t i t i t i t
0 0 0 0

* i t i t i t
0 0

1 1h( t ) ( H( )) H( )e d H( )e d H( )e d
2 2

1 1H( )e d H( )e d H( )e d( ) H( )e d
2 2
1 1H ( )e H( )e d 2 Re H( )e d

2 2

ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω

ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω ω ω ω
π π

ω ω ω ω ω ω ω ω
π π

ω ω ω ω ω
π π

+∞ +∞

−∞ −∞

−∞ +∞ +∞ +∞−

+∞ +∞−

= = = +

= − + = − − − +

= + = ⋅

∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫

-1F

      (9) 

2.1 Viscous damping 

For a system with viscous damping and harmonic excitation, the frequency response function is 
 

             
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2
n n

2 2 2 22 22 2 2 2n n n n n n

i21 m 1H( ) ,
mi2 2 2

ω ω ξω ω
ω

ω ω ξω ω ω ω ξω ω ω ω ξω ω

⎛ ⎞
− −⎜ ⎟= = ⋅ +⎜ ⎟− + ⎜ ⎟− + − +⎝ ⎠

        (10) 

 
whereξ  is the viscous damping factor. It is clear that H( )ω  is a Hermitian function of ω . The graphical 
representation of the real and imaginary parts of H( )ω  against frequency (in a dimensionless way) is 
illustrated in figures 1-a) and 1-b). Therefore, from eq. (10), its impulse response function will be real. 
Applying eq. (9), namely by contour integration, it can be shown that the impulse response function is 
given by: 
 

             nt
d

d

1h( t ) e sin t
m

ξω ω
ω

−=                  (11) 
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           Fig. 1-a) Real part of H( )ω  (viscous damping case).         Fig. 1-b) Imaginary part of H( )ω  (viscous damping case). 

where 2
d n 1ω ω ξ= −  is the damped natural frequency. It is clear that the system is at rest for t 0= , as 

h(0 ) 0= . The system has a causal behaviour. 

2.2 Hysteretic damping 

Let us now take the hysteretic damping case. Writing eq. (3) as: 
 

       
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2
n n

2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2
n n n n

i1H( ) ,
m

ω ω ηω
ω

ω ω ηω ω ω ηω

⎛ ⎞
− −⎜ ⎟= ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− + − +⎝ ⎠

               (12) 

 
one notices that both the real and complex parts are even (figures 2-a) and 2-b)) and therefore, the impulse 
response function will not be real.  
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        Fig. 2-a) Real part of H( )ω  (hysteretic damping case).     Fig. 2-b) Imaginary part of H( )ω  (hysteretic damping case). 

In order to force h( t )  to be real, it is usual to modify the frequency response function to 
 

                        
( )2 2 2

n n

1 mH( )
i sgn

ω
ω ω ηω ω

=
− +

               (13) 

 
where ( )sgn ω  is the signum function, defined as: 
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                           ( )
1 for 0

sgn 0 for 0
1 for 0

ω
ω ω

ω

>⎧
⎪= =⎨
⎪− <⎩

                (14) 

 
Such a modification has no effect on the steady-state response of the system and has the virtue of allowing 
the impulse response function to become real valued. Writing eq. (13) in its real and imaginary parts, 
 

           
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

22 2
nn

2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2
n n n n

i sgn1H( )
m

ηω ωω ω
ω

ω ω ηω ω ω ηω

⎛ ⎞−−⎜ ⎟= ⋅ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− + − +⎝ ⎠

              (15) 

 
One can clearly observe that H( )ω  is now Hermitian. In order to obtain the expression for the frequency 
response function with the signum function as in (13), Inaudi and Kelly [10] state that the correct 
formulation of eq. (1) in the time domain should be: 
 
     ( )mx( t ) k x( t ) k x( t ) f ( t )η+ + =H                 (16) 
 
where ( )x( t )H  represents the Hilbert transform of x( t ) , defined in the time domain as: 
 

           ( ) 1 x( )x( t ) d
t

τ τ
π τ

+∞

−∞
= −

−∫H                  (17) 
 

or 
 

       ( ) 1x( t ) x( t )
tπ

⎛ ⎞
= ⊗ −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
H ,                         (18) 

 
where ⊗  is the convolution operator. In fact, applying Fourier transforms to both sides of eq. (18), it turns 
out that 
 

             ( )( ) ( ) ( )1x( t ) x( t ) X ( ) X ( ) i sgn( )
t

ω ω ω
π

⎛ ⎞
= − ⇒ =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
F H F F H          (19) 

 
Therefore, in the frequency domain, eq. (16) becomes: 
 

2m X ( ) k X ( ) ik sgn( )X ( ) F( )ω ω ω η ω ω ω− + + =                (20) 
 
and the frequency response function is given by 
 

              2 2 2 2
n n

X ( ) 1 1 mH( )
F( ) k m ik sgn( ) i sgn( )

ωω
ω ω η ω ω ω ω η ω

= = =
− + − +

         (21) 

 
as in eq. (13). Moreover, the use of the signum function to change the sign for negative frequencies is also 
a necessary condition to have a force preceding the response. In fact, the phase angle between the response 
and the force (see figure 3-a)) is given by: 
 

                      ( )2
n1
2 2
n

sgn
tg

ηω ω
α

ω ω
− ⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠
                     (22) 

 
Without the signum function, the angle would remain positive for negative frequencies and the response 
would lead the force (see figure 3-b)), something that cannot happen. Figure 3-c) illustrates the correct 
position of the response with respect to the applied force. 
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                           a)                      b) 
 

 
 
                                                           c) 

Fig. 3-a) Force and response in the complex plane for 0ω > ;  b) Force and response in the complex plane for 0ω <  with an 
incorrect phase angle;  c) Force and response in the complex plane for 0ω <  with the correct phase angle. 

As the impulse response function is the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency response function, one 
must solve the following problem: 
 

           ( )1 i t
2 2 2
n n

1 1 mh( t ) H( ) e d
2 i sgn

ωω ω
π ω ω ω η ω

+∞
−

−∞
= = ⋅

− +∫F                      (23) 

 
Things become a bit complicated, as the signum function introduces a discontinuity at 0ω =  in the 
imaginary part of H( )ω  (see figure 4), which precludes the calculation of the impulse response function 
(for instance by contour integration) in a closed form. 
 

                                           

-0,2

0

0,2

-2 -1,5 -1 -0,5 0 0,5 1 1,5 2

ω /ω n

k.H(ω)

 
Fig. 4  Imaginary part of the modified H( )ω . 

Gaul et al. [11] succeeded in calculating an approximate solution for the impulse response function from 
eq. (23) by contour integration, overcoming the singularity at 0ω = , as will be explained in section 3.1. 
They obtained, of course, a real valued solution for h( t ) , but confirmed the non-causality of the model, as 

Im 

Re X e i(- ω t α  +    ) 
α 

ω t 

F e ω -i t 

Im 

Re 

X e i(- ω t α  -    ) 

α 
ω t 

F e ω -i t 

Im 

Re 

F e ω i t 

X e ω i( t α -    ) α 

ω t 
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they found out a negative value (though small) for h(0 )  (a precursor). Similar findings have been 
reported by other authors (e.g. [12, 19]). Using the result expressed in eq. (9), eq. (23) can alternatively be 
written as 
 

        
( )

( ) ( )

2 2 2
n n

2 22 2 20
n n

cos t sin t1h( t ) d
m

ω ω ω ω η ω
ω

π ω ω ω η

+∞ − +
=

− +∫                     (24) 

 
which can be evaluated numerically. The non-causal behaviour is again verified, but by using an iterative 
technique, Inaudi and Kelly [10] managed to obtain a solution that converged to an approximate response, 
where the non-causality has little expression. 
 

Makris [20] states that the term ( )k 1 i sgn( )η ω+  leads to a non-causal behaviour, because the frequency 
response function does not verify the Kramers-Kroning conditions, which establish that for a linear, causal 
and stable system the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response function should constitute an 
Hilbert pair, where the imaginary part can be calculated from the real part and vice-versa: 
 

             ( ) ( )
2 2

0

Im H( )2Re H( ) d
Ω Ω

ω Ω
π Ω ω

+∞

= −
−∫ ;        ( ) ( )

2 2
0

Re H( )2Im H( ) d
Ωωω Ω

π Ω ω

+∞

=
−∫              (25) 

 

With this in mind, assuming a constant imaginary part (= ( )k sgnη ω ε , where ε  is an arbitrary constant 
just to account for the right dimensions), the real part must be related to the imaginary one through the 
Hilbert transform. In this way, Makris [20] obtains a real part that is necessarily a function of the 
frequency ω  and that ensures the causal behaviour, i.e., the impulse response function results real and it is 
null for t 0< . With such a model (which he named “causal hysteretic element”), where the real part (the 
storage modulus) varies with frequency, instead of ( )k 1 i sgn( )η ω+ , Makris obtained the expression 

2k 1 ln i sgnω ωη η
π ε ε

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

, which is practically the same as Biot’s model [14]. In fact, this model is 

the limiting case of Biot’s linear viscoelastic model, with nearly frequency independent dissipation. 
However, the model is not valid for 0ω = . 
 

The question arises as “What about the solution expressed in eq. (7)”? Does it correspond to a non-causal 
behaviour as well? It seems that it does not make much sense to talk about causality referring to eq. (7), as 
it is a pure mathematical result. Eq. (8) is (supposedly) the one representing the response. Introducing in 
eq. (7) the initial conditions of a unitary impulse at t 0= ,     0 0x 0, v 1 m= = , the solution becomes: 
 

         ( )n n nat i bt at
n n

n n

1 1h( t ) i e e e i cos bt sin bt
m b m b

ω ω ω ω ω
ω ω

− −= − = − +          (26) 

 
As the physical solution should be its real part, one has: 
 

           ( ) n at
n

n

1Re h( t ) e sin bt
m b

ω ω
ω

−=                 (27) 

 
which is a very similar result to the viscously damped model. For the complex solution, (eq. (26)), one has 

( )
n

1Im h(0 ) 0
m bω

= − ≠ , but it is not clear the meaning of this result. However, the real part, expressed in 

eq. (27) gives ( )Re h(0 ) 0= . This means that apparently the solution proposed in [15] shows a causal 
behaviour! However, this solution comes from the free vibration equation (4) and the corresponding 
frequency response function still is eq. (3), the one that is not Hermitian and therefore has a complex 
solution. So, in principle and ignoring any physical argument, it could seem logical to try and deduce the 
(complex) impulse response function from eq. (3) and compare it to eq. (26). However, as discussed 
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before and illustrated in figure 3, from a physical point of view it does not make sense to integrate along 
negative frequencies without changing the sign of the imaginary part of the frequency-response-function, 
through the use of the signum function (or any other with a similar effect). Therefore, one concludes that 
the solution given in eq. (26) does not make sense, as it cannot be obtained from any of the frequency 
response functions of either eq. (3) or eq. (13) through an inverse Fourier transform. In other words, one 
may say that the physics cannot be ignored all the way until the very end as in Ribeiro’s et. al. approach, 
where one simply takes the real part of a complex result. The physical meaning must come into play 
earlier. If one does not attempt to reproduce those results by doing an inverse Fourier transform, then it 
may be difficult to understand where the mistake occurred. 
 

In the next section, one will see how to compute, or come close to a practical solution for the IRF, using 
contour integration, for the hysteretic and mixed models. Taking a tutorial perspective, considerable detail 
is put in the developments that follow. 

3 Calculating the IRF using contour integration 

3.1 The hysteretic damping case 

As discussed in section 2.2, the impulse response function is given by eq. (23), from which 
 

    
i t

2 2 2
n n

e2 mh( t ) d
i sgn

ω

π ω
ω ω ω η ω

+∞

−∞
=

− +∫                (28) 

 
One will follow the explanation given in [11], using Cauchy’s Residue Theorem. One extends ω  to the 

complex plane, defining a new variable z iω σ= + . As 
+∞

−∞∫ should be understood as its principal value, 

i.e.,  
R

R R
P.V . lim

+∞ +

→∞−∞ −
=∫ ∫ , one needs to evaluate: 

 

     
( ) ( )  

R i zt

j2 2 2R RR Cn n j

elim dz lim f ( z )dz 2 i Re s. f ,z
z i sgn Re( z )

π
ω ω η

+

→∞ →∞−
= =

− + ∑∫ ∫         (29) 

 

Because one has simple poles and f ( z )  can be written as ( z )f ( z )
( z )

φ
ψ

= ,  the residues can be given by: 

 

     ( ) j
j

j

( z )
Re s. f ,z

' ( z )
φ

ψ
=             (30) 

 

One has two possibilities for the roots of the denominator: 
 
    ( )2 2

nz 1 i 0ω η− + =        for 0ω >             (31-a) 

    ( )2 2
nz 1 i 0ω η− − =        for 0ω <             (31-b) 

 

which are: 
 

   1 n n

2 n n

z b i a
z b i a

ω ω
ω ω

= +

= − −
       for 0ω >  and       3 n n

4 n n

z b i a
z b i a

ω ω
ω ω

= −

= − +
       for 0ω <         (32) 

 
with a and b given by eqs. (6). The four poles are represented in fig. 5. 
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ωnb- 
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ω

σi

ωna

ωnb

z3z2
- ωn a

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 5  Poles 1z , 2z , 3z  and 4z  for the hysteretic damping case. 

The contour in the upper half-plane has to be split in two, to avoid the singularity at 0ω =  (as discussed in 
section 2.2), which in the complex plane corresponds to avoid the imaginary axis by a small quantity δ  
(figure 6). These contours only encompass poles 1z  and 4z . 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 6  Upper half-plane integration contour. 

Therefore, one has: 
 

    

    

                              

                          

1

2

R R R RC C C C0 0

R R RC C C0

lim f ( z )dz lim f ( )d lim f ( z )dz lim f ( i )d( i )

lim f ( )d lim f ( z )dz lim f ( i )d( i )

2 i Re s.

ω γ δ

ω γ δ

δ δ

δ

ω ω σ σ

ω ω σ σ

π

− −

→∞ →∞ →∞ →∞
→ →

→∞ →∞ →∞
→

= + +

+ + +

=

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
∫ ∫ ∫

( ) ( )( )1 4f ,z Re s. f ,z+

           (33) 

where 
 

 

 

 

i i

1 1

i

2 4

2 i Re t 2 i Re t
i i

2 2 i2 2 2 2 i2R R RC 0 0n n

i Re t
i

2 2 i2R RC 2

0 i( i )t

2 2 2R RC R n n

e elim f ( z )dz lim Ri e d lim Ri e d
R i e i z R i e

elim f ( z )dz lim Ri e d
z R i e

elim f ( i )d( i ) lim
( i ) i

ϕ ϕ

γ

ϕ

γ

δ

π π
ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

π
ϕ

ϕ
π

σ

ϕ ϕ
ω ω η

ϕ

σ σ
ω σ ω η

→∞ →∞ →∞

→∞ →∞

→∞ →∞

= =
− + −

=
−

=
− +

∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫
∫ ∫

 

0 t

2 2R R 1
R t

2 2R RC 0 4

ei d lim i d
z

elim f ( i )d( i ) lim i d
zδ

σ

σ

σ σ
σ

σ σ σ
σ−

−

→∞

−

→∞ →∞

=
+

=
+

∫
∫ ∫

           (34) 
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As      
i t

2 2 2 R RC Cn n 0 0

e2 mh( t ) d lim f ( )d lim f ( )d
i sgn ω ω

ω

δ δ

π ω ω ω ω ω
ω ω ω η ω −

+∞

→∞ →∞−∞ → →

= = +
− +∫ ∫ ∫ ,        (35) 

 

one has 
 

( ) ( )( )

    

                    
1 2

R R R RC C C C

1 4

2 mh( t ) lim f ( z )dz lim f ( z )dz lim f ( i )d( i ) lim f ( i )d( i )

2 i Re s. f ,z Re s. f ,z
γ γ δ δ

π σ σ σ σ

π
−

→∞ →∞ →∞ →∞
= − − − −

+ +

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫      (36) 

 

As  
i z t

2 2 2
n n

ef ( z )
z i sgn(Re( z ))ω ω η

=
− +

, the residues are given by (from eq. (30)): 

 

( ) ( )             
41 i z ti z t

1 4
1 4

e eRe s. f ,z Re s. f ,z
2z 2z

= − = −                (37) 

 

As the first two integrands on the r.h.s. of eq. (36) are of order 2R (1 R )+ , they tend to zero as R tends to 
infinity; having this into account and substituting eqs. (34) and (37) in eq. (36), it follows that 
 

 
41 i z ti z t0 t R t

2 2 2 2R R 0 1 41 4

e e e e2 mh( t ) lim i d d i
z zz z

σ σ

π σ σ π
σ σ

− −

→∞

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= − + − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

+ + ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠∫ ∫               (38) 

 

Substituting the values of 1z  and 4z , and after some development, it is not difficult to obtain: 
 

       ( )
( )

n 3at R t
n

n n n2 2 2R 2 2 4 20
n n

e em h( t ) b sin bt acos bt lim d
a b

ω σω η
ω ω ω σ

π σ ω ω η

− −

→∞
= − +

+ + +∫         (39) 

 

The residual integral in eq. (39) cannot be evaluated analytically. However, it converges by an order of 
31 R  as R → ∞  and decays exponentially in time. Therefore, it is possible to have an upper-bound for 

this integral at t 0=  [11]. Let us call it I(0 )  : 
 

           
( )

3 R
n

2R 2 2 4 20
n n

1I(0 ) lim dω η
σ

π σ ω ω η→∞
=

+ +∫                (40) 

 

In terms of 1z  and expanding in partial fractions, I(0 )  can be expressed as: 
 

          
R R

n

R 0 01 1 1

1 1 1I(0 ) Im lim d d
2 i z i z i z
ω

σ σ
π σ σ→∞

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
= − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠∫ ∫               (41) 

 

and in this form, it can be directly calculated. Let 1 n nu iz a i bσ σ ω ω= − = + −  and 

1 n nv iz a i bσ σ ω ω= + = − + : 
 

               

        

R
1 1n

R1 0

R
1 1n n n

R1 n n 0

1 1n

1

1 Im( u ) Im( v )I(0 ) Im lim ln u i tg ln v i tg
2 i z Re( u ) Re( v )

u b b1Im lim ln i tg i tg
2 i z v a a

1 b bIm 0 i tg tg
2 i z a a

ω
π

ω ω ω
π σ ω σ ω

ω
π

− −

→∞

− −

→∞

− −

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= − + − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤−⎜ ⎟= − + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

−⎛= − − −
−⎝

( )( ) ( )
n

2 2
1

1 aIm
2 z 2 a b
ω

θ θ π
π

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎞ = − − − + =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎠ +⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

        (42) 
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Thus, eq.(39), at  t 0= , leads to: 
 

 
( )n 2 2

am h(0 )
2 a b

ω = −
+

                (43) 

 
which demonstrates the non-causal behaviour of the hysteretic model. However, this negative value is 
very small for small damping factors, approaching 4η−  for 2 1η << . Moreover, as I(t) dies out, the 
response approaches: 
 

         
( ) ( )

nat

n n2 2
n

eh( t ) b sin bt acos bt
m a b

ω

ω ω
ω

−

= −
+

              (44) 

3.2 The mixed damping case 

For a single degree of freedom with both viscous and hysteretic damping subjected to a harmonic force, 
the frequency response function, for 0ω > , is 
 

         
( )2 2 2

n n n

1 mH( )
i 2

ω
ω ω ξω ω ω η

=
− + +

                        (45) 

 
Once again, in order to obtain the impulse response function via an inverse Fourier transform, one must 
have a Hermitian function in order to have a real response and to contemplate the correct phase angle 
between response and force. Introducing again the signum function for the hysteretic damping factor, 
 

        
( )

i t

2 2 2
n n n

e2 mh( t ) d
i 2 sgn

ω

π ω
ω ω ξω ω ω η ω

+∞

−∞
=

− + +∫                (46) 

 
Note that for the mixed damping case, Ribeiro et al. [16] obtained the following solution: 
 

    ( )n na t i bt

n

1h( t ) i e e
m b

ω ξ ω

ω
− +⎛ ⎞

= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

                (47) 

 

from which the real part would be the physical response: 
 

    ( ) ( )n a t
n

n

1Re h( t ) e sin bt
m b

ω ξ ω
ω

− +=                   (48) 

 

where a and b are now given by: 
 

         
( ) ( )22 2 21 1

a
2

ξ ξ η− − + − +
=       

( )22 2 21 1
b

2

ξ ξ η− + − +
=          (49) 

 

Eqs. (47) and (48) are similar to eqs. (26) and (27). Going back to eq. (46), one must again extendω  to the 
complex plane, making z iω σ= + . As before, one has two possibilities for the roots of the denominator: 
 

      ( )2 2
n nz i2 z 1 i 0ξω ω η− − + =        for 0ω >             (50-a) 

      ( )2 2
n nz i2 z 1 i 0ξω ω η− − − =        for 0ω <             (50-b) 

 

which are: 
 

         1 n n

2 n n

z b i ( a )
z b i ( a )

ω ω ξ
ω ω ξ

= + +

= − + −
       for 0ω >        and 

( )
( )

3 n n

4 n n

z b i a

z b i a

ω ω ξ

ω ω ξ

= + −

= − + +
        for 0ω <         (51) 
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ω
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ωn

ωnb
z3z2

aξ +(        )

ωn aξ -(        )

where a and b are given by eqs. (49). One has again four poles (fig. 7). Note that one must have a ξ> , 
which means 2η ξ> . Otherwise, there would be 4 poles in the upper-half plane and that would not 
replicate the viscously damped case when 0η = . 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
                                           
 

Fig .7  Poles 1z , 2z , 3z  and 4z  for the mixed damping case. 

This case is very similar to the hysteretic one, as there is also a singularity at 0ω = , precluding a closed 
form solution. Following the same steps as before, one ends up with a similar expression to eq. (38): 
 

 

                    
41

0 t R t

2 2 2 2R R 0n n n n

i z ti z t

1 n 4 n

e e2 mh( t ) lim i d d
2 ( 1 i ) 2 ( 1 i )

e ei
z i z

σ σ

π σ σ
σ ξω σ ω η σ ξω σ ω η

π
ξω ξω

− −

→∞

⎛ ⎞
= − +⎜ ⎟

− + + − + −⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

− +⎜ ⎟
− −⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫
        (52) 

 
And thus, after some manipulation, 
 

 
( )

( )
( )

n a t 3 R t
n

n n n2 2 2R 2 2 4 20
n n n

e em h( t ) b sin bt acos bt lim d
a b 2

ω ξ σω η
ω ω ω σ

π σ ξω σ ω ω η

− + −

→∞
= − +

+ − + +∫     (53) 

 
The upper-bound of the integral in eq. (53) at t 0=  is now: 
 

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )
( ) ( )

        

        

3 R
n

2R 2 2 4 20
n n n

R

R 0 n n n n

n n 1 1n n

R n nn n

1I(0 ) lim d
2

1 1 1 1Im lim d
2 2 a ib a i b a i b

R a i b b b1 1Im lim ln i tg tg
2 2 a ib R a RR a i b

ω η
σ

π σ ξω σ ω ω η

σ
π σ ω ξ ω σ ω ξ ω

ω ξ ω ω ω
π ω ξ ω ξω ξ ω

→∞

→∞

− −

→∞

=
− + +

⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪= −⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟− − − − − + +⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭

− − − −
= + −

− − − − +− + +

∫

∫

( )

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )
( )

            

         

1 1

2 2

22 2 2

a

a ib b bln i tg tg
a aa ib

a b1 1 b ln a
24 a b a b

ξ
ξ ξξ

ξ
Δ

π ξ

− −

⎧ ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎢ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎨ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠⎣⎩
⎫⎤− + + ⎛ ⎞− ⎪+ + − + ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎬⎜ ⎟− − − +− − − ⎥⎪⎝ ⎠⎦⎭

⎛ ⎞+ +
⎜ ⎟= +
⎜ ⎟+ − +⎝ ⎠

 (54) 

 
and therefore, at t 0=  one has: 
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( )

( )
( )

2 2

n 2 2 22 2 2

a ba 1 1m h(0 ) b ln a
2a b 4 a b a b

ξ
ω Δ

π ξ

⎛ ⎞+ +− ⎜ ⎟= + +
⎜ ⎟+ + − +⎝ ⎠

              (55) 

 
For small values of the damping factors Δ π≈ , and eq. (55) becomes: 
 

     
( )n 2 2

3am h( 0 )
4 a b

ω ≈ −
+

                 (56) 

 
As I(t) dies out, the response approaches: 
 

 
( )

( ) ( )
n a t

n n2 2
n

eh( t ) b sin bt acos bt
m a b

ω ξ

ω ω
ω

− +

= −
+

                  (57) 

 
It is obvious that expression (57) encompasses the particular cases of the viscous and hysteretic models. 

4 Alternative: to find an equivalent viscous model 

One possibility to circumvent the problem of obtaining a free response with constant hysteretic damping is 
to find an equivalent viscous damping model. One way to do this is to state that the roots of the 
denominator of the frequency response function containing the hysteretic damping term are the same as 
for an equivalent viscous damped case [11]. Let us take again the mixed damping case in the complex 
plane, where 
 

        
( )( )2 2 2

n n n

1 mH( z )
z i 2 z sgn Re( z )ω ξω ω η

=
− + +

           (58) 

 
The roots are given by eqs. (51). For the equivalent system, 
 

        
eq eq

eq 2 2
n eq n

1 mH ( z )
z i2 zω ξ ω

=
− +

                  (59) 

 

with the roots: 
 

                  
eq eq eq eq eq eq

2 2
1 n eq eq n 2 n eq eq nz 1 i z 1 iω ξ ξ ω ω ξ ξ ω= − + = − − +               (60) 

 
The roots of the equivalent system stay in the upper half-plane, and so they must be equaled to 1z  and 4z , 
respectively, which corresponds to assume aξ < , i.e., 2η ξ> . The equivalent parameters are 
 

   ( )
( )

            
eq

2 2
n n eq 2 2

aa b
a b

ξω ω ξ ξ
ξ

+
= + + =

+ +
          (61) 

 
One will see in the next sub-section the implications of this result in the impulse response function. 

4.1 The IRF for an equivalent viscous damping model 

From eq. (11) it is clear that the impulse response function is given by 
 

       ( )eq neq

eq

eq

t 2
n eq2

n eq

1h( t ) e sin 1 t
m 1

ξ ω
ω ξ

ω ξ

−
= −

−
               (62) 
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But from eqs. (51) and (60), 
 

    ( )        
eq eq

2
n eq n eq n n1 b aω ξ ω ξ ω ω ξ− = = +           (63) 

 

 
Therefore, 
 

               ( )n a t
n

n

1h( t ) e sin bt
m b

ω ξ ω
ω

− +=                 (64) 

 
But this is precisely the result of eq. (48), obtained by Ribeiro et al. [16] (and of course equals eq. (27) 
when there is only hysteretic damping). So, one concludes that the results proposed by those authors 
correspond in fact to an equivalent viscously damped model. That justifies the causal behaviour of the 
solutions. The differential equation corresponding to the free vibration of such a system is: 
 

    ( ) ( )( )2 2
nm x 2 m a x k a b x 0ω ξ ξ+ + + + + =                (65) 

 
which, for the hysteretic damping case becomes (after applying eqs. (6)): 
 

    
2

2
n

1 1
m x 2 m x k 1 x 0

2
η

ω η
− + +

+ + + =                (66) 

4.2 The logarithmic decrement 

Note that the logarithmic decrement is the natural logarithm of the damping rate (rate between two 
consecutive amplitudes): 
 

           eqi
2

i 1 eq

x aln 2 2
x b1

ξ ξδ π π
ξ+

+
= = =

−
                     (67) 

 
In the case of hysteretic damping, 2 a bδ π=  can be used to evaluate the damping factor η . 

5 Conclusions 

From the study developed in this paper, one can draw the following conclusions: 
 

1    - only a real solution of the differential equation describing the free vibration of a system makes 
sense from the physical point of view; 

2 - if the homogeneous differential equation has a complex solution, as assumed in [15], the 
application of complex initial conditions makes sense. The mistake in [15] and [16] is that 
neither the real part of those conditions represents the physical measured quantities, nor the 
physical response is the real part of the complex solution; 

3 - from points 1 and 2, it can be concluded that for a physically real system the homogeneous 
differential equation cannot have a complex solution and therefore the genuine impulse 
response function can only come from a Hermitian frequency response function; 

4 - the reason why the real solutions proposed in [15] and [16] correspond to a causal behaviour 
and make sense is because they are – in fact – the solutions of an equivalent viscously damped 
system, and not the solutions of the initial problem.   
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Abstract 
We developed a vibration model in which an impact damper is applied to a cantilever, and used a 
hydraulic shaker to excite this vibration model. We changed the clearance between the impactor and the 
wall of the main vibration system, and studied the damping characteristics of the impact damper when 
vibrated in two directions at the same time. We also created a simulation program to calculate the 
vibration response of the impact damper, and verified that the calculation result was in accordance with 
the experimental one. We changed the design parameters, and then investigated the damping 
characteristics of the impact damper using the simulation program. 

1 Introduction 

The structures have many vibration modes, but the problem lies in vibration in many directions. The 
specific instance is in the pantograph support system. When a train runs over a rail joint in a section of 
curved track, the pantograph support system is excited in forced vibration by foundation motion in the 
horizontal and vertical directions. Therefore, the vibration of the pantograph support system must be 
reduced to increase the speed of the train when there are many curved tracks. 
In this study, we substituted the pantograph support system with a vibration model with the cantilever, and 
investigated the damping characteristics of the model with an attached impact damper.  
There have been numerous reports on the problems of using impact dampers in structural damping 
mechanisms. Masri [1] investigated the dynamic behavior of a one-degree-of-freedom system that 
included a mass damper. Yasuda and Toyoda [2] analyzed the free vibration of a one-degree-of-freedom 
system with an attached impact damper. Tokumaru and Kodera [3] and Kamiya and Kouno [4] studied the 
damping of a continuous system using the impact damper. 
In addition, an investigation was conducted on the dynamic behavior of a lathe chuck that tried to apply an 
impact damper to actual products [5]. 
We investigated the damping characteristics obtained when a translating (non-rotating) impactor was used 
in an impact damper in earlier studies [6], [7]. In these reports we addressed the problem of vibrations that 
occur in a pantograph support system when a vehicle runs on a railway track. We reported that it is 
important to reduce the friction between the translating impactor and the mass part of the main vibration 
system in order to obtain a high damping effect. 

On the basis of this, we reduced the friction between the impactor and the main vibration system by using 
a rotating impact damper, and reported the damping effects of the rotating impact damper in earlier reports 
[8].  

On the other hand, a pantograph support system simultaneously vibrates in two directions by the various 
loads of a train when it is moving (Fig. 1). In other words, we must investigate the damping characteristics 
of the impact damper when a structure simultaneously vibrates in two directions. 
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In this report, we investigate the damping characteristics of the impact damper when two modes of 
vibration in an experimental device are excited at the same time. In addition, we developed a simulation 
program to calculate the vibration behavior of the impact damper. We state the validity of the calculations 
that were experimentally checked, and investigate the damping characteristics of the vibration system with 
the impact damper that changed the young’s modulus of an impactor and the coefficient of restitution 
between an impactor and the main system. 

 

Vertical vibration Body 

Truck 

Pantograph support 
 system 

Pantograph 

Horizontal 
vibration 

 
Figure 1: Pantograph support system 

2 Two-directions vibration tests 

2.1 Test system and method  

A diagram of the test system is shown in Fig. 2. This system mainly consists of a cantilevered vibration 
model with an attached impact damper. The foundation of the test apparatus is attached to an 
electrohydraulic exciter that moves horizontally. A plate is attached to the free end of the cantilever, and a 
container is placed in both ends of the plate. We can adjust the clearance between the impactor and the 
wall of the container. An accelerometer is attached horizontally to the container, and the diameter of the 
impactor is 70 mm. The mode of vibration of the experimental device is shown in Fig. 3. This device 
vibrates horizontally in the first mode (approx. 2 Hz), and vertically in the second mode (approx. 20 Hz). 
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Figure 2: Test system 
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Vertical 
vibration 

Horizontal 
vibration 

Direction of excitation Direction of excitation 

(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2 
 

Figure 3: Test system’s mode of vibration 

The exciter is used to apply a horizontal forced displacement load on the foundation. The impactor we 
used is placed inside the container. The excitation frequency is a compound frequency that adds sweep 
frequency to the natural frequency of the second mode. On the basis of the natural frequency of first mode, 
the sweep frequency ranges from 1.8 to 2.1 Hz, and the sweep time is 400 sec. The clearance is varied 
from 0 to 24 mm in 2 mm increments. The acceleration of the excitation that horizontally vibrates the 
device is 0.06 m/s2, and the accelerations of the excitation that vertically vibrates the device are 0 m/s2, 0.5 
m/s2, and 1.0 m/s2. We measured the horizontal acceleration of the main system, and investigated the 
damping characteristics of the impact damper. 

2.2 Damping characteristics in simultaneous vibration in two directions 

The test results are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the horizontal axis represents the sweep time and the 
corresponding vibration frequency. The vertical axis is the horizontal acceleration. This figure shows the 
results for cases where the main system vibrates not only horizontally, but also horizontally and vertically 
simultaneously. In addition, this figure shows the typical results obtained at clearances of 2 mm, 8 mm, 14 
mm, and 20 mm. It can be seen that the peak value of acceleration at resonance tends to decrease as the 
clearance increases, and the least amount of acceleration is achieved when the clearance is 14 mm. We 
also found that the acceleration only slightly increased when the clearance was further increased. 

On the other hand, when we take into account the influence of the vertical vibration of the main system, 
we can see that the peak value of the acceleration is increased when the clearance is 8 mm. However, we 
found that the acceleration basically remains unchanged at clearances of 2 mm, 14 mm, and 20 mm.  

We summarized the peak value of acceleration in Fig. 5 to investigate the damping effect. In this figure, 
the horizontal axis represents the clearance and the vertical axis is the peak value of acceleration. When 
the clearance is 0 mm, two values are plotted. One of them is the result without an impactor. We found 
that the peak value of acceleration increased due to the vertical vibration when the clearance was from 4 to 
12 mm. The clearance at which the least amount of acceleration is achieved when the main system 
vibrates only in the horizontal direction is 12 mm, and the clearance at which the least amount of 
acceleration is achieved when the main system vibrates simultaneously in two directions is 14 mm. In this 
paper, clearances like these will be termed the optimum clearances. We can see that the peak value of 
acceleration tends to only slightly increase as the clearance increases further still. However, when the 
clearance is from 14 to 24 mm, we can see that the damping effects are almost unaffected by the vertical 
vibration. Moreover, they are actually good. 
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Figure 4: Time history of test system’s horizontal acceleration (Experiment) 
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3 Calculation model of vibration system with impact damper  

Figure 6 presents the calculation model used for the test system. We developed this model by using 
springs and dampers as the cantilever for the test system. This model consists of a mass part M, spring K, 
damper C, frequency function I(f), and an impactor. Although the direction of input is horizontal in the 
second mode of the test system, the direction of output is vertical. The frequency function is set into the 
calculation model to change the input direction from horizontal to vertical. In addition, we derived the 
frequency function from the transmissibility of the test system. 

The main vibration system is excited by the forced vibration of foundation x, and mass M vibrates with a 
displacement of y. In the mass part, a cylinder of mass m and the moment of inertia I are installed with 
rotational freedom, and the clearance between the wall and the impactor is represented by cle. The 
displacements of the impactor are represented by z, and the angular displacement is represented by θ. 

The equations of motion for the main vibration system and the impactor are as follows: 

 

xH KV 
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Figure 6: Calculation model of vibration system with the impact damper 
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A subscript H represents the horizontal direction, and a subscript V represents the vertical direction. The 
factors written as a N with various subscripts (i.e., NLW, NRW and NB) are the contact judgment constants (1 
or 0). The factors written as a m with various subscripts (i.e., mLW, mRW and mB) are the coefficient of 
friction between the impactor and the main system. The subscript LW represents the left wall, subscript 
RW represents the right impact wall, and B represents the surface of the base that touches the impactor. In 
these equations, the function sgn( ) is a function that determines the direction of force, which is defined as 
being equal to +1 when the expression inside the brackets is positive, a -1 when it is negative, and a 0 
when it is equal to zero. 

The Hertzian contact theory [9] is used to determine the elastic deformation resulting from the collisions 
(contact) between the impactor and the wall, and the spring constants kn from this contact are also 
represented by using this theory. The damping coefficients cn resulting from this contact are determined by 
using the coefficient of restitution between the impactor and the wall. 

4 Validity of calculation 

The experimental and calculation results used to check the validity of the simulation program are shown in 
Fig. 7. In these figures, the horizontal axis represents the sweep time and corresponding vibration 
frequency, and the vertical axis represents the horizontal acceleration. In addition, this figure shows the 
typical results obtained at clearances of 6 mm and 16 mm. It can be seen that the calculation results almost 
accord to the experimental ones. We summarized the peak values of acceleration in Fig. 8. In this figure, 
the horizontal axis represents the clearance, and the vertical axis is the peak value of acceleration. The 
calculation results are compared to the experimental ones. When the main system vibrates horizontally 
and when it vibrates simultaneously in two directions are presented separately. It can be seen that the 
optimum clearance of the calculation results is equal to the experimental ones. In the calculation results, it 
can be seen that the peak value of acceleration tends to only slightly increase as the clearance is further 
increased. It can also be seen that this trend does not change between the both results. Thus, we verified 
that the simulation program is valid. 
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Figure 7: Time history of test system’s horizontal acceleration (Experiment and calculation)  
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Figure 8: Acceleration peak of test and calculation 
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5 Influence of Young’s modulus of impactor 

We investigated the influence of the Young’s modulus of the impactor as the Young’s modulus changed. 
The calculation results are shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9(a) is the results for the a Young’s modulus of 100 Pa. 
Figure 9(b) is the results for that at 50 kPa. Figure 9(c) is the results of a 200 Mpa Young’s modulus. 
When the main system vibrates only horizontally, the optimum clearances are 2 mm (Young’s modulus 
100 Pa), 10 mm (Young’s modulus 50 kPa), and 12 mm (Young’s modulus 200 MPa). However, in the 
simultaneous vibration in two directions (horizontal and vertical), the optimum clearances are 2 mm at a 
Young's modulus of 100 Pa, 12 mm at a Young’s modulus of 50 KPa, and 14 mm at a Young’s modulus 
of 200 MPa. We found that when the Young’s modulus is increased the optimum clearance increased.  

When the Young’s modulus is 100 Pa, the peak value of acceleration at the optimum clearance was the 
largest in these results. In other words, we found that the peak value of acceleration at the optimum 
clearance decreases when the Young’s modulus increases.  

When the Young’s modulus is 100 Pa, the peak values of acceleration at each clearance remain unchanged 
by vertical vibration. However, when the Young’s modulus is 50 kPa and the clearance is 10 mm, the peak 
value of acceleration changes due to vertical vibration, and then when the Young’s modulus is 200 MPa 
and the clearance is from 6 to 12 mm, the peak values of acceleration change due to vertical vibration. We 
found that the range of clearance in which the damping effect is influenced by vertical vibration widen 
when the Young’s modulus is increased.  

When the clearance is bigger than the optimum clearance, the damping effects aren’t influenced by the 
vertical vibration regardless of the value of the Young’s modulus. However, the peak value of acceleration 
slightly increases when the clearance is increased. 
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6 Influence of coefficient of restitution 

We investigated the influence of the coefficient of restitution between the impactor and the wall. The 
calculation results are shown in Fig. 10. Figure 10(a) is the result for a coefficient of restitution of 0.5. 
Figure 10 (b) is that for one at 0.78 and Fig. 10(c) that at 0.95. In the vibration of one direction 

Figure 9: Influence of Young’s modulus 
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(horizontally), the optimum clearances are 10 mm at a coefficient of restitution of 0.5, 12 mm for a 
coefficient of restitution of 0.78, and 14 mm for a coefficient of restitution of 0.95. However, in the 
simultaneous vibration in two directions (horizontally and vertically), the optimum clearances are 10 mm 
at a coefficient of restitution of 0.5, 14 mm at a coefficient of restitution of 0.78, and 20 mm at a 
coefficient of restitution of 0.95. When the coefficient of restitution was increased, we found that the 
optimum clearance increased.   

When coefficient of restitution was 0.95, the peak value of acceleration at the optimum clearance was the 
largest in these results, and when this coefficient was 0.5, this value was the smallest in these results. 
When the coefficient of restitution was decreased, we found that the peak value of acceleration at the 
optimum clearance slightly decreased. 

When the coefficient of restitution was 0.5, the peak values of acceleration at each clearance basically 
remain unchanged due to vertical vibration. However, the peak values of acceleration change due to 
vertical vibration when the coefficients of restitution are 0.78 and 0.95. In other words, the range of 
clearance in which the damping effect is influenced by the vertical vibration widened when the coefficient 
of restitution increased. 

When the clearance is bigger than the optimum clearance, the damping effects aren't influenced by the 
vertical vibration regardless of the value of the coefficient of restitution. However, the peak value of 
acceleration increases slightly with the increase in clearance. 
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7 Conclusion 

We performed experiments and calculations to examine the damping characteristics of an impact damper, 
and investigated how the vertical vibration of the main system affects the damping effect in the horizontal 
direction. We also used a calculation to determine how the damping characteristics are affected by the 
Young’s modulus of the impactor and the coefficient of restitution between the impactor and the wall. We 
have made the following findings from these results: 

(1) We determined through experimentation that vertical vibration increases the peak value of acceleration. 
However, when the clearance is larger than the optimum clearance, the damping effects are almost 
unaffected by the vertical vibration. Moreover, they are good. 

Figure 10: Influence of coefficient of restitution 
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(2) The results of calculation accorded with experiment. 

(3) We found using our calculation that the optimum clearance increased when the Young’s modulus of 
the impactor was increased, and that the range of clearance of the damping effect influenced by the 
vertical vibration widens. 

(4) When the Young’s modulus of the impactor is increased, the peak value of acceleration at optimum 
clearance decreased. 

(5) When the coefficient of restitution between the impactor and the wall is increased, the optimum 
clearance increased, and the range of clearance in which the damping effect is influenced by the vertical 
vibration widens. 

(6) When the coefficient of restitution is decreased, the peak value of acceleration at the optimum 
clearance decreased slightly. 
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Abstract
Using a substructure coupling technique the problem of assigning anti resonances is reformulated as a pole
placement problem which can be analyzed in a more general framework. A possible approach to create these
points of zero vibration is by attaching passive undamped vibration absorbers. As this approach is sensitive
to changes in the excitation frequency, a robustness measure is proposed. Based on this measure, a better
understanding is provided regarding the attachment location of the absorber and the absorber mass.

1 Introduction

A common approach in vibration control is to extend the main system with a passive localized addition.
The term passive implies that no extra power is added to the system. In its simplest form this is realized
by attaching a single degree of freedom undamped spring-mass system as introduced by Frahm [1], i.e. the
dynamic absorber. When dealing with harmonic excitations, this device succeeds in suppressing the vibration
completely at the point of attachment. Further more, in a resonant condition the eigenfrequencies of the main
spring-mass system are shifted away from the disturbing excitation frequency, thereby creating a spectral
gap. In practice, damping is added to the absorber to make it robust against changes in the forcing frequency
and against uncertainties with respect to the physical implementation. A popular optimization procedure
is developed by Den Hartog [2]. Although nowadays Den Hartog’s approach is still popular, new and more
complex absorbers are investigated. Creating absorbers that allow for higher vibration reduction over a wider
frequency band forms a challenging problem. In the present paper the problem of vibration absorption is
addressed in a more general systems theoretical setting. The effect of passive undamped vibration absorbers
on the entire eigenfrequency spectrum of the system is studied. Changing the eigenfrequency spectrum
in a well-considered way allows to create anti resonances such that undesired excitation frequencies are
completely blocked.

In Section 2 we define a general framework for the pole allocation problem. Section 3 explains via a sub-
structure coupling technique that the creation of anti resonances is actually a pole allocation problem and
shows the restrictions on the obtainable spectrum. Section 4 discusses the influence of the mass and the at-
tachment location of the absorber on the robustness of the control technique. Section 5 contains an example.
The paper ends with a conclusion in Section 6.

2 Vibration control and passive absorbers

The mass-elastic systems under consideration are lumped parameter systems described by linear time invari-
ant (LTI) differential equations. A well established control technique is the allocation of poles. Therefore
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structural modifications and local additions of absorbers are classed in the general framework of pole place-
ment techniques for LTI systems. This is used among others by [3] and [4].

The lumped mass-elastic system to be controlled is modelled as

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + Kq = f (1)

with mass matrix M = M ′ ∈ Rn×n > 0, stiffness matrix K = K ′ ∈ Rn×n ≥ 0, damping matrix
C = C ′ ∈ Rn×n and external load f . q ∈ Rn is the vector of generalized coordinates. Consider na absorber
masses mai , i = 1 . . . na. Let Ma ∈ Rna×na be the diagonal matrix containing all the absorber masses
and qa ∈ Rna the vector of generalized coordinates which configures the absorber masses. All generalized

coordinates are gathered in the vector q̂
4
=

[
q qa

]′ ∈ Rn̂ with n̂ = n + na. We extend the matrices K and

C respectively to K̂ ∈ Rn̂×n̂ and Ĉ ∈ Rn̂×n̂ by adding rows and columns of zeros. A new block diagonal
matrix M̂ ∈ Rn̂×n̂ is defined as :

M̂
4
=

[
M

Ma

]
We only allow interconnections between absorber masses and lumped masses of the main system. An inter-
connection is a combination of a spring and a damper with constants kai ≥ 0 and cai ≥ 0. As a consequence
every counteracting force due to the effect of the absorber is proportional with relative displacements or rela-
tive velocities between the absorber and the main system. Absorber masses are not mutually connected. Let
Ka ∈ Rn̂×n̂ be the interconnecting stiffness matrix and Ca ∈ Rn̂×n̂ the interconnecting damping matrix.
The effect of the absorber can be formulated as a control force u :

u = −Kaq̂ − Ca
˙̂q (2)

We define the state vector x as :

x =
[

q̂
˙̂q

]
∈ R2n̂×2n̂

The control force (2) can be rewritten as :

u = −BFCsx (3)

The output vector y
4
=Csx contains all relative displacements and relative velocities that appear in the control

force. A row of the matrix F contains zeros and the spring and the damper constant of one interconnection
such that one component of vector Fy equals the total force due to one interconnection. The matrix B has
elements B(i, j) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} such that every force acts on the correct mass with the correct sign. Both B
and Cs follow from the geometry of the interconnections and the number of absorber masses na . We define
the matrices

As =
[

0 I

−M̂−1K̂ −M̂−1Ĉ

]
; Bs =

[
0
−M̂−1B̂

]
(4)

with unity matrix I ∈ Rn×n. The state space representation of the main system with absorber becomes :

ẋ = (As −BsFCs)x (5)

This clearly shows that the design of vibration absorbers can be interpreted as the design of a feedback matrix
F to allocate the poles of (5). Some optimization or performance measure can be defined to calculate F via
a numerical routine as in [3]. However, the choice of producing counteracting forces via absorbers restricts
the obtainable spectrum and the number of the poles to be assigned. The root loci of (5) can visualize these
restrictions.

The final purpose of vibration control is to minimize excessive vibration amplitudes. A possible approach is
the assignment of anti resonances, i.e. to create locations on the structure where the vibration is completely
blocked for one well-defined excitation frequency. In the following a substructure coupling technique is used
to reformulate the assignment of anti resonances to the problem of assigning resonances such that the general
form (5) can be used.
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3 Assignment of anti resonances

Assigning anti resonances can be accomplished by structural modification [5, 6], where mass and stiffness
properties of the structure are altered. An alternative is the attachment of undamped vibration absorbers [7].
Here, a substructure coupling technique is used that allows to determine in a well-considered way the changes
of the structure needed to assign certain anti resonances. An important part in this matter is a thorough
understanding of the location and the amount of modification. The modification is restricted to attaching
vibration absorbers, although it could be extended to cope with structural modification as well.

Consider a structure modelled as an undamped multi-degree-of-freedom lumped mass-elastic system excited
with load vector f (Figure 1).

m1
m2

k1
k

2 ki

mi

kj-1
kj kj+1 kn-2

kn-1

mj
mj+1

mn-1 mn

q1 q2
qj+1qj

qn-1 qn

ki-1

mi-1

ki-2

qiqi-1

Figure 1: Main system

The equations of motion (1), become:

Mq̈ + Kq = f (6)

Laplace transformation (zero initial conditions) yields:

Q(s) =
(
Ms2 + K

)−1
F (s) (7)

= H(s)F (s) (8)

with H the transfer function matrix. For a harmonic load f the transfer function matrix becomes:

H(ω) = (K −Mω2)−1 (9)

The (ij)th element of this symmetric matrix is written as Hij and denotes the transfer function between a
harmonic load fj applied at coordinate qj (exciter point) and the response at coordinate qi (receiver point).
The zeros of Hij are known as the anti resonances, the poles are known as the resonances or eigenfrequencies.
While the resonances are the same for each Hij , this is not true for the anti resonances.

3.1 Substructure coupling technique

The mass-elastic system given in Figure 1 is divided into three subsystems according to [8] (Figure 2). The
choice of the subsystems depends on the exciter point E (coordinate qj) and the receiver point R (coordinate
qi).

m1
m2

k1
k

2 ki

mi

kj-1
kj kj+1 kn-2

kn-1

mj
mj+1

mn-1 mn

fj

ER

q1 q2
qj+1qj

qn-1 qn

A B C

ki-1

mi-1

ki-2

qiqi-1

Figure 2: Main system divided into three subsystems
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3.1.1 The multi-degree-of-freedom absorber

In [8] the main system is divided into three subsystems according to figure 2 where subsystems A and C are
considered as multi-degree-of-freedom absorbers. It is shown that Hij , HRE can be written as:

Hij(ω) , HRE(ω) = αij

i−1∏
k=1

(ω2 − µ̂2
k)

r∏
k=1

(ω2 − µ̃2
k)

n∏
k=1

(ω2 − µ2
k)

(10)

In (10) αij is a constant, µ̂k are the eigenfrequencies of subsystem A when grounded at spring ki−1, µ̃k

are the eigenfrequencies of subsystem C when grounded at spring kj and µk are the eigenfrequencies of the
overall system. Equation (10) shows that the anti resonances of HRE are made up by the eigenfrequencies
of the grounded subsystems A and C (as a consequence the number of anti resonances of HRE decreases as
the number of degrees of freedom in between R and E increases). Therefore, assigning anti resonances to
HRE is equivalent with assigning resonances to the grounded subsystems A and C.

3.1.2 Coupling technique exploring frequency response functions

A different substructure coupling technique is explained in [9]. Systems X and Y are coupled through a set
of coupling coordinates yielding the assembled system Z (Figure 3).

X
Y

Z

Figure 3: Coupling systems X and Y

This method is interesting as it denotes the relation between the frequency response functions of the two
coupled systems X and Y and the frequency response functions of the overall system Z:

[HZ ]PP = [HX ]PP − [HX ]PS([HX ]SS + [HY ]SS)−1[HX ]SP (11)

[HZ ]PP = [HX ]PS([HX ]SS + [HY ]SS)−1[HY ]SS (12)

[HZ ]PT = [HX ]PS([HX ]SS + [HY ]SS)−1[HY ]ST (13)

[HZ ]SS = [HX ]SS([HX ]SS + [HY ]SS)−1[HY ]SS (14)

[HZ ]ST = [HX ]SS([HX ]SS + [HY ]SS)−1[HY ]ST (15)

[HZ ]TT = [HY ]TT − [HY ]TS([HX ]SS + [HY ]SS)−1[HY ]ST (16)

where S denotes the set of coupling coordinates, P and T denote the set of free coordinates corresponding
to systems X and Y respectively.

In Section 3.1.3 we apply this coupling technique subsequently to the system of Figure 2.
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3.1.3 Coupling of three systems

First consider the main system of figure 2 as the coupling of two systems, system A and system (B+C). As
the right end of system A ends with a spring, we extend this system with a weightless attachment point WA

in order to make the coupling technique of Section 3.1.2 feasible (Figure 4).
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kj-1
kj kj+1 kn-2

kn-1

mj
mj+1

mn-1 mn

fj

ER

qj+1qj
qn-1 qn

B C

qi

+

Figure 4: Coupling of subsystem A and subsystem (B+C)

HRE can be written as (dependence on ω is omitted):

HRE = [HA]WAWA

{
[HA]WAWA

+ [H(B+C)]RR

}−1 [H(B+C)]RE (17)

where [HA]WAWA
denotes the element corresponding to point WA in the frequency response function matrix

[HA]:

[HA] =


k1 −m1ω

2 −k1

−k1 k1 + k2 −m2ω
2 −k2

. . .
−ki−2 ki−2 + ki−1 −mi−1ω

2 −ki−1

−ki−1 ki−1


−1

(18)

, (KA −MAω2)−1 (19)

Next the system (B+C) is decoupled into B and C. Again a weightless attachment point WC is added at the
left of C (Figure 5).

ki

mi

kj-1
kj kj+1 kn-2

kn-1

mj
mj+1

mn-1 mn

f

PQ

qj+1

qj

qn-1 qn

B C

qi

Weightless attachment point

WC

Figure 5: Coupling of subsystem B and subsystem C

[H(B+C)]RE becomes:

[H(B+C)]RE = [HB]RE {[HB]EE + [HC ]WCWC
}−1 [HC ]WCWC

(20)
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with

[HB] =


ki −miω

2 −ki

−ki ki + ki+1 −mi+1ω
2 −ki+1

. . .
−kj−2 kj−2 + kj−1 −mj−1ω

2 −kj−1

−kj−1 kj−1 −mjω
2


−1

(21)

, (KB −MBω2)−1 (22)

[HC ] =


kj −kj

−kj kj + kj+1 −mj+1ω
2 −kj+1

. . .
−kn−2 kn−2 + kn−1 −mn−1ω

2 −kn−1

−kn−1 kn−1 −mnω2


−1

(23)

, (KC −MCω2)−1 (24)

By combining (17) and (20), HRE becomes:

HRE =
[HA]WAWA

[HB]RE [HC ]WCWC{
[HA]WAWA

+ [H(B+C)]RR

} {[HB]EE + [HC ]WCWC
} (25)

Simplifying (25) shows that the anti resonances of HRE are given by the anti resonances of [HA]WAWA
,

[HB]RE and [HC ]WCWC
. This means the problem of assigning anti resonances to HRE is reduced to assign-

ing anti resonances to the subsystems A,B and C.

More precisely:

• The anti resonances of [HA]WAWA
are given by deleting both row and column corresponding to point

WA in (KA −MAω2) (19) and taking the determinant. Hence, the anti resonances of [HA]WAWA
are

given by the resonances of subsystem A when grounded at spring ki−1.

• The same analysis holds for subsystem C. The anti resonances of [HC ]WCWC
are given by the reso-

nances of subsystem C when grounded at spring kj .

• As R and E denote the first and last coordinate of subsystem B, [HB]RE has no anti resonances.

The same results as given in Section 3.1.1 are retrieved. However, in the subsequent analysis, HRE given by
(25) appears to be more useful than (10).

3.2 Assigning the anti resonances

As shown in Section 3.1, the analysis of assigning anti resonances to HRE can be divided into three parts
(25). As the analysis for subsystems A and C (Figure 2) appears quite similar, they are discussed together.

a) Subsystem B

Attaching an undamped vibration absorber anywhere along subsystem B (at coordinates qi to qj) creates
an anti resonance for HRE at the tuning frequency ω2

a = ka
ma

of the absorber. This can be seen from
(22). Assume without loss of generality a vibration absorber attached at coordinate v ′qB = qi+1 with
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qB = [qi qi+1 · · · qj ]′ and v = [0 1 0 · · · 0]′. This extends B with one degree of freedom. Equation (22)
becomes:

[HB] =


0

[KB + vv′ka−MBω2] −ka

0
0

0 −ka 0 · · · 0 ka −maω
2


−1

(26)

The anti resonances are given by the roots of the numerator of element [HB]RE in [HB]:

(−ki)(−ki+1(−ki+2) · · · (−kn − 1)(ka −maω
2) = 0 (27)

Hence, the absorber effectively blocks excitation signals with frequency ω = ωa.

Remark As [HB]RE in (25) has no anti resonances, changing the mass or stiffness properties of the struc-
ture (i.e. structural modification)in this area has no influence on the anti resonances of HRE . However, it
does change the resonances of the overall system. Therefore, vibration reduction can still be achieved by
shifting the resonances towards the anti resonances and thereby creating a pole-zero cancellation [10]. This
will not be discussed further on.

b) Subsystems A and C

Assigning anti resonances to [HA]WAWA
and [HC ]WCWC

corresponds to assigning resonances to the grounded
subsystems Ag and Cg (Figure 6).

m1
m2

k1
k

2 kj kj+1 kn-2
kn-1

mj+1
mn-1 mn

q1 q2 qj+1
qn-1 qn

Ag Cg

ki-1

mi-1

ki-2

qi-1

Figure 6: Grounded subsystems A and C

This means the resonances of Ag or Cg need to be shifted to the required anti resonances of HRE . This
defines a pole placement problem which can be analyzed through Section 2. Here we focus on the assign-
ment of one resonance by attaching a single-degree-of-freedom undamped vibration absorber. Attaching a
vibration absorber with coordinate qa, mass ma and stiffness ka to the main system at location v′q changes
the equations of motion given in (6) as follows:

Mq̈ + Kq + vka(v′q − qa) = f (28)

maq̈a + ka(qa − v′q) = 0 (29)

Taking the Laplace transform (zero initial conditions) and eliminating qa yields:

Q(s) = Ĥ(s)F (s) (30)

where

Ĥ(s) =
{

Ms2 + K + v
makas

2

mas2 + ka
v′

}−1

(31)
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Using the Sherman-Morrison matrix inversion theorem [12] the transfer function matrix given in (31) can be
rewritten as follows:

Ĥ(s) = H(s)−H(s)v
[
v′H(s)v +

mas
2 + ka

makas2

]−1

v′H(s) (32)

Pre and post multiplying of Eq. (32) with v′ and v respectively gives:

v′Ĥ(s)v = v′H(s)v − v′H(s)v
[
v′H(s)v +

mas
2 + ka

makas2

]−1

v′H(s)v (33)

or simplified:

v′Ĥ(s)v =
v′H(s)v

1 + σ(s)s2v′H(s)v
(34)

where

σ(s) =
maka

mas2 + ka
(35)

v′Ĥv is the transfer function between the generalized force at coordinate v ′q and its response at the same
coordinate. The resonances of the system with absorber are given by (s = jω):

1− makaω
2

ka −maω2
v′H(ω)v = 0 (36)

Solving for ka, equation (36) becomes:

ka =
maω

2

1−maω2v′H(ω)v
(37)

As stated by [11], to obtain positive values for ka, the following inequality should be satisfied:

v′H(ω)v <
1

maω2
(38)

Given the attachment location v′q and the absorber mass ma, (38) shows that not every frequency can be
assigned as a resonance. However, decreasing ma relaxes the inequality and allows for a wider frequency
range to assign. Moreover, in the limit ma → 0 every resonance can be assigned.

4 Robustness

In the previous section it is outlined how anti resonances can be created for a certain frequency response
function HRE with an undamped vibration absorber. The main problem with this design is the potential lack
of robustness. A slight change of the excitation frequency could introduce a new resonant condition causing
excessive vibration amplitudes. As our main concern is vibration reduction, we seek the absorber design
with the highest robustness according to Proposition 4.1:

Proposition 4.1 Increasing the robustness of the absorber design implies increasing the minimal spectral
gap between the created anti resonance and its neighboring resonances resulting from (36).

In other words: When an anti resonance is created by attaching an absorber, the distance in frequency
between this anti resonance and the new resonances next to this anti resonance should be as large as possible.
Where ’as large as possible’ means with respect to the maximum allowable absorber mass and the available
attachment locations.
We recall the following theorem of Arnold, (1991), p. 253. [13]:
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Theorem 4.1 Under an increase of rigidity of a system all characteristic frequencies are increased.

and state Theorem 4.2:

Theorem 4.2 Consider an undamped absorber attached at coordinate v ′q with tuning frequency ωa. In-
creasing the absorber mass shifts the resonances away from ωa in a monotone way. They can not be shifted
beyond the neighboring anti resonances of v′H(ω)v.

An extended proof is omitted here. The proof is based on Theorem 4.1, equation (34) and interlacing proper-
ties of the poles and zeros of v′Ĥ(ω)v and v′H(ω)v. Figure 7 shows the pole-zero maps of both v′H(ω)v and
v′Ĥ(ω)v for a certain absorber mass ma. The arrows illustrate the shift of the resonances as ma increases.
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PSfrag replacements
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+jωi

+jωa

−c + jωa

Figure 7: (a) Without absorber: poles and zeros of v′H(ω)v; (b) With absorber: poles and zeros of
v′Ĥ(ω)v as a function of the absorber mass ma.

The influence of both the absorber mass ma and the attachment location v′q is analyzed according to Propo-
sition 4.1. We focus on resonant conditions, i.e. the excitation frequency equals one of the resonance
frequencies ωi of the main system. The analysis differs whether the absorber is attached at subsystem B or
at subsystems A and C.

4.1 Subsystem B

To obtain an anti resonance at ω = ωi, the tuning frequency ωa of the absorber should be taken according to
(27):

ωa = ωi (39)

This reduces the absorber design to the determination of two parameters, the absorber mass ma and the
attachment location v′q. According to Theorem 4.2 increasing the absorber mass increases the robustness
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of the design as the neighboring resonances are shifted further away. The achievable shift can be analyzed
with the general framework explained in Section 2. Off course this increase is also limited due to practical
considerations.

The determination of the attachment location is less straightforward. When dealing with a sufficiently low
absorber mass and well separated resonances the single mode approach is valid [14]. This means the modal
form of v′H(ω)v:

v′H(ω)v = v′(K −Mω2)−1v (40)

=
n∑

k=1

(v′ek)2

ω2
k − ω2

(41)

with resonances ωk (k = 1, ..., n) and mass normalized eigenvectors ek (k = 1, ..., n) can be approximated
by:

v′H(ω)v ≈ (v′ei)2

ω2
i − ω2

(42)

From Eq. (36) and (42) it can be seen that for a given mass ma, the shift of the resonances near ωi will
increase as (v′ei)2 increases. We recover the well known result that an anti nodal location, i.e. the location
with the maximum value for |v′ei|, yields the best location.

When the single mode approach is not valid, other modes have to be taken into consideration. As an anti
resonance is to be created for ωi, the neighboring modes ωi−1 and ωi+1 have the highest influence. Therefore,
when determining the attachment location in this case, the mode activities |v ′ei−1| and |v′ei+1| will become
important. An alternative approach is looking at the neighboring anti resonances of ωi as these define the
limits for the shift of the new resonances (Theorem 4.2).

4.2 Subsystems A and C

As opposed to the analysis for subsystem B, the absorber’s parameters (ma, ωa and v′q) need to be deter-
mined in an integrated way as they all influence each other. As shown by (38), choosing the attachment
location v′q a priori limits the assignable resonances of these subsystems (assignable anti resonances for
the overall system) for a certain absorber mass ma and vice versa. Therefore we determine the attachment
location that leaves the widest freedom of choice for ma and ωa in assigning a certain resonance. Then ma

and ωa are determined in order to maximize the robustness (Proposition 4.1). The analysis is equivalent for
both subsystems A and C.

In the single mode approach the location with the maximum value for |v ′ei|, yields the best location. If this
single mode approach is not valid (e.g. a large absorber mass) a different analysis should be used. Figure 8
shows the alternating poles and zeros along the imaginary axis of v ′AHAvA corresponding to subsystem A
(v′AqA denotes a location on A).
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Figure 8: Possible tuning frequencies ωa for the absorber to assign a certain frequency.

Assume a resonance frequency has to be assigned at the frequency indicated by the arrow. According to
Theorem 4.2 an absorber with tuning frequency ωa anywhere along the dotted line can assign this frequency.
For both A and C we determine the attachment location that maximizes the length of this dotted line. The
remaining parameters ma and ωa are chosen as follows. Increasing ma increases the robustness of the design
towards the overall system. The tuning frequency ωa is derived from (37).

4.3 Discussion

For each subsystem the absorber design is determined that maximizes the robustness w.r.t. changes in the
excitation frequency. The question remains where the absorber should be attached (subsystem A, B or C)
to obtain the overall maximal robustness. Intuitively one would assume subsystem B as in this region the
receiver point R and the exciter point E are located. However this is not clear a priori. An example regarding
this problem is given in Section 5.
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5 Example

Consider an undamped spring-mass system (8 DOF) (Fig. 9). The excitation frequency at point E is equal
to ω2 (Table 1). For this frequency an anti resonance has to be assigned at point R.

A B C

PSfrag replacements

m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8

k1 k2 k3 k4 k5 k6 k7 k8

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8

R E

Figure 9: Spring-mass system with 8 degrees of freedom

Table 1: Modal parameters

Mass values (kg) Spring values (N/m) Resonances (rad/s)
m1 = 1 k1 = 1 ω1 = 0.131
m2 = 2 k2 = 2 ω2 = 0.409
m3 = 3 k3 = 4 ω3 = 0.730
m4 = 4 k4 = 3 ω4 = 1.115
m5 = 5 k5 = 1 ω5 = 1.184
m6 = 3 k6 = 2 ω6 = 1.600
m7 = 4 k7 = 3 ω7 = 1.699
m8 = 2 k8 = 2 ω8 = 2.245

The system is divided into three subsystems according to Section 3.1. For each subsystem the absorber
parameters (attachment location and tuning frequency ωa) are determined that maximize the robustness ac-
cording to Proposition 4.1. For the absorber mass, ma = 1 kg is taken. As we are dealing with a sufficiently
low absorber mass and well separated resonances, the single mode approach is valid. The eigenvector e2

(Table 2) corresponding to resonance ω2 indicates the best attachment location.

Table 2: Eigenvector e2

Location q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8

-0.192 -0.272 -0.289 -0.264 0.010 0.121 0.188 0.225

Table 3: Absorber parameters for subsystems A, B and C.

Subsystem Attachment location ωa (rad/s) Neighboring resonances (rad/s) Spectral gap (rad/s)
A q3 ωa = 0.422 0.360-0.481 0.049
B q4 ωa = 0.409 0.360-0.467 0.049

q6 ωa = 0.409 0.389-0.438 0.020
C q8 ωa = 0.465 0.381-0.489 0.028
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The results are summarized in Table 3. The robustness is determined by the minimal spectral gap between
the anti resonance (0.409 rad/s) and its neighboring resonances. This is shown in the last column of Table
3. As could be expected, attaching the absorber at the receiver point yields the best result. However, the
absorber attached at q3 in subsystem A achieves the same robustness.

6 Conclusion

We discussed the ability of passive undamped vibration absorbers to create anti resonances for a mass elastic
system as this is an important option in vibration control. A substructure coupling technique showed the
equivalence between the assignment of anti resonances and the assignment of resonances. Therefore the de-
sign of passive vibration absorbers was fitted into the general pole allocation problem of linear time invariant
systems.

Robustness was an important issue. It was defined as avoiding the situation where a desired anti resonance is
very close to a neighboring resonance such that some variation on the excitation frequency can be allowed.
The choice of the location of the absorber as well as the absorber mass were shown to have significant
influence in this matter.
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Abstract 
 

In the automotive industry damping has become an important and highly effective design parameter for 
reducing low-frequency vibroacoustic noise in the vehicle compartment. It is a fairly straightforward 
procedure to compute vibroacoustic frequency responses of a damped car body for a given excitation and 
to compare the resulting response levels to a prescribed specification over a frequency range. However, 
when specification levels are exceeded at particular frequencies, the engineer must be able to localize the 
relevant structural components to be damped and subsequently define the appropriate damping at the 
component level in order to satisfy the specifications at the vehicle level. 

This problem of damping specification has been under study at PSA Peugeot Citroën over the past several 
years and has recently resulted in a new methodology and corresponding software tool which are 
presented in this article. 

1 Introduction 

Vehicle comfort as perceived by the driver and passengers has become a major consideration in the design 
of cars resulting in increasingly stringent acoustic and vibration (ACV) specifications which must be 
satisfied. The degree of comfort can be quantified in terms of both mechanical vibrations and acoustic 
noise in the vehicle compartment coming from multiple sources including engine, suspension, wheels and 
aerodynamic loads. 

To satisfy design specifications, increased stiffness has often been considered to reduce response levels. 
However, this comes at the cost of increased mass which negatively impacts production costs and vehicle 
performance. As an alternative, damping is now being used as an efficient design parameter. 

As a follow-up to a study carried out by PSA Peugeot Citroën [1], a software tool has been developed to 
demonstrate the feasibility of including damping as a design parameter during the specification phase of 
the design process. Based on a substructuring approach, the tool allows the engineer to identify the critical 
vehicle components to be damped and estimate the amount of damping to be introduced in order to satisfy 
design specifications. 

The methodology relies on the computation of normal modes for the global structure (including acoustic 
cavities) as well as the modes for each of the considered substructures (components). Both unconstrained 
(free-free) and constrained boundary conditions may be used depending on the particular component (roof, 
suspension, floorboard, etc.). 

By projecting the component modes onto the basis of global modes, a transformation may be derived in 
order to establish a relationship between modal damping values at the component level and the 
corresponding modal damping (generally coupled) in the global structure. Identifying the critical 
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component modes to be damped is achieved by the use of modal participation factors based on modal 
strain energies. 

The vibroacoustic frequency responses of the global structure may then be efficiently computed for any 
prescribed set of component damping values by adding the resulting modal damping matrix to the 
generalized dynamic stiffness matrix and then solving the system for a given excitation. Using this 
procedure, it is therefore possible to interactively adjust component damping values until specification 
levels are satisfied over all frequency bands. 

The methodology has been implemented in a software tool written in MATLAB and interfaced with 
MSC/NASTRAN for the computation of the global structure and component modes. Several industrial 
requirements had to be satisfied including the following needs: 

§ handling of large models (millions of DOF and thousands of modes) 

§ use of a seamless interface with MSC/NASTRAN (located on a high-performance server) 

§ interactive response computation and damping specification 

In this article the theoretical background of the underlying methods is presented. Next the architecture of 
the software is described as well as the different computational steps: importation of the global structure 
and component models, modal analysis, computation of frequency responses and modal participation 
factors, and damping specification. Finally an industrial application is provided to illustrate the interest of 
the methodology for vibroacoustic damping specification. 

2 Nomenclature 

2.1 Abbreviations 

DOF Degree-of-freedom 

FRF Frequency Response Function 

MPF Modal Participation Factor 

GS Global Structure 

S, SS Substructure(s) 

2.2 Matrix conventions 

In general, ijX designates a matrix with n rows relative to the DOF i, and m columns relative to the DOF j. 

This convention implies that the transpose of the matrix may be expressed by the relation T
ijji XX =  

which corresponds to permuting the row and column subscripts. Moreover the matrix, iiX  (which is not 
necessarily diagonal) is necessarily symmetric. These matrix properties assume that the reciprocity 
principle is respected. However in some situations such as coupled fluid-structure systems, some 
symmetries are lost, in which case special precautions are taken in the matrix notation to remove any 
possible ambiguity. 

2.3 Scalars and matrices 

A Fluid-structure coupling matrix 

E Elastic energy 

f Frequency (Hz) 
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F Force 

g Structural damping for substructure(s) 

G, GFL Structural damping for global structure and fluid 

i 1−  

K, k Stiffness (force/displacement) 

M, m Mass (force/acceleration) 

p Pressure 

q Modal displacement 

u Physical displacement 

Y Left eigenvector 

Φ  Eigenvector, right eigenvector 

Ψ  Junction mode (static constraint mode) 

τ  Fraction of elastic energy 

ω  Circular frequency fπω 2=  

2.4 Subscripts 

e Element, excitation s Structure 

f Fluid t Truncated mode 

i Internal DOF S Substructure 

j Junction (fixed-interface) DOF 

k Substructure mode 

l Fluid (acoustic) mode 

m Global structure mode (without fluid) 

n Global structure mode (coupled with fluid) 

o Observation (response) DOF 

3 Theoretical Background 

3.1 Normal modes of a coupled fluid-structure system 

The equations of motion governing the harmonic response of a coupled fluid-structure system comprising 
s structural degrees of freedom (DOF) and f fluid DOF are expressed below. 
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ssM  Structure mass matrix (symmetric)  su  Vector of structural displacements  
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ssK  Structure stiffness matrix (symmetric)  fp  Vector of fluid pressures 

 

ffM  Fluid "mass" matrix (symmetric)  sF  Vector off applied forces 

ffK  Fluid "stiffness" matrix (symmetric)  fQ Vector of acoustic sources ( ff i QQ ω=& ) 

fsA  Coupling matrix ( T
fssf AA = )  G, GFL   Structural damping for structure and fluid 

 

Only structural (hysteretic) is considered in Eq. (1) for the sake of simplicity. In the presence of viscous 
damping, an additional viscous damping matrix proportional to iω would be added to the equations of 
motion. 

Instead of solving Eq. (1) directly, a modal approach is used offering several important advantages such as 
numerical efficiency (reduced computation time), and physically interpretable parameters (natural 
frequency, modal energies, etc) necessary for damping specification. 

The normal modes of the coupled system may be computed from the eigenvalue problems shown below. 
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Although distinct left and right eigenvectors (Y ,F ) appear, they are related by the following expression 
due to the particular form of asymmetry introduced by the coupling matrix A. 
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Unfortunately, solving Eqs. (2-3) can be very time-consuming for large models due to the special form of 
the system. To reduce the computational effort, the system is first condensed using the uncoupled structure 
and fluid modes as defined below. 

 ( ) ssmssssm 0FKM =+− 2ω  (5)  

 ( ) fflffffl 0FKM =+− 2ω  (6)  

Eq. (5) provides m modes of the structure without fluid, whereas Eq. (6) provides l modes of the fluid 
assuming rigid cavity walls. Using the associated eigenvectors, smF  and flF , the physical system of 

Eqs. (2) and (3)  can be condensed to the modal system shown below. 
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The terms m et k are diagonal mass and stiffness matrices associated with the structure and fluid modes. 
Eqs. (7) and (8) may now be efficiently solved to obtain the eigenvalues 2

nω  and generalized eigenvectors 
of the coupled system. The physical eigenvectors are obtained by applying the following back-
transformation. 
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3.2 Residual modes 

To minimize truncation errors, the uncoupled structure and fluid normal modes smF  and flF  obtained 

from Eqs. (5) and (6) must be enriched by a set of residual modes that provide information about the 
coupling effects across the structure-fluid boundaries. 

A residual mode is similar to a normal mode in that it satisfies the same orthogonality properties and has 
an associated eigenvalue. However it does not satisfy the eigenvalue problem since each residual is in fact 
a particular linear combination of all the truncated (superior) normal modes.  

Although residual modes (sometimes known as residual vectors or pseudo-modes) have been in use for 
well over a decade, their application to coupled analysis is recent [2,3] and has been implemented in this 
study. The procedure for deriving the residual modes is summarized below. 

For the structure, a set of m static modes smX  is computed resulting from the forces exerted by the fluid 
modes across the fluid-structure boundary. 

 smsfsmss FCXK =  (10) 

Similarly for the fluid, a set of n static modes fnX  is obtained using the pressure exerted by the structure 

modes across the same boundary but in the opposite sense. 

 fnfsfnff FCXK =  (11) 

Next, the static modes smX  and fnX  are "filtered" or rendered orthogonal with respect to the normal 

modes snF  and fmF , and then orthogonalized to form an orthonormal basis of residual modes smF̂  and 

fnF̂  which are then appended to the normal modes to form the enriched modal bases shown below. 

 ]ˆ[ smsnsn FFF ←  (12) 

 ]ˆ[ fnfmfm FFF ←  (13) 

3.3 Frequency responses of the coupled system 

The n coupled modes derived above may be used to condense the equations of motion of Eq. (1). The 
resulting generalized dynamic stiffness may be written as follows. 

 fnnsnnnnnn GFLiGi ,,
2)( KKkmK +++−= ωω  (14) 

Note that the hysteretic damping in the structure and the fluid is introduced by the matrices snn,K  and 

fnn,K  which are symmetric but non-diagonal, and thus couple the system. 

 snssnssnn FKFK =,  (15) 

 fnffnfnfnn FKFK 2
,

−= ω  (16) 

External forces, )(ωeF  applied to the excitation DOF, e, are transformed to generalized forces by the 
following expression.  
 )()( ωω enen FFF =  (17) 
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In the case of excitation via acoustic sources, )(ωeQ , the corresponding generalized excitation is written 

 )()/()( 2 ωωωω enenn QFF =  (18) 

The generalized responses, )(ωnq , are obtained by solving the following linear system at each excitation 
frequency, ω . 

 )()()( ωωω nnnn FqK =  (19) 

Finally, the physical responses )(ωou  are obtained by back-transformation using the eigenvectors 
partitioned on the corresponding observation DOF, o. 
 )()( ωω nono qFu =  (20) 

3.4 Projection of system modes on substructure modes 

Since damping is to be specified with respect to the components or substructures, it is necessary to express 
the global structure's response in terms of the substructure's contributions. This is done by projection of 
the system modes onto the substructure modes. 

This projection is illustrated graphically in Figure 1 by considering the first four bending modes of a 
simple beam structure plotted in Figure 1a. 

 
 

Figure 1 - Modes of the Global Structure and Substructure 

 

Consider a component of the structure designated by the substructure, S, whose modes will depend on the 
boundary conditions that we wish to impose at its interface.  

S 

)(ωeF

S S 

a) modes of the global structure 

b) mode of the substructure S (free interface) 

c) modes of the substructure S ( fixed-interface) 

S
ij?

S
ikF

S
ikF

inF

1=δ

1=θ
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For a free-interface, the k modes of the substructure illustrated in Figure 1b, are obtained from the 
following eigenvalue problem. 

 ( ) k
S
ik

S
ii

S
iik 0FKM =+− 2ω  (21) 

If one or more of the interface DOF are blocked (DOF j), a set of junction modes (static constraint modes),  
S
ij?  must be computed in addition to the fixed-interface normal modes. Illustrated in Figure 1c, the 

junction modes are obtained by successively imposing a unit displacement at each of the junction DOF, j 
as defined in the following expression. 

 ij
S
ij

S
ii I?K =  (22) 

To determine the response as a function of the substructure modes, we start with the expression of the 
response on the substructure's DOF, i. 

 )()( ωω nin
S
i qFu =  (23) 

For the case of a free-interface substructure, we can express the response in terms of the substructure's 
modes comprising the k retained modes, S

ikF , and the t truncated modes, S
itF  resulting in the following 

expression. 
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Premultiplying Eq. (24) by S
ii

S
ki MF  leads to: 

 

 )()()( ωωω S
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Finally, from Eq. (25) we can determine the contribution of the k substructure modes, to the n global 
modes via the modal projection matrix S

knT . 

 

 )()( ωω n
S
kn

S
k qTq =  (26) 

with  in
S
ii

S
ki

S
k

S
kn FMFmT

1−
=  

 
Similar expressions may be derived for the case of fixed-interface substructures. 

3.5 Modal Participation Factors 

Modal Participation Factors (MPF) are used to quantify the contribution or importance of a substructure or 
its modes with respect to the response of the global structure. 

The MPF are derived from elastic modal energies in order to establish a direct link to the localization and 
specification of damping associated with the modes of substructure. 

The total elastic energy, )(ωE , of a given response may be expressed in terms of the generalized 
displacements, )(ωnq  and the associated generalized stiffnesses nk . 

S
km 0 by orthogonality 
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The MPF provide the distribution of the total energy among the modes of the substructures expressed as a 
fraction of total energy as defined below. 
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By extension, MPF providing the contribution of each substructure may be defined using the 
substructure's stiffness matrix, S

iiK , according to the following expression. 
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And finally, MPF may be defined to determine the energy distribution between the structure and fluid 
using the matrices introduced in Eq. (15) and (16).  
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3.6 Damping Specification 

For the critical substructure mode k of the substructure S, identified by the MPF, damping may then be 

specified via structural damping factors S
kg . Using the modal projection matrix, S

knT  of Eq. (26), the 

specified damping is expressed in terms of the global structure's modes by the matrix S
nnD  defined below. 

 ( ) S
kn

S
k

S
k

S
nk

S
nn TkgTD ⋅=  (35) 

This additional damping is summed over all substructures and then added to the dynamic stiffness matrix 
of Eq. (14) resulting in the following expression. 

 ∑++++−=
S

S
nnfnnsnnnnnn iGFLiGi DKKkmK ,,

2)( ωω  (36) 

Using Eq. (36) the frequency responses are computed following the procedure described in §3.3. 
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4 Software Description 

4.1 Introduction 

The damping specification methodology has been integrated into an interactive software application 
named OSACA, using MATLAB as the principal development environment. OSACA was designed from 
the start to be used in an industrial context and therefore had to satisfy several functional requirements 
summarized below. 

§ Handling of large models (millions of DOF and thousands of modes) 

§ Interface with CAD tools used by PSA Peugeot Citroën 

§ Interface with MSC/NASTRAN (located on a high-performance server) 

§ Interactive damping specification and response calculations 

4.2 Architecture 

The overall architecture of OSACA includes five functional steps which are schematized below in Figure 
2 and described hereafter. 

 

 
Figure 2 - OSACA Architecture 

 

Import of GS and SS 

The first step involves importing of the global structure (GS) and corresponding substructures (SS). The 
NASTRAN input files are read, checked and adapted in preparation for the subsequent analyses performed 
in NASTRAN and by OSACA. The definition of all load cases (excitation and response points, initial 
damping, excitation frequencies, etc.) is extracted automatically from the GS input file. 

NASTRAN 

NASTRAN 

1)  Import of GS and SS 

 

2)  Modal Analysis of GS 

 

3)  Modal Analysis of SS 

 

4)  MPF and Initial Responses 

 

5)  Damping Specification 

 

OSACA 

SS 

FGS 

Server 
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The mesh of each imported substructure must coincide with the corresponding part of the global 
structure's mesh. However, the GS and SS node and element IDs do not have to be the same since ID 
correspondence tables are computed automatically using geometrical and topological analysis.  

In practice only the substructures for which damping is to be specified need to be imported. The boundary 
conditions as well as the definition of sub-objects are extracted automatically from the SS input file. 

 

Modal Analysis of GS 

The next step involves computing the normal modes of the global structure in NASTRAN. If fluid cavities 
are present, the modal projection technique described in chapter 3 using the uncoupled structure and fluid 
modes along with residual modes is performed to reduce computation time while maintaining accuracy. 
The modal projection technique is implemented into the NASTRAN using a specially developed DMAP 
script. 

Output of the modal analysis is imported to OSACA and includes all the modal terms required to compute 
the initial frequency responses within OSACA. The global structure modes are also stored locally on the 
NASTRAN machine, and used as input for substructure analysis. 

 

Modal Analysis of SS 

The normal modes of each substructure are computed in NASTRAN and used along with the normal 
modes of the global structure to determine the modal projection matrix S

knT  defined in Eq. (26). The 

normal modes and projection matrix for each SS are imported to OSACA and used for subsequent 
computation of MPF and damping specification. 

 

MPF and Initial Responses 

At this stage, initial responses according to Eq. (14) and the associated MPF defined in chapter 3.5 may be 
calculated with OSACA. The initial responses may be compared with prescribed specification levels to 
evaluate response levels over the entire frequency band. The MPF may then be computed at the critical 
frequencies where the response levels exceed the specification in order to identify the substructure modes 
for which damping allocation would be the most effective at reducing the response levels. 

 

Damping Specification 

The last step involves allocating damping to the substructure modes identified by the MPF and computing 
the corresponding damped responses according to chapter 3.6. Since response calculation is performed 
using a modal approach, the damping specification process is performed interactively. Moreover, the 
damped responses may be computed over any portion of the frequency band - allowing the user to 
efficiently examine local effects around one or two peaks, or broadband effects over the entire frequency 
range. An unlimited number of damping specification cases may be defined for any number of 
substructure modes. 
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4.3 Graphical User Interface 

The OSACA graphical user interface is illustrated below in Figure 3. All functions are integrated into a 
single window combining menu and icon bars, control panels and graphical displays. 

 

 
  

Figure 3 - OSACA Graphical User Interface 

 

The user interface illustrated in Figure 3 is organized into 3 panels - each panel regrouping a number of 
related functions and displays. 

The first panel (A) shown to the left in Figure 3 provides a list of the global structure and associated 
substructures along with a summary of the computed modes. Optional sub-objects representing structural 
zones of each substructure are also listed. This panel is used primary during initial model import and 
modal analysis in NASTRAN. 

The second panel (B) shown to the right in Figure 3 contains the controls and displays relative to response 
calculations, MPF and damping specification. 

A third panel (shown later on in Figure 6) is dedicated to response plots. From one to four response plots 
may be selected to display and compare responses along with specification profiles for any number of 
damping cases. Frequency bands may be selected graphically in this panel to perform response 
calculations locally around one or several peaks. An illustration of the plot panel is presented hereafter in 
the industrial application. 

 

A B 
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5 Industrial Application 

5.1 Global Structure 

The methods and software developed in the framework of the study were validated using the car body 
model illustrated in Figure 4 comprising the structural mesh shown at left and an acoustic cavity shown at 
right representing together the global structure. 

 
Figure 4 - Global Structure with Acoustic Cavity 

 

For this particular industrial application OSACA was used to study and attenuate the acoustic pressure 
response levels computed at four points (fore and aft, left and right) within the passenger compartment. A 
total of 72 single point load cases located at 24 locations in the car body were used to excite the structure 
in the frequency range from 0 to 200 Hz. 

Modes of the coupled fluid-structure were calculated using the uncoupled structure and fluid cavity modes 
comprising rigid body, elastic and residual modes up to 300 Hz for the structure and 400 Hz for the fluid 
cavity to minimize modal truncation effects. These results are displayed in the upper left of Figure 3 along 
with global damping values for the structure and for the acoustic cavity. 

5.2 Substructures 

To study the effects of damping allocation, the five following substructures of the car body were 
considered: floorboard, left frame, right frame, engine cradle and roof. The corresponding meshes are 
presented in Figure 5. 

For each substructure the normal modes up to 300 Hz were calculated ranging in number from 4 elastic 
modes for the relatively stiff engine cradle to 197 elastic modes for the floorboard. The list of the 
substructures and corresponding modes is shown in Figure 3 below the global structure modes. 

 

 

 

Structure Mesh Acoustic Cavity Mesh 
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Figure 5 - Car Body Substructures 

5.3 MPF and Mode Localization 

Consider the acoustic response for a given load case and response point plotted in Figure 6. For this 
example we wish to attenuate the response level in the 120 -160 Hz frequency range encircled in red. By 
clicking on a peak (yellow cross at 148 Hz), the corresponding MPF are displayed allowing the user to 
readily identify the substructures and modes capable of effectively attenuating the selected peak. For the 
peak at 148 Hz we see that the floorboard mode 59 at 140.80 Hz contributes significantly (MPF = 3.4 %). 

 

 
Figure 6 - Damping Localization using MPF 

Floorboard 

Engine Cradle 

Right Frame 

Left Frame 

Roof 
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Following a similar examination of the MPF at the other peaks in the frequency range, we arrive at the list 
of identified substructure modes shown in Figure 7. Notice that the natural frequencies of the identified 
substructure modes are in general close to the frequency of the corresponding peaks. 

 

Peak Substructure Mode MPF 

122 Hz Left Frame 29 @ 154.61 Hz 2.1 % 

131 Hz Floorboard 58 @ 139.54 Hz 6.1 % 

148 Hz Floorboard 59 @ 140.80 Hz 3.4 % 

156 Hz Floorboard 69 @ 157.96 Hz 2.8 % 

Figure 7 - Identified Substructure Modes 
  

5.4 Damping Specification 

Damping specification consists of assigning damping values to each of the identified substructure modes 
and determining the effect on the corresponding responses. For the industrial application, a damping value 
of g = 0.1 was assigned to all 4 substructure modes of Figure 7. 

To evaluate the local influence of the specified damping, the response of Figure 6 was calculated in the 
frequency band of the selected peaks. The resulting damped response is plotted in green in Figure 8a and 
compared to the initial response plotted in red. As expected, all peaks are damped with attenuation 
consistent with the amount of prescribed damping and corresponding MPF. Notice that between peaks and 
in particular near antiresonances, the damped response amplitude may increase as illustrated below near 
140 Hz. 

Finally the response was computed over the entire frequency range in order to check the wideband effects 
of the specified damping as shown in Figure 8b. For this example, the influence of the specified damping 
remains concentrated on the selected peaks. However, in general substructure modes can have a wideband 
influence on the damped response.  

   
Figure 8 - Comparison of Initial and Damped Responses 
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6 Conclusions 

A method for damping localization and specification in automotive structures based on modal projection 
has been developed and implemented in an industrial tool at PSA Peugeot Citroën. Using the modes of the 
global structural its substructures, the computation of responses, modal participation factors and damping 
specification may be efficiently performed in an interactive environment. Both structural and 
vibroacoustic analysis can be performed. The tool has been validated using several benchmark and 
industrial models and is now being used for the preliminary design of vehicles. 
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Abstract
High-precision motion control requires an accurate modeling and compensation of friction effects. The
most recent dynamic friction models pursue a heuristic approach to capture tribological phenomena in both
pre-sliding and sliding regimes. They employ the nonlinear formalism with state equations and distributed
parameters to capture the pre-sliding hysteresis with non-local memory. This property constitutes a challenge
for the robust identification which currently limits their applicability for a model based motion control.
The Harmonic Drive gear transmission constitutes an application domain that requires an accurate friction
modeling and compensation. Because of their unique performance characteristics such as compact size, high
reduction ratios, high torque capacity and almost zero backlash harmonic drives are the first choice in high
precision systems like robot joints or machine tools.
This paper describes a modeling, identification, and compensation of stick-slip friction in the harmonic
drive gear system. The harmonic drive is part of an electromechanical actuator composed of the DC servo
motor, CPL-20A-160 harmonic drive components set, and the rotary encoders at the input and output sides
of transmission. The entire actuator dynamics is modeled such that multiple friction effects are isolated
and then identified from the response with respect to designated excitation signals. The distributed friction
parameters are identified from experimental data using an appropriate set of excitation signals. The identified
model provides the basis for the model based friction compensation compared with a standard PID control.
The achieved results demonstrate the reliability of identified models for the accurate friction compensation
with the objective to improve the tracking performance of the actuator.

1 Introduction

Friction phenomena are present in almost any mechanical systems. From the stability point of view friction
serves as a natural damping in the driving mechanism. On the other hand friction induces tracking errors,
limit cycles, and undesired stick-slip motion. The inherently nonlinear nature of friction renders linear
control strategies less suitable for an accurate friction compensation.

The classical friction models are described by a static relationship between velocity and friction force. Typ-
ical examples are combinations of Coulomb friction, viscous friction, and Stribeck effect [1]. The main
drawback of this modeling approach is that a friction force only occurs at non-zero velocity which causes
a discontinuity at motion reversal. In fact, the motion never starts or stops abruptly and micro-sliding dis-
placements are actually observed [1]. Frictional effects are categorized into two main regimes: pre-sliding
and sliding [2]. In the pre-sliding regime the friction force is predominantly related to displacement, whereas
in the sliding regime the friction force depends on the velocity. Several modeling approaches to capture the
frictional phenomena in both pre-sliding and sliding regimes have been presented over the past two decades
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7].

The harmonic drive transmission, originally developed for aerospace and military applications, constitutes a
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challenging application domain that requires an accurate friction modeling and compensation. Due to their
unique performance characteristics such as compact size, high reduction ratios, high torque capacity, and
almost zero backlash the harmonic drives are utilized in high precision systems such as robots or machine
tools. Several papers [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] contributed to the modeling and parameter identification of
harmonic drive transmission including the entire system dynamics and conducted a number of quasi-static
and dynamic experiments. However, most approaches either apply the static friction only or consider the
appearance of friction coupled with other phenomena such as compliance. A constitutive contribution with
an accurate friction representation in harmonic drives is described in [13], though with a particular emphasis
on the torsional behavior in harmonic drives.

This paper deals with a modeling, identification and compensation of stick-slip friction in the harmonic drive
actuator system. The experimental measurements reveal the friction influence in both pre-sliding and sliding
regimes. The dynamical torque balance provides the basis for identification of distributed friction parameters
without direct torque measurement. The most recent dynamical friction model, – General Maxwell Slip
(GMS) described in [7] is utilized for the feed-forward friction compensation in comparison with a static
friction model and a standard control without friction compensation. The following, section 2 describes the
harmonic drive gear as a component of the electro-mechanical actuator system. The torque equilibrium is
derived in the context of the overall system dynamics. Section 3 deals with the formalism of the friction
modeling and the experimental identification. In section 4 the identified static and dynamic friction models
are applied as part of a feed-forward compensation strategy and compared with the standard PID control.
Finally, the appropriate conclusions are given in section 5.

2 Harmonic drive actuator system

The harmonic drive gear is composed of three concentric elements, as depicted in Figure 1. The wave
generator with a ball bearing fitted onto an elliptical assembly with a connection hollow shaft. The circular
spline is a solid cylindrical ring with internal gear teeth. The flexspline is a nonrigid, cylindrical cup with
external teeth on the open end. The closed end of the cup provides an external flange connection.

FlexsplineCircular Spline 
Wave
Generator

Figure 1: Harmonic Drive component set (Source: Harmonic Drive AG (Germany))

The wave generator is nested inside the flexspline, causing the flexible gear-tooth circumference on the
flexible spline to adopt to the elliptical profile of the wave generator. The flexspline usually possesses two
teeth less than the circular spline and is slightly smaller in diameter compared to the circular spline. Since
the wave generator rotates and the circular spline is fixed, the cogging of the external teeth of the flexible
spline with the internal teeth of the circular spline causes a highly reduced rotation of the flexspline. The
most common configuration of harmonic drives is a speed reduction and a torque amplification, in which the
wave generator operates as the input side and the flexspline as the output side of the gear transmission. In
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this case the circular spline is fixed to an assembly. A harmonic drive enables high gear ratios of up to 320:1
achievable for a single input rotation.

2.1 Experimental testbed

Figure 2 shows schematically the harmonic drive actuator system and the experimental testbed used for the
identification and compensation approaches. The system is driven by the AXEM DC servo motor with a
shrunk-on-disk rotor, F9M2 with rated power output of 88 W and rated speed 3000 r.p.m. The angular
position q of the motor shaft is measured with a single turn absolute rotary encoder with 13 bit resolution.

compensation 
coupling

AXEM DC  
motor 

input  
encoder

CPL-20A-160  
harmonic drive 

output
encoder

Figure 2: Harmonic drive actuator system (left) and experimental testbed (right)

The output motor shaft is connected through the angular rigid compensation coupling to the input shaft of
the gear unit. The CPL-20A-160 harmonic drive components set with a nominal transmission ratio N = 160
is embedded in the rigid casing. Behind the gear output, a high precision optical encoder from Firma Gurley
Precision Instruments is mounted to capture the angular position of the output shaft. The encoder provides
a resolution of 20 bit per rotation and a nominal accuracy of 15 arcsec. The rotary shafts and coupling are
assumed without additional stiffness. All the bearings in the system are of the ball-bearing type.

The analog and digital input and output signals are provided by the real time framework on the PC based
controller with a sample rate of 4 kHz. The control signal is a voltage of ±14 V converted by the linear
current amplifier. The motor current i is measured by the voltage drop across a shunt resistance connected
in series with the DC motor and provided via 16 bit analog-digital converter. Both encoders are connected
via a parallel DIO interface allowing the data acquisition at the base sample rate. The angular velocity of the
motor shaft ω is obtained as a time derivative of measured position with a subsequent signal filter to reduce
the quantization errors.

2.2 Dynamical torque equilibrium

Since no additional load is applied to the output shaft of the gear transmission, the torque equilibrium is
given by

Tm N + Thd = 0 , (1)

in which Tm is an effective torque of the motor antagonized by the torque Thd arising within the harmonic
drive gear. N denotes the nominal gear ratio assumed to be constant since no torsional stiffness is considered.

Under the assumption of a homogenous magnetic field, the direct current (DC) motor is modeled as a linear
transducer from motor current to mechanical torque. The classical model of the DC motor, described by
[14], is composed of an electrical and a mechanical subsystem coupled by the motor torque constant Km and
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the back-electromotive force Ke. The angular velocity ω is controlled by the input voltage u with a constant
voltage drop attributed to the brush and rotor resistance R, and a back-electromotive force (EMF) caused by
the rotary armature. The motor inductance L contributes proportional to the change in motor current i. The
motor dynamics are described by

u(t) = L
di(t)
dt

+ R i(t) + Ke ω(t) , (2)

Km i(t) = J
dω(t)

dt
+ Kd ω(t) + τ + Tm(t), (3)

in which J denotes the mechanical inertia of the motor armature, shafts, and the wave generator, which has a
rigid connection to the motor shaft. Kd is a motor damping constant, and τ denotes the Coulomb friction of
the motor bearing. The inherent torque generated in harmonic drives is determined by the nonlinear friction
depending on the reduced angular velocity

Thd = F
( ω

N

)
. (4)

The motor parameters are identified from the set of step responses of the DC motor decoupled from the gear
unit. The different amplitudes of the excitation signals cover the entire domain of the control signal. The
identification approach is described by the authors in [15].

2.3 Elimination of pulsation torque

Pulsating torque is defined as a sum of cogging and ripples torques [16]. The cogging torque results from
the variable airgap reluctance due to slotting, i.e. caused by the tendency of the rotor to align with the
low reluctance paths. In contrast, ripple torque is generated by imperfections in the power converter and
deficiencies in the geometry of permanent magnets, that cause variations of the flux density around the airgap.
In addition to cogging and ripples torques, several constructive imperfections of the motor e.g. eccentricities
between stator and rotor lead to the phenomenon known as beating and contribute to the periodic torque
disturbances.
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Figure 3: Current measurement of the step and sinus responses (above) and the power spectrum (below).
Left plots correspond to original signals and right – to the filtered signals

The pulsation torque is detected from the current measurements subject to different excitation signals. The
left part of Figure 3 shows the observed current responses to the step and sinus excitations (above), and
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the normalized spectrum obtained by means of a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) (below). The first local
maximum in the spectrum coincides with the average rotation frequency of f0 = 46 Hz. The residual peaks
are in the vicinity of higher harmonics of the base rotating frequency f0. The marked peak on the right rep-
resents the eighth harmonics which corresponds to eight pairs of magnet poles on the motor stator. In case of
the sinusoidal excitation signal the peaks emerge at frequencies that are harmonics of the rotation frequency
rather than the excitation frequency. This confirms that the torque pulsations are related to geometry of the
motor rather than vibrations of the assembly induced by the excitation signal.

In order to eliminate the torque pulsations and obtain a torque signal suitable for the identification approaches
a low pass Butterworth filter [17] of the second order is applied. The cut-off frequency is selected at fc = 50
Hz, which coincides with the maximum rotation frequency of the motor armature. The filtered current and
its corresponding power spectrum are depicted in the right part of Figure 3.

3 Friction modeling

As mentioned in numerous publications the frictional phenomena fall into two major regimes: the so-called
pre-sliding and sliding regimes. During the pre-sliding regime the stiction forces of asperity contacts are
dominant. The asperity junctions deform elasto-plastically such that the friction force becomes a function
of relative displacement. This phenomenon results in the stick-slip motion, which usually occurs at low
velocities or motion reversals. As the relative displacement increases junctions are released and the system
transits into the steady-state sliding, in which the friction force is mainly dependent on the sliding velocity.
Several friction models of different level of detail attempt to capture the tribological phenomena in both pre-
sliding and sliding regimes and particularly the transition between both. In following, the most common form
of static friction and a generic model of dynamic friction are described with an experimental identification
approach.

3.1 Static friction

The classical friction model includes the Coulomb and viscose friction terms. Coulomb friction describes the
constant relationship between the friction force and the relative velocity between the frictional surfaces. The
friction force reverses its sign at the velocity reversal such that the model contains a discontinuity at zero-
velocity. The viscous term introduces the linear dependency of the friction force on the relative velocity.
From experimental observations it is evident that the friction force at near zero-velocity typically exceeds
the Coulomb friction force and corresponds to the breakaway or in other words static friction force. This
phenomenon is captured by the Stribeck effect which describes the decrease of the friction amount with
velocity increases within the low-velocity Stribeck region. The most common nonlinear expression of the
static friction force (in our case torque) is given by

F (ω) = σ ω + sgn(ω)
(
Fc + (Fs − Fc) exp(−| ω

Vs
|δ)

)
, (5)

in which Fc denotes the Coulomb force, σ is the viscous friction coefficient, and the parameters Vs and
δ determine the friction decrease within the low-velocity Stribeck region. The frictional behavior at zero
velocity is bounded by the static friction force Fs. The major drawback of this model is its discontinuity at
velocity reversal which causes errors or even instability during the friction compensation.

3.2 Dynamic friction

The majority of heuristic friction models for identification and compensation assume a generalized friction
model structure, which consists in a friction force equation and a state equation [7].
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F = f(x, v, z) ,
dz
dt

= g(x, v, z) , (6)

in which f(·) and g(·) are general nonlinear functions of the position x, the velocity v, and an internal
state vector z. The state variable z often represents the average deflection of the contacting asperities or
the affiliated elementary force. Heuristic friction modeling is concerned with the identification of suitable
mathematical expressions for the generalized functions f(·) and g(·), which capture the observable friction
behavior within the micro and macro-displacement at different velocities. During pre-sliding, the friction
force exhibits a hysteretic behavior with a non-local memory as a function of relative displacement. The
Maxwell-Slip formalism [6] approximates the hysteresis behavior by N elasto-plastic elements connected in
parallel as depicted in Figure 4.

( )t

1k

ik

Nk

1W

iW

NW

Figure 4: Maxwell-Slip formalism

Each element i is subject to the common input ω(t) and is characterized by its specific maximum force Wi

and stiffness ki. The element remains sticking until the stiffness force exceeds its breakaway force Wi. The
total hysteresis force results from the superposition of the current forces of all elements.

The General Maxwell-Slip (GMS) friction model proposed in [7] includes three friction properties: (i) the
Stribeck curve for constant velocities, (ii) the hysteresis function with non-local memory in the pre-sliding
regime, and (iii) the frictional lag in the sliding regime. The GMS friction model involves N elementary
state models, which are either sticking or slipping, plus an additional viscous term with coefficient σ. The
elementary models are subject to the common input velocity ω and contribute to the total friction force

F (ω) =
N∑

i=1

zi + σ ω . (7)

The dynamic behavior of each elementary model i is described by:

• The element i is sticking
dzi

dt
= ki ω (8)

until zi > αi s(ω) in which αi = const.

• The element i remains slipping
dzi

dt
= sgn(ω)C(αi − zi

s(ω)
) (9)

until the velocity reaches zero.
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Each elementary model is characterized by its stiffness ki and fractional parameter αi. Both determine the
maximal force during sticking. The parameter C defines the gain with which the total friction force converges
towards the Stribeck curves, which is identical to its static friction model counterpart. The total number of
model parameters amounts to 6 + 2N , in which the optimal number of elementary models N depends on
the shape approximation of pre-sliding hysteresis.

3.3 Friction identification

To identify the parameters of the GMS friction model several measurements are performed for a broad
spectrum of excitation signals. The constant control signal of ±[2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 3, 4, 6, 10, 14]
V with a time duration between 5 and 10 s is applied for the static friction measurements. The identification
data is collected as the average of the measured angular velocity and computed effective torque, both atsteady
state. The Stribeck characteristic curve is fitted to the data with a Gauss-Newton algorithm. The identified
parameters are Fs = 28.6 Nm, Fc = 19.3 Nm, σ = 28.3 Ns/rad, Vs = 0.1 rad/s and δ = 0.6.

The relationship between friction torque and relative displacement is measured for the sinus excitation signals
at different magnitudes 6, 8 and 10 V and rotation frequencies 1, 5 and 10 Hz. Overall, between 5000 and
20000 data points are collected for each system response in order to reveal the characteristic friction behavior
of harmonic drives during the cyclic motion.
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Figure 5: Friction torque in relation to relative displacement. The upper, middle and lower rows correspond
to the 1, 5 and 10 Hz frequency of the sinus excitation. The left, middle and right columns represent the
excitation magnitude of 6, 8 and 10 V

The friction torque as a function of the relative displacement is measured using the sinus excitation signals
with different magnitudes of 6, 8 and 10 V and periods corresponding to rotation frequencies 1, 5 and
10 Hz. Overall, between 5000 and 20000 data points are collected for each system response in order to
expose the characteristic friction behavior of harmonic drives during the cyclic motion. Figure 5 illustrates
the evolution of the friction torque estimated from the dynamics in equation 3 according to the observed
motor current. The graphs illustrate the evolution of the friction with increasing frequencies from top to
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bottom. The magnitude increase of the sinusoidal excitation signal corresponds to the left (6 V), center
(8 V) and right (10 V) columns. The loops exhibit a similar hysteresis shape which is compliant with the
congruency hysteresis assumption. The low frequency responses are more distorted due to the transmitted
torque pulsation, which is caused by the stick-slip motion. For small magnitudes (left) the hysteresis loop
are highly similar across all frequencies. In contrast, the hysteresis loop for the maximum amplitude of
10 V (right) are drastically effected by the frequency. The loops are prolonged along the vertical direction
due to the increased friction, as the effective torque results from the superposition of friction and torsional
stiffness. Virgin curves [2] emerge whenever the motion is initiated for the first time and hence uniquely
reveals the underlying hysteresis. For the micro-displacement range of some tenths of a degree the virgin
curve is obtained from the experiment with the lowest magnitude and highest frequency (left bottom plot in
the Figure 5).
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Figure 6: Virgin curve with characteristic inflection states

As described in [18], the pre-sliding hysteresis is identified based upon a piecewise linear approximation of
virgin curves. The inspection of specific virgin curves reveals five characteristic inflection states P1 up to P5

plus the initial state P0 as depicted in Figure 6. As the virgin curve reaches its maximum friction at state P5,
this state coincides with the breakaway state at which the transition into sliding mode occurs. The inflection
states provide the parameters of the five linear slopes on the virgin curve related to the five Maxwell-slip
elements. The parameters k1,...,5 are determined from the superposition principle according to equation (7).
The parameters α1,...,5 are determined from the breakaway torque condition in equation (8) as

αi =
1

s(ω)

(
FPi − FP0 −

N∑
j=i+1

kj Δθ
)

, (10)

in which index j denotes those Maxwell-slip elements that are still sticking and Δθ = θPi − θP0 is the
difference between the initial state P0 and the breakaway state Pi of the ith Maxwell-slip element. s(ω)
denotes the Stribeck curve introduced by the static friction model. The identified parameters of the Maxwell-
slip elements are listed in Table 1.

parameter \ element 1 2 3 4 5

k (Nm/rad) 156941 28317 9133 4604 493

α 0.3482 0.1386 0.0967 0.1516 0.0224

Table 1: Identified parameters of the Maxwell-slip elements

The residual gain parameter determines the velocity at which the friction converges to the Stribeck curve
after the onset of slipping. It is estimated to C = 250 such that the maximum error along the closed friction
trajectory becomes minimal for different excitation frequencies.

Figure 7 compares the measured and predicted friction torque as a function of the angular velocity for three
different excitation frequencies. The excitations are up-chirp signals with band widths 0.1–1, 0.1–5 and
0.1–10 Hz which include multiple frequencies within a single continuous cyclic motion. Even though the
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Figure 7: Measured and predicted friction as a function of angular velocity for different frequencies of chirp
excitation: 0.1–1 Hz (left), 0.1–5 Hz (middle), 0.1–10 Hz (right)

dynamic conditions differ substantially across the three experiments all the observed friction is well pre-
dicted by the model. Both the measured and the model predicted friction torques reveal a frictional lag
which means that the friction torque during acceleration exceeds one in the deceleration phase. The presence
of frictional lag underlines the importance of an advanced friction model in the context of friction compensa-
tion design. A mere static mapping between the friction force and the relative velocity does not capture this
phenomenon. The residual deviation between model and measurement are attributed to the limited accuracy
of static friction measurements, which puts a limit on the precise identification of Stribeck parameters. Ad-
ditional uncertainty in the friction emerges from the time varying tribological properties of the drive caused
by warmup during operation.

4 Model based friction compensation

This section discusses friction compensation by model based predictive control (MBPC). The model based
predictive control exhibits some advantages over standard control system design such as feed-forwarding,
constraints handling, no-lag error on dynamic set points, easy trade-off between robustness, and dynamics
specifications [19]. The main requirement for the applicability of MBPC are the fidelity of the plant model.
Therefore a satisfactory closed loop performance of the MBPC designed controller is an indicator of the
model accuracy. The validation criterion is the tracking error of the static and GMS models across different
reference profiles of angular pose θ̂. A standard PID controller provides the reference benchmark, which
parameters Kp = 2.2880, Kd = 0.0644, Ki = 0.2242 are tuned by means of numerical optimization with
respect to overshoot and transient error based upon the nominal closed loop dynamics.

Plant
ˆ

PID

MBPC

u

u

Figure 8: Feedback and feedforward tracking controller

Figure 8 shows the control scheme including the plant, the feedback PID control and the feed-forward MBPC.
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Both control strategies PID plus static model, and PID plus GMS model are based upon the same compen-
sation signal

ũ = F
(dθ̂

dt

) R

N Km
, (11)

in which F (·) denotes the model predicted friction torque acting on the harmonic drive actuator. The closed
loop tracking performance of the model based friction compensation is evaluated for the reference trajectory
depicted in the left part of Figure 9. This reference trajectory enables the analysis of the closed loop perfor-
mance during the pre-sliding regime formed by motion reversals. Each pair of motion reversals induces a
single friction hysteresis loop as depicted in right part of Figure 9. The same reference sequence is repeated
at two consecutive operating points separated by 3 deg.
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Figure 9: Reference position trajectory (left) and simulated friction torque (right)

Figure 10 compares the tracking errors of the pure PID controller (left), PID plus static model compensation
(center) and PID control plus GMS model compensation (right). The compensation with a GMS model pro-
vides the best tracking performance with an overall reduction in error of more than 50%. For the continuous
motion between t ∈ [5, 11] s the three controllers exhibit a similar tracking error. The superiority of the
controller with a dynamic friction model becomes apparent at motion reversals, for which the tracking error
is significantly reduced in comparison to the other two control schemes. The Maxwell-slip model tracks the
pre-sliding hysteresis with an accuracy that enables a decent dynamic compensation of friction, whereas the
static model induces substantial errors at motion reversals. At motion reversals its accuracy is even infe-
rior compared with a pure feedback control. The failure to compensate dynamic friction is attributed to the
Stribeck characteristic curve with discontinuity at zero-velocities that only captures the sliding regime. The
tracking errors of the pure PID control coincide with the reference trajectory as the limited control dynamics
fails to compensate errors induced by friction in the micro-displacement range and the pre-sliding regime.
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Figure 10: Tracking error: PID control without friction compensation (left), PID control plus static model
compensation (center), PID control plus GMS model compensation (right)
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The control outputs during the position tracking are depicted in Figure 11. It is apparent that the static
model compensation signal overshoots at motion reversals inducing large tracking errors. The GMS based
compensation strategy does not overshoot at motion reversals and efficiently suppresses current pulsations.
As the PID control signal is proportional to the error its shape coincides with the reference trajectory. A
pure feedback control strategy is insufficient to track highly dynamic reference signals due to the limited
bandwidth of the system dynamics.
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Figure 11: Control voltage: PID control without friction compensation (left), PID control plus static model
compensation (center), PID control plus GMS model compensation (right)

5 Conclusions

This paper describes the modeling, identification and compensation of stick-slip friction in a harmonic drive
actuator. The harmonic drive gear transmission is described and modeled in the context of an electro-
mechanical actuator. The entire system dynamics are modeled and identified. This model provides the
basis to estimate the torque from the measured motor current. The main formalisms of static and dynamic
friction modeling are refereed and the advanced general Maxwell-Slip friction model is discussed in details.
Several identification experiments are performed for a spectrum of excitation frequencies and magnitudes.
The friction model identified from experimental data captures the three major friction properties, e.g. pre-
sliding hysterese with a non-local memory, the friction lag, and Stribeck effect during the sliding regime.
A feed-forward control strategy is successfully applied for model based friction compensation. The com-
pensation approach using the GMS model shows the superior performance able to compensate the stick-slip
frictional behavior of the system drive.
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Abstract 
New laws in the scope of acoustics are searching a major index of noise reduction and vibrations through 

the constructive elements. There is a great interest to work in the research of new materials and 

constructive solutions. For the aerial noise the research is focused in the porous and fibrous materials. For 

the attenuation of vibrations the interest is focused in polymeric viscoelastic materials. These polymeric 

viscoelastic materials are placed on the partition and structural elements to improve the damping and to 

reduce the vibration levels. 

 

1 Introduction 

The present work is carried out with the collaboration of the firm PAVIGYM, that manufactures different 

polymeric materials for sport facilities floors. In the recent years a new type of fitness vibration machines 

have been gradually introduced in gyms causing problems of vibrations and/or resonances in structural 

elements, partitions, ceilings, etc. The company is interested in quantifying the damping characteristics of 

their products in order to attenuate the effects of these machines in the buildings. 

The work has been developed in two parts. In the first part, some measurements of the amplitude of the 

acceleration produced by these fitness machines have been made on gymnasium floors for different types 

of polymeric viscoelastic materials.  

In the second part, in order to obtain the loss factor of these materials, a modal analysis has been made. 

These damping materials to be tested are not self-supporting. The properties are determined with the 

measured modal frequencies and loss factors of a laminated beam, constituted by one metallic strip with 

neglected damping, attached to one viscoelastic layer [1].  

The obtained results have served for improving and for developing some new materials to reduce the 

amplitude of the vibrations produced for these fitness vibration machines. 
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1.1 Materials 

Four viscoelastic materials have been analyzed in order to determine their vibration behaviour. These 

materials are made of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). Compression moulding is applied in the 

manufacturing process. Each material has a specific microcellular foam expansion, different additives 

(peroxides, anorganic fillers) and thicknesses (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Analyzed viscoelastic materials 

 

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the mentioned materials. 

 

 Young Modulus, E 

(N/mm
2
) 

Density, ρ 

(kg/m
3
) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

MAT 1 1,08 130 29,5 

MAT 2 5,45 243 27 

MAT 3 5,31 331 9 

MAT 4 2,33 322 12 

Table 1. Characteristics of the four materials 

 

2 Experimental Procedure 

2.1 Equipment 

The measurements and signal processing have been carried out with the following equipment: 

- Portable PC. 

- Piezoelectric Accelerometer ICP Model 352C42. Frequency range: 0’5 Hz - 10000 Hz. Resonant 

frequency > 30000 Hz. 

- USB-9233 - Dynamic Signal Analyzers/Multifunction DAQ. 

- MATLAB functions. 
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2.2 Machine Vibration Measurements 

The vibration transmitted to the ground (horizontal slabs of steel reinforced concrete) by the fitness 

machine is measured with each material placed between the machine and the ground (Figure 2). First, the 

vibration amplitude of the machine and the one transmitted by the machine to the ground without damping 

material is determined. 

 

Figure 2. The working frequency of the fitness machine is 34 Hz 

 

The accelerometer is placed on the ground at 10 cm in front of the machine. The maximum acceleration 

amplitude on the ground without damping material is 0,70 m/s
2
. Averages of vibration for each material 

have been calculated from the measured maximum and minimum values. Table 2 shows the obtained 

results. 

 

 Positive Maximum 

(m/s
2
) 

Negative Maximum 

(m/s
2
) 

Average Maximum 

(m/s
2
) 

MAT 1 0,33 0,45 0,39 

MAT 2 0,46 0,63 0,54 

MAT 3 0,55 0,66 0,61 

MAT 4 0,48 0,36 0,42 

Table 2. Measured accelerations 

2.3 Vibration Damping Evaluation 

The Oberts test method is a usual method for the characterization of damping materials based on a 

cantilever beam. The beam is made of a rigid and lightly damped material, generally aluminum or steel, 

covered with a viscoelastic material. The Oberts test method is limited to the low band frequency range 

covering the first modes of vibration due to the increase of the modal density in high frequencies. There 

are several available standards [2, 3, 4] for the vibration damping evaluation and some new approaches for 

the problem like [5]. 
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The materials are properly glued to a steel beam. The steel beam dimensions are 0,25x0,023x0,007 m. 

With the impact hammer and the accelerometer, the FRFs of the system are calculated for each material. 

At the first mode the damping performance is measured by noting the resonant frequency  and the 

resonant frequency half-power bandwidth . The ratio of  to  gives the damping performance and is 

called Loss Factor. Since the damping obtained is for the system steel beam – viscoelastic material, it will 

be called “Composite Loss Factor”. 

 

       (1) 

 

The Loss Factor of the viscoelastic materials is obtained from the “Composite Loss Factor” with an 

analytical model. The implemented analytical model proceeds from [6]. Its validity has been demonstrated 

for multilayer composites, in which damping comes from the viscoelastic material. 

The Figure 3 shows the FRF for each material for the first mode. 

 

 

Figure 3. First mode for the system steel beam – viscoelastic material 

 

Figure 4 shows the parameters of the cross section in a multilayer material. These parameters are used in 

the analytical model. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Parameters of a multilayer material 

 

d1 

d2 
η1  E1 

η2  E2 
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The Loss Factor is obtained with the following equation: 

 

B

adE 2

22
2ηη =

     (2)
 

 

2

22

3

11

12
adE

dE
B +≅

     (3)
 

 

η is the loss factor of the multilayer system, η2 is the loss factor of the damping layer, E1 is the Young 

Modulus of the steel beam, d1 is the thickness of the steel beam, E2 is the Young Modulus of the damping 

layer, d2 is the thickness of the damping layer, “a” is a geometric parameter that is (d1+d2)/2, and B is the 

bending stiffness of the cross section. 

Table 3 shows the “Composite Loss Factor” and the Loss Factor in each material: 

 

 “Composite Loss 

Factor” 

Material Loss Factor 

MAT 1 0,087 0,59 

MAT 2 0,106 0,129 

MAT 3 0,081 0,51 

MAT 4 0,087 0,55 

Table 3. Calculated results 

 

3 Conclusions 

The experimental results show that analyzed EVA materials decrease the amplitude of the vibration, with 

a maximum of the 55 % using the material MAT1. 

The Loss Factor and the Young Modulus are intrinsic characteristics for each material. These two 

parameters and the thickness have a great influence in the maximum acceleration measured on the ground. 

A correlation factor is proposed. This model is based on the following aspects: 

1) The vibration transmitted to the ground (acceleration) is major when the Young Modulus of the 

material increases. 

2) The vibration transmitted to the ground is minor when the thickness increases. 

3) The vibration transmitted to the ground is minor when the loss factor increases. 

From the [6] formulations, the correlation factor is established: 

 

      (4) 
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In Table 4 it is observed that there is a direct relation among the maximum acceleration and the correlation 

factor. 

 

MAT 1 MAT 2 MAT 3 MAT 4 

E (Mpa) 1,08 5,45 5,31 2,33 

d (mm) 29,5 27 9 12 

Loss factor η 0,159 0,129 0,51 0,55 

Maximum acceleration (m/s
2
) 0,39 0,54 0,61 0,42 

Correlation Factor Fc 0,0078 0,0580 0,1285 0,0294 

Table 4 

 

Figure 5 shows a graph with the results of the Table 4. X-axis is the material number and the Y-axis is the 

amplitude of the acceleration and the correlation factor. The blue line represents the acceleration for each 

material and the green line is the correlation factor. 

 

Figure 5 
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Abstract 
The paper presents study of the issues related to modelling of hydraulic damper with mechanical relief 
valves.  This structural component plays essential role in helicopter applications where it provides 
damping augmentation against vibration instabilities.  Previous research has established baseline damper 
model, which is based on the concepts from hydraulic system theory.  The parametric dynamic model of a 
damper is used along with set of validation experiments to analyse the quality of a baseline model and its 
potential for improvement.  Concurrent use of damper response data taken from a mathematical model and 
an experiment enables closer inspection of the physical mechanisms previously not included in a given 
reference model, as well as detailed analysis related to uncertain aspects of the model.  A set of 
experiments is performed on the two nominally identical dampers and the data originating from these 
experiments are compared with corresponding responses of the mathematical model of the damper. 

1 Introduction 

This paper presents a study of selected problems associated with model of hydraulic damper used in 
rotorcraft applications.  A lag damper is a passive energy dissipating component whose primary role is to 
provide damping augmentation in lead-lag blade motion in unsteady operational regimes such as 
helicopter take-off, landing, sudden manoeuvres etc.  Historically, this component provided an answer to 
early problems with the phenomenon of so called ground resonance originating from the introduction of 
flapping and lead-lag hinges, constituting an articulated rotor arrangement.  Nowadays, standard 
configurations of these dampers utilise hydro-mechanic principles to achieve required operational 
characteristics.  Hydraulic dampers are designed to provide prescribed operational behaviour, where the 
general expectation is that the damper would produce high motion resisting forces for relatively small 
blade lag velocities to ensure stability.  Further, to avoid excessive load transfer to blades and rotor hub, 
the damper forces have to be limited to structurally acceptable limits.  This is usually achieved by 
mechanical means by use of secondary by-pass fluid flow paths in the damper equipped with relief valves 
activated when the threshold forces are reached.  This process effectively represents a hydro-mechanic 
approximation of friction damper capabilities, whose practical implementations represented early 
embodiments of helicopter lag dampers. 
There is ongoing interest to generate reliable models of these devices.  Parametric models are frequently 
used due to their relatively versatile application in complex simulation scenarios and in further analytical 
and design studies.  Original interest in this subject came from the mechanical engineering community, 
particularly for use in car and transportation industries.  Early reference of this work is presented in [1].  
More recent references from mechanical engineering field dealing with parametric modelling of hydraulic 
dampers and shock absorbers are [2] and [3].  Later, the application of discrete damping devices in 
vibration suppression, earthquake and general critical event protection induced similar interest in civil 
engineering with applications on bridge structures and high-rise buildings particularly.  Recent studies of 
nonlinear viscous dampers are provided in [4] and [5].  Finally, there has been recent interest in the 
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rotorcraft industry to introduce models of sufficient refinement to improve the quality of predictions 
provided by integrated aero-elastic simulation tools.  Work presented in this paper is based on previous 
analytical studies investigated in [6].  Moreover, similar work investigating a hydraulic lag damper was 
also presented in [7]. 
Importance of lag damper modelling in the full rotor context stems from the fact that in certain design 
configurations it represents a significant force contributor to the overall blade loading system.  Therefore, 
its satisfactory modelling is of great importance for design performance studies.  Previous work on this 
damper has been presented in [6] and is further extended here.  Firstly, the model is experimentally tested 
by a standard test procedure originally specified for damper qualification purposes.  Resulting data 
provide a basis for comparison with equivalent data generated by the model.  The second element of the 
work is model refinement based on observations resulting from previous comparative baseline study.  The 
goal of this paper is validation of the reference model and analysis of its refinement potential along with 
evaluation of consequences and trade-off associated with increasing detail of damper modelling. 
Based on previous comments, the paper is divided into an analytical and an experimental part.  Within 
Section 2 basic modelling principles are briefly reviewed such that the baseline model from [6] can be 
introduced in Section 2.2.  This model is further extended or refined in Section 2.3, while the reasons and 
detailed arguments towards this step are introduced in experimental part of the paper.  A description of the 
test conditions is given in Section 3.1.  Results for both baseline and extended damper model are provided 
in Section 3.2.  An analysis of observed results is given in Section 3.3. 
Finally, as the component investigated in this study represents a functional rotorcraft industrial-scale 
device, analysis in this paper restricts only to qualitative analysis of observed and simulated results.  Thus, 
all presented case-specific details are provided in dimensionless and consistently scaled form allowing 
evaluation of trends and internal or relative data comparisons. 

2 Model of helicopter lag damper 

2.1 Basic modelling concepts 

A few fundamental concepts can be used in construction of a lag damper model.  Out of multiple physical 
features and regimes only a few are selected for baseline and extended lag damper modelling.  To restrict 
the initial complexity of the model to be within realistic bounds, a number of features are not considered 
in this paper.  A brief discussion about these elements will be presented in subsequent sections. 
Hydraulic dampers can be viewed as unsteady high-pressure hydraulic circuits with internal fluid 
circulation.  Performance of these systems is affected by compressibility effects.  They introduce into 
system both hysteresis and uncertainty.  An isothermal tangent fluid compressibility is considered here 

( ) /F p V dV d pβ =− , where V  is the fluid volume and p  is the homogeneous pressure of the fluid.  In 
this paper constant fluid compressibility is assumed such that ,0 ( )F F pβ β≈ .  Fluid bulk modulus is defined 
as ,0 ,01/F FB β= .  Some other effects are included as well such as container flexibility and gas/air volume 
entrapped in the container.  These effects represent additive volumetric modifications in the above 
definition of compressibility and therefore they lead to a spring-in-series arrangement of stiffness-like 
quantities, which in this case is the bulk modulus.  A formula suggesting critical influence of these other 
compressibility sources can be written as follows [8] 

 
( ) ,0

1 1 1 1 1
eff

ieff i F C GB B B B B
β ∗= = ≈ + +∑  (1) 

where 1/eff effB β=  is the overall effective or apparent (fluid) bulk modulus, 1/C CB β=  is the bulk modulus 
due to container flexibility (e.g. ( / )C C CB h d E≈  for a thin-walled container with wall thickness Ch , 

internal container diameter Cd  and modulus of elasticity E  of container material [Merritt]) and 1/G GB β∗ ∗=  
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is the volumetrically proportionate bulk modulus due to entrapped gas/air, ( / )G C G GB V V B∗ ≈ , CV  is total 
volume of fluid container, GV  is volume of the gas/air entrapped in the container and 1/G GB β=  is the 
gas/air bulk modulus, [8]. 
A compressible hydraulic container with a number of flow inputs and outputs provided by an arrangement 
of orifices flow paths can be derived from the mass conservation condition / in outm dm dt m m≡ = − .  Its 
application for a specific fluid chamber of variable volume iV  and assumption of homogeneous fluid 
density ρ  leads to the equation of flow rate equilibrium used in hydraulic system modelling: 

 , , ,( ) ( )
( ) ( )i eff i i i in j ij out k ikj k

V V p Q p Q pβ+ = ∆ − ∆∑ ∑  (2) 

where dot over quantities above represents time derivative, ,in jQ  is j-th volumetric flow rate into i-th 
chamber, ,out kQ  is k-th volumetric flow rate out of i-th chamber and rsp∆  is the pressure difference 
between two interconnected chambers r and s. 
Two types of fluid paths considered are the orifice and its generalisation – the relief valve.  Fluid paths act 
as flow restrictors and their properties can be abstracted by their static characteristic ( )Q q p= ∆  [8], where 
Q  is the volumetric flow rate through the flow restricting element and p∆  is the pressure difference 
across the element.  For an orifice, based on Bernoulli equation, the static characteristic can be written [8] 

 ,( ) sign( ) 2 /O D O OQ p p C A p ρ∆ = ∆ ∆| |  (3) 

where sign( )  is the signum function, ,D OC  is the orifice discharge coefficient (whose value depends on 
orifice type, fluid speed, etc.), OA  is the orifice cross-sectional area and ρ  is fluid density.  This form can 
be further generalised for the case of relief valves [9] such that 

 ,( ) sign( ) ( ) ( ) 2V D V V V VQ p p C x A x p ρ∆ = ∆ ∆| |/  (4) 

where , , ,0( ) /(1 )D V V D V V VC x C x xγ γ= +  is the variable valve discharge coefficient with , ,0D VC  and γ  
determined experimentally, ( ) sin( )V V V VA x d xπ α=  is the variable valve area freed by moving the valve’s 

poppet from its seat, Vd  is the valve seat diameter and α  is the half-angle of the assumed poppet’s cone. 

Inclusion of a mechanical moving element in the damper’s design to represent the relief valve necessitates 
the use of corresponding mechanical motion equations.  If given valve design is assumed to be abstracted 
as a mass supported on a pre-compressible spring, [9], its baseline equation has the standard form 

 ( ) ( )V V V V V V ext hydrom x b x k x F t F t+ + = ≈  (5) 

where , ,V V Vm b k  are the poppet mass, effective damping and stiffness of relief valve system, respectively , 

and external forces extF  acting on moving element of the valve is assumed to be dominated by the 
hydraulic force hydroF  due to pressure difference p∆  seen by the valve’s poppet.  The equation of the 
relief valve (5) establishes a link between constituent physical components – hydraulics and mechanics.  
The form of representation of this force is case specific.  One version suitable for a valve with a conic 
poppet is presented by Hayashi et al. in [9] for a valve with seat cross-section area VA  as follows 

 , ,0( ) 1 4 /(1 ) ( / )sin(2 ) ( ).hydro V D V V V V V V V VF t A p C x x x d A p G xγ γ α= ∆ − + ∆[ ]{ }=  (6) 

2.2 Baseline model of the damper 

Previously introduced hydraulic and mechanical modelling concepts establish the basis for construction of 
a baseline model of the damper.  The organisation of the damper is presented in Figure 1.  It represents a 
damper with a through-rod in a fully symmetrical arrangement.  The piston head includes the main orifice 
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controlling damping levels for small piston excitation velocities Py , i.e. inducing sharply rising damper 
forces DF  for small Py .  The overall orientation of the damper in the rotor hub context is indicated in the 
figure.  Functionally, the damper is complemented with external by-pass routes with one relief valve for 
both flow directions, induced by forced piston oscillatory motion.  The valve’s functionality is 
implemented via a pre-compressed spring establishing a suitable symmetrical threshold value ,D TF| |  for 
valve activation.  This feature provides the capability to reduce the rate of growth of DF  with increasing 

Py .  Functionally, therefore, the damper effectively approximates behaviour of standard friction damper. 

The two working chambers of the damper are filled with standard silicon based working hydraulic fluid.  
To provide background pressure – as well as a reservoir for excessive or lost fluid due to temperature 
changes or seepage, respectively – a compensation chamber is used and it constitutes a secondary part of 
the damper implementation.  However, this feature is not included in the current model. 

Chamber 1 Chamber 2
yP(t)

FD (t)

Attachment 
to hub

Attachment 
to blade

Fixed 
orifice

Directional 
relief valves

 
Figure 1: Basic layout of symmetric hydraulic lag damper 

Based on previous functional description as well as modelling an introduction provided in section 2.1 the 
model of the damper consists of two main parts: hydraulic and mechanical.  The mathematical model of 
the damper presented in this section was introduced and extensively studied by Eyres in [6]. 

An assumption of a symmetric arrangement allows use of a differential pressure 1 2p p p∆ = − .  Its 
application along with the flow rate balance equation (2) for both working chambers results in the 
hydraulic part of the damper model, [6], being 

 ( )
,0 1

( ) 1 sign( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ,P P O V V V
F

d p A y p Q p p x Q p x
dt V

ζ
β ζ

∆ + ⎡ ⎤= − ∆ ∆ + ∆ ∆⎣ ⎦D | | | | | | | |  (7) 

where 2 1V Vζ=  represents the relationship between the volumes of the two working chambers, ζ +∈ , OQ  
is the flow rate through the main piston orifice based on equation (3) and VQ  is the flow rate through the 
relief valves if open based on equation (4).  As indicated by equation (7), flow direction for both fluid 
passages is based on sign( )p∆ .  This model assumes a single, or no valve open in any given time instant, 
which is a valid assumption for standard operational conditions, [6].  The openness logical operator D  
controls the contribution of relief valves to the flow rate balance equation such that: a) 1=D  if either 

CRITp P∆ >| |  or ,1(2) 0Vx >| | , or b) 0=D  if CRITp P∆ ≤| |  and ,1(2) 0Vx =| | .  CRITP  is the critical pressure 
difference for which the pre-compression of the springs in relief valves is overcome allowing fluid flow. 
The mechanical part of the model is represented by a state-space representation of equation of motion of 
the j-th valve based on equation (5), where identity , ,/V j V jd x dt x=  is complemented with 

 , , , , , , ,/ ( ( )) / , 1,2.V j hydro j V j V j V j V j CRIT V jd x d t F b x k x X m j= − − =∓  (8) 

CRITX  is the spring pre-compression establishing required critical pressure difference CRITP  such that 
/CRIT V CRIT VP k X A= , assuming an equal setup for both relief valves. 
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The complete model is represented by conditional, non-autonomous, nonlinear state-space differential 
equations of the form ( , ; )t=x f x p , where 5

,1 ,1 ,2 ,2, , , , T
V V V Vx x x x p= ∆ ∈x [ ]  is the state vector and PN∈p  is 

a vector of physical parameters of the damper model. 

2.3 Extended model of the damper 

The model of the damper described in the previous section, based on work in [6], models the basic 
functionality of the damper as observed in the experimental setting.  However, it will be demonstrated 
later in the paper, that there is a significant qualitative difference between experimental data and simulated 
results based on equations (7) and (8) for large piston excitation velocities Py .  Inspection of the physical 
implementation of the damper suggests that these differences can be attributed to the way by-pass route 
pressure losses are modelled in the baseline model.  Therefore, a more refined method of modelling of 
these paths is proposed as indicated in Figure 2. 

Chamber 1 Chamber 2
yP(t)

FD (t)

Attachment 
to hub

Attachment 
to blade

Fixed 
orifice

Directional 
relief valves

∆pR,V ∆pR,O

∆p

a) b)
 

Figure 2: Representation of extended lag damper model 

Figure 2a) shows the overall organisation of the refinement of the by-pass routes after each relief valve 
symbol indicating a discrete orifice.  Implications of this arrangement are shown in Figure 2b).  The total 
pressure difference p∆  between the two working chambers is redistributed, in the case of by-pass routes, 
into two parts such that , ,R V R Op p p∆ =∆ +∆ , where ,R Vp∆  is the pressure differential loss due to the valve’s 
poppet-seat flow restriction and ,R Op∆  are the pressure losses due to manufactured restrictions in the valve 
and by-pass route design further behind the poppet-seat aperture.  These restrictions do not contribute 
significantly for low piston velocity regimes, however, they become significant for large Py .  Most 
prominent between them is assumed to be circular ring of holes-orifices located on the sleeve of the relief 
valve and these features are abstracted here into single discrete orifice as indicated in Figure 2b). 

The basis for derivation of the corresponding equations are: the inverse static characteristic 1( )p q Q−∆ =  
of orifice-like components (3) and (4), and the flow continuity condition , ,V R V R OQ Q Q∗ = = .  Static 

characteristic is written as , , ,sign( ) ( )R V R V V V R VQ p K x p= ∆ ∆| |  and its inverse is 2
, , ,( )R V V V R V R Vp K x Q Q−∆ = | | .  

Then, similarly to this an inverse characteristic of by-pass after-orifice is 2
, , ,( ( ))R O O O V R O R Op N K x Q Q−∆ = | | , 

where ON  is the number of constituent sub-orifices located on relief valve sleeve such that 

, , ,1
ON

R O R O ii
Q Q

=
=∑ .  Application of these constituent parts in the condition , ,R V R Op p p∆ =∆ +∆  and 

conversion to direct static characteristic form ( )Q q p= ∆  leads to formulas for flow rates of j-th by-pass 
route 
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 , , , ,

2 2 2 2 2 1/ 2
, , , , , , , , , ,

( , ) sign ( ) ( ) 2 / ,

( ) 1/( ( ) ( )) 1/( )
V j V j V j V j

V j V j D V j V j V j V j O D j O j O

Q p x p K x p

K x C x A x N C A

ρ∗ ∗

∗ −

∆ = ∆ ∆

= + }

| |

{
 (9) 

where , ,D j OC  is the discharge coefficient and ,j OA  is the cross-sectional area of a single valve’s sleeve 
orifice located on the j-th relief valve by-pass route.  Equation (9) for flow rate through the j-th by-pass 
route due to a combination of flow restrictors according to Figure 2b) can be directly substituted into the 
hydraulic part of the damper model (7). 

A compressible fluid with ,0 0Fβ ≠  leads to a nonzero term ,0 1( ) /(1 )FQ V pβ β ζ ζ= + ∆{ }  in the flow-rate 
equilibrium equation (7).  Flow-rate Qβ  causes a hysteretic behaviour of the system.  Equation (1) 
indicates that the overall “stiffness” of the system is determined by its “softest” component.  Even a 
relatively low gas/air content in the total volume introduces a very low “stiffness” represented by GB , 
where – for instance – a 1% air content results into 100G GB B∗= .  A similar observation can be indicated 
for CB  and similar features.  Therefore, ,0Fβ  in equation (7) is directly substituted by overall effective 

compressibility of the system as indicated by equation (1), i.e. 
( )eff rr

β β=∑ , where r represents different 

sources of capacitive behaviour in the system. 
Based on previous comments, equation (7) can be written directly in the following form 

 ( ), , ,
1

( ) 1 sign( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) .P P O V j V j V j
eff

d p A y p Q p p x Q p x
dt V

ζ
β ζ

∗∆ + ⎡ ⎤= − ∆ ∆ + ∆ ∆⎣ ⎦D  (10) 

Finally, the previous model extension considerations have further implications on the mechanical part of 
the model through equations (8), where the formula (6) for hydroF  has to be modified to take into account 

p∆  redistribution due to an additional orifice in the by-pass flow path.  The hydraulic force then has the 
form ,hydro V R V VF A p G= ∆ , where 2 2

, , , , ,( ( )) ( )R V O O V V j V j V V V j V jp p N K x Q Q K x Q Q− ∗ ∗ − ∗ ∗∆ =∆ − | |= | |. 

3 Experimental lag damper testing and correlation studies 

3.1 Test specification and experimental configuration 

To evaluate fidelity and limitations of above two versions of hydraulic lag damper configurations shown 
in Figure 1 and Figure 2 their simulated responses will be compared with compatible data recorded in the 
experimental setup shown in Figure 3. 

PC

yp,meas

FDHydraulic actuator Damper

yp,meas , FD

yp,command

 
Figure 3: Lag damper test setup 

A horizontal chain-like arrangement of linear servo-hydraulic Instron actuating system provided forced 
excitation of damper’s piston in the form of prescribed piston displacement forms.  Both, damper and 
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actuator are attached to the braces are further fixed to the base floor.  This arrangement is further 
strengthened by a vertical steel bar directly connecting attachment braces.  The two measured quantities in 
this arrangement are the actual piston displacement , ( )P measy t  provided by LVDT integrated in the actuator 
and the force , ( )D measF t  between damper and actuator pistons measured via a load cell located as indicated 
in Figure 3.  The damper is attached to the brace and load cell attachment fixture via universal joints to 
minimise non-axial force transmission.  A prescribed excitation signal , ( )P commandy t  is provided and 
generated by an Instron proprietary system with a PID-based closed loop control of actuation difference 

, ,P command P measerr y y= − . 

Measured , ( )P measy t  is further post-processed to generate , ( )P measy t  utilising 4-th order polynomial 
Savitzky-Golay filter as implemented in Matlab, [10].  The damper force generated by the models 
provided in section 2 is approximated as follows 

 
,

sign( )D P P P P f P

D meas D fix P D

F A p m y y F A p
F F m y F

= ∆ + − ≈ ∆

= + ≈

| |
 (11) 

where contributions due to damper inertia P Pm y  and friction between all relatively moving surfaces fF  
are considered to be negligible in comparison with the major contribution of force induced by the pressure 
differential p∆ .  This is further complemented with the assumption that the inertial contribution due to 
added mass fixm  of the attachment fixture located between piston and load measuring device is negligible 
for the considered conditions.  For assumed conditions both P Pm y  and fix Pm y  are less then 1% of the 
typical operational forces of the damper.  Similar magnitudes can be also assumed in the case of fF| | . 

The piston excitation signal is defined as ( ) sin(2 )P P Py t Y f tπ= .  The two available dampers and model 
were tested for 11 non-equidistantly distributed excitation amplitudes in the range 

3(0.23,27.28) 10PY −= × m and frequency 3.5Pf = Hz.  The range was chosen such that it covered the full 
operating range of piston velocities Py , i.e. small velocity range without participation of relief valves, 
middle velocity range with transition to valve flow regimes and high velocity range with well developed 
relief valve flows.  Results are represented in displacement-force ,P Dy F[ ] and velocity-force ,P Dy F[ ] 
domains.  These representations are complemented with characteristic lines constructed from all excitation 
regimes for a given damper test, where each point is , ,,P max D maxy F[ ]  or , ,,P min D miny F[ ]  for , 1/S S Pt t t f∈ +[ ]. 

Finally, the two dampers were tested for steady temperature conditions similar to those observed in real 
flight conditions, where the temperature of external cylinder of the damper was kept at roughly constant 
value of approximately 50 C . 

3.2 Comparison of damper models with experimental results 

Both displacement-force and velocity-force domains are used to demonstrate the relationship between the 
three damper representations (two experimental and one model) used in this study. 
The displacement-force domain is used to indicate the relationship between the three damper cases with 
respect to energy considerations for periodic Py  closed loop ( ), ( )P Dy t F t[ ]  and indicate work done (per one 
cycle) by the actuator to move the piston according to prescribed Py .  This domain therefore provides a 
direct indication of the match between cases on the primary level relevant to this component – capability 
to dissipate mechanical energy through coupled hydro-mechanical activity.  Moreover, this domain 
provides an indication of the localised effects such as backlash, relief valve oscillations etc. 
The velocity-force domain is important due to the fact that the damper effectively represents a high-
pressure hydraulic device where the effects of compressibility play an important role in the process 
characterisation.  The effect of compressibility is reflected in this domain by the non-zero area enclosed by 
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loop ( ), ( )P Dy t F t[ ]  for assumed periodic Py .  Again, localised effects in the damper operation can be 
observed in this domain as well as delays due to compressible nature of the problem. 
Together, both domains indicate the extent of combined spring-damper behaviour of a real engineering 
implementation of a hydraulic damper. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of baseline simulated data (solid line) with experimental data from two 

nominally identical dampers (dotted and dashed lines) for a range of excitation scenarios 

Figure 4 shows a comparison of results between two experimentally measured dampers and the baseline 
damper model as shown in Figure 1, while Figure 5 compares the same experimental information with the 
case of the extended lag damper model as shown in Figure 2. 

The first row of these figures show results for all three cases in the domain ,P Dy F[ ]  and second row show 
results in ,P Dy F[ ]  domain.  The figures are divided into three columns representing the three different 
operational regimes.  In both figures dotted and dashed lines represent two cases of real dampers, while 
solid line corresponds to the model, either baseline in Figure 4 or extended in Figure 5. 
The left column of the figures represents four excitation cases of low-velocity regimes with flow only 
through a main piston orifice.  At the experimental level this regime provides information about the 
damper model performance for cases with relatively low main modelled forces with a strong interaction 
with other unmodelled effects such as friction, pressure-sensitive compressibility ( )pβ  and mechanical 
backlash. 
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The middle column of the figures shows the same information for the three excitation cases of middle-
velocity regimes with fluid flow also through relief valve.  In this instance participation of modelled 
physics increases as represented by increasing match between selected response – damper force DF .  
Other localised phenomena are still clearly observable in this case. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of simulated data (solid) from extended model with experimental data from 

two nominally identical dampers (dotted and dashed lines) for a range of excitation scenarios 

Finally, the right column of both figures show four instances of high-velocity piston excitation regimes 
with fully developed relief valve response as observable by the experimental characteristics of the 
associated local phenomena such as valve oscillations and reduction and change of force rate of change 
trends.  Global features of the damper response dominate and its (performance-based) similarity becomes 
apparent in the ,P Dy F[ ]  domain. 

Further, a composite comparison of the three damper cases (i.e. two real dampers and one simulation 
model in two versions) is provided in the form of characteristic lines in the ,P Dy F[ ]  domain, Figure 6.  
These lines are assemblies of points, where each point represents specifically selected characteristic 
information from each excitation case.  As characterising information a maximum/minimum velocity-
force pairs are chosen from one cycle once steady-state operation of the damper is achieved.  Hence, these 
characteristics give indication of the incompressible nature of complex damper design and are used in an 
industrial context for damper characterisation and quality control purposes.  Figure 6a) compares two 
experimental data sets with the baseline mathematical model as described in section 2.2, while the same 
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experimental data are used in Figure 6b) for comparison with the extended mathematical damper model as 
described in section 2.3.  In both subplots solid line with square markers indicates the relevant 
mathematical model.  Further, dashed lines with triangle markers and dotted lines circle markers show 
data acquired from real tests on the two available dampers according to description in section 3.1.  Dash-
dotted lines with dot markers indicate bounds representing operationally acceptable damper performance. 
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Figure 6: Characteristic lines for: a) baseline damper, b) extended damper model, (square markers 

denote mathematical model, circles and triangles denote real dampers, dash-dot lines with dot 
markers represent damper qualification ranges) 

3.3 Summary of experimental results and their analysis 

The previous section provides the basis for analysis of the baseline and extended damper models and their 
capability to capture experimentally observed features.  As a part of this analysis the following aspects of 
the model will be considered: a) ability of the model to capture localised experimentally observed 
behaviour, b) ability of the model to capture global nature of observed data, and c) modelling limits and 
uncertainty issues associated with parameter selection and damper variability. 
On the local level, both damper models indicate varying degrees of performance and match with the 
experimental data.  At this level these differences can be associated with trends and modelled physics 
rather then with parameter selection and their identification.  This is clearly indicated in the left columns 
of Figure 4 and Figure 5 corresponding to low piston velocity regimes.  Low excitation Py  causes 
relatively low modelled responses D PF A p≈ ∆  with their levels comparable with other phenomena that can 
be observed in experimental data (represented by dotted and dashed loops in both investigated domains in 
all figures).  Three primary sources of unmodelled physics assumed here are: friction due to piston 
rod/damper seal contact and piston head seal/cylinder sleeve contact; variable nature of effective fluid 
compressibility ( )eff pβ  caused primarily due to uncertain (but minimised) volume of air trapped in the 
damper due to filling/refilling process; and mechanical backlash in the system primarily due to the 
installation arrangement and wear of attachment system and mechanical joints. 
It is interesting to compare the two experimental data sets.  The damper corresponding to dotted lines 
show the reduced damping capability indicated by a reduced area enclosed by the loops in the ,P Dy F[ ]  
domain suggesting predominant spring-like (i.e. energy accumulating) behaviour, particularly at the 
lowest excitation amplitudes.  This is further complemented by a significant backlash component and 
irregular loop shape when compared with generic elliptic shape (solid line) portrayed by an effective 
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visco-elastic behaviour of the mathematical models.  Participation of these features is much reduced in the 
case of second damper (dashed lines).  This damper realisation is also increasingly (with increasing 
excitation amplitudes) matched by both mathematical models indicating increasing dominance of the 
correctly modelled physics associated with orifice-induced pressure losses.  The two real dampers differ in 
the fact that the damper corresponding to dashed lines is flight certified, while the one represented by 
dotted lines does not qualify.  This will be later shown on characteristic lines in Figure 6. 
It is important to mention that the employed mathematical models differ only in their internal architecture, 
while common physical parameters used in all simulations have identical values.  Finally, comparison of 
qualified real damper (dashed line) and mathematical models (solid line) in the ,P Dy F[ ]  domain indicate 
good correspondence and modelling trends in terms of the compressibility induced hysteretic behaviour.  
An increasing match between all three damper instances can be observed during progression to the middle 
piston excitation velocities represented by the middle column subplots in Figure 4 and Figure 5.  At this 
level the only significant unmodelled features are due to backlash related phenomena. 
Progression towards high piston velocities, as indicated by the right columns of Figure 4 and Figure 5, 
suggest increasing capability of both mathematical models to match energy aspects of all three damper 
instances.  However, this regime also indicates considerable differences between the two real damper 
implementations, i.e. when dashed and dotted loops are compared.  Relief valves are used to constrain the 
increase of DF  by introducing an adjustable element into the hydraulic system.  This is based on a pre-
compressed springs ensuring activation for given threshold value of DF .  Clearly, the damper represented 
by dotted line does not share an identical relief valve setup as the damper represented by dashed line.  It is 
shown in Figure 6, the damper represented by dotted line exceeds the qualification ranges for 
characteristic lines.  This suggests only a different setup of two nominally identical damper realisations. 
More importantly, more significant and important differences can be observed in the right columns of 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 and in Figure 6a) related to qualitatively differing trends the damper force DF  
increases after relief valve activation when the experimental cases are compared with the baseline 
mathematical model.  While the increase of the force in experimental instances has a convex character, the 
increase of the force produced by the baseline model has effectively a concave-linear shape throughout the 
range of investigated velocities, as clearly represented in Figure 6a).  Manifestation of this effect is clearly 
shown in the shape of the loops in the ,P Dy F[ ]  and the ,P Dy F[ ]  domains.  This mismatch in observable 
trends provided main impetus for modifications proposed in section 2.3 leading to extended lag damper 
model.  The effect of modified pressure loss mechanism on by-pass routes as suggested in Figure 2b) is 
presented in the right column of Figure 5 and in Figure 6b).  Introduction of the second quadratic loss 
feature placed after the relief valve associated loss representation has the capability to rectify the trend 
mismatch between the mathematical model responses and experimental data.  More importantly, physical 
parameters used to model the secondary orifice on by-pass routes, equation (9), can be associated with the 
existing damper mechanical features. 
Overall comparison of the three damper instances also suggests potential problems associated with 
parameter identification and parameter uncertainty.  Assuming that model’s internal architecture is 
modelled correctly for a given end application of the model, a problem still remains with highly uncertain 
parameters.  This uncertainty is either due to the inherent variability of the parameters or due to the 
damper operational procedures.  It is interesting to consider the degree of difference between the extended 
mathematical model and real damper represented by dashed lines on one side and the two instances of real 
dampers between themselves throughout all three operating regimes.  It can be seen that the model itself 
can provide – or has qualitative potential to provide – comparable, or even a better match with respect to 
one of the damper realisations, then the two real dampers can provide between themselves. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper presents a study of hydraulic damper modelling issues.  It employs a base of experimental data 
to analyse the correspondence between a baseline mathematical representation and two real damper cases.  
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Resulting observations are analysed and associated with specific physical phenomena.  The operating 
range of the damper is evaluated in the three recognisable regimes provided by a suitable organisation of 
experimental conditions.  This analysis provides both suggestions associated with uncertainty and 
variability issues and it points to a major qualitative difference between baseline model and experimental 
data.  This lack of qualitative correspondence is associated with the physical domain already included in 
the baseline model providing therefore a simple route towards model extension to achieve satisfactory 
correspondence in observed trends.  Introduction of secondary orifice feature located on the by-pass route 
in combination with relief valve model results in an improved model of the damper force evolution in the 
high piston velocity regimes. 
The paper also considers areas of the model with increased lack of test-model correspondence, primarily 
associated with low piston velocity regimes.  The sources of mismatch are associated with multiple 
physical phenomena not directly included in current baseline and extended mathematical model.  The 
route towards improved, however, much more complicated models also in these operational regimes is 
therefore suggested. 
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Abstract 
This paper summarizes the main features of a Monte Carlo approach to calculate safety factors to be used 

in the analysis of Printed Circuit Boards subjected to random vibrations. This approach is justified on the 

basis of experimental results that are also briefly presented in the paper together with some tests carried 

out to quantify appropriate thresholds for the failure parameters. Various approximations based on the 

“smearing” of the electronic components properties on the PCB are considered, and the accuracies of the 

various simplifications are then quantified. This allows the determination of safety factors that can be 

applied to compensate for the mathematical model inaccuracy. The manufacturing variability and 

uncertainties in the parameters influencing the structural response are also investigated experimentally. 

The paper is concluded with a brief description of tests carried out to quantify the components capability 

to withstand the underlying board curvature. 

1 Introduction 

A considerable percentage of the failures experienced by electronic equipment on spacecraft is due to 

damage occurred during launch. In particular, the response of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) to the very 

harsh random vibration environment induces intense loads on the electronic components at relatively high 

frequencies that can produce fatigue failures in a very short period of time. 

In principle the response of the PCB can be determined using a very detailed Finite Element Model (FEM) 

which would include the mass and stiffness of all components on the PCB. Unfortunately the detailed 

modeling approach requires a considerable effort. Although the available interfaces between CAD and FE 

software packages have made considerable progress in “automatic” meshing, and the progress in computer 

power allows tackling models with very large numbers of degrees of freedom, still the creation of a FEM 

capturing all the relevant geometrical details requires considerable analyst time. This is compounded by 

the fact that material properties and other parameters (some quite difficult to establish, like damping) have 

to be modeled to the same level of accuracy to take full advantage of the geometrical quality of the model. 

Finally there are issues involving the solution process (e.g. linear vs. non linear solution). In fact, as the 

input levels increase non-linear effects strongly affect the results and once again, to take advantage of the 

quality of the model also the solution process should be of appropriate accuracy, which often means a time 

consuming non-linear solution. If the steps mentioned so far have been followed, one would expect as a 

result a high quality FE model that delivers a very accurate prediction of the relevant parameters i.e. stress, 

accelerations etc.  However very often this is not the case, and beyond the first few modes of vibration the 

prediction start to diverge significantly from experimental test data. The reason for the mismatch between 

predictions and real response is mainly in the level of uncertainty that affect most of the parameters that 
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are incorporated in the FEM and whose effect grows with the mode count. Besides parameters variations 

that are relatively easy to spot and to account for, like a non-uniform board thickness, other parameters are 

much more difficult to set, e.g. the stiffness of the board boundary conditions.  

In practice, testing supposedly identical pieces of equipment, manufactured and installed following 

controlled procedures, after the first few modes the experimental results start to diverge significantly. A 

possible approach to predict the “high frequency” behavior is to use more statistical methods, e.g. 

Statistical Energy Analysis, and these techniques are gradually extending the range of problems that they 

can tackle. However the vast majority of design and analysis is still carried out using deterministic 

methods such as the FEM. Aware of the uncertainties affecting dynamic structural response, and the FEM 

parameters, the common procedure is to utilize simplified FEM, conscious of the relative approximation 

of the results, to be compensated afterwards using high safety factors and testing. The level of accuracy 

that can be expected from these simplified models is quantified in the next section of this paper, and 

appropriate safety factors are calculated for different situations. Section 3 discusses the typical variability 

produced by the uncertainties in the parts, the manufacturing of the printed circuit assembly and the 

integration in the enclosure. Finally section 4 briefly reports some tests to be done to quantify failure 

thresholds for various components to be used against the models predictions. 

 

2 Modeling Printed Circuit Assemblies   

2.1 Current practice 

The typical modeling simplification consists of neglecting the geometry of the electronic components, to 

“smear” [1] their properties on the underlying elements (shells) representing the board.  This requires 

determining the stiffness and mass of “small” parts of populated PCB, so that the effect of the component 

can be simulated by artificially increasing stiffness and density of an un-populated board.  This can be 

achieved through either: detailed FE modelling, experimental testing or analytical methods. The FE 

detailed modeling approach requires creating a model of the component and PCB, applying loads to the 

component, measuring the deflections etc. (alternatively superelements can be used). However, to a 

certain extent, this approach defeats the purpose, that is to limit the FE modeling effort (as we are 

conscious of its shortcomings). It is also possible to use an experimental method to determine the effective 

stiffness of the populated PCB, this removes modeling errors but is dependant on the accuracy of the 

experimental procedure. It also requires some hardware to be available before the structural analysis can 

be carried out. Finally, analytical methods [2] [3]can also be used to assess the electronic components 

contribution to the boards characteristics. 

Once the stiffnesses and densities have been calculated they are applied to the (shell) elements at the 

location of the components (see Figure 1). The resultant locally smeared model can be further simplified if 

necessary to create what is called a globally smeared model. This is achieved by averaging (smearing) the 

effective material properties over the whole surface of the PCB. This global smearing technique results in 

a FEM that does not have a patchwork set of properties to represent each component, but instead has one 

homogeneous property over the entire area of the model, so the information about components location is 

lost. For this reason, globally smeared models are potentially useful when the final location of the 

components has not yet been decided. In addition to locally and globally smeared models, other levels of 

simplification are also possible.  

 

• Simple method. Completely neglecting the effect of any components, with the FE model simply 

reflecting the underlying PCB. The rationale behind these models is that ignoring the stiffness 

increases the response (and lowers the natural frequency), whilst ignoring the mass decreases the 

response (and increases the natural frequency), thus the two compensate for each other. These 
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models are especially useful when no data on the component is available, for example, 

preliminary studies. 

• Global mass smearing. The mass of the components is calculated and smeared over the entire 

area of the PCB, any stiffness contributions are ignored.  

• Global mass & stiffness smearing. Both the mass and stiffness contributions are spread out over 

the PCB. 

• Local Smearing. Instead of smearing the mass and stiffness properties over the entire PCB, the 

properties are smeared over local regions of the PCB, where the local region can be defined as 

either areas of similar components or just the individual component region itself (as in Figure 1). 

The model accuracy depends on not only the smearing method used but also the characteristics of the 

equipment being modeled, with heavily populated PCBs requiring the stiffness and mass contributions to 

be included for satisfactory results, whilst very lightly populated PCBs can still be satisfactorily modeled 

even when the component effects are completely ignored. 

The principal shortcoming of the smeared modeling method is that the accuracy of the method has not 

been explicitly defined, and this topic addressed in the next section.  

 

Figure 1: Example of a locally smeared FE model of a PCB, the shaded locations are intended to 

model the effects of components and have increased stiffness and density compared to the 

underlying PCB (non-shaded). 

2.2 Assessment of the simplified models accuracy 

The variability of the structural response, produced by the various levels of simplification has been 

assessed using a Monte Carlo approach (see Figure 2). First a finite element model of a hypothetical PCB 

is created using nominal values of the parameters, where small areas of the FE model have been given a 

higher stiffness and density value to mimic the effect of attached components. From this model a 

simplified model is created, applying global smearing (or neglecting stiffness or mass increase) as shown 

in table 1. Both of these models are then solved to find the local PCB curvature, then the maximum 

percentage error between the two models can be calculated, this error can then be used to calculate a factor 

of safety value based on the type of simplification process used.  

2.2.1 Input variable parameters 

In this study the following variables were used to randomly create each run.  

PCB thickness - to reflect standardised industry thickness’s, the PCB thickness was given the possibility 

of two discrete values of 1.6mm and 2mm that were then slightly modified to consider manufacturing 

variability.  
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PCB edge length and ratio - The PCBs longest edge was given from a distribution of edge lengths from 

75mm and 150mm. The ratio of the edge lengths was from a distribution of 0.7 and 1 which was used to 

calculate the length of the shortest edge. 

Component type -There are three different types of component: Light (such as resistors, transistors, 

capacitors etc, provided the dimensions including mountings is less than 10mm ), Surface Mont 

Technology (SMT) components (such as Quad Flat Pack, Ball Grid Arrays etc, all components that in 

general are between the 10 and 30mm dimension)  and Heavy components (such as transformers, large 

resistors or capacitors etc).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Monte Carlo approach to the sensitivity analysis process 

PCB type - In this study it was relevant to create four different categories of PCB to reflect the different 

types of equipment that will be modelled, each different category to reflect the predominant type of 

components used in that model: 

(1) Power - Using only heavy components. 

(2) Power and Processing - Using equal area of heavy and SMT components. 

(3) Processing - Using only SMT components. 

(4) Light Processing - Using equal area of SMT and light components. 

More categories could be identified or even a continuous (as opposed to discrete) range could be used if 

required. 

Boundary rotational stiffness - The boundary rotational stiffness was given a value between 0% and 

60%, based on Steinbergs percentage fixidity parameter [4]. These values were chosen because a 

percentage fixidity above 60% is in practice very difficult to achieve. 

Areal component density- The areal component density were given a uniform distribution between 0.1 

and 0.5, with 0.5 reflecting a board with 50% of it’s area covered by components. These values were 

relevant to this individual case study and the types of board expected to be modelled. 

Component location - In addition to the other variables, the position of each component on each model is 

randomly chosen, removing any dependence on relative component location and ensuring the results are 

applicable to a large range of PCB layouts. 

Compared simplified model 

solution with nominal model 

solution (e.g. board curvature) 
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Simplification Id Density Stiffness Torsional stiffness 

1 Exact Exact Exact 

2 Averaged Exact Exact 

3 Exact Averaged Averaged 

4 Averaged Averaged Averaged 

5 Exact Averaged Neglected 

6 Exact Neglected Neglected 

7 Averaged Neglected Neglected 

8 Neglected Neglected Neglected 

Table 1: Smearing simplification combinations 

2.2.2 Monte Carlo simulations and results 

The input load for the analysis was a flat random spectrum (0.1 g2/Hz), applied up to 1000Hz. This upper 

limit was set because the displacement response decreases with frequency and for typical input spectra, the 

resulting displacements beyond such high frequency are usually negligible.   

The rotations calculated with the simplified model are compared to the “benchmark” results on a per node 

basis, where the curvature in both the x and y directions was calculated. The ratio of the curvatures 

between the two cases could then be calculated at each node. The resulting set of ratios could then be 

examined to find the maximum curvature underestimate for each level of simplification. The factor of 

safety is defined as the reciprocal of the maximum curvature underestimate for a specific set of analysis 

runs. The results for the 1.6mm thick board, subdivided in type of simplification and PCB type are 

summarized in Table 2. Other measures of variation, as opposed to the maximum curvature that was 

considered here, could also be used depending on the users preference; for example, 3 sigma values or 

75th percentile. The “1” in the table are cases where the simplified models predict responses equal or 

higher than that produced by the un-simplified benchmark; hence no safety factor is necessary. 

 

Simpl 
ID 

Smearing technique Equipment type 

 
Mass Stiffness 

Torsional 
Stiffness 

Power 
Power 
& Proc 

Proc 
Light Proc 

1 E E E 1 1 1 1 

2 A E E 1.29 1.24 1.06 1.08 

3 E A A 1.1 1.07 1.05 1.05 

4 A A A 1.27 1.25 1.08 1.24 

5 E A N 1 1 1 1 

6 E N N 1 1 1 1 

7 A N N 1.14 1.13 1 1.01 

8 N N N 2.45 2.84 1.2 1.21 

Table 2: Monte Carlo simulation overall summary for 1.6mm thick board 

The results in the table above do not consider the variation due to the boundary conditions. This effect was 

investigated separately and the conclusion was that considering the board simply supported always 

overestimates the results. In the most extreme case this overestimate reaches a factor 3. 

3 Experimental Response variations  

The other group of factors that contribute to the mismatch between computational predictions and real test 

data is the scatter in the physical properties of the PCB, including manufacturing and assembly. 
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Concerning the board parameters overall, it was noted that the experimentally measured properties of the 

PCB were appreciably different from the manufacturers published values. The material exhibited 15% 

stiffness difference from the manufacturer declared value, and also 15% variation between the x and y 

axis, highlighting the significant amount of anisotropy present in the material. It was also observed that 

both the Youngs and shear moduli had relatively high level of hysterisis. 

The thickness of the PCB was measured at multiple points over the specimen (nominal thickness 1.6mm); 

surprisingly it was found that the thickness varied over the material by 0.12mm. 

Finally, the density of this particular sample measured to be 2480 kg/m3 which was 3% higher than the 

value of 2400 kg/m3 given by the manufacturers. 

Once the components are integrated on the board, further uncertainties are produced. A good idea of the 

spread of results can be obtained just looking at the response functions shown in Figure 3. From the figure 

is apparent that, although each board was supposedly identical to the others and installed in exactly the 

same manner (with identical torques and bolt tightening pattern), beyond the first two modes the response 

show considerable difference.  

 

 

Figure 3: Frequency response of seven supposedly identical MS-6323 Micro-ATX motherboards 

 

4 Component failure tests 

4.1 Tests overview 

In order to predict the reliability of components experimental tests are required on representative samples 

to create failure data. These tests usually consist of subjecting a PCB populated with one or more specific 

type of components to a vibration environment and record the time it takes the components to fail to create 

failure metrics.  In this case the components tested were: small SMT resistors and capacitors, various SMT 

transistors, PTH transistor cans, PTH capacitors. 
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In previous work the failure has been considered in terms of chassis input acceleration, local PCB 

acceleration or local curvature. Here the failure will be considered with respect to the local curvature, as 

this is assumed to best correlate with failure. 

The tests comprise of subjecting a populated PCB to increasing levels of vibration, starting from a very 

low level vibration input for a duration of ten minutes, and eventually reaching a 40g input acceleration. 

The test input are shown in Table 3. Relatively large increments are used between levels to ensure that the 

damage sustained at one level has practically no significance in the next level. 

The input vibration is a single frequency sinusoid, at a frequency just below the first resonant frequency of 

the structure. The frequency was close to resonance to ensure sufficient dynamic amplification. 

To test whether the components have failed or not, a current is passed through them. This is monitored in 

real-time throughout the test. The components are connected in a daisy-chain fashion to allow this. Every 

time a failure event occurs, the current stops and the failed component is found and “removed” from the 

chain. The test then resumes. 

After each level of vibration input the board undergoes a low-level sine sweep to detect whether any 

damage has permanently altered the PCB response. During the test the response did alter slightly due to 

some non-obvious damage.  

Two setups were tested; the first is supported on all edges the second is a cantilever arrangement. The 

reason for the two setups was to show how different local bending curvatures affect the failure rate. The 

response of the PCB was measured with several accelerometers that were placed on the surface of the 

PCB (see Figure 4), this allowed the PCB deformed shape to be accurately reconstructed later. 

 

Input [g] 0.4 0.8 1.6 3.125 6.25 12 24 40 

Output [g] 37.5 45 47 68.5 90 175 240 300 

Table 3: Input accelerations and response at the centre of the board 

 

4.2 Test results processing 

The board in the fully supported condition (see Figure 4 a) showed centre responses of up to 300g when 

subjected to 40g base input acceleration. 

As it was suspected that some components are more resilient to curvature than others are, the boards were 

populated with a mixture of different small components. During the tests several of these components 

failed, these failures started to occur after 24g base input acceleration. 

The components were placed in a matrix arrangement over the PCB (see Figure 4 b), this allowed the 

effect of different local curvatures on the PCB to be examined. For example, a component at one part of 

the PCB may experience a large curvature in one axis, but very little in another, whereas a component in 

another location will experience medium curvatures in both axes. Which of these situations is the most 

severe? This question can be answered by comparing the failure rates in different locations of the PCB. 

During the test, it was noticed that at the higher vibration levels considerable amount of non-linearity were 

present. This could have been due to either stress stiffening due to “large” deformations, air-pumping 

effects, non-linear boundary stiffness or damping. The effects of this non-linearity should not be 

disregarded, as real equipment in real situations will very likely exhibit similar effects. 

The tests presented here build on previous work by considering the local PCB curvature, and measuring 

the failure of components subjected to different levels of bi-axial curvature, this permits greater relevancy 

in the failure statistics. Furthermore many components are tested that have not been tested previously. 
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Figure 4: Vibration testing for components failure, experimental set up and example of failure table 

5 Conclusions 

This paper proposes a Monte Carlo approach to calculate safety factors to be used in the analysis of 

Printed Circuit Assemblies subjected to random vibrations. The approach is supported by experimental 

data that allows to calculate the level of over/under estimate that can be expected from implementing a 

particular type of simplification of a particular type of PCB. This allows the determination of safety 

factors that can be applied to compensate for the mathematical model simplification. The manufacturing 

variability and uncertainties in the parameters influencing the structural response are also investigated 

experimentally and a considerable variability of results has been observed. The paper is concluded with a 

brief descriptions of tests carried out to quantify the components capability to withstand the underlying 

board curvature. The information produced by these tests is essential to allow closure of the design loop. 
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Abstract
The pressure from car manufacturers on their suppliers increases to design, develop and test their products
within a short time period. This translates in design ’first-time-right’ philosophy, where the use of advanced
numerical and experimental methods that account for the product environment is essential. In this paper, the
four steps of an experimental durability assessment procedure on a lightweight stainless steel exhaust system
are discussed. Environmental loads and strain references are acquired on the test track. The measured data
is analyzed for damage contribution and only those track sections are selected that represent the damage.
These sections are reproduced on the test rig, based on target signals for the bracket accelerations and engine
motions. During this reproduction, the strain is measured at the reference locations and the damage is
calculated and compared with the test track data.

1 Introduction

Until 10 years ago, an exhaust system was a consumable that was replaced as soon as it corroded [1]. The
wall thickness then was typically 1.5-2 mm. Nowadays, the use of stainless steel improves the corrosion
resistance, but at the same time creates a new problem. The durability is no longer determined by corrosion,
but by a combined ’effect’ of thermal load from the combustion process and mechanical load from the engine
and road. This ’effect’ is known as Thermo Mechanical Fatigue (TMF) [2, 3, 4].

The use of more expensive stainless steels and the cost importance of raw material and energy use for the pro-
duction process (>50% of total cost), leads to the minimization of wall thickness. However the lightweight
stainless steel exhaust system still has to fulfill the increasing lifetime requirements of the car manufacturers.
For this difficult balance exercise, the development engineer needs a reliable numerical and experimental
tool which allows him to tune his task to the increased pace of OEM (virtual) development processes. The
goal is to merge physical and numerical testing into a reliable and short development process.

For the durability assessment of lightweight stainless steel exhaust systems, the procedure, both numeri-
cal and experimental, consists of four steps:

1. Acquisition of the environmental loads, typically mixed thermal-mechanical, from road tests or from
simulation.

2. Processing of the loads: damage assessment, filtering/editing, selection of the damaging time sections,
cutting of non-damaging sections.
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3. Subject the exhaust system to the final road load data series using a test rig for a physical prototype or
using an FE simulation for a virtual prototype.

4. Verification of the experiment/simulation by comparison with measured strain reference signals

In this paper, the four steps of an experimental procedure (Figure 1), using a multi-axial hydraulic test rig,
are discussed. Environmental loads and strain references are acquired on the test track. The measured data
is analyzed for damage contribution and only those track sections are selected that contribute to the total
damage. These sections are reproduced on the test rig, based on target signals for the bracket accelerations
and engine motions. During this reproduction, the strain is measured at the reference locations and the
damage is calculated and compared with the original measurements

Figure 1: Overview of the different steps for an experimental damage assessment procedure

2 Road Load Data Acquisition (RLDA)

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of an RLDA-campaign is to capture the mechanical and thermal load histories of those driving
events that are dominant for the (exhaust) system durability. The motions and deformations of the chassis,
which are the result of the road input, are passed on to the exhaust system by means of the suspension rub-
bers. The engine motions are transferred by means of the fixed connection between the engine block and the
exhaust collector. They are a result of the inertial effects within the engine, the reaction effects of the engine
torque (=combustion forces) as well as the response as a result of the road roughness. The motions of the
engine and the chassis constitute the mechanical load.

The diversity in road surface roughness profiles, dynamic maneuvers and driving styles leads to a multi-axial
mechanical load history. The uncertainty on simulations and the dispersion on experiments with regard to the
estimation of lifetime is a very important element in striving for lightweight exhaust systems. The smaller
the experimental dispersion, the lesser one should over-engineer (safety factors) and the lighter the exhaust
system. Therefore it is essential to accurately measure and characterize the loads, thermal and mechanical,
taking into account their effect on the local load history.
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2.2 Instrumentation

The task for the instrumentation engineer consists of capturing the mechanical and thermal input at all inter-
face points between the system and its environment, as well as observing the dynamic response within the
system to investigate the effects of the external loads on the durability assessment.

Figure 2: Engine instrumentation with 7 DC stringpot sensors.

Thermal loads have been acquired using thermocouples at 11 response locations distributed along the ex-
haust line. In the rest of this paper only the mechanical loads will be discussed, as thermal loads have been
identified only for a limited number of high engine load tests. The temperature distribution during the tests
on the durability rig is kept constant at the highest (=worst case) value.

Mechanical loads have been acquired using displacement sensors, accelerometers and strain-gauges. The
engine low frequency 6-DOF motion is measured using 7 DC stringpot displacement sensors (Figure 2). The
distance measurements of the 7 stringpots are converted into coordinates for engine displacements X, Y & Z
and engine rotations Roll, Pitch & Yaw, expressed as the position and orientation of a local engine attached
coordinate system in the global vehicle coordinate system.

Accelerometers are placed on the vehicle exhaust support brackets and on the engine. The displacement
sensors and accelerometers are used to characterise the external mechanical loads on the exhaust system.
The exhaust system is also instrumented with strain-gauges to measure the system response, in terms of
strain or stress, to the applied mechanical loads. On each bracket and each tube-silencer connection bending
is measured in two axis with a strain gauge half-bridge (Figure 3).

2.3 Track selection

The selection of the different test tracks and their representative share in the vehicle lifetime can be based on
requirements from the car manufacturer, based on an specific proving ground, or can be based on supplier
know-how and experience, which is the case in this damage assessment. For this reason specific information
about the tracks and their individual repetition factors is not given in this paper. Driving speeds and maneu-
vers are chosen according to the characteristic use of the roads that are represented by the test tracks. Figure
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Figure 3: Detail view of strain gauges on exhaust system. Two axis bending on both brackets and on tube
near connection weld with silencer

4 gives a few examples of road surfaces that can lead to damage accumulation in the exhaust system.

Figure 4: Example road surfaces for damage assessment of exhaust systems

2.4 Investigation of the acquired data

Figure 5 shows a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the 6-DOF engine motion for a measurement of
56 seconds on a medium roughness track. In the X-axis the 6 DOFs are given, the color bars indicate the
relative contribution of each principal component to that degree of freedom. For this measurement, on aver-
age 81.5% of the energy is captured by the first 3 principal components (PC). The first principal component
is closely related to the pitch motion of the engine. It’s strong contribution to the X and Z DOF are due to
the offset between the instantaneous center of rotation and the origin of the engine coordinate system. The
contribution of the first PC to the Roll and Yaw motion shows that the ’engine pitch’ due to engine torque,
is not a pure Pitch DOF motion. The PCA analysis however only gives information about the relative im-
portance. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the actual time traces for the original measurements and for the
contribution of the first PC. The Roll and Yaw motions are at 11% and 16% of the Pitch level.

The low frequency content of the rotations is dominated by the first PC. This can be illustrated by com-
paring the power spectrum for the original engine rotations and the rotations reduced to the contribution of
the first PC. Figure 7 clearly illustrates that the first PC dominates up to 2-3 Hz and that the contribution of
the other PC’s increases from Pitch over Yaw to Roll. The second PC is dominant in Y and has no large
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Figure 5: Principal Component Analysis of 6-DOF engine motion for a 56 second test on a medium rough-
ness track.

contribution to any of the other degrees of freedom. It is at the most coupled with the Roll rotation, although
Roll requires the third PC before it is accurately described. This third PC has its largest contributions in Z
and Roll. Pitch, Z and Roll will be reproduced on the test rig. A point of attention remains the influence of
the Y degree of freedom, which is mainly composed of the second PC. The nature of the fourth, fifth and
sixth PC is less obvious. These components are only present in some of the engine motions.

Another way of looking at the relevant degrees of freedom is not by using PCA, which is a time-based
singular value decomposition of the cross-correlation matrix, but by using singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the crosspower matrix of the engine motions (Figure 8). In [?] it is shown that for only singular
values with condition number smaller than 200 are important. This is represented by the -46 dB line. The
figure shows that up to 2 Hz the first singular value is dominant, with some importance for the second SV.
Between 2-4 Hz the third and fourth SV cross the -46 dB line and become important. The conclusion is thus
that 4 independent degrees of freedom can be reproduced based on the measured data.

The engine high-frequency 6-DOF motion is measured with three triaxial accelerometers. Typically the
most important components are the engine suspension modes between 10-30 Hz and the engine first and
second order vibrations (30-100 Hz and 60-200 Hz) in the range 1800-6000 RPM. Based on the engine
accelerations, the SVD technique can be used (Figure 9). The fourth SV from the accelerations is shifted
even more toward the -46 dB line, so that the engine motion is dominated by the first three singular values in
the frequency range 0-50 Hz. From 50 Hz onwards mainly two singular values are important, as the thirds
SV drops below the -46 dB line.
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Figure 6: Time traces of the engine rotations (1) with contribution of all principal components (2) with
contribution of the first principal component

Figure 7: Power spectrum of the engine rotations (1) with contribution of all principal components (2) with
contribution of the first principal component
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Figure 8: Singular Value Decomposition of the engine motions

Figure 9: Singular Value Decomposition of the engine accelerations
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Triaxial accelerometers are also used to characterize the vehicle input at the exhaust brackets. Both the
vehicle side and the exhaust side are measured. Figure 10 shows a 0.25 second visualisation of the vertical
acceleration at the different bracket locations on the vehicle. The X-axis is the time vector, the Y-axis gives
the distance along the exhaust line and the Z-axis shows the acceleration in m/s2. It can clearly be seen that
the vehicle body does not behave as a rigid.

Figure 10: Time visualisation of vertical bracket accelerations along the exhaust system

3 Load Processing

Before analyzing the measured strain data, they need to be cleared from drift, spikes and inconsistencies.
With the cleaned data, a pseudo-fatigue damage calculation, taking into account the track repetition factors,
is carried out to determine a set of scale factors. A scale factor for each individual strain channel is calculated
and the measurement scaled accordingly to end-up with a total damage of≈50% on each of the measurement
channels. The same scale factors will then be used for pseudo-fatigue calculation on the reduced and repro-
duced signals as well. The calculation of the scale factors is based on a rainflow counting of the baseline
signal (60 BINS) followed by a back calculation to determine scale factors for each strain channel that would
lead to a total damage of ≈50%. A mean stress correction according to Morrow [5] is used on a Mild Steel
reference material from the Nsoft database. The strength reduction factor is 2.5.

From the original test data, only those test events are retained that hold more than 2% of the total dam-
age on any of the strain channels. This is the first method to shorten the test duration. In a second step,
the same methodology is applied to each of the test events separately and non-damaging sections are cut
out. However, time reduction must be applied on all channels simultaneously to preserve the phase rela-
tion between the different channels. Damaging sections are determined as can be seen in Figure 11, the
non-damaging sections are cut out. A fade in and out of one second is observed within the event, and of 3
seconds between events, to allow system dynamics to fully develop or dampen out. This procedure allows
for a time reduction by 63%, so that only 37% of the total time remained.

The equivalent time signals will be repeated twice in order to validate the exhaust system with a safety
margin on the durability estimation.
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Figure 11: Selection of damaging sections and cutting of non-damaging sections from the load history

4 Test rig

The mechanical loads are simulated by hydraulic shakers that impose a certain motion (acceleration) at the
interface points. The exhaust system interfaces with the engine block at the exhaust ports and with the vehicle
body through the rubber hangers. Depending on the exhaust system, three or four hangers are used. In theory
this leads to a maximum of 30 degrees of freedom (DOF), 6 per interface point. For the engine vibrations,
it is shown that based on the engine motions and rotations three to four degrees of freedom must be taken
into account. For the higher frequencies, only two remain important. The hydraulic engine simulator used
in this work has the capability to apply Pitch, Roll and Z excitation. For the hangers, accelerations measured
on the vehicle body side indicate that primarily the vertical and to some extend the lateral degree of freedom
are important. The test rig used in this research is only able to reproduce vertical loads as opposed to more
complex and expensive test rigs that can apply horizontal loads [6, 7]. The test rig has the ability to simulate
the effect of vehicle body flexibilities.

The thermal load on the exhaust system is applied by means of a fuel burner that generates a hot air flow
through the exhaust system. The burner is controlled based on feedback from the tailpipe exhaust tempera-
ture. Figure 12 shows the hydraulic test rig.

The accurate reproduction of the loads is performed using the offline-feedforward methodology [8] as im-
plemented in Time Waveform Replication (TWR) software from LMS International. The technique is based
on the identification of the system model for test set-up and test object by Frequency Response Functions
(FRF). They describe the linearized system behavior in the operation point. Based on the inverted model,
it is estimated which excitation (drive) should be applied to obtain the desired time history of the targets.
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Figure 12: Exhaust rig with 3-dof engine dummy (Z, Roll, Pitch) and four vertical bracket actuators

After the test has been performed for the first time, a correction (update drive) of the excitation signals
is performed based on the obtained error function (error) via the inverted system model. Depending on the
accuracy of the system model and the linearity of the test set-up, the response converges to the target function.

The rigidity of the test rig was increased and the original control configuration changed to enhance the
controllability, which resulted in a fairly high reproduction accuracy. More important however is the strain
that is experienced by the exhaust system during the reproduction experiments and how accurate the pseudo-
damage matches with the original measurements.

5 Validation: damage comparison between road & rig

Figure 13 shows the damage summary for 15 strain channels. The blue bars represent the raw road load data,
the red bars represent the shortened road load data and the green bars represent the laboratory experiments.
On top of the blue bars, the relative 50-200% ranges are indicated with the black range-bars. It can be seen
that the strain signals measured on the rig generate a total damage for each channel that lies within the range
of [50, 200] % of the baseline pseudodamage, except for channel 2, 11,13 and 15.

Channel 2 is a bracket bending measurement that is related to the longitudinal motion of the exhaust
system. The reason for this insufficient damage reproduction is twofold. First of all, the longitudinal input to
the exhaust system on the test rig comes from the engine Pitch, the engine dummy has no degree of freedom
in the X-direction. Inertial effects of braking and acceleration are therefore not reproduced. Secondly, the
rubber suspension element mostly decouples these forces at the bracket, which can be seen from the very low
maximum strain levels of +/- 10 strain for all road tests on this strain channel. The signal to be reproduced
is therefore not very important for the exhaust system durability and is ignored.

Channels 11,13 and 15 are the tube bending measurements related to the lateral motion and deformation
of the exhaust system. The insufficient damage reproduction is first of all related to the absence of a lat-
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Figure 13: Damage summary for 15 strain channels: laboratory experiments (green) compared to the raw
road load data (blue) and the shortened road load data (red). The relative 50-200% ranges are indicated with
the black range-bars

eral degree of freedom, both in the engine simulator as in the bracket actuators. Damage effects related to
cornering and vehicle roll are therefore not reproduced. A second effect was observed, related to the ap-
plied filtering, which results in somewhat lower strain peak values (-20%), where the peaks show to be quite
important for the total damage.

6 Conclusions

The four steps of an experimental durability assessment procedure on a lightweight stainless steel exhaust
system have been discussed.

• From the road load data acquisition it is shown that two, three or four independent degrees of freedom
of the engine load need to be reproduced, depending on the frequency range. An approach where the
vehicle body is considered flexible is recommended for the reproduction of bracket inputs.

• With damage based time reduction techniques, the required test time is reduced with 63%, while all
measured damaging events remain within the target for rig testing.

• On the hydraulic test rig, the acceleration targets are reproduced with high accuracy, but some of the
strain targets are not well reproduced due to the absence of lateral degrees of freedom in the engine
simulator and the bracket actuators.

• It is shown that a good damage correlation is already achieved for the vertical plane, but more work is
needed to include lateral road load data.
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Abstract
In ordinary component testing for durability, the component’s in situ mechanical environment is mapped to
what can be achieved in dynamic test rigs under controlled conditions in the testing laboratory. In order for
such tests to be meaningful, the response history obtained in the laboratory test needs to closely resemble
the targeted response history observed in field. Such responses are more often than not strain and acceler-
ation responses. The reconstruction of a target output time history may prove impossible however, if the
controllability in the test system setup is too low. In a typical situation, if it is found that the system is not
controllable, the rig’s excitation setup may be altered. Such alterations include increasing the number of
shakers or repositioning of shakers. Unfortunately, the natural approach to modify the excitation setup is not
always readily available for dynamic test rigs, as these typically consist of a number of hydraulic actuators of
considerable size. However, it is evident that another possibility to increase the controllability is by changing
the system eigenvectors, and thus the system itself. We use a state-space representation of the test system,
ẋ = Ax+Bu, y = Cx, in which y is the response and u is the drive signals to the test rig. In mathematical
terms test system excitation alterations mean that the B-matrix of the state-space equation is modified, and
test system alterations mean that the A-matrix, and thus its eigenvectors, are modified. Using a controllabil-
ity metric for a certain state φi from a certain input uj , i.e. column vector of B, bj , as proposed by Hamdan
& Nayfeh, it is easy to see the relevance of such modifications. Their controllability metric is namely the
angles between the invariant subspaces of A (normally the eigenvectors) and the columns of B, calculated
as:

cos θij =
|〈φi,bj〉|
‖φi‖‖bj‖ (1)

To be able to study system alterations in an efficient way, a parameterized structural modification of the
component is proposed, in which a passive structural component - typically a spring-mass system - is added
to the component to be tested. In this article, a two-step method for such modifications is introduced. In
the first step we aim at finding a system which is at least marginally controllable, whereafter we maximize
the controllability of the resulting system with respect to a given parameter set to obtain a set of optimal
structural modifications. These are then elected as starting positions when optimizing the passive component
parameters with respect to the minimization of input force and output error of the combined system.

1 Introduction

In the automotive and truck industries there exists a wide variety of laboratory rig tests to be performed,
ranging from component fatigue testing to riding comfort evaluation of full vehicles. A crucial step in per-
forming such tests is the development of the drive signal for the rig - a daunting task, seeing as the laboratory
seldom manages to replicate the load paths to the tested component very well. Currently, industry practice
to develop drive signals for such rig tests is undergoing rapid evolution with the inclusion of more advanced
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control theory, see [3]. In keeping with this trend, we aim to apply theories of controllability to include
passive components in the loop, thereby minimizing the signal power needed to obtain a certain desirable
output sequence, and in some very special cases even admitting output sequences previously unattainable.
The addition of passive components can be viewed in two slightly different ways; either as a modification
of the system in order to align the eigenvalues according to Rayleigh’s theorem [6], or as a modification of
the mode shapes to make them accessible for excitation. This second vantage point, which is the relevant
one for this article, renders motivation through the work of Hamdan and Nayfeh [7], extending the PBH
controllability criteria [1] to a continuous controllability metric; the angle between the invariant subspaces
of the system matrix A (more often than not simply its eigenvectors) and the input matrix B. This metric
can be seen either as an extension of the PBH eigenvector test, as suggested by Hamdan and Nayfeh, or, at
least for a single input system with distinct eigenvalues, as yet another application of the Schwarz inequality
[4], a viewpoint from which the relation with other metrics used in the field of structural dynamics, such as
the Modal Assurance Criterion [5], becomes apparent.
Throughout this article, we will be working with the state-space representation of a slightly damped struc-
tural system, meaning that the state matrices are derived from the second order symmetrical matrices, see
[9]. The state-space representation is:

ẋ = Ax + Bu
y = Cx

(2)

However, problems in structural dynamics are modeled using second-order differential equations of the form:

Kq + Vq̇ + Mq̈ = f (3)

Where K is the stiffness matrix, V is the viscous damping matrix and M is the mass matrix. In defining
xT =

[
qT, q̇T

]
, the second order form can be translated to first order through defining the state matrices as

below (following the description in [9]):

A = −
[

0 −I
M−1K M−1C

]
B =

[
0

M−1

]
Pu (4)

Here, I is the identity matrix and Pu is a rectangular matrix which relates the excitation vector u, containing
only the nonzero elements of the global load vector f , to the appropriate nodal positions.

Conceptually, the methodology which we propose for adding passive components consists of two steps:
First, we consider the controllability of the rig system, maximizing the controllability of the least controllable
state using the metric alluded to previously. Hence the first step, called the general controllability step and
described in section 3, aims to improve controllability of the rig in general. Second, the output from the field
test system is considered - and a new objective function consisting of the deviation from the field test system
output frequency response and the RMS of the input spectrum is created and minimized. Thus, the second
step, called the particular controllability step and described in section 4, aims to improve the controllability
to the measured output in particular.
The two steps will be evaluated numerically, partly through applying the algorithm to a simulated situation
where a beam is mounted to a rig in such a way that controllability is lacking, see further section 2, but also
through studying the objective functions corresponding to the two steps over the parameter space of said
example to see whether further conclusions can be reached in this way.

2 Problem setup

For our numerical investigation, we elected to study a simply supported beam of total length L = 0.35m
divided into four identical finite elements using third-order Hermitian polynomial basis functions, postulating
that while we can replicate the boundary conditions exactly in our test rig, the input position in the rig is fixed
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in the central position, as seen in figure 1. This also implies that the field test system is more controllable
(in the sense that we can trigger more modes) than our rig test system, as in the rig all antisymmetric modes
will have a node at our input position, and thus cannot be controlled. The problem should mimic a common
test situation in which the actuators cannot be positioned to replicate the excitation locations in the field. The
bending stiffness of the beam is EI = 4853Nm2 and the mass per unit length is m = 8.83kg/m. As output
from the system we consider the first three rotational and the first two translational degrees of freedom from
left to right, as can be seen in figure 1.
The eigenvalues of the beam model can be seen in table 1. As the rig in this state cannot be used to replicate

Figure 1: Rig (left) and field test (right) comparison. As is evident, the difference lies in the input positions,
so that the rig will hardly be able to replicate very many of the possible outputs from the field test.

0.30 1.21 2.76 5.34 8.49 13.4 20.1 24.5

Table 1: Eigenvalues for the beam, kHz.

very many field test input sequences with accuracy, a passive component approach is deemed necessary.
Hence, we add a spring-mass-damper system to our beam. In order to be able to add it at any location
without having to compromise our beam discretization, the passive component is added through the well-
known Craig-Bampton substructure method [2]. Also, the add-on system is parameterized, allowing us to
optimize its position and spring stiffness, seen conceptually in figure 2.

k c

m

x

Figure 2: Passive component attached to beam. The mass and damper values are set to m = 1kg and
c = 0.1kg/s, respectively, while the stiffness (k) and the position (x) are left as parameters to be optimized.

3 General Controllability

When a rig test is first planned, the target data might not be readily available. In such a situation, it would
be highly beneficial to be able to guarantee a certain level of controllability without making any particular
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assumptions about the reference data. Hence, as a first step to add a passive component to a test rig, a set
of positions for which the controllability has a local maximum ought to be sought. Naturally, a metric to
determine the relative controllability of a certain setting is needed for such a set to be found. We propose
as controllability metric the smallest of the cosines of the angles between φvi, which is the lower partition
of the left eigenvectors of the A-matrix, and B2, defined as the lower partition of the B-vector according to
equation (4). The metric is calculated as:

cos θ̂i =
∑

j

|〈φvi,b2,j〉|
‖φvi‖‖b2,j‖ (5)

Naturally, j is the column index for B, and is in fact always one for the current example since our rig has one
input only. It will be left out henceforth. On a similar note, i is the index of the eigenvectors - typically, we
elect the eigenvalues in a certain frequency range and use the corresponding eigenvectors only. For the beam
example, we assumed a cut-off frequency of 12.7kHz for both rig and field test system, meaning that the
first five modes of the beam can be made to participate strongly, and not the rest. The controllability metric
proposed here closely resembles the one which Hamdan and Nayfeh [7] propose; it can be shown that their
metric for second-order problems with symmetrical matrices is what you get when both of the vectors in
equation (5) are multiplied by the mass matrix M from the second-order differential equation (3). A contour
plot of the minimal cosine of the angle as described in equation (5) is seen in figure 3.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
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0.15
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0.35

log10(k)

x

Starting points

Optimization results

Figure 3: Contour plot of the minimum controllability angle. For this figure, the modes of the system
with eigenfrequencies below the cut-off frequency of 12.7kHz have been included. The arrows indicate
increasing values of the cosine of the minimum controllability angle.
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It will prove beneficial in the following discussion to define the parameters of the add-on component in a
general setting as:

χεΩ (6)

Where χ is a vector of parameters which can be substructured in terms of spatial parameters χs and other
parameters χo so that:

χ =
[

χs

χo

]
(7)

This also means that we can divide the parameter domain Ω into the spatial domain Ωs and the other param-
eters domain Ωo, respectively:

Ω = Ωs × Ωo (8)

Of course, χsεΩs and χoεΩo. As can be seen from the function contours in figure 3, the parameter space
is naturally sectioned into strips by a series of valleys, owing their existence to the fact that antisymmetric
modes have nodes at these positions. The first main task of the successful inclusion of a passive component
in a test setup is hence to make sure that we do not position it at a node of any of the modes which we wish
to influence, and so initially, the spatial parameter domain Ωs of the passive component ought to be scanned
so as to remove positions for which a controllable setup cannot be achieved at all. This will also divide Ωs

into subdomains, each of which will be suitable for optimization, that is, in each of these subdomains we
can expect a more or less convex behavior of the controllability metric of equation (5). The PBH test may
be used to effectively search for valleys in our error metric (when the inner product of equation (5) is zero
the PBH test labels the system uncontrollable, see [1]), thereby removing only the nodes of uncontrollable
states from Ωs. Using the PBH test on the beam problem at hand, we scan the spatial domain, in this case
Ωs := {0 ≤ x ≤ L}, and remove the set {xj}N

j=1 from our feasible set, where {xj}N
j=1 is defined as:

{xj}N
j=1 := {xεΩs|θ (x, k?) = 90◦} (9)

Once we have our set of internal boundaries where we can’t affect our system, in this case the N positions
defined in equation (9), we can define our N − 1 subsets which we may call Ξj ⊂ Ωs, as:

Ξj := {χεΩs|xj−1 ≤ χ ≤ xj} , 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 (10)

This divides the parameter space into the necessary subdomains. Next, optimization is performed individu-
ally on each Ξj , rendering a set of optimal parameters which will be used as starting positions for optimiza-
tion in the particular controllability step.
It is interesting to note that there are valleys with a more involved geometry in figure 3: These have been
found to appear when an eigenvector is affected by the passive component in such a way that a deforma-
tion node is relocated to the input position. Because of these, the choice of starting position in parameter
space is highly important when optimization is considered even when the aforementioned division has been
performed - and therefore we suggest choosing the initial stiffness so that the eigenfrequency of the passive
system matches the lowest one of the system to be modified. Of course, the most appropriate starting point
in terms of position is at the center of each strip. These starting points are marked with squares in figure 3 -
and the results from the optimization procedure, which was performed through the Matlab function fmincon
using the Levenberg Marquardt method [8], are marked with stars.

4 Particular Controllability

When first attempting to introduce a passive component to a test rig, it makes sense to try and improve the
general controllability of the system, that is, to make the least controllable state as controllable as can be.
Once a reference output has been selected though, it makes more sense to try and tune the system so that
this particular output is achieved with as little effort as possible. One way to achieve this would be to find
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out the relevance of each eigenvector and add some sort of weighing to the metric used in the previous step.
However, we find that a more suitable approach is to try and solve the problem directly - hence to minimize
the effort, defined as the RMS of the input, and the error; the difference between the reference output from
field test and the rig. Since these two metrics have different units, they must be normalized to work together:
We propose normalizing them both with respect to their maximum value prior to optimization or give more
weight to the output error if low error is deemed more important. The two different parts, normalized, can
be seen in figures 4 and 5, and when weighed together they’re found in figure 6. Although there aren’t any
principal hinders for a time-domain analysis, we have restricted the evaluation to the frequency domain,
implicitly assuming that the field test had a periodic input and that the transient of the response has been
damped out.

In studying this through numerical simulation, a reference output value is essential. In this case, it was
obtained through applying a magnitude one input force at the input position depicted to the right in figure
1, with a cut-off frequency of 12.7kHz. Discrete frequencies at 267 equidistant frequency points between
0 and the cut-off frequency were used. When pre-multiplied with the system transfer function matrix of the
beam, H0, this renders the output spectrum Y0 to be used as reference.
Whichever method used to acquire the reference output, once it’s been had, one must strive to compute the
input signal best suited to achieve it. Since the rig system is modeled as linear, it is easy to show that the
least-squares solution renders the best input, which we label U1:

U1 (x, k, ω) = H1 (x, k, ω)+ Y0 (ω) (11)

Where the + denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse and H1 the transfer function of the parameterized system.
Note that we assume that the number of outputs in field test and rig are the same - in the beam example, we
elect the first three rotational degrees of freedom and the first two transverse, hence simply the ones shown
in figure 1. Naturally, the output from the rig is calculated through the rig system transfer function matrix
H1 times the calculated input U1, which renders:

Y1 (x, k, ω) = H1 (x, k, ω)H1 (x, k, ω)+ Y0 (ω) (12)

Hence, the objective function which we strive to minimize is:

J (x, k) = Wout‖Y1 (x, k, ω) −Y0 (ω) ‖ + Win‖U1 (x, k, ω) ‖ (13)

A contour plot of this function for the beam problem can be seen in figure 6. Note that the symmetry over
xmid = 0.35

2 m is broken due to the fact that only the degrees of freedom to the left of the beam are assumed
to be measured. As anticipated, the best peak values from the general controllability step are reasonably
accurate, and serve well for starting points in the second step. These points are marked as squares in figure
6. It should be noted that the eigenfrequency of the added oscillator is above the cut-off frequency as
k > 6.4 · 109N/m. Using the set of points acquired in step one as starting points for yet another gradient-
based optimization, we find the set marked with stars in figure 6, of which the global optimum is the one
circled in figure 6. Selecting the best one from this set gives us a setting for which we can better replicate
test data while lowering the maximal value of the input, as is seen in figure 7. In the chosen result shown
in figure 7, an average output channel was chosen to represent the improvement. There are channels which
replicate data better, but where the difference between the two rig configurations (with and without passive
component) are less dramatic, and vice versa.

5 Concluding remarks

A two step methodology for adding passive add-on components to increase the controllability in rig testing
has been developed and found plausible when applied to a numerical beam example. Through examining the
objective functions of the two steps in figure 3 and 6, it is evident that they are very similar in appearance;
for example, both have the valleys with an involved geometry which stems from the fact that a certain
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Figure 4: Contour plot of the logarithm of the input magnitude part making up the objective function J (see
equation (13) for definition) in the particular controllability step. The logarithm is shown here because the
function is highly dominated by a pair of peaks at xmid = 0.35

2 m. The arrows indicate declining values.
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Figure 5: Contour plot of the output error part making up the objective function J (see equation (13) for
definition) in the particular controllability step. The arrows indicate declining values.
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Figure 6: Contour plot of the objective function for the particular controllability step. A cut-off frequency
of 12.7kHz has been applied to the input, corresponding to a frequency domain including the first five
eigenvalues. The arrows indicate declining values.

combination of position and stiffness of the passive component will force one of the modes to have a node at
our input position.This lends credibility to the use of the general controllability step, which is the one of the
two showing a more predictable behavior.
The choice of weights in the second step is hard, as well as the choice of norm. It is likely that the objective
function shows a different behavior if these parameters are changed. As both of the objective functions
presented in this article suffer from being non-convex, a further step would be to investigate the particular
controllability concept in the time domain, hoping for an objective function with smoother properties. It
would also be interesting to investigate the possibilities of a combined passive component and feedback
control approach.
In the near future, we aim at investigating how a more challenging input sequence would be dealt with by
the particular controllability metric, that is, to continue the numerical study. If the results from such a study
are encouraging, we plan to test the methodology in the laboratory as well.
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Abstract 
Mistuning of bladed disks in turbomachinery is practically unavoidable. Small mistuning may result in 
larger vibration amplitudes of single blades than larger mistuning, but sometimes these single blade 
vibration amplitudes may be much larger than the tuned blade row amplitude, despite the fact that 
mistuned blade rows average vibration levels are lower than the tuned blade row vibrations. More recently 
blades with shrouds mounted on the disks with some inter-shroud clearance have become popular, because 
this arrangement may restrict the maximum blade vibration levels in some cases. This effect, which is 
called snubbing mechanism, has been analyzed for perfectly tuned rows. In this paper  a first analysis is 
made with a numerical model of a bladed disk, for investigating the possible effects of mistuning on 
snubbing behavior. 

1 Introduction 

Since the 1960s the effect of mistuning on the dynamical behaviour of bladed disks has been analysed by 
many different researchers. The purpose of mistune studies is from one side to represent the actual natural 
small differences in the natural frequencies of different blades in the same row, due to manufacturing and 
assembling tolerances, and from other side to predict the differences in dynamical behaviour between 
tuned blade rows and mistuned blade rows [1],[2]. 
Two phenomena are analyzed: effect of mistuning on flutter instability and on forced response 
characteristics. The results show that mistuning reduces both flutter instability and average forced 
vibration levels, as could be expected. But besides the average forced vibration level reduction it has been 
shown that single blades of the mistuned row may vibrate with much higher amplitude than the tuned row 
(in which all blades vibrate with same amplitude).  
Studies have then been focused on statistically significant prediction of vibration amplitude magnification 
factors as function of amount of random mistuning. It resulted that an increase in mistuning amount leads 
to a reduction of magnification factors. Studies have been performed therefore to define the optimum 
mistuning amount  for having the lowest amplification factor in the bladed disk (see e.g.[3]). Almost all 
these researches are related to free standing blades (without shrouds), generally of gas turbines. When 
blades are integral with the disk, in other words when they are machined directly from the full disk, then 
the bladed disk is called blisk and is more sensitive to mistuning with respect to the blades which are fixed 
to the disk by means of roots, in which some damping may develop reducing the severity of the vibrations. 
More recently also friction forces which develop between shrouds of adjacent blades have been modelled 
[4], and its effect on mistuned bladed disks can be evaluated [5]. 
In new generation steam turbines the design of shrouded blade rows with some clearance between  the 
shrouds on the top of adjacent blades, is becoming popular due to the possibility of reducing the severity 
of vibrations (for some vibration modes) related to the restriction of relative vibration amplitude between 
adjacent blades, and to some energy dissipation in the contact between shrouds, when the relative 
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vibration amplitude exceeds the clearance between two adjacent blades [7]. The behaviour of a vibrating 
bladed disk in which contact occurs between shrouds is called “snubbing” behaviour. 
Considering that travelling waves are generally excited in the rotating row, the maximum vibration 
amplitude for each different excited vibration mode can be evaluated imposing that the relative vibration 
amplitude between adjacent blades should not exceed the inter-shrouding clearance or gap. Figure 1 (taken 
from [6]) shows the dimensionless ratio of maximum vibration amplitude Amax to the gap g as function of 
the ratio of  n/z (number of nodal diameters/number of blades). Since the relative vibration amplitudes 
increase at the increasing of n, and are limited by g, the absolute vibration amplitudes decrease to the 
lower limit which is g/2, when adjacent blades are vibrating in opposition of phase.  
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Figure 1: Maximum vibration amplitude limited by the gap (snubbing mechanisms) 

Previous analyses performed with the simplified model of a tuned bladed disk, which is described here 
below,  have shown that not always the snubbing mechanism reduces the vibration amplitude (with respect 
to the free standing blade), and that higher frequency vibration components can be excited due to shocks 
and rebounds when contact occurs, which contribute to shorten the blade life [6]. This can occur when the 
excitation is not exactly in resonance with the excited row mode. Therefore snubbing has to be studied 
carefully. 
Aim of this paper is to analyse the effect of blade mistuning on the snubbing effect. For this purpose some 
numerical analyses are performed on a typical blade row, for checking the effect of different amounts of 
mistuning, without contact between adjacent shrouds. Finally the contact conditions between shrouds are 
introduced and the effect of mistuning on the snubbing mechanism is investigated. The obtained results 
are obviously related to the specific model used and to the selected values of the model parameters, and to 
one set of mistuning, but represent anyhow one possible dynamic behaviour that could occur in real 
machines. Further simulations performed with different distributions of random mistuning and with 
different values of the parameters, particularly the shrouding contact parameters, and a statistical analysis 
of the outputs could give the results a more general statistical significance. 

2 Description of the blade row 

A typical blade row with shrouds of a reaction steam turbine is represented in the picture of Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Picture of the blade row with shrouds 

In the numerical simulations we assume that the row is composed by 60 blades. In order to model this 
system with a reasonable number of degrees of freedom, bearing in mind that, due to the non linear 
contact conditions between shrouds on top of the blades, time step integration is required for calculating 
the dynamical behaviour of the row, each blade is modelled as a 1 degree of freedom system, representing 
the modal parameters in its first mode of vibration. The clearance between adjacent shrouds (inter-
shrouding clearance) is in this study 10 microns. The disk is also modelled as a series of 1 d.o.f. mass 
stiffness and damping systems, each representing a portion of disk where the blade root is accommodated. 
Let us consider figure 3 that shows a sketch of the considered bladed disk. The number of the blades is z , 
they are ordered and, due to the annular symmetry of the periodical system, blade 1 follows blade z  and 
precedes blade 2. Each blade j  is connected to its root jr  and both have a degree of freedom represented 
respectively by the generalized displacements jx  and jy . Lumped masses jm  and 

jrm  are attributed to 
each blade and root respectively. 
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Figure 3: Sketch of the simplified model used for the investigation 

Coefficients jk  and jc  represent the blade modal stiffness and damping, while the inter-root stiffness and 
damping are represented by coefficients 

( 1)j jrk
+

 and 
( 1)j jrc
+

 The model of the continuity of the roots on the 
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disk and other effects, like friction, in the connection between the root and the blade, is represented by 
these coefficients.  
This assumption corresponds to: 

i) use a modal approach for the blade, that is acceptable because the snubbing effect modeled here 
occurs when the blades are excited in resonance; jm  is the modal mass of the blades, jk  its modal 
stiffness and jc  its modal damping; 

ii) consider the roots as very, but not infinitely, rigid because stiffnesses 
( 1)j jrk
+

 are much greater than 
jk . 

Finally the inter-shroud stiffness 
( 1)j jsk
+

 and damping 
( 1)j jsc
+

 are different from zero only when two 
subsequent shrouds of blade j  and 1j +  are in contact.  

The modal model of the single blade has been obtained by means a 3D modal analysis of the blade and by 
experimental test, which are necessarily required for tuning the damping which is a combination of 
structural damping in the blade and micro-slipping friction damping in the root. 
Figure 4 shows the experimental test bed for impact tests, figure 5 the first blade mode as a result of the 
3D analysis, figure 6 the frequency sweep test and finally figure 7 the frequency response curve, from 
which global blade damping has been derived. 
Tuning of the lumped disk parameters with experimental tests was not possible. The value of the 
parameters have been chosen to have a good frequency separation of  modes with low numbers of nodal 
diameters.  
Also the values of the contact stiffness and damping in the shrouding between two adjacent blades, which 
come in force only when the relative vibration at the top of the blades is equal or greater to the inter-
shrouding clearance, could only be roughly estimated. 

 
Figure 4: Picture of the impact test set-up 

 
Figure 5: First flexural eigenmode of the blade 
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Fig. 6 Blade excited by sinusoidal frequency 

sweep 
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Fig. 7 Frequency response curve (1.st mode) 

3 Description of the blade row model 

Lagrange’s equation approach is used to define the analytical model of the system. The first step is to 
define the set of values for the index i  used for inter-root and inter-shroud coefficients. This index, which 
can conveniently be used to formalize the equations, belongs to the set I  defined as: 

{ }1, 2, , ,1I z= K  (1)

so that the cardinality of I  is 1z + .  
Kinetic energy and linear elastic potential energy of the system are equal to: 

2 2

1 1

1 1
2 2 j

z z

j j r j
j j

T m x m y
= =

= +∑ ∑& & , ( ) ( )
( 1)

2 2
1

1 1

1 1
2 2 i i

z z

j j j r i i
j i

V k x y k y y
+ +

= =

= − + −∑ ∑  (2)

Similarly, the linear damping function is: 

( ) ( )
( 1)

2 2
1

1 1

1 1
2 2 i i

z z

j j j r i i
j i

C c x y c y y
+ +

= =

= − + −∑ ∑& & & &  (3)

Apart from external forcing jF  acting on each blade, a non-linear inter-shroud force is defined as: 

( ) ( )( )( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1) 1 ( 1) 1 ,
i i i i i is i i s i i i i s i iF k x x g c x x i Iλ

+ + ++ + + += − − − − − ∀ ∈& &  (4)

where ( 1)i iλ +  is a boolean variable, used to take into consideration if the contact between the shroud exists, 
and is defined as: 

1 ( 1)
( 1)

1 ( 1)

1,
,

0,
i i i i

i i
i i i i

x x g
i I

x x g
λ + +

+
+ +

− >⎧
= ∀ ∈⎨ − ≤⎩

 (5)

The virtual work of the forces is: 

( )( 1) 1 ( 1)
1 1

i i

z z

j j s i i i i
j i

L F x F x x gδ δ
+ + +

= =

= + − −∑ ∑  (6)
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Then, the degrees of freedom (d.o.f.s) are grouped in vector q  as follows: 

{ }T
1 1 2 2 z zx y x y x y=q L  (7)

and the Lagrange's equation is written as: 

d
d

T T C V L
t

δ
δ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
− + + =⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠q q q q q& &

 (8)

After performing all the derivatives in eq. (8), the system of equation can be written in the canonical form 
as: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )s
r s r s s+ + + + + + = +M q C C C q q K K K q q F q F&& &  (9)

where matrices on the left hand side of eq. (9) are defined as:  
• the generalized mass matrix and blade-root damping matrix: 
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(10)

• the inter-root damping matrix and the inter-shroud damping matrix, the general element of which is 
different from zero only when two subsequent shrouds of blade j  and 1j +  are in contact: 
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• the blade-root stiffness matrix and the inter-root stiffness matrix: 
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• the inter-shroud stiffness matrix, the general element of which is different from zero only when two 
subsequent shrouds of blade j  and 1j +  are in contact: 
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The forcing system on the right hand side of eq. (9) is composed by: 
• the inter-shroud static stiffness force, the general element of which is different from zero only when 

two subsequent shrouds of blade j  and 1j +  are in contact: 

( 1)121
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F L  (14)

• the external forces acting on the blades: 

{ }T
1 20 0 0zF F F=F L  (15)

Due to the presence of the terms [ ]( )sC q , [ ]( )sK q  and ( ) ( )s
sF q  depending on occurrence of the contacts on 

the shrouds, eq. (9) represents a non-linear system. Its integration in the time domain is performed by 
means of Newmark's implicit method, in which the values of ( 1)i iλ +  are determined at each time step by 
means of eq. (5) and of the blade displacements at the previous time step. 

4 Free vibration of the mistuned blade row, without contact  
between shrouds 

Eigen-values and eigen-vectors have been calculated for the case study: a blade row of 60 blades. 
It is well known that due to the coupling between blades represented by the flexible disk where the roots 
are accommodated, for each vibration mode of the single blade many different mode shapes of the row can 
develop, which are defined by the number n of nodal diameters (ND) ranging from 0 (so called umbrella 
mode) to z/2. To each row mode shape corresponds a couple of coincident natural frequencies (except for 
the mode with 0 ND). In our case we are interested in the first flexural mode of the blade only, but we will 
find 31 row modes and 1+ 30 associated double frequencies. When some mistuning is introduced in the 
blades, then symmetry is lost and the natural frequencies are not anymore two by two equal, 61 different 
frequencies and mode shapes are found in the proposed case study. The frequencies are then ordered by its 
order (number no), whilst for tuned rows the frequencies are ordered by the number n of ND of the 
corresponding mode shapes. Number n is nothing else than the frequency order no divided by 2. 
Two values of random mistuning (a small mistuning of 0.5 % of natural frequencies and a larger 
mistuning amount of 2%) have then been introduced in the blades (masses have been changed randomly 
also by an amount of 0.5% and stiffness accordingly to match 0.5% or 2% of natural frequencies 
mistuning). Reference value for mistuning was the natural frequency of the single blade (390.9 Hz). A 
large number (100) of different random mistuning distributions have been applied in order to have a 
statistical significance. Upper and lower limits of mistuned row natural frequencies have been defined by 
means of standard deviation of natural frequency distribution. The natural frequencies as function of the 
increasing frequency order no are represented in figure 8 for the small amount of mistuning (0.5%). 
Spreading of mistuned natural frequencies is represented in figure 9. 
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Figure 8: Natural frequencies as function of no 
blue tuned row, red upper and lower limits of 

natural frequencies (0.5 % mistuning) 

 
Figure 9: Spreading of standard deviation of 
mistuned natural frequency (0.5% frequency 

mistuning) as function of no 

Note that spreading of mistuned blade row natural frequencies is much higher in the mean range of 
frequency order with respect to the low order modes and to the high order modes. This could show some 
influence when snubbing is introduced because contact between adjacent blades in tuned rows occurs 
more likely in the modes with higher n, as shown in figure 1. In these modes in fact the relative vibration 
amplitude of adjacent blades is higher and is restricted by the existing gap. In other words mistuning 
should show higher effects in the modes where snubbing effects a limitation of vibration amplitude.  
Spreading is maximum around the row frequency which are closest to the single blade frequency (390.9 
Hz): for the tuned row this frequency is associated to the mode with 15 nodal diameters (frequency order 
30). This is obvious because the mistuning of the single blade frequency effects smaller row frequency 
mistuning the farer the tuned row frequency is from single blade frequency. 

 
Figure 10: 0.5% Mistuned mode shapes with no =4 

(mode number 4, left) and with no = 10 (mode number 10, right) 

The mode shapes with small mistuning amount show still a sinusoidal-like behaviour (see figure 10 left) 
but only in the low order modes, therefore only for these modes it is still possible to define nodal 
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diameters. At higher frequencies nodal diameters cannot be found anymore: mode shapes are completely 
irregular, as shown in figure 10 right. 
Somewhat higher frequency mistuning is generally considered as natural in similar situations: therefore an 
upper limit of random frequency mistuning of 2% has also been considered. 
Natural frequencies and spreading with random mistuning of 2% are shown in figures 11 and 12. 
 

 
Figure 11: Natural frequencies as function of n 
(blue tuned row, red upper and lower limit of 

natural frequencies with 2% mistuning) 

 
Figure 12: Spreading of mistuned natural with 

2% frequency mistuning. 

 
Again the spreading is maximum around frequency order no =30, at the single blade natural frequency. 
When mistuning is increased also the low order mode shapes loose completely regularity and periodicity: 
nodal diameters cannot be found. Vibration amplitudes are localized on single blades or on single small 
groups of blades. Also this behaviour could reflect on mistuned snubbing behaviour . 
In fact the mode shapes show that where in the mistuned blade row high vibration amplitude occurs, also 
high relative vibration between adjacent blades occurs (next blade is often in opposition of phase; see in 
Fig. 13 left blade 39 and right blades 18 and 44). This facilitate the contact between adjacent vibrating 
blades: snubbing could then prevent the building up of severe single blade vibrations in mistuned rows 
also when low order modes are excited, with low relative vibration amplitudes of adjacent blades, in 
situations where the tuned row would vibrate severely. In fact when at the same frequency the sinusoidal 
tuned mode shape is considered ( e.g. with n=2) the relative displacements between adjacent blades are 
much smaller, so that higher absolute vibrations are allowed without involving contacts.  
From this point of view it seems that mistuning should make the vibration limitation due to snubbing 
apparently much more efficient. 
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Fig. 13  2% Mistuned mode shapes with no =4 (left) and with no = 10 (right) 

5 Forced vibration of the mistuned blade row, with and without 
contact  between shrouds 

The excitation of the rotating blade row is due to the fluid flow coming from stationary blades. The 
pressure distribution on the circumference  in between stationary and rotating row is periodical, and can 
have many harmonic components. Each n-th harmonic component in space (along the circumference) 
generates a n-th harmonic component in time relative to the rotating row. The rotating blade row 
excitation amplitude distribution is therefore sinusoidal with n wavelengths along the circumference, 
which excites a blade deflection distribution with the same n wavelengths, which means with n nodal 
diameters. With respect to the rotating row the excitation is a travelling wave. When then the frequency of 
excitation is equal to the natural frequency corresponding to this mode with n ND, then we have a real 
nice resonance. This is explained more in detail in the following. 
The excitation, which is caused by the steam flux constrained by the stator blade rows or by the nozzles, is 
a non moving stationary forcing system. If the forces have an uniform distribution around the 
circumference, they cause a forced motion on the rotating blade row with 0 nodal diameters. On the 
contrary, if they have a non-uniform distribution, with different amplitudes in different angular positions, 
but periodic over one revolution, then this periodic distribution in the space can be expanded in Fourier’s 
series: 

0( ) cosn
n m

n xF x F F
R

= +∑  (16)

where x  is the arc length on the circumference of average radius mR . 

The n -th harmonic component has a distribution on the circumference with n  wavelength and 2n  nodes 
and excites a travelling deformation shape with 2n  nodes and n  nodal diameters on the rotating blades. 

In the relative position to the rotating row, the force in a fixed place shifts its application point on the 
circumference with the speed equal to RΩ  (the travelling wave speed). Therefore, the arc x  covered in 
time t  is equal to R tΩ  and the force acting on the rotating row is: 

0( ) cosn
n

F t F F n t= + Ω∑  (17)

If the frequency corresponding to the rotating speed is 0f  and the exciting frequency is 0nf , then the 
blades of the row vibrate with a frequency of 0nf  and with a mode having n  nodal diameters. Therefore n  
is called engine order (EO) from the point of view of the excitation in the time domain, and number of ND 
from the point of view of the response in the space domain. If the excitation frequency 0nf  is equal to the 
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natural frequency associated to the mode with n  nodal diameters, then we have resonance and the 
amplitudes become rather high. Otherwise, the deflection shape is the same but the amplitudes remain 
smaller. 
With respect to the blade row we have a traveling excitation, which means that each blade is excited with 
a phase delay corresponding to the position of the blade in the row. The i-th blade of the rotating row is 
excited by the harmonic force component of (17) with a phase delay given by: 

φi=i n 2π/z (18)

 
In order to check which are the effects of mistuning in the forced motion, some calculations of forced 
motion have been made on the mistuned row with and without snubbing. Time step integration has been 
used in all cases: because we have non linear behavior when contact occurs. 
For each couple of blades we have time histories for the mistuned row, with and without snubbing effect. 
Excitation frequency is in resonance with the natural frequency corresponding to the excitation mode n of 
the tuned row. 
A first result related to an excitation with n=2 nodal diameters and with a mistuning of 0.5% is shown in 
Fig. 14, where the steady state situation is represented after a rather long transient situation.  Mistuning 
can be recognized by the fact that blade 2 is vibrating with higher amplitude with respect to blade 1. In 
other couple of blades the differences in amplitude vary randomly between a minimum and a maximum 
which is close to that one of blades 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 14 Steady state vibrations of blades n. 1 and 2 with and without snubbing: mistuning 0.5% and 

excitation in resonance with n=2 
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When snubbing is introduced a strong reduction of vibrations occurs, although some higher frequency 
component appears. In the lower part of the following figures also the relative displacements of the two 
blades as well as the Boolean parameter which indicates contact are represented. A close up of the 
vibrations with snubbing is shown in figure 15. Several contacts occur during one period of excitation. 
The reduction due to snubbing in mistuned row seems to be still more efficient with respect to the tuned 
row. 
In order to check the behavior far from resonance, excitation in same conditions but with double 
frequency (and with increased loading on the blades) has been simulated (see results in figure 16). The 
tuned row vibrates without contacts between blades (which is expected due to n=2 mode, far from 
resonance). The mistuned row vibrates consistently due mainly to multiple contacts between blades, which 
are vibrating in opposition of phase. This result shows the drawback of the snubbing mechanism, which is 
controlling the vibrations in resonant conditions but may increase vibrations and stresses when excitation 
frequency is not in resonance. 
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Figure: 15 Close up of figure 14 
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Figure 16: Vibrations of blades n. 7 and 8 with 

and without snubbing (mistuning 0.5% and 
excitation mode n= 2, excitation frequency twice 

the natural frequency 

 
Other simulation results, represented in Fig. 17, related to 2% mistuning and excitation as previously in 
resonance with n=2 mode show very similar results due to snubbing although the differences in vibration 
amplitudes of blades 1 and 2 are much higher. In all blades similar results are found. Snubbing is 
smoothing and equalizing the vibrations in mistuned rows provided that excitation is very close to 
resonance. 
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Fig. 17 Vibrations of blades 1 and 2 with and without snubbing, mistuning 2%, excitation in 

resonance. 
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Fig. 18 Snubbing effect on mistuned row (same condition as figure 17 with low excitation) 
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If vibration excitation is strongly reduced, in the same conditions as previous case (in resonance with n=2 
mode) in the tuned row no contacts appear because the relative vibration amplitudes are lower than the 
gap. When instead 2% mistuning is introduced, due to the irregular vibration amplitudes relative 
vibrations may result much higher so that contact occurs, which then extend to the complete row. This is 
shown in figure 18. 
In this case snubbing equalizes blade vibration at exciting frequency but generates higher frequency 
vibrations due to contacts and rebounds of the shrouds. This behavior is strongly related to the assumed 
contact stiffness and damping. 

6 Conclusions 

The model of the bladed disk with 60 blades, in which each blade is represented by a single degree of 
freedom system with parameters derived from single blade modal analysis, is used for analysing its 
dynamical behaviour. Different amounts of randomly distributed mistuning is introduced and its effect on 
natural frequencies and associated mode shapes is checked. 
Finally the contact between shrouds is introduced and its effect on the vibrations is calculated for the 
tuned blade row and for the different mistuned blade rows. Due to the non-linearity of the contact 
conditions the equations of motion are integrated in the time domain. The results show to which extent and 
in which condition snubbing is helpful in reducing stress levels in vibrating blade rows. In resonant 
conditions snubbing is always efficient in strong vibration reduction. Far from resonance snubbing may 
instead increase consistently vibration and stress levels. These results are obviously valid for the model 
which has been used for the numerical simulation only. Further studies are needed for obtaining more 
general results. Contact parameters have been roughly estimated. These would require experimental 
validation, as well as the measurement of the full dynamical behaviour of the bladed mistuned bladed disk 
with snubbing would require a very difficult and costly test campaign on a real machine or on a special 
designed test rig. 
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Abstract 
Rotor-to-stator rub is one of the most common faults during the operation of rotating machinery. Its 
frequency is increasing due to the trend of reducing the radial clearance between the seal and the rotor in 
modern turbine units, pumps and compressors in order to increase efficiency. Often the rub occurs 
between rotor and seals and the analysis of the phenomenon cannot set aside the consideration of the 
different relative stiffness. This paper presents some experimental results obtained by means of a test-rig 
in which the rub conditions of real machines are reproduced. Then a specific model is presented and the 
simulations obtained are compared with the experimental results. The model resulted reliable to reproduce 
the behavior of the test-rig. 

1 Introduction 

Rotor to stator rub in industrial rotating machinery can occur in different sections of the machine and can 
have different degrees of severity. In this paper the interest is focused on rub that occurs between parts 
that have different stiffness, in particular when the rotor is more stiff than the stator. This fact, which can 
appear unrealistic thinking about massive casings, is on the contrary very frequent, when a working fluid 
is present. In order to increase machine efficiency, there is a trend to reduce the gap between the rotor and 
the fluid seals. Considering that rotating machinery can cross several critical speeds during the run-ups 
and the run-downs, the rotor can interfere with the seals in case of incorrect design, excessive imbalance, 
misalignment or other causes. Due to their specific function, these seals are often of labyrinth type and in 
this case the stiffness of the threads is less than that of the rotor. Figure 1 shows the effect of rub on a seal: 
threads are practically destroyed and the functionality of the seal is heavily damaged. 
Curami et al. [1] present the experimental evidence of a heavy rub in a 320 MW steam turbine and analyse 
the possible parametric instability due to the periodic radial stiffness variation of the rotor, concluding that 
this phenomenon is unlikely in real machines. Stegemann et al. [2] describe long lasting tests on a 
100 MW steam turbine with about 500 cases of rub, investigated by means of the combined use of 
vibration and acoustic emission. Hall and Mba [3] present a successful case of rub diagnosis on a 500 MW 
steam turbine using acoustic emission. 
Intense research activity has been also performed on test-rigs. Due to the relative small scale of the rigs 
employed, rotor-to-stator rub phenomenon can be studied with more accuracy and in the controlled 
environment of the laboratory. However, in some cases, test-rigs are so small and simple, with very 
flexible shafts, that can hardly reproduce the behaviour of real rotating machinery.  
Several experimental tests are also documented by Chu et al. [4] on a rather small test-rig. Starting from 
the experimental observation that the so-called transient natural frequencies change once the rub-impact 
occurs, they analyse the increase of the transient stiffness of the rotor as the consequence of the interaction 
with the obstacle. The study of the stiffness increasing is also presented by Fumagalli and Schweitzer [5] 
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by means of a test-rig, in which magnetic bearings are used as both exciters and sensors and the obstacle is 
rather stiff.  

 
Figure 1: Effect of the rub on a labyrinth seal. 

Keeping in mind the aspects related to the contact, Choy [6] discuss the combined effect of the rotor 
dynamical behaviour (i.e. rotor whirling) and of the relative speed between the rotor and the obstacle on 
the friction coefficient. Experimental tests on partial arc rub are presented and discussed by Muszyńska 
[7][8], which observed that frequency behavior patterns of the rotor response were systematically 
repeatable, but the specific orbits appeared quite unstable, especially when the rotor-to-stator normal 
forces are higher (i.e. when the interference between the rotor and the obstacle is higher) and the contact 
lasted longer. Authors share the explanation given to this: friction-related surface wear causes continual 
changes in clearance. Anyhow a deeper analysis is cumbersome: in case of real machinery, seals are 
relatively less stiff than the rotor and this cause not only wear but also seal plastic deformation. 
Consequently the transient stiffness vary sensibly. This notwithstanding, in case of light rub plastic 
deformation is reduced and can considered a second order effect.  
Obviously, the presence of friction can cause also thermal effects during rub, but this aspect is not relevant 
in the case considered in the paper. Readers potentially interested on this topic can refer to [9], also for a 
literature survey. 
Another interesting effect on the rotor dynamics, caused by rub, is the excitation of torsional vibrations. 
These vibrations can be considered as always present, but they are seldom measured, because real 
machinery are normally not equipped by a suitable device to measure them. The effect of rub on torsional 
vibration of the rotor is studied by Edwards et al. [10], by Huang [11] and by Deng et al. [12]. 
Many other studies present in literature, apart from their remarkable scientific interest, consider only very 
simple rotordynamic systems and often they are more focused on the numerical simulation of non-
linearities than on the dynamical behavior of real rotating machinery. For instance, many papers consider 
Jeffcott/de Laval rotors, because they have few degrees of freedom (d.o.f.s) and the equations of motion 
can be written explicitly. In other cases, the stiffness of the seals and their d.o.f.s are neglected. However 
this kind of model for the rotor is not suitable to reproduce the behavior of real machines, even though it is 
claimed that this represents a modal model of the rotor. The effectiveness of a modal approach in presence 
of non-linearities is rather questionable. These papers are often more concerned to show application of the 
theory of non-linear systems.  
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The aim of this paper is the study of short arc rub typical of light contact on seals. Since it is not realistic 
to study the rub between rotor and stator, in which a seal is installed, on-field, specific tests are performed 
on a test-rig that is characterized by the most common features of real rotating machinery. Then a model 
has been set-up in order to reproduce the experimental results. Once the model is verified, the behavior of 
real machines can be simulated as a consequence of rub. 

2 Description of the experimental set-up 

The experimental tests of short arc rub were performed on the modular test-rig of Politecnico di Milano. 
This test-rig has been employed for several researches in the field of rotordynamics and its complete 
structure was fully described in [13]. The main advantage of this test-rig consists in its modularity and the 
configuration described in detail afterwards was adopted for the present research. In this configuration, 
only two bearings among the original four have been retained and the shaft is not overhung. The aim of 
this arrangement is to reproduce the behavior of a section of horizontal industrial machines. 
The general layout of the shaft is not symmetric and the rotor is not comparable at all to a Jeffcott/de 
Laval rotor. Figure 2 shows a picture of the test-rig. The relative position of the inertia disks and the place 
where the contact occur is aimed to reproduce that of seals on the ends of the bladed stages of 
turbomachinery. 
The test-rig is composed of a horizontal flexible shaft of 1485 mm length with a minimum diameter of 
25 mm as shown in figure 2. The shaft is connected to an electrical motor, driven by inverter, by means of 
a flexible coupling and is carrying two disks of a diameter of 160 mm and a thickness of 110 mm. The 
total weight of the shaft is nearly 500 N. The motor drives the shaft from 0 up to a maximum speed of 
6000 rpm, but tests are generally carried out at lower speeds, because the aim is to analyze the behavior 
under and over the first critical speed. 

 
Figure 2: Rotordynamic test-rig of Politecnico di 
Milano. 

 
Figure 3: Cross slide and housing in which the 
seal strip is installed. 

 
The shaft is supported by two lemon shaped oil-film bearings and by two bearing housings, connected to 
an oil circulation system to lubricate the bearings. The shaft has a diameter of 50 mm in correspondence of 
the bearings. The bearing housings are connected by means of two force sensors, in horizontal and vertical 
direction, to a metallic supporting structure. The entire apparatus is clamped to a massive concrete block 
isolated from the environment by rubber pads. 
Each bearing is equipped with two proximity probes in directions + and – 45° with respect to the vertical 
direction, as it is usual in many industrial machines. However, the signals from proximity probes are 
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rotated after the acquisition, making the axis of the shaft displacement coincident with the horizontal and 
vertical directions, this procedure allows to compare all signals in vertical and horizontal directions. 
The bearing housings are equipped with two accelerometers for measuring its vibrations in vertical and 
horizontal direction. A third housing is mounted on a cross slide, as shown in figure 3, between the second 
inertia disk and the bearing at the non-driven end (NDE), and can be moved in radial horizontal direction. 
A half seal strip is mounted on this support instead of the bearing, see figure 4.  
The stiffness of this seal strip is less than that of the shaft in order to reproduce what happens in real 
machines, in which the contact occurs between the shaft and labyrinth seals. The cross slide allows the 
seal to be put in contact with the rotating shaft and to set the value of the interference; the diameter of the 
shaft has been enlarged to 50 mm and the seal strip has a diameter of 55 mm. The normal contact force is 
mainly horizontal and the tangential force vertical, due to the geometry of the contact imposed by the 
slide. Also this support is equipped with proximity probes, with force sensors and with accelerometers. 

 
Figure 4: Close-up of the seal strip and of the flexible structure that support the housing. 

Finally also a contact sensor has been designed, tested and installed for measuring the duration of the 
contact. It is composed by Wheatstone’s bridge with one node connected to the shaft, by means of a slip 
ring installed on the extreme end of the NDE of the rotor that is visible in figure 2, and the other connected 
to the seal strip that is the clip in figure 4. Due to the low voltage, the oil film in the bearings guarantees 
the electric isolation of the shaft from the base and the supports. After tuning, the voltmeter indicates 0 V 
when no contact occurs and indicates 2.5 V during contact. 
The first critical speed of the rotor system is split in horizontal and vertical directions, but it is about 
1050 rpm. In order to explore the behavior of the system under and over the critical speed, the tests were 
performed at 600 and 1200 rpm. 

2.1 Experimental results obtained at 600 rpm 

The tests at 600 rpm were performed by setting the rotating speed in the motor driver control, then running 
up the rotor at rated speed and then moving the slide until contact is reached. The presence of a 
comparator allows a rough evaluation of the interference between the seal strip and the rotor, because, as 
stressed in the introduction, friction-related surface wear causes continual changes in the clearance. The 
shape of the rotor orbits after rub strongly depends on the amount of the interference and in this study only 
light rubs are considered.  
The experimental orbits in correspondence of the seal and of the bearings are plotted in figure 5-figure 7 
for the duration of 1 s, when the interference is equal to 5 µm. The positions of the beginning and end of 
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the contact are obtained by comparing the time histories of the vibrations and of the contact sensor. 
Anyhow it is interesting to observe that actually the contact is not continuous, as shown in figure 8 for one 
rotor revolution, thus the rotor and the seal rub each other intermittently. The time interval, in which 
contacts happen, lasts about a quarter of the period of revolution. 
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Figure 5: Rotor orbit in seal position at 
600 rpm. 
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Figure 6: Rotor orbit in bearing #1 at 600 rpm. 
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Figure 7: Rotor orbit in bearing #2 at 600 rpm. 
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Figure 8: Time history of the contact signal over 
one revolution. 

All the orbits in the measuring planes are distorted with respect to elliptical ones, included in the bearings, 
which are the planes where vibrations are normally measured in real machines. Obviously the orbit 
without rub is pretty well elliptical due to the presence of the residual unbalance only and to the linear 
behavior of the system. Besides other effects, rub tends to reduce orbit amplitude as it is shown in figure 6, 
where the orbit without rub is shown as a dashed line. This fact can be explained by keeping in mind the 
concept of the transient stiffness introduced in [4]. The overall system becomes more stiff as a 
consequence of the rub, and being below the critical speed, the vibration amplitude is reduced at constant 
speed. A qualitative explanation is given in figure 9. Similar reductions of the orbits amplitude in presence 
of rub are obtained also in the seal position and in bearing #2, but the orbits without rub are not shown in 
figure 5 and figure 7 for clarity.  
Finally, if the vibration spectrum in the seal is considered, see figure 10 in which the orders up to 10× are 
displayed, it is rather evident to observe the presence of the highest synchronous component and of the 
super-harmonics of integer-order, that indicate the non-linear characteristic of rubbing. Results are similar 
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in the bearings. Anyhow, the super-harmonic components are rather small due to light rub, especially in 
the bearings (note that a logarithmic scale has been used for the amplitudes). 

 

Figure 9: Qualitative explanation of orbit size 
change caused by transient stiffness. 
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Figure 10: Vibration spectrum in seal position 
at 600 rpm. 

 

2.2 Experimental results obtained at 1200 rpm 

The tests performed at 1200 rpm, over the first critical speed, followed the same procedure of those at 
600 rpm. Also in this case the rub is intentionally light (interference of 5 µm) and the orbits are shown in 
figure 11 and figure 12 for the seal and bearing #1. Rotor orbit in the seal position, see figure 11, is rather 
deformed in the part where the contact occurs, while the orbits in the bearings present some perturbation 
also on the opposite part. Similarly to the previous case, the contact between the rotor and the seal is 
intermittent, see figure 13, and the time interval is less than a quarter of the period of revolution. 
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Figure 11: Rotor orbit in seal position at 
1200 rpm. 
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Figure 12: Rotor orbit in bearing #1 at 
1200 rpm. 

Contrary to the previous case, orbit amplitude during the rub is “inflated” with respect to the non-rubbing 
condition, as can be observed in figure 12, where the orbit before rub is shown in dashed line. Also this 
phenomenon can be explained by the transient stiffness, considering that the system is operating over the 
first critical speed (see figure 9). Similar results are obtained also in the seal position and bearing #2. 
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Figure 13: Time history of the contact signal 
over one revolution. 
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Figure 14: Vibration spectrum in seal position 
at 1200 rpm. 

Vibration spectrum, shown in figure 14 up to the 10× order for the seal only for brevity, highlight the 
highest component of the synchronous vibration and several integer-order super-harmonics. These last are 
caused by the intrinsic non-linear characteristics of the rub.  

3 Model description 

The complete model of the system is described in this section, even if some simplification about the 
supporting structure will be actually introduced in the following. The aim of the model is to simulate not 
only the behaviour of the test-rig, but also that of real machines. Thus, the rotor is modelled by means of 
finite beam elements, taking also into account the gyroscopic, the shear and the secondary effect of 
rotatory inertia.  
Even if the experimental tests of paper deal only with the lateral response, the model is set up in order to 
consider also the torsional vibration and 5 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.s) - two translational and three 
rotational - are considered per each node. On the contrary, axial vibrations will be neglected. Considering 
the general j-th element of the rotor in figure 15, the generalized displacement vector ( )r

jx  of the rotor j-th 
node is ordered as follows: 

{ }T( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
j j j

r r r r r r
j j j x y zx y ϑ ϑ ϑ=x  (1)

Two subsequent nodes, the j-th and the j+1-th, define the j-th element of the machine. If the rotor has rn  
nodes, thus 1rn −  elements, the vector ( )rx  of the generalized displacements of all the rotor nodes is 
composed by all the ordered vectors ( )r

jx  as shown in eq. (2): 

{ }1 1 1

T
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 1 r r n n nr r r

r r r r r r r r r r r
x y z n n x y zx y x yϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ ϑ=x  (2)

Different methods can be used to model the foundation. For the sake of brevity, only pedestals, i.e. lumped 
2 d.o.f.s systems, will be considered. A discussion about other methods is reported in [14]. In a similar 
manner to the rotor, also the d.o.f.s of the foundation, horizontal and vertical displacements, which are 
connected by the bn  bearings to the rotor, can be ordered in a vector: 
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{ }T( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 b b

f f f f f
n nx y x y=x  (3)

 

Figure 15: Reference systems of a general rotor element. 

Finally, the seal strip and its housing will be considered as the rigid body P (see figure 16) that has 6 
d.o.f.s: 

{ }P P P

T

P P P P x y zx y z ϑ ϑ ϑ=x  (4)

The corresponding node on the rotor, where the contact with the seal occurs, is indicated as node cn  and it 
is #19 in the finite beam model of the considered test-rig. 
The complete vector of the generalized displacements of the system is therefore: 

{ }T( ) ( )
P

r f=x x x x  (5)

Using Lagrange’s method and neglecting the effect of external forces and of the rub, the d.o.f.s of the 
rotor, of the foundation and of the housing can be considered separately: 

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

r r r r

r r r r r r r
r

d T T U W
dt x x x x

W
x

δ
δ

δ
δ

∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ − + = →⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ +Ω + =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦M x C G x K x
 (6)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

f f f f f f
f f f f f

d T T U W W
dt x x x x x

δ δ
δ δ

∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− + = → + + =⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
M x C x K x  (7)

[ ] [ ] [ ]P P P P P P
P P P P P

d T T U W W
dt x x x x x

δ δ
δ δ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂
− + = → + + =⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

M x C x K x  (8)

In regard to the rotor, the mass matrix ( )[ ]rM , which takes also into account the secondary effect of the 
rotatory inertia, the internal damping matrix ( )[ ]rC , the stiffness matrix ( )[ ]rK , which takes also into 
account the shear effect, and the gyroscopic matrix ( )[ ]rG , all of order (5 5 )r rn n× , can be defined by 
means of standard Lagrange’s methods, beam elements and lumped disks as shown e.g. in [16][15].  

Whilst the structure of ( )[ ]fM , ( )[ ]fC  and ( )[ ]fK  is not relevant at this stage and depends on how the 
pedestals are implemented, the matrices of the seal housing are all simply diagonal matrices: 
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Figure 16: Model of the test-rig. 

P P P P P P P[ ] diag( , , , , , )
x y z

m m m I I I=M  (9)

P P P P P P P[ ] diag( , , , , , )
x y z x y zt t tc c c c c c=C  (10)

P P P P P P P[ ] diag( , , , , , )
x y z x y zt t tk k k k k k=K  (11)

In order to consider the r.h.s of eqs. (6) and (7), the test-rig rotor is supported by bn  oil-film bearings that 
realize a coupling between the rotor and the supporting structure. Even if the exact calculation of the 
forces exchanged between the journal and the bearing case, due to the oil-film, requires appropriate 
methods, the discussion of which is far from the scope of present paper, a widely accepted simplification 
in rotor-dynamics simulation (see again [15]) is the modelling of the oil-film force field by means of 
linearized stiffness and damping coefficients as a function of the rotating speed. Therefore, the expression 
of the linearized forces of the oil-film of the i-th bearing on the rotor journal located in the j-th node, due 
to the rotor d.o.f. displacements only, is: 
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⎧ ⎫⎤ ⎪ ⎪⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎥ =⎨ ⎬⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥⎦ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − Ω − Ω⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦K x C x

 (12)

while that of the forces on the supporting structure, represented as pedestals, corresponding to the i-th 
bearing and due to the foundation d.o.f. only, is: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

i i i i

i i i i

b b b bf f
bf xx xy xx xyj j

b b f b b fi
yx yy j yx yy j

b f b f
i j i j

k k r rx x
k k y r r y
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫Ω Ω Ω Ω

Ω = − − =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Ω Ω Ω Ω⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= − Ω − Ω⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

F

K x C x
 (13)

The actual bearing force between the rotor and the foundation is given by the difference between eq. (12) 
and eq. (13). This way the coupling effect of the oil-film forces is taken into account by the relative 
displacements of the nodes of the rotor and of the foundation in correspondence of the bearings and the 
fully assembled system of equation is built up. 

This requires the definition of the stiffness coupling matrices ( )[ ]rrK , ( )[ ]rfK , ( )[ ]frK , ( )[ ]ffK  and the 
corresponding damping matrices ( )[ ]rrC , ( )[ ]rfC , ( )[ ]frC , ( )[ ]ffC , which are sparse and respectively of 
order (5 5 )r rn n× , (5 2 )r bn n× , (2 5 )b rn n×  and (2 2 )b bn n× . The structure for the stiffness matrices is: 

( )( ) ( )[ ] diag ( )rr b
i⎡ ⎤= Ω⎣ ⎦K K  (14)

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 0 0 0[ ] ( ) ( ) 0 0 0

i i

i i

b b
fr xx xy

b b
yx yy

k k
k k

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥Ω Ω

= ⎢ ⎥Ω Ω⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

K  (15)

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

[ ] 0 0
0 0
0 0

i i

i i

b b
xx xy
b b

yx yyrf

k k
k k

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥Ω Ω
⎢ ⎥Ω Ω⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

K  (16)

( )( ) ( )[ ] diag ( )ff b
i⎡ ⎤= Ω⎣ ⎦K K  (17)

Damping matrices have similar structure, while the dependence of Ω  is omitted hereafter for the sake of 
brevity. This way, the fully assembled system of equations, without excitation, results: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]+ + =M x C x K x 0  (18)

with: 

( )

( )

P

[ ]
[ ] [ ]

[ ]

r

f

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

M 0 0
M 0 M 0

0 0 M
 (19)

[ ]

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

P

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

r r rr rf

fr f ff

⎡ ⎤+ Ω + −
⎢ ⎥= − +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

C G C C 0
C C C C 0

0 0 C
 (20)

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

P

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ]

r rr rf

fr f ff

⎡ ⎤+ −
⎢ ⎥= − +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

K K K 0
K K K K 0

0 0 K
 (21)
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Due to the layout of the test-rig in which the direction of the contact is mainly horizontal, the rub between 
the rotor and the seal strip occurs when the relative horizontal vibration between the node corresponding 
to the rub section and the housing exceeds the seal clearance δ . If this condition is verified, the equations 
of motion of the rotor+bearings+foundation and of the seal housing become coupled. Accordingly to other 
studies in literature presented in the introduction (e.g.[4][7][10]), the force system, exchanged between the 
rotor and the stator, is composed by: 

• a normal component determined by the elastic reaction proportional to the penetration of the rotor 
in the sealing; 

• a friction tangential reaction determined by Coloumb’s law; 
• the torques caused by the aforementioned forces on the rotor and on the housing.  

In other terms: 

( )

( )

P

T

housing
node 

P

if ( ) ( ) :

( ) 0 0 0 0 0 ,
2

( ) ( )

c

nc

c

c

n

m
c

n

c n

y t y t

d
t N N N N N Na Nb

N k y t y t

δ

μ μ μ μ

δ

− >

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪= − − − +⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭

= − −

F  (22)

The friction torque acting on the rotor has the effect to decelerate the rotor. Anyhow, the actual test-rig is 
driven by an electric motor that can hold a constant average rotating speed. Since the aim of the paper is 
not to accurately model the motor controller (actually its parameters have not been identified), its effect on 
the rotor is simply modelled by means of a motor torque acting on the first rotor node that balances the 
effect of the friction torque, when the contact happens: 

( )P

T

node 1

if ( ) ( ) :

( ) 0 0 0 0
2

c

nc

n

m

y t y t

d
t N

δ

μ

− >

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭

M
 (23)

The remaining external forcing systems acting on the rotor are the weight W  and the residual unavoidable 
unbalance distribution: 

( ) ( )
T

2 2

node 15

( ) cos sin 0 0 0unb unb unbt me t me tϕ ϕ
⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= Ω Ω + Ω Ω +⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

F  (24)

Note that the rotor unbalance has been identified using the method described in [13][14] for the considered 
layout of the test-rig. The unbalance is in correspondence of the second inertia disk (node #15) and this 
result is used for the simulations presented in the following. 
By considering all the excitations, the fully assembled system of equations is non-linear due to the rub 
effect and results: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c unbt t t t+ + = + + + = +M x C x K x F M F W F W  (25)

The non-linear system of equations in eq. (25) is integrated in the time domain using the Newmark’s 
implicit method, in which the condition of eq. (22) is checked in each time step, in order to evaluate if rub 
happens. The algorithm is the following: 

1. Starting from a suitable set of initial conditions 0x  and 0x  for 0t = , which actually correspond to a 
point on the steady state orbit without rub for the rotor nodes and null displacements and velocities 
for the housing, the force vector (0)F  is calculated, using eqs. (22)-(24). 
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2. The initial acceleration vector is calculated by: 

( )1
0 0 0[ ] (0) [ ] [ ]−= + − −x M F W C x K x  (26)

3. Starting from the first time step, in a general time step i-th, the new force vector ( )itF  is calculated 
and the generalized displacements, accelerations and velocities are equal to: 
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12
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1 1 [ ] 1 [ ]
2 2

i i

i i
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b b
a t a t a t a

ba t
a a

−
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−

−

⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤
⎜ ⎟+ + + +⎢ ⎥Δ Δ⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦
⎜ ⎟

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟= + + + − − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥ ⎜ ⎟Δ Δ Δ⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟+ − − Δ −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

F W M C x

x M C K M C x

M C x

 (27)

( )1 1 12

1 1 1
2i i i i it a

a t a− − −
⎛ ⎞= − − Δ − −⎜ ⎟Δ ⎝ ⎠

x x x x x  (28)

( )1 1 11 1
2i i i i i

b b bt
a t a a− − −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= − + − + Δ −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟Δ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

x x x x x  (29)

The constants a  and b  of the Newmark’s method are assumed respectively equal to 0.25 and 0.5; this is 
equivalent to the “trapezium rule” and assures that the implicit integration is unconditionally stable, 
without adding numerical spurious damping (high values of b ). In fact it can be proven that Newmark’s 
method is unconditionally stable if 0.5b ≥  and 20.25(0.5 )a b≥ + . 

3.1 Simulation results at 600 rpm 

Contrary to the experimental cases in which only a rough evaluation of the interference between the rotor 
and the seal is possible, the proposed model allows it very accurately. Anyhow steps of roughly 5 µm 
were used to reproduce the accuracy in the positioning of the seal strip obtained in the experimental tests. 
Simulated orbits, shown in figure 17-figure 19 for 1 s, reproduce well the experimental ones at 600 rpm, 
see figure 5 to figure 7, especially considering the size, the aspect ratio and position in which the contact 
starts and ends, and correspond to a maximum interference on the seal of 5 µm. Note that the reference 
system in the simulations is not the same of the experimental measurements, being that of the absolute 
vibration, the origin of which is in the centre of the bearings. In this case the effect of the weight and of 
the oil-film forces determine the position of the shaft centreline.  
Moreover also the fact that below the critical speed the orbits after rubbing reduce their size is correctly 
reproduced as shown in figure 18. Also the contact is not continuous, as shown in figure 20, where the 
time history over one revolution of a Boolean variable, equal to 1 when the condition in eqs. (22) and (23) 
is true, is displayed. Note that in this case the beginning of the period is not coincident with that of figure 
20. The model reproduces well the time interval of the contacts that occur in about one quarter of the 
revolution period. 
In regard to the vibration spectrum, see figure 21 for the seal, the presence of integer-order 
super-harmonics is evident and their amplitudes are comparable with those of the corresponding 
experimental case in figure 10. Similar results are obtained for the bearings, but the spectra are omitted for 
brevity. However, in this case the n×  components are better pointed out due to the higher frequency 
resolution used in the numerical simulation. The amplitude of the harmonics are comparable to the 
experimental ones. 
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Figure 17: Rotor orbit in seal position at 
600 rpm. 
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Figure 18: Rotor orbit in bearing #1 at 600 rpm. 
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Figure 19: Rotor orbit in bearing #2 at 600 rpm. 
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Figure 20: Time history of the contact over one 
revolution. 
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Figure 21: Vibration spectrum in seal position 
at 600 rpm. 
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Figure 22: Rotor orbit in seal position at 
1200 rpm. 
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3.2 Simulation results at 1200 rpm 

Also considering the rotating speed of 1200 rpm, with 5 µm of interference, thus over the system critical 
speed, the proposed model is able to reproduce the corresponding experimental behavior in its main 
characteristics. Orbit shape, see figure 22 and figure 23 that show 1 s of simulation, is pretty well 
reproduced and the orbits after rub increase their size, as shown in figure 23 where the elliptical orbit 
without rub is shown in dashed line. The contact is intermittent, see figure 24, and its time interval is less 
than one quarter of the revolution period, similarly to the experimental case shown in figure 13. 
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Figure 23: Rotor orbit in bearing #1 at 
1200 rpm. 
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Figure 24: Time history of the contact over one 
revolution. 

Vibration spectra are not shown for brevity, but the presence of n×  components and their amplitudes 
correspond to those of the experimental ones. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, an experimental study and a mathematical model aimed to analyze the effects of rotor to 
stator rub in correspondence of seals is presented. A special characteristic of the experimental set-up and 
of the model is that the fixed part is less stiff than the rotor, reproducing what happen in real systems when 
the shaft-line interfere with labyrinth seals. The experimental results allowed to highlight the 
characteristics of the short arc rub, especially with regards to the non-linearities. The model proposed, that 
uses finite element modeling for the shaft and considers also the degrees of freedom of the seal, allowed to 
reproduce the experimental results obtained on the test-rig and can be considered as reliable to simulate 
also the behavior of real machines. The possibility of the model to consider also torsional vibrations, 
excited by the rub, encourages the use of this model to study also this phenomenon, supplying information 
that cannot be obtained in real machinery due to the lack of opportune sensors. 
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Abstract 
High cycle fatigue is one of the main causes of failure of bladed discs. Blades of turbine are loaded by 
centrifugal force as well as variable amplitude force due to fluctuating flow following in blade vibrations. 
Underplatform Dampers (UPD) are commonly used to dissipate energy of vibration and reduce resonant 
amplitudes in bladed discs. UPDs are pieces of metal loaded by the centrifugal force and pressed against 
the platforms of two adjacent blades. Energy is dissipated by friction. To predict the forced response of the 
blades with UPDs information are needed about i) the friction coefficient, ii) the contact stiffness and iii) 
the static normal pre-load N0. 
The contact forces acting on the UPD are computed by damper balance equations. The contact model 
allows simulating three different states: stick, slip and separation. When the contact is fully stuck, the 
static value of the static normal pre-load is non-unique. As a result, a range of variability in the forced 
response of the system is numerically predicted. 
An extensive test campaign, with UPDs of different geometry and various centrifugal and excitation 
forces, has been performed. The experimental data are scattered between an upper and a lower limits. The 
experimental data are compared with the numerical simulation and, for the first time, the experiment data 
scattering is explained as a consequence of the non-uniqueness of the static normal pre-loads. 

1 Introduction 

Resonant vibration may affect fatigue life of turbine blades. Since turbine bladed disks are usually 
characterized by high modal density, it is not feasible to detune the blades in order to prevent the 
occurrence of resonances in the turbine operating range. Therefore, in order to reduce vibration amplitude, 
friction dampers are designed. 
A very widespread configuration of friction dampers is represented by under-platform dampers (UPDs). 
They are small metal devices placed under the blade platforms and held in contact with them by the 
centrifugal force acting in on the damper in service. When the relative displacement between the blades 
under-platforms and the damper are large enough, energy is dissipated at contact surfaces by friction. 
The need of analytical/numerical models to predict the effect of UPDs on the forced response of bladed 
disks has led to several papers on this topic in the last ten years. 
In [1]-[3] kinematic models of UPDs are presented;. the damper displacements are deduced from the blade 
platform displacements by means of kinematic relationships. 
In [4], wedge-shaped and cylindrical dampers are modelled as rigid bodies with 6 degrees of freedom. 
Contact forces are computed by a discretization of the contact surfaces into several contact point elements. 
Another model for wedge and split dampers is presented in [5], taking into account the damper 
compliance and possible partial separation of the damper from the blade platforms during vibration, while 
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in [6] the numerical predictions of the model are compared to the experimental results obtained with a 
rotating blisk with UPDs. 
In all the above described papers, the forced response calculation of the system with UPD is performed in 
the frequency domain with the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM). In detail, the displacements of the 
system and the periodic contact forces are approximated by a series of harmonic terms and then the 
resulting set of harmonic balance equations is solved iteratively with a Newton-Raphson (NR) scheme. 
One of the most important parameters affecting UPD performances at a given operating condition is the 
value of static pre-loads acting on the damper side, balancing the effect of the centrifugal force of the 
damper. 
The classical approach used to compute the static pre-loads ([4]-[6]) acting on the damper sides is based 
on the use of the static balance equations of the damper out of the iterative solution scheme based on the 
NR method used to compute the force response of the system. In [7] it has been shown that this approach 
leads to compute non-unique values of static pre-loads for a given value of centrifugal force, 
notwithstanding the conditions of the contact surfaces during vibration. 
In this paper, a different approach to the calculation of the static pre-loads acting on the UPD sides is 
presented. Such an approach is applied to a simplified UPD model, characterized by in-plane translation. It 
is shown that, when slip takes place on both damper sides, unique values of static pre-loads are computed, 
while in case of ‘full stick’ conditions over one or both the damper sides, non unique values of static pre-
loads are computed and a range of variability in the forced response of the system is predicted. 
In order to validate the presented UPD model, experiments have been run in a static rig made of one 
dummy blade (blade #1) and a dummy blade with the simulated airfoil removed (blade #2) with an 
interposed UPD. According to the numerical simulations performed in the design process, when the 
system vibrates around the blade #1 resonance, the blade #2 vibration is negligible and relative 
displacements between the UPD and the blade #2 is larger than that between the UPD and the blade #1. As 
a consequence, for moderately large values of centrifugal force the contact between blade #1 and the UPD 
is in ‘full stick’ conditions while stick/slip conditions alternate on the other contact. 
The paper is divided in 4 sections. In the first section the damper model is described and the main features 
of the model are outlined, focusing mainly on the range of variability of static pre-loads. In the second 
section the equations used to compute the force response of the system are described with particular 
emphasis to the static balance equations of the damper included here in the iterative solution scheme. In 
the third section the experimental set-up is described, while in the fourth section numerical and 
experimental results are presented and compared. 

2 Damper model 

In this section the damper model used in the numerical simulations is presented, focusing on: 

• the damper kinematics, 

• the contact model used to simulate the contact forces at damper/blade interfaces, 

• the set of damper balance equations that must be respected by the set of contact forces, 

• the range of variability of damper pre-loads under certain conditions of the contact surfaces. 

2.1 Damper kinematics. 

The damper geometry is shown in Figure 1, where y is the blade radial direction along which the 
centrifugal force acts in service and x the tangential direction. 
The damper is modelled as a rigid body. Absolute displacements of the damper and of the left and right 
blade platforms, shown in Figure 2a, are defined by vectors qD, qL and qR respectively. 
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Figure 1  - Underplatform damper geometry. 

The relative displacements along the contact tangential and normal direction, shown in Figure 2b, are 
defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )RDyRyRDxRxRRDyRyRDxRxR

LDyLyLDxLxLLDyLyLDxLxL

sinqqcosqqvcosqqsinqqu

sinqqcosqqvcosqqsinqqu

α⋅−−α⋅−−=α⋅−+α⋅−−=

α⋅−−α⋅−=α⋅−+α⋅−= , (1) 

with  
uL: tangential relative displacement of the left blade platform with respect to damper, 
vL: normal relative displacement of the left blade platform with respect to damper, 
uR: tangential relative displacement of the right blade platform with respect to damper, 
vR: normal relative displacement of the right blade platform with respect to damper. 
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Figure 2 – Damper kinematics: absolute (a) and relative (b) displacements. 

2.2 Contact model. 

The contact between the damper and the blade platforms is modelled by means of contact elements, shown 
in Figure 3, whose constitutive relations were developed in [8]. 
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Figure 3 - Contact model 
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The contact elements are characterized by variable contact normal load N(t), Coulomb friction law and 
possible separation of contact surfaces. The hysteresis cycles of tangential contact forces can be computed 
as a function of: 

• Periodical relative displacements u(t) and v(t); 

• Tangential and normal contact stiffness ku and kv 

• Coefficient of friction μ, 

• Normal pre-load N0. 
Contact elements are characterized by three possible states: stick, slip and separation. Each state is 
characterized by a set of constitutive equations, defining the tangential load T(t) and the normal load N(t) 
acting on the damper, shown in Table 1, where T0 is the mean tangential force in case of fully stuck 
contact. 

State Tangential Force Normal Force 

Stick ( ) ( )tukTtT u0 ⋅+=  ( ) ( )tvkNtN v0 ⋅+=  

Slip ( ) ( )tNtT ⋅μ=  ( ) ( )tvkNtN v0 ⋅+=  

Separation ( ) 0tT =  ( ) 0tN =  

Table 1 – Contact model: constitutive equations ([8]). 

Analytical criteria, developed in [8], governing transitions between different states, are listed in Table 2. 

Transition Tangential Force 

Stick-to-Slip ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tNtFwithtNtF && ⋅μ>⋅μ=  

Slip-to-Stick ( ) 0tw =&  

Contact-to-Separation 0)t(Nwith0)t(N <= &  

Separation-to-Contact 0)t(Nwith0)t(N >= &  

Table 2 – Contact model: transition criteria ([8]). 

The model described in this section is able to simulate gross slip of contact surfaces, i.e. when slip occurs 
over all the contact surface during motion. Damper/blade contact surfaces at many operating conditions 
exhibit the so called microslip behaviour, i.e. slip occurring at part of the contact surface while the other 
part is still stuck. 
In order to take into account such a behaviour by means of the contact model used in this section, arrays of 
contact elements ([9]) are placed at contacts between the damper and the blade platforms. 

2.3 Damper Forces. 

The contact forces acting on the damper sides (Figure 4) are not independent, since the damper balance 
equations 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

0

0
L L L L R R R R

L L L L R R R R C

T t s N t c T t s N t c

T t c N t s T t c N t s F

⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ =

⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ + =
 (2) 

must be respected, where cR = cos(αR), cL = cos(αL), sR = sin(αR), sL = sin(αL) and FC is the centrifugal 
force pressing the damper against the blade platforms. 
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Figure 4 - Forces acting on the underplatform damper 

2.4 Range of variability of damper pre-loads. 

During vibration one of the damper sides or both of them may be fully stuck to the blade platforms. Such a 
condition is shown in Figure 5, where the normalized tangential force T(t) and the normalized Coulomb 
limit curves –μN(t) and μN(t) are plotted against time t over a single period T, in case of harmonic relative 
displacements u(t) and v(t). 
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Figure 5 – Contact forces vs time for fully stuck contact. 

Under these conditions, the actual value of T0, i.e. the mean value of force T(t) over the period T, cannot 
be determined, but it is 

 "TT'T 000 ≤≤  (3) 

with 

 [ ] [ ] 0)t(N)t(Tmax:"T;0)t(N)t(Tmin:'T 00 =μ−=μ+ , (4) 

as shown in Figure 6. 
In case of harmonic relative displacements of the damper with respect to the blade platforms 
 ( ) ( )ϕ+⋅ω⋅=⋅ω⋅= tcosv)t(v;tcosu)t(u 00   

the values of T0’ and T0”, computed analytically by using the tangency condition between the curve T(t) 
and the curves ±μN(t), are 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )ϕ⋅−
ϕ⋅

=ϑϑ⋅⋅⋅μ−ϕ+ϑ⋅⋅μ+⋅μ=

ϕ⋅+
ϕ⋅

−π=ϑϑ⋅⋅⋅μ−ϕ+ϑ⋅⋅⋅μ−⋅μ−=

cosb1
sinb''with''cosuk''cosvkN''T

cosb1
sinb'with'cosuk'cosvkN'T

0u0v00

0u0v00

 (5) 
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Figure 6 – Lower and upper limit values of force T0 in case of fully stuck contact. 

Since the contact forces acting at the damper sides are coupled by the damper balance equations (2), non-
uniqueness of contact forces over one damper side implies non-uniqueness of contact forces over the other 
damper side. 
Such a condition is relevant when one damper side is fully stuck, while the other damper side alternates 
stick and slip states. In such a case, as shown for instance in Figure 7 referring to a damper with ‘full 
stick’ over the left side (L), non-unique values of T0 over the fully stuck side lead to non-unique hysteresis 
cycles of tangential contact forces over the other damper side, and, as it will be shown in the next section, 
to a range of variability in the forced response of the system. 
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Figure 7 –Hysteresis cycles of contact forces over the damper sides 

in case of ‘full stick’ condition over one side. 

3 Forced Response Calculation 

In this section the set of equations used to compute the forced response of the system with UPD is 
deduced for both the blades and the damper and the iterative procedure adopted to solve the set of non-
linear algebraic equations is described. 
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3.1 Balance equation of the blades. 

The set of balance equations of a system made of two blades (or dummy blades) with an interposed UPD 
is 

 ( )0Dd NqqqFFqKqDqCqM ,,, RL+=⋅+⋅
ω

+⋅+⋅ &&&&  (6) 

where q is a vector containing the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the system, K, M, C and D are 
respectively the stiffness, mass, viscous damping and structural damping matrices, F the vector of 
harmonic external forces of frequency ω, N0 the vector of normal pre-loads at the damper sides and 
Fd(qL,qR,qD,N0) the vector of contact forces due to the underplatform dampers written in global system of 
reference. 
Under the assumption of harmonic vibration of the system (Harmonic Balance Method), the set of 
differential equations (6) can be written in the frequency domain as 

 ( )0Dd NqqqFRFRq ,,, RL⋅+⋅= , (7) 

with R receptance matrix of the system and⎯Fd the first order coefficient of the Fourier expansion of 
contact forces Fd. 
Since the non-linearity of the system is localized at contact interfaces the non-linear core of Equation (7) 
is the subset 

 ( )0Dd NqqqFRq
q
q

q ,,, RLc,c0C
R

L
C ⋅+=

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

= , (8) 

where qc0 is the response of blade contact points due to external excitation without dampers and RC,C the 
receptance sub-matrix corresponding to blade contact points. 

3.2 Balance equations of the damper. 

Thanks to the Harmonic Balance Method, the damper balance equations (2) can be split in two different 
sets of equations. 
The first one 

 
0sNcTsNcT

0cNsTcNsT

RLRRLLLL

RLRRLLLL

=⋅−⋅+⋅−⋅

=⋅−⋅−⋅+⋅
 (9) 

where the 1st order Fourier coefficients of contact forces, defined as 

 ∫∫ ⋅⋅=⋅⋅= ω−ω−
T

0

ti
R,LR,L

T

0

ti
R,LR,L dte)t(N

T
2N;dte)t(T

T
2T , (10) 

represents the balance of the dynamical components of damper contact forces, while the second one 

 
0FCsNcTsNcT

0cNsTcNsT

R
S
RR

S
RL

S
LL

S
L

R
S
RR

S
RL

S
LL

S
L

=+⋅−⋅+⋅−⋅

=⋅−⋅−⋅+⋅
, (11) 

where 0th order Fourier coefficients of contact forces, defined as 

 ∫∫ ⋅=⋅=
T

0
R,L

S
R,L

T

0
R,L

S
R,L dt)t(N

T
1N;dt)t(T

T
1T , (12) 

represents the balance of the static components of damper contact forces and, in case of fully stuck 
contact, it is TS = T0 NS = N0. 
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3.3 Solution procedure. 

The calculation of the forced response of the system is performed by solving the equation set made of 
Equations (8), (9) and (11). The unknowns of the system are the damper dofs at contact points qC, the 
damper dofs qD and the normal pre-loads NL0 and NR0 acting over the left and the right damper sides 
respectively. 
The flow chart of the iterative calculation is shown in Figure 8; the novelty of this approach with respect 
to the others available in the literature ([4], [5]) is the inclusion of the Equations (11) in the set of 
equations to solve in the NR scheme and consequently the inclusion of normal pre-loads NL0 and NR0 in 
the set of the unknowns. 
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Figure 8 – Flow-Chart of the Forced Response Calculation 

An example of forced response calculation of a simplified system with an UPD is shown in Figure 9a, 
where several FRF curves are shown for a given value of external excitation. The ‘free’ FRF refers to the 
system without UPD, while the other FRFs refer to the system with UPD having different damper mass 
mD (i.e. centrifugal force). 
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Figure 9 – Numerical FRFs (a); UPD optimization curves (b) 

In Figure 9b, the so-called ‘damper optimization curves’ are plotted, where the maximum FRF value and 
the resonance frequency are plotted versus the ratio Fc/Fe. 
From Figure 9 the effect of damper mass can be observed. There is an optimum value of Fc/Fe 
corresponding to the minimum FRF value, then any further increase of Fc/Fe makes the FRF level increase 
up to a limit value when the damper is fully stuck against the blade platforms. 
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The damper mass has a stiffening effect over the system, since the resonance frequency of the system 
increases monotonically from the value of the linear system without dampers to the value corresponding to 
the fully stuck damper. 
In UPD design, the most important part of the optimization curve is the characterised by values of the ratio 
Fc/Fe larger than the optimum, where the response amplitude is strongly reduced and system is robust 
since a small variation of the ratio FC/Fe produces a small change in the maximum FRF level as well as in 
the resonance frequency. 
It has been shown in section 2.2 that, in case of fully stuck contact, a range of variability in the static 
tangential pre-loads is possible and that it implies a range of variability of: 
- static normal pre-loads, due to the UPD balance equation 
- the hysteresis cycles of tangential contact force, in case of fully stuck condition of one of the damper 
sides. 
Since the area of the hysteresis cycle of tangential force represents the energy dissipated at contact, a 
range of variability dissipated energy implies a range of variability in the response level of the system. 
In case of non-unique response level of the system, it is important to be able to compute the range of the 
response level. In the following part of this section there is the description of the approach used in this 
paper to define the range of the response levels of the system with UPD. 
First of all, if the static balance equations of the system (11) are solved in terms of TL0 and TR0- in case of 
fully stuck UPD, we obtain 

 

( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )RL

LCRL0R0L
0R

RL

RCRL0L0R
0L

sin
sinFcosNN

T

sin
sinFcosNN

T

α+α
α⋅−α+α⋅−

=

α+α
α⋅−α+α⋅−

=

 (13) 

If TL0 and TR0 of equation (13) are placed  in (3), a range of possible values of NL0 and NR0 are deduced 

 

( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) R0R

RL

LCRL0R0L
R0R

L0L
RL

RCRL0L0R
L0L

N
sin

sinFcosNN
N

N
sin

sinFcosNN
N

δ+⋅μ≤
α+α

α⋅−α+α⋅−
≤γ+⋅μ−

δ+⋅μ≤
α+α

α⋅−α+α⋅−
≤γ+⋅μ−

, (14) 

with 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )R,LR,L0uR,LR,LR,L0vR,L

R,LR,L0uR,LR,LR,L0vR,L

''cosuk''cosvk

'cosuk'cosvk

ϑ⋅⋅⋅μ−ϕ+ϑ⋅⋅μ=δ

ϑ⋅⋅⋅μ−ϕ+ϑ⋅⋅⋅μ−=γ
 

The inequalities of Equation (14) define, as shown in Figure 10, a four-sided polygon whose inner area 
corresponds to the possible values of NL0 and NR0. The maximum values of normal pre-loads correspond 
to the coordinates of point 1, while point 2 corresponds to the minimum value of NR0 and point 4 to the 
minimum value of NL0. 
The following criterion is here suggested to compute the range of the forced response of blades with UPD: 

1. impose to normal pre-loads in case of fully stuck contacts the conditions corresponding to point 1 
of Figure 10 in order to compute the response of the system with the maximum normal pre-loads 
at both damper sides. 

2. impose to normal pre-loads in case of fully stuck contacts the conditions corresponding to point 2 
of Figure 10 in order to compute the response of the system with the minimum normal pre-load at 
the right damper. 

3. impose to normal pre-loads in case of fully stuck contacts the conditions corresponding to point 4 
of Figure 10 in order to compute the response of the system with the minimum normal pre-load at 
the left damper. 
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4. plot the optimization curves computed by imposing conditions #1, #2 and #3 and obtain the range 
of possible dynamic responses of the system. Of course one of the three curves will lie within the 
other two curves and must be discarded. 
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Figure 10 – Range of NL0 and NR0 in case of fully stuck damper. 

4 Experimental Set-up 

The test rig used to measure the effect of UPDs on the force response of turbine blades is shown in Figure 
11. It is made of a dummy blade (blade #1) and a dummy blade with the simulated airfoil removed (blade 
#2) with an interposed UPD. 
The dummy blades are clamped in a hydraulic press and the UPD is placed in the cavity between the two 
bodies. The damper centrifugal force is applied by calibrated weights connected to the damper by a system 
of steel wires and pulleys. 
External harmonic excitation is applied at the platform of the blade by an electromagnetic shaker, while 
the system response is measured at the blade tip by an accelerometer. 
Experiments have been carried out around the resonance frequency corresponding to the first bending 
mode of blade #1, shown in Figure 12, with several levels of external excitation within the range 0-100 N. 
The simulated airfoil of blade #2 has been removed because, according to the numerical simulations 
performed in the design process, when the system vibrates around the blade #1 resonance, the blade #2 
vibration is negligible and relative displacements between the UPD and the blade #2 is larger than that 
between the UPD and the blade #1. As a consequence, for moderately large values of centrifugal force the 
contact between blade #1 and the UPD is in ‘full stick’ conditions while stick/slip conditions alternate on 
the other contact. 

Two different dampers have been tested. One with αL=αR=60° (damper #1) and the other with αL=αR=45° 
(damper #2). For each damper, tests have been carried out in the range 5÷400 of the ratio of the 
centrifugal force over the excitation level in order to cover the full spectrum of possible operating 
conditions of the damper. 
In Figure 12, the effect of the damper over the forced response of the blade #1 is shown. The FRF curve 
marked as ‘Free’ represents the FRF of the linear system without UPD. The other FRF curves refer to the 
system with UPD excited at different excitation levels Fe. Due to the non-linearity introduced by the 
friction forces at damper/blade interfaces, the FRF curves do not overlap. 
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Figure 11 – Picture and mechanical sketch of the test rig 
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Figure 12 – 1st bending mode of blade #1 and FRF curves measured at the blade #1 tip 
(αL = αR = 60°; FC = 192 N). 

For very low levels of external excitation (Fe = 0.5 N) the UPD tends to the ‘full stick’ condition, 
corresponding to null damping effect and maximum stiffening effect on the system. 
As the external excitation becomes larger, the maximum value of the FRF curve decreases up to a 
minimum value (Fe = 16 N) corresponding to the optimum operating conditions of the UPD.For levels of 
excitation larger than the optimum (Fe = 50 N) the maximum value of the FRF increases monotonically 
tending to the value of the liner FRF measured without UPD. 
The excitation level has a softening effect on the system, whose resonance frequency decrease 
monotonically from the maximum value corresponding to the ‘full stick’ UPD to the minimum value of 
the linear system without UPD. 
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5 Comparison of numerical simulations and experimental results 

In Figure 13, two sets of experimental results measured for damper #1 and damper #2 are plotted. The 
mean value of the system response in the range of interest of the UPD (i.e. between the optimum FC/Fe 
ratio and the ‘full stick’ conditions) is larger in case of damper #2 than for damper #1, as well as the range 
of variability of the results. In case of damper #1 it has been possible to measure the minimum of the FRF 
of the system, while it has not been possible with the damper #2. 
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Figure 13 – Experimental ‘optimization curves’: comparison between damper #1 and damper #2. 

The four sets of experimental data collected for each damper, represent four different damper installations. 
At the end of each installation the masses simulating the UPD centrifugal force have been unloaded, the 
damper has been removed and then and re-installed. 
The scattering of the experimental results is too large to be correlated to uncertainties of the contact 
parameters (i.e. contact stiffness and friction coefficient). 
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Figure 14 – Numerical ‘optimization curves’: comparison between damper #1 and damper #2. 
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In Figure 14, the numerical optimization curves obtained by applying the procedure described at section 3  
are plotted. The curves define the range of variability of the forced response of the system computed by 
applying the damper model described at section 2 and the procedure described at section 3. 
The mean value of the FRF of the system with damper #2 predicted by the numerical code in the microslip 
part of the performance curve is larger than that computed with damper #1, consistently with the 
experimental results of Figure 13. The range of variability of the FRF is not significantly different for the 
two dampers. 
The comparison between the full field of numerical results and of experimental measurements is plotted in 
Figure 15. Both in numerical and in experimental results the range of variability of the dynamics of the 
system increases as the ratio FC/Fe becomes higher. In case of damper #1 the experimental results fall 
within the range defined by the numerical calculations. For damper #2 part of the experimental results are 
out of the range defined by numerical calculations. 
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Figure 15 – Comparison between numerical and experimental results (full field). 
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Figure 16 – Comparison between numerical and experimental results (close to optimum FC/Fe ratio). 
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As shown in Figure 16, for ratios FC/Fe moderately larger than the optimum value, the error between 
simulations and experiments is of about 10 m/s2/N, corresponding to the 1% of the maximum FRF of the 
linear system without UPD (more than 1000 m/s2/N); in detail simulations overestimate the damping 
induced by UPDs, predicting lower values of the FRF of blade #1 with respect to measurements for both 
damper #1 and damper #2. 
The larger difference between simulations and experiments for large values of FC/Fe may be caused by the 
additional damping introduced by the wires connecting the damper to the calibrated masses, which has not 
been identified. The value of this additional damping is negligible when the UPD works properly (close to 
optimum FC/Fe ratio) but plays an important role in case of UPD tending towards the fully stuck 
condition.. 
In order to explain such a difference, consider that for low values of ratio FC/Fe, where gross slip occurs at 
damper/blade interfaces, the UPD rotation may play a role in the damper kinematics. Since the damper 
model introduced in this paper neglects damper rotation, it is likely that the model overestimate the slip 
occurring at damper/blade interfaces resulting in a higher dissipated energy and in a lower system 
response. 
As shown in Figure 16, the numerical simulations are able to predict with good accuracy the optimum 
value of FC/Fe, corresponding to the minimum FRF of the system with UPD. 
In Figure 17, the ‘frequency performance curves’ of the dampers are plotted. In both cases the model 
allows predicting the frequency shift of the structure due to UPD. The frequency shift predicted by the 
simulations is steeper than that measured with the experimental set-up. Such behaviour is consistent with 
the damper model which does not included damper rotation, overestimating the stiffening effect of the 
damper for small values of the ratio FC/Fe. 
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Figure 17 – Comparison between numerical and experimental results (close to optimum FC/Fe ratio). 

6 Conclusions 

A parametric study of the effect of UPD on the forced response of turbine blades has been presented. 
Numerical simulations computed by means of an original damper model have been compared to 
measurements carried out by means of a specially designed experimental set-up. 
The following conclusions are drawn: 
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• UPD model gives non-unique solutions for the static normal pre-load acting at damper/blade 
interfaces when the contact is fully stuck; 

• a range of variability in the forced response of turbine blades with UPDs is predicted when one 
contact surface alternates slip and stick states while the other is fully stuck (i.e. single slip 
conditions); 

• measurements performed with an experimental set-up, specially designed to have single slip 
conditions, show a range of variability in the system response in accordance with the theoretical 
predictions; 

• the scattering of experimental results cannot be explained with the uncertainty of contact 
parameters (i.e. contact stiffness and friction coefficient); 

• in the range of useful values of the FC/Fe ratio, the numerical simulations allows predicting the 
maximum FRF of the system with an accuracy of about 1% the maximum FRF of the linear 
system without UPDs. 
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Abstract 
The recent developments in high speed micro rotating machinery lead to the need for multiphysical 
modeling of the rotor and the surrounding medium. In this study, thermal and flow induced effects on 
rotor dynamics of geometries with moderate flow confinement are studied. The structure is modeled via 
finite elements based on Timoshenko beams. Flow induced forces are implemented to the structure as 
added mass, stiffness and damping at each node. The temperature increase in the air gap, resulting from air 
friction is modeled via thermal networks in steady state as a function of rotation speed. The changed 
temperature affects the air properties and therefore the flow induced forces have to be recalculated. In this 
way, thermal and fluid effects in medium gap confinements are coupled with the rotordynamic model and 
their effects on critical speeds and vibration response can be investigated.      

Nomenclature 

c damping of the fluid in the gap [Ns/m]   

f friction coefficient  [ - ]                           
l length of the shaft confined in fluid [m]                                                                                                                                     
k  stiffness of the fluid in the gap [N/m]                                                                                            
m  mass of the fluid in the gap [kg]                                                                                                         
ma added mass   [kg]                                            
r   radius of the shaft [m]                                                                                                                                  

ixu         displacement of ith node in x direction [m]                                

iyu        displacement of ith node in y direction [m]                            

q vector of dof of the structure                                                                                                                     
qe vector of dof of the element                                                                                                               
C damping matrix  [Ns/m]                                                                                                             
Cr rotating damping matrix   [Ns/m]                                                                                                              
fn           non-rotating force vector  [N]                                                                                             
fr force vector caused by unbalance  [N]                                              
G gyroscopic matrix   [kg] or [kgm2]                                                                                                                        
K stiffness matrix  [N/m]           
L length of fluid element   [m]                           
M mass matrix  [kg] or [kgm2]                                               
P power loss due to air friction [W]                                                                                                          
δ  clearance   [m]                                                                                 
� complex frequency 
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µ  viscosity  [kg/m s]                       
ρ  density of the fluid [kg/m3]                               

ixφ  angular displacement of ith node in x direction  [rad]             

iyφ  angular displacement of ith node in y direction  [rad]                                                                                                                                                                              

ω  rotation speed   [rad/s]                                                                                                              

1 Introduction 

Due to developments in micro fabrication techniques, increasing demands for portable electronics and 
demands for faster micro production, the design and development of micro rotating machinery has been 
widely studied. A great number of researchers have been working on the development of devices such as 
micro electric motors, micro turbines and micro milling machines which include high speed rotating 
components. Therefore advanced rotordynamic models are required for the design of these components. 
However classical rotor dynamic modeling approaches can not be applied directly due to the multiphysical 
effects becoming crucial in micro level. Epstein et al. [1] state that viscous forces and fluid film heat 
transfer coefficients are higher in small scale and heat transfer becomes an important aspect of fluid 
mechanics, since micro devices operate in a different design space than large-scale machines. Similarly, 
Lin et al. [2] state that the air surrounding an oscillating microstructure has a profound effect on its 
dynamic behavior. Therefore multiphysical effects such as interaction with the surrounding air and 
thermal effects should be taken into account while examining the rotor dynamic behavior.                                                                                                   

In this research work, temperature increase and fluid forces in the moderate confinements of high speed 
mini rotors are modeled.  The reduced gap ratio (air gap/rotor radius) in these geometries is typically two 
orders of magnitude greater than the ones in small air gap geometries such as bearings and seals (0.1 to 
0.001). Flow is generally turbulent as high speed rotors run in such confinements. Therefore inertial 
effects as well as viscous effects become significant. Antunes et al. [3] developed a theoretical model for 
flow induced forces in moderate flow confinement in terms of added mass, damping and stiffness. This 
model is used to simulate the rotordynamic behavior of a rigid rotor on flexible supports with two dof. In 
this study, constant air properties and friction coefficients in the confinement were used for the 
simulations.  

In our study, the theoretical model for flow induced forces [3] is implemented to the rotor finite element 
model as a spring-damper and added mass at each node. Finite element modeling of the rotor is based on 
Timoshenko beams and each element has four degrees of freedom at each node. The temperature increase 
in the confinement is calculated and air properties and friction coefficients are updated. As the rotation 
speed increases, the heat loss due to friction and the temperature increase in the gap between rotor and 
stator become more significant. Consequently the change of air properties due to temperature increase in 
the gap should be considered when calculating the flow induced forces. The power generation in the gap 
due to friction is calculated by using empirical correlations and temperature increase is calculated by 
thermal networks which consist of resistances for rotor, stator and the gap. These results are used to 
calculate the air properties and friction coefficients which are required for calculating flow induced forces 
at each speed. In this way, the flow induced forces and the thermal effects are coupled with the structural 
model. 

2 Modeling 

2.1 Structural dynamics 

Finite elements with a simple Timoshenko beam formulation [4], [5] taking shear deformation into 
account are used for modeling the rotor. Assuming uncoupled axial, torsional and flexural behavior, the 
number of dof becomes four at each node since only flexural behavior is taken into account.  
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Use of complex coordinates makes the calculations more convenient. The vector of nodal displacements 
of the element is: (2 translation and 2 rotational dof, see figure 1) 

     [ ]Txyyxxyyxe iiuuiiuuq
22221111

,,, φφφφ −+−+=                                           (1)  

The schematic illustration of the element is given in figure 1. The consistent mass, stiffness and 
gyroscopic matrices of an element are described by Genta [4] in detail.  

 

 
  Figure 1: Degrees of freedom of a beam element 

 
These matrices are assembled and the governing equations for the structure are obtained as [4]: 

                                 )()()( 2 tfefqCiKqGiCqM n
ti

rr +=−+−+ ωωωω ���                          (2)                      

Where )(tfr   and )(tfn  are, the force caused by unbalance and a non-rotating force vector, respectively.  

2.2  Flow induced forces 

2.2.1 Formulation 

The effect of the surrounding fluid on vibrations of the rotating shaft is widely studied. However most of 
the research work is done on small gap systems such as bearings and seals. The fluid flow in such 
geometries is generally laminar and Navier-Stokes equations are simplified to the Reynolds equation with 
some assumptions. However, less research results are available for larger gap geometries. For these 
configurations the gap to rotor radius ratios are around 0.1. [3] 

In most of the micro rotating devices, there are moderate gaps between rotor and stator. Due to the high 
rotation speed, the flow inside these gaps is mostly turbulent.  

The behavior of the flow in a gap between a rotating cylinder and casing depends on the Couette-Reynolds 
number and Taylor number defined as:       

µ
δρω

δ
r

=Re          and          2

322
2Re

µ
δωρδ

δ
r

r
Ta ==             (3) 

If δRe < 2000 and Ta < 41, the basic two-dimensional Couette flow is observed; when δRe < 2000 and Ta 

> 41, the flow is still laminar but displays three-dimensional Taylor vortices; when δRe > 2000, the flow 
becomes turbulent. For this case a detailed model of the flow is quite complex. Therefore the following 
assumptions are commonly made for simplifying the governing equations: (a) the flow is assumed to be 
incompressible and two dimensional; (b) the turbulent shear stresses are modeled using semi empirical 
friction coefficients [3]. The flow field is given in figure 2. 
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   Figure 2: Two dimensional annular flow 

 

Antunes et. al. [3] obtained linearized fluid forces per unit length for both concentric and eccentric fluid 
annulus with medium gap by using perturbation methods with the above assumptions. The obtained forces 
were added to a simple rotordynamic model with a rigid rotor and flexible supports. Then, simulations 
with different eccentricities were performed and verified experimentally. In the present study, this model 
is implemented to the structural finite element model and coupled with a thermal model enabling updated 
friction and air properties at different rotation speeds. 

2.2.2 Coupling with FEM 

The fluid forces per unit length for concentric configuration are: 
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Where 
δ

ρπ 3r
ma = , axx mfc

δ
ω= , axy mc ω= ,

4

2
a

xx
m

k
ω−= , 

4

2
a

xy
m

k
ω−=                               (5) 

With some algebra these equations can be written in complex coordinates: 

 

 0=++++ yxyxxxyxyxxxxa ukukucucum ����  

)0( =+−−+ yxxxxyxxyyxxya ukukucucumi ����  

            0)()()()()( =+−+++−+++ yxxyyxxxyxxyyxxxyxa iuuikiuukuiuicuiucuium ��������                   (6) 

 

The governing equations for the structure in the absence of unbalance and non-rotating force are given in 
section 2.1. as:  

             0)()( =−+−+ qCiKqGiCqM rωω ���                                      (7) 

The fluid forces in equation (6) are multiplied with element length L and lumped to the nodes of each 
element. The added mass am is assembled to the mass matrix M, the damping xxc to the damping matrix C 

and the stiffness xxk to the stiffness matrix K, the damping xyc is assembled to the gyroscopic matrix G and 

the stiffness xyk to rotating damping matrix Cr.  
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2.3 Thermal model 

The turbulent flow not only affects rotor dynamics of the shaft but also causes large amounts of power loss 
due to high rotation speeds. The friction loss in the gap is determined by the velocity field and the air 
properties. The fluid velocity field is calculated by the Navier-Stokes and the continuity equations. These 
equations can be solved analytically for simple geometries in laminar flow. However for turbulent flow, 
these equations become more difficult to solve. Therefore, semi empirical friction coefficients are 
commonly used to describe the friction loss for turbulent flows. In this study, air friction loss is calculated 
by semi empirical correlations which are functions of the Reynolds number and thermal resistance 
networks are used to calculate the temperature in the air gap.  
Correlations provided by Bilgen and Boulos [6] are used to calculate friction coefficients: 
 

                    5.0
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Re
515.0

δ

δ

�

�
�
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�

= rf                 (500<Re�<104)              (8)        
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δ
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�

= rf                       (104<Re�)                  (9) 

These empirical friction coefficients are used to calculate the power loss, given by: 
 

     lrfPf
43πρω=                                                                          (10) 

 
The temperature in the gap is determined by thermal networks which involve nodes describing the mean 
temperature of each component and resistances among them. All the heat generation in the component is 
applied to the node describing the component.  Figure 3 illustrates independent axial and radial networks. 
In this study a thermal network corresponding to a simple rotor stator system is constructed by using the 
component resistances developed by Saari [7], [8].   
A simple Matlab based code is developed for the calculation of air friction and temperature increase. The 
material properties, dimensions and rotation speed are inputs of the program. The convection heat transfer 
coefficients are calculated in the program and used for determination of the resistances. The temperature 
of the air in the gap and total power loss are the outputs of the program.   
 

 
 

Figure 3: Independent axial and radial thermal resistances 
 
At a specific rotation speed heat generation and fluid temperature is obtained. This temperature is used to 
update friction coefficients and fluid properties which are required for calculation of the flow induced 
forces. In this way; a coupled analysis of three physical domains is performed.  
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Figure 4: Interaction between physical domains 

3 Simulation Results 

The thermal and fluid effects are investigated for different geometries, various gap sizes and different 
bearing stiffness. The dimensions of the rotor used in the simulations are given in Figure 5. The disc with 
a diameter of 40 mm is confined with a casing. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Dimensions (mm) of the rotor used in the simulations 
 

In table (1), the natural frequencies related with the first rigid body mode and flexible mode of the above 
rotor are provided with different gap dimensions. (supports on each side with a stiffness of 105 N/m) 

 

Natural frequencies of the  first rigid body and first flexible mode ( rad/s)  

for different clearances (Bearing stiffness = 105 N/m ) at 100 000 rpm 

 Without fluid �=0.25 mm � =0.5 mm � =1 mm 

Rigid Body  677 532 597 638 

Flexible 10 562 10 560 10 560 10 560 

Table 1: Natural frequencies for different gap dimension 
 

As the gap decreases the flow induced effects become much more important. Flow induced effects are also 
investigated for different support stiffness. As the stiffness decreases, the effects are much more 
pronounced. The change of the natural frequencies with different support stiffness is illustrated in Table 2. 
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Natural frequencies of the first rigid body and first flexible mode ( rad/s)  

for different stiffness (� =0.5 mm ) at 100 000 rpm  

 k= 104 N/m k= 105 N/m k= 106 N/m 

 Without 
Fluid 

 Without 
Fluid 

 Without 
Fluid 

 

Rigid Body 220 111 677 597 1 659 1 656 

Flexible 10 340 10 339 10 562 10 560 12 522 12 520 

Table 2: Natural frequencies for different support stiffness 
 

The stiffness of the bearings is significant for the change of the first rigid body mode. As the stiffness 
decreases, the flow induced effects become more important. 

Figure (6) illustrates the change of the first natural frequency as a function of rotation speed at different 
stiffness.      
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Figure 6: Change of first natural frequency at different rotation speeds with bearing stiffness          

of a) 106 N/m and b) 105 N/m 
 

Finally, the effect of the surface velocity is investigated by decreasing the disc diameter from 40 mm to 10 
mm (with �=0.5 mm). As shown in table 3, the natural frequency of the first rigid body mode is 
considerable, even with low stiffness of the supports.  

 

Natural frequencies of the first rigid body and first flexible mode ( rad/s) for different 
disc diameters with k= 105 N/m 

 dia=10 mm dia= 40 mm 

 Without Fluid  Without Fluid  

Rigid Body 1315 1316 673 597 

Flexible 9342 9340 10 562 10 560 

Table 3: Change of first natural frequency with different disc diameter 
 

The fluid forces have also components that contribute to the rotational damping matrix Cr, resulting in 
self-excited vibrations. The non-rotating damping in the supports is important for stable operation. Decay 
rates (imaginary part of the complex frequency � where ei�t is the solution of equation of motion) for 
different support damping are given below. With a viscous damping coefficient of 1 Ns/m, stable 
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operation is achieved up to 50 000 rpm for the geometry given in figure 5. As the damping of the supports 
increase, the stable operation range increases as can be expected. (for 10 Ns/m up to 140 000 rpm) 
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Figure 7: Stability analysis for different support damping            

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

The fluid effects on rotordynamics of high speed shafts with moderate air gap are outlined. Structural, 
fluid and thermal models are coupled to each other. The surrounding air has almost no effect on the 
flexural natural frequency however it affects the rigid body frequency. The influence becomes more 
pronounced when the stiffness of the supports and the gap decrease. The presence of the surrounding air 
may also result in stability problems depending on the ratio of the rotating and non-rotating damping. 
Future work involves construction of a high speed rotating experimental setup in order to verify the 
developed models.   
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Abstract 
Dynamic behaviors of a planetary gear are analyzed by a theoretical approach. A discrete dynamic model 
for a planetary gear system is established by considering the planets phasing, mesh stiffness and bearing 
properties. The dynamic model consists of the sun gear, the carrier, the ring gear and the planets gears. 
Each component processes three degree of freedoms. Using Lagrange’s equation, we derive the nonlinear 
equations of motion with respect to the Cartesian coordinate system. The dynamic behaviors of the 
planetary gear system are investigated with the time responses computed from the equations of motion. In 
addition, the motions of the components are also studied when they are in a steady state. 

1 Introduction 

Planetary gears are widely used for transmissions of automobiles, aircrafts, heavy machinery and marine 
vehicles. Generally, a single stage planetary gear-set consists of a sun gear, a ring gear, a carrier, and 
several planets. Planetary gears have substantial advantages over parallel shaft drives, including 
compactness, large torque to weight ratio, diminished loads on shafts bearings, high efficiency to transfer 
power and reduced noise and vibration due to the relatively smaller and stiffer components. 

Despite the advantages of planetary gears, noise and vibration have been major concerns in their 
applications. In most high precision reduction of an industrial robot, planetary gears are used in the first 
stage of gear reducer. This planetary gear is mounted directly to the motor shaft, so its vibration is the 
main source of structure-bone noise, which can exceed 90dB. Measurement of the noise shows that gear 
mesh frequency and its harmonics are the dominant acoustic frequencies. Figure 1 shows a typical 
example of a waterfall for the vibration of a planetary gear. Vibration reduction in planetary gears 
provides substantial benefits: reduced noise, improved reliability, more efficient power transfer, and 
reduced maintenance costs. 

Since planetary gears generate internal and external mesh in the several gear pair, the distribution of 
power is unequal in gears and loads are concentrated in special planets gear due to different phase. 
Furthermore, planetary gears possess more complicate structure compared to spur gears. When modeling 
planetary gears, both the inertia and the supporting condition should be considered for the sun gear, the 
ring gear, the carrier and the planets. For this reason, the dynamic analysis of a planetary gear is more 
difficult than that of a spur gear. 

Dynamic analyses of the planetary gear system have been investigated by many researchers. In 1970s, 
Cunliffe [1] and Botman [2] established a dynamic analysis model of epicyclical gear, and studied its free 
vibration. Hidaka [3-9] compared analytical dynamic characteristics with experimental results and 
analyzed characteristics of each component. In 1980s, Botman [10] presented typical measurement results 
on the planetary gear of an aircraft engine, and his experiments showed some peculiar behavior of 
vibration regarding load sharing, response due to gear errors, and dynamic stability. In 1990s, close 
investigation has been made on the dynamic analysis by Kahraman and Parker. Kahraman [11] has studied 
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the dynamic characteristics of the planetary model considering nonlinear time-variable parameter. He 
extended it to a three-dimensional model and examined the influence of planet phasing on dynamic 
response [12]. Also he made simple models for a purely torsional one to predict natural frequencies and 
vibration mode [13]. Parker revealed the unique structure of natural frequency spectra and vibration 
modes due to the cyclic symmetry of planetary gears [14]. Parker presented equations of motion using 
polar coordinates, which considered the revolution of planets due to the carrier rotation. He investigated a 
gyroscopic effect with respect to a rotation. In recent years, many researchers have used the dynamic 
model of Kahraman and Parker to analyze a planetary gear system.  

Since the planet gears in planetary gear system are fixed at the carrier, the motion of planets should be 
considered along with the dynamics characteristics of the carrier. In other words, the motion of the planet 
gears depends on a translation and rotation of the carrier as well as the deflection of the planet gear 
bearings. In previous research, only rotational characteristics of the carrier were included for the dynamic 
analysis of a planetary gear system. In this paper, however, the motion of planet gears due to the rigid-
body motion of the carrier is considered with the deflections due to the bearings of the planetary gears, 
because the rigid-body motion of the carrier influences the mesh stiffness between the sun, planetary and 
ring gears. We establish a dynamic model of a planetary gear system considering the rigid-body motion of 
the carrier. Based on this model, the equations of motion are derived by using Lagrange’s equation. 
Applying the Newmark time integration method to the derived equations, time responses for a planetary 
gear are calculated. From the computed responses, the dynamic characteristics of the planetary gear 
system are analyzed. 

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Frequency  

Figure 1:  Typical example of a waterfall plot for the vibration of a planetary gear. 

2 Equations of motion 

Consider the motions of the sun gear, the ring gear, the carrier and the planets gears. It is assumed in this 
paper that all components of the planetary gear system have the planar motion which is described by 
translations and rotations. As shown in Figure 2, the dashed and solid lines represent all components of the 
planetary gear system before and after movement, respectively. The motions of the sun gear, the ring gear 
and carrier are given by translations jr , crsj ,,=  and rotations jθ , crsj ,,= . The translation jr  can 
be expressed as 
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jir jjj yx += ,   crsj ,,=                                                      (1) 

where i  and j  are unit vectors along the x  and y  axes, respectively. Because the planet gears revolve 
with the carrier, the local motion of the planet gears can be expressed by the normal and tangential 
components with respect to the rotation of the carrier. The local translation ir′  of the planet gears can be 
expressed as 

jir ′+′=′ iii ηξ ,   Ni ,,1 L=                                                      (2) 

where i′  and j′  are unit vectors along the iξ  and iη  axes, respectively. The relations between these two 

sets of unit vectors are defined by the coordinate transformation of jii )sin()cos( icic ψθψθ +++=′   

and jij )cos()sin( icic ψθψθ +++−=′ , where cθ  is the angular displacement of the carrier and iψ  is 
the circumferential location of each planetary gear. Using this transformation, the local translation, given 
by equation (2), can be written as 

jir )]cos()sin([)]sin()cos([ iciiciiciicii ψθηψθξψθηψθξ +++++−+=′             (3) 

The translation of the planet gears with respect to the inertial reference frame can be expressed as 

j
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                            (4) 

where ])sin()[cos( jiR iciccc R ψθψθ +++= , in which cR  is the radius of the carrier. The angular 
displacement of the planet gears in the reference fame is given by ci θθ + .  
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Figure 2:  Configurations of the planetary gear system 
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The kinetic energy T is a summation of kinetic energies for all the components, which is given by 

∑
=

+++=
N

i
icrs TTTTT

1
                                                           (5) 

where sT , rT , cT  and iT  are the kinetic energies of the sun gear, the ring gear, the carrier, and the planet 
gears, respectively. In equation (5), N  is the number of the planet gears. The kinetic energies for the sun 
gear, the ring gear and the carrier can be represented by 

2

2
1

2
1

jjjjjj ImT θ&&& += rr , crsj ,,=                                                    (6) 

where jm  are the masses of the sun gear, the ring gear and the carrier and jI  are the mass moments of the 
inertia. Similarly, the kinetic energies of the planet gears are given by 

2)(
2
1

2
1

ciiiiii ImT θθ &&&& ++= rr , Ni ,,2,1 L=                                             (7) 

All components of the planetary gear system are supported by the bearing modeled as linear springs. On 
the other hand, the meshes of sun-planet and ring-planet are described by a time-variant spring. Therefore, 
the potential energy of the planetary gear system is given by 

( )∑
=

+++++=
N

i
risibibcbrbs VVVVVVV

1
                                                 (8) 

where 

)(
2
1 22

jj
yxkV bjbj += , crsj ,,=                                                    (9) 
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2
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iibibi kV ηξ += , Ni ,,2,1 L=                                                  (10) 
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sisisi kV δ= , Ni ,,2,1 L=                                                    (11) 
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2
1

ririri kV δ= , Ni ,,2,1 L=                                                    (12) 

in which bjV  and biV  are the potential energies of the bearing, siV  is the potential energy due to gear mesh 

between the sun gear and the planet gears, and riV  is the potential energy due to gear mesh between the 
ring gear and the planet gears. In equations (9)-(12), bjk  and bik  are the bearing stiffness; sik  and rik  are 

the mesh stiffness of the sun-planets and the ring-planets; siδ  and riδ  are the mesh deflections of the gear 
teeth on the line of action.  The mesh deflections, shown in Figure 3, can be expressed as  

iissssiiccisssiiccissi RRRxxRyy θθαψψθαψψθδ −−−+−−−−+−−= )sin()]}cos([{)cos()]}sin([{ , 

iirrrriiccirrriiccirri RRRxxRyy θθαψψθαψψθδ +−++−−−++−−= )sin()]}cos([{)cos()]}sin([{   (13) 

where siψ  and riψ  are the angles between the planet gears and the sun gear/ring gear with respect to the 
inertial referential frame [11]. They can be expressed as 

ri

ri
ri

si

si
si xx

yy
xx
yy

−
−

=
−
−

= −− 11 tan,tan ψψ                                           (14) 
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In equations (13), siα  and riα  are the pressure angles of the sun gear and the ring gear, respectively. The 
pressure angle of involute teeth, is the angle between the line of action and a line tangent to the pitch circle 
at the pitch point and it is constant at the top of the involute curve. Therefore, if the gear pair has the 
involute mesh, the pressure angle is fixed at the contact point. 

 
Figure 3:  Mesh model between the sun gear and the planet gear 

 
The equations of motion for the planetary gear are derived from Lagrange’s equation given by 
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where kq  are the generalized coordinates. For the given system, the generalized coordinates are 
},,,,,,,,,,,,,,,{ 111 NNNcccrrrsssk yxyxyxq θηξθηξθθθ L= ; therefore, the dynamic behavior is 

governed by N39 +  independent equations of motion. Substitution of equations (5) and (8) into equation 
(13) yields the following coupled equations of motion: 
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As shown in equations (16) to (27), the equations of motion are non-linear ordinary differential equations 
where the generalized coordinates are coupled to each other. The equations of motion expressed in matrix-
vector form is 

0qqNqqM =+ ))(),(())(( ttt &&&                                                         (28) 

where q  is the displacement vector, M  is the mass matrix, and N  is the non-linear internal force vector. 
Note that the mass matrix is a function of the displacement vector, while the non-linear vector is a 
function of the displacement vector and the velocity vector. Assuming 3=N  for simplicity of discussion, 
the displacement vector, the mass matrix, and the non-linear vector are given by 
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where 
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Table 1:  Model parameters of the planetary gear 

 Sun gear Ring gear Carrier Planet gear 

Mass (kg) 
Inertia (kgm2) 
Base diameter (mm) 
Teeth number 

0.40 
0.0023 
77.420 

27 

2.35 
0.2269 
275.03 

99 

5.43 
0.1990 
177.80 

 

0.66 
0.0061 
100.35 

35 

Mesh stiffness (N/m) 
Bearing stiffness (N/m) 
Pressure angle (degree) 

5.0 × 108 
1.0 × 108 

24.6 

3 Dynamic response analysis 

Dynamic responses of the planetary gear system are computed from equation (28), using the Newmark 
time integration method [16]. The Newmark method to obtain the dynamic responses can be represented 
by  

0vxNaxM =+ ++++ ),()( 1111 nnnn                                                         (32) 

where 
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11 )1( ++ Δ+−Δ+= nnnn tt aavv γγ                                                   (34) 

in which β and γ  are the algorithm parameters related to the accuracy and stability of the Newmark 
method, nx , nv  and na  are approximations to )( ntp , )( ntp& , and )( ntp&& , respectively, and tΔ  is the time 
step size, i.e nn ttt −=Δ +1 . The initial vectors for the displacement, velocity, and acceleration are 
computed by 
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Introducing equations (33) and (34) into equation (32), the resultant equation becomes a non-linear vector 
equation for 1+na  if nx , nv  and na  are known. The Newton-Raphson method to compute 1+na  from this 
equation may be expressed as 
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where i  represents the iteration number for each step; )(iJ  is the Jacobian matrix, and )(
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In order to compute the time response of the planetary gear system, the material properties of Table 1 are 
used. 

The time responses of the planetary gear are investigated when the input torque of the sun gear is 
constant. The responses are computed with the material properties given in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the 
displacement histories of the sun gear, the ring gear, the carrier and the planetary gears. Each component 
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displays the beat phenomena which imply the responses have very close natural frequencies. It is observed 
in Figures 4(a)-(c) that the vibration amplitudes of the ring gear and the carrier are larger than the 
amplitude of the input sun gear. However, Figures 4(d)-(f) show that the responses of the planet gears are 
smaller compared to the responses of the sun gear, the ring gear, and the carrier. It is also observed that the 
vibration periods of the planetary gears are smaller than those of other parts. This means that the responses 
of the planetary gears have higher frequency components than the other responses. In order to compare the 
periods of the sun gear and the planetary gear, the responses of these gears are plotted again in Figure 5. 
As shown in this figure, the period of the planetary gear is shorter than that of the sun gear. It is interesting 
to check the frequency spectra for the responses of the planetary and sun gears. Figure 6, which is the 
result for Fourier transform of the responses of the planetary and sun gears, shows that the planet gear has 
major frequency components at double frequency of the sun gear. 
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Figure 4:  Tim responses of the planetary gear 
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Figure 5:  Comparison of the displacements between the sun gear and the planet gear 
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Figure 6:  Frequency spectra of the sun gear and the planetary gear 
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Figure 7:  Loci of the components of the planetary gear: (a) the sun gear, the ring gear, and the carrier; and 

(b) the planets 
 
It is instructive to visualize the loci of the centers of the sun gear, the ring gear, the carrier and the planet 

gears. The loci of the centers of the sun gear and the ring gear and the carrier are plotted in Figure 7(a) 
while the loci of the centers of the planet gears are plotted in Figure 7(b). In Figure 7, the horizontal and 
vertical axes represent the displacements in the x  and y  axes, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the 
whirling radii of the ring gear and the carrier are larger than those of the sun gear and planet gears. An 
interesting locus is found in Figure 7(a), where the locus of the sun gear has a polygon shape.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The dynamic characteristics of planetary gear system are analyzed considering the motion of carrier which 
influences the translation and rotation motions of the planetary gears. Considering the dynamic motion of 
the carrier, the equations of motion for the planetary gear system are derived by applying the Lagrange 
equation. Based upon the derived equations, the time responses are computed using the Newmark time 
integration method. The dynamic behaviors of the planetary gear system are investigated with the time 
responses computed from the equations of motion. In addition, the motions of the components are also 
studied when they are in a steady state. 
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Abstract 
Magnetorheological fluids (MRF) are able to change their physical properties under effect of action of 

magnetic field. The main advantage of devices utilizing this type of intelligent material is the possibility of 

control of damping by changing dynamic viscosity of fluid. The paper presents the process of modelling 

and optimization of geometric parameters of the prototype MRF bearing. The procedure used to minimize 

the dimensions of this device was created in the APDL language being a script language of the ANSYS 

environment. The results of the numeric calculations obtained after the optimization process were 

presented in this paper. 

1 Introduction 

Magnetorheological fluids constitute suspended matter of tiny magnetically polarized particles in 

magnetically neutral base. Affected by magnetic field, ferromagnetic particles form chains, changing the 

physical properties of a mixture. These changes are reversible and occur in very short periods of about a 

few milliseconds. This phenomenon causes change of viscosity and a shift of the yield point of the fluid. 

With lack of external magnetic field, the substances behave similarly like Newton fluids. These properties 

make it possible to construct converters that convert electric signals to mechanical ones. The model of 

magnetorheological fluid and its behaviour in magnetic field are presented in Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1: Model of magnetorheological fluid under action of magnetic field 

A typical magnetorheological fluid consists of three basic components indicated in Fig. 1. The first of 

them is constituted by ferromagnetic particles (1) that are surrounded by a superficial coat (2), the 

particles being suspended in the magnetically and electrically neutral carrying fluid (3) [1]. 
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2 Operation modes of devices based on MR fluids 

Three basic models of operation are utilized for designing of MRF devices, i.e. a coupling and a valve 

operation models and a model of operation of fluid during compression.  

It is assumed that in the coupling operation model the fluid is present between two surfaces moving one in 

relation to the other. The magnetic field lines are vertical to the direction of the force causing the 

dislocation of the magnetic poles. The illustration of this type of operation mode is presented in Fig. 2a. 

This model is utilized for designing of couplings, brakes and rotary dampers. 

In the valve operation model, the same arrangement of magnetic field lines as in the case of the coupling 

operation model is utilized. The difference lies in the control of a rate value of fluid flow between two 

stationary planes. Owing to change in magnetic field strength, the control of flow is possible in a very 

extensive range. The flow can be blocked when the field is large enough. Such a type of operation can be 

utilized in hydraulic dampers and shock absorbers. This type of operation is presented in general outline in 

Fig. 2b. 

The operation model that assumes compression of magnetorheological fluid utilizes the possibility of 

small changes of dislocations and generation of relatively great forces in a plane parallel to acting lines of 

the magnetic field. A model of this type of operation is presented in general outline in 2c. 

 

Figure 2: Models of MR fluid operations: a) coupling type, b) valve type, c) during compression 

3 Description of design form of the MRF bearing 

The discussed magnetorheological device operates in the coupling mode of the MRF fluid. Its task is to 

provide the bearing type support for one of kinetic pairs of a manipulator mechanism and therefore will be 

named the magnetorheological bearing in the subsequent part of this paper. The main target of the 

designing process of this device was to minimize the external dimensions and to obtain the possibility of 

their calibration, depending on the application. These assumptions caused the structure of the discussed 

bearing to be designed in a disk system. A longitudinal section of the bearing is presented in Fig. 3.  

The discussed bearing is composed of a core (1) on which a coil is wound. An aluminum bush (2) is fixed 

to the core. The bush plays the roles of a magnetic insulator and of an element that transmits torque 

transferred subsequently to external teeth (3). The teeth are fixed to the bush (1) by means of a key type 

connection. The teeth are made of ARMCO iron, which ensures their high magnetic permeability. 

Between the external teeth (3) and the internal ones (4) there is a gap filled with magnetorheological fluid. 

Changing its viscosity, the fluid stiffens the connection between the external teeth (3) and the internal ones 

(4). This causes the torque to be transferred to aluminum housing (5) of the bearing. The holes for 
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attachment of the bearing to a destination mechanism are drilled both in the bearing housing (5) and the 

core (1). The bearing housing is closed by a threaded aluminum bush (6) in which holes are drilled, 

enabling the bearing to be filled with magnetorheological fluid. On the other hand, the coaxiality of all 

components of the device is assured by means of two slide bearings (7) made of polyamide. 

 

Figure 3: Section through the magnetorheological bearing in the longitudinal plane 

Owing to application of a material of high magnetic permeability, such like ARMCO iron, and of a 

material of insignificant permeability, such like aluminum, it was possible to form magnetic field lines in a 

closed magnetic circuit. In the bearing the magnetic field lines were formed to propagate perpendicularly 

to the torque transferring surfaces of the teeth (3) and (4). 

3.1 Optimization of design features 

In order to obtain the highest ratio of generated torque to the bearing size, the system was subjected to 

optimization process. The damping force generated by the bearing is influenced, among other factors, by 

the arrangement of the lines of the magnetic field and its strength. Therefore a magnetodynamic model of 

the bearing was constructed in ANSYS environment. The bearing model with division into finite elements 

is presented in Fig. 4. The division into finite elements was carried out with the help of PLANE13 type 

element, whereas the selection of the number of the elements was carried out automatically. 

The connection between the magnetic properties and the torque generated by the bearing was effected by 

deriving in the APDL language an analytical formula in the following form: 

 

 maglepsum MMM +=  (1) 

where:  

  lepM   - fluid viscosity related torque, 

magM   - magnetic field strength related torque. 
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Figure 4: Bearing model divided into finite elements 

Determination of constituent torques generated by the bearing can be achieved by means of the following 

equation: 

 ( )( )rdrrrkMM

r

r

maglep ∫−=+
2

1

)1(2 τπ  (2) 

where: 

k  - number of torque transferring teeth, 

τ  - shear stress in fluid, 

1r   - internal diameter of teeth, 

2r  - external diameter of teeth. 

 

Determination of constituent torques generated by the bearing can be achieved by means of the following 

equation: 

 
h

r
Hmag

ω
ηττ ⋅+= )(  (3) 

where: 

τ - total shear stress, 

    )(Hmagτ - shear stress induced by magnetic field, 

    η - coefficient of dynamic viscosity, 

   ω - angular velocity, 

   h - width of gap between teeth. 
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After substituting the constitutive equation into the relationship describing the torque (2) and after 

integration, the following formulae are obtained: 

 ( ) ( )3

1

3

2
3

2
1 rrkM magmag −−= πτ  (4) 

 ( ) ( ))
2

1
4

1

4

2 rr
h

kM lep −−=
πηω

 (5) 

The τmag value is read from the diagram of magnetorheological fluid characteristic. It depends on the value 

of magnetic field strength present in the gaps between the torque transferring teeth. 

In the optimization process of the geometric features of the bearing, decisive variables were introduced, 

shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1. Besides, it was assumed that the maximum supply voltage will be equal to 12 

[V] and the maximum angular velocity will not be higher than 8 [rad/s]. 

 

Figure 5: Simplified schematic drawing of the bearing with marked dimensions subjected to 
optimization 

Limits Variable 

name Minimum value Maximum value 

Post-optimization 

variable 

a [m] 0,05 0,015 0,09 

b [m] 0,02 0,05 0,03 

c [m] 0,07 0,2 0,1 

d [m] 0,02 0,05 0,03 

Table 1: Results and parameters of bearing optimization 

The optimization was carried out by means of built-in gradient method implemented in the ANSYS 

software. The starting point for this method was determined by making calculations for 20 cases of 

various variants of variables selected at random. In each iteration of the optimizing algorithm, a magnetic 

field strength value in gaps filled with magnetorheological fluid was determined. Owing to that, the 

coupling between the described dynamic model and the magnetic characteristics of the 

magnetorheological bearing was obtained. 

The fundamental criterion in the optimization process was maximization of the torque generated by the 

magnetorheological bearing with minimization of its external dimensions at the same time. The optimum 
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geometric characteristic of the bearing with the imposed limits can be obtained by maximizing the target 

function described by the following formula: 

 
( )

total

lepmag

celu
A

MM
F

+
=  (6) 

where: 

  magM   - fluid viscosity related torque, 

  lepM  - magnetic field related torque, 

totalA   - total area of bearing section. 

3.2 Optimization results 

The pattern of magnetic field lines for the optimized design is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the lines 

close in a correct way in the bearing structure, forming a closed magnetic circuit. Besides, the course of 

magnetic field lines in the places of the gaps filled with magnetorheological fluid is perpendicular in 

relation to the shear stress generated in this fluid. 

 

Figure 6: The pattern of magnetic field lines in longitudinal section of the magnetorheological 
bearing 

 

The quantity that has direct effect on the value of the torque generated by the bearing is the magnetic field 

strength and related to it the magnetic induction. The maps of the magnetic strength and induction for the 

optimized structure are shown in Fig. 7. 

The maximum magnetic field strength value in the places of gaps filled with fluid is about 42 [kA/m]. 

This value is relatively low, but high enough for the torque generated by the bearing to assure the assumed 

dynamic values of the bearing. 

The value of the generated torque after optimization was 4.5 [Nm]. Increasing this value would require 

extension of the limits imposed on the external dimensions of the bearing. 
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Figure 7: Map of values of: a) magnetic field strength b) magnetic field induction 

4 Conclusions 

The presented method of optimization of the geometric characteristics of the magnetorheological device 

joins the MRF coupling operation model, expressed by an analytical formulae, with magnetic 

characteristics of the designed device, which were determined by means of the finite element method. The 

advantage of such a solution is, undoubtedly, universality of the method, making it possible to optimize 

various design solutions, but modification of the dynamic model of the device is necessary every time. 

The disadvantage of the method is the usage of optimization methods built in the analytical environment, 

which in some cases may prove to be insufficient to obtain a global solution. In order to avoid such a 

situation, genetic algorithms should be used as an external optimization method. 
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Abstract
It has been observed that in two apparently identical gear systems, one gear pair may function well whilst
the other rattles. We show through experimentation a mechanism for this behaviour. Experiments are run
at a constant angular velocity combined with a sinusoidal displacement input and relative gear motions
are obtained for a range of sinusoidal displacement amplitudes and phases. The experimental results show
varying magnitudes of driven gear oscillation within the backlash space, away from the ideal permanent
contact boundary for the same amplitude of forcing input. From the experimental results we are able to
hypothesise that this intermittency is based upon a superposition of an external fluctuating forcing and a
forcing due to tooth profile errors, as the amplitude of the contact loss is linkedto the gear orientation
at which the maximum of the external forcing occurs. We derive a non-dimensional equation of motion
for relative angular displacement between two meshing gears. In this modelwe have incorporated tooth
errors due to mounting misalignments, otherwise known as eccentricity. We areable to analytically solve
the equation of motion from the point of contact loss and by incorporating smaller tooth errors as initial
conditions taken from experimentation, we are able to show how different amplitudes of disconnection may
be observed for the same amplitude of input.

1 Introduction

Gear rattle has recently become an important consideration in the automotive industry as a Noise, Vibration
and Harshness problem. It is well known that gears can rattle by oscillatingwithin their backlash gap
[1, 2, 3]. It has also been noted that for two seemingly identical geared systems, one may exhibit noisy
rattling behaviour whilst the other is silent. This has previously been attributedto the coexistence of solutions
that nonlinear oscillators display [1, 4, 5, 6]. There are many models of geared systems and a comprehensive
review has been given bÿOzg̈uven and Houser [7].

It has long been thought that tooth profile errors are a major source of gear noise [8]. In this paper we
investigate the interaction between an external drive fluctuation with errorsat the gear mesh interface. These
interface errors, which include tooth deflections, eccentricity and tooth surface finish, combine to form the
Static Transmission Error[5, 9]. Some level of eccentric mounting of gears is inevitable. It can be introduced
during the gear cutting by misaligned cutting tools or via inexact mounting in the final system. It has been
suggested that eccentricity can have an undesirable effect on gear dynamics [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

Experimental results are provided from an experimental set up consistingof a 1 : 1 ratio steel spur gear
pair which receives a displacement controlled, fluctuating input. This system is an approximation to a lightly
loaded, unselected gear in a manual automotive gearbox subject to an acyclic input, a system which is known
to be susceptible to rattle. Relative gear motions, recorded via high accuracy encoders, show varying magni-
tudes of driven gear oscillation within the backlash space, away from the ideal permanent contact boundary
for the same amplitude of forcing input. This variation is dependent on the phase of the fluctuation relative
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Figure 1: Experimental plots of how the relative shaft displacements for theexperimental system running
at a constant gross rotation rate of1 Hz vary with time, for three different relative gear orientations. The
relative orientation of the eccentricities changes the amplitude of the oscillationsat the frequency of the gross
rotation rate. Three alignment cases are considered, (a) Case A: the smallest amplitude oscillation, (b) Case
B: a large amplitude oscillation.

to gear angular position. We compare these experimental findings with solutions of a derived mathemati-
cal model incorporating eccentricity. We then attempt to improve upon the model by adding further static
transmission error components to our solution method.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we show experimental gear backlash oscillations with a
range of amplitudes when the amplitude of the forcing input is fixed. Then in Sec. 3 we develop a mathemat-
ical model for the relative gear motion which incorporates eccentricity. Fairagreement between the model
and the experimental data is shown in Sec. 4. Section 5 shows that the additionof further errors may explain
any differences between experimental and theoretical results. We add some concluding remarks and discuss
future avenues of work in Sec. 6.

2 Experimental Results

We are interested in the amplitude of the free vibrations within the backlash space, which here we will
name ‘disconnections’. Experiments were conducted using a rig which consists of a servomotor providing a
displacement controlled input to a 1:1 ratio,18 tooth steel, spur gear pair. The relative motions of the gears
are recorded via high accuracy encoders. See refs. [16, 17] fora more detailed description of this rig.

Experiments were run at a constant velocity of1 Hz under no load for20 s. This allowed the errors at the
mesh interface to be recorded. This was followed by a60 s period where the drive gear was subject to a
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Figure 2: A small amplitude relative gear trajectory, for a forcing amplitude ofǫ = 0.43 rad and an input
phase of4.3072 rad relative to the eccentricity sinusoid. (a) The periodically fluctuating component of the
displacement input against time. (b) How the relative shaft displacement (shown in solid line) varies with
time. The dashed lines are the backlash boundaries, which fluctuate due to gear eccentricity.

prescribed fluctuating displacement input given by

θ1 = 2πΩt+ ǫ cos(2πΩt+ φ), (1)

whereθ1 is the input displacement,t is the time in seconds,Ω is the gross rotation rate of the gears,ǫ is the
amplitude of the sinusoidal forcing in radians andφ is the phase of the forcing in radians.

The gross rotation rate of the rig was1 Hz. The amplitude of the sinusoidal forcing was varied between0.39
and0.46 rad over a series of separate tests. For each different amplitude, 9 testswere carried out, each test
varying the phase of the input sine wave by0.7854 rad. By changing the phase of the input forcing we were
able to investigate how the forcing fluctuation interacted with the static transmissionerror.

We were also able to repeat these tests for different static transmission errors by changing which tooth pairs
were in mesh, changing the different individual tooth error combinations.The largest component of the
static transmission error was due to eccentricity the result of which is a sinusoid whose frequency matches
the gross rotation rate of the pinion. This is because the effective centre distance changes between the gears
thus changing the meshing tooth thickness and contact length with angular position of the gears. For1:1
ratio gear pairs the amplitude of this sinusoid will remain approximately constant and a single gear rotation
is sufficient to obtain the amplitude and phase of the sinusoid. By changing which tooth pairs were in mesh,
the alignment of the gear eccentricities and hence the amplitude of this sinusoid was also varied.

The two static transmission errors investigated are shown in Fig. 1. The eccentricity of the drive gear (mea-
sured in situ on the rig) was0.04826× 10−3 m for the drive gear, and0.05588× 10−3 m for the driven gear.
As the amplitude of these displacements is very low there is some quantisation of data due to sensor resolu-
tion. This has been improved by averaging the signal for each complete rotation of the gears. The alignments
investigated were chosen so as to create the smallest possible eccentric oscillation, shown in Fig. 1(a) and the
largest possible eccentric oscillation, shown in Fig. 1(b). We will refer to these as Case A and B respectively.

Figures 2-4 shows experimental relative gear trajectories (obtained by subtracting the driven gear angular
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Figure 3: A variable amplitude relative gear trajectory, for a forcing amplitude of ǫ = 0.43 rad and an input
phase of0.3654 rad relative to the eccentricity sinusoid. (a) The periodically fluctuating component of the
displacement input against time. (b) How the relative shaft displacement (shown in solid line) varies with
time. The dashed lines are the backlash boundaries.
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Figure 4: A large amplitude relative gear trajectory, for a forcing amplitude of ǫ = 0.43 rad and an input
phase of1.9503 rad relative to the eccentricity sinusoid. (a) The periodically fluctuating component of the
displacement input against time. (b) How the relative shaft displacement (shown in solid line) varies with
time. The dashed lines are the backlash boundaries.
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displacement from that of the drive gear) for the same amplitude of input forcing but for three different
input forcing phases (using eccentricity case C). For each figure, plot (a) shows a displacement plot of
the fluctuating component of the input and plot (b) shows the associated relative gear motion. To remove
any transient effects the plots start35 s after the sinusoidal forcing is applied. The positive and negative
boundaries corresponding to the relative displacements at which the gears impact are plotted as dotted lines.

By comparing the input fluctuation (a) plots with the gear trajectory (b) plots, we can see that a distinct
disconnection occurs approximately at the point at which the input displacement fluctuation is at a maximum.
However, the amplitude of this disconnection varies between the tests, Fig. 2 showing a repeating, small
amplitude disconnection of the two gears, whilst Fig. 4 shows a large amplitude repeating pattern where
the driven gear tooth completely traverses the free-play region and impactsthe opposing driving gear tooth.
Fig. 3 shows a gear trajectory that displays a non-repeating disconnection amplitude.

We may relate the phase and amplitude of the input forcing to the amplitude of disconnection response by
way of contour plots shown in Fig. 5. An ‘eccentricity’ sinusoid at the rotational frequency of the gears was
fitted to the static transmission recorded during the first20 s of each test. This sinusoid was then subtracted
from the60 s section of each experiment where the forcing fluctuation was applied to give the dynamic
transmission error relative to the positive driving surface. The minimum value of these transmission errors
for every forcing period (the amplitude of disconnection) was then recorded.

Average values of disconnection amplitude are then plotted against input phase relative to the phase of the
eccentricity sinusoid and the amplitude of input forcing. Figure. 5(a) shows the contour plot for case A where
the sinusoidal static transmission error due to eccentricity is smallest. Figure 5(b) shows the same plot for a
large amplitude of eccentricity sinusoid, cases B. Also shown in Fig. 5(b) are crosses referring to the relevant
phase and amplitude of forcing for the three experimental trajectories plottedpreviously. A, B and C refer to
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

3 Mathematical Model of a Gear Pair With Eccentricity

3.1 Equation of Motion

Figure 6 shows a schematic of a driven gear.β is the size of the half backlash andk is a lumped stiffness.ψ1

andψ2 are the linear displacements along the line of action of the drive and driven gear respectively. This
can be used to calculate the driven shaft rotationθ2. Clearly in an eccentric gear pair, both the distance from
the shaft centre to the pitch point and the angle that the linear tangential component of the angular motion
about the shaft centre makes with the line of action will vary with angular position. Therefore there is an
oscillatory ‘loosely internal’ component to the angular motion transmitted throughgear mesh interface. It
may be shown (see ref. [16]) that this forcing is governed by

ψ̇1 = θ̇1rb(1 +
E1

R
cos (θ1)), (2)

ψ̇2 = θ̇2rb(1− E2

R
cos (θ2)). (3)

whererb is the gear base circle radius,E is the magnitude of the eccentricity andR is half the distance
between the two shaft centres. The equation of motion for the driven shaft is

Iθ̈2 + cθ̇2 = b(ψ1, ψ2) +mgE2 cos (θ2), (4)

whereI is the moment of inertia of the gear,c is the viscous linear friction coefficient,m is the mass of the
gear,g is gravity andb is the interaction force between the gears.

As the drive fluctuation sinusoid amplitudeǫ (see Eq. (1)) is generally small andθ2 is approximately equal
to θ1 + Ψ, we can rewrite Eq. (3) as

ψ̇2 = θ̇2rb(1− E2

R
cos (2πΩt+ Ψ)). (5)
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Figure 5: Experimental contour plots showing how the amplitude of disconnection (values defined by the
right hand colour bar) varied with the input fluctuation amplitude and phase relative to the approximately
sinusoidal static transmission error due to eccentricity. Two static transmissionerror cases are shown (a) case
A, smallest, (b) case B, largest. ‘X’ denotes the input values that correspond to the experimental trajectories
plotted previously ‘X A’ = Fig. 2, ‘X B’ = Fig. 3, ‘X C’ = Fig. 4
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Figure 6: A schematic of the simple model for the equation of motion of an eccentric gear pair.

By rearranging Eq. (5) in terms oḟθ2 andθ̈2 from the equation of motion, Eq. (4), such that it is written in
terms of the linear motion along the line of action,ψ,

I
ψ̈2

rb(1− E2
R cos (θ1 + Ψ))

(6)

−I 2πΩE2ψ̇2 sin (2πΩt+ Ψ)
rbR(1− E2

R cos (θ1 + Ψ))2

+c
ψ̇2

rb(1− E2
R cos (θ1 + Ψ))

= b(ψ1, ψ2) +mgE2 cos (θ2).

The interaction term between the gears,b(ψ1, ψ2) describes whether or not the gears are meshing, we write

b(ψ1, ψ2) = kB(ψ1 − ψ2, β) (7)

whereB is a nonlinear backlash function, which describes the system stiffness when the gears are in contact
and when they are out of contact. Using a piecewise linear function,

B(ψ1 − ψ2), β =


ψ1 − ψ2 − β, ψ1 − ψ2 > β
0, |ψ1 − ψ2| < β
ψ1 − ψ2 + β, ψ1 − ψ2 < −β.

(8)

We define a dynamic transmission error,x that is normalised to the top backlash boundary as

x =
ψ1 − ψ2

rb
− e(t). (9)

wheree is the static transmission error. This error term may be seen as a ‘loosely external’ forcing (i.e. it
could be incorporated into the external driving input) in addition to the ‘loosely internal’ forcing described
previously in Eqs. (2-3). By assuming that all tooth errors other than those caused by eccentricity are negli-
gible, it can be shown (see ref.[16]) that

e(t) = U sin (θ1 + d), U =
r2b

(√
E2

1 + E2
2 − 2E1E2 cos (Ψ)

)
2R

√
R2 − r2b

, d = arctan
{
E2 cos Ψ− E1

−E2 sinΨ

}
. (10)

The transmission error defined in Eq. (9) is equivalent to the sinusoidal component of the eccentricity sinu-
soid subtracted from the dynamic transmission error in terms of angular displacement.

Substituting the forcing equation, Eq. (1) into the equation for the linear velocity of the drive gear, Eq. (2),
gives

ψ̇1 = 2πΩrb + ΩΓ sin (2πΩt+ q), (11)
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where

Γ = 2πrb

√
E2

1

R2
+ ǫ2 − 2E1ǫ

R
sin (φ), q = arctan

{
E1
R − ǫ sinφ
−ǫ cosφ

}
. (12)

By substituting Eqs. (9,10,11) into Eq. (7) and assuming that the forcing fluctuation amplitude,ǫ and the
eccentricity magnitude,E is small, allows a nondimensionalised equation of motion for an eccentric gear
pair to be established

x′′ +
(
δ − 2π

E2

R
sin (2πτ + Ψ)

)
x′ (13)

+
(
κB(x,

β

rb
) + η cos (θ2)

)
(1− E2

R
cos (2πτ + Ψ))

= 2πδ +H cos (2πτ + J)

where{}′ is the derivative with respect to nondimensionalised time (τ = Ωt), nondimensionalised damping,
stiffness and out of balance mass,δ, κ andη respectively are given by

δ =
c

IΩ
, κ =

rbk

IΩ2
, η =

mgE2

IΩ2
(14)

and forcing fluctuation phase and amplitude, which are augmented by eccentricity, are given by

H =

√
F 2 + 16π4

E2
2

R2
− 8Fπ2

E2

R
sin (Ψ−G), (15)

J = arctan

{
F sin (G)− 4π2 E2

R sin (Ψ)

F cos (G)− 4π2 E2
R cos (Ψ)

}
, (16)

F =
1
rb

√
4π2 + δ2

√
4π2U2 + Γ2 − 4πUΓ sin (d− q), (17)

G = arctan

{
Γ sin (q + arctan (− δ

2π )) + 2πU sin (d+ arctan (2π
δ ))

Γ cos (q + arctan(− δ
2π )) + 2πU cos (d+ arctan (2π

δ ))

}
. (18)

If we consider the case where the nondimensionalised damping,δ is high and the mass of the gears is low
(which is true in the experiments described in Sec. 2) the nondimensionalised mass imbalanceη and the
parametric forcing due to change in centre distance become negligible. This means that Eq. (13) becomes

x′′ + δx′ + κB(x,
β

rb
) = 2πδ +H cos (2πτ + J). (19)

It may be shown that nonlinear oscillators of this form can exhibit coexistingsolutions[6, 4]. However it
may also be shown (see ref. [16]) that the high nondimensional damping value of this system (the damping
measured through run down tests equated to a valueδ ≈ 2.7) destroys the coexistence of solutions that
impact the positive drive surface once per forcing period. Therefore the multiple amplitudes observed in this
system are due to a separate mechanism.

4 Comparison of experimental and theroretical results

As in the experimental system the stiffness is high we may assume that impact occurs instantaneously.
Therefore the freeplay equation of motion is

x′′ + δx′ = 2πδ +H cos (2πτ + J), |x| < β

rb
. (20)
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The initial loss of contact of a meshing system (i.e.x = β
rb
, x′ = 0) will occur when the right hand side of

Eq. (20) becomes negative. Therefore, by equating the right hand side to zero, we may find the time of this
loss of contact,τloss, as

τloss =
1
2π

arccos (
−2πδ
H

)− J

2π
. (21)

If the magnitude ofH is less than the numerator then the gear pair will not lose contact. It has beenshown that
H is a function of the phase of the input forcing sinusoidal relative to the eccentricity sinusoid, thus allowing
the possibility of both quiet permanent contact solutions and noisy operationto be observed, depending on
the phase of the input relative to a geometric forcing.

The solution of the free play motion Eq. (20) may be calculated as

x(τ) = 2πτ +
H

2π
√

4π2 + δ2
sin (2πτ + J + arctan

(
−2π
δ

)
) (22)

+C1 + C2e
−δτ

whereC1 andC2 are integration constants. The initial conditions at loss of contact described above, allow
the integration constants of Eq. (23) to be calculated as

C2 =
e−δτloss

δ

[
2π +

H√
4π2 + δ2

cos (2πτloss + J + arctan
(
−2π
δ

)
)
]

(23)

C1 =
β

rb
− C2e

−δτloss (24)

−2πτloss − H

2π
√

4π2 + δ2
sin (2πτloss + J + arctan

(
−2π
δ

)
).

In order to find the amplitude of the disconnection, we numerically evaluate the trajectory given by Eq. (23)
to find the maximum amplitude away from the positive drive gear surface, which we callxmin. Therefore
the amplitude of disconnection,A can be written as

A =
∣∣∣∣(xmin − β

rb
)
∣∣∣∣ . (25)

Using the equations described we are able to generate contour plots equivalent to those generated with
experimental data (Fig. 5), using the same parameter values as observed on the experimental rig. These
theoretical contour plots are given in Fig. 7. The two plots differ by way ofinitial gear alignment; Fig. 7(a)
has an alignment value ofΨ = 0 (case A) and Fig. 7(b) has an alignment value ofΨ = π (case B). Also
marked on each contour plot is the corresponding line ofHcrit which correspond to the input forcing required
at each input phase required to initiate contact loss. We may confirm from the theoretical contour plots that
eccentricity has an effect on gear disconnection amplitude. However the variation in disconnection response
amplitude observed experimentally (Fig. 5) exceed those predicted theoretically (Fig. 7). It is also noticeable
that changing the alignment of the gears and hence that of the eccentricitiesdoes not have a significant effect
on the variation in maximum and minimum amplitude of disconnection for each forcinginput amplitude.

5 Modelling further tooth errors

A large range of disconnection amplitudes are observed experimentally forthe same amplitude of input
forcing. The model developed in this paper includes eccentricity but surface profile errors are assumed to
be negligible. From further analysis of the static transmission errors recorded in Fig. 1 we may improve our
initial condition assumptions at the loss of contact (i.e.,x′ = 0, x = β

rb
).
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Figure 7: Theoretical contour plots showing how the amplitude of disconnection (values defined by the right
hand colour bar) varied with the input fluctuation amplitude and phase relative to the eccentricity sinusoid.
The amplitude of disconnection is measured as a relative shaft position, using alignment value (a) Case A:
Ψ = 0, (b) Case B:Ψ = π.
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Figure 8: (a) Static transmission error created by the addition of specific sinusoids taken from the measured
static transmission error of Fig. 1(b) (the largest eccentricity component case). (b) the relative gear velocity
caused by this assumed static transmission error.

We may improve on our assumed static transmission error, given in Eq. (10),by adding additional error
terms. Therefore we express the static transmission error as

e(t) =
∑
k∈F

ak cos (2πkτ + φk), (26)

whereF is the set of frequencies considered andak andφk relate to the amplitude and phase of the cosine at
the specified frequency. It is possible to recreate the static transmission errors observed in Fig. 1 by extracting
the amplitudes and phases of the largest power spectrum amplitudes. Therefore we consider,

F = [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 34, 35, 36, 53, 54, 55, 69, 70, 71, 72]. (27)

These frequencies generally relate to the meshing frequency and their harmonics. It is not within the scope
of this paper to derive expressions for the error that each of these frequencies corresponds to, although the
first order terms are due to eccentricity, which we have calculated in Eq. (10) (a1 = U andφ1 = d).

The advantage of this method is that we can create a smooth differentiable function which minimises noise.
Figure 8 shows the recreated static transmission error signal for the largest eccentricity case. This shows
a good match with the measured static transmission error of Fig. 1(b) despite therelatively few frequency
components considered. Also plotted in Fig. 8 is the velocity associated with the assumed static transmission
error. As an initial approximation to the effect of tooth errors we take the maximum and minimum velocities,
x′(τloss) ≈ 0.03 rad s−1 andx′(τloss) ≈ −0.025 rad s−1 along with an initial displacement error ofx(τloss) ≈
β − 1 × 10−3 rad. We use these new initial conditions to re-evaluate Eqs. (23-25) to findnew theoretical
contour plots for parameter values equivalent to the experimental rig during case C tests. Figure 9(a) uses
initial conditionsx′(τloss) = −0.025 rad s−1 and initial displacementx(τloss) = β − 1 × 10−3 rad and
Fig. 9(b) usesx′(τloss) = 0.03 rad s−1 and initial displacementx(τloss) = β − 1× 10−3 rad.
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Figure 9: Theoretical contour plot showing how amplitude and phase relative to eccentricity sinusoid of an
input sinusoidal forcing effect the amplitude of disconnections between ameshing gear pair. Alignment
value, Ψ = π rad. (a) initial velocityx′(τloss) ≈ −0.025 rad s−1 and initial displacementx(τloss) ≈
β−1×10−3 rad.(b) initial velocityx′(τloss) ≈ 0.03 rad s−1 and initial displacementx(τloss) ≈ β−1×10−3

rad. These plots may be compared with the experimental contour plot in Fig. 5.
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It is evident from Fig. 9 that the initial conditions have a large effect on thetheoretical response of the sys-
tem. The small relative velocities caused by the static transmission error significantly shift the disconnection
response amplitudes. We may conclude that the interaction of errors and input forcing has a large bear-
ing on the amplitude of disconnection response. We may also use this observation to hypothesise that the
non-repeating disconnection amplitudes(an example of which can be seen inFig. 3) are because any small
disturbance to the system may change the initial conditions at contact loss. The averaging methods and
frequency selections may lead to conservative estimates of initial velocities which could in turn explain the
reason that the experimental disconnection amplitudes range a slightly wider range of input amplitudes than
the theoretical bounds.

6 Conclusions

Gear rattle continues to be one of the major contributors to noise, vibration andharshness problems. In
this paper we have looked at the interaction between gear interface errors and an external oscillation to
the torque driving the system. Our system is directly analogous to that of an unselected gear in a manual
automotive gearbox, a known possible rattle source in a car. We have focused primarily on eccentricity
which causes both an explicit tooth profile error, which we may view as a further external forcing, as well
as a fluctuation in the velocity seen at the interface, which can be viewed loosely as an internal forcing. We
have compared experimental results with simplified mathematical models, finding thatwhilst eccentricity
does allow for variations in disconnection response at each forcing input, it does not fully explain the wide
range of disconnection amplitudes possible.

We have also given some preliminary findings that suggest that higher order error terms may in fact have a
large effect on the rattle response of a gear pair. The addition of further error terms directly into the equation
of motion may lead to an increased agreement in both the shape and range of the theoretical contour plots
when compared with those generated from experimental data. This will be investigated in the future. In this
paper we have focused on1:1 ratio gears. This allowed us a measure of control over the static transmission
error as different meshing tooth pairs resulted in different cumulative tooth errors, as well as making the
investigation of the effect of eccentricity considerably easier. Further work is required to fully investigate the
effects on non unity ratio pairs.
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Abstract 
The research on the improvement of the kinematic measuring system for evaluation of natural and forced 
vibration of machinery parts under rotation is herein presented. The improvement was aimed at the sensor 
part for a continuous movement of rotating and vibrating disk. For this reason the numerical FE model of the 
physical model of bladed disk was developed and analysed. Laboratory verification of the new proposed 
sensor system was performed under an electromagnetic harmonic excitation. By means of strain gauge 
measurements the dynamics of the rotor was analysed and the kinematic system was calibrated. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Vibrodiagnostic systems MKA-UT4 [1] and VDS-UT [2] have been developed in the Institute of 
Thermomechanics AS CR, v.v.i. These magneto-kinematic contactless systems use displacement sensors 
located on the stator over the tips of blades or shrouds. The method of displacement measurement is based 
on the changes of magnetic field by the movement of the tip-end of blade disk. The extension of the 
systems was aimed at the sensor part for a continuous orbit movement observation of the vibrating disk 
under revolution.  

The description of revolving rotor dynamics is a complex problem and has been investigated for a long 
time. The first compact work on traveling waves in rotating disk was published in [3]. From the stator 
standpoint, the description of rotor dynamics becomes even more complex identification task because due 
to the rotation besides forced resonant vibration also unbalance, misalignment and shimmy movements 
arise. That causes interference especially in cases when the revolution frequencies are close to resonant 
frequencies or their harmonics. Furthermore each unbalance and unsymmetry of the disk causes splitting 
of multiple eigenfrequencies coming out of rotational symmetry. In case of the electromagnetic excitation 
of the disk there is a coupling between the disk and force of the electromagnet. 

Therefore the numerical FE models (rotational symmetry and symmetry perturbation cases) of the 
shrouded blade disk with moving rotating force was developed for dynamic behavior description. The 
forced resonant vibration with traveling waves was simulated and analyzed.   

Laboratory verification of the new proposed sensor system was performed under an electromagnetic 
harmonic excitation. By means of strain gauges that were placed on disk blades provided with a slip-ring 
signal transmission, the dynamics of the rotor was identified and the kinematic system was calibrated. 

The forced resonant frequencies and forced resonant modes under rotation are identified from the strain 
gauge measurement. Forward and backward traveling waves both in rotor and stator space are analyzed. 
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2 Numerical simulation of rotating bladed disk dynamics 
 

The equation of motion of excited rotating bladed disk by stator excitation can be expressed in a frame of 
rotor reference coordinate space: 

 

( ) ( ) )()()(M-K)(B)(M 0
2

s tftTtxtxCtx Ω=Ω+Ω++ &&& .   (2) 

 

where M, B, C, K and Mo are global mass, damping, Coriollis force, static stiffness with stress stiffening 
by large deformations and centrifugal force mass matrices, respectively. Vector f describes space 
distribution and time-dependent excitation of the rotor. Matrix T is a transform matrix and describes 
rotating force vector with revolution frequency Ω .    

 

Generic relation between a response x and a force f of linear mechanical system for harmonic excitation 
can be expressed in matrix form as 

 

  )()()( ωωω TfHx ⋅=         (3) 

 

where WSIiVH H⋅−⋅= −1][)( ωω ∈ Cnf,ne is a FRF matrix, x (ω) ∈ Cnf a response vector, f(ω)∈ Cne  
a force vector, [ ]OO ηsS =   diagonal spectral matrix of eigenvalues ( )1,..,2N =ηηs , 

[ ]OO ηwW = ∈ Cne,2N and [ ]OO ηvV = ∈ Cnf,2N are a left-side and a right-side eigenvector matrices, 

respectively. Indexes ne, nf designate dimensions of corresponding vectors and N is number of 
eigenvalues Im(sη)= ηω >0 and their complex conjugate counterparts.  

 

Response for non-conservative rotor system with symmetric matrices described by (3) to harmonic 
loading with frequency ω  can be expressed just by right-side eigenvectors vη of the system: 

 

tie
si

Tfvv
tx ω

η η

ηη

ω∑ −
=

);(. 
)( ,        (4) 

 

Due to a rotational symmetry bodies, such as bladed wheels, possessed double-multiple eigenvalues or at 

a small disturbance two close eigenvalues to that two-associated eigenvectors 1
ηv  and 2

ηv  belong. These 

eigenvectors 1
ηv  and 2

ηv  can be expressed in a polar coordinate system ),( θr  

 

)(cos)(1 θη nrvv =  a )(sin)(2 θη nrvv = .     (5) 

 

In resonance when vibration frequency ηω s=  we receive by superposition of these vectors 

 

  )cos()(sin)()cos()(cos)(),( 121 εωθωθθ ηη −+= tnrvatnrvarx    (6) 
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where n is a number of nodal diameters of corresponding eigenvectors, 1a  and 2a  are coefficients of 

eigenvector excitation, )(rv  is a distribution of the eigenvectors along a radius r, 1ε  is a phase angle of a 

time delay between the eigenvector vibration. For case 21 aaa ==  and 2/1 πε ±=  we get a simple 
equation from (5)  

  )(cos)(2,1 n

t
nravx ηω

θ ±=        (7) 

Eqs. (7) and (6) represent travelling waves along a wheel circumference with a circular (generally elliptic)  

orbit with a speed 
n

ηω
± . If a rotor coordinate system rotates with an angular frequency Ω  than an 

observer of stator coordinate system sees a response as 

))(cos()())((cos)( tnnravt
n

nravxs η
η ωθ

ω
θ ±Ω+=±Ω+=     (8) 

with traveling wave speeds 
n

ηω
±Ω . Therefore the vibration frequencies are ηω±Ωn  for the stator 

observer and at an excitation of resonant vibration of eigenvectors having n nodal diameters the excitation 
frequency must be equal to 

 

Ω+= ne ηωω 1 , Ω−= ne ηωω 2        (9) 

 

At harmonic excitation 1eω  the forward (in a revolution direction) travelling waves occur and at 2eω  the 
backward (counter a revolution direction) waves occur.  

 

The implied phenomenon, in case of electromagnetic excitation, is an amplitude and phase modulation of 
dynamic wheel responses (6) by a revolution frequency. The amplitude modulation is caused by a 
harmonic variable „participation factor” );( Tfvν  in Exp.(4) coming out of direct component of the 

moving with rotating excitation force. The phase modulation is caused by magnetic field of electromagnet 
that synchronizes skewing of travelling waves along a rotor circumference (more bellow). Example of the 
amplitude modulation can be obtained multiplying of Eq. (7) by )cos( ϕ+Ωtb  ( 0=ϕ for the point 1 and 

2/πϕ =  for the point 2). Point 1 and 2 are selected points of a wheel that are mutually turned by angle 

2/πθ = . For parameters 1,1 21 == aa , b=1, n=1, 502/ =πωη Hz, 12/ =Ω π Hz their responses u1 and 

u2 are depicted in Fig. 1a. The amplitude modulation and phase shift 2/π  of the modulation envelope can 
be seen as well. The excitation (carrier) frequency is splitted into 49 and 51Hz (Fig.1b) due to the 
modulation. Kinematic orbits of traveling waves can be different, e.g. circular, elliptic stationary in rotor 
space or harmonically or disharmonically skewing in the rotor space. It depends on excitation that 
influences ratio 21 / aa  and phase angle 1ε . The comparison of calculated and experimental orbits are in 
Fig.1c,d. Unlike to previous case some parameters of the simulation were changed: 

4.0,1 21 == aa , )sin(1 ϕε +Ω= t  ( 0=ϕ  for point 1, 2/πϕ = for point 2). Experimental orbits were 

obtained for 8.502/ =πωη Hz, 22/ =Ω π Hz  (a_L31 a a_L45 are strain responses of blades L31 a L45). 

The orbits are skewing and changing size in the rotor space because of amplitude and phase modulations.  
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Fig.1a,b a) Calculated responses u1, u2 for eigenmode with n=1 in point 1 (blue) and 2 (green), b) 
amplitude spectrum of response u1 

 

 

Fig.1c,d Kinematic orbits in a rotor space obtained by numerical simulation (a) and by experiment (b) 

 

For the dynamic analysis of the measurements by the kinematic system on wheel physical model in the 
Institute FE model was created in a program ANSYS (Fig.2). For numerical simulations under rotation 
the 20 points uniformly distributed along a circumference were selected and via these nodes the moving 
force excites the wheel. The force moves counter clockwise with a revolution frequency and acts by 
impulses in each node. On the contrary to electromagnetic excitation of the real wheel there is 20 
impulses besides of 60 impulses during one revolution and there is no continuous excitation of the wheel 
via a shroud. The wheel is embedded in the hub. The numerical model enables calculation and analysis of 
traveling waves for a rotational symmetry and a disturbed symmetry cases. The method of modal 
superposition with a damping ration 1% was chosen for a time variant problem solution. 
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Fig.2 FE model with designation of 20 selected excitation nodes (N) and 5 measurement points (L) in 

blade roots 

 

The eigenmodes of first double eigenfrequency is depicted in Fig.3. The axial uz responses in nodes 
N1189 and N20114 for harmonic excitation with a frequency 1eω /2π =66.465Hz are drawn separately in 
Fig.4a, time-zoomed in Fig.4b and together in an orbit diagram in Fig.5. From the characteristics the 
beginning transient resonant regime passing to stationary resonant regime is obvious. The zoom figure 
shows phase shift 2/π between responses that is characteristic for traveling waves. The direction of the 
orbit winding proves forward traveling direction. Only the first multiple eigenfrequency and the 
corresponding eigenvectors were considered for the solution. There is also visible a small amplitude 
modulation in the responses. The reason was a lower sampling of excitation signal by a frequency equal 
to the number of excitation nodes (twenty) multiplied by revolution frequency. 

 

 

 
Fig.3 Eigenmodes of the first double-multiple flexural eigenfrequency 56.465Hz 
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Fig. 4 a) Responses uz in nodes N1189 a N20114 at revolution frequency π2/Ω =10Hz and excitation 
frequency πω 2/1e =66.465Hz; b) time-zoomed responses of a) 
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Fig.5 Orbit diagram of axial forward traveling wave for revolution frequency 10Hz and excitation 
frequency πω 2/1e =66.465Hz. 

 

3 Excitation of rotor disk by electromagnet 
 

The excitation force evoked by an electromagnet can be described as 

 

2kBF =  ,       (10) 

where B is a magnetic induction [T], 
02µ

S
k = , S is a cross-section area [m2] of wheel perpendicular to the 

direction of magnetic induction vector B, 7
0 104 −= πµ  [H/m] is a permeability of vacuum. In case of an 

a) b) 
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alternate power supply the induction is )sin()( tBtB m ω=  and the magnetic force changes with a double 

frequency ))2cos(1(
2

)( 2 tB
k

tF m ω−≈ . 

The measurements of magnetic induction by a Hall sensor in the vicinity of electromagnet during a wheel 
rotation showed that besides excitation current frequency of electromagnet a pair of frequencies 
symmetrically located around a blade frequency (Fig.6) can be found. This phenomenon is typical for 
amplitude modulation of carrier frequency. In our case the modulation frequency is equal to the excitation 
frequency. Revolution frequency does not appear notably here. Therefore the magnetic induction for 
excitation of forward or backward traveling wave was numerically modeled by 

 

)
2

sin()sin()
2

sin( 3210 t
n

BtBt
n

BBB b

Ω±
+

Ω±
+= ηη ω

ω
ω

,   (11) 

where bb nΩ=ω  is a blade frequency.  
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Fig.6 Frequency spectrum of measured magnetic induction B for excitation frequency πω 2/1e =26.4Hz, 

eigenfrequency 8.502/ =πωη Hz, 1 nodal diameter mode, revolution frequency Ω /2π=2 Hz, 

120602 =⋅=bω Hz. 

 

Fig.7 depicts an amplitude-frequency spectrum of the evaluated excitation force of the measured magnetic 
induction (Fig.6) by expression (10) and a spectrum of strain response of blade L31. It can be seen 
appearance of double excitation frequency 52.8Hz component in the spectrum. This frequency splits into a 
pair of frequencies 50.8 and 54.8Hz in the rotor response. Frequencies 50.8Hz corresponds to vibration of 
forward traveling wave. The origin of the frequency pair was caused due to the amplitude modulation by 
revolution. The interesting fact is that the revolution frequency does not appear notable in the excitation 
force signal. This modulation is caused by a direct component of excitation. Since due to moving of this 
force the force changes a position with respect to a forced eigenmode that makes participation factor  
harmonically variable during a revolution. The factor reaches its maxima when a vibration anti-node 
passes the electromagnet and vice-verse its minima when a node passes the electromagnet.  It confirms a 
parallel measurement of strain deformations of blade L31 and magnetic induction by the Hall sensor fixed 
on the same blade (Fig.8). It is seen that the traveling wave becomes maximal when passing electromagnet 
by its anti-node. The synchronization of revolution and the traveling wave happens, that makes phase 
modulation of a wheel vibration. Since the forced eigenmode with one nodal diameter has two nodes and 
two anti-nodes and two nodes along circumference that makes two periods in modulation during one 
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revolution. This phenomenon appears the more the more elliptic is kinematic orbit of the wave. If the orbit 
was circular (ideal rotational symmetry), the only excited rotor frequency would be ηω . Based on 

experiment observation, the effect of amplitude and phase modulation decreases with lower vibration 
amplitudes (higher modes) and higher revolution frequency because the coupling between electromagnet 
and wheel diminishes.  
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Fig.7 Frequency spectra of excited magnetic force (excitation frequency 26.4Hz-red) and strain response 
of blade L31 (blue line) obtained by experiment. Forward wave of resonant frequency 8.502/ =πωη Hz 

and 1 nodal diameter mode, revolution frequency Ω /2π=2 Hz, 120602 =⋅=bω Hz.  
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Fig.8 Time-characteristics of strain signal (blue) and magnetic induction (red) measured on blade L31 
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The similar diagram to Fig.8 was obtained by the FE calculation (Fig.9). Using the FE model described 
above and the solution with double-multiple eigenvalue 465.562/ =πωη Hz and its corresponding 

eigenvectors (n=1) we get responses on the simulated electromagnet excitation in accordance to Exp. (10) 
and (11). Computational parameters of excitation were:  
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Fig.9 Frequency spectra of excited magnetic force (excitation frequency 30.5Hz-red) and strain response 
of blade L31 (blue line) obtained by FEM. Forward wave of resonant frequency 4.562/ =πωη Hz and 1 

nodal diameter mode, revolution frequency Ω /2π=5 Hz, 1002052/ =⋅=πωb Hz.  

 

465.562/ =πωη Hz, 52/ =Ω π Hz, 1002/ =πωb Hz. The blade frequency is 100Hz because we excited 

the wheel in 20 nodes instead of 60 as it is on the real wheal. From the frequency spectra (Fig.9) of 
computed responses uz of node N1189 and simulated excitation two kinds of amplitude modulation can be 
observed. The first kind appears at the excitation force signal by modulation frequency 30.5Hz and the 
other appears at the rotor response by modulation frequency 5Hz (revolution frequency). The latter 
modulation causes splitting of excitation signal components into pairs of frequencies distant by 10Hz.  The 
forward traveling wave is dominantly excited by the double of excitation frequency πω 2/1e =30.5Hz due 
to square of the magnetic induction. The orbit of wave movement is depicted in Fig. 10. Thanks to a direct 
component in excitation force the skewing of orbits occurs like it is observed in experiment (Fig.2b). 
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Fig.10 Orbit of axial movement of forward traveling wave – revolution frequency 5Hz, excited magnetic 
force with excitation frequency 30.5Hz and amplitude modulation of blade frequency. 

 

 

4 Measurement system of rotating wheels  
 

During the development of magneto-kinematic system it was found out that for accurate and 
unambiguous evaluation of straining and displacements of shrouded bladed wheels under rotation that it 
is needed to measure vibration as a continuous time function )(),( tytσ . That can be achieved by strain-
gauge measurement with a radiotelemetric or a slip ring transmission. For contactless measurement, it is 
necessary to use a continuous shroud against to which the displacement sensors can be placed. In case of 
a wheel with free-ended blades it is possible to use higher number of uniformly distributed displacement 
sensors synchronized with a wheel revolution so that they would record gradually each blade passage. 
Number of sensors i is given by a number of samples m for measured signal of eigenfrequency ηf  under 

revolution frequency of , m
f

f
i

o

η= . Example: For the blade M4 in the power station Prunerov II  the 

number i = 8 (m=3) because 1271 =f Hz; 50=of Hz.  

Two couples of magneto-resistive sensors MR A1, A2 and A3,A4 turned by 90° were chosen for 
measurement of the model test wheel vibration in the Institute. These couples use both edges of steel band 
of the shroud and use a differential scheme of connection. The differential scheme serves for unique 
determination of wheel vibration in axial direction and furthermore this connection makes a dependence 
of voltage output to displacement linear. By summation scheme the output voltage proportional to 
displacement in a radial direction. Using a pair of sensors enables to evaluate the kinematic traces (orbits) 
of a rotating wheel. The optimal angle shift is given by a number n of nodal diameters. It corresponds to 
an angle between place of node and antinode on a circumference. For n=1 that is a turning of 90°, n=2 
that is a turning of 45° etc.  

 

The axial and radial sensitivities of MR sensors were ascertained by a calibration on a coordinate table in 
the laboratory. 
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4.1 Laboratory measurements with magneto-kinematic system 
 

The new designed magneto-kinematic system for measuring of rotor wheel vibration was completed by 
equipment and programs for acquisition and evaluation of recorded signals. Its verification was realized 
on the model test wheel in IT AS CR. A steel band linked the blades of the wheel. The Si strain gauges 
were fixed to 5 blade roots. (Fig.11a). The strain-gauge output voltage amplifiers for slip ring 
transmission were installed onto a disk.  Sensitivity of transmission was 0.3mm/V. One Hall sensor was 
fixed on the end of blade L31 and the other was placed on the stator in a vicinity of electromagnet. The 
rotation mark was installed on the disk.  

 

                             

Fig. 11 a) Strain-gauge measurement of wheel vibration with a slip-ring signal transmission; b) 
Contactless measuring system with MR sensors of wheel displacement. 

 

The identification of eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes in non-rotating state was performed by B& K  
Puls10. The split eigenfrequencies of first mode were in a vicinity to 51.9Hz and of the second mode were 
in a vicinity to 77.9Hz. 

For electromagnetic excitation and magneto-kinematic displacement measurement we installed following 
items on the stator: 

- narrow electromagnet supplied with an alternate current supply with continuously tunable 
frequency in a range 0 up to 500 Hz,  

- two couples of MR sensors with differential connection (sensitivity 1.5mm/V) turned 
mutually by 90° placed against the steel band shroud (Fig.11b), 

- one displacement sensor placed in front of the wheel in axial direction for evaluation of blade 
vibration along radius.  

a) b) 
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The measurements were performed in a revolution range 0;1000n ∈ rpm in a displacement range 

0;1x ∈ mm for exciting eigenfrequencies evaluated from modal analysis in a static state.  

 

 

Fig. 12 Measured time signals of stator and rotor sensors 

 

Fig. 13 Amplitude frequency spectra of stator A1 (above) and rotor L31 (bellow) filtered signals 
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Fig.14 Amplitude frequency spectra of stator A1 (above) and rotor L31 (bellow) measured signals 

Fig.15 Time zoom of measured rotor strain-gauge signals L31, L46 with a orbit diagram (left) 

Fig. 16 Time zoom of measured stator MR signals A1, A4 with a orbit diagram (left) 
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The time signals of magneto-resistive sensors A1, A4 and A5 and strain gauges of blades L8, L31, L45 
and L55 are depicted in Fig.12. Sensors A1 and A4 are placed on stator in a radial direction to the steel 
blade and are turned by 90o, sensor A5 is axial. The records were ascertained by digital scope Yokogawa 
DL750. The length of records was 100k samples with sampling frequency in range 500Hz up to 10kHz. 
The recorded signals were processed by program XVIEWER. 

 

The figures 12-16 shows the case of resonant vibration forced by magnetic field of electromagnet with 
excitation frequency 53.5Hz under revolution 60rpm. In this case the alternate current supply was 
superposed to a direct current supply. Therefore the excitation current frequency could be set directly to 
excitation resonant frequency. The pair of frequencies 52.6Hz a 54.6Hz symmetrically distributed around 
excitation frequency can be observed on the frequency spectrum of the strain-gauge response of blade 
L31 (Fig.13). The excited frequencies are in a distance 2Hz. This phenomenon is as mentioned above 
caused by amplitude modulation due to interference of direct component of excitation and the traveling 
wave. Frequency 52.6Hz corresponds to forward traveling wave of first flexural eigenmode. Zoom of 
time strain-gauge signals of blades L31 and L45 turned by 90o and their orbit diagram describing the 
wave movement is shown in Fig.15. Each orbit (ellipse) is closed in one period of resonant vibration and 
orbits are skewing with frequency 2Hz.  

 

From the amplitude-frequency spectrum of stator A1 sensor signal, the only component 53.5 Hz appears. 
It is caused by phase demodulation since the phase modulation of rotor responses causing a skewing of 
orbits is in phase with rotation. So this skewing does not appear in the stator space. Fig. 16 depicts a zoom 
of time signals and corresponding orbit diagram for MR sensors A1 and A4 placed on the stator. From  
both graphs it is visible a cyclic phase switch that is characteristic for an amplitude modulation (see 
Fig.1a). 

 

For next processing the recorded signals were filtered by digital band pass filter. The filtration <51 –
56>Hz is inevitable for suppressing of revolution frequency (1Hz) and its harmonics and blade 
frequencies (60Hz). These frequencies are especially notable at MR sensors that register besides a forced 
vibration wheel movements from unbalances, misalignment and shimmy and signals are disturbed by 
asperities on the shroud. Amplitude frequency spectra of filtered signals are presented in Fig.14. 

 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

The research on the dynamics of the model shrouded blade wheel excited by an electromagnet and 
measured by the extended magneto-kinematic system VDS-UT for evaluation of vibration under rotation 
has been introduced. 

 

Orbits of forward and backward traveling waves in resonances can be different, e.g. circular, elliptic 
stationary or harmonically or disharmonically skewing in a rotor space what depends on excitation that 
influences amplitude and phase modulation of rotor responses. The orbit pattern can be different from a 
stator viewer since the modulations are very often equal to a revolution frequency therefore the 
demodulation effect can arise. As it turned out in experiment the effect of amplitude and phase 
modulation decreases with lower vibration amplitudes and higher revolution frequency because the 
coupling between electromagnet and wheel diminishes. 

 

From the theoretical and experimental results it is shown that the accuracy of the magneto-kinematic 
system depends on the number of measurement points along the circumference. In case of a continuous 
shroud two sensors are sufficient for orbit evaluation in axial and radial directions. The optimal angle 
shift of sensors is given by a number n of nodal diameters. In case of wheels with free-ended blades it is 
possible to measure piecewise continuous traces of blade ends in several places along a circumference.  
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Disturbances in measured traces caused by movements from unbalances, misalignment and shimmy and 
by asperities on the shroud can be eliminated by a filtration. For long-term diagnostics in operational 
conditions the kinematic system should be calibrated by a temporal strain gauge measurement of the rotor 
wheel responses under revolution. 
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Abstract 
It is one of the most important parts to calculate the critical speed of a rotor in the design of rotating 
machinery. For a hollow rotor with high rotary speed, the dimension and stiffness due to the rotor 
revolution have some effect on the critical speed. In this field, the transfer matrix method (TTM) is often 
used because of the simple procedure and less CPU-time, but the method is difficult to model accurately 
for complicated rotor. In contrast to TTM, the finite element method (FEM) can use more accurate model 
of rotor, but it has lower efficiency of calculating the critical speeds of rotor. In this paper, a combined 
method of transfer matrix method and finite element method for calculating the critical speed of rotor is 
presented. The effects of dimension and stiffness have been included in this method. As an example, a 
rotor’s critical speeds were analyzed using this method. Results from this analysis show that the dimension 
has little effect on critical speeds and the stiffness has relative significant effect on critical speeds. 

1 Introduction 

In the design of rotating machinery, it is one of the most important processes to calculate the critical 
rotational speed. With the developments in the technology and industry, the structure of rotor is more 
complicated and the rotary speed is higher and higher. For such a kind of hollow rotor, it has high rotary 
speed (72000 RPM). The centrifugal force is so huge that the deformation of rotor is also large when the 
rotor is working. So the change of the dimension and stiffness is big enough to influence on the critical 
speed of the rotor. 
The transfer matrix method (TTM) is general means to analyze the critical speed of rotor. The method is 
sophisticated and used widely because of the simple procedure and less CPU-time [1,2,3]. But TTM is 
difficult to model accurately for complicated rotor, and moreover, it has not ability to calculate directly the 
effects of dimension and stiffness due to the rotor revolution during the critical speeds analysis. 
The other general means to calculate the critical speed is finite element method (FEM). FEM can build 
more accurate model of rotor by using solid elements. And it can also get the most accurate stress results. 
So FEM can do model analysis considering the effects of dimension and stiffness due to the centrifugal 
force. But it has low efficiency of calculating the critical speed because the model analysis is a time-
consuming work. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the two methods are obvious. So various combined methods of TTM 
and FEM were presented to get the advantages of the two methods [4,5,6]. And the method also is called 
FETM-method in reference [6]. 
In this paper, a kind of combined method of transfer matrix and finite element for calculating the critical 
speed of rotor is presented. The effects of dimension and stiffness, which were caused by rotor rotating, 
have been included in this method. The change of dimension and stiffness in different rotary speeds were 
got by FEM’s structural analysis, and then formed data files. In the critical speed analysis, TTM read the 
needful data from these files, so that the method can consider the effects of dimension and stiffness on 
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rotor critical speed. As an example, a high rotary speed hollow rotor’s critical speeds were analyzed by 
this combined method. 

2 Combined method 

2.1 Description of the hollow rotor 

The rotor studied in this paper is a hollow rotor and the rotary speed is 72000 RPM. It was a simplified 
rotor derived from a client’s rotor. Figure 1 is the 3-D model of the simplified rotor. The deformation of 
the rotor in running condition is large because the rotor’s wall is very thin. Thereby, the change of 
dimension and stiffness has effect on critical speed in theory. 

Figure 1: 3-D model of rotor (cut away view) 

2.2 Transfer matrix method 

2.2.1 Typical transfer matrices 

The basic concepts and algorithm of TTM to solve the critical speed are not introduced here because the 
method is sophisticated. And only the transfer matrices using in this paper are presented. The process of 
deriving the matrices can be got from the references [6,7]. 
The first transfer matrix is the point matrix that describes the transfer characteristic of a mass point. The 
matrix can be expressed as, 

  (1) 
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where m is the mass, Jp is the polar moment of inertia, Jz is the equatorial moment of inertia, ω is the 
rotary circular speed, and ωn is the nature circular frequency. 
The second transfer matrix is the elastic matrix that describes the transfer characteristic of an elastic 
element, which has not mass and only has bending stiffness. The matrix can be written as 
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  (2) 
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where c is the bending sfiffness of the elastic element. 
The last transfer matrix is the field matrix that describes the transfer characteristic of a continuous body. It 
is an improved matrix based on conventional beam transfer matrix. This improved matrix can consider the 
effect of rotary inertial and shear deformation and gyroscopic moment. The form of this matrix is slightly 
complicated and can be expressed as 
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In the expressions (3), E is the elastic modulus, G is the shear modulus, I is the section inertia moment, IP 
is the polar section inertia moment, ρ is the density, S is the area of section, l is length of the continuous 
body and K is the section constant which depends on the dimension of section. 
In order to calculate the critical speed, matrix of boundary conditions and initial parameters are needed. 
Taking example for a simple beam, the boundary conditions defined in the initial point of the beam are 
given by 
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where R, θ, M, Q are the displacement, slope, moment and lateral force respectively, and θ0, Q0 are the 
unknown initial parameters. 
The state vector Z0 and the vector of initial parameters U0 in the initial point of the beam are given by 
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The relation between these two vectors is 

 00 UZ H=  (5) 

where H is the matrix of initial parameters. And the matrix for simple beam is then written as 

  (6) 
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The boundary conditions in the end point of the simple beam is  
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So the matrix of boundary conditions, derived similarly as H, can be expressed as 
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2.2.2 Calculate the critical speed 

For using the TTM to calculate the critical speed, it is necessary for the rotor in figure 1 to be discrete. 
Figure 2 is the discrete result.  

sidewall 

Figure 2: the discrete result 

The discrete model is constitutive of 14 filed matrices, 2 point matrices and 2 elastic matrices. The 
sidewall of rotor was replaced with point matrix. The elastic matrix was also replaced for the sidewall 
because the sidewall behaved bending stiffness when the rotor is working. 
According to the algorithm of TTM, the following expressions can be got 

  (8) 0121131222131418 ZZ FFEPFFPEFF L=

Using the matrix of initial parameters and boundary conditions then yields 

  (9) 0121131222131418 UU HFFEPFFPEFBF L=

Then the above equation can be written as 

 018 UU T=  (10) 
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The nature circular frequencies, ωn, can be obtained by solving the equation (11). IF assumed condition, 
nωω = , was adopted in the solving program of equation (11), the critical speed can be obtained simply. 

But there have two problems in the above solving method. Firstly, the parameter of the elastic matrix, 
bending stiffness c, was unknown. Further more the stiffness was not a constant and varied with the rotary 
speed. So it is difficulty to determine the matrix by testing. And TTM, used in this paper, has not ability to 
calculate the bending stiffness. 
Secondly, the dimension parameters in the point matrix and field matrix, such as diameters, also varied 
with the rotary speed. And TTM also has not ability to determine the dimension parameters. 
In theory, the influence of the change of stiffness and dimension on the critical speed should not be 
neglected because of the higher working speed. Therefore, a combined method of TTM and FEM was 
presented. The combined method considered the influence by FEM. 

2.3 Detemining the change of dimension and stiffness 

Finite element method is a popular analysis tool and has strong analysis ability. But it has low efficiency 
of calculating the critical speed because the model analysis is a time-consuming work. The efficiency is 
much more lower if the gyroscopic moment is calculated when using solid elements. So the combined 
method of this paper use FEM only to determine the change of dimension and stiffness which vary with 
rotary speed and use TTM to do model analysis. We use ANSYS software to do the finite element analysis 
in this combined method. The FE model of the rotor is shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3: FE model of rotor 

The main dimension parameters were diameters of rotor and the moment of inertial of the sidewall. In 
order to determine these parameters, structural analysis at a certain rotary speed was done. Then using 
ANSYS commands, *GET, the parameters were got and written to the text files. The analytical speed was 
from 0 to 120,000 RPM, and the interval was 12,000 RPM. Figure 4 shows the relation of a radius, middle 
length of rotor, to rotary speed. Other results of radius were omitted. 

Figure 4: The relation of radius to speed 
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The relation of the polar moment of inertia, Jp, to rotary speed is given in figure 5. And Jz is omitted. 
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Figure 5: The relation of the polar moment of inertia to speed 

For calculating the stiffness, a force was added on the rotor as shown in figure 6. When the angle α was 
gained, the stiffness was also got. The analytical speed was also from 0 to 120,000 RPM, and the interval 
was 12,000 RPM. Figure 7 shows the relation of stiffness to rotary speed. 
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Figure 6: Sketch of calculating the stiffness 

Figure 7: Relation of stiffness to speed 
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The above processes were all done automatically by using the ANSYS’s APDL (ANSYS Parametric 
Design Language) program. And the program also written the results to the text files automatically. 

2.4 The process of calculating the critical speed 

The main process of calculating the critical speed of the combined method is same as the TTM. The 
difference is that the combined method used dynamic values of dimension and stiffness at a certain rotary 
speed and the TTM always used static values at any speed. 
The dynamic values stored in those text files that were generated by APDL program. When using the 
value, it can be read from the text file. And some values at a certain speed, which were not calculated 
directly, can be gained by interpolation. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Verified calculation 

The stiffness we calculated must be verified carefully because the value has direct effect on critical speed 
by experience. In order to do it, the static first order bending frequency was calculated respectively by 
ANSYS and TTM with the stiffness that was obtained by ANSYS. The approach of calculating the 
stiffness is right if these two results were same. Table 1 is the verified results. 

Approach ANSYS TTM 

Frequency (Hz) 1701.4 1697.0 

Table 1: The verified results 

The approach of calculating stiffness was right because the difference of these two results was little. 

3.2 Critical speed 

For understanding the effect of dimension and stiffness on critical speed, three kinds of result were 
presented in table 2. R1 is the result that was only calculated by TTM. R2 is the result that was calculated 
by the combined method, considering the dimension and stiffness. And R3 is the result that was also 
calculated by the combined method, but only considering the stiffness. 

 R1 R2  R3  

Frequency (Hz) 4644.8 1870.3 1869.0 

Table 2: Three kinds of result 

The results in table 2 show that the change of dimension due to rotation has little effect on critical speed 
but the change of stiffness due to rotation has relative significant effect on critical speeds of the rotor 
studied in this paper. 
It was because of the especial structure of the rotor, hollow with two thin sidewalls, that the difference of 
R1 and R2 was so large. The stiffness was relative small (Figure 7) because the sidewall was thin. And the 
stiffness, used in calculating R1, was equivalent to infinite. So the difference of R1 and R2 was so large. 
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4 Conclusions 

A kind of combined method of transfer matrix and finite element for calculating the critical speed of rotor 
is presented in this paper. And as an example, a high rotary speed hollow rotor’s critical speeds were 
analyzed by this combined method. The analysis results show that the change of dimension due to rotation 
has little effect on critical speed but the change of stiffness due to rotation has relative significant effect on 
critical speeds of this rotor. 
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Abstract 
Micro gas turbine generators (MGTs) in distributed generation systems have many advantages because of 
their low emissions and fuel flexibility. Most experimental MGTs usually incorporate semi–floating ring 
journal bearings (SFRBs) or floating ring journal bearings (FRBs). However, these types of rotor systems 
are plagued with persistent sub synchronous motions; albeit reaching limit cycles that enable their 
sustained operation. Linear rotordynamic methods can hardly predict the dynamic imbalance responses. 
Numerical model of nonlinear oil film forces and motion equations of rotor system for predicting 
instantaneous forced response are detailed in this paper. The pictures of orbit of the rotor center, phase 
trajectory and Poincaré maps are used to analyze the non-linear characters of the 100kW MGT rotor- 
SFRB system. The nonlinear rotordynamic predictions of the MGT rotor system agree well with the test 
results. 

Nomenclature 

C   Bearing radial clearance [m] 
D   2R.Bearing diameter [m] 
e    Eccentricity  [m] 
F    Fluid film force (Fx, Fy) [N] 
h    Film thickness [m] 
k    Bearing stiffness[N/m] 
L    Bearing length [m] 
M   Mass [kg] 
P    Hydrodynamic pressure [Pa] 
R    D/2. Radius [m] 
Qo,,Qi  Dimensionless mass ratio 
U    Dimensionless mass eccentricity 
u    Tangential velocity [rad/s] 
X Y  Cartesian coordinate system, 
x z   Circumferential and axial coordinate on plane of film, 
ε    e/c Dimensionless eccentricity 
μ    Lubricant viscosity [Ns/m3] 

θ    Angle beginning from the max h [rad] 

R
xθ

∂ ∂
=

∂ ∂
 

ϕ   Processional angle [rad] 

1123



ψ   Rotational speed of procession [rad] 
ω   Rotational speed [rad/s] 
G   Dimensionless gravity 

Subindices 

B, J, R  Bearing, Journal , Ring   
i,o     Inner and outer films 

Acronyms 

SFRB  Semi-floating ring journal bearing 
FBR   Floating ring journal bearing 
TC    Turbocharger 
MTG   Micro Gas Turbine generator  

1 Introduction 

MTGs are small, high-speed power plants that usually include the turbine, compressor, generator, and 
power electronics to deliver the power to the grid. The system requires extremely high rotating speed and 
high temperature to generate a sufficient compression ratio due to its small size. In terms of these 
characteristics, SFRBs or FRBs can be competence for such demands on base of the turbochargers 
designing experience. Semi-floating ring bearings are widely used in Passenger vehicles TCs due to their 
low costs and reduced power losses [1, 2]. Typically, a SFRB is a short cylindrical journal bearings 
lubricated by engine oil and comprises inner and outer thin films in series, as shown in Figure 1, a locking 
pin in the floating prevent its rotation: thus, the outer film acts as a squeeze film damper.  

  

  Figure 1: Semi-floating ring bearing 

In [3], the author compared the power loss of the SFRBs and FRBs supported on turbocharger on the same 
condition, and drew a conclusion that SFRBs had lower power loss than those used FRBs. Therefore 
SFRBs are chosen to incorporate on the 100kW MTGs in order to achieve high efficient performance. 
However, these types of bearings including FRBs are prone to exhibit self-excited instabilities and sub 
synchronous motion, in the face of reaching a limit cycle can make this operation continuous. The 
rotordynamic response of lubricated MTGs is thus obviously nonlinear. The amplitudes and frequency 
undergoing the sub synchronous whirl can not predict effectively using conventional linear rotordynamic 
methods. So, the accurate physical analysis is crucial for nonlinear dynamic response of SFRB systems. 
Many scholars have studied a lot on prediction of the FRB’s system stability, linear dynamic performance 
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and oil film properties, such as Tatara, A., Rhode, S. and Li, C.H. etc. [4-7]. Recently, Professor San 
Andrés and his fellows present a comprehensive model for prediction of FRB forced response, considering 
a lumped-parameter thermal energy balance to determine the influences of the rotor, bearing and floating 
ring .The predictions for ring speed show a reasonable correlation to test data obtained for a TC[8-10]. 
However, these paper results are all about the small TCs rotor- bearing system enclosure and considering 
the linear rotordynamic analysis used FEA methods. This paper presents SFRBs supported on 100kW 
class MTG’s heavy rotor system. Nonlinear oil film forces database codes [11], using special skills to 
solve Reynolds equation, are integrated into the rotordynamic equations to calculate nonlinear oil film 
characteristics in inner and outer clearances. The analysis also predicts the instantaneous forced response 
and the onset speed of the system instabilities. Orbital maps, phase trajectory and Poincaré maps are 
drafted to analyze the stabilities of the MTG rotor-SRFBs system. A 100kW MTG experiment is done to 
validate the simulation results.  

2 Basic Theory 

The physical analysis of SFRB is an import step on study the rotordynamics of MTGs. A complete fluid 
film bearing model can accurately predict MTG performance characteristics. As stated, the effect of the 
inner oil film is equal to a plain journal and the outer clearance is similar as a squeeze film damper. Figure 
2 depicts the SFRB model in a Cartesian coordinate system corresponding to the position of the journal 
and ring centers related to the bearing center.  

 
Figure 2: Coordinate system for description of SFRB 

The hydrodynamic pressures generated within the outer and inner thin film lands are described by 
the Reynolds equation[12], i.e. 
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Non-dimensionalizing the above equations respectively with 
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Where is the bearing radial clearance, is film thickness, is the diameter of SFRB, is the length of 
the bearing. 

C H D L

To obtain the accurate nonlinear pressure distributions, solving the transient Reynolds equation directly, 
integrated by each time step, is a common method by many researchers. However, this technique is highly 
time consuming, very inconvenient and even not applicable for most rotor systems except the simplest 
ones. The nonlinear oil forces database method to solve the problem of fast determination of accurate 
non-stationary hydrodynamic forces, It was proved that the database technique not only had practically the 
same accuracy as the direct solving method, but also shortened the computation time dramatically．The 
parameters including dimensionless eccentricity (0,1)ε and journal position angle have definite 
variation range and can be discretized directly. The variation ranges of speed parameters

(0,360 )
o

ϕ
ε ′ andϕ′ are 

 in theory. By introducing a speed ratio , the variation ranges of speed parameters can be 
changed to . For the discrete combination states
( , )−∞ +∞ q

1 1( , )− ( , , )i j kqε ϕ  ( 1 ~ 25, 1 ~ 40, 1 ~ 20)i j k= = = , the 
transient Reynolds equation is solved numerically by Castelli differential method and Reynolds boundary 
conditions. Finally, the nonlinear oil forces are calculated. 
The DeLaval rotor model (also known as Jeffcott rotor), a simplified lumped parameter model, is here 
employed to solve the nonlinear rotordynamic equations, which consists of a massive unbalanced disc 
mounted midway between the two SFRBs bearing supported on a rigid shaft. The equations of dynamic 
motion for the journal and ring with masses andjm Rm , are 

2

2

c o s ( )

s i n ( )
j j i x j

j j i y j j

m x f m u t

m y f m u t m g

ω ω

ω ω
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                  (5) 

R R i x o x

R R i y o y R

m x f f
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= −⎧⎪
⎨ = − +⎪⎩

                      (6) 

Where ,x yf f are oil film forces. Non-dimensionalizing the equations with 
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                            (8) 

A fourth-order Runge—Kutta method with variable steps is adopted iteratively for the time integration 
using a series of dynamic equations (3) to (8). The floating ring weighs 7.78×10-2 kilograms and the mass 
of the shaft is 12kg. Co/Ci=1.3, L/D=1.2 are the main parameters in the computation. 

3 Predictions of SFRB Performance 

The following figures display the results of computation related to a lubricant feed condition of 40.6℃ 
and 603kPa. The numerical computation results cover the real operating speed range of an experimental 
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rotor-SFRB system from 10krpm (0.167kHz) to 30krpm (0.5kHz). The operation is running enough time 
to guarantee the prediction of a steady state motion condition exactly.  
When the rotor runs at the speed lower than 10krpm, the system is stable. The center response is similar as 
an equilibrium point. While increasing the rotation speed to 10krpm results in an unstable motion that is 
characterized in Figure 3 as a period doubling bifurcation, the phase portrait and Poincaré map also shown 
in Figure 4. The Poincaré map presents two stationary points, revealing 2T periodic motion (sub 
synchronous motions), are taken place at the speed of 10krpm.  

 
Figure 3 Orbit of journal center using nonlinear method when n=10kpm (0.167kHz) 

 
                           (a)                               (b) 
Figure 4: (a) corresponding phase portrait of the shaft center and (b) Poincaré map of the shaft 

motion with the rotation speed at 10kpm (0.167kHz) 

Continuing to accelerate the speed to 20kpm, the dynamic state is becoming more unstable, though the 
shaft center point would never go out of boundary, the locus is diverging at the beginning of the progress. 
The sub synchronous motion, due to the hydrodynamic instability of the inner film, appears at the 
speed above 15kpm. After an extended amount of time, an interesting phenomenon happens that the 
trajectory begins to converge and form a close orbit like a limit cycle with different amplitude, which can 
be seen in Figure 5. Severe vibration may happen with the shaft speed at nearly 20krpm.  
When the rotor reaches its speeds at 30krpm (0.5kHz) and upon, undergoing a stable limit cycle dynamic 
motion, the orbit, depicting in Figure 6, converges precisely to where it first started. All these attributes 
may own to the outer oil film with excellent damped characteristic. For a trajectory that follows a close 
orbit in the phase portrait. The Poincaré mapping has the same general stability as the flow in the state 
space initially. One static point in Poincaré map, meaning to a stable periodic motion occurred at the 
speed considered, details in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: Orbit of journal center using nonlinear model when n=20kpm (0.334kHz) 

  
Figure 6: Orbit of journal center using nonlinear method when n=30kpm (0.5kHz) 

   
(a)                                 (b) 

Figure 7: (a) corresponding phase portrait of the shaft center and (b) Poincaré map of the shaft 
motion with the rotation speed at 30kpm (0.5kHz) 

4 Test Rig Description and Comparisons to Results  

The experiment was conducted on a test micro gas turbine generator, a single shaft structure, to simulate 
the actual rotordynamic responses. Two radial SFRBs were installed on two ends of the MTG shaft. Figure 
8 shows the structure and geometric parameter of the system in this test rig. Pairs of orthogonally 
positioned eddy current sensors were fixed on the front and back bearings’ housing facing the rotor end. 
Fiber-optic sensors were mounted in the MTG main body target the SFRBs. Bourdon-type pressure gauges 
and thermocouples recorded the pressure and temperature at the inlet and discharge ports of the front and 
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back ends. A pump delivered the lubricant into the MTG from a temperature-controlled reservoir. 
Thermocouples sensed the inlet and outlet lubricant temperatures. A flow meter and pressure gauges 
recorded the lubricant conditions into the test. An ABB frequency converter motor was used to run up the 
MGT shaft with the maximum speed to 35 krpm. Measurements of the MTG dynamic response were 
tested for covering rotor speeds range from 0 to 30 krpm, the time of rotation speed which accelerates 
from 0 krpm up to 30 krpm was taken as 120s. Lubricant supply conditions are ranging from 480.1kPa to 
765.5kPa and 30℃ to 48℃. The oil is an CD 40 diesel engine oil with viscosity of 8×10-3 Pa·s at 41 ℃ . 

     
                       (a)                                     (b) 

 Figure 8: (a) 1.The front radial SFRB, 2. Thrust axial SFRB, 3. The back radial SFRB 4, 5. 
Installing plots and (b) Schematic views of turbo-generator shaft and dimensions 

The experiment results and following figures are described with lubricant supplied conditions the same as 
predictions. 

 
Figure 9: Test vertical  vibration T(time)-A(amplitudes) curve vs. T(time)-N(rotor speed) curve 

of the front shaft with lubricant supplied at 40.6℃ and 603 kPa 

The abnormal noises (self-excited motions) are emerged, when the rotation speed fixing at 10kpm, that is 
to say the onset speed of instability, due to nonlinear oil film hydrodynamic forces, is near 10kpm. Then 
continue to accelerate the speed, the noises and vibrations are greater gradually. Up to 20kpm, the 
vibration amplitudes of the shaft and MTG’s shell are increasing rapidly simultaneously. For example, the 
measurements of the shaft vertical vibration amplitude was change form 2.5mm/s to 4.64mm/s and the 
amplitude of the MTG body is from 0.34g to 0.67g. When the speed is steady at 30kpm, the vibration 
amplitudes are not reduced clearly, however, the MTG shaft can be running for a while without severe 
vibration problems. The vertical amplitude is about 30.5μm with the shaft speed at 20rpm and some 
detailed phenomenon shows in Figure 9. Fig.10 show the persistent sub synchronous oil whirl (signed 
with red triangle) tacks the entire rotor speed range from 10kpm-30kpm locking at approximately 1/2 
synchronous motion frequency (0.25kHz). Synchronous amplitudes (1× whirl) in the graph are a small 
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fraction of the total shaft motions at the front end.   
When the test finished, the journal-SFRBs system were dismantled, slightly abrasions and damages were 
found on inner wall of bearing’s floating ring and also in the oil grooves after the test. A small components 
multiple frequency in Fig.10 may indicate this problem. The horizontal vibration of shaft and body was 
acceptable in the test. 
The results are basically identical to the situations of TC operating in cars by some scholars. The 
predictions give a fair approximation of the test. 

 
Figure 10: Waterfall plots of the front shaft end motion in vertical direction 

5 Conclusion 

Micro gas turbine generators are promising installations because of offering many advantages in a 
competing energy market. To enhance their efficiency is the most crucial purpose for the manufactures, 
although there are no sufficient models to predict the characteristics effectively. MGTs using lubricated 
fluid film bearings, i.e. semi-floating ring bearing, attributing to the good lubricant damping in two 
clearances, show shaft motions with one or more sub synchronous frequencies, due to oil film self-excited 
vibrations, and leading to limit cycle performance. Linear rotor dynamic analysis cannot reproduce the 
actual nonlinear dynamic motions. 
Albeit the difficulty of the measured and simulated rotor-SFRBs dynamic responses, the nonlinear results 
from the comprehensive predictive model using nonlinear rotordynamic theory can replicate most of the 
actions, including amplitudes of limit cycle orbit and sub synchronous whirl frequencies. In this paper, 
measurements and predictions of the dynamic response of a micro gas turbine generator rotor supported 
on a semi-floating ring bearing (SFRB) are presented. Predictions of shaft centre orbital maps, Poincaré 
maps, and bifurcation graphs agree well with the test results, the components of sub synchronous motions 
and oil whirl are undergoing at the total range of the speeds. The experiments also reveal double periodic 
motion and typical phenomenon of highly nonlinear dynamic system at the speed of 20krpm. 
In spite of the turbo-generator supported on SFRBs can enhance the rotational speed, the ideal rotation 
speed cannot be achieved. Extensive experiment and analysis, aiming to boost the power, are being 
pursued to assess performance of the MTG’s shaft supported on SFRBs. 
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1.  Abstract 
 

Active balancing technique has been developed and implemented for a high-speed flexible rotor, which is 

supported on four-axis controlled active magnetic bearing. The rotor has been designed to pass through 

two rigid system critical speeds at 780 and 4,080 rpm and two flexible critical speeds at 7,980 and 19,500 
rpm. Provision of modifying modal unbalance for various flexural modes of rotor has been incorporated in 

the basic design of the rotor to facilitate the study of rotor’s behavior at various flexural modes of 

vibration. In active balancing technique, the rotor response is measured and vibration amplitude is 
suppressed by applying a synchronous compensating force on the rotor in real-time, using active magnetic 

bearing. Vibration amplitudes at two rigid modes and first flexural mode have been successfully 

controlled using the said technique. Vibration amplitude suppression of more than 95 % has been achieved 

while crossing these critical speeds using the technique of active balancing. Rotor response has been 
studied up to a speed of 18,000 rpm. 

  

2.  Introduction 
 

The passage through resonance of rotating systems has been a major problem in rotor dynamics. A 

flexible rotor on flexible supports goes through several rigid & flexural modes of vibration. As the rotor 

approaches rigid/ flexible modes of vibration, it experiences a very large build-up of amplitudes. This 

results in very large bearing forces and bending stresses in the rotor in case of flexural modes. There have 
been various methods in use to control these vibration amplitudes, but each method has got its own 

limitations such as need for adequate number of balancing planes, difficulty in having tuned dampers to 

cover widely spaced critical speeds. Moreover, these conventional approaches may not be useful, if there 
is any change in unbalance condition during operation. 
 

This paper discusses the application of a technique called Active Balancing to control vibration amplitudes 

at critical speeds in a flexible rotor using contact-less Active Magnetic Bearings (AMBs). AMB is a 
typical mechatronic product composed of mechanical components combined with electronic elements 

such as sensors, power amplifiers, controller and software in digitally controlled systems, which makes it 

intelligent. It has the flexibility of online control of parameters such as stiffness and damping. 
 

Active balancing is a technique where a synchronous compensating force is applied on the rotor through 

AMB. In this technique, the unbalance forces corresponding to each mode is balanced during the passage 

of the rotor through a critical speed. As the rotor approaches a particular mode, the magnitude and angle of 

the synchronous amplitude growth is measured and necessary compensating forces are applied, in real 
time, at the two AMB planes so as to nullify the amplitude growth. After crossing the given mode, the 

applied compensating forces are withdrawn and a new set of forces are applied when the rotor approaches 

the next critical. This technique is especially useful for the cases where continuous change in unbalance 
distribution arises due to process conditions during operation. This technique has been applied to control 

vibration growth of one rigid mode and first flexural mode of the experimental rotor. 
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Figure 1: Rotor schematic & flexural mode shapes 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Photograph of  test rotor and AMB stator 
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3.  System Design 
 

3.1  Mechanical System 
 

 The system consists of a vertically mounted Jeffcott type rotor, which is supported on Radial Active 

Magnetic Bearings at top and bottom and the lower  end is supported on a self-aligning bearing for axial 
support. Detailed dynamic analysis was done for rotor sizing, optimal placement of AMBs, estimation of 

various critical speeds and unbalance responses of the rotating system. The rotor length is 503 mm, the 

shaft diameter is 12 mm and AMB rotor diameter is 80 mm. With AMB stiffness of 30 kg/cm, the system 
has its rigid critical speed at 780 rpm and 4,080 rpm; first flexural bending (V mode) critical speed at 

7980 rpm and second flexural bending (S mode) critical speed is at 19,500 rpm. Optimal placement of 

displacement sensors for AMBs is crucial to estimate the rotor vibration amplitudes & corrections at 

specific locations.  
 

3.2   Active Magnetic Bearing 
 
3.2.1  Electromagnets:  
 

Based on the dynamics of the rotor, a nominal  radial  gap of 1 mm has been decided  for top and bottom 

radial AMB. Silicon steel has been chosen as material for the stator of the electromagnets and the same 
material has been used in the rotor of the AMB. For controlling the forces acting on the rotor in radial 

direction, an eight-pole electromagnet with a maximum stiffness of 30 kg/cm has been  designed  and 

implemented. The dimensions of the stator are OD: 160 mm, ID: 80 mm, WP: 16 mm, HS: 40 mm. 

 
3.2.2 Controller:  
 

As the rotor has to run at a very high speed and four axes are to be controlled in real-time, an enhanced 
high-speed digital controller has been designed and implemented using dual TMS320LF2407A Digital 

Signal Processors at 40 MHz. One of the processor controls x & y axes of the top radial AMB while the 

other controls x & y axes of the bottom radial AMB at a control loop frequency of 10 kHz. The on-chip 
ADC of the processors has been used for sampling the rotor position signals. The on-chip PWM 

generators have been used for generating independent switching patterns for the power amplifier for 

individual coils of each of the axes, providing controlled currents for the electromagnets. Suitable anti-

aliasing filters have been incorporated to filter out high frequency noise affecting the spectral information 
of the position signals. The digital speed signal from the rotor is also fed into the controller. An intuitive 

user interface panel has been designed for monitoring and on-line tuning of various bearing parameters. 

 
3.2.3  Power Amplifier:  
 

A MOSFET based switch-mode power amplifier, with 10 kHz switching frequency has been developed to 

supply controlled currents to the electromagnet coils. Various safety features have been incorporated in 
the power amplifier to ensure fail-safe operation. A suitable series resistance has been incorporated in 

order to improve the transient response of the electromagnet coils, at the same time, optimizing the power 

loss in the amplifier. 
 

3.2.4 Effect of variation in impedance of the coils:  
 
The impedance of the electromagnet coils increases with the frequency of the current command signal. As 

the rotational speed of the rotor varies, the frequency of the vibration signal and, in turn, the frequency of 

the current command signal varies accordingly. In order to compensate for the change in the impedance of 

the electromagnet coils, the amplitude of the current command is modulated, by taking into account the 
rotational speed of the rotor. 
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3.3  Drive: 
 

A conventional hysterisis synchronous axial flux motor, driven by variable voltage variable frequency 

inverter has been used to impart rotational drive to the experimental rotor. 

           

4.  Technique of Active Balancing 
 

As the control algorithm is implemented digitally, using a DSP, a variety of bearing characteristics can be 

obtained through controller software. For this experiment, a constant stiffness characteristic of the bearing 
has been chosen and implemented. With this, the AMB offers constant stiffness over entire range of rotor 

displacement, irrespective of rotor position and set point.  
 

Rotor is run in the unbalanced condition to observe the growth of amplitude  & its angle. With the help of 

growth plot(polar), control algorithm finds out angle of modal unbalance. The AMB controller generates a 
synchronous compensating force, which is applied in the direction opposite to that of unbalance force. This 

nullifies the effect of unbalance force, which keeps the response of the rotor to a very low value. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:   Technique of Active Balancing 

 
 

Methodology 
 

• Eccentricity e in any rotor gives rise to  unbalance force meω
2
 

• Active Magnetic Bearing’s Centre (Logical Centre) can be positioned anywhere. 

• Deviation in Rotor Geometric centre from Bearing Logical Centre is treated as an error (E) and AMB 

applies a force proportional to bearing stiffness and error(E). eBearing Logical Centre is positioned 

opposite to the Mass Centre, thereby producing a compensating force. 

• As the rotor rotates, the position of the Bearing Logical Centre is synchronously updated. 

• This always keeps the rotor in balanced condition, thereby making the system response-free. 

• Once the rotor crosses the given mode, its unbalance compensation is withdrawn. 

• Rotor is left to rotate about its inertial axis with low bearing stiffness. 
 

Unlike conventional technique of balancing where each mode needs a separate set of mass corrections & 

more number of planes for higher modes, this technique of Active Balancing intelligently compensates the 
unbalance force for each mode independently. As the rotor crosses any mode & settles at its inertial axis, 

its compensation is withdrawn & rotor is left to rotate on its inertial axis at very low bearing stiffness. This 
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softening of bearing stiffness keeps forces transmitted to structure at a lower value. As the rotor 

approaches next rigid / bending critical speed, a new set of compensating force is applied to nullify new 
set of modal unbalance forces. This very feature of the technique eliminates the need of more number of 

planes for higher modes. Moreover, all the critical speeds are crossed with very low amplitudes. AMBs 

capability to provide online control over stiffness & damping is further helpful in tuning the bearing 
parameters of stiffness & damping for various modes. 

 

5.  Experimental Setup 
 

The vertically mounted Jeffcott type rotor is driven by a Hysterisis type axial flux motor. The reference 
signal for rotor’s angular position is taken from top bearing location using an eddy current sensor. Four 

eddy current displacement sensors have been put at two bearing locations to provide rotor position signals 

to AMB controller. Another set of three eddy current sensors were put at disc locations for vibration 
monitoring to observe the amplitude growth of different mode shapes. 

 

 

Figure 4 : Schematic and photograph of the Experimental setup 

 

 

6.  Experiments and Results 
 

Experiments were carried out to validate the developed technique of Active Balancing. First experiment 
was planned to cross the rigid critical speed of the rotor. This rigid critical speed was at 4,080 rpm. The 

radial AMB stiffness was kept at 30 kg/cm and the damping factor (ξ) was chosen as 0.05. At this rigid 
critical speed, an amplitude reduction of the order of 98 % was observed. The amplitude reduction was 

from 830 µ (peak) to 12 µ (peak).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Rotor vibration amplitude buildup plots for the Rigid Critical Speed; with and without Active Balancing 
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The next experiment was planned to cross the first bending critical speed (V mode) of the rotor, which 

was at 7,980 rpm. A drastic reduction in amplitude was observed for this mode; amplitude growth got 

reduced to 14 µ (peak). The radial AMB stiffness was kept at 30 kg/cm and the damping factor (ξ) was 

chosen as 0.05. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6:.Rotor vibration amplitude buildup plots for first bending critical speed; with and without active balancing 

 

 

7.  Conclusion 
 

The developed technique of active balancing is useful in suppressing the amplitude growth at various 

rigid/flexural critical speeds. It is possible to achieve amplitude reduction of the order of 80 to 90% at 

various critical speeds. Using this technique rotor system may be made to rotate almost response free. This 
is because AMBs give very accurate control & high resolution in compensating force application. This 

level of accuracy in balancing is not achievable using other conventional balancing techniques (e.g. mass 

correction).   
 

This technique is highly useful where modal unbalance varies with time or due to process environmental 

conditions. As this technique does not ask for any removal / addition of physical mass from / to the rotor, 

the system need not be dismantled for rebalancing of the rotor. For the changed unbalance conditions, a 
modified value of compensating force can be applied on-line. This eliminates assembly / dismantling 

efforts and improves the availability of the system. 
 

 

There is a limit on the magnitude of forces generated by electromagnets because of magnetic saturation of 

the rotor / stator material. Moreover, the given rotor size and AMB geometry also put a limit on these 
forces. The correction rate of the AMB controller governs the dynamic response of the AMB, thereby, 

putting a limit on the maximum rotor speed upto which the system is controllable. The rotor unbalance 

force depends on the modal unbalance and the critical speed. The finite compensating force generated by 
AMB puts a limit on the maximum allowable residual modal unbalance and the highest critical speed. 

This becomes a limiting parameter for lower capacity AMBs.  
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Abstract 
The gear noise problem that widely occurs in power transmission systems is typically characterised by one 
or more high amplitude acoustic signals. The noise originates from the vibration of the gear pair system 
caused by transmission error excitation that arises from tooth profile errors, misalignment and tooth 
deflections. This paper aims to further research the effect of tooth profile modifications on the 
transmission error of gear pairs. A spur gear pair was modelled using finite elements, and the gear mesh 
was simulated and analysed under static conditions. The results obtained were used to study the effect of 
intentional tooth profile modifications on the transmission error of the gear pair. A detailed parametric 
study, involving development of an optimisation algorithm to design the tooth modifications, was 
performed to quantify the changes in the transmission error as a function of tooth profile modification 
parameters as compared to an unmodified gear pair baseline. 

1 Introduction 

Over the past 40 years, a lot of research has been conducted in relation to the dynamics of gears and the 
resulting noise generated [1-3].  During this period, the hypothesis that transmission error (TE) was the 
main cause of most of the noise emitted by gear pairs was developed and established [4-5]. In recent years, 
many attempts have been made by numerous authors to set up models aimed at simulating the dynamic 
behaviour of gears [6-7]. The mathematical formulations range from single-degree-of freedom (SDOF) 
models to finite element models (2D & 3D), but virtually all gear dynamic models consider that 
transmission error (TE) and variations in mesh stiffness are the primary sources of excitation. From the 
gear designer’s point of view, the definition of tooth modifications for low-noise gears also relies on the 
minimization of transmission error variations [8-10]. A vast number of mathematical models used in gear 
dynamics have been reviewed and classified by Ozguven and Houser [11]. The sources of mesh excitation 
and its contribution to system excitation and particularly to gear noise have been discussed by Houser 
[12].  
 

Wang et al [13] have undertaken a comprehensive and critical review of the models developed and 
methods used to solve the non-linear dynamics of geared systems and addressed the issues of further 
research on the non-linear vibration in gear transmission systems.  Several research groups have developed 
generic models of single-stage gearboxes to include gears, shafts, bearings, and the housing in order to 
compute the transmission of dynamic bearing forces attributable to the excitation of the static TE and the 
resulting dynamic response of the gearbox housing. Using these techniques, it has been shown possible to 
optimize static TE characteristics for a range of torques by introducing appropriate tooth modifications 
and micro-geometries to minimize static TE variations. 
 

Even though contact mechanics and finite-element analysis (FEA) simulation provide valuable tools that 
are used to investigate gear dynamics, there is still a need for more experimental investigation in order to 
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study the complex non-linear dynamics of geared systems. Parker [14] has suggested that there is a lack of 
understanding of the complex dynamics of geared systems and attributes this to a lack of comprehensive 
experimental investigations. The work of Blankenship and Kahraman [15-17] on the single gear pair 
system helps in getting a better understanding of the conflicting issues of what is considered to be a 
realistic model. More recent work by Parker et al has used FE and contact mechanics models to study the 
dynamic response of a spur gear pair (Figure 1) across a wide range of operating speeds and torques. 
 

 
Figure 1: Spur gear nomenclature 

 

Sato et al. [18] studied analytically and experimentally the influence of profile modifications on gear 
vibration. Tavakoli and Houser [19] employed an optimisation algorithm based on the modified Complex 
method to a particular objective function based on the mean value of harmonics of the transmission error; 
different output design torques were considered after the optimization; conversely the dynamics was not 
studied. The static transmission error was evaluated by means of a cantilever beam model. Several other 
investigations were focused on the optimization of profile modifications; for example, Simon [20] and 
Munro [21] developed optimization methods based on simplified approaches for teeth deflection In 1992 
Cai and Hayashi [22] firstly employed a nonlinear dynamic model to evaluate effects of a static 
optimization; the transmission error was evaluated using a simple model based on elementary formulae 
and the influence of torque on the optimum profile modification was also considered. In 1999 several 
researchers discussed a computer simulation program devoted to predict the vibration behaviour of a 
couple of gears; the influence of torque and angular velocity was also analysed. In 2005 Fonseca et al. [23] 
optimized the harmonics of the static transmission error using the same static model of Tavakoli and 
Houser [19] by means of a genetic optimization algorithm [24]. 
 

In recent years, there have been considerable developments in direct computer-aided design 
(CAD)/computer aided engineering (CAE) data interchange, as a result engineers can now undertake a 
wide range of design, analysis, and modelling, on their respective research areas.  
 

Many research methods use detailed finite element methods to predict TE, but without the prediction 
being fully integrated within advanced optimisation procedures, as they require complete automatic FE 
solutions. Other research methods involve using finite-element simulations to get input parameters for 
simplified analytical models (e.g. SDOF mode).  Hence considering these factors, there is reasonable 
scope in improving the accuracy and robustness of the procedures used and thereby achieving a higher 
accuracy of results. 
 

To achieve further reductions in gear noise, therefore, there is a need for an analytical technique that 
would not only calculate TE for a given gear geometry, but also be capable of optimizing the geometry to 
minimize TE and hence noise.  
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2 Gear noise  

2.1 Transmission Error 

Simply put, transmission error is the driven gear’s deviation from perfect conjugate action (Figure 2), and 
is the result of manufacturing geometry errors, gear tooth, shaft and housing deflections, mesh stiffness 
variability; and gear dynamics.  

 
Figure 2: Conjugate action of a pair of cams 

 

The figure above shows the idea of conjugate action, when there is contact between two bodies 
constrained about the parallel axis, where the rotation of one drives the other by the action of a cam. The 
left hand cam rotates anti-clockwise, driving the right hand cam through contact point B. At this point the 
two cam surfaces will have a common tangent and a common normal. The common normal passes 
through the point P on the line joining the two axes of rotation, called the lines of centre. The law of 
gearing states that: the common normal to the point of contact between two gears cuts the line of centres 
in the gear ratio. 
 

Welbourn [1] defines transmission error as “the difference between the actual position of the output gear 
and the position it would occupy if the gear drive were perfect” and it can be represented by equation (1),  
 

    (1) 
 

where is the transmission error in radians, and  are the angular rotations of the input and output 
gears respectively in radians and  is the gear ratio, where  is the number of teeth on the input gear and 
 is the number of teeth on the output gear. 

 
The idea of transmission error was originally introduced by Gregory et al [6], and as stated by Munro [3] it 
is applicable in principal to any type of gear, any profile and pitch deviation and any transmitted load. The 
definition states that 
 

“The deviation in the position of the driven gear (for any given position of the driving gear), relative to 
the position that gear would occupy if both gears were geometrically perfect and undeformed.” 
 

TE is expressed as a linear deviation (with units of micrometre) measured at the pitch point and calculated 
at successive positions of the pinion as it goes through the meshing cycle. If a pinion and gear have ideal 
involute profiles running with no loading torque they should theoretically run with zero transmission error. 
However, when these same gears transmit torque, the combined torsional mesh stiffness of each gear 
changes throughout the mesh cycle as the teeth deflect, causing variations in angular rotation of the gear 
body.  
 

Under dynamic conditions, the TE generates forces in the gear mesh, which, in turn, excite a dynamic 
response at the shafts and bearings. These dynamic loads, which occur at tooth meshing frequency, are 
transferred through the bearings and excite the gear-casing walls and are then transmitted through the 
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gearbox mountings into the supporting structure. The result is that dynamic loads are induced in the gear 
case, as illustrated schematically in Figure 3.   
 

TE can be categorised into two main types subjected to the operating conditions as described by Norman 
[25] which are the static transmission error (STE), and dynamic transmission error (DTE). 

• Static transmission error (STE) 
In the presence of load, the gear teeth in contact elastically deform. The transmission error under 
the influence of load is static transmission error. Static transmission error includes the stiffness’s 
of all components and when measuring transmission error, the combined stiffness’s of all 
components should be used. STE is measured under sufficient minimum torque to take up the 
backlash and at a speed low enough to render dynamic effects negligible 
 

• Dynamic transmission error (DTE) 
This type of error takes into account typical operating conditions of torque and speed. Therefore 
inertia’s are taken into account in addition to tooth stiffness effects. 

 
Figure 3: Noise transmission path 

2.2 Mesh stiffness 

The mesh stiffness model forms the basis for a dynamic model of a gear pair. In early research, the mesh 
stiffness of gear teeth was considered to be constant. Iwatsubo and Kawai [26] studied the lateral and 
torsional vibrations of geared rotors, mainly considering the effect of the periodic variation of the mesh 
stiffness. The combined mesh stiffness of the two gears in mesh varies with the meshing position as the 
teeth rotate within the mesh cycle. In particular, the mesh stiffness decreases and increases dramatically as 
the meshing teeth change from the double pair of teeth in contact, to the single pair of teeth in contact. The 
combined mesh stiffness is defined as the ratio between the torsional load and the angular rotation of the 
gear body.  
 

The mesh stiffness associated with elastic tooth bending varies as the number of teeth in contact changes. 
The parametric excitation from the time-varying mesh stiffness causes instability and severe vibration 
under certain operating conditions. Experiments [27-28] have demonstrated the large amplitude vibration 
induced by parametric instability where the gear mesh frequency equals twice the natural. Furthermore, 
mesh stiffness variation directly affects tooth deflections and transmission error. 
 

Hence it can be summarised that mesh stiffness along with transmission error are the primary causes of 
gear noise and vibration.  
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3 Gear geometry 

3.1 Gear profile 

Gear designers are faced with having to compute accurate mathematical models of gears, and most three 
dimensional solid modelling programs cannot easily accommodate the true involute geometry used to 
generate the tooth profile, other than by approximating to a small number of finite points. As a result, 
existing methods for gear generating involve the following procedures: 

• Establish the mathematical model of the gear drives according to the manufacturing process and 
gear meshing theory 

• Export the calculated surface data points into a CAD package, construct the surface data points 
into the gear surface, and trim the surface according to the design parameters, that is, gear 
geometry generation solely from a CAD tool owing to the geometry generation limitations of the 
currently available commercial FEA software 

 

The geometry importation tools may cause many problems, mainly due to the disparity between standard 
interpretation and level implementation. Analysts should pay special attention to the accuracy of 
modelling after the models have been imported and thereafter to obtained gear geometry clear-up. Thus, 
designing gears using this methodology is inherently restrictive because of the resulting inaccuracies.  
The present work will generate the required geometry within the FEA software [29] instead of importing 
from other CAD packages, using the Python programming language, mathematically, to generate the gear 
tooth profile on the basis of the involute curve (Figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 4: Generation of an involute curve 

 

This method is highly accurate geometrically, and may be the best way to obtain highly accurate gear 
geometry in order to avoid the disparity between standard interpretation and level implementation. This 
accurate gear generation method provides researchers with a powerful tool for investigating the effects of 
gear tooth surface micro-geometry modifications 

3.2 Profile modification 

The two main methods currently being implemented, in order to reduce the gear noise and vibration 
response of the system are by means of macro-geometry and micro-geometry modifications.  
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Macro-geometry is defined by gear parameters such as: number of teeth, diameters, pressure angle, 
backlash and clearance. Many authors studied the effect of the involute contact ratio on both spur and 
helical gear vibrations [17-18]. Macro-geometric modifications involve an important and expensive 
change of the gear pair as well as the other members of the gear train; they are feasible only at the first 
steps of the design process. High quality surface finishing and strict tolerances can lead to excessive 
manufacturing costs; moreover, their effect on vibrations can be disappointingly small.  
 

Micro-geometric modifications include the intentional removal of material from the gear teeth flanks, so 
that the resulting shape is no longer a perfect involute; such modifications compensate teeth deflections 
under load, so that the resulting transmission error is minimized for a specific torque [2]. Therefore in this 
study, the micro-geometry modifications will be the focus of the analysis.  

3.3 Finite element model  

A spur gear pair was initially modelled using finite elements (FE) software [29], and the gear mesh was 
simulated and analysed under static conditions.  In order to run the static analysis, several assumptions 
have to be made: 

• Plain strain conditions: Due to the spur gear geometry. 2D plane strain analysis is adequate for an 
involute spur gear tooth. Moreover the 2-D version of the software requires little time both for 
model definition and simulations, with a high precision of the results. 

• Frictionless contact: In order to remove uncertainty of the Coulomb friction coefficient, the 
friction force is assumed not to affect the TE shape function substantially. 

 

A two-dimensional gear contact model has been modelled using non-linear finite element analysis 
software [29]. Figure 5 shows a pair of spur gears contacting with involute tooth profiles and their finite 
element mesh with the following specifications: 
 

Driver and driven gears   24 teeth 
Module     2  
Pressure angle    20  
Tip relief (“Addmod”)   50  
Torque     20  

 

 
Figure 5: FE gear pair mesh 
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This analysis is run once for a given macro-geometry which requires essential input details such as 
number of teeth, module, tooth depth, addendum and dedendum radii, modifications and pitch circle 
diameter etc. The preprocessor in the FEA software automatically generates the FE model of the two 
gears, and an internal FE solver generates the compliance and stress coefficients. 
 

The second part of the procedure involves a tooth contact analysis (TCA), which is run repeatedly to 
optimize the micro-geometry modification in order to achieve minimum TE and gear stress. This requires 
input details relevant to the modification being made, such as root relief, profile crowning, lead correction, 
end relief, face crowning, or any defined surface topography, in the case of this study it is tip relief. As 
this part of the method requires very little computational time, the calculations can be repeated with 
varying geometry to achieve minimum TE and stress. The output from the calculation procedure yields the 
STE, tooth load, and contact and bending stress as a distribution across the face width at a particular phase 
mesh between the gears.  

3.4 Profile modification algorithm 

For this study, the gear micro-geometry modification for the tooth profile is the tip relief (Figure 6). This 
modification is very important for proper gear mesh and engagement process, especially when assembly 
deflection is significant. For the mating pair of teeth under load, it is not possible to have the next tip enter 
contact in the pure involute position because there would be sudden interference corresponding to the 
elastic deflection and the corner of the tooth tip would gouge into the mating surface [2]. Manufacturing 
errors can add to this effect, this is the main reason to relieve the tooth tip and ensure that the corner does 
not dig in. 
 

 
Figure 6: Tip relief - Addmod 

 
Since this study deals with the optimization of one variable, i.e. tip relief, which is called “addmod”, it is 
quite straightforward to choose an algorithm to determine the minimum value for the parameter. The 
primary differences between algorithms (steepest descent, Newton’s method, Fibonacci, etc.) lies with the 
rule by which successive directions of movements are chosen. Once this direction is selected, all 
algorithms call for movement to the minimum point on the corresponding line. This process of 
determining the minimum point on a given function or line (one variable) is called line search. The kind 
of algorithm selected for this study is called the Fibonacci method and is a very popular method for 
resolving the line search problem. The only property that is to be assumed of this function, 
(variable/parameter), “addmod” in this case, is that it must be unimodal, i.e. it must have a single relative 
minimum [30].  
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4 Results and discussion 

The FE analysis has been achieved by applying a constant load torque on one of the mating gears and a 
constant rotational speed on the other gear. The gear rotation angle is set larger than the gear base pitch 
angle to achieve a complete history of one tooth mating. Figure 7 shows a typical contact stress 
distribution of two teeth in contact. It can be seen that the highest von Mises stress is located underneath 
the contact surface, which is as reported in traditional contact theory [31-33]. 
 

 
Figure 7: FE gear contact analysis 

 

The effect of tip relief on stress distributions can also be seen, i.e. the tooth root and tip contact 
contributions are reduced. Figure 8 shows the peak-to-peak TE variations with various applied torques. As 
expected, the TE variation is very small with the low torque of 10  and increases with the increasing 
loads respectively. Note that the increase in TE variation is not linear with the load, and its increase 
becomes more gradual due to the possible load-sharing contributions of the gear teeth.  

 Nm

 

 
Figure 8: Transmission error plots for different loads 
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A detailed parametric study, involving the use of the developed optimisation algorithm to design the tooth 
modifications, shows the changes in the transmission error as a function of tooth profile modification 
parameters (Figure 9). The algorithm helped identify the optimum profile modification for the case of 
addmod, which induces tip relief in the respective gear.  
 

 
Figure 9: Peak-to-peak TE for various values of addmod (tip relief) 

 

The algorithm identified the addmod value of 50 micrometers as the optimum tip relief for the given 
driver for the gear pair analyzed using the tool. Using this optimal tip relief, a study was conducted to 
quantify the change in transmission error, and verify the procedure developed, and the maximum 
reduction of peak-to-peak TE was found to be approximately 35%. Figure 10 shows the comparison of the 
peak-to-peak transmission error values for the modified driver gear compared to the original profile of the 
driver. 
 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of peak-to-peak TE for various loads between modified and unmodified profile 
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5 Summary 

The use of high-level programming languages to automate the once tedious tasks of repetitive geometrical 
modelling and analysis has been successfully applied. In particular, the modelling tool developed in this 
project allows us to assimilate very refined FE simulations with well established design optimisation 
algorithms in a much more effective method with respect to what has already been presented in the 
research field. Gear tooth geometry has been mathematically generated by using Python script interfacing 
with the FEA software instead of importing the geometry from other CAD packages. Highly accurate gear 
tooth geometry has been achieved by this mathematical method. The whole gear optimization and analysis 
process is achieved by one simulation instead of multiple simulations, and the computer time and 
simulation accuracy have been significantly improved. The analysis results show that the modified spur 
gear TE is significantly lower than that for the unmodified spur gear, indicating much quieter running due 
to the tip relief.  
 

Currently the analytical work carried out in this study is being validated experimentally and results will be 
published shortly. Other objectives for the near future include the modelling of a dynamic gear pair 
simulation and calculation of the dynamic transmission error. This will eventually lead to a full 3-
Dimension model of the dynamic gear pair system being simulated using the developed tool.  
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Abstract 
This paper shows the results of the analysis of the dynamic behaviour of a power unit, whose shaft-train 
alignment was significantly influenced by the machine thermal state, that was affected in operating 
condition by high sub-synchronous vibrations caused by oil-whip instability phenomena. The dynamic 
stiffness coefficients of the oil-film journal bearings of the generator were evaluated considering the 
critical average journal positions that caused the instability onsets. By including these bearing coefficients 
in a mathematical model of the fully-assembled machine the real part of the eigenvalue associated with the 
first balance resonance of the generator rotor became positive. This paper shows the successful results 
obtained by combining diagnostic techniques based on mathematical models of journal bearings and 
shaft-train with detailed analyses of monitoring data aimed to investigate the effects of the hot alignment 
of rotating machines on the occurrence of oil-whip instability onsets. 

1 Introduction 

The oil-whip instability phenomenon is one of the most important malfunctions that cause sub-harmonic 
components in the frequency spectrum of rotating machine vibrations. The destabilising forces that are 
generated in the oil-film of one or more journal bearings of a shaft-train can induce very high vibration 
levels and instability phenomena. In general, the harmonic order of oil-whirl sub-synchronous vibrations 
is close to 0.5 × revolution (0.5X). However, when the shaft rotational speed is higher than twice the first 
flexural critical speed of the rotor the frequency of the dominant sub-harmonic component of the shaft 
vibrations can be synchronised with that of the first flexural critical speed. This paper describes a case 
study in which the vibrations of the generator of a power unit measured in operating condition showed a 
very high sub-harmonic component whose order was significantly lower than 0.5X and rather close to that 
associated with the first balance resonance of the rotor. The experimental average centreline curve 
measured on the generator journal bearing at which the shaft showed the highest vibration levels was 
compared to the respective theoretical centreline curve obtained by integrating the Reynolds equation and 
considering the nominal bearing load due to the reference hot alignment of the shaft-train defined by the 
machine manufacturer. This study showed that in some operating conditions, depending on the machine 
thermal state, the experimental average journal position was abnormal. Likely this was due to a significant 
decrease of the bearing load caused by a change of the machine hot alignment. 
The analysis of the monitoring data showed that the unstable sub-synchronous vibrations were 
automatically extinguished or generated depending on the average journal position, within the generator 
bearings, which changed in the time on the basis of the machine alignment and thermal state. With regard 
to this the machine temperature showed to be influenced by the air temperature of the cabinet that 
contained the unit as well as by daily changes of the external temperature whose highest values were often 
considerable in summertime. 
The dynamic stiffness coefficients of the oil-film associated with different experimental average journal 
positions were evaluated by means of a bearing model. These coefficients were included into a further 
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mathematical model of the fully-assembled rotating machine in order to perform a parametric analysis. 
The results of this investigation showed that the bearing coefficients evaluated considering the 
experimental average journal positions that induced unstable sub-synchronous vibrations caused a positive 
real part of the eigenvalue of the machine-train model associated with the first flexural critical speed of the 
generator rotor. This is a basic mathematical condition for the generation of unstable vibrations. 
Moreover, the first critical speed of the generator evaluated at the operating rotational speed, that is 
considering the proper estimates of the bearing coefficients that corresponded to the critical hot alignment 
of the shaft-train, was very close to the rotational speed associated with the frequency order of the 
sub-harmonic unstable vibrations experienced in operating conditions. This confirmed the reliability of the 
results obtained with this study. 
Further model-based methods were used to study the sensitivity of the unstable vibrations to the average 
journal position inside the generator bearings in order to develop a more general procedure for the 
investigation of these phenomena that occasionally affect the dynamic behaviour of rotating machines. 
In the end, the analysis of the historic trend of the available monitoring data showed that the instability 
onsets occurred when the experimental values of the temperature of the white metal of the bearing lower 
lobe decreased below 81° C. This allowed incipient occurrences of oil-whip instability phenomena to be 
timely predicted by the direct analysis of a single parameter, that is the bearing temperature, that was 
continuously measured by the Condition Monitoring System permanently installed in the plant. 
This diagnostic strategy allowed safety operating conditions of the power unit to be assured before doing 
suitable changes of the machine static alignment that were planned within a future scheduled maintenance. 
This paper shows the successful results obtained by combining diagnostic techniques based on models of 
journal bearings and shaft-train with detailed analyses of raw monitoring data aimed to investigate the 
effects of thermally induced changes in the shaft-train alignment on the generation of oil-whip instability 
onsets in rotating machines. 

2 Case study 

In this paper the dynamic behaviour of a 320 MW power unit has been investigated. The machine-train 
was composed of a gas turbine and a generator which were connected each other by means of a load 
coupling. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the machine-train and the numbers further on used to 
identify the journal bearings of the unit. The operating rotational speed was 3000 r/min. The generator 
rotor was mounted on two elliptical oil-film journal bearings. Each support was equipped with XY 
proximity probes, mounted 90° degrees apart, that measured the relative shaft-support vibrations. 
 

Generator Gas Turbine

#2

  Load
coupling

#1 #4#3
      probe
arrangement

Y X
45° L 45° R

 CCW
rotation

 

Figure 1: Machine-train diagram, bearing numbers and probe arrangement 

The inboard generator bearing #1, whose basic geometrical parameters are shown in Figure 2, was 
considered for detailed studies. The vertical bearing load evaluated taking into account the ideal machine 
alignment was 233.5 kN. Let us denote Cp and Cb the machined and assembled radial clearance of the 
bearing lobes, respectively, while e is the journal eccentricity. The pre-load factor, mp, and the journal 
eccentricity ratio, χ, are defined as: 

1p bm C= − pC  be Cχ =  (1)
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Figure 2: Basic geometric parameters of the elliptical journal bearing #1 

Owing to the significant pre-load factor of the generator bearings #1 and #2 the effective radial clearance 
evaluated in the horizontal direction was significantly larger than that available in the vertical direction. 
The vibration data collected during a seven months’ period did not show any significant symptom of 
malfunction. In particular the levels of the generator vibrations measured at the operating rotational speed 
were lower than 40 μm pp. Suddenly, during the on-load operating condition the overall amplitude of the 
shaft vibrations measured by both pairs of XY proximity probes mounted on the two journal bearings of 
the generator significantly raised very quickly. After few minutes the maximum vibration level measured 
at the inboard bearing #1 reached 300 μm pp. Although the amplitude of the shaft vibrations relative to the 
supports were considerable the absolute vibrations of the bearing casings, measured in the vertical 
direction by seismic sensors, did not exceed the limit level for the machine trip. Therefore, the unit 
continued to be operated in on-load condition. After a temporary three hours’ dwell of the level rise the 
vibration amplitude showed a further considerable increase. In few hours it reached 616 μm pp at the 
measurement point located on the generator bearing #1, oriented in the X direction (45° Right). 
Figure 3 shows the historic trend of the overall amplitude of the generator vibrations measured at bearings 
#1 and #2 within a twenty hours’ time interval. The considerable changes in the overall amplitude of the 
generator vibrations illustrated in Figure 3 did not show any relationship with the unit megawatt load. 
Some hours after the occurrence of this machine malfunction the levels of the generator vibrations 
significantly decreased and in the end they reached the original values lower than 40 μm pp once again. 
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Figure 3: Historic trend of the overall amplitude of the vibrations measured at the generator 
bearings #1 and #2 in on-load operating conditions (3000 r/min) 
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Moreover, the overall amplitude of these vibrations suddenly raised and decreased, after some hours, with 
nearly the same rate apart from the load value. 
The harmonic content of the generator vibrations measured during the most critical stage of the 
malfunction was evaluated. The results of this investigation showed  that  the  noticeable levels of the shaft  
vibrations were mainly caused by a sub-synchronous harmonic component whose frequency was very 
close to 13 Hz. Therefore, the harmonic order associated with this component was 0.26 × revolution 
(0.26X). When the abnormal dynamic behaviour of the generator was present the frequency of this 
sub-synchronous vibration was nearly constant. Table 1 shows the amplitude of the most significant 
harmonic components of the vibration signals provided by the XY proximity probes mounted on the 
generator bearings #1 and #2 when the overall amplitude curves illustrated in Figure 3 reached the highest 
levels. The amplitude of the 0.26X vibrations was significantly higher than that of any other order. 
In Figure 4 the unfiltered dimensionless orbit measured at bearing #1 within a time interval whose length 
corresponded to four shaft revolutions, as documented by the presence of four keyphasor markers, is 
compared to that obtained considering the orders 0.26X, 0.5X, 1X and 2X of the journal vibration. 
 

 HARMONIC ORDERS 
DIRECTION 0.26 X 0.5 X 1 X 2 X 
X (45° Right) 557.1 μm pp 13.8 μm pp 31.8 μm pp 8.3 μm pp 
Y (45° Left) 208.6 μm pp 23.7 μm pp 26.5 μm pp 11.8 μm pp 

 

Table 1: Amplitude of the most important harmonic orders of the vibrations measured at the 
generator bearing #1 during an instability onset 
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Figure 4: Dimensionless journal orbit measured 
at bearing #1 during an instability onset 

Figure 5: Experimental 1X transient vibrations of 
the generator measured at bearings #1 and #2 

These dimensionless orbits have been evaluated dividing the vibration levels by the assembled radial 
clearance Cb. The position of the orbit centre was determined considering the average value of the gap 
data measured by means of the XY proximity probes within a limited number of shaft revolutions. In the 
same figure the contour of the dimensionless region delimited by the machined radial clearance Cp of the 
lower lobe is shown. Owing to the considerable amplitude of the 0.26X vibrations and the high anisotropy 
of the oil-film journal bearing the shape of the unfiltered orbit is nearly elliptical while its flatness is 
significant. In fact, the ratio between the minor and major axes of the 0.26X filtered orbit was 0.2601. 
Moreover, the orientation of the major principal axis of this orbit was about 30° degrees with respect to 
the horizontal axis. In the end, the average position of the journal, that is the orbit centre, was in the upper 
part of the bearing. 
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The elliptical shape of this unfiltered orbit, the particular average position of the journal as well as the 
large pre-load factor mp of the elliptical bearing allowed shaft-to-bearing contacts to be avoided. This was 
confirmed by a visual inspection of the bearings carried out during subsequent planned maintenance 
activities. Accordingly to this the available monitoring data did not show any evident symptom of rub. 
Before the occurrence of this abnormal dynamic behaviour the generator vibrations were mainly 
influenced by the contribution of the 1X synchronous harmonic component whose low level showed that 
the residual unbalance of the rotor was rather small. This was confirmed also by the low amplitude of the 
1X vibration vectors measured during several runups and rundowns of the power unit. With regard to this 
Figure 5 shows the Bode plot of the 1X vibrations measured at bearings #1 and #2 during a machine 
runup. In the rotational speed range from 750 r/min to 1200 r/min the resonance peaks of the 1X vibration 
amplitude due to the passing through some flexural critical speeds of the shaft-train are evident.  

3 Model-based diagnostic analysis 

In order to distinguish the critical speeds of the generator from those of the gas turbine as well as to study 
the stability of the rotor system a mathematical model of the fully-assembled machine was used. These 
investigations were performed by means of well known model-based techniques [1, 2]. A Finite Element 
Model (FEM) composed of beam FEs was used to describe the mechanical properties of the shaft-train 
while the dynamic effects caused by the oil-film journal bearings were modelled by means of dynamic 
stiffness coefficients, which depended on the shaft rotational speed. In the end, the bearing pedestals were 
modelled by means of a set of simple mechanical systems, having only two degrees of freedom, described 
using lumped parameters [1, 2]. 
The motion equation of the rotating machine can be expressed as: 

[ ] [ ] ( )( ) [ ]+ ++ ⎡ Ω ⎤⎣ ⎦M x R G x K x F=  (2)

where Ω is the shaft-train angular speed, x is the vector that contains the displacements and rotations 
associated with the degrees of freedoms of shafts, bearings and foundation while F is the vector that 
contains the excitations applied to the rotor system. The mass, stiffness and damping matrices , [ ]M [ ]K  

and describe the dynamic effects of the whole rotating machine while the matrix [  takes into 
account the gyroscopic effects of the shaft-train. 

[ ]R ]G

The analysis of the eigenvalues of the machine model can be used to determine the conditions that must be 
satisfied for the occurrence of unstable vibrations. The k th complex eigenvalue of the model can be 
written as: 

2k k i fdkλ σ π+=  (3)

where fdk is the k th damped natural frequency of the system while σk is the respective modal damping 
factor. The corresponding undamped natural frequency is given by: 

( )2 21 2
2nk dk kf fπ σ
π

+=  (4)

The k th dimensionless modal damping factor, hk, can be expressed in the following form: 

( )2k k nh fσ π−= k

k

 (5)

In order to generate dissipative forces the dimensionless damping factor hk must be positive, that is the real 
part σk of the eigenvalue must be negative. If the normal mode associated with the k th eigenvalue of the 
machine model is dominated by the lateral vibrations of the shaft-train the corresponding flexural critical 
speed, nk, can be obtained on the basis of the imaginary part of λk as: . 60k dn f=
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Owing to the gyroscopic effects and the dependence of the journal bearing coefficients on the rotational 
speed also the eigenvalues of the machine model are influenced by the shaft speed Ω. Figure 6 shows the 
Finite Element Model of the shaft-train whose dynamic behaviour has been investigated in the present 
case study. A first model of the fully assembled machine, further on denoted model n.1, included the 
dynamic stiffness coefficients of the oil-film journal bearings provided by the machine manufacturer. 
The dynamic stiffness coefficients of bearing #1 only were evaluated also by means of a computer code 
developed by the author on the basis of a well known theory [3, 4]. These coefficients, which showed to 
be in good accordance with those provided by the machine manufacturer, were included into a further 
model hereinafter denoted n.2. The dimensionless stiffness coefficients of bearing #1 included in the 
models n.1 and n.2, as well as those included in a further model denoted n.3 whose characteristics are 
described in the following, are reported in Table 2. 
 

Generator Gas Turbine#2 #1 #3 #4

excitation section

 
Figure 6: Finite Element model of the shaft-train 

 

 JOURNAL BEARING #1 
 DIMENSIONLESS STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS 

MODEL N. Kyy Kyx Kxy Kxx

1 18.2270 - 10.0358 - 1.72375 3.1715 
2 14.2846 - 8.6062 - 0.9748 3.2153 
3 2.7263 - 2.7366 0.0158 1.3885 

 

Table 2: Dimensionless stiffness coefficients of the oil-film journal bearing #1, evaluated at 
3000 r/min, included in the models n.1, n.2 and n.3 (y: vertical direction, x: horizontal direction) 

The eigenvalues of the models n.1 and n.2 associated with the operating rotational speed of the unit 
(3000 r/min) were evaluated. The imaginary part of the eigenvalues gave an estimate of flexural critical 
speeds of the shaft-train in the running state while the respective real part of the eigenvalues allowed the 
dimensionless modal damping factors, h, to be determined in accordance with eq.(5). 
Table 3 shows the first five flexural critical speeds of the shaft-train along with the respective 
dimensionless damping factors. In this table also the results provided by the model n.3, described in the 
following, are shown. The results obtained with both models n.1 and n.2 are in good accordance each 
other. The first flexural critical speed, close to 845 r/min, is associated with the first “U” normal mode of 
the generator rotor. Owing to the significant anisotropy of the elliptical journal bearings #1 and #2 the 
shape of the corresponding normal mode is mainly affected by lateral vibrations contained in the 
horizontal plane. Nevertheless the generator vertical vibrations of this normal mode are not negligible 
(Figure 7). These results are in good accordance with the experimental evidence. 
It is necessary to consider that the imaginary part of the model eigenvalues evaluated considering the 
operating speed (3000 r/min) is influenced by the speed dependent values of the dynamic stiffness 
coefficients of the oil-film journal bearings. In general, the increase of the shaft rotational speed causes a 
decrease of the direct terms of the oil-film stiffness. Therefore the values of the lowest flexural critical 
speeds of a rotor tend to decrease when they are evaluated for increasing values of the rotational speed. 
Moreover, both models n.1 and n.2 showed that the dimensionless damping factor associated with the first 
flexural critical speed of the generator rotor was positive, however its value was rather small. 
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 MODEL N.1 MODEL N.2 MODEL N.3 
 Flexural 

critical speed 
Damping 

factor 
Flexural 

critical speed 
Damping 

factor 
Flexural 

critical speed 
Damping 

factor 
n. [r/min] dimensionless [r/min] dimensionless [r/min] dimensionless
1 842.9 0.01185 856.1 0.00886 798.4 - 0.00777 
2 993.8 0.02088 993.3 0.02044 963.2 0.03806 
3 1033.4 0.02856 1032.7 0.02901 1007.5 0.03301 
4 1082.4 0.00856 1078.0 0.01130 1043.7 0.02681 
5 2059.9 0.06189 2105.3 0.05499 1938.2 0.03850 

 

Table 3: First five flexural critical speeds and dimensionless modal damping factors of the machine-
train evaluated at 3000 r/min by means of the models n.1, n.2 and n.3 
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Figure 7: Mode shapes of the shaft-train associated with the first four flexural critical speeds 

The oil-whirl phenomenon is one of the most important malfunctions that cause the presence of 
sub-harmonic components in the frequency spectrum of rotating machine vibrations [5]. In this case the 
destabilising forces that are generated in the oil-film of one or more journal bearings of the shaft-train can 
induce very high vibration levels and instability phenomena. In general, owing to the value of the average 
circumferential angular velocity of the fluid inside the bearing radial clearance, the harmonic order of the 
sub-synchronous vibrations caused by the oil-whirl phenomena is rather close to 0.5X. On the contrary, in 
the present case study the order of the sub-harmonic component was significantly lower. In fact, as above 
said, when the overall amplitude of the generator vibrations reached noticeable levels during some 
operating conditions the predominant contribution to the vibration amplitude was given by a 
sub-synchronous component whose harmonic order was 0.26X. 
However, when the shaft rotational speed is higher than twice the first flexural critical speed of the rotor 
the frequency of the dominant sub-harmonic component of the shaft vibration can be synchronised just 
with that of the first flexural critical speed of the shaft. In this case, since the destabilising forces generated 
in the fluid-film excite a resonance of the rotor system whose damping factor h often becomes negative 
the vibrations induced in the shaft-train can be unstable. In literature this phenomenon in called oil-whip 
instability. 
Sometimes, the transition from oil-whirl to oil-whip instability occurs during the machine runup. 
However, instability phenomena can suddenly arise also at the constant operating speed of a rotating 
machine owing to particular effects caused in the journal bearings by changes of process and ambient 
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parameters. In the present case study the rotational speed that corresponded to the sub-synchronous 
vibration of the generator rotor (780 r/min) was lower than both theoretical and experimental value of the 
first flexural critical speed of the shaft (nearly 845 r/min). At first this seemed to be an incongruence. 
In order to find more consistent reasons for the explanation of this malfunction of the power unit further 
investigations were carried out. 
It is well known that lightly loaded bearings can be affected by oil-whirl and oil-whip phenomena. 
Therefore, the available monitoring data that could point out the symptoms of a temporary light load on 
bearing #1 were analysed. Figure 8 shows the shaft average centreline curves measured at this bearing 
during a runup and a coastdown occurred at the end of an on-load operating period. The machine thermal 
state at the end of the runup, that is at 3000 r/min, was quite different from that at the beginning of the 
coastdown. The temperature of shafts, cases, supports and foundation structure can significantly affect the 
shaft-train alignment and bearing loads. The experimental shaft average centreline curves illustrated in 
Figure 8 are compared to the theoretical curve obtained by integrating the Reynolds equation and 
considering the nominal bearing load due to the reference hot alignment provided by the machine 
manufacturer. 
Both cold and hot machine alignments caused a maximum vertical displacement of the journal, evaluated 
with respect to the bearing bottom, that was significantly higher than the corresponding theoretical value. 
This can be considered the consequence of an excessively light load acting on the generator bearing #1 
due to an inaccurate static alignment or to an abnormal hot alignment of the shaft-train. 
The historic trend of the gap data measured at bearing #1 during on-load operating conditions was 
analysed. This investigation allowed the changes in the dimensionless eccentricity of the journal that can 
be ascribed to changes in the machine hot alignment to be studied. Figure 9 shows the historic trend of 
magnitude and attitude angle of the dimensionless eccentricity of the journal inside bearing #1 over a four 
days’ time window during which two instability phenomena and two speed transients occurred. 
In Figure 9 the instants at which the instability phenomena began and finished have been indicated with 
proper markers. Further markers have been used to indicate the beginning of runups and rundowns. 
Figure 9 shows that in the operating condition the eccentricity ratio was affected by significant changes. 
The instability phenomena began and continued for different values of the eccentricity ratio. Anyhow, the 
unstable sub-synchronous vibrations occurred only for values of the attitude angle higher than 98° 
degrees, that is when the journal average position was in the upper part of the bearing. This confirmed the 
suspect that a decrease of the bearing load at the support #1, due to changes in the machine hot alignment, 
caused the occurrence of the oil-whip instability onsets. 
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Figure 9: Dimensionless eccentricity and 
attitude angle of the journal of bearing #1 

measured during a time interval within which 
two instability onsets occurred 
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The polar plot illustrated in Figure 10 shows the same data reported in Figure 9. The end of the vectors 
that represent the journal position, expressed in polar coordinates, associated with a normal dynamic 
behaviour of the generator has been plotted with a dot. On the contrary, the journal positions associated 
with high unstable sub-synchronous vibrations have been plotted with a square marker. The data 
illustrated in Figure 10 show that the instability phenomena occurred when the journal average position at 
bearing #1 were characterised by amplitudes of the eccentricity ratio higher than 0.93 and by values of the 
attitude angle higher than 98° degrees. 
In order to validate these results and obtain 
further explanations for the occurrence of the 
instability onsets the dynamic stiffness 
coefficients of bearing #1 were evaluated at 
3000 r/min considering a journal position defined 
by an eccentricity ratio equal to 0.93 and by an 
attitude angle equal to 96° degrees: these values 
are very close to the limit values that caused 
instability onsets in the experimental dynamic 
behaviour. The dynamic stiffness coefficients 
obtained with this case study were included into a 
further machine model denoted n.3. 
The eigenvalues of this model were evaluated 
considering a rotational speed equal to 
3000 r/min. The flexural critical speeds and the 
respective dimensionless modal damping factors 
associated with the imaginary and real parts, 
respectively, of the first five eigenvalues are 
shown in the last two columns of Table 3. These 
results can be compared to those obtained with 
models n.1 and n.2. 
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Figure 10: Polar plot of the dimensionless 
journal position of bearing #1 measured 

during a four days’ time interval within which 
two oil-whip instability onsets occurred 

The modal damping factor, h1, associated with the first flexural critical speed of the generator rotor 
evaluated with the model n.3 is negative. This is the condition for the occurrence of instability phenomena 
in the dynamic behaviour of the shaft-train. The excessively high vertical position of the journal inside 
bearing #1 caused a decrease of the average overall stiffness of the oil-film. Owing to this the value of the 
first flexural critical speed of the generator decreased till 798 r/min which corresponds to the harmonic 
order 0.266 × rev. evaluated with respect to the operating speed. This value is very close to the harmonic 
order of the experimental sub-synchronous unstable vibrations (0.26X). 
The results of this first investigation suggested to perform a careful analysis of the journal average 
position within bearing #1, with the unit in operating condition, looking for the occurrence of significant 
changes of the machine hot alignment that caused high values of eccentricity ratio and attitude angle. 
Figure 11 shows the historic trend of the overall amplitude of the shaft vibrations measured on bearing #1, 
at the operating speed, during a 35 days’ period. The high and evident peaks of the amplitude curve show 
the occurrence of oil-whip instability onsets which caused a considerable increase of the level of the 
0.26X harmonic order of the shaft vibrations. Sometimes these unstable vibrations required to do a 
machine coastdown but in general the oil-whip phenomena were automatically extinguished after few 
hours without doing any specific change of significant process parameters. 
A more accurate analysis of the monitoring data collected by the supervisory system of the plant showed 
that every oil-whip instability onset was preceded by an evident decrease of the temperature of the white 
metal of the lower lobe of bearing #1. The historic trend of this temperature, measured during the same 
period considered to plot the vibrations illustrated in Figure 11, is shown in Figure 12. Within this 
monitoring period the oil temperature measured at the inlet of the generator journal bearings #1 and #2, 
here not documented for the sake of brevity, was nearly constant. Every time the temperature of bearing 
#1 decreased below 80° C sub-harmonic vibrations (0.26X) whose amplitude quickly increased were 
generated. 
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Figure 12:  Historic trend of the temperature of 
the lower lobe of bearing #1 measured during a 

35 days’ period 

In occasion of these phenomena the journal eccentricity ratio and attitude angle within bearing #1 
approached values close to 0.98 and 98° degrees, respectively. It is possible to suppose that the decrease of 
the bearing temperature was the consequence of a decrease of the bearing load due to a change of the 
machine hot alignment. In accordance with the supposition of the presence of a not ideal hot alignment the 
maximum temperature of the outboard bearing (#2) of the generator was about 15° C degrees higher than 
that of the inboard bearing (#1) although the geometrical parameters of these two journal bearings and the 
respective loads were nearly the same. This can be the symptom of a machine misalignment. 
Anyhow a weak sensitivity of machine casings, supports and foundations to the unit thermal state is not 
unusual. In the present case study the temperature of the cabinet that contained the power unit was 
controlled by a set of fans whose nominal flow showed to be a little underestimated in comparison to the 
plant requirements. The high air temperature that often occurs in summertime in the south of Italy, where 
this power plant is sited, makes the sensitivity of the vibrations of this machine to its thermal state more 
critical. Therefore, depending on the meteorological conditions, the temperature inside the cabinet 
occasionally reached considerable values. It is possible to suppose that this temperature influenced the 
machine hot alignment causing occasional critical conditions for the generation of unstable 
sub-synchronous vibrations. 
The first part of the curve illustrated in Figure 11 shows some evident daily decreases of the bearing 
temperature which approached a lower level close to 80° C degrees. This confirms that the external air 
temperature, and then the air temperature inside the cabinet, influenced the machine alignment and bearing 
temperature. After mid autumn, when mean and maximum daily temperature of the air decreased, the 
oil-whip instability onsets never again occurred. Some months later, in occasion of the next planned 
maintenance of the unit, specific measurements of the alignment between generator and gas turbine 
showed the necessity to correct the machine cold alignment by assigning an upward displacement of the 
support #1. This action increased the bearing load both in cold and hot thermal state of the unit. 

4 Model-based sensitivity analysis 

In order to consider marginal uncertainties that affect the evaluation of the journal average position inside 
the bearing, obtained by processing gap experimental data, a model-based technique was used to perform 
a parametric analysis. This study allowed the effects of the journal average position on the oil-film 
dynamic stiffness evaluated at 3000 r/min to be investigated. Moreover, the non-linear relationship 
between the oil-film dynamic stiffness and the dimensionless damping factor associated with the fist 
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flexural critical speed of the generator was studied. Therefore, the relationship between the journal 
average position and the value of the above mentioned damping factor h1 was investigated. The results of 
this study are shown in Figure 13. 
A significant increase of the attitude angle as well as a decrease of the dimensionless eccentricity causes 
changes in the oil-film geometry and in particular in its minimum height. This causes a reduction of the 
overall dynamic stiffness of the bearing. Owing to this the damping factor h1 can become negative. 
As above said, in operating conditions, the journal average position inside the bearing can be influenced 
by changes in the shaft-train alignment due to variations of the machine thermal state. 
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Figure 14: Influence of attitude angle and 
journal eccentricity ratio in bearing #1 on the 

1st flexural critical speed of the shaft-train 

Figure 14 shows the influence of attitude angle and eccentricity ratio on the first flexural critical speed of 
the shaft-train whose normal mode mainly affects the transverse vibrations of the generator rotor. 
The results illustrated in this figure were obtained by changing only the journal average position inside 
bearing #1. The couples of values of eccentricity ratio and attitude angle that caused a negative damping 
factor h1 also caused a decrease of the first flexural critical speed of the generator with respect to the 
respective reference value evaluated considering a normal hot alignment of the shaft-train. This behaviour 
is in accordance with the experimental evidences. 
The results of the eigenvalue analysis showed that some critical machine alignments could cause the 
mathematical condition for the occurrence of unstable vibrations of the generator rotor. However a 
perturbation of the steady state response of the rotor system, e.g. caused by oil-film destabilising forces 
generated in journal bearings, excites further system normal modes in addition to that corresponding to the 
first critical speed of the generator rotor. Dissipative and non-dissipative forces are associated with the 
system eigenvalues whose real part is negative and positive, respectively. Therefore, in the critical 
alignment condition, the vibrations caused by a system perturbation generates dissipative forces whose 
effects can overcome those due to the non-dissipative forces associated with the excitation of the first 
balance resonance of the generator with which a negative modal damping factor is associated. 

5 Stability analysis 

The accurate study of the stability of the machine response is a non-linear problem that would require to 
consider the initial conditions for the integration of the motion equations of the rotor system in the time 
domain. Anyhow a simple analysis performed by means of an approximated method allowed interesting 
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results to be obtained. The response caused by an impulse perturbation applied to the FEM of the 
machine-train in the cross-section of the generator reported in Figure 6 was evaluated with the shaft 
rotating at the operating speed. This force excited many normal modes of the generator rotor. 
The machine models n.2 and n.3, which simulate the ideal and critical hot alignment respectively, were 
used for this study. Figure 15 shows the time-base plot of the shaft vibration, caused by the impulse 
excitation, evaluated at bearing #1 in the horizontal direction by means of the above mentioned models. 
Both responses are dominated by the contribution of the excitation of the normal mode associated with the 
first flexural critical speed of the generator rotor. The response obtained with the model n.3 is expansive. 
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Figure 16: Frequency spectrum of the impulse 
excitation responses evaluated at bearing #1 by 

means of the models n.2 and n.3 

This confirms that when the real part of the first eigenvalue became positive the effects of the 
non-dissipative forces generated in the system can overcome the effects due to the dissipative damping 
forces associated with the other eigenvalues of the system whose real part is negative. Figure 16 shows the 
frequency spectrum of the two vibration time histories illustrated in Figure 15. 
Owing to the decrease of the stiffness coefficients of the oil-film caused by the decrease of the load acting 
on bearing #1 the first natural frequency of the shaft decreased from 14.06 Hz to 13.47 Hz. In operating 
conditions this frequency corresponds to the that of the harmonic order 0.269X. These results are in good 
accordance with the experimental evidence and explain the reason for the occurrence of the oil-whip 
instability onsets that generated high 0.26X sub-synchronous vibrations. 

6 Conclusions 

The occurrence of sub-synchronous vibrations caused by oil-whip instability onsets is one of the most 
critical malfunctions that can affect the dynamic behaviour of rotating machines. Investigation methods 
based on models of oil-film journal bearings and shaft-train can be very useful to study the sensitivity of 
the machine vibrations to the occurrence of oil-whip instability onsets generated by light bearing loads and 
abnormal hot alignments of the shaft-train. 
In this paper the successful results obtained by combining model-based diagnostic techniques with 
detailed analyses of monitoring data aimed to point out and investigate the effects of oil-whip instability 
onsets on the vibrations of rotating machines are shown and discussed. The dynamic behaviour of a power 
unit whose shaft-train alignment showed to be influenced by the machine thermal state has been analysed. 
The results provided by the model-based investigation method explained the reasons for the occurrence of 
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very high sub-synchronous vibrations that were detected in operating condition on the generator supports. 
The influence of the average journal position on the dynamic stiffness coefficients of the oil-film journal 
bearings of the generator was studied. Moreover, the effects of the bearing coefficients on the values of 
real and imaginary components of the eigenvalues of the machine model have been investigated. 
This study confirmed that owing to critical hot alignment conditions experienced in the on-load running 
state the real part of the eigenvalue associated with the first flexural critical speed of the generator rotor 
became positive in accordance with the occurrence of oil-whip instability onsets pointed out by the 
experimental vibration data. 
The diagnostic strategy used for this case study has shown the good capabilities of model-based diagnostic 
techniques also in the case of the analysis of not trivial problems that can affect the dynamic behaviour of 
large rotating machines. 
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Abstract 
In the paper the vibration stability of soft mounted asynchronous machines with flexible shafts and sleeve 
bearings is theoretically analyzed, also considering the electromagnetic influence. Therefore a mathemati-
cal model was developed, which is based on a simplified plane machine model. Based on a 2 pole asyn-
chronous machine different calculations were made. In the calculations the maximum rotor speed for vi-
bration stability was investigated. The influence of the foundation stiffness and of the foundation damping 
on the limit of stability is shown and also the influence of the electromagnetic field. The aim of this paper 
is to derive a calculation method – shown at a simplified model – which shows the different coherences 
and the influences, concerning the limit of stability for a soft mounted asynchronous machine, and which 
helps to optimize vibration stability by choosing suitable foundation stiffness and damping. 

1 Introduction 

Large asynchronous machines, operating at high speeds, are often designed with flexible shafts and sleeve 
bearings. Therefore not only critical speeds have to be considered, but also the limit of vibration stability, 
mainly caused by the asymmetry of the oil film. Raising the rotor speed above the limit of stability, self 
excited vibrations will occur, which disturb the operation [1-4]. The specialty of electrical machines – e.g. 
asynchronous machines – is the additional electromagnetic coupling between rotor and stator by an elec-
tromagnetic field [8-13], which also influences the vibration system and therefore the limit of stability. In 
the past foundations of rotating machinery for industrial applications were often designed stiff. But nowa-
days they become softer, because of plant specific requirements. Fig. 1 shows a soft mounted asynchro-
nous machine. Therefore the foundation influences the vibration system [1, 4, 5] and also the limit of sta-
bility. 
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Figure 1: Soft mounted asynchronous machine: a) view of the shaft end; b) longitudinal section  
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To find the limit of vibration stability of an asynchronous machine, the whole vibration system – consist-
ing of the rotor, bearings, end shields, stator, magnetic field and foundation – has to be considered. To 
analyze the total drive train, the working machine, coupling, etc. has also to be taken into consideration. 
But in the paper only the vibration stability of the asynchronous machine itself, mounted on a soft founda-
tion, is analyzed. The paper shows a mathematical model of a soft mounted asynchronous machine, with 
flexible shaft and sleeve bearings. Based on a simplified analytical model the influences on the vibration 
stability are mathematical described, also including the electromagnetism and the influence of the founda-
tion stiffness and damping. Based on this analytic model a 2-pole asynchronous motor, with a rated power 
of 2 MW and a rated speed of 2990 r/min, is exemplary calculated, to find the limit of vibration stability 
and to show the influence of foundation stiffness and damping and also of the electromagnetic field.  

2 Nomenclature 

DF Damping ratio of the foundation -   z2, y2  Displacement of the rotor mass m 
Dn Modal damping  -   yb, zb Displacement of the bearing housing m 
 b Half distance between machine feet m   yv, zv Displacement of the journal shaft  m 
 c Stiffness of the rotor N/m   yfL, zfL Displacement of the machine feet (left) m 
 cbz, cby  Stiffness of bearing house and end shield N/m   yfR, zfR Displacement of the machine feet (right) m 
 cfz, cfy Stiffness of foundation at each side N/m  αn Real part of λn 1/s 
 cij Oil film stiffness coefficients (i, j = z, y) N/m  αlimit Real part of λlimit at Ωlimit 1/s 
 cm Radial magnetic spring constant N/m  ηlimit Ratio of Ωlimit / ω limit - 
 dfz, dfy  Damping of foundation at each side Ns/m  Θ1x Moment of inertia for the stator  kgm2 
 dij Oil film damping coefficients (i, j = z, y) Ns/m  Ω Rotor angular frequency 1/s 
 fn Natural frequency 1/s  Ωlimit Ω at limit of stability  1/s 
 h   Height of the centre of gravity  m  ϕ1 Angle movement of the stator rad 
 n Rotor speed  r/min  λn Complex eigenvalue 1/s 
 nlimit Rotor speed at limit of stability r/min  λlimit Complex eigenvalue at Ωlimit 1/s 
 m1 Mass of the stator kg  ωn Imaginary part of λn 1/s 
 m2 Mass of the rotor kg  ωlimit Imaginary part of λlimit 1/s 
 z1, y1   Displacement of the stator mass m     

3 Vibration model 

The model is a simplified machine model, which only describes the vibrations in a plane (plane y, z). It 
consists of two masses, the rotor mass m2, concentrated in the shaft centre point W, and the stator mass m1, 
which has the inertia θ1x and is concentrated in the centre of gravity S1 (Fig. 2). The rotor rotates with the 
rotary angular frequency Ω. The inertia moments of the rotor are not considered and therefore also no gy-
roscopic effects. The shaft journal centre point V describes the movement of the shaft journal in the sleeve 
bearing. The point B is positioned in the axial middle of the sleeve bearing shell (half length) and de-
scribes the movement of the bearing house.  
The rotor mass is linked to the stator mass by the stiffness of the rotor c, the oil film stiffness matrix Cv 
and oil film damping matrix Dv of the sleeve bearings, which suppose to be equal for the drive side and the 
non drive side, and the bearing house and end shield stiffness matrix Cb, which is also assumed to be equal 
for the drive side and the non drive side. The stiffness and the damping coefficients of the oil film can be 
calculated by solving the Reynolds-Differential-Equations [6, 7]. They are assumed to be linear, concern-
ing a displacement of the journal shaft relative to the bearing house. Therefore non-linear effects are not 
considered in the paper. The end shield stiffness matrix Cb is described by the horizontal (cby) and vertical 
(cbz) structure stiffness of the bearing house and the end shield, as a superposition of both. No damping of 
the bearing house and the end shield is considered, because of the usual low damping ratio.  
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Figure 2: Vibration model of a soft mounted asynchronous machine  

For asynchronous machines an additional magnetic stiffness matrix Cm between the rotor and the stator 
exists, which describes the electromagnetic coupling between rotor and stator. The magnetic spring con-
stant cm has a negative reaction. That means a radial movement between rotor and stator creates an elec-
tromagnetic force, which tries to magnetize the movement [8-13]. In this paper the magnetic spring cm is 
defined positive, which is considered in the direction of the magnetic forces. Electromagnetic field damp-
ing is not considered. Field damping by the rotor cage will lower the magnetic spring value, but will also 
cause a tangential magnetic force, which may additionally cause instability. Usually this tangential mag-
netic force is so small, that it can be neglected [8, 11-13]. Therefore only the radial magnetic force – de-
scribed by the magnetic spring – is here considered.  

The stator structure is assumed to be rigid, compared to the soft foundation. The foundation stiffness ma-
trix Cf and the foundation damping matrix Df connect the stator feet, FL (left side) and FR (right side), to 
the ground. The foundation stiffness and damping on the right side is the same as on the left side. The 
foundation stiffness values cfy and cfz and the foundation damping values dfy and dfz are the values for each 
motor side. The coordinate systems are all fixed.  

4 Natural vibrations  

To calculate the natural vibrations, it is necessary to derive the homogenous differential equation, which is 
assumed to be linear. The homogenous differential equation system can be mathematically described by 
separating the vibration system into four single systems – a) rotor mass system, b) journal system, c) bear-
ing house system and d) stator mass system – (Fig. 3.). Because of the small displacements of the stator 
mass (z1, y1, ϕ1) compared to the dimensions of the machine (h, b,Ψ ) a linearization is possible. So the 
machine feet displacements on the left side (zfL, yfL) and the machine feet displacements on the right side 
(zfR, yfR) can be described by the displacements of the stator (z1, y1, ϕ1) using following linearization: 

                                    bzz ⋅−= 11fL ϕ ;  bzz ⋅+= 11fR ϕ ;  hyyy ⋅−== 11fRfL ϕ                 (1) 
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Figure 3: Homogenous vibration system, cut free into four vibration systems – rotor mass system a), 

journal system b), bearing house system c) and stator mass system d) 

With the equilibrium of forces and moments, the differential equation system can be derived.  

                                                                 0qCqDqM =⋅+⋅+⋅ ���                             (2) 

The mass matrix M and coordinate vector q: 
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The damping matrix D: 
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The stiffness matrix C:   
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   (5) 

The natural vibrations can be calculated by solving the homogeneous differential equation. Therefore it is 
necessary to use a complex ansatz.  So the homogeneous differential equation is described complex further 
on in this paper, with the vector qh as a complex vector (underlined = complex value), the mass matrix M, 
the damping matrix D and the stiffness matrix C. 
                               0qCqDqM =⋅+⋅+⋅

hhh
���   with:     Tyyzzyyzz );;;;;;;;(

bvbv12121h
ϕ=q     (6) 

The complex ansatz – with the complex eigenvalue λ and the complex eigenvectors  h
q̂  –   

                                       te ⋅⋅= λ
hh

q̂q  with:  Tyyzzyyzz )ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ(ˆ
bvbv12121h

ϕ=q        (7) 

leads to the eigenvalue equation: 
                                                          

0qMDC =⋅⋅+⋅+
h

2 ˆ][ λλ
       (8) 

To get the complex eigenvalues λn, it is necessary to solve the determination equation: 

                                                           0]det[ 2 =⋅+⋅+ MDC λλ        (9) 

This leads to a characteristic polynomial of 12th grade:  

                                                                  0
12

0
n =⋅

=

n

n

A λ      (10) 

With a numerical solution of this polynomial, n complex eigenvalues λn – with the real parts αn, which 
describe the decay of each natural vibration and the imaginary parts ωn, which describe the corresponding 
natural angular frequencies – can be calculated. The eigenvalues occur mostly conjugated complex.   
                                                      nnn ωαλ ⋅±= j          ( j: imaginary unit → 12 −=j )     (11) 

With the complex eigenvalues λn the complex eigenvectors  nh,
q̂

 can be calculated and the natural vibra-
tions according to (9). Therefore the natural vibrations can be described by:  

                                                                  t

n

ek ⋅

=

⋅⋅= n

12

1
nh,nh,h

ˆ λqq      (12) 

The factors kh,n can be used, to adapt the natural vibrations to the starting conditions. 

5 Limit of stability of the vibration system 

The oil film stiffness matrix Cv and the oil film damping matrix Dv of the sleeve bearings are mostly non 
symmetric (czy ≠ cyz; dzy ≠ dyz), for e.g. sleeve bearings with cylindrical shell [1, 2]. So the vibration sys-
tem can become instable, which occurs, if the real part of one or more complex eigenvalues gets positive. 
The oil film stiffness and damping coefficients are influenced by the rotary angular frequency Ω. 
           ( ) ( )�dd�cc ijijijij ; ==   with: i, j = z, y (13) 
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To find the limit of stability of the vibration system, the rotary angular frequency Ω has to be increased, 
until the real part of one or more complex eigenvalues becomes zero. Then the limit of stability is reached 
at the rotary angular frequency Ω = Ω limit. At the limit of stability the natural angular frequency of the 
critical mode becomes ωlimit and no damping exists (αlimit = 0) [1, 3].  So the critical complex eigenvalue at 
the limit of stability becomes: 
           limitlimit ωλ ⋅±= j   with: 0limit =α  (14) 

With this complex eigenvalue the complex eigenvector can be calculated. So the undamped natural vibra-
tion at the limit of stability can be described by: 

                                         tjtj ekek ⋅−−−⋅++ ⋅⋅+⋅⋅= limitlimit
h,limith,limith,limith,limith,limit

ˆˆ ωω qqq     (15) 

At the limit of stability, that means at the rotary angular frequency of Ω limit, which represents the rotor 
speed nlimit (= Ω limit/2π), the undamped mode (with αlimit = 0) oscillates with the natural angular frequency 
of ω limit, as a self exciting vibration. Therefore a ratio ηlimit between the rotary angular frequency Ω limit and 
the natural angular frequency ωlimit of the undamped mode can be deduced. 

                                                            
limit

limit
limit ω

η �=  (16) 

6 Example 

In this chapter the limit of stability is analysed for a 2-pole asynchronous motor (Fig. 1, Table 1), with 
sleeve bearings and flexible rotor. The asynchronous motor is mounted on a soft foundation (foundation 
values in Table 1). The foundation stiffness is here arbitrary chosen. The foundation damping is consid-
ered to be in a certain range, representing a range from low damping to high damping. 

Machine data Sleeve bearing data 
Rated power PN = 2000 kW Type of bearing  Side flange bearing 
Number of pole pairs  p = 1 Bearing shell  Cylindrical 
Rated voltage UN = 6000 V Lubricant viscosity grade  ISO VG 32 
Rated frequency fN = 50 Hz Nominal bore diameter  db = 110 mm 
Rated torque MN = 6.4 kNm Bearing width  bb = 81.4 mm 
Rated speed nN = 2990 r/min Ambient temperature   Tamb = 25°C 
Mass of the stator m1 = 7200 kg Lubricant supply temperature  Tin = 40°C 
Mass of the rotor m2 = 1900 kg 
Moment of inertia of the stator Θ1x = 1550 kgm2 

Mean relative bearing clear-
ance (DIN 31698) Ψm = 1.6 ‰ 

Height of the centre of gravity h = 560 mm 
Distance between feet 2b = 1060 mm Foundation data 

Rotor stiffness c = 155.7 kN/mm 
Vertical and horizontal stiff-
ness of the foundation at each 
motor side 

  cf = cfz = cfy = 
     = 50 kN/mm 

Radial magnetic stiffness between 
rotor and stator, without field 
damping 

cm = 7.15 kN/mm 

Vertical stiffness of bearing house 
and end shield cbz = 570 kN/mm 

Horizontal stiffness of bearing 
house and end shield cby = 480 kN/mm 

 
Range for the vertical and 
horizontal damping coeffi-
cients of the foundation at 
each motor side 

 
  df = dfz = dfy =  
     = 0…170 Ns/mm 

Table 1: Data of a 2-pole asynchronous motor and foundation 
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6.1 Oil film stiffness and damping coefficients 

The oil film stiffness and damping coefficients of the sleeve bearings are calculated for each rotor speed in 
steady state operation (Fig. 4). Therefore the program SBCALC from RENK AG is used. 
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Figure 4: Oil film stiffness and damping coefficients for different rotor speeds  

6.2 Natural vibrations at rated speed without foundation damping 

The natural vibrations are calculated at rated speed (n = 2990 r/min) without considering foundation 
damping (dfy = dfz = 0). To picture the mode shapes, a finite element calculation was deduced with the fi-
nite element program MADYN. Therefore a simplified finite element model was created in MADYN (Fig. 
5), which is based on the model in Fig. 2. The degrees of freedom of the nodes are chosen in such a way, 
that only movements in the y-z plane occur.  
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Figure 5: Finite element model in MADYN 

Additionally the analytical formulas could be validated with this finite element model, by comparing the 
calculated eigenvalues, calculated by the analytical formulas – which were solved by using the math-
ematic program MATHCAD – with the eigenvalues, calculated by the finite element program MADYN. 
The calculated natural vibrations – real part αn and imaginary part ωn of the eigenvalue, modal damping 
Dn and natural frequency fn – at rated speed are shown in Table 2. 
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The mode shapes of the natural vibrations are pictured in Fig. 6.  
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Figure 6: Mode shapes at rated speed, without foundation damping 

Mode 
 

Real part of 
eigenvalue 

αn [1/s] 

Imaginary part 
of eigenvalue 

ωn [1/s] 

Natural fre-
quency 
fn [Hz] 

Modal  
Damping 

Dn [-] 
1 0.0 66.2 10.54 0.0 
2 -0.05 102.8 16.36 0.0005 
3 -2.11 202.3 32.19 0.010 
4 -192.39 222.6 35.43 0.654 
5 -19.46 248.5 39.54 0.078 
6 -9.80 297.2 47.30 0.033 

Table 2: Natural frequencies and modal damping at rated speed, without foundation damping 
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The first two modes are nearly rigid body modes of the soft mounted machine. Rotor and stator are nearly 
acting like a one mass system. The orbits of the rotor and of the stator are nearly straight lines and nearly 
no modal damping occurs, because of the missing foundation damping. In the 1st mode the rotor mass and 
the stator mass are oscillating in phase to each other in horizontal direction, while stator mass makes a 
buckling at the x-axis, in the same direction as its horizontal movement. In the 2nd mode the rotor mass and 
the stator mass are also oscillating in phase to each other, but in vertical direction. No buckling of the sta-
tor mass occurs. For the higher modes stator and rotor behave like a two mass system and elliptical orbits 
of the rotor and stator occur. In the 3rd mode the principal axe of the elliptical orbits of the rotor and of the 
stator is lying in horizontal direction. The orbit of the rotor mass is a run through forwards, while the orbit 
of the stator is run through backwards. In this mode large orbits of the motor feet occur, compared to the 
small orbit of the stator, because of the buckling of the stator. The modal damping is rather low 
(D3 = 0.010), because of the missing foundation damping. In the 4th mode the principal axe of the rotor and 
stator orbit is still lying in horizontal direction, and both orbits are run through forwards. The largest or-
bits, compared to the other orbits, occur in the sleeve bearings. Therefore the modal damping of this mode 
is very high (D4 = 0.654), caused by the oil film damping of the sleeve bearings. In the 5th and 6th mode the 
orbits in the sleeve bearings are small, compared to the orbits of the rotor, because of the strong bending 
of the rotor shaft. This fact is more distinct in the 6th mode, therefore the modal damping in the 6th mode is 
smaller (D6= 0.033) than in the 5th mode (D5 = 0.078). In the 5th mode both orbits – rotor orbit and stator 
orbit – are run through forwards, and rotor and stator are oscillating against each other. In the 6th mode 
rotor and stator are also oscillating against each other, but the principal axis of their orbits has turned 
nearly into vertical direction, and both are run through backwards. 

6.3 Limit of stability 

To derive the limit of stability, the rotor speed is changed, and the eigenvalues are calculated for each ro-
tor speed (Fig. 7).  
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Figure 7: Imaginary part and real part of the calculated eigenvalues for different rotor speeds, with-

out foundation damping 
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Fig. 7 show the influence of the rotor speed – determining the oil film stiffness and damping coefficients – 
on the imaginary part ωn and of the real part αn of the eigenvalues, calculated without foundation damp-
ing. The 1st mode and the 2nd mode are nearly undamped over the whole speed range, because of the miss-
ing foundation damping. But also a marginal foundation damping will last, so they will not get instable. 
Therefore they are assumed to be uncritical, concerning instability. The 4th mode is very high damped, 
caused by the oil film damping of the sleeve bearings. The damping of the 6th mode rises with the rotor 
speed. Only the 3rd mode and the 5th mode get instable by raising the rotor speed. The limit of stability for 
the 3rd mode is reached at about nlimit, 3rd mode = 3820 r/min and for the 5th mode at about nlimit, 5th mode 
= 4625 r/min. Therefore the maximum rotor speed for stability, without foundation damping, is here 
reached at nlimit = 3820 r/min. 

6.3.1 Influence of foundation damping  

Up to now no foundation damping was considered in the example. In practice, it is often very difficult to 
derive the real damping of the foundation and often only possible by measurements. But to show the influ-
ence of the foundation damping on the limit of stability, different values for the damping coefficients of 
the foundation are considered here in the example. Referring to [1], the damping ratio Df of the foundation 
can be described by the damping coefficients df, stiffness coefficients cf of the foundation and the stator 
mass m1, as a rough simplification.        

                                     Here:  
1f1

f
f /2 mcm

d
D

⋅⋅
=    with: fzfyf ccc ==  and fzfyf ddd ==                                             (17) 

Fig. 8 shows the influence of the foundation damping on the limit of stability for the 3rd mode (nlimit, 3rd mode) 
and on the limit of stability for the 5th mode (nlimit, 5th mode). The other modes are not considered, because 
they are not getting instable in the considered speed range (Fig .7).  
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Figure 8: Influence of the foundation damping on the limit of stability for the 3rd and the 5th mode 

Fig. 8 shows, that only a marginal damping of the foundation (here Df > 0.006) lasts, to raise the limit of 
stability of the 3rd mode above 6000 r/min. If the damping ratio of the foundation is higher than 0.006 the 
limit of stability nlimit is determined by the 5th mode. Up to a foundation damping ratio of about Df = 0.1, 
the limit of stability of the 5th mode (nlimit, 5th mode) is rising with the foundation damping. Increasing the 
foundation damping above Df > 0.1, the limit of stability declines. A reason therefore is, that the higher 
damping of the foundation leads to lower movement of the motor feet – and so to lower movement of the 
stator – compared to the movement of the rotor. So the movement of rotor determines more and more the 
limit of stability. If nearly no movement of motor feet – compared to the movement of the rotor – will oc-
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cur, the limit of stability is the same as for a rigid foundation (chapter 6.3.2). Fig. 9 shows that the ratio 
η limit, 5th mode (16) for the 5th mode is increasing nearly the same way as the limit of stability nlimit, 5th mode, by 
raising the foundation damping df. The reason is, that the limit of stability nlimit, 5th mode rises, but the natural 
frequency of the 5th mode flimit, 5th mode (= ω limit, 5th mode /2π) changes only marginal.  
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Figure 9: Influence of foundation damping on ηηηηlimit and on the natural frequency of the 5th mode 

6.3.2 Influence of foundation stiffness  

So far only vibration stability is analyzed for a specific foundation stiffness (cf = cfy = cfz = 50 kN/mm) in 
this paper. Now the influence of the foundation stiffness will be shown. Therefore the foundation stiffness 
is variegated from cf = 1 kN/mm to cf = 100 kN/mm, both for a low foundation damping (Df = 0.01) and 
for a high foundation damping (Df = 0.1). In this range of stiffness, the boundary condition, that the foun-
dation stiffness is much lower than the stator housing stiffness, is still valid. But to show the difference 
between a soft mounted machine and a rigid mounted machine, also a calculation was deduced for a rigid 
foundation, by considering the stator housing also to be rigid. Fig. 10 shows – for the soft mounted ma-
chine – the influence of the foundation stiffness on the limit of stability. For the low foundation damping 
(Df = 0.01), the 5th mode determines the limit of stability, for the range of foundation stiffness from 
1 kN/mm to about 60 kN/mm. 
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Figure 10: Influence of foundation stiffness on the limit of stability of the 3rd and of the 5th mode, for 

low (Df =0.01) and high (Df = 0.1) foundation damping  
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Above a foundation stiffness of about 60 kN/mm up to 100 kN/mm, the 3rd mode determines the limit of 
stability. For a high foundation damping (Df = 0.1) only the 5th mode determines the limit of stability. The 
3rd mode becomes not critical any more, because of its high modal damping. The Figures (10, 11, 12) are 
here limited to a rotor speed of 6000 r/min, because the oil film stiffness and damping coefficients are also 
only calculated up to a rotor speed of 6000 r/min. Fig. 10 shows, that with rising foundation stiffness the 
foundation damping also influences the limit of stability very strongly. The natural frequencies are only 
marginal influenced by changing the foundation damping. But by changing the foundation stiffness, the 
natural frequencies are influenced very clearly. Fig. 11 shows the natural frequencies of the 3rd mode and 
of the 5th mode at the respective limit of vibration stability nlimit, for low (Df = 0.01) and high (Df = 0.1) 
foundation damping. By decreasing the foundation stiffness from the rated value (cf = 50 kN/mm), the 
natural frequency of the 3rd mode is strongly influenced by the foundation stiffness, because the 3rd mode 
is getting more and more a rigid body mode, behaving like a one mass system. The natural frequency of 
the 5th mode is also influenced by the foundation stiffness, but stronger at higher foundation stiffness. In 
the 5th mode rotor mass and stator mass are oscillating against each other.  
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Figure 11: Influence of foundation stiffness on the natural frequencies of the 3rd and the 5th mode at 

the limit of stability nlimit, for low (Df = 0.01) and high (Df = 0.1) foundation damping  

Fig. 12 shows, that the curve progressions of the ratio ηlimit (16) behave very similar to the curve progres-
sions of the limit of stability nlimit in Fig. 10, because the change of the limit of stability mostly dominates 
here compared to the change of the natural frequency, in the respective stiffness range. 
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Figure 12: Influence of foundation stiffness on ηηηηlimit of the 3rd and of the 5th mode, for low (Df = 0.01) 

and high (Df = 0.1) foundation damping  
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Rigid foundation: 

For a rigid foundation (cf = cfy = cfz → ∞) the limit of stability drops to nlimit = 3950 r/min. The vibration 
values at the limit of stability are shown in Table 3. 

Mode 
 

Limit of sta-
bility 

nlimit [r/min] 

Real part of 
eigenvalue 
αlimit [1/s] 

Imaginary part 
of eigenvalue 

ωlimit [1/s] 

Natural 
frequency 
flimit [Hz] 

Modal  
Damping 
Dlimit [-] 

Ratio 
 

ηlimit [-] 
1 3906 0.0 212.0 33.74 0.0 1.93 

Table 3: Vibration data at the limit of stability; motor mounted on a rigid foundation 

The critical mode shape, concerning instability – machine mounted on a rigid foundation –, is shown in 
Fig. 13. Only the rotor mass is oscillating, with an elliptical orbit, and no movement of the stator occurs. 

ΩΩ

 
Figure 13: Critical mode at the limit of stability; motor mounted on a rigid foundation  

6.3.3 Influence of electromagnetic field  

The influence of the electromagnetic field between rotor and stator can be described by a magnetic spring 
cm (chapter 3), which influences also the limit of stability nlimit. In this example the rated magnetic spring 
value is cm = 7.15 kN/mm, calculated without field damping. Figure 14 shows the influence of the mag-
netic spring on the limit of stability of the motor, mounted on a soft foundation (cf = 50 kN/mm) with low 
(Df = 0.01) and high (Df = 0.1) foundation damping, and mounted on a rigid foundation.  
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Figure 14: Influence of the magnetic spring constant on the limit of stability nlimit  
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The critical mode for the soft mounted machine is the 5th mode (Fig. 6) and for the rigid mounted machine 
the mode, which is pictured in Fig. 13. It is shown in Fig. 14 that decreasing the magnetic spring value 
leads to higher limits of stability. But the influence on the limit of stability is not very high in this exam-
ple. The maximum influence of the magnetic spring value occurs for the rigid mounted machine. Here the 
increase is about 4.1 %, if the calculation is deduced without magnetization (cm = 0 kN/mm). The increase 
for the soft mounted machine is a little bit smaller, only 2.5 % for the low foundation damping and 1.7 % 
for the high foundation damping. The reason is, that for the soft mounted machine an additionally influ-
ence of the foundation stiffness and damping on the limit of stability exists. So a change in the magnetic 
spring value losses influence on the limit of stability, compared to the rigid mounted machine. The reason 
for the increasing limit of stability, by reducing the magnetic spring value, is the increasing natural fre-
quency of the critical modes, which is pictured in Fig. 15.  
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Figure 15: Influence of the magnetic spring constant on the natural frequencies of the critical modes 

at the limit of stability 

In Fig. 16 the ration η limit (16) is shown, depending on the magnetic spring constant cm. All three ratios do 
not change strongly by variegating the magnetic spring constant. The reason is, that both the limit of sta-
bility (Fig. 14) and the natural frequency (Fig. 15) increase nearly with the same gradient. So the ratio 
η limit stays nearly the same. Only for the soft mounted machine the ratios decline marginal by decreasing 
the magnetic spring constant. 
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Figure 16: Influence of the magnetic spring constant on the ration ηηηηlimit 
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7 Conclusion 

In the paper the vibration stability of soft mounted asynchronous machines with flexible shafts and sleeve 
bearings is theoretically analyzed, also considering the electromagnetic influence. Therefore a mathemati-
cal model was developed, with is based on a simplified plane machine model. Based on this model the 
different influences on the limit of stability are mathematically described. To show numerical results, dif-
ferent calculations were made, based on a 2 pole asynchronous machine. In the calculations the maximum 
rotor speed for stability was investigated. The influence of the foundation stiffness and of the foundation 
damping on the limit of stability was shown and also the influence of the electromagnetic field. Of course 
the accuracy of a complete three-dimensional finite-element calculation can not be achieved with this sim-
plified model, because of the simplification as a plane model. Additional modes exist (e.g. higher bending 
modes of the rotor, rotational modes at z-axis and y-axis), which can not be calculated with this plane 
model. But the aim of this paper is not to replace a complete three-dimensional finite element calculation, 
but to derive a calculation method – shown at a simplified model – which shows the different coherences 
and the influences, concerning the limit of stability, and which helps to optimize vibration stability of 
asynchronous machines by choosing suitable foundation stiffness and damping. 
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Development of the Envelope Function for Flight Flutter 
Testing 
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Abstract 
The Envelope Function is a non-parametric approach to determine the overall stability of flight flutter test 
data without the need for system identification.  The approach can also be used to predict the speed at 
which flutter will occur.   This paper describes two developments to enhance its use: firstly statistical 
confidence bounds of the predicted flutter speed are determined, and secondly an on-line implementation 
for real-time application is introduced.  Both approaches are demonstrated using simulated flight flutter 
tests on aeroelastic models. 

1 Introduction 

Flutter is a violent aeroelastic instability caused by the interaction of aerodynamic, inertia and elastic 
forces [1].  All aircraft must be designed so that flutter cannot occur, and a critical and mandatory part of 
the development of any new aircraft is the Flight Flutter Test (FFT) [2,3].  Although the first recorded 
flutter incident was the Handley Page 0/400 bomber in 1916, the history of flight flutter testing began in 
the mid 1930s when Von Schlippe conducted the first ever recorded tests to measure the amplitude of the 
structural response to the excitation so as to determine the safe flight conditions. Since then, flight flutter 
testing [4,5] has matured to become a critical stage in the certification process providing the final 
validation of the analytical predictions. 

The manufacturers must demonstrate that the prototype aircraft is free from aeroelastic instability 
throughout its design flight envelope, with the results extrapolated to allow for a safety margin, typically 
of 15 - 20%.  The procedure has not changed greatly over the past 60 years, and consists of three stages: 

• At a constant flight condition, the aircraft structure is excited using aerodynamic, inertial or 
explosive devices and the resulting response measured using accelerometers.  It is usual to employ 
either chirp, sine dwell or impulse excitation 

• The vibration data is curve-fitted to determine the modal parameters 

• The decision is made that it is safe to proceed to the next flight test point, and the procedure 
repeated. 

 

The FFT programme precedes every other flight test at each flight envelope point because of the safety 
critical nature of flutter. On the basis of calculations, a nominal flight envelope is cleared to permit a first 
flight to take place.  The flight envelope is gradually extended by assessing the flutter stability of the 
aircraft at progressively increasing speed and Mach No, as shown in Figure 1. 

The most critical stage is the final one as, at this point, test engineers are required to decide whether the 
flight envelope can be expanded further and whether it is safe to move on to the next test point. This is 
usually achieved by determining the flutter speed using the measured test data, and also comparison with 
the aircraft aeroelastic model. There are a number of different ways that the flutter speed can be predicted, 
either by using the identified modal parameters or the estimated mathematical model of the aeroelastic 
system. 
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Figure 1.  Typical Flight Envelope Expansion 

 

Damping Extrapolation [3] is the most commonly used approach even though there can be concerns over 
its accuracy, as damping is the most sensitive parameter to identify and the onset of instabilities with 
airspeed increase may be very sudden. A second technique, the Flutter Margin Method [6], is also often 
used and is based on the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion to predict the flutter onset speed assuming a 
binary flutter mechanism. There are a range of other possible approaches.  The Nissim-Gilyard method [7] 
identifies the aeroelastic equations of motion which can then be used to predict the flutter speed at 
different flight conditions. An alternative approach is the envelope function [8,9], which does not require 
modal parameter estimates but defines the trend of the overall stability of the impulse response time 
envelope boundary with varying flight condition. The discrete-time ARMA model approach [10] is based 
on random excitation time histories and provides results similar to those of Flutter Margin method. Several 
of these methods have been compared using simulated [11] and flight test [12] data. 

A recent advance in the flutter prediction process has been to introduce statistical approaches for the 
prediction of flutter boundaries. The Flutterometer [13,14] is a technique which can be used to determine 
robust flutter margins [15,16] of an aeroelastic model. Once the first flight test point results are estimated, 
the difference between the corresponding parameters provides a measure for the uncertainty in the model. 
Then µ-analysis results provide the lowest flutter speed for the worst combination of uncertainty 
parameters. This technique can feasibly be used to clear the flight envelope by testing at a single flight 
point [17].    

Flight flutter test are also performed at a steady flight condition, which is effectively assuming that the 
aircraft is flutter free at that condition before the testing commences (there have been a few cases where 
flutter has only occurred once a particular mode has been excited, but these are rare).  Ideally, a flutter test 
would be performed in an on-line manner whereby the aircraft would continuously expand the flight 
envelope and the flutter stability / boundaries would be continuously updated.  Some initial work has been 
undertaken to investigate the use of on-line and time/frequency identification methods but application to 
real life flutter tests are very rare. 

In this paper, two extensions to the conventional envelope function are introduced.  Firstly, an approach to 
determine the statistics of the predicted flutter speed based upon the envelope function is developed.  
Secondly, a methodology for on-line envelope function flutter prediction using a continuous excitation 
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throughout the envelope expansion is demonstrated.  Both approaches are demonstrated using simulated 
aeroelastic systems.   

2 Envelope Function 

The envelope function [9] was developed with the intention of providing an aid to existing flight flutter 
testing techniques by quickly giving an overall feel of the system stability without explicitly curvefitting 
the vibration data and performing modal parameter estimation. In its original implementation, the 
envelope of the impulse response function is estimated making use of the Hilbert Transform.  If there is a 
significant change in the stability of the system (implicitly assuming that there is little change in the modal 
frequencies), then the position of the centroid moves.  By always taking the same time span 0 maxt t= →  

and only considering the dominant mode then, at the flutter speed, the centroid occurs at  2maxt t /= . 

The position of the centroid using the envelope is given by 

( ) ( )
max max

0 0

env env

t t

t t tdt t dt= ∫ ∫  (1) 

however it is also possible to calculate it directly from the response function such that 

 

( ) ( )
max max

0 0

t t

t y t tdt y t dt= ∫ ∫  (2) 

This approach not only simplifies the process with the reduction in the computational cost but also 
produces results without noticeable loss in the accuracy of the results [8].   The inverse of the time 
centroid function is plotted so that a decrease in stability is represented by a decrease in the shape function 
defined as 

1S t=  (3) 

The onset of the flutter occurs when the shape parameter becomes 

max2S t=  (4) 

Figure 2 shows typical trends of a binary flutter system for frequency, damping ratio and figure 3 the 
shape parameter trends for both transducers.  An estimate of the flutter speed can be found by curvefitting 
a quadratic curve through the measured shape functions such that  

2

2 1 0S s V s V s= + +  (5) 

in order to determine the unknown is  values.  The curve is extrapolated and the flutter speed FV  

determined when max2S t= .   

An alternative way to predict the flutter speed is to find the eigenvalues of sparse Hessenberg 

matrix BA  where 

                                      
0 2

1 2

0

1
s

s s
A

s s

− 
=  − 

 (6) 

and   
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Figure 2.  Frequencies and Damping Ratios variation against Airspeed 

 

 

Figure 3.  IRF Shape Parameter Variation Plot against Airspeed 

 

 0 0
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s s
t

= −  (7) 

 

An on-line version of the envelope function was developed [8] based upon an on-line difference equation 
representation with unknown random input.  However, it was found that without a deterministic input the 
envelope function took a significant amount of time to converge to a stable estimate, thus making its use 
for time varying systems limited.  
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3 Statistical Flutter Speed Prediction Function 

Two approaches are developed to produce an assessment of the statistical bounds of the flutter speed 
predictions using the envelope function.  The idea behind the current work is that the shape parameter at a 
given flight condition can be estimated from all the transducer data independently and combined with the 
approaches used in references [18, 19]. 

3.1 Mathematical Approach 

It is assumed that the flight flutter test is performed using N transducers, and that N different values of the 
shape parameter can be found at each flight condition.  In reality, poor measurements would be removed 

from the analysis.  Consequently it is possible to determine the mean value, variance  (
2 and 

m dS
S σ ) and 

error bounds of the shape parameter at each flight test point .  The more transducers that are used the 
better.   It is also assumed that the shape parameter statistical distribution is normal, as was verified by 
numerous Monte Carlo simulations. 

Writing equation (5) into matrix form for all different test speeds 

2
1 1 1

22
2 2 2

1

02

1

1

1N N N

S V V
s

S V V
s

s
S V V

  
   
    =    
     

    

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
 (8) 

and the least squares solution takes the form 

( )
1

T T

s V V V
sθ φ φ φ

−

=  (9) 

If the effect of noise ( sε ) propagating through to the shape parameter values at all test points is 

considered, the induced error in the 
i

s  terms taken from the least squares solution of equation (9) appears 

as 

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

1

1 1

&

Truth

Truth Truth

T T

ss s V V V

T TT T T T

s ss s V V V s s V V V

θ θ φ φ φ ε

θ θ φ φ φ ε θ θ ε φ φ φ

−

− −

= +

⇒ − = − =
 (10) 

leading to a covariance matrix 
s

D  of the 
i

s  coefficients given by 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

1 1

1 1
2

Truth Truth

T TT T T

ss s s s s V V V s V V V

T T T T

V V V s V V V s s

D E

E

θ θ θ θ φ φ φ ε ε φ φ φ

φ φ φ σ φ φ φ η η

− −

− −

= − − =

 = = 

 (11) 

where 
2

s
σ    is the diagonal matrix including variances on the shape parameter values at all test points and 

s
η  is the perturbation on the 

i
s  terms whose variance (

2

s
σ ) are the diagonal elements of the covariance 

matrix 
s

D . 

The simpler approach to determine the bounds on the prediction flutter speed is to fit the upper and lower 
shape function bounds separately, and thus an estimate of the variance of the flutter speed can be 
determined. 
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A more rigourous approach is found by computing the variance of the eigenvalues of matrix 
s

A  in 

equation (6), using eigenvalue perturbation analysis along with application of function theory. One 

complication is that matrix 
s

A  contains quotients of two random variables and we need to make use of the 

expressions for their variance and covariance values given in terms of their respective mean, variance and 
covariance values such that  

2 2 2var( / ) ( / ) var( ) / var( ) / 2cov( , ) /a b a b a a b b a b ab = + −   (12) 

2 cov( , ) cov( , ) cov( , ) cov( , )
cov , ( )

a c a c a c a d b c b d

b d a cb d a d b c b d

  
= − − +  

   
 (13) 

where the functions var and cov represent the corresponding variance and covariance terms of the random 

variables , , &a b c d with their mean values as , , &a b c d  respectively.  

Hence, the corresponding variance and covariance terms become 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 2var var var 2cov ,s s s s s s s s s s s s ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= + −
   (14) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2var var var 2cov ,s s s s s s s s s s s s = + −
   (15) 

20 0 1 0 1 0 21 1 2 2

2 2
2 2 0 1 0 2 1 22 2

cov( , ) cov( , ) cov( ) var( )
cov , ( )

s s s s s s ss s s s

s s s s s s s ss s

 ′ ′ ′ ′ 
= − − +  

′ ′    
 (16) 

The covariance matrix 
2s sD of the 2is s  terms is given by 

( )

( )
2

0 1
0 2

2 2

0 1
1 2

2 2

var cov ,

cov , var

s s

s s
s s

s s
D

s s
s s

s s

 ′ 
′  

  
=  

′      

 (17) 

can be used to determine the perturbation terms on of the eigenvalues of matrix sA . 

Solving for the kth eigenvalue of matrix sA  gives  

( ) ( )0 or 0
k k

TT

VR VLs Vk s Vk
A I x A I xµ µ− = − =  (18) 

where 
kVRx  & 

kVLx  are the right and left eigenvectors of the corresponding eigenvalue.  

The eigensolution of the matrix 
s

A  for the k
th eigenvalue (equation (18)) perturbed with 

s s s
N η= ∆  

(where 
s

η  is scalar and 
2

1s∆ = ) takes the form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
k ks s s VR s Vk s VR sA x x∆η η µ η η+ =  (19) 

where  
kVRx  and Vkµ  are differentiable functions of sη  around the origin such that ( )0Vk Vkµ µ=  and 

( )0
k kVR VRx x= . 

Differentiating equation (19) with respect to sη and then pre-multiplying both with 
k

H

VLx  leads to 

k k

k k

H

VL s VR

Vk H

VL VR

x x
d

x x

∆
µ =  (20) 
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If the perturbation on each element of the matrix sA  is represented by the term 
pqsη  of the matrix sN  

(same order as the matrix sA ) given by 

1 2

2 2

0

0

,

,

s

s

s

N
η

η

 
=  
  

 (21) 

Then the resulting perturbation terms in the kth eigenvalue Vkµ  through the application of Chain Rule and 

Maclaurin Series expansions takes the form 

( ) ( )
0 0 k

T

Vk s Vk Vk s Vk V s
d Jµµ η µ µ η µ η= + = +  (22) 

where 
k ,p q ,k

k

kk

H

VL VRT

V H
pq VRVL

x x
J

x x
µ =∑  includes the perturbation terms corresponding to Vkµ  and 

k ,pVLx  is the p
th 

element of the k
th left eigenvector, 

q ,kVRx  is the q
th element of the k

th right eigenvector such that the 

subscripts p  and q  represent every 2nd term of the vectors with the vector of perturbation terms sη  also 

comprising the 2nd terms in each row of the perturbation matrix sN . Hence, the vector of the k
th 

eigenvalue perturbation terms 
kVJµ  is of the order ( )1 2×  and combining the above expression in a matrix 

form gives 

( )
0 0

and
V V

T T T

V V V Vs s
J Jµ µµ µ η µ µ η− = − =  (23) 

where 
V

Jµ  is the matrix of perturbation terms of the corresponding eigenvalues. 

The variance of the eigenvalues 
2

Vσ  can then be found as the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix VD  

such that 

( ) ( )
2V V V V V V

T TT T T

V s ss s s s
D E J J J E J J D Jµ µ µ µ µ µη η η η= = =  (24) 

The diagonal terms of the matrix in Eq (24) represent the variances on the eigenvalues. As one of the of 
the eigenvalues is the predicted flutter speed, hence, the corresponding diagonal value representing the 

variance on the predicted flutter speed 
2

FVσ  can be used to determine the 95% confidence bound on the 

flutter prediction as 

( )
2

conf 1.96 FV

FV
NS

σ
= ×  (25) 

where NS is the number of shape parameters used. One possible problem is that there are relatively few 
data points in the flutter speed prediction curve-fit and thus this process is more susceptible to error, 
however more recent tests are tending to use many more transducers. 

3.2 Results 

The methodology is demonstrated using the SIM2 aeroelastic model of a 4 engined commercial aircraft.  
Figure 4 shows the frequency and damping trends against flight speed; it can be noted that the flutter mode 
is relatively “hard” in that it loses its stability very quickly.   
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Figure 4(a): Frequency Variation Plot (SIM2) Figure 4(b): Damping Variation Plot (SIM2) 

 

The statistical analysis was applied to shape functions from the measurement points at each flight speed 
whereas a Monte Carlo analysis was performed using 30 different sets of statistically identical noise 
sequences.  Both measurement and process noise were then used to determine the statistics on the 
predicted flutter speed based on Gaussian distribution assumption. 

Tables 1 and 2 show typical results for measurement and process noise respectively for the statistical 
approaches and also Monte-Carlo simulations, with Figure 5 showing the predicted envelopes for a range 
of different noise levels for the measurement noise case.  It can be seen that the general trends are 
comparable, however, the curvefitting approach gives smaller bound values, whereas the full statistical 
approach gives much higher values.  The values are all low due to the final measurement speed being very 
close to flutter.  Note also that the measured trends of the envelope do not perfectly follow a quadratic 
trend, however, the scatter at each point is low.  It should be noted that the envelope function is much less 
sensitive to noise compared to the use of system identification methods. 

 

SIM2 Model Statistical Analysis (1 simulation data set – Measurement Noise ) 

Test Speed Range (% of True Flutter Speed) 82 to 98 

Noise to Signal Ratio (%) 1 5 10 

Predicted Flutter Speed (m/s) 184.77 185.29 185.14 

Error in Flutter Prediction (%) -1.92 1.64 1.72 

Confidence Bound on Predicted Flutter Speed 
(Curvefit Approach – m/s) 

2.08e-3 3.97e-3 3.36e-2 

Confidence Bound on Predicted Flutter Speed 
(Statistical Approach – m/s) 

2.73 3.16 3.88 

SIM2 Model Monte Carlo Analysis (30 simulations– Measurement Noise ) 

Predicted Flutter Speed (m/s) 184.71 184.86 185.59 

Error in Flutter Prediction (%) -1.95 1.87 -1.49 

Confidence Bound on Predicted Flutter Speed 
(Curvefit Approach – m/s) 

2.65e-1 2.88e-1 4.43e-1 

Table 1.  Flutter Speed Predictions – Measurement Noise 
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SIM2 Model Results: 82% →→→→ 98% of True Flutter Speed (Measurement Noise) 

Statistical Approach Monte Carlo Approach 

1% Noise case 

  

5% Noise case 

  

10% Noise case 

  

Figure 5. Measured Envelope Scatter Bounds 
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SIM2 Model Statistical Analysis (1 simulation data set – Process Noise ) 

Test Speed Range (% of True Flutter Speed) 82 to 98 

Noise to Signal Ratio (%) 1 5 10 

Predicted Flutter Speed (m/s) 184.70 185.45 186.71 

Error in Flutter Prediction (%) -1.95 -1.56 -0.89 

Confidence Bound on Predicted Flutter Speed 
(Curvefit Approach – m/s) 

8.01e-3 1.23e-2 4.71e-2 

Confidence Bound on Predicted Flutter Speed 
(Statistical Approach – m/s) 

2.97 3.06 3.35 

SIM2 Model Monte Carlo Analysis (30 simulations– Process Noise ) 

Predicted Flutter Speed (m/s) 184.74 185.47 185.54 

Error in Flutter Prediction (%) -1.94 -1.49 -1.51 

Confidence Bound on Predicted Flutter Speed 
(Curvefit Approach – m/s) 

2.69e-1 3.88e-1 4.29e-1 

Table 2. Flutter Speed Predictions – Process Noise 

4 Continuous Excitation Approach for the Envelope Method 

Rather than wait until a steady test condition has been reached before commencing excitation, response 
measurement and system identification, it is desirable to generate an on-line measurement of the envelope 
function that can be updated between test points.  Previous work [8] investigated the use of unmeasured 
turbulent excitation to generate the envelope function, however, this did not perform well due to the 
amount of time required for the random response to be averaged out. 

The approach taken here is to assume that there is a continuous excitation force (say, a chirp signal from 
the FCS) applied to the aircraft when moving between flight test points.  It is perfectly feasible to use 
some form of on-line identification method to track the frequencies and dampings, but here we are trying 
to determine some form of envelope function.  Rather than revert to calculating the envelope of the 
impulse response function (a series of impulses would be possible but could result in poor signal / noise 
ratios), the envelope of the time response to the chirp will be considered.   

Considering the binary example that was shown in figure 2, the time responses to a chirp signal between 
1Hz and 10Hz with 50% burst are shown in figure 6 for increasing airspeeds.  As the flutter speed is 
approached it can be seen that due to the decreasing stability, the response takes longer to decay.  The 
maximum value of the response also changes.  Although this is a good indication that stability is being 
lost, there is no direct approach to extrapolate the trend to indicate when flutter occurs. 

Figure 7 shows the envelopes of the time responses and also the position of the centroid.  The centroidal 
position moves to the right and upwards as the flutter speed is approached.  Figure 8 shows the maximum 
amplitude that is achieved, using a similar approach to that defined by Von Schlippe.  It can be seen that 
this approach is sensitive to which transducer is being used, and whereas one trend clearly shows the 
increase in the flutter mode, the other transducer doesn’t.  

Using the same idea as the original envelope function, plots of the centroid position inverse (1/centroid) 
for both the x and y positions are plotted in figures 9.  It is clearly feasible to follow the trend until flutter 

occurs at 
2

maxt
, however, this value is not so clearly defined and is very dependent upon the excitation 

signal; for an increasing frequency chirp signal it is only after the key frequency is reached that the 
changes in the envelope become obvious.  The use of the x coordinate of the envelope is clearly a better 
value to follow, with the amplitude shape change not being conclusive. 
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Figure 6.  Response of Binary Flutter System to Chirp Signals – Increasing Speeds 

 

 

Figure 7.  Chirp Response Envelopes and Centroids 
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Figure 8 Maximum Response Values 

 

 

 

Figure 9.  Shape Parameter Trends 
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Depending upon the test set-up, it would be possible to wait until the end of every chirp input and then to 
recomputed the envelope function based upon the approach above or indeed the impulse response based 
approach. However, it is typical in some tests of the test signal to take some 30s or so to be completed.  In 
this case, the envelope amplitude could be computed online as the aircraft is moving to the next flight test 
point and overlaid on the previous values.  Any changes in the system stability and subsequent drop in 
predicted flutter speed could then be readily detected.  

5 Conclusions 

Two developments of the envelope function approach for flutter stability determination have been 
introduced and implemented upon simulated aeroelastic systems.  A statistical methodology enables the 
confidence bounds of the envelope function to be found.  The use of a continuous chirp excitation signal 
enables an online indicator of the aeroelastic stability to be monitored.  Both approaches have been 
demonstrated using simulated aeroelastic systems.  Further work is required in order to make the methods 
useable for the practical flutter testing situation. 
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Abstract
This paper discusses a new flutter speed prediction method. Flutter is a dynamic aeroelastic instability of
surfaces exposed to wind, e.g. aircraft wings. Current flight flutter tests trace damping ratios evolution with
aircraft speed and then extrapolate these linearly. The critical flutter speed is found when one of the damping
ratios becomes zero.
The proposed method fits identified modal parameters at different flight speeds to a quasi-steady aeroe-
lastic model. The flutter illustrated in this model results from the dependency of the coupled structural-
aerodynamical damping and stiffness with speed that leads to instability. In this way, the denominator of the
transfer function of the dynamic system is a polynomial function of the Laplace variable and the speed. The
coefficients of this denominator are identified for different speeds and then extrapolated to other speeds. The
damping ratios are predicted in a second step from extrapolation to estimate the critical flutter speed.
As this extrapolation method is physically more justified than the classical linear extrapolation of the damp-
ing ratios, the prediction of the flutter speed will be more reliable. Moreover, the identification process is
ideally suited to the frequency domain, so use can be made of state-of-the-art frequency-domain identifica-
tion algorithms.
The proposed approach is tested using flutter simulations and compared to classical prediction methods.

1 Introduction

Flight flutter tests are required by airworthiness authorities to prove that a newly developed aircraft is free
from aeroelastic instabilities throughout the flight envelope. These flight tests consist of series of vibration
response measurements at different combinations of airspeed and altitude. If the vibration is identified as
stable, the aircraft can accelerate to the next flight test point. In this way, the entire flight envelope is cleared.
The flight tests are time-consuming and dangerous due to the potentially abrupt appearance of a flutter insta-
bility. Several methods have been developed to predict the flutter speed based on the vibration measurements
at lower speeds. One approach is to track a stability parameter and to extrapolate this parameter to higher
speeds. An alternative approach identifies system parameters and their variation with airspeed. The system
can then be evaluated at higher airspeeds to determine the flutter speed.

The traditional method and also the most easy to implement is the damping fit method [1]. Damping ratios
of all identified modes are determined at different speeds and the variation with airspeed is plotted. The
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damping ratios are extrapolated to higher speeds. A zero damping condition corresponds to the predicted
flutter speed. The main difficulty is the choice of the order of the polynomial fit function. Changing the order
by one can have a great influence on the predicted values of the flutter speed [2].

An alternative approach is the flutter margin method as proposed by Zimmerman and Weissenburger [3].
The method uses the Routh stability criterion to formulate an alternative stability parameter, the so-called
flutter margin. This parameter is shown to vary quadratically with airspeed. Identification results are used to
calculate the flutter margin at different airspeeds; these margins are then fitted by a second order polynomial.
A zero flutter margin value corresponds to the flutter speed. The main drawback of the approach is that the
flutter margin can only be calculated for two modes. If a higher order system is to be evaluated, different
flutter margins of all possible combinations of two modes have to be calculated and followed. Moreover, if
the flutter instability is not due to a coupling of these followed modes, the flutter margin cannot predict the
correct flutter speed.

A third approach is the envelope function method [4]. The decay of the impulse response function is used
as stability parameter. As the decay is prolonged (flutter is approached), the time-centroid of the envelope
increases. The decay envelope is a rectangle when the damping becomes zero identifying the flutter speed.
The method determines the position of the time-centroid for different speeds and extrapolates these values to
higher speeds using a polynomial function. Again, the determination of the order of the polynomial fitting
function is decisive.

A different concept is the method introduced by Nissim and Gilyard [5]. The goal is to identify the equations
of motion and the variation with airspeed. It is assumed that the damping and stiffness matrices vary linearly
and quadratically respectively with airspeed. Identification of the damping and stiffness matrices at two
different airspeeds results in the speed dependency of the model equations. The system can then be solved
for different airspeeds to obtain the flutter speed. In [2], it is shown that the Nissim and Gilyard method
performs best for the simple 3DOF model. For higher order models however, the method suffers from
numerical difficulties resulting in an inaccurate prediction of the equations of motion.

Another different method is the flutterometer [6]. The flutterometer uses both flight data and theoretical mod-
els. In a first step, an uncertainty description is added to the theoretical model using flight test data. Next, the
flutter speed is calculated as the largest increase in airspeed for which the theoretical model remains robustly
stable with respect to the uncertainty [6]. It is shown that the flutterometer performs better at low speeds
far from the flutter instability. However, at higher speeds when the data is more reliable, the flutterometer
predictions remains conservative while the test data-only methods (damping extrapolation, flutter margin,
. . . ) converge to an accurate flutter speed prediction [7].

In this contribution, a new flutter speed prediction method is proposed, somewhat in accordance with the
approach described in [8] and [5]. The method is based on the extrapolation of the coefficients of the char-
acteristic polynomial describing the vibration. This characteristic polynomial is also the denominator of the
transfer function of the system. The variation of the coefficients of the denominator with airspeed is shown
to be quadratic using quasi-steady aerodynamic theory. The extrapolation of these coefficients is physically
more justified than the curvefitting of the (non-linear) variation of the damping ratios. Moreover, the method
is as simple and easy to implement as the damping ratios extrapolation method.

2 Theoretical aspects

Consider the geometry of a wing section with pitch and plunge spring restraints as shown in Figure 1. The
wing is excited by an external aerodynamic force f (t) caused by a uniform airstream of speed U. The linear
aeroelastic equations of motion are [9, 10]

Mẍ(t) +Kx(t) = f(t) (1)
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Figure 1: Model of the wing section, reprinted Fig. 4.2, p. 119 of [9]

with

x =
{

h
θ

}
and f =

{
L

M1/4 + b( 1
2 + a)L

}
(2)

with L the aerodynamic lift and M1/4 the pitching moment about the quarter chord point. M and K are the
mass and stiffness matrices respectively. Theodorsen [11] derived analytical expressions for L and M1/4 for
a thin airfoil undergoing small oscillations in an incompressible flow

L = 2πρ∞UbC(k)
[
ḣ + Uθ + b

(
1
2
− a

)
θ̇

]
+ πρ∞b2

(
ḧ + U θ̇ − baθ̈

)
M1/4 = −πρ∞b3

[
1
2

ḧ + U θ̇ + b
(
1
8
− a

2

)
θ̈

] (3)

C(k) is the so-called Theodorsen function, a complex-valued function of the reduced frequency k

k =
bω
U

(4)

For low values of k, this function can be approximated as unity C(k = 0) = 1. This is known as the “quasi-
steady” thin airfoil theory [9]. Such an approximation is only allowed for small values of k. In this case
the terms in the force Eq. (3) proportional to the second order derivatives ḧ and θ̈ can be neglected. The
aerodynamic force is thus assumed to be proportional to the displacement x(t) and the velocity ẋ. The
assumptions made are equivalent to those made in the Nissim and Gilyard flutter prediction method [5].

Adding a structural damping matrix C to Eq. (1) and transforming to the Laplace domain[
Ms2 + Cs +K

]
X(s) = F(s)[

Ms2 + Cs +K
]

X(s) =
[
UEs + U2D

]
X(s)[

Ms2 + (C − UE)s + (K − U2D)
]

X(s) = 0

(5)

with

E = πρ∞b
[

2 2b(1 − a)
b(1 + 2a) b2a(1 − 2a)

]
D = πρ∞b

[
0 2
0 b(1 + 2a)

] (6)

E and D are the aerodynamic damping and stiffness influence matrices; note that the matrices D and E are
constant as they depend only on geometric properties and the air density. U represents the speed of the
undisturbed airstream ahead of the wing section.
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The eigenfrequencies of this system are the roots of the characteristic equation

det(
[
Ms2 + (C − UE)s + (K − U2D)

]
) = 0 (7)

This determinant is a polynomial in s and U of order 2N where N is the number of degrees of freedom (DOF)
of the system

a2N(U)s2N + a2N−1(U)s2N−1 + . . . + a1(U)s + a0(U) =
2N∑
i=0

ai(U)si = 0 (8)

Every coefficient ai in Eq. (8) is itself a polynomial function of U of order 2N − i

ai = c2N−i,iU2N−i + c2N−i−1,iU2N−i−1 + . . . + c1,iU + c0,i =

2N−i∑
k=0

ck,iUk (9)

In matrix notation

[
U0 U1 . . . U2N

] 
c0,2N c0,2N−1 . . . c0,0

0 c1,2N−1 . . . c1,0
... 0

. . .
...

0 0 . . . c2N,0

 =
[
a2N a2N−1 . . . a0

]
(10)

The constant ck,i coefficients link the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial ai, j to its corresponding
speed U j 

U0
1 U1

1 . . . U2N
1

U0
2 U1

2 . . . U2N
2

...
. . .

...

U0
j U1

j . . . U2N
j



c0,2N c0,2N−1 . . . c0,0

0 c1,2N−1 . . . c1,0
... 0

. . .
...

0 0 . . . c2N,0

 =

a2N,1 a2N−1,1 . . . a0,1
a2N,2 a2N−1,2 . . . a0,2
...

. . .
...

a2N, j a2N−1, j . . . a0, j


UB = A

(11)

If the characteristic equation is identified for different flight test speeds, the coefficients ck,i can be determined
in a least-squares sense

B = U+A (12)

where (.)+ denotes the pseudo-inverse.

At least 2N + 1 measurements are needed to obtain the (2N+1)(2N+2)/2 unknown coefficients ck,i. Once the
coefficients are known, the characteristic polynomial can be determined for every speed Utest. In a second
step, the roots of the polynomial and thus the resonance frequencies and damping ratios are obtained. Some
kind of search algorithm can be used to increase the test speed until a zero damping ratio is obtained.

The upper triangular structure of the matrix with the ck,i coefficients can be relaxed. The algorithm used for
the simulations in this paper evaluates a full B matrix expression. This full matrix corresponds to a parabolic
variation of all three M, C and K matrices with airspeed. This allows for possible small deviations from the
linear aeroelastic theory, e.g. due to non-linearities and noise.

Frequency-domain modal parameter estimators [12] are ideally suited to identify the coefficients of the trans-
fer function. Time-domain algorithms can be used if the impulse response function is transformed to the
Laplace domain. Both time- and frequency-domain modal parameter estimators tend to overestimate the
model order to account for unmodeled dynamics. The resulting spurious poles will affect the coefficients
of the estimated characteristic equation. A two step approach is then required. First, the physical poles
are selected, e.g. with a stabilization diagram. Next, the characteristic equation is constructed using only
these poles. Attention must be paid that for every speed U j, the same poles are included in the characteristic
equation. If not, the coefficients will be corrupt and an accurate prediction is impossible.
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Figure 2: Evolution of frequency (left) and damping ratio (right) with speed. True value: solid line with �,
prediction: black line with ∗

3 Simulations

The prediction algorithm is demonstrated on a simple 2DOF cantilever wing model and a 3DOF wing section
model. These models are made up of the same aeroelastic coupling as used for the construction of the
prediction algorithm. A detailed description of available models can be found in the paper by Hancock [13].

Figure 2 shows the evolution of frequency and damping ratio with speed for a 2DOF model. The damping
ratios and frequencies of the extrapolated characteristic equation are also shown. The extrapolation is based
on the true damping ratios and frequencies and requires at least five test points. The flutter speed of about 88
m/s is correctly predicted.

The Hancock model was used to generate frequency response function (FRF) data. This FRF was then
corrupted by noise inverse proportional to the frequency to simulate in-flight measurement conditions. A
typical FRF is shown in Figure 3. The identified coefficients differ from the true coefficients so that a higher
number of test points (measurements) are needed for a correct prediction. Eventually, the predicted flutter
speed converges to the true one, as can be seen in Figure 4. Notice the increase in variance of the mode that
does not go into flutter when the flutter speed is approached. Due to the predominance of this flutter mode,
it becomes harder to obtain an accurate estimation of the other mode. Consequently, the variation on the
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial increases. This limits the predictive capablities very close to the
flutter speed. A linear extrapolation of the damping ratios is then more suited.

A 3DOF system was used to show the validity of the approach in higher dimension cases. The prediction
result is found in Figure 5. Again, the evolution of damping ratio and frequency with speed are shown
together with the predicted values. The damping ratio becomes zero at 11 m/s indicating the flutter onset. In
this case, seven test points are needed to obtain an accurate prediction.

The predicted characteristic equations can also be used to calculate the flutter margin. This prediction can be
compared to a conventional flutter margin obtained by fitting a quadratic polynomial for the 2DOF model. It
can be seen in Figure 6 that the extrapolation of the characteristic equation shows a more accurate prediction
of the flutter margin. It should be mentioned that the conventional flutter margin converges to the true value
for higher test speeds.
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Figure 3: Frequency response function data. True FRF: solid green line, noise-corrupted FRF: blue line with
dots, noise variance: red dotted line

Figure 4: Evolution of frequency (left) and damping ratio (right) with speed. True value: solid line, noise-
corrupted measurement: �, prediction: black line with ∗
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Figure 5: Evolution of frequency (left) and damping ratio (right) with speed. True value: solid line with �,
prediction: black line with ∗

Figure 6: Flutter margin prediction after four test points. True value (blue line with �), characteristic equation
prediction (black line with ∗), parbolic fit (black line with +)
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Figure 7: Evolution of frequency (left) and damping ratio (right) with speed. True value: solid line with �,
prediction: black line with ∗

The robustness of the prediction to deviations of the assumed aeroelastic behaviour is evaluated by changing
the power of U in Eq. (5). The simulation model is changed to[

Ms2 + (C − U0.8E)s + (K − U2.1D)
]

X(s) = 0 (13)

The prediction algorithm needs more data points, but eventually a correct flutter speed prediction is obtained.
The damping ratio and frequency prediction are shown in Figure 7.

4 Discussion

The proposed method correctly identifies the flutter speed for the 2DOF and 3DOF systems. The prediction
is made at a safe speed well below the actual flutter speed. Even abrupt changes in damping ratio are
accurately predicted, under the assumption that the underlying coefficients vary quadratically. The flutter
margin method shows slower convergence to the correct flutter speed compared to the proposed algorithm.

The number of measurements depends on the deviation between the true but unknown and the assumed
aeroelastic model and the noise present on the data. If the measured data results from the theoretical aeroe-
lastic model, only the theoretical number of measurements are needed. Moreover, the distance of the test
speed to the flutter speed seems to have no influence to the accuracy of the prediction. For real flight test data
the interpretation is different. More measurements are needed to average out the noise present on the data.
Including measurements nearer to the flutter speed will increase the accuracy of the prediction.

The extrapolation results can be presented in different ways to examine the stability behaviour of the vibra-
tion. Damping ratios plots are the most straightforward option, but also root locus curves or a flutter margin
plot can be used. A different approach could be to couple the prediction algorithm with the CUSUM test, a
statistical detection test developed at IRISA [14]. The predicted modal parameters at the flutter speed can be
used as reference input to an on-line CUSUM algorithm to monitor flutter behaviour between different flight
test points.

The prediction algorithm is robust to small deviations from the linear elastic theory. The price to pay is the
increase of the number of measurements (test points) needed to converge to the correct flutter speed. This
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result cannot be generalized straightforward. More research is needed to test the algorithm using different
aeroelastic models and on real test data.

Numerical constraints will show up for larger systems of multiple degrees-of-freedom. The order of the
polynomial fit through the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial is 2N. The large order will result in a
bad numerical condition of the matrix U in Eq. (12). The inverse of the matrix is then inaccurate. One way to
solve this is to limit the number of modes that are followed and extrapolated. Highly damped and uncoupled
modes can be eliminated easily. Another possibility is to limit the order of the polynomial in U in Eq. (9) to
a fixed value, say 6 (equivalent to 3DOF system). The numerical conditioning is then maintained at a good
level a the cost of losing physical correctness.

5 Conclusions

A new flutter speed prediction method was introduced and tested. The algorithm identifies and extrapolates
the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the equations of motion. This extrapolation is physically
more justified than the extrapolation of the damping ratios. The method was demonstrated using simulations
and real-life applications. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• The method is simple and easy to implement; yet the flutter speed is accurately predicted for the
simulation examples at a speed well below the flutter speed. The results can be interpreted graphically
using existing tools as the damping ratios plot or flutter margin plot.

• The extrapolation is robust for small deviations from the underlying aeroelastic model. However, this
does not mean that the method is suited to predict every kind of aeroelastic instability.

• The modal parameters at the predicted flutter speed can be used for online flutter margin variation
monitoring with the CUSUM test.

• The correct identification of the coefficients is of major importance. A too large uncertainty of the
estimated coefficients will lead to an inaccurate prediction.
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Abstract 
In the paper tools for real time modal parameters tracking have been presented. Identification algorithm is 

based on decoupling of signal frequency components and application of a recursive method for modal 

model parameters estimation. For frequency components decoupling wavelet transform with Morlet 

wavelet function has been applied. Decoupled signal components are modeled separately for each 

frequency range with using second order regression model. As a method of model parameters estimation 

the Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm has been used. Combination of these two methods allows to 

reduce model order and estimate modal parameters using one step estimation method, because of low 

model order.  Thanks the usage of fast identification method and reduction of required computational 

effort real – time realization of proposed algorithm is possible. To assess quality of the model confidence 

confidents bounds for each modal parameter is computed simultaneously with parameters itself. The 

algorithm is implemented as an Output Only or Single Input – Single Output method (ARMA or ARMAX 

models) or in case of many input as Multiple Input – Single Output (estimating general input-output model 

using recursive prediction-error minimization method). All routines have been implemented in 

MATLAB® as a toolbox with dedicated Graphical User Interface. The hardware realization of the 

algorithm is achieved employing FPGA technology. Embedded electronic unit is presented and tested on 

during a flight on Skytruck airplane board. 

1 Introduction 

Unstable vibrations of an airplane can be a reason of a catastrophic failure of the aircraft [11]. A critical 

instability phenomenon is known as “aero-elastic flutter”. In the literature [12], [13], [14] many cases of 

flutter phenomena are carefully studied. The importance of accurate definition aeroelastic effects such as 

flutter on flight vehicles are evident and in fact can be traced earliest days of manned aviation itself. For 

preventing from a flutter phenomenon, the airplane is submitted to a flight flutter testing procedure, with 

incrementally increasing altitude and airspeed. The procedure of flutter analysis of each aircraft can be 

divided into three main parts; Finite element modeling and prediction of stability region, Ground 

Vibration Test (GVT) to update the finite element cod and find possible vibration modes which can be a 

reason of model instability and Flight Vibration Test (FVT) for different altitude and airspeed to 

determine Flight Clearance Envelope (FCE) at chosen flight point for different aircraft configuration [14].  

The main goal of the procedures is to determine flutter margin which is defined as 15% safety margin of 

the airspeed from FCE. Flight flutter testing procedure can be formulated as procedure of stability test . 

One possible solution is to find instable poles (which are responsible of flutter phenomena) of the aircraft 

structure with employing modal model parameters. Important challenges of the in-flight modal analyses 

are the limited choices for measured excitation inputs, and the presence of unmeasured natural excitation 

input (e.g. turbulence). A better exploitation of flight test data can be achieved by using output-only 

system identification methods, which exploits recorded vibration data under natural excitation conditions, 

without artificial control surface excitation and other types of excitation inputs [11, 12]. There are many 

different modal parameters identification methods that could be used for flight flutter testing [18]. Both 

time domain and frequency domain methods match the requirements for on-line modal parameters 
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identification [19]. Unstable poles positions are determined by the damping coefficients for each particular 
vibration mode. Then the problem of in- flight flutter margin monitoring can formulated as on – line 

modal damping monitoring. But one more difficulty of the application of modal analysis methods can 

occur during processing of  data from a real experiment because of it is nonstationarity of the system due 

to changing of flight conditions and changing of modal parameters due to aeroelastic feedback in the 

system. The basic equation which describes the aeroelastic phenomena has a form: 

0)()( 2 =++++ yECVyDVByA ρρ &&&      (1) 

where; A- inertia of the structure, ρVB is an aerodynamic damping, D is a structural damping, ρV
2
C is an 

aerodynamic stiffness, E is a structural stiffness.  

As can be noticed from equation (1) due to aeroelastic feedback can be a reason of negative damping in 

the system and finally in structural instability.  

  Requirements formulated by industrial users of the in – flight test procedures from EUREKA FLITE 

project limit a time for damping coefficient updating till 1 second.  The paper summarized the results 

obtained by University of Science and Technology team within a frame of EUREKA FLITE project in 

area of  in-flight flutter detection methods formulation. The paper is organized as follows. The second  

section summarizes formulated algorithms and its of-line test results. The third section shows 

achievements obtained in area of design of hardware (embedded system), dedicated for in-flight on line 

modal parameters estimation . In the fourth section, the software (in a form of Matlab® toolbox) for flutter 

monitoring, based on in – flight vibration measurements is presented.  Finally, some conclusions are 

drawn. 

2 Formulated flight flutter testing algorithm 

The algorithm based on the method of natural frequency decoupling joined with second order Recursive 

Least Square algorithm. Vibration modes decoupling is achieved trough wavelet filtration of the signal. 

Wavelet filtration (as has been proved in [5]), allow to decouple separate natural frequencies from signal. 

As a based wavelet function the Morlet wavelet has been selected, due to its harmonic character 

[2,4,6,10]. It allows extract harmonic components from the signal. Decoupled signals (each component) 

are modeled using ARMA/ARX models or in a case of SISO and MISO system using ARX/ARMAX 

models RLS algorithm has been used as a method of model coefficients estimation. The method can work 

as an Output Only (OO), Single Input Single Output(SISO) and Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) 

method. Thanks to natural frequencies decoupling, order of the RLS model for each decoupled mode is 

known and is assumed as two. This condition simplified process of modal parameters estimation but 

requires to be repeated n time where n is a number of modes taking into account. 

The algorithm consist three main parts (fig.1). First, measured signals samples are collected in the memory 

buffer and wavelet filtering is perform. Second – models of decoupled signals are estimated by RLS 

algorithm. Third – modal parameters and their standard deviation are estimated. In order to on – line 

working wavelet transform has been modified, through insert some coefficients preventing so – called 

“end effect”(fig.2 left.). The “end effect” causing reduce of signal amplitude and could have big impact on 

results of analysis, especially for short signals. For this reason some samples from end of the signal have 

to be discarded (fig 2 right). It is bring on some delay in algorithm. Another possibility to reduce end 

effect is adding zeros at the both ends of the signal.  

Method of estimation model coefficients based on RLS algorithm. It is allow use OO, SISO and MISO 

method and applying initial values of model. The initial values can be estimated based on initial state 

space model or identified values of modal parameters. 
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Figure 1: Main parts of the algorithm 

 

Figure 2: Visualization of an “End effect” 

For given natural frequency and damping ratio second order model coefficients can be estimate from 

system of equation [7]: 
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 ζ - is a damping ratio, f is natural frequency a1,a2 are model coefficients. Solution of system of equation 

(2) is given by: 
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Based on formulas (3) starting values of RLS algorithm are estimated. Number of second order RLS initial 

models corresponds to number of natural frequencies to be track during monitoring period. This approach 

significantly increase efficiency of algorithm. 

For the implementation in microprocessor system the RLS algorithm can be expressed as follows [3,8]: 

Step 1: Taking current system response )(iy  from A/D converter or memory buffer. 
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Step 2: Estimation a priori prediction error )(ˆ iε , based on evaluation from previous iteration. 

)1(ˆ)()()(ˆ −−= iiiyi T θϕε      (4) 

where )(iϕ  - regressor vector, )(ˆ iε  - estimator of prediction error, )(iθ  - vector 

of model parameters. 

Step 3:  Gain vector ( )iL  and covariance matrix  ( )iP  updating: 
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where λ  - forgetting factor, 

Step 4: Vector of estimated model parameters and observation vector updating: 

[ ])1(ˆ)()()()1(ˆ)(ˆ −−+−= iiiyiLii T θϕθθ     (7) 

)](ˆ),...,1(ˆ),(ˆ),(),...,1(),([)( CA niiiniyiyiyi −−−−= εεεϕ    (8) 

Step 5:  Waiting for next sample and return to Step 1. 

i indicate successive number of sample from A/D converter or memory buffer. 

Modal parameters are estimated directly from model parameters. For second order ARX/ARMA signal 

model its possible to assign formulas describe dependences between model and modal parameters: 
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where: a1, a2 – model coefficients, ω - natural frequency, ζ - damping ratio, 

Ts – sampling time. 

When analytical dependences between modal and model parameters are known it is possible to calculate 

covariance matrix of modal parameters [1,9]. 

( ) ( )( )[ ]T

NNn EP κκκκκκ
ˆˆˆˆ

00 −−=     (11) 

where: E  - is the expected value, ],,...,,[ˆ
2211 nsN ζωζωζωκ =  - is a vector of estimated modal 

parameters, 0κ  - is a vector of true modal parameters, ( )nP κκ
ˆˆ  - is a covariance matrix of modal 

parameters. 

Using Taylor series expansion method, the covariance matrix of modal parameters can be expressed as: 
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Where ( )
NJ θ̂  is the following Jacobi matrix: 
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and θ  - is the vector of model parameters. 

In general case the Jacobi matrix is impossible to determine, that is why in the considered case the 

numerical differentiation with the Central Difference method was applied. The i-th element of Jacobi 

matrix can be estimated using formula: 

( ) ( ) ( )
dx

dxfdxf
J i

H

Ni

H

NH

Ni
2

ˆˆ
ˆ −−+

=
θθ

θ       (14) 

where notation 
H

Nθ denotes parameters that relate to the homogenous part of the model structure. 

Above described algorithm is implemented in both hardware and software in- flight flutter monitoring 

systems. 

 

3 Hardware implementation of in – flight flutter detection algorithm 

The time-domain method, based on classical recursive RLS algorithm, is applied as the proposed solution 

and is efficient enough and relatively easy to implement. The idea of the proposed method is based on 

application of wavelets filtering for decomposition of measured system response into components related 

to particular vibration modes [20, 21]. These components can be extracted in parallel way for all modes. 

The procedure can be applied to any number of measured signals and consists of steps listed in the 

diagram (Fig. 3). 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Diagram of applied flutter margin detection procedure 
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 In the second step classical Recursive Least Square (RLS) estimation methods is used to obtain ARMA 

model parameters. The second order model is assumed in implementation to obtain modal parameters for 

separated modes. The limitations of implementation are amount of FPGA resources (for parallel wavelet 

transformation engines and signals and wavelets buffers) and computational speed (for sequential 

calculations of RLS and estimation of modal parameters). During estimation phase confidence bounds are 

calculated to assess quality of the procedure. 

Performance of calculations depends on how fast and how precisely individual parts of the algorithms are 

realized. Increased precision means longer time needed for calculations. Imposed tight execution time 

restrictions can be satisfied using a fast, expensive processor, a multiprocessor system or by mixed 

hardware-software implementation. The latter option was selected so as to allow for the greatest 

flexibility, future improvements and modifications. All calculations are shared between software (dark 

gray blocks) and hardware (light gray blocks), as shown in Fig. 4, on a system created on a Stratix FPGA 

chip. Software means that parts of the algorithm are written in C and then compiled for a Nios II soft-

processor. Hardware fragments are realized in the logic of the FPGA and the Avalon Bus is used for data 

exchange. The flutter margin monitoring algorithm consists of five steps (Fig. 4): data read from the 

analog-to-digital converters (ADC), convolution of a stored wavelet with signals from sensors, signals 

reconstruction, on-line recursive least square (RLS) routine for estimation of parameters of the ARMA 

models, and determination of damping coefficients for flutter detection. The floating-point operations of 

the software part are accelerated by custom instructions created in the Nios II ALU hardware, namely, 

floating-point addition, multiplication, reciprocal and square root. Data acquisition from the DACs is 

performed with a programmable frequency in the range of 10-200 Hz. 

 

  

 

Figure 4: Hardware-software partitioning of the flutter monitoring algorithm (left) and architecture of the 

custom hardware accelerator for multi-channel wavelet transformation (right) 

The RLS algorithm and damping coefficients calculations are performed for each wavelet-filtered signal 

in the floating-point arithmetic by the processor being supported by custom instructions. The flutter 

appearance can then be determined using the damping coefficients thresholds table indexed by the actual 

flight conditions. During recursive identification covariance matrix elements P(i) are estimated at each 

step of procedure. Diagonal parameters of the covariance matrix are variance of particular ARMA model 

parameters. These parameters are inputs of confidence bounds estimation for modal parameters for all 

modes under investigation.  
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The hardware architecture is shown diagrammatically in figure 3. In proposed solution hardware is limited 

to two analog inputs and A/D signal conversion with 200 Hz sampling rate and two analog outputs with 

value of natural frequency and damping ration for chosen normal mode. The USB digital output is 

implemented to present results for all investigated vibration modes. Used FPGA Altera chip helps to 

monitor maximum 60 modes simultaneously on-line within 5 ms period. Assuming the confidence level 

to be 99.7%, uncertainty bounds for the modal parameters estimated using the procedure 

described in section 2, are shown in figure 5. As it can be noticed in the figure 5, the confidence 

bounds for the system under analysis are relatively small, but only at the start of the recursion 

process variability of parameters have an unacceptable level. 

 

Figure 5: Scheme of implemented hardware -flutterometer 

The RLS algorithm and damping coefficients calculations are performed for each wavelet-filtered 

signal in the floating-point arithmetic by the processor being supported by custom instructions. 

The flutter appearance can then be determined using the damping coefficients thresholds table 

indexed by the actual flight conditions. 

The performance of the flutterometer has been verified (off-line) on acceleration signals recorded 

with a sampling frequency of 160 Hz during flight test of a TS-11 Iskra military jet aircraft that 

performed at variable speeds within the 250-750 km/h range. During the flutterometer 

verification experiment, two signals were used: one measured a fin and the second the tail of the 

plane. At both points, two modes of vibration dominate: the first with a frequency of 27 Hz and 

the second 47 Hz. They were decoupled by convolution of 512 signal samples with Morlet 

wavelets around 100 points long. Convolution of such lengths of signals and wavelets buffers 

with signal reconstruction takes 2.5 ms per sample, irrespective of the number of modes 

analyzed. Recursive RLS algorithm damping ratio calculations consume 0.5 ms of processor time 

per sample per mode. All calculations for the four modes take 4.5 ms per sample and results in 

over 200 Hz of maximum sampling frequency. 

Input 

Display 

Communication 

Memory 
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Figure 6: Estimated off-line natural frequency and modal damping with their confidence intervals for 
Iskra air-jet. . 

 

The same data was also analyzed in a classical way using non-recursive algorithms. In this paper, 

the Operational Modal Analysis version of PolyMAX was used [26, 28]. The main advantage of 

PolyMAX is that it yields extremely clear stabilization diagrams. This makes an automation of 

the parameter identification process rather straightforward and enables a continuous monitoring 

of the dynamic properties of a structure [27]. The idea adopted here was to use a so-called 

“sliding window” approach. The time data was split in highly-overlapping segments and each 

segment was processed independently and automatically. The chosen segment length was 1600 

samples. The segments were overlapping 95%, which mean that every 0.5 s an update of the 

modal parameters is available. These modal parameters are of course not the instantaneous modal 

parameters, but are assumed to be “representative” for the whole processed segment of 10 s. Fig.7 

shows the automatic processing results of a single segment. The PolyMAX settings were; Block 

size of the autocorrelation function = 256 samples (number of time lags), Exponential window 

parameter = 1%, Frequency band 20 – 60 Hz, Maximum model order = 20. These settings 

allowed a very quick calculation (less than 0.5s) of the modal parameters. The good 

correspondence between measured and synthesized spectrum confirms that the analysis was 

successful (see figure 5 – Right). In the figure 5, the automatic PolyMAX results of all data 

segments are represented. An automated mode tracking procedure was applied to these results. 

The outcome of the tracking operation is represented in Figure 8: Tracking of the eigenfrequency at 
27 Hz. Data from 2 sensors was processed independently (left). Tracking of the damping ratio of the mode 

at 27 Hz. Data from 2 sensors was processed independently (right). 

8. Two tail sensors 7 and 8 have been processed independently with the described procedure. The 

frequency values estimated from both sensors agree very well (Figure 8: Tracking of the 
eigenfrequency at 27 Hz. Data from 2 sensors was processed independently (left). Tracking of the 

damping ratio of the mode at 27 Hz. Data from 2 sensors was processed independently (right). 

). Although the damping ratios show a larger variance, again both sensors agree well. Moreover, 

the trends in the damping ratios correspond very well to the online results presented in the figure 

6. 
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Figure 7: (Left) PolyMAX stabilization diagram + automatic selection of poles. (Right) correspondence 

between measured and synthesized spectrum 
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Figure 8: Tracking of the eigenfrequency at 27 Hz. Data from 2 sensors was processed independently 

(left). Tracking of the damping ratio of the mode at 27 Hz. Data from 2 sensors was processed 

independently (right). 

The electronic unit has been installed on the board of Skytruck airplane. The scheme of installation consist 

of two accelerometers is presented in the figure 9. Three modes of vibration have been monitored during a 

flight. The results are shown in figure 10.  

     

Flutterometer 

 

 

Figure 9: Installation of flutterometer on aircraft  
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Figure 10: Example of natural frequencies and modal damping tracking results - SkyTruck” in-flight 

experiment: VIAS=172 KTS, HST=10000ft 

As it can be noticed from obtained results the electronic unit which we named flutterometer helps to track  

several modes in real time and can be useful for field application. For tested version of flutterometer up to 

60 modes in real time till 200 Hz can be monitored. The unit can be applied for any system in which real – 

time tracking of vibration modes is required.  

4 Software implementation of in-flight flutter detection procedure 
(MATLAB TOOLBOX) 

Using properties described above algorithm a MATLAB Toolbox has been formulated. All routines has 

been written in MATLAB environment with user friendly and typical for flight test Graphical User 

Interface (fig.11). Architecture of the algorithm is shown in figure 1.  

 

Figure 11: Implemented in Flight Flutter Test Toolbox GUI. 
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The Toolbox consists of several software modules, which communicate via MATLAB workspace. The 

modules are shown in the figure 12. Between software modules the following can be distinguished; 

• Module of initialization; in this module starting parameters of algorithm are estimated. This 

routine to have two main parts. First, the wavelet function are selecting, base on quality of 

decoupled components of signal in frequency domain(fig 2). The criterion of selection consider 

amplitude and natural frequency of filtered signal. The second part of this routine is algorithm of 

starting parameters estimation. This approach allow to select proper wavelet function and signal 

where tracking natural frequency is the best represented. Additionally initialization module can 

estimate starting parameters base on initial state space model (if available). 

•  Module of wavelet filtration, the algorithm is described in section 2. 

• Module of parameters estimation, particular steps of the algorithm are described in section 2. 

• Module of modal parameters estimation 

• Module of confidence bounds estimation 

• Results visualization module of the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Architecture of Flight Flutter Test Toolbox. 
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The algorithm has been tested on data from aeroelastic model. The model has been delivered by AIRBUS 

team as a part of TRAMPOLINE working group within FLITE EUREKA Project. The simulation scenario 

assumed several cases: with no excitation, and with different types of excitation. Time history of the 

responses have been recorded by several sensors during transition phase (speed range from 345 to 375 

knots) with sampling frequency 32Hz. The bandwidth for simulation results has been limited from 0 to 

6Hz. The results of the identification are presented in fig 13. Comparison of identification results with use 

the MATLAB FLUTTER TOOLBOX to results of simulation for natural frequency and modal damping 

are shown in figures 14, 15, respectively. Confidence bounds of damping parameters are bigger for  

intervals in which variability of damping is observed. The reason of inaccuracy of estimated parameter is 

applied RLS algorithm features, but if changes are not so big the results are acceptable from engineering 

point of view. If we compare assumed modal parameters (for simulation) and obtained from identification 

procedure it can be noticed very good convergence which confirms applicability of formulated algorithms 

for in-flight flutter testing. Only for modes which are less excited (less visible) in measured signals results 

can be worst.   

 

 

Figure 13: Result of identification: natural frequencies (left), damping rations(right) and confidence 

bounds. 

 

Figure 14: Comparison of results; estimated and simulated damping ratios. 
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Figure 15: Comparison of results estimated and simulated natural frequencies. 

5 Conclusions 

A formulated algorithm allows computing modal parameters of complex structures on-line during a flight. 

Implementation of the flutter monitoring algorithm is proposed with the Hardware-Software Co-design 

approach, i.e. a part realized by hardware and the remaining part by software running on a Nios II soft-

processor contained in the FPGA. The flutterometer is an example of the System-on-Chip, which allows 

for high level of integration and flexibility – it can be altered, e.g. to optimize for different algorithms, or 

to add some functionality, by reprogramming the FPGA without modifications of the PCB. For the tested 

structure, 12 first modes parameters have been identified simultaneously during 0.001 second. Confidence 

intervals for all parameters are relatively small and the method can be applied for flight flutter testing 

based on in-flight measurements. As it was shown the results are very similar to results obtained using 

different classical methods realized off- line.  

Executed researches confirm that wavelet transform is useful tool supporting identification of mechanical 

systems. Method of wavelet filtration allow to reduce process of modal parameters estimation. The 

problem of finding roots of the characteristic equation for high order has been solved by decoupling 

natural frequencies. Estimation of model covariance matrix and linearization of Jacobi matrix gives 

possibility to determine standard deviation of modal parameters. Estimated confidence bounds gives 

information about quality of the results. Rate of algorithm allow to apply it in operational condition. 

Performed test confirmed that for sampling frequency 32Hz algorithm can track about twenty decoupled 

natural frequencies with maximum delay less than 1 second. Further works should be focused on develop 

methods of adaptive wavelet filtering. This approach should increase quality of results especially when 

decoupled natural frequencies are very close and make the software more autonomic. 
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Abstract 
The dynamic identification of large aerospace structures like satellites, launcher components or aircraft 
prototypes, requires a great experimental effort in order to assure high quality test results. At the same 
time, because of the high development costs, a reduction of the test time is needed. In this paper, a test 
strategy capable to reduce the overall time required to perform dynamic tests aimed to the estimate of the 
Frequency Response Functions, FRFs, is introduced. A sine sweep excitation is the key point of the 
approach because of the good compromise between the excitation level and the testing time. Nevertheless, 
the accuracy of the dynamic identification strongly depends on the non-parametric estimation method used 
to compute the FRFs from the sine-sweep input-output data. In this paper, the accuracy of the estimates of 
both the frequency response functions and the modal parameters due to different sweep rates and different 
FRF estimation methods will be analyzed. These methods include: harmonic estimator, single-block 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), frequency averaging technique, Welch’s method and Reduced Discrete 
Fourier Transform (RDFT). The performance of the different estimators is critically assessed by a 
numerical analysis performed on a lumped parameter system and by experimental investigations carried 
out on both a GARTEUR aircraft scaled model and the Lambert aircraft M212. 
 
 

1 Introduction 
 
Ground Vibration Tests (GVTs) are modal tests conducted to investigate the dynamic behavior of the 
aircraft. They are necessary to make reliable flutter predictions, to validate and update the mathematical 
model of the aircraft, and for the certification process. These tests are usually scheduled before the maiden 
flight, during a period of extreme time pressure due to the testing of the fully assembled prototype. 
Because of the high development costs, the industry is calling for a significant reduction of the testing 
period. At the same time, it is indispensable to improve the existing test methods and to adapt new ones to 
the very specific needs of aerospace [1] in order to best fulfil the industrial requirements for each specific 
prototype undergoing a modal test. Likewise, the data analysis needs to be available as quickly as 
possible. Therefore, this trade off between extended measurement specifications required achieving better 
results on the one hand and the industrial call for a reduction in test duration on the other, reveals a great 
need for more powerful methods combined with an improved test strategy [2]. For more than 3 decades, 
the use of the phase resonance method or so called normal mode testing has been almost exclusively 
required for large aerospace structures [3][4]. It is known to be the most accurate method for a good 
identification on large structures, but the main drawback is that it is a very time consuming test procedure. 
Therefore, the phase resonance method has been complemented, and partially substituted, by the so called 
phase separation techniques that find the aircraft modes starting from the frequency response functions 
and by applying modal parameter estimation methods. The idea is that most modes are extracted from a 
phase separation technique, whereas the critical modes (i.e. modes that show nonlinear behaviour, critical 
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modes for flutter prediction or modes that differ from analytical predictions [4][5]) are identified on the 
base of the normal mode testing. Frequency response functions can be computed by using different 
excitation signals. In the last years sine sweep excitation gained considerable attention [1][6] for its 
intrinsic good compromise between magnitude of excitation (needed for large aerospace structure) and 
testing time. Furthermore, sine sweep has a good signal to noise ratio, peak to RMS ratio and since it is 
possible to control the frequency, the amplitude and the phase, it allows characterising non-linearities of 
the system under test [6]. From recent tests emerged that reliable FRFs and modal data from sine sweep 
test runs depend on the FRF estimation method used to estimate the frequency response functions [1]. In 
this article, different FRFs estimation method will be compared in order to obtain reliable functions and 
modal parameters with sine sweep excitation. The assessment is divided into three main phases. First a 
numerical simulation is carried out to study the effects of different parameters on the FRFs and to compare 
the estimated modal parameter to those obtained theoretically. Then a Ground Vibration Test (GVT) is 
carried out on a model of aircraft, the Garteur model, characterized, like the large aircrafts, by closed 
modes and a weak non-linear behaviour. Finally data from a GVT on a real aircraft, the Lambert M212, 
are analyzed and FRFs and modal parameters compared to those obtained with a burst random excitation. 
 

2 Theoretical Background 
 
The sine sweep excitation signal, )(tu , could be expressed as function of time by:  

 [ ])(sin)( tAtu ϕ=  (1) 

where A  is the amplitude and )(tϕ  is the argument, phase, of the sine. The pulsation )(tω  of the sweep is 
calculated from the time derivative of )(tϕ . Depending on the law with which the pulsation varies, it is 
possible to introduce different types of sine sweep. In the linear sine sweep, the pulsation is a linear 
function of the time: 

 tftft
α+==

π
ω

0)(
2

)(  (2) 

where )(tf  is the instantaneous frequency, 0f  [Hz] the starting frequency and α  [Hz/s] is the sweep 
rate, i.e. the “velocity” of the frequency. The duration, T , of the excitation (to which correspond the end 
frequency ef ) could be expressed as:  

 
α
−

= 0ff
T e  (3) 

The angular position )(tϕ  could be achieved by time integrating (2), that is: 
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 +
α

π=ϕ tftt  (4) 

where 0ϕ  is the integration constant equal to the initial angle at 0=t . Another type of sine sweep 
excitation is the exponential sine sweep (sometimes the term “logarithmic sweep” is used instead) in 
which the frequency varies exponentially with time: 

 602)(
2

)(
0

tftft β==
π

ω  (5) 

where β  [oct/min] is the sweep rate. For this case, the duration of the excitation signal is given by: 
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The angular position is given by: 
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The first step to estimate the FRFs is the computation of the spectra of both the input and the output 
signals. This time-to-frequency transformation process could be performed using different methods. The 
single-block Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Frequency averaging technique, Harmonic estimator, 
Welch’s method (also known as “Block Overlapping Technique”), and Reduced Discrete Fourier 
Transform will be briefly outlined in the following subsections. It is worthwhile to point out that these 
methods could be performed on data from sine sweep excitations regardless their type. Once the input and 
output data have been transformed into the frequency domain, the frequency response functions could be 
evaluated using the standard techniques, and the modal parameters could be gained by curve fitting the 
identified FRFs [6]. 
 

2.1 Single-block DFT 
 
The input and the output spectra are obtained applying the DFT to one large, single block of time data that 
encompasses the entire sweep, resulting in a frequency resolution given by Tf 1=∆ . The SISO FRF 
estimate is simply a division of the output by the input spectrum. In case of multiple inputs, multiple 
sweeps have to be used with different phase relations between the sweeps. The input power spectra 

ii NN
uu CS ×∈ˆ and the cross spectra between the outputs and the inputs io NN

yu CS ×∈ˆ can be computed as: 
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where 1)( ×∈ω iN
i CU  are the input spectra ( iN  is the number of inputs), 1)( ×∈ω oN

i CY  are the output 
spectra ( oN  is the number of outputs), H•  denotes complex conjugate transpose and sN  is the number of 
sweeps with is NN ≥ . The MIMO FRF can be computed using the classical MIMO H1 estimator [6], in 
which the number of averages corresponds to the number of sweeps: 

 ( ) 1ˆˆˆ −
= uuyu SSH  (9) 

 
2.2 Frequency averaging technique 
 
The starting points are the power and cross spectra derived with the DFT method (8). The frequency 
averaging technique method basically consists of averaging these power and cross spectra over several 
spectral lines [7], in order to have a reduction of both the noise and the amount of data. The new frequency 
resolution, redf∆ , is related to the starting resolution f∆  through the reduction factor R , defined by: 

 
f

f
R red

∆
∆

=  (10) 

that indicates the ratio between the new and the old frequency resolution or in other words, the number of 
spectral lines that are averaged. The FRF calculation is then again performed according to (9). 
 
2.3 Harmonic estimator 
 
In this method, both the input and the output signals are divided into an integer number of periods, for 
example one, as reported in Figure 1 (Left), and the amplitude and the phase are estimated in a least 
square approach, step by step, for every period, under the assumption that the structure reaches the 
stationary conditions for each of the instantaneous frequency of excitation [8]. This complex envelope, 
with properties A , 0f , is then assigned to the middle instantaneous frequency of the considered time 
varying signal. Repeating this procedure for all the periods, an estimate of the actual amplitude and phase 
of the spectrum of the signal can be achieved. Note that this procedure identifies an approximated 
spectrum since the complex envelope is assigned to the instantaneous frequency. So the higher the sweep 
rate, the less valid this assumption will be. Once both the input and output spectra are estimated, it is 
possible to compute the auto-power and cross-power spectra and finally calculate the frequency response 
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function (9). Actually, in the LMS hardware [9] and software [10] implementation of the sine sweep 
method, the excitation frequency is actually stepwise varied [8], but without introducing a waiting time 
between the steps and by still satisfying the overall sweep time as specified in (3) or (6). Therefore, the 
differences with a true continuously varying frequency are very subtle. 
 

2.4 Welch’s method – Block overlapping technique 
 
In this technique, the first step is to divide the time signals in bN  blocks, each formed by an equal number 
of sampling points nfft , Figure 1 (Right), in order to obtain a desired frequency resolution redf∆  [7][11] 
given by:  

 
tf

nfft
nfft
NN

red
b ∆∆

==
.

1,  (11) 

Also in this case, the reduction factor R  (10), could be used to reduce the amount of data. A Hanning 
window is applied to every block to reduce leakage. The application of the window causes to be weight 
down to zero the data at the beginning and end of the time records and, therefore, an attenuation of the 
spectral amplitude and an overestimation of the damping. The power and cross spectra are then computed 
according to (8), but with the number of averages being equal to bN  instead of sN . The FRF calculations 
are performed in the classical way (9). A comprehensive study of optimal window selection and 
overlapping strategies for reducing the bias and variance of frequency-response function measurements 
can be found in [12]. 

 
Figure 1: (Left) Input sine sweep and its division in an integer number of period. (Right) Division of 

blocks in order to have a desired frequency resolution. 

 

2.5 Reduced Discrete Fourier Transform (RDFT)  
 
Like in Welch’s method, the first step is to divide the signals into bN  blocks, in order to obtain a desired 
frequency resolution [2]. At this stage, the reduction factor R  is introduced. The time domain blocks are 
linearly averaged and the Discrete Fourier Transform is applied to the average of the blocks to obtain the 
spectra. The FRF calculation proceeds then as described in Section 2.1. It is interesting to observe that the 
RDFT method yields FRFs that are equivalent to selecting every R th spectral line from the single-block 
DFT FRFs (Section 2.1). 
 

2.6 Modal parameter estimation 
 
Modal parameters are generally estimated from the minimization of an error function defined between the 
measured and the ones from the mathematical model. This minimization is carried out using a least-
squares approach with respect to the unknown parameters. In this paper, the eigenfrequencies, damping 
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ratios and mode shapes are gained by using the PolyMAX frequency domain estimator [13][14] as 
implemented in Test.Lab [10]. 
 

3 Numerical analysis 
 
In order to evaluate the behavior of the different estimators, a 6 degrees of freedom mechanical system is 
first introduced, Figure 2. Every mass m  is equal to 10 kg except for node 3 which mass equals 30 kg, the 
spring stiffness k  and the damper constant c  are all equal to 150000 N/m and 60 N/(m/s) respectively.  

 
Figure 2: Lumped parameter mechanical system. 

The reference modal parameters are calculated using a continuous-time state space model [15], and 
reported in Table 1. This model is then converted to a discrete-time state space model using the ZOH 
discretization method. From this last model the frequency response functions corresponding to the six 
outputs were evaluated. In Figure 3 the driving point FRF is depicted. These modal parameters and 
frequency response functions are considered as reference values/functions in the following numerical 
investigations, where the above mentioned estimators will be used to achieve the dynamic properties of 
the mechanical system when excited by a sine sweep loading. 
 

Mode nr. Frequency 
[Hz] 

Damping
[%] 

1 3.9272 0.4935 

2 13.5729 1.7056 

3 18.0279 2.2654 

4 28.1853 3.5419 

5 32.2945 4.0582 

6 36.2063 4.5498 

Table 1: Modal parameters from model in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 3: Driving point FRF from discrete-time state-

space model. 

 

3.1 Linear sine sweep and responses. 
 
In order to analyze the influence of the sweep rate on the estimators, two linear sine sweeps with the same 
force amplitude but with two different rates, reported in Table 2, are considered. The driving point 
accelerations corresponding to the slow and the fast sweep rates are reported in Figure 4. When 
considering the slow sine sweep, it seems that the maxima of the responses are better identified with 
respect to the case of the faster sweep rate.  
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Moreover, such maxima occur with a time delay with respect to the time where the excitation frequency is 
equal to the resonant frequency of the system, as shown in Figure 5. It is worthwhile to remark that in this 
figure both the time domain response and the frequency response function are plotted in the frequency 
domain since the linear relation between the frequency of the excitation and the corresponding time (2). In 
the slow sweep case, the time delay for the maxima is higher in correspondence of the first modes which 
are the lower damped modes, see Table 1. When considering higher modes, this effect is less evident and 
the peaks of both the FRF and the response are coincident. Besides, the peaks are lower with respect to the 
previous case. So, the time delay is more accentuated for the lowly damped modes and increasing the 
sweep rate leads to accentuate this effect in the full covered range. The lower the damping ratio, the longer 
will be the transient and time to reach the steady state. If the velocity of sweep is high, the structure will 
not have time to reach the steady conditions because the transient is not died out yet when the frequency is 
varying. 
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Figure 4: Response signals. Slow (left) and fast (right) sine sweep.  

 

  
Slow sine 

sweep 
Fast sine

sweep 

Start freq. 0f  2 Hz 2 Hz 

End freq. ef  40 Hz  40 Hz  

Sweep rate α  0.38 Hz/s  3.8 Hz/s 

Sweep time T  100 s 10 s  

Sampl. freq. sf  200 Hz  200 Hz  

Nbr. cycles cN  2100 210 

Nbr. of sampl. sN  20000 2000 

Table 2: Sine sweep characteristics. 
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Figure 5: Effects of the sweep rate on the responses. Slow 

(top) or fast (bottom) sweep rate. 

 
In order to make a realistic simulation, noise is added to the output signals. This is a zero mean random 
series with a 3% of standard deviation. Zeros are added on the input signals (zero padding) in order to 
avoid leakage in DFT, frequency averaging technique and RDFT methods. Since the slow sine sweep is 
characterized by a longer acquisition time, i.e., 20000 samples against 2000, more zeros are added on the 
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fast sine sweep in order to have the two simulations with the same frequency resolution. Figure 6 shows 
the amplitude of the FRFs achieved when exciting the structure with a slow sine sweep, α = 0.38 Hz/s. 
Although the considered estimators are capable to give a good picture of the dynamic characteristics of the 
system, important differences have to be pointed out.  
Regarding the harmonic estimator, it can be seen that the peaks of resonance are coarsely identified. The 
differences in the natural frequency estimates are remarkable for lower frequency modes, whereas it is 
acceptable for higher frequency. This is due to the fact that in correspondence of lower damping ratios the 
structure is not capable to reach the steady state conditions required by the methodology. Regarding the 
other methods, it can be seen that the RDFT leads to the more similar FRF to DFT method than Welch’s 
and frequency averaging technique. This is caused by the different averaging mechanism of estimators 
that leads to different height of the peaks, especially at low frequency. The Welch’s method yields the 
worst peaks: it suffers from biased estimation, due to the application of the windows that decreases when 
considering modes at higher frequencies. Instead, the frequency averaging technique leads to intermediate 
results between Welch’s method and RDFT. The RDFT and specially the single-block DFT of the signals 
leads to noisier FRF than those computed with the other methods. 
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Figure 6: Comparison between the FRFs: Full range (left) and  detail at low frequency (right). Slow 

sweep. 
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Figure 7: Coherence functions. 

 
Also the coherence functions, reported in Figure 7, have a similar trend, except for the Welch’s method 
and the harmonic estimator. The first one shows low values in correspondence of the resonances (maybe 
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due to leakage effects), whereas the harmonic estimator coherence presents oscillations at low frequency, 
without clean dip at the anti-resonance. Not all the coherences converge to the theoretical one that can be 
computed from the noise model used in the simulation, but only those computed with DFT, frequency 
averaging technique and RDFT. 
Increasing the sweep rate (Figure 8) the harmonic estimator yields very distorted frequency response 
functions, specially at the lowly damped modes. The estimate of the first peak is completely wrong and 
also the high frequency peaks are wrongly estimated. The Welch’s method yields a frequency response 
function that shows very high peaks, especially the first. This is caused by the fact that the block size is 
very large with respect to the total length of the signal, so the first window causes a big loss of information 
not recovered by overlapping. Increasing the frequency, this effect goes down. The other methods are not 
influenced by the sweep rate and the FRFs are equal to those obtained with the slow sweep. The coherence 
functions are not reported in this case, because they do not show relevant differences with those computed 
with the slow sine sweep. The modal parameters are then estimated from the frequency response functions 
computed using PolyMAX method (Section 2.6). The results for the 1st four modes are represented in 
Table 3 and Table 4. 
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Figure 8: Comparison between the FRFs: Full range (left) and  detail at low frequency (right). Fast 

sweep. 

 

Mode Harmonic Est. DFT Frequency av. Welch’s method RDFT 

 
Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

1 6.5 160.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 22 0.1 78.3 0.0 9.7
2 1.2 7.9 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 15.0 0.2 -0.1
3 0.6 -3.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 0.0 6.3 0.0 4.0
4 0.1 -0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.6 2.4

Table 3: Comparison of modal parameters with the theoretical ones. Slow sine sweep. 

Mode Harmonic Est. DFT Frequency av. Welch’s method RDFT 

 
Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

1 46.0 632.2 0.0 -0.4 0.0 23.6 -2.8 -29.1 0.0 9.3
2 6.8 129.2 0.6 -0.1 0.0 2.2 -0.1 22.3 -0.1 0.4
3 4.7 -33.8 0.1 -2.3 0.0 -0.5 0.1 10.4 -0.2 1.9
4 1.6 36.5 0.4 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.1 13.2 0.0 0.4

Table 4: Comparison of modal parameters with the theoretical ones. Fast sine sweep. 
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The harmonic estimator yields great differences in the damping ratios estimates when considering the slow 
sweep, as reported in Table 3, specially at low frequency. Increasing the sweep rate, the estimation got 
worse wherever, although the DFT and RDFT method lead to the smallest differences with respect to the 
other methods, as reported in Table 4. The frequency averaging technique yields modal parameters that do 
not show relevant differences with respect to the theoretical ones, except for the first mode where the 
damping ratio is a higher than the theoretical one. Welch’s method leads to an overestimation of the first 
mode damping caused by the application of the windows for the slow sweep rate case. An underestimation 
of the first damping ratio is reported with the fast sweep rate, due to, as already mentioned, the use of a 
larger data block size than the one required by the length of the signals. 
 

4 GVT on Garteur airplane at SOPEMEA 
 
A ground vibration test is carried out on the GARTEUR model, depicted in Figure 9, at the SOPEMEA 
laboratories, using exponential sine sweep. The free-free boundary conditions were simulated by hanging 
the test object with very soft springs. These suspensions are provided through a set of springs linked to a 
small plate between the fuselage and wing and to the concentrated mass on the fuselage. The response 
accelerations were measured at 21 nodes, evenly spread over the structure, for a total of 63 DOFs. The 
frequency range of the excitation loading was chosen equal to the one used in a previous test campaign 
[16], that is 5 – 65 Hz. Two electrodynamic shakers were used to excite the structure and two different 
shakers positions are analyzed: shakers located at intermediate wing points and shakers at the wing tips. In 
this work, just the analysis of the intermediate wing points measurements are reported. A slow, 1 oct/min, 
and a fast, 2 oct/min, sine sweep were used to excite the structure. 
 

 
Figure 9: Measurement on GARTEUR model at SOPEMEA. 

 
The resulting frequency response functions computed with  the complete DFT of the signals, the online 
harmonic estimator (implemented on MIMO Swept Sine module of Test.Lab MIMO Sine), the offline 
harmonic estimator (implemented in the Matlab code to simulate the online harmonc estimator) are 
compared in Figure 10. Online and offline harmonic estimator show similar behavior and the resulting 
frequency response functions are practically the same. Relevant differences are found when considering 
the FRF computed with DFT. Looking at the low frequency range and specially at the first peak, it can be 
noted that the estimations are very different. The peak of the harmonic estimator is much lower and shifted 
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with respect to the one of DFT case. The former shows characteristic oscillations that have already been 
seen in the mechanical system analysis. Mismatches are visible at high frequency as well, but much 
smaller than those at low frequency. The frequency response functions computed with DFT, Welch’s 
method, frequency averaging technique and Reduced Discrete Fourier Transform show a good correlation 
as depicted in Figure 11 (a reduction factor equal to 5 is chosen for the last three methods). Considering 
the first peak of resonance, a lower maximum corresponding to the Welch’s method is reported. On the 
contrary, the DFT leads to the higher peak, whereas the frequency averaging technique is responsible of an 
intermediate peak level between the RDFT and Welch’s approaches. At high frequency range, the curves 
coincide and no relevant differences were found. In Table 5, the modal parameters estimated using the 
sine sweep with 1 oct/min are shown. Modal parameters obtained from DFT method are considered as 
reference, since this method lead to the more reliable parameters, as reported in the numerical analysis 
section. The errors in the natural frequencies were practically immaterial for Welch’s method, averaging 
technique and RDFT. Regarding the damping ratios, the biggest errors are in correspondence of the first 
mode. The Welch’s method and the frequency averaging technique lead to a bigger error than the RDFT 
method. This difference is smaller for the higher frequencies modes. The harmonic estimator leads to the 
biggest errors, both on the frequency and on the damping ratios. From Table 6, where the modal 
parameters estimated using both the 2 oct/min and 1 oct/min sine sweep excitation rates are reported, it is 
confirmed that the harmonic estimator modes, are the most sensitive to the sweep rate. 
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Figure 10: FRFs computed with DFT, online and offline harmonic. Full range (left). Zoom at low 

frequency (right). Sweep rate 1oct/min. 
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Figure 11: FRFs computed with DFT, Welch’s method, frequency averaging technique, RDFT. R=5. 

Full range (Left). Zoom at low frequencies (Right). Sweep rate 1 oct/min. 
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Table 5: Modal parameters. Comparison all methods with parameters obtained from DFT. Sine 
sweep 1 oct/min. 

Table 6: Comparison modal parameter. Sine sweep 1oct/min vs sine sweep 2 oct/min. 

 

5 GVT on Lambert aircraft M212 
 
Finally, the sensitivity of the previously described estimators to the estimate of the modal parameters of 
the Lambert M212 aircraft (Figure 12) is investigated. The aircraft excitation was provided by both a burst 
random and linear sine sweep loading by two electrodynamic shakers placed one at the right wing and one 
near the tail in order to excite both the wing and the tail modes [17]. The excitation level of the burst 
random was equal to 3 RMS N, with a burst time equal to the 70% of the observation period, to allow the 
responses to decay to zero before the end of the observation time window, avoiding leakage. The sweep 
rate was set to 1 Hz/sec, for a duration of 85 sec. It is worth noting that the burst random excitation could 
be considered as a good reference input excitation because it is practically leakage-free, the noise could be 
easily removed by averaging the signals, and it is characterized by a fair signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, 
useful information on the behaviour of the considered estimators could be gained by comparing the results 
achieved using both sine sweep and burst random. The test was performed on the aircraft in operational 
configuration with about 10 l fuel (only the hood was removed during the measurements). As for the GVT 
performed on the Garteur airplane, also in this case the free-free boundary conditions are adopted. For this 
case these conditions were obtained by removing the tires from the main landing gears and supporting the 
rims with flexible bungee. In addition, the aircraft was suspended at the engine mount instead of 
suspending it at the nose wheel. The number of the recorded experimental degrees of freedom were 110, 
but only data from 57 responses points, corresponding to the +Z  local (vertical) direction were processed 
for the purpose of the paper. The frequency range was set so that the first fifty modes could be identified, 
that is 5 - 90 Hz, as described in [17], 1024 spectral lines, a sampling frequency of 200 Hz, and 40 
averages were also considered. 
A good correlation between the FRFs estimated by the complete DFT approach is reported in Figure 13, 
where the DFT approach is also compared with the online estimator actually available in LMS Test.Lab 
[10] (denoted as “online harmonic”). The harmonic estimator shows a good correlation with the DFT 
method at high frequency, whereas shifts in the peak of resonance and evident oscillations are reported for 
lower frequencies similarly to those previously identified when dealing with the GARTEUR model). The 
Welch’s method leads to a lower peak at low frequency with respect to the previous estimator, as depicted 
in Figure 14. Furthermore, the RDFT approach, with a reduction factor equal to 5, well approximates the 
FRFs achieved using the DFT and the burst random. At high frequencies there are no relevant differences. 

Mode nr. DFT Welch Aver.Tech. RDFT Harmonic 

 
Freq 
[Hz] 

Damp 
[%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

1 6.671 0.67 0.0 22.4 0.0 16.4 0.0 9.0 8.1 70.1
2 16.295 1.26 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.8 5.2 36.5
3 34.771 1.38 -0.1 1.4 -0.1 4.3 0.0 6.5 0.3 28.3
4 37.860 1.03 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.4

Mode nr. DFT Welch Aver.Tech. RDFT Harmonic 

 
Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

Freq
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp
[∆%] 

1 0 -1.5 0.1 7.3 0.1 -4.3 0.1 -4.8 2.2 4.4
2 0 -0.8 0 4.6 0 1.6 0.1 -3.3 3.3 44.8
3 -0.1 6.7 -0.1 8.6 0 -6.9 -0.1 6.2 2 29.3
4 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0.9 11.4
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Finally, the effects of the different frequency response function estimators on the estimate of the modal 
model are investigated. The estimate of the natural frequencies and the damping ratios is characterized by 
larger errors if identified with the harmonic estimator, as reported in Table 7. At low frequencies, the 
modal model identified from the frequency response function achieved using the harmonic estimator 
differs from the one estimated using the FRFs obtained by the other estimators, as depicted in the 
stabilization diagram and MvMIF of Figure 15 and Figure 16. 
The identified modal model strongly depends on the excitation type and on the used estimator. The burst 
random excitation allowed the estimate of 46 modes, in the frequency range considered, regardless the 
estimation method. Nevertheless, using the sine sweep excitation, only 35 modes were identified by the 
harmonic estimators, whereas 43 modes could be identified by the other approaches. 
 

 
Figure 12: GVT on the Lambert M212. 
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Figure 13: Comparison between the wing driving point FRFs: burst random and sine sweep 

processed with DFT and online harmonic (left). Zoom at lower frequency (right). 
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Figure 14: Comparison between the wing driving point FRFs: burst random and sine sweep 

processed with DFT, Welch’s method, frequency averaging and RDFT, with R=5. Full range (left) 
and zoom at low frequency (right). 

 

Mode nr. Burst random  DFT RDFT Harmonic 

 
Freq 
[Hz] 

Damp 
[%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

Freq 
[∆%] 

Damp 
[∆%] 

1 7.608 0.478 0 0.023 0 0.03 0.556 0.329 
2 8.459 0.604 0.003 0.045 0.004 0.034 0.67 1.674 
3 10.238 0.236 - - - - -  
4 12.103 0.88 0.033 0.161 0.002 0.169 - - 
5 12.386 1.598 0.059 0.788 0.077 0.781 0.152 1.788 
6 12.830 1.511 0.002 0.102 0.015 0.147 - - 

Table 7: Mode identified from burst random signal (left). Differences achieved by different 
estimator from sine sweep (right). 

 

 
Figure 15: Low frequency stabilization diagram and MvMIF,  obtained processing the burst 

random (left) and sine sweep with DFT (right). 
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Figure 16: Low frequency stabilization diagram and MvMIF, obtained processing the sine sweep 

with RDFT (left) and with the harmonic estimator (right). 

 

6 Concluding remarks 
 
In this work different FRF estimators for sine sweep data were compared by analyzing their accuracy in 
identifying the frequency response functions and the modal parameters. The considered estimation 
methods are the harmonic estimator, single-block Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), frequency averaging 
technique, Welch’s method and Reduced Discrete Fourier Transform (RDFT). Two methods emerged on 
the others: DFT and RDFT. Both estimators are not influenced by the sweep rate. This means that no 
restrictions for the sweep rate are needed: this can lead to important reduction in time testing. Besides, the 
direct DFT leads to modal parameters more similar to the theoretical ones with respect to the other 
methods but the frequency response functions are noisy at high frequency. The RDFT method does not 
provide any noise averaging, but effectively reduces the very fine resolution from the single-block DFT. 
Therefore, essentially the same modal parameters are found in both methods. In practice, RDFT yields the 
frequency response functions and the modal parameters similar to DFT case, but with less computational 
efforts. In the modal test of large aerospace structures, where typically 100-1000 channels are used [18], 
the RDFT could be interesting in order to obtain reliable modal data with acceptable computational efforts 
with respect to the direct DFT method. Although RDFT does not provide an online spectrum estimate like 
the harmonic estimator, the signals can be processed block-by-block during acquisition. From the 
numerical and experimental investigations it can be concluded that the harmonic estimator yields the worst 
results in terms of frequency response functions and modal parameters. For this type of estimator, the 
sweep rate plays an important role because the steady state condition could not be satisfied as the sweep 
rate increases, specially for low damped structure, leading to distorted FRFs with a consequent wrong 
identification of the modal parameters. 
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Modal identification of the structure of an aircraft with the 
LSCF method 
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78 quai Marcel Dassault - CEDEX 300, 92552 Saint Cloud Cedex, France 
email: claire.souty@dassault-aviation.com 

Abstract 
This paper presents the work performed by Dassault Aviation within the EUREKA project FliTE 2 in 
cooperation with IRISA, VUB and other European partners. The aim of this project is to improve the 
quality of flight tests exploitation by developing new modal analysis techniques. 

Actually, ground vibration and flight tests are a crucial phase during the design of an aircraft. They are 
required, for instance, to tune the theoretical models and to clear the flight domain. 

Within this project, a new modal parameter estimation algorithm has been developed based on a Least 
Squares Complex Frequency-domain method (LSCF). It was implemented in Dassault Aviation test 
analysis environment and tested on Dassault aircrafts ground vibration and flight tests. This new modal 
analysis method is called ALAMO (ALgorithm for Aircraft MOdal analysis). This paper presents 
theoretical aspects of the method and experimental validations on both ground vibration and flight tests in 
comparison with Dassault reference tools for modal analysis. 

1 Introduction 

The dynamic behaviour of an aircraft can be predicted with good accuracy thanks to numerical 
calculations. However, ground vibration and flight tests remain essential for validation, adjustment, flight 
domain clearance and certification. Algorithms for modal analysis are required to analyze the tests and 
extract the modal characteristics of the system. In order to improve accuracy in the results and reduce both 
computational time and flight tests duration, new modal analysis techniques have been developed within 
the FliTE 2 project. Dassault Aviation has been involved in the specifications of the new algorithms that 
have been adapted and implemented in Dassault Aviation computing tools. The good results obtained with 
the new method ALAMO are very promising and will soon be used in parallel to Dassault reference modal 
analysis tools for both ground vibration and flight tests. 

2 State of the art in ground vibration and flight tests 

2.1 Ground vibration tests and phase resonance method 

Ground vibration tests are performed before flight tests. The modal characteristics of the structure 
(eigenfrequencies, damping ratios, modal masses and mode shapes) enable to adjust the theoretical models 
and thus to improve the accuracy of the flight tests predictions (flutter, etc.). Today, the phase resonance 
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method is used and consists in exciting the structure thanks to a fixed sine wave delivered by shakers. The 
displacements of the structure are measured by sensors. The frequency of excitation is said to be a good 
estimate of the natural frequency of the natural mode when the output signal (delivered by the 
accelerometers) is in phase quadrature with the input signal (shakers). 

This method is the reference for ground vibrations tests because the results are very accurate and no signal 
processing is required. However, such ground vibration tests are very time consuming as each natural 
mode has to be identified separately (frequency of excitation, position of the shakers, excitation level).  

2.2 Flight tests and phase separation method 

In flight, the control surfaces of the airplane excite the structure of the aircraft over a wide frequency band. 
The sensors record the vibrations of the structure and the displacements of the control surfaces. Post-
treatment consists in computing transfer functions for all sensors and calculating "analytical" transfer 
functions that fits the measured ones. The modal characteristics of the structure are obtained by analyzing 
these "analytical" transfer functions called estimated transfer functions. This method is called phase 
separation method and is much faster to perform than the previous one. However, high quality algorithms 
are required for post-treatment in order to analyze flight test data. The one used today for flight tests is 
based on Prony method and gives good results. However, human analysis and experience are essential to 
interpret the results. 

 

Dassault Aviation is willing to improve its modal analysis tools in order to be competitive for the new 
business aircraft currently under development. The project EUREKA FliTE 2 is the opportunity to 
develop new algorithms for modal analysis together with European partners, and promising results have 
already been obtained. 

3 Requirements and applications 

During flight tests, and particularly during flight envelope clearance, the modal characteristics of the 
structure have to be followed with accuracy in order to evaluate flutter risks. Safety is one of the most 
important topics, especially during flight flutter tests, and thus reliability in the algorithm is of prior 
importance. A good knowledge of the structure characteristics in flight (frequencies, damping ratios, mode 
shapes and operational shapes) is necessary to understand the phenomena and help the user to decide 
whether the flight test can continue or not. Moreover, getting information about the modal characteristics 
of the airplane is very useful for model adjustment. 

The main requirements for modal analysis algorithms are listed below: 

•  ability to take a lot of sensors into account without any selection, 

•  stabilization charts easy to interpret with very few mathematical poles, 

•  very short computational time, 

•  accuracy and reliability, 

•  visualization of mode shapes and operational shapes, 

•  possibility of adding new functionalities in the future if needed. 

Using the phase separation method for ground vibration tests is a way to gain a lot of time while phase 
resonance method can last for a few weeks! Moreover, phase separation method enables control surfaces 
excitation and the use of shakers is no longer required. 
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4 Principle of the algorithm 

Consider an input signal (shaker, control surface rotation) and an output signal (accelerometer), both 

obtained with measurements. Let’s note ( )ωoi
m H ,  the transfer function between the measured input (i ) 

and output (o ) signals. The algorithm consists in identifying the coefficients of an analytical transfer 

function ( )ωoiH ,
ˆ  of the form (1): 
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ke ωω −=Ω )(  and dt the sampling period of the discrete time signal. The capacity of taking into 

account a lot of sensors without any selection is enabled by this weight function that balances the transfer 
functions of each sensor according to its relevance as a function of frequency. 

The coefficients jA  and j
oiB ,  are computed so that the estimated transfer functions ( )ωoiH ,

ˆ  fits best the 

measured ones, that is to minimize the error (2) : 

 ( ))()(ˆ)()( ,,,, koi
m

koikoikoi HHW ωωωωε −=  (2) 

)(, koiW ω  is a weight function computed for each input and output. 

Once the coefficients of the analytical transfer function (1) are computed, the modal frequencies and 
damping ratios are obtained from the roots of the denominator ( )kD ω . Mode shapes and participation 

factors are computed from the numerator ( )koiN ω, . 

5 Modal analysis of Falcon 7X ground vibration tests 

Ground vibration tests have been performed before the first flight of the Falcon 7X (Figure 1). On one 
hand the traditional phase resonance method has been performed. The plane was excited with fixed sine 
waves thanks to shakers, and the response of the structure was measured with 500 sensors approximately. 
Reference and accurate results have been obtained thanks to this method. One the other hand, phase 
separation method has been tested. The control surfaces were used to excite the structure with a sweep 
sine, and the same sensors measured the response of the system. Post-treatment was performed thanks to 
Dassault new modal analysis algorithm ALAMO. 
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Figure 1 : Ground vibration tests on Falcon 7X business jet 

The results obtained with the two methods are presented and compared below. The symmetrical modes 
will be presented, corresponding to the stabilizer excitation for the phase separation method. 

In a first step, the algorithm is run over the whole frequency range to analyze in order to have an overview 
of the modes distribution over the frequencies. Figure 2 shows the stabilization chart with the measured 
and estimated transfer functions over the whole frequency band. 

 

Figure 2 : Stabilization chart, measured (black) and 
estimated (green) transfer functions 

Restricted Data 
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The algorithm offers the ability to perform the identification over a reduced frequency band selected by 
the user (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 : Stabilization chart on a reduced frequency band 

Modal frequencies and damping ratios are computed with the ALAMO algorithm. The results are very 
coherent of the results obtained with the phase resonance method. 

Mode shapes are also computed for two of the four modes identified previously with both methods. They 
are compared on Figure 4 and Figure 5 below. The positive displacements are represented with green 
vectors and negative displacements with red ones. Displacements along the y- and z-axis are respectively 
displayed on the top and bottom figures. 

MODE = 230 FREQ. = 7.565 Hz MAS
 

Figure 4 : Mode shapes (mode 2) - ALAMO (left) and phase resonance method (right) 

Restricted Data 
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Figure 5 : Mode shapes (mode 3) - ALAMO (left) and phase resonance method (right) 

6 Modal analysis of Rafale flight tests 

Flight tests have recently been performed on Rafale in heavy configuration (Figure 6). The aircraft was 
excited with its own control surfaces, and around 20 accelerometers were positioned on the structure to 
record the vibrations. Dassault Aviation modal analysis method was performed and reference results were 
obtained. In a second step, the new ALAMO algorithm was run and its results were compared to the 
reference. 

 

Figure 6 : Dassault Rafale military aircraft in heavy configuration 

Figure 7 presents the stabilization chart obtained with the ALAMO algorithm, as well as the measured and 
estimated transfer functions of one particular sensor. Although the data is provided from flight tests, the 
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stabilization chart is very clear and there are no mathematical poles. The stabilization chart obtained with 
the reference method used by Dassault is shown on Figure 8. 

  

Figure 7 : ALAMO - Stabilization chart, measured (black) and 
estimated (green) transfer functions 

 

Figure 8 : Dassault reference method for modal analysis 
Stabilization chart 

Modal frequencies and damping ratios are computed with the ALAMO algorithm and gives very good 
results. 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 present the mode shapes computed by ALAMO. Mode shapes enable the user to 
name the modes and to analyze phenomena such as modes coupling or exchange. They can also be used 
for model adjustment. 
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MODE = 1 FREQ. = 5.448 Hz MASS = 0.000 M2Kg

Real part Imaginary part 

 

Figure 9 : Mode shapes computed with ALAMO algorithm (mode 1) 

 

Figure 10 : Mode shapes computed with ALAMO algorithm (mode 2) 

7 Conclusion 

A new algorithm for modal analysis called ALAMO has been developed in the frame of the EUREKA 
FliTE 2 project and integrated into Dassault Aviation test analysis environment. Validations have been 
performed on both aircraft ground vibration and flight tests. The results obtained with this new method 
have been validated with reference results coming either from phase resonance method or from the actual 
modal analysis tools used by Dassault. 

 

 

Real part Imaginary part 
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The new method offers the following advantages: 

•  no selection of sensors is required (algorithm tested up to 500 sensors), 

•  stabilization charts are extremely clear and easy to interpret, 

•  computational time is very short (a few seconds), 

•  mode shapes can be visualized, 

•  the algorithm complies with Dassault computational environment and is flexible. 

This method is very promising and is currently tested at Dassault flight test centre in parallel to the 
reference tools for modal analysis. After this series of validations, it is planned to industrialize the 
ALAMO algorithm in preparation for the ground vibration and flight tests of Dassault new business jet 
currently under development. 
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Realistic simulation of flutter flight tests
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Abstract

In the framework of the FLITE 2 project, identification algorithms were developed in order to monitor the
evolution of the aeroelastic modes of an aircraft during flutter flight tests. Simulated data were required to
evaluate and compare the algorithms and also to test their ability to detect the onset of flutter.
This paper describes how this simulation was carried out. It presents the model used to simulate the aeroelas-
tic behaviour of the aircraft. A realistic simulation of the in-flight disturbances was also needed to evaluate
the identification algorithms in conditions similar to operational conditions. The modeling and simulation of
these perturbations constitute another essential feature of this paper. The last point of the article is devoted
to the design of appropriate excitation signals.

1 Introduction

Flutter tests represent a major stage in the certification procedure of a new aircraft. The objectives are to
demonstrate the absence of instability throughout the flight envelop and to check the compliance of the
aircraft actual behaviour with predicted aeroelastic models.

For the time being, AIRBUS flutter tests consist in applying calibrated excitations to the aircraft structure for
a set of predefined flight conditions where the speed and the altitude of the aircraft are maintained constant.

In the framework of the TRAMPOLINE working group of the FLITE 2 project, a new scenario was devised
in collaboration with AIRBUS in order to reduce the duration of the flutter tests and consequently their cost.
The objective for the academic partners was to develop identification algorithms adapted to this new testing
procedure. Simulated data were therefore required to evaluate and compare these algorithms.

This paper describes how the simulation was carried out. It is organized as follows. The first section is de-
voted to the context of the simulation, i.e the new scenario and the attendant requirements for the simulation.
The global organization of the simulation is presented in the second section. The following three sections
are dedicated to the description of the most important aspects of the simulation: the aeroelastic model, the
simulation of in-flight perturbations, the simulation of calibrated flutter tests.

2 Context of the simulation

2.1 A new scenario for flutter testing

Current flight tests are composed of several series of tests performed at stabilized flight points, i.e. at constant
Mach number M and conventional speed Vc in order to explore the whole flight envelop of an aircraft.
As illustrated in the upper part of Figure 1, each series is performed at a constant Mach number M with
increasing values of Vc. The current testing protocol is based on a few sine-sweep tests that are interspersed
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Figure 1: TRAMPOLINE scenario for flutter surveillance

with pulse tests performed at intermediate speeds. Though these latter tests provide less accurate mode
estimates, they are used because of their much shorter duration.

According to AIRBUS, as flutter is a critical and hazardous phenomenon, flutter flight tests will always
include calibrated excitation tests performed at a few stabilized flight points. The idea of the TRAMPOLINE
scenario (TRAcking Modal Parameters OnLINE), illustrated by the lower part of figure 1, is to replace the
intermediate pulse tests by a uniformly accelerated phase where the evolution of the modal parameters would
be monitored continuously. This accelerated phase is called the transition phase between two stabilized
points. This procedure would lead to a substantial reduction of the overall duration of the flutter tests.

2.2 Objectives of the TRAMPOLINE working group

So the objective for the academic partners was to devise identification algorithms that could perform a con-
tinuous tracking of the aeroelastic modes during the transition phases.

Two categories of methods were investigated:
• output-only methods which do not require any experimental excitation.
• input-output methods designed to process flight tests with exogenous excitations.

In the first case, the aircraft structure is only excited by operational disturbances. Most of the methods studied
in the FLITE 1 project were output-only methods. In the second case, additional well-defined excitation
signals are applied to the aircraft control surfaces.

Flight tests are actually affected by two types of operational perturbations. The measurements are corrupted
by a permanent background noise which is mainly due to the aerodynamic flow around the aircraft. The
other type of perturbation is the air turbulence which is produced by disturbances in the atmosphere the
aircraft is flying through. These disturbances occur sporadically as wind gusts and areas of air agitation
are encountered by the aircraft. Studies performed in the framework of the FLITE 1 project showed that
turbulence is a very efficient means to excite the aircraft structure.

To evaluate the two categories of identification methods on the TRAMPOLINE scenario, three flight condi-
tions were retained for the transition phases:
• quiet operational conditions, i.e. background noise only
• turbulent operational conditions : background noise and turbulence gusts
• experimental conditions : background noise and calibrated excitations

Though turbulence is not an acceptable way to test an aircraft since the occurrence of gusts is quite unpre-
dictable, it was introduced in the scenario as a logical continuation of the FLITE 1 project where this case
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was studied. But one of the main goals of the FLITE 2 project was to investigate whether the aircraft modes
can be identified in quiet operational conditions which is the most common case. For the experimental con-
ditions, the efficiency of various excitation signals was addressed by the selection of two signals described
in section 6.

The global objective of the TRAMPOLINE working group is then to inquire about the feasibility to track the
aeroelastic modes during the transition phases in the three aforementioned conditions. Stated differently, the
goal is to evaluate the quality of the identified modes for the three selected flight conditions and to determine
if this level of quality is sufficient for flutter surveillance and industrial applications.

2.3 Requirements for the simulation

Simulated data are the only way to assess the TRAMPOLINE scenario because no flight data are currently
available for this new testing procedure. As compared to real flight tests, a simulation also allows a more
precise analysis since the true modal parameters are known. The various flight conditions mentioned above
can be easily generated and also fairly compared by using the same background noise sequence. Moreover
the ability of the algorithms to detect the occurrence of flutter can safely be tested by performing an appro-
priate simulation of flutter onset. It is however essential that the simulated data realistically replicate real
flight test data.

As compared to conventional simulations, the first innovative feature of this study concerns the simulation of
the aeroelastic behaviour of an aircraft during an accelerated flight phase. The simulation should also simu-
late various phenomenons : the background noise, the aircraft response to turbulence gusts and to calibrated
excitations. The first two ones are random phenomenons. Stochastic characterizations are therefore needed
in order to accurately mimic real measurements. These characterizations were determined by the analysis of
flight test data as described in section 5.

In summary, the innovative requirements of the simulation presented in this paper are:
• the simulation of an aeroelastic behaviour during an accelerated flight phase
• the simulation of random in-flight perturbations : background noise, aircraft response to turbulence

3 General organization of the simulation

The development of the simulation was greatly oriented by the structure of the aeroelastic model that was
provided by AIRBUS. The model used in the FLITE 2 project does not actually correspond to a real aircraft:
the modal parameters were modified both for industrial confidentiality reasons and for simulating a flutter
case.

As shown in figure 2, this aeroelastic model constitutes the central piece of the simulation tool. This is
a linear model derived for a given Mach number M from a finite element modeling of the aircraft. It is
parametrized by the conventional speed Vc and includes two types of input:
• the deflections of the control surfaces
• the components of the turbulence speeds

The truthfulness of this model was assumed in the simulation because it was not possible to check its repre-
sentativeness as it does not correspond to a real aircraft.

As depicted in figure 2 and detailed in the forthcoming sections, other elements must be introduced and
adequately tuned for a precise simulation:
• the dynamics of the actuators must be taken into account.
• spectra of the spatial distribution of the turbulence are needed for generating consistent wind compo-

nents.
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Figure 2: General organization of the simulation

It will also be shown later that the background noise is actually composed of three contributions:
• a high frequency noise.
• a low-level turbulence component
• the aircraft response to piloting actions

4 The aeroelastic model

The first subsection concerns the physical definition of the aeroelastic model. The second one describes the
associated state-space form which is more appropriate to modal analysis and numerical integration. The third
subsection presents the integration method that was adopted to efficiently simulate this time-variant system.

4.1 The model definition

The aeroelastic equations define the time evolution of the vector q(t) of the structure generalized displace-
ments by the second-order differential equation 1. The left-hand side of this equation concerns the structural
efforts while the right-hand side is the sum of various external forces. The vector of the measurements Z(t)
depends linearly on q(t) and its first and second derivatives according to equation 2.

M q̈(t) + (A+G) q̇(t) +K q(t) = Fa(t) + Fc(t) + Ft(t) (1)

Z(t) = Φ


q(t)

q̇(t)

q̈(t)

 (2)
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q(t) : Vector of the generalized displacements

M, A, K : Structural mass, damping and stiffness.

G : Gyroscopic terms due to the engines

Fa(t) : Unsteady aerodynamic forces

Fc(t) : Control surface forces function of the deflections δ(t)

Ft(t) : Turbulence forces function of the wind speeds W (t)

For a given Mach numberM, the external forces are interpolated in the frequency domain using the Roger
rational approximation [1]:

Fa(s) = pdyn

(
Pa,0 + Pa,1 s+ Pa,2 s

2 +
5∑

i=1

Ra,i
s

s+ γa,i

)
q(s) (3)

Fc(s) = pdyn

(
Pc,0 + Pc,1 s+ Pc,2 s

2 +
5∑

i=1

Rc,i
s

s+ γc,i

)
δ(s) (4)

Ft(s) = pdyn

(
Pt,0 + Pt,1 s +

12∑
i=1

Rt,i
s

s+ γt,i

)
W (s)
Vtas

(5)

where s = s/Vtas is the reduced Laplace variable while s is the conventional Laplace variable. In these
equations, pdyn denotes the dynamic pressure and Vtas the true airspeed. The coefficients Pa,i, Pc,i Pt,i and
Ra,i, Rc,i Rt,i are computed by the Roger method for a given Mach numberM. The modes γa,i, γc,i γt,i

correspond to aerodynamic delays.

4.2 The state-space form

For given Mach number M and conventional speed Vc, one can compute the quantities pdyn, Vtas needed
in equations 3–5. Thus, for a fixed M, equations 1 and 2 can be recast into a conventional state-space
representation where the state matrices are parametrized by Vc:

Ẋ = A(Vc) X +Bc(Vc) δ +Bt(Vc) W (6)

Z = C(Vc) X +Dc(Vc) δ +Dt(Vc) W (7)
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Figure 3: Structure of the state matrix A

In the model of the TRAMPOLINE scenario, the size of the state is equal to 328. The state matrix A has a
specific structure depicted by the sparsity pattern in figure 3. It includes 42 structural modes and 244 delay
modes. The input vector δ(t) is composed of the deflection of left and right ailerons and their first and second
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derivatives and of the wind components1 and their first derivative. Thirteen measurements were simulated
for the TRAMPOLINE scenario.

From the state equation 6, the variation of the modal parameters with respect to Vc can be computed. For the
model used for the TRAMPOLINE simulation, these quantities are depicted in figure 5 which only include
the modes below 6 Hz between 330 kts and 360 kts. We can notice that some modes have quite close
frequencies and that the mode number 4 evolves towards instability.

4.3 Numerical integration

The initial objective for integrating the model described by equations 6 and 7 was to use the same sampling
rate as the one used for flight tests, i.e. 128 Hz. Vc can then be considered constant between two sampling
time and a straightforward way to integrate equation 6 is to compute the associated discrete form. However
this approach proved to be quite time consuming as it requires the computation of the exponentials of a large
matrix at each sampling time.
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Figure 4: Modes of an aeroelastic model

In order to alleviate the computational load, other integration methods that do not rely on matrix exponentials
have to be considered such as the Runge-Kutta methods [2, 3, 4]. However, the order of the integration
method must be chosen appropriately so to achieve a compromise between the computation load and the
mode distortion induced by the method. It is actually essential that the alteration of the modal parameters be
negligible since they are the quantities to be identified.

At the flutter speed, the system modes are depicted in figure 4. One can notice two groups of modes:
• 42 lightly damped modes which correspond to the physical aeroelastic modes.
• 86 aperiodic modes and 79 modes highly damped modes which are related to aerodynamic delays.

According to the study presented in [5], a third order Runge-Kutta would be sufficient for the integration the
sole aeroelastic modes. But, for the aerodynamic delays modes, a fifth order method is not sufficient. The
accurate simulation of the system thus requires to increase the sampling frequency. If the sampling rate is
doubled to 256 Hz, the fourth order procedure is then suitable for the integration of the model.

A 256 Hz sampling rate and a fourth order Runge-Kutta method were then used to integrate the aeroelastic
model. In order to speed up the computation, the sparsity of the state matrices as depicted in figure 3 for
the matrix A was taken into account in the implementation of the simulation. The simulation of a 5 minute
transition phase requires about 13 min on a 1 GHz Sun workstation. In a subsequent step, the simulated
measurements are decimated at the 32 Hz rate required for the TRAMPOLINE tracking application.

1For some unknown reason, the turbulence component along the z-axis was missing in Airbus model.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the modal parameters during the transition phase
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5 In-flight perturbations

As stated in section 2.2, one can distinguish two types of perturbations : the air turbulence and the back-
ground noise. Turbulence is a well-studied phenomenon in aeronautics. All the elements necessary for
simulating the response of the aircraft to turbulence gusts are available : the aeroelastic model described in
section 4 incorporates an input for the wind components; in the literature [6, 7, 8] one can also find analytical
expressions of the turbulence spatial spectra. Finally, the intensity of these spectra can be tuned with real
flight data.

On the contrary, little information is available for the background noise. Anyhow this aspect is quite impor-
tant for the simulation since this noise permanently affects the measurements. It is therefore essential in a
first step to characterize this noise.

5.1 Characterization of the background noise

Concerning this noise, a few questions can be asked:
• Does it share any similarity with turbulence ?
• Can it provide any information about the aeroelastic modes ?
• How does it evolve with the conventional speed Vc ?

The second question is of major importance for output-only identification. If this background noise does
not include any information on the aeroelastic behaviour of the aircraft, it is hopeless to try to identify the
modes in quiet operational conditions. The answer to the last question is necessary for the simulation of the
transition phase where Vc increases.

5.1.1 Dependency of the background noise on Vc

Several tests performed at the same Mach number with different values of Vc were analyzed. Power spectral
densities 2 PSDs were computed from time intervals where no excitation was applied. Figure 6 give a typical
illustration of the PSDs of a measurement for four values of Vc. We can notice that these densities are nearly
identical. The constancy of the PSDs with Vc is also confirmed by the evolution standard deviations with Vc.
Except for a few measurements, no real tendency can be observed.

The shape of these PSDs also reveals resonances indicating that this signal includes information about struc-
tural modes.

2The periodogram [9] method was used since those time intervals are generally short.
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Figure 7: Comparison between quiet and turbulent flight conditions

5.1.2 Comparison with turbulence

The comparison of PSDs between a quiet flight period and a turbulent one3 is illustrated in figure 7. It shows
that the general shape of the two PSDs is very similar. They have comparable resonances. The only different
is the level which is of course higher for the turbulent period up to 45 Hz approximately.

From these observations, one can infer that two main conclusions. First the background noise is similar to
turbulence but with a lower intensity. So an approach similar to turbulence can be used to simulate it though,
as described hereafter, other contributions should also be considered. The second essential point is that,
similarly to turbulence, the background noise incorporates information about the response of the aeroelastic
modes but at a smaller level.

5.2 Simulation of the perturbations

If the major part of the background noise can be considered as a low intensity turbulence, one must also
take into account other aspects to simulate this noise. As illustrated by figure 8, three contributions were
considered. Each of them concerns a specific frequency band:
• the response of the aircraft to piloting actions at low frequencies
• the response of the aircraft to a permanent low-level turbulence at intermediate frequencies.

This contribution is called the “aeroelastic noise”
• high-frequency perturbations

These latter are intended to encompass all the disturbing phenomenons that occur above the frequency band
of interest for the TRAMPOLINE application. The following paragraphs describe how these three compo-
nents were simulated. The “aeroelastic noise” description covers both the contribution to the background
noise and the aircraft response to turbulence.

5.2.1 Piloting actions

The correct way to simulate the effect of piloting inputs on the accelerometric measurements would be
to consider a flight dynamics model of the aircraft and to simulate the pilot’s action on the stick or the
commands generated by the flight control system. A simpler approach was adopted in order to replicate
two aspects of this contribution : its spectral density and its correlation between the measurements. The
following procedure was used:

3As the turbulent period was longer, the Welch procedure [10] was used to smooth the PSDs.
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• Random Markov processes meant to mimic the pilot actions in the Cartesian directions were generated.
The order and the cut–off frequencies of these processes were estimated from real flight data.
• The level of the contribution of these processes on each sensor was determined by the analysis of flight

data.

5.2.2 Aeroelastic noise

For the simulation of the aircraft response to turbulence, the turbulence inputs of the aeroelastic model were
used presuming that they produce a realistic behaviour of the aircraft in turbulent conditions.

The Wx and Wy components of turbulence were generated according to the von Karman spectra [6, 7, 8]
given by

ΦWx(ω) =
σ2

x

π

2 Lx

V

1(
1 + (a Lx

ω
V )2
)5/6

(8)

ΦWy(ω) =
σ2

y

π

Ly

V

1 + 8
3 (a Ly

ω
V )2(

1 + (a Ly
ω
V )2
)11/6

(9)

The quantities Lx and Ly are the spatial scales4 of turbulence and a is a constant defined such that the
integrals of the above expressions w.r.t ω are equal to the variances σ2

x and σ2
y .

The standard deviations σx and σy were estimated from real flight data. For the background noise, satisfac-
tory results were obtained. However, for turbulent conditions, difficulties were encountered in finding values
for which the levels of the fluctuations on the simulated measurements were in accordance with real flight
data. This might be due to some lack of representativity of this modified aeroelastic model or to the fact that
the Wz is missing in the AIRBUS model. A compromise was achieved by adopting, for σx and σy, values
four times greater than the ones used for the background noise.

5.2.3 High frequency noise

This noise is supposed to simulate the various disturbances in the high frequencies, i.e. above the frequency
band specified for the TRAMPOLINE problem. A simple Gaussian noise sequence was used for each mea-
surement with a standard deviation determined from real data.

4The values recommended in the references were used: Lx = Ly = 2500 ft.
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6 Calibrated tests

For simulating the aircraft response to calibrated excitation applied to the control surfaces, we first need a
model of the actuators. Then, appropriate excitation signals must be defined.

6.1 Actuator dynamic model

The model proposed by AIRBUS is a second-order linear model. But, from practical experience, we know
that the actuator dynamics is non–linear especially for pulse tests. As depicted in figure 9, the actual deflec-
tion of an aileron is highly dependent on the sign and on the amplitude of the pulse input signal. As it might
have a significant impact on the results of identification methods, an accurate simulation of this behaviour is
desirable. Anyhow, it would require a much more complex modeling which would take into account various
aspects such as the actuator torque limitation, the aerodynamic hinge moment on the control surface, the
control law of the actuator.
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Figure 9: Actual response of the aileron actuator to a pulse excitation

It was then decided to keep the linear model though the comparisons with true deflections show that the
model response is most of the times “optimistic”.

6.2 Selection of the excitation signals

This selection was guided by the same approach used nowadays for the flight tests which are based on two
types of excitations: sine-sweep and pulses. The sine-sweep signal covers exactly the frequency range of
interest and allows a precise identification of the modes of the aircraft. On the other hand, pulse tests are
much shorter and their goal is more to assess the global stability of the aircraft than the accurate identification
of the modes.

Experience also shows that identification methods can behave quite differently depending whether the excita-
tion signal is persistent or intermittent. So the other objective for this selection was to evaluate the behaviour
of the identification algorithms for these two types of excitation.

This led us to consider two excitations for the transition phases of the TRAMPOLINE scenario:
• a pulse series applied on a single aileron
• two multi-sine applied symmetrically and anti-symmetrically on both ailerons
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6.2.1 Pulse series

For simplicity purposes, this excitation is applied on a single aileron so as to excite simultaneously symmet-
rical and anti-symmetrical modes. During the transition phase, one pulse is issued every 20 s.

6.2.2 Multi-sine excitation

Sine-sweeps could also have been used during the transition phase. Anyhow the policy at AIRBUS is to
reduce the number of sweep tests because they are associated with the notion of lengthy and costly tests. In
order to gain the acceptance of the test teams, multi-sine signals are proposed.

Similarly to sine-sweeps, they concentrate the excitation energy on the sole frequency band of interest. In the
time domain, they also present the appearance of random signals which could be assimilated to a “calibrated
turbulence”.

The basic period of the multi-sine was chosen equal to the period of the pulse series: 20 s. The multi-
sine signals were computed by the clipping algorithm [11] over the 0.5–6 Hz frequency band specified for
TRAMPOLINE.

7 Results and conclusion

The comparison between simulated and real measurements is only possible for tests performed at a constant
speed. This is illustrated for a few measurements in figure 10. Of course, as the modes of the real and
simulated modal are different, their responses are also different. But the global visual aspect of the aircraft
response and of the noise on the measurements is quite similar.

Figure 11 depicts the simulation for an accelerated phase for the case of quiet operational conditions (back-
ground noise). The evolution of the associated modal parameters are plotted above in figure 5. The time
when the model becomes unstable is indicated by a red dashed line. Even without any external excitation,
this instability is quite evident of some measurements. So, even for this case without any external excitation,
the flutter onset should be detectable by the identification algorithms.

The previous examples demonstrate the realism of the simulation. One of the main findings of this study is
the characterization of the background noise which showed that this noise includes contributions from the
aeroelastic modes. This opens the possibility to identify the modes in standard operational conditions.

Anyhow, the simulation could be improved on several points. First the representativeness of the turbulent
model should be checked and improved with an aeroelastic model corresponding to a real aircraft and with a
full turbulence input vector.

Secondly, this simulation is not generic but very specific of an aircraft and of the flight conditions. That is to
say that real flight data are needed in the same flying conditions to tune the various noise parameters.

Finally, the simulation does not incorporate any of the non-linear phenomenons that significantly affect real
data. In section 6.1, we showed that a more sophisticated non-linear model should be adopted for simulating
the actuator behaviour. Other phenomena not mentioned in the paper should also be simulated: calibration
inaccuracies, harmonics, measuring device failures, limit cycle oscillations, ...
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Abstract
Flutter monitoring is stated as a statistical hypothesis testing problem. This results in an on-line flutter onset
detection algorithm that combines a subspace-based residual with the CUSUM test statistics to monitor a
flutter instability indicator (damping, flutter margin...). In this paper, this flutter monitoring approach is
adjusted to get rid of conservative decisions through using a parametric residual built from a modal signature
(modes and mode-shapes) predicted near the critical zone. Indeed, the modal signature is estimated using
a flutter prediction algorithm based on fitting a quasi-steady aeroelastic model. The fitting procedure uses
modal estimation at current and past flight speeds without a-priori knowledge of model parameters. The
predicted signature is updated at each selected flight speed and the detection test takes account of prediction
and monitors the flutter onset until the next flight speed. This approach is illustrated with flutter simulator
data in the acceleration phase.

1 Introduction

In the framework of the flight envelope expansion of new or modified aircraft prototypes, many techniques
were developed for the monitoring of the destructive instability phenomenon of flutter. Time and frequency
domain modal identification approaches have been extensively applied on noisy flight data for the estimation
of flutter criteria such as damping coefficient or flutter margin [15]. New flutter monitoring techniques are
mainly data-based and model-based approaches. One of the most popular is the flutterometer [10] that incor-
porates flight data in a model-based µ method for a robust flutter prediction taking account of uncertainties.
Interesting evaluation studies of some flutter monitoring techniques are reported in [9, 5].

The flutter monitoring approach, detailed in [11], is stated as a statistical hypotheses testing that results in
an on-line flutter onset detection algorithm. Using an output-only subspace-based identification method, a
residual is built from modal structure under the hypothesis of constant modal parameters for a reference
airspeed and significant modal parameters changes for airspeeds close to flutter. The on-line algorithm
combines the residual with the CUSUM test statistics to monitor a flutter instability indicator (damping,
flutter margin...).

The flutter monitoring test reacts w.r.t a reference modal state built from data at a safe airspeed far enough
from the flutter. By this way, the detection of the flutter onset could be conservative and misleading as it
occurs for safe airspeeds well below the flutter airspeed. An appropriate test reaction would be possible for a
reference estimated close to flutter, but the obvious problem is that no reference data can be considered for a
critical airspeed in practice. The flutter monitoring approach in [11] has been adjusted to solve this problem
through using only the modal structure signature (modes and mode-shapes) for the reference state instead of
using both signature and data as in [16]. The critical modal signature is estimated with a prediction technique
based on the extrapolation of modal estimates described in a companion paper [4].
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, the subspace-based residual using critical modal signature
is developed. The on-line CUSUM algorithm for flutter detection using this residual is detailed in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the flutter monitoring strategy used in the flight flutter testing that combines the prediction
technique and the on-line detection algorithm. Experimental results on simulated data are discussed in
Section 4.

2 Subspace-based residual with critical reference

Given sensors measurements Y , the vibration-based structural monitoring problem is studied as monitoring
the eigenstructure of the state transition matrix F of a linear dynamic system:

{
Xk+1 = F Xk + Vk+1

Yk = H Xk
(1)

namely the roots (λ, Φλ) of : det(F − λI) = 0, (F − λI) Φλ = 0.

Let the (λ, ϕλ)’s be stacked into: θ
∆=

(
Λ

vecΦ

)
, where Λ is the vector whose elements are the eigenval-

ues λ, Φ is the matrix whose columns are the mode-shapes ϕλ
∆= HΦλ’s, and vec is the column stacking

operator. The critical modal signature is designed by θf and is predicted using a batch procedure.

The flutter detection principle consists of testing for each new data sample possible deviations of the system
toward instability w.r.t the critical reference θf . These deviations can be characterized by a residual associ-
ated with the output-only covariance driven subspace-based identification algorithm based on the subspace
interpretation of the SVD of the empirical Hankel matrix Ĥf

p+1,q (p + 1 block rows and q block columns)
filled with covariances computed on reference data. The observability matrix is defined in modal basis as:

Op+1(θ) =


Φ

Φ∆
...

Φ∆p

 (2)

where ∆ = diag(Λ).

Any new empirical Hankel matrix Ĥp+1,q of covariances computed on current data corresponds to the critical
modal signature θf if and only-if it has the same left kernel space than the observability matrix Op+1(θf ).
The critical signature can then be characterized by:

U(θf )T Ĥf
p+1,q = 0 (3)

where the left kernel U(θf ) is an orthonormal matrix such:

U(θf )TOp+1(θf ) = 0 (4)

The residual corresponding to (3) writes [1]:

ζn(θf ) =
√

n vec
(
U(θf )T Ĥp+1,q

)
(5)

Considering θn the actual modal signature corresponding of the current output data Yn. Testing if θn = θf

holds true or not – or equivalently deciding that residual ζn is significantly different from zero – can be
achieved with a statistical local approach by assuming close hypotheses:

H0 : θn = θf and H1 : θn = θf + Υ/
√

n (6)
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where vector Υ is unknown, but fixed.

Monitoring the sensitivity of the residual to modal changes relative to uncertainties and noise requires the
definition of the mean deviation (Jacobian) and covariance matrices:

Jn(θf , θn) ∆= −1/
√

n ∂/∂θn Eθn ζn(θf ) (7)

Σn(θf , θn) ∆= Eθn(ζn(θf ) ζT
n (θf )) (8)

where Eθn is the expectation when the actual modal signature is θn. Provided that Σn(θf , θn) is positive
definite, and for all Υ, the residual ζn in (5) is asymptotically Gaussian distributed when assuming θn as in
(6):

Σ−1/2
n (θf , θn) (ζn(θf )− Jn(θf , θn)Υ)

n →∞→ N (0, I) (9)

Thus a deviation Υ 6= 0 in the modal signature θn is reflected into a change in the mean value of the
residual ζn.

A scale-normalized residual can be considered:

ζn(θf ) ∆= Jn(θf , θn)T Σ−1
n (θf , θn) ζn(θn) (10)

From (9), ζn(θf ) is asymptotically Gaussian:

Σ−1/2
n (θf , θn)

(
ζn(θf )− Σn(θf , θn)Υ

)
n →∞→ N (0, I) (11)

where Σn(θf , θn) ∆= Jn(θf , θn)T Σ−1
n (θf , θn)Jn(θf , θn). Given that Σn(θf , θn) is positive definite, the

change in the mean value of the normalized residual ζn(θf ) is of the same sign than the modal signature
deviation Υ.

Let Ĵn(θf , θn) and Σ̂n(θf , θn) be consistent estimates of Jn(θf , θn) and Σn(θf , θn), and assume that
Jn(θf , θn) is full column rank. These matrices are computed recursively for each new data. Computation
details are given in the Appendix A.

3 On-line flutter detection

Instead of covariance, a data-driven computation for the normalized residual ζn(θf ) is considered. Assuming
n > p + q, the data-driven form of Hankel matrix writes:

Ĥn
p+1,q ' 1/n

n−p∑
i=q

Y+
i,p+1Y−T

i,q (12)

where: Y+
k,p+1

∆=

 Yk

...
Yk+p

, Y−
k,q

∆=

 Yk

...
Yk−q+1

.

The normalized residual ζn(θf ) writes as the cumulative sum:

ζn(θf ) '
n−p∑
k=q

Zk(θf )/
√

n (13)

where:
Zk(θf ) ∆= Ĵk(θf , θk)T Σ̂−1

k (θf , θk) vec(S(θf )TY+
k,p+1Y−T

k,q ) (14)
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From (11) and (13),
∑n−p

k=q Zk(θf )/
√

n is asymptotically Gaussian distributed, with zero mean under H0

and Σk(θf , θn)1/2Υ under H1. It is assumed as in [3] that for n large enough and k = 1, ..., n, the sample-
based residual Zk(θf ) are also asymptotically Gaussian distributed with zero mean under the reference, and
the Zk(θf )’s are independent. Furthermore, a change in θk is reflected into a change in the mean vector of
Zk(θf ). The asymptotic properties of Zk(θf ) are satisfied whatever the Jacobian involved in (14) is. In the
flutter detection context, the residual should be sensitive for damping coefficients deviations. The Jacobian
of the modal signature θf w.r.t the corresponding vector of modal damping coefficients ϑf writes for each
sample k:

Ĵk(ϑf , θk) = Ĵ (θf , θk)Ĵθf ϑf
(15)

The flutter monitoring algorithm in [11] consists on running statistical tests for each mode to detect the
instant where one damping coefficient ρ̄ decreases below a critical value ρ̄f . The hypotheses to be tested
write: {

H̃0 : ρ̄ ≥ ρ̄f

H̃1 : ρ̄ < ρ̄f

(16)

The residual Zk(ρ̄f ) sensitive to the deviation of the damping coefficient ρ̄ is a scalar obtained by selecting
the corresponding column in Ĵk(ϑf , θk):

Zk(ρ̄f ) ∆= Ĵk(ϑf , θk)T Σ̂−1
k (θf , θk) vec(S(θf )TY+

k,p+1Y−T
k,q ) (17)

The hypothesis H̃1 is decided whenever a modal damping coefficient decreases below its critical corre-
sponding value in the vector ϑf . Typically, only one or two modes are involved in the generation of flutter
mechanism and other modes in the vector ϑf have no indication of the system evolution to instability. Thus,
decisions in favor of the hypothesis H̃1 for modes non-involved in the flutter may not indicate instability
when the damping coefficient decreases below its reference value in ϑf . Such decisions can occur in stable
flight points, e.g. for a damping coefficient that increases as the system goes along instability. In order to
avoid these false alarms, the hypothesis H̃1 should be considered as the decrease of the damping coefficient
below the minimum value in ϑf . The hypotheses to be tested write then:{

H̃0 : ρ̄ ≥ ρ?
f

H̃1 : ρ̄ < ρ?
f

(18)

where ρ?
f = min {ρ̄f , ρ̄f ∈ ϑf}. The column of Ĵk(ϑf , θk) corresponding to ρ?

f is selected to build the
residual Zk(ρ?

f ).

For an online testing between hypotheses H̃0 et H̃1, the CUSUM test [2] is used to detect the deviations of ρ̄
w.r.t the critical value ρ?

f through monitoring the mean value of Zk(ρ?
f ). The test writes:

Sn(ρ?
f ) =

n−p∑
k=q

Σ−1/2
k (θf , θk)Zk(ρ?

f )

Tn(ρ?
f ) = max

q≤k≤n−p
Sk(ρ?

f ) (19)

gn(ρ?
f ) = Tn(ρ?

f )− Sn(ρ?
f )

For a fixed threshold γ, the hypotheses (18) are decided according to the following rule:{
H̃0 : gn(ρ?

f ) < γ

H̃1 : gn(ρ?
f ) ≥ γ

(20)
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4 Flutter monitoring using physical model

The modal signature θf that constitutes the critical reference of the flutter detection algorithm previously
described, can be estimated with model-based prediction approaches. In fact, flutter prediction using physical
model has been deeply studied in the literature. The p − k method [8] has firstly been developed to predict
the flutter entirely from the analytical model. This method has shown some limits due to the unmodeled
dynamics of the aircraft. Flight data have been used to improve prediction accuracy through updating models.
Model updating techniques use mainly optimization methods such as the quasi-Newton method in [14] and
Gauss-Newton method [13] to update the aerodynamic forces. The method proposed in [12] gives a flutter
testing procedure based on the experimental identification of the model. The technique followed in this
paper for the prediction of θf is based on the extrapolation of the coefficients of the system characteristic
polynomial [4]. Consider the quasi-steady aeroelastic model:

Mq̈ + (D + V B)q̇ + (K + V 2C)q = 0 (21)

where q is the generalized coordinates vector, M the inertial matrix, D the damping matrix, K the stiffness
matrix, B the aerodynamic damping matrix, C the aerodynamic stiffness matrix, and V the airspeed. The
Laplace transform of (21) writes:[

Ms2 + (D + V B)s + (K + V 2C)
]
q(s) = 0 (22)

The eigenvalues are the roots of the system characteristic equation:

det
[
Ms2 + (D + V B)s + (K + V 2C)

]
= 0 (23)

Assuming the system is 2m order, Eq.(23) results in the following polynomial:

a2m(V )s2m + a2m−1(V )s2m−1 + . . . + a1(V )s + a0(V ) =
2m∑
i=0

ai(V )si = 0 (24)

where each coefficient ai is a 2m− i order polynomial of the airspeed V :

ai(V ) =
2m−i∑
k=0

ck,iV
k (25)

Eq.(25) can be put in the following matrix form:

[
V 0 V 1 . . . V 2m

]


c0,2m c0,2m−1 . . . c0,0

0 c1,2m−1 . . . c1,0
... 0

. . .
...

0 0 . . . c2m,0

 =
[
a2m a2m−1 . . . a0

]
(26)

From the knowledge of the coefficients ck,i, the ai values can be computed for each airspeed and the system
roots at the instability can be deduced. Thus, this procedure is applied for a set of flight points {V1, ..., Vj}
and that yields in:

V 0
1 V 1

1 . . . V 2m
1

V 0
2 V 1

2 . . . V 2m
2

...
. . .

...
V 0

j V 1
j . . . V 2m

j




c0,2m c0,2m−1 . . . c0,0

0 c1,2m−1 . . . c1,0
... 0

. . .
...

0 0 . . . c2m,0

 =


a2m,1 a2m−1,1 . . . a0,1

a2m,2 a2m−1,2 . . . a0,2
...

. . .
...

a2m,j a2m−1,j . . . a0,j

 (27)

or in the form of:
VB = A (28)
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Figure 1: Scheme of flutter monitoring approach using physical model.

Having the identified coefficients ai,j of the characteristic equation (24) for each airspeed Vj , the matrix B
of the coefficients ck,i can be determined in a least-squares sense:

B = V†A (29)

Modal identification of coefficients ai,j should be performed in at least 2m+1 flight points in order to predict
the system eigenvalues at instability. More details and discussions of this prediction approach are reported
in [4].

The critical modal signature θf is built from the eigenvalues estimated close to flutter by this prediction
approach and the mode-shapes identified at the last flight point. Consider a monitoring scenario where
modal identification is performed in a set of flight points. The flutter monitoring approach is illustrated in
Figure 1 and can be summarized in the following steps:

1. Estimation of the critical eigenvalues λf at the flight point t using identified modal signature (θ1, . . . , θt).

2. Building the critical modal signature θf from λf and the mode-shapes ϕλ identified at the flight point t.

3. Using θf to compute the recursive residual Zk(ρf ) in (17).

4. Running the CUSUM test in (19) and (20) for flutter detection between flight points t and t + 1.

5. Repeat these steps for the flight point t + 1: modal identification θt+1 to update the prediction of θf

and running detection test between t + 1 and t + 2.

5 Experiments

Application of this coupled approach is performed on simulated data from the aeroelastic Hancock model
[7]. The model is a rigid wing with constant chord allowing two degrees-of-freedom in bending and torsion.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Prediction after t flight points. (b) Detection test between tth and t + 1th flight points.

The theoretical flutter airspeed is V ' 88.5 m/s. Using the control system toolbox of Matlab, time series
data are simulated from Hancock model for plunging and pitching with a sampling frequency Fs = 50Hz.
The scenario consists in simulating an aircraft acceleration with transition phase from V = 40 m/s to
V = 88 m/s (close to flutter). In this speed range, 1000 samples are simulated every 1 m/s step.

Using the modal identification results of the five first flight points, the evolution of modal damping coeffi-
cients with increasing airspeeds is depicted in Figure 2.a. A coupling can be observed between the first and
second modes when frequencies get closer to each other and the damping coefficients move apart. The flutter
onset can be predicted when the second mode decreases to zero at V ' 88 m/s. The modal signature θf is
then estimated close to flutter at V = 85 m/s. The flutter monitoring approach using the modal signature
θf is applied between flight points. In Figure 2.b, the test results for flight data from V = 40 m/s to the
next flight point at V = 50 m/s show no reaction and confirm the stability of this flight region. The process
continues with the prediction update of θf at each flight point and the flutter monitoring until the next flight
point. Test results at the critical flight point are plotted in the Figure 3. The flutter onset is detected from the
second mode test at V = 85 m/s and that confirms the predicted modal evolution.

While prediction techniques are able to determine flutter airspeed, the interest of using detection algorithms
is justified from the facts that:

• Flutter prediction based on modal identification techniques is generally biased due to unmodeled dy-
namics [9],

• The modal behavior close to flutter is generally well characterized, especially for modes related to
flutter generation.

The online detection approach can thus be used to validate and improve flutter prediction results. The ro-
bustness of this approach w.r.t errors in the modal signature is illustrated with these experiments because
the detection test results are not affected when using the mode-shapes ϕλ identified at the last flight point t
instead of the critical mode-shapes ϕλf

when building θf .

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a statistical detection approach for flutter monitoring is presented. The modal reference used
in this detection approach is predicted close to the flutter using the information of an aeroelastic model. The
on-line CUSUM test checks for each new data the evolution of the damping coefficient toward the critical
reference. Application of this procedure on simulation data show good performances on the estimation of
the flutter airspeed. Further robustness studies of this approach should be considered with large systems
where prediction errors in the critical reference are significant.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Prediction at the current flight point (close to flutter). (b) Past detection results (Blue),
Detection results between current and next flight point (Red).
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A Recursive computations

A.1 Jacobian matrix

A consistent estimate of the Jacobian in (7) writes [1]:

Ĵn(θf , θn)=(Is⊗ U(θf ))(Ĥn
p+1,qO†T

p+1(θf )⊗I(p+1)r)O′
p+1(θf ) (30)

where O†T
p+1(θf ) is the pseudo-inverse of Op+1(θf ), s = (p + 1)r − 2m is the rank of U(θf ) with r the

number of sensors and m the number of modes, ⊗ is the Kronecker product operator, and

O′
p+1(θf ) ∆= ∂/∂θ vec(Op+1(θf )) (31)

=

Λ′(p)
1 ⊗ ϕ1 0

. . .

0 Λ′(p)
m ⊗ ϕm

∣∣∣∣∣
Λ(p)

1 ⊗ I1 0
. . .

0 Λ(p)
m ⊗ Im


with Λ(p)T

i
∆=

(
1 λi λ2

i ... λp
i

)
, Λ′(p)T

i
∆=

(
0 1 2λi ... pλp−1

i

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

The matricesO†T
p+1(θ),O′

p+1(θ), and U(θf ) are computed once using the critical modal signature θf and the
Jacobian Ĵn(θf , θn) is upadated for each new data Y−

i,q and Y+
n,p+1 using the recursive form of the Hankel

matrix in (12).

A.2 Inverse covariance matrix

To estimate the covariance in (8), data are partitioned into blocks with size K. For l data blocks, the covari-
ance matrix writes:

Σ̂l =
1
l

l∑
i=1

(ζ̂iζ̂i
T − ζ̆lζ̆

T
l ) (32)

where the residual ζ̂i is computed on the block i and ζ̆l is the residual empirical mean over l blocks. For each
new block, this covariance estimate can be updated recursively:

Σ̂l =
l − 1

l
Σ̂l−1 +

l − 1
l2

(ζ̂l − ζ̆l−1)(ζ̂l − ζ̆l−1)
T

(33)
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where

ζ̆l =
l − 1

l
ζ̆l−1 +

ζ̂l

l
(34)

Computing at each block the covariance inverse required in (10) is highly time consuming. The matrix
inversion lemma ([6]) is applied to (33) to derive a recursion. For l data blocks, the covariance inverse
writes:

Σ̂−1
l = τ−1

l Σ̂−1
l−1 −

qlq
T
l

γl
(35)

where τl = l−1
l , γl = l2

l−1 + τ−1
l ulΣ̂−1

l−1u
T
l , ql = τ−1

l Σ̂−1
l uT

l and ul = (ζ̂l − ζ̆l−1)
T

.

For notational convenience, the covariance inverse in (35) is denoted by Σ̂−1
n with l = bn/Kc blocks (bc is

the floor operator).
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Abstract 
Comfort inside a helicopter cabin has become an important goal in order to increase the civil market for 
this type of aircraft. A big effort to reach the comfort of a propeller aircraft has been done during the last 
decade. Into a specific Friendcopter work-package dedicated to the cabin noise reduction, several 
technologies, both active and passive, have been developed and tested in order to be implemented when 
airworthiness requirements are satisfied in a flying helicopter to demonstrate their effectiveness.  
Mainly the following items have been deeply faced: improvement of the applied soundproofing, reduction 
of vibrations and radiated noise of the gearbox source, control of vibration transferred from the gearbox to 
the frame through connection element by active control. 
 

1 Summary 
 
The aim of this paper is to report the work and the consequent analysis performed by AgustaWestland in 
order to test the most suitable active and passive technologies for cabin noise reduction. 
 
Mainly the following issues have been developed and tested: soundproofing improvement, main gearbox 
improvement, active control of the elements connecting the gearbox to the cabin. 
 
The first issue concerns the new soundproofing designed using available data coming from the material 
characterization performed inside Friendcopter project. The new soundproofing has been conceived to 
improve the comfort and to reduce strongly the most annoying pure tones perceived by the passengers. 
The second issue refers to the tooth profile changes performed on the gears of the mixing unit stage on the 
back of the gearbox. Modifications had the main goal to reduce the transmission error, responsible of the 
meshing tone at 4300 Hz that was particularly high and annoying.  
The third issue concerns the vibration control in medium-high frequency range of the vibrations 
transmitted from the gearbox to the frame through the connecting parts (forward and rearward struts and 
anti-torque plate). Control is performed by piezoelectric patches attached to these structural elements and 
applying an FX-LMS algorithm to minimize vibration level at the connection point and the related 
structure-borne noise as well. 
 

2 Improved soundproofing performances 
 

2.1 Introduction  
 
One of the most diffused way to limit interior noise is related to the application of soundproofing materials 
and consequently it was decided to perform the optimisation of the existing trim package and reducing 
possible leakages in order to reduce the interior noise as much as possible compatibly with the allowed 
weight penalty. This aim requires on one hand to extend the knowledge of acoustic materials today 
available on the market and on the other hand, to build a simulation model in order to compare different 
solutions avoiding expensive and time consuming testing. 
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A set of materials of different typologies has been tested in the Friendcopter WP.4 to create a database 
(see Figure 1) [1] containing related physical and acoustic properties. Both acoustic properties (like 
absorption, impedance, ...) and mechanical/geometrical properties (porosity, young modulus, damping loss 
factor, ...) were available inside the database for the simulation. 
 

Figure 1 – Material database manager 

For simulation purposes a statistical energy analysis (shortly SEA) approach has been chosen, because we 
are mainly interested to noise reduction in medium-high frequency range (above 300 Hz) where the most 
annoying tones are located. 
A SEA model of the A109 (see Figure 2) was made in order to investigate among the more promising 
configurations.  

 
Figure 2  – SEA model of the A109 helicopter 

Several configurations (with different materials and layout) have been simulated and finally the best 
compromise between noise level reduction and weight increment was chosen.  
This suitable configuration has been implemented on the helicopter for the in flight testing phase. 
 

2.2 Measurement results 
 
Firstly the SPL levels measured at the different positions inside the passenger cabin have been averaged to 
get the most diffused acoustic indexes like the speech interference level (SIL) and the overall A-weighted 
level  [2]. 
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Figure 3 shows the comparison of the SIL (left side) and of the overall dB(A) versus flight condition. The 
SIL reduction with new soundproofing ranges from 6 up to 8 dB depending on the flight condition. 
Similar reductions are obtained for overall dB(A) as well. 
 

Figure 3 – Comparison between standard and improved soundproofing 

Unfortunately at the maximum cruise speed condition, due to flight envelope limits during the 
measurement performed on the helicopter equipped with standard soundproofing, the comparison is not 
available but, looking at the trend, it can be reasonably concluded, that should similar to the reduction at 
the reference flight condition of 140 kt. 
 
Figure 4 shows the comparison of the spectra of the averaged SPL inside the cabin (left side) and SPL 
inside the cockpit (right side).  
It is quite clear that using the improved soundproofing the noise inside the cabin is efficiently reduced 
starting from 315÷400 Hz one-third octave band and that below this band no significant differences appear 
because the small changes are of the same order of the measurement scattering. 
Noise reduction in the cabin is in agreement with the well known acoustic materials attenuation 
capabilities generally covering the frequency range above 400 Hz. 
At the position corresponding to the cockpit cabin there is not any significant change in the noise levels 
because this area is poorly sound insulated and dominated by not treatable surfaces (windows, 
instrumentation panels, ...). In addition, it was not a purpose of the activity the improvement of noise in 
the cockpit cabin. 

Figure 4 – Sound pressure level spectra at 140 kt 

The 2 kHz one-third octave band, that is dominated by a pure meshing tone at 1822 Hz, is one of the 
bands showing stronger noise reduction. This band has been deeply investigated in order to check its 
variability for the constant flight condition also at cruise speed. 
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Figure 5 – Trend of the 2 kHz band versus recording time 

Figure 5 shows the trend of the 2 kHz band versus time in standard and improved soundproofing 
configuration for a recording time of about 20 seconds. It is obvious that the band is quite steady and that 
the difference of level is about 15 dB at 140 kt demonstrating the effectiveness of the trim improvement. 
 

3 Improved gearbox performances 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 
The interior noise level inside the helicopter cabin is determined by the noise source and by the acoustic 
transfer function from the source to the cabin. 
Noise can be reduced both changing the noise transfer functions (i.e. through improved soundproofing 
system) and reducing the source intensity. This second way has been applied to the A109 main gearbox.  
 
From the re-listening of sound test records it has been demonstrated that one of the most annoying pure 
tone inside the cabin was related to the meshing frequency of mixing carter on the back of the main 
gearbox. This meshing frequency is located at 4300 Hz and it is clearly detectable from the narrowband 
noise spectrum. 
First of all, the design modifications were applied to a standard gearbox already tested in the rig at the 
beginning of the Friendcopter project and an acoustic evaluation was performed. The test results showed 
not only an improvement in term of noise reduction at one optimised condition but a general improvement 
at different torque values. 
The acoustic impact of the High Contact Ratio (HCR shortly) gearbox in flight was evaluated in a bare 
cabin configuration. However, the presence of the trim panels and of the soundproofing (with related non-
linearity effects on the acoustic transfer functions) has required an evaluation in a fully trimmed VIP 
configuration as well. 
For this purpose a production helicopter with VIP interiors and VIP soundproofing has been selected to be 
equipped with the improved HCR gearbox. 
 
Interior noise measurements have been performed on board of this helicopter in order to understand the 
improvements given by the main gearbox changes by comparison with similar measurement done on a 
VIP helicopter equipped with standard gearbox. 
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3.2 Measurement results in bare configuration 
 
As already described in the introduction, the modifications of the teeth profile involve only the gears 
meshing frequency at 4300 Hz so that only this tone and related harmonics should change moving from 
standard to HCR gearbox. Any other change outside this frequency is due to the measurement and source 
scatterings and to highly reverberant environment. 
The most diffused acoustic indexes averaged inside the passenger compartment has been computed for all 
the flight conditions comparing standard and HCR configurations. 
 
In Figure 6 are visible on the left side the speech interference level (SIL) and on the right side the overall 
A-weighted level [dB(A)]. The SIL and the overall dB(A) take into account not only the 4kHz band but 
several other bands; more in detail the SIL include the bands from 400 Hz up to 5 kHz whereas the dB(A) 
considers the whole frequency range from 16 Hz up to 10 kHz. 
 

                                Figure 6 - Comparison between standard and improved gearbox 

Due to the previous considerations, it is more significant to quantify the impact of the HCR gearbox 
looking just at the 4 kHz one-third octave band as shown in Figure 7. 
This trend can be explained taking into account the engine torque and how the teeth profile correction job 
has been implemented. 
 

 
Figure 7 – Trend of the 4 kHz vs. flight speed 
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Figure 8 - Transmission error vs. engine torque 

Figure 7 shows the trend of the only 4 kHz one-third octave band versus flight condition and the 
percentage of torque obtained by the engines for each flight condition (see yellow background labels). In 
the speed range from 40 knots up to 100 knots the percentage of torque is not higher than 50% whereas in 
the other flight conditions is ranging from 67 to 100%. 
 
The peak-to-peak transmission error versus the transmitted torque is plotted in Figure 8 both for standard 
(red curve) and for HCR (green curve) configurations. 
It is very interesting to observe that the highest reduction of transmission error coincide to the torque 
values at which is higher the interior noise reduction. The intersection of the two curves is at about 70% of 
the maximum torque with  two operating engines and it is very close to the 73% of torque related to the 
level flight at 140 knots (cruise speed). 
 
The 4 kHz one-third octave band has been analyzed as time function in order to appreciate the entity of the 
fluctuations in the same flight condition. 
 
It can be seen that the time histories of the average value are quite stable and that the difference between 
the standard and the HCR gearboxes decreases with the flight speed. The gap reduction is explained by the 
reasons previously mentioned. 
 
Summarizing  all the averaged levels into just two charts with the same scales (see Figure 9) it can be seen 
that the scattering with the flight speed is strongly reduced moving from the standard to the HCR gearbox. 
This trend is therefore confirmed not only by the time averaged values level, as already mentioned, but 
also by the instantaneous time values of the sound pressure. 
 

Figure 9 - Superposition of the averaged SPL vs. time for all flight conditions 
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3.3 Measurements in VIP trimmed configuration 
 
The acoustic indexes SIL dB(A) averaged on the cabin microphones and on the recording time are 
reported in Figure 10. The red and blue curves are related to the standard gearbox and the HCR gearbox 
respectively.  
Global acoustic indexes (SIL and dB(A)) of the standard and HCR gearbox have very similar values and 
slightly higher for the HCR case being affected by other several bands in addition to the 4 kHz one-third 
octave band, because of the scattering of the measurements and because of some differences in the 
helicopters interiors. 
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Figure 10 - Speech interference level and overall A-weighted level versus flight condition 

Focusing the attention to the 4 kHz band its trend versus flight condition was studied (see Figure 11).  
The advantage of the HCR gearbox is clearly visible being the 4 kHz band is strongly reduced especially 
at the low-medium flight speeds (from 40 kt  to 120 kt).  
At these speeds, there is a decrease of 6-8 dB whereas the reduction is limited to only 3 dB in hover out of 
ground (HOGE) and at 140 kt level flight conditions and it is practically negligible at the maximum cruise 
speed VH. 
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Figure 11 - Comparison of the 4 kHz third octave band vs. flight condition 

Similarly to the bare cabin test case, also the 4 kHz one-third octave band has been deeply investigated in 
the time domain as well in the different flight conditions. The scattering of the averaged level is strongly 
higher with the standard gearbox than with the HCR as clearly shown in Figure 12 where the two plots 
have the same scales. 
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Figure 12 - Superposition of the averaged SPL vs. time for all flight conditions 

 

3.4 Comparison of results in bare and VIP configuration 
 
In order to appreciate the noise reduction obtained by the mixing unit changes all the tested configurations 
and flight conditions have been resumed into one chart shown in Figure 13. 
 
Firstly, the trend of 4 kHz band noise reduction versus the flight condition is very similar both in bare and 
in VIP trimmed configuration, with an high reduction from 40 to 120 knots, smaller at HOGE and 140 kt 
and almost negligible at VH. 
 
Secondly, for a fixed flight condition, the 4kHz reduction is bigger in bare configuration than in VIP 
trimmed configuration (see Figure 14, red curve against blue curve). This can be explained by the fact 
that, whereas the source strength variation from standard to HCR is comparable, in opposite the acoustic 
transfer function from bare to VIP is deeply different and non linear due to the typical behavior of the 
acoustic materials. 

 
Figure 13 -  4 kHz one-third octave band noise levels (bare and VIP configurations) 

 
Figure 14 -  4 kHz one-third octave band noise reduction (bare and VIP configurations) 
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4 Active control performances 
 

4.1 Mockup test results 
 
The A109 mock-up has been intensively used in order to prepare the AVC technology to be implemented 
on the helicopter. 
A lot of tests have been performed to tune the system and to find out the best configuration in order to be  
able to get the better results in flight.  
Finally, the frozen layout consists of the following items: 

• 40 piezoelectric patches placed on the gearbox rearward struts and on the anti-torque plate 
• FXLMS controller 
• 14 kHz of sampling frequency  
• Control filter order equal to 20 
• 3 synthesized controlled tones 

 

Figure 15 – 1/12th octave noise reduction maps for 1600, 1800 and 4250 Hz 

In these configuration a noise map has been measured using a movable row of microphones. The mapped 
area corresponds to a plane parallel to the roof and located at passenger ears height. 
The difference between the level with active control off and the level with active control on represents the 
effectiveness of the system so that positive values means noise reduction whereas negative values means 
amplification. The reduction maps, related to the 1/12th of octave where are the three controlled pure tones 
(1600 Hz, 1800 Hz and 4250 Hz) are shown in Figure 15.  
It is clear that there are large areas where the noise is reduced and some local areas where the noise 
increases. 
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In order to have the possibility to quantify the noise reduction, an average noise level inside the cabin has 
been computed. The related noise spectra have been compared (see Figure 16 ) and noise reduction is 
achieved at the controlled bands as reported in the Table 1. The reduction at the three 1/12th octave band is 
about 3 dB and it is a quite encouraging result to afford the in flight tests. 
 

 
Figure 16 – Comparison of the averaged SPL spectra 

1/12th octave band AVC off (dB) AVC on (dB) Reduction (dB) 
1600 92.4 89.5 2.9 
1800 92.3 89.7 2.6 
4250 93.7 90.8 2.9 

Table 1 – Averaged SPL at the controlled 1/12th octave band 

 

4.2 Preparation for the in flight testing 
 
Active vibration control will be tested in flight in real operating condition on a A109S prototype in order 
to evaluate and quantify the noise abatement capabilities already demonstrated during the on ground 
mockup tests. 
Preparation of the parts and of the instrumentation involved in the test has already started in order to 
reduce and to optimize the time when the helicopter will be available for the planned tests. 
The parts connecting the main gearbox to the fuselage (rear struts and boom plate) have been subjected to 
the application of the piezoelectric patches. 
The piezos used for the active control have a size of 50x30 mm and 30x25 mm and are globally forty, 
sixteen located on the two rearward struts and twenty-four located on the anti-torque plate as shown in the 
drawings in Figure 17. 

 Figure 17 – Drawings prepared for the piezoelectric patches installation 
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The piezoelectrics have been stick using Hysol EA9309.3NA adhesive. Then they have been electrically 
connected to the solder tags by electrical wires (made in tin material covered by a teflon 130-FTW case) 
as shown in Figure 18. 

Figure 18 – Detail of the electric connections on strut (left side) and on anti-torque plate (right side) 

It must be mentioned that on the struts, the piezoelectrics are wired independently in order to apply both 
an axial and bending action whereas on the anti-torque plate, every pair is wired in opposition of phase to 
generate a distribute bending that acts out of plane where the stiffness of the structure is lower. Finally, in 
order to avoid any damage during the mounting phase but also in flight a covering protection with 3M 
EC2216 resin layer has been applied avoiding to affect significantly the mechanical performances of the 
piezoelectrics. 
The capacitance of the piezoelectrics has been checked several times during the installation. More in detail 
it has been checked using digital multi-meter in the three following phases: before the installation, after 
stick and finally after the wiring and covering with a protection resin layer. 
 
Because it is still an experimental phase, several laboratory instruments have to be placed on board in 
order to perform the active control of the piezoelectric patches. The positioning of the different devices 
have been optimized in order to be compliant with the volumes available on the rack and inside the cabin. 
 

  
Figure 19 – Rack with mounted all devices (front view on the left and back view on the right) 

 
Figure 19 shows the front (left side) and the back view (right side) of the rack frame with installed all the 
devices used in the AVC control. Elbatech amplifiers are on the top level, home made Politecnico 
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amplifiers and terminal boxes are in the middle level whereas Kemo filters and PCs are on the bottom 
level.On the back side at the middle level are clearly visible the two 1500 Watts inverters in order to 
convert the 28 V voltage available on the helicopter into 220 V voltage to supply all the instruments and 
PCs. 
 
The hardware interface was designed in order to simplify the flight test activities during the demonstrative 
flight and it has been previously tested on the mock-up. The interface must enable/disable the active 
control and save the time histories on hard disk. 
Hardware control interface is shown in Figure 20 and a dedicated usage manual was developed for the 
flight test crew. 

 
Figure 20 - Hardware control interface 

Flight tests are planned in order to evaluated the performances of the AVC system for the interior noise 
reduction. 
 
Three different AVC configurations will be tested only in HOGE in order to find out the best setting in 
term of control parameters looking mainly at the minimisation of the error at the accelerometer sensors. 
 
Using the most suitable configuration then the AVC will be tested in the following flight conditions: 
Hovering in ground effect, levelled at constant speed of 40 kt, 80 kt, 120 kt, 140 kt and finally at very high 
speed VH which normally  is around 155 kt. 
 
In all these conditions noise measurements will be performed with six fixed ICP microphones placed at 
the ears location of the three passengers normally seated on the second passenger row close to the 
rearwall. SPL time histories will be stored on 4mm DAT tape using a TEAC recorder.  
Then, for just one seat position, the measurement will be performed using BHS headset combined with 
Squadriga digital recorder in order to have stereo binaural recording for re-listening and filtering purposes. 
 
Flight tests are planned in the autumn of 2008. 
 
 
5 Conclusions 
 
This paper describes the results of the implementation of passive and active technologies on board of the 
helicopter A109/Grand of AgustaWestland. 
 
An improved soundproofing has been tested in flight in order to evaluate differences compared to the 
standard one. The soundproofing was optimized on the base of the SEA simulation results and on  the 
materials data available in the project and its weight has been increased of about 1% of the helicopter 
weight. 
The comparison of the measurements with the two acoustic packages has demonstrated the effectiveness 
of the new soundproofing with a reduction of the speech interference level ranging from 6 to 8 dB 
depending on the flight condition and with a similar reduction for the overall A-weighted level. 
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The new acoustic package works more efficiently above 630 Hz whereas below this band the differences 
are related mainly to measurement statistical scattering. 
Moreover, not only the noise level was reduced but also the quality of the sound perceived by the 
passenger has been improved. 
An improved main gearbox (called “High contact ratio gearbox” or “HCR gearbox” in short) has been 
tested in flight both in bare and in VIP fully trimmed configuration. Modifications involve the change of 
the mixing unit gears where the teeth profile were modified in order to reduce the transmission error. 
 
4 kHz third octave band, dominated by the meshing frequency of the mixing unit (at 4300 Hz), has been 
carefully analyzed. Comparison between actual and HCR gearbox has demonstrated that interior noise has 
been efficiently reduced at 4 kHz especially at low and medium flight speed with a decrease from 7 to 12 
dB in bare configuration and from 4 to 8 dB in VIP configuration, depending on the flight speed. 
 
It has been demonstrated that this trend is explained by the peak-to-peak transmission error trend versus 
the engine torque. In fact transmission error is reduced up to 73% of the engine torque corresponding to 
cruise flight speed (140 kt) where the noise reduction begin to be negligible. 
  
Analysis has shown that HCR gearbox is able to achieve a more stable 4 kHz noise that becomes almost 
independent on the flight speed. As consequence the big scattering of the 4 kHz versus the flight condition 
typical of the actual gearbox is strongly reduced  by the improved ones. 
 
Active vibration control technology has been developed and tested on ground on a full scale helicopter 
mock-up at Politecnico of Milano. 
A lot of tests has allow to find out the best control layout in term of location, number of piezoletrics 
actuators, accelerometers error sensors and the best control parameters such as sampling frequency, 
control filter order, controlled tones, etc.. 
Results obtained on the mockup have shown an average noise reduction of at least 3 dB at the bands 
where the controlled tones fall and even higher in some areas of the cabin.   
These performances are encouraging for the next step where the technology will be tested in flight 
covering all the flight envelope. It has been already completed almost all the activities of preparation of 
connection parts (rearward struts and anti-torque plate) instrumented with piezoelectric patches and of 
installation of all electronic devices on the rack (need to perform the in flight active control) to be 
mounted inside the cabin. In flight tests are planned for the autumn of this year. 
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Abstract 
AERNNOVA’s activities performed in the work package related with cabin noise reduction inside 
FRIENDCOPTER project were focused on evaluation of damping performance of different APSCLDT 
(Active- Passive Segmented Constrained Layer Damping Treated) panels. Evaluation of noise and 
vibration reduction for different segmentations of APSCLDT panels were analyzed with commercial and 
own codes, correlated and tested in laboratory on special acoustic cavity. Different treated panels were 
tested in passive and active mode in order to compare noise reductions. Panels and acoustic cavity were 
acoustically excited by a speaker with white noise (band width 3.5 kHz) meanwhile the noise generated 
inside the cavity was measured with pressure microphone. Although no significant noise reductions were 
obtained, quite surprising results emerged from acoustic cavity tests. Obtained results clearly show that 
contribution of all structural panel resonances to overall noise in an enclosure have minor effect on overall 
interior cavity noise in comparison with acoustic resonance amplifications. Acoustic resonance 
amplifications are the main and most important noise carriers and contributors in enclosures. Panels have 
much more influence on excitation of acoustic resonances than on noise radiation. In other words 
helicopter panels are not so much noise radiators as they are exciters of acoustic resonances inside an 
enclosure like helicopter cabin.  

1 Introduction 

In the last decade’s considerable attention has been devoted to actively and passively control the sound 
radiation from vibrating plates into closed cavities. Radiated noise carry a part of overall noise in 
helicopter cabin. Any advance in controlling plate radiated noise could have a direct influence on 
reduction of cabin noise. Previous studies related with APSCLD treatments were concentrated mainly on 
the first few panel resonance frequencies and showed that there exists potential for reduction of radiated 
noise. The objective of the following study was to design APSCLDT panels with optimum segmentation 
for minimum dynamic response in the cavity, fabricate panels and test their vibration and noise damping 
performance (in active and passive mode) in broad frequency range in order to obtain insight in their real 
potential and applicability for reduction of helicopter cabin noise. Contribution of both radiated panel 
noise and acoustic resonances were analyzed. A new optimization tool which incorporates structure- fluid 
coupling with active and passive damping control was developed in order to determine optimum 
segmentation and gain parameters. Together with commercial prediction tools main parameters for 
APSCLDT panels were obtained, panels fabricated and tested in controlled boundary conditions. Damping 
performance was tested for different treatment segmentations with passive and active control. Appreciable 
noise reduction was obtained only for the first panel resonance frequency with no effects on overall noise 
reduction inside the cavity. This study confirmed that APSCLD treatments are inefficient for high 
frequencies and for noise reduction in broad frequency range. It was confirmed also that acoustic 
resonances are the main and most important noise carriers and contributors in enclosures and they should 
be considered in early design process of helicopter cabin in order to reduce the overall cabin noise. 
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2 Prediction of noise response in acoustic cavity 

To simulate one flat vibrating panel in a helicopter cabin, an acoustic cavity filled with air and with 
dimensions of medium surfaces 220x330x900mm has been selected. The cavity panels are made from 
PMMA (Polymetilmetacrylate, 5 panels ≠20mm thickness) and three aluminum panels (with different 
damping treatments). The cavity has been carefully designed to facilitate the analysis of the results and its 
comparison with the vibration and noise tests. The PMMA faces of the cavity have 20mm thickness in 
order be more rigid and to have natural frequencies higher than the face with damping treatment so the 
modal contribution of soundproofing panel to the noise response function in the frequency range of the 
interest without contribution of other cavity walls could be analyzed.  

Acoustic cavity is a coupled system between the structure and air. The sound field response in the cavity is 
a result of cavity-panel modal coupling. Before the coupled structure is analyzed it is important to 
understand the behavior of the structural and fluid model separately. This way it is possible to understand 
their mutual interaction and which one of the natural modes is responsible for each one of the peaks in the 
noise frequency response function analysis. This enables to evaluate its influence on the sound pressure 
levels. In the first step appropriate FEM model of the acoustic cavity was created (MSC. NASTRAN) and 
proper material properties of the structure and the air associated. Fluid is modeled with CHEXA elements 
and with GRID points that have just one degree of freedom, the pressure. The PMMA cavity panels were 
modeled with CQUAD4. Appropriate grid meshing is very important in fluid- structure coupling. The 
structure mesh has to follow the fluid mesh to have good results and the meshing grid has to be the same 
for the fluid and for the structure. A special care was taken in modeling a damping treatment (figure 1), 
structure and air coupling. 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of PSCLDT panel segments 

 

 

Figure 2: FEM mesh of the PSCLDT panel 
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The PSCLDT treatment on the panel consists of three layers: sensor, viscoelastic and actuator which have 
a twofold task (constrained layer and actuator in the case of active damping). All three layers are modeled 
as CHEXA and special attention was taken in modeling of the segments. To model the segmentation each 
one of the segments was separated from the other ones by avoiding node equivalence between them and 
having equivalenced nodes between three layers in each segment. There were studied several cases of 
treatment segmentation (6x3, 6x4, 6x5, 10x15) to see the influence of the segmentation size on overall 
loss coefficients and the final vibration and noise FRF’s. The treatment area was the same for all cases, 
APSCLDT=204x 294 [mm] = 600 [cm2]. In figure 2 corresponding meshes and segmentation of PSCLDT 
panels are depicted. 
 
Once prepared FEM model, several analysis were performed for low frequency range <500Hz: modal 
analysis for structure and air separately, coupled modal analysis and direct frequency response analysis in 
order to calculate resonance frequencies for uncoupled and coupled system and both vibration and 
pressure distributions. Results from modal analysis of the air enclosure were checked by analytic formula 
for enclosures.  
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The values are the same as calculated by MSC. NASTRAN. (c= speed of sound, L= dimension, n= mode 
number). The first two acoustic modes are axial and correspond to (1,0,0) and (2,0,0). 
 
FRF analysis was calculated for sine sweep excitation in band width 0-500Hz with 1Hz frequency 
resolution. Calculated frequency responses and sound pressure distributions, confirmed that just odd panel 
(wall) modes (1,1) (1,3) (3,1) (3,3) are the ones that generate significant sound pressure amplitudes which 
could be explained in the following simplified way. For odd modes there is always one semi wave (bulb) 
that compresses the air in the cavity while for even plate modes the sum volume of the displaced air is 
always the same as the initial enclosure volume (the bulb volume that enters the cavity is the same as the 
one that leave out the cavity) so there is really no air compression in the cavity. This is very important data 
that is helping us to chose the correct position to apply the damping treatment in the low frequency range, 
excluding (avoiding) the positions with maximum MSE (Modal Strain Energy) for even modes .  
 
The next valuable information results from analysis of the odd panel modes. Analysing the frequency 
response amplitudes and sound pressure distributions just for the panel modes (without acoustic modes) 
we can arrive to the following conclusion: sound pressure for the first mode has the maximum frequency 
response, what means that the first panel mode has the mayor noise radiation efficiency. All other panel 
modes have significantly lower sound pressure response influence. This could be explained simply with 
the fact that the bulb volume for higher modes is lower and also the displaced (shifted) air that influence 
the changes in sound pressure. With this data now we could limit us just to reduction of noise radiation of 
the first mode and concentrate all the damping treatment in the area of the maximum MSE of the first wall 
mode. 
 
In the figures 3-6, sound pressure distributions in the initial cavity (without damping treatment) for the 
four most excited resonance frequencies in the considered range of excitation are given. These are: 1st 
panel resonance, 1st air– axial acoustic resonance, 3rd panel resonance and 2nd air – axial acoustic 
resonance. From the sound pressure distribution of acoustic resonances (standing waves) nodal and 
antinodal surfaces for the first and the second air mode shape are clearly visible. At these positions 
(planes) the sound pressure is minimum. This data helps to choose the correct position for sound 
transducers in acoustic tests.  
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Figure 3: Sound pressure distribution, 105 Hz Figure 4: Sound pressure distribution, 195 Hz 

Figure 5: Sound pressure distribution, 269 Hz Figure 6. Sound pressure distribution, 379 Hz 
 
To obtain the frequency responses for the cavity with the different types of damping treatments there was 
necessary to include the strongly dependence of shear modulus and loss factor of viscoelastic material 
(DYAD606) on frequency, so an appropriate value of shear modulus and loss factor of the viscoelastic 
material could be used in the calculation of the responses for each sweep frequency. 
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3 Fabrication of APSCLDT test panels 

Three APSCLD treated aluminum panels were manufactured within the FriendCopter program for 
damping performance tests. The first one was an untreated, flat aluminum panel. The second was built 
using 0.508mm DYAD606 viscoelastic. The third one was built using 1.270mm DYAD606 viscoelastic. 
Mass of damping treatments was limited to 10 percent of added mass. To apply the treatment, the 
following procedure was followed: surface preparation, viscoelastic layer adhesion, piezofilm preparation 
- adhesion and finally cabling installation. A special care was taken with proper preparation of piezofilm 
and connectors. To ensure an appropriate repeatability in results when determining segmentation 
influence, a single segment is applied first and than cut in halves in following test steps. Tyco Electronics 
24AWG M27500-compliant twisted shielded pairs were used for signal transmission with minimum EMI. 
4 pair, 750mm bundles, with 150mm of shield stripped, were attached to DS15 connectors, and then 
covered with nylon braided sleeves. The last 150mm of wire are left stripped to reduce mechanical 
interference of cabling in the panel’s behavior. Cables were tinned and soldered to copper strips.  

Panel Alloy 2024-T3 2024-T3 2024-T3 
Dimensions 350 x 240 x 1.016 mm 350x240 x 1.016 mm 350 x 240 x 1.016 mm 
Panel weight 233g 232g 232g 
Treatment size - 146 x 97mm 146 x 97 mm 
Viscoelastic - 0.508 mm DYAD606 1.270 mm, DYAD606 
Piezofilm - 28um, MSI 1-1003702-4 28um, MSI 1-1003702-4 
Total weight 233 g 245 g 255 g 

Table 1: Main properties of tested panels 

 

Figure 7: Test panels before segmentation 

4 Noise and vibration performance tests 

In order to evaluate the damping performance of APSCLDT panels, the following test set-ups were 
prepared (Fig. 8 - Fig. 11). Boundary conditions like distance between loudspeaker and cavity panel, 
background noise, temperature, microphone position inside the cavity, loudspeaker intensity, micro 
accelerometer position and noise load functions were kept the same during all performance tests so the 
comparison of generated vibration and noise could be possible. Panels were connected to outer acoustic 
cavity edges on all four panel edges by special stick tapes in order to simulate as better as possible simply 
supported boundary condition, to avoid any differences in panel- cavity connection quality for different 
panels and to avoid connection rigidity differences that clamped boundary condition could provoke. 
Structural panel resonances were ascertained by simple modal analysis calculation and coincidence 
measured-calculated resonances adjusted. The panels were only acoustically excited in order to have the 
same load function for all treatment types. In the continuation, test set-ups for passive and active damping 
treatment performance evaluation are described. 
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4.1 Passive treatment performance testing 

There were tested and compared five different panel performances:  
  Panel without damping treatment (350x240mm, Al thickness 1mm, 233g) 
  PCLDT  (VE treatment = 146 x 97 x 0,5mm, 12g) panel without segmentation 
  PCLDT  (VE treatment = 146 x 97 x 1,3mm, 23g) panel without segmentation 
  PSCLDT  (VE treatment = 146 x 97 x 1,3mm, 23g) panel with 2 equal segments 
  PSCLDT  (VE treatment = 146 x 97 x 1,3mm, 23g) panel with 4 equal segments 
As a load function for noise generation, white random noise with 3,5 kHz and 500Hz band width were 
applied.  

 

Figure 8: Schema of the test set up for passive SCLDT panel performance testing 

 

Figure 9: Test set up for passive SCLDT panel performance testing 
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4.2 Active treatment performance testing 

In order to evaluate vibration & noise performance of ASCLDT (Active Segmented Constrained Layer 
Damping Treatment) panels, the following test set-up was prepared (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11). Microphone 
signal was used as a signal for a feedback, and a control signal was amplified by voltage amplifier. There 
was just one control channel for all segmentations types, the same control signal for each one of the 
segments. To be able to actively control the ASCLD treatment and evaluate feedback noise signal, special 
LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) has been used. With this virtual instrument it is possible to actively 
control just one channel (the same control signal for one or all segments). Proportional and derivative 
gains were first heuristically changed in order to find the most appropriate gain combination which reduce 
noise feedback signal. This active control system resulted very sensitive on small gain changes and any 
disturbance in basic system properties resulted with changes in the feedback which destabilized the system 
and amplified the noise. There were also cases of spark occurrences on sharp piezofilm edges for high 
voltage control signals. 

 

Figure 10: Schema of the test set up for active SCLDT panel performance testing 
 

 
Figure 11: Schema of the test set up for passive SCLDT panel performance testing 
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4.3 Test results and analysis 

Consideration of a rectangular acoustic cavity, in this study, provides a convenient model for 
understanding modal response, noise performance evaluation and also the best placement of sound 
absorbent for sound control. The initial base vibration and noise performance measurements tests 
practically confirmed the results obtained form the previous prediction calculations by NASTRAN and 
theoretical formulas, as, for example:  

• Frequencies of acoustic and structural resonances,  
• Contribution of the acoustic resonances on the overall noise in the cavity,  
• Damping behavior of different PSCLDT treatments for the first structural panel resonance, etc. 
 

The resulted noise spectra inside the cavity are result of a few important components:  
1. direct internal noise field radiated by the treated panel 
2. reverberant internal noise field  
3. reverberant external noise field radiated by the treated panel 
4. background noise (computers fans, air conditioner, , ) 
5. direct internal noise field radiated by other cavity panels 

 
Out of these components just the first two have a considerable influence on the comparison results, 
because direct internal noise radiated by other cavity panels can be neglected due to 2cm thick walls 
which is ten times more than tested panel; background noise was the same for all measurements while 
differences in reverberant external noise radiated by the treated panel can be practically neglected due to 
absorption of acoustically soundproofed laboratory. In order to establish steady state acoustic pressure 
between direct and reverberant internal noise field inside the cavity all the measurements were continuous 
for one minute. Performed calculations and tests contributed to performance evaluation of APSCL 
damping treatments, to the better understanding of noise spectra contributions and lead to possible 
recommendations for next steps in helicopter cabin noise reductions.  
 
In the continuation, the base panel vibration and cavity noise spectra are shown on the figure 12 and 13 
while the detailed comparison of noise and vibration performances for the first structural and 1st and 2nd 
acoustic resonance are given in the table 2. Very descriptive and information full figure 14, shows noise 
spectrum- vibration overlap from which clearly conclusions about contributions of acoustic resonances (in 
this case axial resonances) on the overall noise in the cavity can be obtained.  
 
There is also evidence that vibration does not always generate noise, like for example between 1st and 2nd 
harmonics. Acoustically excited panel in this case cause amplifications of the axial cavity modes and first 
structural panel resonance mainly. These axial acoustic resonances frequencies correspond very well with 
the values obtained by theory and prediction calculations. Due to very low absorption of cavity walls 
reverberation, direct sound field generated by panel vibration results with high noise amplification levels 
inside the cavity. Axial modes (nX, 0, 0) in the cavity correspond to wave traveling back and forth parallel 
to an X axis of the cavity. Such a system of waves forms a standing wave having nX nodal planes normal 
to the X axis and parallel to the walls. The significance for noise control is that only sound absorption on 
the walls normal to the axis of sound propagation, where the sound is multiply reflected, will significantly 
affect the energy stored in the mode. Sound absorptive treatment on any other walls would have only a 
small effect on axial modes. For attenuation of tangential modes (nX, nY, 0) all four vertical walls should 
have sound absorptive treatment to attenuate the sound. Consequently, absorptive treatment on the floor, 
ceiling or any wall would be equally effective in attenuating oblique modes (nX, nY, nZ). 
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Figure 12: Vibration velocity frequency response for a panel without damping treatment 

Figure 13: Sound pressure frequency response for a panel without damping treatment 
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In the tables 2 and 3, vibration and noise performances for different damping treated panels are given. For 
the frequency range 0-3500Hz no appreciable noise or vibration differences were found, in fact overall 
sound pressure was the same for all damping treatment cases. Due to this reason, noise performance 
analysis was concentrated just to 0-500 Hz frequency range. 

DAMPING TREATMENT 
TYPE 

f0 

[Hz] 
GAINS 
KP/KD 

Thickness
VE [mm] 

SOUND 
PRESSURE 
PRMS [Pa] 

SOUND 
PRESSURE 
PRMS [dB] 

VELOCITY 
V0-PEAK [m/s] 

1st STRUCTURAL RESONANCE of Aluminum panel
NO DAMPING TREATMENT 62 0/0 0,0mm 0,049 67,8 3,34 e-4 

PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 64 0/0 0,5mm 0,058 69,2 3,04 e-4 
PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 62 0/0 1,3mm 0,042 66,4 --- 

PSCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 60 0/0 1,3mm 0,031 63,8 --- 
PSCLDT 4 SEGMENTS 62 0/0 1,3mm 0,053 68,5 --- 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 58 100µ/-0,1 1,3mm 0,059 69,4 4,73 e-4 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 58 50µ/-0.003 1,3mm 0,054 68,6 4,57 e-4 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 58 100 µ/-0.003 1,3mm 0,059 69,4 5,00 e-4 

ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 61 0/-0,02 1,3mm 0,043 66,7 4,10 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 61 0/-0,01 1,3mm 0,041 66,2 3,92 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 59 0/+0,01 1,3mm 0,045 67,0 3,69 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 57 0/+0,001 1,3mm 0,051 68,1 3,87 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 57 0/-0,001 1,3mm 0,050 68,0 3,84 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 57 -15/-0,03 1,3mm 0,049 67,8 --- 

1st  ACOUSTIC MODE
NO DAMPING TREATMENT 198 0/0 0,0mm 0,211 80,5 7,59 e-5 

PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 198 0/0 0,5mm 0,194 79,7 3,97 e-5 
PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 200 0/0 1,3mm 0,188 79,5 --- 

PSCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 202 0/0 1,3mm 0,205 80,2 --- 
PSCLDT 4 SEGMENTS 197 0/0 1,3mm 0,244 81,7 --- 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 198 100µ/-0,1 1,3mm 0,278 82,9 1,54 e-4 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 198 50µ/-0.003 1,3mm 0,304 83,6 1,29 e-4 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 199 100 µ/-0.003 1,3mm 0,295 83,4 1,33 e-4 

ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 197 0/-0,02 1,3mm 0,277 82,8 2,50 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 197 0/-0,01 1,3mm 0,187 79,4 6,84 e-5 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 200 0/+0,01 1,3mm 0,310 83,8 2,19 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 200 0/+0,001 1,3mm 0,338 84,6 2,39 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 200 0/-0,001 1,3mm 0,310 83,8 2,21 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 200 -15/-0,03 1,3mm 0,349 84,8 --- 

2nd  ACOUSTIC MODE
NO DAMPING TREATMENT 397 0/0 0,0mm 0,312 83,7 2,34 e-5 

PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 397 0/0 0,5mm 0,352 84,9 7,29 e-5 
PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 397 0/0 1,3mm 0,224 81,0 --- 

PSCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 398 0/0 1,3mm 0,249 81,9 --- 
PSCLDT 4 SEGMENTS 398 0/0 1,3mm 0,385 85,7 --- 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 398 100µ/-0,1 1,3mm 0,435 86,7 1,01 e-4 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 396 50µ/-0.003 1,3mm 0,377 85,5 6,55 e-5 
ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 398 100 µ/-0.003 1,3mm 0.415 86,3 6,78 e-5 

ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 397 0/-0,02 1,3mm 0,498 87,9 1,57 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 397 0/-0,01 1,3mm 0,364 85,2 1,06 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 397 0/+0,01 1,3mm 0,385 85,7 1,00 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 398 0/+0,001 1,3mm 0,362 85,2 1,08 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 398 0/-0,001 1,3mm 0,349 84,8 1,07 e-4 
ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 398 -15/-0,03 1,3mm 0,643 90,1 --- 

Table 2: Comparison of measured vibration & noise performances for white noise excitation 

DAMPING TREATMENT TYPE t- VE 
GAINS 

KP/KD 
OVERALL SOUND 

PRESSURE [dB] 0-500Hz 
OVERALL VIBRATION 

VELOCITY [dB] 0-500Hz 

  NO DAMPING TREATMENT 0,0mm 0/0 98,7 122,6 
  PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 0,5mm 0/0 98,6 125,1 
  PSCLDT 1 SEGMENT 1,3mm 0/0 97,0 --- 
  PSCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/0 97,3 --- 
  PSCLDT 4 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/0 98,5 --- 
  ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 1,3mm 100µ/-0,1 99,5 126,8 
  ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 1,3mm 50µ/-0.003 99,4 127,1 
  ASCLDT 1 SEGMENT 1,3mm 100 µ/-0.003 99,5 127,1 
  ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/-0,02 98,2 128,8 
  ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/-0,01 97,8 128,7 
  ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/+0,01 98,9 127,7 
  ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/+0,001 99,0 127,8 
  ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm 0/-0,001 98,8 127,7 
  ASCLDT 2 SEGMENTS 1,3mm -15/-0,03 99,5 --- 

Table 3: Comparison of overall vibration & noise performances for white noise excitation 
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5 Conclusions 

After calculations, performance tests, measurements, result analysis and detailed literature study has been 
performed, the following conclusions can be obtained: 

• From all panel resonances, the first panel resonance is the most effective noise radiator, while the 
noise contribution of other higher panel resonances is considerably lower. This means that 
damping treatments have the highest effect on overall radiated noise reduction if they are designed 
just for the first panel resonance. 

 
• Structural APSCL viscoelastic damping treatments do not have appreciable effect on reduction of 

acoustic resonance amplifications, although they have appreciable effect on first structural 
resonance reducing vibration and radiated noise.  

 
• Due to lowering of viscoelastic loss factor value on high frequencies, APSCL damping treatments 

showed not to have appreciable effect on vibration or noise reduction on high frequency bands, so 
their application in high frequency band could be discarded. At frequencies well above modal 
(resonance) the displacement is independent of damping.  

 
• Contribution of all structural panel resonances to overall noise has minor effect on overall interior 

cavity noise (without absorbent treatments) in comparison with acoustic resonance amplifications. 
Acoustic resonance amplifications are the main and most important noise carriers and 
contributors. In other words, helicopter cabin is in reality much more acoustic resonator than a 
radiator; like inside a big drum with many panels where each one of the panels excite some of the 
acoustic resonances (axial, tangential and oblique) and amplifications due to acoustic resonances 
are the main noise problem.  

 
• Acoustical performance of enclosures depends on many parameters such as: shape of the 

enclosure, volume of the enclosure, configuration of boundaries, absorption of the boundaries, the 
furnishings.  

 
• Panels have much more influence on excitation of acoustic resonances than on noise radiation. In 

other words helicopter panels are not so much noise radiators as they are exciters of acoustic 
resonances inside an enclosure like helicopter cabin.  

 
• Coincidence or proximity of structural resonances with acoustic resonances generate much more 

noise than noise radiation at structural resonance, in other words, lower vibration at acoustic 
resonance can generate more noise then structural resonance far away from acoustic resonance.  

 
• The forced vibration modes will generally have much lower vibration amplitudes than the 

resonant modes. However, at frequencies below the surface- critical frequency the sound – 
radiating efficiency of the forced vibration modes will be unity, and thus much greater than the 
efficiency of the large- amplitude resonant vibration modes. 

 
• Lower order modes will be excited at frequencies above their resonance frequencies. As these 

lower order modes are more efficient than higher order modes which would have been resonant at 
the excitation frequencies, the radiated sound will be higher than it would be for a resonantly 
excited structure having the same mean square velocity levels at the same excitation frequencies. 
As excitation of a structure by a mechanical force results in resonant structural response, it can be 
concluded that sound radiation from an acoustically excited structure will be greater than that 
radiated by a structure excited mechanically to the same vibration level. A useful item of 
information that follows from this conclusion is that structural damping will only be effective for 
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controlling mechanically excited structures because it is only the resonant structural response that 
is significantly influenced by damping. Thus a reduction of vibration levels, for example by the 
addition of damping, is not always associated with a reduction of radiated sound. In that case, 
damping as a means of noise control may be ineffective. 

 
• Only one channel (accelerometer in the centre of the ASCLD treatment) was used for calculating 

required control output (due to availability of only one controller and piezodriver), and this 
control signal output was used for all the segments of the treatment, which clearly is not efficient 
and may be contra productive resulting with vibration amplification in case of broadband 
vibration damping. The reason for this inefficiency is that vibrations levels are not the same for all 
segments (each segment vibrate differently) and a necessary active control should not be the same 
for all segments as it was the case in these tests. This configuration exacerbated the spillover 
problems: vibration amplitude and phase differed at each of the segments but the same control 
signal was used. A solution to this would be to have individual circuits for each actuator patch. 
This of course would complicate a lot the whole system requirements, both hardware and 
software. Evaluation of damping performance with all the segments at the same time but with 
different active controls would require X separate control channels, one for each segment, which 
means there should be used X accelerometers (or vibration transducers), X controllers and very 
effective control law to determine control output and control gains for each channel separately 
(locally) in order to reduce vibration of the whole panel globally. 

 
• Another possible important reason is a lack of optimum proportional and derivative gains for each 

particular load level and treatment segment. Due to quite complex dynamics of this coupled 
mechanic-electrical system, determination of optimum control gains depended on the active 
control sensitivity tests and the experience of test engineers with active control gains. From the 
performed tests, a need for a quick control gains automatic search tool in order to maximize a 
damping performance of this kind of damping treatments has been emerged.  

6 Recommendations 

In the continuation, some of the recommendations in order to reduce helicopter interior noise for the 
frequency range of interest could be proposed.  

• Acoustic resonances should be considered in early design process of helicopter cabin in order to 
shift them, if possible, from the helicopter frequency range where appreciable noise attenuation is 
required, by changing the fuselage shape, volume, walls and ceiling furnishing and sound 
absorption. 

• Acoustic resonance attenuation effects can be achieved by introduction of uniform or discrete 
spots of absorbing materials on the walls and cabin ceiling, such as absorbing carpets, tapestries 
and commercially developed absorbent materials. 

• The most efficient locations for absorbents could be obtained by analysis of measured noise 
spectra in helicopter cabin and modal analysis of cabin air enclosure (with and without crew). 
From noise spectra the most resonant air mode can be identified and than modal analysis would 
answer what kind of acoustic mode it is (axial, tangential or oblique). In the case that the 
resonance is oblique the absorbent should be applied on all cabin interior, but in case that the 
acoustic resonance is axial (from ceiling to the floor and forth) only ceiling and/or floor should be 
absorbent sound proofed. 

• Care should be taken to avoid concentrated zones of reverberant energy build-up (standing waves) 
due to focusing and concentrating of the reflected sound, by the use of highly absorbent convex 
walls rather than concave absorbent walls and ceiling sections. Wall structures (absorbents) for 
diffusing, dispersion and distribution of reflected sound, like spherical cylindrical or serrated 
surfaces should be applied on the walls and cabin ceiling. 
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Abstract
In the framework of the European project FRIENDCOPTER, the Department of Aerospace Engineering of
Politecnico di Milano is involved in developing active control systems aimed at reducing the vibration trans-
mission from the gearbox to the cabin in medium-size civil helicopters. An AgustaWestland A109MKII
mock-up to perform vibroacoustic measurements and control tests. The selected active configuration con-
sists of two smart rear struts with 4 piezoceramic actuators pairs each and a smart anti-torque plate with 6
piezo pacthes on each side. Four independent narrowband FXLMS vibration controllers are designed and
implemented to control each beam and the two sides of the plate. From open-loop vibration and acoustic
analysis, a set of annoying tones in a frequency band up to 4 kHz are targeted to be reduced. A movable rack
of microphones is placed inside the cabin to monitor the acoustic field over a grid spreading the whole cabin
width in an area close to the passenger back seats. Vibration reductions up to 20 dB of the target tones are
obtained on the accelerometer error sensors. Acceptable noise reductions of a few tones are achieved over
certain zones, but the result cannot be extended to the whole cabin. An optimization algorithm to find the
best positioning of the error sensors has been also tested to improve acoustic closed-loop performances.

1 Introduction

Improvement of passengers acoustic comfort in helicopters is a challenging task. It is known that this kind
of vehicle is one of the most noisy due to its configuration [14]: the rotor and the engine/gearbox units
are directly connected to the fuselage through mount elements which are designed to be as stiff as possi-
ble to guarantee stability at the most severe flight conditions. However, they provide very poor vibration
isolation and so high level broadband and narrowband disturbances are introduced into the cabin. Low fre-
quency narrowband noise is generated by the blades passage and related harmonics. Higher frequency tonal
noise comes from gearbox meshing and creates an annoying acoustic field which is the most responsible for
degradation of the acoustic comfort inside the cabin. Currently, passive means such as acoustic treatments
are widely adopted in helicopter industry due to their efficiency at high frequency and ease of installation.
However, they are quite inefficient in the low-mid frequency range due to low weight and space limitation
requirements. In recent years, a great amount of work has been focused on the application of active noise
and vibration control systems. Three main strategies can be envisaged (see [14, 13, 10, 12, 9]): 1) active
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noise control inside the acoustic environment using microphones and loudspeakers; 2) active control of the
vibrating surfaces (fuselage panels) responsible of sound radiation inside the cabin; 3) active vibration iso-
lation of the power generation structures (gearbox) from the receiving structures (the fuselage). Following
the last strategy, mount elements are equipped with suitable actuators driven by a digital control aimed at re-
ducing disturbance coming from the gearbox at selected locations. In this study, an active vibration isolation
system is implemented on a full scale helicopter mock-up fuselage. The present work is a the carrying on of
a previous preliminary study on the same test-bed [3, 2, 4]. The active configuration and control architecture
are fully described. Both vibration and acoustic results are presented.

2 Controller description

As outlined above, reduction of some selected annoying tones corresponding to gearbox meshing can pro-
vide a significant improvement of the acoustic comfort inside a helicopter cabin. Therefore, the present work
is focused on isolating the helicopter gearbox from the cabin at some target narrowband disturbances falling
between 1.5 and 6 kHz. The physical configuration and the kind of excitation of interest are suitable to the
implementation of a feedforward control scheme. A narrowband multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) FXLMS
controller based on FIR filters is adopted in this study [8, 5, 6, 11]. The basic idea is to feed the adaptive dig-
ital FIR filters with reference signals well-correlated with the disturbance entering the plant. The coefficients
of the control filters are updated towards the minimization of the instantaneous square error values detected
at desired locations. In this work the various secondary paths, i.e., the dynamic of the actuator to sensor path,
are estimated off-line by FIR filters of appropriate length. Note that long secondary path filters are required
when dealing with lightly damped structural systems and long control filters are associated with broadband
disturbance rejection. The overall general scheme of a MIMO FXLMS controller is quite complex since
all the reference signals are connected to the secondary path and control filters. Each control filter is then
updated using several error sensors. The resulting computational requirements are very high and actually
represent the main limitation for the closed-loop bandwidth achievable in a real-time implementation with
currently available hardware.

If broadband disturbance rejection is of interest, a natural reference signal is usually adopted to feed the
control filter. In our case, this could be implemented by an accelerometer located on the gearbox to give
a confident measure of the incoming disturbance. When one is interested in a few narrow tones of the
whole disturbance spectrum, different strategies can be adopted, such as using a narrowband reference signal
coming from a sensor capable to measure only the selected tones, using appropriate band-pass filters with
a broadband reference signal or, after carefully detecting the target tones, providing a digitally synthesized
reference signal to the control algorithm. As described below, this last strategy is followed up in the present
study since it allows optimizing the control effort on the selected frequency bands as well as reducing the
computational load by shortening the FIR control filters. A multi-reference scheme is implemented to include
all the target tones to be rejected.

3 Tests description

All laboratory control tests have been carried out on a Agusta Westland A109MKII mock-up as a represen-
tative case of a medium-size civil helicopter. The mock-up is supported on three points on the ground as
shown in Figure 1(a) and it is only partially set up. In particular, there is no tail, no avionics, no interior
decoration and also the gearbox cover is missing. The jet engines are replaced by electric motors able to
drive the gearbox at the same regime of the cruise condition. An aerodynamic brake (see figure 1(b)) has
been designed and mounted as a substitute of the original blades. In this way an equivalent aerodynamic drag
is provided to reproduce the in-flight torque loading conditions of the running gearbox. As a matter of fact,
the aerodynamic brake does not provide any lift. Thus, the structural elements supporting the gearbox/rotor
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system do not experience any vertical load. This configuration is able to qualitatively reproduce the in-flight
interior acoustic spectrum as shown for the sound pressure level (SPL) comparison reported in Figure 2(a).

(a) Mock–up (b) Aerodynamic brake

Figure 1: Laboratory installation

The gearbox is connected to the fuselage by means of two rear H-section struts, two front tubular struts and
a D-shaped thick antitorque plate. The plate is responsible for the torque transmission between the rotor and
the cabin as depicted in the schematic drawing in Figure 2(b). The rear struts and the plate are very stiff
and represent the main transmission paths between the vibrating gearbox/rotor unit and the cabin. The active
control systems described herein aim at reducing the vibration transmission through such mount elements
by using flat PZT patches (Ferroperm PZ21A) as control actuators. Each rear strut is equipped with four
pairs of PZT patches bonded on the surface as shown in Figure 3(b). Each pair is driven in-phase to generate
longitudinal control waves along the strut. The antitorque plate is provided with six pairs on each side and
each pair is driven out-of-phase to generate flexural control waves (see Figure 3(a)). The PZT patches are
driven by a high voltage amplifier (Elbatech T506HV) with selectable gain (10/20), input voltage from -10
V to 10 V, output voltage from -200 V to 200 V and output current up to 200 mA for each channel.

(a) SPL at 60 kts on a fictitious dB scale (b) Gearbox description

Figure 2: In–flight and laboratory spectrum and gearbox description
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The FXLMS control algorithm previously described is usually implemented on powerful DSP devices. How-
ever, as shown in Ref. [1], general purpose processors are more versatile and flexible than DPS in a laboratory
testing environment and can provide similar computational and hard real-time performance. In this work,
all the control algorithms have been coded and run on common desktop PCs running a real-time patched
Linux operating system. The PCs are equipped with general purpose data acquisition boards from National
Instruments. Low pass analog filters from Kemo are also used to avoid aliasing and to smooth analog output
signals. Error signals used to update the FIR control filters are provided by ICP accelerometers from PCB
Piezotronics.

After identifying the main structural paths, the experimental testbed was tuned to reproduce a vibration and
interior noise field similar to those experienced in-flight. As already stated, the vibration and acoustic spec-
trums are highly characterized by gear meshing and other rotating accessories regimes as can be deducted
from table 1.

Source
Number of

RPM
Frequency

teeth/blades [Hz]
ENGINE

Gearbox output shaft – 6000 100
ROTOR

Main rotor 4 385 25.7
TRANSMISSION

Input pinion 43 6016 4311
Input spiral bevel pinion 25 4383 1826
Input spiral bevel gear 72 1522 1826

Collector gear 59 4384 4311
Idle gear 57 4538 4311

Sun 43 1522 815
Ring gear 127 815

Planet gear 42 1223 815
Accessory drive gear 26 4215 1826

Table 1: Main rotating elements and associated frequency

In the laboratory tests, the actual rotational regime of the electrical engines is set to 5865 rpm instead of
6000 rpm. This implies that the 1826 Hz tone is actually shifted at a lower frequency (1785 Hz). A common
configuration for sensors is adopted. As depicted in figure 3, four accelerometers are placed on the bolts
connecting the anti-torque plate with the cabin roof panel. One accelerometer is placed on the connecting
element of each rear gearbox strut.

4 Results

The present results provide an overview of both vibration and acoustic performance of the active control
systems. In the first case, the performance of the control system is measured by comparing the open and
closed loop acceleration at the sensor position. Acoustic results are presented by showing the SPL map
over an area close to the passengers head. To this end, a movable microphone rack is placed inside the
cabin underneath the anti–torque attachment points. The cabin width is spanned from side to side to obtain
a final grid of 50 measurement points. The SPL values are collected at 16384 Hz by a Scadas box and
processed by LMS Test.Lab software. A 1/12th octave analysis is performed to show results. Since three
narrow frequency bands to be reduced by the active control systems are selected, i.e., at 1600, 1800 and
4250 Hz, only the frequency bands around the target tones are reported. In the present study, the following
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(a) Anti–torque plate actuators/sensors configuration (b) Left rear strut actuators configu-
ration

Figure 3: Actuators location

hardware/software configuration are adopted. Active control on the rear struts is performed by using one
PC with two independent FXLMS controllers so that every controller manages four control signals and
one error signal. Active control on the anti-torque plate is carried out by using two PCs with one FXLMS
controller for each side of the plate so that every PC manages six control signals and two error signals. The
sampling frequency is set to 14 kHz and every channel is low-pass filtered after 5 kHz. A multi-reference
configuration is adopted, i.e., one digital reference signal is provided for each target tone. FIR filters of
length 200 are used to model the secondary paths, whereas control filters of length 20 are enough for a good
narrowband disturbance rejection.

Figures 4(a) to 4(d) show the vibration response at the error sensors with and without active control, as well
as the closed-loop disturbance rejection in dB. For the anti-torque plate, the mean value of the acceleration
spectra is reported. It has to be noted that the control action is focused on the target frequency bands without
any appreciable spillover and good rejection of about 20 dB is obtained for all cases.

Figures 5 to 8 show the acoustic response with and without active control at the target tones, as well as the
SPL reduction over the grid of measurement points. The analysis of acoustic performance can provide useful
information on the effectiveness and efficacy of the design of the active vibration isolation system previously
described. Looking at Figure 8 one may notice that a mean reduction of 3 dB is obtained for each target
frequency band over the whole measurement area. Some effect is also achieved over the range from 1800 to
2300 Hz where slight reductions of 1-2 dB are shown. Figures 5 to 7 reveal that there are wide zones where
the SPL reduction of the selected annoying tones is quite promising (about 5-10 dB). However, in other
zones the SPL is actually increased by a significant value. Various strategies to overcome this limitation are
currently under study. One is described in the following.

5 Optimization

Results presented in the previous section were obtained with a set of error sensors located on the structural
joints connecting the cabin with the rear struts and the anti-torque plate. As discussed above, this config-
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(a) Left anti–torque plate sensor mean values (b) Right anti–torque plate sensor mean

(c) Left rear strut (d) Right rear strut

Figure 4: FXLMS: vibration performance

(a) Open/Closed loop SPL at 1600 Hz (b) SPL reduction at 1600 Hz

Figure 5: FXLMS: acoustic performance at 1600 Hz
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(a) Open/Closed loop SPL at 1800 Hz (b) SPL reduction at 1800 Hz

Figure 6: FXLMS: acoustic performance at 1800 Hz

(a) Open/Closed loop SPL at 4250 Hz (b) SPL reduction at 4250 Hz

Figure 7: FXLMS: acoustic performance at 4250 Hz
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Figure 8: Mean of the SPL regulation in the band 500-4500 Hz (1/12th of octave band) on the 50 measurement
points

uration was designed with the aim of minimizing the vibration transmission through the joints. A further
study was conducted to check if the closed-loop performance could be affected and hopefully increased by
locating the error sensors in new positions. The analysis is based on the use of operational deflection shapes
(ODS) and optimization algorithms. ODS analysis is used for the determination of the vibration pattern of
a structure under given operating conditions. Vibration measurements are performed at different locations
and directions on the structure and the vibration pattern can be shown as an animated geometry model of
the structure or listed in a shape table. Any ODS is a combination of the forcing function acting on the
structure and the dynamic properties of the structure. In our experimental testbed, ODS analysis is carried
out on the connecting devices of the anti-torque plate and rear gearbox struts under operating conditions
(gearbox running at the selected regime). A Polytec laser vibrometer is used to improve space resolution
as compared to a grid of accelerometers and reduce the measuring time. One deflection shape of the same
structural components is then obtained for each piezoelectric actuator driven by one target tone of unit am-
plitude. Note that in-plane vibration is not measured. However, this is not a problem since internal acoustic
of the mock-up cabin is mainly due to out-of-plane vibration of the roof. Vibration signals at each measuring
point are combined to reconstruct the deflection shape caused by the engine excitation. Cabin roof vibration
can be canceled if there is an appropriate combination of actuator excitations that can reasonably reconstruct
the ODS of the roof. The first step of the method consists in evaluating the possibility of reconstructing
the deflection shape of the roof with the available actuators. The second step is the control simulation: the
vibration of only some points is reconstructed and this points must correspond to the error sensors. An opti-
mization algorithm is needed to reconstruct a deflection shape similar to the operative one using the available
actuator authority. The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm has been chosen for its easiness and
the high evaluation time/quality ratio.

5.1 PSO algorithm

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique developed by
Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [7], inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. The
particle swarm simulates this kind of social optimization. A problem is given and some way to evaluate a
proposed solution to it exists in the form of a fitness function. Then, a population of individuals defined
as random guesses at the problem solutions is initialized. These individuals are candidate solutions and
they are also known as ”particles”. An iterative process is used to improve these candidate solutions. The
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particles iteratively evaluate the fitness of the candidate solutions and remember the location where they had
their best success. The individual’s best solution is called the particle best or the local best. Each particle
makes this information available to their neighbors. They are also able to see where their neighbors have had
success. Movements through the search space are guided by these successes, with the population usually
converging, by the end of a trial, on a problem solution better than that of non-swarm approach using the
same methods. The swarm is typically modeled by particles in multidimensional space that have a position
and a velocity. These particles moves through hyperspace and if the velocity is small, all particles could
slow down until they approach zero velocity at the global best. The selection of coefficients in the velocity
update equations affects the convergence and the ability of the swarm to find the optimum. In a minimization
optimization problem, ”best” simply meaning the position with the smallest objective value. Members of a
swarm communicate good positions to each other and adjust their own position and velocity based on these
good positions. The swarm iteration is composed by the following steps:

1. Initialize the population - locations and velocities

2. Evaluate the fitness of the individual particle (pBest)

3. Keep track of the individuals highest fitness (gBest)

4. Modify velocities based on pBest and gBest position

V = v[ ] + c1 · rand( ) · (pbest[ ] − present[ ]) + c2 · rand( ) · (gbest[ ] − present[ ]) (1)

V :new velocity
v:actual velocity
present: actual position
c1 and c2: convergence constant

5. Update the particles position

present[ ] = present[ ] + v[ ] (2)

6. Go to Step 2 or terminate if the condition is met (for a maximum number of iteration)

The following inputs are needed to implement the PSO algorithm:

• Fitness function

• Particles

• Velocity function

In our application, the fitness function is defined as the distance between the ODS of the mock-up under
operating condition and a combination of deflection shapes generated by each piezoelectric actuator. This
combination is obtained by modifying the amplitude and phase of the deflection shape obtained by the piezo
excitations. The amplitude and phase are the particles of the problem. The velocity function is affected by
the value of the fitness function calculated, the convergence coefficient and a random contribution that allows
to avoid any local minimum (see (1).
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5.2 Optimization results

The first step of the optimization analysis was focused on validating the procedure by comparing the closed-
loop experimental deformation with the prediction given by the method for the standard control configuration
described in the previous sections, i.e., accelerometers located on the structural bolts. As shown in Figure 9,
the optimization method is able to find the right combination of amplitudes and phases of the piezoelectric
actuators to reproduce the deflection shape at the error sensor locations.

(a) Open/Closed loop laser vibrometer velocity
measurement at 1785 Hz

(b) Closed loop prediction with PSO algo-
rithm at 1785 Hz

Figure 9: Procedure validation placing error sensor on anti–torque plate structural attachment

The method was then used to find new positions for the error sensors to improve closed-loop performance.
It is known that the acoustic near field of a vibrating structure is closely related to its surface velocity. The
roof is supposed to be the most important source of noise in the helicopter cabin so the goal of active control
is to reduce its normal velocity. The part of the roof between the two anti-torque plate structural attachments
was chosen as the target area. This area was divided into two parts: the part under the left half of the plate
and the part under the right half of the plate, since two autonomous controllers are implemented for the two
half sides. For comparison reasons, the optimization was performed using two error points for each side. A
first study was carried out only on the disturbance tone at 1785 Hz for both sides of the anti-torque plate.
The ODS in the target area was obtained with the PSO algorithm for all possible error point couples and a
matrix of possible solution was built. Among all the obtained solution, two error points, which lead up to a
minimum vibration of the target area, were chosen as depicted in 10 by pink circle (points 1 and 2).

Figure 10: Error sensor position tested on the left side: position 1 and 2 are suggested by PSO, position 3
and 4 are standard positions on bolts

Then experimental tests were performed to validate the optimization results. An accelerometer grid made of
four rows and three columns was used to measure vibration response over the target area. The same acoustic
measures specified in section 4 were performed to compare the acoustic effect inside cabin obtained with the
new configuration The ODS computed by LMS Test.lab are depicted in Figure 11: red color in the reduction
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map indicates where the vibration response decreases. It’s clear that better vibration reduction is obtained
with the optimized sensor configuration. However, as shown in Figure 12, the noise field is not significantly
affected. This results shows that the vibration of the central area of the anti-torque plate attachment is not
directly correlated with the cabin noise.

(a) Open/Closed loop ODS vibration measure-
ment at 1785 Hz in the target area with error sen-
sor in position 1 and 2

(b) Open/Closed loop ODS vibration measure-
ment at 1785 Hz in the target area with error sen-
sor in position 3 and 4

Figure 11: Comparison of vibration reduction in the target area of PSO suggested configuration with the
standard one

(a) Open/Closed loop SPL at 1800 Hz with
optimized error points

(b) SPL reduction at 1800 Hz with opti-
mized error points

Figure 12: FXLMS: acoustic performance at 1800 Hz with optimized error points

6 Conclusions

The results here presented have shown that acceptable acoustic performance are achieved by the active con-
trol systems. A general reduction of 3 dB is obtained in the 1600 Hz 1/12 octave frequency band whereas
a reduction up to 8 dB can be experienced at 1800 Hz. Finally a more diffuse reduction is obtained on the
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4211 Hz tones. Error sensors placement appears to significantly affect the vibration response whereas the
acoustic field is only slightly modified.
The optimization method used is effective in reducing vibration on the target area, but not in reducing acous-
tic. At this moment the choice of use error sensor placed on structural attachment appears the most effective
choice in order to achieve a uniform acoustic reduction in all passenger area. The optimization method can
be improved by measuring the deflection shape of the entire roof in order to extend the optimization target
area.
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Abstract
The aim of the present work is the investigation about the use of blade trailing-edge flaps for the reduction of
vibratory loads arising at the hub of helicopter main rotors in forward flight. The alleviation of these loads
is achieved through cyclic actuation of the blade flaps, which is defined in terms of harmonics depending
on the feedback from measurement of vibrating loads amplitude. The control law relating flap deflection
harmonics and vibratory hub loads is obtained by an optimal control process based on the minimization of
a cost function, under the constraint of compatibility with the equations governing blade aeroelasticity. The
numerical investigation concerns a four-bladed rotor in level flight conditions, and focuses on effectiveness
and robustness of the control technique examined.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with the application of a control technique for reducing the vibratory loads arising at he-
licopters main rotor hub during forward flight. Indeed, rotational and translational motion combined with
the blade cyclic pitch control, and with the resulting complex aerodynamic environment in which helicopter
rotors operate, cause periodic blade elastic deformations and transmission of vibratory loads to the hub, and
hence to the fuselage. In turn, fuselage vibrations affect helicopter performance and reliability and are a
critical issue for helicopter designers. They produce acoustic disturbances inside the cabin that may cause
unacceptable ride discomfort, and also have a significant impact on the fatigue-life of the structure (and hence
on maintenance costs). In addition, vibrations have a negative impact on functionality of instruments located
onboard, also making their reading difficult. All this explains why the suppression/alleviation of vibratory
hub loads is one of the critical (and most challenging) goals in helicopter design.

Here, the reduction of vibratory hub loads through the cyclic actuation of blade trailing-edge flaps is exam-
ined. Specifically, the investigation is aimed at the analysis of both effectiveness and robustness of such a
kind of control technique, that in the last decade has received increased attention by rotorcraft researchers
(see, for instance, [1] and [2]). The control law relating measured vibratory hub loads to cyclic flap deflec-
tions aimed at vibratory load alleviation is obtained by an optimal control method based on the minimization
of a cost function which includes hub load and flap control input harmonics, under the constraint of compati-
bility with the equations governing blade aeroelasticity that, therefore, play a fundamental role in the control
law identification process. Blade aeroelastic modeling comes from coupling structural dynamics equations
with unsteady aeodynamic loads. The blade structural dynamics is described through the nonlinear flap-lag-
torsion equations of motion presented by Hodges and Dowell [3]. These are related to a beam-like model
and are valid for straight, slender, homogeneous, isotropic, nonuniform, twisted blades. Retaining second
order terms after the application of an ordering scheme, and assuming radial displacements as simply ge-
ometric consequence of the transverse bending deflections [4], the final form of the dynamic system is a
set of coupled nonlinear integro-partial differential equations having as unknowns in-plane and out-of-plane
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displacements of the elastic axis, along with the cross-section elastic twist, forced by the aerodynamic loads.
It is suitable for describing the response of helicopter rotor blades undergoing significant deflections. Akin to
several rotor prediction tools commonly used by helicopter industries, the aerodynamic loads are simulated
through a 2D, quasi-steady, aerodynamic model that includes flap effects and wake-inflow corrections (to
take into account the 3D trailing vortices influence). Specifically, the section loads are obtained from the
Theodorsen theory [5] and its extension for pulsating free-stream velocity [6], while the wake inflow on the
rotor disk is obtained either analytically [7], or as predicted by a 3D, unsteady, free-wake, BEM computa-
tional tool for potential flows [8]. The final aeroelastic equations are solved by applying the Galerkin method
for the space discretization, followed by a harmonic balance approach for the time integration [9]. Vibratory
hub loads are evaluated by combining the integration of inertial loads and aerodynamic loads along the span
of each blade.

For a four-bladed helicopter rotor in level flight conditions, the numerical investigation is focused on the anal-
ysis of the effectiveness and robustness of the vibratory hub loads control technique presented. A procedure
for control law identification that allows computational time saving is also proposed and examined.

2 Blade aeroelastic model

The starting point for the identification of the blade flap optimal control actuation is the definition of the
aeroelastic model through which the helicopter rotor behavior may be simulated: it is essential both in the
control law synthesis process and for the validation of the performance of the control procedure. Here,
the aeroelastic equations are obtained by coupling a beam-like rotor blade structural description with the
aerodynamic loads from a 2D, quasi-steady model that takes into account wake inflow effects and trailing-
edge flap influence.

The blade equations are based on the nonlinear bending-torsion formulation presented by Hodges and Dow-
ell [3], that is valid for straight, slender, homogeneous, isotropic, nonuniform, twisted blades, undergoing
moderate displacements. Indeed, second order terms are retained in the equations after the application of
an ordering scheme that drops third-order terms (with respect to bending slope) not contributing to damp-
ing. For (H,x, y, z) denoting a hub-centered orthogonal coordinate system fixed with the undeformed blade,
having spanwise x-axis and the y-axis parallel to the plane of rotation, the lead-lag, v(x, t), and flap, w(x, t),
displacements of the blade elastic axis (aligned, respectively, with y and z axes), along with the cross-section
rotation, φ(x, t), about the deformed elastic axis are governed by the following three dimensionless integro-
differential equations [3]

[(Λ2−Λ21 sin2 θ)v′′]′′+
Λ21

2
[w′′ sin(2θ)]′′+Λ21[φw′′ cos(2θ)− φv′′ sin(2θ)]′′ − (Tv′)′ − eA T cos(θ + φ)

= Lv(v, w, φ, β)+py(v, w, φ, β)−q′z(v, w, φ, β) (1)

[(Λ1+Λ21 sin2 θ)w′′]′′+
Λ21

2
[v′′ sin(2θ)]′′+Λ21[φv′′ cos(2θ) + φw′′ sin(2θ)]′′ − (Tw′)′ − eA T sin(θ + φ)

= Lw(v, w, φ, β) + pz(v, w, φ, β) + q′y(v, w, φ, β) (2)

Λ21[(w′′2 − v′′2) sin θ cos θ + v′′w′′ cos(2θ)]− κφ′′ − [η2K T (φ + θ)′]′ − eA T (w′′ cos θ − v′′ sin θ)
= Mφ(v, w, φ, β) + qx(v, w, φ, β) + v′qy(v, w, φ, β) + w′qz(v, w, φ, β) (3)

where the tension, T , is given by

T =
∫ 1

x
px(v, w, φ) dx̄ (4)
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and ( )′ denotes derivation with respect to dimensionless spanwise coordinate. The blade loading terms due to
section inertial forces, px, py, pz , section inertial moments, qx, qy, qz , and aerodynamic loads per unit length,
Lv, Lw,Mφ, are functions of the blade section degrees of freedom; at those sections where the trailing-edge
flap is present, some of these loads are strongly affected also by the flap angle deflection, β, through which
the control action is applied. In the equations above, dimensionless lengths are related to the blade radius, R,
while dimensionless time coincides with blade azimuth position. The bending equations, Eqs. (1) and (2),
have been obtained by division by the parameter mΩ2R, while the torsion equation, Eq. (3), is the result of
division by the parameter mΩ2R2, with m denoting the reference blade mass per unit length and Ω denoting
the angular velocity of the blade; Λ1 and Λ2 are the dimensionless flap and lead-lag bending stiffnesses,
respectively, Λ21 = Λ2 − Λ1, κ is the dimensionless torsion rigidity, η is the dimensionless sectional mass
radius of gyration, K is the square of the ratio between the blade cross-section polar radius of gyration and
the blade cross-section mass radius of gyration, whereas θ is the section pitch angle and eA is the tensile
offset (see [3] and [4] for details). Note that, if present, in Eqs. (1)-(3) blade precone angle, hinge offset,
torque offset and mass offset would appear in the expressions describing the distributed loads.

Akin to several rotor prediction tools commonly used by helicopter industries, the aerodynamic loads on the
blade are analyzed by using a two-dimensional, quasi-steady model with wake-inflow corrections (mainly, to
take into account the 3D effects due to the complex trailing vortices structure released by the rotor blades).
It is based on the Theodorsen [5] and Greenberg [6] theories, under the assumption of very low frequency
analysis, for which the lift deficiency function is constant and equal to one.

Specifically, denoting with u
T

and u
P

the components of the elastic axis velocity in the section principal
axes frame (u

T
is chordwise, u

P
is upward), and with ω the section angular velocity orthogonal to the section

plane, distributed lift and aerodynamic moment are given by [5][6]

L = ρb2
{

π

[
−u̇

P
+

b

2
ω̇ − 2

b
u

T
u

P
+ 2u

T
ω

]
+ (2T10u

2

T
/b− T4u̇

T
)β + u

T
(T11 − T4)β̇ − bT1β̈

}
Mφ = −ρb3

{
π

2

[
−u̇

P
+ u

T
ω +

3
4
bω̇

]
+
[
(T4 + T10)u2

T
/b− T8u̇

T
− (c̄ +

1
2
)T4u̇

T

]
β

+ u
T

[
T1 − T8 − (c̄ +

1
2
)T4 +

1
2
T11

]
β̇ − b

[
T7 + (c̄ +

1
2
)T1

]
β̈

}
(5)

where ρ is the air density, b is the section semi-chord length, c̄ is the trailing-edge flap length, while the T ′
js

are coefficients depending on c̄ [5]. Next, introducing the drag section force

D = ρ b (u2

T
+ u2

P
) c

D

where c
D

is the profile drag coefficient, for α = θ + φ, the distributed loads forcing blade lagging and
flapping read (see, for instance, [4])

Lv = −L

(
uP

u
T

+ α

)
−D (6)

Lw = L−D

(
uP

u
T

+ α

)
(7)

The velocity components, u
T

and u
P

, are the result of the combination of rigid blade motion and elastic
deformation and, therefore, are functions of v, w, φ. Note that, the effects of the inflow velocity induced by
the rotor wake are included in the u

P
component, and that the pitching moment, Mφ, is evaluated about the

1/4-chord point (section aerodynamic offset is assumed to be zero, but the extension to the non-zero case
may be easily derived from [5] and [6]).

3 Hub loads evaluation and optimal control procedure

Structural equations, Eqs. (1)-(3), coupled with the aerodynamic loads in Eqs. (6), (7) and (5) yield the
rotor aeroelastic model to be integrated. To this aim, the space discretization of blade equations is per-
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Figure 1: Hub loads, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.30
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Figure 2: Flap deflection time history, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.30

formed through the Galerkin method, starting from elastic deformations described as a linear combination of
suitable linearly independent shape functions that satisfy the geometric homogeneous boundary conditions
corresponding to the structure constraints (for instance, for a hingeless blade they are chosen as bending
natural modes of a cantilever beam). The resulting aeroelastic system consists of a set of nonlinear ordinary
differential equations of the type

M(t) q̈ + C(t) q̇ + K(t)q = f nl
str(t,q) + fβ

iner(t,q, β) + faer(t,q, β) (8)

where q denotes the vector of the Lagrangean coordinates of blade, whereas M,C, and K are time-periodic,
mass, damping, and stiffness structural matrices representing the linear structural terms. Nonlinear structural
contributions are collected in f nl

str, the inertial loads due to flap deflection are collected in fβ
iner, whereas the

generalized aerodynamic forces are collected in faer.

This work deals with a helicopter main rotor in steady flight during which rotor blades are subject to steady
periodic deformations with rotor frequency of revolution as fundamental frequency. Thus, the solution of
Eq. (8) and hence the prediction of the vibrating loads is based on a harmonic balance approach. This
is a methodology suitable for the analysis of asymptotic solutions (as time goes to infinity) of differential
equations forced by periodic terms, as in the present problem. These arise mainly because of polar flow-
asymmetry on rotor blades and cyclic controls effects, with the additional contribution of blade flaps cyclic
motion when they are actuated. The harmonic balance solution consists of: (i) expressing LHS and RHS
of Eq. (8) in terms of Fourier series; (ii) equating the resulting coefficients; (iii) solving the corresponding
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Figure 3: Flap deflection harmonics, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.30
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Figure 4: Hub loads, free-wake inflow, µ = 0.30

algebraic set of equations in terms of the unknown Fourier coefficients of the Lagrangean coordinates of the
problem. Note that, because of the presence of nonlinear terms, the harmonic balance solution requires an
iterative procedure. Once the steady periodic blade deformations are determined, vibratory hub loads are
evaluated by integrating along the span the corresponding inertial and aerodynamic loads and combining the
contributions from each rotor blade.

Here, the objective is to identify blade flaps cyclic motion such that vibrating hub loads are reduced as much
as possible. Following an approach already used in the past by other authors that have faced the problem of
helicopter vibration control [1], [2], [10], [11], this is achieved through an optimal procedure that consists of
minimizing the following quadratic form (cost function, or performance index)

J = zT Wz z + uT Wu u (9)

where u is the vector collecting the control input amplitudes to be determined (harmonics of flap deflection,
in our case), z is the vector of the quantities to be reduced (hub load harmonics, in this problem), while
Wz and Wu are weighting matrices that are defined so as to get the best compromise between control
effectiveness and control effort. Because of the inherently time-periodic nature of the problem, this control
approach involves only the harmonics of input and output variables, without concerning the evolution of
transients. In the present problem, for a N -bladed rotor, the output vector consists of the N/rev sine and
cosine harmonics of forces and moments at the hub, while the control inputs are sine and cosine of the
harmonics of flap deflection, β, that are effective for control.
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Figure 5: Flap deflection time history, free-wake inflow, µ = 0.30
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Figure 6: Flap deflection harmonics, free-wake inflow, µ = 0.30

Akin to the standard optimal LQR control method (of which the present approach may be interpreted as the
natural extension for the application to the control of the steady-periodic behavior of a system governed by a
nonlinear, periodic-coefficient differential equation), the minimization of the cost function is obtained under
the constraint of satisfying the governing equation of the system controlled. Such constraint is not directly
represented by Eq. (8), but rather is given by the following linearized relationship (about a reference input
state, un−1) between control inputs and system response in terms of hub loads

zn = zn−1 + Tn−1 (un − un−1) (10)

where Tn−1 is the (Jacobian) transfer matrix that may be obtained numerically from solutions of Eq. (8).
Note that the nonlinear behavior of the rotor aeroelastic response implies that the transfer matrix is not
constant, being a function of the reference input state. Then, combining Eq. (9) with Eq. (10) and minimizing
the resulting cost function yields the following optimal control input

un = Gu un−1 −Gz zn−1 (11)

where the gain matrices are given by

Gu = DTT
n−1 WzTn−1

Gz = DTT
n−1 Wz
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Figure 7: Hub loads, semi-active control, free wake without flap effects, µ = 0.30
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Figure 8: Hub loads, semi-active control, free wake with flap effects, µ = 0.30

with

D = (TT
n−1WzTn−1 + Wu)−1

Equation (11) has to be used in a recursive way: starting from a given control input and corresponding
output, the law of the optimal controller is updated until convergence. First, this procedure may be applied
computationally to identify the weighting matrices that assure the best control performance, and then may
be used as a closed-loop control process in which, at each n-th control step, measured vibrating hub loads
and corresponding control inputs are used as a feedback to update the control law. Note that the time interval
between each control step should be long enough to allow the helicopter to reach the steady-periodic state
corresponding to the updated control inputs [1].

4 Numerical investigation

The control approach presented above has been applied to alleviate the vibrating loads arising during level
flight conditions at the hub of a Bo-105-like four-bladed main rotor. The radius of this rotor is R = 4.93m,
the blades have constant chord, c = 0.395m, and linear twist angle equal to −8◦; in addition, bending
and torsional nondimensional stiffnesses (as well as cross-section mass radius of gyration and mass per unit
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Figure 9: Hub loads, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.35
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Figure 10: Flap deflection time history, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.35

length) have been assumed to be uniform along the blade span and equal to, respectively, Λ1 = 0.008345,
Λ2 = 0.023198, κ = 0.00225 (see [2], for further details).

The flight configuration with advance ratio µ = 0.3 has been initially examined, with trim controls related
to blade rotational speed Ω = 40rad/s. In the first step of the analysis the control matrices, Gu and Gz ,
have been identified as those yielding the optimal hub loads reduction, under the limitation of requiring a
maximum flap deflection of±4◦ (such constraint is introduced to take into account the operational limitations
that would unavoidably arise during the practical implementation of the control). Specifically, considering
an aeroelastic rotor model based on the wake inflow given by Drees [7], the optimal weighting matrices have
been determined using a local controller approach, with the transfer matrix in Eq. (10) given by a preliminary
analytical approximation based on a least square procedure. Indeed, this approach allows a search of the
optimal control law that is as fast as that using a global controller (i.e., considering a constant transfer matrix),
and much faster than the local controller ones based on the numerical evaluation of the transfer matrix at each
step of the control process (note that the evaluation of the transfer matrix requires the determination of the
sensitivities of the hub loads harmonics with respect to all the flap deflection harmonics considered in the
control actuation). Figure 1 compares the baseline vibrating hub loads (i.e., without flap control actuation)
both with those resulting from the feedback process involving the complete rotor aeroelastic simulation at
each control step, and with those obtained from the feedback hub loads determined through Eq. (10). In
addition, Fig. 2 shows the corresponding flap deflection time histories during one rotor revolution, while
Fig. 3 depicts the harmonics of the control inputs. Note that in this analysis the 2 − 5/rev flap harmonics
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Figure 11: Flap deflection harmonics, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.35
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Figure 12: Flap deflection time history, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.35

have been included, in that are those most effective for the control of a four-bladed rotor. These results
demonstrate that the vibrating hub loads alleviation obtained through the control procedure presented is more
than satisfactory. However, note also that the loads reduction from the simplified procedure (i.e., that using
Eq. (10)) is very close to that from the application of the more computationally expensive process requiring
the aeroelastic simulation at each control step, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the technique used to
approximate the transfer matrix, T. Next, in order to validate the control law identified with the aeroelastic
model that uses the Drees wake inflow, it has been applied to alleviate the hub loads arising when the rotor
wake inflow is predicted by a 3D free-wake model based on a BEM solver [8]. Specifically, using the same
gain matrices, Gu and Gz , obtained from previous analysis, the control procedure has been applied with the
feedback from the aeroelastic simulation based on the free-wake inflow. The resulting vibrating hub loads
alleviation is shown in Fig. 4, where the baseline loads differ from those in Fig. 1, in that obtained from the
free-wake inflow without flap actuation. This figure demonstrates that the overall effectiveness of the control
procedure is confirmed when applied to an aeroelastic model different from that used in the control law
synthesis, with an increase of control performance on vibrating forces and rolling moment, and a reduction
of efficiency in controlling pitch and yaw moments. This negative effect is a consequence of the fact that
the matrix Wz tailored with the Drees wake inflow model weakly weights My and Mz , and it is apparent
that this is not appropriate when the more realistic free-wake inflow model is applied. However, observing
that My and Mz are maintained limited anyway, these results indicate the overall robustness of the feedback
control procedure. Figures 5 and 6 depict time-history and harmonics of the flap deflections thorugh which
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Figure 13: Hub loads, Drees wake inflow, µ = 0.35
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Figure 14: Hub loads, free-wake inflow, µ = 0.35

the controlled hub loads in Fig. 4 have been obtained.They show that the control input required has lower
maximum deflections, with a strong increase of the 5/rev frequency and a strong reduction of the 2/rev and
3/rev harmonics: this is the consequence of the higher frequency content of the free-wake inflow as seen
in the rotating frame, with respect to that from the analytical Drees model. Next, we have tried to alleviate
the vibrating hub loads arising with the free-wake inflow model directly through the flap motion identified in
the procedure of control law synthesis (and corresponding to the optimal one for the aeroelastic model based
on the Drees wake inflow). The results of this approach, that would not require any feedback in that using
a pre-defined flap time history, are given in Fig. 7. They indicate that the semi-active application of blade
trailing-edge flap for hub loads alleviation is not a robust control procedure, since the only change of the
wake inflow model included in the simulation tool has caused a significant reduction of the overall control
performance. Even worse results are obtained when the rotor inflow is determined through a more realistic
free-wake model that takes into account the effects of the trailing-edge flap deflection. As shown in Fig. 8, in
this case slight benefits of the semi-active control procedure are limited to the in-plane forces, while the rest
of the vibrating loads (Fz and Mz , dramatically) are increased with respect to the uncontrolled configuration.
These results mean that the effectiveness of the control of vibrating hub loads through flap actuation has to
be associated necessarily to an active control procedure, with the availability of sensors for the determination
of the vibrating hub loads to be used as feedback.

Then, the rotor flying at advance ratio µ = 0.35 has been examined. Starting from the same control law syn-
thesis procedure applied for µ = 0.30, the vibrating hub loads alleviation shown in Fig. 9 has been obtained,
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Figure 15: Flap deflection time history, free-wake inflow, µ = 0.35
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Figure 16: Flap deflection harmonics, free-wake inflow, µ = 0.35

with the corresponding flap deflection time history and harmonic content depicted in Figs. 10 and 11, re-
spectively. In this case, because of the higher level of vibrating loads in the uncontrolled configuration, lower
vibrating loads reductions have been obtained using the same range of admissible flap deflections (although
with a higher 5/rev harmonic contribution). However, increasing to ±6◦ the maximum flap deflections (see
Fig. 12) yields a satisfactory level of vibrating loads alleviation that is closer to that obtained for µ = 0.30, as
shown in Fig. 13. Finally, the gain matrices, Gu and Gz , identified for −4◦ ≤ β ≤ 4◦, have been validated
with the aeroelastic simulation using the free-wake inflow model not including the effect of flap deflections.
Figure 14 shows the corresponding vibrating loads alleviation, while Figs. 15 and 16 depict flap deflection
time history and harmonic content. In this case, the validation has demonstrated a good performance of the
control law, except for a slight increase in the yaw moment, Mz . Similarly to the case with µ = 0.30, this
effect is a consequence of the fact that the matrix Wz identified with the Drees wake inflow weakly weights
Mz . Thus, a more effective control could be simply obtained by re-defining the yaw moment weighting.
Note that the flap deflections resulting from the active control reach the limit of the admissible range and
have a frequency content that is very close to that observed in the analysis with the Drees wake inflow model
(see Figs. 15 and 16): maybe this is due to the fact that, at µ = 0.35, the wake rapidly moves away from the
rotor. Finally, the semi-active flap-based control has been applied to the aeroelastic models using free-wake
inflow both without and with flap effects inclusion. The flap motion applied is that determined through the
aeroelastic model based on the Drees wake inflow, and the corresponding results are depicted in Figs. 17 and
18, respectively. They confirm that the flap control performance is unsatisfactory when the feedback is not
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Figure 17: Hub loads, semi-active control, free wake without flap effects, µ = 0.35
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Figure 18: Hub loads, semi-active control, free wake with flap effects, µ = 0.35

considered in the control algorithm, and worsens as more realistic wake inflows are used.

5 Conclusions

Trailing-edge flap actuation has been applied to alleviate vibrating hub loads arising during the advancing
flight of helicopters. A local controller methodology based on the least square approximation of the flap-
harmonics/hub-loads-harmonics transfer matrix has been proposed and its numerical efficiency has been
proved. For µ = 0.30 excellent vibrating hub loads reductions have been obtained limiting to ±4◦ the max-
imum flap deflection, and the active control strategy has been shown to be robust with respect to variations
of the validation aeroelastic model. On the contrary, the semi-active control procedure has shown to be
ineffective when the validation model differs from that used for the identification of the flap actuation law.
At higher advance ratios, because of the increase of the uncontrolled vibrating hub loads larger flap maxi-
mum deflections are required to maintain the same level of vibrating hub loads alleviation, as for µ = 0.30.
The active flap control procedure has been confirmed to be robust for higher advance ratios also, while the
semi-active strategy has been confirmed to be a not reliable methodology in this kind of problems.
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Abstract 
The possibility of using noise barriers for helicopter noise mitigation is numerically investigated. The 
noise field produced by an isolated main rotor in the presence of a barrier on the ground is predicted by 
employing and appropriately modifying existing diffraction and reflection models. It is shown that noise 
barriers can provide substantial shielding from helicopter noise and conclusions are drawn regarding 
barrier configuration and helicopter operations.  

1 Introduction 

Noise barriers are walls built alongside highways, railroads and at the end of airport runways in order to 
block the direct path from source to receiver and to, thus, put the receiver behind the barrier in an 
acoustical shadow zone. Sound, however, reaches the receiver primarily through diffraction by the 
barrier’s top edge. Noise barriers affect the sound field not only behind them, but in front, as well, 
primarily as sound reflects on the surface of the barrier back to the source side. Noise barriers can be used 
to shield communities from noise produced by helicopters, when operating on or close to the ground. 

Although barriers have been extensively used and dealt with for road vehicles, little has been done for 
helicopters. Several issues arise in the study of noise barriers for helicopters: (i) Helicopter noise is quite 
strong at low frequencies, while the barrier is a low-pass system that blocks the higher frequencies more 
than the lower; (ii) The helicopters, unlike land vehicles, can be approaching the noise barrier flying at a 
height above the barrier height, a geometrical configuration that restricts the extend of the shadow zone 
behind the barrier; (iii) The sound field produced by helicopters is highly directional; (iv) The length of 
the barrier can be finite (as opposed to the very long traffic noise barriers); and (v) Unlike the majority of 
diffraction studies, which focus in the shadow zone behind the barrier, the present study deals equally with 
the noise field behind and in front of the barrier. Items (i) and (ii) concern the feasibility of noise barriers 
for helicopter noise mitigation, items (iii) and (iv) preclude the majority of the existing diffraction models 
to be used for the investigation, while items (ii) and (v) requires to carefully extend and apply existing 
models for receiver locations in the illuminated areas behind and in front of the barrier. In front of the 
barrier shall mean on the side of the barrier facing the source, while behind the barrier the opposite side.  

Known models have been combined and appropriately modified to create a computational tool that 
predicts the noise field that is produced by helicopter sound as it reflects on the ground and the barrier 
surface, and diffracts on the top and side edges of the barrier. 

The model used is briefly described in section 2 and predictions obtained by its employment are compared 
with available experimental data. Subsequently, the model is applied to helicopter noise. In section 3 
results are presented and conclusions are drawn regarding barrier configuration and helicopter operations.  
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2 Diffraction/Reflection Model 

Sound emanating from the helicopter reaches the receiver either directly or after being reflected on the 
ground or/and on the barrier surface. Sound also reaches the receiver through diffraction. Acoustic rays, 
coming either directly from source or after being reflected on the ground or/and on the barrier surface, hit 
one of the edges of the barrier and give rise to a diffracted field. The model employed should accurately 
predict all the above reflections and diffractions. 

In the following, mention will be made to regions I, II and III. Figure 1(a) shows the regions for a noise 
barrier that is modeled as an infinitely thin half plane. According to geometrical acoustics, region III is a 
shadow zone, in region II only the incident sound field is present, while in region I the incident field 
coexists with the reflected field coming from the surface of the barrier. A diffracted field is superimposed 
in all three regions to the geometrical acoustics field.  

 
(a) side view                                  (b) top view 

Figure 1: Regions I, II and III around a noise barrier modeled as an infinite half plane [(a)] and a 
noise barrier of finite length and infinite height [(b)].   

2.1 Models employed 

For modeling the diffraction from the top edge of the barrier, the DLSM (Directive Line Source Model) 
[1-3] has been employed. According to DLSM, the problem of diffraction is transformed into a radiation 
problem from directive point sources continuously distributed along the edge of the barrier. The 
directivity and the strength of the virtual sources, as well as the position of the receiver in the radiation 
problem are determined by DLSM. DLSM can be applied for several types of incident radiation: plane 
waves, omni-directional cylindrical and spherical waves, as well as waves from directional sources. 
DLSM can be applied for various edges: straight infinitely long, edges of finite length, and jagged edges. 
DLSM predicts the diffraction field not only behind, but above and in front of the barrier, as well. DLSM 
is valid everywhere around the barrier, except of a small area of one wavelength around the edge.    

The presence of the ground gives rise to additional propagation paths that contribute to the noise field. The 
paths can be separated into geometrical and diffraction paths. The former are reflections on the ground 
and the barrier and are the same as if the barrier were infinitely high. The diffraction paths, on the other 
hand, are those that, either directly or after reflections from the ground or/and the barrier, reach the edge 
of the barrier, and as a result produce a diffraction signal (see, for example, Ref [4]). Consider a receiver 
behind the barrier. The diffracted paths leading to that receiver are four. The diffraction field is, therefore, 
the sum of four diffraction contributions. These correspond to the solutions of the following four half 
plane (i.e. no ground) diffraction problems: source-edge-receiver, image_source-edge-receiver, 
image_source-edge-image_receiver, and source-edge-image_receiver. Image_source and image_receiver 
denote the locations of the image of source and receiver, respectively, with respect to the ground. 

For barriers of finite length, the DLSM is employed for predicting the diffraction from the top edge and 
the two side edges, all three being of finite length. Each diffracting edge defines around it the three 
distinct regions I, II, and III. Figure 1(b) shows the top view of a barrier of finite length and infinite height 
(receiver plane below barrier height), where the regions I, II and III can be observed for each side edge. 
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The effect of the presence of the ground in the case of finite length barriers is more complex than in the 
case of infinitely long noise barriers. It nevertheless follows the same principle of image source and image 
receiver. It should be mentioned, however, that unlike previous publications on the subject, where two 
diffraction paths are considered for each side edge [5-7], we consider four paths in correspondence to the 
infinitely long top edge. This improved the agreement with experiments. 

For modeling the reflection and absorption of a spherical wave on the ground the work in Ref. [8-11] has 
been employed. The ground model requires a single parameter, the flow resistivity, to acoustically 
describe the ground. The ground can be a porous half-plane, or a layer of finite thickness. The ground 
model handles cases of both local and extended reaction.   

The combined reflection/diffraction model has certain limitations: The noise barrier is considered 
infinitely thin (diffraction from the second top edge of the barrier is omitted) and acoustically rigid (no 
sound is absorbed when reflecting on its surface). The diffraction from the bottom edge of the barrier (at 
its intersection with the ground surface) is omitted. The surrounding medium is non-absorbing, 
homogenous and in rest. The noise source is a stationary point source. Source and receiver are at least one 
wavelength from the barrier edges. The ground must have known acoustical properties expressed as flow 
resistivity.  

2.2 Comparison with experimental data 

In the following we show some comparisons between results obtained by the outlined prediction tool with 
experimental data.  

Figure 2 shows the good agreement of results obtained by DLSM for diffraction of a spherical wave 
incident on a rigid half plane, with laboratory experiments performed with a spark source as the noise 
source and a aluminum barrier with interchangeable top edges supported by plywood [2]. DLSM yields 
good results for both straight and jagged top edges.  

Figure 3(a) shows the comparison between results obtained by the model (DLSM combined with ground 
reflection model) with experimental data taken outdoors in neutral weather conditions with a plywood 
barrier on asphalt ground [4]. The relatively good agreement can be observed.  

Figure 3(b) regards finite length barriers on ground. In this case, the DSLM is employed to compute the 
diffracted field from the top edge of the barrier as well as the diffracted signals from the two side edges of 
the barrier, including all the diffraction paths that are generated due to the presence of the ground. The 
experimental data are from scale model experiments in a semianechoic chamber with hard tiled floor 
(perfectly rigid) and pressboard barriers of various heights and lengths [7]. 

                         

                    
Figure 2: Diffraction by straight (l) and straight (r) top edge (no ground) –comparison of DLSM 

predictions with experimental data from Ref. [2].   
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(a)            (b) 

 

Figure 3: Diffraction by infinitely long barrier [(a)] and finite length barrier [(b)] on rigid ground –
comparison of predictions by DLSM and ground model with experimental data from Ref. [4] [(a)] 

and Ref. [7] [(b)].   

3 Application to Helicopter Noise 

The model outlined in the previous section is employed to numerically investigate (i) the effect of the 
presence of the barrier in the noise field produced by a helicopter and (ii) the possibility of using noise 
barriers for helicopter noise mitigation. 

Figure 4 shows the geometry of the problem investigated in the present work. The source is considered a 
directional point source located at the rotor head center of the helicopter. It can be any point around the 
barrier subject to two restrictions imposed solely by the dimensions of a real helicopter, specifically its 
height and the diameter of its rotor.  The source, and thus the rotor center, can not be at a height ( sh ) 

smaller than 3.5 m and cannot approach the barrier at a lateral distance ( sl ) smaller than 7m. The receivers 

are located on a plane parallel to the ground and 1.2m above it ( rh =1.2m). The specific height of the 

receiver plane has been chosen to coincide with the microphone height at noise certification 
measurements. On the receiver plane we investigate a wide area of 40m X 30m on either side of the 
barrier. The ground has been considered hard (asphalt with flow resistivity σ =20000 cgs) and the barrier 
as an acoustically rigid surface (total reflection of sound on its surface) being 4.5 m high.  

The model is employed twice to compute the SPL as a function of frequency at each receiver location, 
once with and then without the barrier present. The difference between these values provides the 
traditional insertion loss, which is a measure of the shielding effect of the barrier for a specific frequency: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )noBarrier BarrierIL f SPL f SPL f= − . (1) 

Barrier Length=0.41m 
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Subsequently, at each receiver location the OSPL value is computed over all frequencies for both cases 
(with and without the barrier). The difference in the OSPL values at each receiver location provides a 
measure of the total shielding effect of the barrier for the particular receiver location 

 noBarrier BarrierOSPL OSPL OSPLΔ = − . (2) 

Similar to the insertion loss (IL), positive values of OSPLΔ indicate shielding, while negative values 
indicate reinforcement of the noise field. 

 
Figure 4: Geometry source-barrier-receiver configuration 

3.1 Noise Source Data 

A numerically generated database has been used to model the noise source (helicopter). The database 
provides the noise field produced by an isolated main rotor in the acoustical far field for the three flight 
conditions shown in Table 1. The database has been provided by AUGUSTA within the framework of the 
European Integrated Project FRIENDCOPTER. The so called “operational aeroacoustic simulator” has 
been employed by AGUSTA to obtain the acoustic data used in this analysis. The operational aeroacoustic 
simulator was developed within AGUSTA in order to have an integrated calculation system coupling 
aeroelasticity, aerodynamics and aeroacoustics analyses. This simulator permits to predict noise footprints 
emitted by helicopters in wind tunnel testing as well as in real flight operations. [12,13] The database 
consist of the SPL levels as a function of frequency on a grid of points on a spherical surface having its 
center at the center of the rotor. The radius of the sphere is 150 m and the grid of points on the sphere is 
generated by varying the two directivity angles by a step of 10 degrees. The frequencies examined are the 
blade passage frequency and higher harmonics, up to approximately 800 Hz. 

 

Flight Condition Level Flight Approach Take-off 
Main-rotor only Yes Yes Yes 
Far – field Yes Yes Yes 
Angle of attack (deg) -0.3 8.85 -14.5 
Side slip angle (deg) 0 0 0 
Rotational speed (rpm) 384 391.68 391.68 
Aircraft speed (m/sec) 68.73 38.58 38.58 

Table 1: Numerically generated data used as noise source [12]. 

Figure 5 shows the directional noise field produced by a helicopter rotor for the three flight conditions on 
a plane 1.2 m above the ground with the rotor head center being 4.5 m above the ground. It can be 
observed that the helicopter noise field is highly directional. 
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The following points should be emphasized: (i) The noise source data regard the main-rotor only, not the 
entire helicopter; (ii) The data are for frequencies up to 800 Hz. This, however, does not affect our 
investigation regarding the shielding effect of the barrier, because these frequencies correspond to the 
strongest portion of the spectrum and because the shielding effect of the barrier is determined mostly by 
the lower frequencies – the higher frequencies are easier mitigated; and (iii) The noise source data 
provided by the aeroacoustic simulations model the noise field in the acoustical far-field. They were 
subsequently back-propagated to yield the pressure field at 1 m from the rotor center. Those values at 1 m 
from the rotor center are the ones used in our study as noise sources. In other words, the noise source data 
should not be considered as the near-field noise source data, but only an estimation of the near-field based 
on far-field simulations.  This fact, however, does not greatly affect our investigation, since the focus of 
the present work is not on the specific SPL values, but on the difference in the SPL attributed to the 
presence of the barrier.   

(a) (b)  (c)  

Figure 5: Footprint showing the OSPL on a receiver plane 1.2 m above asphalt ground (σ =20000 

cgs), no barrier, source at (0,0) and 4.5m above the ground, 0o
sθ = (helicopter’s symmetry plane  

parallel to the barrier with pilot’s left hand facing the barrier) [(a) approach, (b) level flight, (c) 
take-off]. 

3.2 Noise field around the barrier and barrier’s shielding effect 

In the following we examine two distinct cases of helicopter location: helicopter below the barrier height 
and helicopter above the barrier height.  

Helicopter below the barrier height (see Figure 6) 

• Behind the barrier: 

o The entire footprint area behind the barrier is in the shadow zone (region III). Shielding is 
provided ( OSPLΔ >0) for all receiver locations. Expect that during take-off a bright spot 
( OSPLΔ <0) can be observed for certain orientation angles of the helicopter. The bright 
spot changes its position at the helicopter rotates and eventually it disappears. The bright 
spot appears, when the axis passing through the two characteristic lobes [see Figure 5(c)] 
aligns with the barrier edge and when the smaller lobe faces the barrier. 

o  The maximum value of OSPLΔ ( maxOSPLΔ ) always occurs at receivers behind the 

barrier. 

o In almost all cases, the small area behind the barrier right opposite of the helicopter is the 
most shielded. 

• In front of the barrier: 

o The entire footprint area in front of the barrier is in region I, where the incident, the 
reflected from the barrier and the diffracted field co-exist.  The noise field is, in general, 
reinforced by the presence of the barrier ( OSPLΔ <0). Some receiver locations, however, 
experience a slightly positive OSPLΔ . 
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o The minimum value of OSPLΔ ( minOSPLΔ ) always occurs at receivers in front of the 

barrier.  

o In general, the improvement behind the barrier ( OSPLΔ >0) outweighs any deterioration 
( OSPLΔ <0)  in front of the barrier ( max min| |OSPL  OSPLΔ > Δ ). 

 

 
Figure 6: Helicopter below barrier height: Footprints on a receiver plane 1.2 m above asphalt 
ground (σ =20000 cgs), level flight (see Table 1), barrier height 4.5m, source at (0,0), sh =4.5m, 

sl =7m, 0o
sθ = . 

Helicopter above the barrier height (see Figure 7) 

• Behind the barrier: 

o According to geometrical acoustics the footprint area behind the barrier is divided into 
two regions: regions III and II (see Figure 7). A transition region (II-III) can also be 
distinguished and is attributed to the presence of the ground. Consider the location of the 
image receiver (image with respect to the ground). The location of the image receiver is 
needed to compute the two out of the four diffraction contributions due to the presence of 
the ground (see section 2.1).   Region II-III is the area, where the receiver is in region II, 
but the image receiver in region III. 

o The noise field is always the strongest in the transition region II-III, less strong in region 
II and the weakest in region III. 

o Region III:  maxOSPLΔ  is always observed in region III. The higher the source, the 

shortest the extent of region III. For example, for a helicopter being the closest to the 
barrier ( sl =7m) and flying at a height 4 times the height of the barrier ( sh =20m), the 

barrier creates a shadow zone of approximately 2 m behind it. 

o Region II: OSPLΔ obtains positive values in most cases, indicating that the shielding 
extends beyond region III. This observation is important and can be explained by the fact 
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that the diffracted signal in this area (according to DLSM) is of opposite sign to the 
incident signal. Thus, the incident and the diffracted signal in region II interfere 
destructively.  

o Region II-III: In this transition region the noise field is always stronger than in regions II 
and III. It looks therefore as a bright stripe compared to the noise levels in the adjacent 
regions. Furthermore, in some cases it is a true bright spot ( OSPLΔ <0), and the field is 
stronger than if the barrier were not present.  

• In front of the barrier: 

o Regions in front of the barrier are created similarly to those behind the barrier. Because, 
however, the field in front of the barrier is stronger due to the presence of the incident and 
the reflected (from the barrier surface) field, the difference cannot be seen as clearly. 

o In almost all cases, minOSPLΔ occurs at receivers in front of the barrier. 

o The noise field is, in general, reinforced by the presence of the barrier ( OSPLΔ <0). 
Some receiver locations, however, experience a slightly positive OSPLΔ . 

o In general, the improvement behind the barrier ( OSPLΔ >0) outweighs any deterioration 
( OSPLΔ <0)  in front of the barrier ( max min| |OSPL OSPLΔ > Δ ). 

Finally, it should be noted that the resulted OSPLΔ shown in Figure 6 and  Figure 7 aleviate the two main 
concerns in the use of noise barriers for helicopter noise mitigation: (i) the low frequency content of the 
noise signal and (ii) the location of the helicopter being above the barrier height. Substantial shielding has 
been observed by the barrier for the low frequency noise source data considered and for helicopter heights 
below, as well as, above barrier height. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Helicopter above barrier height: Footprints on a receiver plane 1.2 m above asphalt 
ground (σ =20000 cgs), level flight (see Table 1), barrier height 4.5m, source at (0,0), sh =6.5m, 

sl =7m, 0o
sθ = . 
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3.3 Flight condition and helicopter orientation 

The noise field around the barrier depends highly on the flight condition and the orientation angle of the 
helicopter as can be observed in Figure 8 . The noise field during take-off is highly directional and 
depends strongly on the orientation angle. On the opposite side, the noise field during approach is less 
directional and has a weaker dependence on the orientation angle. Approach, however, is the flight 
condition that produces the strongest field among all three flight conditions. 

                          Take Off                                        Approach                                   Level Flight 

 
Figure 8: Effect of flight condition and orientation angle: footprints on a receiver plane 1.2 m above 

asphalt ground (σ =20000 cgs), take-off, approach and level flight (see Table 1), barrier height 

4.5m, source at (0,0), sh =3.5m, sl =7m, 0o
sθ = , 120o

sθ = , and  240o
sθ = . 

From the many criteria than can be set to determine at which orientation angle the field is the noisiest, the 
maximum and the minimum OSPLΔ values have been considered. Footprints have been calculated for 
each 10-deg increment in the orientation angle, at several receiver locations and for all three flight 
conditions. The maxOSPLΔ  and minOSPLΔ  have been identified at the footprint produced for each source 

location, flight condition and orientation angle. The results are shown in Figure 9 as max ( )sOSPL θΔ  and 

min ( )sOSPL θΔ  for various source locations. The following can be observed: 

• maxOSPLΔ and minOSPLΔ  depend on the orientation angle and the flight condition. 

• maxOSPLΔ varies between 5 and 25 dB, while minOSPLΔ  between -16 dB and -3dB. In general, 

the maxOSPLΔ is greater than the corresponding min| |OSPLΔ .  

• For take-off the dependence on the orientation angle ( sθ ) is the strongest. maxOSPLΔ  varies 

almost 15 dB for the same source location. Variations of maxOSPLΔ with orientation angle are 

 

θs =120o 

 

 

θs = 0o 

 

θs =240o 
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less pronounced during level flight. Approach seems to be the flight condition with the least 
variation in maxOSPLΔ .  

 

 

Figure 9: maxOSPLΔ and minOSPLΔ as a function of orientation angle sθ for several source locations 

and all three flight conditions (see Table 1); maxOSPLΔ and minOSPLΔ from footprints 1.2m above 

asphalt ground (σ =20000 cgs), barrier height 4.5m, source at sh = 3.5m sl =7m (o), sh = 4.5m sl =7m 

(Δ), sh = 6.5m sl =7m (*), sh = 8m sl =7m (+), sh = 20m sl =7m (- -), sh = 8m sl =17m (.-. ), sh = 20m 

sl =17m (___) . 

• The above observation can also be made for minOSPLΔ  in front of the barrier. The variation of 

minOSPLΔ  with sθ  is the strongest during take-off and the weakest during approach.  

Approach 

Take Off 

Level Flight 
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• When the source is substantially high above the barrier, the dependence on the orientation angle 
disappears and maxOSPLΔ remains roughly the same for all sθ  . The same observation can be 

made for minOSPLΔ  . 

• An interesting characteristic for the level flight and approach conditions can be observed in front 
of the barrier: min| |OSPLΔ  (which indicates deterioration of the field) has a peak for orientation 

angles between 0o and 120o and remains constant between 120 o and 300 o. 

Based on the last observation and applying as criterion the least deterioration of the field in front of the 
barrier, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

• Level flight:   When flying parallel to the barrier, it is preferable to fly at sθ =180 o, rather than at 

sθ =0 o deg. Also, when leaving the barrier at level flight, sθ =270o is an acceptable orientation 

angle, while approaching the barrier at level flight should not be performed at sθ =90o. 

• Approach: When the helicopter needs to perform approach flying parallel to the barrier, it should 
do so at sθ =180 o, not at sθ =0 o, approaching the barrier should be performed at 120 o, while 

leaving it at 270 o.  

• Take-off: similar rules cannot be established for take-off.                                                                                                                   

         

         

                                                    
Figure 10: Footprints on a receiver plane 1.2 m above asphalt ground (σ =20000 cgs), take-off (see 

Table 1), barrier height 4.5m, source at (0,0); left column 0o
sθ = ; right column 120o

sθ = . 

sh =6.5m

sl =7m 

sh =4.5m 

sl =7m 

sh =20m, 

sl =17m 
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3.4 Barrier length 

To demonstrate the effect of the barrier length, four barriers have been considered all having the same 
height (4.5 m) but varying top edge lengths: 5m, 10m, 20m and an infinitely long. It should be noted that 
the shortest barrier is almost rectangular. The OSPLΔ values have been computed on the 4m stripe shown 
in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows the OSPLΔ  footprints for the 4 different barriers.  

 

 
Figure 11: Effect of barrier length: footprints on a receiver plane 1.2 m above asphalt ground 
(σ =20000 cgs), take-off (see Table 1), barrier height 4.5m, source at (0,0), sh =4.5m, sl =7m, 

0o
sθ = .  

The shielding behind the barrier improves with increasing length. The improvement regards 
both maxOSPLΔ and the extent of the protected area (area of OSPLΔ >0) with the shortest barrier creating 

areas of OSPLΔ <0 behind the barrier. For longer barriers, the diffracted signals from the side edges 
arrive considerably attenuated to contribute to the total field, as they travel greater distances. For shorter 
barriers, on the contrary, the diffracted signals from the side edge are comparable to the diffracted signal 
from the top edge as they travel comparable distances and emanate from edges of comparable length. As a 
result, the total field is reinforced. It should be noted that shorter barriers have shorter top edge and thus 
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weaker top edge diffracted signals. However, the increase in the noise field by the side edge diffracted 
signals outweighs the decrease in the diffracted signal coming from a shorter top edge.  

In front of the barrier minOSPLΔ  remains roughly the same, with the shortest barrier yielding a slight 

increase in its absolute value. For the shorter barrier  maxOSPLΔ  is of the same order as minOSPLΔ . 

Thus, making the barrier longer improves the shielding behind the barrier without substantially 
deteriorating the field in front of it. Finally, it should be noted that for the area studied, the 20m long 
barrier has the same effect as the infinitely long barrier. 

3.5 Use of jagged instead of straight edge barriers 

Previous work on jagged top edge barriers [3] has shown their improved shielding performance compared 
to straight edge barriers of the same average height. A simple jagged edge profile was numerically 
investigated for a single receiver location behind the barrier and an omni-directional noise source having 
spectrum similar to the helicopter noise spectrum. The insertion loss yielded behind the straight and the 
jagged edge profile is shown in Figure 12. The improved performance of the jagged edge can be observed 
in almost all frequencies. Jagged edge noise barriers for helicopters seem to merit further future work.  

 

Figure 12: Jagged edge improves shielding; source at sh =3.5m sl =7m, sz =0m, receiver at rh =1.2m 

rl =2m,  r sz z= , perfectly rigid ground, average barrier height 4.5 m. 
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Abstract 
The noise situation inside modern helicopter cabins is still unsatisfying in comparison to modern jet or 
turboprop commercial aircraft. The piloting crews as well as the passengers are exposed to high noise 
level dominated by very annoying tonal components caused mainly by gear-meshing and jet engines. The 
requirement of a quieter helicopter needs a systematic study of the NVH behavior, with special attention 
to helicopter operational conditions. In this context, an experimental vibro-acoustic analysis of the 
helicopter can help identify relevant noise and vibration sources. For these reasons the authors have 
performed a wide experimental vibro-acoustic campaign in a EC-135 helicopter interior cabin, which aims 
at evaluating the importance of the noise contribution produced by the jet engines with respect to the 
gearbox. This research is carried out in the frame of the project “FRIENDCOPTER” which aims at 
developing innovative technologies and tools to support the vibro-acoustic design of modern helicopter. 
 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays helicopters play a pivotal role in a wide variety of activities from important military missions to 
emergency medical transport, indeed it is a common experience that a helicopter may often be seen 
overhead. Originally, aircraft noise was not much of an issue because of the overarching requirement of 
improving vehicle performance in critical operational conditions. By the 1960s the noise of helicopters has 
started to become an important issue and the next level technical challenge is to include new design 
parameters such as vibro-acoustic comfort and environmental impact in the design process of a modern 
rotorcraft.  
Since the main vibration excitations on the helicopter units are mechanical and aerodynamical [4], the 
generated noise in operational conditions can be distinguished in aerodynamic-borne and mechanic-borne 
noise (Figure 1). Concerning the aerodynamical noise, it contributes to both discrete frequency and 
broadband aerodynamic noise generation through several distinct noise mechanisms: discrete-frequency 
noise is usually divided into the deterministic components of thickness and loading noise, blade–vortex 
interaction noise and high-speed impulsive noise; similarly, broadband noise consists of the non-
deterministic loading noise sources classified as turbulence ingestion noise, blade–wake interaction noise 
and blade self-noise; the aerodynamical noise is not considered here, but an exhaustive analysis can be 
found in [4] [5] [6] [7] both from an experimental as well as a numerical viewpoint. On the other hand, 
mechanical noise is due to the contribution of the gearbox and to the contribution of the jet engines. In the 
case of helicopter gearbox, there is a very wide range of shaft frequencies between input and output, and 
the associated meshing frequencies and bearing frequencies cover the low-medium audio frequency range 
(till about 8kHz). This is because the rotational frequency of the input shaft coming in the gearbox from 
the gas turbine is typically between 300 and 500 Hz, and the rotational frequency of the output shaft 
coming out the gearbox to the main rotor blade is about 5-6 Hz, with many gear mesh stages in between. 
Furthermore, jet engines produce narrowband noise correlated to the rotational speed of the propeller itself 
with very deterministic tones corresponding to the blade-passage frequency (BPF), the vane-passage 
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frequency (VPF) or the frequency related to two consecutive overlaps of rotor and stator blades and their 
higher harmonics. Since the power engine of a helicopter is characterized by high rotational speed (about 
30000 rpm) the generated noise due to the turbine and compressor blades mainly lies in the high frequency 
range (10-20kHz), but the harmonics of the turbine and compressor shaft still remain in the low-medium 
frequency range where the human ear is strongly sensible. Several investigators focused their attention on 
the helicopter gearbox noise and vibration behavior [13], in particular in [11] advanced signals processing 
techniques have been developed to separate the gear signals from the bearing signals, based on their 
different statistical properties and evaluating the contribution of gears and bearings to the overall gearbox 
noise while in [8][9][12] [10] passive and active noise and/or vibration control (ANC, AVC) have been 
applied to the gearbox and main transmission trying to reduced the emitted vibration and radiated noise. 
The requirement of a quieter helicopter requires a systematic study of the NVH behavior, with special 
attention to helicopter operational conditions. A large part in design of noises and sounds lies in the 
influence of noise and its source. Furthermore the sound quality is of great importance to achieve a sound 
agreeable to the human ear, in fact noise annoyance does not only depends on sound exposure levels; there 
are also many other acoustic and psycho-acoustics factors that play an important role. In this context, an 
experimental vibro-acoustic analysis of the helicopter can help identify relevant noise and vibration 
sources. For these reasons the authors have performed a wide experimental vibro-acoustic campaign in a 
helicopter interior cabin, which aims at evaluating the importance of the noise contribution produced by 
the jet engines with respect to the gearbox. This research is carried out in the frame of the project 
“FRIENDCOPTER” which aims at developing innovative technologies and tools to support the vibro-
acoustic design of modern helicopter. 
The measurements have been carried out on the internal surface of the EC135 helicopter cabin by using an 
array composed on 16 Microflown sensors[14]; this array of sound probes combines both particle velocity 
sensor as well as a miniaturized pressure transducer (P-U probes). The acquired data concerns simulated 
operational conditions, meaning that the helicopter was clamped on the ground while the engines were 
limited to 60% of the maximum power and the two rotors giving power to the main blades and to tail 
blades were activated. Such tests were performed in steady-state operational conditions (constant main 
blade speed) and for a run up.  
A signature and order tracking analyses are performed using the steady-state operational data as well as 
run up data and the contribution of the gearbox and of the jet engines on the global noise was evaluated in 
terms of several sound metrics parameters [15] (roughness, loudness, sharpness). Concerning the run up 
test, a tacho pulse signal is a crucial source of information as it allows extracting the RPM evolution over 
time and it also serves as a phase reference. Unfortunately, a reliable tacho trace was not available in such 
tests; therefore, a tacholess RPM extraction method was applied [21] enabling to perform the order 
tracking analysis. 
After a brief description of the case study and the experimental setup (Section 2), giving some information 
about the jet engines and about the location and type of transducers used, attention is focussed on the 
signature analysis: in particular Section 3 addresses to the analysis in steady-state operational conditions 
(constant rotational speed of the main blades) showing the results of the vibro-acoustic analysis in terms of 
power spectral density, operational deflection shapes of the helicopter cabin and sound quality parameters. 
Thereafter, in Section 4 the order tracking analysis is discussed and the contribution of the gearbox noise 
and jet engine noise is established in terms of sound quality parameters. The paper is concluded in Section 
5. 
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Figure 1: Noise classification in helicopters 

2 Case history and experimental setup 

The signature analyses presented in this paper have been performed employing the data acquired from 
experimental tests conducted on the helicopter EUROCOPTER EC-135 (Figure 2, left); The EC135 is a 
light twin-engine, multi-purpose helicopter with up to 8 seats for pilot/s and passengers. 
The acoustical experimental tests concern measurements in the internal surface of the helicopter cabin by 
using a 4x4 Microflown sensors array (Figure 2, right), with a 10 cm spacing between the sensors both 
horizontally and vertically. The measurements were taken in conditions close to the operative one, i.e. 
helicopter blocked on the ground with the rotor rotating with the blades parallel to the ground, so without 
generating any lift while the two engines were limited to 60% of the maximum power. 
The Microflown array was positioned close to the internal walls so the very near field assumption is 
verified and therefore the particle velocities simply represent the velocities of the cabin internal surface. 
Therefore, such measurements allow the calculation of the acoustic intensity [19] on the internal cabin 
surface being pressure and particle velocity acquired simultaneously; Figure 3 shows all the grid points 
measured during the test. The pressure and velocity measurements are acquired in the time domain 
measuring for 18s at the sampling frequency of 51200 Hz using LMS hardware and software 
instrumentation [17]. The active acoustic intensity is then evaluated as the real part of the crosspower 
between pressure and particle velocity, where the crosspower pvS  is defined as: 

 

( )pv p vS S conj S= ⋅        (1) 

 

pS  and vS  are the spectrum of the pressure and velocity signals, respectively. A Hanning window has 
been used to avoid leakage and in order to increase the signal to noise ratio 50 averages have been 
performed over the 18s of raw data available yielding smooth crosspower. The crosspower so calculated 
must be calibrated, i.e. each crosspower must be divided by the frequency-dependent calibration curve 
peculiar to each Microflown. Both pressure and velocity probes have a correspondent calibration curve 
(Figure 4, left), namely pC  and vC , to be opportunely applied to the data; such calibration curves take an 
imaginary part and a real one into account. Since the calibration procedure is time consuming - one has to 
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divide each acquired signals for the correct calibration curve - an application in Windows Automation and 
fully integrated in LMS Test.Lab has been developed (Figure 4, right). Through such a application it is 
possible to automatically calibrate the crosspowers: the formula used is the following: 
 

( )
pvC

pv
p v

S
S K

C conj C
=

⋅
      (2) 

 

Where the subscript C stands for calibrated. The constant multiplication coefficient K  is a post-processing 
sensitivity values that can be applied to the data: it is useful to take into account and modify the sensitivity 
values used during the acquisitions (e.g. in case of data amplification) and it can be directly inserted in the 
box dialog of the application as illustrated in Figure 4. The information containing the location of the 
measured points (Figure 3) and the active acoustic intensity data calculated by the developed application 
were exported from LMS Test.Lab as universal file and then imported in LMS Virtual.Lab environment 
[18] allowing a 3D representation of the intensity map as shown in the next section. 
Simultaneously with the signals coming from the Microflown probes, an horizontal bar holding eight 
condenser microphones (1/2” prepolarized) spaced by 30 cm was used to acquire with a sampling 
frequency of 51200 Hz the noise in proximity of the right and left side of the helicopter internal cabin. A 
few acceleration measurements were taken too (Figure 5), in order to obtain the operational deflection 
shapes of some panels of the cabin; in particular, forty PCB piezoelectric accelerometers (frequency range 
1 to 10000 Hz) were positioned inside the cabin on the roof (35 accelerometers ) and on the door panels (5 
accelerometers each side), measuring only along the perpendicular direction of the panels. 

 
Figure 2: Helicopter EUROCOPTER EC-135(left) and 4x4 Microflown array (right). 
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Figure 3: Measurement grid points (in red): right back window panel and right door, left back 

window panel and cabin roof. 

 
Figure 4: The Windows Automation application to calibrate the crosspowers (right) and a typical 
Microflown calibration curve (amplitude and phase) for pressure (left) (a similar curve exists for 

velocity as well). 

 
Figure 5: Vibration measurement points: roof (green), right door (red), left door (yellow) 
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3 Signature analysis in steady-state operational conditions 

In the steady-state operational condition, the test is carried out acquiring the signals from Microflown 
probes on the entire internal surface, moving manually the sensor array and capturing the pressure and 
particle velocity in all the measurement points represented in Figure 3. Moreover in the same operational 
condition the vibration measurements concerning the forty accelerometers above described and the noise 
measurements regarding the eight microphones were carried out. 
Figure 6 shows a typical example of autopower of the pressure probe of a Microflown; two different zones 
can be easily distinguished: the low frequency range (0-8kHz, in green in Figure 6) is dominated by the 
rotational frequencies, meshing frequencies and relative harmonics concerning the gearbox (main 
transmission) whilst in the high frequency range (10kHz-26kHz, in blue in Figure 6) the pivotal role is 
played by the jet engines, compressor in particular (due to confidentiality reasons, the curve amplitude is 
represented without numerical values). In fact, it is well known that the power transmission of a helicopter 
is divided in two main parts: one concerning gearing (gearbox) and one concerning the jet engines 
(composed by compressors, combustion chambers and turbines). Due to the different rotational speed of 
the turbine and compressor with respect to the shafts in the gearbox - usually the turbine and compressor 
rotate at 30000 rpm while the shaft of the main blades rotates 100 times slower (at about 350 rpm) - the 
relative harmonics lie in different frequency ranges. In particular, for the gearbox, the meshing frequencies 
related to the input gear, or to the bevel/spur gears in some intermediate shafts, or to the collector gear in 
the pinion shaft or to the spur/bevel gear of the hydraulic pump shaft lie in the low frequency range (till 
3000Hz) and their main harmonics excite the medium frequency range (till 8kHz). On the other hand, the 
harmonics of the blade pass frequencies of the first stages of the compressor and first stages of the turbine 
lie in the high frequency range (10kHz-20kHz) due to the high rotational speed of the shafts and to the 
high number of blades.  
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show a zoom of Figure 6 in the low frequency range, in particular as an example 
Figure 7 shows three harmonics of a meshing frequency related to the gearbox; in addition to the gear 
meshing harmonics, there are some low-order (i.e. first and second order) modulation sidebands 
accompanying them. These modulation effects are generated by transmission errors that are related to 
geometric and assembly errors of the gear pair, such as pitch errors, eccentricity and shaft alignment. In 
particular in Figure 8 around each meshing frequency appear several sidebands spaced of a frequency 
corresponding to the rotational speed of the shafts involved in such a meshing; furthermore, as said above 
the study of the sideband amplitude can give information about the degree of wear of the gearbox, in fact 
increased clearances between meshing teeth determine a decrease of the right sideband amplitude with 
respect to the left sidebands, as can be seen in Figure 8. Similar characteristics exhibit the harmonics 
related to the blade pass tones of the stages of the compressor, in particular Figure 9, representing a zoom 
of Figure 6 around 12kHz, shows the peak related to the first harmonic of the first stage of the compressor: 
it is very common for helicopter jet engines that the first stage of the compressor has the higher amplitude, 
as confirmed in [4], usually also higher than the amplitude of the harmonics related to the shaft turbine 
and stages of the turbine. Like around the meshing frequencies, several sidebands appear around the blade 
pass frequency (BPF) as well; the sidebands around a certain main frequency specify the rotational 
frequency of the relative shaft and in this case such sidebands are spaced of 500Hz corresponding to the 
compressor shaft rotational speed. The peak at about 25 kHz depicted in Figure 6 represents the second 
harmonic of the first stage of the compressor.  
By means of the p-u probe measurements on the internal cabin in operational conditions, an intensity map 
representation can be easily obtained; in particular, Figure 10 shows the intensity map at the frequency 
corresponding to the first and second harmonic of BPF of the first stage of the compressor (the dB values 
are omitted for confidential reasons). The amplitude is clearly high in correspondence to the roof surface 
(red color) highlighting the high level of excitation coming from the jet engine location. The operational 
deflection shape (ODS) analysis [20] performed in LMS Test.Lab environment by means of the 
accelerometer measurements on the cabin roof and lateral doors is represented in Figure 11; in particular 
the figure highlights same behavior as the intensity map at the frequency corresponding to the first and 
second harmonic of BPF of the compressor. In fact the ODS show large deflections in the roof panel at 
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such frequencies. So, the intensity map and the ODS analysis can be considered very useful tools for 
source identification and relative quantification. 
Finally, by using the acoustic pressure data coming from the eight microphones, some metrics parameters 
(Loudness, Roughness and Sharpness) [15] are calculated. It is well known that the Loudness is a 
perceptual measure of the effect of the energy content of a sound on human’s ear, the Sharpness is a 
measure of the high frequency content of a sound: it allows classification of sounds as shrill/sharp or dull, 
while the Roughness (or harshness) is a quantity associated with amplitude modulations of tones. The 
curves in Figure 12 and Figure 13 show such metrics parameters neglecting the contribution of the first 
harmonic of the BPF of the compressor (in green) and the first harmonic of a meshing frequency of the 
gearbox (in blue). The curves are obtained filtering the data by a band-stop digital filter available in LMS 
Test.Lab around the meshing and blade pass frequency of Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. Comparing 
the filtered data (green and blue curves) with respect to the row data (red curve) a notable difference 
occurs, in particular it can be seen that the Loudness and the Sharpness of the signal without the 
compressor harmonic is always the lowest, confirming that the jet engine noise play an important role on 
the global perceived noise; the Roughness is obviously the same in the three cases because the degree of 
modulation is the same: the band-stop filter involves the main frequency only and not the sidebands (i.e. 
the modulation effect). In such a metrics parameter comparison, the first harmonic of the meshing gear of 
the input shaft of the gearbox and the first harmonic of the first stage of the compressor have been 
involved because they are representative of important noise phenomena of the gearbox and jet engines. 
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Figure 6: Autopower concerning the pressure probe of a Microflown in the internal surface of the 

helicopter cabin in the steady-state operational condition. 
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Figure 7: Autopower of acoustical pressure. Zoom of Figure 6 from 500Hz to 8kHz. Meshing 

frequency in the gearbox and its harmonics in the low-medium frequency range. 
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Figure 8: Autopower of acoustical pressure (horizontal axis in linear scale). Zoom of Figure 6 

around a meshing frequency (from 1800Hz to 2400Hz). Meshing frequency and relative sidebands 
spaced of 56Hz, 26Hz and 98Hz.  
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Figure 9: Autopower of acoustical pressure. Zoom of Figure 6 around the Blade Passing Frequency 
of the first stage of the compressor. BPF and relative sidebands spaced of 500Hz (corresponding to 

the first harmonic of the compressor shaft) 

 
Figure 10: Active sound intensity maps on the cabin internal surface at the first (left) and second 

(right) harmonic of BPF of the first stage of the compressor in dB scale 

   
Figure 11: Operational deflection shapes at the first (left) and second (right) harmonic of BPF of the 
first stage of the compressor obtained by acceleration measurements on the internal surface of the 

helicopter cabin 
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Figure 12 : Loudness Stevens 6 (left) and Sharpness (right) of the acoustic pressure in the interior of 

the helicopter cabin (linear scale). In red the original row data, in green the data filtered with a 
band-stop filter around the BPF of the compressor of Figure 9 and in blue the data filtered with a 

band-stop filter around the meshing frequency of Figure 8 
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Figure 13 –Roughness of the acoustic pressure in the interior of the helicopter cabin (linear scale): 

In red the original row data, in green the data filtered with a band-stop filter around the BPF of the 
compressor of Figure 9 and in blue the data filtered with a band-stop filter around the meshing 

frequency of Figure 8 

4 Signature analysis during a run-up 

During the run up test only the eight microphones spaced by 30 cm are used to acquire the noise in 
proximity of the right and left side of the helicopter internal cabin. The run up test was performed 
increasing gradually the main blade speed reaching the 60% of the maximum power after 20 seconds and 
then remaining at this speed for other 6 seconds, yielding a run up of approximately 26 seconds. 
Figure 14 shows a colormap depicting the pressure spectrum as a function of frequency (horizontal axis) 
and as a function of the run up time (vertical axis) concerning one of the eight microphones. The plot 
clearly shows two families of harmonic orders, one related to the meshing frequencies of the gearbox 
(circled in red in Figure 14) and one related to the jet engines (circled in yellow in Figure 14). The two 
harmonic order families show an apparently strange and unexpected behaviour, in fact as the gearbox-
related orders always increase in frequency during the run up test (circled in red in Figure 14) or at least 
remain constant at the end of the run up test (after 20 seconds), the jet engine orders (circled in yellow in 
Figure 14) decrease their frequency at the end of the run up test leading to conclude that a shaft of the jet 
engines decreases its rotational speed. The reason that justifies this behaviour is that the gearbox and the 
jet engines are coupled by means of joints with not constant transmission ratio (freewheels and/or 
centrifugal gearings) in order to avoid impulse effects and vibrations as well as for safety reasons.  
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So, with the aim at performing a sound metrics comparison as in the steady-state condition filtering the 
contribution of the compressor BPF and the contribution of the meshing frequency of the input shaft in the 
gearbox, an accurate order tracking technique is hereto essential. The idea is to apply an order filter to the 
run up spectrum for deleting the contribution of the meshing frequency of the input shaft and the 
contribution of the BPF of the compressor as done in the steady-state condition. However the order filter 
can only be applied if the rotational speed is known, moreover the rotational speed of the input gear in the 
gearbox and the rotational speed of the compressor are different and not proportional due to the not 
constant transmission ratio in between. Therefore two different order tracking analyses have to be 
performed, one tracking the signal with the RPM curve of the input shaft and one tracking the signal with 
the RPM curve of the compressor shaft. As said above, a tacho reference was not available; for this 
reason, a tacholess RPM extraction method [21] must be applied. A dominant order is first tracked 
manually selecting multiple points in the time-frequency spectrogram. A linear curve is then made 
between the selected points, which serves as initial estimate of the order frequency profile. This frequency 
profile is then updated by using a zoomed DFT peak detection algorithm which searches for the 
frequencies with the highest amplitude values along the initial estimate. Knowing the order number, the 
obtained updated frequency profile is finally transformed into an RPM curve and a synthetic tacho pulse 
train. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the RPM Extraction workbench available in LMS Test.Lab and the 
RPM curves obtained for the input shaft and compressor, respectively. Using such curves, the two above-
mentioned order tracking analyses have been carried out filtering the order related to the meshing 
frequency of the input shaft and the order related to the BPF of the first stage of the compressor (as in the 
steady-state condition). From the filtered data then a few sound metrics parameters (Roughness and 
Sharpness) are calculated and depicted in Figure 17; the Sharpness without the contribution of the 
compressor order shows lower values with respect to the curve without the contribution of the gear 
meshing, meaning that the compressor is responsible of the shrill sound produced by the helicopter (see 
Figure 17, right). Concerning the Roughness comparison, it can be noted that, as in the steady-state 
condition, the values are similar (Figure 17, left) because the order filter used does not reduce modulation 
effects in the signal. 
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Figure 14 : Colormap of the acoustic pressure in the interior of the helicopter cabin during the run 

up test (26 seconds) in dB scale; circled in red the gearbox-based orders and in yellow the 
compressor-based orders 
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Figure 15 : RPM Extraction workbench for the gearbox-based order. Colormap with predicted 

order curve (top) and calculated rpm curve (bottom) 

 
Figure 16 : RPM Extraction workbench for the compressor-based order. Colormap with predicted 

order curve (top) and calculated rpm curve (bottom).  
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Figure 17: Sharpness (left) and Roughness (right) of the acoustic pressure in the interior of the 

helicopter cabin during the run up (linear scale). In green the data filtered with an order-stop filter 
around the BPF of the compressor of Figure 9 and in red the data filtered with a order-stop filter 

around the meshing frequency of Figure 8 
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5 Concluding remarks 

A wide experimental vibro-acoustic campaign has been carried out in a EC-135 helicopter with the aim at 
evaluating the importance of the noise contribution produced by the jet engines with respect to the 
gearbox. Measurements in steady-state operational conditions and during a run up test have been 
performed by means of p-u probes, condenser microphones and piezoelectric accelerometers. The results 
of the experimental tests have shown that the contribution of the jet engines is of great importance with 
respect to the global noise produced by the helicopter in particular in terms of shrill noise (sharpness). 
Moreover, the signature analysis in operational condition can be a useful tool for understanding the main 
phenomena involved in the operation of the helicopter and the main noise and vibration sources, while the 
intensity map and operational deflection shape analysis are very interesting techniques for noise source 
identification and relative quantification; finally, it is interesting to note that performing the intensity 
analysis by means of p-u probe noticeably reduction of measurement and post-processing time can be 
achieved with respect to the classical intensity analysis (p-p probe). 
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Abstract 
Vibration reduction is an extremely important task to avoid fatigue and comfort problems; for this reason, 

the helicopter designer should make the spaced peaks of the input force spectrum coincide with the valleys 

of the structural frequency response functions. Experimental modal analysis is used for such a purpose. In 

order to provide the necessary insights, wide testing campaigns are very often carried out. The aim of the 

paper is to show the usefulness of the Microflown technology in this field, instead of classical methods 

such as accelerometers and scanning laser vibrometers. In particular an experimental vibro-acoustical 

modal analysis of an helicopter EC-135 is presented. The system has been excited by means of a low 

frequency loudspeaker located inside the cabin, and a 4x4 Microflown array has been used to measure 

pressures and particle velocities simultaneously. The results shown in this paper highlight the 

effectiveness of the Microflown technology in this context: in fact, with just one measurement, one gets 

the needed data allowing to carry out both a modal analysis and an acoustic intensity calculation for noise 

sources identification.  

1 Introduction 

Vibro-acoustical enclosures are very often characterized by a strong fluid-structure coupling. This means 

that the acoustical responses in the cavity are related to the structural excitation, as a relation exists 

between the acoustical loading and the structural responses [1]. 

Practical examples of real-life enclosures are aircraft fuselage and car interiors [2]. Reduction of noise and 

vibration levels for these systems is an important task for human safety. For such a purpose, noise sources 

identification and modal parameter extraction are extremely useful tools. Fatigue and comfort problems, in 

particular, can be avoided through the knowledge of the modal parameters of the structure. The common 

practice, indeed, is to make the peaks of the input force spectrum coincident with the valleys of the 

structural frequency response functions. However, it is not so straightforward to get these tasks for vibro-

acoustical systems. Due to the coupling, the system matrix is nonsymmetrical, yielding different right and 

left eigenvalues (but closely related). For this reason, care must be taken during the frequency response 

functions (FRFs) synthesis, but it has been proven that no matter involves in the modal model derivation 

itself [3]. 

Starting from this theoretically consolidated result, an extensive experimental testing on the helicopter 

EUROCOPTER EC-135 (Figure 1) has been carried out.  
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Figure 1: Helicopter EUROCOPTER EC-135 

The structure has been acoustically excited with a random signal by means of a low frequency volume 

acceleration source located inside the cabin. A 4X4 Microflown array has been used to measure the 

velocities of the cabin external surface. Microflowns, also called PU-probes, integrate in a unique casing a 

hot-wire particle velocity sensor and a very small pressure transducer [5]. They are, hence, specially 

conceived sensors for measuring acoustic intensity. Furthermore, they have revealed to be particular 

effective and efficient for modal analysis applications [6]. Since the distance between the Microflowns 

and the surface was so short that the very near field assumption is verified, the particle velocities simply 

represent the velocities of the cabin surface. 

An experimental modal analysis (EMA) of the cabin external surface of the helicopter is presented in this 

paper. The acoustical FRFs between the velocities and the volume acceleration source due to the 

loudspeaker excitation are used as input of the analysis. The modal parameters estimation is made through 

the PolyMAX algorithm included in LMS Test.Lab, in the frequency range 20-200 [Hz]. A comparison 

between the mode shapes from the modal model and the intensity maps calculated with the PU-data will 

be shown. 

The PU-probes reveals to be really performing in this context, since they enable to get the data for both a 

modal analysis and noise source identification. 

2 Vibro-acoustical systems 

In this section the dynamical properties of vibro-acoustical systems are shown. It is well known, in 

particular, that due to the fluid-structure interaction the system matrix is nonsymmetrical and the 

frequency response functions (FRFs) decomposition has a different form respect to the decoupled systems. 

The nonsymmetrical nature of such systems can be easily shown through a finite element formulation [4]. 

The second-order coupled equations can be written in a matrix form as follows: 
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where 
fs,M , 

fs ,
C , 

fs ,K  are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices (
s⋅  is for the structural vibration, 

f⋅  for the fluid part), x  is the structural displacement, p  the sound pressure, ω  the angular frequency, 

ρ  the fluid density, f  (structural force) and 
⋅

q  (volume acceleration) the external loads. The 
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matrices
fM , 

f
C  and 

fK  describe the pressure-volume acceleration relation in case of a rigid wall 

structure and do not reflect directly physical properties of the fluid. The complete derivation and the 

integral form of the matrices in the set of Eq.(1) can be found in [4], but it is worthwhile to show the 

relation between the coupling submatrices 
cM  and 

cK . They respectively represent the influence of the 

structure on the fluid and viceversa, and each matrix element can be written in integral form as [4]: 

 dSM a
S

c

ba ⋅⋅= ∫ nNbN
0

ρ     (2) 

 dSK ba
S

c

ab N
0

nN ⋅= ∫      (3) 

where 0S  is the boundary surface of the cavity, n  is the surface normal vector, N  and N  the 

interpolation function vector in the finite element formulation (i.e. ∑=
j

jj pNp  and ∑ ⋅=
j

jj xx nN , 

jp  and jx  unknown pressure and displacement of the j th node). The relation between 
cM  and the 

transposed of 
cK  is therefore: 

 ( )tcc KM ρ=      (4) 

The set of Eq.(1) represents a second order model formulation for the vibro-acoustical behaviour; it is 

clear that the set of equations is non-symmetrical and rewriting Eq.(1) in the following compact form this 

is even more clear: 
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From the general modal analysis theory [4] the following transfer function (in the Laplace domain z ) 

matrix can be written: 

 ( ) ( ) 1−
= zz BH      (9) 

Due to the non-symmetry of the matrix B , the right and the left eigenvectors, rψ  and lψ , are different 

from each other. Moreover the following relations can be proven [3]: 
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where the subscript s  is for the structural response location, f  for the fluid (acoustical) response 

location, and hλ  are the roots of the characteristic system equation ( ) 0=zB . Eq.(5) clearly shows that 

the non-symmetry is due to the choice of the variables x , p , f  and 
⋅

q , in fact a symmetrical formulation 

can be obtained selecting as variable set x , p , f  and q∫ , but the required harmonic form needed in 

experimental modal analysis (EMA) techniques is missed in this case [3]. In particular the following 

transfer functions obtained considering a structural force excitation jf  at location j , have been derived in 
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[3]: 
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where mx  is the structural displacement at location m , pp  the acoustical pressure response inside the 

cavity at location p , hP  the modal scaling factors and n  the number of modes in the frequency band of 

interest. Similar transfer functions can be obtained considering an acoustical excitation 
⋅

q  at location k : 
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Considering kp =  and mj =  the vibroacoustical reciprocity, i.e. ( ) 







−=

⋅⋅⋅

kmmk qxfp // , can be derived 

from (12) and (13). This modal description (11)-(14) can be used for the parameters estimation (mode 

shapes, modal frequencies and damping factors) by means of standard algorithms. 

3 Experimental testing on a helicopter 

In this context a case study was performed employing the data acquired from a test conducted on the 

helicopter EUROCOPTER EC-135 (Figure 1). Helicopters are typical examples of coupled vibro-

acoustical systems related to a cavity environment. The experimental tasks about these systems mainly 

regard noise sources identification and modal parameter extraction. Reduction of vibrations, in particular, 

is extremely important to avoid fatigue and comfort problems. For such a purpose, an experimental modal 

analysis is typically used to make the spaced peaks of the input force spectrum coincident with the valleys 

of the structural frequency response functions. This analysis has been performed on the cabin external 

surface of the helicopter while the cavity was excited by means of an acoustical loading. The setup and the 

results will be shown in what follows. Due to confidentiality reasons, the curve amplitude is represented 

without numerical values. 

3.1 Test setup 

For these applications, acoustical excitation is often preferred since it is usually more practicable than 

placing a shaker. Moreover, the acoustics of the cavity is excited in a direct way and the measurements are 

more efficient [3]. In this testing campaign, indeed, a low frequency volume acceleration source LMS-

Qsources (frequency excitation range 20-400 [Hz]) has been located inside the cabin near the pilot's seat, 

exciting the structure with a random signal. A microphone near the loudspeaker has been used as 

reference. The structural responses of 1158 points on the right, left and roof part of the cabin external 

surface (Figure 2) have been measured through a 4x4 Microflown sensors array, with a 10 [cm] spacing 

between the sensors both horizontally and vertically (Figure 3).  
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Figure 2: Measured points of the cabin external surface 
 

 

 

Figure 3: 4x4 Microflown array used to measure the velocities of the cabin external surface 

The responses were acquired in time domain with a sampling frequency of 8192 [Hz], acquiring for 

approximately 30 [s] using LMS hardware and software instrumentation. 
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The distance between the Microflowns and the surface was so short that the very near field assumption is 

verified, i.e. the particle velocities simply represent the velocities of the cabin surface (in the normal 

direction). The possibility of getting with just one measurement the needed data for both a modal analysis 

and an acoustic intensity calculation highlights the usefulness of the Microflown technology in this field, 

instead of classical methods such as accelerometers and scanning laser vibrometers. 

3.2 Experimental Modal Analysis 

A modal analysis in the frequency range 20-200 [Hz] has been carried out by using PolyMAX as 

algorithm for the modal parameter estimation. PolyMAX is a frequency domain algorithm and is a 

polyreference version of the least-squares complex frequency-domain method (LSCF). Since it avoids the 

singular value decomposition (SVD) step to decompose the residues, the closely spaced poles can be 

separated [8]. A complete background on frequency-domain system identification can be found in [9]. 

A Hanning window has been used to avoid leakage and 300 averages have been performed with an 80% of 

overlapping, yielding smooth FRFs. The FRFs so calculated have been calibrated, i.e. each FRF has been 

divided by the frequency-dependent calibration curve from Microflowns. Both pressures and velocities 

have a correspondent calibration curve, respectively pC  and vC , to be opportunely applied to the data; 

such calibration curves take into account an imaginary part and a real one as follows: 

    ( )
CpCpp iAC Φ⋅= exp      (15) 

   ( )CvCvv iAC Φ⋅= exp      (16) 

Since the calibration procedure is time consuming, an application in Windows Automation and fully 

integrated in LMS Test.Lab has been developed (Figure 4). Through such application it is possible to 

automatically calibrate the FRFs, as well as the active sound intensity, which is the real part of the cross 

power spectrum between pressure and velocity pvS . The formulas used are the following: 

    
v

C

C

FRF
KFRF ⋅= 1      (17) 
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pv
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S
KS

⋅
⋅= 2     (18) 

where the subscript 
C

 stands for calibrated. The constants 1K  and 2K  are post-processing sensitivity 

values that can be applied to the data. They are useful to take into account and modify the sensitivity 

values used during the acquisitions (e.g. in case of data amplification) and they can be directly inserted in 

the box dialog of the application as illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: The application to calibrate the FRFs and the active sound intensity on the left; a 

typical Microflown calibration curve for pressure on the right (a similar curve exists for velocity) 

 

Figure 5 shows the stabilization diagrams in the frequency range 20-200 [Hz], in which the FRF-Sum (red 

curve) and the poles identified by the algorithm are shown (the stable poles are indicated with s ). Table 1 

lists the results for the modes lying in the 20-200 [Hz] frequency range, in terms of natural frequency nF  

and modal dampingζ . 
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Figure 5: EMA-stabilization diagram. The red curve is the FRF-Sum function; the stable poles are 

indicated with “s” 

Mode no. nF [Hz] ζ [%] 

1 45.2 1.6 

2 65.4 2 

3 85.3 1.6 

4 98.3 1.4 

5 108.6 1.3 

6 123.3 1.3 

7 139.3 1.5 

8 167.6 1.1 

9 188 0.6 

Table 1: Natural frequency nF  and modal dampingζ  in the frequency range 20-200 [Hz] 

Figure 6 shows the AutoMAC in the range 20-200 [Hz] (which establishes if a set of mode shape vectors 

are correlated with themselves). The good correlation confirms the correctness of the modes chosen. 

Figure 7, in particular, shows the first two mode shapes. 
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Figure 6: EMA-AutoMAC (20-200 [Hz]) 

  

Figure 7 : First mode shape (45.2 [Hz] on the left) and second mode shape (65.4 [Hz] on the right) 

3.3 Intensity map comparison 

As said above, by means of PU probes it is possible to calculate intensity maps for noise source 

identification. These maps have been calculated in LMS Virtual.Lab and compared with the mode shapes 

from the experimental modal analysis (Sec. 3.2). The mode shapes, in particular, have been imported from 

LMS Test.Lab to LMS Virtual.Lab and the displacements have been visualized with coloured maps 

instead of mesh deformations. Figure 8 shows the comparison for the first mode (i.e. 45.2 [Hz]). The red 

zones indicate the maximum displacements for the mode shapes and the hot spots calculated with the 

intensity maps. Also in this case, due to confidentiality reasons, displacement and intensity values are 

omitted. Figure 8 and Figure 9 confirm the good choice of the modes. It is evident, indeed, the 

correspondence between the zones with high intensity values and the zones with the highest modal 

displacements (circled areas).  
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Figure 8: 45.2 [Hz]: first mode shape on the left, intensity map on the right 

 

  

Figure 9: 65.4 [Hz]: second mode shape on the left, intensity map on the right 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper an experimental vibro-acoustical modal analysis of the helicopter EUROCOPTER EC-135 

has been presented. EMA is the most commonly used tool for reduction of vibrations and to avoid fatigue 

and comfort problems. Moreover, noise source identification in helicopter is a strong task. For both the 

purposes, wide testing campaigns are very often carried out. In this paper it has been pointed out that using 

PU probes instead of classical methods (e.g. accelerometers and scanning laser vibrometers), it is possible 

to perform both a modal analysis and an intensity maps calculation. Furthermore, the estimated modal 

parameters are not affected by mass loading effects since they have been obtained by a contact-less 

testing. 

The cabin external surface of the helicopter EUROCOPTER EC-135 has been acoustically excited by 

means of a low frequency loudspeaker located inside the cabin near the pilot’s seat. Through a 4x4 

Microflown array pressures and particle velocities close to the external surface have been measured. 

Besides the possibility of noise source identification by means of the calculated intensity maps, using PU 

probes in this context enables a fast comparison between the modes calculated by the vibro-acoustical 

modal analysis and the intensity maps. 
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Abstract
The TPA presented in this paper has been performed on the Agusta  Westland AW-109 helicopter.  A 
combination of laboratory measured FRFs and in-flight  operational  data has been gathered:  while the 
structural and acoustic FRFs have been collected in a measurement campaign held at Politecnico of Milan 
employing the helicopter mock-up, the operational data, i.e. the paths acceleration, were obtained on the 
actual helicopter in a succeeding session that took place in the Agusta Westland factory.
Since the data analysis has brought to light some corrupted data concerning the set of the structural FRFs, 
an attempt to perform the TPA using POLYMAX synthesized FRFs has been brought to completion with 
the aim of verifying at first the reliability of such an approach and then to assess whether this technique 
could be employed to substitute corrupted data with synthesized ones when the database occurred to be 
unreliable.

1 Introduction

The Transfer Path Analysis (TPA since now on), is a vibroacoustic analysis fully described by means of 
two sets of equations. The first one brings into play the relation between the operating forces transmitted 
along the paths and the structural accelerations caused by these forces, while the second set of equations 
relates the acoustic response, e.g. the noise inside a car cabin, and the operating forces. Hence, it is pretty 
clear that by exploiting the information that the first set of equations carries it is possible to compute the 
acoustic response from the second one. Indeed, it is much easier to measure the accelerations of a structure 
rather than the forces; these accelerations can then be employed in order to compute the operational forces 
which substituted in the second set of equations will lead to the final result.
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On the left hand side of the equation above, there are the operating forces. As it can be seen, it is necessary 
to invert the matrix linking the accelerations and the forces. This constitutes the biggest computational 
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effort of the TPA. In the present work, this matrix is 48×24 (the reason of being rectangular will be soon 
explained) where each one of those is made up by an FRF of 4097 spectral lines. Indeed the analysis has 
been pushed up to 4096 Hz (thus resolution equal to 1 Hz) despite being hardly reliable at such a high 
frequency.  But  being  the  most  important  resonance  peak  situated  far  before,  the  analysis  retains  its 
interest.
For what concerns this work, there are several operational data vectors, which are listed below:

• Flight data at 140 kts

• Flight data at 80 kts

• Flight data at 40 kts

• Flight data in flare condition (it's the part right before touchdown, when the helicopter goes from 
being pointed down towards the ground, to lifting it's nose up. It is a manouvre executed at almost 
full throttle)

• Flight data in hoge (Hoovering Off Ground Effect) condition

• Flight data in hige (Hoovering In Ground Effect)condition

• Mock up data

The results presented throughout the whole paper will be related to the 140 kts, taken as representative 
example for all the in-flight conditions measured.
Figure 1 is helpful in order to understand the matrix dimension.
The gearbox is connected to the helicopter roof by means of 2 front struts, 2 rear struts and the anti-torque 
plate (called boomerang) through 4 bolts. 

24 accelerometers, one along each of the 3 Cartesian directions, have been placed on these 8 paths. The in-
flight operational data have been obtained by means of these accelerometers.

In order to have an over determined matrix (hence 48×24) another point close to each of the path points 
has been placed. In these extra positions, 24 accelerometers were placed thus building up the necessary 
database. It has to be stressed the fact that the additional accelerations are the same for all the analysis 

Figure 1: Gearbox and roof
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because the accelerometers have been placed on the extra points only during the test performed on the 
mock up and not in the operating tests.

The fact that the matrix is rectangular means that theoretically it is not possible to invert it. Nevertheless it 
is still possible to apply the singular value decomposition (SVD) and then to pseudo invert the diagonal 
matrix that this mathematical tool yields. 

In this decomposition lays the reason of having an over determined matrix: when the diagonal matrix is 
obtained, the condition number of this matrix can be defined. This is nothing but the ratio between the 
largest and the smallest singular value and this ratio is an index of the conditioning of the system: the 
higher  it  is  the worse the  problem is  posed.  The most  effective  tool  to cope with  this  issue  without 
cancelling out  some of the singular  values (which could mean  to neglect  information)  is  to have the 
number of measurement points at least twice the number of the reference ones.
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Measuring the FRFs has meant to excite the structure by means of a calibrated hammer on all the 8 paths 
along  3  direction:  in  this  way,  the  paths  point  were  the  FRF references  while  at  the  same  time the 
accelerations at all the locations (paths and extra points) were measured.

The importance of having an accurate set of measured FRFs is well demonstrated in [1] and [2] because a 
corrupted series of measurements  can lead to wrong analysis  results.  In the present work it  has been 
discovered that the full sets of FRFs obtained exciting the point 42 (marked black in Figure 1) along the 
directions y and z were completely unreliable. Indeed, after witnessing some unexpected figures in terms 
of operating forces along those paths, it has been seen that their coherences were particularly poor.
Assuming the system to be linear, proved as true by comparing several FRFs, the reciprocity of the matrix 
has been exploited in order to substitute the corrupted FRFs with the symmetrical ones.
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Figure 2: Poor coherences
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Figure 2 makes it clear what has just been explained. In particular, looking at the coherences, it is obvious 
that the FRFs of those two paths must be neglected.

On the other hand, the following figure underlines that the assumption of dealing with a linear system is 
very well  fulfilled  up to  2000 Hz while  at  frequencies  above this  value,  the  reciprocity is  somehow 
weaker.
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Figure 3: FRF reciprocity

Besides these major issues, among the wide set of FRFs, it occurred to find that quite a number of FRFs 
were affected by suspicious behaviors. Figure 4 is a clear example.
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Figure 4: Effect of the ground loop on the measurements

As it can be seen, the sharp peaks located between 200 and 700 Hz are due to some electrical loops. Their 
magnitude could spoil the further analysis because it could make appear unjustified peaks.
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Then it can be concluded that having good FRFs is a strong binding feature of the classical TPA. Being 
the  database  not  fully  reliable,  in  this  paper  it  will  be  proved  that  using  synthesized  FRFs  yields 
significantly similar results to those obtained with the classical TPA. That being so, it could be thought 
that such an approach could solve poor quality FRFs issues that otherwise would cause either to rely on 
linearity hypotheses or to be compelled to repeat the measurements, which is costly and time consuming.

The term of comparison to prove the reliability of this technique will be the traditional TPA performed 
assuming the system linearity as fulfilled.

As already stated, the second set of equations links the acoustic response to the operating forces.

In order to have a wide spectrum, the acoustic FRFs have been obtained by means of two sources, working 
at different frequencies: 0 - 400 Hz and 400 - 4000 Hz. The sources were placed in the helicopter cabin, 
close to the pilot  seat.  The acquisition of the acoustic FRFs has been done by means of the acoustic 
reciprocity.

It can already be understood that this second matrix will be much smaller, and since it won’t be inverted, 
the computational cost of this second step is negligible compared to the first one.
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2 SYNTHESIS OF THE FRFs

2.1 Computation of the transfer functions

In the previous section it has been made clear that the most sensible aspect of the classical TPA is the 
quality of the FRFs: it affects the condition of the matrix that is going to be inverted and then the value 
itself of the results. 

Moreover,  even though the present  set  of  FRFs is  quite reliable,  it  has been discovered that two full 
columns of the structural FRF matrix are corrupted which compelled us to rely on the assumption that the 
system is linear which means that the reciprocity can be applied. Not only this major flaw had to be 
tackled but also some electrical distrurbances that altered the dataset.

It  has been done an attempt  to reconstruct  the entire FRF matrix  by means  of  the modal  parameters 
extraction algorithm Polymax.

The modal analysis of the helicopter roof has been performed exclusively with the aim of obtaining the 
synthesized FRFs.

Polymax works properly when the modal synthesis is applied considering the full set of responses but only 
one reference at a time, as if the system were single input.

Then, in order to have a good set of FRFs the modal synthesis has been repeated for each of the 8 paths 
and for all the direction, thus building the full matrix constituted by 24 references and 48 responses.

The aim of this synthesis has been to obtain FRFs that, while representing correctly the system keeping all 
the fundamental poles, got rid of the noise of the FRFs; as a matter of fact some of the FRFs didn’t look 
good at  all  and forcing  Polymax  to  synthesize  FRFs with  too many poles  would have not  meant  to 
improve the quality of those FRFs but only to reproduce noisy transfer functions.

The selection  of  the  poles  has  been done by checking the  measured  FRFs,  the  operational  data,  the 
operating forces and the acoustic responses (both calculated and measured). With all these data available it 
has been possible to pinpoint those frequencies at which the system was responding in an interesting and 
consistent way;  these frequencies have always been selected in the stabilization diagram that Polymax 
provides and the FRFs obtained are a good compromise between coherence with the measured FRFs and 
cleanliness.

In  Figure 5, an example of the application of the Polymax algorithm is shown. As it can be seen, the 
number of selected poles is limited to 26 which meant to skip some of the poles found by the algorithm. 
Moreover, in order to select those poles which are certain of being representative of the system, the choice 
of the poles has been done considering those highlighted by Polymax since the lower ranks visualized. 
Indeed the higher the rank, the more poles were found but quite often Polymax finds stable poles when 
they are clearly noise or anyhow not suitable for the purpose that was going to be achieved through this 
process.

Notice no poles have been selected in the range 0-100 Hz. As it can be seen Polymax begins to find poles 
only at high model rank and quite a number of paths in 0-100 don’t show any stable pole whatsoever. This 
fact, together with the absence of any resonance peak in the measured FRF led to the conclusion of not to 
select poles in 0-100.

This brings along a certain consequence in terms of condition number, as it will be seen in .
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Figure 5: Polymax stabilization diagram

2.2 Model comparison: measured vs synthesized

It will be shown that this approach leads to good results. However, a first evidence of the quality of the 
synthesis can be assessed looking at the superposition of the measured FRF and the synthesized one.

Figure 56 brings an example of the work done.
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Figure 6: Synthesized vs Measured FRF

As it can be seen the general trend is quite respected.
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Once all the FRFs are calculated, then it is possible to invert the structural matrix and thus to compute the 
operating forces.  The forces will  be then inserted in the second equation thus leading to the acoustic 
response. 
The inversion of the matrix is, as already underlined, a pseudo inversion of the matrices that the SVD 
produces.  This  process  is  the  most  delicate  one:  in  ill  conditioned  problems,  it  can  happen  that  the 
presence  of  very low singular  values  brings  about  very high  responses  which  don’t  have  any actual 
correspondence.

When this occurred, it is possible to tune the matrix inversion by selecting a threshold which excludes the 
singular values below that minimum.

The structural matrix of this analysis has proven to be very well conditioned apart from the first 100 Hz. 
Hence, the elimination of singular values has concerned only a very narrow frequency band, thus leaving 
all the information available.

The choice of the threshold value is at the moment only an iteration procedure; this means that there is no 
objective  way  to  decide  whether  the  threshold  selected  suits  the  problem,  is  too  restrictive  or  too 
optimistic. 

Since it will be proven that for the dimension of this problem it is quick and reliable enough to proceed 
just through a series of attempts, the matrix inversion has been done imposing the threshold limit at 0.1% 
(Test.Lab calls this value Relative Minimum Value, or RMV). This means that, frequency by frequency, 
the singular values smaller than the 0.1% of the largest one, will be set to zero thus reducing the rank of 
the matrix and omitting those values in the weighing of the operating forces in that particular frequency.

It has been well demonstrated in [3] that the systems are poorly conditioned at low frequencies. This will 
be the case again in this work: as it can be seen in the next figures, the application of the threshold is 
effective only below 100 Hz. At higher frequency its effect is null.

To increase the value of the threshold would not have improved the result much but it would have rather 
caused a non acceptable loss of information, as it is well stated in [1] and [2].

Figure 7 shows that the condition number stays very low along the whole bandwidth, excluding the first 
50 Hz where it is above 200. The value 1000 is the consequence of the application of the RMV. 

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the condition number for the “measured” model remains very high till 
100 Hz; this means that the results must be considered carefully in the 0-100 Hz bandwidth. Moreover, it 
will be made clear that imposing RMV=0.1 affects the most this initial bandwidth. This feature explains as 
well the difficulties encountered by POLYMAX to find stable poles in the first 100 Hz. This could be 
regarded as a hint of the fact that the use of synthesized FRFs is limited to certain kind of measurement 
flaws.
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Figure 7: Condition number, Relative Minimum Value (RMV) 0.1

The improvement is mainly related on the first part of the bandwidth, being the remaining part quite well 
conditioned in the “measured” model too. In very truth, the conditioning of the measured matrix is even 
better than the one of the synthesized matrix, though the latter is always lower than 100 which remains a 
very good conditioning.
Looking at Figure 7 it can be seen that at frequencies below 100 the condition number is flat. This means 
that the ratio between the highest and the smallest singular value is almost constant, which is again the 
consequence of the fact that during the synthesis of the FRFs it was not possible to select any mode.

Hence, while the “measured” model can not take into account all the singular values (especially in 0-100) 
the “synthesized” one doesn't  have to neglect any singular value. Figure 8 shows the behavior of the 
number of singular values versus the frequency (limited to 150 Hz because at higher frequency all the SVs 
are kept). 
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3  RESULTS COMPARISON

3.1 Operating forces

The only way to assess whether  this  approach is  reliable  or  not  is  to compare the results  with those 
obtained with measured FRFs. 

The first quantities to be compared are the operating forces which are calculated once the matrix inversion 
is  computed.  As it  can be seen  from the next  figures,  the  overlapping  is  quite  impressive in  all  the 
bandwidth but the first 50 Hz.

The  Figure 9 represents the comparison between the operating forces calculated imposing the 140 kts 
operational data obtained by means of the measured FRFs (red) and of the synthesized ones (green). The 
spectra reported below are referred to the range 800 - 2200 Hz in which most of the resonances takes 
place.

The match between the two curves is quite impressive and gives a strong confirmation about the quality of 
the analysis that can be obtained using synthesized FRFs.

The fact that this bandwidth is the one which contains the most of the resonance peaks means also that this 
is where POLYMAX was able to find the largest number of stable poles. Hence it was expected to find a 
certain match between the two models. 
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It is at low frequency where the models differ the most: this is due to the fact, already underlined, that at 
low frequency only a limited number of poles were selectable.
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From Figure 10, it is evident that not being able to select enough poles means that the description of the 
system is not complete. This fact, which will be highlighted in the next paragraphs as well, is the evidence 
that when the quality of the measurements is very poor, then not even employing synthesized FRFs is able 
to yield good results.

3.2 Path contribution comparison

In this paragraph the results of the analysis are shown. Among all the resonance peaks characterizing the 
structure, the attention will be focused on the one located at 1800 Hz. The reason of this assumption is that 
it is the peak with the largest magnitude. Nevertheless the same kind of evaluation and comparison has 
been performed for some of the other major resonances which led to the same conclusion: the synthesized 
model is able to match the results obtained by using the measured FRFs, consideration that let us conclude 
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that the substitution of the corrupted FRFs with the synthesized ones is duable and makes it possible to 
obtain good results even in presence of flaws in the database.
Figure 11 shows the spectrum of one of the computed operating forces. Quite evident is the resonance 
peak located at 1825 Hz. As it will be soon explained, the position of this particular peak constitutes an 
issue: looking at the FRFs obtained from the helicopter mock up it occurs that this peak is not located at 
1825 Hz but slightly before, at 1793. In several paths this characteristic is quite evident because both the 
peaks  are  clearly  visible:  what  happens  is  nothing  but  a  redistribution  of  the  energy  on  both  the 
frequencies thus impeding a correct results analysis. It means that sometimes the contribution of the FRF 
is prevailing while some others the one of the operating data are dominating the product.

Most likely this shift is caused by the lack of power provided by the electrical motors moving the twin 
shafts entering the gearbox: for a design mistake, the power delivery of the motors is not able to reach the 
nominal speed of the actual helicopter: the maximum speed which could be reached on the mock up is 
approximately 5900 instead of 6000 rpm at the turbine shafts. Considering that 100 rpm correspond to 
1.67 Hz, at 1800 Hz this gap expands up to 30 Hz, which is exactly the distance between the two peaks 
(1793 Hz on the mock up, 1825 on the actual helicopter).

Moreover,  despite  the mock up being a very well  detailed reproduction of the actual  helicopter,  it  is 
feasible that the mass and stiffness characteristics are slightly different from the actual helicopter.
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Figure 11: Operating Force spectrum
.
Once the frequency of the further investigation is defined, it is interesting to underline for each path the 
direction  along which the  largest  amount  of  energy is  transmitted.  It  would be expected  the  vertical 
component to be the dominant one along the front and the rear struts because these connections will have 
to cope with the lift provided by the rotor blades. On the other hand, something different could be found 
considering  the  boomerang bolts.  The  forces  operating  along  the  boomerang  paths  are  distributed  in 
another fashion: the anti torque plate is stressed mainly by the in-plane force components.

This being said, the next figure proves the reliability and the quality of the present analysis because it 
shows quite a good overlap between the measured and synthesized models. The final confirmation of the 
quality of these TPAs will be given by the comparison between the measured and calculated acoustic 
responses. 

As it can be clearly seen from the Figure 12, the main contribution is given by the back paths, in particular 
the anti-torque plate bolts. The other aspect that sticks out of the figure is that there are two resonance 
frequencies located at 1793 and 1825 Hz for the reason that has already been explained. Nevertheless, 
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these results prove that the boomerang is a very important noise path but also that it seems that the right 
paths are providing an easier path for the noise.

Because of copyright reasons, the absolute values had to be cancelled. Nevertheless the colorscale is the 
same for  both the colormaps. Thus,  considering both the amplitude of the path contributions  and the 
location of the main paths, it can be stated that the models are providing the same result. This means that 
the synthesized FRFs have been built in the correct way.

As stated in Equation 3, the operating forces are then multiplied  by the acoustic FRFs. But while no 
measured forces were available because impossible to be measured, the measured acoustic response can 
here be compared to the calculated ones and then some objective conclusions can be drawn.

The measured acoustic responses were located in several positions inside the helicopter cabin during the 
in-flight testing. 

Most likely, since the actual cabin is soundproof the value of the acoustic response is slightly lower than 
what has been obtained by means of the TPA which employs acoustic transfer functions measured inside 
the mock up (without any noise barrier) and all the other data are independent of noise reduction devices 
(accelerations and structural FRFs).

Nevertheless,  the  behavior  of  the  measured  response  is  fulfilled  by the  calculated  ones.  This  can  be 
regarded as the confirmation of the quality and reliability of the analysis and the fact that even here the 
analysis led by means of the synthesized FRFs allows us to be confident in this alternative approach to the 
TPA. Below the spectra of the calculated acoustic responses are compared to one of the measured acoustic 
response.

In  Figure  13 the  blue  curve  is  the  measured  acoustic  response,  the  red  one  is  the  acoustic  response 
calculated by means of the “measured” TPA model while the green curve is the response obtained through 
the “synthesized” model.

 

MEASURED SYNTHESIZED

Figure 12: Path contribution comparison
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Figure 13: Acoustic response comparison [1500 - 2200]

The first  thing that  can be noticed is  that  there is  a  frequency shift  even here.  While the blue curve 
(measured) shows its maximum at 1822 Hz, the calculated responses show their maxima at 1824 Hz. This 
could be the consequence of the shifts seen before. Apart from this aspect, the values of the acoustic 
responses at this peak are quite matching though it is evident how the blue curve remains below the others 
for all the rest of the range.

For what has been explained in the previous pages, it could be expected to find out that the calculated 
response obtained with the “measured” model at low frequencies (0 – 400 Hz) is slightly higher than the 
“synthesized” model value: indeed, being the acoustic transfer functions the same for both the “measured” 
and “synthesized” models, what makes the difference is the value of the operating forces which are much 
higher with the first model because of the issues related to the matrix condition at such a low frequency 
range.

Being  the  acoustic  response  available,  an  additional  proof  of  the  reliability  of  the  model  with  the 
POLYMAX synthesized FRF matrix can be assessed. 
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Figure 14: Acoustic response comparison [0 - 400]
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As it can be seen from the  Figure 14, neither the “measured” nor the “synthesized”  model  is able to 
pinpoint the peaks located at 26 and 69 Hz which the measured response shows very neatly.

It has been seen that at low frequency the main resonance peak is located at 100 Hz which corresponds to 
6000 rpm, the rotational speed of the turbine shafts entering the gearbox.

Even here there’s some phase shift, though this time the calculated responses have their peaks slightly 
earlier  than  the  measured  response.  Apart  from this,  the  value  of  this  peak is  underestimated by the 
“synthesized” model and overestimated by the “measured” model. Considering what has been said before 
about the noise reduction barriers inserted in the cabin, it could be said that the values obtained with the 
“synthesized” model are a bit too low.

Looking at the RMS values it seems that the “measured” model is more accurate in the estimation of the 
cabin sound pressure. Nevertheless none of the two models  has been able to predict the peaks of the 
measured response so the figures above are hardly meaningful.

4 Conclusion

The TPA shows that the noise enters the cabin mainly through the boomerang bolts and the rear struts

The reliability of the analysis is assured by comparing the calculated and measured acoustic responses 
whose match is quite good.

Being the FRFs measured on a mock up, a non negligible frequency shift is witnessed. 

The attempt of combining the capabilities of POLYMAX of providing clean FRFs has been successful 
performed though more can be done to fully exploit the algorithm. Moreover other investigation needs to 
be done to understand the chances to employ such a tool in the TPA.

It  can already be said that  it  is  possible  to substitute  the FRFs which don’t  seem quite  reliable  with 
synthesis FRFs obtained exploiting the property of linearity, when this occurred to be fulfilled.

On the other hand, it seems to be not possible to substitute corrupted FRFs with synthesized ones because 
of the impossibility to obtain system-representative FRFs by means of POLYMAX: the bandwidth 0-100 
Hz is a representative example of such a situation.
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Abstract
Recently, a measurement set-up was presented to detect small nonlinear distortions in the vibration of acous-
tically driven mechanical systems. A speaker generates a specially designed multisine excitation signal that
drives the vibration of a test object. The generated sound pressure is measured with a probe microphone in
front of the test object, and an heterodyne vibrometer measures the corresponding vibration. Due to the high
degree of linearity of the heterodyne technique, very small nonlinear distortions can be detected. In this pa-
per the set-up is used to verify whether small nonlinear distortions are present in the vibration of the middle
ear system, which is classically considered to be a completely linear system. In vitro measurements on the
right ear of an adult male gerbil proved that nonlinear distortions are present in the vibration of the tympanic
membrane. Similar results were seen in measurements on the left ear. The influence of post-mortem changes
on the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear was verified in a number of successive measurements. These
indicated that the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear decreases in time.

1 Introduction

In this paper a sensitive measurement technique is presented for the detection of nonlinear distortions in
weakly nonlinear and slowly time-varying systems. The technique uses heterodyne interferometry to mea-
sure the vibration of acoustically driven (bio)mechanical systems. The detection method uses multisine
excitation signals that are designed especially for the detection of nonlinear distortions.[1] The efficiency of
this technique has already been proven on mechanical time-invariant systems such as a speaker membrane
and a latex membrane,[2] but the set-up was originally created for measurements on biomechanical systems.
In this paper the method is demonstrated on the middle ear.

Figure 1: Middle ear.

The middle ear (figure 1) is a biomechanical system composed of the tympanic membrane (eardrum), and
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three small bones, the ossicles: the malleus (hammer), the incus (anvil) and the stapes (stirrup). The main
function of the middle ear system is to match the acoustic impedance of the air in the ear canal to that
of the liquid in the cochlea (inner ear). Previous articles[3, 4] showed that the middle ear behaves like a
completely linear system for sound pressures up to 130 dBspl (pressure relative to 20 µPa) in the acoustic
frequency range (e.g. 20 Hz to 20 kHz for humans). However, at quasi-static pressure loads, caused for
example by changes in environmental conditions and by gas exchange processes in the middle ear, a strong
nonlinearity of the middle ear system has been demonstrated.[5, 6, 7] Considering the nonlinear behaviour
at slow pressure variations, it is not unrealistic to expect small nonlinear distortions to be present in the
vibration of the middle ear system in the acoustic frequency range.

Thus, the main purpose of this paper is to use the presented measurement technique to verify whether nonlin-
ear distortions are present in the vibration of the middle ear system. Since the measurements are performed
in vitro, it is also important to know whether and how the existing nonlinear distortions evolve post-mortem.

2 Materials & methods

2.1 Measurement set-up

Figure 2: Measurement set-up.

Figure 2 shows a picture of the measurement set-up. The set-up basically consists of a test object that
is acoustically stimulated with an earphone speaker (Sennheiser PMX70). The incoming sound field is
registered with a probe microphone (Brüel & Kjær 4182), and the corresponding vibration of the test object
is measured with a laser vibrometer (Polytec OFV 353 sensor head with OFV 5000 controller).

The middle ear of a gerbil was chosen as test object because the species is one of the standard animal models
for basic and clinical research of middle ear mechanics.[7, 8, 9] The middle ear is investigated in vitro to have
better access to the tympanic membrane and the ossicles with the laser beam of the heterodyne vibrometer.
In vitro measurements also remove environmental influences like the pulse and respiration of the test animal.
More importantly, the influence of the cochlea, which is known to be a nonlinear system,[10] is removed.
The cochlea is still attached to the middle ear system, but post-mortem it does not function anymore as an
active feedback amplifier but acts only as a load to the middle ear. The side of the middle ear cavity opposite
to the tympanic membrane is opened to enable the vibrometer to measure perpendicular to the tip of the
malleus. A tube is on one side connected to the ear canal and on the other side to the earphone speaker. The
function of this tube is to conduct the sound from the speaker to the middle ear. The sound generated by the
earphone is measured with a probe microphone placed through a small opening in the tube and positioned
directly in front of the ear canal. The vibration of the tympanic membrane, caused by the incoming sound
wave, is measured using the vibrometer. The laser beam of the vibrometer is directed towards the middle ear
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by a small mirror so that it can be observed with a stereomicroscope. The mirror is placed in between the two
front lenses of the microscope so that the viewing direction of the microscope and the projection direction of
the vibrometer beam coincide. The mirror is mounted on a prism table so that the laser beam can be directed
at any object point within the field of view of the microscope.

The reflectivity of biological material is not sufficient to obtain a good reflection of the vibrometer beam, and
little reflection causes a low signal-to-noise ratio in the vibration measurement. The amount of light reflected
is improved by putting a glass microbead on the surface of the tympanic membrane. The used beads are less
than 50 µm in diameter and cause a negligible load on the tympanic membrane. They are placed on the
tympanic membrane with a fine brush and stick to it by natural adhesion forces. Under observation with
the microscope, the mirror is then turned and tilted in such a way that the vibrometer beam exactly hits a
microbead and high retroreflection is obtained.

The in- and output signals are respectively generated and recorded using a high quality audio A/D-D/A
conversion board (RME HDSP9632 with RME AI4S-192 expansion board). The actual excitation signal
driving the structure is the acoustic field coming from a speaker placed in the vicinity of the object. Due to
the frequency dependent response characteristic of the speaker, and due to the possible existence of standing
waves, the frequency distribution of the generated pressure signal can differ significantly from the electric
input signal coming from the soundcard. Therefore, the probe microphone is used to monitor the sound
signal in the immediate vicinity of the middle ear, and in an iterative process the electric input signal is altered
until the required frequency distribution of the sound signal is obtained. All experiments are performed in
a soundproof anechoic booth, and after just a few iterations the generated sound field is identical to the
required input within less than 0.5 dB.

2.2 Measurement method

The measurement method uses odd random phase multisines as excitation signal. They are specially designed
for the detection of nonlinear distortions with several advantages over other kinds of excitation signals.[11,
12] A random phase multisine is described mathematically as follows:

s(t) =
1√
N

N∑
k=1

Ak sin(2πkfrest+ ϕk). (1)

It is a periodic signal that consists of the sum of N harmonically related sines (i.e. with frequencies all mul-
tiples of fres) with user defined amplitudes Ak and random phases ϕk. The period of this signal equals f−1

res ,
and determines the measurement time. The phases ϕk are stochastic variables with respect to k and are uni-
formly distributed in [0, 2π[ such that the expected value ε{exp(iϕk)} equals 0. The excited frequency band
of the multisine can be chosen arbitrarily by determining the frequency resolution fres and the amplitudesAk

of the individual lines. To cover a large frequency range and to sustain a sufficient high signal-to-noise ratio
at each excited harmonic, a quasi-logarithmic grid can be used instead of a linearly spaced grid. This means
that the harmonics are logarithmically spaced, but chosen to coincide with the frequency grid determined by
the frequency resolution fres. Figure 3(a) shows an example of a multisine with a flat amplitude spectrum
represented in the frequency domain.

A random phase multisine as the input of a linear system gives a multisine as output with the same excited
harmonics but with amplitudes shaped by the frequency response of the system, as shown in figure 3(b).
This means that if some harmonics were not excited in the input signal (by setting the corresponding Ak

to zero), no signal is expected at these harmonics in the output signal except for some noise. This is not
true for nonlinear systems, as shown in figure 3(c). In this case there is also some signal present at the non-
excited harmonics, which is shown to be due to the nonlinearities in the system.[13] At the excited harmonics
the signal still consists of the linear contribution but now combined with a nonlinear contribution, which is
undistinguishable from the linear part of the signal. A method for determining the level of the nonlinear
distortions at the excited harmonics is by looking at the non-excited harmonics in the output signal.[14]
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(a) multisine (b) linear response (c) nonlinear response

Figure 3: Frequency domain representation of (a) a multisine, (b) the response of a linear system, and (c) the
response of a nonlinear system. The plots show the excited harmonics (•) and non-excited harmonics (�).

If a random phase multisine, exciting only odd harmonics, is used as input, then only odd non-linearities
(cubic, . . . ) in the system contribute to these harmonics. The even non-linearities (quadratic, . . . ) contribute
only to even and thus non-excited harmonics.[13] These odd random phase multisines allow us to detect the
presence and the level of even degree non-linear distortions by looking at the even harmonics in the output
spectrum. To detect the presence and the level of the odd degree non-linear distortions some of the odd
excited harmonics in the odd random phase multisine are left out. This distinction between odd and even
harmonics is not made in the multisine in figure 3, but it is demonstrated later on with measurements results
(section 3.1).

The measurement method consists of the following steps:

• Choose the frequency resolution fres (determines the measurement time), the desired frequency range
(fmin and fmax), the frequency grid (linear or quasi-logarithmic) and the amplitude spectrum A2k−1 of
the odd random phase multisine.

• Combine the excited harmonics in groups of equal length and randomly eliminate one odd harmonic
out of each group. These non-excited odd harmonics will be used as detection lines for odd degree
nonlinear distortions.

• Make a random choice for the phases ϕk at the excited harmonics of the random phase multisine
and calculate the excitation signal s(t). Send this signal to the test object, measure the input signal
si(t) and adjust the amplitude spectrum of the excitation signal to obtain the required RMS-level and
amplitude spectrum.

• Apply the excitation s(t) to the system and measure a number P of consecutive periods of the input
signal sp

i (t) and the output signal sp
o(t).

The mean Ŝo of the P noisy output spectra Sp
o (f) at the excited harmonics fex gives the vibration response

of the system.

Ŝo(fex) =
1
P

P∑
p=1

Sp
o (fex) (2)

A practical problem is that nonlinear distortions might be present in the signal generated by the speaker,
certainly at higher output levels. Those distortions also contribute to the distortions measured in the output
signal. This causes an over-estimation of the nonlinearity of the tested system. Thus, to get the correct level
of the nonlinear distortions, the output spectra Sp

o (f) have to be corrected for nonlinear distortions that are
present in the input spectra Sp

i (f). First, the frequency response function (FRF) has to be calculated at the
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excited harmonics fex for each measured period.

Gp(fex) =
Sp

o (fex)
Sp

i (fex)
with p = 1, . . . , P (3)

If the test object behaves dominantly linear, then a first order correction is obtained by subtracting the linear
contribution of the test object from the output at the non-excited harmonics fnex.

Sp
oC(f) =

{
Sp

o (fex)
Sp

o (fnex)−Gp(fnex)Sp
i (fnex)

(4)

The FRF at the non-excited harmonics is obtained by linear interpolation of the FRF at the excited harmonics.
Using these corrected output spectra, the level of the nonlinear distortions at the excited harmonics fex can
be calculated by interpolation of the signal at the odd non-excited harmonics.

Finally, the noise level needs to be calculated in order to verify whether the detected nonlinear distortions are
significant. If the measured nonlinear distortions coincide with the noise level, then either the system behaves
linearly or the nonlinear distortions might be to small to be detectable. Only if the nonlinear distortions rise
above the noise level, the conclusion can be drawn that the system behaves nonlinear.

In case of a time-invariant system, the standard deviation σŜo over the output spectra Sp
o (f) gives an accurate

estimate of the noise level.

σŜo(f) =

√√√√ 1
P (P − 1)

P∑
p=1

∣∣∣Sp
o (f)− Ŝo(f)

∣∣∣2 (5)

This method is however not accurate for a time-varying system such as the middle ear. The response of
the middle ear changes slowly during an in vitro experiment because of dehydration or other post-mortem
influences. In such cases the standard deviation gives an estimate of the noise level which is too high,
and an improved noise estimation method has to be used to correctly determine the noise level.[15] The
contribution of the slow time variation first has to be removed or at least reduced without changing the actual
noise contribution. This is done by taking the difference (first or higher order) over different periods of the
signal. The first order difference ∆Sp+1/2

o (f) is calculated by subtracting the spectra Sp+1
o (f) and Sp

o (f) at
two successive periods.

∆Sp+1/2
o (f) = Sp+1

o (f)− Sp
o (f) (6)

This manipulation removes the linear time variation between different periods. The second order difference
removes the quadratic variation, and higher order differences remove variations of the corresponding order.
To determine the necessary difference order, the noise level estimated with successive order is compared until
no significant change is observed. For a slowly time-varying system a second order difference will typically
suffice. The variance of the differenced signal is equal to the variance of the original signal multiplied with
a certain factor (e.g. 6 for a second order difference, [15]). As a consequence, the differenced signal must be
divided by the square root of this factor to correct for this difference in variance. Finally, once the influence
of the time variation is removed, the standard deviation over the differenced signals gives a better estimation
of the noise level.

3 Results & discussion

In all the experiments a quasi-logarithmically spaced multisine is used with a flat amplitude spectrum and
about 8 excited odd harmonics per octave in the frequency band from 125 Hz to 8 kHz. With a frequency
resolution of 5 Hz a single period of the signal has a length of 0.2 seconds. To improve the signal-to-
noise ratio, results are averaged over 20 measurements, yielding the complete measurement of the vibration
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response, the noise level and the level of the nonlinear distortions in 4 s. The measurements are performed at
sound pressures produced by the speaker ranging from 78 dBspl to 120 dBspl in steps of 3 dB. The complete
experiment over this amplitude range takes 60 s. The frequencies of the excited harmonics arranged per
octave are shown in table 1.
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195 375 695 1445 2755 5365
215 435 815 1585 3015 6115
235 455 895 1745 3155 6685

935 1915 3605 7295
3935 7965

Table 1: Excited harmonics of the used multisine grouped per octave.

3.1 Detection of nonlinear distortions

The first measurement was performed on the right ear of an adult male gerbil. A microbead positioned at the
tip of the malleus was used for the measurements.

(a) classical (b) improved

Figure 4: Vibration response of the middle ear at the malleus tip to an applied sound pressure of 99 dBspl.
The plots show the vibration response (◦), the noise level (4), and the nonlinear distortions (?). In (a) the
noise is determined by the standard deviation and in (b) by the improved noise estimation method.

Figure 4 shows the vibration response of the middle ear to an applied sound pressure of 99 dBspl. These
plots show the vibration response (◦), the noise level (4), and the level of the nonlinear distortions (?) as
a function of the frequency. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the same results for the vibration response and the
nonlinear distortions, but the noise level is calculated in a different manner. In figure 4(a) the noise level
is determined in the classical manner using the standard deviation, and for figure 4(b) the improved noise
estimation method was used with a second order differencing of the signal before calculating the standard
deviation. The graphs clearly show that the improved noise estimation method is needed for a time-varying
system in order to draw the right conclusion. In figure 4(a) the noise level is estimated too high, certainly
above 1 kHz were the nonlinear distortions apparently lie under the noise level, which is not possible. It is
obvious that figure 4(b) shows the right result.
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(a) 78 dBspl (b) 99 dBspl (c) 120 dBspl

Figure 5: Vibration response of the middle ear at the malleus tip to applied sound pressures of 78, 99 and
120 dBspl. The plots show the vibration response (◦), the noise level (4), the nonlinear distortions at the
excited harmonics (?), and the odd degree nonlinear distortions (green dots).

Figure 5 shows the vibration response of this system at different sound pressures of 78, 99 and 120 dBspl.
At the lowest sound pressure of 78 dBspl (figure 5(a)), the level of the nonlinear distortions coincides with
the noise level. This means either that the middle ear system behaves completely linear, or that the nonlinear
distortions are too small to rise above the noise level. At a sound pressure of 99 dBspl (figure 5(b)) the
first proof of the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear is seen. Here, the nonlinear distortions rise about
10 to 20 dB above the noise level. At the highest sound pressure of 120 dBspl (figure 5(c)) the nonlinear
behaviour becomes very clear, when the nonlinear distortions rise at some frequencies more than 60 dB
above the noise level. Figure 5 also shows the even degree nonlinear distortions (green dots). They are
shown to illustrate that the odd and even degree nonlinear distortions do not necessarily have to coincide,
since they are the response to respectively the odd and even nonlinearities in the excited system. Because an
odd random phase multisine was chosen as excitation signal, only the odd degree nonlinear distortions will
contribute to the vibration response of the system, as described in section 2.2. Therefore, only the odd degree
nonlinear distortions at the excited harmonics are shown in the following plots. The even degree nonlinear
distortions remain nonetheless important for understanding and modelling the complete nonlinear behaviour
of the middle ear.

Figure 6: The evolution of the vibration response (◦), the noise level (4), and the level of the nonlinear
distortions (?) in the 1–2 kHz octave as a function of the applied sound pressure.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the vibration response, the noise level and the level of the nonlinear dis-
tortions as a function of the applied sound pressure in a mid-range octave (1–2 kHz). The plot shows the
different parameters averaged over this frequency range and plotted for every applied sound pressure. Below
99 dBspl the system shows no nonlinear behaviour, since the nonlinear distortions coincide with the noise
level. At a sound pressure of 99 dBspl the nonlinear distortions start to rise above the noise level, and from
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that point they increase more or less linearly as a function of the applied sound pressure. The plot shows also
that nonlinear distortions increase at a faster rate than the vibration response. The evolution of the vibration
response seems linear, but nonetheless an increasing nonlinear contribution is present.

Figure 7: Ratio of the nonlinear distortions to the vibration response as a function of the frequency (X-axis)
and the applied sound pressure (Y-axis). Areas without nonlinear distortions are left blank in the plot.

Figure 7 shows the ratio of the nonlinear distortions to the vibration response as a function of the frequency
and the applied sound pressure. The areas where the nonlinear distortions are not distinctly (> 10 dB) above
the noise floor are left blank. This gives a complete overview of the evolution of the nonlinear distortions
relative to the vibration response. The plot gives essentially the same information as the previous plots, but
combined in one graph. The nonlinear distortions start to rise above the noise level at an applied sound
pressure of 99 dBspl, and the contribution of the nonlinear distortions to the vibration response increases
when the applied sound pressure rises. At some places in the figure nonlinear distortions are visible below
an applied sound pressure of 99 dBspl. The distortions in the lower left corner are probably caused by an
external source of vibration. The ones at the right side of the graph are caused by extrapolation. As told
in the third paragraph of section 2.2, the nonlinear distortions at the excited harmonics are determined with
linear interpolation from the signal at the odd non-excited harmonics. Interpolation is accurate for the inband
excited harmonics, but for the lowest and highest excited harmonic extrapolation is needed, which does not
always give accurate results.

The same series of measurements was repeated on the left ear of the gerbil. In this case, no microbead was
present at the tip of the malleus itself but one at the tympanic membrane just in front of the malleus tip was
used for the measurements.

(a) 78 dBspl (b) 96 dBspl (c) 120 dBspl

Figure 8: Vibration response of the middle ear at the malleus tip to applied sound pressures of 78, 96 and
120 dBspl. The plots show the vibration response (◦), the noise level (4), and the nonlinear distortions (?).

Figure 8 shows the vibration response of this system to applied sound pressures of 78, 96 and 120 dBspl. The
vibration response on the left ear is in shape quite similar to the vibration response on the right ear (figure
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5), although measured at slightly different positions. The resonance peak lies at a higher frequency, and the
vibration response is 10 dB lower for the same applied sound pressure. At the lowest applied sound pressure
of 78 dBspl (figure 8(a)), no nonlinear distortions are present in the vibration response of the system. At 96
dBspl (figure 8(b)) the nonlinear distortions arise for the first time above the noise level but only above a
frequency of 2 kHz. This is different compared with the measurements on the right ear (figure 5(b) and 7)
were the nonlinear distortions rise above the noise level at 99 dBspl over almost the entire frequency range.
At 120 dBspl (figure 8(c)) nonlinear distortions are present over the entire frequency range except at the
lowest frequency of 125 Hz. This measurement shows again that nonlinear distortions are present in the
vibration response of the malleus tip.

3.2 Post-mortem evolution of nonlinear distortions

An important question about the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear is how it evolves as a function of
time when doing in vitro measurements. when the middle ear is removed from the gerbil, dehydration and
other post-mortem changes occur, which causes the dynamics of the system to change. The middle ear
system is expected to become more rigid, resulting in a decrease of the vibration response and the nonlinear
distortions. To check the evolution of the vibration response, the measurements on the left gerbil ear were
repeated three times. The dissection of the gerbil took about 25 minutes, and the left ear was kept in a humid
environment for about one hour and 25 minutes before the first measurement. The second measurement took
place about 25 minutes after the first, and the final measurement was performed 35 minutes after the first.
The three measurements were thus performed 1 hour and 50 minutes, 2 hours and 15 minutes and 2 hours
and 25 minutes post-mortem. The results of these measurements are shown in figure 9 and figure 10.

(a) second & first measurement (b) third & second measurement

Figure 9: Vibration response of the tympanic membrane near the malleus tip to an applied sound pressure of
120 dBspl. The plots show the vibration response (◦), the noise level (4), and the nonlinear distortions (?).
Figure (a) shows the second measurement in the foreground and the first in the background, and figure (b)
shows the third measurement in the foreground and the second in the background.

Figure 9 shows the vibration response to an applied sound pressure of 120 dBspl. A comparison (figure 9(a))
of the vibration response of the first (background) and the second measurement (foreground) shows an overall
decline in the vibration response of about 10 dB. Only between 5 and 6 kHz, the decrease in the vibration
response is larger. There, the resonance peak in the vibration response of the first measurement has apparently
disappeared in the second measurement. The noise level also decreases about 10 dB below 2 kHz, and
above this frequency the decrease is larger with a maximum decrease between 5 and 6 kHz. The nonlinear
distortions show a larger decrease over most part of the spectrum compared with the vibration response and
the noise level. However, above 6 kHz the nonlinear distortions increase in the second measurement. A
comparison (figure 9(b)) between the second (background) and the third measurement (foreground) shows
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that the vibration response and the noise level remain the same. The nonlinear distortions on the other hand
still show a decrease for frequencies above 2 kHz.

(a) first measurement (b) second measurement (c) third measurement

Figure 10: Ratio of the nonlinear distortions to the vibration response as a function of the frequency (X-axis)
and the applied sound pressure (Y-axis). Areas without nonlinear distortions are left blank in the plot.

These were only the vibration responses to an applied sound pressure of 120 dBspl. A more global overview
of the evolution of the nonlinear distortions is given in figure 10, which shows for each measurement the ratio
of the nonlinear distortions to the vibration response as a function of the frequency and the applied sound
pressure. A comparison between these graphs shows a shift of the nonlinear distortions to higher applied
sound pressures, and a decrease of the nonlinear distortions. It is clear that the nonlinear behaviour of the
middle ear system changes post-mortem, and those changes do not per se correspond with the changes in
the vibration response of the system. Thus, to get an accurate impression of the nonlinear behaviour of the
middle ear, measurements have to be performed as quickly as possible after dissection.

4 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to check whether nonlinear distortions are present in the vibration of the
middle ear system. Therefore, a sensitive opto-acoustical measurement technique based on heterodyne in-
terferometry was used. Measurements on the right and left ear of an adult male gerbil showed that small
nonlinear distortions are indeed detectable in the vibration of the malleus tip. The results showed that non-
linear distortions start to occur in the vibration response of the malleus tip at sound pressures of 96 to 99
dBspl. This in contrast with previous research[3, 4] that found the middle ear to behave completely linear
for acoustic frequencies up to 130 dBspl.

Successive measurements on the left ear showed that the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear evolves as a
function of time because of post-mortem changes. The nonlinear distortions showed a decrease in successive
measurements. Therefore, the in vitro measurements have to be performed quickly after dissection in order
to get an accurate impression of the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear.

In the future the nonlinear behaviour of the middle ear will be studied in more detail. First, the measurements
will be repeated on a sealed middle ear. In this experiment one side of the middle ear cavity was opened so
that the vibrometer beam could reach the tympanic membrane, but this opening alters the vibration response
of the middle ear system. This opening could be sealed with a glass window, which gives a closed middle ear
cavity but leaves the tympanic membrane reachable with the vibrometer beam. Further measurements will
also be done on the other ossicles (incus and stapes) to check the nonlinear behaviour through the ossicle
chain.
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Abstract
One-n-th octave filter-banks are common place in acoustics and vibrations. Yet, because they are generally
not orthogonal, they may produce undesirable effects such as non-conservation of energy. This paper intro-
duces a solution to the design of orthogonal 1/n-th octave filter-banks that proceeds directly from a subband
decomposition in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) domain. Among the many perspectives that such a
solution offers, it provides a sound basis to the definition of instantaneous active sound intensity, a concept
that has nourished many controversies in the past.

1 Introduction

One-n-th octave filter-banks are common place in acoustics and vibrations. Yet they are generally not or-
thogonal. This can lead to undesirable effects in analyses, the most serious of which being that the sum of the
partial energies in all 1/n-th octave bands does not generally equal the overall signal energy. The design of
orthogonal /n-th octave filter-banks is a theoretical challenge motivated by the observation that the classical
discrete wavelet transform offers an infinity of solutions in the particular octave-band case (n=1). This first
object of this paper is to present a general solution in the 1/n-th octave-band case which proceeds from a
subband decomposition in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) domain with orthogonal lapped transforms.
Although the idea is quite simple, its actual completion deserves a detailed presentation. The second object of
the paper is dedicated to applying orthogonal 1/n-th octave filter-banks to the measurement of instantaneous
sound intensity, a subject that has nourished many controversies over the past decades. It is demonstrated
theoretically that the proposed filters provide a rigorous and unambiguous solution to this issue.

2 Problem statement

2.1 Specifications for 1/n-th octave filter-banks

A bank of 1/n-th octave filters is made of a cascade of constant percentage bandwidth (CPB) bandpass filters
that divide octaves into n subintervals. Denoting by ωL

i and ωU
i the lower and upper-band-limit-frequencies

of the i-th band in the filter-bank, the following relation holds with the previous band i− 1: ωL
i = 2

1
n ωL

i−1

ωU
i = 2

1
n ωU

i−1

(1)
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Figure 1: Example of a 1/3rd-octave filter-bank.

Similarly, defining the centre-frequency of the i-th band as the geometric mean ωc
i =

√
ωL

i ωU
i , it is related

to the previous band as ωc
i = 21/nωc

i−1. At this stage it is convenient to introduce the user-defined “reference
” frequency ω0 that references the centre-frequency of the first high-pass band in the filter-bank (i.e. i = 2);
with this convention: 

ωc
i = 2

i−2
n · ω0

ωL
i = 2

i−5/2
n · ω0

ωU
i = 2

i−3/2
n · ω0

, i > 1 (2)

With these specifications it is possible to design I − 1 digital bandpass filters with transfer functions Hi(ω),
i = 2, ..., I that completely covers the frequency axis up to half the Shannon’s sampling frequency ωs/2. The
ANSI S1.11 and ICE 61260 standards provide some guidelines towards that goal [1], [2]. Moreover, it will
turn out convenient to introduce a “complementary” low-pass filter H1(ω) that “closes” the low-frequency
range below ωL

2 as depicted in Fig.1.

In the following, we will denote xi(n), i = 1, ..., I the outputs to a 1/n-th octave digital filter-bank excited
by a signal x(n).

2.2 Complex outputs

2.2.1 Definitions

From the onset, it turns out useful to further decompose the filtered signals xi(n) into two complex signals
x̂i(n) and x̂−i(n) that results from splitting the bandpass filter Hi(ω) into positive and negative frequency
parts. Towards that aim, let us define Π(ω) the transfer function that selects the positive frequencies:

Π(ω) =


0 , ω < 0
1
2 , ω = 0 and ωs/2
1 , 0 < ω < ωs/2

(3)

Thus H+
i (ω) = Π(ω)Hi(ω) and H−

i (ω) = Π(−ω)Hi(ω) are the one-sided positive and negative frequency
parts of the i-th band, respectively, so that Hi(ω) = H+

i (ω) + H−
i (ω). Denoting by X(ω) = F{x(n)} the

Fourier transform of signal x(n) and by F−1 the inverse Fourier transform operator, we then define the two
complex signals {

x̂i(n) = F−1
{
H+

i (ω)X(ω)
}

x̂−i(n) = F−1
{
H−

i (ω)X(ω)
} (4)

where by convention the negative index −i refers to the negative frequency side of the i-th band. Therefore,

xi(n) = x̂i(n) + x̂−i(n). (5)

For a real input signal – which we will assume is always the case in this paper – one has x̂−i(n) = x̂∗i (n) so
that the former expression simplifies in:

xi(n) = 2Re{x̂i(n)}. (6)
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2.2.2 Narrow-band interpretation and demodulation

From the preceding subsection, it is seen that 1/n-th octave filters are narrow-band in the sense that their
bandwidths are always smaller than their centre frequencies. Indeed, the relative bandwidth

ωU
i − ωL

i

ωc
i

= 2
1
2n − 2−

1
2n (7)

is less than 1 whatever the value of n. For instance, in the octave-band case (n = 1) it equals 1/
√

2 ≈ 0.7071;
obviously, increasing the number n of subdivisions in an octave will make the relative bandwidth smaller
and smaller (for instance, with n = 3, 6, 12, 24, it equals 0.2316, 0.1156, 0.0578 and 0.0289). In view of
Bedrosian’s theorem [3], this is a very appealing property that makes possible the unambiguous interpretation
of the output of a 1/n-th octave-band as a monochromatic signal. Specifically, signal xi(n), i > 1 may be
uniquely factored as:

xi(n) = ai(n) · cos (ωc
i · n + φi(n)) (8)

where ai(n) and φ(n) stands for slowly oscillating amplitude and phase modulations of the monochromatic
carrier cos(ωc

i · n).

The usual route to arrive at this factorisation is by means of the analytic signal which is simply twice the
complex signal x̂i(n) introduced in Eq.(4). Thus, it can be shown that [4]{

ai(n) = |2x̂i(n)| and
φi(n) = arg

{
2x̂i(n)e−ωc

i ·n
} (9)

with 2 = −1.

2.3 Expected properties for 1/n-th octave filter-banks

2.3.1 Decomposition of energy

Lest us suppose signal x(n) is of finite energy such that

Ex =
∑
n

|x(n)|2 < ∞. (10)

In most applications 1/n-th octave filter-banks are used to decompose the signal energy Ex into contiguous
CPB bands. This amounts to computing the partial energies

Exi =
∑

n

|xi(n)|2 (11)

at the output of each 1/n-th octave-band for i = 1, ..., I . A “time-frequency” decomposition is also possible
since, for i > 1, the relation

Exi = 2Ex̂i
= 1

2

∑
n

|ai(n)|2 (12)

suggests that the squared amplitude modulation |ai(n)|2 returns (twice) the instantaneous release of energy
at time n in the frequency band i. On these grounds, it seems crucial that 1/n-th octave filter-banks conserve
energy so that the sum of the partial energies equals the overall signal energy:

Requirement 1 (energy conservation):

Ex =
I∑

i=1

Exi ⇔
∑

n

|x(n)|2 =
∑

n

I∑
i=1

|xi(n)|2. (13)
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2.3.2 Perfect reconstruction

In the same vein as requirement 1, another natural requirement to expect from a 1/n-th octave filter-bank is
that the sum of all filtered outputs equals the original signal.

Requirement 2 (perfect reconstruction):

x(n) =
I∑

i=1

xi(n) =
I∑

i=−I
i6=0

x̂i(n). (14)

Note that that the joint consideration of requirements 1 and 2 is akin to the imposition of mass and energy
conservation in physical sciences.

To our knowledge, it seems that none of the current designs of 1/n-th octave filter-banks can fulfill the above
two requirements exactly and for a general 1/n-th octave case. Orthogonal discrete wavelets are sometimes
mentioned to provide a solution, but this is only in the special octave case n = 1. A solution is proposed in
the next section that applies to any value of n.

3 Design of orthogonal 1/n-th octave filters in the DFT domain

3.1 Principle

3.1.1 1/n-th octave-band basis functions

Let us consider the vector space l2(N) of finite-energy real signals {x(n)}N/2
n=−N/2+1. Our approach proceeds

from introducing the basis functions {ψij(n)}j∈Z that span the vector subspace at the i-th output of the filter-
bank. That is, for any input x(n) in l2(N), there exists a set of coefficients Xij such that

xi(n) =
∑

j

Xij · ψij(n). (15)

We will now see that the imposition of requirements 1 (energy conservation) and 2 (perfect reconstruction)
through decomposition (15) implies a simple condition on the choice of the basis functions {ψij(n)}.

3.1.2 Orthogonality conditions

It is straightforward to check that if {ψij(n); i = 1, ..., I; j ∈ Z} is made orthonormal, i.e. such that

〈ψij , ψi′j′〉 =
N−1∑
n=0

ψij(n)ψ∗i′j′(n) = δii′δjj′ (16)

then it will automatically fulfill requirements 1 and 2, plus other desirable properties such as:

i) Xij = 〈x, ψij〉 (17)

ii) Exi =
∑

j

|Xij |2. (18)

Property (i) provides the receipt to compute coefficients Xij from signal x(n), and property (ii) is another
vision of the conservation of energy in the transformed domain. These two properties may have actually
served as an alternative to requirements 1 and 2 to arrive at the same condition of orthogonality of the basis
functions {ψij(n)}.

It now remains to better specify the basis functions in terms of their indices i and j.
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3.2 Time-Frequency constraints

a) Frequency localisation (index i)

Note that Eq.(15) requires that Ψij(ω), the Fourier transform of ψij(n) has the same frequency support
as Hi(ω). This frequency localisation constraint is more explicit in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
domain, wherein:

Hi(ωk)X(ωk) =
∑

j

Xij ·Ψij(ωk) (19)

with

X(ωk) = DFT{x(n)} .=
√

1
N

N/2∑
n=−N/2+1

x(n)e−2π nk
N , ωk = k

ωs

N
. (20)

b) Time localisation (index j)

Equation (19) makes Ψij(ω) a well-localised function in frequency around the i-th band. Another natural
requirement is to have Ψij(ω) also well localised in time (index j), which means that its spectrum should
have smooth transition bands around the lower and upper-band-limit frequencies ωL

i and ωU
i .

c) Shift-invariance

Finally a last requirement is to have decomposition (15) as shift-invariant as possible. This means that a
translation of the signal along the time axis should equally translate the series of coefficients Xij , whilst
keeping their relative amplitudes unchanged.

3.3 Design of real-valued basis functions

In this subsection, a set of orthonormal basis functions that meets the aforementioned constraints is con-
structed in the DFT domain following similar lines as first suggested in reference [5]. Such a construction
proceed directly in the frequency domain, which allows a very flexible division of the frequency axis into
adjacent bands. Our approach differs from that of [5] in the use of Discrete Cosine/Sine of type I instead of
type III, which we believe are conceptually simpler to handle, and in the consideration of the DFT domain
instead of the continous Fourier transform domain.

3.3.1 Definition in the DFT domain

Let us first introduce a real even function Gi(k), k = −N/2 + 1, ..., N/2 that shares the same frequency
support as the frequency gain Hi(k). Let us also introduce

ki =
[
N · ωU

i

ωs

]
(21)

the first frequency bin of the i-th band corresponding to ωU
i in the DFT domain and

Ni =
[
N · ωL

i − ωU
i

ωs

]
− 1 (22)

the number of bins in that interval. We then define the DFT Ψij(ωk) of ψij(n) as follows:

Ψij(ωk) = Hi(k) ·Gi(k)
√

2
Ni

exp
(

 · sgn(k)
π(|k| − ki)j

Ni

)
, q = −Ni + 1, ..., Ni (23)

where sgn(k) = Π(ωk)− 1 and

Hi(k) =
{

1 , i even
− · sgn(k) , i odd

(24)
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Proposition 1: A simple requirement for the set of functions in Eq.(23) to be orthonormal is to impose that

1. the weighting functions Gi(k), i = 1, ..., I do not overlap each other by more than 50%,

2. they satisfy the partition-of-unity property:

I∑
p=1

|Gi(k)|2 = 1. (25)

The proofs of these results are omitted due to lack of place.

ω0

Figure 2: Juxtaposition of the frequency gains of functions |Ψij(ω)| in the frequency domain.

3.3.2 Corresponding basis function in the time-domain

The inverse DFT of Ψij(k) in Eq.(23) with i even is readily computed as

ψij(n) =
√

2
Ni

[
gi (n + j∆i) cos(2πkin/N)− gHi (n + j∆i) sin(2πkin/N)

]
(26)

where
∆i =

N

2Ni
(27)

is the “retarded time”, gi(n) = IDFT{Gi(k)} and gHi (n) is its Hilbert transform, i.e. gHi (n) = IDFT{− ·
sgn(k)Gi(k)}. Similarly, the inverse DFT of Ψij(k) with i odd reads

ψij(n) =
√

2
Ni

[
gi (n + j∆i) sin(2πkpn/N) + gHi (n + j∆i) cos(2πkpn/N)

]
. (28)

Several remarks arrive at this junction. First of all it must be pointed that Hi(k) in Eq.(24) – i odd – is
exactly the frequency gain of the Hilbert transform. This means that in order to meet orthogonality with the
proposed Ψij(ωk), every other band in the 1/n-th octave filter-bank must be cascaded with a Hilbert transform
– see Fig.2. Second, it is seen that the temporal localisation of function ψij(n) is returned by q∆i. For a
given band i, this means that the collection of functions ψij(n), j = −Ni + 1, ..., Ni covers a regular grid
with spacing ∆i inversely proportional to their bandwidth, similarly to wavelet analysis. However, such a
“wavelet” does not result from a multiresolution analysis since in general it changes its shape when translated
along the q-axis or when incremented w.r.t the scale index i, the only exception being for the special octave
case n = 1 [5]. As a final remark, it should be noted that ψij(n) necessarily has an infinite time support
since it is compact in frequency; however its decrease is quite fast – exponential – so that it still has a rather
good temporal localisation capability.
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3.4 Complex basis functions

3.4.1 Definition

The previous subsection has pointed out the interesting property that the proposed solution ψij(n) is in-
terlaced with its own Hilbert transform every other band in the 1/n-th octave filter-bank. Moreover, in
general, if {ψij(n)}j=−Ni+1,...,Ni

i=1,...I is a set of orthonormal functions, so is the set of Hilbert transforms

{ψHij (n)}j=−Ni+1,...,Ni

i=1,...I (this merely amounts to exchanging the odd and even cases in Eqs.(23-24)). These
remarks suggest merging two such orthonormal solutions in order to define the complex basis function

ψ̂ij(n) = 1√
2

[
ψij(n) +  · ψHij (n)

]
(29)

=
√

1
Ni

ĝi (n + j∆i) exp(2πkin/N)

where ĝi(n) = gi(n) +  · gHi (n). It is noteworthy that ψ̂ij(n) has the very simple one-sided DFT

Ψ̂ij(ωk) = G+
i (k)

√
1
Ni

exp
(


π(k − ki)j

Ni

)
. (30)

Although not orthonormal1, such complex basis functions reproduce all the properties shared by their real
and imaginary parts plus many more advantages.

3.4.2 Properties

a) Generalised Discrete Fourier Transform

In order to fully appreciate the usefulness of the complex basis functions (29), let us first introduce the
complex coefficients

X̂ij =
〈
x, ψ̂ij

〉
= 1√

2

[
Xij −  ·XH

ij

]
(31)

where Xij =< x, ψij > – see Eq.(17) – and XH
ij =< x,ψHij >. Thus, using the fact that the real and

imaginary parts of ψ̂ij(n) each form an orthonormal basis, it is easy to check that

x(n) =
I∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

Re
{

X̂ij · ψ̂ij(n)
}

=
I∑

i=−I
i6=0

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

X̂ij · ψ̂ij(n) (32)

The last equality in Eq.(32) was arrived at by noting that DFT{ψ̂∗ij(n)} = Ψ̂(−ωk)∗ has the same support
set as G+

i (−k), i.e. it covers the negative frequency interval which we conventionally labelled band −i in
section 2.3. Hence ψ̂∗ij(n) .= ψ̂−i,j(n) and X̂∗

ij
.= X̂−i,j . The similarity of Eq.(32) with a generalised Fourier

series (inverse transform) is noteworthy; so is the similarity of Eq.(31) with a generalised discrete Fourier
transform.

b) Conservation of energy (Parseval’s theorem)

Considering once again that the real and imaginary parts of ψ̂ij(n) each forms an orthonormal basis, it is
immediate that

Ex =
I∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

∣∣∣X̂pq

∣∣∣2 = 1
2

I∑
i=−I
i6=0

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

∣∣∣X̂pq

∣∣∣2 . (33)

1For the complex functions (29) to form an orthonormal basis, its real and imaginary parts have to be mutually orthogonal; this
cannot be the case since they both span the complete space l2(N).
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c) Shift-invariance in shape

Although its real and imaginary parts are not shift-invariant in shape, the magnitude of ψ̂ij(n) is now constant
along the q-axis. Specifically, |ψ̂ij(n)| = |ĝi (n + j∆i) | remains unchanged whatever the value of j. Note
that |ĝi(n)| plays the rôle of a smooth analysis window, with quite good localisation in time provided that
Gi(k) is designed smooth enough – see Fig.3.

d) Fast algorithm

On account of the structure of the DFT in Eq.(30), a fast algorithm with similar complexity as the FFT can
be devised to compute the inverse and forward transforms (31) and (32). Its presentation is outside the scope
of the present paper. � �

� �
Figure 3: Real part (black line), imaginary part (red line) and magnitude (dotted line) of complex basis
functions corresponding to a) the low-pass band i = 1 and b) a high-pass band i > 1 of a 1/3rd-octave
orthogonal filter-bank.

3.4.3 Connection to 1/n-th octave filter-banks

Expressing the complex output of the i-th band as

x̂i(n) =
Ni∑

j=−Ni+1

X̂ij · ψ̂ij(n) (34)

it comes as a direct consequence of Eqs.(32) and (33) that the set of complex basis functions ψ̂ij(n) also
satisfies requirements 1 and 2 of section 2.3. We now introduce two other results that provide deeper insights
into the connection between the proposed complex basis functions and 1/n-th octave filter-banks.

a) The partition-of-unity property

On account of section 3.1.1, the set of complex functions {ψ̂ij(n)}j=−Ni+1,...,Ni spans the vector subspace
at the output of filter H+

i (ω). By analogy to Eq.(19), this means that the complex coefficients X̂ij should
satisfy

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

X̂ij · ψ̂ij(n) = IDFT
{
X(ωk)H+

i (ωk)
}

. (35)

Proposition 2: Upon imposing equality (35), the frequency gain Hi(ω) of the 1/n-th octave filter-bank is
connected to the DFT of the complex basis functions through

H+
i (ωk) =

∣∣G+
i (ωk)

∣∣2 . (36)
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This remarkably simple relation is the cornerstone to design orthogonal 1/n-th octave filter-banks. Together
with the result of Proposition 1 – see Eq.(25) – it tells that the collection of CPB filters Hi(ω), i = 1, ..., I
should partition the unity over the DFT domain, i.e.

P∑
i=1

H+
i (ωk) = 1, 0 < ωk < ωs/2. (37)

b) Properties of complex coefficients

The series of complex coefficients X̂ij = 〈x, ψ̂ij〉 enjoy several desirable properties that make them more
relevant than their real counterparts. These immediately result from the following proposition.

Proposition 3: The complex coefficients X̂ij = 〈x, ψ̂ij〉 may be equivalently expressed as

X̂ij = x̂Gi (j∆i) · exp
(
−

πkij

Ni

)
(38)

where ∆i is as defined in Eq.(27) and x̂Gi(n) = IDFT
{
G+

i (k)X(ωk)
}

.

This proves that X̂ij may be seen as a time series resulting from down-sampling signal x̂Gi(n), the output to
filter G+

i (k) = |H+
i (ωk)|1/2 – note that in accordance to Shannon’s sampling theorem, the narrower the p-th

band, the larger the sampling period ∆p. The analogy with x̂i(n), the filtered version of signal x(n) through
H+

i (ωk), is striking. As a consequence, X̂ij clearly reflects a good frequency localisation and its squared-
magnitude is also a good image of the energy fluctuation in time. Moreover, since the bandwidth of x̂Gi(n)
is 2∆pωs, its down-sampling by factor ∆p results in a relative bandwidth of 1/2 for X̂ij . The multiplication
with exp(−πkijNi) then makes its frequency support essentially contained on the positive frequencies side.
Thus, on account of section 2.2, the series X̂ij is close to an analytic signal whose magnitude |X̂ij | embodies
smooth amplitude modulations; this is in contrast with the typically oscillating patterns in |Xij | and |XH

ij |.
Last but not least, because the down-sampling operation beyond Eq.(38) is without aliasing it guaranties that
the complex coefficients X̂ij are shift-invariant in the sense of section 3.2; this is in clear contrast with the
non-shift-invariance of orthogonal wavelets.

4 Application to the measurement of instantaneous sound intensity

In this section, we briefly demonstrate how the proposed orthogonal n-th octave-band filters can be used to
provide a formal definition to the concept of instantaneous sound intensity.

4.1 On sound intensity

a) Sound Intensity

Sound intensity measures the rate of energy released by an acoustical source per unit of time and of surface.
Namely, given the acoustic pressure p(r, n) and the particle velocity vector u(r, n) at some location r in
space, the sound intensity vector I(r, n) at some time index n reads

I(r, n) = p(r, n)u(r, n). (39)

b) Averaged sound intensity
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As such, the components of the sound intensity vector are highly fluctuating functions which turns out hard to
interpret. For that reason, it is often more convenient to consider the averaged sound intensity vector which
measures the effective work performed by the acoustic pressure during some time interval n = 0, ..., N − 1:

Ī(r) =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

p(r, n)u(r, n). (40)

This definition is easily extended to account for the frequency content of the acoustic pressure and the particle
velocity by pre-filtering the signals through 1/n-th octave-band filters – which are the standard in acoustics.
Thus, with the notations of section 2.1,

Īi(r) =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

pi(r, n)ui(r, n) (41)

returns the averaged sound intensity in the i-th band. However, unless the 1/n-th octave filter-bank is specifi-
cally designed to conserv energy, it will not in general guaranty that the sum of the averaged sound intensities
in all 1/n-th octave-bands equals the overall averaged sound intensity, i.e.

Ī(r) =
I∑

i=1

Īi(r). (42)

c) Instantaneous active sound intensity

In order to keep track of temporal information, it is of physical relevance to introduce the instantaneous
active sound intensity Ia

i (r, n) as that part of Ii(r, n) which reflects the effective work computed in Īi(r).
This has led to numerous proposals in the literature. On commonly accepted definition is

Ia
i (r, n) = 2Re {p̂i(r, n)û∗i (r, n)} (43)

where the complex signals p̂i(r, n) and ûi(r, n) are the outputs to filter H+
i (ω) excited by pi(r, n) and

ui(r, n) – see section 2.2. The rational beyond the use of complex signals in Eq.(43) is to return a smooth
function of time, actually an “envelope” of the instantaneous sound intensity [6]. By construction, the in-
stantaneous active sound intensity satisfies

1
N

N−1∑
n=0

Ia
i (r, n) = Īi(r) (44)

but it will not generally conserve energy in the sense of Eq.(42). This issue is actually reminiscent to that
encountered in section 2 and it may be similarly solved by using orthogonal 1/n-th octave-band filters.

4.2 Definition by means of orthogonal 1/n-th octave-band filters

4.2.1 A constructive approach

We now make use of the orthogonal 1/n-th octave filter-bank introduced in section 3 to provide a sound
definition to instantaneous active sound intensity. To start with, let use consider the expansions of the acoustic
pressure and particle velocity on the set of real basis functions {ψij(n)}, i.e.{

p(r, n) =
∑I

i=1

∑Ni
j=−Ni+1 Pijψij(n)

u(r, n) =
∑I

i=1

∑Ni
j=−Ni+1 Uijψij(n)

(45)
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Upon plugging these two series into Eq.(40) one immediately arrives at the result

Ī(r) =
I∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

PijUij =
I∑

i=1

Īi(r)1 (46)

with

Īi(r)1 =
Ni∑

j=−Ni+1

PijUij . (47)

This proves that the 1/n-th octave filter-bank designed with the real basis functions {ψij(n)} of section 3.3
conserves energy (sound intensity) in the sense of Eq.(42). Pursuing the same reasoning for the instantaneous
active sound intensity, we define the complex signals{

p̂(r, n) =
√

2
∑I

i=1

∑Ni
j=−Ni+1 Pijψ̂ij(n)

û(r, n) =
√

2
∑I

i=1

∑Ni
j=−Ni+1 Uijψ̂ij(n)

(48)

where ψ̂ij(n) was defined in Eq.(29) and plug them into Eq.(43) to arrive at

Ia
i (r, n)1 = 2

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

Ni∑
j′=−Ni+1

PijUij′Re
{

ψ̂ij(n)ψ̂ij′(n)∗
}

. (49)

At this stage it is important to realise that
∑

n Re{ψ̂ij(n)ψ̂ij′(n)∗} returns the work performed by the “wave
packet” ψ̂ij(n) of the acoustic pressure on the “wave packet” ψ̂ij′(n) of the particle velocity. Since this work
is zero for j 6= j′, it should not be accounted for in the definition of active intensity. Thus Eq.(49) may be
significantly simplified in

Ia
i (r, n)1 = 2

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

PijUij · |ψ̂ij(n)|2. (50)

As far as it is concerned with meeting property Eq.(44) while considering only the effective work of the
acoustical pressure, expression (50) provides a valid definition to instantaneous active sound intensity. In-
terestingly, it turns out to be a smooth interpolation of the series of coefficients PijUij in Eq.(47) with the
unitary kernel |ψ̂ij(n)|2 – see Fig.3. This makes the time-frequency localisation of Ia

i (r, n)1 explicit. How-
ever it is not the sole solution. Another possibility is to work in the orthogonal vector space spanned by the
real functions ψHij (n) – i.e. the Hilbert transforms of ψij(n). Then, by considering the alternative expansions{

p(r, n) =
∑I

i=1

∑Ni
j=−Ni+1 PH

ij ψHij (n)
u(r, n) =

∑I
i=1

∑Ni
j=−Ni+1 UH

ijψ
H
ij (n)

(51)

it is readily found that one also has

Ī(r) =
I∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

PH
ij UH

ij =
I∑

i=1

Īi(r)2 (52)

with

Īi(r)2 =
Ni∑

j=−Ni+1

PH
ij UH

ij (53)

and

Ia
i (r, n)2 = 2

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

PH
ij UH

ij · |ψ̂ij(n)|2. (54)
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In order to have an instantaneous active sound intensity as smooth as possible a natural idea is to average the
above two solutions so as to yield

Ia
i (r, n) =

1
2

[Ia
i (r, n)1 + Ia

i (r, n)2]

=
Ni∑

j=−Ni+1

Re
{

P̂ijÛ∗
ij

}
· |ψ̂ij(n)|2. (55)

where the complex coefficients P̂ij and Ûij′ are defined as in Eq.(31). This last definition has the property
to average out to

Īi(r) =
1
2

[
Īi(r)1 + Īi(r)2

]
=

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

Re
{

P̂ijÛ∗
ij

}
, (56)

an elegant expression of the averaged sound intensity in band i which, on account of the discussion in section
3.4, is surely more attractive then either (47) or (53).

4.2.2 Discussion

Equation (55) was arrived at quite heuristically by building upon definition (43). However, we draw the
reader’s attention to the fact that it is no more equivalent, in its final form, to the latter conventional defini-
tion. This should not be a surprise since our approach has shown in passing that several definitions of the
instantaneous active sound intensity are possible depending on how the complex signals p̂i(r, n) and ûi(r, n)
are computed and arranged together. We argue that definition (55) bears several advantages:

• it evidences a direct correspondence with the series of coefficients 2Re{P̂ijÛ∗
ij} that composes the

averaged sound intensity and which, from the discussion of section 3.4, are good images of the signal
amplitude modulations,

• it does not contain any interferences from adjacent “wave packets” ψ̂ij(n),

• it is consistent with the Fourier transform definition of sound intensity in the particular case where the
basis functions ψ̂ij(n) are replaced by complex exponentials,

• it is a very smooth solution.

By ways of an example, if far-field free-space propagation is considered, then p(r, n) = ρc · u(r, n) in the
direction of propagation, so that

Ia
i (r, n) = ρc

Ni∑
j=−Ni+1

|P̂ij |2 · |ψ̂ij(n)|2 (57)

where |P̂ij |2 shares all the properties of |X̂ij |2 as discussed ion section 3.4.
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Abstract
In many acoustic simulations, particularly when using lumped parameter models or electrical analog cir-
cuits, the acoustic impedance of a component needs to be determined accurately. A widely used acoustic
impedance measurement method is the ”two microphone transfer function method”, which is standardized
in ISO-10534-2. When the acoustic impedance is needed over a wide frequency band with a high impedance
magnitude range, this method faces some limitations. In this paper, a calibration method is proposed which
uses hard wall impedance measurements at different positions of the reference section. The measured hard
wall impedance is used to calibrate the microphone positions, to compensate the microphone mismatch and
to estimate the wave guide damping. Also, the measured hard wall impedance can be used as performance
criterion. It can be used to select frequency bands from different load impedance measurements where the
accuracy is maximum and to assemble them in a load impedance measurement. As result, impedances with
a high ratio with respect to the characteristic duct impedance can be accurately measured. The capability
of the presented calibration method is illustrated by the impedance measurement of an open duct end and a
closed tube.

1 Introduction

The measurement of acoustic impedance of materials and components is an important topic. The new direc-
tives about noise of machinery, traffic and buildings demands that preventive measures against noise have to
be included in the construction design. Therefore, prior knowledge of acoustic properties of materials and
components which is sufficiently accurate and reliable to use it in the design and simulation phase of new
constructions is necessary. Therefore, accurate acoustic impedance measurement methods are mandatory.

The most common technique is to determine the impedance from wave reflection. The sound waves are
radiated towards the sample, whereupon the waves are reflected. From the measurement of the incident and
reflected waves, the reflection coefficient and the corresponding acoustic impedance are determined. The
target impedance can be measured at a position different from the sensor positions. The method is suitable
for the high frequency range, where wave behaviour is fully developed.

The two standardized wave reflection methods are the standing wave ratio method and the two microphone
transfer function method.

This standing wave ratio (SWR, the classical Kundt duct) method determines the acoustic impedance from
pressure measurements of the standing wave pattern in a duct. The method is described in the ISO-10534-1
standard [1]. The ends of the Kundt duct are closed by an excitation source at one side and the unknown
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impedance at the other side. The source generates a sinusoidal signal which results in a standing wave
pattern in the duct. A microphone is moved along the axis of the duct. The minimum and maximum pressure
amplitude of the standing wave and the location where the minimum and maximum amplitude occur are
determined. From these data, the reflection coefficient and the acoustic impedance are calculated.

The ”two microphone transfer function method”, which is described in ISO-10534-2 [1], has outcasted the
SWR-method. The two microphone transfer function method has several advantages compared to the SWR-
method. The mechanical construction of the measurement setup is simpler. The frequency band is broadened
towards low frequencies. The measurements can be carried out below the first wave guide resonance up to
until cross-section resonance occurs.

This method uses the transfer functions measured between two pressure sensors at two distinct positions in
the measurement wave guide to determine the acoustic impedance attached at one side of the wave guide.
The method is discussed in more detail in the next section.

When the acoustic impedance is needed over a wide magnitude range over a wide frequency band, the
standardized impedance measurement methods face limitations. Several error mechanisms has been inves-
tigated [2, 3, 4]. Boden and Abom [2] treat the bias and random errors which occur when the transfer
function between the microphones has been estimated. The conclusion was that the duct length should be
kept small, the source end should be non-reflective and the first microphone should be as close as possible to
the sample. The effect of the spacing between the microphones was also investigated. The maximum spac-
ing determines the frequencies where singularities occur, i.e. where a half wave length stands between the
microphone positions. Also, large errors occur when pressure nodes are present at the microphone locations.
The minimum spacing is determined by the phase error sensitivity which occur when the wave-number-
microphone-distance-product tends to zero.

Katz [3] presents a method to find the microphone positions with improved accurracy. The wave guide will
be closed by a rigid steel plate wherein a supplementary microphone is positioned. From the tranfer function
between a measurement microphone and the closed end microphone, its distance to the closed end can be
estimated with higher precision than the standard ISO-method using the ruler. This action reduces the phase
error sensitivity of the measurement setup.

Gibiat and Lalöe [5] presents a TMTC method for the measurement of the acoustical impedance of musical
instruments. The experimentel setup consists of a measurement head made of brass with15mm bore diameter
and7 mm wall thickness. To calibrate the setup, three devices with known impedance are subsequently
connected. The first one is a hard wall closure at the reference section, the other two are two cavities.
At each calibration impedance, the microphone transfer function will be measured. The impedance to be
measured will then be expressed in terms of the three calibration impedances and the four measured transfer
functions.

There lacks a performance criterion for a calibration method and measurement setup, on which the expected
performance can be checked when an arbitrary unknown load impedance is connected to the measurent setup.
As the performance of the impedance measurement varies widely in terms of frequency, such a criterion can
be used to select the frequency bands from different measurements where they have maximum accuracy. In
this way, the frequency band and the impedance magnitude range can be extended.

In this paper, a calibration method is proposed which is based on hard wall impedance measurements at
different positions of the reference section. The shift of the reference section is realised by connecting closed
duct ends with the same cross section as the measurement duct to the measurement duct end. The length of
the duct ends represent the reference section shift. The distances between the microphones and the respective
reference sections will be expressed as travelling times. As a result, the speed of sound is eliminated from the
calibration procedure. The wave travelling time from each microphone position to the respective hard wall
terminations will be determined by measuring the frequency at which a quarter wave length stands between
the respective microphone positions and the reference section. In this way, manufacturing errors in the length
of the calibration duct ends and the deviation of the position of the acoustic centre of the microphones are
eliminated. The measured tranfer functions between the microphones of the calibration duct ends are used
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to eliminate the sensor mismatch and to estimate the measurement wave guide damping. Then, the transfer
function between the microphones is measured with the unknown impedance at the duct end. The unknown
impedance will be determined in terms of the calibration transfer functions, the corresponding travelling
times and the wave guide damping.

The magnitude of the measured hard wall impedance is used as a performance criterion of the setup and
the calibration. A low value will indicate that the reability of the measured unknown impedance will be
low. The hard wall impedance can also be used as a selection criterion between measurements at different
reference sections. In this way, frequency bands wherein pressure nodes occur at the microphone positon,
which cause a drop in the impedance magnitude, will be replaced by parts of other measurements with
correct impedance data. The outcome is an impedance measurement method which is capable to cover two
decades in frequency (10 Hz-1 kHz) with a high measurement range (50 to 100× the characteristic wave
guide impedance) in magnitude.

2 The two microphone transfer function method.

This section discusses the principle of the two microphone transfer function method including wave guide
damping. Figure 1 presents the setup for acoustic impedance measurement. The setup consists of a straight
duct which is the measurement acoustic wave guide. At the left end, an excitation source, such as a loud-
speaker, is connected. At the right end, the impedance to be measured is connected. This impedance includes
everything present at the right side of the reference section. Two microphones at two distinct positionsx1

andx2 measure the sound pressure inside the duct. From the transfer function between the two microphones,
the reflection coefficient and consequently, the unknown connected impedance will be determined.

Figure 1: Wave guide with an unknown acoustic impedanceZl.

Wave attenuation is caused by three different mechanisms. These are wall friction, heat exchange and in-
ternal gas viscosity [6]. The wave guide dimensions determine the dominant attenuation mechanism. In the
frequency domain, the wave guide damping can be approximated by introducing a constant loss factorξ in
the compressibilityκ of the medium [7]:

κ ≈ κ0 (1 + j 2 ξ) (1)

whereinj =
√−1 andκ0 is the lossless compressibility of the medium. This type of loss factor is frequency

independent and does not cause dispersion. This damping mechanism provides a good fit with the measured
transfer functions in a wide frequency range, as will be demonstrated in figure 7. The effect of the loss factor
ξ on the characteristic impedanceZ0 of the wave guide and the propagation constantγ is:

Z0 ≈
√
ρ0 κ0

S2
(1 + j ξ) and γ ≈ ω

√
ρ0

κ0
(1− j ξ) (2)

whereinω is the angle frequency,ρ0 is the density of the medium andS is the cross-section of the wave
guide.
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The wave pattern in the wave guide is governed by the one-dimensional Helmholtz wave equation, which
describes the pressure distribution along the wave guide. At each positionx, the pressure in terms of the
propagation constantγ in the wave guide equals [8]:

p(x, γ) = φg
Z0 Zg

Z0 + Zg

e−j γ l

1− Γl Γg e−j 2 γ l
(ej γ x + Γl e−j γ x) (3)

whereinφg is the source volume velocity,Zg the source internal impedance,l the distance between the
exciting sound source and the reference section,Γl andΓg the reflection coefficients at the load side and
source side respectively.

To measure the load impedance using the two microphone method, the transfer functionT12 between the
pressures at two distinct positionsx1 andx2 is taken:

T12 =
p(x1, γ)
p(x2, γ)

=
ej γ x1 + Γl e−j γ x1

ej γ x2 + Γl e−j γ x2
(4)

Notice that the source reflection coefficient drops out, the reflection coefficient at the load is the single
unknown. Consequently, the choice of the source type is free. The load reflection coefficientΓl will then be
isolated from equation (4) and the load impedanceZl results from:

Zl = Z0
1 + Γl
1− Γl

= j Z0
sin γ x1 − T12 sin γ x2

cos γ x1 − T12 cos γ x2
(5)

3 Improved calibration method

Ideally, the impedance of a hard wall at the reference section is infinite. In the laboratory, the hard wall
impedance will always be finite due to the measurement imperfections. The magnitude of the measured
impedance can be used as a quality criterion for the setup and the calibration procedure. The design of
the setup and the calibration procedure should result in a closed end impedance as high as possible. After
calibration, the unknown impedance can be connected to the reference section. The range in which the
unknown impedance can be measured depends on the magnitude of the measured hard wall impedance.

Figure 2: Laboratory setup for acoustic impedance measurement.

The laboratory setup, used to investigate the calibration method, is presented in figure 2. It consists of a
thick-walled steel duct with40 mm internal diameter and1.5 m length. At the back end situates a60 W horn
driver. Two PCB-106B pressure sensors are positioned at a distancex1 = 0.3 m andx2 = 0.47 m from the
reference section. A HP-3562 signal analyser excites the horn driver with a stepped sine signal and measures
the tranfer function between the two sensors, from which the acoustic impedance connected to the reference
section will be determined.
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To calibrate the setup, the transfer function will be measured with the waveguide closed at the reference
section. Thereafter, the reference section will shifted to another position by interconnecting a short waveg-
uide. A new transfer function will be measured. This procedure can be repeated several times with different
lengths of interconnected waveguides. From the obtained transfer functions, the waveguide can be calibrated.
The criterion is the maximization of the hard wall impedance. At least two transfer functions are necessary
to calibrate the setup.

In this investigation. three transfer functions are used. The first one,T12, is measured with the reference
section atx1 = 0.3 m andx2 = 0.47 m, as presented in figure 3. The second one,T34, is measured with the
reference section shifted47 mm, sox3 = 0.347 m andx4 = 0.517 m, as presented in figure 4. The third one,
T56, is measured with the reference section shifted302 mm, sox5 = 0.602 m andx6 = 0.779 m.

Figure 3: Calibration setup with duct end closed at the reference section.

Figure 4: Calibration setup with duct end closed at the shifted reference section.

The following steps in the calibration procedure will be performed.

• The distances between the microphones and the reference section are expressed in terms of travelling
times. In this way, the speed of sound is eliminated from the calibration process.

• The sensor mismatch will be eliminated.

• The wave guide damping will be estimated.

• The singularities occuring in the frequency band of interest can be removed using additional transfer
functions at other reference sections.

3.1 Elimination of the speed of sound

The aim of the elimination of the speed of sound from the calibration procedure is to avoid the measurement
of the distance between the acoustic centers of the microphones, the ambient pressure and the temperature.
In this way, deviations in these measured values are eliminated from the calibration procedure.

The distancesx1 andx2 in expression (5) can be substituted by the travelling timest1 and t2 needed for
the wave to travel from these positions to their reference sections respectively. The relation between the
travelling times and their respective distances is:

t1 =
x1

vph
and t1 =

x2

vph
(6)
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Figure 5: Measured transfer functionT12 between the sensors located atx1 = 0.3 m andx2 = 0.47 m with
the duct closed at the reference section.

whereinvph =
ω

Re(γ)
is the phase velocity of the sound. The resulting transfer functionT12 in terms of

travelling times will be:

T12 =
δ (Zc cosβ t1 + j Z0 sinβ t1)
(Zc cosβ t2 + j Z0 sinβ t2)

(7)

whereinZc is the measured impedance of the closed waveguide,β = ω (1 − j ξ) andδ the microphone
mismatch.

The travelling timest1 andt2 are estimated from the measured transfer functionT12, as presented in figure 5.
They correspond to the first pole for the farest microphone and the first zero for the nearest microphone
position. The pole and the zero correspond to the first node of the pressure distribution of the standing wave
appearing at the positionsx1 andx2 respectively. The travelling timest1 andt2 equal:

t1 =
1

4 f1
and t2 =

1
4 f2

(8)

in which the frequenciesf1 andf2 are associated to the frequencies determined by the quarter wavelength
between the reference section and the positionsx1 andx2 respectively.

This procedure is applied to all the measured transfer functions. For the transfer functionT34, wherex3 takes
the place ofx1 andx4 the place ofx2, the travelling times will be:

t3 =
1

4 f3
and t4 =

1
4 f4

(9)

wherein the frequenciesf3 andf4 correspond to the quarter wave lengths between the positionsx3 andx4

and the reference section respectively.

Similar for the transfer functionT56, wherex5 takes the place ofx1 andx6 the place ofx2, the travelling
times will be:

t5 =
1

4 f5
and t6 =

1
4 f6

(10)

wherein the frequenciesf5 andf6 correspond to the quarter wave lengths between the positionsx5 andx6

and the reference section respectively.
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3.2 Elimination of the microphone mismatch

The electrical tranfer functions between pressure and voltage of the microphones have to be eliminated. By
considering the ratioTc1 between the two measured transfer functionsT12 andT34, the sensor mismatchδ
vanishes from numerator and denominator:

Tc1 =
T12

T34
=
δ (Zc1 cosβ t1 + j Z0 sinβ t1)
(Zc1 cosβ t2 + j Z0 sinβ t2)

·

(Zc1 cosβ t4 + j Z0 sinβ t4)
δ (Zc1 cosβ t3 + j Z0 sinβ t3)

(11)

Tc1 =
z2
c1 cos β t1 cos β t4 − sin β t1 sin β t4 + j zc1 sin β t1 cos β t4 + j zc1 cos β t1 sin β t4

z2
c1 cos β t2 cos β t3 − sin β t2 sin β t3 + j zc1 sin β t2 cos β t3 + j zc1 cos β t2 sin β t3

(12)

whereinzc1 = Zc1/Z0 is the normalized closed end impedance, which is the ratio between the closed end
impedanceZc1 and the characteristic measurement wave guide impedanceZ0. zc1 will result from the
measurement of the transfer functionsT12 andT34 and will have a finite value caused by the measurement
imperfections.

The effect of the finite sensing surface of the microphones has been investigated analytically by integrating
the pressure distribution of the standing waves inside the duct over the microphone surface. An effect was
observed on the individual transfer functionsT12 andT34, but it vanishes in the tranfer function ratio together
with the microphone mismatch.

Figure 6 presents the ratioTc1 between the measured transfer functionsT12 andT34.

Figure 6: Ratio between the two transfer functionsTc1 = T12/T34

In the same way, the ratioTc2 between the transfer functionT12 andT56 is determined. The expression of
Tc2 is similar to the one ofTc1, except thatt3 is substituted byt5 andt4 by t6. From this expression, the
normalized closed end impedancezc2 = Zc2/Z0 will result in stead ofzc1.

3.3 Determination of the wave guide damping

If the wave guide is ideally closed, the transfer function given in equation (12) simplifies to:

Tc0 =
cos β t1 cos β t4
cos β t2 cos β t3

(13)
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The ratio between the transfer functionTc0 and the measured transfer functionTc1 is almost unity, except at
the poles and the zeros. Apart from the poles and the zeros, the loss factorξ is the only unknown and will be
determined numerically fromTc1 − Tc0 = 0.

Figure 7: Comparison between the phase of the measured transfer functionT12 (thick line) and the phase
simulated using expression(7) (thin line).

The obtained loss factorξ can be introduced as a hysteretic damping for the measured frequency domain.
Figure 7 displays the overlay of the phase of the measured transfer functionT12 (thick line) and the phase
of equation (7) (thin line). The dampingξ, estimated by the previously described method, is introduced in
β = ω (1− j ξ). The deviation between the two phases remains very small.

3.4 Determination of the closed end impedance

After introducing the loss factorξ in the transfer functionsTc1 expressed by equation (12), the normalized
acoustic impedancezc1 of the closed end can be determined from the measured transfer function presented
in figure 6. The resulting normalized closed end impedancezc1 is presented in figure 8 in thick line. This
normalized impedance defines the magnitude measurement range. It must be as high as possible. The
expression (12) is quadratic inzc1, resulting in two solutions. One solution corresponds to the direct reference
section, the other to the shifted reference section. The solution corresponding to the highest impedance is
selected at each frequency point. In the same way, the normalized closed end impedancezc2 is determined
from Tc2 and displayed in figure 8 in thin line. At each frequency, the maximum value of the two resulting
closed end impedances will be selected, resulting in the selection function displayed at the bottom of figure 8.
When the selection function is low, the value in thick line is selected, otherwise the value in thin line is
selected. The resulting normalized closed end impedancezc will be the envelope of the impedanceszc1 and
zc2. This selection function will be used to determine the unknown impedance, to overlap the singularities.
The measurement range, given by the closed end impedancezc, reaches40 dB (Zc ≈ 100 × Z0) between
100 Hz and400 Hz, and30 dB (Zc ≈ 30 × Z0) in the rest of the frequency band. The measurement range
can be further extend by adding additional transfer functions at other reference section positions.

4 Determination of the unknown impedance

After calibration, the unknown impedance will be determined. For that purpose, the unknown impedance is
connected to the wave guide at the reference section and the transfer functionTl between the microphones
is measured. The unknown impedanceZl will be calculated with respect to each closed end impedancezc1
andzc2 obtianed in the previous section.
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Figure 8: Resulting closed end impedance amplitudeZc (dB(refZ0)) applying expression (12) to the mea-
sured transfer functionTc.

To remove the sensor mismatchδ, the transfer function ratioTl1 is derived in a similar way as equation (12):

Tl1 =
Tl

T34
=
δ (Zl1 cosβ t1 + j Z0 sinβ t1)
(Zl1 cosβ t2 + j Z0 sinβ t2)

·

(Zc1 cosβ t4 + j Z0 sinβ t4)
δ (Zc1 cosβ t3 + j Z0 sinβ t3)

(14)

whereinZl1 is the unknown impedance corresponding tox3 andx4 as distances between the microphones
and the reference section. The normalized unknown impedancezl1 = Zl/Z0 will result in:

zl1 =
(sinβ t1 sinβ t4 − Tl1 sinβ t2 sinβ t3) + j zc1 (Tl1 sinβ t2 cosβ t3 − sinβ t1 cosβ t4)
zc1 (Tl1 cosβ t2 cosβ t3 − cosβ t1 cosβ t4) + j (cosβ t1 sinβ t4 − Tl1 cosβ t2 sinβ t3)

(15)

whereinTl1 = Tl/T34.

Similarly, the normalized unknown impedancezl2 = Zl2/Z0 will result in:

zl2 =
(sinβ t1 sinβ t6 − Tl2 sinβ t2 sinβ t5) + j zc2 (Tl2 sinβ t2 cosβ t5 − sinβ t1 cosβ t6)
zc2 (Tl2 cosβ t2 cosβ t5 − cosβ t1 cosβ t6) + j (cosβ t1 sinβ t6 − Tl2 cosβ t2 sinβ t5)

(16)

whereinTl2 = Tl/T56 andzl2 is the normalized unknown impedance corresponding tox5 andx6 as distances
between the microphones and the reference section. The resulting normalized unknown impedancezl will
be assembled by selecting the properzl1 enzl2 using the same selection criterion to form the envelope of the
normalized closed end impedancezc. In this way, the singularities will overlap and the measurement range
will be extended.

5 Test cases

To demonstrate the capabilities of the presented acoustic impedance calibration method, the open duct end
and a closed tube are presented as test cases.

As first test case, the open duct impedance has been measured. The open duct impedance is the other extreme
of the closed duct impedance and analytical expressions are available to validate the result [9].
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Figure 9: Resulting open end impedance (thick line) after improved calibration compared to the analytical
expressions for the spherical radiator impedance and the piston in infinite baffle (thin lines). (dB(refZ0))

In figure 9, the thick line presents the resulting measured open end impedance in magnitude and phase,
normalised to the characteristic wave guide impedanceZ0. The duct end is flanged at the reference section
with a flange of120mm diameter. The solution situates between the spherical radiator and the infinite baffle,
for which analytical solutions are available. The lower thin line in the amplitude combined with the upper
thin line in the phase represents the impedance calculated from the analytical expression of the spherical
wave radiator. The other combination of thin lines represent the impedance calculated from the analytical
expression of a piston in an infinite baffle. The amplitude of the measured open end impedance situates
between these two extreme cases. The measured phase situates slightly above the phase of the two cases.

The second test case is a tube with40 mm diameter and300 mm length, terminated by a hard wall. Figure 10

Figure 10: Measured acoustic impedance (thick line) of a piece of duct of300 mm length compared to the
analytical solution (thin line). (dB(refZ0))

presents the measured acoustic impedance in thick line in amplitude and phase, normalized to the character-
istic wave guide impedanceZ0. The analytical expression of the normalized impedancez of a closed tube is
given by:

z = −j cot γ l (17)

whereinγ is the propagation constant andl the length of the tube. This normalized impedance is also plotted
in figure 10 in amplitude and phase in thin line. Both plots are consistent. Below30 Hz, the acoustic
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impedance measurement is limited by the low response of the pressure sensors at low frequency. This effect
is also observed in figure 8. The switching of the selection ofzl can be observed around500 Hz, 800 Hz and
900 Hz. The distance of80 dB between the top and the bottom values of the measured impedance gives an
indication of the magnitude of the measurement range using the presented calibration method.

6 Conclusion

The presented calibration method improves the measurement accuracy of acoustical impedance. It is based
on measurements of the hard wall impedance at different positions of the reference section. The devia-
tions caused by measuring the distances between the acoustic centers of the microphones and the reference
section, the ambient pressure and the temperature are eliminated by the substitution of the wave travelling
distances between the respective microphone positions and the reference section by the corresponding wave
travelling times. The sensor mismatch vanishes when the ratios between the transfer functions between the
microphones at several reference positions are determined. The final hard wall impedance is composed by
selecting the maximum of the measured hard wall impedances resulting from each transfer function ratio at
each reference section position at each frequency. The same selection mechanism is used to compose the
impedance of the unknown impedance. The outcome is an impedance measurement method with a high
impedance range in magnitude, ranging from30 to 40 dB around the characteristic impedance of the mea-
surement wave guide.
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Abstract 

 
This paper describes a simple Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) testing procedure for developing 
an impedance model of modal exciters.  This method can be used at the test site: before, during and/or 
after the test. The impedance model describes the current/voltage input to the exciter to the 
force/displacement output of the exciter.  The method uses a simple back-to-back testing method where 
two exciters are characterized simultaneously.  One exciter provides the boundary condition for the other 
exciter and vice versa.  These impedance models can be used to evaluate the health of the exciter and to 
determine it’s response to impedance loading of the fixture and the structure being tested.  The influence 
of the exciter amplifiers, sensors and acquisition systems which are used in the modal testing are also 
characterized.  Several examples are used to illustrate the usefulness of this method in evaluating the 
exciter systems used in modal testing.    

1 Introduction 

A special class of electro-mechanical exciters has been developed in the mid 80’s specifically for 
performing modal testing.  These exciters were modification of commercial electro-mechanical so that 
they can be easily located and connected to the test object with flexible stingers.  The main characteristic 
of the exciter is that the exciter spindle was modified so that a thin rod or wire stinger could be used to 
transmit the force to the test object.  A preloaded wire (e.g. piano wire) or a thin flexible rod could be 
passed through the exciter and the exciter could be fasten to the wire and/or rod with a collet chuck. This 
stinger is used to decouple the exciter for the test object in the off-axis directions.   
One of the most common applications for this type of exciters is a large Multi-Input-Multiple-Output 
(MIMO) modal test where two to four exciters are used with fifteen to a thousand or more response 
channels.  For this type of test there have been a number of field calibrations and diagnostic items or 
systems which have been developed for trouble shooting, repairing and recalibrating components of the 
test system.   
In the paper we will briefly review basic concepts of MIMO testing, setup and the types of diagnostic 
tools that have historically been used to conduct large scale modal test.  In this testing there are normally 
tremendous redundancies in response measurements, losing a few response channels is acceptable.  
Losing an exciter during a test run is catastrophic; the test has to be rerun.  On a large and important test 
there may be none or only few spare exciters on-site for the testing in case that one of the shakers fails.  
Shaker are normally very reliable, but if the fixturing that supports the test article changes position or if 
shaker experience excessive side loads, the flexures’ or armature can potentially be damaged.  The latest 
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generation of the modal shakers are smaller and lighter with a higher force rating and are somewhat field 
serviceable.  Instead of having two mechanical flexures, there is only one at the top and the lower end is 
magnetically centered.  The shaker is shipped with sets of elements for the upper flexure with difference 
stiffnesses so the shaker’s armature support can be changed or repaired.  
In order to check the health of the shaker several field test can be performed.  The first test is that a ratio-
calibration of the exciter system that is performed by measuring the driving point Frequency Response 
Function (FRF) on a free-free supported mass. The FRF should be a flat curve that is proportional to the 
reciprocal of the mass.  This test the exciters, data acquisition system and sensors but also provides a 
check on the calibration.  See Figure 3. 
The second method is a newly developed simple test that will described in more detail in this paper. The 
test is a simple “Back-to-Back” (B2B) testing procedure, using the MIMO testing procedure to develop an 
impedance model of the shakers which can be used to characterize the shaker system. 
 

2 Background 

In the late 70’s in order to measure a more consistent modal database, a MIMO testing procedure was 
developed where the structure was excited from several inputs and the response measured at a large 
number of outputs.  The initial testing was performed with a four channel system with two input and two 
responses to develop the signal processing and excitation methods.  The first real testing was performed in 
the late 70’s using an eight channel system with two inputs and six responses (two tri-axial 
accelerometers).  The accelerometers were roved to approximately 100 points.  However, the fantasy was 
to measure all the response simultaneously but the technology was too expensive for the normal users.   
Boeing took the first step towards satisfying this fantasy when they conducted the first large channel count 
MIMO test on the Boeing 767 Aircraft.<1>  In this test they  measured 128 response channels simultaneous 
and ADC throughput the  data to a large 125 MB disk platter.  After an acquisition cycle, the disk pack 
was move to a different computer for processing and new disk pack installed to test a different 
configuration of the aircraft.  
In the mid 80’s, the MB-50 a 50 lbf (222N) exciter was 
introduced which was the first dedicated modal exciter. By the 
mid 80’s  to late 80’s , multiple channel test were  becoming 
more common place with the commercialization of the HP 
3565 data acquisition  system and the PCB Stuctcel<2,3> low 
cost sensor system.  Big companies had calibration laboratories 
and smaller laboratories relied upon the calibrations supplied 
by the sensor manufactures and periodically the transducers 
were sent back to be recalibrated at a calibration lab or 
manufacture. During the test setup phase or during the test 
where transducers are moved, they can be stressed, likewise 
cabling, signal condition, data acquisition can fail, therefore 
on-site calibration and diagnostic tools were developed to 
validate the test equipment:  

• The check the absolute calibration of accelerometers 
and load cells, a simple drop calibration which uses 
Figure 1 – Drop Calibrator gravity and Newton’s law 
can be used. When the modal acquisition system is 
used in the calibration this method provides an end to 
end calibration.  The calibration standard is earth’s 
gravitational force at the testing location.  The 
gravitational constant is slightly location dependent 
but it distribution is known (see Figure 1).  

Figure 1 – Drop Calibrator Figure 1 – Drop Calibrator 
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• A second device is a hand help calibrator which 
calibrates accelerometers against a reference 
accelerometer build into the hand calibrator. The 
reference is used to control a small servo loop to 
generate a 1gn or 9.80665 m/s2 sinusoidal acceleration 
level to the base of the accelerometer.  The output of 
the sensors which is cause by the calibrated input  
signal can be measure directly with voltmeter or can 
be sampled with data acquisition system providing an 
end-to-end calibration.  See Figure 2. 

• A ratio-calibration method which used Calibration 
Masses to calibrate the force sensor – acceleration 
sensor combo.  The exciter, load sensor, 
accelerometer, data acquisition system are all used in 
the ratio calibration process which results in a 
diagnoses of complete exciter system. Historically, the 
ratio testing was the primary method of checking the 
health of the exciter systems.   

Since the newer modal systems have the potential of being 
serviced in the field, a new MIMO testing method has 
been developed for measuring an impedance model of the 
shaker in terms of two port input and output model.  This 
model can be used as a potential diagnostic tool.  
In the past the mechanical, electrical, magnetic properties 
of the exciters have been experimentally measured.  In 
fact, very often this has been a laboratory exercise in 
undergraduate measurement courses.  It is not necessary to 
measure to physical properties of the exciter system, the 
input output characteristic are sufficient for operational 
diagnosis. 
 
 
 

3 Impedance Modeling (FRF Modeling) a Electro-Mechanical Exciter 

A simple two port system is used to model the exciter.  A two point system is defined as a system with 
two ports for energy transfer with two variable at the input and two variables at the output.  The input 
variables are Voltage and Current and the output variables are Force and Acceleration.  An impedance 
model of the system, it this cases refers to a system model based upon using Frequency Response 
Function (FRF) matrix between the inputs and outputs of the system or: 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )

FV FI

AV AI

H HF V
H HA I

ω ωω ω
ω ωω ω

⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
=⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥

⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦
    (1) 

Where    ( )V ω     = Fourier Transform of Voltage (input) 

  ( )I ω      = Fourier Transform of Current (input) 

( )F ω     = Fourier Transform of Force (output) 

Figure 2 – Hand Calibrator 

Figure 3 – Ratio Calibrator 
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  ( )A ω     = Fourier Transform of Acceleration (output) 

  ( )FVH ω = Typical FRF in the case between V input and F output 

A standard method for determining the FRF Matrix is to test the exciter in two different configurations: 
1. Clamping the armature of the exciter; in this case the acceleration of the output is equal to zero, 

therefore, the 1st row in the frequency response matrix can be measured. 
2. Unclamped the armature, in this case the force is equal to zero; therefore, the 2nd row of the 

frequency response matrix can be measured. 
This method requires a fixture which can clamp the 
exciter’s armature which forces the acceleration to be 
zero.  This is difficult to impossible due to fact that the 
housing of the exciter is sheet metal and would have to 
be removed in order to insure that local modes of 
vibration can be suppressed.  Fixed boundary 
conditions are difficult to build over a wide frequency 
range.  In a large MIMO modal test, very often there 
are exciters being used from different manufactures of 
different sizes or vintages.  This would require a 
different adapter for the each type of exciter. 
A method was developed for measuring the impedance 
model which uses the MIMO testing procedure and 
equipment used in the modal test.  Two shakers can be 
used back-to-back with the same hardware and 
instrumentation used in the MIMO modal test. An 
impedance model can be measured for both shakers 
simultaneously.   See Figure 4 for a picture of the 
back-to-back configuration. 
In order to use a MIMO testing procedure the inputs have to be uncorrelated and there is not an option in 
most exciter’s amplifier to generate an uncorrelated signal for the two exciter inputs the voltage and 
current.  If the loads on the exciter changes then the relationships between the two inputs are changed, this 
is due to the “Back-EMF” cause by the motion of the armature.  The Back-EMF is an electromotive force 
that opposes the current flow input to the exciter but only if the armature is in motion. In other words, the 
outputs of second exciter have an influence of the inputs of the first exciter and vice-versa.   
An uncorrelated random excitation input is applied to each exciter’s amplifier.  These two input signal are 
the input signals and the V, I, F and A signals for both exciters are the response signals in the [2x8] 
MIMO procedure.  This measures a FRF matrix that is 2 by 8.  This matrix is computed and archived but 
is not the measurements that characterizes the exciters but may be important in a future diagnostic effort..  
The two port system described by equation (1) is the desired impedance model. This two port model for 
each shaker corresponds to the two by two MIMO solutions for each shaker.  The two input signals for 
each exciter are uncorrelated by the influence of the other exciter. 
One of the requirements for using this procedure is that the exciter amplifier must have both a voltage and 
current monitor for the signals send to the exciter.  Most modal shaker has an amplifier that does monitor 
these signals because they are frequently used for MIMO and Tuned Normal Mode Testing.  If the current 
is not monitored then it is necessary to build or buy a current monitor.  The voltage is easy to monitor 
although it may be necessary to make a special cable adapter.  

3.1 Examples of the MIMO Back-to-Back Testing Method  

Two tests of the MIMO testing method for measuring an impedance model of a modal exciter system: 

Figure–4 -- Back-to-Back Configuration 
with MB-50 (50lbf) and 2100E11 (100lbf 
exciters hot glued to floor 
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1. The first test was performed in the University of Cincinnati’s Structure Dynamics Research 
Laboratory (UCSDRL).  This test was used to measure an impedance model for the shakers used 
to test the H-Frame structure which is a UCSDRL Laboratory test structure. The H-Frame has 
been used in the Vibration III, SDA II and SDA III graduated courses and as a test item for many 
Master and PhD thesis projects for the past twenty plus years.   

2. The second was conducted at The Modal Shop on two of model 2100E11, The Modal Shop’s 100 
lbf modal exciters: 

a. The 1st was a shaker that was sent 
back for refurbishment. 

b.  The 2nd was a new shaker which was 
fresh from manufacturing and was 
going through acceptance testing. 

3.1.1 UCSDRL H-Frame Test  

The 1st test of the MIMO test was conducted in the 
UCSDRL, using the historical H-Frame test structure.  
This structure when not being used in research or for 
thesis work is used as a teaching tool to demonstrate 
various testing procedures and signal processing 
methods and as a test item for the SDA II and III 
graduate courses.  One of the demonstrations is MIMO 
testing.  Figure 5 shows the test set-up with three 
modal exciters mounted to H-Frame, with two vertical 
exciters on the two opposite’s corners of the H-Frame 
and one skewed with a component in the vertical, 
lateral, and axial directions.   
The three exciters were tested using the B2B testing 
method.  The MB-50 and the older 2100E11 were 
tested with the newer 2100E11 common to both.  The 
exciters were carefully aligned and mounted to the 
floor of the Laboratory using hot glue. Each exciter 
was tested with its amplifier, stinger, impedance head, 
using the MIMO test system.  The test system 
consisted of a Dell notebook computer connected to 
VXI Technology’s VXI system; the three exciters 
systems listed above; three PCB model 288D01 
Impedance Heads and a small number of other 
accelerometers.  The test setup for the newer 2100E11 
and MB-50 is shown in Figure 1 and the test setup for 
the newer 2100E11 (black) and older 2100E11 (white) 
is shown in Figure-6. A close up of the stinger-
impedance head installation is shown in Figure 7. 
The test procedure was to use a MIMO testing 
procedure but the data was recorded using the HP 
DAC Express program into an throughput file.  The 
data from the throughput file was processed with a 
small MATLAB script which was written on-site. The 
[2x8] FRF matrix was computed for the complete 
Back-to-Back configuration and for the [2x2] FRF 
impedance model for each exciter. A typical plot 

Figure 5 – H-Frame MIMO Test Setup 

Figure 6 -- Back-to-Back new 2100E11 
(black) and old 2100E11 (white). 

Figure 7 -- Close up of impedance head 
installation 
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generated for the FRF elements of the impedance matrix is shown in Figure 8 for the new Modal Shop 
100 pound exciter.  These FRF’s were measured with the B2B setup mounted rigidly with hot glue to the 
floor of the laboratory floor. This will be compared to data taken with a quick test set-up configuration 
which was used in the 2nd test case.  
 

 
 
 

3.1.2 Modal Shop Testing 

A second test was performed at the Modal Shop where an old Modal Shop 100 pound exciter and newly 
manufactured exciter which had not completed the acceptance testing.  This test was to evaluate: 

1. A quick setup which could easily be implemented in the field. 
2. A standard MIMO testing program which was used to compute the [2x8] B2B matrix and the two 

[2x2] FRF matrices for the two exciters.   
3. The case where mass was added to the stinger-armature of one of the shakers. 

In this test instead of hot gluing the shakers to a stiff laboratory floor the two shakers were mounted upon 
a fairly flimsy table top and connected together with a stiff beam using two c-clamps (See Figure 9).  The 
beam and the plane of the table top aligned the two shakers in two axes and the vertical axis of the shakers 
was aligned by sight.  The shakers in many tests are mounted on support systems which are not very rigid 
and this testing configuration sort of simulates this condition.   
The time required to setup this configuration was a few minute given the beam and c-clamps.  This did not 
include the time to setup the VXI measurement system and to connect it to the B2B testing site.  The B2B 
testing configuration is shown in the following set of pictures. 

Figure 8 – B2B impedance data for The Modal Shop 2100E11 – 100 lbf shaker. 
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Figure 9 -- Pictures of the test setup for The Modal Shop test.  The B2B is not glued to the desk top or to 
the plywood board. The two shakers are connected by the beam which is c-clamped to the shaker stands. 
 

Figure 10 -- Pictures of the B2B Impedance Heads no-mass and mass additive configurations. 
 
The B2B testing was performed with a VXI 
Technology’s VXI system connected to an IBM 
tablet computer and using the MIMO MATLAB 
testing module which is used by UCSDRL to 
perform routine MIMO testing.  The VXI 
system included a 6 channel source card and 16 
channels of data acquisition. The set-up was 
similar to the test performed in the 1st test except 
that the data was processed in real time instead 
of being ADC throughput.  Two uncorrelated 
signals were output to the exciter’s amplifier and 
the [2x8] FRF matrix was measured in a 1st pass 
and the two [2x2] B2B FRF matrices was 
measured in a 2nd pass to determine the 
impedance model for each exciter. 
In Figure 11 a picture taken of the MIMO real 
time display for the [2x2] FRF matrices is 
shown for a typical measurement. The upper 
display is the Principal Component, the middle 
is the multiple coherence function and the 

Figure 11 – Screen capture of the MIMO 
acquisition of a typical measurement cycle. 
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bottom is the four FRF measurements.  It is clear from the principal component display that the voltage 
and current inputs are highly correlated. This was  expected.  The small differences are measurable and are 
due to the Back EMF that is generated by the motion of the armature.  This effect can be measured and is 
included in the [2x8] matrix of the response on the voltage measured at the inputs to exciter 1 due the 
random signal input in the amplifier of exciter 2 and vice versa.   
The measurement involved in the B2B testing is very simple and straight forward process which can be 
perform using any commercial modal system capable of MIMO testing. 
The test was performed on several configurations where mass was added to the stinger – armature of the 
older exciter. There were three 
configurations 

1. No, mass added to the 
exciter. 

2. A small mass. 
3. A larger mass. 

The results are consistent for the 
three cases so the two extremes 
will be presented in the 
following figures.  The results 
were plotted in MATLAB for 
the configurations -- the no 
mass case and the large mass 
case.  
The 1st Figure in this sequence 
is the data collected for 
exciter(1) with the added mass 
applied to exciter(1) and the 
influence of the mass is 
apparent for the F/V and the F/I  
FRFs.  See Figure 12. 
The next Figure demonstrates 
the results for the exciter(2) 
when the mass is added to 
exciter (1).  This was the 
expected result. 
In the next two figures the data 
for a higher frequencies range is 
shown.   In Figure 14, the FRF 
measurements for the exciter 
(1)with mass added to the 
exciter(1) for the 1600 Hz. 
Range.  There is significant 
influence of the response 
between the no mass added and 
the large mass added result.  
The large dips in the FRF 
measurements are most likely 
due to modes of vibration that 
influence the motion between 
the area in the exciter where the 
magnetic force are generated 
and the location of the 
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Figure 12 – Impedance measurement for the exciter(1) 
with additive mass attached to exciter(1) – 400 Hz. Range. 
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Figure 13 -- Impedance measurement for the exciter(2) 
with additive mass attached to exciter(1) – 400 Hz.  
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impedance head. The nature 
of the modes cannot be 
determined from these 
measurements that would 
require a modal survey of the 
exciter, armature, and stinger 
system.  
In Figure 15, the data for the 
exciter(2)  with mass added to 
exciter(1) shown.. There is an 
effect near the 800 Hz dip 
which not expected. It is most 
likely due to an internal mode 
of vibration in the armature-
stinger and this mode is being 
influenced by the other 
exciter. It should be noted that 
the impedance heads, only 
measures the force and 
acceleration in the axial 
direction.  This mode could be 
a lateral mode or a non-
linearity response. It would 
require a modal survey of the 
exciter to determine the 
characteristics of this mode. 
There is a second, interesting 
observation on the 800 Hz 
dip.   
During this testing four 
2100E11 – 100 lbf exciters 
were tested using the B2B 
testing method and all the 
exciters had a dip in the 800 
to 880 Hz.  Three had a sharp 
single mode dip due to a 
mode at approximately 800 
Hz.  The fourth and the one 
which was affect by the other 
exciter in the above example 
had two modes in the 800 Hz 
range which may indicate a 
potential alignment, 
adjustment, and/or assembly 
problem.  This would require 
additional testing to determine 
what causing the problem. 
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Figure 14 – Impedance measurement for the exciter(1) 
with additive mass attached to exciter(1) -1600 Hz.  
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Figure 15 -- Impedance measurement for the exciter(2) with 
additive mass attached to exciter(1) – 1600 Hz.  
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4 Conclusions 

In this paper the feasibility of a simple testing method that can potentially be useful as diagnostic method 
for evaluating the general health of exciter system was evaluated.  This testing procedure uses the standard 
measurement and signal processing techniques that is used in conducting a large MIMO test.   The 
fixturing is simple and only a few non standard cable may be required.  For the testing used in this study, 
non-correlated random excitation was used but sine testing or any other testing methods for measuring 
FRFs could be used. For example, in order to study the linear of the exciter sine testing could be useful.   
The main purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of the testing method and it appears that it 
justifies a more complete study.  It would make an excellent Masters Thesis project where exciters with 
known defects are tested to construct a diagnostic database and to develop aids for field servicing the 
exciters system.   
A second application is using the impedance model of the shaker for modeling and controls applications.  
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Abstract 
This paper addresses the optimal shape design of segmented spatial sensors and actuators that excite 

selected mode shapes and perform modal filtering. In addition, certain topologies that make specific use of 

vibrating structures are developed. In MEMS filters, the input signal is converted to external electrostatic 

forces and in order to perform the desired filtering, the electrodes need to be shaped such that they excite 

only a desired part of the dynamics. These electrodes are usually designed according to some simplified 

theoretical identities, often representing lumped models, where in practice, MEMS structures’ dynamical 

behavior is governed by a three dimensional continuum. Still some structures are adequately analyzed as 

discrete models, for these cases inverse problem methodology is adopted. An optimization scheme that 

shapes continuous electrodes to achieve optimal filtering is developed in this paper. The method provides 

a trimming methodology that can be performed on a real device and it illustrates the need for suitable 

modeling. Several simulated example are shown to examine the effectiveness of the proposed optimization 

methods 

1 Introduction 

A modal filter similar to the one described in [1] is adopted here to selectively block a range of 

frequencies while enabling modes belonging to specific structural vibration modes. This method has found 

use in Micro mechanical filtering application. A Modal filter uses spatial shaping of the excitation to 

selectively affect only certain modes while other modes of vibrations are not excited [2]. The layout and 

shape of the distributed sensors and actuators electrodes can be easily computed in theory, but, in practice, 

inevitable constraints such as the need to realize the electrodes in segments render the theoretical solution 

far from ideal. This paper addresses the optimal shape design of distributed sensors and actuators 

electrodes. It is shown that a precise model-based optimization stage, overcomes the problems that the 

implementation of the theoretical solution creates. The proposed approach can help in a trimming stage 

that is based on real measurements where the electrode’s gap is perturbed until local optimum is achieved. 

This work provides an optimization method that overcomes the limitations of truncated and segmented 

modal electrodes. Applications like filters in (radio frequency) RF MEMS make use of modal 

decomposition to better control or modify the vibratory behavior of a multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) 

MEMS structures. Unfortunately, the truncated (segmented) modal actuators/sensors pose some 

difficulties to control only a selected mode in a desired frequency range. In addition, the electrostatic force 

can only create attractive forces thus one is compelled to split the electrodes. We suggest a new 

optimization based design method for reshaping of the spatially distributed electrodes. 

  It is suggested to create a calibrated error correction mechanism that can be realized with, say, a comb-

drive with suspensions, [3]. Most previous works, making use of truncated left-eigenvectors, did not 

address the inaccuracy caused by the truncation hence did not suggest a general solution for it.  A partial 

solution to the truncation problem of these electrodes was proposed in [4]. The proposed method is 

demonstrated in several examples. In the first example a numerical simulation of a one dimensional beam 

is provided; the second example consists of a 3D MEMS structure. 
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MEMS structures are often modeled by Finite-Elements (FE) to adequately capture its dynamics. In 

practice there are some discrepancies between the analytical model and the real structure and this can lead 

to the excitation of spurious vibration modes as can be seen in [5]. These spurious modes result from 

inadequate modeling and therefore the optimized reshaping of the forcing electrodes, as shown here, can 

reduce their effect considerably. 

Most transducers measure simultaneously the entire response which is a combination of modes. When one 

wishes to extract the contribution of an individual mode, often a discrete array of sensors has to be 

employed with some spatial filtering. The use of a discrete array has several shortcomings: firstly it 

complicates the hardware since each sensor requires its own electronics and secondly the discrete nature 

of the array can result in spatial aliasing.  The numerical signal processing of such an array, limits the 

frequency-range of this device, considerably. 

Spatial modal filtering uses continuous modal actuators and are inexpensive to realize compared with 

electronics based filtering. Modal transducers, or modal sensors and modal actuators are described in the 

work of [6,7] or modal filter in [8]. The latter describes the useful orthogonality of the modal filters. The 

benefit in using the left-eigenvectors is that we can eliminate unwanted modes and control the dynamics of 

the system, see [9]. The basic idea behind this concept is that a force whose distribution is proportional to 

the left eigenvectors, act as a modal force and it selectively controls the matching mode [8,9,10]. This 

approach is known (although different terminology is being used) in control applications as modal control 

and it can be generalized to control a set of modes simultaneously as shown in [1]. 

Modal excitation methods are described in [11]. The concept of shaped sensors is available in [7,12] and 

[1,13]. Segmented transducers were investigated by Friswell (1999), the optimization of the sensor shape 

is carried out by minimizing an objective function of the curvature of  the sensor’s shape with constraints 

that enforces modal orthogonality to a desired mode. Michael and Mauro (2001) claims that this method is 

not always applicable and the orthogonality constraint is difficult to satisfy. 

Reference [16]  have used the minimization of the stored energy in the system as a cost function to 

determine the optimal sensor shape for smart structure control. A genetic algorithm was used by [14,15] in 

the optimization of the PVDF electrode by optimizing the gain distribution. 

The works reported in [17,18] applied active control with modal sensors from segmented piezoelectric 

simple shape elements with intelligent configuration on plates and circular cylindrical shells.  

Modal filtering using an equally segmented piezoelectric film sensor or PVDF layers and a weight was 

determined to minimize a cost function have been applied by [19,20] are not generally applicable for real 

time vibration control and has a problem of spatial aliasing. 

 This work seeks to reshape the forcing electrodes by optimizing the total response. This approach 

enhances the orthogonality of the eigenvectors were applicable but attacks the problem of inaccuracy on a 

more fundamental level. 

The structure of the paper is as following:  first a brief introduction to the relevant theory is provided. In 

sections 3&4 we present examples for solving the optimization problem by model simulations that 

implement the theory and finally we show the effect of optimization on cancellation of poles with zeros.  

General 

2 Modal filter brief theory and implementation 

In this work we discuss passive vibrating mechanical systems can be described by   

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t+ + =Mq Dq Kq Buɺɺ ɺ  , ( ) nt ∈q ℝ      (1) 

Where: q  is the vector of DOF, M,K,D  are the mass, stiffness and damping matrices respectively. The 

input matrix n m×∈B ℝ  represents the spatial distribution of the electrode whose magnitude is determined 

by the external force ( )tu . The physical outputs ( )ty  are affected by the sensing electrodes and it is 

defined by  
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( ) ( )t t=y Cq
 

m n×∈C ℝ  ,       (2)  

  

 One can express the frequency response by means of summation of the individual modes, [1]. 

( )
2 2

1 2

Tn
j j

j j j j
i

φ φ
ω

ω ζ ω ω ω=

=
+ −

∑
C B

H
       (3) 

 

Consider the undamped structure where 0=D  in (1). The displacement related right mode shapes rφ   and 

the force related ;eft mode shapes come from the solution of two similar eigenvalue problems:  

1 2

r r rφ ω φ− =M K  1 2T T

r r rω− =l M K l  
1r n= …      (4) 

Indeed, the left-eigenvectors T

rl  describe the spatial distribution of inertia or elastic forces related to a 

particular mode [9,10]. 

Defining  L MΦ≜  

One obtains from the bi-orthogonalitiy relations of modes, Strang (2006). 

1 1,   T T− −= =Φ L L Φ         (5) 

In particular, a specific mode is affected by selecting the force vector to be parallel to the matching left-

eigenvectors, i.e., The general form of the modal force is ( ) ( ) jtα=f t l  where: { }1j n∈ … , thus only the 

response proportional to jφ  is created by the force and ( ) ( )sint V tα ω≜  is represents the sinusoidal 

amplitude applied to the modal actuator. 

2.1 Forming an electrode shaped as a modal actuator or sensor  

The shape and the gap between the electrodes can be formed to create a specific spatial distribution of 

forces. The spatial distribution is discredited in a vector form, ( )f t . The modal equation becomes: 

( )2 T

n n n nω φ+ =η η f tɺɺ         (6) 

And, the modal actuator force can be expressed as [9,10]: 

( ) ( )sin nV tω φ=f t M         (7) 

2.2 Electrostatic force - spatial distribution and the electrode gap 

Having found the spatial distribution of the force that can isolate particular modes, it is now explained 

how spatially shaped electrode can realize this idea in practice. 

The spatial distribution of the electrostatic force created by a parallel plate actuator [2], neglecting the 

fringe field, [22] is: 

( )( )
( )

2

dc ac

2

0

A V +V sin t
=

2
ef

d y

ε ω

+
       (8) 

Where: ε  is the permeability coefficient, dcV  the DC bias voltage, acV  the AC voltage amplitude, A  the 

electrode area and 0d y+ is the gap when the structure undergoes a deformation y. 

Performing a Taylor expansion for y  where ( )0y d≪ , Eq. (8) can be approximated by: 
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( ) ( )( )2 2 2

dc dc ac ac ac2

0

1
A 2V 4V V sin t V V cos 2 t

4
ef

d
ε ω ω≈ − − − − +    (9) 

Clearly, the fixed air-gap, 0d

 

determines the spatial distribution of the electrostatic forces and the 

geometry of the electrode gap can be derived from Eq.(9) by choosing the amplitude of the force at the 

frequencyω . Both the DC and the double frequency have a negligible effect on the response. 

( )dc ac

0

A V V
=

e

d
f

ε
       (10) 

The gap between the structure and the electrode is thus computed according to Eq.(10).  

2.3 Electrode optimization algorithm  

Unfortunately, RF-MEMS structures use segmented spatial modal sensors/actuators electrodes thus only a 

truncated approximation of the spatial force can be applied and the modal filter becomes inexact. A 

method to reduce these errors caused by the inherent limitations of a practical implementation is proposed 

below.  The method employs optimized trimming of the actuators by attenuating the participation factors 

of all the unwanted modes. 

The difference in the response of an ideal electrode and the truncated one is. Defining: 
f

H  - the transfer 

function of ideal full modal electrodes system, and 
t

H  - the transfer function of truncated modal 

electrodes system. It is clear that truncation will result in the excitations of undesired modes.  

It is our goal to trim the truncated electrode such that the FRF becomes as close as possible to the ideal 

one. Thus we have to find the minimum of 

2

min -f tJ H H dω
∞

−∞

= ∫         (11) 

Thus minimizing the mean-square of the difference in the response. 

 

2.3.1 Efficient cost function evaluation via  a Lyapunov equation approach  

 During the optimization process the cost function in Eq.(11), needs to be evaluated many times and 

therefore its evaluation must be made as numerically efficient as possible. 

   In this section, a Lyapunov equation based approach is applied to the analysis of input-output 

characteristics for linear time invariant systems under the excitation of wide band (white noise) input, as 

shown in [25]. 

Every time one wishes to compute the cost function Eq.(11), the Lyapunov equation has to be solved. 

Although this equation has a high order, it can still be solved efficiently by employing spectral 

decomposition, as described below. The results can be readily applied to the evaluation of RMS responses 

in the optimization scheme. 

In general, one has to minimize the response by minimizing an expression of the form 

( ) ( )J E t t =  
T

y y         (12) 

The state covariance matrix satisfies the Lyapunov algebraic equation [25]: 

0+ + =TAX XA Q         (13) 

X , the solution for (13) is in fact the covariance matrix of the state. Having solved (21) we can evaluate 

the cost function via:  
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J = T
CXC          (14) 

 Equation (14)  can be differentiated to obtain closed from expressions for the gradients thus making the 

optimization process numerically efficient [28]. 

 

2.3.2 Evaluating the performance criterion efficiently during the optimization  

In order to evaluate the cost function J  from Eq.(11), both the full and the truncated models are 

represented by a state-space model.    

The optimal shapes of the continuously distributed actuator electrode gap is determined through 

minimizing the residual vibration energy of the difference between an ideal full system and a truncated 

system over the admissible correction shape function space with no constraints. An algorithm has been 

developed to determine the optimal sensor and actuator electrode layout.  

In order to evaluate the performance criterion we use the Lyapunov equation Eq.(13), where: 

 ,  ,  W
   

= = =   
   

T

-1 -1 -1

0 I 0
A B Q B B

-M K -M D M
     (15) 

 We use an input ( )u t  which is a white noise process that has the variance: 

    ( ) 2cov 1W u σ= =≜         (16) 

When the dynamical system is expressed in a state-space form, it yields, for the full system having a full 

DOFs vector, the following equation:  

= +

=
1 1 1

1 f 1

x Ax B u

y C x

ɺ
         (17) 

and for the truncated system having a truncated DOFs vector, the following equation: 

= +

=
2 2 2

2 t 2

x Ax B u

y C x

ɺ
         (18) 

Augmenting (17) and (18) the difference in response can be written as 

{ }      
= +      

      

1 1 1

2 2 2

x x BA 0
u

x x B0 A

ɺ

ɺ
      (19) 

where 0  is an n-by-n zero matrix.  

defining:   
 

=  
 

1

2

x
x

x

ɺ
ɶɺ

ɺ
, 

 
=  

 

A 0
A

0 A
ɶ , 

 
=  

 

1

2

x
x

x
ɶ   

and the augmented input matrix  

 
=  

 

1

2

B
B

B
ɶ        (20) 

The input matrix for the full (ideal) system has the form 

 
=  

 
1 -1

f

0
B

M L
       (21) 

nφ=
f

L M  contains the left eigenvector of the n
th
 mode 

Thus we can rewrite (21): 
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nφ
 

=  
 

1

0
B        (22) 

The input matrix for the truncated system  

( )
 

=  + 
2 -1

ta

0
B

M L ψp
        (23) 

ta
L  is the truncated left eigenvector for the n

th
 mode using the truncated actuation DOFs. Here, zeroes are 

inserted to replace DOF where no electrode forcing is applied. 

The proposed admissible actuator correction shape has the form 

1

k

i

i

p
=

= ∑ i
ψp ψ          (24) 

The matrix of the correction shape functions for the truncated modal actuator is [ ], , , ,= 1 2 3 kψ ψ ψ ψ ψ…  

and the vector [ ]1 2 3, , , ,
T

kp p p p=P …  contains the weighting factors. 

Finally we obtain the augmented state-space equation: 

( )= +x Ax B P uɶɶ ɶɺ ɶ         (25) 

The augmented output equation is now: 

[ ] { } 
= − = − 

 

1

f t 1 2

2

x
y C C Cx y y

x
ɶɶ ɶ≜       (26) 

Using the augmented Lyapunov equation: 

0W+ + =T T
AX XA B Bɶ ɶ ɶ ɶ        (27) 

We can find the output response’s covariance which is in effect the covariance of the deviation between 

the truncated and the reference models: 

J = T
CXCɶ ɶ          (28) 

 The optimization procedure can be performed while keeping the computational requirements relatively 

low. The saving in computational effort is enhanced by obtaining closed from expressions of the gradients 

and by solving efficiently with the Lyapunov equation via spectral decomposition [29]. 

The unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem is solved by means of a Quasi-Newton method which 

is part of the Matlab™ optimization toolbox [24]. 

2.4 The actuator design criterion 

The optimization processes seeks the sensor and actuator electrode correction shapes that minimize J  in 

(28). A shape optimization problem is formulated from which the optimal weighting factors of all the 

admissible actuator- ψ correction shape functions are obtained. Only five correction shape functions of 

constant and slope are chosen in this work, the practical meaning of the selected shaping functions is to be 

able to realize a simple mechanism for trimming that affect only the lower modes. 

3 Optimal design of a RF MEMS filter   

This chapter describes the proposed design and the simulation of a 3D spatial modal actuator on a 3D-

mechanical filter, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. A three-dimensional finite element model was formed to 

inspect a certain vibrational mode pattern and to provide accurate predictions to possible spurious 
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oscillation mode. A spurious mode (using the terminology from [5] arises when the torsional suspension 

exhibit an additional flexural motion causing the support area to vibrate like a trampoline. This mode is 

being excited and sensed due to the truncation of the exciting electrodes. 

A high quality factor – Q (low damping) is desired in many applications as this improved the signal to 

noise ratio. In order to maximize the Q of a given resonator design, the energy lost coupling through the 

supports must be minimized. For this purpose, quarter wavelength torsional suspensions are often used to 

mount the structure at the nodal points [5]. It has been shown (i.e. [29]) that the concept of quarter 

wavelength must be somewhat modified when dealing with 3D structures. 

A three-dimensional finite element model was utilized to inspect a certain vibrational mode pattern 

and to provide accurate predictions to possible spurious oscillation mode. The specific mode that s the aim 

of the modal actuator is sown in Fig.1. A spurious mode arises when the torsional suspension exhibit an 

additional flexural motion causing the support area to vibrate like a trampoline in a direction perpendicular 

to the surface as shown in Fig.2. 

 

Figure  1  3D Filter model operating mode 

The typical dimensions of the model are: 

[ ]Lr=14.3 µ  length, [ ]Wr=6 µ width, [ ]T=4.2 µ  thickness, 21 1sA µ = ×    cross section of the support 

beam . The model’s mechanical properties of polysilicon: 

3
2E=150 10  

Newtonµ
µ

 ×   
, =0.226υ ,

-18
3=2330 10  

Kgρ
µ

 ×   
 

The operational vibration mode of the filter is mode number 15 at frequency of [ ]81.36 10 Hz× . And  

the lowest natural frequency that was mentioned above is won in Fig.2. 

  

 

Figure 2: FE Fundamental mode Free-Free beam – spurious mode 

  This mode is excited by any unbalance of forces applied on the top and bottom surfaces of the 

mechanical structure. 

Lr

Wr

LsT
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3.1 Spatial force distribution and configuration of the actuation electrodes 

The actuator and sensor are designed to be sensitive only to the operational mode of vibration – mode 

number 15, and filter out signals from all other modes. In order to excite the n'th-mode while the 

remaining modes are not excited, one needs to define the distributed force on the RHS from the equation 

of motion as explained before. This force is proportional to the computed left eigenvector 15φ=
15

l M
 

which gives the 3D-distribution of a spatial external exciting only this mode. Using interpolation based on 

the element shape functions and a fine grid resolution, the faithful reconstruction of the spatial force can 

be computed as is shown in Figure  2: 

 

Figure  2  Spatial distribution of the desired force amplitude 

 

Indeed, the force needs to be exerted by using electrodes as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 4 Locations of the electrodes applying the electrostatic forces 

  The actuation electrodes are placed on both sides of the structure where positive forces (the part greater 

than zero in Fig.) are placed on the top side and the negative forces having the opposite polarity are placed 

on the lower side. 

3.2 Simulation results after optimization 

The optimization run results in revised or trimmed shapes of the electrodes. It is useful to examine the 

frequency response of the structure under two cases. The first uses 3D-model FRF where the truncated and 

segmented electrodes approximate the analytically required force distribution, the second  makes use of 

optimized air-gap according to what was described above.  

Location of sensing 

electrodes

Location of

actuation electrodes
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Figure  5 3D-model FRF Theoretical truncated and after optimization 

As can be observed from Fig.(5), that the optimized FRF is very close to the ideal FRF. The truncated 

electrodes produce a high peak at the low frequency range that becomes dominant at this range. The 

results were obtained after trimming the shape of the actuator and sensor electrodes. 

The actuator electrode gap geometry for exciting the operational mode shown is illustrated in Fig.(6) 

below and it is derived from Eq.(10) after finding the optimal parameters in Eq.(3).  

 

Figure  6  Actuator electrode gap 

 Figure 6 shows the 3D shape of the actuator electrodes required to excite a specific mode. 

4 The effect of optimization on cancellation of poles with zeros 
The poles and zeros of a system are defined in terms of the transfer function of the system: 

( )
( )

( )
1

1

Nz

i
i

Np

j
j

s z
H s

s p

=

=

∏ +
=

∏ +
      (29) 

The poles are those values that render the transfer function infinite, and the zeros are those values that 

render the transfer function equal to zero. It has been found that the optimization process causes an 

effective calculation of undesired poles as summarized in Table 1: 
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Table 1  Pole-Zero location for 3D model example. 

 

  Controlling the poles and zeros gives the ability to design system with desired properties and frequency 

response. However, when a transfer function of a physical system is considered, it is very unlikely that the 

pole and zero would remain in exactly the same place, a minor tolerance change in the electrodes or 

structure, for instance, could cause one of them to move just slightly. If this occurs, a simple trimming 

mechanism for the electrodes with linear and angular motion can rectify this problem, exactly like in the 

optimization procedure.  Near cancellation of pole and zero may indeed render the system sensitive to 

external disturbances under feedback control, in extreme cases it can even become unstable. In the present 

case, the system operates in open loop thus this extreme condition is of a much lesser importance as it can 

be eliminated by trimming. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper shows the importance of precise, 3D modelling for the accurate design of electromechanical 

(MEMS) filters. A numerically efficient trimming procedure was developed to design segmented spatial 

sensors/actuators electrodes that quickly performs modal filtering. The function of trimming was 

explained by inspection of the zero locations and it was shown that spurious modes are eliminated by this 

process via pole-zero cancellation. 

Throughout this paper, we provided a physical insight to the various aspects related to the modal 

transducers. The procedure is relatively simple and can be performed to keep computation requirements 

relatively low.  

Uncertainties due to variable temperature during time of operation and drift in the boundary conditions 

can be added as robustness parameters in the optimization process. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a methodology for accurate measurement of angular motions is developed. A recently 
proposed technique using PZT transducers seems quite interesting since it uses bimorph piezoceramic 
patches to measure the structure’s local curvature through the measurement of the electric potential 
induced by the extension and compression of the patch’s top and bottom stripes, respectively. From this 
curvature, rotation can be obtained directly by several interpolation techniques (single polynomial, modes 
basis). Finite element model for the dynamic analysis were proposed to evaluate bimorphs patches applied 
to the measurement of angular degrees of freedom for one-dimensional structures, like a beam. Theoretical 
modeling of the vibration incorporating piezoelectric bimorph sensor is presented and equations governing 
the dynamics of beam are derived for isotropic structures. Numerical results are compared with 
experimental data considering a cantilever beam as tested structure. Numerically simulated results are also 
presented for plate like structures. Also, in this work, a genetic algorithm was used as an adaptive heuristic 
search algorithm for optimal placement and sizing of the bimorph sensor. 

Keywords: bimorph, piezoelectric materials, genetic algorithm, rotational FRF 

 

1   Introduction 

Rotational degrees of freedom (RDOFs) have to be taken into account in many areas of structural 
dynamic analyses as independent co-ordinates. However, the possibilities for measuring RDOFs are so 
limited that in some cases, the attempt has to given up and confined to the measured translational degrees 
of freedom (TDOFs) only [10]. 

Several methods have been investigated in order to measure the rotational response based on the 
following ideas: i) angular measurements using dedicated sensors based on gyroscopic sensors [3] and 
using magnetohydrodynamic sensors [4]; ii) curve fitting where the data measured directly on the 
vibrating structure in the proximity of the point of interest are fitted with curves (polynomial, splines) in 
the mono-dimensional case or (bi-cubic surfaces) in the bi-dimensional case [6]; iii) the use of laser 
vibrometers in angular measurement of vibrations [5]; iv) pseudo-rotational transducer comprised of an 
array of two or more translational accelerometers [13] and differentiation of translational data [12]. 

For a general structure the input at an arbitrary point q  consists of two vectors: a force and a 
moment vector. The first three components 1F , 2F  and 3F  are forces in the x , y , z  directions, 
respectively. The remaining components 4F , 5F  and 6F  are moments about the x , y , z  directions, 
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respectively. The structure’s output response at the p th point consists of two vectors: a vector of linear 
motions (displacements, velocities or accelerations) and a vector of angular motions (displacements, 
velocities or accelerations). Consequently, the output motion vector at location p  has six components like 
the input at location q  has six components as well. Thus, between each pair of input-output points p  and 
q  on the structure, there are potentially 36 input/output FRF relationships [7]. 

Although rotational degrees of freedom can be included in finite element models, experimental 
FRFs do not because of the difficulty of their measurement. Besides, is not possible yet to apply and 
measure lumped moments to the structure to determine the sub-matrices [ ]FMH  and [ ]MMH , some 
strategies could be developed to estimate or measure [ ]MFH  and consequently [ ]FMH , because of the 
symmetry condition. 

Inclusion of rotational effects is critical for the accuracy of the predicted system characteristics, in 
almost all system modelling studies. However, experimentally derived information for the description of 
one or more of the components for the system will generally not have any rotational effects included in the 
description of the component. The lack of rotational effects has long affected the results from any system 
model development whether using a modal-based approach or an impedance-based approach [16]. 

D’Ambrogio and Sestieri [16] treated a unified approach to substructuring and structural 
modification problems and the importance of rotational DoFs is highlighted, underlying the difficulty of 
assembling theoretical and experimental models, for which, usually, the rotational DoFs are not available. 
In their work, expansion techniques can be used to provide this information as well as appropriate 
modelling of joints. With this information FRF models, modal models and FE models can be appropriately 
combined together. A further alternative can be to avoid the use of rotational DoFs by assuming that a 
rigid connection at a given point – involving displacement and rotation compatibility, and forces and 
moments equilibrium – can be substituted by an equivalent connection through several close points – 
involving only displacement compatibility and force equilibrium (translational DoFs only) or for hybrid 
coupling, an alternative is to perform a sort of dynamic reduction, involving the local models of the two 
substructures. 

The possibility of using low-cost PZT transducers to estimate rotational quantities was treated by 
Bello et al. [17]. Reference is made to bimorph patches that are able to measure the local curvature of a 
structure. From this curvature, rotation can be obtained either by integration or by interpolation. PZTs are 
convenient due to their low cost and, generally, minimum test structure intrusiveness. 

Some papers included an optimization algorithm to identify the optimal place to include PZT 
actuators and sensors. Sadri et al. [11] developed two criteria for the optimal placement of piezoelectric 
actuators using modal controllability and the controllability Grammian based on genetic algorithms. Yan 
and Yam [15] presented in their work an optimal design methodology of number and locations of 
actuators in active vibration control of a space truss using multiple piezoelectric ceramic stack actuators. 
The results show that the disturbance acting on a structure is a key factor in determining the optimal 
number and locations of actuators in active structural vibration control, and a global and efficient 
optimization solution of multiple actuator locations can be obtained using the GAs. 

In this paper, the use of low cost PZT patches (bimorph), which are able to measure the local 
curvature of a structure, is considered. From it, rotational quantities (rotation) can be obtained either by 
integration or by interpolation techniques. In such case, 75% of the total structure FRF matrix could be 
determined. Polynomial and analytical modes shapes methods were considered to the approximation. A 
methodology based on genetic algorithm is also presented considering the possibility of include more than 
one patche to find the optimal bimorph’s size and position. The bimorph’s results are compared with FEM 
results and an angular accelerometer for a cantilever beam which reveal the suitability of this technique in 
terms of rotational FRF assessment. Numerically simulated results are also shown for plate like structures.  
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2   Theoretical Formulation for Beams  

 

A laminate beam with elastic and/or piezoelectric layers is considered. The beam is modeled using 
classical laminate theory that is all layers are subjected to the same displacements field and Euler–
Bernoulli assumptions are considered. The piezoelectric layers are supposed transversely poled and 
subject to transverse electrical fields and elastic layers are assumed insulated. All layers are assumed 
perfectly bonded and in plane stress state. The length, width and thickness of the beam are denoted by L , 
b  and h , respectively. 

Axial displacements ( )tzxu ,,  are assumed linear, whereas transverse ones ( )tzxw ,,  are supposed 
constant through thickness. 

                                 ( ) ( ) ( )t,xzt,xut,z,xu β−= , ( ) ( )t,xwt,z,xw =                                               (1) 

Notice that the same displacements fields u  are considered for all layers. From Euler-Bernoulli 
hypotheses, ( ) wtx ′−=,β , where •′  is used to denote x∂•∂ . The bottom-plan of the bottom layer (beam) 
is set to coincide with the origin of the z -axis. 

Using the usual strain-displacement relations for each layer, the axial 1ε  strain can be written as: 

                                                        bm
1 zεεε +=                                                                     (2) 

where um ′=ε  and wb ′′−=ε . Therefore, the assumed strains relation (2) can be interpreted as being 
composed of two contributions: an axial strain component plus a bending strain component. 

The superscripts m , b  state for membrane and bending strains. A constant transverse electrical 
field is assumed for the piezoelectric layers and the remaining in-plane components are supposed to 
vanish. Although electrostatic equilibrium equation is only satisfied with a linear electrical field 
assumption [9], it seems that the linear part should be negligible for the kind of problems treated in this 
work [14]. Consequently it is, for the j th piezoelectric layer, 

                                                       
j

jj
3 h

V
E −=                                                                           (3) 

where jV  is the difference of electric potential of the j th laminae, defined by −+ −= jjj VVV , where +
jV  and 

−
jV  are the voltages applied on the upper and lower skins of the j th piezoelectric layer. 

2.1   Reduced Constitutive Equations 

 

Linear orthotropic piezoelectric materials with material symmetry axes parallel to those of the 
beam are considered. ijc , lje  and ll∈  ( 6,,1, �=ji ; 3,2,1=l ) denote their elastic, piezoelectric and 
dielectric constants. For simplicity of notation, all layers will be considered piezoelectric. Elastic layers 
are obtained by making their piezoelectric constants vanish. Due to the plane stress assumption, the three-
dimensional linear constitutive equations of an orthotropic piezoelectric layer can be reduced to [8] 
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1σ  and 3D  are axial stress and transverse electrical displacement. Notice that electromechanical coupling 
in the piezoelectric face sublayers is between axial strain and transverse electrical field. This is the 
conventional piezoelectric extension actuation mechanism. 

2.2   Variational Formulation 

Using d’Alembert’s principle, the following variational equation can be written for the 
piezoelectric laminated beam 

                                            0WHT =+− δδδ , jV,w,u δδδ∀                                                        (5) 

where Tδ , Hδ  and Wδ  are the virtual work of inertial, electromechanical internal and applied mechanical 
forces, respectively. 

The electromechanical internal forces virtual work of the piezoelectric laminate beam is 

                                                           �=
j

jHH δδ                                                                    (6) 

where 

                                            ( )� −=

j

j
j

3
j

31
j

1j dEDH
Ω

Ωδδεσδ  

with jΩ  being the volume of the j th layer. 

Using constitutive equations (4), strain (2) and electrical field (3) relations, then integrating 
through the cross-sectional area, the above equations, for the j th piezoelectric layer, become 
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Notice that there are membrane-bending coupling terms due to the multilayer characteristic of the beam. 
jA , jI  and jI  are, respectively, the area and the first and second moments of area of the j th layer cross-

section. These are 
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where the local z -axis of the j th layer is situated at its bottom plan, such that 

                                                         �
−

=
=

1j

1i
ij hz  

The inertial forces virtual work of the laminate beam is 

                                                          �=
j

jTT δδ                                                                      (9) 

Where 

                                            ( )[ ]� +−=

j

jjj dwwuuT
Ω

Ωδδρδ ����  

with jρ  being the volume mass density of the j th layer and •�  stating for t∂•∂ . Using the displacements 

relations (1) and integrating through the cross-sectional area, the above equation become 

                                            ( )� +−=
L

0

jjj dxwwuuAT ���� δδρδ                                                        (10) 

Notice that the rotary inertia and the translation-rotation inertial coupling terms are neglected to simplify 
the model. 

The virtual work of axial and transversal forces applied to each layer can be written as 

                                                   �=
j

jWW δδ                                                                          (11) 

where 

                                       ( )� ′++=
L

0

jjjj dxMwwVuNW δδδδ                                                         (12) 

where jN , jV  and jM  are the normal, transversal and moment resultants applied to the j th layer. 

2.3   Equations of Motion 

 

The equations of motion for the entire beam could be written by 
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Using the relations in (7), (9) and (11) the above equation becomes 
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Notice that, in despite of the Euler-Bernoulli hypotheses where u  and w  are the same for each 
layer, the differences of electric potential jV  of each layer are independent. Hence, the equations of 
motion become 
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Since we are interested in evaluating the unknown electric potential induced at a piezoelectric 
sensor by the vibration of the structure, Eq. (15c) could be solved for jV  leading to 
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Notice that equation (16) is the reason to use bimorph sensors. With only one piezoelectric patch 
it is not possible to determine the voltage only from the curvature w ′′  since it is also dependent of the axial 
displacement. However, if we make use of an identical pair of piezoelectric patches bonded on each other 
(bimorph), we may write that 

                                                     ( )21
33
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12 II

A
he
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where for piezoelectric patches with rectangular cross-section 
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e
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∈
−=−                                                         (18) 

Finally, the local curvature could be directly associated with the voltage measured from each 
bimorph by 
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3   Obtaining Rotations From PZT Bimorph Measurements 
 

To determine rotation from the local curvature measured using the bimorph transducer two 
approximation method is proposed in what follows. 

3.1   Simple Polynomial Approximation 

The beam displacement field and its derivatives could be approximated through polynomials of 
the type: 
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The polynomial coefficients can be determined by the structure’s boundary conditions and the 
curvatures obtained from (19) for each instant it  of time. For a cantilever beam, the four boundary 
conditions are: zero displacement and rotation at one end, and zero moment (curvature) and shearing force 
(third derivative) at the opposite end. 

Having assumed n  sensors, the total number of equations and coefficients are 2+n , since the 
geometric boundary conditions are already embedded into the simple polynomial approximation and the 
order of the polynomial beam displacement field approximation will be 3+n . 

According to (20) and boundaries conditions for a cantilever beam, the system could be written by 
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where bx  is the bimorph’s position. 

As a result, rotation at a position outx  can be approximated by 
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3.2   Analytical Modes Interpolation 
 

Using analytical modes for interpolation, the beam displacement field can be approximated by: 
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where ( )xiφ  represents the i th analytic modal shape for a cantilever Euler-Bernoulli beam. In such case, 
the terms ( )i

ja  ( pj �,0= ) can be evaluated for a given polynomial order p . 

The analytical modes coefficients ( )tiα  can be determined by enforcing the structure’s four 
boundary conditions and the curvatures, evaluated from the voltages induced on the bimorph sensors, at n  
measurement locations for each time instant it . However,  

According to (23) and boundaries conditions for a cantilever beam, the system could be written by 
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Notice that the having assumed n  bimorph sensors, the total number of modes to be used and coefficients 
that can be determined are 2+n , since the geometric boundary conditions are already embedded into the 
analytical modes shapes and we have to write a square matrix to solve the system of equations (24). 

Finally, the rotation at a position outx  can be approximated by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )out2N2Nout1N1Nout22out11out x.tx.tx.tx.tt,xw ++++ ′+′++′+′=′ φαφαφαφα �              (25) 

4   Numerical Results 

A Matlab® program was developed according to assumptions made previously to determine 
rotational FRFs (RFRF) for an aluminum cantilever beam with dimensions 325500 ×× mm3. The beam was 
excited by a transversal force at its free end in the 0-1000 Hz frequency range (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Configuration of the numerical set-up 

According to the fundamental principles of pattern recognition [1], there are two approaches to 
compare curves. They are the so called “area method” and “deviation method”. For the area method, the 
curve difference is expressed by the average distance between the two curves but the shape of the curves is 
not considered. In the second method, the deviation value expresses the shape similarity of two curves and 
the distance between the two curves is neglected. 

In order to provide a quantitative comparison, an overall error term (fitness) was created to be 
used for comparisons between rotational FRFs (RFRF) from finite element and bimorph results, where 
their distance should be de minimum and their shape similarity should be the best at the same time. The 
total difference between two curves can be expressed with the following comprehensive fitness parameter: 
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                                                 (26) 

where fem
iii RFRFRFRFD bimorph −=∆ , ( ) NDD i�∆=∆  and N  represents the number of points into the range 

of analysis. 

Figure 2 shows the necessity of optimize the bimorph’s pair: length-position. It could be observed 
that for a specific output response point ( outx ) there is a great change for the fitness function in terms of 
the position of the bimorph sensor along the beam and in terms of bimorph’s length. 

The optimization process should be able to identify the best combination among the number of 
bimorphs and the pair length-position for each bimorph sensor. The fitness function (26) should present 
the minimum value possible in terms of dB, considering shapes similarities and distances between RFRF 
from bimorph and FEM results. 
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Figure 2. Fitness function according to 3 types of bimorph’s length and bimorph’s position along 
the beam. 

4.1   Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are adaptive heuristic search algorithm premised on the evolutionary 
ideas of natural selection and genetic. The basic concept of GAs is designed to simulate processes in 
natural system necessary for evolution, specifically those that follow the principles first laid down by 
Charles Darwin of survival of the fittest [2]. In this paper, genetic algorithm was used for optimal 
placement and sizing of bimorphs on a cantilever beam considering the fitness function presented in (26). 
A simple genetic algorithm based on binary basis was used with the following configuration: population 
size = 100; mutation rate = 0.005, crossover rate = 0.85 with five-point brake and chromosome with 6 bits 
for bimorph’s position and 8 bits for bimorph’s length for each bimorph sensor. The implemented GA is 
also responsible by choose between the two approximation method. Figures 3 and 4 presents best, average 
and worst fitness evolution and optimal results for two different beam’s point response: 100=outx mm and 

300=outx mm and three bimorphs patches. The optimal locations and size were found in Table 1. 

Similar numerical simulations were performed for the case of isotropic plates. In this case, the 
model consists of a simply supported aluminum rectangular plate with dimensions equal to 320 x 280 x 3 
mm, respectively. It was employed piezoelectric patches of the type PZT-5H with dimensions equal to 25 
x 25 x 0.5 mm, respectively.  All the analytical development shown here for beam type structures was also 
developed for the case of isotropic plates and it was not included here so that the length of the manuscript 
could fall within acceptable limits.  Details of this analytical development for plates can be found in [19]. 
Figure 5 depicts the positions of the bimorphs on the plate and the associated FE meshing for the 
numerical simulations. Figure 6 shows two numerical results obtained in this numerical simulation. 
Generally speaking, it is seen that a good match occurs between the “exact” FRF (FE only) and the results 
obtained for the associated plate and bimorphs.  
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Figure 3. Fitness evolution and comparison between FE (---) and bimorph () angular FRFs for 
beam angular response at 100mm 
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Figure 4. Fitness evolution and comparison between FE (---) and bimorph () angular FRFs for 
beam angular response at 300mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Piezoelectric bimorphs positioned on the aluminum plate 
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Figure 6 – Driving point FRF obtained for aluminum plate and bimorphs 

 

 1bx  1bs  2bx  2bs  3bx  3bs  

100=outx  20 8 51 36 302 26 
300=outx  28 9 81 36 311 41 

* all values are indicated in [mm] 

Table 1. Optimal locations and sizes for bimorph patches 
 

5   Experimental Results 

 

Figure 7 shows the basic experimental set-up used during the tests. The test used a PCB impact 
hammer 086C03 ( NmV28.2  without extender), a Kistler 8836M01 angular accelerometer (18.5 grams) to 
measure the angular acceleration, an ICP sensor power unit model 480C02 and a VDC power supply. 

Exponential windows were used in both the input and output signals and the angular 
accelerometer sensor were attached to the beam by a single 10-32 socket head cap screw. 4096 spectral 
lines were used into the Fourier signal analyzer (SignalCalc® ACE). 
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Figure 7. Experimental set-up 

Figure 8 shows a comparison between angular FRFs obtained by an angular accelerometer and 
the numerical results of one bimorph sensor for beam angular response at 250mm and 400mm, 
respectively. 

  

a) 250=outx mm b) 400=outx mm 

Figure 8. Comparison between Kistler 8836M01 (---) and numerical bimorph angular FRFs ( ). 

Notice that in the Fig. 8 the angular FRFs are quite similar but the angular FRF from angular 
accelerometer does not consider the presence of bimorph, as well as, angular FRF from numerical 
bimorph does not consider the presence of the angular accelerometer. Also, the noise that can be seen in 
the angular receptances is due the accelerometer low sensitivity (about 2//34 sradVµ ) which leads to low 
signal to noise ratio. 

A second experiment was performed by mounting bimorphs specially built on the top of a 
cantilever aluminum beam, as shown in Figure 9. The resulting measured FRF is shown in Figure 10 in 
comparison with the results obtained from FE analysis. A good match is seen to occur between 
experimental and numerical results, indicating that the experimental bimorphs represent a promising 
solution for curvature measurements in more complex structures.  
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Figure 9 – Piezoelectric bimorphs mounted on cantilever aluminum beam 

 

Figure 10 – Resulting FRF for experimental bimorph versus numerical simulations 

6     Conclusions 
 

In this work, dynamic analysis was proposed to evaluate a piezoceramic bimorph sensor that can 
provide curvature measurements from which, by interpolation techniques, angular frequency response 
functions can be determined. The comparison of the bimorph sensor results to those obtained directly by 
rotational degrees of freedom included in a finite element model shows that the bimorph sensor is reliable 
for rotational FRF measurements. The analysis also showed the suitability of the optimization algorithm to 
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obtain optimal locations and size of the bimorph sensor in beam-like structures in order to procure a good 
agreement between FE results and bimorph results. The experimental results obtained for the experimental 
bimorphs are promising in terms of real applications to more complex structures. The numerically 
simulated results obtained for plate like structures indicated that further work is necessary to get optimized 
locations for the bimorphs as well as an optimum number of patches to be mounted on the structure. In 
addition, it is also true that as far as practical applications are concerned, a calibration methodology for the 
bimorph sensors must be devised.  
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Abstract 
In this work, a direct least squares method of identifying imperfections in a single-axis MEMS ring sensor 

is proposed.  A single-axis ring sensor is characterised by two close modes of vibration (potentially 

separated by less than 0.001%) and very low levels of damping, both of which can hinder common modal 

identification methods.  The mass, damping and stiffness matrices are identified in a least squares sense.  

In contrast to methods documented for similar systems, constraints are placed on the system matrices so 

that they are symmetric.  The imperfection is then characterised in terms of the modal properties of the 

ring, extracted from the constrained system.  The modal identification algorithm is designed so that it can 

be extended easily to a multi-axis ring sensor possessing four close modes of vibration.  The efficacy of 

the modal identification algorithm is tested on simulated frequency response data. 

1 Introduction 

There is a large and growing market for low cost rate sensors, spread across many fields.  The introduction 

of MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) devices has led to new uses in the fields of automotive 

safety, image stability, navigation and biomechanics amongst others. The low cost and large production 

volume of MEMS gyroscopes in many cases makes them more desirable than conventional mechanical 

gyroscopes.  Smaller and more sensitive devices are required to meet the needs of new applications. 

 

   

Figure 1 – Schematic of a capacitive vibrating ring sensor 
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Figure 1 shows a schematic of the capacitive vibrating ring sensor considered in this work.  The sensor 

consists of a thin ring, typically a few millimetres in diameter, supported by a number of thin legs.  Table 

1 provides typical dimensions of the ring.   The ring, support structure and electronics are fabricated from 

silicon, to minimise the device cost and size.  This study considers a single-axis design, in which the ring 

undergoes in-plane vibrations, to measure rotation about the polar axis of the ring.  It is intended that the 

methods considered here are applicable to multi-axis designs, in which the ring undergoes in-plane and 

out-of-plane vibrations, to measure rotation about two or three axes. 

Outer Radius (Ro) 4.000 mm 

Inner Radius (Ri) 3.797 mm 

Axial height (b) 0.080 mm 

Table 1 - Ring dimensions 

The operation of single and multi-axis ring sensors is well documented [1-2].  In a single-axis gyro, the 

ring is driven in a ‘drive’ radial mode of vibration.  Coriolis forces couple the amplitude of vibration of the 

‘drive’ mode to the complementary radial ‘sense’ mode of vibration, and the amplitude of the ‘sense’ 

mode of vibration is proportional to the rate of rotation about the polar axis. 

In a perfect ring, the ‘drive’ and ‘sense’ modes have the same natural frequency, and the modes have 

indeterminate positions.  The in-plane motion of a thin perfect ring can be expressed as a series of sine and 

cosine terms for each integral number of nodal diameters (n).  The in-plane tangential (u) and radial (v) 

motions for a mode with n nodal diameters is given by: 
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where 1Q  and 2Q  are generalised coordinates, and θ is the angle from the Primary Drive electrode (PD).  

The two generalised coordinates correspond to antinodes of the two modes of vibration; for a perfect ring 

with degenerate modes, 1Q  and 2Q  will coincide with drive forces. 

 

Figure 2 - In-plane n = 2 flexural modes 

Figure 2 shows the motion of the 1Q  and 2Q  modes for a perfect ring lining up with PD and SD 

(Secondary Drive), i.e. ψ = 0.  The equations of motion governing the generalised co-ordinates are given 

by: 

 ( ) FKQQGCQM =+++ &&&  (2) 

where Q  is a vector containing the generalised coordinates, M, C and K are mass, damping and stiffness 

matrices respectively, and F is the generalised drive force.  For a perfect ring the mass and stiffness 

matrices are diagonal matrices, whilst it is common to assume that the damping matrix C is diagonal. The 

gyroscopic forces matrix G consists of off-diagonal terms proportional to applied rotation about the polar 

axis of the ring.  During testing the ring will not be subject to rotation, so G may be ignored. 
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Manufacturing uncertainties introduce small variations into the mass and stiffness properties of the ring 

and break the symmetry of the ring, making it imperfect.  To analyse the imperfect ring for a particular 

mode, the in-plane tangential (u) and radial (v) motions are approximated using equation (1). Rourke [3] 

showed in a Rayleigh-Ritz analysis that this approximation is valid for small imperfections, provided that 

the natural frequencies of these modes are distinct. A consequence of the presence of imperfections is that 

the equations of motion (equation (2)) become coupled, causing the natural frequencies to split.  In 

addition, the position of the modes becomes fixed, making it difficult to predict the orientation of the 

mode relative to the drive and sense electrodes.  To maximise the sensitivity of the device it is necessary 

to match the natural frequencies of the two modes.  For this reason, a method of identifying and correcting 

manufacturing imperfection is highly desirable. 

Fox [4] introduced the concept of the equivalent imperfection point mass, and proposed a method for 

identifying the location and size of the equivalent point masses that must be added to the nominally 

perfect ring to give an identical frequency split and mode orientation.  Rourke [3] generalised this concept 

to multiple modes, and approximated stiffness imperfection as a combination of radial and tangential 

springs.  This approach makes physical sense when correcting imperfection by removal of the equivalent 

point masses.  Electrostatic correction is preferred as it is fully reversible, so a more general 

characterisation of imperfection is desirable. 

Gallacher et al [5] used a circle fitting method to identify mass and stiffness matrices for an imperfect 

ring, in terms of a combination of ‘direct’ and ‘cross’ parameters.  Their approach is advantageous in 

being tailored to directly calculating corrective electrode voltages, but does not differentiate between mass 

and stiffness imperfection.  Experimental results showed this led to incomplete correction.  Circle fitting 

in the multi-axis case with up to four potentially overlapping close modes may also be problematic. 

2 Modal Identification 

In this work the mass, damping and stiffness matrices are identified from Frequency Response Function 

(FRF) measurements for the sensor.  A FRF of the system can be obtained using the pairs of drive and 

pickoff electrodes shown in Figure 1.  The complex amplitude of radial motion at the Primary and 

Secondary Pickoff electrodes (PPO and SPO respectively) is measured over a range of N drive frequencies 

(ω1 to ωN), for driving forces FP, FS applied at the Primary and Secondary Drive electrodes (PD and SD) 

respectively.  Using equation (2), the radial displacements Pv  and Sv  at the primary and secondary pick-

offs are given by: 
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where [ ] 12 −
++−= KCiM ωωα  is the receptance matrix for each excitation frequency ω .  Applying 

the driving forces separately, equation (3) can be expressed as: 
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where the subscripts P and S refer to the Primary and Secondary electrode sets.  The first stage of the 

method fits the N receptance matrices directly to a vector space model of mass, stiffness and damping 

matrices, in a least squares sense.  This method was chosen because it is straightforward to apply 

constraints to the vector space model.  

Using equation (4), receptance measurements for values of ω can be stacked as partitions in a matrix, to 

give: 
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i.e. [D] = [A][MCK]      

Fritzen [6]  showed that the error terms in a FRF of a mass, stiffness and damping system produce a bias 

when identifying parameters, i.e. solving equation (5) in a least squares sense gives a poor result.  Phani 

and Seshia [7] adapted the Instrumental Variable method to solve equation (5) in an unbiased least squares 

sense.  Although this improves the final estimate, it ignores the inherent symmetry in the problem, and 

further computation is required to get an accurate estimate of the damping matrix [C]. 

The approach taken in this paper is to note that matrices [M], [C] and [K] are symmetric and to further 

assume that [C] is diagonal.  To realise this, firstly all system matrices are constrained to be real, by 

splitting equation (5) into real and imaginary parts, to give: 
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Symmetry constraints are then imposed upon the mass and stiffness matrices, and a diagonal constraint is 

imposed upon the damping matrix.  This requires that equation (6) is reformulated so that [MCK] is a 

column vector: 
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second matrix columns respectively.  The P constraints 

to be applied to the system are set up as in equation (8), where [d] is a column vector of P zeros and [b] is 

a selection matrix.  The first and last rows of [b] constrain [M] and [K] to be symmetric, and the centre 

two rows constrain [C] to be diagonal. 
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The augmented problem of solving equation 5 subject to equation 8 is then one of least squares with linear 

equality constraints, which is readily solvable using standard methods such as QR factorisation or 

Lagrange Multipliers.  Formulated using Lagrange Multipliers, it is required to solve 8N + P equations in 

12 unknowns. 

For the single axis gyro under consideration, the net effect of imperfection can be readily expressed in 

terms of the split between the two natural frequencies ωs, the mode angle ψ (see Figure 1) and quality 

factors for the two modes of vibration.  A modal model of the ring is then produced, by solving the 

generalised polynomial eigenvalue problem in the identified matrices [M], [C] and [K].  The calculated 
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eigenvalues [λ] give information about the natural frequencies and damping factors of the system. The 

four eigenvalues occur as two conjugate pairs, λ1 and λ2,  from which the frequency split ωs is calculated: 

 21 λλω −=s  (9) 

The quality factor Q is a measure of the level of damping in the system, i.e. the sharpness of the resonance 

peaks.  Obtaining an accurate estimate of damping is essential to predicting the performance of the device. 

 
( )λ

λ

Re2
−=Q  (10) 

The identified eigenvectors [Φ] give the relative magnitude and phase of oscillation for each mode of 

vibration.  The relative magnitudes of each column in [Φ] give the orientation of each mode relative to the 

generalised coordinates. Equation 11 uses the first column of [Φ] to find the orientation of the first mode.  

The two modes of vibration of interest for n = 2 are necessarily separated by 45°. 

 ( )
[ ]
[ ]21

11tan
Φ

Φ
=ψn  (11) 

ψ is expressed as being in the region -22.5° to 22.5° relative to PD. 

The primary noise source acting on the measured vibrations is expected to be electrical noise in the 

measurement equipment, the effects of which are modelled as additive Gaussian noise with zero mean.  A 

preliminary study indicates that for an amplitude of motion of around 1 µm, the SNR is approximately 43 

dB. 

2.1 Characteristics of the Identification Problem 

The efficacy of the procedure is highly dependent upon the SNR, which is governed by a number of 

quantities.  Increased drive amplitude raises the SNR, however nonlinearities become more prevalent both 

in the applied drive force and the ring motion itself.  Preliminary tests have shown an amplitude of 1 µm to 

be a reasonable compromise. 

The gyro is designed to minimise damping effects; energy loss through supports is minimal and the system 

is encapsulated at low pressure.  Operational Q is likely to be of the order 12000, in extreme cases an 

order of magnitude higher. The resonance peaks are thus likely to be very sharp, so the sweep of 

frequencies over which a FRF is measured is critical.  The frequency sweep is normalised by the ring 

frequency split, to give the sweep parameter s in equation 12. 
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ωω

ωω

−

−
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Preliminary studies have shown a sensible maximum number of frequency samples N to be 1000, above 

which little difference in the accuracy of results is noted but computation time increases significantly. 

3 Numerical Examples 

The modal mass, damping and stiffness of the perfect ring under consideration are given in Table 2. 

Modal Mass, [MO] 5.7929×10
-7
 

Modal Damping, [CO] 4.0000×10
-6
 

Modal Stiffness, [KO] 4604.1 

Table 2 - Perfect ring system matrix entries 
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The system matrices [M] and [K] of the imperfect ring are then given by adding symmetric imperfection 

matrices [MR] and [KR] to [MO] and [KO] respectively.  It is assumed there are no perturbations to the 

damping matrix [C]. 

An initial test was performed to find the optimal frequency sweep for the test parameters.  Figure 3 shows 

the effects of the frequency sweep upon the accuracy of  identified system matrices [M] and [K], and the 

resultant effect upon the identified parameter ψ. The frequency split in this case was 0.35 Hz, and results 

are averaged over 1000 tests per sweep.  Figure 3 shows a tight sweep to be beneficial, but as the sweep 

reduces to a level close to the frequency split (s = 1) the error in [M] increases.  The value of the sweep 

parameter used in the following examples is s = 3.5. 
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Figure 3 - Effect of varying frequency sweep upon accuracy of identification 

To the initially perfect ring with diagonal system matrices [MO] and [KO] given in  Table 2, two example 

cases of symmetric perturbations [MR] and [KR] are added.  The damping Matrix [CO] is set such that for 

the initially perfect ring the Q factor for each mode is 12911. 

Both examples are tested with noise at the expected level of 43 dB below peak amplitude, as well as a 

noise level two orders of magnitude higher.  In both tests, the level of imperfection is set such that the two 

resonant peaks are close enough not to be visibly distinguishable, at below 0.5 Hz. 

Example 1 considers the case where the mode angle is small, but the frequency split is relatively large.  

This equates to a device where an applied force at PD produces oscillations with an antinode close to PD 

and PPO, approximating the ideal indeterminate situation but with suboptimal rotation sensitivity.  Table 3 

shows typical identification results for this example, at 43 dB noise: 

Matrix Imperfect Ring Identified Ring 
Difference between imperfect 

and identified [M], [C] & [K] 

2.362 2.755 2.314 2.993 +8.345×10
-5
% +8.82% 

[MR] (×10
-11
) 

2.755 -3.483 2.993 -3.443 +8.82% +5.874×10
-5
% 

4.000 0 3.999 0 +2.19×10
-4
% N/A 

[C] (×10
-6
) 

0 4.000 0 3.999 N/A +7.67×10
-4
% 

0.1117 0.2139 0.1779 0.2327 +8.350×10
-5
% +8.61% 

[KR] 
0.2139 -0.1202 0.2327 -0.1175 +8.61% +5.876×10

-5
% 

Table 3 - Example 1 System Matrices Identification 
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The percentage difference between the actual and identified system matrices [M], [C] and [K] are shown.  

The errors in identifying the ‘cross’ terms in [M] and [K] are significantly larger than identifying the 

‘direct’ terms, as they are much smaller values.  There is a significant degree of correlation in the 

percentage errors in identifying both ‘direct’ and ‘cross’ terms in [M] and [K]. 

Modal properties are extracted from the identified system matrices, and then ring parameters are 

calculated using Equations (9) to (11).  The mean and standard deviation of each parameter are given in 

Table 4, averaged over 1000 tests: 

-43dBNoise -23dB Noise Example 1 

Parameter 

Actual 

Value Mean SD Mean SD 

Frequency Split 

ωs (Hz) 
0.3586 0.3586 5.1×10

-6
 0.3593 5.2×10

-6
 

Mode Angle ψ - 0.6276° - 0.6280° 0.002° - 0.6286° 0.024° 

Q1 Mode QF 12911.5 12911.5 0.12 12916.1 11.99 

Q2 Mode QF 12910.4 12910.7 0.11 12911.3 13.75 

Table 4 - Example 1 Modal Parameters 

The natural frequencies (and thus frequency split) are identified with a standard deviation of 5×10
-6
 Hz.  

The high accuracy is a result of the errors in identifying the vector space model being highly correlated.  

The effect the imperfection has upon Q factors is small, as expected, as imperfection matrices [MR] and 

[KR] are four orders of magnitude smaller than [MO] and [KO]. 

Example 2 considers the case where the mode angle is oriented roughly halfway between PD and SD, but 

the frequency split is relatively small.  In this case, an applied force at either drive electrode would result 

in significant motion of both modes of vibration.   

Matrix Imperfect Ring Identified Ring 
Difference between imperfect 

and identified [M], [C] & [K] 

2.362 -2.755 2.019 -3.7434 +5.929×10
-5
% +25.852% 

[MR] (×10
-12
) 

-2.755 -0.3483 -3.7434 -3.042 +25.852% +7.606×10
-5
% 

4.000 0 3.999 0 +0.91×10
-4
% N/A 

[C] (×10
-6
) 

0 4.000 0 3.999 N/A +8.27×10
-4
% 

0.0112 0.0214 0.0085 0.0135 +5.928×10
-5
% +36.693% 

[KR] 
0.0214 -0.0120 0.0135 -0.0085 +36.693% +7.605×10

-5
% 

Table 5 - Example 2 System Matrices Identification 

Similarly to Example 1, the errors in identifying ‘direct’ terms in [M] and [K] are small and highly 

correlated.  The errors in identifying ‘cross’ terms are larger and differ significantly, however.  Table 6 

shows the mean and standard deviation of parameters calculated from modal properties, averaged over 

1000 tests: 

-43dB Noise -23dB Noise Example 2 

Parameter 

Actual 

Value Mean SD Mean SD 

Frequency Split 

ωs (Hz) 
0.1381 0.1381 5.1×10

-6
 0.1374 0.071 

Mode Angle, ψ 18.7420° 18.7420° 0.0005° 18.7437° 0.0117° 

Q1 Mode QF 12911.04 12911.01 0.09 12915.88 17.06 

Q2 Mode QF 12911.01 12910.96 0.09 12912.36 18.87 

Table 6 - Example 2 Modal Parameters 

The accuracy of the parameters derived from modal properties is high, despite significant percentage 

errors in the system matrices in Table 5.  Although the ‘cross’ terms in [M] and [K] are less well 
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correlated than in Example 1, their effect is small; from the example matrices identified in Table 5, ψ is 

identified as 18.7423°, an error of 0.0003°. 

4 Conclusions 

Imperfection in the manufacture of ring gyroscopes has the dual effects of fixing the orientation of the pair 

of n = 2 modes of flexural vibration, and splitting their natural frequencies.  Device sensitivity is 

maximised by aligning each mode of vibration to a drive electrode, and minimising the frequency split.  

Identifying imperfection in a ring is highly desirable as a precursor to correction of imperfection, as even a 

small decrease in frequency split can result in a comparatively large increase in sensitivity. 

In this work an algorithm is developed to identify imperfections in a single-axis ring gyroscope.  The 

algorithm is tailored to the system characteristics of two closely spaced modes (separated by 0.0025% in 

the example) and light damping.  In contrast to techniques for similar systems, system matrices [M], [C] 

and [K] are identified in a least squares sense directly from numerically simulated frequency response 

measurements, subject to appropriate constraints.  The system matrices are then converted to a modal 

model. 

The accuracy of the system matrices produced as an intermediate step varies considerably with the sweep 

of frequencies sampled, however the errors in [M] and [K] are found to be correlated.  As a result of this 

correlation, the converted modal model is robust to noise for the examples considered. Good correlation of 

frequency split, mode angle and Q factors are shown when noise is at the expected level, and also at a 

noise level 20 dB greater. 

Physical testing of a single-axis gyroscope is required to validate the algorithm, and to ensure the system 

is accurately modelled. The algorithm is designed such that it may be readily adapted for identification of 

a multi-axis ring gyroscope, with up to four similarly closely spaced modes. 
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Productivity Enhancement in Full Body Experimental 
Modal Analysis by Automated Non-Contact Vibration 
Measurement using a Novel Approach of Combining 3D-
Scanning Vibrometry with Industrial Robot Technology   

Sven Frank, , Matthias Schüssler,  Polytec GmbH, D-76337 Waldbronn 

 

Abstract 
A novel approach drastically reduces the laboratory time for experimental modal analysis. We describe a 
completely automated measurement workflow for acquiring vibration measurement data without the need 
for human interaction during the complete measurement.  
The new method is based on the well established 3D-Scanning Laser Vibrometry, an optical, non-contact 
whole-field vibration measurement technology. To achieve time saving in the measurement process, an 
integration of the 3D Laser Doppler Vibrometer with an industrial robot has been implemented.  

Surface elements of an FE model are used to create the measurement grid for the modal test. The 
measurement grid is segmented in optical accessible portions and the laser scanning heads are 
automatically positioned by aid of the robot. The measurement results are matched to the nodal points of 
the FE model and transferred to further post processing for modal analysis. With the shown installation all 
parts of a larger mechanical structure like a vehicle can be scanned one after another without the need for 
manually re-positioning the sensors. The achieved measurement results and productivity enhancements are 
presented in this paper. 

Keywords: SLDV, Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer, Experimental Modal Analysis, FE validation, 
NVH 

1. Introduction 
The development cycles of new car models are getting always shorter to have an advantage on the market 
against the competitors and to save costs. This fact as well the fact that the market requires more and more 
economical cars with less fuel consumption and thus less CO2 emission is a big challenge for the NVH 
departments.  

In the past decades car manufacturers succeeded very well in developing very comfortable cars in terms of 
noise and vibration and in making car always safer by a higher stiffness of the car structure. This 
convenient features caused that the car models became heavier. But this is in contradiction with lower fuel 
consumption. Therefore future car developments are focused on lighter weights by new designes and 
lighter materials. New mechanical properties of new materials have to be adapted to the simulation 
process. In order to produce accurate simulation results, the simulated model must be continuously 
updated with the results of the test department. 

The challenge of making cars lighter in a shorter time period without loosing the quality out of sight 
requires powerful and efficient measurement equipment with more and more automation.  
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Laser Scanning Vibrometer have shown in the past decade at plenty of applications that it is a great tool to 
shorten the measurement time and to improve the quality of measurement data. The advantage of a Laser 
Scanning Vibrometer for Modal Analysis is the contactless technique to measure the structure borne noise 
without influencing the vibration characteristic of the structure.  

Laser Scanning Vibrometers can be used instead of accelerometers and show many advantages. The 
orientation of a 3-axial accelerometer must determined in the coordinate system of the structure. This is a 
critical and time consuming procedure and is not necessary with Laser Scanning Vibrometer. The position 
of the Laser Scanning Vibrometer in the coordinate system must be aligned only once and it does not 
matter how many points on the structure shall be measured. The x-, y-, z-coordinates are measured 
directly by an integrated geometry module, or can be imported from a CAD-file.  

This new feature of importing geometries from other software packages improves the cooperation between 
the simulation department and the test department, because the test engineer can measure directly on 
points of the FEM-grid. An interpolation between the measurement points and FEM-points is not 
necessary anymore and saves a lot of time. 

A further step to a fully automated measurement system as well for Modal Analysis as for FEM validation 
is a robot system which positions a 3D- Laser Scanning Vibrometer even more efficiently for the 
metrological acquisition of vibrations. After every movement of the robot, the new position data of the 
sensor heads can automatically be transferred to the measurement system and be processed by it. This 
allows the measurement of vibrations on a whole car to be automated. Apart from that, the preparation of 
the measurement can be supported with robot simulation software, thus saving valuable test rig and 
prototype time. In the following application example, the metrological acquisition of frequency response 
functions of an entire vehicle chassis using a 3D Scanning Vibrometer and robot support is described in 
greater detail. The measured frequency response functions can be used to characterize the natural vibration 
behavior shown by the chassis with the aid of experimental modal analysis (EMA). 

2. Structure-borne noise measurement with Laser Doppler 
Vibrometers 
A Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) is based on the frequency shift that a laser beam goes through when 
reflected off of a structure with a velocity in the direction of the beam [1]. 

An LDV has as its main component: a laser, typically Helium-Neon, which produces a laser beam with a 
stable wavelength, λ, (632.8 nanometers) and frequency, f, (4.74 x 1014 Hz). The wavelength and 
frequency are related by the equation: 

c ⋅= λ f                             (1)                                          

Where c is the speed of light (2.9977 x 108 m/s). 

This beam is typically optically split inside the LDV to produce two beams. One beam, the reference 
beam, remains inside the instrument and acts as a frequency reference. The second, measurement beam, 
leaves the instrument. 

The measurement beam reflects off of a point on the structure. When the structure is in motion the 
reflected measurement beam’s frequency is shifted due to the Doppler effect. The frequency shift, Δf, is 
given by the formula: 

λ
vf 2

=Δ
                    (2)                                      
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Where v is the velocity of the structure in the direction of the laser beam and λ is the wavelength of the 
laser beam. The reflected beam is backscattered to the LDV where it is recombined with the reference 
beam and the frequency shift, ∆f, is measured by one of several methods. The frequency shift is typically 
converted by the LDV into an analog voltage for measurement by Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converters in 
the measurement workstation. Figure (6) shows the principle of a Laser Doppler Vibrometer. 

 

   Figure (1) Laser Doppler Vibrometer principle 

Scanning mirrors have proven to be excellent for positioning the measurement beam on different points on 
the object. The combination of an LDV with scanning mirrors is also described in the literature as a 
Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV) [2]. The scanning mirrors are controlled via the 
measurement workstation mentioned. This allows vibrations to be acquired across the surface and then 
displayed and evaluated. 

 

3. 3D Laser Doppler Vibrometers 
Laser Doppler Vibrometers are designed in such a way that emitted and received light follow the same 
optical path, called the optical axis. Light that is scattered back in other directions cannot be received. An 
LDV only measures the components of the object velocity which run in parallel to its optical axis. By 
simultaneously using three Laser Doppler Vibrometers that are aligned from different spatial directions on 
the same measurement point, 3D velocity signals can be acquired. These three LDVs do not necessarily 
have to be at right angles to each other. If set up at an oblique angle to each other, the results are given in 
an oblique angled coordinate system. With the aid of coordinate transformations, the data can be 
transferred into any right-angled coordinate system. 

Three combined LDVs that are focused on the same point are also called 3D LDV. By combining every 
sensor head with scanner mirrors, 3D velocity acquisition can also be carried out across the surface at 
many points on an object; this configuration is called 3D SLDV. 

When using a 3D SLDV, the coordinates of the measured object points have to be known to be able to 
position all the laser beams on particular object points. The positions and orientations of the scanning 
heads in the object coordinate system also have to be known. Polytec's software has implemented so-
called 3D alignment for this purpose, first described in [3]. Here, the laser beams have to be pointed at a 
couple of known object points. From the corresponding object coordinates and the angles of the scanner 
mirrors, the software calculates the positions and orientations of the scanning heads in space. 
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With the aid of the positions of the scanning heads and the coordinates of the measurement points, the 
direction of the laser beams can be expressed as a vector. Equation (1) is an example of a unit vector 
which expresses the direction of the laser beam of the first scanning head: 

( )zyx 1111 lllL =                       (3) 

The directional vectors of all three laser beams can be summarized in a matrix. This matrix is used to 
transform the vibrometer signals into the orthogonal object coordinate system: 
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v1, v2, v3: Measured vibrometer signals 

vx, vy, vz: Transformed vibrometer signals 

4. Fast and automated 3D Scanning Vibrometer measurements with an 
industrial robot 
The scan angle of a 3D Scanning Vibrometer is typically between ±10 and 20°. This scan angle and the 
size of the test lab limits the maximum scan area of one position of the three scan heads. The three scan 
heads must be repositioned several times in order to measure a complete car body. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Four separated positions of a 3D Scanning Vibrometer at a working distance of 2 m 

If the coordinates of all measurement points are known and given in the same coordinate system, the 
separated measurements can be stitched together to get a complete picture of the car body. A 3D 
alignment has to be done for every new position; it does not matter whether hundreds or thousands of 
points are measured at each position. Depending on the size of the test lab 10 to 20 separated positions can 
be necessary to get a full picture of a complete car. This gives potential for further automation and 
potential for further time and cost savings. 

Considering that a robot system always knows its position in space while it is operating, it is a perfect tool 
to position the 3D Scanning Vibrometer automatically for full car body measurements. This increases the 
degree of automation significantly, because the 3D alignment has to done only once, when the 3D 
Scanning Vibrometer is mounted the first time to the robot system. 
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An industrial robot is designed to be like a human arm. Using six rotation axes, all degrees of freedom in 
space can be settled. A seventh - linear - axis which can be used to move the entire robot arm increases the 
reach. The three rotation axes at the end of the robot arm are referred to as the robot hand. The tool to be 
moved is affixed to the flange on the sixth axis. In the application described here, the robot’s tool is the 
arrangement of the three scanning heads. 

A fixed arrangement of the scanning heads has been selected for mounting on the industrial robot. By 
means of the used fixture the scanning heads take a well defined position relative to the robot’s flange. 
The positions and orientations of the scanning heads can be obtained automatically. At any time, the 
software can calculate the position and orientation of the scanning heads automatically from the robot’s 
position data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. robot moves automatically to different scanning positions 

This transformation of the 3D-alignment, uses the coordinate systems, which are standardized in robotics. 
During installation, the 3D-alignment is performed on coordinates in the so called TOOL coordinate 
system. The TOOL coordinate system is defined relatively to the Robot’s flange. When moving the robot, 
the TOOL coordinate system moves together with the robot. The actual position and orientation of the 
TOOL coordinate system can be retrieved from the robot controller.  

The robot’s BASE coordinate system (also referred to as “user” coordinate system) is calibrated to 
coincide with the car’s coordinate system. This calibration uses the three lasers, being directed to an 
arbitrarily chosen point with known coordinates in the TOOL coordinate system. With help of the robot, 
the lasers can be moved to intersect on calibration points on the car. Out of the coordinates of those 
calibration points and the corresponding robot positions, the BASE coordinate system can be calculated.  

With the 3D-alignment in the TOOL coordinate system and the BASE coordinate system calibrated on the 
car, the positions of the scanning heads in the car’s coordinate system can be calculated for any robot 
position. 
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Measurement points can either be imported from FEM programs or can be ascertained interactively. 
During interactive measurement point definition, the 3D coordinates are ascertained by the integrated 
geometry measurement. The result of the geometry measurements from different robot positions is shown 
in Figure 4. 

 

  Figure 4. Interactively defined and measured 3D geometry, 1094 measurement points 

Before starting the measurement, the robot positions are defined, from which the measurement is made. 
This can either be done directly on the robot using "teach-in" or through robot simulation software. The 
robot positions and path are saved in a robot program. A calculation is carried out to ascertain which 
measurement point can be reached optimally from which robot position. For this purpose, special software 
has been developed which takes into consideration the angle of incidence of the laser beams on the surface 
as well as possible shadowing.  

Figure 5 shows the simulation of an installation with two robots and two measurement systems. An 
installation of this kind an be used to measure all the external surfaces of a vehicle including underbody.  
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Figure 5.  Preparation of the measurement in the robot simulation software 

5. Workflow 
The communication between the measurement system and the robot system makes it to a fully automatic 
measurement workstation. The communication has been realized via network, using an OPC client/server 
architecture. 
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         Figure 6. Workflow of the Roboscan workstation 

After obtaining the geometry either by import from another software package or by measurement, using 
the integrated geometry module, there are two ways of  defining the robot positions: 

One possibility is to define the scan areas manually in front of the measurement object by using the teach-
in function of the robot. The robot is moved with a remote control to different positions. This positions are 
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saved in the robot system to do later 3D Scanning Vibrometer measurements at each position. More 
convenient is using a robot simulation program, where the robot positions for measurement can be defined 
in virtual reality. 

When the measurement is started and the robot moves to the first position, the measurement system 
receives a trigger signal as soon as the robot reached the first position. After finishing the measurement at 
the first position, the 3D Scanning Vibrometer triggers the robot to move to the second position and so on. 

After finishing the measurements for all robot positions, the individual results are stitched together 
automatically. The results can be displayed as Operational Deflection Shapes (ODS) in the Scanning 
Vibrometer Software. The FRF’s for every scan point as well as the grid can be exported to external 
software packages for Modal Analysis and FE-Model updating. 

6. The Measurement  
The object under investigation was a Mercedes C-Class. For the test, the vehicle was excited by an 
electromagnetic shaker at one point. The pseudo random excitation signal was selected which is a periodic 
noise-like signal that is adjusted to suit the settings of acquisition mode [4, 5].The force applied was 
measured using a force transducer and was used as reference signal for all measurements. The total 
installation is shown in figure 7. 

 

                     Figure 7.  Measurement setup with scanning heads on robot, vehicle measured, shaker excitation 
and workstation for data acquisition/evaluation 

At a total of 43 robot positions, 1094 measurements points have been defined. The chosen frequency 
bandwidth was 200Hz and the selected frequency resolution 1Hz. The measurement time for each point 
was 5 seconds. 

The 3D Scanning Vibrometer measures and saves for all 1094 points the frequency response and the 
excitation force signal. The software stitches the measurements taken from 43 different positions to one 
complete file of the car structure    
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In figure 8, one of the deflection shapes measured is shown. In the picture both the undeformed object 
(black lines) and also the deformed object (white lines with surfaces) are shown. 

 

Figure 8.  Measured deflection shape at 51 Hz.  

More clearly illustrated than through an individual image, the deflection shapes measured can be analyzed 
as 3D-animation in the software. 

An important application of the measurement results is the comparison of FEM simulation models with 
the measurement data derived from the experimental modal model. For this purpose, the measurement 
data is made available to the commercially available software packages for experimental modal analysis 
(EMA). A corresponding example was published in [6]. The EMA extracts the modal parameters from the 
measured transmission functions - the natural vibration shapes (mode shapes) with the corresponding 
eigenfrequencies and modal dampings. These results can be compared to the natural vibration shapes and 
the eigenfrequencies calculated from the simulation. Furthermore, the computation engineers get the 
values for modal damping. The simulation models can now be adapted in such a way that they generate 
the same natural vibration shapes and eigenfrequencies as the measurement. 

The comparison with the simulation models is often still carried out today through interactive evaluation 
and visual comparisons. Measurement grids and FEM grids are usually generated separately from each 
other. By using the robot-supported 3D Scanning Vibrometry, it is now possible to use points selected 
from FEM grids for the measurement. The measurement results are then at the same coordinates as the 
simulation results. This then allows better computer support to be achieved when updating the simulation 
models, which permits the model updating to be faster, more precise and more efficient. 

An important criteria for evaluating the quality of the data is the coherence between excitation and 
response signals. Figure 9 shows the color coded coherence of the measurement points at the frequency 
51Hz (deflection shape in figure 8). The coherence is everywhere 1 except two small areas on the roof 
where the coherence drops down to 0,9. The coherence over the frequency shows similar results. This 
supports the conclusion that there is excellent correlation between the excitation signal and the response 
signal. Through robot supported positioning of the scanning heads, it was possible to measure every 
measurement point from an optimal distance and at an optimal angle. This means that the intensity of the 
light scattered back was so high that it was no longer necessary to prepare the surface at measurement 
points with a reflective coating. 
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Figure 9. color coded coherence at the frequency 51Hz. The coherence is between 0,9 and 1. 

The complete measurement of the car structure as described above took 1.5 hours. The total time to 
position the robot 43 times was approximately 5 minutes, which is almost negligible. The measurement 
time is basically defined by the chosen frequency resolution. To double the number of measurement points 
would also double the measurement time. But no additional time for setup or alignments would be 
necessary.  

A comparison with an accelerometer measurement for this purpose is difficult, because it is almost 
impossible to glue 1094 accelerometers on one car structure. But when we suppose to measure with 300 
accelerometers and estimate the time for one accelerometer with 15 minutes for gluing, aligning and 
measuring the orientation, calibrating and cabling, it would result in a overall measurement time of 75 
hours. The above described technique would save more than 70 hours of working and test lab time and the 
results would be available much earlier. 

Calculating the cost saving can only be an estimation, because the internal costs for a test engineer and the 
test lab is different everywhere. But let’s assume the working hour costs for a test engineer is 80€/hour 
and the test lab 200€/hour. This example saves costs of more than 20.000€ for one test. 

7. Summary 

Laser Doppler Vibrometry has already increased significantly the quality and productivity of structure 
borne noise measurements in the past. This contactless measurement technique became not only in the 
automotive industry an essential equipment for vibration measurements. The increased measurement point 
density on the one hand improves the meaningfulness of the results of experimental modal analysis; on the 
other hand higher frequency ranges can be acquired for acoustic simulations.  

The combination of a Laser Doppler Vibrometer with an industrial robot can further increase the quality 
and productivity of vibration measurements. The data quality can be improved through more favorable 
angles of incidence, by an optimized working distance for every position (no surface preparation 
necessary). Time and money can be saved, because of the high degree of automation. 

The capability of importing a grid from an external simulation software improves also the productivity in 
the simulation department, because no interpolations between the measurement grid and simulated grid is 
necessary anymore.  

The principle of the automated vibration measurement has been shown. The fully automated workflow of 
the measurement process has been explained. Results of an example measurement are published which 
document an excellent quality of the measuement. 
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Vibration platform for the calibration of optical sensors

R. Kruse, T. Meyer
Oldenburg University, Institute of Physics
26111 Oldenburg, Germany
e-mail: roland@aku.physik.uni-oldenburg.de

Abstract
Within the project KOLOS (Cost-Effective Laser Sensor for Optical Vibration Measurements), funded by
the German Ministry of Economics and Technology (16IN0487), a laser sensor is developed for measuring
amplitudes of in-plane surface vibrations. The sensor is based on the evaluation of speckle patterns and will
provide an alternative to costly laser vibrometers and conventional accelerometers which have to be adhered
to the surface.
For evaluation of the sensor’s performance and it’s calibration, a small vibration platform has been con-
structed based on five electro dynamical shakers driving a 5 x 5 cm2 aluminium plate to which samples with
miscellaneous surface properties can be attached. It offers the reproduction of three dimensional vibrations
in the frequency range from 30 - 1000 Hz with deflection amplitudes of up to 250 µm. Special care has been
taken to avoid undesired rotational movements of the plate and to minimize mechanical “crosstalk”. A PC
/ Matlab based active control has been utilized to precisely adjusting the vibration amplitude to any preset
value and to cancel residual unwanted vibrations (crosstalk) in non-excited spatial directions. This calibra-
tion system can be a valuable tool for testing and calibration of multi-dimensional adherent or contact-less
vibration sensors.
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Acoustic absorption measurements of moving structures 
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1
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Microflown Technologies, Zevenaar, The Netherlands, tijs@microflown.com 
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HAN university, dpt. Vehicle Acoustics, Arnhem, The Netherlands 

Abstract 
Some absorbing materials can behave differently under influence of flow and measurements need to be 

taken under these conditions. With traditional methods like the Kundt’s tube and the reverberant room it is 

not feasible to measure the sample reflection or absorption under these conditions. Instead the insertion 

loss can be measured in a duct, but this value can be different from the actual material transmission.   

Up to now there is no effective control during production of absorbing materials. With current methods it 

is only possible to make sample wise checks that do not give a direct response, are time consuming, costly 

and might not reflect the behavior of a larger batch. A real time measurement system is needed to ensure 

quality at a production line.   

In this report the pressure-velocity based free field impedance method is also used to measure moving 

acoustic absorbing materials and materials under influence of DC flow. 

1 Introduction 

Depending on the sample and it structure the absorbing properties might change under influence of flow. 

Modeling can be difficult and certainly needs to be supported by actual measurements. It is impossible to 

build a tube based on the method of Kundt that has a fully reflective endplate for sound but is able let 

through DC flow. To introduce flow in a reverberant room but not introduce noise would require a special 

anechoic wind tunnel and would be unpractical and very costly. 

There are different techniques available to test acoustic absorbing materials. Many times a combination of 

several methods is used to assess the behavior of a new material. But to test material consistency in a 

production line an in situ method is necessary. It is often not possible to make sample wise checks are 

frequently enough to guarantee product consistency. 

One special problem is the absorption measurements on roads after opening for traffic. The acoustic 

absorption coefficient is a measure for the road absorption, but also gives valuable information about the 

structure of the material and the degree of pollution after some time. After the road is opened for traffic it 

is very costly to close down the road for measurements. A technique is needed that is able to measure at 

high speeds (80km/h at highways) not to cause traffic congestion. 

This study gives the first results of the PU probe based free field surface impedance technique used under 

DC flow conditions and with moving samples to address the above mentioned problems. To calculate the 

material absorption and reflection coefficient the acoustic impedance is needed. Impedance is the ratio of 

pressure and velocity. Pressure can be measured with a microphone. The velocity can be calculated out of 

two microphone spaced at a certain distance, but can also be measured directly. This direct PU method 

makes use of a so-called Microflown particle velocity sensor, see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. PU free field impedance setup 

Many studies show this method is able to measure under all angles of incidence [1] and can be used in 

more noisy conditions [2] (e.g. regular office), and even reverberant conditions [3] (e.g. car or airplane) 

and with millimeter resolution [4]. 

2 Impedance measurements with DC flow 

2.1 Sensor windshield 

A disadvantage of the standard particle velocity sensor is the susceptibility to wind. To reduce turbulences 

the sensor is housed within a special nose cone, see Figure 2. The cone is directed perpendicular in the 

wind direction. Velocity being a vector is measured in the other direction perpendicular to the material. 

This windshield has already been tested successfully for measuring intensity up to 30m/s [5]. 

 

Figure 2. Left: The inner parts of the nose cone. Right: stream lined nose cone 

2.2 Measurements close to the material 

In a laminar flow the absorbing material can induce turbulence. The sensors in the close proximity of the 

sample can be affected by this. Less influence of turbulence is experienced when the distance from the 

Microphone 

Velocity 

sensor 
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material is increased. The sensor is directed to the material perpendicular to the air flow, see Figure 3. The 

distance from the probe to the material is varied. 

 

Figure 3. The acoustic damping material and probe are positioned at the exit of the wind tunnel 

Measurements 15 millimeter distance 

When the signals of both sensors are analyzed an increasing disturbance at higher wind speed can be 

observed at lower frequencies, both for pressure but especially for the velocity sensor. 
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Figure 4. Sensor deviation 15mm from the material at various flow speeds. 

Left: pressure, right: velocity 
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Figure 5. Impedance deviation 15mm from the material at various flow speeds.  

Left: Z magnitude, right: Z phase 
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Measurements 45 millimeter distance 

When the measurement distance increased it is shown the microphone is almost not affected while the 

velocity is still distorted but not overloaded. However impedance is the ratio of p/u. Because this 

turbulence is not common to both sensors and is averaged to zero when the transfer function is taken, see 

Figure 7. This reduction of no common noise is earlier used during intensity measurements in [5]. The 

impedance measurement is almost not affected below 200Hz up till 5m/s wind speeds and below 400Hz at 

7.4m/s. 
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Figure 6. Sensor deviation 45mm from the material at various flow speeds.  

Left: pressure, right: velocity 
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Figure 7. Impedance deviation 45mm from the material at various flow speeds. 

Left: Z magnitude, right: Z phase 
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3 Measurements on a moving sample 

 

Figure 8. A round patch of "cotton felt" absorbing material is rotated on a pick-up 

A 95mm diameter patch of “cotton felt” is mounted on a rotated disk with increasing speed. A standard 

probe positioned at 15cm from the surface the absorption coefficient is measured and compared relative to 

the still standing sample. If the measurement time is reduced errors in the FFT calculation occur starting at 

lower frequencies. Figure 9 shows it is still possible to determine the absorption with reasonable accuracy 

using standard non parametric transfer function estimation if an area of constant surface impedance is 

measured for more than 0.05 seconds. Driving on a highway at 80km/h this means the resolution of this 

method would be 1.1 meter. At 0.04 seconds errors occur at lower frequencies. Results at even shorter 

time periods might be achieved in the future with dedicated parametric estimation methods. 
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Figure 9. Absorption coefficient with decreasing measurement time 
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4 Conclusions 

Current techniques to determine material reflection and absorption are ineffective to be used with DC flow 

and to measure on moving samples. In the previous paragraphs the PU free field impedance technique has 

shown to be able to measure under these conditions. 

Measurements show the presented pressure-velocity method was not affected by turbulence induced in the 

presence of the material at wind speeds up to 5m/s wind speeds from 200 Hz upwards and 7.4m/s higher 

than 400Hz. With a dedicated nose cone to reduce the disturbance to wind the velocity sensor is less 

affected. Because the noise is not coherent to both sensors and taking the transfer function instead of the 

auto-spectrum the turbulent wind noise further reduced. 

Tests at higher wind speeds have to be taken because the probe reached the maximum wind speed of the 

used wind tunnel. In the measurements the source volume produced roughly 60dB SPL at the probe 

position. This level can be increased reduce the influence to wind. Also a larger distance between the 

probe and the material would improve the results. 

It is possible to determine the absorption coefficient when the measurement time above an area of constant 

impedance is 0.05 seconds or larger. For instance if a sample is moving at a speed of 20km/h the area 

would then be 28cm and 110cm at 80km/h. More sophisticated parametric transfer function estimation 

methods might further improve this spatial resolution. In [3] is shown the method can be used in a highly 

reverberant car and [6] shows it is even possible to measure with background noise only instead of an 

actual source. This indicates there is a good potential for this method to be used in a production 

environment. Future measurements will have to show to which extend the background noise actually is of 

influence. 
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Abstract
The Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS), as an alternative to the conventional Component Mode Synthesis
(CMS) approaches in structural dynamics, is used to gain dynamical properties of an assembly through
spatial coupling of two or more sub-components. The WBS has been recently developed in order to speed-
up the numerical computations while retaining acceptable accuracy of the results of the assembly. The
WBS approach involves calculation, modification and selection of a limited set of basis functions that, in
the frequency range of interest, properly describe the behavior of the coupling interface between the sub-
components. This limited set of basis functions is then used in a spatial-domain coupling resulting in a much
lower number of equations than one would get in the case of the conventional CMS methods. This feature
makes the WBS especially appealing in iterative-based numerical calculations like in structural-dynamic
modification studies or in optimization. However, as the basis functions are dependent on the full-assembly’s
properties, and since these properties are generally changing when there is some modification in one or more
sub-components, the issue of robustness of the basis functions is addressed in this paper. The paper also
exposes some other issues in the basis-function calculation, namely selection and sensitivity. A new scalar
function criterion to asses the quality of synthesis or coupling in general is also proposed. The industrial
applicability is demonstrated on an industrial-sized, automotive test case.

1 Introduction

Despite the fact that the computer power is ever increasing, the computational needs in numerical approaches
like finite elements or boundary elements are also becoming larger. This means that larger numerical mod-
els have to be calculated which still represents a large burden for modern computers. This is also the case
in vibro-acoustic modeling where models with millions of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) are being analyzed,
which involves very time consuming computations. This is especially true in modification, parametric or
optimization studies or when dealing with nonlinear models. These are the main reasons why, nowadays,
a large model (assembly) is divided into several parts (sub-components) and the whole system is then be-
ing analyzed with a substructuring in mind. Therefore, fast assembly predictions are becoming ever more
important in vibro-acoustics where design decisions and speed of calculations are becoming more important.
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To overcome the problem of the time-consuming calculations, especially for large models, several con-
densation techniques have been developed. Usually these approaches are also used along with coupling
(substructuring) approaches. Examples of such approaches are static (Guyan) reduction in the spatial do-
main, the generalized dynamic reduction in the frequency domain or the most frequently used approach,
some variant of the Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) approach that employs condensation as well as cou-
pling [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, when dealing with a huge amount of DOFs, especially when there are
many DOFs at the coupling interface, even these approaches can be very hard to use when multiple calcu-
lations and iterations are required. Actually, without the use of a supercomputer many of such calculations
might not even be possible, unless, unrealistic simplifications are made on the model. All these problems
arise mainly due to a relatively large number of the kept DOFs at the (coupling) interface, despite condensa-
tion of the internal DOFs1 to only a few virtual DOFs.

To overcome these problems, and, to enable numerical calculations of huge models and, the Wave-Based
Substructuring (WBS) approach has been recently developed [8, 9]. In general, the WBS can very accurately
predict a modification much faster than the direct approach (i.e. approach without the use of substructuring),
and also much faster than the conventional CMS methods (i.e. substructuring-based approaches). As the
number of DOFs at the coupling interface increases, the speed gain becomes even larger (with respect to
the conventional approaches). The overview and basic principles of the WBS the reader can find in Donders
et al. [8, 9] while the examples of concrete applications and usage can be found in [10, 11, 9]. In the following
sections the basic principles, the calculation and sensitivity of the basis functions and some corresponding
criteria, will be addressed.

2 WBS basic principles

2.1 The goal

The WBS’ main role is to be an efficient and accurate substructuring tool, enabling fast, iteration-based
computations. Figure 1 shows a typical problem in a modern numerical simulation analysis involving a huge
amount of DOFs. In such time-consuming calculations, the WBS represents an essential part in order to
perform virtual simulation studies with less uncertainty involved - due to the fact that with WBS, one can
use much more detailed models than with other substructuring approaches.

2.2 The background

The basic principle of the WBS is to reduce the connection DOFs using a suitable set of approximation
functions, the basis functions. This can be done either with or without condensation of the internal DOFs.
Though condensation of the internal DOFs is of course also one of the main benefits in substructuring ap-
proaches and is, in most cases, also employed in the WBS. Several condensation approaches like the Guyan
static reduction, the generalized dynamic reduction or the versatile CMS techniques, can be coupled with
the basic principles of the WBS to form a new type of the approximation/transformation with the aim to
condense the system as much as possible.

The best way to look at this is to see how the WBS can be used together with the CMS methods where its
strength is readily seen. Namely, in the CMS approaches the full (assembly) system is divided into many
substructures while each substructure is further divided into the connection, b, and internal, i, DOFs. The
internal DOFs are then condensed out while the connection DOFs remain intact, see Fig. 2. For example, the
classical, Craig-Bampton CMS approximates each substructure’s internal DOFs with a linear combination of
k fixed-interface normal modes, Φik, plus the fixed-interface static deflection shapes, Φib. The connection

1Internal DOFs are DOFs that are not on the interface between two or more substructures
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∆W

Modification

Substructuring (WBS)

Basis-functions extractionOptional supermodels

Initial structure
(huge amount of DOFs)

 

Figure 1: A typical example of the structural dynamics modification study, employing the WBS, where sev-
eral calculations are required. The figure shows a body-in-white (BIW) as an example of a complex structure
(many DOFs). Pictures on the left side schematically depict the typical substructuring steps involved in such
cases. ∆W is an optional, basis functions correction matrix, that can be efficiently computed after each
modification.
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DOFs, xb, remain intact. The corresponding transformation matrix to project the original base x to a smaller
set of independent coordinates, xa, is [6](

xi

xb

)
=
[

Φik Ψib

0 I

](
pk

xb

)
= T CBxa Ψib = −K−1

ii Kib (1)

with xa being the approximate, reduced set of coordinates. This is the well known fixed-interface CMS. Sim-
ilar forms exist for many free-interface CMS methods where one variant is the Rubin-Martinez’s approach
with the corresponding transformation matrix [6](

xi

xb

)
=
[

[Φ̂ik −ΨibΨ−1
bb Φ̂bk] ΨibΨ−1

bb

0 I

](
pk

xb

)
= T RMxa (2)

with Φ̂ as the free-interface modes, including the rigid-body modes and with Ψ as the residual-attachment
modes [6]. The matrix T RM has the same form as the Craig-Bampton transformation matrix from Eq. (1),
T CB , but with a different set of Ritz vectors2. Having a transformation matrix for each substructure after
employing the compatibility conditions between the substructures one gets an assembled system with only a
small subset of DOFs with respect to the full, non-condensed system, e.g. [3, 6, 12]. Nevertheless, the main
bottleneck of such approaches is that the resulting system still possesses a large amount of the connection
DOFs though the number of the kept internal coordinates3 is small. Moreover, the resulting matrices of
the reduced, assembled system of equations, do not possess the same degree of sparsity as the original, full
system.

To reduce the number of the connection DOFs as well, the WBS approach adds the following approximation
for the connection DOFs, xb (

xi

xb

)
=
[

I 0
0 W

](
xi

pw

)
(3)

which can be used together with any substructuring approach, employing the reduction or not. If Eq. (3) is
used together with the CMS methods then one gets, e.g., for the Craig-Bampton case(

xi

xb

)
=
[

Φik ΨibW
0 W

](
pk

pw

)
= T WCBpa. (4)

The major benefit of this approach is that if one can find a suitable, reasonably small set of basis functions,
W , these condense the connection DOFs to only a few generalized connection DOFs, pw. It should be noted
that the matrix W is a global matrix, i.e., it reflects the global properties common to all the substructures at
the interface coordinates xb, while all other terms in T WCB are local properties for each substructure. An
example of the compatibility conditions between two substructures, say a and b from Fig. 2, would be

x
(a)
b = x

(b)
b

W (a)p
(a)
w = W (b)p

(b)
w

(5)

which results to
p(a)

w = p(b)
w = pw (6)

as W (a) = W (b).

2.3 Basis functions calculation/extraction issues

We already depicted that the basis functions, W , are the global properties of the whole structure (full as-
sembly) and that is why we will call them waves. The substructures that share the common DOFs at the

2Essentially all the CMS methods are special cases of the Ritz approximation.
3In the CMS methods, the kept internal coordinates are actually virtual, modal coordinates.
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(a)

a b

(b) (c)

a b a b

Figure 2: Two substructures, s = {a, b}, connected in three different configurations: (a) coupling with
no condensation employed; (b) CMS-based coupling with condensation of the internal DOFs; (c) WBS-
based coupling with condensation of the internal and the connection DOFs. The empty circles represent
the internal DOFs at some substructure s, x

(s)
i , filled circles represent the boundary (connection) DOFs, xb,

shared among substructures, the empty squares represent the condensed internal DOFs, p
(s)
k , whereas the

filled squares represent the condensed connection DOFs, pw.

interface also share the common set of waves, W . Actually, one can use any set of waves as long such a set
correctly approximates the connection coordinates, see Eq. (6). In general, a modal analysis on the full or
on a partially reduced model (Guyan reduction, a CMS-based model, the generalized dynamic reduction, the
SEREP reduction) can be used as a basis for waves extraction – the part of the modal matrix corresponding
to the connection DOFs represents such a basis but not necessarily the waves directly. The extreme cases
are cases where authors use a reduction of the full system to condense out all the DOFs but the connection
ones, and use the resulting modal matrix of the reduced system (interface modes) to condense the connection
DOFs. Although working examples can be found in [2, 5, 12, 13], such approaches, accurate or not, usually
cause calculation problems due to the costly calculation of the transformation matrices involved in reducing
the whole system. Moreover, one can find that calculating the waves this way, i.e., by reducing the whole
system to the interface DOFs only (using a certain condensation), usually is not accurate enough when only
a small subset of such modes are used in the subsequent WBS. But, if the set of the basis functions is not
small enough (with respect to the number of the connection DOFs), there is no benefit of using the WBS. So,
the main challenge in the WBS is not just to find a suitable set of basis functions (waves) but to make this
set as small as possible while still retaining the accuracy of the whole, synthesized model (full assembly).
In the forthcoming sections, some results are shown on how to justify the use of a ”small set” of waves in
the WBS. In general, no matter how one selects and calculates the waves, an appropriate wave selection and
modification procedure must be employed as well in order to get a small and valid set of waves.

3 Sensitivity of the basis functions in the WBS

Although sensitivity analyses in the WBS have been performed in the past [8], we extended our study further
to see if there are other possibilities in basis functions calculation that meet the requirements mentioned in
Sec. 2.3.

3.1 Global basis functions

The simplest case of the WBS implementation is the one coupled with the Craig-Bampton CMS approach,
Eq. (4). Now, suppose that a structural modification is performed on some local part of the system and the
analysis is run many times. The use of the WBS is appealing in such a case, but there is a question how much
a certain, local modification, changes the waves. Namely, waves are the global properties, see Sec. 2.3, which
are influenced by the properties of the whole system. Considering Eq. (4) for each substructure involved in
the assembly, the overall system of the condensed equations for all the substructures together, and for the
case of free and undamped vibration, reads

Maẍa + Kaxa = 0⇒ Φa, ω (7)
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the modal matrix of the reduced system, Φa, along with the portion of
the Φa that belongs to the generalized internal coordinates, Φi

a.

from which the modal matrix, Φa and the natural frequencies, ω, of the reduced system are extracted. The
reduced mass and the reduced stiffness matrices (collected over the s substructures) are

Ka =


Λ1 0 . . . 0
0 Λ2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 . . .
. . . W T ∑

s(K
s
rbb

)W

 Ma =


I 0 . . . M1

ibW
0 I . . . M2

ibW
...

...
. . .

...

W T M1
bi W T M2

bi

. . . W T ∑
s(M

s
rbb

)W

 . (8)

We further assume that in the structural dynamic modification cases, mass changes are small while stiffness
changes can be much larger and that the local modifications on some substructure do not affect the reduced
connection coordinates in Ka, the b-coordinates related terms. Therefore, only the changes at the reduced
internal coordinates have some effect on changing the matrix Φa – the coordinates corresponding to the Λi

terms from (8). Applying the classical sensitivity analysis and considering all the reduced modal vectors in
the calculation of the changes, one can deduct the following expression for the change of the m-th modal
vector of the reduced system (8) with respect to the changes of the internal-coordinates-related stiffness terms
from the reduced stiffness matrix Ka

∆Φam ≈
∑
ij

∂Φam

∂kaij

∆kaij = Φa∆ω̄m

(
Φi

a
T ∆k̄Φi

a

)
m

(9)

where Φi
a is the part from Φa that corresponds to the reduced internal coordinates, see Fig. 3, (·)m depicts

the m-th column of the matrix while ∆ω̄ and ∆k̄ are

∆ω̄m =


1

ω2
1−ω2

m
0 . . . 0

0
. . . . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . 1
ω2

na
−ω2

m

 ∆k̄ =

 ∆k1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 . . . ∆kni

 (10)

with ni being the number of all the reduced internal DOFs and na being the number of all the reduced DOFs,
ni + nw. nw is the the number of reduced connection coordinates due to the use of waves. It is easy to
see that the last three matrices from (9) can be calculated only once, so that one can compute the overall
changes in the reduced modal matrix, ∆Φa, quite efficiently. ∆Φa corresponds to the reduced coordinates,
i.e., coordinates pa from (4). To get the actual, physical modal matrix which also includes the modes at
the interface (and essentially the waves), the following relation can be found (for the Craig-Bampton-based
WBS)

Φ = T aΦa T a =


Φ1

ik 0 . . . Ψ1
ib

0 Φ2
ik . . . Ψ2

ib
...

...
. . .

...

0 . . .
. . . Ibb

 (11)
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What is also obvious is that the changes in ∆k̄ are actually natural frequency changes, ∆Λ, collected from all
the substructures. And these changes, however, are the local changes computed on each substructure alone
(in the fixed-interface configuration). This is true as the local modes in the Craig-Bampton-based WBS are
mass-normalized. Usually, the local modification is performed on a limited set of substructures, one in most
cases, so the size of the matrices ∆k̄ and Φi

a are reasonably small.

Similar expressions can be found for other types of the WBS, e.g., for the Rubin-Martinez-based WBS. Once
having such expressions, this can be used to either calculate the new, corrected set of basis functions (waves)
due to some modifications, or to check if the changes are small enough and no modifications are necessary.

3.2 Pseudo-global basis functions

In the previous sections it was seen that if the waves are to be used for DOF reduction at the interface, the
waves have to reflect the global properties in order to get a reasonably smaller set of generalized DOFs at
the interface, and, thus gain on performance the WBS offers. Usually we extract the global interface modal
matrix in some way and then, modify it and finally extract only a small portion of the modified basis functions
to get a small set of waves.

However, according to the extensive studies on the basis function calculation (will be shown in Sec. 5), and
most importantly, with respect to their sensitivities due to local changes, e.g., Sec. 3.1 and [8], it was found
that, in general, the waves are not sensitive to moderate local changes and can be used unchanged during
SDM studies.

Even more, it was also noted that, under special considerations, the source for the basis functions (waves)
can also be calculated from a partial model only, i.e., by decoupling a region around the interface under con-
sideration and using such a local/partial model to extract the waves from, Fig. 4. Note that this removes the
need to perform the modal analysis for the full assembly. But, as such a partial model actually encapsulates
the properties of all the substructures connected through the interface where the waves are being sought,
although not all of them, the such obtained waves were named pseudo-global waves. One should note that
the source for the waves, usually the modal vectors at the interface, obtained in such a manner are definitely
not the same as the classical, local modes in the conventional CMS approaches. Namely, in the conventional
CMS methods, Eq. (1) and (2), the Ritz vectors in the transformation matrix are pure local properties of each
substructure but this is not the case for the pseudo-global modes. But, again, in order to use the pseudo-
global waves in the WBS approach, a suitable, considerably small and a valid set of such waves should be
extracted to justify and gain on the use of the WBS.

To prove, to some extent, that the pseudo-global modes can represent a valid source for the waves in the
WBS framework, one can think of the local structure from Fig. (4 (b)) as a virtually decoupled, partial model,
where the contribution of the removed structure is replaced by considering the interconnecting forces f in.
In general, one can always represent the forced vibration of such, local structure, using the modal expansion(

x
(s)
i

x
(s)
b

)
=

[
Φ(s)

im

Φ(s)
bm

]
pm (12)

knowing that the accuracy is highly dependent on the number of modes/modal coordinates, m, retained.
In (12) s depicts the local structure from Fig. (4 (b)), with ns DOFs, and Φ(s)

bm are the corresponding interface
modes we can use as the source for the waves. A local structure having ns DOFs also has maximum of ns

modes, so, it is clear that, as ns >> nb, we cannot use all (m = ns) the interface modes Φ(s)
bm as the source

for the waves. Actually, even m = nb is not a good choice as this does not represent any condensation of the
connection DOFs. Again, as has been emphasized many times by now, we have to set m as low as possible
but such a set must be valid, i.e., it must produce the final results with a satisfactory accuracy.
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Figure 4: An example of an assembly model with two substructures with the connection shown with a solid
bold line and with n DOFs (a), and a local substructure encapsulating all the connection DOFs plus some
internal DOFs from both substructures with total of ns DOFs (b).

4 Criteria to asses the quality of the basis functions in the WBS

There are situations in structural dynamics where the most commonly used criteria like the Modal Assurance
Criterion (MAC) cannot be used as a general tool, or even explicitly, in order to assess the quality of every
single approach, the quality of an FRF measurement, the quality of a synthesis of the FRF etc. Namely,
the frequently used MAC criterion actually only exposes the correlated mode pairs while it generally fails
to properly quantify the cross-correlation between the modes, which might also be important in some cases.
One such case is the Frequency response Function (FRF) correlation, i.e., when one correlates two FRFs. In
fact, there are many criteria to asses either modal or response models, and many of them are usually in the
form of a matrix or scalar function. A good overview of many of such functions was given by Fotsch [4].
After a thorough overview Fotsch concluded that none of the existing criteria can be used to asses the overall,
global correlation for two FRF matrices, they can be used only to asses some coordinate-related correlation.

4.1 Global Frequency Response Correlation (GFRC) criterion

In order to asses the quality of a synthesized FRF matrix as a whole, or just a part of the synthesized FRF
matrix, we introduce a criterion that correlates a reference FRF matrix, Hr and an approximate FRF ma-
trix, H , in the form of a scalar function, named Global Frequency Response Correlation (GFRC) function,
defined as

GFRC [H(ω), Hr(ω)] =


[

Ni∑
i=1

No∑
j=1

Hrij (ω)H∗
rij

(ω)

]2

[
Ni∑
i=1

No∑
j=1

Hrij (ω)H∗
rij

(ω)

][
Ni∑
i=1

No∑
j=1

Hij(ω)H∗
ij(ω)

]


1/4

(13)

where i and j are output and input DOFs, respectively, H(ω) and Hr(ω) are matched, in terms of DOFs,
Ni × No FRF matrices while 〈·〉∗ indicates a complex-conjugate operation. It is easy to see that if we
generalize the definition for the Modal Peak Function (MPF), e.g. [14, 15],

MPF [H(ω)] =

 Ni∑
i=1

No∑
j=1

Hij(ω)H∗
ij(ω)

 (14)

to a Cross Modal Peak Function (CMPF)

CMPF [(Hrω), Hω)] =

 Ni∑
i=1

No∑
j=1

Hrij (ω)H∗
ij(ω)

 (15)
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then Eq. (13) simplifies to a more compact expression for the GFRC

GFRC [H(ω), Hr(ω)] =
[

CMPF [Hr(ω), Hω)]2

MPF [Hr(ω)]MPF [H(ω)]

]1/4

. (16)

The MPF actually represents the auto power or auto moment of the frequency response functions summed
over a number of DOFs (Ni × No) for one FRF matrix, while, similarly, the CMPF represents the cross
power or cross moment of the frequency response functions summed over the same number of DOFs for two
matrices.

It should also be noted that the GFRC function is a scalar function that, at each frequency ω, encapsulates the
effects of all the DOFs involved in the calculation of the GFRC4 for the two matrices, i.e., all the terms of the
matrices H and Hr, and as such depicts the global (overall) correlation between two matrices. Moreover,
this correlation also gives us a relative correlation at each frequency, i.e., respecting the absolute values of
the FRF terms of both matrices at the particular frequency. However, this is not true in the case of the FRF
Error function that is given in the next subsection. The FRF Error function represents an absolute error at
each frequency.

The GFRC has some similarities with the Frequency Response Assurance Criterion (FRAC) [4] and has, as
one can find in many correlation functions, the lower limit at 0 and the upper limit at 1. Examples of GFRC
are shown in the forthcoming sections.

4.2 FRF error function

As mentioned previously, the GFRC represents a relative correlation at each frequency. To get another
information, the absolute value of the error at each frequency, an FRF Error function can be defined as

FRFerr[Hr(ω), H(ω)] =

[
MPF (∆H(ω))

max
ω

[MPF (Hr(ω))]

]1/2

· 100% (17)

with ∆H(ω) = H(ω)−Hr(ω). This enables one to inspect the error at each frequency with respect to the
maximum value within the frequency band of interest. This can be used together with the GFRC to give the
relative as well as the absolute view on the two FRF matrix correlation. This formulation is closely related,
but still not the same, to the formulation of the simulated random error in FRFs, e.g. from [16].

5 Test cases

Fig. 5 shows two academic FE models and an industrial-sized, body-in-white (BIW) FE model [17]. All
three cases were chosen to show some of the issues of the WBS approach. Namely, Fig. 6 presents the
sensitivity results on the two beams from Fig. 5 (a) where a severe modification was done to the right beam;
its length was changed from 10 to 100 % of the left-beam’s length. Despite that, Fig. 6 shows that the
original (reference) model and the final model, after the modifications, are well correlated, either when using
the unmodified basis functions to couple the two beams or when using successive corrections using (9). The
same can be accomplished for more complex cases, e.g., see [8]. Such results indicate that the basis functions
can be used in the WBS unchanged in most cases.

On the other hand, Fig. 7 compares the results of the reference (full model with no coupling) and the approx-
imate (WBS) models and their correlation for the case of the pseudo-global waves extraction. Again, both
models are perfectly correlated.

4In the calculation of the GFRC, all the DOFs in H and Hr are involved where both matrices can be arbitrary sub-sets of the
corresponding full matrices.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: A simple, two-beams structural FE model clamped at both ends (a), a simple, two-shells structural
FE model clamped at one end; the shells are curved (b), and a complex structure - body-in-white (BIW) (c).

The last four figures, Fig. 8 to 11, depict the results of the WBS on the BIW model from Fig. 5 (c) where the
WBS approach was used to couple the front windshield with the rest of the BIW structure. There are three
different cases of waves extraction, waves extraction on the full model (Fig. 8), waves extraction on a partial
model (pseudo-global model 1, Fig. 9), and waves extraction on a different partial model (pseudo-global
model 2, Fig. 10). In all three cases, the same number of waves were used; this number was about 5 % of
the number of the connection DOFs. What we can see is that the case shown in Fig. 9 gives us essentially
the same result as the full case, i.e., using the full model to calculate the basis functions. However, the case
from Fig. 10 does not produce satisfactory results. This is due to the fact that not enough basis functions
(waves) were used for that particular pseudo-global model. This is also evident from the FRF, MAC and
NFD5 plots. GFRC functions from Fig. 11 clearly show the quality of the three BIW cases mentioned. Of
course, the results for pseudo-global model 2 can be improved by taking more waves into account but then
the efficiency is not as high as in the other two cases. Therefore, again, it is essential to have proper criteria
on what pseudo-global model to use and how many waves to use in the WBS approach.

6 Conclusions

The main purpose of this article was to expose the need for the WBS approach, namely, to show where and
when the WBS can be used, and to point out the importance of the WBS approach with respect to the speed
of calculation, to show some robustness and calculation issues for the basis functions the WBS uses, and to
present how the accuracy of the WBS approach can be validated. Especially for the purpose of validation,
a new FRF-based criterion has been proposed which basically enables one to assess the quality of the WBS
approach. However, the proposed, global FRF-based criterion in the frequency domain (GFRC), can be used
for other applications in vibro-acoustics too.

We showed that the WBS can be used with any substructuring approach, either in the spatial, modal or
frequency domain, and that it is most efficient when it is coupled with or used to upgrade the conventional
CMS methods. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis showed that the basis functions are quite robust and can
be used unchanged in structural-dynamics-modification studies. Besides, we also showed that there is also
an alternative way to calculate the basis functions, which makes the WBS even more superior to the existing
substructuring approaches.

At the very end, two simple academic test cases as well as an industrial-sized case were used to highlight
some of the issues and properties of the WBS approach.

5NFD stands for Natural Frequency Difference.
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Figure 6: (a) FRFs for the beams structure from Fig. 5 for two modifications; case 0 with the second beam
being 10 % of the length of the first one and case 1 with the second beam with the same length as the first
one; (b) GFRCs for the the case when an unchanged waves are used in the modification and for the case
when a corrected waves are used according to Eq. (9), (c) a simple speed-up chart for the waves calculation
comparing the full (global) and pseudo-global waves extraction approaches for the two beams.
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Figure 7: (a) FRFs for the reference and the approximate model – the approximate model uses the WBS and
the pseudo-global waves; (b) the GFRC between the reference and the approximate FRFs; (c) the full and
pseudo-global FE models of the plate.
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Figure 8: (a) FRFs for the reference and the approximate model – the approximate model uses the WBS and
a full-model-based waves; (b) the MAC and NFD criteria for the reference and the approximate models; (c)
the full model as was used to extract the waves for the WBS.
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Figure 9: (a) FRFs for the reference and the approximate model – the approximate model uses the WBS and
the pseudo-global waves; (b) the MAC and NFD criteria for the reference and the approximate models; (c)
the pseudo-global model (case 1) as was used to extract the waves for the WBS.
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Figure 10: (a) FRFs for the reference and the approximate model – the approximate model uses the WBS
and the pseudo-global waves; (b) the MAC and NFD criteria for the reference and the approximate models;
(c) the pseudo-global model (case 2) as was used to extract the waves for the WBS.
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Figure 11: The three GFRCs showing the correlations between the reference BIW model and the the three
different approximations; different with respect to a different waves extraction source.
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Abstract
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is the most acknowledged method to predict the averaged sound and vi-
bration levels in mechanical systems in the high frequency range. A limit of this analysis is that of providing
only the mean value of the variables of interest. The mean value provided by SEA equations is the mean of
the responses of a set of similar systems, averaged on frequency bands. Two systems are considered similar
if their physical parameters are slightly different. No information on the standard deviation is obtained by
SEA as it would be expected by a true statistical approach. In this paper, the variability of SEA parameters
(coupling loss factors, internal loss factor and injected powers) to uncertainties in the physical properties of
the considered mechanical system (Young modulus, material density, geometry, ...) is investigated using a
Design of Experiment (DoE) approach. This is done in order to take into account the idea of similar systems.
Subsequently, the variability of SEA solution to the uncertainties on SEA parameters found at the previous
step is investigated by using again a DoE approach.

1 Introduction

The meaning of ”statistical” in Statistical Energy Analysis implies that the studied systems belong to a
random population of similar systems [1]. Two systems are considered similar if their physical parameters
are slightly different. SEA considers a structure as the union of several subsystems. Each of them is a modal
group, i.e. a set of similar modes. For example, let us consider two welded plates: six modal groups can be
identified, one set of flexural modes and two sets of in plane modes for each plate.

SEA estimates the mean value of the energy stored in the modal groups constituting the studied system.
The mean value provided by SEA equations is in principle the average response of a set of similar systems.
However, SEA equations are represented by a linear system of equations for each frequency, or better for each
frequency band. The solution of each linear system gives the energy of each subsystem in a given frequency
band. No average operation is explicitly performed, but all the statistics lies at an invisible level for the user.
In general, this is not a problem because many simple relationships used by physicists and engineers are the
result of more complicated mathematical procedures. Unfortunately, in this case this simple model holds
only under many strong hypotheses, listed in Section 2.

The linear system results from some mathematical manipulations, that include also averages on frequency
bands, on the classical equations of motion of multi degrees of freedom systems, and the observance of
the strong hypotheses mentioned before. The coefficients of the linear system, named coupling loss factor
(CLF) and internal loss factor (ILF), are the result of these average processes and account for the parameters
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of the native physical system. Therefore, SEA gives the energy of each modal group belonging to the studied
system. This energy is the most representative sample of a statistical population of similar systems and on a
frequency band. No information is given about the dispersion of the data around the result. In order to provide
a true statistic solution it is necessary, at least, to know the variance of the result. A correct procedure should
calculate the variance of the energy by starting from the equation of motion following a similar procedure
like that performed for the mean calculation. Lyon [1, 2] estimates the variance by introducing a particular
probability distribution of natural frequencies. Therefore this procedure neglects a direct dependence of the
modal parameters on the randomness of the physical properties. However, he concludes that ”There is a
considerable area of interesting research work that needs to be done in analysing variance of interacting
systems.”

Radcliffe and Huang [3] study the problem by introducing a stochastic perturbation in SEA equations, by
using a first order approximation of them in terms of this random perturbation and by calculating the variance
of the new linear equations. They state that the lack of information of SEA solution may be filled by calcu-
lating the solution variance due to the random perturbation of SEA parameters (coupling loss factor, injected
power, ...). Langley and Cotoni [4] follow the Lyon’s approach and study the problem by considering the
Gaussian orthogonal ensemble, detailed in Weaver [5]. Some other authors [6, 7] assume that uncertainties
lie on the system parameters and they achieve results not exhibiting the same tendency of the Lyon’s pre-
diction. Bussow et al. [8] propose an analytical approach for the investigation of the problem of uncertain
system parameters. The analysis is performed by partial derivatives of the energies. It shows the effect of
uncertainties of a given parameter.

In this work the variability of CLFs and SEA energies is investigated by considering uncertainties on some
physical parameters of a structure. To be more precise, in a first step, the variability of CLFs is studied
by considering some material and geometric property as uncertain. Subsequently, the variability of energy
is calculated by considering uncertainties on ILFs and CLFs. In this second type of analysis, the nominal
values of CLFs and their range of variability are those resulting from the previous analysis. The effect of
uncertainties is modelled by using a DoE approach [9, 10]. A set of numerical experiments is considered
by combining the values of the variable parameters. DoE provides a regression model of CLFs and energies
and the coefficients of this model show the influence of the uncertain parameters on the outcome of the
experiments.

2 SEA equations

To solve a vibro-acoustic problem by SEA it is necessary to subdivide the system into subsystems represent-
ing groups of similar modes. A group of modes is considered as an energy storage. The energy flowing into
each subsystem from external sources is balanced by the dissipated power and the power transferred to other
modal groups.

Under some particular hypotheses, it is possible to assume that the transmitted power between two subsys-
tems is proportional to the difference of the energy stored in each subsystem. A list of these hypotheses is
presented below:

• all the modes of a subsystem must be similar (i.e. they must have almost the same energy, damping,
coupling with the other subsystems and they must be almost excited by the same input power),

• the coupling between the subsystems must be conservative,

• the eigenfrequencies must be uniformly probable in the frequency range,

• the force exciting the subsystems must be random and not-correlated,

• the interactions between the subsystems must be weak.
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Thus, the SEA equations of M coupled subsystems can be written as follows:

Pi,inj = ω ηi Ei + ω
M∑

j=1,j 6=i

(ηij Ei − ηji Ej) (1)

where i and j are indexes of the subsystems, ηi and ηij are the internal loss factors (ILF) and the coupling
loss factors (CLF), respectively, Pi,inj is the power injected into the subsystem i, E is the energy in a given
subsystem and ω is the central frequency of the considered band. Equations (1) represents the energy balance
of the subsystems. The power dissipated in the subsystem i is:

Pi,d = ω ηi Ei (2)

The power transmitted from subsystem i to the subsystem j is:

Pij = ω (ηij Ei − ηji Ej) (3)

The solution of the linear system (1) provides the energy stored in each subsystem. The set of equations (1)
can be rewritten in a more convenient way as follows:

{P} = ω [η] {E} (4)

where the coefficients of matrix [η] are combinations of ILFs and CLFs and the solution is obtained by
inverting the matrix [η].

CLFs and injected powers depend on the geometry and the material of the subsystems. In fact, CLFs are
complicated functions of the wave transmission coefficients and the injected powers of the mobilities of the
excited subsystems.

3 Design of Experiments

An experiment is a test or a series of tests in which the values of the variables that affect an output response
are appropriately modified to identify the reasons for changes in the response. Therefore, the objective of an
experiment may be to find which variables are most significant in determining the response f , and to find
how to set the significant variables so that either the response f is near the desired value or the variability in
the response f is small. This definition does not prevent from performing numerical experiments whenever
this may be convenient for a better understanding of the numerical problem under investigation.

3.1 Factorial design and Central Composite Design

Many experiments involve the study of the effects of two or more variables or factors. In general, factorial
designs investigate all possible combinations of the levels of the factors and are very efficient for this task.

A regression model representation of a factorial experiment with two factors A and B at two levels could be
written as:

f = α0 + α1x1 + α2x2 + α12x1x2 + ε (5)

where the α’s are parameters whose values are to be determined, the variables x1 and x2 are defined on a
coded scale from −1 to +1 (the low and high levels of A and B) and ε is an error term.

Specifically, if p factors at two levels are considered, a complete series of experiments requires 2p obser-
vations and is called a two-level 2p full factorial design. Usually, each series of experiments should be
replicated several times using the same value of the factors to average out the effects of noise. Of course,
this is unnecessary if experiments are numerical.
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A potential concern in the use of two-level factorial design is the assumption of linearity in the factor effects.
Actually, the interaction term in Eq. (5) introduces a bilinear effect, but each section of f(x1, x2) with a
plane with either x1 = const or x2 = const would be a straight line. To account for possible non linear
effects, a logical extension is to consider quadratic terms, as in the following expression:

f = α0 + α1x1 + α2x2 + α12x1x2 + α11x
2
1 + α22x

2
2 + ε (6)

Of course, a three level (low level −1, intermediate level 0, high level +1) factorial design, involving 3p

observations, is a possible choice if quadratic terms are important. However, a more efficient alternative is
the Central Composite Design (CCD) that starts from the 2p design augmented with:

• the center point, a single observation with all factors at intermediate level;

• axial runs: each factor is considered at two levels (the low level −1 and the high level +1) while the
remaining factors are at the intermediate level, for a total of 2p observations.

Overall, a central composite design for p factors requires n = 2p + 2p + 1 observations instead of 3p

observations required by the three level factorial design, with advantages for p ≥ 3.

3.2 Response surface model for Central Composite Design

For p control factors, the experimental response can be expressed as:

f = α0 +
p∑

i=1

αixi +
p∑

i=1

i−1∑
j=1

αjixjxi + . . .+

+
p∑

i=1

i−1∑
j=1

· · ·
m−1∑
n=1

αnm···ji xnxm · · ·xjxi +
p∑

i=1

αiix
2
i + ε

(7)

where a regression model representation of a 2p full factorial experiment (involving 2p terms), augmented
with p quadratic terms, is used. Overall, the expression contains 2p + p parameters α. Each parameter
provides an estimate of the effect of a single factor (linear or quadratic) or of a combination of factors.

Note that Eq. (7) is linear in the parameters α, and it can be rewritten as:

f =
[
1 x1 · · · x2

p

]


α0

α1
...

αpp

 + ε (8)

having arranged the parameters in a vector {α}. A different equation can be written for each observation by
varying the factors (x1, . . . , xp).

In a Central Composite Design, a set of equations can be written by choosing the factors in a standard
order [10]. By arranging the experimental responses in a vector {f}, a linear relationship between {f} and
{α} can be expressed in matrix notation as:

{f} = [X] {α}+ {ε} (9)

where [X] is a (2p + 2p + 1)× (2p + p) matrix.

The least square estimate of {α} is given by:

{α̂} = ([X]T [X])−1 [X]T {f} (10)
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where ([X]T [X])−1 [X]T = [X]+ is the pseudo-inverse of [X].

The fitted regression model is:
{f̂} = [X] {α̂} (11)

The difference between the actual observation f and the corresponding fitted value f̂ is the residual e = f−f̂ .
The residual accounts both for the modelling error ε and for the fitting error due to the least square estimation.
A vector of residuals can be defined as:

{e} = {f} − {f̂} (12)

3.3 Error sum of squares

If the squared deviations of each response fi from its average value f̄ =
∑n

i=1 fi/n are considered, their
sum is the so-called total sum of squares SST that can be computed as:

SST =
n∑

i=1

(fi − f̄)2 =
∑

f2
i − nf̄2 = {f}T {f} − {f̄}T {f̄} (13)

Furthermore, the total sum of squares can be partitioned into a sum of squares due to the model (or regression)
and a sum of squares due to residual (or error):

SST = SSR + SSE (14)

The sum of squares of the residuals can be computed as:

SSE = {f}T {f} − {α̂}T [X]T {f} (15)

A low value of the ratio SSE/SST between the error sum of squares and the total sum of squares indicates
that the chosen regression variables provide a good fit.

4 Estimate of CLFs and energy variability

SEA gives only the mean value of the energy of a set of similar systems. This is not a complete statistical
information, because at least the dispersion of the data around the mean is lacking. The correct variance
of the solution could be obtained by working directly on the equation of motion as it was done to provide
the SEA equations. Here a study on the variability of SEA coefficient and results is performed. Therefore,
the goal of this research is not a way to achieve the variance matching the classical SEA solution, but to
understand how much the CLFs are dependent on uncertainties on the physical parameters and how much
the energies (SEA solution) depend on uncertainties on CLFs and ILFs.

SEA equations are deterministic, and CLFs are deterministic functions of the physical parameters as well.
The solution of this deterministic set of equations, the energies of the modal groups, depends on the ILFs,
the CLFs and the injected powers. In order to study the variability of SEA coefficients and solution, many
techniques can be followed (Monte Carlo, algebraic derivatives, etc.), but DoE seems to be the method giving
as many information as possible with the less computational burden.

Let us consider a given mechanical system made of M subsystems. CLFs depend on the material properties
and the geometric parameters of the coupled subsystems. Therefore, a given ηij depends, for instance, on
the Young modulus of the systems i and j, Yi and Yj , and on the thickness of these subsystems, ti and tj .
By defining a range of variability of these parameters, a DoE procedure can be developed in order to obtain
the coefficients of a regression model and therefore to quantify the influence of the considered physical
parameters on the CLFs.

The energy of each subsystem is calculated by solving equation (4) with the obvious implication that energies
depend on the CLFs and the ILFs of the considered system. Similarly to the procedure followed before, a
range of variability of CLFs and ILFs is defined, and a DoE procedure is developed to obtain a regression
model that accounts for the dependence of the energy on the variability of SEA coefficients.
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5 Numerical examples

The studied structure is a system of three Aluminum plates with the same thickness of 3 mm and different
sizes: plate 1 (600 mm × 400 mm), plate 2 (300 mm × 400 mm) and plate 3 (400 mm × 400 mm). These
plates are welded along the 400 mm side (Figure 1). Two problems are considered.

Z 

X 

Y 

Figure 1: Three plates system

The first one takes into account the variability of the physical parameters, i.e. Young modulus and thickness
of each plate (6 parameters), to calculate the CLFs by DOE procedure: 26 + 2 · 6 + 1 = 77 experiments for
each of 14 third octave bands from 100 Hz to 2000 Hz.

The second problem concerns the computation of the energy of each subsystem, represented by the flexural
modes of each plate, when the variability of CLFs and ILFs (9 parameters) is considered. In this second case
the DoE procedure requires 521 numerical experiments for each of the third octave bands indicated before.

5.1 First problem

Uncertainties on the Young modulus and the thickness are considered by varying the parameters in a range
of ±10% around the nominal values: 7×1010 Pa and 3 mm, respectively.

The CLFs are calculated by one of the most diffused and tested commercial software, AutoSEA. In figure 2
the DOE results, in terms of regression coefficients α, of the 6 CLFs at 500 Hz are shown. Each tick of the
ηij axis represents a given coupling loss factor at a frequency, each tick of the regression coefficient index
axis represents each αij . Only the linear, quadratic and bilinear terms of the regression model are shown.
The fit is very good as witnessed by the low values of the ratio SSE/SST shown in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows the regression coefficients α of the CLF η12 for all the third octave bands: figure 3a shows
the actual α, figure 3b shows the same values normalised with respect to the mean values α0 and denoted
as α̃. It is clear that the α values decrease as the frequency increases, and that the behaviour of regression
coefficients related to a given CLF is similar at all frequencies.
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Figure 2: Regression coefficients α for all the CLFs at 500 Hz

Table 1: SSE/SST of the CLFs regression model

Frequenze η12 η21 η13 η31 η23 η32

100 0.0006 0.0020 0.0029 0.0026 0.0208 0.0181
125 0.0006 0.0020 0.0028 0.0026 0.0096 0.0073
160 0.0006 0.0020 0.0028 0.0026 0.0084 0.0063
200 0.0006 0.0020 0.0027 0.0025 0.0097 0.0075
250 0.0007 0.0021 0.0026 0.0024 0.0114 0.0092
315 0.0004 0.0017 0.0024 0.0022 0.0109 0.0086
400 0.0003 0.0014 0.0023 0.0020 0.0070 0.0069
500 0.0004 0.0016 0.0027 0.0025 0.0162 0.0161
630 0.0006 0.0019 0.0030 0.0028 0.0122 0.0123
800 0.0007 0.0021 0.0030 0.0028 0.0085 0.0071
1000 0.0007 0.0021 0.0030 0.0028 0.0075 0.0062
1250 0.0007 0.0021 0.0031 0.0029 0.0071 0.0058
1600 0.0008 0.0022 0.0031 0.0029 0.0067 0.0055
2000 0.0008 0.0022 0.0031 0.0029 0.0062 0.0050
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Figure 3: Regression coefficients α for η12 from 100 Hz to 2000 Hz: (a) actual and (b) percent normalised
values

A more accurate analysis can be performed by looking at Table 2 where the values of α̃ normalised by the
mean values at 500 Hz are shown. The results show that the α of the linear terms are always the most
relevant, and they assume a positive value if they correspond to a parameter with the same index of the
considered CLF, e.g. α1, the coefficient of Y1, is positive for η12 and negative for η23. This law is denied for
the coefficients of the quadratic and bilinear terms. It can be noticed that also some of these coefficients are
relevant, as for instance those related to Y 2

2 for all ηij and those related to Y 2
1 and Y 2

3 for η23 and η32.

Figure 4 shows the regression coefficients α corresponding to Table 2.

The analysis of this first problem shows that CLFs sensitivity is of the same order of magnitude as the
variation of subsystem geometry and stiffness (it is worth to recall that the range of variability of physical
parameters is±10%). The values of α decrease with the frequency, whilst the values of α̃ are almost constant.

5.2 Second problem

The second problem considers the variability of the SEA solution, the energy of each subsystem, when
uncertainties are assumed on the CLFs and ILFs. A correspondence between the uncertainty of the physical
parameters and the variability of the CLFs is preserved, because the nominal value of the CLFs corresponds
to the nominal value of the physical parameters. The considered uncertainty is the maximum variability
around the nominal value obtained in the first problem. The ILFs are varied of ±10% around 0.01.

In figure 5 the DoE results, in terms of regression coefficients α, of the energies of the three subsystems
at 500 Hz are shown. Each tick of the energy axis represents an energy, E1, E2 and E3, each tick of the
regression coefficient index axis represents a regression coefficient αij . Again, only the linear, quadratic and
bilinear terms of the regression model are drawn. Also in this case, the fit is very good because low values
of SSE/SST (not shown) are found.

Figure 6 shows the regression coefficients α for the energy E1 at all the third octave bands: figure 6a shows
the actual α, figure 6b shows α̃. As for the CLFs, also for the energies the values of α decrease as the fre-
quency increases, and the behaviour of regression coefficients related to energy is similar at all frequencies.
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Table 2: Regression coefficients α̃ [%] for CLFs at 500 Hz (in bold if |α̃| > 2%)

α index parameter η12 η21 η13 η31 η23 η32

0 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000
1 Y1 6.0458 1.3582 5.9395 1.2396 -7.7516 -7.7230
2 t1 14.8799 5.7142 14.7061 5.5880 -10.2437 -10.2206
3 Y2 1.5227 6.0373 -4.1137 -4.4234 5.3347 1.0855
4 t2 4.5900 14.2064 -15.4263 -15.0905 13.1460 4.6747
5 Y3 -4.9002 -4.6761 0.4910 5.4656 1.7973 5.9572
6 t3 -14.4683 -14.6663 5.5480 14.6306 4.2137 12.6850
7 Y1Y1 0.6039 0.4784 -0.7083 -1.2452 -4.8205 -5.3124
8 Y1t1 -0.2718 -1.1129 -0.1622 -0.9905 -1.9665 -1.9960
9 Y1Y2 0.7074 0.6865 -0.2062 -0.0368 3.3105 3.8851
10 Y1t2 1.3315 1.2202 -1.1195 -0.3712 -0.8170 -0.0119
11 Y1Y3 -0.4273 -0.1888 0.4862 0.5345 3.2975 2.7229
12 Y1t3 -0.8984 -0.2193 1.5526 1.3722 0.5757 -0.2294
13 t1t1 -0.7521 -0.9624 -2.0642 -2.6859 2.8957 2.4037
14 t1Y2 0.4314 0.8751 -0.9163 -0.1884 0.9394 1.4579
15 t1t2 3.3166 3.1512 -0.6431 0.4816 -0.9242 0.0997
16 t1Y3 0.0716 0.2490 1.4194 1.3126 0.9825 0.4640
17 t1t3 -1.6310 0.0441 2.3287 2.7137 0.5751 -0.4488
18 Y2Y2 -2.4620 -4.0359 4.7030 4.6621 -7.5489 -5.6042
19 Y2t2 -1.6015 -0.5349 -0.3469 -0.0438 0.2051 -0.5818
20 Y2Y3 -0.3544 -0.3246 -0.5336 -0.4548 1.8675 1.8913
21 Y2t3 0.8183 -0.1415 0.4376 -0.2942 0.3915 0.3286
22 t2t2 -1.1589 -0.3484 0.3005 0.2595 4.7892 3.9014
23 t2Y3 0.2584 -0.4244 0.9976 -0.0113 0.3524 0.3677
24 t2t3 -0.1257 -1.2987 -0.3049 -1.4289 1.8258 1.8496
25 Y3Y3 0.3547 0.7252 -1.3414 -0.8943 -13.3875 -13.3727
26 Y3t3 -0.1676 0.0864 -1.7807 -0.6651 -0.6056 0.2289
27 t3t3 1.6126 1.9831 -2.4711 -2.0721 4.3934 4.2972
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Figure 4: Regression coefficients α for CLFs at 500 Hz
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Figure 6: Regression coefficients α of E1 from 100 Hz to 2000 Hz: (a) actual and (b) percent normalised
values

A more accurate analysis can be performed by looking at Table 3 where the values of α̃, normalised by
the mean values at 500 Hz are shown. The results show that the α of the linear terms are always the most
relevant. It can be noticed that also some of the coefficients of bilinear and quadratic terms are relevant.

Figure 7 shows the regression coefficients α corresponding to Table 3.
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Table 3: Regression coefficients α̃ [%] for energies at 500 Hz (in bold if |α̃| > 2%)

α loss E1 E2 E3 α loss E1 E2 E3

index factor index factor
0 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000
1 η12 -13.3132 22.7597 6.0767 28 η13η31 0.9341 -0.2725 -1.4881
2 η21 10.7494 -19.1484 -4.3496 29 η13η23 0.0598 -0.3882 0.1989
3 η13 -14.2923 4.1651 21.9607 30 η13η32 0.0696 4.6187 -3.6648
4 η31 12.0929 -2.3519 -19.5190 31 η13η1 1.4657 0.4170 -0.3872
5 η23 -0.3603 -10.9916 8.9980 32 η13η2 0.1506 -0.2024 -0.4274
6 η32 1.4181 21.8591 -19.1614 33 η13η3 -0.1882 -0.6549 -1.3673
7 η1 -5.2885 -4.6119 -4.7820 34 η31η31 -2.1123 0.5721 3.3107
8 η2 -1.6701 -3.0211 -2.2906 35 η31η23 1.0533 -0.0461 -1.8296
9 η3 -2.2319 -2.9293 -4.2322 36 η31η32 -2.3422 -3.4602 6.7872
10 η12η12 1.6106 -2.8807 -0.6375 37 η31η1 -1.1824 -0.4323 0.2860
11 η12η21 1.1518 -2.0233 -0.5239 38 η31η2 -0.2148 0.1368 0.4529
12 η12η13 3.7498 -3.7181 -3.7259 39 η31η3 -0.0233 0.5800 1.5503
13 η12η31 -0.8392 2.6425 -0.5687 40 η23η23 0.0762 1.0716 -0.9328
14 η12η23 -0.0548 -2.6084 2.0767 41 η23η32 0.0102 -0.5466 0.3776
15 η12η32 -0.0697 1.4955 -1.0093 42 η23η1 0.0346 0.5138 -0.3890
16 η12η1 1.3715 -0.5122 0.3152 43 η23η2 0.1852 0.6640 0.0061
17 η12η2 -0.1904 -1.0485 -0.6012 44 η23η3 -0.1774 0.0536 -0.6288
18 η12η3 0.1461 -0.6680 -0.3554 45 η32η32 -0.1961 -3.7222 3.1920
19 η21η21 -2.1369 3.7730 0.9208 46 η32η1 -0.1365 -1.0453 0.7886
20 η21η13 -1.0337 -0.4964 2.1657 47 η32η2 -0.3794 -1.1603 -0.1152
21 η21η31 -0.8376 0.6923 0.9739 48 η32η3 0.3399 -0.2842 1.5342
22 η21η23 -1.0410 4.0307 -1.2303 49 η1η1 0.2642 0.2076 0.2783
23 η21η32 2.2980 -5.1375 -0.1422 50 η1η2 0.1681 0.2243 0.1796
24 η21η1 -1.0581 0.3646 -0.3039 51 η1η3 0.2225 0.2309 0.3049
25 η21η2 0.0316 1.1286 0.5436 52 η2η2 0.0628 0.0285 0.0883
26 η21η3 -0.2090 0.6798 0.2849 53 η2η3 0.0934 0.1633 0.1649
27 η13η13 1.8922 -0.5884 -2.8770 54 η3η3 0.0972 0.0598 0.1492

6 Comments and conclusions

A procedure to evaluate the sensitivity of the CLFs to physical parameters and of the SEA solution, i.e. the
energy of each subsystem, to CLFs and ILFs is considered. The procedure is based on Design of Experiment
technique. The coefficients of a regression model are calculated and they quantify the influence of single
parameters and combinations of them on each quantity.

The results show a dependence of CLFs on the Young modulus and on the thickness of the coupled sub-
systems. To be more precise, the linear coefficients are of the same order of magnitude as the variation of
geometry and stiffness. Similarly, the dependence of the energies on the CLFs and ILFS is of the same order
of magnitude as the variations of coupling and internal loss factors.

DoE proves to be a suitable tool to perform this kind of study. In fact, it gives a lot of accurate information
on the investigated dependencies and it allows to understand the influence of many parameters with a low
computational burden.

Next activities will consider the study of more complicated systems to investigate the dependency of the SEA
solution on the parameters of not directly connected subsystems.
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Figure 7: Regression coefficients α for energies at 500 Hz
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Abstract
The complex envelope vectorization (CEV) is a numerical procedure that can be used for the fast solution of
any high frequency problem. CEV has been successfully applied to structural and internal acoustic problems.
As most of other methods developed as alternative to the Statistical Energy Analysis, CEV uses a variable
transformation but, unlike most of the other methods, the new variable is not the energy but rather a complex
envelope variable defined by the use of the Hilbert transform. By such transformation, CEV is able to manage
fast oscillating signals through a set of low oscillating signals. It implies that, with CEV, it is possible to solve
high frequency dynamic problems at a computational cost that is much lower than that required typically by
the original numerical formulation. In fact, by standard numerical methods, high frequency problems lead to
a large number of degrees of freedom, i.e. large matrix dimensions. On the contrary the CEV formulation is
obtained by solving a set of linear problems of highly reduced dimensions. In this work CEV is applied to
a boundary element formulation (BEM), where the solution matrices are generally quite full, thus leading to
large computational advantages. Both external and internal acoustic fields are considered, and the results are
compared with those obtained by applying a standard BEM procedure (SYSNOISE), highlighting the good
quality of the proposed approach. An estimate of the computational advantage is also provided.

1 Introduction

Several techniques, alternative to SEA, have been proposed in the last decade to analyze high frequency
problems: the vibration conductivity method [1,2,3] and other procedures related to it [4], the wave intensity
analysis [5], the asymptotic scaled modal analysis [6], etc.. All these methods use a variable transformation
replacing the physical variable, displacement or pressure, with some kind of energy average, that is in general
convenient from a numerical point of view and very useful for systems subjected to uncertainties in physical
or geometrical parameters. Energy is an appropriate variable because it well describes both the structural
and acoustic fields, but it introduces several problems, similar to those encountered in Statistical Energy
Analysis.

The complex envelope vectorization (CEV) [7] is another of these methods. However in this case the used
variable is not the energy but a complex envelope variable defined through the Hilbert transform. This trans-
formation maps the fast oscillating response of high frequency problems into a set of ”envelope” responses
characterized by a low wavenumber content. CEV presents some advantages over the energy methods.
Particularly (i) the boundary conditions of the envelope problem are directly determined from the physical
boundary conditions; (ii) the forcing term of the envelope equation is determined directly from the physical
load, avoiding the need to estimate the input power as in the energy-based methods; (iii) unlike SEA that
gives a solution averaged in space, CEV can provide a local information.

The theoretical formulation of CEV was presented in [7] but the most important assessments will be briefly
recalled here. In that paper it was shown that CEV provides in general very good results although it was
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also pointed out that it is particularly appropriate when the modes of the system have a negligible role on the
solution. In general it happens when any of the following situations are verified:

• the damping of the system is relatively high;

• the direct field is preponderant with respect to the reverberant field;

• a high frequency problem (the ratio between a typical dimension of the structure with respect to the
considered exciting wavelength is high) with an acceptable damping is considered;

• an external problem (no modes) is considered.

In the present paper the CEV method is applied to external and internal acoustic problems. However, instead
of using it in connection with a finite element method, as it was proposed in [7], here it is applied to the
integral boundary element formulation. Since the CEV method provides the solution of the high frequency
problem by solving a set of equations whose dimensions are highly reduced with respect to the physical
discretized equations, it is expected that the method is computationally more efficient when full matrices are
manipulated, as in the BEM approach, rather than when sparse matrices (e.g. block diagonal matrices) are
obtained, as in the FEM.

The CEV is applied to a set of different internal and external acoustic problems and the results are compared
with those obtained by the BEM, showing the good agreement between the two methods.

Finally, an estimate of the computational advantages of CEV with respect to BEM is provided.

2 Background of the CEV method

When dealing with high frequency problems involving short wavelengths with respect to the system dimen-
sions, a large set of degrees of freedom are necessary. Thus, a variable transformation is used as in most the
proposed methods addressed to high frequency analysis. In the complex envelope vectorization such trans-
formation does not involve the energy although it still permits to describe a fast oscillating signal through
a limited number of degrees of freedom. In this way one obtains a set of problems that are forced by a
low wave number excitation, even when the exciting load has a high wave number content. Therefore the
procedure permits to solve any high frequency problem by using a coarse mesh, thus implying a significant
reduction of computation time.

The operations involved in the CEV method are the following:

• first the Fourier transform in the wave number domain of the exciting load is computed;

• the negative part of the load spectrum is canceled (Hilbert transform);

• a series of adjacent filters of appropriate width are applied to this new load spectrum and each of them
is shifted toward the origin of the wave number axis;

• similar operations are also performed on the structural or acoustical operator, and a set of complex
envelope filtered responses are obtained in the wave number domain;

• by inverse Fourier transforming each of the filtered envelope responses, the new governing equations
of the CEV problem are obtained. The unknowns are new variables with low wave number content
(complex envelope variables);

• each problem is solved separately and, at the end, the determined envelope variables are shifted toward
the corresponding original wave number position and summed appropriately to obtain the physical
result.
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The following relationships present mathematically the operations described above.

The discrete equation of a conservative dynamic problem, forced by a harmonic force of radiant frequency
ω0 is

[ −ω 2
0 M + K ] u = f ⇒ Au = f (1)

First a transformation of the loading termf into a set of the new envelope exciting terms is performed:

←−
f

(r)
= (S(r)F−1W(r)F)f ⇔ ←−

f
(r)

= E(r)f (2)

whereF is the Fourier transform operator,W(r) is a bandpass filter operator,S(r) is a wave number shifting
operator and(r) is the spectral window index. Also the matrixA is transformed into a set of envelope
operatorsA(r) as follows:

←−A(r)
= (S(r)AS∗(r)) (3)

beingS∗ the complex-conjugate of S. In this way, the solution of the original system of equation becomes
an independent set of equations in the new unknowns←−u (r).

←−A(r)←−u (r) =←−f (r)
(4)

Since both←−u (r) and
←−
f

(r)
are slowly oscillating signals, it is possible to reduce their dimension through an

expansion operatorR, that is a rectangular matrix with more rows than columns. For example, for a6 × 6
matrixA and a reduction ratioτ = 2, the expansion matrixR can be defined as:

R =



1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1


whose pseudo-inverse is simply given byR+ = RT /τ . The operationR+←−AR = ←−Ared implies a partition
of the original matrix into square sub-matrices, replacing each sub-matrix with a single value obtained by
averaging its elements.

Thus, one has:
←−u = R←−u red (5)

The system of equations that is solved in the CEV procedure is, consequently:

R+←−A(r)
R←−u (r)

red = R+←−f (r)
=←−f (r)

red (6)

i.e. ←−A(r)

red
←−u (r)

red =←−f (r)

red (7)

Finally the physical solution is obtained through the following inverse relationships:

←−u (r) = R←−u (r)
red (8)

and

u = Re

[∑
r

S∗←−u (r)

]
(9)

In the above developments the matrixA, and the vectorsf andu, are real. When a complex problem is
considered (e.g. a non-conservative system or a boundary element formulation) it is necessary to operate
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differently. In this caseA andu are complex, i.e.A = AR + jAI andu = uR + juI , where the subscripts
R and I denote real and imaginary parts, respectively. To maintain the fundamental steps of the approach
presented above,uR anduI must be rearranged into a new real vectorū, and the same must be done forAR

andAI :

ū =

[
uR

uI

]

Ā =

[
AR −AI

AI AR

]
Finally, a new vector̄f is defined such that

f̄ =

[
f
0

]

Thus, instead of equation (1), the alternative equation must be considered:

Āū = f̄ (10)

to which the mentioned approach can be identically applied.

3 Coupling CEV with a boundary element formulation

A vibro-acoustic problem under steady conditions is usually described by the Helmholtz equation with ap-
propriate Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions on the surface of the vibrating body. In the boundary
element formulation such equation is transformed into an integral equation that is solved first on the bound-
ary of the body considered and subsequently in the field of interest. In general, when using the free-space
Green functione−jkR/4πR, the surface pressure equation in the integral formulation is:

1
2
p(rs) +

1
4π

∫
S

p(rs)
∂

∂ns

(
e−jkR

R

)
=
∫

S
jωρ0vn(rs)

e−jkR

R
dS (11)

beingR the distance between sourcer and receiverr0, k the general wavenumber,S0 the surface surrounding
the body, and the subscripts representing the surface. Whatever the type of elements used and the number
of nodes in each element, the discrete form of the surface pressure in the boundary element formulation can
be written as:

T(ω)p = B(ω)v = c (12)

whereT andB depend on the Green function and are complex matrices,p is the complex vector of unknown
pressures, andv the vector of known velocities on the surface of the body.

This problem is formally analogous to the one discussed in the previous section, so that the CEV method can
be applied to it as explained above. In this case, however, there are different possibilities. Assume either an
internal or external acoustic problem, i.e. consider a general body, some surfaces of which vibrate under an
external load. In any standard BEM procedure, first a finite element code is used to determine the response
of the vibrating surfaces, then the boundary elements are used to determine the pressure on the body surfaces
and finally an algebraic equation provides the field pressure.

The CEV method applied to this boundary element formulation provides the following equation:

←−Tred
←−p red = {←−B←−v }red =←−c red (13)

It would be possible to obtain the CEV field velocity by applying directly the CEV, but this procedure is
not convenient because the CEV solution of the structural problem, as deeply discussed in [7], introduces
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some errors that propagate into the acoustic solution. Moreover the FE computation time is not too heavy for
these type of problems. Therefore, as with the standard BEM, the field velocity is solved by a FEM and then
appropriately reduced. With respect to the matrix

←−Tred, one first determine the matrixT by the BEM, then
computes the envelope matrix

←−T and finally introduce the reduction operation to get
←−Tred. It was however

observed that it can also determined as follows:

• one first determines the matrixT by the BEM, then introduces the reduction operator to getTred and
finally compute the envelope matrix

←−Tred.

Both procedures produce good results, but the second one, although not mathematically justified, is certainly
much more convenient computationally.

With respect to the termc, here the chance is unique, i.e. it is necessary to use the BEM to computec, then
pass to the envelope←−c and finally determine←−c red.

It is worthwhile to point out a particular positive feature of the CEV when applied to a boundary element
formulation presents. In [7] it was shown a limit of the CEV that was there called ”mistuning”. The mistuning

consists in a shift of the resonances eigenvalues of the system when the envelope operator
←−A(r)

is reduced.
On the contrary the CEV does not introduce any error when performing the reduction on the right hand vector←−
f red. It was also shown in [7] that, since the whole CEV problem is solved for many spectral windows,
a sort of compensation mechanism is introduced that allows a rebalance of system eigenvalues, so that the
introduced error is not really too hard. However, as a matter of fact, the eigenvalues of the CEV solution
do not coincide precisely with those of the original problem. Of course, when the modal density becomes
significantly large, i.e. at high frequencies, the error is increasingly reduced.

This problem does nor arise when applying the CEV to a BEM formulation. In this case, in fact, the matrixT
is not directly related to the structural operator (and in fact with the BEM it is not possible to extract directly
the system’s eigenvalues). Therefore there is not a mistuning of the natural frequencies of the system: the
response of the system becomes large at resonance, not becauseT or

←−Tred become singular, but rather
because the right hand side term

←−B←−v red =←−c red becomes very large.

Such assessment can be proved analytically on simple systems, and it is as well clearly observed on complex
systems, as shown in the next section.

4 Test cases

Three different cases of increasing complexity are considered to show the features of the solutions that can
be obtained by the CEV and the quality of results:

• a pulsating sphere (both internal and external acoustic problems);

• the external field generated by a vibrating rectangular box excited by two point forces;

• the external acoustic field radiated by a benchmark structure made of a set of coupled plates.

The results obtained by the CEV are compared with those obtained by the BEM code SYSNOISE. The
following comparisons are presented.

• Point spectra of the external/internal pressure field. Such graphs allow to check how the CEV solution
captures the physics of the wave propagation in the medium. Moreover, for internal problems, these graphs
permit to show how the CEV solution captures the cavity resonances.

• Vectorized surface pressure fields. For a given frequency the CEV solution is compared with the reference
solution (SYSNOISE). Such graphs show the errors induced by the CEV solution and permits to evaluate the
quality of the outputs. Thex axis of these graphs represents the node number.

• Colormap of pressure fields either on the surface or in the field of interest.
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4.1 Pulsating sphere in air
The pulsating sphere has radiusr = 0.1m, and the boundary velocity condition, normal to the surface, is
v = 0.01m/s. The problem is solved by SYSNOISE with 1016 DOFS, and the reduction ratio used in CEV
is 8, implying only 127 DOFs.

4.1.1 External field

The external field is computed at radial points, from the surface of the sphere up to 15 m (figure 1). This

Figure 1: Pressure spectrum at a distance d ranging from 1m to 15m from the center of the sphere. Compar-
ison between the CEV solution (dots) and the reference solution (blue)

Figure 2: Pressure field on the surface of the sphere for a frequency f =800Hz. Comparison between the
CEV solution (dots) and the reference solution (blue)

first trivial example is presented to show a reference behavior of the CEV method on a simple case. In figure
2 the vectorized pressure fields on the surface of the sphere at 800 Hz are compared. It is worthwhile to
point out that the external pressure field (figure 1) is in perfect agreement with the reference solution even
if the surface pressure computed by the CEV has an oscillating behavior around the exact field computed by
SYSNOISE.
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4.1.2 Internal field

The internal pressure field is computed at internal points of the sphere. This case is presented to check
whether the CEV formulation is able to reproduce the cavity resonances of a system, without the mistuning
problem described in the previous section. Figure 3 shows the point pressure spectrum at an internal point
of the spherical cavity. A perfect agreement between the CEV and the reference solution can be observed.

Figure 3: Point pressure spectrum inside the cavity. Comparison between CEV solution (dots) and the
reference solution (blue)

4.2 External field generated by a loaded box
A rectangular box is considered. Its dimensions are20 × 22 × 24× cm, and the top face is loaded by two
point forces of amplitude 1000 N, with a flat spectrum between 700 and 2500 Hz, figure 4. The thickness of
the plates is 2mm, and the material is steel.

Figure 4: Geometry and position of the exciting forces

The boundary velocity conditions are computed by a finite element analysis. The degrees of freedom used
by the BEM are 1176 and the CEV uses a reduction ratio 21, i.e. 56 CEV DOFs. The external pressure field
is computed at points along a line normal to the top face of the box. In this more complex external problem
the normal surface velocity changes on the surface and the CEV solution differs from the reference solution.
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Figure 5: Averaged pressure spectrum at a distance d=15m from the box. Comparison between CEV solution
(dots) and the reference solution (blue)

Nevertheless, the two solutions are close enough so that the CEV pressure field represents a good approxi-
mation of the actual pressure field, as can be stated by observing the results in figure 5 where the spectra of
the CEV and reference solutions are compared in the range 700-2500 Hz. Moreover, the directionality of the
pressure field is well captured by the CEV solution (not shown in figure).

Figure 6: Point spectrum at a distance d=15 m from the box. Comparison between reference solution (red)
and the CEV solution for different values of the reduction factor (dotted lines)

The effect of the reduction ratio was also considered in this test. Figure 6 shows the average spectrum
determined on a sphere surrounding the box with a radius of 15 m from the center of the box.

The frequency range analyzed ranges from 1800 to 1900 Hz. Is is possible to note two important points:

• increasing the reduction factor from 21 up to 168 the qualitative behavior of the solution is almost un-
changed, even if there is obviously a light degrade;

• the quality of the CEV solution does not have a trend that follows strictly the reduction factor, even if the
CEV solution becomes less accurate when the reduction factor increases.
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However it is worthwhile to point out that, for a reduction factor of 168, the number of DOFs in the CEV
problem is only 7.

4.3 External field radiated by a benchmark
The system considered is made of four steel coupled plates (figure 7). Three of them are rigid and the fourth
one is flexible (thickness 20 mm), and excited by a set of flat spectra forces applied to three different nodes
(1000 N each). The boundary velocity conditions are determined by a FEA. The number of pressure DOFS

Figure 7: Geometry and characteristics of the benchmark case

used is 855 and the reduction factor used in CEV is 19 (CEV DOFs 45). The external pressure field is
computed over a set of points laying on a plane internal to the open cavity between the plates. The chosen
geometry of the benchmark permits to have an acoustic field characterized by stationary waves (the top and
bottom plates are parallel) and traveling waves. Moreover, because of the combination of rigid and flexible
plates, the normal velocity field presents discontinuities at the boundary between the plates. The results
presented concern the pressure spectrum in a reference point of the field (figure 8) and the pressure field
computed on the internal plane for two different frequencies (130 and 1125 Hz), figures 9 and 10. The
CEV results are in very good agreement with the reference solution for both low and high frequencies of the
exciting force, up to the limit of the considered mesh.

Figure 8: Pressure point spectrum at a point of the field. Comparison between CEV solution (dots) and the
reference solution (blue)
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Figure 9: Internal pressure field at 130Hz. Left: reference solution, right: CEV solution

Figure 10: Internal pressure field at 1125Hz. Left: reference solution, right: CEV solution

5 Conclusion

The application of the Complex Envelope vectorization to a boundary element formulation for the analysis of
vibro-acoustic problems is presented. The application to external problems was expected to be quite efficient
because the CEV seems to be more appropriate for systems where the effect modes is not too relevant. It
is important to note that the solution determined by the CEV both on the surface and in the external field is
usually bounded between 3dB from the reference solution. However it can be observed that also the internal
field is computed efficiently. This aspect was originally unexpected because in the original formulation of
CEV applied in connection to a finite element analysis it was shown that a drawback of CEV is a mistuning
of the natural frequencies. This is due to a change of the structural operator when the envelope reduced
operator is obtained. Because of the different character of the BEM operators, this mistuning is avoided in the
boundary element formulation, so that the natural frequencies of the closed volume are all kept satisfactory.

Moreover, it is worthwhile to point out that the CEV solution is generally able to maintain the spatial phase
pattern on both the surface and the internal field, providing significant results with a computational time that
is in general much shorter than the standard solution obtained by the BEM. Finally, the CEV solution seems
not to be affected by an increase of the complexity of the system or the adopted reduction factor.

About the computational advantages, for a systematic comparison of CEV with the standard BEM technique,
the following aspects may be considered. The time for the solution of the pressure field on the surface can
be reduced ”at will”, (see the example of the radiating box) maintaining a reasonable agreement between
the reference solution and the CEV solution, by increasing the reduction factor. However, by increasing the
reduction factor, it is necessary to increase the number of windows. For each of them a set of operations
must be carried out, so that it is probably possible to determine anoptimum reduction value. For the cases
presented, that are characterized by about one thousand degrees of freedom, the best compromise is a re-
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duction factor of about 20. For this value the solution of the CEV equations requires a computational time
6 times lower than the standard solution. However, it is expected that, by a more efficient implementation
of the code, the computational time using CEV should be reduced to an order of magnitude of the reduction
factorτ .
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Abstract
This paper discusses several possibilities to improve the quality of the numerical WBM solution of Helmholtz
type boundary value problem in a complex domain, i.e. domains which have to be subdivided into several
sub–domains, in the case of mid–frequency range. To increase the accuracy of the numerical WBM solution
we apply the principles of Geometric Multi–Grid Method, namely the so–called V–Cycling. We claim that
almost without increase of computational costs one is able to achieve better numerical solution.

1 Introduction

A mathematical simulation of the acoustic pressure field is of high interest nowadays. As an example one
can imagine the simulation of the pressure field in a car–likecavity, where the acoustic pressure is modeled
by the Helmholtz equation. The most popular numerical techniques to solve Helmholtz type boundary value
problems are Finite Element Methods (FEM), cf. [2], in the low–frequency range and Statistical Energy
Analysis (SEA), cf. [10], in high–frequency range. The mid–frequency range cannot be covered neither by
FEM nor by SEA. For instance, in the case of FEM one has to use very fine discretization of a computational
domain to achieve a proper accuracy in case of frequency of mid–frequency range. This leads to large
matrices and requires high CPU time to calculate all degreesof freedom (dofs). Recently, a new numerical
method has been developed for steady–state acoustic analysis in bounded domains. This novel deterministic
numerical technique is based on the indirect Trefftz approach, cf. [12], and has been designed especially for
cases of mid–frequency range, cf. [3], [4], [5], [6].

The Wave Based Method (WBM) utilizes the so–called wave functions which have been used to expand
the dynamic pressure function and whicha priori satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equation. Hence,
no discretization of the domain is required and the sizes of the model become rather small. This gives the
possibility to touch the mid–frequency range.

Main Idea of the Wave Based Method in a complex domain

To show the main idea of WBM in a complex domain we, first of all,consider a bounded domainΩ ⊂ Rd,
d ∈ {2, 3}. We assume that the steady–state acoustic pressure function u(x) is defined inside theΩ and is
governed by the homogeneous Helmholtz equation

∆xu + κ2u = 0 in Ω, (1)

whereκ is a given acoustic wave number, which corresponds to certain given frequencyf [Hz]. In order to
find unique solutionu(x) we have to prescribe the boundary condition on the boundary∂Ω of the domain
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Ω. Let us consider the case when the boundary condition of the Neumann type is given, i.e.

∂u

∂n
= v(s), s ∈ ∂Ω, (2)

where the functionv(s) is given.

As we already mentioned the domainΩ assumed to be complex, i.e. one is not able to apply Wave Based
Method to solve the problem (1), (2) directly. The domainΩ has to be subdivided first into several sub–
domains, where the Wave Based Method might be applied. The properties, which guarantee the convergence
of the numerical WBM solution towards the exact one, of each sub–domain have been described in [3], [5].
Without loss of generality, we assume that the domainΩ can be subdivided into two sub–domainsΩ1 and
Ω2 such thatΩ = Ω1 ∪ Ω2, cf. 1. As we already mentioned above, the Wave Based Method is based on

Ω

Ω1

Ω2

Γ12

Ω Ω1

Ω2

Ω3

Γ12

Γ23

Figure 1: Subdivision of a complex domainΩ into several simple sub–domainsΩj, j = 1, 2, . . . , J .

the indirect Trefftz approach, cf. [12], i.e. the approximation ũp(x) of the dynamic pressure functionup(x)
satisfies exactly the differential equation (1) defined in thepth sub–domainΩp, p = 1, 2, . . . , J . The solution
up(x) is approximated in 2D case by the following expression

up(x) ≈ ũp(x) =
Np∑
j=0

4∑
n=1

cj
(n)
p Φj

(n)
p (x) in Ωp, (3)

whereNp < N0 ∈ N0, whereN0 is some bounded, large enough natural number. The wave functions
Φj

(n)
p (x), n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, satisfy the equation (1) inΩp and are given by

Φj
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p (x) = cos

jπ
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x1e
i
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„
jπ

L
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«2
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, (4)
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, (5)
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p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2e
−i

s
κ2−

„
jπ

L
p
x2

«2

x1

, (7)

where the parametersLp
x1 andLp

x2 are the sizes of the smallest box which circumscribes the domainΩp. The
parameterscj

(1)
p , cj

(2)
p , cj

(3)
p andcj

(4)
p are the unknown contributions1. The approximatioñup(x) converges

towards the exact solutionup(x) for Np →∞ under sufficient condition that the computational domainΩp

is convex, cf. [3], [4], or ifΩp ⊂ R2 satisfies the condition of the proposition presented in [7] whenΩp is
non–convex.

1The 3D case is analogous.
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Obviously, the approximation (3) of the solutionup(x) satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation ex-
actly independently of the constantscj

(i)
p , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

In order to determine the constants for everyj, i andp we have to define, first of all, so–called interface
conditions which are defined on the interfacesΓpq = ∂Ωp∩∂Ωq, p 6= q. In our caseΓ12 is the only interface,
where special conditions have to be defined. These conditions are nothing more than the continuity condition
of two functions

up|Γpq
= uq|Γpq

(8)

and the continuity condition of two fluxes

∂up

∂npq

∣∣∣∣
Γpq

= − ∂uq

∂nqp

∣∣∣∣
Γpq

. (9)

To complete the set of conditions we have to take into accountthe boundary condition (2) which is defined
on the boundary∂Ω. Therefore, one uses all three conditions (8), (9) and (2) tofind unknown coefficients
cj

(i)
p for ∀j, i, p. These three conditions come into the game in a weak sense. Namely,

∫
∂Ωp

Φj
(i1)
p

∂Φn
(i2)
p

∂np
dS =

∫
∂Ωp

Φj
(i1)
p v dS, (10)

wherenp is the outer normal to∂Ωp vector. Such a formulation is called by residual formulation, cf. [3],
[4], [5], [8].

Hence, we are able to construct the system of linear equations in the case whenΩ = Ω1 ∪Ω2 as it was done
in [5] or [8], i.e.

Ac :=
(

A1 B12

Bt
12 A2

)(
c1

c2

)
=

(
b1

b2

)
=: b, (11)

where the components of the matricesA1, A2 andB12 and the components of the vectorsb1 andb2 are
equal to appropriate surface integrals

A1 :
∫

∂Ω1

Φj
(i1)
1

∂Φn
(i2)
1

∂n12
dS, B12 :

∫
Γ12

Φj
(i1)
1

∂Φn
(i2)
2

∂n21
dS,

A2 :
∫

∂Ω2\Γ12

Φj
(i1)
2

∂Φn
(i2)
2

∂n21
dS −

∫
Γ12

∂Φj
(i1)
2

∂n21
Φn

(i2)
2 dS, (12)

b1 :
∫

∂Ω1\Γ12

Φj
(i1)
1 v dS, b2 :

∫
∂Ω2\Γ12

Φj
(i1)
2 v dS, (13)

wherei1, i2 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, j, n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} and the vectorc consists of the unknowns constants,v
comes from (2).

A is dense, frequency depended, in general, complex matrix, which has rather high condition number when
N1 andN2 are rather large. The growing rate of the matrixA usually depends on the frequencyf and
geometry. This affects the final results. Usually, the system (11) is solved by simple Gaussian elimination
technique, and for largeN1 andN2 values such a strategy may give wrong or very inaccurate solutions,
and no matter how accurate the integrals (12) and (13) have been found. In this paper, we propose to use
different strategy which helps to increase the accuracy of the numerical WBM solutioñu ∈ Ω. Our ideas
are based on the principles of the Geometric Multi–Grid Methods which are used to solve elliptic boundary
value problems.
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2 The Ideas of the Geometric Multi–grid Method

Multi–grid computational methods are known as fastest numerical methods to solve elliptic boundary value
problems. The main idea of this method is following: we consider the differential equation of the type

Lu = g in Ω (14)

under boundary condition
Bu = v on ∂Ω, (15)

whereL is certain elliptic operator andB is a boundary operator. For some reasons we cannot solve this
problem analytically and, therefore, we find an approximation ũ to the unknown functionu, i.e.

u = ũ + e, (16)

wheree represents an error or correction term.

To find the approximatioñu one discretizes the computational domain using the mesh size h with N + 1
mesh points. Next, the approximation of the differential operatorL, of the functionu and of the right hand
sideg is needed, i.e.L → Lh, u → ũ andg → gh. Using certain numerical method one construct the
approximative solutioñu which is defined onN + 1 grid points.

To find the correction terme one uses, for example, coarse grid with mesh size2h andN/2 + 1 points and
defines the approximation of the correction equation, i.e.

L2he = r2h =:
(
g2h − I2h

h (Lhũ)
)

, (17)

under the boundary condition
B2he = v2h − I2h

h (Bhũ) , (18)

where the operatorI2h
h is certain restriction from-fine-to-coarse grid operator,cf. [13], [11]. To find the sum

ũ + e one needs prolongation from-coarse-to-fine grid operatorIh
2h.

Usually, the process of “coarsing” can be continued. In thiscase the whole procedure forms multi–level
“V-Cycle”, cf. [13], [11].

In the case of Wave Based Method we will not introduce any grid, but utilize the idea of “V-Cycling”. To
find the numerical WBM solutioñu we will use certain amount of wave functions. Next, we will search for
the correction tõu using several different strategies.

3 Modifications of the Wave Based Method

In this section, we consider several approaches and their combinations which lead to better convergence
properties of the numerical WBM solution of the homogeneousHelmholtz equation.

3.1 First Idea: the Matrix Subdivision Approach

The main disadvantage of the Wave Based Method is that the matrix A, cf. (11), is ill-conditioned, i.e.
the condition number becomes too large if the numberNp, ∀p, of the wave functions, cf. (3), increases.
Therefore, small perturbations of input data can lead to large changes of numerical solution. Hence, the
frequency range, where the Wave Based Method can be applied,has certain bound, and the accuracy is
also limited. In order to improve the accuracy of numerical WBM solution and, probably, to extend WBM
applicability range, we use the idea of the V–Cycling. The idea is the following:
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1. calculate the numerical WBM solutioñu(1)
p in Ωp for ∀p using only few wave functions, i.e.

A(1)c(1) = b(1) −→ ũ(1)
p =

N
(1)
p∑

n=0

4∑
j=1

c1n
(j)
p Φn

(j)
p ; (19)

2. define the correction equation

A(2)c(2) = b(2) =:



b̃(1)
1
...

b̃(1)
p
...

b̃(1)
J


−→ ũ(2)

p =
N

(2)
p∑

n=N
(1)
p +1

4∑
j=1

c2n
(j)
p Φn

(j)
p ,

(20)

where b̃(1)
p = b(1)

p −



∫
∂Ωp\Γ̃

Φ0
(1)
p

∂u
(1)
p

∂n dS

∫
∂Ωp\Γ̃

Φ0
(2)
p

∂u
(1)
p

∂n dS

...∫
∂Ωp\Γ̃

Φ
N

(1)
p

(4)

p

∂u
(1)
p

∂n dS


and

Γ̃ =
⋃

∂Ωp ∩ ∂Ωq 6= ∅
p 6= q

Γpq.

3. find ũ
(3)
p , ũ

(4)
p , ũ

(5)
p , . . . ;

4. sum up all the approximations, i.e.up ≈
Y∑

j=1
ũ

(j)
p , whereN

(1)
p + N

(2)
p + · · · + N

(Y )
p = Np.

The procedure above can be done several times, i.e. one can doseveral iterations until the appropriate
accuracy is achieved. The matricesA(1), A(2), . . ., A(Y ), Y < Y0 ∈ N, have been defined in such a way

A =

A1

A2

B12

Bt
12

A =

A1

A2

B12

Bt
12

Figure 2: Possible configuration of the sub–matrices: without overlapping (left), with overlapping (right).
The case of two sub–domains, i.e.Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2

that they do not intersect with each other. However, the matrices may have certain overlapping. Obviously,
in this caseN1

p + N2
p + · · ·+ NY

p 6= Np This does not lead to any contradiction, and our numerical solution
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may become even better because more information is used. Of course, in our approach we ignore several
non-zero entries, defined in matrixA, and this can affect the final result. The influence of these entries on
the final numerical solution, however, apparently depends on the geometry of the domainsΩp, i.e. if the
geometry ofΩp is close to the shape of a rectangle (in 2D) or of a cuboid (in 3D), then the appropriate wave
functions are close to orthogonal. This can give almost no influence of above mentioned entries.

We have to note that the convergence of the iterative procedure highly depends on the sizes of the sub–
matricesA(1), A(2), . . . The size of the first matrixA(1) cannot be neither large nor small. In the first case
the matrix becomes ill-conditioned and, hence, may give wrong approximation of the solutioñu(1)

p , what

may lead to the explosion of the numerical solution. In the second case the first approximatioñu(1)
p may be

found not accurate enough. This may lead to long iterative loop.

3.2 Second Idea: Optimization Approach

Another possibility to find numerical WBM solution is to consider certain optimization problem. Let us

assume that we found some approximative solutionũp(x) =
N

(1)
p∑

n=0

4∑
j=1

cn
(j)
p Φn

(j)
p (x) ≈ up(x), in Ωp for ∀p

of the problem (1), (2). Following the idea above we want to find the correctionδũp to this approximation.
This correction term can be found such that it minimizes, forexample, the residual|up − ũp − δũp| in a best
way. In our case we minimize the following

|AUδc − e| −→ min, (21)

wheree := b−Ac̃, UtU = I, where the size ofI tells us how much wave functions have been used to find

the correctionδc. In other wordsU =
(

I
0

)
. Equivalently we may rewrite (21)

1
2

(AUδc − e)t (AUδc− e) −→ min, (22)

or
(AU)t (AUδc − e) = 0. (23)

Here, we use two almost the same principles of matrixA subdivision as above, cf. Fig. 3. The equation (23)

A = A =

Figure 3: Possible configuration of the sub–matrices: without overlapping (left), with overlapping (right).
The case of two sub–domains, i.e.Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2

can be simplified if we use so-called “QR decomposition”, i.e. there exist such an orthogonal matrixQ
(QtQ = I) and upper triangular matrixR such that

AU = QR. (24)
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Substituting (24) into (23) we get

(QR)t (QRδc − e) = RtQtQRδc −RtQte −→ δc = R−1Qte. (25)

The matrixR, in general, does not have full rank. Therefore, the the solution δc has to be found in a least
square sense.

BecauseAU 6= A in general, we solve the minimization problem (23) iteratively until appropriate accuracy
using the same iterative algorithm presented above. It willbe shown that several iterations can indeed give
better numerical WBM solution.

In this case we use the whole information provided by the matrix A in comparison with the previous case,
where certain components have been ignored at all. Also, thecondition numbers of the matrices, which have
been used, are rather small in comparison with the conditionnumber of the matrixA. This, obviously, less
affect the numerical results.

3.3 Certain Variation of the Classical Approach

As one knows, to find classical numerical WBM solution of the problem (1), (2) one needs certain amount of
wave functions. In 2D case the amount of wave functions used in each sub–domainΩp is given by4(Np+1),
cf. Section 1. The size of appropriate matrixAp in this case is equal to4(Np + 1) × 4(Np + 1). It would
be also a good idea to calculate the numerical solution usingmore wave functions in order to increase the
accuracy of the numerical WBM solution. But in the practice the condition numbers of the matricesAp, and
hencecond (A), also increase. Therefore, the accuracy can become even worse.

We propose to use another strategy. Let us calculate the matricesAp using4(Ñp +1) wave functions, where
Ñp > Np. Now, we construct new matrices̃Ap, which consist of first4(Np + 1) columns of appropriate
matricesAp. Therefore, the complete matrix̃A does not have full rank. Using the “QR Decomposition” and
solving the equation

c = R−1Qtb̃, (26)

whereÃ = QR (b̃ has been calculated using4(Ñ + 1) wave functions), we find the numerical WBM

solution in a least square sense. In the further examplescond
(
Ã

)
≤ cond (A). We note that there is no

need to calculate all components of the matrixA to constructÃ. Hence, the calculation time decreases.

4 Orthonormal Wave Functions

In this section, we would like to show the possibility to construct the matrixA and the vectorb with real
valued entries. Moreover, we would like to orthogonalize and normalize appropriate wave functions. Such
a trick helps to decrease the calculation time and, in certain cases, to improve the accuracy of the numerical
WBM solution ũ.

Let us take a look on the wave functions given above, cf. (4) – (7). These functions are complex valued only

in the cases, when

(
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2
)

and

(
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2
)

are positive. Otherwise, the appropriate arguments

of the exponential functions in (4) – (7) become real valued.Moreover, the wave functions (4) and (7) for
j → ∞ become unbounded. To bound the wave functions for allj ∈ N0, cf. [3], and to avoid the complex
valued entries inA one proposes the following

if

[
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2
]

> 0 and

[
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2
]

> 0, then in 2D case the wave functions are respectively
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defined by

Φj
(1)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1 cos

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2

x2, (27)

Φj
(2)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1 sin

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2

x2, (28)

Φj
(3)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2 cos

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2

x1, (29)

Φj
(4)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2 sin

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2

x1 (30)

otherwise

Φj
(1)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1 e

s„
jπ

L
p
x1

«2

−κ2 (x2−Lp
x2

)

, (31)

Φj
(2)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1 e
−

s„
jπ

L
p
x1

«2

−κ2 x2

, (32)

Φj
(3)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2 e

s„
jπ

L
p
x2

«2

−κ2 (x1−Lp
x1

)

, (33)

Φj
(4)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2 e
−

s„
jπ

L
p
x2

«2

−κ2 x1

. (34)

The wave functions defined by (27) – (34) are, obviously, realvalued, but not orthonormalized. This is the
next step what we are interested in. The following construction of the orthonormal wave functions has been
realized

if

[
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lx1

)2
]

> 0 and

[
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lx2

)2
]

> 0, then

Φj
(1)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1

C1 cos

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2

x2

 , (35)

Φj
(2)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1

C2 cos

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2

x2 (36)

+ C3 sin

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x1

)2

x2

 ,

Φj
(3)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2

C4 cos

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2

x1

 , (37)

Φj
(4)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2

C5 cos

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2

x1 (38)

+ C6 sin

√
κ2 −

(
jπ

Lp
x2

)2

x1
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otherwise

Φj
(1)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1

C̃1e

s„
jπ

L
p
x1

«2

−κ2 (x2−Lp
x2

)

 , (39)

Φj
(2)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x1

x1

C̃2e

s„
jπ

L
p
x1

«2

−κ2 (x2−Lp
x2

)

(40)

+ C̃3e
−

s„
jπ

L
p
x1

«2

−κ2 x2

 ,

Φj
(3)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2

C̃4e

s„
jπ

L
p
x2

«2

−κ2 (x1−Lp
x1

)

 , (41)

Φj
(4)
p (x) = cos

jπ

Lp
x2

x2

C̃5e

s„
jπ

L
p
x2

«2

−κ2 (x1−Lp
x1

)

(42)

+ C̃6e
−

s„
jπ

L
p
x2

«2

−κ2 x1

 ,

where the constantsCj and C̃j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}, are found in a special way using the Gram-Schmidt
orthonormalization procedure, cf. [1], andx1 andx2 belong to the rectangle which circumscribes the sub–
domainΩp. The orthonormalization has been done with respect to intervals[0, Lp

x2 ] and[0, Lp
x1 ], respectively.

The advantage of the above definitions of the wave functions will be presented further.

5 Numerical Examples

In this section, we would like to compare accuracy properties of the numerical WBM solutions̃u depending
on the strategies described above. To estimate the accuracyof ũ the reference solutionufem and the maximum
norm‖·‖∞ := max

x∈Ω
| · | have been used.

5.1 2D case

In this subsection, we consider the homogeneous Helmholtz equation (1) defined in 2D non–convex domain
Ωp=1 ⊂ R2 together with the boundary condition (2) defined on the boundary ∂Ω, cf. Fig. 4. The wave
number is given byκ = 3.1899. Let us apply the Optimization approach. It has been realized that the results
in this case become better, if one uses exactly orthonormal wave functions. The corresponding results under
different setups are depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 (left). Next, we present the results of third strategy, cf. Fig.
6 (right). Here, we do only one iteration because the resultsdo not change too much any more.

5.2 3D case

It would be a good idea to consider also 3D case. Let us consider the domainΩ which has the form of
car–like cavity, cf. Fig. 7. In our case the geometry of the domainΩ and the boundary conditions on∂Ω
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Figure 4: Numerical WBM solution. On the boundary parts indicated by arrows the non–zero functionv = 1
is given.v = 0 otherwise.
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Figure 5: Accuracy orders for Optimization approach at different amount of iterations and the accuracy
orders of the Classical WBM
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Figure 6: Accuracy orders for Optimization approach at different amount of iterations and the accuracy
orders of the Classical WBM (left), Accuracy orders for the Variation of the classical approach (right)
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allow to reduce the dimension from 3D to 2D. But we solve the problem in 3D. We solve the problem (1),
(2) with κ = 6.1899. The boundary conditions are the following:v = 1 on the straight part of the boundary
(x = 0, y ∈ [0, 0.25]), z ∈ [0, 1]) andv = 0 otherwise. Again, to compare different strategies we took
ufem as a reference solution, calculated using very fine triangulation of the domainΩ (825224 dofs). As in

Figure 7: Numerical WBM solution of the problem (1), (2) in 3Dcase (left), 2D (XY plane) cut of the
domainΩ (right)

the previous example we compare the results of Classical WBMapproach and Optimization approach under
different setups and using different wave functions, i.e. classical or orthonormal ones, cf. Formulae (4) – (7)
and (35) – (42). The results are depicted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. As one can notice in some cases the accuracy
of a numerical WBM solution after certain amount of iterations decreases. The nature of such a phenomenon
has to be investigated, yet. As we expected the Optimizationapproach using orthonormal wave functions
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Figure 8: Accuracy orders for Optimization approach at different amount of iterations and the accuracy
orders of the Classical WBM. Orthonormal wave functions have been used.

for certainN gives more accurate numerical solutions.

6 Conclusions

We would like to notice that in the mid–frequency range the Helmholtz type problems cannot be effectively
solved using element based approaches. Therefore, the wavebased approach can be an alternative to deal
such problems with. As an example we can mention the second problem presented above, cf. ig. 7, where
we used825224 elements to find a reference solutionuref: if we tried to increase the number of elements
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Figure 9: Accuracy orders for Optimization approach at different amount of iterations and the accuracy
orders of the Classical WBM. Orthonormal wave functions have been used.

to consider higher frequency, then the FEMLAB package (which has been used) tried to allocate more
memory which was in deficit and, hence, no solution at all can be obtained. The WBM avoids such type
of problems. In this work, the opportunity to increase the accuracy of the numerical WBM solution has
been presented. The main goal of this paper was to show that the principles of V–Cycling can be applied
to solve the boundary value problem of Helmholtz type. We showed that one is able to use at least three
strategies which may give better numerical results. However, we do not know exactly the criterion which
helps to find the best combination of the parameters which leads the best accuracy. It seems that for different
domains this combination might be different, but the orthogonal wave functions give better results. The most
important fact is that the condition number of appropriate matrices can be decreased, what, obviously, leads
to the better results. Also, we noticed that the computational costs cannot be reduced, i.e. the computational
time to find numerical solution using the classical WBM is, asa rule, the smallest one. We presented two
numerical examples which show that different strategies, presented here, indeed give nice results.
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Abstract
The Wave Based Technique has already been introduced as being an efficient alternative of element based
methods (FEM, BEM). Since it is based on the indirect Trefftz approach, exact solutions of the governing
differential equation are used to approximate the dynamic field variables, which yields smaller numerical
models as compared to methods using simple polynomial functions. An extension to solve radiation prob-
lems under unechoic conditions has recently been developed, which involves a novel modelling method-
ology: an artificial spherical truncation boundary is introduced to divide the problem into a bounded and
an unbounded domain. The dynamic field in the unbounded domain is expressed by radiation functions,
consisting of linear combinations of spherical harmonics and Hankel functions, while the bounded domain
employs the ”standard” interior wave functions. In order to be able to model the fluid volume between the
model body and the truncation sphere, new elements had to be introduced. These adaptation elements con-
tain curved and bended surfaces to describe the spherical coupling boundary. This paper presents detailed
investigations regarding these extensions: the involved new element types, the behaviour of the dynamic field
in the unbounded domain and the coupling between the bounded and the unbounded domain. The influence
of various parameters and modelling strategies are demonstrated on numerical models up to 1 kHz with the
quantitative evaluations being carried out by means of residual error measures.

1 Introduction

An overview of theoretical foundation of the Wave Based Technique for 3D acoustic radiation is given in
Section 2. The modelling methodology is presented in Section 3, with special attention given to certain
model characteristics and parameters investigated in this work. Considering these characteristic properties,
several model variants were evaluated in order to achieve improved results. The investigated model variants
and improvements are introduced in Section 3.2, together with a precise definition of error measures used
hereafter. Sections 4-7 deals with presenting results and consequencies, then Section 8 gives a summary of
the current work and future tasks.

2 Theoretical foundation

Consider the 3D acoustic radiation problem shown in Figure 1. A physical model boundary Γ is surrounded
by a fluid domain, which is characterized by its speed of sound c, and its ambient fluid density ρ0. The time
harmonic pressure response is given by p(r, t) = p(r, t)ejωt at position r, where j represents the imaginary
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unit, t the time and ω the circular frequency. Under the assumption that the system is linear, the fluid is
inviscid and the process adiabatic, the steady-steate pressure field is governed by the Helmholtz equation:

Figure 1: Problem definition

∇2p(r) + k2p(r) = −jρ0ωδ(r, r0)q (1)

The physical boundary consists of three parts, Γ = Γp ∪Γv ∪ΓZ where the corresponding boundary condis-
tions are imposed:

• Pressure boundary condition p̄(r) at Γp

p(r) = p̄(r) r ∈ Γp (2)

• Normal velocity boundary condition v̄n(r) at Γv

vn(r) = v̄n(r) r ∈ Γv (3)

• Normal impedance boundary condition Z̄n(r) at ΓZ

Zn(r) = Z̄n(r) r ∈ ΓZ (4)

Furthermore in case of the radiation problem, the solution has to satisfy the Sommerfeld-radiation condition,
namely that no reflection occurs at the infinite boundary Γ∞:

lim
|r|→∞

[
|r|
(
∂p(r)
∂|r| + jkp(r)

)]
= 0 (5)

The Wave Based Technique is based on an indirect Trefftz approach in that the dynamic acoustic pressure
is expressed as a linear combination of wave functions, which exactly satisfy the homogenous Helmholtz
equation. In contrast to element based methods (BEM, FEM), which use polynomial shape functions, the
wave functions do not necessarily satisfy the imposed boundary conditions. A weighted residual (Galerkin)
formulation is used to enforce the residuals at the boundaries to be zero in an integral sense.

For the method to converge, the underlying acoustic domain has to be partioned into convex subdomains.
In order to tackle problems in unbounded domains, an additional partitioning must be performed. By intro-
ducing an artificial truncation boundary ΓT , the problem domain is divided into a bounded region and an
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unbounded region ΩU and ΩB . In the bounded domain ΩB the steady-state dynamic acoustic pressure field
p(α)(r) is approximated using the following pressure expansion within a convex acoustic subdomain Ω(α):

p(α)(r) ≈ p̂(α)(r) =
nwf∑
w=1

p(α)
w φ(α)

w (r) = Φ(α)(r)pw
(α) (6)

with the following wave-function selection being used:

φ(α)
w (r(x,y,z)) =


φ(α)
wr (x, y, z) = cos(k(α)

xwrx) cos(k(α)
ywry) exp−jk

(α)
zwr z

φ(α)
ws (x, y, z) = cos(k(α)

xwsx) exp−jk
(α)
ywsy cos(k(α)

zwsz)

φ(α)
wt (x, y, z) = exp−jk

(α)
xwtx cos(k(α)

ywty) cos(k(α)
zwtz)

(7)

where the only requirement for the selection of the wave numbers is that k2 = k
(α)
xwi + k

(α)
ywi + k

(α)
zwi , with

i = r, s, t. It is proposed to select the following wave number components [1]:

(
k(α)
xwr , k

(α)
ywr , k

(α)
zwr

)
=

(
n

(α)
xr π

L
(α)
x

,
n

(α)
yr π

L
(α)
y

,

√
k2 − (k(α)

xwr)2 − (k(α)
ywr)2

)
(8a)

(
k(α)
xws , k

(α)
yws , k

(α)
zws

)
=

(
n

(α)
xs π

L
(α)
x

,

√
k2 − (k(α)

xws)2 − (k(α)
zws)2,

n
(α)
zs π

L
(α)
z

)
(8b)

(
k(α)
xwt , k

(α)
ywt , k

(α)
zwt

)
=

(√
k2 − (k(α)

ywt)2 − (k(α)
zwt)2,

n
(α)
yt π

L
(α)
y

,
n

(α)
zt π

L
(α)
z

)
(8c)

where n(α)
xr . . . n

(α)
zt are arbitrary integers, L(α)

x . . . L
(α)
z are the dimensions of the corresponding domains,

and k2 = (w/c)2 is the square of the real wavenumber. The solution in the unbounded domain ΩU has to
satisfy the Helmholtz equation (1) and the Sommerfeld-condition (5) apart from the continuity conditions to
the bounded domain. A valid basis set for the wave function expansion is given in spherical coordinates:

p(r, φ, θ) =
nRF∑
l=0

l∑
m=−l

plmhl(kr)Ylm(φ, θ) (9)

where r, φ, θ denotes the radial, azimuth and zenith co-ordinates. The spherical harmonics Ylm(φ, θ) and
the spherical Hankel functions hl(kr) of (9) are defined as

Ylm(φ, θ) =

√
(2l + 1)(l −m)!

4π(l +m)!
Pml (cos θ) ejmφ (10a)

hl(kr) =
√

π

2kr
H

(2)
l+1/2 (10b)

where Pml represents the Legendre-polynomials and H(2)
l+1/2 the Hankel-functions of the second kind. The

size of the function set in the unbounded domain is determined by the integer nRF , and to distinguish
between wave functions used for the bounded domain, the functions in the unbounded domain are referred
to as radiation-functions.
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The continuity conditions between the subdomains are enforced by means of coupling boundary conditions.
Using the impedance-coupling method [2], the following coupling conditions are defined on a coupling
surface ΓI(α,β)

:

RI(α,β)
(r) =

j

ρ0ω

∂

∂n

[
p̂(α)(r) + p̂(β)(r)

]
+

1
Zc

[
p̂(β)(r)− p̂(α)(r)

]
r ∈ ΓI(α,β)

(11a)

RI(β,α)
(r) =

j

ρ0ω

∂

∂n

[
p̂(α)(r) + p̂(β)(r)

]
+

1
Zc

[
p̂(α)(r)− p̂(β)(r)

]
r ∈ ΓI(α,β)

(11b)

where the coupling residuals RI(α,β)
and RI(β,α)

are also enforced to be zero in weighted integral sense. The
value Zc is an arbitrary non-zero complex number. It determines the relative importance of the velocity term
as compared to the pressure term in the continuity conditions.

3 Modeling and evaluation methodology

In practice the modelling method for 3D radiation problems consist of 3 main steps as depicted on Fig.2.

(a) Creation of physical model boundary (b) Creation of bounding rectangle, filling
up with wave-based subdomains

(c) Creation of spherical adaptation
elements

Figure 2: Practical modelling steps for 3D radiation problems

3.1 Characteristic parameters and properties of WB models

A definite advantage of the Wave Based Technique over the element based methods, which require fine
element discretization, is that the model refinement process for increasing frequency of interest only involves
the enlargement of the wave function set. Utilizing this advantage low-complexity, but highly efficient
dynamic refinement strategies can be adopted. For the interior domain such methods have already been used
successfully [4], whereas no similar knowledge is available for the radiation part. Thus, both a satisfactory
number of DOFs for the bounded domain ΩB and a satisfactory number of DOFs for the unbounded domain
ΩU is a relevant topic of investigations.

By introducing the spherical truncation boundary ΓT , the radius of this truncation sphere plays an important
role in the number of DOFs to achieve a desired accuracy. By increasing the radius, the dimensions of the
spherical adaptation elements on Fig. 2(c) are increasing, along with the required number of wave functions
to satisfactorily describe the pressure field in these domains. Consequently, a reasonable requierement is to
keep this radius as small as possible, that is however practically limited by the dimension of the bounding
rectangular box seen on Fig. 2(b).
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Applying the impedance-coupling method to enforce the continuity conditions between subdomains the
value of coupling factor Zc in (11a) and (11b) also influences the solution. [2] proposes Zc = ρ0c as a
general guideline, and Zc = 0.1ρ0c for certain models. Other experiences [4] also showed that Zc = 0.1ρ0c
offers better comparison to reference BEM calculations. However no further detailed investigations are avail-
able related to the optimal (complex) value of this parameter. In the current work Zc = 0.1ρ0c value was
used, as preleminary investigations regarding the models treated here showed better comparisons to BEM
calculations using this value.

3.2 Introduction of model variants

In order to get a deeper insight to the behavior of WBT radiation problems, models with different com-
plexities were evaluated. As a first step, the physical boundary was kept invariant, and only the excitation
was varied. This resulted in three different excitation variants, where the first two variants have constant
normal velocity excitation on certain surfaces, while in the case of the third variant a structural displacement
boundary condition was applied. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the boundary conditions in the three cases.

(a) Excitation var. 1. (b) Excitation var. 2. (c) Real part of structural velocity at
500Hz

Figure 3: Excitation variants, purple indicates constant normal velocity while light green indicates rigid
surfaces

The constant velocity excitation is located on complementary surfaces in case of the first two variant. A
structural FEM calculation was carried out considering the boundary surface being a 3mm thick plate made
of T6061 aluminium and the resulted nodal velocites were applied to the boundary surface using a one-way
coupling scheme [3].

Each excitation variant was modeled with three different modelling strategies, resulting in numerical models
with different complexities. Fig. 4 shows the fluid domain inside the bounding box (seen on Fig. 2(b))
decomposed into convex subdomains using different decomposition strategies. The dimensions of the rect-
angular bounding box are 0.8m× 0.6m× 0.45m.

In the first case, the number of subdomains was intended to be kept as low as possible. This resulted in
11 subdomains, including the 6 spherical adaptation elements (seen on Fig. 2(c)). The next step was to
further decompose the subdomains at the edges of boundary condition discontinuities, resulting in a total
of 16 subdomains. In the last step an extra layer of subdomains was created to eliminate boundary condi-
tion discontinuities on the surfaces coupled to the spherical adaptation elements resulting in a total of 39
subdomains.

The 3× 3 = 9 model variants make it possible to investigate the convergence and the achievable accuracy in
case of different excitation complexities and modelling strategies.
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(a) Minimal number of subdomains (b) Subdomains further decomposed (c) Model with extra layer

Figure 4: Model variants with different modelling strategies

3.3 Method of assessment

In order to verify the accuracy and the convergence of the model variants in case of different parameter
settings and modelling strategies, two kinds of evaluation strategy were used. As a first step a comparison to
a BEM reference result was made, after that certain boundary residual error calculations were carried out.

3.3.1 Evaluation in comparison to reference BEM calculation

To have an accurate reference solution, a direct BEM model with an average element size of 16mm was
created for all model variants. Considering this BEM mesh 100% of the elements are valid up to 940Hz
taking into account a λ/15 rule. In case of structural excitation the so called same mesh interpolation method
was used in LMS Sysnoise to transfer the structural results to the acoustic mesh as the applied structural and
acoustic meshes were equivalent. An evenly distributed triangular field point mesh with a radius of 1.3m and
a unifrom element size of 3cm was used to calculate the field-point pressure results in the acoustic domain
as seen on Fig. 5. Corresponding points inside and close to the physical boundaries were rejected.

Figure 5: Field point mesh for post-processing

Deviation from reference results were evaluated by means of the following average relative error:

Erel(WBT−BEM)
=

1
N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ p̂(WBT )(ri)− p(BEM)(ri)
p(BEM)(ri)

∣∣∣∣ (12)
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where p̂(WBT )(ri), p(BEM)(ri) are field point pressure results of WBT and BEM respectively and N is the
number of response points.

As it is shown later on the relative error lies in an average range of 0 − 10% except for acoustic ”shadow”
regions, where relatively high accuracy errors occur (see Fig. 6). This is due to slight spatial shifts of the
resulted radiation pattern compared to the reference solution. This produces a high relative error close to
regions of high pressure gradient and after all causes an uncontrolled increase of the error criteria itself.

Restricting the dynamic range of interest to 30dB, pressure nodes 30dB below the maximal value were omit-
ted from the error calculation, in order to avoid the ”shadow” regions to be dominant in the error calculation.

3.3.2 Evaluation using boundary residual measures

In order to observe the convergence behavior of the method the boundary residual measures can also be
evaluated. Residual error measures have the advantage that no external reference calculation is needed, thus
an a-posteriori impression can be obtained on the achievable accuracy. This can be used as an accuracy
measure on the condition that the convergence behavior is similar to the relative pressure error (12).

Considering the boundary conditions applied to the model variants in this work the following average relative
residual error was evaluated:

R̄vrel =
1
Av

∫
Γv

∣∣∣∣ v̂(r)− v̄BC(r)
v̄BC(r)

∣∣∣∣ dΓv (13)

where Av is the total surface area where non-zero velocity boundary conditions are prescribed.

4 Convergence due to radiation functions

In this section the error convergence by increasing number of radiation functions is presented. For the number
of wave functions in the bounded domain ΩB a strictly conservative frequency dependent dynamic strategy
was used to preferably reduce the approximation errors due to an accidental unsatisfactory number of wave
functions in ΩB . Calculations were carried out with different radii of truncation spheres. Total number of
DOFs for the different modelling strategies and different truncation radii can be seen on Table 1.

Economical model Split model Extra layer model

nRF = 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11

R = 0.69m

100 Hz 2380 2392 2412 2440 2476 2520 3460 3472 3492 3520 3556 3600 8428 8440 8460 8488 8524 8568
300 Hz 2692 2704 2724 2752 2788 2832 3772 3784 3804 3832 3868 3912 8740 8752 8772 8800 8836 8880
500 Hz 3520 3532 3552 3580 3616 3660 4366 4378 4398 4426 4462 4506 10270 10282 10302 10330 10366 10410
700 Hz 4198 4210 4230 4258 4294 4338 5266 5278 5298 5326 5362 5406 12280 12292 12312 12340 12376 12420
900 Hz 5812 5824 5844 5872 5908 5952 7180 7192 7212 7240 7276 7320 15748 15760 15780 15808 15844 15888

R = 0.79m

100 Hz 2380 2392 2412 2440 2476 2520 3460 3472 3492 3520 3556 3600 8428 8440 8460 8488 8524 8568
300 Hz 2848 2860 2880 2908 2944 2988 3928 3940 3960 3988 4024 4068 8896 8908 8928 8956 8992 9036
500 Hz 4108 4120 4140 4168 4204 4248 4954 4966 4986 5014 5050 5094 10858 10870 10890 10918 10954 10998
700 Hz 4858 4870 4890 4918 4954 4998 5926 5938 5958 5986 6022 6066 12940 12952 12972 13000 13036 13080
900 Hz 6592 6604 6624 6652 6688 6732 7960 7972 7992 8020 8056 8100 16528 16540 16560 16588 16624 16668

R = 0.89m

100 Hz 2380 2392 2412 2440 2476 2520 3460 3472 3492 3520 3556 3600 8428 8440 8460 8488 8524 8568
300 Hz 2848 2860 2880 2908 2944 2988 3928 3940 3960 3988 4024 4068 8896 8908 8928 8956 8992 9036
500 Hz 4108 4120 4140 4168 4204 4248 4954 4966 4986 5014 5050 5094 10858 10870 10890 10918 10954 10998
700 Hz 5362 5374 5394 5422 5458 5502 6430 6442 6462 6490 6526 6570 13444 13456 13476 13504 13540 13584
900 Hz 6844 6856 6876 6904 6940 6984 8212 8224 8244 8272 8308 8352 16780 16792 16812 16840 16876 16920

Table 1: Total number of DOFs in case of the three modelling strategies

The error evaluation defined in (12) is shown for the two constant velocity excitation cases and for the
structural excitation case on Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively with different truncation radii. The spatial
distribution of the relative error together with the resulted soundfields at 900Hz can be seen on Fig. 6.
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(a) Pressure amplitude in dB, excitation var. 1.,
R = 0.69m

(b) Pressure amplitude in dB, excitation var. 2.,
R = 0.69m

(c) Pressure amplitude in dB, structural
excitation, R = 0.69m

(d) Relative error to BEM, excitation var. 1.,
R = 0.69m

(e) Relative error to BEM, excitation var. 2.,
R = 0.69m

(f) Relative error to BEM, structural excitation,
R = 0.69m

(g) Relative error to BEM, excitation var. 1.,
R = 0.89m

(h) Relative error to BEM, excitation var. 2.,
R = 0.89m

(i) Relative error to BEM, structural excitation,
R = 0.89m

Figure 6: Resulted soundfields and relative errors with different excitation in case of the extra layer model,
at 900Hz with nRF = 13

Observing the error convergence due to increasing nRF in general, it can be stated that the achievable ac-
curacy was limited, as the convergence curves show a streightening behavior at each frequency. This is due
to the fact that for an unconstrained convergence behavior a relativly constant ratio of wave functions (in
ΩB) and radiation functions is needed which was not the goal in this case. The convergence rate can also be
hindered by potential accuracy errors in the BEM calculation, which needs futher investigations in the fu-
ture. A clear tendency is however noticeable how the satisfactory number of radiation functions is changing
with frequency and complexity, which can be utilized for practical-life calculations performed using more
economic wave function strategies. Results suggest that excitation case 1 and the structural excitation give
rise to soundfields with similar complexity, whereas for excitation case 2 relevantly less radiation functions
are satisfactory to achieve similar accuracy (eg. nRF = 9 instead of nRF = 11 at 900Hz).
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 f=100.00 Hz, Eco

f=300.00 Hz, Eco

f=500.00 Hz, Eco

f=700.00 Hz, Eco

f=900.00 Hz, Eco

f=100.00 Hz, Split

f=300.00 Hz, Split

f=500.00 Hz, Split

f=700.00 Hz, Split

f=900.00 Hz, Split

f=100.00 Hz, Layer

f=300.00 Hz, Layer

f=500.00 Hz, Layer

f=700.00 Hz, Layer

f=900.00 Hz, Layer

Figure 7: Convergence due to radiation functions, excitation variant 1, with different modelling strategies:
Eco seen on Fig. 4(a), Split seen on Fig. 4(b), Layer seen on Fig. 4(c)
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Figure 8: Convergence due to radiation functions, excitation variant 2, with different modelling strategies:
Eco seen on Fig. 4(a), Split seen on Fig. 4(b), Layer seen on Fig. 4(c)
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Figure 9: Convergence due to radiation functions, structural excitation, with different modelling strategies:
Eco seen on Fig. 4(a), Split seen on Fig. 4(b), Layer seen on Fig. 4(c)

Futhermore it can be observed that the radius of the truncation sphere did not influence the achievable av-
erage accuracy in these cases, except for the structural excitation case, where a noticeable difference can be
observed between the truncation radius R = 0.69m and R = 0.89m on Fig. 6. This is also represented as
a steepness difference on Fig. 9 between R = 0.69m and R = 0.89m at 900Hz. In case of unsatisfactory
low nRF a similar tendency could be observed in case of larger truncation radii in the other model cases as
well. The difference between smaller and larger truncation radii, considering the required nRF is assumed
to become more significant at higher frequencies and/or in the case of relatively larger truncation radii.

The general similarity of the curves in case of different radii additionaly employs that the applied dynamic
strategy for the number of wave functions in ΩB satisfactorily adapts the wave function set to the dimensions
of the subdomains. Considering the numerical costs these facts clearly involve that a smaller truncation
radius is favourable for the sake of computational speed.

5 Influence of modelling strategy

While results obtained by the split model do not show relevant improvements on results obtained by the
economical model, relevant improvement could be achieved by applying the extra layer. Slight improvements
can be observed changing from the economical model to the split model for instance in the second excitation
case at 300Hz on Fig. 8.

As changing from the economical model (Fig. 4(a)) to the split model (Fig. 4(b)) and then from the split
model to the extra layer model (Fig. 4(c)) the discountinous boundary conditions (in other words jumps of
boundary conditions) on certain surfaces are gradually eleminated, an improvement can be even more clearly
seen in the boundary residual errors. Fig. 10 shows the spatial distribution of the relative residual error on the
boundaries in case of excitation variant 1, while Fig. 11 shows the average relative residual error as function
of frequency and nRF for R = 0.69m.
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(a) Economical model (b) Split model (c) Extra layer model

Figure 10: Distribution of relative velocity excitation residual error in case of different modelling strategies,
f = 900Hz, R = 0.69m and nRF = 11, excitation variant 1
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Figure 11: Average relative velocity excitation residual error as defined in (13) for excitation variant 1

The split model variant already shows some slight improvements, due to splitting of certain domains inside
the rectangular bounding box. The splitting of a given domain was always carried out when a certain planar
surface belonging to the given subdomain had jumps in its prescribed boundary conditions (eg. at transition
edges from rigid wall to fluid domain, which is respresented as transition from zero velocity boundary condi-
tion to coupling boundary condition). Splitting was performed in a streightforward way: first to decompose
the original domains and then couple the new resulted domains at the edges of the jumps. The improvement
from the split model to the extra layer model is even more significant, as the remaining jumps at the planar
surfaces of the spherical adaptation elements are eleminated by introducing the extra coupling-layer.

Considering the residual error convergence due to the radiation functions on Fig. 11 it can be seen that
although the convergence behavior is similar to that seen on Fig. (7), the error convergence is still limited
by approximation errors in ΩB . It can also be seen that the order of the relative residual error is similar to
the order of the pressure error of the corresponding model on Fig. 7, but the relative residual error is usually
higher. It suggests that violaion of the physical boundary conditions are averaged-out in an integral sense in
the pressure error. The violation of boundary conditions can be further reduced by increasing the number of
wave functions in ΩB which will shift the curves down parallel to the current curves. It is also worth to note
that other ongoing investigations [5] also exist to solve the problem of discontinous boundary conditions by
means of enrichment of the wave function set.
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6 Problems with small truncation sphere

Consider the following boundary on Fig. 12(a) and the corresponding subdomain model on Fig. 12(b) inside
the rectangular bounding box. The dimensions of the rectangular box are 0.6m× 0.4m× 0.34m. Results of
error evaluation defined in (12) on Fig. 13 clearly show that a relevant accuracy problem occurs in the case
of the smallest possible truncation radius R = 0.4m.

(a) Physical boundary, purple indicates constant normal
velocity while light green indicates rigid surfaces

(b) Rectangular box filled up with dubdomains

Figure 12: Model booundary and the corresponding subdomains

The accuracy problem is caused by significant coupling errors at the surfaces which couple the spherical
adaptation elements to each other (from now on referred to as bended quadrangular surfaces). In case of
the smallest possible truncation radius R = 0.4m the coupling surface area of the bended quadrangles is
not satisfactory to describe the pressure field, and the coupling error is dominant on the surfaces. A slightly
increased truncation radius improves the coupling, making coupling errors less dominant on the surface,
finally resulting in better error levels as seen on Fig. 14(c) for 900Hz. The phenomenon can be clearly
understood from Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b), which show the spatial distribution of coupling residual error on
the coupling surfaces determined by two corresponding wave based domains as defined in (11a) and (11b)
in case of truncation radii of R = 0.4m and R = 0.5m.

A practical workaround for the problem can be to dynamically increase the truncations radius when the
average coupling residual error on the bended quadrangular surfaces show a significant increase in compared
to the average coupling error on the spherical trunctation boundary ΓT as it can be seen on Fig. 14(d).

Consider the following quantity, employing that RIbended and RIΓT are coupling residual errors as defined in
(11a) and (11b) for the bended quadrangular and spherical truncation boundary respectively:

R̄Ibended
R̄IΓT

=
1

Abended

∫
Γbended|RIbended (r)|dΓbended

1
AΓT

∫
ΓT

∣∣∣RIΓT |(r)
∣∣∣dΓT

(14)

It can be seen on Fig. 14(d) that R̄Ibended/R̄IΓT is significantly increasing over the frequency range in case
of R = 0.4m. This information can be used to adaptively enlarge the truncation radius with increasing
frequency.
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Figure 13: Convergence due to radiation functions for model seen on Fig. 12

(a) Coupling residual error, R = 0.4m, 900Hz (b) Coupling residual error, R = 0.5m, 900Hz
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Figure 14: Error analysis of model 2, seen on Fig. 12, nRF = 11

7 Model radius/complexity dependency

Considering the convergence results and behavior discussed in Section 4 and Section 6 the satisfactory num-
ber of radiation functions (nRF ) can be obtained, and drawn for different model cases. Taking a common
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truncation radius of R = 0.69m, a satisfactory nRF over the investigated frequency range can be plotted as
seen on Fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Satisfactory nRF for different models: seen on Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 12(a) respecitvely.
Dotted line represents points obtained by the convergence calculations, straight line represents a linearized
tendency curve

It can be seen that the different models yield nRF curves with different steepnesses. Apart from small jumps
between the integer values of nRF , the tendency of the curves can be considered as linear. Model excitation
var. 1 (Fig. 3(a)) and model variant with structural excitation (Fig. 3(c)) yield similar requirements for
the number of radiation functions, whereas model excitation var. 2 (Fig. 3(b)) requires lower number of
radiation functions, assumably due to less complex excitation. Model variant shown in Section 6 on Fig.
12(a) renders the least complexity due to the smaller model dimensions.

In order to practically verify the obtained frequency dependent behavior, model excitation variant 1 seen on
Fig. 3(a) was calculated using the economic modelling strategy seen on Fig. 4(a). An economic dynamic
rule for the number of wave functions in ΩB was applied, while for the number of radiation functions the
linerized curve on Fig. 15 was used. Results are shown on Fig. 16 in comperison to constant nRF parameter
settings, furthermore the total number of DOFs are shown as well.

Results on Fig. 16(a) confirm that average relative error compared to reference BEM calulcation can be
kept under 1 dB by means of the dynamic nRF rule obtained by the convergency analysis. In other cases
deviations up to 6 dB can occur by violating the requirements for the unbounded ΩU domain. It can be
also seen that application of a dynamic rule can yield 10 − 20% gain in the number of DOFs in the lower
frequency range compared to a constant high setting for nRF .
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Figure 16: Relative error compared to BEM and total number of DOFs with dynamic and constant nRF rules
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8 Conclusions and future work

This paper presents various observations on specific modelling parameters and strategies for the application
of the Wave Based Technique to 3D radiation problems.

The main issue is to investigate the requirements for the number of radiation functions. A linearized dy-
namic rule was derived for different model cases by means of error analysis compared to a reference BEM
calculation. Although the achieved accuracy was limited for the current sets of DOFs, the resulted linear rule
could be verified and used to achieve relatively constant error levels over the investigated frequency range.
The investigations using different excitation variants rendered soundfields with different complexity, which
yielded linearized requierement curves with different steepnesses.

Experiences with different modelling strategies showed that elemination of discountinous boundary condi-
tions (jumps) can relevantly improve the achievable accuracy. This was also confirmed by residual error
investigations, which clearly showed the improvement by splitting the correspoinding subdomains at the
edges of boundary condition jumps. It was also observed that the residual errors on the physical boundary
also show a convergence due to the increasing number of radiation functions, which can be utilized in more
sophisticated dynamic rules for the number of radiation functions.

Furthermore a model specific observation was also shown in which the radius of the truncation sphere sig-
nificantly influenced the accuracy due to an inadequate coupling phenomenon in case of too small truncation
radius. It was shown that by monitoring certain coupling residual quantities, the phenomenon can be poten-
tially detected and the truncation sphere can be adaptively enlarged.

Future work will concentrate on further verification of the observations presented here, generalizing the
derived findings to a wider range of problems, and extending the frequency range of interest above 1kHz.
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Abstract 
During lift-off, launchers are submitted to severe acoustic loads, generated by the boosters’ combustion. 
Typical overall sound pressure level (OSPL) values are estimated, at the upper parts, within 140-160 dB. 
Strategies to reduce the acoustic energy inside fairings, like the implementation of blankets, have been 
developed by the aerospace industry. SEA is a well known technique for high-frequency prediction 
analysis. A fluid-structure SEA model was generated in view of assessing the influence of the acoustic 
blankets in SPL attenuations inside the VLS fairing. Such materials and respective Biot´s parameters were 
accounted to simulate the Noise Control Treatments (NCT) of the fairing to yield the inner cavity acoustic 
responses. This work presents a sensitivity analysis for the implementation of acoustic blankets to the VLS 
fairing in view of having acceptable SPL inside the acoustic cavity of the fairing. Comparisons between 
different acoustic responses are done and finally, the use of other attenuation techniques is recommended. 

1 Introduction 

The structural design of launch vehicle payloads is driven, mainly, by the severity of the launching 
environment. The loads transmitted from the launcher fairing structure to the payload during lift-off are far 
more severe than any load that a payload can experience during its flight mission in orbit. Therefore, 
payloads may be qualified by subjecting them to loads whose magnitude and spectral content are 
representative of the launch environment inside the fairing cavity. As a result, the more severe the launch 
environment is, the more expensive is the cost of placing the payload into orbit, because it must be 
designed to withstand higher loads. 
Many broadband loads subject the launch vehicle during the flight mission. Among them, acoustic loads 
due to rocket motors at lift-off and external aerodynamic loads around structure during transonic and 
maximum dynamic pressure phases of flight. These air-borne excitations have as main characteristics its 
broadband and random frequency content as well as high intensity acoustic levels. 
The induced acoustic and vibration environments may damage structures and embedded equipments. In 
this framework, specialists must find techniques to be applied for attenuation of such dynamic 
environment. Passive vibration techniques can be used to attenuate structural vibration. The use of 
viscous-elastic materials adding structural damping to reduce the magnitude of vibration of the fairing 
structure is a feasible solution. Another solution is the use of active vibration control (AVC) as described 
by [2]. For acoustic attenuation purposes, designers may consider the upper parts of launchers as the main 
elements to be treated. Passive techniques with the addition of acoustic blankets have been used by [3] and 
[4], since sound pressure levels can reach 160 dB, depending on the launcher and launch configuration. 
For the low-frequency range, active noise control (ANC) and Helmholtz resonators can also be applied to 
reduce noise, as done by [2] and [3]. 
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Nevertheless, it is important to consider that the magnitude of the acoustic loads transmitted to the payload 
is a function of the external acoustic environment as well as the design of the fairing and the design of its 
sound absorbing treatment. 
It is imperative that designers assess noise reduction techniques to be applied on launcher’s subsystems as 
fairings and control bays, where expensive and important subsystems are embedded. Passive isolation or 
the use of acoustic absorption materials (blankets) is largely used in naval and car industries as well as in 
aerospace industry. Currently, the standard industry practice is to use acoustic blankets, which attenuate 
sound energy by trapping the energy in the blanket material and dissipating it as heat [5]. However, for the 
space industry, care must be taken because the weight is a limitation that must be accounted. Another 
important characteristic of blankets is that these materials are typically 2 to 4 inches thick, making them 
more effective in frequencies above 300 to 400 Hz. Below those frequencies, the acoustic wavelength is 
too long for sound waves to be trapped in the blanketed treatment and dissipated as heat. This means that 
for frequency ranges below 300 to 400 Hz, other techniques must be applied to reduce loads inside the 
fairing acoustic cavity.  As described by [2], the ANC can be applied as well as passive technique using 
Helmholtz resonators, which are tuned to a certain frequency or frequencies to absorb acoustic energy at 
these frequencies, typically the acoustic modal frequencies. 

Several approaches, which can be grouped into passive and active attenuation techniques, are 
shown in Figure 1 and can be applied to reduce acoustically induced vibration during launch. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Acoustic launch loads attenuation approaches 

In [6], the vibro-acoustic behavior of the Brazilian Satellite Launcher Vehicle (VLS) fairing was studied. 
In this work, low-frequency modeling techniques as FEM/FEM and FEM/BEM, as well as Statistical 
Energy Analysis (SEA) or high-frequency modeling technique, were applied to obtain the acoustic and 
skin responses of the VLS fairing. Furthermore, an extensive acoustic test campaign was performed to 
validate the work described above. In this acoustic test, the referred fairing was submitted to 145 dB 
OSPL acoustic diffuse field in a 1,200 m3 acoustic reverberant chamber. The experimental x theoretical 
data were compared and showed good agreement [7]. Acoustic transmission loss (TL) was also an 
important data measured in this acoustic test. The sound pressure levels measured inside the inner cavity 
of the fairing and outside the fairing were considered to calculate the sound transmission of the VLS 
fairing as well as the acoustic transmission coefficients [8]. 
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At this moment, it is important to assess the different passive approaches for acoustic launch environment 
alleviation (described in Figure 1), to be applied as the sound absorption design of VLS fairing. It is 
known that this fairing has not an efficient acoustic treatment design, so far. In [6], it was observed that 
mass insertion due to the cork material, added to the fairing body for heating protection purposes, is the 
only parameter responsible for decreasing the sound transmission of the fairing. Therefore, it is imperative 
that the acoustically induced vibrations be attenuated, in order to have a less aggressive launch 
environment for the payload carried by VLS, during the flight mission. 
One of the main application area of numerical noise control prediction techniques is the decision still in 
the early product development phase, which design version - among the different available - is the most 
appropriate from the noise control point of view. By introducing the concept of sensitivity analysis, 
product development can be performed in a more systematic way. In order to predict the efficiency of a 
noise control measure, designers have to compare two (or more) different situations: the effect of a design 
modification, or insertion of a noise control element. The resulting acoustic quantity, usually sound 
pressure level in a well defined point or set of points is calculated for all design situations in order to 
evaluate the effect of the noise control measure. 
The addition of acoustic blankets is just one approach of the passive acoustic attenuation techniques, as 
seen in Figure 1. This technique is well applied for medium-to-high frequency noise reduction ([2] and 
[5]), depending on certain parameters as material thickness and based on the Biot´s theory of porous 
materials. 
It is important to have reliable tools to analyze noise control predictions. As such, virtual prototypes are 
created and different model comparisons can be done. On one hand, SEA is a well established technique, 
which requires engineering judgment rather than serious computational effort, and meaningful estimations 
can be obtained by very simple means. This technique was first used in the 60´s by NASA´s analysts, 
since they had necessity of analyzing high-frequency vibro-acoustic behavior of large and thin structures, 
which the deterministic methods could not do, except with a tremendous computational effort. On the 
other hand, as mentioned above, blanketed designs are usually effective on frequency ranges above 300 to 
400 Hz. In this framework, considering the frequency range to be analyzed for the VLS fairing noise 
control prediction using fluid-structure coupled analysis, SEA seems to be an appropriate prediction 
technique to be applied for a sensitivity analysis. 
This work presents the SEA technique with its advantages and drawbacks as well as the modeling 
procedures for creating different virtual prototypes of the VLS fairing problem. SEA models of the fairing 
(coupled vibro-acoustic system) are built, accounting for the structural and acoustic subsystems, external 
acoustic diffuse field excitation and connections involved on the models. A brief description of the used 
blanket materials is also described as well as the influence of the percentage of the blanketed covered area. 
Results comparisons between the different configurations are done and finally, other passive load 
attenuation approaches are presented for future works. 

2 Acoustical Characterization of Sound Insulation 

Sound transmission into and between dwellings is an increasing contribution to nuisance. This is due to a 
proliferation of hi-fi systems of high power and enhanced bass response, increased use of domestic 
mechanical services and devices, and increasing traffic noise. Insulation techniques are currently used in 
many noise control applications in the automotive, aircraft, space and appliance industries; acoustic 
blankets (mainly porous layers) can be used to absorb airborne sound or to enhance the transmission loss 
of barrier systems (e.g., aircraft fuselage or launcher fairings applications). 
There are basically two mechanisms that inhibit the sound energy transmission between fluid spaces. In 
the first, sound energy is absorbed, particularly when passing through materials (elastic porous materials 
or foams) especially developed to efficiently convert acoustic energy into heat. In practice, the second 
mechanism that is used for sound insulation purposes involves the introduction of barriers to change the 
impedance of the sound, causing large reflection. 
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Owing to their relatively low density, acoustic layers or blankets are not generally effective barriers and 
are thus not effective when used at reducing sound transmission between two spaces. However, they are 
often used to line the space between two panels: in that role they serve both to “decouple” the panels, that 
is to suppress the deleterious effects of the mass-air-mass resonance and inter-panel depth resonances, and 
to enhance the total transmission loss (TL) at high-frequencies through the dissipative action of the porous 
materials [5]. 

2.1 Sound Transmission 

When a propagating acoustic wave finds a wall, the incident sound pressure field Pi, impinges on such 
barrier at an angle θ between the incident wave vector and wall normal and gives rise to a reflected and 
transmitted sound field Pr and Pt, respectively. The relation between intensities and pressure magnitudes 
of the transmitted and reflected fractions of the incident wave, depend on acoustic impedance of the 
environments and the angle of incidence. Furthermore, when an absorption line is added to the wall, one 
still has the absorption fraction as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2 - Sound transmission through a wall 

The data describing sound insulation of solid components are normally presented in terms of sound 
transmission loss (TL). Whether blanketed or not, acoustical performance of a single or multi-panel barrier 
system can be quantified by measuring its power transmission coefficient or its TL. The power 
transmission coefficient tα  is defined as: 
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where: Wt is the sound power transmitted by a barrier and Wi is the sound power incident upon the 
treatment. 
 

The transmission loss is then described by equation (2): 
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where: SPL1 and SPL2 are the measured external and internal SPL, respectively. 
 

The TL is normally determined by submitting a test item in a reverberation room or by placing a barrier in 
an aperture between two reverberation rooms. The sound transmission loss of barrier treatments lined with 
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materials is an important design factor in vehicles, in planes as well as in the higher parts of expendable 
launch vehicles, where the airborne excitation is far more significant than any other excitation that a 
launcher can be submitted. 

2.2 Sound Absorption 

As shown in Figure 2, when an incident acoustic wave impinges on a barrier, this incident acoustic wave 
is split in different fractions of reflected, absorbed and transmitted sound. The absorbed fraction of the 
sound, usually due to the addition of acoustic blanket, increases the TL when criterions design of such 
materials are taken into account, mainly in higher frequencies. It is important to highlight that the 
performance of acoustic materials can be characterized in a number of ways, since different parameters as 
Biot´s parameters, weight, thickness etc. are significant when the acoustic design is being specified. 
Therefore, when specifying performance levels it is important that the acoustic material be characterized 
in a manner relevant to their end use. 
Sound absorption is most often characterized by its normal or random incidence absorption coefficients, 
which are measures of the fraction of the incident acoustic power that is absorbed by the blanket treatment 
when sound strikes its surface at normal incidence or with equal likelihood from all angles (diffuse field), 
respectively. 
The normal incidence absorption coefficient α  of a sample can be measured by using a standing wave 
tube or impedance tube, where an incident plane wave impinges a surface of the acoustic blanket and the 
relation between incident and reflected waves are considered to calculate the α  of the sample. The 
random incidence absorption coefficient can be measured in a reverberant room, once the diffuse field can 
approximately be simulated. 
The plane wave absorption coefficient α  is the fraction of the incident power that is absorbed at a surface 
when a plane wave strikes at a particular angle, and it is defined as described in equation (3). 

 
21 R−=α           (3) 

where R is the plane wave reflection coefficient. 
 

The plane wave reflection coefficient can, in turn, be determined from knowledge of the normal specific 
impedance of a surface, and the latter quantity can be determined from theory, if the material properties 
and its geometry are known, or it can be measured directly. The normal incidence surface normal 
impedance can be measured using a standing wave tube, where the normal incidence reflection and 
absorption coefficients are determined. Since the surface normal impedance, the reflection coefficient and 
the absorption coefficient can all vary with angle of incidence, it is sometimes useful to measure them at 
oblique incidence angles. A number of free field measurement techniques have been proposed for that 
purpose [5]. 

3 Model Description 

3.1 VLS fairing description 

Figures 3a and 3b show the Brazilian VLS fairing structure. The fairing is the structural compartment 
where the payload or satellite is placed, during the launcher mission. This structure has as function to give 
adequate aerodynamic shape to the launcher as well as protecting the payload or satellite during the flight 
under gravity effects. The VLS fairing has hammerhead type geometry (cone-cylinder-cone), with a 
maximum nominal diameter of 1.2 m and a height of 3.5 m. This structure is built on aluminum plates, 
reinforced by circular and longitudinal beams. Its exterior surface is lined with cork material for heating 
protection and no acoustic blankets are provided inside the fairing cavity, so far. The referred fairing has a 
total weight of approximately 150 kg, including the weight of the aluminum structure, the weight of some 
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functional components such as the electric and pyrotechnic components of the ejection system, 
mechanisms as well as the exterior cork liner. 

 
Figure 3a: VLS fairing structure 

 

 
Figure 3b: VLS fairing structure 

In figure 3b one can see that the VLS fairing is designed as two body halves, which are closed by 
pyrotechnical belts. The pyrotechnical action of these belts, when gravity effects are not present any more, 
allows the separation of these two halves and the payload is ready to be released. 

3.2 SEA modeling methodology 

Deterministic techniques as FE and BE methods have practical limitations for high-frequency analysis [6]. 
Since for higher frequencies one has smaller wavelengths, accurate models need to have increased the 
number of nodes and elements for a good spatial representation. This refinement imposes limitations, once 
the amount of allocated memory and processing time increase; mainly when coupled vibro-acoustic 
analysis is done. 

A characteristic of high-frequency analysis is the uncertainty in modal parameters. The resonance 
frequencies and mode shapes show great sensitivity to small variations of geometry, construction and 
material properties. In addition, programs used to evaluate mode shapes and frequencies are known to be 
inaccurate for higher modes, even for ideal systems. In light of these uncertainties, a statistical model of 
the dynamic parameters seems natural and appropriate. As an alternative method for higher frequency 
analysis of the inner cavity of the VLS fairing, Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) approach is proposed. 
This approach is the description of the dynamic system as a member of a statistical population or 
ensemble, whether or not the temporal behavior is random. SEA emphasizes the aspects of this field 
dynamical study. 

The basic SEA equations express the energy balance of the different subsystems in the model. Some 
subsystems have direct power input of an independent source, e. g. an excitation force on a structural 
component, a sound power source in an acoustic medium etc. In general, subsystems can receive power 
(input power from external sources), dissipate power (internal losses due to damping) and exchange power 
with other subsystems to which they are coupled (losses due to coupling). SEA fundamental hypothesis as 
dissipation losses in relation to the energy variable and modal energy proportionality from connected 
subsystems are used to yield the SEA matrix equation of complex structures. The distribution of the 
dynamical response in the system due to some excitation is obtained from the distribution of the energy 
among the mode groups, based on a set of power balance equations for the mode groups. As an example, 
figure 4 shows a SEA model with three connected subsystems [9]. 
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Figure 4: SEA model with three subsystems 

The corresponding SEA equation of the above model takes into account the input powers Пin,i to 
subsystems i, a vector with lumped total energies Ei and the SEA matrix [γ] which depends on the 
frequency and the SEA parameters as internal loss factors (γi), coupling loss factors (λi) and modal 
densities, and is described in equation (4). 

 

 
 
 

(4) 
 

3.3 SEA vibro-acoustic model of the fairing 

3.3.1 Structural Model 

The VLS fairing body was divided in four surfaces, as shown in Figure 5a. To account for the rib-stiffened 
plates of the surfaces 2, 3 and 4, the SEA structural fairing model considers connected plates and beams 
(longitudinal and circular). 
The fairing structural mesh was generated on a pre-processor and imported into VAOne in view of 
creating the SEA structural model. The plate structural subsystems were generated as singly curved shells 
and uniform plates, with damping loss factors of 1% (for flexure, extension and shear propagating waves). 
These subsystems were connected each other by line connections to account for the transferred energies 
between shells. Shell surface 1 has a thickness of 3mm and was modeled as a simple plate of aluminum 
(E=72 GPa, ν=0.29, ρ=2750 kg/m3), while the other three surfaces are 0.8 mm thick and made of an 
aluminum alloy (E=72 GPa, ν=0.29, ρ=7000 kg/m3). It is important to highlight that the surface 1 is an 
adaptor to simulate the fairing/4th stage motor interface. The circular and longitudinal beams were 
modeled by assigning the same material as the shells of the surfaces 2, 3 and 4. 
The external blanketed treatment of cork on the surfaces 2, 3 and 4, was simulated in this model as 
material addition. The layered area and the density of the cork were considered to assign this mass. 
Septum option was adopted, which possesses attributes of material thickness and mass per unit of area. 

A total of 72 beams (44 longitudinal and 28 circular) and 8 shells (02 singly curved shells of the adaptor, 
02 singly curved shells of the lower cone, 02 singly curved shells of the main cylinder and 02 singly 
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curved shells of the upper cone) compose the structural SEA model. Figures 5a and 5b show the SEA 
plates and beams generated to model the VLS fairing structure. 

 
Figure 5a: Plates and surfaces of the fairing 

 
Figure 5b: Structural subsystems (shells, circular 

beams and longitudinal beams) 

3.3.2 Acoustic Model 

The acoustic environment inside the fairing was generated by starting from the structural model. This 
acoustic cavity was created considering the air as the fluid as well as the dimensional parameters of the 
fairing. As such, a mass density ρ = 1.225 kg/m3 and a speed of sound c = 340 m/s were assigned to create 
this subsystem. The top and bottom face of the cavity were assumed to be acoustically closed. Figure 6 
presents the acoustic cavity of the fairing. 

 
Figure 6: Acoustic cavity of the fairing 

3.3.3 Connections 

The coupling boundary between all the structural and acoustic subsystems is modeled to consider the 
transmission of power across the junctions. A junction is comprised of connections to any number of 
coincident subsystems. As such, all the subsystems that share common nodes are connected by point, line 

Surface 1 
Surface 2 

Surface 3 

Surface 4 
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and area junctions and all the appropriate wavefields are connected as well as the corresponding coupling 
loss factors (CLF) between subsystems are created. 

In the case of beam connections, point junctions are created. In general, point junctions are created to 
describe the transmission of vibration energy between two or more subsystems coupled at a discrete point. 
The connections of beams and plates as well as plates and plates are provided by line connections, which 
describe the transmission of vibration energy between two or more subsystems coupled along a line. 
Finally, the CLF of plates and acoustic cavities are accounted by creating area connections that represent 
acoustic energy transmission between plates or shells and acoustic cavities that share a common bounding 
area. 

3.3.4 Excitation 

The estimated pressure levels at the lift-off phase must be considered for effect of calculations. In this 
phase of the launcher flight, the estimated overall sound pressure level is around 145 dB [1]. The high 
level, random and broadband nature of the excitation source, may damage structures and equipments. An 
important approach is to consider the lift-off noise very close to diffuse noise. In contrast with the 
aerodynamic noise during flight ascent, the nature of the lift-off acoustic pressure loading is close to a 
diffuse field excitation, having a (nearly) uniform pressure distribution [9]. Only elements with large 
surface areas, as plates and panels, are considered to be susceptible to acoustic excitation [3] and [11]. In 
this framework, diffuse pressure field of 145 dB OSPL was applied to the plates of the SEA vibro-acoustic 
fairing model, which simulates the power input into a structural plate or shell element. As the surfaces 
have eight connected shells, the excitation sources are applied individually to each shell, as seen in figure 
8. 

Spectral distribution of this air-borne excitation, which simulates the generated acoustic pressure 
diffuse field generated during the VLS lift-off is shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Diffuse pressure field at lift-off 

The complete SEA fairing model, with 80 structural elements (72 beams and 8 shells), 1 acoustic 3-D 
volume, 8 diffuse pressure field excitations, is shown in figure 8. Even though the connections are not 
shown in the referred figure, such junctions are also accounted on the calculations of the SEA matrix of 
the equation (4). 
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Figure 8: Complete model of the fairing 

4 Noise Control Treatment (NCT) 

As mentioned in section 1, the VLS fairing has not an efficient NCT design, so far and, in [6], it was 
observed that mass insertion due to the cork material, added to the fairing body for heating protection 
purposes, is the only parameter responsible for increasing the sound transmission loss in the inner cavity 
of the fairing. Therefore, it is imperative that the acoustically induced vibrations be attenuated, in order to 
have a less aggressive launch environment for the payload carried by VLS, during the flight mission. 
The addition of acoustic blankets is just one approach of the passive acoustic attenuation techniques, as 
seen in figure 1. This technique is well applied for medium-to-high frequency noise reduction [2] and [5], 
depending on certain parameters as material thickness and based on the Biot´s theory of porous materials, 
which considers parameters as density, porosity, resistivity, tortuosity, viscous characteristic length and 
thermal characteristic length. A more detailed description of the Biot´s parameters was presented by [5]. 
With the sensitivity analysis described in this work, the development of the VLS fairing NCT design can 
be performed in a more systematic way. In order to predict the efficiency of NCT designs, different 
blanket materials are compared and the effect of the insertion of such noise control elements is evaluated. 
It is important to highlight that in space industry the weight of the material is a very significant parameter. 
As such, different percentages of the blanketed area are also verified. The resulting SPL inside the fairing 
is calculated for all NCT designs in order to evaluate their efficiencies. 

4.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

NCT are usually applied using layered or multi-layered porous-elastic materials specially designed to 
isolate plates/shells and acoustic cavities (and also providing damping and/or absorption to the individual 
subsystems). In this sensitivity analysis the option treatment lay-up was adopted, which considers an 
explicit mathematical model of the inserted material based on behavior of individual layers (Biot´s 
parameters). 
The effect due to insertion of different layers in the NCT design of the VLS fairing is verified. Such 
blanket materials are largely applied in the aeronautic industry and the applicability in the space domain is 
verified. Six different types of glass wools are studied and the SPL inside the fairing for the different 
configurations analyzed are compared. Table 1 describes the applied materials as well as their Biot´s 
parameters. 
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Characteristic/Material 0.34pcf 
(3.00”) 

0.42pcf 
(3.00”) 

0.60pcf 
(3.00”) 

1.2pcf 
(0.75") 

1.2pcf 
(1.5") 

1.5pcf 
(3.00”) 

Density (kg/m3) 5.40 6.70 10.49 26.02 19.22 24.00 

Porosity 0.9435 0.986 0.985 0.97 0.99 0.9999 

Resistivity (Nx/M4) 26,890.62 21,649.86 27,337 206,041 96,967 125,647 

Tortuosity 1.10 1.00 1.00 1.06 1.09 1.10 

Viscous Characteristic 
Length (m) 1.65E-4 1.15E-4 3.53E-5 9.50E-6 8.95E-5 1.20E-5 

Thermal Characteristic 
Length (m) 3.29E-4 2.31E-4 1.29E-4 7.19E-5 8.95E-5 6.00E-5 

Table 1: Glass wools and Biot´s parameters 

First of all, the influence of the different materials described in table 1 is verified. The adopted thickness 
was 3.00 inches for almost glass wools, as seen in table 1, excepting the 1.2pcf glass wool, that presents 
particular behavior and thickness was adopted of 0.75 inches and 1.50 inches, respectively. Afterwards, 
the best performing material is chosen and a comparison between different thicknesses and percentages of 
layered surfaces of the fairing is done, considering the final weight of the NCT applied to this structural 
body. 

5 Results 

As described in section 4, six types of glass wools, largely applied in aeronautics, which present particular 
physical characteristics, were verified in this first step of the sensitivity analysis. In view of having the 
best performing blanket to be applied to the internal face of the fairing structural model, the comparisons 
of the calculated internal OSPL were considered. Table 2 describes the SPL, distributed in one-third 
octave bands, as well as the OSPL values, calculated from 25 to 8,000 Hz, for all the NCT designs. The 
inner fairing acoustic responses were also calculated for a model without NCT. The SPL one-third octave 
distributions are also shown in figure 9, for the different blanket treatments. 
The calculated OSPL, described in table 2, show that the glass wool 0.34pcf - 3 inches presents almost 20 
dB attenuation inside the fairing cavity, once the external acoustic environment simulating the lift-off 
excitation is145 dB OSPL. The blanket 0.42pcf - 3 inches has also presented attenuation within the same 
values of the glass wool 0.34pcf - 3 inches. However, the blanket 0.34pcf - 3 inches was chosen to follow 
these studies, on which thickness increase and layered surface must be considered, once the final weight of 
the NCT design is also a significant parameter in the space industry. Note in table 2 that the calculated 
internal OSPL of the fairing is around 132 dB, with the current configuration of the fairing (without NCT). 
Once the acoustic blanket was chosen, the next step is the assessment of the thickness influence on the 
inner fairing SPL attenuation. Such a way, the glass wools 0.34pcf with 3 inches, 4 inches and 5 inches 
thicknesses were assigned as NCT of the fairing. It is important to mention that these three acoustic 
treatments have total weights of 3.90 Kg, 5.30 Kg and 6.60 Kg, respectively. Figure 10 presents the SPL 
one-third octave distribution, as well as the OSPL inside the fairing, calculated for the three thicknesses of 
glass wool 0.34pcf. 
In view of having a better understanding of the NCT, the influence of the layered surfaces of the fairing is 
analyzed. As such, the OSPL for 30%, 50%, 80% and 100% of acoustically treated area were calculated 
and compared. The glass wool 0.34pcf - 3 inches was adopted in this sensitivity analysis, which also may 
consider the NCT weight as a significant parameter. With the treated percentage areas of 30%, 50% and 
80%, one has decreased the weight of the NCT design from 3.90 Kg to 1.17 Kg, 1.95 Kg and 3.12 Kg, 
respectively. Figure 11 shows the SPL one-third octave distributions for the different layered areas. 
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NCT/Glass wool 
 No NCT 1.2pcf-.75" 1.2pcf-1.5" 0.34pcf-3" 0.42pcf-3" 0.60pcf-3" 1.5pcf-3"
OSPL 132.3 131.8 129.8 125.7 125.8 127.3 127.4 
25 108.2 109.2 108.9 108.6 108.6 108.4 108.4 
31 110.3 111.3 110.9 110.2 110.4 110.3 110.2 
40 112.6 112.9 112.8 112.3 112.4 112.5 112.5 
50 114.2 115.9 114.8 111.5 112.4 113.2 113.6 
63 116.6 118.2 116.9 112.1 113.4 115.1 116.0 
80 120.5 120.6 120.5 119.3 119.7 120.2 120.4 
100 119.1 120.0 118.9 112.2 113.6 116.3 118.2 
125 120.7 121.3 120.1 112.9 114.1 116.8 118.4 
160 121.2 121.4 120.5 115.0 115.5 117.6 117.9 
200 124.1 124.1 119.8 111.5 111.3 113.9 112.9 
250 126.2 126.1 124.6 120.7 119.9 121.5 120.1 
315 123.3 120.9 114.3 109.5 107.7 109.8 108.0 
400 121.0 119.4 114.3 111.5 109.5 111.5 110.0 
500 115.6 110.6 103.5 101.4 99.1 101.8 99.6 
630 114.3 108.0 101.3 99.9 97.6 100.9 96.9 
800 112.3 102.8 96.3 95.3 93.1 97.1 90.2 
1000 111.6 93.3 86.5 86.1 84.0 88.0 79.6 
1250 106.6 85.4 79.2 79.3 78.0 80.7 75.2 
1600 105.2 83.2 80.7 80.7 80.3 81.0 80.2 
2000 103.4 77.4 72.3 73.0 72.5 73.4 71.1 
2500 101.6 74.0 70.1 70.6 70.3 70.6 69.5 
3150 98.0 71.0 69.4 69.5 69.4 69.4 69.3 
4000 95.4 73.0 72.5 72.4 72.4 72.5 72.5 
5000 92.8 70.8 70.5 70.4 70.4 70.5 70.5 
6300 89.0 64.9 64.7 64.6 64.6 64.6 64.7 
8000 84.6 58.9 58.7 58.6 58.6 58.7 58.7 

Table 2: OSPL and SPL one-third octave distribution (different glass wools) 
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Figure 9: Internal SPL for different blanket materials 
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Figure 10: Internal SPL for different thicknesses of glass wool 0.34 pcf 
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Figure 11: Internal SPL for different layered areas 

6 Comments and conclusions 

The sensitivity analysis of the different blankets has shown an effective tool for the development of the 
VLS fairing NCT design in a systematic way. Attenuation measures optimization, if required, considering 
weight and performance of the adopted NCT can easily be done using SEA. 
As a statistical technique, SEA does not yield reliable results in low-frequency ranges, where the vibro-
acoustic responses are dominated by long-wavelength standing wavefields. With the modal density 
(number of modes per unity of frequency) within a given subsystem, one can establish the valid frequency 
range for SEA analysis. Nevertheless, in this first analysis of NCT designs, the valid frequency range is 
not considered, since material blankets are not effective in lower bandwidths, as seen in figures 9, 10 and 
11. Future works may consider other noise reduction techniques to be applied in low-frequency ranges. 
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The current configuration of the VLS fairing presents around 132 dB OSPL inside its acoustic cavity, 
which is not a compatible level for this environment, once embedded equipments can be damaged. 
Among the studied glass wools of the table 1, the best performing blanket material was the glass wool 
0,34pcf – 3 inches. Table 2 shows that increasing the thickness of the acoustic material can significantly 
increase the transmission loss (TL). However, in space industry, a trade-off between NCT weight and TL 
must be considered, once the cost of a space mission is a very significant parameter, according to [12] 
(US$ 259,000/Kg). It can be seen that, for the same thickness, higher density materials showed smaller 
SPL attenuation. For instance, the calculated OSPL for the glass wools 0.34pcf, 0.42pcf, 0.60pcf and 
1.5pcf, are, respectively, 125.7 dB, 125.8 dB, 127.3 dB and 127.4 dB. 
Considering the weight of the NCT design, two verifications were done. In one side, the variation of the 
material thickness from 3.00 inches to 5.00 inches showed that the gain in TL is 1.7 dB, as seen in figure 
10. From the acoustician analyst point of view, this could be an important gain. However, one may 
consider that this thickness increasing results in a heavier NCT design that varies from 3.9 Kg to 6.6 Kg 
and the induced cost of this thickness increasing can be limited [12]. On the other side, the variations of 
the blanketed area showed that from 100% to 30% of the layered surface, one can have different OSPL 
inside the fairing cavity. As it was expected the configuration 100% blanketed area presented higher 
transmission loss (around 20 dB). Varying the layered area from the total surface treated for 30% treated, 
one could see that the internal OSPL varies from 3 dB. However, if NCT weight is considered, 50% and 
80% of the covered area could be applied, once calculated OSPL vary from 127.6 dB to 126.4 dB. As 
described in section 5, the weight of the NCT designs, for all the simulated configurations, are 1.17 Kg, 
1.95 Kg, 3.12 Kg and 3.90 Kg. 

7 Road map for the future 

In view of having an extensive library of acoustic blankets, porous elastic materials behavior, as foams, 
may also be investigated. 
As described in section 4.1, the option treatment lay-up considers an explicit mathematical model of the 
inserted material based on behavior of individual layers (Biot´s parameters). Another approach can be 
done by using experimental data. An impedance tube may be used to characterize the acoustic materials 
absorption coefficients and the same analysis done in this work may be repeated, using these data. 
More reliable estimation in low-frequency range may be done, by using finite element method (FEM). 
Other attenuation techniques as active noise control (ANC), active vibration control (AVC), viscous-
elastic damping and Helmholtz resonators can also be studied. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a new and efficient method to calculate point mobilities from subcomponents of a full
structure. When performing dynamic analyses of subcomponents the result normally tends to strongly de-
pend on the boundary condition selected for the component. The goal is to simulate the results one would
have received if the full model would be analysed. Normally free or clamped boundary conditions are used.
In this paper waves extracted in a Wave based substructuring analysis will be used to define a more realistic
boundary condition. The results show great promise and for the three investigated cases the results are a
better match to the reference calculation than both free and clamped boundary conditions. It is especially
clear that the results are accurate for a wider frequency range. While free boundary condition can be suitable
for high frequencies and less suitable for low frequencies and clamped boundary condition can be suitable
for low frequencies but less suitable for high frequencies, the WBS boundary condition yields good results
over the entire frequency range.

1 Introduction

In modern vehicle design processes the use of Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) has increased dramat-
ically in recent years. In order to reduce time to market and to minimize the number of prototypes for a
vehicle manufacturer it is crucial for a design engineer to get early and accurate predictions of new designs.
Low-frequency methods such as the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Boundary Element Method
(BEM) have, due to increasing computer speed, been able to run deterministic models to higher and higher
frequencies, while Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) has become the standard method for both acoustic and
vibration analysis in the high-frequency range. However, there is still a frequency gap where no mature
prediction method exists today [1]. In recent years much research have been focusing on filling this gap by
extending the applicable range of the deterministic methods towards higher frequencies and by lowering the
valid frequency range for SEA.

Langley and Bremer developed a method in which deterministic and statistical techniques are combined [2].
The stiff components (long wave length) are modeled with Finite Element (FE) and the soft components
(short wave length) are modeled with SEA. In classical SEA, the input parameters are normally evaluated
using different analytical formulas e.g. for infinite plate theory. For high frequencies this theory works well,
but when trying to expand the use of SEA towards lower frequencies, other methods are needed. Lyon,
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DeJong [3] and later Manning [4] have shown that the point impedances at input and output locations can
be used to better estimate the input power and the output response. This is a well known method and for
many years measurements have been used to get a better estimation of these parameters [5]. Lately the use of
deterministic methods such as FEM to better estimate these parameters has shown promising results [6] [7].
However, to run a complete FE calculation into the mid-frequency region is highly time consuming for
industrial sized models. To really capitalize on the strength of the deterministic methods, the calculation
times must be reduced.

This paper focuses on a method to perform subcomponent modeling in order to retrieve the important SEA
parameters (input and response point mobility, coupling loss factors (CLF) etc.) without having to run the
full model. A subcomponent can be any part of the complete model of interest, in vehicle analysis this can
be e.g. a b-pillar or a section of the floor panel. The goal is to run a fast calculation of a subcomponent
and to retrieve a result that is as close as possible to the result one should expect from a calculation of the
full model. Since the subcomponent is a part of a larger system the a dominant error source will be the
boundary condition at the subcomponent interface. A classical way to treat this interface is to simplify the
boundary conditions to a free or a fixed boundary condition. This works well for high frequencies and for
low frequencies, but for the mid-frequency range neither of these boundary condition types yields accurate
results. Therefore, improved methods are needed.

Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) [8], [9] is a powerful substructuring method which uses a set of basis
functions (waves) to describe the behavior of the interfaces. In this work it will be investigated if the WBS
formulation can be used as an efficient way to define more realistic boundary conditions. A new wave
extraction criterion is introduced to create a boundary condition which is as close as possible to the ”as in
assembly” condition. The results will then be compared to results obtained in an analysis of a complete FE
model of the same structure.

In this paper the wave extraction is performed on the same assembly as the subcomponent originates from,
but a future step in this research project is to expand the method so an FE calculation of another similar
system can be used. In that way an already existing model (i.e. a predecessor of the new model) can be used
for the wave extraction and the waves can then be applied to a subcomponent of the new car model already
before a full FE model of the new car has been created. This will then be a powerful method for the design
engineers to try out new subcomponents early in the design phase.

2 Theory

2.1 Classical SEA

The analysis procedure using SEA is to divide the studied structure into structural and acoustic subsystems
with a defined level of subsystem damping and coupling between the subsystems and to then solve the power
balance equation for these subsystems for one or more applied external power input excitations. The power
balance equation for a subsystem s can be written as [3]:

Ws,in = Ws,diss +
∑
s 6=r

Ws,r (1)

where Ws,in is the input power, Ws,diss is the power dissipated through damping mechanisms in subsystem
s, andWs,r is the net power transmitted from subsystem s to subsystem r , (Ws,r = −Wr,s). The transmitted
power can be written as:

Ws,r = ηs,rωEs − ηr,sωEr (2)

where ηs,r and ηr,s are the coupling loss factors between the different subsystems, ω is the radian frequency,
andE is the time-averaged energy stored in the subsystem. The coupling loss factors are related to each other
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through the modal densities n(ω), as is shown in Equation (3). This relation is commonly known as the SEA
reciprocity relation. For all cases in which the modal densities between subsystem s and subsystem r are not
the same, the coupling loss factors ηs,r and ηr,s are not reciprocal. By instead introducing the concept of a
reciprocal coupling factor βr,s as the product of radial frequency, modal density, and coupling loss factor:

βs,r = ωηs,rn(ω)s = ωηr,sn(ω)r = βr,s (3)

the definition of modal power ϕs as the ratio of total energy to the modal density of the subsystem can be
used. The transmitted power between subsystems can now be written as the product of the coupling factor
βs,r and the difference between the modal powers of the subsystems, ϕs and ϕr. This means that the net
energy flow between subsystems is simply proportional to the difference in ’subsystem energy per modal
density’ in connected subsystems.

Ws,r = βs,r

(
Es

n(ω)s
− Er

n(ω)r

)
= βs,r(ϕs − ϕr) (4)

In a similar way the loss factor βs,diss, can be introduced as a product of the radial frequency ω, the damping
loss factor η and the modal density n(ω):

βs,diss = ωηsn(ω)s (5)

With this definition of loss factor, the dissipated power in a subsystem Ws,diss may also be written in terms
of the damping factor βs,diss and the modal power ϕs:

Ws,diss = ωηsEs = ωηs
Es

n(ω)s
= βs,dissϕs (6)

As in Equations (1) - (4), the dissipated power is obtained in terms of the of modal power and a coefficient
dependent on the frequency, modal density and damping loss factor. The principal advantage of expressing
the coupling and damping in terms of reciprocal coupling factors and loss factors rather than in terms of
coupling loss factors and damping loss factors is that the linear power balance Equation (1) can now be
written in matrix form as a symmetric, positive definite matrix using the notations from Equations (1) - (6):

 W1,in

W2,in
...

 =

 β1,diss +
∑

s β1,s −β1,2 −β1,3 . . .
−β1,2 β2,diss +

∑
s β2,s −β2,3 . . .

...
...

. . .


 ϕ1

ϕ2
...

 (7)

Besides the obvious computational advantages (stability and solution speed) of solving a symmetric, positive
definite matrix, there is an additional advantage that the coupling factors and the modal powers are parameters
related to quantities that are easier to measure or calculate by FEA or other hybrid analysis methods. The
substitution of reciprocal coupling factors is also a key feature for the practical implementation of the SEA-
FEA point mobility method that is described in further detail in the following section.

2.2 SEA-FEA point mobility approach

One frequently studied parameter that is important to understand when predicting vehicle noise is the transfer
function (TF) from an excitation in one part of the vehicle to the response in another part of the vehicle. An
example of such a transfer function that can be of importance is the structural transfer function from an
applied force at an engine mount to the vibration of a floor panel or the structural-acoustic transfer function
to the sound pressure level inside the car cabin near the driver’s ear. The following equations are based on
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the formulations presented by Manning in [4]. First, a dimensionless power transfer function (WTF ) can
be obtained by defining a new term based on Equation (7):

WTFs,r =
ϕr

Ws,in
(8)

where WTFs,r is the power transfer function relating the modal power of the response subsystem r to the
input power of the source subsystem s. In a typical vehicle development situation the transfer function
of interest is often the transfer function between the input force and the response velocity (also called the
transfer mobility function):

TFs,r =
vr

Fs
(9)

This transfer mobility function TFs,r can be written as a function of the SEA power transfer function
WTFs,r by expressing the input power as a function of the drive point conductance Gs (real part of the
mobility) and the mean square of the applied force 〈F 2

s 〉. In classical SEA, the average subsystem con-
ductance is used. The average is then taken over the spatial extent of the subsystem and over a band of
frequencies. However, the relation shown in Equation (10) can also be applied to single frequencies and to
individual points as long as the proper conductance is used.

Ws,in = 〈F 2
s 〉Gs (10)

The modal power ϕr can also be defined as a function of the drive point conductance Gr and the average
mean square velocity 〈v2

r 〉 of the subsystem:

ϕr =
π

2
〈v2

r 〉
Gr

(11)

Then the square of the transfer function between an input force in subsystem s and the response in subsystem
r can be written as:

|TFs,r|2 =
〈vr〉2
〈Fs〉2 =

2 · ϕr ·Gr

π
· Gs

Ws,in
=

2
π
·Gs ·Gr ·WTFs,r (12)

This very useful result gives an expression for the transfer mobility function based only on the power transfer
function (SEA results) and the point conductance for both the excitation and the response point (which can
be retrieved from measurement or FEA). This result is the basis for the point mobility approach presented
in [4] and used in this paper. Calculation of the point conductance for important input and output points will
be used to enhance the results from the SEA calculations. FE calculations will also be used to enhance the
coupling factors. Manning also shows that the coupling factor for a point connection between two subsystems
can be expressed in terms of the point mobilities for these subsystems:

βs,r =
1

2π
· 4 ·Gs ·Gr

|Ys + Yr|2 (13)

where Y is the complex valued point mobility . In classical SEA theory the point mobility functions are
calculated from expressions for the infinite (or semi-infinite) system. The accuracy of this approach depends
on the averaging bandwidth and the modal overlap factor The modal overlap is a function of modal density
and damping and the highest value is obtained when both of these parameters are large for a certain band-
width. A wide bandwidth and/or high modal overlap result in a lower expected variance of the response from
the mean prediction, so that the accuracy of the result compared to a measurement is expected to be good.
This approach has shown to be a very accurate approximation for the high-frequency range where the modal
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overlap generally is high. This is the underlying reason that SEA has come to be accepted as the standard
tool for high-frequency CAE analysis in vehicle design engineering. For the mid- and low-frequency ranges,
where the modal overlap values tend to be smaller, the definition of the coupling factor in Equation (13) using
expressions for infinite systems may lead to large errors compared to measured response data. The reason for
this is that the smaller modal overlap is, the more the measured response (averaged over third octave bands)
tends to depend on single deterministic phenomena. By instead using FEA to calculate these point mobility
functions, the transfer function accuracy can be improved for the mid- and low-frequency range. This can
of course be performed using a full FE model of the investigated system, but if the system is large e.g a car
body in white (BIW) or a full vehicle model, the computational cost will prohibit to stretch the calculations
towards higher frequencies. The point mobilities can also be calculated on only a part of the system. The
boundary conditions for the interface between the remainder and the subcomponent must then be added to
the model. Normally free or clamped boundary conditions are applied. This simplification can often lead to
results where some of the dynamic behavior of the complete system is missed. The method which will be
investigated in this paper is to apply the waves which connect the parts in Wave-Based Substructuring [8], [9]
as boundary conditions. In section 2.3 the Wave-Based Substructuring theory is explained.

2.3 Wave-Based Substructuring

Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) is a powerful substructuring method in which the dynamic behavior of
the interfaces are described by a set of basis functions (waves). This reduces the model size compared to
conventional substructuring methods as Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) as the number of waves needed
to describe the dynamics of the interfaces is normally much smaller than the number of physical degrees
of freedom (DOF) of the interfaces [8], [9]. Instead of connecting the nodes from two neighboring subsys-
tems directly via continuity equations, WBS connects two subsystems via a set of virtual nodes (the wave
participation factors). This makes the method very suitable for subcomponent modeling.

An undamped system with no external forces can be described by the FE matrix equation:

Mẍ + Kx = 0 (14)

If this system is divided up into non overlapping substructures the model can be divided into internal DOFs
xi and junction DOFs xj . The equation of motion can then be divided into sub-matrices and written as:

[
Mii Mij

Mji Mjj

] [
ẍi

ẍj

]
+

[
Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

] [
ẍi

ẍj

]
=

[
0
fj

]
(15)

In WBS the junction DOFs are expressed as a linear combination of a set of waves (V ). These waves are
weighted with a participation factor p:

xj = V · p (16)

The equation of motion, Equation (15), can then be written as:

[
Mii MijV

VT Mji VT MjjV

] [
ẍi

p̈

]
+

[
Kii KijV

VT Kji VT KjjV

] [
ẍi

p̈

]
=

[
0

VT fj

]
(17)

The waves can be seen as the modal displacement shapes defined only at the interface of the substructure
and are obtained from a modal analysis from the full FE model. Since the waves are a projection of the
orthonormal system modes on a subset of the system DOFs, orthonormality of the waves can not be guaran-
teed. Therefore some post processing of the waves must be performed aiming at orthonormalization of the
waves and at selecting the minimum number of waves needed to represent the dynamics of the interfaces.
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To avoid numerical issues in the solution of ill conditioned problems, it is therefore crucial to perform an or-
thogonalization on the interface modal displacement shapes, and to apply a selection threshold to keep only
the relevant waves. For this purpose, one can use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to decompose the
interface modal displacement shapes into a set of orthonormal waves and to rank these waves from the wave
with the highest singular value to the wave with the lowest singular value. The selection step then consists
of applying a threshold on the singular values, and keeping only the waves that correspond with a singular
value higher than the defined threshold. Physically, this corresponds to discarding those waves that have a
below-threshold contribution to the mathematical description of the complete vector space that describes the
interface dynamics.

In conventional WBS, the interface modal displacement shapes are obtained from a full FE analysis of the
complete system; work is ongoing to lower this requirement, for instance by obtaining the interface modal
displacement shapes only from a smaller subassembly [10].

As in all substructuring methods, continuity and equilibrium must be imposed at the boundaries. For a rigid
connection between two subsystems (a) and (b), continuity of the interface displacement and equilibrium of
the reaction forces are applied:

x(a)
j = x(b)

j and f(a)
j = f(b)j (18)

Transformed into a WBS framework the continuity conditions will be:

p(a) = p(b) and VT f(a)
j = VT f(b)j (19)

Only rigid connections are discussed in this paper, however, the theory for elastic connections can be found
in [8] and [9].

2.4 Using WBS waves as boundary conditions for a subcomponent modeling ap-
proach

Note that in conventional WBS, the orthogonalized waves are used to accurately describe the complete
interface dynamics in the assembled system. When one uses a limited number of wave degrees of freedom
instead of the (typically much larger number of) physical degrees of freedom at the interface, one obtains a
smaller description of the interface dynamics. This results in a more efficient reduction procedure of large
components with large connection interfaces and more efficient system-level calculations.

In this paper however, the aim is to develop a subcomponent modeling approach, where the WBS technique
is used to create a new type of boundary condition. This boundary condition shall describe the interface
dynamics as if the subcomponent were connected to the rest of the assembly. For this purpose, one cannot
use exactly the same selection procedure as in conventional WBS. The aim is to keep a subset of the waves,
such that in a subcomponent analysis, you describe the interface dynamics to represent an ”as in assembly”
boundary condition. This boundary condition must be more accurate than a rigid or free-free boundary con-
ditions. If one uses all the waves (as would be done by keeping the wave selection procedure of conventional
WBS), in a component-level analysis, one has merely obtained a slightly more efficient model to predict the
free-free behavior of that component.

2.4.1 Deriving a selection criteria for the waves

As described in section 2.3, the waves connecting two components in WBS are calculated from a modal
analysis of the assembled system. This leads to a wave set with a large number of waves. Some of them
are important to the dynamic behavior of the subcomponent and some are not. The problem when using
the waves as a boundary condition without connecting the subcomponent to the remainder is that all waves
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contribute to the boundary condition with equal strength. Therefore a calculation step where the ’most
important’ waves are selected has to be performed. In this paper the selection procedure is based on the
Modal Effective Parameter (MEP). The MEP is a product of the modal displacement value at the input DOF
and the modal displacement value at the output DOF, performed for each mode [11]. This product is scaled
by the modal mass. The MEP between DOF m and DOF n for the r-th mode is defined as:

Xmn,r =
Ψm,rΨn,r

mr
(20)

The MEP can be described as a measure of how much a specific global mode contributes to the transfer
function between two points. When all the MEPs are calculated, the modes can be sorted in a descending
order based on the MEP value. If the mode set then is truncated to contain only the modes contributing to
a certain percentage of the total cumulated MEP relating to a transfer function of interest, the global modes
’most important’ to this transfer function are selected, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Original mode set is rearranged so that the Mode with the highest MEP comes first.

This limited mode set is then used for the further analysis i.e for the wave extraction and wave orthonormal-
ization.

3 Numerical results

As discussed in Section 1, a fast and accurate method to perform subcomponent modeling is crucial for
using calculated point mobilities as a tool for evaluating the SEA parameters. In this paper three examples
of subcomponents are presented and the point mobility for a number of locations on each subcomponent is
calculated using different techniques. The results are then compared to a reference calculation performed on
a full BIW. The investigated sub-components are the back part of the roof, the B-pillar and a part of the spare
wheel panel, see Figure 2.

A modal analysis is then performed on the subcomponents with three different boundary conditions, namely
free, clamped and the WBS boundary condition. Free and clamped boundary conditions are straightfor-
ward to apply, and the procedure for the calculation and application of WBS boundary condition has been
described in detail in section 2.4.1.

3.1 Calculation procedure

The model used in this paper is a Chrysler Neon BIW containing about 240 000 nodes and 230 000 elements.
From this model different parts have been cut out to simulate the different subcomponents. A modal analysis
has been performed up to 700 Hz and an FRF synthesis is performed based on the extracted modes. The FE
calculation of the modes has been performed in MSC.Nastran 2004 [12] and the model setup, preprocessing,
WBS definition, forced response analysis and postprocessing have been performed in LMS Virtual.Lab [11].
The results are then averaged both over frequency (third octave bands) and spatially (average of the responses
for all the IO points on the subcomponent, see Figure 3) .
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Figure 2: The three different subcomponents considered in the paper, extracted from the full model for a
clearer view. 1. Back of the roof, 2. B-pillar and 3. Spare wheel panel.

Figure 3: The three different subcomponents considered in the paper, with the IO points marked with yellow
dots. 1. Back of the roof (34 points), 2. B-pillar (3 points) and 3. Spare wheel panel (15 points).
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3.2 Results

First the truncation limit for the wave set has to be determined. The modes are arranged according to
descending MEP. For the back of the roof the truncation has been based on the total cumulated MEP of this
rearranged mode set. Three different values ranging from 5% to 20% have been considered and the resulting
FRFs for three different WBS boundary condition cases have been compared to the reference solution. The
comparison has been performed by subtracting the reference FRF from the WBS FRF for each third octave
band from 10 Hz to 500 Hz, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: The absolute value of the difference between the reference FRF and three different realizations of
the truncation limit (5%, 10% and 20%)

In the difference plot it can be seen that the 10% truncation limit seems to give the best performance. To
further investigate this, the absolute values of the differences for all third octave bands are summed up to a
total difference. In Table 1 these summed differences confirm the conclusion from the difference plot.

Truncation limit 5% 10% 20%
Summed difference. [(m/s)/N] 0.225 0.172 0.201

Table 1: The absolute values of the differences for all third octave bands summed up to a total difference.

The 10% truncation limit is used for all three subcomponents in this study. For this application, this allows the
wave set to be reduced from about 400 waves to approximately 5-20 waves depending on the subcomponent.
Future research will focus on a more generic method to select the truncation criteria. In the next sections
the results from the numerical study are shown. The three different subcomponents are presented with the
different boundary conditions as well as the reference calculation. The results are presented first in a narrow
band analysis (∆f = 1 Hz) and then in a third octave band analysis.

3.2.1 Back of the roof

For the back of the roof 20 randomly distributed points have been used for the spatial average. The results
shown are the averaged point mobility for the back of the roof in the vertical direction (Z-direction). Global
modes corresponding to a truncation limit of 10 % of the total cumulated MEP are used to calculate the
waves.

Figures (5) and (6) show that the WBS boundary condition gives better results than the clamped and the
free boundary condition. For low frequencies (< 150 Hz), the free boundary condition greatly overestimates
the mobility and for high frequencies (> 150 Hz) the clamped boundary condition generally gives to high
mobility (can easiest be seen in the third octave plot). The WBS boundary condition however, manages to
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Figure 5: Comparison of point mobilities for different boundary conditions for the back of the roof [(m/s)/N].
The reference result is taken from a full BIW calculation.

Figure 6: Comparison of point mobilities for different boundary conditions for the back of the roof in third
octave band [(m/s)/N]. The reference result is taken from a full BIW calculation.
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capture both the low and high frequency behavior of the subcomponent. This can be seen even clearer if the
absolute value of the difference compared to the reference calculation is plotted, see Figure 7.

Figure 7: The absolute value of the difference between the reference FRF and the three different boundary
conditions, namely Free, Clamped and WBS boundary condition for the back of the roof.

3.2.2 B-pillar

For the B-pillar the results shown are the spatial average of three points on the B-pillar in the direction
perpendicular to the side of the car (Y-direction). For the WBS boundary condition the modes contributing
to 10 % of the total cumulated MEP are used to calculate the waves.

Figure 8: Comparison of point mobilities for different boundary conditions for the B-pillar [(m/s)/N]. The
reference result is taken from a full BIW calculation.

As can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9, the WBS boundary condition captures the real behavior of the
assembled system much better than clamped or free boundary condition. This is true for the entire frequency
range, as can bee seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: Comparison of point mobilities for different boundary conditions for the B-pillar in third octave
band [(m/s)/N]. The reference result is taken from a full BIW calculation.

Figure 10: The absolute value of the difference between the reference FRF and the three different boundary
conditions, namely Free, Clamped and WBS boundary condition for the B-pillar.
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3.2.3 Spare wheel panel

For the spare wheel panel 15 randomly distributed points have been used for the spatial average. The results
shown are averaged point mobility for the spare wheel panel in the vertical direction (Z-direction). Global
modes contributing to 10 % of the total cumulated MEP are used to calculate the waves.

Figure 11: Comparison of point mobilities for different boundary conditions for the spare wheel panel
[(m/s)/N]. The reference result is taken from a full BIW calculation.

Figure 12: Comparison of point mobilities for different boundary conditions for the spare wheel panel in
third octave band [(m/s)/N]. The reference result is taken from a full BIW calculation.

Over the full frequency range the WBS boundary condition is better or equal to both free and clamped
boundary condition, see Figure 13. However, the 10% truncation limit used for all three cases might not be
the optimal limit for this case. Future research will focus on finding a more generic method to select the
truncation limit.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a novel approach has been presented to accurately define “as in assembly” boundary conditions
on individual structural subcomponents. This is important to improve the quality of a point mobility calcu-
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Figure 13: The absolute value of the difference between the reference FRF and the three different boundary
conditions, namely Free, Clamped and WBS boundary condition for the B-pillar.

lation on a structural component, which in turn is important for the accurate estimation of SEA parameters.
Since running industrial sized models into the mid-frequency region is often very time consuming, there is
also a need for a method were accurate results can be obtained from a smaller model. The novel approach
is based on the Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) technique, which allows writing the interface between
substructures in terms of a limited number of basis functions (waves). In this paper, it is shown that for the
definition of accurate boundary conditions, you only need a very limited number of waves. It is demonstrated
in this paper that the most important waves can be chosen based on the Modal Effective Parameter (MEP).
The MEP is a product of the modal displacement value at the input DOF and the modal displacement value
at the output DOF, performed for each mode. This product is then scaled by the modal mass. The MEP can
be described as a measure of how much a specific global mode contributes to the transfer function between
two points.

As can be seen in the results in Section 3.2, the method to use waves from a WBS analysis as boundary
conditions shows great promise. It is clearly shown that the WBS boundary condition gives better results for
the entire investigated frequency range. While free boundary conditions can be suitable for high frequencies
and less suitable for low frequencies and clamped boundary conditions can be suitable for low frequencies
but not for high frequencies, the WBS boundary condition gives accurate results over the entire frequency
range.

There is still work to be done on finding a robust method to select the truncation limit. Another drawback
of the method as presented in this paper is that an FE calculation of the full model has to be performed in
order to extract the waves. The next step in this research project is to expand the method such that an FE
calculation of another similar system can be used. In that way an already existing model (i.e. a predecessor
of the new model) can be used for the wave extraction and the waves can then be applied to a subcomponent
of the new car model already before a full FE model of the new car has been created. This will then be a
powerful method for the design engineers to try out new subcomponents early in the design phase.
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Abstract
The recently developed wave based technique for the analysis of vibro-acoustic problems is a promising
prediction tool aiming to bridge the existing mid-frequency gap. Instead of simple polynomial shape func-
tions, this method adopts an indirect Trefftz approach in which it uses the exact solutions of the governing
differential equation for the field variable approximations. Since a fine discretization is no longer required,
the resulting wave based models are substantially numerically smaller than the element based counterparts.
However, the prediction accuracy tends to deteriorate in case of a discontinuous boundary condition. This
paper reports on the basic concepts of an enrichment strategy, which has been introduced in order to pre-
serve the favourable computational efficiency of the wave based approach. The basic idea of the proposed
approach is to enrich the original wave function set with some novel functions, which inherently satisfy the
governing differential equation and a priori incorporate the discontinuous boundary condition. The resulting
efficiency improvements are demonstrated by a two-dimensional validation example.

1 Introduction

In several engineering areas, methodologies based on the Trefftz approach [5] have received a significant
recognition over the last decades [4]. The main reason for rediscovering the Trefftz methods is the fact
that they use the exact solutions of the governing differential equation for the field variable approximations.
Especially when solving problems exhibiting a wave-like nature, such as acoustic, structural dynamic or
electromagnetic problems, this becomes a major advantage in contrast to the conventional element based
methods.

In recent years, the wave based prediction technique (WBT) [1] has been developed as an alternative tool
for solving steady-state vibro-acoustic problems [3]. The method adopts an indirect Trefftz approach by
incorporating an a priori knowledge of the solved problem. Instead of simple polynomial shape functions,
the exact solutions of the governing differential equation are used to approximate the dynamic response
fields. As a result, a fine element discretization is no longer needed which yields smaller numerical models
which also exhibit an enhanced computational efficiency as compared to element based methods.

Recent developments of the WBT in the field of sound radiation analysis have proven the efficiency of this
novel approach for both the two-dimensional [2] and the three-dimensional [8] problems. However, pre-
ceding investigations [6] have also shown the importance of a proper model discretization. Deterioration
of the prediction accuracy may be observed if a discontinuous boundary condition is enforced on the wave
model. In the wave based formulation for interior problems, the set of basis functions consists of globally
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defined wave-like functions representing the evanescent and propagating waves. In this respect, the model
refinement consists in enlarging the basis of Trefftz functions within each subdomain. This can be easily
achieved by increasing the number of waves while keeping the original model subdivision. However, a suf-
ficient number of functions has to be used in order to approximate the discontinuous behaviour of boundary
conditions implying the wave models become large and less economical.

In order to preserve the favourable computational efficiency of the wave based approach the concept of set
enrichment has been introduced. The essential idea is to enrich the original wave function set with some
novel functions, which inherently satisfy the governing differential equation and a priori incorporate the
discontinuous boundary condition behaviour. This paper presents the application of the set enrichment for
a two-dimensional interior acoustic problem exhibiting a discontinuous Neumann boundary condition. The
efficiency improvements are demonstrated by a two-dimensional car-like cavity validation example. First,
a problem-specific enrichment scheme based on numerical solution of an associated problem is discussed,
while the outlook for the further development presents a more general enrichment strategy.

2 Problem definition

Consider an interior two-dimensional acoustic problem as shown in figure 1. The problem consists of a
closed boundary surrounded by fluid characterized by its speed of sound c and the density ρ. Assuming
that the system is linear, the fluid is inviscid and the process adiabatic, the steady-state pressure response
p(r, t) = p(r)ejωt at an arbitrary position r within the solution domain Ω is governed by the inhomogeneous
Helmholtz equation

4p(r) + k2p(r) = −jρωqδ(r, rq), (1)

where 4 ≡ ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2 represents the Laplace operator in Cartesian coordinates, r the position vector, t the
time, j =

√−1 the imaginary unit, ω the circular frequency, k = ω/c the wave number, q the strength of the
acoustic volume velocity point source located at position rq and δ the Dirac delta function.

Since the Helmholtz equation (1) is a second-order partial differential equation, one boundary condition has
to be specified at each point of the boundary in order to be the problem well-posed. At the problem boundary
∂Ω = Γ three types of boundary condition forming a non-overlapping set Γ = Γp∪Γv∪ΓZ may be imposed:

• pressure boundary condition (Dirichlet)

r ∈ Γp : p̂(r) = p̄(r), (2a)

• normal velocity boundary condition (Neumann)

r ∈ Γv : Lv(p̂(r)) =
j
ρω

∂p̂(r)
∂n

= v̄n(r), (2b)

• normal impedance boundary condition (mixed)

r ∈ ΓZ : LZ(p̂(r)) = Lv(p̂(r))− p̂(r)
Z̄n(r)

= 0, (2c)

with ∂
∂n the normal derivative and p̄(r), v̄n(r) and Z̄n(r) the prescribed values of the acoustic pressure,

normal velocity and normal impedance, respectively.
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The particle velocity is proportional to a gradient of the sound pressure p(r) and is defined as follows

v(r) =
j
ρω
∇p(r). (3)

Figure 1: A 2D interior acoustic problem

3 Methodology of the Wave Based Technique

The WBT [1] is based on indirect Trefftz approach, in which it incorporates an a priori knowledge of the
solved problem. The field variables are expressed in terms of globally defined shape functions, which are the
exact solutions of the homogeneous governing differential equation (1), but which do not necessarily fulfill
the boundary conditions (2a)–(2c). In the wave based formulation for interior problems, these functions
represent evanescent and propagating plane waves and form the wave function set Φ(r). Using a weighted
residual scheme, the residual errors arising at the boundary are enforced to zero in an integral sense. Solution
of the resulting system of algebraic equations yields the contribution factors of the wave functions. The wave
models are substantially smaller than equivalent finite element (FE) [9] and boundary element (BE) [10]
counterparts and exhibit an increased computational efficiency.

3.1 Field variable expansion

Within each subdomain, a linear combination of the shape functions approximates the exact pressure solution

p(r) ≈ p̂(r) =
M∑
i=1

piΦi(r) + p̂q(r) = Φ(r) p + p̂q(r), (4)

with the wave function set

Φ(r) =

Φr(x, y) = cos(krxx) e−jkryy

Φs(x, y) = e−jksxx cos(ksyy)
(5)

and pi the M unknown contribution factors forming the interior degrees of freedom

M = dim Φ = 2(nr + 1) + 2(ns + 1). (6)
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In equation (4), p̂q(r) is the particular solution function representing the source term in the right hand side of
the Helmholtz equation (1). The particular solution does not affect the size of the wave model.

Each function in the set (5) is an exact solution of the homogeneous Helmholtz equation (1). Since the only
requirement for the wave number components in (5) is that

k2
rx + k2

ry = k2
sx + k2

sy = k2, (7)

an infinite number of wave functions (5) can be defined for the expansion (4). The wave number components
are selected as follows [1]

k• =


krx =

rπ

Lx
, r = 0, 1, 2, . . . , nr kry = ±

√
k2 − k2

rx

ksy =
sπ

Ly
, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ns ksx = ±

√
k2 − k2

sy.
(8)

The integer sets r and s determine the M degrees of freedom of the interior model and Lx and Ly are
the dimensions of the smallest rectangular domain enclosing the considered problem domain, the so-called
bounding box. Desmet [1] proved that the solution approximation (4) converges towards an exact solution
for M →∞ provided that the solution domain is convex. If the considered problem domain is non-convex,
partitioning into non-overlapping convex subdomains is required. At the coupling interface Γi between two
subdomains following continuity conditions must be imposed [3]

j
ρω

∂p1(r1)
∂n1

− p1(r1)
Z̄int

= − j
ρω

∂p2(r2)
∂n2

− p2(r2)
Z̄int

, r1,2 ∈ Γi (9a)

j
ρω

∂p2(r2)
∂n2

− p2(r2)
Z̄int

= − j
ρω

∂p1(r1)
∂n1

− p1(r1)
Z̄int

, r1,2 ∈ Γi, (9b)

where n1, n2 are the outward oriented normal vectors and Z̄int is a non-zero complex number, which is set
to ρc throughout this work.

3.2 Evaluation of boundary and interface conditions

The pressure approximations (4) satisfy the governing differential equation (1), but violate the boundary
conditions (2a), (2b) and (2c) and the interface conditions (9a) and (9b). The unknown contribution functions
pi are determined by minimizing the approximation errors of the boundary and interface conditions in an
integral sense by applying the weighed residual formulation. The involved residual error functions arising at
the boundaries and interfaces of the corresponding subdomain

r ∈ Γp : Rp(r) = p̂(r)− p̄(r) (10a)

r ∈ Γv : Rv(r) = Lv(p̂(r))− v̄n (10b)

r ∈ ΓZ : RZ(r) = Lv(p̂(r))− p̂(r)
Z̄n(r)

(10c)

r ∈ Γi : Ri(r) = L1v(p̂1(r))− p̂1(r)
Z̄i

+ L2v(p̂2(r)) +
p̂2(r)
Z̄i

(10d)

are orthogonalized with respect to weighting function p̃ or its derivative

−
∫

Γp

Lv(p̃(r))Rp(r) dΓ +
∫

Γv

p̃(r)Rv(r) dΓ +
∫

ΓZ

p̃(r)RZ(r) dΓ +
∫

Γi

p̃(r)Ri(r) dΓ = 0. (11)
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Using the Galerkin approach, the weighting functions are expanded in terms of the same basis functions Φ

as used for the pressure approximation p̂ (4)

p̃(r) =
M∑
i=1

c̃iΦi(r) = Φ(r) c̃, (12)

where c̃ represents an arbitrary weighting function contribution factor. Substituting the pressure approx-
imation (4) and the weighting function (12) in the weighted residual formulation (11), together with the
requirement that this relation should hold for any set of contribution factors c̃, yields a square system of
algebraic equations

[A]{p} = {b}. (13)

In a practical implementation, the wave model (13) is being assembled by evaluating the integral terms
involved in the weighted residual formulation (11) in a numerical manner applying the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature rule.

4 Discontinuous boundary conditions

As indicated in section 3, the essential property of the wave based technique is the selection of the shape
functions. In contrast to finite or boundary element schemes, respectively, these wave-like functions satisfy
the governing differential equation exactly. This inherent feature makes WBT therefore extremely suitable
for the analysis of steady-state acoustic problems. Since the Helmholtz equation (1) is a second order partial
differential equation, a classical formulation of the pressure has to be twice differentiable within the solu-
tion domain Ω, i.e. C2-continuous. The velocity is C1-continuous in Ω. At the boundary of the Neumann
problem, on the other hand, it is sufficient for the pressure to be C1. Normal velocity may exhibit disconti-
nuities. However, as the set of basis functions consists merely of evanescent and propagating plane waves, it
is difficult for it to provide an adequate approximation of the boundary condition exhibiting discontinuities.

The phenomenon is illustrated in figure 2. First, consider a single-domain problem as depicted in the left hand
side sketch. The boundary of the problem is considered to be rigid except the panel having an imposed normal
velocity boundary condition, see figure 2(a). Obviously, a discontinuity in the normal velocity occurs at the
bottom edge of the problem and is therefore referred to as a discontinuous boundary condition. Figure 2(b)
illustrates a multi-domain problem consisting of two subdomains coupled via the interface Γi. Again, the
boundary of the cavity consists of rigid walls except the vibrating panel located in subdomain Ω2. As the
bottom edge of the subdomain Ω1 consists of a rigid part and an interface to subdomain Ω2, the velocity
y-component along this boundary is discontinuous in general. This type of problem is referred to as a
geometrical discontinuity. As a result, deterioration of the prediction accuracy for the particle velocity (3)
may be expected in both cases. In order to sustain the prediction accuracy either the number of wave functions
used in each subdomain has to be increased or a proper domain subdivision taking the existence of the
discontinuity into account has to be employed. The dotted lines indicate such a possible model refinement
preventing the decrease of the accuracy.

5 Concept of the wave function set enrichment

Section 4 introduced the phenomenon of a discontinuous boundary condition and showed its effect on the
performance of the wave based approach. Model refinement is a commonly used measure preventing de-
terioration of the favourable prediction accuracy in such a case. Nevertheless, employing the refinement
implies the wave models become prohibitively large making them computationally less efficient. In order
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Figure 2: (a) Discontinuous boundary condition and (b) the geometrical discontinuity

to overcome this bottleneck the concept of set enrichment is presented in this paper. The basic idea of this
approach is to enrich the original wave function set with some novel functions, which (i) inherently satisfy
the governing differential equation and (ii) incorporate the discontinuous boundary condition phenomena.
These special purpose functions arise from the solution of an associated Neumann problem exhibiting the
discontinuity in normal velocity boundary condition and are referred to as the auxiliary functions. For the
wave based approach analytical solutions are needed. However, for investigation purposes an evaluation of
the associated problem in a numerical fashion is considered throughout this work. Analytical solutions have
to be derived for the properly chosen auxiliary functions at a later stage.

The next subsections present two different enrichment strategies. First, a conforming problem-related en-
richment scheme based on numerical solution of an associated problem is discussed, while the later one
presents a more general enrichment approach.

5.1 Validation example

Consider a 2D car-like cavity of dimensions 3×1,4 m, as depicted in figure 3(a). At the panel corresponding
to footwell of the compartment a normal velocity boundary condition vn = 1 m/s is imposed, while the
remaining geometry is assumed to be perfectly rigid, i.e. vn = 0 m/s. The cavity is considered to be filled
by air having the speed of sound c = 343,8 m/s and the mass density ρ = 1,2 kg/m3.

Figure 3: (a) Dimension of the validation example (in [m]) and (b) the problem-specific enrichment strategy
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5.2 Problem-specific enrichment strategy

The wave functions (5) used for the pressure approximation are defined in terms of the smallest rectangu-
lar box enclosing the subdomain, namely the bounding box having dimensions Lx and Ly. Therefore, the
first enrichment approach follows a similar strategy by considering a numerical solution of the associated
problem, which has a rectangularly shaped domain of the same dimensions as the bounding box of the orig-
inal problem. Figure 3(b) shows the initial single-domain wave model of the considered problem with the
markers indicating positions of the integration points and the solid black lines representing the geometry of
an associated problem. The associated finite element model consists of 28431 nodes forming 28150 quadri-
lateral linear acoustic elements with the maximal element length of hmax = 0,055 m. Once the frequency
response analysis is carried out, the FE results are post-processed at response points having congruent posi-
tions as the integration Gauss points of the wave model. The discrete pressure and normal velocity values
obtained by FE calculation, see figure 4, are then added into the wave function set (5) and further used during
the set up of the matrix system (13) and its solution.

Figure 4: Auxiliary functions: the pressure (top) and normal velocity (bottom) calculated at 100 Hz along
the boundary (see small figure) using a FEM-based associated problem

In the following, three wave models of different complexity are considered, see table 1. The first model
utilizes 16 wave functions making it valid up to approximately 250 Hz and represents an economical way of
performing a frequency response analysis. However, an inadequate domain subdivision causes a deterioration
of the prediction accuracy. In contrast to that, the next model employs 324 wave functions and stands for
a brute-force calculation. The last wave model employs the enrichment strategy. It starts from the original
economical set and its normal derivative, respectively, consisting again of 16 wave functions each, by further
adding one auxiliary function Φaux and ∂

∂nΦaux, respectively. These both correspond to pressure and normal
velocity, respectively, evaluated using the associated finite element model, see figure 4. Finally, a very fine
finite element model consisting of 83133 nodes forming 27474 quadrilateral quadratic acoustic elements
with the maximal element length of hmax = 1,77 · 10−2 m is considered as a reference.

Model nr, ns dimΦ dimΦaux DOF
economical 3 16 - 16
brute-force 80 324 - 324
enrichment 3 16 1 17

Table 1: Properties of the WB models
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Figure 5: ={p} at 100 Hz: (a) FEM, (b) economical WBT, (c) brute-force WBT and (d) the WBT problem-
specific enrichment approach

Figure 6: <{vy} at 100 Hz: (a) FEM, (b) economical WBT, (c) brute-force WBT and (d) the WBT problem-
specific enrichment approach

Figure 5 captures the imaginary part of the pressure calculated at 100 Hz. As the discontinuity occurs in the
velocity boundary condition, the global pressure pattern predicted by the economical wave model remains
almost unaffected by the existence of this phenomenon. Figure 6, on the other hand, provides a detailed
insight into the formation of the phenomenon and its treatment by plotting the real part of the velocity
y-component. The economical model consisting of merely 16 wave functions, see figure 6(b), can hardly
approximate the discontinuous normal velocity boundary condition. Instead of an abruptly changing normal
velocity a smoothed solution is provided. Increasing the number of wave functions improves the prediction
accuracy considerably, as illustrated by the result calculated using the brute-force model, see figure 6(c).
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Nevertheless, the size of the model becomes prohibitively large. Finally, figure 6(d) captures the solution
obtained by employing the enrichment strategy. The quality of the result is fairly close to a brute-force
solution, however obtained in a substantially more efficient way.

s [m]

01.8

3.2 6.2

7

5.25

8.34

Figure 7: p, vn and vs evaluated at 100 Hz at the boundary of the problem: FEM (black), economical WBT
(blue), brute-force WBT (green) and the WBT problem-specific FEM-based enrichment approach (red solid
line)

Figure 7 plots the imaginary part of pressure and the real part of the tangential and normal velocity, respec-
tively, evaluated at the boundary of the problem. The orientation of the normal n and tangential s vector,
respectively, is in accordance with the notation defined in figure 3(a). Moreover, the critical part of the
boundary is scaled by factor two in order to represent the local phenomena in a more detailed way.
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5.3 General enrichment scheme

Subsection 5.2 discussed the application of enrichment strategy and demonstrated its potential in case of a
conforming associated problem. Although the velocity prediction accuracy has been considerably improved,
the proposed approach lacks a general applicability. In this section, the basic concept of the set enrichment
is further generalized by considering a problem-independent enrichment scheme. Finally, some preliminary
results obtained by applying this approach to a problem depicted in figure 3(a) are presented at the later
stage.

As the phenomenon discussed in section 4 is solely affected by the adjacent part of a boundary exhibiting the
discontinuity, the remaining boundary of the corresponding subdomain is omitted in the further assumptions.
This yields a semi-infinite associated problem, see figure 8, with an normal velocity boundary condition
incorporating the discontinuity imposed at a baffle plane. The infinite element method (I-FEM) [11] is used
to take into account the infinite part of the numerical model. For the imposed normal velocity boundary
condition an appropriate decay function is made use of ensuring the vn(s) goes to zero at a certain (finite)
distance from the discontinuity. The effect of this measure is twofold: it (i) enables the solution of the
associated problem in a numerical manner, since only bounded part of the I-FE model is admissible for
imposing a non-zero normal velocity boundary condition and (ii) prevents the pollution of the solution by
spurious contributions arising from a non-matched boundary condition ending. Moreover, the introduction
of the decay function is based on assumption, that the overall radiation pattern of the associated problem is
mainly affected by the local behaviour of the discontinuity.

Figure 8: The concept of a generalized enrichment strategy using an I-FEM-based associated problem

A still unresolved task, however, is the selection of an appropriate decay function providing a representative
sample for any type of problem. Obviously, the jump amplitude and the spatial distribution of the velocity
is not a priori known in the case of geometrical discontinuity, which may arise at an interface between two
subdomains, see figure 2(b). Figure 9 plots the auxiliary functions corresponding to an asymmetrical linear
decay strategy, while figure 10 shows the results calculated at the boundary of the problem using those
auxiliary functions. The results demonstrate a significant improvement of the local behaviour in the vicinity
of the discontinuity.
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Figure 9: Auxiliary functions: the pressure (top) and normal velocity (bottom) calculated at 100 Hz along
the boundary (see small figure) using an I-FEM-based associated problem

6 Conclusions and future research

The wave based technique is a promising prediction tool aiming to relax the limitations of the commonly
used element based methods. This paper reports on efficiency improvements of this novel approach in the
particular case where a discontinuous boundary condition occurs in the model. The common refinement
strategies avoid the decrease of the prediction accuracy in such a case, however, the wave models become
large and hence less economical. In order to preserve the favourable computational efficiency of the wave
based approach the enrichment strategy is introduced in this work. The original set of basis functions is
enriched by an additional information arising from solution of the associated problem, which incorporates
the discontinuous boundary condition.

Two enrichment strategies are discussed throughout this work. The first one represents an ad hoc problem-
specific approach. A conforming associated problem is adopted in order to determine the auxiliary functions
used for the enrichment of the initial wave function set. The results achieved by employing this strategy show
an improvement in both the local and global behaviour related to existence of the discontinuity. Despite the
slight spatial distortion of the pressure and velocity field at some frequencies, the local phenomena in the
vicinity of the discontinuity are captured significantly more accurate. Moreover, the local behaviour is of
high importance in order to assure an accurate approximation of the interface conditions imposed at the
coupling between two subdomains.

The second enrichment scheme is a generalization of the previous strategy. Instead of utilizing a conforming
associated problem, only the adjacent part of the boundary affected by the discontinuous boundary condition
is considered. Again, the results show a significant local improvement.

Future research will focus on further improvement of this approach by adopting a problem-independent
enrichment scheme. For this purpose, other classes of enrichment functions have to be investigated first.
Once a multi-purpose enrichment strategy is selected, an analytical solution of the associated problem will
be derived. A long term task is the extension of the set enrichment towards three-dimensional formulation
of the wave based technique, where the phenomena related to discontinuous boundary conditions affect the
computational efficiency significantly [7].
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Figure 10: p, vn and vs evaluated at 100 Hz at the boundary of the problem: FEM (black), economical WBT
(blue), brute-force WBT (green) and the WBT general I-FEM-based enrichment approach (red solid line)
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Abstract
This paper presents an energy flow post-processing tool for structural dynamic analysis which is based on
conventional dynamic finite element (FE) analysis. Based on the global dynamic behaviour of a system and
on local subcomponent descriptions, the energy flow between the various components can be predicted, as
can the energy dissipation within individual subcomponents. This information can assist a design engineer
in making design modifications and holds potential in optimising high-frequency energy based models, such
as statistical energy analysis (SEA) models. The developed approach is implemented using a commercially
available FE code and is validated for both simple academic cases and for an industrial vehicle body-in-white.

1 Introduction

As time-to-market in car manufacturing industry play a crucial role, in parallel with experimental methods,
accurate predictions and simulations of the behavior of new car structures become more and more important.
These analyses help identify components sensitive to vibrations that could possibly lead to deterioration of
ride comfort and safety.

A wide range of tools are available for the study of the dynamic behaviour of mechanical structures. At high
frequencies, Statistical Energy Analyses (SEA) [2] represents a widely accepted theoretical framework for
the analysis of the dynamic response of complex structures. Complex vibro-acoustic systems are modelled as
a composition of subsystems of similar modes. Due to the effects of the structural uncertainties, uncertainties
in the boundary conditions and the large number of modes contributing to the response at high frequencies,
SEA uses mechanical energy as the primary variable. As the general response descriptor also the energy flow
between components and the input powers are used.

At lower frequencies, the Finite Element Method (FEM) [1] is the most conventional tool and widely used to
predict the dynamic behaviour of a structure. A discrete description of the continuum leads to mass, stiffness
and damping matrices that represent the spatial distribution of these quantities in terms of larger number of
local shape functions. The dynamic behaviour of a structure is then expressed in terms of the magnitude
and phase of the response at discrete frequencies and discrete locations. Often the response is described in
terms of the frequency response functions. To simplify calculation of these quantities, a modal analysis is
usually performed and mode shapes and natural frequencies are found from solving an eigenvalue problem.
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Often, one of the criticisms directed at the use of the finite element method at higher frequencies is the use of
such response coordinates. Since frequency response functions are obtained from a summation of vectorial
quantities, they are sensitive to the perturbation in modal properties.

At higher frequencies, when the high order modes with shorter wavelength contribute to the response, the
FEM has some deficiencies. The number of elements required to adequately describe the response is increas-
ing rapidly with frequency. The computational cost of the eigenproblem also increases rapidly with the size
of the problem matrices. There are, however, circumstances where a FE model can be useful to determine
vibrational response at higher frequencies.

The results from the finite elements model can equally be viewed in terms of spatial and temporal averaged
energies and powers, and the application of the FEM to energy flow modelling is not new. Various studies
have viewed the response of a finite element model in terms of an energy flow model [3]-[7]. The finite
element method has also been used to calculate the structural intensity [8, 9]. The interest on investigation
of structural power flow arises for practical reasons, because the structural power flow indicates the mag-
nitude and direction of vibrational energy flow at the coupling coordinates, and energy distribution offers
information of energy transmission paths and positions of sinks of mechanical energy. Dissipative elements,
mechanical modification and active vibration control can be used for an alteration of energy flow paths within
the structure and the amount of mechanical energy injected into the structure. Of primary practical concerns
are complex built-up structures, which can be successfully treated only by measurement or by numerical
computation when prediction of structural behaviour in higher frequency is needed.

In this paper an energy flow model, presented in [6], is used as post-processing tool for dynamic analysis
of structures. The next section gives a brief introduction to the energy flow model from FEM and some
improvement are made to calculate the power flow between components. This is followed by a discussion
on how the FE model should be built for estimation of energy distribution within the components. The
vibrational behaviour of a system comprising two plates and a vehicle body in white (BIW) are used as
examples.

2 Background: finite element analysis and energy flow model

Since finite element analysis is used in this paper for calculating the mechanical energy of components and
the power flow between them, a brief overview of the method is presented, which is described in more detail
in reference [6]. In FEM the structure is discretized and the stiffness and mass matrices K and M are
determined. If it is assumed, that the excitation is time harmonic and damping is introduced by a loss factor
η, the response is given by:

[
K(1 + iη)− ω2M

]
U = F (1)

where U is a vector of nodal degrees of freedom and F is the time harmonic excitation with angular frequency
ω. If the response is known, the potential V and kinetic T energies of whole system are:

V =
1
4
UHKU T =

1
4
ω2UHMU, (2)

where H denotes the complex conjugate or Hermitian transpose. Due to the estimation of subsystem me-
chanical energies, the mass and stiffness matrices Msi and Ksi of subsystem i have to be found. The nodal
coordinates Usi for subsystem si are subset of the global coordinates U and are related to them by:

Usi = SiU, (3)
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where Si is a transformation matrix. Some of the global coordinates U lie only in one subsystem, some lie
in two and therefore represent coupling coordinates. With known response at the subsystem i the potential
and kinetic energies of subsystem i are:

Vsi =
1
4
UHST

i KsiSiU T =
1
4
ω2UHST

i MsiSiU, (4)

where the superscript T denotes the transpose. The time-averaged input powers and the coupling powers
between subsystem i and j and the power dissipated in subsystem i are then given by:

Pin =
1
2
< (iωFHU

)
Pij =

1
2
< (iωFH

ij Uij

)
Pd =

1
2
ωηUH

i KiUi, (5)

where Fij and Uij are the internal forces and displacements at the coupling coordinates between the sub-
systems i and j and < denotes the real part. Although it is quite possible to calculate the response using
equation (1), it is very time consuming to solve this equation at each discrete frequency. It is numerically
more efficient to proceed by modal decomposition, using the global modes of the whole system. While theo-
retically there are as many modes as nodal degrees of freedom, the contribution of many of the modes can be
often neglect for practical purposes. A modal analysis yields the natural frequencies ωj and mode shapes Ūj

for j = 1, . . . ,m, where m is the number retained modes. If it is assumed that the normal modes are mass
normalized, then the response of the system is:

U = ΦY, (6)

where Φ is the truncated modal matrix constructed from the first m eigenmodes and Y being the vector of
modal responses. The elements in the vector Y are given by:

Yj = αjFj , (7)

where the modal force Fj and modal receptance αj are given by:

Fj = φT
j F αj =

1
ωj(1 + iη)− ω2

(8)

2.1 Frequency-averaged response

While the equations (4) can be used to calculate the energies in subsystem i, substantial computational
benefits can be made by rearranging these expressions, so that they are more appropriate for calculating the
frequency-averaged energies of the subsystem j. Since the detailed derivation of the simplified equations is
given in reference [6], only the final equations are given below:

Vj =
∑
m,p

(ψmpκi,mp) Γmp Tj =
∑
m,p

(ψmpµi,mp)ω2Γmp, (9)

where the term Γmp is frequency dependent and is given by

Γmp =
1
4
α∗mαp, (10)

where αm and αp are modal receptances, given by equation (8).
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The expression
ψmp =

∑
i,k

φjmφkpF
u∗
j F u

k (11)

is termed the (m,p)th force distribution term, and matrices κi and µi are given by:

κi = ΦTST
i KiSiΦ µi = ΦTST

i MiSiΦ (12)

We are often interested in the response to the broadband excitation rather than the discrete frequency re-
sponse. If it is assumed that the spatial distribution of the excitation is frequency independent, the varying of
the excitation force with frequency is given by

F(ω) = γ(ω)F (13)

then the frequency-averaged mechanical energies can be found by substituting equation (13) into equation (9)
and by integrating these equations over the frequency range and noting that only the term Γmp is frequency
dependent. The frequency-averaged value Γmp between frequencies ω1 and ω2 is given by

θmpV =
1
Ω

ω2∫
ω1

Γmpdω θmpT =
1
Ω

ω2∫
ω1

ω2Γmpdω, (14)

where Ω = ω2 − ω1 is the analysed frequency band.

The time-averaged input power to subsystem i and the power flow between subsystem i and j can be calcu-
lated in a similar manner to the mechanical energies.

2.2 Power flow and modal parameters

In any modal approach, the number of modes that are used in the analysis has to be appropriately chosen.
Usually, for computation of the displacement field or its time derivatives, the number of modes is chosen
in such a way that the highest eigenfrequency used in computation is a few times higher than the excitation
frequency. In many papers and application cases, this criterion has proven to be a valuable engineering rule
of thumb to limit the number of modes that have to be calculated. However, it is noted that this criterion is
not sufficient when structural intensity was concerned [9], which is a vectorial quantity of power flow. Struc-
tural power flow is a result of an interaction between the internal forces (stresses) and the corresponding
velocities. The stresses are proportional to the spatial derivatives of the displacements. The spatial distri-
butions of stresses are not as smooth as the corresponding distributions of displacements. For example, the
bending displacements of a simply supported beam due to a concentrated static force can be represented
by a smooth polynomial type function, while the corresponding distribution of the lateral shear force has
a jump at the force position. The same can be observed in the vicinity of any abrupt change of geometry
(cross-section, thickness) or of material properties of the structure. The number of modes sufficient for an
accurate estimation of the smooth displacement field, generally is not sufficient for the approximation of its
spatial derivatives. Therefore the required number of modes for an accurate analysis of dynamic stresses
may increase by one or more orders of magnitude [9].

For large industrial sized problems, the modal analysis would lead to a large number of eigenmodes. This
may result in insufficient memory size, hence a direct solver is sometimes preferred over a conventional
modal solution.
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3 Examples

After having outlined the approach to be adopted, and before going on to perform post processing of the
results obtained with the FE analysis, the procedure for energy flow calculations from FEM is given:

1. Pre-processing: create a mesh, with a commercial FE package, and add loads and boundary conditions.

2. Create the subsystems (sub-components) and define the coupling coordinates, the coupling coordinates
can be common only to two subsystems, otherwise the coupling has to be moved inside the component
to the next closest node. When a coupling coordinate is common to three or more subsystems, then
the power flows are not defined uniquely.

3. Global assembly of the system matrix equation and subsystem matrices, calculate the global mass and
stiffness matrices K and M and the subsystems mass and stiffness matrices Ki and Mi

4. Perform modal decomposition or direct frequency response analysis.

5. post-processing: visualisation and interpretation of the results.

First, a structure with simple geometry is analysed then computations are performed for a vehicle automotive
BIW. All FE calculations were performed using MSC/Nastran version 2005. The preprocessing and post
processing procedures were performed with Python.

3.1 Stiffened plate

An assembly of two coupled plates, attached to each other at an angle of 35◦, was used as test structure.
The horizontal plate is rectangular with a square opening, the inclined plate is rectangular with one corner
removed. The assembly is attached with four bolts to the ground. Figure 1 shows the assembly with its main
dimensions. The material of the structure is steel, and the material properties are: modulus of elasticity,
E = 2.1 · 1011 N/m2; mass density, ρ=7850 kg/m3; Poisson ratio, ν=0.3; and material damping loss factor
η =0.02.

0.1
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0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.7 0.6

0.2

0.1

35

0.5

0.1

0.2
0.2

F

Figure 1: Simple test case. The dimensions are specified in m and the thickness of the plates is 0.003m.

The finite element model consists of 5345 QUAD4 MSC/Nastran shell elements and 8 CHEXA elements.
The horizontal plate consists of 3100 QUAD4 elements, and the inclined plate consists of 2245 QUAD4
elements. All shell elements have an approximately unit aspect ratio. The mesh satisfies the condition of
being less than a sixth of the wavelength for frequencies lower than 4 kHz. The bolts are modelled with
CHEXA elements, which attach the plate assembly to the ground. Three forces of 100 N are applied on the
top left side of plate 1, point F in Figure 1, in three translation degrees of freedom (DOF). The ends of the
bolts are rigidly grounded, which means that the output power is zero and that all power is dissipated by
material damping of the plates and the bolts. This example was selected to test the described procedure in
following ways:
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• verify the lowest number of the eigenmodes which have to be included, so that the estimated mechan-
ical energies are accurate.

• verify the mechanical energy balance on component level.

• verify that all input power to one component is equal to the sum of the dissipated power in the compo-
nent and the power flow from the component

The inclusion of sufficient structural modes is important for the accuracy of the predicted mechanical ener-
gies. This can be seen from Figure 2, which shows the effect of taking different number of eigenmodes into
account when calculating the energy level of plate 1 and 2 with Ω = 800 Hz. The relative solution accuracy
of the modal approach is given by:

Error =
Vj + Tj

V + T
· (100%), (15)

where Vj and Tj are potential and kinetic energy, calculated by modal approach, where all modes up to j-th
mode are taken into account. V and T are potential and kinetic energy calculated by direct approach. As
can be seen from Figure 2, for good accuracy (within 3 %), all modes up to at least three times the highest
excitation frequency should be retained.
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Figure 2: Error in mechanical energies for plate 1 (· · · ) and plate 2 (×××) for variations in the number of
eigenmodes taken in modal analysis at 800Hz.

The potential and kinetic energy of both the plates and the four bolts are calculated according to equation (4)
and the sum of the components potential energy has to be equal to the sum of the components kinetic energy.
The total kinetic and potential energy calculated on the component level for excitation frequencies from 200
to 1200 Hz with a resolution of 10 Hz are shown in Figure 3. The curves are identical at lower frequencies
and high frequencies, but diverge slightly in the frequency band 400-600 Hz. This divergence is due to the
truncation of the modal matrix. Since only the structural modes up to three times the forcing frequency are
retained the deformation of the bolts can not be described in a sufficiently accurate manner. The bolts also
have high mechanical energy content in this frequency range.

The sum of input powers, coupling powers and powers dissipated in plate 1 for excitation frequencies from
200 to 1200 Hz with resolution of 10 Hz is shown in Figure 4(a). Input power values range from 1 to 20 W,
with several resonances corresponding to various wave motion types presented in the plates.

A measure of the accuracy of the power flow calculation can be obtained by means of a power balance
calculation involving input power, output power and dissipated power summations. The ”lost power” in a
given solution can be calculated by equation 16. As can be seen from Figure 4(b), the relative power flow
error is low. Only in the low frequency region the error is close to 1 %. This implies perfect power balance
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Figure 3: Energy balance calculated on the component level. — total kinetic energy, - - - total potential
energy.

results, which means that for all excitation frequencies the total power dissipation almost exactly matches
the difference between the input and the output power flow.

PError = (
∑

Pin −
∑

Pout −
∑

Pdiss)/
∑

Pin (16)
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Figure 4: (a) Power flow curves for the plate 1, — input power; · · · dissipated power in plate 1; - - - coupling
powers. (b) Power balance error curve for plate 1.

Because of the simplicity of the considered plate example, it is feasible to calculate the power flows using
modal coordinates. However, in case more complex problems are tackled, i.e. problems with a very large
number of dofs, a modal approach is not feasible any more (see section 2), and a direct approach has to be
used to calculate power flows. The example discussed in the next section involves such a problem, where the
energy content is calculated by modal approach and the power flow by direct approach.

3.2 Body-in-white

An automotive body-in-white (BIW) is analysed by presented method. The FEA model of the vehicle is
depicted in Figure 5. To analyse the BIW with the presented method first the subcomponents have to be
built [10]. The procedure results in 70 subcomponents, which are grouped together into beams, joints and
panels. The complete model of the BIW used to provide modal vectors has approximately 1413000 degrees
of freedom and 235400 elements. The bulk of the elements in the model are quadrilateral and triangular shell
elements, and solid elements are used to model the spot welds. The energy distribution and power flow in the
BIW are analysed for the case when the excitation force is applied at the front left spring tower. A random
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Figure 5: Body in white and analysed components.

and frequency dependent excitation force (see Figure 6 (a)) was equally distributed on 8 nodes around the
spring tower and the direction was chosen to be normal to the surface.

First the modal analysis is done to extract the eigenvectors and eigenfrequencies of the BIW to calculate the
energy content of the components. The eigenmodes up to the frequency 400 Hz are extracted. In Figure 6
(b) the global mode count is shown. As can be seen in the figure, the modal density is getting very high at
frequencies above 150 Hz (the modal density is here approximately 1 mode/Hz). A modal understanding of
the structure is no longer relevant due to the high number of overlapping modes contributing to the observed
responses.
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Figure 6: (a) Excitaion force at spring tower. (b) Mode count of the BIW structure.

Instead of the response at discrete positions the frequency average mechanical energy content of the com-
ponents is estimated according to the equations given in section 2.1. The frequency averaged mechanical
energy content of the components was studied in 1/3 octave bands. Due to the different components size
and consecutive different masses, the mechanical energy of the component is divided by its mass. In this
way the frequency averaged energy density of each component was estimated. The energy content of the
components in the BIW for two 1/3 octave bands, around the center frequencies 100 Hz and 160 Hz, are
shown in Figure 7. In the 1/3 octave band with center frequency 100 Hz, Figure 7 (a), it can be seen that
extremely high energy density is at rear part of the car. In 1/3 octave band with center frequency 160 Hz,
Figure 7 (b), the highest energy density has the fire wall, and other components have relatively low energy
density. Such information can assist design engineer in making decision an which component to modify to
assure lower vibrations.

In addition the to the frequency average energy maps in 1/3 octave bands, the mechanical energy of compo-
nents is estimated at discrete frequencies. The results are shown for four components only in Figure 8. The
location of the components is shown in Figure 5. With known mechanical energy content of the components
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Mechanical energy density in the components of the BIW in 1/3 octave bands at: (a) center
frequency 100 Hz; (b) center frequency 160 Hz.

at discrete frequencies the vibrational behaviour of the components can be better understood.
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Figure 8: Mechanical energy content of the subcomponents, — potential energy; − − − kinetic energy. (a)
Beam Nr.30, (b) Beam Nr.22, (c) Beam Nr.20, (d) Joint Nr.7

From Figures 8 it can be seen that the potential and kinetic energy are not equal at low frequencies. At higher
frequencies they converge to the same value, as is assumed by SEA.

The second step in BIW analysis was to use the direct approach to calculate the response of the BIW when
excited by the force shown in Figure 6 (a). The calculation was performed in the frequency range 10 Hz to
180 HZ with a resolution of 1 Hz. The calculated response is then used to estimate the power flow between
the components. Figure 9 shows the power flow from beam 33 to joint 7 and from beam 33 to joint 10. Since
the joints 7 and 10 are the only two components to which beam 33 is attached, the sum of the power flow
curves is equal to the dissipated power in beam 33. The power flow analysis shows the net power flow from
or to the components. The power flow paths for the complete structure can be estimated and the locations of
the source of the vibrations and power sinks may be found.
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Figure 9: Power flow balance for B-pillar (beam33); — power flow from B33 to J7; −−− power flow from
B33 to J10.

With known mechanical energies of the components and known coupling powers, there is possibility to
estimate the coupling loss factors (CLF) for SEA analysis. However, care must be taken in using the results
of such studies. When using FE to estimate the CLF, indirect exchange of energy is allowed between the
systems that are not directly coupled to each other. This is not assumed in SEA.

4 Conclusion

This paper discusses the application of an energy based post-processing method, which is based on con-
ventional FE analyses. Making use of FE analysis results and system matrices, the structural energy levels
and energy flows of and between various components of an assembly system are determined. Being able to
calculate this information, allows design engineers to gather new insights in their systems and helps them in
interpreting deterministic FE results from an energy point of view. Also, SEA parameters, such as Coupling
Loss Factors, may be estimated. The applicability of the method has been illustrated by means of a simple
plate example and a industrial BIW vehicle model.
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Abstract 
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is a powerful method to estimate energy spread over a structure divided 

into subsystems. However, this method suffers from restrictive assumptions like modal energy 

equipartition into subsystems. Statistical modal Energy distribution Analysis (SmEdA) has been derived to 

overcome this assumption and improve quality of SEA prediction. This method is based on modal energy 

and modal coupling loss factors between subsystems computed from modal bases of uncoupled 

subsystems. On the basis of modal energies, a method have been derived to provide an estimation of the 

energy repartition into SEA subsystems. This method, voluntarily based on simplifying assumptions, gives 

local information rather than standard SEA gives global information. In addition, using FEM software, the 

method can be applied on a structure whatever its complexity. In the present article, theoretical 

background of the method is given and applications on a simple SEA model (a plate coupled to a cavity) 

and a more realistic structure are presented. 

1 Introduction 

Prediction of noise inside a passengers cabin is often a critical issue for engineers of vehicle industry (car, 

plane, train, etc.). However, for such complex structures, only few methods can be used. Two of the most 

important methods are Finite Elements Method (FEM) and Statistical Energy Analysis. These two 

methods are radically different : the first one deals with thousands of degrees of freedom whereas the 

second only predicts global energy of few subsystems. In addition, FEM is dedicated to low frequency 

range because of huge number of degrees of freedom and high structural sensitivity in high frequency 

range. On the contrary, SEA is adapted to high frequency range where modal overlap is high and modal 

energy equipartition assumption is verified [1].   

To take advantages of both methods, the Statistical modal Energy distribution Analysis have been 

developed [2]. This method, based on a dual modal formulation, deals with modal energies of subsystems 

rather than global energy. This permits to overcome modal energy equipartition assumption and then to 

treat systems with a modal behavior. The most important advantage of SmEdA method is the use of modal 

bases of uncoupled subsystems extracted with standard FEM softwares. As already been demonstrated, 

estimation of structure/structure [3] or structure/cavity [4] coupling loss factors (CLF) can computed 

without any matrix inversion.  

In the present paper, an extension of SmEdA method to estimate energy repartition into SEA subsystems 

is presented. This extension uses modal energies and modal bases of subsystems as an input and produces 

energy maps into subsystems very quickly. This method, based on a simplification, is not exact but the 

aim of this work is to give without any further time-consuming calculations indications on energy 

repartition into subsystems.  

As it is demonstrated in the present paper, this information can be relevant in early-design stage in vehicle 

industry to predict noise in the passengers cabin. 
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2 SmEdA approach 

2.1 Modal Energies of subsystems  

Classically, SEA method is driven by a very simple system of linear equations linking energies of 

subsystems to power injected into subsystems via a matrix of loss factors [L]: 

 { } [ ] { }NNNN EL ×=Π
ω
1

 (1)  

The matrix of loss factors if composed by Damping Loss Factors (DLF) ηi which represent the amount of 

energy dissipated into subsystem i and Coupling Loss Factors (CLF) ηij which represent energy 

transmitted from subsystem i to subsystem j. If N is the number of subsystems, the matrix of loss factors 

have size NxN.  

SmEdA approach is based on the same kind of system of linear equations. The difference is that this 

system of linear equations links modal energies of subsystems to modal power injected into subsystems 

via a matrix of modal loss factors. For example, for two subsystems denoted 1 and 2 having respectively p 

and q natural modes, power injected into mode p of subsystem 1 can be written as : 
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where 
1

pP is the modal power injected into mode p of subsystem 1, 
1

pE is the modal energy of mode p of 

subsystem 1, 
1

pη is the damping loss factor of mode p of subsystem 1 and 
12

pqβ is the modal coupling loss 

factor between mode p of subsystem 1 and mode q of subsystem 2. 

2.2 Modal Coupling Loss Factors 

The estimation of the modal coupling loss factors does not need any matrix inversion. As presented in [], 

the modal coupling loss factors can be expressed as :  
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where 
111

ppp ωη=∆ , 
1

pω  is the natural angular frequency of mode p of subsystem 1 and 
12

pqW  is the modal 

work between mode p of subsystem p and mode q of subsystem q. This term, which characterize the 

coupling between modes of both subsystems, can be expressed as an integral on the coupling domain Ω  : 

 ∫
Ω

= dMMMW qppq )()( 2112 ϕσ , (4) 

where )(1 Mpσ  is the stress modal shape of mode p of subsystem 1 and )(2 Mqϕ  is the displacement 

modal shape of mode q of subsystem 2. In that case, subsystem 1 has to be blocked on the coupling 

domain whereas the subsystem 2 has to be free.  

As one can see, calculation of modal coupling loss factors 
12

pqβ  can be done using output data of standard 

FEM software. The most difficult term to obtain is the modal work 
12

pqW . However, with modern 

numerical tool, this can be done even if meshes of subsystems are not coincident (useful in the case of 

structure/cavity coupling). 
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3 Energy repartition into SEA subsystems 

Knowing modal power injected into modes of subsystems and using equation (2), it is possible to obtain 

modal energies of each subsystems. Usually, this modal energies are summed to obtain global energies of 

subsystems. For example, global energy of subsystem 1 can be expressed as : 

 ∑=
p

pEE 1

1 . (5) 

In the present paper, the objective is different. In the following, a method based on the use of modal 

energy of subsystems is proposed to estimate the energy repartition into SEA subsystems. 

3.1 Basic equations 

Let’s consider the local energy ),( ω∆Me at point M of a uncoupled subsystem over an angular frequency 

band ω∆ . This local energy can be expressed as the combination of modal interaction energies 

),( ω∆Mers  between two modes r and s of the subsystem : 

 ∑∑ ∆∆
=

r s

rs MeMe ωω ωω ),(),( . (6) 

where the bracket represents the frequency averaged over the angular frequency band ω∆ .This sum can 

be decomposed into diagonal terms ( sr = ) and off-diagonal terms ( sr ≠ ). It is assumed here that off-

diagonal terms can be neglected that is to say that interactions between two different modes are negligible 

compared to diagonal terms. This is the only assumption made in the proposed method. 

Then, local energy ),( ω∆Me  can be expressed as : 

 ∑ ∆∆
=

r

rr MeMe ωω ωω ),(),( . (7) 

The diagonal terms ),( ω∆Merr  can be written as a function of modal amplitude )(ωra  and mode shape 

)(Mrφ  : 

 )()(),( 22
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where ξ  is the suitable mass operator (depending on the subsystem, structure or cavity) and  

Integrating equation (8) on the domain D of the uncoupled subsystem and using the property of 

orthogonality of natural modes of the subsystem, one can write : 

 ∫ ∆
=∆=

D

rrrrr aNdMMeE
ω

ωξω 2
)(),( , (9) 

where rE  is the modal energy of mode r of the subsystem (obtained with SmEdA approach) and rN  is 

the norm of the mode r. Finally, the local energy ),( ω∆Me  at point M can be expressed as : 

 ∑=∆
r

r

r

r M
N

E
Me )(),( 2φω . (10) 

In consequence, the proposed method only needs modal energies and modal shapes of uncoupled 

subsystems. This can be considered as a direct extension of SmEdA approach because no additional data 

is needed. Thanks to simplicity of equation (10), energy maps of subsystems can be obtained almost 

instantaneously with a reasonable approximation. 
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3.2 Analytical validation 

To demonstrates that the proposed method can provide satisfying energy maps of subsystems, a simple 

test case has been used. This test case is composed by a rectangular plate (dimensions Lx x Ly, Young 

modulus E, density ρp, Poisson coefficient ν) coupled to a box (dimensions Lx x Ly x Lz with air). 

Characteristics of subsystems are listed in tables 1 and 2 : 

Length Lx       

(m) 

Width Ly       

(m) 

Depth Lz         

(m) 

Sound speed 

(m/s) 

Density of air 

(kg/m
3
) 

Damping 

1.2 0.9 0.7 340 1.2 1% 

Table 1 : characteristics of the cavity 

Length Lx       

(m) 

Width Ly       

(m) 

Young 

Modulus (Pa) 

Density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Poisson’s 

coefficient 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Damping 

1.2 0.9 2E11 7800 0.3 4 1% 

Table 2 : characteristics of the plate 

Modal coupling loss factors  
12

pqβ  are obtained using equation (3) on frequency bands between 200Hz and 

4200Hz.  

Then, a point force with broad band excitation has been applied on the plate (position (Xe,Ye)). Knowing 

modal power injected into the plate, it is possible to deduce modal energies of each subsystem using 

system of equations (2).  

Finally, energy maps of subsystems have been computed for different frequency bands using proposed 

equation (10). 

To estimate accuracy of the method, results have been compared to a classical coupled analytical 

resolution. 

Figure 1 presents energy maps of the plate excited by a point force located at (0.7,0.2) for both methods. 

As can be seen, comparison between analytical approach and SmEdA extension is really good in level and 

repartition. It is possible, with SmEdA extension, to localize zone with high energy level as well as with 

analytical approach. In this frequency band (100-200Hz), the plate has few natural modes (8). 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show results in the case of the plate coupled to the cavity over the frequency band 

600-800Hz. In this frequency band,  the plate has 16 natural modes whereas the cavity has 34 natural 

modes. Figure 2 shows, as expected, that the energy level in the cavity is much lower than the one of the 

plate which is directly excited. This is due to the weak coupling between the plate and the cavity. In 

addition, this figure demonstrates the ability of SmEdA extension to predict energy repartition into 

subsystems with a reasonable approximation : estimated energy repartition into the plate compares well 

with the exact one. The same remark can be made for the cavity, even if, as can be seen in Figure 3, some 

discrepancies occurs. However, advantage of SmEdA extension compared to classical SEA is clearly 

demonstrated : classical SEA considers that energy is constant at any point of the cavity whereas SmEdA 

extension permits to localize zone with high or low energy level. As can be seen in Figure 3, differences 

of 15dB can occur between two different points of the cavity. 

The most important difference between both methods is the calculation time. To obtain energy maps of 

Figure 2, analytical approach takes 264 seconds while SmEdA extension only needs 0.35 seconds. Finer is 

the mesh of the maps, more important is the difference between both methods.   
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(a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 1 : energy maps of the plate (coupled to the cavity). Frequency band 100-200Hz. Point force 

located at (0.7,0.2). (a) analytical approach; (b) SmEdA extension. 

 

 

Figure 2 : energy maps of the plate and the cavity. Frequency band 600-800Hz. Point force located 

on the plate at (0.7,0.2). (a) analytical approach; (b) SmEdA extension. 

 

 

Figure 3 : energy maps of the cavity (coupled to the plate). Frequency band 600-800Hz. Point force 

located on the plate at (0.7,0.2). (a) analytical approach; (b) SmEdA extension. 
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As SmEdA extension provides local energy of subsystems, it is possible to plot frequency response at any 

point of the subsystem. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present frequency responses at two points of both 

subsystems (the cavity and the plate). Each time, these results are compared to those obtained with the 

analytical approach and with classical SEA. It is important to notice that classical SEA provides only one 

curve (space averaged energy of the cavity).  
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Figure 4 : Frequency response of the cavity coupled to the plate. Frequency bands ∆∆∆∆f=200Hz 
between 200 and 4200Hz. o : point (0.1,0.1,0.6); + : point (0.3,0.4,0.6). solid line : analytical 

approach; dashed line : SmEdA extension. Thick black line : Classical SEA (space averaged energy 

of the cavity) 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 demonstrates that SmEdA extension improves information reachable with classical 

SEA. This improvement is most important in the case of the cavity because of the important heterogeneity 

of the energy field in the cavity : for the two different points presented in Figure 4 differences of more 

than 10dB appear.  

In the case of the plate (Figure 5), SmEdA extension permits to detect an important decrease (6dB) on 

local energy of the plate over the frequency band 1200-1400Hz. This decrease can not be predicted with 

SEA. 
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Figure 5 : Frequency response of the plate coupled to the cavity. Frequency bands ∆∆∆∆f=200Hz 
between 200 and 4200Hz. o : point (0.1,0.1); + : point (0.3,0.4). solid line : analytical approach; 

dashed line : SmEdA extension. Thick black line : Classical SEA (space averaged energy of the 

plate) 

 

3.3 Limitations due to simplifications 

Obviously, assumption made to obtain equation (7) can, in some cases, not be verified. This assumption is 

often not valid for subsystems which are not reverberant, that is to say for subsystem with high damping. 

Indeed, in that case, energy transmission between modes exists and leads to a concentration of energy near 

the excitation point.  

Figure 6 presents such a case. The test case is the same than the one presented in Figure 2, the only 

difference is the damping of the plate : 10% compared to 1%. In that case, the energy is concentrated near 

the excitation : this can not be predicted by SmEdA extension because of the simplifying assumption.  

However, if a Rain-of-the-roof excitation is used in such a case, differences are lower because of the 

distributed force (88 uncorrelated point forces) as presented in Figure 7. 

In addition, due to the same remark on simplifying assumption, one can see that all the energy maps 

presented in this paper are symmetric : this symmetry doesn’t occur with exact calculation. The symmetry 

of the energy maps provided by SmEdA extension is due to the fact that off-diagonal terms of equation (6) 

are not taken into account and to the symmetry of natural mode shapes (of a rectangular plate and a 

rectangular cavity).   
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Figure 6 : energy maps of the plate (coupled to the cavity). Damping of the plate : 10%. Frequency 

band 600-800Hz. Point force located at (0.7,0.2). (a) analytical approach; (b) SmEdA extension. 

 

Figure 7 : energy maps of the plate (coupled to the cavity). Damping of the plate : 10%. Frequency 

band 600-800Hz.Rain-on-the-roof excitation. (a) analytical approach; (b) SmEdA extension. 

 

4 FEM application 

As can be seen in equations (3) and (10), all information necessary to use SmEdA extension can be 

obtained with standard FEM software. Indeed, only natural frequencies and modal shapes of each 

uncoupled subsystem are needed.  

The most difficult point is to calculate modal works (equation (4)) between natural modes of each 

subsystems with incompatible meshes as presented in Figure 8. Such calculations have been already 

performed to compute Coupling Loss Factors between a plate and a cavity [3]. 
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Figure 8 : meshes of the cavity and the plate for FEM computations. Red surface is the coupling 

surface. 

 The next step is now to apply SmEdA extension to more complex structures and cavities like, for 

example, a windshield and a car cabin. 

5 Conclusion 

Car manufacturers often need prediction tool to estimate pressure inside a car cabin for example. For this 

purpose, two completely different methods exist : FEM can compute pressure inside a cavity but a coupled 

resolution is needed and calculation times are often important whereas SEA is a fast method which only 

provides global energy of the cavity. 

In the present paper, a new method is proposed to quickly estimate the energy repartition inside SEA 

subsystems. This method, based on SmEdA method, takes advantages of each method : it deals with 

modal energies like SmEdA and then needs modal basis of uncoupled sub-systems and can quickly 

provides energy repartition into SEA subsystems. This method, called SmEdA extension, is based on a 

simplifying assumption which gives good results if subsystems are reverberant. This condition is a 

classical SEA assumption.  

Analytical validation have been presented and further works on industrial applications are in progress.  
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Abstract
This paper presents a newly developed hybrid simulation technique for uncoupled acoustic analysis of inte-
rior cavities. This method applies a Wave Based model for a large, geometrically simple portion of acoustic
cavity. The superficial details of the problem domain are modelled using a modally reduced finite element
model. The resulting hybrid model benefits from the computational efficiency of the Wave Based Method,
while retaining the Finite Element Method’s ability to model the actual geometry of the problem in great
detail. Application of this approach to the analysis of a divergent acoustic cavity shows the improved com-
putational efficiency as compared to classical finite element procedures and illustrates the potential of the
hybrid method as a powerful tool for the analysis of three dimensional interior acoustic systems.

1 Introduction

The tightening of legal regulations on the human exposure to noise and vibrations and the ever-increasing
customer demands for better comfort force product designers to take the dynamic and acoustic properties of
their products into account throughout the entire design process. In the classical design process these prop-
erties are studied by means of extensive measurement campaigns carried out on physical prototypes. This
approach is not only time-consuming but also very expensive, resulting in severe limitations on the number
of design possibilities which can be fully explored. In order to reduce the number of physical prototypes and
to shorten the product design cycle, a vast amount of effort is put into the development of Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) techniques. During the past decades, these techniques have become invaluable tools in
many design processes, resulting in the application of virtual prototypes for design optimisation in every
stage of the design process.

For low-frequency applications deterministic simulation techniques, such as the Finite Element Method [1]
(FEM) and the Boundary Element Method [2] (BEM) are well established. At higher frequencies probabilis-
tic prediction techniques, such as Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) [3], are often used.

The element-based simulation techniques discretise the considered problem (or its boundary) into a finite
number of elements. Within these elements, the dynamic response variables are described by an expansion
of simple (polynomial) shape functions, which are not exact solutions of the governing differential equations.
As a result, as frequency increases, the prediction accuracy of the element based models decreases, mainly
due to two types of errors: interpolation and pollution errors [4]. Keeping these errors within acceptable
bounds requires the use of extremely dense problem discretisations, especially at higher frequencies. This
results in prohibitively large numerical models for real-life acoustic problems. As a result, the applicability of
the element based techniques is limited to problems in the low-frequency range. One of the major advantages
of the element based methods is their ability to model any problem, regardless of its geometrical complexity.
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The SEA techniques divide the entire system into a limited number of components. The mathematical
expression of the power balance between the various subsystems provides the space- and frequency-averaged
dynamic behaviour of each of the structural-acoustic system components. These methods are however based
on the assumption that all of the subsystems have a high modal overlap in the frequency range of interest,
which limits their use to high-frequency modelling.

In between the low-frequency application range of the deterministic element based techniques and the high-
frequency application range of the statistical methods, there exists a wide frequency-gap, the so-called mid-
frequency range, for which currently no adequate and mature prediction methods are available. Desmet
[5] provides an overview of some of the modelling techniques that are being investigated for analysis in
the mid-frequency range. One of these modelling techniques is the Wave Based Method (WBM) [6]. This
technique belongs to the family of so-called Trefftz methods [7] in that it applies globally defined wave
functions, which are exact solutions of the governing differential equations, instead of approximating shape
functions to describe the dynamic response variables. As a result, the use of very fine domain discretisations
at higher frequencies is no longer required. The size of the numerical models and the associated computa-
tional resources are substantially lower as compared to element based methods. Because of the enhanced
convergence properties, the WBM has proven to be applicable for low- as well as mid-frequency steady-state
acoustic problems [8]. A sufficient condition for convergence of the applied wave function expansions is the
convexity of the considered problem domains. Non-convex domains have to be partitioned into a number of
(convex) subdomains. As a result, in order to fully benefit from the method’s computational efficiency, only
problems of moderate geometrical complexity are considered.

In recent years, the combination of the geometrical flexibility of the FEM with the enhanced convergence
properties of the WBM in a hybrid Wave Based-Finite Element (WB-FE) modelling technique has been
successfully explored for two dimensional (2D) [9] and three dimensional (3D) [10] uncoupled acoustic and
uncoupled structural problems [11]. Recently, this hybrid modelling approach has been successfully applied
to the direct coupling between a structural FE model and an acoustic WB model [12]. As a result, this family
of methods allows predictions to be made for uncoupled structural, acoustic or fully coupled structural-
acoustic problems in the mid-frequency range. However, when direct physical coordinates are applied in
the FE submodel, a large percentage (30 to 50%) of the execution time is used for the solution of the sparse
system of FE equations. In a previous work [13], the hybrid methodology for coupled structural-acoustic
problems was refined by reducing the number of dynamic structural degrees of freedom (dofs) using modal
reduction techniques. This results in smaller, diagonal system matrices describing the dynamic behaviour of
the structural part of the problem. As a result, the solution times for the system equations in the hybrid Wave
Based-Modal Finite Element (WB-MFE) method is significantly reduced with respect to the hybrid WB-FE
method, while retaining a similar level of accuracy. In the present paper, this work is further extended to
the existing 3D acoustic hybrid methodology. Instead of applying a set of uncoupled acoustic modes for the
reduction of the acoustic FE part of the model, classical Component Mode Synthesis [14] techniques are
applied to accurately couple both submodels. In order to further optimise the computational efficiency, the
hybrid Wave Based-Projected Modal Finite Element (WB-PMFE) method, an extension based on projection
of the component modes on analytical functions is explored.

The first section of the paper describes the mathematical formulation of a general uncoupled steady-state
acoustic problem. Section 3 discusses the hybrid coupling between an acoustic WB model and a direct
acoustic FE model and the extension of this coupling to a hybrid coupling using modal reduction techniques
for the FEM submodel. Section 4 illustrates the improved computational efficiency of the method as com-
pared to classical FE procedures through an application study of the interior acoustics of a rigid-walled
divergent acoustic cavity.
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2 Problem definition

The steady-state dynamic behaviour of a general 3D uncoupled acoustic system, as shown in figure 1, can be
described by the acoustic pressurep(r) at a positionr(x, y, z) inside the cavity.

Figure 1: A 3D coupled structural-acoustic problem

The acoustic cavityV is filled with air, with ambient densityρa and speed of soundc. An acoustic point
sourceq at positionrq(xq, yq, zq) within the cavity excites the fluid at circular frequencyω. Under the as-
sumption that the fluid in the cavity exhibits linear, inviscid and adiabatic behaviour, the Helmholtz equation
governs the steady-state acoustic pressurep(r) inside the cavity [15]:

4p(r) + k2
a · p(r) = −jρaωq · δ(r, rq), r ∈ V (1)

with4 = ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2 + ∂2

∂z2 the Laplacian operator,k = ω
c the acoustic wave number,j =

√−1 the imaginary
unit andδ a Dirac delta function.

Since the Helmholtz equation (1) is a second-order differential equation, one boundary condition needs to
be specified at each point of the boundary in order to obtain a well-posed problem. The boundaryΩa of the
acoustic domain consists of three non-overlapping parts, (Ωa = Ωp

⋃
Ωv
⋃

ΩZ). On each of the parts of
the boundary,Ωp, Ωv andΩZ , respecively acoustic pressure, acoustic normal velocity or normal impedance
boundary conditions are specified:

Acoustic pressure or Dirichlet boundary conditionsonΩp: Rp(r) = p(r)− p̄(r) = 0
Normal velocity or Neumann boundary conditionsonΩv: Rv(r) = j

ρaω
∂p(r)
∂n − v̄n(r) = 0

Normal impedance or Robin boundary conditionsonΩZ : RZ(r) = j
ρaω

∂p(r)
∂n − p(r)

Z̄n(r)
= 0

(2)

with ∂
∂n the normal derivative and̄p(r), v̄n(r) andZ̄n(r) prescribed values for the acoustic pressure, normal

velocity and normal impedance and the normal directionn pointing out of the acoustic domain.

3 Hybrid WB-(P)MFE method for uncoupled interior acoustic prob-
lems

3.1 FEM for steady-state interior acoustics

The hybrid WB-(PM)FE method combines an acoustic FE model of the geometrically complex parts of the
problem with an acoustic WB model of a large acoustic cavity enclose in the actual problem geometry. This
section describes the basic concepts of the FEM for uncoupled acoustic problems. Numerical errors inherent
to the FEM discretisation process and model reduction based on the projection of the acoustic responses on
a base of acoustic normal modes are discussed.
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3.1.1 Basic concepts

The FEM is a well-known simulation technique to model the steady-state dynamic behaviour of acoustic
cavities. The technique determines an approximate solution to the problem described by the Helmholtz
equation (1) and the imposed acoustic boundary conditions (2) by applying the following strategy:

• The entire problem domainV is discretised into a large, but finite number of small, non-overlapping
elements.

• The FEM approximates the exact solution for the acoustic field by a weighted sum of simple (poly-
nomial) shape functionsNi(r′). For each nodei in the FE discretisation there is an associated shape
functionNi(r′), which has a non-zero value in each element domain to which nodei belongs, while it
is zero in all other element domains. For the acoustic pressuresp(r′), the approximation is written as:

p(r′) ≈ p̂fe(r′) =
nk∑

n=1

Nn(r′)pfe,n = N · pfe (3)

with nk the number of nodal dofs in the FE model,pfe the (nk × 1) vector of unknown weighting
coefficientspfe,n andN the (1 × nk) vector of shape functionsNn(r′). In general, the weighting
factorspfe,n in these expansions represent the unknown nodal pressures. As a result, the Dirichlet
boundary conditions can be directly assigned to the corresponding dofs in the FE model.

• The polynomial shape functions do not fulfill the differential equation of the Helmholtz equation (1)
and they may violate the imposed Neumann or Robin boundary conditions. The approximation errors
are minimised in an integral sense by application of a weighted residual formulation:

∫
V
p̃fe ·RH dV +

∫
Ωa

p̃fe ·Rbc dΩ = 0 (4)

with RH andRbc the residuals on the Helmholtz equations and the Neumann and Robin conditions
respectively and̃pfe arbitrary weighting functions. Applying a Galerkin formulation [1], these func-
tions are expressed as a linear combination of the same basis functions as used in the displacement
approximations (3).

• This results in a set of algebraic equations of the form:

(K + jωC− ω2M) · pfe = Z · pfe = ffe (5)

with K, C andM the acoustic stiffness, damping and mass matrices,Z the acoustic dynamic stiffness
matrix, pfe the vector containing the unknown nodal acoustic pressures andffe the acoustic loading
vector, which contains contributions from the acoustic excitations and the imposed non-zero boundary
conditions. Solution of (5) yields the steady-state acoustic pressure values in the nodes of the FE
discretisation.

The dynamic stiffness matrixZ is large, symmetric and sparsely populated and can be decomposed into
frequency independent submatrices (K, C, M). These properties allow the use of very efficient solution
algorithms to compute the unknown nodal pressurespfe. A major advantage of the FEM is its versatility
regarding geometrical complexity of the problem domain.
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3.1.2 Numerical errors associated with FEM modelling

Simple polynomial shape functions are typically used to describe the complex dynamic behaviour within the
elements. This concept limits the application range of the FEM. Application of a Galerkin weighted residual
approach using simple polynomials as basis functions introduces two types numerical errors: interpolation
and pollution errors [4].

• Interpolation errors : Interpolation errors are often referred to as the approximation error and result
from the use of simple shape functions to describe the spatial variations of the dynamic variables. This
type of errors is the predominant source of errors in dynamic FEM calculations at low frequencies.
A rule of thumb states that a certain number of finite elements are needed to accurately interpolate a
single wavelength of a dynamic variable (derived in [4] for acoustic FE calculations). The influence of
these errors for an acoustic pressure FE formulation using polynomial basis functions of orderp can
be approximated as:

θ =

(
k̃h̃

p

)p

= C (6)

with C a constant,p the order of the elements used,h̃ = h/L a measure for the FE mesh resolution
with h the average mesh size andL a characteristic problem dimension, and withk̃ = kaL with ka the
acoustic wave numberka = 2π/λa with λa the acoustic wavelength.

Application of this expression withC = 1, results in the use of at least 6 linear or 4 quadratic FE to
interpolate a single wavelength:

Linear elements(p = 1): hint,a <
λa
2π

Acoustic FEM: fint,a <
c

2πh

Quadratic elements(p = 2): hint,a <
λa
π

Acoustic FEM: fint,a <
c

πh

(7)

• Pollution errors : The numerical pollution errors result from the difference in calculated wavelengths
between the actual physical problem and its FEM discretisation. The simple rules of thumb based
on equation (6) are unable to control these errors at higher frequencies. Therefore, Ihlenburgh and
Babǔska [16, 17] introduce new discretisation rules to control the pollution errors in acoustic FEM
calculations:

k̃θ2 = C (8)

This results in the following rules to control the pollution errors (usingC = 1):

Linear elements(p = 1): hpol,a <

√
λ3

a
(2π)3L

Acoustic FEM: fpol,a <
c

2π
3

√
1

h2L

Quadratic elements(p = 2): hpol,a <
4

√
λ5

a
(2π)5L

Acoustic FEM: fpol,a <
c

2π
5

√
24

h4L

(9)

Since physical wavelengths shorten with increasing frequency, application of these rules results in a rapid
increase of the model size and calculation times.
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3.1.3 Modal reduction techniques

The application of the FEM for real-life engineering problems usually results in very large models, large
memory requirements and long calculation times. However, the model sizes and subsequent computational
efforts may be substantially reduced by using the modal reduction technique. In this approach, the acoustic
pressure field is written as a superposition of (some of) the normal modes of the considered system. The
weighting factors of the different modes, the modal participation factorsψi, i = 1...nm with nm the number
of modes in the modal base, become the new unknowns of the modal model instead of the nodal pressure
valuespfe.

A modal solution procedure contains the following main steps:

• Calculation of undamped acoustic modes: The undamped modal base for an uncoupled acoustic
FEM model is obtained by elimination of the acoustic dofs on which pressure boundary conditions are
imposed and by discarding the acoustic damping matrixC and forcing vectorffe in the FEM model
(5). The mode shapes are then obtained by solving the following eigenvalue problem:

KVm = ω2
mMVm, m = 1...nm (10)

with each of the (nk × 1) eigenvectorsVm representing a mode shape and the associated eigenvalue
ω2

m the square of the natural frequency of that mode.

• Projection onto the modal base: Using the acoustic mode shapes, the dynamic acoustic pressure
vectorpfe can be written as:

pfe =
nm∑

m=1

Vm · ψm = V ·Ψ (11)

with Ψ an (nm × 1) vector of unknown modal participation factorsψm andV an (nk × nm) matrix
collecting thenm undamped acoustic modesVm.

Introduction of expansion (11) in the acoustic FEM model (5) and premultiplying both sides of the
equation with the transpose of the modal vector matrixVT results in the following modal model:

(K̃m + jωC̃m − ω2M̃m) ·Ψ = Z̃m ·Ψ = f̃fe,m (12)

where the (nm × 1) modal excitation vector and the (nm × nm) modal stiffness, mass and damping
matrices are:

f̃fe,m = VT fs, K̃m = VTKV, M̃m = VTMV, C̃m = VTCV (13)

Since the modal vectors are orthogonal with respect to the stiffness and mass matrices,K̃m andM̃m

are diagonal matrices. If the modal vectors are scaled for unit modal mass, the modal mass matrix is
an (nm × nm) unit matrix and the diagonal of the modal stiffness matrix contains the eigenvalues for
eigenvalue problem (10). In case of a proportionally damped structure, the modal damping matrix is
also diagonal.

• Solution of the modal model and postprocessing: Solution of the reduced modal system of equa-
tions for the contribution factorsψm for each frequency of interest and back-substitution of the modal
expansion in the field variable expansion (11) results in an approximation of the dynamic acoustic
pressure field:

pfe(r′) ≈ N · pfe = N ·V ·Ψ (14)
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A relatively small truncated set of modes is sufficient to describe the acoustic behaviour in the frequency
range of interest. A rule of thumb states that all modes with eigenfrequencies up to two or three times the
maximum frequency of interest need to be taken into account to obtain an accurate prediction of the steady-
state dynamic behaviour. Especially in the low- and mid-frequency range, where the modal densities are
fairly low, this results in a significant reduction of the number of acoustic degrees of freedom. Moreover,
since the system matrices become diagonal, the solution of the reduced system of equations (12) for each
frequency of interest requires very little computational effort.

3.2 WBM for uncoupled acoustic problems

The hybrid WB-(PM)FE method applies the WBM to model the dynamic behaviour of the fluid in a large,
geometrically simple part of the cavity. This section describes the basic concepts of the WBM. The WBM,
which is based on an indirect Trefftz approach [7], partitions the entire problem domainV into a small
number of large, convex subdomains. Within these subdomains, the dynamic acoustic pressurep(r) is written
as a weighted sum of wave functions, which exactly satisfy the Helmholtz equation (1), but which may
violate the imposed boundary conditions (2). A weighted residual formulation is used to force the errors at
the boundaries to zero in an integral sense. Solution of the resulting system of algebraic equations yields the
contributions of the wave functions in the solution expansion.

3.2.1 Field variable approximation

The acoustic pressure fieldp(r) within a convex cavity is approximated by a finite solution expansionp̂wb(r):

p(r) ≈ p̂wb(r) =
na∑

a=1

Φa(r) · pwb,a + p̂q(r) = Φ · pwb + p̂q(r) (15)

with pwb an (na×1) vector of unknown wave function contributionspwb,a andΦ an (1×na) vector collecting
the wave functionsΦa(r). p̂q(r) is a particular solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (1):

p̂q(r) =
jρωq

4π
e−jkd(r,rq)

d(r, rq)
(16)

with d(r, rq) =
√

(x− xq)2 + (y − yq)2 + (z − zq)2 the distance between a point at coordinatesr(x, y, z)
inside the cavity and the acoustic sourceq.

Desmet [6] proposes the use of a superposition of three types of wave functions (the so-calledr-, s- and
t-set) as basis functions to describe the homogeneous solution for the dynamic steady-state acoustic pressure
field:


Φr(r) = cos(kxrx). cos(kyry).e−jkzrz

Φs(r) = cos(kxsx).e−jkysy. cos(kzsz)
Φt(r) = e−jkxtx. cos(kyty). cos(kztz)

(17)

In order for the wave functions to be exact solutions of the homogeneous Helmholtz equation, the wave
number components in (17) need to satisfy:

k2
xi + k2

yi + k2
zi = k2

a (18)
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Desmet [6] proves that a convergent set of wave functions is obtained if the following limited set is selected
from the infinite number of possible wave number sets which satisfy (18):


(kxr, kyr, kzr) =

(
a1π
Lx
, a2π

Ly
,±
√
k2

a − (a1π
Lx

)2 − (a2π
Ly

)2
)
, a1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . a2 = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(kxs, kys, kzs) =
(

a3π
Lx
,±
√
k2

a − (a3π
Lx

)2 − (a4π
Lz

)2, a4π
Lz

)
, a3 = 0, 1, 2, . . . a4 = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(kxt, kyt, kzt) =
(
±
√
k2

a − (a5π
Ly

)2 − (a6π
Lz

)2, a5π
Ly
, a6π

Lz

)
, a5 = 0, 1, 2, . . . a6 = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(19)

The lengthsLx, Ly andLz are the dimensions of the (smallest) rectangular bounding box, enclosing the
considered subdomain (as shown in figure 2).

Figure 2: Convex acoustic subdomainVi with bounding boxVbb

A numerical model with a finite number of dofs is constructed by defining an upper bound on parameters
a1 . . . a6 in Eq.(19) through application of a frequency dependent truncation rule:

na1

Lx
≈ na2

Ly
≈ na3

Lx
≈ na4

Lz
≈ na5

Ly
≈ na6

Lz
≥ N · k

π
(20)

Applying this truncation rule results in the use of all wave functions with wavelength larger than or equal to
1/N times the physical wavelength at each frequency of interest. Typical values for the truncation parameter
in uncoupled acoustic calculations areN = 1 . . . 4.

3.2.2 Wave based model

Since the pressure expansion (15) exactly satisfies the governing equation (1), the only error consists of the
violation of the imposed boundary conditions (2). In order to obtain a numerical model for thena wave
function contributions, this error is minimised in a weighted residual sense, by taking into account the three
different types of acoustic boundary error residuals in (2):

−
∫
Ωp

j

ρaω

∂p̃(r)
∂n

·Rp(r)dΩ +
∫
Ωv

p̃(r) ·Rv(r)dΩ +
∫
ΩZ

p̃(r) ·RZ(r)dΩ = 0 (21)

with p̃(r) arbitrary weighting functions. Applying a Galerkin approach, the latter functions are written in
terms of the same basis functions that are used in the field variable expansion (15). Introduction of the field
variable expansion (15) and the weighting functions into the residual formulation (21) yields a system ofna

equations in thena unknown wave function contributionspa.

Aww · pwb = fwb (22)

Solution of this system for the unknown wave function contributionspwb and substitution of these results
in (15) yields an approximation̂pwb(r) for the acoustic pressure response. The acoustic system matrixAww
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is fully populated with complex elements. Moreover, since the wave functions (17) explicitly depend on
the excitation frequencyω, the matrix coefficients need to be recalculated for every excitation frequency.
The system matrix cannot be decomposed into frequency-independent submatrices. The major advantage
of the WBM is the substantially smaller number of dofs required in comparison to the FEM. This property,
combined with the enhanced convergence properties of the method, makes the WBM a computationally
more efficient simulation technique than the FEM and allows the WBM to be used for acoustic analysis in
the mid-frequency range.

The requirement of convexity of the wave based subdomains imposes, however, a limitation to the practical
applicability of the method for complex geometries. In most real-life engineering problems the interior
cavity cannot be approximated by an acoustic problem domain which satisfies this condition. In the case of
a concave problem geometry, the entire domain needs to be partitioned into multiple convex subdomains.
Along subdomain interfaces, coupling conditions need to be applied to enforce continuity of the acoustic
variables in the entire problem domain [10]. As the geometrical complexity increases, a larger number
of subdomains with smaller dimensions is needed to model the problem domain accurately, resulting in a
decrease in the efficiency of the method.

3.3 Hybrid coupling strategy

Table 1 summarises of the characteristic properties of the FEM and the WBM. This table shows that both
techniques are complementary. This forms the basis for the development of the hybrid modelling techniques.

FEM WBM

model size large small
convergence rate medium high
frequency range low low, mid (and high)
geometrical

high moderate
complexity

Table 1: Model properties of the FEM and the WBM

In many practical examples (e.g., acoustic modelling of a car interior), the acoustic domain contains large
homogenous subcavities which can be modelled using the WBM, but the entire problem domain is too
complex to be partitioned into a limited number of convex WBM subdomains. As a result, the WBM’s
computational efficiency is not fully exploited. An FE model is far more suited for this kind of domain
description. An FE discretisation of the entire problem domain is possible but needs to be rather fine in order
to control the numerical pollution errors (which increase rapidly with increasing characteristic dimensions
of the FEM submodel, see rule (7)). This results for practical applications in a very large number of acoustic
FE dofs and unfeasibly long calculation times.

3.3.1 Direct hybrid coupling approach

Figure 3: Direct hybrid WB-FE coupling approach
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As proposed by Pluymers in [10], the acoustic pressure fields in the WBM and FE submodels can be directly
coupled in a hybrid WB-FE model by enforcing various types of coupling conditions along the hybrid inter-
faceΩH , see figure 3. In this work, the so-calleddirect pressure and velocitycoupling strategy is adopted.
That approach imposes the continuity of each of the two main acoustic variables, being the pressure and
normal velocity, directly on one of the hybrid submodels:

WBM submodel: Pressure continuity onΩH : Rh,p(r) = pwb(r)− pfe(r) = 0
FEM submodel: Normal velocity continuity onΩH : Rh.v(r) = j

ρaω
∂pfe(r)

∂nfe
+ j

ρaω
∂pwb(r)
∂nwb

= 0
(23)

with the normal directionsnwb andnfe for the WB and FE submodels as indicated in figure 3.

The hybrid WB-FE method uses the same field variable expansions (3) and (15) as the uncoupled techniques
to approximate the acoustic pressure fields in both subdomains. Introduction of the expansions in the coupled
equations yields a set of algebraic expressions which directly relate the dofs of both domains to each other.
The weighted residual formulation for the FE domain is expanded to take into account the supplementary
acoustic normal velocity boundary conditions. The pressure continuity along the hybrid interfaceΩH is
taken into account in the WBM weighted residual formulation (21) by adding the following term:

∫
ΩH

− j

ρaω

∂p̃(r)
∂nwb

·Rh,p(r)dΩ (24)

Combination of the residual formulations for both domains and application of a Galerkin approach yields
the following matrix equation for the entire acoustic system in terms of the wave function contributionspwb

and the nodal acoustic pressure valuespfe:

[
Aww + Cww Cwf

Cfw Z

]
·
{

pwb

pfe

}
=

{
fwb + ffw
ffe + fwf

}
(25)

with Z, Aww, ffe andfwb the system matrices and loading vectors from the uncoupled acoustic FEM (5)
and WBM (22) models. The WB-FE and FE-WB coupling matricesCwf andCfw describe the continuity
conditions for the acoustic quantities andCww is the acoustic back-coupling matrix. The supplementary
loading termsfwf andffw result from the presence of an acoustic point sourceq in the WBM submodel.

Whenever an acoustic FE and WB domain are in contact, all the dofs of the WB submodel (wave functions
Φa) and the boundary dofs along the hybrid interface of the FE submodel are coupled. This results in rather
densely populated coupling matricesCwf andCfw. As a result, the rows and columns for the entire system
of equations (25) cannot be reordered such that the sparse structure of the dynamic stiffness matrixZ can
be exploited when solving the full coupled model at once. To make optimal use of the properties of the
submatrices in equation (25) Van Hal [18] and Pluymers [10] propose a three-step solution sequence:

1. First the FE dofs are eliminated from the system of equations (25) by using the bottom equation to
write the nodal pressurespfe as a function of the wave function contributionspwb:

pfe = Z−1(ffe + fwf −Cwfpwb) (26)

with •−1 the inverse of a square matrix. Introduction of (26) in the top equation of (25) and regrouping
of the terms results in:

(Aww + Cww −CfwH)pwb = fwb + ffw + h. (27)

The (na × na) matrixH and (na × 1) vectorh are obtained by solution of two sparse FE systems:

ZH = Cwf , Zh = ffe + fwf (28)
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2. Next, the remaining dense system of equations (27) is solved using a dense solution algorithm to obtain
the wave function contributionspwb.

3. Finally, the acoustic FE dofspfe are retrieved through a simple matrix multiplication:

pfe = −Hpwb + h (29)

3.3.2 CMS-based modal reduction of the hybrid FEM submodel

Figure 4: Typical evolution of the various important substeps in a hybrid WB-FEM calculation [10]

For each frequency of interest, there are three main time-consuming substeps in the hybrid modelling pro-
cedure as described above: building the WBM system- and hybrid couplingmatrices, solution of the sparse
uncoupled FEM system of equations in order to eliminate the FEM dofs from the system of equations (eq.
(28)) and the solution of the condensed densely populated system of equations (27). From the typical evo-
lution in figure 4 of the time required for these substeps as a function of frequency (example taken from
[10]) it is clear that a reduction in the solution time for the second step results in a very large overall gain in
computational efficiency of the method.

In [13], the authors have shown that this reduction can be realised by applying the modal reduction technique
described in section 3.1.3 to the FEM submodel in the case of a hybrid vibro-acoustic WB-FEM approach.
When applying this idea to an uncoupled acoustic method an additional problem arises. The calculation
of the normal modes results in rigid-walled cavity modes for the full FEM submodel. Hence, the velocity
continuity at the hybrid coupling interface is violated and the representation of the near-field effects in the
vicinity of the interface requires a substantial amount of high-order modes in the acoustic modal base, which
results in a slow convergence. The vibro-acoustic counterpart of this approach does not suffer from these
problems, since the structural boundary conditions (which are included in the calculation of the modes) are
unaffected by the presence of the structural-acoustic coupling.

In order to find a suitable basis to perform the model reduction for the FEM submodel classical substructuring
techniques are applied. In this case, the commonly used Craig-Bampton approach [14] is applied. In this
approach the nodes in the FEM model are divided into two groups:ni interior nodes (indexi) inside the
submodel andnj junction nodes (indexj) on the hybrid interface. As a result, the FEM system matrices can
be partitioned into four submatrices. For the stiffness and mass matricesK andM this results in:

K =

[
Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

]
,M =

[
Mii Mij

Mji Mjj

]
(30)
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In the reduced model basis two types of basis vectors are included:

• Fixed interface dynamic modesVf : These modeshapes result from a calculation of the normal
modes for the interior dofs of the submodel and have zero pressure values along the entire hybrid
interface:

KiiVf = ω2
mMiiVf , m = 1...nf (31)

In this case, the rule of thumb that all fixed interface modes with eigenfrequencies up to two or three
times the maximum frequency of interest need to be taken into account is also applied. This does
however result in a much smaller number of dynamic modes with respect to the modal basis discussed
in section 3.1.3 since only a small part of the problem is modelled using the FEM.

• Constraint modesVc: These vectors are static pressure fields due to a unit acoustic pressure applied
in one of the junction nodes (while fixing the pressure at the other junction nodes to zero):[

Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

]
.Vc =

[
0

Rjj

]
(32)

with Rjj = Inj×nj . Since a constraint mode exists for each boundary dof, as many basis vectors as
there are interface nodes need to be calculated and retained in the reduced FEM submodel.

Using this basis results in a reduced order model of dimensionnf + nj . Analogue to the modal reduction
technique the acoustic pressure field in the FEM submodel is written as a linear combination of the selected
basis:

pfe =
nc∑

k=1

Vf ,k · ψf,k +
nc∑
l=1

Vc,l · ψc,l =
[

Vf Vc

]
·
[

Ψf

Ψc

]
= Vcms ·Ψcms (33)

with Ψf andΨc the (nf × 1) and (nj × 1) vectors of unknown modal participation factorsψf,k andψc,l and
Vf andVc the (nk×nc) and (nk×nj) matrices collecting the undamped acoustic fixed interface modes and
the static constraint modes. Projection of the FEM dofs in the coupled system of equations (25) results in:

 Aww + C̃ww,c 0 C̃wf ,c

0 Z̃ff Z̃fc

C̃fw,c Z̃cf Z̃cc

 ·


pwb

Ψf

Ψc

 =


fwb + f̃fw,c

f̃fe,f + f̃wf ,f

f̃fe,c + f̃wf ,c

 (34)

In this equation submatrices and vectors of form•̃•,f and •̃•,c are submatrices from matrix equation (25),
which have been projected onto the fixed interface dynamic modes and static constraint modes respectively.
The0 entries in the projected equations are the result from the fact that all the dynamic modes in the basis
have a zero pressure field along the hybrid interface. As a result, the direct interaction between the WB
and FE submodels is realised by means of the static constraint modes. Hence, only these modes need to be
considered when building the frequency dependent hybrid coupling matrices. The solution of equation (34)
using the three step procedure described above results in an approximate solution for the acoustic pressure
field p(r) in the problem domain.

The procedure described above, which is called the hybrid Wave Based - Modal Finite Element Method
(WB-MFEM), results in a significant reduction of the solving time to calculate the intermediary matrices
H andh using equation (27). The solving time for the dense system and the time needed to calculate the
hybrid coupling matrices remain roughly the same. Application of this procedure may however still result in
a relatively large number of generalised dofs, since as many constraint modes as there are interface dofs are
required in the set of basis functions. Moreover, the local support of the pressure field of the constraint modes
on the hybrid interface requires the coupling matrices to be integrated on each of the elements of the FEM
discretisation of the interface separately. As a result, the numerical integration of the coupling matrices may
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require a significant computational effort (since at least one integration point is needed on each interface
element). In order to overcome these drawbacks, the method can be further optimised by projecting the
pressure field of the static constraint modes on known analytical pressure distributions. Since the projected
static constraint modes need to be directly coupled to the wave functions inside the WB submodel, a logical
choice of projection functions are the wave functionsΦ used to describe the WB pressure field. These static
modes can be calculated by solving the following matrix equation for each frequency of interest:

[
Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

]
.Vc,p =

[
0

Φjj

]
(35)

with Φjj the evaluation of the acoustic wave functions on the hybrid interface. This optimisation results
in general in a further reduction of the number of dofs in the reduced FE submodel and has the additional
advantage that the pressure field on the hybrid interface of the reduced FE basis functions which couple
directly to the WB submodel are analytically known. As a result, the coupling matrices can be integrated
along the geometry of the whole interface instead of along small elements. In this way a reduction in the
second important computational step of the hybrid WB-FEM, namely the system building time, is obtained.
A final advantage of this projection is that by applying this projection and integrating the known analytical
functions instead of using the underlying FEM shape functions to calculate the coupling matrices, a coupling
strategy is obtained which is essentially independent of the topology and order of the elements used in the
FEM submodel. This modelling approach will be called the hybrid Wave Based - Projected Modal Finite
Element Method (WB-PMFEM) in the remainder of this paper.

4 Numerical validation

4.1 Model description

The performance of the hybrid WB-(P)MFE methodology is validated through the analysis of the uncoupled
acoustic problem shown in figure 5. A rectangular domain is coupled to a smaller divergent concave cavity.
All the cavity boundaries are acoustically rigid. The dimensions of the considered problem are also given
in the figure.The cavity is filled with air with an ambient densityρa = 1.1225kg/m3 and a speed of sound
c = 340m/s. The system is excited using a acoustic volume velocity source with source amplitudeq = 1,
located at coordinates (xq,yq,zq) = (0.35m,0.25m,0.6m).
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Figure 5: Validation example: divergent concave acoustic cavity
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4.2 Steady-state acoustic models

The validation example in figure 5 is modelled using both pure FE models and hybrid WB-(P)MFE models.

4.2.1 Pure FE models

In order to study the convergence behaviour of the FEM the entire acoustic cavity is modelled using linear
FEM models consisting of 8-noded hexahedral elements. The details of the different linear models, used in
the comparison are given in table 2.hmax is the length of the longest side of a finite element in the discretisa-
tion andtsolve is the CPU time needed to solve the different models for a single frequency.fint indicates the
upper frequency for which the FE models include at least6 elements per acoustic wavelength (rule of thumb
(7)). fpol is the maximum frequency up to which the acoustic model yields accurate predictions according
to the rule of thumb in (9) using2.3m as characteristic lengthL, taking into account numerical pollution ef-
fects. To serve as a reference, a quadratic FE model of the cavity is built using 20-noded hexahedral acoustic
elements. Table 2 also includes the properties of this reference model. MD.Nastran r2.1 is used as FE solver.

dofs hmax fint fpol tsolve

(= #nodes) [m] [Hz] [Hz] [s]
Linear FE models

FE Lin 1 2700 0.1000 541 190 0.1
FE Lin 2 7072 0.0750 722 230 0.3
FE Lin 3 20064 0.0500 1082 302 1.6
FE Lin 4 42000 0.0400 1353 350 5.5
FE Lin 5 85374 0.0300 1804 424 20.7
FE Lin 6 147963 0.0250 2165 479 68.8
FE Lin 7 284648 0.0200 2706 556 245.2
FE Lin 8 657580 0.0150 3608 673 1530.8

Quadratic FE reference model

FE Reference 582821 0.0250 4329 1525 /

Table 2: Properties of the various FE models

4.2.2 Hybrid WB-MFE models

The hybrid models use the same acoustical mesh resolutions as pure FE models 6 and 8. The rectangular
left cavity is modelled using a single acoustic WB domain. By varying the truncation parameterN in (20), a
single acoustic FE submodel can be used to create several hybrid models with different numbers of acoustic
WB dofs. The number of modal vectors used in the reduced acoustic FEM base is determined according to
the afore mentioned rule of thumb, taking into account all fixed interface acoustic modes up to two to three
times the maximum frequency of interest. The model details of the different hybrid models are given in
table 3. This table contains the range of number of dofs in the WB submodel (calculated for a representative
truncation paramaterN = 2 and a frequency range of interest up to660Hz), the number of dofs in the FE
discretisation, the FE mesh resolutionh, the upper frequency limits according to rules (7) and (9) (using the
height1.0266m of the divergent subcavity as characteristic length) and the number of boundary dofsnj in
the FE submodel. When comparing the validityfpol of the FE submodels to the equivalent models in table
2, it is clear the hybrid models are expected to have an extended applicability range, since the overall model
dimensions of the FE part are smaller. The routines to build and solve the hybrid and the associated WB
models are implemented in Matlab r2007b. All calculations are performed on a 2.66GHz Intel Xeon based
Linux-system with 32 gigabytes of RAM.
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dofswbm dofsfe hmax fint fpol nj(N = 2, fmax = 600Hz) (= #nodes) [m] [Hz] [Hz]
hybrid WB-(P)FE 1 6− 422 26381 0.0250 2165 627.4 1147
hybrid WB-(P)FE 2 6− 422 123708 0.0150 3608 881.9 3172

Table 3: Properties of the various hybrid WB-(P)MFE models

4.3 Numerical results

To illustrate that the hybrid WB-MFE and WB-PMFE methods accurately describe the acoustic coupling
effects between the two submodels, figure 6 shows a color map of the acoustic pressure amplitude at399.9Hz
in the plane which intersects the cavity along the dashed line in figure 5. The pressure fields are calculated
with both hybrid methods (top left and right figures) and an FE model (bottom figure) with the same mesh
sizeh = 0.0150m for the hybrid FE submodel as used the pure FE model 8. The number of acoustic dofs
in the FE model is 657580, while only 422 acoustic wave functions are used in the hybrid model. In the
hybrid models dynamic acoustic modes up to1000Hz (62 in total) are used in the modal base. In the hybrid
WB-MFE model, the set of dynamic modes is enriched by adding 3172 static constraint modes to the modal
basis, while in the WB-PMFE model only 422 projected static modeshapes are used. The results show a good
agreement between all the methods and the calculation times indicate the enhanced computational efficiency
of both hybrid approaches with respect to the FEM.
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(c) FE model 8,T = 1530.8s

Figure 6: Comparison of acoustic pressure amplitude[Pa] color maps at399.9Hz
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In order to compare the computational efficiency of the hybrid method and the FEM a convergence analysis
is performed. The acoustic pressure at399.9Hz in the 15 response points indicated in green and red in figure
5 is calculated for all the models described in section 4.2. Based on these pressure values the average relative
prediction errorεp for the acoustic pressure , as defined in (36), is obtained.

εp =
1
15

15∑
j=1

εj =
1
15

15∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣ p̂(rj)− pref (rj)
pref (rj)

∣∣∣∣ (36)

with p̂(rj) the calculated pressure response andpref (rj) the reference acoustic pressure at each of the re-
sponse locationsrj. These results are plotted against the CPU times needed to solve the different models.
Only frequency dependent operations are taken into account in the calculation time. For the FEM only the
time needed to solve the system of equations is given. For the hybrid method the time needed to build the WB
system matrix and the hybrid coupling matrices as well as the time needed to solve the system of equations
are considered. The time to build the FE matrices and to calculate the reduced acoustic model is not taken
into account for the hybrid method nor for the FEM since this effort is frequency independent and negligible
when a large number of frequencies are considered.
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(a) hybrid model 1,h = 0.0250m
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(b) hybrid model 2,h = 0.0150m

Figure 7: Convergence curves for linear FEM, hybrid WB-MFEM and hybrid WB-PMFEM for different
acoustic mesh sizeh in the hybrid models at399.9Hz

Figure 7 compares the convergence rate of the different hybrid models with that of the FE models. Each
subfigure plots the global convergence curve for the linear FEM (2 marker) and the prediction accuracy for
various hybrid models applying the separate (◦ marker) and projected (× marker) static constraint modes in
the modal basis. The global curve for the FEM is obtained by incrementally refining the acoustic elements
in the model. The individual convergence curves for the hybrid models are calculated by combining a fixed
acoustic FE model (using62 dynamic modes) with an increasing number of wave functions (ranging from
6 till 998 acoustic dofs). The average acoustic FE mesh dimensions in the different hybrid models are
given in the captions of the subfigures. The convergence curves show that, as the number of wave functions
increases, the prediction accuracy of the hybrid models increases steadily until some saturation is reached
where the error remains constant. All the hybrid convergence curves have an elbow shape. The saturation
level is determined by the density of the acoustic FE mesh and it is similar to the error for a pure FE model
with the same mesh sizeh (indicated by the black× marker on the FE convergence curve). The prediction
accuracy increases for both the FEM and the hybrid WB-(P)MFE method when the FE model is refined. For
both mesh densities shown here, the hybrid models converge clearly faster to the same (or a slightly better)
prediction accuracy as the corresponding linear acoustic FE model. For the more coarse models (hybrid
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model 1,h = 0.0250m) the corresponding FEM needs 68.8s to reach a prediction accuracy of9%, while the
WB-MFEM converges to an error of6% in 2.3s and the projection of the static modes in the WB-PMFEM
results in an additional gain in efficiency by a factor of 4-5, reaching an accuracy of6% in only 0.5s. Using
the denser discretisation, the efficiency of the hybrid methods is even more pronounced. All models reach a
prediction accuracy of approximately3.5%. The FEM takes 1530.8s to solve, while the hybrid WB-MFEM
converges in 16s and the WB-PMFE is again 4 to 5 times faster, requiring only 3.6s. As a result, it has been
shown that for the problem studied in this paper the hybrid methods are on average at least two orders of
magnitude faster than the FEM.

In order to study the behaviour of the hybrid methods in an entire frequency range, the pressure amplitude
spectrum between0 and600Hz at the point inside the cavity indicated in red in figure 5, is calculated with
FE and hybrid WB-(P)MFE models using the acoustic models with mesh densityh = 0.0150m (linear FE
model 8 in table 2 and hybrid models 2 in table 3). For the hybrid calculations, a truncation parameter
N = 2 is used, resulting in a model with a variable number of acoustic WB dofs between 6 and 422. For
the FE submodel a dynamic modal base containing all modes up to≈ 1500Hz, 2.5 times the maximum
frequency of interest, is used. This results in170 dynamic modes, which are enriched using a fixed number
of 3271 static modes for the WB-MFE model and a number of static modes varying between 6 and 422
for the WB-PMFE model. The evolution of the calculations time for the different modelling steps in both
hybrid approaches as a function of frequency is given in figure 8. The left figure shows clearly that the
application of a modal reduction on the FE submodel is very successful in reducing the large contribution
of the solution of FEM system of equations to the total calculation time. This share in computation time is
reduced from approximately50% (see also figure 4) to about10%. This figure also shows that the building
of the hybrid coupling matrices has become the most determining part for the efficiency of the hybrid WB-
MFE method. In the right figure it is shown that the application of the projection of the static modeshapes
on known analytical functions presents an efficient solution. A significant reduction in building time for
the hybrid coupling matrices is obtained at the cost of a minor increase in the time needed to calculate the
acoustic wave functions. This added time is needed to project the reduced modal FE system matrices on the
new set of static modeshapes.
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(a) Hybrid model 2 without projection
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(b) Hybrid model 2 with projection

Figure 8: Comparison of the CPU times for the different modelling steps for the WB-MFE with and without
projection of the static constraint modes

In figure 9 the results of the pressure amplitude calculations are compared with a reference solution (thick
line) obtained with the quadratic FE reference model in table 2. All the models yield the same predictions
in approximately the entire frequency range of interest, which is in accordance with the predicted validity
of the models in tables 2 and 3. Only at the end of the spectrum both the pure FE and the hybrid WB-
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(P)MFE results exhibit a minor shift in some of the predicted resonance frequencies. This is the result of
some very small numerical dispersion errors. Since both predictions suffer equally from dispersion it is
concluded that the FE submodel determines the dispersion error in this example. The FEM calculation takes
1530.8s per frequency, while on average only16.1s per frequency is needed to build and solve the hybrid
WB-MFEM model and the hybrid WB-PMFEM method only needs an average of3.1s per frequency. The
higher computational efficiency of the hybrid WB-MFE method is further illustrated in figure 10, which
shows the pressure amplitude spectrums for the hybrid WB-PMFEM model 2 and the linear FE model
5 (h = 0.0400m) with approximately the same computational requirements (5.5s per frequency) for the
calculation of the entire spectrum as the hybrid model. Starting from approximately350Hz the FE results
begin to exhibit upward shifts in the predicted resonance frequencies. This is again in agreement with the
predicted validity of this model according to the rule of thumb (9). At first these shifts are minor and do not
compromise the usability of the results. At higher frequencies these shifts are significant and the numerical
errors become so big that the predictions become useless.

5 Conclusions

This paper describes a newly developed hybrid WB-(P)MFE modelling technique for steady-state acoustic
problems. In many real-life problems a complex acoustic cavity can be partitioned into a few geometrically
simple interior cavities which account for the bulk of the volume and a small geometrically complex skin
which contains most of the geometrical details. The motivation for the hybrid approach is the combination of
the advantages of both the WBM and FEM technique in a ‘best of two worlds’-methodology. The resulting
hybrid model benefits from the computational efficiency of the Wave Based Method, while retaining the
Finite Element Method’s ability to model the actual geometry of the problem in great detail. The application
of the WBM for the bulk part of the volume results in favourable convergence properties. The hybrid method
presented in this paper couples the acoustic FE and WB models by directly enforcing the acoustic pressure
and normal velocity continuity between both submodels. The use of classical CMS reduction techniques for
the FEM part results in a significant gain in CPU time while maintaining a comparable level of prediction
accuracy for the interior acoustic behaviour. Furthermore, the projection of the static modeshapes on known
analytical pressure fields results in a significant additional gain in computational efficiency.

A comparison between the FEM and the hybrid WB-(P)MFE method is made based on the acoustic anal-
ysis of a concave divergent cavity. The results illustrate that the prediction accuracy of the hybrid models
increases as the number of wave functions increases, until saturation is reached and the prediction error re-
mains constant at a level similar to that of the direct linear FE predictions. The density of the acoustic FE
model determines the maximum attainable prediction accuracy. For all the studied discretisations, the hybrid
method yields a higher accuracy in less computation time and an average reduction in computational cost
of at least 2 orders of magnitude is observed. It is also seen that the projection of the static modes in the
hybrid WB-PMFEM results in a gain of a factor 4-5 in computational efficiency with respect to the hybrid
WB-MFEM. These results illustrate the potential of the hybrid WB-(P)MFE method as a powerful tool for
the prediction of the dynamic behaviour of real-life interior acoustic systems.

Future research includes a further enhancement of the computational efficiency of the implementation of the
technique. Furthermore, the possibility of enforcing the acoustic coupling in an indirect manner and the use
of modally reduced higher-order acoustic FE models for the geometrically complex part of the problem will
be explored.
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(a) Linear FE model 8,∆t = 1530.8s
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(b) Hybrid WB-MFE model 2 usingN = 2, ∆tav = 16.1s
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(c) Hybrid WB-PMFE model 2 usingN = 2, ∆tav = 3.1s

Figure 9: Acoustic pressure response spectrum for models with equal mesh sizeh = 0.0150m
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(a) Linear FE model 5,∆t = 5.5s
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(b) Hybrid WB-PMFE model 2 usingN = 2, ∆tav = 3.1s

Figure 10: Acoustic pressure response spectrum for models with similar computational load
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Abstract
The Wave Based Method (WBM) is a deterministic prediction method. Due to its enhanced computational
efficiency as compared to other deterministic prediction techniques for steady-state dynamic analysis such
as the Finite Element Method (FEM), the WBM is applicable for problem analysis in the low- and mid-
frequency range.
It has been shown already that the WBM is superior to the FEM for the prediction of dynamic displacement
fields. This paper discusses application of the WBM for the computation of structural intensity and power
flow in Kirchhoff plates. Such calculations require higher- order derivatives of the displacement fields which
even further narrows the low-frequency application range of conventional element based methods such as
the FEM because of the low-order polynomial field approximations. The WBM adopts wave-like functions
instead of low-order polynomials and, as such, is expected to yield faster and more accurate intensity predic-
tions.

1 Introduction

Due to the ever more restrictive legal regulations and the increased customer comfort expectations, the vi-
brational and acoustical behaviour of a product has become an important criterion in the product design
process. In order to restrict the use of expensive and time-consuming physical prototypes to a minimum,
virtual prototypes gained in importance over the last years. In order to develop virtual prototypes, efficient
and accurate numerical prediction techniques are required. Since the vibro-acoustic behaviour of a product is
often predominantly determined by the behaviour of the involved mechanical structures, this paper focusses
on the numerical prediction of that behaviour.

An interest in the calculation of structural intensity arises from the fact that the energy flow distribution
gives insight in the energy transmission paths and positions of sources and sinks of mechanical energy. The
effect of adding dissipative elements, modifying the mechanical structure or active vibration control can
be studied. Experimental methods [1, 2, 3] can be used to determine the structural intensity. However, as
mentioned above, the efficient numerical prediction techniques are indispensable. Currently, there are two
groups of numerical prediction techniques, i.e. the deterministic and the probabilistic.

From the group of deterministic prediction techniques, the Finite Element Method (FEM) [4] is most com-
monly used. The FEM discretises the problem domain into a large number of small elements in which the
dynamic field variables are approximated by simple polynomial shape functions. As the spatial variation of
the dynamic response increases with frequency, the number of elements needed to accurately describe the
dynamic response increases. This results in an exponentially increasing computational load when frequency
increases, limiting the practical application of the FEM to problems in the low-frequency range. The FEM
has been used to determine structural intensity and power flow [5, 6]. However, in order to calculate struc-
tural intensity, third-order derivatives are required. These derivatives are calculated using the element shape
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functions, which are polynomials. As a result each step of derivation leads to a loss of accuracy.

Among the probabilistic techniques, the methods based on Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) [7] are mostly
used. SEA methods divide the system in a limited number of subsystems, for which frequency- and space-
averaged energy levels are predicted. These methods are much less computationally expensive, but are only
applicable if all subsystems exhibit, amongst others, a high modal overlap, which limits their use to high-
frequency applications.

For mid-frequency applications, currently no efficient and mature prediction techniques exist. Recently a
new deterministic technique, called the Wave Based Method (WBM), has been developed [8], which has
shown to be able to successfully tackle structural dynamic problems in the mid-frequency range [9, 10,
11]. The method is based on an indirect Trefftz approach [12] in that the dynamic response variables are
described in terms of wave functions which exactly satisfy the governing differential equations. In that way,
no approximation error is made inside the problem domain. However, the wave functions may violate the
boundary and continuity conditions. Therefore, the approximation errors on the domain boundaries and
interfaces are minimized by means of a weighted residual formulation. This approach leads to substantially
smaller system matrices as compared to the FEM, which results in an enhanced computational efficiency.
As a result, the WBM is able to not only tackle applications in the low-frequency range, but also in the
mid-frequency range. Since the used basis functions are analytical expressions which satisfy the governing
differential equations, it is expected that derived quantities, and thus the structural intensity, will suffer less
from loss of accuracy compared to the FEM.

The paper starts with the description of the plate bending problem and the definition of structural intensity.
The following section describes the principles of the WBM, the use of springs and dampers in the WBM and
how to determine structural intensity. A numerical example demonstrates the validity and the efficiency of
the presented method.

2 Mathematical problem description

x

y

z

h

F

ck

Figure 1: A flat plate excited by a point force F and with a spring k and damper c.

This paper focuses on the intensity calculation for flat plates, excited by a point force normal to the plate.
The point force adds energy to the system and a one-dimensional damper, normal to the plate, is added as an
energy sink.

Assuming that the plate has symmetric material properties with respect to the middle plane, that sections
normal to the middle plane remain plane during deformation and that the direct stresses normal to the plate
are small, the in-plane (“membrane”) displacements and the out-of-plane (“bending”) displacements can be
considered as decoupled. Since only normal external forces act on the plate, it is sufficient to look at the
bending behaviour.

Two important plate bending theories exist, namely the Kirchhoff theory [13] and the Reissner-Mindlin
theory [14, 15]. For thin plates, it is shown that the Kirchhoff theory yields accurate results [16].
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According to the Kirchhoff theory, the steady-state out-of-plane displacements wz are governed by the fol-
lowing fourth-order partial differential equation,

∇4wz (x, y)− k4
bwz (x, y) =

Fz
D
δ(xF , yF ), (1)

where ∇4 = ∂4

∂x4 + 2 ∂4

∂x2∂y2
+ ∂4

∂y4
. The plate bending wave number kb and plate bending stiffness D are

defined as,

kb = 4

√
ρhω2

D
, (2)

D =
E(1 + jη)h3

12(1− ν2)
, (3)

with h, E, ν, η and ρ respectively the plate thickness, the elasticity modulus, the Poisson coefficient, the
material loss factor and the density, and j =

√−1. The plate is excited with a normal point force F in point
(xF , yF ).

Since the Kirchhoff theory is governed by a fourth-order partial differential equation, two boundary con-
ditions need to be imposed at the plate boundary Γ. In case of simply supported edges, the out-of-plane
displacement and the bending moment are prescribed,{

Rwz = wz − w̄z = 0
Rmn = Lmn [wz]− m̄n = 0

(4)

with w̄z and m̄n the prescribed values for the transverse displacement and the bending moment, here both
zero, and Lmn the differential operator for the bending moment, defined as:

Lmn = −D
(
∂2

∂n2
+ ν

∂2

∂s2

)
, (5)

with n the in-plane normal direction of the plate boundary Γ of the domain. The reader is referred to [9] for
the boundary conditions for clamped and free edges.

The instantaneous structural intensity ik(t) is a time dependent vectorial quantity equal to the change of
energy density in a given infinitesimal volume [5]. Its kth component is defined by the relationship

ik(t) = −σkl(t)vl(t), k = x, y, z and l = x, y, z, (6)

with σkl(t) the klth component of the stress tensor and vl(t) the lth component of the velocity vector. The
equation is written in the Einstein Sum Convention. Integration over one period and over the plate thickness
leads to [6]:

Ix = −1
2

Re
[
Qxv

∗
z −Mxθ̇

∗
y +Mxy θ̇

∗
x + Fxv

∗
x + Fxyv

∗
y

]
, (7)

Iy = −1
2

Re
[
Qyv

∗
z +My θ̇

∗
x −Myxθ̇

∗
y + Fyv

∗
y + Fyxv

∗
x

]
, (8)

with:

Qx, Qy = transverse shear forces,

Mx, My = bending moments,

Mxy, Myx = twisting moment about x and y,

Fx, Fy = membrane forces,
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Fxy, Fyx = membrane shear forces,

vk, θ̇k = local translational velocities in direction k and rotational velocities about axis k,

and ∗ indicating the complex conjugate.

In the case of pure Kirchhoff bending the intensity expressions (7)-(8) can be simplified to:

Ix = −1
2

Re
[
Qxv

∗
z −Mxθ̇

∗
y

]
, (9)

Iy = −1
2

Re
[
Qyv

∗
z +My θ̇

∗
x

]
, (10)

with [17],

Qx =−D ∂

∂x

(
∂2wz
∂x2

+ (2− ν)
∂2wz
∂y2

)
, (11)

Qy =−D ∂

∂y

(
∂2wz
∂y2

+ (2− ν)
∂2wz
∂x2

)
, (12)

Mx =−D
(
∂2wz
∂x2

+ ν
∂2wz
∂y2

)
, (13)

My =−D
(
∂2wz
∂y2

+ ν
∂2wz
∂x2

)
. (14)

3 Wave Based Method

The WBM belongs to the category of indirect Trefftz methods [12]. The WBM partitions the problem
domain into a small number of subdomains. According to the Trefftz principle, the field variables within
each subdomain are approximated by an expansion of basis functions, which exactly satisfy the governing
dynamic equations. In this way, there is only an approximation error introduced in the boundary conditions
and in the conformity between the subdomains. These errors are forced to zero in an integral sense through
the application of a Galerkin-like weighted residual formulation.

The introduction of a spring-damper combination in the WBM can be dealt with similarly to the introduction
of point masses described in [18], which adds a particular solution to the field variable expansion.

Once the displacement field can be determined, the structural intensity can be calculated as a postprocessing
process.

3.1 Field variable expansion

The steady-state out-of-plane displacement wz is approximated by the following field variable expansion,

wz(x) ≈ ŵz(x) =
nb∑
b=1

wbΨb(x) + ŵF (x) = Ψ(x) ·w + ŵF (x), (15)

with Ψb(x) and wb the wave functions and the corresponding contribution factors, respectively, and Ψ(x)
and w vectors containing those wave functions and contribution factors. The particular solution ŵF (x)
satisfies the inhomogeneous part of equation (1), arising from an external loading. The displacement field of
an infinite plate excited with a normal point force [19] is selected as particular solution,

ŵF = − jF

8k2
bD

[
H

(2)
0 (kbrF )−H(2)

0 (−jkbrF )
]
, (16)
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with rF =
√

(x− xF )2 + (y − yF )2.

Each wave function Ψb should satisfy the homogeneous part of the dynamic plate bending equation (1).
VANMAELE ET AL. [9] propose the wave functions listed in Table 1. These wave functions are divided into
two sets. For the first set of wave functions, the functions associated with the first wavenumber are cosine
functions. For the second set, the functions associated with the first wavenumber are sine functions. It has
been proven by DESMET [8] that the first set of wave functions is theoretically sufficient for the convergence
of the WBM, provided that the domain is convex. In practice however, it is shown that at least a few functions
of the second set are required for a beneficial convergence rate [17].

Bending wave functions

Ψb1(x) = cos(kb1,xx) exp(−jkb1,yy) b1 = 0, 1, · · · , nb1
set 1

Ψb2(x) = exp(−jkb2,xx) cos(kb2,yy) b2 = 0, 1, · · · , nb2

Ψb1(x) = sin(kb1,xx) exp(−jkb1,yy) b1 = 1, · · · , n′b1
set 2

Ψb2(x) = exp(−jkb2,xx) sin(kb2,yy) b2 = 1, · · · , n′b2

Table 1: Sets of wave functions for plate bending.

An infinite number of wave functions satisfy the homogeneous differential equations. A truncated set must be
selected for each field variable. The selection is based on the dimensions (Lx×Ly) of the preferably smallest
rectangular box circumscribing the problem domain. DESMET [8] chooses the first wavenumber such that
an integer number of half wavelengths equals the dimension of the rectangular box in the corresponding
direction,

kxb1 =
b1π

Lx
and kyb2 =

b2π

Ly
, (17)

with (b1, b2) = 0,±1, . . . . The other component of the wavenumber is calculated from the structural bending
wavenumber kb corresponding to the considered frequency,

kyb1 =

 ±
√
k2
b − k2

xb1

±j
√
k2
b + k2

xb1

and kxb2 =

 ±
√
k2
b − k2

yb2

±j
√
k2
b + k2

yb2

. (18)

The number of bending wave functions nb that are included in the field variable expansion (15), is related to
the frequency and the dimensions of the enclosing bounding box,

nb = 4(nb1 + 1) + 4(nb2 + 1) + 4n′b1 + 4n′b2 , (19)

with,

nb1
Lx
≈ nb2
Ly
≈ n′b1

Lx
≈ n′b2

Ly
≥ T kb

π
, (20)

with nb1 , nb2 , n′b1 and n′b1 integer truncation values and with T a user defined truncation parameter. In this
way the largest wave number included in the model is T times the structural wavenumber at this frequency.
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3.2 Evaluation of boundary conditions

The wave functions proposed in Table 1 satisfy the governing partial differential equation (1). The boundary
conditions are enforced through a weighted residual formulation. The residuals on the boundary conditions
(4) are orthogonalized with respect to a weighting function w̃z or its derivative. In the case that all boundaries
are simply supported, the weighted residual formulation is expressed as,∫

Γ
LQn [w̃z]RwzdΓ +

∫
Γ
Lθn [w̃z]RmndΓ = 0, (21)

with LQn and Lθn the differential operation for the generalised shear force and the normal rotation defined
as follows,

LQn = −D ∂

∂n

(
∂2

∂n2
+ (2− ν)

∂2

∂s2

)
, (22)

Lθn = − ∂

∂n
. (23)

Like in the Galerkin weighting procedure, used in the FEM, the weighting functions w̃z are expanded in
terms of the same set of wave functions used in the field variable expansion (15):

w̃z =
nb∑
b=1

w̃bΨb(x) = Ψ(x) · w̃. (24)

Substitution of the field variable expansion (15) and the weighting function expansion (24) into the weighted
residual formulation (21) yields:

w̃T [A ·w − f ] = 0. (25)

Since weighted residual formulation (21) should hold for any weighting function w̃z , the expression between
the square brackets in equation (25) must be zero. This yields a matrix equation consisting of nb algebraic
equations in the nb unknown wave function contribution factors:

[A] {w} = {b} (26)

As for the Boundary Element Method (BEM) and in contrast with the FEM, the WBM yields a fully pop-
ulated matrix, whose elements are complex and which cannot be decomposed into frequency independent
submatrices. The big advantage of the WBM is, however, that the system matrices are substantially smaller
in comparison with the element based techniques. This property, combined with the fast convergence of the
WBM, makes it a less computationally demanding method for dynamic response calculations, which creates
opportunities to tackle problems also in the mid-frequency range.

3.3 Local spring and damper

In order to introduce a local spring and damper into the WBM formulation, a particular solution ŵd, similar
to the particular solution of a point force (16), can be added to the field variable expansion (15):

wz(x) ≈ ŵz(x) =
nb∑
b=1

wbΨb(x) + ŵF (x) + ŵd(x), (27)

This approach is similar to the approach for introducing a point mass, described in [18].
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The force exerted by a local spring and damper with a stiffness kd and a damping rate cd is given by:

F = −kd∆l − cdv, (28)

with ∆l the spring deformation and v the velocity. Since we are looking at steady-state dynamics, the former
expression can be rewritten as:

F = Fde
jωt = − (kd + jωcd)Wde

jωt, (29)

and thus,

Fd = − (kd + jωcd)Wd, (30)

with Fd and Wd the amplitudes of respectively the spring-damper force and the displacement of the spring-
damper, ω the circular frequency and t the time.

Using (30) in the particular solution of a point force (16), the particular solution for a spring-damper combi-
nation ŵd becomes:

ŵd =
j (kd + jωcd)Wd

8k2
bD

[
H

(2)
0 (kbrd)−H(2)

0 (−jkbrd)
]
, (31)

with rd =
√

(x− xd)2 + (y − yd)2 and (xd, yd) the position of the spring-damper combination.

Introducing the expression (27) into the weighted residual formulation (21) with the same weighting func-
tions (24), leads to the following matrix equation,

{w̃}T
[[

A A′ ]{ w
Wd

}
− {f}

]
= 0, (32)

with,

A′ =
∫

Γ
LQn

(
ΨT (x)

) j (kd + jωcd)
8k2

bD

[
H

(2)
0 (kbrd)−H(2)

0 (−jkbrd)
]

dΓ

+
∫

Γ
Lθn

(
ΨT (x)

)Lmn

(
j (kd + jωcd)

8k2
bD

[
H

(2)
0 (kbrd)−H(2)

0 (−jkbrd)
])

dΓ. (33)

Since the system equation (32) contains one unknown (Wd) more than it contains equations, an extra equation
is needed. The displacement Wd is equal to the evaluation of the field variable expansion (27) at the position
of the spring-damper combination, which, in its turn, can be expressed in function of the unknowns wb
(b = 1 . . . nb) and Wd,

Wd =
nb∑
b=1

wbΨb(xd) + ŵF (xd) + ŵd(xd). (34)

Using this displacement continuity equation as additional equation for the system (32) leads to a solvable
system with unknowns wb (b = 1 . . . nb) and Wd, which is illustrated in figure 2.
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F
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Figure 2: Visualisation of the system matrix equation.

3.4 Structural intensity

To calculate the structural intensity (9)-(10), the shear forces (11)-(12) and bending moments (13)-(14) are
required. Substituting the field variable expansion (27) leads to:

Qx =−D
(

nb∑
b=1

wb
∂3Ψb

∂x3
+
∂3ŵF
∂x3

+
∂3ŵd
∂x3

− (2− ν)

(
nb∑
b=1

wb
∂3Ψb

∂x∂y2
+
∂3ŵF
∂x∂y2

+
∂ŵd
∂x∂y2

))
, (35)

Qy =−D
(

nb∑
b=1

wb
∂3Ψb

∂y3
+
∂3ŵF
∂y3

+
∂3ŵd
∂y3

− (2− ν)

(
nb∑
b=1

wb
∂3Ψb

∂x2∂y
+
∂3ŵF
∂x2∂y

+
∂ŵd
∂x2∂y

))
, (36)

Mx =−D
(

nb∑
b=1

wb
∂2Ψb

∂x2
+
∂2ŵF
∂x2

+
∂2ŵd
∂x2

+ ν

(
nb∑
b=1

wb
∂2Ψb

∂y2
+
∂2ŵF
∂y2

+
∂2ŵd
∂y2

))
, (37)

My =−D
(

nb∑
b=1

wb
∂2Ψb

∂y2
+
∂2ŵF
∂y2

+
∂2ŵd
∂y2

+ ν

(
nb∑
b=1

wb
∂2Ψb

∂x2
+
∂2ŵF
∂x2

+
∂2ŵd
∂x2

))
. (38)

These equations only depend on the position on the plate and the calculated contribution factors wb and
the displacement Wd. All the derivatives can be determined easily analytically. As a result, the intensity
calculations can be made without loss of accuracy.

4 Numerical example

x

y

1m

0
.6

m

F

d
x

Figure 3: Problem geometry.

In order to validate the described methodology and to show its capabilities a numerical example is given.
The considered problem geometry is shown in figure 3. A rectangular geometry has been chosen since an
analytical solution is available for that case. The problem consists of a simply supported steel plate, with
thickness h = 1.5mm, Young’s modulus E = 210 · 109N/m2, Poisson coefficient ν = 0.3, damping
loss factor η = 0 and density ρ = 7850kg/m3. A unit point force is applied at F (0.2m, 0.1m). A one-
dimensional damper with damping rate cd = 100Ns/m is located at d(0.7m, 0.4m).
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First, an analytical solution based on modal superposition with analytically determined mode numbers and
mode shapes is defined. Secondly contour plots of the displacement and the structural intensity calculated
with the WBM are compared with the analytical solution. Finally some convergence curves demonstrate the
quick convergence of the method.

All calculations were performed in MATLAB R2007b on a Intel Centrino Core 2 Duo of 2.2 GHz, with 2
GB RAM running Windows Vista.

4.1 Analytical solution

Since the plate is rectangular, one can derive its modes analytically. Using modal superposition, one can
achieve an analytical solution [5]. However the exact solution will only be achieved for an infinite series.

The natural frequencies ωnm and mode shapes Φnm for a simply supported plate are given by [5]:

ω2
nm =

DLxLy
M

(
n2π2

L2
x

+
m2π2

L2
y

)2

, (39)

Φnm (x, y) = 2 sin
(
nπx

Lx

)
sin
(
mπy

Ly

)
, (40)

with Lx and Ly the dimensions of the plate, M the total mass and D = Eh3

12(1−ν2)
the bending stiffness.

The displacement field can be obtained by modal superposition:

w̃z (x, y) =
1
M

∑
n

∑
m

Γ̃nm(ω)Φnm(x, y), (41)

with the modal magnification factor Γ̃nm(ω) defined as:

Γ̃nm(ω) =
1

ω2
nm − ω2

(
F̃Φnm(xF , yF ) + R̃Φnm(xz, yz)

)
, (42)

with F̃ the amplitude of the applied force and R̃ defined as:

R̃ = −jωcdF̃
∑

n

∑
m

Φnm(xF ,yF )Φnm(xz ,yz)
ω2

nm−ω2

M + jωcd
∑

n

∑
m

Φ2
nm(xz ,yz)
ω2

nm−ω2

. (43)

The structural intensity can be derived analytically by substituting the displacement field (41) in the force
equations (11),(12),(13) and (14), and subsequently in the intensity equations (9) and (10).

4.2 Contours

Figure 4(a) shows contours of the displacement field at 50 Hz calculated with the WBM with 148 wave
functions, and figure 4(b) shows the relative error of the WBM compared to the analytical solution with
one million modes. It is clear that the relative error remains within the range of 1%, except where the
displacement is close to zero. At those places the error calculation itself is inaccurate due to almost-zero
division.

Figure 5(a) shows the intensity field calculated with the WBM with 148 wave functions. It can be seen that
energy enters the system at the point force and exits the system at the damper. The intensity is zero at the
simply supported edges. Figure 5(b) shows the relative error of the WBM intensity calculation compared to
an analytical solution with 400 million modes. Since the convergence of the intensity calculation with modal
superposition is slow, a large amount of modes is required [5]. This phenomenon can be seen in table 2. The
accuracy of the used “analytical” solution is about 10−4. It can be seen that the error of the WB calculation
remains, again, within 1%, except for the places where the intensity is close to zero.
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Figure 4: Displacement field calculated with the WBM and relative error at 50 Hz (◦ : point force,
× : damper).
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Figure 5: Structural intensity field calculated with the WBM and relative error at 50 Hz (◦ : point force,
× : damper).

4.3 Convergence

A convergence analysis is performed at two frequencies, at 50 Hz and at 200 Hz. The convergence is verified
based on an averaged relative prediction error 〈ε〉. The averaged prediction error is defined as the average of
the relative prediction error in the nrp = 3 response points,

〈ε〉 =
1
nrp

nrp∑
j=1

εj , (44)

# modes w̄ εw Ī εI
1 million 2.8163e-5 6.87e-7 9.1106e-3 6.97e-4
16 million 2.8163e-5 4.14e-8 9.1067e-3 2.00e-4
100 million 2.8163e-5 5.17e-9 9.1059e-3 1.00e-4
400 million 2.8163e-5 Ref 9.1051e-3 Ref

Table 2: Analytical models and their averaged relative error as defined in (44).
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with,

εj =

∣∣∣√I2
x + I2

y −
√
I2
x,ref + I2

y,ref

∣∣∣√
I2
x,ref + I2

y,ref

. (45)

The three response points are located at w1(0.6m, 0.42m), w2(0.24m, 0.33m) and w3(0.75m, 0.12m). As
reference the analytical solution with 400 million modes is used.
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Figure 6: Convergence curves for displacement and intensity calculated with WBM.

Figure 6 plots the averaged relative prediction error 〈ε〉 on the displacement and the intensity at 50 Hz and at
200 Hz in function of the calculation time. It can be seen that at both frequencies the calculations lead to a
quick convergence. The intensity calculation has the same convergence rate as the displacement calculation,
but with an offset which is larger at 200 Hz than at 50 Hz, which is a point of further research. Since
the WBM shows a better convergence rate than the FEM for displacement calculations [9], and the FEM
convergence for intensity calculations suffers from the necessary third-order derivatives, it is expected that
the WBM shows a superior convergence for intensity calculation compared to the FEM.

5 Conclusions and future work

This paper proposes a new method for efficient structural intensity calculations in plates based on the WBM.
The WBM is a novel deterministic prediction technique, whose superior convergence rate compared to the
FEM for displacement calculations has already been shown in previous papers.

The paper starts with the problem description, followed by the description of the WBM for plate bending and
the addition of springs and dampers to the system. Subsequently, the extension of the WBM to intensity cal-
culations is explained. The calculation of intensity is a postprocessing step in which the necessary derivatives
are determined by deriving the wave functions analytically, which is advantageous for the accuracy.

The last section gives a numerical example, which compares the results obtained with the WBM to results
obtained by an analytical solution. In the example, the WBM intensity calculations show a convergence rate
similar to the displacement results, which is remarkable for a derived variable.

An interesting next step is the comparison of the WBM intensity calculations with FE calculations. Due to
the analytical derivation of the wave functions, which satisfy the governing equations, it is expected that the
WBM has a higher convergence rate than the FEM, which has a large loss of accuracy for derived variables.
Furthermore, an experimental validation of the obtained numerical results is foreseen [3].
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Abstract 
This paper describes a process for identifying the machinery parts which should be modified in order to 
reduce structure-borne sound during real-world operation. This process can be accomplished by using 
experimental statistical energy analysis. Generally, the process of reducing vibration and noise is 
composed of preparing a numerical or an experimental model of the vibration and noise characteristics of 
the system, identifying the forces acting on the model during operation and determining the necessary 
countermeasures by using the model under the identified power inputs. It is, however, difficult to 
implement this process by using conventional methods such as modal experimental analysis, finite 
element method or boundary element method. Statistical energy analysis (SEA) on the other hand, allows 
for its successful implementation. This paper presents a process based on SEA and its application to a 
laser beam printer, where a reduction of the noise by 4.1dB was achieved. 

1 Introduction 

In order to reduce structure-borne sound produced by machinery, the following procedure is generally 
considered. An experimental or a numerical model of the structure of the machinery is first constructed by 
using conventional methods such as the experimental modal analysis (EMA), the finite element method 
(FEM) or the boundary element method (BEM). Next, the input forces during real-world operation of the 
machinery are identified, after which the structural model is adjusted to match the vibration and the noise 
behavior of the machinery and determine the countermeasures which need to be applied to the structural 
optimization algorithms in order to reduce structure-borne noise. 
It is, however, not easy to achieve an accomplished implementation of the procedure described above. 
Modeling the structure using conventional methods is often cumbersome and takes a long time. Also, 
engineers might have difficulty identifying the forces acting on the system during operation. If force 
identification is possible, it takes a long time and considerable human effort to perform the experiments. 
Moreover, finding the countermeasures and the adoption of the optimization algorithms is very 
cumbersome since the analysis of structure-borne sound requires wider and higher frequency calculations 
while considering a multitude of resonances. Of course, conventional methods which are focused on the 
natural modes of structures are very useful tools for analyzing and designing partial structures of 
machinery; however, they are not suitable for implementing the process of vibration and noise reduction to 
complete systems. 
On the other hand, statistical energy analysis (SEA) [1,2] has been used for many years to predict the 
response of complex engineering systems to high-frequency excitations. At present, there is a rough 
classification of the methods based on SEA into three kinds, where one is the classical analytical SEA 
based on theoretical parameter formulation, another is experimental SEA whose parameters are 
determined by performing experiments on the existing system, and the third one is SEA combined with 
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FEM, which corresponds to numerical experimental SEA. The advantages of SEA over the conventional 
approaches lie in the fact that relatively few degrees of freedom are involved, it is easy to determine how 
the external forces act on the system, and the SEA parameters have physical meaning, which is very useful 
for considering the countermeasures.  
Therefore, the implementation of the structure-borne sound reduction process described above can be 
achieved by using the SEA methodology. However, there have been no reports of noise and vibration 
reduction in products by using SEA. In this regard, this paper describes a process based on the SEA 
methodology for finding which product parts should be modified in order to reduce the noise produced by 
the product. This process takes several days to determine the countermeasures to structure-borne noise in a 
commercial product such as an office printer. The application of the results from this study to an A4 laser 
printer is also presented to demonstrate that the process works well. 

2 Process for structure-borne sound reduction based on SEA 

2.1 Power balance equation for SEA 

In SEA, the system is regarded as an assembly of subsystems. The energy of the i-th subsystem is written 
as Ei. The system is considered to be resonant, so that the total energy Ei, which is the sum of the kinetic 
and the potential energy, is equal to twice the kinetic energy. The external power input to this subsystem is 
denoted by Pi. Considering the power balance leads to a set of equations, and the SEA equation is written 
in the matrix form 

 

1 1 21 1
11 1

12

1

N

i N
i

N
N N

N N Ni
i r

P E

P E

η η η η

η

η η η

≠

≠

 
+ − −        −    =    

    
       − + 

 

∑

∑

L

M MO M

M MM O M

L L

 or ω=P LE . (1) and (2) 

Here, P is the external power input vector, E is the vector of the subsystem energies, ω is the angular 
center frequency of the band, and L is the loss factor matrix, which is composed of the internal loss factors 
(ILF) ηi of the i-th subsystem and the coupling loss factors (CLF) ηij between the i-th and the j-th 
subsystem. The coupling loss factors are estimated theoretically in the case of analytical SEA [1,2], 
experimentally in experimental SEA[3], and numerically in the SEA combined with FEM [4]-[6]. The 
estimation of the internal and the coupling loss factors is called the construction of the SEA model. 

2.2 Process for structure-borne sound reduction based on SEA 

Consider the case of mass products such as automotive vehicles, office machines and home appliances. In 
those cases, there exist base systems for finding the countermeasures by using experiments, and the 
experimental SEA can be applied. The SEA model of the system includes either both structural and 
acoustical subsystems or only structural subsystems. If the acoustical subsystems are not considered in the 
process of noise reduction, the relation between the noise levels and the responses of the structural 
subsystems should be determined, and scaling factors from the structural subsystem energies to the sound 
pressure levels at the noise assessment points need to be introduced.  
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In summary, the process proposed here is as follows: 
Step 1) Constructing an experimental SEA model for the target product system 
Step 2) Evaluating the scaling factors from the energies of the structural subsystems to the sound 

pressure levels at the assessment locations 
Step 3) Identifying the external power input to the subsystems during real-world operation 
Step 4) Specifying the loss factors which should be changed in order to reduce the sound pressure levels 
Step 5) Designing the structure necessary for changing the desired loss factors 
The details of each step in the process are given below. 

2.2.1 Step 1: Constructing an experimental SEA model 

Firstly, the system is subdivided into subsystems [7]. The measured responses of the subsystems are then 
used to construct the experimental SEA model, which is used for estimating the internal and the coupling 
loss factors. There are some experimental methods for determining the loss factors.  

2.2.2 Step 2: Evaluating the scaling factors 

If the SEA model already includes the acoustical subsystems needed for reducing the sound pressure 
levels, this step can be omitted. However, reducing the noise by considering only the structural subsystems 
requires the following step for evaluating the scaling factors from the structural subsystem energies to the 
sound pressure levels at the assessment locations. 
The relation between the individual structural subsystem energy and the sound pressure level at a given 
assessment location is expressed as a scaling factor β from the i-th subsystem energy Ei to the squared 
sound pressure V2 at that location by using the experimental SEA model for the structures constructed in 
the first step described in 2.2.1.  
The i-th subsystem is individually excited, for example, by an impulse hammer. The vibration response of 
the excited subsystem is measured for evaluating the subsystem energy normalized by the power input Eii. 
The other subsystem energies Eji (j≠i) under the i-th subsystem are predicted by the experimental SEA 
model already constructed. Simultaneously, the squared sound pressure Vi

2 is also measured. Iterating this 
process over the entire set of subsystems yields 

  

1 2
1 11 21 1

2
2 12 22 2

E E V
E E V

β
β

−     
    =     
         

L

L

M M M O M

. (3) 

Here, βi is the scaling factor from the i-th subsystem Ei to the squared sound pressure produced by the i-th 
subsystem. Then, the total squared sound pressure is determined from 

 2

1

N

i i
i

V Eβ
=

=∑ , (4) 

where V2 is the total sound pressure which needs to be reduced. It should be noted that there is no 
information about either the phase of the squared sound pressure or whether the acoustic SEA subsystems 
are considered. 
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2.2.3 Step 3: Identifying the external power inputs 

It is very important to identify the external power inputs to the subsystems during real-world operation 
since the resulting countermeasures strongly depend on it. The SEA methodology allows for doing this 
easily from equations (1) or (2) by only measuring the energies of the subsystems. 
Moreover, the SEA methodology yields precious information about the energy transfer Pij from the i-th to 
the j-th subsystem in the following form 

 ij ij i ji jP E Eωη ωη= − . (5) 

2.2.4 Step 4: Specifying the loss factors 

In SEA, it is easy to understand which SEA parameters affect the responses on the subsystems since the 
degrees of freedom in SEA are fewer than those in the conventional methods. The SEA model and the 
external power inputs yield the sensitivities of the subsystem energies to each loss factor by using 
sensitivity analysis, the perturbation method and so on. 
This paper introduces a new formula for the sensitivities of the subsystem energies to each loss factor 
based on the perturbation method [8]. Moreover, the sensitivity of the square sound pressure is also 
formulated. 
A loss factor ηn can be expressed by using the small parameter αn in the form 

  ( )1n n nη η α= + . (6) 

Here, nη  is the deterministic (expected) value of the internal or the coupling loss factor ηn without 
perturbations. 
If the external power input P in equation (2) is assumed not to change when the structure is modified, the 
perturbations in the loss factor indicate that the loss factor matrix L and the subsystem energy matrix E in 
equation (2) can be approximated by using the first order of Taylor’s expansion as 

  
1

LN

n
n n

α
α=

∂
= +

∂∑ LL L      and     
1

LN

n
n n

α
α=

∂
= +

∂∑ EE E . (7) and (8) 

Here, NL is the total number of internal and coupling loss factors, and L  and E  are the deterministic 
(expected) values of the loss factor ηn without perturbations. 
The respective substitution of equations (7) and (8) into equation (2) yields  

  =P LE      and     =
n nα α

∂ ∂
−

∂ ∂
E LL E . (9) and (10) 

From equation (10), the sensitivity of the subsystem energy matrix to small changes in the loss factor as 
shown in equation (6) can be derived as 

 
1

=
n nα α

−∂ ∂
−

∂ ∂
E LL E . (11) 
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Furthermore, the variance of the subsystem energy matrix can be written as  

        = n
n

α
α
∂

∆
∂

EE . (12) 

Moreover, the sensitivity and the variance of the squared sound pressure averaged over the assessment 
locations can be written as  

        
2

=1
=

LN
i

in n

EV
α α

∂∂
∂ ∂∑      and      2

1
=

LN

i i
i

V Eβ
=

∆ ∆∑ . (13) and (14) 

The sensitivities of the subsystem energies and the sound pressure to each loss factor determine which loss 
factors exert greatest influence on the system and should therefore be modified in order to obtain the most 
efficient design structure featuring low vibration and noise. 

2.2.5 Step 5: Designing the structure 

After the loss factors have been determined in step 4, the countermeasures for the structural modification 
with the desired loss factor change must be considered. The increment of the internal loss factors is 
determined by the increment of the damping of the corresponding subsystem, for example, by the 
attachment of a damping sheet. The modification of the coupling loss factors is implemented by the 
alternation of the subsystem configuration or the coupling conditions. 
This paper focuses on the modification of the coupling loss factors based on the theoretical expression of 
the line coupling between two plates in the analytical SEA method, for example, in the following form [2]. 

  
( )4 2

2
12 1

ij ij i i
ij

i i i

L h E
S
τ

η
π ω ρ ν

=
−

 (15) 

Here, hi, Ei, νi, ρi and Si are the thickness, the Young’s modulus, the material density, and the surface area 
of the i-th subsystem, respectively. Lij and τij are the coupling length and the transmission efficiency 
between the i-th and the j-th subsystems, respectively.  
Since the countermeasures determined on the basis of the above way are overly general, the finite element 
method and the structural optimization algorithms can be useful for finding the detailed design of the 
configuration of the subsystem and the coupling [9]. 

3 Example application to a laser printer 

The results from applying the above framework to a laser printer indicate that the process proposed in this 
paper works well for reducing structure-borne noise. 

3.1 Target printer 

The printer used in the experiment is shown in Figure 1. This machine is intended for A4 monochrome 
printing at a speed of 14 pages per minute, and the printer without the outer casing was considered. The 
sound pressure level was measured at four points, which correspond to the position of a standing person  
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Figure 1: The laser printer used for the test 
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Figure 2: Sound pressure levels of the test printer 

 
 (1.5m height and 1m from front, back, left and right), as based on the ISO-7779 standard for free-field 
conditions. The sound pressure level was averaged over the values at the four positions, and the conditions 
for the real-world operation were set to the continuous printing of 14 pages. The sound pressure was 
regarded as the sound spectrum averaged over the time needed to print pages 2 through 13. 
The sound pressure level measured in 1/3 octave bands is shown in Figure 2. The main noise sources were 
the rotating motor, whose fundamental frequency is 504Hz, and the sound produced by the 
photoconductive drum, which was around 1.2kHz during the electrification and around 1.8kHz during the 
development. Consequently, the result shown in Figure 2 presents the noise level peak at the 500Hz, 
1.25KHz and 2KHz 1/3 octave bands, where the noise at 1.25KHz is especially high. However, this noise 
can not be reduced by means of structural modification since it is an air-borne sound. Therefore, the noise 
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at 500Hz 1/3 octave band was targeted for reduction based on the process proposed here, as it is a 
structure-borne sound.  

1 Right frame 0.8 0.038 0.24
2 Left frame 0.8 0.038 0.23
3 Gear box 0.8 0.024 0.20
4 Rear cover 0.8 0.030 0.13
5 Laser scanner cover 0.6 0.033 0.16
6 Laser scanner stay 1 0.025 0.19
7 Center plate 0.6 0.022 0.10
8 Base Plate 0.8 0.053 0.33

Area
(m2)

Weight
(kg)Subsystem No & Name Thickness

(mm)

 

Table 1: Subsystem information 
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 (b) Connections 

Figure 3: Subdivision of the test printer 
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3.2 Building an SEA model 

The experimental SEA model was constructed in step 1. The subdivision is shown in Figure 3, and the 
information about each subsystem is shown in Table 1. 
The internal and the coupling loss factors were evaluated by using the measurement of the subsystem 
energies and the power inputs from [3]. 

ji i
ij

ii i jj j

E P
E P E P

η
ω

=
⋅

    and     
( )1

n

ij ii i ji ji i
j i

i
ii

E P E P

E

ω η η
η

ω
≠

− −
=

∑
 (16) and (17) 

Here, Eij is the i-th subsystem energy as measured by the 6 accelerometers at two points per subsystem 
individually for power Pj inputted to the j-th subsystem by the impact hammer. 
In order to verify the precision of the experimental SEA model thus constructed, the subsystem energies at 
the excitation of the 1st subsystem were calculated by using this model. As an example, the result for the 
energy of the 6th subsystem is in fairly good agreement with the measured results under impact excitation 
above the 500Hz 1/3 octave band, as shown in Figure 4. Even for frequencies below the 400Hz band, 
there are small differences between the measured and the predicted results. It is also confirmed that the 
proposed process can be applied to reduce the noise at 500Hz. 

3.3 Identifying the external power inputs during printing 

The power inputs to the subsystems during printing were identified by measuring the subsystem energies, 
as shown in Figure 5. The grey hatching area represents the frequency bands at which the verification of 
the SEA model constructed was not satisfactory. The power inputs to the 1st and the 2nd subsystems were 
mostly recognized correctly, and these results were confirmed by the fact that there is a driving motor in 
the 1st subsystem and a rotor driven by this motor in the 2nd subsystem. Moreover, the power inputs at the 
500Hz 1/3 octave band involve the driving frequency of 504Hz. Finally, some negative power inputs are 
observed in Figure 5, which are dependent on the precision errors of the SEA model. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between the measured and the predicted values of the 6th subsystem energy level 

for the experimental SEA model constructed under the excitation of the 1st subsystem 
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The energy transfer between the subsystems can be estimated using equation (5), as shown in Figure 6, 
which describes how the external power inputs to the 1st and the 2nd subsystems are transmitted through 
the subsystems. 
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Figure 5: Identified power input during printing 
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Figure 6: Energy transfer path at the 500Hz 1/3 octave band frequency during printing 
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3.4 Specifying the loss factors which should be changed in order to reduce 
noise 

In order to reduce the noise produced by the printer during printing, the sensitivity of the squared sound 
pressure is first calculated from equation (13), where the parameter αn = 0.1, as shown in Figure 7. For 
example, from Figure 7(a), the internal loss factor with the highest sensitivity is η6, which relates to the 6th 
subsystem. Considering the coupling loss factors in Figure 7(b), the coupling loss factors η13 and η16 have 
larger sensitivity, and it is clear that η6 and η13 should be larger, while η16 should be smaller. Furthermore, 
the ease of applying the countermeasures was considered, and consequently focus was turned to making 
the coupling loss factor η16 smaller for the purpose of noise reduction. 
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 (a) Sensitivity to the internal loss factors 
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(b) Sensitivity to the coupling loss factors 

Figure 7: Sensitivity of the sound pressure levels with respect to fluctuations in the loss factors at 500Hz at 
the 1/3 octave band during printing 
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3.5 Designing the structure and coupling in accordance with specified loss 
factors 

It was found that in order to decrease the coupling loss factor η16, the structures of the 1st and the 6th 
subsystem and the coupling between them must be redesigned. In this paper, equation (15) is used for the 
necessary modifications. 
In order to decrease the coupling loss factor η16, the coupling strength should be weakened. Equation (15) 
indicates that the thickness h1 and the Young’s modulus E1 of the 1st subsystem need to be decreased in 
order to achieve the desired effect. Consequently, the easiest countermeasure was to decrease the coupling 
length L16. 
The coupling length L16 was controlled by widening the slit between the 1st and the 6th subsystems from 
8mm to 31.5mm, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the coupling loss factor η16 as 
measured before and after implementing the countermeasure. It is confirmed that widening the slit yields a 
smaller coupling loss factor at 500Hz, which was the desired effect. 
 
 
 

8mm8mm   31.5mm31.5mm  

(a) Original        (b) Countermeasure 

Figure 8: Structural modification for weakening the coupling strength between the 1st and the 6th 
subsystem 
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Figure 9: Comparison between the original and the countermeasure values of the coupling loss factor from 
the 1st to the 6th subsystem 
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Figure 10: Comparison of the sound pressure levels with and without the countermeasure 
 

3.6 Verifying the noise reduction 

The squared sound pressure levels were measured before and after the implementation of the 
countermeasure in order to confirm the noise reduction, and the results are shown in Figure 10. As visible 
from the comparison, a reduction of the noise by 4.1dB was achieved at the 500Hz 1/3 octave band. 
Figure 9 indicates that the implementation of the countermeasure reduced the coupling loss factor η16 and 
the external power inputs to the 1st and the 2nd subsystems to about 35% and 65% of their original values, 
respectively, although in this paper it is assumed that the countermeasure implemented in accordance with 
the proposed process does not change the external power inputs. It is very difficult to predict changes in 
the external power inputs, and even more difficult to discuss the relative contribution weight of the 
changes of the coupling loss factor and the power inputs before and after the countermeasure. Therefore, 
the relative contributions have been estimated while maintaining the power inputs unchanged, and it was 
found that the decrease in the values of the coupling loss factor and the power inputs entailed noise 
reduction of 1.7dB and 2.4dB, respectively. Therefore, the contribution analysis indicated that the process 
of reducing structure-borne sound by using SEA as proposed in this paper worked well for reducing the 
noise produced by the printer. 

4 Conclusions 

The process of reducing structure-borne sound in machinery using experimental SEA has been proposed, 
as it is not easy to implement such a process through conventional methods such as experimental modal 
analysis, FEM, and BEM. The proposed process consists of five steps: 1) constructing an experimental 
SEA model, 2) evaluating the scaling factors from the structural subsystem energies to the sound pressure 
levels, 3) identifying the external power inputs to the subsystems during real-world operation, 4) 
specifying the loss factors which should be modified, and 5) designing the structure with the desired loss 
factors. Moreover, the application of the above considerations to a laser printer for the purpose of reducing 
the structure-borne sound produced during printing demonstrated the validity of the proposed process. The 
work on this problem will proceed with designing the geometry of the structural subsystems and the 
coupling by using FEM and structural optimization algorithms [9]. 
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Sine sweep excitation of MDOF systems 
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Abstract 
Sine sweep excitation is frequently used to excite large structure for the identification of modal 
parameters. The advantage of the technique lays in the possibility of speeding up the test procedure when 
compared with the stepped sine approach still keeping the possibility to identify non-linearities if the 
sweep rate is kept low. Even if some indication of the allowable sweep rate are recommended in a 
standard (ISO 7626) practically all the theoretical work has been done on SDOF systems. In this work, the 
authors will present some considerations on sweep sine excitation applied to a MDOF (8dof) system with 
an unbalanced mass providing the excitation. The idea behind such model is related to the will to 
extrapolate the rigid body dynamics of complex machinery with rotating unbalanced shafts. The MDOF 
system allows to make considerations of the influence of the coupling between the DOFs, and to 
understand the influence of the sweep rate on the different natural frequencies.  

1 Introduction 

Sweep sine is a common way to excite large structures in order to gain insight in their dynamic behaviors 
and to extract their natural frequencies. Especially the aeronautical industry took advantage of this 
technique, for example for the ground vibration testing (GVT) of the full airplanes, for the possibility to 
control, in detail, the different parameters involved in the structure excitation, like force levels or  sweep 
rate. Further advantage of the technique apart from the mentioned controllability is the low crest factor of 
the sinusoidal excitation that allows to identify system’s non linearities.  These plus points overcame the 
main drawback of the technique, i.e. the long testing duration, when it’s compared with random type 
excitations 

The length of the test is linked to the sweep rate, which has to be maintained within certain values in order 
to assure sufficiently long excitation at the different frequencies in the band of interest. As a matter of fact, 
the system is excited with an always varying frequency excitation that yields to a certain delay between 
the system response and the actual excitation. This effect becomes more evident and disturbing at 
resonances. If the excitation sweeps are with increasing frequencies, the system resonances will appear at 
higher values than the correct ones, while they will appear at lower values than the correct ones if the 
sweeps rates are negative. Evidently, this effect has a negative influence on the parameter estimation, and 
as it will be shown in the paper, the amount of error will depend on the modal density of the system.  

Some guidelines on the sweep rate are given in ISO 7626 part 2, but the suggested values are still linked to 
the DSP technologies of the ’90, and for large structure with low resonant frequencies and limited 
damping easily leads to continuous tests longer than 24 hours to sweep between 0 and 20Hz (5 octaves). 

Some other testing guidelines provide some procedures to evaluate on the amount of the harmonic 
distortion of the excitation signal, this giving a hint on the tonal quality of the adopted signal and the 
subsequent system’s responses.  
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For what concerns the theoretical development, in the literature only single DOF system have been studied 
in detail, looking a the difference in the spectral energy between linear and logarithmic sweep or at the 
errors in frequency and amplitude values as function of the sweep rate. In some cases even closed form 
errors expression are proposed in the literature. On the contrary not much has been done in the analysis of 
MDOF systems, even if these represent, a by far, more interesting cases than the SDOF one.  

The work presented here refers, not only to a MDOF case, but also considers that the excitation provided 
to the system is a variable amplitude force instead of considering a constant force amplitude as in all the 
cases founded in the reference. The reason behind this choice is linked to the authors’ desire to acquire 
insight of the dynamical behavior of structure containing rotating unbalanced shafts. In this case, the 
forcing excitation has a double variation both in frequency and in amplitude, dominated by the sweep rate 
and the by the squared rotation speed laws respectively. 

2 SDOF 

Just for shake of simplicity the SDOF case will be briefly considered here. As it’s known the equation of 
motion of a SDOF system is  

)(tpkuucum =++
•••

    (1) 

 

where m,c,k are the characteristics of the system, u is the displacement law with it’s first and second order 
time derivative and p(t) is the variable acting force. As mentioned before, this can vary only in the 
frequency (2) or both in frequency and amplitude. In the specific case of the unbalanced centrifugal force 
the expression of p(t) will be like to one in (3): 

 

)sin()( tPtp ω=     (2) 

)sin()( 2 tmetp ωω=     (3) 

 

where m is the unbalanced mass, e the unbalance arm and � the instantaneous rotational shaft speed. Fig.1 
and fig.2 show the large difference obtainable in force between constant and centrifugal load. The ramps 
are lasting 20s sweeping between 0 and 20 rad/s, while for simplicity, the m*e product equal to unity. 

 

Fig.1 constant force excitation        Fig.2 centrifugal force excitation 
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Fig.3 mass displacement const. 20s                     Fig.4 mass displacement centrif. 20s 

 

These two excitation have been applied to the same SDOF system obtaining the mass displacement trends 
depicted in fig.3 and 4 for a sweep duration of 20s and in fig.5 and 6 for a sweep duration of 400s. 

Fig.5 mass displacement const. 400s        Fig.6 mass displacement centrif. 400s 

 

Comparing fig 3 and 5 and fig.4 and 6 it becomes clear that the sweep rate controls the amplitude of the 
system response: the lower the sweep, the larger the amplitude. Fig.7 shows the effect on the sweep rate 
on the natural frequency, for simplicity in the case of constant force excitation. There are four different 
sweeps, each doubling the length of the previous one. Again as the sweep rate decreases, the amplitude of 
the peak increases while the frequency tends to the correct value. (in this case 3.3 Hz) 

The indications provided by the standards suggest maintaining the sweep rate amax (Hz/min) below the 
value expressed by relation (4) where fr is the estimated resonance frequency and Q is the dynamic 
amplification at resonance. 

 

2

2

max

54
Q

f
a r<  Hz/min     (4) 
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In the specific case, with the low damping value (c=.05) and the low natural frequency the suggested 
sweep rate is something like 0.05 Hz/min. Sweeping a 0-5 Hz band would require something more than an 
hour!! 

 
Fig.7 displacement envelope at various sweep rates 

3 MODF 

For what concerns the MDOF a system constituted by 4 masses, like the one in fig.8 has been considered, 
with an eccentric rotating mass attached on m12. With an appropriate selection of mass and stiffness’ 
values, the proposed 8 DOFs system simulate a machinery, constituted by m1 and m12, placed on a 
flexible support, represented by masses m21and m22. The support is linked to a rigid foundation. 

The characteristics of the system have been tuned in order to have few natural frequencies in the range 0-
60Hz. All the analysis of the system have been performed within MATLAB Simulink. The first analysis 
performed on the system is the comparison between the responses due to an appropriate sine stepped First 
of all, the responses of the system due to sine stepped and different sine sweeps excitation, with different 
sweep rates, have been computed. The most interesting displacements, in the Y and X direction, will be 
shown in the following figures. In fig.9 and 10 show the difference in the frequencies response functions, 
for m11 in the X directions, obtained for different sine excitations. One shows the results obtained with 
positive the other with negative sweep rate respectively. In both figures the lower part shows a zoom at the 
peak around 39Hz. 

In general, the biggest differences between the responses are at the lower frequency end, where the ringing 
of the responses of the swept excitation is more relevant and the dynamics of the system appears more that 
it really is. 
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Fig.8 MDOF system, with centrifugal excitation on mass m12 

 

 
Fig 9 MDOF system, m11, X direction, stepped vs swept sine excitation, positive sweep rate 

3.1 Error analysis 

Having the correct values for the resonances, an extensive error analysis has been carried out, on the 
natural frequencies estimation, on the amplitudes and on the phases values obtained with the different 
sweep rate. 
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Fig 10 MDOF system, m11, X direction, stepped vs swept sine excitation, negative sweep rate 

 

3.1.1 Frequency errors 

For what concerns the frequency errors’ values, fig.12 reports the percentage errors for the first five 
natural frequencies, evaluated both in positive (continuous line) and negative (dashed line) sweep rate. It’s 
interesting noticing that the highest errors are the ones connected with the first resonance frequency, while 
as the mode number increases the error amplitude decreases. Up and down sweep give practically the 
same errors magnitude. 

Fig. 13 is a zooms in, of the percentage errors of the last three system resonance. It shows that in these 
cases the differences are very limited, within 3%. 

Combining these results, a simplified correlation between the sweep rate and the percentage errors can be 
drawn as in fig.14. This looks quite simple, but it gives an idea of the band of uncertainty around a certain 
resonant frequency at a certain sweep rate. From the data analysis, it looks like the errors are practically 
independent from the chosen DOF. 

3.1.2 Amplitude errors 

For what concerns the amplitude errors, fig.15 shows them, again for the first five frequencies and for the 
positive and negative sweeps. 

It’s worth noticing that the second resonance errors are lower than the third resonance, this being 
counterintuitive for what has been seen so far. The explanation of this fact lays in the closeness of the first 
and the second mode (within 3Hz), being the first one somehow a bigger than the second. At low 
frequencies the ringing of the DOFs is large and it can happen that a mode (in this case the first) masks the 
dynamic of the second. To test this effect two extra tests have been designed: one, separating the first and 
the second modes, two making mode two and three very close to each other. To do this the system 
stiffness characteristics have been changed appropriately. 
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Fig.12. Percentage frequency errors.  First five system resonances as function of sweep rate  

(___) positive, (_ _ _ ) negative, sweep rate 

 

 
Fig.13 Percentage frequency errors. System resonances 3,4,5 as function of sweep rate  

(___) positive, (_ _ _ ) negative, sweep rate 
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Fig.14 Percentage frequency error as function of sweep rate 

 
Fig.15: Percentage amplitude error as function of sweep rate, m11, X direction,  

original model, close modes (1-2) at low frequencies, (___) positive (_ _ _) negative sweep 
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Fig.16: Percentage amplitude error as function of sweep rate, m11, X direction, 

modified system1, distinct modes, positive sweep rate 

 

Fig.16 shows that bringing the close modes apart restores the expected errors magnitude order, the lower 
the mode frequency the higher the errors. 

Fig.17 instead shows that there is a trade off point in the sweep rate in which the errors for the two modes, 
(second and third) switch. This plot refers to another modified system in which the second and the third 
natural frequencies are again very close.  This fact can be explained considering that the response 
envelope of the MDOF systems: when the modes are close, the ripples of the response of one mode 
influence the response of the adjacent ones. The only solution to the problem is performing the system 
excitation with sufficiently slow sweep rate! 

3.1.3 Phase errors 

For what concerns the phase, no indicator exists that can easily show the amount of error such quantity. 
Fig. 18 simply compares the phase plots derived from the stepped and the swept sine simulation of the 
original system, on m11 in the X (upper) and Y (lower) directions respectively. Surprisingly, the phase 
curves are very close to each other apart some ringing at the low frequency end. 

4 TEST MEASUREMENTS 

To validate the consistency of the sweep rate effects, some measurements have been carried out on a real 
structure: a metal sheet box (60 by 40 b7 20 cm), suspended at the corners with four resilient mounts with 
a unbalanced rotor and an electric variable speed motor to drive it. 

Different sweep rate have been tried out obtaining results like the ones reported in fig. 19 and 20 
respectively for a fast and a slow sweep. As expected the same difference obtained in the simulation phase 
can be e highlighted here as well: first the amplitude of the peak responses are slightly higher on the slow 
than on the fast speed (the system remains longer in resonant conditions), secondly the natural frequencies 
at which the system tends are lower for the slow sweep than for the fast one in accordance with what as 
been highlighted previously. 
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Fig.17: Percentage amplitude error as function of sweep rate m11, X direction, 

modified system2, distinct modes, positive sweep rate, close mode (2-3) at higher frequencies 

 

 
Fig.18: Phase plot comparison stepped vs sweep sine 
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The proposed set-up still doesn’t shows all the necessary setting to perform the natural frequencies tuning 
to evaluate the effect of the modal density at various frequencies, but it still allows to highlight the main 
dependence of the system responses to the sweep rate.  

 

 
Fig.19: Spectrogram, real structure, fast sweep 

 

 
Fig.19: Spectrogram, real structure, slow sweep 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents the problems deriving from the use of the sweep sine excitation. It highlights that the 
estimation errors can present themselves both in frequency and in amplitude and their values depends 
strongly form the rate and direction of sweep.  

The paper shows that for well spaced modes, the errors and the sweep rate are practically linearly related, 
but as soon as the modes are close, they heavily influence each-other. De facto, the first mode encountered 
by the exciting frequency, either raising or decreasing, influences the following ones with its transient 
response. This fact brings, as consequence, different errors in the estimate of the frequency peaks. It has 
been shown that, in a counterintuitive manner, higher modes can have bigger errors than lower ones. 
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Up to now, the experimental setup is still limited and doesn’t allow many modifications and control of its 
dynamical behavior, but the authors are willing to investigate more the subject and invest in a more 
appropriate set-up. Further simulations are foreseen to understand more the link between sweep rate, and 
modal density, damping and modal mass of the different modes. These results will be presented in a future 
work. 
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Abstract
Among the causes that can lead to cracking and failure of flow path components of a gas turbine, high
cycle fatigue (HCF) induced failures are treated as a design issue. It’s extremely important to avoid
resonance frequencies in the operative range starting from the initial design phases.

Due to the high number of stimuli, avoiding potential resonance crossings is often not feasible, but failures
may still be avoided by limiting vibratory stress levels. This is one of the reasons why a prototype
validation campaign is usually performed: during the prototype test vibratory stress levels are compared to
HCF endurance limits

This paper concentrates upon the processes used to design and validate a high-pressure turbine blade for
an industrial gas turbine. Preliminary design, geometry, material selection, bench and engine testing are
described. Also, results from first unit field operation are reported.

1 Introduction

The component object of this paper is the 2nd stage high pressure turbine rotor blade of the latest-
developed GE O&G 32MW-class, two-shafts heavy-duty gas turbine for mechanical drive and generator
drive applications (Figure 1).

The gas turbine, whose high efficiency (more than 36%) and low emissions (below 15ppm NOx) are best-
in-class for this category of turbo-machinery, features:
 an high-pressure ratio (17:1) 11-stage axial flow compressor
 a six-can Dry Low NOx combustion system which allows less premix condition and therefore low

emissions in an enlarged operating range (from 50% to 100% load)
 an axial flow, two-stage reaction-type HPT (High Pressure Turbine), directly coupled to the

compressor, whose nozzles and blades are air-cooled (their internal serpentines, and film cooling for
1st stage nozzles and blades, provide convection cooling). The compressor / HPT shaft runs at a
nominal speed of 7415rpm and has a wide speed range with respect to a typical heavy duty machine,
since it can operate between 85% to 101% speed

 a two-stage power turbine, derived from the proven PGT25+ HSPT (High Speed Power Turbine) with
similar general arrangement and mechanical structure where the flow path and airfoils were re-
designed to match the higher airflow. The power turbine can operate between 50% and 105% speed
and its nominal speed is 5714rpm

82 blades are installed on the 2nd stage HPT wheel.
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Figure 1: GE O&G latest 2-shafts Gas Turbine

2 The 2nd stage High Pressure Turbine Blade Design and Testing

In Figure 2 and Figure 3, the 2nd stage HPT bladed wheel and the 2nd stg blade model and cooling system
are shown: blade cooling layout is made up of three circuits: two single passage serpentines and one five-
passages serpentine.

Figure 2: 2nd stage HPT bladed wheel model

Blade’s passages have fully turbolated pressure side and suction side inner walls, from 5% to 90% of
radial blade span and turbolators are 90° inclined with respect to the coolant flow path. The coolant is bled
out into the hot gas path through five holes drilled on the tip plate of the blade. No film-cooling hole is
drilled on the airfoil. Original blade material was GTD111EA (Equiax grain).
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The blade has three axial dovetails. The shank has two “angel wings” to prevent hot gas ingestion in the
rotating cavities. A damper pin and two sealing pins are inserted in the shank to damp blades vibrations
and reduce gas leakages.

Figure 3: Blade FEM model and cooling system circuit

The correct evaluation of a turbine blade dynamic behavior is invaluable to avoid potential resonance
crossings. This is achieved starting from the knowledge of which are the stimuli affecting the blade and
which are the blade natural frequencies and modal shapes; in fact resonances occur when the stimulus
matches frequency and “shape” of the blade.

Resonances are normally highlighted during the design phase, even if the “magnitude” of each vibration
cannot be easily evaluated. Only field test data can determine completely the vibration amplitudes for
expected or un-expected resonances.

Stimuli are originated by flow irregularities faced by the blade: number of shrouds, strips, number of
combustion chambers, airfoils count upstream and downstream of the blade, etcetera; their identification is
usually straightforward, even if un-expected stimuli can show up during the testing phase and their nature
difficult to attribute sometimes.

Design is aimed to reduce to a minimum the number of stimuli. Through FEM techniques, the modal
analysis and the modal cyclic symmetry analysis, natural frequency and modal shape of the blade are
estimated.

The blade continuous structure is converted into discrete elements connected through nodes (FEM model),
where all type of loads and boundary condition, pressures, temperatures, inertia loads, etcetera are applied.
Solving the constitutive equations that link the nodes provides a solution of the deformed state due to the
loads applied.

ANSYS code and brick-shaped SOLID90 and SOLID95 elements, well suited to model curved
boundaries, were used.

The modal analysis allows the determination of the natural frequencies and modal shapes of one single
blade and its results are the references used during bench validation testing, while modal cyclic symmetry
analysis allows the determination of the vibration characteristics of one entire sector of a cyclic
symmetrical structure, as the blades plus wheel assembly. In this analysis, the wheel is included in the
model; the blade is welded to the wheel on the dovetail contact faces and the complexity of the interaction
between blades and wheel are fully taken into account.

Modal cyclic symmetry analysis is generally more important for shrouded blades where the contact
between blades’ shrouds (difficult to simulate) has high influence on the system dynamic response, than
for un-shrouded ones. In fact, for un-shrouded blades there is still an interaction between them and the
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wheel, but not a significant one between adjacent blades (the interaction is only through the damper and
the sealing pins). In our case, modal analysis and modal cyclic symmetry analysis give similar results.

The Campbell Diagram originated from the modal cyclic symmetry analysis is shown in Figure 4. Vertical
red lines delimit the HPT speed operating range (OR) 85-100% (continuous lines) and the OR plus 10%
safe margin (dashed lines).

The following stimuli were taken into consideration: the fundamental (1, 2, 3, 4) ones, the HPT 1st and
2nd stage nozzle foils (48), the LPT stage 1 nozzle foils (54), the combustion chambers count (6), and
minor stimuli like sector number for each stage (not plotted here).

The double of the combustion chambers count (6x2=12) was not taken into account at the time of the
original design. This is to be related to the limited GE experience with gas turbines having a small number
of combustion cans (apart from Frame3, GE gas turbines have had in the past a higher number of cans or
annular combustors). A higher number of combustion cans was translated in a higher order and weaker
stimuli, not critical for the hardware: the above assumption has been proved not applicable with less
combustion chambers and GE O&G design practices have been updated to include multiples of
combustion chambers count stimuli.

Figure 4: Campbell Diagram (Modal Cyclic Symmetry Analysis)

Design team interest was mainly focused on first modes, in fact higher order modes have reduced
possibility to be energized. To validate the analytical predictions a complete FETT was assembled and
tested.

The engine was provided with over 1400 special static and dynamic measurements.

A dedicated telemetry system was installed for rotating parts measurements on the Gas Generator shaft
(Figs. 5 and 6) connected to a Dynamic Data Acquisition System (DDAS) to record strain gages responses
(22 kHz sampling rate). Blades vibrations were recorded and real-time transformed in Waterfall diagrams;
also, soon after each test run, Campbell diagrams and fatigue points datasheet were produced.
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Figure 5: HPT rotor telemetry Figure 6: Wiring on HP wheel to telemetry

FETT fully confirmed the 2nd stage blade foreseen modal behavior in term of frequencies: all expected
values were confirmed within reasonable uncertainty. The only unexpected issue was the presence of the
12xRev stimulus, not taken into consideration during the early design phase. This exciter created a
resonance when crossing the 1st flexional mode. A side-band resonance was also present: the crossing 1st
flexional at 10xRev (about at 100% speed), even if rather lower in level.

3 Design Improvements

FETT unexpected results conducted the design team to a deep investigation to understand the origin of the
12xRev stimulus on the HP S2B and evaluate the possibility to somehow mitigate it.

In fact, the 12xRev @ 1F was located very close to the OR lower limit (ref. also Figure 4). Due to this
closeness to the OR, and considering the different HCF safe factors applied when resonances are located
in the operative range or beyond, it was decided to conservatively treat this as inside the OR.

The origin for the stimulus was attributed to twice the combustion chambers count (6 cans). Other possible
origins were considered as well: for instance, the double of the discharge diffuser struts count was
evaluated, but disregarded due to their relative long distance from the HPT 2nd stg blades.

The 12xRev stimuli couldn’t be completely removed: the only way-out was to lower the 1st flexional
frequency in order to move the 12xRev at 1st flexional crossing out of the operative range and leaving the
resonance only during transients at startup and shutdown. Also, moving a crossing to lower speeds reduces
generally its associated energy, leading therefore to a lower peak vibration.

Various options were considered to lower 1F mode frequency, taking care not to affect any engine
interface (e.g. no significant change in the HP S2B airfoil profile or blade-wheel serration) and four of
them downselected for further analyses:

1. Tip mass addition, increasing tip cap and/or airfoil thickness at higher span (Figure 7)

This was rejected, for the following reasons:

I. Increasing tip cap thickness was adversely affecting the mechanical and thermal stresses

II. Modifying airfoil contour was affecting the airfoil aerodynamic characteristics

III. A new core and a new wax dies were necessary

IV. The increased tip cap thickness was going to affect metal temperature locally

2. New radial patterned cooling holes, in place of serpentine core (Figure 8)

This was also rejected, for three main reasons:
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I. reduced cooling effectiveness due to the absence of turbulated walls (lower HTC) and less
surface for heat exchange

II. increased blade weight and higher metal temperature

III. necessity to introduce different casting and machining processes to realize radial holes
(EDM drilling instead of a ceramic core)

Figure 7: Tip Mass Addition Figure 8: Radial Cooling Holes

3. Blade material change from GTD111 (EA) to GTD111 (DS)

The change from equiax GTD111 (EA) to directionally solidified GTD111 (DS) was selected, after having
scrutinized various other materials. This allowed to maintain casting dies and machining processes, due to
the similar shrink factors and characteristics of the two materials.

Analyses confirmed the significant reduction of the blade natural frequencies for axial and flexural modes
going from equiax to directionally solidified GTD111. This is due to the reduced radial-direction Young
modulus of the new material and basically unchanged density, which reduced the airfoil radial stiffness.
Figure 9 shows the calculated Campbell diagram for the DS blade. Reduced 1F frequency shifts the
resonance out of the operative range.

Figure 9: GTD111DS Blade Campbell diagram
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Also, creep life was considerably increased due to the higher GTD111 DS material creep capability.

4. Damper pin modification

Blade damper pins were optimized to improve damping effectiveness and guarantee a foolproof assembly.
A damper, in-between the shank of adjacent blades is the mean device to lower airfoil responses (mainly
flex ones). During engine operation, blades move back and forth close together due to their relative
vibratory motion: the centrifugal force loads the damper against the blades and absorbs energy, providing
Coulomb damping due to friction. The shape and the weight of the damper significantly affects frictional
opposing forces. The damper pin and damper slot were therefore modified to allow a perfect damper
positioning between the adjacent shanks.

In summary, the changes from the original design included:

- GTD111EA to GTD111DS material change.

- Slight optimization of the damper pins and corresponding damper slots

- Minor tweaks to to fillet radii of coolant circuits to slightly increase overall blade weight, thus helping to
further reduce frequency response but without affecting wheel’s pull. As a secondary effect, this
modifications reduced casting core breaks as well, hence improving yield.

4 Blade Bench Tests

Using some pre-production blades, a back-to-back free-free ping test and a Laser Doppler Vibrometry
(LDV) evaluation was conducted in conjunction with the Mechanical Dept. of University of Ancona
(Università Politecnica delle Marche).

During the free-free ping test the natural frequencies of both the EA and the DS blades in ambient
conditions and unconstrained were back-to-back compared; test showed a good agreement between
measured and predicted frequencies and assessed a good blade to blade variability.

LDV test was conducted constraining EA and DS blades dovetail in a fixture (Figure 10) to simulate the
serration in the wheel and then blowing air on the airfoil.

Figure 10: LDV test HP 2nd stg blade fixture
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A laser probe detected displacements, velocities and frequencies of the points by which the airfoil is
mapped (Figure 11). Besides the natural frequency values, the LDV gives back pictures of the
displacements of the points for any mode facilitating the recognition of the modal shape. From these data
it was possible to compare both modal frequencies and shapes between the FEA model and the real blade
(in ambient conditions). LDV confirmed the good match of frequencies given back from ping test; in fact
(Figure 12) there was good match not only for frequencies but also for mode shapes.

Figure 11: LDV arrangement - grid points Figure 12: 1T mode shape (FEM left – LDV right)

5 Engine Test

At the time of the HP S2B redesign, the FETT had completed the Mechanical Drive validation campaign,
and the Generator Drive (GD) application testing campaign was to be started.

Hence, to reduce as much as possible FETT outage, stay within the original GT test plan schedule and get
significant information to confirm the goodness of the applied tweaks, it was decided to perform a
rainbow test by installing 9 redesigned HP S2B DS, instrumented with S/Gs.

To perform the installation of the 9 instrumented blades in GTD111DS, a special hot splicing technique
for the S/Gs wiring was developed (since the rotor was remaining in the bottom half casings, there was no
possibility to re-route new special instrumentation wirings through the gas generator shaft to the HPT
telemetry)

5.1 Splicing Technique Validation

The main concern was related to the robustness of the high temperature splicing technique required to
connect the new blades S/Gs MgO-insulated cables to the existing previously installed telemetry wirings.
This operation was novel to GE, and no other gas turbine OEMs references were available. The hot
splicing would have been operating at temperatures above 450°C and G-loads in the range of 265000 g.

In order to abate any potential risk, GE Oil&Gas Technology Laboratory leveraged external suppliers’
experience in cold splicing applications, and performed extensive “hot” bench tests, before execute the
splicing operation on the FETT.

Two steps were performed:

1. Selection and g-load testing of high temperature cement

Several chemical composites and cements were available from different suppliers for high temperature
applications. An experimental DoE was conducted using different resins and cements, at higher
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centrifugal loads and higher temperatures with respect to the expected GT operating range. An existing
centrifugal compressor stage testing facility was used and a total of 12 different cements tested. Final
outcome was the selection of the most promising high temperature cement.

2. Endurance testing of bubble splices with the selected cement

After the cement selection, an endurance test of the bubble splices was initiated: six bubble splices
(Figures 13 and 14) were installed and wired to a telemetry system, with 2 strain gages and 4
thermocouples channels. Testing was performed at g-loads 50% higher than the gas turbine operating
conditions and simulating stress cycles, performing several startups and shutdowns.

During the 50-hour test, no showstoppers were highlighted and thus the final configuration was ready to
be installed on the FETT engine. The only critical behavior observed was the low ground electrical
insulation measured on the MgO cable, due to the increase of moisture content in the MgO insulating
mineral itself after the cement injection in the bubble splice. Once heated up after few operating hours, the
moisture dried out and the noise effect became un-noticeable.

SG1

SG2

TC3

TC4

TC5

TC6

SG1

SG2

TC3

TC4

TC5

TC6

Figure 13: Bubble splices in the bench Figure 14: Bubble splice detail

5.2 FETT Blades Instrumentation and bubble splices Installation

A Rainbow Test (different blade standards – old and new ones - are installed on the same wheel and tested
together to evaluate their different response when subjected to the same stimuli) was planned with 9 newly
designed blades (GTD111DS) replacing 9 unmodified blades of the previous campaign test.

The 9 blades (6 of them with 2 strain gages each one, fulfilling the 12 available telemetry channels
capability) were divided in two groups at ~180° around the wheel: one group made of 4 consecutive
blades and the other group made of 5 of them (Figure 15).

The gage positions on the blades were optimized to monitor 1F behavior. Such a configuration had
intrinsic redundancy, which allowed for strain ratio comparisons on each instrumented blade, each blade
having more than 1 gage and each gage location (1, 2 & 3) being represented on 4 different blades.

The blade in the middle in the group of 5 DS blades was considered the reference for the flexural dynamic
response, being it located between the others in DS material and therefore not influenced by the possibly
different dynamic behaviour of the equiax blades.
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Figure 15: Group of 5 DS blades

The twelve bubble splices necessary to connect all the strain gages wiring were performed on the FETT
HPT 2nd stage wheel on site and without removing the rotor from the unit (Figures 16 and 17).

Figure 16: Wire soldering Figure 17: Cement injection in bubble splice

5.3 Test Results

A complete HPT 2nd stage blade aeromechanics validation campaign was performed. Normal start-up to
full speed no load and full speed full load, hot starts, cold starts, over speed (up to 108% of nominal
speed), load steps, normal shut-downs and emergency shut-downs were performed and more than 100
fired running hours.

The first strain gage anomaly was registered only after more than 40 fired running hours, allowing
collection of a sufficient amount of data and fatigue points.

Resonances at 12xRev and 10xRev were (as expected) at lower speed and amplitude of vibration. With
respect to the original blade, the crossings were shifted out of the operative range and promoted to a safer
condition as they occurred at lower speed.

In the design phase a control threshold used to monitor the test (for each gage for each mode) is defined.
This threshold is calculated using the Goodman diagram (a typical diagram is represented in Figure 18).
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The endurance curve, or Goodman curve, gives the amount of alternating stress allowed by the material
before crack initiation for a given mean stress and a given temperature.

The points representing the modal blade stresses (mean and alternating) are plotted in the Goodman
diagram. Subsequently, they are shifted vertically till the “higher” of them touches the endurance curve
(all the other points are still contained below the curve): the stress corresponding to this point is called
σlimit. The strain reads from the gage in this situation is named Scope Limit (SL) and represent the control
threshold. If during the test the gage measures a strain corresponding to the SL, this means that there is a
location of the blade where a crack could potentially initiate.

Figure 18: Typical Goodman diagram

Before proceeding with SL calculation, the Goodman curve is scaled down with safety factors to take into
account airfoil features, instrumentation uncertainties, stress calculations errors, blade-to-blade variability
etc. These factors are the same used by GE Energy gas turbines and GE Aviation jet engines.

During engine test, the 1F at 10xRev and 12xRev were below a low percentage of the SL. Anyway as
standard practice, the acquired data were post-processed, comparing measured strains vs. endurance limits
after the test conclusion.

Data post-processing confirmed that by changing the HP 2nd stage blade material from EA to DS, two
main facts occurred:

1) first flexural frequency was lowered (hence resonance speed and mean stresses were reduced)

2) the allowable alternating stress was increased

The combination of the above effects resulted in a bigger margin with respect to allowable stress curve:
stress reduction of about 40% was seen for the 12xrev crossing (similarly for the 10 x rev), bringing
vibrations well below allowable values.

6 FETT teardown

The FETT teardown, performed at the completion of the Generator Drive validation campaign, included a
detailed inspection of the 2nd stage blades: old and new blades were inspected. Initially, dirty-layout and
visual inspections were performed: blades serration on the wheel has been carefully examined and damper
pins conditions evaluated to verify the absence of any wear or abnormal behavior.

After, the blades were washed and cleaned to be inspected with fluorescent penetrant liquids (Figure 19).
No crack or defect was highlighted, confirming design goodness.
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Figure 19: HP S2Bs after Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection

7 First commercial unit

The first commercial gas turbine equipped with the new HP S2B went into operation at Yara Sluiskil on
October 2007 as a power generation unit.

Boroscope inspections were performed at regular intervals and the HPT 2nd stg blades observed. The
visual inspection showed very good conditions of the blades leading edges (Figure 20), trailing edges
(Figure 21) fillets and platforms.

Figure 20: 4000h inspection - leading edges Figure 21: 4000h inspection - trailing edges

8 Conclusions

The re-design steps followed to enhance the dynamic response of a gas turbine HPT rotor blade have been
explained.

Instrumented engine test confirmed analytical and bench tests predictions. The change of the blade
material shifted down the critical resonance of 1F crossings with 12xRev and 10xRev providing vibrations
levels well below design limits, while increasing casting yield and blades life margin.

Boroscope inspections on the first commercial unit confirmed FETT results.
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Abstract 
Experimental modal analysis has become in the past years a sophisticated and reliable tool to assess the 
dynamic behaviour of structures. This is why AVIO, in collaboration with the Politecnico di Torino, 
decided to start a comprehensive test campaign on a large component of one of the aeronautical engines 
which are currently in production. As many typical aeronautical devices, the item must bear both high 
dynamic and thermal stresses. In order to identify the vibration behaviour of the part, its modal parameters 
had been measured and matched with the results of a finite element model. The structure under 
investigation is a metallic and thin shell of almost cylindrical shape and it was studied in laboratory 
conditions. A random input was applied by an electrodynamical shaker in order to excite the cylinder 
mainly in its radial direction but with non negligible tangential and axial force components. In the free-
free configuration a large set of acceleration data was acquired for a total of 320 points, each in three 
directions, in order to correctly define not only the system poles but also its mode shapes. The measures 
took five days and were accomplished in 54 runs because of two main reasons: the limited number of 
channels in the acquisition system and the need of limiting the added mass on the thin shell. A dedicated 
support had also been designed and manufactured with the aim of correctly simulating the real boundary 
conditions, which are quite particular and should allow the thermal expansion of the cylinder: in this 
configuration only 30 triaxial acceleration signals were measured in five runs. All data have been 
independently processed by two modal parameters estimation techniques, namely the stochastic subspace 
identification in the time domain (SSI) and the rational fraction polynomial method in the Z domain 
(FRPZ). The system is almost axisymmetrical and in fact the experimental results show the presence of 
couples of modes with very close frequencies and very similar mode shapes, thus confirming the 
theoretical predictions. Some highlights on the practical implementation of the two techniques are given 
together with a comparison and comments on their result. 

1 Introduction 

Experimental modal analysis (EMA) has attracted thousand of researchers in last 20 years and it has been 
conjugated in a huge number of different points of view and perspectives. 
Nowadays, being well mature, EMA still attracts the researchers for its flexibility and the immense field of 
applications. From identification algorithms, to up-dating techniques, time, frequency or time frequency 
domains, global extraction, input-output, output-only measures and so on, the community has investigated 
an incredible number of aspects and interesting applications. 
The EMA application object of this paper has specifically attracted the researchers interest for the 
considerable number of channels employed and, even more important, for the almost perfect symmetry of 
the system under study. Symmetric structures have been well studied in the past, from the analytical point 
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of view but also from the experimental one; for this type of structure, the symmetry always represents a 
delicate passage during experimentation, due to the presence of the repeated or “almost repeated” modes. 
The structure investigated is, in facts, a thin metal shell of “almost” cylindrical shape, and was tested in 
highly controlled laboratory conditions. A random input was applied by an electro-dynamic shaker to 
excite the cylinder along its radial direction, still keeping some components along tangential and axial 
axes. 
In its free-free configuration, a large set of acceleration data was acquired for a total of 320 points, each 
one along three directions, to correctly investigate not only the poles but its mode shapes specifically. 
Measures lasted five full days of work and were accomplished in 54 runs not only due to the limited 
number of channels available in the acquisition chain but also to limit the added accelerometer mass on 
the thin shell. A specific support had also been designed and manufactured to correctly simulating the real 
boundary conditions, which are quite peculiar and must allow the thermal expansion of the cylinder.  
To reach a satisfactory level of reliability of the results, data have been processed by two extraction 
techniques, the stochastic subspace identification in the time domain (SSI) and the rational fraction 
polynomial method in the Z domain (FRPZ). Due to the cited “almost” axisymmetrical geometry the 
experimental results show the presence of couples of modes at very close frequencies and very similar 
mode shapes, thus confirming the theoretical predictions.  

2 Rational Fraction Polynomials in the Z domain 

The method presented in this section is a version of the well known Rational Fraction Polynomials method 
but is based on the representation of a frequency response function in the Z domain: it is therefore named 
RFPZ. For a linear and time invariant system with n degrees of freedom, the impulse response function 
can be expressed in the form [1] 
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Expanding eq. (3) for N spectral lines it is simple to get 
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When another FRF is considered, matrix B and vector a of eq. (4) remain unchanged so that, with NFRF 
frequency response functions, a system of equations can be assembled in the form 
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It may be observed that this equation holds true also for MIMO systems, being the coefficients a (related 
to the poles ) independent from both the excitation and measurement points. rs

The system of eq. (5) has 2 )1( +NFRFn  unknowns, i.e. the elements of the vectors a and bm, 
m=1,…,NFRF, and can be solved in a least square sense. The above procedure is indeed correct but can 
lead to a very time consuming implementation, especially when large data sets are analysed (NFRF>>1) 
and n has to vary (e.g. to define a stabilization chart). 
It is then necessary to develop a numerically more efficient process although still based on a least square 
procedure. For the mth generic FRF, eq. (4) can also be written in the form 
 mmmm ewBbaA =−−  
where vector e  takes into account the errors between the measured FRF and the assumed model. In 
order to compute the unknown vectors a and b

m

m the least squares procedure requires to minimise the real 
valued (positive) global error E 
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or in brief 
 raR =  (6) 
with  and . nn 22 ×ℜ∈R 12 ×ℜ∈ nr
A system of only 2n real linear equations has to be solved for a, but based on all the N spectral lines of 
NFRF frequency response functions. Both R and r are defined as simple sums and moreover, because of 
the formulation in the Z domain, matrix R is well conditioned. 

Some difficulties could arise in the computation of [ ]( ) 1Re −BBH  but a closer look to the structure of the 
matrix shows that this inversion is straightforward and gives 
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with num  and 2−+= nN ( ) 122 +−−+= nNnNden  

Eq. (6) gives a so that the poles tzrrs ∆ln=  of the system can be obtained by computing the solutions 
, r=1,…,2n, of the following equation rz
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The related modal constants  are computed on the basis of eq. (2). By considering a single FRF, for 
any k (frequency) and r (pole) it is now simple to compute the ratio 
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or, in brief 
 NAH =  (9) 
The solution is again sought for in a least square sense by separating the real and imaginary parts of A, 
respectively R  and I . Eq. (9) is then written in the form A A

 ε=−+ HINRN AA i  
where  is the error vector. ε

By minimising the error e  with respect to  and I , the following system of linear equations is 
found 
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This simple system of 2n real equations yields  and then, from (10), also R  is determined. AI A

In brief, the RFPZ method just requires these steps: 
 build up matrices  and  and vectors  according to eq. (4); mA B mw
 compute vector a with eq. (6) , with the help of eq. (7); 
 compute the zeros  of eq. (8) and then the poles s ; rz r

 compute the imaginary and real parts of the modal constants A, and then the mode shapes, with eq. 
(10) and (11). 

A more detailed description of the procedure is found in [2]. 

3 Stochastic Subspace Identification 

A lot of effort was recently spent in the framework of subspace identification and, although an exhaustive 
review is impossible, the book by Van Overschee and De Moor [3] is a milestone to be surely cited. 
Subspace methods take advantage of robust numerical techniques such as QR factorisation and Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD) by using geometric tools such as the oblique projections of the row space of 
matrices. 
Given a deterministic-stochastic state-space model with s measurements of the input and of the output  
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where  the output vector is a q-dimensional column vector, t is time,  is the input vector and the 
order of the system, i.e. the dimension of the state vector , is n. Moreover, w and 

ry ru

rx r rν are unmeasurable 
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vector signals called process error and measurement error respectively. The subspace identification 
problem consists in estimating the model order n and the system matrices A, B, C and D up to within a 
similarity transformation. In the “data-driven approach” the input data are gathered in a block Hankel 
matrix  
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the subscript p denotes the “past”, the subscript f denotes the “future” and the number of block rows i is a 
user defined index, that should be large enough with respect to the maximum order of the system to be 
identified [3]. The number of columns l is typically equal to 12 +− is , which implies that all given data 
are used. The output block Hankel matrices Y , Y12|0 −i p and Yf are defined in a similar manner by replacing 
u with y in Eq. (13) and both input and output data may be then collected in the block Hankel matrix 
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Subspace identification algorithms are based on geometric concepts and system properties may be 
obtained by geometric manipulation of the row spaces of the above defined matrices. It is possible to 
decompose the matrix Y as linear combinations of the two non-orthogonal matrices U and W and of the 
orthogonal complement of U and W as follows: 
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where the symbol  means orthogonal complement. The reader is referred to [3] for the computation of 
these three terms and for their geometric interpretations. In particular, for the subspace methods the matrix 

is needed, which is called the oblique projection of the row space of Y
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weighted oblique projection is performed 
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order n is determined by inspecting singular values and accordingly U1 and S1 are defined. An estimate of 
the extended observability matrix 
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may be obtained as 21
11

ˆ SUi =

i

Γ , from which we finally have the system matrices A and C (and modal 
parameters may be easily extracted from these matrices). A wide class of subspace algorithms, such as 
N4SID [4], MOESP [5] and CVA [6] require different left and right user defined weighting matrices for 
the oblique projection O  in Eq. (14). 

4 Experimental layout 

The structure under investigation, sketched in Fig. 1, is a metallic and thin shell of almost cylindrical 
shape, with diameter and length of about 80 cm. For each measurement a burst random input was applied 
by an electrodynamical shaker exciting the system in the frequency range of interest. The force, measured 
by a load cell, was directed in order to excite the cylinder mainly in its radial direction but with non 
negligible tangential and axial force components. 
In the free-free configuration, tri-axial acceleration data were acquired in 40 points in each of the 8 cross 
sections (S1, …, S8), for a total of 320 points, with the purpose of correctly defining not only the system 
poles but also its mode shapes. The test campaign took five days and was accomplished in 54 runs because 
of two main reasons: the limited number of channels in the acquisition system and the need of limiting the 
added mass on the thin shell. To check the repeatability of the tests and also to define different reference 
channels for a possible output-only analysis, two extra triaxial accelerometers were kept in fixed positions. 
 

 

 

Frequency 

Figure 1. 
Left: sketch of the structure. Right: example of histogram with well defined couples of stable poles. 

S8 

S1 

 
A dedicated support was also designed and manufactured to have the opportunity of correctly simulating 
the real fixing which is quite particular: in fact it should permit the thermal expansion of the cylinder but 
at large the structure can be considered clamped-free. In this configuration only ten points in three sections 
(S1, S4, S7) were measured in radial and tangential direction for a total of 30 points in five runs. An 
accelerometer was also placed on the support to verify its correct behaviour and again two extra triaxial 
accelerometers were employed as references. 
The fixtures, the instrumentation and all the measurements were in charge of the Ente Centri Sperimentali 
of the AVIO plant in Torino. 
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All data have been independently processed by the two modal parameters estimation techniques giving 
similar results but some words should be spent on the rationale that allows to separate physical and 
numerical modes. 
First of all it is worth remembering that the number of modes of a system is in general not know a priori so 
that it is necessary to presume which model order allows for the best fitting of the measured data. The 
typical procedure starts from a low order and increases its value and the result of this practice is a number 
of modes, with the physical (true) to be split from the computational ones. One possible, and certainly 
practical and diffused, approach consists in the generation and observation of the so called stabilisation 
chart or diagram. In this paper the stabilisation chart is substituted by an histogram where the number of 
repetitions of a pole, computed with different model orders is plotted as a function of frequency (it is of 
great help to exclude from this graph the non physical poles, estimated with negative damping ratios). 
Stable, and hopefully physical, modes give well defined and high bars in the histogram (Fig. 1). In 
presence of a high valued bar, the choice of the mode (frequency, damping ratio, shape) is then performed 
by evaluating the MAC among all the mode shapes, one for each pole within the frequency limits of the 
bar. The mode shape which, in the MAC sense, is most similar to all the others is considered the most 
representative and its pole is then the “best” pole. This approach can be more cumbersome than simply 
picking a mode in a stabilisation chart but is convenient to keep the whole procedure less sensitive to 
personal opinions. 

4.1 Free-free condition 

This section describes the results obtained on the structure in its free-free condition, i.e. elaborating the 
information of all 960 channels (three accelerations times 320 points). The values of Table 1 are the mean 
values of frequency and damping ratio computed on the 54 runs by the SSI method. The RFPZ technique 
produces similar values, not reported for brevity, with usually higher damping ratios. 
Figure 2 presents a selection of the extracted mode shapes. A couple of points does not behave 
accordingly to all the others but we decided not to manipulate their parameters. 
Table 1 shows that many identified modes appear with a companion, and slightly different, frequency as 
can be confirmed by an accurate observation of the histogram in Fig. 1. This is a typical behaviour of 
almost axisymmetric structures [7,8] with the frequency differences tending to zero for perfectly 
symmetric system. A further difficulty arises in the process of modal parameters extraction: the mode 
shapes at similar frequencies are almost identical although rotated by the angle m°= 90ϕ , where m is the 
number of lobes. To cope with this problem the identification procedure has to be run with high model 
orders which requires efficient algorithms with the ability of separating close modes. 
Figure 3 presents an example of the extracted rotated mode shapes. The smooth surface is related to the 
3.844 Hz mode but also the peak at 3.867 Hz (Fig. 1) is well defined an permits a reasonable identification 
of the deformations (a fictitious sampling frequency has been defined in order to fix the first mode at 1.00 
Hz). Also the rotation angle °≅ 27ϕ  is not far from its ideal value of 30°. 
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Mode number Frequency (Hz) Damping ratio (%) Companion frequency (Hz) 

1 1.000 0.60 1.030 

2 1.246 0.37 1.301 

3 3.033 0.58 3.016 

4 3.867 0.39 3.844 

5 6.038 0.45 6.090 

6 6.563 0.20 6.530 

7 8.072 0.62 8.171 

8 8.629 0.32 - 

9 9.064 0.40 9.180 

10 9.624 1.97 - 

11 9.829 0.86 - 

12 11.95 0.42 12.10 

13 12.72 0.21 12.677 

14 13.38 0.32 13.30 

15 14.68 0.15 14.50 

16 14.91 0.20 14.97 

Table 1: frequency and damping ratio in free-free conditions. 
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Mode 1 

 
Mode 2 

 
Mode 7 
 
 

Figure 2: examples of extracted mode shapes. 
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Figure 3: example of rotated mode shapes (mode 4). 

4.2 Clamped-free condition 

With the clamped-free arrangement the structure was submitted to two different levels of excitation, 
conventionally named LOW and HIGH, by varying the output of the signal generator. The analysis of the 
resulting FRFs did not raise any suspect of non-linearity and in fact the extracted modal parameters in 
Tables 2 and 3 do not present any significant discrepancy. 

 
Frequency (Hz) Damping ratio (%) Companion frequency (Hz) 

2.713 0.63 - 

3.969 0.47 - 

4.334 0.57 4.378 

6.913 0.61 6.700 

8.198 1.56 - 

8.744 0.36 - 

9.466 0.40 9.541 

Table 2: clamped-free condition an LOW excitation level. 
 

Frequency (Hz) Damping ratio (%) Companion frequency (Hz) 
2.778 0.81 - 

3.981 0.33 - 

4.323 0.65 4.366 

6.987 0.43 6.894 

8.184 0.97 - 

8.725 0.58 - 

9.450 0.43 9.523 

Table 3: clamped-free condition an HIGH excitation level. 
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Also the extracted mode shapes are similar for the two levels of excitation but, because of the limited 
number of measured points, are not so simple to interpret as in the free-free configuration. For example 
modes 1 and 2 (Figure 4) show some unexpected asymmetry which may be due to the particular boundary 
conditions but this aspect could not be further investigated. 
 

 
Figure 4: Mode shapes 1 and 2 for the clamped-free configuration, LOW level of excitation. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper has briefly presented the results of a long and quite accurate test campaign performed on an 
almost cylindrical aeronautical engine component currently produced by AVIO SpA. The fine 
experimental mesh for the free-free boundary conditions was designed to describe with good precision the 
mode shapes of the structure; in fact the rig was expected to exhibit both local and global modes with 
many lobes in the frequency range under investigation, therefore justifying the presence of 40 
measurement points in 8 cross sections of the cylinder. The coarser experimental mesh for the clamped-
free configuration was due to the need of limiting the time and costs of both the measures and the 
subsequent data analysis. The whole experimental process was performed at the AVIO plant in Torino by 
the group “Centri Sperimentali” with the supervision of the group “Ingegneria del Prodotto - Sistemi di 
combustione”. 
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Two different techniques for modal parameters extraction, implemented by the Dynamics and 
Identification Research Group of the Politecnico di Torino, have been tested in the time (SSI) and 
frequency (RFPZ) domains, giving similar indications. The results herewith collected are based on an 
input-output elaboration but also output-only analyses achieved the same modal parameters although 
requiring more attention to the users. The presence of highly coupled modes has been correctly identified, 
confirming the good performances of the analysis tools. In particular, the almost perfect symmetry of the 
structure gives rise to couples of modes at very near frequencies and with rotated shapes: both these 
properties have been correctly detected. It has to be stressed that the results of the previous sections could 
only be obtained because of the possibility of highly increasing the model order in the identification 
techniques (high frequency resolution) and the fine spatial definition of the structure under test. 
Future work should be directed to validating and, possibly, updating a finite element model of the 
structure. 
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Abstract 
In this paper, vibration behavior of the fuel rod of which the properties are changing during its life time 
due to a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) plant operation conditions has been investigated. For the 
investigation, three kinds of models have been proposed according to the in-reactor condition. With these 
models, the modal analyses have been performed and the results have been compared with those of the test 
which has been carried out for verification of the analysis model. The analysis results which simulate the 
test condition show a good agreement with test results. And the model and the operation conditions 
proposed in the present analysis may be usefully applied to understand the fuel rod vibrational behavior 
during its life time in reactor. 

1 Introduction 

The fuel assembly for a typical PWR(Pressurized Water Reactor) plant is operated under severe operating 
conditions such as high temperature, high pressure and massive coolant passing through the fuel assembly 
with high speed. As shown in Fig.1, the fuel assembly consists of the grid cage which is primary structural 
member of the fuel assembly and the multiple circular fuel rods which consist of slightly enriched UO2 
cylindrical ceramic pellets and a round wire stainless steel helical spring encapsulated within a cladding 
tube seal-welded with end caps.  Since the fuel assembly is very tall and flexible structure (about 20x20 
cm square and 4m long) and the reactor coolant with high pressure and high speed is passing through in- 
and outsides of the fuel assembly, flow induced vibration (FIV) of fuel rods is an inevitable phenomenon 
in PWR fuel. When the fuel rods are subjected to coolant flow, the coolant flow provides continually a 
source of energy to vibrate fuel rod. The vibration can become one of the root causes of fatal fuel failure, 
such as fuel rod fretting wear and instability. Therefore, the FIV problem has been dealt very carefully in 
PWR fuel mechanical design. In general, three sources of external excitation are recognized in evaluating 
the fuel rod susceptibility to vibration damage. Those are reactor coolant pump blade passing frequencies, 
vortex shedding frequencies, and lower support structure motion. In order to prevent from fuel failure due 
to the external excitation, fuel rods are supported by multiple spacer grids, which were carefully decided 
the number and spacing under consideration of vibration modes, with appropriate spring forces along its 
length so that the natural frequencies of unsupported lengths of fuel rods would not be matched with the 
expected excitation frequencies. Besides of the FIV, as per irradiation proceeding, the mechanical 
properties and geometry of the fuel rods are changed and the fuel rod supporting condition provided by the 
spacer grids is also varied with plant operation condition such as the burnup and cycle length. At the 
beginning-of-life (BOL) of the fuel rod, there exists a gap between pellet and cladding of the fuel rod.  
And the spacer grid springs provide enough supporting force to the fuel rod with a certain translational 
spring constant. But, as the irradiation proceeded, the pellet has expanded gradually due to irradiation and 
eventually the gap was closed completely. And the flexibility of the spacer grid springs becomes gradually 
decreased due to the irradiation effects and sometimes there are even gaps between fuel rod and spacer 
grid springs due to the creep down of the fuel rod. In the vibration point of view, at the BOL condition, the  
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natural frequency of the fuel rod does not depend on the properties of pellet, such as mass and rigidity, but 
those of cladding alone because of the gap between fuel cladding and pellet. But with progress of burnup, 
temperature and system pressure effects have caused the cladding to contact the pellets in an oval 
configuration. In this case, the mass of the pellet is assumed to be carried by the fuel rod in lateral 
vibration, but the rigidity of the pellet is also assumed not to contribute to the vibration of the fuel rod, 
since there is no complete contact between pellets and cladding at this time. And at the end-of-life (EOL), 
the pellets have expanded to the point of hard contact with cladding due to pellet swelling caused by 
irradiation. In this case, both the mass and rigidity of the pellets contribute to the vibration of the fuel rod.  
Furthermore, because the vibration of fuel rod is quite sensitive to those effects explained above, it is very 
difficult to evaluate the natural frequencies of the fuel rod.  
 

 
Figure 1: Configuration of a typical PWR fuel assembly 

In this paper, with these considerations, the three analysis models have been proposed representing BOL 
condition, intermediate condition and EOL conditions, respectively.  
With these models, the modal analyses have been performed and the results have been compared with 
those of the test which has been carried out for verification of the analysis model. With these analyses and 
test, the changing vibration behavior of the fuel rod in a PWR fuel assembly during its life time has been 
investigated. 

TOP VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW
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2 Finite Element Models 

2.1 Assumption 

Fuel rod is very tall and flexible structure and supported by multiple spacer grids. Since the dimension and 
dynamic characteristics of the fuel rod suffer significant changes during its life time due to the effect of 
irradiation, fuel rod is very complicated structure to analyze its dynamic behavior. Especially, even the 
spacer grid which provides supporting condition of the fuel rod shows nonlinear support conditions during 
fuel life time due to irradiation growth of the spacer grid as well as the creep down of the fuel rod 
diameter, it is nearly impossible to obtain exact solution on the fuel rod vibration. For these reason, it is 
assumed that fuel rod has a nominal dimension and the spacer grids provide supporting condition with an 
appropriate spring constants at BOL. And for the convenience of the analysis, damping effect of the fuel 
rod is assumed to be ignorable.  

2.2 Detailed Finite Element Models  

For the analysis, the fuel rod of the typical fuel for OPR1000 plants in Korea has been modeled. Fig.2 
represents the configuration of the fuel rod model. In this model, the spacer grid has been modeled as three 
translational springs. One is for spacer grid spring and the other two springs are for spacer grid dimples. 
This model composed of 35 COMBIN40 elements which mean linear spring of ANSYS for spacer grids 
and 109 BEAM3 elements with 5 different real constants to represent individual components of the rod  
[1]. This model has been analized acoording to the following three life-time conditions  

 
a) simplified fuel rod model with discretely spaced spacer grids 

( )txf ,

 
b) finite element model in a span; dark circle means nodal points 

Figure 2: Schematic configuration of the fuel rod model  

Spacer grid spring 

Spacer grid dimples 
●  ●               ●  ● 
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2.2.1 Model-1 with BOL condition 

Model-1 is the just fuel tube model. At BOL condition, since there exists a gap between fuel tube and UO2 
pellets in the fuel rod, it is considered that the fuel rod excluding mass and rigidity of pellet is supported 
by multiple translational springs which represent un-irradiated spacer grid spring. In this case, the fuel rod 
can be modeled as a beam considering tube density only. For this condition, it is quite an easy to perform 
real test using prototype fuel rod. In this paper, the fuel rods with and without pellet have been tested for 
the verification of the analysis models. For the comparison with test results, the models with and without 
pellet have been analyzed under in-air cold condition.  

2.2.2 Model-2 with intermediate condition 

Model-2 is the model added mass of the UO2 pellets to the Model-1. For intermediate condition which 
represents the vibration condition of the fuel rod during at least first two cycle operation, temperature and 
system pressure effects have caused the tube to contact the pellets in a part. Since there is no complete 
contact between pellets and tube, however, the rigidity of the pellets is not considered to contribute to fuel 
rod stiffness. During this period, the spacer grid supporting condition seems to be moved from 
translational support to simply supported condition according to the progress of irradiation. In this 
condition, therefore, the fuel rod should be modeled as a beam including pellet and added mass effects 
considering operating temperature as well as tube density, but the rigidity of the pellet should not be 
included to the model. And the model should be supported by translational springs and/or simply 
supported conditions considering temperature and irradiation effects. In addition, during this period, since 
there can be a gap between spacer grid and fuel rod due to the creep down of fuel rod, the model with an 
inactive spacer grid is considered. 

2.2.3 Model-3 with EOL condition 

Model-3 is the model added rigidity of the UO2 pellets to the Model-2. For EOL condition which 
represents the vibration condition of the fuel rod during last cycle operation, the pellets have expanded due 
to irradiation and become contact with tube completely. In this case, the pellets contribute both their mass 
and rigidity to a vibration of rod. During this period, the spacer grid supporting condition will be simply 
supported condition. In this condition, therefore, the fuel rod should be modeled as having intermediate 
condition plus the rigidity of the pellet. And the model should be supported by simply supported 
conditions considering temperature and irradiation effects. As same as previous condition, during this 
period, there can be also a gap between spacer grid and fuel rod due to the creep down of fuel rod. 
Therefore, this model also considers an inactive spacer grid cases. 

3 Vibration Test 

Fig.3 shows the schematic configuration of the test equipment which is used to identify the dynamic 
characteristics of the fuel rod. In this equipment, there are 11 grids having 6x6 cells along the fuel rod 
length which are rigidly clamped on the steel board attached to the concrete wall. The spacer grid used in 
this test is shown in Fig.4. And fuel rods with and without lead pellets are inserted through each spacer 
grid. In this test, lead pellets were loaded into a fuel tube instead of real uranium pellets, since the uranium 
pellets is radioactive material. The diameter of lead pellets was determined to provide approximately the 
same weight as uranium pellets. The lead pellet’s mean diameter and length are listed in Table 1 [2]. 
Nominal inner diameter of the fuel tube is 8.35 mm, while the pellet diameter is around 7.78 mm, thus the 
gap between the pellets and tube is about 0.57 mm. For a series of modal testing on the fuel tube and fuel 
rod, a force transducer with very small mass (about 1.63E-04 lb) has been attached on the center of the 
tube, as shown in Fig.3. Therefore, to simulate these tests with previous analytical models-1 & -2, 
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additional mass corresponding to the transducer’s mass has been added on the models at the same location 
as the test rods. 

 
a) test stand with the fuel rod and fuel  

tube supported by 11 spacer grids 
b) side view around a shaker installed span 

Figure 3: Schematic configuration of the test set-up 

 
Figure 4: Schematic configuration of the mid grid design with mixing vanes 
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 Mean value Standard deviation
Diameter 7.79 0.78 
Length 20.41 2.07 

Table 1: Statistics of the lead pellets (mm) 

4 Analysis results 

4.1 BOL condition 

The eigenvalues of the Model-1 of tube and of Model-2 (tube + pellet) under BOL condition are compared 
with the test results which have been carried out in-air condition in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Even 
though the result of Model-1 without transducer mass showed a little bit different from the test results at 
the first mode, but the model with shaker mass showed quite a good agreement with test results at the first 
mode, as shown in the Table 2 and 3.  As expected, the mass of shaker contributed dominantly at the first 
mode of fuel rod, but the effect was nearly diminished after the 2nd mode. And the natural frequencies in 
the fuel tube are a little higher than those of the fuel rod.  
Since these two models are almost identical model except density of the pellets, we can also use natural 
frequency ratio as followings: 

Rod

Tube
TubeRod m

mff ×=                                                                                                                    

The frequency ratio for each natural frequency measured was almost same except one for the first mode 
being governed by shaker mass. The mean value of the ratio to the models without shaker mass was about 
3.32. Using the ratio, the theoretical results were summarized in Table 4. As shown in the Table, the 
analysis results of the Model-2(tube+pellet) shows a quite a good agreement with the correlation results. 
Therefore, the model used in the analysis can be considered as reasonable one to simulate the fuel rod 
modal behavior.  
 

Mode 
Model-1(tube) 

(w/o shaker mass)
(Hz) 

Model-1(tube) 
(w/ shaker mass) 

(Hz) 

Measured (tube) 
(w/ shaker) 

(Hz) 
1 167 125 123 
2 172 172 182 
3 181 174 189 
4 193 193 195 

Table 2: Comparison of natural frequencies of Model-1(tube) with test results 

 

Mode 
Model-1(rod) 

(w/o shaker mass)
(Hz) 

Model-1(rod) 
(w/ shaker mass) 

(Hz) 

Measured (rod) 
(w/ shaker) 

(Hz) 
1 91 85 83 
2 95 95 95 
3 101 98 103 
4 108 107 108 

Table 3: Comparison of natural frequencies of Model-1(rod) with test results 
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Mode ANSYS Model-1 
(rod)  (Hz) 

Theoretical Results 
(Hz) 

Deviation 
(%) 

1 91 92 0.7 
2 95 94 -0.6 
3 101 99 -1.7 
4 108 106 -2.0 

Table 4: Comparison of natural frequencies of Model-1(rod) with theoretical results 

4.2 Intermediate condition 

To simulate intermediate condition, three additional conditions have to be applied to the BOL fuel rod 
model (tube+pellets). Those are plant operating temperature, coolant effect and changed supporting 
condition of the spacer grids. The natural frequencies of the fuel rod for the expecting support conditions 
in intermediate life are shown in Figure 5. Because the FE model consists of 11 spacer grid, the natural 
frequencies also exhibit a period of 11 modes. In case of elastic supports, the natural frequencies of the 
fuel rod in hot water condition varies from about 57 Hz to 100 Hz for first 11 modes, while in case of 
simply supported they show almost constant except the first and twelfth modes which are both showing 
axial mode. Figure 6 represents of the first five mode shapes for each supporting condition. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of natural frequencies for Model-2 supporting conditions 

         
1st Mode       2nd Mode       3rd Mode       4th Mode       5th Mode 

      
1st Mode       2nd Mode       3rd Mode       4th Mode       5th Mode

a) elastic support                                                            b)  simply supported 

Figure 6: Mode shapes of the fuel rod 
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It is interesting to note that the model with elastic intermediate supports shows reduced frequency and 
amplitude compared to the same model with simply supported supports. This means that the natural 
frequency and the vibrational amplitude will be increased gradually with progress of burnup. 

4.3 EOL condition 

To simulate EOL condition, we have to consider both the mass of pellets and the rigidity of pellets into the 
FE models. And this period, the spacer grid spring can become inactive due to the creep down of the fuel 
rod as well as the irradiation relaxation of the spacer grid springs. Under these considerations, Model-3 
has been analyzed with EOL condition. Figure 7 represents the natural frequencies of the model with 
various combinations of the inactive spacer grids. The numbers showed in the legends of the figure mean 
the location of the inactive spacer grid (see Figure 3 (a)). As expected, the natural frequencies at the EOL 
condition have been increased compared with those of intermediate condition. The natural frequencies of 
the fuel rod at the EOL condition also maintain nearly constant value of 141 Hz. In the case of inactive 
spacer grid, initial vibration modes and frequencies are decided by the span length of inactive spacer grids. 
And the natural frequencies of the model with inactive spacer grid are quite low compared with active 
case. Therefore, if there is an inactive spacer grid during plant operation, the mode shape will be presented 
at the span first. This mechanism is possible to become one of the main causes expediting the fuel rod 
fretting. At this point, the inactive spacer grid is very unfavorable for maintaining fuel rod integrity. It is 
quite an interesting that the models with inactive spacer grids maintain nearly same natural frequencies 
regardless of the combination of inactive spacer grids when the number of inactive spacer grids is same. 
Based on this result, we can estimate natural frequencies at the various possibilities of inactive spacer grid 
situations with one or two cases of inactive grid from either test or analysis. 
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a) one spacer grid inactive 
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b) two spacer grids inactive 
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c) three spacer grids inactive 
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d) four spacer grids inactive 

Figure 7: Comparison of natural frequencies for the model with inactive spacer grids 

 

5 Summary 

In this paper, vibration behavior of the fuel rod for a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) plant which is 
changing during its life time due to in-reactor irradiation condition has been investigated. For the 
investigation, three kinds of models have been considered according to the in-reactor condition. With these 
models, the modal analyses have been performed and the results have been compared with those of the test 
which has been carried out for verification of the analysis model.  
At the BOL in-air condition, fuel rod has quite a high frequency of around 167 Hz at the first mode and 
this frequency become lower with progress of burnup for the maintaining flexural support and then natural 
frequency goes up again with changing to simply supported condition and with contributing of the rigidity 
of pellets to the vibrating rod. Therefore, fuel rod should be designed so that all of these changing 
vibration behaviors would not be matched with external excitation frequencies. 
Especially, at the EOL condition, the spacer grid spring can become inactive due to the creep down of the 
fuel rod as well as the irradiation relaxation of the spacer grid springs. Since the inactive spacer grid is 
very unfavorable for maintaining fuel rod integrity and it can be shown inevitably during operation, fuel 
rod and spacer grids should be designed under consideration of these conditions.  
As a result, the model and operation condition proposed in present analysis maybe usefully applied to 
understand the fuel rod vibrational behavior during its life time in reactor. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the results of a research activity aimed at assessing the impact of several excitation 
and measure techniques used on the composite structure on the modal model parameters variability. To 
this aim, an intensive test campaign is carried out on an aircraft fuselage panel made of composite 
material. Contact and non-contact 1D and contact 3D measurements were performed. Modal models are 
extracted from dynamic test data collected during a test campaign on a composite material fuselage panel. 
Assessment of the excitation method and the measurement technique and directions on the modal model 
parameters is being made. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Problems presented in this paper are the results of a first part of the UNVICO-2 research project oriented 
for testing, modelling and updating the non-deterministic FE models of the composite material structures 
[1]. Competitive market forces manufacturers of the composite structures to reduce the test time and 
depend on much less time and cost consuming numerical simulations. However computational models 
have to be validated against the experimental models to prove their reliability. Experimental Modal 
Analysis (EMA) technique is established tool for the identification of dynamic properties of structures [2-
4]. Modal models can be applied in many ways, and one of them is Finite Element Method (FEM) model 
updating procedure [5-9]. The test data is used against the numerical simulation results to correct the 
parameters of the FE model as such it yields the results close to those from measurement. Second area of 
application of EMA could be Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) based on the observation of a value of 
modal parameter [10-13]. For these two applications a reliable modal test data is of vital importance. 
However test data is a subject of variability. Many factors such as production process, wear, material 
imperfections, environmental conditions on one hand and experimental setup on the other lead to scatter of 
a measurement data of nominally identical structures. Test data variabilities are subject of extensive 
studies in many research centres [14-18]. Variabilities of the test data come from number of sources. 
Internal source is non-repetitive production process causing that two nominally identical units have 
geometric and material properties within production tolerances. Example of the external source of test data 
variability is an environmental parameter change [19-22]. External source of test data variability could be 
also test setup [23, 24]. Within test setups there are three main components of the variability of 
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measurement of the same specimen, i.e. boundary conditions, excitation method and measurement 
technique. Within presented research the number of experimental modal models was estimated basing on 
the variable test data. Change of the excitation technique and the measurement technique introduced some 
scatter of modal parameters. These differences are presented and assessed. 

 

2 GOAL AND THE SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

Main goal of the presented investigation is an evaluation of the influence of the excitation and 
measurement technique on the test data variability in modal testing of the fuselage panel. Achieving the 
main goal demands to go through some mid-stage tasks:  
- test strategy � planning number and type of individual tests, 
- planning each particular test � setup and equipment, 
- carrying out the experiments, 
- estimation of experimental modal models, 
- comparison of the results 
The panel under investigation (Figure 1) is a structure of a large area, therefore high number of 
measurement points should be applied. To limit mass loading phenomena caused by piezoelectric sensors 
applied, number of tests was carried out with a set of limited number of sensors. Random and harmonic, 
single and multiple excitation was applied. Contact and non-contact measurement techniques were applied 
to assess the sensor and wiring influence on the acquired test data. For all the configurations, assumptions 
of the experimental modal analysis were monitored like reciprocity and linearity check. Measured and 
stored were FRF and coherence functions. Seven global modal models were estimated as a final result, and 
the details concerning each test course are given in the corresponding test setups. 

 

3 OBJECT OF AN INVESTIGATION 

Object of an investigation is an advanced large fuselage panel presented on Figure 1. It is composed of 
five vertically oriented frames and seven horizontal stiffening stingers on which a three-section skin is 
assembled. Each of three main subcomponents is made of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics, fastened by 
means of glue and metal joints. Dimension of the investigated panel are: Height ≈ 1700 [mm], Width ≈ 
2234 [mm], Radius of the curvature ≈ 1975 [mm]. Weight of the structure is 33,25 [kg]. 
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Figure 1 Front view of the composite fuselage panel mounted in the test rig 

4 TEST RIG SETUP AND EQUIPMENT  

In test campaign the following measurement and analysis tools were used: 
1. Panel supported by a 3 rubber cords for providing free-free boundary condition, 
2. 1 or 2 electromagnetic shakers, amplifiers, with impedance heads incorporating acceleration and 

force sensor in the same housing to measure driving point FRF�s � Figure 2, 
3. 1 or 2 triaxial modal piezoelectric accelerometers (PCB), 
4. 54 or 45 uniaxial modal piezoelectric accelerometers (PCB), 
5. Scanning Laser Vibrometer OFV3001S Controller, OFV055/OFV303.8 Optics, OFV042 Interface 
6. Microflown probes: PU-mini NT0712-44 and USP-mini UT0608-01, 
7. Frontend LMS SCADAS III with 64 channels, 
8. Computer with a Test.Lab acquisition and analysis suite, 
9. Geometry definitions for skin and frames �Figure 3. 

 

      
Figure 2 Shaker 1 (left) and shaker 2 (right) coupled to the panel 
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Measurement points were set with a distance of 0.05 [m] one from each other. Geometry definition for 
skin and frames is presented on left part of Figure 3. Geometry definition for the microflown probe 
measurement is a reduced skin geometry from piezoelectric and laser by every second row and every 
second column which is presented on Figure 3 on the right. Geometry for the laser and microflown 
measurement does not contain the frames� points. 

 

 
 

Skin (1395 points) and frames (310 points) 368 points 

Figure 3 Measurement grid for skin (1395 points) and frames (310 points) for piezoelectric and laser sensors 
(left) and for microflown, piezoelectric reduced and laser reduced sensors (right) 

5 EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANLYSIS RESULTS 

Measurement campaign was divided into three main parts: measurement with a use of piezoceramic 
contact accelerometers, non-contact Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer measurement and non contact 
velocity Microflown probes measurement. 

5.1 Modal models from piezoelectric acceleration measurement, X and XYZ 
direction models. 

In this subsection the six global experimental modal models estimated from contact measurement are 
presented. Four (M1, M2, M2R, M5) models were measured in X, out-of-plane direction only. Two 
models (M3, M4) were measured in all 3 directions including in-plane measurement.  
MODEL 1 (M1) was estimated from 1 shaker, burst random excitation X direction measurement, 54 
accelerometers and 30 sets of location of the sensors were applied to cover the skin measurement grid and 
8 sets for the frames. Data from all 38 sets was analyzed in one set to obtain global modal estimates.  
MODEL 2 (M2): 2 shakers burst random excitation X direction measurement, 2 impedance heads, 45 
accelerometers and 35 sets of location of the sensors were applied for the skin and 8 sets for the frames. 
Data from all 43 sets was analyzed in one set to obtain global modal estimates. Table 1 presents examples 
of the mode shapes obtained for M2. For the purpose of comparison to a microflown measurement model, 
modal model M2R for a reduced measurement grid definition (presented on Figure 3) was estimated. 

 

  
Frequency 52,4 Hz, Damping 0,89 % Frequency 299,6 Hz, Damping 0,41 % 
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Frequency 414,8 Hz, Damping 0,36 % Frequency 627 Hz, Damping 0,35 % 

Table 1 Examples of the mode shapes for M2.  

MODEL 3 (M3): setup was identical with M2. The response signal was measured also in Y and Z 
direction and Multi-Run modal analysis method was applied to obtain a global model. This algorithm 
allows merging modal models estimated for the each sensor location set to reduce mass loading effect. 
Runs for X Y and Z directions for both skin and frames were used to estimate 3 (set X, set Y, set Z) partial 
modal models. These 3 partial modal models were merged into final model.  
MODEL 4 (M4) was identical with model M3 but with different shakers configuration. Runs for all 43 
sets of points were analyzed individually including X Y and Z directions for both skin and frames. 43 sets 
were used to estimate 43 XYZ partial modal models after merged into one M4 final model. Table 2 
presents examples of the mode shapes obtained for M3. 

 

  
Frequency 52,8 Hz, Damping 0,53 % Frequency 197,8 Hz, Damping 0,5 % 

 
Frequency 414,9 Hz, Damping 0,27 % Frequency 562,8 Hz, Damping 0,55 % 

Table 2 Examples of the mode shapes for M3  

For the XYZ models it can be observed that the transverse displacements in in-plane direction were 
measured for the frames. 
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MODEL5 (M5): 2 shakers sweep sine excitation X direction measurement, 2 impedance heads, 45 
accelerometers and 35 sets of location of the sensors were applied for skin and 8 sets for the frames. Data 
from all 43 sets was analyzed in one set to obtain global modal estimates. 

 

5.2 Modal models from laser measurement  

For what regards the laser measurement just one model, MODEL6 (M6), has been done. In this case 2 
shakers whit a burst random excitation signal, X direction measurement, 2 impedance heads, 1 Scanning 
Laser Vibrometer Optical Sensor and 5 sets of location of the measurement points were applied, while no 
measurements of the frames were performed. All runs for all 5 sets were analyzed in one set to obtain 
global modal estimates. Similarly to M2R modal model M6R for a reduced measurement grid definition 
was estimated for the purpose of comparison to a microflown. Table 3 presents examples of the mode 
shapes obtained for M6. 

 

  
Frequency 122,6 Hz, Damping 0,43 % Frequency 234,3 Hz, Damping 0,21 % 

Table 3 Examples of the mode shapes for M6 - laser 

5.3 Modal models from microflown measurement  

From microflown one model, MODEL9 (M9), has been made: 2 shakers burst random excitation X 
direction measurement, 2 impedance heads, 2 microflown probes and 192 sets of location of the 
measurement points were applied for the skin, no measurements of the frames were performed. All runs 
for all 192 sets were analyzed in one set to obtain global modal estimates. Geometry definition for the 
microflown probe measurement is reduced geometry from piezoelectric and laser by every second row and 
every second column which is presented on Figure 3, and consists of 368 points. Table 4 presents 
examples of the mode shapes obtained for M9. 

 

  
Frequency 234,317 Hz, Damping 0,351 % Frequency 301,521 Hz, Damping 0,506 % 

Table 4 Examples of the mode shapes for M9- microflowns 
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5.4 Modal models from piezoelectric and laser measurement  

Besides the models obtained from each measurement, two hybrid models have been derived. The first, 
MODEL 7 (M7). is a contact/non contact X direction measurement model. Multi-Run modal analysis 
method was applied to obtain a global model, and runs for 5 sets of skin points were analyzed in one set. 8 
frames sets were used to estimate 1 partial modal model, then merged into final model. The second hybrid 
model, MODEL 8 (M8) is the same as model M7, but frame measurement used is 3D. 

6 COMPARISON OF THE MODAL MODELS 

Modal models estimated with different excitation and measurement methods were compared to evaluate 
the modal data quality. Table 5 presents the comparison of frequencies of some selected natural 
frequencies. Table 6 presents the MAC criterion for modal vectors. 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M9
Mode Frq, Hz Dmp, % Frq, Hz Dmp, % Frq, Hz Dmp, % Frq, Hz Dmp, % Frq, Hz Dmp, % Frq, Hz Dmp, % Frq, Hz Dmp, %

40-100
1 52,34 0,69 52,43 0,89 52,82 0,53 52,32 0,68 52,52 0,99 52676,00 0,69 52,71 0,74

100-250
1 117,09 0,70 117,22 0,49 116,94 0,75 117,20 0,73 116,95 0,67 117,35 0,63 117,44 0,65
2 122,37 0,52 121,94 0,46 122,16 0,52 122,24 0,52 121,91 0,24 122,62 0,43 122,55 0,49
3 156,70 1,00 156,43 1,23 156,54 1,19 156,44 1,31 156,66 1,24 157,09 1,13 157,39 1,28
4 159,96 0,45 159,84 0,52 159,84 0,52 159,92 0,50 159,94 0,37 160,71 0,44 160,65 0,45
5 180,46 0,46 180,44 0,52 180,35 0,51 180,61 0,48 180,78 0,43 181,58 0,46 181,60 0,49
6 196,29 0,56 195,42 0,80 195,44 0,77 198,11 0,55 195,67 0,70 198,75 0,40 198,72 0,42
7 199,43 0,58 199,70 0,62 197,86 0,51 200,04 0,71 199,68 0,59 200,95 0,62 200,84 0,66
8 211,31 0,44 210,11 0,64 210,15 0,54 210,45 0,50 210,24 0,63 210,94 0,37 210,87 0,51
9 218,16 0,34 217,80 0,45 217,94 0,46 217,04 0,53 217,88 0,37 219,34 0,39 219,35 0,43

10 221,69 0,40 221,00 0,62 221,13 0,62 221,19 0,39 221,57 0,47 222,44 0,47 222,41 0,57
11 232,76 0,40 232,59 0,35 232,59 0,17 232,47 0,42 232,62 0,37 234,29 0,21 234,32 0,35
12 243,23 0,38 242,49 0,49 242,60 0,46 243,49 0,56 242,51 0,46 244,03 0,41 244,17 0,44
13 245,21 0,52 245,23 0,48 245,26 0,53 245,59 0,82 245,19 0,47 246,64 0,29 246,67 0,46  

Table 5 Examples of the natural frequencies and the modal damping ratio 

   
M1 ÷ M2 M1 ÷ M3 M1 ÷ M5 

  
M2R ÷ M6 M6R÷M9 M2R÷M9 

Table 6 Comparison of a modal models by means of MAC criterion for the frequency range 100÷250 [Hz] 

Data presented in Table 5 and Table 6 clearly indicates that with increasing frequency the modal density 
also increases.  
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Other comparison method of the models is correlation analysis plotted on Figure 4. 

Contac (Piezoelectric accelerometers) vs Non-contact (Laser and Microflown velocimeters)
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Figure 4 Assessment of the laser vibrometer, microflown probes and piezoceramic measurement on modal 

parameters. It is also assessment of acceleration and velocity measurement. 

For contact and non-contact models the correlation chart of damping ratio and frequency is drawn. Linear 
trend lines are clearly demonstrating the existence of inverse correlation. Increase one of the parameters 
(frequency) brings decrease of the other investigated parameter (damping ratio), for all the investigated 
models considered. Influence of the measurement environment applied can be observed on the Figure 4. 
Piezoceramic sensors and their wiring system added to a measured structure results in form of mass 
loading effect. This effect shows up in two main ways, one is higher estimates of a damping ratio and the 
other one is the decrease of identified natural frequency values for the same mode towards the higher 
frequency range.  
The new observation is from comparison of the microflown and laser measurement models. Both are non-
contact techniques therefore one could expect the same order of the magnitude of estimated damping ratio 
for both models. This is not a case and what is more, the higher is the frequency of the mode the larger the 
difference becomes. For the high frequency the difference is even nearly 100% of estimated damping ratio 
� see (M9-M6R) curve on Figure 4. The explanation for this could be looked into the plots of measured 
data (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 FRF comparison of piezoceramic, laser and microflown measurement of the same point of 

the panel. 

The higher is the frequency the larger becomes difference in the measured FRF. This is a result of a 
combination of the microflown working principle and usual structure properties. It is well known that 
modal density of structures arises along increasing frequency values. Moreover, low frequency mode 
shapes are of global character, while the higher is the mode the more local mode shape becomes. 
Microflown probes measure the particle velocity. For the low frequencies, with relatively large 
displacements of a global character principle of microflown measurement is correct. With increase of 
frequency two factors start to contribute more to accuracy of measurement. The former is that 
displacements are decreasing and their amplitude is increasing. This causes the particle velocity differ 
more to the actual velocity of the measured surface and decreasing signal to noise ratio, as can be 
observed in FRF plots presented on Figure 5. The latter is that more local mode shape can introduce some 
interference from a particle movement of the neighboring point. 
Due to curvature of a large panel skin it was difficult to maintain the constant value of the distance of a 
probe from a surface. Therefore this variability also contributes to a final modal model quality and 
especially the damping ratio. Both abovementioned reasons result in increasing differences of estimated 
mode shapes (see Table 3 and Table 4) and damping ratios Figure 4.  

7 CONCLUSIONS  

This paper presents some aspects of the multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research oriented for the 
test data variability and numerical model parameters uncertainties. An extensive test campaign performed 
on the large composite fuselage panel was presented. Test setups included different excitation and 
measurement techniques of contact and non-contact type. Experimental test data examples were shown 
and used for modal models estimation, after compared by means of natural frequency, damping ratio and 
mode shapes. Some general remarks have been formulated. The common observation from displayed 
comparisons is that the accuracy of the results is frequency dependent. The higher the frequency of the 
mode becomes the larger the discrepancy between models grows.  
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Abstract 
 
The steelpan also referred to as the Caribbean steel drum is a relatively new percussion instrument 
developed in Trinidad during the Second World War. While the production of this instrument has been 
automated to some extent, the tuning of the steelpan is still largely done by hand. This paper investigates 
the dynamic, mechanical behaviour of test-notes in an attempt to automate the tuning process. Flat, 
circular test notes, comparable in size to notes on the lower frequency steelpans were manufactured using 
incremental sheet forming (ISF). Experimental modal analysis tests conducted with a scanning laser 
Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) revealed mode confinement to be dependent on bowl curvature.  
 

1 Introduction 
 
In addition to being the national instrument of its birth-land Trinidad and Tobago, the steelpan has become 
increasingly popular in Australia, Europe and the USA. The pan has its roots in the drumming traditions of 
the two major ethnic groups in Trinidad and Tobago; West Africans and East Indians, whose drums were 
mainly used for dances, social events and religious ceremonies [1-3]. Today, most pans are constructed 
from 55-gallon tight-head steel drums. Each pan consists of two regions; the playing surface on which the 
notes are located and the side or the cylindrical portion of the drum, which is referred to as the skirt, see 
Figure 1. Steelpans are largely produced by traditional handcrafting, which begins by dishing the 
drumhead to create an evenly stretched surface on which the notes are placed. The present playing range 
of a steelband orchestra extends from G1 to G6 on the musical scale. Steelpans are known by various 
names such as tenor, double second, double tenor, guitar, cello, quadraphonic and bass (Figure 1). 
 
Several researchers have studied the instrument in an attempt to understand the dynamic response of 
steelpan notes. Barlow et. al. [4] and Rossing et. al. [5, 6] studied vibrational mode shapes of the 
instrument using holography while Bridge [7] and Gay [8] both employed finite element methods to study 
the effects of note geometry on the vibrational modes of notes on tenor and bass pans respectively. 
Copeland and Muddeen [9] investigated the polar response of a tenor pan while Achong [10] applied a 
mathematical approach in modelling steelpan notes. The models by Achong, Bridge primarily 
concentrated on how note geometry can be perturbed to achieve modal tuning, but their models do not 
take the geometry of the steelpan dish into consideration. This work attempts to identify how the 
vibrational modes of a steelpan note may be influenced by the curvature of the surrounding bowl in which 
it is located.  
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Figure 1: Some members of the steelpan family 
 

2 Test-Note Manufacture 
 
The test structures were manufactured using the process of incremental sheet forming (ISF). Incremental 
sheet forming involves moving an indenter across the sheet surface. This results in plastic deformation in a 
localised region of the sheet. The tool is moved under computer control such that the tool path determines 
the required 3D shape. Figure 2 illustrates the use of ISF in the production of the test-notes. The term test-
note refers to the central, flat region of the test-bowls as illustrated in Figure 2.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Test bowl structure and schematic of incremental sheet forming of test bowls  
(All dimensions in mm) 
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Incremental sheet forming is limited to forming conic shapes with a maximum wall angle of 
approximately 60°; see Figure 2. Four test structures were constructed with wall angles of 20°, 30°, 40° 
and 50°. For each structure the radius of the vertical circle Rv was manipulated by varying the initial wall 
angle α. The relationship between the vertical radius, the initial horizontal diameter of the bowl, D and the 
wall angle is given by the equation: 

  
( ) αsin2DRv =      (1) 

 
 All test specimens were manufactured using nominal 1.0 mm thick black mild steel plate conforming to 
BS 1449 CR4. Plates were actually 0.86mm when measured. The design of the machine by Allwood et.al. 
[11] required the plates to be cut into 360 mm x 360 mm sheets. The dimensions of the finished specimens 
are given in Figure 2. Bowl depth depended on the initial wall angle chosen in the CNC code. 

 

3 Experimental Modal Analysis of the Test-Notes 
 
Modal analysis is a process of extracting modal parameters (natural frequencies, damping loss factors and 
modal constants) from measured vibration data so as to describe the dynamic behaviour of a mechanical 
structure. This analysis aims to define the deformation shapes and natural frequencies of the test-notes 
when excited. However, in order to conduct experimental modal analysis the test-notes were assumed to 
be linear and time invariant, and to honour Maxwell’s reciprocity principle. 
 
The mathematical foundation and the process/test procedure(s) for conducting experimental modal 
analysis is documented in texts such as Ewins [12]; Heylen et.al. [13] and He and Fu [14]. A structures 
dynamic behaviour can be described using a spatial model in which the physical characteristics of the 
structure is represented in terms of its mass, stiffness and damping properties. These characteristics can be 
described by linear second order differential equations: 

 
 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }fxKxCxM =++ &&&              (2)
         

 
where x and f are the time varying displacement and external applied force vectors. M is the mass or 
inertia matrix, C is the viscous damping matrix and K is the stiffness matrix.  
 
The modal model is defined as a set of natural frequencies with corresponding damping factors and ratios 
and corresponding vibration mode shapes. In the experiments the damped natural frequency and the mode 
shape of several modes will be analysed. The modal model is fully described by a matrix of frequency 
response functions, )(ωH  which are obtained by calculating the ratio of the response  to the 
input signal 

)(ωX&
)(ωF in the frequency domain. Since the laser vibrometer was used in these experiments the 

response measured was a velocity and therefore the transfer function is referred to as a mobility transfer 
function and is given as: 
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ω
ωω

F
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&

=               (3) 
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3.1 Measurement set-up and Test Structure Preparation 
 
The measurement set-up is shown in Figures 3 and 4 and has three major components which include the 
test structure with support, the excitation device and the response measuring device. 
 
 

Impact  
hammer Laser vibrometer 

Clamped test note 

Signal flow 

Data analysis 

Data acqu

 

isition Charge amplifier 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Schematic design of the experimental set-up showing signal flow 
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Figure 4: Modal analysis set-up 
 
Prior to any vibration testing retro-reflective powder was applied to the test regions of the plate. This was 
done by moistening the test surface with a thin film of water and sprinkling the powder onto the surface 
where the moisture adheres the powder particles to the surface. This procedure increases the reflectivity of 
the target surface, which in turn increases the signal to noise (SNR) by increasing the amount of light 
returned along the path of the incident beam. Each test specimen was supported by clamping at its corners.  
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3.2 Excitation and Response Measurement 
 
The impact excitation method is chosen for this test because in comparison to a shaker there is no physical 
connection between the excitation and the structure. The test structure is manually excited at one location 
and an average of five measurements for each grid point is used. To obtain an impact signal with a 
frequency range large enough to excite the frequencies of interest, a small stiff, instrumented, steel-tip 
hammer is used on a swing as shown in Figure 5. The miniature impact hammer (type 086C80, PCB) is 
instrumented with a force transducer with a sensitivity of 22.5mV/N. The mass of the hammer is 2.9gm 
and its handle is made of vinyl tubing. The length of the handle is 9 cm. In this work the hammer distance 
from the test note was adjusted to ensure that there were no double impacts during the course of the 
experiment.  Typical time series data for the hammer impulse on the test note region is shown in Figure 6 
(Left). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Instrumented impact hammer located behind test-note 
 
 
A Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV, type PSV 300, Polytec) was used to measure the test-note 
response to the impact, see Figure 4. The contact-less sensor adds no extra mass to the test note. The laser 
vibrometer measures velocity of the vibration at a point in the direction of the laser beam. In the test, the 
laser beam was focused normally to the test structure. The laser vibrometer was placed on a solid concrete 
floor, which isolates it from the test note supporting structure so no disturbing vibrations are introduced 
when performing the measurements. 
 
Laser Vibrometry applies the Doppler principle, which is used to provide a measure of the surface velocity 
at the point at which the laser beam is incident. Equation 4 lists the factors, which contribute to the 
Doppler shift measured by the photo-detector inside the vibrometer. 

 
 

λ
vfD

2
=               (4) 

 
 
where  = Doppler shift, Hz Df
    v  = vibrational velocity of target surface, ms-1 

   λ  = laser wavelength, m 
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The wavelength of the laser used in the Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) is constant thereby making the 
Doppler shift entirely dependent on the surface velocity of the target. Traditionally, modal analysis 
experiments are conducted by attaching accelerometers to the test structure at locations predicted to yield 
reliable results. However, the accelerometer mass has the potential to perturb the characteristics of the test 
structure, especially if the accelerometer is placed close to an anti-nodal point of a vibration mode.  

1.8 0.05

 
Figure 6: Typical time history data for input and Right: output (velocity) response 

 

3.3 Data Acquisition Analysis 
 
The signals from the hammer charge amplifier (type 484B11 PCB) and the vibrometer scanning head 
(type, OFV 056 Polytec) were passed onto the Polytec PSV-Z-040 junction box and converted to digital 
form on the computer. The data was acquired for a duration of one second at a sampling rate which was 
more than double that of the frequency band of interest. This time duration was adequate to capture the 
entire response (see Figure 6). 
 
The signal of the force sensor is windowed by a rectangular window and used for triggering. Both signals 
were transformed to the frequency domain using an FFT. This Fourier transformation is a dedicated 
algorithm to determine the spectral content of the digitized time signal. The transformation algorithm in its 
fastest form requires that the number of time samples (N) be a power of two. The FRF H (ω) is calculated 
from the time series data using the definition: 
 

 

( ) ( )
( )ω
ωω

I
OH ≡              (5) 

 
 
where O (ω) and I (ω) respectively denote the Fourier transforms of the output and input signals. The 
average of the FRF (see Figure 7, Left) is found by repeating the measurement five times for each 
measuring point so that the coherence function (see Figure 7, Right) can be calculated which is an 
indication of the quality of the measured FRF. The coherence function γ2 (ω) at each frequency point is 
defined as: 
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where Sxy denotes the cross-correlation between the input and the output while Sxx and Syy respectively 
denote the auto-correlation functions of the input and output signals. Coherence gives a measure of the 
linearity between the input and the output: values close to unity on linear scale (or zero on the log scale) 
indicate adequate linearity. 
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Figure 7: Left: Averaged FRF along with coherence 
 
 

4 Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 8 displays mode shapes that are confined to the test-note region of the bowl with an initial wall 
angle of 50°. This bowl contains ten (10) confined modes in the test-note region whereas the 20°, 30° and 
40° wall angle bowls contain 3, 6 and 10 confined modes respectively in their test-note regions, see Table 
1. However, there appears to be a threshold on the number of modes that can be confined because the 40° 
and 50° bowls have an identical number of confined modes. As expected, vibrational mode shapes for the 
test-notes are identical to those exhibited in circular plates with simply supported or clamped edges (see 
Table 1). 
 
Table 1 compares the frequencies obtained with the theoretical frequency values of two circular flat plates 
of identical dimensions, one simply supported and the other clamped at its edges. The frequency values of 
the test-notes generally lie between the values of the simply supported and clamped circular plates. This 
may indicate that the boundary conditions of the test-notes are neither entirely simply supported nor 
entirely fixed. 
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a) 1st confined mode    b) 2nd and 3rd confined modes 

  
  c) 4th and 5th confined modes d) 6th confined mode 

  
   e) 7th and 8th confined modes   f) 9th and 10th confined modes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Experimental modes for bowl with initial angle of 50° 

 
 
Figure 9 shows typical frequency response spectra for the four test bowls. The resonance peaks between 
the vertical lines on the frequency response spectra are those of the modes that are confined to the test-
note region. Here it is visible that the number of confined modes in the test-note region appears to increase 
as the initial bowl wall angle increases from 20° to 50°. The modes are also lightly damped which is 
characteristic of low-carbon steel plate. This is also because damping in confined modes is governed 
solely by internal dissipation in the material and radiation damping [15, 16]. 
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Table 1: Natural frequencies of confined modes 
 

 
Mode Frequencies (Hz) 

Comparison with thin circular 
plate 

 
 

Mode Shapes 
 

20° 
 

30° 
Simply 

supported edge 
Clamped edge 

  
746 

 
773 

 
413 

 
847 

  
1146, 1171 

 
1292, 1305 

 
1156 

 
1762 

   
2135, 2146 

 
2127 

 
2888 

   
2610 

 
2470 

 
3295 

 
Mode Shapes 

 
40° 

 
50° 

 
Simply 

supported edge 

 
Clamped edge 

  
854 

 
768 

 
413 

 
847 

  
1441, 1477 

 
1461, 1498 

 
1156 

 
1762 

  
2337, 2366 

 
2448, 2466 

 
2127 

 
2888 

  
2906 

 
2986 

 
2470 

 
3295 

  
3313, 3370 

 
3592, 3613 

 
3250 

 
4235 

  
3779, 3962 

 
4165, 4176 

 
4027 

 
5039 
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initial wall angle of  20º initial wall angle of  30º 
  

initial wall angle of  40º initial wall angle of  50º 
 
 

Figure 9: Frequency response for the test bowls 
 
 
Closer examination of the test-bowls revealed the test-notes to be slightly arched instead of flat. This 
arching could have been the result of material spring-back on removal of the forming load on completion 
of the forming process. This slight arching creates a region of inflection between the test note perimeter 
and the bowl. The next step would be to determine whether the change in curvature in this region is 
mainly responsible for mode confinement in the test-notes.  
 
The arching of the test-note regions due to material spring-back leads to questions for further study: Is 
there the same amount of spring-back in each test-note and can the degree of spring-back influence the 
modal frequencies. The creation of this arched surface also leads to the development of internal residual 
stresses in the material. How do these stresses influence the vibrational modes of the test notes? These 
questions are currently being investigated. 
 

5 Summary and Conclusions 
 
Current steelpan note models only include note geometrical properties such as note height, size, shape and 
thickness. The effect of the interface, the bowl on which the notes are situated, has been overlooked. It is 
of significance that the effect of bowl curvature on the dynamic characteristics of the note be understood. 
The bowl is essential to the mechanics of mode confinement in note regions. This will contribute to a 
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better understanding and simplification of the tuning process and may also provide information, which 
may be used to automate the process of tuning. 
 
The manufactured test-notes may not be an identical representation of steelpan notes but their easy 
manufacture with the aid of incremental sheet forming made it possible to highlight the effect of bowl 
curvature on mode confinement in steelpans. As the initial bowl wall-angle is increased the number of 
confined modes in the test note region increases. However, there appears to be a threshold on the number 
of confined modes that can be obtained by varying the initial wall-angle of the bowl.  
 
It is suspected that residual stresses will be created as a result of material spring-back. Further work will 
look at the effect of residual stresses on steelpan vibrational modes. 
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Abstract
This paper describes a method to measure frequencies of large structures such as satellite antennas and

solar paddles.  It has become increasingly difficult to perform modal tests for large deployed antennas and
solar paddles because they are not strong enough to withstand the force due to gravity.  Component modal

tests are significantly effective to identify dynamic characteristics of structures consisting of several
components.  In this method, the effect of untested components is considered as additional mass and

stiffness attached to a tested component.  Additional mass and stiffness, attached to an arbitrary coordinate,

are found by reducing mass and stiffness matrices of untested components.  Modal tests for different
tested components give identical frequencies, so we consider these frequencies as frequencies of structures.

The method is applied to a cantilever beam.  A numerical example shows that the effect of boundary
location on accurate frequency measurement of structures in component modal tests.

Nomenclature

f = Frequency of structures

fexact = Structure frequency calculated by finite element analysis without modeling errors

ftest = Measured frequency in simulated component modal tests
K = Stiffness matrix

K = Reduced stiffness

K = Additional stiffness

M = Mass matrix

M = Reduced mass

M = Additional mass

R = Transformation vector
x = Displacement vector

= Frequency in finding additional mass and stiffness

= Angular frequency

Subscripts

p = A translational coordinate with additional mass and stiffness

q = Coordinates without additional mass and stiffness
s = Quantity of structures

t = Quantity of tested components
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1 Introduction

Large satellite antennas are one of the key technologies needed to realize an economical satellite

communication system with high quality.  We have had problems to overcome, however, in developing

large satellite antennas.  Frequency is an important design requirement to avoid coupling with a satellite in
launch and control systems in orbit.  We have to confirm antenna frequencies by modal tests even though

antennas have increased in size.  It has become increasingly difficult to perform modal tests for large
deployed antennas because they are not strong enough to withstand the force of gravity.  The focus of

research on this problem is to verify stiffness requirements without testing the entire structure.  A method

is proposed to test components with interface coordinates loaded with rigid, heavy dummy masses
supported by soft spring [1, 2]. Soucy and Humar [3] proposed an approach to component modal

synthesis in which the characteristics of individual components are determined experimentally through
modal and static tests.  Komatsu et al. [4] improved the predicted dynamic characteristics of structures

with rotational displacements found by introducing a polynomial approximation for the measured modes.

Misawa and Funamoto [5] proposed a method to predict the dynamic characteristics of large deployable
antennas with component modal tests.  In this method, to simulate the dynamic behavior of structures,

reduced mass and stiffness matrices of untested components are replaced with a mass and a spring
attached to tested component.

This paper describes a method to measure frequencies of large structures such as satellite antennas and

solar paddles by component modal tests.  In this method, the effect of untested components is considered
as additional mass and stiffness attached to a tested component. At first, we describe how to find

additional mass and stiffness.  Next, a procedure to select a mass and stiffness additive coordinate is
shown.  Finally, a numerical example is given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.

2 Proposed method

2.1 Additional mass and stiffness

We consider large structures consisting of several elastic components interconnected as shown in Fig. 1
and select a tested component subjected to modal tests. A tested component includes one or more

components.  The rest of the components are untested components.  In Fig. 1, component 4 is the tested

component, and components 1, 2, and 3 are untested.  As the modal test of a tested component never gives
the dynamic characteristics of structures, we consider the effect of untested components as additional mass

and stiffness so that a tested component behaves as part of the structure.  In this paper, we deal with cases
where both additional mass and stiffness are attached to the same coordinate.  Figure 2 shows a test

configuration with additional mass and stiffness at a translational coordinate on a tested component.  After

the completion of the modal test, a different tested component is selected.  In this way, modal tests are
performed for different tested components.  Our early study shows that we can obtain frequencies of

structures even if we select any component as tested component [5].  Therefore, we consider identical
frequencies obtained by component modal tests as frequencies of structures.

Untested component

Tested component

component 1

component 2

component 3

component 4

Fig. 1 Structure consisting of several components
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It is found that the dynamic analysis of a tested component with reduced mass and stiffness matrices at the
boundary degrees of freedom gives the frequencies of structure [5].  In this study, mass and stiffness

matrices of untested components are reduced to a translational coordinate.  Then to simulate the dynamic

behavior of the structure, reduced mass and stiffness matrices are replaced with a mass and a spring
(additional mass and stiffness) attached to the coordinate.

Denoting a translational coordinate with additional mass and stiffness as p and the rest as q, the
dynamic equation of structures is expressed as
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We obtain the following displacement relation from the first equation of Eq. (1):

sqs, Rx psx ,= (2)

where

( ) ( )qps,qps,qqs,qqs,s MKMK 212 )2()2( ss −−−=
−

R (3)

Note that displacement xs.p is scalar because the number of coordinate p is one in this study.  Also, note

that frequency s is not a natural frequency of the structure but an arbitrary frequency used in mass and

stiffness matrices reduction.  To address this, s is used in place of the frequency of structure fs in Eq. (3).

The dynamic equation of structures is reduced to coordinate p using Eq. (2) as

0,, =+− psspsss xKxM
2 (4)
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In a similar way, we can lead a displacement relation from the dynamic equation of the tested component

as

tqt, Rx ptx ,= (6)

By reducing the dynamic equation of the tested component to the same coordinate p, we obtain

0,, =+− pttpttt xKxM
2 (7)

where
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T

tM (8)

Note that reduced masses sM  and tM  are scalar.  Mass distribution of untested component is considered

in mass sM  calculation.  Therefore, the difference between sM  and tM  denotes additional mass showing

Additional stiffness

Additional mass
M

K

Tested component

Fig. 2 Component test configuration
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the effect of untested component.  Additional stiffness is also found in the same way as

ts

ts

KKK

MMM

−=

−=
(9)

Additional mass and stiffness are calculated for an individual frequency.  Namely, we must select them so

that a target frequency of the structure is obtained by component modal tests.  Adding additional mass and
stiffness to a translational coordinate p, we obtain the dynamic equation of the tested component as

0xKxM =+− ~~~~2 (10)

where
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Equation (10) is considered a dynamic equation of the structure because the effect of untested components

is taken into account as additional mass and stiffness. Although matrices M
~

and K
~

vary by which

component we select as the tested component, the solutions of Eq. (10) give the frequencies and modes of

the structure.  Namely, it is able to measure the frequencies and modes of the structure through component

modal tests with additional mass and stiffness.

1.2 Mass and stiffness additive coordinate

In this study, additional mass and stiffness are attached to the same coordinate. Therefore, we describe

only how to select a mass additive coordinate. As masses M, sM , and tM are calculated with

transformation vectors, variations in these masses depend on transformation vectors.  Considering reduced

mass sM , we obtain the following equation by rewriting Eq. (3):

( ) ( )qps,qps,qs,qqs,qqs, MKxMK 2
,

2 )2()2( spss x −−=− (12)

When we increase frequency s from zero, there are frequencies where (Ks,qp -(2π s)
2
Ms,qp) almost

becomes the null vector.  Even if displacement xs.p is not zero, the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is considered

approximately zero.  Therefore, frequencies satisfying the following equation are equal to the natural

frequencies of the structure with a mass additive coordinate fixed:

( ) 0xMK qs,qqs,qqs, =− 2)2( s (13)

Additional masses calculated with these frequencies are extremely large (we call these frequencies peak

frequencies). Because Eq. (13) implies that additional mass is attached to a fixed coordinate, large

additional mass is required to generate displacement at the coordinate.  Therefore, if we select a node of

the target mode of the structure as a mass additive coordinate, a peak frequency is identical to the target

frequency of the structure. We must use an extremely large additional mass to measure the target

frequency in component modal tests, which may create a serious problem that requires strength

consideration of the tested component.  The best way to avoid this problem is to select a mass additive

coordinate so that additional mass has a small value.  This is possible by separating peak frequency of sM

from the target frequency.  Namely, we select a coordinate with large amplitude of the target mode.

When one of peak frequencies approaches the target frequency of the structure, variation in additional

mass also becomes large near target frequency.  This means that additional mass changes drastically even

if the variation of frequency s is small.  For this reason, it is difficult to obtain accurate frequency of

structure by component modal tests.  It is required to select a coordinate so that variation in additional

mass is small.  Therefore, for accurate frequency measurement with small additional mass in component

modal tests, it is effective to select a mass additive coordinate with large amplitude of the target mode.  By
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doing so, we can separate peak frequency of sM  from the target frequency of the structure.  Therefore, we

select a loop of the target mode as a proposed coordinate for a mass additive coordinate.

In a similar way, reduced mass tM  also has peak frequencies that are equal to the natural frequencies of

the tested component with a mass additive coordinate fixed.  Masses sM  and tM  vary with  and have

peaks at different frequency .  Therefore, there exists a frequency range that tM  is greater than sM .

Because tM  increases drastically at peak frequencies, additional mass M has a negative value in the

vicinity of peak frequencies of tM .  When one of peak frequencies approaches the target frequency of the

structure, we cannot measure the target frequency by component modal tests because of negative

additional mass. Therefore, to obtain a positive additional mass, we need to select a mass additive

coordinate so that peak frequencies can be separated from target frequency of the structure.  We confirm

that additional mass is positive near the target frequency for the proposed coordinate selected as

mentioned above.  If additional mass has a positive value, the proposed coordinate is selected for mass

additive coordinate.  If not so, we reconfirm whether additional mass is positive or negative near the target

frequency for other proposed coordinate with the next largest amplitude.  We iterate the procedure to

select a mass additive coordinate until additional mass is positive.

Reduced stiffness sK  and tK  are also calculated with the transformation vectors used in calculating sM

and tM .  Therefore, stiffness additive coordinate is the same as mass additive coordinate.

3 Numerical example

Numerical results are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method because component

modal tests are not performed.

3.1 Cantilever beam

We consider a cantilever beam, made of CFRP, consisting of two components as shown in Fig. 3.  Arabic

numbers show the location number.  Boundary location is 9.  Each element length is 100 mm.  Figure 3

also shows test configuration of a tested component with additional mass M and additional stiffness K.

The subscript of M and K shows a tested component number.  For example, in testing component 1, we

attach M1 and K1 to component 1 considering the effects of component 2.  Additional stiffness is

created by a wire (and spring if required) suspending tested component.  For simplicity, only bending

modes in X-Y plane are considered.  Therefore, Additional mass and stiffness are attached to Y coordinate
of a location on tested component.

Table 1 shows beam frequencies.  These frequencies are used to evaluate frequencies obtained from

simulated component tests.

1.1.1 Variation an additional mass and stiffness

Figure 4 shows an example of mass variations with frequency  used in calculating reduced masses.  The

tested component is component 1 and additional mass and stiffness are attached to boundary location 9.

As reduced masses tM  and sM  are obtained by reducing mass matrices of the tested component and the

beam to coordinate Y of location 9, it is reasonable that sM  is greater than tM .  However, it can be seen

from Fig. 4 that there exists frequency range where tM is greater than sM . Additional mass takes

negative values near the peak frequency of tM  (20Hz to 24Hz).  Discontinuity in additional mass variation

shows frequency range where additional mass is negative.  From the definition of additional mass shown

in Eq. (9), additional mass M1 has the same peak frequencies as of mass sM .  Because tM  is very small

at the peak frequency of sM , variations in M1 and sM  are almost identical.  This means that additional
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mass variation does not depend on which component is selected as tested component.

Figure 5 indicates variations in additional mass and stiffness when additional mass and stiffness are

attached to boundary location 9. Variations in M1 and K1 ( M2 and K2) have the same peak

frequencies and frequency ranges with negative additional mass and stiffness though they have a different

value to different tested component.  This is why additional mass and stiffness are calculated by using the

same transformation vector. Additional masses M1 and M2 ( K1 and K2) have almost the same

Component 2M2

K2

Component 1

K1
M1

800mm

Component 1 Component 2

Height =  3mm     Width = 10mm 

(1)Cantilever beam

Cross section

Density = 1.6 × - 610 kg/mm 3

Material properties
Young' s modulus = 7.6 ×10 4 N/mm 2

1000mm

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 13 15 17 19

(2)Component test configuration

X

Z
Y

Fig. 3 Structure consisting of two components

and component test configuration
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M
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s
s
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g Mt1

Ms1

M1

Fig. 4 Mass variations

Table 1 Beam frequencies (Hz)

Mode number Beam

1 1.0

2 6.4

3 17.9

4 35.0

5 57.9
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variation because additional mass variation depends on only sM .  This means that variation in additional

mass and stiffness does not depend on tM  as stated above.  The only difference in mass variation is the

frequency range where additional mass has negative values because peak frequency of tM  varies with

tested component selected in every component modal test.  These results are not peculiar to the case in

adding mass and stiffness to boundary location.  Therefore, we show only results concerning additional

mass in the following.  We also describe the case in which component 1 is the tested component because

of space limitation.

Figure 6 shows variation in peak frequency of sM  when additional mass and stiffness are attached to each

location of the beam.  The first peak frequency increases from the first beam frequency and almost equals

the second beam frequency at location 15.  As stated in section 2.2, peak frequencies of sM  are equal to

the natural frequencies of the structure with a mass additive coordinate fixed.  Location 15 is the node of

the second mode of the beam.  The second peak frequency equals the third beam frequency at locations 10

and 17, and the peak frequency is separated from beam frequencies at location 14 where the peak

frequency has a minimal value.  Locations 10 and 17 are the node and location 14 is the loop of the third

beam mode.  It is effective to select a location with large modal amplitude for separating peak frequencies

from target frequency of the beam.  Therefore, proposed locations, listed in Table 2, are selected as mass

and stiffness additive coordinate on the tested component. In this Table, 9Y shows coordinate Y at

location 9.

Fig. 5 Variation in additional mass and stiffness
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Table 2 Proposed coordinates

Mode number
Next

Modal amplitude

1 9Y

2 9Y

3 6Y

4 5Y

8Y

8Y

7Y

4Y

Largest
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Figure 7 shows variation in peak frequency of tM  when additional mass and stiffness are attached to each

location of tested component (component 1 in this case).  The peak frequency variation has the same

tendency as that of sM .  The peak frequencies are equal to component frequencies with mass additive

coordinate fixed and are separated from beam frequencies when mass additive location has large modal

amplitude.  To avoid negative additional mass and stiffness, we keep peak frequencies of tM  away from

target frequency of the beam.  As shown in Table 2, proposed coordinate is 9Y for the first frequency

measurement.  It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the peak frequency for location 9 is apart from the first

frequency of the beam. Therefore, coordinate 9Y is a mass additive coordinate to have a positive

additional mass.  When target frequency is the second frequency, proposed coordinate is 9Y.  Because the

peak frequency for location 9 is separated from the second frequency of the beam, we select coordinate 9Y

as a mass additive coordinate.

On the other hand, for the first and fourth frequency measurement, Fig. 7 shows that the peak frequency

for location 6 is close to the third frequency of the beam.  This suggests that proposed coordinate 6Y is not

appropriate for mass additive coordinate because of negative additional mass.  Figure 8 shows variation in

sM  and tM .  For proposed coordinate 6Y, peak frequency of tM  locates near the third frequency of beam

and additional mass is negative near the target frequency.  For this reason, proposed coordinate 6Y is not

selected as the mass additive coordinate.  We must find another mass additive coordinate, so we confirm

whether additional mass is positive for next proposed coordinate 7Y.  Figure 8 shows that peak frequency

of tM is separated from the target frequency fs,3. and that additional mass is positive. Therefore,

coordinate 7Y is selected for the third frequency measurement.
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1.1.2 Frequency accuracy

Since frequency  can take arbitrary values to find additional mass and stiffness, additional mass and

stiffness vary with .  When frequency  equals the natural frequency of the structure, the displacement

relationship shown in Eq. (2) always holds and the dynamic behavior of the beam is simulated.  However,

we cannot obtain information about the height of the natural frequencies of the structure because we deal

with large structures that are difficult to perform modal tests.  Therefore, it is required to confirm the

effect of frequency  on the measured frequencies in component modal tests.  We checked variation in

frequency accuracy due to location with additional mass and stiffness.  Figure 9 shows the accuracy of the

first frequency with the error of  used in calculation of additional mass and stiffness.  It should be noted

that zero in the error of  means no error in finite-element models and gives natural frequency identical to

exact frequency of the beam.  Frequency accuracy is high as modal amplitude of mass additive coordinate
is large.  The accuracy of the first frequency is more than 95% regardless of the mass additive location.

When mass additive coordinate is 9Y, we can obtain the first beam frequency even though  has errors of

±10%.  In other words, additional mass and stiffness variations are very small with .  Therefore, it is

highly possible to accurately measure the frequency of target mode even if we use analytical frequency 

of structure including modeling error.

Figure 10 shows the accuracy of the first frequency.  The accuracy of the second frequency is more than
95% except for location 2.  We can obtain the second beam frequency by selecting location 9.  Also in this

case, we have the possibility to measure accurate frequency of target mode like the first frequency
measurement.  On the other hand, mass additive location has a great influence on the accuracy of the third

frequency.  When location 9 is the mass additive location, the accuracy of third frequency decreases by

30% for a frequency error of 10%.  Frequency accuracy is the highest when location 7 is mass additive
location, and we can measure the third beam frequency accurately.  Table 3 shows selected locations with

mass and stiffness.  Locations selected by the proposed method are identical with ones giving the highest
frequency accuracy.  Therefore, the proposed method may have potential to determine a location with

additional mass and stiffness for accurate frequency measurements of large structures in component modal

tests.
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1.2 Truss structure

Figure 12 shows a truss structure used as a backup structure to form mesh antenna for satellite use [6].

The total number of locations is 32, and it consists of three components that are identical configuration
and have the same material properties.  Locations 6 and 13 are interfaced with satellite, and boundary

condition is to fix those locations.
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Table 3 Coordinates with additional mass and stiffness

in testing component 1

Mode number
Frequency
accuracy

Proposed
method

1

2

3 7Y

4

9Y

9Y

5Y

7Y

9Y

9Y

5Y
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We select a proposed coordinate that has large amplitude of the truss structure.  Lower three modes of the

truss structure are the first bending mode in the Y direction, tortional mode about X axis, and the second
bending mode in the Y direction, respectively.  For example, proposed coordinate is 10Y for the first

frequency measurement and 9Y for the second and third frequency measurements in testing component 1.

To obtain a positive additional mass, we need to select a mass additive coordinate so that peak frequencies

of tM can be separated from target frequency of the structure.  We confirm that additional mass is positive

near the target frequency for the proposed coordinate selected. Figure 13 shows variation in peak

frequency of tM  when tested component is component 1.  The first peak frequency is not close to the

target frequency fs,1 for the first frequency measurement when proposed coordinate is 10Y.  Therefore,

proposed coordinate 10Y is selected as mass additive coordinate.  For the second frequency measurement,

peak frequency for proposed coordinate 9Y is apart from the target frequency fs,2.  Therefore, proposed

(1) Analytical model

(2) Components

Fig. 12 truss structure consisting of three components
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coordinate 9Y is a mass additive coordinate.  In a similar way, we select locations with additional mass

and stiffness for each frequency measurement every different tested component as listed in Table 4.

We calculate natural frequencies of tested component when additional mass and stiffness are attached to
the selected coordinate shown in Table 4.  Table 5 shows calculated frequencies.  For example, when

component 1 is tested component, frequencies of 0.21, 1.50 and 2.65 Hz are obtained by adding mass and
stiffness to the proposed coordinate.  Additional mass and stiffness are calculated with the first frequency

of the truss structure as frequency .  Because we deal with large structures that are difficult to perform

modal test, we cannot know which frequency in component modal test is the frequency of the truss

structure.  Several modal tests are performed in place of tested component.  When component 2 is tested
component, the frequencies of 0.0, 2.1 and 5.69 Hz are obtained.  Identical frequency obtained by modal

tests is considered to be the natural frequency of the truss structure.  The bold shown in Table 5 shows

natural frequency of the truss structure calculated with finite element model without modeling error.  The
proposed method gives useful information to determine which frequency corresponds to frequency of the

truss structure.
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Table 4  Selected coordinates for truss structure

Tested component 1st freq. 2nd freq. 3rd freq.

Component 1 10 10 9

Component 2 20 20 20

Component 3 29 29 29

Components 1 and 2 10 12 8

Components 1 and 3 10 12 8

Components 2 and 3 22 22 30

Table 5 Frequencies in simulated tests

Tested
component No. 1st freq. 2nd freq. 3rd freq.

0.21 0.47 1.48

1 1.50 1.49 2.18

2.65 2.63 3.28

0.00 0.00 0.00

2 0.21 0.47 2.18

5.69 5.69 5.69

0.21 0.29 0.48

1 and 2 0.58 0.47 0.68

1.86 0.61 2.18

0.21 0.47 0.81

2 and 3 1.50 1.50 1.50

2.39 2.37 2.18

Mode No.

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Target frequency

(Hz)
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Abstract 
In the field of vibration testing, the interaction between the structure being tested and the instrumentation 

hardware used to perform the test is a critical issue. This is particularly true when testing massive 

structures (e.g. satellites), because due to physical design and manufacturing limits, the dynamics of the 

testing facility often couples with that of the test specimen in the frequency range of interest. A further 

issue in this field is the standard use of a closed loop real-time vibration control scheme, which could 

potentially shift poles and change damping of the aforementioned coupled system. 

“Virtual shaker testing” is a novel approach to deal with these issues: it means performing a simulation 

which closely represents the real vibration test on the specific facility by taking into account all parameters 

which might impact the dynamic behavior of the specimen. 

In this paper, such a virtual shaker testing approach is developed. A coupled electro-mechanical lumped 

parameter shaker model is created first, and model parameters are tuned by carrying out some dedicated 

experiments. A vibration controller model is then implemented, based on existing algorithms, and 

validated by means of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation. At this stage, a virtual shaker test is run, by 

coupling shaker and control loop models in a co-simulation routine. Numerical results are eventually 

correlated with experimental ones in order to assess the robustness of the proposed methodology. 

1 Introduction 

Laboratory vibration tests on (large spacecraft) structures essentially serve 2 goals: qualification of the 

structure by subjecting it to vibration environments that are representative for the operational conditions 

and validation of the Finite Element Model for a reliable simulation of the coupling of the structure with 

the launcher. 

Virtual testing means simulating a test prior to its physical happening. In order to obtain a reliable test 

prediction, all aspects which play a major role in the test definition must be taken into account. Three such 

actors perform in the specific case of vibration testing of large structures (e.g. satellites), concurring in the 

definition of a complex dynamic system: 1) the vibration exciter, used to generate the required interface 

forces at the required frequencies; 2) a closed-loop vibration control system, employed to keep well under 

control the test execution, often dealing with expensive and one-of-a-kind hardware specimens; 3) the 

target structure, sometimes referred to as unit under test (UUT), which, normally, needs to be qualified to 

comply with specific operational conditions (e.g. launch loads). 

By carrying out of such a “virtual shaker test”, the test engineer can evaluate the test performance of the 

mentioned system prior to actually putting things into operation: this can help him first in defining the 

proper selection of all parameters involved in the experiment, accounting for a “smoother” test 

deployment; moreover, this can lead him to nimbly correlate the mathematical models with experimental 

data, and gain a deeper insight about the overall system physics. 

Some works have already been presented about this virtual vibration testing subject; amongst the others, 

[1] provides a quite clear and comprehensive view on the overall procedure in the case of satellites 
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qualification testing, emphasizing the deployment of a specific facility used for such vibration tests in a 

major European test centre. Objective of the present work is to further investigate exciter and vibration 

controller behavior by providing a description of the modeling and validation activities performed in order 

to set up the basis for an oncoming closed-loop co-simulation routine including a structural FE model (or 

even a multibody model including flexible components).  

Concerning the exciter modeling, presented in Section 2, a number of papers are available ([2], [3], [4], 

[5]) describing lumped parameter electrodynamic shaker models with different degree of complexity; a 

general one is taken here as starting point for the development of a reverse-engineering approach in which 

model parameters are extracted from experimental measurements. Concerning the controller modeling, 

presented in Section 3, a commercial implementation of vibration controller ([6], [9]) is taken as a starting 

point for the development of a simplified, yet complete, simulation model, which is eventually validated 

adopting a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) approach. Finally, in Section 4 a simplified “structure-less” virtual 

test, including controller and shaker models, is run and compared to experimental results. 

2 Shaker modeling 

2.1 Electrodynamic shaker physics 

The electrodynamic vibration exciter is extremely popular for use in vibration testing, due to the wide 

range of forces and frequencies that we can obtain [7], the ease of use and the possibility to operate both in 

open-loop and closed-loop setups.  

The structure of such a device bears some resemblance to a common loudspeaker, being more robust with 

respect to it [8]. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the shaker structure. At the heart of the machine is a 

coil suspended in a radial magnetic field, acting in the normal plane with respect to the coil axis. This field 

is produced by building a magnetic permeable circuit to transmit flux from both poles of an axially 

magnetized permanent magnet (small shakers) or electromagnet (large shakers); this is accomplished, as 

shown, by means of an inner pole piece and a back circuit conducting flux to an outer pole piece with a 

hole in its center surrounding the coil. The air-gap between these pole pieces is minimized in order to 

reduce the reluctance of the magnetic circuit, thus maximizing the intensity of the field. When a current is 

passed through the coil, an axial force is produced in proportion to this current, and transmitted to a table 

structure to which the coil is attached by means of either a stiff cylindrical shell or a series of columns, the 

coil form or spider. The coil, accurately centered in the narrow air-gap between poles, is allowed to move 

axially being restrained from all other motions; this is accomplished by means of an elastic suspension 

system made up of either a pierced disk or a set of radial beams, sometimes in combination with rollers. 

 

Figure 1: Electrodynamic shaker scheme [5]. 
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The table, spider and coil assembly is called shaker armature, and represents the moving element of the 

device; the exciter base holding the magnetic elements, which is frequently isolated from the building 

floor by use of compliant mounts (small shakers) or pneumatic suspensions (large shakers), will be 

referred to as shaker body. 

A major role is played by the shaker power amplifier, which actually provides the electrical power, in 

terms of voltage and current, that is converted by the exciter into mechanical power (and heat). In some 

cases, especially when dealing with small and medium sized shakers, the power amplifier has two modes 

of operation, which establish the voltage versus current relationships during exciter operations. This has 

quite some important implications on the actual shaker response, as described in the following sections. 

2.2 Lumped parameter electro-mechanical model 

2.2.1 Shaker modeling 

Starting from the evidence of shaker operation, a number of lumped parameter electro-mechanical models 

have been developed in [2], [3], [4], [5]. In this section, the selected, rather complete model, will be 

discussed in detail. This model will be used as a starting basis for the elaboration of a system identification 

procedure and for the simulation runs. 

As from the portrayed mechanical structure of the shaker, it’s evident that the compliant connection 

between the armature assembly and the shaker body forms a single DOF system. Another DOF is 

introduced when considering the armature structure as being elastic rather than rigid: this is done by 

treating the coil and table as separate masses, connected by a spring and damper representing the spider. 

Finally, the isolation system of the exciter, whenever present, can also be modeled as a spring and damper 

in between the body mass and the ground, allowing the entire machine to translate vertically. 

Such a three DOFs mechanical system is actually coupled to an electrical circuit which must account for 

the complex impedance of the armature coil: the minimum (DC) impedance exhibited at the shaker input 

terminals defines the coil resistance, while the increase of such impedance with frequency holds for its 

inductive component.  

  

Figure 2: LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim lumped parameter voltage-controlled shaker model (left) 

 and corresponding mode shapes (right). 
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The interaction between the depicted mechanical and electrical domains is two-sided. On one hand, as 

stated before, the force F  [N] acting on the coil is proportional to the current flowing through it; 

according to Ampere’s law, the magnitude of such a force is given by: 

 iKinBlF f==  (1) 

where B  [T] is the magnetic field strength, l  [m] is the coil length per turn, n  [-] is the number of turns 

and i  [A] is the current flowing through the coil. When the amplitude of motion is relatively small 

compared to the shaker stroke, (1) expresses a linear relationship, fK  [N/A] being the force-current 

proportionality constant. On the other hand, when the coil moves within the magnetic field, a voltage is 

generated across the coil in proportion to its velocity; according to Faraday’s law such a back-

electromotive force bemfE  [V] is given by: 

 xKxnBlE vbemf
&& ==  (2) 

where x&  [m/s] is the relative velocity of the coil with respect to the magnetic field. Again, for small 

armature motions (2) expresses a linear relationship, vK  [V/(m/s)] being the voltage-velocity 

proportionality factor. Notice that fK  equals vK  only if SI units are used; therefore, sometimes the two 

different subscripts are kept [3]. 

At this point the equations of motion governing such a model can be written down. The mechanical part 

satisfies the following relation: 
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where the subscripts btc ,,  indicate coil, table and body, respectively, and where the force (1) is acting 

between the coil and the body. Three modes of vibration dominate the mechanical response: 1) at the low 

frequency limit of operation the compliant isolation mounts (or the pneumatic suspension) allow the 

shaker to translate as a whole with almost no relative motion between the components, in the so called 

isolation mode; 2) in the low end of the operating range the suspension mode dominates, where the 

armature assembly moves relative to the shaker body; 3) at or beyond the high frequency limit of 

operation the coil mode is encountered, being characterized by out of phase motion of coil and table. 

These three mode shapes are depicted in Figure 2 - Right. 

The electrical part of the shaker satisfies following relation: 

 ( ) exxK
dt

di
LRi bcv =−++ &&  (4) 

where R  [Ω] and L  [H] are the coil resistance and inductance, respectively, and e  [V] is the applied 

voltage. 

 

Figure 3: LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim shaker model FRFs.  
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Equations (3) and (4) can be combined together in a more compact form: 
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Note that the same equations of motion are implicitly and automatically obtained by modeling the shaker 

physics in the LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim environment [10] as shown in Figure 2 - Left. Figure 3 depicts 

related FRFs, obtained by initializing model parameters with arbitrary but realistic values.  

2.2.2 A brief note on the power amplifier 

It is worth discussing briefly the role of the power amplifier since it determines how a dynamic excitation 

signal (i.e. the input voltage )(tv ) is converted into an internal force inside the shaker (3). Concerning the 

above mentioned power amplifier modes of operation, the basic schemes are shown in Figure 4, where the 

shaker is simply represented as a box. In the frequency domain, equation (4) reads as: 

 ( ) ( ) EKXXjILjR vbc =−++ ωω  (6) 

where j  denotes the imaginary unit and ω  [rad/s] the pulsation. In voltage mode, the amplifier output 

voltage E  is related to its input voltage V , in frequency domain, by a gain vG  such that (Figure 4 – 

Left): 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ωω=ω VGE v  (7) 

Being the right-hand side of equation (6) fixed (the input voltage is generated by the DAC module of the 

front-end), this means that the current actually flowing into the coil (thus the force) depends on the 

mechanical response. This results in an electromagnetic damping which becomes particularly evident 

around the suspension mode resonance frequency, where armature mobility exhibits a maximum. In 

current mode of operation, the amplifier output current I  is related to its input voltage V , in frequency 

domain, by a gain iG  such that (Figure 4 – Right): 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ωω=ω VGI i  (8) 

In this case, assuming the complex impedance components of the coil constant over the frequency range 

of interest, the shaker mechanical response affects output voltage, being the expected current level 

independent of back-emf generated. This in turn means that no electromagnetic damping effect shows up 

when driving the amplifier in current mode. 

According to the knowledge of the authors, in vibration control applications, voltage amplifiers are 

typically used. This is also the case for the majority of the modal testing cases, although sometimes a 

current amplifier is used. 

  

Figure 4: Power amplifier modes of operation: voltage (left) and current (right). 
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2.3 Model parameters identification 

A system identification methodology based on analytical formulation has been developed for estimating 

the shaker model parameters starting from measurements. To validate this procedure, measurements have 

been performed on a voltage-driven RMS shaker (Figure 5) at the LMS laboratories in Leuven using an 

accelerometer and a current sensor, connected to LMS SCADAS III front-end [11]. LMS Test.Lab 

Structures [12] has been used to measure FRFs, using both burst random and stepped sine signals as 

excitation inputs.  

 

Figure 5: RMS SW3707 shaker and TGD3000 power amplifier. 

First step in the estimation procedure is to consider the mechanical acceleration-over-current FRF 

response of the shaker as a superposition of a number of components. 

Let’s first look at the suspension mode; according to [3], one can consider the armature as a rigid body as 

long as the system is excited at frequencies which are less than one-half of the bare table coil resonance. In 

this frequency band the armature accelerance transfer function can be expressed as: 
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where am  is the armature mass (sum of coil and table masses). The suggested parameter estimation 

approach consists of measuring such a transfer function twice, each time adding a dynamically inert (in 

the considered frequency range) item, with known mass, on top of the shaking table. Once these FRFs 

have been collected, modal parameters are estimated first, for example by means of standard PolyMAX 

method (Figure 6). Although, not unexpectedly, some more dynamic components are identified in the 

data, the two main shaker modes (suspension and coil modes) are easily found; this is true even when the 

added mass is not exactly centered onto the shaker table, inducing some armature rotation effects which 

are clearly visible in Figure 6 – Right. A couple of accelerances in the form: 
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can then be synthesized with the estimated mode shapes, eigenfrequencies is,Ω  [rad/s] and damping ratios 

is,ζ  [-]; the subscript )2,1(=i  stands for the added masses values im . The iA  terms in (10), representing 

the (missing) scaling factors in (9), directly come from residues computed during the curve-fitting stage; 
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it’s then possible to extract both the armature mass and the force-current constant, according to the 

following:  

 
21

1122

AA

AmAm
ma

−

−
=  (11) 

 
( )

21

2112

AA

AAmm
K f

−

−
=  (12) 

According to classical single DOF formulation, suspension damping and stiffness can eventually be 

computed starting from modal parameters estimates: 

 ( ) isisiais mmc ,,, 2 ζΩ+=  (13) 

 ( ) 2

,, isiais mmk Ω+=  (14) 

which should theoretically (adding rigid masses does not change the internal stiffness and damping) lead 

to the same values for both runs ( i ). 
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Figure 6: Modal parameter estimation from an acceleration-over-current FRF: PolyMAX 

stabilization diagram and poles selection in centered (left) and eccentric (right) added mass cases. 

A similar approach can be followed when considering the coil mode; in this case the “equivalent” system 

around resonance is a two DOFs one, found when considering the armature structure alone regardless of 

external (suspension) effects. For such a system analytical formulation gives: 
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as (nonzero) undamped eigenfrequency and damping ratio, respectively. Defining now an “equivalent 

mass” as: 
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it pops up that, only considering system poles, the two DOFs system is equivalent to a single DOF one 

with same values of damping and stiffness, and equivalent mass. The table accelerance transfer function 

can be written as: 
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where, again, the subscript i  indicates the added masses values. It is evident that the same approach can 

be used here to have further estimates of am  and fK  in this frequency band, once the system modal 

parameters have been identified. Table and coil masses can be extracted using the two runs measurements 

and noticing that: 
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which can be easily solved for tm ; cm  is then evaluated starting from the known armature mass value. 

Coil damping and stiffness can be computed from modal parameters applying equations (15) and (16). 

An equivalent approach can be used to estimate “body-related” parameters using a single DOF equivalent 

system. In order to excite the isolation mode of the shaker a couple of stepped sine tests with quite large 

input levels were performed. Large (sine) inputs means, at low frequencies, large displacements, so that 

the validity of the linear relations (1) and (2) is not guaranteed anymore: this could erode the model 

validity in this frequency range leading to potentially unreliable parameter estimates.  

Anyway, synthesizing an overall bare table accelerance FRF allowing for the only armature dynamics, and 

plotting it against the measured one, acceptable matching shows up (Figure 7 – Left), particularly within 

the frequency range of normal operation.  
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Figure 7: Acceleration-over-current (left) and voltage-over-current (right) FRFs comparison. 

Now that mechanical parameters have been estimated, one can focus on the electrical ones. When 

considering the frequency domain equation (6), the coil mobility can be assumed as equal to the table 

mobility as far as one deals with lower frequencies than half of the coil resonance; this armature mobility 

is expected to be much higher than the body one, especially around the suspension resonance, so that the 

latter could be neglected. Furthermore, one can expect in this frequency band a rather constant power 

amplifier voltage gain value, eventually leading to: 

 ( ) VGKXjILjR vva =ω+ω+  (20) 
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Armature accelerance and DAC-over-current FRFs are available from measurements, thus being 

convenient to rearrange the previous as: 
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By writing down this equation for each spectral line over the considered frequency band and solving the 

resulting least squares problem for the unknowns vGLR ,, , the set of estimated parameters necessary to 

characterize the treated lumped parameter model results complete. As an alternative to estimating vG , the 

voltage fed into the shaker could be measured instead of the DAC output signal of the front-end; however, 

these voltages at the amplifier output are typically too large to be measured with a typical data acquisition 

front-end having an input range of ±10V. Figure 7 – Right shows a comparison between the left-hand side 

of equation (21), synthesized from electrical parameters estimates, and the right-hand side, measured (and 

scaled by the voltage gain).  
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Figure 8: Acceleration-over-DAC                

FRFs comparison. 

Finally, it is possible to synthesize a table acceleration-over-DAC FRF and to compare it with the 

experimental one (Figure 8). Table 1 summarizes the identified model parameters. 

3 Controller modeling 

After having selected, identified and validated a realistic shaker model, the next stage in the virtual shaker 

test environment is the inclusion of a controller model. This is discussed in the present section. 

3.1 The Sine Control application 

Vibration testing of large and/or expensive structures requires the test to be carried out in a controlled 

manner. This differs significantly from classical modal testing approach in that the user is asked to specify 

a desired output (reference) level (e.g. a certain acceleration profile in the frequency range of interest), 

instead of an input one (e.g. simply sending a flat spectrum DAC output voltage to the shaker amplifier). 

This in turn means that some control application is required to close the loop, shaping the drive spectrum 

so that the excitation levels of the structure match the pre-defined ones and verifying the tested unit not 

being in danger, shutting the test down if it is. 

Mechanical parameters Electrical parameters 

cm  [kg] 3.52 L  [mH] 0.081 

tm  [kg] 4.00 R  [Ω] 0.16 

cc  [kg/s] 484.28  

sc  [kg/s] 643.77 Coupling constants 

ck  [N/m] 546.65e+06 fK  [N/A] 38.00 

sk  [N/m] 145.72e+03 vK  [V/(m/s)] 38.00 

Table 1: Identified model parameters values. 
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Figure 9: Sine Control measurement flow: schematic and real-life. 

LMS Test.Lab Sine Control [9] is such an application, and it has been chosen here as a basis for the 

modeling process, mainly because of its large installed base at the major satellite test centers. Figure 9 

depicts the related measurement flow:  

• a pure sine drive signal, with certain amplitude and frequency, is provided to the shaker(s) power 

amplifier(s); 

• a number of transducers mounted on the unit under test (UUT) measure its response at several 

locations, and some safety checks (overload, open loop, channel abort, etc.) are performed; 

• a vibration amplitude (control) level is estimated and used to compute next amplitude of the drive 

signal, depending on measurement state, amplitude reference profile, and a set of control 

parameters. Next frequency and phase are also computed based on parameters defining the sine 

sweep; 

• the drive signal is updated and a new measurement cycle is started. By sweeping throughout the 

specified frequency band the complete UUT response is measured. 

The ultimate purpose of such a control system is to maintain the response of selected measurement 

point(s) at predetermined levels independent of structure dynamics. The reference profile levels for the 

various frequencies are set up by the test engineer to meet the particular test requirements; typically they 

are chosen to approximate those that will be encountered by the UUT during service. 

3.2 Controller implementation 

The described application has been modeled by means of Matlab Simulink, keeping both hardware [11] 

and software [9] aspects into account trying to replicate as much as possible the controller behavior. 

Figure 10 gives an overall view about the implemented model. Due to its complexity, a simple conversion 

of the controller implementation was not possible and a complete re-engineering approach was adopted. 

Some elements of the controller model are discussed in more detail in the following. 

At the core of the model is the drive signal generation routine, which accepts as inputs the current time of 

the simulation and the current sine characteristics (amplitude, frequency, phase). This signal, representing 

the DAC output, is fed to some structure model, which might also be running in Simulink or in a different 

simulation platform.  

The sine response signal is then used to estimate the amplitude level. In this context, for achieving an 

accurate amplitude estimate one needs to acquire and analyze at least one sine period with an adequate 

oversampling factor (samples per period). A state-of-the-art digital processing scheme is used here to 

collect the samples needed for the estimation process: the data stream is in fact continuously fed into a 
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chain of decimators, which in turn feed a number of measurement buffers available in parallel. In each 

buffer data is sampled at half the frequency of the buffer above it, being the sampling frequency of the 

“highest” buffer determined by the simulation step size. Actually, for simulation speed purposes, this 

sampling frequency has been chosen as a sub-multiple of the LMS SCADAS III front-end one, allowing in 

simulation a narrower frequency range “testing” capability (given the same estimation accuracy). At this 

point, based on the current drive frequency, the buffer which guarantees a number of samples in between 

120 and 240, if available, is chosen, independent on the user-defined number of periods. Such a scheme is 

depicted in Figure 11. 

Once the proper buffer has been selected, the amplitude estimation routine is carried out. For sake of 

simplicity, only a filtered (harmonic) estimation method has been implemented here, being several other 

techniques available within the commercial application (RMS, average, peak). The filtered extraction 

method minimizes the error between the measured time signal and an arbitrary sine wave with given 

frequency and unknown amplitude and phase. The measured signal can be written as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )jisjicj tataty ω+ω= sincos  (22) 

This equation is written down for every sample in the period(s) resulting in a set of equations; all the 

delays introduced by digital processing are taken into account for samples extraction. This set of equations 

is then solved in a least squares sense to obtain estimates for ca  and sa ; amplitude can eventually be 

computed as: 

 ( ) 22

sci aaA +=ω  (23) 

This filter method, which works completely in the time domain, offers the best estimate for the amplitude 

of the fundamental frequency and provides an excellent harmonic rejection; furthermore, it is the only 

estimator to provide both magnitude and phase. 

 

Figure 10: Overall view of Simulink implementation of the LMS sine controller. 

When the amplitude estimate is available a drive-updating routine is triggered. The system transfer 

function for any given frequency iω  is given by:  

 ( ) ( )
( )id

ic
i

A

A
H

ω

ω
ω =  (24) 
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where cA  is the control signal amplitude and dA  is the drive signal one. If the former differs from the 

prescribed reference value, refA , then the drive signal for the next frequency 1+iω  needs to be updated 

such that: 

 ( )
( )

( )i

iref

id
H

A
A

ω

ω
ω =+1  (25) 

When updating the drive signal, the control algorithm considers not only the amplitude of the reference 

spectrum and the computed transfer function, but also a parameter known as the compression speed; this 

item represents the rate at which “errors” in the control signal can be corrected by the system. Such a 

compression speed results from the actual loop time evaluation and from the definition (by the user) of a 

so called compression factor, which can take integer values from 1 to 20: a compression factor of 1 

represents an immediate correction of the control loop transfer function, while a higher value results in a 

“damped” adjustment of it, which makes the control process slower but more stable. 

In addition, frequency and phase of the drive signal for next measurement cycle need to be computed. 

Depending on sweep mode, the sine frequency holds:  

 




+

+
=+

sweep)ic(logarithm2

sweep)(linear
60

0

0

1 ts
f

tsf
f i  (26) 

where 0f  [Hz] is the starting frequency of the sweep, s  is the sweep rate (in [Hz/s] for linear sweeps, 

[Oct/min] for logarithmic ones) and t  [s] is current simulation time. Concerning the phase, the update 

expression turns out to be:  

 ( ) iiii tff ϕ+−π=ϕ ++ 11 2  (27) 

At this stage the drive parameters are updated and at next simulation time step they are applied to the sine 

wave definition. Notice that the amplitude transition is smoothed in order to cut out as much as possible 

high frequency components from the input signal. 

Besides the mentioned parameters, the model user is also asked to specify a build-up time [s] and an initial 

inverse transfer function amplitude [V/g]. The former defines the rate at which the drive amplitude is 

increased at the beginning of the simulation, keeping the frequency constant, before the sweep is started. 

The latter defines the drive level that makes the structure response to meet the specified one at starting 

frequency; actually this function is carried out, within the commercial application, by a self-check 

procedure, which has not been implemented here, during which a first estimate of the system transfer 

function is obtained. 

When the specified upper frequency limit is reached the simulation is automatically stopped and the 

acquired harmonic spectra and time histories (reference, control and drive) are saved.  

 

Figure 11: Downsampling and span selection scheme [11]. 
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3.3 Model validation 

In order to validate the controller model, a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) approach has been adopted.  

The first step was the definition of a simple structure model, with some dynamics in the frequency range 

of interest (1÷300 Hz), to be tested; being only the control model object of the validation procedure, we 

could assume the structure to be excited by an ideal shaker system, so that the drive output [V] equals the 

force delivered to the structure itself [N]. 
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Figure 12: Visual comparison between 

measured and simulated accelerance FRFs. 

A 4 DOFs mass-spring-damper system has been built and tuned in order to shape its frequency response 

according to specific needs (Table 2). This system has then been converted to discrete state space 

formulation, using as sampling rate the step size of our controller model. At this stage such a discrete 

model has been downloaded onto a dSPACE real-time platform, connected via I/O modules to the LMS 

SCADAS III front-end, and tested just like a real vibrating structure using LMS Test.Lab. Some 

preliminary tests have been performed in order to check the real-time model transfer function to be 

compatible with the previously simulated one (Figure 12).  

A considerable number (24) of Sine Control sweeps has been carried out, which differed by the selected 

control and sweep parameters, in order to collect a broad amount of data to exploit in the validation 

process; Table 3 summarizes the related parameters set. Safety features have been deliberately disabled for 

this purpose, so as to observe possible control issues and also get a deeper understanding of user-defined 

parameters effects. 

The same discrete state space model has then been implemented directly within Simulink and connected to 

the controller model described in Section 3.2. An equal number of test runs, with same parameters, have 

been collected in the simulation environment, using a dedicated Matlab routine in order to automate the 

process. 

A visual comparison approach has eventually been used to perform the validation: the measured Test.Lab 

control harmonic spectra have been plotted against corresponding simulated ones (Figure 13). Control 

time histories have also been compared to each other: time data are aligned to each other first by applying 

a proper time shift computed via cross-correlation; a Hilbert transform is then applied in order to get the 

corresponding analytic signals, and their magnitudes (representing a sample-by-sample envelope of the 

time histories) are plotted one against the other (Figure 14). 

 

Mode Und. eigenfreq. [rad/s] Damping ratio [%] 

1    14.9001     2.0674 

2 71.1804 2.0062 

3 102.0480 2.0433 

4 237.1299 0.7377  

Table 2: Modal parameters of the modeled            

4 DOFs system. 

Sweep mode Linear, Logarithmic 

Sweep rate [Hz/s] or [Oct/min] 1, 2 

Compression factor [-] 4, 8 

Number of periods [-] 1, 2, 4 

Table 3: Set of control parameters employed for 

the validation procedure. 
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Figure 13: Control harmonic spectra (response is zoomed around first resonance). 

Results show a striking correspondence between the Test.Lab implementation and the model, especially in 

those cases where the controller is tuned in such a way not to show troubles during the sweep (Figure 13 - 

Left). From the zoom, it is clear that the simulation and the test agree perfectly in the beating phenomenon 

after the first resonance. In addition to a validation of the simulation accuracy under well controlled tests, 

it is also important to correctly predict control instabilities in case the controller parameters are not 

appropriate for the test at hand.  Figure 13 - Right shows that in such case the control quality in both the 

test and simulation is evenly poor. 

It is evident what a dramatic impact the control parameters have on such a vibration test, and how the 

availability of such a fine controller model could help the test engineers to set up proper test conditions, 

speeding up test productivity. 
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Figure 14: Magnitude of Hilbert transform of control time histories.  

4 Virtual test set up and validation 

As a next step the validated shaker model (Section 2) and the validated controller model (Section 3) were 

coupled to build a virtual bare shaker. To allow a time-domain simulation of the coupled set, the lumped 

parameter shaker model was converted to state space description. With this coupled set, a number of sine 

sweep runs with different values of control parameters were performed and compared to real test data, 

obtained by running the same sweeps (with same control parameters) onto the RMS bare table shaker 
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installation (Figure 5). Results show good agreement both concerning the control spectra (but this is 

somehow expected, since no critical dynamic effects are present) and the drive ones (Figure 15). 

The next step in the process will be to mount a head-expander and test article on the virtual shaker, to 

allow a full time-domain simulation of the real shaker test. In order to do this, the controller and shaker 

model will be made available in an industrial environment, as a plug-in of a multibody simulation package 

capable of handling flexibility such as LMS Virtual.Lab Motion. This will ultimately also allow a clear 

prediction and proper understanding of possible problems with non-linearities during qualification tests, 

and a subsequent adjustment of the control strategy. 
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Figure 15: Control (left) and drive (right) harmonic spectra comparison. 

5 Conclusions 

A virtual shaker testing approach has been presented, consisting of a coupled electrodynamic exciter 

lumped parameter model and vibration controller. A general system identification methodology to extract 

shaker model parameters from measurements has been introduced, and validated by carrying out dedicated 

vibration experiments on a real device. A vibration control application has also been implemented, and 

validated by means of a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test session. A virtual shaker test run has been 

eventually carried out, and results compared with experimental data. 

Such an application constitutes the basis for a co-simulation routine including a structural model of the 

UUT; this model can vary from time to time, remaining the very core of the virtual test unchanged (of 

course shaker model parameters need to be updated when dealing with different installations). In this way 

the test engineers can obtain indications about the test performance before the test itself is physically 

taking place without spending a large amount of time and effort; time and effort are also saved during the 

actual test deployment, and model correlation phases, making such an instrument a productivity booster. 
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2 Numerical modal analysis 

2.1 Description of the model 
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2.2 Modal Results 
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3 Experimental modal analysis 
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5.2 Bending optical module 
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Abstract 
In standard experimental modal testing, it is crucial to find a special driving point for which the Auto-

Frequency Response Function (Auto-FRF) contains all the resonant peaks in a frequency range of interest. 

However, in reality and for actual complex mechanical structures, it is a time consuming and challenging 

problem to find such a driving point and there is no guarantee that it can give all the modal parameters 

reliably and completely. In this study, a robust algorithm is proposed which makes it unnecessary to find a 

special driving point involving all the resonant peaks in the Auto-FRF in a frequency range of interest. 

One numerical and two experimental evaluations were carried out based on the algorithm and good 

agreement was obtained with the results of standard experimental modal testing, but this new algorithm 

was faster and more reliable. 

1 Introduction 

Experimental modal analysis (EMA) is a non-destructive testing strategy based on vibration responses of 

the structures [1,2]. Over the past decades, the modal testing has become an effective means for 

identifying and simulating dynamic behavior of structures [3-7]. One of the techniques widely used in 

modal analysis is based on an instrumented hammer impact excitation. By using signal analysis, the 

vibration response of the structures to the impact excitation is measured and transformed into Frequency 

Response Functions (FRFs) using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) technique. Subsequently, the series 

of FRFs are used to extract modal parameters as natural frequency, damping, and corresponding mode 

shape of the structure. Applications of modal analysis span over various fields of science, engineering and 

technology. In particular, numerous investigations related to aeronautical engineering, automotive 

engineering, and mechanical engineering have been reported [8]. In a wide range of practical applications 

the modal parameters are required to avoid resonance in structures affected by external periodic dynamic 

loads or for estimating the dynamic properties of structures [9-13]. 

EMA is often conducted using a single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) testing strategy [8]. Depending on 

the complexity of the structure to be tested, two or more measurement points may be used for the 

frequency response measurement of the system. It is crucial to find a special driving point for which the 

Auto-Frequency Response Function (Auto-FRF) contains all the resonant peaks in a frequency range of 

interest. Many times it is very difficult, if not impossible, to excite all the modes of the system equally. 

This is especially true when the structure exhibits directional global modes or when the structure has an 

abundance of local modes due to appendage or subcomponent modal energy. When this is the case, using 

the Auto-FRF measured data may not produce the optimum overall extracted modal parameters. To 

extract the best possible modal parameters, it may be necessary to add certain measurements to obtain 

modal parameters of those modes that have not been included in Auto-FRF of the system. A careful 

review of all the measurements, modal participation factors and missed FRF data in system’s Auto-FRF 

may help to determine the optimum selection of the additional measurement points. 
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In this paper, one numerical and two experimental modal testing was implemented to identify the modal 

parameters of a 1D cantilever rod, a 2D cantilever plate and a 3D structure composing of three hollow 

profiles, respectively. Comparing the Auto-FRF results with the FRFs of the other measurement points, it 

was found that in some cases it did not comprise all the modal data. Using the algorithm proposed in this 

paper, the optimum additional driving points and the missed modal data were determined to describe the 

proper dynamic properties of the system. Matlab software was used for obtaining the FRF measurements 

and extracting the modal parameters.  

2 Theory 

Modal parameter estimation is as a special case of the system identification where the priori model of the 

system is known to be in the form of modal parameters. Modal parameters can be obtained from the 

measured frequency response function matrix   H , which is made up of 
inout

NN   FRFs. They can be 

synthesized by using the data from 
out

N  and 
in

N  , which are the number of measured response degrees of 

freedom (physical response points times number of direction(s) at each physical point) and the number of 

applied inputs on the structure, respectively. To synthesize the complete modal parameters accurately 

from only 
out

N or 
in

N  FRFs, two requirements should meet. First of all, the 
out

N or 
in

N  FRFs must consist 

of either a complete row or complete column of FRF matrix. Secondly, the 
out

N or 
in

N  FRFs must contain 

non-zero residue information for every modal vector present in the structure within the frequency range of 

interest. This means that if the modal vector is entirely zero (due to excitation at the node of a modal 

vector) proper modal parameter synthesis will not be possible. 

Assuming that only the k-th row of   H  has been measured, it can be described as 

  
 

 
 

 























N

r r

kir

r

kir

ki
j

A

j

A
H

1 
 , (1) 

which is non-linear in the unknown parameters, the poles (
r

 ) and the residues (
r

A ). In order to construct 

all modal parameters, all of the elements of  
kr

A  for each mode will be required. The residue matrix  
r

A  

for a particular mode is directly related to the modal vector as 

       rrrr
QA  , (2) 

or in index notation as 

 
qrprrpqr

QA  , (3) 

where 
r

Q  must be chosen according to a scaling criteria. 

However, for large and complex structures, when the reference shaker does not adequately excite all of the 

modes from the reference location, using the FRF data may produce modal results which are not complete 

and optimum. When this is the case, by proposing a simple algorithm, a careful selection of additional 

driving points can be enough for developing a good modal database and it is not necessary to change the 

driving point and carry out another complete SIMO modal analysis again. 

Here, we consider the case when the Auto-Frequency Response Function of a mechanical structure at a 

specific point p does not include the resonance of mode s. It seems to be unnecessary to search for a 

special driving point involving all the resonant peaks. For mode s and driving point p, equation (3) can be 

rewritten as; 

    
pspsspps

QA  . (4) 

If mode s is excited in any arbitrary residue among another measurement point such as in q, unique result 

for ppsA  can be found by measuring the Auto-FRF of point q as 
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qqs

qpsqps

pps
A

AA
A  . (5) 

Then the missed mode shape in Auto-FRF can be derived even if its value is very small due to locating in 

the vicinity of nodal point  

When the errors involved with measuring the Auto-FRF are taken into account, equation (5) may be a 

preferable way to estimate the driving point information even though this method requires information 

from another column of the residue matrix. Note that this will require that another excitation location 

should be taken during the test of the structure. 

3 Case Study 

3.1 Numerical Simulation 

The proposed algorithm was applied to estimate modal parameters of a finite element model of a 1D 

cantilever rod using an incomplete set of Auto-FRF data. The simulation was performed using 80 uniaxial 

truss elements with two degrees of freedom at each node. The rod had length of 1 m, diameter of 0.01 m 

and the material was assigned with the properties of steel. Damping was modeled as proportional to the 

stiffness matrix for ease of decoupling the equations. 

 

 

Figure 1: The first six natural mode shapes of a cantilever rod.  

Figure 1 demonstrates the first six natural mode shapes of the cantilever rod. The colors express 

deformations of each node in vertical direction ranging from small (blue) to large (red), from which we 

can obtain the nodal points shown by cross marks for each mode. 

Node No. 30 which is in the vicinity of nodal point A (see Fig. 1), of the 4
th
 mode was selected as an 

initial driving point in order to construct an incomplete Auto-FRF. A set of SIMO FRFs was obtained 

using numerical modal analysis in the frequency range of 0–1000 Hz. Figure 2 shows the measured FRFs 

due to measurement points 25, 27, 30 and 35. The Auto-FRF has been shown in blue line as )30,30(H  

and as it can be seen the modal data due to the 4
th
 mode are missing.  
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Figure 2: Modal analysis simulation FRFs for the cantilever rod. 

The method presented in this paper enables us to prevent repeating the time consuming complete analysis 

of a new driving point by suggesting an additional driving point which excites the missed modal data. By 

a comparison of the FRFs it was understood that the measurement point No. 35 has the missed modal data 

(see Fig. 2) and therefore its Auto-FRF data was achieved as in Fig. 3. As it can be seen, the missed FRF 

data related to the 4
th
 mode are well excited. 

Modal parameters of the first three modes can be obtained from the FRF data due to driving point No. 30 

using Rational Fraction Polynomial Method (RFPM) [4,8,10]. But in order to obtain modal data of the 4
th
 

mode, residue of the driving point No. 30 for the mode No. 4 is necessary. By applying REPM to the 

additional Auto-FRF of node No. 35,  
435,35

A was achieved and then used to give the missed  
430,30

A  data 

as; 

   
   

 
435,35

435,30435,30

430,30
A

AA
A  . (6)  

 

 

Figure 3: Auto-FRF of the additional driving point (node No. 35). 
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3.2 Experimental Evaluation 

3.2.1 A 2D Cantilever Plate 

As the first experimental case study, the proposed algorithm was applied to a steel rectangular cantilever 

plate with the dimensions of 1 m × 0.5 m × 0.01 m as in Fig. 4. A SIMO experimental modal analysis was 

carried out considering the symmetric geometry of the structure by choosing seven measurement points 1, 

2, 3, 4, 7, 10 and 13, red marks in Fig. 4. Measurement point No. 4 was selected as an initial driving point 

(see Fig. 4). For each point, the FRF measurements were done four times in the range of 0-1000 Hz and 

the results averaged to prevent unwanted errors.  

 

 

Figure 4: The location of measurement points and selected driving point of the experimental 

rectangular cantilever plate. 

The first eight modal shapes of the finite element model have been depicted in Fig 5. The contours express 

deformations of each node in ranging from small (blue) to large (red), from which we can obtain the nodal 

lines and curves due to individual modes shown in blue. As it can be seen, measurement point No.4 which 

was selected as the initial driving point is located on the nodal lines due to the mode numbers 3 and 6. 

FRF measurements related to measurement points 1, 4, 7 and 13 have been shown in Fig. 6. The Auto-

FRF measurement data has been highlighted in green color.  

 

 

Figure 5: The first eight mode shapes of the experimental cantilever plate. The driving point (solid 

circle in red) is located on the nodal lines of the 3
rd

 and 6
th

 mode shapes. 
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By a review of the FRF plots, one can easily understand that the modal data due to the 3
rd

 and 6
th
 modes 

are missing in the Auto-FRF in measurement point 4. However, these missing modes have been well 

excited at measurement point No. 7 and 13. 

To extract a complete set of modal parameters, experiments should be repeated twice more for both 

measurement points No. 7 and 13 as new additional driving points. However, in Auto-FRF of the 

measurement point No. 7, the missing modal data due to the 3
rd

 and 6
th
 modes have been found (see Fig. 7) 

and there is no need for considering more additional driving points. 

 

 

Figure 6: Modal analysis simulation FRFs for the cantilever plate. 

 

Figure 7: Auto-FRF of the additional driving point (node No.7). 
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3.2.2 A 3D Structure 

As the next experimental case study, the proposed algorithm was applied to a 3D structure made of 

aluminum and composed of three hollow rectangular profiles of m 9.0
1
a , m 75.0

2
a , and m 6.0

3
a . 

The structure was suspended by a rigid wire attached to a coil spring. Finite element model configuration 

has been shown in Fig. 8 along with the selected driving point and the location of 13 measurement points 

which are represented by red cross signs. The first seven 3D modal shapes of the structure have been 

depicted by means of three perpendicular cross section movements for each mode.   

To derive a complete set of modal parameters, a SIMO experimental modal analysis was carried out in the 

frequency range of 0-500 Hz. The initial driving point was selected on measurement point No. 13 in y-

direction (see Fig. 8). FRFs were derived in three directions using a single triaxial sensor successively 

attached to each measurement point location. A total of 3 × 13 DOF measurements were obtained and the 

best four FRFs have been represented in Fig. 9. The Auto-FRF curve has been represented by green color 

line while the modal data due to the 3
rd

 mode is missing. A review of all FRFs shows that the natural 

frequencies and damping ratios are slightly different and it is due to the effect of the accelerometer mass 

which reduces the modal parameter values. For the 3
rd

 modal shape of the structure, as it can be seen from 

Fig. 8, the oscillations are just in x-z plane and the structure has no movements in y-direction. Comparison 

of all individual FRFs represents that the measurement point No. 5 in z-direction can excite the 3
rd

 mode 

better than the others. The resultant Auto-FRF related to measurement point No.5 has been illustrated in 

Fig. 10 with an excellent excitation due to the mode No. 3.  

RFPM was applied to the FRFs derived from SIMO experimental modal analysis and modal parameters 

were deduced except the 3
rd

 modal vector. Natural frequencies and damping ratios have been listed in 

table 1. In order to obtain an accurate natural modal vector for the 3
rd

 mode, it was necessary to find the 

exact value of the 3
rd

 natural mode shape,  
338 , of initial driving point. Measurement point No. 5 was 

selected as an additional deriving point in z-direction and   285.2
315   was deduced by curve fitting 

the measured Auto-FRF. The missed mode shape of the driving point No. 13 was determined from 

 
338,15

A  values, the 3
rd

 mode residue of the measured FRF related to the )38,15(H  and the 3
rd

 natural 

mode shape of the additional driving point as; 

     
 
 

443.0
3153

338,15

338





Q

A
. (7)  

By dividing the complete residue vector of the 3
rd

 mode, derived from initial experiment, by  
338 , the 

complete natural mode shape was found for the missed mode and has been shown in Fig. 11. Deformed 

shape and the cross section movements of the structure have been depicted by the aid of blue line and 

three arrows, respectively (see Fig. 11).  
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Figure 8: The first seven modal shapes of the experimental 3D structure. The driving point is 

located on the nodal points of the 3
rd

 modal shape. 
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Figure 9: Modal analysis FRFs for the experimental 3D structure. 

 

Figure 10: Auto-FRF of the additional driving point (node No. 5). 
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Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

)(HZ  47.469 81.314 104.361 309.414 321.22 416.275 428.179 

  0.005 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.0007 0.002 0.001 

Table 1: Modal parameters extracted from SIMO experimental modal analysis of the 3D structure.  

 

Figure 11: The 3
rd

 mode shape of the 3D structure derived using the proposed algorithm. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced a new algorithm to obtain a complete set of modal parameters of mechanical 

structures by defining efficient additional driving points. Selection of an efficient driving point is an 

essential task, especially for the actual complex mechanical structures, to prevent performing the whole 

measurement procedure with a new driving point which is a time consuming and challenging problem and 

also there is no guarantee that it can give all the modal parameters reliably and completely. The proposed 

algorithm was evaluated by giving some case studies both numerically and experimentally. It was shown 

that by the aid of our new proposed algorithm, one can derive a complete set of modal parameters of the 

structure faster and more reliable.  
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Abstract 
The dynamic characteristics of a structure are often derived from measured frequency response functions 
(FRFs). However, it may happen that the measurement of certain FRFs is impossible as they are related to 
some points of interest that are not physically accessible. In this circumstance, it is useful to have some 
tools that can provide the prediction of such dynamic information. The transmissibility concept can play 
an important role to circumvent these situations. In fact, as the authors have shown in a previous work, 
there are important properties associated to the transmissibility - the relationship between two sets of 
responses, for a given set of applied forces, extended to a general multiple degree-of-freedom system. The 
objective of this paper is to demonstrate the potentialities of the transmissibility concept to predict un-
measurable FRFs in an actual continuous structure.  

1 Introduction 

The notion of transmissibility is presented in every classic textbook on vibrations, associated to the single 
degree-of-freedom system, when its base is moving harmonically: it is defined as the ratio between the 
modulus of the response amplitude and the modulus of the imposed motion amplitude. 
The question that arises is how to extend the idea of transmissibility to a system with N degrees-of-
freedom, i.e., how to relate a set of unknown responses to another set of known responses, for a given set 
of applied forces. The papers by Ewins and Liu [1] and Varoto and McConnell [2] extend the initial 
concept to N degrees-of-freedom systems, in a limited way, the former using a definition that makes the 
calculations dependent on the path taken between the considered co-ordinates involved, the latter by 
making the set of co-ordinates where the displacements are known coincident to the set of applied forces. 
An application where the transmissibility seems of great interest is when, in field service, one cannot 
measure the responses at some co-ordinates of the structure. If the transmissibility matrix of the original 
system can be evaluated beforehand, then by measuring in service some responses, one would be able to 
estimate the responses at the inaccessible co-ordinates. This is possible, since there are important 
transmissibility properties, as it is presented by Maia et al.[3], that provide us the necessary tools to 
estimate those responses. 
In this work an experimental case study is presented, from which the transmissibility matrix is obtained by 
measuring the FRFs at certain points due to some applied forces. It is demonstrated that the derived 
properties presented in Maia et al. [3] allow us to obtain the response data at certain inaccessible locations 
of different mass and stiffness modified systems. 
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2 Transmissibility properties 

A general approach to the transmissibility concept was presented by Ribeiro [4]. This is based on 
harmonically applied forces (easy to generalize to periodic ones). If one has a vector AF  of magnitudes of 
the applied forces at co-ordinates A, a vector UX  of unknown response amplitudes at co-ordinates U and a 
vector KX  of known response amplitudes at co-ordinates K, then one can write 

U UA A=X H F   (1) 

K KA A=X H F , (2) 

where UAH  and KAH  are the receptance frequency response matrices relating co-ordinates U and A, and 
K and A, respectively. Eliminating AF  between (1) and (2), it follows that 

U UA KA K
+=X H H X  (3) 

or 
(A)

U UK K=X T X  (4) 

where KA
+H  is the pseudo-inverse of KAH . Thus, the transmissibility matrix is defined as: 

(A)
UK UA KA

+=T H H  (5) 

Note that the set of co-ordinates (A) where the forces can be applied need not coincide with the set of 
known responses (K). The only restriction is that – for the pseudo-inverse to exist – the number of K co-
ordinates must be greater or equal than the number of A co-ordinates. 

The transmissibility matrix in MDOF systems may be compared to a ‘‘black box’’, relating different sets 
of dynamic responses on the same structure, but without taking into account its dynamic properties. A 
kind of transmissibility model of the structure is defined, like the response one. The transmissibility 
functions are strictly local in nature, being functions of input-output frequency transfer functions.  

It has been shown in [3] that there are two important properties for the transmissibility matrix of MDOF 
systems. These properties are basically connected to the conservation of the transmissibility matrix even if 
some modification is made in mass and stiffness values of the original system and are presented as: 
Property 1 - The values of the transmissibility matrix do not change if some modification is made on the 

mass values of the system where the dynamic loads can be applied – subset A. 
Property 2 - The values of the transmissibility matrix do not change if some modification is made on the 

stiffness of springs connecting co-ordinates of subset A – (where the dynamic loads can be 
applied). 

From eq. (5), one has (A)
UK UA KA

+=T H H . Thus, for the modified system, one has: 

(A)
UK UA KA

+= ' 'T H H  (6) 

 

 

Therefore, 
(A)

UK UA KA UA KA
+ += = ' 'T H H H H  (7) 
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Thus, if the receptance matrix relating co-ordinates K and A of the modified system ( KA
'H ) is known, the 

receptance matrix ( UA
'H ) relating co-ordinates U and A can be derived as: 

(A)
UA UK KA=' 'H T H  (8) 

3 Experimental case study 

3.1 Original structure 

The experimental case study is mainly formed by a beam to which six equal masses are attached, as 
illustrated in fig. 1. This structure is herein referred to as the original structure, and was built in such a 
way to perform simple mass and stiffness modifications at some co-ordinates/regions. As it can be seen, 
the blocks are initially attached to the structure via a screw, having a washer between each block and the 
beam. The washers act as local point springs. By removing the washers the two blocks are compressed 
directly to the beam surface, leading to an increase in the local stiffness. In fig.1 it is also shown the 
accelerometer locations and the points where the forces can be applied. 
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 Accelerometer locations 

  Applied forces 

Figure 1: Original structure. 

The subsets of known and unknown responses are assumed as; 

{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }

{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }

2 1

4 3

6 5

,K U

X X
X X X X

X X

⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪= =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭

  (9) 

The vector { }AF  contains the loads which can be applied (even if some of them are null in certain cases): 

{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }

4

5

6

A

F
F F

F

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭

  (10) 

According to eq. (5), and considering the above-defined subsets, the transmissibility matrix is given by: 
1

12 14 16 14 15 16 24 25 26

32 34 36 34 35 36 44 45 46

52 54 56 54 55 56 64 65 66

(A) (A) (A)

(A) (A) (A)

(A) (A) (A)

T T T H H H H H H
T T T H H H H H H
T T T H H H H H H

−⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

 (11) 
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3.2 Modified structures 

In order to prove that it is possible to obtain the FRFs in certain locations of modified systems, provided 
that the transmissibility matrix of the original system is known, some modifications have been made in the 
original structure. These modifications are experimentally made by adding masses or changing the 
stiffnesses in certain regions. The stiffness modifications are accomplished by removing the connection 
washers. 
The mass modifications made on the original structure are presented in fig. 2. 

Mass modified structure 1 
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Mass modified structure 2 
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Mass modified structure 3 
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Figure 2: Mass modified structures. 

The stiffness modifications are illustrated in fig. 3. These consist of the removal of the initial washers in 
points 5 and 6 for the modified structure 4 and in points 4 and 5 for the modified structure 5. 

Stiffness modified structure 4 
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Stiffness modified structure 5 
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Figure 3: Stiffness modified structures. 
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As an example, the measured receptances H14 are presented in fig. 4 for the various modified structures. In 
fig. 4a) it is illustrated the influence of the mass modifications, i.e. the decreasing of the natural 
frequencies, whereas in fig. 4b) it can be observed the influence of the stiffness modifications resulting in 
higher natural frequencies. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Measured receptances H14 for the original structure and modified structures:  
a) mass modification, b) stiffness modification.  

In figs. 5 and 6 two transmissibility functions, T52 and T32, are presented for the original and modified 
structures, respectively. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: T52 Transmissibility obtained for the original structure and for the mass a), and stiffness b) modified 
structures.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: T32 Transmissibility obtained for the original structure and for the mass a), and stiffness b) modified 
structures. 

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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Remarks 

It can be observed that in situations when the mass modifications on the original system are made on the 
values corresponding to the set of co-ordinates A (where the dynamic loads can be applied) the 
transmissibility values T32 and T52 do not change, considerably, as it can be observed in figs. 5 a) and 6 a) 
for the modified structures 1 and 2. However, for the higher frequencies there is a poor agreement in these 
curves. The authors believe  that this may be due to the fact that the extra masses placed in co-ordinates 4 
and 6 have not only a translational effect, but also a rotational one, which can not be taken into due 
account since there is no such related co-ordinate. 
As expected, the transmissibilities change for the mass modified structure 3 (see figs. 5 a) and 6 a)), as the 
modification is introduced in a co-ordinate that does not belong to the subset A. 
It can also be observed in figs. 5 b) and 6 b) that when the modification on the original system is made on 
the stiffness region connecting co-ordinates of subset A, the transmissibility values do not change 
considerably, as it is illustrated with the modified structures 4 and 5. 

3.3 Estimation of FRFs using the Transmissibility concept  

In figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10, three receptances '
14H , '

35H  and '
56H  were selected as examples to illustrate the 

estimated FRFs of the modified structures 1, 2, 4 and 5, respectively, by using eq. (8), compared to the 
measured FRF on the actual modified structure.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Measured and estimated receptances H14 , H35 and H56  for the mass modified structure 1. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Measured and estimated receptances H14 , H35 and H56  for the mass modified structure 2. 
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Figure 9: Measured and estimated receptances H14 , H35 and H56  for the stiffness modified structure 4. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Measured and estimated receptances H14 , H35 and H56  for the stiffness modified structure 5. 

 

Remarks 

It can be observed that the estimated FRFs of the various modified structures compare well with the FRFs 
measured on the actual modified structures. This is not the case for receptance H56, mainly at the anti-
resonances as the frequency increases. 
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4 Conclusions 

In this work it has been shown that it is possible to estimate the FRFs related to some points of interest 
that are not physically accessible. By using the important properties associated to the transmissibility 
matrix, obtained by measuring the FRFs at certain points due to some applied forces on an actual original 
structure, together with a set of FRFs measured on the structure after modifications, it is possible to 
estimate response data at certain inaccessible locations. 
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Abstract 
The mechanical behavior of complex elastic structures with substructures is significantly influenced by the 
local and nonlinear constitutive behavior of the involved joints [1]. Well-established computational 
techniques, which are mostly based on the direct finite element method (FEM) or on classical modal 
reduction procedures, show an inefficient balance between computational time and accuracy. Based on 
Joint Interface Modes (JIMs), which have been recently proposed by our group [2], it is possible to 
perform mode based dynamic computations of jointed elastic structures utilizing local and nonlinear 
contact and friction models. This approach is characterized by almost the same accuracy as the full FEM, 
without loosing the efficiency of modal computation. It is a well known effect that local damping couples 
the degrees of freedom (DOFs) in a mode based computation [3]. Typically, this effect is neglected in 
engineering praxis in order to preserve the computational efficiency of the modal approach. The present 
paper is devoted to demonstrate that the use of JIMs allows the consideration of the mode coupling due to 
damping. Our work is organized as follows: In the first section two numerical studies are performed in 
order to demonstrate the range of possible errors due to the common neglect of the coupling effect of local 
damping in a mode based analysis of jointed structures. In a second section the concept of ‘Joint Interface 
Modes’ is briefly reviewed and in the last section a numerical example utilizing JIMs is presented. Beside 
an excellent balance of accuracy and computational effort, it can be seen that the JIMs formulation enables 
full mode coupling due to local energy dissipation. 

1 Introduction 

The presence of joints, like bolted joints, spot welded seems and others, is a computational challenge in 
assembled structures. From a mechanical point of view, a joint leads to a contact and friction problem with 
a possibly time invariant contact area. These local nonlinearities can have global effects even if the 
deformations are small. For metallic structures without additional damping the energy dissipation due to 
friction across a joint is the most important source of damping [1].  
In engineering practice, jointed structural systems are commonly analyzed by means of commercial FE 
(Finite Element) codes. The strength of these FE codes usually is the static solution of FE structures with a 
considerably high number of DOFs (several millions). Due to this huge number of DOFs, the computation 
of such structures in time domain is economically not possible without severe restrictions. Common 
restrictions are the size of the FE model (the number of DOFs), the number of time integration points and 
the consideration of inertia effects (quasi-static instead of full dynamic simulation). 
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Time integration is the strength of mode based analysis. Linear elastic structures can be represented 
effectively and consistently by a linear combination of time-invariant deformation shapes, commonly 
called ‘modes’. The modal approach reduces the number of DOFs of complex FE structures to max. 200 – 
300 without significant loss of accuracy within a well-defined frequency band. Various modal reduction 
methods have been presented during the last decades. Reviews have been done, among others, by Craig 
[4], Noor [5] and Zu [6]. When distributed contact and friction come into the play, the classical mode 
bases are not able to deal with the corresponding nonlinearities without loosing the efficiency of mode 
based computation. Therefore two simplifications are common in engineering practice: Firstly, the contact 
is linearized by tying the contact surfaces together or by connecting them with linear springs. Secondly, 
the energy dissipation is modelled by applying a global modal damping which avoids coupling of modal 
DOFs. Both assumptions may lead to significant errors. The present contribution is concerned with the 
mode coupling effect due to local energy dissipation and is subdivided into three sections: 

• In the first section two examples are given to demonstrate the range of possible errors by 
neglecting the coupling effect of local damping 

• In the second section, the concept of Joint Interface Modes (JIMs) is briefly reviewed. In contrast 
to existing reduction techniques, Newton’s 3rd law is regarded at the stage of mode generation. 
This leads to a strongly increased convergence behavior at the stage of mode based computation, 
where the latter law is part of a nonlinear contact and friction model and has to be applied anyway. 

• The last section gives an example, which demonstrates, that a mode based computation utilizing 
JIMs is able to regard the coupling effect of damping without loosing the efficiency of the modal 
approach. 

2 Exemplarily investigation on the mode coupling effect due to local 
energy dissipation 

2.1 General 

In this section two structures will be exemplarily investigated with respect to the mode coupling effect of 
local energy dissipation. In order to isolate the effect, a rather simple linear contact and friction model has 
been used. The normal contact is modeled with linear springs and the tangential friction forces are 
modeled by visco-elastic Voigt-Kelvin elements. This is, of course, an insufficient contact model in terms 
of a comparison with measurements but it is good enough to demonstrate the coupling effect of local 
energy dissipation. Using the latter contact model leads to a linear equation of motion in the form of 

 + + =Mx Dx Kx f  (1) 

were  is the n by n mass matrix, the n by n stiffness matrix and  the n by n viscous damping 
matrix. The vector  denotes the n nodal DOFs of the FE model and the dots the corresponding time 
derivatives. By using a modal reduction technique in the form of  

M  K D
x

 =x Φq  (2) 

equation (1) can be transformed into  

 + + =red redIq D q Λq f  (3) 

where  is the r by r identity matrix,  the r by r damping matrix,  the 

r by r diagonal stiffness matrix and  the generalized load vector of dimension r. The vector 

= TI Φ MΦ = T
redD Φ DΦ = TΛ Φ KΦ

= T
redf Φ f q  

holds the generalized coordinates and its dimension r is typically much smaller than n (r << n). The time 
invariant n by r matrix  contains in its columns r trial vectors (commonly called ‘modes’).  Φ
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While the stiffness and mass matrix of the reduced system are diagonal matrixes, the damping matrix is in 
general a full matrix and couples the generalized degrees of freedom. In order to minimize the 
computational effort for the time integration, this matrix is approximated by a diagonal matrix in the form 
of 

 . (4) ≈red red,diagD D

The diagonal entries can be approximated by a complex eigenvalue analysis of equation (1), see [8]. Note, 
that the coupled system (3) is approximated by a decoupled system when approximation (4) is applied. 
The next subsections will demonstrate that the magnitude of the error depends on the amount of damping 
as well as on the particular structure. For the sake of comparison two computations have been performed. 
A reference computation with the full FE model according to equation (1), and a mode based computation 
according to equation (3) have been performed. In the latter computation, the damping matrix is estimated 
by a diagonal matrix according to the strategy proposed in [8]. A convergence study has been performed 
in order to ensure that the regarded modes span the frequency range of interest. 
Note again, that the intention of the simple contact model is not the comparability with reality but a 
isolation of the mode coupling due to local energy dissipation. The conclusions can be extrapolated to 
more realistic contact and friction models. 
 

2.2 Sheet – Structure 

This example is motivated by investigations, which have been done by the group of Prof. Gaul [7]. An 
image of the interesting structure and the corresponding FE model can be seen in Figure 1. For the details, 
see [7]. In contrast to the latter publication, there are no thin layer elements in the present model. The 
contact is modeled by linear springs in normal direction and visco-elastic Voigt-Kelvin elements in 
tangential direction. For this numerical investigation no material damping has been considered. 

 

 

Figure 1: Sheet structure 

The plane sheet of the structure is mounted to ground at four edges by 3 dimensional springs. The 
locations of the mounts are outlined by black circles in Figure 1. The structure is excited by an imposed 
force which acts in all 3 dimensions in space. The location of the excitation is outlined by a black triangle 
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in Figure 1. The direction vector of the force is [1,-1,1]T and the time characteristic of each component 
can be seen in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Time characteristics of excitation force (magnitude) 

Arithmetic 
mean of 
first ten 
modes’ 
modal 

damping 

Displacement magnitude of FE node at 
location A 

Displacement magnitude of FE node at 
location B 

0.006% 

  

0.06% 

 

Table 1: Sheet structure - Time characteristic of full FE computation and modal based computation 
using two different values for local viscous energy dissipation 

The viscous damping value for the Voigt-Kelvin elements has been varied in order to see the effect on the 
results. As a requirement for the number of regarded modes, the difference of the results has to be 
negligible in case of zero viscous damping. The displacement magnitudes of two nodes, which are 
outlined in Figure 2 by black squares, have been evaluated with respect to their reference position and 
summarized in Table 1. The location of the nodes is labeled by A and B, respectively, as outlined in 
Figure 2. Note that location A coincides with the location of the space fixed reference frame. The blue 
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curve corresponds with the full FE computation and the orange curve corresponds with the modal based 
computation. Note, that it has been checked whether the time integration delivers a converged solution. 

2.3 Box – Structure 

The same investigation as in the section before has been performed with a more solid structure. Two views 
of the FE model are given in Figure 3. The structure consists of a body and a cap. The body is of the 
dimension 500mm by 500mm with a wall thickness of 25mm. The cap is mounted by 20 screws which are 
modeled as mass-less beams and outlined by black circles in Figure 3. The thickness of the cap is 25mm. 
The material characteristics have been chosen according to iron. The contact zone between body and cap 
is outlined in Figure 3 by a dashed line.  
 

 
Figure 3: FE model of box structure 

 
The body is mounted to ground at three edges by 3 dimensional springs. The location of the mounts is 
outlined by black stars in Figure 3. The structure is excited by an imposed force which acts in all 3 
dimensions in space. The location of the excitation is outlined by a black triangle in Figure 1. The 
direction vector of the force is [1,-1,1]T and the time characteristic of each component can be seen in 
Figure 2. 
The contact model is equivalent to the one above and the same investigations have been performed. The 
displacement magnitudes of two nodes, which are outlined in Figure 3 by black squares, have been 
evaluated and summarized in Table 2. The blue curve corresponds with to full FE computation and the 
orange curve corresponds to the modal based computation. 
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Arithmetic 
mean of first 
ten modes’ 

modal 
damping 

Displacement magnitude of FE node at 
location A 

Displacement magnitude of FE node at 
location B 

2,6% 

  

4,6% 

  

Table 2: Box structure - Time characteristic of full FE computation and modal based computation 
using two different values for local viscous energy dissipation 

2.4 Conclusion 

Table 1 and Table 2 show, that the quality of the mode based computation decreases with increasing local 
damping. Furthermore it can be seen, that no general rules of thumb exist in order to estimate, when the 
local damping is too high for a mode based and decoupled computation. A mean value of 0.06% modal 
damping for the first ten modes delivers already inacceptable bad results for the sheet structure while the 
box structure delivers acceptable results up to approximately 4%. A possible explanation of the difference 
is, that the ratio of the domain where damping forces act and the remaining domain is much larger for the 
sheet structure as for the box structure. 
For industrial applications it can be concluded that the approach, which was introduced in [8], may work 
for solid structures like engine blocks but may fail for sheet structures like car bodies. 
In the next section a mode base (Joint Interface Modes – JIMs) is briefly reviewed which enables modal 
computation without the necessity of a linearized contact model. In the subsequent section 4 it will be 
demonstrated that, in case of the linear contact model under consideration, an accuracy can be achieved, 
which is comparable to the full FE method by an efficiency of decoupled mode based computation. 

3 Joint Interface Modes 

3.1 Joint Interface Modes 

This section deals with the determination of an effective mode matrix , which was assumed to be 
known in the sections before. Just one method for the computation of the JIMs is presented here. For 
another one, see 

Φ

[2]. 
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Figure 4: Force magnitude of box excitation 

The crucial and new idea introduced in [2] is the consideration of Newton’s 3rd law across the joint at the 
stage of mode generation.  
Figure 4 holds a qualitative description of a FE model which contains a joint. The joint DOFs are outlined 
by grey dots in Figure 4 and denoted as IJ1 and IJ2 depending on the surface number. Nodal DOFs which 
are loaded by concentrated forces are denoted with the letter B and outlined by white dots. The remaining 
DOFs are marked by the letter I\IJ and outlined by black dots. The numbers of nodal DOFs are denoted as 
nB, nB IJ1, nIJ2 and nI\IJ, respectively. The sum of the latter four quantities gives the total number of DOFs n.  
The quastistatic part of the equation of motion (1) according to the latter subdivision of DOFs takes on the 
form 

 

\

\

\

\
\ \ \ \ \

⎧⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫
⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪
⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪ =⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥

⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦

B,B B,IJ1 B,IJ2 B,I IJ BB

IJ1IJ1,B IJ1,IJ1 IJ1,IJ2 IJ1,I IJ IJ1

IJ2IJ2,B IJ2,IJ1 IJ2,IJ2 IJ2,I IJ IJ2

I IJ
I IJ,B I IJ,IJ1 I IJ,IJ2 I IJ,I IJ

K K K K fx
xK K K K f
xK K K K f
xK K K K 0

⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪

=⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
−⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭

B

IJ1

IJ1

f
f
f
0

. (5) 

where the time invariant stiffness matrix is subdivided into the according parts. In case of identical 
meshed contact surface application of Newton’s 3rd law accros the joint leads to a force distribution 
in the form of , which is incorporated on the right hand side of equation (5). Since the JIMs are 
understood as an extension of existing mode bases, like the Craig Bampton modes base [9], the nodal 
DOFs of concentrated load application 

s, the 
= −IJ1 IJ2f f

Bx  can be set to zero. The last row of equation (5) gives a 
possibility to express  as a function of \I IJx IJ1x  and IJ2x . By setting the second row to the negative of the 

third and substituting  by the expression gained from the forth row leads to a static reduction rule in 
the form of 

\I IJx

 . (6) \⎡ =⎣
TT T T T

B IJ1 IJ2 I IJ IJ2x x x x Hx⎤⎦

where and \ \ \ \
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

TT-1T T T
I IJ,I IJ I IJ,IJ1 I IJ,IJ2H 0 G I K K G K
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\ \ \ \ \

\ \ \ \ \

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= + − +⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤+ −⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

-1
-1

IJ1,IJ1 IJ2,IJ1 IJ1,I IJ IJ2,I IJ I IJ,I IJ I IJ,IJ1

-1
IJ1,I IJ IJ2,I IJ I IJ,I IJ I IJ,IJ2 IJ1,IJ2 IJ2,IJ2

G K K K K K K

K K K K K K−
. 

Applying the reduction rule (6) to the equation of motion (1) leads to the reduced equation of motion 

 + =red,IJ2 IJ2 red,IJ2 IJ2  red,IJ2M x K x f  (7) 

where ,  and = T
red,IJ2M H M = T

red,IJ2K H K HH ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦
TT T T T

  red,IJ2 B IJ1 IJ1f H f f f 0 . The JIMs are 

now obtained from the solution of an eigenproblem with the reduced (nIJ2 x nIJ2) matrices  and 

, which can be written as 
red,IJ2M

red,IJ2K

 ⎡ ⎤− =⎣ ⎦
2JIM * JIM

red,IJ2 red,IJ2 IJ2(K Ω M Φ 0) . (8) 

Where is the (nJIMΩ IJ2 x nIJ2) diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and  is the (n* JIM
IJ2Φ IJ2 x nIJ2) matrix of JIMs 

for the joint surface IJ2. Equation (8) has nIJ2 solutions, but it is to be expected that a truncated set of 
eigenvectors  of the dimension (nJIM

IJ2Φ IJ2 x nJIM) will deliver satisfying results (nJIM << nIJ2). Finally, it is 

necessary to extend the JIMs of  to the entire structure. The (n x nIJ2x JIM) matrix  of JIMs 
considering all DOFs of the system takes on the form  

JIMΦ

 

−

⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

JIM
B JIM

IJ2JIM
IJ1JIM JIM

IJ2JIM
IJ2 JIM

IJ21JIM
I \ IJ,I \ IJ I \ IJ,IJI\IJ JIM

IJ2

0
Φ

GΦ
Φ

Φ Φ
Φ

GΦ
K KΦ

Φ

. (9) 

Note, that the column number i of  represents the exact static response of the entire structure due to 
the imposed deformations , 

JIMΦ
=Bx 0 { }= JIM

IJ1 IJ2 i
x G φ  and { }= JIM

IJ2 IJ2 i
x φ . The vector { }JIM

IJ2 i
φ  is the JIM 

corresponding to the column number i of the matrix . JIM
IJ2Φ

The final reduction rule for a mode based computation takes on the form  

 ⎡= ⎣ ⎤⎦
e.g. Craig-Bampton JIMx Φ qΦ . (10) 

where the mode base consists of the computed JIMs and a proper mode base, which is capable to deal with 
concentrated load applications on (e.g. Craig-Bampton [9]). Bx

4 Exemplarily investigation on the mode coupling effect due to local 
energy dissipation in modal computation utilizing JIMs 

Section 2 above was devoted to demonstrate the effect of mode coupling due to local energy dissipation 
across a joint. It has been exemplarily shown, that a mode based computation of jointed structures may 
lead to significant errors if the coupling effect of damping is neglected, which, however, is common in 
industrial practice.  
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In the section before, the concept of JIMs is briefly introduced. The idea of extending a mode base with 
JIMs is to add as much as necessary and as less as possible DOFs to a system, in order to enable a local 
and physics based modeling of the joint contact. Consequently, it should be possible to represent all the 
physical effects, which can be captured by the chosen contact model. In the framework of the present 
contribution it will be exemplarily demonstrated below that a mode based computation incorporating JIMs 
of the sheet structure, introduced in section 2, will lead to a significant enhancement of the result, without 
loosing the efficiency of mode based simulation. 
The FE model and boundary conditions are almost the same as in section 2 before. The two differences are 
firstly the excitation magnitude, which is scaled by a factor of 100. Secondly, the implemented viscous 
damping leads to an arithmetic mean value of 1.5% for the first ten free-free modes (following the strategy 
of [8]).  
For the computation utilizing JIMs, no global damping is applied. The local linear contact model is 
implemented and evaluated at each time integration point. A summary of the results for location B (see 
section 2) can be seen in Figure 5. The dark blue curve represents the direct FE computation which is 
considered as reference. The orange curve holds the solution of a mode based computation according to 
the strategy outlined in section 2, where the mode coupling effect due to local damping is neglected. The 
green curve shows the solution of a mode based computation, where the Craig-Bampton modes [9] are 
extended by 50 additional JIMs.  
It can be seen that the mode based computation with additional 50 JIMs delivers a result, which is much 
more accurate than that one, which is obtained by a mode base without JIMs and a global decoupled 
damping (according to section 2). The benefit of JIMs is the saving of computational effort. Even if the 
results of the direct FEM and the mode based computation utilizing JIMs are comparable, the latter 
computation effort, measured in CPU time, for this particular example is about a factor of 100 less.  
Note, that a part of the differences between the reference and the mode based computation utilizing JIMs 
may be the result of the different software packages and integration schemes that have been used. The 
direct FEM time integration has been performed with MSC.NASTRAN and the mode based time 
integration with the HHT solver of MSC.ADAMS. 
 

  
Figure 5: Displacement magnitude of location B 
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5 Conclusion 

Joint Interface Modes (JIM’s) represent an effective extension of existing mode bases for the time 
integration of jointed structures. In this contribution it has been demonstrated that the coupling effect of 
local energy dissipation can be taken into account by using a mode base, which is extended by JIMs. The 
latter simulation strategy leads to an accuracy which is comparable to the direct FEM by the typical 
efficiency of mode based computation.  
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Abstract 
Knowing the modal behaviour of a vehicle’s Body-In-White (BIW) is fundamental to its vibro-acoustic 

development. Its modal behaviour determines the transfer functions from sources of vibration, such as the 

powertrain and suspension, to the occupant’s contact points with the vehicle. The validated BIW model is 

the first building block to which the other components are added and avoiding modal alignment between 

these components is vital in realising a refined vehicle. 

 

There is an increasing reliance on CAE during vehicle development programmes owing to the need to 

reduce physical prototypes. There will inevitably be differences between the numerical and empirical 

models that will need to be either swiftly reconciled or understood if this CAE development is to be 

representative. 

 

This paper describes one approach that MIRA uses to achieve reconciliation between empirical and 

numerical BIW modal data. The method employs the Design Optimisation capability in MSC.Nastran and 

consists of assessing and improving the degree of correlation between BIW modal data from test and 

CAE. Realistic changes are made to the CAE model in an iterative manner against an objective function 

that encapsulates the degree of correlation. 

 

The iterative optimisation forces the best possible correlation subject to limits on allowed design changes.  

The run-time (cost) of this process is dependent on the model size and on the numbers of variables and 

design constraints.  For efficient use of this technique, proper consideration must be given to definition of 

these parameters.   

1 Introduction 

MIRA often receives enquiries that entail a degree of correlation between experimental and numerical 

modal models. The most significant of these is the correlation of BIWs as these enquiries normally form 

an important part of a larger vehicle programme. 

 

The aim of this investigation is to demonstrate the correlation and updating of BIW modal data from 

simulation and test. From the outset, the methods used needed to be both pragmatic and appropriate to the 

timescale and resource available during a typical vehicle development programme.  

 

These objectives have been met but the output is not a replacement for engineering judgment, rather a tool 

to assist it. Similar functionality is commercially available in pre and post processors to FE solvers. From 

the onset, the intention here was to not only demonstrate the updating of an FE model against an objective 
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function, but to establish a generic approach with wider applications such as mass optimisation and stress 

minimisation. Owing to this, it was preferable to establish this capability within existing software licences. 

 

Please note that, throughout this paper, reference is made to a BIW FE model. Unfortunately, owing to 

customer confidentiality, images of this model cannot be shown. The BIW is of a small 5 door family car 

and is of conventional construction (steel panels spot welded together). The BIW was unglazed with no 

subframes or closures. 

1.1 The Vehicle Development Programme 

It is typical for a vehicle development programme to begin with some form of concept evaluation exercise. 

Part of this exercise may consist of the construction of a multi-body simulation model of the vehicle that is 

used to investigate the vehicle’s response to a variety of inputs (handling manoeuvres, ride, tip-in, tip-out, 

gear change, idles, acceleration etc). 

 

In its simplest form, this model will consist of lumped parameter representations of the inertias and 

stiffnesses and the hard points dictated by the package. The usefulness of this model increases as the 

lumped parameters are replaced with flexible bodies of the correct modal performance enabling frequency 

responses to be studied. 

1.2 The Vehicle and Human Mode Table 

Part of the concept evaluation exercise consists of the definition of a vehicle mode table. The table will 

contain the natural frequencies of the major subsystems of the vehicle plotted against frequency or engine 

orders, see Figure 1. The table is used to ensure that modal alignment between subsystems and input 

forces is avoided and occupant vibration minimised. 

 

The vehicle mode table is defined with reference to the human mode table which extends from whole 

body vibration, to vibration of the limbs and tactile vibration at the occupant’s contact points with the 

vehicle [1 & 2]. 

 

The positioning of these modes is paramount if high levels of refinement are to be achieved. With respect 

to the BIW, it is the lower frequency global modes that are of the greatest interest rather than the higher 

frequency panel modes that can readily be fixed with swages, spray treatments or similar local palliatives. 

1.3 Differences between the BIW and the BIW FE model 

A structural FE BIW model has of the order of 1E6 degrees of freedom with element sizes of 

approximately 3 mm. The nodes of the FE mesh are defined with an absolute precision whereas BIW 

dimensions vary within the region of five millimetres along their length. 

 

The thickness of panels will vary according to the depth of the pressing. A good example of this is a spare 

wheel well where there is a deep trough in an otherwise broadly flat panel. In FE models the thickness is 

typically uniform throughout the panel. 
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Figure 1. Mode Table for a Vehicle and Occupant (4 Cylinder Engine). 
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Spot welds are perceived to be a significant source of variability between the BIW and its model. Spot 

welds are produced by clamping seams between two electrodes through which a high current passes. As 

the spot weld cools, it attempts to contract and pulls adjacent panels together. This residual tension is 

evident when a spot weld is drilled and the panels ping as they are released.  

 

The majority of production line spot welding is automated with the welder being wielded by a robot, 

rather than human, arm. In many cases, the robot arm is taught the spot welding sequence by manually 

dragging the arm to each spot weld location in turn. The position and number of spot welds depends on 

this process. Further to this, spot welder electrodes wear and occasionally need refurbishing. The quality 

of the welds deteriorates with wear. There is a common myth that BIWs are assembled on production lines 

with a flurry of sparks; sparks from spot welder imply poor or missed welds. 

 

The spot welds contained in the BIW model considered here consist of rigid connections between flexible 

patches that are connected to the panel meshes. Neighbouring meshes can move past and through 

interfacing surfaces unconstrained, that is, shear (friction) and normal forces where seams contact are not 

represented. 

 

An FE model is only representative of the data contained within it. Owing to the inevitable variabilities 

associated with production, there will always be differences between the two.  

1.4 Design Optimisation in MSC Nastran  

Since a structural optimisation option was introduced to the MSC.Nastran FE software package in the late 

1980s, the possibilities of using this technique to force analysis and test results to converge have been 

recognised and increasingly explored.   

 

At MIRA this technique (the “SOL 200” option within MSC.Nastran) was first used in a project carried 

out in 1996 where a simple FE model representing a body structure was forced to have a torsional stiffness 

and displacement characteristic which matched test values and observations [3].  The body model was 

then itself used to compare the effectiveness of different roll cage designs. 

 

The original and intuitive use of SOL 200 was to obtain a minimum mass solution to a general design 

problem.  In the problem definition a number of model properties may be allowed to vary while certain 

analysis “responses” (e.g. stress, displacement, natural frequency) are kept within defined bounds.  The 

mathematical basis of the technique, however, allows an objective to be set which minimised any 

nominated response of the model. If this response is set, using an equation, as “the difference between 

some calculated analysis result and the equivalent test observation” then the software will attempt to 

impose correlation. If at the same time a number of responses are nominated as constraints, to be kept 

within narrow bounds, SOL 200 can be used to oblige the FE model to correlate simultaneously to a 

number of test observations. 

 

This technique is not foolproof.  It will only identify a single solution that satisfies the design model 

definition, and becomes more costly in computing time as model sizes and the numbers of constraints and 

variables increase. The identification of appropriate, realistic design variables is important, as is the 

definition of sufficient constraints to ensure that the design resulting from the analysis remains feasible. 
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The SOL 200 analysis will stop when: 

 

• the nominated maximum number of design iterations has been reached, or 

• the analysis has converged on an optimum design (to within defined bounds), or 

• it has been determined that no further progress can be made towards a feasible design (satisfying 

all constraints). 

 

To guard against instability, parameters set include the rate at which variables are allowed to change.  A 

by-product of the analysis can be a matrix of sensitivities confirming the relative effect of each variable on 

each constraint and each constraint-related response. 

1.5 Node correspondence between test and simulation 

At MIRA, spectral acquisition and modal analysis is carried out using LMS TestLab. Eigen value 

simulations are carried out in MSC.Nastran. The experimental modal analysis (EMA) of the BIW contains 

84 tri-axial measurement points (nodes) whereas the FE model has approximately 213000 grid points, see 

Figure 2. Before a correlation can be carried out, data from corresponding nodes, common to both EMA 

and CAE, need to be identified. 

 

In the absence of an FE model, the definition of the wireframe geometry used in EMA is an approximate 

process. The node locations are usually coarsely measured to an accuracy no better than ± 5 cm. CAE 

node locations are absolute. 

 

The simplest solution to the correspondence problem is to identify the nodes from the FE model prior to 

measuring them on the BIW and this is the approach that has been used here. 

1.6 Objective correlation 

Unsupported edges of panels can exhibit high levels of mobility compared to the stiff structural regions of 

a BIW. Such highly mobile points can dominate the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) calculations and 

give misleading results. It is, therefore, useful to sift the contributions from each node for their individual 

consequence on the MAC value and remove the most troublesome points. 

 

The modal analysis of the BIW was initially carried out with the front wings fitted. In this condition, the 

wings have unsupported edges and measurements in the vicinity of these highly mobile areas were found 

to dominate the MAC calculation. The front wings were, therefore, removed and the analysis repeated. 

 

Figure 3 shows the MAC of the modal data from the BIW FE model and test. The MAC values exceed 

60% up to the 7th mode, where after the MAC values decrease. However, the near diagonal entries are still 

significant implying partial correlation. 
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Figure 2. The wire frame model used in the experimental modal analysis 

(84 tri-axial measurement points) 
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Figure 3. MAC matrix of the BIW test and simulation modal data 
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2 FE Model Updating in MSC.Nastran  

2.1 Updating of a Simple Model in MSC.Nastran 

It was established by use of a simple 6 degree-of-freedom model, see Figure 4, that processed 

displacement (eigenvector) data could be used in SOL 200 to first generate MAC values by comparison 

with tabulated data and then as constraints or objectives in the analysis. 

 

The key requirement was to have all relevant data systematically ordered and labelled to facilitate their 

processing into MAC values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Initial Correlation of the BIW Model 

In comparison to the simple model used above, the BIW model comprises approximately 213,000 grid 

points (nodes) and 176,000 elements. These include the representation of around 4,500 spot welds by 

hexahedral elements connected to panel meshes using a system of constraint (RBE3) elements. 

 

The first five modes from simulation and test and the MAC values for the first four modes are contained in 

Table 1. The FE modes were calculated using a linear normal modes analysis (MSC.Nastran SOL 103). 

As supplied the BIW weighed 251.1 kg whereas the modelled mass was 254.9kg.  

 

 

Mode 

Number 
FE Frequency Test Frequency MAC 

1 30.82Hz 32.19Hz 0.9599 

2 34.05Hz 37.00Hz 0.9692 

3 42.38Hz 45.99Hz 0.9742 

4 46.79Hz 49.14Hz 0.9042 

5 50.35Hz 50.01Hz - 

Table 1. Initial modal data 

With model properties as initially supplied, the MAC comparison between test and analysis modes that is 

used as the starting point is already relatively close. 

Figure 4. Six masses connected by five springs 
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2.3 Sensitivity Assessment 

Areas of the structure whose stiffness have the most influence on the frequency of particular modes can be 

identified by considering the strain energy intensity (density) associated with the modes. For shell 

elements, and expressed in units of energy per unit area, this response can be directly output by 

MSC.Nastran as part of analysis option SOL 103.   

 

A preliminary exercise was carried out using this technique and iterating with small changes in the 

thickness of selected panels to determine the sensitivity of the mode frequencies to these design changes. 

These data were retained for comparison with more automated techniques.  

2.4 Preparation of Nastran Data 

MSC.Nastran data were prepared using MS/Excel to facilitate generation of substantial numbers of 

basically similar data entries for use in the optimisation trial.  If required, this process could be automated.  

 

It would have been possible to nominate a limited number of shell thicknesses as design variables, based 

both on engineering judgement and on the sensitivity analysis described in section 2.3.  However, in order 

to fully test the SOL 200 technique a full set of design variables were defined, allowing each modelled 

shell element thickness to vary by ±15%. 

 

Initial design model data therefore comprised: 

 

• 218 “DESVAR” entries and corresponding “DVPREL1” entries, to allow the nominated variation 

in all PSHELL thickness data; 

• 253 “DRESP1” entries, selecting frequency results for initial group of flexible modes and also 

displacement output at specified nodes for input to MAC calculations; 

• “DEQATN” entries to allow calculation of MAC values from the selected displacement responses 

and tables of test data; 

• Assorted parameters and control data. 

 

A function was defined to be used to minimise the overall divergence of the MAC values for the first three 

modes from the optimum (1.0) and used as the objective function for most of the trial analyses noted in 

section 3: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ −+−+−= 2

03

2

02

2

01 111 MACMACMACObjective   (1) 

 

 

Where MAC01 etc are the MAC values calculated for modes 1, 2 and 3 using displacements for 

translational degrees of freedom at key (test) points on the BIW. 

 

Various data were also prepared to investigate the effect of nominating minimum overall mass as the 

objective (keeping the first 3 MAC values close to 1.0) and of constraining the mass to remain very close 

to the starting value.  Summary outcomes for key analysis runs are presented in section 3. 
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3 Results 

Tables in this section summarise a cross-section of the analysis runs used to assess the SOL 200 technique 

for enforcing correlation. Four analysis runs (cases) are described. They are 

 

Case 1: Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes by allowing all the shell thicknesses to 

vary 

Case 2: Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes by allowing 30 of the most significant 

shell thicknesses to vary 

Case 3: Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes whilst keeping the model mass to a 

minimum by allowing all the shell thicknesses to vary 

Case 4: Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes whilst keeping the model mass as close 

as possible to the original value by allowing all the shell thicknesses to vary 

3.1 Case 1: Optimise MAC - Vary any shell thickness 

In this case, the objective was to optimise the MAC values of FE and test data by varying any of the 

model’s shell thicknesses. A further objective was for the FE eigenvalues to converge on those of the test 

observations. The results of this case are presented in Table 2 and show that a significant improvement in 

correlation was achieved at the expense of an increase in the model mass. 

 

Case 1 

Design Variables: All shell element thicknesses (218 total) 

Objective: Optimise cumulative MAC for first three modes 

Constraints Frequencies to be close to test values for modes 1 to 3 

Iterations 15 (failed to converge after 15) 

Run (elapsed) time 39.75h 

Run (cpu) time 32.90h 

Mode Initial FE Final FE Test Value 

1 30.82Hz 32.41Hz 32.19Hz 

2 34.05Hz 36.60Hz 37.00Hz 

3 42.38Hz 46.00Hz 45.99Hz 

4 46.79Hz 48.01Hz 49.14Hz 

Mode Initial MAC Final MAC  

1 0.960 0.972  

2 0.969 0.978  

3 0.974 0.983  

Modelled Mass Initial Final Test Value 

 254.9kg 263.1kg 251.1 

Table 2. Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes achieved by varying shell 

thickness 
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A by-product of Case 1 was a table (matrix) showing the sensitivity of frequency and MAC changes to 

thickness changes across the whole model. These data have been used to limit the number of shell 

thicknesses used as design variables in the following Case to achieve a 90% reduction in run time. 

3.2 Case 2: Optimise MAC - Vary only 30 shell thickness 

The objective of this Case is the same as that of Case 1 but the number of design variables has been 

limited to only 30 of the most significant shell thicknesses identified using a sensitivity analysis.  

 

Case 2 

Design Variables: Selected shell element thicknesses (30 out of 218) 

Objective: Optimise cumulative MAC for first three modes 

Constraints Frequencies to be close to test values for modes 1 to 3 

Iterations 2 (converged to best achievable design after 2 iterations) 

Run (elapsed) time 3.83h 

Run (cpu) time 3.76h 

Mode Initial FE Final FE Test Value 

1 30.82Hz 32.43Hz 32.19Hz 

2 34.05Hz 35.64Hz 37.00Hz 

3 42.38Hz 45.24Hz 45.99Hz 

4 46.79Hz 48.38Hz 49.14Hz 

Mode Initial MAC Final MAC  

1 0.960 0.974  

2 0.969 0.983  

3 0.974 0.984  

Modelled Mass Initial Final Test 

 254.9kg 267.0kg 251.1 

Table 3. Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes achieved by varying only 30 shell 

thickness 

The improvement in MAC was slightly more pronounced than for case 1.  However, the frequencies were 

not as close to the test values as for the full-variable analysis, and the mass of the solution was greater. In 

this run the program had “done its best” by fully adjusting (usually increasing) all relevant thicknesses and 

had run out of options for change and optimisation after two iterations. 

3.3 Case 3: Optimise MAC and minimise mass - Vary any shell thickness 

As for Case 1, the objective of this Case is to improve the correlation of the first three modes but keep the 

model mass to a minimum. In previous Cases there has been a tendency for the shell thickness, and hence 

the model mass, to increase.  
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Case 3 

Design Variables: All shell element thicknesses (218 total) 

Objective: Minimise modelled mass, MAC values as close as possible to 1.0 

Constraints Frequencies to be close to test values for modes 1 to 3 

Iterations 15 

Run (elapsed) time 39.39h 

Run (cpu) time 32.14h 

Mode Initial FE Final FE Test Value 

1 30.82Hz 32.37Hz 32.19Hz 

2 34.05Hz 36.60Hz 37.00Hz 

3 42.38Hz 45.87Hz 45.99Hz 

4 46.79Hz 47.92Hz 49.14Hz 

Mode Initial MAC Final MAC  

1 0.960 0.972  

2 0.969 0.978  

3 0.974 0.983  

Modelled Mass Initial Final Test 

 254.9kg 262.0 251.1 

Table 4. Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes and minimum mass solution 

achieved by varying shell thickness 

As with the previous Cases, the correlation has been improved and the increase in model mass has also 

been reduced compared to previous cases for a similar run time. 

3.4 Case 4: Optimise MAC and maintain mass- Vary any shell thickness 

During the course of this investigation, ten BIWs were weighed and found to have little variation from 

BIW to BIW. As the actual BIW mass is a known value, the model mass has been constrained in this Case 

to be as close to the original value as possible.  
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Case 4 

Design Variables: All shell element thicknesses (218 total) 

Objective: Optimise cumulative MAC for first three modes 

Constraints 
Frequencies to be close to test values for modes 1 to 3, 

mass to be close to initial modelled value 

Iterations 15 

Run (elapsed) time 36.57h 

Run (cpu) time 32.62h 

Mode Initial FE Final FE Test Value 

1 30.82Hz 32.12Hz 32.19Hz 

2 34.05Hz 36.57Hz 37.00Hz 

3 42.38Hz 45.80Hz 45.99Hz 

4 46.79Hz 47.75Hz 49.14Hz 

Mode Initial MAC Final MAC  

1 0.960 0.975  

2 0.969 0.982  

3 0.974 0.983  

Modelled Mass Initial Final Test 

 254.9kg 256.0 251.1 

Table 5. Optimisation of the MAC values of the first three modes whilst maintaining a consistent 

model mass achieved by varying shell thickness 

In this case a reduced mass deviation has been achieved whilst improving the correlation between FE and 

test. The run time is also similar to previous cases. In all of the above analyses, the software very quickly 

identified those shells which were significant both in improving the MACs and moving the modal 

frequencies towards their test values. This may in due course prove useful in identifying those areas of a 

BIW model which may require attention to improve correlation. The usefulness of the whole, automated 

process may however be limited, since it is not straightforward to identify and use all of those structural 

features which vary between the built and the modelled BIW. 

4 Discussion 

The experimental analyses above have made use only of shell element thicknesses as design variables. 

Consideration was given to other parameters that would have a bearing on the degree of correlation 

between BIW modal data. The most significant of these is expected to be the modelling of the spot welds 

owing to the reasons discussed in Section 1.3, but the number of individual variables involved would have 

made this a prohibitively lengthy process. 

 

The use of shell thickness as a variable was partly one of convenience as it is a parameter that can be 

related to a single number on a MSC.Nastran property card. It is not as straightforward to update a 

parameter on which the geometry or mesh is dependent.  
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It should be noted that the optimisation was carried out with respect to three modes whereas over twenty 

modes were identified in both the test and simulation. When the FE model is updated, not only do the 

frequencies of the modes change but so does their order. Adjacent modes can swap order and couple into a 

single mode. To avoid the complication of tracking the modes during the optimisation, it is necessary to 

consider only a few modes at a time. 

 

In embarking on this sort of correlation work, the following questions would have to play a part in 

determining the analysis and design variable strategy: 

 

• For what is the correlated model to be used? 

• Which aspects of the resulting model behaviour are key to the use of the model? 

• How far is it acceptable to stray from the nominal gauges and the defined BIW mass? 

 

Plainly the technique discussed above will successfully “push” modal frequencies towards the right value, 

if change in gauge (hence mass) is accepted.  Equally, there is potential for ensuring that MAC 

comparison with test data is improved. However, the achievement of appropriate and approximately 

correct mass and frequency and mode shapes and gauges well within their design tolerance is a balancing 

act in which SOL 200 may play only a subsidiary part. 

5 Conclusions 

The correlation between the test and simulation modal data has been improved by updating the FE model 

against a predefined objective function and design constraints. Four different combinations of objective 

functions and design constraints have been demonstrated. 

 

The optimisation converges on one of many solutions. Specifying as many constraints as possible, i.e. 

mass, thickness tolerances etc, reduces the number of possible solutions. The optimisation is on a 

sensitivity basis and it is unsurprising that the largest panels tend to have a greater influence on the modal 

response. This method is not a replacement for engineering judgement, merely a tool to assist it. The 

sensitivity data should be cross referenced with other analyses, such as modal strain energy intensity, and 

physical measurements or even simply visual inspections of the BIW. 

 

Only shell thickness has been used as a variable in the optimisations. Optimisations with respect to 

geometric quantities or spot weld properties were not explored.  
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Abstract
In this paper, a methodology is presented to perform the robust updating of complex uncertain dynamical

systems with respect to modal experimental data in the context of structural dynamics. Since both model

uncertainties and data uncertainties must be considered in the computational model, then the uncertain com-

putational model is constructed by using the nonparametric probabilistic approach. We present an extension

to the probabilistic case of the input error methodology for modal analysis adapted to the deterministic up-

dating problem. It is shown that such an extension to the robust updating context induces some conceptual

difficulties and is not straightforward. The robust updating formulation leads us to solve a mono-objective

optimization problem in presence of inequality probabilistic constraints. A numerical application is pre-

sented in order to show the efficiency of the proposed method.

1 Introduction

The updating of computational models using experimental data is currently a challenge of interest in struc-

tural dynamics. The updating formulation involves an optimization problem for which the cost function can

be defined from the operator of the computational model (input error formulation) or from the inverse of the

operator of the computational model (output error formulation). These last decades, such an updating has

been carried out using deterministic computational models (see for instance, [1] for the input error formu-

lations and [2, 3, 4] for the output error formulations). It is well known that deterministic computational

models are not sufficient to accurately predict the dynamical behaviour of complex structures. The uncer-

tainties have then to be taken into account in the computational models by using probabilistic models as soon

as the probability theory can be used. More recently, the terminology of robust updating has been introduced

in order to define updating optimization problems using uncertain computational models. We then can dis-

tinguish robust updating with respect to parameter uncertainties from robust updating with respect to both

model uncertainties and parameter uncertainties. Parameter uncertainties are taken into account by using

parametric probabilistic approaches, see for instance [5, 6, 7] and [8] for rotating structures.

. Both model uncertainties and parameter uncertainties can be taken into account by using the nonparametric

probabilistic approach recently introduced [9, 10, 11]. The recent works related to the robust updating for-

mulations concern robust updating with respect to parameter uncertainties [12, 13, 14] and robust updating

with respect to both model uncertainties and parameter uncertainties [15, 16] . Until now, all these robust

updating formulations belong to the class of the output error formulations . The motivation of this paper is to

propose a robust updating methodology with respect to both model uncertainties and parameter uncertainties

using modal experimental data by constructing a formulation based on the input errors. Such a methodology

is based on the deterministic updating formulation [1] . This paper proposes to extend such a deterministic
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updating formulation to the probabilistic case. Note that this extension is not trivial. The paper is orga-

nized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to the description of the available experimental data (experimental

eigenfrequencies and experimental eigenmodes). In Section 2, the deterministic updating methodology [1]

is summarized. This deals with the updating of a mean computational model for which the updating parame-

ters are called the mean updating parameters. The main idea is to modify the generalized eigenvalue problem

of the mean computational model in order to calculate a residue which characterizes the good matching be-

tween the mean computational model and the available experimental data. The cost function is defined from

this residue and is then optimized with respect to the admissible set of the mean updating parameters. Section

3 deals with the robust updating formulation. In this robust updating context, there are model uncertainties

which are such that the available experimental data can not exactly be reproduced by any computational

model. This context does not allow the strategy of deterministic updating to be effective. The main idea

is thus to implement the nonparametric probabilistic approach in a mean computational model in order to

take into account both model uncertainties and parameter uncertainties. First of all, a modified Craig and

Bampton dynamical substructuring method [17, 18, 19, 20] is introduced in order to construct a mean re-

duced matrix equation allowing the deterministic residue to be calculated. In a second step, the generalized

matrices of this mean reduced equation are replaced by random matrices for which the probability model is

explicitly constructed. With such an approach, the uncertainty level of each random matrix is controlled by a

dispersion parameter. We then obtain a random residue which is defined as a function of the updating param-

eters which are the updating mean parameters related to the mean computational model and the dispersion

parameters which allow the uncertainty level in the computational model to be controlled. In a third step,

the cost function is defined as the second-order moment of the norm of the random residue. Difficulties arise

from a conceptual point of view. A straightforward generalization of the deterministic optimization problem

which would consist in optimizing the cost function with respect to the admissible set of the updating pa-

rameters would yield a deterministic updated computational model which would not be compatible with the

existence of model uncertainties in the computational model. The formulation is then modified by adding

probabilistic constraints related to the nonreducible gap between the uncertain computational model and the

experiments due to the presence of model uncertainties. In Section 4, a numerical example is presented in

order to validate the methodology proposed.

2 Description of the experimental data

In this Section, the assumptions concerning the available experimental data are given. It is assumed that

experimental modal analysis has been carried out on one manufactured dynamical system with free free

boundary conditions. Consequently, there are m = 6 rigid-body modes associated with 6 zero eigenvalues
which are not taken into account in the analysis. The experimental data consists in r experimental elastic
eigenvalues denoted by 0 < λexp

1 < . . . < λexp
r which are stored in the (r× r) real diagonal matrix [Λexp]

for which [Λexp]αβ = λexp
α δαβ for α and β in {1, · · · , r} and where δαβ = 1 if α = β and δαβ = 0

if not. The corresponding experimental eigenmodes are measured at nobs observation points. One then

denotes by [Φexp] the (nobs × r) real modal matrix whose columns are the Cnobs-vector �exp
α
corresponding

to the experimental eigenmode measured at each of the nobs observation points and related to experimental

eigenvalue λα with α ∈ {1, . . . , r}.

3 Summarizing the input error methodology for experimental modal

data analysis

In this Section, it is assumed that the manufactured dynamical system can be modeled by a deterministic

computational model which is called the mean computational model. The usual methodology for the updat-

ing of a deterministic computational model using modal analysis is the output error method (see for instance

[4]) which consists in solving a multi-objective optimization problem in order to simultaneously minimize
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the distance between each experimental eigenvalue / eigenvector and between each eigenvalue / eigenvector

of the deterministic computational model to be updated. The alternative formulation used in this Section be-

longs to the input error methodologies. This means that the cost function which quantifies the gap between

the mean computational model and the experimental data is directly defined from the operators of the mean

computational model so that the eigenfrequencies and the eigenmodes are simultaneously treated with a co-

herent way. This deterministic updating yields to solve a mono-objective optimization problem with respect

to the admissible set of the updating parameters of the mean computational model. Since the robust updating

proposed for modal analysis is based on the method proposed in [1], we briefly summarize it below in order

to improve the readability of the manuscript.

3.1 Residue in the mean computational model

The mean computational model of the dynamical system is constructed using the finite element method and

has n DOF (degrees of freedom). It is assumed that the finite element mesh is compatible with the nobs

experimental measurement points. Let s be the Rs-vector of the updating parameters of the mean computa-

tional model called the updating mean parameters. Vector s belongs to an admissible set S corresponding to
a given family of mean computational models. Assuming the dynamical system to be linear, for fixed s in S,
the generalized eigenvalue problem related to the conservative dynamical system is written as: find (λα,�

α
)

belonging to R+ × Rn such that

0 =
(
[K(s)] − λα [M(s)]

)�
α

, α = 1, . . . , r , (1)

in which the matrices [M(s)] and [K(s)] are the finite element mass and stiffness matrices. Since the dynam-
ical system has free free boundary conditions, matrices [M(s)] and [K(s)] are (n × n) positive-definite and
positive symmetric real matrices whose bloc decomposition with respect to the nobs experimental measure-

ment DOF and the n2 = n− nobs non measured DOF is written as

[M (s)] =
[

[M11(s)] [M12(s)]
[M 12(s)]T [M22(s)]

]
, [K(s)] =

[
[K11(s)] [K12(s)]
[K12(s)]T [K22(s)]

]
. (2)

The matrix formulation allowing the deterministic updating to be solved consists in modifying the gener-

alized eigenvalue problem (1) by introducing the (n × 1) residue vector rα(s) defined, for α = 1, . . . , r,
by rα(s) =

([
[K11(s)] [K12(s)]
[K12(s)]T [K22(s)]

]
− λexp

α

[
[M11(s)] [M 12(s)]
[M12(s)]T [M 22(s)]

]) [ �exp
α�

2,α
(s)

]
(3)

This residue represents the dynamic reaction forces induced by the mean computational model for the ex-

perimental measurements. Note that the residue is zero for an exact model. In Eq. (3), for a given updating

mean parameter s belonging to S, the component rα,k(s) of vector rα(s) quantifies the residue with respect
to the mean computational model which is induced by the experimental elastic eigenvalue and by the eigen-

mode number α for the DOF number k. Since the information concerning the experimental eigenmodes is
only available on a restricted number of DOF corresponding to the experimental measurement points, it is

assumed that no errors are induced on the nonmeasured DOF. With such an assumption, the residue vectorrα(s) is then written as rα(s) =
[
rα(s)
0

]
. (4)

Equations (3) and (4) allow the unknown quantities �
2,α

(s) and rα(s) to be calculated. It should be noted
that this calculation requires the inversion of the matrix [Bα(s)] defined by

[Bα(s)] = [K22(s)] − λexp
α [M 22(s)] , α = 1, . . . , r . (5)
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This means that for all s belonging to S and for all α belonging to {1, . . . , r}, matrix [Bα(s)] must be
invertible. Note that this condition is practically verified if we are interested in the low eigenfrequencies and

if the measured DOF are regularly distributed on the whole structure. For instance, a sufficient condition

could consist in considering the first eigenfrequency of the structure fixed at each measured DOF which

should be much larger than the frequency band of analysis. It is assumed that the number r of experimental
eigenvalue/eigenmodes which has to be considered in this deterministic updating is chosen in order to fulfill

this condition.

3.2 Formulation of the deterministic updating

The deterministic updating is solved by simultaneously minimizing the residue vectors rα(s) for all α be-
longing to {1, . . . , r}. The cost function is defined as a function of the updating mean parameters s by

j(s) = ||[R(s)]||2F , (6)

in which the (r × r) real matrix [R(s)] is defined by [R(s)]αβ = �exp,T
α

rβ(s). In Eq. (6), ||[X ]||2F =
tr([X ] [X ]T ). The solution of this deterministic updating problem is then given by

s
opt = arg min

s∈S j(s) . (7)

4 Robust input error methodology for experimental modal data anal-

ysis

In this Section, it is assumed that the computational model used for modeling the manufactured dynamical

system for which experimental modal data are available contains significant model uncertainties. Conse-

quently, the deterministic updating formulation presented in Section III can be improved in taking in to

account the presence of model uncertainties. It should be noted that in general, the optimization of a deter-

ministic computational model can produce a non optimal result with respect to the robust optimization of

an uncertain computational model as it is shown for instance in [21] . We then propose to adapt the deter-

ministic updating formulation presented in Section III to the robust updating context as explained in Section

I. The nonparametric probabilistic approach is then implemented in the mean reduced matrix model. The

formulation of the optimization problem is then discussed in order to capture the largest possible class of

uncertain computational models. ed in order to capture the largest possible class of uncertain computational

models.

4.1 Mean reduced computational model

The proposed dynamical substructuring method is based on the Craig and Bampton method [17, 18, 19, 20]

for which the coupling interface is constituted of the nobs measurements DOF. The modifications consist in

replacing the usual static liftings by the ”modal liftings” related to each experimental eigenvalue. For a given

α belonging to {1, . . . , r}, the projection basis is given by[ �exp
α�

2,α
(s)

]
= [Hα(s)]

[�exp
α
q

α
(s)

]
, [Hα(s)] =

[
[I] [0]

[Sα(s)] [Ψ(s)]

]
. (8)

In Eq. (8), q
α
(s) is the RN -vector of the generalized coordinates. The matrix [Ψ(s)] is the (n2 × N) real

modal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors �
1
(s), . . . ,�

N
(s) corresponding to the lowest eigenvalues
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of the generalized eigenvalue problem related to the mean computational model with fixed measured DOF:

find (λ0
α,�

α
) belonging to R+ × Rn2 such that

0 =
(
[K22(s)] − λ0

α(s) [M 22(s)]
)�

α
(s) (9)

.

In Eq. (8), the matrix [Sα(s)] is the (n2 × nobs) real matrix of the ”modal” boundary functions defined by

[Sα(s)] = −[Bα(s)]−1 ([K12(s)]
T − λexp

α [M12(s)]
T ) , α = 1, . . . , r , (10)

in which [Bα(s)] is defined by Eq. (5) It should be noted that the usual Craig and Bampton method corre-
sponds to Eq. (10) for which the mass dynamic term is not taken into account. Let n = N +nobs. The mean

reduced matrix equation which allows rα(s) and q
α
(s) to be calculated is then written as[

rα(s)
0

]
=
(
[Kred,α(s)] − λexp

α [M red,α(s)]
) [�exp

α
q

α
(s)

]
, (11)

in which the matrices [M red,α(s)] and [Kred,α(s)] are the (n × n) positive-definite and positive symmetric
real mass and stiffness matrices defined by [M red,α(s)] = [Hα(s)]T [M (s)] [Hα(s)] and [Kred,α(s)] =
[Hα(s)]T [K(s)] [Hα(s)].

4.2 Stochastic computational model

The nonparametric probabilistic approach [9, 10, 11] recently introduced is used to model uncertainties in

Eq. (11). The method consists in replacing the deterministic matrices [M red,α(s)] and [Kred,α(s)] by ran-
dom matrices [Mred,α(s, δM )] and [Kred,α(s, δK)] for which the probability distribution is known and such
that E{[Mred,α(s, δM )]} = [M red,α(s)] and E{[Kred,α(s, δK)]} = [Kred,α(s)] in which E is the mathemat-
ical expectation. The scalar parameters δM and δK are the dispersion parameters which allow the amount

of uncertainty to be quantified. The random matrices [Mred,α(s, δM )] and [Kred,α(s, δK)] are written as
[Mred,α(s, δM )] = [LM,α(s)]T [GM (δM )] [LM,α(s)] and [Kred,α(s, δK)] = [LK,α(s)]T [GK(δK)] [LK,α(s)]
in which the matrices [LM,α(s)] and [LK,α(s)] are

(n × n) and ((n − m) × n) real matrices such that
[M red,α(s)] = [LM,α(s)]T [LM,α(s)] and [Kred,α(s)] = [LK,α(s)]T [LK,α(s)] and where the matrices
[GM (δM )] and [GK(δK)] are full

(n × n) and ((n − m) × (n − m)
)
random matrices with values in the

set of all the positive-definite symmetric real matrices. All the details concerning the construction of the

probability model of these random matrices can be found in [9, 10, 11]. Let d = (δM , δK) be the vector of
the dispersion parameters which have to be updated. It can be shown from the construction of the probability

model that dispersion parameter d must belong to the admissible set ∆ =
{
[0 ,
√n+1n+5 ]× [0 ,

√n−m+1n−m+5 ]
}
.

It should be noted that there exists an algebraic representation useful to the Monte Carlo numerical simula-

tion. It should also be noted that the same random matrices [GM (δM )] and [GK(δK)] are used to construct
the random matrices [Mred,α(s, δM )] and [Kred,α(s, δK)] for all α belonging to {1, . . . , r}. The stochastic
matrix equation whose unknowns are the random residue vector Rα(s,d) and the random vector Qα(s) of the
random generalized coordinates is written as[

Rα(s,d)
0

]
=
(
[Kred,α(s, δK)] − λexp

α [Mred,α(s, δM )]
) [ �exp

α
Qα(s,d)] , (12)

4.3 Estimation of Qα(s, d)
The matrices [Kred,α(s, δK)] and [Mred,α(s, δM )] are block decomposed with respect to the number of exper-
imental measured DOF and with respect to the number of generalized coordinates N such that

[Kred,α(s, δK)] =
[

[K1,α(s, δK)] [Kc,α(s, δK)]
[Kc,α(s, δK)]T [K2,α(s, δK)]

]
, [Mred,α(s, δM )] =

[
[M1,α(s, δM )] [Mc,α(s, δM )]
[Mc,α(s, δM )]T [M2,α(s, δM )]

]
.

(13)
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The random residue vector Rα(s,d) and the random vector Qα(s) of the random generalized coordinates
solution of the random matrix equation (12) are then given by

Rα(s,d) = [B1,α(s,d)]�exp
α

+ [Bc,α(s,d)]Qα(s,d) (14)

Qα(s,d) = −[B2,α(s,d)]−1 [Bc,α(s,d)]T �exp
α

, (15)

in which [B1,α(s,d)] = [K1,α(s,d)] − λexp
α [M1,α(s,d)], [Bc,α(s,d)] = [Kc,α(s,d)] − λexp

α [Mc,α(s,d)]
and [B2,α(s,d)] = [K2,α(s,d)] − λexp

α [M2,α(s,d)]. The calculation of random vector Qα requires the

inversion of the random matrix [B2,α(s,d)] for all α belonging to {1, . . . , r} . It is assumed that the number
r of experimental eigenvalues is chosen under the assumption that random matrix [B2,α(s,d)] is invertible
almost surely.

4.4 Robust updating formulation

The robust updating formulation requires to define the cost function from the uncertain computational model

as a function of the updating mean parameter s and of the dispersion parameter d. In coherence with Eq. (6),
the cost function denoted by j(s,d) is written as

j(s,d) = E{||[R(s,d)]||2F } , (16)

in which the (r × r) real matrix [R(s,d)] is defined by
[R(s,d)]αβ = �exp,T

α
Rβ(s,d) . (17)

Note that the cost function j(s,d) tends to the cost function j(s) as δM and δK go to zero, which means

as the structure tends to be deterministic. The straightforward generalization of Eq. (7) to the random case

yields the solution (sopt,dopt) = arg mins∈S j(s,d) . The following comment shows that this formula-
tion is not adapted to the robust updating context. If the deterministic updating context assumed that there

were no model uncertainties and no parameter uncertainties, then it would mean that the family of deter-

ministic models would be able to exactly reproduce the experimental data. In that case, the deterministic

cost function would be zero for the updated solution. In the present context of robust updating, there are

model uncertainties which are then taken into account by a class of computational model generated with

the nonparametric probabilistic approach. The above formulation for robust updating tends to minimize the

model uncertainties (d → 0) which means that this formulation is equivalent to the deterministic updating
formulation. However, since it is assumed that there are significant model uncertainties, the class of deter-

ministic computational models is not able to reproduce the experiments. Consequently, the cost function is

doubtlessly minimized but is nonzero and there still exists an irreducible distance between each eigenvalue

/eigenvector of the updated computational model and each experimental eigenvalue / eigenvector. The above

formulation for robust updating is then not correct. In order to generate a larger class of uncertain computa-

tional models, additional probabilistic constraints involving these distances are added in the formulation of

the robust updating optimization problem. Let ∆Λ and ∆Φ̃ be the positive-valued random variables defined
by

∆Λ(s,d) =

√√√√1
r

r∑
α = 1

{∆Λα(s,d)}2 , ∆Λα(s,d) =
|Λα(s,d)− λexp

α |
λexp

α

, (18)

∆Φ̃(s,d) =

√√√√1
r

r∑
α = 1

{∆Φ̃α(s,d)}2 , ∆Φ̃α(s,d) =
||�̃α(s,d)−�exp

α
||

||�exp
α
|| . (19)

In Eqs. (18) and (19), for each α belonging to {1, . . . , r}, the positive-valued random eigenvalue Λα(s,d)
and the Rnobs-valued random eigenvector �̃α(s,d) restricted to the measurement DOF are defined by the
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generalized eigenvalue problem related to the uncertain computational model which is written as: find

(Λα(s,d),	α(s,d))
0 =

(
[Kred,α(s, δK)] − Λα(s,d) [Mred,α(s, δM )]

)	α(s,d) , α = 1, . . . , r , (20)

for which random eigenvector �̃α(s,d) is reconstructed by�̃α(s,d) = [H1]	α(s,d) , (21)

where [H1] = [[I] [0]] is the first row bloc of matrix [Hα(s)]. We now introduce the probabilistic con-
straints. Let gΛ(s,d;βΛ, εΛ) and geΦ(s,d;βΦ, εΦ) be the functions defined by

gΛ(s,d;βΛ, εΛ) = βΛ − Proba
(
∆Λ(s,d) < εΛ

)
(22)

geΦ(s,d;βΦ, εΦ) = βΦ − Proba
(
∆Φ(s,d) < εΦ

)
, (23)

in which Proba denotes the probability and where εΛ, εΦ and βΛ, βΦ denote a given error level and a

given probability level respectively. The robust updating formulation consists in defining, for a given b =
(βΛ, βΦ) belonging to [0 , 1[×[0 , 1[ and for a given e = (ǫΛ, ǫΦ) belonging to ]0, +∞[×]0, +∞[, the
solution (sopt,dopt) as

(sopt,dopt) = arg min
(s,d) ∈ {S×∆}
g(s,d;b,e) < 0

j(s,d) , (24)

in which g(s,d;b,e) = (gΛ(s,d;βΛ, εΛ), geΦ(s,d;βΦ, εΦ)). The existence of a solution for this optimiza-
tion problem cannot be proven in the general case. A specific analysis must be carried out for every applica-

tion (see Section V).

5 Numerical Validation

5.1 Description of the mean finite element model

The numerical validation is carried out using the truss system presented in [1]. This structure is located in the

plane (OX , OY ) of a Cartesian coordinate system. The truss is constituted of 4 vertical bars, 4 diagonal bars
and 2 horizontal beams. For the non updated truss, all the bars and beams are made up of a homogeneous
isotropic elastic material with mass density ρ0 = 2800 kg × m−3, Poisson ratio ν0 = 0.3 and Young
modulus E0 = 0.75 × 1011 N × m−2. The vertical bars have a constant cross-section of 0.6 × 10−2 m2

and a length of 3m. The diagonal bars have a constant cross-section of 0.3 × 10−2 m2 and a length of

5.83m. The horizontal beams have a constant cross-section of S0 = 0.4 × 10−2 m2, a constant beam

inertia of 0.756 × 10−1 m4 and a length of 15m. The truss has free-free boundary conditions. The mean
finite element model of this truss is constituted of 41 bar elements (with two nodes) and 42 beam elements
(with two nodes) yielding n = 166 DOF (see Fig. 1). There is only one updating parameter s = ρS0 with

ρ the mass density of the upper beam which has to be updated. It should be noted that for this non updated
truss, s0 = 11.2 kg/m. The admissible set S for the updating parameter s of the mean computational model
is taken as S = [10 , 40] kg/m.

5.2 Description of an data basis

Since no experiment has been carried out on this truss, a numerical experiment is generated to represent

the experimental data basis. The experimental data are simulated as follows. We consider the stochastic

computational model corresponding to the mean computational model with uncertainties and defined by

Eqs. (20) and (21). For s = s0 and δK = δM = δ0 with δ0 = 0.3, one realization Λα(s0, δ0; θ) of the
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random eigenvalues Λα(s0, δ0), and the corresponding realization �̃α(s0, δ0; θ) of the random eigenvectors�̃α(s0, δ0) are calculated using the stochastic computational model. Then, an arbitrary finite perturbation is
applied to every eigenvalues Λα(s0, δ0; θ)without modifying the eigenmodes �̃α(s0, δ0; θ) and thus defining
the experimental data. Consequently, this experimental data cannot be obtained with a deterministic updating

of the truss (δM = δK = 0) for which the mass density ρ of the upper beam is the updating parameter.
The experimental data basis is thus constituted of (1) r = 3 elastic experimental eigenfrequencies νexp

1 =
93Hz, νexp

2 = 110Hz and νexp
3 = 170Hz and (2) the translational components corresponding to nobs =

28 translational measured DOF and representing the corresponding experimental eigenmodes (see Fig. 1).

 

 

Figure 1: Finite element mesh of the truss. Symbol ◦: nodes of the mesh, symbol � measured nodes, thick
solid line: elements with fixed properties, thin solid line: elements whose properties have to be updated.

5.3 Deterministic updating

The results concerning the deterministic updating formulation (see Section 2) are presented in order to con-

struct a reference solution. The deterministic updating optimization problem yields sopt,det = 31 kg/m
for which cost function j(sopt,det) is normalized to 1. Figure 2 and Table 1 quantify the differences with
respect to each eigenfrequency and with respect to each eigenmode for the non updated mean computational

model and for the updated mean computational model. For a given α belonging to {1, . . . , r}, we intro-
duce ∆λα(s)λexp

α = |λα(s) − λexp
α | and ∆φ̃

α
(s) ||�exp

α
|| = ||�̃

α
(s) − �exp

α
||. Let ∆λini

α = ∆λα(s0),

∆λopt,det
α = ∆λα(sopt,det), ∆φ̃

ini

α
= ∆φ̃

α
(s0), ∆φ̃

opt,det

α
= ∆φ̃

α
(sopt,det) the similar quantities to those

defined in Eq. (12) but for the deterministic case. Figure 2 shows the graphs α 7→ ∆λini
α , α 7→ ∆λopt,det

α ,

α 7→ ∆φ̃
ini

α
and α 7→ ∆φ̃

opt,det

α
. The results show the efficiency of the deterministic updating formulation

to reduce the gap between the experiments and between the computational model. Nevertheless, the cost

function is not zero which means that model uncertainties have to be taken into account in the modeling of

the computational model which has to be updated.
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Figure 2: Quantification of the errors between the non updated and the updated mean computational model

with the experimental data. Upper graph : graph of α 7→ ∆λini
α (black line), α 7→ ∆λopt,det

α (gray line).

Lower graph : graph of α 7→ ∆φ̃
ini

α
(black line), α 7→ ∆φ̃

opt,det

α
(gray line).

∆λ1 ∆λ2 ∆λ3 ∆φ̃
1

∆φ̃
2

∆φ̃
3

non updated 56.1% 113% 7.3% 23.6% 60.9% 59.4%

deterministic updating 3.6% 27.9% 12.7% 14.6% 24.9% 13%

Table 1: Quantification of the errors between the non updated and the updated mean computational model

with the experimental data.

5.4 Convergence analysis with respect to the numerical parameters

In the context of the robust updating, the stochastic equations of the uncertain computational model are

solved by using the Monte Carlo numerical simulation. In order to simplify the calculations, the same level

of uncertainties is considered for the mass and for the stiffness terms, that is to say δ = δM = δK . A

convergence analysis is carried out in order to calculate the numberN of eigenmodes to be kept in the modal
reduction and the number ns of realizations. The mean square convergence is analyzed by studying the

function (N,ns) 7→ Conv(N,ns) defined by

Conv2(N,ns) =
1
ns

ns∑
i =1

||[R(s, δ; θi)]||2F , (25)

in which [R(s, δ; θi)] is the realization number i of random matrix [R(s, δ)] given by Eq. (17). The con-
vergence analysis is carried out with s = 11.2 kg/m and with δ = 0.3. Figure 3 shows the graph
ns 7→ Conv(N,ns) for different values of N . It can be seen that a reasonable convergence is reached
for N = 110 ans ns = 600. From now on, the numerical calculations are carried out with the numerical
parameters N = 110 ans ns = 600.

5.5 Robust updating formulation without inequality constraints

As we have explained in Section 4, the robust updating formulation without inequality constraints does not

allow the updating to be improved with respect to the presence of model uncertainties. In this subsection,

we prove this result by using the numerical example. First, the case for which the level of uncertainty in the

structure is assumed to be known is considered with δ = δfix = 0.3. The updated uncertain computational
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Figure 3: Convergence analysis : graph of function ns 7→ Conv(N,ns) for the truss structure with updating
parameter s = 11.2Kg/m and δ = 0.3.

model is characterized by updating parameters (sopt, δfix) = (26.2, 0.3) for which j(sopt, δfix) = 1.18.
The generalized eigenvalue problem related to the updated uncertain computational model is then solved by

using ns = 10000 realizations in order to characterize, for each α belonging to {1, 2, 3} the probability
density functions of the random variables ∆Λopt

α = ∆Λ(sopt, δfix) and∆Φ̃opt
α = ∆Φ̃(sopt, δfix). For each

α belonging to {1, 2, 3}, Table 2 shows the mean values µ∆λα and µ∆Φ̃α
, and the standard deviations σ∆λα

and σ∆Φ̃α
of the random variables ∆Λopt

α and ∆Φ̃opt
α . Figures 4 shows the probability density functions of

the random variables ∆Λopt
α and ∆Φ̃opt

α . It can be seen that the mean error committed on each eigenvalue

is lower than 29% and the mean error committed on each eigenvector is lower than 19%. Figure 5 shows
the family of graphs corresponding to the function δ 7→ j(s, δ) for the admissible set S. Clearly, it can
be seen that if the uncertainty level is unknown, then the robust updating optimization problem goes to the

deterministic solution presented in subsection C.
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Figure 4: Updated uncertain computational model corresponding to (sopt, δfix) = (26.2, 0.3). Left Figure
: graph of the probability density functions ∆Λopt

α (black line), of its first order moment E{∆Λopt
α } (vertical

gray line), of ∆λini
α (vertical black line) for α = 1 (upper graph), α = 2 (middle graph), α = 3 (lower

graph). Right Figure : graph of the probability density functions ∆Φ̃opt
α (black line), of its first order moment

E{∆Φ̃opt
α } (vertical gray line), of∆φ̃

ini

α
(vertical black line) for α = 1 (upper graph), α = 2 (middle graph),

α = 3 (lower graph).
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Figure 5: Family of graphs δ 7→ j(s, δ) for s belonging to S.

5.6 Robust updating formulation with inequality constraints

We now present the results concerning the robust updating formulation in presence of inequality constraints

obtained with Eq. (24). The updated mean parameter sopt and the updated parameter δopt are analyzed

as a function of the probability level and of the error level. Two cases are considered : (1) the case for

which there is only one probabilistic constraint for the eigenvalue corresponding to βΦ = 0 and εΦ =
+∞. We then study the function (βΛ, εΛ) 7→ δopt defined from the domain DΛ,δ into the set FΛ,δ and the

function (βΛ, εΛ) 7→ sopt defined from the domain DΛ,s into the set FΛ,s; (2) the case for which there is one

probabilistic constraint for the eigenvector corresponding to βΛ = 0 and εΛ = +∞. We then study the
function (βΦ, εΦ) 7→ δopt defined from the domain DΦ,δ into the set FΦ,δ and the function (βΦ, εΦ) 7→ sopt

defined from the domain DΦ,s into the set FΦ,s. The Figure 6 shows a bi-dimensional representation of the

graph of the functions (βΛ, εΛ) 7→ δopt and (βΛ, εΛ) 7→ sopt (case 1). Figure 7 shows the graph of the

functions (βΦ, εΦ) 7→ δopt and (βΦ, εΦ) 7→ sopt (case 2). In these figures, the blank zone corresponds to the

values of the probability level and of the error level for which the optimization problem defined by Eq. (24)

has no solution. By comparing figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that DΛ,δ ⊂ DΦ,δ and that DΛ,s ⊂ DΦ,s

which means that the robust updating methodology allows the random eigenvectors to be better updated than

the random eigenvalues. In addition, Figure 6 shows that significant model uncertainties (δopt > 0.1) are
obtained for small values of probability level (β < 0.2). In opposite, Figure 7 shows that significant model
uncertainties on the eigenvectors (δopt > 0.1) are obtained for large values of the probability level (β < 0.6).
These results are coherent because we have introduced in the experimental data model errors only on the

eigenvalues. The figures 6 to 7 show that FΛ,δ = [0 , 0.25], FΦ,δ = [0 , 0.18], and FΛ,s = [31 , 36.4],
FΦ,s = [22.4 , 31.1]. Clearly, the sets FΛ,s and FΦ,s are almost disjoint which means that the optimal

uncertain computational model strongly depends on the nature of the constraints used in the robust updating

formulation. It can also be seen that the updated uncertain computational model related to the eigenvector

probabilistic constraint is more sensitive to the updated mean parameter sopt than to the updated dispersion

parameter δopt whereas the contrary is observed when using the robust updating formulation related to the

eigenvalue probabilistic constraint. Moreover, it can be seen that FΦ,δ ⊂ FΛ,δ.

In order to analyze more precisely the results presented in the Fig. 6 to 7, we reanalyze the three cases for an

error level equal to 0.25 with a probability level equal to 0.1. For α belonging to {1, 2, 3}, let µ∆Λα , µ∆Φ̃α

and σ∆Λα , σ∆Φ̃α
be the mean value and the standard deviation of random variable ∆Λα and ∆Φ̃α defined

by Eqs. (18) and (19). For each case, the main characteristics of the updated uncertain computational model

are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. In order to characterize the efficiency of the proposed robust updating

methodology, Figs. 8 to 9 show the probability density functions of the random variables ∆Λopt
α and ∆Φ̃opt

α

for the two cases. These figures show that the updating is improved in the probabilistic context because
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Figure 6: Left figure : graph of δopt with respect to βΛ and εΛ for βΦ = 0, εΦ = +∞. Right figure : graph
of sopt with respect to βΛ and εΛ for βΦ = 0, εΦ = +∞.
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Figure 7: Left figure : graph of δopt with respect to βΦ and εΦ for βΛ = 0, εΛ = +∞. Right figure : graph
of sopt with respect to βΦ and εΦ for βΛ = 0, εΛ = +∞.

the value of the error is smaller than for the non updated mean computational model. It can be seen that if

only one constraint is considered, then the other one is not verified which means that there can remain an

important error (for instance µ∆Λα = 0.33 for case 2 for which there is only one eigenvector probability
constraint). Moreover, it should be noted that the robust updating using both constraints guarantees that the

mean error committed for each eigenvalue and eigenvector with respect to the experimental data is lower

than 23.5% (note that this result is not presented in the manuscript).
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µ∆λ1 µ∆λ2 µ∆λ3 σ∆λ1 σ∆λ2 σ∆λ3

constraint on eigenvalue 7.7% 22.7% 15.2% 2.1% 2.8% 2%

constraint on eigenvector 1% 33% 11% 0.7% 1.2% 0.8%

no constraint , δfix = 0.3 4.7% 28.2% 18.2% 3.3% 6.1% 3.8%

µ∆Φ̃1
µ∆Φ̃2

µ∆Φ̃3
σ∆Φ̃1

σ∆Φ̃2
σ∆Φ̃3

constraint on eigenvalue 16% 27.5% 15.1% 1.7% 3% 2.6%

constraint on eigenvector 12.2% 19.9% 11.3% 0.7% 1.2% 1%

no constraint , δfix = 0.3 11.8% 18.4% 15.2% 3.2% 5.5% 4.2%

Table 2: Quantification of the errors induced by the updated computational model with respect to the exper-

imental data.

sopt δopt j(sopt, δopt) −gΛ(sopt, δopt, 0.25, 0.1) −gΦ̃(sopt, δopt, 0.25, 0.1)
constraint on eigenvalue 32.2 0.15 1.06 0.014 < 0
constraint on eigenvector 28.6 0.06 1.03 < 0 0.024

no constraint , δfix = 0.3 26.2 0.3 1.18 < 0 0.27

Table 3: Characteristics of the updated computational model for each case.
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Figure 8: Updated uncertain computational model corresponding to βΦ = 0, ǫΦ = +∞, βΛ = 0.1,
ǫΛ = 0.25 and yielding (sopt, δopt) = (32.2, 0.15). Left figure : graph of the probability density functions
∆Λopt

α (black line), of its first order moment E{∆Λopt
α } (vertical gray line), of ∆λini

α (vertical black line)

for α = 1 (upper graph), α = 2 (middle graph), α = 3 (lower graph). Right figure : graph of the
probability density functions ∆Φ̃opt

α (black line), of its first order moment E{∆Φ̃opt
α } (vertical gray line), of

∆φ̃
ini

α
(vertical black line) for α = 1 (upper graph), α = 2 (middle graph), α = 3 (lower graph).
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Figure 9: Updated uncertain computational model corresponding to βΛ = 0, ǫΛ = +∞, βΦ = 0.1,
ǫΦ = 0.25 and yielding (sopt, δopt) = (28.6, 0.06). Left figure : graph of the probability density functions
∆Λopt

α (black line), of its first order moment E{∆Λopt
α } (vertical gray line), of ∆λini

α (vertical black line)

for α = 1 (upper graph), α = 2 (middle graph), α = 3 (lower graph). Right figure : graph of the
probability density functions ∆Φ̃opt

α (black line), of its first order moment E{∆Φ̃opt
α } (vertical gray line), of

∆φ̃
ini

α
(vertical black line) for α = 1 (upper graph), α = 2 (middle graph), α = 3 (lower graph).

6 Conclusions

A not straightforward methodology to perform the robust updating of complex uncertain dynamical sys-

tems with respect to modal experimental data in the context of structural dynamics has been presented. The

present formulation based on an input error methodology adapted to the deterministic updating problem has

been extended to the robust updating context required in presence of model uncertainties in the computa-

tional model. The robust updating formulation leads a mono-objective optimization problem to be solved in

presence of inequality probabilistic constraints. An application is presented in order to validate the proposed

approach.
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Abstract 
Two efficient methods in stochastic model updating are developed and presented in this paper. The first 
method, a perturbation approach, is shown to be viable even when the correlation between system 
parameters and measurements is omitted. The requirement to calculate second order sensitivities then 
becomes unnecessary and this leads to considerable reduction in computational effort in practical 
engineering applications. The second method is based upon the minimisation of an objective function in 
two parts: 1- the Euclidian norm of the difference between mean values of measured data and analytical 
outputs vectors, and 2- the Frobenius norm of the difference between the covariance matrices of measured 
data and analytical outputs. The two methods are verified numerically and experimentally using multiple 
sets of plates with randomized thicknesses and masses.  

1 Introduction 

In model updating problems, system parameters are adjusted by minimizing the difference between 
measurements and predictions from a mathematical model [1,2]. The deterministic model updating 
problem changes to a stochastic model updating problem when the variability in measured vibration data 
is taken into account. It is important to include not only the variability in measurement signals due to 
noise, but also the variability that exists between nominally identical test structures, built in the same way 
from the same materials but with manufacturing and material variability [3,4,5] or disassembly and 
reassembly of the same structure [6]. Similar variability results from environmental erosion and damage 
[7,8,9]. 
Stochastic model updating problems require large amounts of computing time and we are therefore 
interested to determine what efficiencies can be gained by making various assumptions and 
simplifications. In this paper two iterative techniques are presented. The first method, a perturbation 
approach, is formulated in two ways, the first being a simplification of the second. In the simplified 
version, the correlation between the updated parameters and measured data is omitted. The need to 
compute the second order sensitivities is then found to be unnecessary. No significant deterioration is 
found in the estimated parameter distributions by using this assumption, which leads to a very 
considerable reduction in computational effort of great practical value in engineering. The second method, 
much simpler in concept, is based upon the minimisation of an objective function. The proposed objective 
function is the weighted sum of the Euclidian norm of the difference between mean values of measured 
data and analytical outputs vectors, and the Frobenius norm of the difference between the covariance 
matrices of the measured data and analytical outputs. Different optimization procedures may be used in 
order to minimise the objective function. The second method does not involve any assumption of 
statistical independence between the parameters and measurements.  
The two methods are applied to numerical and experimental examples using multiple sets of plates with 
randomized thicknesses and masses. It is shown in numerical simulations that the both methods produce 
results that are equally acceptable to those produced by the methods which are computationally expensive. 
Issues of sample size are considered in a numerical example. The thickness of the plates is parameterised 
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in four regions and the mean values and standard deviations are then identified by the first method in 
which the correlation between system parameters and measured data is omitted. The parameter 
distributions are shown to be significantly improved. In another study, the second method (employing a 
genetic algorithm) is used to estimate the distribution of uncertain masses on a flat plate. The identified 
and measured parameter distribution is found to be in good agreement. 

2 The perturbation approach 

The deterministic finite element model updating problem can be expressed as,  

 )(1 jmjjj zzTθθ −+=+  (1) 

where 1×ℜ∈ n
jz  is the vector of estimated output parameters (e.g. eigenvalues and eigenvectors), 

1×ℜ∈ n
mz  is the vector of measured data, 1×ℜ∈ mθ  is the vector of system parameters and jT  is a 

transformation matrix. In order to include the variability in measurements, the modal parameters are 
represented as, 

 mmm ∆zzz +=  (2) 

 jjj ∆zzz +=  (3) 

where the overbar denotes mean values and 1, ×ℜ∈∆∆ n
jm zz  are vectors of random variables. The 

hyperellipses represented by ( ){ }mmm zzz ,Cov,   and ( ){ }jjj zzz ,Cov,  define the space of 
measurements and predictions respectively. Correspondingly the variability in physical parameters at the 
jth iteration is defined as,  

 jjj ∆θθθ +=  (4) 

and the stochastic model updating problem may then be cast as,  

 ( )( )jjmmjjjjjj ∆zz∆zz∆TT∆θθ∆θθ −−++++=+ ++ 11  (5) 

where the transformation matrix becomes,  

 ∑
=

∆
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∂
=+=

n

k
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mk

j
jjjj z

z1

;
T

∆T∆TTT  (6,7) 

In the above equations, jT  denotes the transformation matrix at the parameter means, ( )jj θTT = ,  and 

mkz∆  denotes the kth element of m∆z . We seek the parameterisation, 11 ++ + jj ∆θθ , that converges the 

prediction space, 11 ++ ∆+ jj zz , upon the measurement space mm ∆zz + . Consequently jT  becomes a 

function of measured variability mz∆  according to equations (6, 7), since the updated parameters are 
determined at each iteration by converging the model predictions upon the measurements. 
Application of the perturbation method, by separating the zeroth order and first order terms from equation 
(5) leads to,  

 ( ) ( )jmjjj zzTθθ∆O 1 −+=+:0  (8) 
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Equation (8) leads to the estimate of the mean of the parameters and equation (9) is used in the 
determination of the covariance matrix. In the well-know minimum-variance approach, the assumption of 
uncorrelated  measurements, mz , and system parameters, jθ , appeared in  the 1974 paper of Collins et al. 
[10] and was corrected in 1989 by Friswell [11] who included this correlation after the first iteration. In 
this paper the effect of this omission on the converged prediction space is investigated. In this case two 
recursive equations having the following form for the estimation of the mean values and co-variances of 
the parameters are obtained as [5], 

 ( )jmjjj zzTθθ 1 −+=+  (10) 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) T
jjjjjjj

T
jmmj

T
jjjjjjj

T∆z∆zT∆θ∆zT

T∆z∆zTT∆z∆θ∆θ∆θ∆θ∆θ

,Cov,Cov

,Cov,Cov,Cov,Cov 11

+−

+−=++
 (11) 

Equation (11) does not include the second order sensitivity matrix. This leads to very considerable 
reduction in computational effort, of great value in practical engineering applications. The transformation 
matrix may be expressed as the weighted pseudo inverse, which is analogous to the transformation used in 
deterministic model updating [1, 2]. To the zeroth order of smallness the same equation applies,  

 ( ) 1
1

21 WSWSWSΤ Τ
jj

Τ
jj

−
+=  (12) 

In equation (12), jS  denotes the sensitivity matrix at the parameter means, ( )jj θSS = , and the choice of 

IW =1  and 0W =2  results in the pseudo inverse. In the case of ill-conditioned model-updating 
equations, the minimum-norm regularised solution is obtained when IW λ=2  and λ  is the regularisation 
parameter that locates the corner of the L-curve obtained by plotting the norms 

( ) ( )jmjjjjj vs zzθθSθθ −−−− ++ 11  as λ  is varied [12]. 

 
If the correlation between the parameters and measurements is included, then the perturbation approach 
leads to following four recursive equations [5],  

 ( )jmjjj zzTθθ 1 −+=+  (13) 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mjjmmjjmjj zzTzzTAzθzθ ∆∆−∆∆++∆=∆+ ,Cov,Cov,∆Cov,∆Cov m1  (15) 
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where the matrix 1+jA  is determined from: 
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where, 
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 ( ) ( )mjmj ∆z∆θS∆z∆z ,Cov,Cov j=  (20) 

It should be noted that the matrix ( )mj ∆z∆θ ,Cov and the vector mkj z∂∂ /θ are zero at the first iteration. 

Consequently matrix jA and ( )mj ∆z∆z ,Cov  are zero (Equations (17), (18) and (20)). The covariance 

matrices ( )jj ,∆Cov zθ ∆  and ( )jj ,Cov zz ∆∆  may be evaluated by forward propagation using a variety of 
techniques including mean-centred first-order perturbation, the asymptotic integral and Monte Carlo 
simulation. The above procedure and different propagation methods are described in detail by 
Khodaparast et al. [5]. 

3 Minimisation of an objective function 

The deterministic finite element model updating has been considered as an optimization process in 
literature. Reference [13] is a good example for this class of problem. Fonseca et al. [14] recently 
proposed an optimisation procedure for the purpose of stochastic model updating based on the 
maximisation of a likelihood function [14]. As mentioned earlier, the hyperellipses represented by 

( ){ }mmm zzz ,Cov,   and ( ){ }jjj zzz ,Cov,  define the space of measurements and predictions 
respectively. In order to minimise the distance and also the size difference in between these two spaces, 
we propose an objective function as,  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Fjjmmjm

T
jm ,,wF zzzzzzWzz CovCov21 −+−−=  (21) 

where 
F

• is Frobenius norm, mz  is estimated mean values of test results, ( )mm,zzCov  is the covariance 

matrix of measured data, jz  and ( )jj ,zzCov  are the estimated mean values and the covariance matrix of 

predictions from mathematical model at jth iteration respectively. jz  and ( )jj ,zzCov  may be found by 
using different propagation method at each iteration. Therefore the stochastic model updating problem can 
be expressed as,  

 
{ } { }

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
Fjjmmjm

T
jm

σθ
,,w  

θ

zzzzzzWzz 1 CovCovmin 2 −+−−  (22) 

subject to:     

 { } { } { } { }00 ff θσθ and   

where { }θ  denotes the mean values and { }θσ  is the standard deviations of the system parameters. The 

weighting matrix, 1W , and weighting coefficient, 2w , may be chosen to make two terms in objective 
function as the same order. This method is not concerned with any assumption of statistical independence 
between the updating parameters and measurements.  
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4 Numerical example: 3 degree of freedom mass-spring system 

The simple example shown in Figure 1 is considered, having known deterministic parameters, subject to:     

 1,2,3)(kg1.0 == imi ,    3,4)(N/m1.0 == iki     N/m3.0, 6 =k   

and the other parameters represented as unknown Gaussian random variables with mean values and 
standard deviations given by, 

N/m1.0,N/m1.0,N/m1.0
521
=µ=µ=µ kkk  

N/m0.20σ,N/m0.20σ,N/m0.20σ 521 === kkk  
 

 
Figure 1: Case study 1: three degree-of-freedom mass-spring system. 

 

The measured data, mz and ( )mm zz ,Cov , are obtained by using Monte Carlo simulation with 10000 
samples. This number of measurements is unrealistic but is used here to demonstrate the asymptotic 
properties of the methods. Later the number of measurements will be varied to show the effect of this 
number on the parameter errors.  The initial estimates of the unknown random parameters are, 
 

N/m02521 .kkk ===        ( ) ( ) 5,2,1/mN3.0Cov 222 == iki  
 
so that a 100% initial error in mean values and a 50% initial error in standard deviations is represented.  
Results obtained by the present perturbation methods ( )0WIW == 21 , , the minimisation of an objective 
function ( )1, 21 == wIW , the method of Hua et al. [9], and the minimum variance estimators of Collins 
et al. [10] and Friswell [11] are shown in Table 1. The  numbers, (1)-(6) in the table denote the following 
methods:  

(1) The proposed method in which the correlation between measured data and system parameters is 
omitted (Equations (10) and (11)) [5]. 

(2)  Second proposed method (minimising equation (22)). Optimization problem is solved using the 
Matlab Optimization Toolbox. 

(3) The proposed method in which the correlation between measured data and system parameters is 
included after first iteration (Equations (13)-(20)) [5]. 

(4) Method introduced by Hua et al. [9] 
(5) The minimum variance method of Collins et al. [10]. 
(6) The minimum variance method of Friswell [11]. 

It should be noted that the method of Hua et al. [9] does not require a starting estimate for the standard 
deviation of the unknown random parameters, which start from zero at first iteration. 
Firstly, it is seen that the results obtained by method (1), when the correlation of system parameters with 
the measured data is omitted, are at least as good as when this correlation is included. The results achieved 
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by method (2) are very good too. Methods (3) and (4) require the evaluation of the second-order 
sensitivity, which is an expensive computation and not needed when using methods (1) and (2). 
Finally, it is seen that the minimum variance methods (5) and (6) are really not intended for the estimation 
of randomised parameters to represent test-piece variability. These methods work well when the 
variability is limited to measurement noise from a single test piece. Figure 2 shows the convergence of the 
predictions upon experimental data in the space of the first three natural frequencies using method (1). 
10000 samples are clearly enough to obtain an accurate estimate of the parameter variability. Figure 3 
shows the convergence of the parameter standard deviations by method (1) as the number of samples is 
increased from 10 to 1000. In each case 10 runs of the updating algorithm were carried out to enable a 
range of solution errors to be determined. A different set of samples was used in each of the 10 runs. 
When only 10 samples were used errors were found in the range of 24-54%, while in the case of 1000 
samples the errors ranged from 3-7%. 
Table 2 shows the converged results and percentage errors of the parameter statistics using only 10 
samples with methods (1), (2), (3) and (4). The 10 samples were different in each of the three cases, which 
are shown to converge to similar results. Figures 4 and 5 show the convergence of scatter of predictions 
upon the scatter of simulated measurements in the planes of the first and second, and second and third 
natural frequencies respectively. Ten measurement samples and 10000 predictions from the estimated 
parameter distributions by method (1) are shown.  
 

Parameters Initial  

% Error  

% Error  

(1)  

% Error  

(2)  

% Error  

(3)  

% Error  

(4)  

% Error  

(5)  

% Error  

(6)  

1k  100 1.20 0.90 1.32     1.21 1.62 17.43 

2k  100 -2.43 -3.07 -2.26    -2.18 -2.35 36.81 

5k  100 0.71 0.84 0.57     0.23 1.86 58.20 

)k1std(  50 0.31 0.98 0.88 -0.35    -89.80   -13.36   

)k2std(  50 1.77 -0.12 0.46 -1.27 -89.85 -12.07 

)k5std(  50 1.96 -0.62 0.24 -0.16 -90.20 -58.83 

Table 1: Updating results obtained by various methods (10000 samples). 
 

Figure 2: Initial and updated scatter of predicted and measured data: identification using method 
(1) with 10000 samples. 
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Figure 3: Error norm for parameter standard deviations using different sample sizes  

each with ten runs of the algorithm.  
 

  
Figure 4: Initial and updated scatter of predicted data (10000 points) based upon 10 measurement 

samples: identification by method (1). 

  

Figure 5: Initial and updated scatter of predicted data (10000 points) based upon 10 measurement 
samples: identification by method (1). 
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Parameters Initial 

% Error 

% Error 

(1) 

% Error 

(2) 

% Error 

(3) 

% Error 

(4) 

1k  100 4.53 -6.82 -5.42 10.81 

2k  100 -8.25 7.90 -1.52 1.73 

5k  100 4.21 2.00 0.69 -2.86 

)k1std(  50 -20.03 19.26 12.60 10.32 

)k2std(  50 14.35 -14.01 19.33 -7.26 

)k5std(  50 17.65 -34.28 -13.66 -36.44 

Table 2: Updating results obtained by various methods (10 samples). 

5 Experimental case studies 

5.1 Aluminum plates with random thicknesses 

Ten aluminum plates were prepared so that a contrived distribution of thicknesses, close to Gaussian, was 
obtained by machining. Care was taken to try to obtain a constant thickness for each plate but was not 
achieved perfectly. The mean value of the thicknesses was 3.975mm with a standard deviation of 
0.163mm. In the experimental set up free boundary conditions were used to avoid the introduction of other 
uncertainties due to clamping or pinning at the edges of the plates.  All ten plates had the same overall 
dimensions, length 0.4m and width 0.1m. A hammer test was carried out using four uniaxial fixed 
accelerometers. Figure 6 shows the excitation point, marked ‘F’, and the positions of four accelerometers, 
marked ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’. The mass of each accelerometer was 2 grams represented by lumped masses 
in the finite element model. The first 10 measured natural frequencies of all ten plates are given in Tables 
3 and 4.  
The thickness of the plates was parameterised in 4 regions as shown in Figure 7 and a finite element 
model was constructed consisting of 1040×  4-noded plate elements. The first six measured natural 
frequencies were used for stochastic model updating by method (1). A regularization parameter, 

10101λ ×= , was found from an L curve. Figure 8 shows convergence of the mean values and COV for 
the 4 parameters. The initial mean and standard deviation of all 4 parameters were taken to be, 

1,...,4.mm,8.0)std(mm,4 === itt ii  The initial mean value was chosen to be close to the true mean 
while the initial standard deviation was deliberately overestimated to represent a realistic stochastic model 
updating problem where little is known other than an approximation to the mean value.  
   The updated and measured means and standard deviations of the plate thicknesses are given in Table 5. 
These results are not in exact agreement but do show a considerable improvement in the thickness 
distributions when updated. It can be seen that the initial values of the means were chosen to be extremely 
close to the measured mean values. Small changes are observed in Table 5 after updating, away from the 
measured values obtained from averaged micrometer measurements at discrete points. The convergence of 
the standard deviations (shown in Table 5) from a considerable initial error is a much more significant 
result, demonstrating very clearly how well the method performs in converging the distribution of 
updating parameters upon the collection of measured thickness values. Of course the measured standard 
deviations are likely to be less accurate than the measured means.   
The means and standard deviations of the first six measured natural frequencies were used in updating, 
whereas ten modes were measured in total. It is seen from Tables 6 and 7 that not only are the first six 
natural frequency distributions improved by updating but also the 7th – 10th  natural frequency predictions 
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(mean and standard deviations) are equally improved.  This provides a good demonstration of the validity 
of the updated statistical model. 

 
 Mode Number 

Plate No. 1  2  3  4  5  

1 119.774 284.283 331.970 589.404 656.359 

2 121.615 291.922 337.186 605.160 665.854 

3 123.156 291.440 340.184 602.603 673.357 

4 128.048 298.163 355.210 620.139 700.798 

5 128.533 303.809 357.110 630.809 704.505 

6 128.596 301.010 361.488 635.533 713.207 

7 129.796 311.726 361.114 646.765 712.792 

8 135.058 315.393 374.368 653.584 738.395 

9 134.478 312.215 374.406 649.130 737.256 

10 138.141 321.812 382.932 667.203 755.189 

Mean 128.720 303.177 357.597 630.033 705.771 

Std 6.011 12.032 17.048 25.235 32.854 

Table 3: The first five measured natural frequencies (Hz) for the ten plates.  
 

 Mode Number 

Plate No. 6  7  8  9  10  

1 932.576 1091.603 1343.097 1628.879 1825.215 

2 953.666 1106.861 1372.890 1650.395 1860.225 

3 955.515 1119.445 1376.298 1669.899 1868.071 

4 980.403 1165.177 1414.181 1736.714 1924.260 

5 995.188 1169.660 1433.020 1743.750 1946.155 

6 999.248 1184.455 1440.134 1765.415 1957.581 

7 1019.052 1184.608 1467.366 1766.361 1987.556 

8 1031.837 1225.375 1487.512 1825.602 2021.640 

9 1023.229 1224.420 1479.268 1824.121 2013.354 

10 1053.974 1253.610 1519.011 1866.665 2031.377 

Mean 994.469 1172.521 1433.278 1747.780 1943.543 

Std 38.877 53.840 56.771 79.232 72.908 

Table 4: The 6th to 10th measured natural frequencies (Hz) for the ten plates.  
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Figure 6: Arrangement of accelerometers (A, B, C, D) and excitation point (F). 

 

 
Figure 7: Parameterisation into four regions of plate thickness. 
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Figure 8: Convergence of parameter estimates. 
 

 Measured 

Parameters 

Initial 

Parameters 

Updated 
Parameters 

Initial FE 

% error 

Updated FE 

% error 

t1 (mm) 3.978 4.000 4.140 0.553 4.072 

std(t1) (mm) 0.159 0.8 0.129 403.145 -18.868 

t2 (mm) 3.969 4.000 4.002 0.781 0.831 

std(t2) (mm) 0.161 0.8 0.204 396.894 26.708 

t3 (mm) 3.982 4.000 3.986 0.452 0.100 

std(t3) (mm) 0.164 0.8 0.166 387.805 1.219 

t4 (mm) 3.981 4.000 3.820 0.477 -4.044 

std(t4) (mm) 0.167 0.8 0.206 379.042 23.353 

Table 5: Measured, initial and updated mean and standard deviation of parameters. 
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 Measured (Hz) Initial FE 
(Hz) 

Updated FE 
(Hz) 

Initial FE 

% error 

Updated FE 

% error 

Mode (1) 128.720 128.321 128.111 -0.310 -0.473 

Mode (2) 303.177 307.147 306.339 1.310 1.043 

Mode (3) 357.597 356.645 355.185 -0.266 -0.675 

Mode (4) 630.033 637.433 633.188 1.175 0.501 

Mode (5) 705.771 705.467 701.777 -0.043 -0.566 

Mode (6) 994.469 1002.229 996.865 0.780 0.241 

Mode (7) 1172.521 1173.3951 1169.087 0.075 -0.293 

Mode (8) 1433.278 1444.0183 1435.848 0.750 0.179 

Mode (9) 1747.780 1748.9773 1743.491 0.069 -0.245 

Mode (10) 1943.543 1952.8824 1935.851 0.481 -0.396 

Table 6: Measured, initial and updated mean natural frequencies. 
 
 

 Measured (Hz) Initial FE 
(Hz) 

Updated FE 
(Hz) 

Initial FE 

% error 

Updated FE 

% error 

Mode (1) 6.011 20.943 5.750 248.411 -4.342 

Mode (2) 12.032 47.385 13.777 293.825 14.503 

Mode (3) 17.048 39.231 15.180 130.121 -10.957 

Mode (4) 25.235 65.655 26.797 160.175 6.190 

Mode (5) 32.854 71.379 28.644 117.261 -12.814 

Mode (6) 38.877 108.445 40.166 178.944 3.316 

Mode (7) 53.840 118.6279 46.536 120.334 -13.566 

Mode (8) 56.771 148.4184 59.571 161.434 4.932 

Mode (9) 79.232 177.2435 70.452 123.702 -11.081 

Mode (10) 72.908 202.7527 83.427 178.094 14.428 

Table 7: Measured, initial and updated std of natural frequencies.  

5.2 Aluminum plates with random masses 

Thirteen sets of masses having a distribution close to Gaussian were prepared. Each set included eight 
equal masses. The 11.5 gram set, for example, included eight masses all of 11.5 grams. The distribution of 
nominal masses is shown in Figure 9. The mean value of the masses was 10.063 grams with a standard 
deviation of 2.798 grams. Each set was glued to the surface of a plate and a hammer test was carried. The 
experimental set up and the positions of accelerometers and excitation points were the same as previous 
case study. The positions of added masses on the plate are shown in Figure 10. Each of added mass and 
mass of the accelerometer were represented by lumped masses in the finite element model. The first six 
natural frequencies of all 13 sets are given in Table 8. The second proposed method (method 2) was used 
in this case. As mentioned earlier, this method is an optimization problem and various optimization 
procedures may be used. A genetic algorithm with 20 individuals and 100 generations was used.  
The first three measured natural frequencies were used for stochastic model updating by method 2. There 
is no need to choose initial values for mean and standard deviation of parameters in the GA algorithm but 
they were subjected to bounded constraints indicated in Table 9.  
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The identified and measured means and standard deviations of the masses are given in Table 9. As it can 
be seen from Table 9, the errors in identified mean and standard deviation of parameters with respect to 
measurements are reasonable. Obviously the identified standard deviations are less accurate than the 
identified means.  
The means and standard deviations of the first three measured natural frequencies were used in the 
optimisation, whereas six modes were measured in total. It is seen from Tables 10 and 11 that, apart from 
the 46.8% error in the identified standard deviation of the frequency of mode 5, identified and measured 
means and standard deviations of natural frequencies achieved by using method 2 are in good agreement. 
The results show that the updated statistical model is valid.  
 

 Mode number 

Mass (gram) 1  2  3 4  5  6  

5.025 121.080 286.799 333.896 595.693 688.093 915.365 

6.588 119.002 280.460 327.573 585.042 684.618 894.911 

7.538 117.817 277.315 323.931 579.240 681.073 882.836 

8.55 116.385 272.994 319.427 570.238 674.886 864.382 

9.088 115.659 271.367 317.253 566.972 672.319 858.409 

9.563 115.071 270.059 315.601 564.025 670.297 851.946 

10.075 114.413 267.771 313.152 558.999 663.869 844.604 

10.613 113.766 266.462 311.447 555.173 660.905 833.890 

11.113 113.021 264.995 309.576 552.080 662.606 828.573 

11.5 112.802 264.543 308.426 552.121 662.895 836.105 

12.575 111.514 261.684 304.884 544.291 655.675 813.238 

13.575 110.809 259.442 302.668 541.900 660.888 808.048 

15.013 108.870 254.557 296.379 528.127 639.655 777.946 

Mean 114.632 269.111 314.170 561.069 667.522 846.943 

STD 3.409 8.837 10.412 18.631 13.063 37.385 

Table 8: The first six measured natural frequencies (Hz) for a plate with 13 different sets of 8 
masses attached. 

 
 Measured 

Parameters 
[LB-UB]* Identified 

Parameters 
Error  

% 

m  (gram) 10.063 [0-20 ] 10.401 3.359 

std (m) (gram) 2.798 [0-5] 3.278 17.155 

*: LB=Lower Bound            UB=Upper Bound 

Table 9: Measured, identified mean and standard deviation of parameter. 
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Figure (9): Distribution of masses. 
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Figure (10): The positions of the masses on the plate. 

 
 Measured (Hz) Identified FE  

(Hz) 

Identified FE % 
error 

Mode (1) 114.632 113.334 -1.132 

Mode (2) 269.111 270.413 0.484 

Mode (3) 314.170 310.460 -1.181 

Mode (4) 561.069 568.016 1.238 

Mode (5) 667.522 662.697 -0.723 

Mode (6) 846.943 858.850 1.406 

Table 10: Measured and identified mean natural frequencies. 
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Measured (Hz) Identified FE  

(Hz) 

Identified FE % 
error 

Mode (1) 3.409 3.415 0.176 

Mode (2) 8.837 8.568 -3.044 

Mode (3) 10.412 10.562 1.441 

Mode (4) 18.631 16.182 -13.145 

Mode (5) 13.063 6.949 -46.804 

Mode (6) 37.385 33.486 -10.429 

Table 11: Measured and identified Standard deviation natural frequencies. 

6 Conclusion 

Two new methods based on perturbation approach and minimising an objective function to the stochastic 
model problem, are developed. Distributions of predicted modal responses (natural frequencies and mode 
shapes) are converged upon measured distributions, resulting in estimates of the first two statistical 
moments of the randomised updating parameters. Regularisation may be applied to the stochastic model 
updating equations. However both methods are computationally efficient. The two methods are 
demonstrated in numerical simulations and also in experiments carried out on a collection of rectangular 
plates with variable thickness and also variable masses on a flat plate. 
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Abstract 

Bladed discs or rotors provide an extremely demanding application for model updating. The very small 
geometric (and therefore vibration characteristic) differences between blades can potentially cause very 
large differences in the Engine Order forced vibration response across blades within the assembly. The 
desire to predict the behaviour of a particular assembly of blades in a rotor requires that each blade model 
is updated to account for real frequency characteristics and incorporated in a full assembly model that can 
account for the individual blade differences and therefore their interaction. The sensitivity of the assembly 
behaviour is such that the individual blade alone models need to be updated to extreme tolerances. This 
study investigates the feasibility of conducting this particular type of update and provides some results 
using optimisation and sensitivity based approaches.  

 

 

1  Introduction 

1.1  Background  

Rotors consist of a rotatable disc onto which is attached a set of nominally identical blades which vibrate 
under normal gas turbine operating conditions and excitations. The classical Engine Order excitation of 
blades arises because of non-uniformities in the flow typically resulting from the presence of upstream 
stators. When the rotor is subject to this type of engine order excitation, the peak response amplitude of 
each blade will be the same if all blades are identical. This is the so-called ‘tuned’ assembly behaviour, 
which forms the basis of most design-analysis simulations. 

In practice, because of manufacturing tolerances, there will always be small differences in the geometry 
and therefore characteristics of blades within a given rotor. Although the differences between individual 
blades is generally very small, the resulting effect in the assembly can be very large with each blade 
responding with a different peak amplitude and in which the highest and lowest responding blades may 
vibrate with amplitudes which are respectively significantly higher and lower than the tuned blade 
response. This is the so-called ‘mistuning’ phenomenon which has been and continues to be extensively 
researched.  An analytical model enabling derivation of the maximum possible blade vibration was first 
formulated by Whitehead [1] in 1966. Since then, a very substantial body of work has focused on 
developing numerically efficient methods for predicting the dynamics of mistuned assemblies; these have 
included the works of Bladh, Castanier and Pierre [2], and Petrov, Sanliturk and Ewins [3]. In recent years 
two different aspects of mistuning have received attention as exemplified by Feiner and Griffin [4] who 
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have developed identification methods for bladed discs and by Petrov and Ewins [5] who have developed 
efficient methods of predicting the response of systems with local non-linearities. 

The as-manufactured differences between blades are typically expressed in terms of the global effect they 
have on individual blade modal frequencies when the blades are totally fixed at their roots; this is the so-
called blade alone characteristic: The level of frequency variation across blades may typically be of the 
order of +/- 2% of the nominal blade alone frequency. A real bladed disc assembly with this level of 
individual blade variation may respond to engine order excitation with blade amplitudes which vary by 
factors of ten or more and with the highest blade amplitude being several times that of a tuned assembly 
blade. The actual amplitude levels and variation will of course be rotor specific and depend on the 
individual blade alone characteristics and level of blade coupling through the disc. 

 
1.2  Incentive  For Current Work 

The validation of bladed disc assembly models by comparison of predictions with engine measurements 
would be greatly enhanced if a mistuned model of the specific rotor under test could be developed. It is 
with this objective in mind that the desire to investigate methods of updating a single blade model arises. 
The overall assembly model updating would be done, one blade at a time, by modifying a nominal blade 
model to account for measured differences in the modal frequencies. Once a method were established it 
would be possible to incorporate each modified blade model into an assembly model to simulate the 
mistuning behaviour of the specific rotor under test.  

 

2  Work Programme & Approach 

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the feasibility of updating a nominal blade-alone 
model so that the resulting modified model has certain defined modal frequency values to within a tight 
tolerance. These individual blade frequencies would normally come from measurements although for the 
purposes of this study these reference (or ‘target’) frequencies would be user-defined. In investigating the 
feasibility for this simultaneous multi-mode updating, a traditional single objective optimisation approach 
and a sensitivity based approach would be trialed and any issues with the overall desired process would be 
drawn out for the extreme tolerance scenarios of interest.  

The nominal (solid, finite element) blade model has 25 lumped (parameter) masses connected to one of 
the blade surfaces which serve as the updating parameters. The objective is to try and update the model so 
that the modal frequencies of the first four modes converge to the specified targets to within a tight 
tolerance (+/- 0.01%). The target frequencies fall within a +/- 2% of nominal range which mirrors the 
anticipated range in real blade sets and are user selected in this study.  

Within the small mistuning regime being considered here, the target frequencies are very close to the 
nominal frequencies, and so the blade alone mode shapes do not change significantly thereby obviating the 
need for their consideration. And for this reason, although the model updating based on adjusting the 25 
lumped mass values is not physically realistic, this does not matter as long as the relevant frequency 
changes are achieved.  These factors ensure the 25 mass, frequency-only-based updating advantageously 
serves the purpose of providing a simple definition for the updating process. 

One final note relevant to the prospect of comparing methods and programs within this specific study is 
that the uncertainty associated within different eigenvalue solvers is not insignificant relative to the target-
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to-nominal frequency difference and the eigenvalue uncertainty is high relative to the extremely small 
tolerance requirements appropriate to this particular updating application. This impedes making direct 
comparison of results from different programs utilizing different solvers. However, rather than comparison 
of the direct numerical results, what is important and relevant here is the assessment of the feasibility of 
conducting the updating defined for this application and identification of any ensuing issues particularly 
given the extraordinary frequency tolerance requirements.  

 

3   Model and Vibration Characteristics 

A blade model has been created to serve the specific purposes of this study. The resulting (solid blade) 
finite element model comprises of 508 hexahedral elements with 25 lumped masses connected at nodes on 
one side of the blade which are to act as the updating parameters. The model is shown in Figure 1. The 
desirable attributes of this model are that it displays realistic blade vibration characteristics whilst being 
sufficiently small not to require costly computing capacity. Real blade information is normally protected 
as company private-data and so this blade’s non-sensitive geometry also ensures that it can be shared with 
other researchers.  

The model is fixed at the root by constraining all degrees of freedom at the root plane. An eigenvalue and 
eigenvector analysis reveals the modes of vibration and relevant frequencies of the first four modes: these 
modes are shown in Figures 2-5.  

 

4  Model updating methods 

The updating is to be done for four modes simultaneously. For target frequencies higher than nominal, the 
model updating requirements for the 25 lumped mass values could mathematically result in negative mass 
values.  This is not physically meaningful but is a valid mathematical solution. Some solvers will not 
tolerate a model with negative mass values whilst others will within certain limits (which are dependent on 
the properties of the finite element model of the remainder of the blade structure). Given the ultimate aims 
and incentives for conducting this particular study, this is not an important issue since an easy work-
around is possible under each possible scenario. However once again it does indicate that whichever 
solver and or program is used for any part of the mistuned assembly prediction process then this same 
solver and program should be used for the whole process and that a mixture is likely to be problematic. 

The optimisation approach presented in this paper uses the simplest formulation possible by forming an 
objective function which is a weighted sum of the squared updated-to-target modal frequencies and trials 
varying updating values to minimise the objective using a gradient based approach.  The weighting used 
ensures each mode is given equal weighting by utilising the relative percentage difference rather than the 
absolute frequency difference for each mode. Trial values are based on computed gradients which measure 
the variation of the objective with respect to each updating (mass) parameter value. The relative trial 
frequency step sizes are dependent on the gradients but overall control over the step size is exercised to 
ensure a balance between maintaining numerical stability and speed of convergence to an adequate 
solution.  

The sensitivity based approach computes all mode frequency to updating mass sensitivities and solves the 
first order linear Taylor matrix approximation equating the target-to-current model state frequencies to the 
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sensitivity matrix multiplied by the required change in updating parameters. The required change is 
weighted to give good convergence to an acceptable solution within a reasonable number of iterations. 

The tolerance of  +/- 0.01 % being used in this study is extraordinarily small and one of the main features 
of the problem posed here and arises because of the potential sensitivities of the mistuning problem 
outlined above. In practice, frequency measurement issues and overall problem sensitivities may mean 
that +/- 0.1 % and higher tolerances may be adequate in many cases but the more stringent tolerance of +/- 
0.01 % used here provides an extreme case and severe test of the updating process. 

 

5  Results & Discussion 

Three different updating trials have been conducted using each of the methods. The results are presented 
in Appendices A & B. Both the optimisation and sensitivity based approaches have been able to update the 
blade model for the four modes simultaneously to or better than +/- 0.01% of the respective target 
frequencies. Because of the solver uncertainty issue (and differences in the implicit updating 
methodologies) nothing is inferred from the direct comparison of numerical results but, as previously 
explained, the successful updating within the required stringent tolerance means that any of the 
approaches provides a viable option to develop the rotor prediction capability which forms the reason 
behind the current study.   

The number of iterations required was significantly less for the sensitivity based method and this is to be 
expected given the particular optimisation approach used in this instance. A more sophisticated multi-
objective optimisation scheme is possible which, in principle, could have worked in a similar fashion to 
the sensitivity based approach. 

Clearly the eigenvalue solver accuracy issue would dictate that the same code be used consistently. That 
is, within the overall assembly mistune prediction process, bias errors within the individual blade alone 
frequencies may be tolerated but significant random errors may not. (It should be noted that all the solvers 
produce what would normally be considered perfectly consistent results for all other engineering 
applications that the author is aware of; it is the extraordinarily small tolerance aspect of this particular 
application that causes this to be an issue here.) 

It is often the case with problems of the type posed in this study that there may not be a ‘good’ solution 
which adequately minimises the target-to-nominal frequency differences or that there may be many such 
adequate solutions. In minimising the objective function stipulated within an optimisation formulation or 
searching for an adequate solution within a sensitivity based formulation, an ‘early’ and best solution is 
sought: If a number of solutions meet the requirements then the ‘final’ solution may very well be 
dependent on respective gradients or sensitivities, the smoothness of the design space and the initial 
starting point. With the 25 unknown updating parameters and effectively four target frequency 
requirements posed here, it might superficially appear that a number of potential solutions are likely given 
normal updating tolerances but this is by no means obvious for the extremely tight tolerance which is the 
main feature of this particular application. The key outcome of this study is that, with model updating 
using 4 modes, all trialed approaches in this study were successful in reaching an adequate solution even 
with the extraordinarily tight tolerances being imposed.  
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6 Conclusions 

 
Optimisation and sensitivity based approaches are able to successfully update models to extreme 
tolerances which are a peculiarity of the particular mistuning application discussed in this paper. This has 
been based on updating with 4 modes and 25 updating parameters. 

The approaches trialed in this study may be used in major validation exercises to predict the mistuned 
assembly behaviour of specific test rotors. Whichever approach (method, solver, or program) is used in 
any part of the updating process, this should be consistently used throughout the whole process. 

Related work in the future needs to focus on the blade alone identification problem (especially from rotor 
data) which is an important part of the overall mistuning prediction problem. Similarly, the potential 
application of updating in intentional mistuning should be studied since this too is an important part of the 
possible mistuning prediction and vibration improvement process.  
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APPENDIX A - RESULTS TABLES FOR optimisation based method 
MODES 1-4 

 
 

Original frequency 
[Hz] 

Variation 
% 

Target 
frequency [Hz] 

Achieved 
frequency [Hz] Error (%) 

92.778 0.928 93.639 93.639 0.000 
262.12 0.260 262.802 262.802 0.000 
337.22 0.340 338.367 338.367 0.000 
480.16 0.480 482.465 482465 0.000 

     
Number of iterations 54    

 

Table A1 :  Optimisation Case 1  

 
 
 

Original frequency 
[Hz] 

Variation 
% 

Target 
frequency [Hz] 

Achieved 
frequency [Hz] Error (%) 

92.778 -1.593 91.300 91.299 -0.001 
262.12 1.800 266.838 266.833 -0.002 
337.22 1.900 343.627 343.660 0.010 
480.16 -1.799 471.522 471.567 0.010 

     
Number of iterations 218    

 

Table A2 :  Optimisation Case 2  

 
 
 

Original frequency 
[Hz] 

Variation 
% 

Target 
frequency [Hz] 

Achieved 
frequency [Hz] Error (%) 

92.778 -0.420 92.388 92.381 -0.007 
262.120 0.700 263.955 263.955 0.000 
337.220 -0.500 335.534 335.534 0.000 
480.160 0.840 484.193 484.193 0.000 

     
Number of iterations 53    

 

Table A3 :  Optimisation Case 3  
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APPENDIX B - TABLES – RESULTS FOR sensitivity based method 
MODES 1-4 

 
 

Original frequency 
[Hz] 

Variation 
% 

Target 
frequency [Hz] 

Achieved 
frequency [Hz] Error (%) 

92.713 -0.928 91.853 91.853 0.000 
261.935 -0.26 261.254 261.254 0.000 
335.238 -0.340 334.098 334.098 0.000 
479.899 -0.480 477.595 477.595 0.000 

     
Number of iterations 7    

 

Table B1 :  Sensitivity Case 1  

 
 
 

Original frequency 
[Hz] 

Variation 
% 

Target 
frequency [Hz] 

Achieved 
frequency [Hz] Error (%) 

92.713 -1.593 91.236 91.236 0.000 
261.935 -1.800 257.22 257.220 0.000 
335.238 -1.900 328.868 328.868 0.000 
479.899 -1.799 471.266 471.266 0.000 

     
Number of iterations 6    

 

Table B2 :  Sensitivity Case 2  

 
 
 

Original frequency 
[Hz] 

Variation 
% 

Target 
frequency [Hz] 

Achieved 
frequency [Hz] Error (%) 

92.713 -0.420 92.324 92.324 0.000 
261.935 -0.700 260.101 260.101 0.000 
335.238 -0.500 333.562 333.562 0.000 
479.899 -0.840 475.868 475.862 0.000 

     
Number of iterations 6    

 

Table B3 :  Sensitivity Case 3  
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APPENDIX C – figures showing model, updating locations, and modal 
behaviour 

 
 
 

 

Figure 1 : Solid finite element model (with lumped parameter masses) 
 

 

 

Figure 2 : Mode 1 strain contour plot.  Approximate frequency 93 Hz    
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Figure 3 : Mode 2 strain contour plot.  Approximate frequency 262 Hz    
 

 

 

 

Figure 4 : Mode 3 strain contour plot.  Approximate frequency 335 Hz 
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Figure 5 : Mode 4 strain contour plot.  Approximate frequency 479 Hz 
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Abstract 
This paper presents an optimization approach for tailoring the dynamic response of a complete exhaust 

system using finite element modeling.  Before the optimization procedure is started, the FE-model is 

updated using modal test data.  This preliminary step is required to ensure the validity of the initial FE-

model.  The actual optimization routine consists of two iteration loops: an inner and an outer loop.  The 

inner iteration loop performs the optimization using a modal domain modification technique to predict the 

change of the dynamic response of the structure.  In this way the structure can be optimized in a 

computational efficient way.  However, the modal domain prediction is only accurate within a limited 

parameter range.  Therefore, the outer iteration loop re-evaluates the full finite element model once the 

parameter changes exceed the „trust-region‟ bounds of the modal domain prediction.  The solution of the 

re-evaluation is then used as improved base for the modal domain prediction in the inner iteration loop. 

The suggested optimization approach is illustrated on a finite element model of an exhaust system of a 

passenger car.  The exhaust system is connected to the car body using four isolators.  The optimization is 

performed to keep the force transmitted by the exhaust system through the isolators to the car body below 

the design specifications, optimizing the stiffness of the decoupling elements.  The goal is to ensure a 

good NVH (Noise Vibration Harshness) performance of the exhaust system. 

1 Introduction 

Automotive industry requirements for quality, productivity and cost efficiency are at a level where 

optimization of the design and manufacturing of a product must occur in the earliest stages of conception. 

The time spent in trial and error analysis in the design process needs to be eliminated for a manufacturer to 

remain competitive in a global market. 

The finite element optimization approach allows an efficient evaluation of designs using advance 

mathematical tools. Methods must be developed, however, to create fully parameterized models for 

optimization which can be experimentally verified under pertinent loading conditions. 

Exhaust systems present a special case for parameterization because of their geometry and the constraints 

placed on their design by the underbody of the car. In order to create a model that allows an optimization 

algorithm to find the “best” feasible design, special care must be taken to limit the parameters defined in 

the problem. The objective of this study was to develop and verify a procedure for the optimization of the 

dynamic response of a complete exhaust system. 

Exhaust systems are submitted to many dynamic input loads, the most important one coming from the 

engine.  The induced vibrations are spread along the exhaust system, and forces are transmitted to the car 
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body through the attached points. To reduce the force levels, decoupling elements like ball-joints or flex-

couplings (to reduce the engine vibration level transmitted to the exhaust system), and isolators (to reduce 

the vibrations transmitted to the car body – hanging force) are used. As these vibrations could induce 

structural borne noise in the passenger compartment, it is necessary to define the best decoupling elements 

that allow reduce their amplitude to meet their target values. 

The behavior of the exhaust system under engine load is simulated using a commercial FEM solver and 

the correlation with experimental data, model updating, and optimization are done using the FEMtools 

software [1]. The goal of the correlation and updating is to ensure the representativeness of the FE-model, 

while the target of the optimization is to define the optimal design parameters in order to reach the 

specified targets. 

This paper presents the collaboration carried out between Faurecia Exhaust System Division & Dynamic 

Design Solutions.  After a short description of the exhaust system used as a reference, the correlation loop 

will be described. Next, the harmonic response (dynamic behavior) of the exhaust system under engine 

load will be introduced. Finally, the optimization loop will be addressed. 

2 The Exhaust System 

2.1 System Description 

An exhaust system is made up of pipes, acoustic and emission control components and decoupling 

elements. The pipe path, the location and size of the volumes are defined according the performances in 

each domain to be reached and the place available under the car body.  

The exhaust system used in this paper has a ball-joint at the inlet pipe, two acoustic volumes and is hanged 

using four isolators. The front ones and the rear ones are similar in pairs. The location of hangers is a 

compromise among considering : 

- Natural deformed shapes of the exhaust system. 

- Balance distribution of static force. 

- Packaging area available under the car body. 

 

 

Figure 1: Exhaust system description. 

The FE-model of the considered exhaust system consists of 107156 elements (mainly quad4) and has 

646200 degrees of freedom. 

Front-right isolator 

Rear-left isolator Rear-right isolator 

Front-left  isolator 

Ball-joint 

Intermediate 

acoustic volume 

Rear acoustic volume 
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2.2 Model Updating 

Before working on the exhaust optimization, it is necessary to ensure the representativeness of the FE-

model. This is done by performing a modal-based correlation, i.e. the comparison between a simulated and 

an experimental modal basis [2].  

The basic principle of the correlation is described in the Figure 2. The FE-model takes into account the 

geometry of the tested exhaust system and nominal values for size, thickness, material properties, etc.  The 

correlation start once the experimental modal analysis is done. Then, the updating loops are launched. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Flow chart of the correlation loop. 

2.2.1 Test Set-up and Results 

The exhaust system under study was installed on a dynamic test bench in a similar way as it would be in 

operational conditions,  The test set-up is shown in the picture 1. 

 

Picture 1: Exhaust system fixed on the test bench. 

The location of the measurement points is defined directly on the exhaust system in order to ensure the 

representativeness of the test geometry using a 3D metrology tool. (Figure 3).   

 

Figure 3: The measurement and loading points. 

Finite element model verification Test analysis Correlation & 

updating loops 
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The acquisition of experimental data was carried out using a shaker to induce forces into the exhaust 

system. The location of the loading point was defined in such way that all the eigenmodes of the structure 

in the frequency range of interest were excited. Tri-axial accelerometers were used to obtain all three 

DOFs in every point of the mode shapes.  The experimental modal basis in operational conditions is 

extracted from FRF measurements (table 1). 

Mode Frequency Damping  Mode  Frequency Damping 

1 11.60 2.93%  13 181.88 0.73% 

2 18.14 3.43%  14 218.71 0.50% 

3 22.14 0.99%  15 266.71 0.57% 

4 25.53 1.53%  16 283.25 0.50% 

5 42.52 1.19%  17 312.23 1.14% 

6 45.50 0.94%  18 335.11 0.37% 

7 65.85 0.76%  19 340.29 0.66% 

8 75.77 0.65%  20 346.45 0.79% 

9 97.40 0.54%  21 360.42 0.55% 

10 114.28 0.34%  22 366.17 0.92% 

11 129.24 0.13%  23 392.71 0.78% 

12 148.33 0.29%  24 409.55 1.66% 

Table 1: Experimental modal basis. 

2.2.2 Modal Basis Correlation in Operational Conditions 

The simulated and experimental modal basis are compared using the FEMtools correlation module. To 

compute the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC), equation (1) is used: 
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where a represents an analytical mode shape and e represent an experimental mode shape. 

In the considered case, an initial correlation provided encouraging results.  The analytical (FEA) and 

experimental (EMA) modal basis were relatively close. The MAC values indicate a good correlation, only 

some frequency deviations (the first two modes) were too significant (table 2).  

 

Pair FEA 

[Hz] 

EMA 

[Hz] 

Diff. 

[%] 

MAC 

[%] 

 Pair FEA 

[Hz] 

EMA 

[Hz] 

Diff. 

[%] 

MAC 

[%] 

1 9.73 11.60 -16.15 94.9  11 130.96 129.24 1.33 97.3 

2 14.94 18.14 -17.64 92.2  12 152.97 148.33 3.13 97.3 

3 21.76 22.14 -1.69 98.4  13 189.37 181.88 4.12 97.6 

4 24.29 25.53 -4.83 94.9  14 229.18 218.71 4.78 95.4 

5 41.77 42.52 -1.75 87.3  15 282.68 266.71 5.99 81.2 

6 44.69 45.50 -1.79 74.5  16 293.82 283.25 3.73 93.6 

7 65.44 65.85 -0.63 97.6  17 324.46 312.23 3.92 91.0 

8 77.57 75.77 2.38 97.3  18 346.54 335.11 3.41 84.3 

9 96.43 97.40 -1.00 97.0  19 365.21 360.42 1.33 86.5 

10 116.67 114.28 2.09 98.0       

Table 2: Analytical and experimental modal basis correlation before updating. 

The FE-model had to be updated in order to improve the correlation results by minimizing the frequency 

deviation and maximizing the MAC values.  Updating was performed using the FEMtools updating 

module. 
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2.2.3 Updating Loop 

In this step, it is necessary to first identify the parameters of the FE-model to be adjusted and the target 

values (responses) to be reached.  In a general case, parameters could be any characteristic or property of 

the model (thickness, material properties …) and of course, the characteristics of the decoupling elements. 

The experimental modal data was selected as targets to reach.  

A primary step of this study, which is not described in this text, was to check the representativeness of the 

FE model of the exhaust system itself (i.e. without ball-joint and isolators). The decoupling elements used 

to attach the complete exhaust system on the test bench were later added to the model as spring elements 

with 3 DOFs for each isolator and 6 DOFs for the ball-joint. 

The behavior of these components under pre-load was not considered. That means that only their nominal 

parameter value could be tuned in order to improve the modal basis correlation.  The updating focused on 

the characteristics of the ball-joint and isolators.  Applying the model updating flow chart (Figure 3), the 

modal basis correlation was improved with the results shown in table 3. 

 

Figure 3: Model updating flow chart. 

 

Pair FEA 

[Hz] 

EMA 

[Hz] 

Diff. 

[%] 

MAC 

[%] 

 Pair FEA 

[Hz] 

EMA 

[Hz] 

Diff. 

[%] 

MAC 

[%] 

1 11.59 11.60 -0.13 96.8  11 130.64 129.24 1.08 97.2 

2 18.08 18.14 -0.35 93.7  12 152.46 148.33 2.78 96.0 

3 21.54 22.14 -2.72 97.7  13 184.25 181.88 1.30 96.4 

4 25.13 25.53 -1.56 94.9  14 223.44 218.71 2.16 95.3 

5 42.69 42.52 0.41 98.4  15 277.47 266.71 4.04 80.3 

6 44.66 45.50 -1.85 93.6  16 291.62 283.25 2.96 93.6 

7 66.28 65.85 0.65 97.8  17 320.93 312.23 2.78 89.8 

8 77.11 75.77 1.78 96.8  18 341.87 335.11 2.02 82.4 

9 94.54 97.40 -2.93 94.9  19 362.31 360.42 0.52 86.8 

10 115.55 114.28 1.11 97.4       

Table 3: Analytical and experimental modal basis correlation after updating. 
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The target of the updating loop was reached as it has been shown that the FE-model of the exhaust system 

is capable of sufficiently reproducing the experimental frequencies and shapes, only by changing the 

parameter values of the decoupling elements.  This implies that the representativeness of the FE-model of 

the actual exhaust system (the system without the decoupling elements) is ensured, and that the FE-model 

can be used to optimize the parameter values of the decoupling elements. 

3 Response Computation 

3.1 Harmonic Response Computation 

3.1.1 Theory 

The goal of the harmonic response computation is to compute the force transmitted through the isolators to 

the car body as a function of frequency.  The computation of the responses using a direct method is too 

slow to be used for optimization purposes.  Therefore, the harmonic responses are computed using a 

modal-based approach [3-4]. 

The modal-based computation of the forced responses starts with the computation of the modal stiffness 

matrix  mK , the modal damping matrices  mB  (structural damping) and  mC  (modal and viscous 

damping), and the modal mass matrix  mM . 
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For every frequency f 2 , the dynamic modal stiffness matrix can be computed as 

             iBCMKD mmmm   2  (3) 
 

The modal load vector   p  is computed from the harmonic load vector   F  as  

         Fp   (4) 
 

Using the dynamic modal stiffness matrix and the modal load vector, the modal displacement vector 

  q  can by computed by 

          pDq
1

  (5) 
 

The displacement of the two nodes of a spring element that models a isolator is obtained by transformation 

of the modal displacements to the spatial domain. 
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in which xau , and xbu , are the displacement of the first and second node of spring in the local x direction of 

the considered spring.  The matrix rows  xa, and xb, are the mode shape vector components in the 

local x direction of the first and second node of the spring element.  The harmonic response, i.e. the force 

in the spring element, can be computed from the spring stiffness as: 

        xixaxbi kuuHR ,,,    (7) 
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Once the resonant frequencies and mode shapes of the structure are known, the harmonic responses of the 

isolator forces are computed by evaluating expression (3) to (5) for every frequency line, and expressions 

(6) and (7) for every isolator. 

3.1.2 Application 

The engine behavior is mainly defined by the displacement of the piston along its axis. For that reason; as 

a first approach, only this component could be taken into account to compute the exhaust system response.  

In our case study, acceleration measurements were carried out on the exhaust system fixed on the car in 

run up conditions. Acceleration data at the inlet of the exhaust system – Figure 4 – were used as input load 

for the dynamic simulations. 

ENGINE INPUT LOAD - Z direction
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Figure 4: Engine input load. 

The amplitude values of the hanging forces are very sensitive to the damping assumptions.  For this reason 

experimental modal damping values were used to model the damping of the exhaust system; structural 

damping was used to model the damping in the hangers and ball-joint.  The vertical hanging force values 

computed under the above assumptions are given in Figure 5.  Note that the forces transmitted in the Z-

direction exceed the acceptance criterion level, and this for all four isolators. 
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Figure 5: Hanging forces under engine load. The transmitted forces (black) compared to the design 

specifications (red) in the local Z-direction. 

3.2 Harmonic Response Modification 

The harmonic responses of a modified model can be obtained by computing the resonant frequencies and 

modes shapes of the modified structure, and using these new frequencies and mode shapes in the 

equations (2) to (7).  The main disadvantage of this approach is that every modification requires an 

additional run of the FE-solver to compute the frequencies and mode shapes. 

The modal-based harmonic response computation allows an alternative approach to estimate the impact of 

a modification of the system on the harmonic responses.  Instead of re-computing the mode shape vectors, 

the initial vectors are used to compute the effect of the modification on the model stiffness, damping and 

mass matrices. 
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in which pn is the number of modified model parameters, ip is the initial value of the i
th
 parameter, ip is 

the modification of the i
th
 parameter,  e  is the shape vector matrix reduced to the DOFs of element e , 

and  eK is the element stiffness matrix. 

Based on the results of expression (8), the modal matrices of the modified system can be estimated. 
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The harmonic responses of the modified system can now be approximated by inserting the modal matrices 

of the modified system (9) into expression (3) to (7). 

The modal-based prediction of the effect of a modification of a model parameter on the transmitted forces 

appears to be very reliable, even for relatively large parameter modifications.  Consider a reduction of the 

vertical stiffness of the front-left isolator with 25%.  Figure 6 compares the transmitted force obtained 

using re-analysis with the transmitted force obtained using the modal-based prediction.  The maximal 

offset between the amplitude of the two considered responses is less than 1%. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the model-based prediction with re-analysis for a parameter modification of 25 % 

(front-left isolator). 

4 Optimization of the Complete Exhaust System 

4.1 Goal 

As stated above the goal of the optimization will be to bring all the forces in the isolators below the 

acceptable level, by modifying the structure as little as possible. 

In this step of the development project, the geometrical definition of the exhaust system is frozen (size and 

location of the volumes, layout and hanging points cannot be changed).  Changes to the decoupling 

elements are the only changes that can be considered.  The target is now to define the right stiffness values 

of ball-joints and isolators that will allow reaching the design requirements. 

4.2 Parameter Impact Study 

There are 18 potential optimization parameters in the FE-model: 3 translational and 3 rotational stiffness 

coefficients of the ball-joint (6), and the 3 translational stiffness coefficients of the 4 isolators (12).  

However, it is not certain that all those 18 parameters have a sufficient impact on the forces transmitted 

through the isolators. 

The effect of the optimization parameters on the transmitted forces was evaluated by modifying the 

parameters one by one, using a parameter modification of 25%, and verifying the correlation between the 

harmonic responses of the initial and perturbed model.  The correlations between the harmonic responses 

are quantified by the signature assurance criterion (SAC) and amplitude difference (AD) values between 

the amplitudes of the two considered response functions.  The SAC and AD value between two responses 

are defined as [5]: 
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The SAC value describes the difference in shape between two responses: two responses with a SAC value 

of 100% have an identical shape; two responses with a SAC value of 0% have an uncorrelated shape.  The 

SAC value only depends on the shape of the functions; it is insensitive to differences in the average 

amplitude.  The AD describes the difference in the average amplitude between two compared functions.  

Two functions with identical average amplitude have an AD value of 0%. 

The SAC and AD values were computed for the transmitted forces in the Z-direction of the four isolators, 

and this for the 18 potential optimization parameters.  Table 4 presents the average and extreme value of 

the SAC and AD values for the 12 considered response functions.   

 Ball-joint 

 Kx Ky Kz Hx Hy Hz 

Mean SAC 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 99.1% 98.9% 

Min SAC 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 98.9% 97.0% 

Mean AD 0.7% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 1.3% 1.2% 

Max AD 0.7% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 2.4% 3.0% 

       

 Isolator front left Isolator front right  

 Kx Ky Kz Kx Ky Kz 

Mean SAC 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 

Min SAC 100.0% 100.0% 99.5% 100.0% 100.0% 99.7% 

Mean AD 0.0% 0.1% 7.3% 0.0% 0.1% 7.5% 

Max AD 0.0% 0.1% 22.3% 0.0% 0.1% 21.2% 

       

 Isolator rear left Isolator rear right 

 Kx Ky Kz Kx Ky Kz 

Mean SAC 100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 99.9% 100.0% 99.8% 

Min SAC 100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 99.8% 100.0% 99.5% 

Mean AD 0.2% 0.0% 6.8% 2.4% 2.2% 7.7% 

Max AD 0.4% 0.1% 22.3% 0.1% 0.1% 26.8% 

Table 4: The results of the parameter impact study. 

The results presented in Table 4 indicate that the effect of a modification of the three translational stiffness 

coefficients of the ball-joint on the shape and the amplitude of the considered response functions is 

insignificant.  The translational stiffness coefficients can thus be eliminated from the list of optimization 

parameters.  The effect of the rotational stiffness coefficient Hx of the ball-joint is insignificant as well.  

However, the rotational stiffness coefficients Hy and Hz appear to have an effect on the shape of the 

response function.  Both Hy and Hz, especially Hy, have an effect on the average amplitude of the 

transmitted forces. 

The stiffness coefficients of the springs have both an effect on the shape and on the average amplitude of 

the transmitted forces.  Note that a modification of the stiffness in a particular direction of an isolator 

mainly affects the force transmitted in the considered direction of the considered isolator.  The effect on 

the forces transmitted in the other directions, and through the other isolators is limited.  Also note that all 

the forces in the X- and Y-directions are well below the acceptable limits.  Therefore, it does not appear to 

be useful to consider Kx and Ky of the isolators as independent optimization parameters.  Instead, the 

stiffness of the isolators will be optimized by considering a stiffness scaling factor that modifies Kx, Ky, 
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and Kz of the isolators in an identical way.  To reduce the number of different parts in the final design, the 

stiffness of the two isolators in the front, and the isolators in the rear are identical.   

Table 5 provides an overview of the 4 independent parameters that are retained for the optimization of the 

exhaust system. 

Parameter Description 

Hy Rotational stiffness of the ball-joint around the local Y-axis 

Hz Rotational stiffness of the ball-joint around the local Z-axis 

D1 Scaling factor of the stiffness of the front isolators 

D2 Scaling factor of the stiffness of the rear isolators 

Table 5: The selected optimization parameters. 

The parameter impact study also indicated that an increase of the rotational stiffness of the ball-joint 

decreases the force transmitted though the isolators, while an increase in the isolator stiffness increases the 

transmitted forces. 

4.3 Optimization 

The objective function of the optimization problem is defined as the sum of squares of the relative changes 

of the optimization parameters.  The use of this objective function thus results in an optimized model that 

differs as little as possible from the initial model.  The acceptable levels for the forces transmitted through 

the isolators are added as constraints.  Mathematically, the optimization problem is expressed as: 

Minimize 
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in which 0

ip and ip are the reference
1
 and current values of the optimization parameter,  iF is the 

transmitted force of the i
th
 response, and  aF is the admissible force level as a function of frequency.  

The side constraints on the optimization parameters represent the feasible range of stiffness values for the 

ball-joint and isolators. 

The optimization is performed with the FEMtools Optimization module using a gradient-based optimizer 

[6], which requires the gradients of the objective and constraint functions.  The evaluation of the gradients 

of the objective function is straightforward.  The gradients of the constraint functions can be computed 

with a finite difference approach using the harmonic response modification that was introduced in section 

3.2.   

Since the results obtained using harmonic response modification are only valid for a limited change of the 

optimization parameters, the optimization is performed using a double iteration loop.  The inner iteration 

loop optimizes the values of the optimization parameter using only the modal-based harmonic response 

modification technique.  The mode shapes are never recomputed in the inner iteration loop.  In the inner 

optimization loop, the modification of the parameter values is limited to 30%.   

Once the solution in the inner iteration loop has converged, the inner loop is aborted, and the optimization 

procedure returns to the outer iteration loop.  The outer iteration loop just re-computes the mode shapes 

based on the current parameter values.  Once the new shapes are computed, a new inner iteration loop is 

                                                      
1
 The values of the updated FE-model. 
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started.  In this way, the number of (computationally expensive) mode shape evaluations can be 

minimized.  To overall solution was considered to be converged when the inner iteration loop modified 

the parameter less than 0.25%.  The whole procedure was automated using The FEMtools Script 

programming language. 

The optimization problem was solved using the updated values of Hy and Hz, and the minimal allowed 

values for Kz.  These values were chosen because they provide a feasible design.  The values of the 

parameters were then optimized in order to obtain a model that was as close as possible to the updated 

model, while respecting the imposed limit on the transmitted forces.  Table 6 presents the results obtained. 

Parameter Modification with respect to the updated model 

Hy + 0.0% 

Hz + 0.0% 

D1 - 83.0% 

D2 - 82.7% 

Table 6: The optimal design. 

 

Figure 7: Hanging forces of the optimized model under engine load. The transmitted forces (black) 

compared to the design specifications (red) in the local Z-direction. 

The optimization routine did not modify the stiffness of the ball-joint.  It thus appears that the cost 

(deviation from the initial design) for modifying the stiffness of the ball-joint is higher than the benefit 

(the reduction of the transmitted force).  The stiffness of both the front and rear isolators had to be reduced 

by 83% in order the meet the design specifications.   

 

 

 

The optimization problem was also solved without using the upper limit of 30% on the parameter 

modifications in the inner loop.  Solving the problem without considering these bounds provided the same 

solution, however, now the results converged after only 2 outer iterations instead of 4.  The total number 

of inner iterations was 14 for the first approach and 7 for the second approach.  Table 7 provides an 
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overview of the iteration histories of the two optimization runs.  The fact that both optimization results 

converged to the same solution illustrates the robustness of the obtained solution. 

Note that without the use of the modal-based approximation technique it would take about 2 hours to solve 

the optimization problem, instead of the 13 minutes it took now
2
. 

Step Parameter Iterations Time [s] 

Hy Hz D1 D2 Inner Outer 

Start 0.0% 0.0% 84.0% 92.8%   208.2 

1 0.0% 0.0% 83.5% 90.7% 4 194.1 209.3 

2 0.0% 0.0% 83.5% 87.8% 4 194.8 209.7 

3 0.0% 0.0% 83.2% 84.2% 4 194.7 209.1 

4 0.0% 0.0% 83.0% 82.7% 2 129.6  

Result 0.0% 0.0% 83.0% 82.7% Total  1549.5 
(a) The iterations history for the first optimization approach (30% parameter bounds) 

 

Step Parameter Iterations Time [s] 

 Hy Hz D1 D2 Hy Hz D1 

Start 0.0% 0.0% 84.0% 92.8%   208.9 

1 0.0% 0.0% 82.6% 82.4% 5 232.7 209.5 

2 0.0% 0.0% 83.0% 82.7% 2 130.6  

Result 0.0% 0.0% 83.0% 82.7% Total  781.7 
(b) The iterations history for the second optimization approach (no parameter bounds) 

Table 7: The iteration histories. 

5 Conclusions 

This article presented an optimization approach to optimize the harmonic response of industrial-sized FE-

models.  The presented optimization approach was successfully used to optimize the dynamic performance 

of  a complete exhaust system.  The following conclusions can be drawn for the presented case: 

1) The modal-based approximation technique appears to be well suited to solve optimization problems 

like the one presented in this paper.  For the considered exhaust system, the use of the modal based-

approximation technique reduced the required computation time with a factor of about 10.  The 

benefit of using the modal-based approach will further increase with an increasing number of 

optimization parameters and model size.  

2) The predictive range of the modal-based approximation technique appeared to be larger than 

initially expected.  Therefore, it was not beneficial to limit the parameter changes in the inner 

iteration loop.  For the considered exhaust system, omitting the parameter bounds in the inner 

iteration loop provided a faster convergence without showing any signs of unstable behavior.  Note 

that the parameters that were selected in the presented test case had a relatively limited effect on the 

mode shapes.  As the modal-based approximation heavily relies on the mode shapes, its predictive 

capability might go down if the selected optimization parameters have a severe impact on the mode 

shapes. 

3) Until now, the use of mathematical tools allowed to study the dynamic behavior of full exhaust 

systems under engine loads in early stages of conception. With the methodology presented in this 

paper, it is possible to go forward, optimizing components from the beginning of the development 

process. The time spent in trial and error analysis to evaluate the impact of the characteristics of the 

                                                      
2
 All calculations were performed on a standard PC with an Intel dual-core 6600 2.4GHz processor and 4 GB of 

RAM running Windows Vista 64-bit. 
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decoupling elements on the exhaust system response is saved. With the presented approach, the 

process of finding the best compromise between changing the stiffness of the ball-joint and the 

isolators is automated.  It is now possible to identify the most important parameters, and to meet the 

customer‟s requirement using the FE model of the complete exhaust system. 
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Abstract 
A multi-objective optimization method is presented for estimating the parameters of finite element 
structural models based on modal residuals. The method results in multiple Pareto optimal structural 
models that are consistent with the measured modal data and the modal residuals used to measure the 
discrepancies between the measured modal values and the modal values predicted by the finite element 
model. The relation between the multi-objective identification method and conventional single-objective 
weighted modal residuals methods for model updating is explored. Computationally efficient methods for 
estimating the gradient and Hessians of the objective functions with respect to the model parameters are 
proposed and shown to significantly reduce the computational effort for solving the single and multi-
objective optimization problems. The proposed methods exploit Nelson’s formulation for the sensitivity of 
the eigenproperties with respect to the parameters. Theoretical and computational developments are 
illustrated by updating finite element models of a multi-span reinforced concrete bridge using ambient 
vibration measurements.  In particular, multi-objective identification results indicate that there is wide 
variety of Pareto optimal structural models that trade off the fit in various measured modal quantities. 

1 Introduction 

Structural model updating methods (e.g. [1]) have been proposed in the past to reconcile mathematical 
models, usually discretized finite element models, with experimental data. The estimate of the optimal 
model from a parameterized class of models is sensitive to uncertainties that are due to limitations of the 
mathematical models used to represent the behavior of the real structure, the presence of measurement and 
processing error in the data, the number and type of measured modal or response time history data used in 
the reconciling process, as well as the norms used to measure the fit between measured and model 
predicted characteristics. The optimal structural models resulting from such methods can be used for 
improving the model response and reliability predictions [2], structural health monitoring applications [3-
6] and structural control [7]. 
Structural model parameter estimation problems based on measured data, such as modal characteristics 
(e.g. [3-6]) or response time history characteristics [8], are often formulated as weighted least-squares 
problems in which metrics, measuring the residuals between measured and model predicted 
characteristics, are build up into a single weighted residuals metric formed as a weighted average of the 
multiple individual metrics using weighting factors. Standard optimization techniques are then used to find 
the optimal values of the structural parameters that minimize the single weighted residuals metric 
representing an overall measure of fit between measured and model predicted characteristics. Due to 
model error and measurement noise, the results of the optimization are affected by the values assumed for 
the weighting factors. The model updating problem has also been formulated in a multi-objective context 
that allows the simultaneous minimization of the multiple metrics, eliminating the need for using arbitrary 
weighting factors for weighting the relative importance of each metric in the overall measure of fit. The 
multi-objective parameter estimation methodology provides multiple Pareto optimal structural models 
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consistent with the data and the residuals used in the sense that the fit each Pareto optimal model provides 
in a group of measured modal properties cannot be improved without deteriorating the fit in at least one 
other modal group. 
In this work, the structural model updating problem using modal residuals is first formulated as a multi-
objective optimization problem and then as a single-objective optimization with the objective formed as a 
weighted average of the multiple objectives using weighting factors. Theoretical and computational issues 
arising in multi-objective identification are addressed and the correspondence between the multi-objective 
identification and the weighted residuals identification is established. Emphasis is given in addressing 
issues associated with solving the resulting multi-objective and single-objective optimization problems. 
For this, efficient methods are proposed for estimating the gradients and the Hessians of the objective 
functions using the Nelson’s method [9] for finding the sensitivities of the eigenproperties to model 
parameters. The proposed model updating methodologies are illustrated by updating a T-shaped R/C 
bridge structure, using ambient induced vibration measurements.  

2 Model updating based on modal residuals 

Let 0( ) ( )ˆˆ{ , ,  1, , ,  1, , }Nk k
r r DD R r m kω φ= ∈ = = N  be the measured modal data from a structure, 

consisting of modal frequencies ( )ˆ k
rω  and modeshape components ( )ˆ k

rφ  at  measured DOFs, where m  

is the number of observed modes and 
0N

DN  is the number of modal data sets available. Consider a 
parameterized class of linear structural models used to model the dynamic behavior of the structure and let 

NR θθ ∈  be the set of free structural model parameters to be identified using the measured modal data. 
The objective in a modal-based structural identification methodology is to estimate the values of the 
parameter set θ  so that the modal data { ( ),  ( ) , 1, , }dN

r r R r mω θ φ θ ∈ = , where  is the number of 
model degrees of freedom (DOF), predicted by the linear class of models best matches, in some sense, the 
experimentally obtained modal data in . For this, let  

dN

D

 
2 2

2

ˆ( ) ( )ˆ( )( )       and      ( ) ˆˆr r

r rr r

r r

L
ω φ

rβ θ φ θ φω θ ωε θ ε θ
ω φ

−−
= =          (1) 

1, ,r = m , be the measures of fit or residuals between the measured modal data and the model predicted 
modal data for the -th modal frequency and modeshape components, respectively, where r 2 T|| ||z z= z  is 

the usual Euclidian norm, and 
2ˆ( ) ( ) / ( )T

r r r rL Lβ θ φ φ θ φ θ=  is a normalization constant that guaranties 

that the measured modeshape r̂φ  at the measured DOFs is closest to the model modeshape ( ) ( )r rLβ θ φ θ  

predicted by the particular value of θ . The matrix 0 dN NL R ×∈  is an observation matrix comprised of 
zeros and ones that maps the  model DOFs to the  observed DOFs. dN 0N

In order to proceed with the model updating formulation, the measured modal properties are grouped into 
 groups. Each group contains one or more modal properties. The modal properties assigned in the th 

group are identified by the set ,  and 
n i

( )ig k 1, ,i n= 1, 2k = , with any element in the set  is an 
integer from 1 to . An element in the set  with 

( )ig k
m ( )ig k 1k =  refer to the number of the measured modal 

frequency assigned in the group i , while the elements of the set  with ( )ig k 2k =  refer to the number of 
the measured modeshape assigned in the group i . For the th group, a norm i ( )iJ θ  is introduced to 
measure the residuals of the difference between the measured values of the modal properties involved in 
the group and the corresponding modal values predicted from the model class for a particular value of the 
parameter set θ . The measure of fit in a modal group is the sum of the individual square errors in (1) for 
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the corresponding modal properties involved in the modal group. Specifically, the measure of fit is given 
by 

 2 2

(1) (2)
( ) ( ) ( )

r r

i i

i
r g r g

J ω φθ ε θ ε θ
∈ ∈

= +∑ ∑             (2) 

The grouping of the modal properties { ( ),  ( ), 1, , }r r r mω θ φ θ =  into  groups and the selection of the 

measures of fit (residuals) 

n

1( ), , ( )nJ Jθ θ  are usually based on user preference. The modal properties 
assigned to each group are selected by the user according to their type and the purpose of the analysis. 
The aforementioned analysis accommodates general grouping schemes and objective functions. For 
demonstration purposes, a specific grouping scheme is next defined by grouping the modal properties into 
two groups as follows. The first group contains all modal frequencies, with the measure of fit 1( )J θ  
selected to represent the difference between the measured and the model predicted frequencies for all 
modes, while the second group contains the modeshape components for all modes with the measure of fit 

2 ( )J θ  selected to represents the difference between the measured and the model predicted modeshape 
components for all modes. Specifically, the two measures of fit are given by 

       2
1 2

1 1
( ) ( )      and      ( ) ( )

r

m m

r r
J Jω

2
rφ

θ ε θ θ ε θ
= =

= ∑ =∑  (3) 

The aforementioned grouping scheme is used in the application section for demonstrating the features of 
the proposed model updating methodologies. 

2.1 Multi-objective identification 

The problem of identifying the model parameter values that minimize the modal or response time history 
residuals can be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem stated as follows [10]. Find the 
values of the structural parameter set θ  that simultaneously minimizes the objectives 

 1( ) ( ( ), , ( ))ny J J Jθ θ θ= =           (4) 

subject to inequality constrains ( ) 0c θ ≤  and parameter constrains low upperθ θ θ≤ ≤ , where 

1( , , )Nθ
θ θ θ= ∈Θ  is the parameter vector, Θ  is the parameter space, 1( , , )ny y y Y= ∈  is the 

objective vector, Y  is the objective space, ( )c θ  is the vector function of constrains, and lowθ  and upperθ  
are respectively the lower and upper bounds of the parameter vector θ . For conflicting objectives 

1( ), , ( )nJ Jθ θ , there is no single optimal solution, but rather a set of alternative solutions, known as 
Pareto optimal solutions, that are optimal in the sense that no other solutions in the parameter space are 
superior to them when all objectives are considered. The set of objective vectors ( )y J θ=  corresponding 
to the set of Pareto optimal solutions θ  is called Pareto optimal front. The characteristics of the Pareto 
solutions are that the residuals cannot be improved in any group without deteriorating the residuals in at 
least one other group. The multiple Pareto optimal solutions are due to modeling and measurement errors. 
Using multi-objective terminology, the Pareto optimal solutions are the non-dominating vectors in the 
parameter space , defined mathematically as follows. A vector Θ θ ∈Θ  is said to be non-dominated 
regarding the set Θ  if and only if there is no vector in Θ  which dominates θ . A vector θ  is said to 
dominate a vector 'θ  if and only if  

 ( ) ( ')   {1, , }   and     {1, , } :  ( ) ( ')i i j jJ J i n j n J Jθ θ θ≤ ∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ < θ  (5) 
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The set of objective vectors ( )y J θ=  corresponding to the set of Pareto optimal solutions θ  is called 
Pareto optimal front. The characteristics of the Pareto solutions are that the modal residuals cannot be 
improved in any modal group without deteriorating the modal residuals in at least one other modal group. 
Specifically, using the objective functions in (3), all optimal models that trade-off the overall fit in modal 
frequencies with the overall fit in the modeshapes are estimated. 
The multiple Pareto optimal solutions are due to modelling and measurement errors. The level of 
modelling and measurement errors affect the size and the distance from the origin of the Pareto front in the 
objective space, as well as the variability of the Pareto optimal solutions in the parameter space. The 
variability of the Pareto optimal solutions also depends on the overall sensitivity of the objective functions 
or, equivalently, the sensitivity of the modal properties, to model parameter values θ .  Such variabilities 
were demonstrated for the case of two-dimensional objective space and one-dimensional parameter space 
in the work by Christodoulou and Papadimitriou [11].  

It should be noted that in the absence of modelling and measurement errors, there is an optimal value θ̂  of 
the parameter set θ  for which the model based modal frequencies and modeshape components match 
exactly the corresponding measured modal properties. In this case, all objective functions 

1
ˆ( ), , ( )nJ J ˆθ θ  take the value of zero and, consequently, the Pareto front consists of a single point at the 

origin of the objective space.  In particular, for identifiable problems [12-13], the solutions in the 
parameter space consist of one or more isolated points for the case of a single or multiple global optima, 
respectively. For non-identifiable problems [14-15], the Pareto optimal solutions form a lower 
dimensional manifold in the parameter space.  

2.2 Weighted modal residuals identification 

The parameter estimation problem is traditionally solved by minimizing the single objective 

 
1

( ; ) ( )
n

i i
i

J w w Jθ θ
=

= ∑           (6) 

formed from the multiple objectives ( )iJ θ  using the weighting factors , , with 

. The objective function 

0iw ≥ 1, ,i = n

1
1n

ii
w

=
=∑ ( ; )J wθ  represents an overall measure of fit between the measured 

and the model predicted characteristics. The relative importance of the residual errors in the selection of 
the optimal model is reflected in the choice of the weights. The results of the identification depend on the 
weight values used. Conventional weighted least squares methods assume equal weight values, 

. This conventional method is referred herein as the equally weighted modal residuals 
method. 

1 1/nw w= = = n

2.3 Comparison between multi-objective and weighted modal residuals 
identification 

Formulating the parameter identification problem as a multi-objective minimization problem, the need for 
using arbitrary weighting factors for weighting the relative importance of the residuals ( )iJ θ  of a modal 
group to an overall weighted residuals metric is eliminated. An advantage of the multi-objective 
identification methodology is that all admissible solutions in the parameter space are obtained. 
It can be readily shown that the optimal solution to the problem (6) is one of the Pareto optimal solutions. 
For this, let θ̂  be the global optimal solution that minimizes the objective function ( ; )J wθ  in (6) for 
given w . Then this solution is also a Pareto optimal solution since otherwise there would exist another 
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solution, say θ̂ ′ , for which equation (5) will be satisfied for ˆθ θ ′=  and ˆθ θ′ = , that is, 
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( )   {1, , }   and     {1, , } :  ( ) ( )i i j jJ J i n j n J J ˆθ θ θ′ ′≤ ∀ ∈ ∃ ∈ < θ . As a result of this and the fact 

that , it is readily derived using the form of 0iw ≥ ( ; )J wθ  in (6) that ˆ ˆ( ; ) ( ; )J w J wθ θ′ < . The last 

inequality implies that θ̂ ′ , instead of θ̂ , is the global solution optimizing ( ; )J wθ , which is a 
contradiction.  
Thus, solving a series of single objective optimization problems of the type (6) and varying the values of 
the weights  from 0 to 1, excluding the case for which the values of all weights are simultaneously 
equal to zero, Pareto optimal solutions are alternatively obtained. These solutions for given 

iw
w  are denoted 

by ˆ( )wθ . It should be noted, however, that there may exist Pareto optimal solutions that do not 
correspond to solutions of the single-objective weighted modal residuals problem [16].  
The single objective is computationally attractive since conventional minimization algorithms can be 
applied to solve the problem. However, a severe drawback of generating Pareto optimal solutions by 
solving the series of weighted single-objective optimization problems by uniformly varying the values of 
the weights is that this procedure often results in cluster of points in parts of the Pareto front that fail to 
provide an adequate representation of the entire Pareto shape. Thus, alternative algorithms dealing directly 
with the multi-objective optimization problem and generating uniformly spread points along the entire 
Pareto front should be preferred. Special algorithms are available for solving the multi-objective 
optimization problem. Computational algorithms and related issues for solving the single-objective and 
the multi-objective optimization problems are discussed in Section 3. 

3 Computational Issues Related to Model Updating Formulations 

The proposed single and multi-objective identification problems are solved using available single- and 
multi-objective optimization algorithms. These algorithms are briefly reviewed and various 
implementation issues are addressed, including estimation of global optima from multiple local/global 
ones, as well as convergence problems. 

3.1 Single-Objective Identification 

The optimization of ( ; )J wθ  in (6) with respect to θ  for given w  can readily be carried out numerically 
using any available algorithm for optimizing a nonlinear function of several variables. These single 
objective optimization problems may involve multiple local/global optima. Conventional gradient-based 
local optimization algorithms lack reliability in dealing with the estimation of multiple local/global optima 
observed in structural identification problems [10,17], since convergence to the global optimum is not 
guaranteed. Evolution strategies (ES) [18] are more appropriate and effective to use in such cases. ES are 
random search algorithms that explore better the parameter space for detecting the neighborhood of the 
global optimum, avoiding premature convergence to a local optimum. A disadvantage of ES is their slow 
convergence at the neighborhood of an optimum since they do not exploit the gradient information. A 
hybrid optimization algorithm should be used that exploits the advantages of ES and gradient-based 
methods. Specifically, an evolution strategy is used to explore the parameter space and detect the 
neighborhood of the global optimum. Then the method switches to a gradient-based algorithm starting 
with the best estimate obtained from the evolution strategy and using gradient information to accelerate 
convergence to the global optimum. 
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3.2 Multi-Objective Identification 

The set of Pareto optimal solutions can be obtained using available multi-objective optimization 
algorithms. Among them, the evolutionary algorithms, such as the strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm 
[19], are well-suited to solve the multi-objective optimization problem. The strength Pareto evolutionary 
algorithm, although it does not require gradient information, it has the disadvantage of slow convergence 
for objective vectors close to the Pareto front [10] and also it does not generate an evenly spread Pareto 
front, especially for large differences in objective functions. 
Another very efficient algorithm for solving the multi-objective optimization problem is the Normal-
Boundary Intersection (NBI) method [20] which produce an evenly spread of points along the Pareto 
front, even for problems for which the relative scaling of the objectives are vastly different. For 
completeness and for the purpose of demonstrating the implementation issues arising in multi-objective 
structural model updating, the idea of the NBI method is briefly illustrated geometrically with the aid of 
the two-dimensional Pareto front shown in Figure 1. For this, let ( )ˆ iθ , 1, ,i n= , be the global optimal 
values of the parameter set that minimize the individual objectives ( )iJ θ , 1, ,i n= , respectively. The 

Pareto points ( ) ( )ˆˆ (iJ J )iθ= , shown in Figure 1, determine the location of the boundaries of the Pareto 
front in the objective space. These edge points of the Pareto front are estimated using the single-objective 
optimization algorithms outlined in Section 3.1. The utopia point 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ[ , , ]T
nJ J J= , shown in Figure 1, is 

introduced as the point in the objective space with coordinates the individual minima ( )ˆˆ ( i
i iJ J )θ=  of the 

objectives. Let  be the  matrix with the i -th column equal to the vector Φ n n× ( )ˆ iJ . The set of points in 

the objective space that are convex combinations of ( )ˆ iJ Ĵ− , obtained by the points 

1
{ : , 1, 0nn

i ii
Rβ β β β

=
Φ ∈ = ≥∑ } , is referred to as the Convex Hull of Individual Minima (CHIM). 

These points are all points along the line segment AB in Figure 1. The Pareto points consist of points on 
the intersection of the boundary  of the objective space  and the normal initiating from any point in 
the CHIM and pointing towards the origin of the objective space.  

Y∂ Y

 

(1)J

*J

2J

(2)J

βΦ
*t n JβΦ + +

 A 

B

n

1J  
Figure 1. Geometric illustration of NBI Method in 2-dimensional objective space 

A point along the Pareto front can be found by solving a single-objective optimization problem. Given the 
coordinates β , βΦ  represents a point on the CHIM and tnβΦ + , where t R∈  and n  the normal to the 
CHIM, represents the set of points on the normal to the CHIM at the point βΦ . The point of intersection 
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of the normal and the bounbary , closest to the origin, is the global solution of the commonly referred 
as NBI

Y∂
β  optimization problem [20]:  

 
,

max
t

t
θ

 (7) 

subject to the constrains  

 *( )tn J Jβ θΦ + = −  (8) 

Any constrains from the original multi-objective optimization problem (4) can also be considered by 
adding them as constrains in the NBI β  optimization problem. By solving the optimization problems 

NBI β  for various β  values  in the set 
1

{ : 1,nn
i ii

Rβ β β
=

0}∈ = ≥∑ , a pointwise representation of the 

Pareto front is efficiently constructed. The values of the parameters β  are selected so that an evenly 
spread points along the CHIM are obtained, resulting to an evenly spread points along the Pareto front, 
independently of the scales of the objective functions. For the two-dimensional objective space, this is 
achieved by selecting the values of the component 2β  of 1 2( , )β β β=  to be uniformly spaced in the 

interval [0,1] with spacing length 1/( 1)Nδ = − , where  is the number of points along the CHIM 
including the edge points. The first component 

N

1β  is selected to satisfy 1 2 1β β+ = . More details about 
the method, the selection of β  values for more than two objectives, advantages and drawbacks, can be 
found in the original paper by Das and Dennis [20]. 
It is also of interest to compare the computational time involved for estimating the Pareto optimal 
solutions with the computational time required in conventional weighted residuals methods for estimating 
a single solution. This estimate can be made by noting that each Pareto optimal solutions is obtained by 
solving a single-objective optimization problem NBI β . Thus, this computational time is of the order of the 

number of points used to represent the Pareto front multiplied by the computational time required to solve 
a single-objective NBI β  problem for computing each point on the front. However, for the NBI method, 

convergence can be greatly accelerated by using a good starting value for the NBI β  optimization problem 

close to the optimal value. This is achieved by selecting the Pareto optimal solution obtained from the 
current NBI β  problem to be used as starting value for solving the next NBI β  problem. 

3.3 Formulation for gradients of objectives 

In  order to guarantee the convergence of the gradient-based optimization methods for structural models 
involving a large number of DOFs with several contributing modes, the gradients of the objective 
functions with respect to the parameter set θ  has to be estimated accurately. It has been observed that 
numerical algorithms such as finite difference methods for gradient evaluation does not guarantee 
convergence due to the fact that the errors in the numerical estimation may provide the wrong directions in 
the search space and convergence to the local/global minimum is not achieved, especially for intermediate 
parameter values in the vicinity of a local/global optimum. Thus, the gradients of the objective functions 
should be provided analytically. Moreover, gradient computations with respect to the parameter set using 
the finite difference method requires the solution of as many eigenvalue problems as the number of 
parameters.  
The gradients of the modal frequencies and modeshapes, required in the estimation of the gradient of 

( ; )J wθ  in (6) or the gradients of the objectives ( )iJ θ  in (4) are computed by expressing them exactly in 
terms of the modal frequencies, modeshapes and the gradients of the structural mass and stiffness matrices 
with respect to θ  using Nelson’s method [9]. Special attention is given to the computation of the gradients 
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and the Hessians of the objective functions for the point of view of the reduction of the computational time 
required. Analytical expressions for the gradient of the modal frequencies and modeshapes are used to 
overcome the convergence problems. In particular, Nelson’s method [9] is used for computing analytically 
the first derivatives of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors. The advantage of the Nelson’s method 
compared to other methods is that the gradient of eigenvalue and the eigenvector of one mode are 
computed from the eigenvalue and the eigenvector of the same mode and there is no need to know the 
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors from other modes. For each parameter in the set θ  this computation is 
performed by solving a linear system of the same size as the original system mass and stiffness matrices. 
Nelson’s method is also extended in Section 3.4 to compute the second derivatives of the eigenvalues and 
the eigenvectors. 
The computation of the gradients and the Hessian of the objective functions is shown to involve the 
solution of a single linear system, instead of Nθ  linear systems required in usual computations of the 

gradient and ( )1N Nθ θ +  linear systems required in the computation of the Hessian. This reduces 
considerably the computational time, especially as the number of parameters in the set θ  increase. The 
expressions for the first derivatives of the objective functions are next presented.  
Summarizing, Nelson’s method [9] specialized for symmetric mass and stiffness matrices computes the 
derivatives of the -th eigenvalue and eigenvector with respect to a parameter r jθ  in the parameter set θ  
from the following formulas 

 
2

2( )Tr
r j r j

j

K Mω
rφ ω φ

θ
∂

= −
∂

          (9) 

and 

 * 1 * 1( )
2

r T T
r r r r r r j r

j

I M A F M
φ

φ φ φ φ
θ

−∂
= − −

∂
φ           (10) 

where 

 2
r rA K Mω= −           (11) 

     2
, ( )(Tr

r j r r r j r j r
j

AF I M K )Mφ φ φ ω φ
θ
∂

= − = − − −
∂

        (12) 

 
( ) ( )( ) ,              ( )j j j j

j j

M KM M K Kθ θθ θ
θ θ

∂ ∂
≡ = ≡ =

∂ ∂
        (13) 

For notational convenience, the dependence of several variables on the parameter set θ  has been dropped. 
For an n  matrix  referring to the formulation for the -th mode, n× rA r *

rA  is used to denote the modified 
matrix derived from the matrix  by replacing the elements of the -th column and the k -th row by 

zeroes and the ( , ) element of  by one, where  denotes the element of the modeshape vector 
rA k

k k rA k rφ  

with the highest absolute value.  Also, the  vector n *
rb  is used to denote the modified vector derived from 

rb  replacing the k -th element of the vector rb  by zero. More details can be found in the work by Nelson 
[9]. 

The gradient of the square error 2 ( )
rω

ε θ  is given by 

 
2 2 22

2
2 2

( ) ( ) ( )
(r r r Tr

r j r j
j r j r

K Mω ω ωε θ ε θ ε θω ) rφ ω
θ ω θ ω

⎡ ⎤∂ ∂ ∂∂
= = −⎢ ⎥

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
φ  (14) 
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and the gradient of the square error 2 ( )
rφ

ε θ  is given by 

 
2

2 2
( )

[ ( )] [ ( )]r

r r r r

rT T

j j

Lφ
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ

ε θ r

j

ϕ φ
ε θ ε θ

θ θ θ

∂ ∂ ∂
= ∇ = ∇

∂ ∂ ∂
 (15) 

Substituting (10) into (15), the gradient of the square error 2 ( )
rφ

ε θ  is simplified to 

 
2

*
,

( ) 1
2

r T T
r r j r j r

j

x F z Mφε θ
φ

θ

∂
= −

∂
 (16) 

where ,r jF  is given in (12), 

 2[ ( )]
r r

T T
rz φ φ

T
r rLε θ φ φ= ∇  (17) 

and rx  is given by the solution of the linear system of equations 

 *
r r rA X D=  (18) 

with 2( ) (
r r

T T
r r rD I M L ϕ ϕ )φ φ ε θ= − ∇ r and X  replaced by rx . The system of equations (18) can be 

viewed as the adjoint system for the model updating optimization problem based on modal residuals. 

It should be noted that for the specific objective functions 2 ( )
rω

ε θ  and 2 ( )
rϕ

ε θ  given by (1), the 

aforementioned expressions for the gradients of the objective functions simplify further. Specifically, 
using (1) and noting that ( ) ( ) 0

r r

T T
r rLφ φε θ φ ε θ ϕ= = , one readily obtains that  

 
2

2

( ) 2 ( )
ˆ

r r

r r

ω ω
2

ε θ ε θ
ω ω

∂
=

∂
 (19) 

 2 ( ) 2 ( )
r r r reϕ ϕ ϕε θ θ∇ = β  (20) 

where 

  2

ˆ

ˆr

T T
r r r

r

L
eϕ

β φ φ

ϕ

−
=  (21) 

0T
rz = T  and  is given by the equation rD

 2 (
r

T
r rD L eϕ )β θ=  (22) 

The computation of the derivatives of the square errors for the modal properties of the r -th mode with 
respect to the parameters in θ  requires only one solution of the linear system (18), independent of the 
number of parameters in θ . For a large number of parameters in the set θ  the above formulation for the 
gradients of the mean errors in modal frequencies and in the modeshape components in (1) are 
computationally very efficient and informative. The dependence on jθ  comes through the term 

2
j rK Mω− j  and the term jM . For the case where the mass matrix is independent of θ ,  and the 

formulation is further simplified.  
0jM =

It should be noted that for the special case of linear dependence between the global mass and stiffness 
matrices on the parameters in the set θ , that is, 0 1

( ) N
j jj

M M Mθθ θ
=

= +∑  and 
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0 1
( ) N

j jj
K K Kθθ θ

=
= +∑ , the gradients of ( )M θ  and ( )K θ  are easily computed from the constant 

matrices 0M , , 0K jM  and jK , 1, ,j Nθ= . In order to save computational time, these constant 
matrices are computed and assembled once and, therefore, there is no need this computation to be repeated 
during the iterations involved in optimization algorithms. For the general case of nonlinear dependence 
between the global mass and stiffness matrices on the parameters in the set θ , the matrices jM  and jK  
involved in the formulation (see (13)) can be obtained numerically at the element level and assembled to 
form the global matrices. 

3.4 Formulation for Hessian of objectives 

A similar analysis to that followed in Nelson’s method [9] for computing the first derivative can also be 
followed for computing the second derivatives of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors, resulting in the 
following expressions for the second derivatives  
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where  
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and 
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The Hessian of the objective functions 2 ( )
rω

ε θ  and 2 ( )
rϕ

ε θ  can be readily computed from the second 

derivatives of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors, respectively. Specifically, the ( ,  element of the 

Hessian of 

)i j
2 ( )

rω
ε θ  is obtained by differentiating (14) with respect to iθ , resulting in 
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 (28) 

The  element of the Hessian of ( , )i j 2 ( )
rϕ

ε θ  is obtained by differentiating (15) with respect to iθ , 

resulting in 
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Substituting (24) into (29) and using (18), the Hessian can be finally simplified to 

 
2 2

2 * 2
,

( )
[ ( )] 2 ( ) 2[ ( )]r

r r r r r

T
r rT T T T T

r r r r r
i j i j

L L x I M gφ
φ φ φ φ φ

ε θ φ φ
ε θ φ φ ε θ φ

θ θ θ θ

∂ ∂ ∂
= ∇ ∇ − − − ∇

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ r ijL d  (30) 

It should be noted that for the specific objective functions 2 ( )
rω

ε θ  and 2 ( )
rϕ

ε θ  given by (1), the 

aforementioned expressions for the Hessian of the objective functions simplify further. Specifically, using 
(1) and noting that ( ) ( ) 0

r r

T T
r rLφ φε θ φ ε θ ϕ= = , one readily obtains that 
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and 
2 2 ( )

r

i j

φε θ

θ θ

∂

∂ ∂
 in (30) simplifies to 

 ( )( )
2 2

2* * 2 * * *
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where rz  is given by the solution of the linear system (18) with ( ) ( )ˆ2T T T
r r r r rD I M L L rφ φ β φ= − −φ  

and rX  is given by (18) with ( )T T
r rD I M Lφ φ= − T

r . 

It should be noted that only the last term in (28) and the last term in (33) depend explicitly on the 
derivatives /r iφ θ∂ ∂ . Numerical results suggest that the Hessian of  2 ( )

rω
ε θ  and 2 ( )

rφ
ε θ  can be 

adequately approximated in the form (28) and (33), ignoring the contribution from the last terms in (28) 
and (33). Thus the Hessian of 2 ( )

rω
ε θ  and 2 ( )

rφ
ε θ  can be computed from the solution of the system (18), 

estimates of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the mode , and the sensitivities r jK  and jM  of the 
global stiffness and mass matrices with respect to the parameters θ . 

Summarizing, it should be noted that the computation of the first and second derivatives of the square 
errors for the modal properties of the -th mode with respect to the parameters in r θ  requires only the 
solutions of the linear system (18), independent of the number of parameters in θ . For a large number of 
parameters in the set θ , the above formulation for the gradients and Hessian of the mean errors in modal 
frequencies and in the modeshape components in (1) are computationally very efficient and informative.  

4 Application 

The proposed framework has been applied to a T-shaped R/C bridge (Figure 2a) of Egnatia Odos 
motorway which crosses Northern Greece in the east-west direction. The is located at Polymylos and has 
been instrumented with special array of 24 accelerometers. The response to ambient excitation caused by 
traffic and wind has been systematically monitored. The modal identification using these ambient 
vibrations resulted in the reliable estimation of the first eight modes. To implement the model updating 
techniques, an appropriate parametric finite element model of the bridge is considered using three-
dimensional two-node beam-type finite elements to model the deck, the piers and the bearings. This model 
is shown in Figure 2b and has 1038 degrees of freedom. The entire simulation is performed within the 
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COMSOL Multiphysics [21] modeling environment. A three parameter model class is employed in order 
to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methodologies, and point out issues associated with the 
multi-objective identification. The first parameter  accounts for the stiffness of the elastomeric bearings 
at the abutments, the second parameter  accounts for the stiffness of the deck, while the third parameter 

 accounts for the stiffness of the piers. The nominal finite element model corresponds to values of 
. The parameterized finite element model class is updated using the three modal frequencies 

and modeshapes obtained from operational modal analysis and the two modal groups with modal residuals 
given by 

1θ
2θ

3θ
1 2 3 1θ θ θ= = =

(3).  

 
     (a)            (b) 

Figure 2: (a) View of the Polymylos bridge, (b) Finite element model. 

The results from the multi-objective identification methodology are shown in Figure 3. For each model 
class and associated structural configuration, the Pareto front, giving the Pareto solutions in the two-
dimensional objective space, is shown in Figure 3a. The non-zero size of the Pareto front and the non-zero 
distance of the Pareto front from the origin are due to modeling and measurement errors. Specifically, the 
distance of the Pareto points along the Pareto front from the origin is an indication of the size of the 
overall measurement and modeling error. The size of the Pareto front depends on the size of the model 
error and the sensitivity of the modal properties to the parameter values θ  [16]. Figures 3b-d show the 
corresponding Pareto optimal solutions in the three-dimensional parameter space. Specifically, these 
figures show the projection of the Pareto solutions in the two-dimensional parameter spaces 1 2( , )θ θ , 

1 3( , )θ θ  and 2 3( , )θ θ .  
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Figure 3: Pareto front and Pareto optimal solutions in the (a) objective space and (b-d) parameter 
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It is observed that a wide variety of Pareto optimal solutions are obtained for different structural 
configurations that are consistent with the measured data and the objective functions used. The Pareto 
optimal solutions are concentrated along a one-dimensional manifold in the three-dimensional parameter 
space. Comparing the Pareto optimal solutions, it can be said that there is no Pareto solution that improves 
the fit in both modal groups simultaneously. Thus, all Pareto solutions correspond to acceptable 
compromise structural models trading-off the fit in the modal frequencies involved in the first modal 
group with the fit in the modeshape components involved in the second modal groups.  
The effectiveness of the analytic expressions for the gradients and the Hessian of the objective functions 
(3) involved on the solution of the model updating problem has been investigated by updating the finite 
element model of the Polymylos bridge using simulated modal data. Specifically, three parameterized 
model classes were updated using 12 simulated modes and applying the Newton Trust-region non-linear 
optimization method [23] and the BFGS quasi-Newton method [25]. The parameterized model classes that 
were updated included a limited number of 3, 5 and 7 parameters. For the 3-parameter model class the first 
parameter accounts for the stiffness of the elastomeric bearings at the abutments, the second parameter 
accounts for the stiffness of the deck, while the third parameter accounts for the stiffness of the piers. For 
the 5-parameter model class the extra two parameters were introduced to model the stiffness that was 
assumed independent for the left and right bearings of the bridge and the two columns at the central pier. 
For the 7-parameter model class the extra two parameters were introduced to model the stiffness of the 
bearings that was assumed independent along the longitudinal and transverse direction of the bridge.  
The effectiveness of the proposed optimization schemes is investigated comparing the convergence and 
the computational time for each method and for each parameterized model class. A comparison between 
the optimization methods concerning convergence (number of iterations) and computational time is 
presented in Table 1. The values in Table 1 referred to the BFGS medium-scale optimization algorithm 
show that this optimization scheme is superior for the solution of the specific problem for all model 
classes. The number of iterations required for the Newton Trust-region large-scale optimization method 
using the analytic expressions of the Hessian matrix is of the same order of magnitude as the number of 
iterations required for the BFGS method. The computational time for the Newton Trust-region method has 
been slightly increased due to the extra computations required to form the analytical Hessian. The number 
of iterations required for the Newton Trust-region optimization method using finite difference 
approximations of the Hessian has increase about 50% as compared with the iterations required for the 
Trust-region method using analytic Hessian expressions. Furthermore, the computational time for the 
Trust-region optimization method using finite difference approximations of the Hessian has increased by 
one order of magnitude. Finally, it should be noted that without providing the analytic expressions for the 
gradients of the objective function the algorithms present convergence problems for all cases.  
 

3 parameters model 5 parameters model 7 parameters model 
Optimization method time 

(min) Iterations time 
(min) Iterations time 

(min) Iterations 

BFGS 0.62 14 0.85 21 0.95 26 
Trust-region 

(approximate Hessian 
using finite difference) 

4.16 50 4.02 31 7.88 47 

Trust-region 
 (analytic Hessian) 1.00 33 0.96 22 1.72 30 

Table 1: Comparison between computational time and number of iterations 

5 Conclusions 

Model updating algorithms were proposed to characterize and compute all Pareto optimal models from a 
model class, consistent with the measured modal data and the norms used to measure the fit between the 
measured and model predicted modal properties. Computational algorithms for the efficient and reliable 
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solution of the resulting multi- and single-objective optimization problems were presented. The algorithms 
are classified to gradient-based, evolutionary strategies and hybrid techniques. The Normal Boundary 
Intersection method, in particular, is used as the gradient-based method to solve the multi-objective 
optimization. Efficient algorithms are introduced for reducing the computational cost involved in 
estimating the gradients of the objective functions. Specifically, a formulation requiring the solution of the 
adjoint eigen-problem is presented, avoiding the explicit estimation of the gradients of the eigenvalues and 
the eigenvectors. The adjoint method is also extended to carry out efficiently the estimation of the Hessian 
of the objective functions, avoiding the explicit estimation of the Hessian of the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. The computational cost for estimating the gradients is shown to be independent of the 
number of structural model parameters. The methodology is particularly efficient to system with several 
number of model parameters and large number of DOFs where repeated gradient evaluations are 
computationally quite time consuming. Gradient-based optimization algorithms such as the BFGS 
algorithm and the Newton Trust Region algorithm available in Matlab, exploit the proposed analytical 
gradients and Hessians estimates in order to significantly reduce the computational time. In particular, 
algorithms using finite difference approximations of the gradients or even Hessians are shown to perform 
poorly for modal-based finite element model updating applications. The effectiveness of the proposed 
optimization algorithms for finite element model updating by providing the analytic expression for the 
gradients and  Hessian matrix of the objective functions was demonstrated using ambient measurements 
from a reinforced concrete bridge. 
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Abstract 
The occurrence of mechanical systems with symmetries in the context of problems with parametric 
response dependencies can cause a range of problems such as ill-conditioning, singularities, qualitative 
changes of behaviour.  Common methods using parameterized response model representations include the 
techniques of model updating.  The main driver of these algorithms is often the sensitivity matrix 
corresponding to a given parameterization.  Using only the sensitivity matrix in cases of systems with 
symmetries will result in erratic behaviour of the updating algorithms, numerical problems and can even 
cause the algorithms to fail to converge to physically acceptable results.  The goal of this paper is to 
investigate the potential of regularization conditions to stabilize the behavior of problems with 
symmetries.  The use of regularization is demonstrated in a numerical case study with singularities and ill-
conditioning present in the first order approximation representation. 

1 Introduction 

This paper presents a study of regularized model updating of structural systems with symmetries.  The 
type of symmetries considered here is induced by the geometric symmetry of the modelled structure with a 
symmetric initial model parameterization.  An improved understanding of the problem can be gained 
through the consideration of the response space and the internal geometric relationships that exist within 
this space.  The response space considered here is based on the modal characteristics of the structure under 
consideration.  The general theoretical context of this approach for model updating was presented in [1].  
This approach can be also related to the methods developed in the field of nonlinear regression [2].  The 
main task in model updating is the generation of an improved mathematical representation of the existing 
structure on the basis of the measured structural responses, for example modal characteristics.  This is an 
inverse problem [3], and hence one needs to address the ill-conditioned and ill-posed nature of inverse 
problems, [4] and [5].  Furthermore, mechanical systems with symmetries may have parametric response 
dependencies that can cause numerous problems such as ill-conditioning or singularities, qualitative 
changes in the behaviour, or multiplicities in the spectral representation of the models.  These problems 
are particularly evident in methods utilising first order approximations of the response models based on 
the sensitivity matrices [1]. 
The two broad classes of symmetries can be recognised in this area.  The first type of symmetry is that 
caused by a symmetric parameterization of an already symmetric structure, and is the main subject of 
interest of the current paper.  The second type of the symmetry is related to problems with repeated or 
degenerate roots in the modal representations, causing further problems or the inability to apply first order 
approximations of the response models.  This second type of problem was investigated in [6] and further 
refined in [7], and is not considered further in this paper.  However, the current paper is intended to 
provide a framework for more profound and general aspects of symmetry related problems represented by 
these latter problems.  More specifically, the goal of this paper is to investigate the potential of 
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regularization conditions to stabilize the behaviour of the problems caused by a symmetric 
parameterization. 
The paper consists of a general theoretical introduction presented in the Section 2, that describes the 
concept of the response space.  Section 3 introduces regularization as a tool that may be used to overcome 
problems with overly sensitive inverse problems with respect to missing or unmeasured information and 
noise.  The concepts of the response space and the regularization are both presented in Section 4, 
specifically for the response space based on a modal representation of the structure.  The consequences of 
a symmetric parameterization on the updating method, utilising the notion of the response space, is 
analysed in Section 5.  The paper is concluded, in Section 6, with a numerical case study demonstrating 
the concepts introduced and associated problems. 

2 General concepts in model updating 

The goal of model updating is the model-based rectification of the differences observed between the 
modelled and the measured sets of responses.  One set of responses is obtained from the model and is 
described by the response vector ZN∈z , where ZN  is the number of selected responses.  A set of 
corresponding measured responses is denoted by ZN

m∈z , where mz  is assumed to be close to the ideal 
response exactz .  The response vectors z  are located in the response space ZN . 

The model is assumed to have unknown or uncertain physically based parameters that characterize the 
sources of model inaccuracies. These parameters are assembled into the vector of model parameters 

PN
P∈ ⊆p D , where PN  is the number of all parameters and PD  represents feasible parameter domain.  

The parameter vectors P∈p D  are located in the parameter space PN .  The system model establishes a 
map, ( )=p zZ , between the parameter and the response spaces, : ZN

P→Z D . 

The problem of model updating can be formalized as the task of finding the parameter vector mp  such that 
1( )m m
−=p zZ .  This notation indicates the inverse nature of the problem, although, in general, it is neither 

desirable nor feasible to perform this operation directly.  The updating problem is reformulated as an 
optimization task minimizing the distance between the model and measured responses.  The distance 
measure is specified via the W -based Euclidean norm, 1/ 2

2W =x W x , 0W .  The baseline problem 
of model updating is defined as follows 

 2 2 2min ( , ) for ( , ) ( ) , .Z m Z m m W Pd d = − ∈z z z z p z pZ D  (1) 

The solution of problem (1) may proceed using standard approximation methods utilising Taylor series 
expansions of optimized distance measure Zd .  A local quadratic approximation of 2

Zd  can be used to 
produce the Gauss-Newton (GN) procedure.  This approach results in a linear approximation of the 
responses, ( ) k k kδ≈ +p z S pZ , where kz  is the reference point in the response space, starting at 0 0( )=z pZ  
where 0p  is the initial parameter vector, ( ) ( ) Z PN N

k k k
×≡ = ∈S S p pDZ  is the Jacobian or sensitivity matrix, 

and k kδ = −p p p  is the parameter increment. 

The sequential minimization of the GN measure 2 2
,Z GN k k k Wd δ δ= −S p z , k m kδ = −z z z , at the current 

parameter estimate, kp , provides the standard GN formula for the parameter update, assuming Z PN N> , as 

 ,( ) ( ).T T
k Z k k GN k Z k mδ = − −S W S p S W z z  (2) 

The previous developments and formula (2) assume the existence and satisfactory conditioning of the 
matrix kS .  Often this is not the case and extensions to (1) or (2) must be applied.  The sensitivity matrix 
gives detailed information about the local topology of the problem solution, including an indication of the 
quality of the parameterization p . 
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3 Regularization in model updating 

The main problem associated with the optimization defined in (1), or the direct application of inverse 
operator 1−Z , is that the problem is, in general, ill-posed.  For a well-posed problem, the solution exists, is 
unique and is stable [4].  Ill-posed problems fail at least one of these criteria.  In the case of (1) or (2) 
problems arise due to the combined effect of random noise on mz  and the nature and quality of the matrix 
S .  This paper focuses on the problems related to the sensitivity matrix ( )=S S p . 

In its original form, equation (2) fails to provide a unique solution when P ZN N> , i.e. when the problem is 
over-parameterised, and when the matrix S  is rank deficient.  Furthermore, the matrix S  appears in (2) as 
the consequence of the first order approximation L k k kδ= +z z S p  of Z  and it consists of the partial 
derivatives /ij i js z p=∂ ∂ .  This procedure assumes the existence and uniqueness of ijs . 

To address some of these issues the baseline updating process (1) or (2) is extended by its augmentation 
by additional information based on a priori observations or assumptions about the problem.  This process 
is called regularization and its purpose is the stabilization of the (pseudo-) solution of the inverse problem.  
Regularization may be implemented as 

 ( )2 2min ( , ) ( )Z m Pd r+z z pα  (3) 

for parameter based regularization, with ( )Pr p  introducing constraints related to the vector of updating 
parameters p .  The function ( )Pr p  can be used to express distance, smoothness, symmetry or other 
assumptions through the measure :P Pr →D .  The scalar value α +∈  weights the influence of Pr  in the 
overall composite measure 2 2

Z Pd rα+ .  An alternative to formula (3) can be response-based regularization, 
where the optimized measure is of the form 2 2

Z Zd rβ+ , where : ( )Zr →z p  provides complementary 
assumptions about the structure and the relationships between the responses in the space ZN . 

For practical purposes, similar to the measure Zd , the measures Pr  and Zr  must be either linear or 
linearised.  If, for instance, the structure of the solution is assumed in the form P=Cp d , its incremental 
form can be adopted as P k kδ = − ≡C p d Cp d  and the equivalent form to (2) for the sequentially optimized 
problem (3) is 

 ( ) ( ( ) ( ))T T T T
k Z k P k k Z k m P k Pα δ α+ = − − + −S W S C W C p S W z z C W Cp d  (4) 

where positive definite matrices ZW  and PW  introduce relative weighting in the spaces ZN  and 
PN

P⊆D .  

The introduction of the regularizing term in (3) is to increase the stability of the solution with noisy and/or 
incomplete measured data, mz , and to tackle ill-conditioning problems associated with the matrix kS .  
The global weighting factor α  should be chosen to ensure a balance between the primary response 
measure and the secondary regularizing term.  However, a choice of suitable α  or local kα  may be 
difficult due to symmetries in the problem/model definition. 

4 The eigenvalue response space in model updating 

In this paper the response vector z  is assumed to consist of only natural frequencies, or similar quantities 
such as eigenvalues, of a parameterized mathematical model represented by a pair of square matrices 

( ), ( )M p K p{ } , where both matrices are of order DN  and symmetric. M  is the positive definite mass 
matrix and K  is the positive semi-definite stiffness matrix.  Both matrices are assumed to retain their 
properties for any P∈p D .  This matrix pair represents a discrete oscillatory system with equivalent 
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representation ( ), ( )Λ p Φ p{ } , where Λ  is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of order DN  and D DN N×∈Φ  is 
the eigenvector matrix.  Both representations are connected through standard parameterized eigenvalue 
problem ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )=K p Φ p M p Φ p Λ p .  The use of selected eigenvalues assembled into the response 
vector z , i.e. 

ii Uz λ=[ ] [ ] , where iU  represents the indices of the eigenvalues, establishes the response 
model ( )pZ  employed in model updating. 

It is beneficial to consider ( )pZ  in the response space ZN  in terms of its geometrical representation and 
interpretation of some of the previously introduced quantities.  For this purpose the matrix kS  is taken as 
an assembly of column vectors ,

ZN
k i∈s , where ,k k i=S s[ ]  with 1,2, , Pi N= … .  This set of vectors 

establishes a non-orthogonal basis at the point kz  on ( ) ZN
P ⊆Z D .  Locally, if a unique kS  exists, this 

representation provides a linear approximation of ( )PZ D  around kz  such that , ,1
( )PN

lin k k i i k ii
p p

=
= + −∑z z s . 

If P ZN N< , then linz  belongs to the affine subspace kA  (a translated generalisation of the linear 

subspace), embedded in ZN  and tangent to the hyper-surface representing ( )PZ D .  Any measured 
response vector ZN

m∈z  is orthogonally projected onto kA . Equation (2), assuming Z=W I , gives a 

projected measurement , ( )m k k k k m k
+= + −z z S S z z , where k

+S  indicates the Moore-Penrose generalised 
inverse of matrix kS .  The use of Z≠W I  changes the local metric of this operation and the use of the 
regularized form (4) changes the position from the reference ,m kz  to , ( )m k αz .  This variable projected 
measured response , ( )m k αz  thus establishes the path , ( ) ( )m k Z klα α≡ ⊂z A .  The qualitative nature of ( )Zl α  
can be used to investigate the regularization condition and for the selection of the local kα  specified as 
optimum in some sense, such that k optα α= . One possibility is when a sudden change in the direction of 

( )Zl α  is perceived, the so-called L-curve criterion, [3]. 

The case of P ZN N≥  constitutes a situation where kA  potentially spans the whole response space ZN  
thus leading to the situation , 0m k k− →z z  on convergence.  If P ZN N>  then the computation of ,m kz  also 
requires additional assumptions to obtain a unique solution.  This, and previous configurations, are 
adversely affected when specific (structural) relationships in the set of basis vectors ,k is{ } , 1,2, , Pi N= … , 
is detected, for example through (close) linear dependencies, symmetries and parameter groups.  This is 
particularly relevant in the over-parameterized cases where the linearised response basis of kA  can be 
potentially reduced through the regularizing assumptions thus providing meaningful projections leading to 

, ( )m k αz .  The subject of the study pursued here is the under-parameterized case with symmetries. 

The matrix kS  can be treated with analytical tools such as the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).  The 
sensitivity matrix is then decomposed as follows 

 where ,T T T
k k k k k k Nz k k Np= = =S U Σ V U U I V V I  (5) 

and kΣ  is the rectangular matrix of size Z PN N×  with nonzero principal diagonal containing ordered 
singular values ,1 ,2 , 0k k k πσ σ σ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥… , where PNπ =  if P ZN N<  and ZNπ =  if P ZN N≥ . 

The matrix product , ,
T T
k Z k k i Z k j=S W S s W s[ ]  contains the diagonal elements 2

,k i Ws .  If parameter 
influences of ip  and jp  are W-orthogonal then the off-diagonal elements representing W-based vector 

product are , , 0T
k i Z k j=s W s .  The effect of the local approximation based on kS  can be further analysed by 

considering the quadratic part of the function 2
, ( )Z GN kd δp .  Assuming Z=W I  then 

 2 2
, ,

1
( ) ( )

PN
T T T T T T T T
k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k i k i

i
rδ δ δ δ δ δ δ δ σ δ

=

= = = =∑z z p S S p p V Σ Σ V p r Σ Σ r  (6) 
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where the orthogonal transformation T
k k kδ δ=r V p  is introduced to represent the square of the response 

residual 2
2kδ z  in terms of principal coordinates ,k irδ  along principal vectors ,k iv , where ,k k i=V v[ ] .  

This introduces a quadratic representation of the operator kS  in the parameter space.  Alternatively, a 
representation in the response space can be assumed based on the relationship between the basis vectors 

,k k i=U u[ ]  and ,k k i=V v[ ]  in the form the decomposition (5).  This allows the construction of the principal 
parameter effects in the response space as ,1 ,1 ,1k k k kσ=±S v u .  The principal axes of the quadratic 
representation in the response space centred at kz  can be written as 

 , , , where 1,2, , .k k i k i k i Pi N= ± =S v uσ …  (7) 

A similar analysis to the one based on the geometric concepts of the response space, quadratic forms and 
SVD decomposition can be applied to the regularizing condition k kδ =C p d , where k P k= −d d Cp .  This 
approach will be pursued further in the next section.  These concepts allow further analysis of effectively 
bi-criterial problems that are solved in the case of the application of regularizing conditions in the forms 
represented by equation (3). 

5 Symmetries in a model updating context 

The sensitivity matrix kS  plays a critical role in a number of numerical algorithms, e.g. equation (2), and 
it also provides important information about the local properties of the parameterisation, relationship (7).  
Using only the sensitivity matrix in the cases of systems with symmetries will result in erratic behaviour 
of the updating algorithms, numerical problems and can even cause the algorithm to fail to converge to 
physically acceptable results.  Moreover, frequent cases of over-parameterisation with Z PN N  induce 
model configurations with similar parameter effects, which are reflected back as effective linear 
dependencies between the sensitivity vectors ,k is . 

These are manifestations of either global or local symmetries in the problem arrangement.  In the case of 
global symmetries the combination of symmetrically arranged structure and symmetric parameterisation 
(across parameter locations, types and values) creates whole subsets of numerically rank deficient 
operators kS .  In the case of local symmetry a choice of specific parameterisation can create locally, for 
certain ωp , the situation where the groups of the parameters have identical effects, leading to the problems 
with kS . 

However, more frequent, and potentially more dangerous cases due to their concealed nature, are near 
symmetric cases.  In practical terms these occur in real-life cases of nominally symmetric structures due to 
associated factors such as production inaccuracies and errors, asymmetric wear, sensor placement, etc.  In 
this case the structure will have ill-conditioned sensitivity matrices with a detrimental impact on the 
updating algorithms. 

5.1 Symmetric parameterization and its implications 

Negative effects associated with near or full symmetries in the parameterization definition generate 
domains in the feasible part of the parameter space ,P S P⊂D D  with either ill-conditioned or rank deficient 
matrices ,( )P SS p , , ,P S P S∈p D .  The degree of these problems can be indicated by the condition number, 
which is defined here as /k k,max k,minCN σ σ= .  In the case of linear dependencies in kS  this ratio increases 
from the ideal case 1CN=  towards the case with singularity 0k,minσ = , where CN  is undefined. 

The symmetry induced problems can be addressed with the help of additional regularizing conditions, and 
this process is described in Section 3.  The additional condition is used to enrich the information basis for 
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the selection of the next model evaluation point 1k k kδ+ = +p p p .  In this section two specific conditions are 
analysed as these are often used in given contexts. 

The first condition is given as 1 1kδ =C p d , with 1=C I  and 1=d 0 .  The matrices here have sizes 
compatible with the problem definition.  The second condition is given as 2 2,k kδ =C p d , with 2, 2k k=−d C p  
and ( 1)

2 bidiag(1, 1) Np Np− ×= − ∈C .  The first condition gives preference to solutions in the proximity of the 
reference point kp .  In the second case, assuming a symmetric arrangement of the reference parameters 

kp  and the right hand side vector 2,k =d 0 , the preferred solutions are located in 2null( )C .  The two forms 
can be used to complement the reference problem (2) into augmented problem (4).  The use of the two 
conditions results into two different one-parametric solution families 1, ( )kδ αp  and 2, ( )kδ αp .  A single 

kα  has to be chosen to provide a unique parameter step.  The selection of kα  becomes the key problem in 
the application of the regularizing condition and one alternative is to evaluate behaviour of the trade-off 
curves combining residual information from both conditions in the form 

 , , , ,( ): ( ), ( ) ( ) , ( ) , .T k Z k P k k k m k k kl d rα α α δ α δ δ α α += − − ∈S p z C p d[ ] [ ]  (8) 

The curve , ( )T kl α  becomes a part of the updating algorithm and it is used in conjunction with equation (4).  

The purpose of this curve is to help to identify the candidate regularisation weights in +  by investigating 
structural properties of the curve such as clearly identifiable directional transitions in the curve.  To be 
able to perform this process automatically within the context of an overall model updating algorithm the 
interaction between the problems characterised by the pairs ,k kδS z{ }  and , kC d{ }  has to be understood 
to provide a clear choice of kα . 

The transition from the initial projection ,m k k∈z A  provided by the relationship (2) for 0α =  through the 
linearised, regularized responses ( )k k kδ α+z S p  establishes a one-parametric path , ( )k C kα ∈z A .  The 
shape of , ( )k C αz  is determined by the two matrix pairs ,k kδS z{ }  and , kC d{ } , and these can be further 
analysed with the help of the concepts presented in Section 4.  The generic regularization pair , kC d{ }  is 
represented here by its two realisations ,I 0{ }  and bidiag(1, 1),− 0{ } .  It can be shown that for α→∞  the 
condition based on the pair ,I 0{ }  promotes 1, ( )kδ αp  such that 1, 0kδ →p  and 2

1, grad( )k k Zdδ ρ→p , 
where kρ ∈ .  Alternatively, the condition bidiag(1, 1),− 0{ }  for α→∞  promotes 2, ( )kδ αp  such that 

2, null(bidiag(1, 1))kδ → −p .  These two directions can be mapped onto the response space as 
2grad( )k k Zdρ S  and 2kS c , where 2 null(bidiag(1, 1))∈ −c , respectively. 

For the current investigations, four response directions of interest are recognised at any given step k : a) 
the principal parameter effect direction ,1k k±S v , b) the direction of the orthogonal projection of mz  onto 

kA  based on equation (2), c) the direction 2grad( )k k Zdρ S  due to regularisation condition 1, and d) the 
direction 2kS c  due to regularisation condition 2.  The presence of actual or near symmetries in the 
problem setup introduces additional structure into the problem reflected in the shape of the response 
surface and the quality of local linear approximations based on kS .  There may exist a whole subset of the 
parameter space ,P S P⊂D D  where local linear models kS  are directly affected.  Moreover, in the analytical 
setting it is customary to start from 0 ,P S∈p D , i.e. from fully symmetric configurations, and the expected 

result 1( )m
− zZ , as represented by the measured mz , is also located in or close to ,P SD .  This configuration 

results in a situation where the path followed by the local approximants 0 1 Ns→ → →S S S… , where SN  is 
the number of the steps required to achieve convergence, is continuously affected by symmetry-associated 
effects.  Further, particularly for converging scenarios with Sk N→ , the symmetry induces similar 
parameter effects and increasing directional correspondence between the four response directions of 
interest and thus the discerning capability induced by the interaction between Zd  and Pr  is lost.  This 
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leads to the situation where the features for the selection of kα  on the basis of the curve , ( )T kl α  are not 
clearly identifiable.  The following case study simulates the scenario described, and demonstrates the 
associated effects. It also presents the analysis of their consequences on the updating algorithm. 

6 Case study: discrete 3-dof system with parametric symmetry 

This case study is designed to illustrate some of the problems and the consequences of symmetries in the 
parameterization in nominally symmetric structures and their influence on the quantities used in 
regularized model updating.  The three degree-of-freedom (DOF) structure consisting of simple mass and 
spring elements in a symmetrical arrangement is shown in Figure 1.  This model can be considered as a 
representation of the frequent case in Finite Element (FE) based modelling where the structure is 
constrained to the surrounding environment via uncertain, but nominally identical attachment components.  
The uncertainty associated with these locations causes a lack of correlation between the measured and 
modelled responses, including the modal representations of both cases.  A low-dimensional model is used 
here to allow investigations embracing the geometric concepts in the response space previously 
introduced. 
 

k1

k5

k4k3k2

m3m2m1

+X

x1 x2 x3  
Figure 1: Baseline 3-DOF spring-mass system 

The model consists of the three discrete mass elements with the following parameter values: 
31,2,im m= =m [ ] [ ]  [kg], where 3 1.60,1.05,1.00m ∈{ }  [kg].  The spring elements in the model have 

parameter values  1 4,1500,1500, ,3000ik k k= =k [ ] [ ]  [N/m].  The active parameters are chosen to be 

1 2 1 2, ,T Tp p k k= =p [ ] [ ]  and the responses are all three natural frequencies 1 2 3 1 2 3, , , ,T Tz z z f f f= =z [ ] [ ] .  This 
arrangement creates the updating configuration with the response model 2 3: P⊂ →Z D , where 

10,5000 10,5000P = ×D [ ] [ ]  [N/m]. 

The sensitivity matrices are therefore 3 2
1 2, ×= ∈S s s[ ]  and the sensitivity vectors is  are located in the 

three-dimensional response space on a 2-parameter surface representing the response surface.  Therefore 
these two vectors constitute non-orthogonal basis of a local linear approximation A , effectively 
represented as a tangent plane located at the specific ( )=z pZ . 

For subsequent analysis three different configurations of the model in Figure 1 are assumed: 1) the case 
with 3 1.60m =  [kg] representing the asymmetric scenario, 2) the case with 3 1.05m =  [kg] representing the 
near symmetric scenario and 3) the case with 3 1.00m =  [kg] representing the fully symmetric arrangement.  
Three parameter points will also be considered for each case, representing: a) the initial model realisation, 
b) the converging model realisation and c) the “measured” model realisation.  Parameter values for these 
cases are summarised in Table 1.  The summary of all relevant responses for all mass perturbation cases 
and all three model realisation points are assembled in Table 2. 
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Parameter values Model parameters, 1 2 1 4, ,T Tp p k k= =p [ ] [ ]  

11nom nomp k k Nm−≡ = [ ]  Initial Converging Measured 

Scaled −[ ]  [0.1,0.1] [2.9,2.9] [3.0,3.0] 

Absolute 1kN m−[ ]  [0.1,0.1] [2.9,2.9] [3.0,3.0] 

Table 1: Summary of parameter values for all considered model cases 

Response values Perturbed mass, 3m  

1 2 3, ,f f f Hz[ ] [ ]  1.60 [kg] 1.05 [kg] 1.00 [kg] 

Initial [3.61,5.77,9.77] [4.01,6.29,9.98] [4.04,6.37,10.01] 

Converging [6.78,9.13,11.31] [7.17,10.42,11.56] [7.20,10.56,11.65] 

Measured [6.84,9.21,11.39] [7.22,10.54,11.64] [7.25,10.68,11.72] 

Table 2: Summary of applied responses for all considered response cases 

To illustrate some of the geometrical concepts from Section 4, the response space and the response surface 
plot is shown in Figure 2 for the case with near symmetry, 3 1.05m =  [kg].  The space of the three natural 
frequencies represents the response surface for P∈p D .  The subset ,P S P⊂D D  is, in this case, represented 
as a part of the line 1 4k k=  and corresponding part of the response surface is indicated by the ridge 
including the points 0z , kz  and mz . 
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Figure 2: 2-parametric response surface with local linear models given by characteristic ellipses 

Since the perturbation of 3m  in small, the two halves of the surface are so close to each other that they are 
almost unrecognisable in the figure.  The parameter effect lines are shown as the grid of thin solid gray 
lines.  At every intersection of this grid a model linearization is indicated by the ellipse characterising the 
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numerical nature of the corresponding sensitivity matrix kS .  The cases with near “orthogonal” parameter 
effects are represented as near-circles, while cases with parametric dependencies are visualised as narrow 
ellipses, indicating increasing condition number kCN  of the corresponding kS .  The information about the 
condition number for the whole space PD  and all three 3m -perturbation cases is summarised in Figure 3.  
The condition number contour maps in this figure are used to provide clear information about the 
development of this quantity that indicates numerical problems. 
The case with the asymmetric arrangement of the masses clearly indicates the absence of symmetry. 
However, quasi-symmetric order can be observed, emerging away from the main symmetry diagonal and 
indicated by increasing condition numbers along a line almost parallel to the line 1 4k k= .  This effect 
represents the emergence of parameter dependencies once the spring 4k  is stiffened to compensate for the 
increase in the mass 3m .  Thus even significantly asymmetric cases can behave locally as the symmetric 
case, due to subsystem dynamic symmetrisation as indicated by the increase in the condition number 
towards the observed 26.4maxCN = . 
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Figure 3: Condition number maps for three different mass configurations 

The case with the small parametric perturbation with 3 1.05m =  [kg] is given by central subplot in Figure 
3.  This case clearly indicates the presence of symmetries and the maximum observed condition number in 

PD  is 157.3maxCN = .  In this case the contours of the subplot closely match the line of parametric 
symmetry 1 4k k=  (dashed lines) with only a small deviation away from this line. 

The final case has complete parametric symmetry with 3 1.00m =  [kg] giving exact symmetry, and the 
condition number maps has a maximum value of maxCN →∞  for the domain ,P SD  ( 1 4k k= ).  This 
represents the cases of a rank deficient ωS  for ,P Sω∈p D , i.e. in this case rank ( ) 1ω =S  or 1 2γ=s s , 1γ = .  
The wider region around ,P SD , however, is also adversely influenced and characterised by large condition 
numbers. 
The use of a regularizing condition is particularly critical for the third case where equation (2) would fail 
to provide kδp .  In the other two cases the application of equation (2) would provide a unique solution, 
however, the use of the regularizing condition may still be beneficial to ensure control over the magnitude 
and the direction of the parameter increments kδp . 
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The case based on the use of regularization condition 1, i.e. ,I 0{ } , is presented in Figure 4.  This figure 
shows the normalised trade-off curves , ( )T kl α , equation (8), for all three mass perturbation cases.  Each 
subplot contains two lines, where the solid line represents the case based on the linearisation at the point 

0z  and the dashed line represents the case based on the linearisation at the “converging” point kz .  The 
relative position of these two points with respect to mz  is provided in Figure 2.  Both axes of all subplots 
of Figure 4 are scaled with respect to the maximum values of the corresponding residuals ,Z maxd  and ,P maxr . 

The most promising result in terms of the ability to identify a specific change of the direction on , ( )T kl α  
and thus identify kα  is shown for the case 3 1.05m =  [kg] and the linearisation at 0z .  The corresponding 
lines in the other mass perturbation cases, however, do not indicate the same effect.  In the case with 

3 1.60m =  [kg] this is due to the relatively well-conditioned nature of 0S , i.e. a circle-like characteristic 
ellipse, leading to a progressive transition from ,m kz  without any sudden change in direction.  In the case 
with 3 1.00m =  [kg], the absence of a clear change in the direction is due to the singular nature of the 
characteristic ellipse, which in this case collapses to a line, representing rank ( ) 1=S  in the case of the 
matrix 3 2×∈S . 
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Figure 4: Normalised trade-off curves for the three mass configurations and two model realizations 

(solid: initial model, dashed: converging model) for parameter condition 1 

The cases of the dashed lines in Figure 4 indicate consistent behaviour of the trade-off curve on 
convergence.  This arises because the path of the linearised-regularized solution ( )k k kδ α+z S p  does not 
indicate any directional changes as all relevant parameter effect directions are almost aligned. This 
indicates the closely coinciding nature of “local” features, e.g. gradients, and “global” features, e.g. the 
initial projection of mz  onto kA , ,m kz .  More specifically, in the case of ,I 0{ }  regularization, this is due 
to the close alignment of parameter effect directions 2grad( )k k Zdρ S  and k k kδ+S S z . 

A similar problematic situation can be observed in the case of bidiag(1, 1),− 0{ }  regularization.  However, 
in this case the path in kA  is a straight line due to the requirements of equation (4), as represented by the 
path ( )k k kδ α+z S p  from ,m kz  to 2kS c , 2 null(bidiag(1, 1))∈ −c , can be accomplished by a straight line.  
This line starts at ,m kz , and is orthogonally oriented towards 2kS c , as a consequence of the minimum-
distance nature of the overall problem at the k-th step in the response space.  The outcome of this situation 
is shown in Figure 5 where the original straight paths in the response space are mapped onto only slowly 
varying , ( )T kl α  curves for both cases of initial 0z  and converging kz  based linearisations. 
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This case study demonstrates the effects associated with the symmetries due to combined symmetric 
arrangements of both modelled systems and applied parameterisations.  These problems result in similar 
parameter effects in the symmetric configurations giving further ill-conditioning problems or complete 
loss of directional information within the defined mathematical context as specified by the dimensions of 
the matrices and the vectors applied in the problem. 
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Figure 5: Normalised trade-off curves for two model realizations and parameter condition 2 

The negative consequences of these configurations can be partially treated through the application of 
additional regularizing conditions.  These conditions complement the reference problems with free 
regularizing/weighting parameters.  The task at each step of the updating algorithm is to choose suitable 
values of these parameters, such that the balance between two contributing influences is achieved.  The 
ancillary tool in this process uses the trade-off curves.  However, as demonstrated by the case study, these 
methods give indications of suitable regularizing weights only when strong directional dependence is 
present in the linearised model, shown by differing strengths of its major and minor principal parameter 
effects. Thus there must be identifiable blocks in the group of singular values of the sensitivity matrix for 
a given linearisation point in the response space.  Otherwise, these criteria show only non-specific trade-
off curves representing slow transition from the reference to the regularizing sub-problems. 

7 Conclusion 

The paper presents an analysis of model updating of structures with close or exact symmetries in their 
parametric representations.  These problems can be expected to be affected by singularity and ill-
conditioning problems when handled by the standard first order methods utilising sensitivity matrices.  
More specifically, the effect of these symmetric configurations on regularizing terms and the associated 
regularization parameter choice has been investigated and demonstrated in the case study. 
The concept of the response space is applied throughout the studies.  The response space has been 
specified as the domain of primary problem definition accompanied with a simple scalar distance measure 
representing the match between the two compared models.  The process of regularized parameter steps is 
explained and considered.  In general, the regularization has the potential to counteract negative 
consequences of symmetric arrangements.  However, this potential is shown to be limited due to the 
reduced discerning capability between physical and regularizing terms, particularly as the model updating 
algorithm converges.  A simple numerical case study allowed the concepts to be presented visually. 
The analysis and concepts in this study may be extended to more demanding, but structurally richer, 
scenarios of model-based inversion or updating of over-parameterized response models. 
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Abstract 
This paper introduces a novel method for error localization of a design model using the information from a 
reference model or a supermodel in the model updating process. The concept of Equivalent Element 
Modal Strain Energy (EEMSE) and Equivalent Element Modal Kinetic Energy (EEMKE) are discussed 
and two indicators, i.e. the indicator of element errors in stiffness based on EEMSE and the indicator of 
element errors in mass based on EEMKE, are developed to identify element errors in the design model. 
Investigation shows that the indicators also provide information about how much the error in the elements 
should be corrected in the updating process. A beam structure is used as an example to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the method. Various types of the beam model with meshing errors or combinations of 
meshing and parameter errors, together with the refined model which is treated as a supermodel to provide 
reference data, have been simulated and further compared with the distributions of element strain energy 
and kinetic energy. The Equivalent Element Modal Strain Energy (EEMSE) and Equivalent Element 
Modal Kinetic Energy (EEMKE) were used to identify clearly various errors in the beam model. In 
addition, the indicators of EEMKE and EEMSE were employed to localise the simulated errors in the 
mass and stiffness in some elements in the models. This method shows potential for the industrial 
application in the effective and efficient validation of a design model in the industrial design process.  

1 Introduction 

In modern structural design, finite element modelling is used extensively for the structural response 
analysis and design prediction. However, the lack of agreement between FE predictions and the references 
(experimental observations or simulations from supermodels) can always be found due to the inaccuracies 
present in FE models. Therefore, correcting inaccurate parameters in FE models is necessary in order to 
improve the agreement between predictions and test results. The processes involved in making these 
corrections are considered as model updating. 
The most commonly used reference data for model updating are obtained from vibration tests on a 
structure. The updating process includes verification and correlation between the information of an FE 
model and the experimental data, and updating the parameters in the FE model in order to reduce the 
discrepancies between the experimental data and the dynamic characteristic predicted by the model.  
Practically, two major problems to deal with in updating process are those of measurement incompatibility. 
One is the spatial incompatibility linked to the measurement of mode shapes through a limited set of 
physical sensors and their analytical prediction at a large number of finite element degrees of freedom 
(DOFs). Another is that the number of measured modes is far fewer than the number of analytical ones 
calculated from the FE model. Expansion of the measured mode shape data or reduction of the size of the 
initial FE model to the measured degrees of freedom is normally used to match the requirement. However, 
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both techniques will bring some erroneous information into the process. The current extensive review [1] 
indicates that the success of model updating is likely to remain case-dependent and applicability is 
bounded by the skill of the experts in choosing a correct updating procedure. Another disadvantage is that 
it usually takes a long time and also is very costly in the current design process to manufacture a physical 
structure or a prototype of the design for vibration tests. As a result, a validated FE model through 
updating is not involved in the first stages but only in the late stages of the design process and the 
effectiveness of its guiding of the design is extremely limited.   
Recently, a new method of using simulations from supermodels [2][3] is developed to replace the 
experimental data as a reference for model updating. A supermodel is considered to be capable of 
representing all geometric features and its dynamic properties and, therefore, can be taken as 
representative of those of the actual structure. As a supermodel is usually created with a refined mesh and 
can be ‘ideally’ employed in virtual experiments, it would obviously be advantageous to help to construct 
and update the design model. In a model updating process, based on a supermodel, more modes can be 
produced and more accurate mode shapes can be represented by as many DOFs as required. Such features 
can overcome the drawback of measurement incompleteness and generally avoid ill-conditioning 
problems in updating solutions. However, the method for updating-parameter selection based on reference 
information from supermodels still needs to be explored. Currently, the selection of updating parameters is 
generally based on the engineer’s judgment and experience. The sensitivity matrix in iterative updating 
methods can help to select the updating parameters. However, the parameters to be selected only indicate 
those with high sensitivity and not those with erroneous values. In this paper, a new method to localise 
errors in the design model for model updating via supermodels will be presented and explored. 

2 Method for error localization in a model 

2.1 Overview of modeling errors 

A design model, usually with a course mesh, is considered to include three kinds of error [4]: (1) 
discretisation errors, (2) configuration errors, and (3) parameter errors. Discretisation errors are those that 
arise because the mass and stiffness matrices for each element of the model are formed in a way that is 
different from the equation of motion for a continuous system. Configuration errors are those that arise 
because some physical features are omitted when model simplifications are made in representing 
complicated parts in a structure. Correction of discretisation and configuration errors is normally involved 
in the scope of ‘design updating’. Parameter errors are those that result from inaccurate estimation for 
some parameters while constructing the model. In the updating process, such errors can be corrected in 
order that the coefficients in the model are sufficiently accurate to enable the model to provide an 
acceptably correct description of the subject structure's behaviour. As all three types of error are mixed in 
a design model, a big challenge is to recognise them properly and find the causes of the discrepancies in 
the model.   

2.2 Concepts of element strain energy and element kinetic energy  

For a discrete finite element system, the dynamic equation of an element can be expressed as  
 

 [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }+ + =e e e e e e em u c u k u f       (1) 
 

Where { }eu  is the vector of generalized nodal displacements which may include translational 

displacements, rotational displacements or other quantities.  { }ef  is the equivalent nodal force vector of 
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externally-applied forces. Matrices [ ] [ ],  ,e ek c  and [ ]em  are defined as the element stiffness, damping, 

and mass matrices respectively. If the relationship between the element nodal displacement { }eu  and the 

system (or global) nodal displacements { }φ  are established through geometrical relations as below: 

 

 { } [ ]{ }=e eu T φ                   (2)   
 

Where [ ]eT  is a transformation (or connectivity) matrix for element e.  

Then, the element strain energy (ESE) can be given by 
 

{ } [ ]{ } { } { } [ ]{ }{ }

{ } [ ]{ }

1 1
2 2
1
2

T TT
e

T

ESE = =

=

e e e e e e

e

u k u φ T k T φ

φ K φ
      (3) 

 

Where [ ] { } [ ]{ }T=e e e eK T k T   which is the element stiffness matrix associated with the global nodal 

displacement vector { }φ .  

Similarly, the element kinetic energy (EKE) can be given by 
 

 

{ } [ ]{ } { } { } [ ]{ }{ }

{ } [ ]{ }

1 1
2 2
1
2

T TT
e

T

EKE = =

=

e e e e e e

e

u m u φ T m T φ

φ M φ
     (4) 

 

Where [ ] { } [ ]{ }T=e e e eM T m T  is the element mass matrix associated with the global nodal displacement 

vector{ }φ . 

2.3 Element modal strain energy and element modal kinetic energy 

For each element of the finite element model, Equations (3) and (4) show the element strain and kinetic 
energy under the equivalent nodal force vector of the externally applied forces. Both energies include the 
contribution of all vibration modes excited by the externally applied forces in dynamics.  In order to 
investigate the elemental strain energy and kinetic energy caused by each mode, the Element Modal Strain 
Energy (EMSE) and the Element Modal Kinetic Energy are introduced. Considering the jth element for 
contribution of the ith mode, the Element Modal Strain Energy (EMSE) and the Element Modal Kinetic 
Energy (EMKE) can be written as  
 

  
{ } [ ] { }1

2
T

ij ei ij
EMSE Kφ φ=

       (5) 
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{ } [ ] { } { } [ ] { }21 1

2 2
T T

ij e i ei ij ji i
EMKE M Mφ φ ω φ φ= =

                                        (6) 
 

Where [ ]e j
K   is the jth element stiffness matrix and  [ ]e j

M   is the jth element mass matrix.  
2
iω  is the 

eigenvalue of the ith mode of the structure and { }i
φ  is the associated global nodal displacement of the ith 

mode corresponding to  the jth element. 

2.4 Equivalent element modal strain energy and equivalent element modal 
kinetic energy 

The EMKE and EMSE of a mode in Equations (5), and (6) can tell the energy distribution over all the 
elements. As the energy distribution of a model is calculated using its own dynamic features (eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors), direct comparison of the EMKE and EMSE distributions of two models (for example, a 
design (coarse) model and a supermodel (refined model) may not able to straightforward describe the 
source of the discrepancies between them. It is because that the EMKE and EMSE of supermodel and 
design model are calculated independently.  To build a relationship between two models, a new method 
will be developed to calculate the Equivalent Element Modal Strain Energy (EEMSE) and the Equivalent 
Element Modal Kinetic Energy (EEMKE) using the modal data of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from 
the supermodel and the element stiffness matrices and mass matrices from the design model.  The 
equation of calculating the Equivalent Element Modal Strain Energy (EEMSE) is written as  
 

 
{ } { }1

2
Ts d s

ij e ji i
EEMSE Kφ φ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦        (7) 

 
And the equation of calculating the Equivalent Element Modal Kinetic Energy is expressed as  
 

{ } { } ( ) { } { }21 1
2 2

T Ts d s s s d s
ij e i ej ji i i i

EEMKE M Mφ φ ω φ φ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦     (8)  
 

Where d
e j

K⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  is the jth element stiffness matrix of a design model and d
e j

M⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  is the jth element mass 

matrix of a design model. 
s
iω  is the eigenvalue of the ith mode of the supermodel and { }s

i
φ  is the 

associated global nodal displacement of the ith mode of the supermodel corresponding to the jth element 
of a design model.  

2.5 Indicators of error localization 

Based on the definitions of the Equivalent Element Modal Strain Energy (EEMSE) and the Equivalent 
Element Modal Kinetic Energy (EEMKE), two indicators are proposed in order to localise possible 
discrepancies in a design model.  The first indicator is called the indicator of Equivalent Element Modal 
Strain Energy that aims to localise the possible errors in the elemental strain matrix of a design model. The 
second indicator is the indicator of Equivalent Element Modal Kinetic Energy that indicates possible 
errors in the elemental mass matrix of a design model. Both indicators are written as  
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ij ij

ij

d s

stiffness s

EEMSE EMSE

EMSE
χ

−
=

       ⑼ 

ij ij

ij

d s

mass s

EEMKE EMKE

EMKE
χ

−
=

           ⑽ 

Where d
ijEEMSE   is the equivalent element modal strain energy of the jth element of the design model on 

the corresponding ith mode of the supermodel. d
ijEEMKE  is the equivalent element modal kinetic energy 

of the jth element of the design model on the corresponding ith mode of the supermodel. s
ijEMSE   is the 

element modal strain energy of the ith mode of the corresponding region of the supermodel matching or 
approximately matching the same area of an jth individual element of the design model. s

ijEMKE  is the 
element modal kinetic energy of the ith mode of the corresponding region of the supermodel matching or 
approximately matching the same area of an jth individual element of the design model. Theoretically, the 
indicators will equal to zero if there is no discrepancies between the design model and the supermodel. 
When the discrepancy errors exist in the model, the values of indicators will describe the relative 
differences of energy distribution between two models compared with the energy distribution of the 
supermodel, which indirectly indicate the mass or stiffness difference between both models 

3 Method validation with benchmark structures 

3.1 Method validation with a beam structure 

3.1.1 Configuration 

The first example of error localisation of a design model in the updating process is demonstrated using a 
beam structure. 4 FE models, namely, A, B, C, and D, shown in Figure 1, were built with the same 
geometrical dimensions, but with different mesh qualities or physical parameter values. Models A and B 
were coarsely meshed and consisted of 6 elements. They are supposed to be design models. The only 
difference between Models A and B is that the model B includes some parameter errors. The Young's 
Module in element 2 was reduced 30% while the mass density in element 4 was also decreased 20%. 
Model C was a refined model with 24 elements, which is treated as a reference or supermodel. Model D is 
another design model with 12 elements. The Nastran Cbar element was used to build 4 FE models of the 
beam structure. 

 
Figure 1: 4 FE models of a beam structure 
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The quantification of the discrepancy between any two FE models is undertaken by the modal-based 
correlation method, using the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) matrix (together with natural frequency 
differences).  The correlation between the first 5 modes predicted from Models A and B is listed in Table 
1. It shows a good match of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for these modes. The MAC values are over 
98.6% and the maximum natural frequency difference (NFD) of these modes is less than 4%. The 
differences of modes between both models are caused by the parameter errors in elements 2 and 4.  
 

          Model A                      Model B 
MODE  FREQ (Hz)  MODE FREQ (Hz)   MAC    ERROR (%)                      

     1          4.320        1       4.257            99.8         1.   

     2        11.342      2      10.842           99.5         4.   

     3        21.354      3      20.959           99.4         2.   

     4        33.821      4      32.948           98.6         3.   

     5        43.204      5      42.570           99.8         1.  

 
Table 1: Natural frequencies and MAC values between Model A and Model B 

 
The correlation of the first five modes between the coarse Model A and the reference Modal C is listed in 
Table 2. The Natural Frequency Differences (NFDs) calculated from the established correlated mode pairs 
(CMPs) are between 7-18% and the MAC values are over 94% excluding the CMP mode 4 which is 
84.8% with the largest frequency difference error of 18%. The possible discrepancies between Models A 
and C are due to creation of the models with different mesh densities without any parameter errors. Such 
discrepancies are also considered as the discretistation errors.   
 

          Model A                      Model C 
MODE  FREQ (Hz)  MODE FREQ (Hz)   MAC(%)    ERROR(%) 

    1         4.320      1      4.659         99.9                 7.   

     2       11.342      2     12.796        98.6               11.   

     3       21.354      3     24.995        94.0               15.   

     4       33.821      4     41.170        84.8               18.   

     5       43.204       5     46.591        99.9                 7.  

 
Table 2: Natural frequencies and MAC values between Model A and Model C 

 
The natural frequencies of correlated mode pairs and MAC values between Models B and C are listed in 
Table 3. Due to the mass density reduction of Model B in element 2 and Young's module reduction in 
element 4, the MAC values of 5 correlated mode pairs between Models B and C were further decreased 
and errors of natural frequency differences were also increased to 9-20%. In this case, the discrepancies of 
Model B against Model C are caused by the mixture of discretisation errors and the parameter errors.  
Besides, the discretisation errors in the model are dominated in this case. 
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          Model B                       Model C  
MODE  FREQ (Hz)  MODE FREQ (Hz)   MAC(%)    ERROR(%) 

     1         4.257       1      4.659            99.5               9.   

     2       10.842       2     12.796           97.8             15.   

     3       20.959      3     24.995           92.2             16.   

     4       32.948      4     41.170           82.6             20.   

     5       42.570       5     46.591           99.5               9.  

 
Table 3: Natural frequencies and MAC values between Model B and Model C 

 
 One of ways to reduce the discretisation errors in the model is to refine the model with more detailed 
meshes. Table 4 shows the natural frequency differences and MAC values of the first 5 modes between the 
finer Model D and the finest reference Model C. It can be seen that the natural frequency errors of the 
correlated mode pairs between Model D and Model C are significantly reduced to 2-5%, three times less 
than those caused between the coarse Model A and Model C. In addition, The MAC values of the first 5 
modes, almost close to or equal to 100%, indicate a much better agreement between Model D and Model 
C than that between Model A and Model C. To have a better visualisation, MAC tables of Model A vs 
Model B and Models A, B, D vs Model C are plotted in Figure 2.  
 

              Model D                    Model C 
MODE  FREQ (Hz)  MODE FREQ (Hz)   MAC(%)    ERROR(%) 

     1        4.586           1          4.659        100.0              2.   

    2       12.462          2         12.796         99.9              3.   

    3       24.100          3         24.995         99.7              4.   

    4       39.313          4         41.170         99.1              5.   

    5       45.860          5         46.591        100.0             2.   

 
Table 4: Natural frequencies and MAC values between Model D and Model C 
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Set 1:Model A; Set 2: Model B 

 
Set 1:Model A; Set 2: Model C 

 
Set 1:Model B; Set 2: Model C 

 
Set 1:Model D; Set 2: Model C 

 
Figure 2: MAC tables of Model A vs Model B and Models A, B, D vs Model C 

3.1.2 Comparison of element modal strain energy and kinetic energy 

Equations (5) and (6) have shown that the Element Modal Strain/Kinetic Energy (EMSE/EMKE) is related 
to the elemental stiffness/mass matrix and the eigenvectors of the frequency modes of a model. The 
EMKE_d and EMSE_d refer to the EMKE and EMSE of Model A, which is considered as a design model 
(or a coarse mesh model);   the EMKE_er and EMSE_er refer to the EMKE and EMSE of Modal B, which 
is a design model with parameter errors.  EMKE_s12 and EMSE_s12, EMKE_s24 and EMSE_s24 refer to 
the sum of EMKEs and EMSEs over the elements in the Model D and Model C respectively,  covering the 
same area of an individual element of Model A and Model B. Comparisons of modal strain and kinetic 
energy distributions among the elements of 4 FE models (A, B, C, and D) are plotted in Figure 3. The 
following features can be noticed.     

• The distributions of element modal strain energy and the element modal kinetic energy over all 
elements clearly indicate the discrepancy errors in the models. The finer the mesh is, the less 
discrepancy errors will be. Therefore, the closeness of EMSE and EMKE distributions to the 
reference will indicate the quality of mesh in some extent. In these figures, the discrepancy errors 
of Model C is much smaller that those of Modals A and B. 

• For each mode, the variation of EMSE and EMKE of the model to those of the reference shows 
the influence of errors of the models on the mode. For instance, the largest variations of EMSE 
and EMKE in the fourth mode of Models A, B, D against C results in the biggest natural 
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frequency differences up to 18%, 20% and 5% respectively and the discrepancy errors in the 
models are dominant.  
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Figure 3: Comparison of the element modal kinetic and strain energy of the 1st -5th modes among 

the 4 beam models A, B, C, and D 
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3.1.3 EEMKE and EEMSE 

Comparison of the values of EMKE and EMSE of both design (coarse) and super model (reference model 
with refinement) can show the changes of energy distribution, but it is not straightforward to localise the 
errors by such simple examination. It is because that the EMKEs and EMSEs of the models are calculated 
independently and there is no link between the coarse and the refined models. Therefore, such comparison 
can hardly help for the selection of updating parameters in the updating process. Contrary to the EMKE 
and EMSE, the Equivalent Element Modal Kinetic Energy (EEMKE) and the Equivalent Element Modal 
Stiffness Energy (EEMSE) are calculated respectively with the element mass and element stiffness matrix 
of a design (coarse) model and the eigenvalue and eigenvectors of a supermodel. In this case, the 
information of a design model and a supermodel linked together. The EEMKE_d and EEMSE_d refer to 
the EEMKE and EEMSE of Model A, which is considered as a design model (or a coarse mesh model),   
the EEMKE_er and EEMSE_er refer to the EEMKE and EEMSE of Model B, which is a design model 
with parameter errors,  EMKE_s24 and EMSE_s24 refer to the sum of EMKEs and EMSEs over the 
elements in the supermodel (Model C) covering the same area of an individual element of Model A and 
Model B. The overlay of EEMKE_d, EEMKE_er, and EMKE_s24, as well as the overlay of EEMSE_d, 
EEMSE_er, and EMSE_s24 of the first five modes are plotted in Figure 4. Unlike the EMKE and EMSE, 
the EEMKE and EEMSE provide more useful information. 
 Examining Figure 4, the following features can be noticed; 

• The values of EEMSE_d in modes 1, 2, 3, and 5 for all elements of a design model A are closely 
matched with those of EMSE_s24 parameters in the refined Model C. It indicates that the 
discretisation errors of the coarse model A have hardly effect on the stiffness in these modes. It 
also shows 15% of variations between the values of EEMSE_d and the values of EMSE_s24 on 
the element 3 and 4 for the mode4, which of the stiffness were affected by the discretisation errors. 

• The values of EEMSE_er in modes 1 to 5 for all elements of a design model B are closely 
matched with those of EEMSE_d except the element 2, which shows clearly the large difference 
in values between them. Actually, the difference in values in Model B is caused by the stiffness 
error on that element. 

• There are large variations in the values of EEMKE_d and EEMKE_er in modes 1 to 5 for all 
elements, compared with the values of EMKE_s24. Such discrepancies indicate that the 
discretisation errors on each element of the coarse mesh model A and B have significant influence 
on the element mass matrix. To reduce the effects of the discretisation errors on the mass matrix, 
the meshes of Model A and Model B need to be refined. 

Although the discretisation errors existed in the coarse models, by comparing the values of EEMKE_d and 
EEMKE_er in  mode 1 to 5 for all elements, it still clearly shows the difference in element 4, which was 
caused by the mass density errors on that element. 

3.1.4 Error localization with EEMKE and EEMSE 

The EEMKE and EEMSE are capable to assess the effect of discretisation errors on element mass and 
stiffness matrix and to localise the possible errors in the elements, but it does not tell how much the errors 
there are. The indicators of EEMKE and EEMSE will provide valuable information. For example, the 
indicators of EEMKE and EEMSE of the first five modes of Models A and B are plotted in Figure 5. The 
figure shows clearly the stiffness error in element 2 and the mass error in element 4 on the coarse model B. 
The differences of indicators between Model A and Model B are plotted in Figure 6.  It suggested about 
20% relative error of mass in element 4 from all modes except mode 4 and about 30% relative error of 
stiffness in element 2 from all modes. The difference of indicators of EEMKE of the mode 4 is much less 
than 20% and it was caused by the large discretisation errors affecting mostly on element 4 in kinetic 
energy.        
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Figure 4: Comparison of the equivalent element modal kinetic and strain energy of the 1st mode 

among the 4 beam models A, B, C, and D 
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Figure 5: Indicators of the equivalent element modal kinetic and strain energy of the 1st to 5th 

modes 
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Figure 6: Difference of Indicators of EEMSE and EEMKE changes 

4 Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have presented a novel method for the error localization of a design model in the model 
updating process using equivalent element modal kinetic and strain energies of the design model and their 
indicators. The concept of Equivalent Element Modal Strain Energy (EEMSE) and Equivalent Element 
Modal Kinetic Energy (EEMKE) has been introduced and used as a tool to distinguish different types of 
modelling errors, such as discretisation errors, and parameter errors in order to assess if the design model 
requires to be modified. Two indicators have been developed to localise the errors in the model and to 
quantify the errors in the elements in mass or stiffness could be in order to guide the model updating 
procedure to correct the parameter errors in the design model. A benchmark structure of a beam is used as 
an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Meshing errors and parameter errors of the 
model can be clearly identified from the plots of Equivalent Element Modal Strain Energy and Equivalent 
Element Modal Kinetic Energy. Indicators of EEMSE and EEMKE are useful tools to localise errors of 
design model and guide the updating process in model validation. The promising results show a great 
potential in applications.  
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Abstract 
Early detection of rolling bearing faults is an important part of condition monitoring programs. In this 
paper a new method for detection of bearing faults by vibration analysis is proposed. This new method 
which is based on the concept of local curve roughness amplifies impulsive events in the vibration signal 
while fades harmonic parts. Therefore weak bearing fault patterns can be detected in vibration signal. This 
method is very fast and can be implemented without any numerical complexity. The local curve roughness 
can be used as a monitoring tool for assessing overall bearing health condition as well as a diagnostic tool 
for detection of defect type. Several examples in the paper show the effectiveness of this new method. 

1 Introduction 

Rolling bearings are the most common part in the rotating machinery and unfortunately have limited life-
time. Therefore it is necessary for every condition monitoring program which plans to predict machine 
failures in early stages to use a particular monitoring program for rolling bearings. Vibration monitoring is 
one of the most successful techniques used for monitoring of the rolling element bearings. Since overall 
vibration is not a good indicator of bearing condition, various methods have been developed specially to 
detect bearing faults. The literature review on the subject can be found in [1, 2]. The main techniques 
developed, to name, are frequency spectrum [3, 4], high frequency resonance technique, envelope analysis 
[5], kurtosis [6-9], shock pulse [10, 11], spike energy, synchronous averaging [12], wavelet analysis [13-
19], higher spectral analysis [20], cyclic spectrum[21] and empirical mode decomposition [22, 23].  
Rolling bearings, even in healthy condition, are source of noise and vibration. The generated vibration is 
essentially a stochastic process originated from contact and friction of balls with races and cage. After 
forming a defect in the bearing, the level of vibration rises considerably. The major difficulty in the 
detection of rolling bearing faults is masking of bearing fault signature which is usually weak, by more 
strong background vibration generated by other sources.  
In this paper the concept of local curve roughness (LCR) for detection of bearing faults is introduced. The 
basic idea is that when a defect of any type grows in the bearing, the roughness of the contacting surfaces 
increases. This roughness transfers to the transducer by stress waves in the medium and produces a more 
rough vibration signal. In the following sections the theoretical basis and implementation of the LCR is 
explained and its effectiveness is shown by some examples. 

2 Modeling of Vibration Generation 

In a healthy bearing vibration is generated by several mechanisms. One source of vibration is varying 
compliance [24]. The number of rolling elements which carry bearing loads changes and this variation of 
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bearing actual stiffness produces vibration. Another source of vibration is geometric imperfection of 
rolling elements and races such as surface waviness [25], out of roundness [26] and unequal ball diameters 
[25]. Even in a geometrically perfect bearing vibration is generated, mainly because of sliding friction and 
metallic contact between rolling elements and races and cage. This vibration is usually broad-band high 
frequency and amplifies at structural resonant frequencies. Poor lubrication also increases metal-to-metal 
contact and gives rise to broad-band vibration. 
Local defects in the bearings conventionally are modeled as a train of impulses, which occurs every time a 
ball passes over the defective area [27]. If the defect is on the inner race which rotates with shaft, the 
impulse train will be modulated with shaft rotation speed as defective area comes in and out of loaded 
area. Thus the excitation force can be written as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
i

f t t iT Pδ θ
∞

=−∞

= −∑ (1) 

Where δ(t) is impulse function, T is time between two consecutive impacts, θ is rotation angle, and P is 
load distribution function over shaft circumference. The impact forces are transmitted to the housing and 
supporting structure and produce a vibration at transducer mounting location, which is measured as 
vibration signal. The measured vibration is a function of mechanical impedance between impact location 
and measuring point. Assuming single degree of freedom system, the displacement impulse response can 
be written as:  

 
1( ) sin( )nt

x d
d

h t t
m

e ζω ω
ω

−= (2) 

Where ωn and ζ are natural frequency and damping ratio of the system and can be determined from 

resonance frequency in the vibration spectrum, m is effective mass and 21d nω ζ ω= − . Consequently 
the acceleration impulse response can be found by two times differentiating from (2): 

 2 2 21( ) ( )sin( ) 2 cos( )nt
a n d d n d d

d

h t t t
m

e ζω ζ ω ω ω ζω ω ω
ω

−  = − −  (3) 

However in a more realistic model, the oscillating force acting on the bearing (neglecting the static load) 
can be written as a two-rule function: 

 
when ball contact is in healthy area

when ball contact is in defective area

( ) ,
( )

( ) ,
h

d

a N t
f t

a N t


= 


(4) 

Where N(t) is a normal Gaussian stochastic function of zero mean and unit variance, ah and ad are power 
coefficients which show the power of random noise in healthy area and defective area contacts 
respectively and ah<ad. New features in Eq. (4) is that random force in healthy area is accounted and 
defective area is extended from a point to a region. The idea in Eq. (4) is that, as defective area has more 
irregular surface than healthy area, the random force in this area is stronger. In practice passage of any two 
balls over the defective area does not produce identical excitations, therefore stochastic function N(t) 
should be different for every ball passage. If we denote passage of two balls i and j by Ni(t) and Nj(t), some 
correlation between this two function exists because the balls pass over the same area and we can define 
repeatability index R as: 

 { }( ), ( ) , ,i jR Cor N t N t i j= ∈� (5) 

Defect ratio, D, can be defined as the ratio of shaft rotation angle in which a ball is in contact to defective 
area to the angle between two consecutive balls. The definition is shown graphically in Fig (1). Defect 
ratio can be used in Eq. (4) to model propagation of defect from a point (D=0) to the fully developed 
defect, in which always a ball has contact in defective area (D=1). 
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If defect lies on the inner race, a modulating function P(θ) can be applied similar to Eq.(1). Two forcing 
functions of Eqs (1) and (4) and response of SDOF system to them are shown in Fig (2). It can be seen in 
Figs (2-a) and (2-c) that successive impacts are not identical and this model is more realistic. 

γ2
γ1

1

2

D γ
γ

=

Figure 1: Definition of defect ratio in the rolling bearings 
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Figure 2: Comparison of stochastic excitation model (D=0.1, ah=0.05 , ad=0.5) and impulse train 

excitation model, (a) stochastic excitation force, (b) impulse train excitation force,  
(c) response to stochastic excitation, (d) response to impulse train excitation 

In real conditions some vibrations related to other sources is present and to obtain a comprehensive 
vibration generation model, one need to consider other vibration sources, too. Here the following sources 
are considered: 

1. Harmonic vibration due to shaft rotation including first, second and higher orders of the shaft 
speed 

2. Harmonic vibrations transmitted from external sources to the machine 
3. White noise to account transducer, cable and data quantization noises 

A numerically generated vibration signal of a 50 Hz machine with healthy (D=0) and faulty (D=0.1)
bearings are shown in Fig (3). This signal is consisted of the following parts: 

1. Vibration due to shaft rotation including first, second, third and fourth order of shaft speed with 
amplitudes of 2, 0.8, 0.2 and 0.2 m/s2 respectively.  
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2. Vibration from an external source with frequency of 30 Hz and amplitude of 0.5 m/s2

3. Gaussian white noise with standard deviation of 0.2 m/s2

4. Vibration due to outer race defect of SKF 1206 ball bearing (Ball pass freq=5.787×50=289 Hz, 
ah=0.1, ad=1, natural freq=1800 Hz, ζ=0.2) 

The frequency spectrum of signal of Fig (3) is shown in Fig (4). It is notable that in spite of high energy of 
bearing fault signature in the time domain (more than 50% of total vibration energy), the amplitude of the 
characteristic frequency (BPF) in the frequency spectrum is low (only 20% of maximum peak) and can be 
easily masked by other vibration sources. This problem arises from using sine bases in Fourier transform 
to decompose the spike like vibration of defective bearing. Obviously in this expansion the first harmonic 
of BPF does not possess the majority of the signal energy and usually higher harmonics are predominant 
in the spectrum. This problem makes difficult to detect bearing fault signature in the frequency spectrum. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of time signal of a healthy bearing (D=0) and defective bearing (D=0.1) 
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Figure 4: Comparison of frequency spectrum of vibration signals shown in Fig (3) 
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3 Local Curve Roughness (LCR) 

3.1 Definition 

In this section the concept of curve roughness and its application to bearing fault detection has been 
introduced. When a defect develops in the bearing, the roughness of the contacting surfaces will increase. 
This will produce more high frequency spike-like vibration. The main idea is that high-frequency spike-
like events in the signal have larger, so called, curve roughness, than low-frequency harmonic 
components. To use the curve roughness property of the vibration signal, we must have a clear definition 
of it. Several quantitative criteria can be used as curve roughness, but we use a simple one. The curve 
roughness of a signal, say x(t), over the time interval T is the curve length of x(t) divided by T or 
equivalently curve length per unit time. If we intend to define a local parameter to show curve roughness 
at each point, the curve roughness of signal x(t) through a moving window must be considered. The local 
curve roughness is defined as follows: 

 ( )
0

0

2
2

0 0
1, ( ) 1

t d

x
t

dxLCR t d w t t a dt
w dt

+
 = − +  
 ∫ (6)  

In which LCR is local curve roughness, t0 and d are a moving window position and width, w(t) is window 
function, ( )w w t dt= ∫ is norm of window, and a is a constant representing scaling factor. The constant 

a will be chosen arbitrary so that a.x(t) lies in the range ±1.
First, let’s look at some properties of LCR: 

1. Nonlinearity: It is evident that LCR is a nonlinear transform  
2. Amplification Invariance:  If the signal is multiplied by a constant, its LCR does not change. This 

property guaranties that change of unit does not affect on the LCR 
3. The value of LCR is always greater than 1: The constant function x(t)=c only has LCR=1, and 

linear function x(t)=at+b has constant roughness 

4. Averaging: 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )x x xd LCR t d d LCR t d d d d LCR t d d⋅ + ⋅ + = + ⋅ +

In the next sections frequency response and impulse response of LCR will be studied. 

3.2 Frequency Response of LCR 

In this section, local curve roughness of a sine signal will be studied. Consider ( ) sin( )x t A tω= , then 
LCR for a rectangular window will be: 

 2 21( , ) 1 cos
t d

x
t

LCR t d d
d

ω ωτ τ
+

= +∫ (7) 

It is notable that the amplitude of the signal has no effect on LCR and only the frequency appears in Eq. 
(7). To show frequency response of LCR, the low frequencies and high frequencies will be treated 
separately. For low frequencies, 1ω << , the following approximation can be made: 

 
2

2 2 21 cos 1 cos
2

ωω ωτ ωτ+ +� (8) 

 
2

( , ) 1 sin( ) cos(2 )
4 4xLCR t d d t d

d
ω ω ω ω ω= + + ⋅ + ⋅ (9) 
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Eq. (6) shows that LCR is a combination of a DC value with magnitude of 
2

1
4

ω+ and an oscillating part 

with a frequency that is twice the original signal frequency. It can be seen that an increase of frequency, 
increases both DC and oscillating part of LCR. 

For high frequency signals, 1ω >> , we will use the Fourier series of the integrand of Eq. (7) which is a 

periodic function with the period π/ω. Since 2 21 cosω ωτ+ is an even function of τ, only cosine terms 
remain in the Fourier series and the series can be written as: 

 

2 2 0

1

2 2

0

1 cos cos(2 )
2

2 1 cos .cos(2 ) , 0,1,2,

n
n

n

at a n t

a t n t dt n
π

ω

ω ω ω

ω ω ω ω
π

∞

=
+ = +

= + =

∑

∫ …
(10) 

To evaluate the integrals in Eq. (7), the change of variable t xω = will be used. Then,  

 2
2

0

2 1 cos .cos(2 ) , 0,1, 2,na x nx dx n
πω

π ω
= + =∫ … (11) 

By the assumption 1ω >> , the term 1/ω2 can be ignored and we have: 

 

( )

0
1

2

2 cos .cos(2 ) , 0,1, 2,

( 1) 4 , 0,1, 2,
4 1

n

n

n

a x nx dx n

a n
n

πω
π

ω
π

+

= =

−= =
−

∫ …

…
(12) 

By keeping the two first terms of the Fourier series, the LCR of a sine curve will be: 

 

2 2 2 41 cos cos(2 )
3

2 1 4( , ) sin( )cos(2 )
3x

t t

LCR t d d t d
d

ω ωω ω ω
π π

ω ω ω ω
π π

+ = +

= + +
 (13 a-b) 

Again LCR is consisted of two parts: a DC value and an oscillating part with a frequency that is twice the 
original signal frequency. The increase of ω, increases the DC part monotonically, but the amplitude of the 
oscillating part has an oscillating trend. The window width has no effect on the DC part but the oscillating 
part is inversely proportional to it. The actual LCR of a sine curve is calculated by numeric integration of 
Eq. (7) and plotted in Fig (5). This figure verifies the low frequency and high frequency approximations in 
Eqs. (6) and (13-b).  
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Figure 5: DC value and oscillating part of LCR of a sine curve 

3.3 Impulse Response of Curve Roughness  

In this section the LCR of an impulse, ( ) ( )x t tδ= will be studied. An impulse with duration b is defined 
as below: 

 
( ) / ,

( )
0 ,
b t b t b

t
else

δ
 − <

= 


(14) 

The LCR of impulse function defined in Eq (12)  for a rectangle window is: 

 
1( , ) 1 ( )

t d

t

LCR t d h d
dδ τ τ

+

= +∫ (15) 

Where h(t) is defined as below: 

 
21/ ,

( )
0 ,

b t b
h t

else
 <

= 


(16) 

The integral in Eq (13) results to: 
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 >

(17) 

Eq. (17) shows that impulse width, b, extends to d+b and its height increases to 21 /b b+ at most. The 
increase of window length, d, more than 2b decreases the maximum of LCR because of averaging 
property. Therefore by choosing a narrow window, LCR amplifies narrow impulses. LCR of an impulse 
with b=0.01 Sec calculated by a window of length d=0.02 Sec is shown in fig (6-a). Choosing smoother 
windows gives a smoother LCR, the result for hanning window is shown in Fig (6-b). 
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Figure 6: LCR of a 0.01 sec impulse by (a) rectangle window, (b) hanning window 

3.4 Discrete LCR 

In case of discrete signal, x[n], the LCR can be calculated by the following formula: 

 ( ) ( )
0

0

1
22 2

0 0
1, [ ] 1 [ 1] [ ]

n d

x s
i n

LCR n d w i n a f x i x i
w

+ −

=

= − + ⋅ + −∑ (18) 

Where a is scaling factor, fs is sampling frequency, w is window function, and d is number of points in the 
window. It is necessary to study the effect of sampling frequency on the LCR.  

4 Total Curve Roughness (TCR) 

Generally, there are two categories of monitoring tools for bearing condition assessment. The first 
category, which is usually employed in trend analysis, provides a scalar value indicating the bearing 
condition. The second category, which is usually used in fault diagnosis, provides vector data that can be 
displayed in a graph for further analysis. Both categories are useful as complementary tools. Curve 
roughness can be used as both trending and analyzing tool. The mean value of LCR can be used for 
trending, though Fourier transform of oscillating part of LCR can be used for fault diagnosis. We utilize 
the term total curve roughness (TCR) instead of mean value of LCR and define it simply as average curve 
length of vibration signal. TCR can be calculated by the following formula: 

 
2

0

1( ) 1
T dxTCR x dt

T dt
 = +  
 ∫ (19) 

In which integration is over entire time, T, and scaling factor and window function are omitted. The 
usefulness of TCR over other scalar values, such as rms, arises from the fact that TCR amplifies high 
frequency components more than low frequency components. This is shown in Fig (7) where rms value of 
acceleration of a defective bearing with defect ratio in the range 0 to 1 is compared to TCR value of the 
same signal. 
 

(a) (b)
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Figure 7: Comparison of TCR and RMS for detection of various defect sizes 

5 Experimental Setup 

In order to examine rolling bearing vibration a test setup was constructed. The test setup shown in Fig (8) 
is consisted of a shaft supported by three bearings. The load is applied on the test bearing by four screws 
and measured by a load cell. The test bearing is a self-aligning ball bearing type KSM 1206. The load 
capacity of the test rig is up to 1000 kg. Two other bearings are Nachi 22311 self-aligning spherical roller 
bearings. The shaft is driven by an electrical motor through a variable speed gear box and belt. The speed 
can be adjusted between 450 to 4000 RPM. The measuring instrument is a piezoelectric accelerometer 
type Endevco 2235, and the signal was recorded by a B&K charge amplifier and Advantech USB 4711 
A/D card. The maximum sampling rate of the ADC is 150 kHz. 

Test Bearing

Motor

Load Cell

Preamp
&

Conditioner

A/D
Converter

Figure 8: Experimental setup for bearing test 

6 Application of Curve Roughness to Bearing Fault Detection 

The periodic impacts inside a defective bearing produce local disturbances in the vibration signal which in 
term of roughness have high Local roughness. LCR transform decreases the magnitude of oscillating part 
of harmonic vibration associated to normal shaft vibration, while amplifies the amplitude of impulsive 
vibration. This makes LCR an ideal transformation to perceive bearing faults. To interpret the LCR, one 
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should take FFT of the [ ]LCR(t,d)-mean LCR(t,d) . The frequency of consecutive impacts will be clear in the 
resulting spectrum. By comparing this frequency to ball pass frequencies of the bearing, the defects of the 
bearing can be realized as usual. In this section several experimental and numerical examples will be 
presented to show the abilities of this new method in diagnostic of rolling bearings.  

6.1 Trend Analysis 

In this example, a 1206 self-aligning ball bearing was operated with 900 kg load until end of its lifetime. 
The vibration was recorded during the test and total curve roughness was calculated as a trend parameter. 
The defect began to grow on the inner race of the bearing after 4 million cycles and test finished after 7 
million cycles. The trend of TCR versus operation cycles is plotted in Fig (9). As can be seen TCR has 
been increased rapidly at the end of the test. The final stage of damage is shown in Fig (10). 
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Figure 9: Trend of total curve roughness (TCR) during a bearing lifetime test 

Figure 10: damage on the inner race of the bearing 
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6.2 Bearing Fault Detection 

The numerically generated vibration signal consists of several components as follows: 
• Shaft speed harmonics at 50, 100, 150, 200 Hz: 2, 1.4, .5, .5 m/s2 respectively 
• External source at 30 Hz: 1 m/s2

• Ball pass frequency of outer race at 290 Hz: D=0.1, ah=0.1, ad=1 
• Background Gaussian white noise: 0.2 m/s2

The acceleration time signal is shown in Fig(11). The signal is sampled at 20 kHz. The acceleration 
frequency spectrum and LCR frequency spectrum are shown in fig (12). The LCR is computed using a 60-
points hanning window. While the predominant peak in vibration spectrum is 50 Hz, this peak is absent in 
LCR spectrum and bearing ball pass frequency at 290 Hz is dominant instead. Therefore the bearing fault 
can be detected easily in the LCR spectrum. 
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Figure 11: Time signal of acceleration of an outer race defect 
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Figure 12: Frequency spectrum of acceleration and LCR of an outer race defect  
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7 Conclusion 

In this paper a new method for detection of bearing faults by vibration analysis is introduced. This method 
which has been called Local Curve Roughness, employs the concept of curve roughness in a moving 
window to distinguish between sine waveform and impulsive waveform. The later which is created by 
bearing defects amplifies by this transformation and can be easily detected in the LCR spectrum. This 
method can be used for both trend monitoring of bearing vibration and fault diagnosis of rolling bearings. 
The simple concept and calculations make LCR a good candidate for vibration monitoring programs. 
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Abstract

Recent research and development on servomotor technology and on their control system push forward the
application of these devices as electric cams in a large numbers of industrial applications, such as example
motion control system for packaging machineries. Performances of these devices are much higher than the
mechanical solutions for machine motion, in terms of precision and operational speed, and, of course, in time
required to reconfigure the motion profile. However, classical approaches to the ball bearing diagnosis that
use analysis of vibration signals are not longer applicable, as they have been developed on the hypothesis of
drive constant speed. In fact, in most of the current industrial application, the control system drives the motor
to follow a complex and cyclic (i.e. motor shaft reverses its motion direction at each operational cycle) non
constant speed motion profile. In those application, even Computed Order Tracking [1] (COT), which is the
main fault bearing diagnosis technique used in non-constant velocity applications, fails to detect incipient
faults, as highlighted by Fyfe and Munck in [2]. This paper presents a new procedure that modifies the COT
to be successfully applicable to the diagnosis problem of ball bearings in variable speed motion applications.

1 Introduction

Ball bearing faults represent the 70 ÷ 85% of the causes of downtime in the line-production machines.
The problem of to predict the health status of bearing has been studied since the last decades and different
approaches have been proposed by several authors.

The most common approach is based on the study of the frequency content of the vibration signal of the
bearing [3],[4]. The bearing could be modelled as an epicyclic gear and, thus, the angular velocities of all
the bearing elements are fixed by the rotational speed of the inner race. If a fault happens on the bearing (e.g.
on the external race) each time a ball passes on this fault, it causes an impact which generates a mechanical
vibration peak. As long as the rotational frequency is constant, the impacts happen with a given frequency
which could be identified as it’s well known that the relationship between the fault and the rotation frequency
can be identified from the bearing geometry.

This approach is useful for the applications in which the electrical motor operates at constant rotational
velocity, but it is not longer useful for the modern servomotors, such as brushless motors, which are used
as electric cams in order to track variable velocity profiles. In fact, variable motion profiles produce a train
of pulses caused by the series of impacts that feature a variable frequency of the vibration signal, hence the
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Fourier Transform based methods are not longer applicable to process vibration signal to identify the impacts
caused by the faults.

A further problem in industrial applications is that usually the motor performs a cycle, which means that there
is a part of the motion profile tracked in a clockwise direction, then the motion changes and the shaft rotates
in counter-clockwise direction, which makes harder to identify the fault signatures from the vibration signal.
In fact, let’s assume that a ball-bearing is damaged on the external ring. If the inner race velocity is constant,
the fault frequency depends on the rotational frequency of the shaft. If the shaft velocity is changing, e.g.
with a constant acceleration motion profile, the spectrum of the acquired vibration signal features a spread
of frequency because the change in velocity produces an aperiodic impulse set.

The order tracking methods propose to change the way in which the vibration signal are acquired, instead of
a constant time sampling, it uses a sampling criteria following the shaft angular position, picking a vibration
sample at each predefined position step of the motor.

This new spatial-sampling is equivalent to put an “observer” on the shaft. Since the relative motion between
external and inner race is fixed by the geometrical dimension of the bearing, the “observer” finds an impact
in the same position independently of the shaft velocity and the frequency spectrum of the vibration signal
will have a unique clear peak which reveals the presence of the fault. In this specific spectrum, the abscissa
axis could not be defined properly as “frequency” because of the spatial-sampling instead of time-sampling,
indeed the “orders” are defined which are the number of samples taken in a revolution of the shaft [3].

Order Tracking needs a smart and nonstandard acquisition system, which has the capability of setting the
sampling frequency to follow the velocity change of the shaft. In order to use standard signal acquisition
systems, Potter [1] proposed a new method divided in two parts: in the first part acquire the vibration signal
with a constant time sampling and also a tachometer signal which records the time instants when the shaft
makes a complete rotation, and in the second part it re-sample the vibration signal conveniently to obtain a
spatial-sampling through a off-line algorithm. This technique is called Computed Order Tracking (COT) [5].

Fyfe and Munck [2] analyze the COT and highlight the worst working conditions of the COT which are:

• low velocity profile of the motor

• high acceleration

• low keyfasor (the tachometer signal) sampling rate

Indeed, these working conditions are all still present in the modern packaging machines. For example, the
absence of a reducer between the servomotor and the mechanical components of the manufacturing process
requires low motor speed.

This paper presents an improved version of the COT in order to use it as a tool in the ball-bearing diagnostic
which tackles the above problems, in particular for the non-constant velocity industrial applications.

The paper is organized as follows. After a brief introduction and problem statement given in this Section,
the procedure exploited our work is described in Section 2. Simulative results are reported in sections 3.

2 A procedure for bearing diagnose for arbitrary motion profile ap-
plication

The standard control scheme of a electrical drive motion control uses the position measure from an Encoder
or Resolver position sensor to compute the control law for precise mechanical device positioning. In the
procedure detailed in the following, the encoder signal is used as keyfasor in COT, but differently from a real
keyfasor, which generates an output signal at each revolution (a keyfasor frequency of 1 Hz), the encoder
produces the output signal at the acquisition frequency, which is quite higher than the standard keyfasor. In
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the application under study, for example, the drive (a Kinetix 6000 from Rockwell Automation) works with
a sampling time of 125μs, i. e. it is possible to know the position of the shaft with that resolution in time.

During this time period, the velocity and the position of the shaft are supposed to be constant and changing
linearly, respectively. The real-time position profile get from the encoder allows to determine the time
instants when the shaft has made a rotation of a fixed arbitrary value as in the goal of the original Order
Tracking. Once those time instants have been calculated, their corresponding vibration data are collected in
a new vector. This vector represents the vibration signal acquired with the spatial-sampling.

Position and vibration values in the time period between two data points are calculated by a linear inter-
polation. In industrial applications the motion inversion of the shaft is often present due to an alternate
mechanism placed after the motor. In those cases the modified order tracking is still usable but its output has
to be conveniently analysed. Indeed, every time a motion inversion occurs the signal has to be split in order
to divide the clockwise and anticlockwise motions. This operation is necessary to divide the motion profile
into sets containing homogeneous motion directions. Once these splits are defined, the frequency content of
each set is analysed, e.g by the Fast Fourier Transform. Because the passage from time-sampling to spatial-
sampling, the frequency scale in the Fourier analysis has changed. For each collected part of motion profile
the new sampling frequency is given as ratio between the number of samples after the algorithm application
and the time spent tasking that motion before the algorithm application. The ball-bearing characteristic fault
frequency could now be calculated. They are still proportional to the rotational frequency through the liter-
ature formula. The equivalent rotational frequency after the algorithm application is experimentally given
by the mean of the absolute value of the velocity profile. The impossibility to collect contiguous revolutions
of the shaft limits the frequency resolution in the spectrum and makes the characteristic fault components
hardly detectable . To improve the Fourier spectrum, the signals could be previously cleaned from noise by
synchronous averages between the elements of each set. A deep cleaning of the signal is possible extending
the average over elements of different set which differ each other by the motion direction. In this average the
vectors of one of the two sets have to be flipped to be compared to the ones of the other set.

Summarizing the procedure:

1. Apply the modified order tracking.

2. Split the output of the previous step into homogeneous parts such as same motion directions.

3. Make average over the elements of the sets defined in step two. Conveniently modify the elements of
one of the two sets in case the average is done over different set elements.

4. Apply the Fast Fourier Transform to the single averages obtained in the step three.

In section 3 the application of the proposed procedure to an industrial case is reported.

3 Simulative results

In this section an artificial signal which simulates a fault on bearing is made. This Artificial fault algorithm
accepts as inputs an arbitrary motion profile and the geometrical dimensions of the bearing, while it gives
the artificial vibration signal for different faults as output. After a brief presentation of this fault-maker
algorithm, the artificial fault signals are used to validated the improved order tracking method proposed in
the previous section. In that test a real motion profile coming from an industrial packaging machine is used
as the input of the fault-maker algorithm.
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3.1 Artificial Fault Algorithm

The kinematics behaviour of the ball bearing is well described by the classic epicyclic gear approximation:
the inner race is the sun gear, the bearing’ spheres are the planet gears, the outer ring is the frame and the
cage of the bearing is the carrier. The sun gear angular velocity is given, because it is the angular velocity
of the motor’s shaft upon which the bearing is mounted. As a consequence the angular velocity of the
whole elements could be calculated and the rate between it and the shaft rotational velocity depends on the
geometric characteristic of the bearing. In Eq. (1) the kinematics relations between the angular velocity of
the ball bearing elements is reported.

ωn − ωp

ω1 − ωp
= τo (1)

where ωn, ωp and ω1 are the angular velocities of the outer race, the cage and the inner race, respectively
and τo is the transmission rate between outer and inner races in the case that the cage velocity was zero. This
ratio could be expressed as a function of the geometrical dimensions of the bearing. Since ω = 2πf , those
ratios describe also the relations between the rotational frequency of the shaft and the rotational frequencies
of the bearing elements. If a fault is present – e.g. on the external race – every time a single sphere passes on
the fault, it generates an impact and the frequency of those impacts depends on the rotational frequency of
the shaft, the faulted element and the cage rotational frequency. These characteristic fault frequencies could
be calculated through the Eq. (1) and they are reported in Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5).

fe =
Z

2
fr(1 − λcos(β)) (2)

fi =
Z

2
fr(1 + λcos(β)) (3)

fc =
1
2
fr(1 − λcos(β)) (4)

fv = fr
(1 − λcos(β))2

2λ
(5)

where fe, fi, fc, fv and fr are the external race fault frequency, the inner race fault frequency, the cage
fault frequency, the revolving element fault frequency and the rotational frequency, respectively. Coefficient
λ = d

D is the ratio between the ball diameter d and the cage mean diameter D, β is the contact angle
between balls and bearing races and Z is the number of balls in the bearing. If the angular velocity ωr is not
constant, the fault frequencies are still related to the rotational frequency fr but they satisfy equations (2) –
(5) instantly. In this case the better is to move from frequency to time domain analysis where equations like
(2)–(5) are available but they express a relation between angular velocities instead of frequencies and they
are reported in Eqs. (6), (7),( 8) and (9).

ωe = 0 (6)

ωi = ωr (7)

ωc =
ωr

2
(1 − λcos(β)) (8)
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ωv = ωr(
1 + λ− λ2(cos2(β) + cos(β))

2λ
) (9)

Equations (6) – (9) between the rotational velocity ωr and angular rotation of each part of the bearing allow
to predict the time instant when an impact occurs between a revolving element and a damage of the bearing
for any kind of motion profile ωr(t). In fact the knowledge of velocity profile ωr(t) allows to determine the
expected vibration signal of a damaged bearing.

3.1.1 Simulation of the fault on the external race

Consider a fault on the external race as example. The external ring is fixed and each time a ball passes on the
fault there is an impact. In this case we follows the steps:

1. Determine the corresponding angular velocity of the cage: Eq. (8)

2. Determine the angular displacement of the cage: φ(t) =
∫

ωc(t)dt

3. Determine the rotational range of the shaft: Φ = φmax − φmin

4. Determine the angular distance between two adjacent balls due to the presence of the cage: δφ = 2π
Z

5. Determine the number of impacts in the whole displacement range of the cage: n = �Φδφ
� where n is

the nearest integer minor or equal than Φ
δφ

.

6. Determine all the time instants when the cage rotates of δφ

3.1.2 Simulation of the fault on the inner race

Consider now a fault on the inner race as example. In that case the relative velocity between inner ring and
the cage has to be calculated in order to determine the correct time interval between impacts. The steps to be
followed are:

1. Determine the angular velocity of the cage: Eq. (8)

2. Determine the angular velocity of the inner ring: Eq. (7)

3. Determine the relative angular velocity between the cage and the inner ring: ωci(t) = ωc(t) − ωi(t)

4. Determine the angular displacement of the cage: φ(t) =
∫

ωci(t)dt

5. Determine the rotational range of the shaft: Φ = φmax − φmin

6. Determine the angular distance between two adjacent balls due to the presence of the cage: δφ = 2π
Z

7. Determine the number of impacts in the whole displacement range of the cage: n = �Φδφ
� where n is

the nearest integer minor or equal than Φ
δφ

.

8. Determine all the time instants when the cage rotates of δφ

9. The amplitude A of these impacts are modulated through the angular velocity of inner race of the shaft:
A = As(1 + Amcos(2πωi)), where As is the amplitude of modulated signal and Am the modulating
signal.
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Similar considerations allow to make the simplified fault model for the cage damage or bearing’s ball damage.

In all the different fault cases a n-dimensional vector of random numbers is taken and a peak is added to this
random vector in correspondence of the time instant when an impacts occurs according to the specific fault
model chosen. The resulting vector has the dimension n equal to the length of the position vector, while
the choice of random numbers simulates the presence of noise in the vibration data. More signals should be
done, e.g. to simulate the vibration signal of a bearing with two different faults at the same time, etc. . . The
peak added is not a single element impulse, but it has a bell-shape with a fixed even if arbitrary length.

3.2 Simulation of an outer race fault results

The fault-maker algorithm is used to simulate an inner race fault. This signal is then used to tested the
high-frequency order tracking algorithm. The sampling frequency is 10kHz and the acquisition time is 10
seconds. The code number of the ball-bearing used is 6309, and its dimensions are reported in table 1.

Dimension 6309
D 74.54
d 17.46
β 10
Z 8

Table 1: Ball-bearing geometrical dimensions

The position profile used in this test is shown in figure 1
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Figure 1: Angular position profile

Figure 2 reports the artificial signal which simulates a fault on the outer race.

The new algorithm for the predictive maintenance ball bearings for machine rotating with arbitrary velocity
profiles is applied to the fault signal. The samples are sampled every time the shaft rotates of 0.1 degrees.
The results are shown in figure 3. Note that the abscissa label is [S∗] because they are not real seconds.

Before the frequency analysis an average is done along all the ramp-up part of the position profile and the
ramp-down. The result of the position and vibration average is shown in figure 4. The ramp-down parts have
been flipped to compare them with the ramp-up parts.

Finally the frequency content of the vibration signal is reported in figure 5. The sampling frequency fs,
the rotational frequency fr and characteristics fault frequency fi are collected in table 2. The frequency
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Figure 2: Artificial vibration signal of a bearing faulted on the inner race

spectrum clearly shows peaks which differ one to another for 5.556Hz. This frequency corresponds to the
characteristic fault frequency of an external damage. The proposed algorithm determines the existent fault
correctly.

Hz

fs 13322
fr 1.8430
fe 5.6714

Table 2: Sampling frequency, rotational frequency and fault frequency of the vibration signal

4 Conclusion

In this paper a procedure for the detection of faults of ball bearing elements of an electrical motor drives has
been presented. The procedure is a refinement of the Computed Order Tracking (COT) method, which has
been improved to tackle the case of low speed and high acceleration cases. The proposed procedure has been
tested in a simulated framework, which derives from a real case study developed in cooperation with Tetra
Pak Packaging Solutions. Simulative results prove the feasibility of the proposed method.
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Abstract 
 
The effect of the flexibility of the shaft, unbalance and bearing clearance in a rotor bearing system is 
studied theoretically and experimentally. The model consists of a flexible shaft ,a disk on which there is an 
unbalance mass, and two bearings, one of which has clearance. Flexibility of the rotor has been modelled 
using finite element method using Timoshenko beam theory for the shaft elements. The mathematical 
model consists of a system of nonlinear, discontinuous, and stiff second order differential equations which 
was run using MATLAB ODE solver. A test rig has been manufactured to validate the simulation. It 
consists of an accurately ground cylindrical steel shaft with a rotor which is balanced but has means to 
attach an unbalancing mass. The shaft is mounted in bearings at ends which can be replaced to give 
different radial clearances. The results show the transition from orderly harmonic and subharmonic 
behaviour to chaotic and the effect that variations in unbalance, clearance and speed have on the 
transitions. 

Introduction 

Rotating machinery often suffers from vibration problems and is a common source of vibration which is 
transmitted to neighbouring structures. In particular, problems arise from vibration generated by the 
flexible rotating shafts required by modern technology. Clearance at the bearings due to tolerances and 
wear can also seriously affect the dynamic response of the system. 
Tiwari et al [1] modelled rigid and balanced rotor connected to a bearing with clearance. Contact was 
modelled by a nonlinear spring on the basis of Hertz theorem. They compared results of simulation and 
experimental test and concluded that when clearance reduces, linearity and stability of the system 
increases. Albedoor [2] generated a model of rotor which had two translational and one torsional degrees 
of freedom. Contact has been modelled using Newton impact low and friction has been considered. 
Zapomel et al [3] modelled rubbing between disks of a rotor and the stator. Rotor was modelled using 
FEM and Newton impact low and linear spring model was used for contact. Groll and Ewins [4] modelled 
a Jeffcott rotor. Two nonlinear functions were applied to determine the normal force and coulomb friction 
was considered. Aidanpag and Karlberg [5] considered a rotor with two translational degrees of freedom 
with contact to a massless rigid ring which was connected to earth using springs. In another paper, they 
studied the effect of stabilizing rod on the behaviour of the rotor [6]. Lu et al [7] modelled contact between 
imbalance Jeffcott rotor using Newtonian's impact law and solved equations of motion analytically under 
some considerations. Pavlovskaia et al [8] modelled contact between a Jeffcott rotor and a massless ring, 
retained by four preloaded springs which exert only compressive force. Ahani et al [9] have investigated 
the monitoring of a rotor bearing system with imbalancy and clearance. Although extensive investigations 
have been performed in the area of the vibration and dynamic of the rotor bearing systems, a few have 
addressed the possibility of the chaotic oscillations of these most commonly used systems. 
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In this investigation the transition from orderly periodic behaviour to chaotic behaviour of a rotor bearing 
system and the effect of unbalance, clearance and speed on the possible chaotic behaviour of the system is 
studied both theoretically and experimentally. 

Mathematical Model 
The model consists of a flexible shaft mounted on two bearings one of which has clearance. The shaft has 
a disk with an unbalance mass (Figure 1). 

          
Fig1. The model of the system and the clearance model.  

 
Flexibility of the rotor has been modelled using the finite element method. Timoshenko beam model has 
been used for beam elements. Four elements have been considered. Each node has four degrees of 
freedom; two translational and two rotational. Gyroscopic effect is included for the disk and shaft 
elements. Torsional and axial vibrations are neglected. A massless ring model is used to consider the 
clearance at one of the bearings. The model distinguishes between three modes of motion due to the 
presence of the clearance; free flight mode, impact, and contact mode. Motion starts from free flight mode 
and continues until impact between rotor and stator occurs. Then rotor may come back to free flight mode 
or enter to contact mode. This mode continues until rotor separates from stator and free flight mode starts 
again. To detect the time of impact and to distinguish the mode of motion after impact the method used in 
[9] has been followed. 

The system equations of motion for the three modes of motion are as below: 

Free Flight Mode: 1ˆ <z  
In this case, the rotor does not come in contact with bearing and moves freely within the clearance 
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Contact Mode: 1ˆ ≥z  
In this case, the rotor comes in contact with the bearing increasing the effective stiffness of the system. 
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Impact Mode: 
When contact is lost, retaining the contact will be accompanied by an impulsive force or impact: 

                                                                                                                                             (3)                             
                       

PVM =∆
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Simulation Results 
 
The results presented in this section are in the form of time history, phase plane portrait (in which rotor 
displacement is displayed against its velocity), and polar plot (vertical displacement of the rotor versus its 
horizontal displacement). 
Figures 2-7 are results for the shaft running in a bearing with 0.22mm clearance, low, intermediate and high 
speeds.  The first group (Figures 2-4) are with a large unbalance of 6.762g.mm (equivalent to 0.486 grams 
at 14mm radius) and the second group (Figures 5-7) with a small unbalance of 0.676g.mm. 
Each figure represents the movement of the shaft in three forms;  radial displacement as a function of time, 
a phase portrait of radial velocity versus radial displacement, and trajectory in the radial plane. 

High unbalance simulation results 
 
At low speed (Figure 2) there is no evident pattern in the time response (top figure), and this is the 
confirmed by the radial trajectory (bottom figure) in which it can be seen that the motion is for the shaft to 
move across the bottom of the bearing while the out-of-balance force reinforces the gravitational force to 
hold them in contact, followed by a period of free flight until the bearing is again encountered. The phase 
portrait (middle figure) indicates a strange attractor and hence evidence that the motion is chaotic. 
Figure 3 shows the behaviour at an intermediate speed.  Evidently the out-of-balance force holds the shaft 
in close contact with bearing over most of each orbit, but there is an unpredictable period of free flight 
across the top of the orbit.  The phase portrait shows a strange attractor, indicating that the motion is 
chaotic.   
At high speed (Figure 4) the trajectory of the shaft (bottom figure) is seen to be close to a circle, indicating 
that the out-of-balance force is sufficient to overcome gravity and maintain intimate contact with the 
bearing throughout its orbit. In the time series (top figure) the response appears to be a repeating pattern 
every four cycles (period-4 motion) and this is confirmed by the phase portrait (middle figure) which 
shows a closed curve with four cycles (this is clear when the figure is enlarged). 
 

Low unbalance simulation results 
 
Figures 5-7 corresponds to relatively balanced rotor (the excitation is assumed to be due to imbalance 
present in the rotor) and fixed values of the clearance (0.22mm) and the three different  speeds (2460rpm, 
3480rpm and 5160rpm). 
For low and high speeds the results show possible chaotic behaviour, as the trajectory fills a region in the 
phase plane and it is not a closed curve ( It does not repeat itself). The behaviour for the intermediate 
speed ( transition between these states) , is period-2 motion. Of course for recognizing between 
quasiperiodic motion and chaos and for identification of routes to chaos (if any), more results are needed 
and more nonlinear tools such as bifurcation diagram, Poincaré section and power spectrum should be 
employed. 
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         Figure 2. Motion of unbalanced rotor  
                        at 81rev/s (4860rpm) 
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Figure 3. Motion of unbalanced 
rotor at 81rev/s (4860rpm) 
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Figure 5. Motion of balanced rotor 
at 41rev/s (2460rpm) 
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Figure 4. Motion of unbalanced 
rotor at 85rev/s (5100rpm) 
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Figure 6. Motion of balanced rotor 
at 58rev/s (3480rpm) 
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Figure 7. Motion of balanced rotor 
at 86rev/s (5160rpm) 
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Experimental Equipment 
 
The experimental rig is shown schematically in Figure 8.  It consisted of an accurately ground 10.00mm 
diameter steel shaft supported in a heavy and stiff steel enclosure, driven by a small DC motor attached 
co-axially through a flexible coupling.  By this means the shaft could be rotated at speeds from zero to 
5000 revolutions per minute (83 rev/s) with good decoupling from any vibration or unbalance in the 
motor. 

 

Figure 8.  Experimental rig 

 
The shaft was mounted in bearings close to each end: a commercial deep groove ball bearing at 
the motor end and a phosphor bronze plain bearing with clearance 0.22mm at the free end.  A 
well balanced rotor was mounted at the mid-point of the shaft and had provision for an 
unbalanced mass of 0.483 grams to be added at a radius of 14.0mm.   
Two eddy current non-contact position sensors were mounted so as to measure the radial 
movement of the shaft close to the plain bearing.  These sensors were mounted at ±45° to the 
vertical so that the instantaneous position of the rotating shaft could be determined in its plane of 
rotation.  In addition, an optical encoder on the motor shaft gave a measure of the angular 
position of the shaft so that the instantaneous position of the shaft could be related to the position 
of the unbalance mass. 
The sensor and encoder signals were recorded on a digital oscilloscope, downloaded into a 
computer and stored as an Excel spreadsheet.  To make interpretation easier, the data was 
manipulated using matrix arithmetic to shift the axes from ±45° to vertical/horizontal and 
displayed as a plot of trajectory over several revolutions. 

DC motor 

optical encoder

flexible coupling 

ball bearing 

unbalanced rotor 

shaft 

plain bearing 
with clearance 

non-contact position sensors 
mounted at ±45° to the vertical 
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Experimental Results 

Measurements of shaft trajectory were obtained over a range of speeds.  In each case the trajectory was 
recorded over three or more cycles to investigate cyclic behaviour.  The scales relate to the gaps between 
the sensor and the shaft and their absolute values are not significant.  The “rest” position with the shaft 
lying at the bottom of the bearing is approximately (-0.29, -1.85). 

Figure 9 shows the behaviour of the shaft with the unbalance mass attached.  At low speed (Figure 9a) the 
shaft appears to move along the bottom of the bearing, describing a flattened “figure of eight” with the 
larger loop being clockwise, the same as the direction of shaft rotation.  This motion is a combination of 
sliding and rolling as the unbalance force tends first to lift the shaft off the bearing, and press it into 
contact.  The trajectory appears to be cyclic, repeating every two revolutions. 

At high speed (Figure 9c) the trajectory is approximately elliptical, with the shaft sliding along the bottom 
of the bearing, losing contact as it climbs the bearing wall and flying across until it encounters the other 
wall.  There is no evidence of a repeating cycle, at least with a period of less than five revolutions. 

The transition between these states is shown in Figure 9b.  This is a clockwise circuit with no evident 
repeating cycle, but it does not appear to be whirling.  On the rightward trajectory (the top of the circuit) 
the shaft is evidently following the bottom of the bearing, but the lifting unbalance force lifts it slightly. 

It should be noted that the transitional behaviour in Figure 9b is for increasing shaft speed.  A similar 
transition occurs as the shaft speed is reduced, but at a lower speed of 69 rev/s. 
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Figure 9.  Unbalanced shaft in loose fitting 

bearing (0.22mm clearance).  
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Figure 10 shows the same shaft and bearing arrangement, but with the unbalance removed so that the shaft 
was well balanced.  As before the shaft was rotated clockwise over a range of speeds. 

At low speed (Figure 10a) the behaviour was similar with the shaft describing circuits across the bottom of 
the bearing.  As before the trajectory is a clockwise loop of sliding and slipping with the shaft lifting 
slightly in the rolling phase. 

At a higher speed (Figure 10b) there is a transition to a new rotation behaviour in which the shaft axis 
moves very little.  It does not lie at the bottom of the bearing, but has climbed slightly up the side in the 
direction of rolling.  There is no sign of any cyclic motion, and the trajectory may well be chaotic.  This 
behaviour does not change significantly at higher speeds (Figure 10c). 
 
 
Comparison of Theory with Experimental Results 

It is clear that there are discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental results, primarily the 
apparently significant lift of the shaft as it rolls over the bottom of the bearing compared with the much 
closer contact during the sliding phase.  It is possible that this is an artefact due to bending of the shaft 
since the experimental measurements were made approximately 30mm from the bearing.  The other 
discrepancy is the very small horizontal motion seen in the well balanced case at high speed, which is very 
different to the roll/slide motion predicted by the model. 

The similarities between the model predictions and experimental results are the roll/slip behaviour at low 
speeds, the transition to chaotic motion and the appearance of cyclic orbiting behaviour. 
 
 
Conclusions 

Effects of unbalance mass, clearance, and speed on dynamic response of a rotor-bearing  system  have 
been studied theoretically and experimentally. It is shown that the system exhibits periodic , subharmonic 
and chaotic motions. 
It is found that in the presence of a clearance, change in unbalance level, although , changes the  trend of 
the system behaviour, it does not affect  the  system behaviour qualitatively as both periodic and chaotic 
behaviour are seen in balanced and unbalanced cases. Also it is seen from the results that variations in 
speed affect  the system behaviour considerably. 
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Appendix: Nomenclature 
 

:M  Mass of the rotor. 
:m  Unbalanced mass. 

1k : Stiffness of the rotor. 
:c  Viscous damping of the rotor. 
:2k  Stiffness of the snubber ring. 

γ : Clearance 
ρ: The distance from the centre to the location of the unbalanced mass. 
φ0 : Initial phase shift. 

:ω  Natural frequency 
:Ω  Excitation frequency 

P  :      Impact 
:V  Rotor velocity 
:xε  Displacement of the center of the snubber ring in the "x" direction. 
:yε  Displacement of the center of the snubber ring in the "y" direction. 

:so  Center of the snubber ring. 
:ro  Center of the rotor. 
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Abstract
In this work we present a new method to detect bearing or mechanical faults in asynchronous machine by
exploiting the instantaneous frequency estimated starting from accelerometer sensor. Fault appears with each
passage of rolling elements on the degraded surface of bearing and we can simulate it by shocks having a
direct impact on the shaft speed of the machine. Where, the idea to exploit the speed in order to find infor-
mation related to the defect.
An experimental data were used to verify the validity of the method. Data were collected through an ac-
celerometer sensor attached to the machine above the defective bearing to measure the mechanical vibrations
and through an optical encoder fixed at the free end of the shaft gives the angular position of the rotor shaft.
Instantaneous frequency analysis, in the presence of natural raceway bearing fault, illustrates the very good
performance of the proposed method in the detection of bearing faults. The results are corroborated by an
envelope analysis.

1 Introduction

This work belongs to a vaster project relating to the diagnosis of mechanical defects on revolving machines
starting from electrical measurements. Existing methods can be grouped in two categories, those based on
the treatment of mechanical signals and others based on the treatment of electrical signals. The diagnosis
of electric machines, strongly developed in industrial domain, becomes essential for certain applications be-
cause of the will to obtain a chain of increasingly sure production. The production line must be equipped
with reliable protection systems because the unspecified failure, even most alleviating, can lead to a material
or body damage inevitable. Therefore, there has been a substantial amount of research into the creation of
new condition monitoring techniques for induction motor drives. Those have for prime objective to warn
the users of a possible risk being able to appear in a particular point of the system. Asynchronous machine
failures are divided into stator, rotor, and bearing faults. Approximately45 percent of the failures are due to
bearing faults. A classification of the most frequently encountered faults can be found in [1], [2], [3].
In this research, we will present a method of diagnosis, which exploits instantaneous frequency estimated
starting from an accelerometer sensor and an optical encoder to identify bearing faults even if the fault is
still in an incipient stage. Changes in vibration levels measured on the surface of a machine are the result
of changes in internal forces. These forces, and therefore vibration levels, increase when the condition of
the machine deteriorates, due to unbalance, misalignment,bearing & gear tooth wear. High vibration can
also arise from resonances or structural modifications suchas corrosion, structure and foundation cracks,
coupling resonances, etc. The application presented here by exploitation of instantaneous speed opens ways
of diagnostic different from the traditional tools such as the vibratory or acoustic analysis. The signal pro-
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cessing tools developed for the diagnosis of bearings can make it possible to study any other type of defects
in cyclic statistical matter as well on the machines as on theprocess or equipments production. Section 2
points out the signature of each type of bearing faults. Section 3 introduces instantaneous speed and defines
its operational limits. The programming under MatLabr is described and the experimental results are shown
in this section. All details concerning the test rig and bearing informations are given in section 4.1. Finally,
we introduce in section 3.3 the feasibility to estimate instantaneous speed starting from the vibratory signal
and the limitation of this method.

2 Bearing fault signature

Bearings in general consist of two concentric rings, outer and inner, with balls between them. The balls are
bound by a cage which ensures a uniform distance between themand prevents any contact. Bearing defects
can occur as a result of fatigue of their material under normal operational conditions. First, cracks will appear
on the tracks and on the balls. Then, pitting and scuffing of material can quickly accelerate the wear of a
bearing and intensive vibrations are generated as a result of the repetitive impacts of the moving components
on the defect. For instance, when a rolling element contactsa defect on the inner or outer raceway, it produces
an impact which in turn excites the structural modes of the bearing and its support. In an operating bearing,
a series of impacts occurs with a repetition frequency whichdepends on whether the defect is on the inner
or the outer race, or on the rolling element. Therefore, the overall vibration signal measured on the bearing
shows a pattern consisting of a succession of oscillating bursts dominated by the major resonance frequencies
of the structure. Rolling element bearings experience someslip of the rolling elements, thus yielding as a
consequence that the occurrences of the impacts never reproduce exactly at the same position from one cycle
to another. Furthermore, when the position of the defect is moving with respect to the load distribution on
the bearing, the series of impacts is modulated in amplitude. From these considerations, some randomness
should be expected in the measured vibration signal as well as some amplitude modulation. The defect will
produce one of the four characteristic fault frequencies inthe machine vibration depending on which bearing
surface contains the fault; each bearing defect has its own signature and is characterized by a fundamental
frequency (1)-(4) which can be calculated on the basis of thestructure and dimensions of the bearing and the
shaft speed [4], [5].

Cage fault frequency: FC =
1
2
FR

(
1− Db cos β

Dc

)
(1)

Outer raceway fault frequency: FO =
NB

2
FR

(
1− Db cos β

Dc

)
(2)

Inner raceway fault frequency: FI =
NB

2
FR

(
1 +

Db cos β

Dc

)
(3)

Ball fault frequency: FB =
Dc

Db
FR

[
1−

(
Db cos β

Dc

)2
]

(4)

Where:

FR rotor frequency;
Db ball diameter;
Dc pitch diameter;
NB number of rolling elements;
β ball contact angle.
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3 Use the instantaneous speed as indicator for analysis

3.1 Definition

Instantaneous frequency (IF) is an important signal characteristic arising in many fields. It is a concept
intimately linked to time-frequency analysis, where it canbe obtained from a time-frequency distribution
(TFD) as the first conditional moment in frequency, suggesting that the IF is the average frequency at each
time. Conceptually the IF can be interpreted as the frequency of a sinusoid which locally adjusts the analyzed
signal. Nevertheless, in the case of non-stationary signals with frequential properties varying in time, the
introduction of the concept of instantaneous frequency canprove to be useful for the analysis.

Physically, it is significant to note that the analyzed signal must certainly be a signal with only one compo-
nent, where there is only one frequency or a narrow band frequency varying according to the time; in the
case of signals with multi-components, the concept of IF is no longer valid [6], An example is given by the
case of the stator current signal of an asynchronous machinebecause this signal contains the harmonics of
the fundamental frequencies, including the harmonics of the slot passage frequency and other components.
Two basic definitions are proposed in the literature to calculate instantaneous frequency; one is established
starting from the derivative of the phase of the analytic signal associated with the studied signal, and the
other is given on the basis of the time-frequency representation of the studied signal.

The instantaneous frequencyfi(t) of a mono component analytic signalz(t) = a(t) ∗ ejφ(t) is defined as
being the derivative of its phase:

fi(t) =
1
2π

dϕ(t)
dt

(5)

The analytical signalz(t) is a complex signal containing same information as the real signalx(t). In contrast
to the real signal, the complex signal contains only positive frequencies. It is built starting from the real
signal by using the Hilbert transform (Appendix A) symbolized by the operatorH:

z(t) = x(t) + jH[x(t)] (6)

where:

H(t) =
∫ +∞

−∞

x(t− τ)
πτ

dτ (7)

3.2 Algorithm of treatment

The kinematic study of the machine enables us to determine all rotational frequencies of the wheels and
pinions as well as the meshing frequencies between each couple wheel-pinion.

The suggested method proceeds in five stages:

1. band pass filtering of the vibratory signal around the meshing frequency

2. calculation of the analytic signal starting from the filtered signal, This is integrated under MatLabr in
the function ”hilbert” which, contrary to its name, not onlycalculates the Hilbert transform, but also
the analytic signal directly

3. calculation of phase of the analytic signal

4. calculation of the instantaneous frequency
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5. The instantaneous frequency is not directly exploitable, because we are not interested in its value, but
in its frequential contents. We thus calculate its power spectral density (PSD)

It will be possible also to merge stages3 and4 and to directly calculate the instantaneous frequency after
stage2 by using the function ”instfreq” included in Time-Frequency Toolbox under MatLabr

3.3 Estimation of instantaneous frequency starting from ge arbox acceleration sig-
nal

If the mechanical diagnosis of defect starting from speed seems interesting, it can be constraining by the
need of speed sensor. In the mechanical systems turning at quasi-constant speed and presenting a reducer,
the estimated speed can be carried out starting from gear by using an accelerometer sensor which makes it
possible to extract meshing frequency and to calculate the speed fluctuations by frequency demodulation.
Thus we join the preceding case relating to the analysis of a speed signal.

3.3.1 Gearbox model

The originality of the method is the use of the gearbox acceleration signal to detect the bearing fault by ex-
ploiting the instantaneous frequency. The meshing frequency is processed in order to determine the position
and the speed of the input shaft. We are based on the model for gearing vibration presented by McFadden
in [8] and more recently by Wang in [9] to discuss the effect ofa small amount of speed variation. The
estimation of instantaneous frequency through gearbox acceleration signal was presented by Bonnardot & al
in [10].

x(n) =
M∑

m=0

Xm[1 + am(n)] cos [2πmTf1n + φm + bm(n)] (8)

Wheref1 is the frequency of the wheel,T is the number of wheel teeth,Tf1 is the meshing frequency,
m is the number associated with harmonic of the meshing frequency (m = 1 for fundamental),Xm is the
amplitude of themth harmonic,φm is the original phase,am(n) andbm(n) are the amplitude and phase
modulation functions due to bearing fault. So,am(n) is composed of two periodic signals, each one with
the period of the respective wheel1/f1 and1/f2: Further details about the vibration signal can be found in
[11, 12]. Without speed fluctuation, the spectrum (figure 1) is composed of :

• a peak at the meshing frequencyfmesh = Tf1 and its harmonicsm ∗ fmesh;

• sidebands: peaks spaced atq ∗ f1 (q = 1, 2, 3, ...) andp ∗ f2 (p = 1, 2, 3, ...) around the meshing
frequency (and its harmonics). These sidebands are due to the amplitude modulation of the meshing
signal by the wheels onam(n).

x(n) is then convolved with the response of the structure. According to the model, the frequency of the shaft
f1 is contained in the time version of the signalx(t). We explain in this article a method to extractf1 in
order to estimate the instantaneous frequency and to detectbearing fault.

3.3.2 Speed estimation

To take into account the speed fluctuations, it is necessary to replacef1 by f1(n) in (8). Each frequency
noted without(n) should be now considered as an average frequency. Sincebm(n) varies with time, it is
interpreted as a speed fluctuation and will be included inf1(n). The model is now:

x(n) =
M∑

m=0

Xm [1 + am(n)] cos
[∫ t

0
2πmTf1(t)dt + φm

]
|t=nTe (9)
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Figure 1: Spectrum of gearbox acceleration signal

The idea is to isolate the meshing frequency (or one of its harmonics) by using a band pass filter centred on
the meshing frequency (or one of its harmonics)

The filter will extract:

y(n) = Xm × cos
[∫ t

0
2πmTf1(t)dt + φm

]
|t=nTe (10)

The analytic signal associated withy(n) is used to extract the speed information:

Sa(n) = Xm × exp
[∫ t

0
2πjmTf1(t)dt + φm

]
|t=nTe , j

2 = −1 (11)

Next, the phase of the signal is taken in order to extract:

φ(n) =
[∫ t

0
2πmTf1(t)dt + φm

]
|t=nTe (12)

It is very important to use the unwrapped version of the phase, since the phase is proportional to the angular
position of the shaft. To estimate the instantaneous phase of the input shaft (that is to say its angular position
in radian) it is necessary to divide the signal bymT :

ϕs(n) =
φ(n)
mT

=
[∫ t

0
2πf1(t)dt +

φm

mT

]
|t=nTe (13)

Finally Instantaneous Frequency is obtained by

finst(n) =
1
2π

dϕs(n)
dn

(14)

The instantaneous phase corresponds to the angular position of the input shaft, and, the instantaneous fre-
quency to the input shaft speed (normalized frequency). Theresults of this method are presented and dis-
cussed in paragraph 4.2
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4 Experimental setup and results

4.1 Instrumentation aspect

Figure 2: Test Rig

The test rig (figure 2) is composed of an asynchronous motor,1.1 kW; a double reduction speed reducer fixed
on the axis of the rotor which is carried by two bearings, one of them is defective. This machine is supplied
directly by the power supply network of the laboratory; it actuates a DC machine which outputs in a rheostat
to carry out a load. The mechanical vibrations are measured by an accelerometer integrated in the machine
above the bearing; the angular position of the rotor shaft isobtained by an optical encoder fixed on the axis.
The optical encoder delivers a square signal whose frequency is a multiple of the rotational frequency, this
enables to study the speed fluctuations. We also make electrical measurements (voltages and currents) for
the development of new methods of diagnosis based on the analysis of the electric signals [7]. For this study,
we interest only to treat accelerometer signal and optical encoder.

Type Outside diameter Inside diameter NB Dc Db cos(β)

SKF 6303-2Z 47mm 17mm 7 32mm 8.735 1

Table 1: Bearing parameters

Table 1 shows the parameters of bearing taken from the data sheet, andcos β deduced from various mea-
surements. The motor, with two pole pairs, operates at the average shaft speed of1483 r/min (FR = 24.71
Hz). A real defect of outer raceway is located at86.9 Hz in the vibration spectrum; using the parameters
of bearing taken from the data sheet, the presence of the defect at this frequency is confirmed by (2). The
spectrum is very rich because there are certain frequenciesrelated to the kinematics (figure 3) of the machine
and the gear system.

4.2 Detection of fault through instantaneous frequency

The defect results from a natural degradation of the external cage of the bearing which supports the rotor
beside the reducer. This fault appears with each passage of the balls on the degraded surface of the outer
raceway. One can simulate it by shocks which have a direct impact on the shaft speed of the machine. Where,
the idea to exploit the speed in order to find information related to the defect. The sampling frequency of the
encoder signal is102400 Hz and the bandwidth of pass band filter is16000 - 34000 Hz. Fig. 4(a) represents
the power spectrum density of instantaneous speed estimated using the optical encoder. Greatest dynamics in
this spectrum is related to the rotational frequency24.71 Hz and its harmonics. The bearing fault frequency
at62.89 Hz is also detected with its harmonics but with lower levels.
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Figure 3: Kinematic of the machine
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Figure 4: Power Spectrum density of instantaneous frequency

This is not the case of Fig. 4(b) which shows the spectrum of instantaneous frequency estimated starting
from an accelerometer sensor by a frequency demodulation around the meshing frequency494 Hz. This
spectrum highlights a comb of peak at62.9 Hz corresponding to the signature of outer raceway fault andit
increases with the extent of the defect. Figure 4(b) represent better the information related to the defect and
we can easily distinguish the frequencies. It should be noted that the speed signal carries also much of other
information’s.

We can conclude that the instantaneous speed estimated starting from the vibratory signal promotes the
information related to the defect in the spectrum and at the same time we have the information of speed, while
the instantaneous speed estimated starting from optical encoder carries more information on the rotation of
the machine.

This result is corroborated by an envelope analysis of the acceleration signal at high frequency8.5 kHz
which confirms also the presence of defect at62.9 Hz. Faults in rolling element bearings are often low
energy signals, that are difficult to detect until they become severe. Envelope analysis enables detection of
these signals and gives information about the precise faultfrequencies. In the case of reciprocating machines,
gives the precise location in the machine rotation cycle andtherefore, the probable cause, at a very early stage
of the fault. The envelope analysis constitutes a referencebut requires an accelerometer sensor as well as an
analysis in high frequency. At low frequency, the defects ofbearing are masked by the majority of the other
mechanical events.
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Figure 5: Envelope analysis of vibratory signal

5 Conclusion

The vibratory diagnosis by envelope analysis in high frequency is relatively known and powerful, the ex-
ploitation of the information contained in speed can on the other hand prove to be interesting if the machine
is already equipped with such speed sensor (for example for its regulation) or optical encoder. In the case
of a machine comprising a reducer, if the signal cannot be acquired at a sufficiently high frequency to make
an envelope analysis, it is possible to carry out a frequencydemodulation around meshing frequency, this
allows the restitution of the information related to speed and thus the study of the bearing.
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A Hilbert Transform

The Hilbert Transform of the signalx(t) is defined to be the signal whose frequency components are all
phase shifted by−π/2 radians. The resulting signal is denoted

x̂(t) = H{x(t)} (15)

x̂(t) is produced by passingx(t) through a filter with transfer function

H(f) = −jsgn(f) (16)

The magnitude and phase ofH(f) are
|H(f)| = 1 (17)

φ{H(f)} = −π

2
sgn(f) (18)

The impulse response is the inverse Fourier transform ofH(f):

h(t) =
1
πt

(19)

It is instructive to contrast and compare the transfer function of the Hilbert transform to that of a pure time
delay(x(t) → x(t− t0)). The transfer function of the time delay is

Hd(f) = exp(−2πft0) (20)

|Hd(f)| = 1 (21)

φ{Hd(f)} = −2πft0 (22)

Both have the same magnitude but the time delay has a phase which is linear in frequency instead of constant.
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Abstract 
Electric motors are widely used in information device, home electric, industry, etc. The technical demands 

on motor nowadays should meet not only compact, high power and efficiency but also less noise and 

vibration. In this study, a simple plate and an electromagnet are used to measure the magnetic flux density 

and the plate vibration. Also the electromagnetic analysis model is used to calculate the electromagnetic 

excitation force that loads on FE plate model to predict the vibration for verification. Then an axial gap 

type brushless DC motor is dealt with for actual application. The predicted magnetic flux density based on 

electromagnetic analysis model of the motor is confirmed by measured data. Finally structural 

modification to change the FRF of rotor component is applied and the noise improvement is achieved 

under operating condition. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays the electric motor is utilized not only in electric car, motorcar, elevator as transportation 

product but also in PC, printer, air conditioner, vacuum cleaner as consumer product for our ordinary life. 

Therefore it is required to suppress the noise of motor for better life environment. 
 

The researches on noise and vibration of motor for various types have been conducted for long time. For 

example, a paper to analyze the unstable vibration in consideration of magnetic pull force acted on stator 

is reported when the electromagnetic excitation force at double supply frequency is generated as 

fundamental vibration frequency component or one to determine conventionally the resonance frequency 

of stator [1,2]. Also the identification of noise source for electric generator of car based on experimental 

modal testing and the prediction of electromagnetic noise based on rotor and stator FE model are reported 

[3,4]. 
 

These researches reveal that the noise and vibration of motor are complicated phenomena due to coupling 

of structure and electromagnetic. However many of them are paid to attention to inner rotor type inductive 

motor and only few are found for axial gap type brushless DC motor dealt with in this paper [5,6]. Also 

the measurements of magnetic flux density under operating condition are reported quite seldom and 

furthermore the prediction of vibration response and improvement of vibration and noise under operating 

condition are not established. 
 

In this paper, the electromagnetic analysis is verified by measured magnetic flux density under operating 

condition and then the vibration response can be predicted against pull and repulsion force acted on rotor 

which is referred as electromagnetic excitation force in this paper. Finally the structural modification to 

achieve effective improvement of vibration and noise is proposed and the result of application to actual 

motor is described. 

 

 

2. Prediction for simple plate model 
 
The electric motor consists of rotor and stator component that involves many electromagnets. For 
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simplification a simple steel plate and an electromagnet are used to predict the magnetic flux density 

during activating electromagnet and then the vibration of the plate due to electromagnetic excitation force 

by good use of electromagnetic and structural analysis. 
 

Fig.1 shows the setup of experiment where the distance between the plate and the electromagnet (referred 

as air gap) is set 0.02 m. The acceleration responses in z direction at the center of plate due to 

electromagnetic excitation force are measured when the electromagnet is activated by 10 V of 120 Hz sine 

wave input. The magnetic flux densities at point H1 and H2 in z direction in the figure are measured with 

transverse type hall generator and shown in Fig.2. 
 

Parallel to the experiment, the electromagnetic analysis is carried out and the model is shown in Fig.3, that 

is a quarter of full model because of symmetry around z axis. The predicted magnetic flux density at point 

H1 and H2 based on the model is shown in Fig.4 which agrees well with the measured one. 
 

Next the electromagnetic excitation force for the simulation of vibration response based on the result of 

electromagnetic analysis can be written as the following equation, 

 

           t
BB

S

f mm
ω

µµ
2cos

44 0

2

0

2

+−=                          (1) 

 

where 0µ  [H/m] is the magnetic permeability of air, Sf  [N/m
2
] is the electromagnetic excitation 

force per unit area when the magnetic flux density mB  [T] behaves as sine wave of angular frequency 

ω  [rad/s]. In dynamic analysis, only the second term in the equation is taken into account. 
 

As a result, the magnetic flux density distributes as exponential decay manner from the center of the plate. 

Thus the values of magnetic flux density at 10 points along x direction of the steel plate in Fig.3 are 

calculated and converted to the electromagnetic excitation forces through equation (1) that loads at 

structural FE model under free-free boundary condition shown in Fig.5 (a). Fig.5 (b) shows the discrete 

distribution of electromagnetic excitation forces and consequently the acceleration responses in z direction 

are predicted as shown in Fig.6 together with measured data. As seen in the comparison, the acceleration 

by measured and predicted are matched well and the dominant frequency component at 240 Hz, which is 

the double of supply frequency 120 Hz, are clearly found. 

 

 

3. Experiment for vibration and noise of motor 
 
3.1 Order tracking analysis 

 
The dynamic characteristic and behavior of vibration and noise of the motor are grasped. The motor under 

consideration is composed of two parallel rotor plates with permanent magnets of 8 poles (4 pairs) which 

holds the stator with 9 slots. In general the vibration and noise become dominant at the least common 

multiple frequency between the number of pair and slot, namely 36 th order of fundamental rotation 

frequency in this case. 
 

The order tracking analysis is carried out under operating condition. The sound pressure at 0.5 m apart 

from the upside of motor and the acceleration at the surface of motor are measured with tachometer for 

revolution timing, 400 to 1900 rpm in this case. 
 

According to the measured acceleration and sound pressure, 36 th order is confirmed dominant 

respectively and has two peaks at constant frequency about 800 and 1200 Hz. Since two peaks of 36 th 

order of acceleration in function of revolution rpm (shown in dotted line in Fig.14) is observed, it is found 

that there exist two resonance frequencies which should be taken into consideration. Especially 1350 rpm 

is focused in this paper when the first resonance frequency at about 800 Hz coincides the 36 th order. 
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3.2 Modal testing 
 
In order to investigate the cause of objective resonance frequency, the modal testing with impact excitation 

is carried out. First the bracket of whole motor is excited and the first resonance frequency is found at 765 

Hz and the second at 1131 Hz. Then the bracket is removed (referred as assembly motor) and the rotor is 

excited directly. The resonance frequencies are observed at 892 Hz and 1106 Hz. Compared with these 

mode shapes of whole and assembly motor, the first and second mode shape look alike and it is found that 

the cause of noise and vibration is due to the rotor vibration. Therefore a FE model of only rotor 

component with back yoke, electromagnet, bearing, shaft and spacer (shown in Fig.10 (b)) is good enough 

to predict the vibration response because the stator is very stiff and assumed rigid component. 

 

 

4. Response simulation under operating condition 
 
4.1 Prediction and measurement of magnetic flux density 
 
In order to grasp the electromagnetic excitation force acted on the rotor under operating condition, the 

prediction and measurement of magnetic flux density are conducted. Then the structural FE model of the 

rotor is used to simulate the vibration response against the electromagnetic excitation force. 
 

The magnetic flux density at the stator surface in vertical direction is measured with hall generator as 

shown in Fig.7. Also the electromagnetic analysis model shown in Fig.8 is created with 1 mm air gap, 

which represents the skew angle of magnet at stator and magnet hole at rotor. Because of the symmetry on 

x-y plane, a half model is good enough. The rotation rpm is set 1350 rpm which is pointed out mentioned 

above and the input is three phase alternative current of 90 Hz with 0.135 A. 
 

The comparison of magnetic flux density at point 1 by measurement and prediction is shown in Fi.9 (a) 

and (b) respectively. The amplitude and wave form and further distinctive feature at peak like uneven are 

matched well to confirm the verification of the analysis. 

 

4.2 Prediction of electromagnetic excitation force 
 
Similar to the simple plate model, the distribution of magnetic flux density should be taken into 

consideration of the electromagnetic excitation force in response simulation. According to the result of 

electromagnetic analysis, the distribution of magnetic flux densities in radial and circumference direction 

at the surface of rotor magnet is calculated as constant. Therefore the electromagnetic excitation force is 

determined by equation (1) using the magnetic flux density at the center of each eight rotor magnets in z 

direction. Then the calculated electromagnetic excitation force in time domain is loaded at eight rotor 

magnet surfaces, A to H shown in Fig.10 (a) of structural rotor FE model. It is assumed that the 

electromagnetic excitation force is only loaded in z direction and constant at each rotor magnet. 

 
 

5. Structural modification for noise improvement 
 
5.1 Rotor modification 
 
Since the first resonance frequency of the rotor component is found as the cause of noise and vibration 

under operating condition, the shift of the first resonance frequency is aimed to modify. Because the rotor 

is a rotating component, thus the structural modification has to be symmetry around the rotating axis to 

avoid unbalance. The proposed structural modification is shown in Fig.11 and able to shift the first 

resonance frequency higher. The comparison of FRF of original and modified rotor is shown in Fig.12, in 

which the first resonance frequency is shifted from 892 Hz to 1026 Hz. 
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5.2 Vibration response simulation 
 
The vibration responses of the motor before and after the structural modification mentioned above are 

compared based on FE model loaded by the electromagnetic excitation force. The acceleration response in 

frequency domain is shown in Fig.13. Compared with the original rotor, the proposed modified motor 

after structural modification gains 85 % reduction at the fundamental frequency of 892 Hz but causes 

slight increase at higher frequency component. 

 

5.3 Verification under operating condition 
 
The order tracking analysis is then carried out again to confirm the improvement of vibration and noise 

after proposed structural modification on rotor. The acceleration of the bracket of the motor and the sound 

pressure 0.5 m apart from the upside of the motor are measured from 400 to 1900 rpm with 20 rpm 

interval. The acceleration of 36 th order in function of rotation rpm is measured as shown in Fig.14 in 

solid line after structural modification and in dotted line before and original. It is seen that the proposed 

structural modification on rotor component achieves the improvement to reduce the acceleration and 

noise. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 
 
(1) The vibration response of simple plate model due to electromagnetic excitation force can be predicted 

by good use of electromagnetic and structural analysis and confirmed by experiments. 
 

(2) The cause of vibration and noise of the motor is found by order tracking analysis and modal testing. 
 

(3) The vibration response of the motor can be predicted properly. 
 

(4) The structural modification of the motor component is proposed and the improvement of vibration 

and noise is achieved under operating condition. 
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Fig. 1 Setup of experiment (Simple model) 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Magnetic flux density (Experiment) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Electromagnetic analysis model of 
simple model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Magnetic flux density (Analysis) 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Input condition 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of accelerations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 7 Setup of experiment 
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Fig. 8 Electromagnetic analysis model of 
motor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Comparison of magnetic flux densities 
at Point1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Input condition of electromagnetic 
excitation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11 Structural modification 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 Comparison of rotor FRFs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 Comparison of accelerations 
        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 Comparison of 36th order of 
accelerations 
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Influence of bearing loads and operating conditions on 
steam turbine vibrations 
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Abstract 
Steam turbines that includes a control stage often show significant changes of the vibration levels 
correlated with changes of megawatt load. This can be due to changes of magnitude and direction of the 
journal bearings loads which cause variations of oil-film geometry and dynamic stiffness coefficients. 
A suitable choice of the bearing geometry can reduce the severity of these phenomena. Anyhow, load rises 
and decreases can generate additional dynamic forces, transmitted to the turbine shaft through the blades 
of the first stage, which cause further changes of the machine vibrations. This paper shows a diagnostic 
strategy used to study the influence of bearing loads and operating conditions on high pressure steam 
turbine vibrations. Particular techniques for the analysis of monitoring data have been integrated with 
model-based methods aimed to estimate the correlations between load and machine vibrations. This 
diagnostic strategy has been used to analyse the dynamic behaviour of the steam turbine of a power unit. 

1 Introduction 

Changes of the shaft-train alignment caused by changes of the machine thermal state as well as changes of 
the forces transmitted to the shaft of steam turbines that include a control stage, in consequence of 
megawatt loadings, can cause significant changes of magnitude and phase of the vectors associated with 
the loads acting on the turbine journal bearings. Owing to this the oil-film geometry and the corresponding 
dynamic stiffness can be affected by important changes. This can cause significant changes of the machine 
vibrations. Moreover, the static and dynamic forces transmitted to the rotor by the steam that flows 
through the control stage and possible further forces induced by excessive thermal expansions of pipes 
linked to the machine case can be additional causes of changes of the machine vibrations in operating 
conditions. 
Tilting-pad journal bearings can reduce the risk of the occurrence of high vibrations of steam turbines due 
to considerable changes of magnitude and phase of the bearing load vectors. Nevertheless, elliptical 
journal bearings are often mounted instead of tilting-pad journal bearings owing to their minor cost and 
the underestimation of the consequence of the rotor system excitations generated by some critical 
operating conditions. 
The results of detailed analyses of monitoring data integrated by those obtained by means of model-based 
methods provide significant diagnostic information that can explain the reasons of the occurrences of 
abnormal vibrations that sometimes affect the steam turbines. The method proposed in this paper can be 
used to study corrective actions that can reduce the sensitivity of the turbine vibrations to the excitations 
generated by the phenomena correlated with the load control. 
This paper shows the successful results provided by the a diagnostic strategy within investigations 
performed on the dynamic behaviour of the steam turbine of a power unit. 
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2 Case history 

An uncommon diagnostic strategy that includes the use of model-based methods was developed and 
applied to analyse the experimental vibrations of the steam turbine of a 100 MW cogeneration power unit 
which showed an abnormal dynamic behaviour in operating condition. 
The machine-train was composed of a gas turbine (GT), a generator and a steam turbine (ST). A gearbox 
was mounted between gas turbine and generator while a slim auxiliary shaft and a clutch were mounted 
between generator and steam turbine. Figure 1 shows the machine-train diagram along with the bearing 
numbers hereafter used in the paper. Owing to the small flexural stiffness of the auxiliary shaft and the 
clutch the ST vibrations were lightly  affected by those of the generator rotor. The operating speeds of GT 
and ST were 5230 rpm and 3000 rpm, respectively. Each journal bearing was equipped with a couple of 
XY proximity probes mounted at 45° Right and 45° Left as shown in Figure 1. 
The total rated power of the unit was 100 MW while the rated power of the steam turbine was 20 MW. 
The regulation of the steam turbine load was obtained by means of a control stage, that is by operating on 
the stroke of the inlet valves that governed the steam flow. The full arc of stator blades was subdivided 
into four sectors. 
 

Steam TurbineGenerator Clutch

GearboxGas Turbine

STGEN

GT

#2#1#3#4#5

X
(45° Right)

Y
(45° Left)

CCW rotation
 

 

Figure 1: Machine-train diagram, bearing numbers and probe arrangement 

In operating condition the ST vibrations showed to be influenced by the load. In particular the level of the 
synchronous (1X) vibrations significantly increased during load rises apart from the initial thermal state of 
the ST. This behaviour showed to be repetitive during many load rises and decreases. Figure 2 shows the 
historic trend of amplitude and phase of the 1X vibrations measured on bearings #1 and #2 during a load 
decrease occurred before a planned machine coastdown. In the same figure the trend of the load, whose 
values can be read on the right-hand scale of the lower diagram, is shown. 
Correlations between machine response and load are not unusual in steam turbines, however in this case 
the changes of the vibration levels were considerable so that in the most critical conditions they 
approached the alarm limit suggested by the machine manufacturer (120 μm pp). Therefore, the causes of 
this abnormal behaviour required to be investigated in order to set up suitable corrective actions. 
It was supposed that the dynamic stiffness of the oil-film journal bearings #1 and #2 of the ST could play a 
significant role in the machine vibrations experienced in operating conditions. Figure 3 shows the main 
characteristics and geometrical parameters of the two elliptical bearings #1 and #2 mounted at the 
coupling end and the non-coupling end of the turbine shaft. The values of the main geometrical parameters 
of both bearings are reported in Table 1. 
The machine and assembled radial clearances, Cp and Cb (Figures 3, 4), can be expressed as: 

  p pC R= − R b bC R R= −  (1) 

where R is the journal radius. The bearing pre-load, m, is given by: 

 1 bm C Cp= −  (2) 

The nominal bearing load, W, acting on supports #1 and #2 was evaluated considering the weight of only 
the steam turbine shaft and the clutch. The dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients of the oil-film 
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journal bearings, Kij and Rij (i, j = x, y), can be obtained on the basis of the respective linearized 
dimensional coefficients, kij and rij, and the shaft angular speed, Ω, using the following expressions: 

 ( , , )ij p ijK C k W i j x y= =  ( , , )ij p ijR C r W i j x y= Ω =  (3) 

Table 2 shows the dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients of the journal bearings #1 and #2 
evaluated by integrating the Reynolds equation considering the operating speed [1, 2]. Owing to the 
considerable value of the pre-load factor, m, the direct coefficients Kxx and Rxx evaluated in the horizontal 
direction x are not very high. Moreover, for both bearings, they are significantly lower than the respective 
direct coefficients Kyy and Ryy evaluated in the vertical direction, y. 
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Figure 2: Historic trend of amplitude and phase 

of the 1X vibrations measured on bearings #1 
and #2 during a load decrease. Trend of load 

(right-hand scale of the lower diagram). 
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Figure 3: Geometry of the elliptical bearings 
#1 and #2 (exaggerated radial clearance) 

 

    

  BEARING N.  
  #1 #2  

Journal radius [mm] R 160.0 125.0  
Length L / R 1.0 1.0  

Machined Clearance Cp / R 0.0038 0.0040  
Assembled Clearance Cb / R 0.0017 0.0018  

Pre-load Factor m 0.5455 0.5556  
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clearance profile
    (lower lobe)1X filtered orbit

O: bearing centre
B: lower lobe centre

=OA/C  : eccentricity ratioχ b

 

Table 1: Main geometrical parameters of the 
oil-film journal bearings #1 and #2 of the 

steam turbine  Figure 4: Journal bearing parameters 

 

 STIFFNESS COEFFICIENTS DAMPING COEFFICIENTS 
Bearing n. Kxx Kxy Kyx Kyy Rxx Rxy Ryx Ryy

#1 1.5725 -0.6991 -4.6750 9.5010 0.8980 -1.7078 -1.7558 8.3401 
#2 1.9074 -1.2601 -5.1322 9.4951 1.0657 -2.0975 -2.1214 8.0072 

 

Table 2: Dimensionless stiffness and damping coefficients of the oil-film journal bearings #1 and #2 
of the steam turbine evaluated at 3000 rpm considering the nominal bearing loads 
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That is, in operating condition, the anisotropy of the oil-film journal bearings #1 and #2 was noticeable. 
This study was integrated with the analysis of the average journal position. The gap voltage data collected 
at bearings #1 and #2 during the load decrease shown in Figure 2 and the subsequent machine coastdown 
were used to determine the journal centreline curves. The average journal displacements as well as the 
journal eccentricity ratio, χ, and the attitude angle, θ, were evaluated accordingly with the reference 
systems illustrated in Figure 4. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the dimensionless journal centreline curves of bearings #2 and #1, respectively, 
obtained by dividing the dimensional eccentricity values by the corresponding assembled clearance Cb of 
the bearing. In these figures the clearance profile of the lower lobe of the elliptical bearing is shown. 
On both supports the load decrease from 20 MW to the off-load condition caused significant changes of 
the average journal position in comparison to the assembled clearance Cb. On bearings #1 and #2 these 
average journal displacements occurred with an opposite versus and similar magnitude also during load 
rises. This behaviour showed to be highly repetitive in occasion of several rises and decreases of the steam 
turbine load. In particular, on the outboard support the load rises caused an increase of the horizontal and 
vertical components of the average journal position. 
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Figure 5: Average journal position at bearing 
#2 (ST non-coupling end) during a load 

decrease and a coastdown 

Figure 6: Average journal position at bearing 
#1 (ST coupling end) during a load decrease 

and a coastdown 

Owing to the bearing pre-load the horizontal component of the centreline curve experienced in the shaft 
rotational speed range up to 3000 rpm was rather large, therefore, the additional displacement due to the 
load rises that occurred after runups caused a considerable total displacement of the journal in the 
horizontal direction. On the contrary, on the inboard bearing #1 the megawatt load rises caused a 
significant decrease of the horizontal and vertical components of the average position. Owing to this, at 
the highest load values the journal position got near the vertical axis passing through the bearing centre. 
The significant changes of eccentricity ratio and attitude angle that occurred at bearings #1 and #2 due to 
load rises and decreases are shown in Figure 7 accordingly with the references illustrated in Figure 4. 
In order to validate some of the results obtained by means of the models of bearings #1 and #2 the 
theoretical values of eccentricity ratio and attitude angle determined considering the nominal bearing loads 
and the operating speed have been shown in Figure 7. These numerical results are in good accordance with 
the respective experimental data collected in the off-load operating condition. 
When the steam turbine load exceeded 12 MW the journal eccentricity ratio and attitude angle within 
bearings #1 and #2 became very different although the dimensionless geometrical parameters of these 
bearings were rather similar. This behaviour implies that the bearing loads were significantly influenced 
by the megawatt load. 
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Figure 7: Experimental data of eccentricity 
ratio and attitude angle vs. load at bearings 

#1 and #2. Comparison between experimental 
data and numerical results in the off-load 

operating condition. 

Figure 8: Dependence on megawatt load of 
magnitude and phase of the bearing load 

acting on supports #1 and #2 of the 
steam turbine 

This is not unusual in steam turbines that include a control stage which causes a partial arc admission of 
the steam flow. In this case magnitude and phase of the resultant vector of the forces transmitted to the 
shaft by the steam flow depend on the opening degree of the inlet valves of the steam which is governed 
by the load value. 
The models of bearings #1 and #2 along with the experimental average journal positions measured in 
operating condition were used to estimate the static horizontal and vertical components of the oil-film 
forces associated with different values of the load ranging from 0 MW to 20 MW. This study allowed the 
dependence on megawatt load of magnitude and direction of the bearing loads to be investigated. 
The results of this study are shown in Figure 8. The direction of the bearing load vector was evaluated 
with respect to the vertical axis as shown in Figure 3. In the upper range of the megawatt load the 
magnitude of the horizontal component of the static load acting on bearings #1 and #2 became rather 
important. 
The curves illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 show the presence of a deterministic relationship between 
megawatt load and bearing loads. This behaviour can be the consequence of the forces transmitted by the 
steam flow to the rotor blades of the first stage of the ST. In fact, during load rises and decreases the steam 
flow passes through only a partial arc of these blades. Anyhow, it is not possible to exclude that the 
alignment of the shaft-train that included the steam turbine was affected by changes caused by an 
excessive thermal expansion of the pipe that convoys the steam to the inlet valves. Although flexible joints 
are mounted between pipe and turbine case it is possible that under the effect of undesired forces the 
turbine supports, which were included in the casing, were affected by displacements that depended on 
megawatt load and machine thermal state. The significant changes of the average journal position due to 
the load rises and decreases caused changes of the oil-film geometry and dynamic stiffness coefficients. 
Figures 9 and 10 show the dependence on the megawatt load of the dimensionless stiffness and damping 
coefficients evaluated by means of the model of the bearings #1 and #2 considering the experimental 
values of eccentricity ratio and attitude angle illustrated in Figure 7. 
It is possible to note that, owing to the changes of the bearing loads due to the megawatt load rises, the 
stiffness coefficients Kxx and Kyx are affected by significant changes. Anyhow, further coefficients show to 
be fairly influenced by the unit operating conditions. It is possible to suppose that in some operating 
conditions the anisotropy of the oil-film reached exasperated values. This could affect the levels of the 
turbine vibrations. With regard to this tilting-pad journal bearings can provide better performances since 
they are less sensitive to changes of magnitude and direction of the bearing load. 
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In order to better investigate the relationship between the machine dynamic behaviour and the operating 
conditions of the unit the journal orbits measured on bearings #1 and #2 were analysed. The polar plots 
illustrated in Figures 11 and 12 show the dimensionless direct orbits measured with four different values 
of the steam turbine load spaced in the range up to 20 MW. These dimensionless orbits were obtained by 
dividing the vibration amplitudes by the assembled radial clearance Cb of the respective journal bearing. 
The centre of each orbit coincides with the respective average journal position illustrated in Figures 5 and 
6. The position of the key-phasor mark along the orbits measured on bearings #1 and #2 in operating 
condition were out of phase since the operating speed was about 500 rpm higher than the second flexural 
critical speed of the turbine shaft. 
Accordingly with the vibration data shown in Figure 2 shape and dimension of the orbits were 
significantly influenced by the megawatt load. It is possible to note that with a nominal load of 20 MW a 
classic “banana shaped” orbit occurred on the outboard bearing #2. With the same load the orbit measured 
on the inboard bearing of the ST was rather large and mainly oriented towards the horizontal axis. 
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Figure 9: Dimensionless stiffness and 

damping coefficients of the journal bearing 
#1 (ST coupling-end) vs. megawatt load 

Figure 10: Dimensionless stiffness and 
damping coefficients of the journal bearing 
#2 (ST non-coupling-end) vs. megawatt load 
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Figure 11: Unfiltered orbits measured on 
bearing #2 in on-load operating conditions. 

Figure 12: Unfiltered orbits measured on 
bearing #1 in on-load operating conditions. 
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Figure 13: Amplitude of the 1X vibrations of 
the steam turbine vs. megawatt load 

Figure 14: Amplitude of the Not-1X vibrations 
of the steam turbine vs. megawatt load 

This behaviour is in accordance with the low value of the direct coefficients Kxx and Rxx of the oil-film 
dynamic stiffness evaluated in the horizontal direction. 
Figures 13 and 14 show the amplitude of the synchronous (1X) and Not-1X vibrations measured on 
bearings #1 and #2 during the load decrease illustrated in Figure 2. At any load value the synchronous 
harmonic component of the shaft vibration gave the pre-dominant contribution to the harmonic content of 
the vibration signals. The levels of the Not-1X vibrations were rather low. This term of the overall 
vibrations was weakly influenced by the load. This means that the non-linear effects in oil-film forces and 
rotor system response, e.g. due to the significant changes of bearing load, eccentricity ratio and attitude 
angle were nearly unimportant. Nevertheless minor 2X and 3X vibrations occasionally caused a 
significant distortion of the elliptic 1X orbits. 

In addition to this the inclination angle, ϕ, of the major axis of the elliptic 1X filtered orbits measured on 
bearings #1 and #2 with different megawatt loads was studied. Owing to the significant changes of the 
average journal position that occurred in operating condition both magnitude and orientation of the major 
axis of the 1X filtered orbits were significantly influenced by the load. The angle α between the vertical 
axis, y, and the straight line passing thorough the centre of the bearing lower lobe and the centre of the 1X 
orbit, as shown in Figure 4, was considered. The angle γ obtained subtracting α from the inclination angle 
ϕ of the major axis of the 1X orbit was evaluated for different megawatt loads. The results of this 
investigation are shown in Table 3 along with the respective values of the journal attitude angle θ. It is 
possible to note that for both bearings #1 and #2 the angle γ shows only small changes in spite of the 
larger changes of the attitude angle. Therefore, the orientation of the 1X filtered orbits was mainly 
influenced by the average journal position and the shape of the clearance profile of the bearing lower lobe. 
The results of these diagnostic investigations pointed out that the changes of the megawatt load of the 
steam turbine caused significant changes of the bearing loads and oil-film stiffness and damping 
coefficients. It was possible to suppose that this significantly affected the vibrations of the steam turbine 
apart from the effects due to changes of the machine thermal state correlated with the operating conditions 
of the unit. 
 
 

  STEAM TURBINE LOAD 
BEARING ANGLE 0 [ MW ] 5 [ MW ] 9 [ MW ] 14 [ MW ] 20 [ MW ] 

γ  [ degree ] - 7.5° - 6.3° - 9.0° - 9.1° - 7.5° 
#1 

θ   [ degree ] 70.1° 71.4° 71.6° 74.3° 85.0° 
γ  [ degree ] 19.8° 19.5° 22.0° 23.8° 19.7° 

#2 
θ   [ degree ] 64.3° 61.9° 55.9° 44.2° 36.6° 

 

Table 3: Journal attitude angle, θ, and angle γ of the 1X filtered orbits measured at bearings #1 and 
#2 with different megawatt loads of the steam turbine. 
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3 Identification of the equivalent excitations 

Further investigations aimed to identify the causes of the high vibration levels of the steam turbine that 
occurred in operating condition required to simulate the shaft-train response by means of a mathematical 
model of the fully assembled machine based on well known theories [3, 4]. A suitable set of equivalent 
excitations that allowed the machine vibrations obtained at different measurement points to be simulated 
was estimated. This task was performed by means of model-based identification methods, developed in 
the past by the authors, which minimise the error between experimental vibrations and numerical results 
provided by the simulating model [5, 6]. 
For the sake of brevity in this paper only a brief description of the strategy used to identify the equivalent 
excitations by means of which faults and malfunctions in rotating machines can be simulated is shown. 
Some model-based methods aimed to identify faults in rotating machines are developed in the time 
domain [7, 8], however, the approach described in this paper, as well as many fault identification 
techniques, has been developed in the frequency domain. The model-based technique used in this 
investigation to identify machine faults is described in detail in [5, 9]. This method enables simultaneous 
faults to be identified. An outline of this identification technique is shown below for the case of single 
faults only. As said above, the dynamic effects of machine faults can be simulated with suitable sets of 
forces and moments that are applied to nodes of the Finite Element (FE) model of the machine rotor-train. 
By assuming that the system is linear and time invariant the following equation can be written for each 
harmonic component, of order n, of the machine excitations: 

 ( )2( ) (n nn i n n⎡− Ω + Ω + Ω + = Ω⎣ M D G K X F )⎤⎦

)n n⎤⎦

)

 (4) 

where Ω is the machine angular speed, K, M and D are the stiffness, mass and damping matrices of the 
fully assembled system composed of rotor-train, journal bearings and foundation structure, while G is the 
gyroscopic matrix of the shaft-train. The terms of the force vector Fn are the equivalent excitations used to 
model the fault that must be identified. The terms of vector Fn depend on the excitation frequency nΩ. The 
quantity in the square brackets of Eq. (4) is the mechanical impedance matrix of the system. The harmonic 
content of the excitations, as well as the number of not-null terms of vector Fn, depends on the type of the 
fault. A large review about fault modelling by means of equivalent force systems is illustrated in [9] along 
with some model validations. Although Eq. (4) can be written for numerous rotational speeds lower than 
the operating speed, only the experimental vibration data collected for a limited number of suitable 
rotational speeds are analysed in order to avoid an overabundance of nearly identical observations that 
could cause numerical problems or identification errors. Moreover, the analysis of an excessive amount of 
experimental data could cause the solution of the problem to become time consuming without causing a 
significant increase of the result accuracy. Some criteria used to select the rotational speeds at which 
significant transient vibrations can be considered are described in [6]. Equation (4) can be solved to obtain 
the machine vibrations, by defining the transfer matrix Hn as the inverse of the mechanical impedance 
matrix: 

  (5) ( ) 12( ) (n n i n
−

⎡= − Ω + Ω + Ω + Ω⎣X M D G K F

that is: 

 (n n n n= ΩX H F  (6) 

Usually, the absolute vibrations of the shafts are measured at a limited number of cross-sections that often 
coincide with the machine supports. Therefore, a vector Xm, the terms of which are the shaft displacements 
associated with the degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) along which the machine vibrations are measured, must be 
defined. A unique set of Eqs. (6) can be written considering different rotational speed values. Then, the 
rows in Eq. (6) are rearranged, by partitioning the transfer matrix Hn, in order to split the vector Xm, from 
the vector Xr the terms of which are the displacements evaluated at the remaining d.o.f.s of the rotor 
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system model. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be rewritten in the following form, in which any dependence on both 
Ω and harmonic order n has been omitted for the sake of brevity: 

  (7) m m

r r

=⎧
⎨ =⎩

X H
X H F

F

ex

Considering only the first set of Eq. (7) and the vector Xex, the terms of which are the experimental 
transient vibrations that correspond to the terms of the vector Xm, it is possible to determine the error, δ, 
between simulated vibrations and experimental data. 

 m ex m= − = −X X H F Xδ  (8) 

Then, the equivalent excitations Fn can be estimated with Weighted Least Squares Error Methods. In order 
to allow easier comparisons between the errors obtained with the identification of different faults a relative 
error, ε, can be evaluated using the following expression: 

 
[ ] [ ]

1
2*T

*T
m ex m ex

ex ex

ε
⎛ ⎞− −
⎜=
⎜
⎝ ⎠

X X X X
X X

⎟
⎟

 (9) 

Usually, the scalar error ε is called residual. The location of the excitations Fn used to model single or 
multiple faults must be changed along the rotors to identify the actual location of the fault. Therefore, 
many estimates of the residual ε are provided by a fault identification process and more than one type of 
fault could be modelled accordingly with the fault symptoms pointed out by the monitoring data. The most 
probable fault is that one with which the minimum residual is associated. This strategy allows the type, the 
severity and the location of the fault to be identified. 

3.1 Effects of the bearing coefficients on the machine vibrations 

At first it was supposed that the increase of the vibration levels associated with the load rises was mainly 
due to the changes of the bearing coefficients caused by changes of the average journal position. A model-
based method was used to study the dynamic behavior of the unit. Figure 15 shows the Finite Element 
Model of the shaft-train composed of a portion of the generator rotor, the auxiliary shaft, the clutch and 
the steam turbine shaft. The dynamic effects of the oil-film in the journal bearings on the machine 
response were considered by means of dynamic stiffness coefficients that depended on shaft rotational 
speed and megawatt load. 
A simple rigid foundation was included in the model of the machine-train since no significant dynamic 
effect that could be ascribed to resonances of the foundation structure and supports was pointed out by the 
experimental vibration data collected during runups and coastdowns. 
A reliable identification of the residual unbalance and possible further synchronous excitations was rather 
difficult to be performed. However, in accordance with the requirements of the investigation a satisfactory 
estimation of equivalent balance weights that were able to simulate the ST dynamic behavior in operating 
conditions was sufficient. The two cross-sections of the turbine shaft associated with the nodes n.34 and 
n.55 (Figure 15), whose axial position was arbitrarily chosen, were considered. 
Then, the equivalent balance weights mounted on these planes that minimized the error between numerical 
results and the steam turbine vibrations measured in off-load operating condition were estimated by means 
of a classic Weighted Least Squares Error Method. The magnitude of the two identified unbalances were 
0.108 kgm and 0.070 kgm, respectively. 

The residual ε, that is the relative error expressed by Eq.(9) associated with the identified imbalance 
weights was very small: 0.1516. 
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Clutch Steam Turbine
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Figure 15: Finite Element Model of a portion of the slow shaft-train of the power unit 

Therefore, it was possible to suppose that these equivalent imbalance weights, although they were not a 
reliable estimation of the actual 1X excitations, were able to simulate also the vibrations that occurred 
during the load rises under the assumption that the changes of the vibration levels were mainly caused by 
the changes of the dynamic stiffness coefficients shown in Figures 9 and 10. In fact, at the constant 
operating speed the 1X forces due to the actual residual unbalance did not depend on the load and machine 
thermal state. Then, the machine model and the equivalent imbalance weights were used to predict the 
steam turbine vibrations at different loads. Figure 16 shows a comparison between experimental data and 
numerical results as well as the residual ε. The curves illustrated in this figure show that the changes of 
bearing loads and oil-film coefficients were not sufficient to explain the considerable changes of the 1X 
vibration vectors that affected the ST vibrations during the load rises and decreases. Likely, the changes of 
the operating conditions generated additional 1X excitations that gave a further contribution to the 
increase of the vibration levels. 
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Figure 16: Amplitude and phase curves of 1X vibrations measured in the X direction 
(45° L) on bearings #1 and #2 vs. megawatt load. Comparison between experimental data 

and numerical results. Global residual (right-hand scale). 

3.2 Identification of the equivalent excitations generated by load rises 

The changes of the average journal position within the ST bearings #1 and #2 that occurred in on-load 
operating conditions with respect to the reference position measured in off-load operating condition were 
caused by changes of the static component of forces, likely due to the control stage, that generated a 
couple of moments My and Mz, acting in the vertical and horizontal plane, respectively (Figure 17). This is 
confirmed by the data shown in Figures 5 and 6. It is possible to suppose that the 1X harmonic component 
of the same set of forces due to the megawatt load generated equivalent 1X moments My and Mz whose 
magnitude and phase depended on the operating conditions. The mathematical model of the fully 
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assembled machine was used to evaluate these equivalent excitations whose effect was to increase the 
turbine vibrations during the load rises. 
A single couple of moments was applied at different nodes of the FEM of the shaft-train illustrated in 
Figure 15. The influence coefficients of the shafts associated with 1X moments My and Mz applied to the 
cross-sections located at the nodes considered within this investigation were evaluated. Also in this case a 
WLSEM was used to estimate the magnitude and phase of the two moments My and Mz that minimised the 
error between numerical results and the experimental 1X vibrations measured on bearings #1 and #2 in the 
X and Y directions (45°R and 45°L). These excitations were identified considering the oil-film 
coefficients and the experimental vibrations associated with different megawatt loads. At each 
measurement point the 1X vibrations that could be ascribed only to the load rises were estimated by 
subtracting the 1X vibration vectors measured in the off-load conditions from the corresponding 1X 
vibration vectors measured at different loads. Hereafter these 1X vibrations will be called additional 
vibrations. This common approach requires to consider unimportant the non-linear effects in the machine 
dynamic behaviour. Often this supposition does not significantly affect the reliability of the investigation 
results. 
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Figure 17: Vectors B1-A1 and B2-A2: changes of 

the average journal position at 20 MW with 
respect to the reference journal position in off-

load condition. Equivalent moments My and Mz. 

Figure 18:  Magnitude and phase of the 
identified moments My and Mz 

vs. megawatt load. 

The results obtained with this study, here not reported in detail for the sake of brevity, showed that the 
best simulation of the experimental additional vibrations were given by a couple of moments My and Mz 
applied to node #34. With regard to this it is necessary to consider that the main aim of this study was to 
identify a set of equivalent excitations that were able to simulate the experimental vibrations rather than to 
evaluate the actual set of excitations caused by the load rises. Figure 18 shows the changes of magnitude 
and phase of the identified moments, acting in the horizontal and vertical plane, associated with different 
values of the load. Figures 19 and 20 show the amplitude and phase curves of the 1X vibrations, generated 
on bearings #1 and #2 by the above mentioned identified moments, as a function of the load. In these 
figures the numerical results are compared with the corresponding experimental 1X additional vibrations. 
The small error between monitoring data and vibration predictions is confirmed by the very small value of 
the residual (ε = 0.0135) evaluated considering the vibrations measured by means of the XY probes 
mounted on bearings #1 and #2 with five megawatt load values spaced in the range from 9 MW to 
20 MW. Moreover, the curves of magnitude and phase of the identified moments shown in Figure 18 are 
regular. On the basis of the satisfactory results of this study it is possible to suppose that the identified 
equivalent moments are able to successfully simulate the dynamic effects caused by the actual excitations 
generated by the load rises. 
In general, the anisotropy of tilting-pad journal bearings is negligible or rather low, depending on their 
geometrical characteristics. Moreover, the dynamic stiffness coefficients of the oil-film can be increased 
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by properly adjusting the pad pre-load. Therefore, it is possible to suppose that the effects due to the actual 
excitations, simulated by means of the identified equivalent bending moments, can be reduced by 
substituting the original elliptical journal bearings of the steam turbine with suitable tilting-pad journal 
bearings which can give better performances. 
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Figure 19: 1X additional vibrations on bearing 
#1 vs. megawatt load: comparison between 
experimental data and numerical results. 

Figure 20: 1X additional vibrations on bearing 
#2 vs. megawatt load: comparison between 
experimental data and numerical results. 

4 Conclusions 

The vibrations of steam turbines that include a control stage can be affected by significant changes when 
the unit is operated in on-load condition since magnitude and direction of the bearing loads can be highly 
influenced by the megawatt load value. This can cause significant changes of the dynamic stiffness 
coefficients of the oil-film journal bearings of the turbine shaft and then changes of the vibration levels. 
In this paper a diagnostic strategy aimed to study the sensitivity of the dynamic behaviour of these steam 
turbines to load changes is shown. The proposed method combines the use of suitable techniques for the 
analysis of monitoring data with investigation techniques based on models of oil-film journal bearings and 
fully assembled machine. This strategy allows the influence of machine hot-alignment and megawatt load 
on bearing loads and steam turbine vibrations to be successfully investigated. 
The satisfactory results provided by the proposed diagnostic strategy within the analysis of the dynamic 
behaviour of a power unit steam turbine are shown. Moreover, a suitable set of equivalent excitations that 
allow the turbine additional vibrations caused by load rises to be simulated has been estimated by means 
of a model-based identification method. This further study provided interesting information about the 
effects of load on machine vibrations. 
On the basis of the results obtained by means of this diagnostic strategy suitable corrective actions, like 
the substitution of the two elliptical bearings of the steam turbine with tilting-pad journal bearings, can be 
set up in order to reduce the sensitivity of the dynamic behaviour of the steam turbine to changes of the 
megawatt load. 
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Abstract 
Non-accidental head injury of infants, or ‘shaken baby syndrome’ (SBS) remains a controversial issue in 
the medical and legal fields. SBS is normally associated with three characteristics: brain damage 
(encephalopathy), bleeding in the retina (retinal haemorrhage), and bleeding within one of the membraned 
layers surrounding the brain (subdural haemorrhage). Perhaps the most controversial aspect of SBS is the 
disagreement amongst experts over its possible causes. The classical hypothesis is that severe shaking of 
an infant can produce shaken baby syndrome. However, biomechanical studies have often argued that 
shaking, on its own, is unlikely to induce sufficient damage to be fatal. The difficulties of obtaining 
qualitative, let alone quantitative, biomechanical data from SBS cases mean that this argument remains 
open and hotly contested. 
In the present study, it is suggested that the infant fontanelle plays a key role in shaken baby syndrome. 
This hypothesis is explored using a numerical model formulated in LS-DYNA. Fluid-structure-interaction 
methods are used to model the dynamics of the brain tissue that is suspended in the cerebral fluid. The 
effect of an elastic membrane (i.e. the fontanelle) within the supporting skull structure is then investigated. 
It is demonstrated that even for greatly simplified models, the dynamic response of the system is sensitive 
to the presence of the elastic membrane. 

1 Introduction 

Nonaccidental head trauma in infants is the main cause of infant fatality from injury [1]. This so-called 
‘shaken baby syndrome’ (SBS) is clinically diagnosed by evidence of: 

• Retinal haemorrhage (bleeding within the eye),  

• Subdural and/or subarachnoid haemorrhage (bleeding in the layers of tissue surrounding the brain) 
(SDH).  

• Encephalopathy (brain damage).  
However, individually these symptoms can occur due to a large number of medical conditions, and so SBS 
is hugely controversial from a legal perspective. This is illustrated by a recent case in the UK that has 
received substantial media attention [2]. This controversy is partly due to the differing opinions adopted 
by some biomechanics and medical experts. In particular, some researchers have argued that based upon 
widely accepted data from vehicle crashworthiness studies, it would be impossible to cause infant fatality 
from shaking alone. [2-4]. 
This impact crashworthiness approach assumes that the Head Injury Criteria [5] can be scaled to young 
infants, and that it is applicable to the different excitation conditions during shaking  rather than vehicle 
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crashes. Since the structural dynamics of the brain and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are nonlinear, these two 
assumptions are questionable. 
A key difference between an infant and an adult skull is the presence of the fontanelle and sutures [6]. An 
illustration of a newborne infant skull is shown in Figure 1. The individual bones of the newborn are not 
fused together (as for an adult skull), but joined by soft tissue. This permits deformation of the skull 
during labour (i.e. through the birth canal). The most prominent area of soft tissue is the anterior 
fontanelle, which is often referred to as the baby’s ‘soft spot’. 
How does the anterior fontanelle play a role in shaken baby syndrome? It is widely understood that CSF 
helps to cushion the brain during an  impact event. This concept was explored by Morison in his PhD 
thesis [7], which described finite element (FE) investigations of SBS. Essentially, the buoyancy forces of 
the brain submerged in CSF drastically reduce the longitudinal accelerations of the brain. However, this 
assumes that the CSF is itself enclosed within a rigid container. Clearly, this is no longer the case for an 
infant, due to the presence of the fontanelle. 
This article focuses on exploring this issue using simplified FE models of infant skulls. A key concern is 
how such models can be experimentally validated, and so the article also describes some preliminary work 
to develop an appropriate experimental test facility. However, to begin with, some relevant literature on 
the use of FE modelling in head trauma is summarised. 

2 Literature review 

Although FE modelling of head trauma can be traced back to the 1970’s [8] and 1980’s [9], the research 
from the last two decades is understandably more advanced. For brevity, only a few relevant studies are 
cited here: more detailed literature reviews can be found in references [7, 10]. 
Ruan et al [11] analysed a 3D FE model of an adult head. The CSF was modelled as an elastic layer. 
Different impact scenarios were investigated, and for short simulations the results agreed well with 
physical experiments performed by others. Lee et al [12] analysed a 2D model of a rhesus monkey, and 
investigated the likely stretch ratio of the bridging veins (failure of which can lead to SDH). Omori et al 
[13] also investigated the role of bridging veins, and they concluded that the veins should be included 
when trying to model some injury mechanisms. Morison [7] performed a detailed analysis of bridging vein 
behaviour focusing on shaken baby syndrome. He demonstrated the importance of using fluid-structure 
interaction (FSI) to account for the CSF, but was unable to include the viscosity of the CSF in his model. 
Although he found it difficult to obtain empirical data for infant bridging veins, he did show that rotational 
accelerations were the main contributor to bridging vein failure. He proposed that the fontanelle be 
included in future work. Margulies et al [14] also focused on an infantile skull, including the main sutures 
and anterior fontanelle. They showed that the infant model deformed more than a comparable adult model 
in an impact scenario. Roth et al [15] developed a comprehensive FE model of an infantile skull. They 
included the fontanelle and sutures, but modelled the CSF as a solid. They compared shaking and impact 
simulations, and found much lower stresses in the shaking scenario. However, they showed that the 
bridging vein strains were comparable for the shaking and impact scenarios. 
To summarise, although there have been a number of detailed FE studies of head trauma, the previous 
work has not considered the combined effects of: 

• Infantile anatomy (e.g. fontanelle), 

• Cerebrospinal fluid rather than a solid approximation, 

• Shaking rather than impact. 
Furthermore, the challenging problem of model validation has not been fully addressed. To address these 
issues, the next section proposes some alternative simplified FE models of varying complexity. 
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Figure 1: Sutures and fontanelle in the newborne infant skull (viewed from above) 

3 FE Modelling 

A fundamental problem with the FE modelling of shaken baby syndrome is the issue of model validation. 
Aside from the usual issues that arise with biomechanical models (i.e. insufficient knowledge of material 
properties, biological variations between specimens), the nature of SBS makes any model validation 
activity difficult to pursue for obvious ethical reasons. Consequently, there is some value in investigating 
the motion and deformation of structures that are greatly simplified representations of the problem at hand. 
As well as enabling increased computation efficiency, such structures could be replicated using non-
biological materials (e.g silicone gel, processed gelatine) so that some form of model validation becomes 
viable. For this reason, the present article describes two model geometries. The first is a simplified 2D 
representation of the sagittal plane (Figure 1) of an infant skull. The second is a model of an adult skull 
generated from MRI data, with an optional ‘fontanelle’ artificially introduced so that its influence can be 
observed. 

3.1 2D Sagittal plane models 

The aim of this model is to investigate a highly simplified representation of brain tissue, cerebrospinal 
fluid, and anterior fontanelle, to determine the validity of different fluid-structure interaction techniques. 
Three sagittal plane models were developed, each using an equivalent geometry, but with different 
formulations for the fluid-structure interaction. The first model has a Lagrangian formulation (i.e. the 
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displacement of the FE nodes matches that of the corresponding material), and is shown in Figure 2. Here, 
the skull is modelled as a rigid nearly circular structure. The fontanelle is modelled as an aperture at the 
top of the rigid nearly circular skull, using elastic shell elements. The brain is modelled as an elastic solid, 
and the CSF is modelled as an elastic fluid with FE nodes that were merged with the surrounding solid 
elements. In the second model the fluid model was replaced with a 1 point Arbitrary Lagrangian Eularian 
(ALE) model, with mesh smoothing, to allow modelling of viscous fluid stresses and fluid pressures. 
Here, a Lagrangian time step is performed but the mesh is then smoothed to prevent excessive mesh 
distortion. Consequently the motion of the mesh no longer corresponds to that of the underlying material. 
A reference system of nodes was defined so that the ALE mesh tracked the movement of the rigid skull. In 
the third model, the CSF was modelled with an ALE void mesh formulation. The void mesh was used to 
enable the CSF to flow into the space created by deformation of the fontanelle or brain elements. 
Deformation of the fluid and void meshes does not occur, such that the fluid flows ‘through’ the mesh. 
This was the only model where the fluid nodes were not merged with the surrounding structure. Instead, 
additional contact constraints were defined. 
For all three model formulations, the rigid skull was excited using a sinusoidal lateral motion parallel to 
the plane of the fontanelle, with a frequency of 4Hz and amplitude 1.2ms-1. The material properties used 
are shown in Table 1. It should be noted that these values were chosen to match those from the 
experimental facility (explained later), rather than biological specimens. Furthermore, for the ALE 
formulations, the CSF fluid bulk modulus was specified using the Gruneisen equation of state model [16]. 
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Figure 2: Lagrangian Sagittal plane model 

Component Density 
[kg m-3] 

Young’s 
Modulus 
[MPa] 

Poisson’s 
ratio 
[-] 

Bulk modulus 
[MPa] 

Viscosity (ALE 
formulations) 
[Pa s] 

‘Brain’ (elastic)  1000 2.7x10-2  0.499 -  

‘Fontanelle’ (elastic) 440 0.42 0.42 -  

Cerebrospinal fluid  1000   2110 1x10-3 

Table 1: Material properties for the 2D Sagittal plane models. 
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3.2 3D Adult skull model 

The aim of this model is to qualitatively illustrate the role of a fontanelle using geometry more 
representative of the skull/brain anatomy. However, only a sagittal plane model of an infant head was 
available. Consequently, a fully three-dimensional model of an adult head was used, and a fontanelle was 
artificially introduced by replacing some of the rigid shell elements of the skull with elastic material. 
Owing to the computational cost of the FSI formulations, the CSF was modelled with a Lagrangian 
formulation and the nodes were merged with the adjoining solid elements. 
A translational mechanical excitation was applied to the rigid skull. However, in this model the magnitude 
and waveform of the mechanical excitation was taken from mechanical test data obtained from shaking 
crash test dummies. Full details of this data are given in reference [10]. The material properties used are 
shown in Table 2. 

 
Figure 3: Three dimensional adult model, with fontanelle included 

Component Density 
[kg m-3] 

Young’s 
Modulus 
[MPa] 

Poisson’s 
ratio 
[-] 

Short-time 
shear 
modulus 
MPa 

Long-time 
shear 
modulus 
MPa 

Decay 
constant 
s-1 

Bulk 
modulus 
[MPa] 

‘Brain’ 
(viscoelastic) [17] 

1040 - 0.499 5.99x10-3 2.32x10-3 0.092 - 

‘Fontanelle’ 
(elastic) 

1000 0.42 0.42    - 

Cerebrospinal fluid 
(elastic fluid) 

1080      2110 

Table 2: Material properties for the 3D adult head models 
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4 FE Results 

4.1 2D Sagittal plane models 

The 2D sagittal plane models could be solved relatively quickly on a desktop pc. The Lagrangian model 
took 4 minutes to compute two complete cycles of the 4Hz waveform. The ALE formulation with mesh 
smoothing took 8 minutes, whilst the ALE formulation with a void mesh required over 2 hours. The 
influence of the fontanelle can be qualitatively observed in Figure 4, which showns the distribution of Von 
Mises Stress for the Lagrangian model. Much higher stresses can be clearly observed in the region of the 
brain that is close to the Fontanelle.  

 
Figure 4: Stress distribution (MPa) in the Lagrangian model 

The three model formulations are compared quantitively in Figure 5. Three parameters are chosen for 
investigation: the normal displacement of fontanelle, the translational displacement of the brain surface, 
and the stress near the surface of the brain close to the fontanelle. These three parameters are illustrated in 
Figure 5a. The deflection of the fontanelle is shown in Figure 5b. It can be seen that the Lagrangian and 
ALE smoothed formulations give similar results, and that a steady-state response is achieved after just one 
cycle of the sinusoidal excitation. However, the ALE void formulation has an initial transient behaviour 
that is inconsistent with the other results, suggesting a numerical problem with the initialisation of the 
simulation. Nevertheless, the response of this model appears to become sinuosoidal after one complete 
cycle. 
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Figure 5: Results from the sagittal plane model for sinusoidal excitation. 
——— Lagrangian model; —   — ALE model; - - - -  ALE void model 

(a) Locations chosen for plotting.  Fontanelle displacement  Brain displacement  Brain stress 
(b) y-direction displacement of the fontanelle (c) x-direction displacement of the brain surface 

(d) Von-Mises stresses near the brain surface. 
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The deflection of the brain surface is plotted in Figure 5c. Here, the Lagrangian formulation predicts a 
much lower deflection. This is not surprising, since for this model the nodes on the surface of the brain are 
merged with the fluid, which is modelled as an elastic fluid. Consequently the rotation of the brain is 
artificially stiffened. The ALE smoothed formulation reaches a steady state solution relatively quickly, but 
the ALE void formulation shows transient behaviour.  
The Von Mises Stress levels near the surface of the brain are shown in Figure 5d. The Langrangian and 
ALE smoothed formulations show similar behaviour, but the ALE void model has again failed to reach a 
steady-state condition within the simulated two cycles of motion. 
To summarise, the Lagrangian and ALE smoothed formulations predict similar levels of fontanelle 
displacement and brain stress. The Lagrangian model predicts lower translational motion of the brain, but 
this is expected due to the additional stiffness provided by the fluid model. However, the ALE void 
formulation does not agree with the Lagrangian or ALE smoothed formulations. A high magnitude initial 
motion occurs, and the response does not settle to a steady state condition. These observations suggest that 
there are numerical or convergence issues with this formulation. 
Within the context of shaken baby syndrome, the results from these extremely simplified simulations can 
be seen to have two implications. First, the ‘fontanelle’ can deflect significantly during translational 
motion of the skull, due to the intertial and pressure forces from the brain and CSF. Second, the fluid 
nature of the ‘CSF’ means that the brain is more likely to translate or rotate inside the skull. When 
combined, these two factors mean that the parasagittal bridging veins, that bridge the CSF, will undergo a 
greater deformation. The failure of these bridging veins is a cause of subdural haematoma. Consequently, 
it can be argued that the presence of the fontanelle leads to a greater chance of subdural haematoma due to 
shaking of a skull. Of course, this argument has only been demonstrated for an extremely simplified 
representation of the skull. Nevertheless, the fact that such a scenario arises in the simplified model 
motivates the need for a more detailed and validated study of the effect of the fontanelle. In the next 
section, this result is re-iterated by investigated the more complex 3D finite element model of a skull. 

4.2 3D model 

The 3D model of the adult skull was computed on a high performance computing cluster at the University 
of Sheffield. To qualitatively investigate the role of the fontanelle, the maximum shear strains are 
compared for the models where the fontanelle was absent (i.e. normal adult skull) or artificially 
introduced. The result is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the ‘fontanelle’ has a dramatic effect on the 
shear strains in the adjacent CSF and brain tissue. The high shear strains across the CSF indicate the 
potential for damage to the bridging veins in that region. 

 
Figure 6: Maximum shear stresses in the 3D adult model. (a) without fontanelle; (b) with fontanelle. 
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5 Experimental facility 

A major problem with any study of the mechanical deformation of the brain is that of experimental 
validation. This problem is exacerbated when investigating models of infant brains, where the ethical 
problems are even greater. Consequently, previous FE studies have often not performed any validation 
exercises at all. Meanwhile, this preliminary study has demonstrated that the fontanelle and CSF can have 
a drastic effect on the deformation and motion of the brain. This means that accurate modelling of the 
fluid-structure-interaction becomes important, along with the modelling of the soft viscoelastic tissue of 
the brain and fontanelle. 
As a first step towards addressing these issues, an experimental test facility has been developed at the 
University of Sheffield. The aim of this test facility is to replicate a simplified spherical-type model of the 
skull, brain, fontanelle and CSF, similar to the 2D FE model used in Section 3.1. The prototype consists of 
two rigid Perspex hollow hemispheres that are joined together with a gasket seal. A spherical gelatine 
specimen is placed inside the Perspex sphere, and the void space surrounding the gelatine specimen is 
filled with water. Self-adhesive waterproof markers are bonded to the surface of the gelatine, so that its 
motion within the transparent water-filled container can be visualised. This setup is illustrated in Figure 7, 
which also shows a system of webcams capable of tracking the motion of the gelatine specimen. Different 
configurations of Perspex sphere are available, where a ‘fontanelle’ is included using a latex membrane 
that covers an aperture in the sphere. 
The specimen and webcam system is mounted within a carriage that is mechanically excited using a 
pneumatic actuator. This excitation system is shown in Figure 8. Full details of the test facility are given in 
reference [10]. Some preliminary motion-capture data is shown in Figure 9, for a typical periodic 
pneumatic actuation of the test rig. It can be seen that it is possible to track the global motion of the 
gelatine specimen as it translates and rotates within the water. 
 

 
Figure 7: (a) Test specimen and its mounting on the mechanical excitation system. (b) Markers 

attached to the gelatine for motion tracking (image from the Coronal webcam shown in Figure 7a). 
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Figure 8: Mechanical excitation system 
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Figure 9: Motion capture during experimental testing.  

6 Discussion and Conclusions 

The present article has used a simplified FE model of the infant brain to demonstrate the potential 
significance of the anterior fontanelle in shaken baby syndrome. This result has been further illustrated 
with a qualitative comparison of the predicted response from a 3D FE model of an adult skull. Some 
preliminary experimental activities have also been reported. Although the results to date appear promising, 
there is a number of areas which need further attention, and these are outlined below. 
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6.1 FE modelling 

The present study, and also the first author’s PhD thesis [10] have demonstrated the importance of 
correctly modelling the cerebrospinal fluid when developing FE models of the human skull. This agrees 
with the findings of Morison [7] in his PhD thesis. The recent developments of fluid-structure-interaction 
techniques, and their implementation in nonlinear explicit finite element codes, means that the role of the 
CSF can now be explored in greater detail. For example, Morison’s work (some 5 years ago) was unable 
to include the effect of the CSF viscosity. Current efforts are focussed on developing numerically reliable 
predictions using the ALE approaches, with particular emphasis on model convergence and physical 
interpretation.  
Another issue with the FE approach is the choice of boundary conditions for the brain. In the 2D Sagittal 
plane model, the brain was freely submersed in the CSF, to replicate the experimental facility. In practice, 
the brain stem and anatomy will restrain the motion of the brain in a complex fashion. Furthermore, the 
internal structure of the brain, i.e. the lobes of the cerebrum, the cerebeullum, the tentorium, etc., will also 
influence the structural response. However, the philosophy of this research is to begin by investigating 
more simplified scenarios that can be validated experimentally. 

6.2 Experimental validation 

The experimental activity is at an early stage, but it has been demonstrated that the displacement of a 
gelatine sphere (representing the brain) can be tracked using webcams mounted on a rapidly translating 
platform. The advantage of using webcams (over high speed camera systems) is that they can be mounted 
directly on the platform and withstand the resulting mechanical excitation. The cost and delicacy of a high 
speed camera makes this approach less viable, in which case the stationary camera must have a larger field 
of view in order to track the motion of the platform. As a result, the pixel resolution of the gelatine motion 
will be limited, the shutter speed will need to be faster, and the heat arising from the required lighting may 
influence the viscoelastic properties of the gelatine. Current work is developing an improved webcam 
system that takes advantage of the latest ‘directshow’ enabled devices that can achieve up to 90 frames per 
second. Camera calibration and reconstitution of the actual gelatine motion is also being investigated. 
A second aspect of the experimental facility is that it is currently focussing on translational motion. In 
practice, the infant skull is essentially hinged at the neck, which results in a rotational motion of the head. 
Future work will develop a sprung hinge system for the platform to create a similar motion of the test 
specimen. In terms of model validation, it is also desirable to excite the structure using reproducible 
sinusoidal motion. This is not easily achieved with the pneumatic actuation system currently employed, 
and so a hydraulic system is being investigated. 

6.3 Other aspects 

A key issue with the modelling of biomechanical systems is the uncertainty surrounding the mechanical 
properties of the system. The problem of shaken baby syndrome is especially vulnerable to this problem, 
and so future work will investigate the sensitivity of the models (numerical and experimental) to the size 
of the fontanelle, the material properties, and the anatomical geometry. Furthermore, the response of the 
system to different excitation parameters will be investigated with particular emphasis on any nonlinear 
behaviour of the system. 
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Abstract
By using a multibody dynamic model of a single cylinder combustion engine, coupled to the equations that
describe the dynamics of the fluid film generated by hydrodynamic pressure in the main journal bearing,
this work deals with the feasibility of reducing wear and vibrations in the system components by means of
applying hybrid controllable lubrication conditions to the crankshaft journal bearing. The hydrodynamic
pressure is described by the Reynolds equation, which is modified to accommodate the active lubrication
conditions and numerically solved by means of the finite-difference method. The reaction journal bearing
forces are obtained when the pressure distribution is integrated over the pressure area. These fluid film forces
are coupled to the set of nonlinear equations that describes the dynamics of the reciprocating engine. The
results are obtained for five different cases of controllable hybrid lubrication conditions of the main journal
bearing. The analysis of the results is focus on the behaviour of the maximum fluid film pressure, minimum
fluid film thickness and the cyclic averaged power consumption.

1 Introduction

In the last thirty years, the largest growth area of application of multibody dynamics has been focus on ve-
hicle dynamics analysis, being the analysis of powertrain systems a growing area with potential industry
applications [1]. Despite all the efforts made by the engineering community in order to reduce the waste of
energy and increase the efficiency of the internal combustion engines (ICE’s), the energy losses produced by
friction and heat are still kept in a significant percent. Therefore, the developing of more efficient systems
with less energy consumption is a main concern for design automotive engineers. Some studies have shown
that for a light duty vehicle, friction losses could reach until 48% of the total energy consumption in an ICE,
and from that percent, almost 30% are losses coming from bearings and crankshaft [2], [3]. Additionaly, the
performance of the bearings affects key functions such as durability, noise and vibration of the ICE’s. There-
fore, the study and optimization of the dynamic behaviour of ICE’s, taking into account the hydrodynamics
of bearings is of significant importance for the development of new prototypes. On the other hand, studies
related to the optimization of the design of journal bearings by means of numerical simulation, reduces the
development costs of prototype testing work significantly. Moreover, the flexibility of computational nu-
merical methods and the significant progress achieved in the area of numerical simulation, make possible to
include specific bearing design features and more realistic boundary conditions in the bearing analysis [4].

The focus of this study is on hydrodynamic journal bearings dynamically loaded, such as those ones used
to support the crankshaft in internal combustion engines and reciprocating compressors. Particularly, the
feasibility of applying active lubrication to the main journal bearing of a single cylinder combustion engine
with the aim of reducing wear and friction losses between the crankshaft and the bearing, is studied here.
In this framework, active lubrication refers to those cases where the hydrostatic and the hydrodynamic lu-
brication are simultaneously combined (i.e., hybrid lubrication) and when part of the hydrostatic pressure is
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also dynamically modified [5]. The performance of a hybrid journal bearing depends on several geometric
parameters, such as diameter of the holes, position of the holes, bearing aspect ratio (λ) and axial land width
ratio (āb), therefore, depending on the load and speed working conditions, several types of configurations
are possible [6], [7]. In order to optimize geometrically the design of hybrid journal bearings under different
external load conditions, several studies have been carried out for specific cases, mainly related to stationary
loaded conditions [8], [9]. Particularly, it has been shown by Rowe [7], that hole-entry bearings with holes
disposed circumferentially along two rows may offer advantages over other configurations.

In order to illustrate the effects of modifying the conventional hydrodynamic lubrication in a dynamically
loaded journal bearing, this work compares the perfomance of the main journal bearing of a single cylinder
ICE, operating under hydrodynamic and hybrid (controllable) lubrication conditions. For the hybrid lubrica-
tion conditions, the performance of a hybrid (hole-entry) journal bearing with five different configurations, is
analysed. In these cases, the active lubrication conditions are giving by injecting oil at specific angular posi-
tions and varying the injection pressure in function of the cyclic behaviour of the load conditions. Therefore,
specific rules to vary the injection pressure, based on the peridocity and giving in function of the crank angle
are proposed in this paper.

2 Dynamically loaded journal bearings

In an internal combustion engine, the crankshaft is typically supported by hydrodynamic journal bearings,
which are known as the main journal bearings. The tribology of journal bearings in an engine is affected
by factors such as lubricant supply, thermal effects, dynamic loading and elasticity of the bounding solids
[3]. The lubricant films surrounding the main bearings support the inertial load of the crankshaft and the
combustion forces transmitted from the cylinders to the crankshaft. These forces are periodic but they can
change in magnitude from one cycle to the next, depending on the load and speed conditions of the engine.
Therefore, it is expected that the centre of the journal bearing does not conserve a steady position and then
vibrations of the journal would be produced. The analysis of the bearings can be done considering them
either as rigid bodies or flexible bodies. The most common approach used for the analysis of dynamically
loaded bearings is the mobility technique, which was developed more than thirty years ago [10]. However
other methods involving flexibility and thermal effects and with a higher computational complexity have
been developed in the last two decades [11]. The selection of which theory should be used depends on the
particular application and the type of analysis and the accuracy required. However, it should be considered
the substancial increase in the computational time required when the elastic deformations and thermal effects
are included, which is still an important drawback in spite of the highly efficient computational resources
avaliable. In fact, the use of a simple mathematical model (e.g, a rigid bearing model) may be satisfactory
for many cases and the EHD calculations are done only in special cases or when the elastic deformations
expected are significant. In this case, the analysis is focus on the feasibility of actively modifying the fluid
film thickness more than in the elastic deformations of the system, therefore the fluid film theory based on a
hydrodynamic lubrication condition is used for the governing equation of the pressure distribution.

3 Mathematical modelling

In this section, a multibody dynamic model for a single-cylinder, four stroke engine, is outlined. This model
comprises the dynamics of the elements involved in the reciprocating mechanism (i.e, piston, connecting rod
and crank) and joint constraints, subjected to the combustion process. Considering that the focus is on the
dynamics of the main journal bearing of the crankshfat, the mathematical model is developed considering the
piston and connecting rod as rigid bodies and the crankshaft as flexible body. The fluid film forces produced
between the piston compression ring and the cylinder liner are neglected. Even though the main components
of an internal combustion engine are elastic components and therefore they can undergo flexural and torsional
deflection responses when subjected to inertial forces and torques, the use of a simple model may be a good
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initial approach [12]. The global system of equations comprises a high non-linearity behaviour coming from
the constraints, the cylinder combustion force and the fluid film contact forces.

The formulation of representative equations describing the mathematical model for a single cylinder com-
bustion engine is developed using the Newton-Euler’s method. A finite element model of the crankshaft
system is coupled to the model of the piston-slider-crank mechanism in order to compute the instantaneous
displacements and velocities of the crank journal bearing centre. In this way, the hydrodynamic pressure
distribution can be computed at each time step through the numerical solutions of Reynolds’ equation, and
hence the instantaneous journal bearing forces can be estimated.

Figure 1 shows a sketch indicating the inertial referential frame IXY Z and the main angles of rotation (β,Γ,θ
and α) for the four moving reference frames used for the formulation of the motion equations. The expres-
sions to calculate the velocities and accelerations of the piston (ẋB , ẍB) and the connecting rod (α̇, α̈), are
obtained differentiating once and twice the main constraint equation, which is given by:

IXp + IL = IR + IC (1)

Where: IXp =
{
xB 0 −hp

}T
; IL =

{ −l cosα l sinα 0
}T

;

IR = TT
β ·TT

Γ ·TT
θ · B3R ; B3R =

{
rc 0 −hp

}T
; IC =

{
xC yC 0

}T
.

Figure 1: Geometry and reference systems

The equations of motion may be written in a matrix form as in (2), where the vector f̄ includes the unknown
reaction forces, reaction moments and accelerations of the system. This matrix system is fully described in
the appendix A. This matrix system has to be coupled with the system of equations of the finite elements
formulation for the rotor as it will be explained in section 3.2.

Ā · f̄ = c̄ (2)

where, f̄ = {fBx , fBy , fBz ,Ny,Nz, fAx , fAy , fAz , fCz , θ̈, ẍB, α̈, ẍC, ÿC, β̈, Γ̈}T

The crankshaft is modelled as a flexible body using a finite elements formulation for a rotating beam simply
supported. The global equation of motion described in the inertial reference frame I , may be written as:

¯̄M · q̈ = ¯̄F − ¯̄G · q̇ − ¯̄K · q (3)

where, I
¯̄F =I fpl +I fub +I fb. In this vector, Ifpl is the vector of static preload forces, Ifub is the vector

of rotor unbalance forces and Ifb is the vector of dynamic journal bearing forces. In equation (3), ¯̄G and ¯̄K
are the gyroscopic and stiffness matrices of the rotor respectively.
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Figure 2: Journal bearing geometry

3.1 Fluid film forces in the crankshaft journal bearing

The hydrodynamic pressure distribution of the oil film in a dynamically loaded journal bearing, may be
obtained from the general formulation of Reynolds equation [13]. In dynamically loaded bearings the ec-
centricity and attitude angle will vary through the loading cycle. Therefore, the hydrodynamic pressure
distribution may be determined from the solution of the Reynolds equation, if the normal squeeze velocity,
ε̇, and the rotational velocities φ̇ and Ω are known at any eccentricity ratio [13]. When working with hy-
brid lubrication conditions, a new governing equation for the pressure distribution can be obtained from the
Navier-Stokes equation and using the continuity equation, in order to include the terms physically related to
the injection pressure and the orifices location for the oil that is going to be actively (or pasively) injected into
the bearing [14]. Thus, the governing equation for the pressure distribution of an active lubricated journal
bearing dynamically loaded, assuming an isoviscous, Newtonian, incompressible fluid operating in laminar
regime, is given by equation (4).

∂

∂ϕ

(
h3

rb2µ

∂p

∂ϕ

)
+

∂

∂z

(
h3

µ

∂p

∂z

)
− 3

µlo

s∑
i=1

zi(ϕ, z) · p =12cb

[
∂ε

∂t
cosϕ+ ε sinϕ(φ̇− Ω

2
)

]

− 3

µlo

s∑
i=1

zi(ϕ, z) · Pinj(t)
(4)

where,

zi(ϕ, z) =

{
d2o
4 −R2 if R2 ≤ d2o

4

0 if R2 ≥ d2o
4

; R2 = rb
2(ϕ− ϕi)

2 + (z − zi)
2 (5)

In equation 4, the function zi(ϕ, z) is physically related to the orifices position along the bearing surface
and Pinj(t) gives the injection pressure at each orifice in function of time. This equation is given in ϕ, z
coordinates, where ϕ is the angle measured from the location of the maximum fluid film thickness and z
is the coordinate along the width of the bearing, as shown in figure 2. In this equation, φ̇ is the rotational
speed of the journal centre about the bearing centre and ε is the relative eccentricity. The fluid film thickness
measured from ϕ = 0 and for a given eccentricity can be calculated using: h = cb(1+ε cosϕ). For the cases
when the bearing is not actively lubricated, it can be observed that zi(ϕ, z) = 0 and the term Pinj(t), which
represents the value of the injection pressure in the radial direction disappear. Thus, equation (4) changes
into the conventional Reynolds equation for a dynamically finite width journal bearing.

The modified Reynolds equation for a finite-width journal bearing is solved numerically using the finite
difference method and the solution is computed for each time step. Thus, the fluid pressure distribution can
be obtained when the bearing is operating under purely hydrodynamic lubrication as well as for the cases
when hybrid lubrication conditions are included. If the bearing surface is discretized in ϕ and z directions
with a non-uniform grid of m × n nodes respectively and assuming that the bearing is well aligned (i.e.,
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∂h/∂z = 0) and the viscosity of the fluid film keeps constant, the Reynolds equation in finite differences
is given by equation (6). The non-uniform grid is required specially for the cases with hybrid lubrication
in order to refine the area where the orifices are located, otherwise, an uniform grid can be used. Figure 3,
illustrates a non-uniform grid whith four orifices symetrically positioned in the axial direction and located
radially at Θo1 and Θo2 respectively.

∆m,npm−1,n + Λm,npm+1,n + ♦m,npm,n + ∇m,npm,n−1 + 4m,npm,n+1 (6)

= 12cbrb2
[

∂ε

∂t
cosϕm,n + ε sinϕm,n(φ̇−

Ω
2

)
]

−
3r2b
µlo

s
∑

i=1

zim,n · P̄inj

where,

∆ = −3h2
m,n

µ

∂h

∂ϕ

∣

∣

∣

∣

m,n

1

∆ϕm + ∆ϕm−1
+

h3
m,n

µ∆ϕm

2

∆ϕm + ∆ϕm−1
;

Λ =
3h2

m,n

µ

∂h

∂ϕ

∣

∣

∣

∣

m,n

1

∆ϕm + ∆ϕm−1
+

h3
m,n

µ∆ϕm

2

∆ϕm + ∆ϕm−1
;

♦ = −2h3
m,n

µ

[

1

∆ϕm + ∆ϕm−1

(

1

∆ϕm
+

1

∆ϕm−1

)

+
r2

b

∆zn + ∆zn−1

(

1

∆zn
+

1

∆zn−1

)]

− 3r2
b

µlo

s
∑

i=1

zim,n · pm,n ;

∇ =
2h3

m,nr2
b

µ∆zn−1

1

∆zn + ∆zn−1
; 4 =

2h3
m,nr2

b

µ∆zn

1

∆zn + ∆zn−1
.

Figure 3: Variable mesh size of mϕ × nz nodes

Considering that the boundary pressure at the bearing edges is atmospheric, it may be taken as zero: p = 0;
for z = 0 and z = lb. Along the ϕ direction, Reynolds’ equations is solved considering that p = 0
at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = 2π. If negative pressure appears it is replaced by zero, assuming the Gümbel boundary
condition. In order to obtain the fluid film forces, the pressure distribution is numerically integrated over the
bearing surface as in equation (7).

{

Fξ

Fη

}

=
∫ π

0

∫ lb/2

−lb/2
p

{

cosϕ

sinϕ

}

rbdzdϕ (7)

3.1.1 Calculation of Friction Torque

The viscous frictional force acting in the opposite direction of the crankshaft rotation in the journal bearing,
can be obtained by integrating the shear stress around the journal surface and is given by:

Ff =
∫

s
λxyRdϕdz (8)
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where:
λxy|y=h =

µrbΩ
h

+
h

2rb

dP

dϕ
.

The instantaneous power dissipation (consumption) caused by the viscous frictional force and the cyclic
averaged power consumption can be written as:

Wf = Ω · rb · Ff (9)

(Wf )avg =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
Wfdθ (10)

3.2 Coupling of the equations

The global system of equations is obtained by introducing the fluid film forces into the system of equations
formed by the multibody dynamic model, shown in appendix A, and by coupling to it the equations from the
finite element formulation of the crankshaft in the degrees of freedom related to the node where the crank
is located (i.e, in this case ẍC ,ÿC , β̈, Γ̈). On the other hand, the fluid film forces are updated for each time
step and included in the vector c̄ of the nonlinear system of equations of motion (2). The global system of
equations is solved for each time step, obtaining the reaction forces at the joints and the nodal accelerations.
Finally, in order to compute the instantaneous velocities and displacements, the implicit Newmark method
combined with a predictor-corrector approach is used [15].

4 Analysis and presentation of the results

In this study, the analysis is focus on the feasibility of improving the lubrication conditions in dynamically
loaded journal bearings such as the crankshaft journal bearing of an internal combustion engine, by using
hybrid lubrication conditions, which may be either passively or actively controllable. The main targets using
controllable lubrication are related to the feasibility of reducing the maximum fluid film pressures, increasing
the minimum fluid film thickness and at the same time reducing the vibration levels and the power losses
caused by the viscous friction forces. In this section the results are obtained for a typical crankshaft main
bearing of an ICE. First, the results are shown for the the bearing operating with conventional hydrodynamic
lubrication and second, with the bearing operating under five differents hybrid lubrication conditions. The
main geometrical parameters of the system are given in table 1 and the curve of the combustion pressure
inside of the cylinder is shown in figure 4.

Radius crank-pin centre rc = 51.5mm Diameter of piston Dp = 96mm

Aspect ratio λ = 1.25 Connecting rod length l = 170mm, ¯rcr = 120mm

Journal clearance cb = 30µm Masses mc = 5kg, mcr = 1.5kg, mp = 0.5kg

Fluid viscosity µ = 0.005Pa.s Angular velocity Ω = 3000rpm

Table 1: Main geometrical and physical parameters
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For the case when the bearing is operating with hydrodynamic lubrication conditions, the orbit of the centre
of the journal is shown in figure 5. The shape of this orbit is typical of a crankshaft journal bearing, as
shown in the examples of predicted orbits by various authors included in [16]. In figure 6, it can be observed
that the minimum fluid film thickness obtained is approximately 5µm and it occurs at each cycle at around
θc = 650o, or in other words, 70o before the top dead centre, during the exhaust stroke. On the other hand,
the maximum fluid film pressure and the hydrodynamic journal reaction forces are maximum at θc = 10o

after the top dead centre, during the power stroke, which coincides with the event of maximum pressure in
the cylinder (see figure 4). When the power losses due to the viscous frictional force are computed, it can be
be observed from figure 6(d), that the instantaneous power dissipation is maximum when the the minimum
fluid film thickness is the lowest and when the maximum fluid pressure is the highest.

The fluid film pressure distributions for three different angular positions of the crank are plotted in figure
7. It can be clearly observed from this figure that the maximum oil film pressures are located in the middle
plane of the bearing in the width direction, and in the range of 180o ≤ Θ ≤ 225o, in the angular direction,
where Θ is measured from the X-axis in clockwise direction (see figure 2).

Analysing the results collected from the orbits, the curves of minimum fluid film thickness, maximum pres-
sure and pressure distribution for the bearing working with conventional hydrodynamic lubrication, strategic
positions for the oil injection pockets and a good estimation of the minimum oil injection pressures, may
be defined for hybrid operating conditions. For instance, from the plot of the orbits and the pressure distri-
bution, it can be seen that injecting oil in the third quadrant (i.e., 180 ≤ Θ ≤ 270) may be a good choice
in order to get a thicker fluid film. On the other hand, along the width of the bearing the orifices should
be located near the extrems of the bearing, where the injection pressure does not have to be as high as the
maximum pressure at the centre of the bearing. Taking these criteria in consideration, the performance of
the crank journal bearing is analysed for five different configurations, which are listed in table 2. Case (a)
is for the bearing working with conventional hydrodynamic lubrication; cases (b),(c) and (d) are for hybrid
lubrication conditions and with oil injected through two orifices located at one specific angular location and
symetrically positioned in the axial direction; and cases (e) and (f) are with hybrid lubrication conditions
and with oil injected through four orifices located at two angular positions and symetrically positioned in the
axial direction. Additionally, the following design parameters are used: land width ratio: āb = 0.2; diameter
of orifices: do = 3mm; orifice length: lo = 50mm. The Reynolds equation for this case is solved using the
variable mesh size shown in figure 3, in order to refine the area where the orifices are positioned.

Case Θoi
Rules of injection (pressures in MPa)

(a) conventional hydrodynamic lubrication, Pinj = 0

(b) Θo = 180o Pinj = 15 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 240o; otherwise Pinj = 6

(c) Θo = 210o Pinj = 15 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 240o; otherwise Pinj = 6

(d) Θo = 225o Pinj = 15 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 240o; otherwise Pinj = 6

(e) Θo1 = 180o Pinj1 = 12 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 420o; otherwise Pinj1 = 5

Θo2 = 225o Pinj2 = 12 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 420o; otherwise Pinj2 = 5

(f) Θo1 = 180o Pinj1 = 12 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 420o; Pinj1 = 6 if 420o < θ(t) ≤ 720o; otherwise Pinj1 = 5

Θo2 = 225o Pinj2 = 12 if 320o ≤ θ(t) ≤ 420o; Pinj2 = 6 if 420o < θ(t) ≤ 720o; otherwise Pinj2 = 5

Table 2: Cases of analysis

The results obtained show that, the fluid film thickness can be effectively modified when the crankshaft
journal bearing is operating with hybrid lubrication, as it is shown in figures 8 and 9, where the orbits and the
minimum fluid film thickness are plotted for some of the cases computed. In these plots can be observed that
the bearing of case (e), gives the best option regarding to the increase of the minimum fluid film thickness.
In order to see how the fluid film pressure distribution is modified, figure 10 shows the pressure distribution
for the bearing of case (e) at four different angular positions of the crankshaft. Comparing this figure with
the pressure distribution of the bearing of case(a), shown in figure 7, it can be noticed that for both cases the
maximum hydrodynamic pressure is obtained close to the top dead centre (at θc ≈ 360o), during the power
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stroke. However, for case (e) the highest fluid film pressure is lower than for case (a), which is of great
advantage from the mechanical design point of view. In other words, the lower the maximum hydrodynamic
pressure, the smaller the elastic deformations expected. On the other hand, if lower fluid film pressures are
expected, a smaller bearing with a similar carrying capacity, may be used.
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Figure 9: Minimum fluid film thickness

Taking into consideration the reduction of the friction power losses due to the increase in the minimum fluid
film thickness, figure 11, compares the lowest values of the minimum fluid film thickness per cycle and the
cyclic averaged power consumption due to the viscous frictional forces in the bearing, for all of the cases
analysed and listed in table 2. In this graph, it can be clearly seen that the bearings of cases (e) and (f) are
the ones with the lowest fluid film thicknesses and power losses. Even though, cases (b), (c) and (d), are not
as best options as the bearings of cases (e) and (f), they present also advantage compared with the bearing
operating with conventional hydrodynamic lubrication of case (a). This particular case of study, shows
that the fluid film thickness can be significantly increased and at the same time the friction power losses
in the bearing reduced, when the conventional hydrodynamic lubrication conditions are properly modified.
However, further studies including the energy consumption and the cost involve by the oil injection system
should be included.
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5 Conclusions and Further Considerations

The results presented in this work have shown the advantages of applying controllable lubrication conditions
to the main journal bearing of a reciprocating engine in order to increase the minimum fluid film thickness, to
reduce the maximum fluid film pressures and to lower the viscous frictional forces. From the point of view of
active lubrication and specifically considering the case of a dynamically loaded journal bearing, Pinj should
be controlled in the time domain, however, taking into account the periodic behaviour of the load condition,
in this work the analysis has been focus on the feasibility of applying radial oil injection, when the injection
rules vary periodically, as it was considered for the five cases analyzed and listed in table 2. Considering
that the oil injection pressure at each orifice should vary periodically, and in function of the crank angle, the
oil injection events could be synchronized using a crank position sensor as the input signal of the control
system. For this purpose, different systems for controlling the injection pressure could be used, such as a
mechanical cam system, hydraulic servovalves [5] [14] and piezoelectric nozzles [17] [18].

Although in this study a single cylinder combustion engine has been used to demonstrate the feasibility
of applying controllable hybrid lubrication conditions to the main journal bearing, the results presented in
this paper can be extended to multiple cylinder combustion engines and other machines such as industrial
reciprocating compressors, in order to reduce wear, vibrations and power losses by modifying actively the
hydrodynamic lubrication conditions. Further studies will be carried out, using a multiple cylinder combus-
tion engine and including the evaluation of different control systems.

Nomenclature
ab ; āb : axial land width, m ; axial land width ratio (ab/lb)
Ap : transversal area of the piston, m2

cb : clearance of bearing, m
Dp : piston diameter, m
do : diameter of orifices, m
FA : vector of reaction forces in pin crank-connecting rod
FB : vector of reaction forces in pin piston-connecting rod
Fb : vector of reaction journal bearing forces
h(ϕ, t) : oil film thickness, m
l : length of the connecting rod, m
lb : width of bearing, m
mc : mass of the crank, kg
mcr : mass of the connecting rod, kg
mp : mass of the piston, kg
Pg : combustion gas pressure, Pa
p(ϕ, z, t) : fluid film pressure distribution, Pa
Pinj : injection pressure, Pa
rb : bearing radius, m
rc : Radius crank-pin centre, m
xC ,yC : displacements in X and Y directions of crank centre
xB : displacement of the piston in X-direction
(Wf )avg : cyclic averaged power dissipation, W
I : notation for the inertial reference system XY Z
Bi : notation for the moving reference i, xiyizi

Greek Symbols
Θ : angle measure from X axis in the clockwise direction
Ω, θ̇ : Angular velocity of the rotor, in rpm and rad/s respectively
θc : rotational angle of the crank, rad
α : rotation angle of the connecting rod, rad
β : rotation angle around X-X axis, rad
Γ : rotation angle around Y-Y axis, rad
λ : bearing aspect ratio (lb/2rb)
µ : oil film viscosity, Pa.s
ε : eccentricity ratio
φ : attitude angle, rad
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Appendix:

A Full matrix of the multibody dynamic model

Ā · f̄ = c̄

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 mp 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 mcr mcr r̄crsα 0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 mcr r̄crcα 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 lsα lcα 0 0 0 mcr r̄crsα Icrz 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 C1 C2 C3 0 −Icz − Imz 0 0 −mcecsΓ −mcecsβcΓ −Icz sΓ 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 rccΓsθ 1 lsα −1 0 0 C4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C5 0 lcα 0 −1 C6 C7

0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 mc 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 mc 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −hpC1r−1
c −hpC2r−1

c −hpC3r−1
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 Icx cΓcθ Icx sθ

0 0 0 0 0 C8 C9 C10 0 0 0 0 C11 C12 −Icy cΓsθ Icy cθ





fBx

fBy

fBz

Ny

Nz

fAx

fAy

fAz

fcz

θ̈

ẍB

α̈

ẍC

ÿC

β̈

Γ̈



=



−P.Ap

0

−mpg

−mcrα̇2r̄crcα

mcrα̇2r̄crsα

mcrg

r̄crmcrg

0

mcg

β̇Γ̇Icz cΓ− Tm

C13

C14

0

0

Icx (β̇Γ̇sΓcθ + β̇θ̇cΓsθ − Γ̇θ̇cθ) + (β̇sΓ + θ̇)(Γ̇cθ − β̇cΓsθ)(Icy − Icz )

Icy (β̇θ̇cΓcθ + Γ̇θ̇sθ − β̇Γ̇sΓsθ) + (β̇sΓ + θ̇)(Γ̇sθ + β̇cΓcθ)(Icz − Icx )



(11)

where:

C1 = −rccΓsθ

C2 = rc(cβcθ − sβsΓsθ)

C3 = rc(cβsΓsθ − sβcθ)

C4 = rcsΓcθ + hpcΓ

C5 = rc(sβsΓsθ − cβcθ)

C6 = rc(sβsθ − cβsΓcθ)− hpcβcΓ

C7 = −rcsβcΓcθ + hpsβsΓ

C8 = rcsΓ + hpcΓcθ

C9 = −rcsβcΓ + hp(sβsΓcθ + cβsθ)

C10 = rccβcΓ + hp(sβsθ − cβsΓcθ)

C11 = −mcreccΓsθ

C12 = mcrec(cβcθ − sβsΓsθ)

C13 = Γ̇2(hpsΓ− rccΓcθ) + rcθ̇(2Γ̇sΓsθ − θ̇cΓcθ)− lα̇2cα

C14 = lα̇2sα− rcθ̇2(cβsθ + sβsΓcθ)− β̇2(rccβsθ + rcsθsΓcθ + hpsβcΓ)− Γ̇2(rcsβsΓcθ + hpsβcΓ)

−2rcθ̇β̇(sβcθ + cβsΓsθ) + 2β̇Γ̇(rccβcΓcθ − hpcβsΓ)− 2rcθ̇Γ̇sβcΓsθ

In these equations: sθ = sin θ; cθ = cos θ; sα = sin α; cα = cos α; sβ = sin β; cβ = cos β; sΓ = sin Γ; cΓ = cos Γ.
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Abstract
Computational efficiency is important for all numerical simulation tools. For real-time and faster-than-real-
time applications, which rely on a strong interaction between simulation results and other subsystems, it is
vital. This paper proposes a theoretical framework for coordinate transformations to recast the differential-
algebraic system equations of a flexible mechanism into a simpler set of equations, which is cheaper to solve.
Desirable properties of the coordinate transformation to minimize the computational burden of the simulation
are discussed, as well as some assumptions that can be made for further simplification. A methodology to
make practical use of coordinate transformation techniques to speed up simulation speed for real-time and
faster-than-real-time applications is presented.

1 Introduction

Computer simulations are of ever growing importance in engineering. They are used for design purposes,
but for an important number of applications, simulation is the core of the application itself. In these ap-
plications computer simulation closely interacts with other subsystems of the application. Examples are
Hardware-in-the-Loop, Human-in-the-Loop and Software-in-the-Loop. In these applications, the interac-
tion of a subsystem (a piece of hardware, a human or software) and the remainder of the envisaged system
needs to be evaluated. For economic or safety reasons and/or lack of time it is impossible to let it interact
with the actual remainder of the envisaged system. Instead the remainder of the system is modelled. This
model is fed by the output of the hardware/human/software and the output of the model is fed back to the
hardware/human/software. Obviously this requires fast generation of accurate simulation results.

Other applications like Model-based Predictive Control require even faster-than-real-time simulation results.
In Model-based Predictive Control one wishes to evaluate the effect of different control inputs. Based on
the simulation results, the control input with the best predicted results will be selected and executed. The
simulation of the effect of the different control inputs should thus be performed in a time span much shorter
than the simulated process, otherwise the selected optimal control input will become obsolete before it can
be executed. Another example is model-based condition monitoring, an application in which the correct
functioning of a machine is checked by comparing measurements with simulation results of a model which is
fed by the same inputs. Again, this requires a fast calculating, accurate computer simulation of the monitored
machine.

In the field of (flexible) mechanisms, the current simulation techniques are not powerful enough for this kind
of real-time or even faster-than-real-time apllications, unless if the models are heavily simplified, rendering
their simulation results inaccurate. A first obvious solution to speed up calculations is through the use of
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better hardware. This solution is however not sufficient, as the average simulation time for typical engineer-
ing problems doesn’t decrease as hardware improves. Apparently better hardware only tempts engineers to
simulate more complex system models. Other improvements are required.

It is important to note that most real-time and faster-than-real-time applications allow for an expensive prepa-
ration phase, as long as the computational load during the actual simulation is kept low. This opportunity is
often not fully exploited in current techniques.

This paper provides a theoretical frame to speed up simulations of flexible mechanisms by projecting the
initial set of equations upon a new coordinate system. In a first chapter problems for fast simulation of flexible
mechanisms will be highlighted. The next chapter treats the actual coordinate transformation and describes
how this transformation should be defined in order to maximally benefit from it. Then a methodology is
proposed how this coordinate transformation should be used to fit for the purpose of real-time or faster-than-
real-time calculation. Finally, a modal representation of the flexibility of the mechanism is discussed, aiming
to maximally reduce the computational burden of the computer simulation.

2 Problem Description

2.1 Equations of motion

Many choices of coordinates are possible for the formulation of a (flexible) multibody system [5]: Cartesian,
natural and relative coordinates. The choice is a trade-off between computational efficiency and the generic
character of the approach. The optimal choice of the coordinates used, depends on the modeled system and
the envisaged application. Irrespective of the used type of coordinates, the equations of motion of a (flexible)
multibody system can be written as a second order differential-algebraic equation (DAE):

M qq(q) q̈ + hq(q, q̇) + V,q + ΦT
,q λ = gq (1)

Φ(q) = 0 (2)

In these equations:

• q is a vector of the n generalized coordinates, the value of q defines the configuration of the system

• M qq(q) is the configuration dependent mass matrix

• V,q is the gradient of the potential energy. Only potential energy due to structural deformation is
considered in this term. The generalized forces due to other potential energy sources (e.g. gravity)
will be taken into account by the source term gq. As the potential energy can be shifted by an arbitrary
value, V = 0 is chosen to correspond to an undeformed configuration.

• gq denotes the generalized forces due to external loads on a component

• Φ(q) = 0 expresses the m kinematic holonomic constraints1. Its gradient ΦT
,q is assumed to be of full

rank for all configurations q.

• λ is a vector of m Lagrange multipliers to take the constraints into account.

• ΦT
,q λ represents the reaction forces and moments enforcing the constraints2.

1Non-holonomic constraints are not considered in this work.
2A gradient of an entity A with respect to a vector b will be denoted as A,b.
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• hq gathers the centrifugal and Coriolis inertia forces which are quadratic in q̇. Using the index sum-
mation convention, we have

(hq)i = (Γqqq)ijkq̇j q̇k (3)

where (Γqqq)ijk is the Christoffel symbol of the first kind:

(Γqqq)ijk =
1
2

(
∂(M qq)ij
∂qk

+
∂(M qq)ik
∂qj

− ∂(M qq)jk
∂qi

)
(4)

The system will be assumed to have s rigid body degrees of freedom, it is modeled to have n −m intrinsic
system degrees of freedom. For a flexible mechanism we have the inequality

s ≤ n−m (5)

This is an equality in case of a rigid multibody system.

If the flexibility of the system needs to be represented accurately, a lot of generalized coordinates are needed
[5], thus n −m will be considerably larger than s. The flexibility of each component can also represented
by means of a modal representation, limiting the number of needed generalized coordinates q to obtain
reasonable accuracy. Modal reduction requires inevitably some kind of linearization, therefore phenomena
such as geometric stiffening and/or non-linear material behaviour will become tedious to be described in a
modal description [6]. This work doesn’t focus on geometric stiffening of components nor on non-linear
material behavior. However, the proposed methodology could be extended to describe these phenomena if
linearizations around deformed states are performed.

2.2 The different subspaces

The n coordinates in vector q form an Rn space. The m constraint equations (2) limit the possible values
of q to a subspace of dimension n − m, the flexible configuration space Ω̂ft

q [1]. The rigid configuration
space Ωrt

q ⊆ Ω̂ft
q , with intrinsic dimension s, is defined as the set of kinematically admissible undeformed

configurations:

Ωrt
q =

{
q ∈ Ω̂ft

q |V(q) = 0
}

(6)

The deformed configuration space Ωdt
q are all the kinematically admissible deformed configurations q. Thus

Ωdt
q ≡ Ω̂ft

q \ Ωrt
q .

2.3 Difficulties for fast simulation

For most applications, the values of the degrees of freedom q, and their time derivatives q̇, q̈, as well as the
reaction forces ΦT

,q λ are of interest within a certain time frame, the simulated time. Once these values are
known, material stresses and strains can be obtained as a postprocessing result. Assuming the values of the
degrees of freedom and the Lagrange multipliers to be known at time ti, the system equations need to be
integrated over the time step hi to obtain the values of the degrees of freedom and the Lagrange multipliers
at the next discretized time point ti+1. To converge to a solution for the degrees of freedom and the Lagrange
multipliers at time ti+1, which satisfies (1) and (2) up to a user-specified tolerance, multiple Newton iteration
steps have to be performed within each time step.

During each of these iteration steps, the system equations (1) and (2) need to be assembled. This means,
based on the latest estimate of the degrees of freedom q and q̇ at the next time step, all system matrices etc.
need to be calculated. Then the residues to these equations need to be evaluated. If the residues are not
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within a user-defined precision, an increment needs to be calculated to improve the estimate of the degrees
of freedom at the next time step. Both the assembly and the increment calculation are time-consuming. Even
though the typical number of degrees of freedom is limited for common multibody models3, the computa-
tional burden of both system equations assembly and increment calculation is too heavy to allow for real-time
calculations.

Real-time applications require converged results for a subset of the generalized coordinates, which will be
called output coordinates subset qout, at certain moments in time of the simulated process. Indeed, most
real-time or faster-than-real-time applications don’t require estimates of all values of q to correctly interact
with other subsystems of the envisaged application. It is however not possible to simply ignore the other
generalized coordinates q not belonging to qout, as all generalized coordinates are needed to accurately
model the system dynamics. It would thus be desirable to describe the system with less degrees of freedom,
while still being able to describe the dominant dynamic effects of the coordinates qout.

Furthermore, the used simulation technique should guarantee to produce converged simulation results
qout(ti+1) within a time shorter than the simulated time step hi = ti+1 − ti. The simulation time, the
time needed to perform the calculation of these converged results, has to be shorter than the simulated time,
the time span of the simulated process. Depending on the application requirements, this condition has to
hold for each time step or, less stringent, the inequality should hold on average. The solving of a set of
differential-algebraic equations (DAE), irrespective whether an explicit or an implicit solver is used, requires
an unknown number of iterations per time step. If too much iterations are required to obtain convergence, the
iteration will be forced to stop before having converged to keep up with the real-time process. The solving of
a set of ordinary differential equations by an explicit solver on the other hand, requires a single step per time
step, leading to a known number of computational operations to be performed per time step. Therefore, it is
desirable to transform the set of differential algebraic equations into a set of ordinary differential equations.

For any application it would be useful if the original set of DAE’s with n differential equations, m algebraic
constraints and thus n −m intrinsic degrees of freedom, could be recast as a set of n −m ODE’s and/or if
the different equations would be less coupled such that increment calculation becomes less expensive. An
approximation of the system which describes the system with far less degrees of freedom would also be
desirable, preferably as an ODE. However, a DAE of a lesser dimension could also be solved faster than the
original system. In this work the latter solution will be investigated. In future work, the author’s focus will
be shifted towards recasting the DAE-model into an ODE-model.

Current real-time running multibody models are typically strongly simplified. It is important to note that
those simplifications mostly boil down to neglecting certain phenomena of the system. The quality of this
approach thus heavily depends on engineering insight. Other techniques try to reduce the number of degrees
of freedom by choosing the optimal choice of coordinates: using relative coordinates usually lead to fewer
degrees of freedom [7]. In summary, one can conclude that none of the current model reduction techniques
make use of the mathematical structure of the initial model. The goal of this paper is to offer a theoretical
framework to develop a model reduction technique based on the mathematical structure of the model.

3 Projection upon a new coordinate system

The equations of motion expressed in the original coordinates q can be projected upon a new coordinate
system η, through the transformation:

q = q(η̂) (7)

The coordinates η̂ are mapped from a space Ωη̂ upon <n.
3Typically 100’s-1000’s of DOFs
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q1

q2

Figure 1: An example of curvilinear coordinates. The curved lines are lines for which only one coordinate
(η)i varies.

If only the time evolution of qout and q̇out need to be reconstructable after the coordinate transformation, the
following conditions apply to the mapping for it to be a regular coordinate transformation:

• It defines a bijection between Ωη̂ and Ω̂ft
q

• It is continuously differentiable in Ωη̂

• The Jacobian of the transformation has maximal rank

If these conditions are met, the equations of motion expressed in the new coordinate system will take the
following form:

M η̂η̂(η̂) ¨̂η + hη̂(η̂, ˙̂η) + V,η̂ + ΦT
,η̂ λ = gη̂ (8)

Φ(q(η̂)) = 0 (9)

with

V,η̂ = qT,η̂V,q (10)

gη̂ = qT,η̂g
q (11)

M η̂η̂ = qT,η̂M
qqq,η̂ (12)

(hη̂)i = (Γη̂η̂η̂)ijk ˙̂ηj ˙̂ηk (13)

The components of the new Christoffel symbol are easily obtained from (4) and (12):

(Γη̂η̂η̂)ijk =
∂qu
∂η̂i

∂qv
∂η̂j

∂qw
∂η̂k

(Γqqq)uvw +
∂qu
∂η̂i

∂2qv
∂η̂j∂η̂k

(M qq)uv (14)
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3.1 Tangent to the constraint equations?

If both the values of q and q̇ as well as the reaction forces ΦT
,q λ should be reconstructable after performing the

transformation, the following conditions apply to the mapping for it to be a regular coordinate transformation:

• It defines a bijection between Ωη̂ and Rn

• It is continuously differentiable in Ωη̂

• The Jacobian of the transformation has maximal rank, i.e. n

Lagrange multipliers fulfill a role which is more than a mere mathematical way to impose the constraint
equations (2). The term ΦT

,q λ in equation (1) represents the reaction forces in the connections of the mecha-
nism. Often these reaction forces are of interest and thus need to be calculated. If all information about the
reaction forces needs to be reconstructed after the transformation (7) ΦT

,η̂η̂,q in equation (8) needs to span
the same space as the matrix ΦT

,q in equation (1)4. Furthermore, the matrix ΦT
,η̂ needs to be sufficiently well

conditioned to enable an accurate calculation of all reaction force terms ΦT
,q λ in equation (1)

If reaction forces are not of interest, it is wise to choose the new coordinate system in such a way that the
matrix ΦT

,η̂ is as much rank deficient as possible for all configurations, i.e. equal to a null matrix. This

implies that the coordinate axes locally lie in the tangent space to the flexible configuration space Ω̂ft
q at each

configuration. If this is the case, the change in violation of the constraint equation will thus be zero, for an
arbitrary change of η̂:

Φ (q(η̂2))− Φ (q(η̂1)) =
∫ q(η̂2)

q(η̂1)
Φ,qdq =

∫ η̂2

η̂1

Φ,qq(η̂),η̂dη̂ = 0 (15)

Furthermore, if the first point q(η̂1) satisfies the constraint equations (2), the projected constraint equations
(9) will thus automatically be satisfied. The initial set of differential algebraic equations (DAE), (1) and (2),
has become a set of ordinary differential equations (ODE). The system will now be described by a minimal
set of coordinates η̂, i.e. n−m coordinates. ODE’s are easier to solve and more suited to real-time solution
as explained in section 2.3.

Brüls et al. [1], [2] proposes a coordinate transformation technique for which the new coordinate axes
system lies within the tangent space to the flexible configuration space at each configuration . The coordinate
transformation is however only valid away from certain singularities of the system: the actuator dead points.
The coordinate transformation can loose its bijection property because of the used linearization as will be
explained later in this paper, although the resulting error will be acceptable for small amplitude deformations.

If the coordinates η̂ are defined within the tangent space of Ω̂ft
q , and if the reaction force due to a specific

constraint equation is of interest, an additional coordinate can be added to the coordinate set η̂. The most
wise choice is to lay this additional coordinate along the gradient of this constraint equation. The projected
set of equations will inevitably become a DAE again, but the projected set of equations will contain the
least projected constraint equations as possible to be able to reconstruct the desired reaction force. In case
of mdesired multiple desired reaction forces, mdesired additional coordinate axes should be chosen which
locally and at each configuration span the same space as the gradients of the constraint equations of which
the reaction forces need to be calculated. In this work reaction forces will however be assumed not to be of
interest.

4For well-constructed models the constraint equations are linearly independent for all configurations. The rank of ΦT,q is full, i.e.
equal to the number of constraint equations.
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3.2 Dependent and independent dynamics configuration space

Although the previous paragraph shows obvious advantages for the new coordinate system to be tangent to
the constraint equations, it will further be assumed that this is not necessarily true for reasons of generality.

The new coordinate system is now chosen in such a way that η̂ can be decomposed as follows:

η̂ =
[
θ

δ̂

]
(16)

The equations of motion (8) and (9) can now be decomposed into equations in θ and equations in δ̂ which
are mutually coupled:

[
M θθ(θ, δ̂) M θδ̂(θ, δ̂)
M δ̂θ(θ, δ̂) M δ̂δ̂(θ, δ̂)

][
θ̈
¨̂
δ

]
+

[
hθ(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂

δ)

hδ̂(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂
δ)

]
+

[
V,θ(θ, δ̂)
V,δ̂(θ, δ̂)

]
+

[
ΦT
,θ

ΦT
,δ̂

]
λ =

[
gθ

gδ̂

]
(17)

Φ(q(
[
θ

δ̂

]
) = 0 (18)

Similar to the equations (10), (11), (12), (13) and (14), the following equations explain the different terms in
the equations (17) and (18):

V,θ = qT,θV,q (19)

V,δ̂ = qT
,δ̂
V,q (20)

gθ = qT,θg
q (21)

gδ̂ = qT
,δ̂
gq (22)

M θθ = qT,θM
qqq,θ (23)

M θδ̂ = qT,θM
qqq,δ̂ (24)

M δ̂θ = qT
,δ̂
M qqq,θ = (M θδ̂)T (25)

M δ̂δ̂ = qT
,δ̂
M qqq,δ̂ (26)

[
hθ(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂

δ)

hδ̂(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂
δ)

]
i

= (hη̂)i = (Γη̂η̂η̂)ijk ˙̂ηj ˙̂ηk (27)

Now the motion of the system q is decomposed in a contribution within a subspace referred to as the indepen-
dent dynamics configuration space Ωθt

q ⊆ Ω̂ft
q and a deviation from the independent dynamics configuration

space into the dependent dynamics configuration space Ωδ̂t
q = Ω̂ft

q \ Ωθt
q .

Again, the goal of all this is to make the model cheaper to solve. This will be achieved by adopting the
following assumption:
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The dynamics governing the contribution of the motion in the independent dynamics configuration
space can be accurately approximated to be independent of the contribution within the dependent
dynamics configuration space.

The dynamics governing the remainder of the motion, all deviation from the independent dynamics configu-
ration space into the dependent dynamics configuration space, will not be approximated as independent from
the contribution within the independent dynamics configuration space. Actually, a further hierarchy is even
possible if one assumes a second part of the dynamics to depend only on the first part, but to be independent
of the third part and so on. This further hierarchy will not be considered in this paper.

This assumption results in a set of less coupled equations, which makes them easier to solve. An approxima-
tion error is made since some couplings are ignored. The quality of this approximation thus heavily depends
upon the selection of the dependent and independent dynamics configuration spaces, or in other phrasing, on
the couplings which will be ignored. This selection requires considerable engineering insight.

The independent dynamics configuration space could be defined by an equation:

Θ(q) = constant (28)

In more mathematical terms, the assumption becomes: the dynamics of all motion along isosubspaces5 of the
function Θ(q) is approximated as being independent of the motion orthogonal to the isolines of the function
Θ(q).

The contribution within the independent dynamics configuration space is modelled by the subset of coor-
dinates θ. The deviation from the independent dynamics configuration space into the dependent dynamics
configuration space is modeled by the coordinates δ̂. This implies that the coordinate axes of the coordinates
θ locally span the same subspace as the tangents to the isosubspace of the function Θ(q) at each configura-
tion:

Θ(q(
[
θ

δ̂

]
)),θ = 0 (29)

The coordinates δ̂ on the other hand, are chosen in such a way that the jacobian Θ(q(
[
θ

δ̂

]
)),δ̂ has full

rank at each configuration. This means, none of the the coordinate axes δ̂ are tangent to the independent
dynamics configurations space. As the movement along isosubspaces of Θ(q) is fully characterized by a
change of the coordinates θ, with the coordinates δ̂ being constant, the coordinates δ̂ have a constant value
along isosubspaces of Θ(q). As this constant can be shifted arbitrarily, the coordinates δ̂ are chosen to be
zero in the independent dynamics configuration space.

In order to make maximal use of the assumption to make time integration of equation (17) and (18) cheaper,
the coordinates θ and δ̂ should be chosen in such a way that the equations in θ and δ̂ can be maximally
decoupled. This can be achieved in the following way:

• The mapping qθ : Ωθ → Ωθt
q , θ 7→ q = q(

[
θ
0

]
) is a regular coordinate transformation:

– It is a bijection from Ωθ to Ωθt
q

– It is continuously differentiable in Ωθ

– The jacobian of the transformation has maximal rank, i.e. the dimension of the space Ωθt
q

• In order to make maximal use of the assumed independence, the two coordinate subsets should be
defined in such a way that their equations are maximally decoupled:

5The more-dimensional equivalent of an isoline.
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– The coordinate axes of the coordinates δ̂ must be chosen mass-orthogonal to the coordinate axes
of the coordinates θ in each configuration:

M δ̂θ = (M θδ̂)T = 0 (30)

– The coordinates θ and δ̂ are also coupled through the constraint equations. In order to get rid of
this coupling the coordinate axes of the coordinates δ̂ should be chosen tangent to the constraint
equations.

Φ,qq

([
θ

δ̂

])
,δ̂

= 0 (31)

Due to this property the projected constraint equations (18) degenerate:

Φ
(
q

([
θ

δ̂

]))
− Φ

(
q

([
θ
0

]))
=
∫ q(θ,δ̂)

q(θ,0)
Φ,qdq =

∫ δ̂

0
Φ,qq

([
θ

δ̃

])
,δ̃

dδ̃ = 0 (32)

The integral in equation (32) is path independent, as the vector field Φ,q is defined as the gradient
of a singularity-free function.

• The total transformation still has to be a regular transformation:

– It is a bijection (θ, δ̂) 7→ q = q

([
θ

δ̂

])
– It is continuously differentiable in Ωθ × Ωδ̂

– Its jacobian has full rank

The assumption that the dynamics governing the contribution of the independent dynamics configuration
space, modeled by the coordinates θ, is independent of the remaining part of the motion of the system,
modeled by the coordinates δ̂, has the following consequences on terms in equations (17):

• M θθ(θ, δ̂) and V,θ only depend on θ, and not on δ̂.

• hθ only depends on θ and θ̇, not on δ̂ nor ˙̂
δ.

The equations of motion (17) and (18) can now be rewritten in the following decoupled way:

M θθ(θ)θ̈ + hθ(θ, θ̇) + V,θ(θ) + ΦT
,θλ = gθ (33)

Φ(q(
[
θ
0

]
) = 0 (34)

M δ̂δ̂(θ, δ̂)¨̂δ + hδ̂(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂
δ) + V,δ̂(θ, δ̂) = gδ̂ (35)

with

hθ(θ, θ̇) = (Γθθθ)ijkθ̇j θ̇k (36)

The components of the Christoffel symbol Γθθθ can be easily obtained by neglecting the terms in ˙̂
δ in (14).

(Γθθθ)ijk =
∂qu
∂θi

∂qv
∂θj

∂qw
∂θk

(Γqqq)uvw +
∂qu
∂θi

∂2qv
∂θj∂θk

(M qq)uv (37)
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During time integration of the set of equations (33), (34) and (35), the equations (33) and (34) can be solved
independently of (35). Equation (35) will then use the values of θ as input to perform the time integration of
this equation to obtain the values of δ̂. In a final step, the back transformation can be performed to get the
values of q in the time domain. Because of the assumption there will be some loss of precision. This loss of
precision will depend solely on the partition between the independent dynamics configuration space and the
dependent configuration space.

4 Decomposition into large rigid body motion and small amplitude
deformation

For the larger part of the load cases of most real-life mechanisms, the overall motion q can be decomposed
into a large rigid body motion qr ∈ Ωrt

q , the motion of the mechanism without deformation, and a small
amplitude deformation qf .

q = qr + qf (38)

The dynamics of the rigid body motion can be approximated acceptably as being independent from the small
amplitude deformation. The independent dynamics configuration space Ωθ

q will thus be chosen equal to
the rigid configuration space Ωrt

q . The dependent dynamics configuration space will be chosen equal to the
deformed configuration space Ωdt

q . Thus Θ(q) = V .

As a rigid body motion doesn’t change the potential energy due to deformation, V,θ = 0 in (33).

The equations of motion in terms of θ and δ̂ become:

M θθ(θ)θ̈ + hθ(θ, θ̇) + ΦT
,θλ = gθ (39)

Φ(q(
[
θ
0

]
) = 0 (40)

M δ̂δ̂(θ, δ̂)¨̂δ + hδ̂(θ, δ, θ̇, ˙̂
δ) + V,δ̂(θ, δ̂) = gδ̂ (41)

Up till now, only the properties of the coordinate transformation have been discussed. Nothing has been
said about how the new coordinate system should be chosen, or whether it is actually possible to define
a coordinate transformation having these properties for a given initial model. In practice the rigid body
motion can be modeled using any formulation for the rigid body mechanism, e.g. relative, Cartesian or
nodal coordinates, and the coordinates θ can simply be chosen the same as the coordinates of the initial
rigid body model. It is of course also possible to define a new set of coordinates. Brüls et al. [2] defines a
minimal coordinates mapping based on an advanced form of coordinate elimination. The approach proposed
by Brüls et al. however fails near the system’s actuator singularities. In a later stage, a singularity-free modal
parametrization will be investigated by the author.

It will further be assumed that, for a given value of θ, the motion can be linearized around the undeformed
state qr. This assumption can be justified by the small amplitude of the elastic deformation. The result of
this assumption is thatM δ̂δ̂(θ, δ̂) only depends on θ. V,δ̂(θ, δ̂) can be written asK δ̂δ̂(θ)δ̂. ∂2qv

∂η̂j∂η̂k
of equation

(14) thus gets zero if both η̂j and η̂k belong to the δ̂ partition (7) of the coordinates η.

∂2qv

∂δ̂j∂δ̂k
= 0 (42)
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It is important to note that the transformation might lose its bijection-property: several values (θ, δ̂) might
map to the same value of q, but each value of (θ, δ̂) will be mapped to a unique value q = qr + qf . This
is shown in figure 2. Because of the linearization around qr, qf will be approximated. The error will be
acceptable due to the small deformation. As long as the system is described in terms of the coordinates (θ, δ̂)
no problem will occur, because the back transformation to q is always unique, albeit with a small error.

q1

q2

Figure 2: The bijection property can be lost because of the linearization around undeformed states. The thick
line represents the rigid configuration space. The coordinate axes of the coordinates δ̂ are mass-orthogonal to
this space (for the sake of visiblity M = I is assumed). The dashed lines represent the linearized coordinate
axes of the coordinates δ̂. Due to the linearization multiple values of (θ, δ̂) map to the point marked by the
circle. Each value of (θ, δ̂) however maps to a unique value of q.

5 Practical use of the coordinate transformation

As stated in the introduction, the goal of all these manipulations is to end up with systems of equations which
have the capability to faster produce converged results for q and its time derivatives. Therefore, the overall
process that needs to be performed to obtain simulation results for a given period should be considered. The
overall process that needs to be performed each time step consists of possibly everal iteration step, each
consisting of:

1. Assembly of the system equations

2. Increment calculation

A gain in simulation speed can thus be achieved by:

• Limiting the number of iteration steps per time step. This can be achieved by converting the DAE into
an ODE by choosing all of the new coordinate axes to be tangent to the constraint equations and using
an explicit solver.

• Performing the assembly of the systems equations before the actual simulation phase.

• Rendering the increment calculation cheaper. This can be achieved by ignoring the non-relevant part
of the dynamics and thus reducing the number of degrees of freedom and dimension of the set of
equations.
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A gain in simulation speed could also be achieved by improving the DAE/ODE-solver and optimizing the
time step. This is not considered in this work.

It is important to note that unless for very simple models, it will be practically impossible to define an
analytical coordinate transformation which is able to reach this goals. Therefore, we seek for a coordinate
transformation for which the properties (bijection, differentiable, full rank of Jacobian) can be proven and
for which the mapping in both directions (η̂ 7→ q and q 7→ η̂), and all elements of the projected model can
be calculated up to an arbitrary precision. The mapping and the elements of the projected model can thus
only be evaluated numerically. The mapping and the elements of the projected model will be calculated
for a discrete set of points in the independent dynamics subspace. During simulation, the mapping and the
elements of the projected model will be interpolated between nearby previously calculated points. As this
calculation can be performed before the actual simulation, it is allowed to be computationally expensive. All
these results will have to be stored, thus limiting memory requirements is also of importance.

The method described below considers the set of θ-coordinates to describe the rigid body motion. Their
corresponding coordinate axes do not necessarily need to be tangent to the constraint equations. It can be a
redundant set of degrees of freedom. The method can thus be split up in two processes: a preparation phase,
which is allowed to be computationally expensive, and a simulation phase, during which simulation speed is
of utmost importance.

5.1 Preparation phase

The preparation comprises several substeps:

1. Define a set of points within the independent dynamics configuration space in which the coordinate
axes for the δ̂-coordinates, and the elements of the reduced model will be calculated. Later, during
the simulation phase, this data will be interpolated to obtain reduced models for points in between the
chosen set of points. The selection of this set of points is thus a compromise between computational
burden during the preperation phase and the interpolation error during the simulation phase.

2. Choose the number of coordinates in the δ-set and their definition. They should be defined in such a
way that the following properties hold: bijection, continuously diiferentiable, full rank Jacobian.

3. For each point within the discretized set of points within the independent dynamics configuration
space:

(a) Define the value of θ (this is trivial if no coordinate transformation is performed on the rigid body
coordinates)

(b) Calculate the value of δ: for the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed that δ̂ = 0 on the indepen-
dent dynamics configuration space

(c) Calculate and store the elements of the reduced model

(d) (optionally) Calculate the gradient of the reduced model elements to check whether the dis-
cretization of the independent dynamics manifold should be finer or is allowed to be coarser

At the end of this process a database exists in which the elements of the reduced model can be interpolated
based on the value of θ.

5.2 Simulation phase

At each time step the values of the coordinates (θ, δ̂) need to be defined at the next time ti+1 point based on
the known values of (θ, δ̂) at the current time step ti. To do so, each time step the following process needs to
be performed:
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• Solve for the new values of θ(ti+1) and θ̇(ti+1) (equations (39) and (40).

• Interpolate between reduced models of nearby previously calculated points based on θ(ti) and/or
θ(ti+1)

• Integration over time step to obtain δ̂(ti+1) and ˙̂
δ(ti+1) (equation (41))

• (optionally) Retransform to the subset of physical coordinates of interest qout(ti+1) and q̇out(ti+1)

6 Meeting the goal: faster simulation

The set of equations (8) and (9) might be easier to solve than the original equations (1) and (2), because it is
possible to describe the system with less degrees of freedom if the new coordinate axes are chosen tangent
to the flexible configuration space. Furthermore, the system matrices etc. could be cheaper to manipulate
because they might be more sparse and/or less coupled if the degrees of freedom are chosen wisely. The set
of equations (39), (40) and (41) might be still cheaper to solve because of the decoupling assumption.

These sets of equations all use at least n−m degrees of freedom. Up till now, all dynamic properties of the
initial model are still present in the model described in the new coordinate system, except for some ignored
couplings. A significant further improvement can only be achieved by decreasing the number of degrees of
freedom, thus by neglecting some of the dynamics of the system and unavoidably sacrifice some accuracy.
The goal is to neglect and/or approximate the least relevant part of the dynamics and to find the optimal
trade-off between gain in computational speed and loss of accuracy.

Although possible, it is not advisable to approximate the rigid body dynamics (and by extension the in-
dependent dynamics), due to the high non-linear dynamics of the rigid body dynamics. Furthermore, the
elastic deformation dynamics depend on these dynamics in a highly non-linear manner. Approximation of
the independent dynamics will not be considered in this work.

Significant gain in simulation speed can be achieved by approximating the dynamics of the elastic defor-
mation. Different techniques exist to approximate dynamical systems. The approximation techniques con-
sidered here are designed to take advantage of the mathematical structure of the model. Common ways for
mathematics-based model reduction techniques are: Singular Value Decomposition with truncation of the
eigenmodes and approximation of the omitted eigenvectors, Krylov vectors and neural networks [3].

Unlike SVD-based techniques Krylov vectors and neural networks approximation techniques depend on the
experiments for which the resulting model is tailored to optimally approximate the initial model. Actu-
ally they don’t use the mathematical structure of the model advantageously. Singular Value Decomposition
techniques are chosen because they of the following properties:

• Cheap equations assembly, solving and back transformation

• Minimal loss of precision which can be quantified

• Limited memory requirements to store the reduced models calculated in the prearation phase

• The reduced equation take the same form as the initial set of equations. They can thus be solved by
the same solvers. This property is useful for further developments.

6.1 Definition of the coordinates δ̂

In linear structural dynamics it is common practice to approximate the dynamic properties of a system within
a certain frequency band by the contribution of the eigenmodes with eigenfrequencies near or within this
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frequency band and specific other deformation patterns to approximate the contribution to the system’s dy-
namics of the omitted eigenfrequencies.

The coordinate subsystem δ̂ can be decomposed as follows:

δ̂ =
[
δ
δε

]
(43)

The equation (41) thus gets the following form:

[
M δδ(θ, δ̂) M δδε(θ, δ̂)
M δεδ(θ, δ̂) M δεδε(θ, δ̂)

] [
δ̈

δ̈ε

]
+

[
hδ(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂

δ)

hδ
ε
(θ, δ̂, θ̇, ˙̂

δ)

]
+[

Kδδ(θ) Kδδε(θ)
Kδεδ(θ) Kδεδε(θ)

] [
δ
δε

]
+
[

ΦT
,δ

ΦT
,δε

]
λ =

[
gδ

gδ
ε

]
(44)

In these equations the dependent dynamics are linearized around the corresponding undeformed configu-
ration. Similar to Component Mode Synthesis originating from linear stuctural dynamics, the dynamics
of the elastic deformation of the system will now be approximated by its dominant dynamic phenomena.
These dominant dynamic phenomena will be modeled by the degrees of freedom δ, the remaining part of the
dynamics can be omitted.

The system described by θ and δ will not be able to describe all the possible configurations of the initial
model. The set of coordinates (θ, δ) maps to a subspace of the flexible configuration space, which will be
referred to as the dominant dynamics configurations space. The coordinate transformation is no longer a
bijection upon the flexible configuration space as not all configurations can be described. They can however
be described with an acceptable precision.

6.2 Modal representation of the flexibility

The flexibility of the system can be represented by modal vectors. It is important to note that the rigid body
motion is not described by modal vectors, but by the possibly redundant set of coordinates θ. Contrary to
the often used modal representation of the flexibility of components in multibody models, the mode sets will
now represent system-level deformation patterns. Component-level modal representation suffers from the
fact that all those degrees of freedom on which a constraint equation (2) is imposed, need to be retained.
By choosing system-level deformation patterns that respect the constraint equations, i.e. that are tangent
to the flexible configuration space, those degrees of freedom do not need to be retained: because of the
intrinsic respecting of the constraint equations, these degrees of freedom are not required for the solving of
the projected system equations.

For the optimal modal representation, or in other phrasing, the optimal definition of the δ-coordinate axes of
the new coordinate system, the following properties are desired:

• The storing of the elements of the projected equations should require the least possible memory.

• The projected equations should be as cheap as possible to solve.

• The calculation of the reduced model should be as cheap as possible. This is less of an issue however,
as the time constraints during the preparation phase are less stringent.

The first two goals can be achieved by choosing the mode set in such a way that the reduced mass and stiffness
matrices are maximally diagonal. Storing a sparse matrix such as a diagonal matrix is much cheaper than
storing a densely populated matrix. Furthermore, if some elements of the reduced mass and stiffness matrices
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are the same regardless of the configuration, they only need to be stored once, and not for each configuration.
As the mode set can be mass orthogonalized, the mode set can be defined in such a way that the reduced
mass matrix becomes the identity matrix. If this is done consistently for all configurations, it only needs to be
stored once. Diagonal reduced mass and stiffness matrices also lead to less coupled equations, which makes
the solving cheaper. Although the mode set can be chosen in such a way that the reduced mass and stiffness
take a simple form, it is impossible to reduce the complexity of the second term in equation (44) and the
reduced mass and stiffness matrices simultaneously. Mathematically, it is however easier to calculate mass
orthonomalized modal vectors, a classic eigenvalue problem, than to calculate modal vectors which simplify
the second term in equation (44), which can be done by demanding that specific elements of the Christoffel
symbol in equation (14) are equal to a certain value.

Craig defines multiple sets of dynamic component mode supersets [4]. These are sets of modes able to
approximate the dynamics of a linear elastic structure up to a given frequency with the least number of modes
and the least loss of precision. Amongst these different sets, the dynamic residual attachment-mode superset
leads to the most sparse reduced mass and stiffness matrix, both of them being diagonal. Furthermore, by
normalizing the modes with respect to the mass matrix, the reduced mass matrix becomes the identity matrix.
Contrary to the dynamic residual attachment-mode superset Craig proposes, the rigid body motion will not
be described by this mode set, as it is already described by the coordinates θ. However, it is possible to use
any superset to represent the flexibility of the mechanism. Brüls, whose focus wasn’t on speeding up the
simulation, proposes the Hurty set, which has less interesting properties for fast simulation.

The selected mode set should however, together with the coordinates θ used to represent the rigid body
motion, result in an allowed coordinate transformation. This leads to the following conditions for the mode
set:

• The modal vectors should always be linearly independent of the rigid body modes. For computational
efficiency, mass orthogonality to the rigid body modes is preferable.

• They should be continuously differentiable. The modal vectors are a function of the elements of
the initial model equations (1) and (2), which vary smoothly within the flexible configuration space.
Furthermore, if the functions defining the modal vectors are smooth within the respective domain, the
modal vectors will be smooth as well. This is e.g. the case for the eigenmodes of the system.

• The modes should be linearly independent to obtain a coordinate transformation’s Jacobian of full
rank. This is the case for a well chosen mode set, e.g. the different mode supersets proposed by Craig
[4].

• The change of the modal coordinates δ should be path independent when going from one configuration
to another. It still remains to be proven that this condition holds for an elastic deformation mode of an
arbitrary flexible mechanism. This topic will be addressed by the author in the future.

Under the condition that the deformation remains small so that the approximation by linearization around
the undeformed configuration is acceptable, the conditions mentionned above result in a regular coordinate
transformation.

7 Conclusions and future work

Current simulation techniques are not powerful enough to allow for real-time simulation of flexible mech-
anisms. By describing the initial degrees of freedom in a wisely chosen curvilinear coordinate system, the
resulting projected equations of motion can become much cheaper to solve. The overall process consists of
defining the coordinate transformation, calculating the elements of the projected equation and solving the
projected equations. This overall process is more expensive than solving the initial system equations. The
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advantage of this methodology however is that an important part of the computational load can be shifted to
a preparation phase, such that the computational load during the actual simulation phase is significantly re-
duced. By choosing the new coordinate axes to be locally tangent to the subspace allowed by the constraint
equations, the initial set of differential-algebraic equations can be recast as a set of ordinary differential
equations. By adopting some assumptions, the model can be significantly simplified. Firstly, for a lot of
applications, certain degrees of freedom can be assumed to be independent of other degrees of freedom. By
ignoring these weak couplings, the resulting equations are less coupled and thus cheaper to solve. Secondly,
the dynamics of the system can be approximated by only considering the dominant dynamic properties and
approximating the remainder of the dynamic properties.

Although this paper discusses a lot of desirable properties for a coordinate transformation, it still remains
to be proven that it is possible to create a valid coordinate transformation that incorporates all these nice
features. Currently, no singularity-free technique exist. In the near future the author will focus on defining a
global singularity-free coordinate transformation incorporating those desirable properties, as well as applying
this methodology to a test case.
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Abstract
This work discusses the influence of flexibility within the multibody approach for wind-turbine gearbox
modeling and validates them, by means of a generic gearbox calculation consisting of one planetary gear
stage and two helical stages. First the state-of-the-art rigid multibody modeling with discrete flexibility is
discussed. Secondly flexible multibody modeling by means of reduced finite element models is discussed.
The different structures for coupling the reduced finite element structure to the multibody gearbox model are
investigated. The modal behavior of a fully flexible model of the high speed helical gear stage is determined
and compared to the rigid model. A detailed estimation of the influence of the flexibility of the different
components of the planetary stage is performed. Finally a flexible planet carrier is introduced in the full
gearbox model and a comparison with the rigid full gearbox model is made

1 Introduction

In the new higher megawatt wind turbines, the overall influence of the structure flexibility, consisting of the
tower, the nacelle and, of course, the rotor has become very significant. On top of that, due to the larger
forces and moments, the gearbox and other drive train flexibilities have also become of larger influence on
the global turbine behavior. Within this framework, more detailed gearbox loading simulation models with
explicit focus on the influence of flexibility on the model behavior and practical implementation of flexibility
within the model are needed. This paper, which results from close cooperation with wind turbine gearbox
manufacturer Hansen Transmissions, will focus on the influence of flexibility on gearbox dynamics and do
this by means of a generic gearbox, consisting of three gear stages: one planetary stage and two helical
stages, shown in figure 1. The planetary gear stage consists of three planets and fixed ring wheel, indicated
by number 2 in figure 1. On the low speed shaft (LSS), indicated by number 3 in figure 1, the slow wheel
is pressed. This is in contact with the teeth on the intermediate shaft (ISS), marked by number 4 in figure
1. On the intermediate shaft a high speed wheel is mounted, which establishes contact with the teeth on the
high speed shaft (HSS), indicated by number 5 in figure 1. All multibody modeling and all finite element
modeling (FE modeling) was performed using respectively LMS Virtual Lab Motion and MSC Nastran.

The description of the gearbox dynamics is performed in two steps. The starting point is a state-of-the-art six
degree of freedom (DOF) multibody model (MB model) with discrete flexibility. In this model, the different
gearbox components: shafts, gears, planets, planet carrier and housing are considered to be rigid. Bearings
and gear contact are modeled by means of discrete flexibilities. This type of model will be referred to by the
term: rigid multibody model with discrete flexibility. Afterwards component flexibilities are included. These
are introduced, using finite element models reduced by means of the component mode synthesis technique
(CMS)[14]. The term flexible multibody model will be used for these CMS based type of multibody models.
Important in this reduction, is the use of appropriate coupling structures at the interfaces between the FE-
and multibody model. Various possibilities in doing so, are discussed in detail.
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Figure 1: General view of investigated gearbox

2 Degree of flexibility within the multibody simulation technique

A gear system consists in essence of several subflexibilities:

• gear mesh flexibility: This stiffness represents the stiffness of the contacting teeth of the gear, which
exhibit bending deformation under loading conditions.

• gear body flexibility

• gear shaft flexibility

• bearing flexibility: All bearings will experience a deformation under load, which can be represented
as flexibilities between the shafts and housing

• planet carrier flexibility

• housing flexibility

Depending on the complexity of the used modeling technique some or all of these gear system flexibilities
can be accounted for in the gear system model.

Since a gearbox is the assembly of several gear systems, the same flexibilities are of importance for a full
gearbox. Therefore each gearbox model also needs to account for each of these flexibilities. There are dif-
ferent modeling techniques, with different degrees of complexity, for representing those influences. Two of
them are the 6 DOF rigid multibody modeling with discrete flexibility and the flexible multibody modeling.
Both will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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3 6 DOF multibody modeling with discrete flexibility

In a first approach, all components are considered to be rigid with six DOFs. In this type of model, two
types of links can be made between two components. In a kinematic link (joint), the movement of the bodies
is linked according to fixed kinematic relations. In a dynamic link, discrete flexibility is introduced in the
system by representing links between components by spring-damper systems. These couple the 12 DOFs
of two components by force-displacement relations, allowing the description of relative movements between
the components depending on the forces acting between them.

3.1 Bearing stiffness modeling

By using 6DOF spring-damper systems to link the forcesFi, acting in the i-direction and momentsMi

acting around the i-axis to the projections in the global axis system of the body position and orientation,
a more realistic representation for the bearings of the gearbox is realized. This creates the possibility to
gather insight in bearing influences on the dynamic behavior of the global system. From now on, these
spring-damper bearing systems will be given the name bushings.

For the used bearing stiffness values themselves, there are two possibilities. First of all constant stiffness
values can be used for describing the bearing behavior. In a more advanced approach, however, frequency
dependent non-linear bearing stiffnesses can be included.

3.2 Gear mesh stiffness modeling

3.2.1 Constant Mesh stiffness value

There are different standards to determine the gear mesh stiffness. In the following, the ISO 6336 standard[1]
will be discussed.

According to ISO 6336, the tooth stiffness parameter representsthe requisite load over 1 mm face width,
directed along the line of action to produce, in line with the load, the deformation amounting to 1µm of
one or more pairs of deviation-free teeth in contact.In the ISO 6336 formulation, the effect of backlash is
included.

For helical gears, the tooth stiffness is defined by one single value, being the maximum stiffness normal to
the helix of one tooth pair;
The mesh stiffness,cγ , is the mean value of stiffness of all the teeth in a mesh.

For the determination of these stiffness values the ISO standard suggests three methods: A,B and C with
descending degree of complexity and detail. The information used in method A should be the result of
full scale load tests or comprehensive mathematical analyses of the transmission system on the basis of
proven operating experience. Therefore method A is seldom used. Method B has sufficient accuracy for
most applications, however more assumptions/approximations are made than for method A, but less than for
method C.

It is important to remark that gear body bending and torsional deformations are not accounted for in the tooth
stiffness, but will be considered by regarding the gear body as part of the shaft.

3.2.2 Evolving mesh stiffness

The previous approaches give a good first estimate of the gear mesh stiffness. However, if one wants to
investigate the effect of gear meshing excitation on the global dynamic gearbox behavior, the variation of the
gear meshing stiffness, when the meshing position changes from root to tip on the driving gear tooth, needs
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to be included. The influence of this meshing stiffness variation is shown amongst others by Lin and Parker
in [2].

Cai
In the approach for helical gears, building further on the ISO appproach, was suggested by Cai[3][4], an
equivalent stiffness evolution is calculated along an equivalent line of action placed in the middle of the face
width. Along this equivalent line of action the stiffness function is determined considering tooth surface
errors such as profile error and lead error. Also the effect of multiple teeth in contact is accounted for. This
leads to the following expression:

k(t) = kp.e
(C0| t−(εtz)/2

1.125εα.tz
|3) (1)

with kp the stiffness at the pitch point,ε the total contact ratio of a helical gear,εα the transverse contact ratio
of a helical gear,tz the meshing time period passing a transverse base pitch (tz = 60/(nz1)), n the rpm of
the driving gear,z1 the tooth number of gear one, t the meshing time of a helical gear pair (s). For further
details, the reader is referred to [3].

Implementation
In the simulations, discussed in this paper, the Cai-approach is implemented in a 12 by 12 relationship
between two meshing gears:

[ −→
F1−→
F2

]
= Kspring,CAI .

 12x12 transformation matrix
from local gear body axes

to global axes system

 [ −→q1−→q2

]
(2)

where: −→
F1 =

[
FX1 FY 1 FZ1 MX1 MY 1 MZ1

]T
(3)

−→
F2 =

[
FX2 FY 2 FZ2 MX2 MY 2 MZ2

]T
(4)

−→q1 =
[

x1 y1 z1 ρx1 ρy1 θ1

]T
(5)

−→q2 =
[

x2 y2 z2 ρx2 ρy2 θ2

]T
(6)

3.3 Implementation in a full gearbox

The 6DOF rigid multibody modeling with discrete flexibilty of the full gearbox can be divided into the
modeling of two types of systems: the two helical stages and the planetary stage.

Helical Stages
The model of a helical stage (figure 2) consists of the following components:

• Two rigid shafts connected to the housing using two bushings each

• Two gear bodies constrained in 6DOFs to the shafts

• A spring-damper system describing the mesh stiffness

This gives a good representation of the dynamics of the helical system, as shown by Peeters in [5] and
Kahraman in [6].

Planetary Stage
The model of a planetary gear stage (figure 3) consists of the following components:
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(a) Helical gear stage (b) Multibody implementation including bearings
and gear mesh

Figure 2: MB model of helical gear stage

• A rigid ring wheel, constrained to the gearbox housing in six DOFs

• A rigid planet carrier connected to the housing using two bushings

• Three planet bodies connected to the planet carrier shafts using two bushings each

• A spring-damper system describing the mesh stiffness between each of the planets and the ring wheel
and between each of the planets and the sun

(a) Planetary gear stage (b) Multibody implementation including bearings and gear mesh

Figure 3: MB model of Planetary gear stage

The representation of planetary stages by lumped masses connected by spring systems, representing bearings
and gear contact, is extensively used by Parker and Lin for analytical characterization of planetary stage
behavior[2][7][8]. The description of the dynamics of the planetary system by these analytical models, was
compared to the one found using the semi-analytical finite element technique of Vijayakar[9]. The Parker
models were found to be in good agreement with the Vijayakar models for the description of the global
dynamic behavior[10][11].
The difference between the Parker models and the suggested 6DOF technique, however, is in the fact that
Parker only accounts for three degrees of freedom (2 translations and 1 rotation) for each body, whereas in
the current model 6DOFS are used. This implies that extra information is accounted for. Peeters has shown
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in [5], that the dynamic behavior found by Parker, can also be seen in the suggested 6DOF rigid multibody
model with discrete flexibilities.

4 Flexible multibody modeling

4.1 Introduction

Both Schlecht[12][13] and Peeters[5] have concluded that rigid multibody models with discrete flexibility
can already account for the effect of many external influences on the internal drive train dynamics. However,
because the goal of this research is the detailed investigation of the effect of detailed flexibility modeling
within the wind turbines gearboxes, there is a need to expand these models to six degree of freedom multi-
body models with component flexibility; this in order to get sufficient answers to the occurring vibrational
behavior.

In this technique, the different gearbox components, such as shafts, gear wheels, planet carrier,etc. are
modeled, not by assigning them with 6DOF, but by representing them using finite element models. In order
to keep the calculation times of the full model reasonable, the FE models need to be reduced using the
component mode synthesis technique.

4.2 Component Mode Synthesis (CMS)

An appropriate solution for achieving a model reduction is the use of the component mode synthesis (CMS)
technique [14][15]. This is a form of substructure coupling analysis in which the dynamic behavior of the
substructure is formulated as a superposition of modal contributions of pre-selected component modes of
the following types: normal modes, rigid body modes, constrained modes, attachment modes, inertia relief
modes and/or inertia attachment modes. There are several combinations of these sets that generate a super-
position of the modes, sufficient for determining the exact static and dynamic response of the component
submitted to external forces applied at boundary nodes.

The CMS technique starts from the second order differential equations describing the linear dynamic behav-
ior of the considered component:

M.q̈ + C.q̇ + K.q = F (7)

In any of the CMS techniques the classical modal transformation:

q = Ψ.η (8)

is performed to represent the physical coordinates q in terms of component coordinatesη. The transformation
matrixΨ consists of pre-selected component modes.

In this research, the Craig-Bampton method is used. In this, the modal transformation matrixΨ is defined by

Ψ = [ΨcΨk] (9)

whereΨc are the constrained modes andΨk, the normal modes. After performing the modal transformation,
the equations of motion are written in terms of the component coordinatesη.
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4.3 Rigid versus flexible FE multibody interfaces: consequences on amount of
flexibility introduced in system

For the flexible modeling of a structure, its large FE model is preferably reduced into a reduced number of
degrees of freedom. In these DOFs, the FE model will be coupled to the multi body model. Choosing the
right reduced set of DOFs is here of utmost importance. It is at this reduced number of DOFs, that the forces
acting on the full FE modeled component will be introduced into the FE model. This implies, that if too
few points are chosen forces distributed over larger parts of the structure will be introduced at one or two FE
mesh nodes, which would imply an unrealistically high force introduction. Bearing forces for instance act on
a section of the shaft. Therefore the full bearing force should be distributed over a sufficient number of FE
nodes. In order to realize this, auxiliary structures have to be used. Several structures are available for this
purpose. The ones used in this research are rigid and flexible multipoint constraints. Both approaches will
be implemented on the low speed shaft (LSS), seen in figure 4 and their influence on the dynamic behavior
will be compared. Arrows 1,3,4 and 5 on figure 4 mark bearing locations, whereas arrow 2 indicates the
sun-LSS spline connection. At all these locations external forces need to be introduced for which multipoint
constraint coupling will be used.

Figure 4: Bearing and external force locations

4.3.1 Rigid multipoint constraints

A rigid multipoint constraint can be used to couple the displacement and forces of several nodes (here referred
to as dependent nodes), to those at one node (here referred to as main node). In the case of a rigid multipoint
constraint, a rigid shell of dependent nodes is created. In other words, the dependent nodes are connected to
each other and to the main node by an infinitely stiff connection. If a circle of dependent nodes is used, this
circle will not ovalize under loading. Therefore, if rigid multipoint constraints are used for the modeling of a
shaft, the shaft’s circumference will be infinitely stiff at these locations. Only the intermediate sections will
deform according to the material stiffness.

4.3.2 Flexible multipoint constraints

A second coupling structure is the flexible multipoint constraint. This type of multipoint constraint also
links the displacements and forces of several nodes (here referred to as dependent nodes) to those of one
node (here referred to as main node). For this linkage, the influence of the different dependent nodes can be
differentiated using weighting factorsωi. For a circle of dependent nodes (figure 5 blue) linked to a main
center node (figure 5 red), the force relation is given by:

Fi = (
M.ωi.ri

ω1.r2
1 + ω2.r2

2 + ... + ω5.r2
5

) (10)
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Figure 5: Bearing and external force locations

where:

• M = Moment at the center node

• Fi = Force at DOF i

• ωi = Weighting factor for DOF i

• ri = Radius from weighted center of gravity to point i

The big difference however lies herein, that the flexible multipoint constraint does not add any extra stiffness
to the structure. Therefore the dynamic and static behavior of the structure will not be influenced by the
auxiliary FE multibody coupling.

4.3.3 Comparison of both coupling structures

Since a CMS reduction involves two types of modes: modes based on static and modes based on dynamic
behavior, the influence of both FE-multibody coupling structures on both these mode types needs to be
investigated.

This investigation is performed by means of the LSS shaft of the gearbox shown in figure 4. At each of
the locations marked with an arrow in figure 4 a multipoint constraint is constructed. These locations are
respectively bearing and spline connection locations.

Comparison of both multipoint constraints with regard to natural frequencies

In order to illustrate the effect of multipoint constraints on the flexible modes, a comparison of the natu-
ral frequencies related to the first three modes, of the shaft without multipoint constraints, the shaft with
rigid- and the shaft with flexible multipoint constraints has been made. The results are shown in table 1.
From this table, it is clear that the eigenfrequencies will be influenced significantly by the multipoint con-
straint choice. There can be concluded that it is advisable to use flexible multipoint constraints, as they don’t
influence the dynamic behavior.
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Mode Nr Without multipoint With rigid multipoint With flexible multipoint
constraints constraints constraints

1 1360Hz 3264Hz 1360Hz
2 1361Hz 3577Hz 1361Hz
3 2420Hz 3580Hz 2420Hz

Table 1: Influence of multipoint constraint on flexible modes

Comparison of both multipoint constraints with regard to constraint modes

Secondly, the effect of the different multipoint constraints on the displacement values for the different con-
straint modes is investigated. The comparison for each of the modes is shown in figure 6 and 7. The rigid
multipoint constraint is found to have significant influence, whereas the flexible multipoint constraint does
not influence the structure at all. This implies that the constraint modes, in a Craig-Bampton reduction
set, may be influenced very significantly by the multipoint constraint choice. Therefore, in order to avoid
coupling structure influence, the flexible multipoint constraints are the most interesting.

(a) Rigid Spider set-up: Constraint mode unit translation
in Y direction

(b) Flexible Spider set-up: Constraint mode: unit trans-
lation in Y direction

Figure 6: Comparison between displacement distribution in the constraint mode with a rigid multipoint
constraint set-up and in the constraint mode with a flexible multipoint constraint set-up

(a) Rigid Spider set-up: Constraint mode: unit rotation
about Y-axis

(b) Flexible Spider set-up: Constraint mode: unit rota-
tion about Y-axis

Figure 7: Comparison between displacement distribution in the constraint mode with a rigid multipoint
constraint set-up and in the constraint mode with a flexible multipoint constraint set-up

4.3.4 Conclusion

From the previous paragraphs it can be concluded, that the choice of a proper FE-multibody coupling is
of utmost importance, as it both influences the constraint as the normal modes of the structure. Since the
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dynamic behavior of the component is described by the reduced mode set consisting of both dynamically
and statically based modes, it is largely dependent on the coupling structure choice. Therefore the dynamic
behavior of the full flexible multibody system will be largely dependent on the choice of a proper coupling
structure. Therefore it is advised to use the flexible multipoint constraint in most cases, as it does not
influence the structures’ static and dynamic behavior.

4.4 Modeling of components of which flexibility is to be of influence on the overall
gearbox behavior

Besides choosing the right FE-multibody connection structure, it is also very important that the number of
flexible modeled components is appropriate for the goal of the calculations, as it takes quite some effort to
build an appropriate FE model for inclusion in multibody calculations and a flexible calculation will lead to
a higher calculation time. The next sections investigate the effect of introducing flexibility in the following
components:

• Shafts

• Gear wheels

• Planet Carrier

The gearbox housing is always considered to be stiff.

Figure 8: Low Speed Shaft multipoint constraint locations

4.4.1 Shafts and gear wheels

The low speed shaft (LSS), the intermediate speed shaft (ISS) and the high speed shaft (HSS) will be imple-
mented as flexible. For each of these shafts, the starting point is a detailed FE model. Afterwards, multipoint
constraints need to be introduced for coupling the shaft to the rest of the MB model.

The first forces which need to be coupled, are the bearing forces. This is done by linking all DOFs of the outer
nodes of the shaft, at the bearing locations, to the 6 DOFS of one center node, using a flexible multipoint
constraint. This is indicated by number 2 in figure 8. It is at the center node that the bearing forces/moments
will be introduced.
The second type of forces, that need to be coupled, are the forces/moments of the spline connection between
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the low speed shaft body and the sun body. This is also realized by the use of a flexible multipoint constraint
to link all DOFs of the shaft nodes at the spline to the 6DOFs of a single center node. It is in this center node,
that the spline forces and moments will be introduced.

As indicated in section 3.2.1, the ISO 6336 standard only takes the tooth stiffness into account, not the gear
body stiffness. The gear wheel itself should be accounted for together with the shaft. This is achieved by
fully connecting the gear body and shaft meshes. In order to introduce the gear mesh forces at the right
locations, a flexible multipoint constraint, connecting the outer gear wheel nodes to a single main center
node, was introduced. This is indicated by number 1 in figure 8.

4.4.2 Planet Carrier

For the planet carrier, the coupling between the multibody and FE model is more complex. The following
coupling structures need to be introduced:

• The two bearing connections, supporting the planet carrier, are modeled using flexible multipoint
constraints, as indicated by number 1 in figure 9. In order to have a more accurate introduction of the
bearing forces over all significant nodes.

• Flexible multipoint constraints are introduced to represent the planet bearing connections between
each of the planets and the planet shafts. These are marked by the arrows with number 2 in figure 9.

• The coupling with the main turbine shaft is realized, using a rigid multipoint constraint, indicated with
number 3 in figure 9. A rigid multipoint constraint is used to represent the interface, because the main
turbine shaft, which in the turbine is inserted at this location in the planet carrier flange, is assessed to
be very stiff.

Figure 9: Planet carrier multipoint constraint locations
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4.5 Conclusions about modeling techniques

Two multibody modeling types were discussed: the 6DOF rigid multibody models with discrete flexibility
and flexible multibody models. From this, the first conclusion can be drawn, that the used coupling structure
between the FE and multibody model is of importance as it influences not only the dynamics of the substruc-
ture, but also the dynamic behavior of the full system. Therefore the modeler should avoid stiffening certain
parts of the component while making others more flexible, as this changes both the static and dynamic be-
havior of the structure. This can be realized by using the flexible multipoint constraints for realizing the FE
multibody coupling.

5 Discussion of simulation results

Simulations are performed under free boundary conditions and divided into two parts. The state-of-the-
art 6 DOF rigid multibody simulations with discrete flexibility form the starting point. In a second step,
component flexibility is added and the dynamic behavior is compared to this starting reference.

5.1 6DOF Rigid MB modeling with discrete flexibility

A modal analysis is performed on the full gearbox. The identified modes are classified in three categories:
planet modes, helical modes and global modes. For the first category, the mode shape is mainly manifested
in the planetary stage and in the second category in the helical stages. The global modes are the mode shapes
in which all gearbox components exhibit significant deformations.

5.1.1 Planet modes

The considered planetary stage, consists of a cage planet carrier with three planets, a sun and a planet-ring
wheel. The planet-ring is non-rotating. According to Lin and Parker[7][16], the modes of such a planetary
system can be classified into classes (figure 10):

• Rotational Modes: These modes have pure rotation of the carrier, ring and sun. All planets have the
same motion and move in phase. The multiplicity of the corresponding eigenfrequencies is one for
these modes.

• Translational Modes: In these modes, the carrier, ring and sun have pure translational movement. The
multiplicity of the corresponding natural frequencies is two.

Because Lin and Parker use three DOF analytical models, their technique is unable to detect mode shapes in
other directions. In [5][17] Peeters showed that the same categories are also present for a rigid 6DOF planet
stage multibody model. On top, Peeters added a fourth category: TheOut Of Plane Modes. In these modes
the planets, sun and/or carrier move out-of-plane.

This leads to a total of four categories of mode shapes. The last category is further divided into two sub-
categories: tilt modes and axial modes. The first type to describe the tilting of the planets and the second
for describing the axial planet translation. The planetary tilt in the so-calledtilt modes, is the result of the
flexibility of the bushings between the planets and the planet carrier shafts. This results in two tilt movements
around the radial axes of the planets. Therefore these modes have multiplicity 2, see figure 10. The modes
in which the planets translate along the axial axes of the planet carrier will be referred to as theaxial modes.

For the planetary gear stage installed in the investigated gearbox, the modes in table 2 were found.

Given table 2, there can be concluded that the axial and tilt modes are of big importance in the dynamic
description of the planetary stage within the full gearbox.
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(a) Rotational Mode (b) Translational Mode (c) Axial Mode (d) Tilt-Mode

Figure 10: Mode Categories of Planetary Gear System

Mode Nr Rotational Translational Axial Tilt
Mode Mode Mode Mode
(m=1) (m=2) (m=2)

1 81
2 163
4 200
5 248
7 254
9 355
20 491
21 543
22 686
23 686
24 937
25 937
26 954
31 1091
33 1246
34 1246
35 1322
38 1400

Table 2: Eigenfrequencies (Hz) of planetary stage of rigid MB model with discrete flexibilities of full gearbox
with free boundaries

5.1.2 Helical modes

The second part of the gearbox is the helical part, which consists of two helical gear stages. Table 3 lists
the gearbox modes under free boundaries, which are dominated by displacements in their helical stages. The
eigenfrequencies are categorized in two columns according to the helical stage in which their mode shape
occurs. The mode shapes involving the ISS are assigned to both columns as the ISS is a part both of the low
and high speed helical gear stage. Two of these mode shapes are visualized in figure 11.
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Mode Nr Low Speed High Speed Description
Helical Stage Helical Stage Of The Mode Shape

3 168 168 Axial translation of ISS
6 252 252 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes (tilting)
8 290 Axial translation of LSS
10 382 Axial translation of HSS
11 425 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes(tilting)
12 425 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes(tilting)
13 427 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
14 450 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes
15 450 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes
17 490 490 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
18 490 490 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
22 875 875 Rotation of ISS around on of its radial axes
27 1011 Rotation of HSS around on of its radial axes
28 1011 Rotation of HSS around on of its radial axes
29 1080 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes(tilting)
30 1080 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes(tilting)
32 1145 Rotation of HSS and ISS around one of their radial axes
36 1342 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
37 1342 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
39 8085 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
40 8090 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes

Table 3: Eigenfrequencies (Hz) of helical stages of rigid MB model with discrete flexibilities of full gearbox
with free boundaries

5.1.3 Global modes

On top of the modes consisting of predominant helical stage displacements or only planetary stage displace-
ments, there are also global modes with significant deformation in the entire system. Their eigenfrequencies
are shown in table 4.

Mode Nr Global Mode
9 355
16 480
31 1091

Table 4: Eigenfrequencies (Hz), of rigid MB model with discrete flexibilities of full gearbox with free
boundaries, of which mode shape influences both the planetary as the helical stages of the gearbox.
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(a) Axial ISS translation mode corresponding to eigenfre-
quency at 168Hz

(b) Rotation mode of ISS around one of its radial axes
corresponding to eigenfrequency at 490Hz

Figure 11: Two exemplary mode shapes of helical stages of rigid MB model with discrete flexibilities of full
gearbox with free boundaries

5.2 Flexible MB simulations

5.2.1 Introduction

In this section, the eigenfrequencies of the 6DOF multibody system with discrete flexibility are compared to
the ones of the flexible multibody model. This is done in different stages. First the focus is put on flexibility
within the helical gear stages, afterwards on the planetary stage and finally the whole gearbox is considered.

5.2.2 Flexible model of the high speed helical stage

Figure 12: Flexible helical gearstage
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First, the effect of the flexibility of the high speed helical gear stage (shown in figure 12) on the gearbox
dynamics is investigated. Two models were made. First, a rigid multibody model with discrete flexibility for
bearings and gear mesh stiffness. Afterwards, this model was extended to a full flexible multibody model.
In this, the intermediate shaft including slow wheel was modeled using a 135528 DOFs mesh and the high
speed shaft using a 90125 DOFs. For both, mesh stabilization for the first 15 eigenfrequencies was checked.
Since the frequency range of interest is from 0 to 1500Hz, normal modes above 3000Hz were included in
the Craig-Bampton set. The first fifteen modes of these sets for the ISS as for the HSS are shown in table 5.

The resulting eigenfrequencies and mode shapes for both simulations are shown in table 6. It is clear that
the flexibility has significant influence on the dynamic behavior of the single helical gear stage. All eigenfre-
quencies of the flexible model decrease compared to the rigid ones. This is to be expected due to a decrease
of the components stiffness (from rigid to a more realistic value) for a constant mass. A second finding is the
fact that the number of eigenfrequencies increases significantly. This is due to the larger number of DOFS
of the flexible shaft compared to the rigid one, which leads to more coupled modes. This results in a more
detailed and accurate description of the gear stage dynamic behavior.

Mode ISS HSS
1 620 717
2 620 717
3 1288 1282
4 1717 1544
5 1717 1544
6 1918 2522
7 1952 2671
8 1952 2723
9 3127 2723
10 3164 3757
11 3164 3757
12 3185 3842
13 3772 4226
14 3809 4854
15 3809 4998

Table 5: Free-free eigenfrequencies of ISS and HSS
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Rigid MB Model Flex MB Model
Mode Nr Eigenfrequency Mode Nr Eigenfrequency Mode Description

1 168 1 167 Axial translation of ISS
2 380 2 333 Axial translation of HSS
3 491 3 384 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
4 491 4 384 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes

5 562 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
6 562 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes

5 1140 7 743 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
6 1300 8 743 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
7 1300 9 780 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes

10 950 Local ISS mode coupled with
radial translation of HSS

11 950 Local ISS mode coupled with
radial translation of HSS

12 1288 Local ISS and HSS mode
13 1421 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes

10 2111 14 1540 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
11 2111 15 1540 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes

16 1717 Local ISS mode
17 1717 Local ISS mode

8 1408 18 1830 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
9 1408 19 1830 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
...

Table 6: Comparison of the eigenfrequencies (Hz) found using a rigid multibody simulation with discrete
flexibility to the ones found using a flexible multibody simulation. In the rigid model, the components are
modeled as rigid, the bearings are represented using spring damper systems and gear contact using a constant
stiffness. In the flexible approach, the shafts and gear wheels are added using reduced FE models.

5.2.3 Flexible model of planetary stage

The second important gear stage type in the overall gearbox is the planetary stage. Because this system is far
more complex than the helical system, the flexibility investigation is performed in several steps. To this end,
the eigenfrequencies are calculated for different scenarios, describing increasing degree of flexibility:

• Scenario A: The influence of the planet shaft flexibility

• Scenario B: Free-free flexible planet carrier

• Scenario C: Model consisting of flexible planet carrier constrained using joints (front: spherical joint,
back: radial translations locked). Planets constrained on planet carrier using 6 DOF locking joints.

• Scenario D: Model consisting of flexible planet carrier suspended using bushings at front and back.
Planets constrained on planet carrier using 6 DOF locking joints.

• Scenario E: Model consisting of flexible planet carrier suspended using bushings at front and back.
Planets suspended in planet carrier using bushings.

• Scenario F: Model consisting of flexible planet carrier suspended using bushings at front and back.
Planets suspended in planet carrier using bushings. Gear contact mesh stiffness between planets and
ring wheel
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• Scenario G: Model consisting of flexible planet carrier suspended using bushings at front and back.
Planets suspended in planet carrier using bushings. Gear contact mesh stiffness between planets and
ring wheel. Gear contact mesh stiffness between planets and sun. Sun connected to LSS as in gearbox,
with LSS on bearings as in gearbox.

• Scenario H: Rigid planet carrier suspended in bushings at front and back. Planets suspended in planet
carrier using bushings. Gear contact mesh stiffness between planets and ring wheel.

In doing so, the contribution of the different flexibilities can be assessed in detail within the operating range
of 0-1500Hz.

(a) Planet carrier with rigid planet shafts (b) Planet carrier with flexible shafts

Figure 13: Comparison of static torsional displacements

Scenario A: Influence of planet shafts
First the influence of the flexibility of the planet shafts is investigated. This is done by comparing the static
torsional stiffness of a planet carrier for two set-ups. In the first one, the planet carrier shafts are modeled
as rigid. This is done by connecting the interface nodes between planet carrier and shaft using a rigid
multipoint constraint connection. At the center nodes of these multipoint constraints, the three translations
are locked. The shaft connection is done using a rigid multipoint constraint connection. At the center node
of this multipoint constraint a unity torque is applied and the three translations are locked. The results of
this analysis are compared to a setup containing the planet shafts to assess the planet shaft influence. Here,
the external nodes of each planet shaft are connected to center node using a flexible multipoint constraint
connection. Again the translations at the same locations are locked and a unity torque is applied.

First convergence of the mesh was investigated by comparing different mesh sizes. The difference in torsional
stiffness between a 67107DOF and a 161934DOF mesh was found to be less than 0.5%.

From comparison of both set-ups, it was found that modeling the planet shafts as rigid, adds 30.4% to the
overall torsional stiffness of the planet carrier. The comparison of the displacements themselves are shown
in figure 13.

Conclusion
The planet shafts are found to have significant influence on the modal behavior of the planet carrier itself.
Therefore they should preferably be included in the planet carrier mesh, if one wants to use it in a multibody
model.
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Scenario B: Free-free flexible planet carrier
A detailed FE model of the planet carrier, consisting of 105564DOFs and using multipoint constraint con-
necting structures located as discussed in section 4.4.2, was constructed. Different mesh sizes were compared
until stabilization of the first 15 flexible modes occurred within a range below 1%. The free-free eigenfre-
quencies are listed in table 7. It can be seen that the planet carrier itself has already quite some eigenfrequen-
cies within the range of interest. Therefore it is advisable to further investigate the planet carrier influence.

Scenario C: Inclusion of joints and planets
In this scenario, the model consists of a flexible planet carrier constrained using joints (front: spherical joint,
back: radial translations locked). For the flexible modeling of the carrier, normal modes up to 4000 Hz were
included in the Craig-Bampton reduction. This leads to a reliable model up to 2000 Hz. The planets were
constrained on the planet carrier using 6 DOF locking joints. The resulting eigenfrequencies are listed in
table 7. From these results, it can be seen that there is a significant decrease of the frequencies. The first
eigenfrequency for example is halved. This due to the increased mass caused by the inclusion of the planets.
Therefore more eigenfrequencies will be within the range of interest and the importance of the flexibility of
the planet carrier within the full gearbox will increase.

Scenario D: Flexible suspended up planet carrier
The next flexibility inclusion is realized by supporting the system from scenario C with flexible bearings.
The resulting eigenfrequencies are listed in table 7. It can be seen, that the planet carrier bearing flexibility
results in a large downward eigenfrequency shift. The first eigenfrequencies decrease by a factor four and
more. This due to the flexibility coupling in which the planet carrier (seen as spring) is coupled to two
parallel more flexible springs. This shows the large influence of the bearings on the gear system. For these
calculations industry representative bearing stiffnesses were chosen. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
industrial planet carrier bearings will play an important role within the overall gearbox behavior.
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Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Scenario E Scenario F Scenario G Scenario H

800 472 81 80 80 81 81
801 477 153 151 151 153 153
950 722 153 205 151 153 153
950 856 205 205 205 199 199
961 863 205 245 205 199 199
1045 896 752 250 245 244 244
1140 896 752 252 250 245 256
1164 937 760 578 577 252 482
1391 947 861 582 582 445 543
1392 1057 864 614 614 455 686

1074 1042 686 661 537 686
1267 1057 686 686 537 937
1310 1060 744 686 560 937
1325 1130 824 747 560 937
1338 1283 826 763 593 937
1389 1309 857 763 637 955
1444 1395 857 824 686 955

1407 867 826 686 1246
902 855 768 1246
968 855 776 1246
972 865 816 1379
1085 901 816 1400
1141 968 823 1400
1141 972 824
1145 1023 829
1369 1085 831
1371 1140 833
1416 1146 838
1425 1151 840

1366 840
1369 900
1371 946
1425 946

961
1020
1080
1080
1121
1125
1152
1180
1192
1206
1213
1219
1238
1304

Table 7: Eigenfrequencies(Hz) for different planetary stage scenarios
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Scenario E: Bushing connections between planets and carrier
Up till now the planets were constrained in all degrees of freedom to the planet carrier. In reality, however,
bearings are used. They are modeled using bushings and lead to the eigenfrequencies listed in table 7. Quite
some extra eigenfrequencies are found by including the planet bearings. It is in this step, that the traditional
mode categories, discussed in section 5.1.1, pop up. A downward shift however is not stated. This is logical,
as the mass of the planets was already included and other coupling between planets and carrier will be
limited.

Scenario F: Gear contact mesh stiffness between planets and ring
As shown in section 3.3, each planet experiences double gear contact, one with the ring and one with the sun.
In this scenario only the planet-ring gear contact mesh stiffness is included. The resulting eigenfrequencies
are shown in tables 7. The influence of the single gear contact stiffness is rather limited.

Scenario G: Gear contact mesh stiffness between planets and ring and between planets and sun
In this scenario, the double gear contact is included. Important here is the sun. This is connected to the
LSS which is suspended in its bearings like in the full gearbox. Results are shown in table 7. From the
results table it is clear, that the existing eigenfrequencies of scenario F, do not experience large shifts, but
that quite some extra eigenfrequencies are found. These are originated from the flexible subsystem: planet
in its bearings between two gear contact springs. Due to the large number of extra eigenfrequencies, solely
determined by this subsystem, it can be concluded, that an accurate description of the gear contact and load
distribution amongst the different planets within the multibody system is needed.

Scenario H: Rigid model with discrete flexibilities
This scenario describes the current state-of-the-art rigid model with discrete flexibilities and will be used to
compare the model from scenario G to. The eigenfrequencies of model H are shown in table 7. From the
comparison of scenario H (the rigid MB model with discrete flexibility) to scenario G (the full flexible MB
model), two main conclusions can be drawn:

1. First of all, the eigenfrequencies of the modes dominated by planet behavior are a bit overestimated,
but still relatively accurately characterized by the rigid multibody model with discrete flexibility. The
found modes are the ones of the categories introduced in section 5.1.1. The overestimation is due to a
too stiff planet carrier modeling.

2. However, the rigid body model with discrete flexibility fails to find a large number of eigenfrequencies
within the range of interest. This is because these eigenfrequencies originate from planet carrier modes
coupled in series or parallel with other flexibilities in the model. Here bearings are responsible for a
large shift downwards of the planet carrier eigenfrequencies and should therefore be modeled very
accurately. Gear mesh stiffnesses and load distribution between planets, ring and sun cause a large
extra number of eigenfrequencies. Therefore both should be very well characterized within the model.

5.2.4 Flexible MB model of full gearbox

Now both subsystem of the previous sections are combined into the full gearbox consisting of a single
planetary stage and two helical stages. In this model only the planet carrier is modeled using a CMS reduced
FE model. The overall eigenfrequencies are calculated, categorized according to their mode shape. Two
comparisons are made: first with the single planetary stage and secondly with the the rigid MB model with
discrete flexibilities of the full gearbox.

The full gearbox model with flexible planet carrier results in the following behavior:
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(a) Translational mode shape of rigid model with discrete
flexibility at 1400Hz

(b) Translational mode shape of flexible model at 1211Hz

Figure 14: Two corresponding translational mode shapes of planetary stage of flexible MB model of full
gearbox, with discrete flexibilities and flexible planet carrier under free boundaries

Planet Modes
The planet modes for the system containing a flexible planet carrier are shown in table 8. They are to be
compared to the results in table 2. This comparison between the rigid and flexible model (figure 14), shows
for example the downward frequency shift of one of the translational modes from 1400Hz to 1211Hz.

Helical Modes
The mode shapes of the helical system can be found in table 9. They are to be compared to the results in
table 3. It is found that the eigenfrequencies are almost not influenced by the planet carrier flexibility. This
shows that the flexibility of the planet carrier has a low influence on the dynamics of the helical stage. Again
the same two mode shapes, who were visualized for the rigid model, see figure 11, are visualized for the
flexible model and shown in figure 15.
Since all shafts are modeled as rigid components in the current model, the eigenfrequencies originating
from the high speed helical gear stage are the ones who both appear in table 9 as in column two of table 6.
Consequently column three of table 6 gives a first insight in what the eigenfrequencies would be if the high
speed helical stage were to be included as flexible.

(a) Axial ISS translation mode corresponding to eigenfrequency
at 168Hz

(b) Rotation mode of ISS around one of its radial axes corre-
sponding to eigenfrequency at 490Hz

Figure 15: Two exemplary mode shapes of helical stages of flexible MB model, with discrete flexibilities
and flexible planet carrier, of full gearbox with free boundaries
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Mode Nr Rotational Translational Axial Tilt
Mode Mode Mode Mode
(m=1) (m=2) (m=2)

1 81
2 162
4 205
5 244
6 246
9 360
16 454
20 560
22 638
23 686
24 686
32 841
35 939
36 962
41 1080
42 1091
46 1211
53 1350

Table 8: Eigenfrequencies (Hz) of planetary stage of rigid MB model, with discrete flexibilities and flexible
planet carrier, of full gearbox with free boundaries

Global Modes
The global modes are listed in table 10. They are to be compared to table 4.

Figure 16: Planet carrier mode at 1220Hz
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Mode Nr Low Speed High Speed Description
Helical Stage Helical Stage Of The Mode Shape

3 168 168 Axial translation of ISS
7 252 252 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
8 290 Axial translation of LSS
10 382 Axial translation of HSS
11 425 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes
12 425 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes
14 451 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes
15 451 Rotation of LSS around one of its radial axes
17 490 490 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
18 490 490 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
34 875 875 Rotation of ISS around one of its radial axes
38 1011 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
39 1011 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
44 1146 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
51 1342 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes
52 1342 Rotation of HSS around one of its radial axes

Table 9: Eigenfrequencies (Hz) of helical stages of flexible MB model, with discrete flexibilities and flexible
planet carrier, of full gearbox with free boundaries

Mode Nr Global Mode
9 360
13 427
19 493

Table 10: Eigenfrequencies (Hz), of Flexible MB model, with discrete flexibilities and flexible planet carrier,
of full gearbox with free boundaries, of which mode shape influences both the parallel as the helical stages
of the gearbox.

Planet Carrier Modes
Due to the flexibility of the planet carrier a large number of modes is introduced, which are dominated by
the flexible displacement/deformation of the planet carrier. These are listed in table 11. An example of such
a mode shape is shown in figure 16.

Conclusion
By including the planet carrier as flexible, the number of DOFs of the investigated system has increased
drastically. This leads to an increase in the component number of system eigenfrequencies, compared to the
6DOF modeling.

From the comparison between the single planetary stage model and the flexible gearbox model, it can be
concluded that the number of eigenfrequencies within the range of interest decreases. Most eigenfrequencies
remain around the same value both in the single stage as in the full gearbox. However others disappear from
the range of interest. This is possibly related to stiffening effects, due to interaction with other components
(LSS,ISS,HSS,...) as the single planetary stage is built in the full gearbox, which could shift some eigenfre-
quencies to higher values. However when the gearbox is built in a wind-turbine drive-train, the increase of
inertia could reshift some of these frequencies back into the range of interest.

From the comparison between the full gearbox rigid model with discrete flexibility to the flexible full gearbox
model, it can be concluded that the number of eigenfrequencies increases with the flexibility. Secondly an
eigenfrequency shift or eigenfrequency switching for certain modes found in the 6DOF rigid simulation
is seen. Others, independent of the planet carrier, will not shift at all. The simple trend of decreasing
eigenfrequencies as stated in the single helical gear stage is not always valid anymore.
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Mode Nr Planet Carrier Mode
25 764
26 769
27 773
28 824
29 830
30 831
31 838
33 849
37 986
40 1021
43 1141
45 1159
47 1220
48 1230
49 1303
50 1339
53 1376
55 1433
56 1438
57 1453
58 1494

Table 11: Eigenfrequencies (Hz), of Flexible MB model, with discrete flexibilities and flexible planet carrier,
of full gearbox with free boundaries, of which mode shape is mainly due to planet carrier contribution

Nevertheless, similar characteristic modes such as the characteristic planetary and helical modes, discussed
in section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, are still found.

Due to the frequency shift and the extra frequencies, it can be concluded that it is advisable to model the
planet carrier as a flexible component within the full gearbox model.
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6 Conclusion

A 6 DOF rigid multibody simulation with discrete flexibility of a multi-megawatt wind-turbine gearbox was
considered. The flexibility was situated in two components: the bearings and gear mesh. Both were described
using spring-damper systems. For gear mesh stiffness, the difference between a constant stiffness, according
to the ISO 6336 standard, and an evolving stiffness, following Cai, was discussed.
Afterwards, the rigid modal behavior of the planetary stage was discussed. Four categories of mode shapes
were found: the rotational modes, translational modes, axial modes and tilt-modes. The first two categories
were confirmed by Parker’s research. The last two categories were also indicated by Peeters but categorized
in a single category.

In addition, component flexibility was introduced into the model, using Craig-Bampton reduced finite ele-
ment models. A first main focus was laid on the coupling between the FE and MB model. Two coupling
structures were investigated: rigid and flexible couplers. In order to get an accurate description of the dy-
namics of the real system under investigation, these coupling structures are found to be of relevance, as they
both influence the system constraint modes as well as its normal modes. Great care should be taken not to
unrealistically stiffen certain parts of the structure, concentrating the flexibility in small regions. In other
words, according to the system under investigation, the right structure should be chosen.

First, the high speed helical gear stage was made fully flexible. Modal properties were determined under
free boundary conditions. Two main conclusions were drawn. First of all, the eigenfrequencies tended, as
expected, to have a downward shift compared to the rigid model. Secondly, the number of eigenfrequencies
increased drastically. More coupling between the displacements of the different components was found in
the mode shapes. Therefore in order to accurately describe the high speed helical gear stage modal behavior
in detail, it is suggested to introduce flexibility.

Afterwards, the planetary stage flexibility was investigated in detail. Two main conclusions were drawn. First
of all, the rigid MB model with discrete flexibility locates the eigenfrequencies quite accurately. However,
the rigid body model with discrete flexibility fails to find a large number of eigenfrequencies within the range
of interest. This is because these eigenfrequencies originate from planet carrier modes coupled in series or
parallel with other flexibilities in the model. Here bearings are responsible for a large shift downwards of the
planet carrier eigenfrequencies and should therefore be modeled very accurately. Gear mesh stiffnesses and
load distribution between planets, ring and sun cause a large extra number of eigenfrequencies. Therefore
both should be very well characterized within the model.

With these findings in mind, the planetary system of a full rigid modeled gearbox was made flexible. A few
conclusions were drawn. First of all, the number of eigenfrequencies increased compared to the rigid model,
but decreased as compared to the single planetary stage model. The first is due to introduction of planet
carrier modes; the second because of stiffening by other gearbox parts. Secondly, the four different categories
found in the rigid simulations are still present in the flexible one, but the corresponding eigenfrequencies have
shifted slightly.

Due to the eigenfrequency shifting and the extra eigenfrequencies originating from the flexible planet carrier,
it is advisable to model the planet carrier as flexible within the full gearbox model.

Further investigation of the eigenfrequency shift and switching needs to be performed. Especially forced
response analysis is useful to identify which of the modes are excited under operating conditions. In addition,
the gearbox housing is to be made flexible, as it is expected to be of great influence on the gearbox dynamic
behavior.
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Abstract 
Even though wearing a Child Restraint System (CRS) reduces fatal or severe injuries to children in traffic 
accidents, many children continue to be injured while wearing a CRS. Hence further crash safety 
improvement while wearing a CRS is required. In this research, we performed the optimization of a CRS 
model using numerical simulations with a 3-year-old Finite Element (FE) human model. First, a load 
limiter model and an airbag model were attached to a CRS model. Second, we investigated the influence 
of the load limiter and the airbag on injury indexes. Last, using the Response Surface Method (RSM), 
optimization was performed to further improve crash safety by reducing the injury indexes of the head and 
the neck. An optimal design was selected from Pareto optimal designs and compared with the original 
design. As a result, this optimization reduced the injury indexes of the optimal design compared to the 
original design. We demonstrated the possibility of improving CRS crash safety. 

1 Introduction 

In 2000, the Road Trucking Vehicle Law was revised in Japan, requiring children under 6 years old to 
wear a Child Restraint System (CRS) while in vehicles. As a result, the fatality and severe injury rates for 
children involved in traffic accidents have decreased [1]. However, since children continue to be injured 
while wearing a CRS, further crash safety improvement while wearing a CRS is required [2]. 
CRS crash safety has generally been assessed by experiments or numerical simulations using child 
dummies or dummy mathematical models. However, child dummies have limited measurement items and 
hence don’t allow detailed assessment of injuries. Their structure and behavior may also be different from 
an actual child. Due to this situation, a 3-year-old human Finite Element (FE) model has been developed 
by scaling down the following characteristics of the 50th percentile FE occupant model: body dimension, 
joint characteristics, and material properties [3,4]. Injuries can be assessed more realistically using 
numerical simulations with this child human model.  
In this study, we investigated CRS crash safety improvement by numerical simulations, which are more 
effective than crash experiments since numerous trials are required to improve crash safety while changing 
the CRS design. The objectives of this study include investigating the influences of a load limiter and an 
airbag on CRS crash safety and optimizing them for crash safety improvement using numerical 
simulations. First, the load limiter and the airbag models were modeled and attached to a CRS model. 
Next, the influence of both models was investigated. Last, we performed optimization of the CRS model 
using a multi-objective optimization algorithm in combination with Response Surface Method (RSM). 
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2 Simulation Models 

In this research, we used the following models: a 3-year-old human FE model, a CRS model on which a 
child human model sits, a load limiter model, and an airbag model. Their details are described below. 

2.1 3-year-old Human FE Model 

The Hybrid III 3-year-old model, which is generally used for CRS assessment, has limited measurement 
items and cannot assess detailed injury risks such as bone fractures. Due to this situation, a 3-year-old 
human FE model has been developed by scaling down such characteristics of the 50th percentile FE 
occupant model as the body dimensions, joint characteristics, and material properties. Figure 1 illustrates 
the 3-year-old human FE model. This model, which consists of soft tissues, skeleton, and organs, can 
assess more realistic injuries than the Hybrid III 3-year-old model. To evaluate the biofidelity of the child 
human model, the model’s response against impact was compared to the corridor used in the development 
of the Q3 dummy. A frontal thoracic impact test, neck flexion and extension tests, etc. were conducted for 
model validation. These test results showed that the model was sufficiently validated [4]. In this research, 
we performed an optimization of the CRS model using numerical simulations with this child human model. 
 
 

 
(a) Soft Tissue    (b) Skeleton    (c) Organs 

Figure 1: 3-year-old Finite Element Human Model 

2.2 CRS Model 

The CRS model consists of a main body represented in a multibody environment and a 3-point harness 
represented by FE. Figure 2 shows its appearance. The main body of the CRS model consists of 10 rigid 
bodies, interconnected by two kinds of joints: a revolute joint that has one degree of freedom and a bracket 
joint that has no degree of freedom. The FE harness model represents the physical harness. The ECE test 
seat was modeled by two rigid planes, and the CRS model is connected to the test seat by belt elements. 
To calibrate this model, we conducted a sled test using the Hybrid III 3-year-old dummy based on ECE 
R44 [5]. Displacement of the dummy head and the CRS and the resultant acceleration of the head and 
thorax were compared in experiments and simulations. Figure 3 shows the results of a frontal crash and 
the adequacy of the CRS model.  
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Figure 2: CRS Model 
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2.3 Load Limiter Model 

A retractor scheme with a load limiter model was modeled and attached to the CRS model. The load 
limiter restricts the load level on the chest by giving out belt material. The load limiter is activated when 
the belt tension exceeds a specified load in vehicle accidents. Once the load limiter is activated, belt 
tension remains constant. The retractor was located in the CRS cushion. 

2.4 Airbag Model 

Head, face, and neck injuries account for about 80% of all injuries with CRSs [6]. Therefore protecting 
such areas is important. In this research, we modeled an airbag and attached it to a CRS model to protect 
the head and neck. The CRS airbag model was created by scaling the shape of the driver’s airbag from the 
MADYMO database. The airbag’s material properties were determined from the literature [7]. The airbag 
was attached to a rigid body, which was connected to the CRS cushion by a rigid joint. The airbag was 
located in front of the 3-year-old FE human model and along the trajectory of the head’s center of gravity, 
which was acquired by pre-simulation. The airbag model and the CRS model with an airbag are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5. 
 
 
 
 

(a) Trajectories of Head and CRS (b) Head Resultant Acceleration (c) Thorax Resultant Acceleration

Figure 3: Results of CRS Calibration Tests in Frontal Crash 
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3 Frontal Crash Simulation 

A sled test with an ECE seat was simulated in this study. Numerical simulations employed the CRS and 
the child human model using the acceleration pulse acquired from the sled test. The supplied acceleration 
was compliant with ECE R44 [5]. A crash analysis code, MADYMO, was used. 

3.1 Influence of Load Limiter 

In numerical simulations, the belt release caused by a load limiter may change the behavior of the child 
human model. The value of the specified load may also influence the behavior. We investigated the 
influence of the load limiter on the child human model and conducted numerical simulations using the 
child human and CRS models with a load limiter. The standard load level was specified as 2000 N, which 
is half the general load limiter value for adult occupants. We compared the CRS design without the load 
limiter and the 5 CRS designs with the load limiter. The 5 CRS designs had different specified load limiter 
levels that ranged from 1600 N to 2400 N in 200 N increments. Figure 6, which compares the head 
resultant acceleration and chest deflection using these CRSs, shows that the more the load limiter level 
decreased, the more head resultant acceleration and chest deflection tended to decrease. Figure 7 compares 
the head trajectories. The more the load limiter level decreased, the more the maximum of head 
displacement increased. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of Head Resultant Acc. 
 and Chest Deflection 

Figure 7: Comparison of Head  
        Trajectories 

Rigid Body 

Airbag 

Figure 4: Airbag Model Figure 5: CRS Model with Airbag Model 
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3.2 Airbag Influence 

Airbags are often considered dangerous for children due to their sudden, violent deployment. Since the 
airbag model may injure the child human model, the injury indexes may increase by using airbags. 
Therefore their influence must be investigated. 
We investigated the influence of this airbag on the injury indexes of the child human model by running 
crash simulations. Figure 8 compares the head resultant acceleration and neck bending between CRS 
models with and without airbags. From Figure 8(a), an oscillatory waveform was observed in the head 
resultant acceleration of CRS with airbag, because its vibration during deployment was transmitted to the 
child’s head on contact. However, Figure 8 shows that the peak values of three injury values were reduced 
by using the airbag. Additionally, the time positions of these response peaks were delayed. The peak value 
of the neck axial force decreased the most.  
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(a) Head Resultant Acc.               (b) Neck Axial Force              (c) Neck Bending Moment 

Figure 8: Response Comparison between CRS without/with Airbag 

4 Optimization of CRS Model 

The optimal limit level of the load limiter depends on the size of the occupant and the severity of 
deceleration. Additionally, the size of the airbag’s vent holes greatly influences the energy absorption 
performance. The airbag’s location is also crucial for efficient energy absorption. The size of the vent 
holes and the airbag’s location have optimal values. In this research, we performed optimization of these 
values. 
Generally, the optimization process needs a huge number of iterative calculations for assessment. 
However, assessing all optimization designs is unrealistic because the 3-year-old human model is 
computationally expensive, so we performed optimization with a combination of an optimization 
algorithm and RSM. More concretely, first a series of crash simulations were run based on a design of 
experiments (DOE), and then response surfaces of each objective function were created using the 
simulation results. Last, using these response surfaces, optimization of the design parameters was 
performed with optimization software called modeFRONTIER. 

4.1 Design of Experiments 

To create accurate response surfaces, a proper choice of sampling points i.e., DOE, is important. We 
used Central Composite Design (CCD), which is the most popular class of designs used for fitting the 
after-mentioned second order response surface model [8]. First, 25 simulations were run based on 
CCD. The level of the load limiter, the airbag’s vent hole size, and the airbag’s x- and z-coordinates 
were set as design parameters. Tables 1 and 2 show the design parameters and the sets of experiments 
based on CCD. 
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Table 1: Design Parameters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Set of Experiments Based on CCD 

4.2 Response Surface Method 

The Response Surface Method (RSM), which calculates response y  by approximate function f  with n  
variables, is expressed as Equation (1): 

( ) ε+= kxxxfy ,,, 21 K ,                                                      (1) 

where ε  is the difference between the approximated and exact values of y . We used second order 
response surface and created response surfaces for all injury indexes using the experiment results based on 
CCD [8]. Second order response surface was expressed by Equation (2): 
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where y , iβ , ix , and ε  are the response, coefficient, design parameters, and error values, respectively. 
iβ  is determined to minimize ε  by the least square method. RSM’s adequacy should be checked 

because it is an approximation method. Generally, the 2R  value is used for checking the adequacy of the 
created RSM. Table 3 shows the 2R  values of each response surface and indicates that the created 
response surfaces were adequate. Figure 9 shows an example of the created response surfaces. The vertical 
axis indicates the HIC15 value and the two horizontal axes indicate the vent hole size and the level of the 
load limiter. 
 

ID  Design Parameters
x 1  Level of Load Limiter
x 2  X-coordinate of Airbag
x 3  Z-coordinate of Airbag
x 4  Vent Hole Size

No. x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 -1 -1 -1 1
3 -1 -1 1 -1
4 -1 -1 1 1
5 -1 1 -1 -1
6 -1 1 -1 1
7 -1 1 1 -1
8 -1 1 1 1
9 1 -1 -1 -1

10 1 -1 -1 1
11 1 -1 1 -1
12 1 -1 1 1

No. x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

13 1 1 -1 -1
14 1 1 -1 1
15 1 1 1 -1
16 1 1 1 1
17 -2 0 0 0
18 2 0 0 0
19 0 -2 0 0
20 0 2 0 0
21 0 0 -2 0
22 0 0 2 0
23 0 0 0 -2
24 0 0 0 2
25 0 0 0 0
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HIC15
Neck Axial

Force
Neck Bending

Moment
R2 0.77 0.95 0.81  

 
 

 
Figure 9: Response Surface 

4.3 Optimization using Response Surface 

Finally, optimization was performed using the created response surfaces. Multi-objective simulated 
annealing was selected as the optimization algorithm [9].  
This algorithm creates new designs by perturbing each design parameter. When an original design is 
perturbed, the difference in the energy of the two designs can then be computed by Equation (3):  

designoriginaldesignnew EEE −=∆ .                                                         (3) 

The algorithm, defined opportunely, compares energies between the original design and the new design 
and then decides whether to accept the latter. If the new design is favorable, i.e., the energy decreased, 
then the new configuration is accepted. If the energy increased, the new design is accepted or rejected 
based on Boltzmann probability distribution, which is shown in Equation (4). The probability depends on 
the temperature:  

( ) ( )TEEP ∆∆ −= exp  .                                                              (4) 

At high temperature, new designs are probably accepted, independently from the energy variation; on the 
contrary, when the temperature is low, unfavorable designs are probably not accepted. At each iteration n, 
the starting points are perturbed, creating other n new individuals. The energies of all individual designs, 
which are defined by the ranks of their designs, are represented by Equation (5):  

12 −
=

n
rE .                                                                          (5) 

Table 3: R2 value of each response surface 
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The ranks of the designs are defined, counting the number of other 12 −n  designs superior in terms of 
objective functions.  
30 initial designs were created randomly and the number of iterations was set as 100. The same design 
parameters with DOE were used, and HIC15, neck bending moment, and neck axial force were set as 
objective functions to minimize. Then multi-objective optimization was performed under these conditions. 
HIC15 is Head Injury Criteria obtained by Equation (6). A cerebral concussion is considered to have 
occurred when HIC15 exceeds a specified value: 
 

2

1

2.5

2 1
2 1

115 max ( )
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HIC t t adt

t t

⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪= −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∫                                               (6) 

a: Head Resultant Acceleration [m/s2]  
t2 - t1 = 15[ms]  

4.4 Optimization Results 

In the case of multiple objectives, a number of Pareto optimal designs exist for which a multi-objective 
algorithm can search and find. Pareto optimal designs are a set of designs with no other superior designs in 
all objectives.  
Pareto optimal designs were obtained by optimization using RSM. However, these Pareto designs were 
obtained by RSM, which is an approximation method. We ran a set of crash simulations for the Pareto 
optimal designs. These design distributions obtained by RSM and the actual crash simulations are shown 
in Figure 10. The X-axis means HIC15, the Y-axis means the neck axial force, and the color of bubbles 
means the neck bending moment. Additionally, the big light green circle is the original design, and the big 
blue one is the optimal design selected from the Pareto optimal designs. The figure indicates that multi-
objective optimization simultaneously decreased three injury indexes. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the 
values of the design parameters and the peak values of the injury indexes of both the original and the 
optimal design. In Table 4, the vent hole size is normalized by dividing the vent hole size by the one of the 
original design, and the airbag position of the original model is set as an original point. 
 

X-coordinate Z-coordinate
Original Design 2000 1 0 0
Optimal Design 2400 0.8 -0.02 0.02

Vent Hole SizeLoad Limiter
Level [N]

Airbag Displacement [m]

 

Table 4: Design Parameters of Both Models 

 

HIC15 Neck Axial
Force [N]

Neck Bending
Moment [Nm]

Original Design 95 505 13.2
Optimal Design 81 440 9.6  

Table 5: Peak Value of Both Models 
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Figure 10: Design Distribution of HIC15, Neck Axial Force, and Neck Bending Moment 

 

5 Comparison between Original and Optimal Models 

To investigate the effect of the optimization of the CRS model with load limiter and airbag, we compared 
the original model without load limiter and without airbag to optimize the previously selected model. 
Table 6 summarizes the comparison of the peak response values between the original and the optimal 
models. Additionally, Figures 11 and 12 compare the response and behavior between both models.  
First, the responses of both models were compared and discussed. Table 6 indicates that all the peak 
response values decreased, especially the neck axial force, which decreased the most. Additionally, from 
Figure 11(b), the peak of the neck axial force in the original model disappeared in the optimal model. This 
may be because the airbag restrained the translational motion of the child’s head, as shown in Figure 12. 
Figure 11(c) shows the increase of the neck bending moment after 100 ms in the original model were 
restrained in the optimal model. This may be because the airbag restrained the rotational motion of the 
head and neck forward flexion, as shown in Figure 12 at 120 ms. Next, the behavior of both models was 
compared and discussed. No behavior differences were observed at 40 and 80 ms from Figure 12. At 120 
ms, differences of neck flexion were observed, as mentioned above. Additionally, the airbag restrained the 
amount of head excursion, which generally causes injury to the head and face. For all these reasons, the 
optimization of the CRS model with a load limiter and an airbag might improve the crash safety of an 
actual CRS. 
 

HIC15 Neck Axial
Force [N]

Neck Bending
Moment [Nm]

Original Model 127 828 12.2
Optimal Model 80 440 9.6  

Table 6: Comparison of Peak Value between Original Model and Optimal Model 
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(a) Head Resultant Acc.               (b) Neck Axial Force              (c) Neck Bending Moment 

Figure 11: Response Comparison between Original and Optimal Models 
 

     

     

     
(a) Original Model                (b) Optimal Model 

Figure 12: Comparison of behavior between Original and Optimal Models 
 

6 Conclusion 

The following conclusions were drawn from this study. 
1. The numerical simulations showed that the load limiter reduced the head resultant acceleration and 

chest deflection and increased the head excursion of the child human model. 
2. The numerical simulations showed that an airbag reduced HIC15, the neck axial force, and the neck 

bending moment. 
3. Using a multi-objective optimization algorithm with RSM enables efficient and simultaneous 

optimization of three injury risks． 

40 ms 

80 ms 

120 ms 
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4. Multi-objective optimization with RSM of the CRS model using a 3-year-old human model shows the 
possibility of improving the crash safety of CRSs. 
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Abstract 
Change of the contact distribution at the implant-femur interface influences the stiffness of the implant-
bone system and, as a consequence, is reflected by the evolution of the frequency response function. The 
influence of changing contact conditions on the resonance frequencies was however not yet quantitatively 
understood and therefore a finite element study was set up. In the first approach the hip stem was 
considered fully inserted and modal analyses were performed in various contact situations. In the second 
approach stem insertion was simulated and modal analyses were performed at different insertion stages.  
The results are in agreement with previous studies: contact increase causes positive resonance frequency 
shifts and the dynamic behaviour is most influenced by contact changes in the proximal zone. In addition, 
the same percentage of contact increase causes different resonance frequency shifts for different insertion 
stages. Depending on the amount of contact that is already established, shifts are larger or smaller. 
 
 

1 Introduction 
 
Besides of all possible design criteria improving long term survival (stem size, material, cross sectional 
shape etc.), it is known that a good initial stability, which corresponds to a good overall initial contact, will 
help assure a good long term stability because it limits micromotions and enhances bone ingrowth. 
The intra-operatively manufactured prosthesis (IMP) system allows orthopaedic surgeons to design a 
customised prosthesis for any individual patient [1]. The individual prosthetic stem is produced during the 
surgical procedure of total hip replacement (THR) by using the measurements of the mould of the femoral 
cavity (figure 1). As a consequence, this prosthesis fits and fills as much as possible the corresponding 
femoral cavity.  
Objective assessment of the primary stability of the IMP and of cementless hip systems in general remains 
a challenge. Surgeons rely mainly on experience to evaluate the extent of stem stability. However, 
excessive press-fitting of a THR component can cause intra-operative fractures with an incidence of up to 
30% in revision cases [2]. Therefore vibration analysis is evaluated as a potential technique for 
quantifying the prosthesis stability. 
Different techniques based on vibration analysis have been successfully used to determine bone 
mechanical properties in vitro as well as in vivo [3, 4, 5, 6], to monitor the fracture healing [7, 8], to 
quantify the stability of dental implants [9], and to assess the mechanical properties of the hip stem/femur 
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structure. A limited number of studies prove the feasibility of detecting several forms of loosening with 
vibration analysis, in vitro and in vivo [10, 11, 12]. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Intra-operatively manufactured prosthesis (IMP) 

(left) X-ray picture (right) mould and corresponding hip stem 
 
Recent studies try to assess the initial stability based on intra-operative data [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. We 
proposed an end criterion for prosthesis insertion based on vibration analysis of IMP-femur system during 
the operation.  
Specifically, the endpoint criterion to stop the hammering was derived from the correlation coefficient R 
between the frequency response functions (FRF) of two successive insertion stages. During the insertion 
the implant stability increases as a result of the increase in contact area between bone and implant and the 
development of contact pressure. As a consequence, the resonance frequencies increase and the FRF graph 
shifts to the right.  We postulated that when a correlation of 0.99 is reached, which means that two 
successive FRFs are practically identical, the contact conditions are stable and further hammering would 
not increase the stability of the implant but would only increase the risk of fracture [15, 16, 17].  
The influence of changing contact conditions on the resonance frequencies was however not yet 
quantitatively understood and therefore a finite element analysis (FEA) was set up.  
In the first approach the hip stem was considered fully inserted in the femur. By modelling the contact 
changes by means of the contact tolerance options in the finite element software, contact could be varied 
over the entire hip stem surface or only in specific zones (proximal, central, distal) while keeping other 
system parameters constant. Modal analyses on the hip stem-femur system were performed in various 
contact situations.  
In the second approach the hip stem insertion was simulated. In a previous finite element study [18, 19] 
the evolution of the contact, stress and strain distribution during the insertion was analysed. In this paper 
the change of the resonance frequencies over several insertion stages is analysed.  
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Change of contact area distribution 
 
A finite element model of a femur with an implanted IMP was created to provide insight into the 
dependence of the dynamic behaviour of the system on contact area variation.  
The geometry of the parts was created, based on CT scans of an artificial human femur (Sawbone® nr. 
3306, Left Large Composite Femur, www.sawbones.com) and Standard Tessellation Language (STL) files of 
a corresponding IMP (courtesy of Advanced Custom Made Implants, Leuven, Belgium), by using the 
software Magics® and Mimics® (Magics X SP2 V10.1.1.17, Mimics 9.11 V9.7.1.1, Materialise, 
Haasrode, Belgium).  The femoral cavity was obtained by applying a Boolean operation that extracted the 
prosthesis volume from the femur, thus the femoral cavity and the prosthesis stem have the same shape 
and size.  
The created shapes were meshed using Patran® (Patran 2005r2 v13.1.116, MSC.Software, Gouda, The 
Netherlands). To generate the solid mesh a 3D 4-node linear, isoparametric, tetrahedral element was 
chosen. 
An orthotropic, linear elastic behaviour was selected for the bone mechanical properties [20]. The 
prosthesis material (Ti6Al4V alloy) was considered isotropic and linear elastic. The mechanical properties 
of the materials and the reference orthogonal system are represented in table 1.  
 
 

Variable Unit Cortical 
bone 

Trabecular 
bone 

Prosthesis 
TiAl6V4 

Orthogonal
system 

Young’s modulus E11 GPa 6 0.375 110 

Young’s modulus E22 GPa 6 0.375 110 

Young’s modulus E33 GPa 13 0.6 110 

Poisson ratio ν12= ν23= ν31  0.3 0.12 0.3 

Density ρ kg/m3 1800 500 4520 

Table 1: Material properties assigned to the various materials in the FE models  
 
To take into account the division between cortical and trabecular bone in the femur, cortical bone and 
trabecular bone properties were respectively assigned to the two outer layers of elements and the 
remaining inner elements.  
To evaluate the accuracy of the mesh and to select the optimal size of the elements, a mesh convergence 
criterion based on resonance frequencies was used. It was considered that approximately a number of 
60.000 elements, or an average edge length of 2.5 mm, gives the optimal results taken into account the 
time needed to perform the analyses.  
Situations of partial contact were simulated by varying the contact tolerance option in MARC FE software 
(MSC.Software, Munich, Germany, version 2005r3, 32 bit). This option allows the user to set the distance 
below which the software considers a node and a surface in contact. Because of the meshing procedure, 
this distance varies over the geometry of the prosthesis. The used contact tolerances were 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 
0.08 and 0.14. These values were chosen to obtain a node-contact-increase of 20% of the total surface area 
between two successive configurations when applied to the complete prosthesis surface. 
Table 2 illustrates the correlation between the contact tolerance and the percentage of nodes in contact. 
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This method based on contact tolerance, allowed simulating the successive contact stages by gradually 
increasing the area of contact between the prosthesis and the femur. The contact configuration could be 
changed without altering other system parameters such as the dimensions or the geometric position of the 
prosthesis in relation to the femur. The highlighted zones on figure 2 represent for various situations, the 
elements of the femur in contact with the prosthesis. 
 
 

Contact tolerance 
[mm] 

Nodal contact 
[%] 

0.01 15% 
0.03 38% 
0.05 56% 
0.08 76% 
0.14 98% 

Table 2: Correlation between contact tolerance and nodal contact 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Change of contact distribution   

(left) Increase of general contact 
(right) Different contact areas in different zones  

(a) proximal and central zones (b) distal zone 
 
 
By dividing the prosthesis into several contact bodies, different contact tolerances could be established at 
will in different parts of the prosthesis. This method was used to create unevenly distributed contact 
configurations, in which one part of the prosthesis is less fixed to the femur than the others (Figure 2 
right). This allows investigating the zonal sensitivity to contact changes or simulating various degrees of 
loosening.  
 

a 

b 

left        right 
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2.2 Insertion simulation 
 
Although a similar finite element model of a femur with an implanted IMP was created to simulate the 
stem insertion, there are some differences.  
The femur model was designed starting from the CT scan of a human femur. Based on the geometry and 
the size of the femur, the stem was selected to obtain a realistic bone-implant combination. The femoral 
cavity was created by a Boolean subtraction of the mould volume from the femur instead of a substraction 
of the stem volume. The marrow channel was created by extruding the distal part of the mould and then 
applying a Boolean subtraction of the obtained volume from the femur.  
All the model components were meshed in MSC.Patran® using 4-nodes linear isoparametric three-
dimensional tetrahedron elements with 2 mm edge size. 
Linear elastic and isotropic material properties were assigned [21] for the cortical bone (Young’s modulus 
E=16.2 GPa, Poisson ratio ν=0.36, mass density ρ=1990 kg/m3) and for the trabecular bone (E=389 MPa, 
ν=0.3, and ρ=500 kg/m3). 
To simulate the insertion, the implant was placed at the entrance in the femoral cavity and forced to have a 
displacement equal to the “active” part of the stem (120 mm) along the longitudinal axis of the femur, by 
applying an increasing force. The femur was fixed at the condyles. During the insertion the prosthesis does 
not perform only a translation in the O-z direction but it tilts and rotates as result of contact reaction forces 
finding the minimum resistance way to the end point. Due to the irregular stem shape the total contact 
surface and the contact area distribution showed irregular evolution during the insertion. The prosthesis 
was considered fully inserted when maximal contact was reached in the proximal third of the stem, 
especially in the calcar zone (figure 3). 
 
 

 
Figure 3: The contact zones for last step of insertion in static equilibrium– end of insertion  

(coloured zones)  (A) dorsal view and (B) frontal view  
 
Modal analysis has been used to calculate the resonance frequencies and to obtain the vibrational mode 
shapes. The frequency range used for the finite element analysis fitted within the range used for the 
experimental studies [15, 16, 17], i.e. 0 to 10 kHz. 

The calcar 
zone 
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All analyses have been performed using the MARC FE software and the Mentat post processor (version 
2005r3, 32 bit; MSC.Software, Gouda, The Netherlands). 
 
 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Change of contact area distribution 
 
In the first approach, the prosthesis was fully inserted and the overall contact area changed in 5 steps from 
15% to 98% and modal analyses on the IMP-femur system were performed. 
In the range between 0 and 10 kHz the femur-IMP system presented 65 vibrational modes. For a contact 
area equal to 98% from the total surface of the stem, the first resonance frequency is 233 Hz and the last 
resonance frequency is 9874 Hz. 
The resonance frequency shift between various contact situations is represented as a function of frequency 
in figure 4. 
 

Figure 4: Global contact influence on the resonance frequency shift 
 
The higher resonance frequency shifts between two subsequent steps were obtained for a contact area 
increase from 15% to 38% (light blue graph). The resonance frequency differences are always positive but 
less important for a contact area increase from 38% to 56% (pink graph) and from 56% to 76% (dark blue 
graph). In the case of the contact area change from 76% to 98% the resonance frequency increase is 
almost negligible (yellow graph). The black graph represents the resonance frequency shift between the so 
called “initial step” (15% contact area) and the “final step” (98% contact area).   
As predicted earlier by our group [15, 16, 17], by other groups [12, 22] and in agreement with the modal 
analysis theory [23], an increase of the contact area between the prosthesis and the femur leads to an 
increase of the resonance frequencies. The most sensitive band is situated above 2500 Hz. In addition to 
the fact that constant contact area increase was simulated (±20% extra nodal contact per contact stage), 
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those shifts were different. The explanation could be that in the latest stages the contact area change 
diminishes with respect to the previous stage, i.e. from 15% to 38% the contact increase is 153%, but from 
76% to 98% the contact increase is only 29%.  
Although the finite element analysis did not establish a monotonous relationship between the mode 
number and the magnitude of the resonance frequency shift, in general the higher modes are more 
sensitive to the change in contact area. This observation is in accordance with the work of Qi et al [22].  
The explanation could be that, in the case of simple bending modes of the femur, the stem acts just as an 
added mass (not involving a deformation of the prosthesis) and its influence depends more on the position 
(which was not varied in our analysis) than on the fixation conditions. In the case of more complex mode 
shapes, associated with the higher modes, the interaction between the stem and the femur becomes more 
complicated and the interface conditions affect more the corresponding resonance frequencies. 
The influence of the zonal contact on the vibrational behaviour was studied by changing contact area 
distribution in the proximal, central and distal zones of the stem. 
The zonal sensitivity to contact change as found by Qi et al. [22] was confirmed. The same percentage of 
contact increase (from 38% to 98%) provokes different resonance frequency shifts for the different contact 
zones (figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5: Resonance frequency shift plotted for proximal, central and distal part contact increase  

(38 -98%), free-free suspension of the IMP-femur system 
 
The dynamic behaviour of the IMP-femur system in free-free suspension is the most influenced by 
proximal contact increase (yellow graph), whereas it is hardly affected by central and distal contact 
increase (the pink graph and respectively the blue graph in figure 5).  
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3.2 Insertion simulation 
 
The evolution of the contact during the insertion is shown in figure 6. In the first four steps the stem 
displacement is 102 mm and the number of nodes in contact increases from 0 to 6.5%.    
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Figure 6: Contact evolution during the stem insertion 

  
During the next insertion steps the contact increase is more important and, as a consequence, the resistance 
against the displacement increases as well. At the end of the insertion the number of nodes in contact 
represents 37.3% of the total number of nodes of the femoral cavity. 
The resonance frequency shift between different insertion steps is represented in figure 7 as a function of 
vibration mode number. 
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Figure 7: Resonance frequency shift between different insertion steps 

(black) contact change from 27.8% to 36.1% (red) contact change from 36.1% to 36% (sic) 
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The black graph represents the resonance frequency shift when an important contact increase was 
observed between two successive insertion steps. In this case the resonance frequencies increased for all 
vibration modes. The red graph corresponds to the situation when the displacement and the contact 
configuration hardly changed. For a stem displacement of 0.2 mm, the contact changed from 36.1% to 
36%. The resonance frequency change is less important and different modes are differently influenced. 
Some resonance frequencies increased while others decreased.  
 

4 Conclusion 
 
The results of the reported finite element analysis are in agreement with observations from previous 
experimental work: contact increase causes positive resonance frequency shifts and the dynamic behaviour 
is most influenced by proximal contact changes. 
In addition, we found that the same percentage of contact increase causes different resonance frequency 
shifts for different insertion stages. Depending on the amount of contact that is already established, shifts 
are larger or smaller.  
Although the finite element analysis did not establish a monotonous relationship between the mode 
number and the magnitude of the resonance frequency shift, in general the higher modes are more 
sensitive to the change in contact area.  
This phenomenon can be understood from the fact that in the lower modes the prosthesis moves as a rigid 
body and only exhorts an added mass effect whereas in the higher modes the interaction between the stem 
and the femur becomes more complicated and the interface conditions affect the resonance frequencies. 
Vibration analysis was found to be a powerful tool to study the initial contact configuration in THR. The 
integration of the reported modelling tools in a planning environment for THR will be the subject of future 
work. 
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Abstract 
 

In the currently booming market of wind turbines, a clear focus is put on the design of reliable and cost-
effective subsystems, such as the gearbox. A requirement for reliable gearbox design calculations is 
accurate load data and sufficient insight in the dynamics of the entire drive train. To ensure this 
requirement, considerable research effort is spent in advanced modelling and simulation techniques. This 
paper describes the scope of a research project at Hansen Transmissions for the development of such 
advanced simulations and the results of the first phase of the project. A purely torsional multibody model 
in DRESP is used to perform a resonance analysis and an elaborate measurement campaign is done to 
validate the model and gain confidence in the simulations. Therefore, the measurements are processed to 
identify the eigenmodes of the gearboxes in the test rig. This analysis yields seven eigenfrequencies of 
which three are considered as axial eigenmodes, which cannot be predicted with the torsional model. 
Finally, the torsional model is updated and shows a good correlation with the measurements for three out 
of four torsional modes which yields confidence in the use of the results. 

1 Introduction 

In the continuously growing market of wind energy and the constantly upscaling of wind turbines, the 
need for reliable systems becomes more stringent than ever. As the total system reliability depends upon 
the individual components’ reliability, wind turbine manufacturers demand high quality from their 
suppliers, a.o. the gearbox manufacturers.  In order to be able to guarantee a robust and reliable gearbox 
design, gearbox manufacturers are spending a lot of effort in the development of reliable calculation 
methods and simulation models. As wind turbines and thus gearboxes are operating in complex 
conditions, determined by a turbulent wind field, possible disturbances in the electricity grid and 
behaviour of sea waves for offshore wind turbines, the need for dynamic simulations (thereby moving 
beyond quasi-static design methods) becomes clear.  The traditional aeroelastic codes, used for simulation 
of the mechanical loads on the wind turbine components, focus mainly on the rotor loads and the dynamic 
behaviour of the overall wind turbine, thereby yielding no insight in the internal gearbox dynamics. The 
main concern is the lack of insight in the drive train behaviour during various transient phenomena, e.g. 
specific control actions, generator short circuits or grid disturbances, leading to unexpected torque 
reversals or torque peaks, which could then be harmful to certain drive train components. 

To gain more insight in the drive train loads, various research projects aim at developing more detailed 
simulation models as described elaborately in [1]. However, experimental validation of these new 
developments is crucial, nevertheless not always possible due to a lack of proper experimental facilities. 
Hansen Transmissions has started a research project, continuing on the simulation work of Peeters [1], for 
a further development and validation of a consistent modelling approach to correctly describe the dynamic 
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behaviour of a complex drive train in a wind turbine. Hansen Transmissions cooperates in this project with 
the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the Catholic University of Leuven. This paper describes the 
scope of the research project and the results of its first phase. The first phase comprises the development 
and use of purely torsional multibody models and an experimental validation based on a measurement 
campaign, which was performed with the assistance of Tribodrive GmbH. 

Section 1 of this paper gives an overview of the current industry standard regarding load simulation and 
describes the need for using multibody models in the design process of the drive train in a wind turbine.  
Section 2 describes the purely torsional multibody modelling approach based on the software DRESP 
(Dreschwinungs-simulations-Programm [2]) and the corresponding results. Subsequently, section 3 
contains the details of the measurement campaign, such as the test setup, the sensors, the tests and the 
processing of the signals into useful results for validation of the models. Section 4 presents the comparison 
of these results with the simulated results. On this basis, the models are tuned to match reality.  Next, 
section 5 summarises the possibilities of a purely dynamic torsional analysis versus its limitations and 
describes the corresponding planned actions for future work and, finally, section 6 concludes the paper. 

1.1 Current industry standard in load simulation for wind turbine drive trains 

The main input for the design of a multi-megawatt wind turbine gearbox is a set of design loads. These 
design loads are simulated by the wind turbine manufacturers, using the current state-of-the-art aeroelastic 
codes, e.g. Flex, Bladed, and others as described by Peeters [1]. An aeroelastic code represents a structural 
model of the wind turbine including all relevant external conditions at its site. The calculated loads acting 
on the wind turbine include aerodynamic loads for given wind speeds, gravitational loads (leading to 
forces pointing downwards and corresponding bending moments), inertial loads (due to acceleration, 
centrifugal and gyroscopic effects), operational loads (generator torque, loads induced by certain control 
actions like blade pitching, starting up, (emergency) braking or yawing). In the simulations, a combination 
has to be made of all relevant external conditions with all possible operational and fault conditions, while 
calculating all kind of loads on the complete wind turbine with sufficient detail. This level of detail is 
given by specific modules for wind loads, tower structure, electricity grid, rotor blades, generator and 
control system, originating from the cooperation of various dedicated specialists and research groups.  
However, the model of the drive train in the wind turbine is reduced to only a few degrees of freedom.  
The output of the traditional wind turbine codes is a prediction of the mechanical loads formatted in time 
series, i.e. as a function of time and thus, including load variations. However, due to the oversimplified 
modelling approach for the drive train, the simulated loads do not give the necessary insight in the drive 
train dynamics. Processing the given time series to summarising statistics like mean, maximum and 
minimum values may be sufficient to perform certain initial design calculations, but does not yield 
sufficient insights to guarantee a robust and reliable gearbox design. Due to the limitations of the model, 
vibrations of internal drive train components (such as gears and bearings) are not taken into account and as 
a consequence, dynamic loads on these components cannot be simulated. Instead, safety and application 
factors (e.g. according to IEC 61400-1 [3], DIN 3990 [4], DIN ISO 281 [5]) are typically used for the 
processing of the simulated load time series to respective loads on gears and bearings. 

For conventional wind turbines, where internal drive train dynamics are in a frequency range well above 
the overall wind turbine dynamics, this approach seems acceptable.  However, the continuously increasing 
size of wind turbines and the move towards more integrated concepts (in order to reduce tower top weight) 
results in a decrease of the eigenfrequencies of the drive train towards the external low-frequency 
excitations.  Furthermore, beyond the external low-frequency excitations of the drive train are the internal 
excitations at higher frequencies (e.g. gear mesh frequencies).  Since their influence on the internal 
dynamics cannot be assessed with the existing limited drive train models, there is a need for additional 
numerical simulation methods. 
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1.2 Need for multibody simulation in load prediction 

The key question to be addressed in the development of additional numerical simulation methods is: 
“Which tools are necessary to guarantee a reliable, robust and cost-efficient drive train design?”  The 
required tools and simulation methods should permit to: 

1. Determine the dynamic loads on all drive train components accurately 

2. Identify those transient phenomena which can be harmful to the gearbox, in order to avoid them or 
to consider them in an appropriate way during the design process 

3. Determine the level and variation of local stresses in the drive train components 

4. Asses the redundancy or insufficiency of the traditional safety factors 

In addition to these technical requirements, there is a need for balance between accuracy (also defined as 
“needed level of detail in the model”) and workability.  Depending on the respective phase in the design 
process, the focus might shift towards either one. E.g. in the concept phase a rather quick check of 
possible resonances, limited to the torsional level, might influence the chosen combination of gear ratios, 
whereas in a further design phase the required information can come from a detailed dynamic analysis, 
including an identification of all relevant eigenfrequencies and an accurate prediction of transient loads on 
the internal gearbox components in a wind turbine setup. This type of detailed dynamic simulations should 
be founded on sufficient experimental experience. 

The multibody simulation technique is a well established method to analyse in detail the loads on internal 
drive train components. Different levels of complexity are possible, thereby assisting in keeping the 
balance of accuracy versus workability in different design stages. 

- Purely torsional multibody models: exactly one degree of freedom (DOF) per drive train component 
is used to simulate only torsional vibrations in the drive train. 

- Rigid multibody models: all individual drive train components have 6 DOF’s. The interactions 
between the bodies, representing the gear and bearing flexibilities, are modelled by discrete springs. 

- Flexible multibody models: drive train components are modelled as finite element models instead of 
rigid bodies, adding the possibility of calculating stresses and deformations in the drive train 
components continuously in time. 

Hansen Transmissions is working in a research project, which comprises the development and 
experimental validation of dynamic load simulation models. The project trajectory is based on the above 
mentioned levels of modelling detail, evolving from torsional models (implemented in the software 
DRESP [2]) towards rigid and flexible multibody models (implemented in the software Simpack [6]). The 
main focus in the project is on the correct modelling of the internal gearbox dynamics and all models are 
validated experimentally using real multi-megawatt wind turbine gearboxes in a test rig at Hansen 
Transmissions. Experiments and corresponding measurements will yield insight in the actual internal 
gearbox dynamics and the validation will raise the level of confidence in the output of the dynamic 
gearbox models. 

As a final outcome of the research project, a further integration of the resulting gearbox models into 
traditional aero-elastic codes, thereby extending the level of detail of the drive train module, could be 
considered.  For both the wind turbine and the gearbox manufacturer this integrated approach can lead to a 
more accurate prediction of design loads, resulting in more reliable and cost-efficient wind turbines, by 
avoiding component failures as a result of load underestimation and by economising on needlessly over-
dimensioned designs. 
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2 Purely torsional multibody modelling 

This section describes applying a “torsional resonance analysis” that can be used in the early stages of a 
new gearbox design process. Based on a torsional multibody model, torsional eigenfrequencies can be 
calculated.  When these frequencies are compared to excitation frequencies, originating from rotating 
components such as gears, shafts and bearings, the designer can identify possible resonances in the range 
of operating speeds given by the wind turbine manufacturer. To avoid resonances, design changes can be 
done such as a different choice of combination of gear ratios. To assess the influence of these design 
changes, the simulation tool yields a valuable understanding of the system dynamics and in-depth 
knowledge of the consequences of individual changes of gearbox components. 

2.1 Modelling approach 

Using the software DRESP, a method has been developed in order to determine the eigenfrequencies and 
excitation frequencies of multi-megawatt gearboxes with one or two planetary stages and one or two 
helical stages either in a test-rig set-up or in a wind turbine set-up. The required input for inertias and 
torsional stiffness values are derived from CAD geometry. The stiffness of the components are calculated 
either analytically or based on detailed FEA analyses: 

• for the torsional deformation of shafts: the torsional stiffness of the shafts is determined by means 
of an analytical formula based on the shear modulus, the polar moment of inertia and the shaft length 

• for the gears: an average torsional stiffness of the gears is calculated based on the formulation in DIN 
3990 [4], which describes the gear mesh stiffness as the required load, over 1 mm of face width and 
along the line of action, to cause in line with the load a deformation of the tooth of 1 µm (seen as the 
length of arc on the base circle); the resulting stiffness is the mesh stiffness, c�, which is the mean 
stiffness value of all teeth in a mesh and which is transferred into a torsional stiffness of the gears 

• for the bending deformation of shafts: the normal and tangential tooth forces cause bending of the 
shafts and consequently transverse displacements at the gear wheel and pinion (�xt and �xr); these 
transverse displacements causes the gears to rotate over a small angle (�t and �r) which can be 
translated into a torsional flexibility due to the bending of the shaft (cfr. figure 1 and 2); the shaft 
bending itself is calculated analytically 

 

                           
Figure 1 – Gear rotation due to tangential forces Figure 2 – Gear rotation due to radial forces 
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• for the flexibility of the bearings : the flexibility of the bearings causes a transverse displacement at 
the location of the gear wheel and pinion resulting in a gear rotation over a small angle resulting in a 
torsional stiffness due to bearing flexibilities 

 

Torsional stiffness values for planetary gear stages include the same items as mentioned for helical gear 
stages.  In addition, the effects of the deformation of the ring gear, the planets and the planet carrier need 
to be taken into account. These component deformations are determined by means of finite element 
calculations.  

The need for translating all deformations into equivalent torsional stiffness values is a complexity in using 
purely torsional multibody models. Section 5 lists additional limitations of this approach and describes 
how more elaborate modelling can tackle them. 

2.2 Torsional resonance analysis 

The inertias and torsional stiffness values are used in the torsional multibody model to calculate the 
eigenfrequencies of the gear unit. The excitation frequencies are determined for shaft rotation, gear mesh 
and bearing rotational frequencies, including all so-called bearing defect frequencies. Consequently, the 
eigenfrequencies and excitation frequencies are combined in a Campbell diagram, which allows the 
identification of torsional resonances (cfr. figure 3): at an intersection of an excitation frequency and an 
eigenfrequency a resonance is expected. Potential resonances are only considered within the operational 
speed range of the gear unit, where the importance of the resonance can be assessed for a variable speed 
wind turbine with the aid of a rotational speed histogram. Although the identification method can indicate 
potential resonances, the prediction of the actual response on these frequencies is not yet included. This 
would need more elaborate simulations (e.g. FRF calculations). 

When a potential resonance is identified, design changes can be made to avoid it by either changing the 
excitation frequency or by shifting the eigenfrequency. To assess which physical parameter (shaft inertia, 
gear stiffness, ...) should be changed in order to change a particular eigenfrequency, a sensitivity plot is 
made (cfr. figure 4). This plot indicates the influence of each individual model parameter on each torsional 
eigenfrequency and is only valid for small changes of the model parameters, because a linear relation is 
assumed for the sensitivity calculation. 
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Figure 3 – Example of a Campbell diagram with gear mesh excitation frequencies as inclined lines 

and eigenfrequencies as horizontal lines 
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Figure 4 – Sensitivity matrix: this plot indicates for the first 10 eigenfrequencies calculated in 
DRESP (on the vertical axis), how each individual frequency varies when a component stiffness (on 

the horizontal axis) is varied. When the influence of a component stiffness variation is large, the 
respective block is coloured dark red; a blue block indicates that the eigenfrequency will not vary by 

changing the respective component stiffness. 
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3 Measurement campaign 

In order to increase the confidence in the torsional multibody model as described in section 2, a 
measurement campaign was set up to validate the model. This campaign aimed at confirming the 
calculated results, such as the eigenfrequencies, the mode shapes and the torsional stiffness. It should yield 
sufficient information to update the model in order to improve the correlation between the calculated and 
the measured results. 

This section gives an overview on how the measurement campaign was set up. The test rig and the 
measurement setup (i.e. required measurements and sensors for validating the torsional multibody model) 
are described. The section concludes with an overview of some measured results (eigenfrequencies and 
torsional stiffness of the gear unit). 

3.1 Test rig 

In the test rig, two gearboxes are placed back to back. Their slow rotating planet carriers are connected 
using a coupling. On the high-speed shaft of each gearbox a motor is connected. One machine acts as a 
speed-controlled motor, while the other one acts as a torque-controlled generator. Both motors have a 
nominal power of 4.6 MW and are connected to a common internal electrical grid, such that only the 
power for acceleration and for the losses in the complete test rig are taken from the grid. Figure 5 shows a 
schematic overview of the test rig. 

 
Figure 5 – Schematic overview of the test rig with an indication of the sensors, numbered according 

to Table 1 

3.2 Measurement setup 

3.2.1 Overview 

The two most important quantities that can be used to validate a torsional multibody model, are the 
rotational speed and the torque. Ideally, these two quantities should be measured on all shafts. In practice, 
however, mainly due to physical space limitations, this is not feasible. Table 1 gives an overview of all 
sensors used in this measurement campaign. Because both gearboxes are identical, only one gearbox is 
measured in more detail, whereas on the other gearbox only a limited number of reference quantities are 
measured. 

 

Gearbox 1 (GBX1) 

Coupling 

Motor 2 

Motor 1 

Gearbox 2 (GBX2) 

1, 2 and 3 
4 and 5 
6 

7 8 9 10 

11 
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Sensor number Sensor type Position 
1 Torque shaft / Strain gauges High speed shaft GBX1 

2 Pulse strip (angular position + RPM) High speed shaft GBX1 

3 Axial displacement sensor High speed shaft GBX1 

4 Encoder (RPM) Intermediate speed shaft GBX1 

5 Axial displacement sensor Intermediate speed shaft GBX1 

6 Axial displacement sensor Low speed shaft GBX1 

7 Pulse strip (angular position + RPM) Planet carrier GBX1 

8 Pulse strip (angular position + RPM) Coupling, side GBX1 

9 Pulse strip (angular position + RPM) Coupling, side GBX2 

10 Pulse strip (angular position + RPM) Planet carrier GBX2 

11 Torque shaft High speed shaft GBX2 

Table 1 – Sensor overview 

As can be seen in Table 1, the main focus is put on the first gearbox. In addition to the rotational speed 
and torque, the axial displacements of the three shafts from this gearbox are also measured. These data 
cannot be used for validation of a torsional model, but will show whether or not a purely torsional model 
is sufficient to represent the global dynamic behaviour of the gearbox. 

Several time measurements were performed, including: 

• RPM run up1 at several load levels; 

• torque run up at constant RPM; and 

• steady state conditions at several RPM & load levels 

For validating the torsional multibody model, the RPM run up measurements are the most valuable, since 
they enable to separate internal excitation frequencies from eigenfrequencies as described in section 3.3.1.  

3.2.2 Sensor types 

1. Torque is measured at two different shafts using strain gauges. 

2. Rotational positions are measured for two different reasons: 

• Firstly, they are used to calculate rotational speed and variations on the speed, which are 
necessary for measurement data processing. One encoder placed on any shaft of the gearbox 
would be sufficient for this purpose. 

• Secondly, they can be used to determine the torsional stiffness of the gearbox or any part in 
between two locations inside the gearbox of which the angular positions are known. Since the 
angular deformation is very small, the position should be measured very accurately (e.g. using 
a high-speed tacho channel) to determine the stiffness accurately2. 

The rotational position is measured using two different techniques: 

a) A commercially available encoder was used where possible, resulting in 1024 equally 
spaced pulses per revolution. 
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b) On places where it was not possible to place an encoder, mainly because of the large 
diameters of some components, a paper pulse tape with equally spaced white and black 
stripes was glued on the shafts. A laser pointing at this pulse tape results in a pulse train 
equivalent to the output of a normal encoder. 

3. Axial displacements were measured using commercially available eddy-current sensors. The 
main advantage of these sensors is that they can measure the displacement of the shaft without 
making physical contact. 

3.3 Results of the measurement campaign 

Due to confidentiality reasons, not all identified eigenfrequencies are reported in this document. However, 
for each eigenfrequency an upper and lower bound for the actual value is given. 

3.3.1 Eigenfrequencies 

Eigenfrequencies of a system can be identified using several methods. The most straightforward method is 
the so called peak picking method [7]. This method implies searching peaks from eigenfrequencies in the 
frequency spectrum. However, the many internal excitations from e.g. gears and bearings in a gearbox can 
mask the eigenfrequencies during normal operation. As a result, both peak picking and a traditional LSCE 
experimental modal analysis [7] do not distinguish between internal excitation frequencies and 
eigenfrequencies. Other experimental modal analysis methods can yield better results. In this analysis, the 
best and most reliable result comes from a manual Campbell inspection.  

A Campbell plot is a 2.5D plot of vibration amplitude versus frequency and RPM. To measure such a 
Campbell, an RPM run up is performed, and, at every steady state RPM, one (or several) FFT is taken. 
This FFT is plotted inside the Campbell diagram as a vertical line. The colour of the line indicates the 
amplitude of the FFT. In such a Campbell diagram it is straightforward to identify the eigenfrequencies 
and to separate the eigenfrequencies from the internal excitations (which is impossible in a regular FFT): 
the frequency of the eigenmode remains constant during the entire run up (= horizontal line); the 
frequency of an internal excitation depends on the rotational speed of the gearbox (= inclined line).3 

Such Campbell diagrams were created for all measured quantities. This enables to determine in which part 
of the gearbox the eigenmode is visible and, consequently, to make an estimation of the mode shape. 
Furthermore, from the differences between the Campbell diagrams at the various load steps the load 
dependency of the eigenfrequencies is derived. 

Figure 6 shows the Campbell diagram of the torque signal measured at the high speed shaft of GBX1 at 
nominal load. The first eigenfrequency at 2.25Hz can clearly be seen. This eigenfrequency is also clearly 
visible in the time domain: Figure 7 shows the RPM signal when one of the gear meshes excites this 
eigenfrequency. The entire identification process yielded seven eigenfrequencies in a range up to 800 Hz. 
Three of these seven eigenfrequencies are mainly visible in the axial displacement sensors and are 
therefore considered as non torsional mode shapes. Table 2 gives an overview of the seven identified 
eigenfrequencies, including a description of the estimated mode shape. 
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Figure 6 – Campbell diagram of the torque signal measured at the high speed shaft of GBX1 at 

nominal load with the first eigenfrequency (horizontal line) at 2.25Hz 

 
Figure 7 – RPM oscillations during the RPM run up when exciting the first eigenfrequency at 

2.25Hz 
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Frequency 
(Hz) Description 

2.25 Torsional rotational mode anti symmetric around the coupling between GBX1 and 
GBX2 (this mode is mainly determined by the test rig dimensions) 

[0-100] HSS axial mode shape 

[0-100] Torsional rotational mode symmetric around the coupling. Kinetic and potential energy 
on high-speed side 

[100-200] Kinetic energy at low speed side and axial displacements of ISS & LSS 

[100-200] Kinetic energy at low speed side 

[600-700] Kinetic energy at axial displacement of HSS and ISS as well as potential energy at HSS 

[700-800] Kinetic energy at ISS shaft 

Table 2 – Overview of seven eigenfrequencies identified during the measurement campaign 

3.3.2 Torsional stiffness 

The torsional stiffness of the gearbox (or a subassembly) can be calculated by dividing the measured 
torque increase �T by the torsional deflection of the gearbox �θ  (or the subassembly). The torsional 
deflection angle is too small to be measured directly using an encoder. Therefore, it is measured in the 
time domain using a torque run up measurement. If two identical encoders are installed, one on the HSS of 
GBX1 and one on the HSS of GBX2, a load increase can be seen in the two pulse trains as a relative shift 
in the time domain between the two pulse trains. 

 
Subsequently, the torsional angle θ∆  can be calculated as: 

( )ωθ 12 TT ∆−∆=∆ , 

 with: 

1T∆  the time delay between the two pulse trains at load 1; 

2T∆  the time delay between the two pulse trains at load 2; and 
ω  the rotational speed. 

The same principle can be applied for only 1 gearbox (or a smaller subassembly of a gearbox), however, 
then the gear ratios should be taken into account properly. 

The torsional stiffness determination method is used in section 4 to define the total as well as the 
individual component stiffnesses of the torsional model and compare these results with the model input 
parameters. 

… 

Load increase 

Pulse train 1 

Pulse train 2 

Load 2 Load 1 
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4 Model validation / model update 

This section describes how the torsional multibody model has been validated and updated based on the 
results from the measurement campaign. Section 4.1 gives an overview of the initial differences between 
the simulated and measured results. Section 4.2 describes the update procedure that was used to minimise 
these differences and section 4.3 gives an overview of the remaining differences between simulated and 
measured results after the update procedure. 

4.1 Initial correlation 

Before calculating the initial correlation between simulated and measured results, the measured torsional 
stiffnesses (cfr. section 3.3.2) are already used to update the model for the first time. The correlation 
between the torsional multibody model and the measurement campaign is based upon matching 
eigenmodes and corresponding eigenfrequencies. Eigenmodes are considered as “matching” when their 
calculated and measured mode shapes show great similarity. No numerical correlation technique was used 
for this assessment. 

Table 3 shows: 

- for which measured eigenmodes a matching eigenmode is calculated in the torsional 
multibody model 

- what the difference is between the measured and calculated eigenfrequency 

- the probability of the match 

In total three eigenfrequencies could be matched with a high probability. Only the torsional 
eigenfrequencies can be matched with results from the torsional multibody model and, therefore, the three 
axial mode shapes remain unmatched. From the measured torsional modes only, the mode in the range 
[700 – 800 Hz] could not be matched with an eigenmode calculated in the torsional model. 

 

Match 
condition 

Measured 
frequency 

(Hz) 

Difference 
(%) 

Probability 
of match Description 

DRESP 
match 2.25 16 % Very high Torsional rotational mode anti symmetric around 

the coupling between GBX1 and GBX2�

axial 
mode [0-100] - - HSS axial mode shape 

DRESP 
match [0-100] - 0.3 % Very high 

Torsional rotational mode, symmetric around the 
coupling. Kinetic and potential energy on high-

speed side 

axial 
mode [100-200] - - Kinetic energy at low speed side and axial 

displacements of ISS & LSS 

DRESP 
match [100-200] 37 % High Kinetic energy at low speed side 

axial 
mode [600-700] - - Kinetic energy at axial displacement of HSS and 

ISS as well as potential energy at HSS 

no match [700-800] - - Kinetic energy at ISS shaft 

Table 3 – Correlation between seven eigenmodes identified during the measurement campaign and 
the results from the torsional multibody model, before the update of the model 
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4.2 Update procedure 

Figure 8 gives an overview on the update procedure applied here. This procedure is an optimisation 
problem, where the model is optimised in such a way that the cost function (= difference between 
simulated and measured results) decreases. As long as this cost function is too large, a new update step is 
required. This update step calculates the sensitivity of the model parameters with respect to the cost 
function (= first derivative) and uses these sensitivities to modify the model parameters in such a way that 
the cost function reduces. Figure 4 shows the sensitivity matrix for the initial torsional model. 

 
Figure 8 – Schematical overview on the update procedure 

4.3 Final correlation between the measurements and the torsional multibody 
model 

Table 4 shows the resulting correlation after several iterative update cycles. It shows how a very good 
correlation is achieved for those modes where an initial match was assumed. 
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Match 
condition 

Measured 
frequency 

(Hz) 

Difference 
(%) 

Probability 
of match Description 

DRESP 
match 2.25 0% Very high Torsional rotational mode anti symmetric around 

the coupling between GBX1 and GBX2 

axial 
mode [0-100] - - HSS axial mode shape 

DRESP 
match [0-100] - 1.7% Very high 

Torsional rotational mode, symmetric around the 
coupling. Kinetic and potential energy on high-

speed side 

axial 
mode [100-200] - - Kinetic energy at low speed side and axial 

displacements of ISS & LSS 

DRESP 
match [100-200] 0% High Kinetic energy at low speed side 

axial 
mode [600-700] - - Kinetic energy at axial displacement of HSS and 

ISS as well as potential energy at HSS 

no match [700-800] - - Kinetic energy at ISS shaft 

Table 4 - Correlation between seven eigenmodes identified during the measurement campaign and 
the results from the torsional multibody model, after the update of the model 

4.4 Conclusions 

The model validation process shows first how an initial correlation between the measured and the 
simulated eigenmodes is determined after fine tuning the model parameters with the measured torsional 
stiffnesses. Only modes which are identified as torsional modes can be matched with results from DRESP. 
This means that the axial modes remain unmatched, since they cannot be predicted by means of a torsional 
multibody tool like DRESP. 

The optimisation update procedure enables to improve the correlation between measurements and 
simulations for those eigenmodes where an initial match was estimated. For the torsional mode above 700 
Hz, no matching result in the torsional model is determined. In general, finding a match for higher 
eigenfrequencies is more complex and requires therefore more detailed models and more accurate analysis 
techniques. 

5 Model shortcomings and future work 

This article explains how a torsional resonance analysis can give valuable insight during the early design 
process of a gearbox for a wind turbine. In addition, it shows various shortcomings in the torsional model 
and simulations, including the corresponding limitations for the use of the calculated results. This section 
focuses on these shortcomings and how they can be tackled. 

1. Since only the torsional degree of freedom for each body is included, no other than torsional 
eigenmodes can be predicted by means of the DRESP software. From the measured shaft 
displacements, axial eigenmodes could be identified, which proves that these modes can have an 
influence on the dynamic loading of the components in a gearbox. Although these rather high 
frequency eigenmodes generate in general lower load amplitudes, it is not proven that they do not 
contribute to potential component degradation. This stresses further the importance of knowing 
these modes and being able to predict them accurately. For this reason, the research work will be 
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extended towards more elaborate multibody models including 6 DOF’s per body implemented in 
Simpack.  These multibody models can be used to gain more insight in the dynamic behaviour of 
a gearbox for a wind turbine. 

 

2. All stiffnesses and damping parameters used in the presented torsional resonance analysis are 
linearised estimations and, consequently, no non-linear effects such as load, temperature or speed 
dependencies are considered. These effects will be implemented in future multibody models to 
assess their influence. In addition, more detailed boundary conditions (e.g. to represent the 
generator behaviour) will be investigated. 

 

3. It is very complex to represent the stiffness of certain gearbox components, such as the gearbox 
housing and the planet carrier, as a discrete stiffness with a discrete damping in a purely torsional 
multibody model. The flexible multibody approach (as possible in Simpack) enables to consider 
these stiffnesses in a more accurate way and to assess their influence properly. This approach 
enables furthermore to predict stresses in individual components [1]. 

 

4. The presented simulations focus only on the prediction of eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies which 
is valuable for performing a resonance analysis. The more advanced future simulation work 
focuses in addition on an accurate prediction of absolute load levels on internal gearbox 
components, both during stationary and transient load conditions. To validate these load 
simulations thoroughly, additional measurement campaigns will be performed using a new back to 
back test rig on which transient load cases can be run as they occur typically in a wind turbine [8]. 

 

 

6 Conclusions 

Driven by the need for detailed numerical simulation methods in order to accurately predict dynamic load 
levels on both wind turbine and gearbox components, multibody models are being developed. Ranging 
from purely torsional to 6 DOF’s models, they can be very helpful to gain insight in the internal gearbox 
dynamics in different stages of the design process. In order to gain sufficient confidence in the use of such 
models, their experimental validation is crucial. 

This article describes how a purely torsional multibody model in DRESP is used to calculate the torsional 
eigenmodes of a gearbox. This enables to perform a resonance analysis in the early design stage of a 
gearbox. Based on a sensitivity analysis, a design engineer can assess the influence of various parameter 
variations on the calculated results. To gain confidence in these results and validate the torsional 
multibody model, an elaborate measurement campaign is performed. The torque, rotational speed and 
axial displacement are measured at various positions in two gearboxes, which are positioned in a back-to-
back setup in a test rig. The measurements are performed at various torque and speed levels. 

The measurements are processed to identify the eigenmodes of the gearboxes in the test rig. In this 
analysis, the best and most reliable result comes from a manual Campbell inspection. This analysis yields 
seven eigenfrequencies of which three are considered as axial eigenmodes. A comparison of the calculated 
results from the torsional multibody model and the identified eigenmodes shows a good correlation for 
three out of four torsional modes. This correlation is further improved by updating the model based on an 
optimization process to decrease the differences between simulated and measured eigenfrequencies. The 
final results from the torsional model match exactly with the measurements and, consequently, yields 
confidence in the use of the results. 
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Although an eigenmode calculation in a torsional multibody model can give valuable insight in the early 
design process of a gearbox for a wind turbine, it still has some shortcomings. An important limitation is 
the consideration of only one torsional DOF per body. Since it is proven through the measurements that 
other modes, such as axial eigenmodes, should not be neglected, there is a need for more elaborate 
multibody models, which Hansen Transmissions is implementing in the software package Simpack. The 
analysis and validation of results from these models is part of future work. 
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Abstract 
This work deals with the elastodynamic model of the geared valvetrain of a four-cylinder “L” engine of a 
Ducati racing motorbike. The model, which is an evolution of the author’s research, is obtained as a 
combination of lumped parameter and finite element parts. The model is able to inspect the dynamic 
behaviour of both the geartrain and the cam-valve mechanisms. The paper mainly describes the model 
validation process that is based on several experimental tests and it is achieved by means of different 
steps. The information obtained from the validation stages have been finally employed for the tuning of 
the combined lumped/finite element model of the geared timing system. The experimental procedures are 
also illustrated, together with some details on the signal treatments. The comparison between simulations 
an experiments shows that the effectiveness of the model is satisfactorily assessed, thus permitting the use 
of the model as a tool for the design optimisation of the motorbike timing system. The results obtained for 
the competitive motorbike engine can also be utilized for common production engines, where conformity 
to vibration and noise standards must be fulfilled. 
 

1 Introduction 

In the field of motorcycle industry the effort to preserve and improve durability and reliability of the 
motorbike engine, as well as the research to reduce engine vibration and radiated noise, have become 
increasingly crucial due to more stringent requirements for higher performance, increased engine power, 
low fuel consumption and low cost. In order to optimize the engine performance, the attention is addressed 
to the control of the gas exchange cycle because the mixture formation and the combustion process 
strongly depend on it. From this point of view, a proper functioning of the engine valvetrain is decisive to 
achieve high overall performance. It is therefore indispensable to assure accurate valve timing and to 
operate for valve vibration lowering, so as to optimise the engine combustion characteristics. 
The engine valves are driven by cam mechanisms (the usual cam-valve mechanisms with springs for valve 
closure, the recently developed pneumatic cam-valve mechanisms, or the distinguishing desmodromic 
cam-valve mechanisms), whereas a geartrain is often adopted for transmitting power from the crankshaft 
to the camshafts, especially in the case of the high speed engines. The gear train guarantees a more precise 
valve timing at high engine speeds, if compared with chain or belt transmissions. However, the gear 
backlash seriously affects the geartrain dynamics and may cause unstable behaviour that could worsen the 
valve timing. In addition, an inaccurate behaviour of the geartrain results in additional dynamic forces that 
reduce the durability and stability of the system, and becomes a source of noise as well as other 
undesirable phenomena (e.g. gear rattle) [1]. 
Nowadays the elastodynamic analysis represents an integral tool of the design process [2, 3, 4]. In 
particular, the development of elastodynamic models for the vibration analysis of the engine timing 
system makes it possible to match durability and reliability with high-performances and lower vibrations. 
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In fact, such a models can provide the estimation of the actual dynamic forces, impacts, and mechanism 
performances so to help the engine improvement [5, 6, 7, 8]. 
This paper is concerned about the elastodynamic model of the timing system of the Ducati motorbike 
engine and it is devoted to the description of the model validation procedure, which is based on several 
experimental measurements. The timing system is a geared valve train of a four-cylinder engine having 
four valves per cylinder. The geartrain operates desmodromic cam-follower mechanisms by means of two 
double overhead camshafts. The model here described is an evolution of the research of the authors. In 
particular, the previous models developed by the authors were focused on single parts of the timing 
system: a model of the geartrain was developed [9], as well as several model versions of the camshafts 
with the desmodromic cam-valve mechanisms [5, 8]. The current model collects the former models 
concerning the sub-assemblies of the valvetrain. 
In order to help the development and validation of the elastodynamic model, as well as to get insight into 
the dynamics of the timing system, several measurements were retrieved from experimental tests carried 
out at the Ducati laboratory. In particular, an experiment was devoted to the measurements of the angular 
velocity of the gears, whereas another one dealt with the valve lift and velocity measurement. The 
experimental procedures are here illustrated together with the process that has been applied in order to 
validate the timing system model. The results show that the model can be a very useful tool in order to 
predict and understand the actual dynamic behaviour of the valvetrain, so as to be used in both the design 
optimisation and diagnostics. 
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the mechanical system. Section 3 is 
devoted to the model depiction: firstly is given a description of the geartrain model; secondly the 
combined lumped/finite element model of the cam-valve mechanisms is shown. Section 4 deals with the 
experimental tests. The validation procedure of the model is reported in Section 5, and Section 6 is 
devoted to the concluding remarks. 

2 Description of the engine timing system 

The Ducati racing motorbike is equipped with a four-cylinder ‘L’ engine with double overhead camshafts 
and four valves per cylinder. The timing system, which transfers the power from the crankshaft to the 
valves, consists of a gear transmission driving four camshafts and sixteen desmodromic cam-follower 
mechanisms. The general view of the timing system is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: general view of the engine timing system. 
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The engine banks are denoted as “vertical” and “horizontal” even if those directions do not have to be seen 
in a strict sense. In particular, both the two engine banks carry on the corresponding gears and have two 
camshafts, each equipped with four conjugate cams: one camshaft drives four intake valves whereas the 
other one is devoted to four exhaust valves [Fig. 2(a)]. Each camshaft is supported by three hydrodynamic 
bearings. The schematic of the cam mechanism driving a single valve is shown in Fig. 2(b): the lobes of a 
conjugate cam are in contact with their respective rockers and the two rockers are in contact with the 
backlash adjuster located at the tip of the valve. It is therefore possible to identify two parts of the 
mechanism, each one consisting of one cam lobe and its corresponding rocker. They give valve 
acceleration in positive and negative directions respectively (the positive direction is considered to be the 
direction of the valve opening).  
The schematic of the geartrain is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of twelve spur gears of involute tooth profile: 
the crankshaft pinion R0, the gear-wheel R1, the two pinions R1H and R1V which respectively drive the 
horizontal and the vertical bank, the idler gears R2H(V), R3H(V), and the four gears fitted to the camshafts, 
namely the gears R4H(V)E and R4H(V)I, where symbols E and I denote the exhaust and the intake camshaft, 
respectively. It is noteworthy that the three gears R1, R1H and R1V are fitted to the same gear-shaft: they 
compose the so called “triple gear”. 
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Figure 2: (a) general view of a double overhead camshaft driving four valves; 
(b) schematic of a desmodromic cam mechanism driving a single valve. 

3 Model description 

As already mentioned in Section 1 this study originates from former models of the valvetrain. At the 
beginning of the research activity, a lumped-parameter (LP) model of a single desmodromic cam-valve 
system was developed [5]. The research went forward leading to a model where the camshaft was 
modelled by the finite element method [8]. In particular, in that case only one camshaft was present and it 
was driven by a belt transmission. More recently, in [9] the authors presented a simplified elastodynamic 
model of the geared timing system that included a LP geartrain model and – for the sake of model 
simplicity – the camshafts were modelled with LPs, and the desmodromic mechanisms were considered 
only applying their inertial effects on the camshafts. Conversely, in the present study the four camshafts 
are modelled with finite elements and the models of all the sixteen cam-valve mechanisms have been 
included, whereas the geartrain is still modelled with LPs. In other words, the elastodynamic behaviour of 
the timing system is simulated by means of a combined lumped/finite element model which includes the 
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LP model of the geartrain, the finite element model of the camshafts and the LP model of the 
desmodromic cam-valve mechanisms. 
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Figure 3: schematic of the geartrain. 

3.1 Model of the geartrain 

The geartrain is driven by the crankshaft and drives the camshafts with the desmodromic mechanisms. Its 
dynamic behaviour is basically affected by the parametric excitation due to the time-varying meshing and 
the impacts due to the tooth separation phenomenon. The crankshaft effects are approximately introduced 
by imposing expected (or measured) crankshaft speed fluctuation to the crankshaft pinion. In a further 
research work, a model of the crankshaft could be connected to the geartrain in order to properly simulate 
the effects of the crankshaft dynamics. Only the transversal plane dynamics of the geartrain is taken into 
account, because it consists of spur gears. In addition, the gears are considered as mounted on stiff 
bearings and the bending compliance of the geartrain is neglected. 
The geartrain model is schematically shown in Fig. 4. It is a LP model that takes into account the mass 
moment of inertia of gears and shafts, the torsional shaft compliance, the parametric excitation due to the 
time-varying meshing stiffness and the possibility of tooth separation due to the presence of backlash 
between meshing teeth, and the damping effect. The model consists of 7 torsional degrees of freedom 
(dofs). The model input is the coordinate θ0, representing the angular displacement of the crankshaft 
pinion R0. The angular displacement of the generic gear i is denoted as coordinate θi. A mass moment of 
inertia is associated to each gear coordinate. The torsional stiffness kT1 and kT2 concern the portions of the 
shaft of the “triple gear”. This shaft holds the gear-wheel R1, as well as the pinions R1H and R1V. The disks 
reported in Fig. 4 correspond to the base cylinders of the gears, and the springs acting along the disk 
tangent line represent the meshing stiffness evaluated along the gear contact line.  
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The geartrain model terminates with the four coordinates θ4V(E,I) and θ4H(E,I) that are associated to the four 
gears R4V(E,I) and R4H(E,I) fitted on the corresponding camshafts. Those coordinates belong to the finite 
element parts of the timing system model, that is, the geartrain model is just connected to the finite 
element model of the camshafts (see Section 3.2) by means of the coordinates θ4. 
The possibility of tooth contact on both contact lines is included in the model, as well as the possibility of 
tooth separation due to the presence of backlash between meshing teeth. The parameters δ refer to the 
amount of tooth backlash measured on the common normal between the profile of adjacent teeth. In order 
to globally consider the structural damping, as well as other damping effects, a viscous damper is 
associated with each stiffness; the damper coefficient is assumed to be proportional to the corresponding 
stiffness. In case there is no contact in a gear pair, the damper coefficient is computed in order to represent 
the lubricant squeeze effect [9]. 
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Figure 4: model of the geartrain. 

By considering the model of a generic meshing gear pair made of the gears i and j, if the symbol θi(j) 
denotes the angular displacement of the gear i(j), M i(j) indicates the torque acting on it, J i(j) is the mass 
moment of inertia of the gear, and ρi(j) refers to the base circle radius, the dynamic equations of gear pair 
during meshing appear as follows: 

 iIDiii MFFJ ++−= )(ρθ&&  (1) 

 jIDjjj MFFJ +−= )(ρθ&&  (2) 

where as FD and FI are the meshing force acting on the Direct Contact Line (DCL) and Inverse Contact 
Line (ICL), respectively. The meaning of the terms DCL an ICL is clarified in [9], as well as the 
mathematical expressions of the meshing forces, which are due to both elastic and viscous contribution 
and become non-linear because of the backlash presence.  
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One of the most important excitations that affect the geartrain dynamic behaviour is due to the time-
varying meshing stiffness, that is the parametric excitation caused by the periodic change in tooth stiffness 
due to the alternating engagement of single and double pairs of teeth. The adopted meshing stiffness 
model agrees with [10]. In addition, in order to take into account the influence of both rim section and 
gear webs, a finite element analysis was performed with the aim of evaluating the torsional compliance of 
the gear body. Furthermore, by dealing with the stiffness parameters it is impossible to avoid inaccuracy 
and imprecision throughout their preliminary computation due to inevitable uncertainties and 
approximations (such as uncertainties on material physical properties, approximation in geometry 
modelling, and differences between assumed and real stress distribution). For those reasons the stiffness 
values have to be adjusted with proper correction factors. In [9] some tests performed at the Ducati 
laboratory were described and discussed: they dealt with a static analysis devoted to the experimental 
evaluation of the meshing stiffness of the gear pairs. In particular, the tests were performed by applying a 
torque to the crankshaft and measuring the corresponding rotation of the gears belonging to one bank. 
During the tests the exhaust camshaft of that bank was rigidly connected to its supports so that its rotation 
was permitted only next to the gear R4E. The results have been employed to adjust the values of the 
meshing stiffness that were preliminarily computed. 

3.2 Model of the camshafts and desmodromic mechanisms 

Each camshaft is driven by means of the corresponding gear R4, and it is supported by three hydrodynamic 
journal bearings, as shown by the schematic of Fig. 5. A generic camshaft holds four conjugate cams, each 
one consisting of the positive and negative cam lobes. In this paper the camshaft are modelled by using the 
same approach of [8], where the authors thought each camshaft as a flexible rotor-bearing system 
consisting of beam elements with distributed mass and elasticity and constant cross-section, rigid discs 
(i.e. the gear R4 and the cams) and discrete bearings. They employed the finite rotating elements based on 
Timoshenko beams, with the effect of gyroscopic moment, and the non-linear bearing forces are 
analytically calculated under the finite-length bearing assumption. 
In view of the fixed Cartesian reference frame XYZ of Fig. 5 (with the Z axis coincident with the 
undeformed shaft centreline, and the Y axis parallel to the direction of the valve motion), the location and 
orientation of a cross section of the camshaft rotor in a deformed state are defined by means of the 
translations νx and νy in the X and Y directions respectively, and by the rotations ϕx, ϕy, and θ about the X, 
Y, and Z axes, respectively. The axial displacement can be omitted due to the absence of axial forces 
acting on the camshaft. In addition, the camshaft is assumed as being perfectly axisymmetric, that is, the 
effect of the asymmetry – mainly due to the cam disc shapes – is considered negligible. The flexional and 
torsional equations of motion of a finite element are separately formulated as follows: 
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where the matrices [Me]F(θ), [Ce]F(θ), and [Ke]F(θ) respectively represent the flexional (torsional) mass, 
damping and stiffness matrices of the finite element, [Ge] takes into account the element gyroscopic 
effects, and the vectors ue and θe stand for the coordinates of the nodes of the j-th finite element.  
The presence of the damping has been introduced under the hypothesis of proportional damping, i.e. 
[Ce]F(θ) = α [Me]F(θ) + β [Ke]F(θ). The flexional matrices are obtained according to [13], whereas the 
torsional matrices are derived by assuming a linear shape function for the torsional finite element. The 
vector of the flexional nodal forces, fe

F(t), includes the forcing terms acting on the X-Z and Y-Z planes, 
whereas fe

θ(t) is the vector of the torsional nodal forces. In particular, the external forces transmitted by 
the LP model of the cam-valve mechanisms act on the nodes corresponding to the cams, whereas the 
meshing forces transmitted to the camshaft by the LP model of the geartrain take action on the node 
related to the gear R4. In addition, the model takes into account the forces due to the cam static unbalance, 
which act on the cam disc nodes. Finally, the lubricant fluid dynamic forces operate on the nodes that 
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correspond to the camshaft supports, which consist of three plain circumferentially-symmetric fluid 
journal bearings: the non-linear bearing forces are computed on the basis of a finite-length bearing 
analytical model by adopting a formulation that is a combination of the asymptotic Ocvirk (short) bearing 
model and Sommerfeld (long) model [14]. Once the equations of motions are established for each 
component of the flexible rotor-bearing system, the assembly of the complete equation of motion of the 
system is accomplished. More details on the camshaft model formulation can be found in [8]. 
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Figure 5: (a) general view of a camshaft; (b) camshaft schematic 

The model of the cam-valve mechanisms is a combination of lumped and finite element blocks: the finite 
element model of the camshafts and the LP model of the cam-valve mechanisms. Figure 6 shows the 
model representation of a camshaft with only one cam-valve mechanism where, for the sake of simplicity, 
the camshaft is a simple rectangle having two cam profiles that are linked with the mechanism driving a 
single valve, which includes the positive and negative rockers, the adjuster, and the valve: their 
coordinates and the related parameters are reduced to the direction of the valve motion. 
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Figure 6: model of a cam-valve mechanism 
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The LP model of the desmodromic mechanism takes into account the mass distribution, the link elastic 
flexibilities, the damping, and the presence of several non-linearities such as the time-varying rocker 
stiffness, the cam-rocker and rocker-adjuster hertzian stiffness, the possibility of separation of the rockers 
from the cam discs and the adjuster, as well as the lubricant squeeze effects. The linear coordinates x3 and 
x6 correspond to the rocker angular displacements [denoted ϕ3 and ϕ6 in Fig. 2(b)]; they are associated 
with the masses m3 and m6, that are the moments of inertia of the rockers reduced to the valve axis. The 
valve mass is partly lumped in mass m4, at the adjuster, and partly in mass m5, at the valve-head; x4 and x5 
are their associated coordinates. The meaning of the other model parameters, as well as the detail on their 
estimation, have been reported in [5, 8], together with the motion equation formulation. 

4 Experimental tests 

In order to validate the timing system model several experimental tests were performed at the Ducati 
Laboratory. The angular velocity of some gears was measured on a test bench where the motorbike engine 
worked in fired conditions, whereas the valve displacement and velocity were picked up on a particular 
test bench where only one camshaft was driven by means of an electrically powered driveline, so to make 
it possible to run four cam-valve mechanisms. 

4.1 Measurement of the gear angular velocity 

The measurement of the gear angular velocity was obtained by variable reluctance sensors mounted close 
to the correspondent gear. The crankshaft pinion R0 was fitted with an incremental rotary encoder to 
measure its rotational speed and angular position, and for the angular sampling of the output signals of the 
magnetic pickups. The output signal of these sensors is an AC voltage signal having a waveform that 
approaches a sine wave. An example of a measured pickup signal is shown in Fig. 7(a) over two 
crankshaft revolutions: as each gear tooth passes the sensing area of the magnetic sensor, a complete wave 
occurs. 

 
Figure 7: typical pickup signal (a) and its PMD divided by the gear tooth number (b) 

By denoting the crankshaft pinion angular position as θ0, the angular position of the j-th gear as θj, and the 
gear tooth number as zj, if τj stands for the kinematic transmission ratio between the gear j and the pinion 
R0, the dynamic transmission ratio can be evaluated by means of the phase modulation derivative (PMD) 
of the fundamental harmonic of the pickup signal mounted close to the gear j [9]. In particular, if the 
function bj(θ0) represents the signal phase modulation, the dynamic transmission ratio is given by: 
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In the paper the angular velocity of a generic gear will be shown by means of the deviation of the gear 
transmission ratio from its kinematic value, that is, the PMD of the signal divided by the gear tooth 
number: 
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As an example, Fig. 7(b) shows the PMD of the pickup signal of Fig. 7(a) divided by the gear tooth 
number. It is noteworthy that the low number of gear teeth prohibits the analysis to higher harmonics. 

4.2 Measurement of the valve motion 

The valve motion was measured by performing cold tests on a test bench which is a simplified version of 
the whole timing system. In particular, the test bench includes only one engine bank, that is, it consists of 
two cylinder heads, two camshafts, and eight cam-valve mechanisms. The apparatus allows the choice to 
move both the two camshafts or just only one, depending on the test aims. The experimental results 
reported in this study are obtained by driving the intake camshaft only. 
Figure 8 shows the test bench: it consists of a brushless motor driving an intermediate shaft by means of a 
timing belt; the intermediate shaft is equipped with a torsiometer and a flywheel (for the reduction of 
torque and speed fluctuations), and moves the camshaft by means of an Oldham joint. In order to refer 
time-dependent valve motion measurements to the angular position of the gear R4, the camshaft is fitted 
with an incremental encoder. A specific high speed differential laser vibrometer was used for the valve 
motion measurement: the Polytec High Speed Vibrometer because of its large dynamic and frequency 
range, good accuracy and sensitivity, and the high signal to noise ratio; in addition, it permits differential 
measurements [15]. During the tests, both the valve velocity and displacement, and the encoder signal 
were simultaneously recorded; one valve at a time was treated. 

   
Figure 8: test bench for the valve motion measurement 

5 Validation procedure 

The validation is one of the more difficult modelling tasks. In this study the model validation has been 
carried out by means of several steps. Firstly, a simplified elastodynamic model of the geared timing 
system was validated based on the gear angular velocity measurements that have been described in 
Section 4.1, that is, on tests performed on the whole timing system. Secondly, the validation of the 
elastodynamic model of a single camshaft with four cam-valve mechanisms is achieved with reference to 
the particular experimental arrangement illustrated in Section 4.2, that is, on tests performed on a part of 
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the timing system. Finally, the knowledge and the parameters identified from those validation procedures 
have been employed in order to improve the model of the complete geared timing system. 

5.1 Geartrain model validation 

For the first step of the validation process, the simplified model of the timing system developed in [9] has 
been taken into account. That LP model counts 27 dofs (11 are related to the geartrain and the remaining 
16 dofs are devoted to the four camshafts): only the torsional behaviour of the camshafts is considered and 
it is assumed that the camshafts are mounted on rigid bearings. In addition, the presence of the 
desmodromic mechanisms is approximated by the corresponding inertial loads. In other words, by bearing 
in mind the schematic of Fig. 6, the finite element model of a generic camshaft is substituted with the 
corresponding LP camshaft model shown in Fig. 9: it counts the coordinate θ4 associated to the gear R4, 
and 4 dofs, designated as ϕi (i=1,…, 4), each related to the corresponding conjugate cam. The torque Ti 
(i=1,…, 4), acting on the i-th conjugate cam, denotes the inertial action due to each desmodromic 
mechanism, and substitutes the LP model of the cam-valve mechanism described in Section 3.2. The LP 
model of the geartrain shown in Fig. 4, which has 7 dofs, has been connected to the LP models of the four 
camshafts (by means of the coordinates θ4), thus leading to the LP model of the geared valvetrain. 
The validation procedure consists in modifying the preliminarily estimated model parameters in order to 
better match the experimental results. Since the mass moment of inertia of gears and shaft are assumed to 
be reliable, the procedure is focused on the stiffness and damping coefficients. The camshaft stiffness are 
presumed to be confident. Therefore, specific emphasis is given on the geartrain parameters, based also on 
the hypothesis that the geartrain dynamic behaviour is hardly affected by the camshaft dynamics. 
As above mentioned, the gear meshing stiffness have been estimated by means of experimental static tests. 
In spite of this, it has been necessary to slightly reduce those stiffness parameters; it is likely due to the 
gear bending compliance omission in the geartrain model. In order to match experimental results, the 
value of the proportionality constant between damper coefficients and their related stiffness has been set to 
2×10–5 s). 
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Figure 9: LP model of a generic camshaft 

 
Figure 10: results of the LP model. Experimental (•) and simulated (––)  

fluctuation of the transmission ratio. (a) gear R2V; (b) gear R3V. 
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Figure 10 shows an example of the simulation results after the validation process: they deal with two gears 
of the vertical bank, namely the gears R2V, and R3V. The outcomes are reported over two crankshaft 
revolutions (i.e. one engine cycle) and in term of the fluctuation of the transmission ratio between the 
generic gear and the crankshaft pinion. More results of the simplified model are reported in [9]. 

5.2 Cam-valve model validation 

As mentioned at the beginning of this Section, the validation of the combined lumped/finite element 
model of the cam-valve mechanisms is based on the valve motion measurements obtained from the cold 
tests described in Section 4.2. For the validation purposes, it is therefore necessary to refer to a model 
which is related to that experimental arrangement. To this aim, a LP model of the test bench of Fig. 8 was 
developed and connected to the combined lumped/finite element of an intake camshaft with the four cam-
valve mechanisms (see Section 3.2).  
Figure 11 shows the schematic of the test bench, together with the LP model of the mechanical 
transmission that drives the camshaft. The flywheel is assumed to rotate at a constant speed; the model 
input is therefore the coordinate φ0, representing the angular displacement of the flywheel. The coordinate 
φ1 denotes the angular position of the input part of the Oldham coupling, φ2 is associated to the output part, 
whereas θ4 is the angular coordinate of the gear R4. Consequently, the torsional stiffness ks0 concerns the 
portion of the shaft between the flywheel and the input part of the coupling, ks1 is relative to its 
intermediate part, and the stiffness ks2 deals with the shaft which connects the Oldham coupling to the 
gear R4. The parameters δ1 stands for the Oldham joint backlash.  
The LP model of the test bench power transmission [Fig. 11 (b)] is connected to the finite element model 
of the intake camshaft (by means of the coordinates θ4), which holds the LP models of the four cam-valve 
mechanisms (Fig. 6), thus leading to the model of the test bench for the valve motion measurements. 
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Figure 11: (a) schematic of the test bench for valve motion measurement;  
(b) LP model of the test bench driveline 
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For the validation purposes, the experimental and simulated valve velocity were compared. As a measure 
of the comparison goodness, a specific index was employed [16]. The index definition needs to set a 
tolerance strip around the experimental valve velocity and to evaluate the percentage of simulated points 
which fall inside such a defined band. This percentage of “good-points” (PGP) will obviously assume high 
value if a good agreement occurs between experimental and numerical valve velocity. Figure 12 shows – 
as an example – a simulated valve velocity which is superimposed to the tolerance strip; the band width is 
quite large for the sake of figure clarity. It is noteworthy that the PGP is evaluated excluding the valve 
dwell phases. 
Again, the validation procedure has taken into account the stiffness and damping coefficients. The 
estimates of the shaft torsional stiffness ks0, ks1, and ks2, were assumed to be reliable, since they were 
computed by means of finite element static analysis. As regards the parameters of the camshaft and the 
desmodromic mechanisms, the authors used the knowledge acquired throughout the validation of previous 
models of the desmodromic valve train [5, 8]. In particular, the proportional damping coefficients 
employed for the finite element parts were α=9.46 s–1, and β=5.78⋅10–8 s, whereas different values 
(ranging from 1×10–6 s to 6×10–5 s) of the proportionality constants between damper coefficients and their 
related stiffness were used into the LP model blocks. The nominal value of the backlash into cam-rocker 
and rocker-adjuster kinematic pairs were modified in order to take into account the link thermal 
deformations, since the mechanical system operates at a high temperature during the experimental tests. 
Table 1 shows the results after the validation process in terms of the PGP index; they are reported for three 
different camshaft speeds which are conventionally denoted as regimes A, B, and C (in ascending order), 
and are relative to the four valves, which are progressively numbered starting from the gear R4. For the 
PGP computation the tolerance band width was set to about 4% of the maximum theoretical valve 
velocity. 

 
Figure 12: example of simulated valve velocity and tolerance strip for the PGP definition 

PGP index 
Regime Valve 1 Valve 2 Valve 3 Valve 4 

A 73.9 82.9 74.5 74.4 
B 66.6 75.4 74.7 79.9 
C 65.8 72.7 71.8 65.3 
     

Table 1: results of cam-valve model validation 

5.3 Elastodynamic model of the whole timing system 

The experience and the parameters identified from the modelling activities that have been described in the 
previous paragraphs, have been employed in order to obtain an elastodynamic model of the complete 
geared timing system. The main advantage of such a model is the capability to inspect the dynamic 
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behaviour of both the geartrain and the cam-valve mechanisms. In addition, an improved behaviour of the 
R4 gear motion is expected, thanks to the more precise modelling of the cam-valve mechanisms. On the 
other hand, the simulation of the complete model becomes highly time consuming. 
Once the geartrain LP model and the combined lumped/finite element model of the desmodromic cam-
valve mechanisms have been assembled, it is necessary to achieve the model final tuning. To this aim, 
more importance was given to the geartrain parameters. In fact, the main uncertainties are relative to the 
gear model, since its validation was based on a simplified LP model. In particular, in order to reach a good 
agreement between numerical and experimental results, it was necessary to slightly adjust the meshing 
damping coefficients with respect to the validation performed in Section 5.1. 
Figure 13 shows the results for the gears R2V and R3V of the vertical bank; they are obtained at the same 
conditions used for the simulation carried out by means of the LP valvetrain model (see Fig. 10). The 
comparison between Fig. 13 and Fig. 10 shows that the final model is more suitable in predicting the 
dynamic behaviour of the timing system, than the simplified model. The benefits are particularly clear for 
the gear R2V, even if some discrepancies still exist for the gear R3V. 

 
Figure 13: results of the combined lumped/finite element model. Experimental (•) and  

simulated (––) fluctuation of the transmission ratio. (a) gear R2V; (b) gear R3V. 

 
Figure 14: Comparison between the LP model (a) and the combined lumped/finite element  
model (b). Experimental (•) and simulated (––) transmission ratio fluctuation of gear R4VE. 

In order to relate the camshaft angular position and, consequently, the valve motion, to the crankshaft 
position, it is interesting to investigate the behaviour of the gears R4. Figure 14 shows the results obtained 
from the two different model versions for the gear fitted on the exhaust camshaft of the vertical bank, i.e. 
the gear R4VE. The deviations of transmission ratio from its kinematic value are higher in the case of the 
camshaft gears, thus revealing the high influence of the desmodromic mechanisms on the dynamic 
behaviour of the geartrain. This phenomenon is perceived by both the model versions, even if the 
numerical oscillation amplitude is somewhat lower than the real one. The combined lumped/finite element 
model shows the same capability as the LP model in simulating the dynamics of the gear R4VE, that is, the 
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underestimation of the transmission ratio fluctuation is not due to the approximate inclusion of dynamic 
effects of the cam-valve mechanisms in the LP model version. 

6 Conclusions 

An elastodynamic model of the timing system of a four-cylinder ‘L’ engine of a Ducati racing motorbike 
is presented. The study is an evolution of the former models developed by the authors. In particular, it 
deals with the development of a LP model of the timing system where the dynamics of the desmodromic 
mechanisms was approximately taken into account by applying the corresponding rigid-body inertial 
effects. The present model can be thought of as having three distinct parts: the LP model of the geartrain  
transmission, the finite element model of the camshafts and the LP model of the cam-valve mechanisms. 
Seen as a whole, the model is therefore a combination of lumped and finite element blocks. The advantage 
of such a model is the capability to inspect the dynamic behaviour of both the geartrain and the cam-valve 
mechanisms, in spite of the augmented computational cost. 
The paper is mainly devoted to the description of the model validation procedure, which is based on 
numerous experimental tests carried out at the Ducati Laboratory and is achieved by means of several 
steps. The knowledge and the parameters identified from the validation stages have been finally employed 
in order to improve the combined lumped/finite element model of the geared timing system. 
The numerical results are compared with the experimental data in terms of the deviation of the gear 
transmission ratio from its kinematic value. The models also allows the estimation of the forces into the 
cam-rocker and rocker-adjuster kinematic pairs, as well as the evaluation of the camshaft axis orbit. This 
model feature will be treated in a future study. 
The comparison between the simulations and the experimental measurements shows the effectiveness of 
the model. Therefore, the model can be used as a tool for the design optimisation of the motorbike timing 
system. 
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Abstract 
The constructive design and realisation of large drive trains is due to the development and improvement of 
calculation methods, materials as well as manufacturing technologies with the concurrent requirement of 
low costs a subject to a steady process of change. Especially under the aspect of light weight construction 
the resulting effects of the dynamic drive train behaviour can not be neglected. The present article shall 
show that these coherences are not only valid for apparently flexible grounded drive trains - for example 
wind turbines. Also for the drive trains of ships, raw mills, cranes, bogies and ventilators an evidence of 
the named effects can be provided by the multibody system method under consideration of finite element 
structures. 

1 Multibody-system simulation of drive trains 

The dynamic properties of drive trains in large drives can frequently not be characterised only by torsional 
vibrations. The occurring translational radial and axial vibrations have to be considered at the load 
appropriate dimensioning of the single drive train components. A precise knowledge of the dynamic 
properties and the additional loads resulting from that allows the detection of possible damages already 
during the product development and could be avoided by constructive measures. The method of the 
multibody system simulation offers extensive possibilities to the solution of these problems and is 
successfully used at the Institute for Machine Elements and Machine Design (IMM) at the Technical 
University of Dresden since 2001. Unlike the torsional vibration analysis which considers only one degree 
of freedom for every body all six degrees of freedom can be regarded by the multibody system simulation. 
Next to the movements of the bodies around the rotational axis also the evaluation of translational states in 
axial and radial direction as well as rotational states around the cross axes of the bodies are possible. 
Although the basic idea of the multibody system simulation can be traced back to the basics of the 
engineering mechanics and was already known in the last century, the application of the torsional 
vibration simulation and rather still the multibody system simulation is dependant on efficient hard- and 
software. Particularly the aerospace industry was decisive involved in the development of the method 
already during the 80th of the last century. The transformation of the algorithms from the scientific 
application to commercial programs led later to the usage of the given possibilities also in the field of 
automotive and railway industry. The advantages of the procedure, to be able to examine systems with 
large relative movements and non linearity led to the usage of the multibody system method in other 
industry fields in the last years [2, 3]. 
The engineering interest at the determination of torsional vibrations in drives arose at the beginning of the 
last century [4]. The limited mathematical and numerical solution procedures allowed only the calculation 
of simple models at this time. First the development of the digital computer science facilitated the solution 
of such tasks with the aid of automatised algorithms so that complex, meshed systems with up to fifty 
torsional degrees of freedom could be numerically analysed without problems at the end of the last 
century. The analysis of gears and/or the entire drive train of rolling-drives with several megawatts of 
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electrical power dealt with the influences of torque peaks which arise through the intake of the slab in the 
roll gap [5, 6]. In the crane design, especially for ladle cranes, drive train damages have been analysed 
with the help of torsional vibration simulations to develop safety concepts to prevent severe accidents. 
On basis of these experiences and the possibilities given by the method of the multibody systems diverse 
fields were opened up for the dynamic simulation in the last years. Particularly the analysis of drive trains 
in wind turbines with electrical power of 600 up to 4500 kilowatts stood in the centre of investigations 
since due to the complexity of the system the occurring dynamic problems with the sheer torsional 
vibration analysis were not more explainable. Next to the application of commercial simulation programs 
new findings to the analysed mechanical system as well as to the modelling procedure arose from the 
development and verification of modelling strategies. The first complete simulation model of a wind 
turbine under consideration of all vibration-relevant components was assembled on basis of these 
experiences. 
The constant further development of the simulation programs and the modelling strategies led also to the 
application of the method to drive trains of other branches of industry. Particularly the investigation of 
large drives with regard to the vibration behaviour represents the main focus of research in the last years. 
That includes the analysis of drive trains for roller mills, compressors, ships, fans, shearers and cranes 
with driving powers up to some megawatts. 
On basis of the multibody systems the method of the flexible multibody systems developed furthermore in 
the last years. Next to the modelling of the drive train with rigid bodies the consideration of components 
as flexible structures is possible. The necessary finite-element-structures and/or simplified approaches 
offer by use of different reduction procedures the flexible modelling of shafts, gear box housings and 
supporting structures (main frame, tower). Next to the determination of the dynamic behaviour and the 
relative movements of rigid bodies, additionally information to the natural frequencies and deformations 
of single elastic bodies can be determined. 

2 Field of application wind turbines 

Since a couple of years the share of renewable sources of energy at the electric power production increases 
continuously worldwide, in particular in Germany, with enormous growth rates continuously built up. The 
market for wind turbines takes in this case a special significance and is growing not only in Germany but 
also in a lot of other countries in the world. An attenuation of this development is currently not 
foreseeable. At the same time with the opening of new locations old and inefficient turbines are renewed. 
The good chances on the market at long sight lead to a lasting and economic success only with clearly 
detectable advantages of the product. The experiences of the last years showed through the many 
malfunctions particularly in the field of the drive train and the resulting idle times with high costs, which 
importance the reliability for the operation of such an installation has. Particularly the maintenance and 
repair works at wind turbines are expensive and time-consuming caused by the bad accessibility. The 
construction of a wind turbine under the aspect of the reliability and nevertheless economical design 
requires the precise knowledge of the operational loads and a secure protection from overloads. 
With the increasing share of wind energy of the entire installed plant power in the grid the quality of the 
current, produced by wind turbines, gains in importance. In earlier years single wind turbines were able to 
shut down the connection to the grid when malfunctions in the power system occurred. Today this is not 
allowed anymore. The same high standards apply for wind turbines as for every other plant in the grid. 
In addition the torque arms of the gear box are in some cases of constructions designed as a stiffening 
element for the nacelle frame. The differences between a rigid founded rolling drive or a large turbine and 
the drive train bounded in an elastic surrounding structure clarify the occurring interactions between the 
systems and vibratory excitations. The fast increase of this branch in the last years is also a problem, 
because neither extensive operational experiences with the particular turbine sizes could be gathered nor 
enough expertise, especially in the area of the drive train, exists with the large components that are used 
today. Aggravating can be added that some manufacturers of turbines are slow to accept that next to rotor, 
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tower and pitch controller the drive train belongs to the main components of a turbine, which includes a 
relevant responsibility for this assembly. 
The momentarily common wind load calculation tools, which are used by all turbine manufacturers, use 
detailed aeroelastic codes for the rotor but work with simple 3-mass torsional vibration model to show the 
complex vibratory structure “drive train”, [7, 8]. In the frequency domain often only the lowest torsional 
natural frequency of the drive train is taken into consideration, further details are excluded [9, 10]. 
With regard to the occurring malfunctions in wind turbines, in particular in the drive trains, the described 
procedure is not sufficient. The quality and quantity of a wind turbine is not only characterised by an 
optimal designed rotor, rather the interaction between the rotor, the drive train, the electrical components 
and carrying structure are decisively for the economic efficiency of an installation. 
Since a couple of years this interaction of all components of such complex system are influenced by the 
possibilities of the simulation during the process of development in other branches of mechanical 
engineering, plant engineering and vehicle construction, so that the mechanic, electric, control as well as 
the specials of the process can be considered [11, 12]. 
From a great number of projects and studies with well-known turbine manufacturers and their suppliers in 
the last three years it can be clearly concluded that wind load calculation tools will also be needed in 
future. Indeed, for the balanced handling of all used components with the individual detailed level 
additional efforts are needed, especially for the dynamic analysis of the drive train. 

3 Basics of drive train simulation 

The dynamic investigation of a complex drive train presupposes the assembly of a simulation model 
corresponding to the formulated question. Also with the currently given possibilities of the simulation 
programs the modelling process is time-consuming. On basis of the present data and the experiences of the 
engineer a discrete simulation model has to be assembled. The modular assembly of simulation models 
with simultaneous parameterisation allows a comfortable modelling. The subsystems consists of model 
components which can be subdivided into shafts, gear stages, bearings and supporting structures and that 
could be bound into the main model. For the modelling of the subsystems different detailing depths are 
used for the different model components.  

3.1 Shafts 

The simplest way for the modelling of the component „shaft” is the definition of a point mass with the 
corresponding mass and mass of inertia that can be calculated with the aid of simple mathematical 
approaches [14]. In this case the stiffness of the shaft is neglected. For the consideration of the stiffness 
different methods can be used. The basic formalism to the calculation of the torsional stiffness and 
discretisation for rotationally symmetrical bodies with different body forms is already described in the 
research project FVA 95 [16]. Besides the necessity of a correction of the calculated stiffness is presented 
for different shaft geometries, shoulders, spring keys and shrink fits in order to be able to represent the 
experimentally determined results with corresponding models. 
In this way the model component „shaft” can be shown as torsional vibration model in the form of discrete 
segments. Besides the model can also be extended by the axial stiffness, radial stiffness and bending 
stiffness, so that detailed modelling considering all degrees of freedom becomes already possible by a 
simple analytical approach (figure 1, left). The number of the modelled partial segments determines the 
accuracy and order of the representable mode shapes. 
The illustration of mode shapes of higher order leads to a great number of needed discrete segments. In 
this case the usage of modal substitute systems on basis of the finite element method is possible. The 
simplified approach with the aid of an Euler-Bernoulli beam allows already a good representation of shafts 
without the use of a FEM-program (figure 1, centre). Finally also the complete finite element model of a 
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shaft with all needed mode shapes and the exact modelling of the deformation can be bound into the 
multibody system model through the reduction and the import of modal substitute system (figure 1, right).  

 

Figure 1: Modelling of shafts as discretised model, SimBeam model and FEM-model 

3.2 Gearing 

The model component „gearing” is of important significance. In the industry it can be found as helical 
gear stages, planetary gear stages and/or bevel gear stages. For the modelling of the gearing different 
possibilities are available. Some simulation programs offer autonomous modules for the illustration of this 
model component since a few years. At the Chair of Machine Elements the development of a module for 
modelling the tooth contact started already years ago. 
 

 

Figure 2: Planetary gear stage 

The modelling of the tooth force is based on the calculation of the tooth normal force in the ideal pitch 
point. The complete tooth contact is simplified described in one point. The tooth normal force is calculated 
by one part of the force consisting of the stiffness and the displacement, as well as one part with the 
damping and velocity (1). The displacement and the velocity in tangential, radial and axial direction result 
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from the difference values between both gears and can be determined from the joint states and the 
corresponding trigonometrically relationships. 

 bnbnbnbnn sdscF
r
&

r
⋅+⋅=  (1) 

The tooth stiffness can be considered as average contact stiffness, as an analytical function for the 
representation of the variable tooth stiffness over the path of contact and/or as a free definable 
characteristic curve. In addition the clearance can be defined in the model component. On basis of these 
approaches the modelling of helical gear stages, wheel chains, planetary gear stages (figure 2) as well as 
bevel gear stages with all rotational and translational degrees of freedom is possible. 

3.3 Bearing 

Through the enlargement of the torsional vibration model with the axial and radial degrees of freedom also 
the properties of the bearings must be shown in the simulation model. The modelling of the bearings 
occurs in this case fundamentally by a force element which introduces the reaction forces in axial and 
radial direction as well as the reaction moments if necessary. For the determination of the forces and 
moments different approaches are available. 

 

 

Figure 3: Possibilities for the modelling of bearings 

In the simplest case the bearing properties can be described by an average bearing stiffness in axial and 
radial direction. The interactions between bearing stiffness and bearing load can be shown in the form of 
characteristic curves in a more detailed model. In this case the axial and radial resilience and the reaction 
forces considered independently by each other. For the consideration of these interactions more complex 
calculation models can be used on basis of the Hertzian stress between the rolling elements. These 
algorithms consider the complete bearing geometry for the determination of the resultant bearing reaction 
forces. A comparable approach offers the possibility to consider the dependencies of the axial and radial 
resilience in a complex multidimensional field (figure 3, left). For the determination of the needed values 
and/or characteristics the support of the bearing manufacturer is necessary in most cases. Alternatively on 
basis of the approaches according to Wiche [15] the radial bearing stiffness can be estimated analytically. 
Within a study also the possibilities were examined, to assemble a roller bearing as a complete multibody 
system model (figure 3, right). The connection between the inner ring, the rolling elements and the outer 
ring is described under usage of contact and friction elements. Due to the great number of degrees of 
freedom and the complex contact conditions the resulting model can not be used in a complete gear box 
model at the moment. 
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3.4 Flexible structures 

The analysis of complex problems leads always to the question which appropriate calculation method, 
multibody system simulation and/or the FEM-calculation can be used. For the simulation of complex 
components the combination of both calculation methods represents an optimum. In this case the forces 
and reactions of the components to each other can be examined.  
The consideration of modal reduced FEM-structures in multibody system simulation models is offered in 
different simulation programs. A completely meshed component as a model in a FEM-program represents 
always the starting point. On basis of the geometry the assembly of the model and the meshing are 
possible. Through assignment of corresponding material properties the created model can be handed over 
onto a corresponding solution algorithm for the further calculation steps. 
The integration of flexible structures into multibody system models needs the reduction of the complex 
finite element model according to the approaches of Guyan or Craig-Bampton. The available degrees of 
freedom of the model are reduced to consider only the necessary natural frequencies and mode shapes in 
sufficient accuracy. The inaccuracies arising from the reduction can be corrected with the aid of different 
algorithms. The definition of the coupling points between the finite element model and the multibody 
system model is important for the assembly of the model substitute structure. These points must be 
defined in the finite element program. During the dynamic reduction according to Craig-Bampton the 
properties of main degrees of freedom are to be assigned to the coupling points. Finally the mentioned 
correction of the modal reduced model considers the transfer behaviour between the load introduction 
points during the generation of the system matrices. 

3.5 Rotor 

The rotor of a wind turbine has a great influence on the dynamic behaviour of the entire installation. The 
modelling of the hub with the pitch drives and the rotor blades as a point mass represents a too strong 
simplification and can only be used for a rough estimate of the entire behaviour. For a precise 
representation of the dynamic properties the modelling of the blades with the realistic stiffness is 
necessary. Considering the complex geometry of the rotor blade the integration of flexible structures 
would be well suitable for that. Due to missing information to the used profile polars and the construction 
of rotor blades the assembly of such a model was not possible up to now. 

 

Figure 4: Discretised model of a rotor blade 

A simplified approach for the modelling of the rotor blade stiffness can be done on basis of the 
discretisation. The dividing of the blade into an arbitrary number of masses and the connection of the 
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single masses by spring-damper-elements allows the representation of the bending and torsional stiffness 
(figure 4). The necessary mass and stiffness parameters can be taken from the information of the 
manufacturers. Additionally the natural frequency in edge and flap wise direction is in most cases 
available. On basis of these data a correction of the stiffness becomes possible, so that also with a 
simplified, discretised rotor blade model the dynamic behaviour of the structure can be shown. 

3.6 Wind load, generator, control 

The described model components facilitate the detailed investigation of a wind turbine in the frequency 
domain and approve inferences about the appearance of resonances. For the simulation in the time domain 
the modelling of the wind loads, the generator and the wind turbine control is necessary. 
The representation of the wind loads is also possible in different modelling depths. In the simplest case the 
torque resulting from the wind field can be introduced at the hub (measurement or calculated with a wind 
load simulation program). The initiated torque is in this case either recorded behind the really present load 
introduction - the rotor - and/or already influenced by the reaction of the simplified torsional vibration 
model in the wind load simulation program. Alternatively for this purpose the determination of the rotor 
torque without the mentioned influences is possible on basis of a synthetic or measured unidimensional 
wind time characteristic with the aid of the cp-curve and the current blade angle position (figure 5, left). 
With the described possibilities the wind-sided torque and the occurring axial forces can be determined. A 
simultaneous modelling of the bending moments caused by the wind field requires a more complex model. 
The modelling of the forces occurs with the aid of a discretised rotor model, separately onto the modelled 
segments in tangential and axial direction. In this case two force components are determined for every 
segment and every direction from a synthetically assembled wind field that can represent the necessary 
main shaft torque for the chosen operating state (figure 5, right). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Modelling of the wind loads 

The electrical part of the wind turbine twists the drive train with the generator against the wind load, 
depending on the state of the electric grid. The possibilities of the modelling reach from the Kloss 
equation of an induction generator, the converter characteristic of a twice fed induction generator, up to 
the exact description of the electric system by a complex converter generator model in 
MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
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The effort for the data acquisition and parameterisation is again proportional to the wanted level of detail 
of the model. For the analysis of simple load cases often already the modelling of the electric part by a 
characteristic curve is sufficient. For the investigation of short-circuits or grid irregularities the usage of 
more complex simulation models is necessary [13]. 
The representation of the electrical-mechanical wind turbine model requires a model of the wind turbine 
control which contains the pitch control as well as the power and speed control. The system parameters of 
the control must be adapted depending on the manufacturer and the power class. For the investigation of 
special load cases as emergency stop, grid failure and malfunctions the control parameters are to be 
complemented. 

4 Analysis of wind turbines 

The following simulation model of a 3 MW wind turbine drive train is used to clarify exemplarily the 
possibilities of the multibody system method. The representation of the rotor occurs with the aid of the 
described discretised modelling of the rotor blades by nine single masses which are connected by torsional 
spring-damper-elements in edge and flap wise direction. For the calculation in the time domain the 
segments are loaded with the axial and tangential forces, based on a synthetic wind field. The main shaft is 
modelled under consideration of the torsional and bending stiffness and connects the hub with the planet 
carrier of the first stage. The flexible modelled gear box is supported in the flexible main frame about the 
torque arms and the main frame connected over azimuth bearing with the tower. The components of the 
gear box are modelled with six degrees of freedom and can be discretised if necessary. The output shaft of 
the gear box is connected over a coupling with the generator that is loaded with the generator torques 
determined in the MATLAB/SIMULINK model. 

4.1 Results in the frequency domain 

On basis of the resulting model the determination of the natural frequencies for the entire wind turbine 
becomes possible. The first natural frequencies of the system below 1 Hz are to be assigned to the first 
bending mode of the tower. Above 1 Hz first order edge and flap wise bending mode shapes can be 
investigated for rotor blades (figure 6, left). The first torsional mode shape of the system is strongly 
dependent on the used rotor and to estimate for the power class of 3 MW above 2 Hz. The bending mode 
shape of the drive train between hub and main frame around the vertical axis against the main bearing and 
the torque arms lies above 4 Hz and is superposed from approx. 10 Hz by torsional and bending mode 
shape of the drive train. For the rear area of the main frame from approx. 40 Hz torsional and bending 
mode shapes can be detected. The torsional and bending mode shapes of higher order join in the higher 
frequency ranges. For the frequency range higher then 120 Hz axial mode shapes of the gear box 
components occur. The axial movements are changing into bending mode shapes against the bearings for 
frequencies higher then 150 Hz. 
The evaluation of the presented natural frequencies makes clearly that the dynamic behaviour of the drive 
train is not only characterised by torsional mode shapes. Rather existing a great number of low-frequency 
mode shapes in the form of axial and bending vibrations of the components of the drive train and the 
surrounding structure. The determined axial mode shape between 120 and 160 Hz can be assigned not 
only the to present gear box. Also for gear boxes of wind turbines with lower electrical power these axial 
mode shapes are to be observed independently of the manufacturer. These natural frequencies can be seen 
as cause for the frequently occurring bearing damages, with damage symptoms which are known from 
overloads. 
The more precise analysis of the natural frequencies and excitation clarifies additional problems for the 
constantly increasing size of wind turbines. Through the constructively conditional increase of the masses 
and mass of inertias at unproportional change of the stiffness the resultant natural frequencies of the drive 
train decreases into the range of the structure natural frequencies of rotor, tower and main frame. The 
resulting superposition of the natural frequencies clarifies the necessity to consider all degrees of freedom 
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of the single components for the determination of the system-specific natural frequencies. Additionally it 
can be necessary to model single components up to the supporting structure as flexible bodies. 
The appearance of resonances can either occur through the concurrence of natural frequencies and through 
from outside initiated, most stochastically occurring excitations (wind, wave) and/or caused by system-
dependent continuous processes (rotation frequency of the rotor, rotor blade tower passage, meshing 
frequencies, grid frequency). With the aid of the Campbell diagram the comparison of the excitations and 
natural frequencies is possible so that the potential for resonance effects can be estimated. 
Closing, it can be summarized to the calculation of natural frequencies that the basic problem in the entire 
technical literature to wind turbines is discussed only in view of the lowest torsional natural frequency and 
its satisfactory distance to tower bending frequencies. However, this is not enough to explain the current 
dynamic problems in large drive trains. 

 
 

 

Figure 6: Results of the analysis of the wind turbine 

4.2 Results in the time domain 

By combining of the present multibody system models and the MATLAB/SIMULINK models for the 
wind field, the generator/converter and the control, the simulation of complex load cases in the time 
domain becomes possible. These possibilities are particularly interesting for the calculation of events 
occurring extremely rarely (for example 20-year-gust) and/or at extreme loads for single components of 
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the drive train (for example „Crowbar-event). The so-called „Crowbar-event is characterised by a short-
circuit in the generator and leads to the immediate block. After the separation of the generator from the 
grid the mechanical brake engages and the rotor blades are pitched out of the wind. The interaction of the 
single events can lead to high loads to the drive train. 
The calculation of the system states for the emergency stop of a 3 MW wind turbine is shown exemplarily 
in figure 6, to the right. Through the pitching of the blades and the engage of the mechanical brake the 
drive train is slowed down strongly. This leads to an increase of the torques (main shaft torque) and the 
forces (gearing forces, 1st planetary gear stage). Additionally to the presented results the determination of 
displacements, velocities and acceleration of all components as well as the calculation of the gearing and 
bearing forces becomes possible with the aid of the multibody system models. The representation of the 
gear box, the main frame and the tower under consideration of all degrees of freedom facilitates 
furthermore the determination of the displacement of the single components and information to the loads 
for the main bearing, the gearbox bearing and the azimuth bearing. The modelling of these components as 
modal reduced FEM-models facilitates in this way next to the statements for the sheer rigid body 
movement also the consideration of the deformation. 

5 Further use of the MBS-method for large drive trains 

The possibilities of the multibody system simulation, shown at the example of a wind turbine, were used 
also for problems and questions of other branches of industry during the last years. In this connection, 
especially the drive trains have been taken into consideration, because they can’t be operated on a 
foundation, which is assumed as stiff, due to their construction. In these applications the method of the 
sheer torsional vibration simulation, commonly used so far, does not lead to usable results. However, the 
models from the MBS-method under consideration of elastic FEM-structures provide much more precise 
and realistic results in the frequency range (natural frequencies, mode shapes, transfer functions, 
distribution of the energy,…) as well as in transient simulations (start-up procedure, special load cases,…). 
In the following, the possibilities of dynamic drive train calculations with the MBS-method are to be 
clarified with one example each from the roller mill- and the shipbuilding. 

5.1 Example of use “roller mill drive” 

The drive trains of roller mills of different manufacturers in the power range of between 2 and 4 MW gave 
reason for extensive investigations. The drive of the roller plate occurs in principle by a bevel gear stage. 
The necessary ratio is ensured, dependent on the manufacture, by usage of a helical and a planetary gear 
stage, by means of one and/or two planetary gear stages. 

   

Figure 7: Simulation models of different roller mills 
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The modelling of the drive train occurs according to the procedure already presented for wind turbines. 
The components of the gear box are modelled by means of the discretisation as torsional and/or torsional 
and bending vibration model. Additionally parts or the complete housing of the drive can be considered 
with the aid of modal reduced finite element structures. 
The examination and validation of the entire drive train occurs first for the single subsystems and is used 
as guarantee for the quality of the model. This forms the basis for the following combination of the single 
units into an elastic multibody system model. The resultant elastic MBS-model facilitates the 
determination of the natural frequencies of the entire system. The comparison of the calculated natural 
frequencies and the known excitation frequencies allows an evaluation of the excitability. 
In figure 7 the resultant elastic multibody system models of the different roller mill concepts are 
compared. Next to the components of the drive train modelled as rigid bodies, the housing of the roller 
mills modelled as flexible structure can be seen clearly. 

5.2 Example of use „ship drive“ 

A further field for the possibilities of the multibody system simulation is the investigation of the 4 MW 
drive train of a marine engine for the use in several research ships. Next to the calculation of natural 
frequencies for the entire drive considering the housing as well as the comparison with present excitations, 
the simulation of different load cases stood in the centre of the extensive analyses. 
The drive train is built up from three vertical shafts which are connected with each other above gearing 
couplings. The torque of the electric motor is transferred from the motor to the propeller by means of the 
vertical shafts, a large bevel gear stage and the main shaft. The long, relatively thin shafts require a 
discretisation as torsional bending vibration model through which all relevant mode shapes are taken into 
account. The representing of the entire translational and rotational degrees of freedom for the shafts of the 
drive train must also be considered for the modelling of the bevel gear stage. The tooth force model 
developed at the chair of machine elements in SIMPACK contains the determination of the tangential, 
radial and axial gearing forces with freely definable clearance and excitation behaviour from the meshing. 
The complete housing of the drive train and the four propeller blades in form of modal reduced finite 
element structures are additionally bound into the multibody system model. 
The determination of the natural frequencies with the present elastic multibody system model clarifies the 
complexity of the mode shapes. Already for the first natural frequency of the system (figure 8, left) a 
superposition of rigid body modes of the drive train components and the mode shapes of the gear box can 
be detected. A torsional vibration analyses could also determine this frequency as a first torsional natural 
frequency, the occurring bending mode shapes of the housing could not be shown in this way. 
The first investigations in the time domain deal with the effects of the propeller-sided excitations on the 
resultant forces in the bevel gear stage. In continuative calculations the detailed analysis of the drive train 
behaviour for the load case “extremely stormy sea” stands in the centre of activities. Under full speed it 
comes due to very high swell to the emersion of one of the drives positioned on one side. In this case the 
propeller is surrounded by air instead of water, so that the thrust force decreases suddenly. The resulting 
reduction of the torque leads to an increase of the electric motor speed, until the accelerated drive train and 
the propeller blades are slowed down by the impact on the water surface again. The short-term impact 
causes very high forces on top of the propeller blades. The resulting forces and initiated vibrations are 
provable also in the drive train.  
Next to the multibody system simulation model with flexibly modelled gear housing and propeller blades, 
a complex MATLAB/SIMULINK model for the representation of the electric motor and propeller-sided 
forces and torques is necessary for the calculation of the described load case. The resultant propeller 
torque is therefore modelled on basis of present measurement results by the initiation of 4 force pairs 
(tangential and axial force) per propeller blade. During the emersion of the blades the single force pairs are 
switched off depending on the blade position and the water depth. The blade impact on the water surface 
is considered by a short-term increase of the blade force. The comparison of the measured and simulated 
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results can proof a good correspondence for the electric motor sided rotation speed (figure 8, right above) 
and the electric motor sided torque (figure 8, right below). 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Results of the investigations of the ship drive  

6 Conclusion 

As a general problem by the construction and dimensioning of large drive trains, the possible conjunction 
of drive train and structural natural frequencies emphasizes. It is especially good to see in the field of wind 
turbines. Due to the system a complex, elastically and vibratory complete object is operating under 
turbulent stochastic input conditions (wind speed). The same tendencies can be found in other fields of 
application too. Even similar damages can be seen interbranch. This leads to the conclusion that it is 
absolutely necessary to have an exact knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of the entire drive system and 
its surrounding already in the design phase. However, that requires that for the representation of the 
vibratory systems appropriate methods of modelling are used for the individual problem. At first, it seems 
as if a simple torsional model is enough for the determination of the first torsional natural frequencies, but 
at the latest when using an elastic MBS-model it can be seen that even this simple mode shape can be 
overlaid with further mode shapes (e.g. bending of the housing). To reach a complete and significant 
characterisation of the dynamic system it is not enough to do a torsional vibration analysis by large drive 
trains with elastic elements. Instead, reduced FEM-models according to the method of Guyan or Craig-
Bampton are integrated in the MBS-environment and analysed as elastic MBS-models [1,3]. In order that 
the extended and partly complex way of modelling will be in a manageable scope and industrially usable a 
unitised model development is aspired. First approaches exist already in the field of wind turbines. 
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Also in the future the modelling will not entirely be automatised, because the skilled eye of the 
experienced engineer is needed to distinguish between stiff and elastic structure, between bodies with 
mass and decisive stiffness and between relevant or needless boundary conditions. The experiences of the 
Chair of Machine Elements at the TU Dresden are in the development of software independent methods 
for the dynamic simulation of drive trains. Beside the examples, presented here, constant researches are 
made in other fields of application. 
From the scientific point of view the main motivation for the chosen way is the establishment of the MBS-
method to analyse complex drive technology in the machine and plant design and the increase of the 
acceptance and manageability of the fields of application analogous to 3D FEM-systems during the last 10 
to 15 years. 
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Abstract 

Equations of motion for multi-axis attitude maneuver of a spacecraft with flexible substructures are 
developed by employing a hybrid system of coordinates and Lagrangian formulation. The finite element 
method is used to examine discrete elastic deformations of the flexible substructures that are modeled as 
elastic plates. In order to overcome the difficulties arising from the measurement of flexible dynamics 
coordinates in attitude maneuver of a flexible spacecraft, an adaptive robust control scheme is presented. 
Using a synthesized hybrid sliding surface, the excitation of flexible modes that frequently happens in the 
conventional sliding mode is minimized. Stability proof of the overall closed-loop system is given via 
Lyapunov analysis. Numerical simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

 

1 Introduction 

Flexible structures are infinite dimensional systems due to the flexibility inherent in the structures. The 
equations of motion of the infinite dimensional systems are usually described by partial differential 
equations and limited dimensions of practical controllers often requires discretization of original equations 
into a system of finite dimensional ordinary differential equations. Modeling errors are always introduced 
when the reduced order models are used. Also, the control degree of freedom is much fewer than the 
motion degree of freedom when a flexible structure is commanded to track a desired trajectory and many 
control strategies that succeed in conventional  rigid systems can not be directly applied to control of 
flexible systems. On the other hand, the practical implementations of the most control schemes that have 
been reported in the literatures are not simple, since the control laws involve knowledge of the flexible 
dynamic coordinates. Some difficulties arise from putting sensor in elastic parts and measurement of 
flexible dynamics coordinates.  

The design of robust and practical controllers to accommodate modeling errors such as spill-over effects 
due to the unmodeled dynamics and uncertainties and difficulties arising from obtaining data for flexible 
dynamics coordinates is a challenging task and still under investigation. 

This paper deals with the modeling and control of three-dimensional attitude maneuver of a flexible 
spacecraft. Precise orientation of spacecraft during its operation in space requires frequent corrections of 
its attitude. Attitude maneuver of rigid spacecraft can be done without a lot of vibration problems after 
reaching its desired attitude. For the flexible spacecraft maneuvering the attitude without regard to system 
flexibility or without controls on the flexible members, large amplitude transient and steady state 
oscillations may occur. Such a system often needs attitude maneuver with limited vibration both during 
and at the end of the maneuver. For example, it may be necessary to generate a torque profile such that the 
flexible spacecraft is rotated through a desired attitude angle, while the deflections of flexible members 
remain small throughout the maneuver and go to zero at the end of the maneuver. 

Dynamic modeling and design of attitude control subsystem for these types of spacecraft has been studied 
by various researchers. In many approaches, the complex configurations of the spacecraft were usually 
simplified to a rigid hub with elastic appendages. They have treated flexible subsystem as an elastic beam, 
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whose elastic deformations are functions of time and one spatial variable and control laws have been 
designed for single axis slewing maneuvers.  

Optimal controllers for linear and nonlinear models of flexible space structures have been designed [1,2]. 
Lyapunov stability theory has been used to design controllers for the maneuver and vibration control of 
space vehicle [3-5]. A perturbation method in order to separate large and small motion has been used to 
obtain a feedback controller [6]. The input shaping method that adjusts the input command to the actuators 
so that the excitation of flexible modes being minimized has been used by some researchers [7,8].  

In these studies, it is assumed that the dynamics of the space structures are exactly known. In the presence 
of uncertainty, adaptive and sliding mode control systems have been designed [9-15]. However, 
conventional adaptive controllers are suitable only for parameter uncertainty. On the other hand, the 
derivation of the sliding mode control systems requires knowledge of the bounds on the uncertainties. 
Also, the conventional sliding mode designed in the time domain is hardly applicable as the inherent 
elastic modes of the flexible systems will be unduly excited by the switching control input.  

This paper presents a finite element formulation for general motion of a flexible spacecraft with flexible 
solar array panels modeled as elastic plates in bending. An adaptive sliding mode control scheme by using 
a synthesized hybrid sliding surface is designed for large angle (slewing) maneuver of the spacecraft. It is 
shown that the proposed control scheme minimizes the excitation of high frequency flexible modes that 
frequently happen in the conventional sliding mode control. Also the proposed control and adaptation laws 
alleviate the difficulties arising from obtaining data for flexible dynamic coordinate, parameter variations 
and other system uncertainties.  

 

2 Formulation of The Equations of Motions 

To formulate the equations of motion of flexible spacecraft in space, a system of reference frames to 
measure motions of each structural subsystem needs to be determined. As shown in figure 1, the particular 
spacecraft being studied in this paper is gravity oriented stabilized satellite containing a rigid main body 
and two symmetrical flexible solar panels in a circular orbit. Environmental drags to the satellite during 
orbiting the earth are supposed to be absent or can be neglected. As in a lot of works in flexible spacecraft 
dynamics, a hybrid system of coordinates is used in this paper[16].  

The inertial reference frame Fi(OiX iY iZi) is fixed with respect to the stars. To identify the satellite attitude 
relative to an inertial frame, a main body fixed frame Fb(ObXbYbZ) is defined. The origin of the main body 
fixed frame Ob is placed on the mid-point of the longitudinal axis of the solar panels. The solar panels are 
oriented towards the sun, and the declination  with  respect to  the Xb-axis is  identified by the offset angle 
δ. To discretize elastic deformations of the panels, the finite element method (FEM) is used. For this 
application, each solar panel is divided into the rectangular bending plate elements, as shown in figure 2. 
Displacements of their nodes are measured in substructure reference frames Fj(OjX jY jZ) for j=1,2,…,N. 
The total number of elements is N. The Yj-axes of the right side panel are parallel to the Yb-axis, while the 
Y j-axes of the left side are anti-parallel. All Zj-axes are normal to their panels.  

 

 
Figure 1:   System of reference frames 
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Figure 2:   Model of the spacecraft 

 
Figure 3:   Rigid and flexible body motion 

 

In order to derive the mathematical model of the flexible spacecraft dynamics, it is needed to obtain the 
expressions of kinetic and potential energy for the whole spacecraft. Since the spacecraft consists of the 
rigid main body and several flexible substructures, its kinetic and potential energy can be determined by 
observing the rigid body and flexible structural subsystems separately, and then summing their resulted 
kinetic and potential energies. 

The kinetic energy of the rigid main body of the spacecraft can be written in the following form [16]: 

ibr
T
biibr

T
ibbi

T
birr 2

1
m

2
1

T ,,,,,, ωQrωIωrr ++=     (1) 

where ri,b is a vector from Oi to Ob with the over dot indicating its differentiation with respect to time 
relative to Fi , ωωωωb,i is the angular velocity vector of Fb relative to Fi , mr is the total mass of the main body, 
Ir is the inertia matrix of the main body relative to Ob , and Qr is the coupling matrix between translational 
and rotational displacements of the main body. If Ob coincides with the mass center of the main body, the 
value of Qr equals zero. By following the finite element method and refer to figure 3, the kinetic energy of 
the flexible substructures can be written in the following form: 

ibf
T
bi

T
ib

T
ibibf

T
ib

T
bi

T
biff 2

1
2
1

m
2
1

T ,,,,,,,, ωQrdΓrdΛωωIωdMdrr &&&&&&&& +++++=   (2) 

where d is the displacement vector of the flexible substructures, mf is the mass of the substructures, 

∑ =
= N

1j jj
T
j PMPM  is its mass matrix, and ∑ =

= N

1j jj
T
jf TITI  is its inetia matrix with respect to Ob.  

The coupling matrices ∑ =
= N

1j jj
T
j PΛTΛ  and ∑ =

= N

1j jj
T
j PΓTΓ  relate the main body rotational and 

translational displacements to the substructure displacements respectively, while ∑ =
= N

1j jj
T
jf TQTQ  is 

the coupling matrix between the translational and rotational displacements of the main body contributed 
by the undeformed-state substructures. For the jth element, Tj is the transformation matrix from Fb to Fj , Pj 
is the assembling matrix relating the element displacement vector dj and the displacement vector of whole 
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flexible substructures d in the form of ∫==
jm j

T
jjjj dmCCMdPd ,  is the mass matrix of the element , 

dmr
jm jpo

j
jb

j
j ∫

×× += CrΓΛ l,l,  and ∫=
jm jj dmCΓ  are the coupling matrices between rotational and 

translational displacements of the main body respectively and the element displacements, 

( )∫
×× +=

jm

T

po
j

b
j

j dml,l, rrQ  is the coupling matrix for the translational and rotational displacements of the 

main body contributed by the undeformed state element, and ( ) ( )dmpo
j

b
j

m

T

po
j

b
j

j
j

×××× ++= ∫ l,l,l,l, rrrrI  is the 

element inertia matrix with respect to Ob , Cj is the element of shape function matrix, × l,b
j r and ×

po
j

l,r  are 

vectors from Ob to Oj and from Oj to a particle p with mass dm of the element in the undeformed state 
respectively expressed in Fj . A general notation of ×r means the skew symmetric matrix of a vector r .  
For more details refer to the appendix. 

The potential energy of the spacecraft consists of the potential energy of its undeformed state and the 
potential energy due to elastic deformations of the flexible substructures. The potential energy of the 
undeformed state, in this research, is measured relative to the earth. It can be expressed as: 

( )berr UU ,r=        (3) 

where biiebe ,,, rrr += , ie,r  is a vector from the center of the earth to Oi . If the spacecraft orbit is circular, 

ie,r  is constant and it can be expressed as 

( )birr UU ,r=        (4) 

The potential energy due to the elastic deformations is the sum of the strain energy of flexible 
substructures and the potential energy due to external forces acting on the substructures with a minus sign. 
By following the general finite element method procedures, the potential energy due to the elastic 
deformations of flexible substructures can be written in the following form [16]: 

f
TT

f 2

1
U FdKdd −=           (5) 

where ∑ =
= N

1j jj
T
j PKPK  is the stiffness matrix of the flexible substructures and ∑ =

= N

1j j
T
jf fPF  is the 

discrete external forces vector acting on the substructures. For the jth element with volume jV , 

∫=
jV d

T
jj dVFCf  is the discrete external forces vector acting on the nodes and 

∫=
jV jjj

T
j

T
jj dVCBRBCK  is the stiffness matrix. Fd is a distributed external force vector working on the 

element, Bj is an operator matrix containing first or second order derivative operators and Rj is an 
elasticity matrix of element j. 

Suppose that the energy dissipation occur via the structural damping and define Rayleigh’s dissipation 
function as: 

dDd && T

2
1

S=                (6) 

where D is a system damping matrix. The damping in any space structure is rather poorly known, and 
expected to be quite small. In our investigation, a proportional damping for flexible substructures being 
supposed and D can be formed by linear combination of mass and stiffness matrices as follows [18]:    

KMD 21 γ+γ=                (7) 

where 1γ  and 2γ  are constant.  
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Using the hybrid Lagrange’s equations in terms of quasi-coordinates [19], the equations of motion of the 
spacecraft can be obtained as follows: 

rrm FFdΓωQr =+++ *&&&&&      (8) 

rr
T TTdΛωIrQ =+++ *&&&&&                  (9) 

0FKddDdMωΛrΓ =+++++ *
f

T &&&&&&         (10) 

where r and ω  replace the notations of bi ,r and ib,ω  respectively, rF  and rT  are external force and 

torque vectors acting on the rigid main body respectively and 

fr mmm +=        (11) 

fr III +=                (12) 

fr QQQ +=                  (13) 

The nonlinear terms contain multiplications between components of r& , ω  and d&  in the following forms:  

( )dΓQωrωF && ++= × mr
*                  (14) 

( ) ( )dΓQωrrdΛIωrQωT &&&&& +++++= ×× mT
r
*    (15) 

( )( )dMωΛrΓdωrBF &&&& ++= TT
f ,,*     (16) 

In this paper we are interested to design an adaptive robust attitude controller for slewing maneuver of the 
spacecraft. The attitude dynamic model of the spacecraft can be obtained by setting the values of r and its 
time derivatives equal to zero. On the other hand, in most cases in attitude dynamic observations, 
numerical values of the nonlinear terms are small in comparison to the linear terms and can be neglected. 
This results the linearized equations of attitude motions of the flexible spacecraft in the following form: 

rTdΛωI =+ &&&             (17) 

0T =+++ KddDdMωΛ &&&&       (18) 

In order to describe the attitude kinematics of the spacecraft, the so-called modified Rodrigues parameters 
(MRPs) are chosen. They have the advantage of being well defined for the whole range for attitude motion 
[20]. The differential equation governing the kinematics in terms of the MRPs is given by  

( )ωσGσ =&            (19) 

where 

( )[ ]{ }1σσσσσ1G 21
2
1 TT +−++= ×     (20) 

and 1  is the 33×  identity matrix. 

 

3 Controller Design 
 

Introducing dσ as desired attitude, the hybrid sliding surface is proposed as [16, 21]: 

( ) ( ) HzececωS α+α−+α+= rpreH 1 g    (21) 

where 

dr σσe −=                (22) 
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( )33e22e11ee cccdiag=c      (23) 

( )33p22p11pp cccdiag=c      (24) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]T
3r2r1rr eee gggg =e         (25) 

( ) 321i
eep

ee
e

iriri
1p

iri
p
ri

ri ,,g =




ε≤ε
ε>

= −   (26) 

















=

32z31z

22z21z

12z11z

cc0000

00cc00

0000cc

H                (27) 

[ ]T
323122211211 zzzzzz=z         (28) 

eiic  and piic  are coefficients of the sliding surface that must be calculated for obtaining required 

performance and iε  are some small positive constants. The vector z  includes the states of the second-
order high-pass filters. The state-space representation of the filters can be obtained as: 

reBAzz && +=                    (29) 



























ω−ω−

ω−ω−

ω−ω−

=
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2
c3
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2
c2
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2
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00200

001000

00002

000010

A                             (30) 



























=

100

000

010

000

001

000

B                          (31) 

where icω  are the corner frequencies of the filters that must be chosen properly to prevent the excitation of 

vibrational modes of the system.. It can be obtained from (17), (18) and (21) that 

( )ΥWTJS T
r

1
H += −&                             (32) 

where 
T

ΛMΛIJ 1−−=                        (33) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]T4321 WWWWW =                         (34) 

[ ]TT
4

T
3

T
2

T
1 YYYYY =                   (35) 

( )
e

1 JcW α=                            (36) 
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( ) ( ) p
2 1 JcW α−=                      (37) 

( ) JHW α=3                   (38) 

( ) ( )KddDΛMW 1 += − &4                            (39) 

r1 eY &=               (40) 

( )r2 eY g&=               (41) 

zY &=3                (42) 

[ ]T
4 111=Y             (43) 

A variable structure control law for attitude maneuver is introduced as: 

( ) ( )H
T

r SεYWT sgnˆ +−=                           (44) 

where 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]3H2H1HH SSSdiag sgnsgnsgnsgn =S                              (45) 

[ ]T
321 εεε=ε    , 0i >ε                          (46) 

Ŵ  is the estimated value of *W  so that ijij WW >*  for all values of d , d& and other system parameters. 

In order to implement the controller, estimation of ijŴ  must be made. In practice, a suitable estimation for 

ijŴ  is difficult. Over estimation may result in unnecessary high gains and large chattering which degrade 

system performance. Underestimation, on the other hand is not permitted as it may lead to instability. To 
alleviate the difficulty arising from making conjectural data for flexible dynamic coordinates, parameter 
variation, disturbances and other system uncertainties the following adaptation law is proposed: 

T

HSYW β=&̂
                                (47) 

The initial value of the Ŵ can be set to zero. The small value at the initial stage reduces the impact to the 

system. On the other hand, the increasing value of Ŵ when approaching the equilibrium can lower steady 
state error. 

It can be shown that the error dynamics resulting from the above control and adaptation laws are stable in 
the sense of Lyapunov. The details will be stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem: Let the control objective for flexible spacecraft be to force the rigid body modes to follow some 
prespecified trajectories, while simultaneously damping out the elastic modes. Then, the control law (44) 
and adaptation law (47) can achieve this objective and ensures that Hs  tends to zero as time tends to 
infinity. 

Proof: Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate 

( ) [ ]T1
H

T
H trace

2

1

2

1
V WWSSJ

~~
max

−β+λ=                           (48) 

where *ˆ~
WWW −=  is the estimation error and ( )Jmaxλ  is the maximum eigenvalue of J . Taking the 

time derivative of V and using equations (32),(44) and (47), yields: 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]T
H

1T
r

1T
H traceV YSWWWTJSJ β−β+Υ+λ= −− *

max
ˆ&  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H
1

HH
1T

H SεJSJSYWJSJ sgnsgnˆ
maxmax

−− λ−λ−= ( ) YWJSJ T1T
H

−λ+ max      

[ ]T

H

T

Htrace YSWYSW *ˆ −+  

( ) YWJJSεSYWS T1T
H

T

H
TT

H
−λ+−−≤ max

ˆ YWSYWS TT

H
TT

H
*ˆ −+  

εS
T

H−≤                                                             (49) 

Since the V(t) is a continues function and positive definite and its derivative is negative definite, it follows 

that V, maxλ , HS  and W
~

 are bounded and consequently Υ , σ, d  and HS& are all bounded. Then using 

Barbalat’s Lemma [22], one concludes that HS  tends to zero as time tends to infinity, which implies that 
tracking error and its time derivative converge to zero as time tends to infinity. 

The proposed control scheme has two potential problems. First, the adaptation law (47) is a positive 
integration process. In practical implementation, 0S =H  can hardly be reached due to the presence of 

system perturbations and limited sampling rate. These residues in HS  , though small, will keep the 
adaptation integration going on and eventually lead to very high gains or even instability. The second 
problem is that the control law (44) is discontinuous crossing switching surface 0H =S  due to the 

)( HSsgn  term. This characteristic may induce the undesirable chattering problem. 

To overcome these drawbacks, we introduce the dead zone scheme to shut the adaptation mechanism off 
when switching surface enters a sufficiently small bound and also replace the signum function by a 
saturation function in control law. The saturation boundary layer is chosen to be consistent with the dead 
zone. The revised control and adaptation schemes are given below: 

( ) ( )H
T

r SεYWT satˆ +−=                                (50) 





≤
>β

=
δδSS0

δδSSSΥ
W

T
H

T
H

T
H

T
HH&̂

                     (51) 

where  

[ ]T
321 δδδ=δ                              , 0i >δ                                           (52) 

is the size of deadzone and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]T
33H22H11HH SSS δδδ= ,sat,sat,sat,sat δS  

( ) ( )
321i

SS

SS
S

iHiiHi

iHiHi
iHi ,,

sgn
,sat =





δ≤δ
δ>

=δ                      (53) 

Theorem 2: The control law (53) and adaptation law (54) make the specified dead zone to be an attractive 
region and ensure that sliding surface can be reached in a finite time. 

Proof: Define 1D  and 2D  as 

{ }δS >= H1 tD          (54) 

{ }δS ≤= H2 tD           (55) 

so that +=∪ RDD 21 . Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate 
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( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]








∈β+λ

∈β+λ
=

−

−

2
T1T

1
T1

H
T
H

Dttrace
2

1

2

1

Dttrace
2

1

2

1

V
WWδδJ

WWSSJ

~~

~~

max

max

   (56) 

Note that V is a continuous function and 0
2

1
V T >≥ δδ . When 1Dt ∈ , system states stay outside the dead 

zone and δS >H . In term of (49), 

0V T
H <−≤−≤ εδεS&                                   (57) 

This shows V&  is negative definite. Any system states lies outside the region will reach and enter it at 
some finite time. The total time during which adaptation takes place is finite. When 2Dt ∈  the system 
states lies inside the region and sliding condition is satisfied. This concludes the proofs. 

 

4 Simulation Results 

 

To demonstrate the aforementioned algorithm for model and attitude controller, the following numerical 
example has been performed. The parameters used in the simulation study are presented in table 1. The 
lowest natural frequency of the system is obtained 2.3453 rad/s. Then cω  and a are chosen to be 1.1 rad/s 

and 10 respectively, to ensure that the control action avoids the excitation of the all natural elastic modes. 
The numerical value of α  is setting to be 0.9 and the coefficients of the hybrid sliding surface are 
obtained as: 

( )010010010diage ...=c                    (58) 

( )313131diagp ...=c                          (59) 

 

















−−
−−

−−
=

69722780740000

00697227807400

00006972278074

..

..

..

H                         (60) 

A typical simulation starts with the spacecraft body frame aligned with the inertial reference frame Fi. The 
spacecraft is maneuvered to obtain a prescribed attitude in space. This is usually a fast and large angle 
(slew) maneuver. Figure 4 shows the angular velocity tracking error of the spacecraft and figure 5 shows 
the attitude error in terms of the modified Rodrigues parameters during the maneuver. Suppression of the 
elastic vibrations of the flexible substructures is shown in figure 6. For comparison, residual vibration by 
using conventional sliding mode is plotted too. It can be observed that the use of hybrid sliding surface 
makes it possible to reduce the residual vibration as well as expedites the error convergence. Figure 7 
shows the required control torque for performing the maneuver. Convergence of the estimated uncertain 
variables of the system is shown in figures 8-11. 

Extensive simulations showed that the control system accomplishes large angle attitude maneuvers and 
vibrations suppression. It has been shown that the control law is robust against uncertainties, parameter 
variations and disturbances. Note that in the proposed control system, sensors and actuators are collocated 
and placed on the rigid main body. The measurement of flexible modes is not necessary, and cost and 
effort for implementing the control law is low. 
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Parameter Value 

Spacecraft Moment of inertia I  
2mkg

160050

02400

5001750

















 

Dimensions of each elastic panel 3m03038 .××  

Young’s modulus of elastic panels E  Gpa600  

Poisson ratio of elastic panels ν  30.  

Mass density of elastic panels 3mkg120 /  

Damping coefficients of elastic panels 21 γγ ,  1010 .,.  

Offset angle deg30  

Table1.  Parameters of the simulation model 
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Figure 4:   Error in angular velocity 
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Figure 5:   Attitude error 
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Figure 6:   Maximum elastic deflection of the flexible substructures Using hybrid sliding surface and 

conventional sliding surface 
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Figure 7:   Control torques history  
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Figure 8:   Convergence of ( )( )1Ŵdet  
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Figure 9:   Convergence of ( )( )2Ŵdet  
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Figure 10:   Convergence of ( )( )3Ŵdet  
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Figure 11:   Convergence of ( )( )4Ŵdet  

5 Conclusions 

Finite element method is used to derive the multi-axis attitude dynamic model of a spacecraft with flexible 
substructures as elastic plates. To suppress the resonance modes of the flexible spacecraft in attitude 
maneuver, an adaptive sliding mode control with a synthesized hybrid sliding surface is designed. Use of 
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the hybrid sliding surface makes it possible to minimize excitation of high frequency elastic modes that 
frequently happen in the conventional sliding mode, where as expedites the error convergence near the 
equilibrium. The adaptation law causes a relatively small gain in the initial stage to reduce the impact to 
the system and a higher gain at the final stage to lower steady state error. In the proposed control scheme, 
the measurement of flexible dynamics coordinates is not necessary and effort for implementing the control 
law is low. 
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Appendix 
For the application of finite element method to discretize elastic deformations of the solar panels, the 
following assumptions are used: (i) the solar panels are divided into rectangular flat plate bending 
elements, (ii ) each element has a uniform mass density, (iii ) the material of the solar panels is assumed to 
be isotropic material and (iv) only out-of-plane deformations of the panels are considered. By using the 
above assumptions, each  element  of the solar  panel has 12 degrees of  freedom in total, as  shown in  
figure A-1 . 

For an isotropic plate, Rj can be written as : 
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where E, t, and ν  are the element Young’s modules, thickness, and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The 
shape function matrix introduced by Bogner et al. [23] is selected. This shape function matrix can 
guarantee that deflections and slopes are continuous at all edges of the element. Its expression for the jth 
element is as follows: 

  
Figure A-1: Rectangular plate bending element  
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where a and b are the element length and width, respectively, a/x=ξ  and b/y=η  . For this shape 
function matrix, the coupling matrix Aj can be obtained as follows: 
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where xoj and yoj are components of the vector from Ob to Oj in the Xj-axis and Yj-axis directions, 
respectively. The inertia matrix for the jth element can be written as follows: 
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The coupling matrix for rotational displacements of the main body and the displacement of jth element can 
be obtained as follows: 
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Abstract
A mechanism exerts forces and moments on its supporting frame, which result in vibration. The aim of
counterweight balancing is to reduce this vibration by adding counterweights on the moving mechanism
links. This paper shows that, even for the complicated case of spatial mechanisms, finding the counterweight
parameters that result in minimal forces and moments under constrained driving torque is an optimization
problem that can be reformulated as a convex problem. This reformulation uses voxel-based discretizations,
inspired by the typical discretizations used in the area of topology optimization, and results in counterweight
shapes that can easily be implemented in practice. The advantages of the proposed methodology in terms of
computation time, balancing result and practicality of the counterweights are demonstrated using a literature
benchmark consisting of a RSSR - spatial fourbar mechanism.

1 Introduction

A moving mechanism exerts fluctuating forces and moments on its supporting frame. One strategy to sup-
press the resulting frame vibration is to reduce these forces and moments by adding counterweights to the
moving mechanism links. While most previous work on counterweight balancing focuses on planar mech-
anisms [1, 2, 3], this paper develops a generic, optimization-based methodology to design counterweights
for spatial mechanisms. Previous work on spatial mechanisms concentrated on extending the methods for
full force balance (complete elimination the shaking force) of planar mechanisms developed by [4] to spatial
mechanism [5, 6]. With the development of computer technology a number of researches focused on partial
force balancing of spatial mechanisms [7, 8, 9], which is geared towards obtaining more shaking moment
reduction by giving up full force balance. Considering the complexity of spatial mechanisms, however, no
general method which can solve this problem has been presented until now.

Determining optimal counterweight parameters can generally be formulated as a nonlinear optimization
problem. Unfortunately, because of the nonlinearity, the numerical optimization algorithm generally gets
stuck in a local optimum with an unknown degree of suboptimality. The authors have, however, previously
shown [10, 11] that for planar mechanisms this optimization problem can be reformulated as a convex op-
timization problem, implying that the global optimum is guaranteed to be found in a few CPU seconds’
time.

The main contribution of the present paper is the proof that also for spatial mechanisms, counterweight
balancing can be reformulated as a convex optimization problem. However, instead of assuming a particular
counterweight shape as in [10, 11], the counterweight balancing problem is formulated as a counterweight
shape optimization problem. This reformulation uses voxel-based discretizations, inspired by the typical
discretizations used in the area of topology optimization, and it results in counterweight shapes that can
easily be implemented in practice.
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If full force balance is given up, the designer needs to choose a good (the “best”) trade-off between minimiz-
ing the shaking force, shaking moment, driving torque and bearing forces [1]. Given the short computation
time for solving the obtained convex problem it becomes possible to generate tradeoff curves in a limited
amount of time, which is of great help for engineers in making a good design.

While the developed methodology is valid regardless of the complexity of the considered mechanism, it
is worked out here for a literature benchmark consisting of a RSSR - spatial fourbar mechanism. For this
particular example, the balancing results of the benchmark paper [12] are compared to the results of our
approach, illustrating the advantages of the proposed methodology in terms of computation time, balancing
result and practicality of the counterweights.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short introduction on convex optimization. Section 3
develops the balancing criteria in convex form. This method is illustrated numerically and compared with
[12] in Sec.4. Finally, Sec. 5 discusses the obtained results, the limits of application of the method and
further research.

2 A convex optimization primer

Convex programs (CPs) are nonlinear optimization problems, for which very effective algorithms exist that
can reliably and efficiently determine the global optimum, even for large problems. Formulating an opti-
mization problem as a CP, therefore, has big advantages. Unfortunately, recognizing convex optimization
problems, or those that can be transformed into CPs, is not straightforward: the art and challenge in convex
optimization is in problem formulation. Once a problem is formulated as a convex program, it is relatively
straightforward to solve it [13].

Several classes of CPs exist, each of which are a subclass of a more general type of problems. Starting with
the smallest class, we have: linear programs (LPs), convex quadratic programs (QPs), Quadratic constrained
quadratic programs (QCQPs), second-order cone programs (SOCPs) and semidefinite programs (SDPs):
LP ⊂ QP ⊂ QCQP ⊂ SOCP ⊂ SDP ⊂ CP. QCQPs are of particular interest here. In a QCQP, one
minimizes a convex quadratic objective function, subject to linear equality constraints, linear inequality
constraints and convex quadratic constraints [13].

3 Formulation of the balancing problem for a spatial mechanisms

The counterweight balancing (CWB) framework developed here assumes that all forces can be determined
through a kinetostatic (or inverse dynamic) analysis. This implies that (i) all links are rigid, (ii) all joints
are free of clearance and (iii) the input crank is driven with a known (constant or fluctuating) speed [1].
The framework is developed for the commonly used spatial four-bar, shown in Fig. 1, a so-called RSSR
mechanism, as in [12], but applies to any spatial mechanism.

The RSSR mechanism is a spatial crank-rocker mechanism with 3 moving links and 4 joints, i.e. a revolute
joint (R), 2 spherical joints (S) and a revolute joint (R). The RSSR is implemented here as a 7R mechanism: a
revolute joint at O1 connecting the ground and the crank (link 1), a universal joint consisting of two revolute
joints at (O2 = O3) connecting the crank and the coupler (link 3), a spherical joint consisting of 3 revolute
joints at (O4 = O5 = O6) connecting the coupler and the rocker (link 6) and a revolute joint at O7 connecting
the rocker and the ground. The fixed ground is denoted as link 0, the input crank, link 1, revolves at constant
speed. This rotation is transformed into an oscillating motion of the output link, link 6. The link lengths are
denoted as ai (m).

The purpose of CWB is to obtain an optimal trade-off in reducing the shaking force and shaking moment
while limiting the input torque increase. The shaking force Fshak [N] is the sum of all forces acting on the
frame through the ground points O1 and O7 (the so-called ground bearing forces). The shaking moment
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Figure 1: Kinematic scheme of the considered spatial RSSR mechanism.

Mshak [N-m] with respect to some arbitrary reference point (halfway between O1 and O7 in this case,
denoted O0) is the sum of two contributions: (i) the moment with respect to O0 of the ground bearing forces
and (ii) minus the input torque Mdrv [N-m] (under the assumption that the driving motor and the mechanism
are mounted on the same frame).

The optimization framework is developed in three stages: the optimization variables are introduced in
Sec. 3.1, while the objective function is given in Sec. 3.2, and the mass constraints are developed in Sec. 3.3.
The resulting optimization problem is shown to be a QCQP, in Sec. 3.4.

3.1 Optimization variables

A counterweight is added to each moving link of the mechanism, i.e. links i = {1, 3, 6}. The most general
choice of counterweight mass parameters for a spatial mechanism are its mass m∗

i , its center of gravity
(COG) position (u∗i , v

∗
i , w

∗
i ) with respect to the local coordinate system of link i to which the counterweight

is attached, and finally its centroı̈dal moment of inertia

J∗i =

J∗xx,i J∗xy,i J∗xz,i

J∗xy,i J∗yy,i J∗yz,i

J∗xz,i J∗yz,i J∗zz,i

 .

Throughout this paper, an asterisk (·)∗ is used to denote counterweights. Instead of assuming a particular
counterweight shape such as cylindrical counterweights or sector-type counterweights as in [1], another
approach is used to obtain practical counterweights. This approach uses voxel-based discretizations, inspired
by the typical discretizations used in the area of topology optimization.

Define a box around link i = {1, 3, 6} of the mechanism and divide it into Ni = Nx,i · Ny,i · Nz,i equal
volume1 voxels with dimensions [bx,i, by,i, bz,i], see Fig.2, where Nx,i, Ny,i and Nz,i denote the number of
voxel in the x, y and z direction of link i, respectively.

Each voxel j is uniformly filled with a material of mass density ρj,i. Combining all voxels j of link i results
in the overall counterweight shape. The mass and the centroı̈dal inertia of a voxel j at link i are:

mj,i = ρj,i · bx,i · by,i · bz,i,

Jj,i =
mj,i

12
· diag(b2

y,i + b2
z,i, b2

x,i + b2
z,i, b2

x,i + b2
y,i),

1For reason of simplicity it is chosen here to explain the framework with equal volume voxels, although the framework is valid
for any voxel configuration.
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Figure 2: Dimensions of the box around a link.

while the voxel COG cj,i = [uj,i vj,i wj,i]T with respect to the local link coordinate system is at the
center of the voxel. Once bx,i, by,i and bz,i are chosen, all mass parameters only depend on the mass mj,i of
the voxel. Hence, mj,i for j = 1...Ni, i = {1, 3, 6} become the optimization variables.

Define MMM i ∈ RNi , as the vector that contains the masses of all voxels for counterweight i. Consider a
maximum material mass density ρM such that for each voxel j:

0 ≤MMM i(j) = mj,i ≤ ρM · bx,i · by,i · bz,i, (1)

i.e. the optimization framework can choose to fill each voxel with a material with density up to ρM. However,
it will be shown in section 4 that the optimization will select a density equal to zero or ρM for almost all
voxels, if the voxels are small enough. Therefore only one material will be needed for the counterweight
manufacturing. These results have been confirmed by several other optimizations that have been performed
throughout this research and are not included in this paper.

3.2 Objective function

The dimensionless balancing effect index α [-] is introduced in [15] as the root-mean-square (rms) over one
mechanism period T [s] of the optimized dynamic forces with respect to the root-mean-square of the original
dynamic forces, indicated with a superscript (·)o:

αfsh =
rms(FFF shak)
rms(FFF o

shak)
; αmsh =

rms(MMM shak)
rms(MMMo

shak)
; αdrv =

rms(MMMdrv)
rms(MMMo

drv)
.

Instead of minimizing a weighted combination of the three balancing effect indices, the balancing trade-off
is controlled based on the following approach [10]:

minimize αmsh (2a)

subject to αfsh ≤ αM
fsh (2b)

αdrv ≤ αM
drv. (2c)

The advantage of this approach is that the rms shaking moment is minimized while the designer directly
controls, through the designer-specified upper bounds αM

fsh, αM
drv, the maximum allowed increase (αM > 1),

or the minimum wanted reduction (αM < 1) of the rms shaking force and driving torque.

3.3 Mass constraints

Beside constraints (2b)-(2c), which keep αfsh and αdrv under control, constraints are also required for the
counterweights’ mass parameters. For physical reasons, masses and moments of inertia must be nonnegative
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which is guaranteed by (1), which imposes that each voxel mass mj,i be nonnegative. Moreover, to con-
strain the individual counterweight masses and/or the total counterweight mass, the mass factor ηm > 0, is
introduced to express upper limits as a fraction of initial link masses mo

i :

constraint on individual CW mass m∗
i ≤ ηm ·mo

i , (3a)

and/or constraint on total CW mass
∑

i=1,3,6

m∗
i ≤ ηm ·

∑
i=1,3,6

mo
i . (3b)

3.4 Proof of Convexity-Resulting QCQP

Summarizing the results of the previous sections, the following optimization problem is obtained:

minimizeMMM i=1,3,6.
αmsh (4a)

subject to αfsh, αdrv constraint (2b)–(2c) (4b)

mass constraints (1), (3a) or (3b) (4c)

To prove the convexity of this problem, auxiliary variables are introduced, the so called µ-parameters repre-
senting an equally general mass parametrization, noted as µhi and defined as:

µ1i = mi; (5a)

µ2i = mi · ui; (5b)

µ3i = mi · vi; (5c)

µ4i = mi · wi; (5d)

µ5i = Jxx,i + mi ·
(
v2
i + w2

i

)
; (5e)

µ6i = Jyy,i + mi ·
(
u2

i + w2
i

)
; (5f)

µ7i = Jzz,i + mi ·
(
u2

i + v2
i

)
; (5g)

µ8i = Jxy,i + mi · (ui · vi) ; (5h)

µ9i = Jxz,i + mi · (ui · wi) ; (5i)

µ10i = Jyz,i + mi · (vi · wi) . (5j)

where elements µ1i, µ2i, µ3i, µ7i correspond to the µ-parameters for a planar mechanism [10]. The µ-
parameters µ∗i of counterweights i = {1, 3, 6} are grouped into a vector of optimization variables:

µµµ∗ = [µ1µ1µ1
∗ µ3µ3µ3

∗ µ6µ6µ6
∗]T .

Two properties of the µ-parameters defined by (5a)–(5j) are exploited here to obtain a convex program. First,
the µ-parameters are additive [10]:

µµµ = µµµo + µµµ∗, (6)

where µµµo, µµµ∗ and µµµ ∈ R30 group the µ-parameters of the original linkage, the counterweights and the
balanced linkage, respectively.

Second, any force or moment obtained through a kinetostatic analysis of a linkage can be written as a linear
combination of the linkage µ-parameters, a result well known in experimental robot identification [14]. This
implies that

Fshak,d(t) = φφφfd(t)T ·µµµ, (7a)

Mshak,d(t) = φφφmd(t)T ·µµµ, (7b)

Mdrv(t) = φφφdrv(t)T ·µµµ, (7c)
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where d ∈ {x, y, z} and the elements of φφφfd(t), φφφmd(t) and φφφdrv(t) ∈ R30 are time-dependent and com-
pletely determined by the mechanism kinematics. Determining explicit expressions for φφφfd(t), φφφmd(t) and
φφφdrv(t) for the various considered forces can be done by using an extension of the automated method pro-
posed in [11].

The µ-parameters of each link i are a linear combination of the variables MMM i. This can been seen by first
considering the µ-parameters µµµvoxel j ∈ R10 of each voxel j :

µµµvoxel j = AAAi(1 : 10, j) ·MMM i(j)

where

AAAi(1, j) = 1;

AAAi(2 : 4, j) = cj,i = [uj,i vj,i wj,i]T ;

AAAi(5, j) =
(b2

y,i + b2
z,i)

12
+ (v2

j,i + w2
j,i);

AAAi(6, j) =
(b2

x,i + b2
z,i)

12
+ (u2

j,i + w2
j,i);

AAAi(7, j) =
(b2

x,i + b2
y,i)

12
+ (u2

j,i + v2
j,i);

AAAi(8, j) = uj,i · vj,i;
AAAi(9, j) = uj,i · wj,i;

AAAi(10, j) = vj,i · wj,i.

Since the µ-parameters are additive (6), the µ-parameters of counterweight i are a linear combination of the
optimization variable MMM i:

µiµiµi
∗ =

∑
j

µµµvoxel j =
∑

j

AAAi(1 : 10, j) ·MMM i(j)

= AAAi ·MMM i, (8)

where AAAi ∈ R10×Ni . Due to the introduction of the auxiliary variables µ, the following optimization problem
is obtained in the optimization variables (MMM i=1,3,6.,µµµ

∗,µµµ):

minimize α2
msh (9a)

subject to α2
fsh ≤

(
αM

fsh

)2
, α2

drv ≤
(
αM

drv

)2
equivalent to constraints (2b)–(2c) (9b)

mass constraints (1), (3a) or (3b) (9c)

linear transformation (8) of MMM i to µµµ∗i (9d)

superposition principle (6) (9e)

This optimization problem is a QCQP. Given that (9c), (9d) and (9e) constitute linear (in)equality constraints,
it suffices to prove that the balancing indices α are convex quadratic functions of the optimization variables.
This is straightforward: based on their definition, α2

fsh, α2
msh and α2

drv are convex quadratic functions of
Fshak, Mshak and Mdrv, respectively [10]. Now taking into account that Fshak, Mshak and Mdrv are linear
functions of µ, it follows that α2

fsh, α2
msh and α2

drv are convex quadratic functions of the optimization
variable MMM i as well [13].

4 Numerical results

In this section the balancing results of the benchmark paper [12] are compared to the results of our approach,
illustrating the advantages of the proposed methodology in terms of computation time, balancing result and
practicality of the counterweights.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
ai (m) 0.5 0 1.1 0 0 1.0
αi (rad) 0 π/2 0 π/2 π/2 0

Table 1: Kinematic parameters of the RSSR mechanism; Location of groundpoints in {O0}: O1 =
(−0.65, 0, 0.2), O7 = (0.65, 0.55 · sinπ/6, 0.55 · cosπ/6− 0.2) m.

i 1 3 6
mi (kg) 0.536 1.093 1.000
ui (m) 0.25 0.55 0.50
vi (m) 0.0 0.0 0.0
wi (m) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ji,xx (kg-m2) 0.0009 0.0018 0.0017
Ji,yy (kg-m2) 0.0154 0.1273 0.0977
Ji,zz (kg-m2) 0.0154 0.1273 0.0977

Table 2: Mass parameters of the unbalanced RSSR mechanism. All products of inertia are zero.

Section 4.1 treats the modeling aspects of the considered benchmark problem, while Sec. 4.2 discusses the
results of [12]. Finally, Sec.4.3 uses our QCQP based approach to obtain the optimal counterweights for the
benchmark.

4.1 Modeling

The RSSR mechanism of Fig. 1 was previously studied in [12]. The crank revolves at a constant speed of
Ω = 1 rad/s. A reference frame is attached to each joint with its Z-axis along the joint-axis (7 frames plus
the world coordinate system, denoted by {O0}). The orientation of the frames is given by the parameters
αi, θi as follows:

i+1
i T = Trans(X, ai)Rot(X, αi)Rot(Z, θi),

i.e. the orientation is a composition of a translation along the X-axis by an amount equal to the link length
ai, a rotation about the X-axis by an angle αi and a rotation about the Z-axis by a variable joint angle θi.
Table 1 gives the kinematic parameters ai and αi. The corresponding joint angle trajectories θi(t) result from
the kinematic analysis of the mechanism, with θ0 the input angle.

The mass of each link are denoted as mi (kg). (ui, vi, wi), i = {1, 3, 6}, measure the COG location in {Oi}.
The centroı̈dal moment of inertia of link i Ji (kg·m2) is expressed in the local frame at the link’s COG. Table
2 lists the dynamic parameters.

If the approximate positions of the counterweights are known, it is interesting to concentrate the voxels at
these positions. For the RSSR of [12] preliminary optimizations with a large box around the links show that
counterweight 1 (CW1) will be situated near joint O1 with negative u1, CW3 will be situated at joint O3 with
negative u3 and CW6 will be situated at joint O7 with u6 ≥ a6. The results of the preliminary optimizations
are improved by taking the expected locations into account for the dimensions of the boxes around each link,
see also Fig.3:

Xm
i = −ai; XM

i = 0; i = {1, 3}, Xm
6 = a6; XM

6 = 2 · a6;

Y m
i = −ai

2
; Y M

i =
ai

2
; i = {1, 3, 6},

Zm
i = −ai

2
; ZM

i =
ai

2
; i = {1, 3, 6},
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Figure 3: Box dimensions of the nominal box around link i: (a) Upper view, (b) 3D view, (c) front view, (d)
right side view. The coordinates of point ¨ are (XM

i , Y M
i , ZM

i ) and of point ¥ (Xm
i , Y m

i , Zm
i ). The distance

between oi and oi+1 is the link length ai.

where the superscripts (·)m and (·)M denote a lower or upper bound, respectively, and ai [m] is the distance
between two joints of link i = {1, 3, 6}. This is the so called nominal box around the links. The nominal
volume Vi of this box is equal to a3

i (m3) for i = {1, 3, 6}. The nominal number of voxels for each link is
set to Nx,i = Ny,i = Nz,i = 1 for i = 1 and to 2 for i = {3, 6} since the links 3 and 6 are about twice as big
as link 1. The nominal dimensions for a voxel bx,i, by,i, bz,i are given by:

bx,i =
ai

Nx,i
, by,i =

ai

Ny,i
, bz,i =

ai

Nz,i
.

To look at the effect of a change of the voxel configuration or a change in box volume, the nominal dimen-
sions and nominal number of voxels are scaled. The following scale factors γB,i > 0 and γN,i > 0 are
introduced to simplify a change in voxelvolume and a change in the number of voxels, respectively.

The scaled voxel dimensions b′x,i, b
′
y,i, b

′
z,i and the scaled number of voxels, N ′

x,i, N
′
y,i, N

′
z,i are given by:

b′d,i = γv,i · bd,i, N ′
d,i = γN,i ·Nd,i,

where d ∈ {x, y, z}, such that the scaled volume of the box around link i is given by:

V ′
i = N ′

x,i ·N ′
y,i ·N ′

z,i · b′x,i · b′y,i · b′z,i = γ3
v,i · γ3

N,i · Vi.

And the new box around link i has the following dimensions:

Xm
i = −N ′

x,i · b′x,i; XM
i = 0; for i = {1, 3}, Xm

6 = a6; XM
6 = a6 + N ′

x,6 · b′x,6; (10a)

Y m
i = −N ′

y,i

2
· b′y,i; Y M

i =
N ′

y,i

2
· b′y,i; (10b)

Zm
i = −N ′

z,i

2
· b′z,i; ZM

i =
N ′

z,i

2
· b′z,i. (10c)

Note the different possible actions:

• extend the box around link i by adding extra voxels with the same dimensions, at the boundaries of
the box, i.e. increase γN,i and keep the same γv,i.
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• extend the box around link i by increasing the volume of each voxel, but keeping the same number of
voxels, i.e. increase γv,i and keep the same γN,i.

• keep the same box around link i but increase the number of voxels, i.e. keep γN,i · γv,i constant (and
hence decrease the volume of each single voxel).

The optimization problem is implemented in Matlab, using Yalmip, a Matlab toolbox for modeling
optimization problems independent of the numerical solver [16]. The numerical solver used here is SeDuMi,
a dedicated software package for these types of optimization problems [17].

4.2 Comparison with the benchmark results

In a first step, it is verified whether the QCQP based framework is able to reproduce the results provided
by [12]. In this paper, an equimomental system of seven point-masses is introduced to represent the inertial
properties of the links and counterweights. In its so called counterweight method the design variables are
the 7 point-masses of each counterweight. These point-masses are situated at a given fixed position in a box
area around the link coordinate system. The objective function is a weighted sum of the rms shaking force
and shaking moment, i.e. w1 · rms(Fshak) + w2 · rms(Mshak) is minimized.

A first disadvantage of the method used in [12] is that the point-masses can have positive or negative values,
such that there is no way to guarantee that the counterweight can actually be realized in practice. Second,
an initial guess is required by the optimization process described in [12], upon which the solution depends.
The global solution was found by searching in the feasible space, using different initial design vectors, but
no proof is provided that the global optimum was found. Conversely, the convex framework doesn’t need
a starting point and guarantees to find the global optimum or to prove infeasibility if the constraints are too
restrictive.

Now consider case 5 of [12]. In this case w1 = w2 = 0.5 and no counterweight is added to link 3. While
studying this case, it became clear that one of the counterweights of [12] has a centroı̈dal inertia matrix that
is not positive definite, which is in practice impossible to implement as an add-on counterweight. The results
presented in [12] therefore give a misleading idea of the potential of the proposed balancing method with
add-on counterweights, especially in terms of driving torque and shaking moment reduction. Therefore no
comparison can be made. Same remark for cases 4 and 6.

In case 4, w1 = 1, w2 = 0 i.e. the objective is to minimize the rms shaking force. Our QCQP optimization
framework was applied to the RSSR mechanism using the same objective function and constraints as in [12],
i.e.:

minimize α2
fsh

s.t α2
msh ≤ 1,

α2
drv ≤ 1,

m∗
i ≤ 3 ·mo

i ,

µ∗23 = µ∗24 = 0.

As in case 4, the objective is to minimize the shaking force. Since the method of [12] doesn’t consider the
shaking moment and driving torque in this case, those constraints were set to αM

msh = 1 and αM
drv = 1, i.e no

increase is allowed. The upper limit on the individual counterweight mass is set to 3 times the original mass
of the link, i.e. ηm = 3. As in [12] the couplers counterweight COG has to be situated on the link axis to
avoid gyroscopic effects, i.e. v∗i = 0, w∗i = 0 and therefore µ∗23 = µ∗24 = 0 (the couplers COG is already on
the link axis, see Table 2).

The shaking force reduction under these constraints is αfsh = 0 which is a far better optimum for the
objective function than the αfsh = 0.39 found in case 4 [12]: full force balance can be achieved.
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Figure 4: Effect of voxel number γN on resulting (a) αmsh (solid line) and CPU-time (dash-dotted line), (b)
percentage of non-empty voxels that are fully filled for αM

fsh = 0.3, αM
drv = 1, ηm = 3.

So we conclude that, not only we can generate a better optimum than [12], but the resulting counterweights
can also actually be manufactured.

4.3 Design of counterweights based on tradeoff curves

Regardless whether the original optimization problem or the QCQP is solved, the designer has to make a few
design choices. These choices include the upper limits αM

fsh and αM
drv, defined by (2b)–(2c) as well as the

upper limit on the individual counterweight mass, the voxel volume and the number of voxels, and thereby
the resulting bounds of the box where material can be added. The following paragraphs give an example of
a design procedure for the benchmark RSSR.

Mesh. The number of voxels used for a constant box dimension around the link is called the mesh in the
remainder of the paper. The framework presented here being an optimization framework, it is possible to
assess the effect of the mesh, on the balancing result, while keeping all other constraints identical. This is
done by solving the optimization problem for different values of γN,i with γv,i = 1

γN,i
(number of voxels

increases but box volume remains constant) with equal γ’s for all links i. Fig. 4(a) shows how αmsh decreases
as γN,i increases, (i.e. finer mesh), while keeping all other constraints constant (αM

fsh = 0.3, αM
drv = 1,

ηm = 3, and γv,i = 1
γN,i

). This decrease, however, comes at the cost of a higher computation time since
the number of variables increases dramatically (17 variables for γN = 1, 17000 variables for γN = 10). In
this case, the optimization is infeasible for γN = 1. If several optimization problems have to be solved it is
recommended to use a number of voxels that is high enough to obtain a feasible solution within an acceptable
computation time. Once all design choices are made, the final optimization can be started again with a finer
mesh to obtain the final design.

As explained in Sec. 3.1, the optimization framework can fill the voxels with a material density from 0 to
ρM. Figure 4(b) shows the percentage of non-empty voxels that are “fully” filled (material density ρM) for
different meshings. As the number of voxels increases (i.e. smaller voxel volume), the percentage of non-
empty voxels that are fully filled increases drastically. If the voxel volume is small enough, the optimization
framework obtains counterweights that can directly be manufactured in one material. The few remaining
non-empty voxels that are not fully filled are situated on the boundaries of the counterweights. For this case,
γN = 5 seems a good compromise between computation time, balancing result and percentage of full voxels.
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Figure 5: Tradeoff plot for (a) αM
drv = 0.80 (b) αM

fsh = 0.30.

Constraints. The effect of αM
fsh, αM

drv, ηm and box dimensions given by (10a)–(10c) is assessed by gener-
ating a trade-off plot, based on solving the QCQP for a lot of different values of αM

fsh, αM
drv, ηm and γN,i

2:

αM
fsh = {0.00 : 0.02 : 0.5},

αM
drv = {0.50 : 0.05 : 1.00},
ηm = {1.0, 1.5, 2.0}, on total CW mass

γN,i = {4, 6}, γv,i =
1
4
, for i = {1, 3, 6}.

This methodology is practically feasible given the very short computation time. Typical trade-off plots are
provided in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5a, αM
drv is equal to 0.80, that is, a decrease of 20% in driving torque is required. Under this constraint,

the designer can read, what combinations of αmsh and αfsh can be realized for several ηm, γN .

The trade-off curves for αM
drv = 0.80 are grouped in three sets of two lines, a dashed-dotted line correspond-

ing to γN = 4 and a solid line below it corresponding to γN = 6, i.e. an extension of the box by half in all
directions. The three sets correspond to results for ηm = {1.0, 1.5, 2.0}.

First, Fig. 5a shows that, quite logically, increasing ηm or γN gives better balancing results. For ηm =
2, γN = 6 it is possible to obtain full force balance, however at the cost of only a small reduction in shaking
moment: αmsh = 0.89. Second, it is observed that a mass factor of ηm = 1.50 seems the best compromise
since a further increase in counterweight mass results in only slightly better results while decreasing it any
further significantly affects the balancing result. Third, the trade-off plot shows that γN = 6 results in a clear
improvement of the balancing results compared with γN = 4. γN is therefore chosen equal to 6. Finally on
the trade-off curve ηm = 1.5, γN = 6 the trade-off point αfsh = 0.3, αmsh = 0.49 is chosen since a further
increase in shaking force results in just slightly better a shaking moment.

Fig. 5b shows trade-off curves for αM
fsh = 0.3. Under this constraint, the designer can read, what com-

binations of αmsh and αdrv can be realized for several ηm, γN . This figure shows that a driving torque of
2It is chosen here to constrain the total counterweight mass, instead of the individual counterweight mass, which gives more

freedom to the optimization.
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i 1 3 6
m∗

i (kg) 1.556 0.765 1.622
u∗i (m) -0.704 -0.344 1.191
v∗i (m) -0.0217 0.0 -0.125
w∗i (m) -0.0157 0.0 0.367

J∗i,xx (kg-m2) 0.2004 0.2697 0.2879
J∗i,yy (kg-m2) 0.1022 0.0379 0.2892
J∗i,zz (kg-m2) 0.1017 0.2464 0.0128
J∗i,xy (kg-m2) 0.0009 0.0400 -0.0024
J∗i,xz (kg-m2) -0.0015 0.0143 -0.0310
J∗i,yz (kg-m2) 0.0844 -0.0844 -0.0217

Table 3: Counterweight parameters for the selected tradeoff αdrv = 0.8, αfsh = 0.3, αmsh = 0.49, ηm =
1.50, γN = 6.

αdrv > 0.8 results in slightly better results while αdrv < 0.8 results in significantly worse balancing re-
sults. Therefore αdrv = 0.8 is kept as a good compromise. The point (αdrv = 0.8, αfsh = 0.3, αmsh =
0.49, ηm = 1.50, γN = 6), is selected as the final partial force balance design. To obtain the final CW
design, the optimization is solved for the selected point but with a finer mesh (γN,i = 12, γv,i = 8 for all i).
The corresponding CWs are given in Table 3 and the CW configuration is shown in Fig. 6.

As can be seen on Fig.6 the optimization results in counterweights that can be manufactured. However,
in this case, there is no guarantee that these counterweights can be attached to the link properly, since no
information was given on the original link shape. For industrial applications, it is possible to take the original
link shape into account by using the voxel discretization of the original link as well, and setting the voxel
masses to the maximum where the original links exist, as shown in [18].

Figures. 7(a), (b) and (c) respectively show the shaking force, the shaking moment with respect to {O0} and
the driving torque of the unbalanced mechanism (dashed lines) and of the balanced mechanism (solid lines)
using the counterweights given in Table 3.

5 Discussion and conclusions

It has been shown that by using a voxel discretization and introducing the auxiliary µ variables, determining
the practical limits of counterweight balancing of an RSSR spatial fourbar can be reformulated as a convex
program, more specifically, a QCQP. This implies that the global optimum is guaranteed to be found with
great numerical efficiency. While the framework has been developed for such a particular case, it, in fact,
applies to any spatial mechanism for which a kinetostatic analysis can be carried out. Given the very short
computational time required to solve one instance of the QCQP, it becomes practically feasible to create
trade-off curves, which help the designers to choose a good CW design. The example presented here shows
that giving up the classical requirement of full force balance results in an interesting simultaneous decrease
of both the shaking force, shaking moment, and driving torque.

Besides the advantages related to the framework’s convex property (short computation time, global optimum,
no initial point necessary, proof of infeasibility if so...) the framework proved to not only generate a better
optimum than [12], but the resulting counterweights can actually be manufactured, and the whole framework
becomes therefore an interesting tool for designers. Future research will focus on (i) manufacturability
aspects (i.e., guaranteeing that the counterweight can properly be attached to the link) and (ii) including
constraints and objectives related to elastic stress in the mechanism links.
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(a) 2 views of the counterweights on the crank (1.56 kg)

(b) 2 views of the counterweight on the coupler (0.77 kg)

(c) 2 views of the counterweight on the rocker (1.62 kg)

Figure 6: Counterweights αM
drv = 0.80 αM

fsh = 0.30, γN = 12, γv = 8.
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Figure 7: (a) Shaking force, (b) shaking moment and (c) driving torque for the original (dashed line) and the
balanced RSSR (solid line).
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Abstract 
The intrinsic variability of dynamic properties in spatial systems is faced in this paper by means of a 
kinematics-based modal approach. An effective analytical-numerical procedure is here presented to 
mathematically define a local linear model of a spatial mechanism, composed of rigid bodies connected by 
standard kinematic and lumped elastic constraints; the linearization is effective only in the closeness of the 
kinematically admissible position of interest and thus yields to a varying generalised eigenproblem, 
function of the kinematical configuration of the whole system through the working domain. An extended 
analysis is reported to obtain the motion equations of an unconstrained rigid body, thus linear equations of 
constrained motion are obtained from linearized displacements and constraint equations. The eigensystem 
is evaluated in every specific kinematical configuration of interest, mapping the variability of the dynamic 
performances across the working domain; the kinematical configuration is provided at any step of a user-
defined motion law by standard non-linear kinematics. Real industrial applications, consisting in two 6 
degree-of-freedom robots, are tested by means of the outlined methodology. Results are reported and 
discussed in detail. 

Nomenclature 

(bold) array notation 
( )T  transpose operator 

( ) 1−  matrix inversion operator 

( )
∧

 unit vector  

( ) ( ),
⋅⋅⋅

 first and second time derivative operator  
, ,dδ ∂  virtual displacement/rotation, partial and total derivative operator 

( )
~

 skew-symmetric vector operator, see Appendix B 

nI   identity nxn matrix 

,k i

O
Pr  position vector of point Pk, located on the i-th body, expressed in global reference O 

'i
k

O
Ps  constant position vector of point Pk expressed in the i-th body reference centred in O’i  

,
O
k iv   k-th direction vector displayed on the i-th body, expressed in global reference O 

'iO
kd  constant k-th direction vector displayed on the i-th body reference centred in O’i 

'
O
OR   rotation transformation matrix, from the reference centred in O’ to the one in O 

' ',O O
O Oπ ω global virtual rotation angle and velocity vectors of the reference centred in O’ 

OJ   inertia matrix of body expressed in the reference centred in O 
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1 Introduction 

Spatial mechanism dynamical characteristics generally depend on the actual kinematical configuration 
reached in the working space. Whole system performance assessment can be obtained by the evaluation of 
the operating workspace from a purely kinematical standpoint, and by evaluating the flexibility properties 
of such systems in some reference kinematical and loading conditions. By means of multibody numerical 
techniques, computationally expensive non-linear analysis can also be performed with respect to some 
particular loading and motion user conditions, but such results may often lack any generalisation content, 
and can not be used to compare different mechanism design solutions. Complex systems such as vehicles, 
industrial robots and machine tools generally demand evaluations by means of advanced kinematical and 
dynamical performance criteria. While kinematical analysis may generally require the precise evaluation 
of a working space, i.e. the geometrical domain related to the position of some local points on some useful 
system members, such as the manipulators in robotic systems and the tool end in machine tools, system 
dynamical performance is generally evaluated by an approximated approach, i.e. the system flexibility is 
estimated with respect to some standard geometrical configurations and to some assumed displacement 
and static loading conditions. Such simplified dynamical evaluations generally refer to static, or quasi-
static conditions, and with respect to some meaningful kinematical configurations. General dynamics of 
such complex systems can be taken into account, but non-linear problem formulation generally follows. 
Such analysis may be performed by means of numerical simulations that are expensive in terms of time 
and computations, nevertheless the results are generally valid and useful only with respect to some 
assumed boundary conditions, so that more general results can not be easily extrapolated. Full dynamical 
characteristics of complex n- degrees-of-freedom (dofs) mechanisms, with high dexterity and compliance, 
can be modelled by means of modal eigenproperties, i.e. eigenvalues and vectors, obtained from 
mechanical systems fully equivalent to the real system in a geometrical configuration belonging to the 
mechanism working space. Since eigenvectors are linearly independent, any vibrational behaviour up to a 
given frequency range can be easily mathematically described from within a restricted set of such modal 
vector base, so that general dynamic behaviour can be obtained as well. Moreover, system eigenproperty 
comparison with respect to kinematical working space may constitute a useful tool in order to design and 
optimise most functional and operational parameters. A generalised, linear eigenproblem can be obtained 
by a local linearization approach. The concept is not new, and other researchers investigated it in the past, 
to solve different problems from the one presented in this paper. [1] proposed a linearization technique for 
open chain serial mechanism architectures, to be applied for robotic motion synthesis in control 
applications when only small perturbations are present. [2] proposed the linearization of the non linear 
equations of motion of a planar four-bar elastic linkage mechanism modelled by means of lumped elastic, 
inertia and viscous damping parameters. [3] investigated the automatic linearization and eigenproblem 
formulation of constrained dynamical models, and mainly proposed a condensation technique to eliminate 
Lagrange's multiplier fictitious dofs and reduce ill conditioning in numerical eigenproblem solution. [4] 
used symbolic closed form modelling by means of the principle of virtual work to obtain the nonlinear 
equations of a multibody system, and an approximate linearization technique consisting of omitting some 
dynamical terms, mainly useful for control tasks. [5] formulated a linearization technique for multibody 
mechanism dynamical modelling, being able to recursively obtain linearised equations of motion in joint 
space and state space representation from linearised variational equations in global Cartesian space, 
making the approach useful for control design task. [6] proposed to numerically obtain the linearized 
coefficient matrices by perturbing the state variable and their first order time derivatives by means of the 
finite difference method, and also by analytically differentiating the terms obtained from a numerical 
solution, showing that some computational efficiency can be gained from this second approach. [7] mainly 
proposed an eigenproblem condensation technique based on QR decomposition of constraint jacobian 
matrix. [8] found the closed form analytical expression of the modal parameters of a single d.o.f 
mechanism. [9] addressed the linearization of hybrid robot architectures by means of a minimization 
problem, i.e. by finding the minimum of an analytically defined functional, called linearity number LN, 
while [10] derived a local, linearized model of a multibody system from locally assuming force 
equilibrium and small displacements. It can be observed that most of these previous papers considered 
model linearization as a useful tool for the design of robust control applications, or for the numerical 
implementation of effective time response integration algorithms.  
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In [11] the author faced, from an experimental point of view, the variability of Frequency Response 
Functions (FRFs) induced by kinematical changes: the suspension displacement in a car affected the 
vibro-acoustic responses in modelling the road noise. The research here presented might be of value in 
assessing the topic. A linearization technique will be addressed to evaluate the eigenparameter values and 
changes with respect to the system kinematical workspace. An effective analytical-numerical approach is 
presented in this paper to mathematically define a local linear, generalised eigenproblem for a spatial 
mechanism in the closeness of a kinematically admissible position of interest. The system is modelled by 
means of rigid bodies connected by standard kinematical and elastic joints. The linearised expression of 
displacement and velocity of a general point from a local body is obtained, so that linear, condensed 
equations of motion can result. A generalised eigenproblem is thus formulated, and eigenproperties can be 
derived to evaluate the dynamic performances of the system in a specific kinematical configuration. The 
same procedure is repeated at different steps of a user-defined motion law, to evaluate the parametric 
dependence of the modal parameters on the assumed motion. A standard non-linear kinematical analysis is 
performed to obtain the initial values of each body dof in every kinematically admissible configuration of 
the system.  
Compared to what previously sketched in other works [12-14], the approach is here extended and enriched 
with a deeper analysis of the contributions to the motion equations from inertia forces and elastic lumped 
constraints (linear and rotational springs). In Appendix A of this paper an extended analysis is performed 
to obtain the motion equations of an unconstrained rigid body in a general local reference case. In 
Appendix B relevant properties of the employed operators are outlined. A clear insight is drawn on the 
non-linear nature of each term in the motion equations: thus the linearization approach in chapter 3 is 
properly applied. The kinematics-based variability of the dynamic properties is mapped choosing different 
application models and motion laws. The methodology is tested on two 6-dof robots, with serial and 
parallel architecture, related to real industrial applications, and using different imposed trajectories. Such a 
methodology is expected to be of some value in design and comparison of complex mechanism 
architectures, and in the development of a control, monitoring and diagnosis techniques as well. 

2 Displaying rigid body motion in space 

2.1 Basic kinematical considerations 

On each of the nb rigid members, composing a spatial mechanism described in a fixed Cartesian inertial 
frame ( )0 0 0, ,X Y Z , a local frame ( )', ', 'i i iX Y Z , parallel to ( )0 0 0, ,X Y Z  but centred in the i-th body centroid, 
can be defined. The selection of the centroidal reference greatly simplifies the motion equations, as can be 
seen in Appendix A, when the centroid coincides with the centre of the local frame ( 'O

G =s 0 ). The centroid 

actual position vector { }, ,
i i i i

TO O O O
G G G Gx y z=r and the three successive Cardan angles { }, ,

i i i i

TO O O O
G G G Gφ β ψ=φ  along 

( )', ', 'i i iX Y Z  axis of the i-th local frame, respectively, define the six dofs { }, , , , ,
i i i i i i

TO O O O O O
i G G G G G Gx y z φ β ψ=q of the 

i-th mechanism rigid member. Vectors iq  are thus assembled in global mechanism vector 
1

bn
M ii=
=q q∪ , 

6M bn n= ⋅ sized. Vector { }0 0 0,
T T

i i

T
O O

i G G=q r φ refers to the initial i-th body position, while the relationship 

between the generic global 
,k i

O
Pr and local i

k

G
Ps  position vectors is: 

,

i

k i i i k

GO O O
P G G P= +r r R s , where the rotational 

transformation 
i

O
GR  is defined in Appendix B. With a similar transformation, a local direction vector iG

kd  

on the i-th rigid body can be transformed to the global referenced ,
i

i

GO O
k i G k=v R d . 
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2.2 Kinematical constraints 

According to [12-15], the formulation of most standard constraint equations, later assembled in 
( )M =C q 0 , can be derived. Using the unit vectors ( ), ,i i iG G G

k k kξ η τ  to define particular axes on the k-th 

constraint positioned on the i-th body, four basic scalar equations can be used as the main constituents: 
( )1C⊥  to impose orthogonality between ,

O
h iv  and ,

O
k jv , ( )2C⊥  between ,

O
h iv  and 

, ,, h i k j

O O O
hk ij P P= −r r r , ( )C  to 

fix a distance dist between points 
,h i

O
Pr and 

,k j

O
Pr , ( )C→  to relate the relative rotation ijθ  to the motion 

along ,
O
h iv  axis as induced by a screw of angle α: 

( )1
, , , ,, 0

TT T
ji

i j

GGO O O O O O
h i k j h i k j h G G kC⊥ = = =v v v v d R R d   (1) 

( ) ( )2
, , , ,, 0

TT T
ji i

i i i h j j k

GG GO O O O O O O O O
h i hk ij h i hk ij h G G G P G G PC⊥ = = + − − =v r v r d R r R s r R s  (2) 

( ), ,

2
, ,, , 0
T

h i k j

O O O O
P P hk ij hk ijC dist dist= − =r r r r   (3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 1
, , 0 , , 0, , , , , 2 0,sin , ,cos ,j ji iG GG GO O O O

h i hk ij ij h i hk ij ij ij ij a b ij a bC n C n C Cα θ α θ π θ θ θ⊥ ⊥ ⊥→ = − + − = = =v r v r η ξ ξ ξ

  (4) 
The kinematical constraint equations related to ( )•C  spherical link, ( )∅C  revolute joint, ( )C  

cylindrical joint, ( )C  translational joint, ( )HC  Hooke universal joint, ( )⊗C  screw joint are: 

( ), ,
, ji

h i k j i i h j j k

GGO O O O O O
P P G G P G G P

• = + − − =C r r r R s r R s 0 ,  (5) 

( )
( )
( )
( )

, ,

1

, ,

1

,

, , , ,
,

h i k j

j ji i

h i k j

ji

O O
P P

G GG GO O
P a P b a b

GG
a b

C
C

•

⊥∅

⊥

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥

= =⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

C r r

C r τ r τ ξ τ 0
η τ

, ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

1

1

, , 2

2

,

,

,
,, , ,
,
,

ji

ji
ji

h i k j i

i

GG
a b

GG
GGO O a b

P a P b G O
a hk ij
G O
a hk ij

C
C
C
C

⊥

⊥

⊥

⊥

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

ξ τ
η τC r τ r τ 0
ξ r
η r

, (6-7) 

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

1

1

2
, ,

2

1

,

,

,
,

, , , , , ,
,
,

ji

ji

j ji i i
h i k j

i

ji

GG
a b

GG
a b

G GG GO O G O
P a f P b g a hk ij

G O
a hk ij

GG
f g

C
C
C
C
C

⊥

⊥

⊥

⊥

⊥

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

ξ τ
η τ

C r τ d r τ d 0ξ r
η r
d d

, ( ) ( )
( )

, ,

, , 1

,
, , ,

,
h i k jji

h i k j ji

O O
P PGGH O O

P a P b GG
a bC

•

⊥

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= =
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

C r r
C r τ r τ 0

τ τ
, (8-9) 

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )

( )

1

1

2
, ,

2

0 ,

,

, 0

,

,
, , , , , , ,

,
, , , ,

ji

ji

ji i
h i k j

i

i

GG
a b

GG
a b

GGO O G O
P a P b ij a hk ij

G O
a hk ij

G O
a hk ij ij

C

C
n C

C
C n

α θ

α θ

⊥

⊥

⊗ ⊥

⊥

→

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

= =⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

ξ τ

η τ
C r τ r τ 0ξ r

η r
τ r

 (10) 

2.3 Elastic forces: linear and rotational springs 

As can be seen in Appendix A.37-38, the elastic forces acting on body i and j can be expressed as function 
of elastic properties of the lumped media and motion dofs: 

Linear spring: { } ( ) { } ( )
,,

, ,33
0 0,

k jh i

O O
hk ij hk ijls ls OOls s

PPls lsi j
k k ⎧ ⎫⎧ ⎫= − − = −⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭

r rIIF F
ssM M  (11) 
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Rotational spring: { } ( ){ } { } ( ){ }0 0,ˆ ˆ
O O

rs rs
O Ors ij ij rs ij ij

rs rsi ii j
k kδθ δθ δθ δθ= − − = −0 0F F

M Mh h  (12) 

3 Linearization of the equations 

Non-linear terms in previous equations can be mainly found resulting from rotational transformation in 
space. Assuming rotation γΔ  is small with respect to local reached value 0γ , i.e. 0γ γ γ= + Δ , a local 
rotation, linear operator can be defined (see also Appendix B.3): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 03

O
O O O O O O O O O OOA
A A A A A A A A A AA

γγ γ γ γ γ δ δ δ
γ

∂
≅ + Δ = + Δ = + = + =⎡ ⎤+⎣ ⎦∂

RR R R R R R R π R RI π  (13) 

so that rotation and transformation matrices of Appendix B (B.8,B.10) can be approximated as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
, , ,

, , ,

, , , , , ,

, , ,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, , ,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, , ,

, ,

i i i i i i i Z i Y i X

i X i Y i Z

i i Z i Y i i Z i X i i Y i X

O O O O O O O O O
G i i i G i G i G i G G G i G i G i

O O O
G G GO O O O O O O O

G G i G i i G G i i G i G i G i G
i i i

φ β ψ

φ β ψ

φ β ψ φ β ψ ψ β φ

ψ β φ ψ β φ ψ β
φ β ψ

≅ +Δ +Δ +Δ =
∂ ∂ ∂

= = =
∂ ∂ ∂

R R R R R R R R R
R R R

R R R R R R R R R ( )0
O

iφ
  

  (14) 
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 sin
0 cos sin cos ,
0 sin cos cos

i i i

i i i i i i

i
G G GO O O
G G i i i G G G G

i i i

β
φ φ β
φ φ β

−⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥≅ = ≅ =
⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

H H Z Z R H  (15) 

Again, assuming small variations iΔq  of the i-th body dof vector 0i i i= + Δq q q with respect to initial 
value 0iq , from paragraph 2.1 it follows: 

( )
( )

, , , , , ,

, , ,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, , ,

0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

, ,
, ,

i i

k i k i i i i k k i i k i k i i k i i k i k i k

i i i i

k i i i k k i k k i i k i k i

G GO O O O O O O O O O O O O O O
P P G G G P P G P G P G P G G P P i P i

G G G GO O O O O O
P G G P P i P P G P G P G

φ β ψ

δ δ δ δ δ δ= + + = + + = + + ≅ + Δ
= + = =

r r r π R s r r s π r r s Z φ r B q s q
r r R s B q s B I R s R s R s 3 0 0

i

k k i

G O O
P P G⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦I s Z

 (16) 

Constraint equation linearization follows as well, as can be found in [12] and Appendix B.12: 

( )1

,
0 0

,
0 0

,
0 0

, , ,
0 0

,
0 0

,
0 0

,

T T
ji

i j
T T i

ji

i j iT T
ji

ii j
T T

ji
ji j

T T
ji

j
i j

T T
ji j

i j

TGG O O
Oh G G k
GGG O O O

h G G k G
G OG O O

Gh G G kO O
OGh i k j G O O
Gh G G k
OGG O O G

h G G k O
GG O O G

h G G k

C

φ

β

ψ

φ

β

ψ

φ
β
ψ
φ
β
ψ

⊥

⎧ ⎫ Δ⎪ ⎪
Δ⎪ ⎪

⎪ ⎪ Δ⎪ ⎪
⎨ ⎬ Δ
⎪ ⎪

Δ⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ Δ
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

d R R d
d R R d
d R R d

v v
d R R d
d R R d
d R R d

1

1

1 1

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

T
ji

i i j
T T

ji

i j j

TT GGO O O O
G G h G k i

OGG O O O j
h G G k G

O
i
O
j

C
C

C C

⊥

⊥

⊥ ⊥

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪ Δ⎪ ⎪ +Δ =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬Δ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ ⎭⎪ ⎪+Δ =⎨ ⎬ ⎩ ⎭
⎪ ⎪ ⎧ ⎫Δ= +Δ =⎨ ⎬⎪ ⎪ Δ⎩ ⎭⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭

Z R d R d φ
φd R R d Z
φ
φ

 (17) 

( ), , , ,
,

h i k j h i k j

iO O
P P P P

j
C C• •

Δ⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤− + Δ =⎨ ⎬⎣ ⎦ Δ⎩ ⎭

q
r r B B 0

q
  (18) 

( )

( )
( )
( )

{ }
, ,

2

, , , ,
2

, ,

,
0 0 0

,
0 0 0 0

,, ,
0 0 0

0 0 0

,

T T
i

i h i k j
iT TT T

i i

i h i k j i i h i k j
T T

i
i

i h i k j

T
i

i i

T
G O O O Oh G P P G
G GO O O O O i
h G P P G h G P PO O jOG O O Oh i hk ij Gh G P P

T
GO O

G G h P

C
C

φ

β

ψ

φ
β
ψ

⊥

⊥

⎧ ⎫− ⎧ ⎫Δ⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ Δ⎡ ⎤− Δ + − + Δ =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ Δ⎣ ⎦
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪Δ− ⎩ ⎭⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
=

d R r r
qd R r r d R B B qv r d R r r

Z R d r( ) { } 2

, , , ,0 0 0
T T

i

h i k j i h i k j

GO O O O i
P i h G P P

j
C⊥Δ⎡ ⎤− Δ + − + Δ =Δ⎣ ⎦

qr φ d R B B q

 (19) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 1
, , 0 , , 0 0, , , , , , sin / cos 0ji GGO O O O

h i hk ij ij h i hk ij a b ij ijC n C C Cα θ α θ θ⊥ ⊥→ →− − + Δ =v r v r η ξ  (20) 

The inertia forces acting on the i-th body of mass mi can be linearized from Appendix A.23 expressed in 
the centroidal local reference, by eliminating gyroscopic contributions and by linearising the rotation 
matrix: 
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{ } 3

0 0
,iT

i i

i i i i

O
Ginertia G G O i i M iiinertia G G G Gi i i

m ⎧ ⎫Δ⎡ ⎤
= − = − Δ =⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ Δ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭

I rF M q M MM H J H θ ∪  (21) 

The elastic potential energy ,
ls
hk ijU  related to a lumped linear elastic component, with stiffness kls, 

connecting point 
,h i

O
Pr  and 

,k j

O
Pr , can be linearized considering the projection on the spring elongation over 

its reference direction, and linearized elastic forces follow by means of the same approach as in Appendix 
A.25-31, assembling all stiffness matrix contributions ,

ls
hk ijK  in the mechanism stiffness matrix MK :  

( )2
0 00 , , 0 , 0 , 0 , ,ˆ ˆ, ,

2 2
T T TO O O O O ls ls ls

hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij
k kU= = = = − Δ Δ = − −r r r r r  (22) 

( ) ( ) { }, ,

,
0 0 , , 0 , 0 ,ˆ ˆ

T T

h i k j

ls
hk ij O O O O i

ls ls hk ij hk ij hk ij ls hk ij P P
j

U
k k k

∂ Δ⎡ ⎤= − − = − − = − − Δ⎣ ⎦∂
qr r r r B B q  (23) 

( ) ( )2 , 0 ,
, 0 , 0 , , , 0 , 0 , , 0 , ,

ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, 2 2 ,

T

T T T T T
O O
hk ij hk ijO O O O O O O O O O

hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ij hk ijδ δ δ δ= = =
r r

r r r r r r r r r r  (24) 

, , , ,

, 0 , 0 , ,
0 , 0 ,

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ

T T

T

h i k j h i k j

T
O O O OThk ij hk ij hk ij hk ijO O

hk ij P P P P hk ij
ij

⎞⎛∂ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎟⎜= − = −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎜ ⎟∂Δ ⎝ ⎠

r r r r
r B B B B r

q
 (25) 

{ }, , , ,

, , 0 , ,
0 , 0 ,

ˆ
ˆ ˆ

T

T

h i k j h i k j

ls ls O OThk ij hk ij hk ij hk ijO O i
ls P P hk ij hk ij P P

jij ij

U U
k

∂ ∂ ∂ Δ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= = − − − Δ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∂Δ ∂ ∂Δ

r r qB B r r B B qq q
 (26)  

{ } { }, , , , , , , ,

,
0 , 0 ,ˆ ˆ

T

h i k j h i k j h i k j h i k j

ls T Thk ij O O i i
ls P P hk ij hk ij P P ls P P ij P P

j jij

U
k k

∂ Δ Δ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= − − − = − − −Δ Δ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∂Δ
q qB B r r B B B B D B Bq qq

 (27) 

( ) ( ), , , ,, , , ,

, , , ,
, , , ,

0 0 0 0

, 0 , 0 ,
0 0 0 0

ˆ ˆ,
T h i k j h i k jh i h i h i k j

k j h i k j k j
h i k j h i k j

T
O O O OT T
P P P PP ij P P ij Pls O O

T Thk ij ls ij hk ij hk ij O O O O
P ij P P ij P P P P P

k
− −⎡ ⎤−

= = =⎢ ⎥− − −⎣ ⎦

r r r rB D B B D B
K D r rB D B B D B r r r r

 (28) 

{ }
{ } { },

, , ,
ls ls

hk ijls ls eli i
hk ij M ls M M Mlsjls ij

ls j

F
UM

F
M

⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ∂ Δ= = − = = − Δ⎨ ⎬ Δ∂Δ⎪ ⎪
⎩ ⎭

qK K K F K qqq ∪  (29) 

Considering the relative rotation projected along the reference rotation axis 0
ˆ O

ih , as in Appendix A.32-36  
and Eqs.(4,17), for linearized (around angle 0ijθ and unit vector 0

ˆ O
ih ) rotational springs it follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1

0 0 0 0 0
0

,
sin sin cos tan

cos

ji GG
a b

ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij
ij

C
θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ

θ

⊥

+ − ⇒ − +
η ξ

 (30)  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ,
cos cos cos

T T
O

O O O O O O O Oi
Oi ij ij i i ij i i i ij
jij ij ij

C C Cθ θ θ
θ θ θ

⊥ ⊥ ⊥⎧ ⎫ΔΔ = − = Δ Δ = Δ = Δ⎨ ⎬Δ⎩ ⎭
φθ h h h φ h θ h h φφ  (31) 

( )2

, 0 ,2 2 2
TTrs O rs Ors rs rs

hk ij ij ij ij hk ij ij
k k kU θ θ θ θ− Δ Δ = − − = − Δ Δφ K φ  (32) 

( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

, 0 0
0 0 0

0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ,
2 2 cos cos

T
T T

rs
hk ij O O O O Ors rs

ij ij i i ij i i
ijij ij

U k k C Cθθ θ
θ θ θ

⊥ ⊥∂ ∂Δ
= − − = − Δ =

∂Δ ∂Δ
h h φ h h

φ
 (33) 

( )
1

0
0 0

0

ˆ ˆ ,
cos

T

i i

i i

G GO O O O O
i G a G a i ij

ij

Cθ
θ

⊥

= = Δ Δh R τ R τ h φ   (34) 

( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0
, 0 0 2

0 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ , ,
cos cos cos

T T
T Trs O O O O el

hk ij rs i i i i rs M rs M M Mrs
ij ij ij

C C C Ck k
θ θ θ

⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

= = = − ΔK h h h h K K F K q∪  (35) 
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4 Equations of motion 

Starting from L=T+U Lagrangian function, as can be found in Appendix A, Lagrange's nM equations of 
unconstrained motion can be coupled to nC constraint equations ( )M =C q 0  by means of Lagrange's 
multiplier technique [15]: 

( )
( )

1

kn

k qk M
kM M

M

d L L
dt

λ
=

⎧ ⎞⎛ ∂ ∂
− + =⎪ ⎟⎜⎨ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

⎪ =⎩

∑ C q 0
q q

C q 0
  (36) 

( )MqC q  being the C Mn n×  gradient matrix, i.e. ,
k

qk j
j

CC
q

∂
=
∂

, and kλ the k-th Lagrange's multiplier. A set  

( ) =MΩ q ,λ 0  of nM + nC non-linear differential-algebraic equations (DAE) of motion results. 

Putting M M≡ Δx q , and following the linearization approach of paragraph 3 around 0Mq , it yields: 

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

M M M M M

M M

T
M M M M

M

⎧ + + =
⎨ =⎩

q q q q q
q

q q
q

M x K x C λ 0
C x 0   (37) 

Eq.(37") may be condensed following the same steps reported in [12]: 

( )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1,M M M M M M M M M M M M

M

T T
M M M M M M n M M

−− −+ = = −q q q q q q q q q q q q
q q q qM x E K x 0 E I C C M C C M   (38) 

From homogeneous Eq.(38), mechanism real modal parameters around 0Mq  can be obtained by solving 
the following generalised eigenproblem: 

( )0 0 0 0 0 02 ,M M M M M M
M M M M M M Mω− = =q q q q q qK M X 0 K E K    (39)  

where a subset of Mm modes, i.e. Mm  real eigenvalues 2
Mω , and a real M Mn m×  matrix of eigenvectors 

0 M
M
qΦ  can be numerically evaluated. By means of the geometrical transformation below, the m-th 

modeshapes around 0Mq can be expanded at any point Ph on the i-th rigid member: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, ,

0 0 0 0 0 0

, , , , , , , , ,
, 3 , 3 , , ,

, , , ,
1 1

, , ,

, , , , ,

M M M M i M M M M M

h i h i i i h i n in

M M M M M M

M M

O O O O G O O O O O
m P P m G G P m G m m P m m GP i

O O O O
M m m

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= = = =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

q q q q q q q q q

q q q q q q

Y I s X I R s X Y Y X X

Φ X X Ψ Y Y… …

∪ ∪
 (40) 

Once the modeshapes are expanded, assuming proportional damping, it becomes feasible to synthesize the 
Frequency Response Function in each kinematically admissible configuration, giving rise to the mapping 
of the kinematics-based variability of dynamic behaviour: 

( ) ( )
0 0

, ,

2, ,
0 0

, ,
0 2

,
M MM
h i k j

h i k j
M M

Tm
r P r P

P P M
r r ri

ω
ω ω ζω ω

=
− +

∑
q q

q q

Ψ Ψ
FRF q   (41) 

5 Driving equations for non-linear kinematics 

Eigenproperty analysis of a spatial mechanism around a kinematically admissible configuration can be 
obtained by locally solving the previously defined eigenproblem. The configurations belong here to the 
mechanism working space explored along given trajectories. Eigenparameter changes may be mapped at 
some fixed steps sk of such prescribed motion law. To evaluate the initial position vector 0iq  of every 
body of the mechanism, in this work a non linear kinematical analysis is performed by means of the 
Newton-Raphson technique. M Cn n−  driving equations are added as new constraint equations to the 
( )M =C q 0 , defined in the 2nd line of Eq.(36), to impose the user-defined motion law: there results a 
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nonlinear system of Mn  scalar equations in Mn  unknowns. Two basic scalar driving equations are here 
provided. ( ) ( )( ), ,, ,kDrive s O O

h i hk ij kC dist sv r  is a scalar relation used to impose step-dependent relative 

translation dist(sk) along a common axis between two bodies: 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )2

, , , ,, , , 0kDrive s O O O O
h i hk ij k h i hk ij kC dist s C dist s⊥= − =v r v r ; (42) 

while ( ) ( )( )0, , ,jk i GDrive s G
a b kC s nϑτ τ  is a scalar relation used to impose step-dependent relative rotation 

( )0 ksϑ  along a common axis between two bodies: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1
0 0 0, , , 2 , 2 0j jk i iG GDrive s G G

a b k ij k a b kC s n n s ArcSin C n sϑ θ π ϑ π ϑ⊥= + − = + − =τ τ η ξ  (43) 

6 Application 

A C-language and  OpenGL numerical software implemented the outlined methodology; it was applied on 
industrial examples, consisting of two 6 dofs serial and parallel robots, designed for the same application, 
i.e. having similar working space and static inertial and flexibility characteristics. The simplified 6 dofs 
serial robot of Fig.(1) consists of nb_s=6 rigid bodies, 6 revolute joints between parts, and 6 springs to 
constrain the relative rotation between the parts. In Fig.(2) a simplified 6 dofs parallel robot is also 
proposed, consisting of nb_p=13 rigid bodies, 6 universal joints connected to ground, 6 cylindrical joints in 
the leg members, 6 universal joints between the end-effector and the leg members, and 6 translational, 
linear elastic couplings, located in the robot leg members. All the elements of both robots are rigid and 
flexibility is lumped in the springs. Body inertias, spring properties and initial part locations used in this 
study are drawn from [14], where more details on these robots can be found. The same 6 driving equations 
as in Eq.(42-43) are imposed to the end-effector of both robots: centroid displacement and rotation vector 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , , ,
T

e k e k e k e k e k e kx s y s z s s s sφ β ψ , with respect to the ground in both configurations.  

     

 

Figure 1: serial mechanisms characteristics along imposed trajectory: a) deployment, b) 
eigenfrequencies, eigenmodes at step 1: c) 1st, d) 2nd, e) 4th, f) 5th 
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At each step sk of the driving equations, a kinematically compatible configuration is evaluated from the 
non-linear kinematics equations, and a new eigenproblem is formulated and solved. Eigenparameters 
(eigen- frequencies and vectors) and FRF changes become a means to map the kinematics-based 
variability of dynamic behaviour. In Figs.(1-2) the eigenparameters are mapped along the same X-axis 
translation (blue line) and presented at the same evaluation step. Figure 3 reports the synthesised FRF as 
function of frequency and of the same motion law steps, imposed on both robots. The same mechanism 
behaves differently, regarding each imposed trajectory, as shown in Figs.(3-4) with the dynamic behaviour 
of the parallel robot. From all the analyses performed, the procedure outlined in this work gave promising 
tools to deepen the dynamic behaviour investigation of spatial mechanisms. In particular, FRF mapping 
gave a comprehensive figure of the trajectory-evolving modal base, not sketched in the previous works 
[12-14]. 

 

    

 

Figure 2: parallel mechanisms characteristics along imposed trajectory: a) deployment, b) 
eigenfrequencies, eigenmodes at step 1: c) 1st, d) 2nd, e) 4th, f) 5th 

Figure 3: map of synthesized FRFs along the X-translation trajectory: a) serial robot, b) parallel 
robot 
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7 Conclusion 

In this study a methodology was outlined to evaluate the change of the dynamical properties of complex 
spatial mechanisms with respect to their actual kinematical configuration. Starting from the formulation of 
the linearised system of motion equations, a linear eigenproblem is derived at each position in the working 
trajectory domain. Particular effort was focused on the non-linear dynamic problem formulation, in order 
to accurately extract the linearised behaviour. Compared to solving the non-linear DAE, this methodology 
is much less computationally intensive, thus offering to the design stage an added opportunity to 
investigate in nearly real time how the dynamic behaviour of the mechanism is affected by kinematics. 
Variations on the system eigenproperties and synthesised FRFs can be fully mapped in the design activity, 
i.e. to help optimize and choose the mechanism architecture and the motion law parameters. Furthermore, 
the methodology might help in defining and developing a mechanism real time, control, monitoring and 
diagnosis technique. 
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Appendix A: obtaining the motion equations of an unconstrained rigid 
body 

The Lagrange formulation of the motion equations of an unconstrained i-th body is: 

    

 

Figure 4: map of synthesized FRFs along different helix trajectories imposed on the parallel 
robot: deployment and related FRFs 
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where L=T+U is the Lagrangian function, T is the kinetic energy, U is the potential of conservative 
generalized forces and W is the work of the generalized non conservative forces acting on the body. 
If the centroidal position of the body is not the centre of the body-fixed reference system, it is possible to 
express the kinetic energy starting from the location of each point of the body in the inertial reference and 
from the contribution of each infinitesimal mass dm centred on the point: 
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In this way it is possible to obtain the generalized inertial forces in the Lagrange formulation of the motion 
equations, starting from each term: 
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From Appendix B.10 follows the formulation by means of Cardan angles { }' ' ' ', ,
TO O O O
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Elastic potential energy of linear springs lsU  between body i and j can be formulated, to obtain the 
generalized elastic forces in the Lagrange formulation of the motion equations: 
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Similarly, elastic potential energy of rotational springs rsU  between body i and j can be formulated: 
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From the virtual work of the external forces on the i-th body, the generalized external forces are deduced: 
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Again, by means of Cardan angles { }' ' ' ', ,
TO O O O

O O O Oφ β ψ=φ , any generalized force can be formulated as follows: 
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Appendix B: skew-symmetric operator and virtual rotation & velocity 
transformation properties 

The skew-symmetric operator is below defined with some properties: 
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From Mozzi theorem of translation and rotation along a unique axis of the virtual rotations δ π  and 
velocities ω , follows: 
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The transformation matrix between local (G) and inertial reference (O) can be defined by means of the 
Cardan angles { }, ,

TO O O O
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Angular velocity ω  and virtual rotations δ π  can now be written by means of the Cardan angles O G
G G=φ φ : 
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Abstract
As a basic step toward the design of a remotely (wireless) guided robotic system, a dynamic model of an
All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) has been developed, and it is described in this paper. The modelling approach
is based on the object-oriented modelling paradigm defined in Modelica, within the Dymola environment,
allowing a fully modular approach to physical system modelling and featuring advanced symbolic manipula-
tion techniques and numerical solvers for nonlinear differential-algebraic equations. The crucial steps of the
model development were the description of the steering system and of the suspensions, and the modelling
of the interaction among tires and terrain. A first virtual rider model has been also implemented, allowing
to track both a steer angle and a target speed profile during different maneuvers. Moreover, as an essential
feature of the rider model, the displacements of the rider have been also taken into account.

1 Introduction

As a basic step toward the design of a remotely (wireless) guided robotic system, a dynamic model of an
All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) has been developed, and it is described in this paper.

The vehicle, equipped with a robot arm, should be capable of travelling over small and medium distances,
scan the surrounding soil seeking things like mines or reactive shells, pick up objects, soil samples.

Even when teleoperated, a feedback controller (autopilot or virtual rider) is needed to ensure the vehicle sta-
bility during motion in uneven and sloping terrains ([1], [2]). A main problem in stabilizing and controlling
the motion of the overall system is the dynamic interaction between the motion of the arm and that of the
supporting vehicle. The dynamic model described in this paper has been developed just to support the design
of the autopilot and of the underlying servoactuators of the steering, brake and throttle commands.

Several ATV models have been reported in the literature, see for example [3], [4], [5], [6]. The model
described in this paper is based on the object-oriented modelling paradigm defined in Modelica, within the
Dymola environment. Dymola is a state-of-the-art simulation tool, allowing a fully modular approach to
physical system modelling and featuring advanced symbolic manipulation techniques and numerical solvers
for nonlinear differential-algebraic equations (DAE) systems ([7],[8],[9]).

The modelling of the steering system and of the suspensions has been first dealt with, requiring a careful
definition of the joints in order to ensure mobility. The models have been easily assembled based on the
Modelica Multibody library [10] and above all on the symbolic manipulation capabilities of the Dymola
environment, which allow an efficient management of kinematic closed loops.

As expected, another crucial point has been the modelling of the interaction among tires and terrain, which
has a major impact on ride and stability properties of the vehicle [11], [12], [13].

A first virtual rider model has been also implemented, allowing to track both a steer angle and a target speed
profile during different maneuvers. Moreover, as an essential feature of the rider model, the displacements
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Figure 1: Degrees of freedom of the vehicle model.

of the rider have been also taken into account. In the case of an ATV, these displacements seem to be better
modelled as translational motions of the rider’s center of mass, as also reported on some ATV user manuals.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the modular approach adopted, based on the Model-
ica/Dymola environment, highlighting the crucial part of the model, constituted by model of the steering and
suspensions systems and by the tire-road interaction model. Section 3 introduces the virtual rider closed-loop
control systems and the description of the rider displacements. Finally, Section 4 ends the paper with some
concluding remarks.

2 The ATV Model

The model is characterized by 15 d.o.f.: the chassis has the 6 d.o.f. of a floating body, 3 rotational d.o.f. are
introduced for the steer and for the two front hubs, 2 translational d.o.f. for the front suspensions, 4 d.o.f. for
the rear suspensions and for the rear hubs (see Figure 1).

The suspensions are modeled as spring-damper systems, with non-linear characteristics: two for the front
suspensions and two for the rear suspensions.

The exogenous variables (inputs) of the model are the torque applied to the steer, the torque applied to the
central differential, the variable selecting the traction method (2WD, 4WD and 4WD locked) and the forces
applied to the four brakes.

It must be pointed out that spreading the model over local force balances, thanks to the concept of acausal
mechanical connector, saves the explicit assembly of the overall model and allows to easily account for
gyroscopic and inertial effects.
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Figure 2: Front arms and shock absorber assemblies (left) and the steer arm and EPS unit (right).

From the modelling point of view the main difficulties were related to the modelling of the steering system
and the tire-road interaction model, described in the following.

2.1 The Steering System

The steering system is equipped with an Electric Power Steering (EPS) unit, an electric motor acting at the
steering column according to the steering input. The EPS is connected on the top to the handle bars through
the steering stem and on the bottom to the left and right steering knuckles through the pitman arm and the
left and right tie-rods.

To model the steer-suspensions coupling it is crucial to consider the front arms and shock absorber assem-
blies.

In Fig. 2 half of the front structure is shown, which includes 11 joints, 6 revolute (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5
and R6), 4 spherical (S1, S2, S3 and S4)) and 1 translational (the suspension). Note that 4 closed loops are
formed: 2 are relevant to the suspension (R1-R4-R3) and the arms (R2-S1-S2-R3) and 2 are relevant to the
steer: (R2-S1-S3-S4-R6 and R3-S2-S3-S4-R6).

Two revolute joints (R1 and R4) connect the upper and lower side of the suspension, two other revolute joints
(R2 and R3) connect the upper and lower arms to the chassis, one revolute joint (R6) connect the pitman
arm to the lower flange of the EPS unit and one revolute joint (R5) is the hub bearing.

The spherical joints S1 and S2 connect the upper and lower arms to the steering knuckles, the spherical joint
S3 connects the steering knuckle to the tie-rod, while the spherical joint S4 connects the tie-rod to the pitman
arm.

The tree structure of the assembly has therefore 18 d.o.f. while the closed loop structure has only 3 d.o.f., one
allowing the displacement of the spring-damper system, another transmitting the handlebar motion while the
last simply allows the rotation of the wheel.

The Dymola implementation of the structure is reported in Fig. 3. The left suspension loop block (top left)
is connected to the handelbar joint R6 and to the rotational (steer) joint S1 z, representing the rotational
d.o.f. of S1 around the vertical axis. For the sake of precision, the rotation axis of joint S1 z is not parallel
to the vertical axis, the caster angle is 5 deg. To remove redundancies just one spherical joint S3 has been
introduced, while only two axes of motion, specifically S4 x and S4 z, have been considered for joint S4.
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Figure 3: Dymola models of the kinematic chain (left) and the suspension and arms loops (right).

Figure 4: Rear suspension assembly (left), rear view of the ATV (center) and Dymola implementation (right).

For the same reason, neglecting the rotation of the knuckle, the suspension structure can be simplified as a
planar one, with only 6 rotational joints with parallel axes, closing two planar loops: R2-S1 x-S2 x-R3 and
R1-R4-R3.

In Fig. 4 (left) a scheme of the rear suspension is shown. The assemblies are very similar to those on the
front side, without steer and with no need of spherical joints, replaced with two single d.o.f. rotational joints
(R5 and R6). As a consequence, the rear mechanical chain has only two loops: one (R1-R3-R4) includes
the suspension and the other (R2-R3-R5-R6) the knuckle, as in the case of the front structure. The Dymola
model is exactly the same of the previous subsystem, see Fig. 4 (right).

The front arms and shock absorber assemblies are designed to ensure the best performance on all terrains
by making the stroke of the suspensions and the transmission quite independent from the roll angle of the
vehicle. This a very common peculiarity concerning the majority of the off-road vehicles. Thanks to this
particular system, when changing the stroke, the wheels roll angle maintains nearly constant.

Adopting the multibody approach and according to the data available in the service manual [14], each com-
ponent has been singularly modeled, leading to a very accurate overall model. As a result, some detailed
simulations have been performed, obtaining significant and specific results on the dynamic behavior of the
ATV.

The main simulation experiments performed on the ATV model were made to investigate three main aspects
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Figure 5: Variation of the front structure at varying suspension stroke.

related to the influence of the suspension stroke on the steer angle 1, the steer-handlebar angles coupling,
the distance between the wheels of the same axis (front or rear). In addition, some simulations have been
performed in order to investigate the handling characteristics of the vehicle. The experiments have been first
made using a model of the half structure and then considering the model of the whole ATV. Finally, for some
of the previous simulations, the results have been compared with the experimental data.

In a first experiment the behavior of the kinematic chain of the front structure has been investigated, in Fig.
5 some screenshots of the 3D animation are reported. A force has been applied to the wheel axis (not shown
in the picture) causing a variation of the length of the left suspension. Various configurations have been
reached, starting from totally compressed (top left), getting to normal load and finally with fully extended
(bottom right). Even if the steer angle is maintained in neutral position, the wheel’s toe-in changes in a quite
apparent way, while the camber angle is unchanged.

Figure 6 shows the steer angle as a function of the handlebar angle for different working point of the suspen-
sion. On the graph the static measurements have been reported, the steer angle has been measured turning
clockwise the handlebar from 0 to 55 deg.

Comparing the different lines on the plot, some points have to be outlined. First, the relationship is clearly
nonlinear and at least a third order polynomial is required to fit the curve. Second, for a null angular dis-
placement of the bottom flange of the EPS unit there is an offset in the steer angle, corresponding to the
“toe-in” (see Fig. 6). Third, considering that the static measurement revealed a linear relation between the
steer angle and the handlebar angle, with a proportional coefficient of 0.8, the results of the simulations fit
very well the experimental data.

Figure 7 shows the results obtained from a set of simulations, where the ATV follows a sinusoidal trajectory
at different speeds, see Fig. 8. The left and right steer angles of the front wheels are plotted as a function of
the steer angle.

Note that when turning left/right, the right/left suspension is subject to compression while the other (left/right)
to extension. However, the variation of the amplitude of the two suspensions is different under compression
and extension. For example, when turning right (negative steer angle) the left suspension is slightly com-
pressed, maintaining a quite linear characteristic, while the right suspension extends considerably, showing
a nonlinear behavior, according to the curves of Fig. 6.

1In this paper, the steer angle is defined as the angle between the plane of the wheels and the plane of symmetry of the vehicle.
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Figure 6: Steer angle as function of the handlebar angle for different suspension strokes.

Figure 7: Left and right wheel angles as a function of the steer angle, during a sinusoidal trajectory. “Without
vehicle” refers to the linearized design characteristic considering half of the front structure.
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Figure 8: Screenshot of the 3D animation of the previous experiment.

Figure 9: Neutral (dotted) and simulated (solid) steer angle with respect to the lateral acceleration (left) and
understeering coefficient with respect to the speed (right).

Finally, some simulations were performed in order to investigate the understeering/oversteering characteris-
tics of the vehicle. In all this set of simulations the vehicle is driven at a constant forward speed V at various
turning radii. The understeering coefficient Kus has been calculated along the simulations, as a function of
the steer angle δ and the lateral acceleration ay [15]:

Kus =
dδ

d(ay/g)
− gL

V 2
(1)

where g is the gravity acceleration and L the wheelbase of the vehicle.

The results are reported in Fig. 9. Note that the dependence of the simulated steer angles (left) with respect
to the lateral acceleration is nearly linear and close to the neutral steer (Kus = 0), this means that the ATV
maintains nearly the same handling characteristic for the same turn, even at different speeds. Moreover,
considering the medium value of the derivative of the steer angle with respect to the lateral acceleration
(right), one could calculate the medium handling characteristic depending only on the speed. The plot
reveals that the ATV is slightly understeering for low speeds (Kus > 0) and becomes neutral by increasing
the speed, see Fig. 9 (right).
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2.2 The powertrain

The drivetrain is an important component to be considered for a correct modelization of the vehicle moving
in various scenarios.

The ATV considered in this work is a 4WD vehicle, it is endowed with a central differential distributing
power between the front and the rear axles, and select between different transmission modes. When the
vehicle is at rest, the rider can choose to drive the ATV as a 2WD, as a limited-slip 4WD or as fully locked
differential 4WD-all vehicle, by pushing a button. The front and rear axles are equipped with open differen-
tials allowing each of the driving wheels to rotate at different speeds, while supplying equal torque to each
of them.

The model of the powertrain is then made up of four main sub-components: the engine (input torque), the
gear (introducing a gear-dependent ratio), the central differential and the front and rear axles differentials.

All the differentials, central, front and rear, are supposed to be ideal and modeled with the following system
of equations:

ϑeng =
(ϑr + ϑl)ρ

2
(2)

τl = τr (3)

ρτeng = τl + τr (4)

where ϑeng and τeng are the engine input pinion angle and torque, while ϑl/r and τl/r are angle and torque
at the axles of the left/right wheel respectively.

2.3 The tire-road interaction model

The road model is essentially defined by a surface of equation f(x, y, z) = 0, from which the relevant normal
unit vector can be computed as n = ∇f/|∇f |, and by the friction characteristics, which can be associated
to the friction coefficient (see e.g., [16], [17], [18]) µ.

Figure 10: Reference frames for the wheel–road interaction.

The tire-road contact point frame is defined by introducing four frames, shown in Figure 10: the hub frame,
the wheel frame, the ideal contact point frame and the real contact point frame (these last frames are nearly
overlapped in the figure).
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The hub frame is attached to the wheel hub, with its origin in the middle of the hub, and rotates with the
wheel around the yh axis.

The origin of the wheel frame is the same of the hub frame, and also the unit vector yw coincides with yh,
while xw is the unit vector associated with the rotational equivalent wheel velocity direction, obtained as the
intersection between the plane orthogonal to yw and containing the center of the wheel frame and the road
tangent plane at the ideal contact point. The unit vector zw completes the frame:

yw = yh

xw =
yw × n
|yw × n|

zw = xw × yw

The ideal contact point frame has the origin laying on the road plane, along the direction identified by zw,
the unit vector zi coincides with the road normal unit vector n, the unit vector xi coincides with xw and yi
simply completes the frame:

zi = n

xi = xw

yi = zi × xi
The location ri of the origin of the ideal contact frame is computed as:

ri = rh −∆zzw

with rh being the location of the origin of the hub frame and with ∆z being the distance between the hub
origin and the road plane in the zw direction.

The ideal and real contact frames are aligned with each other and differ only in the origin position; the
location rr of the real contact frame is displaced from ri (see e.g., [16], [18]) by the so-called tire trail, hence

rr = ri +Rr

 δx
δy
0


whereRr is the rotation matrix from the real contact frame to the absolute frame. In turn, the displacements
δx, δy and δz have been computed as in [16]:

δx = fwR sgn(vx)
δy = (∆z −R) sin(ϕ)
δz = (∆z −R) cos(ϕ)

where R is the wheel radius, vx is the forward wheel ground contact point velocity and fw is the rolling
friction coefficient, which can be computed as:

fw = A+
B

p
+
C

p
v2
x,

with p being the tire pressure and vx the wheel forward velocity, i.e. vx
vy
vz

 = RT
r vr = RT

r

drr
dt

,
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(again, note that the velocity has not been explicitly computed: the statement der() has been simply in-
voked). The quantities A, B, C are suitable non-negative parameters, and the wheel roll angle ϕ is given
by

ϕ = − arctan
zTwyr
zTwzr

The forces arising from the tire-road interaction can be decomposed into a vertical force Fz , a longitudinal
force Fx and a lateral force Fy.

The normal force Fz can be computed as:

Fz = −
(
Kelδz +Del

dδz
dt

)
zr

with Kel and Del being the elastic and damping constants describing the tire elasticity properties.

The longitudinal and lateral forces have been computed according to the Pacejka model [18], as highly
nonlinear functions of the normal force Fz , of the longitudinal wheel slip λ, of the tire sideslip angle α and
of the wheel roll angle ϕ:

Fx = Fx(Fz, λ, α, ϕ)
Fy = Fy(Fz, λ, α, ϕ)

where

λ =
R
[

0 1 0
]
RT
hωh − vx

vx
=
Rω − vx

vx

α = − arctan
vy
vx

with ωh being the angular velocity of the hub frame and ω its component along the hub axis.

The Pacejka formulas are based on a semi-empirical model, and depend on a huge number of parameters
estimated from data. The model has been implemented according to the results proposed in [19], where
extensive tests on different tires have been carried out, so as to estimate the needed parameters via numerical
optimization.

An alternative simplified linear model has been also implemented, where the longitudinal force Fx is com-
puted as a linear function of the longitudinal wheel slip λ, and the lateral force Fy is computed as a linear
function of the tire sideslip angle α and of the roll angle ϕ.

The tire relaxation dynamics has been also taken into account, according to [19], thus the sideslip angle has
been filtered through a time-variant time constant:

dα̃
dt

=
1
τ

(α− α̃)

τ = Kyα
a+ bvx + cv2

x

vx

where Kyα is a coefficient derived from the Pacejka model and a, b, c are suitable parameters.

At the beginning of this section, the longitudinal and lateral friction coefficients µx and µy have been intro-
duced. As a matter of fact, these coefficients are employed in the model so as to describe different possible
road surfaces, such as dry asphalt road, wet road, icy road and the like. According to the Pacejka-based force
model given in [19], where this kind of description is not explicitly modeled, we used the friction coefficients
as a scaling factor applied to F̃x and F̃y. Hence, the final expression of the longitudinal and lateral forces is
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F̂y = µyF̃y,

F̂x = µxF̃x.

The friction coefficients values lie in the set µi ∈ [0.2, 1], where the value 1 represents high-grip asphalt
road and the value 0.2 icy road (note that the friction coefficients can be defined as a function of the position:
µ = µ(x, y)).

It must be pointed out that this modelling choice cannot fully capture all the effects of road surface changes.
As a matter of fact (see also [17]), the coefficient of friction does not act as a simple scaling factor on
the longitudinal and lateral forces, but, for example, it also causes a shift of the peak of the longitudinal
force as function of the wheel longitudinal slip. A force model which captures this behavior is the so-called
Burckhardt model (see [17], [20]). On the other hand, though, this model is not rich enough to describe the
complex dependency of Fx and Fy on the other variables, such as side slip angle and roll angle which are
indeed crucial for motorcycle ATV motion. This is why we decided to adopt a very accurate force description
and resorted to represent the road surface changes as a scaling factor.

Finally, the self-alignment moment is also taken into account, which acts at the real contact point. This
moment is computed as

Mal = Mal(Fz, α, ϕ, λ),

hence as a nonlinear function of the vertical load Fz , the wheel side slip angle α, the roll angle ϕ and the
longitudinal wheel slip λ. This moment accounts for the fact that the lateral force, when acting at the real
contact point between tire and road, generates a moment that rotates the tire in the direction of decreasing
side slip angle.

To complete the model and transfer the ground load to the ATV the balance of the forces at the hub frame
must be set:

Fh + F̂x + F̂y + Fz = 0

τh + (rr − rh)× (F̂x + F̂y + Fz) +Mal = 0.

2.4 Aerodynamics

As far as aerodynamic forces are concerned, the proposed vehicle model takes into account

• the Drag Force, which is directed along the longitudinal axis;

• the Lift Force, which is directed along the vertical axis.

These forces are applied in a specified point called pressure center which is generally shifted forward with
respect to the chassis center of gravity (see [16]).

The drag force affects the maximum speed and acceleration values and it is proportional to the square of the
forward speed. It is computed as

Fd =
1
2
ρCxAṽ

2, (5)
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where ρ is the air density, Cx is the drag coefficient, A is the section of the motorbike area in the forward
direction and ṽ is the vehicle center of gravity forward velocity. The force Fd is directed along the chassis
longitudinal axis.

The lift force (also proportional to the square of the forward speed) reduces the vertical load on the front and
rear tire. It is computed as

Fl =
1
2
ρClAṽ

2, (6)

where Cl is the lift coefficient and all the other parameters have the same meaning as in (5). The force Fl is
directed along the chassis vertical axis.

3 The virtual rider

In this section the virtual rider model is introduced. Two main control loops have been implemented, in order
to follow a reference trajectory by specifying a given handlebar angle, and to track a speed profile along a
specified maneuver.

When driving an ATV, the rider has also to lean both laterally and longitudinally, moving the overall center
of gravity. This makes driving an ATV similar to driving a motorcycle, even if, differently from the two-
wheeled vehicles, the ATV does not need any counter steering maneuver. More in detail, when entering a
turn, the rider has to apply a torque to the handlebar and move the upper body toward the inside of the turn
while keeping his weight on the outer footrest handlebar and leaning in order to ensure stability. This aspect
becomes more important at high speed/turn radius ratio. In the same way, when riding on a climb or a hill,
the rider has to move his center of gravity forward or backward.

This behavior of the rider has been emulated through a moving mass, translating laterally and longitudinally
with respect to the saddle along two translational joints.

3.1 Target trajectory and speed tracking

A PID control law is adopted to control the handlebar angle δh, using the torque τh applied to the handlebar
as the control variable:

τh(t) = Kh
P (δ̄h(t)− δh(t)) +Kh

I

∫
(δ̄h(σ)− δh(σ)) dσ +Kh

D

dδh(t)
dt

,

where δ̄h is the reference handlebar angle, and the gains Kh
P , Kh

I and Kh
D have empirically chosen. This

control loop essentially compensates for the handlebar torque disturbances arising from the reaction forces
at the wheels.

A closed loop speed control has been also implemented through a PI control law:

τV (t) = KV
P (V̄ (t)− V (t)) +KV

I

∫
(V̄ (σ)− V (σ)) dσ

where τV is the traction (applied to the flange of the central differential) or braking torque (which can be
either applied to the front wheels only or to both front and rear wheels after being properly split - see also
[21]) needed to follow the target speed value V̄ .
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Figure 11: Simulation scheme of the rider displacements.

Figure 12: Screenshot of the 3D animation of the vehicle making the same turn at the same speed with (right)
and without (left) riders displacements.

3.2 Driver displacements

Differently from previous works ([9],[22]), where rotational joints were adopted, in this work the motions
of the rider with respect to the vehicle have been taken into account by means of a couple of translational
joints, along the vehicle longitudinal and lateral direction. In fact, in general the rider of an ATV has to move
considerably with respect to the saddle in order to maintain the stability of the vehicle, and his motions are
more similar to a couple of translations than to a couple of rotations.

Of course, the new degrees of freedom need to be actuated in order to model the rider motions during a
maneuver along a curve. In particular, the displacements of the translating mass along the lateral direction,
CGy, and longitudinal direction, CGx, have been related to the steer angle δ, the forward velocity V and the
forward acceleration ax as shown in Fig. 11.

The lateral displacement CGy is defined by the product of a velocity-dependent gain K1(V ) and the steer
angle δ. The block F represents a low-pass filter on the steer angle, introduced to filter out fast steer angle
dynamics.

The longitudinal displacement CGx depends both on the steer angle and on the forward speed, through the
gains K3 and K2(V ), this latter being also velocity-dependent.

The values ofK3 and the functionsK1(v) andK2(v) have been empirically chosen in order to avoid rollover,
and could be designed to model different rider behaviors.

Figure 12 shows a comparison between two different riders, making the same turn with the same speed,
with (right) and without (left) rider displacements. The two screenshots show that the vertical forces at the
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internal wheels during the turn with a rigid rider are smaller than the vertical forces obtained by applying the
scheme in 11.

This aspect could be also analytically assessed considering the rollover indicator ROI , which is an index of
the rollover risk [23]:

ROI =
Fzl − Fzr
Fzl + Fzr

(7)

where Fzl/r is the sum of the left/right normal forces (front and rear) at the points of contact of the wheel
with the soil. This index can assume values from -1 to 1 and can be used to estimate the right/left rollover
probability.

As it can be observed in Figure 12, adding the d.o.f. of the (rider) mass improves the stability of the vehicle
in making a curve. Specifically, the rollover indicator relevant to the screenshot on the left is about 0.8,
while it is about 0.5 for the screenshot on the right. Thus, the rider translational degrees of freedom and the
adoption of the scheme in Fig. 11 can improve the vehicle stability.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the dynamic model of an ATV has been outlined, based on the object-oriented modelling
paradigm defined in Modelica, within the Dymola environment, and some simulation results have been
discussed.

The model is currently being endowed with the model of the automatic steering system, based on a servo-
motor directly actuating the steer, and of its relevant control loops (current, velocity and position). In first
preliminary results, the model allowed to assess the influence of the motion of the supported robot arm on
the vehicle stability. Even at medium velocities it is necessary to coordinate the motion of the robot arm with
the riding manoeuvres, in order to maintain stability and avoid overturning during trajectory changes.

By comparison with experimental data gathered on a real ATV some discrepancies were observed with refer-
ence to the classical Pacejka model, even assuming a tire-asphalt contact. The main motivations are currently
under investigation but, at a first glance, it appears to be necessary to account for a larger contact area be-
tween tire and soil and for the tire tread. Moreover the tire-soil contact needs to be accurately investigated,
based on some experimental measurements and on a more specific tire-soil interaction model, such as the
one considered in [24], where the soil compression has been taken into account.
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Abstract 
Unlike cars, where most of the developed active control systems are based on simplified dynamic models, 
the unstable nature of 2-wheeled vehicles makes them more difficult to analyze for control purposes. The 
rider model is a fundamental challenge for properly evaluating the performance of active systems at the 
design stage. Most of the control algorithms available in the literature to stabilize a motorcycle model are 
able to achieve their purpose only within the theoretical physical limits of the motorcycle-rider system but 
without considering the actual limits of the rider actions. The aim of this work is to co-simulate (i.e. by 
coupling the multibody software Virtual.Lab Motion and Simulink) a detailed multibody model of a 
motorcycle together with a rider model to evaluate its performance. For the present study, the rider has 
been considered as having one degree of freedom with respect to the front body. This means that the rider 
controls the direction of the motorcycle by means of both a torque on the handlebars and the movement of 
his body. This approach is valid for the most common maneuvers. With regard to the longitudinal 
dynamics, the motorcycle is controlled by the brake torques and by the engine torque, which is transmitted 
to the rear wheel by means of a simplified model of the chain. A double lane change and an eight 
maneuver were successfully simulated, proving that the rider model is able to both stabilize the dynamics 
of the motorcycle and make it follow a predefined trajectory with a reduced error.  
 

1 Introduction 

The simulation of a motorcycle accident is quite a complex task since it is multidisciplinary, i.e. it 
involves different modeling approaches such as multibody and finite element simulations, control theory, 
experimental data from real scenarios, etc. Because of this reason, a rigorous and well defined 
methodology is necessary to link all these approaches in the most efficient way. The mentioned 
methodology is being developed within the MYMOSA project (MRTN-CT-2006-035965), a research 
network financed by the Sixth Framework Program (Marie Curie Actions) of the European Union. 
The general objective of this research project is the improvement of PTW (Powered Two Wheelers) safety 
and riders' safety leading to a significant reduction of injuries and fatalities of motorcyclists. This 
objective will be reached by co-operation of researchers from top universities, research institutes and 
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companies and the collaborative generation of multidisciplinary know-how (accidentology, accident 
dynamics, biomechanics), development of simulation tools, predictive models and new protective 
equipment concepts and a new safety vision through the implementation of integrated safety (new devices, 
sensors, control systems). For further info, please visit www.mymosa.eu. 
 

The results presented in this paper correspond to the first stages of the development of the motorcycle 
model and the virtual rider. In the future, taking this research as a starting point, it is intended to develop a 
fully active multibody rider model to reproduce the natural movement of the rider's body. 

2 Nomenclature 

φ : roll angle 
μ : pitch angle 
ψ :  yaw angle 
s :  distance travelled along the desired path 
κ : curvature of the desired path 
n : lateral deviation 

ϑ : angle wrt the desired path 

ix& : time derivative of variable ix   
τ :  steering torque 
δ : steering angle 
r:  radius of the engine sprocket 
R: radius of the wheel sprocket 

3 Multibody model of the motorcycle 

3.1 The model 

As it is shown in Figure 1, the developed motorcycle model is composed of six rigid bodies: the front 
wheel, the lower part of the fork, the upper part of the fork (including the handlebars), the front frame 
(including the engine and the fuel tank), the swinging arm and the rear wheel. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic of the multibody model of the motorcycle 
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With this configuration, the system has a total of eleven degrees of freedom that can be decomposed in the 
following way: six from the front frame (3 coordinates of the centre of mass together with the roll, pitch 
and yaw angles), one from the steering angle, two corresponding to the rotation of the wheels and another 
two from the suspensions. 
For the present study, the rider has been considered as having one degree of freedom with respect to the 
front frame. This means that the actions that the rider exerts to control the direction of the motorcycle are a 
torque on the handlebars and the movement of his torso. This approach is valid for the most common 
maneuvers. However, a complete multibody model of the rider will be considered in the future for more 
advanced simulations. With regard to the longitudinal dynamics, the motorcycle is controlled by means of 
the brake torques and by the engine torque, which is transmitted to the rear wheel by means of the chain. 
A proper modeling of the chain force is very important since it influences the load distribution during 
acceleration and braking, reducing or increasing the rear normal force available for traction. This means 
that it is not enough to model the engine as a torque applied on the rear wheel, it is also necessary to 
include the chain force in the model. 
It is out of the scope of this research to model in detail the dynamic behavior of the chain since it would 
slow down the simulations considerably without improving the results. Because of this, the simplified 
model shown in Figure 2 is used. With this model, the chain force is applied in the proper direction and 
the chain effect (i.e. force that pulls the chain when the suspension moves) is also taken into account. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Simplified model of the chain 

A subassembly composed of three massless elements and four kinematic constraints is used to ensure the 
tangency condition between the chain and both the engine and the rear wheel sprockets. As it is shown in 
figure 2, the links r and R are connected through revolute joints (black circles) to the front frame and to 
the swinging arm respectively. They represent the line that connects each contact point with its 
corresponding sprocket centre and therefore the chain must be always perpendicular to them. This 
condition is ensured by linking at 90 degrees the chain and the sprocket links by means of two prismatic 
joints (black rectangles). By using this subassembly, the contact points between the chain and the 
sprockets are always known and it becomes relatively easy to model the chain as a kinematic relationship 
or as a force element. 
The first option is easy to implement since it is enough to add two more kinematic constraints to the chain 
subassembly in order to force the ratio between the speed of the chain and the angular speed of the 
sprockets. By using this approach, one can control directly the torque applied by the engine. However, it 
presents an important drawback. When the chain gets compressed, it transfers the reaction force to the 
engine sprocket and this does not make sense from a physical point of view since the real chain is not able 
to transfer any force when compressed. This problem can be overcome by using a force element acting 
between the contact points. In this case, the input will be the chain force exerted by the engine. 
With regard to the tires, it is worth noting that they are a crucial factor for the accuracy of motorcycle 
simulations. In this work, the response of both tires is modeled by means of the LMS Complex Tire, 
which takes into account three components of force and three components of torque in the normal, 
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longitudinal, and lateral directions. These reactions are not considered independent. The tangential 
reactions at the tire/ground interface depend on the normal force and the friction ellipse is used to limit the 
magnitude of the net tangential force. Well established empirical relations [1] are used to compute the 
force/torque in these directions as a function of the normal force, sideslip and rotational slip. The values of 
all the parameters were taken from [2], which produce the curves shown in Figure 3 for the rear tire 
160/70 ZR17. 
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Figure 3: Rear tire properties: Fx, Fy, Mz 
 

3.2 Tracking the motorcycle 

In order to compute the control action that makes the motorcycle follow a predefined trajectory, it is 
necessary to know the relative position of the motorcycle with respect to the trajectory for each integration 
step. Some authors [3] compute directly the distance between the motorcycle and the points of the 
trajectory in order to find the closest point. However, the method of the curvilinear coordinates [4] has 
proved to be more efficient and simple. This method will be used for the following simulations. 

Basically, the position of the motorcycle is described by a set of curvilinear coordinates s , n  and ϑ . 
Where s  is the travelled distance along the reference trajectory, n  is the lateral error and ϑ  is the relative 
angle between the trajectory and the motorcycle. These coordinates are obtained by projecting the 
motorcycle velocity vector on the reference trajectory and then integrating the resulting terms. The 
resulting equations are: 
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where ψ&  is the yaw velocity of the motorcycle and )(sκ  is the curvature of the reference trajectory as a 
function of the travelled distance s . This set of equations have been implemented in Simulink to be run 
simultaneously with the multibody model in Virtual.Lab Motion and the rider model, also implemented in 
Simulink. Actually, the tracked point is not the actual position of the motorcycle but a point in the line of 
sight of the rider. In this way, the controller is able to anticipate changes in the reference and, thus, it 
produces a more realistic and stable behaviour as explained below. 

3.3 Open loop results 

Before presenting the rider model, it is interesting to observe the open-loop behaviour of a motorcycle. A 
priori, it could seem obvious that a clockwise torque on the handlebars would make the motorcycle turn 
right. However, the motorcycle presents non-minimum phase behaviour as shown in Figure 7 where the 
result of a step torque on the handlebars at t=1s is presented. 
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Figure 4. Open-loop results 

Initially, as a result of the torque, the motorcycle tends to turn right. As a consequence, the centrifugal 
force makes the motorcycle lean left. Once the motorcycle is slightly                       
leant in this direction, the leaning torque overcomes the steering torque and the motorcycle starts 
cornering to the left. More details about the counter-steering behavior can be found in [7]. This 
phenomenon must be taken into account when setting up the controller gains for the closed-loop 
simulations. 

4 The control algorithm  

4.1 The longitudinal dynamics controller 

A simple PID with look-ahead is used to control the speed of the motorcycle. Here the term look-ahead 
[9,10] means that the control action (i.e. the thrust or braking force) needed to follow a predefined speed 
profile1 is computed based on the difference between the actual motorcycle speed and the desired speed at 
a future point (called the look-ahead point) which travels a distance AL  ahead of the motorcycle.  

                                                      
1 The speed profile is defined as a function of s and therefore the desired motorcycle speed for a certain point of the road is fixed, 
i.e. it is independent of the time in which the motorcycle reaches it.  
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This distance is used by the virtual rider to anticipate the response of the system so it starts 
accelerating/braking before the motorcycle reaches the look-ahead point, which is always moving ahead of 
the motorcycle. Therefore, with the aim of reproducing the behavior of a real rider, AL  must depend (at 
least) on the speed of the motorcycle u  and on the curvature of the road κ .  
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f  is chosen so that AL  increases with the speed u  and decreases with the curvature of the road κ . 
Equation 4 shows the expression used for the simulations presented in the following points, where the 
coefficients a  and b  were set in order to make stable the motorcycle response. In this first version of the 
controller, the speed profile is pre-computed before the simulation and therefore the thrust/braking force is 
completely uncoupled with respect to the lateral dynamics.  
The output of the longitudinal controller is a single signal and therefore it must be split in three different 
components since the motorcycle has three inputs for the longitudinal control: thrust, front and rear 
brakes. Since riders usually do not brake and accelerate at the same time, it is easy to distinguish between 
the thrust and brakes forces. On one hand, when the control action is positive the control force is applied 
by the chain and, on the other hand, when it is negative the force is applied by the brakes. As it is shown in 
Figure 5, this is implemented in Simulink by comparing the signal to zero by means of max and min 
blocks.  
At this point, the braking force needs to be distributed between the front and rear brakes. This is done by 
introducing a new control action, the rear/front brake force distribution (R/F braking ratio in Figure 5). For 
the present study, this ratio is considered constant.  
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Figure 5: Distribution of the control signal (brake/thrust) 

 

The block engine dynamics simply limits the maximum power that the engine can supply depending on 
the speed and the gear engaged. Finally, the block brake dynamics includes a first order dynamic model to 
better reproduce the behavior of real riders when using the braking system.    
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4.2 The lateral dynamics controller  

The main aim of the lateral dynamics controller is to make the motorcycle follow a predefined trajectory 
while keeping it stable. In order to avoid the fall of the motorcycle, the controller should be able to 
balance the centrifugal and gravitational forces acting on the motorcycle. For that purpose, the roll angle 
derived from the steady-state equilibrium condition will be used as the main reference of the controller.  
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where u is the longitudinal speed of the motorcycle and )(sκ  is the curvature of the reference trajectory 
at the look-ahead point. A simple controller could be the following: 
  

                                                         
t
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)())((1
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where u is the torque exerted on the handlebars, PΦ is the proportional constant and DΦ is the derivative 
constant of the PD (proportional-derivative) controller. However, more terms are needed to correct the 
trajectory error. Thus, by using the output variables of the tracking algorithm, an additional PID control 
action can be computed as 

                                                        
t
tnDdttnItnP nnn ∂

∂
++= ∫

)()()(2τ          (7) 

 

in order to make the motorcycle follow the desired trajectory. Where n is the lateral deviation of the look-
ahead point with respect to the desired trajectory. If some instability appears, other terms can be used to  
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Figure 6. Closed-loop results 
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smooth them. For instance, the following term will act as a steering damper, which helps to reduce the 
destabilizing effect of the wobble mode. Finally, the applied control torque results from the addition of all 
the torques described above.  

4.3 Closed loop results for various maneuvers 

Figure 6 presents the closed loop results for a two-curve maneuver at moderate speed (22m/s). As it is 
shown in a), the trajectory followed by the motorcycle fits quite well the reference except for the exit of 
the second curve where the overshot reaches a value of 5 m. It is interesting to see in b) how the torque on 
the handlebars is mainly due to the proportional term of equation 6 (i.e. the term that takes into account 
the difference between the actual and the desired roll angle) when the motorcycle is cornering. In c) the 
roll angle is shown. As stated before, a deviation with respect to the steady conditions is needed. This is 
due to different reasons, firstly this maneuver is not stationary and secondly the roll angle of the 
motorcycle is also influenced by the other terms of the controller like, for instance, those introduced to 
correct the path error. Finally, Figure d) shows the steering angle during the maneuver. Before starting the 
first curve, the counter steering maneuver can be clearly distinguished. However, in the other turns this 
effect is not so obvious. 
Figure 7 presents the results of the eight-maneuver. This maneuver allows studying the steady state 
behavior of the system motorcycle-rider. As it is shown on the left, the controller makes the motorcycle 
follow the trajectory with satisfactory results. The first graph on the right shows the response of the 
steering angle during the maneuver. Two important things can be observed: the presence of two regions in 
which the motorcycle angle reaches the steady-state (i.e. the roll angle becomes constant) and the peaks of 
the steering angle signal before those regions. These peaks correspond to the counter-steering behavior 
described in point 3.3.  
Finally, in the second graph, the roll angle of the motorcycle is shown. In this case, compared to the 
previous two-curve maneuver, the actual roll angle (in black) reaches the reference (in red) some time 
after the beginning of the curve. This proves that this first version of the virtual rider is able to both 
stabilize the motorcycle along the reference path and bring it to the desired roll angle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Eight-manoeuvre results 
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4.4 Improving the lateral controller: the rider torso 

All the results presented above were obtained by controlling only the torque applied to the handlebar. 
However, motorcycle riders also use their body to exert some stabilizing actions on the motorcycle. These 
actions are usually considered secondary [7,9]. In order to study the influence of the rider movements on 
the global behavior of the system, a very simple model of the rider is introduced. 
The first graph in Figure 8 is reproduced from [12] and shows the real movement of the CG of the upper 
part of the rider’s body (i.e. torso, head and arms). The blue line represents the trajectory of the rider’s CG 
during a normal leaning maneuver while the green line represents the movement of the rider’s central 
point that is placed just above the saddle. As can be observed, the trajectory of the CG is almost circular. 
Therefore, an inverted pendulum attached to the main frame by means of a revolute joint could be a good 
first approximation to model the upper part of the rider’s body. The parameters for this model were taken 
from the experimental results described in [12]. 
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Figure 8. On the left, the experimental results which describe the rider’s CoG movement. On the 

right, a snapshot of the improved model making the first part of the two-curve maneuver.   
 

 
The leaning angle of the rider’s torso α, which has one DOF with respect to the main frame of the 
motorcycle, is computed by means of two different terms as shown in Eq. 9. The first term of this equation 
makes the rider lean proportionally to the leaning angle of the motorcycle and the second acts when the 
curvature changes, for instance, when entering or leaving a curve. 
 

                                                               ))(()( sftP rider κφα α &+=      (9) 

 

With the combination of these two terms with the torque controller described above, it is possible to 
reproduce more realistic maneuvers. Usually, the second term of Eq. 9 acts first and makes the rider lean 
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into the curve. This action facilitates the maneuver as can be seen in Figure 9, where the torque required to 
make the two-curve maneuver is smaller when the rider is active. Also the required steering angle 
decreases in this case. 
 
 
  

 

 

 
 
  

Figure 9. Improved model: double lane change results. 
 
The second term of Eq. 9 is active during the whole curve and reduces the roll angle of the motorcycle 
during the maneuver.  

5 Conclusions 

In this work, a co-simulation environment was created in order to evaluate the performance of a PID-
based rider model. Together with the multibody model of the motorcycle and the described controller, a 
tracking algorithm based on the curvilinear coordinates approach was also implemented in Simulink.  
A two-curve maneuver and an eight maneuver at moderate speed were successfully simulated, showing 
that a simple PID controller is able to both stabilize the dynamics of the motorcycle and make it follow a 
predefined trajectory with a reduced error. The effects derived from the movement of the rider were also 
briefly introduced.  
One important drawback of this kind of controllers is the difficulty of finding the coefficients for 
equations 4 to 9, which are not constant but depend on the curvature, the motorcycle’s speed and also on 
its acceleration. A nonlinear flatness-based controller is being developed with the aim to address these 
problems.  
Taking this research as a starting point, more complex rider models will be developed within the WP1 of 
the MYMOSA consortium with the aim of evaluating innovative active systems for motorcycles. The 
main (long term) aim of WP1 is to couple a fully active multibody rider model with the motorcycle 
controller. 
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Abstract 
Motorcyclist’s movements heavily affect the dynamics of the motorcycle and they can be very important 
in pre-crash maneuvers as well as during cornering or braking. Most of the control algorithms developed 
for motorcycles do not consider the physiological limits of the rider and this is an excessive simplification 
when the purpose of the simulation is to reproduce real maneuvers. Both the steering actions and the torso 
movement are important for riding a motorcycle, depending on many parameters.  This paper focuses on 
the lateral movement of the rider’s upper body with the aim to determine the limits in terms of 
acceleration and displacement; these results will be applied in the development of new virtual riders.            

1 Introduction 

Motorcycles are single track vehicles that can be controlled by the rider through the use of handle bar and 
with the movement of the torso. Multibody modeling and advanced control algorithm have been heavily 
used with the aim to reproduce the dynamic of the system “motorcycle-rider” in order to improve handling 
and stability[1]. Most of the published work addressing the stability of motorcycle does not take into 
account the influence of the rider or it counts the rider like a single mass fixed with respect to the frame or 
like a body with a roll freedom relative to the main frame[2]. Modeling the rider is not a simple task 
because its response is affected by personal capability and driving style and many other parameters which 
are very complex to analyze and modeling. This type of investigation, although very interesting, was 
beyond our scope because we found in literature that human’s behavior is not completely understood even 
in simple situations and it is nowadays object of research in other fields. Moreover it is well known that 
human being cannot exert actions beyond certain limits[3], so while driving, the rider will be able to 
interact with the motorcycle only within its physiological limit; we thought that the control algorithm for a 
virtual rider should be representative of these limitations and this could be a first step in its definition.  

In this work we focused on the investigation of rider’s upper body movement and we tried to outline the 
limits in terms of acceleration and maximum displacement of the center of gravity (CoG) of the rider’s 
upper body so in the future it will be possible to have a rider’s model closer to reality. Series of 
experiments with volunteers were carried out including different gender, physical sizes and driving 
experiences with the aim to have a proper representation of riders and also to search for relationship 
between responses and humans characteristic; the kinematics were measured by a 3D motion capturing 
system.   

Since the motorcycle affects the position of the rider we used two different motorcycles: the first was a 
sport motorcycle with a typical stretched position due to the distance of the handle bar with respect to the 
pelvis and the second one was a touring motorcycle which is simpler to handle because the torso is in 
upper position. In the following sections, the experimental equipment and the data analysis are described 
in detail; conclusion will be drawn with the aim to provide useful information for developing of new 
virtual rider for motorcycle.        
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2 Description of the experiment 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

The normal posture of the rider is influenced by the motorcycle's foot rest and handle bar layout; whatever 
movement the rider wants to achieve, the positions of his hands and feet are fixed. For this reason we 
chose two types of motorcycle: a BMW F650GS Dakar (A) and a Kawasaki ZXR 750 (B). The Kawasaki 
ZXR 750 is a sport bike where also the shape of the fuel tank affects the freedom of the rider while he/she 
wants to bend his/her torso laterally; the BMW F650GS Dakar is usually considered more comfortable 
and most of the motorcyclists feel themselves less constrained so they will be able to move easier. All the 
measurements were executed in a laboratory and both motorcycles were steadily fixed to the ground, 
because the measurement volume covered by the eight cameras was not enough for recording a real 
maneuver with motorcycle in motion. Since we wanted to investigate extreme movements we considered 
this limitation not important for our purpose because rider’s movement will be certainly smoother while 
he is riding. 

The experimental activity has been carried out using motion capture which is a technique widely used in 
sport science and in biomechanics research for measuring displacements, velocities and accelerations of 
limbs associated with human activities since 1970s, so we considered this instrumentation suitable for our 
scope[4]. With motion capture it’s possible to follow the path of markers which are usually attached to the 
skin of a volunteer; the motion capture software records the position, velocities and accelerations of each 
marker providing an accurate digital representation of the motion.  

The position of each marker is typically chosen near each joint at limb’s extremity, so it is possible to 
measure angles between limbs; the positions of three markers not aligned attached to a limb are enough to 
define its 3D movement. Another issue related to the positioning of the markers is linked to the relative 
movement between the skin and the bone; the marker should be fixed to the bone in order to follow its 
movement accurately. Since this is not feasible it is a common rule to place the markers by palpation at 
specific prominent bony landmarks of the joints.  

We used the Eva Real Time(TM) 2.1 (Motion Analysis(TM), Santa Rosa, California) optoelectronic 
motion capturing system with 8 Falcon cameras and reflective markers. The recording frequency was set 
at 120 Hz. The calibration is a fundamental step for a good measurement because the system needs  
training in order to adjust the tracking algorithm and calculate the camera position relative to the origin of 
the measurement's reference system: there are two types of calibrations, static and dynamic. For the static 
calibration an object with markers fixed in predefined distances is placed into the cameras field of view; in 
our case it was a pole with a “T” shape with 4 markers. The cameras acquire the position of the markers 
and the static calibration is done. During the dynamic calibration the user moves the pole until the 
complete movement space is covered; the markers must be seen by all or a subset of the cameras. The 
positioning of the cameras as well as the calibration of the measurement space was done according to the 
recommendations of the system manufacturer. 

Five volunteers took part to the experiment, three males and two females with different experience in 
motorcycle riding(see Table1); two were expert since they have been using motorcycles for many years 
and also during long trips, two volunteers had normal experience because they use seldom motorcycles 
and not for many years and one volunteer had no experience 

Each volunteer wore sixteen markers positioned in such a way that we had enough information for the 
calculation of the center of mass of each limb. Using anthropometric measurements together with the 
information about the position of the markers during the movement we were able to calculate the center of 
mass of the upper body of the rider during each recorded frame.   
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 Weight [kg] Stature [cm] Gender Experience 

Volunteer1 53 167 Female Normal 

Volunteer2 52 165 Female Normal 

Volunteer3 62 174 Male No experience 

Volunteer4 79 184 Male Expert 

Volunteer5 73 183 Male Expert 

 Table 1: Volunteers characteristics 
 

Starting from the hand we put a marker on the wrist, two markers on the elbow, in such a way that they 
defined the elbow’s joint rotation axis; two markers were put on the left and right greater trochanter of the 
femur: these markers have been useful for the calculation of the center of gravity of the torso and also for 
checking the relative movement between the saddle and the pelvis. Considering the upper part of the torso, 
we put two markers on each shoulder to identify both extremities of the upper arms. As well, two markers 
were placed, one on the sternum and the other on the back spine at the height of the sternum, necessary for 
the definition of the center of mass of the torso. For the head we used 3 markers, one on the top of the 
head and the others on the sides.  

Since the distribution of the markers discussed till now is symmetric we added one more marker useful to 
recognize the orientation of the rider during the post process (see Figure 1). 

As mentioned above the motorcycles were fixed on the ground in normal riding position, with zero roll 
angle and with the handle bar fixed as well with zero steering angle. The supports used to stabilize the 
motorcycle was rigid enough to keep the motorcycle immobilized during the experiment even though we 
added markers on the motorcycle because we wanted to verify the static position of the motorcycle and in 
particular its roll angle that we assumed to be zero. For this purpose we put 3 markers on each motorcycle, 
one on the front above the headlight, one on the back just behind the saddle and the third one on the 
position indicator; during the data analysis we did not find any relevant movement of the motorcycle so 
these marker were not further used.  

 Figure 1: Markers on the body “●”,●”,●”,●”, Virtual Markers “+”, Center of gravity “ □”□”□”□”   
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2.2 Experimental protocol 

Prior to the experiment, each volunteer got an explanation of all the procedures. His basic anthropometric 
data were collected according to[5] and he put on a tight non reflective dress. The experiment involved 2 
motorcycles so we decided an order for the execution; the first motorcycle used was the BMW and then 
the Kawasaki. This order was important just to have equal conditions among the volunteers during the 
experiment but no reason was major for this choice. Before the beginning of the experiment we asked the 
volunteer to seat on the motorcycle and to take confidence with it because we wanted to avoid learning 
effects. We asked the volunteer to perform a bend movement on the left side and then on the right side, 
ending the movement in the normal riding position; it’s important to keep in mind that we asked a fast 
movement as well as an extreme movement in terms of displacement because both parameters were major 
for our purpose. Each volunteer fulfilled 6 repetitions per motorcycle because we wanted to investigate the 
repeatability of the movement: each repetition on the same motorcycle was done following the previous 
one after a short pause. See below a short summary of the protocol: 

 

• Explanation of the experiment to the volunteer 

• Anthropometric measurements 

• Free movements of the volunteer to take confidence with the motorcycle 

• Execution of a bend movement on the left side and then on the right side, finishing to the normal 
riding position. (Motorcycle A) 

• Execution of a bend movement on the left side and then on the right side, finishing to the normal 
riding position. (Motorcycle B) 

 

 

2.3 Evaluation and Analysis 

The trajectories of the markers on the subjects' body and on the motorcycles were tracked using the Eva 
Real Time(TM) software; the calculation of the virtual markers and the full data analysis were made with 
Matlab(TM) Mathworks(TM). The row data was filtered using a second order Butterworth filter with a 
normalized cut-off frequency set at 5/60. Using anthropometric measurements we calculated the mass and 
the position of each limb’s center of mass and then the center of mass of the rider’s upper body according 
to [5] during each frame recorded. 

We have already mentioned that only the lateral movement was analyzed because it is the most important 
while riding a motorcycle. The early stage of the torso movement is certainly very interesting for 
simulating a wide range of maneuvers such as swerving, cornering, lane change, etc. In pre-crash, the 
initial rider’s response can be influenced by fright or instinctive movements. For this reasons we focused 
the analysis on the first part of the maneuver that we considered from the beginning till the maximum 
lateral displacement. To distinguish the initial phase of the maneuver from the noise we fixed a threshold 
over which we consider the movement initiated. 

Since we had 6 repetitions per volunteer we made the average and we calculated the standard deviation 
with the aim to analyze the repeatability of the movement and to simplify the comparison among 
volunteers.      
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Motorcycle A: motion analysis 

Figure 2 shows the lateral displacement recorded for each volunteer during its 6 repetitions, with the 
average and standard deviation. The values on the ordinate axis are referred to a global reference system 
and not with respect to the motorcycle’s saddle. While the lateral displacement’s values will be discussed 
later, it is important to draw the attention about the repeatability of the movement. Almost 4 repetitions for 
each volunteer are within one sigma so we can assume that the behavior during a fast and extreme 
maneuver is quite repeatable. Following this approach we can compare the average values among different 
volunteers. The position of the center of gravity is important for the dynamic of the motorcycle, depending 
on the motorcycle’s velocity[1]. This can be seen running in a curve at high velocities where the rider’s 
position is important to find the right balance between the centrifugal forces and the gravitational forces as 
well during maneuvers at low velocities where the steering actions are weak. It is important to observe that 
the standard deviation tends to increase during the movement but it is quite tight at the end so in particular 
the maximum displacement is repeatable with a good approximation.  
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 Figure 2: Average and standard deviation for lateral displacement, BMW Motorcycle 

The lateral acceleration is the most important information (see Figure 3) because the reaction force due to 
this movement will be applied to the motorcycle through the handlebar and the arms as well as the saddle 
and the lower part of the rider’s body. The maximum values are very different among the volunteers. 
Probably this can be explained thinking that the motorcycle has a touring seating position that leaves quite 
freedom in the movement of the rider. Volunteer2 is a female and volunteer5 is a male so we can assert 
that the gender is not important. Furthermore it can be noticed that shape of the acceleration’s curves are 
very close to sine with amplitude and frequency variables. There is approximately a factor 2 among 
volunteer2 and volunteer1 with respect to the time for the execution of the maneuver. 
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Figure 3: Average acceleration and displacement, all volunteers, BMW motorcycle 

 

 

 

3.2 Motorcycle B: motion analysis  

The Kawasaki motorcycle is a sport bike and its seating position is quite constrained. The shape of the fuel 
tank is designed to hold rider’s knee and its arms are loaded due to the relative position between the saddle 
and the handlebar. Looking at the results (see Figure 4), the maximum values of the acceleration and 
displacement are lower than the values obtained with motorcycle A. Also the time necessary for the 
execution is slightly decreased. Since this trend is valid for all the volunteers we can state that there is a 
significant influence of the seating position on the rider’s movement.     

Volunteer2 and volunteer5 show a behavior quite different with respect to the others and this peculiarity 
was present also with motorcycle A.  As we mentioned before, the seating position seems to affect the 
maximum values that the volunteer can achieve but not its personal style. In this paper we intend “style” 
the way or the attitude that the rider exhibits when it bends its body laterally. This characteristic is related 
to many parameters and probably it is variable even for the same rider. Unfortunately within this group of 
5 volunteers we can recognize 2 different styles which are considerably different, particularly in terms of 
maximum acceleration. A virtual rider for motorcycle simulations should be modifiable with the aim to 
evaluate the influence of the rider’s style on the motorcycle dynamic. 

Looking the lateral acceleration of each volunteer, we can observe that the maximum values are during the 
decelerating phase. Since the same characteristic is present for all the volunteers with motorcycle A we 
can state that this behavior is general.             
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Figure 4: Average acceleration and displacement, all volunteers, Kawasaki motorcycle 

 

 

Figure 5 shows the lateral displacement recorded for each volunteer during its 6 repetitions, with the 
average and standard deviation. With the only exception of volunteer5, there is a good repeatability that 
was present also with motorcycle A. We did not find any learning effect: since this is not a simple 
movement, the repeatability is a quite interesting result. We have to keep in mind that volunteers 
performed the movement with a short pause between one repetition and the following so we cannot state 
that the repeatability is valid always for each rider. Moreover there are some maneuvers during which the 
rider can bend its torso more times within a short period time. In these cases we can expect a good 
repeatability in the execution of the movement.      
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Figure 5: Average and standard deviation for lateral displacement, Kawasaki Motorcycle 
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3.3 Conclusion 

Motorcycle dynamic is heavily affected by rider’s movement because its mass is comparable with 
motorcycle’s mass. The definition of a virtual rider is not a simple task because it has to reproduce a wide 
range of driving styles and it can certainly not considered only as a simple mass attached to the frame. 

A reasonable way to deepen the knowledge about the rider is to investigate how it can move the torso. 
Extreme movements have been performed by 5 volunteers and their limits in terms of acceleration and 
displacement have been discussed.  

• Movements performed within short time are repeatable with a good approximation without any 
presence of learning effect 

• The seating position affects the maximum values of acceleration and displacement of rider’s 
center of gravity. 

• We found two different styles among the volunteers, which are not related to the seating position. 
The maximum values in terms of rider’s lateral acceleration and displacement are quite different  
among the 2 styles so we can state that even the definition of rider’s limits is quite difficult. 

•  Although the results obtained with this research activity has been carried out in a laboratory with 
motorcycles fixed, these data can be used to check the likelihood of the virtual rider. The virtual 
rider should show a lateral acceleration of its center of gravity with a frequency and amplitude 
close to the experimental data. Maximum lateral displacement is also fixed.     
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Abstract 
This paper describes the implementation of a three dimensional 50

th
 percentile human body model for 

PTW (Powered Two-Wheeler) drivers in Virtual.Lab Motion (from LMS). The model implementation, 

dimensions, and assumptions for the implemented model are described. The control methodology is used 

in order to get active joints. The capabilities of the model for PTW are presented as well, associated with 

validation and future applications. 

1 Introduction 

The importance that comes from the interaction among the occupants of a PTW, the PTW and external 

environment is an important aspect to consider in the behavior of the PTW and respective safety. 

This work is focused on the occupants or riders of PTWs. The implementation of the three dimensional 

(3D) model of a passive and/or active rider is described. The model is implemented using Virtual.Lab 

Motion (from LMS). 

The main purpose of the work is to simulate the posture of a PTW in pre-crashes scenarios and respective 

physiological limits. 

The range of the motion of each joint is presented according to the natural restrictions found in the 

literature. The model is described by a total of 15 bodies, with 10 spherical joins and 4 revolute joints 

(knees and elbows). The interaction between the rider and the PTW is made in the usual points: 

handlebars, saddle and feet rest. 

The posture control by joint activation is made in closed loop, using the Simulink (from Mathworks) for 

the control part. 

2 Human body size 

The great variety of gender and sizes among humans gives the need to define average body sizes that 

define statistically a proportion of a certain population. The most usual sizes to describe adults are the 5
th
 

percentile female, and the 50
th
 and 95

th
 percentile male. This scale allows simulating some scenarios for 

the average person and the limits of some population. 

Another need is the definition of the body segments. The human body has a lot of degrees of freedom. 

Looking at the particular joints, like the hip, it is not a perfect revolute joint. So it is needed to be defined 
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what joints will be implemented and what is the simplification done in which joint. The stiffness of each 

joint is other aspect that is also taken into account. 

For the sizes of the body, the data found in the literature including characteristics and movements range 

are used. 

2.1 Definition of body 

The entire human body was divided in segments: head, neck, thorax, abdoman, pelvis, upper arms, lower 

arms, upper legs, lower legs and feet. Each segment has a local coordinate system according to the 

anatomy. The center of mass, the respective mass, volume and inertial moments relative to the center of 

mass are collected for a 50
th
 percentile male (Figure 1, Table 1-3). 

 

 

Figure 1: Anthropometric specifications for mid-sized male dummy (Robbins, 1983) 

 

 Volume Mass Length 

 3 310 m
−

 kg  3 310 m
−

 

Head 4.337 4.137  

Neck 1.012 0.965 118.85 

Thorax 24.909 23.763 354.32 

Abdomen 2.479 2.365 93.01 

Pelvis 11.964 11.414 122.64 

Upper arm 1.854 1.769 295.61 

Lower arm 2.120 2.022 276.07 

Upper leg 9.029 8.614 431.25 

Lower leg 3.760 3.587 415.32 

Foot 1.028 0.981  

Table 1: Volume, mass and length by member segment (adapted from Robbins, 1983) 
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 CoM 
 X Y Z 

 3 310 m
−

 
3 310 m

−
 

3 310 m
−

 

Head 8.4 0 31 

Neck 57.2 0 49.8 

Thorax 58 0 190 

Abdomen -4 0 -24.2 

Pelvis -81.8 0 10.7 

Upper arm 16.5 ±30 -172 

Lower arm -10 ±35 -166 

Upper leg 6 ±66 -200 

Lower leg -11.9 ±57 -149 

Foot -76.9 ±0.6 -6.2 

Table 2: Center of mass coordinates by member segment (Robbins, 1983) 

 

 I 
 X Y Z 

 
4 210 kg m−

 
4 210 kg m−

 
4 210 kg m−

 

Head 200.271 221.546 144.552 

Neck 14.798 18.463 22.910 

Thorax 4,566.400 3,222.558 3,015.877 

Abdomen 167.611 106.560 254.838 

Pelvis 1,015.738 942.376 1,184.697 

Upper arm 112.467 122.526 23.115 

Lower arm 310.769 309.252 20.148 

Upper leg 1,230.899 1,301.540 367.118 

Lower leg 520.397 528.342 60.688 

Foot 8.728 42.966 44.132 

Table 3: Inertial moments by member segment (Robbins, 1983) 

 

2.2 Joint definition 

The joints between each two bodies are selected from two types: revolute and spherical. This assumptions 

allow a close behavior of the real joint with lower computation time and easier control (in control by itself 

and from the parameters’ point of view too). Knee and wrist are set as revolute joint. All the others joints 

are spherical joints. The model has 4 revolute joints (2 wrists and 2 knees) and 14 spherical joints (head-

neck, C7-T1, L2-L3, L5-S1, 2 glenohumerals, 2 elbows, 2 hips, 2 ankles, 2 wrist) giving a total sum of 18 

joints (Table 4). 

In this stage of the work, the interaction between the human model and the PTW is simplified in the joint 

between the human body and the saddle by a revolute joint, and the joints of the feet and the foot rest are 

fixed. 

The stiffness for each joint is set according to the type of motion of the respective joint. This parameter is 

not linear and it depends on the angle. An example of the type of joint movements and respective 

stiffnesses are illustrated in the Table 5 for the joint head-neck. The rotation movement is an example of a 
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movement where the stiffness is arbitrated according to the anatomical range of movement (Robins, 1983; 

Portal, 2006) because of absent data. 

 

 Joints 
  X Y Z 

  310 m
−

 
310 m

−
 

310 m
−

 

Head head-neck -13 0 -25 

Neck 
Head-neck 30 0 117 

C7-T1 75 0 7 

Thorax 

C7-T1 70 0 392 

L2-L3 85 0 38 

Glenohumeral 60 ±173 314 

Abdomen 
L2-L3 -39 0 6 

L5-S1 -40 0 -87 

Pelvis 
L5-S1 -67 0 29 

Hip -61 ±82 -62 

Upper arm 
Glenohumeral 12 ±33 -42 

Elbow -6 ±39 -337 

Lower arm 
Elbow -11 ±35 5 

Wrist -7 ±30 -271 

Upper leg 
Hip 13 ±123 7 

Knee 0 ±51 -418 

Lower leg 
Knee 12 ±48 22 

Ankle 0 ±37 -393 

Foot Ankle -124 ±14 58 

Table 4: Joints coordinates by member segment (adapted from Robbins, 1983) 

 

Joint Type Movement Definition [
1

N rad
−

⋅ ] 

Head 

 –  

Neck 

Spherical 

Flexion 

 –  

Hyperextension 

3.73 71.62, 80º

0.39 , 80º 0º

1.21 , 0º 71.19º

0.39 64.29, 71.19º

K

K

K

K

θ θ

θ θ

θ θ

θ θ

= ⋅ − < −


= ⋅ − ≤ <


= ⋅ ≤ <
 = ⋅ + − ≤

 

Lateral Flexion 

9.02 27.98, 35º

1.81 , 35º 0º

1.81 , 0º 35º

9.02 27.98, 35º

K

K

K

K

θ θ

θ θ

θ θ

θ θ

= ⋅ − < −


= ⋅ − ≤ <


= ⋅ ≤ <
 = ⋅ + − ≤

 

Rotation (*) 

10.25 75, 75º

0, 75º 75º

10.25 75, 75º

K

K

K

θ θ

θ

θ θ

= ⋅ − < −


= − ≤ <


= ⋅ + − ≤

 

Table 5: Type of head-neck joint movement and respective stiffness (adapted from Robbins, 1983) 
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Computer implementation 

The used software, VL (Virtual.Lab Motion), has a CATIA V5 environment. 

The model is composed as the multi-body model and it can be defined using several methodologies. We 

can have geometries made in CAD, and after the material definition, all the characteristics are computed 

according to the geometry. Other way is to redefine in CAD the axis for the CoM (center of mass) and 

introduce these parameters in VL. A mixed approach is possible too, having a body for visualization and 

the CoM defined in a particular axis. 

The third option is the adopted methodology. The definition of each body is done according to the mass 

characteristics using axis systems to define the CoM and the joints relative to local axis systems (see 

Figure 2 to see the pelvis example). The software allows adding visualization elements (like lines, bone 

geometries or skin to help a better visual recognition of the member). These elements can be used to detect 

limits or contacts. This fact allows the use of the skin to define the exterior contact in crash scenarios. The 

skin is defined as well for contact problems (crash scenarios). 

 

 

Figure 2: Pelvis axis: origin axis, CoM, and joint axis. 

 

The characteristics of each body can be introduced defining the characteristics of the center of the gravity 

(see Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3: Definition of body parameters 
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The assembly of all bodies is done using the joints axis of each body. For the revolute joints, the process is 

transparent (we can use the direct tool), but for the spherical joint the process will not be so simple. To 

apply torque actuators (for control needs), we must decompose the spherical joint in three revolute joints 

(Figure 4) and two dummy bodies (only axis system and without mass). This process allows applying in 

each revolute joint one torque, having respectively, in the joint the total of a three torques for the three 

DOF (degree of freedom). This allows a better and faster implementation of parameters like stiffness and 

getting the necessary information for control and crash analysis. 

 

 

Figure 4: Head-Neck model and the three revolute joints in the head-neck joint 

 

To define the limits and resistance of each DOF of the model, we have introduced revolute spring-

dampers with specific characteristics, like defined in the previous section using a table of values. The 

spring-damper is a parametric function linked to Excel (by Microsoft) table. For each joint, it is defined in 

VL one torque input and one position output implemented for control proposes. The integration with 

Simulink allows the control, using e.g. a basic PID control to control joint to joint. 

The final aspect of the model is illustrated in the Figure 5. 

 

  

 

Figure 5: Human body model, detail, and aspect of model with partial skin 
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2.2.1 Model control 

In this stage, only joint by joint is control created using a PID controller. The control, implemented in 

Simulink, runs in a co-simulation environment. This means that the Simulink and VL are running side by 

side. The appearance of the control is illustrated in the Figure 6 (simplified for the three inputs of the head 

movement).  

 

 

Figure 6: Control diagram in Simulink 

Since the implemented control is linear and the problem is non-linear and instable, the capabilities are 

limited; however the answer of the control for the head movement gives a stable response for standing 

immobile human as shown in the Figure 7 to Figure 9 for the three head movements: flexion-hyperflexion, 

lateral flexion and rotation respectively. 
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Figure 7: Variation of the flexion-hyperflexion angle of the head 
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Figure 8: Variation of the lateral flexion angle of the head 
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Figure 9: Variation of the rotation angle of the head 

More advance control schemes are presently being studied to allow a more natural behavior of the model 

to a more effective active model. 

2.2.2 Model validation 

The model has a collection of sensors that give to the user the possibility to acquire several parameters for 

each body and respective joints. Some of this data is already used for control purposes, but other ones are 

for two tasks: injury prediction and model validation. 

To validate the model, two groups of data are set to use (pre-crash tests with volunteers) comparing the 

postures with simulated postures obtained in the active model. These tasks allow the optimization of the 

control parameters to get a more natural movement of the all bodies. Tests are presently running. Simple 

tasks like acceleration and breaking taking in account the response time (reflexes with and without 

warning) will give references for a more realistic control. 

A second collection of data comes from crash tests using dummies (Figure 10). This allows comparing the 

body model position and acceleration in crash scenarios with the obtained data in the dummy. The crash 

test performed illustrates a real example of a typical PTW accident. Data was acquired with internal 

sensors in the PTW and the dummy. The entire scene was filmed and the objects have targets allowing 
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getting the position in the space of the PTW and body. A report was made too by DEKRA experts in 

accident reconstruction, following the protocol for traffic accident forensic (can be seen e.g. in the Figure 

10 by the outline yellow mark in the asphalt). 

This data gives the possibility to validate the model in in-extremis situations. 

 

 

Figure 10: Crash-test with a dummy (in DEKRA facilities) 

 

3 Conclusion 

It is described the development of a multi-body human model implemented in Virtual.Lab Motion with a 

total of 14 bodies, with 4 revote joints and 14 spherical joints. 

The model is subjected to evolutions in the future according to the validation with experimental data, 

getting the possibility to refine and/or tune parameters. 

The model is presently activated by joint actuators. The possibility to add in some joints muscle activation 

will consider when the control will be in a more advanced process. 

The actual status of the model allows the simulations of the body reaction for simple maneuvers of a 

PTW, like breaking or acceleration. 
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VIBROACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF AN MRI GRADIENT COIL 

A. Al-Khalidy and R.A Hedeen 
General Electric Global Research, Niskayuna, NY 12309 USA 
 
Abstract 
Patients undergoing a magnetic resonance imaging procedure are routinely exposed to high wide-band 
noise levels, in excess of 115 dBA under certain circumstances. The primary source of this noise is the 
forced vibration of the gradient coil under the influence of Lorentz forces, caused by passing large cur-
rents through the coil in the superconducting magnetic field. An experimental modal analysis of such a 
coil revealed the existence of efficiently radiating supersonic modes at frequencies of 1 kHz and above. 
The frequency and shapes of these modes were used to target and correct the structural details of an FEA 
model of the coil. This model allowed a design investigation of the coil materials and their relative distri-
bution for the purpose of minimizing the acoustic response inside the patient bore. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Noise in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners is a perennial problem, and one related to the fun-
damental nature of the underlying electromechanical system. A series of concentric cylinders are sub-
jected to very large Lorentz forces due to the interaction between coils of large alternating currents and a 
high strength magnetic field. Noise levels in excess of 115 dBA have been observed in the interior of the 
patient bore [1]. 
The primary source of Lorentz forces is the gradient coil, 
which serves to warp the static magnet field and direct the 
location of the medical image. This coil, typically in full 
body scanners, is a cylinder of epoxy, fiberglass, and turns of 
copper wire generally about 1 m in diameter, 2 m long and 
weighing around 1000 kg. In clinical use, amplified current 
signals are sent through the gradient coil. Depending on the 
type of scan being performed, these signals tend to have the 
form of ramps, impulses, and raised sinusoids. The resulting 
vibration of the gradient, and the corresponding noise radi-
ated, generally have a frequency content of individual har-
monically spaced peaks extending up to several kilohertz.  
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Our investigation of the acoustic behavior of a newly de-
signed gradient coil began by using experimental modal 
analysis (EMA) on prototype gradient in order to calibrate an 
analytical finite-element (FEA) model. After such validation, 
the forced response FEA model was coupled with an acoustic 
model to predict and examine noise levels developed inside 
the scanner patient bore. 
 

Figure 1 Typical clinical MR signals. Experimental Modal Analysis 
 
As the prototype coil was assembled, we were able to perform a modal analysis on the component parts of 
the gradient coil before final assembly. This coil consisted of two coil cylinders of epoxy, fiberglass, and 
wire, potted together concentrically by layers of epoxy. Each cylinder was suspended vertically from a 
crane in our best approximation of a free-free constraint. A standard multiple-input, single-output hammer 
test was conducted, using an instrumented hammer and a tri-axial accelerometer. The mass of the hammer 
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and the spacing of the measurement points were chosen to al-
low discrimination of modes up to about 2 kHz, commensurate 
with the frequency range seen in clinical use. 
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Upon collection of the data, a commercial curve-fitting and 
mode animation package, STAR Modal, was used to extract 
the natural frequencies, damping, and mode shapes of the first 
20 or so modes below 2kHz. An interesting feature of closed 
structures like cylinders is that, in comparison to flat structures 
like plates and beams, the modal complexity does not increase 
monotonically with increasing frequency [2]. That is, some 
complicated high-index mode shapes, with numerous circum-
ferential and axial nodes, may be found at significantly lower 
frequencies than more simple shapes. This has ramifications 
for the production of noise, as the radiation efficiency of a vi-
brating surface becomes quite large when the structural bend-
ing wavelength becomes larger than the wavelength of the 
sound, λb > λo [3]. This transition can occur at unexpectedly 
high frequencies. For example, the (0,2) mode illustrated in 
Figure 2 appears at 1269 Hz, well above more complicated 
shapes. At this frequency, the bending wavelength is about 2 m 
while the acoustic wavelength is 0.27 m. A glance at Figure 3 
will show a sudden increase in SPL around this frequency as 
such “acoustically efficient” modes begin to appear.  

Figure 2 Acoustically efficient mode. 

There are a number of these high frequency efficient modes 
that can be identified, but we have concentrated on the (0,2) 
mode shown. The particular gradient coil under study shows 
significant acoustic response around 1200 Hz for a wide range 
of clinical signals. 

Figure 3 Typical SPL curve of a gra-
dient coil. 

 
 
Finite Element Analysis 
 
A high fidelity FEA model was built for the gradient coil using brick elements having approximately 
300,000 nodes. A typical gradient coil is made of several layers of different epoxies, glass fiber cloth, fi-
berglass cylinders, and copper conductors. For this reason, great care was exercised in modeling these dif-
ferent layers. Most of the layers used orthotropic material properties obtained from a series of submodel-
ling studies. The purpose of these studies was to accurately represent the densities and structural moduli of 
the underlying structure. For brevity, these studies will not be included in this paper. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4 Modal analysis showing FEA versus STAR Modal results. 

The overall objective of carrying out the FEA study was to obtain a vibro-acoustic model that can predict 
noise inside the gradient coil under field. A structural modal analysis for a free-free mode was first com-
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pared to the experimental modal analysis that was carried out on the suspended gradient coils. Results, 
typified by Figure 4, showed a very good correlation between the FEA model and experiment even for 
some of the upper modes where the percentage difference did not exceed 6% and was around 2% for most 
modes.  
The FEA analysis also verified the presence of high frequency modes with long spatial wavelengths. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates a typical mode of this sort. These frequencies were of interest since they concentrated 
around 1 kHz and were especially efficient in pumping air and generating noise (cf. Figure 2). 
 

Figure 5 Acoustically efficient modes around 1 kHz. 

    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next step was to simulate the actual boundary conditions of the gradient coil inside the magnet and 
under field. The Lorenz forcing field, which is the result of interaction of an AC current in the resistive 
coils with the static magnetic field of the magnet bore (B0), was applied to the gradient model. Forced re-
sponse analysis was used to compute the actual displacement field at the surface of the gradient coil. 
These results were calibrated against accelerometer measurements on the surface of the coil under various 
forcing AC current frequencies and amplitudes.  
 
Acoustic Analysis 
 
The presence of a natural frequency does not guarantee that the coil will be particularly loud at a given 
frequency. The coil must see an excitation force near that frequency, and the structural radiation efficiency 
and the nature of the interior acoustic cavity must be taken into account. The large variety of wide band 
signals seen in MR imaging virtually guarantees that most modes will be excited at one point or another.  
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Figure 6 Distribution of sound level inside patient 
bore and location of microphone traverses. 

Figure 7 Experimental mapping of sound in-
side patient bore along microphone traverses.
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The radiation efficiency is another matter. While theoretical estimates of radiation efficiency are known 
for simple shapes like cylinders, a more quantitative approach would be to use a discrete analysis tailored 
to acoustics. To this end, we investigated the noise levels resulting from the excitation of different modes 

using a vibroacoustic analysis program called 
VAOne.  
Taking a particular mode shape, imported from the 
finite element analysis, and the component of the 
driving Lorentz force occurring at that frequency, we 
employed a boundary element analysis of the coil 
interior. The distribution of radiated sound inside the 
patient bore was recovered on a horizontal plane 
through the center of the cavity, and compared with 
measured noise levels. The measured levels were ob-
tained with a Brüel & Kjær type 2260 sound level 
meter, the microphone mounted remotely on a pole 

by an extension cable. Figure 6 shows the predicted 
sound level on the recovery plane with respect to the 
coil mode shape and the location of the microphone 

traverses. Figure 7 shows the measured distribution of sound along the traverses. A comparison with Fig-
ure 8 indicates the excellent agreement between the predicted and measured noise, both in level and posi-
tion inside the coil. 

noise from fishtail mode 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

axial position 

10 dB 

Figure 8 Predicted distribution of sound level 
along bore axis. 

With this understanding of the relationship to modal vibration and interior noise, we turned our attention 
to the possibility of structurally modifying the gradient coil, either directly in the epoxy potting material or 
in separate layers within the coil. A separate study of the mechanical properties of different types of epoxy 
allowed us to investigate the changing response using the finite element and the acoustic models, such as 
in the response spectra of Figure 9. By examination of the forced vibration response of the model, and im-
portation into the acoustic model, we were able to settle on a treatment affording an approximate 3 dBA 
decrease in interior noise. 

 

Conclusion 

Figure 9 Modified effect on forced response. 

 
This study developed a high-fidelity physics-based vibro-acoustic model for the gradient coil, achieved 
through rigorous experimental verification methods that included hammer tests, in situ sound pressure 
measurements, and acceleration measurements. 
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There are of course many other sources of noise in an MR imaging scanner, and all must be reduced in 
concert to realize significant acoustic relief. The gradient coil, as the main source, must be quieted first; 
then noise reduction measures on the other components will begin to show effect. 
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Analysis of the impact noise and airborne noise insula-
tions of a geotextile sheet.

J.A. Ballesteros, S. Quintana, M.D. Fernández, I. González, L. Rodrı́guez
Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Department of Electrical, Electronic, Automatic and Comunications
Engineering,
Campus Universitario, 16071 Cuenca, Spain
e-mail: josea.ballesteros@uclm.es

Abstract
Community noise is frequently the cause of problems for users. Moreover, in the last years, the social aware-
ness has increased regarding noise problems and, consequently, there is a higher concern about the acoustic
comfort at housings. Some improvements in constructing new housings have been used to increase such
comfort, so as to achieve the acoustic characteristics required for reducing transmissions of airborne noise
and impact noise.
Geotextile materials are becoming very important in the insultation field due to their easiness in manufactur-
ing and their cost, lower than that of tratiditional materials like fibres or elastomers offering similar acoustic
characteristics. In the case under test here, it has been evaluated the “in situ” insulation for both kinds of
noise with a sheet of geotextile material put in a housing block to reduce both kinds of noise transmission.
The results obtained show the advantages of employing this new material.

1 Introduction

The acoustic pollution that is suffered by the citizens in the buildings that they use, is one of the principal
handicaps to enjoy an appropiate housing and an appropiate environment as well.

On the other hand, the community noise is frequently the cause of problems for users: dream disorders, atten-
tion loss, performance loss, behaviour changes, that can cause risks at health and stress problems. Moreover,
in the last years the social public awareness with the noise problems has been increased and there is a bigger
society demand of an increasing of the acoustic comfort at housings.

In Spain, the article 14 of the building tecnical code (basic demands on noise protection) [1] stablishes that
the “noise protection” consists in limiting into the buildings, and in normal conditions of use, the trouble
and illnesses risks that the noise can cause to the users, as a consequence of the project, construction and
maintenance characteristics.

In order to satisfy this objective, it is stablished that, the buildings will be projected, constructed and kept
in order so as the construction components of its rooms could have appropriate acoustic characteristics to
reduce the transmission of airborne noise and impact noise and vibrations to the instalations of a housing,
and to limit the reverberation in rooms.
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2 Sheet under test

The geotextile is a mesh composed by synthetic fibres, whose main functions are based on the mechanical
resistance to penetration and traction, and on its drain capacity; they are used in the buiding of roads and
railways, in dams to avoid earth movements, etc.

Due to the characteristics of this kind of sheets to separate materials, and having into account its reduced
cost, we can think in its use to reduce the impact noise in housings, having moreover the advantage that, due
to its resistance to perforation, it is easier to install, because the operator can walk freely on the sheet.

The only problem that this materials have as insulators to impact noise is the fact that it is required to put
a PVC above the material so that the water of the mortar could not be filtered to the sand put below the
geotextile sheet. But considering that this PVC sheet is installed in many cases, with and without geotextile
sheet, this negative fact is of little importance.

The material under test is a geotextile material formed by polyester 100%, not weave, mechanicaly joined.
It is very good for construction aplications due to its mechanical characteristics.

The material characteristics are showed in the table 1 [7]

Table 1: Geotextile sheet characteristics

The following procedure should be attended to put the geotextile sheet: the floor structure should be covered
with a layer of dry sand of about 4 cm thickness, and over the sand, the geotextile sheet is extended with 10
- 15 cm of overlap with length enough in the borders between walls and tiles ; as a protection, a PVC sheet
is putting above the geotextile sheet, then the tiles, and finally the geotextile and PVC excess between tiles
and walls is cut. Figure 1 shows the process.

The floor structure used to evaluate the airborne noise and impact noise insulation of the geotextile sheet
is composed, top to down, by stoneware flooring 40 x 40 cm, with a thickness of 0.6 cm and type AIIa,
about standard 13006 [6], a mortar of 21000 Kg/m3 with sand M7.5 of 4 cm, a protection PVC sheet of
0.6 mm thickness, then the geotextile sheet, a layer of 4 cm thickness of river dry sand, and then a 25 cm
thick framework formed by auto-resistant pretensioned tie beams and little-vaults, with reinforced concrete
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Figure 1: Geotextile sheet layout.

beams; what makes a floor structure edge of about 25+5 cm (5 cm of the compression layer). Finally, there
is a trim and a plastering of the lower ceiling.

3 Acoustic insulation

To measure the insulation we use the standards family UNE EN ISO 140-x, and we choose the part in that
we are interested according to the measurement of airborne or impact noise, insulation between rooms, face
insulation, constructed element insulation, etc.

In our case, the UNE EN ISO 140-4 standard [2, 4] has been used for the airborne insulation measurement
and UNE EN ISO 140-7 [3, 5] has been used for the impact noise insulation.

3.1 Airborne insulation measurement

Next, a brief explanation about the airborne insulation measurement process between rooms is showed [2].

On the one hand we must generate a constant, continous-spectrum noise in the emission place with the fre-
cuency range considered; this generated noise must be not minor than 6 dB and better than 10 dB upper to
the background noise that there is in the place, and we have to correct background noise if this is into these
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thresholds.

The sound source must be put to create a diffuse sound field, at a distance enough to the wall separator and
side walls so as the direct level is no dominant.

About the microphone positions, 5 microphone positions must be stablished uniformly distributed in the
place with a minimum separation distance among the microphones, among the microphones and the sound
source, and among the microphones and the walls of the place.

The measurements that must be done are the next:

• Ten sound pressure level measurements in the emissor place. Then, we have to measure two times in
every one of the microphone possitions explained, each one with a different sound source position.

• With the same sound source possitions of the previous case, another ten sound pressure level measure-
ments in the receiving room, putting the microphone positions as in the former case.

• Four reverberation time measurements must be done in the receiving room, in order to correct the
measurements taking into account the echos in the place.

• Four background noise measurements must be done in order to check that the background noise limits
are not overpassed, and in due case correct the measurements.

When we have done all the measurements, we can obtain and evaluate the different insulation parameters
that are showed in this standard.

Finally, one global index will be calculated according to the standard UNE EN ISO 717-1 [4].

The process is showed in the figure 2.

3.2 Impact noise measurement

Next a brief description about the measurement of impact noise of floors is showed [3].

The impact noise must be generated by an impact machine put in a minimum of four different positions
distributed at random on the floor under test, with the hammer forming 45´ with the beam direction.

To register the impact noise received, no less than four microphone positions in the receiving room must
be used, taking into account the minimum distances among microphone positions, microphones and sound
source and microphones and walls of the room.
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Figure 2: Airborne noise measurements.

Moreover, the reverberation time in the receiving room must be measured with no less than one sound source
possition and three microphone possitions, and doing no less than two falls in every measurement point.

Furthermore, the background noise measurement must be done in order to check that the background noise
limits are no overpassed, having to achieve no less than 6 dB, and preferablely more than 10 dB of difference
between the mix of generated noise and background noise in the room; if the measurement is between this
two thresholds, the measurement is correct.

When all the measurements have been done, we can obtain the parameters to evaluate the impact noise that
are showed in this standard.

Finally, the global index of impact noise level will be calculated according to the standard UNE EN ISO
717-2 [5].

In order to calculate the impact noise insulation of a floor, we have to do the decibel difference between the
impact noise level obtained before and after putting this element in the floor structure.

The process is showed in the figure 3.
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Figure 3: Impact noise level measurements.

4 Measurements carried out

In order to evaluate the airborne and impact insulation of the geotextile sheet some measurements have been
done. This measurements are two airborne insulation measurements and another two impact noise level
measurements, about the just explained standards.

The first measurement of each method deals with the insulation of the floor structure between two sitting
rooms of similar characteristics. A geotextile sheet has been put previously in this floor structure.

The second measurement deals with the insulation of the floor structure between another two sitting rooms
with similar characteristics with the previous sitting rooms, but in this case, the floor structure has no geo-
textile sheet.

If we relate this measurements, we can obtain the airborne noise and impact noise insulaion that is introduced
by the geotextile sheet under test.

4.1 Measurements results

Now the results obtained with each standard for every one of the four measurements just explained are
showed.

• Airborne noise insulation results for the floor structure without geotextile sheet. See figure 4.

• Airborne noise insulation results for the floor structure with geotextile sheet. See figure 5.

• Impact noise level measurement results for the floor structure without geotextile sheet. See figure 6.

• Impact noise level measurement results for the floor structure with geotextile sheet. See figure 7.
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Looking at the previous results, interesting comments can be made. In the case of the airborne noise, the
insulation is not very high if the geotextile sheet is put; this fact seems logical, because this is not the purpose
of the geotextile sheet, and because the mass of the geotextile sheet is very little.

We can see in the table 2 that the impact noise insulation obtained when the geotextil sheet is put in the floor
structure is higher; and furthermore, the biggest contribution of the sheet is at high frecuency, where the
impact noise level is about 13 - 20 dB lower.

Table 2: Impact noise insulation.

5 Conclusions

We can conclude, accoring to the former, that putting this kind of materials in the housings of new con-
struction is very interesting because of its price is low in comparison with another materials with the same
purpose, its characteristics as impact noise insulators minimize this kind of noise transmissions and improve
the acoustic comfort.
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Figure 4: Airborne noise insulation results for the floor structure without geotextile sheet.
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Figure 5: Airborne noise insulation results for the floor structure with geotextile sheet.
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Figure 6: Impact noise level measurement results for the floor structure without geotextile sheet.
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Figure 7: Impact noise level measurement results for the floor structure with geotextile sheet.
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Abstract
Industrial noise is one of the most important contaminant agents in the industrialised countries due to its
effects on workers health. Sound power is used in order to characterize the noise emitted by the machines
because it does not depend on aspects like place or distance of the measurement. These measurements, in the
case of earthworks’ machines, are handled by internationalstandards like UNE-EN ISO 374x and UNE-EN
ISO 9614-x and the specific standard UNE 74100.
A set of measurements, under the same conditionings, has been carried out to assess the characteristics of
each one of these methods of measuring sound power in earthworks’ machines. As a result, a guidance is
provided to choose the best sound power measurement method for this kind of machines.

1 Introduction

To determine the characteristics of a machine, it is important to measure its sound power, in relation with
the measurement of another parameters as its sound pressure, given that the sound power shows a typical
characteristic of a machine, because it does not depend on aspects like place or measurement distance, and
only depends on the working cycle of the machine, increasingor reducing with the operation starting of some
parts of the machine that were not in operation, as circuits of refrigeration, or with the revolutions per minute
of the engine.

In comparison with this parameter, the sound pressure emitted by a machine, changes with the distance (loss
of level if the distance increases) and with the characteristics of the place of measurement (influence of the
reverberation of the place) [1].

The sound power lever is calculated with the equation Eq (1).

Lw = 10 · log(
W

W0
) (1)

beingW0 the reference power (W0 = 10−12 W)

The measurement of sound power has some problems when the real operation of the machine needs the
movement of the machine, as in the case under test, given thatthe result will change regarding the real op-
eration mode, but as the purpose of this test is to compare different machines, the measurements have been
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done with the machine in static conditions.

When we are going to measure the sound power emitted by a machine, we can choose one of the several
standards of measurement; it depends on the place of measurement and on the working cycle of the machine,
the size of the machine, the available equipment, etc.

Because of this, we can choose between differents measurement standards for the sound power, the first one
is based on the sound pressure emitted by the machine [2], thesecond one is based on the intensity radiated
by the machine [3, 4], and finally we can choose a specific standard to measure the sound power emitted by
earthworks’ machines [5].

2 Sound power measurement

2.1 Sound pressure standard

This technique for measuring the sound power is described onthe standards family UNE-EN ISO 374x.
It depends on the place where the machine is. The most used standard is the 3744 [2], that describes the
method to measure the sound power using sound pressure in free field over a reflecting plane, or in places
that were approximately in free field or whose reverberationwere negligible with the direct field radiated by
the machine. We will focus on this standard right now becausedue to the size of the machines under test, is
the standard of this family that had been chosen.

This standard for measuring sound power using sound pressure is based on the fact that the sound power of
a machine is proportional to the mean square value of the sound pressure, averaged in time and space.

The first thing that we have to do is leading the machine to a typical working cycle, that must be the same
for all the machines to be compared.

Once the machine is placed in the measurement place and underthe desired working cycle, we include the
machine in a hypothetical surface-box of reference, that should be the smallest box that enclose the machine,
excluding some parts of the machine that do not emit sound. This reference box will be included in the
measurement box when we will define the required measurementpoints.

When we are doing the measurement, the one and only source that should be working must be the source
under test. We must measure the sound pressure emitted by themachine and the background level existing
in the place when the machine under test is not working. Both measurements must be done consecutively.

Once taken the measurements of sound pressure emitted by themachine, we will calculate the sound power
with two kinds of corrections. The first one (K1) is related tothe background noise existing during the
measure. The second one (K2) is related to the characteristics of the measurement place to correct the error
caused by the echos, and it depends on the size of the measurement surface, the measurement place, the
reverberation time of the place...
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2.2 Intensity standard

This technique for measuring sound power is described on thestandards family UNE-EN ISO 9614-X and is
based on the fact that the sound power radiated by the machineis equal to the integral of the scalar product
of the acoustic intensity vector and the elemental area vector associated upon any surface that totally enclose
the machine.

To carry out the measurement using the intensity method, twopossibilities are available: the first one uses
different points to take the measurements (standard UNE-ENISO 9614-1) [3] and the second one carries
out two orthogonal scanners upon the segment of measurement(standard UNE-EN ISO 9614-2). We will
consider next this later possibility [4].

When the measurement is taken using the intensity standard,the noise of the other machines must be re-
duced in the measurement place, the air or gas flows must be less than 2 m/s near the machine of interest, the
sound intensity probe cannot be placed nearer than 20 mm to the surfaces with significant difference of the
temperature regarding the air, and the sound emission of themachine under test must be stationary with the
time.

As with the pressure method, once we have put the machine under test conditions, we will include the ma-
chine in a reference box and we will define a set of segments in each surface that make up the measurement
box of the machine, considering the characteristic parts ofthe machine and with a size that we can do with
a continuous scan. After that, we will do two orthogonal scans with the sound intensity probe, at constant
velocity and without putting it in the normal axis of the probe.

When we have measured all the segments in which the machine has been divided, the next step is the calcu-
lation of the sound power with the intensity levels measured.

2.3 Specific standard for earthworks’ machines

When we are going to use this measurement standard, the first stage is to measure the basic length of the
machine, as it is showed in the figure 1, this basic length willestablish the location of the measurement points
in the measurement hemisphere.

Figure 1: Basic length of the machine.
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Later we stablished the measurement place, taking into account that the standard shows two posibilities for
the kind of ground where the machine and the microphones mustbe placed, and this ground can be a reflect-
ing surface or a combination of reflecting surface and hard and sand ground.

When the machine has been located in the measurement place, we define its working cycle, considering that
the machine has to be put in deadlock with the brakes activated and without auxiliary elements working.

After we have finished this task, we define the six measurementpoints in the hemisphere, stating position
and height, according to the basic length of the machine.

When the measurements, of sound pressure of the machine and background noise, have been done, with a
duration among 15 and 30 seconds, we calculate the sound power emitted by the machine as it is specified
in the UNE 74100 standard.

3 Comparison of the methods

In order to show that the three methods are equivalents, we have measured the sound power of a “mini-
digger” with the three different methods that have been justdescribed and with the machine under the same
working conditions.

Figure 2: “Mini-digger” under test.

In the case of the intensity method, we have done one scan in each side of the machine, and two scans at the
top of it.

In the case of the 3744 standard, we have used fourteen microphone positions distributed according to this
standard, and we have measured the noise emitted by the machine and the background noise existing at the
measurement place.

In the case of the measurement under the 74100 standard, we have taken six measurement points, as the stan-
dard specifies, locating two of them at 7.1 meters of height and the remaining four microphones at 1.5 meters.

The results are showed in the figure 3. We can see that the results obtained with the three methods are very
similar and the differences are due to the fact that the 3744 and 74100 methods are more sensitive to the
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Figure 3: Comparison of the three tests

background noise, and above all the last one, given that it isa simplified method for earthworks’ machines.
Because of this, we can say that the results obtained do not depend on the method used to evaluate the sound
power emitted by the machine.

How we can appreciate in the former, there exist no meaningful differences about the results obtained with
the three methods, but the differences are in the measurement methodology of each one. This implies advan-
tages and disadvantages of applying one or another method ineach situation.

After the measurement of a very important number of machines, showed in the Table 1, we can extract some
rules to choose the best sound power measurement method for this kind of machines.

In this table we have included another machines that, although are not earthworks’ machines, have similar
characteristics with this, especially in size and working shape, and because of this the same measurement
procedure that for earthworks’ machines can be applied.

The rules that we have obtained after doing the described measurements, are the following:

• The better procedure for measuring the sound power of this kind of machines, and another of big size,
is the method based on the intensity radiated by the machine [4], as although we have to divide every
side of the machine in some segments, is the fastest method due to the assembly conditions of the other
methods, that are very rambling because, in 74100 method we have to put a very high microphone po-
sition, and in 3744 method we need a lot of measurement positions

• When we want to measure machines whose noise is not constant with the time, it is better to use the
pressure standards, with a measurement time long enough to register a complete working cycle of the
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Table 1: Machines measured.

machine. The intensity method is not applied here because the difference between the two scans may
cause an incorrect measurement due to the non constant noiseemitted by the machine.

In this case we have a new problem, 74100 or 3744 standard?, the answer to this question depends on
the number of measurement points of the 3744 method and the height of the microphone of the 74100
standard, and this question has to be answered by the technician “in situ”.

• When the acoustic environment is not known or when the background noise is high, it is advisable to
use the intensity method, because a small background noise does not affect to the measurement, but
the less the noise is, the better the measure is.

• If the technician’s experience is not enough to use the soundintensity probe, it is advisable to use
the sound pressure method, but in this case, we have to choosethe moment with the less background
noise, and we have to characterize the acoustic environment.

As there has been stated, the easier methods are the sound pressure methods, but we have the difficulty that
we have a high number of microphone positions with the 3744 standard or a very high microphone position
with the 74100 standard.

4 Conclusion

When the sound power of a earthworks’ machine or another big machine has to be measured, it is impor-
tant to carry out a previous analisys to evaluate different aspects: the technician’s experience in this kind
of measurements, the available equipment, the acoustic environment, the kind of noise that is emitted by
the machine, the number of microphone points or the number ofsegments to scan, the height of the mi-
crophones... With this information we can choose the betterstandard to measure the sound power of the
machine under test as here has been stated.

By choosing correctly the standard to be used, we will require less time and effort to do the measurement.
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Abstract 
The development of low noise gear box housings is still time-consuming and computationally expensive. 
In order to reduce the necessity of experimental and numeric  investigations, in a first step the calculation 
chain is evaluated quantitatively and optimized. Hereby every calculation step is compared with 
measurements and the influence of joined clutch housings is quantified. 

Herewith, a sufficient accuracy of the simulation is reached to develop design guidelines with the help of 
parametric  studies. Therefore, ribs are applied on box-shaped principal gearbox housings with clutch 
housing. The implementation of an averaged generalized excitation enables to find the tendency of the 
ribbed boxes to radiate noise independent from the position of the excitation. Therewith results at every 
resonance frequency are available to evaluate the frequency-specific influence of the ribs on the sound 
radiation. This enables to define frequency specific design guidelines for low noise gear box housings. 

1 Introduction 

To obtain a sufficient efficiency in reducing the noise reduction during the design process, on the one hand 
it is necessary to know the quantitative significance of sound radiation calculations. On the other hand it is 
necessary to reduce the number of iteration step ´to find the most low noise design. But up to now there 
are no automatic optimization routines in order to find the best acoustic geometry. Until then the engineer 
only can use the experience he gained in former projects or iteration loops and parameter studies.  

Considering the importance of the sound emission of gearbox housings now and in the future, it is of a 
decisive importance to find a more efficient and economic way to develop optimized products. The first 
steps therefore are the validation and quantification of the Boundary-Element-Method (BEM) as well as 
the development of methods for an acoustic optimization of the geometry of housings. 

2 Theory 

For the calculation of the sound radiation the calculation chain: Modal Analysis, Response Analysis and 
Sound Radiation Calculation with the direct Boundary-Element-Method are used. For the response 
analysis there are used averaged generalized excitation forces representing an excitation proportional to 
the admittance of the housings to increase the universal validity of the parameter study. 
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2.1 Modal Analysis 

The dynamic behaviour of structures with multiple degrees of freedom and a viscous damping is generally 
expressed by equation (1) [4]. The undamped model is derived from the formula (1). 

 [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { })()()()( tftxKtxCtxM =++ &&&  (1) 

2.2 Response Analysis 

In the next calculation step, the Forced Response Analysis, the damping ? and the excitation forces {f(t)} 
are added to the modal model to get the velocity of the vibrating structure 

2.2.1 Defined excitation forces 

The vibration velocity jυ̂ at an arbitrary point j, as a response to the excitation on the points k, can be 
express by equation (2): 
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The partial differentiation of the velocity with respect to the normal direction n of the structure surface 
(equation 3) gives the boundary condition for the Boundary-Element-Method.  
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2.2.2 Averaged generalized excitation force  

In contrast to the calculation of variants for specific projects with known excitation, parameter studies 
should be universally valid. But the conventional Response Analysis allows only to excite the structure at 
defined nodes. However for parameter studies the locations, amplitudes and directions of the excitations 
are not known exactly or not at all. To enable representative parameter studies without knowing the exact 
excitations, the equation (2) is modified to consider the tendency of each mode to vibrate. Therefore the 
generalized force rr is replaced by a averaged generalized excitation force rr Avg (4). 
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Thus the excitation force is no more related to a specific location. The structure is now excited on a virtual 
point representative for M selected degrees of freedoms. Thereby the calculation of the vibration response 
is realized with equation (5). 
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In parameter studies the excitation is generally normalized over all frequencies. However equation (5) 
offers as well the possibility to use complex excitation spectrums. More over different excitation 
spectrums can be used for subareas of the areas defined by the M nodes. 
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GH ,

2.3 Sound radiation 

The third level, the sound radiation calculation is carried out by using a non commercial BEM - solver [5] 
with the velocities of the Forced Response Analysis. This program makes it possible to determine the 
sound pressure, the sound velocity and all derivated values on the structure surface and on virtual surfaces 
in the outer space. 

The basics of the acoustic analysis are the Helmholtz equation and the boundary condition at the surface 
(figure 1). These two equations can be formulated in to an integral equation over the surface S. By 
splitting the surface in trilateral and quadrilateral elements the discrete form of the integral equation with 
the inf luence matrices GH , is shown below. The coefficients of these matrices are determined by Gaussian 
integration. The calculation leads to a linear equation system with a fully populated non-symmetric system 
matrix. It is solved by a ‘Conjugate Gradient Squared’ iterative solver. 

 

                  Helmholtz equation:    ckpkp /;022 ω==+∇  

Boundary condition:   nvinp ρω−=∂∂ /  

 

 

Integral equation on surface S 

Splitting of S into boundary elements 

 

nvGipH ωρ= * 

                    - influence matrices 

* Iterative solution by CGS -solver 

Figure 1: Basics of the sound radiation calculation 

3 Validation of the calculation chain 

For a further reduction of the time for developing acoustically optimized housings it is no longer sufficient 
to use sound radiation calculations  with only qualitative character. Particularly if for the first design a lot 
of experience and theoretical knowledge is considered, the difference between two variants is often below 
the exactitude of the simulation. Hence the scattering of the simulation results is a necessary criterion to 
stop an iterative acoustical optimization of the structure. Besides the scattering of the results, for the 
development of new prototypes as well it is necessary to know the systematic devia tions of the mean 
values to guarantee that the sound emission of a product is within the permitted limits. 

A simulation of a gearbox with all inner parts has too many unknown parameters to be used as a reference 
object for quantifying the quality of the simulation method and to investigate the influence of parameters. 
Therefore in this paper the calculation method is validated on single parts (housings) without joints and 
bearings at first. In a subsequent research-step the clutch housing is considered as well and in future the 
degree of complexity will be increased step by step up to the whole gearbox with all inner parts. 
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3.1 The reference gearbox housings 

The three different gearbox housings of table 1 are selected to validate the FE/BE-calculation chain. They 
have a different degree of complexity, so it is possible to examine the influence on the exactitude of the 
simulation. 

The Oval Principle Gearbox housing (OPG) has no ribs and thus it has the simplest shape of the housings. 
This offers the possibility to make the validation with a geometry which fulfils the requirements of the 
direct BE-Method very well, e.g. there are no disturbances of the sound field by close neighboured ribs. 

With two other reference objects the degree of complexity is increased stepwise to evaluate the exactitude 
of the calculation method in dependency of geometry. The rear axle gearbox housing (HAG) has only a 
few ribs and an acoustically advantageous round shape. The ZF 6S850 Ecolite gearbox housing is high 
grade ribbed to reduce the sound radiation. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Name Oval Principle 

Gearbox Housing 
DC Rear axle gearbox 

housing NCV2 
ZF 6S850 Ecolite 
gearbox housing 

Shortcut OPG HAG NKWG 

H/W/D (mm) 380/390/270 287/237/230 425/410/249 

Wall thickness Approx. 4 mm Approx. 4-5 mm Approx. 5mm 

Material AlSi7Mg GGG40 GD-AlSi9Cu3 

Table 1: Key-data of the reference gearbox housings 

To analyse the possibilit ies of the simulation as well as the limits in practice, all gearbox housings are 
digitalized to get Finite-Element-Models with exactly the same geometry like the housings used for the 
measurements (appendix – Di). In addition the design geometries of the HAG- and NKWG-housing 
(appendix – DD) where meshed to examine the effects of the geometric differences of the casting and 
machining tolerances on the dynamic and acoustic behaviour. The boundary conditions for the simulation 
as well as for the measurement are defined as free-free to avoid additional erroneous parameters. 

OPG-Di  (89,9 %)  HAG-Di  (98,0 %)     NKWG-Di  (97,6 %) 

 
Figure 2: MAC-Matrices and average values of the first forty modes 
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3.2 Results of the validation with the gearbox housings 

For the validation of the first calculation step, the modal analysis, MAC-Values are used. In figure 2 there 
are displayed the MAC-Matrices for the first forty modes of the digitalized reference housings. The 
digitalized HAG- and NKWG- models show an extraordinary high quality (appendix - Di). 

To evaluate the quality of every simulation step, the calculation models are updated with measurements 
before every simulation step to exclude the summation of deviation in the results of the calculation chain. 
Thus the exactitude of each of the validation steps could be quantified: Modal Analysis, Response 
Analysis and Sound Pressure on the Surface. The result of this survey quantifies as well the influence of 
the complexity of the geometry and geometry-differences between the designed and the machined 
housings. 
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Figure 3: Standard deviation of the reference housings  

In figure 3 there are displayed the standard deviation of the first forty resonance frequencies for each 
gearbox housing. The exactitude of the Modal Analysis and the Response Analysis shows a strong 
dependency on geometry deviations. The digitalized models are between 1.1 and 2.5 dB below the design 
derived models (DD).  

At the second calculation step, the sensibility of the Response Analysis in respect of the position of the 
excitation force gets obvious. At the stiff or ribbed housings the modes are getting local within the 
considered frequency spectrum. Thus it is more likely that the excitation positions are near node-lines. The 
high gradient of the amplitudes affects that despite high MAC-values there is a strong interaction between 
the excitation location and the responding velocity. 

However the quality of the sound pressure calculation is almost completely decoupled from the previous 
simulation steps. Independent of the quality of the mode shapes and Response Analysis, the standard 
deviations of the digitalized and the design-derived-models are almost identically. However at this step, 
the complexity of the geometry is of decisive importance. The BE-solver is getting instable  by the high-
grad ribbed NKWG-housing. Thus it was necessary to neglect the ribs at this BE-Model resulting in 
deviations up to 3 dB, whereas the sound is calculated well exact at the moderate ribbed housings. 

While the analysis of the standard deviation gives information about the simulation quality at single 
resonance frequencies and thus at narrowband excitation, the averaged values evaluate the possibilities 
and limits of the simulation technique at broadband excitation. 
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In figure 4 the results of the first forty resonance frequencies are averaged. The deviations are almost 
independent of the type of model updating and the exactitude of the geometry.  

The results of the Response Analysis have only small deviations, independent of the complexity of the 
reference housing and the exactitude of the geometry. Hence the quantitative significance of the Response 
Analysis is verified on a very high standard. As well the calculated averaged sound pressure levels at the 
surfaces of the OPG- and HAG-structures are very accurate and only a few tenth dB below the 
measurement. The sound pressures of the NKWG-housings are 2-3 db too low because of the not 
considered sound radiation of the ribs. 

 
Figure 4: Mean deviations for all housings  

By comparing the measured sound pressure on external surfaces (distance 300 mm to the housings) and 
the sound power according to DIN 45635 with the corresponding BE-calculations, the quality of the 
simulation looses its exactitude because of the strong sensibility to several types of influences. Thus for 
parameter studies or the comparison of design variants it is recommendable to use the sound pressure on 
the surface or better, the sound power calculated from the sound pressure and the surface velocity, to 
evaluate the acoustic quality. 

The creation of FE-models with an exact geometry and the evaluation of the calculations by comparison 
with measurement at reference housings with different degrees of complexity enable  the following 
conclusions about the used FE/BE calculation method: 

• With digitalized FE-models of high-grade ribbed housings could be approved that the biggest part 
of the deviations between analytical and measured modes are caused by differences in the 
geometry of the FE-model and the physical housing. 

• The Boundary Element Method is able to calculate the sound radiation with a very high accuracy 
at housings with no ribs or only a moderate degree of ribbing. Thus it is proven that the BE-
Method can be used for the acoustic evaluation and optimization process of housings. 

These are necessary requirements to make frequency specific parameter studies to investigate the acoustic 
influence of ribs. 

Response      Sound Pressure  Sound Intensity  Sound Power 
Analysis         on the Surface   external Space    DIN 45 635 
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3.3 Validation of joints between the gearbox and the clutch housing 

After considering the components of a gearbox for the validation, the investigations will be extended to 
assemblies in the following. Differences between components and assemblies are limited to the first step 
of the calculation chain. The modal parameters of simulation and testing have to correlate, because they 
are the basis of the calculation chain. 

The example is an assembly consisting of OPG (similar to table 1) and PKG (figure 5, left side), with a 
very stiff flange. The components are joined by ten single -bolted joints. The range of interest is limited to 
2 kHz because of the excitation with a modal hammer and because of the low stiffness of the OPG. This 
limit is lower compared to the components, because the influence of the joints on the assembly has to be 
separated. This is also justified by the AutoMAC values [1], which are also higher due to the increasing 
density of natural frequencies in this area. 

 

         
Figure 5: PBGR (left), simulation model (right) 

 

Basis for the FE-Model of the assembly are those of the components, which result from their digitalized 
geometries. In a first step, the components modal parameters are compared with the experimental ones. As 
a result, their material parameters are updated in a second step. The assignment of the components mark 
the possible precision limit for the assembly. The model for the dynamic simulation of the bolted joints 
has to include the stiffening of the components in the area of the clamp solid and the additional masses, 
applied through washers and bolts, basically.  Figure 5 (right side) shows the model of the assembly, 
which is used for the simulation. The components are joined through surface-node-connections (Multi 
Point Constraint MPC) in a certain diameter around the holes in the interface. The additional mass is 
quantified by weighing and added by the use of several lumped masses in the interface in the region of the 
centre of gravity. 

The model represents the clamp solid of the bolted joint and its bending resistance as well as the 
distribution of the additional masses quite simply but with the main advantage of a single parameter for 
the stiffening. Failures due to too many variables are prevented hence. Better results are achieved with this 
model compared to more complex ones [3]. To choose the “right” diameter, which is also determined by 
the length of the finite elements, is essential for the selected model. A benchmark can be found in the 
limiting diameter for a concentrically clamped single-bolted joint according to the VDI 2230. The 
nonlinear behaviour of the contact of the components concerning bolt heads, washers, bolt threads and the 
interface between OPG and PKG is linearised around the working point, which is determined by the 
tightening torque. This assumption permits the application of normal MPC’s. It was checked and approved 
experimentally by the insertion of washers in the intersection of the components and comparison of the 
modal dampings. 
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Figure 6: MAC-values for diameter 15 mm and components  

The average MAC-value of the modes up to 2 kHz (figure 6) for the assembly PBGR is 94%, which is less 
below those of the components (OPG: 96%, PKG: 99%), but still on a very high level. Diameter 15 mm 
leads to a maximum of this optimization criterion. Collapses of MAC-values appear more often in the 
assembly than in the components. Minima occur for eigenvectors with closely neighboured eigenvalues. 
They have almost collinear eigenvectors in three cases, which can be assigned to only one eigenvector of 
the simulation and they occur in two cases in a changed order, which does not occur in the components. 
The 14. eigenvector of the simulation cannot be found in the measurement. 

The natural frequencies of the simulation are on average about 1% lower than the experimental ones. The 
distribution around the average is 0,6%, the maximum difference from the average is 2,4%, which is more 
than for the components (OPG: 0,4/ 1,6%). 

The investigations of this assembly lead to the following conclusions: 

• The evaluation of the experimental modal analysis is more difficult because of an increasing 
density of natural frequencies. 

• The agreement of simulation and testing decreases for assemblies because of the difficult 
modelling of the bolted joints. With the obtained MAC-values, very good results for the Response 
Analysis can be expected. The selected symmetric model for the bolted joint represents the reality 
sufficiently, the assumption of a linear behaviour is acceptable for the chosen preload. 

• The main difficulty for the dynamic simulation of assemblies is to choose an appropriate model 
for the representation of the bolted joint and to find the right parameters. 
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4 Formulation of design guidelines for a effective reduction of the 
sound radiation with ribbings 

An economic, quantitative prediction of the sound emission with the knowledge of the previous validation 
is only the first necessary step for the development of more silent gearbox housings. The second 
consecutive process is the acoustic optimization of the geometry. But the relations between changes in the 
design and the acoustic behaviour are so complex that this process can only be managed in a time 
consuming iterative way. Hence for an efficient development process it is necessary to reduce the iteration 
steps. Parameter studies make it possible for the development engineer to estimate the acoustic effects of 
geometry modifications and to simulate only the most promising variants. 

There are published only a few parameter studies with limited universal validity. The reason therefore is 
the huge effort for carry out a large number of parameterized acoustic calculations and the difficulty of 
applying a representative excitation. The conventional Frequency Response Analysis allows only 
excitations at one ore more defined nodes. But to give parameter studies a universal validity it is not 
sufficient to excite the structure at only a few locations, because the excitation should represent the 
addiction of large areas of the housing to vibrate.  

To reach this aim, parameter studies are made by using averaged generalized excitation forces. Thus it is 
possible to consider for every mode of the structure the addiction to vibrate. By using this technique, the 
location of the excitation is no more crucial for the level of the sound emission. The radiated sound is now 
only proportional to an averaged admittance and thus the sound power at every resonance frequency can 
be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the applied ribbing. By using this method there are sufficient 
resonance frequencies to evaluate the frequency dependent effects of different ribbings. 

4.1 PARAMETRIC MODELS 

Beside the modification of the basic shape of housing, already examined by Wender [5], the application of 
ribbings is an effective method to influence the sound radiation. Therefore ribbings are applied on a box-
shaped principle gearbox housing with an attached clutch housing. The ribs are applied in different 
patterns and as well their cross-sectional shape is varied. 

 

  

Length / Width / Height 
without clutch housing 

350 / 150 / 225 mm 

Wall thickness t / Radius 4 mm / 15 mm 

Type of the ribs Cross Diagonal Net Grid 

Height of the ribs h 5, 10, 15, 20 mm 
Width of the ribs b 5, 10, 15 mm 5 mm 5 mm 5 mm 

Table 2: Type of ribbing 
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The housing designs of table 2 are chosen to examine the effectiveness of different types of ribbings, the 
number of ribs per length and the cross-sections of the ribs. They are build up as parameterized CAD-
volume-models and meshed with different widths and heights of the ribs. 

The ribs are creating a stiff connection between areas of the structure with maximum and minimum 
deformation amplitude to reduce as effective as possible the vibrations from global as well as from local 
mode shapes. Because the edges of the housings are very stiff areas, the ribs extend over the sides of the 
housings. 

4.2 Reduction of the sound power over the whole frequency spectrum 

In this chapter the evaluation of the ribbings is carried out over the entire frequency range from 0 to 4 
kHz. There are used two methods to determine the change of the sound power. On the one hand the sound 
power at all resonance frequencies are added and the level of this sum is calculated. This sum-level is 
dependent on the number of all resonance frequencies and therefore meaningful at broadband excitations. 
On the other hand the change of the sound power level is evaluated by calculating the arithmetic average 
of the levels at all resonance frequencies. Hereby the number of resonances per frequency (frequency 
density) has no influence on the result like it is valid for narrow-band excitations. 

Particularly if the gearboxes are for the automotive sector, the increase of the mass has to be considered by 
the selection of the best type of ribbings. Therefore the reduction of the sound power level is set in relation 
to the mass of the ribs.  

The evaluation of the variants with the cross-ribbing shows that the mass specific reduction of the sound 
radiation is for width ribs almost independent from the height of the ribs (see figure 7). In contrast thin 
ribs (b/t = 1.25) with a minimum height of h/t = 3.75 are more effective. However this is only valid for the 
sum-levels. For the arithmetic averages of all sound powers the ribs are less effective. 
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Figure 7: Mass specific reduction of the sound level with cross ribbing 

Figure 8 displays the mass specific effectiveness of the different types of ribbings. The sum-levels and the 
arithmetic averaged levels do not differ a lot if the ribs are not high. This signifies that the levels at the 
resonance frequencies are reduced at the same extent like the Sum-Levels. This is changing with higher 
ribs. The almost constant values of the diagonal ribs confirm the thesis that ribs parallel to the edges of the 
housings are influencing the structure vibrations more efficient due to the higher stiffness [2]. 
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At the cross and net ribbing the effectiveness increases significant up to a relative height of h/t = 3.75. 
With higher ribs the values stagnate. The reason therefore is assumed in the sound radiation of the high 
flanks of the ribs. The ribs do not have local modes within the considered frequency range but the node-
lines often coincide with the locations of the ribs and thus there are the maximum deflection gradients. 
This leads to a strong lateral vibration of the ribs like it is displayed exemplary at the mode in figure 8. 
The grid-ribbing has a counterpart tendency compared with all of the other types with ribs parallel to the 
edges. This leads to the conclusion, that a huge number of low ribs reduce the sound radiation very 
effectively. With higher ribs the values decrease and remain only a little above the types with a less 
number of ribs. 
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Figure 8: Mass specific reduction of the sound power level with the different types of ribbings 

4.3 Frequency specific effectiveness of ribbings 

The mode shapes of the unribbed housing and the modes of the ribbed housings are such different, that 
they cannot be correlated to each other. Hence the frequency dependent comparison of the sound reduction 
at single resonance frequencies is not possible. Therefore frequency specific effectiveness of ribbings only 
can be analysed by dividing the whole frequency range in to several sub-ranges with comparable 
characteristics. For this sub-ranges frequency specific parameters can be calculated. 

By comparing the mode density (number of modes per Hz) and the sound power levels of the reference 
model with the ribbed housings it is possible to distinguish three frequency ranges with characteristic 
differences. For the lower frequency range (range I) it is significant that the sound power at the resonance 
frequencies is not reduced due to the ribs. But the mode density is reduced significant up to a frequency 
dependent of the applied ribbing. The frequency by which no difference in the mode density is visible 
marks the end of range I. A reduction of the sum-level in range I is therefore expected because of the 
lower mode density and not as result of reduced sound levels at single resonance frequencies.  

Above the range I, neither the mode density nor the sound powers are influenced systematically due to the 
applied ribbings. This characteristic defines the range II and remains up to several hundred Hertz. The end 
of range II (and thus the begin of range I) is marked by a visible reduction of the sound power at the 
ribbed housings. The characteristic of this last range remains up to the upper frequency limit of this 
parameter study (4 kHz). 
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The frequencies defining the transition between the ranges I/II and II/III are displayed in figure 7 
according to the criteria above. These borderlines give important information about frequency specific 
effects of ribbings. 
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Figure 7: Borderlines between the  frequency ranges I - III 

Increasing heights and widths of the cross ribbings (see figure 7 - left side) leads to higher transition 
frequencies between the ranges I/II and to lower borderlines between the ranges II/III. Hence the region II, 
where neither the mode density nor sound power is reduced, gets smaller and the other regions are 
enlarged. A increase of the number of ribs has similar effects on the borderlines II/III as the width  of the 
ribs (see figure 7 - right side). Even if the additional mass of cross ribbings is the same, a higher number 
of ribs leads to a steeper increase of the transition frequency I/II. 

The net-ribbing with h/t = 5 enlarges the ranges I and III as far as they overlap and thus the range II does 
not exist any more. A significant reduction of the sound power is expected for this variant at all 
frequencies. The grid-ribbing is even more effective. Besides the enlarging of region I the sound levels of 
every single resonance frequency are reduced. Hence the range II does not exist any more too. 

The decrease of the mode density in the range I leads to lower Sum-levels with higher and wider ribs (see 
figure 8), despite an increase of the sound power at the resonance frequencies (arithmetic average). In this 
range a smooth reduction of single levels requires a cross-section of the ribs (h/t * b/t) at least of 12.5. 

In range II, both characteristic values of almost all rib-shapes show higher sound levels (negative 
reduction of the sound radiation). The Sum-levels increase as much as the levels at single resonance 
frequencies. Variants with reduces arithmetic averages in range I show an opposite behaviour in range II. 
Due to the definition of range III, the arithmetic averages are reduced significant.  
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If the results of the third range are set in dependency to the additional rib-mass, then no influence of the 
height of the ribs on the effectiveness can be seen. The effectiveness of ribs with b/t = 1.25 is between 3 
and 4.5 db/kg (maximum at h/t = 3.75) and for wider ribs between 2 and 3 dB/kg. 
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Figure 8: Decrease of the sound power levels of cross-ribbings for all frequency ranges  

The change of the width of the ribs has nearly a proportional influence on the sound radiation, whereas the 
increase of the number of ribs changes the sound radiation in a more complex way (see figure 9). Obvious 
is the high reduction at the Net- and Grid-ribbings with a relative height of h/t = 1.25. The effectiveness of 
the other types is much below, despite of a comparable increase of the mass. The sudden decrease of the 
sum levels of the Grid-ribbings is caused by a reduction of the mode density. 

The sound power level of the range II is loosening its significance at variants with a high number of ribs. 
But a remarkable increase of the sound reduction is obvious at the Grid-ribbing. 

Range I shows the same characteristic  as the variation of the width of the Cross-ribbing. The reduction of 
the sound level at single resonance frequencies requires at least a Net-ribbing with h/t = 3.75. 
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Figure 9: Decrease of the sound power levels of all types of ribbings for all frequency ranges  

4.4 Design guidelines 

Within this parameter study many box-shaped gearbox housings with different types and dimensions of 
ribbings are analysed. The consideration of about 100 resonance frequencies enable a sophisticated 
analysis. 

Over the whole  frequency range up to 4 kHz there can be derived the following design guidelines, valid 
for the optimized ribbing of box-shaped housings. 

• With only a few ribs can be performed an effective sound reduction. Narrow ribs (b/t = 1.25) with 
a relative height of h/t = 3.75 …. 5.0 and 4.6 ribs per meter (cross ribbing) lead to a reduction of 
the sound power level of about 2 dB per kilogram additional mass. 

• If the additional mass has to be reduced to a minimum, the number of ribs per meter should be 
about 14 (Grid-ribbing) and the height and the width of the ribs should be about 125% of the wall 
thickness. Thus a decrease of the sound power level about 7 dB/kg can be expected. 

• A high reduction of the absolute sound power up to 6-8 dB is reached with 14 ribs per meter 
(Grid-ribbing) and a relative rib-height of h/t = 3,75 … 5. Then the relative reduction of the level 
is about 4 dB/kg. 

A frequency specific evaluation of the parameter studies is used to define design guidelines for three 
specific frequency ranges. With more ribs the transition frequencies between the ranges I/II are increasing 
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and those between the ranges II/III are decreasing. Thus the range II is no more existent at high grade 
ribbed structures. 

• The mode density in the lower frequency range I can only be influenced by the height of the ribs. 
The mode density is reduced about 20 % with h/t = 1.25 and up to 50 % with h/t = 5. This is the 
reason for the reduction of the Sum-level at moderate ribbings and it explains a big part of the 
reduction at high grade ribbed housings. 

• A reduction of the sound emission in the middle frequency range II requires more than 14 ribs per 
meter. Otherwise a small increase of the sound power of 0 – 2 dB is likely to occur. 

• Thin ribs (b/t = 1.25) cause a reduction of the sound level proportional to the mass of the ribs in 
the upper frequency range III. The sound power is reduced in the average between 3 dB and 4.5 
dB (maximum at h/t = 3.75) independent of the number of the ribs and their height. 

The validated calculation method and these design guidelines give an important knowledge to the design 
engineer. They help to find the best acoustic design for housings within less iteration steps. According to 
the requirements, different criteria for three characteristic frequency ranges can be applicated, like the 
reduction of the mode density, the minimization of the additional mass due to the ribs or the maximum 
reduction of the absolute sound level. 
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Abstract 
A numerical formulation to optimize the noise transmission loss (TL) of a damped sandwich structure is 
presented. It consists on considering the mass as an objective function to minimize, the TL as a constraint 
function and the thicknesses, the densities of each layer and the mechanical properties of the core as 
design variables. Unlike several methods developed since the sixties, the TL is calculated numerically 
using a finite element formulation for the sandwich plate coupled to a boundary element method for the 
acoustic medium. This has an advantage to have precisely the value of TL at each frequency and make it 
possible to consider a frequency dependent loss factor and shear modulus of the core. The considered 
sandwich structure makes it possible to obtain an interesting damping thanks to the properties of the visco-
elastic material, while keeping a reasonable thickness and weight. The main result of this optimization 
study shows that one can get a law of the viscoelastic material behavior which increases the TL and thus 
improve the soundproofing of sandwich structures. 

1 Introduction 

In order to make the sandwich structures lighter, more resistant and more insulating, several studies of 
mechanical and acoustic optimization were carried out since the sixties. They started by the choice of the 
objective function, the constraints and the design variables that lead to the final formulation of the 
optimization problem. Sharp [1] conducted an optimization study to improve the soundproofing of 
building walls by increasing the TL calculated according to the mass law. Many other authors have 
studied the optimization of sandwich structures whose core is made of a viscoelastic material. For these 
structures, the damping is induced by the high transverse shear deformations of the viscoelastic layer 
which are accompanied by high energy dissipations. Since 1967, Ford, Lord & Walker [2] have optimized 
the stiffness of the core of a sandwich structure in order to move the critical frequency of bending and the 
minimal frequency of dilation to a given higher value.  Lang & Dym [3] have proposed to maximize the 
averaged TL of sandwich panels by fixing the mass surface, in order to move the frequency of coincidence 
at a frequency higher than a given value. It was shown in this study that it is possible to move the 
frequency of coincidence outside a given interval frequency and increase the TL averaged in this interval. 
The authors have considered two options to improve the TL, the first one is to use sandwich structures 
whose TL follows a given mass law (more massive and less rigid). This solution is not interesting because 
one have to take into account the mechanical constraints; the second one is to increase the rigidity of the 
core. Spilios, Dym, Markis &  Smith [4] have maximized the TL averaged between 1000 and 4000Hz 
(where the human ear is most sensitive) of a sandwich structure by focusing on the properties of the core. 
They then proposed, for different materials of the faces, an expression of TL according to the density and 
the thickness of the core. C Lee C & K Kondo [5] have proposed a three-dimensional analytical model for 
calculating the TL of a sandwich plate with a viscoelastic core. The sandwich plate is simply supported on 
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rigid and infinite baffle and excited by a diffuse field. The shear modulus and the loss factor of the middle 
layer are considered constant over the entire frequency range. A parametric study on factor loss done by 
these authors show that the use of sandwich structures with viscoelastic layers with a very high loss factor, 
can increase the TL in the range of frequency coincidences. This increase in the TL is done without 
increasing the weight of the structure because the thickness and the densities are not concerned by this 
study. P. Wennhage [6] has studied the problem of minimizing the weight of sandwich panels taking as 
design parameters the properties of the core and the thickness of the faces considering both mechanical 
and acoustic constraints. The mechanical constraints are represented by the maximum deflection and the 
maximum stresses in the faces and the core. The acoustic constraint is defined by the TL; this function is 
calculated from the thin plates theory. Its expression is given by analytical formula depending on whether 
the current frequency is above or below the critical frequency of the plate. The TL here is taken as a 
constant from 0 to a certain frequency then it increases linearly 6dB per octave. To study the influence of 
acoustic constraint on the results of optimization, the optimization process is repeated with relaxation of 
this constraint. In this study, the calculation of the acoustic constraint is based on simplified analytic 
formula that lead to a TL in the form of a regular and differentiable function to be used easily in the 
optimization process. 

The literature mentioned above shows that, for optimizing acoustic and mechanical sandwich structures, 
two formulations are possible. The first one is based on minimizing the weight of the sandwich with a 
constraint on the TL, the second one is based on the maximization of the TL averaged over a frequency 
band with a constraint on the weight. The design variables in both cases are the thickness and density of 
each layer. To facilitate the process of optimization, the loss factor and the shear modulus are considered 
constant and the TL is calculated using analytic formula. 

It should be noted that the TL of a sandwich structure depends on frequency, angle of plane wave 
incidence and geometrical and physical properties of material. In the majority of the cases mentioned 
above, this quantity is calculated analytically using simplified acoustic models (infinite or simply 
supported rectangular panels), in order to have an explicit function according to the frequency and of 
different other parameters which are differentiable and regular in a large frequency band for the 
optimization study. In the present work, the TL is calculated numerically using a finite element method 
([7] and [8])with a loss factor and a shear modulus that vary with frequency. The numerical model used is 
based on a finite element formulation for the sandwich plate coupled to a boundary element method for 
the acoustic medium. This has an advantage to have precisely the value of TL at each frequency. 
The displacement finite element formulation is based on the fact that the faces are assumed to be thin and 
resist membrane and bending stresses only (Kirchhoff’s theory), whereas the core can resist membrane, 
bending and shear stresses (Mindlin’s theory). The plate is assumed to be placed in an infinite rigid plane 
separating two semi-infinite acoustic domains: the excitation and the receiver domains. The discretized 
coupled fluid-structure system is then established and its solution leads to the nodal displacement of the 
sandwich plate. The radiated pressure in the receiver domain is computed using the classical Rayleigh’s 
integral from the obtained discretized displacement vector. Then, the transmission loss factor which 
represents the ratio of the transmitted-to-incident acoustic power is computed. 

The optimization of the noise transmission loss of sandwich structures is then carried out. The 
optimization process is based on the mass as an objective function to minimize and a given curve of TL as 
an inequality constraint. The variables are the thicknesses and densities of the two skins and core and the 
loss factor of the core. The studied structure is a laminated glass, made up of two glass faces and a PVB 
core (vinyl polybutyrale). This sandwich structure makes it possible to obtain an interesting damping 
thanks to the properties of the viscoelastic material, while keeping a reasonable thickness and weight.  
The main result of this optimization study shows that one can get a law of the viscoelastic material 
behavior which increases the TL and thus improve the soundproofing of sandwich structures. 
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2 Numerical formulation 

2.1 Finite element formulation 

In this study, the sandwich plate is modeled using a three-node triangular element [7]. This element is 
displacement-based and built using an energy formulation. The sandwich plate is assumed to be in the 
( , )x y  reference plane and the mid-plane of the core is set to coincide with the origin of the z-axis. A 
linear displacement field is defined for each layer according to the following assumptions:  

• the plate is thin compared to the longitudinal dimensions and all displacements are small 
compared to the thickness, 

• all points on a normal to the plate have the same transverse deflection, 

• normal sections in each layer before deformation remain plane and continuous after deformation, 

• the sandwich plate is under plane stress assumption, 

• the faces of the sandwich plate are subjected to extension, bending and in-plane shear 
deformations, 

• the core is subjected to extension, bending, in-plane shear deformations and transverse shear 
deformations, 

• there is perfect continuity and no slip occurs at the interfaces between the layers. 

The displacement variables retained to write the strain and kinetic energies are the mean mid-plane 
displacements of the faces m m,u v , the relative mid-plane displacements of the faces r r,u v  and the 

transverse displacement of the plate w . m m,u v , r r,u v  are defined by: 

10 20 10 20
m m r 10 20 r 10 20, , ,

2 2

u u v v
u v u u u v v v

+ += = = − = −  

where 0 0, ( 1,2)i iu v i = are the in-plane displacements of the mid-surfaces of the top and bottom faces 
respectively in the x and y directions.  

The strain energy of the sandwich plate is given by: 

 T1

2 i iU d
Ω

Ω= ∫ σ ε  (1) 

where iε and iσ  are respectively the strain and stress vectors in each layer ( T
σ denotes the transpose of 

σ ). iε  are derived from the linear strain-displacement relations for plates and iσ are obtained using 
Hooke’s law. For damped sandwich plates by means of viscoelastic core, the Young’s modulus of the 
viscoelastic material is represented in complex form and is frequency-temperature dependent 

 ( , )= ( , )(1+i ( , ))v vE T E T Tω ω η ω  (2) 

where vE is the storage modulus, vη is the loss factor of the viscoelastic material and i 1= − . 

The kinetic energy can be written as: 

 2 2 21
( )

2 i i i iV u v w d
Ω

ρ Ω= + +∫ & & &  (3) 

where iρ is the mass density for the i-th layer and the dot symbol (.) stands for time derivation. , ,i i iu v w& & &  
are the components of the velocity vector.  

The strain and kinetic energies are integrated through the plate thickness and discretized using a three-
nodes triangular finite element, following the usual procedure for formulation of a displacement-based 
element [9]. Their expressions can be written as 
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 T 2 T
n n n n

1 1
,

2 2
U V ω= = −u Ku u Mu  (4) 

where nu  is the nodal dof vector. The stiffness and mass matrices K and M are calculated using standard 
numerical integration and assembling techniques. The details of their derivation are given in the fourth 
chapter of reference [7]. 

2.2 Numerical implementation of the TL 

In order to characterize the acoustic transparency of the sandwich plate, the sound transmission loss 
defined as the ratio of the transmitted-to-incident acoustic power is computed. The plate is assumed to be 
mounted in a rigid, infinite plane baffle and excited by a plane wave or a diffuse sound field. In these 
conditions, the potential of the resultant pressure loading on the plate surface is given by [8] 

 22 b
A A A

W wGwdS dS p wdSρω= +∫ ∫ ∫  (5) 

whereA  is the area of the plate,ρ is the density of the fluid and 
2

ikre
G

rπ

−

= is the half-space free-field 

Green’s function satisfying 0
G

n

∂ =
∂

on the baffle. bp is the blocked pressure which is the sum of the 

incident pressure and the reflected pressure on the incident side when the plate is considered as a hard 
wall. The discrete form of the potential loading is obtained by using a boundary element method [10] 

 2 T T
n R n nW ω= +u Z u u F  (6) 

RZ andF are respectively the radiation impedance matrix and the source vector resulting from the acoustic 
excitation. 

To derive the governing equation of motion for the sandwich plate, the variational formulation is applied 
in the following form 

 0V U Wδ δ δ− + =  (7) 
where WUV δδδ  and  , are respectively, the virtual variations of kinetic energy, strain energy and the 
work done by the external loads. Substituting Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq. (7) leads to the following equation 
of motion 

 2
R n( , ) ( ( )) ( , ) ( )T Tω ω ω ω ω − + = K M Z u F  (8) 

The TL through the sandwich plate is defined by the ratio of the incident sound power to the transmitted 
sound power. The transmitted sound power is calculated by 

 
3 3

* T *
t n R nIm Im( )

2 4A A

wGw dSdS
ω ωΠ ρ= − = −∫ ∫ u Z u  (9) 

 ( *  denotes the complex conjugate) and the injected sound power, for an incident progressive plane wave, 
is given by [11], 

 
2
i*

i i i

cos1
Re

2 2A

p A
p v dS

c

θ
Π

ρ
= =∫  (10) 

in which ip and iv represent the incident sound pressure and the acoustic velocity, θ is the incident angle, ρ 
the mass density and c the sound speed for the acoustic medium. 
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3 Optimization of sandwich structures 

3.1 Formulation of the optimization problem 

In this section, the optimization of the noise transmission loss of a laminated glass is presented. the main 
objective is to reduce the sound power transmitted which amounts to increase the TL. As shown in the 
precedent section, the TL is a non linear function of frequency. It depends, in low frequency, on geometry 
(thickness of each layer) and physical properties of the viscoelastic core (density, loss factor and shear 
modulus).  

Before beginning the optimization problem itself, it is necessary to define the objective functions , the 
constraints and the design variables. The design variables here are thicknesses and densities of each layer, 
and the loss factor and shear modulus of the core. The choice of the objective function is limited to two 
possibilities: the mass surface or the TL. This leads to two different formulations : 

• The first one consists on considering the mass surface as an objective function to minimize and 
the TL as a constraint to respect. This corresponds to the following formulation : 

 
given

min  mass

0computedTL TL


 − ≤

 (11) 

• The second one consists on considering the TL as an objective function to maximize and the mass 
surface as a constraint to respect. This correspond to the following formulation : 

 
ax TLm

m m


 ≤

 (12) 

where, m is the mass per unit area. 

In both cases the area of design variables is given as follows: 

 

,min ,max

,min ,max

,min ,max

,min ,max

,min ,max

,min ,max

s s s

s s s

c c c

c c c

c c c

c c

e e e

e e e

G G G

ρ ρ ρ

ρ ρ ρ

η η η

≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤


≤ ≤

 (13) 

Where ,minsρ  and ,maxsρ  are respectively the minimum and the maximum density of the faces, ,minse  and 

,maxse  are respectively the minimum and the maximum thickness of the faces, ,mincρ  and ,maxcρ  are 

respectively the minimum and the maximum density of the core, ,mince  and ,maxce  are respectively the 

minimum and the maximum thickness of the core, ,mincη  and ,maxcη  and ,mincG  and ,maxcG are respectively 

the minimum and the maximum shear modulus of the core. 

Note that the thicknesses of the faces are discrete values. They can be equal to 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 mm.  

3.2 Optimization Algorithm 

Knowing the optimization problem (optimization with constraints) and the nature of functions to be 
studied (non linearity of the TL function), we compared different existing algorithms in Matlab. This led 
us to choice the algorithm called “fmincon”, which can solve constrained nonlinear multivariable functions 
with several types of constraints (constraints of inequality and/or equality). The principle of the algorithm 
consists on searching, from an initial point randomly generated in the definition space of the objective 
function, the closest local maximum via Newton's method available in Matlab [13]. Starting from this 
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maximum, points are generated on a half-right with an uncertain direction, and we check if one of them 
has a superior image to the maximum found earlier. If this is not the case,  another direction is considered, 
and so on until a better point will be found. The advantage of this method, over the fact that the maximum 
is local, is that there is no need to approximate the gradient of the function to find the right half. The main 
reason is that since the point from which begins a half-right is a local maximum, the gradient is zero. That 
is why the leadership of the half-right is chosen randomly. The stop criteria are the maximum number of 
tested directions and the number of points generated in these directions. 

The purpose of the function “fmincon” is to minimize a function f  on an area A. If we are at a point kx , 
we try to move toward a point there whose image by f is smaller. For that, one have to approximate f by a 
relatively simple function q, which reproduces fairly well f in a neighborhood N of x. this neighborhood is 
called the region of confidence. In our case, q is a quadratic approximation defined by the first two terms 
of the Taylor’s series of f   at x  

 ( ) 1

2
t tq s s s s g= +H  (14) 

Where g and H are respectively the gradient and the Hessian matrix of f in x. N has a an ellipsoid shape. 
For the implementation, the gradient is partially approximated in all directions, and Hessian H matrices 
are calculated by a recursively method like quasi-Newton. Thus, each iteration of the routine fmincon 
costs n evaluations of the function f, when n is the dimension of the problem. Indeed, the approximation of 
the gradient is done by the method of finite differences, exactly like the method of descent [14]. 

3.3 Methodology of Optimization 

The problem studied here depends strongly on the frequency, it is therefore necessary to optimize the TL 
at each frequency. To get it, a preliminary step must precede the optimization process. it consists 
essentially in expressing explicitly and at each frequency, the TL according to the different optimization 
variables. To achieve this objective, the overall matrix K is expressed explicitly depending on the 
thickness of the layers, the loss factor and the shear modulus of the core and the global matrix M is 
expressed explicitly depending on the thicknesses and the densities of the layers. This gives an explicit 
expression of TL according to the different optimization settings. 

The steps of the methodology of resolutions are: 

• The choice of the thickness of faces : 

Since the thickness of the faces have a small number of discrete values, this step will essentially choose 
among some configuration data, one that produces the best results on TL. In our study we have to choose 
among the three following configurations( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, 4,4 3,5 2,6e e mm= = = . 

• Parametric study on the design variables of the core : 

To choose the design variables of the core whose variation is very sensitive on the TL, a parametric study 
on each variable was made. This gives for each frequency, changes in the TL in relation to the parameter 
studied. This study will help us in the future to reduce the space design and the number of variables in the 
optimization process. Four parametric studies relative to the variables of the core were performed: 

i.Influence of the thickness on the TL curve 

ii.Influence of the density on the TL curve 

iii.Influence of the loss factor on the TL curve 

iv.Influence of the shear modulus on the TL curve 

• Optimization of the loss factor of the core : 

After choosing the best configuration for thickness of the faces and the most sensitive design variables for 
the core, we focus the problem of optimization on the loss factor of the core (cf 4.2). Thus, the 
optimization problem becomes: 
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 given

0,min 0 0,max

min  Mass

TL TL

η η η


 ≤
 ≤ ≤

 (15) 

So, for each frequency the optimization process gives as a result the optimum couple of TL and loss 
factor( )0,

opt
TL η . This which allows people to make a recommendation for loss factor of viscoelastic 

material of the core. 

• Parametric study on the thickness of the core : 

After performing the optimization process, we focus on the parametric study on the thickness of the core 
using the optimum law of behavior of the loss factor. 

4 Numerical results and discussion 

In this section, the main results concerning the parametric studies on the design variables of the faces and 
the core of a laminated glass are briefly presented. These results are detailed in [12]. Then optimization 
results on the loss factor are discussed. After that, a parametric study, using the new law of the loss factor 
obtained from the optimization, is done to confirm the choice of the thickness of the core. At the end, a 
comparison between the given TL and the TL obtained from the optimization process is given.  

The laminated glass is 1.48m long and 1.23m wide with simply supported boundary conditions. The 
characteristics of the faces and of the viscoelastic core are as follows : 

e1,2 can take the values of 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 mm with the constraint that the sum of the two thickness is equal 
to 8mm ; E1,2=72 GPa; ν1,2=0.22; ρ1,2=2500 kg/m3 

e0 varies between 0.38 and 2 mm; ν0=0.5; ρ0= varies between 900 and 1500 kg/m3 

The PVB material properties are supplied by Saint Gobain Glass (Figure 1). The surrounding fluid is air 
with density 31.2 kg/mρ = and sound speed 340m/sc = . The TL of the sandwich plate is investigated in 
the frequency range [50-1000 Hz] and at the value of temperature of 20°C.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: properties of the viscoelastic material 

4.1 Choice of thickness of the faces 

This step is devoted to choosing the best skin thickness. Fixing  the thickness of the core to a given value, 
we have examinated in narrow band frequency between 50 and 1000 Hz, the variation of TL for the three 
configurations: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, 4,4 3,5 2,6e e mm= = = . 
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This study have demonstrated that the symmetrical configuration (4,4)mm gives the best result TL curve 
[12]. For this reason the symmetrical configuration is selected for further study. 

4.2 Results of parametric study on the variables of the core 

Before doing the optimization problem itself, a parametric study seems necessary in order to distinguish 
the parameters whose influence is significant for the variation of the TL. This parametric study concerns 
the influence of the thickness, the density, the loss factor and the shear modulus of the core on the change 
in the TL. The thickness varies from 0,38 to 2mm, the density varies form 900 to 1500kg/m3, the loss 
factor varies from 0,1 to 1,5 an the shear modulus varies from 5.106 to 108 N/m2. 

The results given in [12] show the following findings: 

• The increasing of the thickness of the core reduces the sound transmitted by the sandwich plate 
and increases the resonance frequencies. The shift in frequencies to great values is linked mainly to an 
increase in the rigidity of the plate. 

• The increasing of the density of the core, increases the curve of the TL and reduces the resonance 
frequencies of the plate. This is due mainly to the increase in mass. 

• The loss factor brings a considerable increase in the values of the TL at the resonance frequencies. 
Outside the resonance frequencies, the TL is insensitive to the loss factor of the core. Also the 
variation of TL depending on loss factor was made for the fixed frequencies. We note that for a given 
mode, the TL is insensitive to the change of loss factor beyond a certain value. This value varies from 
one mode to another. This study helps to recommend a loss factor with respect frequency. 

• The increase in the shear modulus leads to an increase of TL at and near the resonance frequencies 

 

It is noteworthy that at low frequencies, the thickness of the core affects significantly the TL. An increase 
of this parameter leads to higher values of TL. In the mid-range frequencies, the density of the core makes 
the greatest improvement in the values of the TL. For the loss factor and the shear modulus of the core, 
their influence is very significant at or near the resonance frequencies. Thus, the role of design variables in 
the case of acoustic optimization of sandwich structures depends heavily on the frequency range where we 
want to optimize. 

4.3 Optimization on loss factor of the core 

The parametric study on the thickness and shear modulus of the core has shown that these two variables 
cause both an increase in the TL in the low frequencies and a shift of frequencies. On the other hand, the 
density of the core almost does not change the TL.  

For these reasons, and in order to effectively solve the optimization problem, we focus on the loss factor 
of the core by fixing the thickness of the layers and the density of the core. Thus, the optimization problem 
becomes: 

 given

0

min  Mass

TL TL

0.1 1.5η


 ≤
 ≤ ≤

 (16) 

 

The results presented here - below are obtained with a density of the core of 1000Kg/m3, a thickness of the 
core of 0.76mm and a constant value of the shear modulus of  107 MPa. 
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Figure 2: Loss factor obtained after optimization  

Figure 2 shows the values of the loss factor of the core and the TL optimized with respect the frequency. 
The constraint of optimization is always respected and optimum TL is higher than that calculated with the 
initial law of behavior of the loss factor. This result shows also that one can give a recommendation for the 
behavior of the loss factor of the core so as to achieve well defined curves of TL. 
Now, the curve of loss factor obtained after optimization is considered and we want to study the influence 
of the thickness of the core. Figure 3 confirms the results of parametric study done before. In fact, the TL  
curves does not vary much from 300Hz. 

 
Figure 3: Parametric study on the thickness of the core using the optimized law of the loss factor 

Figure 4 shows a comparison of TL curves after optimization. The 2 configuration considered are : 

• The given TL 

• The TL obtained with 

- symmetrical configuration of the thicknesses of skins of 4mm each 

- loss factor obtained after optimization 

- constant value of the shear modulus of  107 MPa. 

- thickness of the core of 0.76mm. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the TLs after optimization 

We can see that the optimized TL remains above the given one. 

5 Conclusion 

In this work, we seek to optimize the design parameters of the viscoelastic core to reduce the noise 
transmitted through a damped sandwich plate.  

In the first part of this work, a finite element model was implemented. It permits to study the dynamic 
behavior and noise transmission loss of sandwich plates. This model was validated by comparison with 
results given in literature. 

The second part of this work has been devoted to the optimization problem itself. The first work consists 
in formulating the problem such as the choice of the objective function, the optimization constraint and the 
most important design variables. Then a methodology was proposed to solve the optimization problem.  

In the third part, the results of the parametric study of TL in relation to the various parameters of the core 
was presented.  

The results of this study show that variations in the density and thickness of the core in the studied range 
do almost no significant improvement in the TL, while the variation of loss factor and shear modulus 
affect the TL at or near the resonance frequencies. This has enabled us to reduce the number of design 
variables and work only with the loss factor and the shear modulus of the core. 

Finally, a very important result issued from the optimization process was presented. The loss factor is the 
only variable taken into account. This result shows that one can obtain from solving this problem, a law of 
the behavior of the viscoelastic material of the core, which increases the TL and thus improve the 
soundproofing sandwiches structures. 
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Abstract 
 
Sewage systems in aviation are a sensitive interface between passengers and aircraft. Here, especially 
toilets have to work absolutely reliable in order to ensure a high level of comfort for both - passengers and 
crew. Besides the functionality, the demand on comfort concerning cabin noise level has increased 
especially on long-distance flights. Thus, up to now substantial efforts have been made improving the 
turbojet-engines, significantly reducing the noise outside as well as inside the aircraft cabin. As one result, 
among others, the noise of the sewage systems became more dominant and noticeable. Within the scope of 
this work, a series-production sewage system with vacuum-assisted flush was analyzed concerning its 
vibro-acoustic behavior. A map of the systems sound radiation was plotted using the sound intensity 
technique to localize the sound sources. Furthermore, the minimum required system low-pressure was 
defined and the influence of a closed toilet lid was characterized. In summery a considerable room of 
improvement of current sewage systems could be shown including appropriate geometry modifications 
resulting in a comprehensive catalogue of measures could be given to engineer new and especially quieter 
toilets for aviation. 
 
 

1 Introduction 

In modern commercial airplanes sewage systems are a sensitive interface between passengers, crew and 
airplane. Especially on long distance flights the toilets have to work sufficiently in order to ensure a high 
level of comfort for passengers and crew. Besides another important fact characterizing the comfort of a 
flight is the cabins noise level. During the last years many inventions and new technologies have been 
integrated in the airplanes remarkably reducing the noise of the jet engines and enhancing the noise 
damping of the cabin wall. Due to this, quieter sound emissions became more and more noticeable during 
the flight, e.g. the sound of the air condition and especially the sound of the toilet flush. Hence the airplane 
assemblers demand quieter toilet- and sewage systems from the component suppliers, which can obtain 
comprehensive advantages at the suppliers market. 
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2 Acoustical analysis of an airplane sewage system 

Instead of the low mass and the huge wall surfaces of the currently used toilet bowl there is a big potential 
to radiate a high sound power also if the excitation is even small. Thus the acoustical potential to supply 
the noise absorbability and damping was investigated for several materials by the use of planar plates. 
Therefore a custom built simulation tool on analytical basis to characterize the vibroacoustical behaviour 
of anisotropic and hybrid multilayer composite was used. 
Among the eigenfrequencies and modal damping the emitted sound power dependent on the fibre specific 
parameters like fibre orientation, fibre-matrix combination and layer structure are of particular practical 
importance. Due to the versatile possibilities of combinations of the various parameters some selective, 
acoustical relevant problems concerning the influencing variables were analyzed. The directionality of the 
parameters eigenfrequency, damping and sound radiation of multilayered composite structures depends 
significant on the layer structure. The calculated dependence of the fibre orientation of the mentioned 
parameters are exemplary shown in figure 1 for a unidirectional reinforced glass-fibre/epoxy composite 
(GFRP) and for comparison of a planar steel plate with the same weight. 

 
Figure 1: Eigenfrequency, model damping and sound radiation of the first eigenvalue of a 

rectangular plate (860 x 560 mm, thickness: 1.5 mm (steel), 6.5 mm (GFRP), all sides 
clamped) 

The steel plate, which represents the actual material of the toilet bowl, shows a completely isotropic 
behaviour for the considered first natural mode. The GFRP plate shows a clearly dependence on the fiber 
angle. So it is noticeable that the orientation of fibres parallel to the shorter side of the plate result in 
higher eigenfrequency than the orientation parallel to the longer side of the plate. By contrast the modal 
damping shows the highest values if the fibres are orientated parallel to the longer side and becomes a 
minimum by orientating parallel to the shorter side. Due to the damping-dominated sound radiation 
characteristic the high model damping in 0°-fibre orientation leads to a minimum of sound propagation 
withal the marginal stiffness in this direction. The comparison of the vibro acoustic parameters clarifies 
the differences between classical isotropic and anisotropic materials. Compared with the steel plate it is 
possible to enhance the stiffness and reduce the emission of sound propagation without changing the mass 
of the plate by using modern anisotropic composite materials. 
In addition to these theoretical preconsiderations practical experiments were done with a currently 
installed vacuum supported sewage system. Especially the vibroacoustical behaviour was analysed. Based 
on the sound intensity technique a map of the systems sound radiation was measured by the “Institute of 
Lightweight Structures and Polymer Technology (ILK)”. Therefore an adapted test stand was conceived 
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which imitates a practice oriented sound propagation of the real system. As a result of the intensity 
mapping, the sound propagation cumulated for each projection screen shows that the main part of sound 
propagation takes place on the top of the bowl (figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Allocation of sound emission from an airplane toilet related to a cubic casing 

Furthermore, the intensity mapping shows the sound allocation in according to the geometry of the bowl 
(figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Qualitative illustration of the measured intensity map of the toilet bowl (overall spectra 

100 to 6300 Hz) 
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In addition, the sidewise sound propagation of the bowl, in consequence of the airflow induced structure 
vibration, is marginal in comparison to the whole sound emission. In that way it is acceptable to define the 
bowl as a megaphone, which just amplifies sounds which propagate by the airflow in the area of the valve 
and outlet. The localisation of the valve area by the sound intensity technique supports this presumption 
(figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Intensity map of the right side of the toilet bowl with a clearly noticeable valve area 

To identify the acoustical influence of geometrical changes at the valve and outlet area, the current system 
was modified in further steps (see chapter 4). 
 

3 Noise reduction by adjusting the system pressure 

The essential system pressure to guarantee a reliable draining of the bowl was empirically appraised. As a 
result it could be shown, that a low-pressure of 200 mbar is enough to meet the requirements. 
Currently at the ground level, the required low-pressure is generated by an intelligent vacuum pump. 
During the flight level the difference between cabin-pressure and ambient-pressure defines the low-
pressure of the sewage system. At a cruising altitude of nearly 10.000 m a low-pressure of approximately 
550 mbar results instead of the merely required 200 mbar. 
Figure 5 shows the measured noise pressure level dependent on the systems low-pressure. The strongly 
non linear coherence between the applied low-pressure and the recorded noise pressure level is noticeable. 
So it is conspicuous, that a reduction of the low-pressure from 600 mbar to 500 mbar just leads to a 
reduction of the noise pressure level from even 1 dB. However a reduction from 300 mbar to 200 mbar 
allows a sound level reduction from more than 3 dB. Recapitulatory it is declarable, that a reduction of the 
low-pressure from currently nearly 600 mbar to the required 200 mbar allows a noise pressure level 
reduction of more than 6 dB. 
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Figure 5: Influence of the pressure difference to the overall sound emission 

4 Optimization of the valve and outlet area 

As already mentioned in chapter 2 the design of the valve and outlet area strongly influences the noise 
generation of the sewage system. For a detailed analysis of the design parameters, the outlet and valve 
were separately modified. In a first step, the valve was completely removed from the bowl (figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: Modified toilet without valve 

A new intensity mapping of the bowl and the connected pipe work without the valve shows that the 
distinctive point in the area of the valve does not appear anymore (figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Intensity map of the right side, measured without valve 

Consequently it could be shown, that the valve is a sound source of the system. However for technical 
reasons it is not possible to remove the valve and so also the influence of the geometry of the connected 
pipe work was analyzed. 
The connected pipe work consists of two very cramped one-quarter pipes. This design leads to an intense 
pressure gradient lateral to the main flow direction which induces turbulences and in that way sound 
propagation. Therefore the influence of wider radii of the elbow pipes was characterised. At best the radii 
are infinite and the pipe work is straight behind the bowl (figure 8). 

 
Figure 8: Variation of the outlet geometry a) current design, b) new design with straightened 

outlet 

Acoustical measurements at the original test rig by AOA avionics Dresden GmbH has shown, that 
modified outlet geometry could significant reduce the sound propagation of the system. A reduction of the 
sound pressure level of nearly 8 dB is possible if the installation place permits a straight pipe work 
(figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Sound pressure level reduction in consequence of straightened outlet 

In summary the valve did not contribute an essential part to the noise, but the geometry of the outlet, 
especially of the connected pipe work, has a significant influence of the sound propagation from this area. 
 

5 Noise reduction by toilet lid 

Another important starting-point to reduce the sound emission out of the bowl is a closed and functional 
covering system. Therefore the acoustic potential of the toilet lid was analyzed and different materials 
were tested. 
To assess the optimization of the acoustical effectiveness of the lid, the whole casing of the toilet was 
considered. One of the main requests to the case is a sufficient load-carrying capacity with enough 
vacuities for the essential additional air. Currently synthetic buffers at the top of the bowl ensure these 
requirements. That construction enables a seat height, independent from fitting position and additionally 
enough space between bowl and casing for the auxiliary air (figure 10). 

 
Figure 10: Cross sectional model of the toilet with mounted casing and marked path for additional 

air with closed lid 

In according to this the toilet lid could be assembled completely closed to the casing without vacuity for 
the air. Based on this knowledge the acoustical potential of a closed toilet-lid was investigated by the 
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“Institute of Lightweight Structures and Polymer Technology (ILK)”. Figure 11 shows the measured 
sound pressure levels of different kinds and positions of the lid. 

 
Figure 11: Sound pressure level of different  lids at a low-pressure of 600 mbar 

The effect of a closed lid is clearly identifiable. Even the current lid allows a pressure level reduction of 
more than 10 dB. Newly developed and tested lids permit an additional reduction of more than 6 dB. Thus 
it seems reasonable to conceive an automatic closing system, which closes the lid before valve is opened 
(figure 12). 

 
Figure 12: Principal and model of an automatic lid-closer 

Within the designed automatic closing system the lid is closed by a short impetus of a pusher, whereupon 
the lid is closing self-acting due to its own weight. During the closing process the lid is damped by 
rotational dampers inside the hinge-joint. 
As shown in figure 11, some new lid-materials allow a better acoustical absorption than the current 
material. So several lids with different materials where produced and their acoustical potential was 
analyzed. This lids where manufactured by the professorship of “Strukturleichtbau und 
Kunststoffverarbeitung” of the Chemnitz university of technology. Especially fibre reinforced composites 
provide a high acoustical absorption potential because of there layered structure [1 - 3]. In addition to the 
conventional aviation accredited materials like glass-fibre/epoxy composites some alternatively natural 
fibre composites where investigated. As a result it could be shown, that adapted glass-fibre/epoxy 
composites lead to a pressure level reduction of more than 6 dB compared with the current lid-material, 
without increasing the weight. Due to the superiorly damping and absorption characteristics alternative 
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natural fibre composites allows an additional noise pressure level reduction in common with a further 
reduction of the weight. 
 

6 Conclusion 

Within the scope of this work the acoustical room of improvement of current airplane sewage systems, 
especially focusing on toilets, could be shown. A new designed pipe work, an automatic closing lid and 
new materials for lid and casing enables a significant reduction of noise emission. The adjustment of the 
low-pressure is also an option to enhance the systems acoustical performance. As a result of this work a 
comprehensive catalogue of measures could be provided to engineer new and especially quieter toilets for 
aviation. 
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Abstract 
The sound field in most building spaces and enclosures can be simulated (to some extent) using 2D or 3D 

ray-tracing method. A computational code is composed here to predict the interior acoustics based on a 

ray-tracing algorithm. The main objective has been investigating the accuracy of the model compared to 

experiments. A 2D model is used that applies to rooms with flat surfaces. This can effectively be used for 

predicting sound field in long enclosures (3D). The model is based on the equations derived for sound 

pressure level (SPL) and reverberation time (RT60) of the space. Both steady state and transient 

specifications can be evaluated. The predicted results of the simulation are compared with the test results 

and with some related works published previously. The sensitivity of sound pressure level at the receiver 

location is also derived w.r.t. the source sound power level. Plots of SPL and RT60 over the cross section 

of an open tunnel (enclosure) are also plotted. 

1 Introduction 

Now a day, predicting of acoustic characteristics of building spaces is in more attention in architectural 

acoustic engineering (room acoustic engineering). By modeling of the sound propagation, acoustical 

performance of the building can be optimized. There are several methods that are used for modeling of 

sound propagation. Literatures are classified them in three categories: ray based methods; wave based 

methods and statistical methods.  

The ray-based method, the ray-tracing [1, 2] and the image-source methods [3, 4] are more often used 

modeling techniques. Recently, computationally more demanding wave-based techniques such as the 

finite element method (FEM), boundary element method (BEM) and finite difference time-domain 

(FDTD) methods have also gained interest [5, 6 and 7]. These techniques are suitable for simulation of 

low frequencies only [8]. In real-time auralization the limited computation capacity calls for 

simplifications, by modeling only the direct sound and early reflections individually and the late 

reverberation by recursive digital filter structures. The statistical modeling methods, such as the statistical 

energy analysis (SEA) [9], are mainly applied in prediction of noise levels in coupled systems in which 

sound transmission by structures is an important factor. They are not suitable fro auralization purposes 

since typically those methods do not model the temporal behavior of a sound field.     

As it said previously, ray-tracing method is a well-known algorithm in simulating the behavior of an 

acoustic space [1, 2, 10 and 11]. There are several algorithms, which are not all covered here. In the basic 

algorithm the sound source emits sound rays, which are then reflected at surfaces according to specular 

reflection and the listener keeps track on which rays have penetrated it as audible reflections. The way 

sound rays are emitted can either be predefined or randomized [2]. A typical goal is to have a uniform 

distribution of rays over a sphere. By use of a predefined distribution of rays a superior solution can be 

achieved with fewer rays.  
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The specular reflection rule is most common, in which the incident angle of an incoming ray is the same 

as the incident angle of the outgoing ray. More advanced rules which include for example some diffusion 

algorithm have also been studied (see, e.g., [12, 13]). In this way, M. Dance et al. [14] worked on 

modeling of sound fields in enclosed spaces in order to display the validation conditions of Mellington 

Sette equation in classical theory of acoustic. Also K. Li et al. [15] improved the methods that use for 

estimating of fitting density in industrial workrooms. In sound propagation modeling, effective algorithms 

suggested by J. B. Pan and H. M. Sun [16] for predicting of sound fields in long enclosures. Moreover, M. 

Vorlag Nder [17] and Murry Hodghson [18] suggested the algorithm for predicting of Impulse response 

based on free field ray base method. Indeed L. N. Yang et al. [19] investigated on ray-tracing model for 

predicting of sound field to calculate the acoustic parameters e.g. reverberation time, sound pressure level. 

Consequently according to above brief review the main purpose of this paper is to investigate the accuracy 

of the ray-tracing model of sound in long enclosures in compared with the experiments. 

2 Theory of simulation 

2.1 Modeling 

The ray-tracing method is based on geometrical relations similar to what has been developed in optics. For 

predicting sound field, first we must model the source, space and receiver. The receiver (listener) is 

typically modeled as volumetric object, like sphere or cube, but the listener may also be planar. In theory, 

a listener can be of any shape as far as there are enough rays to penetrate the listener to achieve 

statistically valid results. In practice a sphere is in most cases the best choice, since it provides an 

omnidirectional sensitivity pattern and it is easy to implement. 

The source is modeled as a point emitting a great number of sound rays with uniform energy, uniformly in 

different directions. The number of rays is important for numerical simulation. Ondet et al. [20] and Dance 

et al.  [21] recommended the following equation for calculating the number of rays. 

Define 

space

receiver

V

V
=∆  (1) 

which is the volume ratio of receiver over space volume. Then, the number of rays will be 

∆
=10rayN

 
(2) 

A discussion on the accuracy of this equation can be found in Dance et al. [21]. Sound field is also 

modeled by the energy distributed by the rays at different points. Each ray has some energy and the 

amount of initial energy propagated by rays depends on the number of rays and sound power level of the 

source (S). 

∆×=








−13

10

0 10

S

E  (3) 

For a directional source, the energy transmitted by each ray in one direction at angle α is equal to 

αα ψ×= 0EE  (4) 

where Ψα is directivity factor of the source. After modeling of the source and receiver, space must be 

modeled. The space is modeled by coordinate of corners and equations of wall planes (In 2D wall line). 
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2.2 Sound ray propagation 

Consider a ray with initial energy E0 in especial direction, emitted from a source. Reflecting from a border 

of the space for the first incidence, its energy decreases to El (through absorption in air and surface). The 

time and distance to border of incidence is taken as tl and dl. After n incidents, the energy associated with 
the ray will reduce to En, the related time and distance being tn and dn. Finally the ray arrives at the 

receiver with energy fE and the time and distance t' and d'. Therefore, the total time and total distance are 

1 2

1 2

........

........

n

n

t t t t t

d d d d d

′= + + + +

′= + + + +
 (5) 

Assuming that the length of the ray path to the receiver is dcell. The sound intensity received (by receiver) 

is 

reciever

cellf

V

dE
tI

×
=)(  (6) 

where 

∏ −×−×=
i

iairf dEE )1().exp(0 αα  (7) 

in which αi and αair are the sound absorption coefficient of the ith border and sound absorption coefficient 

of the air. This ray-tracing process must stop at some point. Dance et al [22] defined the EDT (Energy 

Discontinuity Percentage), or the energy loss percentage for this point. Usually the value of EDT is about 

90% to 99%. Using this parameter, we can optimize our simulation.  

Let 

)
100

1(
EDP

LnLEDP −=  (8) 

And 

)1( αα −= LnL  (9) 

in which α is the average absorption coefficient of the space. Then, the EDT and the number of incidents 

are related by the following equation 

( )lL

L
n

air

EDP

′×−
=

αα

 (10) 

where n and l´ are the reflection order and the mean free path length. 

2.3 Sensitivity analysis 

It may be interested to investigate the sensitivity of sound pressure level (SPL) detected by receiver over 

the sound power level (S) radiated by the sound source by the use of derived equations according to ray-

tracing method. By the use of equations 7, energy transmitted by jth ray is in form    

∏ −×=
i

ijf EE )1(0, α  (11) 

Consequently, the total energy that sense with receiver will be  

∑
=

×
=

rayN

j receiver

celljf

V

dE
E

1

,
 (12) 
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Sound pressure level detected with receiver can also easily determine by 

]12)[log(10 += ESPL
 (13) 

In this point, with taking differentiate on equation 13 over S, and after some manipulation that are shown 

below, sensitivity of SPL over S is calculated. 
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In addition, we have 

)log(10
)(
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dE
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∂
 (16) 

Consequently 

1=
∂

∂

S

SPL
 (17) 

The amazing result is the existence of linear behavior between SPL and S that determined analytically in 

equation 17. 

2.4 Reverberation time (RT60) prediction 

Reverberation is the persistence of sound in a particular space after the original sound is removed. When 

sound is produced in a space, a large number of echoes build up and then slowly decay as the sound is 

absorbed by the walls and air, creating reverberation, or reverb. This is most noticeable when the sound 

source stops but the reflections continue; decreasing in amplitude, until they can no longer be heard. RT60 

is the time required for reflections of a direct sound to decay by 60 dB below the level of the direct sound. 

Reverberation time is defined for wide band signals.  

For the prediction of RT60, sound rays must be tracked. If the source in a silence room turns on, sound 

pressure level in receiver will get rise. According to the ray-tracing approach, in this time, the sound rays 

lightened. Also it is clear that all of the rays do not reach to the receiver in the same time. Time 

consumption of the sound rays to reach to the receiver is the factor of the ray classification. Consequently 

by tracking the ray the sound pressure level in receiver as a function of time can obtain and so the 

reverberation time by the use of this approach can easily predict. 

3 Test setup  

In order to examine the accuracy of simulations, the sound pressure levels and reverberation times in an 

open tunnel (similar to the long enclosure) were measured. In figure 1 the open tunnel is viewable. 

Geometrical and also acoustical characteristics of this space that used in simulation predictions are listed 

in table 1.   
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Figure 1: Test setup 

Line number L1 L2 L3  

Length (m) 3 2.5 14  

Plane Number P1 P2 P3 P4 

Absorption Coefficient 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.05 

Table 1: Geometrical and acoustical characteristics of the tunnel 

By the use of sound level meter (Bruel & Kjaer 2260 Investigator), in three plans and also in three 

orthogonal directions, reverberation time of the tunnel is measured. The sound source produces a burst 

random signal with bursting the balloon. The sound power and location of the source and also location of 

the receiver are shown in table 2. 

 

 X (m) Y (m) Sound Power (dB) 

Source 2.25 1.25 106 

Receiver 1.5 1.25  

Table 2: Sound source and receiver location 

In figure 2, the schematic of the test setup, plane of measurements, positions of sound source (balloon) and 

receiver (sound level meter) are shown.  

L3 

L2 

L1 

P1 

P2 

P3 

P4 
Burst Point 
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Figure 2: Test setup schematic 

In order to find the variation of the reverberation time over the cross section, the sound level meter (the 

receiver) was moved across the plane 2. The source was located in middle of plane and the reverberation 

times were measured. 

4 Results and discussion 

For a sound source with the power of 106 dB, the sound pressure level variation against time sensed by 

receiver is obtained and shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Sound pressure level variation against time in receiver 

For the open tunnel, distribution of sound pressure level over the cross section is predicted. In figure 4, for 

the three cases (light, moderate and high damping), sound pressure level distribution is plotted. 
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Light damped (Absorption coefficient 0.05) Moderate damped (Absorption coefficient 0.5) 

 

High damped (Absorption coefficient 0.85) 

Figure 4: Sound pressure level distribution over the cross section of the tunnel 

 

Also the reverberation time for the open tunnel is predicted and measured. Classical theory of room 

acoustic is applied for calculating the reverberation time of the tunnel. Reverberation time results are listed 

in table 3. The reverberation time variations over cross section were also measured (figure 5). 

 

Experimental Simulation 

2.4 1.4 

Classical acoustic theory 

Sabin Formula Mellington sette Formula Eyring Formula 

1.41 1.34 1.503 

Table 3: Reverberation time (Sec.) of the open tunnel 

Indeed, the reverberation time distribution (for three cases light, moderate and high damping) over cross 

section of the open tunnel is also plotted in figure 6. In this case the source location was fixed and the 

location of receiver is swept over cross section.  
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Figure 5: Reverberation time variations over cross section of the open tunnel  

(Curves were fitted by smoothing spline method over test results) 

 

 

 
 

Light damped (Absorption coefficient 0.05) Moderate damped (Absorption coefficient 0.5) 

 

High damped (Absorption coefficient 0.85) 

Figure 6: Reverberation time distribution over the cross section of the tunnel 
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For comparison of this work with similar quoted results, a hypothesis long enclosure with the dimensions 

of 8x9x100 m
3
 which used in reference [19] is considered. An absorption coefficient of 0.1 for the all 

planes is assumed for the spaces. The reverberation time of this hypothesis space is reported 2.02 s which 

this simulation is predicted 2.12 s. 

As the conclusion, the results are comparable to the ones quoted in reference [19]. A 5% discrepancy in 

the reverberation time is realized. In another case study, a 41% deviation from the test results is noticed. In 

conclusion, a major reason causing this significant error is the size of space taken for acoustic 

measurements. The assumption made to replace the sound wave with a sound ray is valid for large 

dimensions compared to the wavelength. 

Plots of sound pressure level and reverberation time over the cross section of an open tunnel (enclosure) 

are plotted. The results (simulation and test) demonstrated in the plots imply that the reverberation time is 

not a constant and depends on the location of the receiver. 
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Abstract 
Sound Transmission Loss (TL) of a glass cylinder containing a fluid is studied experimentally. This test 

specimen represents a typical double layer panel including a fluid. The tests are carried out using a 

modified four-microphone standing-wave (impedance) tube for specimens with different lengths, 1.5 and 

3 cm. Each panel is tested filled with one of the fluids at a time. The fluids are air, water, motor oil and a 

nanoparticles fluid (in absence of magnetic field). The effects of the specimen length (thickness), tube 

terminations, and the containing fluid are discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Sound transmission through multi-layered panels have been a subject of interest to many researchers since 

1949 when Beranek and Work [1] derived the first model for predicting the sound transmission loss (TL) 

of multiple structures containing flexible blankets. Since then, due to the wide application of these panels 

in various fields such as aircraft, automotive and building industries, the acoustical performance of the 

panels has been studied closely. A number of theoretical models have been developed and evaluated by 

practical measurements [2, 3].  

In this paper, following a previous investigation into acoustic insulation characteristics of triple-layered 

panels [4], the TL (STL) of panels when containing a fluid is studied experimentally. Evaluation of TL has 

been carried out using a standing-wave tube. Both methods of two-load and anechoic termination have 

been applied to measure the TL and the results have been analyzed. Cylindrical type glasses of different 

lengths (1.5 and 3 cm) are filled with a fluid and the effects of the cylinder length (thickness) and also the 

containing fluid are discussed. The cylinder walls are 1.5 mm thick and the cylinder diameter is 38 

centimeters. The fluids used here are air, water, typical motor oil and a ferromagnetic nanoparticles fluid 

made by Iran Color Research Center (named NMF-128DV). This last one is tested in the absence of a 

magnetic field. 

2 TL measurement using a standing-wave tube 

The TL measurements with a standing wave tube are based on the transfer matrix method introduced by 

Munjal and Doige [5]. According to Fig 1, the sound field in each tube can be presented by the amplitudes 

of the waves travelling forward and backward in them the transmission loss matrix as follows 
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The sound transmission loss is then defined as  
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 αlog20TL =  (2) 

where α is called the transmission loss factor, a frequency-dependant property of materials.  

 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the four-microphone standing-wave tube 

The four microphones measure the sound pressures at four indicated locations as follows  
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from which the four amplitudes can be uniquely calculated in terms of the four pressures, the wave 

number, and the geometric positioning of the microphones and the sample [6]. 

In order to calculate the TL, one has to determine the four interrelated parameters of the coefficients 

matrix in Eq. 1, known as four-pole parameters [5]. To do so, two different techniques can be applied. 

In the first method (namely two-load method), each sample is tested in two different tube termination 

conditions: closed by a rigid cap and left open (no cap). This will provide us with four equations in four 

unknowns which can be solved using the Kramer method. The transmission loss factor in this case is 

found to be 

 
hooh

hooh

DCDC

DADA

−

−
= 1020logSTL  (4) 

In the second method (i.e., the anechoic termination method), the backward-travelling wave D is cancelled 

by means of an anechoic termination at the tube end. This way the equations (in Eq. 1) are decoupled and 

the transmission loss factor is easily found to be equal to the ratio of A to C. 

The experimental results were obtained using the testing apparatus constructed for Sound Transmission 

Loss measurements at Noise, Vibration and Acoustics (NVA) Research Center of the University of Tehran 

[4, 7]. This test set-up has been previously used to evaluate the TL values of three types of commercial 

materials (plywood, steel and lead) and the results have been compared with those of the two-room 

method for verification successfully [7]. Herein, both the two-load and anechoic termination methods have 

been carried out for each sample. Following the results of the previous investigation [7], a 10 cm rolled 

piece of glass wool is used at the tube termination for the open-cap tube-end condition. As for the cap-

closed termination, no absorbent is used so as to keep the two downstream boundary conditions of the tube 

more dissimilar. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

The experimental TL values of several specimens (double-layered panel with middle layer of air, oil, 

water and NMF were measured. They are shown below in 1/3 Octave bands (630 Hz- 4 kHz) for different 

gaps (or fluid space) and various methods (i.e. two-load and anechoic termination methods), see Figs. 2 

through 5. According to the Figures, the use of a liquid as middle layer increases TL over the entire 

frequency range. At low frequencies, where the performance of middle air layer is poor, the liquid layer 

provides desirable performance. Fluid density affects the TL values more than other parameters (the wave 

velocity and the kinematic viscosity). Hence the TL s of a double-layered panel with middle layers of 

water, oil, and nano-ferrofluid are close to each other. The application of the liquid layer increases the 

resonance frequencies and shifts them to higher frequencies, which might be an advantage. 

 

 

Figure 2: Experimental TL values measured for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls 

(1.5 mm) with middle layers of air, oil, water and NMF (d=1.5 cm); two-load method. 
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Figure 3: Experimental TL values measured for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls 

(1.5 mm) with middle layers of air, oil, water and NMF (d=1.5 cm); anechoic termination method. 

 

 

Figure 4: Experimental TL values measured for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls 

(1.5 mm) with middle layers of air, oil, water and NMF (d=3.0 cm); two-load method. 

 

 

Figure 5: Experimental TL values measured for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls 

(1.5 mm) with middle layers of air, oil, water and NMF (d=3.0 cm); anechoic termination method. 

In Figs. 6 through 9, a comparison is made between the two-load method and the anechoic termination 

method. The results of both methods are close. However, the two-load method leads to smoother curve or 

less variation of TL values for a wide range of frequencies.  
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Figure 6: Experimental TL values for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls (1.5 mm) 

with the middle layer of air (d=1.5 cm and 3.0 cm): Comparison between the two-load method and 

anechoic termination method. 

 

 

Figure 7: Experimental TL values for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls (1.5 mm) 

with the middle layer of oil (d=1.5 cm and 3.0 cm): Comparison between the two-load method and 

anechoic termination method. 
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Figure 8: Experimental TL values for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls (1.5 mm) 

with the middle layer of water (d=1.5 cm and 3.0 cm): Comparison between the two-load method 

and anechoic termination method. 

 

 

Figure 9: Experimental TL values for a double-layered panel consisting of two glass walls (1.5 mm) 

with the middle layer of NMF (d=1.5 cm and 3.0 cm): Comparison between the two-load method 

and anechoic termination method. 

4 Conclusions 

Acoustic performance of a double-layered panel containing air, oil, water and a ferromagnetic 

nanoparticles fluid (NMF) was evaluated experimentally. A previously made four-microphone standing-

wave tube was employed for TL measurements [4]. Two measurement methods were examined here, 
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namely two-Load and anechoic termination, with different boundary conditions at the tube termination. 

The work was conducted for various gaps between sidewalls.  

The addition of fluid (liquid) middle layer led to considerable increase of the TL. Also noticed was the 

elimination of low resonance frequencies; they virtually moved to much higher frequencies. Fluid density 

form was an influential parameter in determining the TL values. In fact, acoustic panels with different 

fluids of similar densities result in a similar performance. Increasing the middle gap led to an increase of 

the TL values and a decrease in resonance frequencies. The results of both methods are close. However, 

the two-load method leads to smoother variation of TL values for a wide range of frequencies. 
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Abstract 
Sleep apnoea is a disorder in which a person has irregular, paused breathing during night sleep. Currently, 

the most used therapy consists in the application of a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) to the 

respiratory tract by a special machine, which serves as an air pump, controlled through a mask that covers 

the patient's nose and/or mouth. The scope of the present study is to probe a commercial CPAP machine 

from an acoustic viewpoint. The sound power emitted by the machine has been measured through acoustic 

intensity and acoustic pressure methods. Different types of masks have been compared by detecting the 

associated noise via pressure method. The issue of acoustic drainage aimed at reducing the overall emitted 

noise has also been considered: to this purpose, a fluid dynamic FVM analysis has been carried out on a 

3D model representing the mask hose and the CO2 discharge system. 

1 Introduction 

Sleep apnoea is a disorder in which a person has irregular, paused breathing during night sleep. Apnoea 

episodes occur repeatedly during night and each of them can last quite long. There are two types of 

apnoea: central apnoea and obstructive apnoea; in central apnoea, the brain fails to send the appropriate 

signals to the breathing muscles to initiate respirations, so that no muscle effort is produced; in obstructive 

apnoea, air cannot flow into or out of the person's nose or mouth although efforts to breathe continue. 

Clinically, apnoea is diagnosed through specific tests if the threshold value of five events-per-hour is 

passed. Often, patients are initially unaware they are affected by a breathing disorder, and the suffering 

condition is recognised by their partners or family members who observed their apnoeic events or heavy 

snoring. The symptoms can appear for years, even decades, without the patient to identify them. In the 

meanwhile, the patient experiences the lack of a correct night sleep in his everyday life, with daytime 

symptoms of excessive sleepiness and social consequences that can be extremely distressing, sometimes 

even life-threatening. Currently, the most used therapy consists in the application of a continuous positive 

airway pressure (CPAP) to the respiratory tract by a special machine; this machine serves as an air pump, 

controlled through a mask that covers the patient's nose and/or mouth. 

The aim of the present study is to probe from an acoustic viewpoint a commercial CPAP machine, which 

will be briefly described in Section 2, with particular attention to the elements taken into account in the 

analysis, i.e., the machine containing the pumping system and the mask. 

Section 3 deals with sound intensity measurement issues – from the choice of proper methodologies and 

procedures to the results of performed measurements, which allowed to quantify the sound power level 

emitted by the device. Besides, acoustic pressure method was used to measure sound intensity produced 

by five different masks, in order to evaluate the most comfortable solution in terms of noise generation. 

Section 4 reports the results of a fluid-dynamic FVM analysis performed on a 3D model representing the 

mask hose, with particular attention to the mask discharge system, which must be necessarily present on 

the mask in order to allow the exhaled CO2 outflow in case of machine breakdown. 
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Finally, in Section 5, comments and conclusions of the work are drawn. 

2 CPAP machine 

The analysed device (Figure 1) has been developed to provide a CPAP respiratory ventilation. 

A CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway Pressure) machine is used by patients for the treatment of sleep 

apnoea at home. The machine blows air at a prescribed pressure, also called the “titrated pressure”, which 

is usually determined by a sleep physician by analysing the results of a special multi-parametric test, 

called polysomnography, that records the biophysiological changes occurring during sleep.  

CPAP treatment is proved to be highly effective against obstructive sleep apnea, with immediate benefits 

both in night sleep time and in everyday life. 

The silver grey case in Figure 1 houses the electronic circuit and the pumping system that can be seen in 

Figure 2(a). This system consists of a centrifugal compressor characterised by low compression ratio, that 

pressurises air, sucked by an intake vent, and delivers it to an outlet. The outlet hole is connected to a hose 

which delivers pressurised air to a mask, that can be easily worn by the patient thanks to flexible mask 

material (usually silicon) and a system of belts, Figure 2(b). 

Amongst the disadvantages that have been reported by patients using CPAP systems, one of the most 

annoying is the noise produced by the machine itself and by the air venting out of the mask. 

In this case, some palliative can be applied – an extra length of tubing so to move the machine further 

away from the bed, or the use of another source of white noise to disguise the main one, are two of the 

possible options. 

However, when such measures are not effective, the noise may represent a major inconvenience both for 

the patient and for the patient’s partner/family members. 

In the following sections, an acoustical analysis of both the machine and the mask will be presented, to the 

aim of giving a contribution in the direction of noise reduction and higher comfort. 

 

Figure 1: CPAP machine.  
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Figure 2: CPAP machine flow generator (a) and standard mask (b). 

3 Acoustic analysis 

Two different acoustic analyses have been performed in order to determine separately: 

- the machine sound power level; 

- the mask sound power level. 

The main purpose of such investigations has been the noise source identification and quantitative 

evaluation. In this way it is possible to understand which element has to be considered more annoying and, 

thus, on which one noise reduction measures should be applied.  

Moreover, the sound power level determinations have been performed both by intensity and pressure 

methods. 

The intensity method was used only to determine the machine sound power, because in this case it is 

interesting to perform a mapping of the source in order to determine the most significant sound radiating 

zones of the device. 

3.1 Emitted sound power level 

The test procedure adopted to determine the sound power level of the machine is based on the following 

set-up parameters: 

• Pmin = 4 hPa; 

• Pmax = 18 hPa; 

• Pini = 6 hPa; 

• ramp = 5 min, 

where Pmin and Pmax represent the machine minimum and maximum continuous positive pressures, Pini is 

the starting continuous positive pressure, and the ramp is the time required to achieve Pmax starting from 

Pmin. 

The machine has been placed at the centre of a box with the following dimensions: 360 × 300 × 220 mm. 

The walls of the machine were separated from the ideal walls of the box by a distance d, with d < 50 mm. 
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The top face has been divided into 6 × 5 segments, the left and right faces into 6 × 4 segments, and the 

front and rear faces into 5 × 4 segments. In this way, the whole control surface has been divided into 98 

square segments, each  having a side dimension of 60 mm, as can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Control surface subdivision. 

The standard use conditions have been simulated by fitting the mask over a dummy head. The use of a 

dummy head has the purpose to apply a constant flow resistance to the air flow, so that the machine could 

be considered as operating in steady conditions. 

The mask has been applied with care, as shown in Figure 4. The sound pressure and the sound intensity 

analyses were performed keeping the positive pressure generated by the machine at 6 hPa. 

 

Figure 4: Mask fitted on the dummy head. 

With reference to the sound power level emitted by the machine, the two different methods used have led 

to almost the same result: 

- sound power level determined using the pressure method described in the ISO 3744 [1] Standard: 

46.4 dB(A); 
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- sound power level determined using the intensity method described in the ISO 9614 [2][3] Standard: 

46.7 dB(A); 

The frequency distribution of the sound power level emitted by the machine is represented in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Emission spectra of the machine. 

Finally, the use of a specialised software for the mapping of the source has allowed to show the most noisy 

zones of the machine. In Figure 6 it is possible to see a 3D representation of the intensity field.  

 

Figure 6: Intensity mapping of the machine. 
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3.2 Mask analysis 

Once measurements of sound power level emitted by the machine has been performed, the mask 

behaviour from an acoustic viewpoint should be analysed in order to identify the more noisy element 

between the two. 

Standard masks are provided together with the machine, but various vendors propose different solutions, 

so that five representative masks have been taken into account for the scopes of the present study 

(Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: The five analysed masks. 

Measurements have been performed by pressure method. Intensity method has been rejected since the air 

flowing out of the CO2 discharge holes of the mask would hit the microphones of the intensity probe, thus 

distorting signal output. Besides, sound field of the indoor measurement environment can be considered as 

approximately direct within 15-20 cm from the source, so that in this case the sound pressure level is 

practically equal to the sound intensity level. 

As for the previously described sound power level investigations on the machine, in this case, too, it has 

been necessary to “build” a control volume whose surfaces were divided into square segments. 

Measurements have been carried out by sound level meter, equipped with windscreen to attenuate air flow 

noise. 

As an example, Figure 8 reports a visual representation of measurement results obtained for mask (b) and 

(e) of Figure 7. 
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Figure 8: Contour mapping of measured sound pressure levels [dB(A)] for masks (b) and (e) in 

Figure 7, respectively. 

This contour mapping shows the localisation of higher emission zones: for instance, it is evident from the 

comparison that the highest noise zone looks more outstretched in case of mask (b) than for mask (e), even 

if in the latter case the maximum pressure level recorded on the front surface is nearly 18 dB(A) higher. 

To the aim of comparing mask performances, Table 1 shows the results of measurements performed on 

both front and left-side surfaces of the control volume on all the masks. 

Mask type Max front Lp Max side Lp

[dB(A)] [dB(A)]

(a) 46.5 41.2

(b) 42.6 41.6

(c) 46.5 44.5

(d) 47.5 40.6

(e) 60 50.5
 

Table 1: Maximum values of sound pressure level [dB(A)] measured in the front and left-side 

surfaces of the control volume for each of the five considered masks (indicated with reference to 

Figure 7). 

Table 1 shows that, as it could be argued, sound pressure levels are higher on the front surface than on the 

side one. With reference to Figure 7, mask (e) appears to be definitely the most noisy one. Among the 

other masks, mask (b) seems the best one from the point of view of front emission, while mask (d) shows 

the lowest level in left-side measurements. 

In the worst hypothesis, the patient and his family members should be forced to endure a 50-60 dB(A) 

noise, being 30-35 dB(A) the suggested maximum equivalent level not to be exceeded to avoid sleep 

disturbance. 

At the end of both machine and mask measurements, it can be concluded that mask is the critical point of 

the system: indeed, the machine is usually placed at such a distance that the emitted noise reaches the 

patient’s ears already attenuated; the same cannot be said for the mask, which is placed directly on the 

patient’s face without any chance to abate noise before it comes his/her ears. 

For this reason, in the following Section 4 a further analysis has been performed by CFD simulation on the 

undesirable case of (e) mask. 
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4 Fluid dynamic FVM analysis of mask hose 

From the previously described measurements performed on the mask, it has been found that this 

component of the sistem is the most annoying. On the basis of the experimentally derived sound pressure 

maps, the discharge hole situated on the mask hose has been recognised as the main noise source. It has to 

be kept in mind that this hole cannot be eliminated, since it guarantees the discharge of CO2 in case of 

machine breakdown. 

Given that (e) mask in Figure 7 displayed the highest noise levels during the experiemntal campaign, a 

fluid dynamic analysis of (e) mask hose has been made with the following purposes: 

- to confirm the sound pressure mapping derived by sound level meter measurements; 

- to confirm the hypothesis that air flow through the discharge hole is a major noise source; 

- to evaluate sound intensity values along the hose, with particular attention to the discharge hole zone. 

To perform the analysis, a commercial CFD software has been chosen. This software operates by FVM 

(Finite Volume Method). 

A simplified model of the hose has been created through a 3D CAD software, so to make easier the 

meshing phase (Figure 9). The dimensions of the cylinder representing the hose are the following: 

height = 80 mm; radius = 11 mm. The discharge hole is a 120° circular arc. 

 

Figure 9: 3D model of mask hose. 

The mesh has been created so to find an acceptable compromise between the need for realistic results and 

the large computational time required by high number of cells. In particular, the mesh has been made more 

and more thick near the CO2 discharge hole (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Mesh visualisation in three regions of the mask hose: discharge hole; adjacent to 

discharge hole; far from discharge hole. 

In Figure 11 the required boundary conditions are reported for the simulation of the steady case. 
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Figure 11: Main boundary conditions. 

The inlet mass flow has been experimentally determined as a 2.8 kg/m
2
 s, while the inlet pressure, 

corresponding to the positive gain generated by the device, is of 600 Pa. 

In the simulation, air has been assumed as an ideal gas. 

From experimental estimates it has been argued that the air flow through the mask hose is mostly 

turbulent. Therefore, the fluid dynamic case has been solved in this situation, by a RNG k-ε turbulence 

model. 

The chosen software also embeds an acoustic module which has been used to take into account the 

broadband noise sources. This allowed to evaluate the sound power emitted through the hose by starting 

from the fluid dynamic analysis. 

The most significant results of the simulation are presented in Figures 12 and 13. 

 

Figure 12: 3D velocity field within the mask hose [m/s]. 
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Figure 13: Contours of acoustic power level [dB]. 

The average sound intensity level on the discharge hole has been evaluated as 76.4 dB. It is possible to 

compute the sound intensity at any distance from the hole by using free-field correlations: in this case, a 

57.2 dB sound intensity at 10 cm from the hole is obtained. During experimental investigations, the 

measured pressure level in the same zone had been of about 60 dB. 

Therefore, the estimated discrepancy between simulation and measurement is of less than 3 dB, which is 

an acceptable deviation given the extreme semplifications introduced in the model and the approximation 

of the experimental data required by the model to perform the computations. 

5 Conclusions 

In the light of the results provided by the experimental campaign and the CFD simulation, it can be stated 

that the analysed machine-mask configurations generate excessive noise level which do not allow the 

patient to sustain physiologically correct sleeping. 

As concerns the CPAP machine, the centrifugal compressor appears to be the main source of noise. The 

analysis of sound intensity spectra shows that the most relevant frequency is 200 Hz, that is to say, the 

operating frequency of the compressor, while lower frequencies have negligible influence on the overall 

noise effects. The suction duct has been identified as the weak component of this system: a deviation in its 

course and a more efficient sound-absorbing coating may be possible solutions to reduce emitted noise. 

As concerns mask, the sound intensity associated to the system operation can vary of several dB(A) 

according to chosen mask type. However, while the CPAP machine is usually placed at such a distance 

that the emitted noise is attenuated before reaching the patient’s ears, few centimeters separate ears from 

the mask, so that no attenuation can be expected of any noise generated by the mask. In this sense, even a 

possible imperfect adhesion to the face can magnify the effect of air flow out of CO2 discharge holes, 

which has been recognised as the main source of noise for the mask component both via experimental 

measurements and through CFD simulations. 

In this sense, the use of CFD software has proved to be an effective tool to point out the faults of the 

system. The same software can also be used to study hole dimensions, shapes and positioning in order to 

improve the mask acoustic condition, leading to more efficient and comfortable systems. 
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1. Abstract 
This paper describes a system engineering approach to allocate washing machine system level noise 
requirement to subsystem and components by deriving acoustical or vibratory power transfer function 
among system, subsystem and components. A system functional decomposition of the washing machine 
system is conducted to establish the hierarchical acoustical or vibratory power transmission path among the 
system. Transfer functions to represent airborne and structure borne acoustic power transfer are derived 
quantitatively among subsystems and components experimentally. All derived transfer function together 
with hierarchical system is implemented into an excel-based tool to carry out the sensitivity analysis and 
identify the critical noise contributors, further more, noise requirement at component level can be specified 
and handed over to component design owners to achieve detailed component design. This paper showcases 
an example to achieve 6 dB noise reductions effectively for a drum type washing machine after ranking the 
noise contributors using the tool.  Finally, the process and methodology is validated experimentally after 
designing new components to meet the top level noise level.     

 

2. Introduction 
There are two types of washing machine: top loading and front loading (drum washing machine). Either type 
of washing machine can be deceivably simple to most of the people as a regular box from its appearance.   
However, inside the drum type washing machine frame, components such as motor, drum, tub, pump, noise 
and vibration absorbing dampers and diaphragm are assembled in a very tight space. The complexity of 
multiple noise sources and transmission mechanisms makes quiet noise design a challenging issue, 
especially with demanding requirements on fixed footprint, low cost, large washing capacity and higher 
spinning speed. According to the standard, the noise specification is defined at maximum specified spinning 
stage, which has the highest rotating speed and leads to highest noise level.    

Noise emitted from a washing machine has been considered as an indicator for the quality of washing 
machine product. All washing machine manufacturers are compelled to seek various methods and processes 
to achieve low noise design or design annoying features out of the products. Reference [1] analyzed radiated 
noise from a washing machine frame and identified the key surface contributors of the frame. In order to 
avoid the change of system dynamics to reduce the force transmitted from damper to frame, the author 
optimized the frame to reduce the noise radiation. Likewise, same author [2] analyzed the contribution due 
to the pump excitation to frame radiated noise, connection component between pump and frame was 
designed to minimize the power transmission. Given the fact that structure resonances in the system are the 
fundamental cause of the structure borne noise, tremendous research work has been focused on analyzing 
and optimizing the entire washing machine dynamic system. Refer [3][4] developed a fundamental model to 
drive physical understanding of the impact of different suspension constrains of washing machine. The 
analysis helps design engineer to predict the overall vibration response in order to prevent washing machine 
“walking” on the floor, thus to choose appropriate suspension design parameters. Refer [5] developed a 
lumped-mass model for washing machine system and was able to integrate the liquid balancer dynamics into 
the system model.     
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Even with accumulated knowledge to reduce component level noise through the years, a model-based 
system level tool is essential to allocate top level noise requirement to washing machine components before 
starting detailed component level design. Working on certain component or path that is not critical to total 
noise is not only misleading, also a waste of resource. To tackle the noise problem properly with minimal 
engineering resource and deliver the product to market within shortest development cycle, critical noise 
source and transmission path have to be quantitatively identified and noise mitigation plan have to be 
developed even before preliminary design stage. Thus, the noise requirement for each component can be 
determined as soon as the top level requirement is defined.  

This paper presents a systematic approach to enable system level noise requirement cascading to component 
level for a drum type washing machine. Firstly, functional system decomposition is represented to 
understand the noise source and energy transmission path with different mechanisms. Secondly, all critical 
transfer functions representing how energy is transferred from the source to receiver through various 
transmission paths are derived. Then an excel-based tool is developed to implement the hierarchical 
relationship and track the functional relationship. In addition, a case is demonstrated how to use to tool 
achieve 6 dB reduction from baseline by allocating noise reduction requirements to critical components.  
 

3. System decomposition 
A system usually can be decomposed based on certain discipline such as physical structure connectivity or 
functional performance. System structure decomposition helps to understand how the system is composed 
and what members are in the system: mainly, the elements, interface, even the context (boundary).  
Functional decomposition decomposes the system based on its functional performance, in details, how do 
the elements in the system interact among each other to realized system function, the input and output 
relationship among elements  in the system. System decomposition serves as a foundation to clearly present 
and define the system for further analysis. 

A drum washing machine structural decomposition view is presented in Figure 1. It shows the main 
components and the connectivity in the system.  Motor drives drum via shaft that holds the laundry and has 
rotational movement for washing and spinning. Tub, a stationary part, is connected with shaft and placed 
outside of the drum co-axially but with 7~15 mm clearance to hold the water for the system. 
Drum/tub/motor as a subsystem is supported inside the machine frame by damper on the bottom and hung 
by spring from the top. Both spring and damper are attached to outside frame.   Rubber type material made 
diaphragm connects tub with door. And pump is attached to the bottom of the frame for water drainage. 
Other components such as water hose inlet and outlet, water hose, valve and heater are excluded from this 
view not only to simplify the relationship also abnormal noise such as water drainage noise due to water 
interacting with these components is  out  of the scope in this analysis.     

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Structural decomposition view 
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To understand the noise generation mechanisms in the entire system, a system functional view is shown in 
Figure 2. Motor and pump are the noise source contributing in two aspects, firstly, motor and pump self-
radiated noise transmits through frame to overall noise. Secondly, motor and pump exerts structural 
vibratory power through their attachment points to downstream components. Based on the impedance at the 
attachment point, certain structural vibratory power is propagated to whole system and excites the resonance 
in the system. There are three noise transmission mechanisms in the system, in addition to airborne and 
structure borne noise, aerodynamic noise generated by turbulence flow due to relative movement between 
tub and drum is also an important noise generation mechanism, which becomes increasingly severe when the 
spinning speed gets higher.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Drum washing machine noise transmission functional decomposition  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3.  Drum washing machine requirements flow down relationship tree 
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Once structural and functional decomposition are completed, a relationship tree is developed as shown in 
Figure 3. This hierarchical relationship tree manifests the power transfer flow and functional power transfer 
mechanisms among system, subsystem and components. The input/output of each element can be quantified 
as power that is obtained computationally, experimentally or empirically. Until to this stage, ambiguity of 
the system has been largely reduced with the clarification of each element’s function in entire rather 
complex system.   

Once the transfer function among the elements is derived, both system allocation from top to down and 
system validation from bottom to top can be easily implemented. Knowing the relationship through transfer 
function among system member elements is critically important throughout product cycle. Even at 
aftermarket stage, for occurred problem, root cause analysis can be conducted properly attributing to the 
traceability of the variable inherited in the system.  
 

4. Noise source measurement and transfer function derivation 

4.1 Drum washing machine measurement standard. 

Similar to ISO3745 sound power measurement standard,  a nine-point grid illustrated in Figure 4 is built to 
measure sound power from a washing machine unit in anechoic room. 4 measurement points are located at 
the center of each side of a rectangular surface parallel to the bottom of the unit, each side of the rectangular 
is 1 meter away from and parallel to corresponding frame side panel, and height of rectangular plane is half 
of the total height of washing machine and 1 meter. Another 4 points are located at the corner of a 
rectangular surface parallel to the bottom of the unit, but 1 meter above the top surface of the machine, the 
distance between each line and corresponding frame side panel is also 1 meter, the ninth point is located at 
the center of second rectangular.  
 

L3

L2L1

L3

L2L1

 
L1: washing machine width. L2: Washing machine depth. L3: Washing machine height. 

2a= L1+2.   2b=L2+2,   2c=L3+1.. 
Unit: meter ( m ). 

 
Figure 4.  Schematic illustration of washing machine sound power measurement setup. 

 

4.2  Airborne noise source measurement 

Component level noise is measured at semi-anechoic room by either extracting the component from the 
system and setup alone or decoupling the components from surrounding elements in the washing machine 
system. For example, pump is originally connected to frame through bracket, the amount of power 
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transmitted to frame structure depends on the isolation configuration between frame and bracket.  In this 
case, a very soft isolation is applied to suppress structural vibration energy in order to measure pump noise 
only. 

 

4.3  Aerodynamic noise measurement. 

Tub back is composed of concave and convex sections, drum back also has irregularities on the surface.  
During the spinning mode, especially when the spinning speed is very high, significant pressure disturbance 
due to relative motion between tub back and drum back induces aerodynamic noise that becomes a great 
concern. Since there is no good way to measure aerodynamic noise directly an indirect approach is utilized 
subsequently. A specific test rig shown in Figure 5 is designed to remove aerodynamic noise. As shown, a 
cylindrical mass that has the equivalent mass and moment of inertia effect to the original tub and drum is 
used as the replacement of tub and drum. It is expected the cylindrical mass minimizes vertex shedding such 
that aerodynamic effect is in no need to be concerned. Aerodynamic noise can be obtained by subtracting 
sound power measured from the setup in Figure 5 from that with tub/drum assembly included. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Test rig to measure aerodynamic noise 
 

 

4.4  Structural vibratory input power measurement 

As briefly mentioned early, the structure excitation from motor and pump imposing to entire system is 
described as structural power input to neighboring components. FRF-based method is used to calculate the 
structure power input.   

If we know FRF’s and the power spectra of the responses, the input powers can be directly determined from 
[7]: 
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where subscript j denotes the direction of the force component and Pj is the corresponding input 
power. This method is applied to calculate structural power input for motor and pump respectively. 
In experimental setup, self frequency response function (input impedance) is measured using an 
impact hammer at motor   and shaft connection point for motor, pump and frame attachment point 
for pump in laboratory condition. The vibration data (acceleration) is acquired under real 
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mass of 
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operational condition at same location with x, y and z directions that finally is added up to obtain 
total power.  

 

4.5  Structural vibratory kinetic power measurement 

The structural energy in a subsystem is related to the surface velocity by. 

                                                         2vmE =                                                                   (2) 

Where, m denotes equivalent mass of the subsystem, and v is the surface velocity. Equation (2) assumes that 
all of the energy is contained in resonant modes; hence, the potential energy is equal to the kinetic energy 
and the total energy can be expressed as twice the kinetic energy. If the modal density is low, the accuracy of 
this method could be in question. Fortunately, in this application, the measurement accuracy of tub and drum 
structural energy is not critical as both tub and drum are not efficient noise radiator empirically and our 
interest is focused on noise rather than vibration here.  
 

5. System Tool Implementation and discussions 
The system requirements allocation process is to specify allowable energy associated with noise source and 
path in order for the entire system to meet the overall noise target.   

An Excel based tool is developed to archive source, path and transfer function, more importantly; the tool is 
used to facilitate the requirement flow down process. The Excel file containing the main program is shown 
in Figure 6, for each subsystem or component, total power is calculated by adding contributing power listed 
below together based on the decomposition diagram. Baseline power is the current state of the acoustic or 
vibratory power in the washing machine. Each input in excel cell is linked with data tabulated in other 
worksheets in the same excel file that contains either source or transfer function in 1/3 octave band. 
Allocated power is the noise level after applying noise reduction methods on certain source or path, the noise 
mitigation here is represented by a scalar of 0~1 that indicates the acoustical or vibratory power fraction 
been reduced to. In this case, the noise spectrum of the components before and after the noise reduction is 
assumed to the same. Second method to reduce the component level power by changing spectrum and level 
also can be done by going into specific worksheet to do proper modification.  Once all the scales are updated, 
the new allocated sound power is automatically calculated for components and system.   

The tool also contains database to perform certain degree of concept selection. Different types of motor can 
be chosen to assess its impact on the system performance as the source. Under insulation and acoustic 
material configuration, no insulation and no absorbent material, different types of absorbent materials, 
different portions of insulation, etc., can be applied to system to do noise level and cost tradeoffs. The 
sensitivity analysis of different acoustic material and insulation is plotted as Figure 7. Baseline configuration 
without insulation to block the leakage and without acoustic absorbent material attached to the interior frame 
panel shows the least noise reduction. Foam 2 is superior to foam1 by providing better acoustic absorption 
coefficient while fully insulated configuration helps to damp the noise in lower frequency.  
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Figure 6.   System tool main program. 
 

 

Figure 7.  Sensitivity analysis of sound level vs. acoustic material and insulation configuration 
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The tool can be used for root cause analysis purpose as well since it traces the parameters’ change among its 
hierarchical structure. For example, the propagation effect of changing motor structure input power to tub, 
diaphragm and frame as changed parameters will be highlighted in red.  

The key to allocate requirements down properly is to rank the noise source and transmission path such that 
the most efficient noise mitigation methods can be applied. To achieve 6 dBA noise reductions, motor noise 
power shall be reduced to 40% and aerodynamic noise to 50%. When motor and aerodynamic noise is 
reduced by 4 dB and 3dB respectively, the total noise reduction is 6 dB if the foam2 is used for frame as 
shown in Figure 8. This is close to the optimized case because the effect is almost additive. On another hand, 
if the motor and aerodynamic noise is reduced by 3dB and 4 dB respectively, the total noise reduction is 
only 4dB. Although aerodynamic noise is higher than motor noise as a noise source, it is more effective to 
focus on motor noise reduction due to its frequency spectra characteristics. In details, aerodynamic noise can 
be blocked greatly by frame since most of aerodynamic noise energy is concentrated below 800 Hz. 
Featured with more pronounced frequency tones higher than 1000 Hz, motor noise can leak out from the gap 
even portion of the acoustic energy is dissipated by absorption material. 

Figure 9 depicts noise in higher frequency band is reduced significantly corresponding to the case shown in 
figure.8.  

 

Figure 8.  6 dB noise reduction achieved by designing motor and aerodynamic noise 
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Figure 9.  Comparison between baseline and updated system with motor and aerodynamic noise 
reduced  
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6. Tool validation 
Instead of putting extra effort to redesign or modify new components such as motor, pump or other 
subsystem to conduct validation, a simple but representative case was designed for system requirement 
verification. The tub back was smoothed by simply filling up the cavities (indicated as 2 in Figure 10) to 
reduce the aerodynamic noise power by 30% based on CFD analysis done in past. And the square cover of 
the frame bottom was removed to open an extra noise transmission path (indicated as 1 in Figure 10) that 
increases the noise transmission by three times. The system integration tool predicts the total noise increases 
4dB with two structural changes as shown in Figure 10, and the comparison with experiment is plotted in 
Figure 11. The overall noise level is well correlated; however, discrepancies exist at certain frequencies. 
Around 500 Hz, new configuration of smoothed tub back reduced the tonal noise significantly. At higher 
frequencies, certain motor frequencies are still pronounced due to reduced acoustic material and insulation 
material.  

The tool is validated within the accuracy that can give users confidence to utilize the tool for sensitivity 
analysis, requirements specification and tradeoffs among noise mitigation concepts. The physics driving the 
discrepancies at specific frequencies is well explained by the configuration changes.  
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Figure 10. System performances with frame bottom hole open and tub back cavities filled    

 

Even this current tool demonstrated accuracy to be implemented in design process, one point worthwhile to 
mention is the applicability of the tools. This tool treats transfer function among the system elements as one 
of the system characteristics. Thus, this tool can only be applied to the system with small variation from 
baseline configuration. Otherwise, the transfer function shall be updated to accommodate system variation to 
enable valid requirements allocation. By default, it is the limitation of this tool if the transfer function is 
derived by experiments or empirically.  And this paper intends to demonstrate the requirement allocation 
process using systematic tool. Going forwards, a system model-based approach is preferred to derive the 
transfer function to enhance the applicability of the tool. Moreover, a validated physics-based system model 
will help to understand the fundamentals of the coupled noise and vibration transmission mechanisms among 
the system, which often becomes impossible using experimental approach. A virtual design tool also makes 
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it possible to perform variation analysis to identify robust design parameters in very short product 
development cycle.  
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Figure 11. Experimental validation for system performance 

 

7. Summary 
This paper emphasizes on presenting a system approach for drum washing machine to perform requirements 
allocation at very early design stage. Noise source and transmission path is characterized experimentally 
with specific designed test rig. Although motor noise and aerodynamic are dominant noise source, motor 
noise is a much concern than aerodynamic noise since the latter can be mitigated greatly by frame structure.   
A case is demonstrated how to achieve 6 dB overall noise reduction by allocating 4dB reduction to motor 
and 3 dB to aerodynamic. 4 dB noise increase by removing frame bottom cover and filling up the tub back 
cavities designed by the tool was validated by experiments, which confirmed the feasibility of the process 
delivering right specification for system performance.   
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Abstract
Over the past four decades considerable work has been done in the area of power spectrum estimation.
The information contained within the power spectrum relates to a signal’s autocorrelation or ’second-order
statistics’. The power spectrum provides a complete statistical description of a gaussian process; however a
problem with this information is that it is phase blind. This problem is addressed if one turns to a system’s
frequency response function (FRF). The FRF graphs the magnitude and phase of the frequency response of
a system; in order to do this it requires information regarding the frequency content of the input and output
signals. Situations arise in science and engineering whereby signal analysts are required to look beyond
second-order statistics and analyse a signal’s higher-order statistics (HOS). Higher-order statistics or spectra
give information on a signal’s deviation from gaussianity and consequently are a good indicator function for
the presence of nonlinearity within a system. One of the main problems in nonlinear system identification
is that of high modal density. Many modeling schemes involve making some expansion of the nonlinear
restoring force in terms of polynomial or other basis terms. If more than one degree-of-freedom is involved
this becomes a multivariate problem and the number of candidate terms in the expansion grows explosively
with the order of nonlinearity and the number of degrees-of-freedom. This paper attempts to use HOS to
detect and quantify nonlinear behaviour for a number of symmetrical and antisymmetrical systems over a
range of degrees of freedom. In doing so the paper also attempts to show that HOS are a more sensitive
tool than the FRF in detecting nonlinearity. Furthermore, the object of this paper is to try and identify which
modes couple in a nonlinear manner in order to reduce the number of candidate coupling terms, for a model,
as much as possible. The bispectrum method has previously been applied to simple low-DOF systems with
high symmetry and has been shown to work well in this limited case. The current paper will consider a
model of a continuous Wing-Pylon model with reduced symmetry in order to assess the utility of the method
in a more general situation, the analysis is extended to assess the utility of the trispectrum.

1 Introduction

Over the past forty years the use of Higher-Order Statistics (HOS) has become a growing field of interest,
[1]. Higher order statistics are used in the analysis and interpretation of signals from non-linear systems.
The development and utilisation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),for the usual spectrum, enables one
to reveal information regarding the distribution of energy among the frequency component of a signal. The
power spectrum is regarded as the decomposition of a signals power. For a zero-mean process, power is
defined as the signals mean squared value. This concept is extended for HOS; HOS considers the higher-
order products of the signal.

A zero-mean random process is described by its second-order statistics, i.e. the autocorrelation function and
the power spectrum. These, however, are only a partial description of an general process.

Consider two discrete, random processes. One is uniform white noise, the other is Gaussian. Both these
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processes have the same spectral characteristics and thus the same correlation structure, however their time-
series differ. Whilst uniform noise has strict upper and lower bounds, its Gaussian counterpart does not. It is
clear that second-order statistics cannot decipher between the two. A solution to this problem is the extension
to Higher-Order Statistics, (HOS).

The first HOS of primary concern is the third-order spectrum, the ’bispectrum’. This is the simplest of the
HOS. The bispectrum provides information in cases when the random process has a ’skewed’ distribution,
(skewness is a measure of asymmetry of data around the mean). As a result the bispectrum is particularly of
use when the analyst wishes to detect quadratic (or other even powers of) nonlinearity. The bispectrum has
been investigated in [7] for detecting modal coupling. The next in the series of Higher-Order Statistic is the
fourth moment, the ’trispectrum’. The trispectrum is particularly useful when analyzing a signal for cubic
(or other odd powers of) nonlinearity. This method will be the focus of this paper.

2 The Trispectrum.

The trispectrum is an indicator function for nonlinearity within nonlinear systems [2]. This paper will show
that the trispectrum can be used effectively for indicating odd powers of nonlinear coupling. The trispectrum
is defined as,

Tyyyy(ω1, ω2, ω3) = E[Y (ω1)Y (ω2)Y (ω3)Y (ω1 + ω2 + ω3)∗] (1)

The trispectrum analyses frequency interactions atω1, ω2, ω3 and the sum ofω1 +ω2 +ω3, andE[·] denotes
the expectation. This provides a complete spectral representation of the signal.

A major problem with the trispectrum is deciding upon the best method of displaying it’s properties. The
trispectrum is a four-dimensionally arrayed object and displaying four dimensions graphically poses an issue.
Previous work has displayed slices through the (ω1,ω2,ω3) space, [1]. This paper attempts to display the
trispectrum using a four dimensional bubble plot in order to provide an overall picture of the trispectral
information.

In order to introduce the properties of the trispectrum, first consider the well documented Duffing oscillator,
[4];

mÿ + cẏ + ky + k2y
2 + k3y

3 = x(t) (2)

Response data for this system were simulated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme. The
parameters chosen werem = 1, c = 2.0, k = 104, k2 = 0 andk3 = 5x109. This gives an undamped natural
frequency of 15.92 Hz. A sampling frequency of 500 Hz was used andx(t) was a Gaussian white noise
initially of RMS 2.0, but low pass filtered into the interval 0 to 100 Hz. 262144 points of data were recorded.
The magnitude FRF for the system with increasing levels of forcing excitation level is given in Figure 1.

The FRF for the single degree of freedom system reveals an upward shift in resonance frequency with
increasing level of excitation. This is indicative of a cubic hardening nonlinearity present in the system, [5].

Using a 128-point FFT to evaluate the data provided 2048 averages in estimating the trispectrum. The result
is shown in Figure 2. The Figure consists of two plots. The left-hand plot reveals the trispectrum in 3D
space. Bubbles appear in the plot at the coordinates (ωr, 0, 0), (0,ωr, 0), (0, 0,ωr) and (ωr, ωr, ωr), where
ωr refers to the resonance frequency, (for the case of a hardening cubic nonlinearity the resonance frequency
is typically higher than the natural frequency). The bubble size is proportional to the trispectral magnitude.
The bubbles appear at these frequency coordinates due to the very nature of the trispectral object equation,
(ωr, 0, 0) corresponds to the plot ofY (ω1), (0, ωr, 0) corresponds toY (ω2) and so on. These features
correspond to the frequency interactions between the first, and only mode of the system. The largest bubble
is 2% of the length of the axis. This bubble corresponds to the point where the frequency interactions yield
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Figure 1: FRF for the duffing oscillator with cubic nonlinearity at increasing levels of excitation. Red line
indicates a low level of excitation, green line indicates a medium level of excitation and the blue line indicates
a high level of excitation.

Figure 2: Trispectral analysis for the duffing oscillator with cubic nonlinearity.
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the largest magnitude of trispectrum. The right-hand plot reveals the trispectrum in 2D space. This is simply
an overhead view ofω1 plotted againstω2. From this view, one can clearly see the coordinates where the
bubbles are positioned. It is also evident that the bubble positioned at (ωr, ωr, ωr) is slightly smaller in size
to the others. This indicates that this frequency interaction is smaller in magnitude to the others. All other
bubbles are relative in size due to comparisons in the magnitude of the trispectrum.

In order to reveal the presence of nonlinearity using FRF techniques, the FRF must be plotted at a range of
excitation amplitudes, this is demonstrated in Figure 1. Nonlinear behaviour can then be detected, if any
changes in the FRF occur as a function of this change in excitation. When analysing the trispectrum one
does not have to look at a range of amplitudes. The signal processor would know immediately from Figure 2
that a cubic nonlinearity was present in the system of interest, purely from the definition of the method.

3 Simulated Multi-Degree of Freedom (MDOF) Examples.

Consider the 2DOF mass, spring, damper system in Figure 3.

c k

m

y

y

m

kc

2

1

k

Figure 3: Two DOF linear mass, spring, damper system

The equations of motion for this system are;

x1(t) = mÿ1 + cẏ1 + k(2y1 − y2)

x2(t) = mÿ2 + cẏ2 + k(2y2 − y1) (3)

It was shown in [7] that depending upon the position of the nonlinearity two types of behaviour exist for the
highly symmetrical system.

2A The nonlinearity is connected to the ground and breaks the system symmetry. The system is funda-
mentally 2DOF and cannot be uncoupled via a linear transformation.

2B The nonlinearity is between the masses and does not break the system symmetry. In modal space the
2DOF problem decouples into two SDOF problems.
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The following section provides a trispectral analysis of these different behaviours when cubic nonlinearities
are added. Responses for the 2DOF systems (type 2A and type 2B) were obtained, as before, using a fourth-
order Runga-Kutta integration scheme. The equations of motion for the underlying linear system remain the
same and the additional nonlinear spring had the stiffness characteristic,

F (z) = k3z
3 (4)

The values of the parametersm, k, k2 andk3 were the same as before andc was taken as 2. Onlyx1(t) was
non-zero with unfiltered RMS 2.0. With these values an eigenvalue analysis revealed the undamped natural
frequencies to be 15.92 and 27.57 Hz. The same sampling frequency as before was used and 262144 points
of data were saved. This gave 2048 averages using a 128 point FFT. The trispectral estimates for system
types 2A and 2B are given in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

Figure 4: Trispectrum for system type 2A.

As previously, these Figures are separated into two plots one in two dimensions and the other in three
dimensions. The trispectrum for system type 2A, Figure 4, reveals bubbles at both resonance frequencies;
this indicates that the symmetry of the system has been broken and therefore both modes are nonlinear.
It is clear from the 2D plot that the larger bubble is positioned at (ωr1 , ωr1 , ωr1). This indicates that the
trispectrum for the first mode is larger in magnitude. This bubble represents the self-interaction between the
first mode and itself. The smaller bubble at position (ωr2 , ωr2 , ωr2) indicates a smaller trispectral magnitude
for the second mode. This bubble represents the self-interaction between the second mode and itself. All
other bubbles in the positive 3D space are indicative of the cross coupling effects between both these modes.
The size of the bubble is relative to the magnitude of the trispectral coupling.

The trispectrum for the system type 2B, Figure 5, reveals a bubble at the second resonance frequency only.
This indicates that the first mode has decoupled and only the second mode remains nonlinear. This has
occurred due to the exploitation of symmetries of the system.

Figure 6 reveals the frequency response function for system type 2A. It is clear that as the level of excitation
increases both peaks are shifted to the right. This is indicative of a stiffness nonlinearity being present in
both modes. It is at this level of analysis that the trispectrum proves to be a more effective tool in nonlinear
identification. Nowhere does the FRF reveal any information with regards to cross coupling effects between
the two nonlinear modes.
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Figure 5: Trispectrum for system type 2B.
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Figure 6: FRF for system type 2A. Blue line indicates a low level of excitation, red line indicates a medium
level of excitation and the black line indicates a high level of excitation.
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Figure 7: FRF for system type 2B. Blue line indicates a low level of excitation, red line indicates a medium
level of excitation and the black line indicates a high level of excitation.

In Figure 7 it is clear that only the second mode has a shift in frequency indicative of a hardening nonlinearity
present in the second mode. This is similar to the results found by the trispectral analysis. Only mode one
has decoupled and become linear whereby the second mode is nonlinear.

It is a trivial matter to extend this theory to a higher DOF system. Consider the three DOF linear mass,
spring, damper system in Figure 8 .

The equations of motion in physical space are,

x1(t) = mÿ1 + cẏ1 + k(2y1 − y2)

x2(t) = mÿ2 + cẏ2 + k(2y2 − y1 − y3)

x3(t) = mÿ3 + cẏ3 + k(2y3 − y2) (5)

The three DOF system under analysis was introduced in [7] as having three distinct types of behaviour,
depending upon the position of the nonlinear spring, (given in equation(4)).

3A The nonlinearity is between masses 1 and 2, between masses 2 and 3, between mass 1 and the ground
or between mass 3 and the ground. This breaks the symmetry and the system is fundamentally 3DOF
and cannot be uncoupled by a linear transformation.

3B The nonlinearity is between the mass 2 and the ground and does not break the symmetry. In terms of
modeshapes, mode 2 has the second mass stationary so the nonlinearity is not excited in mode 2. In
modal space, the 3DOF problem decouples into a linear SDOF problem involving the second modal
coordinateu2 only, and a nonlinear 2DOF problem couplingu1 andu3.

3C The nonlinearity is between the masses 1 and 3 and does not break the symmetry. In modal terms both
the first and the third modes have masses 1 and 3 moving in phase with equal amplitude. Neither mode
excites the nonlinearity. The 3DOF problem decouples into two linear SDOF problems (u1 andu3)
and one nonlinear (u2).

The bubble plots for the 3DOF system were simulated from the underlying linear system discussed previ-
ously, with the addition of the nonlinear spring from equation (3). The simulations were the same as before,
the exception being thatc was taken as 0.2 and the excitationx1(t) had RMS 0.5. This was the only non-zero
excitation. These parameters gave undamped natural frequencies of 12.81, 22.50 and 29.41 Hz. Type 3A
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Figure 8: Three DOF linear mass, spring, damper system.

Figure 9: Trispectrum for system type 3A.
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Figure 10: Trispectrum for system type 3B.

was obtained by placing the nonlinear spring between masses 1 and 2. The bubble plots for types A, B and
C are shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11 respectively.

Figure 9 reveals the trispectrum for system type 3A. The bubbles are positioned at the positive resonance
frequencies and a combination of these frequencies, (The term resonance frequency is being used here to
refer to the frequencies where the peaks are. The peaks are higher than the linear resonance frequencies that
are in turn lower than the natural frequencies. This behaviour is consistent for stiffening nonlinearities [4]).
This indicates that all three modes are nonlinear and cross coupling exists between all three modes. Upon
close inspection of the right hand 2D plot it becomes clear that there are a range of trispectral magnitudes,
the larger seeming to be as a result of the self interaction between modes one and itself and mode two and
itself. Notably still the interactions due to cross coupling between mode one and mode two and three reveal
large bubbles. Any other features at frequencies higher than that of mode three are as a result of secondary
harmonics in the system.

Figure 10 reveals that for system type 3B the second mode has decoupled and become linear. The frequency
interactions shown in the figure are between the first mode and itself, the third mode and itself and cross
coupling between the modes. Variations in magnitude can be seen from the right hand 2D plot.

Finally, Figure 11 reveals that for system type 3C both the first and the third mode decouple and become
linear and only the second mode remains nonlinear. Hence the only bubbles are positioned at the second
modes’ resonance frequency.

Importantly the examples decompose neatly into subspaces due to their symmetrical nature. In practice that
may not be the case. However the ideas may be useful in identifying effective interactions between modes.
Some interactions may be dominant, others can be ignored and reduced-dimension problems will result.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the FRF’s for the three 3DOF systems. For type 3A it is not immediately
apparent from Figure 12 that all three modes behave nonlinearly. Upon closer inspection of each of the
modes individually one could probably say with some uncertainty that this was the case. In comparison it
is immediately apparent from the trispectral analysis that not only are all three modes nonlinear but are also
cross coupled. This does not hold true upon inspection of the system FRF.

A similar uncertain analysis can be made upon inspection of Figure 13. One cannot be completely sure that
mode two has decoupled and become linear without close inspection of the individual mode.

Finally Figure 14 shows the FRF for system type 3C. The trispectrum revealed that the first and third mode
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Figure 11: Trispectrum for system type 3C.
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Figure 12: FRF for system type 3A. Blue line indicates a low level of excitation, red line indicates a medium
level of excitation and the black line indicates a high level of excitation.
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Figure 13: FRF for system type 3B. Blue line indicates a low level of excitation, red line indicates a medium
level of excitation and the black line indicates a high level of excitation.

decouple and become linear. This cannot be clearly seen from the FRF.
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Figure 14: FRF for system type 3C. Blue line indicates a low level of excitation, red line indicates a medium
level of excitation and the black line indicates a high level of excitation.

4 Wing-Pylon Model.

In [6] a wing/engine mathematical model is described. The wing part is modelled using finite elements to
create a lumped mass model. The discrete nonlinear engine components are added using the Rayleigh-Ritz
method. The wing part is represented by a beam (Figure 15). The cantilevered structure is made of aluminium
with dimensions 0.5 x 0.05 x 0.005 m. The FE model was meshed with 11 equally spaced nodes and modeled
with 10 2-node Euler beam elements. A bispectral analysis of the model with a quadratic nonlinearity was
performed in [7]. In this section a trispectral analysis is performed on the same model except the equations
of motion will contain a cubic nonlinearity in place of the quadratic. The equations of motion are;

[
Mw + (ME + MR)ΦT

W ΦW + MEl2ΦT
θ Φθ MEl2ΦT

θ

MEl2Φθ MEl2

] {
q̈

φ̈

}
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Figure 15: Wing/Pylon model.

+

[
KW + MEglΦT

θ Φθ MEglΦT
θ

MElΦθ k + MEl

] {
q
φ

}
+

[
0 0
0 β

] {
q3

φ3

}
= 0 (6)

Whereq is the vector of generalised coordinates representing the FE mode shape amplitudes andφ is the
generalised coordinate representing the relative motion of the pylon.MW andKW are the modal mass and
stiffness matrices obtained from the FE model;ME = 0.2kg, MR = 0.1kg andl = 0.075m are the engine
mass, root mass and pylon length respectfully. The acceleration due to gravity is represented byg, ΦW and
Φθ are the displacement and rotation modeshapes at the engine attachment point from the FE model. Finally
k = 6000l2Nm/rad andβ = 2× 108l4Nm/rad−3, [6].
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Figure 16: FRF for the wing pylon model excited at node position 12 and the response taken from node 11.
Blue line indicates a low level of excitation, red line indicates a medium level of excitation and the black line
indicates a high level of excitation.

Damping was introduced into the model using a Rayleigh mass and stiffness proportional damping matrix;

C = aM + bK (7)

Wherea = 7.569 andb = 4.697× 10−4. This provided modal damping ratios of 3% critical.

An eigenvalue analysis was carried out and the first four modeshapes, natural frequencies and modal masses
were extracted. The first four natural frequencies are 16.29, 27.63, 98.22 and 250.51 Hz. Each node of
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the wing/pylon model was analysed in turn, at three levels of amplitude. This provided 12 FRF’s and 36
trispectral plots. For the purposes of clarity only the three most interesting Figures from each amplitude are
given in the following section.

5 Results and Discussion.

Figure 16 reveals the FRF for the wing pylon model excited at node position 12 and the response taken from
node 11,H12

11 (ω).

It is immediately apparent that the second mode for the system is nonlinear. This is due to the distinguishing
upward shift in frequency of the resonance peak as the level of excitation is increased. Closer examination
of each individual mode reveals that both modes two and three shift upward in frequency, consistent with a
cubic hardening nonlinearity. As the level of excitation increases the resonant peak at mode four decreases
whilst the opposite is true of the first mode.

It is important to remind the reader that for a system with four nonlinear modes it is possible to find features
in the bubble plot at any combination of three frequencies. An eigenvalue analysis for this system revealed
that the first four natural frequencies are 16.29, 27.63, 98.22 and 250.51 Hz. It is possible, therefore, to find
features in the plot at any of the frequencies listed in table 1.

Frequency 0, 4, 16, 20, 26, 32, 36, 46, 48, 52, 55, 56, 62, 66,
68, 72, 78, 82, 88, 98,108, 114, 117, 118, 130, 134, 137,

150, 153, 160, 169, 170, 179, 180, 189, 196, 199, 212, 215, 219,
231, 232, 235, 251, 267, 271, 283, 287, 294, 303, 313, 323, 333, 349

Table 1: List of possible positions for frequencies in the trispectral plot.

A further point of note is that the coordinate of any bubble could indicate the cross-coupling of one, two or
three of these frequency components, e.g. one might find a feature at(16, 98, 251), thus indicating the cross
coupling between all three modes of the system. Alternatively a feature at(16, 16, 98) might exist, indicating
the cross coupling between the first and second modes. Similarly one might find a bubble at(16, 16, 16), this
would indicate the self interaction of the first mode with itself.

The trispectral bubble plots for nodes 2 is given in Figure 17 - 19 (Note the excitation is always at node 12,
node 2 is the position at which response data is measured).

It is clear from Figure 17 that there are many different frequency interactions between the modes at a low
level of excitation. These interactions take place between all four modes. It is clear to see that there exists
cross-coupling between three modes.

As the level of excitation is increased Figure 18 reveals that many of these frequency interactions fade away.
The only features are due to the cross coupling between modes one and two. Also evident is the fact that the
features have shifted upwards in frequency.

Finally Figure 19 reveals a sole feature. That of the self interaction of mode two and itself at an elevated
frequency to that of it’s linear counterpart. This is due to the level of forcing amplitude. It is not to say
that the frequency interactions visible in Figure 17 have faded away, merely that this feature is the dominant
factor and all other features are relatively insignificant.

6 Conclusion.

In this paper an indicator function capable of revealing when modes for a system contain cubic nonlinearity
was identified. The method, the trispectrum, is the fourth-order algorithm in the family of Higher-Order
Spectra.
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Figure 17: Low excitation trispectrum bubbles for node 2 along the wing pylon model.

Figure 18: Medium excitation trispectrum bubbles for node 2 along the wing pylon model.
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Figure 19: High excitation trispectrum bubbles for node 2 along the wing pylon model.

The trispectrum was first applied to a series of highly symmetric, simulated two and three DOF systems in
order to demonstrate it’s utility. The method was then applied to a simulated wing/pylon model.

In all cases the trispectrum successfully identified when a mode behaved in a cubic nonlinear fashion. A
bubble plot in 3D space reveals the frequency at which the cubic nonlinearity is prominent. In addition the
trispectrum successfully revealed which modes of the above systems were coupled in a nonlinear manner
thus proving to a be a more effective tool than the FRF for the purposes of system identification.
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Abstract
In this paper the concept of the Higher Order Sinusoidal Output Describing Functions (HOSODF) is pre-
sented. HOSODF can be defined for the class of causal, stable,time invariant non-linear systems which give
a sinusoidal response to a specific harmonic excitation. TheHOSODF relate the magnitude and phase of the
individual harmonics, which together compose that specificinput signal, to the sinusoidal output signal of
such a system. HOSODF are the dual of the Higher Order Sinusoidal Input Describing Functions (HOSIDF).
Like the HOSIDF, the HOSODF are the results of an extension oflinear techniques towards non-linear sys-
tems analysis. Using the HOSODF, the non-linear systems under investigation can be modeled as a cascade
of the HOSODF and a Virtual Harmonics Compressor (VHC). The VHC is defined as a non-linear compo-
nent which transforms a harmonic input signaly̆(t) into a sinusoidal output signaly(t) with frequencyω,
amplitudeâ and phaseϕ. This input signal̆y(t) consists of an infinite amount of harmonics of the output
signaly(t) with frequencynω, amplitudeâ and phasenω with n = 0, 1, ...∞. Special attention is paid to
the non-parametric identification of the HOSODF. The identification requires control of the frequency and
amplitude of the sinusoidal output of the system within its domain of possible sinusoidal output signals. This
specific state of these non-linear systems can be reached by incorporating the system under test in a feedback
loop. In this loop the desired sinusoidal output is defined asthe control objective of a dedicated repetitive
controller consisting of a memory loop with positive feedback. The design of the learning filter required
for stability is also addressed. As a spinoff of the identification technique, the authors see opportunities for
advanced non-linear control of shaker systems aimed at sinusoidal excitation of non-linear systems.

1 Introduction

In the analysis and synthesis of dynamic systems, frequencydomain based techniques are well established.
These techniques are based on the concept of the Frequency Response Function (FRF). A limitation of using
FRFs is the imperative assumption of linearity of the systembehavior. Due to the increasing demands on
system performance in for example mechanical positioning systems, non-linear behavior has to be addressed
both in the mechanical and the control design. The frequencydomain based techniques for the analysis of
non-linear systems mentioned in literature can roughly be classified in three groups:

• Identification of the linear system
In weakly non-linear systems the true linear system can be identified by minimizing the influence of
the non-linear distortion using odd multisine excitation signals with minimized crest factor and with
an amplitude kept as small as possible [1, 2, 3]. For non-linear systems which can be approximated
by Volterra series the Related Linear Dynamic System can be identified using multi-sine based sig-
nals [2, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Apart from leakage free measurements, these multi-sine based signals also provide
qualitative and quantitative information about the non-linear distortions.
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• Identification of the Generalized Frequency Response Function
For the class of causal, stable, time-invariant, non-linear systems with fading memory1, the convolution
integral description of the linear system can be generalized to an infinite series called the Volterra series
[9, 10, 11]. Then-dimensional Fourier transform of then-th order Volterra kernel yields then-th-order
FRF, the Generalized Frequency Response Function (GFRF) [12, 13]. GFRFs can be estimated with
non-parametric methods if the system can be described by a low order (truncated) Volterra kernel. The
high numerical cost however limits these methods to the identification of GFRFs up to a maximum
order of three [14, 15]. Parametric identification techniques ease the numerical requirements and allow
analytical expressions for GFRFs up to any order [16]. The GFRFs have their limitations: systems with
non-fading memory, like non-local memory hysteresis as seen in friction, can not be described with
GFRFs and GFRFs are difficult to interpret due to their multidimensional nature [17, 18].

• Describing Functions
The Describing Function concept extends the FRF in the way that identification of amplitude depen-
dency becomes possible [19, 20]. Its recently formulated generalization, the Higher Order Sinusoidal
Input Describing Functions (HOSIDF) also describes the generation of harmonics as function of exci-
tation frequency and amplitude [21, 22, 23]. The HOSIDF relate the magnitude and phase of individual
harmonics in the output signal to the sinusoidal input signal causing this harmonic response. All non-
linear systems with a harmonic response to a sinusoidal excitation can be described with HOSIDF.
The HOSIDF are easy to interpret but do not describe non-linear phenomena like desensitization and
intermodulation [18, 24, 25].

In this paper the Higher Order Sinusoidal Output DescribingFunctions (HOSODF) will be introduced. These
higher order describing functions are dual to the HOSIDF in the sense that they are based on a sinusoidal
output state. The paper starts with the definition of the class of systems under consideration. Subsequently
the Virtual Harmonics Compressor is introduced as the dual to the Virtual Harmonics Expander. The mathe-
matical framework of the HOSODF is presented, as well as a practical non-parametric measurement method
for HOSODF. For the identification of the HOSODF it is necessary to control the state of the system under
test to generate a sinusoidal output as a response to a harmonic excitation. A feedback loop is presented
incorporating a repetitive controller able to force a sinusoidal output from that system.

2 Definition of the class of systems under consideration

The systems under consideration belong to the classO of causal, stable, time invariant non-linear systems
which have a sinusoidal response to a harmonic excitation. This class is a subset of the classI of causal,
stable, time invariant non-linear systems which have a harmonic response to a sinusoidal excitation and can
be described with HOSIDF. As an example of a system which belongs to classI and not to classO one
can think of a system with output saturation. Unless stated otherwise, non-linear systems mentioned in the
sequel of this paper are assumed to belong toO .

3 Virtual Harmonics Compressor

Consider a stable, non-linear time invariant system belonging to classO as defined in Section. 2. Let
y(t) = âcos(ω + ϕ) be the output signal. The system excitationu(t) is considered to consist exclusively
of harmonics of the fundamental frequencyω of the output signaly(t), i.e. it is assumed that the transient
behavior has vanished. The input signalu(t) can be written as a summation of harmonics of the output signal
y(t), each with an amplitudeAn and phaseϕn, which are a function of the amplitudêa and frequencyω of
the output signal (Fig. 1). This system can be modeled as a cascade of a (non)linear system and a Virtual

1A system has fading memory if two input signals which are close in the recent past, but not necessarily close in the remote past
yield present outputs which are close( [8], p.1152)
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Figure 1: General sinusoidal output-input relation.

Harmonics Compressor (Fig. 2). The Virtual Harmonics Compressor is defined as a non-linear component
which transforms a harmonic input signaly̆(t) into a sinusoidal output signaly(t) with frequencyω, ampli-
tudeâ and phaseϕ, (Eq. 1). This input signal̆y(t) consists of an infinite amount of harmonics of the output
signaly(t) with frequencynω, amplitudeâ and phasenϕ with n ∈ N:

y(t) = â cos(ωt + ϕ) (1)

y̆(t) =
∞∑

n=0

â cos(n(ωt + ϕ)) (2)

By defining a separate block for the compression of harmonicsin modeling this class of non-linear systems,
the complexity of the preceding (non)linear block will be significantly less and linear approaches may be-
come feasible depending upon the remaining non-linear behavior. The resulting model structure has strong
similarities with a Wiener model. This structure however isnot a Wiener model since the first block is not
necessarily linear [26].
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Figure 2: Virtual Harmonics Compressor as separate block inthe model of a non-linear system with sinu-
soidal response.

4 Higher Order Sinusoidal Output Describing Functions

Consider a non-linear system belonging to classO as defined in Section 2 withu(t) the input signal and
y(t) the system response after the transient behavior has vanished (Fig. 1). The sinusoidal output describing
functionR(â, ω) of the system is defined as the complex ratio of the output sinusoidy(t) and the fundamental
component of the system excitationũ(t) (Fig. 3).
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The sinusoidal output describing functionR(â, ω) can be calculated as:

R(â, ω) =
âejωt+ϕ

A1(â, ω)ej(ωt+ϕ+ϕ1(â,ω))
=

â

b1(â, ω) + ja1(â, ω)
(3)

The Fourier coefficientsa1 andb1 are calculated as in Eq.4, 5 withT = 2π/ω:

a1 =
2
T

∫ t0+T

t0

ũ(t) cos(ωt)dt (4)

b1 =
2
T

∫ t0+T

t0

ũ(t) sin(ωt)dt (5)

In Fig. 4 the block representation of the non-linear system with sinusoidal response is redrawn by separating
the Virtual Harmonics Compressor from the system. The remaining system can be represented as a parallel
connection of (non)linear subsystems in series with a filter-bank. Each subsystem relates a specific input har-
monic component, which is separated from the input signal bythe filter bank, to the corresponding harmonic
component at the input of the Virtual Harmonics Compressor.The subsystemR1(â, ω) is the sinusoidal
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Figure 4: Higher order sinusoidal output describing function representation.

output describing function of the system. This describing function can be interpreted as the second element
of a set of higher order sinusoidal output describing functionsRn(â, ω). These functions can be defined as
the complex ratio between the virtualnth harmonic signal̆yn(t) derived from the response signaly(t) and
thenth harmonic component̆un(t) in the input signalu(t). This virtual harmonic̆yn(t) has equal amplitude
as the fundamental sinusoid of the output signal but its starting-phase is n times the starting phase of the
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response signal. Like the first order sinusoidal output describing function (Eq. 3), the higher order sinusoidal
output describing functions are calculated from the corresponding Fourier coefficients (Eq. 6).

Rn(â, ω) =
âejn(ωt+ϕ)

An(â, ω)ej(n(ωt+ϕ)+ϕn(â,ω))

=
â

An(â, ω)ej(ϕn(â,ω))
=

â

bn(â, ω) + jan(â, ω)
(6)

Rn(â, ω) can be interpreted as a descriptor of the individual harmonic distortion components at the input of
a time invariant non-linear system required for the system to generate a sinusoidal response, as function of
the amplitude and frequency of that sinusoidal response. The functionsRn(â, ω) will be referred to as the
Higher Order Sinusoidal Output Describing Functions (HOSODF).

5 Non-parametric identification of HOSODF

5.1 Repetitive control of the output state

Identification of HOSODF requires a sinusoidal output of thenon-linear system within its domain of possible
sinusoidal output signals. This specific state can be forcedupon the system by incorporating the system under
test in a feedback loop and defining the desired sinusoidal output as the control objective of a dedicated
controller. Since the dominant signals in the control loop are all harmonically related, repetitive control can
be applied. Consider the ideal repetitive control system shown in Fig.5. The repetitive controllerM is an
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Figure 5: Layout of the feedback system for the identification of HOSODF.

add-on device which generates infinite amplification at the harmonics of the excitation frequencyω0 [27].
The function relating the input signale(t) of the memory loop to the excitation signalp(t) is given by:

T = − CH

1 + CH + M
(7)

If the excitation signalp(t) is chosen a sinusoid with a frequency equal to the operating frequency of the
memory loop, the output signale(t) of the summing node will be zero for this frequency and all itsharmonics
since the loop gain will be infinite at these frequencies. As aresult of this, the outputy(t) of the non-linear
system must be equal to the excitation signalp(t).
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5.1.1 Repetitive controller

In its basic layout, the repetitive controllerM consists of a delay of lengthT0 = 2π/ω0 and positive feed-
back. The positive feedback in the memory loop generates infinite gain at the harmonics of the operating
frequency. The time period of this operating frequency is equal to the total internal delay in the memory
loop. In Fig. 6 a block diagram of the applied repetitive controller is shown. The controller consists of two
delays, a robustness filterQ(z), constant gain blocksγ, γ−1, DC reconstruction filterDC(z) and learning
filter L(z). The delays are implemented as discrete time FIFO shift registers. Their total length isN − q − l
andl respectively withN = T0 · fs, fs being the sampling frequency of the memory loop. The constants q
andl are the delays caused by the linear phase lowpass filterQ(z) and the learning filterL(z) required for
stability. The DC reconstruction filter is required for canceling the gain at0Hz in the memory loop. Without
this filter, the DC amplification in the memory loop will be infinite so there will be no feedback at0Hz in a
repetitive control system. This is undesirable in applications where DC feedback is required for the system
to function like for example positioning systems subjectedto gravity. The output of the DC reconstruction
filter, which equals the DC level of the memory loop, is subtracted from the memory loop signal (Fig. 6).
The transfer function of the DC reconstruction filter is given by the following comb-filter:

DC(z) =
1
N

zN−1 + zN−2 + ... + z0

z
N (8)

The upper trace of Fig. 7 shows the magnitude of the FrequencyRespons Function (FRF) of the ideal memory
loop without DC reconstruction. The FRF of the memory loop with DC reconstruction filter is shown in the
lower trace of Fig. 7.

ã
-1z
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L(z)ã
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Ó
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Figure 6: Memory loop with positive feedback and DC reconstruction filter.
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Figure 7: Magnitude of the FRF of the memory loop, without (upper trace) and with DC reconstruction filter
(lower trace).
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5.1.2 Stability

In order to successfully apply the memory loop as an add-on device under measurement conditions, overall
system stability must be preserved [28, 29, 30]. The transfer function of the memory loop M is given by:

M(z) =
Qz−(N−q−l)

1−Qγz−(N−q)
(1−DC)L (9)

Assuming linearity of H, Eq. 7 can be rewritten as:

T = − CH

1 + CH + M
= − CH

1 + CH
Ms (10)

Ms is the modifying complementary sensitivity function and describes the modification of the complemen-
tary sensitivity function of the original system without repetitive control. Substituting Eq. 9 in Eq. 10 yields:

Ms(z) =
1−Qγz−(N−q)

1−Qz−(N−q){γ − SLzl(1−DC)} (11)

where S is the sensitivity:

S =
1

1 + CH
(12)

From Eq. 11 a sufficient condition for stability based upon small gain assumptions can be derived:

|Qz−(N−q){γ − SLzl(1−DC)}| < 1 (13)

for all z with |z| = 1. Since|Q| ≤ 1, the stability criterion (Eq. 13) can be reduced to

|γ − SLzl(1−DC)| < 1 (14)

At 0Hz |1 − DC| = 1, for all other frequencies|1 − DC| < 1. So stability is guaranteed if|γ| = 1 − ǫ
andL = S−1. The learning filterL can be designed with the ZPETC algorithm [31] and the resulting phase
delay ofl samples is absorbed in the two delay blocks. Depending upon the characteristics ofS, an additional
notch-filter may be required to reduce the DC gain of theL filter in order to maintain DC feedback in the
main system. The notch should not be positioned inside the memory loop since it does not exhibit a linear
phase characteristic like the robustness filterQ. As a result its delay can not be compensated resulting in a
significant reduction of the gain at the harmonics of the excitation frequency. Since the gain blockγ does
not exhibit phase shift, its influence on the memory loop gainis significantly less.

5.2 Signal processing

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) will be applied for the transformation of the time-domain data into
frequency-domain information. This transformation guarantees infinite selectivity for harmonically related
signals if the record lengthTb is chosen correctly with respect to the signals to be analyzed. Both the input
signalu(t) and output signaly(t), (Fig. 1) are Fourier transformed with a transform size of2m. The resulting
single sided spectra containm + 1 frequency lines each with0Hz in frequency line zero. The frequency
spacing is∆f = 1/Tb with Tb the length of the data block.Tb is chosen a multiplep times the period
T = 2π/ω of the output signaly(t). This assures that all the power of the output signal is concentrated in
frequency-linep. The power of the excitation signalu(t) is fully concentrated in the frequency linesn.p with
n ∈ N, so leakage is absent. In Fig. 8 the filter bank, the Virtual Harmonics Compressor and thekth order
HOSODF are highlighted. Let us consider the calculation of thekth order HOSODF. According to Eq. 6 this
HOSODF is calculated from thekth harmonic component̆yk(t) of the VHC of the system divided by thekth

harmonic component̆uk(t) of the input signalu(t). The signal̆yk(t) however cannot be measured but has to
be derived from the measurable output signaly(t). Using Eq.1, 2 the frequencynω, amplitudeâ and phase
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Figure 8: Determination of thekth order HOSODF.

nϕ of every componentn at the input of the VHC can be calculated. In the spectrum ofy(t), the frequency
line with numberp and complex valueap + jbp represents the output signal. The square root of the power in
this frequency line is the amplitudêa:

â =
√

a2
p + b2

p (15)

The phase angle of this frequency line equals:

ϕ = arctan(−bp

ap
) if ap ≥ 0

ϕ = arctan(−bp

ap
) + π if ap < 0

(16)

In the frequency spectrum ofu(t) the frequency linek · p with complex valueakp + jbkp represents the
harmonic component under consideration of the input signal. The square root of the power in this frequency
line is the amplitudeAk(â, ω) and the phase angle of this frequency line equals phaseϕkin

:

Ak(â, ω) =
√

a2
kp + b2

kp (17)

ϕkin
= arctan(−bkp

akp
) if akp ≥ 0

ϕkin
= arctan(−bkp

akp
) + π if akp < 0

(18)

with
ϕkin

= kϕ + ϕk(â, ω) (19)

From Eq. 15, 17 the magnitude of thekth order HOSODF can be calculated as:

|Rk(â, ω)| =
√

a2
p + b2

p√
a2

kp + b2
kp

(20)
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The phaseϕk(â, ω) of thekth order HOSODF can be calculated from Eq. 16, 18, 19:

ϕk(â, ω)= [k arctan(−bp

ap
)]mod2π − arctan(−bkp

akp
) if ap ≥ 0, akp ≥ 0

= [k{arctan(−bp

ap
) + π}]mod2π − arctan(−bkp

akp
) if ap < 0, akp ≥ 0

= [k arctan(−bp

ap
)]mod2π − arctan(−bkp

akp
)− π if ap ≥ 0, akp < 0

= [k{arctan(−bp

ap
) + π}]mod2π − arctan(−bkp

akp
)− π if ap < 0, akp < 0

(21)

6 Conclusion and future work

A new description of the dynamic behavior of a specific class of non-linear systems was presented. It was
shown that causal, stable, time-invariant systems with a sinusoidal response to a harmonic excitation can be
modeled as a parallel connection of non-linear subsystems in series with a Virtual Harmonics Compressor.
The dynamic behavior of these non-linear subsystems was described with the Higher Order Sinusoidal Out-
put Describing Functions (HOSODF), a generalization of thetheory of the Describing Functions. A repetitive
control loop consisting of a digital memory loop with positive feedback was proposed in order to force the
output of the non-linear system to be sinusoidal. A stability analysis of the learning filter based on small gain
assumptions resulted in a sufficient condition for stability. A practical methode for the non-parametric iden-
tification of Higher Order Sinusoidal Output Describing Functions was presented. This method was based
on the Fast Fourier Transform and allows leakage free measurements.
The proposed method of using repetitive control for the nonparametric identification of HOSODF possibly
has an interesting mechanical application. In particular mechanical testing situations, like normal mode test-
ing [32], a sinusoidal excitation force is required. Conventional sine testing instrumentation employs linear
feedback techniques to compensate for the influence of the linear dynamics of the system under test on the
shaker system. The actual shaker force signal is fed back to acontroller which is implemented as a linearized,
inverse model of the system under test. This allows the magnitude of the required excitation frequency com-
ponent to be controlled. However, the true system under testis non-linear, and its non-linear mechanical
impedance will force the sinusoidal excitation signal to become harmonic. By employing the HOSODF ap-
proach, a data-based inverse representation of the non-linear systemH is incorporated in the control loop. If
the shaker force is considered the outputy(t) of a non-linear systemH (Fig. 5), implementing the repetitive
control loopM will result in a sinusoidal output of the shaker if the non-linear systemH belongs to class
O . Future work will concentrate on designing a calibration experiment from which the learning filter can be
determined automatically. An additional research question is the investigation of the properties a non-linear
system must have in order to belong to the classO .
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Abstract
When resorting to numerical algorithms, we show that nonlinear normal mode (NNM) computation is possi-
ble with limited implementation effort, which paves the wayto a practical method for determining the NNMs
of nonlinear mechanical systems. The proposed method relies on two main techniques, namely a shooting
procedure and a method for the continuation of NNM motions. In addition, sensitivity analysis is used to
reduce the computational burden of the algorithm. A simplified discrete model of a nonlinear bladed disk is
considered to demonstrate the developments.

1 Introduction

Nonlinear normal modes (NNMs) offer a solid theoretical andmathematical tool for interpreting a wide
class of nonlinear dynamical phenomena, yet they have a clear and simple conceptual relation to the LNMs
[1, 2, 3]. However, most structural engineers still view NNMs as a concept that is foreign to them, and they
do not yet consider NNMs as a useful concept for structural dynamics. One reason supporting this statement
is that most existing constructive techniques for computing NNMs are based on asymptotic approaches and
rely on fairly involved mathematical developments.

There have been very few attempts to compute NNMs using numerical methods [4, 5, 6, 7]. Algorithms for
the continuation of periodic solutions are really quite sophisticated and advanced (see, e.g., [8, 9, 10]), and
they have been extensively used for computing the forced response and limit cycles of nonlinear dynamical
systems (see, e.g., [11]). Interestingly, they have not been fully exploited for the computation of nonlinear
modes.

The objective of this paper is to support that these numerical algorithms pave the way for an effective and
practical computation of NNMs. In the present paper, we showthat the NNM computation is possible
with limited implementation effort. The proposed algorithm, implemented in MATLAB, relies on two main
techniques, namely a shooting procedure and a method for thecontinuation of NNM motions. The algorithm
is demonstrated using a simplified discrete model of a nonlinear bladed disk.

2 Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNMs)

A detailed description of NNMs and their fundamental properties (e.g., frequency-energy dependence, bifur-
cations and stability) is given in [1, 2, 3]. For completeness, the two main definitions of an NNM are briefly
reviewed in this section.
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The free response of discrete conservative mechanical systems withn degrees of freedom (DOFs) is consid-
ered, assuming that continuous systems (e.g., beams, shells or plates) have been spatially discretized using
the finite element method. The equations of motion are

Mẍ(t) + Kx(t) + fnl {x(t), ẋ(t)} = 0 (1)

whereM is the mass matrix;K is the stiffness matrix;x, ẋ and ẍ are the displacement, velocity and
acceleration vectors, respectively;fnl is the nonlinear restoring force vector.

There exist two main definitions of an NNM in the literature due to Rosenberg and Shaw and Pierre:

1. Targeting a straightforward nonlinear extension of the linear normal mode (LNM) concept, Rosenberg
defined an NNM motion as avibration in unisonof the system (i.e., a synchronous periodic oscilla-
tion).

2. To provide an extension of the NNM concept to damped systems, Shaw and Pierre defined an NNM as
a two-dimensional invariant manifold in phase space. Such amanifold is invariant under the flow (i.e.,
orbits that start out in the manifold remain in it for all time), which generalizes the invariance property
of LNMs to nonlinear systems.

At first glance, Rosenberg’s definition may appear restrictive in two cases. Firstly, it cannot be easily ex-
tended to nonconservative systems. However, the damped dynamics can often be interpreted based on the
topological structure of the NNMs of the underlying conservative system [3]. Secondly, in the presence of
internal resonances, the NNM motion is no longer synchronous, but it is still periodic.

In the present study, an NNM motion is therefore defined as a(non-necessarily synchronous) periodic motion
of the conservative mechanical system (1). As we will show, this extended definition is particularly attractive
when targeting a numerical computation of the NNMs. It enables the nonlinear modes to be effectively
computed using algorithms for the continuation of periodicsolutions.

3 Numerical Computation of NNMs

The numerical method proposed here for the NNM computation relies on two main techniques, namely a
shooting technique and the pseudo-arclength continuationmethod. A detailed description of the algorithm
is given in [12].

3.1 Shooting Method

The equations of motion of system (1) can be recast into statespace form

ż = g(z) (2)

wherez = [x∗ ẋ∗]∗ is the2n-dimensional state vector, and star denotes the transpose operation, and

g(z) =
(

ẋ
−M−1 [Kx + fnl(x, ẋ)]

)
(3)

is the vector field. The solution of this dynamical system forinitial conditionsz(0) = z0 = [x∗0 ẋ∗0]
∗ is

written asz(t) = z (t, z0) in order to exhibit the dependence on the initial conditions, z (0, z0) = z0. A
solutionzp(t, zp0) is a periodic solution of the autonomous system (2) ifzp(t, zp0) = zp(t + T, zp0), where
T is the minimal period.
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The NNM computation is carried out by finding the periodic solutions of the governing nonlinear equations
of motion (2). In this context, theshooting methodis probably the most popular numerical technique. It
solves numerically the two-point boundary-value problem defined by the periodicity condition

H(zp0, T ) ≡ zp(T, zp0)− zp0 = 0 (4)

H(z0, T ) = z(T, z0) − z0 is called theshooting functionand represents the difference between the initial
conditions and the system response at timeT . Unlike forced motion, the periodT of the free response is not
known a priori.

The shooting method consists in finding, in an iterative way,the initial conditionszp0 and the periodT that
realize a periodic motion. To this end, the method relies on direct numerical time integration and on the
Newton-Raphson algorithm.

Starting from some assumed initial conditionsz(0)
p0 , the motionz(0)

p (t, z(0)
p0 ) at the assumed periodT (0) can

be obtained by numerical time integration methods (e.g., Runge-Kutta or Newmark schemes). In general, the
initial guess(z(0)

p0 , T (0)) does not satisfy the periodicity condition (4). A Newton-Raphson iteration scheme

is therefore to be used to correct an initial guess and to converge to the actual solution. The corrections∆z(k)
p0

and∆T (k) at iterationk are found by expanding the nonlinear function

H
(
z(k)

p0 + ∆z(k)
p0 , T (k) + ∆T (k)

)
= 0 (5)

in Taylor series and neglecting higher-order terms (H.O.T.).

The phase of the periodic solutions is not fixed. Ifz(t) is a solution of the autonomous system (2), then
z(t + ∆t) is geometrically the same solution in state space for any∆t. Hence, an additional condition,
termed thephase condition, has to be specified in order to remove the arbitrariness of the initial conditions.
This is discussed in detail in [12].

In summary, an isolated NNM is computed by solving the augmented two-point boundary-value problem
defined by

F(zp0, T ) ≡
{

H(zp0, T ) = 0
h(zp0) = 0

(6)

whereh(zp0) = 0 is the phase condition.

3.2 Continuation of Periodic Solutions

Due to the frequency-energy dependence, the modal parameters of an NNM vary with the total energy. An
NNM family, governed by equations (6), therefore traces a curve, termed an NNM branch, in the(2n +
1)-dimensional space of initial conditions and period(zp0, T ). Starting from the corresponding LNM at
low energy, the computation is carried out by finding successive points(zp0, T ) of the NNM branch using
methods for thenumerical continuationof periodic motions (also calledpath-following methods) [8, 9]. The
space(zp0, T ) is termed the continuation space.

Different methods for numerical continuation have been proposed in the literature. The so-called pseudo-
arclength continuation method is used herein.

Starting from a known solution(zp0,(j), T(j)), the next periodic solution(zp0,(j+1), T(j+1)) on the branch is
computed using apredictor stepand acorrector step.

Predictor step
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At stepj, a prediction(z̃p0,(j+1), T̃(j+1)) of the next solution(zp0,(j+1), T(j+1)) is generated along the tan-
gent vector to the branch at the current pointzp0,(j)[

z̃p0,(j+1)

T̃(j+1)

]
=

[
zp0,(j)

T(j)

]
+ s(j)

[
pz,(j)

pT,(j)

]
(7)

wheres(j) is the predictor stepsize. The tangent vectorp(j) = [p∗z,(j) pT,(j)]∗ to the branch defined by (6) is
solution of the system ∂H

∂zp0

∣∣∣
(zp0,(j) ,T(j))

∂H
∂T

∣∣
(zp0,(j),T(j))

∂h
∂zp0

∗∣∣∣
(zp0,(j))

0

 [
pz,(j)

pT,(j)

]
=

[
0
0

]
(8)

with the condition
∥∥p(j)

∥∥ = 1. The star denotes the transpose operator. This normalization can be taken
into account by fixing one component of the tangent vector andsolving the resulting overdetermined system
using the Moore-Penrose matrix inverse; the tangent vectoris then normalized to 1.

Corrector step

The prediction is corrected by a shooting procedure in orderto solve (6) in which the variations of the initial
conditions and the period are forced to be orthogonal to the predictor step. At iterationk, the corrections

z(k+1)
p0,(j+1) = z(k)

p0,(j+1) + ∆z(k)
p0,(j+1)

T
(k+1)
(j+1) = T

(k)
(j+1) + ∆T

(k)
(j+1) (9)

are computed by solving the overdetermined linear system using the Moore-Penrose matrix inverse
∂H
∂zp0

∣∣∣
(z

(k)
p0,(j+1)

,T
(k)
(j+1)

)

∂H
∂T

∣∣
(z

(k)
p0,(j+1)

,T
(k)
(j+1)

)

∂h
∂zp0

∗∣∣∣
(z

(k)
p0,(j+1)

)
0

p∗z,(j) pT,(j)


[

∆z(k)
p0,(j+1)

∆T
(k)
(j+1)

]
=

 −H(z(k)
p0,(j+1), T

(k)
(j+1))

−h(z(k)
p0,(j+1))
0

 (10)

where the prediction is used as initial guess, i.e,z(0)
p0,(j+1) = z̃p0,(j+1) andT

(0)
(j+1) = T̃(j+1). The last equation

in (10) corresponds to the orthogonality condition for the corrector step.

This iterative process is carried out until convergence is achieved. The convergence test is based on the
relative error of the periodicity condition:

‖H(zp0, T )‖
‖zp0‖ =

‖zp(T, zp0)− zp0‖
‖zp0‖ < ǫ (11)

whereǫ is the prescribed relative precision.

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Each shooting iteration involves the time integration of the equations of motion to evaluate the current shoot-

ing residueH
(
z(k)

p0 , T (k)
)

= z(k)
p (T (k), z(k)

p0 ) − z(k)
p0 . As evidenced by equation (10), the method also

requires the evaluation of the2n× 2n Jacobian matrix

∂H
∂z0

(z0, T ) =
∂z(t, z0)

∂z0

∣∣∣∣
t=T

− I (12)
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whereI is the2n× 2n identity matrix.

The classical finite-difference approach requires to perturb successively each of the2n initial conditions
and integrate thenonlinear governing equations of motion. This approximate method therefore relies on
extensive numerical simulations and may be computationally intensive for large-scale finite element models.

Targeting a reduction of the computational cost, a significant improvement is to use sensitivity analysis
for determining∂z(t, z0)/∂z0 instead of a numerical finite-difference procedure. The sensitivity analysis
consists in differentiating the equations of motion (2) with respect to the initial conditionsz0 which leads to

d

dt

[
∂z (t, z0)

∂z0

]
=

∂g(z)
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z(t,z0)

[
∂z(t, z0)

∂z0

]
(13)

with
∂z(0, z0)

∂z0
= I (14)

sincez(0, z0) = z0. Hence, the matrix∂z(t, z0)/∂z0 at t = T can be obtained by numerically integrating
overT the initial-value problem defined by thelinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) (13) with the
initial conditions (14).

In addition to the integration of the current solutionz(t,x0) of (2), these two methods for computing
∂z(t, z0)/∂z0 require2n numerical integrations of2n-dimensional dynamical systems, which may be com-
putationally intensive for large systems. However, equations (13) are linear ODEs and their numerical inte-
gration is thus less expensive. The numerical cost can be further reduced if the solution of equations (13) is
computed together with the solution of the nonlinear equations of motion in a single numerical simulation
[13].

The sensitivity analysis requires only one additional iteration at each time step of the numerical time inte-
gration of the current motion to provide the Jacobian matrix. The reduction of the computational cost is
therefore significant for large-scale finite element models. In addition, the Jacobian computation by means
of the sensitivity analysis is exact. The convergence troubles regarding the chosen perturbations of the finite-
difference method are then avoided. Hence, the use of sensitivity analysis to perform the shooting procedure
represents a meaningful improvement from a computational point of view.

As the monodromy matrix∂zp(T, zp0)/∂zp0 is computed, its eigenvalues, the Floquet multipliers, areob-
tained as a by-product, and the stability analysis of the NNMmotions can be performed in a straightforward
manner.

3.4 Algorithm for NNM Computation

The algorithm proposed for the computation of NNM motions isa combination of shooting and pseudo-
arclength continuation methods, as shown in Figure 1. It hasbeen implemented in the MATLAB environ-
ment. Other features of the algorithm such as the step control, the reduction of the computational burden and
the method used for numerical integration of the equations of motion are discussed in [12].

So far, the NNMs have been considered as branches in the continuation space(zp0, T ). An appropriate
graphical depiction of the NNMs is to represent them in a frequency-energy plot (FEP). This FEP can be
computed in a straightforward manner: (i) the conserved total energy is computed from the initial conditions
realizing the NNM motion; and (ii) the frequency of the NNM motion is calculated directly from the period.

4 Numerical Experiment - Nonlinear Bladed Disk System

The NNM computation method is now demonstrated using a simplified mathematical model of a nonlinear
bladed disk assembly. The lumped parameter model admits a single degree of freedom for each blade and
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Figure 1: Algorithm for NNM computation.

includes a similarly simplified representation of the flexible disk. The bladed disk is composed of30 sectors
assembled with cyclic periodicity; a single sector is represented in Figure 2. Each sector is modeled using
disk (M ) and blade (m) lumped masses, coupled by linear (k) and cubic (knl) springs. The nonlinear springs
can, for instance, be representative of geometrically nonlinear effects in slender blades. The disk masses are
connected together by linear springsK. The equations of motion of this60-DOF system are

m ẍi + k(xi −Xi) + knl(xi −Xi)3 = 0
M Ẍi + K(Xi −Xi+1) + K(Xi −Xi−1) + k(Xi − xi) + knl(Xi − xi)3 = 0 (15)

for i = 1, . . . , 30; X31 = X1, X0 = X30 (conditions of cyclic periodicity).Xi andxi are the displacements
of the disk and blade masses of theith sector, respectively. The valuesM = 1, m = 0.3, K = 1, k = 1,
knl = 0.1 are used in this study.
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Figure 2: One sector of the nonlinear bladed disk assembly. (a) continuous structure; (b) discrete model.

Mode Nodal Nodal Freq. Mode Nodal Nodal Freq.
circles diameters (rad/s) circles diameters (rad/s)

1 0 0 0.000 31 1 0 2.082
2,3 0 1 0.183 32,33 1 1 2.084
4,5 0 2 0.363 34,35 1 2 2.092
6,7 0 3 0.536 36,37 1 3 2.104
8,9 0 4 0.700 38,39 1 4 2.123

10,11 0 5 0.850 40,41 1 5 2.147
12,13 0 6 0.985 42,43 1 6 2.178
14,15 0 7 1.103 44,45 1 7 2.215
16,17 0 8 1.202 46,47 1 8 2.258
18,19 0 9 1.282 48,49 1 9 2.304
20,21 0 10 1.346 50,51 1 10 2.350
22,23 0 11 1.394 52,53 1 11 2.394
24,25 0 12 1.428 54,55 1 12 2.431
26,27 0 13 1.452 56,57 1 13 2.460
28,29 0 14 1.465 58,59 1 14 2.478

30 0 15 1.470 60 1 15 2.485

Table 1: Natural frequencies of the underlying linear bladed assembly.

4.1 Modal Analysis of the Underlying Linear System

Before studying the nonlinear bladed disk assembly, the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the under-
lying linear system are first discussed. All bladed assemblies with circumferential symmetry exhibit certain
well-defined types of vibration mode [14]. A key feature is the existence of two types of mode,singleand
double:

• The modes that occur in pair represent the majority. They have the same natural frequency and similar
mode shapes. In fact, no unique mode shapes can be specified for these modes. Rather, it is sufficient to
specify two suitably orthogonal shapes and to note that, when vibrating freely at that natural frequency,
the structure can assume any form given by a linear combination of the two specified shapes. The mode
shape is characterized by nnodal diameterssince the displacement is constrained to be zero along n-
equally spaced diametral lines. The mode shapes of a mode pair have mutually orthogonal nodal
diameters.

• The assembly also possesses a smaller number of single modes. They correspond to motion with all
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Figure 3: Representative LNMs of the bladed assembly; the blade and disk masses are shown in black and
grey, respectively. One mode of the mode pair (a) (0,1); (b) (0,15); (c) (1,5) and (d) (1,14).

the blades having the same amplitude of motion, either in phase with each other (0 nodal diameter) or
out of phase with their neighbors (N/2 nodal diameters).

The natural frequencies of the underlying linear bladed assembly are listed in Table 1. In this table, the
modes are denoted by the integer pair (n,m), which corresponds to the number of nodal circles and nodal
diameters for the considered mode, respectively. In the model (15), the nodal circle parametern can only
take the valuesn = 0 or n = 1, according to whether the blade and disk masses undergo in-phase or out-
of-phase motion, respectively. One observes the existenceof 28 pairs of double modes and 4 single modes.
Figure 3 depicts four representative LNMs of the bladed assembly, namely mode (0,15) and one mode of the
mode pairs (0,1), (1,5) and (1,14).

4.2 Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNMs)

Modal analysis of the nonlinear bladed assembly is carried out in this section using the previously described
algorithm. Starting from the corresponding LNMs at low energy and gradually increasing the total energy
in the system, NNM branches are computed. These branches, termed backbone branches, are represented in
Figure 4 and form the skeleton of the FEP. As we shall see, other NNM branches bifurcate from and coalesce
into these backbone branches.

The first noticeable feature in Figure 4 is the frequency-energy dependence of the NNMs. The oscillation
frequency of the modes with 1 nodal circle is strongly affected by the nonlinearities in the system. For these
modes, the blade and disk masses vibrate in an out-of-phase fashion, which enhances nonlinear effects. On
the other hand, the oscillation frequency of the modes with 0nodal circle is much less affected. This is
because the blade and disk masses vibrate in an in-phase fashion for these modes.

4.2.1 Similar and Nonsimilar NNMs

In addition to the dependence of their oscillation frequency, the NNMs may also have their modal shapes that
vary with the total energy in the system. According to Rosenberg’s terminology [15], a similar NNM corre-
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Figure 4: Evolution of the NNM frequencies with the total energy in the system.

sponds to an (energy-independent) straight modal line in the configuration space and occurs only in systems
presenting certain spatial symmetries. A nonsimilar NNM corresponds to a curve in the configuration space,
the shape of which varies with the total energy. Due to its symmetry properties, the system possesses both
similar and nonsimilar NNMs. Two examples of similar NNMs inthe bladed disk are the nonlinear extension
of the LNMs with 0 nodal diameters, namely modes (0,0) and (1,0). Mode (0,0) is a rigid-body mode, which
is obviously unaffected by nonlinearity. The FEP of mode (1,0) in Figure 5 clearly depicts that, while the
NNM frequency is altered by the nonlinearities in the system, the modal shape remains unchanged.

Nonsimilar NNMs resemble the corresponding LNMs at low energy. The structure (i.e., the number of
nodal circles and diameters) is preserved, and, as for the modes of the linear system, they mostly appear in
pair. Nonsimilar NNMs in this system are either weakly, moderately or strongly affected by nonlinearity for
increasing energy levels:

• Figure 6 represents a mode of the mode pair (0,2), whose shapeis almost energy-independent.

• Figure 7 shows that the NNM motions of mode pair (0,14) have a marked energy dependence.

• A remarkable property of the NNM motions of mode (1,14) is that the vibrational energy localizes
to a limited number of sectors, the remaining of the system being virtually motionless (see Figure
8). The resulting spatial confinement of the energy causes the responses of some blades to become
dangerously high and might lead to premature high cycle fatigue of the blades. For illustration, the time
series corresponding to such an NNM motion are displayed in Figure 9. This localization phenomenon
was also observed in linear mistuned bladed assemblies [16], but, here, it occurs even in the absence of
structural disorder. It results from the frequency-energydependence inherent to nonlinear oscillations
and is discussed in detail in references [17, 18, 19].

4.2.2 Modal Interaction: Internally Resonant NNMs

When carrying out the NNM computation at higher energies, other resonance scenarios can be observed
through the occurrence of tongues of internally resonant NNMs. Unlike backbone branches, tongues are
localized to a specific region of the FEP. They bifurcate froma backbone branch of a specific mode and
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Figure 5: FEP of mode (1,0). NNM represented by bar graphs areinset; they are given in terms of the initial
displacements that realize the periodic motion (with zero initial velocities assumed). The blade and disk
masses are shown in black and grey, respectively.
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Figure 6: FEP of one mode of the mode pair (0,2). NNM represented by bar graphs are inset; they are given
in terms of the initial displacements that realize the periodic motion (with zero initial velocities assumed).
The blade and disk masses are shown in black and grey, respectively.
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Figure 9: Time series corresponding to the localized NNM motion of mode (1,14) (see Figure 8).

coalesce into the backbone branch of another mode, thereby realizing an internal resonance between the two
modes. For instance, Figure 10 depicts a 3:1 internal resonance between modes (0,6) and (1,12) in the FEP.
To better understand the resonance mechanism, the backboneof mode (1,12) is represented at the third of its
characteristic frequency (this is relevant, because a periodic solution of periodT is also periodic with period
3T ). This demonstrates that a smooth transition from mode (0,6) to mode (1,12) occurs on the tongue. A
further illustration is that motions M1 and M2, which are themotions right after and before the coalescence
of the two NNM branches, are almost identical.

During this 3:1 internal resonance, the system vibrates along a subharmonic NNM; i.e., an NNM motion
characterized by more than one dominant frequency component. On the branch of mode (0,6), the motion is
characterized by one dominant frequency component, sayω. As we move along the tongue from this branch,
a third harmonic progressively appears, and the system vibrates with two dominant frequency components
ω and3ω. As we progress further on the tongue, the third harmonic tends to dominate the component at the
fundamental frequency, until this latter completely disappears. At this precise moment, a transition to mode
(1,12) is realized. This transition is illustrated in Figure 11 using time series representative of the NNM
motion at three different locations on the tongue.

Surprisingly, the ratio of the linear natural frequencies of modes (0,6) and (1,12) is far from 3; it is equal to
2.47. A 3:1 internal resonance between the two modes can still be realized, because the frequency of mode
(0,6) increases much less rapidly than that of mode (1,12), as shown in Figure 4. This clearly highlights
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Figure 11: Time series corresponding to NNM motions on the tongue of 3:1 internal resonance (solid line:
blade 1; dashed line: disk 10; dotted line: disk 14). (a) Beginning of the tongue (in the vicinity of the branch
of mode (0,6)); (b) middle of the tongue; and (c) extremity ofthe tongue (in the vicinity of the branch of
mode (1,12)).
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thatNNMs can be internally resonant without necessarily havingcommensurate linear natural frequencies,
a feature that is rarely discussed in the literature. Another interesting finding is thatthere is a countable
infinity of branches of internally resonant NNMs in this system, similar to what was reported for a 2DOF
system in [3, 12].

By means of the sensitivity analysis, the computation of thebranch depicted in Figure 10 requires 1 minute
using a 2GHz processor. The finite-difference approach is computationally intensive and demands 15 min-
utes. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis significantly reduces the computational cost of the algorithm. This
is an important feature when targeting a computationally tractable calculation of the NNMs. Due to the
presence of turning points, the computation of the tongue inFigure 10 demands most of the CPU time.

Besides the NNMs described here, additional modes exist. Inparticular, NNM motions which take the form
of traveling waves occur. They are represented by ellipses in the configuration space. A detailed analytical
study of these modes is given in reference [20]. The examination of these additional modes is beyond the
scope of this paper and will be addressed in subsequent studies [21].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a numerical method for the computation of NNMsof mechanical structures was introduced.
The approach targets the computation of the undamped modes of structures discretized by finite elements and
relies on the continuation of periodic solutions. The procedure was demonstrated using a simplified discrete
model of a nonlinear bladed disk, and the NNMs were computed accurately in a fairly automatic manner.
Complicated NNM motions were also observed, including a countable infinity of internal resonances and
strong motion localization.

This method represents a first step toward a practical NNM computation with limited implementation effort.
However, two important issues must be addressed adequatelyto develop a robust method capable of dealing
with large, three-dimensional structures:

• (i) Fundamental NNMs with no linear counterparts (i.e., those that are not the direct extension of the
LNMs) have not been discussed herein. These additional NNMsbifurcate from other modes, and a
robust branch switching strategy will be developed for their computation.

• (ii) The method relies on extensive numerical simulations and may be computationally intensive for
large-scale finite element models. As a result, a further reduction of the computational cost is the next
objective. To this end, a significant improvement was to use sensitivity analysis to obtain the Jacobian
matrix as a by-product of the time integration of the currentmotion. An automatic time step control,
which selects the most appropriate time step in view of the current dynamics, will also be considered
to speed up the computations.
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Abstract
In this paper, we consider systems which generates its eigenmode automatically for unknown resonance sys-
tems by nonlinear oscillator networks. Eigenvector of the graph Laplacian has information of the eigenmode
of the resonance system qualitatively, and if the oscillator network has the same graphical structure, the syn-
chronous pattern of corresponding the eigenvector can be generated. In the proposed system, coupling of the
oscillator network and interactions between the oscillator network and the target system are designed prop-
erly, and a specified eigenmode is generated adaptivity by means of nature of the nonlinear oscillator, that is
”synchronization” and ”phase attraction”. It is shown by numerical simulations that a target resonance mode
is realized automatically with our proposed mechanism. The proposed method in this paper is expected to
be applied for various practical time varying and/or nonlinear systems whose resonance characteristics are
difficult to be analyzed analitically. We consider an application of the proposed system to snake-like robot,
and show that the system can generate an efficient motion.

1 Introduction

There are many vibrational mechanisms around us, and animal’s locomotion, fish’s swimming motion, and
artificial cranks and cylinders are typical examples of such systems. When systems are resonance systems,
working efficiency becomes maximum at the resonance mode. Therefore, it is important to realize the reso-
nance mode for such systems. In the case of linear systems, it is easy to calculate resonance modes, however,
since almost all actual systems have some nonlinearity, the eigenmodes are changed by it’s amplitude or
environment and they have very complex behavior. Though it is possible to calculate approximated eigen-
modes of nonlinear systems by a harmonic balance method numerically, however, it is needed to solve very
complex equations, and it is not practical for high degree of freedom systems.

If conventional adaptive control systems were used to generate the eigenmodes adaptively, they would be
hard to be designed and would become very complex. On the other hand, it is known that nonlinear oscilla-
tors have adaptability[7], and synchronization of nonlinear oscillators is well-known and it can be regarded
as adaptation for the frequency of external forces. A typical example of this adaptation is a central pattern
generator(CPG). This is a group of nonlinear oscillators which is considered as a neural circuit model in an
animal’s body, that generate cyclic movements. It is said that animals can change their motor patterns against
to environment or their velocity using the CPGs. There are many researches to apply this mechanism for
robotic systems in the literatures [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, in the researches of the application of CPGs, al-
most all cases of them gave motor patterns via trial and error, so the adaptability to the dynamics of the target
systems were poor. Then, if a nonlinear oscillator network that generates eigenmodes of the target resonance
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Figure 1: 3 DOF resonance system

system is presented, more advanced application of CPG is expected. A system that learns a frequency and a
phase of an external force using a nonlinear oscillator was studied by Ludovic et. al.[1], howevffer, it was
limited to the case of one degree of freedom using one oscillator. In this research, we connect a nonlinear
oscillator network and a multi-degree of freedom resonance system, and propose a system which generates
the eignmode adaptively by mutual synchronization. At first, it will be shown that in an oscillator network,
synchronization patterns corresponding to the eigenmodes can be generated using a graph-Laplacian deter-
mined by the structure of a graph for a resonance system. And, by connecting oscillators and the resonance
system properly, the target system can realize the vibration mode very close to the eigenmode adaptively by
a property that the movement of the oscillators are entrained to the eigenmode[7] even if system parameters
are changing or if the resonance mode is varied by it energy level. Then the validity of the proposed method
will be shown by numerical simulations.

2 Graph Structure of Resonance Systems

2.1 Graph and Graph Laplacian[9]

A graph is a set of vertexes and edges which connect these vertexes. By numberingn vertexes andl edges
of a graph respectively, it can be defined a degree matrixD and an adjacency matrixA as follows.

Degree matrix: It is called a degree of a vertex the number of edges which is connected to the vertex.
A diagonal matrix that has the degrees as diagonal elements:

D = diag(d1, · · · , dn) ∈ Rn×n

is defined as a degree matrix, wheredi is a degree of the vertexi.

Adjacency matrix: A matrix A ∈ Rn×n defined by the following equation:

A = (aij) : aij =

{
1 i, j are connected
0 i, j are not connected

is called an adjacency matrix.

And then, a graph LaplacianL ∈ Rn×n is defined by

L = D −A. (1)

2.2 Relationship between Eigenmodes and Graph

If a resonance system is considered as a graph whose vertexes and edges correspond to the masses and springs
respectively, a graph structure for the resonance system is obtained. From this graph structure, properties of
eigenmodes of the resonance system can be extracted. For the graph Laplacian, it is known the following
theorem[9].
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OSC1 OSC2 OSC3 OSC0′OSC0

Figure 2: Structure of the nonlinear oscillator network

Theorem 1 Consider a functionf(u) on vertexes of a graph, and define a differential of the function, as
∆f(e) = f(u) − f(v), where∆f(e) is a function on the edges of the graph, and vertexu and v are
connected by edgee. Then, for the graph LaplacianL, the following equalities are satisfied:

< ∆f1,∆f2 >=< Lf1, f2 >=< f1, Lf2 > . (2)

This graph Laplacian is equal to the stiffness matrix when all spring constants of the system are all 1. For
example, for the system shown in Fig. 1, its graph Laplacian is represented by

L =

 2 −1 0
−1 2 −1
0 −1 2

 , (3)

which is equal to the stiffness matrix of Fig. 1.

It is proved by substituting displacement vectors of the system tof1 andf2, then, eq. (2) represents a potential
energy of the springs. And then, if all masses are 1 and the coordinates are expressed by displacements of the
masses, inertia matrix becomes identity matrix. Moreover, since eigenmodes of the system are represented
by eigenvectors ofM−1K, eigenmodes match with the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian forK = L,
M = I.

Therefore, it can be said that the eigenvector of the graph Laplacian is same as the eigenmode of the reso-
nance system topologically.

3 Nonlinear Oscillator Network

3.1 Construction of Network

We use Hopf oscillators whose dynamics are represented by 2nd order differential equations in thex − y
Cartesian coordinate: {

ẋ = −ωy + (1− x2 − y2)x
ẏ = ωx + (1− x2 − y2)y

(4)

as components of nonlinear oscillator networks. Inr − θ polar coordinate, it is represented by{
ṙ = r(1− r2)
θ̇ = ω.

(5)

From this expression, it is clear that this oscillator has a limit cycle whose state moves on a unit circle with
an angular velocityω. Here, we consider an oscillator network which is constructed as shown in Fig. 2.
An interaction between oscillatorsi andj are defined so that attractive forces is given in proportional to the
distance between the states as:

ẋi = f(ωi, x) +
∑
i∼j

kij(xi − xj) (kij ≥ 0), (6)
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wherexi is the state variable of oscillatori, andωi is its natural frequency, andf(ωi, xi) is the dynamics of
oscillatori itself. In the equation,kij represents a connection strength, and it is assumedkij = kji.

In the Fig. 2, the following special interaction :

β(x0, x0′) = k0(xT
0 x0′x

T
0 Rx0′)(x0 − x0′) (7)

R :=
[

0 1
−1 0

]
is applied between the oscillator 0 and 0’.

When the initial phase difference is less thanπ/2, this interaction becomes attractive, and in other case it
becomes repulsive. The reason of the introduction of this type of interaction is as follows. In this research,
oscillator 0 is used as a base signal source of a traveling wave which generates an eigenmode vibration. Since
the oscillator 0 and 0’ correspond to fixed edges of the resonance system shown in Fig. 1, the interaction
makes the phase differences, 0 andπ, stable equilibria.

3.2 Synchronization of Oscillator Network and Pattern Formation

Synchronization patterns of this oscillator network can be solved by phase reduction method[7, 8].

Applying the reduction to the system of Fig.2, we obtain the following equation of phase dynamics:

ψ̇i =
n∑

j 6=i

kij(sinψi − sinψj) (8)

(i = 1, · · · , n)

whereψi represents the phase difference from that of oscillator 0. There are following 3 equilibria in the
system as in Fig. 2: ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

 =

 π/4
π/2
3π/4

 ,

 π/2
π

3π/2

 ,

3π/4
3π/2
π/4

 . (9)

These states represent the phase relations in the synchronous states.

Fig. 5 shows a result of numerical simulation in which 3 various synchronous patterns are generated for
different initial states. It can be confirmed from the figure that phase relations of eq. (9) are realized.

3.3 Graph Laplacian and Synchronization Pattern

If the values of eq. (9) are considered as phase differences for sinusoidal functions, they are equal to eigen-
vectors of the graph Laplacian of eq. (3) as follows:sinψ1

sinψ2

sinψ3

 =

1/
√

2
1

1/
√

2

 ,

 1
0
−1

 ,

1/
√

2
−1

1/
√

2

 . (10)

This relationship is always met for chain structured networks with the same connection strength for all
interactions. In that case, it can be considered that phase differences from an oscillator to the neighbor
oscillator are equal for all. Then, let us assume thatv = [sinψ1, · · · , sinψn], whereψk = k∆ψ, and the
operating graph LaplacianL to v is given by

(Lv)i = 2 sinψi − sinψi−1 − sinψi+1 (11)

= 2 sinψi − sin(ψi −∆ψ)− sin(ψi + ∆ψ) (12)

= 2(1− cos∆ψ) sinψi. (13)
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If we setvi = sin ψi andλ = 2(1− cos∆ψ), we have

Lv = λv, (14)

and it shows thatv is an eigenvector ofL andλ is the corresponding eigenvalue.

Boundary conditions of the network in the case of fixed edges in Fig. 1 are given assinφ0 = 0 and
sinφ0′ = 0, whereφi is the phase of oscillatori. In the case of free edge, it is given assinφ0 = 1, or − 1
andsinφ0′ = 1, or− 1. The solutions ofφ0 andφ0′ have indefiniteness ofπ, and these values defined by the
order of referred eigenmode.

In general, however, it is difficult problem to derive relationships between the graph Laplacian, eigenmode
of resonance systems, and synchronization of oscillator networks.

4 Connection with Resonance Systems

4.1 Frequency Adjustment

To generate an eigenmode, natural frequency and amplitude of oscillators must be adjusted to the eigenmode
of the target system. If the amplitudes of the vibration is equal to the eigenmode, the difference of the
frequencies can be evaluated by an inner product of force and displacement as follows:

xi(t)T f(t) = XT
i cos(ωt)(K − ω2M)Xi cos(ωt) (15)

=
1
2
(ki − ω2mi)(1 + cos 2ωt)

=
1
2
(ω2

i − ω2)mi(1 + cos 2ωt)

where,ωi is the eigen frequency, andki,mi are mode stiffness and mode mass respectively, which satisfy the
equationki = ω2

i mi. Even if the vibration mode is different from the eigenmode, by applying a synchroniza-
tion pattern of the oscillator network to the target system, the frequency deviation can be evaluated generally
by eq. (15) since the pattern is the same to the eigenmode topologically. Therefore, when the interaction be-
tween the target and oscillator is stronger enough than that between oscillators, it can be expected to realize
a vibration close enough to the eigenmode since the output of the network is entrained to the eigenmode of
the target system.

4.2 Conjugate Pair of Oscillators

A single oscillator has no adaptability for the amplitude. So we consist a conjugate pair of oscillators as
shown in Fig. 3 to realize adaptability for the amplitude by adding the two outputssin(ωt+φ) andsin(−ωt+
φ) as follows:

sin(ωt + φ) + sin(−ωt + φ)
= 2 sinφ cosωt. (16)

The coefficient2 sinφ becomes an amplitude of the oscillator in eq. (16). Using this conjugate pair the
amplitude can be adjusted widely by only phase shift of a mutual entrainment if the bound of the amplitude
is known in advance. Usually, the bounds can be assumed in practical applications.
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Figure 3: A conjugate pair of oscillators

4.3 Example : 3 DOF Resonance System

For example, we consider a combined system of a nonlinear oscillator network with a 3-degree of freedom
resonance system as in Fig. 3. For the system displacement of massesx = [x1, x2, x3]T are selected as a
generalized coordinate vector, and the applied forcef is considered as an input. The mechanical system and
the oscillator network are connected as follows:

Mẍ + Kx = f (17)

ẋ0 = f(ω, x0) + β(x0, x0′)− [y0, 0]T (18)

ẋi = f(ω, xi) +
n∑

i 6=j

kij(xi − xj)− [fi, 0]T (19)

ẋ0′ = f(ω, x0′) + β(x0′ , x0) (20)

˙̄x0 = f(−ω, x̄0) + β(x̄0, x̄0′)− [y0, 0]T (21)

˙̄xi = f(ω, x̄i) +
n∑

i 6=j

kij(x̄i − x̄j)− [fi, 0]T (22)

˙̄x0′ = f(−ω, x̄0′) + β(x̄0′ , x̄0) (23)

yi = [1 0](xi + x̄i) (24)

f = ẋ− [y1 y2 y3]T (25)

wherexi, x̄i are state variables of conjugate pair of oscillators, andyi is the output of this pair of the oscillator.
As in eq. (24), the first element of the sum of variables of these oscillators is referred as the output of the
network, and from eq. (29), the difference of velocityẋ and the output of networky is provided to both
systems as an interaction. Please note that sincey0 must be regulated to 0, soy0 is feedbacked to the systems
of x0 andx̄0 so that they converge to 0.

5 Numerical Simulation

We confirm the validity of the system designed in the previous section by numerical simurations.

It can be easily confirmed numerically that frequency of oscillator can be adjusted to eigen frequency by the
adaptive control based on eq. (15), we apply the method to adjust frequency here. We show some results of
adaptability for linear and nonlinear systems.

5.1 Linear resonance systems

At first, we show the results of a linear resonance system. Parameters used in the numerical simulation is
given in Table 1. The eigen frequencies and eigenmodes of systems, system 1 and system 2, are shown in
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Table 1: Simulation parameters
m1 m2 m3 k1 k2 k3 k4

Linear1 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
Linear2 1.4 0.76 1.7 1.0 1.4 0.86 0.61

Table 2: eigenfrequency & eigenmodes
ωe mode

Linear1
0.6868
1.2107
2.2500

0.5960 0.6298 0.4982
0.5469 -0.5096 -0.6643
0.0880 -0.7151 0.6934

Linear2
0.6222
1.0919
1.9933

0.4004 -0.9045 0.1472
0.7212 0.3765 -0.5814
0.4594 0.6097 0.6459

Nonlinear
0.8339
1.5107
2.0158

1.6919 2.5269 1.6919
1.3718 0.00 -1.3718
0.6813 -1.0157 0.6813

Table 2. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes of system 1(Linear1) have been realized. It
should be noted that although the eigenmodes are different from the natural output of the network, the output
is entrained to the eigenmode by mutual entrainment. Fig. 7 shows the results for system 2(Linear2). From
the figure, it can be also confirmed that the same results are obtained.

5.2 Nonliear Resonance System

Then, we consider a nonlinear resonance systems whose springs have nonlinearity as

f = k1x + k3x
3 (26)

wheref is the generated force by the spring,x is extension of the spring, andk1, k3 are coefficients for 1st
and 3rd order term, respectively.

In the simulation, we set thatk1 = 1.0, k3 = 0.1 for all springs and the all masses 1.0. Please note that in the
case of nonlinear resonance systems, eigen frequency and eigenmode are not independent in general. The
relationships between the eigen frequencies and mode amplitudes are shown in Fig. 8, which was calculated
by the harmonic balance method. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 10. It can be confirmed that the
amplitudes were well matched to those of eigenmode as in Fig. 8.

Here, the error between the true eigenmode and results of the simulation are evaluated, where the error is
calclated by‖qi−q′i‖2, whereqi is the acculate mode andq′i is an amplitude vector obtained by the simulation.

In Table 3, it was shown the mode error for the 3 resonance systems. For the nonlinear system,qi are
calculated by harmonic balance method which gives an approximate solution of the vibrational motions.
From Table 3, mode errors are so small that it can be said that the proposed system can generate a vibration
which is almost equal to the true eigenmode.

6 Application to snake like robot

We consider to apply the proposed system to generation of a locomotion of a snake-like robot.
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Table 3: Error of modes
1st 2nd 3rd

Linear1 1.96×10−4 1.3×10−3 8.44×10−4

Linear2 3.56×10−2 8.07×10−2 1.53×10−2

Nonlinear 1.44×10−2 9.6×10−3 2.71×10−2

Table 4: Physical parameters of the snake robot
mass (kg) 0.1
length (m) 0.10
center of gravity (m) 0.05
inartia (kgm2) 0.83
stiffness (Nm) 0.003

Each joint corresponds to one nonlinear oscillator, and interactions between the joint and the oscillator as
shown in Fig. 4. We confirm that the system generates a proper efficient locomotion by numerical simulation.

6.1 Motion Equation

A model of a snake robot is a series of 4 links whose every joint has a stiffness. Mass, length, and position
of center of gravity of each link and stiffness of each joint is shown in Table 4.

A motion equation of the snake robot is represented as[
M O2×4

O4×2 I(θ)

] [
r̈

θ̈

]
+

[
O2

H(θ, θ̇)

]
+

[
O2

Kθ

]
= Eτ (27)

wherer is a position of center of gravity,θ = [θ1, · · · , θ4] is an vector of angles of the links. And then,
constraint condition that each link doesn’t slip is written as

Jr(θ)ṙ + Jθ(θ)θ̇ = 0. (28)

6.2 Oscillator Network

We used Hopf oscillators as elements of the network here. Interactions were given as different between
outputs of oscillatorsyi and relative angular velocities of the links, and they were given to robot as torque
and perturbation of oscillators respectively as follows

τi = k1yi − (θ̇i+1 − θ̇i) (i = 1, 2, 3) (29)

Mq̈ + h(q, q̇) + Kq = k2Eτ (30)

ẋi = f(xi) + [0 k3τi]T + qi(xi−1, xi, xi+1) (i = 1, 2, 3) (31)

whereki is a constant for scale adjustment between the outputs of oscillators and angular velocities, andqi

is a term of the interaction between the oscillators.

6.3 Simulation

We set parametersk1 = 3, k2 = 50 and compared 2 cases of the perturbation coefficientk3 = 0 and
k3 = 0.01. The results of the simulation is shown in Fig. 11, 12.
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We have evaluated a efficiency of the generated locomotion by a following performance functionE.

E = W/D (32)

W =
∫

T
fT θ̇dt (33)

D =
∫

T
‖ṙ‖2dt (34)

where
∫
T represents to integrate for one cycle of motion,W is energy consumed in a cycle, andD is moving

distance of the robot for a cycle. ThereforeE represents energy consumed for a unit distance.

When the perturbation to the oscillator network, we obtainedE = 4.37(J/m) by numerical simulation.
When the perturbation was applied, we obtainedE = 1.77(J/m). We suppose that the system can generate a
efficient motion by the effect of mutual entrainments.

OSC2OSC1

Oscillator Network

OSC3

τ3

τ2

link1

link2
link3

link4

τ1

Snake Robot

Figure 4: A composed system of a snake robot and a oscillator network
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Figure 5: synchronization pattern of the nonlinear os-
cillator network
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Figure 6: Simulation result for system 1
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Figure 7: Simulation of system 2
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linear system
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Figure 9: frequency adjustment for a nonlinear sys-
tem
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Figure 10: Simulation of a nonlinear resonance sys-
tem
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Figure 11: Simulation result (k3 = 0.0)
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Figure 12: Simulation result (k3 = 0.01)
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an automatic eigenmode generation system using nonlinear oscillator net-
works. Firstly, by the graph structure of a resonance system, we designed a nonlinear oscillator network
which generates cyclic signals whose phase relationships coincides with the eigenmode. And, we confirmed
that they can generate an eigenmode with a proper interaction between the oscillator network and resonance
system. The problem that amplitudes are not adjusted by only a single oscillator was solved by using conju-
gate pairs of oscillators.

And then, by numerical simulations, we showed that the proposed system can be applied not only to linear
resonance systems but also to nonlinear resonance systems. We considered applying the system to a snake-
like robot, and showed that the system can generate an efficient locomotion through mutual entrainments.

In the literature [2], it was shown that some walking patterns can be generated from a graph Laplacian
representing the structure of the robot. We are interested in a relationship between the method and our
proposed method.
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Abstract
This paper describes an efficient method for calculating the bifurcation behaviour of an aeroelastic system us-
ing a Harmonic Balance expansion coupled with a Genetic Algorithm, combined witha clustering algorithm
in order to determine all the solutions at every single flight condition. It will beshown how it is possible to
obtain all the bifurcation branches in one step. Two clustering algorithms, K-Means and PAM, together with
a number of cluster index techniques, such as Davies-Boulding, Calinski-Harabasz are investigated. The
method is applied to an aeroelastic galloping problem as this phenomenon presents a number of co-existing
limit cycles at a range of airspeeds

1 Introduction

The study of non-linearity in aircraft is increasingly becoming a necessity.The advent of non-linear control
laws in control systems, lightweight structures and the need to overcome control surface buzz and other
aeroelastic phenomena occurring in transonic flight regimes have all contributed towards a significant body of
research in non-linear aeroelasticity. The main driver behind the research is the fact that non-linear aeroelastic
systems display dynamic behaviour that cannot be modelled or predicted using linear methods, such as Limit
Cycle Oscillations (LCO).

One of the recent areas of research is the attempt to predict the occurrence of LCOs in mathematical models
of aeroelastic systems, as well as their amplitude and frequency, without resorting to expensive numerical
integration schemes. Such studies have investigated mathematical techniques such as using Normal Form [1],
Cell Mapping [2], Center Manifold [3], Numerical Continuation [4, 5] or Harmonic Balance [6]. Of those,
the most researched method is probably the Harmonic Balance and its higher order versions. The method
has been shown to predict bifurcation flight conditions, LCO amplitudes andfrequencies with reasonable
accuracy.

However, aeroelastic systems have shown to be capable of a very wide range of dynamic phenomena, in-
cluding secondary bifurcations, folds, period doubling and others. Not all of these have been addressed
by the Harmonic Balance method yet. Liu and Dowell [7] have presented work concerning the treatment
of bifurcations to higher period LCOs while Leung and Chui [8] have addressed the problem of folds and
period doubling and even chaotic response [9]. The computational cost of Harmonic Balance schemes in-
creases with the square of their order. The higher the order of the problem, the higher is the number of HB
coefficients necessary to describe its solution. Therefore, the prediction of complex bifurcation behaviour
by the Harmonic Balance method in realistic aeroelastic systems can be very computationally expensive.
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Additionally, complex HB schemes can fail to converge if the initial guesses used for the coefficients are not
accurate enough. Consequently, a method for obtaining good initial guesses for use with the HB method is
required.

Cluster identification is widely used in various subjects, these vary from the identification of handwritten
characters [10] to brain topography [11]. Ant colony and Particle Swarm algorithms have been proposed as
clustering techniques [12]. A coupled algorithm that clusters and identifies the correct number of clusters
has also been proposed in [13]

In this paper a number of clustering indices and clustering algorithms are used to identify simultaneously
at each airspeed all the possible solution branches of the system bifurcation behaviour. The method will be
demonstrated on the aeroelastic galloping problem, which presents co-existing limit cycles over a range of
airspeeds.

2 Aeroelastic Galloping Model

The aeroelastic galloping problem used in this work is modelled as a mass with linear stiffness and non-linear
damping, as shown in fig.1. The model consists of a prism of lengthl, massm and a square cross-section of
heighth. It is suspended from a linear spring of stiffnessk and a linear damper with a damping coefficient
of c. The aerodynamic force provides the non-linear damping, as follows:

mx′′ + cx′ + kx =
1
2
ρU2CF hl (1)

where (′) denotes differentiation with respect to time and

CF =

(
A

x′

U
−B

(
x′

U

)3

+ C

(
x′

U

)5

−D

(
x′

U

)7
)

(2)

whereA, B, C, D were obtained empirically by curvefitting experimental results by Parkinson [14], ρ is the
air density, andU is the airspeed. After non-dimensionalising, equation1 becomes

ÿ + y = nA

((
V − 2β

nA

)
ẏ −

(
B

AV

)
ẏ3 +

(
C

AV 3

)
ẏ5 −

(
D

AV 5

)
ẏ7
)

(3)

wherey = x
h , n = ρh2l

2m , V is the non-dimensional airspeed given byV = U
ωh , β = c

2mω , ω =
√

k
m and (˙ )

denotes differentiation with respect to the non-dimensional timeτ = ωt. Define the nonlinear force,f(ẏ),
as

f(ẏ) = nA

((
V − 2β

nA

)
ẏ −

(
B

AV

)
ẏ3 +

(
C

AV 3

)
ẏ5 −

(
D

AV 5

)
ẏ7
)

(4)

Furthermore, define the critical velocity as the the non-dimensional airspeed at which the prism first under-
goes galloping oscillations, calculated by equating the linear damping term in equation3 to zero.

Vc =
2β

nA
(5)

The response of the system at non-dimensional airspeeds belowVc ifs decaying. At supercritical speeds
the system undergoes Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO) with amplitudes that dependon airspeed and initial
conditions.

In this study two cases will be considered
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Figure 1: Aeroelastic Galloping Model

• Case 1: Low damping.β = 1.07×10−3 yields a critical velocityVc = 1.85. This value ofβ was used
in an experimental investigation by Parkinson [14]

• Case 2: High damping.β = 0.5, which corresponds toc = mω, yields a critical velocityVc = 864.53

2.1 Numerical Integration Results

Numerical integration of the galloping equation of motion 3 is used to provide the benchmark results to
which solutions from all the other methods will be compared. A number of methods exist for integrating
such equations of motion. For this work the Matlab and Simulink ODE suite is used,specifically the ODE45
routine which is based on an explicit Runge-Kutta (4,5) formula, the Dormand-Prince pair [15].

For case 1, due to the low damping forces acting on the system, the simulation time needs to be very high in
order to capture the steady state response. To produce the response almost 1,000,000 simulation points were
used at a time increment∆t of 0.125. The response settles to an LCO after a time index of approximately
105. For case 2, only 250,000 simulation points were needed at a non-dimensional time increment of 0.06.

Once the response has settled into a LCO, the amplitude and period of the motion can be estimated. There
are various approaches for performing this calculation but, for the galloping problem where the LCOs are
always symmetric Period-1, the amplitude is obtained from the maximum value of theresponse, max(y(t)),
and the period from the time-lapse between two consecutive zero crossings ofy(t) in the positivey direction.

Time response plots obtained by numerical integration are not practical forobtaining a description of the
global behaviour of the system. Global results (from many airspeeds andinitial conditions) can be presented
in the form of bifurcation diagrams. A bifurcation diagram is obtained by plotting the maxima of the steady-
state response of the system at each airspeed and for every set of initial conditions (essentially, it is a series
of Poincaŕe plots).

The case of aeroelastic galloping is interesting to study as it presents two coexisting limit cycles within a
range of airspeeds, giving rise to an hysteretic loop, as displayed in Fig.2(a), which is the bifurcation diagram
for case 1. As the airspeed is increased the LCO amplitude increases frompoint A to point B, but with a
further increase in airspeed it jumps via C to the next stable part of the LCO branch, moving to point D. If the
airspeed is then decreased the response amplitude stays on the upper part of the branch via point E but, when
the branch becomes unstable the solution jumps to the lower part through F towards A, thus completing the
hysteretic loop. Such LCO behaviour is generally obtained in the presenceof fold bifurcations. For example,
the Case 1 LCO branch undergoes two fold bifurcations, one atV = 3.5 and one atV = 2.4. The bifurcation
diagram obtained via numerical integration for case 2 is presented in Fig.2(b). To obtain both parts of the
LCO branch multiple simulations at different initial conditions were required.
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Figure 2: LCO amplitude

• Case 1. For non-dimensional airspeeds lower thanVc = 1.85 the response of the system is decaying
and the limit cycle amplitude is zero. At speeds between 1.85 and 2.4 the system undergoes LCOs with
increasing amplitude. At speeds between 2.4 and 3.5 two LCO amplitudes coexist. The system can
reach either one of these two LCOs, depending on the initial conditions. Thisindicates the presence
of an unstable limit cycle in between these two solutions. At speeds higher than3.5 there is again only
one possible limit cycle.

• Case 2. For non-dimensional airspeeds lower thanVc = 864.53 the response of the system is decaying
and the limit cycle amplitude is zero. At speeds betweenVc and 1090 the system undergoes LCOs with
increasing amplitude. At speeds between 1090 and 1560 two LCO amplitudes exist. At speeds higher
than 1560 there is again only one possible limit cycle.

Figures3(a) and 3(b) show the variation of the LCO period with airspeed, as obtained from numerical
integration. For case 1, the LCO period is constant and always equal to2π. For case 2, the period is
2π at low post-bifurcation airspeeds and remains approximately constant whilethe system responds at the
low amplitude LCO. However, the period of the high amplitude LCO increases almost quadratically with
airspeed.

It should be mentioned that in order to obtain the plots in Figs.2(a) and2(b) a large number of very long
simulations were carried out. For case 1 for example, a total of 160 time simulations of 1 million simulation
points each were performed. Therefore, even though numerical integration can yield almost the exact be-
haviour of the system, it can be very time-consuming. Additionally, numerical integration failed to estimate
the unstable parts of the LCO branch; these can only be calculated if the system is integrated backwards in
time.

3 Numerical Harmonic Balance Approximation

Consider a general unforced non-linear system of the form

ẋ = f(x, t,w) (6)

wherex(t) is a m × 1 vector of system states,t is the time,w are system parameters andf(x, t,w) is a
m × 1 vector of non-linear functions. Assuming that the system is undergoing LCOs and following the
HOHB methodology, the states are approximated by
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Figure 3: LCO period

x = X0 +
N∑

k=1

Xk1 sin kωt + Xk2 cos kωt (7)

whereω is the fundamental response frequency,X0, Xk1, Xk2 are unknown coefficients andN is the order
of the approximation. Equation7 is substituted into equation6 and then Harmonic Balancing is performed.
This consists simply of equating the coefficients of every sine and cosine term to zero. Harmonic balancing
leads tom× (2N + 1) non-linear algebraic equations in terms ofω, X0, Xk1 andXk2, of the form

g(X0,Xk1,Xk2, ω) = 0 (8)

whereg are non-linear functions. The solution of these equations yields a complete approximation of the
true LCO behaviour of the non-linear system. Notice that there arem×(2N +1)+1 unknowns including the
frequency and onlym× (2N +1) equations. This problem can be overcome without loss of generality if, for
example, the first element ofX12 is set to zero, thus decreasing the number of unknowns tom× (2N + 1).

There are various different implementations of the HOHB methodology includingthe HOHB with Newton
Raphson (HOHBNR) [16], the Incremental Harmonic Balance [17, 18] and time domain HOHB schemes
such as the Alternating Frequency Time domain approach [19] and the High Dimensional Harmonic Bal-
ance [20].

In this work, the HOHBNR approach will be used. The galloping system’s response is written as

y =
N∑

k=1

Yk1 sin kωt + Yk2 cos kωt (9)

whereYk1 andYk2 are unknown coefficients,Y12 = 0 andk is only allowed to take odd values. The response
velocity is the time derivative of equation9, i.e.

ẏ =
N∑

k=1

kωYk1 cos kωt− kωYk2 sin kωt (10)

and the equations of motion are written in first order form as
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{
ÿ
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y
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0

}
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which is an equation of the forṁz = Qz + qf(z), wherez = [ẏ y]T . The series expression forẏ is
substituted into the non-linear term and expanded in a Fourier Series to yield

f(ẏ) = f(t) =
N∑

k=1

Fk1 sin kωt + Fk2 cos kωt (12)

The coefficientsFk1 andFk2 can be easily obtained using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. Substituting
the non-linear term back into equation12yields a first order forced linear system of the form

ż = Qz + q

(
N∑

k=1

Fk1 sin kωt + Fk2 cos kωt

)
(13)

which can be easily solved by substituting

z =
N∑

k=1

Zk1 sin kωt + Zk2 cos kωt (14)

yielding

{
Zk1

Zk2

}
=

(
Q −kωI

kωI −Q

)−1{
qFk1

qFk2

}
(15)

The second element ofz, z2, is equal toy. For a converged solution,z2 = y, or,Zk12 = Yk1 andZk22 = Yk2.
Define a residualR0 as

R0 =
[

Z112 − Y11 . . . ZN12 − YN1 Z122 . . . ZN22 − YN2

]T
(16)

The object of the HOHB algorithm is to minimizeR0 and can be achieved by means of a Newton-Raphson
algorithm. Numerous authors have shown that the HOHB method breaks downwhen applied to a system
whose parameter space includes folds. As the galloping problem contains ahysteresis loop resulting from a
fold in the bifurcation branch, this issue must be addressed. At the point of inflection, the system Jacobian
(and, consequently, the Jacobian of the Newton Raphson algorithm) becomes singular, causing the HOHB
procedure to diverge. One way to overcome this problem is to use the arc-length continuation scheme
proposed by [21]. An alternative approach is introduced in this paper, consisting of a Genetic Algorithm
coupled with a clustering algorithm, used to quickly obtain good initial guesses for the HOHB procedure at
any value of the airspeed.
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4 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms (GA) are based on the ‘survival of the fittest’ Darwiniantheory of evolution. GAs test
different solutions and the best of them are carried forward to the nextiteration and are used to create new
solution genes to test at the next generation. The genes have a binary representation, although real number
GAs have been created. The creation of new solutions is based on the following principles:

• Crossover. A section of a pair of genes is swapped
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

=⇒ 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

• Mutation. The value of a cell within a gene is randomly swapped
0 1 1 0 0© 1 0 0 0 0=⇒ 0 1 1 0 1© 1 0 0 0 0

• Translation. The order within the gene is randomly swapped
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0| 0 0=⇒ 0 0 | 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

The length of each gene is dictated by the expected range of values of the solution, and has to take into
account decimal places. The length of each gene is then determined by converting to binary the range times
the number of decimal places required. If negative numbers are required an extra term is added to the length
of the binary number and when this latter is transformed to a real number, it is shifted by the value of the
range.

5 Data Clustering

5.1 Clustering Algorithms

Two unsupervised clustering methods have been implemented:

• K-Means [22]. The central idea in K-Means is to start with an initial partition and then, by changing
cluster membership, improve the partitioning based on the data features. The clustering is done by
minimising the Euclidean distance between the data point and the clustering centroid. Some problems
need to be noted when clustering using the K-Means algorithm. The algorithm searches for spheri-
cal clusters, but will also attempt to cluster each set with a roughly equal number of sample points.
This makes nonspherical clusters difficult to recognize correctly as onecluster and, as the number of
clusters is increased, the number of samples in clusters decreases, whichmakes the algorithm more
sensitive to far-away data points. Thus one should verify the clustering results obtained by the K-
Means algorithm [23].

• Partitioning Around Medoids [24] (PAM). This algorithms uses a dissimilarity matrix to minimise
the distance between and within cluster points. In this case medois are used instead of centroinds as in
the K-Means algorithm. This algorithm does not suffer from the same problems as K-Means

5.2 Clustering Indices

There is no unified theory for determining the number of clusters within a data set that has been fully de-
veloped and accepted; the selection of the optimal number of clusters remainsan active research field [25].
Thus, to avoid relying on a single index, a number of clustering indices havebeen implemented. A review
of the various indices is available in [26].
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• Davies-Bouldin [27]. This index minimizes the ratio between within-cluster distance and between-
cluster distance.

R = max
{

Bk+Wk+1

dk

}
DBk = 1

k

k∑
i=1

R
(17)

• Calinski-Harabasz [28]. This index evaluates the clustering solution by looking at how similar the
objects are within each cluster and how well the objects in different clustersare separated.

CHk =
trBk/(k − 1)
trWk/(n− k)

(18)

• Krzanowski-Lai [29]. This index focuses its attention to reducing the cluster identification error rather
than a distance. The true number of clusters is identified based on the value for which each cluster,
after perturbation, is similar to itself.

Jk = (k − 1)2/ptrWk−1 − k2/ptrWk

KLk = |Jk|
|Jk+1|

(19)

• Hartigan [30]. This index is a global internal clustering measure that may be used to select the optimal
number of clusters by evaluating a normalized ratio of within-cluster relative and inter-cluster scatter.

Hk =
(

trWk

trWk+1

)
(n− k − 1) (20)

whereBk andWk arep× p matrices of between-cluster and within-cluster measures,dk is a measure of the
within-cluster scatter,k is the number of clusters,n the number of data points within a cluster andtr is the
trace of a matrix.

6 Results

The process of identifying the bifurcation is as follows

• Initialise the solution by creatingn genes.

• Evaluate the cost function for each gene using the HB expressions.

• Use an algorithm to cluster the data.

• A set of cluster indices are calculated to identify the number of clusters present. The correct index
is based on a majority decision between the various indices. If majority is not reached the process is
performed again with a new set of data.

• The new generation is created using the centroid and medoid of the identified clusters. In order to cover
the entire solution space half the genes at each iteration are re-initialised andthe process is restarted.

The search space for the galloping problem is allowed to span from 0 up to 1.5 times the maximum LCO
amplitude of the region of interest. The negative LCO amplitudes are ignored as the bifurcation is symmetric
with respect to the bifurcation parameter axis.

At the correct values of frequency and amplitude of the Fourier series the residual, eq.16, of the harmonic
balance function approaches zero. This relationship between cost function and LCO amplitude is presented
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Figure 4: Cost function and cluster identification

in figure 4 for case 1. The coloured areas correspond to the four identified cluster regions. In order to
facilitate clustering, the majority of the data points are ignored (red points) based on a cut-off amplitude of
1 × 10−4 [31]. At each generation, a set of 100 solutions is utilized and, in order to achieve the correct
bifurcation amplitude, the solution is allowed to converge for 50 iterations, although convergence is reached
generally within 20 iterations.

A mean value between centroid and medoids is used as an approximation to the correct location of the
bifurcation branch. This value is then used to create the new generation ofsolutions. A number of solutions
are also restarted in order to identify solutions missed during the previous iterations.

In figure5(a)and5(c) the indices of the identified clusters are presented based on the use of the clustering
algorithms. In all cases the clustering is based on Euclidean distances. Thered square presents the correct
number of identified clusters at the first iteration. The indices suggest thatoverall there are 5 clusters in this
data set. By the end of the allowed number of iterations, the algorithm has identified four clusters in the
data sets (figure5(b) and5(d)). It is interesting to notice that not all indices agree on the correct numberof
clusters. Because of this, a majority rule was implemented to give an indication ofthe correct number of
clusters present. In case majority was not achieved a new data set was created and the identification process
restarted.

The result of the identified bifurcation at various airspeeds for the two cases considered are presented in
figure 6(a) and 6(b) respectively. A third order harmonic balance approximation is used to identify the
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(a) Loop 1 K-Means
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Figure 5: Cluster identification

bifurcation behaviour of case 2, while a first order approximation is sufficient for case 1 [32]. The exact
solution is represented by the black dots, while the identified amplitude by the redcrosses. In case 1, at low
amplitude of the bifurcation and near fold points, where the amplitude between branches becomes similar,
the clustering identification does not perform well, but still gives a good approximation of the bifurcation
behaviour. It is interesting to note that the method also identifies the non-physical solutions of the bifurcation
behaviour. In case 2 the bifurcation behaviour has not been capturedas well, suggesting that the solution
has not fully converged to the correct values of amplitude and frequency of the various terms in the Fourier
expansion. Various sections have been successfully identified like the high amplitude LCO, the unstable
branch and the non-physical branches. The low amplitude LCO has not been identified successfully.

Although a certain amount of scatter is present in both cases the identified amplitudes of the bifurcation
branches should enable a full Harmonic Balance or Numerical Continuationscheme to be initialised [33, 34].

7 Conclusions

In this paper an approach to estimate the bifurcation behaviour of an aeroelastic system based on a clustering
technique has been developed. The method has been applied successfully to a galloping problem, which
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Figure 6: Identified Bifurcation

presents multiple stable, unstable and non-physical limit cycles at differentairspeeds. It has been shown that
is possible to correctly identify the bifurcation behaviour using a Genetic Algorithm code coupled with a
clustering / clustering identification technique.
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Taxi Vibration Testing - An Alternative Method to Ground 
Vibration Testing of Large Aircraft 

M. Böswald, Y. Govers 
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR), 
Institute of Aeroelasticity, Bunsenstr. 10, 37073 Göttingen, Germany 

Abstract 
Modal parameters such as eigenfrequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes of aircraft prototypes are 
determined experimentally in a modal survey test, which is called ground vibration test (GVT) in the 
aeronautics community. These modal parameters are used e.g. to validate the numerical model of the 
aircraft for reliable predictions of flutter critical speeds. Since it is the aircraft manufacturer’s goal to make 
aircraft development more cost-effective, it is one of their aims to reduce the cost for a GVT. This can 
either be achieved by shortening the test time, or by increasing the amount of information gained from the 
GVT to make it more cost-efficient. In the past, improvements with respect to the test strategy, 
measurement hardware and method developments have significantly contributed to the reduction of testing 
time. However, a vast improvement with respect to test time reduction or cost-effectiveness will only be 
achieved if the aeroelastic certification process is taken into account. Currently, the validation of the Finite 
Element (FE) model is performed on the basis of experimental data which is obtained from the GVT 
shortly before the first flight. From a risk mitigation point of view, the FE model validation process should 
be addressed as early as possible in the aircraft development to avoid costly re-designs and excessive 
model validation tasks in the latest stages of aircraft development. To achieve this, essential data for FE 
model validation have to be obtained in a different way, or respectively, from other vibration tests long 
time before the performance of the GVT. 

DLR has invented the so-called Taxi Vibration Test (TVT) which can either be performed as an 
alternative to the GVT or as a supplement to conventional ground testing. The TVT utilizes output-only 
vibration measurements acquired while the aircraft is e.g. driving on uneven taxiway. It can therefore 
provide modal parameters of the aircraft for FE model validation to achieve permission for the first flight 
earlier. 

The current paper presents the results of a preliminary study performed on a commuter class aircraft 
(DO 228-101). The modal parameters obtained from TVT are compared to those stemming from a 
conventional GVT. 

1 Introduction 

The taxi vibration test (TVT) is an efficient method to obtain the modal parameters of an aircraft, [1]. 
Instead of using dedicated equipment for ground vibration testing in a hangar, the TVT utilizes natural 
excitation which occurs while driving at low speed on uneven pavement, [2]. Landing gear tests have to be 
performed anyway before the first flight so that the TVT can be combined with these tests. This means 
that the TVT can be integrated in a multi-objective testing concept which leads to a reduction of testing 
effort. 

The excitation forces are generally unknown when driving on taxiway. Operational modal analysis (OMA) 
methods (also known as output-only modal analysis) are therefore employed to extract the modal 
parameters from sufficiently long time-history measurements of a number of sensors installed on the 
aircraft. The sensors used for TVT may consist of the flight test instrumentation (FTI) sensors, which are 
anyway installed for the flight test campaign. The FTI sensors can be supplemented by some additional 
sensors glued to the airframe to improve the spatial resolution of the mode shapes. 
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The general applicability of the TVT method was already demonstrated on a laboratory aircraft model on a 
conveyor belt (see [3] and Figure 1 and Figure 2). 

  

Figure 1: Laboratory aircraft model Figure 2: Comparison of TVT and GVT 

In order demonstrate the capability of the TVT method as an acceptable means for ground vibration 
testing of aircraft a comparative study between a conventional GVT and the newly developed TVT has 
been performed on a commuter class aircraft. The results of this study are presented in the following. 

1.1 Description of the Aircraft 

The applicability of the taxi vibration testing concept was investigated on a Dornier DO 228-101 with the 
identifier D-CODE. It is a research aircraft owned and operated by DLR and has been available for the 
TVT campaign (3 days incl. installation of equipment, measurement campaign, and dismantling of 
equipment). The physical dimensions and other performance data of the DO 228 are summarized in 
Figure 3. 

 
Length: 15.03 m 
Wing Span: 16.97 m 
Height: 4.86 m 
Max. Cruise Speed: 369 km/h 
Altitude: 3000 m 
Empty Weight: 3700 kg 
Max. Take Off Weight: 5700 kg 
Seating Capacity: 15 
Engines: 2 Garrett TPE 331-5 

 Figure 3:  DO 228-101 

1.2 Vibration Excitation 

In contrast to a conventional GVT which employs artificial excitation, natural excitation is used in taxi 
vibration testing. Such natural excitation is provided as the aircraft is driving on uneven pavement, e.g. 
when driving on taxiway. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where the principle of TVT is shown 
schematically. The excitation of the structure can be considered as imposed motion at the support points of 
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the structure. In general, it is the same type of excitation as is used in vibration testing of structures on a 
shaking table. However, in taxi vibration testing different excitation is applied to the different support 
points of the structure. It is obvious that the support points are the landing gears in case of aircraft testing. 

 
Figure 4: Illustration of natural excitation in taxi vibration testing 

When looking in more detail at the time-history acceleration responses acquired during TVT, the 
excitation can be classified as a sequence of impulse-like enforced motions at the landing gears. 
Magnitude, duration, and time of occurance of these impulses can be considered as randomly distributed 
in the total timeframe. A sequence of impulses can be observed in Figure 5, especially in the responses 
measured at the main landing gear (red curve). The response at the wing tip (blue curve) shows the 
vibration decay due to the impulse excitation. 

 
Figure 5: Accelerations measured at the main landing gear (node 74z) and at the wing tip (node 5z) 

When the aircraft in taxi is considered as a dynamic system with enforced support motion (dynamic 
boundary conditions), one has to determine an effective excitation force vector for dynamic response 
analysis. This effective excitation force vector can be obtained by partitioning the equation of motion of 
the system into unconstrained degrees of freedom (index a) and degrees of freedom with dynamic 
boundary conditions (index b): 
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 (1) 

The response of the system can be obtained by dividing the total response into a quasi-static response and 
a relative response: 

 { } { } { }static rel
a a au u u= + . (2) 

This is illustrated on the beam-like structure with imposed support motion shown in Figure 6. The quasi-
static response is equal to the response which would occur if the enforced support motion is applied 
infinitely slow so that dynamic effects can be disregarded: 

 { } [ ] [ ]{ } [ ]{ }1static
a aa ab b Gu K K u T−= − = bu . (3) 
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The relative response is generated by inertia forces and damping forces, where the former are generally 
much more pronounced: 

 [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ][ ]{ } [ ][ ]{ }
{ }eff

rel rel rel
aa a aa a aa a aa G b aa G b

f

M u C u K u M T u C T u+ + = +  (4) 

 
Figure 6: Quasi-static and relative dynamic response of a system with imposed support motion 

Equation (4) must be solved to calculate the relative dynamic response, whereas the quasi-static response 
is obtained from equation (3). The total dynamic response is the superposition of these two parts. 

As can be seen from equation (4), the dynamic support motion can be expressed as inertia and damping 
forces at the unconstrained degrees of freedom of the system. The mass distribution at the unconstrained 
degrees of freedom largely determines the spatial distribution of the excitation forces together with the 
base accelerations at the different support degrees of freedom. When considering aircraft in taxi as a 
dynamic system with enforced support motion, the stiffness of the landing gear is represented by the 
matrix [Kab] in equation (4). This matrix couples the unconstrained degrees of freedom of the aircraft with 
those degrees of freedom having dynamic boundary conditions. 

In a conventional GVT, shakers are used to introduce excitation forces at discrete points. As can be seen 
from equation (4), distributed excitation forces are generated in TVT due to enforced motion at the 
landing gears. This has several advantages but does also impose some limitations. The most obvious 
advantage of TVT is that no excitation equipment is required to excite the structure. This means that no 
shakers are required and consequently also no shaker suspension systems and no scaffoldings to carry the 
shaker suspensions. A limitation of TVT is that one has very limited control about the spectral content and 
the spatial distribution of the excitation forces. It might be necessary to prepare the taxiway with some 
artificial obstacles to improve the spatial content of the excitation signal in such a way that high frequency 
modes are sufficiently excited. One should always consider that landing gears have a low-pass filter 
characteristic, i.e. excitation at high frequencies are much more affected by amplitude reduction than the 
low frequency excitations. The spatial distribution of the excitation forces can be optimised by tuning 
masses attached to the airframe. Periodic excitation should be avoided as much as possible, because it 
produces dominating peaks in the cross-power spectra of the measured response signals which might 
cause problems in the operational modal analysis. In contrast to multi-point shaker testing in GVT, it is 
not required for TVT to have independent excitation at each landing gear in a strictly mathematical sense. 
The signal processing involved in operational modal analysis does not have this requirement because no 
spectral matrix of the input signals must be inverted. 

1.3 Aircraft Suspension and Boundary Conditions 

In principle, the aircraft is tested on the landing gears in taxi vibration testing. No special suspension 
system must be installed to simulate free flying conditions. This means, however, that the rigid body 
modes of the aircraft can be located in close proximity to the lowest elastic modes of the airframe. The 
suspension might therefore affect the eigenfrequencies of the lower elastic modes of the aircraft. It should 
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be kept in mind, however, that the TVT is intended to provide data for FE model validation and this can be 
performed also for the aircraft on the landing gears. TVT is not intended to provide experimental data for 
direct usage in flutter analysis. This cannot be done easily for two reasons. Firstly, conventional 
operational modal analysis typically yields unscaled modes so that the experimental modal model of the 
aircraft cannot be used for response computation purposes. Secondly, the modes measured on landing 
gears differ in frequency and shape from those acquired in free-free boundary conditions (elastic 
suspension) which represent a flying aircraft. 

1.4 Sensor Installation 

In total, 75 accelerometers have been installed all over the DO 228 aircraft to have sufficient spatial 
resolution for correlation with analytical mode shapes of the FE model and to distinguish different 
experimental mode shapes. The sensor distribution on the wings, the empennage and on the fuselage is 
shown in Figure 7. In addition to these sensors, the two main landing gears and the nose landing gear were 
installed with sensors in the vertical direction. The aircraft control system was also equipped with sensors 
in such a way that the motions of control surfaces like ailerons, rudder, and elevators can be observed at 
one end of the control system. At the other end of the control system, the pedals and the control column 
were equipped with sensors as well. This sensor distribution allows to measure the mode shapes of the 
aircraft and of the control system which is quite important especially for small aircraft which do not have 
servo-hydraulic control systems. 

All sensors and cables had to be mounted in such a way, that neither the sensors, nor the cabling could 
loosen during taxi vibration testing. Special attention was given to the sensors on the engines. They had to 
be attached using a mechnical mounting device since adhesive attachment was not allowed there. The 
cables of the engine sensors had to be fixed to the aircraft using high-speed aluminum adhesive tape. 

 
Figure 7: Distribution of sensors on the aircraft 

1.5 Data Acquisition System and Measurement Parameters 

An 80 channel VXI data acquisition system was installed inside the aircraft to measure time domain 
acceleration responses of the sensors distributed on the aircraft. The test engineer was sitting inside the 
aircraft during the measurements. Since operational modal analysis is used to extract the modal parameters 
of the aircraft, a timeframe of data must be measured which is sufficiently long for an adequate number of 
averages to compute reliable cross-power spectra, or respectively, to compute reliable time-domain cross-
correlation functions. As a rule of thumb, a mode shape should have approximately 2000 natural periods 
within the timeframe of measurement. It was determined from preliminary analysis that the lowest elastic 
mode of the wing of the DO 228 will appear at about 6Hz. This would require that the measurement time 
is approximately 330 seconds, or respectively, 5½ minutes. Since this was the first TVT ever, it was 
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decided to measure 10 minutes of continuous response data. The sampling rate was adapted to the 
frequency range of interest. In this case, the sampling frequency was 128 Hz so that modes can be 
observed up to 50 Hz. A sufficient number of modes should be located in this frequency band to have an 
adequate experimental database for FE model validation. 

2 Theory of Data Processing for OMA 

The basic idea of the DLR approach to operational modal analysis (OMA) is to make use of the 
experience of test engineers with existing experimental modal analysis (EMA) methods as far as possible 
for the analysis of the data acquired in taxi vibration testing (TVT). This means that the processes of data 
analysis should be as closely related as possible to the conventional EMA process. To accomplish this, 
special data processing must be applied to the measured time-history response signals prior to the modal 
analysis. For example, the PolyMAX experimental modal analysis tool as implemented in LMS Test.Lab 
can be used for OMA as well, provided that the measured response data have been processed into so-
called half cross-power spectra, see [4]. This approach shall be explained in the following paragraphs in 
more detail. 

2.1 Frequency Response Functions 

In conventional experimental modal analysis, frequency response functions (FRFs) are most commonly 
used as an input by frequency-domain modal analysis tools to identify the modal parameters of a structure. 
This is usually done by fitting a modal model to the experimental FRFs. The parameter estimation 
methods make use of the partial fraction expression of the FRFs derived from a state-space representation 
of the structure: 

 [ ] { } { } { } { }*

*
1

( )
ψ ψ

λ λ=

⎛ ⎞
⎜Ω = +
⎜ Ω− Ω−⎝ ⎠

∑
T Hn

r r r r

r r r

v v
H

j j
⎟
⎟

. (5) 

In this equation, (…)* denotes a complex conjugate quantity and (…)H the hermitian transposed. [H(Ω)] 
denotes the FRF matrix, {ψ}r denotes the r-th complex mode shape vector, {ν}r denotes the r-th mode 
participation vector, and λr denotes the r-th complex eigenvalue which contains the damping ratio ξr and 
the eigenfrequency ωr. The modal mass can be obtained from the scaling constant of the mode 
participation vector. 

2.2 Conventional Cross-Power Spectra 

Conventional cross-power spectra are obtained from the Fourier spectra of two response signals. For 
example, the cross-power spectrum ( )xyS Ω  between the Fourier spectrum ( )( ) ( ) yjY Y e ϕ ΩΩ = Ω of the 

response signal  and another Fourier spectrum ( )y t ( )( ) ( ) xjX X e ϕ ΩΩ = Ω  of the response signal ( )x t  
considered here as reference signal is defined as follows: 

 ( )( ) ( )*( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) y xj
xyS Y X X Y e ϕ ϕΩ − ΩΩ = Ω Ω = Ω Ω . (6) 

When considering the equation of motion in the frequency domain: 

 { } [ ]{ }( ) ( ) ( )u H fΩ = Ω Ω , (7) 

or respectively, the hermitian transposed of the equation of motion: 

 { } { } [ ]( ) ( ) ( )H H Hu f HΩ = Ω Ω , (8) 
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one can derive an equation for the cross-power spectrum matrix of the response signals [ ]( )uuS Ω  by 
multiplying equation (7) with equation (8): 

 [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) H
uu ffS H S H⎡ ⎤Ω = Ω Ω Ω⎣ ⎦ . (9) 

One can easily see that the power spectrum matrices can be obtained as follows: 

 [ ] { }{ }( ) ( ) ( ) H
uuS u uΩ = Ω Ω , (10) 

 { }{ }( ) ( ) ( ) H
ffS f f⎡ ⎤Ω = Ω Ω⎣ ⎦  (11) 

Equation (9) still contains the cross-power spectrum matrix of the excitation forces [Sff(Ω)]. These are 
generally unknown in output-only measurements. Under the assumption that the power spectra of the 
unmeasured ambient excitation forces are reasonably flat in vicinity of the eigenfrequencies to be 
identified, the following partial fraction expression can be derived for the power spectrum matrix of the 
measured responses: 
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, (12) 

with {g}r equal to the r-th operational reference vector which replaces the mode participation vector. 

Many frequency-domain OMA methods use the cross-power spectrum matrix of the measured responses 
as an input, see [2], [6]. From a comparison of equations (5) and (12), it can be seen that the partial 
fraction expression of the FRF matrix and the response power spectrum matrix are similar. However, 
additional terms appear in equation (12). These terms require higher model orders to identify the 
eigenvalues from cross-power spectra using conventional EMA methods. In addition, special curve-fitting 
algorithms are required which take into account the additional terms in the partial fraction expression of 
the power spectra for the identification of the mode shape vectors. 

Some OMA methods use singular value decomposition of the cross-power spectrum matrix to derive 
enhanced power spectra which only contain the contribution of a single mode, see [7]. The advantage of 
these OMA methods is that the enhanced power spectra can be analyzed using rather simple single degree 
of freedom analysis tools. The disadvantage is, however, that modal analysis must be performed mode by 
mode. 

2.3 Half Cross-Power Spectra 

Half cross-power spectra are a special form of conventional cross-power spectra. They can be obtained 
from Fourier transformation of the time-domain cross-correlation function Rxy between the response 
signals x(t) and y(t). The cross-correlation function Rxy is defined by the convolution integral: 

 
1( ) lim ( ) ( )

2

T

xy T
T

R y t x t dt
T

τ
+

→∞
−

⎛ ⎞
= +⎜

⎝ ⎠
∫ τ ⎟ . (13) 

The time-domain variable τ describes the time lag between the response signal y(t) and the response signal 
x(t) which is used here as a reference signal. In principle, the time-domain correlation function between 
two response signals is similar to an impulse response function (IRF) and one would suggest using the 
same signal processing routines for data analysis. 
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Figure 8: Random response signals and their cross-correlation function 

In general, the total length T of the timeframe of acquired data is finite and the signals are sampled at 
discrete times tk = k Δt with k = 0, 1, … , N - 1. Taking this into account yields the following relation for 
the cross-correlation function for time-discrete sampled response signals: 

 
| | 1

,
0

1 − −

+
=

= ∑
N i

xy i k i k
k

R y x
N

. (14) 

Here, i (i = -L, … ,+L and L ≤ N) is an index which denotes the time lag τ = i Δt of the response signal 
y(t + τ) with respect to reference signal x(t). When using discrete signals with finite samples for the 
calculation of the cross-correlation functions, one should consider that the overlap of the two signals has 
its maximum at zero time lag, i.e. at τ = 0, see Figure 8. For all other time lags there will be less overlap of 
the two signals, see Figure 9, and consequently, this will introduce bias when evaluating equation (14).  

 
Figure 9: Overlap between two signals for calculation of cross-correlation function 

This bias can be compensated by using the following formulation for the calculation of the cross-
correlation function: 
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. (15) 

In principle, the time-domain cross-correlation function can be calculated for any time lag – either positive 
or negative – between any two signals used. When considering the cross-correlation function for positive 
time lags only, i.e. i = 0, 1, … , L - 1 and τ ≥ 0, so-called half cross-power spectra can be obtained by 
discrete Fourier transformation of the time-domain cross-correlation function: 
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w R
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Here, (…)+ denotes the half cross-power spectrum (positive time lags only) and wk are the weighting 
factors of a suitable window function applied to the time domain cross-correlation function. It should be 
noted that the window function is also evaluated at discrete times tk = k Δt, with k = 0, 1, … , L - 1. Since 
the cross-correlation functions are similar to impulse response functions, the exponential window is 
generally well suited to minimise leakage effects in discrete Fourier transformation. Another advantage is 
that the OMA results can be corrected by the known amount of artificial damping introduced by applying 
the exponential window. 

The half cross-power spectra has the following symmetry property when compared with conventional 
cross-power spectra: 

 ( )( ) ( ) ( )
H

xy xy xyS S S+ +Ω = Ω + Ω . (17) 

It can be shown that the half cross-power sprectrum matrix obtained by discrete Fourier transformation of 
the cross-correlation functions of the measured responses can be expressed by the following modal 
superposition: 
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From a comparison with equation (5) it is obvious that half cross-power spectra can be analysed using 
conventional EMA methods, since the partial fraction expression of the half cross-power spectra in 
equation (18) is (except for the mode participation vector) equal to the expression for the FRF matrix 
shown in equation (5). Consequently, well established EMA tools can be used for OMA as well, such as 
the polyreference implementation of LSCF, see [7]. 

3 Test Performance 

Taxi vibration tests were performed for the following aircraft configuration: The aircraft was defueled, the 
engines were switched off and it was pulled by a tractor on the taxiway. The electrical power for operating 
the data acquisition system (about 460 Watts) was provided by an external power supply installed on the 
tractor pulling the aircraft. A power cable was led from the tractor through the pilot door on the left hand 
side into the aircraft cabin. 

In addition to the aforementioned TVT configuration, a limited GVT dataset was acquired where the 
defueled aircraft was excited using artificial multi-point random excitation introduced by two shakers at 
the wing tips in vertical direction. A third excitation point was located at the fuselage nose in lateral 
direction and has been used with single-point random excitation. Mode shapes, eigenfrequencies, and 
damping ratios have been extracted from taxi vibration testing using OMA and from conventional ground 
vibration testing using EMA. In fact, the same modal analysis tool has been used in both cases, however, 
from the GVT conventional FRFs were used as an input and in case of TVT the time-domain acceleration 
responses were converted into half cross-power spectra prior to modal analysis. In both cases the LSCF 
parameter estimator was used to extract the eigenfrequencies and the damping ratios. The mode shapes 
were extracted by curve-fitting either the FRFs or the half cross-power spectra. Modal masses could not be 
obtained from the TVT data, because the scaling factor which can be obtained from the operational mode 
participation vector has no physical significance. 
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Figure 10:  TVT setup with tractor Figure 11:  Acceleration sensors 

3.1 Taxi Vibration Test 

The taxi vibration test was performed on the DLR research airport in Braunschweig, Germany, where the 
DLR flight operations is located, see Figure 10. 

During the TVT the influence of different tractor speeds on the excitation level and spectral content of the 
excitation was investigated. In addition, artificial bumps (obstacles) were installed on the taxiway. These 
bumps were simply created by randomly distributing some wooden plank on the taxiway. To minimise the 
influence of the aerodynamic loads the aircraft was pulled at slow speed. 

The operational modal analysis method was applied to a time-history data record of 600 seconds with a 
sample rate of 128 Hz, i.e. a total of 76800 samples for each of the 80 response channels. 

Figure 5 shows typical acceleration signals measured at the main landing gear (red curve) and on the wing 
(blue curve) of the DO 228.The response at the wing can be described as a superposition of free decaying 
vibrations which are caused by impulse-like enforced motions at the landing gears while taxiing on the 
uneven pavement. The different TVT configurations investigated are listed in Table 1. 

name date time fsample [Hz] Tsample [sec] description 

C1O1L1 01.10.2007 12:52:35 128 600 taxi test, slow speed, place in front of 
hangar 

C1O2L2 01.10.2007 13:31:55 128 600 taxi test, fast speed, place in front of 
hangar 

C1O3L1b 01.10.2007 15:45:00 128 600 taxi test, slow speed, place in front of 
hangar with artificial bumps 

C1O4L2b 01.10.2007 16:05:20 128 600 taxi test, fast speed, place in front of 
hangar with artificial bumps 

Table 1: Test matrix for TVT 

3.2 Ground Vibration Test 

In order to generate a reference dataset for correlation with the TVT results a conventional GVT was 
performed prior to the TVT campaign. This GVT was very limited in terms of excitation points. Only the 
defueled aircraft configuration has been tested with three different excitation points (two are at the wing 
tips in vertical direction, one at the nose of the fuselage in lateral direction). FRF’s were measured using 
multi-point random excitation. The modal parameters extracted from the FRF’s are considered as a 
reference solution. This GVT was not intended to be complete but rather to yield enough data to assess the 
quality of the TVT results. 
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4 Results and Comparison of TVT with GVT 

In the following, results from TVT are presented and compared to the reference results obtained by 
conventional ground testing methods. 28 modes could be identified from GVT while 23 modes could be 
extracted from TVT data up to 42 Hz. Figure 12 shows the coloured MAC matrix between the mode 
shapes from the two test methods. 

 
Figure 12: MAC matrix between GVT and TVT 

All mode shapes identified from TVT data could be paired to a corresponding mode from GVT. The 
correlation table (see Table 2) presents the paired modes and their corresponding modal parameters in 
terms of eigenfrequencies, damping ratios and MAC values. It should be mentioned here that the first two 
modes are rigid body modes of the aircraft for which it is not required to have a good correlation. A/C_XX 
is the aircraft rolling mode (i.e. rotation about the x-axis) and A/C_Z is the aircraft heave mode (up and 
down motion in vertical direction). 

# name #GVT #TVT fGVT [Hz] fTVT [Hz] dGVT [%] dTVT [%] MAC [%]
1 A/C_XX 1 1 1.73 1.18 5.75 20.04 97.2
2 A/C_Z 3 2 2.95 2.33 4.35 7.28 81.6
3 S1 5 3 6.46 5.83 1.67 2.77 96.3
4 ART 6 4 6.96 6.74 1.73 3.30 99.5
5 AZ 7 5 7.66 7.41 1.45 2.52 89.7
6 AH1 8 6 8.88 8.80 0.79 2.10 94.0
7 AEZ 9 7 9.15 8.93 0.99 1.17 27.0
8 SEZ 10 8 9.84 9.36 1.13 2.50 88.8
9 AHZ 11 9 11.42 11.13 3.40 3.12 96.1

10 SZ 12 10 12.90 12.59 0.77 1.76 66.0
11 AHZ1 13 11 13.38 13.24 1.07 1.87 82.6
12 SH1 14 12 14.46 14.26 1.95 3.21 97.0
13 A2 15 13 15.54 15.42 1.24 1.88 97.7
14 AST 16 14 16.92 16.63 1.69 1.13 83.7
15 SH2 18 15 19.03 18.96 0.98 1.36 91.5
16 AZ1 19 16 19.40 19.05 0.65 0.88 68.5
17 SRU1 20 17 21.43 21.21 1.66 2.25 97.4
18 S2 21 18 21.92 21.70 1.91 1.37 64.9
19 QRUT 22 19 27.51 27.84 1.96 2.32 29.3
20 RT 24 20 37.36 36.10 1.80 2.81 62.0
21 LT 25 21 38.34 37.32 1.88 0.69 71.0
22 SHZ 27 22 40.05 38.39 0.96 1.36 89.0
23 SHT 28 23 41.94 40.92 1.03 0.91 76.3  

Table 2: Correlation table 
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Figure 13 gives additional information about the deviation of modal parameters between GVT and TVT 
data. A systematic deviation between the GVT and TVT results can be observed. The eigenfrequencies 
obtained from TVT are slightly smaller than those from the GVT. In addition, the modal damping ratios 
obtained from TVT are in most cases higher than those from GVT (in particular for the rigid body modes). 

 
Figure 13:  Deviation between GVT and TVT 

It should be mentioned here that during the GVT, the measurement was performed from outside the 
aircraft. In case of TVT, two test engineers were sitting inside the aircraft. This means that an additional 
mass of ca. 150 kg was loosely attached to the aircraft with an empty mass of 3700 kg. As can be seen, 
there is a mass loading discrepancy of ca. 4% between the GVT and the TVT dataset which can produce 
such a systematic deviation in the eigenfrequencies. A systematic change in the eigenfrequencies can also 
affect the damping ratio. Under the assumption that the damping δr of the r-th mode (i.e. the negative real 
part of the r-th complex eigenvalue) is not affected by mass loading, one can assess the change of damping 
ratio ξr due to the change of the eigenfrequency ωr by the following consideration: 
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Due to the mass loading which occurred during TVT, the eigenfrequency of the GVT is always larger than 
the eigenfrequency of the TVT. Consequently, the damping ratio of the TVT is larger than the 
corresponding damping ratio of the GVT, even though the damping itself remains constant. This 
consideration stated in equation (19) helps to explain the systematic deviations, but on the other hand, this 
consideration also states that the damping deviation is inversely proportional to the eigenfrequency 
deviation. When looking at the correlation results in Figure 13 one can observe that this is not always the 
case. This means that there is some other effect which causes additional deviation between TVT and GVT. 

It is known that aircraft landing gears have a non-linear force-deflection characteristic. This non-linear 
characteristic is required to cover the wide range of landing gear requirements, i.e. it must be soft enough 
for convenient taxiing and it must be stiff enough to withstand large impulse-like loadings which typically 
occur during landing in heavy payload configurations. The total deflection of the DO 228 main landing 
gear is 280 mm. During the TVT, the landing gear deflections were ca. ±5mm in case of artificial bumps 
on the taxiway and thus, are relatively small compared to the deflections in case of a landing impulse. 
Linearisation around the static deflection of the landing gear is therefore considered reasonable for TVT. 

Nonetheless, the landing gears can have a non linear slip-stick characteristic caused by elasto-slip friction 
effects between the moving parts of the landing gears. In case of the GVT, the reference dataset was 
acquired using random excitation. Two shakers with a peak force of 65 N and 12 mm coil stroke were 
used to excite the aircraft at the wing tips in the frequency range up to 64 Hz. This relatively low 
excitation force level might have not been enough to exceed the friction force limit in the landing gears. 
Consequently, the non-linear slip-stick effects have only been activated weakly in the GVT dataset, 
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whereas during TVT, the forces introduced into the landing gears have been significantly higher. Elasto-
slip friction type non-linearities are known to have a softening stiffness characteristic with increasing 
damping, see [9], and as the elasto-slip non-linearities are stronger activated, this may result in lower 
eigenfrequencies and higher damping ratios, especially for the fundamental modes with high landing gear 
deflections. 

In addition to the discrepancies between GVT and TVT results, there are some modes of the reference 
dataset which could not be correlated to TVT results. These are listed in Table 3. Modes number 2 and 4 
are rigid body modes of the aircraft. The GVT modes number 17, 23, and 26 are local modes of the 
control system (AR1: anti-symmetric rudder mode, HRU1: symmetric elevator mode, AHRU: anti-
symmetric elevator mode). It is extremely difficult to excite these modes in TVT when the control 
surfaces are well balanced. In principle, the same applies to GVT and special attention is typically given to 
the excitation of these modes. Dedicated excitation points are used at the control surfaces to excite these 
modes and to identify the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft control system. 

# name #GVT fGVT [Hz] dGVT [%]
1 A1 2 2.64 3.84
2 A/C_YY 4 4.25 2.85
3 AR1 17 17.28 1.23
4 HRU1 23 28.50 1.65
5 AHRU 26 38.48 0.44  

Table 3: table of unpaired modes 

5 Concluding Remarks 

The study performed on the DO 228 aircraft shows the potential of taxi vibration testing as an alternative 
method to obtain the modal parameters of an aircraft. The TVT method employs operational modal 
analysis methods and hence, yields unscaled modes, eigenfrequencies, and damping ratios for FE model 
validation purposes. The modal masses, which are required for response prediction and for flutter analysis, 
can be obtained from modal transformation of the analytical mass matrix using the mode shapes obtained 
from TVT. This is a reasonable approach, because the mass model of aircraft is mostly derived from 
measured inertia properties of aircraft components and is therefore very accurate. 

In case of the DO 228 TVT, the complete measurement campaign had a duration of 3 days including the 
installation of equipment, performance of the measurements, and refurbishing of the equipment. The 
modal parameters were analysed on site and were available as preliminary results directly after the test 
campaign. From that point of view, it can be stated that TVT is an efficient means for ground vibration 
testing of aircraft. 

Since the TVT on the DO 228 was the first TVT ever, different configurations with regard to driving 
speed and preparation of the taxiway were investigated to assess under which conditions the best results 
can be obtained. Indeed, the surface roughness of the taxiway and the driving speed both have influence 
on the frequency range excited. From the analysis of different datasets it was concluded that the artificial 
bumps were not really required to identify the modal parameters of the aircraft. 

The stiffness of the landing gears also have an influence on the frequency range excited. In order to 
perform model validation for the aircraft on landing gears, reasonable stiffness and damping parameters 
must be determined. Such information can either be provided by the landing gear manufacturer or must be 
obtained experimentally. In case of non-linear landing gear characteristics, a linearisation around the 
actual landing gear deflection is required to determine the actual linearised support stiffness. Since the 
mean landing gear deflection depends on the loading conditions and on the fuel state of the aircraft it is 
recommended to monitor these quantities during TVT. In principle, the stiffness of a landing gear can be 
adjusted by changing the nitrogen pressure of the shock absorbers. However, this is only allowed in a 
narrow pressure regime around a nominal nitrogen pressure of the shock absorber (according to the 
aircraft maintainance manual). The same applies to the tyre pressure which can only be varied slightly 
around a nominal pressure. 
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In general, the TVT results are quite promising. The correlation in terms of the MAC matrix is acceptable. 
However, better results can be achieved by increasing the number of sensors (here, only 75 sensors have 
been used). 23 modes were identified with the TVT method compared to 28 modes identified from the 
GVT dataset with random excitation. Deviations in eigenfrequencies and damping ratios were observed 
especially for the lower modes. The reason for this discrepancy can partly be explained by mass loading 
which occurred during TVT. This type of systematic measurement error will certainly be avoided in the 
next TVT campaign. On the other hand, the non-linear elasto-slip type friction non-linearity of the landing 
gear also seems to have an influence on the accurracy of the results. The low energy input in the GVT 
with the 2-point random excitation barely activated the non-linearity. Driving over uneven taxiway (in 
some cases prepared with artificial bumbs) activated the elasto-slip type friction non-linearity of the 
landing gears much stronger and it can be anticipated that this also contributed to the systematic deviation 
of the eigenfrequencies and damping ratios. It is therefore recommended to measure the deflection of the 
individual landing gears to better understand and analyse this phenomenon. Indeed, this effect was also 
observed in past GVT results obtained on a nominally identical aircraft tested on landing gears. 

In order to further explore the taxi vibration testing concept, improvement of signal processing routines is 
planned within DLR internal projects. It is envisaged to perform a TVT and a GVT on an A320 aircraft – 
the new DLR Advanced Technology and Research Aircraft (ATRA). In this testing campaign, the 
comparison of TVT results to conventional GVT results will be performed. It is planned for the GVT to 
apply phase resonance techniques and conventional experimental modal analysis of FRFs obtained from 
swept sine excitation with different excitation force levels representative for TVT. 
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Abstract 
 

Enhanced Mode Indicator Function for Operational Modal Analysis or OMA-EMIF algorithm is a 

recently proposed spatial domain OMA algorithm that differs from the Frequency Domain Decomposition 

(FDD) and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) algorithm by performing the modal 

frequency and damping estimation in frequency domain instead of time domain. This paper presents the 

results of OMA studies carried out on the US Grant Bridge over the Ohio River in Portsmouth, OH and 

MRC Bridge in Toledo, OH using the OMA-EMIF algorithm thus highlighting the utility of this algorithm 

in analyzing large and complex structures such as bridges. Further, the results obtained from the algorithm 

are compared with those obtained using commercially available FDD/EFDD algorithm. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The OMA-EMIF algorithm was proposed in 2006 [1]. Like the FDD algorithm [2], it is based on the 

popular spatial domain approach, Complex Mode Indicator Function [3-5]. However, unlike EFDD [6], 

the OMA-EMIF works in the frequency domain. The technique uses the positive power spectra [7, 13] 

instead of the original power spectra and utilizes a first order UMPA (Unified Matrix Polynomial 

Approach) [8-10] formulation for mode estimation. Since OMA-EMIF works in frequency domain, it 

enables the use of residuals to account for the effect of the out-of-band modes. Also more than one mode 

can be estimated at a time. In [1], the OMA-EMIF algorithm was shown to give encouraging results on 

analytical and experimental datasets. 
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In this paper, the OMA-EMIF algorithm is applied to data collected over two cable stayed bridges. The 

aim of the paper is to evaluate the performance of the algorithm under practical real life situations. 

Additionally, the collected data is also analyzed using commercially available FDD-EFDD algorithm and 

the performance of the two algorithms is compared. 

Section 2 presents the mathematical details of the OMA-EMIF algorithm. This is followed by the details 

of the OMA studies carried out on the US Grant Bridge and the MRC Bridge, which include the 

description of the bridges, set up and data acquisition and data analysis. The obtained modal parameters 

are compared to those obtained using the FDD-EFDD approach and finally conclusions are provided 

based on these results. 

 

2 Theoretical Background 
 

Spatial domain modal parameter estimation algorithms involve singular value decomposition (SVD) of the 

frequency response function matrix (in case of EMA) or the power spectrum matrix (in case of OMA). 

Popular EMA algorithm, Complex Mode Indicator Function [3-5], belongs to this classification. It 

involves a frequency by frequency singular value decomposition of the frequency response function 

matrix. 

Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) algorithm can be looked upon as the equivalent of CMIF 

algorithm in OMA. In FDD, singular value decomposition is applied to the power spectrum matrix. To 

understand this further, the relationship between the output response power spectra, input force power 

spectra and FRFs [11], given by Eq. (1), is considered.  

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]HFFXX HGHG ωωωω =  (1) 

where [GXX(ω)] is the output response power spectra, [GFF(ω)] is the input force power spectra and [H(ω)] 

is the FRF matrix. At this point, it is also important to reiterate the key OMA assumptions that the power 

spectra of the input force are assumed to be broadband and smooth. This means that the input 

power spectra is constant and has no poles or zeroes in the frequency range of interest. The forcing 

is further assumed to be uniformly distributed spatially (Ni (Number of points at which input forces 

are being applied) approaching No (Number of points at which response is being measured), 

considering that the response is being measured over the entire structure). 

As a direct consequence of the first assumption, the output response power spectra [GXX(ω)] is assumed to 

be proportional to the product [H(ω)][H(ω)]
H
 and order of the output response power spectrum is twice as 

that of the frequency response functions. Further, the partial fraction form of GXX, given by Eq. (2) [12, 

13], shows that the power spectrum data contains not only the positively damped roots, kλ  and 
∗
kλ  but 

also the negatively damped roots, kλ−  and 
∗− kλ . In other words, power spectrum data contains the same 

modal information twice (due to the product [H(ω)][H(ω)]
H
). 
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Note that λk is the pole and Rpqk and Spqk are the k
th
 mathematical residues. These residues are different 

from the residue obtained using a frequency response function based partial fraction model since they do 

not contain modal scaling factor (as no force is measured).  

In FDD the singular value decomposition of the GXX matrix at a particular frequency results in the 

decomposition,  

( )[ ] [ ][ ][ ]HkXX VSUG =ω  (3) 

where [S] is the singular value diagonal matrix and [U], [V] are singular vector matrices which are 

orthogonal. For the case where all the response locations are considered as references to form the square 
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[GXX] matrix, [U] and [V] are equal. The singular vectors near a resonance are good estimates of the mode 

shapes and the modal frequency is obtained by the simple single degree of freedom peak-picking method 

[14, 15]. 

In the EFDD algorithm [6], power spectra of a SDOF system is identified around a peak of resonance (a 

peak in the SVD plot). A user defined MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion, a tool for comparing modal 

vectors) [16, 17] rejection level is set to compare the singular vectors around the peak. Singular values 

corresponding to the singular vectors that match as per the set MAC level are then retained as those 

belonging to the SDOF power spectrum. It should be noted that the mode shape corresponding to the 

mode is given by the taking the average of these singular vectors. This SDOF power spectrum is 

transformed back to the time domain by inverse FFT to obtain the auto/correlation function. The natural 

frequency and damping are then estimated for this SDOF system by determining zero crossing time and 

logarithmic decrement methods respectively. The entire process is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 – EFDD estimation of modal frequency and damping 

 

2.1 ENHANCED MODE INDICATOR FUNCTION (EMIF) FOR OMA 
 

The OMA-EMIF algorithm [1] is based on the reformulation of the Enhanced Mode Indicator Function 

(EMIF) [5, 18, 19] algorithm and uses positive power spectrum (PPS) [7, 10] instead of power spectrum. 

Positive power spectrum is mathematically given by Eq. (4) and has the same order as FRF. It should be 

noted that PPS contain the necessary modal information (Modal frequency, modal damping and mode 

shapes) only once unlike the power spectrum, which contains the same information twice. The modal 

scaling is however, not estimated as the force is not being measured. 
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a) FDD Plot 

b) Choosing the peak of resonance 

c) Power spectra of the peak 

d) Corresponding correlation function 

e) Estimated modal parameters 
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The OMA-EMIF algorithm involves selection of a frequency range containing a discrete number of 

frequencies Nf and number of modes Nb to be identified in that range. The number of modes Nb in the 

selected frequency zone is identified with the help of the CMIF plot based on the power spectra (similar to 

FDD). It should be recalled that the peaks in a CMIF plot indicate the presence of a mode. Further, the 

number of modes, Nb in the frequency band cannot be greater than the number of singular values (see Eqn. 

(6)). Once the frequency range for analysis and number of modes Nb in the selected frequency range are 

determined, a first order model, frequency domain equivalent of the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm 

(ERA) [23] method is used to form the augmented matrix [A0] utilizing the positive power spectra matrix. 

It should be noted that though the CMIF plot was based on power spectra matrix, the augmented matrix is 

formed using positive power spectra matrix in the selected frequency range. p and q are the indices for the 

output response and reference response locations. 
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SVD of ][ 0A  yields the left and right hand singular vectors as well as the singular values. 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]H
NNNi VSUA

fio
=× )(0 )(ω  (6) 

The dominant right singular vectors {U} corresponding to the number of modes Nb in the frequency band 

are then used as a modal filter to obtain the enhanced positive power spectrum (ePPS) in the frequency 

band of interest that is similar to the eFRF in case of EMIF algorithm [5, 18, 19]. Thus, 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]
ioobib NN

T

NNNN GUGePPS ×
+

×× == ωωω ][)(  (7) 

A first order UMPA equation can be formed utilizing these ePPS’s and Nr residual terms [βm] can be 

included to account for out of band modes. 
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Eq. (8) can be solved by either normalizing the [α0] or the [α1] coefficient matrix. Eq. (9) represents the 

[α0] normalization obtained by setting [α0] equal to [I]. Similar equation can be obtained for [α1] 

normalization by setting [α1] equal to [I]. 
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The + sign in the above equations represents Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of a matrix. The eigenvalues 

of the system can then be computed as the eigenvalues of the matrix [α0], which are also the measure of 

the natural frequency and damping of the system.  The eigenvectors are the eigenvectors of the enhanced 

system and therefore they have to be converted back to the original physical coordinates.  This is 

performed by multiplying the eigenvectors from the enhanced system by the eigenvectors from the 

original physical system. 

{ } [ ] { }
11 ×××

=
bboo

NEnhancedNN

H

Nphysical U ψψ  (10) 
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3 Application to Civil Structures 
 

3.1 US GRANT BRIDGE, PORTSMOUTH, OH 
 

The US Grant cable stayed bridge is shown in Figure 2. The bridge is a three span bridge built over the 

Ohio River at Portsmouth, Ohio. It connects the states of Ohio and Kentucky and was opened to public in 

October, 2006. The plan and elevation of the bridge is shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 2 – US Grant Cable Stayed Bridge 

 

 

Figure 3 – US Grant Cable Stayed Bridge: Plan and Elevation 

 

A finite element model of the bridge was developed and frequency analysis was performed to compute the 

modal frequencies and the mode shapes [20]. One of the simplifications made while preparing the finite 

element model of the bridge involved modeling the beam and shell elements of the various girders and the 

deck in the same horizontal plane. A stiffness correction is applied to account for this which minimizes the 

differences in the bridge bending modes; however, the torsional behavior is not corrected. Due to this 

factor, it is expected that torsional modes (as well as higher frequency modes) obtained from OMA might 

differ from those estimated by the FE model.  

The modal frequencies and the mode shapes are listed in Table 1 along with the corresponding modal 

participation factors. The modes with high participation factors are highlighted in the table. It should be 
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noted that most of these modes are vertical bending modes. Thus, the sensor layout for the final 

superstructure test was chosen in a manner that ensured the observation of these critical modes. 

Table 1: Frequency Response from Finite Element Analysis 

Modal Participation Factors (%) 
Frequency (Hz.) Mode Description 

UX UY UZ RX RY RZ 

0.2936 Bending-1 0.297 0.000 1.427 0.000 0.025 0.000 

0.3443 Tower Sway 0.000 13.22 0.000 63.59 0.000 14.33 

0.3842 Tower AntiSway 0.000 4.040 0.000 15.89 0.000 0.066 

0.4827 Bending-2 0.318 0.000 5.586 0.000 10.14 0.000 

0.6786 Torsion-1 0.000 0.025 0.000 1.678 0.000 0.017 

0.7052 Bending-3 0.076 0.000 21.67 0.000 31.35 0.000 

0.7971 Torsion-2 0.000 0.806 0.000 0.054 0.000 0.822 

0.8150 Bending-4 0.182 0.000 4.624 0.000 0.448 0.000 

0.8391 Torsion-3 0.000 0.703 0.000 0.001 0.000 2.593 

0.9230 Bending-5 0.160 0.000 12.97 0.000 6.900 0.000 

0.9511 Torsion-4 0.000 0.131 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.059 

1.0201 Torsion-5 0.000 1.385 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.811 

1.0855 Bending-6 0.369 0.000 1.771 0.000 1.141 0.000 

1.1678 Torsion-6 0.000 0.321 0.000 0.043 0.000 0.410 

1.1749 Bending-7 0.194 0.000 0.015 0.000 1.196 0.000 

1.2571 Torsion-7 0.000 0.049 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.397 

1.4233 Bending-8 1.247 0.000 0.902 0.000 0.583 0.000 

1.5113 Torsion-8 0.011 0.023 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.021 

1.5122 Bending-9 44.36 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.042 0.000 

 
3.1.1 Test Set-up, Data Acquisition and Data Processing 
 

In order to observe both bending and torsional modes, accelerometers were placed along the inner and 

outer girders on the upstream side and on the outer girders on the downstream side to measure the 

acceleration in the vertical direction. As shown in Figure 4, the central span is more heavily instrumented 

in comparison to the side spans. 31 accelerometers were used in total, with 27 (3 lines of 9 sensors each, 

extending from the Kentucky tower to middle of the central span) on the central span and two each on the 

outer girder, both upstream and downstream side of the side spans. The objective of instrumenting the side 

spans was to distinguish the mode shapes that appear to be similar in the central span but differ in side 

spans. Further details of the test set up and acquisition can be found in [13].  

 

 
Figure 4 – Sensor Layout  

Kentucky Side 

Ohio Side 

Upstream 

Downstream 
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The data acquisition parameters are as follows: 

Sampling Rate    40 Hz 

Frequency Range   0 – 15 Hz 

Test Duration    10 Min 

Only ambient excitation sources (wind, river flow) were present while acquiring the data. Additionally, a 

van was driven over the bridge during the test duration. 

For the purpose of parameter estimation, the output power spectra were calculated using the Welch 

Periodogram method [21, 22]. A block size of 4096 was used with Hanning window and 66.67% overlap. 

Similar data processing parameters were chosen for both the algorithms (OMA-EMIF and FDD/EFDD) to 

have a fair comparison. Figure 5 and 6 show typical auto/cross power spectrum and the CMIF plot based 

on the calculated power spectra. The zoomed portion of the CMIF plot indicates the presence of modes in 

the frequency range of interest. It is interesting to note that the CMIF plot indicates the presence of two 

closely spaced modes around 0.9 Hz. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Auto/Cross Power Spectrum 
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Figure 6 – CMIF Plot based on Output Power Spectra 

 

 

3.1.2 Modal Parameter Estimation 
 

Table 2 shows the modal parameters obtained using the OMA-EMIF and the EFDD algorithms. The 

modal frequencies estimated using the OMA-EMIF algorithm are very close to those obtained using the 

standard FDD/EFDD algorithm. The discrepancy in the damping estimates (EFDD estimates being lower 

in comparison to OMA-EMIF) is due to the dependence of damping estimation process on a number of 

factors which are algorithm specific. This can be explained by understanding the manner in which the 

modal parameters are identified using these two algorithms.  

In case of EFDD, a SDOF spectral bell function is estimated in the vicinity of a singular value peak and 

then estimation of modal frequency and damping is carried out by using SDOF curve fitting techniques in 

time domain. This involves the use of linear regression to fit a straight line to logarithm of the 

exponentially decaying correlation function (see Figure 7). The estimation of the SDOF spectral bell 

function depends on the chosen MAC acceptance level [6, 14] and it has been observed that though this 

might not have much effect on the frequency, it affects damping a lot. Further, the damping estimation 

also depends heavily on the length of the correlation function chosen for linear regression (Figure 7). 

Similarly, in OMA-EMIF, the damping estimates are affected by the frequency range and number of 

residuals chosen. Due to sensitivity of damping to so many factors, it was decided to use the default values 

(for EFDD, these values were chosen as those provided in the PULSE Operational Modal Analysis Type 

7760). 
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Figure 7 – Damping Estimation using EFDD Algorithm 

Table 2: Modal Parameter Estimates 

OMA-EMIF EFDD 

Modal Freq (Hz) Damping (%) Modal Freq (Hz) Damping (%) 

0.4805 1.2717 0.4826 0.6697 

0.6939 0.6669 0.6937 0.5613 

0.7414 1.1607 0.7430 1.0510 

0.8387 0.5438 0.8389 0.5320 

0.9200 0.6559 0.9203 0.3698 

0.9314 0.6443 0.9308 0.4809 

1.1006 0.8624 1.1066 0.2483 

1.1389 0.6267 1.1389 0.2975 

1.2030 0.6571 1.2052 0.3476 

1.4111 0.6326 1.4118 0.5537 

1.4533 0.6732 1.4442 0.2772 

1.5084 0.8470 1.5055 0.5024 

 

Figure 8 shows the Auto MAC for the OMA-EMIF mode shape estimates. It indicates that some of the 

modes appear similar to each other (like 0.74 and 0.93 Hz modes). One of the reasons for this might be the 

limited spatial resolution, as only a certain portion of the bridge was instrumented. Also, since the 

vibrations were measured only in the vertical direction, it is possible that some of these modes might not 

be clearly observed. 
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Figure 8 – Auto MAC plot for OMA-EMIF Estimates (US Grant Bridge) 

The comparison of the OMA-EMIF and FDD/EFDD mode shapes is shown in the Cross MAC plot 

(Figure 9). Most of the modes match comparatively very well with each other. However two of the modes, 

at 1.10 Hz and 1.44 Hz are not matching, which means that either they have not been estimated correctly 

(on account of issues pertaining to that of observability, only vertical modes being measured or presence 

of local cable modes, etc.) or that there is essentially no mode at these frequencies. Overall, the results of 

the two algorithms match quite satisfactorily. 

 

 

Figure 9 – Cross MAC plot between OMA-EMIF and FDD/EFDD Estimates (US Grant Bridge) 
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Finally the MAC comparison between bending modes obtained from OMA-EMIF algorithm and the FE 

model is shown in Table 3. As mentioned earlier, only those modes which had high modal participation 

factor based on the FE model are used for this comparison, and most of them are bending modes. The 

OMA-EMIF modes compare well within limits with the FE model prediction. 

 

Table 3: Cross MAC between OMA and FEM Bending Modes (US Grant Bridge) 

FEM (Hz) 
OMA-EMIF 

(Hz) 
MAC 

0.483 0.480 0.88 

0.704 0.694 0.91 

0.815 0.839 0.60 

0.924 0.920 0.84 

1.087 1.139 0.69 

1.178 1.203 0.89 

 

3.2 MAUMEE RIVER CROSSING CABLE STAYED BRIDGE, TOLEDO, OH 
 

The MRC Bridge or the Veterans’ Glass City Skyway Bridge (Figure 10), as it is now called, is a single 

pylon cable-stayed bridge in Toledo, Ohio over the Maumee River on Interstate 280 on the eastern edge of 

Toledo downtown. The bridge replaces the Craig Memorial Bridge which was one of the last remaining 

drawbridges on the US interstate highways. The bridge opened to public in June, 2007. More details of the 

bridge can be found in [13]. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Maumee River Crossing Bridge, Toledo, OH 
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3.2.1 Test Set-up, Data Acquisition and Data Processing 
 

Figure 11 shows the test set-up layout. The sensor grid used for the test is much coarser in comparison to 

the one used for the US Grant Bridge and thus it is expected that some of the modes might appear to be 

similar (poor observability). A total of 10 sensors are used, 5 on each side of the parapet. The sensor lines 

extend from the back span side to the front span side with 8 sensors on one side of the pylon and 2 on the 

other as indicated in Figure 11. The sensor line extends 500m from Cable 14B on the back span to 6A on 

the front span. Note that notations A and B are for front and back spans respectively. Figure 12 shows one 

of the accelerometers glued on the bridge superstructure.  

The data acquisition parameters for the test were set as following 

Sampling Rate    40 Hz 

Frequency Range   0 – 15 Hz 

Test Duration    20 Min 

The bridge was partially opened to public and one lane of traffic was open during the test.  

 

Figure 11 - OMA Test Set-Up Layout for the MRC Bridge 
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Figure 12 - Typical accelerometer set up for the MRC Bridge OMA test 

A block size of 2048, along with the application of Hanning window and 66.67 % overlap was used for 

processing the output time histories to obtain the power spectra. The autopower plot of individual channels 

is shown in Figure 13. The plot indicates the presence of at least 6 modes below 1.4 Hz frequency range. 

Further, the CMIF plot (Figure 14) indicates the presence of two close modes around 1 Hz in addition to 

the modes indicated by the Autopower plot. 

 

Figure 13 - Autopower spectrum of individual channels (MRC Bridge) 
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Figure 14 - Complex Mode Indicator Function Plot (MRC Bridge) 

 

3.2.2 Modal Parameter Estimation 
 

Table 4 shows the modal parameters obtained using the OMA-EMIF and the EFDD algorithms. In this 

case as well the modal parameters obtained from the two algorithms are comparable. The modal 

frequencies obtained using two algorithms match well. However, the damping estimates differ on account 

of reasons given before. Damping for the mode at 1.66 Hz (highlighted in green) is not estimated using the 

EFDD algorithm as the SDOF spectral bell curve could not be identified properly at this frequency. The 

frequency and mode shape in this case is result of SDOF peak picking approach as used in FDD. 

Table 4: Modal Parameter Estimates 

OMA-EMIF EFDD 

Modal Freq (Hz) Damping (%) Modal Freq (Hz) Damping (%) 

0.4340 2.6277 0.4342 1.6064 

0.6444 3.5642 0.6490 3.2492 

0.7083 1.8282 0.7095 1.4179 

0.9851 1.2470 0.9895 1.1213 

0.9921 1.1892 0.9914 1.2432 

1.1876 1.6644 1.1910 1.1651 

1.3116 1.3653 1.3107 1.4484 

1.5177 2.4909 1.5048 1.3426 

1.6168 0.8962 1.6012 0.5292 

1.6671 2.1747 1.6894 - 

1.9462 1.8112 1.9307 0.8183 

2.0528 1.2576 2.0534 0.9176 

2.0994 1.2064 2.0699 0.5118 

2.2993 1.7047 2.2869 0.8706 

2.4204 1.6692 2.4206 0.3266 
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The Auto MAC between the various OMA-EMIF mode shapes (Figure 15) shows that lot of modes look 

similar to each other in spite of differing significantly in frequency (Such modes are indicated by orange 

in the table). This is essentially a problem of observability (Lack of sufficient spatial resolution due to a 

coarse sensor grid) because even in the CMIF plot there are distinct peaks at these frequencies. Local 

modes due to cable and tower moment might also affect these estimates and none of these were monitored 

when the measurements were being taken. The sensor layout also does not account for the lateral modes 

and it is possible that some of these appear in the measurements but not in a well defined manner. 

These observations concerning some of the modes provide little confidence in these modes. The problem 

can be attributed to several factors including instrumenting only a section of the bridge resulting in 

insufficient spatial resolution, a limited sensor grid, mounting the sensors in only the vertical direction 

thus not accounting for lateral motion of the bridge, tower sway and cable vibrations, etc. However these 

limitations are not on part of the algorithm but due to the chosen test set up and resulting data acquisition. 

Thus just like EMA, the need for proper test design is very important for getting good estimates of the 

modal parameters. 

 

Figure 15 – Auto MAC plot for OMA-EMIF Estimates (MRC Bridge) 

The Cross MAC plot (Figure 16) shows good correspondence of the modes estimated using two 

algorithms, except for a few modes, such as 1.68 Hz, which in case of FDD/EFDD appears similar to 

previous three modes, although it appeared different in case of OMA-EMIF algorithm (Figure 15).  
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Figure 16 – Cross MAC plot between OMA-EMIF and FDD/EFDD Estimates (MRC Bridge) 

 

4 Conclusions 
 
In past, the OMA-EMIF algorithm has been shown to give good results on analytical and lab based 

experimental data [1]. In this study, the performance of this algorithm is further analyzed by means of 

studies conducted on two cable stayed bridges. It is observed, based on this study, that this algorithm 

works satisfactorily on data collected under practical real life situations and this makes it suitable for such 

purposes. The estimates obtained are shown to have comparative results with respect to the well known 

OMA algorithm; Frequency Domain Decomposition and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition, 

which is yet another indicator of the good performance of this algorithm. 

The discrepancy in damping estimates of the two algorithms can be explained by means of numerous 

parameters such as chosen frequency range, number of residuals used, length of correlation function 

chosen, chosen MAC acceptance level etc. among others, on which damping depends heavily.  

In certain cases, the mode shapes appear to be similar. One of the reasons for this is the limited spatial 

resolution, which gives rise to observability related issues. However, with the help of the available 

knowledge in terms of FE model, all the important modes have been estimated properly. Thus the study 

underlines the two key points of modal analysis in general that 1) its always good to have some a priori 

information available, and 2) the importance of good test planning, set up and good data acquisition 

because the parameter estimation algorithm is only as good as the data collected. 
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Abstract
The identification of the modal parameters of bridges and other large civil constructions has become an im-
portant research issue. Different approaches have been proposed depending on the excitation used: ambient
excitations (OMA), artificial excitations (EMA), or a combination of both (OMAX). In practice, it turns out
that not all modes are well excited by the ambient forces, and so, the application of an artificial actuator is
advisable. The problem is that larger constructions often require large and heavy excitation devices, which
are not very easy to manipulate. In this paper, the possibility to use light-weight pneumatic artificial muscles
(PAM) is investigated. The characteristics of the used PAM are described and the application of this PAM
in modal testing is introduced. The contributions of both ambient and artificial excitation to the response
signals for different set-ups are determined as well.

1 Introduction

Different approaches to perform a modal analysis on a bridge are commonly in practice. Depending on the
excitation used these methods are divided into Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA), Operational Modal
Analysis (OMA) or a combination of both which is called OMA in presence of eXogenous inputs (OMAX).
Experimental Modal Analysis identification methods and procedures are limited to forced excitation (lab-
oratory) tests where the applied forces can be measured together with the response of the structure (e.g.,
accelerations).
In many applications, however, the vibration measurements have to be performed in ”operational” conditions
where the structure is excited by the ambient excitation sources. Indeed, cases exist where it is rather difficult
to apply an artificial force. In this case the very low levels of dynamic response introduced by wind and/or
traffic are measured with high sensitivity transducers. In such cases, it is practically impossible to measure
the ambient excitations, and consequently, the responses are the only signals that can be measured. Tradi-
tionally, one assumes that the outputs are the results of a stochastic process with white noise sources as inputs
( [3] and [4]). OMA has several advantages compared to EMA. During in-operation tests, the real loading
conditions are present. As all real-world systems are to a certain extent non-linear, the models obtained
under real loading will be linearized for much more representative operating points. Additionally, they will
properly take into account the environmental influences on the system behavior (pre-stress of suspensions,
load-induced stiffening, aero-elastic interaction, ). Hence, a considerable interest exists for techniques able
to extract valid models directly from operational data. Examples of structures successfully tested with this
method are the Heritage Court Tower (Vancouver, Canada) and the Vasco da Gama Bridge ( [1]).
The OMA approach, however, has some drawbacks too. For instance, some modes of vibration may not be
well excited by the operational forces. Therefore, in some in-operational testing applications, exciters are
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used to inject additional energy into the system. In small and medium size structures, the excitation can
be induced by an impulse hammer. This device has the advantage of providing a wide-band input, but as
a drawback, also has a relatively low frequency resolution ( [1]). Controlled excitation of large civil engi-
neering structures is more complex and introduces the necessity of heavy excitation equipment. Examples
of equipment useful for this kind of experiments are large electrodynamic shakers, eccentric mass vibrators
or servo-hydraulic shakers. Some well equipped laboratories also have special impulse devices specifically
designed to excite bridges (also see [1]).
In this case, input signals are available and it is again possible to use classical EMA identification techniques
to estimate the modal parameters from the input/output (or FRF) measurements. However, by doing so, the
effect of the operational forces will be treated as disturbing ”noise”. To optimally use the operational data,
both measured and unmeasured forces should be taken into account. For this purpose, there exists a com-
bined EMA/OMA approach ( [4], [5] and [6]).
In short: OMA has difficulties with ambient forces not exciting all modes and EMA has the necessity of large,
heavy and sometimes expensive excitation equipment. Together with the OMAX approach the Pneumatic
Artificial Muscles which are light-weight actuators could form a useful alternative for the heavy equipment
commonly used in modal analysis.

2 Concept of the Pneumatic Artificial Muscle

Figure 1: Design of the Fluidic Muscle DMSP by Festo AG & Co.KG

The Pneumatic Artificial Muscles, or PAMs, are generally applied in the field of robotics, to simulate human
muscle behavior. These muscles are lightweight actuators that can apply several kN of pulling force, depend-
ing on their size. It is therefor very interesting to use them as actuators in applications other than robotics.
In Section 3 it is shown that PAMs can easily be utilized as actuators to artificially excite bridges in order to
identify the modal parameters of the bridge under test.

Different types of PAMs exist, e.g. the second generation Pleated Pneumatic Artificial Muscle (or PPAM),
which was developed at the department of Robotics and Multibody Dynamics at the Vrije Universiteit Brus-
sel ([10]), and the Fluidic Muscle DMSP developed by Festo AG & Co.KG which is commercially available
([11] and [12]).The muscle considered in this implementation is the commercially available Festo DMSP
(see Figure 1).
This actuator comes in different sizes and configurations. The basic concept lies in the combination of an
impervious, flexible hose and a covering of woven fibres as tensile material in a rhomboidal mesh. This
results in a three dimensional grid structure. The pressurized air flowing inwards changes the shape of the
grid structure by expansion, thus generating a tensile force in the axial direction. The grid structure causes
the muscle to shorten up as internal pressure is increased. This corresponds to a stroke of approximately 25
percent of the initial unloaded length.
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Figure 2: Pulling force versus contraction of the DMSP20

Figure 2 shows the force-contraction relation of the PAM which was used during this research. At low
contractions the allowed force is restricted to protect the pressed end fittings from damage. The force-
contraction relation shown is that of a DMSP 20 (this means that the contractible membrane’s inner diameter
is 20 mm) which has a total nominal length of 28 cm and weighs less than 0.200 kg. It can exert up to 1500N
of pulling force at a pressure of only 6 bar.
The muscle can only exert pulling forces, due to its design principle explained above. This will be taken into
account when designing a test setup.

3 Modal Analysis of a Bridge using a DMSP20

3.1 Set-up

Figure 3: The bridge over the E40 highway in Wetteren

To test wether PAMs are suitable as actuators in the modal analysis of bridges, measurements were per-
formed on a bridge in Belgium. The considered bridge is situated over the E40 highway in Wetteren and was
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Figure 4: Experimental test setup on the bridge in Wetteren. Top left: Test setup of the muscle applied to the
bridge. Top right: Detail of the attachment of the cable to the bridge and the force cell. Bottom left: Detail
of the muscle connection at the bottom of the cable. Bottom right: Compressor and pressure vessel placed
on the truck.

designed as a crossover for pedestrians and cyclists (see Figure 3).
The bridge has two spans: a short span of 30.33m and a large one of 75.23m. At the largest span, the bridge
is of the bow-string type, with an inclination of 13.78 of the bows. The bridge was very recently built (2003)
and was designed by the Administration of the Flemish Community, section Metal Structures, in Brussels.

The muscle was connected to the bridge using a steel cable with a diameter of 5 mm . At the top of the
cable, near the bridge a force cell ( type SEDEME BD 5) was connected to register the applied forces (see
Figure 4).
Figure 4 also shows the simple but effective connection mechanism of a plate and two L-shaped pieces
which connect together around the I-profile of the bridges structure. At the bottom a truck was used as a
counter-weight to make sure that one end of the muscle is at a fixed position. The compressor responsible
for the pressurized air supply was a small specimen of only 1100 Watt, with a tank capacity of 24 liters. The
produced flow rate was 160 l/min and the maximum possible pressure was 8 bar. Compressor and pressure
vessel were small enough to place on the truck (see Figure 4).

A 90 second logarithmic sweep was applied with frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 10 Hz. Twenty high
sensitivity accelerometers of type PCB393A03, PCB393C, PCB393A31, PCB393B31, PCB393B12,and
PCB393B04 were mounted on stiff steel plates placed on the bridge deck (vertical direction) or on mag-
nets attached to the bridge (horizontal direction). The measurement points on the bridge deck are situated on
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top of the transverse beams of the bridge in order to avoid the identification of local plate bending modes.
No longitudinal accelerations have been measured. The position and direction of the sensors is given in
Figure 11. The muscle was attached underneath the bridge deck in point 192 of Figure 11.

3.2 Combined Frequency Domain Modal Estimator

Figure 5: Operational Modal Analysis with eXogenous inputs (OMAX): measurable inputs F, unmeasurable
inputs E and measured responses Y.

Figure 6: Omax model.

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) and Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) differ in the fact that they
respectively consider the input forces as known and unknown (see Section 1). Consider the test example of
the bridge in Wetteren where both measurable and unmeasurable forces are acting on the structure as shown
in Figure 5. In this case the unmeasurable forces are the result of the wind excitation and the excitation
by the vehicles passing under the bridge. The measurable forces are the forces exerted by the pneumatic
artificial muscle.
In an EMA one is only interested in the deterministic relation between the measured inputs and outputs and
therefore the contribution in the response resulting from the unmeasurable forces is considered as undesir-
able, disturbing measurement noise. This is in contradiction with an OMA approach, which considers the
output-only of a stochastic process as the primary data to estimate the modal parameters. Therefore the con-
cept of a combined EMA-OMA (or OMAX) approach is used here, which considers the response as both a
deterministic contribution from the measurable inputs and a stochastic contribution from the unmeasurable
forces.
Considering this specific situation as a combined EMA-OMA test results in a maximal data exploitation. For
example, a mode weakly excited by the measurable forces and strongly excited by the unmeasurable forces
is not or inaccurately identified in a purely EMA framework, while in a combined approach this mode is still
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well identified from the stochastic contribution.
The principles of this identification method using a combined frequency-domain maximum likelihood es-
timator of a common-denominator model is explained in [5] and [4]. The estimator estimates both the
deterministic model and the color of the noise on the primary data i.e. a polynomial describing the color of
the noise. Figure 6 shows the model used for this method. This results in the following equation (see [4]
for more information):

Yo(ωk) =
Boi(zk)
A(zk)

F (ωk) +
To(zk)
A(zk)

+
Co(zk)
A(zk)

Eo(ωk) (1)

with Eo(ωk) the unknown Gaussian white noise (the ambient excitation), A(z), Bo(z) and Co(z) the esti-
mated system polynomials and the initial and final condition polynomials To(z).

3.3 Estimated Mode shapes

Figure 7: Mode shape of the second resonance frequency. Left: displacement in y direction; Top right:
general view; Bottom right: displacement in z direction.

Figure 8: Mode shape of the third resonance frequency. Left: displacement in y direction; Top right: general
view; Bottom right: displacement in z direction.

Using the estimator described in the previous section results in the resonance frequencies of Table 1. The
table also contains the resonance frequencies that were determined using a finite element model (see [7]) as
a comparison. According to the finite element model the first resonance frequency corresponds to a mode
shape containing mainly lateral of the bows, with the deck undergoing mainly a rigid body motion. Since
only the mode shapes of the bridge deck were measured this mode shape has no significant deformation in
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our visualization. Modes 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 resp. This proves that it is possible to
get clear mode shapes using the pneumatic muscle and the identification method described in Section 3.2.

Table 1: Experimentally determined resonance frequencies compared to the results of a finite element model
of the bridge [7]

Mode Resonance freq. [Hz]with DMSP20 FE Resonance freq. [Hz] Resonance freq. [Hz]with DMSP40
1 0.667 0.739 0.694
2 1.745 1.739 1.705
3 2.209 not present not estimated
4 2.400 2.363 2.341
5 3.483 3.250 3.478
6 3.807 3.833 3.821
7 not estimated 3.891 3.868
8 3.974 3.939 not estimated
9 4.524 not present 4.670

10 5.124 not present 5.593
11 5.607 not present 5.789
12 6.150 6.377 6.556
13 6.622 6.667 6.775
14 7.396 6.991 7.299
15 8.294 8.028 7.791
16 8.571 8.599 8.564

3.4 Comparison of the artificial contribution to the ambient contribution

Not only the muscles exerted an excitation on the bridge, also the strong wind and the passing traffic did.
The Modal Analysis here performed is therefore an Operational Modal Analysis in presence of eXogenous
excitation or OMAX. Using the estimator, described in Section 3.2, it is possible to distinguish the contri-
bution by the artificial excitation from the contribution of the ambient excitation in the response signal (see
[5]). Figure 9 shows these contributions for the sensor closest to the excitation point of the muscle.
Figure 9 clearly shows that the ambient excitation is the principal contribution for the response in the fre-
quency range 0-5 Hz. Whereas the main contribution to the response for the range of 5-10 Hz, is the artificial
excitation by the muscle. The low contribution of the muscle excitation in the lower frequency range can
be explained by the fact that the steel cable, used to connect the muscle to the bridge, deformed too much,
absorbing most of the muscle energy. It was therefore decided to change the set-up using a different cable
and a larger muscle to maximize the force-input to the bridge.

4 Modal Analysis of a Bridge using a DMSP40

4.1 Set-up

During the measurements with the DMSP20 the ambient excitation, due to mainly the traffic, was quite larger
masking the effect of the artificial excitation by the muscle at the lower frequencies. This problem could be
solved by using a larger muscle e.g. the DMSP40 which can produce forces of up to 6000N. When using
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Figure 9: Contributions of the artificial and ambient excitations to the response : the measurements (x),
estimated model (full line), contribution of the ambient excitation (dashed line) and the contribution of the
artificial excitation by the muscle (dash-dotted line).

this muscle a compressor with a higher maximum flow rate (3m3 per min) was used because the volume to
be pressurized was larger.
In the previous set-up a steel cable of 5mm diameter was used. During testing it became obvious that this
cable deformed too much. In this set-up, therefore, another type of cable (kevlar cable of 3mm diameter)
was utilized. This cable showed an elongation of 0.5 percent compared to the 1.5 percent elongation of the
steel cable. In this case only one accelerometer was installed, to check the influence of the changes in the set
up. The rest of the set-up remained unchanged with respect to the set-up of Section 3.1.

4.2 Comparison of the artificial contribution to the ambient contribution

The resonance frequencies as a result of these measurements are also given in Table 1. Since there was only
one accelerometer present in the set-up, the estimation of the resonance frequencies and the mode shapes
is derived from only one FRF compared to the sum of FRF’s when using more sensors. This explains why
some resonance frequencies are not estimated in this measurement.
The same analysis as in Section 3.4 was performed. The results are shown in Figure 10. This figure clearly
demonstrates that the changes made enable us to improve the excitation of the bridge. The contributions of
the muscle to the response outweighs the contribution of the ambient excitation.
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Figure 10: Contributions of the artificial and ambient excitations to the response: the measurements (x),
estimated model (full line), contribution of the ambient excitation (dashed line) and the contribution of the
artificial excitation by the muscle (dash-dotted line).

5 Conclusions

This paper introduced the principles of using a Pneumatic Artificial Muscle to perform a modal analysis
on a bridge. This actuator is light-weight and can exert forces that are big enough to overrule the ambient
excitation. This way it is possible to determine the excitation signal and use multisines or sweeps as input
signals. Even with the first set-up of Section 3.1 it is possible to determine the mode shapes of the bridge
when using a combined estimator.
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Figure 11: Schematic of the tested bridge with the positions of the sensors.
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Abstract
Transmissibility functions are frequency response functions between like variables (motion response/motion
input) as opposed to admittance functions which are frequency responses between conjugate variables (mo-
tions response/ force input). While the last type of functions are widely used in the field of experimental
modal analysis transmissibility functions only recently made their appearance in the field of operational
modal analysis. It has been shown that under changing force distributions transmissibility measurements can
be used to obtain modal parameters. This new method usually estimates in a first step the natural frequencies
and damping factors and only in a second step the unscaled mode shapes. In this paper a more general and
enhanced approach is proposed. This approach identifies the above mentioned modal parameters in one sin-
gle identification step. Finally it will be shown how the method can be automated with the help of a singular
value decomposition. This algorithm does not require any user interaction and can be used in commercial
software or in systems for online structural health monitoring.

1 Introduction

Recently a new Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) approach using transmissibility functions has been
proposed [2]. It has been shown that under changing force distributions transmissibility measurements can
be used to obtain modal parameters. While current OMA techniques face difficulties when it comes to
non white noise excitations, this new approach provides some serious advantages. It has been shown that
transmissibility functions in certain situations do not depend on the nature of the forces and thus reduce the
risk of wrongly identifying the modal parameters due to the presence of non-white-noise sequences.

In the next section we will give the definition of transmissibility functions and mention how they are esti-
mated in practise. In Section 3 we will analyze some properties of transmissibility functions regarding the
system poles and the mode shapes of the system. In section 4 we will briefly recapitulate how the transmis-
sibility functions can be used to identify modal parameters. The method usually estimates in a first step the
natural frequencies and damping factors and only in a second step the unscaled mode shapes. In this paper a
more general and enhanced approach will be proposed. This approach identifies the above mentioned modal
parameters in one single identification step. Finally in section 5 it will be shown how the method can be auto-
mated with the help of a singular value decomposition. This algorithm does not require any user interaction
and can be used in commercial software or in systems for online structural health monitoring. Eventually
some conclusions will be given.

In the paper the theory will be illustrated by means of a simple numerical experiment on a steel cantilever
beam given in Figure 1 with dimensions: 1mx0.01mx0.01m.

A Finite Element model is created, using the commercially available software Femlab. In Femlab, a default
meshing is applied resulting in 300 elements and the frequency response functions are calculated, using a
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Figure 1: Cantilever beam.

direct solver. The model allows us to apply in 10 DOFs a point force and to measure the responses in these
DOFs. The 10 DOFs are equally distributed over the full length of the beam (the numbering starts from
the right free end of the beam). A total of 2 different experiments are performed. The first experiment
respectively with unit point forces applied in the vertical direction in locations 1, 2 and 3. In the second
experiment the amplitude of the point forces applied in location 1, 2 and 3 is halved and extra point forces in
the vertical direction are added in the locations 4 to 7.

2 Definition and estimation of a transmissibility function

Transmissibility functions are defined as frequency response functions between like variables (motion re-
sponse/motion input) as opposed to admittance functions which are frequency responses between conjugate
variables (motions response/force input). While the last type of functions are widely used in the field of
experimental modal analysis transmissibility functions only recently made their appearance in the field of
operational modal analysis [2]. Transmissibility functions can be measured without the knowledge of the ex-
citation forces. It is estimated in the same way as the admittance functions, but the response is ”normalized”
by a reference response signal instead of an excitation signal. The transmissibility function Tij(s) between
the output i and the reference-output j is defined as the ratio between the 2 responses Xi(s) and Xj(s), with
s the complex parameter of the Laplace domain

Tij(s) =
Xi(s)
Xj(s)

(1)

The units of transmissibility functions are response units per unit of response at the reference-output. As with
admittance functions, a set of transmissibility functions contain both magnitude and phase at each frequency.

In practice a transmissibility measurement can be estimated in several ways. The most common choice
to estimate a transmissibility function is using a H1 estimator by dividing an estimate of the cross power
spectrum SXiXj (s) between the output Xi(s) and the reference-output Xj(s) by an estimate of the auto
power spectra SXiXj (s) from the reference-output Xj(s).

H1(s) =
SXiXj (s)
SXjXj (s)

(2)

Since the reference-output is factored into all transmissibility functions, careful consideration should be
given to the choice of the reference. A natural choice is a point of maximum response; this ensures the
best possible signal-to-noise ratio for the measurements. The transmissibility is the same for all vibration
parameters - displacement, velocity or acceleration. The natural choice is to use acceleration, since of these
three parameters the acceleration signal is less dominated by low frequency rigid-body motion. Furthermore,
interferometers are the best transducers in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, dynamic range, directives etc.

3 Properties of transmissibility functions

The properties of transmissibility functions differ considerably from those of the admittance functions. In
general, the poles from the transmissibility functions do not correspond with the poles of the admittance
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functions whose poles are the system poles. By assuming a multiple-input situation, with n the number of
forces applied to the structure, transmissibility reduces to

Tij(s) =
Xi(s)
Xj(s)

=
∑n

k=1 Hik(s)Fk(s)∑n
k=1 Hjk(s)Fk(s)

=
∑n

k=1 Bik(s)Fk(s)∑n
k=1 Bjk(s)Fk(s)

(3)

with Bik(s) and Bjk(s) the numerator polynomials occurring in the transfer-function models Hik = Bik(s)
A(s)

and Hjk = Bjk(s)
A(s) . Note that the common-denominator polynomial, A(s), whose roots are the system’s

poles, λm, disappears by taking the ratio of the two response spectra. Consequently, the poles of the transmis-
sibility function (3) equal the zeroes of transfer function Hjk(s), i.e. the roots of the numerator polynomial
Bjk(s).

So, in general in transmissibility measurements each resonance is represented by a flat spot in the data instead
of a peak. This is shown in Figure 2. The top curve in Figure 1 is an admittance function showing 3 peaks,
The transmissibility has flat spots (no peak) in the frequency range where a resonance occurs.
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Figure 2: admittance function and transmissibility function

One of the most interesting properties of transmissibility functions is that the limit value of the transmissi-
bility function (3) for the Laplace variable s going to the system’s poles, λm, converges to [2]

lim
s→λm

T k
ij(s) =

φim

φjm
(4)

and becomes independent of the (unknown) forces. Therefore if we consider two transmissibility functions
relating the same responses, but measured during two experiments with different loading conditions, they
cross each other exactly at the resonances. This is shown in Figure 3. Notice also that the limit value of the
transmissibilities at the system poles are directly related to the scalar mode-shape values φim and φjm.
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Figure 3: Transmissibility functions under two different loading conditions

4 How to identify modal parameters from transmissibility functions

The fact that the transmissibility function becomes independent of the locations and the amplitudes of the
applied forces exactly at the system poles can now be used to find the system poles that were canceled out
by taking the ratio of two responses.

The subtraction of two transmissibility functions with the same output DOFs, (i, j), but with different loading
conditions, (k, l), e.g. different locations or different amplitudes of the unknown forces, Fk(s), satisfies

lim
s→λm

(
T k

ij(s)− T l
ij(s)

)
=

φim

φjm
− φim

φjm
= 0 (5)

This means that the system’s poles, λm, are zeroes of the rational function ∆T kl
ij (ω) = T k

ij(ω)−T l
ij(ω), and,

consequently, poles of its inverse, i.e.

∆−1T kl
ij (s) =

1
∆T kl

ij (s)
=

1
T k

ij(s)− T l
ij(s)

(6)

The above elaborated theoretical results show that it is possible, by using transmissibilities, to obtain a
rational function ∆−1T kl

ij (s) , with poles equal to the system’s poles.

The system poles, λm, can now identified, by directly applying a frequency domain estimator [3, 4] to the
∆−1T kl

ij functions. From the estimated parameters both the damped resonant frequencies and the damping
ratios of each mode in the frequency range of interest are obtained.

In the next step it is also possible to obtain unscaled mode shape vectors by curve-fitting the different trans-
missibility measurements Tij (for i = 1, . . . , n with n the number of measured output DOFs) and evaluate
them at the previously obtained system poles. This can be verified by looking at (4), since the values of the
transmissibilities at the system poles are directly related to the scalar mode-shape values φim and φjm. By
choosing a fixed reference DOF j and giving φjm a normalized value of 1, the full unscaled mode-shape vec-
tor (φ1m, φ2m . . . , 1, . . . , φnm) can be constructed. Since Transmissibility functions contain both magnitude
and phase at each frequency, the derived mode shape vectors will also contain magnitude and phase infor-
mation. The units of the mode-shape vectors are response units per unit of response at the reference-output.

5 Generalized and enhanced approach

The goal of the enhanced transmissibility approach is to estimate the modal parameters - the structure poles
and the unscaled mode shapes - in a similar way as the FRF-driven algorithms. Most modal parameters
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estimation methods identify first a rational polynomial matrix-fraction model. This model can be related to
the physical parameters of the modal model in a second step. The common-denominator model, or scalar
matrix fraction description, is such a model and is discussed in the next paragraph.

The common-denominator model considers the relation between output o and input i as a rational fraction
of two polynomials, of which the denominator polynomial is common for all input-output relations [5].

In general the common-denominator model can be expressed as

H(s) =

 B11(s) . . . B1Ni(s)
...

. . .
...

BNo1(s) . . . BNoNi(s)


A(s)

(7)

The relation between the modal model and the common-denominator model is obtained by considering the
frequency response function between output o and input i

Hoi(s) =
Boi(s)
A(s)

=
Nm∑
m=1

(
φomLim

s− λm
+

φ∗omL∗im
s− λ∗m

)
(8)

From this equality it is clear that the structure poles are given by the roots of the denominator A(s), while
the mode shapes and participation factors are obtained from a Singular Value Decomposition of the residue
matrix Am of mode m.

Am = φmLT
m (9)

with the elements of the residue matrix Ar given by

aoi,m = lim
s→λm

(s− λm)
Boi(s)
A(s)

= φomLim (10)

and φm = [φ1mφ2m . . . φNom]T , Lm = [L1mL2m . . . LNom]T .

In case of transmissibility measurements we consider the relation between output-response i and a reference-
input-response j. In order to be able to use a similar approach as the FRF-driven estimators the first step is
to create a common-denominator model. All the structure poles must be the roots of this denominator. It has
been show that it is possible to construct a rational function ∆−1T kl

ij (s) , with poles equal to the system’s
poles, by combining two sets of transmissibility functions obtained under two different loading conditions.
We can easily generalize this function by combining all the estimated transmissibility functions in one single
rational function that still has poles equal to the system’s poles.

The subtraction of the summation of all measured transmissibility functions under one loading condition k,
T k

ij(s) for i = 1...No with No the number of output DOF, and the summation of all measured transmissibility
functions under a reference loading condition r, T r

ij(s) for i = 1...No with No the number of output DOF,
still satisfies
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lim
s→λm

(
No∑
i=1

T k
ij(s)−

No∑
i=1

T r
ij(s)

)
= 0 (11)

This means that the system’s poles, λm, are zeroes of the rational function

∆T kr
j (s) =

No∑
i=1

T k
ij(s)−

No∑
i=1

T r
ij(s) (12)

Therefore this function can be considered as a possible candidate for being a denominator that is common
for all input-output relations with roots equal to the structure poles.

As has been shown in equation 4 the transmissibilities functions themselves are directly related with the mode
shapes in the system poles, therefore in case of transmissibility measurements the common-denominator
model of the transfer function matrix in case of two loading condition and No output-responses could be
expressed as

H(s) =


T r

1j(s) T k
1j(s)(s)

...
...

T r
Noj(s) T k

Noj(s)


∆T kr

j (s)
(13)

One can also easily verify that

lim
s→λm

(s− λm)
T r

ij(s)
∆T kr

j (s)
=

φim

φjm
αm (14)

In general in the functions Tij(s)

∆T kr(s)
each peak is again corresponding with a resonance of the structure. This

is shown in Figure 4. One can conclude that each element of the transfer matrix H(s),
T l

ij(s)

∆T lr(s)
, can be

decomposed in a similar way as in equation 8

Hil(s) =
T l

ij(s)
∆T lr

j (s)

=
Nm∑
m=1

(
φimLm

s− λm
+

φ∗imL∗m
s− λ∗m

)
(15)

with Lm = αm
φjm

As such, transmissibility driven stochastic identification algorithms can be considered as a stochastic coun-
terpart of the FRF-driven deterministic algorithms. In both cases, spectral functions are used as primary
data. By identifying the proposed common denominator model by performing a parametric estimation, in a
similar way as for the deterministic FRFs the damped resonant frequencies, the damping ratios (Table 1) and
the unscaled mode shapes (Figure 5) of each mode in the frequency range of interest can be obtained in one
single identification step.

Note that the order of the rational function ∆−1T kr
j (s) can exceed the order of the common-denominator

polynomial, A(s). This means that ∆−1T kr
j (s) can contain more poles than the system’s poles only. Hence,

in general, only a subset of the poles of ∆−1T kr
j (s) will correspond to the real system’s poles. Therefore the

T r
oi(s)

∆T kr(s)
functions can have also peaks outside the frequency range where a resonance occurs. This is also

shown in Figure 4, where the third peak does not corespondent with a resonance.
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Figure 4: Tij(s)

∆T kr
j (s)
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Figure 5: Identified unscaled modes

6 Automated approach

In order to automate the approach it is of vital importance that the extra mathematical poles can be distin-
guished form the real structural poles. The classic approach is using a stabilization diagram. The basic idea
is that several runs of the complete pole identification process are made by using models of increasing order.
The experience shows that in such an analysis the pole values of the structural eigenmodes always appear
at nearly identical frequency , while mathematical poles tend to scatter around. As such structural poles are
readily visible in a stabilization diagram because they appear as vertical lines. These mathematical poles are
the result of order over-specification that is in general needed to reduce the bias on the estimates and to cap-
ture all relevant characteristics of the structure, even in the presence of large amounts of measurement noise.

Table 1: The estimated damped resonant frequencies and damping ratios
fd [Hz] ζ [%]

8.15 0.19
51.09 0.16
142.98 0.40
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The stabilization diagram is very useful to capture the mathematical poles that are modeling the model, data
and process noise but without having relation to the structural problem. However in the case of the transmis-
sibility approach the subset of the poles of ∆−1T kr

j (s) that do not correspond to the real system’s poles also
result in a stable vertical line in the stabilization diagram, because they are not the result of noise but they are
related with the structural characteristics. This is shown in Figure 6, where the stabilization diagram results
in 4 stable lines of which the third line does not corresponds with a resonance. Therefore we need to define
an additional mathematical tool that can help us distinguishing between the different poles.
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Figure 6: Stabilization diagram

In what follows, a mathematical tool that helps to distinguish the real system poles from the additional ones,
coming from the transmissibility approach, will be elaborated. The easiest way to achieve this goal is by
considering the following matrix and to evaluate its rank by using a singular value decomposition.

[Tj(s)] =


T r

1j(s) T k
1j(s)(s)

...
...

T r
Noj(s) T k

Noj(s)

 (16)

Considering the fact that all transmissibility functions converge to the same unique values at the system poles
(4), both columns of this matrix will become equal at the system poles. Thus the proposed matrix will be of
rank 1 at the system poles, λm. This implies that the second singular value σ2(s) should converge to 0 for
s = λm.

One can also calculate the matrix(16) in the frequency domain by replacing s with ωf (f = 1, . . . , Nf with
Nf the number of considered frequency lines). For a weakly damped system, λm ≈ ωdm, (as often is the
case in mechanical structures) this matrix should be of rank 1 at the resonant frequencies ωdm, implying that
the second singular value σ2(ωf ) should converge to 0 for ωf = ωdm. Therefore the function 1/σ2(ωf )
will allow us to identify only those peaks coinciding with the resonant frequencies and real structural modes.
This is shown in Figure 7.

The combination of both discriminator tools allow us to identify the real structural poles by accepting only
those poles that have a stable frequency in the stabilization diagram that corespondents with the frequency
of a peak in the singular value decomposition. A reasonable criterion for accepting a pole in a stabilization
diagram and thus accepting the presence of physical information at that frequency, is introducing a criterion
for accepting neighboring frequencies in both the stabilization diagram and the singular value decomposition.
A typical acceptance criteria could be a maximum of 1% on the frequencies. By doing so we can now easily
eliminate the third stable line in the stabilization diagram. This is shown in Figure 7.

In order to make the discriminator tool using the singular value decomposition applicable it is recommend
to consider 3 or more output DOFs. For less then 3 output DOFs the discriminator tool becomes of less
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Figure 7: inverse of second singular value σ2(ωf )
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Figure 8: Selecting the real structural poles

value comparing only 2 transmissibility functions. In this case additional peaks may occur in the function
1/σ2(ωf ). This is shown in Figure 8, where only 2 DOFs where used to calculate the matrix( 16).

Thus the automatization of the identification technique can be reduced to detecting in a automated way
the frequencies of the positive peaks in the 1/σ2(ωf ) function. This can easily be done by looking to the
downward zero-crossings in the first derivative of 1/σ2(ωf ). This is shown in Figure 9.

We can also introduce a threshold that allows us to accept only those peaks that have an amplitude higher
then the chosen threshold. This is shown in Figure 10, where the horizontal line represents the threshold.

In the presence of measurement noise it is proposed to use simple smoothing algorithm to the function
1/σ2(ωf ) before detecting the frequencies of the positive peaks by looking to the downward zero-crossings in
the first derivative of 1/σ2(ωf ). The simplest smoothing algorithm is the rectangular or unweighed sliding-
average; it simply replaces each point is the signal with the average of m adjacent points, where m is a
positive integer called the smooth width. For example, for a 3-point smooth (m=3):

Sj =
Yj−1 + Yj + Yj+1

3
(17)
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Figure 10: zero-crossings in the first derivative of 1/σ2(ωf )

for j = 2 to n− 1, where Sj the jth point in the smoothed signal, Yj the jth in the original signal, and n is
the total number of points in the signal. Similar smooth operations can be constructed for any desired smooth
width, m. Usually m is an odd number. The larger the smooth width, the greater the noise reduction., but
also the possibility that the signal will be distorted by the smoothing operation. In general, increasing the
smooth with causes reduction in amplitude and increase in the width of the peak, but since our objective is
only to obtain the peak position (the frequency line of the peak) larger smooth widths can be employed if
desired, because smoothing has no effect at all on the peak position (unless the increase in peak width is so
much that it causes adjacent peaks to overlap). This is shown in Figure 12. The top curve in Figure 11 is
the function 1/σ2(ωf ) in the presence of measurement noise. One can still easily distinguish the presence
of 3 peaks, but when we perform the automated peak detection procedure by looking to the downward zero-
crossings in the first derivative of this function and by taking in account the threshold , many peaks that are
related with the measurement noise are detected (the automated detected peaks are marked by a circle). After
applying a smooth width of respectively m = 3 (middle curve) and m = 11 (bottom curve), one notice that
the automated peak detection is improved. The third vertical line, representing a non structural pole, will
easily be eliminated by using this automated discriminator tool.

7 Conclusions

It has been shown in this paper that the correct system’s poles can be identified starting from transmissibility
measurements. The method has been extended to a common denominator-model, that allows us to identify
all operational modal parameters, eigenfrequencies, damping ratios and unscaled mode shapes using well
known frequency domain identification techniques. A tool based on a singular value decomposition has been
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Figure 11: Peak-amplitude threshold in 1/σ2(ωf )

introduced in order to distinguish mathematical poles from real structural poles. Finally it has been shown
that this tool together with the classic stabilization diagram and a peak detection algorithm can be used to
automate the proposed identification technique based on transmissibility measurements
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Abstract 
Operational Modal Analysis is now a well established approach which allows identifying the modal 
parameters of a structure in operational conditions and from output only measurements. As the input 
forces are unknown, the mode shape scaling cannot be achieved from a single identification. The easiest 
way to estimate the scaling factors consists in introducing well controlled structural modifications, the 
most straightforward of which are local mass changes. The two sets of modal parameters (respectively 
associated to the initial and modified structure) can then be used to normalise the mode shapes. Several 
approaches can be found in the literature which have been recently extended to acoustic and vibro-
acoustic problems. But all of the existing methods consider each mode independently and assume slight 
frequency changes and negligible mode shape modifications. We present here a more general formulation 
based on the global use of the two identified modal bases. In this new approach, no assumptions have to 
been made about the number of local mass modifications, their relative importance with respect to the 
mass of the initial structure or the modal frequencies or mode shapes changes. Furthermore it allows an 
independent scaling of the two sets of mode shapes, so the excitation forces for the two measurements are 
not assumed to have similar amplitudes. This new normalisation method is illustrated and validated with 
simulated and experimental results. 

1 Introduction 

Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) is now a well established discipline based on the use of output-only 
modal identification techniques. Compared to the Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) performed under 
controlled and measured excitations, OMA has the advantage that the system is studied under operating 
conditions, including the boundary conditions and the natural excitations. It also has two main drawbacks: 
the difficulty to obtain reliable estimations of the damping factors and the impossibility to identify the 
modal masses (or to scale the mode shapes). 

The modal masses can however be important parameters to identify, for example if structural responses to 
other kind of excitations are to be predicted or if an improvement of the structure is wanted by using 
structural modifications without referring to a numerical model. 

As the excitation forces are unmeasured, the incoming energy is unknown so there is no way to estimate 
the modal masses from output only measurements if only one structural configuration is used. The most 
studied technique to overcome this deadlock is based on the old concept of discrete structural 
modifications, among them the most straightforward are the masse changes. Adding discrete masses at 
instrumented degrees of freedom modifies the structural modal basis. If the mass changes and the two 
unscaled modal basis are known, it is conceptually possible to identify the modal masses. 

Parloo et al. [1] have proposed a sensitivity based method. They use an approximated expression of the 
natural frequency sensitivity of a general viscous damped system to local mass changes. That technique is 
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successively applied to a full scale bridge [2], then extended to acoustic [3] and vibro-acoustic [4] 
problems. 

In [5], Brincker and Andersen give a different expression for the natural frequency sensitivity and show 
with simulated examples that the approximation errors are lowered compared to the previous formulation. 
Brincker et al. illustrate this slightly different technique with a physical building model [6]. Aenlle et al. 
try to improve the results accuracy by cumulating several mass changes [7]. They also propose a new 
formulation of the problem dedicated to coupled modes, which is quite similar to the one presented here. 
But their formulation leads to a non-linear system of equations which is solved by an optimisation 
technique. Finally, Aenlle et al. [8] and Fernandez et al. [9] propose an extensive study of the optimisation 
of the mass changes in order to improve the results reliability. 

Except for the “coupled method” proposed in [7], all these techniques assume that the local mass changes 
do not modify significantly the mode shapes. If this assumption can be justified for some practical cases, it 
may no longer be valid if the initial structure exhibits coupled modes, i.e. modes with close frequencies 
compared to their -3dB bandwidth. Furthermore, from a conceptual point of view, there is no reason 
which justifies the use of such an assumption. If the local mass changes modify not only the natural 
frequencies but also the mode shapes, one can imagine that more information is available to estimate the 
scaling factor. This basic idea was the origin of our work which intends to get benefit of the mode shape 
changes instead of assuming that they are negligible. 

2 Operational mode shape scaling by local mass changes 

2.1 Principle 

Let us consider a discrete linear conservative system described by its mass and stiffness matrix, 
respectively denoted by M and K. The associated real eigenvalues ω1 and eigenvectors ψ1 verify: 

 ( ) 01
2

1 =ψω− MK  (1) 

In the fields of Finite Element Modal Analysis and Experimental Modal Analysis, the eigenvectors are 
usually scaled such that the associated modal masses are equal to one, leading to: 

 111 =ψψ MT
 (2) 

When performing an operational modal analysis, the identified mode shapes ϕ1 are arbitrarily scaled and 
no information is available on the modal masses. The goal of the scaling techniques is to estimate the 
scaling factors α1 which transform the unscaled mode shapes into the scaled ones: 

 111 ϕα=ψ  (3) 

Performing local mass changes located on the instrumented degrees of freedom leads to a new eigenvalue 
problem: 

 ( )( ) 02
2

2 =ψ∆+ω− MMK  (4) 

where ∆M is a matrix containing the mass changes, ω2 and ψ2 are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
modified structure. An operational modal analysis performed on the modified structure will lead to the 
identification of the associated unscaled mode shapes ϕ2, which are related to the scaled ones by new 
scaling factors: 

 222 ϕα=ψ  (5) 

The input of the scaling techniques are the natural frequencies ω1, ω2, the unscaled mode shapes ϕ1, ϕ2 and 
the mass modification ∆M. 
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2.2 Sensitivity techniques 

The simplest scaling technique is based on an approximated expression of the natural frequency sensitivity 
to a local mass change [1]. It is also assumed that the mode shapes are not significantly modified by the 
mass changes, and that the two sets of mode shapes coming from the two successive operational modal 
analyses are identically normalised: 

 ϕ=ϕ=ϕ 21  (6) 

The scaling factor associated to a given mode ϕ is then given by: 

 
ϕ∆ϕω

ω∆=α=α=α
MT

2
21  (7) 

where ∆ω is the frequency shift due the mass change, ω is the medium frequency between ω1 and ω2, ∆M 
is the mass change matrix. ∆M is a squared matrix with the same size as M. It contains positive or negative 
mass values at the diagonal positions which correspond to the degrees of freedom where masses have been 
respectively added or removed. In the following, this technique will be referred as the “Parloo” technique. 

A less approximated formulation is proposed in [5]. The same hypotheses are necessary: the mode shapes 
are not significantly modified by the mass changes, and the two sets of mode shapes are identically 
normalised. Starting from the conservative equations of motion, the expression (8) of the scaling factor is 
derived. 

 
ϕ∆ϕω

ω−ω=α=α=α
MT2

2

2
2

2
1

21  (8) 

That second technique will be referred as the “Brincker” technique in that paper. 

Although these two formulation lead to slightly different results, they are based on the same hypothesis 
and exhibit the same limit. The fact that the mode shapes must not be significantly modified by the mass 
changes imposes the use of small mass changes relatively to the total mass of the structure, or the use of 
mass changes uniformly spread over the whole structure. 

2.3 Multiple modes technique  

The new approach proposed here is based on the idea that the mode shapes modifications due to the mass 
changes should be useful information for the scaling purpose.  

Let us start with the matrix formulation of the two eigenvalue problems: 

 11111 ΦΦΛ=ΦΦ MK TT
 (9) 

 ( ) 22222 Φ∆+ΦΛ=ΦΦ MMK TT
 (10) 

where Λ1, Λ2 are the spectral matrices and Φ1, Φ2 are the modal matrices. 

The key point of the proposed technique consists in projecting the modified modes onto the initial ones: 

 ΘΦ=Φ 12  (11) 

The projection matrix Θ is a square matrix with a number of rows and columns equal to the number of 
modes. If the number of degrees of freedom is at least equal to the number of modes, the projection matrix 
can be estimated by a pseudo-inverse technique. Putting equation (11) into equation (10), it comes after a 
few manipulations: 

 [ ] 112121 Φ∆ΦΘΛΘ=µΘΛΘ−Λ −− MTTTTT  (12) 
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where µ1 is the modal mass matrix. It is diagonal and contains the squared inverse of the scaling factors 
ϕ1. Identifying the modal masses consists in solving the problem (13) where A and B are square full 
matrices. 

 BA =µ1  (13) 

If m is the number of modes taken into account, there are m2 equations for m unknown parameters. 
Different techniques can be used to solve this overdetermined problem, including: 

• a direct estimation based on the diagonal terms of A and B: 

 kkkkk AB ,,1 /=µ  (14) 

• an estimation based on the columns mean values: 
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• a least square estimation by transforming µ1 into an m by 1 vector, A into an m2 by m matrix and B 
into an m2 by 1 vector. This technique will be applied for the results presented in that paper. 

The scaling factors are finally obtained from the modal masses by: 
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It is straightforward to verify that this new formulation is equivalent to the expression (8) if the mode 
shapes are unchanged. 

If the initial mode shapes are projected onto the modified ones: 

 ΓΦ=Φ 21  (17) 

the expression (12) becomes: 

 [ ] 221212 Φ∆ΦΓΛΓ−=µΓΛΓ−Λ −− MTTTTT  (18) 

and allows the estimation of the scaling factors ϕ2 (which are no longer assumed to be equal to ϕ1). 

3 Application to a simulated system 

The simulated system used here is taken from [5]. It is a very simple 20 degrees of freedom given by: 
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An additional random noise with a peak level of 0.01 has been added to the diagonal terms of the mass 
matrix in order to prevent some inversion problems. The scaled mode shapes have been randomly 
unscaled, and then rescaled by the three studied techniques. Let us consider a mass change located at only 
one degree of freedom (dof). The frequency shift of a given mode induced by this mass change will 
depend on the location of the chosen dof with respect to the corresponding modal shape. The errors on the 
scaling factors will also depend on the location of the mass change, as the assumption of unmodified mode 
shapes will be more or less satisfied. The Figure 1 shows a synthesis of the results obtained with the 
Parloo technique (on the left) and the Brincker technique (on the right). The five curves are associated to 
the five first modes of the system. Each point represents a value of the mass change between 1 and 20% of 
the mass of the individual dof. For each computation, all the dofs have been tested as candidates for the 
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mass change and only the dof leading to the maximum scaling error has been kept. The maximal scaling 
error is plotted versus the relative frequency shift. 

That result is the same as in [5] and shows that the scaling error increases with the order of the modes. 

  

Figure 1: maximum errors on scaling factor vs relative frequency shift for a mass change at one dof from 
1 to 20% of the mass of the individual dof. Only the five first modes are represented. 

In Figure 2, the maximal error corresponding to an individual mass change of 20% has been plotted versus 
the mode number. The left figure shows the maximal errors obtained with the three techniques when the 
full system is used, i.e. the 20 modes are used in the multiple modes scaling. Even if that simulation is 
unrealistic, it shows clearly that the multiple modes scaling is theoretically much more efficient that the 
two other techniques as it leads to a maximal error of only 0.022 %. The right figure shows the results 
obtained when the only 12 first modes are used for the multiple modes scaling, which is a little bit more 
realistic. The modal truncature leads to similar errors with the three techniques for the three last modes, 
but the multiple modes scaling still reduces the scaling errors for the nine first modes compared to the two 
other techniques. 

  

Figure 2: maximum errors on scaling factor vs mode number for a 20% mass change at one dof. 

This simple simulated example tends to show that the multiple modes scaling is an interesting alternative 
to the frequency sensitivity based techniques, even if that simulation is not a severe case for the sensitivity 
techniques because the modes are well isolated. 
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4 Application to an experimental test 

In order to have a first experimental evaluation of the capabilities of the multiple modes scaling, an 
academic three cantilever beams structure has been chosen (Figure 3). Each beam is instrumented with 2 
accelerometers. The beams A and C can be excited by contact less electromagnetic actuators respectively 
located at nodes 1 and 6. The mass changes have been applied by using two permanent magnets of about 
0.5 kg at nodes 3 and 5. Only the family of the first bending modes has been studied. 

 

 

Figure 3: the three cantilever beams structure. 

Four configurations of mass loading have been tested, but two of them were too severe in terms of modes 
coupling to allow a reliable operational modal analysis. Finally two configurations were successfully used: 
the first one with an added mass on node 3 only and the second one with an added mass on node 5 only.  
Figure 4 shows the Frequency Response Functions (FRF) 1/1, 3/1, 5/1 for these two mass loading 
configurations. 

  

Figure 4: Frequency Response Functions of the three beams structure for the two mass loading 
configurations. 

Beam A 
Beam B 

Beam C 
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Classical experimental analyses have been performed with several MIMO identification techniques in 
order to get reliable scaled mode shapes. Figure 5 shows the real modes identified by the simulated 
appropriation technique on the left, and the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) matrix between the two 
modal bases on the right. It appears clearly that the mass change (one mass added and one mass removed) 
strongly affects the modes, whereas the natural frequencies are nearly not changed (less than 1%). In this 
kind of extreme situation, the use of the sensitivity techniques is totally inadequate: it is even difficult to 
associate a frequency shift to a mode as the mode shapes have been mixed together. 

 
 

Figure 5: mode shapes identified by experimental modal analysis for the two mass loading configurations 
and MAC matrix between the two corresponding modal bases 

Operational modal analyses have been performed by using time responses which have been measured 
simultaneously to the FRF measurements. The subspace technique has been used to estimate the modal 
frequencies and the unscaled mode shapes. The multiple modes scaling was then applied. Figure 6 shows 
the rescaled mode shapes coming from the operational modal analyses (OMA) compared to the scaled 
mode shapes identified by the experimental analysis (EMA). A good agreement can be noticed, although 
the situation of modes coupling is relatively severe. The MAC values between the two sets of modes are 
all higher than 99.5%, showing that the EMA and OMA have given accurate results in term of mode 
shapes. The Modal Scale Factors (MSF) for the three pairs of modes are respectively 1.08, 1.11 and 1.12, 
showing that a difference of about 10% still remains after the scaling. That difference could be linked to 
the difficulties encountered for the identification with the subspace technique, as the modes are very close 
in frequency. 
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Figure 6: mode shapes identified by experimental modal analysis (EMA) and operational modal analysis 

(OMA) after being scaled with the multiple modes technique 

5 Conclusion 

A new technique called multiple modes scaling has been proposed for the scaling of operational mode 
shapes. It uses the same physical background as some other existing techniques: the use of at least two 
modal bases obtained by producing controlled local mass changes on the structure. The sensitivity 
techniques previously proposed by Parloo et al. [1] and Brincker et al. [5] only use the natural frequency 
shifts and need to assume that the mode shapes are not affected by the mass changes. The multiple modes 
scaling technique is radically different as it tries to get benefit from the mode shapes changes which 
theoretically also carry information about the modal masses. 

The efficiency of the multiple modes scaling technique has been illustrated on a simulated discrete system 
taken from [5]. This simple example shows that the estimation errors can be drastically reduced compared 
to the sensitivity techniques. The technique is also tested with a truncated modal basis which is a little bit 
more realistic. The results are strongly affected by the truncature but they are still more reliable than those 
of the sensitivity techniques. 

Finally an experimental test has been carried out on a three cantilever beams structure. That structure has 
been chosen in order to exhibit three highly coupled modes. The mass changes which have been applied 
clearly modified the mode shapes, whereas the natural frequencies remained nearly unchanged. The 
reference scaled mode shapes were determined thanks to a MIMO experimental analysis. The operational 
modal analysis was performed by using the subspace technique, leading to the identification of the three 
unscaled mode shapes for each one of the two mass loading configurations. Applying the multiple modes 
scaling led to a rather good estimation of the scaling factors. 

The question of the robustness to uncertainties has not been addressed here and will clearly require further 
studies. The mode shapes are much more affected by the measurement and identification uncertainties as 
the modal frequencies, and it is probably a good idea to use the multiple modes scaling only when 
necessary, i.e. when significant mode shapes changes are noticed. A close examination of the projection 
matrix and quantitative criteria based on rank estimations coud help to decide whether the inverse problem 
is well conditioned or not. Hybrid techniques can finally be imagined by mixing together a sensitivity 
technique and the multiple modes scaling, in order to guarantee the best robustness as possible. 
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Abstract
The presented paper compares different excitation approaches to identify which might be the best way to
carry out an Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) on a combustion engine. This ist done by using a simple
engine model consisting of steelplates and rubber mounts. The model represents the rigid body modes and
the first elastic modes of an engine (including an attachment part) as used in a real passenger car. To generate
different forms of vibration input, a shaker is used as source of excitation. Beside excitation techniques using
varying input frequencies (i. e. changing rotational speeds), an approach using a single frequency combined
with response filtering will be studied. Furthermore, the operating structure under test should be excited by
randomly tapping it. All findings are compared to the results achieved by a traditional Experimental Modal
Analysis (EMA) performed on the engine model.

1 Introduction

As part of the powertrain of a vehicle, combustion engines are well studied concerning vibration effects and
emission of sound. Examinations in this field are normally done using the Finite Element Method whereas
the used models are updated by means of measured modal parameters. In most cases, due to difficulties
performing an EMA on a hot engine, the numerical models are fitted to the structural behavior of the cold
engine only. Because of the fact that an artificial excitation of the structure under test is not needed in OMA,
this might be an approach to gather the structural properties of hot engines needed for an enhanced model.

Although the algorithms used in OMA require a flat input spectrum, an excitation by rotating engine parts
is possible. This is shown in various approaches used and presented in literature by different researchers,
e. g. single run-up, single run-down, multiple run-ups and -downs with different change rates etc [1]. All
of these generate a certain form of harmonic signal which seems to be in conflict with the abovementioned
input requirement, but still lead to useable results.

In chapter 2, the used engine model is described and test setup and results of the EMA used as first reference
are presented. Chapter 3 lists the parameters of the OMA measurement process as well as informations about
the different excitations used and the results achieved by them. This results are compared and discussed in
chapter 4, where also a lookout to future work is given.

2 Engine model

The model of the engine consists of a steel block weighing 82 kg supported by five rubber mounts. The
stiffness and the placement of this mounts are chosen in a way that the rigid body modes are located in the
same frequency range as in a real car. In the same way, the size of a steelbeam (50 x 20 x 300 mm) is chosen
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Figure 1: engine model
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Figure 2: geometry mesh (blue solid lines and dots: EMA, red dashed lines and crosses: OMA)

to fit its first bending mode to the eigenfrequency measured on a real precatalytic converter. The whole
model is depicted in Fig. 1.

As a reference to the operational modal analysis described later, a classical EMA has been performed. A
impulse hammer (mass of head 160 g) has been used to excite the structure under test at one point in all three
directions. The responses of the structure have been measured with triaxial accelerometers (sensitivity about
10 mV

m/s2 ) in all three directions at 18 different points. The mesh of measurement points is shown in Fig. 2
where the excitation point for the impact tests can be found at the lower left corner of the model.

The frequency response functions (FRFs) for the EMA are gathered using a sample frequency of 1024 Hz and
consistet of 4096 spectral lines so that a frequency resolution of 0.25 Hz has been achieved. A force window
and an exponential window have been applied to the time series of excitation and response, respectively.

By a multiple input Least Squares Complex Exponential method [2], the six modes listed in Table 1 have
been found. A MAC comparison of this modes show, that none of the found modes are equal in form but
different in frequency (see Table 2). This states that measuring at the chosen points has been sufficiently
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to find a model describing the structure as well as needed. Looking at the mode shapes (Fig. 3 to Fig. 8)
and on the rigid body correlations listet also in Table 1, one can find that there a four rigid body modes and
two elastic modes, so two rigid body modes have not been found. The fact that the rigid body correlation of
modes five and six are relatively high might be explained by the fact that elastic mode is just affecting the
beam and not the hole structure (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

3 Operational Modal Analysis

After describing the reference measurements made by means of EMA in the chapter before, the actual chap-
ter deals with OMA carried out on time data gathered with different excitation techniques. For all of the
analyses, the recording parameters have been the same. As discribed by Gross and Martyn in [3], a record-
ing time of 500 times the period of the lowest frequency of interest should be used. The lowest eigenmode
ecountered in the EMA took place at a frequency of 17.21 Hz. Expecting some shift in the eigenfrequencies
in an OMA and thinking of the two rigid body modes that have not been found in the EMA, 8 Hz, which is
about half of the frequency mentioned can be excepted as lower frequency limit. Choosing this frequency,
the needed recording time is 62.5 sec. As sampling frequency, 2048 Hz has been chosen, which is more then
four times the eigenfrequency of the highest eigenmode found in the EMA.

Because the amount of data to be measured is way bigger in OMA, the number of measurement points has
been reduced from 18 to four. This points are chosen that way that all eigenmodes found in the EMA could
be separated. These points are shown together with the measurement mesh for the EMA in Fig. 2.

All OMAs have been carried out using an EFDD algorithm [4] [5] implemented in the commercial software
ARTeMIS. Neither decimation nor offline filtering has been used in any case, just the MAC-rejection level
has been lowered during peak-picking at the modes where a level of 0.8 was insufficent.

3.1 Tapping

As first excitation for the OMA, tapping the structure with a hammer has been chosen. The tapping differt in
frequency, level and place over the whole recording time. The modes extracted from the time recordings are
listet in Table 3.

It can be seen that by using OMA, two more modes can be found then in the EMA. Comparing the frequen-
cies, one sees that the last six modes of the OMA nearly fit the frequencies of the modes found in EMA.
Just for the first two OMA modes, there is not counterpart in the EMA. A MAC comparison including the
common measurement points of the six EMA and the eight OMA modes is listet in Table 4. There, the above
mention assumption is confirmed: The last OMA modes fit the EMA very well, whereas the two extra modes
measured in the OMA have not been found in the EMA. This two new modes are depicted in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10 where it can be seen that these are the two rigid body modes missing before.

Comparing the modes belonging together (Table 5), it can be seen that there are some differences in fre-
quency and damping. The shift in the frequencies of the bending modes (approx. 170 Hz and approx. 402
Hz) can be explained as follows: during the use of the engine model in another project, it has been necessary
to couple a shaker to the upper end of the beam. This was done using an adhesive mount, which stayed
on the beam even though the shaker was put away. The mount has not been there during the EMA, so this
additional mass cause the frequencies extracted by OMA to be lower then the EMA frequencies.

Looking at the damping, one sees that for five of six modes, the damping values are clearly higher on the
OMA modes. Unlike with the frequency shifts mentioned before, there is no possibility to explain this fact
by changes affecting the model. The only thing that can be mentioned so far is, that the overestimation of
the damping values by OMA is known in literature [6], even though there has no reason be found yet.
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mode no. frequency [Hz] damping [%] rigid body corr. [%] description
EMA 1 17.21 2.13 80.0 rigid body mode around Z
EMA 2 23.51 2.49 88.2 rigid body mode in Z
EMA 3 31.95 2.78 90.4 rigid body mode around X
EMA 4 33.46 2.53 91.3 rigid body mode around Y
EMA 5 173.42 0.19 63.6 1st bending mode beam in X
EMA 6 404.88 0.21 69.9 1st bending mode beam in Y

Table 1: modes from EMA

mode no. EMA 1 EMA 2 EMA 3 EMA 4 EMA 5 EMA 6
frequency [Hz] 17.21 23.51 31.95 33.46 173.42 404.87

EMA 1 17.21 100.0
EMA 2 23.51 0.3 100.0
EMA 3 31.95 5.3 15.7 100.0
EMA 4 33.46 0.5 20.6 26.5 100.0
EMA 5 173.42 0.2 0.3 3.3 34.8 100.0
EMA 6 404.87 10.8 3.7 49.3 5.8 0.0 100.0

Table 2: autoMAC from EMA
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Figure 3: mode EMA 1
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Figure 4: mode EMA 2
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Figure 5: mode EMA 3
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Figure 6: mode EMA 4
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Figure 7: mode EMA 5
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Figure 8: mode EMA 6

mode no. frequency [Hz] damping [%] description MAC-rejection level
tapp. 1 11.06 6.48 rigid body mode in Y 0.8
tapp. 2 15.20 5.70 rigid body mode in X 0.5
tapp. 3 17.46 4.38 rigid body mode around Z 0.8
tapp. 4 23.54 4.88 rigid body mode in Z 0.8
tapp. 5 32.65 3.89 rigid body mode around X 0.58
tapp. 6 33.94 2.49 rigid body mode around Y 0.66
tapp. 7 171.10 0.56 1st bending mode in X 0.8
tapp. 8 401.90 0.33 1st bending mode in Y 0.8

Table 3: modes from OMA with tapping excitation

Because of the fact that the largest set of modes is found in the OMA executed on the recordings of the
tapping excitation, this last analysis should be used as reference for the following OMAs done on recordings
of vibrations excited by singal forms more engine-like.

3.2 White noise

Having defined the OMA on the tapping recordings as a full reference, the following chapters deal with
forms of excitation that are getting more and more like the excitations encountered in an engine. The first
change is, that from now on, a shaker is used to excite the structure (see Fig. 1). Because this shaker ist
mounted to one single point of the structure, the request for multi point excitation typical for OMA is not
satisfied in this experiments. Measuring reponses on a real engine, a multi point excitation would be the case
because of the different bearings of the crankshaft, the different cylinders etc.

The first excitation signal used has been a white noise over the hole frequency band of the analysis. To
classify the results, the extracted modes are compared to the tapping modes by a MAC comparison listet in
Table 6. In this and in the following MAC tables, the modes fitting each other in frequency and modeshape
are marked by printing the MAC values bold. The modes tapp. 2 and tapp. 6 to tapp 8. have been found
clearly, tapp. 4 and tapp. 5 have just been found in a poor condition. The modes tapp. 1 and tapp. 3 have not
been found.
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mode no. tapp. 1 tapp. 2 tapp. 3 tapp. 4 tapp. 5 tapp. 6 tapp. 7 tapp. 8
freq. [Hz] 11.06 15.2 17.46 23.54 32.65 33.94 171.10 401.90

EMA 1 17.21 38.1 9.3 93.4 0.2 36.53 1.9 2.6 33.2
EMA 2 23.52 3.3 3.3 2.6 95.1 8.1 31.1 0.7 4.9
EMA 3 31.96 5.7 1.5 36.8 11.6 69.1 19.2 6.0 83.9
EMA 4 33.47 6.5 36.2 9.2 31.8 40.7 84.1 48.6 5.2
EMA 5 173.40 0.1 45.4 3.1 2.2 13.4 51.2 99.9 0.0
EMA 6 404.90 45.5 5.4 41.2 6.6 68.2 7.0 0.1 99.6

Table 4: autoMAC from EMA
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Figure 9: OMA mode no. 1
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Figure 10: OMA mode no. 2

3.3 Sinus out of measurement range

The idea of the next excitation is, that in an engine running at a fixed rotational speed, the vibration excited
by the main orders of this rotational speed will dominate all other frequency bands. Because of this, the
measurement equiptment has to ranged to this highest levels and will not be able to record the lower vibra-
tions levels at the frequencies between the excited orders. This last point would be desireable, because this
vibrations represent the system behaviour. The idea is to get rid of the main order vibrations by filtering the
time signals prior to recording so that the lower vibrations in the remaining frequencies might be recorded
well enough. To test his approach, a sinusodial excitation of 30 Hz has been used in combination with a
highpass filter of 75 Hz. The modes extracted from the time recordings gathered this way are listet in Table
7. It can be seen, that the idea worked out for the two highest modes which are found very precisely, but
in performing this test, it’s drawbacks have become clear: to do such a test properly, a big number of band
rejection filters is needed, because the filtering could not be done offline. Because the needed number of
filters has not been available, the test has been carried out with a highpass filter cutting out a big band of
frequenies one has been interested in. Although, it should be kept in mind that in a real engine, more then
one order is dominant, so one would need more then one band rejection filter per measurement channel.

3.4 Different engine run-ups

As last excitation signal, a engine-like mix of three sinusodial singals has been created and swept over certain
frequencies to simulate an engine run-up. The signal consistet of a fundamental wave (1st engine order), it’s
1st harmonic (2nd order) and it’s 4th harmonic (5th order). The phase of the 2nd and the 5th order have been
shiftet by 90◦ and 60◦, respectivly. The amplitudes of all single waves have been the same.
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mode no. freq. freq. mode no.
damp. damp.

17.21 Hz 17.46 HzEMA 1
2.13% 4.38%

tapp. 3

23.51 Hz 23.54 HzEMA 2
2.49 % 4.89%

tapp. 4

31.95 Hz 32.65 HzEMA 3
2.78 % 3.89%

tapp. 5

33.46 Hz 33.94 HzEMA 4
2.53 % 2.49%

tapp. 6

173.42 Hz 171.10 HzEMA 5
0.19 % 0.56%

tapp. 7

404.88 Hz 401.90 HzEMA 6
0.21 % 0.33%

tapp. 8

Table 5: EMA-OMA comparison of frequencies and damping

mode no. rand. 1 rand. 2 rand. 3 rand. 4 rand. 5 rand. 6
freq. [Hz] 15.43 24.23 32.4 33.59 171.30 400.60

damp. [%] 5.15 3.52 2.27 3.81 0.40 0.28
tapp. 1 11.06 6.48 0.2 96.7 62.3 1.8 0.0 46.3
tapp. 2 15.20 5.70 95.2 30.5 5.0 44.3 44.4 5.8
tapp. 3 17.46 4.38 5.4 2.8 45.3 5.3 2.5 44.5
tapp. 4 23.54 4.88 5.7 78.7 1.2 33.0 1.7 5.1
tapp. 5 32.65 3.89 9.2 13.2 64.4 29.1 11.3 72.5
tapp. 6 33.94 2.49 46.5 60.3 8.3 92.0 48.5 4.4
tapp. 7 171.10 0.56 45.4 20.7 1.9 53.7 99.9 0.2
tapp. 8 401.90 0.33 0.2 1.2 88.4 0.6 0.0 99.6

Table 6: MAC comparison between tapping and random

This signal has been swept over a range of 10 to 100 repetitions per sec., so an frequency band of 10 Hz to
500 Hz has been excited. This sweeping has been done using different durations and numbers of repetition.

For the first recordings, a sweeping time of six sec. has been chosen and the sweep has been repeated over
and over again. So at least, ten full sweeps took place in one recording. The extracted modes are listed and
compared to the modes extracted from the tapping excitation in Table 8. It can be seen that only six of the
eight known modes could be found plus one additional mode. This mode was extracted with a eigenfrequency
of 22.79 Hz witch is near the eigenfrequency of the mode tapp. 4 (23.54 Hz), but the modeshape does not fit
this mode.

For the second test, the sweeps with a duration of 20 sec. have been repeated three time during the recording.
With this excitation, all modes extracted from the tapping recordings could be found (Table 9).

As the last type of sweep, one single sweep enduring the hole recording time was used. With this excitation,
all but the lowest tapping mode could be found (Table 10).
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mode no. sinOB 1 sinOB 2
freq. [Hz] 171.50 400.70

damp. [%] 0.45 0.33
tapp. 1 11.06 6.48 0.0 46.2
tapp. 2 15.20 5.70 44.0 6.7
tapp. 3 17.46 4.38 2.5 44.0
tapp. 4 23.54 4.88 1.7 4.8
tapp. 5 32.65 3.86 11.5 72.1
tapp. 6 33.94 2.49 48.9 4.5
tapp. 7 171.10 0.56 99.9 0.5
tapp. 8 401.90 0.33 0.0 99.5

Table 7: MAC comparison between tapping and sine out of band

mode no. sw06 1 sw06 2 sw06 3 sw06 4 sw06 5 sw06 6 sw06 7
freq.
[Hz]

14.76 22.79 23.75 31.38 32.45 171.10 400.30

damp.
[%]

6.56 3.97 4.83 2.84 4.51 0.37 0.27

tapp. 1 11.01 6.48 0.24 5.91 1.19 62.61 1.70 0.03 46.16
tapp. 2 15.02 5.70 95.07 57.86 31.61 6.35 42.62 43.99 6.88
tapp. 3 17.46 4.38 5.98 16.32 3.04 46.17 4.63 2.51 43.62
tapp. 4 23.54 4.89 8.30 11.75 76.48 1.49 32.24 1.70 5.02
tapp. 5 32.65 3.89 9.77 26.17 13.40 67.25 28.53 11.46 70.41
tapp. 6 33.94 2.49 48.85 41.94 59.65 7.67 92.15 48.57 5.48
tapp. 7 171.10 0.56 44.47 49.91 21.77 1.58 54.05 99.89 0.47
tapp. 8 401.90 0.33 0.22 6.20 2.16 90.42 0.71 0.01 99.48

Table 8: MAC comparison between tapping and sweep (6 sec.)

mode no. sw20 1 sw20 2 sw20 3 sw20 4 sw20 5 sw20 6 sw20 7 sw20 8
freq.
[Hz]

10.53 14.76 16.34 23.36 31.30 32.40 170.90 400.10

damp.
[%]

6.55 6.70 4.16 3.81 2.84 4.56 0.43 0.19

tapp. 1 11.01 6.48 83.98 0.20 38.09 1.38 62.33 1.67 0.03 46.17
tapp. 2 15.02 5.70 14.00 95.35 3.82 31.23 6.21 42.16 43.99 6.99
tapp. 3 17.46 4.38 50.68 5.58 76.81 3.26 45.66 4.56 2.51 43.40
tapp. 4 23.54 4.89 2.39 8.12 2.16 75.59 2.03 31.27 1.70 4.90
tapp. 5 32.65 3.89 73.05 9.24 35.20 13.50 67.26 28.56 11.47 70.69
tapp. 6 33.94 2.49 1.86 49.21 5.55 57.48 8.05 92.01 48.57 5.34
tapp. 7 171.10 0.56 4.99 44.83 2.85 21.69 1.60 54.45 99.89 0.47
tapp. 8 401.90 0.33 50.01 0.33 42.22 2.46 91.04 0.69 0.01 99.49

Table 9: MAC comparison between tapping and sweep (20 sec.)
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mode no. sw60 1 sw60 2 sw60 3 sw60 4 sw60 5 sw60 6 sw60 7
freq.
[Hz]

14.65 16.34 23.35 31.16 32.34 170.7 400.1

damp.
[%]

10.92 4.12 3.53 2.57 4.33 0.43 0.17

tapp. 1 11.01 6.48 1.046 36.93 1.33 62.45 1.634 0.02876 46.16
tapp. 2 15.02 5.70 90.74 3.433 32.5 6.069 42.12 43.99 6.991
tapp. 3 17.46 4.38 7.008 76.71 3.327 45.44 4.525 2.509 43.3
tapp. 4 23.54 4.88 9.134 2.653 74.83 2.284 31.12 1.695 4.89
tapp. 5 32.65 3.89 13.94 33.75 13.95 67.57 28.48 11.46 70.56
tapp. 6 33.94 2.49 49.37 5.511 59.36 8.02 92.03 48.54 5.413
tapp. 7 171.10 0.56 45.21 3.058 22.62 1.648 54.55 99.89 0.4779
tapp. 8 401.90 0.33 0.2546 38.69 2.269 91.04 0.6666 0.005288 99.5

Table 10: MAC comparison between tapping and sweep (60 sec.)

4 Conclusions

In the presented article, a study about different forms of engine excitations for Operational Modal Analy-
sis (OMA) is described. This study is carried out on laboratory structure having an engine like vibration
behaviour. As first reference, an Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is carried out followed by an OMA
using randomly tapping the structure as excitation. Due to the fact that this first OMA leads to better results
then the EMA, it has been chosen to be the new reference for the further excitations. The excitations ap-
plied to the model by a shaker have been: white noise, fixed frequency sinus (representing a fixed rotational
speed) in combination with highpass filters and a mixed engine like signal being swept over a frequency
range (representing different run-ups).

Even though the tapping excitation produced the best results, it is not applicable for an OMA performed on
an engine, because one is interested in the modes exciteted by the engines working process itself. The best
excitation found for this purpose has been a run-up lasting over one third of the recording time and being
repeated three times.

In further studies, the approach using a single frequency in combination with band rejection filters should
be studied again using real band rejection filters instead of high pass filters as done here. Also, the found
excitation form should be used for OMA measurements on a real engine.
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Abstract 
Operational Modal Analysis was originally invented for vibration analysis on civil engineering structures 
exposed to ambient excitation being purely stochastic and broadband in nature. When performing 
Operational Modal Analysis on civil or mechanical engineering structures with dominating rotating parts, 
the original algorithms are often inadequate in providing accurate results due to deterministic excitation. 
This paper describes recently developed algorithms allowing Operational Modal Analysis to be performed 
on structures, where a significant part of the vibration is originating from the rotating parts. This includes 
Fast Kurtosis Checking, Enhanced Kurtosis Checking and the Curve-fitting Frequency Domain 
Decomposition technique. In addition, practical measurement considerations concerning dynamic range 
and time recording length are discussed. 
The applicability of the algorithms is assessed for cases within civil and mechanical engineering. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
The algorithms used in Operational Modal Analysis assume that the input forces to the structure under test 
are stochastic in nature. However, the excitation often consist of strong harmonic components 
(deterministic signals) superimposed on the stochastic broadband excitation. As the input forces are not 
measured in Operational Modal Analysis, attention must be paid to identify and separate the harmonic 
components from the structural modes and to reduce their influence on the extracted modal parameters. As 
described in Jacobsen [1], the consequences of having stochastic signals superimposed by harmonic 
components can be quite severe and can significantly bias the modal parameters obtained or even prohibit 
the extraction of the structural modes. 
In Jacobsen [1] various easy-to-use methods for identifying harmonic components and structural modes 
were also investigated. This included the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD), Visual Mode Shape Comparison, Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC), Stabilization 
Diagram and Probability Density Functions (PDFs). Despite being very powerful in the cases of well-
separated structural modes and harmonic components, the methods were not very suitable for a robust 
automated method for separating closely-coupled structural modes and harmonic components. 
In Jacobsen et al. [2] a robust automated harmonic indicator based on kurtosis calculations was 
introduced. Harmonic components were suppressed by linear interpolation in the Single-Degree-Of-
Freedom (SDOF) functions of the Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) technique, i.e. 
without using potentially destructive filtering. The method gave good results but could be optimized for 
computational efficiency and accuracy for harmonic components located exactly at the natural 
frequencies.  
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This paper presents a significantly faster version of the harmonic indicator called Fast Kurtosis Checking. 
Instead of checking the responses in every measurement channel at all frequencies, only selected channels 
and frequencies are investigated. Having detected the harmonic components, their influence are 
significantly reduced by applying a Curve-fitting Frequency Domain Decomposition (CFDD) technique 
giving a more accurate estimation of the natural frequencies and damping ratios than the EFDD technique. 
The applicability of the new combined approach is discussed and applied to two real cases within 
mechanical engineering and civil engineering – a ship structure and a gravity dam. 
Furthermore, practical measurement considerations concerning dynamic range and time recording length 
are discussed.  
 
 
2 Identification of Harmonic Components 
 
2.1 Extended Kurtosis Checking 
 
In Jacobsen et al. [2] an Extended Kurtosis Checking method was described and shown to be a robust 
harmonic indicator. It was based on various applications of kurtosis calculations. The kurtosis γ of a 
stochastic variable x provides a measure of how peaked the probability density function of x is. The 
kurtosis is defined as the fourth central moment of the stochastic variable normalized with respect to the 
standard deviation σ: 

 

( ) ( )[ ]
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4

,
σ

µσµγ −
=

xEx        (1) 

 
where µ is the mean value of x and E is denoting the expectation value. 
 
The output of the Extended Kurtosis Checking method is a frequency dependent Harmonic Indicator Hj 
returning the value 1 in case of a harmonic component and otherwise 0. The steps in the automated 
Extended Kurtosis Checking method are roughly as follows: 
 
1. Each measurement channel yi is normalized to zero mean and unit variance. 
2. For all frequencies fj  a narrow bandpass filtering of yi around fj is performed. 

3. The Kurtosis γj,i for the filtered signal yi around fj  is calculated. 

4. For each frequency fj, the mean of the Kurtosis γj is calculated across all the measurement channels. 
5. The median m of the Kurtosis of all frequencies is calculated. If the signal is purely Gaussian 

distributed this robust measure for the mean will theoretically be 3. 

6. For each frequency fj the deviation of the Kurtosis γj from the median m is calculated. For large 
deviations, the signals at fj can be characterized as outliers and must be excluded in the estimation of 
the SDOF functions. Hence the harmonic indicator Hj is set equal to 1. Otherwise Hj is set equal to 0. 

7. The harmonic indicator Hj is automatically plotted as vertical lines in the SVD plot of the response 
spectral density matrix. 

 
Figure 1 shows the result of the Extended Kurtosis Check method applied to the responses of an aluminum 
plate structure excited with randomly spaced broadband stochastic excitation and a single-point sinusoidal 
signal at 374 Hz with 2nd and 4th harmonics at 748 Hz and 1496 Hz, respectively. The harmonic 
components are clearly found and indicated as vertical lines. 
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Figure 1. Indication of structural modes and harmonic components in the SVD plot with 6 projection 

channels. Harmonic components at 374 Hz, 748 Hz and 1496 Hz (vertical green lines). 
 
 
2.2 Fast Kurtosis Checking 
 
The Extended Kurtosis Checking method is computational intensive in case of many frequency lines and 
measurement channels. In Andersen et al. [3] an improved method called Fast Kurtosis Checking was 
proposed using fewer measurement channels and frequency lines. 
 
2.2.1 Reducing the Number of Measurement Channels 
 

The spectral density matrix Gyy(f) of the measured responses typically consist of many more rows and 
columns than there are structural modes. Many of the rows and columns are linear dependent resulting in a 
rank deficiency of the spectral matrix Gyy(f). Consequently it is not necessary to include all of the 
measurement channels (ny) in the harmonic indicator algorithm. The subset to be used is called the 
projection channels and the number of projection channels is denoted np. Selection of the projection 
channels is based on calculating the correlation coefficients Cij between the measurement channels y(t): 
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The projection channels are automatically found using the following procedure: 
1a. If the test is performed in multiple data sets, the reference channels are used as projection channels. 

These channels correlate most with the other channels, since they are present in all data sets 
1b. If the test is performed in a single data set the channel i that correlates most with the other channels 

is used. This channel most likely contains maximum physical information. Channel i is found, 
where the function Wi  is at maximum: 
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 , n:  number of measurement channels   (3) 

 
2. Find the channel that correlates the least with all previous found projection channels. This channel 

will most likely bring most new information 
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3.  Discard channel if too low correlation as it might be due to faulty or incorrectly mounted transducer 
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 until all required projection channels are found 
 
The number of projection channels required can be found by applying the Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD) technique to the spectral densities matrices Gyp(f): 

 
)( fGUSV yp

H =                     (4) 
 
where index y indicate the measurement vector y(t) and p the projection channel. The matrices Gyp(f) and S 
both have dimension ny × np. S is a diagonal matrix consisting of np singular values. 
By plotting the singular values at every frequency for all projection channels, all modes will be revealed. 
If the lower curve approximates a horizontal line over the frequency range of interest, and the other curves 
show good mode separation, then the number of projection channels is optimal as additional projection 
channels will not add any new information. Otherwise more or less projection channels should be used. 
Figure 2 shows the aluminum plate example from Figure 1 without sinusoidal excitation. Too many 
channels have clearly been selected as projection channels. Figure 3 shows a more appropriate choice. 
 

 
Figure 2. Example with 16 projection channels resulting in 16 singular value curves. All the lower curves 

are basically horizontal indicating a substantial amount of redundant information at all frequencies. 
 

 
Figure 3. Example with 6 projection channels. The lowest singular value curve is basically horizontal and 

well attenuated indicating that 6 measurement channels practically contain all the system dynamics. 
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2.2.2 Reducing the Number of Frequencies 
 
The upper curve in a plot of the singular values of the response spectral density matrix will for a structure 
excited with purely stochastic excitation have peaks at the natural frequencies indicating high singular 
values. If all the modes are well-separated, there will only be one dominating mode at each peak and 
consequently the other curves will be significantly lower and less peaked. In case of closely-coupled 
modes or repeated roots, peaks will appear on the next lower curves as well. The number of curves with 
significant peaks equals the number of closely-coupled modes or repeated roots. E.g. two modes at the 
same frequency will result in two large singular values at that frequency.  
In case of strong harmonic excitation of the structure, narrow peaks will be found in multiple of the 
singular value curves at the harmonic excitation frequencies. In Figure 1 the natural frequency of the first 
bending mode appears at 354 Hz and only the first singular value is significant at this frequency. 
However, at the deterministic excitation at 374 Hz, 748 Hz (2nd harmonic) and 1496 Hz (4th harmonic), a 
distinct narrow peak appears in several of the singular value curves. 
If an abrupt change happens at the same frequency in at least two singular value curves, then we have 
detected a potential harmonic component that should subsequently be tested using the kurtosis check 
method described in Chapter 2.1. In this way it is possible to significantly reduce the number of 
frequencies to be checked.  
For a matrix S of positive singular values with dimension (np, ns) where np is the number of projection 
channels and  ns the number of discrete frequencies: 
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we can construct the following normalized matrix X with dimension (np, ns): 
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where i is the singular value index, j the discrete frequency index and k is a small number, say 2-5. 
 
If the median of the values si,j-k to si,j+k is equal to the value si,j then xi,j is 0. Otherwise xi,j will be a non-
zero value. Since the sequence is normalized using the median that is robust towards outliers, the result is 
that xi,j will have significant values at indices corresponding to where the singular value curves have 
significant but narrow peaks. 
The method used here is called Fast Kurtosis Checking and contains the following steps: 
1. Construct the matrix X by calculating the elements xi,j for i = 1 to np and j = 1 to ns. 
2. Calculate the sampled standard deviations of the np sequences {xi,1  … xi,ns}. 
3. Check if the xi,j elements exceed a certain threshold of say 2-3 times the standard deviation. 
4. For those indices j, where more than one of the np sequences {xi,1  … xi,ns} exceed the threshold, 

potential harmonic components have been detected at the j positions. 
5. Apply the kurtosis check method described in Chapter 2.1 at the j positions. 
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For the aluminum plate example shown in Figure 1, only the frequencies 28 Hz, 372 Hz, 374 Hz, 376 Hz, 
746 Hz, 748 Hz and 1496 Hz were indicated as potential harmonic components. The method consequently 
resulted in checking only 7 instead of 1024 frequencies. The kurtosis check method from Chapter 2.1 then 
subsequently identified only the frequencies 374 Hz, 748 Hz and 1496 Hz as harmonic components. 
 
 
3 Removing the Influence of the Harmonic Components 
 
3.1 The Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition Technique 
 
The original EFDD technique has been described in a series of papers, see e.g. Gade et al. [4]. The EFDD 
technique rely on a decomposition of the spectrum of the measured response defined as: 
 

)()()()( fHfGfHfG H
xxyy =                        (7) 

 
where Gyy(f), Gxx(f) and H(f) are the spectra of the measured response, the unknown excitation and the 
Frequency Response Function (FRF), respectively. The key step in the EFDD technique is to perform a 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of Gyy(f) at the discrete frequencies f = fi: 
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Assuming no repeated roots, the rank of Gyy(fn) is approximately 1 at the natural frequency f = fn: 
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This indicates that at the natural frequency the spectrum is approximately equal to the space spanned by 
the 1st singular vector multiplied by the 1st singular value. As documented in e.g. Brincker et al. [5] the 
vector un1 approximates the mode shape of the mode with natural frequency fn.  
In the vicinity of the natural frequency the singular vectors have a high MAC value with ui1 enabling us to 
establish a Single-Degree-Of-Freedom (SDOF) spectral density function S(f) for the specific mode. This 
SDOF function is transformed to the time domain yielding an auto-correlation function from where the 
natural frequency is obtained by determining the number of zero-crossings as a function of time using a 
simple least-squares fit. The damping ratio is obtained from the logarithmic decrement of the auto-
correlation function again using a simple least-squares fit. 
 

3.2 The Curve-Fitting Frequency Domain Decomposition Technique 
 
The Curve-fitting Frequency Domain Decomposition (CFDD) technique is a novel alternative approach 
utilizing curve-fitting of S(f) directly in the frequency domain. The main benefit is a more accurate 
estimation of the natural frequencies and damping ratios in the presence of deterministic excitation 
(harmonic components). The mode shapes are found as in the original EFDD technique. 
In Equation (7) the spectral density was defined in terms of the FRF. The FRF for a SDOF system can be 
expressed in polynomial form as (see Ljung [6]): 
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From the roots of A(f) the natural frequency and the damping ratio can be extracted. 
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Assuming the unknown excitation Gxx(f) in Equation (7) can be approximated by broad-banded white 
noise with constant spectrum Gxx(f) = Gxx, the SDOF spectrum S(f) becomes proportional to the product 
H(f)HH(f), indicating that the polynomial order of S(f) is twice the order of H(f). 
To fit H(f) instead of the product H(f)HH(f) the full-power spectrum S(f) is transformed to a positive half-
power spectrum P(f). P(f) is obtained from S(f) by calculating the respective correlation function obtained 
by inverse Fourier transformation. The negative lags part of the correlation functions is set to zero and P(f) 
is obtained by forward Fourier transformation. 
 
3.2.1 The Curve-Fitting Algorithm 
 
The first step of the curve-fitting algorithm is to calculate the positive half-power spectrum P(f). Based on 
this and the formulation of H(f) in Equation (10) we can set up the following relation: 
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which can be rearranged so the unknown polynomial parameters are isolated: 
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Given the spectral estimates P(fi) for all discrete frequencies fi, i = 0 to ν, where ν is the index of the 
Nyquist frequency, Equation (12) makes it possible to formulate the following regression problem: 
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To assure that the parameters of θ will be estimated as real valued parameters, a regression problem of 
double size is formulated and a solution using matrix pseudo-inversion is found: 
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The natural frequency and damping estimates are obtained from the roots of A(f) in (10) and the mode 
shapes from a weighted sum of singular vectors as in the original EFDD technique. 
 
3.2.2 The Curve-Fitting Algorithm in the Presence of Harmonic Components 
 
To apply the curve-fitting algorithm on responses containing harmonic components, the harmonic 
components first have to be removed. In Jacobsen et al. [2], an approach was used where the removal was 
done by linear interpolation in the SVD plot. This is shown for the aluminum plate example in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Removal of harmonic component in the SVD plot using linear interpolation. 

Structural mode at 354 Hz. Harmonic component at 374 Hz. 
 
The method gave good results but the accuracy could be improved when a harmonic component was 
located exactly at or very close to the natural frequency of a structural mode. In these cases the estimation 
of the natural frequency would be biased and the damping ratio would be overestimated – the peak of the 
SDOF function was slightly cut off due to the linear interpolation. 
When subsequently curve-fitting is used the limitation of the linear interpolation is less critical. 
Consequently the linear interpolation method has been applied in the initial implementation of the CFDD 
technique. However, a least-squares fit approach is currently being investigated, where extrapolation is 
made from singular values at both sides of the harmonic component.  
Figure 5 shows for the aluminum plate example the CFDD curve-fitter on the interpolated SDOF function. 
 

 
Figure 5. Removal of harmonic component in the SVD plot using first linear interpolation (red graph) and 

then the CFFD curve-fitter (blue graph). Structural mode and harmonic component both at 354 Hz. 
 
 
4 Applications Examples 
 
The responses of mechanical engineering structures like aircraft, helicopters, vehicles, ships, engines, 
generators, turbines, compressors, white goods, disk drives, power tools etc. are often quite complex. They 
are typically a combination of harmonic components originating from the rotating and reciprocating parts 
and broadband components originating from either self-generated vibrations from, for example, bearings 
and combustions or from ambient excitations like air turbulence and road vibrations. 
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Though civil engineering constructions like buildings, towers, bridges and offshore structures are mainly 
exposed to broadband ambient excitation from wind, waves, traffic or seismic micro-tremors, harmonic 
excitation from, for example, ventilation systems, turbines and generators are often present as well. 
In the following two examples are shown - a ship structure and a gravity dam. 
 

4.1 Ship Structure 
 
In this example, the measurements described in Rosenow et al. [7] are analyzed with the Fast Kurtosis 
Checking method and the CFDD technique. The measurements were done by Sven-Erik Rosenow, 
Santiago Uhlenbrock and Günther Schlottmann from University of Rostock, Germany. 
The structure, which is shown in Figure 6, is a roll-on roll-off ship from Flensburg shipyard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6. Investigated object, roll-on roll-off ship at the Flensburg shipyard and ship data. 
 
An in-operation test of the ship was carried out in a single data set using 16 channels. The measurement 
time was 5400 s (90 min) with a sampling frequency of 128 Hz. The number of projection channels was 
set to 6. The harmonic detection described in Chapter 2.2 was applied using k = 2 in Equation (6). The 
threshold used in step 3 of the algorithm was set to 2 times the standard deviation of the sequence Xi,j. 
In Figure 7 the result of the harmonic detection is shown. The main engine introduces excitation forces 
into the ship structure at all frequencies that are whole multiples of its rotational frequency (two-stroke 
engine). In this specific test, the rotational frequency was 2.05 Hz. From the propeller, main excitation 
forces are transmitted into the ship in form of pressure pulses acting on the ship’s hull. The propeller blade 
frequencies are multiples of 8.20 Hz (4-bladed propeller). All harmonic components at 2.05 Hz interval 
have clearly been detected. The first harmonic component resulting from the first excitation order of the 
main engine is very close to the second structural mode.  
 

 
 

Figure 7. Harmonic components with 2.05 Hz interval are clearly detected. 
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In Figure 8, the CFDD curve-fitter is shown on the second structural mode after prior linear interpolation 
in the SDOF function. The harmonic component is clearly eliminated and the second structural mode 
properly extracted. 
 

 
Figure 8. Removal of harmonic component in the SVD plot using first linear interpolation (red graph) and 

then CFFD curve-fitting (blue graph). Structural mode at 2.03 Hz. Harmonic component at 2.05 Hz. 
 
 
4.2 Gravity Dam 
 
This example is from Andersen et al. [3]. The measurements were done by Carlos Ventura, University of 
British Columbia, Canada. The structure, which is shown in Figure 9, is a gravity dam of dimensions 58 m 
high and 130 m long. It was built in 1930. 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9. The gravity dam seen from low (left) and high (right) water levels. 
 
An ambient vibration test was conducted in 20 data sets each with 8 channels. 3 reference DOFs were 
used. The measurement time was 819 s with a sampling frequency of 80 Hz. As one of the transducers 
was faulty in one of the data sets, the number of projection channels used in the analysis was set to 7. The 
harmonic detection described in Chapter 2.2 was applied using k = 2 in Equation (6). The threshold used 
in step 3 of the algorithm was set to 2 times the standard deviation of the sequence Xi,j. 
In Figure 10 the result of the harmonic detection is shown. Due to the turbines running, the measurements 
are affected by harmonic components at every 2 Hz. All harmonic components at 2 Hz interval have been 
detected. The algorithm has incorrectly detected two harmonic components at 19.5 Hz and 39 Hz, 
respectively. Taking the scatter of the SVD spectrum from the poor signal-to-noise ratio into account, it is 
a quite satisfactory result. 
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Figure 10. Harmonic components with 2 Hz interval are clearly detected. The algorithm has incorrectly 

detected harmonic components at 19.5 Hz and 39 Hz due to poor signal-to-noise ratio. 
 
 
5. Other Measurement Considerations 
 
Detection and suppression of harmonic components is vital, when performing Operational Modal Analysis 
on structures with rotating parts. But other measurement considerations need special attention as well. 
This includes dynamic range and time recording length considerations. 
 

5.1 Dynamic Range 
 
Compared to Classical Modal Analysis using hammer or shaker excitation, the input forces - and hence 
the output frequencies and levels – can typically not be controlled when performing Operational Modal 
Analysis. Consequently, a high dynamic range is required to avoid erroneous measurements from overload 
and underrange situations. In addition, when harmonic components are present, their levels are often much 
higher than the stochastic broadband excitation from where the modal parameters have to be extracted. 
The dynamic range DR is defined as the ratio between the RMS value of a full-scale sine wave VFS and the 
RMS value of the system base noise VN. It is typically given in dB: 
 

N

FS

V
VDR log20×=       (15) 

 
When discussing dynamic range, the frequency bandwidth of the measurement must be taken into 
consideration. In a well-designed system the inherent system noise can be characterised as white noise. 
Consequently, if all elements of the measurement chain are linear in nature, the dynamic range of the 
measurement can be improved by reducing the measurement frequency bandwidth. This is actually one of 
the advantages of the commonly used FFT analysis. 
 
5.1.1 Dynamic Range of Transducers 
 
A high-quality transducer, including preamplifier, can deliver a practically noise-, spurious- and 
distortion-free signal over a dynamic range of 120 to 130 dB using broadband, and 160 dB using 
narrowband (effective noise bandwidth 6 Hz), analysis as indicated in Table 1, where 6 Hz corresponds to 
the effective noise bandwidth of a 25.6 kHz FFT analysis with 6400 lines using Hanning weighting (see 
Randall [8]). 
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Bandwidth [Hz] 25.6k 1.024 24 6 1 
VFS [VRMS] 5 
VN [VRMS] 3µ 600n 92n 46n 19n 
DR [dB] 124 138 155 161 169 

 
Table 1. Dynamic ranges for a high-quality transducer in different effective noise bandwidths.  

 
 
5.1.2 Potential Dynamic Range of a Data Acquisition System 
 
For a data acquisition system the theoretical dynamic range in dB, can be calculated as (see Clayton [9]): 
 












×
××=

NBW

SN

F
F

DR
2

2log20       (16) 

 
where N is the system quantization in bits, FS the sampling frequency and FNBW the effective narrowband 
analysis bandwidth in Hz. 
Using Equation (16) Table 2 shows the dynamic range in different bandwidths as a function of system 
quantization. 
 

Dynamic Range 
FNBW [Hz] N [bits] Resolution 

32.768 1.024 24 6 1 
16 65.536 96 111 128 134 141 
20 1.048.576 120 135 152 158 166 
24 16.777.216 144 160 176 182 190 

 
Table 2. Dynamic ranges for different system quantization and bandwidth. Fs = 65.536 Hz. 

 
Narrowband analysis can improve the analysis depth quite dramatically and an ideal 24-bit system can 
fully match the performance of modern transducers. In practice, however, most of these ADCs do not have 
a useful dynamic range higher than 100 – 110 dB due to analysis chain imperfections like harmonic 
distortion, cross-talk, spurious signals, ADC resolution and non-linearity, aliasing and DSP imperfections. 
Consequently, high-quality transducers have clearly outperformed analysis systems with respect to 
dynamic performance – until recently. 
 
5.1.3 Dyn-X Technology 
 
With the invention of the Dyn-X technology, data acquisition systems for the first time fully match the 
dynamic performance of high-quality transducers (see Jacobsen et al. [10]). In brief, the technology 
utilises a specialised analog input design to provide a very high dynamic range of the analog circuit, pre-
conditioning the transducer signal before feeding it to the ADC. The Dyn-X input channels have no input 
attenuators, but a single input range from 0 to 10Vpeak. The digitising is performed synchronously in two 
specially selected, high-quality, 24-bit delta-sigma ADCs, and both data streams are fed to the DSP 
environment where dedicated algorithms in real-time merge the signals while obtaining an extremely high 
accuracy match in gain, offset and phase (see Figure 11). 
With no setting of input ranges, and with no need to be concerned about overloads, under-range 
measurements and the accuracy of the measurements obtained, the ease and safety of Operational Modal 
Analysis measurements are dramatically increased using Dyn-X technology. And with no need for trial 
runs to ensure correct input ranges for the various input channels, the certainty of getting the 
measurements right the first time is also significantly increased. 
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Figure 11. A simplified block diagram of the Dyn-X technology. 

 
 
5.2 Time Recording Length 
 
Another important measurement consideration when performing Operational Modal Analysis 
measurements is the length of the time recording. In Operational Modal Analysis, data acquisition is done 
by recording time histories. A pre-requisite for extracting the modal parameters is that all frequencies of 
interest are sufficiently excited. How long recording time is required depends on various factors such as 
the spectral shape and duration of the excitation signal, presence of harmonic components, the complexity 
of the test object and the quality of the data acquisition equipment. However, as a rough rule of thumb, the 
time histories should at least be 500 times longer than the period of the lowest mode of interest: 
 

500/ min ≥Λ> nfnTHistory      (17) 
 
Especially when dominant harmonics are present in the responses and/or the measurements are performed 
using run-up/down excitation, a long time recording length is required. 
For the EFDD and CFDD techniques additional factors must be taken into consideration. The number of 
statistically independent averages nd – corresponding to the so-called BT-product (product of the effective 
analysis bandwidth B and the total effective time length TTotal) – should be sufficient high to minimize 
errors in the spectral density estimates as explained in Herlufsen [11]. At the same time, the frequency line 
spacing ∆f should be small enough to include a sufficient number of frequency lines nl within the 3 dB 
bandwidth B3dB of the narrowest SDOF function of interest to be able to accurately estimate the damping. 
Using Hanning weighting with an overlap of minimum 50% this can be expressed as: 
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where 2

nσ is the normalized variance of the spectral estimates, THistory is the length of the complete time 
history recording and TRecord the length of the FFT records. 
Rearranging Equation (18) gives: 
 

dBn
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>

σ
      (19) 

 
Equation (19) assumes stochastic broadband responses. When harmonic components are present, the time 
history length should, in general, be longer. 
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6. Conclusions 
 
Performing Operational Modal Analysis on structures with rotating parts set special demands on the data 
acquisition and analysis due to the presence of harmonic components. The consequences of harmonic 
components can be quite drastic and can result in significantly biasing of the modal parameters obtained or 
even prohibit the extraction of the structural modes. 
This paper has described a new method based on the original EFDD technique, where the harmonic 
components are identified using a Fast Kurtosis Check method and then removed by first performing a 
linear interpolation across the harmonic components in the SDOF function and secondly applying a curve-
fitting using the novel CFDD technique. The method has been demonstrated on measurements from a ship 
structure and a gravity dam. 
This new combined approach offers some distinct benefits: 

• Robust method – Harmonic components are clearly identified and their effect can be eliminated even 
in the case of a harmonic component located exactly at a structural mode. 

• No prior knowledge required – For example about the number of harmonic components and their 
frequencies. 

• Ease-of-use – Automated method based on the CFDD technique. 

• Fast – Based on computational efficient algorithms using Fast Kurtosis Checking. 
 
As the output levels can typically not be controlled in Operational Modal Analysis measurements, a high 
dynamic range is required to eliminate overload and underrange situations and to account for the high 
signal levels in dominant harmonic components. With the invention of the Dyn-X technology, the data 
acquisition system for the first time fully match the dynamic performance of high-quality transducers 
thereby making Operational Modal Analysis measurements safe, easy and accurate - even in the presence 
of strong harmonic components. 
Finally considerations about time recording length were discussed and rules of thumb were given. Again 
the presence of harmonic components set additional demands on the time recording length. 
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Abstract 
In this paper the identification of the ship vibration modes by using data obtained from towing-tank basin 
tests with an elastically scaled ship model is presented. An output-only modal analysis technique based on 
the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), where however the response signals are preliminarily 
filtered, was exploited. The band-pass filtering procedure combined with the original formulation (BP-
POD) allows to overcome a limitation of the POD algorithm that is the requirement of the knowledge of 
the system mass distribution. The POD in the original and band-pass filtering formulation is preliminarily 
applied to the experimental modal analysis of a simple structure constituted of a suspended elastic beam 
with a non-uniform mass distribution. Then, the wet bending modes of the elastic ship model are identified 
by means of the BP-POD and some interesting trends in the modal properties with respect to the operative 
conditions are highlighted and interpreted. 

1 Introduction 

The interest for structural dynamics have been emerging for several decades, reaching nowadays also 
fields like ship engineering where traditionally the structure was studied from a static or quasi-static point 
of view. Vibrations may concern both the structural integrity, the operational envelope of the overall 
system and the generation of mechanical discomfort and noise for the crew, the passengers and the critical 
equipment.  
In ship engineering the interest for these kinds of problems has been increasing as long as the interest in 
build innovative ships in terms of both performances and technical solutions has grown. An example is 
given by the use of light materials in order to reduce the weight and to increase the cruise speed. This fact 
implies encounter sea-load spectra shifted toward higher frequencies exciting ship structures that, in turn, 
may be also more flexible. Beyond the considered aspects, the demands of the classification societies and 
ship owners concerning the vibration levels of the ship hull and superstructures are currently growing. 
An important feature, that makes the marine structures different with respect to others, is that they operate 
in a heavy fluid, i.e., the water. The effect of this coupling, due to the fluid inertia and damping, changes 
drastically the modal behavior of the structure. These effects, when a weak fluid-structure coupling and a 
linear behavior of the structure are assumed, can be taken into account by defining added mass and added 
damping parameters. Their evaluation, although it is consolidated from a theoretical point of view 
(especially concerning the added mass), in a few practical cases turned out to be approximate. For this 
reason, in the case of marine structures, it is more difficult to elaborate accurate analytical models in order 
to study the structure behavior in water and the role played by the experimental modal analysis can be 
more relevant. With regard to the particular case of ship structures, an additional aspect, consisting in the 
dependence of modal parameters on operative conditions (loading, forward speed, encountered sea 
spectra, etc.), must be considered. 
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The classical experimental modal analysis techniques are based on the simultaneous measurements of both 
the excitation force and the dynamic response of the structure. The application of this kind of modal 
testing techniques is often not suitable or too expensive in the case of large structures, such as civil 
structures like buildings or bridges, large mechanical systems, aeronautical and naval structures and so on. 
In the last years, the so-called operational modal analysis or output-only methods have been widely 
developed, especially for the application to the type of structures mentioned above. They are based 
uniquely on the measure of the system output, caused by a random and almost white noise excitation. The 
excitation can be induced by various ‘natural’ sources of excitation present in the environment where the 
structure operates. In the case of both ships and marine structure, the output-only techniques may exploit 
the ambient excitation provided by the sea waves. These methods are easy to apply and moderately time 
consuming and, furthermore, for the application to ship structures, they allow to identify the modal 
parameters in operational conditions. They can be divided into two main groups: the frequency domain 
and time domain methods. The frequency domain decomposition [1] belongs to the first category and the 
stochastic subspace identification [2], the proper orthogonal decomposition and the blind source 
separation [3] use, instead, a time domain analysis. 
The POD, also called Karhunen-Loeve decomposition from the name of the authors that introduced the 
method [4], [5], is essentially a procedure to extract an orthogonal basis (the proper orthogonal modes) 
(POMs), from the decomposition of an ensemble of random signals. A very appealing property of the 
POD is its optimality in the sense of the captured energy; it means that, once fixed a limited number of 
modes, the POD provides an orthogonal decomposition of the random field which captures for more 
energy compared with any other orthogonal decomposition. 
The POD was used by Lumley [6] in the sixties in fluid mechanics, in order to extract coherent structures 
in turbulent flows. In the structural field, it has been widely applied in last years. Initially it was especially 
used for nonlinear structures, in order to estimate the dimensionality of a system, to build reduced order 
models and to identify the system parameters and update numerical models. An extended overview of the 
application of the method to nonlinear structural system is presented in [7]. In the applications to linear 
structural systems, when the POD is computed on the multi-modal free response or forced response to a 
random excitation, the calculated POMs may indeed converge to linear normal modes if the system is 
lightly damped and the mass matrix is known [8], [9], [10]. The knowledge of the mass distribution of the 
system represents an important limitation in the use of the method for the modal analysis of real structures 
and it appears more critical in the case of ship structures where, beside lack of uniformity, there is also a 
slight uncertainty affecting the average value of the added mass induced by the fluid. Even if the mass 
distribution is known, the application of the POD for the experimental modal analysis presents other 
limitations: the response of the measurements points has to be simultaneous and the quality of the results 
depends on the number and the position of these points. The method considered in this work is less 
straightforward with respect to the classical POD because it needs a preliminary frequency domain 
analysis of the system response in order to know its natural frequencies but it does not require any 
information about the physical parameters of the system and, moreover, it overcomes the above mentioned 
practical limitations. It was first proposed by Han and Feeny [11] and it exploits a band pass filter applied 
on the response data and centered in correspondence of the frequency of the mode of interest before to 
apply the classical POD algorithm (BP-POD). 
In general, few investigations have been carried out for the identification of the ship vibration modes. 
Riska and Kukkanen [12] investigated the dependence of the bending modes on the forward speed by 
means of an elastic model representing an arctic bulk carrier. The model was tested in a towing tank basin 
in calm water conditions, by using the traditional input-output techniques with impulsive excitation 
provided by an instrumented hammer. Thomas et al. [13] carried out full-scale modal testing on large 
high-speed catamarans at rest and compared the results to those obtained by finite element models. They 
used the unmeasured almost impulsive excitation provided by the dropping of the anchor and estimated 
the first longitudinal bending mode in a very approximate way by comparing the power spectra of the 
response signals. Very recently, Rosenow et al. [14] presented a paper dealing with full-scale trials on a 
displacement ship carried out for modal identification. In this analysis the authors applied the FDD 
method and treated the problem related to the presence of harmonic excitations induced by the propulsion 
system. They identified both vertical and horizontal bending modes and observed a dependence of natural 
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frequencies and damping on forward speed. This limited literature survey, despite the presence of a rising 
interest for this subject, clearly indicates how much work remains still to be done for modal identification 
of ship structures. 
This paper deals with the application of the BP-POD on the experimental data obtained from basin tests of 
an elastically scaled ship model in waves. The elastic model was built following a technique that allows to 
account correctly not only for the rigid body motion of the ship but also for the global elastic bending in 
the vertical plane of symmetry and therefore it reproduces the modal behavior of the real ship in terms of 
vertical bending modes.  
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section the theoretical background of the POD is illustrated. 
Then the method in the original and extended formulation is preliminarily applied to the experimental 
modal analysis of a simple structure constituted of a suspended elastic beam with a non-uniform mass 
distribution and the results are compared with the modes obtained by using the input-output technique 
with impulsive excitation. In section 4 the ship elastic model and the experimental set-up used in the basin 
tests are described and the results of the modal analysis of the ship model at several forwards speed are 
presented and discussed. 

2 Theoretical background 

2.1 Definition of proper orthogonal decomposition 

Consider an ensemble of random signals with zero mean representing the response of a generic dynamic 
system, measured simultaneously in m points and n time instants. The collected data can be used to form 
the n x m response ensemble matrix [ ]m21 ,...,, yyyY =  whose column { }T

ni2i1ii )t(y),...,t(y),t(y=y  
is the sampled time history of the system response in the i-th measurement point. 
The POD is a procedure to decompose the signals ensemble extracting an orthogonal basis, based on the 
criteria of optimality in the least square sense: fixed a limited number p of functions to describe the system 
by a reduced model, they provide an approximated representation of the field that accounts for more 
energy compared with any other orthogonal function representation. It consists to compute the 
eigenvectors of the m x m response covariance matrix , constructed as: YR

 YYR T
Y

n

1
=  . (1) 

The obtained m eigenvectors  are real and form an orthogonal basis because the covariance matrix is 
real, symmetric and positive definite. They are called POD modes or proper orthogonal modes (POMs) 
and the corresponding eigenvalues 

iv

iλ , called proper orthogonal values (POVs), indicate the amount of 
energies contained in the response signals that are associated to the POD modes. It means that the POM 
associated to the greatest POV is the optimal function to characterize the ensemble of snapshots assumed 
by the system. The second POM, associated to the second greatest POV is the optimal function to 
characterize the ensemble of snapshots but restricted to the space orthogonal to the first POM, and so on. 
Then, the random field represented by Y  can be expressed as a linear combination of the extracted POMs: 

  , (2) TBVY =

where the m x m matrix  is formed of the POMs and the n x m matrix 
 of the corresponding modal coordinates , called proper orthogonal coordinates 

(POCs), that can be obtained as the projection of the random field on the POMs ( ). 

[ m21 ,...,, vvvV = ]
][ m21 ,...,, bbbB = ib

ii Yvb =
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2.2 Convergence of the proper orthogonal modes to the linear normal modes 

Consider a generic linear structural system described in a discrete form by the equation 

 ( ) ( ) fyKyM =+ tt&&  , (3) 

where  is the vector of displacement coordinates in the m-dofs of the system (in the frame of modal 
testing the dofs correspond to the measurement points),  and 

y
M K  are the m x m mass and stiffness 

matrix, respectively, and is the load vector. f

The response of the system can be written in terms of the firsts p modal vectors , such that  kφ

  , (4) ( ) ( ) k

p

1k
k tqt φy ∑

=

=

where  is the modal coordinate corresponding to the modal vector . Moreover, the linear modal 
vectors of the system are orthogonal and can be normalized with respect to the mass matrix, i.e.,  

( )tq k kφ

  , (5) ijj
T

i δ=Mφφ

where ijδ  is the Kronecker delta. 

Now, considering the time discretization in n time instants of the system response in the m measurements 
points. The response ensemble matrix  can be expressed in terms of the modal vectors and 
corresponding vectors of the modal coordinates  in the n time instants. Recalling equation 4, it can be 
written 

Y kφ

kq

  , (6) ∑
=

=
p

1k

T
kkφqY

where . It is possible to show that a POM converges to a linear modal 
vector of the system by post-multiplying the covariance matrix  by the generic modal vector . In 
fact, from equation 6 and equation 1 one has: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ T
nk2k1kk tq,...,tq,tq=q }

YR jφ
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====

==
p

1i
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p

1k
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kkj
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1i

T
ii

p

1k

T
kkjY n1n1 αqqφφφqqφφR  , (7) 

where the scalar . Now, it is necessary to distinguish two cases: (i) the mass matrix is 
proportional to the identity matrix, or (ii) the mass matrix is not proportional to the identity matrix. In the 
first case, with , one has 

j
T
iij φφ=α

IM c= ( ) ijij c1 δα =  and then, equation 7 can be rewritten as 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

=
p

1k
j

T
kkjY c1n1 qqφφR  .  (8) 

For multi-modal free ( ) or random forced response of the system, as long as the natural frequencies 
of the modes are distinct, each element in the sum of equation 8 tends to zero with the increase of n, 
expect for . Then, equation 7 can be written as: 

0=f

jk =

 ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] j
2
jjj

T
jjY Ec1c1n1 φqφqqφR ==  , (9) 

where [ ]2
jE q is the mean squared value of the j-th modal coordinate and thus, it represents the averaged 

kinematic power of the analyzed response, associated to the j-th mode. Equation 9 indicates that, in the 
above mentioned hypothesis, the eigenvectors of matrix , i.e., the POMs, converge to the modes of the 
system and the correspondent POVs (eigenvalues) are proportional to the power associated to the modal 
coordinates. At the same time, when the POMs tend to the linear normal modes, the POCs tend to the 

YR
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classical modal coordinates (harmonic functions). They can be calculated through the projection of the 
system response on the POMs and can be used to estimate the natural frequencies and the damping of the 
modes. 
In the case that the structural system has a mass matrix non-proportional to the identity matrix, the modal 
vectors are orthogonal only with respect to the mass matrix and equation 8 does not hold anymore. In 
order to deal with this case, the following coordinates transformation is introduced 

 zMy 2
1−=  (10) 

and equation 3 can be rewritten as 

  , (11) fzKz ˆ)t(ˆ)t( =+&&

where the generalized stiffness matrix K̂  is still symmetric. Also in this case we can express the response 
of the system in terms of the modal vectors in the new coordinates , so that kψ

  . (12) ( ) ( ) k

l

1k
k tqt ψz ∑

=

=

Calculating the POMs as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix in terms of the new coordinates 
( ( ) ZZR T

Z n1= ), as in the case of system with mass matrix proportional to the identity matrix, it is 
possible to demonstrate that for multi-modal free or random forced response, as long as the natural 
frequencies of the modes are distinct, with the increase of n, one has 

 [ ] j
2
jjZ E ψqψR =  . (13) 

Therefore, the POMs computed from the system response in terms of z coordinates tends to the 
eigenvectors  of the system in the new reference system. Then modes of the system in terms of the 
original coordinates y are obtained from equation 10. 

kψ

Alternatively, in the case with mass matrix not proportional to the identity matrix, it is possible to show 
that the mode vectors  can be directly calculated by computing the POD of the matrix  kφ

 YMYR T
Y

n

1~
=  . (14) 

2.3 POD with band-pass filtering 

In the application of the POD to linear systems with non-uniform mass distribution it is possible to 
observe how the 1-st POM, corresponding to the largest POV, present a shape which is substantially 
invariant with respect to the mass matrix used for the coordinates transformation, keeping to be close to 
one of the modes of the system. This feature is the basis of the present extension of the POD, based on the 
band-pass filtering of response signals. 
Consider the system, with a non-uniform mass distribution, described by equation 3, and the covariance 
matrix  of the multi-modal response measured in m points and for n time instants. YR

By post-multiplying the covariance matrix  by the generic modal vector  and decomposing 
opportunely the product between the sums in equation 7, it can be rewritten as 
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 (15) 
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If the natural frequencies of the modes are distinct, the two last terms on the right hand side of equation 15 
tends to zero with the increase of n , and the second one is reduced to  

  . (16) ( ) ( ) ( ) j

p
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T
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iij

p
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ii

p
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Then, considering the modes normalized as , equation (15) becomes 1j
T
j =φφ

  , (17) [ ] [ ]∑
≠=
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p
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iij

2
ij

2
jjY EE φqφqφR α

where [ ]2
iE q is the mean squared value of the i-th modal coordinate and the scalar  is different 

from the Kronecker delta because the mass matrix is arbitrary. The last equation indicates that, for the 
convergence of a certain POM to the corresponding j-th mode, when the mass distribution of the system is 
not uniform and unknown, the terms inside the summation must be negligible with respect to the first 
terms on right hand side. In general, it can be verified only for the 1-st POM, that corresponds to the mode 
containing more energy in the response and therefore it is 

j
T
iij φφ=α

[ ] [ ]2
i

2
j EE qq >> . Furthermore, the coefficients 

ijα , even if the mass of the system is not uniform, have a value close to zero when .  ji ≠

Then, in order to perform the modal analysis of system with a generic mass distribution the following 
procedure, called band-pass proper orthogonal decomposition (BP-POD), is proposed. The multi-modal 
response of one or more points of the structure is analyzed in the frequency domain and the natural 
frequencies are identified. Then, all the signals are filtered using a band-pass filter centered in 
correspondence of the frequency of the mode of interest and the 1-st POM computed approximates the 
corresponding mode. The information about the modal damping can be extracted by the corresponding 
modal coordinate, computed by projecting the filtered time histories on the identified POM. By repeating 
the procedure for all the natural frequencies it is possible to identify all the modes. 

3 Experimental modal analysis of an elastic beam 

In this section the output-only modal analysis based on POD is applied to experimental data relative to 
vibration tests on a simple system constituted by a suspended elastic beam with a non-uniform mass 
distribution. The aim of this analysis is to verify the applicability of the POD to the experimental modal 
identification via the comparison with the results obtained by the application of the classical input-output 
technique based on impulsive excitation and on the extraction of the modal parameters from the frequency 
response functions (in the following, this method will be referred as the FRF method). In fact this 
verification can not be performed in the modal testing of the ship model where the input-output technique 
is not applicable. 
The beam is made of aluminum and has a uniform section. It was constrained to reproduce free-free 
boundary conditions: it was vertically hung with two soft springs and excited along the horizontal 
direction. In all tests, the horizontal response was measured at 7 equally spaced points along the beam 
length (the beam was ideally divided in 7 part of equal length and the measurement points were chosen at 
the center of each beam portion), using light weight accelerometers (about ). A scheme of the 
experimental system is presented in figure 1. The principal beam characteristics are the following: length 

, breadth 

g8.0

m63.0L = m04.0b = , height m005.0h = , density 3mkg2650=ρ , Young module 
210 mN103.6E ⋅= . An additional mass g120m1 =  (indicated in figure 1 with a red symbol) was fixed 

in correspondence of the measurement point #1. 
In the input-output application, the FRFs were obtained using the method based on the excitation at a 
single point with an instrumented hammer and measuring the response in the 7 equally spaced points. In 
particular the force was applied at point #5 (indicated in figure 1 with a green arrow) and the response at 
the 7 output points was recorded for s8T =  with a sampling frequency of . A force Hz2048f S =
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window for hammer signal and an exponential window for response signals were applied to reduce the 
noise and leakage effects. The modal parameters were estimated by a least square residue/pole polynomial 
ratios fitting, computed on FRFs gained by averaging 7 different tests data. 
The POD analysis was performed on the response data to a non-measured random excitation (both in 
space and time), achieved with light finger strokes. The response signals were recorded, as in the input-
output test, for  with a sampling frequency of s8T = Hz2048f S = .The POD algorithm was applied in 
three different ways: 

1. in the original formulation but ignoring the effective mass distribution of the system; 
2. in the original formulation and considering the effective mass distribution of the system; 
3. in the extended version with band-pass filtering (BP-POD). 

In the first two analysis the response data were processed only in terms of displacement, so that in the 
standard POD analysis the first POMs, which are less affected by errors, correspond to the first bending 
modes of the structure (in the displacement signals the modal contributes with larger energy are relative to 
the first modes). The displacement time histories were obtained through a double time integration of the 
acceleration signals acquired at the 7 points along the beam. Before the integration, the acceleration 
signals were filtered with an high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of , in order to eliminate the 
frequency components corresponding to the rigid body motions on the horizontal plane. 

Hz20

In figure 2 the auto spectral density (ASD) curve, obtaining by averaging the ASD curves relative to each 
of the 7 acceleration signals after the filtering of the rigid body components, is plotted. From this plot, it is 
possible to observe that in the range the first five bending modes are included. In the second 
analysis, the POD was applied by following the procedure described in section 2 for the case of non-
uniform mass distribution and using the  mass matrix 

Hz8000 −

7x7 ( ) lumpMI7hbLM += ρ , where is the 
diagonal matrix that considers the lumped masses of the system (the mass of the 7 accelerometers and the 
additional lumped mass ). 

lumpM

1m

In the third analysis, i.e., when using the BP-POD, both the acceleration and the displacement data were 
processed, without differences in the results. For every of the first 4 modes, the response data were filtered 
with band-pass filter centered in correspondence of their natural frequencies. The characteristics of the 
designed discrete-time filters used in this analysis were varied in terms of bandwidth, type of filter 
(Butterworth, Bessel, Chebyshev) and order of the filter. The results showed that they were not influenced 
by the bandwidth (within reasonable limits) and lightly by the type and order of filter, only in terms of 
POCs. The results presented in this section concern the case of 5-th order Butterworth, with a bandwidth 
equal to 10% of the natural frequency. 

 
Figure 1: Scheme of the suspended beam 
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Figure 2: Modal analysis of the beam. Average ASD of the acceleration signals 

In figures. 3, 4, 5 and 6, the first 4 POM shapes obtained by the POD analysis in the three different ways 
described above, are plotted and compared with the first four modes identified using the FRF technique. 
The agreement between the POMs and the FRF modes is quantified by means of the computation of the 
MAC indices, which are listed in table 1. It is possible to observe that there is always a perfect 
correspondence between the FRF modes and the POMs obtained by the BP-POD. Instead, considering the 
classical POD, in the cases of both known or unknown mass of the system, only the first POM, 
corresponding to the first bending mode, is in good agreement with the FRF mode, whereas the others 
generally present a shape more different with respect the FRF modes as long as the order of the POM 
increases. The difference is clearly larger for the case where the mass of the system is unknown. In the 
BP-POD analysis the modal damping was evaluated by analyzing the modal coordinates associated to the 
identified modes. In particular for this evaluation the logarithmic decrement method was applied to the 
auto correlation functions of the modal coordinates. In table 2 the natural frequencies and the 

percentage modal damping 
inf

( )%iζ  obtained by the FRF and the BP-POD techniques are listed, showing 
to be in a satisfactory agreement. 

mode POD uniform mass  POD real mass  BP-POD 
1 99997.0   99997.0   99997.0  
2  98800.0   99959.0   00000.1  
3  80644.0   95164.0   99998.0  
4  86382.0   89543.0   99998.0  

Table 1: Modal analysis of the beam. MAC indices computed between FRF and POD modes 

mode FRF  [Hzf in ]  FRF ( )%iζ  BP-POD [ ]Hzf in BP-POD ( )%iζ  

1 135.56   49.0   00.56  40.0  
2  580.165   12.0   75.165  12.0  
3  625.327   18.0   75.327  14.0  
4  863.529   22.0   75.529  20.0  

Table 2: Modal analysis of the beam. Natural frequencies and modal damping obtained by the FRF 
and the BP-POD analysis 

It is possible to conclude that in practical cases, even though the system is not complex, its mass 
distribution is well known and the choice of the measurement points position is the optimal one, the POD 
procedure in its original formulation do not produce satisfactory results. This is because it provides a set of 
modal vectors that form an orthogonal basis with respect to the mass matrix M  that is, anyhow, an 
approximate representation of the continuous mass distribution of the structure in the measurement points. 
For the same reason the increase of the measurement points would improve the results but it would require 
the use of a larger number of transducers to measure the responses simultaneously. From this point of 
view the BP-POD has the very important advantage that it allows to perform the modal identification by 
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using a limited number of sensors, carrying out several tests where one sensor is fixed on a reference point 
an the others span the whole structure. 

 
Figure 3: Modal analysis of the beam. 1-st mode obtained by the FRF and the POD analysis 

 
Figure 4: Modal analysis of the beam. 2-nd mode obtained by the FRF and the POD analysis 

 
Figure 5: Modal analysis of the beam. 3-rd mode obtained by the FRF and the POD analysis 

 
Figure 6: Modal analysis of the beam. 4-th mode obtained by the FRF and the POD analysis 
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4 Experimental modal analysis of the ship model 

As said before the ship, like civil and aeronautic structures, is a kind of structure that generally is not 
suited for the application of the input-output modal analysis techniques essentially for two reasons: it is 
generally large, and in operational conditions it is subjected to a systems of forces that can not be 
measured. Therefore the only way to investigate experimentally its modal behavior is to use an output-
only method. In the frame of the POD method, as highlighted in the previous section, the original 
formulation presents strong limitation in practical cases even for simple systems, due to the necessity to 
know and represent adequately the mass distribution of the system. This limitation of the POD is more 
critical for wet structures like ships for the presence of added mass induced by the fluid that needs to be 
estimated and then, the BP-POD appears to be more suitable for this application. In this section the 
application of the BP-POD to the modal analysis of the elastically scaled ship model in operative 
conditions is presented. First, the type of physical model and the experimental set-up are described, then 
the results of the modal analysis are presented and discussed. 

4.1 Elastically scaled ship model and experimental set-up 

Recently, the study of the dynamics of marine structures by means of elastically scaled models and basin 
tests, has reached an important level. This kind of models reproduces the behavior of the real ships not 
only in terms of rigid body motion but also in terms of vibration modes. The advantage of this approach 
with respect to the use of full-scale trials data is that it is cheaper and, also, permits easily to control the 
experimental conditions and to measure the physical quantities of interest.  
In this work, the analysis is performed to an elastic segmented-hull ‘backbone’ model representing a fast 
ferry devoted to the transportation of vehicles and passengers. The main concept of this kind of model is 
to separate the hydrodynamic part from the elastic structural part. The hull is divided in segments that are 
rigidly connected to a longitudinal beam called ‘backbone’. The segments, that can be considered rigid, 
collect the hydrodynamic pressure field and the resulting forces are transmitted to the ‘backbone’ beam 
throughout connecting legs. The ‘backbone’ beam is the elastic and supporting element of the model. Its 
vertical bending distribution reproduces that of the full-scale ship and its axis is positioned in 
correspondence of the ship neutral axis. With regard to the mass, a distribution equivalent to that of the 
full-scale ship is searched by using balancing weights. Other important elements of the model are the 
rubber straps covering the gaps between adjacent segments that provide water-tight and shape continuity 
to the hull. In this case the ‘backbone’ beam was built in aluminum alloy, with 20 elements of constant 
section. The model-scale was set equal to λ = 1/30, whereas the number of segments was set to 6. An 
picture of the ‘backbone’ segmented model during a test and its schematic view are represented in figure 7 
and 8 and the main feature of this vessel are shown in table 3 (at full and model-scale). 

 ship  model  
Length between perpendiculars [m] 6.128   28.4   

Beam [m] 26.18   61.0   
Draft [m] 88.3   13.0   

Displacement [kg] 610907.3   5.144   
CG longitudinal position [m] 63.48   62.1   

CG vertical position [m] 77.7   26.0   
Pitch moment of inertia [kg*m2] 610563.163  5.207   

Table 3: Characteristics of the fast ferry at full and model scale 

The model tests were carried out in the INSEAN towing tank basin. The linear basin is 220 m long, 9 m 
wide and 3.8 m deep. It is equipped with a single-flap wave-maker capable to generate regular and 
irregular wave patterns. As in standard seakeeping tests, the physical model is free to heave, to pitch and 
to surge. In every run the following physical quantities were measured: (i) the rigid-body degrees of 
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freedom, (ii) the vertical acceleration along the elastic beam of the model and (iii) the wave height. The 
vertical acceleration is measured in 5 points by using piezoelectric accelerometers fixed on the top face of 
the beam. A detailed description of the ‘backbone’ segmented model and of the towing tank tests is 
presented in [15]. 

 
Figure 7: Ship model during a seakeeping test 

 
Figure 8: Schematic view of the ship model 

4.2 Results 

The identification of the wet vibration modes of the towed model was carried out by applying the BP-POD 
analysis directly to the acceleration signals (not to the displacements), measured in irregular wave 
seakeeping tests. Although the encounter sea spectra is limited at higher frequency, it is possible to 
observe from figure 9, representing the spectra of the load measured in correspondence of the second 
model segment, that the nonlinear characteristics of the fluidodynamic loads with respect to the relative 
wave height introduce higher frequency components. These components induce the excitation of the first 
vertical bending modes of the model and, consequently, they allow to carry out the output-only analysis. 
In figure 10 the curve obtained as the average of the different ASD functions relative to each acceleration 
signal for the test case at rest condition (forward speed kn0V = ) is plotted. The acquisition time was 

 with a sampling frequency s280T = Hz200f S =  and the signals were divided into several blocks in 
order to improve the accuracy of the spectra, obtaining a frequency resolution Hz1.0f =Δ . Seven 
resonance peaks were individuated in the frequency range Hz400 − . Concerning the filtering process, 5-
th order Butterworth band-pass filters were used. The lower and upper cut-off frequencies of the filters 
were chosen for each mode depending on the local trend of the spectrum. The identified natural 
frequencies and the corresponding cut-off frequencies set in the filtering process are listed in table 4. As 
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results of the modal analysis, one 2-node mode ( Hz3.7f 1n = ) and one 4-node ( ) were 
obtained, whereas the other five peaks are relative to 3-node modes. Some of these are the result of the 
coupling between the ‘backbone’ 3-node mode (global mode) and the bending modes of the ‘leg-segment’ 
subsystems (local modes) and then, they have not a correspondence with the real ship structure. The 3-
node global mode was discriminated from the local ones through the computation of the autoMAC matrix, 
that indicated as the 3-node mode with 

Hz7.34f 7n =

Hz3.22f 5n =  satisfies better the orthogonal condition with 
respect to both the 2-node and 4-node global modes. The modal damping was evaluated by analyzing the 
POCs associated to the identified modes. The percentage modal damping obtained for the three global 
modes analyzed are 1.19 %, 2.02 % and 1.41 %, respectively. 

mode nodes  [ ]Hzf ni
 filter band [ ]Hz

1 2   3.7   5.100.5 −  
2  3   0.13   5.130.12 −  
3  3   1.14   0.155.13 −  
4  3   2.16   2.170.15 −  
5  3   3.22   0.245.20 −  
6  3   0.29   0.300.27 −  
7  4   7.34   0.370.33 −  

Table 4: Modal analysis of the ship model. Natural frequencies and cut-off frequencies used in BP-
POD analysis 

The analysis was repeated by varying the model forward speed from 0  to (at full scale). This 
analysis permits to investigate the dependence of the modes on the parameters deriving from the fluid-
structure coupling (in particular added mass and fluidodynamic damping) that change with the forward 
speed. The identification of the modal parameters became more difficult with the increase of the forward 
speed, in particular for the 3-node global mode for its high coupling with the local modes, that makes the 
response spectra around its resonance peak no much accurate. For this reason the results relative to its 
dependence on the forward speed are not presented.  

kn40

 

 
Figure 9: Spectra of the fluidodynamic force measured in irregular wave seakeeping test 

 
Figure 10: Modal analysis of the ship model. Average ASD of the acceleration signals 
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In figure 11, 12 and 13 the mode shapes of the three global modes analyzed and their dependence on the 
forward speed (except for the 3-node mode) are plotted. A global view of the sensitivity of the natural 
frequencies and modal damping of the 2-node and 4-node modes with respect to the forward speed is 
presented in figure 14 and 15, respectively (in these figures the  axis indicates the Froude number  
that is proportional to the forward speed). In particular in these figures the ratios and 

 are depicted, where  and  are the natural frequency and the modal damping of 
the vibration modes, respectively, for the floating model with zero forward speed. As one can see, a 
moderate change of the mode shapes and a remarkable shift in both the natural frequencies and the 
damping ratios was identified when the Froude number crosses the value of  ( ). 

The variation of the shapes may be induced by the change of the added mass distribution with the forward 
speed. For what concern the natural frequencies, an increase is verified for both the modes indicating a 
decrease of the overall added mass that can be explained in terms of planing effect of the hull (the added 
mass is proportional to the submerged volume of the hull). On the other hand, an interpretation of the 
dramatic damping increase is not straightforward from an hydrodynamic point of view that, in the case of 
flow separation at transom stern, provides a linear trend of the added damping coefficient with respect to 
the forward speed and to the added mass calculated in correspondence of the transom stern section. Since 
the flow separation for this hull geometry happens as soon as the forward speed reaches a few knots and 
the added mass at transom stern should be no much dependent on the forward speed, the increase of the 
modal damping should be linear. Therefore, it seems reasonable that one has to account for the variation 
of the structural damping as well, partially related to the specific test model and set-up: the elastic model 
is certainly more stressed in the high speed regime and the large static and dynamic deformation may 
strengthen the structural damping generation. 

 
Figure 11: Modal analysis of the beam. 2-node mode obtained by the BP-POD analysis at several 

forward speed. 

 
Figure 12: Modal analysis of the beam. 3-node mode obtained by the BP-POD analysis at V=0 kn. 
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Figure 13: Modal analysis of the beam. 4-node mode obtained by the BP-POD analysis at several 

forward speed. 

 
Figure 14: Modal analysis of the beam. Dependence of the natural frequencies on the forward speed. 

 
Figure 15: Modal analysis of the beam. Dependence of the modal damping on the forward speed. 
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Abstract
In-orbit modal testing can be an interesting tool for the monitoring of spacecraft structures. In these appli-
cations, it is impossible to measure or to control the excitation resulting, for instance, from an impact with a
small asteroid or from the working engines. Consequently the only realistic methodology must be an output-
only modal analysis, also called Operational Modal Analysis (OMA). This paper proposes another way of
doing OMA where the post-processing (i.e. the physical modal parameter extraction) is simplified and auto-
mated. The methodology uses the Blind Source Separation (BSS) techniques which attempt to recover the
source signals only from their observed mixtures. In case of structural dynamic responses, the source signals
and the mixing matrix are equivalent to the modal coordinates and the mode matrix, respectively. The paper
describes the complete methodology including the post-processing, and its feasibility is demonstrated using
a numerical application modeling a truss satellite with the FE method.

1 Introduction

The accurate knowledge of the dynamics characteristics is essential for the design, validation and even for
the monitoring of many engineering structures. Numerous approaches were developed experimentally to
estimate the modal parameters. The so-called Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) methodologies require
the knowledge of the dynamic response as well as of the applied excitation (input-output techniques). But in
many applications (for instance for structures in their working environment), the actual loading conditions
cannot be measured and output-only measurements are available. This is especially the case in civil engi-
neering applications or for satellite and spacecraft structures, where an interaction with the structure is not
conceivable.

Consequently, the used methodology must be an output-only modal analysis, also called Operational Modal
Analysis (OMA). Several OMA methodologies have been developed the last decades. For example, two well-
known and well-established methods are the Ibrahim [1] method and the Stochastic Subspace Identification
method (and all its variants) [2].

The last few years, signal processing techniques have been used to perform OMA through the estimation
of the modal coordinates. For instance, Lardies et al. [3] exploit the wavelet transform to determine the
response of each mode and, subsequently, to compute the modal parameters. In [4], output-only data are
processed using the empirical mode decomposition (also known as Hilbert-Huang transform) to identify the
different modal contributions. Digital band-pass filters are considered by Kim et al. [5] for the same purpose.
Although attractive in principle, these signal processing-based methods present several drawbacks such as
edge effects and difficulty in identifying closely spaced modes.

In this paper, we propose to apply the Blind Source Separation (BSS) techniques in order to decompose the
measured responses into the modal coordinates. Indeed, using the concept of virtual sources, a one-to-one
relationship between the vibration modes and the BSS modes (i.e.. the mixing matrix) was demonstrated [6],
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allowing the use of BSS for modal analysis. Since then, different BSS algorithms were tested, and one of
them (namely the Second-Order Blind Identification, SOBI) seemed to perform quite well [7, 8].

This technique is applied herein to a numerical system, representing a truss satellite, which contains very
closed eigenfrequencies. The dynamic response is obtained using a finite element model. The aim of the
paper is then to prove the usefulness of the methodology for such a kind of problem and also for large
number of sensors. The modal analysis is also performed using the stochastic subspace identification, for a
comparison.

2 Blind source separation and modal analysis

2.1 Theoretical background

Blind Source Separation (BSS) techniques were initially developed for signal processing in the early 80’s,
but during the last decade the number of the application fields never stopped increasing.

The main ambition of BSS is to recover the unobservable inputs of a system, called the sources si, only
from the measured outputs xi even though very little, if anything, is known about the mixing system. The
simplest BSS model assumes the existence of n sources signals s1(t), ..., sn(t) and the observation of as
many mixtures x1(t), ..., xn(t). Note that the focus is set on systems with linear and static mixtures. Using
matrix notations the noisy model can be expressed as

x(t) = A · s(t) + σ(t) (1)

whereA is referred to as the mixing matrix, and σ is the noise vector corrupting the data.

Most BSS approaches are based on a model in which the sources are independent and identically distributed
variables. The objective of SOBI is to take advantage, whenever possible, of the temporal structure of the
sources to facilitate their separation. The SOBI algorithm consists in jointly diagonalizing several covariance
matrices. The complete explanation of the underlying theory is beyond the aim of this paper but for further
details about the SOBI method, the interested reader can refer to [9, 7].

2.2 From signal processing to modal analysis

2.2.1 Concept of virtual source

The dynamic response of mechanical systems that are considered in the present study is described by the
equation

M · ẍ(t) + C · ẋ(t) + K · x(t) = f(t) (2)

where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. The vector f represents the
real excitation sources applied to the structure. The system response x(t) may be expressed as a mixture of
these real sources f(t). Unfortunately, this mixture is a convolutive product between the impulse response
function, denoted h(t), and the sources f(t), and the separation of convolutive mixtures of sources is not yet
completely solved.

An interesting alternative is to use the modal expansion. Indeed, the m normal modes n(i) form a complete
basis for the expansion of any m-dimensional vector (if m is the number of degrees of freedom). Then the
response can be expressed using modal superposition

x(t) =
m∑

i=1

n(i) · ηi(t) = N · η(t) (3)
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where the weight coefficients ηi are in fact the modal coordinates and represent the amplitude modulation
of the corresponding normal modes n(i). The similarity between equations (1) and (3) shows that the modal
coordinates may act as virtual sources (which are statistically independent as proved in [6, 7]) regardless
of the number and type of physical excitation forces. In addition, the time response can be interpreted as a
static mixture of these virtual sources, which renders the application of the BSS techniques possible.

The SOBI algorithm (which requires sources with different spectral contents) is particulary appropriate for
the separation of these sources. In the free response case of the system (2), the theoretical expression of the
normal coordinates is an exponentially damped harmonic function

ηi(t) = Y · exp(−ξi · ωi · t) · cos(
√

1− ξ2i · ωi · t+ αi) (4)

where ωi and ξi are the natural frequency and damping ratio of the ith mode, respectively. The ampli-
tude Y and the phase α are constants depending on the initial conditions. The modal coordinates are then
monochromatic, with different spectral contents.

2.2.2 Procedure details

In summary, a simple modal analysis procedure is proposed, using the modal coordinates as virtual sources.
The procedure includes the following steps:

1. Perform experimental measurements of the structure response to obtain time series at different sensing
position.

2. Apply SOBI directly to the measured time series to estimate the mixing matrix A and the sources s(t).

3. The mode shape matrix simply corresponds to the mixing matrix A.

4. In the case of random excitation, the identified sources are transformed into free decaying responses
using NExT (Natural Excitation Technique) algorithm [10].

5. The identification of the other modal parameters (frequencies and damping ratios) is carried out by
fitting the time series of the sources s(t) with the theoretical expression (4).

6. The fitting error between the identified and fitted sources is then computed which allows to reject the
non-reliable virtual sources easily.

3 Description of the case study

3.1 Modeling of the satellite

The considered structure is a large-scale truss satellite. The topology used for the modeling was inspired by
the one presented in [11].

The central part is a six-meters length cylinder which is stiffened thanks to several internal shear panels. Two
truss structures (made of tubular longerons, battens and diagonals) are symmetrically placed on both sides.
The longerons are parallel to the axial direction (X-axis). The battens are the triangular structures which link
the longerons together. The diagonals prevent the torsion mechanisms.

Shell elements are used to model the cylinder whereas beams (with tubular cross-section) make up the truss.
All the dimensions and the properties used for the modeling are summarized in the table 1.

A satellite illustration is also presented in the figure 1.
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Properties
Total length 54 m
Young’s modulus (E) 69000 Mpa
Poisson’s ratio (ν) 0.33
Internal radius of longerons 37 mm
External radius of longerons 38 mm
Internal radius of diagonals and battens 12.5 mm
External radius of diagonals and battens 13 mm

Table 1: Material and geometrical properties of the truss

Figure 1: Geometry of the satellite
Three locations of measurements are defined for each vertical section A to H (black spots on the figure), and
this along Y and Z
(1) and (2) are respectively the position of the initial non-zero condition (free response) and of the applied
random force (random response)
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Table 2: FEM eigenfrequencies and mode identification
Mode 1H 1V 1T 2T 2H 2V 3H 3V 4H 4V

Frequency (Hz) 6.55 6.56 7.69 7.78 9.39 9.39 12.20 12.21 12.45 12.46
Mode 5H 5V 6H 6V 3T 4T 7H 7V 8H 8V

Frequency (Hz) 16.93 16.94 17.04 17.04 20.93 20.95 22.65 22.65 22.67 22.68

(a) Mode 7V - 22.65 Hz (b) Mode 6H - 17.04 Hz

(c) Mode 3T - 20.93 Hz

Figure 2: Examples of mode shapes for the vertical, horizontal and torsion modes

3.2 FEM simulations

3.2.1 FE eigenmodes

In order to avoid the rigid body modes and also to prevent computational problems for the dynamic response,
18 (6 x 3) very soft ground-springs are added along the three principal directions (X, Y and Z) at the three
vertices of the sections B and G (cf. figure 1).

Using the FE model mentioned above, the eigenmodes are easily computed. The focus is set on the fre-
quency range [0 − 23Hz] which corresponds to the 20 first (non rigid body) modes. The corresponding
eigenfrequencies are very close to each others, as shown in table 2.

The twenty modes are divided into three parts regarding the mode shape:

• Modes 1V to 8V: bending in the vertical plane (XZ)

• Modes 1H to 8H: bending in the horizontal plane (XY)

• Modes 1T to 4T: torsion around the axial direction (X)

One mode shape from each group is depicted in figure 2.
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Properties
Modal damping 0.1%
Sampling frequency 153.6 Hz
Number of samples 18432
Simulation time 120 sec
Number of simulated sensors 48

Table 3: Properties used for the simulation of the dynamic responses

3.2.2 Dynamic response

The dynamic responses are computed using the modal superposition method, with the 60 first modes. The
generic properties, which are used for all the simulations presented herein, are summarized in the table 3.

Twenty-four locations, corresponding to the three vertices of each sections A to H (cf. figure 1) are retained
for the simulation along Y and Z. Thus 48 sensors are used for the modal analysis.

The simulations, and consequently the following studies, are divided in two parts:

The free response is computed using an non-zero initial velocity imposed at the upper part of the section H
(vertex (1) in the figure 1).

The forced response is computed by applying a random (Gaussian) force at the upper part of the section
G (vertex (2) in the figure 1). Note that in this case the random input is filtered around the frequency
range of the computed FEM modes (used for the modal superposition) beforehand, e.g. [5-30 Hz].

4 Free response

The free response is first considered. This one is computed using a non-zero initial velocity condition which
is applied vertically (along Z-axis) at one extremity of the truss, precisely at the vertex (1) (see the figure 1).
The identification is then performed using the covariance-driven stochastic subspace identification (SSI) and
then the SOBI algorithm.

In this section, only the vertical and torsion FEM modes are retained for comparison with the FEM modes.
Indeed the horizontal modes are not as well excited, due to the vertical impact.

4.1 Subspace Identification Results

The SSI method is first used to extract the modal parameters. Because of the high number of closed eigen-
frequencies contained in the response signal (more than 60 modes between 5 and 30 Hz), a high system
order must be chosen. But because of time computation limitation, only the 6000 first samples are taken into
account, which corresponds to the 40 first seconds.

The subspace identification is based on the computation of a stabilization diagram which allows the user
to separate the actual eigenmodes and frequencies form the numerical ones. This phase requires as many
problem resolutions as wished orders. The upper part of the stabilization diagram is presented in the figure
3(a). The diagram is very clear and after the manual mode selection, the Modal Assurance Criterium (MAC)
matrix is computed to compare with the FEM modes (see figure 3(b)). This figure shows the very good cor-
relation between SSI and FEM modes. The damping ratios (which were set to 0.1%) is also well correlated,
as shown in figure 6(a).
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(b) MAC matrix between SSI and FEM results

Figure 3: Stochastic Subspace Identification Results - Free response

4.2 SOBI Results

The same 6000 samples are now used to identify the modal parameters using the SOBI algorithm. Twenty
delays (N = 20) are chosen for SOBI and they are defined in order to correspond to the frequencies belong-
ing within the range of interest. In actual practice, if the sampling frequency (fsampling) is correctly settled,
it is easy to choose the delays as multiples of the time step: τi = i · 1/fsampling for i = 1, ..., N .

Even if the SOBI method is not based on a stabilization diagram, it is still necessary to separate the actual
eigenmodes and frequencies from the non physical ones. Indeed, SOBI identify as many sources (or modes)
as the sensors. The selection is an automatic process which is based on the fitting error computed for each
source (through the theoretical modal coordinates formula, see section 2.2.1 and equation 4).

As mentioned above, 48 sources are identified. The fitting error is presented for each identified source in
figure 4 with the corresponding MAC matrix. The mode selection is here based on the following criteria:

1. All the frequencies out of the frequency range of interest ([5-23Hz]) are rejected.

2. Only the fitting errors (red bars in the figure) lower than 10% are considered.

3. An interesting parameter (blue bars in the figure) is the participation factor which evaluate the impor-
tance of each source in the total response signal and could be interpreted as a confidence factor.

After the selection, the results are much more clear as seen in the figure 5. The corresponding identified
damping ratios are also presented in figure 6(a). All the results are very satisfying if not as good as the SSI
ones. Note however that the number of samples used for the identification could have been increased easily.
Indeed the SOBI computation cost is lower than the SSI one and only one computation is performed since
no stabilization diagram is necessary.

5 Forced response

In the forced response case study, a structural loading during all the acquisition time can be considered,
which should improve the quality of the identification. For the signal considered herein, three different
excitations are applied simultaneously at the location (2) (see figure 1): a vertical random force along Z-axis,
an horizontal random force along Y-axis and finally a random torque around the X-axis. The three random
loads are computed as explained in the section 3.2.2. This should excite all the 20 modes (the vertical and
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Figure 4: Untreated SOBI results - Free response
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Figure 5: SOBI results after automatic selection - Free response
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(b) Damping identified using SOBI

Figure 6: Value of the damping ratios (%) for both methods (expected value: 0.1%) - Free response
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Figure 7: Stochastic Subspace Identification Results - Forced response

the horizontal bending ones as well as the torsion ones). In this section, all the 20 FEM modes belonging to
the range [5-23Hz] are kept for the comparison.

The simulation generates a dynamic response for the first 120 seconds, using a sampling frequency still
equals to 153.6 Hz. The 18000 first samples are used for the identification.

5.1 Subspace identification results

The identification is performed with the previous simulated signal from the order 50 to the order 100. The
upper part of the stabilization diagram is presented in figure 7(a) which can be discussed as follows:

• All the eigenfrequencies in the frequency range [0-23Hz] are detected by the SSI method for almost
all the computed orders (blue crosses ×).

• The damping stabilization is much more uncertain (black stars ∗) and this is also the case comparing
the modes using MAC values between each order.

• Based on the only stabilization diagram, it seems to be difficult to determine one order that represent
accurately the system and satisfy all the eigenfrequencies.

For this particular numerical test case, all the exact modes are perfectly known and so, even if delicate, the
selection of the physical modes can be facilitated using the MAC matrix between the SSI results for each
system order and the FEM results. This study is of course very tedious, the best MAC matrix is then selected
and presented in the figure 7(b).

The subspace identification succeed in extracting correctly the majority of the twenty expected modes. 16
modes are accurately identified and only the modes 3V, 4H, 7V and 8H are not detected. For those 16
modes, the identified damping ratios (still set to 0.1% for all modes in the simulation) are presented in the
figure 10(a). Because of the non stabilization, these ones are clearly less good than for the free response case
study but are still very acceptable.

Note that some higher orders (over 100) have been studied and tested but the quality of the results did not
increase.
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Figure 8: Untreated SOBI results - Forced response
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Figure 9: SOBI results after automatic selection - Forced response

5.2 SOBI results

The same 18000-samples data set is considered for the SOBI identification. In this case, 40 delays are
introduced as explained in the section 4.2. As for in the free response case 48 sources are separated (due to
the 48 sensors). They are presented in the figure 8, as well as the corresponding fitting errors.

By definition the sources, which are identified for a random response, do not fit the theoretical formula 4. To
use the automatic post-processing mode selection (as in the previous case), a free decaying response has to
be computed for each source. This is performed using the Natural Excitation Technique (NExT) procedure.
The interested reader may refer to [10] for further information.

After the mode selection which is performed using the same criteria as previously, 20 modes are kept. The
corresponding MAC matrix is presented in the figure 9. Here again, the identification performs very well. It
should be noted that the position of some modes are swapped over, but this is insignificant since the frequency
gap is lower than 0.02 Hz. The damping ratios are presented in the figure 10(b).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, operational modal analyses are performed by extracting modal coordinates directly from struc-
tural responses through second-order blind identification. This technique, recently introduced in the liter-
ature, is applied to a numerical application for a free response as well as for a forced random response.
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(b) Damping identified using SOBI

Figure 10: Value of the damping ratios (%) for both methods (expected value: 0.1%) - Forced response

Numerous modes, close to each others, are excited: 20 modes between 6 and 23 Hz. The identification
results show that the method holds promise for identification of mechanical systems:

• A truly simple identification scheme is proposed, because the straightforward application of SOBI to
the measured data yields the modal parameters.

• A seemingly robust criterion has been developed for the selection of reliable sources which leads to
an automatic post-processing. The use of stabilization charts, which always require a great deal of
expertise and is time consuming for the user, is therefore avoided. In addition, the selection of a model
order, a common issue for conventional modal analysis techniques such as SSI, is not necessary.

• Compared to SSI, the computation load is very reduced, which makes the method a potential candidate
for online modal analysis.

A possible limitation of the method is that sensors should always be chosen in number greater or equal to the
number of active modes.
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Abstract 
Cepstral methods of modal analysis offer two advantages with respect to conventional methods. The first 
is that they give both poles and zeros of the transfer function, and thus most of the information about the 
relative scaling of the residues of adjacent modes. Fully scaled modes can be obtained using a minimum of 
extraneous information, which can be provided for example by a finite element (FE) model of the 
structure, which does not have to be very accurate. The other advantage is that for single input, multiple 
output (SIMO) systems, the cepstrum of the responses is the sum of the cepstra of the forcing and transfer 
functions, and provided the spectrum of the force is reasonably smooth (on a log scale) the corresponding 
cepstrum is very short and the higher quefrency part of the cepstrum is completely dominated by the 
transfer function and can be curve-fitted for its poles and zeros. This is a much weaker restriction than the 
assumption of most techniques that the excitation is white. The above properties of the cepstrum apply 
only to SIMO systems and in the normal MIMO situation one possibility is to separate the responses to a 
single input at each measurement point. The methods available for this include blind source separation 
(BSS) techniques, for convolutively mixed systems. A new exciting possibility is where there is just one 
second order cyclostationary source with a particular cyclic frequency such as with a diesel railcar. The 
responses to this single source can be separated in the spectral correlation function, as demonstrated in a 
recent PhD thesis by Hanson. Another method is represented by a MIMO version of the mean differential 
cepstrum, first suggested by Antoni at ISMA2000, but further developed in a recent PhD thesis by Chia. 
This suffers from noise problems, but these may possibly be solved by using the random decrement for 
smoothing prior to analysis. An example using random decrement to extract the forcing function in a 
SIMO situation is presented to strengthen the proposition. 

1 Introduction 

The cepstrum is the inverse Fourier transform of a logarithmic spectrum, which gives the potential to 
perform deconvolution since the first Fourier transform (to the spectrum) converts a convolution to a 
product, while the logarithm converts this product to a sum. The second Fourier transform (to the 
cepstrum) maintains the additive relationship. The original definition of the “power cepstrum” [1] defined 
it as the “power spectrum of the logarithm of the power spectrum”, but this was intended for a purely 
analytical purpose (measurement of echo delay time) and it was later realized that taking the squared 
amplitude of the second transform made it irreversible, whereas the definition in terms of an inverse 
Fourier transform is reversible (for example after removing echos). Two new definitions were thus made 
quite early [2], the first retaining the phase information of the first transform as well to give the “complex 
cepstrum” (Equ.(1)), and the second using the log amplitude spectrum only to give the new “power 
cepstrum”, now often known as the “real cepstrum” (Equ.(2)).  

 ( ){ } ( ){ })()(ln)(log)( 11 fjfAfFC φτ +ℑ=ℑ= −−  (1) 

and 

 ( ){ } ( ){ })(ln)(log)( 11 fAfFCr
−− ℑ=ℑ=τ  (2) 

where 
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in terms of the amplitude and phase of the spectrum. 
It is convenient at this stage to give some notes on terminology. Ref.[1] defined a number of terms 
associated with the cepstrum (including the cepstrum itself) by reversing the first phoneme. Those which 
have been retained and are commonly used are cepstrum from spectrum, quefrency (the x-axis of the 
cepstrum which has dimensions of time) from frequency, rahmonics (uniformly spaced components in the 
cepstrum) from harmonics, and lifter (a filtering operator in the cepstrum) from filter. 
Oppenheim and Schafer [3] used the z-transform in place of the Fourier transform for digitally sampled 
signals, and as will be seen below, this simplifies the determination of the cepstrum of a structural 
response function. They also point out that since for causal functions, the real and imaginary parts of their 
Fourier transform are related by a Hilbert transform, as are the log amplitude and phase of minimum phase 
functions, this means that the complex cepstrum of the latter is causal. Thus, in that case, the information 
given by the phase in Equ.(1) is redundant, and the complex cepstrum can be obtained from the real 
cepstrum by setting negative quefrency values to zero and doubling positive quefrency values.  
This gives considerable benefits, as many structural frequency response functions have minimum phase 
properties. To calculate the complex cepstrum according to Equ.(1) it is necessary to “unwrap” the phase φ 
to a continuous function of frequency, and this is not always easy. Provided the log amplitude function 
remains within the dynamic range of the measurement system, the unwrapping (for example using the 
Matlab® function UNWRAP) can usually be achieved by successive interpolation until a stable result is 
obtained, after which redecimation to the original sample spacing can be carried out. However, it is much 
easier to avoid this by modifying the real cepstrum of minimum phase functions.  
Another type of cepstrum which also avoids phase unwrapping is the differential cepstrum [4], which is 
discussed in more detail below.  

2 Use of the cepstrum in modal analysis 

2.1 Cepstrum of a frequency response function (FRF) 

As shown by Oppenheim and Schafer [3], the cepstrum of sampled signals can be derived as the inverse 
Z-transform of the log spectrum, with the result: 
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where the  ci  and  ai are poles and zeros inside the unit circle in the Z-plane, respectively, and the  di  and  
bi are the (reciprocals of the) poles and zeros outside the unit circle, respectively (so that  

1,,, <iiii dcba ). 

As a simple example, an SDOF system has one pair of complex conjugate poles, and no zeros, so the 
complex cepstrum is given by: 

 ( )( ) ( )( )[ ] ( ) 0,)arg(cos2argexpargexp*)( >=−+=+= ncn
n
c

cjncjn
n
c

n
c

n
cnC

nnnn

sdof  (5) 

and is thus an exponentially damped cosine function, with additional damping given by the (1/n) term. It 
thus has the same form as the impulse response function (exponentially damped sinusoid at the natural 
frequency) with the extra hyperbolic damping. 
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The differential cepstrum [4] can be defined as the inverse transform of the derivative of the log spectrum, 
so that: 

 [ ]
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dCd τ  (6) 

Because taking the derivative in one domain corresponds to multiplication by the independent 
variable in the other domain, the differential cepstrum can be written in terms of the poles and 
zeros in the Z-plane (cf Equ.(9)) as: 
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One advantage of the differential cepstrum is that it can be calculated from the time signal, 
obviating the need to unwrap the phase, while another is that it has the same analytical form as 
the impulse response function (IRF) and so methods developed to curve fit the latter can also be 
used for the differential cepstrum. 

Antoni et al [5] took this a step further with the proposal of the mean differential cepstrum, which 
is formally defined in terms of the partial derivative of the logarithm of the spectral correlation 
function, but can be calculated by a formula similar to Equ.(6), to which it reverts for a single 
realization: 

 [ ]
[ ] ⎭

⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

ℑ= −

)(*)(
)(*)(')( 1

fHfHE
fHfHEChmd τ  (8) 

This is applicable where the excitation is a series of random (eg burst random) pulses, and the authors 
showed that the smoothing gives a more reliable result. 

2.2 Curve fitting the cepstrum to obtain the FRF  

For SIMO (single input, multiple output) systems, the cepstrum of the response is the sum of the cepstra of 
the forcing function and transfer function, since the convolution in the time domain is converted to a 
multiplication in the frequency domain, and a sum in the log of the frequency functions, and this additive 
relationship is maintained by the inverse transform to the cepstrum. Moreover, if the log spectrum of the 
forcing function is reasonably smooth (ie impulsive or broadband random) its cepstrum is short and the 
higher quefrency part of the cepstrum is dominated by the transfer function, and can be curve-fitted for its 
poles and zeros. For the complex cepstrum this can be done using a nonlinear least squares optimization 
method, but for the differential cepstrum it can be done by a method such as the ITD (Ibrahim Time 
Domain) method [6] originally designed for IRFs. 

Two pieces of information are lacking to fully restore the FRF from the (in-band) poles and zeros 
[7, 8]: 

1. An overall scaling factor that is part of the zero quefrency value of the cepstrum which is 
not curve-fitted. 

2. An equalisation curve due to the lack of residual information from out-of-band modes that are 
excluded from the measured cepstrum. 

Both can be obtained using other information. For example, the overall scaling can in principle be 
obtained from the zero frequency values of the FRF. For free-free objects these are calculable from the 
rigid body inertial properties of the object, which can be estimated very accurately, eg in a finite element 
(FE) program, or measured. For restrained objects, they are calculable from the stiffness properties of the 
object, and even if these are more difficult to estimate from an FE model (because of poor modelling of 
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joints etc) a minimal amount of updating based on the frequencies of the lowest order modes will usually 
give good estimates of the FRF values at zero frequency. 

It is shown below, in connection with the description of a method to solve the MIMO (multiple input, 
multiple output) problem based on cyclostationarity, how a two-stage approach can be used to obtain an 
accurate equalisation correction even when the excitation is far from white. 

3 MIMO systems 

In the normal situation in operational modal analysis, more than one excitation source is acting, so that 
each response is a sum of convolutions, and thus the additional property of the cepstrum between source 
and transmission path no longer applies. This problem can in principle be solved by using “blind source 
separation” (BSS) techniques, which have been increasingly applied to mechanical systems in recent years 
[9]. The traditional BSS techniques, developed for communications, assume individual point sources 
which are statistically independent, and this is not so common in mechanical systems, where important 
sources are often distributed and/or partially correlated. Two methods have been developed recently that 
are applicable to mechanical situations, and so these are presented here, 

3.1 Use of cyclostationarity 

A recent PhD thesis by David Hanson [10] exploited the fact that many excitation sources in machines are 
cyclostationary. Cyclostationarity at the nth order means that the nth order statistics are periodic. Thus, a 
noise contaminated periodic signal is 1st order cyclostationary because its first order statistic, the mean 
value, is periodic. A typical 2nd order cyclostationary signal is represented by an amplitude modulated 
white noise, since its mean value is zero, but its variance (2nd order statistic) is periodic (and proportional 
to the square of the periodic modulating function). Many machine signals contain a mixture of first order 
and second order cyclostationary components, the first being phase-locked to shaft speeds, and the second 
being partly random, but occurring each cycle. A typical example of the latter is the pressure signal in an 
internal combustion (IC) engine, where the combustion pressure is at least partly random. Hanson 
proposed that techniques exploiting cyclostationarity could be applied for example to diesel railcars, 
where (with one engine) there is only one source which is cyclostationary with a particular cyclic 
frequency. 
The so-called spectral correlation function allows signals to be separated into periodic, stationary random 
and cyclostationary components. It can be obtained from the generalised autocorrelation function defined 
as: 

 ( ) ( )[ ]22),( τττ +−= tytyEtRyy  (9) 

by a two-dimensional Fourier transform with respect to lag τ (into normal frequency f ) and time t (into 
cyclic frequency α). Thus, the Fourier transform in the τ direction gives continuous spectra from the 
transformation of a transient, while the Fourier transform in the t direction (actually a Fourier series) gives 
discrete components at the harmonics of the cyclic frequency because of the periodicity in this direction. 
Note that periodic (or first order cyclostationary) signals have a spectral correlation function which is 
discrete in both directions (a “bed of nails”), but if the mean value is first subtracted, only second order 
components are left. These can be separated from stationary random components, which only appear at 
zero cyclic frequency because by definition they do not vary with time. 
The spectral correlation can also be directly calculated in the frequency domain using the formula: 
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where second order cyclostationarity is assumed at cyclic frequency α. Note that at α = 0 the normal 
autospectrum is obtained. 
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It can be shown as follows [11] that the structural dynamic properties are contained in the spectral 
correlation of a response signal y(t) at cyclic frequency α. For minimum phase systems, it is convenient to 
use the asymmetrical version of Equation (10) 

 ( ) { })()(1lim * αα −=
∞→

fYfY
W

fS WWWy E  (11) 

Substituting the relationship )()()( fXfHfY =  into (11) gives: 

 ( ) ( )fSfHfHfS xy
αα α )()( * −=  (12) 

Taking the log and inverse Fourier Transform to obtain the cepstrum: 

 )()()()( 2 ττττ απατα
x

j
hhy CeCCC +−+=  (13) 

meaning that the response cepstrum at cyclic frequency α contains the cepstrum of the transfer function 
and only the input at cyclic frequency α. 
Moreover, for minimum phase systems the cepstrum is zero for negative quefrency and for broadband 
excitation functions has a short cepstrum equal to zero for 0ττ > : Thus, 

 0,)()( ττττα >= hy CC  (14) 

The minimum phase approach was applied in [11] to vehicles driven by internal combustion engines, such 
as diesel railcars. A result from there is presented in Figure 10, although the excitation in that case was a 
burst random signal applied by a shaker. Figure 10 shows the spectral correlation (cyclic spectrum) for a 
typical response measurement. 

  
Figure 1:  Cyclic spectrum of a response measurement from a passenger rail vehicle [11]. 

The spectral correlation at cyclic frequency T1=α was analysed using the cyclic cepstrum as one of a 
number of SIMO responses, and gave scaled mode shapes very similar to those measured directly (see Fig. 
2 for an example). 
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Figure 2:  Comparison of modeshapes from cyclic cepstrum analysis (OMA) 

and direct measurement (EMA) 

In Ref.[12] Hanson also describes a method for obtaining scaled modeshapes using the poles and zeros 
extracted from the cepstrum, and supplementary information from an FE model of the measurement 
object. The procedure is described in Figure 3. 
 

 

Figure 3:  Procedure for obtaining scaled mode shapes from FE model updating [12] 

The first curve fit of the cyclic cepstrum (or the corresponding spectrum) only gives the poles (resonances) 
and can thus use any OMA procedure. The updated FE model based on these can be used to generate 
equalization curves by the simple expedient of determining the dB difference between the estimated FRFs, 
and those generated from the in-band poles and zeros obtained by curve-fitting the cepstra. Since the 
measured and regenerated spectra (from the roughly updated FE model) do not have exactly the same 
poles and zeros, the dB difference must be “lowpass liftered” to remove the local deviations from the 
smooth equalization curve. 
Figure 4 [12] shows a equalization curve, and the dB spectra from which it was generated for a free-beam 
excited with pink noise. Figure 5 [12] shows two typical scaled FRFs generated in this way and 
demonstrates that they correspond very well with the measured ones. The deviations from the true 
measured FRFs are partly due to the ripple in the equalisation curves (as seen in Fig. 4). This could have 
been reduced by: 

1. Adding the (known calculated) mass lines extending from zero frequency to the FRFs regenerated 
from the in-band poles and zeros extracted from the cepstrum before rather than after generating 
the equalization curves, so as to reduce the large step near zero frequency. 

2. Using a better lowpass lifter to minimize the ripple. 
Note that the slope of the equalization curves comes purely from the exclusion of out-of-band modes, and 
is unaffected by the fact that the excitation was pink rather than white.  
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Figure 4: Typical FRFs (a): reference (solid line), regenerated (dotted) and scaled (dot-dash), and the 

corresponding equalisation curve (b). 

 
Figure 5:  Comparison of correctly scaled FRFs from OMA (dashed line) and measured (solid 

line); driving point (left) and typical transfer measurement (right) [12]. 
 

The other discrepancy between the measured and reconstructed FRFs (small differences in pole 
frequencies) results from the fact that the resonances in the responses are those of the complete measured 
system, and in this case include the mass of the moving elements of the small shakers used to excite the 
beam, whereas these effects were removed from the measured FRFs where the applied forces were 
measured. This is a problem common to all OMA techniques, but is more prevalent in laboratory 
experiments than in most practical situations where the actual excitations do not add (invalid) mass to the 
system. 

3.2 MIMO version of the mean differential cepstrum 

In a recent PhD thesis by Chia [13], the idea first proposed by Antoni et al in [5] was taken further and 
investigated in detail. Starting with the MIMO system shown in Fig. 6: 

  

Figure 6:  MIMO system (illustrated for 2 inputs and 2 outputs) 
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The relationship between inputs and outputs is: 
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From Antoni et al [5] the definition of the MDC in the frequency (ω) domain for the SISO and MIMO 
versions of a system (note that y is scalar for SISO, Y is a vector for MIMO) is as follows: 

SISO MDC : 
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MIMO MDC : ( ) ( ) 1
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′= Y Y Y YE E  (17) 

  where           Ε is the expected value 

             '  is the derivative w.r.t ω 
             * is the conjugate 
             H is hermitian transpose (i.e. transpose and conjugate) 

The frequency symbol ω will be dropped in all subsequent equations for simplification and frequency 
domain operation is assumed unless otherwise stated. 
In the development of the differential cepstrum process, the following assumptions are made about the 
input sources: 

(i) mutually uncorrelated 
(ii) broad band excitation (frequentially white) and  
(iii) by convention having unitary power (scale indeterminacy) 

such that the Cross Spectral Matrix (CSM) of the input, SXX = Ε(XXH) =  I  (identity matrix). 
The unitary power convention is applied on the basis that any gain in the response is accounted for in the 
transfer function. Expanding Equ.(17) using (15) gives: 
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which means that H can be obtained as the solution of a matrix differential equation. 

Note that in the quefrency domain, the pure imaginary diagonal matrix [ ]jCO  corresponds to the 
arbitrary time displacements of the independent sources, which must be set to zero to get the equivalent of 
the response to impulses acting at time zero (definition of frequency response function). 
Solving the matrix DE in terms of H using a finite difference approach: 
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Thus, starting from known low frequency values for free or restrained systems (obtained as described 
above) the FRFs can be obtained in a propagative manner by stepping from frequency to frequency. 

In Chia’s thesis [13], several improvements were made to this basic approach. 

1. By using a singular value decomposition of the transfer function matrix H as H = UDV, where U 
and V are unitary matrices and D is a diagonal matrix of real values, the equation (18) can be 
written in terms of a pre-whitened vector Z = VX, as: 

 ( ) ( ) 1HH EEwhere
−

′==−′ ZZZZD0VDV zzzz  (20) 

This should be easier to solve than the equation in terms of H since the unitary matrix V has less 
rapidly changing properties with frequency than H. U and D can be obtained from eigenvalue 
decomposition of the CSM of the output SYY = U D2 UH 

2. As an alternative to the SVD-eigenvalue decomposition pair, the decomposition can be done in 
terms of QR-Cholesky decomposition, where the output CSM can be decomposed as SYY = ΓHΓ, 
where Γ is an upper triangular matrix. H can be expressed as H = ΓHV, where V is another unitary 
matrix, such that pre-whitened vector Z can once again be defined as Z = VX, resulting in the 
same differential equation (20). This has proven to give more stable results, less sensitive to noise. 

3. Instead of the simple difference equation of Eq.(19) it was recognized that the first order 
difference equation corresponded to the first two terms of the Taylor series expansion of the 
exponential matrix in Equ.(21), and effectively equal to them for small dω: 
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- . ( )
1

kd
k ke ω ω

ω ω
−

−

DH = H  (21) 

which made the solution numerically more stable. 

4. The finite difference solution of Equ.(19) uses a first order backward difference. Since all values 
of response vector Y are known in advance, it is possible to use a second order centred difference 
for greater accuracy as given in the following equation (21). 

  (22) 

5. In Equ.(22) the smoothing is done on the results of taking the difference of noisy estimates. It was 
found possible to reformulate it so as to take the difference of smoothed estimates, as follows: 

  (23) 

With all these improvements, it was possible to get a satisfactory solution of a simulated 5-DOF system, 
excited by two independent sets of impulses of random amplitude at different locations. The results are 
shown in Fig. 7. The red curves in the centre of each diagram represent the reference curves calculated 
from the known FRFs, while the others show the results using different realizations of the basic method, 
as shown in the legend in the figure caption. Note that the vertical displacement of the curves is done 
purely for ease of visualisation; the (known) low frequency values are all the same. 
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Figure 7:  Results of identification of a simulated 5-DOF system with two inputs and five outputs. 

Legend (from the top to bottom curve) – HDirOrn – direct solution of original formulation 
HIndOrn – indirect solution of original formulation 

Hrefer – reference curve 
HDirTay – direct solution using Taylor series expansion 

HIndTay – indirect solution using Taylor series expansion. 
Here “direct” means solution of H directly, while “indirect” means  
solution in terms of V (QR-Cholesky) and then calculation of H. 

Unfortunately, the method did not work satisfactorily for excitation of the simulated system by a series of 
burst random pulses, or for excitation of a real system by either impulses or burst random pulses. This was 
ascribed to sensitivity to noise of the method using finite differences in the frequency domain. 
The method is limited to excitation by a series of pulses, either impulses (eg hammer blows) or burst 
random, and it would be preferable to be able to apply it also to stationary excitations. It has been 
proposed that both problems might be solved by applying the method to auto- and cross-correlation 
functions obtained using the methods of random decrement, which produce single smoothed estimates of 
these functions from a wide range of inputs including stationary noise. The following example shows how 
random decrement methods can be combined with cepstral techniques to obtain some of the best features 
of each. 

3.3 Source determination using random decrement 

In a recent study [14], the case was considered of a milling machine, where the intention was to determine 
the condition of the cutting tool based on the acceleration responses measured at four points on the 
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machine. The cutting tool had five non-uniformly spaced bits (teeth) and comparisons were made for three 
conditions of the teeth: 

1. Fault-free condition 
2. Two worn teeth 
3. One broken tooth 

Since there was only one cutting tool, the system could be considered SIMO, and thus the additive 
relationship would apply between forcing function and transfer function in the response. Because of the 
different transfer paths to each measurement point, each response acceleration could be expected to be 
different, whereas the excitation should be the same for each path. It was proposed that if an estimate 
could be obtained for each transfer path, this could be subtracted in the cepstral domain, leaving four 
separate estimates of the forcing function. Because of indeterminacy in the scaling factor in the cepstrum 
(gain of source and transfer function mixed at zero quefrency) the estimates would have arbitrary scaling, 
but could be scaled to have the same RMS value, allowing them to be averaged meaningfully.  
Figure 8 shows the algorithm used. 

Figure 8:  Schematic presentation of the cutting force identification algorithm 

The random decrement [15] for a sampled stationary random ergodic signal can be obtained from [16]: 

 ∑
=
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where the triggering condition used in this work is { })(0)( 1)( 1 iitx txtxT
i

>>= ++
, ie a positive going 

zero crossing.  
Under restrictive conditions, for a SIMO system, the random decrement produces an (unscaled) estimate 
of the system impulse response, or at least the autocorrelation of the response, with the same poles, and 
close to the same zeros for a broadband excitation. Thus, the cepstrum of the random decrement gives a 
good estimate of the cepstrum of the system transfer function for non-zero quefrency. As shown in Fig. 8, 
this estimate is subtracted from the cepstrum of the response signal to obtain an estimate of the cepstrum 
of the forcing function for that response signal. These estimates were then scaled and averaged. 
Figure 9 shows a typical estimated force, and the response signal from which it was obtained. It can be 
seen that the ringing effect of the transfer path has been removed, and that the cutting forces for the 
individual teeth are quite impulsive. 
Figure 10 compares the averaged power spectrum of all four response signals for the fault-free case and 
the case with one broken tooth, while Fig. 11 compares the excitation spectra for all three cases. 
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Figure 9: Typical identified force signal and the corresponding response from which it was obtained 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of averaged response spectra for the fault-free case and with one broken tooth 

 
Figure 11: Comparison of spectra of force estimates for the three tool conditions 

It can be seen that differences between the conditions are hidden in the response signals but significant in 
the estimated force signals, with a 10 dB difference for the broken tooth, and a 6 dB difference for two 
worn teeth. The excitation spectra are noticeably whiter than the response spectra. 
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Conclusion 

Cepstral methods provide an interesting alternative to other OMA techniques, with some advantages 
resulting from the fact that not only poles but also zeros of the transfer functions are obtainable from 
response measurements, even when excitations are not white, but broadband with relatively smooth 
spectra. Thus, much of the information about relative scaling of adjacent modes is obtained, and fully 
scaled modes can be derived by a procedure described in the paper. Some of the methods are more fully 
described in [17]. 
The cepstral methods are based on the fact that forcing and transfer functions are additive in the cepstra of 
response signals, but this only applies for SIMO systems. A number of techniques are described to 
decompose MIMO systems into a sum of SIMOs, to enable the use of the cepstral techniques. More 
development is required to make the methods fully viable, but it appears that a combination with random 
decrement techniques gives much potential. 
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Abstract
A recent development in Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) isthe possibility to use measured, artificial
forces as an addition to the unmeasured, ambient excitation. This combined experimental-operational or
OMAX approach (Operational Modal Analysis with eXogenous forces), requires special system identifica-
tion algorithms, that take both the ambient and the forced excitation into account. The ambient excitation is
not considered as noise, as it is in Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA), but as a valuable yet unmeasured
part of the excitation, so that the ratio between forced and ambient excitation can be much lower than in
classical EMA testing. The modes that are (partly) excited by the measured forces can be scaled in an abso-
lute way, e.g., to unity modal mass. The combined modal testing of footbridges is explored using two case
studies: a steel arch footbridge with spans of75.2m and30.3m and a concrete stress-ribbon footbridge with
spans of30m and28m. The modal parameters (eigenfrequencies, damping ratios,mode shapes and modal
scaling factors), obtained from a combined vibration test,are compared with the ones obtained from other
modal tests and from a finite element model. The comparison demonstrates the feasibility of using small,
cheap, and practical actuators for the OMAX testing of footbridges, as opposed to the heavy, expensive, and
impractical actuators such as electromechanical or hydraulic shakers that usually have to be used for EMA
testing of civil engineering structures.

1 Introduction

Due to the continuous economical demand for a more efficient use of structural materials and due to im-
portant improvements in design and manufacturing methods,the slenderness and span length of bridges in
general and footbridges in particular have increased significantly during the last decades. Lightweight, slen-
der structures are, however, more sensitive to dynamic loads and therefore more likely to be the subject of
human comfort problems, such as frequent perception of excessive vibrations, or structural problems, such
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as fatigue or flutter. As a result, the susceptibility of footbridges to vibrations has become an important
design issue. The experimental verification of the design values, in particular the modal parameters such as
eigenfrequencies, damping ratios, mode shapes, and modal scaling factors, is essential for design validation,
so for guaranteeing the safety and serviceability of the structure. Damping and boundary conditions may
depend on the vibration amplitude. Therefore, it is important that the experimental determination of the
modal parameters of the structure “as built” is performed innormal operational conditions, i.e., around the
operating point. This belongs to the domain of operational modal analysis (OMA).

In operational modal analysis, the dynamic response of a structure to the operational forces is measured.
From the response, the modal parameters are extracted usingoutput-only system identification methods. A
disadvantage of the OMA approach is that the mode shapes can not be scaled in an absolute sense, e.g. to
unity modal mass, unless a second measurement is performed with adding or removing a significant amount
of mass to or from the structure [15]. This is rather cumbersome for heavy structures such as (foot)bridges
[14]. Another disadvantage of OMA is that the frequency content of the ambient excitation is usually narrow
banded, and as a result only a limited number of modes can be extracted from the ambient data with high
quality.

Therefore, there is an increasing interest towards operational modal analysis with exogenous inputs (OMAX)
[8], where an artificial force is used in operational conditions and a system model is identified that takes both
the artificial and the operational forces into account. The main difference between OMAX and the traditional
experimental modal analysis (EMA) approach from mechanical engineering [10, 13, 7] is that the operational
forces are included in the identified system model: they are not considered as noise but as useful excitation.
As a consequence, the amplitude of the artificial forces can be equal to, or even lower, than the amplitude
of the operational forces. This is of crucial importance forthe modal testing of civil engineering structures,
since it allows the use of excitation devices that are small and practical when compared to the actuators that
are needed for EMA testing such as electromechanical or hydraulic shakers, which are heavy and difficult to
transport.

In this paper, OMAX testing of footbridges is explored with two case studies. The first is a steel arch
footbridge at Wetteren, Belgium, which has a large span of75.2m and a short span of30.3m. The second is
a stress-ribbon footbridge at the Faculty of Engineering ofthe University of Porto (FEUP), Portugal, which
has two spans of nearly equal length (30m and28m). The Wetteren footbridge was subjected to three OMAX
tests: using a drop weight system, an impact hammer, and a pneumatic artificial muscle (fig. 1). The FEUP
footbridge was subjected to an OMAX test using an impact hammer.

The text is organized as follows. First, the choice of actuators for combined modal testing is briefly dis-
cussed. Then, the formulation of a system model that takes both the ambient and the forced excitation into
account, is treated, and it is explained how such a model can be identified from measured data using sub-
space identification. Next, the combined modal testing of the Wetteren footbridge and the FEUP footbridge
is discussed thoroughly, and the results are compared to thevalues obtained from other modal tests and from
a finite element model. The paper ends with the conclusions drawn from both tests.

2 Excitation sources

Table 1 contains a comparative overview of the properties offour possible actuators for the combined modal
testing of footbridges and the ever present ambient excitation. It is clear that the choice of the type of actuator
depends on the criteria that are of major concern for a specific application.

If the cost of testing and the ease of installation are critical, the use of shakers can be excluded since they are
not very cost-effective [12]. If a specific excitation signal is needed, such as a multisine, a (periodic/burst)
random signal, or a swept sine, and a maximum force amplitudeof severalkN is sufficient, the use of a
pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) could be considered as an alternative for a shaker, since its investment
cost is smaller. However, since a PAM can only exert tension forces, it has to be mounted between the bridge
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Figure 1: Actuators used for combined modal testing of the Wetteren footbridge: a drop weight system (left),
an impact hammer (center), and a pneumatic artificial muscle(right).

Table 1: Comparison of excitation sources. Their properties are assessed from very favorable (++) over
neutral (0) to very unfavorable (−−).

criterion ambient shaker drop weight hammer PAM
investment cost ++ −− + + +
installation cost ++ −− + ++ −
power consumption ++ −− + ++ 0
low-frequency excitation ++ 0 + − 0
high-frequency excitation − ++ + + +
modal scaling factors −− ++ ++ + +
controlled amplitude −− ++ ++ 0 ++
controlled signal −− ++ 0 − ++
maximum amplitude − ++ ++ − 0

deck and a fixed anchor point beneath the bridge, which means the installation time and cost are still quite
high. PAMs have originally been designed for application inrobotics. The idea of using them for bridge
testing, as well as the development, originated recently from the Acoustics and Vibration Research Group of
Vrije Universiteit Brussel [5].

A cheap, fast and easy-to-install drop weight system was developed at the Structural Mechanics division
of K.U.Leuven [12]. To control the amplitude of the generated impact force, both the mass (up to120kg
in steps of10kg) and the drop height (up to1m), can be adjusted. An electromagnet is used for lifting
and dropping the mass. The frequency content of excitation can be influenced by adjusting the settings of
the damper on which the mass falls. With this system, even eigenfrequencies below1Hz can be excited
easily [17]. The drop weight system can be considered as a larger and more controllable version of the
classical impact hammer, which, due to the low maximum force, is only feasible for combined modal testing
of moderately short footbridges. When continuously repeated impacts during a certain period of time are
required, an impact hammer requires a lot of manpower. This is not the case for the drop weight system,
where the power for lifting the mass is provided by a small electric motor.
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3 Subspace identification for combined vibration tests

Suppose that a total ofno outputs (accelerations, velocities, displacements, strains, ...) andni forces are
measured and that the measured outputs are grouped in a vector y(t) ∈ R

no and the measured forces in a
vectorf(t) ∈ R

ni . In this section, it is shown a system model that takes both the ambient and the forced
excitation into account can be constructed and identified from the measured data.

When the structure is linear elastic and has general viscousdamping, its spatial discretization with finite
elements yields the following system of ordinary differential equations:

M
d2u(t)

dt2
+C2

du(t)

dt
+Ku(t) = B2f(t) +B3e(t)

whereM ,C2 andK are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively, e(t) is the vector with the
ambient nodal forces,u(t) is the vector with nodal displacements,B2 andB3 are selection matrices andt
denotes the time. The finite element equations can be rearranged into a continuous-time state space model,
that has the advantage of containing only first order derivatives:

dx(t)

dt
= Acx(t) +Bc1ft +Bc2e(t) (1)

where

x(t) =

[

u(t)
du(t)

dt

]

Ac =

[

0 I

−M−1K −M−1C2

]

Bc1 =

[

0

M−1

]

B2 Bc2 =

[

0

M−1

]

B3

x(t) is called the state of the structure. Ify(t) contains some linear combination of nodal accelerations,
velocities or displacements, it can be written as

y(t) = Ca
d2u(t)

dt2
+Cv

du(t)

dt
+Cdu(t)

=
�
Cd − CaM−1K Cv − CaM−1C2� x(t)+CaM−1B2f(t) + CaM−1B3e(t)

= Cx(t) +Df(t) +Dee(t) (2)

whereCa,Cv andCd are selection matrices.

When the forcesf(t) ande(t) can be approximated with some function that is piecewise constant during
each discrete time step∆t, the following discrete-time state-space model of the structure is obtained:

xk+1 = Axk +Bfk +Beek (3)

yk = Cxk +Dfk +Deek (4)

where

A = eAc∆t B = (A− I)Ac
−1Bc1 Be = (A− I)Ac

−1Bc2

An eigenvalue decomposition ofA yields the undamped eigenfrequenciesfudi and the damping ratiosξi:

Aψi = λiψi λci =
lnλi

∆t
fudi =

|λci|

2π
ξi =

−λR
ci

|λci|

where| • | denotes amplitude andλR
ci

denotes the real part ofλci. The mode shapesφi can be obtained using
C:

φi = Cψi

How the mode shapesφi can be scaled to unity modal mass in order to obtain the mass-normalized mode
shapesϕi, is explained in detail in [18].
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Sincef(t) ande(t) are band-limited, a modal model reduction of (3-4), where only the modes that are
excited, are retained, can be performed [18].

When performing vibration measurements, the number of ambient forces acting on the structure (i.e., the
length ofek) is usually unknown. Therefore, the termBeek in (3) is replaced by a single vectorwk ∈ R

n.
Moreover, a vector which contains the output measurement noiseyN

k is added to the right hand side of (4),
whereupon the termDeek + yN

k is replaced byvk ∈ R
no. As a result, (3-4) changes into

xk+1 = Axk +Bfk +wk

yk = Cxk +Dfk + vk

This state-space model has only one free parameter: the system ordern. The model can be obtained from the
measured data with the reference-based combined deterministic-stochastic subspace identification method,
which is statistically strongly consistent [18].

4 The Wetteren footbridge

The construction of a new roundabout at the N42 national roadon top of the E40 highway at Wetteren, Bel-
gium, created a potentially dangerous situation for cyclists and pedestrians due to the numerous approaches
to and exits from the highway. In order to separate the bicycle track and the footpath completely from the
road traffic, a new footbridge was built to the west of the roundabout in2003 (fig. 2). This steel bridge
has two spans, a short one of30.33m and a large one of75.23m. At the largest span, the bridge is of the
bow-string type, with an inclination of13.78◦ of the bows.

Figure 2: Footbridge in Wetteren, Belgium, viewed from the south side (left) and the southwest side (right).

Before the modal tests were performed, a detailed finite element model of the bridge was made in ANSYS.
The beams and bows were modeled with Timoshenko beam elements (BEAM188), the cables, which are
stainless steel bars with diameters between27 and30mm, with truss elements (LINK8), and the steel plates
of the bridge deck with shell elements (SHELL63). The model shows that for most of the mode shapes,
there is a strong interaction between the bows and the bridgedeck, which makes these mode shapes truly
three-dimensional. The first two modes consist mainly of lateral deformation of the bows while the bridge
deck remains relatively undeformed.
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An OMA test was performed on October 10, 2007, followed by an OMAX test one day later. For the OMAX
test, a commercially available PAM (DMSP-20 from Festo) wasused as actuator (fig. 1). In both tests, 72
degrees of freedom (DOFs) where measured in 5 setups: the vertical and horizontal acceleration of the bridge
deck at 44 and 23 locations, respectively, and the out of plane acceleration of the bows at 5 locations (fig. 3).
Because of the large amount of traffic at the highway under thebridge, monitoring the inclined bows safely
is difficult in practice. Therefore, only the out of plane accelerations at the four bow lower ends and at one
higher point on a bow were measured. On January 18, 2008, two other OMAX tests were performed. For
the first test, the actuator was a drop weight system releasing continuously a mass of30kg from a height of
20cm (fig. 1). In this test,33 accelerations were measured in2 setups. For the second test, a hammer was
used to produce continuously repeated impact forces (fig. 1), and20 accelerations were measured in a single
setup.

192
161

132

42

Figure 3: Measurement grid at the Wetteren footbridge: 3D view from the south side. Each sphere indicates
a measurement point. The numbered points appear in the text.

The drop weight, the PAM, and the impact hammer produced a vertical force at nodes132, 192, and42,
respectively (fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the power spectral density (PSD) values for the applied forces in the first
setup of each test. As a swept logarithmic sine between0.1 and10Hz was chosen as force signal, the PAM
force drops above10Hz. The force level for the repetitive hammer impacts is clearly lower than for the PAM
and the drop weight. It should be noted that for the PAM and thedrop weight, much higher force levels can
be achieved if necessary, by using a larger muscle [6] or increasing the mass and drop height, respectively.
Since the use of an impact hammer for combined modal testing is treated extensively in the next section, the
repetitive hammer impact data will not be considered in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 4: Wetteren footbridge: Force PSD values (full line:drop weight; dashed line: PAM; dotted line:
hammer).

Fig. 5 shows the vertical acceleration PSD at point161 (fig. 3) The distances from this point to both the PAM
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and the drop weight driving points are equal. The vibration levels for the PAM data are significantly higher
than for the other data between4 and8Hz. The vibration levels for the drop weight data are significantly
higher than for the other data from15Hz on. At the other frequency intervals, the vibration levels for the
OMAX tests are not significantly higher than the vibration levels for the OMA test. This clearly illustrates
the combined experimental-operational nature of the OMAX tests that have been performed.
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Figure 5: Wetteren footbridge: Acceleration PSD values at midspan (full line: drop weight; dashed line:
PAM; dotted line: only ambient excitation).

The measured signals were digitally low-pass filtered with an eighth-order Chebychev Type I filter with a
cutoff frequency of20Hz in both the forward and the reverse direction to remove all phase distortion, and
then re-sampled at50Hz. Subsequently, the signals were high-pass filtered with a fourth-order Butterworth
filter with a cutoff frequency of0.2Hz, again in both the forward and the reverse direction. From the data,
the modal properties have been extracted using the CSI/ref algorithm [18] for the OMAX tests, and the SSI-
data/ref algorithm [16] for the OMA test. The block Hankel matrix was constructed with two times40 and30
block rows for CSI/ref and SSI-data/ref, respectively. Theseven channels that are common to all setups were
used as reference channels. A model order range from2 to 200 in steps of2 was chosen for the construction
of the stabilization diagrams.

Table 2 provides a comparative overview of the results obtained with the ambient, drop weight, and PAM
data. Since normal modes are expected, i.e. the phase difference between the coefficients of the mode shapes
is 0◦ or 180◦, the modal phase collinearity (MPC) [11] is a good validation parameter to assess the quality
of the mode shapes. An MPC value of1 indicates a perfect normal mode, an MPC value near0 a highly
complex mode. The MPC values of modes 1,4,8,18,23,25 and 29 are significantly lower for the ambient data
than for the OMAX data. This is an indication for less accurate mode shape estimates. Fig. 6 compares some
mode shapes, obtained with the ambient and the PAM data. The use of an exogenous force clearly yields
smoother mode shapes. For modes 1, this could be expected from the MPC values, but for modes 7 and 27,
this is remarkable since the MPC values of both estimates arenearly the same. Other mode shapes, obtained
from the OMAX data, are shown in fig 7. Since in the OMAX test with the PAM, more DOFs were measured
than in the other tests, only the mode shapes obtained from the PAM data are plotted.

From table 2, it is clear that, for most of the modes, the MPC values for the drop weight data are higher
than for the PAM data, especially above6Hz. For some of these modes, there is a corresponding significant
difference in damping ratio (modes 1,4,8,9,25 and 29), or even in eigenfrequency (modes1 and4), indicating
an overall less accurate estimate. For most of the modes, theeigenfrequencies and damping ratios, obtained
from both OMAX data sets, correspond very well.

The table also shows the MAC (modal assurance criterion) values between the measured mode shapesφi
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nr. FEM ambient drop weight pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM)
fudi fudi ξi MPC fudi ξi MPC MAC MSF fudi ξi MPC MAC MSF
[Hz] [Hz] [%] [−] [Hz] [%] [−] [−] [−] [Hz] [%] [−] [−] [−]

1 0.739 0.711 2.12 0.80 0.688 0.93 0.99 0.97 −0.05 − 0.01i 0.693 1.05 0.98 0.96 −0.47 − 0.21i

2 1.739 1.671 0.21 1.00 1.678 0.33 0.99 0.95 −1.13 + 0.40i 1.669 0.23 0.99 0.93 1.79 + 0.38i

3 1.769 0.59 0.97 1.775 0.62 0.93 1.758 0.76 0.98
4 2.363 2.138 1.90 0.80 2.216 0.50 0.99 0.99 1.59 − 0.10i 2.195 0.50 0.99 0.99 −1.01 + 0.02i

5 3.250 3.743 0.76 0.98 3.768 0.61 0.97 0.93 0.53 − 0.00i 3.731 0.55 0.98 0.84 1.01 − 0.14i

6 3.833 3.836 0.67 0.95 3.847 0.58 0.99 0.94 1.07 − 0.00i 3.838 0.49 0.98 0.89 1.19 + 0.19i

7 3.891 4.442 0.56 0.99 4.466 0.77 0.98 0.95 −1.18 + 0.02i 4.480 0.76 0.96 0.91 0.28 + 1.36i

8 3.939 5.143 1.15 0.80 5.187 0.26 0.99 0.95 0.85 − 0.02i 5.154 0.44 0.97 0.92 1.20 + 0.14i

9 6.377 6.111 0.52 0.89 6.126 0.23 0.93 0.92 −1.02 − 0.20i 6.117 0.27 0.99 0.93 −0.69 − 0.04i

10 6.662 6.321 0.73 0.98 6.350 0.78 0.99 0.97 −0.61 + 0.32i 6.321 0.50 0.99 0.96 −0.10 + 0.51i

11 6.991 6.621 0.62 0.98 6.638 0.72 0.98 0.96 1.21 − 0.06i 6.605 0.58 0.99 0.94 1.21 − 0.04i

12 7.209 2.15 0.84 7.287 3.31 0.85 7.238 2.34 0.79
13 8.028 7.509 0.70 0.84 7.491 0.60 0.89 0.92 1.10 − 0.06i 7.488 0.70 0.88 0.87 −0.35 + 0.02i

14 7.582 1.36 0.88 7.608 1.69 0.97 7.577 1.29 0.93
15 8.599 8.322 1.18 0.97 8.298 1.24 0.95 0.86 −1.14 − 0.00i 8.307 1.18 0.97 0.88 −1.24 − 0.04i

16 8.556 0.58 0.93 8.587 0.62 0.98 8.565 0.68 0.95
17 9.570 0.88 0.91 9.605 0.85 0.93 9.565 0.74 0.96
18 10.395 9.962 1.28 0.87 10.004 1.35 0.96 0.90 0.14 − 0.76i 9.967 1.10 0.94 0.80 0.32 − 1.23i

19 11.397 10.503 0.50 0.96 10.516 0.57 0.97 0.87 0.92 − 0.03i 10.475 0.64 0.97 0.87 0.99 − 0.08i

20 11.864 11.245 0.66 0.97 11.226 0.96 0.96 0.91 −1.08 + 0.13i 11.214 0.78 0.92 0.90 0.40 + 1.28i

21 11.624 11.804 1.71 0.95 11.883 1.97 0.96 0.90 −0.73 − 0.05i 11.821 1.68 0.97 0.88 0.84 − 1.17i

22 13.146 12.739 0.28 0.87 12.777 0.29 0.90 12.728 0.35 0.85 0.80 0.36 − 0.00i

23 13.254 12.896 0.65 0.47 12.900 0.93 0.87 0.94 −0.90 − 0.06i 12.863 0.72 0.65 0.85 0.48 − 0.77i

24 14.479 13.522 0.51 0.86 13.525 0.48 0.83 0.86 −0.88 − 0.01i 13.530 0.72 0.76
25 13.648 0.60 0.77 13.640 0.42 0.89 13.606 0.39 0.92
26 15.620 14.809 0.50 0.92 14.842 0.10 0.99 0.92 −0.94 − 0.10i 14.810 0.41 0.95 0.88 0.03 + 0.42i

27 15.225 0.69 0.86 15.223 0.38 0.96 15.213 0.46 0.87
28 16.648 16.514 0.68 0.97 16.509 0.63 0.97 16.502 0.53 0.96 0.90 −0.93 − 0.12i

29 17.531 0.92 0.72 17.517 0.59 0.90 17.508 0.31 0.90
30 18.537 17.839 0.26 0.87 17.856 0.26 0.90 0.92 1.10 + 0.19i 17.833 0.28 0.88 0.91 −0.53 + 0.02i

Table 2: OMAX testing of Wetteren footbridge: comparison ofundamped eigenfrequenciesfudi and damp-
ing ratiosξi, obtained from the drop weight and the PAM data using CSI/ref. The MAC and MPC values as
well as the MSF between the measured mass-normalized mode shapes and the ones obtained from the finite
element model, are shown as well.

OMA - mode 1 -0.711Hz OMA - mode 7 -4.442Hz OMA - mode 27 -15.225Hz

OMAX - mode 1 -0.693Hz OMAX - mode 7 -4.480Hz OMAX - mode 27 -15.216Hz

Figure 6: OMA vs. OMAX testing of Wetteren footbridge: comparison of some mode shapes (top: top view,
middle: side view from the southeast side, bottom: three-dimensional view from the south side).
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mode 2 -1.669Hz mode 3 -1.758Hz mode 4 -2.195Hz

mode 5 -3.731Hz mode 9 -6.117Hz mode 11 -6.605Hz

mode 14 -7.238Hz mode 15 -8.307Hz mode 16 -8.565Hz

mode 19 -9.967Hz mode 20 -10.475Hz mode 26 -14.810Hz

mode 28 -16.502Hz mode 29 -17.508Hz mode 30 -17.833Hz

Figure 7: OMAX testing of Wetteren footbridge: some mode shapes, obtained using CSI/ref (top: top view,
middle: side view from the southeast side, bottom: three-dimensional view from the south side).
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and the calculated mode shapesφFEM,i, which are defined as [10]

MAC =
|φi

∗φFEM,i|
2

|φi||φFEM,i|
,

When the MAC value is unity, both modes are perfectly correlated. When the MAC is zero, both modes
are uncorrelated. In the table, the eigenfrequencies, obtained from the finite element model, are given when
the MAC value between the calculated mode shape and a measured mode shape exceeds0.8. In this case,
also the modal scaling factor (MSF) between both the measured mass-normalized mode shapeϕi and the
calculated oneϕFEM,i, defined as [10]

MSF =
ϕi

∗ϕFEM,i

|ϕFEM,i|
, (5)

is provided. The MSF gives a least squares estimate of the ratio between both mass-normalized mode shapes.
When the MSF is real and close to one, both mass-normalized mode shapes have nearly the same amplitude
and phase. Since it only makes sense to calculate the MSF whenthe corresponding MAC is large [10], the
table only shows MSF values when the corresponding MAC exceeds0.8. For the drop weight data, the real
part and the amplitude of the MSF of modes 2,6,7,8,9,13,15,19,20,23,24,26 and 30 lies between0.8 and1.2.
For the PAM data, this is only the case for modes 4,5,19 and 28.

Since some modes (e.g. modes1, 2, 4, 8, 22) mainly involve deformation of the bows, sometimes combined
with a lateral deformation of the bridge deck, it is not surprising that the MSF for some of these modes
(e.g. mode1) could not be well determined, considering the location anddirection of the drop weight and
PAM forces. The same holds for modes 5,6,10,11,21 and 26, which mainly involve deformation of the short
span. However, since it concerns an OMAX test, the other modal parameters of these modes are accurately
determined, thanks to the fact that the operational excitation is taken into account.

5 The FEUP footbridge

The footbridge at the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Porto (FEUP) was designed in 1998. It
provides a link between the main buildings at its north side and the student’s canteen and parking areas at its
south side (fig. 8). It is a very slender two-span stress-ribbon footbridge with an approximately rectangular
cross-section of3.80m × 0.15m. The south span has a length of30m and the north span28m.

Figure 8: The footbridge at FEUP campus, Porto, viewed from the south side (left) and the southeast side
(right).

The lively behavior of the footbridge, detected soon after its construction, is not surprising, considering the
bridge type, the slenderness, and the lack of lateral resistance at the intermediate support, which has the form
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of an inverted pyramid of steel pipes hinged at the base (fig. 8). Therefore, a finite element model of the
bridge was made and a preliminary ambient vibration test wasperformed in March2003 for the calibration
of the model. When making the model, the geometric nonlinearbehavior of the bridge during the construc-
tion phase was taken into account. Because of a lack of sealing of the joints between the precast concrete
segments, partial rotations between the beam elements withwhich they were modeled, were considered.
The area and moment of inertia of the beam elements were reduced to simulate the cracking and the lack of
adherence between the precast and the in situ concrete. In this way, a good match between the measured and
the calculated eigenfrequencies was achieved [3].

A series of full-scale EMA and OMA tests has been performed onthe bridge in October-November2004,
with the purpose of identifying the modal damping ratios of the vertical bending modes as well as comparing
the results obtained from different types of modal testing and from different system identification methods
[4].

After closing the bridge, a forced vibration test was carried out by applying an impact force at a fixed
position in each span. From each single impact, a nonparametric FRF was estimated. However, due to the
limited frequency resolution that was obtained in this way and the low force-acceleration coherence below
10Hz in the FRF estimate, it was concluded that this type of EMA testing was inappropriate for the accurate
estimation of the modal parameters, especially the dampingratios, in the frequency range of interest.

A second forced vibration test was carried out using an electrodynamic shaker with random excitation. A
classical EMA technique [9] was applied to extract the modalparameters from the data, yielding fairly
accurate results for most of the modes of interest, except for the second mode. Unfortunately, the load cells
were not calibrated and the mass-normalization of the mode shapes was not performed. A third EMA test was
carried out by applying harmonic shaker excitation at resonance frequencies. The excitation was suddenly
stopped, yielding a free vibration response.

Finally, an OMA test was performed, recording ambient vibrations during ten minutes. The results were
analyzed using the Peak Picking (PP) [1], Complex Mode Indicator Function [19] (also called Frequency
Domain Decomposition (FDD) when applied to output-only data [2]), and SSI-data [16] algorithms, yielding
comparable results [4].

In this paper, the results of a new OMAX test, performed on November 21, 2007, are described and compared
to the previous test results. The purpose is to investigate if an OMAX approach instead of an EMA approach
would be able to increase the feasibility of the use of an impact hammer. The measurement system consisted
of a PCB086B50 impact hammer, 3 piezoelectric PCB393C accelerometers, and an NI cDAQ-9172 data-
acquisition system of which one rack NI 9215 was used, coupled to a portable computer. The hammer and
each accelerometer had an independent PCB 480D06 power supply unit, feeded by a battery. Since the data
acquisition system has a very low weight, this measurement setup is feasible for quick operational testing.

30m 28m

Figure 9: Measurement grid at the FEUP footbridge: view fromthe east side. Each square indicates a
measurement point.

The accelerations were recorded at the middle of the cross section, on the north span of the bridge, at10,
15 and 20m from the abutment, and in the vertical direction (points 1, 2, and 3 in fig. 9, respectively).
Continuous impact forces were applied with a5.5kg hammer at point 1 during six minutes. The low spatial
resolution of the test is motivated by the fact that the full characterization of the modes can be done by
comparison with the previous test results. The measured signals were digitally low-pass filtered with an
eighth-order Chebychev Type I filter with a cutoff frequencyof 8Hz in both the forward and the reverse
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direction to remove all phase distortion, and then re-sampled at20Hz. The data have been processed with
the CSI/ref algorithm [18], using two times50 block rows for the block Hankel matrix. A model order range
from 2 to 100 in steps of2 was chosen for the construction of the stabilization diagrams.

Table 3 provides a comparative overview of the eigenfrequencies and damping ratios in the frequency band
0 − 5Hz. For the shaker results, the estimated2σ confidence bounds are shown as well. The span that
was measured in the OMAX test has a zero participation for modes3 and5 [4], which explains why these
modes are not present in the data. The eigenfrequencies, obtained from the finite element model, the OMAX
hammer test, the EMA shaker test with random excitation, andthe OMA test processed with the PP and SSI-
data methods, correspond well. The differences are probably caused by different environmental conditions
for the different tests and inadequacies in the FE model. Forstress-ribbon bridges, it can be expected that
the damping values are rather large and that they depend on the vibration amplitude, due to the construction
process and the possible existence of some energy dissipating zones in the connections of the structural
elements [3]. The dependence of the damping ratios on the vibration amplitude was experimentally observed
in the free vibration shaker tests as well [4]. It is also the most plausible explanation for the large scatter and
uncertainty of the damping ratios presented in the table.

mode FEM OMAX (hammer) EMA (shaker) OMA (PP) OMA (SSI)
nr. fudi fudi ξi fudi ξi fdi fudi ξi

[Hz] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [Hz] [%]

1 0.949 0.992 0.69 0.972 ± 0.010 1.07 ± 0.48 0.990 0.983 1.56
2 1.990 1.922 0.58 2.043 ± 0.026 1.40 ± 1.06 2.083 2.083 1.27
3 2.143 − − 2.072 ± 0.040 1.51 ± 1.58 2.178 2.136 2.10
4 2.417 2.435 1.21 2.382 ± 0.010 1.51 ± 1.38 2.423 2.408 1.84
5 3.869 − − 3.590 ± 0.078 1.77 ± 0.50 3.857 3.743 2.12
6 4.381 4.215 1.60 4.165 ± 0.046 2.00 ± 0.34 4.229 4.241 2.21

Table 3: EMA, OMA and OMAX testing of the FEUP footbridge: comparison of the different modal param-
eter estimates.

The mode shapes are shown in fig.10, where the OMA modes are theones obtained from Peak Picking. Only
the mode shapes obtained from the finite element model and theOMAX test could be scaled to unity modal
mass. The other mode shapes have been scaled to the FEM results using (5). The scaling for the OMAX and
FEM modes yields good results for mode shapes1, 4 and6, for which the MSF of the measured with respect
to the calculated mode shapes are0.74 + 0.01i, 1.36 + 0.04i and0.95 + 0.00i, respectively. For mode2, the
difference is higher, which could point to both measurementinaccuracies or inadequacies of the FE model.
For this mode, there is a low correlation between the mode shape obtained from the EMA test and the other
mode shapes. This is because in the EMA test, modes2 and3 combine to a double mode (see table 3).

6 Conclusions

The feasibility of combined modal testing (OMAX testing) offootbridges has been explored in two real-life
case studies. The steel Wetteren footbridge, whose main span is of the bow-string type, has a very high modal
density in the analyzed frequency range0 − 18Hz. Most of the modes show a complex three-dimensional
behavior, where the inclined arches interact with the bridge deck. The concrete FEUP footbridge is of the
stress-ribbon type, which not only explains its lively behavior but also made the construction of an accurate
numerical model a cumbersome task.

For both bridges, an in-depth comparison between the modal parameters (eigenfrequencies, damping ratios,
mode shapes and modal scaling factors), obtained from the OMAX tests, with the ones obtained from numer-
ical models and EMA and OMA tests, shows that the that the OMAXresults are of good, sometimes even
superior, quality, than the OMA and EMA results. Most of the mode shapes, obtained from the OMAX tests,
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Figure 10: FEUP footbridge, viewed from the east side: comparison of mode shapes. Full line: FEM (scaled
to unit modal mass); crosses: OMA (scaled to FEM); dots: EMA (scaled to FEM); squares: OMAX (scaled
to unit modal mass).

could be properly scaled to unity modal mass. It was shown that with an OMAX approach, the amplitude of
the artificial forces can be of the same level of magnitude as the amplitude of the operational excitation. This
demonstrates the feasibility of using small and practical actuators, such as the drop weight, impact hammer
and PAM used in the present study, for combined experimental-operational modal testing of footbridges.
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Abstract
Precise and automatic identification of structural properties is a vital step toward damage detection and local-
ization in structures. In this paper the problems of improving the accuracy ofmodal parameter estimates and
automatic elimination of spurious modes in covariance driven subspace identification method are addressed.
An iterative procedure is proposed, which in the first step, actively modifies the excitation signal, resulting
in improvements of identification results. In the second step, for spurious modeelimination, an alternative
stabilization histogram is introduced to automatically combine and extract identifiedmodal parameters. It
is shown that use of measured output signals, of different sampling rates, along with the combination of
identified results on a single stabilization histogram, can enhance the effectiveness of spurious modes rejec-
tion. An active composite beam is selected to demonstrate the application of the proposed procedure. The
method is then coupled with a finite element model updating algorithm to identify different damage cases.
The developed procedure allows automatic and accurate generation of modal parameter residuals facilitating
the fault detection algorithm to precisely locate the damages.

1 Introduction

Detecting and localizing damage in smart composite structures is a topic of growing interest in the domain
of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [1, 2, 3]. These structures havebuilt in piezoelectric sensors and
actuators, which can be used to identify the changes caused by damage in structural parameters, such as
modal properties. The sensitivity and use of modal properties for damagedetection have been extensively
studied [4, 5] and many modal parameter identification methods have been proposed. One of the modal pa-
rameter identification methods, which has gained popularity in recent years,is Subspace Based Identification
(SubID) [6].

SubID methods estimate the state-space sequence using input/output signals.The original SubID method is
non-iterative and is restricted only to offline implementation because of computational complexity of matrix
operations such as singular value decomposition (SVD). Moreover, like many other identification methods,
SubID depends heavily on excitation force. Weak ambient excitations alongwith ambient noise have strong
influence on the accuracy of estimates. In order to benefit from ambient excitation, long samples are used
with models of redundant order. However, using model of redundant order generates spurious modes, which
mix intensively with physical modes, making them difficult to identify. It has been observed that as the
model order is increased, the physical modes tend to stabilize as compared tothe spurious ones. This is
the core idea behind stabilization diagrams [7, 8], which exhibit the variation of modal parameters relative
to increments in modal order, making them an effective tool for spurious modeidentification. However,
they require extensive user interaction as some numerical spurious modesbehave as physical ones, when the
model order is changed on a stabilization diagram, generating difficulties in their identifiability.

In order to reduce computation complexity, recursive SubID algorithms have been proposed. Mercère et al
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[9] and Delgado et al [10] have developed methods that identify system matrices without extracting state
sequence information. Whereas, Pongpairoj and Pourboghrat [11]estimated state sequences from approxi-
mated subspace intersection of sequential updated vector. Methods [12,13] have been proposed to reinforce
stabilization diagrams but they do not eliminate spurious modes automatically. Therefore, the problems of
improving the accuracy of modal parameter estimates and the automatic elimination ofspurious modes using
covariance driven output-only SubID methods are addressed in this paper.

We propose a two step iterative procedure for improving the accuracy ofmodal parameter estimation on
active structures, while using covariance based output-only SubID. Inthe first step, excitation force is itera-
tively modified to better estimate the modal parameters. In the second step, an attempt is made to eliminate
the spurious modes by using an original stabilization histogram and by resampling measured output data. In
order to reduce the complexity of modal testing and to increase the flexibility of implementation, output-only
SubID method was applied.

The paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction to output-only covariance driven SubID algorithm
is given in section 2. A fault detection method based on finite element model updating is summarized in
section 3. The proposed algorithm is introduced in section 4. Experimental results obtained from a case
study of a simple composite beam are demonstrated in section 5. A conclusion is derived in section 6 and
some future prospects are proposed.

2 Modal Analysis by Subspace Identification

2.1 State Space Model

The behavior of stationary linear dynamic mechanical system withnd degrees of freedom can be described
by

M q̈(t) + D q̇(t) + K q(t) = B
0
u(t) (1)

y(t) = C
0
x(t) (2)

wheret denotes continuous time. Vectorsq, q̇ andq̈ collect the displacements, velocity and acceleration of
nd degrees of freedom.u is vector ofnu input forces andy is the measurement vector ofny outputs.M is
the mass matrix,D is the damping matrix andK is the rigidity matrix. MatricesB

0
andC

0
indicate where

the actuators and sensors are located respectively.

It is generally convenient to convert these second order differentialequations in state-space form. If1/τ is
the sampling rate then the discrete state-space model is given by

xk+1 = A
d
xk + B

d
uk + wk (3)

y
k

= C xk + vk (4)

where,xk ∈ Rns , uk ∈ Rnu andy
k
∈ Rny are respectively the discrete state-space, input and output vectors

at time instantk. ns is state-space order.A
d
, B

d
andC are the discrete system, input and the output matrices

respectively.wk andvk are respectively the process and the measurement noise vectors.

if state vector is given by

xk =
[

q(kτ)
q̇(kτ)

]
(5)

then the system matrixA
d

and the input matrixB
d

are given by

A
d

= eA
c
τ (6)

B
d

=
∫ τ

0
eA

c
sdsB

c
(7)
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whereA
c

is the continuous system matrix given by

A
c
=

[
0 1

−M−1K −M−1D

]
(8)

andB
c

is the continuous input matrix given by

B
c
=

[
0

−M−1B
0

]
(9)

Considering that the system behaves like a stationary linear dynamics systemand that the input forces can
be modeled as a non-stationary white noise, the model can be modified as

xk+1 = A
d
xk + wk (10)

y
k

= C xk + vk (11)

Here, the process and the measurement noise are assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian white noise processes
such as

E

[[
wk

vk

] [
wT

k vT
k

]]
=

[
Q P

P T R

]
δ(t) (12)

where,E is the expectation operator andδ(t) is the Kronecker delta.P is the cross-covariance between
process and measurement noise.Q andR are the process and measurement noise covariance matrices re-
spectively.

2.2 Output-only Covariance Driven Subspace Identification

Covariance driven SubID is based on the following steps [14]. LetΛ
i

be output covariance matrix given by

Λ
i
= E

[
y

k+i
yT

k

]
(13)

A Hankel matrix is constructed usingp+1 block rows andq block columns of the output covariance matrix.

H
p+1,q

=


Λ

1
Λ

2
· · · Λ

q

Λ
2

Λ
3

· · · Λ
q+1

...
...

.. .
...

Λ
p+1

Λ
p+2

· · · Λ
p+q+1

 (14)

Considering that the system is stationary and that the process and measurement noise are white, Gaussian
with zero mean, we can rewrite (13) as

Λ
i
= C Σ CT + R i = 0 (15)

Λ
i
= C Ai−1

d
G i > 0 (16)

where,G is the cross-covariance between state and observed output. This leads tothe factorization of Hankel
matrix as

H
p+1,q

= O
p+1

C
q

(17)

where
O

p+1
=

[
C C A

d
· · · C Ap

d

]T
(18)

and
C

q
=

[
G A

d
G · · · Aq−1

d
G

]
(19)
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arep + 1 order Observability andq order Controllability matrices of ranknd respectively.

In order to calculate the system state matrixA
d
, the first block row of the observability matrixO

p+1
is

deleted to get a truncated observability matrixO↑
p+1

given by

O↑
p+1

=
[

C A
d

C A2
d
· · · C Ap

d

]T
(20)

Thus, the system state matrixA
d

can be calculated by

A
d

= O⊕
p
O↑

p+1
(21)

where,O⊕
p

represents the pseudo-inverse ofp order observability matrix. The output state matrixC can be
obtained from the first block row ofO

p
. Thus, the state-space model given in (10) and (11) can be identified.

2.3 Balanced Realization

For the time being, we use Balanced Realization [15, 16] for the implementation ofSubID, which uses SVD
to obtain observability and controllability matrices. In practice, only finite number of samples are available.
As a result, the output covariance matrices are calculated by

Λ̂
i
=

1
nτ − i

nτ−i∑
k=1

y
k+i

yT
k

(22)

where,nτ is the number of samples. Experimental Hankel matrixĤ
p+1,q

is populated using the estimated

output covariance matriceŝΛ
i
. The SVD ofĤ

p+1,q
and its truncation at a desired model order, yields the

estimated observabilitŷO
p+1

and controllabilityĈ
p+1

matrices, i.e.

Ĥ
p+1,q

=
[

U
1

U
2

] [
S

1
0

0 S
2

] [
V

1
V

2

]T
(23)

Ô
p+1

= U
1
S1/2

1
(24)

Ĉ
p+1

= S1/2
1

V
1

(25)

2.4 Modal parameter estimation

Modal parameters are estimated by using the output matrixC and by Eigenvalue decomposition of system
matrixA

d
.

A
d

= Ψλ Ψ−1. (26)

Whereλ is a diagonal matrix ofns discrete Eigenvaluesνi of matrixA
d
. These complex Eigenvalues appear

in complex conjugate pairs. The natural frequenciesfi and damping ratiosζi of the system can be calculated
by:

fi =
|ln(νi)|
2πτ

(27)

ζi =
Re(ln(νi))
|ln(νi)| (28)

The mode-shape matrixΦ is obtained in the dimension of the measured degrees of freedom by.

Φ = C Ψ (29)
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3 Damage Detection

In this paper we use Eigensensitivity method [18], which is a finite element (FE) model updating method
of damage detection and localization. This method is a parametric approach, based on natural frequencies.
As suggested by name, in parametric methods a vector set of parameters is defined by assuming damage
mechanisms and their potential locations. The structural model is defined by using these parameters such that
the mass, damping and rigidity matrices in (1) are a function of these parameters. As a result the analytical
modal parameters obtained from this model are also a function of the selectedparameters. Consideringp as
a vector ofnp parameters then

zA(p) =
[

f1(p) f2(p) . . . fnm(p)
]

(30)

wherezA is a vector collecting the firstnm the analytical natural frequencies.

The objective of Eigensensitivity method is to minimize the difference betweennm analytical natural fre-
quencieszA and the corresponding experimentally measured frequencieszX . The objective functionJ(p) is
given by

J(p) =
nm∑
i=1

wi

(
fX

i − fA
i (p)

)2
=

(
zX − zA(p)

)T
W

(
zX − zA(p)

)
(31)

or
J(p) = eT W e (32)

wherewi are the weighting factors that reflect the confidence level in the measurements, all assembled
together in a diagonal matrixW

W = diag(w1, w2, · · · , wnm) (33)

and e = zA − zX is the modal residual vector, which is a non-linear function of the parameters. The
minimization is solved using a truncated linear Taylor series and iterations. Atkth iteration,

ek = zX − zA
k = S

k
∆p

k
(34)

where∆p
k

is the perturbation in the updating parameters,

∆p
k

= p
k
− p

k−1
(35)

andS
k

is the sensitivity matrix, which is the first derivate of the eigenvalues with respect to the updating

parameters and it can be calculated analytically or numerically [19]. The penalty function at thekth iteration
is approximated as

J(∆p
k
) = (∆zk − S

k
∆p

k
)T W (∆zk − S

k
∆p

k
) (36)

The solution of (36) obtained by the minimization ofJ with respect to∆p leads to the estimation of updating
parameters after each iteration:

p
k+1

= p
k

+
[
ST

k
W S

k

]−1
ST

k
W (zA − zX

k ) (37)

The final estimated value ofp indicates the extent and the position of damage.

4 Recursive Method

For a damage detection algorithm, using changes in modal parameters as an indication of damage, underling
modal parameter identification method must be precise and accurate. To achieve this goal, we propose an
alternative recursive approach using a stabilization histogram.
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4.1 Stabilization Histogram

Order stabilization diagram exhibits variation of modal parameters estimates with increments in model order.
Though increasing model order reveals stability of physical modes but it also increases the interference of
spurious modes. There are two types of spurious modes, the ones generated by noise/weak ambient excitation
and others resulting from numerical inaccuracies. By far, stabilization diagram is the most commonly used
method for physical mode identification [7] but it requires extensive userinteraction as some numerical
spurious modes behave like physical ones. In order to automate modal parameter extraction from SubID
method, an alternative approach using a histogram is proposed.

To construct a stabilization histogram, we propose first, to categorize the modes innc categories. The modes
are classified according to the stability of natural frequencies, damping ratios and modes shapes, with respect
to increments in model order. For example, here, we define three categories: stable modes, semi-stable modes
and new modes. A mode calculated for a given order is said to be stable if frequency varies less than 1% from
the previous order and damping ratio varies less than 5%. Semi-stable modes have stable frequencies but
no stable damping coefficients. New modes have neither stable frequency nor stable damping coefficients.
Adding a mode shape stability criteria will increase the number of catagories and might improve results.

Weights are associated with each category. The weight of a more stable category is selected to be compara-
tively higher than all other less stable categories. Considering the previous stated example, the weight of a
stable mode is greater than that of a semi-stable mode and the weight of semi-stable mode is greater than the
weight of a new mode.

The working frequency band is divided into discrete intervals. With each interval a counter is associated.
For an estimated mode that falls in a given frequency interval, the counter is incremented by the weight of
the associated category. As a result stable modes will have higher counts as compared to less stable modes.
Plotting counts with respect to frequency, results in a histogram that showshigher peaks for more stable
modes.

4.2 Excitation Signal

Results generated by output-only covariance driven SubID method depend heavily on the excitation force,
which is considered here to be unknown. In order to improve the results and yet still retain the simplicity of
this algorithm, it is in our interest to excite a structure with a well defined input signal but disregard it during
the identification process. We propose an iterative procedure, which actively changes this input signal based
on the results of previous identification attempts. The procedure is given asfollows (see Fig. 1):

1. Data acquisition from ambient excitation

2. SubID and construction of stabilization histogram

3. Generation of a pseudo random binary signal having considerable energy around the identified

frequencies

4. Data acquisition from forced excitation

5. SubID and construction of stabilization histogram

6. Going to step 3 till the identified frequencies stabilize

We assume that on an active structure the excitation points are well optimized to excite the modes in the
working frequency band. We also assume that during the period of algorithm convergence, the structural
properties will not change. After the stabilization of input signal, spuriousmodes should be eliminated so
that results can be used for damage detection algorithm.
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Figure 1: Recursive modal analysis using output-only subspace identification.

4.3 Spurious Mode Rejection

We have observed that as spurious modes generated by noise do not stabilize while increasing the model
order, however, the numerical spurious modes do tend to stabilize and canbe considered as physical modes
of the system. We have also observed that these numerical spurious modesdepend on the sampling period.
In the second step of spurious mode rejection, we propose to downsample the system output, which was
originally measured at a high sampling rate and re-estimate the modal parameters. Injecting these results,
from different sampling rates, in a single stabilization histogram reveals spurious modes because physical
modes remain stable under both conditions of changing sampling rate and modelorder. Flow diagram of the
proposed algorithms is shown in Fig. 1

5 Case Study - Active Composite Beam

The aim of this case study is to accurately and automatically identify the first fivenatural modes of an active
composite beam (Fig. 2) and to detect damage in this beam using modal residual. The beam consists of a
composite filling covered with two external thin plates. There are three pairs of PZ29 piezoelectric ceramics,
bounded symmetrically on both sides of this beam. They are positioned parallelto the mid plate surface and
are polarized in a way that permits sensing or generating pure bending motion.

An increase in mass, at a given location on the beam, is considered to simulate adefect. Four damage cases
are defined by attaching a mass of7grams at different position of the beam.

Case 1: Mass attached at a distance of15cm from fixed end of the beam

Case 2: Mass attached at a distance of125cm from fixed end of the beam

Case 3: Mass attached at a distance of240cm from fixed end of the beam

Case 4: Mass attached at a distance of335cm from fixed end of the beam

The experimental setup is completed by a control loop: charge amplifiers forthe conditioning of measure-
ment signals, voltage amplifiers for the actuators and a specialized dSpacec© card performing the real time
measurements and control.1st piezoelectric pair is selected as actuator. Vibration data is measured from
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Figure 2: The active composite beam structure.
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Figure 3: Bode diagram obtained from manual identification of the beam.

2nd piezoelectric sensor at a sampling rate of10kHz for a duration of60sec. Using output measurements
from a single piezoelectric pair restricts us to consider only the stability of natural frequencies and damping
coefficients.

5.1 Identification

The proposed recursive modal parameter estimation method is applied both to the healthy beam structure
and to the damaged ones. The categories defined in the example stated in section 4 are used for all the results
shown in this paper. Weights selected for stable, semi-stable and new modes are8, 2 and1 respectively and
the frequency interval is set to0.1Hz.

5.1.1 Healthy Beam

Manual identification of the healthy beam is performed to compare and validatethe results of the proposed
algorithm. Bode diagram thus obtained is shown in Fig. 3 and the first five natural frequencies and damping
ratios are given in Table 1.

The recursive identification algorithm is initiated by exciting the beam with a random signal. Measured
vibration data is downsampled to1250Hz and then used to generate the stabilization diagram and the cor-
responding histogram, given in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) respectively. When compared with the manually
identified bode diagram, these figures reveal that it is difficult to identify the1st and the2nd modes of the
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Modes→ 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Natural frequency (Hz) 6.15 44.5 126 256 492

Damping ratio×10−3 7 6 9.5 71 22

Table 1: First five manually identified modes of the composite beam.
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Figure 4: Identification results estimated from experimental data downsampledto 1250Hz. Beam is excited
with a random signal. Right y-axis corresponds to the bode diagram obtained from manual identification. (a)
Stabilization Diagram. Stable, semi-stable and new modes are represented by square�, circle ◦ and dot•
respectively. (b) Stabilization Histogram.

structure. Moreover there are spurious modes, which stabilize with increasing model order. In order to better
excite the structure in the next iterations, input signals are generated by theproposed algorithm using first
10 frequencies, having highest count on the stabilization histogram. The algorithm converges after four it-
erations and final stabilization diagram is shown in Fig. 5(a). It is clear thatidentification of2nd mode has
improved but4th mode at257Hz is weakly identified. Also there rests a numerical spurious mode, which
stabilizes with increasing model order at430Hz.

Stabilization diagram obtained from the same measured vibration data at fourthiteration, without down-
sampling, is shown in Fig. 5(b). Using output data measured at high sampling rate, shifts the numerical
spurious modes to higher frequencies but the task of identifying low frequency modes becomes more diffi-
cult (Fig. 5(b)). To eliminate the spurious mode, results of both the experiments (Sampling at1250Hz and
10kHz) are combined in a single stabilization histogram (Fig. 6). Count of the frequency having5th largest
value is considered to be the threshold. In Fig. 6, counts of the first five vibration modes are well above the
selected threshold, allowing them to be automatically selected. Whereas, the effect of the numerical spurious
mode is canceled by changing the sampling period. Final estimated values of thefirst five modes are shown
in Table 2.

Modes→ 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Natural frequency (Hz) 6.2 44.1 126.5 255.5 499.0

Damping ratio×10−3 4.2 5.5 6.9 98.4 26.7

Table 2: First five identified modes of the composite beam.
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Figure 5: Stabilization diagram obtained after4th iteration. (a) Output data downsampled to1250Hz. (b)
Output data downsampled to10kHz.
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Figure 6: Combined stabilization histogram.

5.1.2 Damaged Beam

The simulated damaged beams are excited with the improved excitation signal, generated during the identifi-
cation phase of the healthy beam. Stabilization diagram obtained from measured output data, corresponding
to the damage case 1 after downsampling at1250Hz, is shown in Fig. 7(a). The zone between100Hz and
150Hz is contaminated with spurious modes making it difficult to identify the exact value of the mode at
120Hz. There are two well stable modes between350Hz and400Hz. One of these modes is the real physi-
cal mode and the other one is a spurious mode, but no conclusion can be made from this diagram alone. The
identification process is repeated with the same output data but now downsampled at2500Hz. Stabilization
diagram thus obtained is shown in Fig. 7(b). Spurious modes between100Hz and150Hz are reduced but
still the spurious mode between350Hz and400Hz cannot be identified. Results of both these stabilization
diagrams are combined into a single stabilization histogram (Fig. 8(a)). Mode at 387.8Hz is much more
stable than the one at367Hz, so we consider the later as a spurious mode.

Final stabilization histograms for all the damage cases are generated using the same procedure and the results
are shown in Fig. 8. Final estimated values for the first five modes for all thedamage cases are shown in
Table 3.
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Figure 7: Stabilization diagram for damage case 1. (a) Output data downsampled to1250Hz. (b) Output
data downsampled to2500Hz.

Damage↓ Modes→ 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Case 1
Natural frequency (Hz) 6.2 43.7 119.7 233.3 387.8

Normalized count 0.92 0.8 1 0.5 0.76

Case 2
Natural frequency (Hz) 6.1 34.4 113.8 214.3 425.1

Normalized count 0.59 0.6 1 0.51 0.62

Case 3
Natural frequency (Hz) 5.2 42.7 111.7 229.6 486

Normalized count 0.4 0.83 1 0.23 0.3

Case 4
Natural frequency (Hz) 4.4 37.6 114.3 221.7 333.8

Normalized count 0.35 0.48 0.9 0.91 1

Table 3: First five identified modes of the damaged beam.

5.2 Damage Detection

A FE model of the healthy beam is constructed using Euler-Bernoulli beam elements. The FE model consists
of 36 element with 2 nodes each. Vertical displacement and bending rotationare considered to be the 2
degrees of freedom of each node. The modeled structure is damped satisfying Caughey’s criteria [17]. The
difference between the measured and analytical natural frequencies isminimized by global updating of the
FE model. Natural frequencies and the corresponding damping ratios of this updated model are shown in
Table 4.

Modes→ 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Natural frequency (Hz) 6.13 44.356 128.05 258.32 473.86

Damping ratio×10−3 4 6 7 15 11

Table 4: First five modes of the modeled beam

As compared to the manual identification results (Table 1), there is a maximum error of 4% for the5th mode.
This error is due to modeling inaccuracies such as, the mass of the attached wiring and unsymmetrical
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Figure 8: Stabilization histograms for different damage cases.

placement of piezoelectric ceramic pairs. As change induced by damage, inthe measured natural frequencies,
is much more significant than the modeling error, this FE model is used as an original model, despite the
inaccuracies.

For damage detection, the beam is modeled into7 segments representing the zones with and without piezo-
electric ceramic patches (Fig. 2). As damage is simulated by increase in mass, mass densities of the four
zones without piezoelectric ceramics are considered as the physical parameters, which are to be updated. A
change in these values will indicate the presence and location of damage.

The weighting factorswi, indicating confidence level in the measurements, are calculated by normalizing the
count of each mode on stabilization histogram by the count of the most stable mode. The weighting factors
used are given in Table 3.

Results obtained from eigensensitivity method are shown in Fig. 9. It can beseen that the damage has been
successfully identified for all damage cases.

6 Conclusion

Identifiability of modal parameters is enhanced by exciting the structure with a well defined input signal.
Spurious modes are eliminated automatically by changing the sampling rate of measured output signal and
by combining the results on a single stabilization histogram. The estimated results have shown that the
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(d) Damage Case 4

Figure 9: Parameters estimated by eigensensitivity method for different damage cases.

proposed algorithms not only allowed automatic selection of excitation signal in small number of iterations
but also removed the spurious modes from the generated results. The present approach was applied using a
SubID method, which is based on SVD of Hankel matrix that is computationally complex. For a real-time
SHM applications, the underlining identification algorithm should have reduced computational complexity.
Next steps in this study are to observe the performance of the proposed algorithms using recursive SubID
methods and to analyze their robustness in generating modal parameter residuals for SHM applications.
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Abstract
The problem of parametric non–stationary vibration modelling of a time–varying retractable arm structure
is addressed. The arm is exteneded from its fully retracted to its fully expanded position at a constant speed,
while it is subject to broadband random force excitation. The non–stationary vertical acceleration vibration
response is modelled via parametric methods based on Functional Series Time–dependent AutoRegressive
and Moving Average (FS–TARMA) models. Critical comparisons among various estimation methods, and
detailed analysis of important issues such as model structure selection and time–dependent variance estima-
tion, are made.

1 Introduction

Many engineering structures (for instance traffic-excited bridges, cranes, robotic devices, rotating machinery,
deployable structures and so on) exhibit characteristics that vary with time. Such structures are characterized
by time-dependent dynamics and are referred to as time-varying or non-stationary structures. Time–varying
structures are often subject to random excitation producing vibration responses that exhibit time-dependent
(evolutionary) characteristics (non-stationary responses), requiring non-stationary methods for their analysis.

Non-stationary random vibration modelling methods may be primarily classified as non-parametric or para-
metric. Non-parametric methods include the classical, though largely empirical, spectrogram [based on the
Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT)] and its ramifications [1], the Cohen class of distributions and their
extensions [2], and wavelet-based methods [3]. Although the non-parametric methods are the most widely
used, mainly due to their simplicity, they are known to lag behind their parametric counterparts in terms of
accuracy, representation parsimony, and flexibility in analysis, contrasted to their parametric counterparts
[4, 5, 6].

Parametric methods are typically based on parametrized models of the Time-dependent AutoRegressive
Moving Average (TARMA) or related types. These differ from their conventional, stationary, counterparts
in that their parameters are time-dependent (for instance see [4, 7]). A notable class of parametric methods
is that of deterministic parameter evolution methods which impose deterministic “structure” upon the evo-
lution of the time-varying parameters [4], [7, ch. 6]. These methods are of the Functional Series TARMA
(FS-TARMA) type and represent the evolution of the model parameters by deterministic functions belonging
to specific functional subspaces.

FS-TARMA models have been successfully used in a number of vibration modelling studies, such as in earth-
quake ground motion modelling and analysis [8, 9], analysis of mechanical vibration in rotating machinery
[6], the vibration modelling and analysis of simulated mechanical systems [4, 5], the modelling and vibration
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Figure 1: The arm structure and the experimental setup: (a) Photo, (b) schematic diagram.

Frame Beam
Length Width Height Length Width Height
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
1200 125 170 1070 45 90

Table 1: Main dimensions for the retractable arm structure.

analysis of a time-varying “bridge–like” structure [10], and others. Although, their effectiveness and appli-
cability to non–stationary random vibration modelling, and their advantages over alternative non–stationary
models (such as segmentation, adaptive, or smoothness priors models), have been demonstrated, there is a
number of issues that have hardly been considered. These include the assessment and comparison of the
various FS-TARMA estimation methods under the framework of the non-stationary vibration modelling of
an actual structure, the comparison of the various model structure selection schemes, and the problem of
time-dependent variance estimation.

The aims of the present study are: a) The non-stationary random vibration modelling and analysis of a
time-varying retractable arm structure via Functional Series Time-dependent ARMA models. b) The critical
comparison and assessment of various FS-TARMA estimation methods. c) The detailed analysis of impor-
tant issues such as FS-TARMA model structure selection criteria and methods, as well as time-dependent
variance estimation.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: The time-varying arm structure and its non-stationary
response are presented in section 2. FS-TAR/TARMA modelling of the non-stationary random vibration
is considered in section 3, while the main vibration modelling results and the model-based analysis are
presented in sections 4 and 5, respectively. The conclusions of the study are summarized in section 6.

2 The Retractable Arm Structure and its Non-Stationary Response

2.1 The experimental setup

The retractable arm structure is shown in fig. 1(a). It consists of a fixed-free outer frame and an inner
beam sliding in it, driven by an AC motor (Sanyo Denki AC servomotor P30B06040DXS). The arm main
dimensions are summarized in Table 1.

The arm structure is subject to zero-mean and Gaussian random force excitation which is vertically exerted
via an electromechanical shaker (MB Dynamics Modal 50A, maximum loading 225 N) equipped with a
stinger [figs. 1(a) and (b)]. The vertical arm vibration is measured at three selected locations (locations 1–3)
via lightweight piezoelectric accelerometers (PCB 352A10 ICP, frequency range 0.003–10 kHz), while the
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Figure 2: (a) The non-stationary vibration response (location 1), and (b) STFT-based estimate of the time-
dependent PSD.

measured vibration signals are conditioned and subsequently driven into a SigLab 20-42 data acquisition
module (two 16-bit D/A channels, four 20-bit simultaneously sampled A/D channels, analog 4th-order quasi
elliptic anti-aliasing filters).

2.2 The non-stationary vibration signal

The motion scenario considered is the extension of the arm from its fully retracted to its fully expanded
position at a constant speed of u ≈ 8 mm/s. The exact arm length of expansion is measured by embodied
sensors with a sampling frequency of 2 kHz. The vertical vibration (acceleration) signals are sampled at
fs = 128 Hz, each one being N = 11 520 samples (90 s) long. The study focuses on the 0–50 Hz frequency
range.

The modelling and analysis of the arm structure based on the non-stationary vibration response measured
near the fixed end of the structure [fig. 1(b), location 1] is considered. The measured signal is depicted in fig.
2(a). A first image of the signal’s frequency content is obtained through the non-parametric time-frequency
analysis based on the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [1]. The STFT method (moving window of 512
samples, Blackman data window) yields the time-dependent Power Spectral Density (PSD) function of fig.
2(b), from which the non-stationarity is evident.

3 Non-Stationary Vibration Modelling via FS-TARMA Models

FS-TARMA models constitute conceptual extensions of their conventional (stationary) ARMA counterparts,
in that their parameters are explicit functions of time, belonging to functional subspaces spanned by selected
deterministic functions (basis functions). An FS-TARMA(na, nc)[pa,pc,ps] model, with na, nc designating its
AR and MA orders, respectively, and pa, pc, ps its AR, MA, and innovations variance functional subspace
dimensionalities is of the form [4]:

x[t] +
nα∑
i=1

αi[t] · x[t− i]︸ ︷︷ ︸
AR part

= e[t] +
nc∑
i=1

ci[t] · e[t− i],︸ ︷︷ ︸
MA part

e[t] ∼ NID(0, σ2
e [t]) (1)

with t designating normalized discrete time (absolute time normalized by the sampling period), x[t] the
non-stationary vibration signal modelled, e[t] an unobservable uncorrelated (white) innovations (residual)
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sequence with zero mean and time-dependent variance σ2
e [t], and ai[t], ci[t] the model’s time-dependent AR

and MA parameters, respectively. NID(·, ·) stands for Normally Independently Distributed with the indicated
mean and variance.
The model parameters and the innovations variance are expanded upon properly selected functional sub-
spaces:

FAR =
{
Gba(1)[t], ..., Gba(pa)[t]

}
, FMA =

{
Gbc(1)[t], ..., Gbc(pc)[t]

}
, Fσ2

e
=
{
Gbs(1)[t], ..., Gbs(ps)[t]

}
In these expressions “F” designates functional subspace of the indicated quantity, each one comprising a set
of orthogonal basis functions selected from a suitable family (such as Chebyshev, Legendre, trigonometric,
or other functions). The indices ba(i) (i = 1, . . . , pa), bc(i) (i = 1, . . . , pc) and bs(i) (i = 1, . . . , ps)
designate the specific basis functions of a particular family that are included in each subspace.

The time-dependent AR and MA parameters and the innovations variance of an FS-TARMA(na, nc)[pa,pc,ps]

model may be thus expressed as:

ai[t] =
pa∑
j=1

ai,j ·Gba(j)[t], ci[t] =
pc∑
j=1

ci,j ·Gbc(j)[t], σ2
e [t] =

ps∑
j=1

sj ·Gbs(j)[t] (2)

with ai,j , ci,j , and sj designating the AR, MA, and innovations variance, respectively, coefficients of projec-
tion. Thus, the problem of parameter estimation for FS-TARMA models, reduces to the determination of the
time-invariant AR/MA and innovations variance projection coefficient vectors ϑ and s, respectively:

ϑ = [ aT
... cT ]T(na·pa+nc·pc)×1 s = [ s1 . . . sps ]Tps×1 (3)

with a = [ a1,1 . . . a1,pa

... . . .
... ana,1 . . . ana,pa ]T , c = [ c1,1 . . . c1,pc

... . . .
... cnc,1 . . . cnc,pc ]T , which define

the model’s complete parameter vector θ = [ϑT
... sT ]T .

It should be noted that, instead of the variance, the innovations standard deviation σe[t] may be projected onto
the selected functional subspace, that is σe[t] =

∑ps
j=1 sj ·Gbs(j)[t]. In this case s represents the innovations

standard deviation coefficient of projection vector.

Also notice that the FS-TAR model structure may be obtained by omitting the MA part of the complete
FS-TARMA model in eq. (1).

3.1 Model parameter estimation

The estimation of the model parameter vector θ based on a given, N -sample long, non-stationary signal
record xN ∆= {x[1], . . . x[N ]}, and a selected specific model “structure” M is presently considered. The
estimation of θ may be based either on Regression methods, or the Maximum Likelihood (ML) method.

Regression methods lead to the estimation of the parameter vector ϑ based on the minimization of a suitable
Prediction Error (PE) criterion, such as that consisting of the sum of squares of the model’s one-step-ahead
prediction errors (Residual Sum of Squares, RSS), that is:

ϑ̂ = arg min
ϑ

N∑
t=1

e2[t,ϑ] (4)

where e[t,ϑ] designates the model’s one-step-ahead prediction error (residual) sequence. Subsequently, the
estimation of the residual variance vector s has to be estimated from e[t, ϑ̂].

On the other hand, the ML method achieves simultaneous estimation of ϑ and s based on the maximization
of the log-likelihood function of the modelM. The Gaussian log-likelihood function is [4]:

lnL(ϑ, s|xN ) = −N
2
· ln 2π − 1

2
·
N∑
t=1

(
ln
(
σ2
e [t, s]

)
+
e2[t,ϑ]
σ2
e [t, s]

)
(5)
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The conditional likelihood function lnL(s|ϑ) may also be used if we are interested in estimating s provided
a ϑ value.

The estimation methods, their properties and the respective algorithmic aspects are discussed next.

3.1.1 Regression methods

FS-TAR models

The FS-TAR model may be re-written as:

x[t] +
na∑
i=1

pa∑
j=1

ai,j ·Gba(j)[t] · x[t− i] = e[t,a] ⇐⇒ x[t] = φTA[t] · a+ e[t,a] (6)

with φA[t] =
[ −Gba(1)[t] · x[t− 1] . . . −Gba(pa)[t] · x[t− na]

]T . Since the residual e[t,a] depends
linearly upon the parameter vector a, minimization of the PE criterion of eq. (4) leads to the Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) estimator [4]:

â =
(

1
N
·
N∑
t=1

φA[t] · φTA[t]
)−1

·
(

1
N
·
N∑
t=1

φA[t] · x[t]
)

(7)

Alternatively the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) [7, pp. 202-203] and the Multi-Stage (MS) [11] methods
could be utilized for the estimation of a. The WLS estimation method is based on the minimization of the
WLS criterion:

â = arg min
a

N∑
t=1

e2[t,a]
σ2
e [t, s]

(8)

which, for known s, also leads to a linear estimator. Nevertheless, in general, σ2
e [t, s] is unknown a-priori.

Thus, the realization of the WLS estimation necessitates an initial estimate of s. This may be obtained by
using the prediction error (residual) sequence of the OLS-estimated FS-TAR model.

The MS estimation method is also based on the minimization of the WLS criterion, yet with an additional
stage of the innovations variance vector s ML refinement. In particular, the MS method consists of the
following stages [12]: (i) OLS estimation of the AR parameter vector a, (ii) estimation of s based on the
first stage model’s prediction error sequence, (iii) ML refinement of s, and (iv) estimation of a based on
the minimization of the WLS criterion of eq. (8). The MS method has been proven to asymptotically
approximate the ML estimator (being consistent and asymptotically efficient) [12].

The estimation of the innovations variance may be achieved by any of the the following methods:

i) Moving window [4]: An initial estimate of the variance is obtained via a window of length, say 2K + 1,
centered at the time instant t, that slides over the residual sequence, that is:

σ̂2
e [t] =

1
2K + 1

·
t+K∑

τ=t−K
e2[τ, â] (9)

An estimate of the projection coefficient vector s may be then obtained by fitting the obtained variance σ̂2
e [t]

to a selected functional subspace Fσ2
e
. This leads to the overdetermined set of equations:

σ̂2
e [t] =

ps∑
j=1

sj ·Gbs(j)[t] (10)

which are solved in a least squares sense.
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ii) Instantaneous variance [13]: According to the definition of the FS-TARMA model of eq. (1), the inno-
vations sequence e[t] is white with zero mean and time-dependent variance σ2

e [t]. Therefore, a reasonable
estimator for σ2

e [t] is the squared residual, and an estimate for s is obtained by solving the following in a
least squares sense

e2[t, â] =
ps∑
j=1

sj ·Gbs(j)[t] (11)

iii) Instantaneous standard deviation [14]: In this case the innovations standard deviation σe[t] is projected
onto the selected functional subspace. In particular, based on the fact that E{|e[t]|} =

√
2/π · σe[t], with

E{·} designating statistical expectation, the following is solved for s in a least squares sense

|e[t, â]| =
√

2
π
·
ps∑
j=1

sj ·Gbs(j)[t] (12)

iv) Maximum Likelihood [4]: ML estimation of s may be achieved by maximizing the conditional log-
likelihood function lnL(s|â) [eq. (5)] with respect to s, treating the estimated residual sequence e[t, â] as
measurements.

Distinction must be made between the case of innovations variance and that of innovations standard deviation
projection onto the selected functional subspace. Whereas both cases lead to a non-linear optimization
problem, the ML estimation of the former case is subject to the constraint

∑ps
j=1 sj ·Gbs(j)[t] > 0, while the

latter is unconstrained as the quantity (
∑ps

j=1 sj ·Gbs(j)[t])2 is always positive.

FS-TARMA models

In the FS-TARMA case, owing to the dependence of the residual series upon the MA coefficients of projec-
tion vector c, the computation of the PE estimator of eq. (4) constitutes a non-quadratic problem that has
to be tackled via non-linear optimization techniques. Such techniques are, nevertheless, amenable to wrong
convergence problems, and for this reason they normally require rather accurate initial guess parameter val-
ues even for low dimensional problems [15, pp. 83-86]. The Two Stage Least Squares (2SLS) [4, 14], the
Polynomial-Algebraic (P-A) [16], and the Recursive Extended Least Squares (RELS) method [7], are the
most frequently used methods.

The 2SLS and the P-A method approximate the original non-linear PE estimation problem by a sequence
of subproblems that are tackled via exclusively linear techniques. In their first stage they obtain an initial
approximation of the model prediction error sequence via a long FS-TAR model. In subsequent stages
estimation ofϑ is achieved by treating the residuals obtained from the first stage as measurements. Obviously
the estimation accuracy of ϑ depends highly on the accuracy of the first stage approximation.

The RELS estimation method is (recursively) applied to the data record, resulting in an estimation for ϑ at
each time instant. The final AR/MA coefficient of projection estimate is equal to ϑ̂[N ]. The method’s main
problem is that it necessitates ϑ̂[0] for its initialization (usually set equal to the zero vector). To reduce the
effects of arbitrary initial conditions, recursions on the available signal may be applied in sequential phases
(for instance a forward pass, a backward pass and a final forward pass).

Of course, the WLS and MS estimators may be also extended to the FS-TARMA case, while s may be
estimated through one of the methods outlined in the preceding paragraphs using the sequence e[t, ϑ̂].

3.1.2 The Maximum Likelihood method

For the pure FS-TAR case, the log-likelihood function of eq. (5) consists a non-quadratic function of the inno-
vations variance coefficients of projection vector s. Furthermore, in the FS-TARMA case the log-likelihood
function is a non-quadratic function not only of s, but also of ϑ, rendering the problem of ML FS-TARMA
estimation even more complicated. Thereby, in both cases the ML estimation method constitutes a non-linear
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FS-TAR FS-TARMA Residual Variance

Regression methods
OLS

Ordinary Least Squares
RELS

Recursive Extended Least Squares
MW

Moving Window

WLS
Weighted Least Squares

RELS3
RELS with three sequential passes

IV
Instantaneous Variance

MS
Multi–Stage

2SLS
Two Stage Least Squares

ISD
Instantaneous Standard Deviation

MS
Multi–Stage

ML
Maximum Likelihood

PE
Prediction Error

Maximum Likelihood
ML

Maximum Likelihood
ML

Maximum Likelihood −−
A complete method is designated as: XXX–YYY(WWW–VVV)

where XXX: AR/MA coefficients of projection estimation
YYY: residual variance estimation (if applicable)
WWW: AR/MA coefficients of projection initial estimation (if applicable)
VVV: residual variance initial estimation (if applicable)

Table 2: Estimation methods.

optimization problem that has to be handled via iterative optimization techniques. However, as already men-
tioned, these techniques necessitate rather accurate initial estimates in order to overcome the local maxima
convergence problem. These estimates may be provided by one of the regression methods outlined in the
preceding section.

The estimation methods used in this study for the non-stationary vibration modelling and analysis of the
retractable arm structure are summarized in table 2.

3.2 Model structure selection

For the most general case of FS-TARMA models, given a basis function family (such as Chebyshev, Legen-
dre, trigonometric, and so on), model structure estimation refers to the estimation of the set of integers:

M = {na, nc, pa, pc, ps, ba(j), bc(j), bs(j)} (13)

for obtaining the best fitting model. Thus, model structure selection may be viewed as a discrete variable
selection problem that may be tackled via either an integer optimization scheme or a suboptimal (trial and
error) search scheme [4].

Integer Optimization Scheme.

The integer optimization scheme utilizes a Genetic Algorithm (Matlab function “ga.m” [17, ch. 3]) that
minimizes the Bayesian Information Criterion [4] (“fitness” function) :

BIC = − lnL(ϑ, s|xN ) + lnN · d/2 (14)

with L(·) designating the model likelihood, and d the number of independently estimated model parameters.

Suboptimal Search Scheme.

The key characteristic of this scheme is the approximate decomposition of the “structure” selection problem
into two subproblems: (i) the model orders (na, nc) selection subproblem, and (ii) the functional subspaces
selection subproblem [pa, pc, ps, ba(j), bc(j), bs(j)].

Thus, in the first phase, in order to “isolate” the selection of the model orders from that of the functional
subspaces, their interaction has to be minimized. This may be achieved by ensuring functional subspaces
adequacy. Toward this end “extended” (high dimensionality) and “complete” (in the sense of including all
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Estimation Optimization Termination rules

method algorithm ‖q̂i − q̂i−1‖ ‖f(q̂i)− f(q̂i−1)‖†
Linear Least Squares QR implementation – –

(Matlab function “qr.m”)
Non-Linear Least Squares Levenberg-Marquardt scheme [18, pp. 327–329] < 10−8 < 10−3

(Matlab function “lsqnonlin.m”)
ML Nelder-Mead Simplex method [15, pp. 86–88] < 10−8 < 10−3

(Matlab function “fminsearch.m”)
s – ML Nelder-Mead Simplex method [15, pp. 86–88] < 10−12 < 10−6

(Matlab function “fminsearch.m”)
†q: parameter vector (θ,ϑ, or s), f(·): non-linear cost function, ‖ · ‖: Euclidian norm, i: iteration number

Table 3: Estimation method details.

consecutive functions up to the subspace dimensionality) functional subspaces are initially adopted. Using
them, model orders selection may be achieved based on the minimization of the BIC.

The second phase of the scheme aims at the optimization of the “extended” (redundant) functional subspaces,
in the sense of increasing the representation parsimony without significantly reducing model accuracy. This
may be accomplished via trial and error techniques detecting “excess” basis functions using again the BIC.

4 FS-TAR/TARMA Modelling of the Retractable Arm Structure Non-
Stationary Vibration Signal

The selected operational parameters of the various estimation methods are indicated in table 3.

In the following, the main results of the FS-TAR and FS-TARMA non-stationary vibration modelling of the
retractable arm structure, are presented.

4.1 FS-TAR modelling

Usually the basis function family is selected either arbitrarily, or by inspection of the vibration signal PSD,
obtained via a non-parametric method, which may reveal some type of time-dependency. Nevertheless, the
importance of the proper basis function family selection is illustrated by the following analysis.

The results of the suboptimal model structure selection scheme with trigonometric [4, 5, 6, 16], Cheby-
shev type II polynomials [9, 11], discrete prolate spheroidal wave functions [14], B-splines [19], and Haar
wavelets [9] functional bases, are presented in figs. 3 and 4. In particular, in fig. 3 the BIC and RSS/SSS (RSS
normalized by the Series Sum of Squares) values obtained by the OLS–MW estimated FS-TAR(na)[20,20]

(na = 2, . . . , 20) models with various functional subspaces, are depicted. It is clear that with this “ex-
tended” functional subspace, the various families attain, more or less, the same performance. Moreover,
irrespectively of the basis function family considered, the FS-TAR(13)[20,20] model achieves the minimum
BIC. It must be noted that the RSS/SSS criterion doesn’t depend on s.

The BIC and RSS/SSS values obtained by the OLS–MW estimated FS-TAR(13)[p,p] (p = 2, . . . , 12) models
for the same basis families, are shown in fig. 4. It is obvious that the differences among the various families
are bigger for smaller functional subspaces. This figure leads to the selection of either the trigonometric or
the prolate function FS-TAR(13)[5,5] model.

Informative on the importance of the optimal basis function family selection is also fig. 5, which depicts
the results of the integer optimization model structure selection scheme. The scheme utilizes a genetic
algorithm (population size equal to 100, crossover fraction equal to 0.8, migration fraction equal to 0.2) and
OLS–MW estimated FS-TAR(13)[p,p] models for each of the basis function families considered in order to
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dimensionality for OLS estimated models. (The first p functions of each family are used).

find the optimal functional subspace. The results of this scheme [obtained BIC, RSS/SSS, and Samples Per
Parameter (SPP) values] agree with the previous analysis, as the minimum BIC value is achieved by the
trigonometric FS-TAR(13)[5,5] model with ba = bs = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]. It is noted that neither the RSS/SSS nor
the SPP depend on s.

The preceding results undersore the fact that, although the basis function family selection problem seems of
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minor importance when “extended” and “complete” functional subspaces are considered, this is not the case
when improved model parsimony is sought via reduced functional subspaces. Also the agreement between
the two model structure selection schemes is noticeable.

Regarding the residual variance estimation, the conditional log-likelihood function values lnL(ŝ|ϑ̂OLS)
achieved through the methods indicated in table 2, based on the residuals of the OLS estimated trigonometric
FS-TAR(13)[5,5] model, are illustrated in fig. 6. Although, the MW method outperforms its counterparts,
the necessity for user interference on the window length parameter K selection is a potential drawback (an
optimization procedure based on likelihood maximization presently leads to K = 32). On the contrary, even
though the ISD achieves the lowest log-likelihood function value, it surmounts the problem of the constraints
introduced during the s ML refinement [ML(ISD) estimator]. For this reason, the ISD method is preferred
in the sequel, while the ML(ISD) method is used for ML refinement of s whenever this is required.

The performance of the various FS-TAR estimation methods considered (see table 3) for the parameter
estimation of a trigonometric FS-TAR(13)[5,5] model is judged in terms of the BIC, RSS/SSS and normalized
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Figure 7: Performance comparison for various FS-TAR estimation methods (trigonometric FS-TAR(13)[5,5]

models): (a) BIC; (b) RSS/SSS; (c) normalized execution time.

execution times in fig. 7. These results come as no surprise, as the OLS–ISD achieves the best prediction
performance while the MS–ML(ISD), ML(OLS–ISD), and ML(WLS–ISD) achieve the best BIC values.
Thus, the theoretical analysis concerning the statistical efficiency of the MS method is confirmed, while the
MS has the additional advantage of small execution time [the MS–ML(ISD) is 350 and 130 times faster than
the ML(OLS–ISD) and ML(WLS–ISD) methods, respectively].

4.2 FS-TARMA Modelling

For the reasons outlined in section 3.1, the FS-TARMA modelling problem is much more complicated than
the corresponding FS-TAR. Moreover, in many cases, an “excess” MA functional subspace leads to algo-
rithmic instability and the model estimation cannot be completed. In these cases the integer optimization
scheme is the only solution.

For the non-stationary vibration FS-TARMA modelling, the genetic algorithm based structure selection
scheme leads to the selection of a trigonometric FS-TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] with ba = [0, 1, 2], bc = [0, 2],
and bs = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4] (2SLS estimation incorporated into the genetic algorithm).

Regarding the 2SLS estimation method, the most important stage is that of the initial approximation of the
innovations sequence through a long FS-TAR model. The key parameter that has to be optimized in this case
is the inverse function order. The optimization procedure leads to an FS-TAR(32)[3,5] model as indicated by
fig. 8.

Regarding the RELS method, the importance of applying three sequential passes over the data is clearly
illustrated in fig. 9 in which the estimated value of the a11,2 coefficient of projection parameter is plotted
versus time for all the three passes. It is obvious that convergence is achieved only after the second pass.

The performance of the various FS-TARMA estimation methods considered (see table 3) for the parameter
estimation of a trigonometric FS-TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] model is judged in terms the BIC, RSS/SSS and
normalized times required for each method execution in fig. 10. Recall that the RSS/SSS criterion doesn’t
depend on s.
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TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] models): (a) BIC; (b) RSS/SSS; (c) normalized execution time.

As it may be seen from fig. 10, the 2SLS–ISD method achieves moderate performance, while the MS–
ML(2SLS–ISD) method doesn’t provide any notable improvement. Exceptionally good results, in analogy
with their simplicity and the small execution times needed, are provided by the RELS-based methods, which
have the additional asset of minimal user expertise. Also, the problems related to the iterative non-linear
optimization methods are emphasized by the results of fig. 10. More specifically, it may be observed that
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Model Basis Function Family Estimation Method BIC RSS/SSS (%) SPP

FS-TAR(13)[5,5] Trigonometric MS-ML(ISD) −5.0235× 104 36.38 177.23

FS-TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] Trigonometric ML(RELS3-ISD) −5.0968× 104 32.48 177.23

Table 4: Summary results for the selected trigonometric FS-TAR and FS-TARMA models.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: “Frozen-time” PSD estimates: (a) STFT-based; (b) MS–ML(ISD) estimated trigonometric FS-
TAR(13)[5,5] based; (c) ML(RELS3–ISD) estimated trigonometric FS-TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] based.

the non-linear PE and ML method converge to different values of the minimizing non-linear function when
different values are provided for their initialization [compare PE(RELS3–ISD) with PE(2SLS–ISD), and
ML(RELS3–ISD) with ML(2SLS–ISD)]. Furthermore, although the PE method is computationally inexpen-
sive, this is not true for the ML method. However, the ML(RELS3–ISD) method achieves the minimum BIC
and RSS/SSS values.

4.3 Summary

The best (in terms of the BIC “fitness” function) FS-TAR and FS-TARMA models, are contrasted in table
4. Although the two models consist of the same number of parameters (SPP= 177.23), the richer structure
of the FS-TARMA model renders it superior over its FS-TAR counterpart in terms of both the achieved
predictive performance and BIC.

5 Model-Based Analysis

The “frozen-time” PSD estimates obtained from the MS–ML(ISD) estimated trigonometric FS-TAR(13)[5,5]

and the ML(RELS3–ISD) estimated trigonometric FS-TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] models are, contrasted to the
non-parametric (STFT-based) PSD estimate in fig. 11. As it may observed, the FS-TAR and FS-TARMA
PSD estimates are in good overall agreement, with their non-parametric counterpart however smoother, and
yet clear and informative. On the other hand, the FS-TAR based estimate seems inaccurate for some regions
of the PSD. For instance, see the area of 7 Hz for the last 30 s, where the increase in the modal damping
(peak fades out) does not seem to be in agreement with the non-parametric estimate.

The “frozen-time” natural frequency estimates (with damping ratio < 20%) based on the finally selected
FS-TAR and FS-TARMA models are depicted in fig. 12. The estimates are in good agreement referring
to the modes around 7 and 35 Hz. On the other hand, it is clear that the FS-TAR model introduces some
modes that do not agree with the smooth and slow evolution of the arm structure dynamics. For instance, see
the modes that extend over a wide range of frequencies around 55 s and 80 s. Although these modes have
small damping ratio (between 5% and 10%) it is rather unlikely to represent true modes of the non-stationary
vibration signal.
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STFT-based PSD estimate is depicted in the background.

6 Conclusions

The problem of non-stationary random vibration modelling and analysis of a time-varying retractable arm
structure was studied. Parametric Functional Series TAR and TARMA analysis was applied and comparisons
among various estimation methods were made. These focused on the achievable performance in terms of the
BIC, RSS/SSS, and computational complexity criteria, while also the required user interference and expertise
was considered. Moreover, critical comparisons among the available FS-TARMA model structure selection
schemes, and the methods for the estimation of the non-stationary innovations variance, were made. The
main conclusions drawn are:

1. The model structure and basis functional family selection problems, although time consuming and re-
quiring some user expertise, were shown to play a key role in modelling accuracy.

2. The Multi–Stage (MS) method was shown to be superior to its counterparts for the estimation of FS-
TAR models. Nevertheless, the Ordinary Least Squares estimator is the best choice as long as predic-
tive ability and simplicity are of interest.

3. For the case of FS-TARMA model parameter estimation, the non-linear Maximum Likelihood estimator
achieved the best performance, at the cost of algorithmic complexity and large execution time. On the
contrary, fast and rather accurate estimation was provided by the RELS-based methods.

4. The finally selected ML-(RELS3-ISD) estimated trigonometric FS-TARMA(13, 13)[3,2,5] model, due
to its richer structure, was shown to be superior to its MS-ML(ISD) estimated trigonometric FS-
TAR(13)[5,5] counterpart, not only in terms of the aforementioned evaluation criteria, but also in terms
of model-based representation accuracy.
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Abstract 
 
This paper presents a comparative study of conventional Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) and 
output-only Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) techniques for estimating the modal parameters of a 
moderately damped truck chassis. The OMA, without its need to measure input forces, would serve as a 
convenient methodology to test vehicle structures when response data alone is available.  Data has been 
acquired from the test structure with different excitation techniques, namely, shaker and impact hammer 
for the EMA tests, and, shaker and random impact using hammer for the OMA tests. Re sponse power-
spectral data has been processed for output-only OMA and the estimates obtained have been validated 
against those based on processing frequency response function (FRF) data based on conventional EMA 
methods. The results indicate a fairly consistent estimation of modal parameters for the test structure using 
both OMA and EMA methods. 

1 Introduction  

Modal analysis [1] is defined as the study of dynamic characteristics of a system in terms of its natural 
frequencies, damping, mode shapes, and modal scaling. Conventional modal analysis techniques are 
commonly used to identify the modal parameters of physical systems based on frequency response 
functions (FRFs), with applications ranging from validating/updating finite-element models to structural 
health monitoring and design changes in physical systems, especially involving dynamic modifications to 
the structure. These, however, have required the knowledge of both the input forces and response data to 
compute the modal parameters. An alternative has emerged over the last few years in the form of 
Operational Modal Analysis [2], where, under the validity of certain assumptions regarding the nature and 
spatial distribution of excitation forces, modal parameters can be estimated purely on the basis of response 
data, rendering the need to measure input forces unnecessary. However, additional input-output tests are 
required to determine modal scaling. OMA techniques have been successfully implemented in civil [3-4], 
aerospace [5] and industrial applications [6]. 
The application of OMA techniques to automotive structures is however, quite different from other 
applications. The basic assumptions of broadband and spatially distributed excitations do not hold true in 
real operating conditions for a vehicle, as it does for a civil structure. Reasons include the presence of 
engine and other strong rotational harmonics, and the fact that road-induced operational forces are filtered 
out by the suspension system. It is also to be noted that these road-induced inputs can excite the system 
primarily through the four wheels only. This again is not a spatially well distributed excitation. Hence, a 
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response-only OMA test on the vehicle structure using excitation methods such as random impacts using 
hammers would yield better results than testing the vehicle in operating conditions as on a test rig or on a 
test track. The work done with the OMA approach in this paper is based upon response-only data, but not 
truly operational in this sense. Operational response-only data will be evaluated in a later study. 
This paper attempts to obtain modal parameters of a truck chassis based on specialized response data and 
to validate the modal parameters with results obtained from well-established EMA methods. The 
suitability of using OMA techniques for the truck frame is studied in this paper. This structure poses a few 
challenges in that it is moderately damped by the suspension system and is known to have closely spaced 
modes. Further, the study of suspensions involves non-linearities [8].  Focus is kept on the rigid body 
modes of the suspension, such as pitching, yawing and rolling and the structural modes in the 0 - 30 Hz 
spectral range. Power spectra obtained by processing response time histories have been used as the basis 
for parameter estimation under the OMA framework [9] and validated with the FRF-based EMA methods. 
The following section describes the test setup and sensor locations for the whole structure as well as for 
the various sub-structures. Section 3 starts with describing the EMA based shaker test, its signal 
processing parameters, modal estimates and a plot of the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) [1] 
coefficient-matrix, and similarly follows for the EMA based impact hammer test, the OMA based shaker 
test and finally the OMA based random impact hammer test.  Results from various tests are compared 
against each other in Section 3.3 and the OMA methods are validated with the EMA results. The final 
mode shapes are presented in Section 4 along with a complete table of modal parameters from all tests. 
Conclusions are drawn in Section 5 along with scope for future work. 

2 Experimental Setup  

A truck frame with engine and gearbox mounted is chosen for this study. The frame is supported by 
independent double wishbone suspensions in the front and solid axle leaf springs at the rear. For the 
purpose of this study, the effect of tire dynamics is not explored, considering the tires to be linear within 
the purview of this study. A single tire pressure is maintained for all the tests.  
 

 
Figure 1: Test Structure with sensors mounted 
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The overall structure is studied based on the constituent elements, viz. the frame, the suspensions, the 
gearbox and the engine. Key positions on the suspension are considered and three points are selected on 
the upper control arm (UCA) and lower control arm (LCA), and one point near the kingpin, for each side 
of the front suspension, as shown in Figure 2(a). Sensors are similarly distributed on the rear leaf-springs 
(Figure 2(b)), the frame, the engine (Figure 2(c)) and the gearbox. Eight points are chosen on the engine to 
better understand the nature of its interaction with the frame and other components in each mode of 
vibration. A total of 50 tri-axial accelerometers are distributed at various points across the structure, as 
shown in Figure 3.  
 

   
(a)                                                     (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 2: Front left wishbone, rear left leaf spring, and engine with mounted sensors. 
 
Four tests are conducted for the purpose of this study. Two EMA-based tests - a conventional impact-test 
and a shaker test - are carried out to identify the baseline set of parameters. Response time-histories are 
collected on all channels for the output-only analysis, with excitations being random signals from two 
shakers for one test and random impacts from hammers for the other test. Detailed explanations of the 
tests are included in relevant sections.  
 

 
Figure 3: Sensors and excitation locations on the test structure 
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3 Data Acquisition and Modal Parameter Estimation 

3.1 Conventional FRF-based EMA tests  

3.1.1 Shaker Test 

Two shakers are used at point numbers 2 and 12 with random forces as excitation functions. Responses are 
measured at 152 locations distributed over the structure (refer Figure 3). The data acquisition parameters 
for this test have been summarized ahead.  

• Sampling Frequency : 125 Hz 
• Frequency Resolution :  0.0625 Hz 
• 20 RMS averages with 4 cyclic averages [10] 
• Window :  Hanning 
• Excitation degrees of freedom:  2 

The FRF data so obtained is used as the basis for parameter estimation. The PTD (Polyreference Time-
domain) algorithm [1], a time-domain algorithm, is used to estimate the modal parameters. A consistency 
diagram for an estimate using this algorithm is shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that the system 
modes consistently show up over varying polynomial model orders.   
   

 
Figure 4: Consistency Diagram for an estimate for the EMA Shaker Test data using PTD 
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The Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) plot for estimates computed using the PTD algorithm is shown in 
Figure 5, and the linear independence of modes from one another can be observed by the presence of unity 
coefficients along the diagonal, and their absence off the diagonal. A total of 19 modes are estimated 
based on this test, which are summarized later in Table 1 in Section 4. 
 

 
Figure 5: MAC plot for modes from the FRF-based shaker test 

3.1.2 Impact Test 

A second test is conducted with impact excitations at 7 locations on the structure (refer Figure 3). The data 
acquisition parameters for this test are listed ahead. 

• Sampling Frequency : 125 Hz 
• Frequency Resolution :  0.125 Hz 
• RMS averages : 3 
• Excitation degrees of freedom:  14 

With the system being moderately damped, response vibrations damp out well within the chosen time 
period of 8 seconds, which explains a relatively coarser frequency resolution of 0.125 Hz. For the same 
reason, the use of an exponential window is not needed. A sample consistency diagram for an estimate 
using the PTD algorithm has been shown in Figure 6, and the consistency in the estimation of the modes 
over varying model orders can be observed.  
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Figure 6: Consistency diagram for an estimate for EMA Impact test 

 
The MAC plot shown in Figure 7 again highlights the linear independence of modes with one another. The 
modal estimates have been summarized later in Table 1 in Section 4. 
 

 
Figure 7: MAC plot for modes from the FRF-based impact test 
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3.2 Power-spectra-based (output-only) OMA tests  

3.2.1 OMA based on response time histories from shaker excitations  

Two shakers are employed at the same locations as used for the EMA test for exciting the structure (refer 
Figure 3). The purpose of this test is to study the nature of estimates knowing the excitations to be 
uncorrelated and random but with limitations on the spatial distribution and the directions of inputs. 
Response time histories are collected over 150 channels, and processed to obtain power spectral data for 
OMA. The following data acquisition and processing parameters are used. 

• Sampling Frequency : 160 Hz 
• Duration of data acquisition : 20 minutes (191488 time points) 
• Number of excitation locations : 2 
• Cyclic Averaging over 3 ensembles with 66.6% overlap processing employed for noise reduction 
• Hanning window employed for reduction of leakage errors 

A sampling frequency deviant from the earlier tests is used since a different software package is used to 
record time-histories, with 160 Hz being the nearest sampling frequency that could have been chosen 
under the requirements of this study. Given the constraints on computing capabilities, only the first 
102400 time points are used in processing power spectra using the Welch Periodogram Method [11]. 
The PTD algorithm is again employed to estimate the modal parameters for the structure, with the 
algorithm using power spectra information instead of frequency response functions as the basis for 
parameter estimation [9]. The references are chosen by observing their spectral content from the auto 
power spectra plots of each channel and the nature of correlation of each channel time history with the 
other channels. Parameters are estimated from different combinations of reference channels over narrow 
frequency bands covering the entire frequency range of interest. The recurring presence of modes for 
varying model orders can be observed from a sample consistency diagram shown in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8: Consistency diagram for an OMA estimate based on shaker excitations 
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The modal frequencies obtained for this test are shown alongside the EMA shaker test estimates in Table 
1. From the MAC plot for this set of estimates shown in Figure 9, modes at 14 and 18.7 Hz might seem to 
indicate partial linear dependence.  But visual inspection of the corresponding mode shapes and the fact 
that they are well-separated on the frequency scale confirm them to be distinct modes.  
 

 
Figure 9: MAC plot for OMA estimates based on shaker excitations 

3.2.2 OMA based on response time histories from random impact excitations  

This test is conducted to study the nature of estimates knowing the excitation to be spatially well-
distributed and assumed to be random and broadband in the absence of force measurements. Multiple 
hammers are employed to excite the structure with random impact excitations covering most parts of the 
structure in all directions. The data acquisition and processing parameters are similar to those described in 
Section 3.2.1. 

• Sampling Frequency : 160 Hz 
• Number of excitation locations : Multiple locations uniformly spread across the structure. 
• Duration of data acquisition : 20 minutes (191488 time points) 
• Cyclic Averaging over 3 ensembles with 66.6% overlap processing employed for noise reduction 
• Hanning window employed for reduction of leakage errors 

A sample consistency diagram for estimates from this test using the PTD algorithm has been shown in 
Figure 10. The presence of modes over varying model orders highlights the consistency of the modes 
estimates. 
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Figure 10: Consistency diagram from PTD estimates for OMA random impact excitations 

 
The modal estimates for this test are again listed in Table 1 in Section 4. Figure 11 shows the MAC plot 
for this set of estimates. Modes 13.5 Hz and 13.8 Hz seem to show a certain amount of linear dependence. 
A study of the mode shapes also indicates a high level of similarity. These modes around 13-14 Hz are 
predominantly engine modes, and might not have been excited well with the random impacts. Modes at 
22.7 Hz and 24.58 Hz however are seen to be distinct physical modes in spite of a possible indication of 
linear dependence by the MAC plot. The rest of the modes appear to be linearly independent. 
 

 
Figure 11: MAC plot for OMA estimates based on random impact excitations 
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3.3 Comparison between estimates 

The estimates obtained from the four tests described in the earlier sections have been compared for 
consistency in the modal parameters. Figure 12 shows the cross-MAC plot comparing the estimates from 
the two EMA-based tests. The low-frequency 3.8 Hz mode seen in the EMA shaker test has not been 
estimated in the EMA impact test since impact tests have been known to have limitations with exciting 
very low frequency modes. The 20.66 Hz, 23.7 Hz and 24.58 Hz modes are predominantly modes in the 
lateral direction and are difficult to excite using shakers due to their directional limitations. While these 
modes show up well in the EMA impact test and, as will be shown later, in the OMA test based on 
random-impact excitations, they are estimated poorly in the tests involving shaker excitations. The 28 Hz 
mode is a torsion mode that has been fairly difficult to excite using hammer impacts. Moreover, the 
limited spatial information due to sensor locations affects the system’s observability. Hence this mode 
does not figure in the EMA impact test estimates. The rest of the rigid-body and structural modes have 
been observed to be consistently estimated in both the EMA tests. 
 

                                  
Figure 12: EMA shaker test estimates vis-à-vis EMA impact test estimates 

 
Estimates from the EMA and OMA tests with shaker excitations have been compared in the cross-MAC 
plot in Figure 13. The low-frequency modes around 3-4 Hz and the higher order modes at 17 Hz and 
between 20-25 Hz, being lateral modes, are poorly estimated due to the violation of the OMA requirement 
of spatially well-distributed excitations in all directions. The closely lying modes around 14 Hz have not 
been estimated very distinctly in the OMA methods and reasons for the same are being investigated. Other 
prominent rigid-body and structural modes are estimated well across both tests. 
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Figure 13: EMA shaker test estimates vis-à-vis OMA shaker-excitation estimates 

Figure 14 compares the modal estimates from the OMA test based on random impact excitations with the 
EMA impact test. It can be readily seen that more modes match well with each other in the impact-
excitation based tests since the random-impact excitations follow the OMA requirements more closely 
than the tests with shaker excitations discussed earlier. As in the previous case, the two modes at around 
14 Hz are not well estimated. The mode at 17.4 Hz is a lateral sway mode lying close to a very dominant 
18.9 Hz mode and does not lend itself very well to estimation in the power spectral-based estimation 
methods. The high-order complex torsion mode at 26.4 Hz might not have been well-excited with the 
random impacts and hence does not show up in the OMA estimate. Most of the other modes from the 
OMA-based estimates match up with corresponding modes from the EMA test with high modal 
consistency. 

 
Figure 14: EMA Impact test estimates vis-à-vis OMA random-impact excitation estimates 
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Figure 15 compares the estimates from the two response-only methods. A series of low cross-MAC 
coefficients for modes at 3.8 Hz, 20.03 Hz, 23.4 Hz and 24.7 Hz can be attributed to the fact that one of 
these methods does not fully conform to the OMA assumption of spatial distribution across the structure. 
Again, barring the closely lying modes around 14 Hz, most modes that appear in both estimates compare 
well with each other. 
 

 
Figure 15: Cross-MAC between OMA (shaker-excitations) and OMA (random-impact excitations) 

From these comparisons, it can be observed that most of the modes show a high degree of similarity and 
consistency across the EMA and OMA estimates both in terms of the MAC coefficients and in terms of 
the nature of the physical mode shapes, and that results obtained are better when OMA assumptions are 
met more closely. 

4 Summary of results 

Using results from the EMA shaker test, modes at frequencies 4.9 Hz and 6.7 Hz are observed to be the 
rigid-body pitching modes, with predominantly larger deflections at the front and rear end of the structure 
respectively. Rigid-body yawing and rolling modes are observed to lie at 5.7 Hz and 10.0 Hz respectively. 
The first torsion mode appears at 11.7 Hz and the first frame bending mode appears at 18.9 Hz. These 
mode shapes have been shown in Figures 16.1 through 16.8 and are consistent for all tests. 
 

                         
 Figure 16.1: Pitching mode (front) at 4.9 Hz                     Figure 16.2: Pitching mode (rear) at 6.7 Hz 
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     Figure 16.3: Yaw Mode at 5.7 Hz                                        Figure 16.4: Rolling Mode at 10.0 Hz 

                          
Figure 16.5 Transaxle bending mode at 10.5 Hz                 Figure 16.6 First Torsion Mode at 11.7 Hz 
  

                         
Figure 16.7 First frame bending mode at 18.9 Hz           Figure 16.8 Lateral bending mode at 30.9 Hz 
 
Table 1 lists the results from all estimates. The mean frequency and standard deviation from all tests have 
been computed and tabulated in the last two columns. As has been the general case with OMA [12], 
damping ratios are overestimated for a few modes in the OMA tests. 
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EMA Shaker ‐ 
PTD 

EMA Impact ‐ 
PTD 

OMA Shaker ‐
PTD 

OMA Impact ‐ 
PTD  Average 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Std. 
Deviation 

(%) 
Freq 
(Hz) 

Damp 
(%) 

Freq 
(Hz) 

Damp 
(%) 

Freq 
(Hz) 

Damp 
(%) 

Freq 
(Hz) 

Damp 
(%) 

3.794  2.461  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  3.794  0.000 
3.929  2.175  3.885  1.281  3.879  2.285  3.799  2.874  3.873  0.054 
4.984  2.205  4.991  1.569  4.921  3.702  4.841  3.773  4.934  0.070 
5.746  2.014  5.793  1.806  5.701  2.429  5.488  3.499  5.682  0.135 
6.703  2.252  6.754  2.445  6.574  3.917  6.457  4.246  6.622  0.134 
10.004  2.385  10.009  2.276  9.858  2.521  9.653  4.341  9.881  0.167 
10.518  1.828  10.565  1.759  10.344  2.277  10.101  5.689  10.382  0.210 
11.784  2.495  11.479  3.174  11.360  4.052  11.340  3.611  11.491  0.205 
13.924  2.733  13.946  2.316  13.799  2.533  13.527  4.082  13.799  0.193 
14.154  2.225  14.171  1.915  13.997  1.570  13.807  2.717  14.032  0.169 
16.309  2.412  16.307  2.076  16.178  2.540  15.927  1.622  16.180  0.180 
17.025  2.257  17.472  1.355  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  17.249  0.316 
18.946  1.213  18.900  1.233  18.742  2.639  18.787  1.924  18.844  0.095 
20.660  1.705  20.563  1.288  19.944  1.401  20.034  2.116  20.300  0.363 
23.700  1.663  23.681  1.788  23.485  1.919  22.869  2.743  23.434  0.389 
24.580  1.919  24.664  1.357  24.729  2.535  24.578  2.535  24.638  0.073 
26.402  1.520  26.364  1.493  25.591  3.382  ‐  ‐  26.119  0.458 
28.747  1.869  ‐  ‐  28.250  2.251  ‐  ‐  28.499  0.351 
30.935  0.634  30.862  0.757  30.663  0.899  30.518  1.076  30.745  0.190 

 
 Table 1: Modal Estimates from the various testing and processing methods  

5 Conclusions and scope for future work 

The applicability of using OMA methods for modal analysis of a truck chassis has been presented 
and discussed. Different excitation methods are employed with varying levels of adherence to the 
OMA assumptions of uncorrelated randomness with temporal consistency and spatial coverage 
across the structure, and the results so obtained are validated against conventional EMA-based 
methods. While the results are reasonable, presence of localized inputs, as in the OMA shaker 
test, hinders the estimation of certain modes. Likewise, limitations in spatial resolution affect the 
quality of the estimated modal vectors as measured by the cross-MAC values between some 
vector estimates. Complexities in system geometry and issues with suspension non-linearities are 
other reasons why some modes are not excited or estimated well. Most modes are observed to be 
estimated consistently across EMA and OMA tests as long as the input characteristics meet the 
OMA assumptions. Excitation methods for OMA of this structure have been compared and 
limitations for each method therein have been discussed.  The shaker approach, with a limited 
spatial distribution of inputs, does not match the input assumptions of OMA as well as the 
randomized impact excitation. 

For future work, the applicability of using a 4-post road simulator for exciting the structure 
similar to operating conditions will be considered and compared with the random impact and 
shaker excitations employed for this study. This will be operational modal analysis in a much 
closer sense in that the vehicle's on-road behavior is simulated in the laboratory.  However, the 
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spatial distribution of inputs will still be very limited and frequency content will be broadband 
unlike the harmonic nature of road inputs when operating at a limited engine speed and vehicle 
velocity.  The purpose of the future study will be an incremental change from this study, to 
observe the effectiveness of the excitation method given the lack of spatial distribution, with 
inputs coming only from the four wheels, and with the suspension acting as a mechanical filter.  

Also, further work needs to be completed in developing a selection process to identify the most 
suitable reference channels of response that are utilized in OMA-based estimates, especially for 
studies involving a large number of responses.  If some sort of model is available, the optimal 
response sensor locations can be selected using singular value decomposition of the modal 
matrix, as is done in current EMA test methods.  If no a priori model exists, a purely 
experimental method based upon information theory and an initial test using all response sensors 
will be considered to optimize the parameter estimation process based on power-spectra 
information directly.  
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Abstract 
 
Recently, there have been significant advancements in remote sensing of spatial information using optical 
scanning methods.  The optical scanning methods include continuous scanning lasers, digital image 
correlation and photogrammetry.  The scanning methods offer the possibility of very high spatial 
resolution with 3 to 6 degrees of freedom at each spatial point, thus tremendously reducing the 
requirement of sensor arrays and cabling systems used in a large modal test.  The testing procedures for 
conducting tests using these technologies will have to be adjusted to accommodate the scanning 
procedures. Many of the testing procedures of the past may be very well-suited for these scanning 
methods and need to be reviewed; in particular methods based upon using spatial information in the initial 
stages of extracting modal parameters.  This paper traces the evolution of spatial domain methods and how 
parameter estimation algorithms have been incorporated into these methods.  A spatial domain testing 
method developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s, spatial sine testing (SST), is reviewed in more detail 
since it appears to be well-suited to these optical scanning methods. 

1 Acronyms 

3D Three Dimensional 

ADC Analog Digital Converter 

ARMA Auto Regressive Moving Average 

CMIF Complex Mode Indicator Function 

EMIF Enhanced Mode Indicator Fucntion 

DSP Digital Signal Processing 

GVT Ground Vibration Test 

FRF Frequency Response Function 

HP  Hewlett Packard 

IRF Impulse Response Function 

LSCE Least Squares Complex Exponential  

MAC  Modal Assurance Criteria 

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

MRIT Multiple Reference Impact Testing 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PTD Polyreference Time Domain 

SDRL Structural Dynamics Research Laboratory 

SDRC Structural Dynamics Research Corporation 

SDOF  Single Degree of Freedom 

SST  Spatial Sine Testing 

SVD Singular Value Decomposition 

UC University of Cincinnati 

UMPA Unified Matrix Polynomial Algorithm  

UIF Unit Impulse Function 
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2 Introduction 

Modal parameters are the complex valued modal frequencies and scaled modal vectors of the equations of 
motion of a linear system.  Since the modal parameters are often found as the solutions of an eigenvalue 
problem, the modal parameters are frequently referred to as the eigenvalues and scaled eigenvectors of the 
equations of motion of a linear system. The equations describe the input-output characteristics of the 
system.  The discussion in this paper is limited to structural systems, but in general it applies to any linear 
electro-vibro-acoustical system.  The eigenvalues (temporal) and eigenvectors (spatial) are a set of 
characteristic functions which can be used to synthesize the relationships between the inputs and outputs 
of the system by superposition.  The spatial information describes the location and orientation of the 
inputs and outputs of the system, while the temporal information describes how the responses change as a 
function of time and/or frequency due to the inputs.  This paper presents a historical review of spatial 
domain procedures used to enhance the modal parameter process when measuring frequency response 
functions (FRFs). In particular, the history of how spatial information has played an increasingly 
important role in modal testing is tracked from the early days of experimental modal analysis, beginning 
with analog methods in the 1950s.  

3 Background 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, two independent groups of researchers were actively trying to solve two 
very important self-excitation vibration problems.  The first problem was a self-excited aerodynamic 
flutter problem, primarily involving aerospace structures.  The second problem was a machine tool self-
excited chatter problem.  Both problems involved an unstable process where the deformation of the 
structure and the forcing function acting on the structure are coupled in a manner such that the forcing 
functions are influenced by the deformation.  This process can be modeled as a closed-loop feedback 
process where the system’s structural characteristics and the forcing mechanism can be used in the 
feedback process to predict the system’s stability.  Historically, it was the work stimulated by these two 
groups that led to the modern state-of-the-art practices in experimental structural dynamics and, to a lesser 
extent, analytical structural dynamics.   
The machine tool problem involved only the relative force and motion between the tool and the work 
piece at a single point, whereas the aerodynamic flutter problem involved the 3D aerodynamic flow over 
the aircraft involving hundreds of points. Due to the nature of the two problems, spatial domain 
(eigenvector-mode shape) information was directly measured for the flutter problem, while temporal 
domain (directional frequency response function (FRF)) information was directly measured for the 
machine tool chatter problem.  
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, digital computers with significant computational power were limited to 
large companies and government laboratories. Large mainframe computers were required for the early 
developments in the lumped mass modeling and finite element model fields.  Even this type of computing 
capability was not sufficient for implementing any type of practical digital signal processing (DSP).  
Signal processing was limited to sinusoidal signals using analog filtering methods. It was the advent of the 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm in the mid 1960s that made DSP practical.  
The two groups addressing the aircraft flutter and machine tool chatter took two different approaches for 
generating experimental models of the aircraft and machine tool structures.  In performing a ground 
vibration test (GVT) of the aircraft, a force appropriation (normal mode) testing procedure was used.  In 
this testing method, a tuned, multiple exciter sine testing method was used.  Initially, a slow sweep sine or 
step sine technique was used to identify the approximate natural frequencies of the aircraft. Then at each 
identified frequency, the frequency and forcing vector from an array of exciters strategically placed on the 
aircraft were perturbed until a normal mode was excited.  When a normal mode is excited the phase of 
every point on the structure (normally 100 or more points) is in phase or 180 degrees out of phase with a 
set of reference points on the structure. The forcing pattern suppresses adjacent modes and removes the 
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effects of non-proportional damping in the structure. In order to ensure a single mode is excited, the 
forcing pattern is removed and the free decay of the vibration is observed at selected points on the 
structure.  If the free decay consists of a single frequency, the mode is properly tuned.  The normal mode 
vector is obtained by simply measuring the magnitude and phase at every point on the structure.  In the 
1960s, tuning the modes was more of an art than a science and a skilled test team was a requirement, 
particularly for systems with closely coupled modes, heavy damping, and nonlinearities.  However, when 
done correctly, this method gave superior results, except in situations where repeated modes existed. 
For the machine tool chatter case, it was only necessary to measure the directional FRF, or the FRF 
between the relative response between the tool and work piece response in the chip thickness direction and 
the cutting force. From this measured FRF, the chatter could be related to various modes of vibrations in 
the machine tool.  In order to understand the characteristics of the structural modes, a modal survey was 
conducted on the machine tool using a small hydraulic actuator and/or electro-mechanical exciter.  
Vibration modes that contributed to chatter instabilities could be identified from the directional FRF.  In 
order to modify the machine, either an impedance model or a modal model needed to be developed for the 
machine tool.  The measurement research effort of the late 1960s and early 1970s focused on generating 
an impedance model or modal model from a set of measured FRFs.   
The two approaches outlined above were differentiated by the following major considerations: 

• The flutter group measured eigenvectors directly (spatial domain method), while the machine tool 
group measured FRFs (temporal information). 

• To be practical, the normal mode method required 4 to 12 exciters and a large number of response 
sensors.  The FRF method initially used a two-channel system (single input-single response), with 
a roving response channel. 

• When done correctly, the normal mode method gave superior results. 
Over the next 40 years, the estimation of FRF s followed by modal parameter estimation based upon FRF 
models became the dominant methodology, with the spatial information being more thoroughly 
incorporated into the process with multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) testing methods.   
In this paper, spatial domain methods are defined as those methods where spatial information (vectors) are 
estimated first, followed by estimation of the modal frequencies damping and vector scaling parameters.  
Most of these methods work well using data acquired with laser scanning and/or photogrammetry testing 
methods.  One of the methodologies is spatial sine testing (SST), developed in the late 1980s and 
early1990s.  SST is reviewed in some detail since it appears to be more compatible with the above-
mentioned data acquisition methods. 

4 Theoretical Considerations 

In this section a very quick overview of the basic equations relevant to identifying the concepts of spatial 
domain versus temporal domain will be summarized.  The development of these equations can be found in 
detail in the references.  
The equations of motion for a simple discrete mechanical system with viscous damping can be written as 
follows: 
 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M x t C x t K x t f t+ + =     [1] 

 

where:  [ ]M   Mass matrix 

  [ ]K   Stiffness matrix  

  [ ]C   Viscous damping matrix 
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  { }( )x t   Displacement vector 

  { }( )f t   External force vector 

    t  Time 
 

Fourier transforming Equation (1), ignoring initial conditions: 
 

  [ ] [ ] [ ] { } { }2 ( ) ( )M j C K X Fω ω ω ω⎡ ⎤− + + =⎣ ⎦      [2] 

 

Solving for  { }( )X ω , 

 

  { } [ ] [ ] [ ] { }12( ) ( )X M j C K Fω ω ω ω
−

⎡ ⎤= − + +⎣ ⎦     [3] 

 

 where ω  =  Frequency 
The FRF matrix is: 
 

  [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] 12( )H M j C Kω ω ω
−

⎡ ⎤= − + +⎣ ⎦              [4] 

 
The FRF matrix expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the equations of motion in 
Equation (1) can be written as: 
 

  ( ) [ ] [ ]1 T

r

H L
j

ω
ω λ

⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤ = Ψ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ −⎣ ⎦

           where 
1

rjω λ
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

 is a diagonal matrix [5] 

 Where   [ ]Ψ  = matrix of eigenvectors   – rth column is eigenvector for rth eigenvalue 

[ ]TL = matrix of scaled eigenvectors – rth row is transpose of rth eigenvector 
scaled by modal scale factor for rth mode – often referred to as modal 
participation matrix 

rλ    = eigenvalue of rth mode 

The inverse Fourier transform of Equation (5), ignoring initial conditions, can be written as follows: 
 

( ) [ ] [ ]r
Th t e Lλ−⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ = Ψ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦            where   re λ−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  is a diagonal matrix      [6]   

 

Where ( )h t  = Unit Impulse Response Function 

    t     = Time 
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Matrices [ ]Ψ and [ ]L are functions of position/direction and contain only spatial information, whereas 

1

rjω λ
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦

 and/or re λ−⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ is only a function of time or frequency (temporal information).  Those 

methods estimating the eigenvectors in the first step of the parameter identification process are referred to 
as spatial domain methods, while those estimating the eigenvalues in the first step are referred to as 
temporal domain methods. 

4.1 Characteristic Space 

From a conceptual viewpoint, the frequency response function (FRF) and/or unit impulse response 
function (IRF) solutions of the equations of motion (Equation [5]) can be visualized as occupying a 
volume where the coordinate axes are defined in terms of the three sets of characteristics.  Two axes of the 
conceptual volume correspond to spatial information, and the third axis is temporal information.  The 
spatial coordinates are in terms of the input and response points of the system and the eigenvectors are the 
characteristic functions which occupy this space.  The 
temporal axis is either time or frequency, depending 
upon the domain of the measurements and eigenvalues 
defining this space.  These three axes define a volume 
which is referred to as the Characteristic Space (see 
Figure 1).   
It is possible to estimate the total space by 
experimentally measuring a subspace which samples 
all three characteristics.  Experimentally any point in 
this space can be measured.  The particular subspace 
which is measured and the weighting of the data 
within the subspace are the main differences between 
the various modal parameter estimation procedures 
which have been developed historically. 
Information parallel to one of the axes consists of a 
solution composed of the superposition of the 
characteristics defined by that axis.  The other two 
characteristics determine the scaling of each term in 
the superposition. In Figure 2, the line represents a 
subspace which is typical of an FRF or IRF 
measurement. In Figure 3, the plane is the subspace of 
all measured response data due to a single input 
excitation point.  Figure 4 is the response due to a 
multiple excitation case.  Figures 2-4 represent 
measurements containing temporal information.  
It should be noted that theoretically if all modes are 
excited, the data from any plane intersecting the 
characteristic space can estimate all the modal 
parameters provided there are no repeated roots.  It 
requires two planes for a multiplicity two root or three 
for multiplicity three, etc.   
For spatial domain methods, the planes of subspaces are parallel to the plane of the response and 
reference axes. 
 

Figure 2 – Typical Frequency Response   
or Unit Impulse Response. 

                 Figure 1 -- Characteristic Space  

Single Measurement
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5 Historical Review of Spatial Domain Methods 

The purpose of this review is to revisit spatial domain modal testing procedures to determine if they can 
be adapted to work with current optical scanning methods (laser, digital image correlation and/or 
photogrammetry) that can extract modal properties of optically observable test objects.  Optical methods 
are capable of measuring forced modes of vibration with high spatial resolution as a function of 
frequency.  This section presents a brief review of signal processing and modal parameter identification, 
with a more detailed review of relevant spatial domain developments in each decade from the 1960s to the 
present. 

5.1 1960s 

Force appropriation, normal mode sinusoidal testing was the original spatial domain testing method, first 
developed in the 1950s.  The approximate natural frequencies were located in an initial step sine test by 
observing the frequencies where the amplitudes of the responses peaked.  In the early 1960s, the 
development of the tracking filter and the resulting transfer function analyzer (TFA) made swept sine 
testing practical and made it significantly easier to locate the resonant frequencies.  At each of the 
resonant frequencies, the frequencies and forcing vector were perturbed to indentify the normal mode.  
The forcing vector removed the non-proportional damping (phase of every observed response point is 0 or 
180 degrees with respect to forcing vector), resulting in a normal mode.  If the exciter locations have been 
poorly chosen, the required phase criteria may not be able to be met.  An updated version of this testing 
procedure is still used today for large aerospace structures by a number of test organizations.   
Historically, the phase was obtained by observing Lissajous patterns on a large array of oscilloscopes. 
Today, computers monitor the modal vectors and control the forcing vector.   
During the 1960s, there were significant improvements in making FRF measurements, using TFAs in the 
early 1960s and Fourier Analyzers in the late 60s.  The Fourier Analyzer system allowed FRFs to be 
measured with a wide variety of excitation conditions, including transient testing methods (primarily 
impact testing).   
Normal mode testing was not practical for most testing organizations due to the high capital equipment 
investment (100s of sensors and 4 to 12 exciters).  It also required a very skilled test team to tune the 
modes.  As a result, the major research efforts of the 1960s were in the development of digital signal 
processing and parameter estimations methods for extracting modal information from FRF measurements.   
Once fast Fourier transform methods became available in test equipment, this method began to lose favor 

Figure 4 – Data subspace multiple input   Figure 3 – Data subspace single input 
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for the above reasons, particularly as  modal parameter estimation algorithms capable of extracting the 
system’s modal frequency, damping, scaling and vectors from measured FRFs began to be developed in 
the 1970s.  The preference for an FRF based methodology was also being influenced by newly developed   
impedance modeling methods where FRF measurements could be used directly to develop structural 
system models.   

5.2 1970s 

As mentioned in the previous section, using parameter estimation to extract modal parameters from FRF 
measurements was one of the goals of modal testing.  The initial attempts at formulating multiple degree 
of freedom (MDOF) modal parameter estimation algorithms involved organizing the unknowns in a non-
linear equation form.  The numerical methods developed to solve this type of non-linear mathematical 
problem in the 1960s and 1970s were numerically unstable. They worked well on systems where the 
modes were uncoupled, but when the modes were coupled the methods had problems with stability. As a 
result, SDOF approximations (quadrature, peak picking, circle fitting, etc.) were mainly used to obtain 
estimates of modal parameters from FRF measurements.  
In the early 1970s, the complex exponential algorithm (CEA)[1] was evaluated as a modal parameter 
estimation method for extracting modal parameters.  CEA was a time domain method and it could extract 
modal parameters from a measured unit impulse response function (IRF). The CEA method fit estimates 
of the IRFs such that the fitted data matched the measured data with very small errors.  For a short time, 
the goal of estimating modal parameters had been reached!  Unfortunately, when FRF data with high 
modal coupling were processed with CEA, the fitted data matched individual measurements nearly 
perfectly, but the eigenvalues changed significantly between measurements.  The eigenvalues from 
different measurement points should be the same. As a result, it became clear at this point that it was 
necessary to fit more than one FRF at a time and to include more spatial information in the modal 
parameter procedures.   
Two algorithms were developed in the mid 1970s that utilized a complete data set (hundreds of FRFs) 
taken from a single exciter location. The first method, developed in the mid 1970s, was Ibrahim's Time 
Domain (ITD) method. [2]   ITD could take a complete data set for a single reference and formulate an 
eigenvalues solution which computed both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.  The limitation of ITD in the 
early 1970s was that it was a computationally intensive algorithm and required a large computer system.   
The second method was the Least Square Complex Exponential (LSCE) Algorithm [3], which computed a 
least-squares estimate of the system eigenvalues in the first step.  It used the estimated eigenvalues in the 
second step to estimate the residues by using a frequency domain algorithm to fit the individual FRFs.  
The major advantage of the LSCE Algorithm was that it could run on the mini-computer built into the 
commercially available HP Fourier Analyzer system.  Both methods utilized spatial information and 
emphasized the importance of having consistent data sets, or data sets where the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors were the same in each measurement. 

5.2.1 Little MAC (Modal Assurance Criteria) 

In the early 1970s, the main research effort was in digital signal processing using Fourier analysis, 
including excitation methods, sampling, windowing, coherence, etc.  The main effort was to make the best 
possible measurements.  One of the fallouts of this effort was the development of a purely spatial domain 
modal parameter estimation procedure (Little MAC) which could be used with the two-channel analyzers 
of the early 1970s. 
Little MAC [4-6] was based upon the idea that the system eigenvector was a system characteristic and not a 
function of excitation location or type.  This method measured the FRF between a reference accelerometer 
mounted on the test object and a roving accelerometer mounted at points of interest on the test object.  An 
excitation signal was applied at random points on the structure and the responses were measured at the 
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reference location and the roving point of interest.  An FRF and a coherence function were calculated 
between the reference response and the roving point response.  The FRF measures the ratio of the modal 
coefficients between the reference point and the roving point.  The coherence function peaks at the modal 
frequencies of the system. The reason for this is that, in the frequency band around a modal frequency, the 
modal vector for that mode dominates the response and the ratio of responses in the frequency band 
remains fairly constant for all the randomly applied inputs.    
The estimation of Little MAC is essentially the coherence function calculated between the roving 
accelerometer and reference accelerometer. If the reference sensor is located at a point of maximum 
response for a given mode, then the H1 FRF estimator gives better results for that mode.  The reason is 
that there is less noise on the input sensor due to the contribution of other modes. 
The responses for the two points of interest are proportional to the forcing function acting on the structure 
during the averaging period, thus the forcing function’s influence will cancel out in the ratio.  The FRF for 
the response at point p due to the input at point q is shown below for the frequency band where mode k 
dominates. 
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The ratio of the response between point p and point r due to a force acting at point q becomes: 
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 Where   kQ  = Modal Scale Factor for eigenvalue kλ  

   pkψ  = Modal Coefficient at point p for eigenvalue kλ  

   Apq = Response at point p due to force at point q  
Note that the response ration is independent of input location so randomizing the input location allows  
Little MAC to indicate where the response ratio is consistent as the input location is varied (Little MAC 
will not be consistent off resonance).  This test method was used on several small test articles by mounting 
a reference sensor and a roving sensor, and then rapidly impacting at a large number of random points for 
each roved point.  The data was processed by treating it as a random data set, applying a Hanning window,  
and taking a significant number of averages.  Excellent mode shape data was obtained, even when the 
roving sensor caused noticeable frequency shifts.   
A great deal of effort was required to randomly impact the structure in order to make a measurement for a 
single point. The effort had to be repeated for each roved point.  Because of this effort, it was more of a 
laboratory curiosity and never became a standard test method.  If an array of sensors was mounted, which 
today is a fairly standard testing practice, the method would become more practical.  It may be a method 
which should be re-examined in terms of the current interest in response only modal analysis efforts. 
Little MAC created several important spin-offs.  MAC, or what was referred to as Big MAC, was 
developed at the same time in which the same computational algorithm was used to correlate two different 
modal vectors.  If the MAC value is equal to one, the modes are exactly correlated.  As the MAC value 
decreases, the correlation decreases accordingly.  The Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) is now in 
common usage in most commercial software and is used for correlating modal data and as a validation 
tool in many modern modal testing programs [ 5-7]. 
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5.2.2 Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) FRF Testing  

To take advantage of increased spatial data, MIMO FRF testing methodologies were examined in the late 
1970s.  The initial work was done using a 4-channel system, and later with an 8-channel system and 
several test structures [5, 8-11] .  It was clear when using the ITD or the LSCE methods that the data set had 
to be very consistent; in other words, the modal parameters had to be consistent (unchanging over the 
whole test) for the complete data set being processed.    As a result, significant effort was spent on signal 
processing, eliminating measurement errors due to sampling, randomizing inputs to minimize non-linear 
distortion error, etc.  It was desirable that all the inputs and response points be measured simultaneously 
and that the data be throughput with at least a few real-time channels to insure that excitation signals were 
satisfactory and that FRF and coherence measurements were acceptable.  The throughput data allowed the 
data to be post-processed off-line with different signal processing (different blocksize, zoom bands, 
windows, averages, etc).  Unfortunately, only a few companies or organizations had the measurement 
resources to conduct this type of test.  

5.3 1980s 

There were a large number of developments in the 1980s that enabled the measurement, processing and 
analysis of spatial information.  In 1981 Boeing Aircraft set the stage for the 1980s decade by conducting 
the first large full scale test using MIMO FRF testing and modal parameter estimation structures [8] . 
Figure 5 shows the test setup.  Boeing mounted several hundred sensors on the aircraft and ADC 
throughput the data to a large removal disk pack which could be transferred to a second system for data 
processing while the testing system took data on another configuration of the aircraft.  They processed just 
enough data in real time to determine if the test was proceeding as planned. This was the ultimate test 
system envisioned in the 1970s. The ADC data could be reprocessed with different signal processing 
methods to examine the data in more detail if there were concerns during the post-processing.  The results 
of this test confirmed that taking a complete simultaneous data set improved the processing of the data and 
resulted in better modal parameters.  The data for this test was processed with LSCE to obtain the 
estimated eigenvalues using the data from multiple references in a least square sense.  However, LSCE is 
not a multiple-reference parameter estimation algorithm. It could not uncouple repeated roots or very 

closely coupled modes. In the next section, the breakthrough algorithm (Polyreference Time Domain 
(PTD) [12-13] ) that allowed repeated modes to be estimated is reviewed.  
This test clearly demonstrated the advantage of incorporating more spatial information into the modal 
testing process.  Unfortunately, the cost of this type of system still limited it to a large organization where 
the test was a requirement and the company could make the investment in the required equipment.  The 
positive aspect was that it was used to prompt companies (Hewlett Packard and PCB) that supplied modal 

                                                   Figure 5-- Boeing Test Setup 1981 
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testing equipment to make an investment in the hardware development that could support multiple 
channels at a more reasonable per channel cost.   

5.3.1 Polyreference Time Domain 

The Polyreference Time Domain (PTD) method [12-13] was a multiple reference version of LSCE and, as 
the first multiple reference algorithm, was a revolutionary breakthrough development. The additional 
spatial information made it possible to separate very closely coupled modes.  In fact, repeated modes 
could be calculated.  For this type of algorithm, MIMO FRF testing and simultaneous measurements were 
important.  PTD made the development of large channel count modal systems a critical requirement.  The 
method was introduced by the Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC) at about the same time 
as the Boeing test.  This was additional incentive for HP and PCB to commercialize multiple channel 
acquisition and inexpensive sensors. 

5.3.2 Structcel Development 

In the early 1980s, it was becoming obvious that it was necessary to improve multichannel data 
acquisition, signal processing, and parameter estimation.  Hewlett Packard (HP), the major supplier of 
Fourier Analyzer systems, was interested in developing a new high channel count acquisition system, but 
the cost was too expensive per channel for the existing marketplace. The downfall was the combined cost 
of the computer, data acquisition system and sensor system.  At that time, there was little possibility that a 
significant reduction in cost could be achieved for the computer/data acquisition system which was their 
part of the combined system.  A major effort was launched to locate a sensor manufacturer who would be 
willing to develop a low-cost sensor (target of less than 15 to 20 US dollars). Sensor systems at that time 
were 500 to 1000 dollars per channel and even with expanded channel count, the sensor manufacturer 
could not make a business case to recover the investment. As a result, HP started to develop an 
inexpensive sensor.  
However, in 1984, several graduate students at the UC-SDRL were given a thesis project to develop a 
low-cost sensor system.  Fortunately, one of the student’s father and uncle were key partners in PCB 
Piezotronics, a sensor company.  The student convinced the company to commercialize the sensor system.  
PCB did not meet the 15 dollar price but sold the sensor for 29 dollars in quantity without a cable and 49 
dollars with the cable. This was a major breakthrough which helped HP to justify their new multiple 
channel system.  The sensor had good dynamic range, barcode compatibility, snap-in mounting base, 
insulation displacement connectors, ribbon cables, simple cable management, etc.  The major 
disadvantage was a significant calibration drift due to changes in humidity.  The sensor needed to be 
calibrated frequently, resulting in the development of a 120-channel array calibrator.  As an interesting 
aside, once a company bought several hundred channels of data acquisition, then during the next 
purchasing cycle many customers updated their sensors to higher quality sensors from PCB. This helped 
PCB ultimately justify the initial investment into what appeared to be a questionable business venture.  
Obviously, the Stuctcel System  [14-15] was a very important development and spurred the further 
development of modal testing procedures. These procedures generated a more consistent measurement 
database and led to improved identification procedures. 

5.3.3 HP 3565 Multiple Channel Data Acquisition System 

Hewlett Packard introduced the HP 3565 multiple channel data acquisition system (Polygon) at the 1986 
IMAC conference.  The Structcel was also introduced at the 1986 IMAC. The Polygon system and the 
Structcel sensor system triggered even more research into better multiple channel parameter estimation 
algorithms, test management software, and more venders introducing competing products during the late 
1980s to early 1990s. 
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5.3.4 Modal Parameter Estimation -  Unification Project 

In the early 1980s, with the development of time domain (ITD, LSCE and then PTD) algorithms followed 
by several frequency domain algorithms (RFP, Orthogonal Polynomial Methods and PFD), it became very 
difficult to explain each method based upon the very different developments of the original authors.  
There was a need to unify the development of the varying algorithms so that the advantages, 
disadvantages, similarities and differences were easier to understand.  Three events occurred that spurred 
the development of modal parameter estimation in this direction.  First, NASA expressed interest in 
unifying the modal parameter identification methods.  The major problem was that each method had 
generated a following with users having strong convictions, supporting their method of choice. NASA 
wanted an unbiased appraisal of the methods, and hopefully some way to unify them.  NASA gave a grant 
to the UC-SDRL to try to unify the modal parameter estimation methods.  This started a decade long 
effort to develop an understanding of the interrelations between the various algorithms [16]. 
   
Second, at this same time, there was considerable interest in developing a frequency domain, direct 
parameter estimation algorithm to estimate the mass, stiffness and damping matrices directly from the 
measured forces and response vectors.  The student working on this problem struggled with obtaining a 
stable numerical solution due to poor conditioning of the frequency domain data.  In the mid 1980s, based 
upon this work, a unifying approach for the time domain methods began to emerge [17-18]. 
 
Finally, in the mid 1980’s, UC-SDRL was in the process of documenting the important modal parameter 
estimation methods for the US Air Force. This required UC-SDRL to develop a complete understanding 
of the formulation of these methods.  After some time and study, it was discovered that all the methods 
could be reformulated from a common starting point, in both the time and generalized frequency domains 
[21]. 
 
Depending upon the number of observed degrees-of-freedom, the equations of motion could be 
reformulated by algebraic manipulation into a polynomial with an order different from the second-order 
equations of motion. Initially, the generalized formulation was referred to as the Auto Regressive Moving 
Average (ARMA) method, which would include cases where the input forces were not observed.  There 
were small groups of researchers working on machine tools, controls, and civil engineering infrastructure 
who were using the ARMA methods. These groups were working fairly independently in the 1980s from 
the modal analysis community. As a result, there were several reviewers who suggested a name other than 
ARMA, since an ARMA model was purely a time domain method and had moving average terms. All of 
the modal parameter identification techniques reviewed used either free decays or measured FRFs which 
only required autoregressive terms. Since the common starting point formulation was a polynomial with 
matrix coefficients, this was later renamed the Unified Matrix Polynomial Algorithm (UMPA) [22-24].   
 

UMPA Models  -- General Formulation 
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All of the commercial modal parameter algorithms can be reformulated starting with an UMPA model. 
This combined work resulted in a set of course notes that has been used since the late 1980s in the System 
Dynamics Analysis (SDA) II course at the University of Cincinnati, and has been used as reference 
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material in industrial and government agency courses.  A copy of these notes can be found on the UC-
SDRL website.  http:// www.sdrl.uc.edu. 
 

5.3.5 Sine Testing Methods 

In the mid 80’s several new sine testing methods were developed which combined many of the features of 
normal node testing methods and FRF testing methods.  In 1986 SDRC developed the MultiPhase – Step 
Sine Approach [25-27] which varied the phase of the forcing vector in a monophase fashion.  This estimated 
FRF’s from the data by using multiple sweeps with difference phases between the exciters (for example, 
one sweep with the exciters in phase and with the exciters out of phase).  This allowed FRFs, mode 
indicator functions and advanced parameter estimations methods to be used to estimate the modal 
parameters.  The phasing of the shakers could be optimized to extract selected target modes.  The method 
was also compatible with standard force appropriation (normal modes) techniques.  The multiple variable 
mode indicator function (MvMIF) could be used to aid in the tuning of individual modes since FRF data 
was available.  At the same time, the University of Leuven developed a step sine testing method [28-29]  and 
continuing improvement to the normal mode testing methods were being made at other national testing 
laboratories, primarily in France and Germany.  Many of these techniques have been continuously updated 
and improved over the years and are currently used primarily in the aerospace industry. 

5.3.6 Complex Mode Indicator Function (CMIF) 

In the mid to late 1980s, a Complex Mode Indicator Function (CMIF)  was developed which was based 
upon the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the FRF matrix (See Figure 6), or the imaginary 
component (quadrature response) of the FRF matrix[30-32].  Initially, this was used as an indicator function 
for determining how many modes were significant in a frequency band.  Later it was used as a modal 
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[ ] [ ]( )kA H ω=The CMIF plot is constructed by performing a 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the 
Frequency Response Matrix as a function of 
spectral line (frequency).  The resulting SV's 
are plotted as a function of frequency.
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parameter estimation algorithm. It is purely a spatial domain method. The mode shapes are estimated 
directly from the SVD. The CMIF modal vectors were used as estimates of the eigenvectors.  With a large 
number of references, this method works well on systems with high modal coupling.  It works by 
measuring the quadrature response operating mode shapes as a function of frequency for all the references 
(excitation points).  At each frequency, an SVD is performed to determine the dominant quadrature mode 
shape at that frequency.  This enhanced quadrature mode shape is used as a modal filter to determine an 
Enhanced Frequency Response Function (EFRF) [33]. The EFRF enhances the mode of interest and a 
simple SDOF method can be used estimate the eigenvalue and modal scale factor. This is a technique that 
can easily be adapted to optical scanning methods. CMIF will be discussed in more detail in the Spatial 
Sine Testing (SST) and Multiple Reference Impact Testing (MRIT) discussions later. 

5.3.7 Perturbed Boundary Condition Testing 

In the Perturbed Boundary Condition (PBC) testing procedure [34-36] , the boundary conditions are 
drastically perturbed and the system retested to generate a larger database which can be used to update a 
finite element model or to generate a more complete experimental model of the system.  The simplest 
modification is to add rigid masses at selected boundary points. A finite element model is built for each 
configuration.  It is a simple modification to the finite element model to add a rigid mass.  If all the 
transducers are installed on the structure it is simple to test a second configuration, with the only 
difference being that sensors are added to monitor the added mass.  Testing multiple configurations 
generates a larger correlation database.   
In the spatial sine testing methods, the perturbed 
boundary adds passive forces which can be 
incorporated into the UMPA parameter estimation 
process to enhance the experimental results.  
In 1987, NASA performed a modal test on the Astro-1 
Satellite that demonstrated many of the advancements 
that were made during the 1980s.  The test was a 
MIMO test with random excitation, 500 channels of 
Structcel sensors, and PBCs with mass-loaded 
boundary conditions.  CMIF was used as a mode 
indicator function and to obtain initial estimates of the 
eigenvectors. See Figure 7 for the test setup of the 
Astro 1 modal test.  The large yellow masses were 
used to mass-load the boundary points.  

5.4 1990s 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, several spatial domain methods using concepts incorporated into the 
CMIF development were refined for use in Spatial Sine Testing (SST) and Multiple Reference Impact 
Testing (MRIT).   

5.4.1 Spatial Sine Testing (SST)  

During the 1970’s and the early 1980’s, there was a significant effort to improve the force appropriation, 
normal mode testing procedures based upon sinusoidal excitation [37-41] .  Parameter estimation concepts 
and mode indicator functions were being incorporated into the process to make it easier to tune the modes.   
In the late 1980’s, an SST system [42-45] was developed as a very inexpensive, high channel count, sine 
testing system.  The system used an IBM 286 PC as the computer and could in real time measure and 
process 512 input-output channels.  The cost was to be 250 to 300 dollars per channel for sensor and 

Figure 7 -- Astro-1 Test Setup 1987
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acquisition.  It used the PCB Structcel and Data Harvester.  The basic Data Harvester was the ICP signal 
conditioning for the Structcel, but in the late 1980s, it was modified to include a switched capacitor, low 
pass filter which could be used for anti-aliasing protection.  A DSP board was used in the IBM PC to 
perform the digital signal processing which included providing the sinusoidal excitation signal, sampling 
the input and response data, and estimating the Fourier coefficient at the frequency of the sine wave using 
a four-point DFT.   
In the early 1990s, the signal processing was moved inside the Data Harvester. Each 8-channel signal 
conditioning board in the Data Harvester was modified with an 8-channel multiplexed ADC and a 
switched capacitor, low pass filter to provide the signal conditioning and digital signal processing for the 
SST system.  A 16-channel sine source board was added to output 16 synchronized sine waves with both 
controllable amplitude and phase and a clock signal to control the sampling of the ADCs.  A 512-channel 
system consisted of four Data Harvesters daisy-chained together and controlled by the IBM PC through an 
HPIB interface.   
The signal processing in the updated Data Harvester consisted of measuring one period of the sine wave 
sampled with either four or eight points.  The switched capacitor filter acted as a tracking anti-aliasing 
filter which passed only the first harmonic. A number of cycles of the digitized sine wave were time 
averaged to reduce the signal noise in the Data Harvester.  A 4-point or 8-point single frequency DFT was 
performed on the averaged time data, and the real and imaginary parts of the first harmonic were 
transferred to the computer. The resulting data consisted of a forced mode of vibration due to the 
excitation force vector. In reality, the system acted as a 512 channel co-quad analyzer.  It measured the 
real and imaginary components from all sensors (response and force) relative to the master sinusoidal 
drive signal. The computer was then free to control the sine excitation and sweep rate where the forced 
responses to estimate the modal parameters.   
The testing sequence was to step up or down in frequency, accumulating forced modes of vibration. The 
sweep was a continuous process but the sweep rate, step size, and the number of forced responses in the 
band were adjusted depending upon the number of modal frequencies identified in a narrow frequency 
band. Initially, a frequency domain UMPA model was used with singular value decomposition (SVD) as a 
mode indicator function to identify the number of modes in a narrow frequency band.   The SVD was also 
used to determine the rank of the response vector matrix and to condense the response vectors.   
This testing procedure worked well, but the computer in 1988-90 was not fast enough to keep up in real 
time. So, instead of the SVD, a recursive LU decomposition was used.  This method allowed the forced 
response vectors to be added or subtracted to the response vector matrix without going through a complete 
decomposition each time.  Periodically, a complete SVD solution was required to keep the solution on 
track. Today, a SVD condensation would be used. 
A major difference of the SST modal parameter identification algorithm is that it uses directly the 
measured forced response vectors and forcing vectors, while most other modal parameter algorithms use 
FRFs or IRFs.  It can also include passive forces in its forcing vector. A passive force is the force that is 
generated by an attached subsystem.  An example of this is the masses attached to boundary points in the 
PBC testing designed in the previous section. 
The SST Algorithm is based upon using a first order, narrowband frequency domain UMPA model. The 
generic form for this first order model is: 
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mm
ω ω ω ω∑+ =

=

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎡ ⎤⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎣ ⎦⎦ ⎣ ⎦
    [11] 

 

The above equation is the generalized equation of motion for a system.  F{ω} is the forcing vector acting 
on the system and X{ω} is the response vector due to both active and passive forces.  
In the above equation the [A] terms are the matrix coefficients of the polynomial that operates on the 
response vector {X(ω)}, and the [B] terms  are the matrix coefficients of the polynomial that operates on 
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the input vector {F}. The equation is true for every frequency and for every input and output vector.  The 
roots of the response polynomials are the eigenvalues (poles) of the system and the roots of the input 
matrix are the zeros of the system.  These zeros are used to describe the out of band residuals.   
The size of the A matrix is determined by the number of modes in the narrow frequency band. For SST, 
the size of A is larger than the number of modes observed in the frequency band, and only a B0 term is 
used.  This allows the method to interpolate and find upcoming out-of-band modes during the sweep.  
This means that it anticipates upcoming 
modes in the sweep and the forcing function 
can be adjusted to enhance these modes and 
suppress modes already identified. The other 
adjustment that was made to improve the 
interpolation was to normalize either the A1 
or the A0 matrix, depending upon the sweep 
direction.   
This SST method was used in 1990 for a 
large channel count test performed on a 
SAAB 340 Aircraft.  The test was a vibro–
acoustic test to investigate the possibility of 
installing an array of mass dampers on the 
fuselage to reduce the internal sound 
pressure levels due to propeller noise.   
The test was a 500-channel test with 280 
Stuctcels mounted on the aircraft fuselage 
and 208 Acoustcels used to measure the 
acoustic modes in the aircraft cabin.  Twelve 
small two-pound force Wilcoxson 
impedance heads were use to excite the 
aircraft.  See Figures 8 and 9.  The 
impedance heads were permanently 
mounted on the fuselage for the duration of 
the test. Later, a sailplane was tested with 
both the SST method and with a standard 
MIMO testing procedure and a non-linear 
space structure was tested at NASA 
Huntsville using the SST method.   
The SST system was developed primarily as 
an inexpensive large channel count system. 
It suddenly became clear in the mid 1990s 
that the technology revolution in the 
consumer marketplace was leading to 
tremendous improvements in computing, 
networking and signal processing.  The 
implementation of delta sigma ADCs, used 
in MP3 players, was going to drastically 
change the cost of multiple channel data 
acquisition systems. As a result, the commercialization of specialized sine testing was not continued. The 
rationale at the time was that an inexpensive broadband acquisition system would be available which 
could be used for both sine testing and MIMO broadband testing. 
Ten to fifteen years later, the future is now.  Utilizing new measurement techniques (continuously 
scanning lasers, digital image correlation and optical photogrammetry), measuring forced response modes 
in real time at thousands of points simultaneously is possible and becoming more practical each day.  The 
SST should be one of the techniques investigated as a potential means of extracting model parameters 

Figure 8 – Saab Aircraft Spatial Sine Test  

Figure 9 – Structcel and Impedance Head Exciter 
Installation Spatial Sine Testing Setup 
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from these measurements. Commercial photogrammetry and laser systems are currently available which 
use sinusoidal excitation and aliasing to measure the 3D deformation patterns at thousands of points.  
These systems tremendously reduce the number of sensors, cabling and cable management problems.  
There is still going to be a need for ordinary sensors to monitor points that are not visible, so a hybrid 
testing system with sparse sensors may be necessary. This sparse array of sensors using MIMO testing 
methods could identify the frequency bands while the SST method could be used to refine estimates of the 
modal parameters in these bands and provide enhanced spatial information.    
The parameter estimation algorithm for the SST was the basis for the enhanced mode indicator function 
(EMIF) algorithm, developed in the early 1990s for the Multiple Reference Impact Testing (MRIT) which 
is discussed in the next section. 

5.4.2 Multiple Reference Impact Testing (MRIT) 

MRIT[46] was a spin-off of the CMIF and SST efforts of the 1980s.  MRIT uses CMIF and/or EMIF and 
measured FRFs from a multiple reference impact test to obtain modal parameters. The EMIF algorithm is 
the same frequency domain UMPA model that is used in the SST algorithm. The SST method uses a 
sinusoidal forcing vector exciting at multiple points on the structure, while MRIT uses impacts at multiple 
points.  The two methods have several important points in common. 
In common testing configurations, an array of 7 to 15 accelerometers are mounted on the structure and the 
impact hammer is roved.  For larger structures, particularly those found in industrial or civil infrastructure 
testing, a small array of accelerometers are roved and 7 or more fixed points are impacted. If a large modal 
system is available, a large array of accelerometers is pre-mounted and impacts are applied at 7 or more 
fixed points.  
In the early 1990s, the Civil Engineering Department at the University of Cincinnati was involved in 
testing a large number of bridges for the state of Ohio as part of a bridge health monitoring program.  
They were evaluating a number of modal testing procedures in order to develop a modal model of the 
system.  The model was then used to predict bridge flexibility, which was one of the metrics they were 
using to evaluate the health of the bridge.  The test methods included sine and random testing procedures 
using large hydraulic and electromechanical exciters, and impact testing.  They were having difficulty 
getting a modal model from all of the methods using the latest state-of-the-art modal parameter 
identification procedures.  They then pre-mounted a large array of seismic sensors on the bridge and 
impacted at 7 to 14 fixed points. Initially, the modes were processed with latest MIMO parameter 
estimation algorithms.  The results from the various algorithms were evaluated by computing the 
deflection of the bridge due to loaded trucks parked on the bridge and comparing it to the measured 
deflection due to truck loads.  The CMIF method yielded the best results [48-51].   
This impacting testing method also took the least amount of time, which was beneficial since they had to 
stop traffic to do the testing.  A special MATLAB® program was developed for controlling the testing and 
a CMIF and EMIF plug was added to X-Modal program for processing the data. 
The MRIT, CMIF and EMIF methods have been well-documented in theses  [30,32,46,47] and conference 
papers.   

5.5 2000s 

In the current decade, most of the improvement in testing has been a general evolutionally improvement in 
parameter algorithms with better and cheaper data acquisition - sensors systems.  There has been a 
significant improvement in the usability of software in terms of extracting modal data.  However, in terms 
of tradition testing methods there have been no significant improvements in the way spatial data is 
handled versus temporal data.  Certainly, the understanding of the numerical issues involved with the 
matrix coefficient polynomial characteristic equation has been advance by work at the Vrije Universiteit 
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Brussel, Belgium [52-54].   This has led to understanding in the way to utilize stabilization (consistency) 
diagrams with all current modal parameter estimation methods. 
One significant development of the 2000s that does involve spatial domain data is the continued 
development of response only modal parameter estimation methods.  These methods attempt to determine 
the modal parameters by utilizing natural excitations that are not measured.  Many of these methods 
utilize cross correlation (covariance) methods in the time domain or cross spectra methods in the 
frequency domain.  In both cases, the spatial characteristics of the data come from a significant number of 
response sensors.  Since the force cannot be measured, assumptions concerning the force characteristics 
are utilized in order to process this data with many of the same algorithms used for conventional MIMO 
data used for experimental modal analysis.  Without knowledge of the true inputs, the rank of the response 
data matrix, in specific frequency ranges of interest, may be much less than the number of sensors retained 
as the references in the data matrix.  Just because there are a large number of response sensors (200) and a 
data matrix at each frequency can be formed on this basis (200 x 200) does not mean that the data matrix 
will have all of the possible modes of vibration in the frequency range of interest (modes may not be 
excited).  The force assumptions of a large number of forces acting on the structure at a large number of 
points with a smooth frequency spectra is normally met in civil engineering structures but is not likely to 
be met by structures like an automobile. 

6 Conclusions 

The fundamental question is what methods are going to be used to handle the vast amounts of spatial data 
which can be measured using the newer continuously scanning, optical measurement techniques.  These 
measurement techniques are currently becoming practical as long as the structure is optically observable. 
The nature of these measurement techniques, when observing a large number of locations, is currently 
suited for sine testing methods.  
In this paper, the general overview of how spatial information has historically been incorporated into the 
modal parameter estimation process has been summarized.  The force appropriation (normal mode) testing 
methods and the spatial sine testing methods are good candidate testing methods since they are pure sine 
testing methods and do not require FRF measurements or broadband FFT analysis.  The traditional force 
appropriation methods require tuning and spatial sine testing requires putting force response data into a 
UMPA parameter estimation method.  Both methods should work in a hybrid testing method where the 
sensor data is incorporated into the response vectors. The sensor data can also used in a standard MIMO 
test to obtain frequency bands of interest and the optical data can improve the spatial resolution of the data 
in potentially all six degrees-of-freedom. 
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Abstract
This paper presents SMILE (State-space Model Interpolation of Local Estimates), a new technique to

estimate linear parameter varying state-space models for multiple-input multiple-output systems whose

dynamics depends on a single varying parameter, called the scheduling parameter. The SMILE technique

is based on the interpolation of linear time-invariant models that are valid for fixed operating conditions of

the system, that is, for constant values of the scheduling parameters. The methodology yields affine LPV

models that are numerically well-conditioned and therefore suitable for LPV control synthesis procedures.

The underlying interpolation technique is formulated as a nonlinear least-squares optimization problem that

can be efficiently solved by standard solvers. Application of the proposed methodology to a vibroacoustic

setup, whose dynamics are highly sensitive to the ambient temperature, clearly demonstrates the potential

of the SMILE technique.

KEYWORDS: Linear parameter varying systems; identification; state-space interpolation.

1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the nineties, linear parameter varying (LPV) control of parameter-dependent systems

has received a lot of attention from the control community, see for example the survey papers [1] and [2].

Essentially, LPV systems are nonlinear systems, described by linear differential (difference) equations whose

coefficients depend on one or more varying parameters, called scheduling parameters. In the LPV control

framework, these scheduling parameters are assumed to be unknown, but measurable in real-time [3]. There

is a continuing effort towards the design of LPV controllers that achieve higher performance while still

guaranteeing stability for all possible parameter variations (see [4, 5] amongst others). Most of these control

design methods rely on the availability of an LPV model of the system that accurately describes the variation

of the dynamics. While identification of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems based on measured input-output

(IO) data is well known, estimation of LPV models remains a difficult problem that is still in a state of

development. In the literature, there exist two main approaches for the identification of LPV models: a

global (see e.g. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]) and a local (see e.g. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]) one.

The global approach is based on the assumption that it is possible to perform a global identification experi-

ment by exciting the system while the scheduling parameters are persistently changing the system dynamics.

This assumption, however, may not be valid in some cases, as for example flight applications [16] or the

vibroacoustic application considered in Section 5 of this paper. In the case it is impossible to perform a

global experiment, it is appropriate to use the local LPV identification approach, based on the interpolation

of a set of local LTI models that are estimated using a set of local measurements, obtained by exciting the

system at different fixed operating conditions, that is, for constant values of the scheduling parameters.
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The local approach has the important practical advantage that many engineers are well-experienced in LTI

identification experiments and that the local LTI models can be estimated using a wide variety of well es-

tablished and widely spread LTI identification algorithms. To properly interpolate these local models, all

local LPV identification techniques require that the local models are transformed in a consistent state-space

form to assure that they are defined with respect to the same basis. Afterwards, an appropriate methodology

is applied to construct an LPV model that interpolates these consistent local models. As the local models

can be either continuous- or discrete-time, both continuous- and discrete-time LPV models can be obtained,

which is another advantage of the local approach.

Although very useful in practice, the local approach has drawbacks as well. The main restriction is the fact

that the time propagation of the scheduling parameter is not used. Therefore, these local methods are more

suitable for systems with scheduling parameters that vary slowly in time; a common guideline in interpolating

gain-scheduling control practice [17]. To obtain local LTI models, the scheduling parameter must be constant

during the identification. It is therefore assumed that the system can operate at different “frozen” operating

conditions. This assumption is satisfied in many applications, as for instance, motion systems with position-

dependent dynamics [11, 14] and the vibroacoustic application presented in Section 5. However, in some

applications, the parameter might be constantly changing, such that no local LTI models can be obtained and

a global approach should be considered.

This paper introduces a new local LPV identification technique for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

parameter-dependent systems, called SMILE (State-space Model Interpolation of Local Estimates). To rep-

resent the local models in a consistent form, the idea (previously proposed in [14] and [15]) of dividing

the local models in a series connection of local submodels, is extended. Since the methods presented in

[14, 15] are restricted to the single-input single-output (SISO) case, the main contribution of this paper is the

extension to the MIMO case.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the SMILE technique. Section 3 explains

how the local models can be transformed to a consistent form and Section 4 introduces the optimization

problem to interpolate them. Section 5 discusses the application of the SMILE technique to a vibroacoustic

setup and Section 6 presents the conclusions.

2 Overview of SMILE

The interpolating LPV model is parameterized by the following state-space representation:

H(θ) :=

{
δ [x] = A(θ) x+ B(θ) u,

y = C(θ) x+ D(θ) u
(1)

where the operator δ [·] denotes the time derivative for a continuous-time model and the time shift for a

discrete-time model. In (1), x ∈ Rn represents the state vector, u ∈ Rr the system input and y ∈ Rs the

system output. The LPV state matrices have compatible dimensions and are chosen to have the following

dependency on the scheduling parameter θ

A(θ) = A0 + A1ρ(θ), A0,A1 ∈ Rn×n

B(θ) = B0 + B1ρ(θ), B0,B1 ∈ Rn×r

C(θ) = C0 +C1ρ(θ), C0,C1 ∈ Rs×n

D(θ) = D0 + D1ρ(θ), D0,D1 ∈ Rs×r

(2)

where ρ(θ) = ∑N
k=1 ρkθ k is a polynomial of a given degree N in the scheduling parameter θ . This parame-

terization is affine in ρ(θ) and can therefore be used in the many available LPV control synthesis procedures

for affine LPV models. Moreover, when ρ(θ) is bounded, the affine LPV model can be converted exactly

in a polytopic LPV model with two vertices (see Appendix B), which is useful since LPV control synthesis
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for polytopic LPV models has been widely studied. In the case that N = 1, the polynomial ρ(θ) is linear

in θ and the LPV model becomes affine in θ . However, for N > 1, the LPV model is polynomial in θ , and

additional degrees of freedom are available to more accurately interpolate the m local LTI models

H̃ℓ :=

{
δ [x̃ℓ] = Ãℓ x̃ℓ + B̃ℓ uℓ, ℓ = 1, . . . ,m.

yℓ = C̃ℓ x̃ℓ + D̃ℓ uℓ,
(3)

identified at distinct operating conditions θℓ. All local LTI models are assumed to have the same number of

states n, the same number of inputs r and the same number of outputs s, that is, x̃ℓ ∈Rn, uℓ ∈Rr and yℓ ∈Rs,

for all ℓ. Throughout the paper, a shorter notation is used to indicate state-space models, for instance, H̃ℓ is

denoted as

H̃ℓ :=

[
Ãℓ B̃ℓ

C̃ℓ D̃ℓ

]

As the state-space representation is not unique, the local models (3) cannot be readily interpolated since it is

not guaranteed that they are represented with respect to the same basis. Therefore, a similarity transformation

matrix Tℓ needs to be calculated for each local model H̃ℓ such that the transformed models

Hℓ :=

[
Aℓ Bℓ

Cℓ Dℓ

]
, ℓ = 1, . . . ,m. (4)

with

Aℓ = T−1
ℓ ÃℓTℓ, Bℓ = T−1

ℓ B̃ℓ, Cℓ = C̃ℓTℓ and Dℓ = D̃ℓ, (5)

are defined with respect to the same basis. Once the models (4) have been calculated, an optimization

problem can be formulated and solved to find the optimal matrices (2) of the interpolating LPV model (1).

Before the technical details are given, a brief outline and flowchart (see Figure 1) of the proposed technique is

presented. This outline also introduces most of the notation used throughout the paper: signals and matrices

associated with the LPV model are denoted using standard font, e.g. x, Ak, . . . On the other hand, signals and

matrices (as well as their coefficients) associated with the local models are denoted using San Serif font, e.g.

uℓ, Aℓ, . . . The subscript ℓ indicates the index of the local model.

Assume that m MIMO LTI models H̃ℓ, obtained for fixed operating conditions θℓ, are available. Then:

• STEP 1 (indicated in cyan in Figure 1)

Choose one IO combination (i, j) for all original local MIMO models H̃ℓ to obtain the local SISO

models

H̃ℓ,(i,j) :=

[
Ãℓ B̃ℓ,(:,j)

C̃ℓ,(i,:) D̃ℓ,(i,j)

]
, ℓ = 1, . . . ,m. (6)

• STEP 2 (indicated in red in Figure 1)

Calculate the poles pℓ and zeros zℓ,(i,j) of the original local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j). Sort these poles and

zeros such that they are in the same order for all local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j).

• STEP 3 (indicated in blue in Figure 1)

Divide the local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) into a gain Kℓ,(i,j) multiplied by the series connection of τ1 first

order and τ2 second order submodels Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) and explicitly calculate this series connection to obtain a

new state-space representation of the local SISO models (denoted as Hℓ,(i,j)).

• STEP 4 (indicated in green in Figure 1)

Calculate, for every ℓ, the similarity transformation matrix Tℓ that transforms the system matrices of

H̃ℓ,(i,j) into those of Hℓ,(i,j). Apply this transformation matrix Tℓ to the corresponding original MIMO

LTI model H̃ℓ to obtain the model Hℓ.
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• STEP 5 (indicated in magenta in Figure 1)

Solve an appropriate nonlinear least-squares optimization problem to obtain the state-space matrices

(2) of the interpolating MIMO LPV model (1).

Note that Steps 1-4 are necessary to ensure that all local models will be represented with respect to the same

state-space basis. The next sections discuss in detail the different steps indicated above.

H̃ℓ

H̃ℓ,(i,j) pℓ, zℓ,(i,j)

Tℓ

Kℓ,(i,j) H1
ℓ,(i,j) Hτ

ℓ,(i,j) Hτ1+τ2

ℓ,(i,j)Hℓ,(i,j)

Hℓ

ℓ = 1, . . . ,m
H(θ)

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Figure 1: Flowchart of the SMILE technique.

3 Constructing consistent local MIMO models

This section starts by presenting Step 2 (Section 3.1), Step 3 (Section 3.2) and Step 4 (Section 3.3) of the

SMILE technique, under the assumption that Step 1 has been performed and that, therefore, m local SISO

models H̃ℓ,(i,j) with state-space representation (6) are available. Step 1 of the flowchart, the selection of an

IO combination, will be discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1 Calculating and sorting poles and zeros (STEP 2)

In this step, the aim is to calculate and sort the poles and zeros of the m original local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j).

The poles pℓ of these models are readily obtained as the n eigenvalues of Ãℓ. The zeros zℓ,(i,j) are computed

by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem that involves Ãℓ, B̃ℓ,(:,j), C̃ℓ,(i,:) and D̃ℓ,(i,j) (see [18] for details).

Since all local models are of the same order n, all local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) have the same number n of poles.

It is assumed that all local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) have the same number nz of zeros. Since a common guideline

in gain-scheduling applications [17] is that the variation of the system dynamics should be slow and smooth,

the restriction posed by the assumption of an equal number nz of zeros, for all local SISO models, is not too

severe.

Once the poles and zeros have been computed for all local SISO models, they can be sorted. The sorting

procedure is necessary to assure that for all original local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j), the poles pℓ and zeros zℓ,(i,j)
are arranged in the same order. This consistent order will be used to transform the original local SISO models

H̃ℓ,(i,j) to the consistent local SISO models Hℓ,(i,j).

Unfortunately, no general procedure exists that guarantees to yield the right sorting of the poles and zeros

of the local models for all applications. However, for most applications, the sorting can be easily performed

based on a plot of the poles and zeros of the local models in the complex plane as a function of the scheduling
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parameter. This, for instance, is the case for the vibroacoustic setup, presented in Section 5. After the poles

and zeros are sorted, the consistent local SISO models Hℓ,(i,j) can be readily obtained in the next step.

3.2 Constructing consistent SISO models (STEP 3)

Step 3 in the SMILE technique is to transform all original local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) to a new state-space form

such that they are defined with respect to the same state-space basis. This is achieved by representing the

original local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) as a gain Kℓ,(i,j) multiplied with the series connection of first and second

order submodels. This new representation is denoted by

Hℓ,(i,j) := Kℓ,(i,j)

τ1+τ2

∏
τ=1

Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) (7)

with

Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) :=

[
Aτ

ℓ Bτ
ℓ

Cτ
ℓ Dτ

ℓ

]
(8)

where the subscript τ indicates the index of the submodel for τ = 1, . . . ,τ1 + τ2. The symbol ∏ in (7) should

be interpreted as the series connection of state-space models. The integer τ1 is the number of first order

submodels associated with a single real pole and the integer τ2 is the number of second order submodels

associated with a pair of complex conjugated poles or with two real poles. All local SISO models are forced

to have the same number τ1 of first order submodels and the same number τ2 of second order submodels.

Figure 2 shows this consistent representation for all local SISO models.

H1,(i,j) K1,(i,j) H1
1,(i,j) Hτ

1,(i,j) Hτ1+τ2

1,(i,j)

Hℓ,(i,j) Kℓ,(i,j) H1
ℓ,(i,j) Hτ

ℓ,(i,j) Hτ1+τ2

ℓ,(i,j)

Hm,(i,j) Km,(i,j) H1
m,(i,j) Hτ

m,(i,j) Hτ1+τ2

m,(i,j)

Figure 2: Division of the local SISO models in consistent submodels.

Since a first order submodel has one pole and can have either no zeros or one zero, two types of first order

submodels are therefore defined. Likewise, a second order submodel has two poles and can have no, one or

two zeros, and consequently three types of second order submodels can be defined. Table 1 shows the five

different types Tτ of submodels.

Order 1st 2nd

Type Tτ 1 2 3 4 5

# of poles 1 1 2 2 2

# of zeros 0 1 0 1 2

Table 1: Types Tτ of submodels depending on the number of poles and of zeros.

The numbers τ1 and τ2 are determined as follows. If the model order n is even, the number of second

order submodels τ2 = n/2 and there are no first order submodels (τ1 = 0). If the model order n is odd,
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τ2 = (n−1)/2 and τ1 = 1. Since the poles pℓ and zeros zℓ,(i,j) of all local SISO models have been sorted in

Step 2, they can be assigned to the τ1 +τ2 local submodels (8) in a consistent way for all local SISO models.

A pole (zero) assigned to submodel τ of local SISO model ℓ is denoted by pτ
ℓ (zτ

ℓ,(i,j)). To assure that the local

submodels (8) are consistent, they are represented in the observable form. For example, a type 5 submodel

with two poles pτ
ℓ,1, pτ

ℓ,2 and two zeros zτ
ℓ,(i,j),1, zτ

ℓ,(i,j),2 is represented by

Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) :=


0 aτ

ℓ,1 bτ
ℓ,1

1 aτ
ℓ,2 bτ

ℓ,2

0 1 1


where the coefficients of this observable form, can be readily computed as

aτ
ℓ,1 = −pτ

ℓ,1p
τ
ℓ,2, bτ

ℓ,1 = zτ
ℓ,(i,j),1z

τ
ℓ,(i,j),2−pτ

ℓ,1p
τ
ℓ,2,

aτ
ℓ,2 = pτ

ℓ,1 +pτ
ℓ,2, bτ

ℓ,2 =−(zτ
ℓ,(i,j),1 + zτ

ℓ,(i,j),2)+ (pτ
ℓ,1 +pτ

ℓ,2).

For the other types of local submodels, the observable form is analogously derived. Recall from (7) that the

gain of the local models is provided by Kℓ,(i,j) so all local submodels (8) have unit gain.

Remark 1 Throughout the paper, “gain” denotes the gain associated with the zero-pole-gain factorization

of the model and not the DC-gain. Appendix A describes how the gain Kℓ,(i,j) can be calculated.

Once the local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) are split into local submodels, the consistent local SISO models, that are

defined with respect to the same state-space basis, can be obtained by explicitly calculating the state-space

series connection described in (7). These consistent models are denoted by Hℓ,(i,j). For instance, for a local

SISO model with two submodels H1
ℓ,(i,j) and H2

ℓ,(i,j), this series connection can be calculated by considering

the output of the first submodel as the input of the second submodel and afterwards multiplying the output

equation with the gain Kℓ,(i,j).

Hℓ,(i,j) = Kℓ,(i,j)

2

∏
τ=1

Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) :=


A1

ℓ 0 B1
ℓ

B2
ℓC

1
ℓ A2

ℓ B2
ℓD

1
ℓ

Kℓ,(i,j)D
2
ℓC

1
ℓ Kℓ,(i,j)C

2
ℓ Kℓ,(i,j)D

2
ℓD

1
ℓ


In the general case of τ1 + τ2 submodels, this series connection will result in consistent SISO models Hℓ,(i,j)

with the following vector of states xℓ =
[
x′1ℓ · · · x′τℓ · · · x′τ1+τ2

ℓ

]′
, where xτ

ℓ indicates the state vector as-

sociated with submodel τ . Once these consistent models are obtained, the similarity transformation matrices

Tℓ can be calculated in Step 4.

3.3 Calculating the similarity transformations (STEP 4)

After Step 1, 2 and 3 have been performed, there are two sets of local SISO models available: the original

local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j), selected in Step 1, and the consistent local SISO models Hℓ,(i,j), calculated in

Step 3. In Step 4, the unique similarity transformation matrix Tℓ that transforms original local SISO model

H̃ℓ,(i,j) in consistent local SISO model Hℓ,(i,j) is computed for each ℓ. These m transformation matrices Tℓ are

found by solving the following set of equations for all ℓ = 1, . . . ,m:

Aℓ = T−1
ℓ ÃℓTℓ, TℓBℓ,(:,j) = B̃ℓ,(:,j), and Cℓ,(i,:) = C̃ℓ,(i,:)Tℓ. (9)

From Theorem 6.2-4 in [19] it follows that two state-space representations[
Ãℓ B̃ℓ,(:,j)

C̃ℓ,(i,:) D̃ℓ,(i,j)

]
and

[
Aℓ Bℓ,(:,j)

Cℓ,(i,:) Dℓ,(i,j)

]
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are connected by a unique similarity transformation Tℓ if both are minimal realizations of the same transfer

function. This condition is satisfied if the original local SISO model H̃ℓ,(i,j) is minimal, which implies that

Hℓ,(i,j) is minimal as well, since, by the construction performed in Step 3, Hℓ,(i,j) has the same poles, zeros

and gain as H̃ℓ,(i,j). Therefore, if the original model H̃ℓ,(i,j) is minimal, so is the the new model Hℓ,(i,j) and

consequently, the condition holds.

Once the unique similarity transformation matrices Tℓ are computed from (9), for all ℓ = 1, . . . ,m, they are

applied to the original local MIMO models (3) to obtain the consistent local MIMO models (4). At this

point, all local MIMO models are in a consistent form and can therefore be interpolated using the approach

of Section 4.

3.4 Choice of IO combination (STEP 1)

The previous sections presented the technical details of Steps 2, 3 and 4, assuming that one specific IO

combination (i, j), that provided the local SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j), was selected. It is now addressed how to

select this specific IO combination.

First note that the choice of IO combination (i, j) is restricted to those combinations that result in local SISO

models H̃ℓ,(i,j) that are minimal, for all ℓ = 1, . . . ,m. This condition is needed to guarantee the existence of

unique similarity transformation matrices Tℓ, as shown in Section 3.3. The IO combinations that result in

minimal SISO models H̃ℓ,(i,j) are called valid IO combinations. One restriction of this approach is that local

MIMO models that have no valid IO combinations cannot be handled. Possible extensions to alleviate this

restriction is the topic of current research.

How to choose the best IO combination, in the case of many valid IO combinations, is still an open question.

However, a useful, heuristic approach is as follows: calculate the zeros zℓ,(i,j) for all valid IO combinations

and select the IO combination whose zeros will be the easiest to divide and to sort in Step 2.

4 Interpolation and optimization (STEP 5)

In the final step of the SMILE technique, the consistent local MIMO models are interpolated by the MIMO

LPV model. This section presents the optimization problem that needs to be solved to find the unknown

parameters A0, A1, B0, B1, C0, C1, D0, D1 and ρk, for k = 1, . . . ,N, of the interpolating LPV model (1). To

formulate the optimization problem, an appropriate cost function needs to be defined. Consider the following

least-squares cost function

E =
m

∑
ℓ=1

‖A0 + A1ρ(θℓ)−Aℓ‖2
F +‖B0 + B1ρ(θℓ)−Bℓ‖2

F +

‖C0 +C1ρ(θℓ)−Cℓ‖2
F +‖D0 + D1ρ(θℓ)−Dℓ‖2

F

(10)

where ‖ ‖F represents the Frobenius norm of a matrix. Let q be the vector of variables containing all the

elements of the matrices A0, A1, B0, B1, C0, C1, D0 and D1 as well as the variables ρk, for k = 1, . . . ,N. Then,
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the cost function (10) can be rewritten as E = ||F(q)||22 with F(q) the following vector-valued function

F(q) =



vec[A0]+ vec[A1]ρ(θ1)−vec[A1]
...

vec[A0]+ vec[A1]ρ(θm)−vec[Am]

vec[B0]+ vec[B1]ρ(θ1)−vec[B1]
...

vec[B0]+ vec[B1]ρ(θm)−vec[Bm]

vec[C0]+ vec[C1]ρ(θ1)−vec[C1]
...

vec[C0]+ vec[C1]ρ(θm)−vec[Cm]

vec[D0]+ vec[D1]ρ(θ1)−vec[D1]
...

vec[D0]+ vec[D1]ρ(θm)−vec[Dm]


where vec[A0] indicates the vector obtained by stacking all columns of A0. Note that F(q) is nonlinear due

to the multiplication of the variables ρk with the elements of the matrices A1, B1, C1 and D1. With this cost

function, the optimization problem

min
q

||F(q)||22 (11)

is a nonlinear least square problem. To solve it, we use the implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm found in the Optimization Toolbox from Matlab [20]. This algorithm requires the Jacobian matrix

J(q) = ∂F(q)/∂q, which is promptly derived from F(q).

Two remarks are in order now. First, numerical experiments have shown that, depending on the data, the

nonlinear optimization problem can be sensitive to the initial conditions. A good starting value is obtained

as follows. First, all elements of the variables A1, B1, C1 and D1 are set to 1. This results in a linear least-

squares optimization problem that can be easily solved, yielding the solution ρ∗
k , for k = 1, . . . ,N, and A∗

0,

B∗
0, C∗

0 and D∗
0. This solution, together with the elements of the matrices A1, B1, C1 and D1 set to 1, forms

the initial starting value for the nonlinear least-squares optimization problem. Second, it is obvious that the

consistent state-space basis of the local MIMO models Hℓ, obtained after Step 4 of the SMILE technique,

can be transformed to a new consistent basis applying a single, fixed similarity transformation matrix T to

all the models Hℓ. Numerical experiments for the vibroacoustic setup of Section 5 have shown that using a

single similarity transformation matrix T can improve the interpolation of the local models. How to select

the optimal fixed transformation is the topic of current research.

5 Vibroacoustic Application

A main source of noise within aircraft cabins is the noise generated by the vibration of the surrounding

structure, usually denoted as structural noise. In recent years, a significant amount of research in the area of

acoustics has been carried out, showing that active control strategies are efficient in reducing noise in the low

frequency range [21]. Several of these techniques assume that the plant under consideration is linear and time

invariant, although, for some applications, this is not a realistic assumption since the structure is frequently

subject to temperature changes and consequently its dynamics may change considerably according to the

ambient temperature. To apply more advanced control techniques for these parameter-dependent systems, it

is necessary to derive an LPV model that accurately describes the behavior of the system as the operating

condition (in this case the ambient temperature) varies.
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shaker:
disturbance (w)

piezoelectric patch:
actuator (u)

microphone:
measurement (y)

Figure 3: Vibroacoustic setup.

The setup considered here (displayed in Figure 3) consists of a lexan plate, highly sensitive to the ambient

temperature, clamped on a rigid baffle in a semi-anechoic room. For details see [21]. The vibration of the

plate is caused by a point force driven by a shaker, called the exogenous disturbance w. A piezoelectric

patch is attached to the plate to provide a flexural moment that can counteract the vibrations caused by the

exogenous disturbance. This input, used to attenuate the sound pressure inside the semi-anechoic room is

called the control input u. The measured output y is the sound pressure measured by a single microphone

located in the semi-anechoic room near the plate.
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Figure 4: Measured FRFs (black, dash-dotted) and estimated models (red, dashed).

For this setup, it is necessary to consider the local LPV identification approach because of the slow rate of

variation of the ambient temperature. Indeed, since the temperature can only be changed slowly (due to a

limited heating system in the room), a long measurement should have to be performed to assure the conditions
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of persistent excitation of the scheduling parameter [8], resulting in an untractable amount of data. Therefore,

performing local identification experiments, for different fixed values of the ambient temperature, seems to

be the most convenient option. In this case, local identification experiments are performed at four different

temperatures θ = {22.9, 23.4, 24.4, 25.4}◦ by measuring frequency response functions (FRFs) from the

disturbance w and the control input u to the output y (using a sampling frequency fs = 2048Hz).

For each operating condition, a 10th order discrete-time state-space model is estimated using the command

PEM from the Matlab Identification toolbox, which uses a subspace method and further refines the model

by optimizing the prediction error fit. For this application, the focus is on the frequency range 120–260Hz.

Figure 4 presents the magnitude and phase of the experimental FRFs (black, dash-dotted) and of the esti-

mated models (red, dashed) in this frequency range. The arrows indicate increasing temperature θ . The LTI

models clearly show a good correspondence to the FRFs at resonance frequencies. Though the match at the

antiresonances is slightly worse, the models capture the dynamics of the plant well in the frequency range of

interest. With these 4 local LTI models estimated, the SMILE technique can be applied.
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Figure 5: Poles and zeros of the local models H̃ℓ,(1,2).

STEP 1: choose an IO combination

The local models are 2-input 1-output and both IO combinations result in minimal SISO models so there are

two valid IO combinations. Here, the local SISO models from the control input to the microphone (H̃ℓ,(1,2),

for ℓ = 1, . . . ,4) are chosen. For this IO combination, the zeros (shown in Figure 5b) are easy to divide and

sort.

STEP 2: calculate and sort the poles and zeros

Figure 5a shows the real and imaginary part of the poles of the four local models as a function of the

varying temperature θ . All local model have 5 complex conjugated pole pairs, indicating 5 resonances in the

considered frequency range. As shown in Figure 5b, all local SISO models have 1 nonminimum-phase real

zero and 4 complex conjugated zero pairs, indicating the presence of 4 antiresonances. Based on Figure 5,

the poles and zeros of the local SISO models can be easily sorted.

STEP 3: Construct the consistent local SISO models

Since all local SISO models are 10th-order, they can be represented by a gain Kℓ,(1,2) multiplied with the

series connection of τ2 = 5 second order submodels. In Figure 5 this division is emphasized by assigning the

poles and zeros 5 different markers and colors. Poles and zeros with the same marker and color are assigned

to the same local SISO submodel. Since every local SISO model has nz = 9 zeros and n = 10 poles, there is 1

submodel of type 4 (2 poles and 1 zero, indicated with red squares in Figure 5) and 4 submodels of type 5 (2
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poles and 2 zeros). After the submodels have been defined, the gains Kℓ,(1,2) are calculated (see Appendix A)

and the consistent local SISO models Hℓ,(1,2) can be computed.

STEP 4: Construct the consistent local MIMO models

From the local SISO models H̃ℓ,(1,2) and Hℓ,(1,2), the similarity transformation matrices Tℓ are calculated and

used to transform the original MIMO models to the consistent models Hℓ, for ℓ = 1, . . . ,4. Following the

second remark in Section 4, this set of consistent local MIMO models is transformed to a new consistent base

by applying a constant similarity transformation T to all local consistent models Hℓ. Using the technique

from [22], a balancing contragredient transformation T is calculated for local model H1 and this similarity

transformation T is applied to all consistent local models Hℓ, for ℓ = 1, . . . ,4.

STEP 5: formulate and solve the optimization problem

The polynomial degree of the interpolating LPV model is chosen to be N = 3 and the corresponding opti-

mization problem is solved to obtain the interpolating MIMO LPV model.

Figure 6 compares the 4 original local MIMO models (red, solid) with the interpolating LPV model (black,

solid with dots), evaluated at 11 different temperatures {22.9 : 0.1 : 25.4}◦. The LPV model clearly shows a

smooth interpolation of the local MIMO models.
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Figure 6: Resulting LPV model, evaluated at 11 different temperatures (black, solid with dots) compared to

the 4 local models (red, solid).
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6 Conclusion

This paper presents SMILE (State-space Model Interpolation of Local Estimates), a new methodology to

obtain numerically well-conditioned MIMO LPV models when a set of local LTI models obtained for fixed

operating conditions of the system is available. The proposed interpolation methodology is an important

extension of previous work, that is restricted to the interpolation of local SISO models [14, 15]. The tech-

nique yields numerically well-conditioned affine LPV models, that can be readily applied in a wide variation

of LPV control synthesis procedures. The vibroacoustic application clearly indicates the potential of the

proposed techniques.
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A Gain of LTI model

This section explains how to calculate the gain (associated with the zero-pole-gain representation) of the

SISO LTI models H̃ℓ,(i,j). First, note that the transfer functions of the original local SISO model H̃ℓ,(i,j) and

the local SISO model Hℓ,(i,j) in consistent state-space form, given by (7), are equal. To compute the gain

Kℓ,(i,j), first calculate the state-space series connection
τ1+τ2

∏
τ=1

Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) without addition of the gain, denoted by

Hℓ,sc :=
τ1+τ2

∏
τ=1

Hτ
ℓ,(i,j) =

[
Aℓ,sc Bℓ,sc

Cℓ,sc Dℓ,sc

]

where the subscript sc indicates series connection. Since the transfer functions of H̃ℓ,(i,j) and Hℓ,(i,j) are

equal, and since Hℓ,(i,j) = Kℓ,(i,j)Hℓ,sc, the gain can be calculated by dividing the transfer functions of H̃ℓ,(i,j)
and Hℓ,sc, evaluated for one value q in the s-plane (or z-plane):[

C̃ℓ,(i,:)(qI − Ãℓ)−1B̃ℓ,(:,j) + D̃ℓ,(i,j)

]
= Kℓ,(i,j)

[
Cℓ,sc(qI −Aℓ,sc)−1Bℓ,sc +Dℓ,sc

]
.
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B Polytopic LPV model

This section explains how the affine LPV model (1) depending on a single scheduling parameter ρ(θ) can

be converted in a polytopic LPV model. This is of great interest since control synthesis for polytopic LPV

models has been widely studied. First note that the conversion is only possible if ρ(θ) is bounded, that is

ρ(θ) ∈ [ρ ,ρ], ∀θ .

A polytopic model G(α(θ)), depending on α(θ) =
ρ(θ)−ρ

ρ −ρ
is now readily constructed as follows

G(α(θ)) :=

[
(A0 + A1ρ)α(θ)+ (A0 + A1ρ)(1−α(θ)) (B0 + B1ρ)α(θ)+ (B0 + B1ρ)(1−α(θ))

(C0 +C1ρ)α(θ)+ (C0 +C1ρ)(1−α(θ)) (D0 + D1ρ)α(θ)+ (D0 + D1ρ)(1−α(θ))

]

By construction, it is clear that 0 ≤ α(θ) ≤ 1.
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Abstract 
The prediction of a mechanical structure’s rigid dynamic behavior requires knowledge of ten inertia 

parameters. In cases where no accurate models of the structure’s geometry and mass distribution are 

available, these parameters must be identified experimentally. The Residual Inertia (RI) Method is a 

straightforward identification method based on experimental frequency response functions (FRFs). The RI 

Method derives the rigid body properties in three steps. First, the RI value is extracted from each FRF 

through modal curve fitting. Next, the RI values are transformed into RI vectors representing the reference 

point motion. Finally, the body properties are derived from the reference point RI vectors. In most 

publications, the three steps are treated as independent least squares problems. Other authors solved steps 

two and three simultaneously through nonlinear optimization. As a third possibility, this paper proposes to 

solve all three steps at once by integrating of the rigid body property identification into the modal curve 

fitting algorithm. In the first part of this paper, the mathematical differences between these three 

approaches are discussed. It is shown that only the single-step method yields rigid body properties that are 

least-squares optimal with respect to the experimental data. In the second part, numerical and experimental 

studies are presented that compare the three methods in terms of accuracy. As predicted in the analytical 

study, the single-step approach yielded the highest accuracy, followed by the two-step approach.  

1 Introduction 

The rigid body properties of a mechanical structure are the main factor in determining the structure’s 

low-frequency behavior. Examples of engineering problems that depend on accurate rigid body models 

include the prediction of handling characteristics of vehicles and aerospace structures, and the actuation 

and control of robots. The rigid body properties are defined by ten parameters: the structure’s mass, the 

centre of gravity coordinates, and six moments of inertia. In cases where the structure’s shape and density 

distribution are complex and cannot be modeled accurately, the ten rigid body parameters must be 

identified experimentally. Experimental methods based on measurements of frequency response functions 

(FRFs) are a convenient way to identify the rigid body properties without special-purpose instruments. 

The Residual Inertia (RI) Method is a popular FRF approach based on the assumption of a free-free 

boundary condition. The RI Method requires the solution of three problems, each of which is usually over 

determined. 

1) Modal curve fitting. The structure’s rigid and elastic responses are separated by means of modal 

analysis. The rigid response is defined by the RI value of each FRF.  

2) Kinematic problem. The RI values of sensor degrees of freedom (DOFs) are transformed into RI 

vectors representing the 6-DOF reference point motion.  

3) Dynamic problem. The rigid body properties are derived from the reference point RI vectors.  
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The easiest way to identify the rigid body properties is by solving these three problems one after another. 

(In this paper, we will refer to this step-wise solution approach as Method 3.) Most publications on the RI 

Method, [1-7] among others, follow this approach. An alternative method (Method 2) integrates problems 

2 and 3 into a single nonlinear optimization problem [8].
 1
 Following this two-step approach, the rigid 

body properties are fitted directly to the RI values extracted from the FRFs. Both Method 2 and Method 3 

use the same RI values as a starting point, but as we will see, only Method 2 yields rigid body properties 

that are optimal with respect to these values. A question that has not yet been answered in the literature is 

whether and to what extent this difference between Methods 2 and 3 influences the accuracy of the 

identified rigid body properties. 

The same question can be taken one step further. The actual starting point of the RI Method is the 

experimental FRF data. However, as we will see, neither Method 2 nor Method 3 identifies the rigid body 

properties that are optimal with respect to the FRF data. This may suggest that neither method achieves the 

best possible accuracy. This paper therefore proposes a third method (Method 1) that finds the optimum 

solution with respect to the FRF data by solving problems 1-3 in a single nonlinear optimization step. For 

this purpose, the rigid body property identification is integrated into the modal curve fitting algorithm.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the dynamic, kinematic, and modal 

fitting equations that are the common basis of Methods 1-3. In Section 3, the mathematical differences 

between Methods 1-3 are discussed, and theoretical advantages of the proposed Method 1 are pointed out. 

Section 4 includes a numerical study of the accuracy achieved by each method. The FRFs used in this 

study were generated by means of finite element simulations and subsequently contaminated with noise. 

The discussion of an experimental test case follows in Section 5. 

2 Equations of rigid body property identification 

This section gives an overview of the equations relating rigid body properties and experimental FRFs. The 

same basic principles can be found in [1-9], although the details vary depending on the author. 

2.1 RI identification (modal curve fitting) 

The starting point of the RI Method is the measurement of accelerance FRFs 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  for a number of 

translational excitation DOFs 𝑘 and translational response DOFs 𝑙. If the test object has very high dynamic 

stiffness, the FRFs assume constant values—the RI values 𝑅𝑘𝑙 —for a limited frequency interval 

somewhere between the highest rigid body mode and the first elastic mode. These values represent the 

structure’s free rigid response. In practice, the dynamic stiffness is rarely sufficient for 𝑅𝑘𝑙  to be identified 

as a constant segment in 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 . In such cases, 𝑅𝑘𝑙  can be extracted from 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  by means of modal 

analysis. 

Assuming a free-free boundary condition and limiting the frequency range to an interval {𝜔1, 𝜔𝐼} that 

includes the first 𝐻 elastic modes, the FRFs can be approximated using modal parameters.  

 𝐴 𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 = 𝑅𝑘𝑙 +  
𝜔 𝑖

2𝑅𝑘𝑙 ,ℎ

𝜔ℎ
2−𝜔 𝑖

2+𝑗 𝜂ℎ𝜔ℎ
2

𝐻
ℎ=1 +

𝜔 𝑖
2

𝐾𝑘𝑙
        

𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾 
𝑙 = 1, … , 𝐿
𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼

  (1) 

In this equation, the first 𝐻 elastic modes are represented by the residuals 𝑅𝑘𝑙 ,ℎ , the modal frequencies 𝜔ℎ , 

and the modal damping ratios 𝜂ℎ . Elastic modes above the interval {𝜔1 , 𝜔𝐼} are accounted for by the 

elastic residuals, 𝐾𝑘𝑙 . The modal parameters can be identified through nonlinear curve fitting of 𝐴 𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  to 

𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 . The objective function is given by [10] 

                                                      
1 A similar idea can be found in [9]. This method, however, does not identify the full set of ten rigid body 

parameters. 
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    𝑤𝑘𝑙
2  𝜔𝑖   𝐴 𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 − 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  

2
 𝐾

𝑘=1
𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐼
𝑖=1 = min , (2) 

where 𝑤𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  is a weighting function used to normalize the amplitude and to reduce the effect of 

inaccurate data points. For the experimental part of this paper, we used the weighting function [11]  

 𝑤𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 =
1

 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔 𝑖  

𝛾𝑘𝑙
2  𝜔 𝑖 

1−𝛾𝑘𝑙
2  𝜔 𝑖 

  . (3) 

The term 𝛾𝑘𝑙
2  𝜔𝑖  is the coherence function. 

2.2 Reference point motion (kinematic problem) 

In the next step, a relationship must be defined between the RI values 𝑅𝑘𝑙  obtained for the sensor DOFs 

and RI vectors 𝑅  𝑘  and 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘  representing the translational and rotational motion of a body-fixed reference 

point, 𝑂. This transformation is necessary because there is no practical way to measure FRFs for rotational 

DOFs directly. The acceleration measured by a translational sensor 𝑙  located at 𝜁 𝑙  is given by the 

projection of the sensor’s acceleration vector onto the sensor axis, 𝑛  𝑙 . The relationship between the sensor 

RI and the reference point RI is thus given by  

 𝑅𝑘𝑙 = 𝑛  𝑙
𝑇 𝑅  𝑘 + 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑙  . (4) 

             

Figure 1: Geometric relationships of the vibration testing experiment. 

2.3 Rigid body equations of motion (dynamic problem) 

In the final step, the relationship between the reference point RI and the rigid body properties must be 

derived. Assuming free rigid behavior and small displacements, the relationship between an excitation 

force 𝑓 𝑘  applied to a point 𝜁 𝑘  and the resulting translational and rotational reference point acceleration, 𝑥  𝑘  

and 𝜑   𝑘 , is defined by 

  
𝑓 𝑘

𝑓 𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
 =  𝑀  

𝑥  𝑘

𝜑   𝑘
  . (5) 

The aim of the rigid body property identification is to determine the ten unknown elements of the mass 

matrix,  𝑀 : the mass of the test object, 𝑚, the six moments of inertia with respect to the centre of gravity, 

𝜃𝑖𝑗 , and the centre of gravity location, 𝜁 𝐺 . The mass matrix is composed of these parameters as follows. 

ln


x

y

z
O

G

kf

l


k


G
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  𝑀 =  
𝑚 𝐼 −𝑚 𝑆𝐺 

𝑚 𝑆𝐺  𝜃 − 𝑚 𝑆𝐺  𝑆𝐺 
   (6) 

with 

  𝜃 =  

𝜃𝑥𝑥  𝑆𝑦𝑚.

𝜃𝑥𝑦  𝜃𝑦𝑦  

𝜃𝑥𝑧  𝜃𝑦𝑧  𝜃𝑧𝑧  
   (7) 

and 

  𝑆𝐺 =  

0 −𝜁𝐺
𝑧 𝜁𝐺

𝑦

𝜁𝐺
𝑧 0 −𝜁𝐺

𝑥

−𝜁𝐺
𝑦

𝜁𝐺
𝑥 0

   . (8) 

The division of Eq. (1) by the magnitude of the excitation force,  𝑓 𝑘  , yields the relationship between 

reference point RI and rigid body properties. 

  
𝑛  𝑘

𝑛  𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
 =  𝑀  

𝑅  𝑘

𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘

   (9) 

In this equation, 𝑛  𝑘  is a unit vector defining the orientation of the excitation force.  

In some cases, it is necessary to account for the inertia effect of sensors attached to the test object. If a 

sensor located at 𝜁 𝑠 is modeled as a concentrated mass 𝑚𝑠, the sensor’s inertia effect is defined by the 

mass matrix  

  𝑀𝑠 =  
𝑚𝑠 𝐼 −𝑚𝑠 𝑆𝑠 

𝑚𝑠 𝑆𝑠 −𝑚𝑠 𝑆𝑠  𝑆𝑠 
   . (10) 

For the overall mass matrix, which accounts for the inertia of both the test object and the sensors attached 

at a given time, we then have 

  𝑀∗ =  𝑀 +   𝑀𝑠 𝑠  . (11) 

3 Solution of the identification problem 

Equations (1-11) define the mathematical relationship between the experimental FRF data and the 

unknown rigid body properties. In this section, three different approaches to solving this identification 

problem will be described (Subsections 3.1-3) and analyzed (Subsection 3.4).  

3.1 Solution in three steps (Method 3) 

The easiest way to identify the rigid body properties is by solving the three problems one after 

another [1-7]. First, the RI values 𝑅𝑘𝑙  are determined by solving the modal curve fitting problem Eq. (2). 

Next, the kinematic problem is solved. For each excitation 𝑘 , Eq. (4) yields a 𝐿𝑥6  system of linear 

equations. 

  
𝑅𝑘1

⋮
𝑅𝑘𝐿

 =  𝑇  
𝑅  𝑘

𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘

  , 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾 ,  (12) 

where 

  𝑇 =  

 𝑛1 𝑇 𝑛1
𝑧𝜁1

𝑦
− 𝑛1

𝑦
𝜁1

𝑧 𝑛1
𝑥𝜁1

𝑧 − 𝑛1
𝑧𝜁1

𝑥 𝑛1
𝑦
𝜁1

𝑥 − 𝑛1
𝑥𝜁1

𝑦

⋮⋮⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
 𝑛𝐿 

𝑇 𝑛𝐿
𝑧𝜁𝐿

𝑦
− 𝑛𝐿

𝑦
𝜁𝐿

𝑧 𝑛𝐿
𝑥𝜁𝐿

𝑧 − 𝑛𝐿
𝑧𝜁𝐿

𝑥 𝑛𝐿
𝑦
𝜁𝐿

𝑥 − 𝑛𝐿
𝑥𝜁𝐿

𝑦
   .  
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The least squares solution is given by 

  
𝑅  𝑘

𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘

 =   𝑇 𝑇 𝑇  −1 𝑇 𝑇  
𝑅𝑘1

⋮
𝑅𝑘𝐿

   . (13) 

Note that Eq. (13) has a unique solution only if 𝐿 ≥ 6.  

Finally, the vectors 𝑅  𝑘  and 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘  are used to solve Eq. (9) for the rigid body properties. If the inertia tensor 

is defined with respect to the reference point instead of the centre of gravity, 

  𝜃  =  𝜃 − 𝑚 𝑆𝐺  𝑆𝐺  , (14) 

Eq. (9) can be rewritten as a linear problem. 

 
𝑛  𝑘

𝑛  𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
 =

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑅𝑘

𝑥  0 −𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑧 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑦
0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅𝑘
𝑦

𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑧 0 −𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑥 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝑅𝑘
𝑧 −𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑦
𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑥 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 𝑅𝑘
𝑧 −𝑅𝑘

𝑦
𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑥 0 0 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑦

𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑧 0

0 −𝑅𝑘
𝑧 0 𝑅𝑘

𝑥 0 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑦

0 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑥 0 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑧

0 𝑅𝑘
𝑦

−𝑅𝑘
𝑥 0 0 0 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑧 0 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘
𝑥 𝑅𝜑 ,𝑘

𝑦
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                               
 𝐶𝑘  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

𝑚
𝑚𝜁𝐺

𝑥

𝑚𝜁𝐺
𝑦

𝑚𝜁𝐺
𝑧

𝜃 𝑥𝑥
∗

𝜃 𝑦𝑦
∗

𝜃 𝑧𝑧
∗

𝜃 𝑥𝑦
∗

𝜃 𝑥𝑧
∗

𝜃 𝑦𝑧
∗

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

     
𝑟 

 (15) 

                                                                                                            𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾  

The least squares solution is  

 𝑟  =   
𝐶1

⋮
𝐶𝐾

 

𝑇

 
𝐶1

⋮
𝐶𝐾

  

−1

 
𝐶1

⋮
𝐶𝐾

 

𝑇

 
 
 

 
  

𝑛  1

𝑛  1 × 𝜁 1
 

⋮

 
𝑛  𝐾

𝑛  𝐾 × 𝜁 𝐾
 
 
 
 

 
 

  . (16) 

The overall coefficient matrix in Eq. (16) has sufficient rank only if 𝐾 ≥ 3 [7]. Since 𝐿 ≥ 6, Method 3 

requires a total of at least 18 FRFs.  

It should be noted that the accuracy of the solution 𝑟  is influenced by the choice of the reference point. 

Okuzumi [6] suggests that solution is most accurate if the reference point is located near the centre of 

gravity. The author therefore proposes to identify the rigid body properties for a first time using an 

arbitrary reference point, to then shift the reference point to the identified centre of gravity, and to identify 

the rigid body properties for a second time using the new reference point. The effectiveness of this 

approach will be tested in Sections 4 and 5 of this paper.   

3.2 Solution in two steps (Method 2) 

Instead of solving the identification problem in three steps, the kinematic and dynamic problems can be 

combined into a single nonlinear problem [8]. For this purpose, Eq. (9) is substituted into Eq. (4), yielding 

  
𝑅  𝑘

𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘

 =  𝑀 −1  
𝑛  𝑘

𝑛  𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
  ,  

 𝑅 𝑘𝑙 = 𝑛  𝑙
𝑇 𝑅  𝑘 + 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑙             

𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾
𝑙 = 1, … , 𝐿

   . (17) 
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In this equation, 𝑅 𝑘𝑙  is a RI value reconstructed from a given rigid body property iteration. The target RI 

values, 𝑅𝑘𝑙 , are obtained by solving the modal curve fitting problem Eq. (2). The rigid body properties are 

then determined by minimizing the sum-of-squares deviation,  

    𝑅 𝑘𝑙 − 𝑅𝑘𝑙 
2𝐾

𝑘=1
𝐿
𝑙=1 = min . (18) 

It can be shown that the accuracy of Method 2 does not depend on the reference point location. Moreover, 

it is unnecessary to use 𝐿 ≥ 6 response DOFs for each excitation DOF because the reference point RI is 

not required as an intermediate result. The minimum number of FRFs is thus reduced from 18 to 10, and 

in principle, a different excitation DOF can be used for each response DOF.  

3.3 Solution in one step (Method 1) 

A third possibility is to solve all three problems simultaneously. For this purpose, Eq. (9) is substituted 

into Eq. (4), which is then substituted into Eq. (1).  

  
𝑅  𝑘

𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘

 =  𝑀 −1  
𝑛  𝑘

𝑛  𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
   

 𝑅𝑘𝑙 = 𝑛  𝑙
𝑇 𝑅  𝑘 + 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑙   

 𝐴 𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 = 𝑅𝑘𝑙 +  
𝜔 𝑖

2𝑅𝑘𝑙 ,ℎ

𝜔ℎ
2−𝜔 𝑖

2+𝑗 𝜂ℎ𝜔ℎ
2

𝐻
ℎ=1 +

𝜔 𝑖
2

𝐾𝑘𝑙
      

𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾 
𝑙 = 1, … , 𝐿
𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐼

     (19) 

The rigid body properties are determined, along with the elastic modal parameters, through nonlinear 

optimization based on the objective function Eq. (2). As in the case of Method 2, the minimum number of 

FRFs is 10. 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Least-squares criteria 

For a given set of FRFs, each of the three methods yields a different, yet unique, solution.  

- Method 1 determines the rigid body properties based on the objective function of the modal curve 

fitting algorithm. The rigid body properties are thus optimal with respect to 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 .  

- Method 2 finds the optimum rigid body properties with respect to 𝑅𝑘𝑙 . The values 𝑅𝑘𝑙  are derived 

from 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  in a process that is subject to errors. The rigid body property solution is not optimal with 

respect to 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 . 

- Method 3 finds the optimum rigid body properties with respect to 𝑅  𝑘  and 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘 . These vectors are 

derived from 𝑅𝑘𝑙  in a process that is once more subject to errors. The rigid body property solution is 

not optimal with respect to either 𝑅𝑘𝑙  or 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 . 

Consider the following example of sum-of-square deviations from 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖 . Let 𝑅 𝑘𝑙
 1 

 and 𝑅 𝑘𝑙
 2 

 be the RI 

values reconstructed from the rigid body properties identified by Method 1 and Method 2, respectively 

(cf. Eq. 17). If the modal curve fitting problem is solved while the RI values are held constant at 𝑅 𝑘𝑙
 1 

 and 

𝑅 𝑘𝑙
 2 

, respectively, the sum-of-square deviations of the approximated FRFs from the experimental FRFs 

satisfy 
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      𝑤𝑘𝑙
2  𝜔𝑖   𝐴 𝑘𝑙

 2 
 𝜔𝑖 − 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  

2

 𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐼
𝑖=1 ≥  

      𝑤𝑘𝑙
2  𝜔𝑖   𝐴 𝑘𝑙

 1 
 𝜔𝑖 − 𝐴𝑘𝑙  𝜔𝑖  

2

 𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐼
𝑖=1 = min . (20) 

Figure 2 (left) shows the sum-of-square deviations obtained for a numerical test case. (The FRFs used in 

this test case were generated by means of finite element simulations and subsequently contaminated with 

noise—a detailed description follows in Section 4.) Overall, the sum-of-square deviations were 

significantly larger for the rigid body properties identified by Method 2, which demonstrates that Method 2 

does not yield optimal solutions with respect to the experimental data. This finding may affect the 

accuracy of Method 2 compared to Method 1.  

Similarly, if the RI values 𝑅 𝑘𝑙
 3 

 are reconstructed from the rigid body properties identified by Method 3, 

we have 

    𝑅 𝑘𝑙
 3 

− 𝑅𝑘𝑙 
2

𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐿
𝑙=1 ≥    𝑅 𝑘𝑙

 2 
− 𝑅𝑘𝑙 

2
𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐿
𝑙=1 = min . (21) 

Figure 2 (right) shows the sum-of-square deviations obtained for the numerical test case. The deviations 

were, overall, significantly larger in the case of Method 3. In other words, the rigid body properties 

obtained by Method 3 were far from optimal with respect to 𝑅𝑘𝑙 . This finding may affect the accuracy of 

Method 3 compared to Method 2, given that 𝑅𝑘𝑙  is a common starting point for both methods.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Sum-of-square deviations obtained for the rigid body properties identified by Methods 1-3. 

Left: deviations from the FRF data. Right: deviations from the sensor RI values.  

3.4.2 Constraints of rigid body dynamics 

Another observation is that the rigid body property identification in multiple steps relies on intermediate 

results that violate mechanical constraints. If the modal curve fitting problem and the kinematic problem 

are solved independently—which is the case for Methods 2 and 3—the RI values 𝑅𝑘𝑙  are inconsistent with 

the kinematic constraints of rigid body motion. The modal curve fitting problem solved by Method 3, by 

contrast, includes the kinematic constraints (cf. Eq. 19). Likewise, if the kinematic and dynamic problems 

are solved independently—which is the case for Method 3—the RI vectors 𝑅  𝑘  and 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘  that are obtained 

under different excitations 𝑘 cannot be assumed by a rigid body with constant inertia properties. The RI 

vectors thus violate the constraints of rigid body dynamics. By contrast, the vectors  𝑅  𝑘  and 𝑅  𝜑 ,𝑘  used 
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implicitly by Methods 1 and 2 originate from a single set of rigid body properties and thus comply with 

the dynamic constraints (cf. Eq. 17, 19).  

 

 

Figure 3: The three ways of solving the identification problem. 

3.4.3 Initial values for nonlinear optimization  

A clear advantage of Method 3 is that the rigid body properties can be identified by solving a series of 

linear problems. (Choosing a rational polynomial approach, modal curve fitting becomes a linear problem, 

too.) Methods 1 and 2, by contrast, require nonlinear optimization. Using a conventional technique such as 

the Gauss-Newton algorithm, the global optimum solution is obtained only if appropriate initial estimates 

of the rigid body properties can be provided. This limitation can be overcome in two ways.  

The most straightforward option is to identify the rigid body properties first through Method 3. The result 

can then be used as initial values for Method 1 or 2. (The numerical and experimental data presented in 

this paper was obtained using this approach.) Since a rough estimate of the rigid body properties will be 

sufficient, details such as the sensor inertia or the optimum reference point location can be ignored. A 

drawback of using Method 3 to generate the initial values is that it requires 𝐿 ≥ 6 response DOFs for each 

excitation DOF.  

An alternative option is to use random numbers as initial values. In our experience, the global minimum 

solution is obtained with good reliability provided that the optimization is re-run many times. When 

generating random initial values, it is helpful to keep in mind that the mass and the diagonal elements of 

the inertia tensor must be positive. Moreover, the centre of gravity must be located within the maximum 

extensions of the test object. 

It should be added that there are significant differences between Methods 1-3 in terms of computational 

efficiency. From a computational point of view, Method 3 is by far the most efficient method, whereas 

Method 1 is by far the least efficient method. However, in our experiments, even Method 1 required only a 

few seconds on a standard PC. Computational efficiency is not a major concern. 

3.4.4 Effects of sensor inertia 

Finally, it is worth noting that it can be difficult to account for the inertia effects of sensors in the case of 

Method 3. If none of the sensors is moved during the experiment, the sensor inertia can be easily removed 

from the identified rigid body properties based on Eq. (11). However, it is common practice to measure 

the response of different DOFs successively, using only a small number of sensors. In that case, the sensor 
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effect must be removed from 𝑅𝑘𝑙  before the kinematic problem is solved.
2
 For the actual RI of a given 

FRF, we have  

 𝑅𝑘𝑙 =  𝑇𝑙   𝑀 +   𝑀𝑠 𝑠  −1  
𝑛  𝑘

𝑛  𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
  , (22) 

where  𝑇𝑙  is the lth row of  𝑇 . The mass matrix  𝑀  is unknown at this stage. In order remove the sensor 

effect, Eq. (22) must be solved for 

  𝑇𝑙  𝑀 −1  
𝑛  𝑘

𝑛  𝑘 × 𝜁 𝑘
   . (23) 

To the authors’ knowledge, this is not possible. There are alternative ways to resolve this problem, such as 

the attachment of dummy masses to DOFs not currently equipped with sensors. Yet the most convenient 

solution is to avoid the problem altogether by using Method 1 or 2 instead of Method 3. If  𝑀  in 

Eq. (17, 19) is replaced by  𝑀∗ , the RI value of each FRF can account for a different sensor inertia term 

  𝑀𝑠 𝑠 . 

4 Numerical evaluation of error sensitivities 

In this and in the next section, simulation and experimental test cases are presented that were used to 

evaluate the accuracy of Methods 1-3. The preceding discussions of sum-of-square errors and mechanical 

constraints should be kept in mind as possible explanations for the results. 

4.1 Description of the simulation test case 

As a first test case, Methods 1-3 were applied to simulated FRFs contaminated with noise. The FRFs were 

generated for 𝐾 = 3 excitation DOFs and 𝐿 = 9 response DOFs of the finite element model shown in 

Fig. 3. The structure was composed of three hollow profiles with lengths of 𝑏1 = 0.9 m, 𝑏2 = 0.75 m, and 

𝑏3 = 0.6 m. The material was assigned with the properties of aluminum. The effect of the suspension wire 

and the effect of gravity were taken into account. The highest rigid body mode had a natural frequency of 

1.47 Hz, and the first two elastic modes had natural frequencies of 54.3 Hz and 92.0 Hz. The modal curve 

fitting algorithm used a frequency range of 15 Hz to 100 Hz.  

   

Figure 3: Finite element model used as a simulation test case (random configuration of excitation 

and response DOFs, random reference point O).  

                                                      
2 The sensor effect cannot be removed at a later stage because the kinematic problem Eq. (12) assumes that the 

test object has the same inertia properties for all response measurements. 
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The identification of the structure’s rigid body properties was repeated 5000 times. Each time, the 

simulated FRFs were contaminated with random noise (𝜎𝑅 = 4%, normal distribution). In addition, a 

random calibration error was considered (𝜎𝐶 = 2%, normal distribution). Besides the level of noise, the 

identification accuracy depends on the choice of the excitation and response DOFs. In the case of 

Method 3, the accuracy also depends on the choice of the reference point. In order to guarantee an 

unbiased experiment, a new set of DOFs and a new reference point were chosen at random for each of the 

5000 repetitions. (The DOFs were selected by means of random permutations of the node numbers. The 

coordinates of the reference point were defined as three uniformly distributed random numbers scaled in 

such a way that the reference point was located within the cube defined by the structure’s maximum 

extensions.) 

4.2 Simulation Results 

The accuracy of the identified rigid body properties was evaluated based on (1) the overall error 𝑒, (2) the 

error of the identified mass, (3) the distance between the true and identified centers of gravity, and (4) the 

error norm of the inertia tensor. Details on the definition of these error indicators can be found in the 

Appendix. Figure 4 shows the respective error distributions. According to all four indicators, Method 1 

yielded the highest accuracy, followed by the Method 2. Method 3 achieved the lowest accuracy, and the 

improvement due to the reference point shift to the centre of gravity (Okuzumi Method) was small. 

 

 

Figure 4: Error distributions of the simulation results. 
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It should be noted that the results varied considerably among the 5000 repetitions of the numerical 

experiment. According to the overall error, 69.5 % of the results were more accurate for Method 1 than for 

Method 2, and 75.6 % were more accurate for Method 2 than for Method 3. For a given repetition, the 

probability that Method 1 was more accurate than Method 2 at the same time that Method 2 was more 

accurate than Method 3 was 50.1 %. The probability that this conclusion was confirmed by all four error 

indicators was 10.4 %. These numbers imply that it is not possible to draw meaningful conclusions about 

the relative accuracy of different identification methods based on a single experiment. However, very clear 

conclusions could be drawn in a statistical sense after the experiment had been repeated many times.  

5 Experimental verification 

As a second test case, Methods 1-3 were applied to experimental FRF data. The experimental setup is 

shown in Figure 5 (left). The material properties and the geometry of the structure, as well as the 

suspension condition, were the same as for the simulation model described in Section 4. Only the elastic 

resonance frequencies—47.5 Hz and 81.8 Hz—were slightly lower, most likely due to the weakening 

effect of the welding spots connecting the beams. The FRFs were obtained by conventional impulse 

testing, using a single triaxial sensor attached successively to different points. The effect of the sensor 

inertia was neglected. The experiment was repeated three times for the 3 x 9 DOF configuration shown in 

Fig. 5a (data sets I-III). A fourth data set was obtained for the 7 x 12  DOF configuration shown in 

Fig. 5b (data set IV).  

 

                         

  

Figure 5: Experimental setup (left) and excitation and response DOFs (right).  

Table 1 shows the reference values for the ten rigid body parameters, which were calculated based on the 

geometry and total weight of the structure. The table also shows the individual errors of the rigid body 

properties identified by Methods 1-3 and the Okuzumi Method for data set IV. Figure 6 shows the 

accuracy for data sets I-IV in terms of the four error indicators as defined in the Appendix. As regards the 

overall error e, Method 1 yielded the highest accuracy for all four data sets, followed by Method 2; the 

lowest accuracy was achieved by Method 3. The relative accuracies achieved by the four methods for the 

b) DOFs IV 

a) DOFs I-III 

O . 

O . 
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mass, the centre of gravity location, and the inertia tensor varied significantly. However, according to the 

mean errors of these three indicators, Method 1 was again found to be more accurate than Method 2, which 

in turn was more accurate than the Okuzumi Method and Method 3.  

 

Param. Unit 

True 

value 

Errors 

Meth. 1 Meth. 2 Meth. 3 Okuz. 

𝑚 kg 3.2460 0.2314 -0.2950 -0.5557 -0.5205 

𝜃𝑥𝑥  kg m2  0.3236 0.0148 -0.0122 -0.0209 -0.0232 

𝜃𝑥𝑦  kg m2 -0.1837  0.0171 -0.0409 -0.0449 -0.0495 

𝜃𝑥𝑧  kg m2 -0.1178  0.0118 -0.0026 -0.0191 -0.0169 

𝜃𝑦𝑦  kg m2  0.4497  0.0259 -0.0511 -0.0669 -0.0901 

𝜃𝑦𝑧  kg m2 -0.0479  -0.0272 -0.0026 0.0072 0.0039 

𝜃𝑧𝑧  kg m2  0.5849 -0.0182 -0.0231 -0.0755 -0.0357 

𝜁𝐺
𝑥  m 0.3572 0.0114 0.0343 0.0817 0.0750 

𝜁𝐺
𝑦

 m -0.1948   0.0147 -0.0094 0.0110 0.0068 

𝜁𝐺
𝑧  m 0.0618 -0.0172 -0.0028 0.0087 0.0058 

 

Table 1: Reference values for the rigid body parameters and errors of the identification results for 

data set IV. 

  

 

Figure 6: Accuracy of the experimental results. 

6 Conclusion 

The conventional residual inertia method—which is referred to in this paper as Method 3—identifies the 

rigid body properties by solving the modal curve fitting problem, the kinematic problem, and the dynamic 

problem one after another. An alternative approach, Method 2, combines the kinematic and dynamic 

problems into a single nonlinear optimization problem. As a third possibility, this paper proposed to 

integrate the rigid body property identification directly into the modal curve fitting algorithm (Method 1).  

In the first part of this paper, the theoretical differences between Methods 1-3 were discussed. It was 

shown that only Method 1 yields rigid body properties that are least-squares optimal with respect to the 
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experimental FRF data. Moreover, it was shown that Methods 2 and 3 rely on intermediate results that do 

not comply with the kinematic constraints of rigid body motion. Intermediate results used by Method 3, in 

addition, are inconsistent with the dynamic constraints of a rigid body with constant inertia properties. On 

the other hand, Method 3 is the only method that does not depend on initial estimates of the rigid body 

properties in order to solve the identification problem. 

In the second part of this paper, numerical and experimental studies were presented that compared the 

three identification methods in terms of accuracy. In both studies, Method 1 was found to be more 

accurate than Method 2, which in turn was more accurate than Method 3. The accuracy of Method 3 could 

be improved only slightly by shifting the reference point to the identified centre of gravity. Although 

Method 3 achieved the lowest accuracy, the method is useful in providing the initial rigid body property 

estimates required by Methods 1 and 2.  

Method 1 was discussed in this paper with a focus on rigid body property identification. However, in the 

context of modal analysis under a free-free boundary condition, the method can also be seen as a means of 

constraining the residual inertia values by the laws of rigid body dynamics. Future research should 

investigate whether the additional constraints can improve the overall accuracy of the modal parameter 

identification.  
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Appendix: Evaluation of rigid body property errors 

In order to quantitatively compare the accuracy of different identification results, it is necessary to 

condense the errors of the ten rigid body parameters into a single value. The definition of this error 

indicator, which we may call 𝑒, is not a straightforward problem.  

Since the ten rigid body parameters have different units, 𝑒 cannot be defined as the average error of the ten 

rigid body parameters. An intuitive solution would be to normalize each error value by the respective 

reference value, and to define 𝑒 as the average of the ten relative errors. However, this error indicator 

would have little meaning from a physical point of view. For one thing, the relative error of the centre of 

gravity location depends on the choice of the reference point, which is arbitrary. Moreover, it is 

unreasonable to assume that the relative error of, say, the total mass of the structure has the same 

importance for the quality of the rigid body model as, say, the relative error of a product of inertia that is 

close to zero. 

The quality of a given rigid body model is determined by the accuracy with which the model predicts the 

structure’s rigid dynamic behavior. One possibility would be the definition of 𝑒 based on the accuracy of 

the predicted reference point dynamics. This approach is problematic because different units are used for 

the excitations (forces and torques) as well as for the responses (translations and rotations). We therefore 

defined 𝑒 based on the accuracy of RI values predicted for a representative set of translational DOFs.  

The RI error for a given DOF combination 𝑘𝑙  is defined as the difference between the RI value 𝑅 𝑘𝑙  

reconstructed from the true rigid body properties, and the RI value 𝑅 𝑘𝑙
′  reconstructed from the 

identification result (cf. Eq. 17). These RI values were computed for all 1472 combinations between the 

147 DOFs shown in Fig. 7. The error indicator was then defined as the relative average error,  

 𝑒 =
   𝑅 𝑘𝑙 −𝑅 𝑘𝑙

′  147
𝑙=1

147
𝑘=1

   𝑅 𝑘𝑙  
147
𝑙=1

147
𝑘=1

  . (24) 

Due to its dependence on the choice of the DOFs, the indicator 𝑒 has the characteristics of a numerical test 

case rather than the characteristics of a mathematical error norm. However, given the large number of 

DOFs and their even distribution over the space occupied by the test object, 𝑒 can be expected to reflect 

the quality of the identified rigid body models in an unbiased way. Yet, as a precaution, the results 

discussed in this paper were also evaluated based on three additional error indicators. 

As the second error indicator, we used the percent error of the identified mass. The third indicator was 

defined as the distance between the true and identified centers of gravity,   𝜁 𝐺 − 𝜁 𝐺
′   . The fourth error 

indicator represents the accuracy of the inertia tensor. If  𝜃  and  𝜃 ′   are the true and identified inertia 

tensors, respectively, the error of the predicted relationship between an angular acceleration 𝜑    and the 

corresponding torque 𝑡  is given by 

 𝛥𝑡 =   𝜃 −  𝜃 ′   𝜑     . (25) 

For the error norm, we have [12] 

 
 𝛥𝑡  

 𝜑     
≤    𝜃 −  𝜃 ′      . (26) 

We therefore evaluated the error of the inertia tensor based on the 2-norm of the error matrix  𝜃 −  𝜃 ′  .  
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Figure 7: DOFs used to evaluate the RI accuracy. 
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ABSTRACT

Recently, there has been renewed interest in methods and techniques of reducing the confusion and
uncertainty associated with the morass of spurious, computational poles that result from the traditional
over-determined equation set in modal parameter estimation processes. In this paper, sev eral additional
mechanisms for providing a clear stabilization, or consistency, diagram are presented. Among these, the
effect of frequency scaling and symbol characteristics based upon other modal information are used as a
mechanism for identifying and eliminating computational poles.

Nomenclature

Ni = Number of inputs.
No = Number of outputs.
N = Number of modal frequencies.
ω i = Frequency (rad/sec).
λ r = Complex modal frequency
si = Generalized frequency variable.
m = Model order for denominator polynomial.
n = Model order for numerator polynomial.
nu = Model order residual polynomial (Lower).
nl = Model order residual polynomial (Upper).

|| v|| = Norm of vector v.
Apqr = Residue: output DOF p, input DOF q, mode r.
[Rk] = Residual polynomial coefficient.
[α ] = Numerator polynomial matrix coefficient.
[β ] = Denominator polynomial matrix coefficient.
[I ] = Identity matrix.
[H(ω i)] = FRF matrix (No × Ni)).
X(ω i) = Response function vector (No × 1)).
F(ω i) = Input function vector (Ni × 1)).
MPC = Mean Phase Coefficient.

1. Introduction
For the last thirty years, modal parameter estimation based upon experimental data, primarily frequency
response functions (FRFs), has utilized some form of error chart and/or stabilization diagram to visualize
and assist in the determination of the correct modal frequencies [1-3]. The conceptual basis of the
stabilization diagram is that distinct and unique modal frequencies can be identified by comparing the
roots of a characteristic polynomial when the model order of the characteristic polynomial is increased. If
the roots are consistent as the model order is increased, these roots are identified as modal frequencies. If
the roots are inconsistent, these roots are associated with noise on the data and are discarded. Since there
is generally much more FRF data available than is needed to solve for the number of modal parameters of
interest, the characteristic polynomial is normally estimated in a least squares sense and can be
reformulated from the measured FRFs for each model order.

In most implementations, the stabilization diagram or consistency diagram is presented as a two
dimensional plot with frequency on the abscissa and characteristic polynomial model order on the
ordinate. A plot of the summed magnitude of all of the FRFs, or a plot of one of the mode indicator
functions (complex mode indicator function (CMIF) or multivariate mode indicator function (MvMIF)), is
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placed in the background for reference. For each model order, symbols are plotted along the frequency
axis wherever a root of the characteristic polynomial has been estimated. Historically, the characteristic
polynomial had scalar coefficients (single reference data) so the roots are complex-valued and have both
frequency and damping information. The original symbols were used to indicate, in increasing
importance, Level 1: a pole was found, Level 2: a pole was found with an associated complex conjugate,
Level 3: Lev el 2 plus the damping was realistic (negative real part of pole), Level 4: Lev el 3 plus a
damped natural frequency (imaginary part of pole) consistency within a specified percentage (normally 1
percent) and Level 5: Lev el 4 plus a damping consistency with a specified percentage (normally 5
percent). As multiple reference parameter estimation was developed, this led to matrix coefficient,
characteristic polynomial equations which created further evaluation criteria, Level 6: Lev el 5 plus a
vector consistency within a specified modal assurance criterion (MAC) value (normally 0.95). Since the
vector that is associated with the matrix coefficient, characteristic polynomial may be different sizes
(function of Ni or No), a variation of Level 6 inv olves an additional solution for the vector at the largest
dimension of Ni or No so that a more statistically significant comparison of vectors can be utilized.
Finally, numerical conditioning can be evaluated for each solution and if the numerical conditioning is
approaching a limit based upon the accuracy of the data or the numerical limitations of the computer
algorithm or word size, Level 7 can be added to indicate a possible numerical problem. In general, all of
the specified values that indicate consistency at each level can be user defined and are referred to as the
stability or consistency tolerances.

This much information generates a consistency diagram, for a simple circular plate structure, that looks
like Figure 1. With all of the symbols presented, the consistency diagram for even this simple structure
can be very complicated.
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Figure 1. Typical Consistency Diagram

For this reason, in today’s commercial implementations, many of the symbols are no longer utilized or can
be optionally presented or suppressed. This, together with the adjustment of the consistency percentage
(tolerance) levels for frequency, damping and vector, giv es the first approach to a clear stabilization
diagram as is shown in Figure 2. Note that the grey areas of the legend for this diagram indicate that those
symbols have been suppressed.
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Figure 2. Typical Consistency Diagram with Some Indicators Suppressed

The term, stabilization diagram, was initially chosen to describe this diagram and is still used by most
commercial implementations. However, the estimation of the roots at each model order is inherrently
stable and the diagram is describing the consistency of the roots of a characteristic polynomial from one
solution to the previous. For this reason, the diagram is also commonly referred to as a consistency
diagram. Note that in the original development, the consistency diagram was based upon succesive
increase in the model order of the characteristic polynomial. Therefore, each horizontal line of symbols
were derived from an increase in the model order by one. In this paper, this concept will be extended to
allow any sequence of changes in the ordinate direction.

2. Background
All modern, commercial algorithms for estimating modal parameters from experimental input-output data
can be developed or explained in terms of polynomial based models. For this reason, with minor
implementation differences, all of these algorithms can take advantage of the consistency diagram as an
aid in identifying the correct modal frequencies from the large number of poles that are found. This
section quickly overviews the development of the polynomial models for both time and frequency domain
so that the model order variation options, that are involved in the consistency diagram, can be discussed.
This background is detailed more fully in several references [2-6]. The algorithms that commonly use an
implementation of the consistency diagram for identifying modal parameters are summarized in Table 1.

2.1 Polynomial Modal Identification Models

Rather than using a physically based mathematical model, the common characteristics of different modal
parameter estimation algorithms can be more readily identified by using a matrix coefficient polynomial
model. One way of understanding the basis of this model can be developed from the polynomial model
used historically for the frequency response function. Note the nomenclature in the following equations
regarding measured frequency ω i versus generalized frequency si . Measured input and response data are
always functions of measured frequency but the generalized frequency variable used in the model may be
altered to improve the numerical conditioning as is done with most frequency domain methods
(normalized frequency) and specifically with the polyreference least squares complex frequency (PLSCF)
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method (complex Z transform of frequency). The commercial implementation of the PLSCF method is
known as PolyMAX ®.

H pq(si) =
X p(si)

Fq(si)
=

β n (si)
n + β n−1 (si)

n−1 + . . . + β1 (si)
1 + β0 (si)

0

α m (si)m + α m−1 (si)m−1 + . . . + α1 (si)1 + α0 (si)0
(1)

This can be rewritten in linear form by clearing the fraction, rearranging and collecting the unknown α
and β terms:

m

k=0
Σ α k (si)

k X p(si) =
n

k=0
Σ β k (si)

k Fq(si) (2)

This model can be generalized to represent the general multiple input, multiple output case as follows:

m

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[α k] (si)

k⎤
⎦
{X(si)} =

n

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[β k] (si)

k⎤
⎦
{F(si)} (3)

Note that the size of the coefficient matrices [α k] will normally be Ni × Ni or No × No and the size of the
coefficient matrices [β k] will normally be Ni × No or No × Ni when the equations are developed from
experimental data.

Rather than developing the basic model in terms of force and response information, the models can be
stated in terms of power spectra or frequency response information. First, post multiply both sides of the
equation by {F }H :

m

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[α k] (si)

k⎤
⎦

{X(si)} {F(si)}
H =

n

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[β k] (si)

k⎤
⎦

{F(si)} {F(si)}
H (4)

Now recognize that the product of {X(si)} {F(si)}
H is the output-input cross spectra matrix ([Gxf (si)]) for

one ensemble and {F(si)} {F(si)}
H is the input-input cross spectra matrix ([Gff(si)]) for one ensemble.

With a number of ensembles (averages), these matrices are the common matrices used to estimate the
FRFs in a MIMO case. This yields the following cross spectra model:

m

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[α k] (si)

k⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣
Gxf (si)⎤⎦

=
n

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[β k] (si)

k⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣
Gff(si)⎤⎦

(5)

The previous cross spectra model can be reformulated to utilize frequency response function (FRF) data
by post multiplying both sides of the equation by [Gff(si)]

−1:

m

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[α k] (si)

k⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
Gxf (si)⎤⎦

⎡
⎣
Gff(si)⎤⎦

−1

=
n

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[β k] (si)

k⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
Gff(si)⎤⎦

⎡
⎣
Gff(si)⎤⎦

−1

(6)

Therefore, the multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) FRF model is:

m

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[α k] (si)

k⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣
H(si)⎤⎦

=
n

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
[β k] (si)

k⎤
⎦

[I ] (7)

Equation (7) is evaluated at many frequencies (ω i) until all data are utilized or a sufficient
overdetermination factor is achieved. Note that both positive and negative frequencies are required in
order to accurately estimate conjugate modal frequencies. This allows for the coefficients of a matrix
coefficient, characteristic polynomial to be identified for a given model order m. The roots of this
polynomial can be used to find the modal parameters.
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Paralleling the development of Equations (1) through (7), a time domain model representing the
relationship between a single response degree of freedom and a single input degree of freedom can be
stated as follows:

m

k=0
Σ α k x(ti + k ) =

n

k=0
Σ β k f (ti + k ) (8)

For the general multiple input, multiple output case:

m

k=0
Σ [α k] {x(ti + k )} =

n

k=0
Σ [β k] { f (ti + k )} (9)

If the discussion is limited to the use of free decay or impulse response function data, the previous time
domain equations can be simplified by noting that the forcing function can be assumed to be zero for all
time greater than zero. If this is the case, the [β k] coefficients can be eliminated from the equations.

m

k=0
Σ [α k] ⎡

⎣
h(ti + k )⎤

⎦
= 0 (10)

Additional equations can be developed by repeating Equation (10) at different time shifts into the data (ti)
until all data are utilized or a sufficient overdetermination factor is achieved. Note that at least one time
shift is required in order to accurately estimate conjugate modal frequencies. This allows for the
coefficients of the matrix coefficient, characteristic polynomial to be identified for a given model order m.
The roots of this polynomial can be used to find the modal parameters.

The models represented by Equation (7) and Equation (10) are referred to as a Unified Matrix
Polynomial Approach (UMPA), models. Both models yield a matrix coefficient, characteristic
polynomial (the [α ] polynomial in these models). Equation (10) corresponds to a time domain
AutoRegressive-Moving-Average (ARMA(m,n)) model, or more properly an AutoRegressive with
eXogenous inputs (ARX(m,n)) model, that is developed from a set of discrete time equations. Since both
the frequency and time domain models are based upon functionally similar matrix coefficient,
characteristic polynomials, the UMPA terminology will be used for models in both domains.

In light of the above discussion, it is now apparent that most of the modal parameter estimation processes
available could have been developed by starting from a general matrix polynomial formulation that is
justifiable based upon the underlying matrix differential equation. The general matrix polynomial
formulation yields essentially the same form of matrix coefficient, characteristic polynomial equation, for
both time and frequency domain data.

For the frequency domain data case, this yields:

⎪
⎪

[α m] sm + [α m−1] sm−1 + [α m−2] sm−2 + . . . . . . . . . + [α 0] ⎪
⎪

= 0 (11)

where:

sr = λ r λ r = σ r + j ω r (12)
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For the time domain data case, this yields:

⎪
⎪

[α m] zm + [α m−1] zm−1 + [α m−2] zm−2 + . . . . . . . . . + [α 0] ⎪
⎪

= 0 (13)

where:

zr = eλ r Δt λ r = σ r + j ω r (14)

σ r = Re
⎡
⎢
⎣

ln zr

Δt

⎤
⎥
⎦

ω r = Im
⎡
⎢
⎣

ln zr

Δt

⎤
⎥
⎦

(15)

Once the matrix coefficients ([α ]) have been found, the modal frequencies (λ r or zr ) can be found as the
roots of the matrix coefficient polynomial (Equation (11) or (13)) using any one of a number of numerical
techniques.

The most commonly used modal identification methods can be summarized as shown in Table 1. The high
order model is typically used for those cases where the system is undersampled in the spatial domain. For
example, the limiting case is when only one measurement is made on the structure. For this case, the left
hand side of the general linear equation corresponds to a scalar polynomial equation with the order equal
to or greater than the number of desired modal frequencies. The low order model is used for those cases
where the spatial information is complete. In other words, the number of physical coordinates is greater
than the number of desired modal frequencies. For this case, the order of the lefthand side of the general
linear equation is equal to two. The zero order model corresponds to a cases where the temporal
information is neglected and only the spatial information is used. These methods directly estimate the
eigenvectors as a first step. In general, these methods are programmed to process data at a single temporal
condition or variable. In this case, the method is essentially equivalent to the single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) methods which have been used with frequency response functions. In others words, the zeroth
order matrix polynomial model compared to the higher order matrix polynomial models is similar to the
comparison between the SDOF and MDOF methods used historically in modal parameter estimation.

The stabilization or consistency diagram is based upon successive solutions of Equation (11) and Equation
(13) for different values of the maximum model order m. In the original historical development, the
coefficients of these characteristic polynomial equations were scalar. Since the number of modes is
unknown, the model order was increased successively beginning with some minimum number based upon
the number of peaks observed in the data. For each increase in model order m, a new set of equations
based upon Equation (7) or Equation (10) are formed to solve for a coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial. The roots of this characterisitic polynomial are found and these roots (or poles) are identified
and compared to the previous set of roots based upon the tolerance values for stability or consistency.
Note that if the coefficients are scalar, each increase in model order adds one more root to the number of
roots found but the solution is essentially independent from the previous solution. Therefore, all of the
roots are found each time, not simply one more root. In current implementations of the consistency
diagram, the coefficients are square, either Ni × Ni or No × No so the number of additional roots found by
an increase of model order will be either Ni or No.
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Domain Matrix Polynomial Order Coefficients

Algorithm Time Freq Zero Low High Scalar Matrix

Complex Exponential Algorithm (CEA) • • •

Least Squares Complex Exponential (LSCE) • • •

Polyreference Time Domain (PTD) • • Ni × Ni

Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) • • No × No

Multi-Reference Ibrahim Time Domain (MRITD) • • No × No

Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) • • No × No

Polyreference Frequency Domain (PFD) • • No × No

Simultaneous Frequency Domain (SFD) • • No × No

Multi-Reference Frequency Domain (MRFD) • • No × No

Rational Fraction Polynomial (RFP) • • • Ni × Ni

Orthogonal Polynomial (OP) • • • Ni × Ni

Polyreference Least Squares Complex Frequency (PLSCF) • • • Ni × Ni

Complex Mode Indication Function (CMIF) • • No × Ni

TABLE 1. Summary of Modal Parameter Estimation Algorithms

2.2 Common Consistency Diagram Concepts

As described before, the consistency diagram is developed by successively computing different model
solutions (utilizing different model order for the characteristic polynomial, different normalization
methods for the characteristic matrix coefficient polynomial, different equation condensation methods
and/or different algorithms) and involves tracking the estimates of frequency, damping, and possibly
modal vectors (modal participation vectors) as a function of model solution iteration. If only model order
is evaluated, recent research [6-10] has shown that the correct choice of normalization of the matrix
coefficient, characteristic polynomial has a distinct affect on producing clear consistency diagrams. This
research noted that the characteristic polynomial should be normalized so that the lowest order coefficient
is unity (scalar coefficient polynomial) or the lowest order coefficient matrix is the identity matrix (matrix
coefficient polynomial) [8]. This will be referred to as low order normalization subsequently in the rest of
this paper.

Historical methods commonly normalized the highest order coefficient (high order normalization) or, in
some cases, alternatively used both (low and high order normalization). When low order normalization is
used, many of the spurious poles that are found, due to the noise on the data, are located in the right half
S-plane where the damping is not realistic. These poles are generally excluded since they are not
physically possible in a passive structural system. Nevertheless, the nonphysical (computational) poles
will not be estimated in a consistent way during this process and can be sorted out of the modal parameter
data set more easily. Note that inconsistencies (frequency shifts, leakage errors, etc.) in the measured data
set will obscure this consistency and render the diagram difficult to use.

Figures 3 through 5 demonstrate three different presentations of consistency diagrams based upon
different normalizations of the characteristic matrix coefficient polynomial. In all three figures, an average
autopower of the FRF(s) is plotted on the consistency diagram in the background for reference.
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Figure 3. Consistency Diagram (RFP) - High Order Coefficient Normalization
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Figure 4. Consistency Diagram (RFP) - Low Order Coefficient Normalization
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Figure 5. Consistency Diagram (RFP) - Both Normalizations

A number of recent papers [5,7,8,12,13] have identified the effects of changing the consistency tolerances
on the resultant consistency diagrams, yielding a clearer presentation of symbols that indicate the presence
of a structural mode of vibration. This process of altering the look of the consistency diagram by altering
the consistency tolerances will not be reviewed further here. Note that there are other pole presentation
diagrams, related to the consistency diagram, such as Pole Surface Consistency and Pole Surface Density
diagrams that have proven useful for identifying modal parameters [11-13] and may be more powerful than
the consistency diagram alone. Since the poles that are compared on these pole surface diagrams are
generally limited to the poles identified on the consistency diagram, they will not be reviewed here either.
An example of these Pole Surface Diagrams are given in Figures 6-9.
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Figure 6. Pole Surface Consistency Diagram (RFP) - Both Normalizations
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Figure 7. Pole Surface Consistency Diagram (RFP) - Both Normalizations - Conjugate & Frequency
Suppressed
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Figure 8. Pole Surface Density Diagram (RFP) - Both Normalizations
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Figure 9. Pole Surface Density Diagram (RFP) - Both Normalizations - Isolated Single Poles Suppressed

Figure 10 is the same as data as Figure 5 with the symbols indicating conjugate poles and frequency
consistency suppressed. Note that in all cases, suppressing the obvious spurious computational poles
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results in a substantially cleaner consistency diagram with clear indications of the pole locations.
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Figure 10. Consistency Diagram (RFP) - Both Normalizations - Conjugate & Frequency Suppressed

Note that in the previous figure, the consistency diagram, in the ordinate direction, changed both the
normalization method and the model order in successive fashion. This generalization of the stability or
consistency diagram is very important. In the following section of this paper, the vertical axis will be used
to indicate successive increase in the denominator polynomial (characteristic polynomial associated with
complex-valued modal frequencies), to indicate successive increase in the order of the numerator
polynomial (residues and residuals), to indicate different normalization methods (frequency and
coefficient) and to indicate a sequence of combinations of all of these iterations. This will be identifed in
each following example.

3. Additional Clear Consistency Diagram Methods
A number of different methods can be used to generate the consistency diagram that will impact the clarity
of the consistency diagram. These methods can be combined with the coefficient normalization and
consistency tolerances to generate a very clear diagram in most cases where the measured data has a
reasonable match to linear, reciprocal system assumptions, observability issues and reasonable data noise
levels. The methods described in the following sections have been used on a wide range of data cases in
the automotive and aerospace application areas with good success. The methods that will be discussed
are:

• Symbol Sizing Based Upon Normal Mode Criteria

• Complete or Incomplete Vector Comparisons

• Using Both Coefficient Normalization Methods
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• Numerator and Denominator Model Order Variation [14]

• Fixed Denominator and Numerator Order Variation [14]

• Frequency Normalization Variation

The details of these methods will be further discussed in the following sections using the same data cases.
The data case chosen for this comparison is based upon measurements made on a simple circular plate. In
the frequency range of analysis, there will be either five or nine modes present and all but one mode will
be in repeated root pairs. This data is very simple and the answers for the modal parameters correspond
well to analytical models of the system and previous testing done on the structure. There is little
measurement noise on the measured FRF data and the data are nearly ideal. However, many more poles
will be estimated (compared to the number of known modes) as model order is increased and the clarity of
using different presentation methods will be apparent, even with this simple case.

Since many modal parameter estimation algorithms are developed on the basis of either the number of
inputs (Ni) or the number of outputs (No), assuming that one or the other is larger based upon test method,
some nomenclature conventions are required for ease of further discussion. In terms of the modal
parameter estimation algorithms and the ultimate matrix coefficient, characteristic polynomial equation, it
is more important to recognize whether the algorithm develops the square matrix coefficient on the basis
of the larger of Ni or No or the smaller of Ni or No. For this reason, the terminology of long (larger of Ni

or No) dimension or short (smaller of Ni or No) dimension is easier to understand without confusion.
Using this approach, PTD, RFP and PLSCF are all short dimension methods where the vector found as
part of the solution for poles is very small while ERA and PFD are long dimension methods where the
vector found as part of the solution for poles is of full length, based upon measurement locations.

3.1 Symbol Siz e and Long Vector Effects

In this first set of examples, the symbol size for each consistency evaluation is altered based upon a
comparison of the Mean Phase Coefficient (MPC) computed on the basis of the vector found with each
pole. The Mean Phase Coefficient is a normailized measure of how close the normalized vector is to a
real-valued vector. Since normal modes are often expected in modal parameter estimation, this can be
used as an effective way to screen possible solutions that do not meet this case. The Mean Phase
Coefficient (MPC) is a number between 0 and 1 where 1 indicates a completely normal (real-valued)
vector. The Mean Phase Coefficient (MPC) is computed as follows:

MPC = 1 −
|| Imag ({ψ } e− jφ )||

|| Real ({ψ } e− jφ )||
(16)

where φ is defined as the weighted mean vector angle.

Depending upon the modal parameter estimation algorithm used, this vector may be of long or short
dimension. When using PTD, RFP or PLSCF methods, this short dimension may only be 2 or 3 yielding
the computation of MPC very sensitive and statistically insignificant.

A comparison of the relative consistency information for a PTD algorithm, presented through changes in
symbol size based upon MPC and the calculation of long basis residue vectors, is presented in Figures
11-14. Figure 11 shows the basic normal PTD consistency. Figure 12 shows the same basic normal PTD
consistency, howev er the MAC calculation is based upon long basis residue vectors. For this case,
comparison of a short basis participation vector MAC with a long basis residue vector MAC, no obvious
significant additional consistency information is presented. (Note that although the consistency diagram
itself doesn’t indicate more information, an animation of the two vectors would provide greater visual
assistance for the long basis vectors.)

Figure 13 presents the same results as Figure 11, however now the symbols are scaled by the MPC. The
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addition of symbol size helps to differentiate those solutions that most closely match a normal mode.
Figure 14 presents the same results as Figure 12, however again the symbols are scaled by the MPC.
Overall, the comparison of Figures 11-14 indicate that while the standard consistency indicators do not
change for each calculated pole, the symbol size provides an indication of those poles which, while stable
according to traditional criteria, may be more poorly estimated. Comparing the symbol size information
for the modes between 300 and 800 Hz with the symbol size for the modes between 1200 and 1400 Hz,
reveals that the lower band symbols are all clearly larger than those of the upper band indicating that the
modes estimated in the lower band are all more nearly normal (i.e. less complexity) and may perhaps be
better estimated.
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Figure 11. PTD, Short Basis, No Symbol Resize
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Figure 12. PTD, Long Basis, No Symbol Resize
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Figure 13. PTD, Short Basis, Symbol Resize on Mean Phase Coefficient
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Figure 14. PTD, Long Basis, Symbol Resize on Mean Phase Coefficient

3.2 Coefficient Normalization - Both

In this second set of examples, the effect of coefficient normalization is presented. For the four cases
shown, the first, Figure 15, shows the consistency as traditionally presented using high order coefficient
normalization. The second case, Figure 16, shows the consistency as currently advocated using low order
coefficient normalization. Third, Figure 17, the two coefficient normalization approaches are interleaved
where for successive model iterations, first the normalization is varied and second the model order is
increased. The fourth, Figure 18, shows the visual improvement obtained by simply suppressing the
isolated conjugate poles.
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Figure 15. PTD, Short Basis, High Order Coefficient Normalization
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Figure 16. PTD, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization
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Figure 17. PTD, Short Basis, Alternating High/Low Order Coefficient Normalization
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Figure 18. PTD, Short Basis, Alternating High/Low Order Coefficient Normalization, No Conjugate
Symbol
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It should be noted here that the equation formulation used in this presentation assumes that the negative
frequency portion of the FRF is the complex conjugate of the positive frequency data. This forces the
solution to always yield roots in complex conjugate pairs. Hence, both the roots due to structural modes
and the roots due to noise will also always occur in complex conjugate pairs. Therefore, it is reasonable to
suppress any symbol associated with a solution which occurs as an isolated conjugate pole pair.

3.3 Numerator Polynomial Evaluation

Frequently, the number of modes present in the data in a given frequency range can be estimated with
reasonable accuracy. This can occur when there is significant a priori knowledge of the structure via
previous testing and/or modeling or knowledge based upon a mode indicator function. When this occurs,
the model order of the denominator, essentially the characteristic polynomial, can be chosen or limited to a
very small range of choices. In this situation, rather than incrementing the model order of the denominator
polynomial on the vertical axis of the consistency diagram, it is more useful to increment the model order
of the numerator polynomial. This effectively alters the number of residuals used to account for the out-
of-band modes and noise rather than increasing the number of poles which have to be sorted. This
approach has been shown to work well in cases with significant measurement noise, like civil structures,
and has been documented previously [14] . Unfortunately, though, this approach is not used in many
commercial implementations.

Overdetermining the denominator model order versus overdetermining the numerator model essentially
involves the convolution of the numerator and denominator polynomial terms as described in the following
development. Starting with the basic polynomial model for H(s):

[H(s)] =
⎡
⎢
⎣

m

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
α k

⎤
⎦
(s)k

⎤
⎥
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−1
⎡
⎢
⎣

n

k=0
Σ ⎡

⎣
β k

⎤
⎦
(s)k

⎤
⎥
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(17)

Adding a generalized residual polynomial results in:

[H(s)] =
⎡
⎢
⎣

n
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⎥
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(18)

The residual polynomial can be combined with the numerator polynomial (β ) by convolving the residual
polynomial (R) with the demonator polynomial (α ) and adding equivalent terms.

First multiplying by the (α ) polynomial:

[H(s)] =
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⎢
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(19)

Re-writing the convolved α -R polynomial as R̂:
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(20)

Then combining R̂ polynomial with the β polynomial and expressing as β̂ yields:

[H(s)] =
⎡
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⎣

n
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(21)
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Assuming that nl ≤ 0, nu ≥ 0, and m ≤ n, then the expression simplifies to:

[H(s)] =
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(22)

In this example, Figures 19-25, the effect of the addition of residuals to the normalized frequency (RFP)
and Z transformed frequency (RFPZ) solutions is presented. The RFPZ solution is based upon the PLSCF
or PolyMAX ® development.

For this example, there are five poles in band and the data used has seven references. Therefore, ideally,
the model order required to reliably identify the poles should be two. However, as will be obvious in the
plot sequence, the ability to identify the poles at minimum model order is dependent upon the residual
polynomial used to account for out-of-band contributions. For comparison purposes, a PTD algorithm
solution, Figure 19, is presented to show that a denominator polynomial order of two is sufficient for
solution.
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Figure 19. PTD, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization

For the RFP algorithm, Figures 20-22, the plot sequence demonstrates the importance and influence of the
residual polynomial on the computed poles. While it is possible to get consistent pole estimates by
increasing model order, having the correct residual polynomial provides a clear consistency indication at
the expected model order. As was to be expected for a frequency domain solution, the ideal residual
polynomial model included traditional residual flexibility and inertance terms.
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Figure 20. RFP, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, No Residuals
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Figure 21. RFP, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, (0,-2) Residuals
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Figure 22. RFP, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, (2,-4) Residuals

For the RFPZ algorithm, Figures 23-25, just as with the RFP algorithm, the plot sequence demonstrates
the importance and influence of the residual polynomial on the computed poles. Again, while it is possible
to get consistent pole estimates through increasing model order, having the correct residual polynomial
provides a clear consistency indication at the expected model order. Howev er, unlike the normalized
frequency domain RFP algorithm, the plots reveal that for the Z transformed frequency solution, the ideal
residual polynomial model requires more than simply residual flexibility and inertance; in this case higher
order residual polynomial terms are required as well.
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Figure 23. RFPZ, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, No Residuals
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Figure 24. RFPZ, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, (0,-2) Residuals
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Figure 25. RFPZ, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, (2,-4) Residuals

3.4 Fixed Denominator, Successive Numerator Model Order

In contrast with the previous example where the residual model order was fixed and model iteration was
still over varying denominator model order, in this example, Figures 26 and 27, recognition of the fact that
ideally a denominator model order of two should be sufficient is used. For this example, the denominator
model order is fixed at two and it is the residual polnomial model order which is varied. As is appearent in
the figures, once the correct residual order is achieved, the five poles are calculated reliably. This
technique has been used effectively on a number of civil engineering structures where there was clear
indication of the number of poles present, but there was also significant noise as well.
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Figure 26. RFP, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Model Order 2 Denominator, (0,0),
(0,-2), (1,-3), (2,-4), (3,-5), (4,-6) Residuals
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Figure 27. RFPZ, Short Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Model Order 2 Denominator, (0,0),
(0,-2), (1,-3), (2,-4), (3,-5), (4,-6) Residuals
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3.5 Frequency Normalization

In this example, the effect of frequency normalization on the estimation of computational poles is
presented. Using a low model order algorithm, PFD, which has a long basis, the way in which the physical
frequencies are normalized from solution to solution is varied. This demonstrated that changing the
frequency normalization or scaling has no effect on the true system poles; however, because of the change
in frequency scaling, the spurious computational poles are estimated differently in each solution when the
frequency normalization is removed. By comparing the results for different frequency scaling conditions,
it becomes trivial to isolate and suppress the display of these non-structural system property artifacts.

The first plot, Figure 28, presents a traditional consistency diagram resulting from using high order
coefficient normalization. It is obvious that numerous spurious computational poles are displayed. By
changing to low order coefficient normalization, Figure 29, other spurious poles result. Note the quasi-
stable pole just below the 370 Hz poles. Suppression of the symbols associated with the conjugate poles,
Figure 30, and suppression of symbols associated with both the conjugate and consistent frequency poles,
Figure 31, does not eliminate this sequence of symbols. If this were the only data being viewed, the
conclusion might be drawn that there is a poorly excited mode present, just below the obvious 370 Hz
modes. However, by varying the frequency normalization, Figure 32, it becomes obvious by the staggered
nature of progression that this symbol sequence is merely a computational pole. Finally, the next two
figures show the resultant clean consistency diagram that results by suppressing the symbols associated
with the conjugate poles, Figure 33, and the symbols associated with both the conjugate and consistent
frequency poles, Figure 34. A comparison of Figures 30 and 31 with Figures 33 and 34 show clearly the
improved appearance of the consistency diagram through the use of varying frequency normalization.
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Figure 28. PFD, Long Basis, High Order Coefficient Normalization, Frequency Scaling (-2,2)
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Figure 29. PFD, Long Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Frequency Scaling (-2,2)
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Figure 30. PFD, Long Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Frequency Scaling (-2,2), Conjugates
Off
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Figure 31. PFD, Long Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Frequency Scaling (-2,2), Conjugates
and Frequency Off
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Figure 32. PFD, Long Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Alternating Frequency Scaling
(-2,2)/(-1,1)
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Figure 33. PFD, Long Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Alternating Frequency Scaling
(-2,2)/(-1,1), Conjugates Off
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Figure 34. PFD, Long Basis, Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Frequency Scaling (-2,2)/(-1,1),
Conjugates and Frequency Off
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Finally, Figures 35-37 show the effect of combining several different solution method effects on the
ordinate axis together with selective suppression of some of the consistency indication sysmbols. Figure
35 is the baseline case with coefficient and frequency normalization varied up the ordinate axis. Figure 36
is this same case with the symbols indicating conjugates suppressed. Figure 37 is this same case with both
the conjugate and consistent frequency symbols suppressed.
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Figure 35. PFD, Long Basis, Alternating High/Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Alternating
Frequency Scaling (-2,2)/(-1,1)
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Figure 36. PFD, Long Basis, Alternating High/Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Alternating
Frequency Scaling (-2,2)/(-1,1), Conjugates Off
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Figure 37. PFD, Long Basis, Alternating High/Low Order Coefficient Normalization, Alternating
Frequency Scaling (-2,2)/(-1,1), Conjugates and Frequency Off
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4. Summary
In this paper, sev eral approaches to achieving clean, visually satisfying, user friendly and meaningful
consistency diagrams have been presented. These methods have included:

• Varying the symbol size based upon normal mode criteria

• The choice to use complete or incomplete vector comparisons

• Using both high and low order coefficient normalization methods

• Varying the relationship between the numerator and denominator polynomial model order

• Fixing the denominator polynomial order and varying the numerator polynomial order

• Varying the frequency normalization used

Each of these techniques has been shown to influence the visual appearence of the consistency diagram
significantly. The key in each case is the suppression of obvious artifacts between iterations thereby
leaving only the most consistent solutions displayed.

The consistency diagram continues to be an effective tool for the identification of valid modal parameters.
Although no single technique for organizing the ordinate axis is a universal solution, through the use of
multiple techniques, any modal parameter estimation algorithm can yield clear stabilization or consistency
diagrams.
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Abstract
Dynamic analysis of a structure plays an important role during its design phase. The dynamic analysis
usually consists of both numerical simulations of a structural model as well as experimental modal
analysis for model validation. For model validation, both numerical simulations and modal testing
are often performed with the assumption of free boundary conditions. In reality, this can only be
approximated however because of the required structural supports in the experiment. The stiffness
and damping of the supports has an influence on the measurements and subsequently on the extracted
modal frequencies and damping. Depending on the type of structure or analysis, these errors might
not be admissible. This article introduces a MIMO modal analysis method which eliminates the
suspension influences and therefore allows the determination of the free-free structural properties. The
presented method determines the modal parameters based on a nonlinear solution to the constrained
pole-residue model.

1 Introduction

Dynamic analysis of structures lies at the heart of the design, monitoring and control of advanced
products. Indeed, a system’s dynamic behaviour has a large influence on its performance. The last
decades has seen an enormous improvement in detailed numerical modeling of structures. This can
largely be attributed to the ever increasing computing power and the rapid developments in Finite
Element Method (FEM) software. Computer models are therefore seen as a rule rather than exception
when designing advanced products.

Besides performing numerical simulations, Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is required to
validate the structural dynamic model with the real system. With this process a structure’s modal
parameters - eigenfrequencies (ωn), eigenmodes (φn) and damping (ζn) - are extracted from modal
test data using Modal Parameter Identification (MPI) algorithms [1, 2].
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Although EMA facilitates model validation, one must realize that there are many influences which
can lead to erroneous results. This is not only the case for the MPI phase of EMA but especially
during modal testing. Examples are data acquisition errors, fluctuations of excitation location, instru-
mentation cable effects, transducer mass loading and support condition influences on the structure to
be tested [1, 2]. The latter phenomenon is especially a problem because free boundary conditions are
often desired since they are easy to simulate analytically and better approximated during modal tests
compared to fixed supports. These ideal conditions are never achieved however because of the re-
quired structural supports which add additional stiffness and damping to the tested structure. Support
condition influences are therefore a concern of many if not all modal test engineers.

In the past, the above described problem has been tackled by accurate pre-test planning and sup-
port system design. A rule of thumb for support stiffness was identified in [3] with regard to modal
testing of automotive bodies. It states that in order to simulate free-boundary conditions, the rigid-
body modes of the structure should be below one tenth of the eigenfrequency that corresponds to the
first elastic mode. These values are seldom achieved for conventional suspension mechanisms how-
ever which has led to novel supporting structures in for example the aerospace industry [4].

To aid in the design of a support system for free-free modal testing, quantitative measures for
support influences have also been developed [5]. The identified dependencies of support stiffness and
damping on the extracted modal parameters have had further attention in [6, 7] where they were used
for wind turbine blade modal testing. The paper shows that the extracted structural damping is much
more sensitive to support conditions than the eigenfrequencies. This is particularly problematic be-
cause structural damping for numerical models are often based on experimental damping values since
damping is hard to predict. The paper also illustrated that support conditions not only influence the
first flexible modes, but that it can influence specific modes depending on support condition location.

An alternative approach to cope with non-negligible support condition influences is to include
them in the structural model. This allows for direct comparison with the extracted modal parameters
from the modal test of the full system. An attempt was made in [8] to obtain a model of the supports
for a structure under preload. This required the use of a rigid mock-up of the real structure such that
the influence of its flexibility on the test supports was limited. The stiffness of the elastic support was
measured in a separate test. From both data sets, a simplified mathematical model of the rigid mock-
up in the test support was derived and added to the system’s full FE model. The described method
limits practical applicability however because of the difficulty in identifying the analytical model of
the support structure.

From the above, it can be concluded that boundary condition design or identification is a cumbersome
task. In order to cancel boundary condition influences in modal test data, it is also possible to account
for them in the MPI process. The Multiple Reaction Force Technique (MRFT) is such an approach [9].
It uses additionally measured reaction forces at the constraining locations for the MPI process. In
this paper, a similar MPI algorithm called the Closed Loop Experimental Modal Analysis (CLEMA)
method is presented. Section 2 will first introduce several MPI methods, including the MRFT and
CLEMA algorithm. The applicability of the CLEMA is tested with numerical models in section 3.
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in section 4.
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2 MPI methods

In the modal test industry, a large number of Modal Parameter Identification algorithms have been
developed [1,2]. The algorithms fit measured test data with mathematical models. In general, a curve
fitting procedure is performed in two steps by first finding the system poles1 (λn) and deriving the
corresponding eigenmodes (φn) thereafter. Although these methods facilitate the extraction of the
modal parameters from test data, the process is cumbersome and does not yield optimal results when
system poles are wrongly identified. In order to account for this problem, an automated updating
scheme for the system poles is desired. The Identification De Résidues Complexes (IDRC) algorithm
by Balmès [11] is an algorithm which contains such an iteration procedure.

The above described MPI methods do have a disadvantage however. When boundary conditions
add additional stiffness and damping to the system, these methods are not able to identify the system’s
free-free modal parameters. To overcome this problem, the MRFT and CLEMA algorithms have been
formulated. The methods require measured supporting forces and have an automated pole updating
scheme to be able to converge to the free-free parameters. The IDRC, MRFT and CLEMA algorithms
are discussed in respectively section 2.1 to 2.3.

2.1 IDRC algorithm

The IDRC algorithm by Balmès [11,12] is a frequency domain MPI method which uses the Pole/Residue
model as a formulation for the receptance matrix H(ω):

H(ω,λ,R) =
N∑

n=1

Rn

jω − λn
+

R?
n

jω − λ?
n

(1)

In equation (1), λn and λ?
n are the nth complex and complex conjugate system pole, Rn and R?

n the
nth residue and complex conjugate residue matrix2 and N the model order. The method identifies
the modal parameters of a structure in its measured configuration (see figure 2.a) by minimizing the
following quadratic cost function

J (ω, λ,R) = trace‖Hm (ω)−H (ω, λ,R) ‖2 (2)

where Hm (ω) are the measured Frequency Response Functions (FRFs). Equation (2) is a non-linear
minimization problem which therefore must be solved in an iterative manner. This is efficiently
achieved by considering the poles as unknowns and formulating the residues as implicit functions
of them. Indeed, equation (1) can be written as:

H (ω,λ,R) = Φ (ω,λ)R (3)

The decomposition of (3) makes it possible to find the residues by solving equation (2) using least
squares which results in

R (λ) =
[
Φ (ω, λ)T Φ (ω,λ)

]−1
Φ (ω,λ)T Hm (ω) (4)

Note that equation (4) can only be solved if the system poles are known. For the minimization of the
cost function, the system poles need to be optimized whilst recomputing the residues per optimization

1λn = −ζnωn + jωn

√
1− ζ2

n, with j =
√−1.

2Rn = QnφnφT
n with Qn a scaling factor. In this paper Qn = 1 is used.
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step. This is achieved by substituting equation (3) into (2) and taking the derivative with respect to the
system poles [11]:

J (ω,λ,R)
∂λ

= 2 [Hm (ω)−Φ (ω, λ)R]T
Φ (ω, λ)

∂λ
R (5)

The above described optimization process continues until the cost function is below a tolerance value
ε or the maximum number of iterations imax is reached. A schematic summary of the IDRC algorithm
is given in figure 1.

Solve:
2

),()(min)( RΦH
R

imi
R λωωλ −=

maxii

J

≥
≤ ε System ID

completed
Start

Yes

No

Give

initial poles i
λ

Update

poles
i

λ

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the IDRC algorithm.

As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the IDRC algorithm is unique because it contains
an efficient iteration scheme to find representative system poles. The method does not account for
influences by structural supports however. Alternative methods which do take this into account are
introduced in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2 MRFT algorithm

Like IDRC, the MRFT algorithm by Draisey [9,13] is a frequency domain MPI method which obtains
a structure’s modal parameters by minimizing a cost function. The method is different from IDRC
however, because it accounts for support influences by incorporating their contribution in the modal
model which is used for the error function. Specifically, the function is obtained by representing the
dynamic characteristics of the unsupported structure in terms of the motion of the supported structure.
To clarify this further, figure 2.b is used. It shows the equivalent system as figure 2.a with the exact
same behaviour but represented as the unsupported structure which is excited by the force F e and held
in place by the constraining force F r. Mathematically, this relation can be formulated as:[

Hee
s (ω)

Hre
s (ω)

]
F e(ω) =

[
ye

s(ω)
yr

s(ω)

]
(6)

=
[

ye
u(ω)

yr
u(ω)

]
+

[
ye

c(ω)
yr

c (ω)

]
(7)

=
[

Hee
u (ω)

Hre
u (ω)

]
F e(ω) +

[
Her

u (ω)
Hrr

u (ω)

]
F r(ω) (8)

where yk
s is the motion of the supported system, yk

u is the motion of the unconstrained system and yk
c

the motion which is attributed to the constraining force at locations k = e, l. The terms Hs
kl, Hu

kl

respectively represent the supported and unsupported system FRFs between the locations k = e, r and
l = e for the supported and l = e, r for the unsupported system. Introducing the dependency of the
constraining force and the excitation force

F r(ω) = Hre
r (ω)F e(ω) (9)
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Figure 2: The physical relations of a structure undergoing MPI with (a) the IDRC algorithm which
yields the parameters for the constrained system and (b) the MRFT and CLEMA algorithms to identify
the system’s properties without supports.

where Hre
r is equal to the measured FRF between the excitation force and constraining force, equation

(8) can be written as:[
Hee

s (ω)
Hre

s (ω)

]
F e(ω) =

[
Hee

u (ω) Her
u (ω)

Hre
u (ω) Hrr

u (ω)

] [
1

Hre
r (ω)

]
F e(ω) (10)

By eliminating the excitation force Fe from equation (10), the relation between the supported system
FRFs and that of the unconstrained system is obtained. Note that the relation is not in a form which
can be used to identify the modal parameters. In order to do so, all frequencies are considered and the
unconstrained FRFs are replaced by the Pole/Residue formulation of equation (3), i.e.:

[
Hee

s

Hre
s

]
=

[
I Hre

r 0 0
0 0 I Hre

r

]
Φ 0 0 0
0 Φ 0 0
0 0 Φ 0
0 0 0 Φ




Ree
u

Rer
u

Rre
u

Rrr
u

 (11)

where the entries have the following dimensions: Hee{ω×1}
s , Hre{ω×1}

s , I
{ω×ω}

, Hre{ω×ω}
r , Φ

{ω×λ}
and

Rkl{λ×1}
u with k and l = e, r. Note that Hre

r is a diagonal matrix. When an initial estimate of the
system poles are known, it is expected that equation (11) can be used to obtain the residues of the
unconstrained system with the following cost function:

J =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣[ Hee

m

Hre
m

]
−

[
Hee

s

Hre
s

]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (12)

where Hee
m and Hre

m are the measured FRFs of the supported system. Solving equation (12) is prob-
lematic however because the matrices in the problem are badly conditioned. To assist in finding the
desired residues, additional constraint relations are used. The first relation is that for system reci-
procity [11], i.e.

Rer
u = Rre

u (13)

which makes it possible to rewrite equation (11) as:[
Hee

s

Hre
s

]
=

[
I Hre

r 0
0 I Hre

r

]  Φ 0 0
0 Φ 0
0 0 Φ

 Ree
u

Rre
u

Rrr
u

 (14)
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Second, the mathematical relations for the static flexibilities of the unconstrained system Fkl
u are

included. [
Fee

u

Fre
u

]
=

[
ω̃ 0 0
0 ω̃ 0

] Ree
u

Rre
u

Rrr
u

 (15)

where ω̃ is a vector containing the undamped natural frequencies, i.e.

ω̃ =
[

1
ω2

1
· · · 1

ω2
N

]
(16)

The measured flexibilities Fkl
m are obtained by applying a static force at the excitation location e

and measuring the deflections at locations k = e, r. By augmenting equation (14) with (15) and
substituting the result into equation (12) yields:

J =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


Hee
m

Hre
m

Fee
m

Fre
m

−


Hee
s

Hre
s

Fee
u

Fre
u


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(17)

with 
Hee

s

Hre
s

Fee
u

Fre
u

 =


I Hre

r 0 0 0
0 I Hre

r 0 0
0 0 0 ω̃ 0
0 0 0 0 ω̃




Φ 0 0
0 Φ 0
0 0 Φ
I 0 0
0 I 0


 Ree

u

Rre
u

Rrr
u

 (18)

Like the IDRC method, an initial estimate of the poles is required to solve equation (17) and get an
initial estimate for the residues. Unlike the IDRC method however, the identified modal parameters
are updated simultaneously by the use of a Newton-Raphson procedure [14]. The formulation uses
the non-linear equations of (18) as well as non-linear constraints for each nth residue, i.e.:

Rre2

u,n −Ree
u,nRrr

u,n = 0 (19)

Combining all residue constraint equations into the vector C, the following Newton-Raphson problem
can be formulated.  ∂Hs

∂R
∂Hs
∂λ

∂Fu
∂R

∂Fu
∂λ

∂C
∂R

∂C
∂λ


i

[
∆R
∆λ

]
i

=

 Hs

Fu

C


i

−
 Hm

Fm

0

 (20)

with [
R
λ

]
i+1

=
[

R
λ

]
i

+
[

∆R
∆λ

]
i

(21)

and
[

HT
s FT

u CT
]T

i
equal to the combination of equation (18) and the set of residue constraints

C evaluated for the poles and residues at iteration step i. The above described optimization process
continues until the quadratic error, i.e. the right hand side norm of equation (20), is below a predefined
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the MRFT algorithm.

tolerance value ε or if a maximum number of iterations imax is reached. The different steps of the
MRFT algorithm are summarized in figure 3.

The above procedure has been applied to a beam that was constrained at both ends [9,13]. The aim was
to find the modal parameters of a beam which was clamped at one end. The MRFT algorithm showed
varying results. Specific problems were the need for accurate initial estimates of the unconstrained
system poles, the dependency on frequency resolution, the large influence of damping on the iteration
process, large number of iterations and the influence of the operator on the method.

2.3 CLEMA algorithm

The second algorithm which is able to extract the free-free modal parameters from a constrained
system is the CLEMA method [10]. The method is based on the IDRC algorithm and is similar to
MRFT because it requires the structure’s constraining forces for the identification procedure. The
biggest difference therefore between MRFT and CLEMA is the manner in which the reaction forces
are used. Where the MRFT sees the reaction force as an internally generated force due to the excitation
force, the CLEMA sees it as an second external and correlated excitation force which excites the free-
free structure, i.e.: [

ye
s(ω)

yr
s(ω)

]
=

[
Hee

u (ω) Her
u (ω)

Hre
u (ω) Hrr

u (ω)

] [
F e(ω)
F r(ω)

]
(22)

As a consequence of the multiple correlated force inputs, the immediate identification of the recep-
tances is not possible. In order to overcome this problem, equation (22) is manipulated in the following
manner: [

ye
s(ω)

yr
s(ω)

] [
1 1

]
=

[
Hee

u (ω) Her
u (ω)

Hre
u (ω) Hrr

u (ω)

] [
F e(ω)
F r(ω)

] [
1 1

]
(23)

Multiplying equation (23) by a diagonal matrix containing the inverse forces 1
F e and 1

F r , yields[
ye

s(ω)
F e(ω)

ye
s(ω)

F r(ω)
yr

s(ω)
F e(ω)

yr
s(ω)

F r(ω)

]
=

[
Hee

u (ω) Her
u (ω)

Hre
u (ω) Hrr

u (ω)

] [
F e(ω)
F e(ω)

F e(ω)
F r(ω)

F r(ω)
F e(ω)

F r(ω)
F r(ω)

]
(24)

Defining the left hand side of equation as the pseudo-receptances, i.e.[
ye

s(ω)
F e(ω)

ye
s(ω)

F r(ω)
yr

s(ω)
F e(ω)

yr
s(ω)

F r(ω)

]
=

[
H̃ee

u (ω) H̃er
u (ω)

H̃re
u (ω) H̃rr

u (ω)

]
(25)
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and adding the columns yields:[
H̃e

u(ω)
H̃r

u(ω)

]
=

[
H̃ee

u (ω) + H̃er
u (ω)

H̃re
u (ω) + H̃rr

u (ω)

]
(26)

=
[

Hee
u (ω) Her

u (ω)
Hre

u (ω) Hrr
u (ω)

] [
Fe

Fr

]
(27)

with [
Fe

Fr

]
=

[
F e(ω)
F e(ω) + F e(ω)

F r(ω)
F r(ω)
F e(ω) + F r(ω)

F r(ω)

]
(28)

Like in the MRFT, it is possible to formulate equation (27) for all frequencies and substitute the
Pole/Residue model into it, which gives:

[
H̃e

u

H̃r
u

]
=

[
Fe Fr 0 0
0 0 Fe Fr

]
Φ 0 0 0
0 Φ 0 0
0 0 Φ 0
0 0 0 Φ




Ree
u

Rer
u

Rre
u

Rrr
u

 (29)

If equation (14) and (29) are compared, it is visible that the MRFT and CLEMA are very similar,
but use different scaling. The scaling used by the CLEMA algorithm can be advantageous when the
problem is ill-conditioned. Physically this could occur when the supports have high stiffness which
could result in small displacements at the supporting locations w.r.t. those at the excitation location.

Another difference between the MRFT and CLEMA algorithm is in the solution procedure. Like
the MRFT, CLEMA also minimizes a cost function to find the residues when the system poles are
known, i.e.:

J =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣[ H̃e

m

H̃r
m

]
−

[
H̃e

u

H̃r
u

]∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (30)

where H̃e
m and H̃r

m are synthesized from measurement data. Unlike the MRFT however, the poles
and residues are updated in two sequential loops. The outer loop updates the system poles whereas the
inner loop finds the residues. The pole updating is achieved with the MATLAB fminsearch algorithm
which is based on the simplex method. This is probably not the most efficient algorithm and future
research will therefore have the aim to find a better updating procedure for the system poles.

To find the desired residues, additional constraint equations need to be defined. This is because
each row in equation (30) is dependent on the residues of multiple receptances. The constraints for
modes n = 1, . . . , N are3:

Rer
u,n −Rre

u,n = 0 (31)

and

Rer2

u,n −Rer
u,nRre

u,n = 0 (32)

3Note that the IDRC and CLEMA sometimes use additional residual terms for fitting out-of-range poles. These terms
are not discussed in this paper.
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which were also implemented in the MRFT algorithm. Because of the non-linear nature of equation
(32), a Newton-Raphson procedure is used to find the residues after each pole iteration step. Combin-
ing all constraint relations into vector C and introducing Lagrange Multipliers µ [15,16], it is possible
to formulate the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure as the following linearized problem for the pth

iteration step [10]:

[
Φ̃

T
Φ̃ ∂C

∂R

T

∂C
∂R 0

]
p

[
∆R
µ

]
p

=

[
Φ̃

T
H̃m − Φ̃

T
Φ̃R

−C

]
p

(33)

where

Φ̃ =
[

Fe Fr 0 0
0 0 Fe Fr

]
Φ 0 0 0
0 Φ 0 0
0 0 Φ 0
0 0 0 Φ

 (34)

Because the term Φ̃
T
Φ̃ does not depend on the residues, it is possible to speed up the iteration pro-

cedure by using methods that are analogue to FETI [17]. More details about their implementation
in the CLEMA method are given in [10]. Note that the residue iteration process is terminated if the
maximum number of iterations pmax are performed or if the residues satisfy the following conditions:

‖Cp‖2 ≤ εC (35)

‖Φ̃T
Φ̃Rp + ∂C

∂R

T
µ− Φ̃

T
H̃m‖2

‖Φ̃T
H̃m‖2

≤ εR (36)

Note that the CLEMA method does not require any additional measurement data of the system’s
flexibility which reduces measurement and analysis time. A schematic summary of the algorithm is
given in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the CLEMA algorithm.

In order to check the applicability of the CLEMA algorithm, several numerical simulations have
been performed. The next section covers the verification of the CLEMA algorithm and some of the
performed simulations.
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3 Numerical verification

For the numerical verification of the CLEMA method, frequency response data of the numerical model
in figure 5 was used. Figure 5.a represents the ideal free-free system with applied excitation F1 which
must be identified, figure 5.b is equal to the measured system with support influences and figure 5.c
depicts the equivalent problem of the free-free structure with the measured constraining forces F2

and F3. The numerical verification was performed in MATLAB. This made it possible to use the
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Figure 5: The numerical model used for CLEMA verification with (a) the free-free system, (b) the
system with support influences and (c) the equivalent problem represented as the free-free system with
constraining forces.

fminsearch algorithm for the pole-iteration procedure. Besides specifying tolerance levels and the
maximum number of iterations, the following additional data was supplied to the algorithm in order
to start the identification procedure and reduce the number of iterations:

• Initial free-free pole estimates - This is one of the main disadvantages of the MRFT and
CLEMA methods since it is difficult or even impossible to estimate the free-free system poles
from measurement data of a constrained system. If the support influences are small, directly
identified system poles from measurements could be used since the algorithms also performs
system pole optimization. If this is not the case, estimates might be obtained from FEM analysis
of the free-free system to reduce computational cost and improve convergence.

• Initial residue estimates - In order to aid convergence, initial residue estimates for the Newton-
Raphson procedure are estimated. This can be achieved by omitting the non-linear constraint
relations in the first Newton-Raphson iteration step.

For the verification, a large number of simulations were performed. Three of them are presented
here. The first model used the free-free system poles, but did not have the non-linear constraints for
the residues. The second model started with the free-free system poles and included the non-linear
constraints for the residues. The last model started with initial poles which had a 5% deviation their
real and imaginary parts4. The model also used both linear and non-linear constraints. The obtained
curve fits for the first and second model are illustrated in respectively figures 6 and figure 7. The
results of the third model are summarized in table 1.

4Additional settings like the error tolerances and the maximum number of iterations are not mentioned here.
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Figure 6: The CLEMA results for no pole iterations and without the non-linear constraints. The red
curves are the FRFs of the free-free system, whereas the blue curves represent the synthesized curves
with CLEMA.

Pole Exact Initial Final
value value value

λ1, λ?
1 −0.45± 91.88j −0.43± 87.28j −0.41±−92.69j

λ2, λ?
2 −5.79± 320.7j −6.08± 336.8j −5.80±−320.8j

λ3, λ?
3 −7.91± 377.4j −7.51± 358.6j −7.90±−377.7j

λ4, λ?
4 −14.9± 677.7j −15.7± 711.5j −14.7±−678.4j

Table 1: The system pole values for the third model. Note that the final values were obtained after a
1000 pole iterations, the maximum number of pole iterations allowed for the algorithm.

From simulations, it could be concluded that the CLEMA algorithm can yield the desired results, but
that the algorithm is not optimal when slightly deviating system poles are used as initial pole values
for the algorithm. This can attributed to two facts. First, the fminsearch is not optimal. The algorithm
is sensitive to the specified tolerances and does not always converge to the desired system pole values.
Additionally, the method needs to work with large system matrices when a broad frequency band and
high frequency resolution is considered. The large number of required pole iterations and the large
system matrices therefore makes the algorithm time consuming.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, the problem of support condition influences on modal testing and model updating was
discussed. Several conventional methods to overcome these influences such as accurate pre-test plan-
ning and support design, the quantification of support condition influences after testing and the iden-
tification and incorporation of support dynamics into the FEM model of the structure to be tested.

Next to the conventional solutions, the idea of accounting for the test support influences during
the Modal Parameter Identification (MPI) procedure was introduced. It was stressed that these meth-
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Figure 7: The CLEMA results for no pole iterations but with the non-linear constraints.

ods require a pole updating algorithm because the free-free system poles cannot directly be obtained
from the measurement data. An MPI algorithm, called the IDRC, which contains such an algorithm
but does not account for support condition influences was introduced. Additionally, it also allowed to
clearly explain the similarities and differences between the support cancelling MPI methods presented
at a later stage in this paper.

The first presented MPI method which accounts for support condition influences was the MRFT
by Draisey. It describes the motion of the physically supported system as that of the unconstrained
system with an additional correction that is attributed to the internal constraining force. The method
requires measurement data of the supported system as well as additional flexibility measurements.
After having obtained the first estimate of the residues and system poles, it performs a non-linear
iteration procedure on both residues and system poles. As discussed in two different papers [9, 13],
the results of the method were mixed because of operator sensitivity.

An alternative to the MRFT algorithm, called the CLEMA method, was also discussed [10]. This
algorithm is very similar, but considers the internal constraining force as an additional external ex-
citation force on the unconstrained system. With this assumption, a similar but better conditioned
least-squares problem for the unconstrained system residues is obtained when compared to the MRFT
formulation. Additionally, the method does not require any flexibility measurements because it fully
relies on the linear and non-linear constraints for the resisues. Like the IDRC algorithm, it sees the
residues as an implicit function of the system poles and therefore requires two iteration schemes: an
outer loop for the system poles and an inner loop for the residues.

The CLEMA method was implemented in MATLAB. A numerical model was used to verify the
method. The method showed that the non-linear constraint relation of the residues are necessary in
the residue optimization scheme. Additionally, the algorithm was slow. This could be attributed to
both the use of the fminsearch as pole updating procedure as well as the large amount of data that was
used to perform the verification.

Considering the above, the future recommendations for the CLEMA method are the following: First,
it needs to be verified that indeed the CLEMA leads to better conditioned identification compared to
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the MRFT algorithm. Second, an efficient updating procedure for the system poles in the CLEMA
method must be found. Additionally, robust methods must be found for initial estimates of the system
poles. A more efficient formulation of the CLEMA method should be found to reduce the number of
calculations. This will facilitate the check for the method’s applicability to measured data.
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Abstract 
The international scientific community is more and more interested in the topic of environmental noise 
reduction. During the last years, many international research projects, aimed at identifying the most 
contributing noise sources and a way to reduce their emission, have involved universities, private research 
centres, and industries too. Considering the noise effect on people in big urban centres, inhabitants 
experience a lot of noise sources, such as traffic, industrial plants and urban trains. For this last noise 
source in particular, one of the most relevant contributions is represented by the squeal of vehicle wheels. 
Squeal noise is due to the wheel vibrations related to a self-excited phenomenon, which leads to a limit 
cycle with very high vibration amplitudes. This is the reason why high power control system should 
theoretically be required to suppress the vibrations and the resulting noise emission. The aim of this paper 
is to investigate the possibility to prevent the squeal noise from a resilient wheel using active control 
techniques, by means of smart materials. 

1 Introduction 

Squeal noise emission is a widely discussed topic since many years. Squeal noise is an acoustic emission 
characterized by one or few harmonics; this makes it very annoying for the human hearing. Although most 
attention has been devoted to the squeal of brake discs until now [1][2][3][4], some researches have 
focused on railway wheel squeal noise too. The mechanical phenomenon responsible for such a radiation 
is usually a stick/slip one. Consider, as an example, a train negotiating a sharp bend; the wheel velocity is 
made up of a rail tangential component and another one normal to it (usually called creep velocity); the 
lateral creepage of the wheel causes stick/slip phenomena. The consequence is that forces, normal to the 
wheel, are induced and they excite the wheel bending (flexural) modes, causing noise emission [5][6]. 
The squealing eigenmodes are self-excited and the phenomenon governing the resulting vibrations is a 
stick/slip one as already mentioned, and therefore non-linear. The slip behaviour is responsible for the 
instability of some wheel modes and drives them to grow exponentially [6]. The stick behaviour is 
responsible for the limitation of this growth and imposes a limit cycle [5][6]. 
As mentioned above, squeal noise is very annoying for people; furthermore city-trams, which usually 
travel along sharp bends on city tracks, are often affected by this phenomenon. Thus those people living in 
cities are pretty much exposed to such an acoustic pollution. These are the main reasons pulling towards 
an effective solution for squeal attenuation. Very different strategies have been adopted in the last years. 
In [7] piezo-patches are adopted for actively control the wheel squeal noise on a test rig, while [8] presents 
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a solution based on the modification of the friction coefficient between the rail and the wheel by applying 
a friction modifying liquid. These are only two examples showing that very different approaches can be 
chosen to face the problem under analysis. 
The authors of the present paper have performed some researches aimed to actively suppress, or at least to 
reduce, the railway wheel noise by means of smart materials, in this particular case piezoelectric actuators. 
Within this frame, particular attention has been devoted to the squeal problem; this paper presents an 
investigation about the possibility to effectively control squeal noise under operating conditions by means 
of piezo-actuators. 
The final aim of this preliminary investigation, at the moment on a non-rotating wheel, is to collect 
meaningful information about the possibility to prevent squeal noise under wheel real working conditions. 
This is the reason why an advanced test stand has been set up and some experimental simulations have 
been carried out in order to realize boundary conditions as close as possible to the particular and complex 
real ones. A great care has been devoted to reproducing the rotating wheel excitation, though on a non 
rotating wheel. 
Before presenting the performed research, some details are to be given for railway wheels. Two main 
kinds of wheel are mostly adopted nowadays: solid wheel and resilient wheel [9]. Attention will be 
focused on the latter, as it is mounted on most modern city-trams. In fact it has already been explained that 
tramcar-induced squeal is the most critical, due to the proximity of tracks to houses and offices and also 
due to the fact that even resilient wheels are subject to this problem. Therefore some details on such a 
wheel are needed to understand the choices adopted to study the control problem; this topic is faced within 
the next paragraph. 
In the third section of the present paper, the preliminary researches about the squeal-related vibrations of a 
railway wheel are presented: first of all, a selection of the most appropriate piezo-actuators has been 
performed, based on an experimental estimation of the vibration amplitude. The high vibration amplitude 
is indeed one of the most critical aspect, since it makes the power requirement a restrictive parameter in 
the actuators choice. Afterwards, the adopted control strategies and the results of preliminary tests are 
presented. 
The last section is focused on the advanced test stand realized to the aim of investigating the wheel 
dynamic behavior under conditions which are expected to be close to the real operating ones, and of 
collecting useful information about the possibility to adopt the same control approach on the rotating 
wheel. Lastly, the experimental test results are presented and discussed. 

2 Tested resilient wheel 

Resilient wheels are composed by two iron parts with rubber blocks between them (Figure 1). This 
particular structure and the damping added by the rubber blocks allow to effectively reduce rolling noise 
([10], Chapter 6 by C.J.C. Jones and D.J. Thompson), if compared to the traditional solid wheels. On the 
other hand improvements in terms of squeal noise are not so clear [9]. 
The resilient wheel which has been considered for the control tests has a diameter of about 600 mm, a 
thickness of about 115 mm and it is provided with 22 rubber blocks. This wheel is affected by squeal 
noise mainly at two eigenmodes: 730 Hz (Figure 2), which is a flexural one with two nodal diameters 
(flexural modes are those characterized by nodal diameters where the main tread deflection is in axial 
direction), and 1940 Hz, which is a flexural one with three nodal diameters. In the present paper only the 
first will be considered. Squeal emission reduction is a very complex problem, therefore it has been 
decided to only work on the squealing mode at the lower frequency value; this allows to make the task a 
little bit easier. 
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Figure 1: resilient wheel cross-section. 

 

Figure 2: FEM estimated mode shape of wheel first 
flexural eigenmode. 

More details on the tested resilient wheel can be found in [9]. 

3 Damping of wheel vibrations: laboratory investigation 

Since squeal noise attenuation is a complex problem, also complicated by the rotating conditions of the 
wheel system, the first steps towards any squeal damping attempts are constituted by laboratory tests with 
a non-rotating set-up. However, in order to make the laboratory test results as meaningful as possible, 
some cares have been adopted: 

1. the wheel vibration amplitudes have been set close to the values which can be measured under 
real operating conditions (as explained in section 3.1). Indeed, power requirements of control 
system is one of the main difficulties in squeal noise mitigation applications, and it has been 
deeply investigated in the present work; 

2. after preliminary tests performed on a non-rotating test stand (sections 3.2-3.3), a way to 
simulate the wheel dynamic behavior under operating conditions has been deeply considered 
(s. section 4). The excitation due to the stick/slip phenomenon makes the vibrating behavior 
more complex with respect to the non-rotating one, since it comes from an area which rotates 
relatively to the wheel; these conditions can make vibrations responsible for squeal noise not to 
show clear mode shapes, as it is explained in section 4. 

The following paragraphs will describe the previously introduced solutions, starting from the vibration 
level estimation, the actuators choice and the test layout. 

3.1 Vibration amplitude estimation 

Meaningful information about the possibility to control the squeal phenomenon can be achieved by 
laboratory tests only if the boundary conditions are close to the real ones. With this aim, the first 
parameter to be correctly set up is the vibration amplitude to be controlled, as it influences the actuators 
choice, and consequently the entire test layout. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that the 
physical constraints, imposed when the non-rotating wheel is placed on the test stand frame and connected 
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to exciting devices, have an important influence on its dynamic behavior: eigenfrequencies shift and 
increase in damping ratios can be observed. However, since the eigenmode shapes responsible for squeal 
noise are not influenced by test set-up constraints, preliminary experimental investigations can provide 
meaningful information about squeal noise reduction. 
Unfortunately, experimental measurements about vibrations of squealing railway wheels under real 
operating conditions are not deeply investigated in literature. Therefore, the vibration amplitude has been 
estimated through acoustic measurements, starting from the results of previously performed tests which 
show a sound pressure level generated by a urban train under squealing conditions of 102 dBARMS. It can 
be assumed that, as a first approximation, the squeal phenomenon involves almost one eigenfrequency 
(one of the first flexural eigenmodes): exciting the eigenmode responsible for the squeal in laboratory 
tests, the required sound pressure level has been generated and the corresponding vibration amplitude has 
been measured. Concerning the wheel first flexural eigenmode, the test showed an amplitude of 140 m/s2, 
measured in the four anti-nodal positions, where the vibration level is at its maximum. 
Considering that measurements have been performed on a complete urban train, the noise level of 
102 dBARMS is probably not only due to one squealing wheel, but it takes into account different sources 
(i.e. the rail). However, an overestimation of the sound pressure level leads to a condition in which the 
control problem is harder to be solved because of the actuators power requirements: this means that the 
effectiveness of the control system should be guaranteed even transposed to real operating conditions. 
The need to control such high vibrations imposes severe restrictions on the actuator choice. However, it is 
well known in literature [2][3][5][12] that one of the squeal noise peculiarities is that it is due to a self-
excited phenomenon and that it can be reduced, or even suppressed, controlling the unstable wheel 
oscillation during the phenomenon birth, preventing its growth to the limit cycle [7][3]. Considering that 
previous researches about disk brake squeal [4] show the need to control vibrations ten times lower than 
the limit cycle amplitude, the actuator choice, which will be presented in the next paragraph, must take 
into account a vibration amplitude of about 14 m/s2. 

3.1.1 Actuator choice 

Many kinds of piezoelectric actuators exist, and the choice among them must take into account different 
factors: 

• power requirements 

• mechanical parameters requirements (e.g. actuator stiffness, maximum allowed deflection,…) 

• shape of eigenmode(s) to be controlled. 
The best solution aimed at introducing energy in the wheel flexural eigenmodes, and thus to excite and to 
control it, is the use of actuators able to provide a torque to the structure. Furthermore, optimal actuator 
location is in a position where the deflection is maximum. Piezoelectric bender actuators CeramTec Sonox 
P53, designed to have this kind of mechanical effect, placed at the anti-nodes, are a good trade-off 
between electro-mechanical performances and cost. 

 

 

Figure 4: Piezoelectric bender actuator functional 
scheme (cross-section view). 
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Figure 3: View of a piezoelectric 
bender actuator on the wheel. 

Despite their mechanical action particularly suitable for controlling flexural eigenmodes, bender actuators 
have an important drawback: the maximum force that can be provided to the wheel is relatively low [13]. 
Since the most restrictive condition on control system is the power requirement, the effectiveness of stack 
actuators, capable of generating high forces in their axial direction, has been investigated too. In order to 
excite the eigenmodes responsible for the squeal, piezo-stacks Tokin NEPEC N-10 had to be placed 
between two metal blocks and pre-loaded by means of a screw. Furthermore, two metal spheres have been 
adopted to guarantee a pure axial loading, since stacks are very fragile to shear stress (s. Figure 5 and 
Figure 6). 

 

Figure 5: View of a piezoelectric stack 
actuator on the wheel. 

 

Figure 6: Piezoelectric stack actuator functional 
scheme (cross-section view). 

The mechanical action provided by the two different piezoelectric actuators has to be compared in order to 
verify if they satisfy the power requirements to prevent the growth of squeal noise-related vibration, and 
which one is the most efficient. The wheel was excited at its first flexural eigenfrequency by means of a 
pair of bender actuators first, and then by a pair of stack actuators; the measured vibration level at that 
particular frequency indicates how much an actuator set-up is efficient. Results are presented in Figure 7, 
which shows a much higher wheel acceleration induced by the piezo-stacks, despite of the lower input 
voltage. Furthermore, it can be noticed that the amplifier power limits lead to a signal distortion if the 
input voltage is close to full scale; in particular the highest accelerations are obtained for an input voltage 
range of ±300 V for bender actuators and ±35 V for stacked ones. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 7: Maximum acceleration at resonant frequency induced to the wheel by a pair of 
piezoelectric bender (a) and stack actuators (b). 

It is theoretically possible to prevent the squeal phenomenon to grow up to the limit cycle keeping 
vibrations stable with an amplitude of 14 m/s2 (s. section 3.1 and [4]): therefore, both kinds of actuator 
would fulfill the power requirements (Figure 7). However, if the control system operates under non-ideal 
conditions (for instance anti-node lines could appear not exactly where the actuators are placed on the 
wheel), the adoption of stack actuators, capable of guarantee higher accelerations, could be a better 
solution. 
An improved test stand has been set up to the aim of performing a preliminary investigation about the 
effectiveness of control system: the resilient wheel has been excited in its axial direction by an electro-
magnetic shaker connected by means of a magnetic sticker, and symmetrically placed on three pneumatic 
spring elements. In this configuration, the contact between the wheel and the pneumatic springs makes the 
damping ratio to rise in a comparable way to what happens under real operating conditions: the contact 
between wheel and rail leads to a higher damping ratio, if compared to what can be observed for free 
wheel conditions [14][15]. Furthermore, two pairs of piezoelectric actuators (bender and stack ones) have 
been adopted as control actuators. 
Next sections will present the control strategies which have been investigated and the results of the first 
tests on the non-rotating wheel, with the aim of getting a first estimation of the control performances. 

3.2 Control strategies 

Many strategies exist aimed at reducing the structural vibrations of mechanical components liable for 
noise emission. The main purpose of all these techniques is to modify the system structural response 
reducing the amplitude of the frequency response function (FRF) close to those resonances most 
contributing to the noise emission. 
The control strategies to be investigated have been chosen considering that the squeal phenomenon is a 
vibration characterized by one or few harmonics. According to this peculiarity, two techniques, capable of 
focusing the control action on almost a single eigenfrequency, have been tested: semi-passive damping 
and collocated active control have been tried. Both these strategies will be briefly introduced in the 
following paragraphs. 

3.2.1 Semi-passive damping 

The basic idea of the semi-passive damping is to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, and to 
dissipate it. The effectiveness of this transformation is described by a coefficient called electromechanical 
coupling factor, which is typically high for piezoelectric materials, and indicates the fraction of the energy 
that can be converted [16]. 
In particular a piezoelectric patch generates an electrical charge proportional to the applied strain, and it 
can be modelled, from the electrical point of view, as an open circuit composed by a series of a voltage 
generator and a capacitor [16]. Therefore, the electrical energy can be easily dissipated by means of a 
shunt circuit, and the best performances will be obtained by maximizing the current flow through the 
resistance. One way to get this result is a resonant circuit composed by a resistor and an inductor (Figure 
8), in series or parallel configuration, which highly reduces the system FRF amplitude in correspondence 
of its electrical resonant frequency. If the electrical circuit, whose resonant frequency is 

 CLel ⋅= 1ω  (1) 
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(where C is the capacitance value of the piezo patch and L is the inductance value in the shunt circuit), is 
tuned to the mechanical eigenfrequency to be damped, the resulting mechanical effect is equivalent to a 
Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) [16][17]. 

 

Figure 8: electrical model of a piezo-electric actuator (azure coloured) with a resonant shunt circuit. 

The most important benefit of semi-passive damping technique is that it can be easily applied to a rotating 
wheel, since it requires neither additional sensors, nor power supply. 

3.2.2 Collocated active control 

Collocated control is a well known active control strategy, and one of the simplest to be applied. Its 
peculiar arrangement, that is sensor and actuator placed in the same physical position, leads to a pole-zero 
assignment, where the transfer function conjugated complex poles and zeros are alternated without pole-
zero cancellation [18][19]. Therefore, a constant phase shift appears between the sensor and the excitation 
signal at every resonant frequency. In particular, when collocated control is implemented by means of an 
acceleration sensor, damping is provided by means of a force control input proportional to the disturbance, 
with a 90° phase lag with respect to the measurement signal. 
It is possible to maximize the control effect in one particular frequency by means of a second order filter: 
it provides the required phase shift in its resonance, and a roll-off of 40 dB/decade reduces the risk of 
instability at higher frequencies (Figure 9). Considering that squeal noise involves only a small number of 
eigenfrequencies, few filters in parallel arrangement can be adopted for the control. 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
Figure 9: Block diagram of collocated control, realized by means of a digital signal processing 

system (with time lag τ), with a second order filter (a), and filter Bode plot (b). Filter parameters are 
ωfilt and ξfilt, while G(s) is the transfer function of the mechanical system and g is the gain of the 

controller. 
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3.3 Preliminary test results 

Semi-passive damping and collocated active control, the latter implemented both by means of bender and 
stack actuators, have been tested on the non-rotating wheel, excited by a band-limited white noise in the 
frequency range between 200 Hz and 1500 Hz. 

3.3.1 Semi-passive damping 

Before performing tests about the vibration control of the wheel by means semi-passive damping 
techniques, a preliminary investigation has been preformed in order to find which fraction of the system 
mechanical energy can be converted into electrical energy by the piezo-actuators. This parameter, which is 
strictly related to the control system performance, is called electro-mechanical coupling factor, and it is 
calculated as shown in equation (2) [16][20]: 

 
2 2

2
open short

open

k
ω ω

ω
−

= , (2) 

where ωopen is the eigenfrequency of the considered mode of the system when the actuators are in open 
circuit configuration, while ωshort is the eigenfrequency when the actuators are short-circuited. The higher 
is k, the better is the damping effect on the structure for the considered eigenmode: thus, for noise 
reduction purpose, k should be as high as possible. 
The difference between the first flexural eigenfrequency of the wheel in the two configurations is so small 
that can be considered within the measurement uncertainty, and the corresponding coupling factor 
(0.15 %) is not much significant. 
Since this step represents a preliminary investigation about the vibration control possibilities by means of 
piezo materials, the semi-passive damping tests have been carried out, even if the electro-mechanical 
coupling factor is so small. With this aim, and considering that the capacitance of the adopted piezo-
actuators is 45 nF, coils with an inductance of 1056 mH have been built up in order to damp the 
eigenfrequency at 730 Hz (eq. 1). 
As expected, no significant results could be obtained. Therefore, the semi-passive damping technique has 
not been investigated anymore, not being enough effective. 

3.3.2 Collocated active control 

Preliminary tests, aimed at investigating the vibration reduction effectiveness by means of collocated 
control strategy, have been performed both employing piezoelectric bender and stack actuators. 
In the first case, with the same set-up described in section 3.1.1, two piezoelectric benders Ceramtec 
DuraAct P2, adopted as control actuators, have been driven by high voltage amplifiers (0-1000 V). Figure 
10a shows a satisfactory vibration reduction (-7 dB), but the maximum vibration amplitude which could 
be controlled was about 10 m/s2. Higher vibration amplitudes cannot be fully controlled: Figure 10b, 
corresponding to a vibration amplitude of about 25 m/s2, shows that the piezoelectric actuator driving 
voltage is clamped within its working range of ±500 V. 
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Figure 10a Figure 10b 

Figure 10: Wheel vibration reduction (a) with collocated control by means of piezoelectric bender 
actuators (maximum vibration amplitude=10 m/s2), and control signal clamping when trying to 

control higher vibrations (b). 

On the contrary, stack actuators do not present this amplitude limitation. It was possible to get a result 
comparable with that of the benders, even if a little lower (-5 dB), by means of four piezo-stacks, placed in 
the locations which maximize the control effectiveness for the eigenmode responsible for squeal noise. 
The important aspect is that performances are not influenced by the vibration amplitude: Figure 11 shows 
the vibration reduction obtained for vibrations with maximum amplitude of 14 m/s2 in the first 
eigenfrequency, but the system has been tested up to 50 m/s2, without sensible performance decrease.  

 

Figure 11 Wheel vibration reduction with collocated control by means of piezoelectric stack 
actuators (maximum vibration amplitude=14 m/s2). 
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4 Rotating wheel simulations 

As previously introduced, squeal vibrations responsible for noise emission are generated by a non-linear 
stick/slip phenomenon which involves the friction between wheel and rail. Therefore, the excitation point, 
constituted by the contact area between wheel and rail, is not fixed, but rotates relatively to the wheel. 
Furthermore, the rail also constitutes a rotating physical constraint for wheel vibrations. Under these 
conditions a non-standing-wave pattern can occur, resulting in a vibration characterized by no node lines 
fixed either in space or in the wheel [21]. 
Even if it is not possible to fully reproduce the previous conditions in a non-rotating test stand, different 
simulations can provide useful information about the wheel behaviour. An improved test set-up has been 
realized to this aim: 2 electro-dynamic shakers, independently driven from each other and fixed to the 
wheel by means of screw connections (s. Figure 12), provided the desired excitation. 

 

Figure 12: Wheel test set-up with two shakers. 

Considering that the squeal phenomenon for urban trains typically occurs in sharp bends where train speed 
is low [11] (usually less than 30 km/h, and in some cases also under 10 km/h), all the tests have been 
performed to simulate a velocity of 25 km/h, corresponding to an angular velocity of about 7 rad/s 
( ≈ 4 Hz). The electro-dynamic shakers were driven by different signals, with the aim of reducing the 
growth of vibrations with fixed node lines, and trying to reproduce reality both regarding the boundary 
conditions and the dynamic behavior: 

• 2 uncorrelated random signals (band-limited white noise from 600 Hz to 900 Hz, filtered with 
Butterworth 2nd order band-pass filters). 

• a sine wave at first flexural eigenfrequency ( ≈ 730 Hz) modulated by 2 sine waves at 4 Hz 
(corresponding to a train velocity of 25 km/h) with 45° phase shift between the two shakers. 

• one band limited white noise signal, modulated by two sine waves at 4 Hz with 45° phase shift 
between the two shakers. 

All the tests, which will be explained in deeper details in the next sections, were performed with the aim of 
generating wheel vibrations as close as possible to the real operating conditions. In detail, forcing the 
wheel with two uncorrelated random signals lead to the superposition of two different mode shapes. This 
situation should be closer to the real operating conditions, where the wheel behavior, due to rotation, can 
be constituted by a random combination of rotating waves, which can give a non-stationary wave pattern 
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[21]. Furthermore, the other tests have been performed to the aim of simulating a rotating force input 
position: two sine waves with a constant phase shift between them modulate the primary excitation as it 
would be fixed with respect to the rail, while the wheel rotates. 
Lastly, all the investigations have been performed with vibration amplitudes similar to real operating 
conditions at the beginning of squeal phenomenon (about 15 m/s2 at the first flexural eigenfrequency), by 
means of piezo-stacks #1 and #3 (Figure 12) as control actuators. 

4.1 Experimental results 

Collocated active control was tested with all the 3 previously introduced simulations tests. The results will 
be presented in next paragraphs. 

4.1.1 Uncorrelated random signals 

One of the main differences between the dynamic behavior of a rotating wheel and its behavior in a non-
rotating test-stand is that it is not possible to give a really rotating excitation. However, an excitation 
coming from two different locations, as previously described, makes the wheel dynamic behavior to show 
a superposition of two mode shapes. In this configuration, an angle of 45° exists between the node lines of 
one mode shape and the node lines of the other: the result is that piezo-actuators can control the 
eigenmode due to one electro-dynamic shaker, but not the second one (Figure 13). 
Figure 14 shows how the vibrations of the first flexural eigenmode, induced by 2 electro-dynamic 
actuators driven by uncorrelated random signals, can be reduced (-4.5 dB) with collocated active control. 
The figure represents the vibration reduction with respect to the excitation due to the shaker B, the only 
one that can be controlled with this symmetric actuator configuration. 
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Figure 13: Actuators and transducers layout, 
and node lines position of first flexural eigenmode. 

 

Figure 14: Vibration reduction by means of 
collocated control, under 2 uncorrelated band-

limited white noise excitation. Accelerometer #1. 

4.1.2 Modulated sine wave 

The wheel was excited by means of two electro-dynamic shakers, driven by a sine wave at its first flexural 
eigenfrequecy. The primary excitation was modulated by two low frequency waves (4 Hz) with 45° phase 
shift between them, which results in a frequency split: the modulated sine excitation at 730 Hz gives an 
output vibration constituted by two frequencies at 726 and 734 Hz (730 ± 4). 
Even in this case, the control system performances are comparable to those shown in the previous section 
(2 uncorrelated random signals): vibrations induced by shaker B (controllable by the piezo-actuators) are 
reduced of 6 dB. 

4.1.3 Modulated band-limited random noise 

The last investigation consists in a band-limited white noise excitation generated by 2 shakers, modulated 
by 2 low frequency sine waves (4 Hz). Performances shown by the control system agree with the previous 
tests, and a satisfactory result of -9 dB is obtained for vibrations measured by the accelerometers from 
number 1 to 4 (Figure 15). As previously discussed, vibrations induced by shaker A, which present node 
lines in the actuator locations, cannot be damped. 
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Figure 15: wheel vibration reduction by means of collocated control, under modulated band-limited 
white noise excitation. 

5 Conclusions 

During past years a lot of studies have been carried out on the squeal phenomenon, including theoretical 
researches about its birth and mathematical models of wheel dynamic behavior. However, the possibility 
to suppress squeal noise emission by means of active (or semi-active) control techniques has not been 
fully considered or tested, mainly due to the high power requirements and the difficulty to realize a 
rotating test bench. 
The present work represents a preliminary experimental investigation aimed at the possibility to prevent 
the squealing noise of a resilient train wheel under real operating conditions. The control effectiveness of 
two different kind of piezoelectric actuators have been tested in a non-rotating test stand designed with the 
aim of reproducing the wheel working conditions as closely as possible. It is not possible to fully simulate 
the rotating wheel behaviour, but promising results and important information have been obtained with 
collocated control. Piezoelectric stack actuators are capable of being adopted also on a rotating wheel, on 
the condition that slip rings are installed both for signals and power transmission. Furthermore, since the 
position of eigenmode node lines are not fixed in space, a non-symmetric actuators layout should be 
designed, to the aim of controlling vibrations wherever node lines appear. 
The next steps planned for this work, and its natural conclusion, are tests to be performed on a rotating test 
stand, and on a wheel under real working conditions. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a mechanism of squeal noise that take the vertical dynamics into account. Using this
model, it is shown that the squeal noise can be generated by a decreasing slope of the friction curve, a
vertical resonance of the wheel, or a combination of them. Results are confirmed by experiments performed
on a scaled test bench.

1 Introduction

The first squeal noise models have been developed in the seventies [18]. The basic mechanism of squeal
noise is a variation of the lateral creep force between the wheel and the rail, due to a frictional instability.
The variations occur preferentially at a frequency of a lateral resonance of the wheel [12]; the instability
arise from a decreasing slope of the phenomenological law linking the creepage between the wheel and the
rail and the associated creep force (Fig.1(a)). Some minimal models are presented in [23]. A more complete
mathematical description of the wheel lateral dynamics has been included in [19], and later in [8, 6]. An
experimental validation on a scaled test bench has been presented in [22, 3]. The vertical dynamics has been
lately introduced in a squeal model by [4].

Figure 1: Frictions curves between the wheel and the rail describing two mechanisms for sustained oscilla-
tions between the wheel and the rail: (a) decreasing slope of the friction curve after saturation; (b) variation
of the normal force.

Even if quite efficient models [15, 21] and solutions exist for its mitigation [14, 16] (e.g. iron rings [1,
2], active control [7], high positive friction [5]) the experimental validation of squeal models remains a
challenging task for two reasons [17]: (i) for identical operating conditions, there exist large fluctuations in
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the sound levels radiated, in the mode which squeals and even in the occurrence of squeal; (ii) squeal has
been recorded without any associated negative slope of the creepage-creep force law [13].

The motivation of this paper is to investigate the influence of other sources of excitation, like the vertical
dynamics of the wheel, on the fluctuations mentioned above. Actually, as the vehicle runs over the track,
the roughness of the contact surfaces creates variations of the vertical forces between the wheel and the rail.
The frequencies of these variations are governed by wheel and rail vertical receptances. At low frequencies,
below 1000 Hz, the rail has the highest receptance. This means that the surface irregularities are mainly
compensated by a displacement of the rail. The displacement creates high variations of the contact forces,
responsible of rail corrugation. At higher frequencies, above 1000 Hz, the wheel has the highest receptance
at its resonances, and the contact spring has the highest receptance between two wheel resonances. This
means that a very short irregularity of the surface is either compensated by a displacement of the wheel, or
by a local deformation of the bodies in contact. The frequency of these variations is of course much too high
to corrugate the surface, because of the finite size of the contact patch. However, the variations of the vertical
contact force create a variation of the creep between the wheel and the rail at the same frequency (Fig.1(b)).

In order to precise the importance of the wheel dynamics in the mechanism of squeal generation, the phe-
nomenon is first studied using a very simple wheel model. Then, numerical results obtained using a more
complete model including the wheel dynamics are compared with experiments performed on a scaled test
bench from INRETS.

2 Single d.o.f. oscillator

Figure 2 shows a single degree of freedom oscillator excited by friction over a moving belt [9]. As mentioned
in the previous section, there exists two means to get sustained oscillations with an oscillator: either by a
decreasing slope of the creepage-creep force phenomenological law, or by a variation of the vertical force
applied to the moving mass. In the former case, the motion of the belt is transformed into self excited
vibrations of the mass. In the latter case, the mass is subjected to a forced vibration imposed by the variation
of the vertical force.

Figure 2: Single d.o.f. oscillator excited by friction.

First consider the case of a decreasing slope. The equation of motion reads

mẍ + cẋ + kx = Fx (1)

where m is the mass of the oscillator, k the stiffness of the spring, c the damping coefficient and Fx the creep
force. The dependency between the relative speed between the mass and the belt and the friction force is
given by the Coulomb law:
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Fx = (µ− δνx)N0sign(νx) (2)

where νx = (ẋ− V )/V and N0 is the static load.

Figures 7(a) and (c) show respectively the creep force as a function of the velocity of the mass, and the
velocity-displacement phase diagram. The sable limit cycle has been obtained with the following numerical
values: m = 1.1 kg; k = 100 MN/m; c = 2 Ns/m; µ = 0.4; N0 = 3750 N ; δ = 0.005; V = 5 m/s.

Figure 3: Self excited vibrations: (a) Speed - Friction force and (c) Speed - Displacement; Forced vibrations:
(b) Speed - Friction force and (d) Speed - Displacement.

Then, consider that the oscillator is excited harmonically by a vertical force N = N0 + Asin(ωt). The
friction force becomes

Fx = µ[N0 + Asin(ωt)]sign(νx) (3)

where N0 is the static load, A the amplitude of dynamic variation, ω =
√

k/m

Again, Figs. 7(b) and (d) show respectively the creep force as a function of the velocity of the mass, and the
velocity-displacement phase diagram. The sable limit cycle has been obtained with the following numerical
values: m = 1.1 kg; k = 100 MN/m; c = 2 Ns/m; N0 = 3750 N ; A = 50 N .

From Figs. 7(c) and (d), one sees that the limit cycles obtained from the two models are exactly the same.
This explains why sometimes, squeal is recorded without any measurable decreasing slope of the friction
law.

Actually, the combination of these two mechanisms, discussed in [9, 20] on single d.o.f. oscillators, is
probably the most credible scenario of squeal noise in many cases.
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3 Railway Dynamics

3.1 Vertical dynamics

The vertical dynamics of the wheel-rail contact is governed by Hertz’s theory, giving a non-linear relationship
between the load and the deformation of the bodies in contact. This relationship can be linearized as

∆N = kc∆d (4)

where ∆d is the variation of the distance between the wheel and the rail induced by a variation of the vertical
force ∆N , and kc is called the contact stiffness. Taking the vehicle and track dynamics into account, an
irregularity of the rail surface ∆z leads to a combination of a wheel displacement ∆uw

z , a rail displacement
∆ur

z , and a deformation at the wheel-rail interface ∆d:

∆z = ∆d + ∆uz (5)

where ∆uz = ∆uw
z −∆ur

z . The vertical displacements of the wheel and the rail are given by

∆uw
z = Rw

zy∆Fy + Rw
zz∆N (6)

∆ur
z = −Rr

zy∆Fy −Rr
zz∆N (7)

where Rw
zz and Rr

zz are respectively the vertical direct receptances of the vehicle and the track. The sum of
these last two equations can be written as

∆uz = +Rzy∆Fy + Rzz∆N (8)

where Rij = Rw
ij + Rr

ij (i, j = y, z).

3.2 Lateral dynamics

The lateral creepage νy between the wheel and the rail is given by

νy =
u̇w

y − u̇r
y

V
(9)

where uw
y and ur

y are respectively the lateral displacements of the wheel and the rail, and V the vehicle speed.
In the frequency domain, small linear variations of the lateral creepage are expressed by

∆νy =
iω∆uy

V
(10)

where ∆uy = ∆uw
y − ∆ur

y and ω = 2πf = 2πV/l (f is the frequency and l the wavelength of the
irregularity).

The relationship between the lateral creepage and the associated creep force between the wheel and the rail
is given by a non-linear phenomenological law [11]. Again, this law can be linearized as follows

∆Fy =
∂Fy

∂N
∆N +

∂Fy

∂νy
∆νy (11)

The lateral displacements of the vehicle and the track are expressed as
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∆uw
y = Rw

yy∆Fy + Rw
yz∆N (12)

∆ur
y = −Rr

yy∆Fy −Rw
yz∆N (13)

where Rw
yy and Rr

yy are respectively the lateral direct receptances of the vehicle and the track; Rw
yz and

Rr
yz are respectively the cross receptances of the vehicle and the track between the vertical and the lateral

directions. The sum of these last two equations can be written as

∆uy = Ryy∆Fy + Ryz∆N (14)

where Rij = Rw
ij + Rr

ij (i, j = y, z).

4 Squeal model

Squeal models are usually based on the assumption that the surface roughness plays a minor role in the
generation of the instability leading to squeal, because in the frequency range of squeal, the wavelength of
the irregularity is smaller than the contact patch. If ∆z is neglected in Eq.(5), the friction force (Eq.(11)) can
be written as a loop gain for the lateral contact force [4]

∆Fy =
{

∂Fy

∂N

∆N

∆Fy
+

∂Fy

∂νy

∆νy

∆Fy

}
∆Fy = H(ω)∆Fy (15)

where
∆N

∆Fy
=

−Rzy

1/kc + Rzz
and

∆νy

∆Fy
= Ryy −

R2
yz

1/kc + Rzz
. The first term of H(ω) expresses the coupling

between the lateral and the vertical dynamics: the variations of the lateral force are sustained by the variations
of the vertical force, leading to a forced vibration of the wheel. The second term of H(ω) is related to the
slope of the friction curve: the higher the decrease after saturation, the higher the self sustained vibrations of
the wheel.

If the roughness of the surface is taken into account, it gives an additional variation of the friction force,

∆Fy

∆z
=

Ryz +
(

1
kc

+ Rzz

)  V − jω
∂Fy

∂νy
Ryy

V
∂Fy

∂N
+ jω

∂Fy

∂νy
Ryz



−1

(16)

which imposes an additional forced vibration to the wheel.

5 Results

5.1 Scaled test bench

The test bench considered in the experiment, is a quarter scale roller rig from the New Technologies Labora-
tory (INRETS), consisting of a scaled wheel set which is rolling on a roller, representing infinite rails [10].
The wheel set is attached to a half-bogie through geometrically scaled primary suspensions. The roller is
driven by an electric motor through a transmission belt. On this bench, the lateral displacement and the yaw
angle of the wheel set can be fixed independently. Longitudinal and lateral contact forces are measured with
DC force sensors. The half-bogie load is measured with a force sensor. The rotational speed is measured
using a tachometer.
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5.2 Squeal noise prediction

The vertical, lateral and cross receptances of the wheel are shown in Fig. 4(a)-(c). For each direction, the
receptance measured is compared with those obtained from a finite element model of the wheel.

Figure 4: Dynamics of the wheel: (a) Lateral direct receptance; (b) Vertical direct receptance; (c) Cross
receptance between the vertical and the lateral directions.

Figure 5 shows the real part of H(ω), calculated from the finite element model. The highest peak shows the
most excited mode, i.e. mode (0L,2) in this case.
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Figure 5: Real part of the transmissibility H(ω).

6 Time histories

First, the friction coefficient between the wheel and the roller has been recorded by imposing a slow variation
of the angle of attack from α = 0 mrad to α = 10 mrad and shown in Fig. 6. The curve is close to the
curve measured in dry conditions in [13]. After the saturation, no decreasing slope of the friction curve is
visible, neither in [13], nor in this work.

Figure 6: Friction coefficient µ = Fy/N as a function of the attack angle.

The experiment to reproduce the squeal noise on the scaled bench has been performed in the following
conditions:

• Wheel set linear constant speed: V = 5 m/s

• Variation of the angle of attack from 0 to 10 mrad (Duration : 15 s)

Figure 7(a) shows the time history of the angle of attack α measured using a contact sensor; Figure 7(b)
shows the lateral speed of the wheel vy, measured using a laser doppler vibrometer.

Figure 8 shows the frequency spectrum averaged during the time of the experiment of (a) the lateral velocity
of the wheel set; (b) the sound emitted from the wheel-rail contact. At high frequency, it shows clearly that
the wheel mode (0L,2) is the most excited.

Figure 9 shows the history of the RMS value of (a) the lateral velocity of the wheel set and (b) the sound
emitted from the wheel-rail contact during the time of the simulation (i.e. the increase of the attack angle).
In order to distinguish between low and high frequency contributions, each figure show also the RMS value
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Figure 7: (a) Angle of attack; (b) Lateral speed of the wheel above the contact point.

Figure 8: Frequency spectrum averaged during the time of the experiment of (a) the lateral velocity of the
wheel set; (b) the sound emitted from the wheel-rail contact.
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Figure 9: Time evolution of the RMS value of (a) the lateral velocity of the wheel set; (b) the sound emitted
from the wheel-rail contact.

of the signal below and above 800 Hz. For both the velocity and the noise, the increase of the RMS value is
mainly associated to the high frequency contents of the signal, while the low frequency contribution remains
constant.

7 Conclusions

The influence of the wheel vertical dynamics in the mechanism of squeal noise has been studied in this work.
It has been shown on a single d.o.f. model that the same limit cycle can be generated either by a decreasing
slope of the friction curve, or by a vertical excitation of the mass. Then, frequency domain predictions of the
instability have been derived, showing two major contributions to the squeal mechanism: self excited and
forced vibrations.

An experiment reproducing the squeal noise has been performed on a quarter scaled bench (INRETS). Squeal
noise has been correlated to the excitation of mode 0L,2 of the wheel. As no decrease of the friction curve
has been measured, the vertical dynamics of the wheel plays a significant role to sustain the wheel squeal
mechanism.
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Abstract 
To improve safety in the rail transportation, permanent monitoring of technical state of critical parts and 
sets of rail vehicles is necessary. Interesting idea for the enhancement of present diagnostics systems, 
widely consider on the world, seems to be conception of use of byside monitoring station which aim, in 
the particular points of rail track, would be inspection of passing trains and identification and analysis of 
signals connected with safety of the railway traffic. Operation of the bysides monitoring systems bases on 
the assumption, that diagnostically interesting information is available in acoustic signal, which is emitted 
by the passing rail vehicle.                    
Grounded on this conception, paper presents possibility of acoustic signal analysis, which is generate by 
the moving vehicle and acquired by the stationary diagnostic station. Those circumstances introduce lot of 
difficulties in the fault – oriented signal analysis. Fundamental influence has Doppler Effect, which causes 
in the observed signal, persistently change of the values of carrier frequencies. Paper presents the method 
of reduction of Doppler Effect consequences, which definitely impede signal analysis and thwart use of 
conventional method of signal analysis. Presented method is a task – oriented signal dynamic resampling, 
which allows identification of undistracted frequencies and proceed further analysis and interpretation. 
The problem of diagnosis of real rail vehicle is more complicated, because we must proceed with not 
alone, but with many signals from the following wheels/carriers, which are situate close together and are 
moving with high velocity. For this purpose, simulation model of moving source signals was created. 
Using constructed model, many configuration of measurement station were tested, and the influence for 
the character of registered signal and selection of the proper technique of signal analysis, was exhibited. 
Application of proper selection measurement parameters creates opportunity to make use of Doppler 
Effect or to minimize its influence. In the case of appropriate configuration of measurement station for the 
two different relevant distances of sources, it is possible to observe beat effect, which can directly deliver 
information about frequency variation produces by the Doppler Effect. Discovering the character of 
disturbances, we are able for example estimate the speed of moving vehicle. Further analysis of frequency 
and nature of beat effect can indicate the difference in the carriers frequencies of source signals (not 
connected to the Doppler effect), which give the information about differences in the kinematics and 
dynamics work of following vehicles sets, for example affected by the different wheel diameter. Spread of 
signal analysis supported by the model, makes possible appreciate the fact that signal acquisition performs 
with several microphones. Changing its arrangement and putting together signal during the object is 
closing and the signal during the object is recede, we are able creates sufficient condition for beat effect 
generation (even when the objects are moving in high velocity). Aiming better analysis and increase 
usefulness of beat effect attend of frequency shifting, which moves interesting frequencies to different 
band (better for analysis), is suitably. It also allows operate frequencies from particular sources in order to 
exhibit and identify beat effect, which might help to decide if the acquired information is connected to 
proper running of vehicle or there is some anomaly in its behavior. There is also chance to recognize the 
specific place, through the all carriages, where the anomaly was observed.               
To perform described investigation, essential is the skill of signal identification, which modulates the 
amplitude of analyzing signal. Except classic methods, empirical mode decomposition was examinee.         
The paper also includes the examples of described analysis in the application to the simulated data and to 
the real signals from the rail vehicles registered by the stationary measurement station. 
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1 Introduction 

Along with the development of science and new cognitive tools, contemporary diagnostics sets 
increasingly difficult challenges for itself. One of the more interesting challenges is the diagnosis of 
moving vehicles, e.g. trains [1]. Diagnosis would be performed from a stationary byside station and its 
purpose would be to analyze each vehicle traveling on the tracks. The main task would be to detect the 
information on the technical condition of the rolling systems of passing trains, and in particular to detect 
the early stages of defect formation. Additional stimulus for building such byside systems includes the 
extensive consequences and the associated, enormous loss that a catastrophe of such a mean of transport 
could bring as well as the requirements of the users regarding operational availability, reliability and 
safety. 

Assuming that diagnostically useful information is available from an acoustic signal emitted by a passing 
rail vehicle, one could propose a method of diagnosing defect development by means of stationary 
diagnostic equipment. The task that has to be solved first is to develop a mathematical model of physical 
phenomena, while accounting for the Doppler’s effect in particular, as this phenomenon will occur for 
sure as the train will be a moving source of sounds vs. the receiver. As the basis for the analyses needed to 
construct the model, one should assume that the low-energy components of the signal are transmitted by 
the machine’s structure from the measurement source located on its body as a result of modulation of a 
relevant carrier function. Particular attention should be paid to the phenomena of amplitude-and-phase 
modulation of a signal and occurrence of non-linear effects. Since the measured actual signal will contain 
both, the part generated by the diagnosed kinematic pair as well as additional components transmitted by 
the structure of the diagnosed object to the measurement point, hence the problem which needs to be 
solved is the issue of separation of diagnostically useful information contained in the non-linear part of the 
signal. The solution of this task will in fact depend on the results of search for diagnostically useful 
information contained in the non-linear part of the signal. The solution of this task will in fact depend on 
the results of the search for a set of diagnostic parameters which in a sufficient degree will be able to 
define the changes of the properties of the diagnosed object and which will be characterized by relevant 
resistance to noise. Finding such a vector of diagnostic parameters can be possible following an in-depth 
physical analysis of all the phenomena accompanying the assumed situation of an object’s diagnosis, as 
well as by confronting the relevantly processed actual signals and signals simulated with the use of the 
developed model. 

In the following paragraphs, nature of acoustic signal from moving object is described and proper 
numerical model is derived. After that methods of nonstationarity reduction and utilization are presented. 
Possibilities of such approaches are discussed and also presented on the numerical experiment as well as, 
in the third paragraph, on the acoustic signals coming from real object. Discussion and all final 
conclusions are presented in the last section. 

2 Numeric experiment – a signal with Doppler effect 

In this experiment we modeled the operation of a stationary system of acquisition of sound signals 
generated by an object in motion. Based on the to-date theoretical considerations, we can create the certain 
necessary assumptions and create a model of the method of conducting the measurement by so-designed 
byside monitoring station:  

• the source of signal will be moving with a permanent speed along a straight line,  
• the signal will be registered by a microphone, located at some distance from the path of the 

moving object, 
• signal measurement will be conducted continuously, for various constant speeds of the vehicle.  

The diagram of the modeled situation is presented on figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Diagram presenting the modeled measuring situation 
The following notation has been adopted: 

• Vz – speed of the object (source of signal), 
• h – distance separating the microphone from the path of object, 
• s – distance defining the moment when signal registration starts (the distance between the object and 

the place in which the object is closest to the microphone). 
The signal registered by a microphone in the conditions of relative motion of the object (the source of the 
signal) is burdened with noise being the result of the Doppler’s effect [2]: 
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where: 

• f0 – the frequency of the source of the signal, 
• fR – the frequency of the registered signal, 
• Vd – velocity of propagation of sound in the air  
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• α(t) – the angle between the vector of the speed of object and the line between the object and the 
microphone. 

While taking into account that: 
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we obtain: 
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Thus one can see that in the presented measurement situation we will be registering a signal whose 
frequency will change during the measurement. 

As part of the measurement we performed a computer simulation of signal registration based on the 
following assumptions f0=100Hz, s=8.3m, h=1m, Vz=33.3m/s (120km/h). Then, with the use of the 
presented method of dynamic resampling, we performed reduction of the non–stationarity of signal. To 
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determine the course of the instantaneous frequency of the signal we used the functional relationship 
describing the change of the frequency of the signal when caused by a Doppler’s effect (formula 9). 

The results of processing are presented in figure 2 (amplitude spectra and Wigner–Ville time–frequency 
distributions, respectively for the original and the modified by Doppler effect). 

 

Figure 2: Influence of Doppler Effect on the frequency structure of acoustic signal. 

Analyses of model situations have demonstrated that the element of key importance is the occurrence of 
signal distortion by Doppler’s effect which in line with its essence, and depending on the speed of signal 
source, will change the actual carrier frequency of the signal, like in the above example in figure 2. This 
effect is an efficient obstruction which do not allows to use conventional methods of signal analysis. 

The analysis of the created numeric model has enabled us to note that in the case of certain assumptions as 
well as relevant parameters of the measurement, there exists the chance of minimizing the distortion 
caused by the Doppler’s effect.  Relevant configuration with such parameters as the object’s speed and the 
distance between the microphone and the track we are able to control the delta value [Hz], representing the 
size of the disturbance caused by Doppler’s phenomenon effect. The real word measurement situation 
gives usually some limitation in a choice of considering parameters. This is a reason why other methods, 
especially method that allows reduction of signal nonstationarity causes by Doppler effect, are necessary. 

2.1 Task–oriented dynamic resampling 

In the following paragraph, meted of signal nonstationarity reduction is presented. It bases on task 
oriented dynamic resampling of signal. 
The basis of a dynamic (variable in time) signal resampling is the use of variable time resolution in such a 
way that each subsequent (variable) period contains a permanent number of time samples [3]: 
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which is equivalent to the following relationship: 
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where: 

• f1, ..., fN – represents the subsequent, instantaneous frequencies of the signal, 
• dt1, ..., dtN – represents the subsequent, instantaneous sampling rate of the signal, 
• fw – denotes the “resultant” frequency of the modified signal, 
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• dt – denotes the sampling rate of the original signal. 
 

Due to the fact that the instantaneous sampling rate of the signal can be calculated from the following 
relationship: 

 
(i)f

dtf
(i)  dt

chw

w

chw

⋅
=                                                                 (6) 

where: dtchw(i), fchw(i) represent respectively the instantaneous sampling rate and the instantaneous 
frequency of the signal. 

While having the vector of the subsequent, determined temporal resolutions dtchw = [dtchw(1), dtchw(2), ..., 
dtchw(m)], while referring to the cumulative sum we can define the modified time vector tchw by means of 
the following relationship: 

 (i) dt ... ) ( dt) ( dt(i)  t chwchwchwchw +++= 21                                          (7) 

The last step is to define the value of the signal at the moments in time defined by the values of the 
modified time vector tchw. We do this through interpolation of the value of the original signal by means of 
polynomial splines. In the presented solution we used the cubic splines. This way we receive the modified 
signal whose sampling rate is identical to the sampling rate of the original signal. 

Correct performance of dynamic resampling of a signal requires one to know the course of the 
instantaneous frequency of the signal, which defines the removed non–stationarity of the signal. 
Depending on the specific task there exist various possibilities of defining the required course of the 
instantaneous frequency. The course of frequency can be learned while relying on the knowledge of the 
phenomenon which causes the undesirable non–stationarity of the signal, which enables definition of the 
function defining the variability of the instantaneous signal frequency. The course of the instantaneous 
frequency can be also defined based on measuring a defined value which describes the eliminated non–
stationarity of the signal (e.g. tachometric signal). There also exist methods which define the course of the 
instantaneous frequency based on the information contained in the signal subjected to resampling. An 
example of this method can be the algorithm, used by Bruel & Kjaer, which relies on the implementation 
of Bayes’ statistical method [2, 4]. Another example of such an approach can be the method relying on the 
Hilbert transform. The course of the instantaneous frequency of a signal is then determined by means of 
the following relationship [5]: 
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where: 

• ϕ(t) – denotes an argument of the analytic signal: 

 [ ] (t) j

aa e(t)  x   x(t) H  j x(t)   (t) x  ϕ⋅⋅=⋅+=                                            (9) 

where H[⋅] denotes the Hilbert transform. 

 

By the use of presented method of dynamic resampling, nonstationarity of signal, which came from 
computer simulation of acting of stationary system of acoustic signal acquisition (described in numeric 
experiment), was reduced. 

To determine the course of the instantaneous frequency of the signal we used the functional relationship 
describing the change of the frequency of the signal when caused by a Doppler’s effect (formula 3). 

The results of processing are presented in figures 3, 4, 5 (Fig. 3 – the course of the instantaneous 
frequency as well as the original and modified time; Fig. 4 – amplitude spectra; Fig. 5 – the Wigner–Ville 
time–frequency distributions, respectively for the original and the modified, dynamically resampled 
signal). 
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Figure 3: Instantaneous frequency and times (Doppler’s effect) 
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Figure 4: Amplitude spectra (Doppler’s effect) 
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Figure 5: Wigner–Ville distributions (Doppler’s effect) 

 

After elimination of signal nonstationarity it is possible to read undisturbances instantaneous frequencies 
and proceed the common, diagnostic oriented signal processing and analysis. 
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2.2 Beat effect as a source of diagnostic information 

Another concept, which emerged during analysis of the model of the considered physical phenomena 
associated with the byside diagnostic station, was not an attempt to escape from the Doppler’s 
phenomenon effect, but search for valuable, from diagnostic point of view, information in this effect. 

Let us note that by controlling the measuring parameters we are able to influence, at our discretion, 
and to change the course of change of frequency caused by the Doppler’s phenomenon, Fig. 6. 
 

 

Figure 6: Model change of the course of the frequency caused by the Doppler’s phenomenon effect, 
depending on the measuring parameters selected. 

 
While analyzing the above graphs, one can see that the distortions of signal frequency by the Doppler’s 
effect can be very rapid (a steeper curve) and assume higher values but they can also last longer, be milder 
and achieve smaller values. Let us remember that while referring to the reality we need to take into 
account the fact that the registered signal will contain the data coming from two or more consecutive 
sources. Such a situation will occur e.g. for the passing trucks of a railway car. Having at our disposal the 
situation modeled in such a way, we can observe the emerging shape of hysteresis created by the curves of 
carrier frequency changes for two sources. In our case, we can influence the shape of the hysteresis by 
selecting the measurement parameters and conditions. 
Model simulations demonstrated the physical phenomenon called beat when the relative distance between 
signal sources increases, which is synonymous with increasing the area of the artificially generated 
hysteresis. Below we performed the simulation of signals (Fig. 7) for the following data: source velocity – 
50 km/h, distance from the microphone to the track – 2 m, carrier frequency – f1=f2= 100 Hz, distance 
between signal sources – 10.8 m, distance between the microphones – 6 m. 

 

Figure 7: Simulation of frequency changes for two moving sources for increased distance between them. 
 

instantaneous Doppler frequency 

instantaneous Doppler frequency 

instantaneous Doppler frequency instantaneous Doppler frequency 
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This specific phenomenon, which has been generated, is characterized by the relationship concerning the 
frequency of interfering signals:  

(10) 

In order to confirm the phenomenon that emerged, we examined the envelopes of interfering waves. 

 

Figure 8: A - Spectrum of the amplitude-modulating; B - Influence of duration of hysteresis on the 
possibility of identifying the frequency of the beat effect. signal. 

The frequency of around 8Hz is clearly visible which in accordance with signal disturbance model  
(Fig. 8 A) can be linked to the occurrence of the Doppler’s effect phenomenon for two signal sources. The 
additional low-frequency component, which occurred in the spectrum of the amplitude-modulating signal, 
is associated with the change of acoustic pressure depending on the distance between the source of sound 
and the microphone. 

We generated the phenomenon of beat effect by extending the shape of the hysteresis coming from two 
moving sources of signal, which is synonymous with the time of delay between signals. The impact of this 
delay is significant from the point of view of the ability to identify the phenomenon, which is presented in 
Fig. 8 B.Longer duration of occurrence of “hysteresis” will enable better distinction of the frequency of 
beat effect among the components of the analyzed signal. 

By correctly identifying the beat effect frequency, we can reach the information on the scope of 
change of the frequency, introduced by the Doppler’s effect, which can be used, among others, for 
estimating the speeds of moving objects. What is also essential is the fact that damping effect occurred 
only in the area where hysteresis occurs. This demonstrates that sources frequencies are identical, which 
we will see below. So far the modeled signals described an idealized situation where the carrier 
frequencies of two sources were identical. In reality they will differ and the essential difference will be 
indicative of the relative difference in the nature of operation of the two systems. In the case of the truck 
of a railway car, this can be caused by different diameters of the truck’s wheels. Let us look at the results 
of simulation (Fig. 3.13) for the following parameters: 

 

 

Source speed – 50 km/h 

Distance from the microphone to the track – 2 m 

Carrier frequency –  

Distance between microphones – 6 m 

Spacing of signal sources – 10.7 m 

 

Figure 9: Simulation of signals for two moving 
sources with a similar carrier frequency. 
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The scope of its impact covers the whole range of the registered signal. In this case the beat frequency 
points to the existence of differences between carrier frequencies of the sources, which is the evidence of a 
different nature, kinematic and dynamic nature of the individual driving systems. Further detailed analysis  
can decide whether this could be the information about emerging or developing defects of the object. 

Such situation (Fig. 9) is more complex compared to the model with two moving sources with 
identical carrier frequency, since it has a bigger number of interfering signals. As a result, we will for sure 
obtain a signal, which will be responsible for the occurrence of the beat effect due to the difference 
between the carrier frequencies of source signals: 

( )tAy D 211
2

1
cos ωω +⋅=                                                      (11) 

where: ( )tAAD 21
2

1
cos2 ωω −⋅=  

The frequency of occurrence of maximum value of amplitude A2±  is the beat frequency. This frequency 

is two times higher than ( )21
2

1
ωω −  since the maximum value of beat occurs both for 

( ) 1
2

1
cos 21 =− tωω , and for ( ) .1

2

1
cos 21 −=− tωω  Thus, beat frequency is: ( )21 ωωω −=D . 

Let us now analyze the case when the relative distance between the sources increases in such an extent so 
that a beat effect phenomenon becomes possible, which is caused by the Doppler’s effect phenomenon 
(relatively broad hysteresis of frequency disturbance caused by the Doppler’s effect). The formula for the 
interfering signals within the area of artificially caused hysteresis will look as follows: 

( )tAy DD 432
2

1
cos ωω +⋅=                                                    (12) 

where: ( )tAADD 43
2

1
cos2 ωω −⋅=  

Apart from another beat frequency, which has emerged ( )43 ωωω −=DD , one should remember that in the 

case of beat phenomenon it is the carrier frequency of individual signals (components) that changes and 
equals to the arithmetical average of the source frequencies. Considering this phenomenon, we discover 

another interference whose result will be beat with frequency of 
( ) ( )

22
4321 ωωωω

ω
+

−
+

= . While 

analyzing the amplitude spectrum for a time signal, which includes the phenomenon of occurrence of a 
hysteresis, which disturbs the frequency, we can isolate the beat effect which was calculated earlier and 
which equals to the difference of average frequencies of beat signals (Fig. 10). When the whole time run is 
subjected to the analysis, then we will see, in the amplitude modulating spectrum, the trace of this 
frequency as well as the beat frequency 
which results from various frequencies of 
source signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Spectrum of the 
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 amplitude-modulating signal. 

While continuing the analsysis of the model used, we can note the possibility of exploiting the fact that 
registration is done with the use of two microphones. Even when the hysteresis area is not big enough to 
observe the beat effect caused by the effect of Doppler’s phenomenon for two moving sources, we can still 
bring it about while exploiting the fact of the difference of signal frequency while approaching and 
moving away from the signal. We can cause it, while making use of the difference in terms of a signal 
when coming closer or moving away from the source of signal, Fig.11: 

 

Figure 11: Illustration of the possibility of capturing the maximum difference between the frequencies, as 
caused by the Doppler’s phenomenon. 

This way, while manipulating with the set of microphones, it becomes possible to combine with each other 
the signals while approaching and while moving away, which should trigger sufficient condition for 
causing  the beat phenomena, providing  us with the information on the frequencies distorted by the 
Doppler’s effect phenomenon.  

All the up-to-date analyses of the beat effect concerned changes of the carrier frequencies of signals and 
can be also extended to include the analysis of the modulating frequencies (beat caused by signals with 
similar modulating frequencies). The frequencies of modulating signals differ usually from the carrier 
frequencies of signals and that is why one should not expect the occurrence of the damping effect between 
them but a doubt emerges whether the observed beat phenomenon, for the signals’ carrier frequencies, 
could disturb the identification of the modulating frequency. Let us perform the simulation of two moving 
sources, of which one is amplitude-modulated (depth of modulation = 0.2; modulating signal frequency = 
10Hz) while at the same time relevant conditions occurred for stimulating the damping phenomenon 
through Doppler’s phenomenon. The envelope of such a signal was subjected to spectral analysis (Fig. 12)  
 

 
A)       B) 

instantaneous Doppler frequency 
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C)       D) 

Figure 12: Identification of amplitude modulation frequency and beat frequency. 

Apart from the identified beat frequency of Hz3~ , it is also the modulating frequency of 10Hz that is 
visible, Fig. 12A. To identify the envelope, Hilbert transform was used. Using the same method but on the 
signal were acoustic preasure, which is inversely proportional to the signal sources distance is involved, 
we have lost the beat frequency. Thus we need another method for signal analysis. As we can see on the 
figure 12 C and D, empirical mode decomposition [6] gave correct results, discovering beat frequency on 
IMF no.4 and modulation frequency on IMF no.6, even when the change of signal energy was involved. 

3 Experiment description and results 

Experimental measurements were taken in śmigród on a CNTK railway test track. The testing object and 
a source of the signals was a four wheel drive rail vehicle WM-15A, with diesel engine of 147 kW  
(Fig. 13). The distance between the axles was 5.85 m and the wheels diameter 0.92 m. The measurements 
were taken on a cloudy day with temperature of 25 °C and moderate wind condition.  

 

Figure 13: WM-15A vehicle used for test 

The measurements were taken on straight part of the rails on a test distance of about 30 m. The 
measurements were performed for different velocities of the vehicle. 

For the measurement purpose the National Instruments measuring gear consisting of two independent 
signal recording computers (NI/PXI-8186 type) equipped with two PXI-4472B and one PXI-4462 data 
acquisition cards was used. Signal recordings were taken simultaneously on the pass-by ground recording 
station and on a moving recording station onboard of a WM-15A vehicle. Both sets of recordings were 
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synchronised with each other using Pulse-Per-Second (PPS) signals from Garmin 18LVC GPS receivers. 
The GPS signal synchronisation principles used in the experiment were described separately in [7].  

On the mobile station placed onboard a vehicle a total of 8 signals were recorded using PXI-4472B data 
acquisition card: GPS PPS signal for future synchronisation purposes, bearing vibrations (accelerations) in 
axial and perpendicular directions of both wheels on one side of the vehicle, acoustic pressure (noise) 
close to this bearings and acoustic pressure on the top of the platform as a reference signal (Fig. 14).  

 

 

 

Figure 14: Sensor placement on a mobile station used in the experiment 

 

On the pass-by ground station besides GPS PPS signal, acoustic pressure (noise) signals using five 
microphones (2 conventional measuring microphones, 2 ultrasonic and one directional microphone) were 
recorded. The distance between microphones group’s positions was selected according to the vehicle axle 
distance of 5,85m. The transducers setup of the ground pass-by station is shown schematically on Fig. 15. 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Sensor placement on a ground station used in the experiment 

 

To apply this method a part of a recorded signal should be selected symmetrically to the microphone 
position. Any errors would result in additional frequency smear of the resampled signal. On the Fig. 16 the 
recorded time signals with selected parts corresponding to the front of the ground pass-by station as well 
as a bearing noise reference signal were shown.  
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Figure 16: Time waveforms with selected parts for removing Doppler Effect 

 

On the Fig. 17 the results of this procedure applied to the noise recordings of the vehicle moving with a 
velocity of 24 km/h were shown. The similarity of signal’s spectra recorded with a microphone near the 
vehicle bearing and spectra of the front microphone on a ground pass-by station is clearly visible. The 
differences in the amplitudes of the signals are due to the distance between the microphones of the ground 
station and the railway track (5.1 m). 

 

Figure 17: Acoustic pressure amplitude spectrum for reference signal recorded 

A) near the front bearing of the vehicle; B) on the front microphone of a ground pass-by station; 
Signal from B) with Doppler’s Effect removed using equations (1) and (2) 

 

The described method has one serious drawback. It requires the precise knowledge of the vehicle position 
relative to the stationary, ground microphone as well as its velocity relative to the recording microphone. 
This method could be modified to get rid of this flaw. 
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To do this an instantaneous frequency should be calculated from the analytical signal of the passband 
filtered signal [8] 

 [ ] (t)j 
aa e (t) x      x(t) Hj      x(t)  (t)x ϕ⋅⋅=⋅+=                                           (13) 

using well known equation [13] 
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   (t)fr

ϕ
⋅

⋅
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The passband of the filter should be selected in such manner as to remove from the signal all the 
frequencies except the single smeared frequency. For the signal from Fig. 16 B a passband of 52-56 Hz 
was selected (Fig. 17B).  

It is always a problem to design a digital filter with steep enough characteristic and a very narrow 
passband. In this application, a filtering was performed using Fourier transform, removing all the 
frequencies except the desired passband and then applying inverse Fourier Transform to thus modified 
spectrum. 

Results of calculating the instantaneous frequency for front pass-by station microphones are shown  
on Fig 18. 
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Figure 18: Calculated and modelled instantaneous frequency 

The signals are shifted in time for the equivalence of the axle distance (see Fig. 14, 15) The great 
similarity of the theoretical curves calculated from equation (3) and the curves calculated from the filtered 
spectrum are the confirmation of the correctness of the method. 

4 Conlusions 

We have demonstrated that there are several possibilities in the approach to diagnosis of objects in motion 
while using a stationary monitoring station, even in spite of the disturbance caused by the Doppler’s 
effect. Numerical model discover that proper selection of the conditions and methods of measurement as 
well as diagnostic parameters already at the stage of designing the entire diagnostic system.  

The computer simulations we conducted demonstrate that the method of task–oriented dynamic signal 
resampling, that was presented in this paper, effectively reduces the non–stationarity of a signal. The 
characteristic feature of the method is lack of preliminary assumptions as regards the phenomena causing 
non–stationarity. The simulations we conducted demonstrate that the possibilities of this method are not 
restricted to eliminating the non–stationarity caused by linear change of a frequency of signal only. The 
method also enables elimination of other, complex and non–linear forms of non–stationarity. 
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Effective reduction of various forms of non–stationarity is conditioned by the availability of the course of 
instantaneous frequency of which defines the eliminated non–stationarity. It is this very course that 
defines the task while leading to a situation where the method becomes oriented on eliminating the non–
stationarity indicated this way. 

The method of determining the course of the instantaneous frequency of signal is discretionary (free), 
independent of the method itself. Usually, however, it is conditioned by a specific task and form of the 
removed non–stationarity. One of the applied methods can include determination of the course of a 
instantaneous frequency by means of a method relying on the Hilbert’s transform. This method is effective 
particularly in the case of signals characterized by non–complex frequency structure. If the method is used 
for more complex signals, then the course of instantaneous frequency should be defined in a specifically 
selected frequency band. 

This restriction is necessary since the method seeks all the forms of changes of the instantaneous 
frequency and not only the changes of the frequency we intend to eliminate. Thus, the outcome of 
applying this method of determining the frequency could be elimination of the frequency modulation of 
signal which was not intended by us (see the experiment with the amplitude and frequency modulated 
signal). Hence, if the method relying on the Hilbert’ transform is used, then we should select carefully the 
frequency band to be used for determining the course of the instantaneous frequency, so that the 
bandwidth contains the form of the non–stationarity of signal that we really want to eliminate. 

Results of the experiment confirmed the possibility of Doppler Effect’s removal from the real signal in the 
field measurements. The difference between results obtained with theoretical frequency curve and curve 
obtained using signal filtration were enclosed in its mean values.  

Another conclusion refers to Doppler and beat effect. It is possible to efficient use of the effects by 
choosing proper measure parameters and capable method for envelop identification. Numerical 
experiment shows that empirical mode decomposition method is sufficient for such a purpose.  

All described methods and possibilities could be used in the development of the ground pass-by vehicle 
diagnostic station capable of monitoring the technical state of passing vehicles. 
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Abstract
A numerical model is presented to predict the effect of countetrmeasuresmitigating subway traffic induced
ground-borne noise and vibration in buildings. An invariant concrete tunnel embedded in a layered half
space is modelled using the coupled periodic finite element-boundary element approach. The response in the
free field due to a moving vehicle is predicted in the frequency range 1-150Hz, and vibrations in a simple
portal frame building are estimated by solving a dynamic soil-structure interaction problem. An acoustic
3D spectral finite element method is used to predict the acoustic response inside the rooms of the building.
The methodology is used to investigate the efficiency of a floating slab track in the tunnel, base-isolation of
the building and a box-within-box arrangement in the room. It is shown that the insertion gains computed
with the complex model significantly differ from those obtaind from simple rules of thumb, and that source
isolation is the most effective countermeasure to mitigate ground-borne noiseand vibrations.

1 Introduction

Significant vibrations in buildings near railway tracks and subway tunnelsare attributed to moving trains.
The train moving on an uneven track excites vibrations that are transmitted through the surrounding soil to
nearby buildings. These soil vibrations induce structural vibrations thatare dominant in the frequency range
between 10 Hz and 80 Hz, and the structural vibrations cause re-radiated noise in the building’s enclosures.
This noise is dominant in the frequency range between 50 Hz and 200 Hz. In dense urban environment, the
architectural design process must involve the planning of vibration isolationsystems that can mitigate the
structural vibrations and re-radiated noise. In order to be able to designvibration isolation countermeasures,
prediction tools are needed that can model the vibration propagation from the railway to the structure.

In the present paper, a numerical model is introduced that is capable to handle the complex vibration-
propagation problem. The method is introduced in a numerical example, wherea hypothetical portal frame
building resting on a layered soil is exposed to ground-borne vibrations from underground railway traffic.
The insertion gain of three vibration and noise mitigation methods with respect to noise levels is computed.

The problem of vibration propagation from the moving vehicle to the listener in the structure’s room can
practically be divided into three subproblems. The first subproblem dealswith the vibration generation
into the soil by moving vehicles on a surface or underground railway track. The second subproblem is the
dynamic soil-structure interaction (SSI) problem, where the incident wave field is applied as an excitation
to a couped soil-structure model. In this part, the structural vibrations excited by the incident wave field are
determined. In the third subproblem, the radiation problem is solved, and the sound pressure radiated into
the closed rooms of the structure by vibrating walls is determined.
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The methodology is used to classify different measures to mitigate structural vibrations and re-radiated noise.
Vibration and noise isolation at three elements of the vibration chain is considered. Firstly, a floating slab
track is investigated by modifying the track model in the first subproblem. This countermeasure has the
advantage that it reduces the ground vibrations, and yields a global vibration isolation in all the surrounding
buildings. The second investigated countermeasure is base isolation of the structure. This is modeled by
modifying the structure model in the second subproblem. The last investigatedmethod is a local noise and
vibration isolation of a single room in the building, by means of a box-within-box arrangement.

2 The numerical model

The total vibration path is divided into three weakly coupled problems. The first problem is the computation
of the free field ground vibrations generated by a metro train running on a periodic track. Within the frame of
the CONVURT project, a coupled periodic FE-BE model has been developed to handle this first subproblem.
The model accounts for quasi-static and unevenness excitations and takes dynamic track-tunnel and tunnel-
soil interaction into account. The periodic model exploits the periodicity of the track, and applies the Floquet-
transform in order to reduce the total infinite model to the finite element model ofa reference cell of the tunnel
and the boundary element model of the surrounding soil.

In the second subproblem the dynamic soil-structure interaction problem is solved. The structural vibrations
due to the incident wave field are computed by means of a three-dimensional coupled finite element-boundary
element model, based on the subdomain formulation proposed by Aubry and Clouteau [1, 2]. Here, the
structure is modeled using the finite element method, and the dynamic stiffness ofthe soil is computed using
a boundary element soil model based on the Green’s functions of a layered half-space.

In the third subproblem, the indoor noise radiated by the structural vibrations is computed using a three-
dimensional spectral finite element method applied to rectangular rooms with absorbing boundaries.

The geometry of the problem investigated is plotted in figure 1. A straight underground railway tunnel is
placed under a building resting on a layered half space. The origin of the Cartesian coordinate system is
located at the center of the building’s surface foundation, and the tunnelruns in they direction.

x

z

y

Figure 1: The problem geometry

A weak coupling between the incident wave field and the structural displacements is assumed, meaning
that the presence of the building has no effect on the vibration generationmechanism, and the free field
displacements are applied as an excitation on the coupled soil-structure model.This assumption is valid, if
the distance between the building and the tunnel is large enough in terms of wavelength.
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2.1 The incident wave field

The periodicity or invariance of the tunnel and the soil in the longitudinaly direction is exploited using
the Floquet transform, limiting the discretization effort to a single bounded reference cell and formulate the
problem in the frequency-wavenumber domain [3, 4].

A general analytical formulation is used to compute the response of three-dimensional invariant or periodic
media that are excited by moving loads. If the spatial period isL, then the positionx of any point in the
problem domain is decomposed asx = x̃ + nLey, wherex̃ is the position in the reference cell andn is the
cell number. The response to moving loads in case of periodic domains is given by [5]:

ûi(x̃ + nyLey, ω) =
1
2π

n∑
k=1

∫ ∞

−∞
ĝk(ω − kyv) exp

[−iky(nyL− yk0)
]

×
∫ L/2

−L/2
exp

(−ikyỹ
′) ˜̂
hzi(x̃′, x̃, κy, ω) dỹ′ dky (1)

whereκy = ky − 2mπ/L andky = (ω − ω̃)/v. The transfer functioñ̂hzi(x̃′, x̃, κy, ω) in the frequency-
wavenumber domain is the Floquet transform of the transfer functionĥzi(x̃′, x̃+nyLey, ω) in the frequency-
spatial domain. This transfer function expresses the response atx̃ + nyLey in theei direction due to a unit
load appliedx̃′ in theez direction. The summation in the above equation is over then axles of the train.

It can be seen from equation (1) that the transfer function˜̂
hzi(x̃′, x̃, κy, ω) and the frequency content of the

axle loadĝk(ω) are needed to compute the response to moving loads.

The transfer functions are calculated by solving a three-dimensional dynamic tunnel-soil interaction problem,
using a finite element (FE) formulation for the tunnel and a boundary element(BE) method for the soil in
the reference cell [3, 4].

An invariant tunnel embedded in a layered half space at a depth of13.5 m is considered. The tunnel has an
internal radiusri = 2.7 m and a wall thicknesst = 0.3 m. The tunnel has a concrete lining with a Young’s
modulusEt = 35000 MPa, a Poisson’s ratioνt = 0.25, a densityρt = 2500 kg/m3 and a hysteretic material
damping ratioβt = 0.02. A concrete slab is poured on the tunnel invert, which has a Young’s modulus
Et = 28500 MPa, a Poisson’s ratioνt = 0.2, a densityρt = 2500 kg/m3 and a hysteretic material damping
ratioβt = 0.02. The invariant tunnel is modeled as a periodic structure with a spatial periodL = 0.3 m. The
reference cell is discretized using 8-node volume elements with incompatibility bending modes.

The dynamic soil characteristics are summarized in table 1. The layered half space consists of two layers
with a thickness of 2 m and 18.5 m, respectively, on top of a homogeneous half space.

Table 1: Dynamic soil characteristics on line 4, north of Chengfulu station.

Layer d Cs Cp E ν ρ β
[m] [m/s] [m/s] [×106 N/m2] [−] [kg/m3] [-]

1 2.0 180 360 2000 0.060
2 18.5 220 440 2000 0.050
3 ∞ 320 640 2000 0.045

The displacement field̃ut(x̃, κ, ω) in the tunnel is decomposed on a basis of functionsψ̃m(x̃, κ), which
are periodic of the second kind. Figures 2a and 2b show the two free tunnel modesψ̃m(x̃, κ) at a zero
wavenumber. Likewise, the soil displacementsũt(x̃, κ, ω) are expressed as the superposition of waves that
are radiated by the tunnel into the soil. The weak variational formulation of theproblem results in the
following system of equations in the frequency-wavenumber domain [2, 3]:[

Kt(κ)− ω2Mt(κ) + Ks(κ, ω)
]
α(κ, ω) = Ft(κ, ω) (2)
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whereα(κ, ω) are the unknown modal coordinates.Kt(κ) andMt(κ) are the dynamic stiffness and mass
matrix of the tunnel.Ks(κ, ω) is the dynamic stiffness matrix of the soil calculated with a periodic boundary
element formulation with Green-Floquet functions defined on the periodic structure with periodL along the
tunnel [2, 6].

A conventional non-ballasted concrete slab track is considered in the tunnel. UIC 60 rails are used that have
a cross-sectional areaAr = 7.672 × 10−3 m2, a moment of inertiaIr = 3.039 × 10−5 m4, a mass per unit
lengthρrAr = 60.22 kg/m and a bending stiffnessErIr = 6.382 × 106 Nm2. Soft rail pads with a stiffness
krp = 50 MN/m discretely support the rails at an intervald = 0.6 m on the sleepers. The concrete sleeper has
a massMs = 200 kg. The track is modeled as an infinite beam on continuous support. The model consists
of an infinite Euler beam, representing the (two) rails and the mass elements representing the sleepers. The
mass of the sleepers is distributed in the longitudinal direction with a mass per unitlengthms = Ms/d = 333
kg/m. The rail pads are modeled as a continuous support with vertical stiffnessk̄rp = krp/d = 83.3 MN/m2

between the beam and the sleepers, while the rigid connection between the sleepers and the concrete slab is
modeled with very stiff springs below the mass elements.

The Craig-Bampton substructuring technique is used to efficiently incorporate a track in the tunnel, describ-
ing the kinematics of the track-tunnel system as a superposition of the track modes on a rigid base and the
quasi-static transmission of the free tunnel modes into the track [3, 4]. Figure 2 shows the tunnel modes at
zero wavenumber, with their quasi-static transmission into the track and a trackmode on a rigid base.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a,b) The free tunnel modes and quasi-static transmission into the track and (c) a track mode on a
rigid base.

Vibrations are generated due to the wheel-rail interaction. In this paper, two excitation mechanisms are
considered: the quasi-static excitation and the unevenness excitation. Forthe quasi-static excitation, the axle
loadsgk(t) are constant and equal to the total weight of the train per axle. For the unevenness excitation, the
contact forcêg(ω) in the frequency domain is calculated by solving the wheel-track interaction problem [7]:

[Ĉv(ω) + Ĉtr(ω)]ĝ(ω) = ûw/r(ω) (3)

whereûw/r(ω) is the combined rail and wheel roughness,Ĉv(ω) is the compliance of the vehicle and̂Ctr(ω)
is the compliance of the track in the moving frame of reference. When the train speed is much lower than
the critical wave speed in the track-tunnel-soil system, the track complianceĈtr(ω) can be computed in the
fixed frame of reference.

A metro train traveling with a speed of 50 km/h on an uneven rail is modeled. The train consist of seven cars
each of length 16 m. The bogie and axle distance on all cars are 10.34 m and1.91 m, respectively. The mass
of the coach with passengers is 43000 kg, while the mass of the bogie and axle are 3600 kg and 1700 kg,
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respectively. The vehicle compliancêCv = diag{−1/(Muω
2)} of order 28, whereMu is the unsprung axle

mass.

The rail unevennessuw/r(y) is expressed as a stochastic process characterized by a single-sided power

spectral density (PSD)̃Sw/r(ky) written as a function of wavenumberky = ω/v = 2π/λy:

G̃′w/r(ny) =
A′n2

y2(n
2
y + n2

y1)
n4

y(n2
y + n2

y2)
(4)

whereny1 = 0.0233 cycle/m andny2 = 0.1312 cycle/m. According to the Federal Railroad Administration
(FRA), the track is classified into six classes depending on the rail quality, class 6 track being the best
and class 1 the poorest. In this paper, FRA track class 1 is used for whichthe roughness parameterA′ =
16.72 × 10−7 m cycle. An artificial roughness is generated from this PSD curve and thefrequency content
of roughness is determined for a particular speed [7].

Figure 3 shows the vertical component of the free field incident wave fieldat the origin of the coordinate
system. The dominant part of the frequency content is between 10 and 80Hz, which gives rise to low-
frequency vibrations and re-radiated noise in the buildings. The higher frequency components up to 150 Hz
are also present but are considerably attenuated due to the material damping in the soil. The peak in the
frequency content around 55 Hz corresponds to the wheel-track resonance frequency. The passage of the
individual axles of the train is not apparent in the time history, as the contribution of the quasi-static forces
is negligible in the free field and the dynamic forces due to the rail unevenness dominate.
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Figure 3: (a) Time history and (b) frequency content of the vertical component of the free field velocity at
the center of the surface foundation

2.2 Structural response

The modeled structure is a two-story portal frame office building located directly above the tunnel. The
dimensions of the building are10 m× 8 m× 6 m in thex, y andz directions, respectively. The structure is
modeled by means of a 3D structural finite element method. The finite element meshis shown in figure 4(a).

The two story superstructure is supported by a0.3 m thick reinforced concrete raft foundation. The ba-
sic structure consists of a reinforced concrete portal frame structure containing vertical columns of cross
sectional dimensions0.3 × 0.3 m and horizontal beams of dimensions0.3 × 0.2 m. This frame structure
supports two0.3 m thick horizontal slabs. In the first level, the structural model is extendedwith a reinforced
concrete stiffener core. The thickness of the core walls is0.15 m. The structural model is further extended
with the in-fill walls of two rooms (Room 1 and Room 2) in the second storey. Both rooms have dimen-
sions5 × 4 × 3 m. The masonry in-fill walls are0.06 m thick. A constant hysteretic structural damping of
βs = 0.025 is assumed.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Finite element mesh of the office building (a) without and (b) with base isolation.

The subdomain method proposed by Aubry et al. [1] and Clouteau [8] is used to formulate the dynamic
soil-structure interaction problem. The equation of motion of the building is:([

Kss Ksb

Kbs Kbb + K̂g
bb

]
− ω2

[
Mss Msb

Mbs Mbb

]){
ûs

ûb

}
=
{

0
f̂b

}
(5)

where the structural displacementsûs are separated to the displacement DOF of the foundationûb and the
remaining DOF of the superstructurêus. M andK denote the finite element mass and stiffness matrices,
andK̂g

bb stands for the frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix of the soil, and f̂b is the loading force
acting on the structure’s foundation. This force is due to the incident ground vibrations, and it is computed
by means of a 3D boundary element method [8] in the frequency domain, using the Green’s functions of a
layered half-space [9].

Figures 5-6 display the vertical component of the structural velocity computed in two points of the office
building. The first point is located on the foundation at coordinatesx = 2.5 m, y = 2 m, while the second
point is located on the floor of Room 1, at the same horizontal coordinates.
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Figure 5: (a) Time history and (b) frequency content of the vertical component of the structural velocity at
the foundation of the office building

Comparing the incident wave field at the foundation (figure 3) with the vibration velocity of the foundation
(figure 5), the effect of dynamic soil-structure interaction can be investigated. This effect is a slight atten-
uation of the ground vibrations due to the presence of the office building structure. Figures 5-6 show how
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Figure 6: (a) Time history and (b) frequency content of the vertical component of the structural velocity at
the first floor of the office building

the structural vibrations change as they propagate from the foundation tothe upper levels. In the higher fre-
quency range (above50 Hz), the structural vibrations are attenuated. This attenuation is due to the structural
damping.

2.3 Acoustic response

After determining the structural vibrations, the acoustic response of the closed rooms can be computed. This
computation involves the solution of the Helmholtz equation in closed acoustic domains.

As the impedance of the radiating walls is much larger than that of the internal acoustic space, a weak
coupling between structural and acoustic vibrations is assumed. The acoustic pressure inside the room has
no effect on the vibration of the walls and the computed structural vibration velocity is applied as a boundary
condition in an acoustic boundary value problem.

The internal acoustic space of the closed rooms is characterized by the speed of soundCa = 343 m/s and
the material density of the airρa = 1.225 kg/m3. The absorbing surfaces of the rooms are characterized by
an acoustic impedance relating the acoustic pressurepa to the difference of normal structural and acoustic
velocitiesv̂s andv̂a of the acoustic boundary:

p̂a = Za(v̂s − v̂a) (6)

At relative low frequencies, the acoustic impedance can be computed fromthe walls’ acoustic absorption
coefficientα, which gives the ratio of the absorbed and the incident acoustic energy when a normal incident
acoustic plane wave is reflected from the surface. In the present paper, an absorption coefficientα = 0.15 is
assumed. The selected value is typical for absorbing rooms with furniture and carpeted floors.

An acoustic spectral finite element method is used, in which the internal pressure p̂a(x, ω) is expressed in
terms of acoustic room modes:

p̂a(x, ω) =
∑

n

Ψn(x)β̂n(ω) (7)

whereΨn(x) denotes then-th acoustic mode of the shoe-box shaped interior domain with rigid boundary
conditions and̂βn(ω) is the corresponding modal coordinate.

The application of the spectral finite element method results in a system of linearequations for the acoustic
modal coordinateŝβn: (

Λ + iωD− ω2I
)
β̂ = iωF̂ (8)
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whereΛ = diag
{
ω2

n

}
contains the eigenfrequencies of the acoustic domain,I is a unit matrix,D denotes

the modal damping matrix related to the wall absorption, andF̂ denotes the modal load vector. The elements
of the matrixD are defined by

Dnm = ρaC
2
a

∫
Γa

ΨnΨm

Za
dΓ (9)

wheren andm are the column and row indices, respectively, and then-th element of the vectorF is given
by

F̂n = ρaC
2
a

∫
Γa

Ψnv̂sdΓ (10)

For the case of constant wall absorption on the boundary, the valuesDnm can be expressed analytically.
Moreover, the off-diagonal elements can be truncated with a relative smallerror [10], resulting in a very fast
algorithm for the acoustic computations. In this case the spectral finite elementmethod results in a direct
boundary integral representation of the acoustic modal coordinates.

In the present paper, the total acoustic sound energyE inside the closed rooms is used to characterize the
acoustic response. This characterization has the advantage that it gives a global estimate of the acoustic
response for the whole acoustic domain, so the error resulting from evaluating the sound pressure at single
points where local attenuation or amplification occurs, can be avoided.

The sound energy is defined as

Ê =
1

4ρaC2
a

∫
Ωa

(
|p̂(x)|2 +

(
Ca

ω

)2

∇p̂(x) · ∇p̂(x)

)
dΩa (11)

and is efficiently computed from the acoustic modal coordinates as

Ê =
1

4ρaC2
a

∑
n

|β̂n|2
[
1 +

(ωn

ω

)2
]

(12)

The one-third octave band spectra of the acoustic sound energy due to the passage of the metro train is
displayed in figure 7. The dominant one-third octave bands are determinedby the acoustic room modes. In
the rectangular domain these modes can be given by the number of half wavelengths in the three coordinate
directions. For the case of room 1, the first acoustic mode (1, 0, 0) appears at28.58 Hz, the second mode
(0, 1, 0) appears at34.3 Hz. The first vertical mode (0, 0, 1) can be found at61.25 Hz. The correspondence
between these eigenfrequencies and the dominant one-third octave bands is clearly visible in the figure even
for the relative large wall absorption. The sharp peak in the63 Hz one-third octave band is due to the
coincidence of the wheel-track resonance frequency and the first vertical acoustic room mode.

3 Vibration and noise isolation

In the following, the numerical model will be used to quantify the effect of different vibration and noise
mitigation countermeasures. Three measures will be considered: the application of a floating slab track, the
application of base isolation and finally, a box-within-box arrangement.

A useful way to evaluate the effectiveness of the isolation measure is to takethe ratio of the response with and
without isolation. A common measure of this ratio is the insertion gain in dB, which indicates the increase in
vibration levels caused by the modifications. This measure is negative for thecase of vibration reduction and
positive for vibration increase. The insertion gain is defined as the ratio ofthe responseuiso of the isolated
and the responseuuniso unisolated system as:

IG[dB] = 20 log10

(
uiso

uuniso

)
(13)
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Figure 7: One-third octave band levels of the sound energy in (a) Room 1and (b) Room 2 due to the passage
of the metro train.

3.1 Countermeasure 1

Firstly, the isolation of the source is considered to mitigate the vibrations induced by moving trains. This
has an advantage with respect to the isolation on the receiver side that it benefits multiple structures in the
surrounding.

In this paper, the vibration isolation efficiency of a floating slab track with an isolation frequency of 10 Hz
is investigated. The concept of isolation frequency is widely used and it defines the isolation frequency as
the resonance frequency of a single-degree-of-freedom system with a mass equal to the track’s mass per
unit length and stiffness equal to the vertical stiffness of the slab bearings. Discontinuous concrete slabs of
dimensions31 m×2.7 m×0.5 m are supported by two rows of 17 springs with a spring stiffness of12 MN/m
each. The slab is modeled as a continuous beam coupled to the tunnel via a uniform support, that has a low
stiffness corresponding to the isolation frequency of 10 Hz.

The coupled periodic FE-BE model is again used to compute the incident wavefield. It should be mentioned
that the track is incorporated in the tunnel using the Craig-Bampton substructuring and therefore, it is not
required to recompute the soil’s dynamic stiffness as it only depends on the tunnel modes. This procedure
adds to the versatility of the approach and facilitates the future parametric studies on different isolation
measures in the tunnel.

Figure 8 shows the insertion gain in the frequency domain at the origin when a10 Hz floating slab track is
considered. The insertion gain is based on the comparison of the transferfunctions in the case of the isolated
and unisolated track. The insertion gain becomes negative at frequencies greater than 15 Hz, indicating the
isolation.

For a more relevant assessment, the response to moving loads is computed after installing a floating slab
track. Figure 9 shows the time history and the frequency content of the vertical vibration velocity at the
origin for the passage of the train on the isolated track. It can be observed that the vibration levels have
significantly reduced above 15 Hz. This can be explained by the fact thatabove the isolation frequency
energy remains confined to the slab and propagates along the slab instead of being transmitted to the tunnel
and the soil. At frequencies below 15 Hz, however, no benefit is achieved, instead vibration levels have
increased. Although these low frequency vibrations can cause malfunctioning of sensitive equipment in
nearby buildings, they are not important from the perspective of re-radiated noise.

Figure 10 compares the vibrations due to a passage of a train in the isolated and unisolated case in one-third
octave bands. The maximum vibration levels in case of the unisolated track areobserved around the wheel-
track resonance frequencies, which are completely attenuated by installinga floating slab track. Around the
wheel-track resonance 35 dB reduction in the vibration levels is achieved.
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Figure 8: Insertion gain at the origin for the case of a floating slab track withan isolation frequency of 10
Hz.
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Figure 9: (a) Time history and (b) frequency content of the vertical vibration velocity at the origin for the
passage of the metro train running on a floating track

Finally, re-radiated noise is predicted in Room 1 due to the passage of the train in the tunnel for the isolated
case. In the case of the unisolated track, the maximum sound energy level isobserved in 63 Hz band, which is
perceived by humans as a rumbling noise inside the rooms. About 35 dB reduction is achieved by installing
a floating slab track, which clearly demonstrates its efficiency. The human ear perceives sound above 20 Hz,
but as the ear’s sensitivity is much smaller in the range between 20 Hz and 50 Hz than above 50 Hz, the total
noise reduction achieved by the floating slab track is larger than 30 dB.

3.2 Countermeasure 2

The second investigated countermeasure is base isolation of the office building, where the superstructure
is dynamically isolated from the foundation. In the present case, this dynamical isolation is performed by
inserting a new slab between the columns of the first level and the original foundation slab, and placing
an elastic material between the new and the foundation slab, as can be seen inFigure 4(b). The isolation
frequency of the base isolation is defined as the resonance frequencyof the SDOF system consisting of the
total massm of the superstructure with the new slab and the total stiffnessk of the springs.

In the present example, the elastic material is modelled by distributed springs acting between the foundation
and the slab nodes. The stiffness of the springs is defined so that the totalstiffness results in a required
resonance frequencyfz = 5 Hz, and the vertical static displacement of the new slab is uniform with respect
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Figure 10: Vertical vibration velocity levels at the foundation of the building for the unisolated case (blue)
and for the isolation with the floating slab track (green).
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Figure 11: One-third octave band spectrum of the sound energy in (a) Room 1 and (b) Room 2 due to the
passage of the metro running on the floating slab track. Unisolated case marked with blue, isolated case with
green.

to the horizontal coordinates.

Figure 12 displays the vertical structural velocity in the base isolated buildingat the floor of Room 1. Com-
paring this vibration level with the velocity in the unisolated case (figure 6), theeffect of base isolation is
clearly observable. Figure 13(a) displays the velocity levels in one-third octave bands. The reduction is about
10-15 dB around the wheel-track resonance frequency, and increases to 20 dB in the higher frequency range.
The same holds for the noise isolation, as can be seen in figure 13(b).

3.3 Countermeasure 3

A third noise isolation method is also investigated. The method, widely used in acoustic laboratories, smaller
concert halls or theater rooms for both vibration and noise reduction purposes, is a box-within-box arrange-
ment, where the whole interior boundary of a room is dynamically isolated fromthe vibrations of the build-
ing’s walls and slabs. This rather expensive method results in local vibration and noise isolation of the
building’s room.

In the model presented in tis paper, the internal box consists of a10 cm wide concrete floor slab and6 cm
wide concrete walls surrounded by a resilient material. For the sake of simplicity, this material has been
modeled by a continuous spring-damper system, where the springs are connected to each node of the plate
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Figure 12: (a) Time history and (b) frequency content of the vertical structural velocity in the base isolated
building at the floor of Room 1 due to the passage of the metro train.
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Figure 13: One-third octave band levels of the (a) vertical vibration velocity at the floor of Room 1 and of
the (b) sound energy in Room 1 in the unisolated (blue) and in the base isolated building (red).

elements representing the floor and the walls. Similarly, the ceiling is modeled as a6 cm thick wooden slab
covered with a resilient material. The vertical isolation frequency of the room on springs have been chosen
to 10 Hz and the horizontal resonance has been chosen to8 Hz.

Figure 14 displays the acoustic response in Room 1 and Room 2 to the passage of the metro train, for the
case of the acoustic isolation with the box-within-box arrangement. The noisereduction is rather weak in
the lower frequency range, but at the critical wheel-track resonancefrequency, in the 63 Hz band, 25 dB
reduction is achieved. In the higher frequency range, the reduction exceeds 30 dB.

3.4 Comparison of the three isolation methods

In the following, the noise isolation efficiency of the three reduction methods iscompared. Figure 15 dis-
plays the insertion gain computed from the re-radiated noise in Room 1 for allthe three noise isolation
countermeasures.

Considering that the noise reduction is more important above 40 Hz, the floatingslab track is the most
effective countermeasure, providing vibration isolation of the total buildingand the surrounding structures.
However, one must not forget that the application of this method may result inlarge vibration and noise
increase in the track and the metro train. The investigation of these effects is beyond the scope of the present
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Figure 14: One-third octave band levels of the sound pressure in (a) Room 1 with the box-within-box ar-
rangement and (b) in Room 2 due to the passage of the metro train. The unisolated case is shown with blue,
the isolated case with magenta
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Figure 15: Insertion gain computed from the re-radiated noise in Room 1 due to the passage of the metro train
for the floating slab track (green), the base isolation (red) and the box-within-box arrangement (magenta).

paper. The base isolation of the structure is the second most effective noise isolation, exceeding 30 dB above
100 Hz. However, this amount of vibration reduction is still less than predicted by a single degree of freedom
(SDOF) system. This difference is due to the fact that the complex superstructure does not behave as a rigid
body on springs at higher frequencies. Due to the flexibility and internal vibrations of the building, the total
mass of the superstructure is not experienced by the isolation springs, what reduces the effectiveness of the
base isolation. In the present case, the poorest countermeasure is the base isolation of the building, still
providing 20 dB reduction at high frequencies. For the case of the simple internal box structure, the effect of
the flexibility of the box structure is less pronounced than for the case of thebase isolation.

4 Conclusions

A numerical model has been presented that is used to compute structural vibrations and re-radiated noise
in buildings generated by underground railway traffic. The model is a deterministic three-dimensional ap-
proach, accounting for vibration generation by a moving train on periodic media, dynamic soil-structure
interaction and sound radiation into closed rooms.

The methodology has been used to demonstrate the efficiency of three vibration and noise reduction methods:
a floating slab track, base isolation and noise isolation with a box-within-box arrangement. The countermea-
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sures have been compared by terms of insertion gain computed from the re-radiated noise.

The floating slab track has been found as the most effective vibration andnoise reduction mechanism. This
method provides the largest amount of vibration reduction in the investigated building, and it yields a vibra-
tion reduction at the source what is advantageous to all the structures around the metro line. It has been found
that base isolation of the structure can result in significant vibration isolationover all the building, but, for
the case of complex structures, the isolation effect is less than predicted bySDOF systems. This conclusion
is significant, as mass-spring systems form the basis of the planning of baseisolation systems in lots of the
practical cases. The appication of the box-within-box arrangement resulted in less noise reduction than the
base isolation. This method is relative expensive, as it reduces the vibrations of a single room only.
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Abstract
Vibrations in the built environment are generated by a variety of sources, such as industrial machinery and
road and rail traffic. These vibrations may cause malfunctioning of sensitive equipment and nuisance to
people. Different measures can be taken to prevent vibration issues. Common measures include a stiffer
structural design and the use of base isolation at either thevibration source or receiver side. In an existing
situation, such vibration countermeasures are often impracticable and a vertical vibration isolating screen,
placed between the vibration source and the building, offers a good alternative. A vibration isolating screen
is composed of a very stiff or soft material, so that the wavesthat impinge on the screen are reflected back to
the vibration source. As vibration isolating screens are very expensive, a numerical model is a useful design
tool. The use of a classical three-dimensional finite element model requires a large part of the soil to be
modelled in order to mitigate wave reflections on the model edges that contaminate the results. Consequently,
the number of degrees of freedom becomes prohibitively large. A two-dimensional model, with a smaller
number of degrees of freedom, is unrealistic as the wave scattering has a three-dimensional character. A 2.5D
model is therefore applied, where a Fourier transform of thelongitudinal coordinate allows to represent the
three-dimensional wave field on a two-dimensional mesh. Thescreen is modelled by 2.5D finite elements
and the soil by 2.5D boundary elements. The methodology is applied to assess the efficiency of an existing
vibration isolating screen near a tramway on a site in Haren (Brussels). The site is fully documented: the soil
properties have been determined experimentally and the influence of the vibration isolating screen has been
measured for various vibration sources. These tests allow for a validation of the numerical model.

1 Introduction

Vibrations in the built environment are generated by a variety of sources, such as industrial machinery and
road and rail traffic. These vibrations may cause malfunctioning of sensitive equipment and nuisance to
people. Different measures can be taken to prevent vibration issues. Common measures include a stiffer
structural design and the use of base isolation at either thevibration source or receiver side. In an existing
situation, such vibration countermeasures are often impracticable and a vertical vibration isolating screen,
placed between the vibration source and the building, offers a good alternative. A vibration isolating screen
is composed of a very stiff or soft material, so that the wavesthat impinge on the screen are reflected back
to the vibration source. A vibration isolating screen closeto the source is referred to as an active isolating
screen, a vibration isolating screen close to the receiver as a passive isolating screen.

As vibration isolating screens are very expensive, a numerical model is a useful design tool. The use of
a classical three-dimensional finite element model requires a large part of the soil to be modelled in order
to mitigate wave reflections on the model edges that contaminate the results. Consequently, the number
of degrees of freedom becomes prohibitively large. A two-dimensional model, with a smaller number of
degrees of freedom, is unrealistic as the wave scattering has a three-dimensional character. A 2.5-dimensional
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model is therefore applied, where a Fourier transform of thelongitudinal coordinate allows to represent the
three-dimensional wave field on a two-dimensional mesh. Thescreen is modelled by 2.5-dimensional finite
elements and the soil by 2.5-dimensional boundary elements. Such a 2.5-dimensional modelling approach
has been applied for the computation of longitudinal invariant structures, such as tunnels [7], or roads [2]
and railway tracks [3].

2 Methodology

In this paper, infinite vibration isolating screens embedded in a layered halfspace soil are studied. Figure
1 shows the problem outline. The Cartesian frame of reference is defined such that they-axis is oriented
parallel to the isolating screen and thez-axis is pointed upward. While the load can be more general, only a
vertical point load acting on the surface of the halfspace isconsidered.

x
y

z

Σ

3D point
source

Ωb

Ωs

Figure 1: 2.5-dimensional methodology for the computationof the vibration isolating screen.

For the solution of the response of the screen and the computation of the radiated wavefield in the soil, a 2.5-
dimensional approach is followed. In the 2.5-dimensional finite element formulation for the isolating screen,
the displacementŝub(x, y, z, ω) of the screen are discretized by means of shape functions in the(x, z)-plane,
maintaining the dependency on the longitudinal coordinatey. Collecting the degrees of freedom in a vector

¯
ub(y, t), the discretization is written as:

ûb(x, y, z, ω) = Nb(x, z)
¯
ûb(y, ω) in Ωb (1)

A hat above a variable indicates its representation in the space-frequency domain. Upon introduction of
the discretization (1) into the virtual work equation for the isolating screen, a Galerkin approach yields the
following discretized equilibrium equation:

− ω2Mbb ¯
ûb (y, ω) + K0

bb ¯
ûb (y, ω) + K1

bb

∂
¯
ûb

∂y
(y, ω) + K2

bb

∂2

¯
ûb

∂y2
(y, ω)

+ K3
bb

∂3

¯
ûb

∂y3
(y, ω) + K4

bb

∂4

¯
ûb

∂y4
(y, ω) + K̂s

bb(y, ω)
¯
ûr (y, ω) =

¯
f̂b (y, ω) (2)

The stiffness matriceŝK0
bb to K4

bb involve integrals of products of the constitutive tensor and (derivatives) of
the shape function. All system matrices are independent of the frequencyω and the longitudinal coordinate
y. K0

bb andMbb correspond to the classical two-dimensional finite elementstiffness and mass matrices.
The vector

¯
f̂b(y, ω) represents the nodal load vector. The matrixK̂s

bb(y, ω) is the dynamic stiffness matrix
of the soil.
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Equation (2) shows that the 2.5-dimensional finite element method partially discretizes the governing equa-
tions, maintaining the dependency on the longitudinal coordinatey. The differential equation (2) is solved
by a Fourier transform from the longitudinal coordinatey to the horizontal wavenumberky:(

− ω2M + K0 − ikyK1 − k2
yK2 − ik3

yK3 + k4
yK4 + K̃s

bb(ky, ω)
)

˜
¯
ub(ky, ω) = ˜

¯
f r(ky, ω) (3)

where a tilde above a variable indicated its representationin the wavenumber-frequency domain. The dy-
namic soil stiffness matrix̃Ks

bb(ky , ω) is computed with a 2.5-dimensional boundary element method. The
boundary element method is based on fundamental solutions of a layered elastic halfspace, which is nu-
merically computed by means of the direct stiffness method.These Green’s functions are available in the
MATLAB toolbox EDT2.1 [1, 6]. As the traction-free surface of the halfspace is included in these fun-
damental solutions, only the interfaceΣ between the isolating screen and the soil should be discretized.
Furthermore, these fundamental solutions are used to efficiently compute the wave field in the reference case
where no isolation screen is present.

3 The performance of vibration isolating screens

The 2.5-dimensional coupled FE-BE approach is next appliedfor the investigation of the efficiency of dif-
ferent vibration isolating screens. In order to simplify the interpretation of wave propagation in the soil, a
homogeneous halfspace is considered with a shear wave velocity Cs = 150m/s, a dilatational wave velocity
Cp = 300m/s, a densityρ = 1800 kg/m3 and a damping ratioβs = βp = 0.05.

A trench is considered with a depth of8m, a width of 0.70m. First, two different fill-in materials are
considered: concrete and polystyrene. The concrete has a Young’s modulusEc = 30GPa, a Poisson ratio
νc = 0.2 and a densityρc = 2600 kg/m3. The polystyrene has a Young’s modulusEc = 0.35GPa, a
Poisson ratioνc = 0.2 and a densityρc = 43kg/m3.

Figure 2 shows a plan view of the wave field at the surface of thehalf-space due to a vertical point load at
a distance of2.32m from the center of the isolating screen. The origin of the Cartesian frame of reference
is positioned at the source point. The concrete and polystyrene isolating screen clearly exhibit a different
behavior. The concrete is much stiffer as the soil and acts asa rigid wave barrier. As a result, zero dis-
placements are observed on figure 2 for the concrete screen. In contrast, the polystyrene screen is much
softer than the soil. At the soil-polystyrene interface, the waves encounter a condition that is similar to a free
edge and waves are reflected back to the source. As a result, the vibration levels show a maximum at the
soil-polystyrene edge.

Next, the efficiency of different isolating screens is investigated through the use of the insertion gainIG,
defined as the logarithmic value of the ratio of the displacements|uiso

s | and |uuniso
s | in the free field in the

case with and without isolating screen:

IG = 20 log10(
|uiso

s |
|uuniso

s |) (4)

The insertion gain is plotted on figure 3 for different isolating screens as a function of frequency. Besides the
homogeneous concrete and polystyrene screen, the IG for an open trench and a hybrid concrete-polystyrene
are also shown. The hybrid concrete-polystyrene has the same layout as the existing isolating screen on a
site in Haren, as discussed in section 4. This insertion gainplot is hard to interprete, as there is no isolating
screen with a significantly better insertion gain. One conclusion is that the open trench is better than the
polystyrene screen, which is logic as the polystyrene screen emulates the behaviour of an open trench.
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(a1) (a2)

(c1) (c2)

Figure 2: Modulus of the real part of the vertical displacements at the surface of the halfspace at a frequency
of (a)10Hz and (b)50Hz. The result is shown for a concrete screen (left column) and apolystyrene screen
(right column).

4 Experimental validation

In this section, the numerical model is experimentally validated by comparing numerical results with mea-
surements for an existing vibration isolating screen at a site in Haren (Brussels) in Belgium.

4.1 The vibration isolating screen in Haren

The vibration isolating screen in Haren is located at site ofthe MIVB/STIB (Brussels’ urban public transport
company) and was constructed in 1995 in the framework of a research project on environmental engineering
[5]. Figure 6 shows a plan view of the site. The vibration isolating screen in Haren has a depth of8m and a
length of14.68m and is constructed parallel to a tramway track. The tramway track is used as a test track for
the vehicles of the MIVB/STIB. The distance between the centerlines of the screen and the track is4.22m.

The screen has a polystyrene core, to which concrete plates are connected (figure 4). The polystyrene,
selected for its low stiffness, has a Young’s modulusEc = 0.35GPa, a Poisson ratioνc = 0.2 and a density
ρc = 43kg/m3. The concrete acts as a ballast material to prevent floating of the polystyrene, which allowed
to sink the isolating screen into an excavated trench filled with a stabilizing bentonite suspension during
installation (figure 5). The concrete plates are subdividedinto slices with a height of1.10m. The plates are
reinforced with a mesh and connected through the polystyrene by nylon rods. The concrete has a Young’s
modulusEc = 30GPa, a Poisson ratioνc = 0.2 and a densityρc = 2600 kg/m3.

Prior to the installation of the vibration isolating screen, a number of tests to determine the soil characteristics
were performed. These tests include an SASW test (Seismic Analysis of Surface Waves) and cross-hole
measurements [4]. The tests are complementary and allow to estimate the soil characteristics of the site. The
soil profile is shown in table 1.
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Figure 3: Insertion gain at the surface of the halfspace at a distance of (a)x = 4.32m, (b) x = 8.32m, (c)
x = 16.32m, and (d)x = 24.32m. The left column shows the result aty = 0m and the right column at
y = 3.67m for an open trench (solid line), a concrete screen (dashed line), a polystyrene screen (dashed-
dotted line) and the hybrid concrete-polystyrene screen (dotted line).

4.2 Measurements

In order to assess the efficiency of the vibration isolating screen, a number of test were performed on 15
April 2008. Therefore, two measurement grids A and B are considered (figure 6). Measurement grid A is
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concrete

polystyrene

Figure 4: Screen layout.
Figure 5: Installation of the isolating screen in
Haren (1995).

h Cs Cp ρ βs βp

[m] [m/s] [m/s] [kg/m3] [%] [%]
Layer 1 1.2 120 184 1876 5 5
Layer 2 1.8 140 215 1876 5 5
Layer 3 1.0 261 400 1876 5 5
Layer 4 1.0 280 499 1876 5 5
Layer 5 1.0 300 596 1876 5 5
Layer 6 11.0 270 1378 1898 5 5
Halfspace ∞ 300 1530 1945 5 5

Table 1: Soil profile of the testsite in Haren.

positioned symmetrically around the vibration isolating screen, whereas measurement grid B has the same
layout as measurement grid A but is shifted25.5m parallel to the tramway. This allows to compare the
vibration levels around the isolating screen on measurement grid A to the unisolated case on measurement
grid B.

An instrumentedDYTRAN 5802a hammer was used to generate impacts on an a square aluminium foundation
with a side ofl = 0.40m and a heighth = 0.40m. To ensure a proper contact between the foundation and
the soil, the top2 cm of the soil has been removed and filled with sand. The distancebetween the center of
the foundation and the centerline of the isolating screen is2.32m.

The accelerations in the free field due to hammer impacts are by means of accelerometers mounted on
aluminium stakes. The accelerometers are placed along three measurement lines aty = −3.67m, y = 0m,
andy = 3.67m on both measurment grids A and B. An overview of all channels with their labels is shown
on figure 6.

A National Instruments system with fourNI PXI-4472B modules coupled to a notebook PC is used for
data acquisition (figure 7). TheA/D-conversion, in the range of±10V is performed at a resolution of 24 bits.
The corresponding signal has a dynamic range of110 dB. TheA/D conversion is performed at a very high
frequency in combination with an analog filter to avoid aliasing. The sampling frequency and the cut-off
frequency of the low-pass filter are determined by the hardware and non-adjustable. Therefore, the resulting
digital signal is subsequently resampled at a small sampling frequencyfs = 1000Hz, where a digital filter
is used to avoid aliasing. The measured voltages [V] are finally converted to engineering units (accelerations
[m/s2] or forces [N]) using the transducer sensitivity.
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Figure 6: Measurement setup.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) The instrumentedDYTRAN impact hammer on the aluminum foundation and (b) the data-
acquisition system.

The main purpose of the test is to determine the transfer function between the impact force and the free field
displacements. Hereto, 100 impacts were generated. The transfer function is subsequently determined by
averaging the free field displacements. The measured transfer function of the vertical displacement in the
free field due to an impact on the foundation is shown in figures8 and 9 for the measurement grid A and B
(with and without isolating screen), respectively. A stochastical analysis has shown that the measurements
are reliable for frequencies above20Hz. For lower frequencies, the low accuracy of the measured transfer
function results in a jagged insertion gain plots (figure 10)for frequencies between0 and20Hz. Figures 8
and 9 show that the soil is not perfectly horizontally layered, as the measurements are not symmetric around
the central measurement line.

A comparison between figures 8 and 9 shows that the vertical displacements behind the screen are effectively
reduced, whereas an increase of vibration levels is observed between the foundation and the screen in the
channelsFF02z, FF07z andFF10z. This increase is attributed to reflection of waves on the isolating
screen.

Figure 10 shows the insertion gainIGz, defined as the logarithmic unit of the ratio between the moduli of the
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vertical displacementŝuA
z (ω) andûB

z (ω) in two corresponding channels on measurement grids A and B:

ˆIGz (ω) = 20 log 10

( ||ûA
z (ω) ||

||ûB
z (ω) ||

)
(5)

The insertion gainIGz is can be used to assess the efficiency of the screen in the casewhere the difference
in vibration level is large. The vibration isolating screenis efficient for frequencies from20Hz. For lower
frequencies, the depth of the vibration isolating screen issmall with respect to the wavelength in the soil. As
a result, the Rayleigh waves pass underneath the screen and the isolation is less effective.

4.3 2.5-dimensional coupled FE-BE model of the screen in Har en

The vibration isolating screen is modelled using the coupled 2.5-dimensional FE-BE approach as described
in section 2. Figures 8 and 9 compare the computed transfer functions with and without the isolating screen
with the measurements. The numerical predictions are satisfactory, regarding the uncertainty bounds of the
experimental results. At higher frequencies (from50Hz), the numerical model overestimates the response.
The predicted insertion gainIGz is plotted on figure 10.

The difference between measurements and numerical predictions is the largest for receivers further away
from the isolating screen. This is due the limited length of the vibration isolating screen, causing refraction
of waves at its edges. This mainly influences receivers at theedges and further away from the screen. Another
reason for this deficiency is the non-perfect horizontal layering of the soil.

Furthermore, the computation has also been performed for a two-dimensional line load instead of a point
load. The 2.5-dimensional model reduces to a classical 2D calculation, where the response is only evaluated
for the wavenumberky = 0. The result is plotted on figure 10. On the basis of these results, it is concluded
that a 2D calculation offers a good qualitative estimate of the response, but there are significant differences
with the three-dimensional results. This difference may beeven more pronounced in the case where a more
advanced model for a moving train is used instead of the pointload under consideration.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the experimentally determined vertical transfer function (gray line) with the nu-
merically predicted transfer function (black line) on the measurement grid A.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the experimentally determined vertical transfer function (gray line) with the nu-
merically predicted transfer function (black line) on the measurement grid B.
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Figure 10: Comparision of the insertion gainIGz of the experimentally determined vertical transfer function
(gray line) with the numerically predicted transfer function (black line). The results for a two-dimensional
prediction are also plotted (dashed line).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the efficiency of vibration isolating screenshas been assessed both numerically and experi-
mentally. For the numerical modelling, a coupled finite element – boundary element approach is used that
allows to fully account for the radiation of waves and the dynamic interaction between the screen and the
soil. A 2.5-dimensional methodology is applied, where a Fourier transform of the longitudinal coordinate al-
lows to represent the three-dimensional wave field on a two-dimensional mesh of the longitudinally invariant
structure.
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The proposed methodology is experimentally validated by comparing numerical results with measurements
for an existing vibration isolating screen at a site in Haren(Brussels) in Belgium. The numerical predictions
are satisfactory, regarding the uncertainty bounds of the experimental results. The difference between mea-
surements and numerical predictions is the largest for receivers further away from the isolating screen. This
is due the limited length of the vibration isolating screen,causing refraction of waves at its edges. Another
reason for this deficiency is the non-perfect horizontal layering of the soil.
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Abstract
A three-dimensional BEM/FEM model based on time domain formulation is presented to predict vibrations
in the track, in the soil and on structures situated near the track, due to train passage. The structures are mod-
elled using the FEM, and the soil is represented by the BEM. The coupling of the subdomains is performed
in an iterative manner which allows for an independent choice of the time step length in each subdomain.
From the proposed numerical model soil and track vibrations induced by the passage of HSTs at different
speeds have been obtained in the cases of two ballast tracks and one slab track, taking dynamic soil-structure
interaction rigorously into account. The effect of rail pads properties has been also studied.

1 Introduction

Many new high speed train (HST) lines are being constructed in Europe, Asia and the USA. The analysis of
train traffic-induced vibrations has been of increasing interest in recent years and requires of additional work.
Problems such as train vibrations, soil free field vibrations produced by train traffic, and dynamic effects in
constructions near the track, are much more important in the case of high speed trains than for conventional
ones. These effects require a deep analysis in order to maintain security and comfort in the trains and to
avoid problems in nearby constructions due to vibrations induced by waves transmitted through the soil.

The study of these problems requires of comprehensive models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] that can take into account
significant factors related to the characteristics of the train, the track, and the local soil properties. Nearby
structures should also be modelled in case the effects on these structures are being analyzed.

Nowadays, most of the railway tracks are still of a traditional ballasted type, although recent applications
tend towards non-ballasted track [8]. For the aforementioned, the vibrations induced by trains travel on slab
tracks is being studied in recent years [9, 10].

In this paper, a general and fully 3-D BEM/FEM model based on time domain formulation to predict vibra-
tions in the track, in the soil and on structures situated near the track, due to train passage is presented. The
structures are modelled using the FEM and it can be considered their non-linear behaviour. The soil is con-
sidered as linear viscoelastic material and is modelled by the BEM [7, 11]. The coupling of the subdomains
is performed in an iterative manner which allows for an independent choice of the time step length in each
subdomain and, therefore, it facilitates the stability and accuracy [12, 13]. From the proposed numerical
model, they are obtained soil and track vibrations induced by the passage of HSTs at different speeds, in
the cases of two ballast tracks and one slab track, taking dynamic soil-structure interaction rigorously into
account. The effect of rail pads properties has been also studied.
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2 Numerical model

The purpose of this section is to briefly outline the numerical model developed by the authors to predict
vibrations induced by rail traffic. The model is based on the three-dimensional formulation of the boundary
element method [14] coupled with the finite element method [15] using an iterative algorithm [12]. More
thorough treatment of the model can be found in Refs. [7, 11]. The algorithm used to couple the boundary
element method with the finite element method in order to obtain a thorough representation of the dynamic
soil-structure interaction is presented in detail in [16].

2.1 BEM

Starting from the integral representation of displacementu at a pointi on the boundary of a elastic body,
after space and time interpolation of the boundary variables, piecewise integration in space and time of the
fundamental solution kernels and once the boundary conditions are applied, the BEM system of equations
can be solved step-by-step to obtain the time variation of the boundary unknowns; i.e. displacements and
tractions.

Piecewise constant time interpolation functions are used for tractions and piecewise linear functions for
displacements, the fundamental solution displacement and traction are evaluated analytically without much
difficulty, and nine node rectangular and six node triangular quadratic elements are used for spatial dis-
cretization. Each side of the element is divided into equal parts in the natural coordinates domain yielding
an element subdivision which is used for numerical integration. An approach based on the idea of using
a linear combination of equations for several time steps in order to advance one step is used to ensure the
stability of the stepping procedure. The internal damping is taken into account by a simple approach based
on the classical Barkan work [17]. Explicit expressions of the fundamental solution displacements and trac-
tions corresponding to an impulse point load in a 3-D elastic full-space and details of this stabilization and
viscoelastic approaches can be found in [7, 11, 16].

2.2 FEM

The formulation of the finite element method is well-known and can be found in reference [15]. The equation
which results from the method can be expressed symbolically as follows:

Dun = fn (1)

whereD is the dynamic stiffness matrix andfn is the force vector equivalent in the time interval,n. If the
nodes pertaining to the interface between the problem sub-domains (one represented with finite elements and
the other with boundary elements) are taken into consideration, Eq. 1 can be expressed as follows:[

Dcc Dcf

Dfc Dff

] {
uc

uf

}n

=
{

fc
ff

}n

(2)

where sub-indexc indicates the varying degrees of freedom associated with the interface and with sub-index
f , represents the others. The displacements and forces at the interface nodes are represented by the vectors
un

c andfn
c , respectively.

2.3 BEM/FEM Coupling

Coupling the finite element method with the boundary element method entails satisfying certain require-
ments, e.g., equilibrium equations and compatibility conditions at the interface which delimit the part of the
problem related to finite elements from that which deals with boundary elements. In this paper, the equations
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pertaining to each method were resolved independently, different time intervals can be used for each analysis,
and subsequently can be used employing an iterative coupling algorithm to satisfy the interface conditions.
The methodology used in this paper was presented by Von Estorff y Hagen [12], and it has been also used to
solve wave propagations problems by François et al. [13].

3 Results

3.1 The continuous slab track receptance

Fig. 1 shows a model for a continuous slab track. The rails are modelled as Euler-Bernoulli beam elements,
the rail pads are modelled as a continuous spring-damper elements [10], and the concrete slab is modelled
using plate elements. The soil is considered as homogeneous and elastic and is modelled by boundary
elements. The dynamic soil-track interaction is fully taken into account.

The track is composed of two UIC60 rails with a bending stiffnessEI = 6.45 × 106 Nm2 and a mass per
unit lengthm = 60.3 kg/m for each rail. The rail pads have a stiffnessk = 213.2× 106 N/m and a damping
c = 14.8 × 106 Ns/m. A distanced = 0.6 m between the rail pads is used to calculate the equivalent
stiffnessk = k/d and damping coefficientc = c/d in the continuous model. The concrete slab has a density
ρ = 2500 kg/m3, a Young’s modulusE = 3.0× 1010 N/m2 and a shear modulusG = 1.1× 1010 N/m2. The
width of the slab equals2.92 m and the heighth = 0.55 m.

The track is assumed to be located at the surface of a homogeneous half-space that represents the soil, with a
shear wave velocityCs = 150 m/s and a dilatational wave velocityCp = 300 m/s. The soil viscous material
damping ratioξ equals 0.04.

(a)

2920
slab concrete

550

rail pad

rail UIC-60

soil

(b)

Figure 1: The continuous slab track. Problem geometry and discretization.

For comparison purposes, the track receptance is computed as a function of the frequency. To this end, the
system is first subjected to a series of sinusoidal excitations and the time history of the response is computed.
Subsequently, the peak value of the steady state displacement is used to define the receptance. It has been
used a time step duration value, depend on the sinusoidal excitation, between∆tFEM = 0.000625 s and
∆tFEM = 0.001 s, and∆tBEM = 0.001 s and∆tBEM = 0.003 s .

In the Fig. 2 are shown the displacement of the rail and the track-soil interface in the frequency domain,
when a unit train load is applied at the track centre. The slab displacement and the displacement at the track-
soil interface almost coincide. Fig. 2 agrees with the results presented in [10]. In [10], the the concrete slab
is assumed to be rigid in the plane of its cross section and modelled as a beam, and the tracksoil interface
is assumed to be rigid in the plane of the track cross section. These simplifications could explain the little
differences between both results.

3.2 Vibrations induced by train passage: ballast track and slab track

Ballast, slab and train-track embankment geometry and properties play an important role on the soil motion
due to train passage. Their effects can be evaluated by representing the actual slab, ballast and embankment
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Figure 2: Displacement of the rail (–) and the track-soil interface (− · −).

geometry and properties using the BE/FE technique presented in this paper. Only one has to take into account
regions with different properties and their actual geometry. In order to asses this effect, different numerical
analyses are studied next.

Fig. 3.(b) shows a model for a RHEDA 2000 slab track. In the proposed numerical model, the rails are
modelled as Euler-Bernoulli beam elements, the rail pads are modelled as a spring-damper elements, and the
concrete slab is modelled using plate elements. The soil is considered as homogeneous and elastic and is
modelled by boundary elements.

The track is composed of two UIC60 rails with a bending stiffnessEI = 6.45 × 106 Nm2 and a mass per
unit lengthm = 60.3 kg/m for each rail. Different stiffness and damping values for the rail pads have been
considered. A distanced = 0.6 m between sleepers is considered. The concrete slab has a densityρ = 2500
kg/m3, a Young’s modulusE = 3.40× 1010 N/m2 and a shear modulusG = 1.42× 1010 N/m2. The width
of the slab equals2.92 m and the heighth = 0.30 m.

Fig. 3.(c) shows a model for a classical ballast track. In this case, the rails are modelled as Euler-Bernoulli
beam elements, the rail pads are modelled as a spring-damper elements, and the ballast is modelled using
plate elements.

The track is composed of two UIC60 rails with a bending stiffnessEI = 6.45 × 106 Nm2 and a mass per
unit lengthm = 60.3 kg/m for each rail. Different stiffness and damping values for the rail pads have been
considered. A distanced = 0.6 m between sleepers is considered. The ballast has a densityρ = 1800 kg/m3,
a Poisson’ratioν = 0.25, and two different shear’s modulus values has been studied:G = 0.107 × 1010

N/m2 (Ballast I) andG = 0.054 × 1010 N/m2 (Ballast II). The ballast’s static properties considered in the
first case are similar to slab’s static properties.

The width of the ballast equals2.92 m and the heighth = 0.70 m.

The track is assumed to be located at the surface of a homogeneous half-space that represents the soil, with a
shear wave velocityCs = 80 m/s, a dilatational wave velocityCp = 149 m/s, and a Rayleigh wave velocity
CR = 74 m/s. The soil viscous material damping ratioξ equals 0.04.

It has been used a time step duration value equal to∆t = 0.003 s. Three different train speed values, 256
(71.1), 271 (75.3) and 315 (87.5) km/h (m/s), are assumed. The first train speed is lower than the Rayleigh
wave velocity, the second train speed is lower than the shear wave velocity but higher than the Rayleigh wave
velocity, and the third train speed is higher than the shear wave velocity.
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(a)

 7
  

rail UIC-60

2920

300

rail pad
slab concrete

concrete sleeper

soil

(b) Slab track

700

rail UIC-60

ballastbed

sub-ballast

2920

rail padconcrete sleeper

soil

(c) Ballast layer

Figure 3: Half-space with ballast embankment and slab track. Discretization and geometry.

The train is represented by an array of loads corresponding to the axles location and load values of trains
AVE-Alstom as shown in Figure 4 and Table 1. The model does not incorporate some sources of vibration
such as rail roughness, wheel flats and parametric excitation.

1 32

8

4

119 10

22150 21845 21845

18700 21845 22150

30003520 3000 1630 30001640 3000

Figure 4: Configuration of the AVE-Alstom high-speed train.

Table 1: Geometrical and mass characteristics of the AVE-Alstom
high-speed train

No. of carriages No. of axles Lt[m] Lb[m] La[m] Mt[kg]
Locomotives 2 4 22.15 14.00 3.00 17000
End carriages 2 3 21.84 18.70 3.00 14500

Central carriages 6 2 18.70 18.70 3.00 17000

In the Figs. 5 and 6 are shown the vertical velocity time histories under the rail on the track soil interface and
at 4.38 m from the axis track on the soil surface, for a train speeds equalv = 315 km/h travels on the slab
and ballast track. Flexible rail pads with a thickness equal to0.01 m and a stiffness of 100 MN/m have been
considered under the rails. It can be observed that the maximum values of vertical velocity time histories
under the rail obtained for the slab track and ballast I are similar, and these values are lower than the obtained
for ballast II (soft ballast). However, the maximum values of vertical velocity time histories at points located
far from the track for slab track and ballast I cases are higher than for the ballast II case.
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(a) Slab track
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(b) Ballast I
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(c) Ballast II

Figure 5: Time history of vertical point under the rail.
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Figure 6: Time history of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the track.

In the Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are shown the vertical velocity time histories and frequency contents at a point
4.38 m from the axis track on the soil surface, for train’s speeds equalv = 256, v = 271 andv = 315 km/h
travels on slab track and the ballast layer type II, respectively. In the slab track case, the maximum values
are similar and the train’s speed effect is not noticeable. However in the softest ballast, when the train’speed
is higher that the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil (271 km/h), can be seen a vibration increase.
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(a) v = 315 km/h
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(b) v = 271 km/h
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(c) v = 256 km/h

Figure 7: Time history of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the track for three train’s speed. Slab track.
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(a) v = 315 km/h
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(b) v = 271 km/h
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(c) v = 256 km/h

Figure 8: Frequency content of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the track for three train’s speed. Slab
track.
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Figure 9: Time history of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the track for three train’s velocity. Ballast II.
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Figure 10: Frequency content of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the track for three train’s velocity.
Ballast II.
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Figure 11: Time history of vertical point under the rail. Rail pad’s stiffness effect. Slab track.
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Figure 12: Time history of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the axis track. Rail pad’s stiffness effect.

In the Fig. 11 and 12 are shown the vertical velocity time histories under the rail on the track soil interface
and at 4.38 m from the axis track on the soil surface, for a train speeds equalv = 315 km/h travels on the
slab and ballast track with different rail pad’s stiffness. The difference between all computed cases is very
lightly.
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Figure 13: Time history of vertical point under the rail. Effect of stiffness rail pad. Ballast layer II.
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Figure 14: Time history of the vertical velocity at 4.38 m from the axis track. Effect of stiffness rail pad.
Ballast layer II.

In the Fig. 13 and 14 are shown the vertical velocity time histories under the rail on the track soil interface
and at 4.38 m from the axis track on the soil surface, for a train speeds equalv = 315 km/h travels on ballast
track type II with different stiffness rail pad. Again, the rail pad’s effect is not noticeable.
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4 Conclusions

This paper is intended to develop a general numerical model for the analysis of vibrations due to high-speed
train passage and their effects on nearby structures. As compared to formulations based on direct integration
of half-space Green’s functions, it is able to consider the actual geometry, embankment and ballast effects,
and other local effects. As compared to 2.5-D solutions the present formulation can take into account local
soil discontinuities, underground constructions such as underpasses, and coupling with nearby structures that
brake the uniformity of the geometry along the track line.

The influence of ballast track and slab track on the soil motion have been studied in this work. It can
be concluded that the maximum values of vertical velocity time histories under the rail obtained for the slab
track and ballast track with the same static properties are similar, and these values are lower than the obtained
for other more soft ballast track . However, the maximum values of vertical velocity time histories at points
located far from the track for slab track are higher than the computed for the more soft ballast track.

In relation to train’s speed effect, it has not been notice in the slab track case because of its critical velocity is
higher that the Rayleigh wave velocity. However a vibration increase has been observed in the softest ballast
when the train’speed was higher that the Rayleigh wave velocity in the soil.

The rail pad’s stiffness effect has been notice very lightly in the computed cases.
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Abstract
Ground vibration due to underground railways can be a sourceof disturbance in nearby buildings. The
PiP software can quickly predict ground vibration levels and evaluate different track, tunnel and foundation
designs. Uncertainty inherent to simulating ground vibration must be understood to give confidence in the
predictions. A boundary element model was developed to investigate the effect of soil layers on surface
vibrations levels of a layered halfspace with an underground tunnel. Properties of a horizontal layer were
varied and found to have a significant effect on surface vibrations. The soil layer was also inclined over a
small range of angles and found to have a significant effect onvibration levels. The results seem to indicated
that it is important to account for layering and the inclination thereof when simulating ground vibration due
to underground railways.

1 Introduction

Ground vibration from underground railways can be a source of disturbance in nearby buildings. Vibration
can impair human comfort or activity [1], cause malfunctioning of sensitive equipment [2], or damage build-
ings [3]. The ability to predict the levels of vibration and re-radiated noise that will arise from rail traffic
would be useful, especially when new railways or buildings are being designed. If predicted levels of vi-
bration are high, changes can be implemented early in the design process rather than attempting to rectify
the vibration problem once the project is complete. Researchers at the Universities of Cambridge and Not-
tingham have developed the PiP software [4] to provide a means by which designers can quickly evaluate
design changes and optimize the track, tunnel and foundation to minimize the levels of vibration transmitted
to surface. The benefit of the PiP model is its speed, running in less than a minute compared to tens of hours
for finite element models of similar complexity.

Uncertainty inherent to simulating ground vibration (PiP or otherwise) must be understood since the cost
of incorporating vibration-attenuating features into a railway or building can be high. The present paper
examines the effect of soil layering and how small changes insoil properties and layer inclination angle
affect ground vibration levels due to underground railways.

2 Soil Layering

The surface response of a halfspace to a buried dynamic load has long been the focus of study. Lord Rayleigh
developed the original theories regarding wave propagation through a halfspace over one-hundred years ago
[5]. The theory states that disturbances within a homogeneous, isotropic halfspace propagate through the
medium as compressive waves (P-waves) and shear waves (S-waves) and along the surface as Rayleigh
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waves. The three waves travel at speedscP , cS andcR respectively. The compression and shear wave speeds
can be written as:

cP =

√
2G(1 − ν)
ρ(1− 2ν)

and cS =

√
G

ρ
(1)

whereG, ν andρ are the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and density of the medium respectively. The
Rayleigh wave speed,cR, cannot be expressed explicitly in terms ofG, ν andρ but has been shown by Lamb
[6] to travel slightly slower thancS . Lamb also demonstrated that near the surface P-waves and S-waves
decay inversely as the square of the distance from the disturbance

(
1
r2

)
where as Rayleigh waves decay

inversely as the square root of the distance from the disturbance
(

1√
r

)
. Miller and Pursey [7] have shown

that Rayleigh waves account for 67% of the total energy radiated from a disturbance while S-waves and
P-waves account for 26% and 7% respectively.

Consider the example depicted in Figure 1(a) of a rigid cylinder subjected to an in-plane, impulsive line
load. Surface disturbances develop as the P-wave and S-wavereach the surface, followed by a Rayleigh
wave as shown (ignoring reflections). Since wave energy is inversely proportional to the distance traveled,
the area directly above the tunnel experiences the largest vibration amplitudes (positionB). HousesA and
C experience the same levels of vibration since they are spaced symmetrically over the tunnel. Peak particle
velocity (PPV) shall be used herein to compare vibration levels at various points on the surface.

Generally the soil around an underground railway tunnel is stratified, as depicted in Figure 1(b). Consider
the case of a single horizontal layer above a buried tunnel where the upper layer (Layer 1) has a elastic
modulus which is less than the lower layer (Layer 2). Equation 1 states that the wave speeds of Layer 1
will also be less than those of Layer 2, resulting in wave fronts similar to those depicted in Figure 1(b)
(ignoring reflections). The house atB still experiences the greatest vibration while levels atA andC are
again equivalent due to symmetry. It is unclear how sensitive surface PPV levels are to material changes
in Layer 1; dynamic properties of different soil layers can vary significantly and are difficult to measure.
Results from a parametric study quantify the level of uncertainty associated with modeling layered media
with different material properties.

A final consideration is the inclination of the soil layers. It is common for soil layers to be inclined at angles
between 0◦ and 10◦ to the surface, as shown in Figure 1(c). Due to reflection and refraction of body waves
by the inclined plane separating the layers, the PPV distribution on the surface will no longer be symmetric.
It is not obvious which house (A, B, or C) will experience the highest levels of vibration nor is it clear at
what angle of inclination the PPV distribution differs substantially from a horizontal layer approximation.
This paper investigates the effect of inclined layers on surface vibration from underground railways.

3 Numerical Modeling

The study of wave propagation through layered media does notlend itself well to analytical solutions. Sat-
isfying compatibility at multiple boundaries results in governing equations which are virtually impossible
to solve without using numerical techniques [8]. The commonnumerical approach for dynamic structural
problems is finite element analysis (FEA). Ground vibrationproblems require discretization of large sections
of the halfspace to prevent wave reflections from the FEA boundaries, resulting in uneconomical comput-
ing requirements. Therefore a lesser known approach, the boundary element method (BEM), was used to
maintain modeling flexibility while drastically reducing processing times.

The time reduction benefits stem from the formulation of the governing equations. BEM uses the boundary
integral formulation of the governing equations of motion for a fullspace, which reduces the dimension of the
problem by one [9]. In other words, the solution to a three-dimension problem can be found by discretizing
only the surface, or boundary, of the solid. For the case of a tunnel buried in a halfspace (Figure 1(a)), the
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(c) Tunnel in halfspace with inclined layering subjected
to impulsive line-load

Figure 1: Wave propagation diagrams for different layeringschemes
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Table 1: Boundary element model parameters
(a) Soil Parameters

Property Layer 1 Layer 2
Poisson’s Ratio (ν) 0.44 0.44
Elastic Modulus (G) ǫE×550 MPa 550 MPa
Density (ρ) ǫρ×2000 kg/m3 2000 kg/m3

(b) Parametric Variables

Variable Value
ǫE 16, 4, 1,14 , 1

16
ǫρ 16, 4, 1,14 , 1

16
φ 0, 1, 2, 5, 10◦

Layer 1

G1, ρ1, ν1

11 m

4 m

100 m

2 m

Layer 2

G2, ρ2, ν2

Element Size = 0.2 m

φ

Figure 2: Schematic depiction of boundary element model

response of any point in the halfspace can be determined by only meshing the circumference of the tunnel
and the surface of the space. Thus there are no imposed model boundaries which can create fictitious wave
reflections and the number of elements compared to a FEA modelis reduced by orders of magnitude. In a
layered halfspace (Figures 1(b) and 1(c)), the layer interface must also be discretized.

A general BEM program was written in Matlab [10] following the approach outlined by Dominguez for solid
dynamics problems [11]. A two-dimensional plane-strain model is used to represent the layered halfspace
since both the geometry and loading conditions are independent of the out-of-plane variable. A schematic of
the model is shown in Figure 2 with soil parameters listed in Table 1(a). These parameters are appropriate
for soil types found near underground railway tunnels in theLondon area [12].

Table 1(b) lists the scaling factorsǫE and ǫρ used for the parametric study. These factors result in wave
speeds in Layer 1 which are±4, ±2, or equal to that of Layer 2, as given by Equation 1. Layers with wave
speeds that differ by a factor of two are common (ie. London Clay overlaid by a gravel layer); a factor of four
is less common but useful for determining a trend in the results. Table 1(b) also lists the layer inclination
angles investigated. As depicted in Figure 2, the inclination pivot point is located over the center of the
tunnel at a depth of 4 meters. An element size of 0.2 meters is used throughout the model.

4 Results

4.1 Effect of Layer Material

Results for a change of Layer 1 stiffness are shown in Figure 3(a). For the model geometry investigated,
a stiffer upper layer (ǫE = 16, 4) causes a decrease in surface PPV over the 90 meter interval above the
tunnel compared to a homogeneous halfspace (ǫE = 1). The most significant decrease is directly above the
tunnel where there is a drop of approximately 15 dB. A decrease in Layer 1 stiffness (ǫE = 1

4 , 1
16 ) causes an

increase in PPV levels with a maximum of approximately 5 dB directly over the tunnel; after approximately
one tunnel depth the results differ only slightly from the case of the homogeneous halfspace.

Figure 3(b) shows the results from varying Layer 1 density. For this model, increasing Layer 1 density
(ǫρ = 16, 4) decreases the PPV levels over the 90 meter interval compared to the homogeneous halfspace.
The most significant decrease is at distances greater than 15meters (∼ one tunnel depth) where the PPV
values are around 20 dB less than those of the homogeneous halfspace. Directly over the tunnel the decrease
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Figure 3: Peak particle velocity surface results for halfspace with horizontal layer. Notice that increasing
Layer 1 stiffness or density causes an overall reduction in PPV while decreasing Layer 1 stiffness or density
increases PPV levels over the tunnel.
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(a) Homogeneous halfspace
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(b) Layered halfspace (ǫE = 1
4
)

Figure 4: Wave propagation through solid media

in PPV is around 10dB. Decreasing Layer 1 density (ǫρ = 1
4 , 1

16 ) generally caused a rise in PPV levels within
15 meters of center. The levels drop below those of a homogeneous halfspace outside of this region.

A common feature to all the PPV response curves is the “hump” over the tunnel. This is due to the compres-
sion wave (P-wave) reaching the surface. The vertical impulse which is applied to the rigid tunnel results in
a compression wave with the bulk of its energy in a 45◦ cone directly over the tunnel, as shown in Figure
4(a). In a homogeneous halfspace, this results in a symmetric hump approximately 15 meters (one tunnel
depth) to either side of center. If Layer 1 has a P-wave speed which differs from Layer 2, this will affect the
radius of curvature of the annular wave front. An example is shown in Figure 4(b), where the P-wave speed
of Layer 1 is half of Layer 2. This essentially results in a larger cone angle of P-wave energy reaching the
surface thus the hump is wider (Figure 3(a),ǫE = 1

4 ). Similarly, if the P-wave speed of Layer 1 is greater
than that of Layer 2, the hump is not as wide (Figure 3(a),ǫE = 4).

For these model parameters, the results suggest that neglecting to include a single layer when modeling
wave propagation through the ground can result in surface PPV inaccuracies of±10dB. The area of greatest
variation is over the tunnel where the P-wave governs the response.

4.2 Effect of Layer Inclination

The effect of changing layer inclination angle on the surface PPV profile is depicted in Figures 5 and 6 for
variousǫE andǫρ respectively. The results are presented as insertion gain (IG), relative to a horizontal layer
with equivalent Layer 1 and 2 properties. A positive IG meansthe surface PPV levels increase from the
horizontal case, whereas a negative IG means the levels decrease.

The results show little insertion gain in the range of±15 meters of center (∼ one tunnel depth). For all cases
there is an increase in IG left of center. Even for small inclination angles the difference is significant:∼
5dB at 2◦. This insertion gain is attributed to the “wave guiding” effect of the inclined layer. As shown in
Figure 7(a), the P-wave first strikes the interface slightlyto the left of center due to the inclination of the
layer interface. The refraction process causes the cone of energy (described above) to be diverted to the left
resulting in higher PPV values in the−10m to−20m range. The P-wave reflects off the free surface and
propagates back towards the interface. Some of the remaining energy is reflected off the interface and is again
diverted slightly to the left. This energy adds to the shear and Rayleigh waves, increasing the PPV values in
the−20m to−50m range. This process will be demonstrated in an animation during the presentation.

Inclining the interface between the two layers results in Layer 1 being wedge shaped, as depicted in 1(c).
There is a point on the surface where the properties change from those of Layer 1 to those of Layer 2; the
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(a) Insertion gain for Layer 1 stiffness increase (ǫE = 4)
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(b) Insertion gain for Layer 1 stiffness decrease (ǫE = 1
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Figure 5: Effect of layer inclination for various Layer 1 stiffnesses (ǫE). Notice there is little insertion gain
directly over the tunnel (±1 tunnel depth) and consistent insertion gain left of center.
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(a) Insertion gain for Layer 1 density increase (ǫρ = 4)
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Figure 6: Effect of layer inclination for various Layer 1 densities (ǫρ). Notice again there is little insertion
gain directly over the tunnel (±1 tunnel depth) but consistent insertion gain left of center.
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face

Diverted

wave front

(b) Diversion of P-wave due to refraction at layer inter-
face

Figure 7: Wave propagation through a halfspace with an inclined layer (ǫE = 1
4 )

insertion gain to the right of the tunnel is mainly due to thisdiscontinuity of soil properties. For small angles
(1◦ and 2◦) this point is outside the area of interest thus the IG is small. For 5◦ and 10◦ the interception point
occurs at+45m and+23m, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show good correspondence between the jumps in
IG and the interception point; for the case of a 10◦ inclination withǫE = 4 there is a predicted insertion gain
of 20dB.

These levels of insertion gain are significant and suggests that neglecting layer inclination in a simulation
can add uncertainties of±10 dB to the surface PPV values in the vicinity of the tunnel.

5 Conclusions

A boundary element model was developed to investigate the effect of soil layers on the surface PPV profile of
a halfspace with a buried, rigid tunnel subjected to an in-plane line-load. The properties of a horizontal upper
layer (E andρ) were varied and found to have a significant effect on the PPV values (±10dB). Furthermore,
the inclination of the layer interface was varied over a small range and this too was found to have a significant
effect on the PPV values (±10dB). The results seem to indicated that it is important to account for layering
and the inclination thereof when simulating ground vibration due to underground railways.
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Abstract 

Lateral vibration and hunting are known phenomenons in dynamics of railway vehicles. In this paper 

critical velocity of conventional bogie is investigated. The conventional bogie consists of two wheelsets 

with two degrees of freedom and one frame with one degree of freedom. The forward velocity is assumed 

constant and bogie travels in straight line. Contact forces are calculated by linear Kalker's theory. 

Linearized equations of motion are considered. Then a controller is designed for controlling these 

vibrations with using four actuators replaced by longitudinal and lateral suspension. A variable structure 

model reference adaptive controller using state variables is proposed for stabilizing the system. Adaptation 

law is of variable structure type and switching functions is designed based on stability requirements. 

Global exponential stability is proved based on Lyapunov criterion. 

 

Keywords: Railway Vehicle, Lateral Vibration, Stabilization, Variable Structure, Adaptive Control.  

 

 

 

1 Introduction  
 
The study of the dynamic behavior of rolling stock and train consists can be divided into two basic groups: 

the study of dynamic response and the study of dynamic stability. The response study is concerned with 

the prediction of the dynamic behavior of the system due to external inputs. On the other hand, the 

stability study is aimed at investigating the stability of the system under different operating conditions. 
 

Just as a static system may be stable or unstable, so also may be the dynamic system. The criterion for 

stability of a static system is that it should return to its initial configuration after a small disturbance, and 

the same criterion holds for a dynamic system. An unstable vibrational system amplifies any infinitesimal 

displacement. In such oscillatory systems, the amplitude increases spontaneously when the system is 

subjected to the slightest disturbance. Ordinarily, there is some maximum limit to the amplitude of these 

spontaneous vibrations. 
 

Hunting is a very common instability exhibited by railway vehicles. The hunting phenomenon is a self 

excited lateral oscillation that is produced by the forward speed of the vehicle and wheelrail interactive 

forces, which result from the conicity of the wheel-rail contours and friction-creep characteristics of the 

wheel-rail contact geometry [1]. The interactive forces act to change effectively the damping 

characteristics of railway vehicle systems. Hunting in rail vehicles is undesirable since it can wear down 

wheel and rail profiles and cause ride discomfort. 
 

Yabuno and Okamoto [2] proposed a stabilization control method for the hunting motion in a simple 

wheelset model. They focused on principal cause of the hunting motion which is asymmetry in the 

stiffness matrix of the equation of motion. In order to reduce the effect of the unsymmetrical component of 
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the matrix, a lateral force proportional to yawing motion was applied and then it was shown that the 

critical speed was became infinite. An experimental study was also conducted using a simple model and 

the validity of the proposed control method was discussed by comparing with theoretical results. 
 

Bruni and Resta[4] were designed a controlled electro-mechanic damper to substitute traditional yaw 

dampers. The main components of this system were a brushless motor, with gear and spindle, used to 

apply a longitudinal force between the carbody and the bogie of the vehicle, and a velocity transducer used 

to measure the yaw vibrations of the bogie. The electric motor was controlled in order to apply a force to 

the bogie opposite to its yawing velocity, thereby maximizing the amount of energy dissipation. 
 

Pearson and Goodall[5] presented a comparison of control algorithms for actively stabilized wheelsets on 

high speed railway vehicles. Both intuitively derived classical strategies and modern optimal strategies 

were considered. The concept has been implemented practically on a full size vehicle and some 

preliminary experimental results are included. 
  
Fotuhi and Yousefi[7] demonstrated advantages of semi-active primary suspension in railway vehicle for 

control of hunting phenomenon. Semi-active suspension consists of some actuators on each bogie located 

in primary suspension position in addition to vertical passive dampers. Results showed that the semi-

active suspension improves the stability by controlling displacement magnitude. 
 

This paper presents increasing of critical velocity of bogie suspended with active suspension by control of 

lateral vibrations to avoid hunting. A variable structure model reference adaptive controller is designed for 

stabilizing the system. With respect to Lyapunov theory in stability, switching function is determined. 

 

 

2 Mathematical Models 
 
The bogie consists of frame and two solid axle wheelsets. The wheelsets are connected to the frame via 

springs and dampers in longitudinal (in passive model) and lateral directions. Parameters for the model are 

given in Appendix 1. The bogie model contains five degrees-of-freedom, i.e. lateral and yaw modes for 

each wheelset and a yaw mode for the frame. Bogie travels with constant velocity V  on tangent and 

smooth track. Profile of rail and wheel are considered circular and conical respectively. With respect to 

figure 1 the relations between cr , central rolling radius and rr , right rolling radius and lr  left rolling 

radius andγ , half of conical angle are as following. 

γtanwcr yrr −=      ,     γtanwcl yrr +=                                                   (1) 
 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of wheelset lateral movement 

 

Roll and pitch degrees-of-freedom are constrained with following equations. 
 

                                                               w
w

w y
LL

y γγ
φ ==

tan
                                                                  (2) 
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V
=θ&                                                                                (3) 

 

Using linear Kalker's theory [10], the contact forces between wheel and rail are calculated with 

considering all creep forces i.e. longitudinal, lateral, spin and lateral-spin creep forces. 

 

2.1. Bogie with passive suspension 

 
Figure 2 shows the bogie with passive system that wheelsets are connected to frame via primary 

suspension. 

 
Figure 2: Bogie with passive system 

 

The frame is connected to car body via torsional spring. (See figure 3) 
 

 
Figure 3: Front view of bogie 
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2.2. Bogie with active suspension 

 
The model of active system is the same model of passive system but two actuators are replaced by 

longitudinal suspension. (See figure 4) 

 

 
Figure 4: Bogie with active system 

 

3 Critical Velocity in Passive System 
 
Critical velocity, in rail vehicle dynamics, can be defined as the forward speed of the vehicle beyond 

which the rail vehicle system exhibits an abrupt change in its dynamics. At speeds below the critical 

velocity, the system is stable about the origin (zero lateral displacement and zero yaw displacement). 

Thus, about the origin, the linearized system will have eigenvalues with negative real parts. For above 

critical velocity the system becomes unstable and real part of its eigenvalue gets positive. Note that 

)(Vf=λ  where V is the forward speed of vehicle. 
 

                                                                ( ) cVV =⇔= 0Re λ                                                                   (4) 
 

Equations of motion of bogie are given in Appendix 2. Considering the following state variable, the 

system can be defined in state space. 
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And 
 

                                                                     HXX =&                                                                              (6) 
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In this model critical velocity is calculated 43.55 (m/sec). Applying initial position for 1 millimeter in 

lateral direction for front wheelset, the system is simulated in velocity 30 (m/sec). The results are shown in 

figure 5. Stability of this system can be seen in these results.  

 
Figure 5: Graphs of trajectories of bogie with passive suspension in velocity 30 (m/sec) 

 

 

4 Mathematical Model of Active System 
 
Mathematical model of active system in state space can be written as 
 

                                                                  BuAXX +=&                                                                           (8) 
 

Where 
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1u , 2u , 3u  and 4u  are control forces. These forces are subjected to wheelsets in longitudinal and lateral 

direction (see figure 4). Creep, stiffness and damping coefficients, half of conical angle, central rolling 

radius, mass and moment of inertia of wheelsets are considered variable. So the arrays of matrix A  also 

become variable. The 10×4 matrix B is assumed to be partitioned as [ ]mbbbB ...21= . The reference 

model is characterized by following differential equation 
 

                                                                      mmm XAX =&                                                                        (10) 
 

Where mA is the matrix A  in velocity 5 (m/sec) that has negative real part eigenvalues. Therefore mA is 

asymptotically stable matrix. The purpose is to find control U such that the state error 
 

                                                                     mXXe −=                                                                        (11) 
 

Exponentially tends to zero in a finite time. 

It is further assumed that an unknown 4×10 matrix 
*Θ  exists such that 

 

                                                                  mABA =Θ+ *
                                                                     (12) 

 

The control U to the plant, is generated introducing control law 
 

                                                                 XU Ψ=                                                                           (13) 
 

Where 4×10 feedback matrix , with the elements ijψ are adjusted using VS approach [17] by designing 

switching functions ijψ as described in the followings. 

Subtracting equation (10) from (8), and using equation, (12) and (13), the error equation is obtained as 
 

                                                      ( )XBeAe m

*Θ−Ψ+=&                                                              (14) 
 

Consider a Lyapunov function of the form 
 

                                                              PeeT=Λ                                                                           (15) 
 

Where P is a positive definite symmetric matrix which satisfies the Lyaponov equation 
 

                                                              0QPAPA m

T

m −=+                                                                   (16) 
 

Differentiating (15) with respect to time along the trajectory (14) yields 
 

             ( ) ( )∑ ∑
= =









−+−=Θ−Ψ+−=Λ

m

i

n

j

jijiji

TTTT xPbeeQeXPBeeQe
1 1

*

0

*

0 22 θψ&                   (17) 

 

Now, introducing the switching functions ijψ as 
 

                                           ( ) *       sgn ijijji

T

ijij xPbe θθθψ >−=                                                   (18) 
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And substitute into (17), yields 
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The terms in the summation are always positive, therefore 0<Λ& and regarding (15) it can be concluded 

that e  decreases at least exponentially. 

 

5 Simulation of Active Model 
 

Multiplying the variable parameters in s  ( [ ]1.19.0∈s ), the matrix 
*Θ  is obtained. However the matrix 

Θ  is chosen as below 
 

             



















=Θ

501.02501400300201.001.001.001.0

101501.001.001.001.025014003002

01.001.0260111.001.001.001.001.0

01.001.001.001.001.001.0260111.0

                      (20) 

 

The matrix Q  is also chosen as following 
 

                                         ( )100,90,80,70,60,50,40,30,20,10diagQ =                                               (21) 
 

Simulation is done by applying in 1 millimeter in lateral direction for front wheelset. Also the velocity of 

bogie is 200 (m/sec). As shown in figure 6 the bogie is stable and tries to conform the reference model. 

 

 
Figure 6: Lateral displacement of front wheelset in velocity 200 (m/sec) with active control 
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Figure 7: Force of front longitudinal actuator in velocity 200 (m/sec) with 1 millimeter initial position for 

front wheelset 
 

 

6 Conclusion 
 
Critical velocity of passive system is 43.55 (m/sec) that is increased by active control. Therefore using 

active suspension can be achieved to higher velocities. In this approache the bogie is stable in any 

velocity. Therefore there is no critical velocity in this approach. 
 

 

 

Appendix 1 

 
Symbols and parameter are shown in following table [9] 
 

Parameter definition value 

wm wheelset mass 

 
kg1751 

wyI 
pitch principal mass moment of inertia of wheelset 

 

2.130 mkg 

wzI 
yaw principal mass moment of inertia of wheelset 

 

2.761 mkg 

fzI 
yaw principal mass moment of inertia of bogie frame 

 

2.3371 mkg 

γ wheel conicity 

 
125.0 

11f 
lateral creep coefficient 

 
Ne643.9 

12f 
lateral / spin creep coefficient 

 
mNe .320.1 

22f 
spin creep coefficient 

 

2.300.1 mNe 

33f 
longitudinal creep coefficient 

 
Ne623.10 

ε creep force saturation constant 

 
5.0 
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cr 
central rolling radius m43.0 

L half of track gage 

 
m716.0 

b half of wheelbase 

 
m295.1 

d half of lateral spacing between primary longitudinal springs 

 
m61.0 

pxK primary longitudinal suspension stiffness 

 
59e 

pxC primary longitudinal damping 

 
9.8376 

pyK primary lateral suspension stiffness 

 
59.3 e 

pyC primary lateral damping 

 
2.9048 

0K 
seconary torsional yaw stiffness 55e 

0C 
seconary torsional yaw damping 55.3 e 

1wy 
lateral displacement of front wheelset  

2wy 
lateral displacement of rear wheelset  

1wψ yaw angle of front wheelset 

 

 

2wψ  yaw angle of rear wheelset  

fψ  yaw angle of frame  

λ  eigenvalue of matrix of system  

V  forward velocity of bogie  

cr  
central rolling radius  

   

 

 

Appendix 2 

 
Equations of motion of front wheelset with passive suspension in lateral direction 
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and yaw direction 
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Equations of motion of rear wheelset with passive suspension in lateral direction 
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and yaw direction 
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equation of motion of frame in yaw direction 
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Wavelet analysis of a solid vibration

due to a load moving along a beam resting on a surface
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Abstract
The paper describes a theoretical model of an infinitely long beam resting on a viscoelastic multilayered
surface together with a harmonic point load moving along the beam. The influence of layers’ physical
properties and moving load speed on the level of vibrations at the surface is analysed. The analytical
solutions for displacement and the amplitude spectra were determined and a special approximation method
based on the wavelet theory, using the Coifflet filter coefficients, was introduced and adapted for the
calculation of the vertical displacement. A parametrical analysis of the system’s behaviour is presented
when different parameters are varied: the mass density, Young’s modulus, load velocity and load
frequency for the harmonic load. This model is related to the investigation of vibrations generated by
high-speed trains, problem which has become a very important subject of research in recent years.

1 Introduction

Due to the development of new high-speed trains, the analysis of train induced vibrations has become a
very important subject of research. The investigation of the traffic interaction with the environment,
especially for the level of vibrations caused by trains, plays a significant role in the construction of new
tracks and train concepts [1, 2, 3]. The theoretical investigations and experimental tests show that the
ground vibrations grow significantly when the trains move with the velocity near the Rayleigh velocity for
the soil. In this instances, the ground vibration boom phenomenon initiation can become dangerous for the
passengers and nearby buildings. This critical velocity can be reached easily by recent trains, especially
when the track is built on a soft ground [4, 5]. In order to formulate the guidelines for the effective
abatement of ground-borne vibrations, the theoretical models for dynamic behaviour of beam-soil
structures should be investigated. Many results concerning railway tracks built on the surface were
described in the literature [3, 4] with special interest in derivation of critical velocities and ground
vibration analysis [5, 6, 7].

This paper presents a theoretical two-dimensional model of a beam resting on a viscoelastic multilayered
half space and analyses, from the theoretical point of view, the level of soil vibrations generated by a point
load moving along the beam. The level of vibrations at the surface is investigated depending on the
physical layers’ properties in the case of harmonically varying load, which can be related to the wheels
vibrations.

The complex assumptions used in this model are reflecting the real situations: half space under the beam
and different physical properties of layers described in the view of the density and Young’s modulus. The
mathematical model is composed of the equations of motions for the Euler-Bernoulli beam, elastodynamic
equation of motion for the medium and appropriate boundary and interface conditions. The main results
describe the influence of the damping of layers and moving load speed on the level of solid vibrations.
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Analytical solutions for the displacements were obtained and discussed, and approximate displacement
values depending on Young’s modulus and mass density of layers were determined.

A wavelet based approximation method based on the multiresolution expansion of functions in the
transform domain [8] was adopted to calculate the vertical displacement at the surface. This method
allows to alleviate numerical integration and obtain accurate results using less computational effort than
the traditional numerical integration.

2 The beam on the half space

An infinitely long beam is placed on the multilayered surface with infinite lower half space and a finite
thickness H of the upper layer in the z direction (Fig.1). The point load is moving uniformly along the
beam.

Figure 1: Half space under the beam resting on a multilayered surface

The equation of the Euler-Bernoulli beam vertical motions can be written as

),,()()(
2

2

4

4

thxaVtxtP
t

W

x

W
EI zzB

+−−=
∂
∂+

∂
∂ σδρ (1)

where )(tP is the vertical point load, ),( txW is the vertical displacement of the beam, ),,( tzxzzσ is the

vertical stress, EI and Bρ are the bending stiffness and the mass per unit length of the beam, )( ⋅δ is the
Dirac delta function [3], a is the thickness of the beam in y direction.

The equation of motion for the layers with the small viscosity has the following form:

2

2
2

,,, ˆ)()ˆˆ(
t

zxzxzx ∂
∂=∇+∇∇+ u

uu ρµµλ (2)

where [ ]),,(,0),,,(),,( tzxwtzxutzx =u is the displacement vector, t∂∂+= /ˆ *λλλ and

t∂∂+= /ˆ *µµµ are operators used to describe the viscoelastic behaviour of the layer, λ , µ are Lame’
constants and ρ is the mass density of the soil.

The boundary and continuity (interface) complement the model:

0),0,( =txu , (3)

),(),0,( txWtxw = , (4) 
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),,(),,( tHxutHxu +− = (5)

),,(),,( tHxwtHxw +− = (6)

),,(),,( tHxtHx xzxz
+− = σσ (7)

),,(),,( tHxtHx zzzz
+− = σσ , (8) 

 0),,(lim =
∞→

tzxu
z

, 0),,(lim =
∞→

tzxw
z

(9) 

which mean that the beam does not move horizontally, the displacements and stresses are the same at the
interfaces and the radiated waves vanish at the infinity. Such defined conditions are sufficient for
obtaining the steady state response of the surface [7] and therefore the Fourier transform is used for the
solution.

3 General solution

Using the Lame’ potentials [9] one can reformulate the formulas for the displacement and the stress
components:
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and split the equation of motion for the soil into following scalar equations:
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where ρµλ /)2( +=Lc and ρµ /=Tc are velocities of the longitudinal and the shear waves in the

layer.

The system of equations (1)-(9) can be solved by applying the Fourier transforms
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Then the equations for the soil and for the beam takes the form in the transform domain:
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where the coefficients LR and TR are defined as follows:
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and P
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is the following integral:
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The interface and the boundary conditions (3)-(9) become:
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Assume that the two layers of the soil have different material properties. Parameters 1ρ , 1E and 2ρ , 2E
denote the mass density and the Young modulus of the upper layer and the lower layer, respectively. Then
the solutions of equations (14) are:
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where 1=j , 0=n are for ],0[ Hz ∈ and 2=j , 4=n are for Hz > . jLR and jTR denote the roots

of the characteristic equations of Eqs. (16) for the upper layer ( 1=j ) and the lower one ( 2=j ).

Hence one can derive the solutions for displacements and stresses in both layers by using the equations for
the displacement and stress components in the transform domain:
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The use of boundary and interface conditions leads to a linear system of algebraic equations with respect
to ),( ωkAj which solution can expressed as:
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),( ωωωω kDkDVkPkA jj −= (21)

with determinants D and jD derived accordingly to the Cramer’s rule. Then the solution in transform

domain for the surface vertical displacement becomes as follows:
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Hence, by applying the inverse Fourier transform, one can obtain the solution for the displacement at the
surface in the physical domain:
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In the case of the load harmonically varying in time )cos()( 0 tPtP Ω= , this solution can be written as:
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and, after some calculations:
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where Ω denotes the load frequency. The constant load 0)( PtP = can be treated as a special case of

harmonically varying load with the load frequency 0=Ω . In this case, the integrand in equation (25) has
a strong singularity which prevents the numerical solution for the displacements and other methods of its
evaluation should be considered.

4 Wavelet approximation

One can observe a strong dependence of the complexity of the model dynamics on the thickness of the
layers under the beam which leads to difficulties in the numerical simulations. These difficulties become
more important when the model with a half space as a supporting layer comes into consideration. The
analytical approximation based on a wavelet expansion of functions in the transform domain allows to
alleviate numerical instabilities and will be used for the evaluation of the integral (25). This method allows
to analyze more detailed features of the solution which can be lost during the process of numerical
integration.

Every function )()( 2 RLxf ∈ can be represented by a series
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where Φ and Ψ are the scaling function and the wavelet function, respectively. The parameters knc , and

kjd , are called multiresolution coefficients (wavelet coefficients) [10]. In this paper, the method of

approximation using the “coiflets” filters is adopted for a derivation of the integral (25) and the low pass
filter of order 6, listed below, is used for numerical calculations [8]:

{-0.002392638657280051, -0.004932601854180402, 0.02714039971139949, 0.03064755594619984,
-0.1393102370707997, -0.08060653071779983, 0.6459945432939942, 1.116266213257999,
0.5381890557079980, -0.09961543386239989, -0.07992313943479994, 0.05149146293240031,
0.01238869565706006, -0.01583178039255944, -0.002717178600539990, 0.002886948664020020
0.0006304993947079994, -0.0003058339735960013}.

For this class of filters, specially constructed for numerical applications, the wavelet coefficients can be
relatively easy calculated [11] by using the refinement equations of Φ and Ψ in the transform domain
[10].

By applying the expansion (26) to the Fourier transform one can show that:
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and this formula can be used for a derivation of a original function from its Fourier transform. By using
the properties of “coiflets” one can estimate multiresolution coefficients showing that
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where 1M , 2M , 0j are integers and 162)( minmin −= nnk ω , 12)( maxmax −= nnk ω . The interval

],[ maxmin ωω should cover the set of ω which significantly influence the original function.
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The following example shows basic features of this approximation method:

Consider the function
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<
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xf π (29)

which is continuous, and differentiable except at the points 0=x and 15=x (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: The function (29)

The Fourier transform of this function has the following form:
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f (30)

and its power spectrum is presented in Figure 3. One can observe that the interval
]20,20[],[ maxmin −=ωω is sufficient for the application of the formula (28).
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Figure 3: Power spectrum of the function (29)

Figures 4a-d present the first four terms nf ( 3...,,0=n ) of the sequence (28) applied to the transformed

function (30). One can see that the term 3f almost coincides with the original function.

The transformed function (30) has only two removable singularities at points πω −= and πω = . The

limits of the function (30) at these points are: )
1

15(
4

15

π
+i and )

1
15(

4

15

π
+− i , respectively and the

function can be extended and treated as continuous. This relatively high regularity of both, the original and
transformed function, is a sufficient condition for a very good wavelet approximation.
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Figure 4: Wavelet approximation of the function (29)

5 Wavelet approach for the evaluation of the vertical displacement

By using the new variables kV−Ω=1ω� and kV−Ω−=2ω� the integral (25) can be transformed into
the following form:
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which is suitable for the application of the approximating sequence (28).

For the numerical calculations the following system of parameters, previously used in the papers[12, 13],

is considered: Young’s moduli 21 EcE E= , 27
2 /103 mNE ⋅= ; the mass densities 21 ρρ ρc= ,

3
2 /1700 mkg=ρ ; mskg /103 4*

2
*

1
*

2
*

1 ⋅==== λλµµ and Poisson’s ratio 3/121 === ννν for

the upper layer and the lower layer, respectively. The parameters 21 / EEcE = and 21 / ρρρ =c have

been introduced to discuss the influence of the layers properties on the amplitude of vibrations at the
surface. The thickness of the upper layer is assumed to be mH 1= . The beam is characterised by: the

mass density 24 /103/ mkgaB ⋅=ρ ; the bending stiffness NmaEI 910/ = ; the width of the track

structure in y direction ma 4= ; the vertical point load NP 4
0 104 ⋅= ; the velocity of the load

smV /50= and the load frequency Hzf 12/ =Ω=Ω π for the harmonic load.
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For this system of parameters the vertical displacement can be computed numerically by using classical
numerical integration (Fig. 6) and the wavelet approximation can be verified by the numerical results.

The analysis in the frequency domain in the case of 1== Eccρ shows (Fig. 5) that the interval

]40,40[],[ maxmin −=ωω can be used for evaluation of summation limits in the formula (28).
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Figure 5: The displacement )(ωwf in transform domain.

Hence, one can assume that:

16240min −⋅−= nk , 1240max −⋅= nk (32)

for ...,2,1,0=n

Then applying the “coiflets” based procedure described above one can derive the wavelet approximation
for the vertical displacement in the considered system (Fig. 7a-e).
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Figure 6: The numerical (exact) solution for the vertical displacement w .

It was shown in previously published papers [14, 15] that the wavelet approximation method based on
“coiflets” is an appropriate tool for the dynamic analysis of the beam-soil structures. Although the integral
(25) can be derived numerically, the wavelet approach still offers more detailed results especially for the
cases with high velocities and high load frequencies when the system might start to behave chaotically and
unstable showing numerical instabilities for some systems of parameters. In addition, the numerical
integration might lose some details due to the character of the estimation based on results calculated in
separated discrete points, whereas the wavelet approach estimates functions continuously, based on their
analytical properties.

One can use the wavelet approximation for the analysis of the dynamic response of the system for the fast
moving load, which can be related to the modeling of the train-track-soil system and high-speed trains
problems. The fourth term ( 3=n ) of the approximating sequence (28) is used for the parametrical
analysis instead of numerical results.
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Figure 7: The approximation nw of the vertical displacement w

Figure 8 shows the maximum amplitude for the vertical displacement when the harmonic load is moving
with three different velocities: sm /50 , sm /80 and sm /120 . These velocities:

� Rcsm ⋅≈ 7.0/50 ,

� TR ccsm ⋅≈⋅≈ 98.005.1/80 ,

� TR ccsm ⋅≈⋅≈ 4.16.1/120 ,

represent three different cases which allows to highlight some features of the system response for the sub-
critical and super-critical velocities. The values smcR /76≈ and smcT /82≈ are the Rayleigh
velocity and the velocity of the shear waves in the lower infinite layer, respectively. The frequency chosen
for these calculations is assumed to be equal to Hz1 which is relatively small when compared to the
frequency produced by the vertical vibrations of the wagon [12] and Hz8 which is much higher and can
be produced by a train moving with a high velocity.
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One can observe (Fig. 8) that for a low frequency Hzf 1=Ω the character of the response is different for
sub-critical and super-critical velocities. The shape of plots are more complicated when the velocity
reaches the critical values Rc and Tc and become much smoother for the super-critical velocities higher

than Rc . The maximum amplitude becomes much higher for the velocities near the critical values (Figure

8c, 9c)

Figure 8: The vertical displacement for the load frequency π2=Ω and 1== Eccρ

For higher frequencies Hzf 8=Ω the vibrations of the soil can be observed for relatively long time before
the load reaches the point of observation (Fig. 9) and the Doppler effect can be recognized easier than in
the case of the low frequency.

Figures 10 and 11 show the behaviour of the system for different physical properties of layers, i.e.
different parameters ρc and Ec . One can observe that for increasing values of Ec , the shapes of

displacements plots become smoother. The maximum amplitude becomes bigger for the lower frequency
( π4=Ω ) and the opposite process takes place for the high frequency ( π20=Ω ). The amplitude of
vibrations becomes smaller for all investigated velocities in the area of high frequencies when compared
to the lower ones.

The analysis will be continued for more detailed results regarding the way in which the properties of the
soil layers can influence the critical velocities for the investigated model and how to optimize the physical
features of the supporting layer in order to minimize the high speed induced vibrations.
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Figure 9: The vertical displacement for the load frequency π16=Ω and 1== Eccρ

Figure 10: The vertical displacement for the load frequency π4=Ω and 5.0,1 == Eccρ (dashed),

2,1 == Eccρ (solid): (a) smV /50= , (b) smV /120=
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Figure 11: The vertical displacement for the load frequency π20=Ω and 5.0,1 == Eccρ (dashed),

2,1 == Eccρ (solid): (a) smV /50= , (b) smV /120=

6 Conclusions

The model of a load moving along a beam resting on a viscoelastic half space was described and analytical
solutions for the surface displacements were derived. The presented model allows to analyze
parametrically the soil response depending on the layers properties and load velocities and frequencies.
The analytical analysis shows that in the case of a constant load ( 0=Ω ), the integrand needed for
calculation of the vertical displacement (Eq. (25)) possesses a singularity which makes the integral
divergent and further investigation of the problem for alternative modeling of the system response for the
constant point load is needed.

The surface vibrations are strongly dependent on the velocity and frequency of the moving load reflecting
significant changes for velocities near critical values. The high frequencies of the load become more
important when this is moving with high velocity due to higher amplitudes of the displacements than those
observed at sub-critical velocities. For low frequencies the opposite phenomenon can be observed, i.e. a
higher amplitude can be produced by a load moving with a relatively low velocity (e.g. sm /50 ).

The wavelet approximation method applied for the derivation of displacements works properly and
represents an efficient tool for the analysis of the system response, especially in the field of high velocities
and frequencies, where numerical calculations become much more complex and classical integration can
be ineffective reflecting numerical instabilities for some systems of parameters.

The vibratory analysis for different physical properties of the multilayered soil supporting the beam (e.g.
the thickness, mass density, Young modulus) can be carried out by using the analytical solutions obtained
in this paper, and this could be used for the optimization of the system’s dynamics and vibration
abatement.

Further developments of this model are considered especially in order to understand the system’s
dynamics in the high frequency range. In this respect, an important aspect is the analysis in the velocity-
frequency domain which could provide new insights into the high-speed moving loads problems.
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Abstract
In this work first results from an ongoing work on parameter identification for a TGV model are presented.
The first step of the study is the modeling of the vehicle with a multi-body system code and the comparison
of the simulation results with measurements in the time domain. The suspension characteristics are difficult
to determine since they can differ from one train to another and are evolving during their life time. Besides,
characterization tests on single suspension elements are expensive. The parameter identification based on in-
line tests is therefore of particular interest. An adjoint state gradient method is proposed in order to minimize
a misfit function describing the difference between measured and modeled response data. The objective of
further work is to apply it on a simplified multi-body model of the bogie which is presented in the third part
of the proceeding.

1 Introduction

The modeling of the dynamic behavior plays an important role in the construction of railway vehicles. It
allows to analyse the dynamic properties during the development phase of a new vehicle. For the French
railway company SNCF, the main objective is to improve the security and the passenger comfort for the
high speed train TGV, but also to predict more accurately the wear of wheels and rails resulting in improved
maintenance procedures. In order to fulfill these demands the model has to reproduce the dynamic response
of the real structure with a sufficient accuracy. Therefore the choice of the model for the car body and the
coupling elements as well as the adjustment of the associated parameters, are decisive issues.

The main focus of this work is the identification of a model which describes the dynamic behavior of the
vehicle with sufficient accuracy. The first step is to realize a multi-body model of the train and to compare
the measured and simulated accelerations in the time domain.

The identification method has to deal with the specific characteristic of railway vehicles. One difficulty is the
presence of nonlinear phenomena due to the kinematics and friction law of the wheel-rail contact as well as
the characteristics of suspension elements. Another difficulty for the identification procedure is the absence
of measured excitation forces. In the TGV train during operation only accelerations and the geometry of the
track are measured. Transfer functions, typically used in modal analysis, are therefore not available. Instead,
an adjoint state gradient method is proposed for the inverse calculation of the model parameters. The direct
application of this method to the multi-body model will be studied first on a simple bogie model which is
presented in the third part of this work.
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2 Description of the inline tests and multi-body modeling

In this first section the measurements performed on a TGV train and the simulations for the corresponding
multi-body model are presented. The accelerations of the bogie and the car body are compared in the time
domain.

2.1 Description of the tests and modeling assumptions

The vehicle chosen for the study is the measuring high speed train IRIS320, which gives simultaneously the
geometry of the track and the accelerations in the vehicle. Therefore this TGV is equipped with accelerom-
eters on some of the bogies and car bodies, a video camera fastened on a bogie along with an inertia system
that gives the movements of the video camera and an hubodometer that gives the localization of the train.
The rail profile pictures, corrected from the movements of the train thanks to the informations of the inertia
system, are used to build the track geometry irregularities.

In order to describe the ride behavior and the passenger comfort, frequencies up to 20Hz should be consid-
ered. A typical dynamic model consists therefore of rigid bodies connected by specific suspension elements.
In the TGV model the dynamic behavior of the different coupling elements including air-springs and elas-
tomers is described by nonlinear springs and viscous dampers. The wheel/rail contact is modeled with the
Hertz theory for the normal part, and with the Kalker theory [4] for the tangential part. The model contains
almost 300 degrees of freedom. The excitations used for the simulations correspond to the measured track
irregularities.

2.2 Simulations and temporal comparison with the tests

A comparison of the accelerations given by the simulation with the measurements shows that the transversal
behavior of the vehicle is globally well predicted by the model (see table 1). The acceleration predictions are
better for the bogie than for the carbody. This is probably due to the simplified modeling of the secondary
suspensions which have a more complicated non linear behavior.

The prediction of the vertical behavior of the train gives not so good results. This might be partly due to the
fact that the clearances in the suspensions are given for masses that are higher than those of the vehicle.

The comparison of time data provides a fast approach in order to judge the quality of the model. It shows
whether the track irregularities give the same response for the model as for the real system or not. The
drawback is that no information about the system properties can be extracted from this. The response depends
on the actual excitation level and does not represent the inherent properties of the system. In order to
understand the system behavior other identification methods should be used. Based on identification methods
advanced suspension models might be developed and parameters of the model updated.

3 Parameter identification

In order to identify the parameters of a dynamic model the response of the model is compared to the measured
response. This comparison can be performed in the time or frequency domain. In both cases a misfit function
is defined expressing the discrepancies. If transfer functions are available the misfit function is often defined
in the frequency domain using the modal parameters [3]. For the TGV train the excitation forces on the
wheelsets are not measured and transfer functions can not be calculated directly. Therefore the misfit function
is defined using the time data of the responses.

The equations of motion of the model has the following form assuming that the mass matrix M is linearized
and symmetric:
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Table 1: Comparisons between accelerations predicted by the simulation and measurements

M(p)ẍ + F (x, ẋ, p) = 0 (1)

In this equation p represents the vector of the model parameters and the x the state vector. This model
allows to calculate the acceleration response ẍ if the parameters and excitations are known, thus referred to
as the forward model. The inverse problem, the identification of the system parameters, is discussed in the
following. For the TGV model, parameters to be identified are for example the stiffness and the damping
coefficients of the suspension.

In a first step a misfit function J(p) is defined representing the discrepancy between the experimental accel-
eration data ẍm and the predictions of the model ẍ. Using the Euclidean norm and adding a regularization
term with the expected parameter values p

0
the misfit function is written:

J(p) =
1
2

∫ T

0
‖ ẍ(p)− ẍm ‖2 dt +

1
2
α ‖ p− p

0
‖2 (2)

For this problem a gradient method will be applied requiring the calculation of the sensitivity of the misfit
function with respect to the design parameters. A simple approach for the calculation of the sensitivity is
to alter successively every parameter pi and to calculate the gradient numerically. However, these finite
differences approaches require to calculate the response of the forward model for every perturbation ∆pi of
the parameters pi making the calculation very expensive. Besides, it is not exact since the optimal step size
is difficult to determine. Here, an adjoint state approach is applied. Examples for applications of the adjoint
state can be found in references [1], [2] and [6]. The approach aims to derive an expression for the gradient
which depends explicitly on the parameters p of the system. Afterwards a classical optimization method can
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be applied. The gradient method requires the sensitivities of the misfit function with respect to each model
parameters p:

δJ(p) =
∫ T

0
(ẍ(p)− ẍm, δẍ)dt + α(p− p

0
, δp) (3)

The objective of the adjoint state approach is to eliminate the term δẍ and to derive an equation which
depends explicitly on p. This is done by substituting an adjoint vector in equation (3) defined by an adjoint
state equation.

In order to compute the gradient the perturbated state is calculated:

Mδẍ + DxFδx + DẋFδẋ = −(DpMδp)ẍ− (DpFδp) (4)

Dx, Dẋ, Dp indicate the gradients of the matrix M(p) and the vector F (p, x, ẋ) and δx the perturbed state.
For δx the following initial conditions apply assuming that the excited state has decayed at the time T due to
damping of the system:

δx(0) = δẋ(0) = δx(T ) = δẋ(T ) = 0 (5)

The adjoint state is built so that it provides directly the gradients:

Mz̈ + DxF T z − (DẋF T z)˙ = xIV − xIV
m (6)

with the boundary conditions:

z(T ) = ż(T ) = 0 (7)

In order to eliminate the term δẍ equation (4) is multiplied by z and equation (6) by δx. Then both equations
are integrated by parts and the first is substracted from the second. The integration by parts gives for the first
term of both equations:

∫ T

0
(Mδẍ, z)dt = [Mδẋ, z]T0︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

− [Mδx, ż]T0︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+
∫ T

0
(Mδx, z̈)dt (8)

∫ T

0
(Mz̈, δx)dt =

∫ T

0
(Mδx, z̈)dt (9)

Also the terms for the gradients DxF and DẋF are equal and are eliminated by the subtraction. The remain-
ing terms are:

∫ T

0
(xIV − xIV

m , δx)dt = [
...
x − ...

xm, δx]T0︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

− [ẍ− ẍm, δẋ]T0︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

+
∫ T

0
(ẍ− ẍm, δẍ)dt (10)

Considering the boundary conditions the subtraction gives:

∫ T

0
(ẍ− ẍm, δẍ)dt = −

∫ T

0
((DpMδp)ẍ + (DpFδp), z) (11)

By replacing equation (11) in equation (3) the gradient of the misfit function can be evaluated and the
optimality equation is found:
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∇pJ =
∫ T

0
((DpM

T ẍ, z) + (DpF
T z))dt + α(p− p

0
) = 0 (12)

4 Three dimensional model of the bogie

A three dimensional model of a bogie is presented. One objective is to understand the influence of nonlinear-
ities in the wheel-rail contact and the suspension on the dynamic behavior of the vehicle. The other objective
is the application of the identification method presented in the section above.

The model is built up by three bodies only: the bogie frame and the two wheelsets. In order to formulate
the equations of motion the position and velocity for each body have to be described. This is done relatively
to an inertial coordinate system which is moving on the centre line of the track with a constant velocity v
representing the specified velocity of the vehicle. The track irregularities are taken into account by three
time signals describing the vertical, lateral and cross level displacement of the track. More details about the
multi-body modeling of railway vehicles can be found in references [5] and [7].

Figure 1: Model of the bogie including two wheelsets

The position of each body in the system is described by six parameters: the three translational and the three
rotational degrees of freedom. However, due to constraints between the bodies of the system the number of
degrees of freedom is reduced. For the model of the bogie 10 degrees of freedom are identified: 6 degrees of
freedom for the bogie and two for the wheelset, the lateral displacement and the rotation around the z axis.
The longitudinal displacement relative to the movement with constant speed is not considered in this model.

The degrees of freedom of the system form the vector of generalized coordinates which describes completely
the dynamic behavior of the system. All position vectors, velocities and forces are described using these
generalized coordinates.
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x = (rbx, rby, rbz, δbx, δby, δbz, ue1y, ue2y, δe1z, δe2z)T (13)

with:
rbx, rby, rbz: position of bogie, δbx, δbx, δbx: angle of bogie, ue1y, ue2y: vertical displacement of wheelsets,
δe1z , δe2z: yaw angle of wheelsets.

For the bogieframe this description is evident since all components of the position vector and the rotational
matrix correspond directly to one generalized coordinate. For the wheelsets only two generalized coordinates
are needed. All other components of the position vector and the rotational matrix have to be expressed with
respect to these two generalized coordinates. This is done using the kinematic relations of the wheel rail
contact presented in the figures 1 to 4 for the case of a conical wheel profile and a linear rail.

Figure 2: Contact angle between wheel and rail

The values of interest are the difference between the right and the left wheel contact radius 2∆r, the contact
angle δl(r), the rotation of the wheelset around the x axis δx and its displacement in vertical direction uz . In
reference [5] the kinematic relations for the wheel rail contact are presented. Using a Taylor development
the linearized cinematic equations for the wheelset are obtained:

∆r ∼= λuy (14)

tan δl(r)
∼= tan δ0 ± ε

2
e0

uy (15)

δx
∼= σ

2
e0

uy (16)

uz =
1
2
ζu2

y −
1
2
ξδ2

z (17)

with:
e0: track gauge, δ0: angle of the conical wheel,

λ, ε, σ, ζ and ξ are geometry parameters depending on the radius of the wheel and of the rail [5]. Since the
wheel profile used in this study is conical the equations are simplified by letting the radius of the wheel going
to infinity.
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So far the position vector of the wheelset has been described relative to the two degrees of freedom of the
wheelset. Evidently, the position of the wheelset relative to the inertial system is depending also on the
track irregularities, expressed by a vertical displacement dz , a horizontal displacement dy and a cross level
irregularity of the track γd relative to its ideal position. Using the kinematic relations for a wheel rail contact
with irregularities, the equations for the parameters become:

Figure 3: Geometric relation between the position of the wheelset and the geometric track irregularities

uz = dz − 1
2
r0(γd)2 +

1
2
ζ(uy − dy + r0γd)2 − 1

2
ξδ2

z (18)

δx = γd + σ
2
e0

(uy − dy + r0γd) (19)

rl(r) = r0 ± λ(uy − dy + r0γd) (20)

tan δl(r) = tan δ0 ± ε
2
e0

(uy − dy + r0γd) (21)

Considering all these geometric relations the position vectors of the bogie frame and of the two wheelsets
can be described with respect to the generalized coordinates and the track irregularities.

In the next step the Lagrangian equations of motions are set up for every degree of freedom xi:

d

dt
(
∂Ec

∂q̇j
)− ∂Ec

∂qj
= dj , j = 1, ...., 10 (22)

Ec is the kinetic energy of the system calculated with the translational vi and rotation velocities ωi:

Ec =
1
2

10∑
i=0

(vT
i mivi + ωT

i J
iP

ωi) (23)

The generalized forces d of the Lagrangian equations are calculated with the forces f
Ei

and moments mEiP

acting on every body:

d =
10∑
i=1

(JT
Ti

f
Ei

+ JT
ri

mEiP ) (24)
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J
Ti

and J
ri

are the jacobien matrices of translation and rotation. In order to calculate the kinetic energy Ec

the translational and rotatory velocities have to be calculated for every body relative to the inertial system.

The vector d of the generalized forces is composed of the spring and damping forces of the primary suspen-
sion and the friction forces of the wheel rail contact. The spring and damping forces are calculated using the
displacements and velocities at the coupling points of the suspension expressed in inertial coordinates.

The crucial issue is the calculation of the forces in the wheel rail contact. In general, two different types
of contact forces can be distinguished: geometrical and friction forces. The geometric lateral forces are
depending on the contact angle between wheel and rail. They become important when the angle in the right
and left contact differ, provoking a resulting lateral forces. The friction forces are related to the relative
velocity in the contact surface between wheel and rail through the coefficient of friction. Three different
relative velocities or slips - the relative velocity with respect to a reference velocity - are distinguished: the
longitudinal slip νξ, the lateral slip νη and the rotational slip νζ . The objective is thus to determine the friction
forces as a function of these slips. The relative velocities are calculated using the geometric relations in the
wheel contact shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Relative velocities in the wheel rail contact

v
r(l)
ξ = rr(l)Ω cos δz ± d

dt
δze0/2− v (25)

vr(l)
η = rr(l)Ω sin δz cos δr(l) −

d

dt
(uy − dy + r0γd) cos δr(l) −

d

dt
δx(

e0

2
sin δ0 + rr(l)cosδ0) (26)

v
r(l)
ζ = ±Ω sin δr(l) −

d

dt
δzcosδr(l) (27)

By dividing the relative velocities with the constant velocity v of the bogie the slip rates νξ, νη and νζ are
obtained. For the calculation of the friction forces and moments, the linearized Kalker theory is applied. It
assumes that the slip rates are small so that a linear ratio between slip and friction coefficient can be applied.
For this slip range the contact surface is divided into a slip and a stick area. With increasing slip the stick
area disappears and the friction coefficient reaches a constant level. However, the Kalker coefficients [4] are
depending on the form of the contact ellipse calculated with the normal contact problem based on the Hertz
theory.

 Tξ

Tη

Mζ

 = Gab

 C11 0 0
0 C22

√
abC23

0 −√abC23 abC33

 =

 νξ

νη

νζ

 (28)
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By evaluating the Lagrangian equations the nonlinear equation of motion is received.

M(x, t)ẍ(t) + g(x, ẋ, t) = d(x, ẋ, t) (29)

This model has been implemented in Matlab using the Runge Kutta method. It has been compared to a similar
model in Vampire for different excitation types and models of the wheel-rail contact. Vampire provides both
a linear and a nonlinear model for the calculation of the friction forces. Some results are shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Comparison of the Matlab and Vampire model with ye: lateral displacement and dxe: rotation x
axis

5 Conclusions

This paper presents the ongoing work on the multi-body modeling of a railway vehicle. First the simulation
results from a multi-body model performed with the tool Vampire are compared with measured accelera-
tions. In general, the transversal behavior is well predicted giving better results for the bogie than for the
carbody. This is probably due to the coupling elements of the secondary suspension including elastomers
and airsprings whose behavior is difficult to describe. The prediction of the vertical behavior gives worse
results. In order to determine the suspension characteristics an identification process using inline test is of
great interest. Difficulties are the appearance of nonlinearities in the wheel-rail contact and suspension el-
ements as well as the absence of measured input forces. Therefore the difference between measured and
modeled response data has been described by a misfit function on the time data. An adjoint state gradient
approach has been proposed in order to minimize this misfit function. The objective of the ongoing work is
to apply this method on a simplified multi-body model of the bogie with exactly known properties.
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Abstract 
The dynamic behaviour of piles in response to incident vibration fields from underground railways is a 

major concern in the construction of tunnels and buildings. The Pipe-in-Pipe model (PiP) is well-

established as a tool for predicting vibration from underground railways. It is currently being enhanced to 

include details of piled foundations. The present paper gives a detailed description of the methods used in 

incorporating pile models into the PiP software. Validation of these models against a single-pile Boundary 

Element Model shows good agreement in predicted response to longitudinal forces as well as considerable 

savings in computational time. Using power flow methods, maps of the energy lost through the pile 

boundary are constructed. It is shown that the majority of energy from longitudinal vibration usually flows 

through the tip, however, in particular pile locations relative to a tunnel the majority of energy flows 

through the pile skin. The tip orientation and the absolute distance of the pile from the tunnel are 

important parameters in pile and tunnel construction. 

1 Introduction 

As the demand for underground rail networks and land developments increases, so also does the proximity 

of residential and commercial areas to rail tunnels. The movement of trains through tunnels produces 

ground-borne vibration which is radiated into nearby buildings through structural foundations. This 

vibration manifests as re-radiated noise; an important issue for rail and property developers. It is useful to 

be able to predict the levels of vibration and noise that will result from the railway, particularly as the cost 

of incorporating vibration-attenuating measures into railways and buildings post-construction is high. An 

increasing trend towards the noise and vibration assessment of buildings and railways pre-construction 

encourages the development of predictive models of underground railways. 

The Pipe-in-Pipe (PiP) model is a well-established predictive tool that provides a user-friendly means of 

assessing railway design changes. The PiP model runs in less than a minute on a PC with modest 

specifications. This allows designers to make multiple computations as part of an iterative design process. 

Features such as the track, tunnel and railcar design can be optimised using this model. The PiP model is 

being extended to include features such as soil conditions, various track designs and foundations in order 

to increase the robustness of this tool. The key consideration in the inclusion of these features is 

maintaining fast computational time. This paper describes the inclusion of the longitudinal vibration 

modes of single piles into the PiP model. 
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2 Incorporating foundations 

The method used to incorporate foundations is based on the theory of joining subsystems [1]. This method 

is illustrated using the example of a beam, representing a raft foundation, which is to be “added” to the 

halfspace surface, as shown in Figure 1. Capital letters (e.g. F1 and W1) are used to denote variables in the 

frequency domain; the corresponding time domain variables are lower case (e.g. f1 and w1).  Suppose there 

is a source of vibration applied somewhere underground, for instance in a tunnel (F0).  F0  will generate 

vibration at a series of points within the halfspace W10, W20, … Wn0 (meaning “the displacement at point ‘n’ 

due to F0 in the absence of any foundation”). These terms are contained within the matrix W0. 

 

(a) (b)

f0 

f1 

f0 

w10

‘1’    ‘2’     ‘3’ …. 

w20 w30 w40

w1 w2 w3 w4

w1 w2 w3

f2 f3 f4 

f1 f2 f3 f4

w4

A 

B 

A 

f0 

w1

w2

w3

w4

B 

A 

(c)

w1

w2

w3

w4

 

Figure 1.  A foundation added to a halfspace.  (a)  The response of the free surface at points ‘1’, ‘2’ … in 

the absence of the foundation.  (b)  The interaction between a raft foundation and the halfspace.  (c)  The 

interaction between a piled foundation and a halfspace. 

The foundation is attached to the halfspace surface at this series of points. The forces that will act between 

the foundation and the free surface are F1, F2, … Fn and the displacements after the foundation are in place 

are W1, W2, … Wn. The response of the ground at point 1, for example, is given by: 

 

 W1 = W10+ A11(ω) F1+ A12(ω) F2 + …. (1) 

 

where A11(ω) is the frequency response function relating displacement at ‘1’ on the halfspace to F1, A12(ω) 

is the frequency response function relating displacement at ‘1’ on the halfspace to F2 etc. Similarly for the 

beam (system B): 

 

 W1 = - B11(ω) F1 - B12(ω) F2 - …. (2) 

  

where B11(ω) is the frequency response function relating displacement at ‘1’ on the  beam to F1, B12(ω) is 

the frequency response function relating displacement at ‘1’ on the beam to F2 etc. These equations can be 

written in matrix form as: 

 

 � � �� � ����	 (3) 

 

And � � 
����	 (4) 
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Eliminating F from (3) and (4) gives  

 

 � � � � ��������������� (5) 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1, this equation is valid for the embedment of a pile in a halfspace. W0 is 

determined by running PiP for a 6m diameter tunnel at a depth of 20m, and with default track, tunnel, soil 

and vehicle parameters that can be found at the PiP model website [2]. It should be noted that the PiP 

model used in this paper to obtain data does not include the free surface: this feature will soon be available 

and will result in more accurate predictions of pile behaviour. 

3 Pile models 

The three models presented in this paper are used to generate the frequency response function matrix for 

the halfspace, ����. These models are based upon the treatment of the soil as a linear, elastic halfspace. It 

has been shown experimentally that this assumption is justified at low levels of harmonic excitation, as in 

this situation [3]. Material damping is not included in the pile as it has been shown that pile behavior is 

dominated by the damping in the soil [4]. The frequency response matrix ���� relates the displacement of 

a point on the pile to a force acting on the pile; it is independent of the halfspace model. 

3.1 Pile transfer function 

The terms of the frequency response function matrix ���� are obtained from the standard equation for 

longitudinal waves in a rod with mass per unit length m’, Young’s modulus E, length L, and cross-

sectional area A. Assuming free-free boundary conditions (corresponding to a friction pile), the frequency 

response function HB is a function of force location L1 and measurement position x:  

 

 �� � �
� � �������� � �������, 0 " � " #��$����� � �$�����, #� " � " #% (6) 

 

 �$ � &'()
*+   (7) 

  

 �� � �,-./01�.23/01453/0
*+/453/0 ; B1=0 (8) 

 

 �$ � �,-./01*+/453/0; �$ � �,-./01*+/  (9) 

   

The transfer function matrix B(ω) in equation 5 including the cross-coupling terms of the column can be 

constructed by substituting the appropriate values of x and 1L  into equation 6. 
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3.2 Novak soil model 

The Novak model presented in this paper is adapted from the model for embedded footings developed by 

Novak and Beredugo [5]. The pile is modeled as a series of rigid cylindrical elements with radius 6� 

excited by a harmonically varying force 7�8� (Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Longitudinal excitation of pile 

 

The dynamic vertical reaction at the base of the pile 9:�8� is expressed as a function of the vertical 

displacement ;�8� using the response of a circular disc on an elastic halfspace: 

 

 9:�8� � <6��=� � �=$�;�8� (10) 

 

where < is the shear modulus of the halfspace, and =� and =$ are functions of dimensionless frequency. 

For Poisson ratio > � 0.5 (a close approximation to the PiP value of > � 0.44): 

 

 =� � 8.00 � 2.18E� 
 12.63E�$ � 20.73E�I 
 16.47E�J � 4.458E�K (11) 

 

 =$ � 7.414E� 
 2.986E�$ � 4.324E�I 
 1.782E�J (12) 

 

 E� � 6��MN
O (13) 

 

The dynamic vertical reaction P:�8� acting on the side length # of the cylindrical element is obtained from 

the approximate analytical approach formulated by Baranov [5]. The soil is assumed to be a series of 

infinitesimally thin independent elastic layers, resulting in the equation: 

 

 P:�8� � <#�Q� � �Q$�R�8�  (14) 

 

 Q� � 2SE� T1�5U�TU�5U�VW1�5U�WU�5U�
T)U�5U�VW)U�5U�   (15) 

 

 

 

P:�8� P:�8� 

9:�8� 6� 

7�8� 

# 
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 Q$ � J
T)U�5U�VW)U�5U� (16) 

 

where Y��E��,  Y��E�� are Bessel functions of the first kind of order zero and one respectively, and Z��E��, Z��E�� are Bessel functions of the second kind of order zero and one. The frequency response function for 

the tip element is: 

 

 
�

[\�4�V]\�4� � �
� � �

O0�^1V2^)�VO_U�`1V2`)�  (17) 

 

and for all other elements:  

 

 
�

[\�4� � �
� � �

O0�^1V2^)� (18) 

 

These values can be substituted as required into the main diagonal of the frequency response function 

matrix ����. Cross-coupling within the pile is neglected as it cannot be calculated using this method, or 

using the assumptions to follow regarding pile radiation. 

The far-field contribution of the pile’s response to the soil’s displacement can be calculated using a 

number of simplifying assumptions regarding the radiation of energy from the pile. It is assumed that only 

cylindrical shear vertical (SV) waves are emitted from the pile, and that they propagate with the shear 

wave velocity cs in the radial horizontal direction. It is also assumed that all cylindrical waves emanate 

simultaneously from all points along the pile length, and that the waves spread out in phase to form a 

cylindrical wave front. Based on these assumptions, the dynamic interaction factor ab��� for vertical 

motion can be expressed as: 

 

 ab��� � cd�(�
ce�(� � M_Uf g�he( ijeg�2( ije (19) 

 

where ;k��� is the vertical displacement of the pile, ;.��� is the vertical displacement of the soil at the 

point of interest, d is the horizontal distance from the pile to the point of interest, and l. is the hysteretic 

damping ratio for the soil.  

3.3 Wolf double cone model 

The double cone model developed by Wolf [6] for use in foundation analysis is based on the response of a 

loaded rigid, massless circular disk of radius 6� and cross-sectional area �� to a harmonically varying 

force F. When this disc is resting on the surface of a homogeneous halfspace with density ρ and pressure 

wave velocity �k, the halfspace underneath the disc is modelled as a truncated, semi-infinite rod with a 

cross-sectional area varying as for a cone, as shown in Figure 3. The cone aspect ratio 
:U_U is determined by 

equating the static stiffness of the cone to that of a disc on a halfspace. Plane cross-sections are assumed to 

remain plane, and the outward propagation of waves through the infinite halfspace is enforced by allowing 

the waves to travel downwards only. 
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Figure 3. The single cone model for vertical translation. 

 

A disc that is deeply embedded within an infinite fullspace is represented by a double cone, shown in 

Figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The double cone model for vertical translation. 

 

The Green’s function m,-3n�E, ��, where E is the verticail distance to the measuring point, for the double 

cone undergoing translation in the frequency domain is given as: 

 

 m,-3n�E, �� � �
$o

�
�V p\U

nqrspj
�V2s\Uj

 (20) 

 

 t � u�$��/w- (21) 

 

 
:U_U � x

J �1 
 >� y ,
,ez$

 (22) 

 

 � � 2�. (23) 

 

For the vertical motion of a pile, this Green’s function produces an over-flexible result at large distances 

from the loaded disc when compared to the Green’s function for a unit load acting in an infinite fullspace. 

For this reason, the Green’s function for vertical translation is modified to include the weighted Green’s 

functions of the double cone m,-3n and of the fullspace point load m{c||.k5,n: 

 

 m�E, �� � R�E�m,-3n�E, �� � }1 
 R�E�~m{c||.k5,n�E, �� (24) 

u 

u 
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z0 
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 m{c||.k5,n�E, �� � �
JxO �Ψ 
 y5

_z$ �� (25) 

 

 Ψ � y1 
 � �
5U 
 �

5U)z nqrpU
_ � �� ,e,d5U � �

5U)� nqr jejdpU
_  (26) 

 

 � � y1 
 � I
5U 
 I

5U)z nqrpU
_ 
 �,e)

,d) 
 � I,e,d5U 
 I
5U)� nqrjejdpU

_  (27) 

 

 6 � �E$ � 6�$ (28) 

 

 R�E� � �1,                       E " 6�
g��.�pq�U�U ,         E � 6�

% (29) 

 

The free surface is represented using the mirror image method shown in Figure 5. Two identical double 

cones are placed symmetrically about the surface and excited simultaneously using equal, anti-symmetric 

loading. This results in a stress-free condition at the surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The mirror image method for a free surface with double cones where a is the distance from the 

disc to the point of interest, and a’ is the distance from the mirror disc to the point of interest. 

 

The pile embedded in a halfspace is modelled as a series of m rigid discs equally spaced with soil between 

them, together with the corresponding stack of m mirror image discs above the halfspace. Each disc and its 

mirror image are subjected to the same force 72��� �� � 1,2, … , ��  and undergo the same displacement ;2���. The terms of the frequency response function matrix ���� are given by: 

 

 m2���� � m2��E, �� � m2��E�, �� (30) 
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Where the term m2���� specifies the displacement amplitude of the i-th disc caused by the harmonic force 

of unit amplitude  7���� applied to the j-th disc at distance a and to its mirror disc at distance a’. 

The far-field contribution of the pile’s response to the soil’s displacement can be calculated using the 

method outlined for the Novak pile model. 

3.4 Rigid sphere model 

As the application of a point-load in an elastic solid results in a stress singularity, in this model a series of 

equally-spaced, rigid spheres are used to attach the column to the elastic fullspace. A rigid sphere of radius 6� with density u. embedded in an infinite homogeneous space of density u is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. A rigid sphere embedded in an elastic fullspace undergoing longitudinal excitiation. 

 

The vertical displacement of the sphere ��Ω.� when it is acted upon at its centre by a harmonically 

varying force 7 is derived by Kausel [7]: 

 

 
��Ωe�

� � �
_UO

I
Jx � $V5)�5)Ω)�V�Ω��$V���

��Ω)�}�V��V$5)V_�$V5)�~VΩ���5)V2Ω�����V���Ω)��}�V$�V��$V��~��  (31) 

 

 Ω� � ��U� ; 6 � NeN ; E � ,e,d (32) 

 

where G is the soil shear modulus, cp is pressure wave velocity and cs is the shear wave velocity.  

Once the displacement of the sphere as a function of frequency is known, it can be used to find the 

frequency response function, expressed in polar coordinates, at an arbitrary point R>r0 beyond the 

sphere’s surface using the equation: 

 

 
��],�,��

� � ��Ω��
� �����������$��R�����$��r�����¡¢�$ (33) 

 

 ����� � diag�1 1 0� (34) 

 

7�8� 

6� 

;�8� 
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 ��� � §���¨ 0 00 
���¨ 00 0 
���¨© (35) 

 

 ���$� � ª«�� «�$ 0«$� «$$ 00 0 «II
¬ (36) 

 

 «�� � fd1f:d     «�$ � 2 ®1:®     «$� � d1:d     «$$ � �
:e

f�:®®1�
f:®     «II � «^� (37) 

 

 «k� � «��$��wk�    «.� � «��$��w.�    w¯ � (]
,d     w^ � (]

,e  (38) 

 

 «��$��w� � 2nqr\
:     «��$��w� � 2nqr\��V2:�

:)     «$�$��w� � 2nqr\}IVI2:�:)~
:°  (39) 

 

The mirror image method is also applicable to the rigid sphere model: the pile embedded in a halfspace is 

modelled as a series of m rigid spheres equally spaced with soil between them, together with the 

corresponding stack of m mirror image spheres above the halfspace. The main diagonal of the frequency 

response function matrix ���� is given as  

 

 m22��� � m22�E, �� � m22�E±, �� (40) 

 

where m22�E, �� � ��Ωe�
�  and m2��E±, �� is the displacement amplitude of the i-th sphere caused by the 

harmonic force of unit amplitude 72��� applied to the mirror sphere at distance a’=2a. The off-diagonal 

terms of the frequency response matrix also include the contribution of mirror spheres.  

The response of the mirror spheres and the off-diagonal cross-coupling terms can be included in the 

frequency response function matrix by substitution of the appropriate inter-sphere radial distances R while 

setting ² equal to zero. The far-field contribution of the pile’s response to the soil’s displacement can also 

be calculated using the appropriate radial and angular distances R and ². It should be noted that the 

transfer function must be converted to Cartesian coordinates in order to obtain the frequency response 

function in the longitudinal direction. 

4 Validation 

The Boundary Element model used here for validation was developed by Talbot [4]. This model 

incorporates vertical, horizontal and rotational motion of a single floating pile embedded in a 

homogeneous, isotropic, linear-elastic halfspace. The halfspace is modelled using a constant-element 

BEM formulation, and a four-element discretisation of the pile’s circular circumference is used. A steady-

state, time-harmonic loading is applied to the pile head. 

The accuracy of this model is limited by the four elements around the pile circumference and the 

coarseness of the soil mesh. However, comparisons with published results show reasonable agreement in 

the predicted driving point response. This model will be used for comparison with the three models, in 

order to have a benchmark for the qualitative behaviour of the system.  
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4.1 Driving point response 

The driving point response of each of the three models in the absence of a tunnel, shown in Figure 7, was 

determined for a frequency range of 0Hz to 200Hz. The magnitude and phase plots are shown in Figure 8 

for a 30m-long, floating pile with radius r0 = 0.3536m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. The longitudinal driving point response of a 30m pile in the absence of a tunnel. 

 

Figure 8. Magnitude and phase of the longitudinal driving point response of a single pile. Novak model 

(dot-dash), Wolf cone model (dash), rigid spheres model (dot), BEM model (asterisk). 

 

Whilst a normalisation procedure is used to produce well-conditioned matrices, at very high frequencies 

poorly conditioned matrices are present in the Boundary Element Model, resulting in absent data points.  

There is reasonably good agreement in the magnitude of the response between all models, with the 

maximum variation between any one model and the Boundary Element Model being in the order of 8dB at 

low frequencies. The phase variation in the Boundary Element Model is well-represented by the Novak 

and Wolf models, however, the rigid sphere model increasingly underestimates the decreasing phase as the 

frequency increases (see Figure 8). Overall, the best agreement to the Boundary Element Model for the 

driving point response at the top of the pile is obtained with the Novak model. It is not yet clear which 

model has the best agreement with the Boundary Element Model for incoming vibration from an 

underground railway. 

30m 
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u 
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4.2 Insertion gain 

Insertion gain (IG) in decibels is the increase in vibration levels resulting from the insertion of a pile into 

the halfspace. This can be expressed as a function of frequency ω: 

 

 ³<��� � 20 log�� � ¶r·�(�
�¶U�r·�(�� (41) 

 

where ����¸¹ and �¸¹ are the element in the ith row and jth column of the displacements in the halfspace 

before and after a pile is embedded, respectively. 

The insertion gain was calculated at the pile head for each of the three models for three different pile 

geometries and locations: (a) a 15m pile located 10m from the centerline of a tunnel; (b) a 15m pile 

located above (0m from the centerline) a tunnel; and (c) a 30m pile located 10m from the centerline of a 

tunnel. In each case the tunnel is located 20m below the surface. These three situations are illustrated in 

Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)        (b)           (c) 

Figure 9. Three pile locations and geometries: (a) a 15m pile located 10m from the centerline of a tunnel; 

(b) a 15m pile located above (0m from the centerline) a tunnel; and (c) a 30m pile located 10m from the 

centerline of a tunnel. 

 

Using the three pile models, the insertion gain and pile displacement for each of these situations is plotted 

as a function of the pile length in Figure 10. 

As expected, there is variation between the three piles models. However, some important features of 

dynamic pile behaviour can be deduced.  

All three pile locations and geometries exhibit a region of vibration attenuation in the range 25Hz to 75Hz. 

This attenuation is of the magnitude of approximately 5dB. The general trend of 5dB attenuation continues 

at higher frequencies, where the response is dominated by a number of evenly-spaced peaks. These peaks 

occur at frequencies 115Hz, 133Hz, 150Hz, 165Hz and 180Hz. The origin of these peaks requires further 

investigation as they are clearly not due to column resonances. 

Figure 11 shows the insertion gain for all three pile locations using the Novak model. It can be seen that 

extending the length of the pile at a given position has little influence on the insertion gain: it is only at the 

localised troughs that a longer pile provides greater attenuation. A pile that is located 0m from a tunnel 

generally provides less attenuation than a pile that is located 10m from a tunnel at frequencies below 

100Hz. At frequencies between 100Hz and 200Hz the presence of peaks results in very little difference in 

the two pile locations. 
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   (a)              (b) 

 

 

 

 

 before   after 

 

Figure 10. Insertion gain for: a) a 15m pile located 

10m from a tunnel; b) a 15m pile located above 

(0m from) a tunnel; and c) a 30m pile located 10m 

from a tunnel. Novak model (dot-dash), Wolf cone 

model (dash), rigid spheres model (dot). 
 

   (c)   

 

 

 

 

  

before   after 

 

Figure 11. Insertion gain for three pile geometries 

using the Novak model. A 15m pile located 10m 

from a tunnel (dot-dash), a 15m pile located above 

(0m from) a tunnel (dash), a 30m pile located 10m 

from a tunnel (dot). 
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5 Power flow and reciprocity 

A reciprocity argument is sometimes used to postulate that the majority of ground-borne vibration energy 

transferred to a pile passes through the pile tip cross-section [8]. Reciprocity is a powerful concept which 

shows that the transfer function between any two points in a linear system must be equal regardless of the 

direction in which the vibration is travelling. The relevant reciprocity argument is that the majority of 

energy transferred to the pile by excitation of the pile head is dissipated at the pile tip and only a small 

amount of the energy is lost through the pile skin. This argument leads to a number of important 

conclusions regarding the optimal tip orientation in relation to the tunnel location. 

Power flow calculations can be used to construct maps of the energy lost through the pile boundary. This 

is done for the longitudinal driving point response of the pile in the absence of a tunnel, as well as for the 

longitudinal vibration of the pile located in the vicinity of a railway tunnel. The relevance of the 

reciprocity argument in these situations is discussed, as is the importance of the tip orientation and the 

absolute distance of the pile from the tunnel in relation to pile and tunnel construction. 

5.1 Power flow calculations 

A pile element moving through the generalised displacements u, v and θ when acted upon by the 

corresponding generalised forces F, S and Q is shown in Figure 11a. The mean power flow through this 

element is calculated as the mean rate at which the element does work against the generalised forces F, S 

and Q when moving through the corresponding generalised displacements u, v and θ. 

For harmonic motion at angular frequency ω, the mean power flow is expressed as: 

 

 º» � 
 �
$ 9g¼���;7½ � ¾Q½ � ¿À½�Á (42) 

 

where ‘*’ denotes the complex conjugate. For the case of longitudinal vibration only, the mean power 

flow is: 

 

 º» � 
 �
$ 9g¼��;7½Á (43) 

 

In Figure 11b, the power flow through the lower edge of the pile element is defined as P1 and the power 

flow through the upper edge of the pile element is defined as P2. Arrows in this figure are defined in the 

positive sense. Ps, the power flow through the pile skin, is the difference between the flow through the 

upper edge and the lower edge, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   (a)      (b) 

Figure 11. (a) A pile element moving through the generalised displacements u, v and θ when acted upon 

by the corresponding generalised forces F, S and Q; (b) power flows within a pile element. 
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5.2 Power flow results 

The power flow through the pile boundary for the driving point response (4kN excitation on the pile head), 

and the response at 100Hz for each of the three situations shown in Figure 9 was calculated and is plotted, 

together with the displacement of the pile, in Figure 12. 

 

 

 

 

   (a)                                                                            (b) 

 

 

 

 

   (c)       (d) 

Figure 12. Power flow and pile displacement for: (a) longitudinal driving point response; (b) a 15m pile 

located 10m from a tunnel; (c) a 15m pile located above (0m from) a tunnel; (d) a 30m pile located 10m 

from a tunnel. Novak model (dot-dash), Wolf cone model (dash), rigid spheres model (dot). 

 

Figure 12a show the all of the energy entering the pile is dissipated in the upper 5m of the pile; no energy 

travels down the pile and through the pile tip. Figures 12b and 12c show that the maximum power flow 

into the pile (negative power flow) occurs at the pile tip. However, in Figure 12d the maximum power 

flow is not at the tip, but is instead at a distance 3m to 7m above the pile tip. This location coincides with 

the region where the vibration produced by the railway is at a maximum magnitude. This trend is seen in 
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all long piles which penetrate below the depth of the tunnel: the maximum power flow occurs in the region 

where there exists the most vibration energy from the tunnel, which is not necessarily at the pile tip. In 

Figure 12b and 12d the maximum longitudinal displacement occurs at the pile tip, whereas in Figure 12c 

the maximum displacement occurs at 5m from the pile tip.  

Conclusion 

Three models for the longitudinal vibration of a single pile embedded in a linear, elastic halfspace were 

developed from the work of Novak, Kausel and Wolf. All three models required minimal computational 

time, and were incorporated into the PiP model using the theory of joining subsystems. Validation of these 

models against a Boundary Element Model for the driving point response shows good agreement in 

magnitude and phase. 

The calculated insertion gain of three different pile locations and lengths showed a 5dB attenuation in the 

region of 25Hz to 75Hz. A number of equally-spaced peaks occurred in each situation, indicating that the 

frequency of these peaks is independent of pile location and geometry.  

The consideration of three models of a single pile embedded in a linear, elastic halfspace has illustrated 

some important features of pile design. Power flow methods have determined that the location of the pile 

tip relative to the tunnel is not the sole governing factor in the dynamic response of the pile head. The 

magnitude of the vibration propagating from the tunnel determines the location of maximum power flow 

into the pile. Pile designers should therefore, wherever possible, avoid driving piles below the depth of the 

tunnel, as this is where the maximum vibration from the tunnel occurs. 

The three models presented in this paper were based upon the same assumption of an elastic, linear 

halfspace, yet variation of more than 10dB was observed between models at times. The frequencies and 

positions at which these uncertainties occur are difficult to predict, reinforcing the view that it is not good 

practice to rely on prediction models for accuracy better than 10dB.  
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Abstract 
In the present contribution, the dynamic performance of railway bridges under High-Speed traffic is 
evaluated. An innovative alternative to reduce the bridge deck inadmissible resonant oscillations has 
already been proposed by the authors based on retrofitting the deck with Fluid Viscous Dampers. The 
optimization of the retrofitting parameters under harmonic conditions using a three-dimensional analytical 
model of the modified structure is one of the main purposes of the investigation. Analytical closed form 
expressions for the optimal dampers constants are derived and their validity is numerically evaluated. To 
this end, an existing bridge belonging to the Spanish Railway network is analyzed using a three-
dimensional finite element code specifically programmed by the authors for this application. Special 
attention is given to the dynamic effect of the deck elastic bearings, the gradual process of the loads 
entering and exiting the bridge at the abutments and the number of modes that contribute to the response. 

1 Introduction 

The dynamic performance of railway bridges is an increasingly relevant issue in public transport systems 
due to the extensive construction of new High-Speed railway lines and the use of old lines for higher 
operating train velocities. Higher design velocities may lead to resonant phenomena, entailing adverse 
consequences such as ballast destabilization, risk of derailment, deterioration of passenger comfort and a 
raise in the maintenance costs, especially in short simply supported structures [1]. In order to mitigate the 
excessive vertical oscillations experimented by bridge decks, a specific type of retrofit has already been 
proposed by the authors [2]. It consists on artificially increasing the overall structural damping retrofitting 
the deck with Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVDs) linking the vertical motion of the slab with that of a set of 
auxiliary beams as shown in Figure 1. The new beams, which must be introduced among the original 
girders if possible or adequately anchored to the abutments, cannot contact the slab at any intermediate 
section. That way, the existing gap between the original structure and the auxiliary one, allows for relative 
displacement rates in the dampers and the subsequent energy dissipation. This solution could substitute a 
classical strengthening process in existing railway bridges, being one of its principal advantages the 
possibility of installation and maintenance without interfering with everyday railway traffic. 
In order to assess the technical feasibility of the new alternative and propose a design methodology for the 
optimal auxiliary beams sizes and FVDs constants, the authors investigated the dynamic behavior of the 
planar model shown in Figure 2(a). One of the main conclusions extracted from the 2D analysis was that 
the smallest beams associated with optimal dampers ensuring deck Serviceability Conditions as per 
Spanish Standards [3] or Eurocode [4], should be installed. Analytical expressions for the optimal dampers 
constants were developed based in the harmonic response of the combined system [2]. Conclusions 
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extracted from the 2D model are obviously limited to non-skewed single-track bridges as only flexural 
contributions are accounted for. Therefore, the main objectives of the present investigation are (i) to 
determine the governing parameters of the retrofitted deck resonant response and (ii) develop a design 
methodology for the retrofitting system by analyzing the analytical 3D model shown in Figure 2(b); also 
(iii) to verify the analytical results through numerical Finite Elements (FE) analyses. Especial attention 
will be given to the consequences of including elastic rubber bearings vertical stiffness in the numerical 
model. 

 
Figure 1: Proposed retrofitting system introduced in a concrete girders deck 

 
Figure 2: Analytical (a) 2D and (b) 3D models of the retrofitted deck 

2 Dynamic equations of motion and governing parameters 

2.1 Modal equations of the retrofitted deck under moving loads 

As short simply supported bridges are commonly built by means of pre-stressed concrete slabs, T-beam 
decks, slabs stiffened with ribs etc. the bridge deck is modeled by means of a rectangular simply supported 
(S-S) orthotropic thin plate. The plate withstands the circulation of the moving loads exciting the 
movement of a series of Euler-Bernoulli (E-B) S-S beams through the FVDs as in Figure 2(b). The neutral 
plane of the plate is contained in the xy plane being x and y principal directions of orthotropy. The axial 
forces developed in the dampers are proportional to the relative velocity between the connected points, 
due to the pure viscous nature of the selected devices. 
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The Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) of motion of the plate and auxiliary beams when the loads travel 
along a straight line parallel to the plate longitudinal axis are given in equation (1) when structural 
damping is neglected. Regarding the plate equations (1a-c), wB stands for the neutral plane deflection, 

B
xD , B

yD  and BH  are orthotropic constants, ρB is the uniform mass density, V the traveling velocity and 
NP, Pk and dk define the train of loads. Also δ and H are the Dirac Delta and Heaviside unit functions 
respectively. In equation (1d) wb, mbj and bj bj

yE I  stand for the deflection, distributed mass and flexural 

rigidity of the jth auxiliary beam. Finally, bj
DN , bj

DiC  and bj
Dix  are the number of dampers connected to the jth 

beam, and the dissipative constant and location with respect to the beam reference system of the ith device. 
Expressing the deflection of the plate and of the auxiliary beams as linear combinations of their normal 
modes 
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Following standard structural dynamics procedures for linear elastic systems, introducing modal damping 
and in virtue of normal modes orthogonality conditions [5], the system of DEs governing the modal 
amplitudes time dependence of the plate and auxiliary beams modes is derived 
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where B
mnM  and bj

lM , B
mnω  and bj

lω  and B
mnζ  and bj

lζ  are the modal masses, circular frequencies and 
structural damping ratios associated to the different modes. As it may be inferred from equations (3), FVD 
forces lead to a coupled system of modal equations. 

2.2 Modal equations of the retrofitted plate under harmonic conditions 

As the objective of the retrofitting process is to reduce the deck maximum dynamic response below 
admissible levels, the system shown in Figure 2(b) will be first analyzed under harmonic conditions 
capturing the essential features of the structural response at resonance. The harmonic excitation is 
eccentrically located at the mid-span section of the plate as shown in Figure 3(a). 
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In order to solve the plate dynamic response in closed form, the following simplifications are assumed: (i) 
two auxiliary beams with identical properties and FVDs distributions symmetrically located with respect 
to the plate longitudinal symmetry plane conform the retrofitting system; (ii) equal lengths and vertical 
alignment of the auxiliary beams and the slab is assumed; (iii) only the plate first flexural and torsional 
modes and the beams fundamental mode contribute to the response due to the double symmetry of the 
retrofitted structure and load conditions. Under these circumstances the effect of FVDs distributions may 
be concentrated in two equivalent dampers at the mid-span section of each beam as in Figure 3(b); (iv) the 
plate modes are normalized for unit displacement at the first equivalent damper connection point and the 
beams modes for unit displacement at mid-span employing the following nomenclature for the new 
amplitudes and mode shapes 
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Figure 3. (a) Retrofitted plate under harmonic excitation. (b) Equivalent FVDs 

In equation (5) the DEs of motion in modal space in terms of the new modal amplitudes are included 
along with the explicit formulation of the total damping matrix. The solution to equation (5) corresponds 
to the 4 degree of freedom (4 dof) system response shown in Figure 4. 
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If resonance is induced by a train of a large number of loads, as it is the case with High-Speed trains, the 
maximum response will occur in the steady-state vibration stage. Therefore, neglecting the transient 
solution the modal amplitudes in complex form may be expressed as 

 1 1
ˆ 1, 2fi tB B

n n e n= ⋅ =ωξ ξ           1 1
ˆ 1, 2fi tbj bj e j= ⋅ =ωξ ξ  (6) 
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being 1
B
nξ  and 1

bjξ  complex amplitudes as well. By substitution of equations (6) into (5), closed form 
expressions are obtained for the modal amplitudes. Finally, the transverse displacement and acceleration at 
a generic point of the plate may be computed as 
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Transforming the amplitudes of equation (7) in the following dimensionless magnitudes 
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0
BA  and 0

Ba  can be obtained in closed form as 
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The combined flexural and torsional response of the plate computed at a generic point in terms of vertical 
displacements or accelerations, expressed in a dimensionless format depends on the following 12 ratios 

 { }1 1 1 1 11 12 1 0 0, , , , , , , , , , ,B B b
D bB bB B B P PR R RΩ ζ μ η μ η ζ ζ ζ  (11) 

where μB and ηB are the plate modal masses and natural frequencies ratios, μbB1 and ηbB1 the mass and 
frequency ratios between the beams and the plate fundamental modes, Ω1 the forcing frequency 
nondimensionalized by the plate fundamental frequency, and 11

Bζ , 12
Bζ  and 1

bζ  the modal damping ratios. 
Finally, ζD1 is the external damping ratio, defined as the equivalent damper constant divided by the critical 
damping of the plate in its fundamental mode and RP, R0 and R0P relate plate modal amplitudes between 
the points of study and excitation 

 ( ) ( )12 112, 2,B B B B
P P PR L y L y= Λ Λ    ( ) ( )0 12 0 11 02, 2,B B B BR L y L y= Λ Λ    ( ) ( )0 11 0 112, 2,B B B B

P PR L y L y= Λ Λ (12) 
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Figure 4. Equivalent 4dof system 

3 Retrofitting system optimization 

The evolution of the plate harmonic response with the parameters that define the retrofitting system has 
been investigated in a wide range of excitation frequencies. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show a parametric 
representation of the plate dynamic amplification computed at the midpoint (xB=L/2) of the plate borders 
(yB=0 and yB=B) and at the center of the plate (xB=L/2, yB=B/2) for ηB=1.3 and μB=0.926. The same 
analysis has been performed considering different plate modal relationships, giving rise to the following 
conclusions: (i) in order for the retrofit to be effective, the beams fundamental frequency must exceed the 
plate highest frequency; (ii) the dynamic response of the plate monotonically decreases with the beams 
mass and damping ratio; (iii) for a particular pair of auxiliary beams, there is an optimum value of the 
dampers constants leading to the minimum plate dynamic amplification at resonance. A similar behavior 
is perceived when the plate response is analyzed in terms of accelerations. 
Closed form expressions for the optimal dampers constants associated with the minimum displacement 
(equations (13a-b)) and acceleration (equations (13c-d)) resonant modal responses have been obtained in 
closed form in terms of the modal masses and frequency ratios between the plate and the beams. A 
systematic procedure for selecting the optimal constants in the whole frequency range has been proposed 
depending on the relative amplitudes of the plate flexural and torsional resonances at the most unfavorable 
point. These analytical optimal values derived under simplified harmonic conditions, constitute valuable 
initial estimates of the real optima, as it will be shown in the following sections. 
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Figure 5. Parametric response of 0

BA  vs. Ω1 for ηB=1.3 μB=0.926 at yB=0 

 

Figure 6. Parametric response of 0
BA  vs. Ω1 for ηB=1.3 μB=0.926 at yB=0.5B 

 
Figure 7. Parametric response of 0

BA  vs. Ω1 for ηB=1.3 μB=0.926 at yB=B 
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4 Numerical model description 

In order to analyze the retrofitted bridge dynamic performance under railway traffic, a numerical Finite 
Element (FE) model outlined in Figure 8 has been implemented in a Fortran 90 code named DYNARET1. 
The model main features are the following: (i) the deck behavior is simulated by means of orthotropic 
plate Linear Varying Curvature triangular FEs (Felippa [7]); (ii) the laminated rubber bearings of the deck 
girders are included in the model as an equivalent distributed vertical stiffness along the abutments as in 
Figure 8(a); (iii) simply supported E-B beams stand for the auxiliary beams behavior; (iv) a point load 
model is adopted for the railway excitation neglecting therefore vehicle-structure interaction effects. 

 
Figure 8. Parametric response of 0

BA  vs. Ω1 for ηB=1.3 μB=0.926 at yB=0 

Due to the presence of the elastic bearings vertical stiffness in the FE model, when a load enters or exits 
the bridge crossing a border element, a transient phenomenon takes place leading to unrealistic high-
frequency modal contributions of the plate. To overcome this problem, the gradual nature of the wheel 
loads application process close to the abutments due to the distributive effects of rails, sleepers and ballast, 
must be properly simulated. To this end, each point load is distributed throughout a load-print centred in 
the wheel position being the distributive function based on the Zimmerman-Timoshenko solution for an 
infinite beam on Winkler foundation. When the load-print intersects with any of the two abutments (see 
Figure 8(b)), the equivalent load of the distribution that falls inside the bridge Qk is obtained by integration 
and applied at the centre of gravity of the shaded area. Once the load-print completely falls inside the 

                                                      
1 Dynamic Analysis of Retrofitted Bridges 
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bridge, the nominal value of the load returns to be applied. The distribution length Ldist is defined by 
default as the distance between four sleepers (2.4 m). 
Finally, the dynamic equations of motion of the deck and auxiliary beams linked through one-dimensional 
pure FVDs elements are transformed into modal space and numerically integrated by the Newmark-β 
Linear Acceleration algorithm. 

5 Case of study. Bracea II in Madrid-Sevilla High-Speed line 

5.1 Bridge deck description and FE model calibration process 

Bracea II is a 45º skew railway bridge composed by two identical simply supported bays of 15.25 m spans 
crossing the Bracea stream. Each deck consists of a 25 cm thickness 11.6 m width concrete slab resting 
over five 1.05 m height pre-stressed concrete tapered I girders, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The girders 
lean on the abutments through laminated elastic bearings. The slab withstands two ballasted tracks with an 
equal eccentricity of 2.15 m, sidewalks and handrails. The Maximum Line Speed at the site is 270 km/h 
but the possibility of conditioning the line for 350 km/h has been considered leading to a Maximum 
Design Speed of 1.2×350 km/h as per Eurocode 1 [8] and Spanish Standards. 

     
Figure 9. Bracea II bridge 

 
Figure 10. Cross section of Bracea II bridge deck 

Right after the bridge construction, an experimental campaign was performed based on static, quasi-static 
and dynamic tests in order to verify the bridge performance. The results of these tests have been used to 
calibrate the FE model in order to reproduce the obtained measurements. Details of the calibration process 
may be found in [9]. Figure 11(b) gathers the normal mode shapes of the FE deck model after calibration 
with natural frequencies below 33 Hz. As the influence of elastic bearings vertical stiffness in the dynamic 
behavior is going to be investigated, on the left hand side, the corresponding mode shapes when the 
girders elastic bearings are eliminated have been included as well. As it is expected, the presence of the 
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elastic supports lowers the natural frequencies of the model with classical boundary conditions and 
modifies the mode shapes, especially those with high frequencies. During the experimental campaign, a 
1% structural damping ratio was measured and has been assigned to each normal mode in the subsequent 
analyses. 

(a) (b)

B B

B BL L

L L

L L

L L

L L

L LB B

B B

B B

B B

 
Figure 11. Bracea II mode shapes (a) neglecting and (b) accounting for girders elastic bearings 

In the following sections, the dynamic response of the bridge is evaluated in the ballast area at the 25 
points indicated in Figure 12, distributed along the two abutments, the mid span section and close to 
quarters of the bridge span. 

 
Figure 12. Postprocess plate nodes location 

5.2 Unretrofitted bridge dynamic performance 

In first place, the original bridge dynamic behavior is evaluated under the circulation of the HSLM-
A2from Eurocode 1 in the range of velocities [100, 420] km/h in 1 m/s steps. Twelve analysis types have 
been defined in order to evaluate the influence of (i) elastic bearings vertical stiffness, (ii) step vs. 
distributed load application process in the abutments area and (iii) the number of normal modes accounted 
for in the dynamic analyses. Table 1 gathers the analyses definitions and the nomenclature employed 
standing the first letter B for the name of the bridge. Regarding the number of modes that contribute to the 

                                                      
2 High-Speed Load Model - A 
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total deck vertical response, four possibilities have been considered: only the fundamental bending mode, 
both the first bending and torsional modes, modes up to 30.53 Hz and modes up to 334 Hz. 
 

 
Table 1: Performed dynamic analyses. Nomenclature 

In each of the twelve alternatives defined in Table 1, the maximum response at the points of study for each 
train and circulating velocity has been computed. In addition, in order to graphically compare the different 
number of modal contributions and boundary conditions in the complete range of velocities, envelopes of 
maximum acceleration for the 10 HSLM-A trains have been obtained. Figure 13 shows the acceleration 
envelopes at the following coordinates of the slab: (a-b-c) point C5 (L/2,B-ybal), (d-e-f) point C3 (L/2,B/2) 
and (g-h-i) point B1 (0.273L, ybal) being point C3 the most unfavorable one in the twelve cases. Figures 
(a), (d) and (g) correspond to the deck response without elastic bearings, in (b), (e) and (h) the bearings 
have been included and the loads are applied through step functions and finally, in (c), (f) and (i) the 
Zimmerman-Timoshenko distributive function at the entrance and exit of loads in the bridge including 
elastic bearings has been implemented. In each of the nine figures, each curve is associated to a particular 
number of modal contributions. 
The main conclusions that can be extracted from the performed analyses are (i) even though the condition 
for resonance does not depend on the presence of elastic bearings (see Yang et al. [10]), the inclusion of 
these elements vertical stiffness leads to lower resonant speeds due to the reduction experimented by the 
normal modes as shown in Figure 11; (ii) the introduction of elastic bearings in the FE model may entail 
higher resonant amplitudes as the number of modes increases if the application of loads is not 
conveniently distributed at the abutments. This specially stands out at moderate speeds, 100-250 km/h, as 
it can be inferred from the comparison of figures (a) and (b), (d) and (e) and especially (g) and (h) at a 
quarter of span; (iii) when the Zimmerman-Timoshenko distributive function is implemented, the afore-
mentioned effects generally diminish; (iv) aside from the load application process, the effect of the 
bearings on the resonant amplitudes is not predictable due to the existence of cancellation and resonant 
situations which are unequally affected by the simply supported boundary conditions alteration [10]. 
Therefore neglecting elastic bearings may lead to non-conservative conclusions when it comes to 
predicting the maximum bridge dynamic response. 
Among the different analysis alternatives, the one including bearings vertical stiffness, distributed 
entrance/exit of loads and with modes up to 30 Hz that has been shaded in Table 1 (B.BD.30Hz) is 
considered to be the most realistic and appropriate one in order to ensure traffic safety in regards to the 
vertical acceleration of the deck. Figure 14(a) shows the maximum acceleration at the most unfavorable 
point C3 for the ten HSLM-A trains. The maximum acceleration reaches 6.44 m/s2 at the maximum 
velocity and it is due to a second resonance of the fundamental mode, which takes place at around 430 
km/h. The associated time-history has been plotted in graph (c) along with the time instants when the 
axle’s loads enter the bridge. Several peaks exceed the 3.5 m/s2 limitation for ballasted tracks and have 
been pointed out at points C1 and C3 along with the type of resonance that causes the inadmissible 

                                                      
3 Modes with natural frequencies up to 30 Hz have to be accounted for in the deck vertical acceleration verification 
in order to assess the Serviceability Limit state for traffic safety, as per Eurocode and Spanish Standards. A slightly 
extended limit has been assumed in order to take into account modes in the 30 Hz vicinity. 
4 The 30 Hz limitation is increased in a 10%. The consideration of a successively larger number of modes provides a 
good understanding of the structure dynamic behavior. 
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responses. Figures 12(d) and (e) show the time-histories at points C3 and C1 due to second resonances of 
the bending and torsional modes respectively. 

 
Figure 13. HSLM-A trains envelopes of maximum vertical acceleration 
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Figure 14. Maximum acceleration at points C1 and C3 for the B.BD.30Hz analysis type. 

Acceleration time-histories at resonance. 

5.3 Dynamic response of the retrofitted bridge 

In order to reduce the inadmissible dynamic response of the deck in terms of vertical accelerations shown 
is section 5.2 for the B.BD.30Hz case, two auxiliary steel box section beams are introduced among the 
original girders 1-2 and 4-5 as indicated in Figure 15. At the mid-span section of each beam, one FVD is 
installed with the optimal damper constant derived from the analytical procedure presented in section 3. 

 
Figure 15. Mid-span section of Bracea II retrofitted deck 

The maximum acceleration at the most unfavorable point C3 reduces from 6.44 m/s2 to 3.45 m/s2 with the 
proposed retrofit as it may be observed in Figure 16(a). 
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Figure 16. Maximum acceleration at points C1 and C3 for the B.BD.30Hz analysis case of the 

retrofitted deck. Acceleration time-histories of the bare and retrofitted structure. 

The maximum response happens again under the circulation of train A9 at the maximum speed. The 
corresponding vertical acceleration time-history at C3 before and after the retrofitting process has been 
included in graph (c). The maximum response at the deck border (point C1) may be seen in plot (b) of the 
same figure along with the time-history of the torsional mode second resonance caused by train A1 
crossing the bridge at 334.8 km/h (e). The controlling effect of the retrofitting system is evident. 
Furthermore, this reduction of the deck dynamic vertical response is achieved with a maximum dampers 
axial force of 23.5 kN substantially below existing devices force capacity and the slab bearable punching 
load, and a maximum normal stress in the auxiliary beams of 10.6 MPa, much lower than the yielding 
stress of structural steel. As for the vertical reactions in the auxiliary beams, they never traction the 
abutment fluctuating between 51.1 and 83.4 kN (0.75 to 1.23 times the self-weight reactions). 

6 Conclusions 

The dynamic performance of simply supported bridges under High-Speed traffic giving rise to 
inadmissible deck vertical accelerations in resonant conditions is evaluated through three-dimensional 
analyses. The design, optimization and technical feasibility of a new retrofitting system based on the 
introduction of FVDs that elevates the overall structural damping lowering the bridge dynamic response is 
investigated. Analytical closed form expressions for the retrofitting system parameters are formulated 
under harmonic simplified conditions. The adequacy of these expressions is validated through FE 
numerical analyses. As a case of study, a High-Speed railway bridge belonging to the Spanish Railway 
network is analyzed. Special attention is given to three relevant aspects: the dynamic effect of the deck 
elastic bearings, the gradual process of the loads entering and exiting the bridge at the abutments and the 
number of modes that contribute to the response. The controlling effect of the retrofitting system and the 
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applicability of the optimal parameters analytical expressions are finally proven for a wide range of 
circulating velocities. 
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Abstract 
The continuous increase of the speed of railway traffic can have a direct influence on the behaviour of 
existing bridges. Some of the older, less stiff bridges may undergo resonant vibrations when traversed by 
trains circulating at speeds higher than 200 km/h. In such circumstances, the bridge deck has to be 
stiffened or replaced in order to avoid maintenance and security problems. Clearly, one major concern is 
the cost of such operations, which may be rather elevated if the traffic is to remain unaffected during the 
works. The possibility of retrofitting existing bridges using viscoelastic dampers (VEDs) has been 
previously investigated in a first approach by the authors [1], using a simple model of VED. In the present 
contribution a more advanced VED model, based on fractional derivatives, is used in order to simulate the 
behaviour of the damping material. Simply supported railway bridges retrofitted using this kind of 
dampers are analysed, and finally, some numerical examples are presented and discussed. 

1 Introduction 

The application of viscoelastic materials to vibration control dates back to the 1950s, when they were first 
used on aircrafts as a means of controlling vibration-induced fatigue in airframes. Its application to civil 
engineering structures appears to have begun in 1969, when 10000 viscoelastic dampers were installed in 
each of the twin towers of the World Trade Center in New York to reduce wind-induced vibrations. 
Seismic applications of VEDs have a more recent origin (see [2] and [3] for a literature review), and its 
effectiveness has been demonstrated both experimentally and analytically by many researchers over the 
past decades.  
It is now well recognised, however, that the mechanical properties of VEDs depend strongly on frequency 
and temperature ([4]), and many authors have investigated different models to simulate the VE behaviour. 
A classical approach uses a mechanical model based on combinations of elastic and viscous elements, 
such as Maxwell model, the Kelvin-Voigt model, and complex combinations of them (see [5] and [6]). 
However the agreement with the observed behaviour is usually poor, unless an elevated number of 
parameters is used which renders the method rather cumbersome. A review of the literature indicates that 
the fractional derivative model has predominantly been used for viscoelastic dampers. For instance, Tsai 
and Lee [7] have developed a model based on fractional derivatives which shows good agreement with 
experimental tests. 
The authors of the present paper are involved in the research project 80021/A04, funded by the Spanish 
Ministry of Public Works (Ministerio de Fomento), whose objective is to investigate the potential use of 
VED and Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVD) for the retrofit of existing railway bridges. Some preliminary 
results of this research will be presented in what follows. 
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The dynamic performance of railway bridges due to the passing of High-Speed trains has become an issue 
of main concern for many scientists and engineers in the last decades. The main reason is the extensive 
construction of new High-Speed lines and the use of old lines for higher operating train velocities. Higher 
design velocities may lead to resonant phenomena, and consequently inadmissible vertical accelerations 
may occur on the bridge that may cause passenger discomfort, a reduction of the service life of the bridge, 
ballast deconsolidation and the subsequent risk of derailment. Some of the older, less stiff bridges may 
undergo resonant vibrations when traversed by trains circulating at speeds higher that 200 km/h, and 
inadmissible accelerations that exceed the upper limit of 3.5m/s2 recommended by the Eurocode [8], have 
been measured. In such circumstances, the bridge deck has to be stiffened or replaced in order to avoid 
maintenance and security problems. Clearly, one major concern is the cost of the 
strengthening/replacement operations. 
The possibility of retrofitting the existing bridges using FVDs has been previously investigated by one of 
the authors [10] in the framework of the aforementioned research project 80021/A04, and also the 
retrofitting using VEDs [1], modelled as Kelvin elements in a first approach. The focus of this study is the 
application of fractional derivatives in order to model the viscoelastic behaviour with improved accuracy. 
A number of authors have studied the behaviour of dynamic systems similar to the one analyzed here. 
Oniszczuk [11] presented the solution for the free vibration of a general double beam system (two parallel 
beams connected by a viscoelastic layer). Vu et al. [12] obtained the solution for a double beam system 
formed by two identical beams subjected to an arbitrary load. Oniszczuk [13] solved the same problem as 
Vu et al. but for general beams. More recently, Abu-Hilal has solved the problem of a moving load 
traversing a double beam similar as the one considered by Vu et al., i.e. formed by two identical beams 
[15].  
The approach adopted herein is based on the fact that, in a large number of cases, the excessive vibrations 
in simply supported bridges are caused by resonances of the first bending mode. First of all an analysis is 
carried out with a view to discovering whether the maximum value of the vertical acceleration 
recommended (3.5m/s2) has been reached. If this were so, a retrofitting system can be selected until the 
maximum accelerations satisfy the serviceability limits. 

2 Planar model of the retrofitting system 

The configuration of the proposed damping system is similar to the one presented in the previous work of 
Museros and Martínez-Rodrigo [10] and Moliner et al. [1] . Considering a single track bridge, a possible 
configuration of the retrofitting system is shown in Figure 1: a set of VEDs link the lower side of the slab 
and an auxiliary beam with rectangular hollow cross-section. The auxiliary beam is simply supported on 
the abutments at the outermost sections of the bridge. 

Abutment

Bridge girder

Auxiliary beam

VEDs

 
Figure 1: Retrofit configuration for a concrete girders bridge  

Nevertheless, there is a noticeable difference with the system used in [10]: the VEDs do not only actuate 
as energy dissipaters as FVDs do, but they also modify the stiffness of the system.  
It must be pointed out that although a hollow cross-section has been represented in the figure, beams with 
other kinds of section could be used for the retrofitting system. 
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In a first approach the behaviour of the bridge with the retrofitting system is modelled using a planar 
system: The main beam, which represents the bridge deck, is connected to an auxiliary, simply supported 
beam which, in typical applications, will be placed underneath the main one. The connection between 
these two beams is made through a series of discrete VEDs which link the vertical motion of certain 
sections. The resulting system is symmetric with respect to the mid-span section of the bridge; therefore, it 
can be analysed using the planar model shown in Figure 2: 

VED
1

P
k-1

P
kP

k+1

Vt d-
k

X

Y

VED
2

VED
n

 
Figure 2: Planar model of the bridge with the retrofitting system  

In Figure 2 Pk and dk are the modulus and the distance from the kth load to the beginning of the beam at  
t = 0, and V is the constant train speed.  
The difference with the previous investigation of a retrofitting system with VEDs, [1], is the model used to 
simulate the viscoelastic behaviour: here, a more complex model based on the work of Tsai and Lee [7] 
has been used, which is able to consider the decay of the material properties with the increase of the strain 
energy. In the mentioned reference, Tsai and Lee have developed an advanced finite element formulation 
for VEDs based on fractional derivatives which is in good agreement with experimental results. They have 
used this formulation to study the improvement of seismic resistance of buildings with VEDs. In the 
present work, we have applied the same approach to the retrofitting of high-speed railway bridges. The 
VED model proposed in [7] is summarised in the following lines. 
From the fractional shear stress-strain relationship of a viscoelastic material (Bagley and Torvik [14]),  

  (1) 0 1( ) ( ) [ ( )],t G t G D tατ γ γ= +

where τ(t) and γ(t) stand for the shear stress and shear strain, G0, G1, are two constitutive model 
parameters, and the term Dα[γ(t)] is the fractional derivative, defined as follows: 

 
0

1 ( )[ ( )] ,
(1 ) ( )

tdD t d
dt t

α
α

γ τγ τ
α τ

=
Γ − −∫  (2) 

where Г() is the gamma function and 0<α<1. Tsai and Lee propose the following formula for describing 
the VED behaviour subjected to an arbitrary loading:  

 0( )

0 1 0 1
d T T

G G A e
β τ γ θ

μ
⎡ ⎤− + −⎢⎣ .⎥⎦⎧ ⎫∫= = +⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
 (3) 

The parameters A0, α, β, μ y θ are coefficients of the viscoelastic material to be determined from the 
experimental data. The aforementioned formulation indicates that, in general, the constitutive model 
parameters G0 and G1 decay with the increase of the strain energy. 
Assuming linear variation of the shear strain γ(t) between two consecutive time steps, (n-1)Δt and nΔt, and 
after some simplifications, the Equation (1) can be expressed in a discretised form, at time step NΔt: 
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In (4), the previous time effect of the strain, H(NΔt), is defined as 

  (5) 
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Finally, according to [7], the finite element formulation for the VED at time step t=NΔt, considering that 
the damper acts only along the y direction (see coordinate system of Figure (2)), is expressed as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )VED N t N t N t ,Δ = Δ + ΔF KU L  (6) 

where the stiffnes matrix, K, is 

 

1 1
0 0

1 1
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K  (7) 

and A and h are the shear area and thickness of the VED. The previous time effect of the equivalent nodal 
forces, L(NΔt), is given by  

 

1

1
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;
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and the vector of nodal displacements, U, is defined as follows 

 
( )

.
( )

B Di

b Di

u x
u x

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦
U  (9) 

Subscripts B and b indicate the displacement of the VED nodal point associated to the main and auxiliary 
beam, and xDi is the location of the ith damper along the X axis of the main beam.  

3 Governing equations of motion of the planar model subjected to 
moving loads 

The equations of motion of the retrofitting system using a fractional model for the VEDs are presented 
here.  
As for the VED model, a simplification has been adopted in a first approach by using β=0 in Equation (3). 
Assuming Euler-Bernoulli behaviour for the two beams and accounting only for flexural modes, the 
resulting equations of motion for the nth mode of the main and auxiliary beam subjected to moving loads 
are as follows: 
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where 
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In Equations (10) and (11) superscripts and subscripts B and b indicate magnitudes associated to the main 
and auxiliary beam respectively, ξn is the amplitude of the nth mode, and ζn, ωn are the nth modal viscous 
damping ratio and the nth circular frequency respectively. L and m are the length and mass per unit length 
of the beams. Also, ND is the total number of VEDs, and Ai and hi, the shear area and thickness of the ith 
damper. The location of the ith damper is designated as xDi along the X axis of the main beam, and as x’Di 
along the X’ axis of the auxiliary beam. Finally Nmod stands for the number of modes considered, and 
yrel,i(t) is the relative vertical displacement or elongation of the ith VED. 
The load term associated to the moving forces, q(x,t), is given by Equation (12): 

 
1

(
( , ) ( ( ) ( )) sin ,

PN
k k

k
k

B
d d L n Vt

q x t H t H t P
V V L

π

=

+ −
= − − −∑ )kd

 (12) 

where NP is the total number of axle loads, Pk is the value of the kth load and H(t-t0) is the Heaviside unit 
function acting at time t0. V stands for the constant train speed and dk is the original distance from the kth 
load to the beginning of the beam. Also, n is the mode number considered. 
Using this simplified model of the retrofitting system in a first approach, two examples of bridges with 
unadmissible vertical accelerations have been retrofitted. The results are presented in the following 
sections. 

4 Validation of the retrofitting system with two numerical examples 

As an example of the application of VED to the retrofit of railway bridges, the dynamic behaviour of two 
simply supported, single-track bridges due to the passing of High-Speed trains is analysed in this section 
with a view to discovering the effectiveness of the system. 

4.1 Vinival bridge 

This example has been chosen because it is expected that the vertical acceleration in this bridge will 
exceed the upper limit given by Eurocode [8] for ballasted tracks (3.5m/s2), due to its short length and low 
linear mass.   
The mechanical properties of the bridge are gathered in the following Table: 
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Length, L (m)  9.70 
Mass per unit length, m (kg/m) 9754 

Inertia, I (m4) 0.159 
Young modulus, E (Pa) 3.6 1010

Natural frequency, n0 (Hz) 12.8 
Modal damping ratio, ζi (%) 2 

Table 1: Mechanical properties of Vinival bridge 

The dynamic behaviour of the structure is computed under the circulation of several High-Speed trains at 
different velocities: 10 trains of the High-Speed model defined in Eurocode 1 [9], and 7 European High-
Speed trains: High-Speed TALGO (TAV), Virgin, Eurostar, ETR, ICE, TGV and Thalys. The velocities 
considered range from 40 m/s (144 km/h) and 85 m/s (306 km/h) in 1 m/s steps. The aim of this analysis is 
to obtain the maximum vertical acceleration in the bridge for each circulation velocity.  
The dynamic response due to trains of concentrated loads is calculated by modal superposition, accounting 
for the first three two bending modes of the bridge. 
Figure 3 shows the maximum vertical acceleration at the most unfavourable point of the main beam (mid-
span) for every circulating velocity and load model. 
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Figure 3: Maximum vertical acceleration at mid span  

The maximum vertical acceleration experimented by this bridge, reaches 6.14 m/s2 under the circulation of 
the composition HSLM-A2 at 220 km/h.  
The maximum value corresponds to a fourth resonance of its first bending mode as it is shown in Figure 4 
in grey line. On the other hand, the bridge highest response under the circulation of real trains happens at 
158km/h and attains 4.55 m/s2. 
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Figure 4: Maximum vertical acceleration under the circulation of HSLM-A2 at 220 km/h; 

 indicates the instant of train loads entering the bridge 

In order to reduce the maximum vertical deck acceleration below 3.5m/s2, two pre-stressed concrete 
beams and three dampers per beam are placed symmetrically below the deck. The beams main dimensions 
and VEDs properties are summarised in Figure 5. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Maximum vertical acceleration at mid span  

Auxiliary beams: 
Ab = 0.172m2

Izb = 0.02538m4

mb = 430 kg/m 
ζb = 1% 
f1b = 24.45 Hz 

VEDs: 
Material properties: ref. [7] 
AVED = 0.05m2

h = 0.03m 
ND = 6 
xi = L/4, L/2, 3L/4

Subsequently, the dynamic behaviour of the retrofitted bridge is computed again under the passage of the 
train compositions, solving by modal superposition and considering the first two modes of both the main 
and auxiliary beam.  
As it can be seen in Figure 6, the maximum acceleration of the bridge is kept below 3.5m/s2 using the 
proposed retrofitting system. The retrofitted bridge acceleration time history at the most unfavourable 
velocity of the bare case has been superimposed in black trace in Figure 4. This proves the effectiveness of 
the proposed solution as well as the adequacy of the dimensioning procedure, at least as a first approach to 
the definitive configuration.  
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Figure 6: Maximum vertical acceleration at mid span of Vinival bridge after retrofitting 

4.2 Algodor bridge 

In the following table the properties of this second bridge are summarised: 

Length, L (m)  10.25 
Mass per unit length, m (kg/m) 14896.973 

Inertia, I (m4) 0.229 
Young modulus, E (Pa) 3.6 1010

Natural frequency, n0 (Hz) 11.136 
Modal damping ratio, ζi (%) 2 

Table 2: Mechanical properties of Algodor bridge 

Once again the High-Speed trains chosen for the analysis are the 10 trains of the High-Speed model 
defined in Eurocode 1 [9], and 7 European High-Speed trains: High-Speed TALGO (TAV), Virgin, 
Eurostar, ETR, ICE, TGV and Thalys. The velocities considered in this case range from 30 to 100 m/s in 
1m/s steps as well. The dynamic response due to trains of concentrated loads is calculated by modal 
superposition, accounting for the first two bending modes of the bridge to obtain the maximum vertical 
acceleration in the bridge for each circulation velocity. 
In Figure 7 the maximum vertical acceleration at mid-span is plotted versus velocity for all the train 
compositions considered, in a view to discover if any of them produce an inadmissible vertical 
acceleration that should be reduced in order to satisfy the Serviceability Limit State. 
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Figure 7: Maximum vertical acceleration at mid span of Algodor bridge 
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As it can be seen in Figure 7 the maximum vertical acceleration experimented by this bridge reaches 
6.43m/s2 under the circulation of Eurostar at 320 km/h. This value corresponds to a second resonance of 
the first bending mode of the bridge, as it can be seen in grey line in the following Figure: 
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Figure 8: Maximum vertical acceleration under the circulation of EUROSTAR at 320 km/h; 

 indicates the instant of train loads entering the bridge 

The retrofitting system proposed for this bridge consists of two pre-stressed concrete beams and three 
dampers per beam, placed symmetrically below the deck. The beams main dimensions and VEDs 
properties are summarised in Figure 9. 
 

 
Auxiliary beams: 
Ab = 0.172m2

Izb = 0.02538m4

mb = 430 kg/m 
ζb = 1% 
f1b = 24.45Hz 

 

 
 

 

VEDs: 
Material properties: ref. [7] 
AVED = 0.2 m2

h = 0.03m 
ND = 6 
xi = L/4, L/2, 3L/4

Figure 9: Maximum vertical acceleration at mid span  

Now the dynamic response of the bridge with its retrofitting system is computed again, under the passage 
of the train compositions considered, solving by modal superposition and accounting for the first two 
flexural modes of the main beam. 
In Figure 10 the maximum acceleration at mid-span is plotted versus velocity for each train composition.  
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Figure 10: Maximum vertical acceleration at mid span of Algodor bridge after retrofitting 

As it can be seen, the maximum values of the acceleration are kept below 3.5m/s2 for all the train 
compositions using the proposed retrofitting system. The retrofitted bridge acceleration time history at the 
most unfavourable velocity of the bare case has been superimposed in black trace in Figure 8. 
After retrofitting the most unfavourable train composition has changed to HSLM-A7, with a maximum 
acceleration of 3.22 m/s2 at 324 km/h. This fact can be explained taking into account that VEDs increase 
damping and stiffness of the system, therefore the peak values of the acceleration shift to the right. As the 
maximum peak in Algodor bridge before retrofitting was very close to the last value of the range of 
velocities considered, this peak has been moved outside this range after retrofitting. 

5 Conclusions 

In the present study, a retrofitting system based on viscoelastic dampers is proposed in order to reduce the 
inadmissible accelerations of High-Speed railway bridges below the limit given by Eurocode for ballasted 
tracks.  
To model the VEDs an advanced formulation based on fractional derivatives is presented, that has been 
previously proposed by Tsai and Lee [7] to study the energy-absorbing capacities of these devices in 
structures during earthquakes. 
Once the dynamic behaviour of the bridge is computed in a view to discover if the maximum acceleration 
exceeds 3.5 m/s2, a retrofitting system is dimensioned if this were so, by adopting a proper combination of 
auxiliary beam and dampers that increase the effective damping ratio of the structure. As it has been 
shown in the numerical examples, the proposed dimensioning procedure leads to a good solution that is 
able to decrease the acceleration of the bridge below the limit given by Eurocode. 
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Abstract 
Track short wave defects cause impact forces in the wheel-rail contact which leads to fast deterioration of 
the track. Early detection of such defects is very important for timely prevention measures. The present 
paper discusses a method for detection of track short wave defects by means of axle box acceleration 
(ABA). A validated finite element model was employed for numerical simulations of ABA. The dynamic 
responses of the vehicle-track system at a thermite weld were estimated. 

1 Introduction 

Condition monitoring of the railway track for early detection of track irregularities is very important for 
effective maintenance policy. On the one hand, worldwide many of the railway networks are regularly 
monitored with measuring trains for technical state in terms of long wave irregularities which can cause 
discomfort to passengers and damages to cargo. On the other hand, track short wave irregularities (less 
than about 3 m) are detrimental to the wheel-rail interface and the track infrastructure due to the impacting 
nature of the interaction. Therefore, track short wave irregularities are defects in the track system which 
can grow and cause damage in the railway track. 

At present, ultrasonic measurements are conducted for monitoring of track short wave defects. However, 
this method is applicable for detection of rail defects with deep cracks, but it cannot find defects with 
shallow cracks or defects before crack initiation, such as light squats, and defects in the track 
infrastructure associated with rail fastening and damage of the ballast. It has been envisaged that axle box 
acceleration (ABA) can serve for detection of such defects, since it represents vibration of the structure 
due to the vehicle-track interaction. The main advantage of this method is the simplicity of the measuring 
system, mounted on standard in-service vehicles traveling at line speeds. Previous research has shown 
relation between ABA and track irregularities. In [1] the ABA has been proposed to control track short 
wave defects, and a study in [2] has shown correlation between ABA and corrugation level.  

The present research is carried out to develop a method for detection of track short wave defects by means 
of ABA. Some initial results have been presented in [3]. It has been observed that the severe rail surface 
defects produce peaks in ABA; hence, they can be detected. Smaller surface defects and damages in the 
track infrastructure may be detected by analysis of both magnitude and frequency content of ABA. A 
validated finite element (FE) model was employed to find relation between parameters of the track system 
that are the most critical for damage occurrence and ABA characteristics such as magnitude and frequency 
content. Moreover, the contact forces at a defect may be estimated through numerical simulations and give 
a criterion for damage assessment. The FE model used for time domain simulations has been validated in 
previous work [4-7].  
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The approach discussed above may be applied for monitoring of welds. Welds of continuously welded 
rails are weak points in the track. Welds are susceptible to deformation due to material in-homogeneity in 
the heat affected zone. Figure 1 illustrates two squats initiated at a thermite weld. The surface of a weld is 
often irregular due to poor initial quality, which leads to increased vertical vibration of the wheel and rail, 
rolling noise emission, and amplification of dynamic contact forces, especially when the train travels at a 
high speed. High dynamic contact forces can cause damages in the track infrastructure and lead to fast 
deterioration of the track. This paper presents some initial results of numerical simulations of dynamic 
responses of the vehicle-track system at a weld.  

 

 
Figure 1: Squats initiated at a thermite weld 

2 Measurements 

A number of thermite welds were registered for monitoring. Rail vertical geometries of these welds were 
obtained by a RAILPROF device which measures the vertical deviation of the rail surface within 1 meter.  

Vertical ABA was measured at these welds to investigate the possibility of their detection. The reliability 
of data was ensured by repetition of the measurements. For analysis presented in this paper, three data sets 
of ABA were available. The position of the signals relative to the track was determined by GPS 
coordinates. The positioning error of GPS coordinates is 1 meter, which makes it possible to match the 
signals from different data sets.  

Figure 2 shows an ABA signal for the section of track containing 2 welds. These two welds are 
characterized by large vertical deviation of the rail surface and can easily be found by ABA magnitude. 
The acceleration peaks excited at these welds are 70 and 75 m/s2. In total 35 % of welds were recognized 
by magnitude in the measurements of ABA. For the rest of the welds, the magnitudes of ABA were 
comparatively small. The investigation of the frequency content of ABA is necessary for detection of such 
welds.  

The vertical irregularities at welds usually have wavelengths from 0.1 to 1 m; hence, the frequencies 
excited at welds lie in the mid-frequency range (from 10 to 400 Hz) for operational speed of 40 m/s. 
However, quite often squats or corrugation initiate at welds, because of material in-homogeneity along the 
weld. These defects are characterized by shorter wavelength (see figure 1). Therefore, the frequency range 
should be extended and the high frequency components should also be considered. 
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Figure 2: ABA measured at welds 

 

Another approach for detection of welds is double integration of ABA signal, which may provide an 
indication of weld’s dip. Figure 3 shows the double integration of three ABA signals at a weld and the 
measured geometry of the same weld obtained by RAILPROF. Double integration gives an assessment of 
the weld depth (0.4 mm for this weld), but it does not completely reproduce the shape of the weld. 

The contact force is the main cause of the damage in the track. Therefore, the estimation of the contact 
force is necessary for assessment of the rate of track deterioration. As there is no direct relation between 
ABA and contact force, the FE model was applied for estimation of the contact force at a weld. The FE 
model is discussed in the next chapter. 
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(a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 3: (a) -Double integration of ABA; (b) – measured geometry of the weld 

3 FE model  

A three-dimensional FE model was build up for numerical simulations of axle box acceleration and 
contact forces generated at welds. To simplify the model and reduce the calculation time, only a half of the 
vehicle-track system was modeled. Since this investigation was focused on dynamic responses of the 
system in the mid- and high-frequency ranges, sprung masses of the car body and bogie were lumped into 
one rigid body which was supported by primary suspension modeled with springs and dampers. The 
scheme of the model is shown in figure 4. The half of the wheel set, the rail and concrete sleepers were 
modeled with three-dimensional solid elements, representing their real geometry. The wheel geometry was 
adopted from a passenger car wheel with a radius of 0.46 m. The rail was UIC54 with 1:40 inclination. 
The length of the rail was 10 meters. The rail pads and ballast were modeled as springs and dampers. The 
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material on the contact surfaces was bilinear elastic-plastic with kinematic hardening. The vehicle and 
track parameters as well as material properties of the wheel and rail were the same as in [3].  

 

 
Figure 4: The scheme of the FE model 

 

The starting position of the wheel was at the center of the sleeper 1 (figure 4). After finding the static 
equilibrium position, time domain simulations were performed with an explicit integration method. During 
the dynamic simulations the wheel runs over the rail with a speed of 110 km/h, which correspond to the 
speed of the measuring train.  

The real weld was simulated in this paper (figure 5). The geometry of this weld, obtained by RAILPROF, 
is shown in figure 3b. The weld was modeled as vertical deviation of the rail surface. The center of the 
weld coincided with the center of the sleeper span between sleepers 2 and 3 (see figure 4). To avoid noise 
in simulated signals the weld geometry data was smoothed with application of moving average algorithm 
(figure 6). The simulations were performed for both smoothed and original weld geometries. 

 

 
Figure 5: The simulated weld 
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Figure 6: Smoothing of the measured weld geometry 

4 Results 

4.1 Acceleration in time and frequency domain 

Three ABA signals measured at the weld are shown in figure 7. The signals are quite variable in shape, 
but the positions of excited peaks coincide. However, peaks B and D do not appear in each measurement. 
Figure 8 illustrates accelerations calculated at original and smoothed welds. The signal calculated at 
original geometry of the weld is noisy, as expected. The signal calculated at the smoothed geometry of the 
weld has good agreement with the measurements. The peaks appear in the same positions as in the 
measurements. However, the shape of calculated signal before peak B is quite different from the 
measurements. The reason should be that the vibrations forced by the weld are less pronounced before the 
peak B, as the geometry of the weld changes gradually. The maximum value of calculated acceleration is 
93 m/s2. The maximum values of measured accelerations are 73, 106 and 99 m/s2 (peak C of each 
measurement), which is in average 93 m/s2 as well. 

The power spectral densities (PSD) for measured and calculated signals are shown in figures 9a and 9b. 
The measured accelerations have four frequency components in mid-frequency range, which may be 
related to the weld. The powers of these frequency components differ from one measurement to another. 
The PSD of calculated acceleration contains only three of these components (see table 1). Therefore, it is 
necessary to make improvement in the model. The frequency components above 500 Hz appear in the 
measured signals and in the signal calculated at original geometry of the weld, but they are not found in 
calculated signal for smoothed geometry of the weld (figure 9). Hence, they appear due to the noise in the 
signals and are irrelevant. The frequency component of 900 Hz, which is found in all of the signals, should 
be one of the eigen frequencies of the system. 

 

 Frequency, Hz 

Measurement 1 60 200 320 425 

Measurement 2 60 190 330 440 

Measurement 3 60 205 320 425 

Average of 
measurements 60 198 323 430 

Simulation 50 220 335 - 

 

Table 1:  Frequency characteristics of the weld 
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Figure 7: Axle box accelerations measured at a thermite weld 
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Figure 8: Accelerations calculated at the weld with original and smoothed geometries and the 
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4.2 Contact force 

Figure 10 shows the vertical normal contact force along with geometry of the weld. The peak B1 excited 
by the weld is 1.3 times of the static load, the peak C1 is 1.7 times of the static load. These results agree 
with the maximum force presented in [4]. These high values of the contact force lead to plastic 
deformation of the wheel and the rail, and cause their damages. The wavelength of the wave patterns of 
the contact force after peak C1 is 9.3 cm in average.  
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Figure 10: Contact force and geometry of the weld 

5 Conclusions 

The possibility of condition monitoring of welds by ABA was investigated in this paper. The dynamic 
responses of a vehicle-track system at a weld were estimated through numerical simulations. The results of 
numerical simulations have been compared to the measurements. The magnitude of ABA has good 
agreement with the measured one. The most of important frequency characteristics of ABA excited at the 
weld have been reproduced. The maximum contact force induced by the weld is 1.7 times of the static 
load. This high value of the contact force leads to plastic deformation and cause damages of the wheel and 
the rail. These results may be used in further investigation for development of a method for detection and 
assessment of welds.  
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Abstract 
The complex numerical-experimental approach was used for the solution of dynamics and reliability of 
vibro-damping elements. The research of mechanical and thermal behaviour of elastomer as thermo-
viscous-elastic material was phenomenologically based on thermodynamic principles applied to 
mechanics of bodies and continua. It is based on experimental investigation of behaviour of the selected 
damping element of isoprene rubber. The finite element method was chosen for numerical modelling of 
rubber elements. The reliable constitutive model that describes both hyperelastic and time dependent 
viscous-elastic behaviour of rubber was established. Experimental research of reliability with evaluation 
of static and dynamic characteristics ran over in plus and minus temperature ranges. Furthermore the 
fatigue tests at pressure and shear loadings that lead to curves of lifetime evaluation were performed. The 
vibro-diagnostic equipment VDS-UT2 with remote data communication via internet connection for long-
term monitoring of vibration and static and dynamic deformations of railway wheels under service was 
developed. For damage assessment of rubber segments the obtained curves of lifetime and Palmgren-
Miner hypotheses of cumulative damage from the closed cycles of service loading were used. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

In frame of grant task GA CR 101/05/2669 “Dynamics and reliability of vibrodamping elements from 
thermo-visco-elastic-materials” we dealt with the mathematical modelling of rubber segments that are 
used in passive damping for reduction of noise and vibration of composed railway wheels.  

These segments that are pre-pressed between the rim and disk represent a transformation deformation 
element between both parts of the wheel.  Then the total stress of the segments consists of static pre-stress 
given by a mount and dynamic stress coming from rolling the wheel on the rail.  

In case of the static pre-stress it is considered large deformation (cca 20%) that is modelled in frame of 
the grant task by finite deformations and viscoelasticity theory. The dynamic stress at relatively smaller 
deformations (up to 2%) is herein modelled by linear theory of viscoelasticity concerning thermo-
mechanical coupling since elastomers are generally characterized by high inner damping and also marked 
dependence on temperature [1]. The temperature field besides the mechanical straining also causes 
additional loading and can influence the lifetime of the elements. Material of segment was considered as 
isoprene rubber with thermo-stability from -550C up to 1000C, oil-resistance 140%, hardness ShA 77-83, 
strength in tension 14MPa. 

The solution was aimed at investigation of rubber properties such as stiffness, loss factor, permanent 
deformation, friction coefficient, hyperelasticity and relaxation of the rubber segment in dependence on 
possible operational conditions such as temperature, pre-stress, amplitude and frequency of dynamic 
loading and number of deformation cycles. Since the rubber segments work at large pre-stress besides 
dynamic loading the viscous-elastic behaviour at large deformations was studied, too. In addition a 
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sufficient size of friction forces between rubber and steel parts of the wheel for transmission of torque 
moment between a disk and rim was analysed. The necessary condition for reliability evaluation is 
besides knowledge of material behaviour and damage criteria also knowledge of operational conditions 
mainly mechanical and temperature loadings. That requires a development of measurement system for 
evaluation of the loadings on a rotating tram wheel in service.  

The finite element method was chosen for numerical modeling of rubber elements. The reliable 
constitutive model that describes both hyperelastic and time dependent viscous-elastic behavior of rubber 
was established. The Holzaphel model was used for description of viscous-elastic behavior of rubber. 

The Kelvin-Voight model with a viscous member as proportional damping fitted the best to the viscous-
elastic dynamic behavior of the observed material. The Fourier law was used for description of heat 
conduction. Thermo-mechanical coupling based on balance energy equation linked systems of structural 
and heat equations. 

Experimental research of reliability with evaluation of static and dynamic characteristics ran over in plus 
and minus temperature ranges. Furthermore the fatigue tests at pressure and shear loadings that led to 
curves of lifetime were performed. The evaluation of friction force dependences on the amplitude and 
adherence pressure sizes was elaborated.  

The vibro-diagnostic equipment VDS-UT2 was designed and developed for long-term monitoring of 
vibration and static and dynamic deformations of railway wheels under service.  

The system consists of measuring, acquisition and processing tools for monitoring of tram wheel and 
wheel set operational parameters, e.g. static and dynamic deformations, displacement, velocity, 
acceleration and temperature. The measuring on the rotating wheel is realized both by telemetric transfer 
having double frequency modulation and the contactless sensor for time difference measurement by 
impulse method. Measured data can be remote-observed via Internet connection with the control PC. The 
acquisition system DIO3000, Starmans provides continuous analog and digital data collection. The control 
PC processes digital logical signals and evaluates time intervals representing circumferential turning 
angles between disk and rim. 

For damage assessment of rubber segments the obtained curves of lifetime and Palmgren-Miner 
hypotheses of cumulative damage from the closed cycles of service loading were used. 

 

2 Theoretical research of thermo-mechanical interaction  
 

The thermal processes in the elements are quite complicated since in addition to heat flow between a body 
and surroundings, heat is generated by transformation of dissipated mechanical energy, too. At stationary 
regime the temperature stabilizes after certain time so that the heat, which is generated by energy 
dissipated by the inner damping, is in equilibrium with the heat drained to environment. In addition the 
changes of temperature cause backwardly changes of elastic and damping behaviors and that 
consequently changes dynamic properties of a whole system.    The simple discrete mathematical model 
for analysis of thermo-mechanical processes at harmonic loading of the rubber resilient segments of the 
tram wheels is in [2].  

The FEMLAB code based on weak formulation of PDE’s problem was used at a solution of feedback 
thermo-mechanical interaction by FEM. In our approach structural motion and heat conduction equations 
are solved interactively as time dependent problems. The conservative energy law, i.e. equality of heat 
energy density and dissipation energy density, realizes the coupling between the equations. The 
dissipation energy density is numerically evaluated according to the assumed damping model. 

Two approaches were analyzed: a) 2D solid model [3] and especially b) 3D solid model [4],[5]. The solid 
and heat transfer modulus of FEMBLAB or COMSOL, respectively, were used for a solution of multi-
physical problem. The models were dynamically loaded, mechanical energy lost due to proportional 
damping generated inner heat. Heat transfer between rubber and outer air and steel parts and stiffness 
dependence on temperature were considered. The material parameters of the model were identified from 
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laboratory dynamic tests, such as temperature, force and displacement measurements obtained on the 
rubber samples of the composed tram wheels.  

For description of viscous-elastic behaviour Kelvin-Voight’s model with definition of viscous member as 
proportional damping was used. Heat conduction was described by Fourier’s law. Structural equations and 
heat conduction equations were solved for 2D case simultaneously as coupled problem. For 3D case, 
because the segment heating due to dynamic loading is slow process with long integration times, the field 
decomposition was introduced into a computation. It leads to symetric Jacobi’s matrix with possibility to 
use fast solvers for linear system solutions (Fig.1). For isopren rubber the experiments for evaluation of 
material and heat constants were performed and then the computational model was verified for case of 
pre-pressed rubber segment with a cyclic dynamic loading [4]. Two cases of dynamic loading, i.e. press 
and shear, were computed and analysed. For both cases it is visible non-uniform distribution of 
temperature inside the segment. Heat flow disturbes affinity to a field of deform energy density to that the 
dissipated energy is dependent for a proportional damping. Since the heat transfer into surrounding is 
highest at the top and bottom of the segment (contacts with steel parts) the lowest temperatures appear 
there. Generated heat is linearly dependent on frequency and damping ration and quadratic dependent on 
amplitude. Damping ration was set according to an identified loss factor. Simulations show higher heating 
by a shear than press loading because deformation energy density becomes higher.  

 

Fig. 1 Temperature field [oC] (time=100s) of rubber segment at harmonic loading with frequency 
20Hz, static prepress 6kN – vertical press loading (right) with dynamic amplitude 2kN, horizontal shear 
(left) with amplitude 0.8kN. 

 

The longer stationary loadings make possible to evaluate the temperature effect on rheological properties 
of rubber element and to include it into the mathematical thermo-mechanical model of investigated 
damping element [6]. Forces and displacements (deformations of elements) were measured 
simultaneously with temperature measurement.  Dynamic behavior – stiffness and phase angle – of the 
rubber segment is not very sensitive on frequency in operational range 10-30Hz. Nevertheless amplitudes 
influenced markable this behavior.  

The derived relationships are valid in this physical quantity range: temperature T = (20,100) 0C, static pre-
stress Fst = 6kN, amplitudes of press harmonic force F0 = (3.5,7.5) kN, frequency f = (10,30) Hz and 
displacement x =(0,1.2) mm. The laboratory had no conditioning and room temperature changed during 
measurement. Therefore, the results cannot be considered in physics context, but they are very useful from 
the engineering point of view.  Therefore, the results cannot be considered in physics context, but they are 
very useful from the engineering point of view. Rheological formula describing the thermo-mechanical 
behaviour of investigated specimen in given range of force amplitude and frequency is    
 

+++= 4
03

2
02010 xkxkxkF β(T-34.8),    (1) 

Thermo-mechanical characteristic F0 (x0, T) of rubber specimen consists of linear, quadratic and fourth root 
expression of displacement amplitude X0 and linear function of temperature T. The characteristic force-
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deformation can be transformed into the relationship of stress σ  and strain ε  and temperature T of 
investigated rubber material. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Characteristics F-x for frequency =f 30 Hz at beginning B and end A temperature 

 

Unknown constant of proportionality was evaluated from the dependence F-x (Fig.2) in a point C as 
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The exponential form describing the temperature – time relationship (2) during harmonic loading proves 
to be appropriate for all measured values of loading amplitudes at the same exponential constant α. 
Temperature coefficient T1 increase with square of loading force amplitude F0. 

    )1(10
teTTT α−−+= ,      (2) 

where is T0 the temperature of specimen before harmonic loading,  T1 the limit increase of 
temperature in ∞→t . 

 

 

3 Modelling of quasi-static viscoelastic behaviour of rubber 
 

Rubber simultaneously exhibits elastic and viscous material behaviour at finite strain. The ground-stress 
response of filled rubber is usually modelled in the phenomenological framework of finite elasticity by 
Mooney-Rivlin or Ogden models, or by Aruda and Boyce model in terms of the micromechanically based 
kinetic theory of polymer chain deformations. The finite viscoelastic overstress response of rubber is 
apparent in creep and relaxation tests. Cyclic loading tests show a typical frequency-dependent hysteresis. 
The constitutive theory of finite linear viscoelasticity is a major foundation for modeling rate-dependent 
material behaviour based on the phenomenological approach. In this approach, a suitable hyperelasticity 
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model is employed to reproduce the elastic response and the inelastic overstress is determined by an 
evolution equation.  

The origin of the material model of finite strain viscoelasticity used in our work is the concept of Simo [7]. 
The finite element formulation of the model was elaborated by Holzapfel [8] and used for the numerical 
simulation of the viscoelastic deformation of fibre reinforced composite material undergoing finite strains. 
The model is based on the theory of compressible hyperelasticity with the decoupled representation of the 
Helmholtz free energy function with the internal variables  

 
m

1 m VOL ISO
1

J
=

∞ ∞= + + ∑C C C,α α
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Ψ Ψ Ψ ϒ( , , ...., ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .Γ Γ ΓΓ Γ ΓΓ Γ ΓΓ Γ Γ     (3) 

The first two terms in (3) characterize the equilibrium state and describe the volumetric elastic 
response and the isochoric elastic response as t→∞, respectively. The third term is the dissipative potential 

responsible for the viscoelastic contribution, and  -2/3J=C C  is the modified right Cauchy-Green 
deformation tensor. The 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress with volumetric and isochoric terms: 
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The evolution equation for the overstress Qα is motivated by the generalized Maxwell rheological model 
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where τα is the relaxation time and  
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βα is the nondimensional strain energy factor. 

 

  

Fig. 3 Multistep relaxation stretch-stress and time-stress curve, experiment and fitted model. 

 

In order to study the fundamental viscoelastic behaviour of filled rubber and to determine the parameters 
of the proposed material model, an experimental methodology was developed [9]. The experimental series 
comprised of cyclic compression tests at different strain rates, multi-step relaxation tests and simple 
relaxation tests at different temperatures. Step-strain relaxation and single relaxation of a filled rubber 
were modelled with viscoelastic theory. The parameters of the model were determined from relaxation 
experimental data by employing nonlinear optimization methods [10]. The proposed model is compared 
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with experimental data for filled rubber subjected to different loading histories at Figure 3. It is shown that 
the model gives good quantitative agreement for different relaxational behaviour.  

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Numerical simulation by FEM of the stress response of the rubber block to cyclic deformation 

 

The FE implementation in Comsol Multiphysics of our viscoelastic material model in finite strain was 
effectuated [11]. Finite strain formulation was based on the material configuration with the right Cauchy-
Green tensor as a strain measure. The time independent response of the rubber was modelled by the 
Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic material with uncoupled volumetric/deviatoric free energy function. The 
stress response consisted of equilibrium and non-equilibrium parts. The non-equilibrium viscoelastic 
stresses are evolving internal variables governed by rate equations. Different numerical simulations were 
achieved, namely the relaxation, creep and time dependent cyclic response of a rubber block in plane 
strain. The simulation of stress response of a rectangular rubber block to the strain controlled cyclic 
loading can be seen at Figure 4.  

 

 

4 Wheel vibration measurement in service  
 

The new vibrodiagnostic system VDS-UT2 designed for long-term monitoring of wheel vibration and 
wheel deformations under operation conditions has been developed [12],[13] and [14]. This system is 
applicable both for wheel development, e.g. improving reliability and decreasing noise of composed 
rubber-damped tram wheels, and for a diagnostic of dynamics and stability of motion of a wheel and a 
wheel set on the track. 

The development of the system including the development of sensors, wheel signal transmission, data 
storage and processing as well as telemetric data transfer via Internet connection for a remote control 
lasted three years. It involved elaboration of both the radiotelemetric system with the extensometer E-UT2 
connected to the telemetric transmission unit RTM-UT2 and of the contactless time-shift measuring 
system based on generating of impulses in consequence of magnetic field changes in a vicinity of a sensor. 
The new version of the equipment DIO designated for measurement, processing and storage of analog and 
digital signals has been developed in cooperation with the company Starmans Electronics, s.r.o., too. 
Measured digital data were transmitted in differential mode for higher resistivity to electrical disturbances. 
The vibrodiagnostic system has been completed by the remote control and remote measuring data logging 
via mobile phone net. The system was successfully applied on the wheel of the tram train KT8D5 of 
Municipal transport Brno. A few-weeks’ measurement was being performed on the tram operating in 
standard passenger city line traffic. The measured values of axial, radial and circumferential displacements 
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of the rim relative to the disk under different drive regimes were used for the evaluation of cycle counts of 
operating deformation of damping rubber segments moulded between the rim and the disk. Using fatigue 
life curves, the cycle counts for alternating and mean deformations were further utilized for the lifetime 
assessment of the rubber material. 

For the vibrodiagnostic system, in terms of a relative rim-disk motion measurement, two methods have 
been developed: a) the extensometer EX-UT2 with a strain-gauge displacement sensor and high-
frequency signal transmission with radio-telemetric equipment RTM-UT2 and b) time difference method. 
A measurement unit continuously stores the output signals from both methods. The vibrodiagnostic 
system VDS-UT2 involves all these components. 

The relative displacements are measured by beam deformation elements equipped with Si strain gauges in 
semi-bridge topology at the case of EX-UT2. This system has been designed for parallel signal 
transmission from sensors placed on blade disks of turbines. The needed expansion of the origin 
measuring frequency range 20-8000Hz of the former system to low frequencies of slowly alternating 
deformations, temperatures and accelerations was achieved by converting voltage to frequency changes. 
The carrying high-frequency electromagnetic waves transmitted from an aerial of the sensor are 
modulated by a measured sensed signal. An aerial placed on the bogie of the tram receives transmitted 
signals. Wireless transmitted high-frequency voltage is demodulated to low carrying frequency in the 
receiver. Voltage proportional to the strain-gauge signal is obtained after demodulation of the second 
carrying frequency. The miniature hybrid transmitter and receiver by company RADIOMETRIX with 
carrying frequencies 433 and 410 MHz approved by the Czech Telecommunication Institute operational 
measurements were used. The equipment for the second frequency modulation and demodulation was 
developed and built on integrated circuits (PLL). The radio-modem was completed by a loop aerial.  

The contactless part of the vibrodiagnostic system is based on a time difference measurement of output 
impulses generated by two sensors placed on the stator. The sensors capture edges of the rim and disk  
phase marks. The marks made of thin steel sheet were distributed uniformly along the wheel 
circumference and joined to the wheel by welding. Signals of the two sensors are amplified and 
transformed to a symmetric output. They are conducted by a twisted pair of cables due to a high 
resistivity against disturbances. Additional phase mark and the sensor of phase mark MRFZ-UT were 
installed in the similar way as the impulse phase marks and sensors on the wheel and stator for 
synchronization of the measurement channels under a wheel revolution. 

The unit DIO 3000 with AD convertor (16 single-ended +-10V channels, resolution 12 bit) was 
developed in cooperation with the company Starman Electronics s.r.o. for the measurement and storage of 
analog and digital signals. Nine digital input channels with storage of internal counter state of events 
work parallel to the analog channels. Time resolution of the digital channels is 40ns. The sampling 
frequency of each analog input channel logging data into HD ranges up to 30k words/s for 16 analogue 
channels and rises up to 150k words/s in case of two channels. Data are transferred in packets via USB 
and they are saved in a binary code. The packets contain synchronization bits, time and active analogue 
channel data and digital channel data if an event has arisen. 

The extensometers were installed on the right wheel of the leading wheel set of the tram KT8D5 of DP 
Brno in Medlánky. New wheels of the tram were installed for the trial operation in June 2006. The 
operational deformations of the wheel (Ø700mm) were measured first on straight and loop tracks and 
then on a track of the tramline number 1. 

Three analog signals, i.e. axial AE or circumferential OE or radial RE deformations (channel 1), axial 
acceleration (channel 2) and longitudinal acceleration (channel 3), were recorded. Both accelerometers 
were fixed on the bottom gearbox cover in the wheel set middle. Accelerations were measured by two-
axis feedback monochip accelerometers Motorola with a range 3g. The accelerometers suit for 
measurement on the wheel even though they undergo high overloading caused by centripetal acceleration 
and impact loading due to their advantageous size, mass, functionality and long-term stability. Sampling 
frequency of analog signals was set to 100Hz. Eight-channel anti-alising filter of the third order with a 
cut-off frequency 30Hz was manufactured for analyzing the frequency spectra up to 30Hz. 

Since the telemetric system RTM-UT2 was installed as one channel, the axial AE, circumferential OE and 
radial RE deformations were measured separately in period of October the 15th-18th, October the 19th-23rd 
and October the 24th of 2007, respectively. 
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4.1 Results of Deformation Measurement of the wheel 
The aim of the operational deformation measurement was to ascertain deformation ranges and time 
histories. Counts of closed cycles separated to classes according alternating (amplitude) and mean values 
in a measured deformation range (Rainflow matrix) were evaluated by the Rainflow algorithm. One-hour 
deformation records (see Fig.5-7) were processed by this cyclic analysis. The one-hour period 
corresponds approximately the driving period of the tram from one end station to the other. 

 
Fig.5 Circumferential deformation time characteristic 

The circumferential deformation characteristic has a direct offset of app. 1mm. The shift is caused by a 
spurious indentation in the measuring dural member that was created by contact forces between deformed 
and deforming members during operation. These members transferred relative displacements between the 
rim and disk. 

Interesting finding is that the signal (Fig.4) does not return to zero stationary value (1mm) at the tram 
stops (time intervals without alternate components) but non-zero values in a range of ±1mm with respect 
to the zero stationary value appear. These values do not represent the permanent deformations of the 
segments but static restoring deformations that had arisen due to prestress by a braking or by a descent 
standing. In some cases, the prestress is accompanied by a flux process that causes an additional 
deformation with an exponential characteristic. This process is typical for viscous-elastic materials as 
rubbers. Increase of the deformation at the starts and a decrease at the breakings is visible. The 
deformation represents a relative movement between rim and disk. Considering the rim a reference 
(standstill system), the deformation increase (positive increment) represents revolution of the disk in a 
riding revolution direction and the decrease (negative increment) means revolution against the ride 
direction. 

 
Fig.6 Axial deformation time characteristic 

It is proven that the axial deformation (Fig.6) is the least of all three measured deformations. It is a 
consequence of a high axial stiffness of the wheel. Time intervals with constant values correspond to tram 
stops and the maximum values correspond to the highest riding speed of the tram. Loading of the wheel is 
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dependent on a position in the train. The measured wheel was still on the right side of the tram with 
respect to the riding direction. The deformation characteristic appears mainly in positive values. 

 

 
Fig.7 Radial deformation time characteristic 

The asymmetry (app. 0.5mm) of the radial deformation time characteristic (Fig.7) to a horizontal axis is 
caused by a zero value setting at calibration. The deformations above this value mean compression and 
bellow this value decompression. Mass of passengers contributes to the additional deformation offset. 

 

 Fig.8 Time dependence of inner operational temperature of the segment at radial deformations  

 

Since the segments are embedded into steel parts of the wheel and we hadn’t an access to them during 
assembly, inner rubber temperature for radial operational deformations were obtained numerically by our 
thermo-mechanical model (Fig.8).  

The decomposition of one-hour records of axial, circumferential and radial deformations to closed cycles 
by the Wavelet transform is depicted in Fig.9. Amplitudes of dynamic radial deformations were in a range 
0.2 to 0.4mm. They are lower than static deformations because the dynamic stiffness is greater than static 
stiffness. The offset 0.5mm is caused by the above-mentioned setting of zero value. 

For circumferential deformation, besides cycles with zero mean deformation, a group of cycles with mean 
deformation around 0.7mm and –0.5mm can be observed. These mean deformations are caused by 
braking and starting drive regimes. This group is more distinct for breaking. 

Dynamic responses of the wheel on straight and bow tracks were measured on the tramline Stránská Skála 
– Medlánky in 2006. Riding path of the tram was recorded by navigation GPS Receiver PR-355. The 
measured time responses were used for next processing to spectrograms of axial, radial and 
circumferential deformations. The spectrograms (scale in dB) of all three deformations are in Fig. 10, 11 
and 12 for case of straight track at speeds 20 and 40km/h. The direct components of analog signals were 
not measured in this case.  
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Fig.9 One-hour Rainflow matrices of axial, circumferential and radial wheel rim-disk deformations – 
October 2007  

 

Dominant branches (highest amplitudes) corresponding to a frequency of revolution are clearly detectable 
from all deformation spectrograms. There are also visible the second and third harmonics of the 
revolution frequency on radial and circumferential deformations. Their dependence on the revolution 
frequency is caused by rubber deformation changes due to a carriage mass during a wheel turning. The 
maximum (compression) and minimum (decompression) values can be observed in positions 6 and 12 
o’clock, respectively, and zero values in positions 3 and 9 o’clock for the radial deformation. It is 
different for the circumference deformations. Maxima occur at 6 and 12 o’clock positions and zeros at 3 
and 9 o’clock positions. These cyclic changes of axial deformations can be evoked by a wheel shimmy in 
axial direction. 

Resulting Rainflow matrices for different speeds were also evaluated by averaging of several rides for 
each track profile (straight and bow). The cycles of particular ride were first classified according to mean 
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value and alternating value and then averaged together according to the classes. The matrices showed an 
increase of alternating (amplitude) values with a speed increase. 

Fig. 10 Spectrograms of axial deformation AE– direct track 20, 40km/h (uref=1mm) 

Fig. 11 Spectrograms of radial deformation RE – direct track 20, 40km/h (wref=1mm) 

Fig.12 Spectrograms of circumferential deformation OE (Radiometrix) – direct track 20, 40km/h 
(vref=1mm)  

 

 

5 Experimental research of fatigue life-time with evaluation of static 
and dynamic characteristics  
 

Tests in the heavy dynamic laboratory were performed for an estimation of a rubber segment lifetime 
[15],[16],[17]. Static and dynamic rubber characteristics, e.g. dynamic stiffness and phase angle, were 
ascertained in a temperature range –10 to -50°C with evaluation of a cyclic loading influence. Lifetime 
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curves of the rubber segment at temperatures 20, 0, -20 and -40°C were evaluated. Influence of low 
temperatures on friction behaviour of rubber was examined under shear tests with a steel band pressed-in 
by rubber blocks. Withdrawal of the steel band out of a central position under cyclic loading was 
measured.   

The force needed for a designed amplitude level increases with a decrease of temperature as was found 
out from static characteristics. In the temperature range 0 ÷ -35°C, the force increase is negligible. Higher 
force increase begins under lower temperatures than -40°C, when rubber gets stiff and force rapidly 
grows. The recovery process starts and deformation decreases after the unloading and withdrawal of the 
segment from a climatic chamber.  However, the stiffening remains in a material memory and new quasi-
static hysteresis loops (10mm/min) differ from the loops in a virgin material state (the 4th loop considered 
for elimination of Mullin’s effect). Force-deformation hysteresis loops were measured at an amplitude Pa 
= 3kN, pre-stress Pm = -5 kN and frequency f = 2Hz after defined number of cycles. The results showed 
that the amplitudes of segment vibration decrease with a decrease of temperature and stiffness increases at 
the same time. This effect is substantial at origin up to 5 103 cycles but it decreases with an increasing 
number of cycles. The rubber segment stops getting stiffer but a permanent deformation is growing. 

It has been proven that a cyclic deformation influences material behaviour especially at lower 
temperatures. Even after a long time of recovery the sample deformation does not get to an origin state 
and it is accompanied by a change of static characteristic. Therefore, the aim was to ascertain after how 
many cycles of dynamic loading the rubber segment achieves 10% of permanent deformation. This 10% 
of deformation was evaluated directly after the unloading and at the adjusted temperature without a 
recovery time. Instead of a classical fatigue limit when material damage occurs, this conventional critical 
damage value was chosen. At this value the frictional forces meaningfully decrease between steel parts of 
the wheel for transmission of torsion moment of the wheel. Mounting pre-stress is about 20% of strain. 

Due to a low loading frequency 2Hz 
for suppressing rubber heating and 
enormous fatigue test time demands 
the number of cycles was limited up to 
105-106.  

The size of the permanent deformation 
is dependent on not only a number of 
cycles but also on a level of static pre-
stress and temperature. The test were 
carried out for temperatures 0°C, -
20°C, -30°C and -40°C and a room 
temperature [17] and for two static pre-
stresses Fm = -5 and -8 kN (see Fig.13). 
Lifetime curves presented here were 
ascertained for a room temperature 
(Fig.14).  

 

The effect of low temperatures on a rubber lifetime can by described as the lower temperature the higher 
number of cycles N at a lower value of prestress Fm=-5kN. However at higher prestresses Fm=-8kN the 
cycle number rapidly decreases and a damage progresses rapidly. It is valid especially for temperatures 
lower than  -35°C and -45°C, when the mechanical behaviour starts to change (glassy transition). 
Regression lines describing lifetime curves and Haigh diagrams were analytically constructed based on 
the experiments. The Haigh diagram (Fig. 15) describes a dependence of critical loading amplitude Fa 
normalized by a fatigue limit Fc and a static prestress Fm at room temperature 20oC.  
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Fig.13  Hysteresis loops after different number of cycles 
(black 150 cycles, red – 5 103, blue – 1 104, green – 2 104, 
magenta – 5 104, brown – 7.5 104) for prestress –5kN and 
at temperature -30°C 
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6 Estimation of Residual Lifetime of Rubber Segments 
 
The evaluation of material damage coming out of operational loading has not been fully solved even for 
current construction materials by now. The reason is the insufficient knowledge of physics of damage of 
material under generally varying strain in size and direction. Furthermore, rubber-like materials change 
under long-term loading due to creeping, temperature dependence, crystallization process, and 
atmospheric influences.   Some changes are reversible due to a material recovery and some irreversible 
and cumulate according to history of mechanical and temperature loadings and environmental conditions.  
In addition, the isoprene rubber that was used for segment production suffers an aging (stiffening) by 

oxygenation for temperatures 
above 70°C.  

We used well-known 
Palmgren-Miner hypothesis, 
which was applied on closed 
cycles obtained from a 
decomposition of time 
variable loading process 
(Fig.7), for the first 
approximation of a damage 
assessment. Lifetime curve 
(Fig.14) and Haigh diagram 
(Fig.15) were used as input 
material parameters for 
description of damage. The 
damage matrix of relative 
damages of the segment was 
calculated (Fig.16) using 
Rainflow matrix. Material 
constants were chosen: 
dynamic stiffness 3.5 kN/m; 
conventional fatigue limit Fc 
= 0.2 kN was chosen for a 

Fig.16 Damage matrix of the rubber segment for radial loading 
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limit cycle number Nc = 1e8; exponent of Wöhler curve w = 2.4333; coefficient of Haigh diagram 
kH=0.8; fictive critical force in Haigh diagram sF = 20kN. Since we had only fatigue tests with a static 
compression and pressure pulsations the damage evaluation was ascertained just from operational radial 
deformations. Combination of pressure and shear straining occurs in praxis due to a geometrical slope of 
the segment to radial axis (app. 15o) a c. However, the shear straining was not considered here.   

It is necessary to emphasize that the quantitative information is not solid but a conventional one, since on 
the contrary to metals, the critical values as fatigue limit Fc and strength limit Rm are not measurable for 
rubber-like materials.  They were estimated in this work as limit values with respect to the reliability of 
the compliant transmission inside the wheel. From the damage matrix, it is obvious that the highest 
damages are caused by deformation classes of higher amplitudes. The relatively high degree of damage is 
probably caused by a non-fully valid assumption of linear damage cumulation by a cyclic loading. The 
rubber damage seems to be overestimated for the thermo-viscous-elastic materials and the chosen 
reliability criteria. 

 

7 Conclusion 
 

The paper give a summary of the investigation of dynamics and reliability of rubber segments for resilent 
wheel. Experimental research of static and dynamic material characteristics has run over plus and minus 
temperature ranges. The fatigue tests at pressure loadings that lead to curves of lifetime evaluation have 
been performed. The evaluation of friction force dependences on amplitudes and adherence pressure sizes 
have been elaborated. As the first approximation of damage assessment of rubber segments Palmgren-
Miner hypotheses of cumulative damage from the closed cycles of service loading were used. The 
quantitative information presented here is not solid but conventional, since the critical material values for 
fatigue analysis are not measurable for rubber. They were estimated as limit values with respect to the 
reliability criteria proposed for the compliant component of the wheel. 

The model of a damage and permanent deformation evolution at dynamic long-term loading has not been 
fully analytically described due to time variant behaviour of rubber by now. It is evident from our 
experimental research that for analyzed isoprene rubber a lifetime increases with an increase of mounting 
prestress by plus temperatures and that it decreases by minus temperatures. The stiffness grows and the 
amplitude of deformation falls down from the operation force loading both due to minus temperatures and 
prestress increase. We consider desirable a for lifetime optimalization to complete achieved lifetime 
curves also for higher values of prestress and for modified reliability criterion to 10% of a permanent 
deformation evaluated after a recovery period.  Furthermore, the number of test cycles should be raised up 
to 107 at least. Repeated operational measurements with suppressing of spurious influences, especially 
electrical, to get a more accurate damage assessment and a direct measurement of deformations on the 
rubber segment are advisable, too. 

The vibrodiagnostic system VDS-UT2 with a remote communication via Internet connection for a long-
term monitoring of vibration and static and dynamic deformations of railway wheels under operation has 
been designed and developed during this project. The deformation sensor Extensometer UT2 with 
telemetric transfer having double frequency modulation features an accuracy of app. 0.03 mm was 
implemented into the system. The contactless sensor solution for time and amplitude difference 
measurement by impulse method based on magnetic field changes is aimed at long-term rubber segment 
deformation measurement. 
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Abstract 
The operation of tramways close to sensitive buildings can lead to concerns over ground-borne vibration 

and re-radiated noise.  Vibration generated at the wheel-rail interface propagates through the track 

structure, through the ground and into buildings, where it may cause disturbance as perceptible vibration 

and/or re-radiated noise. 

This paper presents work undertaken to solve a re-radiated noise problem within a UK concert hall.  The 

hall in question is situated alongside a tramway that includes a crossover between two rail tracks.  Initial 

measurements established the dominance of re-radiated noise over airborne noise.  Simultaneous noise and 

vibration measurements were then used to establish the relative significance of the impulsive vibration 

generated at the various rail discontinuities of the crossover, compared with the essentially continuous 

vibration due to wheel/rail roughness.  The results led to the selection of a novel form of ‘lift-over’ 

crossing, together with an improved design of switch and rail encapsulation, as a solution to the problem. 

The paper includes descriptions of the experimental methods, together with the necessary data processing 

and the results.  The new crossover is then described and some initial indication of performance is 

presented.  It is hoped that, by the time of the conference, it will be possible to finally demonstrate the 

performance of the new track hardware by presenting the results of the commissioning tests, which are 

currently planned for July 2008. 

1 Introduction 

Tramways are one of the most significant sources of ground-borne vibration in our cities [1, 2].  Vibration 

generated at the wheel-rail interface propagates through the track structure, through the ground and into 

buildings, where it may cause elements of the building structure to vibrate.  This vibration can be felt by a 

building’s occupants and is known as perceptible vibration when the level is such that the comfort of the 

occupants is adversely affected.   

Structural vibration also radiates sound and this can be significant within the audio frequency range, 

approximately 25 Hz and above.  Re-radiated noise (also termed structure-borne or ground-borne noise) 

describes vibration, originally radiated through the ground and into a building, which is then re-radiated as 

audible airborne noise [3].  The result is an audible low-frequency ‘rumble’ which, depending on the 

radiation efficiency of the particular structure, is usually most noticeable in the frequency range from 

50 Hz to 125 Hz. 

This paper is concerned with the diagnosis and solution of an intrusive re-radiated noise problem within 

the auditorium of a UK concert hall. 
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1.1 Overview of the Problem 

The concert hall in question is situated alongside a tramway that includes a crossover between two rail 

tracks.  The crossover lies approximately 8 m away from the rear façade of the concert hall, which 

separates the tramway from the back-stage space of the auditorium, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

A1: accelerometer location adjacent 

the crossover. 

 

A2: accelerometer location adjacent 

the plain line. 

 

N1: location of stage microphone. 

 

N2: location of stalls microphone. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the concert hall, showing the location of the adjacent crossover and 

the locations at which noise and vibration measurements were made. 

 

The hall was built to a high standard approximately 20 years ago but this was before the tramway was 

conceived and no special measures were taken to limit the effects of ground-borne vibration.  Since the 

construction of the tramway, the hall has suffered significant disturbance due to the operation of the trams.  

Although the level of perceptible vibration is low, the level of re-radiated noise is significant.  The 

individual tram pass-bys are clearly perceptible as low-frequency ‘rumbles’, both on the stage and in the 

auditorium, and the noise is intrusive for both the orchestra and the audience. 

1.2 Overview of the Project 

The auditorium is well isolated acoustically and standard sound-insulation measurements, made using the 

global loudspeaker method [4], have shown that the level of airborne noise from the trams is insignificant.  

Having formally confirmed that ground-borne noise is the dominant cause of the disturbance, the work 

presented here has focused on diagnosing the source of the re-radiated noise, followed by the design of a 

replacement crossover to mitigate the problem. 

There are primarily two sources of ground-borne vibration, and hence re-radiated noise, associated with 

tramways: the inherent roughness of the wheels and rails; and discontinuities in the rails, such as those 

found at track crossovers.  Investigatory measurements were made to establish the relative significance of 

the impulsive vibration generated at the various rail discontinuities of the crossover compared with the 

essentially continuous vibration due to wheel/rail roughness.  These measurements are described in 
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Sections 2 and 3.  The results have led to the selection of a novel form of ‘lift-over’ crossing, together with 

an improved design of switch and rail encapsulation, as a solution to the problem.  This is described in 

Section 4. 

2 Description of the Measurements 

The purpose of the measurements was to record a series of continuous noise and vibration time-histories 

as trams made controlled pass-bys from the nominally straight section of plain line, over the crossover and 

beyond.  Only southbound trams were monitored as these operate closest to the concert hall.  The 

measurements avoided the occasional periods when a northbound tram was also passing. 

Tram speeds of 10 kph and 20 kph (the typical service speed) were considered and these were held 

constant over both the plain line and the crossover.  Measurements of average speed over the monitored 

track indicate that the level of control was good: only 2 pass-bys, out of a total of 25, were rejected due to 

speed deviations of more than ± 10 %. 

2.1 Noise and Vibration Measurements 

Vibration measurement locations were established by the side of the concert hall, adjacent to the centre of 

the crossover and adjacent to the preceding section of plain line.  See Figure 1.  In both cases, the stand-

off distance of the measurement location from the centre of the southbound track was 3 m. 

The same type of accelerometer was used to measure the vertical vibration of the ground at both locations.  

The accelerometers were mounted on heavy steel blocks, which provided adequate coupling to the ground 

over the frequency range of interest. 

Noise measurement locations were established inside the concert hall, on the stage and in the front seats of 

the stalls.  See Figure 1.  These are the closest locations to the trams at which a musician and member of 

the audience may be seated.  In both cases, the microphone was positioned approximately at the head-

height of a seated person.  The same type of sound level meter was used for both locations. 

The output signals from the accelerometers, along with the linear outputs of the sound level meters, were 

recorded simultaneously by a common data acquisition unit located adjacent to the tramway.  The power 

and microphone cables were routed without introducing any significant paths for airborne noise into the 

auditorium. 

A fifth channel on the data acquisition unit was used to record a manually switched voltage input.  This 

enabled salient moments during a tram pass-by to be marked on the recorded time-histories by visually 

monitoring the progress of a tram.  Moments of particular interest are when the first wheel of a tram 

reaches the start of the crossover, and when the last wheel of a tram leaves the start of the crossover. 

3 Results 

Figure 2(a) illustrates the nature of a typical vibration time-history measured adjacent to the crossover at a 

tram speed of 20 kph.  The ground-borne vibration level gradually increases as a tram approaches the 

crossover. The transition from the essentially continuous roughness-induced vibration to the impulsive 

vibration generated at the rail discontinuities is clear.  Once on the crossover, the individual wheel-rail 

impacts are clearly visible. 

The vibration time-histories provide clear evidence that the crossover leads to a significant increase in 

peak vibration levels adjacent to the track.  The associated re-radiated noise time-histories, such as that 

plotted in Figure 2(b) do not provide such clear evidence of the effect of the crossover.  To establish this, 

the raw sound pressure data must be processed into more familiar forms. 
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Figure 2: Typical time-histories of (a) ground vibration adjacent to the crossover and (b) the 

associated (un-weighted) re-radiated noise on the concert hall stage.  The dashed vertical lines 

correspond to the marker signal, which provides confirmation of the tram location. Tram speed = 

20 kph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of the mean A-weighted noise spectrum due to trams travelling on the 

crossover with that due to trams on the plain line.  The background spectrum (in the absence of any 

trams) is also plotted.  Stage measurement location; tram speed = 20 kph. 
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3.1 Noise Spectra for the Crossover and Plain Line Sections 

Figure 3 compares the mean spectrum of the re-radiated noise due to trams travelling at 20 kph on the 

crossover with that due to trams on the plain line.  The spectra are calculated by sectioning the noise time 

history and applying the Fast Fourier transform to the data acquired with the tram on the crossover and 

that acquired with the tram on the plain line immediately preceding the crossover.  The conventional A-

weighting is applied. 

At a tram speed of 20 kph, the re-radiated noise levels on the stage due to trams travelling on the straight 

track exceed the background level by up to 10 dB in any one third-octave band.  In contrast, the levels due 

to trams traversing the crossover exceed the background by up to 16 dB.  In general, the noise levels 

significantly exceed the background level over the frequency range from approximately 25 Hz to 160 Hz.  

The peak noise level occurs in either the 63 Hz or 80 Hz bands.  It is this peak in the noise spectrum that 

enables the trams to be heard in the concert hall. 

3.2 Overall Noise Levels 

Figure 4 plots the typical variation in the time-weighted re-radiated noise levels (LA, slow) with time.  LA, slow 

is an overall measure of noise level across the whole of the audible frequency range.  Independent 

measurements of the background level, in the absence of any trams, indicate equivalent levels of 25.7 dB 

on the stage and 25.2 dB in the stalls 
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Figure 4: Typical time-weighted re-radiated noise levels recorded at tram speeds of (a) 10 kph and 

(b) 20 kph.  The dashed vertical lines correspond to the marker signal. 

 

Re-radiated noise levels gradually rise as a tram approaches the crossover, before rising sharply as the first 

wheel impact occurs.  It is clear that the peak noise levels are due to the trams traversing the crossover. 
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By comparing the peak levels in Figure 4 with those acquired with the tram on the plain line, just before 

the first wheel impacts, it is possible to estimate the expected reduction in re-radiated noise in the event 

that the crossover is removed or made to behave effectively as plain line.  These levels are summarised in 

Table 1. 

 

Peak level (crossover) [dB] Level on plain line [dB] Difference [dB] Tram speed [kph] 

Stage Stalls Stage Stalls Stage Stalls 

10 31.4 30.1 27.6 26.0 3.8 4.1 

20 35.7 32.6 30.1 26.6 5.6 6.0 

 

Table 1: Comparison of peak noise levels (LAmax, slow) associated with trams traversing the crossover 

with those due to trams travelling on the preceding plain line. 

 

Note that the noise levels recorded at the stage measurement location are greater than those recorded in the 

stalls.  This is most likely due to amplification in the elevated stage structure. 

For trams travelling at 20 kph, the data indicate that removal of the crossover would result in a reduction 

in overall noise levels of approximately 6 dB.  At 10 kph the reduction is approximately 4 dB.  Both 

reductions are significant in that they would be clearly noticeable – changes in level of over 3 dB are 

typically discernible by the human ear. 

In judging the significance of this reduction it is worth considering the subjective assessments made in the 

concert hall during the measurements.  The engineer attending the microphones noted the times of all 

audible tram pass-bys, in terms of the when the noise was judged to rise above and fall below the 

background level.  At 20 kph the durations of the perceived pass-bys were consistently repeatable at 

between 8 s and 10 s long.  These correspond to the periods when the trams traverse the crossover.  The 

tram noise was imperceptible in the time periods before and after the crossover.  At 10 kph, it was more 

difficult to perceive the trams.  The pass-bys were recorded as being between 12 s and 16 s long and 

described as ‘faint tram rumble?’, ‘possible tram’, etc. 

3.3 Identification of Vibration Triggers 

The measurements presented above provide clear evidence that impulsive vibration generated at the rail 

discontinuities of the crossover is the dominant source of the re-radiated noise.  It is also important to 

understand the nature of these vibration ‘triggers’, so that informed consideration can be given to possible 

remedial measures. 

A comprehensive track survey was undertaken, together with more detailed analysis of the vibration time-

history data.  This enabled various features of the time-histories to be correlated with identified features of 

the track hardware.  These track features could then be ranked according to their propensity to generate 

vibration. 

Figure 5 compares two typical time-histories from those measured directly adjacent to the centre of the 

crossover at a tram speed of 10 kph.  The plots have been overlaid by shifting the time axis of one relative 

to the other until the times of the first transients coincide.  It is clear that the same transients are evident in 

each time-history and at approximately equal amplitudes.  This is despite different trams being responsible 

for each time-history and small variations in tram speed.  This finding indicates that the mechanisms of 

vibration generation are repeatable between trams and that the same track features are responsible during 

each tram pass-by. 

Similar transients are evident in the data measured at a tram speed of 20 kph.  However, variations in tram 

speed result in more significant time shifts in the time-histories and data from different tram pass-bys 
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agree less well than those obtained at 10 kph.  In addition, the higher speed results in shorter time-histories 

and the more severe wheel-rail impacts result in longer decays of the transients, making individual 
transients more difficult to resolve. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of two typical vibration time-histories measured adjacent to the crossing at a 

tram speed of 10 kph. 

 

Knowing the mean speed of the tram as it traverses the crossover, and the spacing of its 6 axles, it is 

possible to calculate the times at which individual axles pass any one location.  These times may then be 

superimposed on the vibration time-history to establish which transients are due to a common feature of 

the track.  Figure 6 summarises the results for the most significant vibration triggers, which are ranked in 

Table 2 according to their associated levels of peak ground acceleration.  The top three triggers are all 
associated with the switch of the crossover, followed by the crossing itself. 

 

Track Feature / Vibration Trigger Peak Acceleration Level [m/s
2
] 

Switch body / closure rail joint 1.20 

Mid-drive rear (points blade end) 1.20 

Points blade tips 1.02 

End of crossing joint / start of sacrificial joint 0.72 

 

Table 2: Ranking of the most significant vibration triggers according to their associated levels of 

peak ground vibration. 
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Figure 6: The dominant vibration transients are correlated with the observed track features: end of 

crossing joint / start of sacrificial joint (blue); switch body/closure rail joint (red); mid-drive rear 

(green) and points blade tips (magenta). 

4 Design of Remedial Solution 

If practicable, any remedial measures should address a noise and vibration problem at its source.  In this 

case, the measurements presented in Section 3, together with the track survey, provide clear evidence that 

the primary cause of the re-radiated noise in the concert hall is wheel-rail impacts at the crossings and 

switches of the crossover. 

Following a review of various options, including relocating the crossover and providing a new floating-

slab vibration isolation system, a new track form known as a lift-over crossing was selected as the basis of 

the remedial solution.  Lift-over crossings are not a new concept.  One of the earliest examples was known 

as the Wharton Unbroken Main Line Construction, patented in 1893 by William Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc. 

in the United States.  Figure 7 illustrates the design principle, together with its modern equivalent.  

Wharton described the crossing as follows. 
 

Where a switch is needed, but only occasionally used, it gives most decided advantages.  The 

main track is entirely smooth and unbroken, and when the curve is not used there is no wear 

and tear on the switch.  The switch is provided with the peculiarly shaped tongue made of 

manganese steel. When set for the curve its inclined end raises the car wheel over the head 

of the main rail, and the guard on the tongue deflects and guides the wheel into the curve. 
 

Wharton’s description of the crossing’s benefits still applies today.  In the main direction, the crossing 

behaves effectively as plain line, with no wheel-rail impacts.  In the turnout direction, a ramp within the 

groove of the rail transfers the running contact of the wheel from the tread to the flange, which then rides 

over the head of the main rail.  The disadvantage of this design, as suggested in Figure 7(b), is that there is 

the potential for excessive wear of the main rail head and the development of an alternative vibration 

trigger.  However, where the turnout is used infrequently, the potential for vibration reduction is clear. 
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Figure 7: (a) The Wharton Unbroken Main Line Construction, one of the earliest lift-over crossings, 

together with (b) its modern equivalent.  The latter indicates some wear of the main rail head. 
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As an ‘emergency crossover’, the crossover discussed here is indeed used infrequently in the turnout 

direction.  It was therefore considered to be an ideal candidate for a modern lift-over crossing, which, in 

replicating plain-line running in the main direction, has the potential to realise the anticipated noise 

reductions outlined in Section 3.2. 

As indicated in Section 3.3, the switches of the current crossing also act as a significant vibration trigger.  

New close-tolerance switches were therefore also selected as part of the replacement crossover.  

Furthermore, although space prevents a detailed discussion here, new and more effective rail 

encapsulation was specified as part of the overall design. 

4.1 Initial Indication of Performance 

As part of the evaluation of the proposed replacement crossover, a similar existing installation was 

identified based on the chosen lift-over crossing and switch designs.  A site visit was then arranged and a 

set of measurements of track-side vibration, similar to those outlined in Section 2, was made to gain some 

indication of performance.  Although there are significant differences between the two locations, including 

track sub-grade and tram speed, it is instructive to compare the measurements made adjacent to the lift-

over crossing with those described in Section 3.  Figure 8 plots some typical results.  

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of typical track-side vibration time-histories due to similar trams travelling 

over (a) a conventional crossover and (b) one incorporating lift-over crossings at 20 kph and 15 kph 

respectively. 

 

It is clear from Figure 8 that that the wheel-rail impacts are effectively eliminated by the lift-over crossing 

design.  All that remains in terms of ground-borne vibration is that generated by the inherent wheel/rail 

roughness.  These results are promising in that they appear to confirm the plain-line behaviour of the 

crossing in the main direction. 
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The results presented above go some way in demonstrating the performance of the lift-over design.  

However, differences between locations, including vehicle design, rail encapsulation and track sub-grade, 

all influence the vibration generation mechanisms.  The performance of such a crossover in terms of 

eliminating the re-radiated noise problem in question remains to be demonstrated.  It is hoped that, by the 

time of the conference, it will be possible to finally demonstrate this by presenting the results of the 

commissioning tests, which are currently planned for July 2008. 

5 Conclusions 

A series measurements has been made to diagnose the source of intrusive re-radiated noise inside a 

concert hall auditorium adjacent to a tramway.  Simultaneous measurements of sound pressure time-

histories and the associated ground-borne vibration, together with a comprehensive track survey, have 

provided clear evidence that the primary cause of the re-radiated noise is wheel-rail impacts at the 

crossings and switches of the crossover. 

On the basis of these measurements, it has been estimated that, if the crossover was removed and replaced 

with plain line, this would lead to reductions in the overall re-radiated noise levels of approximately 6 dB 

for trams travelling at a typical service speed of 20 kph.  This would bring the noise level to within 

approximately 3 dB of the background level, thereby rendering it unintrusive above the background noise 

for the majority of people. 

Following a review of various options, a replacement crossover has been designed based on a new lift-

over crossing.  In replicating plain-line running, this crossing has the potential to realise the anticipated 

noise reductions at the existing location.  Together with new close-tolerance switches and improved rail 

encapsulation, it is hoped that this will provide an effective solution to the current problem. 
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Abstract 
In the present work a model of flexible shafts is adapted for modelling the railway wheelset. The dynamic 
properties of the solid are obtained from a solid finite element model of a real wheelset. The model adopts 
an Eulerian coordinate set for numerical efficiency. Results of the crossed-receptance and mobility 
functions are presented, where the excitation is the vertical wheel-rail contact force and the displacement 
(or velocity) is measured in the wheel-rail contact plane. These results let us know that the gyroscopic 
effect may contribute to define the wavelength-fixing mechanism in some corrugation problems, even if 
the train speed is low. 

1 Introduction 

The conventional modelling of the railway vehicle, in which it is considered as a system of rigid bodies 
connected by viscoelastic elements, yields accurate enough results in the low-frequency range (up to 20 
Hz, approximately). However, when it comes to analysing the dynamic interaction of the vehicle and the 
track in the mid- and high-frequency ranges (when studying problems such as corrugation) the use of these 
simplified wheelset models may lead to inaccurate results. This is due to the fact that in these frequency 
ranges the structural dynamics of the wheelset cannot be neglected. Accordingly, in these cases a more 
realistic wheelset model able to reproduce the elastic behaviour of the rotating wheelset should be 
adopted.  
There exist a few research works in which the flexibility of the wheelset and the effects associated with 
rotation are considered. One of the pioneering works can be found in Ref. [1], in which the contact force is 
considered as a moving load on the perimeter of the wheel. In that work, only one wheel is modelled as a 
disc, and the results show that each peak at the FRF function is decoupled into two resonances. However, 
the inertial effects due to rotation are neglected. The role of the inertial effects due to rotation in beams is 
discussed in [2], where it is found that these effects are more significant if the slenderness of the beam is 
low, and that is the case of the railway wheelset. 
A model that considers the gyroscopic dynamics is due to Szolc [3-5], who considers a non-rotating beam 
(wheelset axle) linked through springs to rotating rigid bodies that represent the ring-wheels and brake 
discs. It is stated that the modal properties of the non-rotating wheelset differs from those of the rotating 
one. A similar approach was done in [6], where the dynamics of wheelsets that mount elastic wheels is 
studied.   
The modelling of the continuous system can be based on general procedures of flexible multibody systems 
such as the method presented in [7-8], which uses modal coordinates, or through the Finite Element (FE) 
Method. These methods are based on Lagrangian coordinates and their main difficulty is the interaction 
with non-rotating structures, such as the track and the axleboxes in the case of the wheelset. The position 
of the contact point is occupied by a different material point in each time instant and consequently, the 
computational cost increases. 
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A continuous system approach of the wheelset was carried out in [9-10]. The method adopts a FE model 
and considers the inertial forces due to rotation. In order to solve the problems related to the interaction 
with the track, the contact forces were supposed to be applied in the centre axle of the wheelset.  
An alternative to the previous methods is the use of Eulerian coordinates. The first works that show results 
from this methodology correspond to the Refs. [11-14]. Nevertheless, they did not publish their method 
until 2007 in Ref. [15]. Simultaneously, a method that employs Eulerian coordinates was published in 
[16]. The techniques are, however, very different: the former can be applied to solids that have angular 
periodicity; the latter exploits the modal properties of solids of revolution. 
The present work studies the potential of using a flexible wheelset model which implements the inertial 
effects due to rotation for analysing the rail corrugation problem. Section 3 shows results that establish the 
influence of the rotation on the contact point displacements when a harmonic vertical force is applied in 
the contact points of the wheels. The wheelset model employed in the calculations is based on the method 
presented in Ref. [16]. The technique is summarised in Subsection 2.2 of the present article. The 
background of the method is the formulation developed by Shabana and presented in [7]. In order to make 
clear the method based on Eulerian coordinates, the needed formulas from [7] are shown in Subsection 
2.2. 

2 Equations of motion development 

2.1 General method for flexible bodies based on Lagrangian coordinates 

Let us consider a flexible wheelset rotating about its main axis at constant angular velocity,Ω . Two 
reference systems are adopted, one fixed (non-rotating) and the other rotating with the undeformed 
wheelset. Both coincide at the initial time. Any particle vector position r

r
 can be written through the 

vector position of the particle in the undeformed body u
r

, and the particle displacement due to deformation 
 as follows (see Fig. 1) fu

r

 fuur
rrr

+= . (1) 

tΩt =)(θu
rfu

r

r
r

tΩt =)(θu
rfu

r

r
r

 
Fig. 1: Kinematic relationships. 
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The matrix expressions of the components of the previous equation have different values depending on 
whether they are expressed in the rotating (r′ , u′  and fu′ ) or the non-rotating frame (r , u  and ). The 
transformation matrix  lets us obtain the relation between these expressions as follows 

fu
A

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )ttt f ,, uuuArAur ′′+′=′=′ . (2) 

If small deformations of the solid are considered, the deformed shape of the solid can be obtained as a 
combination of the non-rotating mode shapes. If the modal approach is adopted, Eq. (2) can be written as 
follows 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )ttt puΦuArAur ′+′=′=′, , (3) 

where  is the mass-normalised matrix of the mode shapes of the non-rotating wheelset, and ( )uΦ ′ ( )tp  
contains the respective modal coordinates. This kinematic approach permits to obtain the following 
equation of motion 

 ( ) LQpEKpJp p
~~~~2 22 ΩΩ +=−++ Ω&&& , (4) 

where K~  is a diagonal matrix that contains the square of the natural frequencies of the non-rotating 
wheelset, and the rest of components of Eq. (4) are  

 ,          υρ d~ T∫=
Volume

ΦJΦJ AAJ &T1
Ω

= , (5) 

 ,          υρ d~ T∫=
Volume

ΦEΦE AAE &&T1
2Ω

−
= , (6) 

 υρ d~ T∫ ′=
Volume

uEΦL . (7) 

It must be highlighted that the matrices J~ ,  and  are constant in spite of the expressions of matrices 
 and E . Taking into account that the solid motion is a rotation around a constant axis, then the matrices 
 and  are constant and it is satisfied that 

E~ L~

J
J E

 TT 11 AAAAJ &&
ΩΩ

==     and    TT 11 AAAAE &&&&
22 ΩΩ

−
=

−
= . (8) 

The external forces f  are assumed to be written as a product of the spatial and time dependent functions, 
that is . The generalised force vector  has the following form ( ) ( f′) ( )tt tu ufuf =′, pQ

 

.)(d)()()(

d),()()(d),(),(

TT

TT
T

tt

tttt

t
Volume

u

VolumeVolume

fufΑuΦ

ufΑuΦuf
p
urQp

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
′′=

′′=′
∂
′∂

=

∫

∫∫

υ

υυ
 (9) 

The formulation of the generalised force vector involves the following difficulties inherent to the method:  
- The expression into square brackets is not constant and must be computed for each time instant of 

the ODEs integration process, thus increasing the simulation time. 
- Taking into consideration that the mode shapes are obtained numerically, a constant force in the 

contact point produces a variable generalised force because of the numerical errors in the 
computation of the mode shapes. Accordingly, a numerical excitation is derived.   
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2.2 Method based on Eulerian coordinates 

The general method presented in the previous Subsection involves numerical and computational problems 
if the rotating solid interacts with a non-rotating structure. In order to solve these problems, an Eulerian 
approach is proposed. In railway wheelset dynamics we centre our attention on spatial points (i.e. the 
wheel-rail contact point). However, a spatial point is not occupied by an only material point. The 
coordinate of a spatial point in the undeformed state u  will be occupied by material points whose 
coordinates depend on time 

 ( ) ( ) uAu Ttt =′ . (10) 

From (3), the final position of the point that occupies the spatial position u  is 

 ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ttttt puAΦAuuAr TT , += . (11) 

Finally, the Eulerian position vector is defined as follows 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )tttt puAΦAuus T, += . (12) 

Solids with revolution geometry (such as a wheelset) have two families of vibration modes: modes with 
multiplicity 1 and modes with multiplicity 2. The formers observe that the deformed geometry of the 
mode have revolution geometry (see Fig. 2). The latters are associated with a couple of identical deformed 
mode shapes in two planes (usually orthogonal planes) which contain the rotation axis (see Fig. 3). It is 
assumed that any deformed geometry of the solid can be obtained as a modal combination of the non-
rotating mode shapes in the non-rotating frame. It can be mathematically expressed as follows 

 ( ) ( ) ( )tt quΦuus +=, , (13) 

being  a set of Eulerian modal coordinates.  ( )tq
 

The Eulerian to Lagrangian transformation can be defined as follows 

 ( ) ( )ttt pBq )(= . (14) 

Matrix  can be proved to be orthogonal and quasi-diagonal. A detailed analysis shows that rows and 
columns associated with modes with multiplicity 1 have null entries except the diagonal entry which is 1. 
On the other hand, diagonal terms associated with modes with multiplicity 2 contain rotation matrices, i.e.:  

B

   

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

±=

0000

0000
00cossin00
00sincos00
0000

0000

L
OMMMOM

L
LmL
LL
L

MOMMMO
L

θθ
θθB . (15) 

By comparing Eqs. (12) and (13), the next relationship is fulfilled 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ttt BuAΦuΦA ′=′ . (16) 
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a)  

 

b) 

 

Fig. 2: Examples of single multiplicity vibration modes of the non-rotating wheelset. a) Umbrella 
mode. b) First torsional mode. 

 

a) 

 

 

b) 

 

 

Fig. 3: Examples of double multiplicity vibration modes of the non-rotating wheelset. a) First 
bending mode, horizontal plane. b) First bending mode, vertical plane. 

If Eq. (16) is pre-multiplied by  and post-multiplied by ( )TtA ( )TtB , the last expression is equivalent to 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )TT ttt BuΦuAΦA ′=′ . (17) 

The original equation of motion (4) can be written through Eulerian modal coordinates, giving 

 
( )

( ) .~~2~~
2~2

2TTT2T

TT

LBQBqBBBJBBEBBKB

qBBBJBq

p ΩΩΩ

Ω

+=++−+

+++
&&&

&&&&
 (18) 

The transformation matrix B  does not change the numerical value of  as is proved in the following 
result. From Eq. (5) 

J~
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( ) ( )

( ) ( ) .d1

d~

TTT

TTT

∫

∫

′′=

=′′=

Volume

Volume

Ω
υρ

υρ

BuΦAAuΦB

BuΦJuΦBBJB

&
 (19) 

By substituting (17) in (19), and taking into account (8) 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .dd1

d1~

TTT

TTTT

∫∫

∫

′′=′′

=′′=

VolumeVolume

Volume

Ω

Ω

υρυρ

υρ

uAΦJuAΦuAΦAAuAΦ

uAΦAAAAuAΦBJB

&

&

 (20) 

If the change of variable  is carried out (the Jacobian uAu ′= A  is 1), Eq. (20) becomes (note that the 
integration variable is a dummy variable)  

 ( ) ( ) JuΦJuΦBJB ~d1~ TT == ∫
VolumeΩ

υρ . (21) 

In the same way, the next equivalences can be proved  

 LLB ~~
= ,      KBKB ~~ T = ,      EBEB ~~ T = , (22) 

 , )
~

 ~(T GJBB += Ω&  (23) 

 )
~

 ~()
~

 ~( TT2T GJGJBB ++−= Ω&& , (24) 

being G~  the gyroscopic matrix defined as  

 ( )∫ ∑ ′⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
′

∂
′∂

=
=Volume i

i
i

d
u

υρ )()(~ 3

1

T

uΦuJuΦG . (25) 

Thus, replacing from (22) to (25) in (18), the equation of motion in Eulerian coordinates results    

 ( ) LQqCKqGq q
~ 

~~ 
~

2 22 ΩΩΩ +=++− &&& , (26) 

where  is a matrix defined as follows C~

 ( )EGGJJKC ~~~~~~~ 2 −−+= TTΩ . (27) 

The physical meanings of the terms of the equation (26) are: 

qQ  Generalised external forces 

qK ~  Elastic forces 

q&&  Acceleration component due to deformation 

qG &
~

2Ω−  Gyroscopic term 

LqC ~ 
~ 22 ΩΩ −  Centripetal acceleration due to rotation. The former term is associated with 

the deformation of the solid. The latter, with the undeformed shape  
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Since the external forces are always applied in the same spatial points, the term of the generalised force 
can be reformulated as follows 

 , (28) ∫∫∫ ==′′=
Volume

tu
VolumeVolume

tdυdυtdυtt )( )()(),()(),()()( TTTT fufuΦufuΦu AfAuΦBQq

and defining F  as ~

 ( ) ( )∫=
Volume

u dυufuΦF T~ , (29) 

the generalised forces can be written in this way 

 )( ~)( tt tfFQq = . (30) 

The main advantage of formulating the equation of motion in Eulerian coordinates lies in the fact that 
matrices , , C ,  and L  do not depend on time and consequently, they can be computed at the 
beginning of the simulation. 

G~ K~ ~ F~ ~

2.3 Computational method 

The modal properties of the railway wheelset are obtained through a FE model. Thus the matrix  is 
calculated for the nodes of the mesh. The modal shape function matrix can be estimated interpolating the 
nodal values  

FEΦ

 , (31) ( ) FEe ΦuNuΦ ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∑

=

EN

e 1
)(

being  the shape function of the element e . ( )uNe
 

Replacing (31) in equations (5) to (7), (25) and (29), a set of matrix expressions are obtained through the 
integrals of the shape functions 

 , (32) ( ) ( ) FEeeFE ΦuNJuNΦJ ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∑ ∫

=

E

e

N

e V

dρ
1

TT  ~
υ

 ( ) ( ) FEFE ΦuNuJuNΦG ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
∂

∂
= ∑ ∫ ∑

= =

E

e

N

e V
e

i
i

i

e d
1

3

1

T
T ) (

~
υ

υ
ρ , (33) 

 , (34) ( ) ( ) FEFE ΦuNEuNΦE ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
= ∑ ∫

=

E

e

N

e V
ee d

1

TT~ υρ

 , (35) ( ) ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
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=

E

e

N

e V
e d

1

TT )(~
υufuNΦF FE

  (36) ( ) ,~
1

TT

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
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=

E

e

N

e V
e dυρ uEuNΦL FE

where  is the number of elements of the mesh and  is the volume of the EN eV −e th element. 
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3 Results 

The first result presented in Fig. 4 corresponds to the Frequency Response Function (FRF) crossed 
receptance: the force is applied in the contact point, in the vertical direction (z-axis); the displacement is 
measured in the transversal direction (y-axis, lateral direction to the track axis). The receptance expression 
can be obtained from (26) as follows 

 [ ΦCKGIΦH
122T ]~~~

2)(
−

++−−= ΩΩi ωωω , (37) 

where i is the imaginary unit and I is the identity matrix. Fig. 4 shows in continuous black trace the FRF 
for the non-rotating wheelset. In the frequency range shown (from 53 to 270 Hz), the curve presents three 
resonances at 93.7 Hz (1st bending mode), 146.8 Hz (2nd bending mode) and 226.7 Hz (umbrella mode, see 
Fig. 2). These results can be foreseen through the Classical Vibration Theory.  
If the angular velocity of the wheelset is non-zero, the peaks of the FRF associated with modes with 
multiplicity 2 produce two peaks that can be interpreted as the forward and backward whirl modes [2] in 
rotating beams. At =Ω 1000 rpm (200 km/h aprox.) the backward mode frequency is 87 Hz and the 
forward one is 107 Hz. It must be highlighted that modes with multiplicity 1 do not split into two peaks.  
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Fig. 4: Crossed receptance modulus )(ωyzH  calculated for different angular velocities of the 

wheelset.  
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Taking into account the symmetry of revolution of the solid, the response of the contact point of a non-
rotating wheelset in the longitudinal direction (x-axis, or track axis direction) will be zero if the excitation 
is produced in the vertical direction. However, Fig. 5 shows non-null crossed receptance )(ωxzH  
calculated for the rotating wheelset. The level of the response is similar to that in the transversal direction. 
It can be observed in Fig. 6, where the graphic shows the orbit of the contact point if a harmonic vertical 
force is applied in the same point. The excitation frequency (87 Hz) is very close to the backward whirl 
mode associated with the 1st bending mode of the solid. 
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Fig. 5: Crossed receptance modulus )(ωxzH  calculated for different angular velocities of the 

wheelset.  

The FRF mobility, that is  

 )()( ωωω HY i= , (38) 

provides a clearer relation with the wear mechanism that trigger the corrugation. Fig. 7 presents the 
mobility )(ωxzY , where the velocity is measured in the longitudinal direction and the harmonic force is 
applied vertically.  
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Fig. 6: In black trace, orbit of the contact point if a vertical excitation is applied. The angular 

velocity of the wheelset is =Ω 500 rpm (100 km/h aprox). The excitation frequency is 87 Hz. In grey 
trace, the projections on the orthogonal planes of the orbit are drawn. 
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Fig. 7: Crossed mobility modulus )(ωxzY  calculated for different angular velocities of the wheelset.  
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4 Conclusions 

Most of corrugation cases that take place in the railway tracks are related to an adverse coupling between 
the wear mechanism of the rails and the dynamics of the unsprung masses of the vehicle and the track. In 
order to estimate the corrugation pattern, some authors propose to calculate the wear depth from the 
results of the train-track dynamic simulation (see example in Ref. [17]). However, none of the developed 
methodologies take account of a realistic wheelset model that considers its flexibility and the inertial 
effects due to rotation.  
The present article develops a wheelset dynamic model that can be implemented in the simulation of the 
corrugation growth. The model is based on a general procedure for dynamic of rotating solids of 
revolution presented in [16]. The analysis of the FRF obtained from the model lets us determine the 
complex coupling in the spatial domain (dynamic coupling between vertical, lateral and longitudinal 
forces and displacements in the wheel contact point with the rail) and in the frequency domain (coupling 
of different modes of the non-rotating wheelset); this coupling is due to the rotation of the solid.  
The appearance of the orbits in the contact point let us consider that constant longitudinal forces (braking, 
motor torque or curving) can excite the backward or the forward mode. The results open the possibility of 
self-excited dynamics that can set off the corrugation process.  
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Abstract 
The vibration caused by urban rail traffic is mainly from the bump between the steel wheel and rail 
discontinuity such as joint. In most studies, the vibration source is modeled as a random vibration at the 
nearest point from the rail, and the effect on buildings and human beings is calculated by a two 
dimensional analysis. However it is far away from the fact that the effect is come from many joints along 
the rail while the wheels move through rapidly. The most difficulty is no one can observe the pulse clearly 
even at a very near point from rail, since the mixture of pulses before and after this pulse. The recorded 
vibration is always the combination of many pulses among which the near the stronger, the farther the 
weaker. A new idea is presented in this paper, to detect the pulse. The vibration time history at a point is 
synthesized by a sequence pulses. The shape and triggering time of individual pulse are determined by the 
distance from the point and the joint, the encounter of wheel and joint. The latter depends on the given 
length of rail segment, the length between wheels and the velocity of the train. As examples, the syntheses 
are compared with some records roughly. The further idea to inverse the pulse from observed vibration is 
discussed so that the power spectral density (PSD) of urban rail traffic could be obtained. Finally, the 
compares of PSDs, such as American, German, China, is discussed. 

1 Introduction 

The vibration caused by urban rail traffic is mainly engendered from the bump between the steel wheel 
and railway. The vibration must be strong if there are discontinuities, such as joint. This situation is 
studied in the paper. In almost all studies, the vibration source is modeled as a random vibration at the 
nearest point from the rail, and the effect on buildings and human beings is calculated by a two-
dimensional analysis [1], as shown in figure 1.That vibration, however, is actually not only the source, but 
also some other vibrations. In fact, vibration source comes from many joints along the rail while the 
wheels move through rapidly. The most difficult problem is no one can observe the source pulse clearly 
even at a very near point from rail, because of the mixture of pulses before and after this source. The 
recorded vibration is always the combination of many pulses, among which the near the stronger, the 
farther the weaker. A new method is presented in this paper to detect the intensity and duration of the 
source function. Firstly, a virtual inversion is worked out, in which the source function at each joint is 
given triangular pulse. The vibration time histories at six points are synthesized by a sequence of 
vibrations from many source functions. The shape of the vibration from each impact at a joint is calculated 
by an analytical solution. The triggering time of individual pulse are determined by the train velocity, 
given length of the rail segment and the number of the segments from the start point, and also the length 
between wheels. Then, the cross power spectrum of vibrations at each of two points is calculated by 
means of period gram method, and is taken as the objective function of the inversion.  The micro-Genetic 
algorithm is adopted to inverse the intensity and the duration of the source function.  Using the obtained 
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source, we can calculate the PSD of urban rail traffic though transformation of time and space coordinates. 
The characteristic of urban rail traffic PSD of American, German and China, is discussed finally. 

 
Figure 1: The sketch map of the idea on vibration attenuation in traditional analysis 

2 The preset of source function 

The basic idea of virtual inversion is to remove the effect of ignorance on the input of the inversion, and 
can check the result by the preset input [2]. Therefore it is called virtual, since the input is known, but 
never be considered in the inversion process. From an observation on impact vibration between wheel and 
rail joint [3], given axial load as 107kN and velocity of the train as 54km/h, the pulse at the joint is 
observed very similar to a triangular pulse, as shown in figure 2. 
 

 

 

t /s

100

0.006 0.0120

f(t) (kN)

 

Figure 2: The observed impact  between 
wheel and rail joint 

 Figure 3: The source function of this paper 

 
Therefore, the source is taken as triangular pulse, as shown in figure 3, and the source function is taken as 
the following. 

1666.67 0 0.006
( ) 200 16666.67 0.006 0.012

0 0, 0.012

t t s
f t t s t s

t t s

⋅ < <⎧
⎪= − ⋅ < <⎨
⎪ < >⎩  

(1) 

 
The intensity 200 kN and duration 0.012s are the key parameter values to be checked in the inversion. 
YZ25G locomotive with air-conditioner is referenced, 25 cars in the train are assumed, the other 
parameters are shown in figure 4 [4]. For simplification, 16 rail segments are considered; the length of 
each is 25.0m. The velocity of the train is taken as 52km/h. 
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Figure 4: The size of YZ25G locomotive 

3 Numerical solution on half space surface caused by triangular 
pulse 

Based on Cagniard-Hoop method, an accurate solution of the vertical vibration source for rectangular 
pulse acting on the surface of an elastic half space was derived in [5], as shown in equation 2. 
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where sc is shear wave velocity, Rc is Rayleigh wave velocity, 1z is a root of Rayleigh function. And 

r
tcs=τ  ；    

r
tcs 0

0 =τ    (7) 

where t0  is duration of the pulse. 
In order to synthesize the displacement field by means of the above equations, the triangular impulse is 
discretized into a series of rectangular impulse. The  vertical displacement on half spaceis synthesized 
numerically, with shear wave velocity of the half space  vs=250.0m/s, and the velocity of the car 14.4 m/s. 
An example of the pulses is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Curve of vibration displacement-time in a point of an array when a car getting through a junction 

4 Vibrations at a ground array excited by the train 

In order to describe the spatial feature of the displacement field on the surface caused by the sources, The 
vibrations at a rectangular array which consists of six points, are synthesized by means of the 
superposition of vibrations at each point from all sources. The array configuration adopted and the spatial 
relation to the railway (source) is shown in figure 6. 

8× 25=200m8× 25=200m
40

m

 1  3

10
m

 6 4 2

 5

10m10m  
Figure 6: Configuration of the array 

The vertical displacement time histories at the six points of the array are shown in figure 7.  
From the figure, one can see that there is a vibration increasing segment at the beginning of each history, 
after that is a stable vibration segment, and finally a decreasing segment, those showed three stages that 
the train is getting on the rail, totally in the rail and is getting out the rail respectively. 
Cross power spectra of each pair of two points are calculated to acquire the spatial features on the vertical 
displacement field in frequency domain. 
The spectra are calculated by periodogram method, so called the direct method, in which each of the two 
histories is smoothed by window function, and then the is the time histories are transformed into 
frequency domain by fast Fourier transform (FFT). The power spectrum can be carried out as follows: 
 )()()( * fRfRfS ijij ×=    (8) 

where )( fRi and )( fR j  are the Fourier spectra at point i and j respectively. 
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Figure 7: Vertical displacement time histories at the six points of the array 

In the calculation, the sampling time step is 0.001 second, and the number of the amplitudes in both time 
and frequency domain is 65536. Total 15 cross power spectra of time histories at every two points in the 
array are shown in figure 8.  
From the figure, it can be easily found that the predominated frequency is in between 1 to 3Hz. 

5 The inversion strategy for the Genetic Algorithms 

The Micro-GA is adopted in the inversion  of the source function. In Micro-GA, selection and crossover is 
the fundamental operation, and mutation is cancelled, while strategy of preserving the most excellent and 
of initializing the popularity are added. 
The second last one integrally preserves the most excellent individual to next generation,  will ensure not 
lose the excellent information during evolution. The last one ensures the diversity of the genes. 
The inversion flowchart is shown in figure 9. 
The object function of the inversion is selected as follow for the jth intensity value. 

  2

1

])()([∑
=

−=
n

i
cjej iSiSφ     (9) 

where, )(iSe and )(iScj  are the ith cross power spectra amplitudes of expected and calculated  from the jth 
values of intensity and duration of the source function, respectively.  
The fitness function is selected as following equation (9), to assure the most fitted individual is copied to 
the next generation with a high probability. 
 )5exp( jjF φ×−=   (10) 

The binary coding is adopted for its simplicity and to make more searching pattern, Selection operator is 
the league matches, cross operator is the consistent cross. 
Population size is 5, cross probability is taken as 0.6, and the maximum genetic generation is 2000. 
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Figure 8: 15 cross power spectra of every two points in the array 
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The upper and lower limits of the search range of the triangular pulse intensity are taken as 1000kN and 
10kN. And the upper and lower limits of the search range for the duration of the triangular pulse are taken 
as 0.12s and 0.0012s, respectively. 

Initialize birth of population

Conversion to physical values

Calculation of object curve

Crossover

Selection

Elite selection

End 

Calculation of fitness

New generation

Generation counts

 
Figure 9: The flowchart of the inversion in this paper 

6 The result of the virtual inversion and the conclusions 

Table 1: Comparison of the inversed mean values of the best groups with the given ones 

Intensity of impulse 

(kN) 

Duration of impulse

(m/s) 

Relative error 

（%） 

No. 
Result of 

virtual 

inversion 

The given 

values 

Result of 

virtual 

inversion

The 

given 

values 

Intensity 

of 

impulse 

Duration 

of 

impulse 

1,2 102.05 100 0.0119 0.012 2.05 -0.83 

1,3 100.20 100 0.0118 0.012 0.20 -1.67 

1,4 101.19 100 0.0121 0.012 1.19 0.83 

1,5 101.45 100 0.0123 0.012 1.45 2.50 

1,6 103.87 100 0.0117 0.012 3.87 -2.50 

2,3 98.48 100 0.0123 0.012 -1.52 2.50 

2,4 103.87 100 0.0119 0.012 3.87 -0.83 

2,5 100.83 100 0.0125 0.012 0.83 4.17 

2,6 104.45 100 0.0123 0.012 4.45 2.50 

3,4 101.57 100 0.0117 0.012 1.57 -2.50 

3,5 100.37 100 0.0121 0.012 0.37 0.83 

3,6 101.27 100 0.0123 0.012 1.27 2.50 

4,5 102.35 100 0.0117 0.012 2.35 -2.50 

4,6 102.14 100 0.0121 0.012 2.14 0.83 

5,6 101.07 100 0.0121 0.012 1.07 0.83 
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It can be seen from table 1 that the result of virtual inversion is very stable for using the cross power 
spectrum of two survey points as the target function. The idea is proved to be feasible that configuring an 
appropriate target function based on the time-history of the vertical vibration of each survey point in the 
array, then inverse the accurate function of the source.  

7 The brief introduction of track irregularity 

The track irregularity has a very important influence on railway vehicle system. Firstly, track irregularity 
is the excitation source to the wheel-rail system, and is the main causes of the locomotive and rolling stock 
vibration and the dynamic force of wheel-rail. It has an important influence on the transportation safety, 
steady, ride quality, lifecycle of the vehicles and the track component as well as the circumstance noise. 
Track irregularity is the primary factor in track aspect to limits train speed. Secondly, the condition of 
track irregularity indicates the synthetic performance and bearing capacity of the track structure. The 
condition of track irregularity is an important index for the railway administration department to advise 
the service plan. 
(1) America track spectrum formula 
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has promulgated the 6 grades of power spectrum density of track 
irregularity. The formulas of the fitted curve are as follows: 
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Where, k  is the coefficient, vA  and aA  are the parameters representing the degree of track irregularity, 

cΩ  and sΩ  are the truncated wave number , and Ω  is the space wave number.  

(2) Germany track spectrum formula 
In the eighties of the twentieth century, Formula (13) to (15) for the analysis of track spectrum in the 
theoretical research of high-speed train in German, 
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(3) China track spectrum formula 
In July 1999, the track spectrum of the main China railway and the track spectrum in different structure, 
mass, curve, bridge and welding line of rail are presented by China academy of railway sciences. The 
uniform formula is used to show the power spectrum density of track longitudinal level irregularity, track 
alignment irregularity and track horizontal irregularity with different coefficients. 

 
GFfEfDff

CBffAfS
++++

++
= 234

2 )()(     (17) 

 

Where, )( fS is the power spectrum density of track irregularity, f is frequency, A~G are characteristic 
coefficients of the power spectrum density of track irregularity. 
According to the source function inversed from the observation data in the array, we can calculate the PSD 
of urban rail traffic though transformation of time and space coordinates. Therefore, the relation between 
the track spectrum and the time history received by array can be established. Using the array to inverse the 
coefficient of track spectrum is introduced in detail in other article.  
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Abstract 
This paper investigates the transonic Limit Cycle Oscillation (LCO) phenomenon from a 

computational/simulation point of view. A CFD/FE coupled solution is applied to a 3D model of a 

rectangular wing with tip store (referred to as the Goland wing) in transonic flow, in order to study the 

resulting LCO motions. The aim of the study is to develop a LCO prediction strategy from in-flight data; 

at this stage of the work the data will be obtained from simulations. The effect of varying the thickness of 

the Goland wing on the LCO onset flight condition is explored. The work then addresses the presence or 

absence of nonlinearity prior to the onset of LCOs. This is crucial as the presence of any nonlinearity for 

this type of wing can act as a telltale sign of impending LCOs. The clearance between the nonlinearity 

onset flight condition and the LCO onset flight condition is quantified for various values of the wing 

design parameters. It is shown that this clearance can be used in order to develop a useful ‘oncoming 

LCO’ warning criterion. 

1   Introduction 

Aeroelastic phenomena can reveal many types of oscillations such as classical bending torsion flutter, stall 

flutter, divergence, buffeting and Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO). Although LCOs are not as explosive as 

classical flutter, they can cause aircraft structures to experience structural fatigue and eventual structural 

failure.  Consequently, the investigation of nonlinearity in aircraft aeroelasticity is increasingly considered 

to be important. The main motivation for the research is that dynamic behaviour such as LCOs 

demonstrated by nonlinear aeroelastic system cannot be predicted using linear methods [1]. Limit cycle 

Oscillations can be differentiated from other types of self sustained oscillations by looking at their 

characteristic of periodic motion with limited amplitude that only occurs at certain frequencies. Limit 

Cycle Oscillations occur due to the existence of nonlinear properties in the fluid-structure interaction of 

the aeroelastic system. Structurally, nonlinearity can result from the material or structural configuration 

such as large deformations or wing-store attachments [2]. In addition, structural nonlinearity is not 

dependent on flow regime. From the aerodynamic standpoint, flow separation, moving shock waves and 

shock wave interactions with boundary layer separation in unsteady flow have been found to produce a 

similar outcome. The nonlinearity is what limits the amplitude of the oscillations [3]. LCO due to 

shockwave motion is commonly encountered in the transonic flow regime which is characterized by the 

presence of the normal shock waves in the flow field.  

Over the years significant amounts of research work have been dedicated to the investigation of LCOs in 

transonic flow either using Computational Aeroelastic codes or by means of experimental testing. 

Computational Aeroelasticity (CAE) codes such as ENS3DAE [4], CAP-TSD [5], RANSMB [6], PMB [6, 

7] etc have been used for studying transonic LCOs. However simulation using CAE codes has been shown 

to be costly in terms of computational time because it involves the coupling of a Computational Fluid 

Dynamic (CFD) solution to a Finite Element (FE) solution at each time step. This cost prevents it from 

being used for routine analysis [8] and has led to the development of methods for creating Reduced Order 
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Models (ROM) from the full simulation results [9]. The ROM is constructed by selecting the dominant 

eigenmodes from the unsteady transonic flows. The benefit of using ROMs is that the computational time 

is reduced considerably due to the reduced of number of degrees of freedom. The reduced order model 

should be capable of accurately describing the unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a vibrating 

aeroelastic body. The challenge lies in the difficulty of extracting the eigenmodes from systems with very 

large matrices [10]. Additional research utilizes techniques that do not require numerical integration 

procedures, such as Harmonic Balance, Center manifold, Cell Mapping etc but these methods mostly deal 

with nonlinearity originated from the structural part of an aeroelastic system [11].  

This paper focuses on the investigation to develop a LCO prediction strategy from in-flight data; for 

demonstration purposes, the data used here are obtained from simulations using a CAE code.  The 

aeroelastic system considered is an unswept rectangular wing known as the Goland wing [12]. Initially, 

the work concentrated on the effect that varying the design of the Goland wing has on the LCO onset 

flight condition. The design variable investigated is the thickness. The wing profiles selected for this 

investigation have 10%, 14%, 16% and 18% thickness to chord ratios.  The work then demonstrates the 

absence of nonlinearity prior to the onset of LCOs on this wing. This is crucial as the presence of any 

nonlinearity for this type of wing can act as a telltale sign of impending LCOs. Therefore, a ‘LCO 

proximity’ test can be based on the detection of nonlinearity to determine whether a particular flight 

condition is close to a bifurcation condition. The clearance between the nonlinearity onset flight condition 

and the LCO onset flight condition is quantified for various values of the wing design parameters and a 

practical, in-flight, LCO warning procedure is proposed.  

Several authors have investigated computationally the Goland wing. Vio et al [13] employed linear 

identification techniques for analyzing the wing’s response in the transonic regime using data obtained 

from CFD/FE simulation.  The thickness studied was 4% and the aeroelastic model included a tip store. 

Vio et al [13] noted that prior to the bifurcation Mach number there is very little evidence of nonlinearity 

in the responses, if any. Parker et al [3] simulated the Goland wing with and without underwing stores to 

investigate its effect on LCO amplitude. It was found that the underwing stores disturbed the airflow on 

the lower surface of the wing, reducing LCO amplitudes, but did not affect the LCO frequency. Beran et al 

[14] also investigated the Goland wing using a CFD/FE computation with and without including the tip 

store in the aerodynamic grid. It was determined that the tip store has little effect on the aerodynamic 

forces. However the tip store dynamics affect considerably the bifurcation point. It was also found that the 

LCO amplitude is restrained by viscous effects [14]. 

2   Formulation 

The simulation results presented here were obtained using the Parallel Multi Block Aeroelastic code 

developed by the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Liverpool. The unsteady aerodynamic forces 

in the transonic flow were calculated using an Euler formulation. PMB solves the Euler or Random 

Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations by dividing the computational domain into a number of 

structured parallel multi block grids. The flow field is discretized using a cell centred finite volume 

method. The convection terms are obtained using the Osher Upwind method to provide thin shock 

structures in the transonic flow. Second order accuracy for the partial differential equations is provided by 

the Monotone Upstream-centred Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) by Van Leer [15]. The code 

utilizes a Van Albada limiter to avoid spurious convergence oscillations around the discontinuity area of a 

shock wave [7, 13]. During oscillation, the code employs the Transfinite Interpolation (TFI) technique to 

conform the CFD grid around the deforming structural geometries. The deflection of the structural 

geometry points is interpolated to the CFD grid points. A normal mode analysis is performed to obtain the 

mode shapes and natural frequencies of the wing structure. A constant volume tetrahedron transformation 

is applied for the projection of the aerodynamics forces onto the structure points because the fluid and the 

structure are not defined on the same surface. The simulation is marched forward in time using a pseudo 

time step. Further details on the CFD/FE solver can be found in [13]. In the case of the Goland wing, only 

the first four normal modes were retained for the determination of the wing’s deflection.  
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3   Aerodynamic Model 

The simulations were performed on the Goland Wing. The selected wing thicknesses for were 10, 14 and 

16 and 18%. The wing aspect ratio was 6.0 with 6.40 m in the spanwise and 1.06 m in the chord wise 

direction. The Goland wing is straight and rectangular with symmetric profile. The thickness profile is 

given by: 

1 x
y x

c
τ

−
=                                                                     (1) 

where τ is the thickness-to-chord ratio, c is the chord length, and x,y are the airfoil’s coordinates. The 

aerodynamic grid was generated based on the selected wing profile. The grid was created using the ICEM 

CFD software. The O grid generated was conforming to the cantilevered, rectangular semi span wing 

fixed at the boundary wall. The entire flow field block was 12.2 m x 12.2 m x 6.9 m. The tip store was not 

included in the aerodynamic model because, as already mentioned, previous work has found that tip stores 

do not affect significantly the aerodynamic forces [16]. The total grid point generated for the wing has 

close to 30,000 points where it is then divided into 7 individual blocks.  

4   Structural Model 

The structural model of the wing was created using MSC PATRAN. The semi span wing was modelled as 

a plate using CQUAD4 and CROD elements. The tip store was modelled using 4 RBAR elements. The 

results of the normal mode analysis on the structural model are shown in Figure 1. The lowest frequency 

was 1.98 Hz and the associated mode shape featured mainly bending as shown in figure 1(a). Mode 2 was 

a predominately torsional mode at 4.05 Hz while Modes 3 and 4 included both bending and torsion with 

frequencies 9.69 Hz and 13.49 Hz respectively. 

5   Simulation 

The simulation was performed for different Goland wing thicknesses ranging from 10% to 18%. The angle 

of attack setting was 0 degrees. The simulation was performed for all series of thicknesses by varying the 

Mach number. The Mach number sweep was performed from M = 0.30 to M = 0.99 in increments of 0.01. 

The altitude was set constant at sea level while the speed of sound was fixed at 341 ms
-1
. The density was 

set at 1.225 kg/m
3
. The simulations were carried out for a non-dimensional time step of 0.5 for 2000 time 

steps. In all simulations, the wing was excited in the first mode with an initial modal velocity of 0.1.  

 

                       (a)  Mode 1 = 1.98 Hz                                     (b) Mode 2 = 4.05 Hz 
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                        (c) Mode 3 = 9.69 Hz    (d) Mode 4 = 13.49 Hz 

 

Figure 1. Mode shapes of the clean Goland wing. (a) 1
st
 Mode. (b) 2

nd
 Mode. (c) 3

rd
 Mode. (d) 4

th
 Mode 

6   Data analysis 

The following data analysis tools were applied to the time domain responses obtained from the 

simulations. 

6.1   Short Time Fourier Transform 

Also known as the time dependant Fourier transform, the short time Fourier transform belongs to the 

family of Fourier transforms. It is used to evaluate the way the frequency content of a signal changes with 

time. Instead of applying Discrete Fourier Transform or DFT on the whole signal, STFT discretizes the 

signal into windows before applying the DFT on each window.  The STFT for a given signal x(t),  is 

defined as 

( ) ( ) ( ), j tX x t t e dtω
τ ω ω τ

∞

−

−∞

= −∫                                                (2) 

where ω(t) is a window function and the signal slides past the fixed window as time progresses. If X is 

plotted, it will produce a spectrogram which shows the frequency content of the signal as a function of 

time. The size of the window affects the representation of the signal. The frequency resolution is improved 

if a wide window is selected. However, this will degrade the time resolution. A narrow window will give 

good time resolution but degrade the frequency resolution. 

6.2   Parameter Identification 

In structural dynamics, estimates of the modal parameters of a system can be obtained from simulated or 

experimental dynamic responses.  The free or forced measured response contains valuable information 

about the modal parameters that can be extracted by means of signal processing. The response data usually 

be presented in the form of frequency response functions (FRFs) or impulse response functions (IRFs). 

One of the methods that is used extensively is the Rational Fraction Polynomial. The method expresses the 

FRF as a ratio of two polynomials. It is given by [17] as 
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where ak and bk are the unknown coefficients for k = 0,1,2,… and H(ω) is the frequency response. The 

denominator of the polynomial corresponds to the poles of the FRF transfer function. The numerator 

polynomials roots represent the transfer function zeros. The coefficients ak and bk in the equation are 

identified by curve fitting the equation above with the FRF data using a least square approach. Then the 

roots for both of the polynomials are calculated to obtain the zeros and poles of the system. The modal 

parameters can be easily identified from the poles and zeros. The method is applicable to data with white 

noise [17]. 

Nonlinearity detection can be performed by inspecting FRFs and/or Nyquist plots for significant 

distortions or irregularities [18]. Another method of detecting nonlinearity is the Hilbert transform. The 

concept is based around a property of the Hilbert transform for linear system. If a system is linear and 

causal, the Hilbert transform allows the real part of a complex FRF to be computed from its imaginary part 

and vice-versa. If the system is nonlinear, then this calculation is no longer valid [19]. Nonlinear presence 

can also be detected by using a proportionality test. The basis for the test is that all linear systems 

demonstrate proportionality. In other words, a system that is not proportional is considered as nonlinear. 

Theoretically, by varying the amplitude of the input, the output signal will be distorted. The distortion is 

best visualized in the frequency domain. The test can be performed by using different excitation levels 

because a linear system is known to be insensitive while nonlinear systems are known to be very sensitive 

to input signal magnitude. For a linear system, this means that its FRF will remain the same for different 

excitation amplitudes. If there is a difference in the FRF for different amplitudes then nonlinearity is 

assumed to be present in the system [18]. The drawback of this technique is that it does not provide 

information about the quantitative values and the type of nonlinearity present [19]. 

7   Results 

Figure 2 shows the bifurcation plot of the Goland wing excited in the 1
st
 Mode with initial modal velocity 

of 0.1. The Mach number serves as the bifurcation parameter. The LCO modal amplitude is plotted as zero 

for Mach numbers where no LCOs were observed. From figure 2(a) the 10% Goland starts to bifurcate at 

M=0.86 and LCOs occur until M=0.92 (shown in red). The LCO amplitude gradually increased to reach a 

maximum value close to 1.0 at M = 0.91. Outside this Mach number range, only decaying oscillations 

were observed. The limited Mach range of LCO responses was also observed on the rectangular Goland 

wing by Beran et al [16] and Vio et al [13] for their investigations using the 4% Goland wing. The 

bifurcation encountered here in the 10% Goland wing is classified as a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. A 

repeat of the simulations with a different initial condition, i.e. using an initial modal velocity of 0.4, 

yielded similar LCO amplitudes. Therefore, there was only one possible limit cycle at each Mach number 

for the 10% wing.   

For the 14% Goland wing LCOs only occurred at M = 0.87 and M = 0.90. Between these two Mach 

numbers decaying oscillations with changes in the position of the equilibrium point were detected. A 

similar bifurcation behaviour was observed for the 16% thick Goland wing, where LCOs were only 

encountered at M = 0.87. Finally, the bifurcation point for the 18% thick wing was relatively low at M = 

0.83. The LCO March range extended to M = 0.88. However, there was no LCO at M = 0.86 and 0.87. 

There is clear evidence of a reduction in the Mach number of the onset of LCOs if comparisons are made 

between the 10% and 18% wing.  

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

Figure 2. Bifurcation Plot of Goland Wing (a) 10% Goland. (b) 14% Goland. (c) 16% Goland. (d) 18% 

Goland   

Figure 3 shows the simulated modal responses of Goland wing for mode 1 and several parameters. The 

responses obtained prior to the appearance of LCOs resulted in decaying oscillation, as seen in figure 3(a). 

This was observed in all simulated responses for all thicknesses outside the LCO Mach range. Visual 

inspection of the responses revealed that they start to demonstrate nonlinear behaviour as the Mach 

number approaches the bifurcation point. By increasing the thickness the responses become more 

nonlinear. The source of this nonlinear response is the appearance of a weak shock wave on the wing’s 

surface.  

The 18% wing shows strong evidence of nonlinearity at M = 0.8; there is also a slight change in the 

position of the equilibrium point as plotted in Figure 3(b). An LCO response of the 10% wing is plotted in 

figure 3(c). After initial excitation the oscillation evolves into an LCO. Close observation shows that there 

is a change in the response frequency as the system enters the LCO. Shockwave motion is observed when 

the supersonic area on the wing is plotted for each time step during the LCO. This shock motion leads to a 

nonlinear relationship between the motion of the structure and the resulting aerodynamic forces that act on 

the structure. During the oscillation, the incidence angle varies. The variation causes the local airspeed 
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around the wing to change. It then causes the position of the shockwave to change. The outcome is that the 

relative strength of the shockwave formed on the suction and pressure sides of the wing fluctuates. These 

fluctuations create clockwise and counter clockwise lift and moment resulting in an effective excitation of 

pitch motion. This leads to the obvious conclusion that the nonlinearity causing the LCO is introduced by 

the unsteady aerodynamic forces.  

 

(a)                                                                        (b) 

  

(c)                                                                           (d) 

Figure 3.  Modal Response of 1
st
 Mode. a)  M = 0.80, 10% Goland. b) M = 0.80, 18% Goland.  

                                                                 c) M = 0.87, 10% Goland. d) M = 0.83, 18% Goland 

8   Analysis 

8.1   Parameter Identification 

As already mentioned, parameter identification was applied to the responses obtained from the PMB-3D 

simulations in order to determine the existence of nonlinearity. The identified frequencies and damping of 

the aeroelastic system are plotted against Mach number in figure 4. Both modal parameters vary smoothly 

with Mach number until a critical Mach value at which the parameter values become erratic; this is due to 

the breakdown of equation (3), as nonlinear systems cannot be accurately described by such an equation. It 

can be inferred that the Goland wing is nonlinear in the Mach range at which the estimated damping ratio 

and natural frequency values behave erratically; it is linear elsewhere. 

It can be seen that up to Mach 0.7 the increase in Mach number resulted in an increase in damping and a 

drop in frequency for all thicknesses. For the 10% wing this trend continued until the Mach number 

reached M = 0.85. At M = 0.86, the damping value suddenly plunged towards negative values. This was 

accompanied by a rise in the frequency values. The damping values remained below zero until the Mach 

number reached M = 0.91. Negative damping values signify LCO responses; such responses cannot be 

described by equation (3), therefore the identification breaks down. Essentially, the Rational Fraction 

Polynomial method characterizes LCO responses as linear unstable. Therefore, the parameter 

identification clearly shows that in the range M = 0.86 to M = 0.91, the 10% thick Goland wing 

experienced limited cycle oscillations. The rise in frequency demonstrates that the LCO frequency is 
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higher than the frequency of the decaying responses; this point will be also demonstrated using the Short 

Time Fourier Transform results in the next section. At M = 0.92 the identified damping and frequency 

resumed their pre-LCO values.  

The 14% thick wing exhibits a similar trend but the damping ratio variation with Mach number becomes 

erratic at M=0.78. This time, the damping ratio does not plunge directly to negative values. This means 

that, even though LCOs do not occur at M=0.78, the responses are nonlinear enough for the parameter 

identification to fail. This wing underwent LCOs at M = 0.86 and M = 0.90. In between these Mach 

number the responses showed signs of initially increasing amplitudes, which decayed afterwards. Such 

responses also yielded negative identified damping ratios. The identified modal parameters returned to 

their pre-nonlinear values at M=0.92.  

The damping ratio of the thicker wings started to deviate at even lower Mach numbers. The identified 

modal parameters of the 16% Goland wing started behaving erratically at M=0.76. The only LCO occurs 

for this wing at M=0.87 but responses with initially increasing amplitude were encountered at a range of 

Mach numbers (0.83-08.9), leading to negative identified damping ratios. The erratic behaviour of the 

damping ratio stopped at M = 0.90. It should be noted that, for this wing, the highest identified frequency 

was obtained at the LCO Mach number. 

 

Figure 4. Damping Frequency Plot 

The 18% wing exhibited a similar trend to all the other wings but the linear responses disappeared at M = 

0.73. For this wing the first LCO occurred at M = 0.83.  A very clear pattern has been established for the 

14%, 16% and 18% thick wings: First linearity breaks down, evidenced by erratic variations of the 

identified modal parameters with Mach number and then LCOs occur, indicated by negative identified 

damping ratios. However, this was not the case for the 10% wing, for which the breakdown of linearity 

and occurrence of LCOs were simultaneous. In order to verify that this is a general phenomenon for this 

wing, the simulations were repeated at different altitudes of 5,000ft and 10,000ft. Parameter identification 

was also applied to these responses and the results are plotted on figure 4, together with the sea level 

results. It can be seen that the altitude has not affected the occurrence of nonlinearity. As with the sea level 

case, the damping ratio drops to negative values as it begins to vary erratically. The identified modal 

frequencies were also largely unaffected by altitude. 
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8.2  Time-Frequency Analysis 

Figures 5 shows the short time Fourier transforms of the mode 1 responses for three different wing 

thicknesses and two different Mach numbers. The STFT used in this research employed a window size of 

512 nondimensional (reduced) time and each window was overlapped by 2 points. Figure 5(a) shows the 

frequency content from the 10% wing responses at M = 0.82. A single constant frequency is observed 

throughout the duration of simulation time. The amplitude of this frequency component decays with time 

and disappears after reduced time 500. There is no evidence of any variation of the frequency value 

throughout the simulation time; this indicates the response is linear. For M = 0.86 in figure 5(b), the STFT 

of the 10% Goland shows a frequency shift. In fact, the frequency component observed at M=0.82 is still 

present at M=0.86 and disappears after reduced time 500, as usual. However, at this Mach number, a 

second frequency component appears, with higher frequency, at reduced time 300. This component does 

not disappear; in fact its amplitude gets stabilized with time. It represents the limit cycle oscillation. As 

mentioned earlier, the frequency of the LCO is higher than that of the decaying oscillation. 

     

   (a)                                                                               (b) 

    

                                      (c)                                                                            (d) 

Figure 5. Short time Fourier transform (a) M = 0.82 10%. (b) 10% M = 0.86.  

                                                               (c) M = 0.82 14%. (d) 16% M = 0.82.  

In general, for all the simulations analyzed, the linear responses contained only a single frequency 

component in mode 1, whose frequency remained constant. Any other features in the STFT diagram 

corresponded to nonlinear responses. 

The 16% wing response of mode 1 at M = 0.82 shows frequency changes over time in figure 5(c). The 

system oscillates at 0.0187 reduced frequency but shifts to a new reduced frequency component of 0.02 as 
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the oscillation decays. This is an example of a spectrogram indicating nonlinearity, even in the absence of 

LCOs. The 18% wing STFT shows a similar trend to that of figure 5(c) but it is accompanied by a higher 

frequency component and a zero frequency component. The latter is due to a shift in the static equilibrium 

point of the wing at this Mach number. 

8.3   Proportionality Test 

Nonlinearity detection was also performed by means of proportionality tests. The test verifies if the 

proportionality principle is broken when using different levels of excitation. The wings were simulated 

using different levels of initial modal velocity, i.e. 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4. The simulations were carried out in the 

Mach number range prior to LCO. Figure 6(a) shows the FRFs of the 10% Goland wing with three 

different levels of excitation at M = 0.84. The maximum amplitude for all plots is normalized to 1 for 

comparison purposes. The plot in figure 6(a) shows that the FRFs overlay with each other with a small 

distortion at a reduced frequency of 0.25. This means that linearity does not hold in a strict sense for this 

wing at this Mach number. However, the degree of nonlinearity is quite low. It is interesting to note that 

the peak at 0.25 reduced frequency drops in amplitude as the initial condition is increased. 

 

     

                                          (a)                                                                 (b) 

                

                                          (c)                                                                 (d) 

Figure 6. Proportionality Test (a) 10% Goland, M = 0.84. (b) 14% Goland, M = 0.82.  

                                                 (c) 16% Goland, M = 0.80. (d)  18% Goland, M = 0.78. 

In figure 6(b), showing the FRFs of the 14% wing at three initial condition levels, there are significant 

differences between the three FRFs and, therefore, high levels of nonlinearity. The proportionality test was 

also conducted on the 16% wing at M = 0.80. The result is shown in Figure 6(c). Again, the three FRFs do 

not superimpose with each other. This proves that at M = 0.80, the 16% wing experiences high levels of 

nonlinearity. The FRFs plotted in figure 6(d) for the 18% wing at M = 0.78 are also not identical, although 

the degree of nonlinearity is not as high as in cases 6(b) and 6(d). These results are important because they 

demonstrate that any sign of strong nonlinearity can be used to foresee an oncoming LCO. Pre-bifurcation 
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nonlinearity was also encountered by Vio et al for the 4% Goland wing at an airspeed 3% less than the 

LCO onset speed. As already mentioned, the source of nonlinearity can only be the unsteady aerodynamic 

forces as there is no nonlinearity in the structural part of the system. 

8.4   LCO disappearance 

All the results shown demonstrate that the LCOs and nonlinearity itself disappear suddenly as the Mach 

number reaches a high critical value. This value does not change much with thickness, from 0.91 to 0.93. 

It has been suggested by several researchers [6] that the disappearance of nonlinearity occurs when the 

shock wave over the wing’s surface reaches the trailing edge. This suggestion will be explored here. 

 

                                                                                

                                      (a)                                             (b)                                       (c) 

           

                                      (d)                                                                            (e) 

Figure 7. Mapped supersonic area and chordwise pressure distribution of 10% Goland wing. (a) M = 0.80 

(b) M = 0.90. (c) M = 0.93. (d) M = 0.80. (e) M = 0.90. 

The area of supersonic flow over the wing was mapped using the pressure coefficient, Cp, values 

computed during static tests at several Mach numbers and zero angle of attack for all thicknesses. Since 

the wing is symmetric only one side of the wing surface is taken into consideration. A supersonic flow 

area started to appear at M = 0.8 for the 10% wing. This was followed at M = 0.75 for the 14% case. The 

earliest supersonic flow zone appeared for the 18% wing at M = 0.71. The supersonic zone then grew in 

size towards the trailing edge as the Mach number increased towards unity, as depicted in figure 7 where 

the supersonic area is plotted on the wing’s surface for the 10% Goland at M = 0.80, M = 0.90 and M = 

0.93 in sub-figures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) respectively. Figures 7(d) and 7(e) show the pressure contours along 

the chord at spanwise station 45% for the 10% wing at M = 0.8 and M = 0.9. The pressure around the 

wing can be seen to gradually decrease as the Mach number increases. Then it experiences a sharp 

V∞  
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increase near the trailing edge where the strong shock occurs, indicated by the very close contour lines. 

The evolution of the maximum Cp location along the wing chord for various Goland wing thicknesses is 

shown in figure 8. All the graphs show that, as the airspeed increases, the maximum Cp position moves 

towards the trailing edge of the wing after shock wave is formed. For 10% wing thickness, the maximum 

Cp started to shift towards the rear of the wing at M = 0.80. The 14% wing shows maximum Cp shifting 

starting at M = 0.75 while the maximum Cp position of the 16% wing begins shifting at M = 0.73. The 

thickest wing shock wave first formed at M = 0.71 and also changed the maximum Cp position after that. 

This is consistent with the Goland wing results obtained by Ogana [20] and Vio et al [13] where the 

maximum Cp position was found to shift aft as the shock wave developed. 

 

Figure 8. Maximum Cp position  

8.5   Mach gap between nonlinearity appearance and LCO initiation 

Table 1 shows the local Mach numbers at which the shock wave first emerged in the static tests, at which 

nonlinearity was first detected using the proportionality test and at which LCOs were first observed for the 

three thicknesses. The 4% thickness results are taken from reference [13] for completeness. The trend is 

that, as the Goland wing’s profile thickness grows, the shock wave appears at a lower Mach number and 

this in turn produces stronger shockwave. In addition the local supersonic area around the wing also 

increases with increases in Mach number and thickness. Therefore, increasing Mach number and thickness 

generate stronger nonlinearity. Increasing thickness also has the effect of decreasing the LCO onset Mach 

number.  

The last column in Table 1 shows the percentage difference in Mach number between the Mach values at 

which the LCOs first appear and nonlinearity is first detected. It can be seen that, for the thicker wings, 

there is a 10-12% Mach gap between the appearance of nonlinearity and the occurrence of LCOs. This gap 

decreases to 5-3% for the 10% and 4% thick Goland wings. This Mach gap can be used as a warning of 

impending LCOs for the thicker wings. In other words, during flight flutter tests of prototype aircraft, the 

detection of nonlinearity can be used in order to approximately predict the Mach number at which 

transonic LCOs are likely to occur. Of course, such a warning can only be successful in the case if thicker 

wings. Additionally, typical flight flutter tests do not include proportionality tests. Therefore, any 

nonlinearity detection would have to be carried out using parameter identification and diagrams similar to 

those of figure 4. 
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Goland Wing 

Profile 

Shock wave 

1
st
 Emerge 

(Mach No) 

Nonlinearity 

Detected 

(Mach No) 

Onset LCO 

(Mach No) 

Difference between 

LCO onset and 

nonlinearity 

detection Mach 

number 

4% - 0.88 0.91 3% 

10% 0.80 0.81 0.86 5% 

14% 0.75 0.78 0.87 10% 

16% 0.73 0.76 0.87 13% 

18% 0.71 0.73 0.83 12% 

 

Table 1. Goland profile, Mach number where shockwave appeared and nonlinearity detected 

9   Conclusion 

In this paper it has been shown that LCOs in the transonic flow regime are caused by the nonlinear 

unsteady transonic aerodynamic forces acting on the wing. The source of the nonlinearity is found to be 

the movement of shock waves. This shock motion leads to the nonlinear relationship between the motion 

of the structure and the resulting aerodynamic forces that act on the structure.  

The possibility to develop a LCO prediction strategy from in-flight data has been explored using a 

simulated transonic aeroelastic model. The effect that varying the thickness of the wing has on the LCO 

onset flight condition was investigated. The paper also explored the presence or absence of nonlinearity 

prior to the onset of LCOs. It was found that there can be quite strong nonlinearity at pre-bifurcation Mach 

numbers, provided the wing is thick enough. This is crucial as it can act as a sign of impending LCOs and 

can be used as a LCO prediction tool. The downside is that such an approach cannot be used on wings 

with low thickness because, for such wings, nonlinearity and LCOs appear almost at the same flight 

condition.  Another disadvantage of the approach is that it assumes that there is no nonlinearity 

whatsoever in the structure of the wing. However, most physical structures contain some degree of 

nonlinearity, which could interfere with the nonlinearity detection algorithms used in-flight. 
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Abstract
Friction induced vibrations are a major concern in aircraftbraking systems where the emergence of unstable
vibrations can cause severe damage to the mechanism. A complete nonlinear model of the brake is built,
in order to simulate the dynamical behavior of the system. Instabilities due to the coupling of modes by
friction with a constant brake friction coefficient are considered. The stability of the brake is performed by
determining the eigenvalues of the linearized system at theequilibrium point. Time-history responses are
obtained by integrating the full set of nonlinear dynamic equations. For this paper, time-history simulations
are undertaken to analyse the complex dynamical behavior ofthe brake during the emergence of vibrations.
The use of wavelet transforms will allow to investigate the non-stationary signals. The possibility of the
mechanism to induce simultaneously several instabilitieswill also be evaluated. It will be shown that some
kinds of vibrations seem to only be able to appear successively, while some other instabilities may develop
simultaneously.

1 Introduction

The problem of unstable vibrations in mechanical systems with rotating and sliding parts has received the
attention of many investigations, and is still an active field of research in dynamics. It is especially the case
in brakes, as well in automotive as in aeronautical or rail systems. Friction-induced vibrations fall into four
categories [1, 2, 3]: stick-slip, variable dynamic friction coefficient, sprag-slip, and mode coupling. Based
on experimental observations, the last mechanism has been used to build a nonlinear model of an aircraft
braking system. Instabilities are then the result of the coupling of two structural modes of the system, that
means that vibration can occur with a constant brake friction coefficient. A stability analysis allows to
determine the characteristics (frequency, damping coefficient, mode shape and critical friction coefficient)
of the instabilities that may appear during the braking. Butthis analysis is not sufficient because it does not
allow to evaluate the amplitude oscillations. For that, thecomplete nonlinear response of the system must be
computed. Specific nonlinear methods like the center manifold approach discussed in [4] allow to avoid this
time-consuming computation by estimating the stationary oscillations. But in this case the simulation and
comprehension of the transient behavior are ignored. Experimental tests have yet shown that the transient
oscillations can be more damageable than the stationary oscillations. The aim of this paper is then to carry
out a detailed study of the transient behavior of the brake bycomputing time-history nonlinear responses. A
continuous wavelet analysis is more appropriate than a Fourier analysis to examine the transient phenomena.
It will be shown that the frequency of the vibration may be subjected to variations during the transient regime.
The combination of several instabilities will be analyzed too. It will be seen that the model built is able to
simulate multi-instability phenomena with good agreementwith experimental observations.
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2 System description and modeling

2.1 Aircraft brake description and experimental results

An aircraft braking system is shown in Figure 1-a where the rotating parts are given in a three-quarter section
view. As shown, the brake is composed of a stack of rotating brake discs (rotors) that engage the wheel, and
stationary brake discs (stators) engaged by the torque tube. The torque tube is attached to the piston housing
that is linked to the landing gear through a torque take-out rod. During the braking, the rotors and the stators
are squeezed together by pressure in the hydraulic pistons or by electric actuators. Torque is then produced
by friction forces generated at the rubbing interfaces between the rotors and stators. The conversion of kinetic
energy of the plane into heat in the brake discs causes the slowing and stopping of the aircraft. Dynamic

(a) Aircraft braking system (b) Analytical model of the brake

Figure 1: Aircraft braking system description

tests using a fully instrumented aircraft brake are performed in order to analyze the vibratory behavior of the
brake during the simulation of aircraft brake stop. Accelerometers disposed all along the structure allow to
record the dynamical behavior of the brake during operation. Hydraulic pressure and torque are recorded too.
Two main complex nonlinear phenomena due to friction characteristics have then been identified: squeal and
whirl. Both appear at low/middle frequency (in the 0-1000 Hzrange) and can damage the integrity of the
brake when the amplitude of oscillations is substantial. Onone hand squeal is defined as torsional vibrations
of nonrotating brake parts around the axle. On the other handwhirl is defined as motion of the end of the
torque plate around the axle along with unphased pumping of the brake pistons. An example of a torque
signal recorded during a braking where both squeal and whirlappeared is given in Figure 2. This record
shows that vibrations occur for the most part during the transient state. The prediction of the steady-state
oscillations are therefore inadequate to evaluate the potentially damageable vibratory risks that could appear
during the braking. The transient-state oscillations haveto be determined in order to evaluate at best the
dynamical behavior of the brake. To do that, a nonlinear analytical model of the brake is built, and time-
history responses are performed.

2.2 Friction modeling

The analytical model built to reproduce whirl and squeal instabilities is represented in Figure 1-b. [5, 6]
presented the equations of motion and a model description tosimulate squeal phenomenon. It predicts that
the instability can occur with a constant brake friction coefficient. [7] presented a model for simulating whirl
phenomenon by using geometric coupling and sprag-slip approaches. Given this two works, a complete
model for simulating both whirl and squeal instabilities isbuilt. This model has been used in [8] to study the
steady-state behavior of the brake and to analyse the role and effects of damping.

The multi-stage brake is represented by a single rotor and stator with an effective brake friction coefficient
of µeq = nµ whereµ is the friction coefficient between a stator and a rotor andn is the number of rubbing
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(a) Time plot (b) Waterfall

Figure 2: Example of torque signal when vibrations occur

interfaces. It is assumed that the friction coefficient is uniform along the rubbing surface (a ring with inner
radiusRi and outer radiusRe as illustrated in Figure 3) and that the rotor and stator friction surfaces are
equivalent and always in contact.

Figure 3: Friction modeling at the stator-rotor rubbing interface

As given in the Coulomb friction model, the tangential stress is generated through this brake friction coeffi-
cient in such a way that the normal and tangential elementaryforces at the interface are expressed as:

N(r, θ) = P (r, θ) (1)

T (r, θ) = µeqN(r, θ) = µeqP (r, θ) (2)

2.3 Nonlinear compressibility

Experimental tests have shown that the normal contact stress acting at the interface between rotors and
stators is highly nonlinear. As shown in Figure 4, the load-deflection relationship can be expressed as a
cubic polynomial with good agreement with experimental results. This cubic approximation is integrated
to calculate the resulting forces and moments applied to thediscs stack. The detailed expression of these
nonlinear terms is given in [8].
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Figure 4: Nonlinear approximation between load and axial compressibility of the discs stack

3 Stability analysis

The model built to simulate friction-induced instabilities counts a total of 16 nodes for 70 degrees of freedom.
The global nonlinear equations of motion under hydraulic pressure take the form:

Mẍ + Cẋ + Kx = Fcontact + Fhydr (3)

whereẍ, ẋ andx are, respectively, the 70-dimensional vectors of acceleration, velocity and displacement.
Fhydr is the vector force due to brake hydraulic pressure, andFcontact contains the linear and nonlinear
contact force terms at the stator and rotor interface.M , K andC are the structural mass, global damping and
stiffness matrices.

The first step to analyze the dynamical behavior of the brake is to determine the equilibrium pointx0 of the
system when pressure is applied. It is given by solving the nonlinear static equations of motion of the system:

Kx0 = Fcontact(x0) + Fhydr (4)

Stability is then investigated for a small perturbationx̄ around the equilibrium point:

x = x0 + x̄ (5)

Local stability is discussed by calculating the eigenvalues of the linearized system around the equilibrium
point that has the form:

M ¨̄x + C ˙̄x + (K − KL(x0))x̄ = 0 (6)

where

Fcontact(x̄) =
∑

i

∂Fcontact(x̄)
∂x̄i

∣∣∣∣
x0

x̄i = KL(x0)x̄ (7)

The detailed calculation may be found in [7] or [8].

For λ a complex eigenvalue expressed asλ = a + ıb, the stability criterion is: ifa is negative or zero, the
system is stable and no vibration occurs, and ifa is positive then the system is unstable. The imaginary partb
represents the pulsation (or the frequency by considering afactor of2π) of the vibration. As well a damping
coefficient can be expressed byη = −a/|a+ ib| (the system is then unstable then at least one of the damping
coefficients is strictly negative). The evolutions of the frequencies and of the damping coefficients against
the brake friction coefficient are given below. For this calculation, no structural damping is added. It can be
seen that, in the frequency range of the study, five coupling instabilities are calculated (in red in the figures).
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Figure 5: Stability analysis of the brake

By plotting the analytical mode shapes, the nature of the instabilities can be identified: three turn out to be
whirl instabilities, and two have squeal characteristics.It may be noticed that the squeal instability of highest
frequency is named third squeal. That is because a second squeal instability exists: it is not a coupling-
instability but a vibration yield by the evolution of the friction coefficient with regards to the relative sliding
speed, and is therefore not studied here. The configuration with a brake friction coefficient ofµ0 appears
very interesting because the five instabilities are destabilized at the same time. This configuration will then
be chosen for the time-history simulations in order to evaluate the multi-instability behavior of the brake.

4 Nonlinear transient analysis

The calculation of the stability of the brake does not allow to know the amplitude oscillations of the brake
in vibration. For that, the nonlinear equations of motion have to be integrated numerically to obtain time-
history responses. As seen on the experimental records, thedetermination of the steady-state behavior is not
sufficient, because the transient-state behavior can be very rich, with oscillations amplitude much greater
than those of the steady-state regime.

Several simulations will be made to analyse the transient behavior of the system, when one or more insta-
bilities occur. The use of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) based on Morlet mother wavelet will allow
to study in details the time-history responses. Compared toFourier analysis, the wavelet analysis provides
temporal information very useful and allows to follow closely the evolution of the frequency during the tran-
sient state. The analyse of the time-history responses willbe made for two specific degrees-of-freedom: dof
21 that represents the traction/compression of the torque take-out rod, and dof 49 that characterizes the axial
displacement of the piston housing. A representation of these two degrees-of-freedom is given in Figure 6.

The stability analysis has allowed to highlight a configuration for which five coupling instabilities are calcu-
lated. No damping was used for this calculation. For time-history simulations, a modal damping matrix is
added in the equations of motion. The modal approach allows to consider each instability separately: at the
friction coefficientµ0 determined in the previous chapter, if you don’t want one of the five instabilities to
appear, all you have to do is to add enough damping on the two modes producing this instability to prevent
it from developing. In this manner, you can choose among the five instabilities calculated the ones that may
appear in the time-history simulation of the brake.
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Figure 6: Representation of dof 21 & dof 49

4.1 Mono-instability behavior

4.1.1 Squeal and Whirls time-history responses

First, simulations are conducted in order to study the behavior of the five coupling instabilities separately.
It can be seen in Figures 7,8 and 9 that the three whirl instabilities do not behave in the same manner.
The first one, which is the one of the lowest frequency, is slowto develop: at t=12 seconds, the stationary
oscillations are not quite reached yet. The frequency is calculated by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), with
the approximation of stationary signals, atω1=48 Hz, which is very coincident with the value obtained by
the stability analysis. The harmonic vibration at2ω1 (96 Hz) appears distinctly on the dof 21 but is almost
nonexistent on the dof 49.
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Figure 7: Whirl 1 time-history response

For the second and third whirl instabilities, the growth is much faster: in less than 0.5 second the steady-state
oscillations are reached. The behavior of these two vibrations is quite similar: a low frequency around 16
Hz yields high amplitude transient oscillations: that willbe studied in more details in the next section. As
for the first whirl instability, the harmonic vibrations areinvolved, as a result of the nonlinear behavior of
the system. The two squeal instabilities are simulated too:the time-history responses are given in Figures
10 and 11. Here the growth of the vibration is progressive, nohigh amplitude transient oscillations appear.
The third squeal instability is slower to develop than the first one, but let’s not forget that this characteristic
depends on the damping introduced for the simulation as established in [9].

While one may expect a dynamical behavior similar to the one shown in Figures 9-a or 10-a, these simulations
highlight the more complex transient response of the systemin instability that may appear.
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Figure 8: Whirl 2 time-history response
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Figure 9: Whirl 3 time-history response
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Figure 10: Squeal 1 time-history response
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Figure 11: Squeal 3 time-history response

4.1.2 Variation of the frequency and of the mean dynamical position
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Figure 12: Zoom on the whirl 3 time-history response and CWT

The simulation of the second and third whirl instabilities has revealed a transient behavior quite particular.
Firstly, the mean dynamical position varies abruptly when the vibration occurs. That means that the brake
is not vibrating around its initial static position (the equilibrium point determined by the stability analysis).
This jump more noticeable on the dof 49 than on the dof 21 destabilizes a low-frequency vibration measured
around 16 Hz. This vibration is a real mode of the structure, those analytical shape is given in Figure 13.
The movement of this mode is highly axial, that is why the jumpon the dof 49 (the axial displacement of
the piston housing) causes its excitation. This transient behavior could be very dommageable for the system.
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Secondly, a continuous wavelet transform on the dof 49 time-history response given in Figure 12 allows
to highlight that during the jump of the mean position, the frequency of the vibration varies too. While
the vibration appears at the beginning around 285 Hz -that isprecisely the frequency given by the stability
analysis- the stationary frequency is measured at 268 Hz.

Figure 13: analytical mode shape of the 16 Hz vibration

One can also suppose that the variation of the mean dynamicalposition is responsible for the variation of the
frequency. However, in the case of the second whirl instability given in Figure 14, although the jump is quite
equivalent to the one observed for the third whirl instability, the resultant variation of the frequency is only
of 3 Hz. The effects of the modification of the mean dynamical position are therefore not equal between two
instabilities.
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Figure 14: Zoom on the whirl 2 time-history response and CWT

The conclusion is that the transient behavior of the brake invibration may be rather complex. The amplitude
of transient oscillations can be more dommageable that the ones of stationary oscillations, and the frequency
of the vibration can be subjected to significant variation. Therefore, if one tries to estimate the steady-
state oscillations around the frequency estimated by a stability analysis, first the results may not be accurate
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because of the variation of the frequency that is neglected,and second all the transient behavior is ignored.
The integration of the full set of nonlinear dynamic equations is then necessary.

4.2 Multi-instability behavior

After having studied the dynamical behavior of the brake when a single instability occurs, in this section will
be examined the way the brake responds when several instabilities coexist. All combinations with two, three,
and four instabilities have been examined, the most representative ones are given here.

First, the combination of the second and third whirl instabilities is examined. The Figure 15 represents the
time-history response of the dof 21 and the associated CWT. The whirl 3 instability measured atω1=268
Hz is the first to develop. At t≃ 0.45 second, the whirl 2 atω2=165 Hz appears, and at the same time the
oscillations of whirl 3 decrease: these two instabilities have not the ability to develop simultaneously. On the
CWT figure, it can be seen that the harmonic vibrations (2ω1, 2ω2, 3ω2, 4ω2) are involved, but combinations
of ω1 andω2 appear too: one is observed atω1+ω2=433 Hz, and another one at2ω1+ω2=701 Hz. These two
components of the signal seem to be linked to the transition between the two instabilities. Moreover there
disappear at the same time as the whirl 3 instability does. With a little change in the damping configuration,
this behavior is still observed, but with the difference that the moment of the transition between the two
instabilities is altered.
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Figure 15: Mixing of whirl 2 and whirl 3: time-history response and CWT

Second, when squeal and whirl phenomena are blended, it can lead to various behaviors. Squeal 1 coexists
with difficulty with the whirl instabilities: either squealor whirl develops in a predominant way. However
when adjusting the damping values, it can be found configurations where squeal develops in a short burst
of instability at the start of the vibration. The amplitude oscillations of squeal are then most of the time
significant as it may be seen in Figure 16. As in the previous example, harmonic vibrations and combinations
of the frequencies of the two instabilities are involved. This example is very interesting because this behavior
can be closely related to the one observed during experimental tests given in section 2.1.
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Figure 16: Mixing of whirl 2 and squeal 1: time-history response and CWT

As regards the squeal 3 instability, it may appear as previously in a short burst when combined with a whirl
2 instability, but may also coexist with the whirl 3 instability as illustrated in Figure 17. A little interference
between the two instabilities appears in the form of a combination atω2 − ω1=462 Hz.
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Figure 17: Mixing of whirl 3 and squeal 3: time-history response and CWT
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Now that the mechanisms of the dynamical behavior of the brake when two kinds of instabilities are involved,
in the following part a configuration where three instabilities (whirl 2, whirl 3 and squeal 3) may coexist is
examined. As seen before, whirl 3 and whirl 2 follow one another but can not develop simultaneously.
Squeal 3 reacts differently depending on whether it is combined with whirl 2 or whirl 3. The behavior when
mixing the three instabilities can not also been predicted.The result of the simulation is given in Figure
18. The first instability that develops is the whirl 3 one: it only lasts about 0.5 second. Then the whirl 2
instability develops and 1.5 second after the beginning of the simulation it is the only instability that makes
up the steady-state oscillations. During the transition between the two whirl instabilities, four short bursts of
squeal 3 whose amplitudes are very large have developed. With a light change in the damping configuration
(relative variation of the damping coefficients of less than5%), the simulation can yield a behavior slightly
different as given in Figure 19. In this particular case no stationary regime seems to emerge: the bursts of
squeal 3 are following one another at irregular intervals.
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Figure 18: Mixing of whirl 2, whirl 3 and squeal 3: time-history response and CWT
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Figure 19: Mixing of whirl 2, whirl 3 and squeal 3: other time-history response
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5 Summary and conclusions

A nonlinear model for the analysis of mode-coupling instabilities induced by friction of an aircraft brak-
ing system has been presented. A special attention has been given to the simulation of whirl and squeal
instabilities in the base of experimental observations. The stability analysis has allowed to find an interest-
ing configuration of the brake where five mode-coupling instabilities are calculated simultaneously. This
configuration has been used to realize time-history simulations.

It was first shown that the brake may vibrate around a mean position that is slightly different of its static
position. This jump of position can be held responsible for the variation of the frequency of the vibration
during the transient regime. The gap between the frequency obtained in simulation and the one calculated by
a stability analysis may be substantial. Moreover it has been observed that the transient amplitude oscillations
can be much greater than the one of the stationary regime. Forthis reasons, the computation of the time-
history response can not be avoided to evaluate accurately the dynamical behavior of the brake.

Second, multi-instability simulations have been made to evaluate the possibility of whirl and squeal instabil-
ities to appear successively or simultaneously. It allowedto highlight the propensity of squeal instabilities
to take the form of short but intense bursts. It is a very interesting result because this kind of behavior has
sometimes been recorded during experimental tests.
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Abstract
Linearized models of elastic bodies of revolution, spinning about their symmetrical axes, possess the eigen-
frequency plots with respect to the rotational speed, whichform a mesh with double semi-simple eigenfre-
quencies at the nodes. At contact with friction pads, the rotating continua, such as the singing wine glass
or the squealing disc/drum brake, start to vibrate because of the subcritical flutter instability. In the present
paper a sensitivity analysis of the spectral mesh is developed for the explicit predicting the onset of instabil-
ity. The determining role of the Krein signature of the eigenvalues involved in the crossings as well as the
key role of the indefinite damping and non-conservative positional forces is clarified in the development and
localization of the subcritical flutter. It is established that even when the rotational symmetry is broken by the
variation of the structure of the stiffness matrix and therefore the eigenvalues of the undamped gyroscopic
system avoid crossings, its perturbation by the dissipative forces with the indefinite matrix can cause flutter
instability in the subcritical region.

1 Introduction

Consider an autonomous linear gyroscopic system describing small oscillations in the discretized models of
rotating elastic bodies of revolution considered in a stationary frame [1, 2]

ẍ + 2ΩGẋ + (P + Ω2G2)x = 0, x = R2n, (1)

whereΩ is the speed of rotation,P=diag(ω2
1 , ω

2
1, ω

2
2 , ω

2
2 , . . . , ω

2
n, ω2

n) = PT is the matrix of potential forces,
andG=diag(J, 2J, . . . , nJ) = −GT is the matrix of gyroscopic forces with

J =
(

0 −1
1 0

)
. (2)

Due to rotational symmetry of the rotor and periodic boundary conditions the eigenvaluesω2
1 < ω2

2 < · · · <
ω2

n−1 < ω2
n of the matrixP are double semi-simple, that is each eigenvalueω2

s has two linearly independent
eigenvectors [3, 4]. The distribution of the doubletsω2

s as a function ofs is usually different for various
bodies of revolution. For example,ωs = s corresponds to the spectrum of a circular string [5]. Nevertheless,
there exist isospectral bodies, because ”one cannot hear the shape of a drum” [6].

Separating time by the substitutionx = u exp(λt), we arrive at the eigenvalue problem for the operatorL0

L0(Ω)u := (Iλ2 + 2ΩGλ + P + Ω2G2)u = 0. (3)

As a consequence of the block-diagonal structure of the matricesG andP the eigenvalues ofL0 are

λ±s = iωs ± isΩ, λ±s = −iωs ∓ isΩ, (4)
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where bar over a symbol denotes complex conjugate. Rotationcauses the doublet modes±iωs to split. The
newborn pair of simple eigenvaluesλ±s corresponds to the forward and backward traveling waves, which
propagate along the circumferential direction [7]. Viewedfrom the stationary frame, the frequency of the
forward traveling wave appears to increase and that of the backward traveling wave appears to decrease,
as the spin increases. Double eigenvalues thus originate again at non-zero angular velocities, forming the
nodes of thespectral mesh[8, 9] of the crossed frequency curves in the plane ‘frequency’ versus ‘angular
velocity’. The spectral meshes are characteristic for suchrotating symmetric continua as circular strings [5],
discs [10, 11, 12], rings and cylindrical and hemisphericalshells [13], vortex rings [14], and a spherically
symmetricα2-dynamo of magnetohydrodynamics [8].

At the angular velocityΩcr
s = ωs/s the frequency of thesth backward traveling wave vanishes to zero(λ±s =

λ±s = 0), so that the wave remains stationary in the non-rotating frame. The lowest one of such velocities,
Ωcr, is calledcritical [12]. When the speed of rotation exceeds the critical speed,the backward wave travels
slower than the disc rotation speed and appears to be traveling forward (reflected wave), corresponding to
the eigenvaluesλ±s . The effective energy of the reflected wave is negative and that of the forward and
backward traveling waves is positive [15]. Therefore, in the subcritical speed region|Ω| < Ωcr all the
crossings of the frequency curves correspond to the forwardand backward modes of the same signature,
while in the supercritical speed region|Ω| > Ωcr there exist crossings that are formed by the reflected
and forward/backward modes of opposite signature. According to Krein’s theory [15], under Hamiltonian
perturbations like the mass and stiffness constraints [10], the crossings in the subcritical region veer away
into avoided crossings(stability), while in the supercritical region the crossings of the modes of opposite
signature turn into the rings of complex eigenvalues—bubbles of instability[15]—leading to flutter known
also as the ‘mass and stiffness instabilities’ [10].

A supercritical flutteris important for the high speed applications like circular saws and computer storage
devices, while in the acoustics of friction of rotating elastic bodies of revolution asubcritical flutteris either
desirable as a source of instability at low speeds as in the case of musical instruments like the singing wine
glass and a glass harmonica [16, 17] or undesirable as in the case of the squelaing disc- and drum brakes
[12, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Being prohibited by Krein’s theory for the Hamiltonian systems, subcritical flutter can
occur, however, due to non-Hamiltonian, i.e. dissipative and non-conservative, perturbations [22].

The author of one of the first theories of squeal [23], Spurr experimentally observed that a rotating wine glass
sang when the dynamic friction coefficient was a decreasing function of the velocity [16]. Linearizing the
system with the negative friction-velocity gradient produces an eigenvalue problem with anindefinitematrix
of damping forces. Effectively negatively damped vibration modes may lead to complex eigenvalues with
positive real parts and cause flutter instability [24, 25, 26, 27]. The growth in amplitude will be limited in
practice by some non-linearity. Since the engineering design is often more concerned with if a brake may
squeal and less with how loud the brake may squeal, a complex eigenvalue analysis offers for it a pragmatic
approach used currently by most of production work in industry [20].

The fall in the dynamic friction coefficient with increasingvelocity is among the main empirical reasons for
disc brake squeal, categorized in [19]. One more isnon-conservativepositional forces, which first appeared
in the linear models by North [28]. The binary flutter in such models happens through the coalescence of
two modes according to the reversible Hopf bifurcation scenario [27, 29, 30]. Inclusion of damping leads
to the imperfect merging of modes [31] and to the flutter through the dissipative Hopf bifurcation, which is
connected to the reversible one by means of the Whitney umbrella singularity [29, 32, 33]. The destabilizing
role of non-potential positional forces in dynamical systems, including the tippe top inversion and the rising
egg phenomena of rotordynamics, was emphasized recently in[34], see also [26, 35, 36].

Historically, in the study of brake squeal, the symmetry of the disc as well as the effects of its rotation
were frequently ignored. The latter in the assumption that the low rotor speed range which squeal tends to
occur does not warrant this complication [20]. However, as in the case of a singing wine glass, experiments
revealed the proximity of the squealing frequency and mode shape of brake’s rotor for low rotational speeds to
a natural frequency and corresponding mode shape of a stationary rotor [12, 19, 20, 37, 38]. Since an axially
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symmetric rotor possesses pairs of identical frequencies,Chan et al. [39] proposed another mechanism of
squeal in the classification of Kinkaid et al. [19] based on thesplitting of the frequency of the doublet modes
in the symmetric disc when a friction force was applied. The splitting could lead to flutter equated to brake
squeal, which in general is a sound with one dominant frequency [12, 18, 19, 20, 21].

In 1990s subcritical flutter was detected by numerical approaches in the new models of disc brakes that
incorporated gyroscopic and centripetal effects and accommodated more than one squeal mechanism through
the splitting the doublet modes of a disc by dissipative and non-conservative perturbations coming from the
negative friction-velocity gradient and frictional follower load. The models include both the case when
the point-wise or distributed friction pads are rotated around a stationary disc, affecting a point or a sector
of it, and when the disc rotates past the stationary frictionpads, see [19, 20, 21, 39, 40], and references
therein. Linearization and discretization of the latter class of the models frequently results in the equation
(1) perturbed by the matricesD = DT , K = KT andN = −NT corresponding to dissipative, potential
and non-conservative positional forces

ẍ + (2ΩG + δD)ẋ + (P + Ω2G2 + κK + νN)x = 0, (5)

where the parametersδ, κ, andν control the magnitudes of the perturbations. The matricesD, K, andN
can be assumed to be functions ofΩ. The transformationx = Az := exp(−ΩGt)z yields an equivalent to
(5) potential system with the periodic perturbation, see [41, 42]

z̈ + δD̃(t)ż + (P− δΩD̃(t)G̃(t) + κK̃(t) + νÑ(t))z = 0, (6)

with D̃(t) = A−1DA, G̃(t) = A−1GA = G, K̃(t) = A−1KA, Ñ(t) = A−1NA, because in the rotating
frame the load appears to be moving periodically in the circumferencial direction. For2n = 2 degrees of
freedom the matrix̃N(t) = N and the periodic stiffness and damping matrices are

2K̃(t) = diag(trK, trK) + (K + JKJ) cos(2Ωt) + (JK−KJ) sin(2Ωt),
2D̃(t) = diag(trD, trD) + (D + JDJ) cos(2Ωt) + (JD−DJ) sin(2Ωt). (7)

In the absence of dissipative(δ = 0) and non-conservative positional(ν = 0) terms, (6) is a Mathieu-
like equation with the periodic in time potential possessing parametric resonances in the supercritcal range
|Ω| > Ωcr. Inclusion of parametrically excited damping and non-conservative terms makes the equation (6)
a less traditional parametric resonance problem due to the possibility of instability in both the subcritical and
supercritical regions [21, 39]. Nevertheless, the equivalence of the two dual descriptions enables us to reduce
the investigation of the parametric resonance in the non-autonomous system (6) to a considerably simpler
study of the stability of the autonomous system (5), cf. [42]. Subcritical parametric resonance domains of
equation (6) correspond to the regions of subcritical flutter of the system (5).

In the present paper we propose a sensitivity analysis of thesystem (5) based on the perturbation theory of
multiple eigenvalues of non-self-adjoint operators [3, 4,8, 43], which is an efficient tool for investigation of
the subcritical flutter both in the finite-dimensional and distributed models. Instead of deriving the partic-
ular operators of dissipative and circulatory forces by accurate modeling of the frictional contact and then
studying their effect on the spectrum and stability, we solve an inverse problem. Assuminga priori only the
existence of distinct squeal frequencies close to the double eigenfrequencies of the uloaded body we find
the structure of the dissipative and non-conservative operators whose action causes flutter in the subcriti-
cal region near the nodes of the spectral mesh. We describe analytically the movement of eigenvalues and
the deformation of the spectral mesh. Using this data, we approximate the stability domain in the space of
system’s parameters.

Confirming that the perturbation by conservative forces canyield flutter only in the supercritical region, we
come to new qualitative conclusions. Forδ 6= 0 there exist indefinite damping matrices of such a structure
that always causes the subcritical flutter even when the eigenvalue branches of the unperturbed gyroscopic
system are well-separated due to changes in the stiffness matrix that break the rotational symmetry of the
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Figure 1: 2n = 2: (a) spectral mesh and its conservative deformation (κ > 0) in the case when (b)K is
positive-definite, (c)K is positive semi-definite, and (d)K is indefinite.

rotor. In the presence of indefinite damping the regions of flutter in the three-dimensional space of the pa-
rametersΩ, δ, andκ turn out to have a conical shape. The inclination of the conesis different in the sub- and
supercritical ranges ofΩ and it is substantially determined by the Krein signature ofthe eigenvalues involved
in the crossings of eigenvalues corresponding to the apexesof the cones. Due to the different inclination the
zones of the supercritical flutter are visible in the planeδ = 0 whereas the intersection of this plane with the
zones of subcritical flutter can be an empty set. A discoveredsingularity of the stability boundary allows for
the combinations of dissipative and non-conservative positional forces yielding the subcritical flutter insta-
bility in the vicinity of the nodes of the spectral mesh even in the case, when the damping matrix is positive
definite with some of its eigenvalues close to zero. The vanishing and negative eigenvalues of the damping
matrix encourage the development of the subcritical flutterwhile zero eigenvalues of the matrix of non-
conservative positional forces suppress it. The proposed approach provides guidance to a classification of
dissipative and non-conservative perturbations by their ability to cause the subcritical flutter, which is helpful
in checking and correcting particular models of disc brakesand other rotating elastic bodies of revolution
having frictional contact.

2 Dissipation-induced subcritical flutter in the case of 2n = 2 d.o.f.

Owing to its relative simplicity the case of two degrees of freedom(n = 1) allows for the detailed stability
analysis. Although the complete investigation of the spectral mesh and its deformation under both Hamilto-
nian and non-Hamiltonian perturbations in system (5) with arbitrary number of degrees of freedom would be
very desirable for applications, a restriction to two dimensions is justified for demonstrating the basic ideas
of our theory. On the other hand, two-dimensional models arewidely employed in acoustics of friction [30],
while our perturbative approach does not depend on the number of degrees of freedom.

Forn = 1 the spectrum of the unperturbed operatorL0(Ω) consists of four branches. In the subcritical region
|Ω| < Ωcr = ω1 they cross in the plane(Ω, Imλ) at the points(0,±ω1), see Fig. 1(a). Assuming without
loss in generalityN = J, we consider a general perturbation of the gyroscopic system L0(Ω) + ∆L(Ω).
The size of the perturbation∆L(Ω) = δλD+ κK+ νN ∼ ε is small, whereε = ‖∆L(0)‖ is the Frobenius
norm of the perturbation atΩ = 0. For smallΩ andε perturbation of the double semi-simple eigenvalue
λ = iω1 with two orthogonal eigenvectorsu1 andu2

u1 =
1√
2ω1

(
0
1

)
, u2 =

1√
2ω1

(
1
0

)
. (8)

is described by the asymptotic formula [4]

λ±p = iω1+iΩ
f11 + f22

2
+i

ǫ11 + ǫ22

2
±i

√
(Ω(f11 − f22) + ǫ11 − ǫ22)2

4
+ (Ωf12 + ǫ12)(Ωf21 + ǫ21), (9)
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where the quantitiesfjk are

fjk = uT
k

∂L0(Ω)
∂Ω

uj

∣∣∣∣
Ω=0,λ=iω1

= 2iω1uT
k Guj . (10)

Due to the propertyG = −GT with the vectors (8) the formula (10) yieldsf11 = f22 = 0 andf12 =
−f21 = i. The coefficientsǫjk are small complex numbers of orderε

ǫjk = uT
k ∆L(0)uj = iω1δuT

k Duj + κuT
k Kuj + νuT

k Nuj. (11)

With the vectors (8) we obtain

Reλ = −µ1 + µ2

4
δ ±

√
|c|+ Rec

2
, Imλ = ω1 +

ρ1 + ρ2

4ω1
κ±

√
|c| − Rec

2
, (12)

Rec =
(

µ1−µ2

4

)2

δ2 −
(

ρ1−ρ2

4ω1

)2

κ2 − Ω2 +
ν2

4ω2
1

, Imc =
Ων

ω1
− δκ

2trKD− trKtrD
8ω1

, (13)

where the eigenvaluesµ1,2 andρ1,2 of the matricesD andK satisfy the equations

µ2 − µtrD + detD = 0, ρ2 − ρtrK + detK = 0. (14)

Formulas (12) take into account the forces of all types and explicitly describe the perturbed spectrum by
means of the eigenelements and the derivatives of the operator with respect to parameters, calculated solely
at the nodes of the spectral mesh. This is more efficient for describing the veering and merging of eigenvalue
branches [44], than the sensitivity analysis of simple eigenvalues of the works [5], [45].

2.1 Conservative deformation of the spectral mesh

Since the eigenvalues at the crossings in the subcritical range have the same Krein signature, they veer away
under potential perturbationκK, destroying the rotational symmetry of the body, as shown inFig. 1(b)-(c).
The conservative perturbation does not shift the eigenvalues from the imaginary axis, preserving the marginal
stability. From expressions (12) and (13) we find that near the node(0, ω1) in the plane(Ω, Imλ)(

Imλ− ω1 − ρ1 + ρ2

4ω1
κ

)2

− Ω2 =
(

ρ1 − ρ2

4ω1

)2

κ2, Reλ = 0. (15)

Forκ 6= 0, equation (15) describes a hyperbola with the asymptotes

Imλ = ω1 +
ρ1 + ρ2

4ω1
κ± Ω. (16)

The asymptotes cross each other above the node(0, ω1) of the non-deformed spectral mesh fortrK > 0,
exactly at the node forρ1 = −ρ2, and below the node fortrK < 0. The branches of the hyperbola intersect
the axisΩ = 0 at the points

β1 = ω1 +
ρ1

2ω1
κ, β2 = ω1 +

ρ2

2ω1
κ. (17)

If the eigenvaluesρ1,2 have the same sign, the intersection points are above the node for K > 0 and below
it for K < 0, see Fig. 1(b). When one of the eigenvaluesρ1,2 is zero, which implies semi-definiteness of
the matrixK, one of the branches of the hyperbola passes through the node. The other one crosses the axis
Ω = 0 above the node, ifK ≥ 0 or below it, if K ≤ 0, Fig. 1(c). IfK is indefinite, one of the pointsβ1,2 is
located above the node and another one below it, Fig. 1(d).
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Figure 2: Origination of a latent source of subcritical flutter instability in presence of full dissipation: Sub-
merged bubble of instability (a); coalescence of eigenvalues in the complex plane at two exceptional points
(b); hyperbolic trajectories of imaginary parts (c).

2.2 Creating and activating the latent sources of instabili ty by dissipation

Assumingν = κ = 0 in expressions (12) and (13) we find that(
Reλ +

µ1 + µ2

4
δ

)2

+ Ω2 =
(µ1 − µ2)2

16
δ2, Imλ = ω1 for Rec > 0, (18)

Ω2 − (Imλ− ω1)
2 =

(µ1 − µ2)2

16
δ2, Reλ = −µ1 + µ2

4
δ for Rec < 0. (19)

In the three-dimensional space(Ω, Imλ,Reλ) the circle of complex eigenvalues (18) belongs to the plane
Imλ = ω1, while the hyperbola (19) lies in the planeReλ = −δ(µ1 + µ2)/4, as shown in Fig. 2(a,c).

According to (18) the radius of the bubble of instabilityrb and the distancedb of its center from the plane
Reλ = 0 are defined by the eigenvaluesµ1,2 of D

rb = |(µ1 − µ2)δ|/4, db = |(µ1 + µ2)δ|/4. (20)

The bubble of complex eigenvalues and hence the branches of the adjacent hyperbola (19) are “submerged”
under the surfaceReλ = 0, when the conditionsdb ≥ rb andδtrD > 0 are fulfilled, yielding the positive
(semi-)definite matrixδD of (pervasive) full damping. In the complex plane the eigenvalues move with the
variation ofΩ along the linesReλ = −db until they meet at the junction of the bubble of instability (18)
with the hyperbola (19)

Imλ = ω1, Reλ = −δ(µ1 + µ2)/4, Ω = ±δ(µ1 − µ2)/4 (21)

and form the double eigenvalue with the Jordan chain of two generalized eigenvectors. With the further
increase inΩ the eigenvalues split in the orthogonal direction, never crossing the imaginary axis, Fig. 2(b).

For the phenomenon of squeal it is important that the dissipation-induced bubble of complex eigenvalues,
localized in the subcritical interval|Ω| < Ωd, is a latent source of unstable modes with the frequencies close
to the repeated eigenfrequencyImλ = ω1 of the non-rotating system. In the absence of circulatory forces the
radius of the bubble of instability (18) is greater than the depth of its submersion under the surfaceReλ = 0,
only if the eigenvaluesµ1,2 of D have different signs. The eigenvalues of the emerged bubblehave positive
real parts in the rangeΩ2 < Ω2

cr, whereΩcr = δ
2

√− detD, confirming that the negative friction-velocity
gradient as a source of indefinite damping can be a reason for subcritical flutter and squeal.
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Figure 3: n=2: domains of the subcritical flutter instability (parametric resonance) in the absence of the non-
conservative positional forces (ν = 0) for the idefinite matrixD with trD > 0, detD < 0, and (a)A > 0,
(b) A = 0, (c) A < 0.

The sector-shaped domain of asymptotic stability of system(1) with indefinite damping is defined by the
constraintsδtrD > 0 andΩ2 > Ω2

cr. Due to the singularity at the origin in the plane(δ,Ω), an unstable
system with indefinite damping can be stabilized by sufficiently strong gyroscopic forces. With the increase
in detD the stability domain gets wider and fordetD > 0 it is defined by the conditionδtrD > 0. At
detD = 0 the lineΩ = 0 does not belong to the domain of asymptotic stability. Changing the matrixδD
from positive definite to indefinite triggers the state of thebubble of instability from the latent(Reλ < 0) to
the active one(Reλ > 0), see Fig. 2(a).

2.3 Conical zones of the subcritical flutter induced by the in definite damping

Now we show that even if the eigenvalues of the rotationally symmetric gyroscopic system (1) are separated
in the subritical region by the symmetry-breaking variation of the stiffness matrixκK, the inclusion of
dissipationδD with the indefinite matrixD can cause flutter instability. Indeed, withν = 0 in equation (12),
the conditionReλ < 0 yields the linear approximation to the domain of asymptoticstability in the space of
the parametersδ, Ω, andκ

δtrD > 0, κ2A + Ω2(2ω1trD)2 > − detD(ω1trD)2δ2. (22)

For the damping matricesD > 0 the conditions (22) are always fulfilled, whereas for the indefinite damping
matrices withdetD < 0 the expressions follow from (22) for the flutter instabilitydomain, which has a
form of the half of a cone forA := detD(ρ1−ρ2)2+(k12(d22−d11)−d12(k22−k11))

2 > 0, the dihedral
angle forA = 0, and the domain adjacent to a half of a cone forA < 0, see Fig. 3(a)-(c). The orientation
of the instability domain is determined also by the Krein signature of the eigenvalues involved into the
corresponding crossing, which is substantially differentin the subcritical and in the supercritical regions. In
the plane(Ω, κ) for a fixedδ > 0 the instability domain has, respectively, the form of an ellipse, a stripe, or
a region contained between the branches of a hyperbola. The latter case shows that a widely known in the
engineering practice approach to the squeal suppression byreducing the rotational symmetry of the rotor is
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Figure 4: Subcritical flutter caused by the dissipative and circulatory forces: Collapse and emersion of the
bubble of instability (a); excursions of eigenvalues to theright-hand side of the complex plane whenΩ
increases (b); crossing of the imaginary parts (c).

not efficient in the presence of indefinite damping, which originates from the brake pads with the negative
friction-velocity gradient [12, 21]. Note that the threshold A = 0 separating the indefinite damping matrices
was found first in [26] for a general two-dimensional non-conservative gyroscopc system with dissipation.

2.4 Activating the bubble of instability by non-conservati ve positional forces

In the absence of dissipation, the non-conservative positional forces destroy the marginal stability of gyro-
scopic systems [46]. Assumingδ = κ = 0 in (12) and (13) we find that the eigenvalues of the branches
±(iω1 + iΩ) of the spectral mesh get positive real parts due to a non-conservative perturbation

λ±p = iω1 ± iΩ± ν

2ω1
, λ±n = −iω1 ± iΩ∓ ν

2ω1
. (23)

In contrast to the effect of indefinite damping, the circulatory forces destabilize one of the two modes at every
Ω, Fig. 3(b). In order to localize the instability in the vicinity of the nodes, a combination of circulatory and
dissipative forces is required.

With κ = 0 in (12) and (13) we describe the trajectories of the eigenvalues in the complex plane in presence
of dissipative and non-conservative perturbations(

Reλ +
trD
4

δ

)
(Imλ− ω1) =

Ων

2ω1
. (24)

Circulatory forces destroy the merging of modes shown in Fig. 2, causing the eigenvalues to move along
the separated trajectories. According to (23) and (24) the eigenvalues with|Imλ| increasing with an in-
crease in|Ω| move closer to the imaginary axis than the others, as shown inFig 4(b). The non-conservative
perturbation separates the bubble of instability and the adjacent hyperbolic eigenvalue branches into two
non-intersecting curves in the space(Ω, Imλ,Reλ). The remnants of the original bubble of instability yield
subcritical flutter at a frequencyω−cr < ω < ω+

cr with the gyroscopic parameter in the rangeΩ2 < Ω2
cr, where

Ωcr = δ
trD
4

√
− ν2 − δ2ω2

1 detD
ν2 − δ2ω2

1(trD/2)2
, ω±cr = ω1 ± ν

2ω1

√
− ν2 − δ2ω2

1 detD
ν2 − δ2ω2

1(trD/2)2
. (25)

Hence, in the presence of the non-conservative positional forces the excursions of eigenvalues to the right-
hand side of the complex plane shown in Fig. 4(b) are possible, even if the dissipation is full(detD > 0).
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Figure 5: Domains of asymptotic stability in the space(δ, ν,Ω) for different types of damping:detD < 0
(a),detD = 0 (b), detD > 0 (c).

Extractingν in the first of equations (25) yields approximation to the stability boundary in the space of the
parametersδ, ν, andΩ

ν = ±δω1trD

√
δ2 detD + 4Ω2

δ2(trD)2 + 16Ω2
. (26)

If detD ≥ 0 andΩ is fixed, the formula (26) describes two independent curves in the plane(δ, ν), inter-
secting with each other at the origin along the straight lines 2ν = ±ω1trDδ. FordetD < 0 equation (26)
describes in the plane(δ, ν) two branches of a closed loop, self-intersecting at the origin with the tangents
2ν = ±ω1trDδ. In the space of the three parameters the surface (26) is a cone with the “8”–shaped loop in
a cross-section, see Fig. 5(a). Asymptotic stability is inside the two of four pockets of the cone, selected by
the inequalityδtrD > 0. The singularity at the origin is the degeneration of a more general configuration
found in [26].

The domain of asymptotic stability bifurcates with the change of sign ofdetD. In case of indefinite damping
an instability gap exists due to the singularity at the origin, Fig. 5(a). FordetD = 0 the gap vanishes in
the directionν = 0, Fig. 5(b). Despite the full dissipation withdetD > 0 unfolds the singularity, the
memory about the instability gap is preserved in the two folds of the stability boundary with the locally
strong curvature, Fig. 5(c). When bothµ1 > 0 andµ2 > 0, the folds are more pronounced, if one of the
eigenvalues is close to zero. If the eigenvaluesµ1,2 have different signs, subcritical flutter is possible for any
combination ofδ andν including the case when the non-conservative positional forces are absent(ν = 0).

Independently on the structure of the matrixD, the primary role of dissipation is the creation of the bubble of
instability. It is submerged below the surfaceReλ = 0 in the space(Ω, Imλ,Reλ) in case of full dissipation
and partially lies in the domainReλ > 0 when damping is indefinite. Non-conservative positional forces
destroy the bubble into two branches and shift one of them to the region of positive real parts even in case of
full dissipation. Since the branch remembers the existenceof the bubble, the subcritical flutter is developing
near the nodes of the spectral mesh.

3 Example: A rotating circular string

The perturbative approach of the previous section, modifiedalong the lines of the work [3], is applicable
to thenon-discretizedboundary eigenvalue problems, associated with the rotating strings, rings, discs, and
shells in frictional contact for a wide class of available boundary conditions. We notice, however, that the
correct formulation of the boundary conditions for such problems is a delicate question, which is not resolved
yet in full in the existing literature, see, e.g., [36].
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Figure 6: A rotating circular string and its “keyboard” constituted by the nodes (marked by white and black)
of the spectral mesh (only 30 modes are shown).

The eigenvalue behavior predicted by the analysis of the general two-dimensional system of the previous
section was already observed in the works [5, 11, 40], who studied a rotating disc and a rotating circular
string in a point-wise contact with the stationary load systems.

For simplicity, following [5] we consider a circular stringof displacementW (ϕ, τ), radiusr, and mass per
unit lengthρ that rotates with the speedγ and passes atϕ = 0 through a massless eyelet generating a constant
frictional follower forceF on the string, as shown in Fig. 6. The circumferential tension P in the string is
assumed to be constant; the stiffness of the spring supporting the eyelet isK and the damping coefficient of
the viscous damper isD; the velocity of the string in theϕ direction has constant valueγr. This a somewhat
artificial system contains, however, the fundamental physics of interest, i.e. the interaction of rotating flexible
medium with a stationary constraint in which the inertial, gyroscopic, and centripetal acceleration effects,
together with the stiffness effects of the medium, are in dynamic equilibrium with the forces generated by
the constraint. With the non-dimensional variables and parameters

t =
τ

r

√
P

ρ
, w =

W

r
, Ω = γr

√
ρ

P
, k =

Kr

P
, µ =

F

P
, d =

D√
ρP

(27)

the substitution ofw(ϕ, t) = u(ϕ) exp(λt) into the governing equation and boundary conditions yieldsthe
boundary eigenvalue problem [5]

Lu = λ2u + 2Ωλu′ − (1− Ω2)u′′ = 0, (28)

u(0)− u(2π) = 0, u′(0)− u′(2π) =
λd + k

1− Ω2
u(0) +

µ

1− Ω2
u′(0), (29)

where′ = ∂ϕ. The non-self-adjoint boundary eigenvalue problem (28) and (29) depends on the speed of
rotation(Ω), and damping(d), stiffness(k), and friction(µ) coefficients of the constraint.

Since the unconstrained rotating string is a gyroscopic system, the eigenfunctions of the adjoint eigenvalue
problems, corresponding to a purely imaginary eigenvalueλ, coincide. Withu = C1 exp (ϕλ/(1− Ω)) +
C2 exp (−ϕλ/(1 + Ω)) assumed as a solution of (28) in (29), we find the characteristic equation, whose
roots yield the eigenvalues of the eigenvalue problem (28),(29)

λ+
n = in(1 + Ω), λ−n = in(1− Ω), n ∈ Z, (30)

with the eigenfunctionsu±n = cos(nϕ) ∓ i sin(nϕ). Two eigenvalue branchesλε
n = in(1 + εΩ) andλδ

m =
im(1 + δΩ), whereε, δ = ±1, intersect each other at the node(Ωεδ

mn, λεδ
mn) with

Ωεδ
mn =

n−m

mδ − nε
, λεδ

mn =
inm(δ − ε)
mδ − nε

, (31)
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where the double eigenvalueλεδ
mn has two linearly independent eigenfunctions

uε
n = cos(nϕ)− εi sin(nϕ), uδ

m = cos(mϕ)− δi sin(mϕ). (32)

Intersections (31), corresponding to the forward and backward traveling waves, occur in the subcritical region
(|Ω| < 1) and are marked in Fig. 6 by white dots. The black dots indicatethe intersections of the forward
and reflected waves taking place in the supercritical region(|Ω| > 1).

Using the perturbation theory [3, 8, 43] and taking into account expressions (31) and (32) we find an ex-
pression for the eigenvalues originated after the splitting of the double eigenvalues due to interaction of the
rotating string with the external loading system

λ = λεδ
nm + i

εn + δm

2
∆Ω + i

n + m

8πnm
(dλεδ

nm + k) +
ε + δ

8π
µ±√

c, (33)

where∆Ω = Ω− Ωεδ
nm, and

c =
(

i
εn− δm

2
∆Ω + i

m− n

8πmn
(dλεδ

nm + k) +
ε− δ

8π
µ

)2

− (dλεδ
nm + k − iεnµ)(dλεδ

nm + k − iδmµ)
16π2nm

.

Due to action of gyroscopic forces and an external spring double eigenvaluesλεδ
nm split in the subcritical

region|Ω| < 1 (ε < 0, δ > 0 andm > n > 0) as

λ = λεδ
nm + i

m− n

2
∆Ω + i

n + m

8πnm
k ± i

√
k2

16π2nm
+

(
m− n

8πmn
k − m + n

2
∆Ω

)2

, (34)

while in the supercritical region|Ω| > 1 (ε < 0, δ > 0 andm > 0, n < 0)

λ = λεδ
nm + i

m + |n|
2

∆Ω + i
|n| −m

8π|n|m k ±
√

k2

16π2|n|m −
( |n| −m

2
∆Ω− m + |n|

8πm|n| k
)2

. (35)

Therefore, for|Ω| < 1 the spectral mesh collapses into separated curves demonstrating avoided crossings;
for |Ω| > 1 the eigenvalue branches overlap forming the bubbles of instability with eigenvalues having
positive real parts, see Fig. (7)(a). From (35) a linear approximation follows to the boundary of the domains
of supercritical flutter instability in the plane(Ω, k) (gray resonance tongues in Fig. (7)(b))

k =
4π|n|m(|n| −m)
(
√|n| ± √

m)2

(
Ω− |n|+ m

|n| −m

)
. (36)

In the subcritical region we focus on the nodes of the spectral mesh atΩ = 0 as the most relevant to the
problems of acoustics of friction. Since in this casem = n andε = −δ, we find that the double eigenvalue
in splits due to action of gyroscopic forces and an external spring as

λ = in + i
k

4πn
± i

√
n2Ω2 +

k2

16π2n2
(37)

demonstrating the avoided crossing, see Fig. (7)(a). The effect of damping and gyroscopic forces yields(
Reλ +

d

4π

)2

+ n2Ω2 =
d2

16π2
, Imλ = n, (38)

n2Ω2 − (Imλ− n)2 =
d2

16π2
, Reλ = − d

4π
, (39)

The lower branch of the hyperbola (37) passes through the node Imλ = n, while the upper one intersects the
axisΩ = 0 at Imλ = n + k

2πn in the plane(Ω, Imλ), see Fig. 7(a). In the two-dimensional case the reason
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Figure 7: (a) Deformation of the spectral mesh of the rotating string interacting with the external spring with
k = 2, (b) approximation (36) to the corresponding tongues of thesupercritical flutter, (c,d) effect of the
external damper withd = 0.3 near the node(0, 2) of the spectral mesh.

for such a degenerate behavior is zero eigenvalue in the matrix K of external potential fores. The external
damper creates a latent source of subcritical flutter instability exactly as it happens in two dimensions when
D has one zero eigenvalue. Indeed, the bubble of instability (38) together with the adjacent hyperbola (39)
is under the planeReλ = 0, touching it at the origin, as shown in Fig. 7(c),(d).

Deformation patterns of the spectral mesh obtained by the perturbation theory and shown in Fig. 7, qualita-
tively agree with the results of numerical calculations forthe string [5] and for the disc [40]. They show that
the perturbations from apoint-wiseexternal source of potential, damping, and friction forcesare degener-
ate. Even without the friction term in (29) the degeneracy ofthe model persists, as is clearly seen from the
comparison of Fig. 7(a),(d) with Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2(a). Similar effect was detected for the rotating disc in a
point-wise frictional contact in [11, 40].

Below we show that the degeneracy of the perturbation can be easily resolved. For this purpose we consider
a discretized equations of the string, which follow from (1)with ωs = s. We find the structure of the
matricesD andK from the desired behaviour of the eigenvalues originated after the splitting of the double
eigenvalues at the nodes of the spectral mesh.

Assuming for simplicity thatn = 2 and, hence,ω1 = 1, ω2 = 2, we find that the eigenvalue branches of the
spectral mesh cross in the supercritical region|Ω| > 1 of the(Ω, Imλ)-plane at the four points(±3,±4). In
the subcritical region|Ω| < 1 there exist eight crossings(±1/3,±4/3), (0,±1), and(0,±2), see Fig. 8(a).
Splitting of the double eigenvalueλ0 = iω0 with the eigenvaluesu1 andu2 at Ω = Ω0 is given by the
formuladet(F + (λ− λ0)G) = 0, where the entries of the matricesG andF are [3]

Gij = 2iω0ūT
i uj + 2Ω0ūT

i Guj,

Fij = (2iω0ūT
i Guj + 2Ω0ūT

i G2uj)(Ω − Ω0) + iω0ūT
i Dujδ + ūT

i Kujκ + ūT
i Nujν. (40)

For example, at the supercritical intersection of the branchesi(1 + Ω) and−2i(1 − Ω) the double eigen-
valueλ0 = 4i, at Ω0 = 3 has the eigenvectorsu1 = (−i/2, 1/2, 0, 0)T , u2 =

√
2(0, 0,−i/4, 1/4)T .

Calculating the matricesG andK and then the first-order approximations to the eigenvalues,we find that
the perturbation of the stiffness matrixκK yields the supercritical flutter when

κ >
8(Ω− 3)

trK + k11 + k22 ±
√

8(k14 − k23)2 + 8(k13 + k24)2
, (41)

wherekij are the entries of the matrixK. The subcritical intersection of the modes2i(1 − Ω) andi(1 + Ω)
atΩ0 = 1/3 originates the double eigenvalueλ0 = 4i/3 with the eigenvectorsu1 = (−i/2, 1/2, 0, 0)T and
u2 =

√
2(0, 0, i/4, 1/4)T . It is easy to verify that in this case the instability domainin theΩ, κ-plane does
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Figure 8: A2n = 4-dimensional discretized model of the rotating circular string: (a) spectral mesh, (b) the
effect of indefinite damping withd = 0.1 and stiffness variation withκ = 0.003 on (b) imaginary parts of
the eigenvalues (c),(d) on the real parts.

not exist whenδ = 0 andν = 0. In the presence of damping subcritical flutter is possible,which follows
from the formula for the eigenvalue splitting for the fixedΩ = Ω0 = 1/3

λ=
4i
3
−4δRea−3iκIma

48
± 1

48

√
(4δReb− 3iκImb)2+8(4δRec− 3iκImc)2+8(4δRed− 3iκImd)2, (42)

where

Rea = 2d22 + d44 + d33 + 2d11, Ima = 2k11 + 2k22 + k44 + k33,

Reb = 2d22 − d44 + 2d11 − d33, Imb = 2k11 − k33 − k44 + 2k22,

Rec = d14 + d23, Imc = k14 + k23, Red = d24 − d13, Imd = k13 − k24. (43)

According to (42) in theκ, δ-plane the instability domain is inside of the sector

δ > ± 3κ
4Rea

√
−(ImbReb + ImcRec + ImdRed)2 − (Imb2 + Imc2 + Imd2)Rea2

Reb2 + Rec2 + Red2 −Rea2
, (44)

which is inclined in such a manner that in the planeΩ, κ the flutter domain has the form of an ellipse. In
theΩ, δ, κ-space the instability domain has the conical shape. The space orientation of the cones in the sub-
and subcritical domains is substantially different, whichexplains the invisibility of the flutter domains in the
subcritical range and their simultaneous existence in the supercritical range forδ = 0. Using the condition
(44) we easly construct the perturbations, yielding flutternear all the nodes in the subcritical region

D =


−2 0 0 1
0 2 0 0
0 0 3 0
1 0 0 4

 , K =


1 1 3 4
1 5 3 2
3 3 3 7
4 2 7 7

 , (45)

as is seen in Fig. 8(b)-(d). The matricesD andK are indefinite with the eigenvalues2, 3, 4.162277660,
−2.162277660 and4.011016866, 15.39075619, −0.9102103430, −2.491562713, respectively.

Conclusion

Supporting an attractive thesis by Chan et al. [39], “Flutter instabilities in brake systems occur primarily as a
result of symmetry [breaking]; the frictional mechanism which has been the subject of much research over the
past forty years is of secondary importance,” the sensitivity analysis of the present paper demonstrates how
the nodes of the spectral mesh, situated in the subcritical range, may serve as the “keyboard” of a rotating
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elastic body of revolution. The frictional contact is a source of non-Hamiltonian and symmetry-breaking
perturbations. In the vicinity of the “keys” of the “keyboard” damping creates eigenvalue bubbles, which are
dangerous by the ability to get positive real parts in presence of non-conservative positional forces or even
without them, if the damping is indefinite. The activated bubbles of instability cause subcritical flutter of a
rotating structure, forcing it to vibrate at a frequency close to the double frequency of the node and at the
angular velocity close to that of the node. An advantage of the sensitivity analysis of the spectral mesh to
arbitrary perturbations is in selecting the generic behavior of eigenvalues and thus the generic perturbations
yielding flutter or stability. For example, the observed degeneracy in the movement of eigenvalues of the
rotating string and disc evidences that a point-wise contact leads to the semi-definite perturbation operators,
which suppress generic instability mechanism behind the squeal. The effect seems to be similar to the so-
called Herrmann-Smith paradox of a beam resting on a uniformWinkler elastic foundation and loaded by
a follower force [47]. Therefore, more correct descriptionof the frictional contact would take into account
the finite dimensions of the pads as well as the dependence of their characteristics on material coordinates.
The size of the friction pads and their placement with respect to the rotating body should select the particular
node of the spectral mesh that produces an unstable complex eigenvalue [48, 49]. The selection rules as well
as the optimal distribution of the stiffness, damping, and friction characteristics of the pads can be effectively
investigated with the approach developed in the present paper.
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Abstract 
In this paper the problem of coupling of acoustic sources in a confined space in treated. By considering the 

coupling of sources in a rectangular enclosure the set of coupled equations governing the acoustical 

behavior of enclosure are solved. The resulted model can be used to analyze the behavior of a multi-input 

multi-output (MIMO) active noise control (ANC) system in real application where coupling of sources can 

not be neglected. Comparison of results to the case that coupling is not a matter shows that coupling will 

effectively change the strength of sources and hence the required voltage signals to drive the loudspeakers. 

The developed model is an improved description of the sound pressure as well as acoustic environment 

inside the rectangular enclosure, especially in an ANC system when sources are placed in a fraction of 

wavelength and the interaction among sources will change the radiation impedance of other sources. 

1 Introduction 

The problem of active control in enclosed spaces because of its practical importance is studied in many 

literatures. Some of the most important examples of applications of active noise and vibration control 

(ANVC) systems in confined spaces include the control of sound field in the cabin of   propeller driven 

aircrafts and helicopters at the blade passing frequency and higher harmonics [1, 2, 3], and in cars at the 

engine firing frequency [4, 5]. An analysis of the effectiveness of active methods for producing global 

reductions in the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations in a harmonically excited enclosed sound field was 

studied theoretically and experimentally in the series of papers in [6, 7, 8].  

 Two main categories of ANVC strategies have been proposed for use in an enclosed space. They are the 

global and the local controls [9]. The former concerns the attenuation of sound pressure at all points inside 

an enclosure ([10] and references therein) whilst the latter is aimed at creating a quiet zone inside the 

enclosure ([11] and references therein). The measures usually used for global sound control in confined 

spaces are potential energy and energy density, and a kind of the norm of acoustic pressure at some 

specific points is used for local active control. After choosing the proper control strategy for the 

application in hand, an important issue in the design of and ANVC system is to place the secondary 

sources and error sensors in the best positions according to the primary noise characteristics. In [12, 13] it 

is proposed to locate the  

 

*Corresponding author: Tel: +98-21-44222782.  
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 control sources and error sensors at corners of the enclosure for global control of low-frequency noise 

using the squared-pressure method. However, the analysis in [14] shows that if the dimension of the 

enclosure are integer multiply of each other, the corner placement of secondary sources will not give the 

best results for global noise control.  
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 Coupling of sources in free space is where two coherent sources placed within a fraction of wavelength 

affect each other’s radiation impedance [15]. In a bounded space, the modes provide the radiation 

impedance coupling. Coupling of loudspeaker as an acoustic source with its working environment is 

studied in just a few literatures [16, 17]. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, none of previous 

works reviewed for active control in confined spaces considered coupling of secondary sources and its 

effect in the performance of ANVC systems. The objective of this work is to provide a consistent 

theoretical framework for modeling and analysis of coupling of secondary sources in a confined space. 

This will help to evaluate the performance of the active control system when coupling of secondary 

sources can not be neglected due to the limitation originated from the dimensions of enclosure when 

positioning loudspeakers in near distance in comparison with the wavelength of the incident noise. In fact 

the proposed analytic model helps to predict, even very approximately, the performance of the system in 

terms of sound pressure level reduction and likely the secondary source strength requirement in 

comparison with the case coupling dose not exist. The enclosure selected for this purpose is the one 

studied in [14] using modal analysis technique but now focusing in the problem of modeling of coupling 

of secondary sources inside it. The rest of paper is organized as follows: the problem is stated and 

formulated in section 2. The modeling and analysis of coupling of a single secondary source with acoustic 

modes of the enclosure is presented in section 3. The results of section 3 are generalized to two sources in 

section 4, and finally simulation results in section 5 verify the theoretical results derived in previous 

sections. 

2 Problem statement  

A complete analysis of the enclosure shown in Fig.1 is studied in [14, 19] without considering the 

coupling among secondary loudspeakers. The focus of this paper is to evaluate how coupling will change 

the behavior of a MIMO modal ANC system in a confined space. In order to have a clear representation in 

formulating the problem, the following definitions are introduced before providing a solution for the 

problem at hand: 

1- It is assumed without loss of generality that the loudspeakers SPK1 and SPK2 are placed in xz plane 

with different y coordinates.  

2- Loudspeakers are assumed to be rectangular with dimension l, and the set of all points on the surface of 

loudspeakers SPK1 and SPK2 are defined by sets SP1 and SP2 as follows: 

{ }lzzzlxxxyyzyxSP +≤≤+≤≤== 111111 ,,),,(
                                             (1) 

{ }lzzzlxxxyyzyxSP +≤≤+≤≤== 222222 ,,),,(
                                                                     (2). 

Here ),,( 111 zyx  and ),,( 222 zyx are the coordinates of the up-right corner of two loudspeakers shown in 

Fig. 1.  

3- The net pressure on the surface of each loudspeaker caused by acoustic pressure inside the enclosure is 

obtained by averaging acoustic pressure on the surface of loudspeakers: 

∫=

1SP

1

1

1 ),,,(
1

)( dstzyxp
S

tP

                                                                                                                    (3) 

∫=

2SP

2

2

2 ),,,(
1

)( dstzyxp
S

tP

                                                                                                                   (4).  

It is assumed that loudspeakers act as a piston when the voltage signals are applied to them. 

4- The total volume velocity (in
s

m
3

) of each distributed source inside the enclosure is obtained by 

integrating the volume velocity per unit surface of all points on the surface of loudspeakers i.e.: 
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∫=

1SP

111 ),,,()( dszyxuU ωω

                                                                                                                       (5)  

∫=

2SP

22 ),,,()( dszyxuU ωω

                                                                                                                      (6). 

5- By assuming the uniform distribution of volume velocities on the surface of each loudspeakers they can 

be represented as: 

[ ][ ])()()()(
)(

),,,( 1111

1

1

11 lzzHzzHlxxHxxH
S

U
zyxu −−−−−−−−=

ω
ω

                                (7) 

[ ][ ])()()()(
)(

),,,( 2222

2

2

22 lzzHzzHlxxHxxH
S

U
zyxu −−−−−−−−=

ω
ω

                           (8) 

6- Since the total volume velocity on the surface of each loudspeaker is the result of movement of its coils 

and relates to its velocity, this relation may be described mathematically as:  

∫=

1S

111 ),,,()( dstzyxutxS &

                                                                                                                      (9) 

∫=

2S

222 ),,,()( dstzyxutxS &

                                                                                                                      (10) 

 

Figure 1. Model of the enclosure along with coupled sources. 

3 Model of coupled loudspeakers 

In the case that two or more acoustic sources are active inside the enclosure the expression obtained for 

the total volume velocity of each source will be complicated because of interactions between sources. In 

fact, it is expected that the total volume velocity of each loudspeaker be dependent on the voltages applied 

to all loudspeakers. Here it is assumed that two speakers SPK1 and SPK2 with the same physical 

characteristics are operating inside the enclosure (as shown in Fig. 1). Using the principle of superposition 

the acoustic pressure in the modal space can be calculated by: 
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∑ ∫
=

=
2

1 SP

2

00

l

),,()(
1

)()(
l

lnlnn dxdzzyxU
S

A
V

c
p ψωω

ρ
ω

                                                                         (11). 

The acoustic pressure inside enclosure can be calculated from )(ωnp in (11). Introducing the calculated 

acoustic pressure into (3) and (4) (after transforming into the frequency domain), will result in the net 

acoustic pressure exerted on the surface of each loudspeaker. For SPK1: 

∫∑ ∫∑ 












=

=

∞

=
1l SP

1

2

1 SP0

2

00

1 ),,(),,()()()( dxdzzyxdxdzzyxUA
VS

c
SP n

l

lnl

n

n ψψωω
ρ

ω

                                   (12) 

and after mathematical manipulation: 

∑ ∫∫∑
=

∞

=



























=

2

1 SP

1

SP0

2

00

1

1l

),,(),,()()()(
l

nln

n

nl dxdzzyxdxdzzyxAU
VS

c
SP ψψωω

ρ
ω

                             (13) 

Using the same approach, the net acoustic pressure on the surface of SPK2 will be calculated as follows: 

∑ ∫∫∑
=

∞

=



























=

2

1 SP

2

SP0

2

00

2

2l

),,(),,()()()(
l

nln

n

nl dxdzzyxdxdzzyxAU
VS

c
SP ψψωω

ρ
ω

                               (14). 

By putting (13) and (14) close to each other, a set of equations relating the volume velocities of two 

sources to their net acoustic pressure can be written in the matrix form as follows: 









=
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)(
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)(
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2

1
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ω

ω
ω

ω
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U

U

SP

SP
cZ

                                                                                                                (15). 

where )(ωcZ is a 22×  symmetric coupling matrix derived as: 
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∫∫∑
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∞
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                  (16) 

By writing an equation for coupling of SPK2, and putting it into a single equation in the matrix form we 

get: 
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Z

                                                                                     (17). 

By replacement of the vector of net acoustic pressure of sources from (15) into (17), the total volume 

velocity of both sources can be calculated in a linear but coupled form as follows: 









=









)(

)(
)(

)(

)(

2

1

2

1

ω

ω
ω

ω

ω

e

e

V

V

U

U
Z

                                                                                                                   (18) 

( ) )()()()(
1

ωωωω ZIZ cs

−
+= ZZ

                                                                                                        (19). 
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By using )(1 ωU  and )(2 ωU  from (18) into (11), the acoustic pressure inside the enclosure when 

coupling between loudspeakers exists can be calculated. Although in this section the model of coupling is 

derived for two loudspeakers in the enclosure, its generalization for L loudspeakers is straightforward and 

may be derived in a similar manner. 

Remark 2: The diagonal elements of )(ωcZ concern the self coupling of each loudspeaker with acoustic 

modes of enclosure, while the off-diagonal elements concern the cross-coupling between each pair of 

sources. In case that coupling between sources does not exist, namely 0)( =ωcZ , the volume velocity of 

sources will depend on the input voltages of loudspeakers by a diagonal matrix in which no coupling 

between sources can be observed. 

Remark 3: By noting the structure of the matrix )(ωcZ , one can see that this matrix will lose rank when 

two secondary loudspeakers coincide each other. As a result it can be inferred that when two coupled 

loudspeakers are moving to each other, the matrix )(ωcZ  get close to singularity, and its minimum 

singular value tends to zero.   

4 Formulation of ANC system with coupling  

To formulate coupling in an ANC system it is assumed that the primary noise intended to be cancelled is 

generated by a loudspeaker in the corner of the enclosure. Since in the most of ANC systems implemented 

in confined spaces, the incident primary noise is independent of control signals, no coupling is assumed 

for the primary speaker. As shown in the previous section, the coupling of secondary sources in the 

rectangular enclosure depicted Fig. 1 will change the strength of sources in an ANC system. By using the 

principle of superposition, the acoustic pressure inside the enclosure can be calculated as: 

∑
=

+=
2

1

p )()()(
l

nlnn ppp ωωω
                                                                                                                   (20) 

where )(p ωnp is the acoustic pressure inside the enclosure due to the primary source, and )(ωnlp for 

2,1=l  is the acoustic pressure caused by two speakers SPK1 and SPK2. By substitution of )(ωlU  for 

2,1=l  from the expression derived in (19) into (11), a closed form for the acoustic pressure inside 

enclosure generated by each of the secondary sources will be obtained: 

∑ ∫
=

=
2

1 SP

2

00 ),,()()()()(
k

lneklknnl

l

dxdzzyxVzA
VS

c
p ψωωω

ρ
ω

                                                                     (21),  

where )(ωlkz is the ),( kl  element of the matrix )(ωZ defined in (20). Introducing )(ωnlp  from (21) into 

(20) result in an expression for acoustic pressure inside the enclosure as a function of the control input 

voltages applied to secondary sources: 

∑∑ ∫∑
= ==

=
2

1

2

1 SP

2

00
2

1

),,()()()()(
l k

lneklkn

l

nl

l

dxdzzyxVzA
VS

c
p ψωωω

ρ
ω

                                                           (22). 

By changing the order of summations in (22): 

∑ ∑ ∫∑
= == 











=

2

1

2

1 SP

2

00
2

1

)(),,()()()(
k

ek

l

lnlkn

l

nl VdxdzzyxzA
VS

c
p

l

ωψωω
ρ

ω

                                                       (23). 

By definition of )(ωnkb as: 
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∑ ∫
=

=
2

1 SP

2

00 ),,()()()(
l

lnlknnk

l

dxdzzyxzA
VS

c
b ψωω

ρ
ω                                                                               (24)  

the expression (19) can be rewritten as follows: 

∑
=

+=
2

1

p )()()()(
k

eknknn Vbpp ωωωω
                                                                                                       (25). 

By putting )(ωnp  for the first N modes in the assumed bandwidth of the controller in a single vector, and 

omitting ω  for simplicity, (26) can be in the matrix form as: 

ep vBpp +=                                                                                                                                          (26), 

where B  is an LN ×  matrix with the elements defined in (24). 

If the aim is global reduction of broadband noise inside enclosure, a suitable performance index will be 

potential energy inside enclosure which can be stated as in [14] in terms of modal amplitude vector p : 

pp
H

c

V
E

2

00

P
4ρ

=                                                                                                                                    (27). 

By replacing p  from (26) into (27), the potential energy inside enclosure can be stated in a quadratic form 

as a function of voltage of secondary sources. Minimization of this performance index result in the 

optimal excitation voltage applied to the loudspeakers as well as the maximum acoustic potential energy 

reduction inside enclosure as follows [14]: 

 pBBBv
HH

so

1][ −−=                                                                                                                              (28) 

pp

pBBBBp
H

HHH

E

E 1

pp

po ][1 −−
=                                                                                                                (29). 

5 Comparison with no coupled case  

In this section we tried to answer the question that how coupling of secondary sources may affect the 

performance of an MIMO ANC system in comparison with the case that no coupling exist in enclosure. 

To this end, it is useful to derive the relation between the matrix B  for coupled sources and B for not- 

coupled sources stated in [14, 19]. In fact, since the elements of B , namely )(ωnkb , are calculated by: 

∫=

k

dxdzzyx
Z

Z
A

VS

c
b

kn

s

nnk

SP

2

00 ),,(
)(

)(
)()( ψ

ω

ω
ω

ρ
ω

                                                                                (30), 

the elements of B  in (24) can be stated in terms of )(ωnkb  as follows: 

∑
=

=
2

1

)()(
)(

)(
)(

l

nllk

s

nk bz
Z

Z
b ωω

ω

ω
ω                                                                                                           (31). 

Expression (31) can be stated in the matrix form by: 

cZBB =
                                                                                                                                                    (32) 

where ω  is omitted for simplicity and )(ωcZ  is defined as:  

( ) )()()()(
1

ωωωω scsc ZIZ
−

+= ZZ
                                                                                                     (33). 
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Before proceeding to the main theorem of this section it is necessary to state the following lemmas. 

Lemma1. The following equality holds for any full-rank matrix B , and arbitrary matrix X  with 

compatible dimensions: 

HHHHHH BBBBBXBXBXBX 11 ][][ −− =
                                                                                           (34). 

Proof: The proof is straightforward by multiplying both sides of (34) with BX . This will transform both 

sides of (34) to: 

[ ] [ ]XBBBBBBXBXBXBXBX HHHHHH 11 ][][ −− =                                                                            (35), 

and by suitable grouping of terms as in (35), it can be seen that both sides are equal with BX  �. 

Lemma 2. For each ω  the real and imaginary parts of the matrix )(ωcZ  is positive (or negative) semi-

definite.  

Proof: The real and imaginary parts of the matrix )(ωcZ  is obtained by replacing )(ωnA  in (16) with 

[ ])(Re ωnA  or [ ])(Im ωnA . Here the proof for the real part is given, and the proof of imaginary part can 

be performed in a similar manner. If [ ] 0)(Re ≥ωnA  for 0ωω = : 

[ ] ∫=

1SP

10 ),,()(Re dxdzzyxAa nnn ψω ,  [ ] ∫=

2SP

20 ),,()(Re dxdzzyxAb nnn ψω                                 (36) 

By using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality: 

 















≤








∑∑∑

∞

=

∞

=

∞

= 0

2

0

2

2

0 n

n

n

n

n

nn baba                                                                                                              (37), 

it can be readily concluded that for 0ωω =  , the determinant of [ ])(Re ωcZ  is non-negative, and hence 

the matrix [ ])(Re ωcZ  is positive semi-definite at 0ω . When [ ])(Re ωnA  is negative at a specific 

frequency, a minus can be factored from all elements of the matrix [ ])(Re ωcZ  and the proof above will 

be repeated. In this case the real part of )(ωcZ  will be negative semi-definite�.  

Theorem 1. The maximum singular value of )(ωcZ  is less than unity almost every where, unless the 

coupled secondary loudspeakers get very close to each other. 

Proof: Reminding the definition of the induced matrix norms, the ∞ -norm of )(ωcZ  can be written as: 

[ ]( ))()()(sup)(
1

ωωωσω
ω

scsc ZIZ
−

∞
+= ZZ

                                                                                      (38) 

But: 

[ ]( ) [ ] )()()()()()(
11

ωωωσωωωσ scsscs ZIZZIZ
−−

+=+ ZZ                                                        (39).  

The first part of (65) can be written as: 

[ ]
[ ])()(

1
)()(

1

ωωσ
ωωσ

cs

cs
IZ

IZ
Z

Z
+

=+

−

−
                                                                                       (40)                                                                         

By writing the singular value decomposition of )(ωcZ , the denominator of (40) can be written as: 

[ ] ( )
21

)()()()(min)()(
2

xVΣUZ
x

H

cscs IZIZ ωωωωωωσ +=+
=−

                                                           (41) 

By definition of 2-norm of a vector, (41) can be expanded as (ω  is omitted for simplicity): 
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[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]xVUΣVUΣxZ
x

H

cs

HH

cs

H

cs IZIZIZ ++=+
=− 1

2

minσ                                                      (42) 

After some simplifications and using the unitary property of matrices U  and V : 

[ ] [ ]( )[ ]xZVΣVΣxZ
x

cs

H

c

H

cs

H

cs ZIZIZ ′++=+
=−

Re2min
2

1
2

σ                                            (43) 

where sZ ′  denotes the conjugate of sZ . A direct consequence of the positive (or negative) definiteness of 

[ ]cZRe  stated in lemma 2 is that this matrix has distinct real eigenvalues, and therefore at each ω  

[ ]csZ Z′Re  can be decomposed as: 

[ ] H

ccsZ TTΛZ =′2Re                                                                                                                               (44) 

where T  is the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of [ ]csZ Z′Re . To obtain a meaningful representation 

for [ ])(ωσ cZ , (44) is introduced to (43): 

[ ] ( )[ ]xTTΛVΣVΣVVxZ
x

H

c

H

c

H

c

H

s

H

cs ZIZ ++=+
=−

2

1
2

minσ                                                        (45) 

By writing (45) in the matrix form: 

[ ] [ ]
































 +
=+

=− xT
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TxVxZ

x H

H

c

c

H

csHH

cs

IZ
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min

2

1
2

σ                                                 (46). 

It can be concluded from (46) that: 

[ ] [ ]( )





 ′+=+

−
cscscs ZZIZ ZZ 2Re,min min

22
λσσ                                                                    (47),  

and hence: 

[ ]
[ ]( )






 ′+

=

cscs

s

c

ZZ

Z

Z

Z

2Re,min

)(

min

22
λσ

ωσ                                                                         (48)  

Because due to the typical parameters of loudspeaker and acoustic properties of enclosure the values of 

sZ
 are very larger than the magnitude of the frequency responses of enclosure (elements of cZ ), the 

expression [ ]( )
csZ Z′2Reminλ  is very larger than 

22

csZ σ+ , except in the case that the minimum 

eigenvalue of cZ  tends to zero when this matrix approaches to singularity. The singularities of the matrix 

cZ  happen only at a few distinct frequencies (mostly zeros of the frequency response of the system in the 

specified bandwidth), or when two coupled loudspeakers get very close to each other. In the later the 

singularity will happen at all frequencies. From this argument it can be concluded that when loudspeakers 

are far enough, (74) will be equal to: 

[ ] 1)(
22

<
+

=

cs

s

c

Z

Z

σ
ωσ Z                        a.e.                                                                                 (49). 

 Hence it can be deduced that near all frequencies the maximum singular value of )(ωcZ is less than 

unity, unless the coupled secondary loudspeakers get very close to each other�. 

Considering the matrix relation between B  and B  in (32), as well as lemmas 1 and 2, the main result of 

this section can be stated as the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2. For the enclosure shown in Fig. 1 and any number of secondary sources inside it, the 

following statements are true: 

1- The maximum achievable reduction of acoustic potential energy inside enclosure when coupling 

exists among secondary sources is exactly the same as that to the case when coupling does not 

exist if no singularity occurs due to the position of loudspeakers. 

2- Coupling will change the amplitude and phase of optimal supplied voltage of sources in the sense 

that in the frequency intervals between two consecutive zeros of the system 
22 soso vv ≤ , if the 

coupled loudspeakers are far enough.      

 

Proof: The maximum achievable acoustic potential energy reduction in enclosure when coupling exists 

among secondary sources is obtained by (29). By introducing B  from (32) into (29) we will get: 

pp

pBZZBBZZBp
H

HH

cc

HH

cc

H

E

E 1

pp

po ][1 −−
=                                                                                           (50). 

Using lemma 1, (50) can be transformed to the following expression: 

pp

pBBBBp
H

HHH

E

E 1

pp

po ][1 −−
=                                                                                                                  (51) 

which is exactly the maximum achievable acoustic potential energy reduction inside the enclosure when 

no coupling exists. This will prove the first part of theorem. For proving the second part, it is required to 

substitute (32) into (28). In this case the optimal excitation voltage of secondary sources will be: 

pBZZBBZv
HH

cc

HH

cso

1][ −−=                                                                                                              (52). 

By multiplying both sides of (52) with cZB : 

pBZZBBZZBvZB
HH

cc

HH

ccsoc

1][ −−=
                                                                                              (53) 

Now using lemma stated above we will get: 

pBBBBvZB
HH

soc

1][ −−=                                                                                                                     (54) 

where the right-hand side of (54) can be written in terms of sov as: 

sosoc BvvZB =                                                                                                                                        (55). 

Since the matrix B  is full rank ( BBH
 has inverse) it can be concluded from (55) that: 

socso vZv =
                                                                                                                                             (56). 

Expression (56) shows that coupling changes the amplitude and phase of secondary sources by coupling 

matrix cZ . Since based on theorem 1, the maximum singular value of cZ  is less than unity in most of the 

in-bandwidth frequencies of the system if coupled loudspeakers are far enough, it can be readily 

concluded ∞ -norm of cZ  between two consecutive zeros of the system is less than one and therefore 

22 soso vv ≤  in this frequency interval�.  

Remark 4: As shown in [14], the phase of sov  varies between zero and 180 degree, and hence its value 

will be a real number. However, since sov  is related to sov  by a complex matrix cZ , the phase of sov  is 

not limited to zeros and 180 degree and generally its value will be a complex number. 
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6 Conclusions  

In this paper the formulation of a multi-channel ANC system in a rectangular enclosure considering 

coupling between sources is derived. The formulation is derived by finding the response of a rigid wall 

enclosure when two coupled loudspeakers exist inside it. The obtained solution revealed that coupling will 

change the amplitude and phase of the optimal excitation voltage of sources effectively in comparison 

with the case that coupling between sources is not a matter. Besides, it is shown that coupling will not 

change the optimal performance of ANC system in the enclosure. The theoretical results are also verified 

with several simulation results. The derived model and solution will help to predict the performance of an 

ANC system in terms of reduction of acoustic pressure inside enclosure as well as the required strength for 

the secondary sources before implementing an actual system.  
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Abstract 
During machining, unstable self-excited vibrations known as regenerative chatter can occur when the 
depth of cut is too large. Chatter causes excessive tool wear or failure and a poor surface finish on the 
machined workpiece, and so it is desirable to predict, and hence avoid the onset of this instability. 
Regenerative chatter is a function of empirical cutting coefficients, and the structural dynamics of the 
machine-tool system. There can be significant uncertainties in the underlying parameters, so that predicted 
stability limits do not necessarily agree with those found in practice. This makes the chatter problem a 
good candidate for the development of new or alternative methods to model uncertainty in structural 
dynamics. In the present study, fuzzy arithmetic techniques are applied to the chatter stability problem. An 
implementation of fuzzy arithmetic is developed based upon the work of Hanss and Klimke. The 
arithmetic is then applied to two techniques for predicting milling chatter stability: the classical approach 
of Altintas, and the time-finite element method of Mann. It is shown that for some cases careful 
programming can reduce the computational effort to acceptable levels. The resulting fuzzy arithmetic 
bounds are compared to previously published data, to investigate how uncertainty propagation techniques 
can insight into chatter predictions. The problem of milling chatter uncertainty is also considered within 
the framework of Ben-Haim’s information-gap theory. It is shown that the numerical approaches can be 
used to solve process design problems with robustness to the uncertain parameters. 

1 Introduction 

Regenerative chatter is the most common form of machining chatter [1] and leads to an unacceptable 
workpiece surface finish, excessive tool wear, and potential damage to the machine itself. Consequently a 
great deal of research has been performed in order to understand, predict, and prevent regenerative chatter. 
Although the underlying mechanism is now well understood, the uncertainties that arise during practical 
machining operations mean that the stability of the actual process does not always match the expected 
behaviour. For example, chatter stability is strongly dependant upon the structural dynamics of the system 
(tool, workpiece, and machine), as well as being a function of empirically derived cutting coefficients. 
Consequently, variations in the structural dynamics (e.g. between nominally identical tools) or variations 
in cutting properties (e.g. between material batches) can have a dramatic effect on the chatter stability. 
Where statistical data is available to describe the variability and uncertainty in parameters, probabilistic 
techniques (e.g. Monte Carlo simulations) can be applied to the chatter stability problem [2]. However, 
detailed statistical data is not always available for a number of reasons. For example, identifying the 
probability distribution of the empirical cutting coefficients would require extensive testing with differing 
stages of tool wear. The distribution of the modal parameters (or complete frequency response function) 
for the structural components would also require extensive testing. Even then, it may not be possible to 
measure the structural behaviour under the required conditions, e.g. tool rotation and pre-load. 
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Consequently, economic and practical issues force the engineer to consider alternative, non-probablistic 
techniques that can determine the chatter stability whilst still accounting for the variability or uncertainty 
in the process parameters. 
One possibilistic approach that has been applied to other problems in structural dynamics is the use of 
fuzzy arithmetic [3, 4]. However, fuzzy equations cannot usually be directly manipulated or solved, and so 
alternative numerical approximations are often required. One approach is to divide each fuzzy variable 
into a number of α-levels, so that for each α-level the problem can be investigated using interval 
arithmetic. However, it was shown in ref. [5] that even the more advanced forms of interval arithmetic 
could not be used for the simplest of chatter problems, due to the issue of recursiveness.  
An alternative approach to propagating fuzzy variables through an engineering model is to use 
conventional arithmetic along with a design of experiments methodology [6]. This results in a set of 
deterministic calculations; reassembling the results of these calculations leads to fuzzy number(s) that 
describe the output to the engineering model. One methodology for implementing this approach is the so-
called transformation method [4]. 
In the present study, a Transformation Method is applied to the milling chatter stability problem, by 
adapting two different stability algorithms from the literature. Two numerical examples are then used to 
demonstrate the potential advantages of the fuzzy analysis. In the first case, it is shown how concerns over 
the uncertainty/variability of two process variables can influence the stability boundary. A robust process 
design is then selected, using the fuzzy approach. In the second case, previously published experimental 
data is compared to stability prediction models. It is shown that accounting for uncertainty or variability in 
the process parameters can serve to justify deviations between the experimental and predicted behaviour.  

2 Theory 

During milling, it is desirable to maximise the metal removal rate Mrr whilst maintaining acceptable tool 
wear and avoiding chatter. The metal removal rate is given by: 

 rr fM brw=  (1) 

where b is the axial depth of cut, r is the radial immersion of the tool into the workpiece, and wf is the 
workpiece feed rate. The feed rate is commonly set to achieve a constant feed per tooth fpt regardless of the 
spindle speed Ω and number of teeth Nt: 

 
60
pt t

f

f N
w

Ω
=  (2) 

Meanwhile, self-excited chatter vibrations are most commonly caused by the so-called ‘regeneration of 
surface waviness’ [1], which gives rise to the  stability lobe diagram such as the one shown schematically 
in Figure 1. Here, it can be seen that the chatter stability varies with milling spindle speed and milling 
axial depth of cut. Contours of constant Ωb are also shown on Figure 1, to indicate how the metal removal 
rate Mrr varies. 
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Figure 1: Schematic relationship between spindle speed, depth of cut, and stability. 
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In the present study, two stability analysis methods will be implemented, using fuzzy arithmetic, to 
determine a fuzzy stability lobe. The methods share the same basic model for the forces and vibrations 
during milling. This model will now be summarised.  

2.1 Milling forces and vibrations 

An orthogonal milling scenario is considered in Figure 2. The tool has Nt teeth and is rotating at a constant 
angular speed of Ω rev/min, which means that the time delay between one tooth pass and the next is: 

 
60

tNΩ
=τ  (3) 

tooth j

x

y
workpiece
feed rate

radial
immersion
r

tooth j+1

φj

Ω

wf

fn,j
ft,j

2π
Nt

wj

 
Figure 2: Schematic representation of milling 

Assuming a circular tooth path and a feed per tooth wj, the chip thickness for tooth j is given by [7-9]: 

 ( )( ) ( )( )[ ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )]ttututtututwtgw
jyyjxxjfjj φτφτφφ cossinsin −−+−−+=  (4) 

where ux(t) and uy(t) are the relative vibrations between the tool and workpiece in the x and y directions 
respectively, and φj(t) is the angle of the tooth as shown in Figure 2. The function g is a unit step function 
which has value unity when tooth j is engaged in the workpiece: 
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Here, φst and φex define the angles at which the tooth becomes engaged in the workpiece. For a radial 
immersion r and tool diameter D they become: 
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Returning to (4), as with previous literature [7] the static component wf sin(φj) is neglected in the stability 
analysis because it does not contribute to the regenerative effect. Clearly, the chip generation process 
depends upon the difference between current relative displacements ux, uy, and displacements at previous 
time points, due to the presence of the delay term τ. 
Meanwhile, it is often assumed that the forces produced by the cutting process are proportional to the chip 
thickness wj and axial depth of cut b, as follows: 

 
jtrjn

jtjt

fKf

bwKf

,,

,

=

=
 (7) 

which leads to corresponding forces in the x and y directions. The empirical cutting force coefficients Kt 
and Kr can also be expressed as a magnitude Ks and an angle β. If the tool is able to vibrate in the x and y 
directions (due to its structural dynamics), then these forces induce vibrations ux and uy. This results in a 
mechanism of self-excited vibration that is illustrated schematically in Figure 3. The aim, therefore, is for 
a given spindle speed Ω to predict the depth of cut blim at which the self-excited vibrations become 
unstable. This is known as the chatter stability boundary, and the relationship between Ω and blim is 
referred to as the stability lobe diagram. In the next sections, two alternative methods for determining the 
stability lobe diagram are summarised. 

 

Dynamic cutting 
forces  

Structural 
Dynamics 
[G(jω)] 
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chip thickness 

Cutting process 

Relative displacements  

Dynamic 
cutting force 
coefficients 

 
Figure 3: Block diagram of chatter vibration in milling. 

2.2 Time-averaged 2DOF chatter stability analysis 

Budak and Altintas [10] proposed an analytical method for determining chatter stability in milling. They 
assumed that the structural dynamics of the tool at the cutting location could be described by two linear 
frequency response functions (Gxx, Gyy). They then showed that the relative displacements between tool 
and workpiece depend upon four periodic milling force coefficients that map the chip thickness to the 
cutting force. The first term in the Fourier series of these periodic coefficients was then taken, effectively 
time-averaging the coefficients. The coefficients are given by: 
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The characteristic equation of the system can then be written as: 

 011
2

0 =+Λ+Λ aa  (9) 

Where the coefficients a0 and a1 are: 
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The complex-valued eigenvalue Λ is related to the limiting depth of cut blim by: 
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Meanwhile, the corresponding spindle speed is given by: 
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where N is the maximum ‘lobe number’ that is in practice capped at a value of 10 or 20. At this stage it is 
worth pointing out that the solution of (11) and (12) involves solving a second order complex eigenvalue. 
Although this can be performed analytically, the resulting stability boundary is not calculated at pre-
determined values of spindle speed Ω. It will be shown later that this can cause problems when attempting 
to determine fuzzy stability boundaries. Furthermore, this complex eigenvalue problem means that the 
outputs are not guaranteed to be monotonic with respect to the inputs.  

2.3 TFEA chatter stability analysis 

Mann and his colleagues [11] have developed a temporal finite element approach for determining the 
stability of milling processes. Rather than averaging the time-periodic cutting force coefficients, this 
technique starts by writing the system equations of motion in the form: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )τ−+= ttttt tt yByAy  (13) 

Where the time-periodic matrix coefficients At and Bt include the time- periodic cutting force coefficients 
and the state-space equations of motion for the structural dynamics. The stability of (13) is analysed by 
investigating the eigenvalues (characteristic multipliers) of the corresponding discrete map (mapping the 
state variables y from one tooth pass to the next). The discrete map is formed from two regions of the tool 
rotation. In the first region, no teeth are engaged in the workpiece, so the tool experiences free vibration, 
and the motion can be determined analytically. In the second case, when a tooth is engaged in the 
workpiece, the time-finite element method is employed. An assumed solution for the state and delayed 
state are written as a linear combination of polynomials: 
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Here, σ represents the ‘local time’ within each temporal element. Substituting these trial solutions into 
(13) leads to a non-zero error. The method of weighted residuals is then applied to each temporal element 
in turn. A minimum of three temporal elements are required [11]. The results can then be assembled to 
produce an equation that relates the states of the system for the current tooth pass to those for the previous 
tooth pass: 

 1n n−=y Qy  (15) 
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Finally, the eigenvalues of Q can be used to determine the chatter stability. Eigenvalues with magnitude 
less than unity indicate stable, chatter-free cutting. 
Compared to the time-averaged method, the TFEA approach can provide a more accurate stability 
prediction because it accounts for the periodic terms in the cutting forces. This becomes increasingly 
important at low radial immersions, where each tooth is only engaged in the workpiece for a small 
proportion of its full rotation. It has been shown [12, 13] that this low radial immersion can give rise to 
period-doubling bifurcations in addition to the classical secondary Hopf bifurcations that are normally 
associated with milling chatter. 
It is useful to point out that this stability analysis involves the numerical solution of a relatively low order 
(e.g. 16th order) eigenvalue problem. Although this can be done extremely quickly, for each spindle speed 
the computation must be repeated over a range of values of the depth of cut b. The stability boundary (i.e. 
stability lobe diagram) can then be determined by interpolation to estimate the combinations of b and Ω 
that result in marginal stability (i.e. an eigenvalue of unity). Again, the eigenvalue problem means that the 
outputs are not guaranteed to be monotonic with respect to the inputs. 

2.4 Fuzzy numbers and arithmetic 

Fuzzy arithmetic has been used by various researchers as a technique for propagating uncertainty or 
variability through complex engineering models. The origins of this approach can be found in the theory 
of Fuzzy Sets. In contrast to classical set theory, the elements of a fuzzy set are assigned a degree of 
membership to the set, which is referred to as the membership level μ. The core of the set is defined as the 
subset of elements for which μ=1, whilst the support is the subset for which μ>0. A fuzzy number is a 
fuzzy set that is convex and normal, and whose membership function is piecewise continuous [6]. 
As the name implies, fuzzy arithmetic involves performing arithmetical operations on fuzzy numbers, 
rather than conventional numbers. However, this can be a challenging problem, and so many researchers 
have resorted to approximating the fuzzy arithmetic processes by performing multiple evaluations using 
different permutations of all the fuzzy parameters. The resulting data is then used to approximate the 
output fuzzy number, by determining the maximum and minimum values for each membership level. For 
monotonic problems this process can become trivial, since maximum/minimum values of the inputs will 
lead to maxima/minima for the output. However, for more complex scenarios this is no longer the case, 
and a greater number of permutations are required in order to approximate the output fuzzy number. It has 
already been mentioned that the chatter stability problem is not monotonic; consequently a higher number 
of carefully chosen permutations must be performed. 
One technique for choosing these permutations is the Transformation Method and its variants [14]. Rather 
than reproduce the details of this approach, the present article will illustrate its implementation using a 
simple example taken from [15]. The test function is: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 22 22 2
1 2 2 21 2

2 1 13 51
1 2 1 1 2

1, 3 1 10
5 3

x x x xx xxf x x x e x x e e− − + − + −− −⎛ ⎞= − − − − −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (16) 

The inputs x1 and x2 are non-symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers, and the inputs and output are shown 
graphically in Figure 4. In Figure 5, the transformation method is compared to a vertex propagation 
technique for approximating the fuzzy output f(x1,x2). In the vertex propagation approach, the range of 
each fuzzy number is determined at different levels of membership. The function evaluations are then 
performed for all of the permutations of these values. In the transformation method, a similar procedure is 
employed, but the odd and even membership levels are treated separately. This reduces the number of 
permutations required. Although the accuracy is also reduced, the alternating pattern means that the 
chosen parameter values are more evenly distributed within the two-dimensional parameter space. This 
approach is described in detail by Klimke [15]. For the example problem shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, 
it can be seen that adequate accuracy is achieved using 7 or 9 membership levels with the transformation 
method. Consequently, this methodology will be adopted for the chatter stability problem. 
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In the next section, the numerical implementation of the fuzzy stability lobe algorithms is described. 
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Figure 4: Input fuzzy numbers (a and b) and output contours (c) showing local maxima/minima. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of a simple permutation method with an implementation of the 

transformation method. Column 3 compares the results with the true fuzzy output (solid line). The 
approximated value is shown as circular (vertex) or square (transformation) markers. In row 1, the 

permutations used for each level of membership are shown by rectangular boxes. 
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3 Numerical implementation 

For the time-averaged stability model, it was shown in section 2.2 that the stability boundary can be 
computed using scalar arithmetic. For non-fuzzy problems, this code can be easily ‘vectorised’ to compute 
the stability over the Nω values of ω found in the frequency response functions Gxx(jω) and Gyy(jω). Such 
an approach is highly desirable when using the array arithmetic capabilities of software such as Matlab. In 
this case, the function arguments and internal variables are either scalar quantities or vectors of size 
[Nω x 1]. The function outputs are a [Nω x 1] vector of limiting depths of cut blim, and a [Nω x N] matrix of 
spindle speeds Ω, where N is the maximum lobe number used in the computation of (12). It is usually 
desirable to reduce these outputs to obtain a single stability lobe that is calculated at predetermined spindle 
speed values Ωdesired. This can be achieved using 2 dimensional linear interpolation between the rows of 
data points in Ω, and the corresponding vector blim. The minimum value is then selected from the columns 
(i.e. the lobe numbers) in each row, to obtain the final stability lobe. 
In the general case of fuzzy stability lobes, this problem must be repeated p times, where p is the number 
of permutations obtained using the transformation method. However, the computational speed can be 
improved significantly if all of the permutations are computed together using array mathematics. Of the 
input parameters to this problem, the vector of desired spindle speeds Ωdesired and scalar number of lobes N 
will always be non-fuzzy. However, the tool entry and exit angles φst and φex may be fuzzy scalars, 
depending upon the fuzziness of the radial immersion r. The cutting coefficients Kn, Kt (or Ks, β) may be 
fuzzy scalars, and the frequency response functions Gxx(jω), Gyy(jω) may be fuzzy arrays if the structural 
dynamics are fuzzy. Consequently, the transformation method codes provided by Klimke [15] were re-
written to allow for arbitrary combinations of fuzzy and non-fuzzy scalars and vectors. A wrapper function 
was also used to allow the structural dynamics to be specified as fuzzy modal parameters rather than 
frequency response functions. 
For the TFEA stability model, in the non-fuzzy case the eigenvalues of (15) must be determined for each 
value of the depth of cut and spindle speed. When performing the computations with Matlab, considerable 
speed improvements can again be achieved using array mathematics. Although the final eigenvalue cannot 
be solved analytically, the preliminary computations that populate the matrix Q are particularly 
cumbersome since they rely on the output from symbolic computation software. This component of the 
algorithm was re-coded using 5-dimensional array mathematics: 2 dimensions for the final matrix Q, one 
for the array of spindle speeds, one for the array of depths of cut, and one for the array of temporal 
elements. The final eigenvalue problem was then computed within a sequence of three nested for loops. 
Finally, interpolation was used to find the limiting depth of cut, i.e. where the largest eigenvalue 
magnitude exceeded unity. 
In the general case of fuzzy stability lobes, this problem must also be repeated p times, and it is again 
desirable to allow the input variables to be either fuzzy or non-fuzzy. However, there are already five 
dimensions used to populate the matrix Q, and so using array mathematics to include the fuzzy parameters 
could cause significant performance problems due to memory usage. Consequently, the fuzzy 
permutations were evaluated sequentially in this case. 
To illustrate the performance of the fuzzy stability lobe approach, two numerical examples will now be 
presented. 

4 Example 1 

This section uses the time-averaged stability approach to evaluate the chatter stability of a rigid tool and 
flexible workpiece with one mode of vibration in the x-direction and one in the y-direction. The stiffness 
of the x-direction mode is a fuzzy number – in practice this may represent the variability from one 
workpiece to the next (e.g. due to design variants or production tolerances), or it may be due to the 
physical removal of material from the workpiece during machining. The empirical cutting force magnitude 
Ks is assumed to be non-fuzzy, but the angle β is a fuzzy number. In practice this may represent lack of 
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knowledge about this particular combination of tool and workpiece, or it may represent the variation in 
tool performance due to tool wear. The input parameters are summarised in Table 1. The goal of the fuzzy 
stability analysis is to choose a combination of depth of cut and spindle speed which gives the highest 
material removal rate Mrr within a predefined spindle speed range, despite the uncertainty/variability in the 
input parameters. 
Using the transformation method implementation with 9 membership levels required 145 permutations of 
the stability algorithm. As previously described, these permutations were calculated concurrently using 
array mathematics. The calculation was performed in approximately 40 seconds on a desktop pc, which 
suggests that the approach would be viable for industrial practitioners. The resulting fuzzy stability lobe is 
shown in Figure 6. Here, only the lowest stability value is plotted for each level, since from a 
practitioner’s perspective the upper stability limit is not relevant. 
Figure 6 clearly demonstrates that the shape of the fuzzy stability lobe does not completely mimic that of 
the non-fuzzy case (i.e. where μ=0). In particular, the regions of lowest stability occur over larger spindle 
speed ranges, and the regions with maximum stability also move. This has implications for the optimal 
choice of the machining parameters, in particular the depth of cut and spindle speed. If one had performed 
a non-fuzzy analysis (i.e. where μ=0) alone, then a sensible choice may seem to be a spindle speed of 
15200rpm, and 12mm depth of cut. This would seem conservative since these parameters are located away 
from the stability limit, so the unidentified uncertainty or variation in the stability boundary might not 
cause instability. However, the fuzzy analysis allows for the maximum material removal rate to be 
determined for the stability boundary at each level of membership. These values are shown with the 
circular markers on Figure 6. It can now be seen that if one accepts the full variation/uncertainty in the 
input parameters (i.e. μ=0) a more prudent parameter choice would be 18000rpm, 7mm.  
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Figure 6:Fuzzy stability boundary for example 1. 
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This result can also be presented using the robustness curve approach described by Ben Haim [16]. In 
Figure 7, the robustness curve is obtained by assuming that the membership level μ is inversely related to 
robustness, i.e. μ=1 represents zero robustness, and μ=0 represents maximum robustness. Meanwhile, the 
‘reward’ is the material removal rate, which from (1) and (2) is proportional to blimΩ. The highest reward 
is achieved with a spindle speed of 1500 rpm, but this has zero robustness. As the required robustness is 
slowly increased, the highest reward is achieved with slightly higher spindle speeds. However, when the 
required robustness is increased so that μ<0.5, preference reversal occurs and the best choice of spindle 
speed is in the region of 18000rpm. 
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Figure 7: Robustness curve for example 1. 

Parameter Value 

x-direction stiffness (Nm-1) 11e6 -> 14e6 (symmetric triangular fuzzy) 

x-direction mass (kg) 0.2026 

x-direction damping (Nsm-1) 25.46 

y-direction stiffness (Nm-1) 4.4e6 

y-direction mass (kg) 0.1245 

y-direction damping (Nsm-1) 26.07 

Cutting coefficient direction β (degrees) 68 -> 76 (symmetric triangular fuzzy) 

Cutting coefficient (Nm-2) 625e6 

Radial immersion (-) 50% 

Milling mode Up milling 

Table 1: Parameters used for example 1. 
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5 Example 2 

This section uses the TFEA stability model to determine the chatter stability of a flexible tool. The milling 
parameters are given in Table 2, and with the exception of the fuzzy parameters the values are taken from 
ref. [17]. In this earlier work, detailed experimental data was presented and compared to different stability 
models. In the present article, the aim is to demonstrate how fuzzy stability lobes could serve to justify 
differences between experimental and model data. 

As with the previous example, the empirical coefficient β is chosen to be fuzzy-valued to represent 
uncertainty or variation in the tool behaviour (due for example to tool wear). In addition, the radial 
immersion of the tool (as a percentage of its diameter) into the workpiece was given a fuzzy value. This 
was chosen because most stability models assume that the radial immersion matches the programmed 
value on the milling machine. In practice the deflection of the tool and workpiece mean that the actual 
radial immersion can be slightly different. 
Using the fuzzy TFEA algorithm with 7 membership levels and two uncertain parameters resulted in 85 
permutations, which were computed sequentially as previously described. In this case, the TFEA 
calculations took over 3 minutes on a desktop pc. This suggests that if more membership levels were 
required, or more parameters were fuzzy, then this approach would be unsuitable for use by industrial 
practitioners who may expect immediate analysis results. 
In Figure 8, the fuzzy stability boundaries for different membership levels are plotted. Because the aim 
here is to demonstrate how fuzzy stability lobes can justify the differences between theory and experiment, 
the upper boundary of the fuzzy stability lobe is also shown for each membership level. The experimental 
data obtained by Mann et al [17] is also shown as individual markers.  

For the non-fuzzy (μ=0) model, there are a few experimental data points that are close to the stability 
boundary but in disagreement with the model prediction. However, several of these data points lie within 
the fuzzy chatter stability lobe region. In other words, these model/experiment disagreements could be 
accounted for by a ±5% variation in the empirical value β, and a variation in the percentage radial 
immersion from 4.5% to 5.5%. However, it should be noted that there are some experimental data points 
that are not explained by this fuzziness. This suggests there is uncertainty/variability in the other 
parameters, or unmodelled behaviour. 
 

Parameter Value 

x-direction stiffness (Nm-1) 1666777 

x-direction mass (kg) 0.061 

x-direction damping (Nsm-1) 4.326 

y-direction stiffness (Nm-1) 1669223 

y-direction mass (kg) 0.061 

y-direction damping (Nsm-1) 3.858 

Cutting coefficient direction β (degrees) 69.63 -> 76.96 (symmetric triangular fuzzy) 

Cutting coefficient (Nm-2) 731e6 

Radial immersion (-) 4.5 % -> 5.5 % (symmetric triangular fuzzy) 

Milling mode Down milling 

Table 2: Parameters used for example 2. 
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Figure 8: Fuzzy stability lobes for example 2.  

6 Discussion and conclusions 

Before drawing conclusions, a number of issues are worthy of further discussion. 
It has been shown here that for a simple stability analysis using the time-averaged model, the 
computational speed is sufficiently fast for quite a large number of model permutations to be performed 
interactively on a desktop pc. This suggests that more advanced methods for propagating 
uncertainty/variability may not be necessary. However, if detailed data were available on the statistical 
distributions of the input parameters, then a probabilistic analysis would be more insightful than the fuzzy 
case. Although the chatter stability algorithms presented here would be amenable to Monte Carlo analyses, 
the higher numbers of simulation runs might cause problems. In this case, surrogate modelling techniques 
might prove useful. 
The TFEA stability analysis was shown to have considerably higher computational time, suggesting that 
the fuzzy analysis may not be of benefit in an industrial scenario. Although more complex, the method is 
considerably more accurate for low-radial immersion milling, to the extent that the time-averaged method 
would give erroneous results if it were used for example 2 (Figure 8). Again, the possibility of detailed 
statistical data would mean that surrogate modelling approaches could be employed to provide 
probabilistic models of more uncertain scenarios. 
One area in which the current results could be improved is the sensitivity analysis of the fuzzy stability 
lobes. Previous workers [14] have shown that the data used in the transformation method can be used to 
determine the sensitivity of the response to the different fuzzy inputs. Further work will investigate the 
application of this approach to the chatter stability problem. 
To summarise the present study, the regenerative chatter stability of milling processes has been 
investigated using a fuzzy algorithm in order to accommodate uncertainty or variability in the model input 
parameters. It has been shown that this fuzzy approach can help to choose robustly optimal process 
parameters, and can also serve to justify deviations between modelled and experimentally observed 
behaviour. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a modeling strategy employed to obtain converged results on long time simulation of
complex finite element brake models. First a novel reduction method, adapted to models showing large
interface DOF, is presented. The small finite element area in the vicinity of the contact is treated as fully
non-linear and the remaining of the structure is represented by a superelement. The method is thus suited
for large finite element models. A time integration scheme, based on a non-linear Newmark, is then adapted
to allow large models to be computed over long time periods. This is achieved mainly by the use of a fixed
iteration operator throughout the simulation. This technique is applied first to a simplified brake model for
validation purposes, then to a state-of-the-art brake model designed by Bosch Chassis Systems Brakes. The
simulation results are put in perspective with recent publications on the subject.

Introduction

The work presented in this paper seeks to introduce time simulation of brake instabilities on industrial brake
models. Brake squeal corresponds to instabilities that generate high frequency vibrations (from 1 to 16 kHz)
leading to unpleasant noises up to 120 dB in the brake vicinity, at low speed, low pressure braking cases
which mostly happen in urban areas. Although the brake efficiency is not challenged, brake squeal is an im-
portant source of negative customer feedback and therefore needs to be avoided. In addition, new constraints
on brake design involve strong weight restrictions and efficiency improvement so that squeal occurrences are
even more difficult to handle.

The current industrial practice in numerical simulation for brake squeal is the study of complex mode stability
[1, 2, 3]. This considers a linearization of the system equations around a stationary static state and evaluates
stability in the sense of Lyapounov.

One of the drawbacks of these methods is that unstable complex mode computation only provide potential
unstable modes. In the best case, only some of these modes are actually found to generate squeal instabilities.
Time simulations have the potential to really describe the non-linear oscillations found after the instability
induces a divergence from the stationary static state. They can thus be expected to allow an effective dis-
crimination between the modes that are effectively leading to instabilities and those that are not destabilized
in practice. Such method was successfully applied to train brake models in [2] by tracking unstable complex
modes contribution to the time response.
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Previous work on the time simulation of squeal (see [4, 2] for example) has been focused on somewhat
simplified models, which do not account for the full geometrical complexity of actual brakes. Experiments
on real brakes do however show a strong sensitivity on the actual brake configuration: details of the pad
geometry, spring connectors, ... The first objective of this work is thus to introduce a practical methodology
to allow time simulations for brake models that have high levels of details. The associated model reduction
methodology is introduced in section 1.

The second issue is linked to the time integration over long intervals of problems with contact and friction.
Treating non-linear systems usually challenges the convergence results obtained with linear systems, as
shown in [5]. The use of a modified non-linear Newmark scheme adapted to contact formulations presented
in section 2 has two main advantages. It allows larger than usual models (50,000 DOF) to be treated over
200,000 time steps. It also solves some of the convergence issues encountered with more classical schemes.
In particular, the ’bouncing behavior’ of the basic Newmark scheme is addressed. These results are illustrated
using a simplified brake model as a demonstrator in section 3. Eventually, numerical results of squeal
simulation are presented on the industrial brake model provided by Bosch Chassis Brake Systems.

The proposed methodology is validated on both simplified and realistic brake models shown in figure 1.
The simplified model consists of a cylindrical disc, with two cylindrical section shaped pads. The pads are
guided in vertical translation at both edges, the disc is linked to the ground by springs fixed at the central
inner nodes. A uniform pressure is applied to the pad backplates. The model shown is meshed using 8 node
hexahedrons but other shapes and incompatible meshes have also been considered.

The realistic brake model conforms to a design from Bosch. It is composed of 8 components, the disc, outer
and inner pads, anchor, caliper, piston, hub and knuckle modeled using the finite element method. Since
brake squeal can reach high frequencies, the mesh is rather fine, which leads to approximately 600,000 DOF.
The different components are in contact with each other and an exponential contact force is assumed. The
parts too small to model such as the hub bearing, the pad springs, piston seal and boots are replaced by
equivalent stiffness.

Figure 1: Finite element models of a simplified and a realistic brake

1 Reduction method for a system with local non-linearities

This section presents a novel reduction method adapted for finite elements models showing large interfaces.
Indeed, classical reduction methods usually keep the interface DOF explicitly, thus generating potentially
large full blocks in the resulting system matrices. This proves to be computationally inefficient and motivates
the introduction of a method implicitly eliminating interface DOFs.

Component Mode Synthesis methods have traditionally been based on the assumptions [6] of component
independence (reduction of a component is performed without knowing the others), static solution capability
(static responses to applicable loads, in particular interface loads, are included explicitly), explicit boundary
coordinates (in order to ease direct stiffness assembly).
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When these methods were developed in the 70’s, the objectives were linked to numerical performance and
the ability to couple test and analysis models. The context of the proposed application is quite different. The
objective is to reproduce the dynamics and steady state static response of the full brake model as closely
as possible, while retaining the ability to account for the local non-linearities in the model. In application
to brake squeal the disc/pad contact area is of great importance since it is the location where the instability
originates. One thus chooses to keep all DOFs qc of elements connected to the contact area explicitly, as
shown in figure 2.

To achieve the first objective, one proposes to use a Rayleigh-Ritz method that use full system modes φ1:NM

and the steady state response q0 as assumed shapes. To be compatible with the retention of all contact area
DOFs, the modes are only assumed on DOFs qb of the reduced part. In other words one considers the reduced
basis {

qb
qc

}
=

[
[[φ1:NM ]b q0b] 0

0 [I]c

]{
qr
qc

}
(1)

A Craig-Bampton reduction would proceed very differently. The DOFs to be retained explicitly would be
divided in two sets: ci for those part of elements connected to the reduced area and cc for those purely
internal to the unreduced part of the model. The reduction would then consider

qb
qci
qcc

 =

 [φFixed] −K−1
cc Kcci 0

0 I 0
0 0 I




qr
qci
qcc

 (2)

(a) Superelement (b) Finite element area

Figure 2: Brake model split in SE and kept area

In the present case, 250 modes, corresponding to a 20 kHz cutoff, are kept for the superelement reduction.
In figure 3 one clearly distinguishes DOFs associated to the unreduced part of the disk, the two pads and
the reduced component. The contact stiffness terms clearly couple the disk and the pads. With reduction
basis (1), the reduced component is coupled with the unreduced part on the b, c block, which is small (251 :
the number of considered modes + one static shape). In the Craig-Bampton approach, figure 3b, the coupling
occurs for the ci, cc block which for linear tetra4 elements already represents 1,765 elements (11,200 for
tetra10). A clear advantage is obtained in terms of memory. The number of non null terms increases from 1
million with the new method to 8 millions with the classical Craig Bampton.
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(a) New (b) Craig-Bampton

Figure 3: Reduced matrix topologies for the tetra4 model. Left proposed reduction. Right : Craig-Bampton
reduction

Another advantage of the proposed reduction is that the real modes of the full model and the ones of the
reduced model are theoretically identical. Here, a slight error is introduced in the realistic brake model due
to differences in the contact handling between the Abaqus static step and the SDT time integration.

2 Time integration of the non-linear contact/friction model

Many numerical applications of contact resolution methods are targeting relatively small models. The opti-
mization needed to handle large models has specificities which need to be addressed. This section presents
the models, the contact and friction laws, a non-linear modified Newmark scheme based on [7] put in the
contact perspective and eventually the damping strategy.

2.1 Contact laws

In a mechanical assembly, the components are in physical contact with each other. Penetration is defined as
the relative displacement along the normal N of master and slave surfaces with a possible offset g0

{g} = N.(uslave − umaster)− {g0} (3)

The Signorini contact law represents the normal contact behavior between two solids and is plotted in fig-
ure 4a. The ideal Signorini contact shows no penetration and repulsive contact forces, written as a pressure
p {N}, which are null when no contact occurs


g ≤ 0
p ≤ 0

(g).(p) = 0
(4)
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An exact implementation of the Signorini equations can be obtained with a Lagrange formulation that keeps
the contact forces as unknowns and solves a coupled displacement/force problem. This method is not chosen
here due to the increased DOF number for a large contact area and the difficulty to implement it properly
in dynamics. A solution would however be the non-smooth contact dynamics method suggested in [8] and
applied successfully for brake squeal simulation in [2].

Penalization methods introduce a relationship between the gap and the contact pressures. An exponential
law is considered here,

p(g) = p0e
−λg (5)

In brakes, rough surfaces are contacting. A Signorini contact would thus be an idealization valid for very
stiff contact stiffness between the asperities. The exponential contact law is another idealization and it is
quite difficult to rank their relative validity. The perspective that this exponential law is a regularization of
the Signorini contact law is classical, but not necessarily valid here.

(a) Signorini (b) Exponential normal contact law versus
linear contact law

Figure 4: Contact laws, Signorini and regularizations

This contact formulation is applied to a finite element model by pairing a master surface which contains
contact integration points and a slave surface. The contact points of the master surface are paired with
the nodes of the slave surface to define the model displacement formulation. The contact forces are used
directly in the formulation (section 2.3). They are computed at the integration points using Gauss weighting
coefficient and the element contact force density.

{q̂}T {fN} =
∫
{û(q̂)}T NpdS '

∑
j

{û(q̂)}T {N} p(xj , q)ωjJ(xj) (6)

where fN is the global contact force, p the contact pressure, xj are the integration points, q̂ a virtual dis-
placement, q the displacement and J(xj) the jacobian of the shape transformation (surface associated with
integration point).

At a contact integration point, a density of contact stiffness can be defined by deriving the contact pressure

kc(g) =
∂p

∂g
= λp0e

−λg (7)

This leads to a contact stiffness matrix given by

{q̂} [Kc] {q} =
∫ {û(q̂)}T {N} kc(q) {u(q)}T {N} dS

' ∑
j {û(q̂)}T {N} kc(q) {u(q)}T {N}ωjJ(xj)

(8)
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2.2 Friction laws

The Coulomb law describes the tangential contact behavior in the presence of friction. The sliding velocity
ws is defined as the relative speed between the two bodies in contact. the contact force is split into a normal
contact force FN and a tangential contact force FT linked by the friction coefficient µ

{
‖FT ‖ ≤ µ‖FN‖ ws = 0
‖FT ‖ = µ‖FN‖ ∃A ≥ 0, ws = −AFT (9)

(a) Coulomb (b) Regularized Coulomb

Figure 5: The Coulomb contact laws

In the current application, a mono-directional contact force, along θ in cylindrical coordinates, is computed.
The Coulomb law is regularized, by assuming a permanent sliding state, and penalizing small sliding veloc-
ities, as shown in figure 5b and written as{

‖FT ‖ = kt‖ws‖ if ‖ws‖ < µ
kt
‖FN‖

‖FT ‖ = µ‖FN‖ else
(10)

Actual materials used in the car industry show a friction coefficient of µ = 0.6 which was used for this study.
While choice of kt is still an open issue, it was taken as kt = 50s−1.

2.3 Time integration scheme

A modification of the non linear, displacement based, Newmark scheme presented in Ref. [7] is considered
here. The scheme, shown in figure 6, is classically divided in an external time incrementation loop with a
prediction phase and an internal non linear correction phase. The Newmark coefficients noted β = 1

4 and
γ = 1

2 are kept as usual.

The correction phase is performed with a Newton scheme where the residual (14) is computed with the
contact forces FN and FT and the correction is given by (15). In a standard Newton scheme, the Jacobian
corresponds to the sensitivity of the residual with respect to a change in the unknown, taken here to be the
position,

[J(q)] =
∂r

∂δq
= [Kel] + [Kc(q)] +

γ

βh
[C] +

1
βh2

[M ] (11)
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Time Incrementation

tn+1 = tn + h (12)

?
Prediction

q0n+1 = qn + hq̇n + h2(1
2 − β)q̈n

˙q0n+1 = q̇n + h(1− γ)q̈n
¨q0n+1 = 0

(13)

?
Correction

r(qkn+1) = − [Kel] qkn+1 − [C] q̇kn+1 − [M ] q̈kn+1

+fc + FN ((q, q̇)kn+1) + FT ((q, q̇)kn+1)
(14)

[J ] {∆q} = rk (15)
qk+1
n+1 = qkn+1 + ∆q
q̇k+1
n+1 = q̇kn+1 + γ

βh∆q
q̈k+1
n+1 = q̈kn+1 + 1

βh2 ∆q
(16)

?

Convergence ?

‖rk+1‖
‖fc‖ ≤ ε (17)

‖∆q‖
‖q‖ ≤ εq (18)

��
���

PPPPP
�����

PP
PPP

yes

�

no

-

Figure 6: Non-linear Newmark scheme

Considering a variable Jacobian [J ] is impractical. The reduced brake model presented in section 1 has
around 50,000 DOF, and 200,000 time steps are needed. Since the best Jacobian factorization time for such
matrix is of the order of 10 seconds, even a single factorization by time step would require over a thousand
hours of computation. Besides, the very soft behavior of the exponential contact law shown in figure 4b may
cause divergence for low over-closures.

The Newton scheme is thus modified to use a constant Jacobian. In (11), one introduces a constant reference
contact stiffness by replacing [Kc(q)] by kc [Kc], where [Kc] is the contact coupling matrix for a unity contact
stiffness density. The scalar value of the contact stiffness kc is then optimized to ensure convergence speed.

The adjustment of kc is illustrated, in figure 7, for the simplified brake model and an exponential law (pre-
sented in section 2.1). For a small kc, divergence (set at 200 iterations) occurs. As kc is increased oscillations
are found. This can be linked to examples given in the literature (e.g. in [5]) of bouncing effects when the
integration scheme fails to converge without explicitly diverging. An optimum kc value clearly appears in
the second graph of figure 7, just after convergence is met.

Although the Jacobian has to be optimized, its effect is mostly observed during the static computation. In-
deed, the time steps used for a squeal simulation are very low, which combined to the displacement increment
convergence criterion, yields a limited number of Newton iterations. Getting the right order for kc is usually
enough. The value used for the realistic brake model is 185 MPa.mm−1.
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Figure 7: Static state convergence as function of kc on a simplified brake model

A posteriori, it was found that the optimum value is close to the average tangent stiffness value at the equilib-
rium. Since the Jacobian is constant, it corresponds to the direct path to the solution. The contact distribution
is not evenly distributed so a few iterations are still needed to find the real contact distribution from an
averaged state.

The convergence criterion (17) is another key point since a poor choice may lead to numerous costly Newton
iteration when the displacement is close to the solution. An alternative is to use a displacement convergence
test in equation (18), which considers that convergence is achieved if a negligible Newton displacement
increment happens. Testing displacement convergence is faster since it requires one less evaluation of the
residual for each time step, but it should be used carefully since it overrides the verification of the mechanical
equilibrium (equation (14)). In practice, a convergence criterion on the displacement increment was chosen
with a tolerance of εq = 10−6.

2.4 Damping

Using a Rayleigh damping formulation, the notion of contact damping can be introduced. The contact
stiffness can be separated from the stiffness matrix and introduced in the Rayleigh damping matrix with a
specific coefficient. One thus considers

[C] = a [M ] + b [Kel] + b̃ [Kc] (19)

where [M ], [C], [Kel], [Kc] are respectively the mass, damping, elastic stiffness and contact stiffness matri-
ces, a = 0, b = 2.12 10−7 and b̃ = 0 are parameters set here for only high frequency damping.

The use of (19) yields the Jacobian formulation used in this paper, written in equation (20). No other
numerical damping is introduced in the time integration scheme.

[J ] =
(

1 +
γb

βh

)
[Kel] + kc

(
1 +

γb̃

βh

)
[Kc] +

(
1
βh2

+
γa

βh

)
[M ] (20)

Contact damping is stated to be of importance in [2], none was used in the presented study since it did not
correlate to any obvious physical meaning.
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3 Time simulation results

This section presents squeal simulations obtained with a simplified brake for convergence validations and a
realistic brake. The results are related to common phenomena observed in other works.

3.1 Validations on a simplified brake model

The simplified brake model illustrated in the introduction is meshed in 8 nodes hexahedrons elements. The
disc and backplate are elastic isotropic, the lining is transverse anisotropic, using the materials of the realistic
brake. To trigger the instability, a pressure shock is applied at the beginning of the simulation (a 10%
overpressure during the first 10−5s). A friction coefficient of 0.25 is applied.

The time scheme convergence is assumed when reducing the time step does not change the solution. Figure 8
and 9a shows that for dt ≤ 10−7s, the time responses are perfectly overlaying. This time step will be kept
for the next simulations.

Figure 8: Time simulation on the simple model, as function of the time step

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the time response shows the instability frequencies. Figure 9a shows
the FFT computed for the time simulation between 1 ms and 6 ms, which corresponds to the instability
settling. A main instability frequency can be seen at 5.1 kHz with 3 harmonics.

(a) Time response FFT (b) Prediction

Figure 9: FFT of the time response between 1 and 6 ms, for various time steps, compared to the a priori
stability diagram

In parallel, a stability diagram shown in figure 9b can be computed using the complex modes of the system
linearized in the neighborhood of the static solution (which is also the initial condition for the time integra-
tion). The unstable modes are highlighted by plotting the complex poles for a friction coefficient varying
from 0.01 to 0.5. 4 modes are found potentially unstable at 3.2, 5.1, 6.2 and 8.2 kHz.

The comparison of the two graphs of figure 9 first validates the time simulation by showing an instability
happening at 5.1kHz corresponding to one of the modes predicted in the frequency domain. It also proves
the interest of the time simulation since only one of the frequency domain unstable modes actually diverges.
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The movement of the instability can be visualized using a waterfall plot as presented in figure 10a. The
movement features a pumping pattern with a slight phase delay between the entry (+0.5 rad) and the exit
(−0.5 rad) of the pad. Contact losses only happen at the exit of the pad; this is linked to the contact
distribution balance due to the disc rotation. Indeed the contact pressure is higher at the disc entry than at the
exit.

(a) Time instability, mean pressure over a radius as function of
the angle

(b) Unstable mode at 5.1 kHz, displace-
ment plotted

Figure 10: Pattern of the unstable mode found in the time simulation

3.2 Realistic brake simulation results

The real brake presented in figure 1 is meshed using 10 nodes tetrahedron elements. The friction braking
pressure is set at 5 bar, and the disc angular velocity at 5 rad s−1 the fiction coefficient is set at 0.6. The
results presented in this section took 12 hours of computation. The code is quite optimized (for example
the use of the INTEL MKL library reduces computation time by 30 %). The time is nearly equally di-
vided between displacement incrementation and residue computation so that no major improvement could
be achieved without going parallel.

Figure 11: Result of the squeal simulation: braking torque and global friction coefficient

The braking torque was taken as a reference signal to detect instability. Figure 11 shows the braking torque
and the global friction coefficient. A classical instability starts by an exponential divergence phase - here
from 1 ms to 4.4 ms - towards a limit cycle where harmonics of the main instability appear in the response.
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The global friction coefficient, given by the ratio of the normal contact force resultant and the tangential force
resultant, was computed over time and the figure shows that it is not constant, although the local coefficient
is set constant at 0.6. The apparent global µ decreases due to the loss of contact caused by the vibrations. A
phenomenon that was also observed in [4].

Another illustration is given in figure 12 where the tangential contact force at an integration contact point
is plotted. The figure highlights stick/slip transition by showing the sign switching of the contact force at a
contact integration point. The stick property is not really implemented in the system although low sliding
velocities are penalized. The model thus does not account properly for the phenomenon and yields very
quick slip velocity direction switching.

Figure 12: Tangential contact force at an integration contact point

The frequency of instability is happening at 30 KHz, which is higher than the cutoff frequency retained for
the superelement. Besides, there is very low damping in the system coming only from Rayleigh damping set
a 1% at 15kHz. More damping must in fact be taken into account regarding the viscoelasticity of the lining
material, the contact damping, the stick states, or the numerical high frequency damping. The study of their
effects is thus expected to be critical to gain insight of the squeal instability.

Another problem encountered here is the accuracy of the static state. At high contact pressures, coarse
round-off errors should be avoided however, such accuracy was not achieved due to handling difficulties
using Abaqus 6.6-1. Figure 13 shows the difference between the contact distribution proposed by Abaqus
and SDT. Both solutions are computed from the static displacement output by Abaqus. The Abaqus solution
corresponds to the contact forces recovered using the elastic stiffness matrix (without interaction) also output
by Abaqus. The SDT solution corresponds to the contact forces computed from the Abaqus static displace-
ment by using the analytical exponential contact law (5), the usual finite element shape function for 6 node
triangles, and 3 Gauss integration points.

None of the solutions shown are regular and great differences exists. In particular an outlier is detected in the
Abaqus normal contact force solution. A lot of noise is seen on the tangential force with oscillations at the
low contact area higher than the maximum contact force. This low level of accuracy obtained for the initial
condition is also believed to play a role in the convergence difficulties experimented with the realistic brake
model.
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Figure 13: Differences between SDT and Abaqus. Contact points sorted by increasing value of the SDT
solution, contact forces in N

Conclusion

This paper has proposed a time simulation of brake squeal applied to industrial brake models. First a novel
reduction strategy was proposed to combine a non reduced finite element part around the pad/disc contact
area and the superelement containing the system’s remains. This method gives exact system modes and
allows the interface DOF to be implicitly eliminated, thus avoiding large full blocks patterns obtained with
a classical Craig-Bampton approach. Ongoing work is linked to the introduction of residual modes for
precision; and improvements of the Abaqus/SDT integration.

The time integration scheme proposed solves some common convergence issues acknowledged for the non-
linear Newmark scheme. However, the brake instability caught in the time simulation is much higher than
expected, and it has been found that the combination of a basic regularization of the Coulomb law (permanent
sliding state, quick transitions) and the modified Newmark could yield numerical instabilities. The develop-
ment of a Lagrangian tangential contact formulation is under development to improve the stick model. This
would generate a hybrid contact law, using an exponential penalization formulation for the normal contact
law, and a Lagrangian formulation for the tangential one. From the time integration point of view, alternative
schemes will be tested; in particular the modified θ-method originally proposed in [8] and adapted in [2].

Further development will imply the implementation of richer damping models. Although literature con-
cerning damping in time simulation is usually limited to numerical damping and Rayleigh damping, models
from the frequency domain will be studied. First, time domain modal damping will be treated. This approach
uses the inverse of the modes associated with the mass orthonormality condition to recover the full damping
matrix. Variable damping ratios can thus be affected to system modes depending on the energy in various
components and interfaces.

Viscoelastic damping will also be addressed to enrich the pad lining material model. Such behavior has been
acknowledged for this material only taken as elastic transverse anisotropic in this study. The formulation will
be different from the one used in the frequency domain since the use of an imaginary matrix is impossible;
a rational fraction formulation leading to time domain Prony series will be preferred. Eventually, friction
damping will be studied; its importance is highlighted in [2] for example, and a basic realization is suggested
in this paper. Again, such damping will be prone to stabilize the stick/slip transitions by penalizing the
sliding velocity.
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Understanding Order Tracking Data and Algorithm Limita-
tions

J. Blough
Michigan Technological University,
815 RL Smith MEEM Building, 1400 Townsend Drive, Michigan, United States
e-mail: jrblough@mtu.edu

Abstract
An in depth discussion is presented as to why some order tracking datasets are difficult to analyze with many
if not all order tracking methods. If a solid understanding of a dataset’s properties is present, oftentimes it is
very clear as to why different order tracking methods behave the way they do. Several sample datasets, both
analytical and experimental, will be presented along with comparisons of results achieved using different
order tracking methods. In conjunction with these datasets, the algorithm performance of nearly all current
order tracking methods will be characterized with respect to the different properties a dataset may possess.
It is hoped that through the data, concepts, and examples presented in the paper that the reader will develop
a very intuitive sense as to how to approach order tracking analysis on both simple and complex or difficult
datasets.
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Abstract 
This article considers the Empirical Mode Decomposition pioneered by N. Huang, together with the 

Hilbert Vibration Decomposition method. Both methods are intended for extracting the simplest 

components using varying instantaneous frequency and amplitude from multicomponent nonstationary 

vibration. The common properties of and the differences between the two methods are taken into account. 

An available amplitude-frequency resolution of the two known HT decomposition methods (the EMD and 

the HVD) is examined. The inherent limiting resolution of each decomposition method determines a rather 

small finite number of valuable separated monocomponents. Some typical examples of nonstationary 

vibration signals with obtainable decomposed components are considered. 

1 Introduction 

The Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) technique, an original technique first introduced by Huang et 

al. [1], adaptively decomposes a signal into the simplest intrinsic oscillatory modes (components). The 

EMD method is based on a sifting iteration approach and on a spline algorithm, which constructs upper 

and lower envelopes that are fitted to the local maxima of the initial wideband signal.  

A large number of subsequent publications attempted to improve the EMD method. Thus, for example, to 

improve the original sifting approach, [2] recommends replacing it with a specialized nonlinear diffusion 

process for estimating the mean envelope, while [3] suggests replacing it with an optimization-based 

approximation technique. Another attempt to decompose modulated signals [4], named the Iteration 

Hilbert Transform, is based on averaging or low-pass filtering of the modulated signal envelope. It is clear 

that averaging the envelope of a composition even of two simple sinusoids produces only an amplitude 

summation, but not the pure amplitude of any of the sinusoids. This means the IHT cannot be applied in 

the general case of multicomponent composition of non-modulated signals. 

A different original technique known as the Hilbert Vibration Decomposition (HVD) method, which was 

developed by [5], is dedicated to the same problem of adaptive decomposition of non-stationary wideband 

vibration into certain basic monocomponents (atoms). The HVD method is based on low-pass filtering of 

the instantaneous frequency and does not involve spline algorithms, thus causing the filtered instantaneous 

frequency of each component to be positive. Analytically, this low-pass filtered instantaneous frequency 

corresponds to the first term in the Blaschke polynomial approximation of the instantaneous frequency 

[3,6]. 

These two successful decomposition methods, namely the local EMD and the global HVD, are theoretical 

analyzed and compared and their common properties and differences revealed in [7]. Nevertheless, more 

detailed exposure of available potentials and inherent shortages of these HT decompositions requires 

further investigation of the EMD and HVD methods. Mapping the strengths and recognizing the available 

resources of the HT decompositions will help us compile and arrange successful utilization of the 
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methods. In addition to the Wavelets transform analysis, the HT decomposition methods noted above are 

powerful approaches that can solve rather complicated problems in various areas, including non-linear and 

non-stationary mechanics and acoustics. 

2 Amplitude-frequency resolution of HT decompositions 

A decomposition method is dedicated to discriminate a compound signal into a composition of simpler 

signals that can be then more easily modeled and investigated. A key element of vibration decomposition 

is the capability to distinguish amplitudes and frequencies of the signal in time. It is clear that according to 

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, localization in both time and frequency is limited. A signal 

decomposition method for vibration analysis must be precise enough to primarily resolve adjacent 

frequencies and identify close oscillating components. The frequency resolution is the minimum 

difference in frequency between two harmonics that allows resolving them in the composition. The 

frequency resolution is one of the important indicators of the potentials of vibration decompositions. 

2.1 The EMD method 

 

Figure 1: The limiting boundary of the EMD separation of two closely spaced harmonics: a – region 

where the EMD is able to separate harmonics, b - region where the EMD cannot separate 

harmonics. 

 

As shown in [7], the EMD is able to distinguish two harmonics in a composition only when these 

harmonics with different frequencies create a wideband signal whose IF has negative values. This means 

that whenever the IF is negative, the EMD is able to separate the composition; otherwise it cannot divide 

two harmonics. The limiting boundary of the EMD separation of two closely spaced harmonics, defined 

by IF equal to zero, has the hyperbola-like form [7] (Fig. 1). 

2 1
2 1 2 1

1 2

1 1 ; ,
A f

A A f f
A f

         (1)  
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where 2

1

A

A
 is the amplitude ratio and 1

2

f

f
 is the frequency ratio of the harmonics. This limiting boundary 

(Fig. 1) practically coincides with the EMD critical curves reported in [8]. 

Depending on the amplitude and frequency ratio, the limiting boundary determines the region (a) where 

the EMD is able to separate harmonics and the region (b) where the EMD cannot separate two tones. The 

domain (a) above the limiting boundary (Fig. 1) corresponds to inversely related amplitude and frequency 

ratio. That is, the more frequencies are spaced apart the less the amplitude ratio of two harmonics is 

suitable for the EMD separation. For example, a second harmonics with a tripled or lower frequency 

2 13f f  and a small amplitude less than 
2 10.18A A  cannot be separated by the EMD (Fig. 1). This 

means that the EMD does not perform well for smaller amplitudes of the second harmonics and cannot 

distinguish frequencies that are close together. For example, if frequencies lie within an octave of each 

other 
2 12f f  and their amplitudes differ less than one third 

2 10.3A A , application of the EMD method 

is unable to separate such two components. 

2.2 The HVD method 

The HVD method controls the frequency resolution by applying a low-pass filter [5]. Therefore, the 

decomposed signal components will have their energy concentrated over a relatively small region in the 

frequency domain. The decomposed components can be separated only when their frequencies differ more 

than the cutoff frequency of the filter and their amplitudes are not equal. Therefore, for high frequency 

resolution the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter should be as small as possible. Typically the smallest 

cutoff frequency value of a stable and precise low-pass filter is 
min 0.01 sf F  where 

sF  is the sampling 

frequency. For a harmonics that, for example, is sampled with twenty points per period ( 0.05i sf F ), the 

filter can produce the next distinguishing frequency equal to  1 0.05 0.01 0.06i sf F F    . This 

means that the frequency components will differ by only ~17% and several components lying in the same 

octave can be separated. Therefore the HVD method has much better frequency resolution capacity and 

can resolve much closer frequencies than the EMD. In fact, the data should be sufficiently long to detect 

not only low frequencies themselves, but also small differences between frequencies that form slow 

beating effect in the signal. 

3 Limiting number of valued oscillating components 

3.1 The EMD method 

The obtained limit value of the EMD amplitude-frequency resolution (Eq.(1)) allows estimation of a 

maximum possible number of valued oscillating components that can be extracted from a wideband signal 

composition. To extract valued components we must sample for at least one complete cycle of every 

frequency. The lower observed frequency sampled for sufficient time to be detected consists of total 

number of data N . Every next valued oscillating component with higher frequency (Eq.(1)) will have 

fewer points, up to the highest frequency that, according to Nyquist’s theorem, will have only two 

samples. Such neighbor components will be spaced far apart, with double, triple, or quadruple frequency 

1 2,3,4i

i

f

f


 

 
 

 dictated by the EMD rough frequency resolution. As a result, the largest number of 

valued oscillating components n  can be written in the following form 

1
log 0.5

i

i

f

f

n N


 ,     (2) 
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where n  is the maximum number of valued oscillating components, N  is the total number of samples, 

1i

i

f

f

  is the frequency ratio of the harmonics. An example of the limiting number of valued oscillating 

components is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

Figure 2: The largest number of valued oscillating components of the EMD:  a – the frequency ratio 

is equal to 3, b -  the frequency ratio is equal to 5. 

 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the case of a frequency ratio equal to 1 3i

i

f

f

   corresponds to the estimated 

largest number of valued components for 1000N   samples not exceeding five harmonics (a). In the case 

of a frequency ratio equal to 1 5i

i

f

f

   the estimated largest number of the valued components will not 

exceed three harmonics (b). In other words, the EMD is able to extract a rather small number of valued 

oscillating components with respect to the corresponding amplitude ratio and the data length.  

The discussed frequency resolution ability of the EMD can be also described in terms of spectrum slope of 

the signal composition. Thus, doubling the frequency ratio corresponds to the octave, and the allowed 

minimum amplitude ratio corresponds to the slope of the spectrum. Therefore, the limiting value of the 

changing amplitude with respect to frequency takes a standard engineering form: 

10 10

0

20log 20log 3 10dBi
dB

A
S

A
     per octave .   (3) 

The obtained spectrum slope 10dB per octave defines a maximum gain change of 10 dB for each 

twofold increase or decrease in frequency. It is a low slope spectrum peculiar to a set of high harmonics 

with large amplitudes that differ not more than 10 dB for each doubling or halving of the frequency. 

3.2 The HVD method 

The HVD also produces only a limited number of harmonics. But here the number of obtainable 

decomposed components depends on their frequency relation and the frequency resolution value. A 
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sequence of the separated frequencies represents an arithmetic progression such that the difference of any 

two successive frequencies is the HVD frequency resolution. For example, in the case of maximum 

frequency
max 0.1 sf F , minimum frequency

min 0.02 sf F , and the best available frequency resolution 

0.01 sf F  , where 
sF  is the sampling frequency, the limiting number of valued oscillating components 

will be not more than only 9 components: 

max min 0.1 0.02
1 1 9

0.01

s s

s

f f F F
n

f F

 
    


    (4) 

Therefore, the HVD is able to extract relatively more than the EMD but still a rather small finite number 

of valued oscillating components. 

4 Application of the HT decompositions for typical vibration signals 

Generally, a measured signal can be represented by a composition (sum) of a finite number of 

monocomponent signals:  

 ( ) ( )cos ( )l l

l

x t A t t dt        (5) 

where ( )lA t  is the instantaneous amplitudes and ( )l t  is the angular radian instantaneous frequencies of 

the l component.  In other words, the signal consists of l monocomponents, where each has a constant or a 

slowly varying amplitude ( )lA t , the IF ( )l t and the instantaneous phase ( )l t dt . One of the most 

important results of decomposition is the ability to preserve phase content of the signal by constructing 

every initial component in the time domain and preserving all of its actual phase relations. The obtained 

combination of the simplest components with the time and phase relations can provide us some insight 

into the nonstationary vibration signal. Moreover, an improvement in analysis of nonlinear dynamic 

system can be achieved, which cannot be easily identified with other methods. The individuality of the 

simplest components inside the vibration composition allows choosing the most effective decomposition 

method. 

4.1 Decomposition of typical nonstationary multicomponent vibration signal 

Aperiodic DC offset plus oscillation. 

The DC offset can be easily removed from the vibration composition by different methods, including the 

known HT decomposition methods [1,5]. In the case of short length data, the EMD method is more 

suitable for such nonstationary offset extraction. The HVD method, which always operates with long 

length data, is also suitable for the offset extraction. Here it should be mentioned that only one single 

valuable aperiodic component can be decomposed by any method. The HT decompositions are unable to 

receive several slow varying DC offset components. This means, for example, that the constant DC offset 

cannot be further separated on the increasing and decreasing components. 

Sharp stepping-like variations in DC or in oscillating components 

This case corresponds to well separated but rapidly changed envelopes and IF trajectories, when the 

instantaneous characteristics as fast varying functions can jump in time. In other words, such a 

multicomponent signal is composed of sequential segments with the step varying DC, envelope, and IF. 

The EMD as the local method is more suitable for extraction of sharp variations, for example, for 

detection and synchronization of instant segments. The HVD in this case will extract only smoothed 

variations of instantaneous parameters.  
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Sum of quasi (almost) periodic oscillating-like harmonics 

In the case of well separated (non-crossing) and smoothed envelopes and IF trajectories, the energy and 

frequency of every component are well concentrated (localized), and the components do not overlap. 

These simple components resemble nonstationary modes like Fourier modes in the Fourier series, where 

every component can have a varying but non-crossing envelope and IF. The EMD method allows 

separation of up to 3-4 harmonics with large amplitudes. The HVD allows separation of up to 6-8  

harmonics with both the large and also the small amplitudes.  

Close-spaced and crossing frequency and amplitude components  

In this case, the envelope and/or the IF trajectories have single or mutual crossings between each other. 

This type is the most complicated type of multicomponent signal from the decomposition standpoint. The 

EMD method does not separate these close-spaced and crossing frequency components. However, the 

HVD method, which has relatively much better frequency resolution capacity, does decompose these 

nonstationary harmonics. An example of HVD separation of two crossing frequency sweeping 

components is shown in Fig. 3. In general, the decomposition result is not unique and is application-

dependent. 

 

Figure 3: Decomposition of frequency crossing components. 

 

Frequency modulated signal  

A quasi-monoharmonic signal with a slow modulated frequency looks and acts like a harmonics during 

every short time interval, since at every moment the signal behaves as a single simplest harmonics when 

no further HT separation or decomposition is available. 

Amplitude modulated signal  

An AM signal is generated by modulating the amplitude of a carrier signal, and it is composed of two 

terms: an oscillating carrier wave plus a wave that is the product of two harmonics-like terms. Actually, an 

AM signal is composed of three sinusoidal waveforms: a carrier wave, a lower and an upper close-spaced 

sideband components. The EMD method does not separate these close-spaced components. Contrastingly, 

in the case of amplitude modulation the HVD method does allow separation of modulated harmonics. 
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Sum of impulses (sharp stepping-like varying components) and quasi (almost) periodic oscillations 

The HT decomposition methods are not effective for direct extraction of impulses in the signal. 

Nevertheless, the existing dominant interferences in the form of quasi (almost) periodic oscillations can be 

easily extracted from the composition.  The remaining result in the form of pure impulses will be exhibited 

more informatively. In this case, instead of extracting impulses embedded in the noise, we will extract and 

remove the quasi harmonic noise and enhance the impulse components. Such an HT-based filtering 

technique based on structural noise removing (denoising, noise cancelation, suppressing noise) offers 

excellent performance even when the impulse signal-to-noise ratio is very low (Fig. 4).  

 

Figure 4: Extraction of sweeping oscillations and exhibition of remained impulses. 

 

Sharp (stepping-like) varying components 

In the case of a complicated, sharp, time-varying waveform, sometimes the purpose of signal 

decomposition is not to represent the true frequency distribution, but rather to represent the complicated 

waveform in a reduced time domain form. The HVD method will decompose the complicated waveform 

when the lowest component frequency is more than the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter. Otherwise, 

the HVD perceives such slow waveform only as a varying offset component.  

The total number of obtained components equal to the number of required iterations necessary to provide a 

good approximation of a signal composition depends on how rapidly the initial waveform changes.  As an 

example, Fig. 5 (dashed line) depicts the signal of the non-stationary square wave function with varying 

amplitude and period.  

The first five decomposed component terms are plotted as a sum, together with the initial square wave in 

Fig. 5 (solid line). As can be seen, just the first five components describe the non-stationary square wave 

in the time domain with a high degree of accuracy. Figure 6 presents the instantaneous frequency and the 

envelope of each component of the non-stationary square as time-varying functions. This example 

illustrates the fact that the HVD method enables construction of a perfect match between a complicated 

non-stationary signal and the composition of the small number of time-varying elementary oscillating 

components. The EMD does not decompose the described sharp time-varying waveform. 
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Figure 5: The non-stationary square wave (a): the initial signal (---), sum of the first five 

components (──), and the decomposed superimposed components (b). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The instantaneous frequency (a) and the envelope (b) of each component of the non-

stationary square wave: the first signal component (––). 
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Random signal  

The EMD is able to filter a random signal as a band-pass filter bank decomposing white noise into IMFs 

whose frequency spectrum comprises an octave [9]. Every obtained IMF is the simplest fundamental 

component of the signal composition. As the simplest component, it cannot be further decomposed by the 

same EMD. An arbitrary data set can be reduced into IMF components only once. Applying the EMD 

again to any IMF for a second time will produce nothing more than the same unchanged single IMF. 

Unlike the EMD, the HVD method does not decompose random signals.  

All the considered types of nonstationary signals together with the obtainable results of the HT 

decompositions have been summarized in Table 1. 

 

Application of the HT Decompositions for typical vibration signals                       Table 1.  

Type of nonstationary signal 

composition 

Obtainable results and recommendations 

EMD HVD 

1. Aperiodic DC offset plus 

oscillation 

Extraction of DC offset for 

small and large length data 

Extraction of DC offset for large 

length data 

2. Sharp stepping-like variations in 

DC or oscillating components 
Extraction of sharp  variation  

Extraction of smoothed  

variation 

3. Sum of quasi (almost) periodic 

oscillating-like harmonics 

Separation up to 3-4 

harmonics with large 

amplitudes  

Separation up to 6-8   harmonics 

with large and small amplitudes 

4. Close-spaced and crossing 

frequency components 

No separation of  harmonics 

with small amplitudes  

Successful separation of 

harmonics  

5. Slow frequency modulated signal No separation of harmonics No separation of harmonics 

6. Amplitude modulated signal No separation of harmonics 
Successful separation of 

harmonics 

7. Impulses (sharp stepping-like 

varying components) with  quasi 

(almost) periodic oscillations 

Extraction and removing quasi 

periodic oscillations and 

exhibition of remained 

impulses 

Extraction and removing quasi-

periodic oscillations and 

exhibition of remained impulses 

8. Sharp stepping-like varying 

signal 
No decomposition Decomposition into quasi 

periodic oscillations 

9. Random signal 
Band-pass filter bank filtration 

(decomposition) 
No filtration (decomposition) 

4.2 Obtainable results and recommendations 

An arbitrary multicomponent nonstationary signal as the sum of quasi-harmonics components with an 

aperiodic offset can conventionally be separated into elementary monocomponents by both the EMD and 

the HVD methods. At each iteration, both HT methods successfully separate the different frequency quasi-

harmonics and the single slow aperiodic component. 

There are at least two important limitations that should be kept in mind when performing the EMD and the 

HVD methods. The first limitation is the low frequency resolution of the EMD method when the 

frequency range of the next IMF differs by more than one octave from the previous IMF. This is why the 

EMD method cannot separate closely spaced or frequency-crossing harmonics. The HVD method has 
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better frequency resolution of even less than half of an octave, resulting in the capacity to decompose AM 

and frequency-crossing nonstationary harmonics. 

The second limitation is the finite small number of separated valued components, which does not exceed 

3-4 components for the EMD and 5-6 components for the HVD methods. These limitations of the HT 

decompositions are often ignored in many vibration applications. The HT decomposition method allow 

extraction of only a single slow varying aperiodic offset  component, which shifts according to a constant 

DC in the initial composition.  

Sometimes the extracted large quasi-harmonic components are of no interest, but the remaining 

components such small impulses or sudden signal changes are of interest for investigation. Thus, by 

removing large parts of the signal we are able to detect very small remaining impulse components even 

when the impulse signal-to-noise ratio is very low.  

The HT decompositions are recommended for extracting a small number of nonstationary components 

with varying and a priori unknown instant parameters. The HT decomposition methods are dedicated 

primarily to decomposition of quasi and almost periodic oscillating-like signals.  Typical examples of such 

signals are time varying waveform from rotor start-up or shutdown vibration [10], composition of steady-

state and transient motions [5], vibration of nonlinear systems with super-harmonics for precise 

identification [11], etc. The HT decomposition methods are not effective for separation of other types of 

motion, such as random (wideband noise), impulse, non-oscillating (aperiodic) signals or signals from 

linear and time-invariant systems. 

Conclusion 

This paper analyzes the main obtainable results and some limitations of two HT decompositions – the 

local EMD and the global HVD methods. The clarified issues regarding amplitude-frequency resolution 

will often give a better signal representation. The considered typical nonstationary signals with 

applications and practical recommendations constitute an attempt to adjust and more completely realize 

the potentials of HT signal processing, and subsequently improve nonstationary and nonlinear data 

analysis. 
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Abstract 
Computing displacements of a structure from its measured accelerations has been major concern of some 
fields of engineering such as earthquake engineering. In vibration engineering also displacements are 
preferred to acceleration histories occasionally i.e. in the determination of forces applied on a structure. In 
brief the major problem that accompanies reconstruction of true displacement from acceleration record is 
the unreal drift observed in the double integrated acceleration. Purpose of the present work is to address 
source of the problem, introduce its treatments, show how they work and compare results of different 
techniques together. Finally some suggestions are made on the implementation of these techniques to 
remove disturbing part of the calculated displacements. 

1 Introduction 

There are advantages in using displacement histories instead of acceleration in vibration analysis of 
structures, for instance in determination of forces in time domain employing displacements has advantages 
over using accelerations due to the smoothness of displacements and also that displacements have a more 
straight forward relation to the governing equation of the structure compared to accelerations. Another 
point is that in acceleration, the emphasis is on high frequency components of the signals while 
displacements have more focus on lower frequency components. The last statement might be considered 
as the advantage of employing displacements in operational modal analysis of massive structures such as 
bridges which typically have high modal density in a quite low frequency range. 
To obtain displacements in general there exist two possibilities; first to measure the displacements directly 
which solves the problem at a first glance but has some shortcomings. To do so, variety of instruments 
such as strain gauges, string potentiometers and high-speed photography for special purposes have been 
used  [1]. These methods are not so common and do not have any enhancement compared to the use of 
accelerometers. In fact these methods are more time consuming and expensive than using accelerometers; 
which limits their use to some special cases. 
Second way is to measure acceleration and then double integrate them to obtain displacement. Although 
the displacement obtained in this case suffers from a considerable DC offset which is the shortcoming of 
the method, but there exist ways to overcome this problem reasonably. The problem of displacement 
offset correction which is alternatively referred as DC removal, offset removal, baseline correction and so 
on is almost always is encountered when double integration is performed on the acceleration time 
histories. The most common solution to this problem is to use a low-cut high pass filter on the double 
integrated data to remove disturbing part of the low frequency components of the displacement  [2]. 
Second way which is not very common is to use a curve fitter in time domain in order to remove trend of 
the signal. These methods are known as baseline correction or trend removal techniques  [3]. Generally 
baseline corrections are simple and fast ways to obtain a zero mean time record of the displacements 
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although sometimes they are used as the only tool for trend removal of the acceleration records  [4]. This is 
while it is also stated that using baseline correction as the only tool for rectification of signal is not 
capable of rectifying the drift in displacement records satisfactorily  [5]. Finally different combinations of 
curve-fitting and filtering are proposed  [5],  [6] and their efficiency in reconstructing displacements are 
compared.  
In this work major sources of error are introduced and suitable treatments for them are addressed. To do 
so it is first tried to decouple the total error of integration into deterministic errors i.e. integration error and 
stochastic error or the noise contamination. This error analysis helps in understanding source of the 
observed offset in displacement measurements. Time domain curve fitters are introduced afterwards and 
their relationship to filters is addressed. Finally some algorithms for rectification of displacements are 
proposed and discussed with numerical simulation. 

2 Error analysis 

2.1 Instrumentation error 

Starting from deterministic errors, in brief they have two major sources; instrumentation error and 
computation error. Instrumentation errors can be i.e. cross-axis measurement error due to inaccurate 
accelerometer mounting, or the tilting motion effect on the accelerometers  [7]. A comprehensive survey 
on the sources of instrumentation error can be found in  [8]. Although these errors can be treated 
mathematically, they are preferred to be prevented from propagation by increasing accuracy of 
measurements. Parameters such as appropriate sampling frequency  [9] and also appropriate 
accelerometers with a flat spectrum especially in low frequency ranges  [6] are mentioned in the literature 
as two of the most effective parameters in reducing this type of error on calculated displacement records.  

2.2 Sampling error 

There are some errors related to the sampling rate of the signal. Clearly too low sampling rate makes 
problems due to the inaccuracies in reconstruction of the real signal from samples. Slow sampling rate 
causes reduction in amplitude of the recorded signal. This amplitude reduction will be magnified in double 
integrated signal especially on its high frequency components. This leakage might be alternatively referred 
to as power leakage since signal power in high frequencies is leaking. It should be noted that this power 
leakage differs from known signal leakage. Also leakage of the signal causes error propagation in 
calculated displacement; since signal will not be perfectly zero mean anymore when leakage occurs. 
Having even a small mean value in the signal will cause a drift in the final results as will be shown in the 
next section. Although leakage error can be reduced by applying a window on the measured data, it is not 
recommended in this step. 

2.3 Numerical integration error 

From the basic mathematics, velocity history can be obtained by cumulative integration of time history of 
the acceleration using eq.(1); and displacement records are respectively obtained by integrating velocities. 
There exist various numerical integration techniques that can be used for this aim such as trapezoidal 
integration, simpson’s rule, adaptive simpson’s rule, Boole (Bode’s) rule, Newmark-  methods etc. The 
most common method although seems to be the trapezoidal integration technique which assumes a linear 
interpolation between measured points and calculates integral of the fitted piecewise linear curve. In 
general, eq.’s (1) and (2) describe the relation between computed and true acceleration, velocity and 
displacement. 
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  (1)

  (2)

 
Where ,  and  are true values of acceleration, velocity and displacement.  is the 
measured acceleration,  and  are calculated velocity and displacements and 0  and 
0  are initial values of velocity and displacement respectively. These equations if written in the discrete 

form using Trapezoidal rule for integration, will be in the form 
 

 
∆
2

 (3)

 
Assuming ∆  and ∆ .  
 

 
∆
2

 (4)

 
Assuming ∆ . First problem is encountered here in the integration process which is 
sometimes referred to as the “initial value problem”  [6]. It states that if initial values of the velocity and 
displacement are not zero, there will be a deterministic linear drift in the calculated displacement. The 
same problem might also initiate from signal leakage which causes measured acceleration signal to have a 
negligible non-zero mean value that is magnified through integration process. Effect of leakage could be 
better understood if acceleration is decomposed into a zero mean part and a non-zero mean value 

 before integration. This causes a quadratic deterministic drift in the displacement. The simplest 
way to remove numerical integration errors is to apply a window i.e. Hanning to the data set and then 
integrate them. The shortcoming of applying window in this stage is that some parts of data will be lost 
since amplitude of the signal will be reduced by the effect of window which is not desired.  

 
Figure 1: Simulated acceleration of a 5DOF chainlike structure to amplitude modulated noise 

excitation 

Since it is aimed to obtain data with the least amount of corrections, applying a window before filtering – 
which will be addressed later – is not recommended in this stage; It will be shown later that all of the 
errors being deterministic of stochastic that cause drift in the displacement signal might be effectively 
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removed just by filtering or curve fitting. Therefore applying a window on data does not seem to be 
efficient although effective in this step. To illustrate effects of the methods on the measurements, 
responses of a 5 degree of freedom chainlike structure with one fixed end and 1 , 1, … ,5 and 

1200 , 1, … ,5 with proportional damping of 0.5  and  to an amplitude 
modulated noise excitation is simulated and used as a sample measurement. Responses of the structure are 
recorded for 30 seconds with sampling frequency of 100Hz and then corrupted with 50dB white noise 
which is shown in Figure 1.  

  

Figure 2: Error due to numerical integration Blue curve shows the true displacement, Green curve 
shows the numerically integrated using trapezoidal integration rule 

Figure 2 shows acceleration calculated using trapezoidal integration method in both time and frequency 
domains. The linear drift which is seen in the integrated signal in time domain is due to error of the 
integration process. The figure on the right shows effect of numerical integration in suppression of high 
frequency components of the signal as well as amplification of low frequency components. Figure 3 
shows displacement calculated from the same signal corrupted with 50dB additive white noise together 
with true displacement. The figure shows effect of noise corruption in disqualifying calculated 
displacement in both time and frequency domains.  

  

Figure 3: Comparison of the calculated displacement from noisy acceleration with true 
displacement 

3 Time domain curve fitters 

Now the problem reduces to removing the trend which appears in the (double) integrated data. Among all 
of the available methods, trend removal curve fitting in the Moving Least Square (MLS) sense is studied 
in this work since it is a generalization of all the time domain curve fitting techniques. Later other 
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alternatives for them and their counterparts are also introduced and explained. The basic idea of the MLS 
method is like the ordinary curve fitting but with weights on some data points in a span with a pre-defined 
length that slides through the total data set. The name Moving Least Square comes from the fact that as 
the pointer slides on the fitted curve, corresponding weights of each point varies in the manner that 
weights manage the change. A rational weight should be specified to each point in a way to let the point 
corresponding to that weight has a rather high effect relative to the neighboring points if there is a good 
confidence on the data points. But if one wants to find the overall trend of a signal should design a weight 
that puts more confidence on the neighboring points as well.  
Starting point of the formulation is like fitting a least square curve to some data points. Error function 

∑  is defined as the mean square error which tries to fit polynomial 
 to the data set defined as  , | 0, … , . Differentiating error 

function with respect to polynomial coefficients and equating them to zero results in eq. (5) and (6) 
respectively 
 

 2 0 (5)

 

   (6)

 
While  0, … , . In the Moving Least Squares (MLS) technique it is aimed to fit a continuous 
polynomial of degree  to the weighted data points. Therefore the polynomial puts discriminative weights 
on measured data points. To do this we start in a normal curve fitting manner by defining a set of 
continuous weight functions  for 0,… , . Therefore error function will be defined as eq.(7) 
 

  (7)

 

If  and  are assumed to be known,  will be a continuous error function in terms of  . 
Therefore minimization of the error function can be done analytically by putting 0 for 

0,1, ,  which gives enough equations to calculate coefficients of the polynomial  . For  
0,1, ,  eq. (8) shows the relation between weights, points’ coordinates and polynomial 

coefficients. 
 

…

 (8)

 
Now it can be seen that if  's are set to be constant over the whole span, eq. (8) will change to the normal 
least square equation which its solution minimizes the normal error function.  Although there are other 
possibilities for weights now; one of the famous weights is the normal distribution function which can be 
represented as a quadratic exponential i.e. ⁄  , . It is clear that by 
taking this procedure effect of the weight function shows itself through coefficients. In the other words 
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coefficients of the polynomial will be functions of   themselves. For better illustration of the MLS an 
example is shown in Figure 4. Consider the points defined with x and y’s shown in the figure; weighting 
function is also shown in the right hand side of Figure 4. With these data once a linear and another time a 
quadratic MLS curve with introduced exponential weight associating with 20 are fitted to the data 
points and plotted in left hand side of Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Linear fit with MLS method.                                                                            
Left: fitteld Line and the data points, Right: Moving weights 

For comparison, both of the calculated curves are overlaid in the plot in Figure 4. An important property 
of the MLSs is that they are differentiable according to the order of their weights  [11]. It means that a 
MLS curve is differentiable as long as its weight function is differentiable. It reveals that weight function 
plays if not more, an equally important role on the final fit as the order of the fitted polynomial.  
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Table 1: Families of weighting functions 

Although as shown above, both weights and order of the fit have some influence on the final fit, it is not 
common to use more than a cubic polynomial with moving weights in continuous space. This might be 
resulted from the advantage of high capability of the polynomials in shaping themselves according to their 
specified weights or according to disadvantage of rather high computation cost of the coefficients, if 
higher order polynomials are used. In either case it is more common to adjust the weights instead of 
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increasing order of fit. Therefore this method is rather used with zero order polynomial – which is also 
referred to as Shepard polynomial  [10] –, linear, quadratic or cubic polynomials. Table 1 represents some 
of the most common weights which are used for this type of fittings. It just shows the kernel of the 
weighting functions and not the weighting function of each point which can be defined as 

. More discussions on the properties of introduced weights are available through Ref. [10].  
Presented weights are divided into two categories; finite interval weights that weight a subset of data i.e. 
between – , ; and infinite interval weights that weight the whole data set. Schematic views of 
introduced weight functions for interpolation as well as normal MLS fitting are shown in Figure 5. In fact 
all of the MLS weights if set to assign a very high weight on the central point of the data segment, relative 
to the neighbor points, will force the fitted curve to interpolate between the points. This property of 
interpolating MLS weights is shown in eq. (9). Accordingly the introduced families of weights in Table 1 
will become interplant for 0 and else they will become discriminative weights.  
 

 lim ∞ (9)

 
While  
 

 lim . (10)

 

Non-interpolating weights Interpolating weights 

Figure 5: Representation of families of MLS and IMLS weights 

4 Alternative methods 

MLS is here introduced as the most general tool for the time domain curve fitters. Although in practice 
there are several alternatives for MLS i.e. “Graduation methods” or “Kernel Smoothing techniques”. 
These methods perform more or less the same as MLS and can be converted to MLS with some 
modifications. In the kernel smoothing methods, weights are normalized so they will have a unit area. 
Therefore they can be represented as Probability Density Functions. Eq. (11) shows general form of the 
weights for kernel smoothing procedure. Function  might be any functions which discriminate 
between data points. Some of the candidates for   are the well-known PDFs and introduced weights. 
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∑

 (11)

 
Another alternative for the same procedure is the “Savitzky-Golay filtering”  [12]. A.Savitzky and 
M.Golay suggested fitting a polynomial of degree “k” to “k+1” points and moving the fit span through 
the whole data points like MLS. Clearly this is the same as finite interval MLS if order “k” polynomial 
with uniform weights are assigned to the number of data points in the fit span. Another alternative in this 
part is the locally weighted regressions which fit a linear “LOWESS” or a quadratic “LOESS” curve to the 
data points in the specified span after weighting them by the weight given in eq. (12)  
 

 1 , | |
0 , | |

 (12)

 
Where | |⁄ . Clearly this is another extension of the MLS technique with this local weight. 
There are some more alternatives like “Whittaker-Henderson graduation technique” which seeks a 
balance between fitting to data and smoothing the data. This technique is stated as the precedent of the 
spline functions  [13] that for certain specifications converge to natural cubic splines. Finally parameters of 
the spline fit can be adjusted to become a smoothing spline  [13]. A smoothing spline tries to minimize the 
function shown in eq. (13) with a user-defined parameter  . The reason why second derivative of the fit is 
used for penalizing the least square fit refers to the minimization of the energy of the fitted curve that can 
be shown to have direct relation to the square of the second derivative of the curve  [10]. Using eq. (13) 
therefore allows choosing between an interpolant natural cubic spline 1 and a straight line fit to the 
whole data  0  (a line satisfies the condition 0).  

 

 , 0 (13)

 
Although eq. (13) is explained on the basis of smoothing splines, it is a general functional which can be 
minimized with respect to any fitting curve  without restrictions. Therefore a smoothing 
functional   for any function   can be defined as eq. (14) with ∑  
as the least square error of the fit which tends to make an interpolant fit to the data while the smoother 

term will be   

 

  (14)

 
For finding baseline of the displacement and removing it from measurements, any of the above introduced 
methods might be used according to their ability in identification of the low frequency components of the 
signal. The problem that remains is which one to choose and how to specify its parameters to take out the 
disturbing low-frequency components of signal and reconstruct true displacement. Since investigation of 
performance of the introduced methods versus filtering is aim of the current work, in the next section 
relationship of the introduced methods to filters is analyzed and afterwards discussions on the effect of 
their parameters in reconstruction of displacement are addressed. 
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5 Relation to Filters 

The introduced MLS techniques if applied on a finite interval of discrete (sampled) data is in general a 
low-pass FIR filter of order 1 with  being the number of data points inside the averaging window 
in case the Shepard polynomial (zero order polynomial) is used with MLS. This can be concluded easily 
referring to the description of FIR digital filters  [14]. Therefore in the discrete case, if a unique weight for 
all of the points i.e. , 0, … ,  is assumed and        0 , a low-pass FIR filter 
shown in eq. (15) will be resulted 
 

  (15)

 

Where ∑  are filter coefficients. In general if weight function is not symmetric, filter weights 

will be reciprocal of the weights  [14]. It worth to be mentioned that fitting techniques are equal to low 
pass filtering the data while the filter needed is a high pass filter. Designing a high-pass filter from a low-
pass filter can be carried out by subtracting the low-pass filter from the signal itself – this can also be used 
together with curve fitting –; this can be defined as an “all-pass” filter   subtracted from a 
low pass filter. Therefore if coefficients of the low-pass filter are shown by  as above, coefficients of 
high-pass filter will be ∑ ∑  

 

 
, 0

1 , 0 (16)

 
Also for the purpose of displacement correction, the filter which is needed is a phase distortion less filter 
which will be achieved if the designed filter is symmetric. As far as the relationship between time domain 
curve fitters and filters is known, it does not matter which one to use for rectification of the displacement 
time histories; since if the specification of one i.e. filter is known, specifications of its counterpart time 
domain curve fitter can be calculated.  
Therefore the only merit of the MLS that remains is that it has the advantage of interpolating with a “k” 
order polynomial between weighted data points. But as described before, effect of piecewise curve fitting 
of the MLS could also be compensated by adjusting the weights. In this sense it does not seem that these 
techniques if high order curve fitters are not used – which is common – have considerable enhancement 
compared to filtering. Therefore from now on discussions are made on the basis of filters which can be 
extended to the curve fitters as well.  

6 Notes on Filters 

Starting from an ideal low pass filter in the frequency domain, it will pass the frequencies lower than its 
cut off frequency and stop the ones after cut off keeping in mind that it should leave signal phase 
unchanged. Another important issue on the filtering is that ripples are not accepted in the filter’s transfer 
function. This is because in the process of integration, filters are used consequently. In such cases if the 
filter has ripples in its pass band like 1  after filtering the signal   times – which is common in the 
integration rectification process – ripples will be magnified in the final results as  1 . This causes the 
final output signal to show a wrong spectrum after filtering. Therefore an ideal low pass filter should have 
a flat spectrum that passes frequencies between  , . To obtain filter coefficients, we taking back the 
filter transfer function from frequency domain to time domain using inverse Fourier Transform. Therefore  
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1
2

1
2

 (17)

 
Where  
 

 sin ⁄ , 0
1 , 0  (18)

 
 will be coefficients of filter in time domain. These coefficients ideally show a filter with a very sharp 

cut off frequency at  . But if the filter coefficients are truncated – they are infinite in theory – ripples will 
appear in the filter transfer function which is well-known as Gibbs phenomenon. These ripples can be 
vanished theoretically just by increasing filter length to infinity which is impractical. In order to remove 
these ripples in practice there are two treatments. One is to multiply a smoothing window i.e. Hanning 
window by the filter coefficients. The other method is to let the filter have a small transition band from cut 
off frequency   to the stop band frequency  . The choice on the frequency function which interpolates 
between these two transition bands,  and  , is rather broad. A comprehensive discussion on the effect 
as well as design of these types of filters is given in  [15].  
Considering types of filters, both FIR and IIR filters are used broadly in practice  [2] [15]; FIR filters are 
used according to their robustness versus instability. Although a high order should be used in this case to 
result a sufficiently sharp filter. Alternatively IIR filters might be used since they can be designed to have 
flat tops as well as sharp fall in a narrow transition band. Their shortcoming is that they soon become 
unstable if designed with high orders. Also they will add their poles to the signal that is not desired in the 
identification etc. Phase change is another problem of IIR filters, but might be solved by two way filtering 
signal by the same filter. Therefore once the signal is filtered forward in time and then it is filtered in the 
reverse direction. This task removes phase of the signal completely and gives a phase distortion less signal 
in the end although this process doubles order of the applied filter. 

7 CORRECTION ALGORITHMS 

Corrections algorithms usually consist of three major steps: 1) mean removal or baseline correction of the 
measured signal 2) filtering and 3) integration. In combination of the above steps there are several 
possibilities to obtain the true displacement. i.e. Trifunac and Lee  [16] proposed removing mean of the 
signal and then applying filters several times – also to sharpen their filter – and then integrating the result 
to velocity and do the same with the velocity to obtain displacement. To reduce the computation cost Chiu 
 [6] proposed a three step algorithm of the above which is composed of 1- fitting a least squares line to the 
acceleration and subtracting it from the original signal, 2- filtering the rectified acceleration, 3- integration 
and subtraction of the initial value of the velocity.  
Converse and Brady  [17] proposed an algorithm which helps more automatization of the displacement 
rectifications with decreasing variety of techniques and repetition of each technique. Their algorithm starts 
with zero padding the measured acceleration signal and then filtering the zero-padded acceleration with a 
high pass filter with a user specified cut off frequency. Filtered signal might be integrated two times to 
result velocities and displacement consequently. The merit of this algorithm is in reduction of the 
computation procedures which just needs zero padding and filtering the recorded data once. The problem 
which is encountered is the incompatibility of the recorded acceleration and computed velocity and 
displacement if the data record after process is stripped off of the zero padded part. Therefore if the 
integration is performed on the pad stripped part, displacement will experience a frequency leakage which 
means that the frequencies removed by the filter will appear again in the filtered data and calculated 
displacement will have a drift again  [18]. Similarly insufficient number of padded zeros will cause 
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problem of drifting of the calculated displacement. To overcome this problem the number of zeros added 
to the signal is recommended to be calculated from eq. (19) 
 

 1.5  (19)

 
In which  denotes filter order and  is the cut off frequency of the high pass filter used.  is then the 
time needed to be padded with zeros. Half of the zeros should be added before start of the measurement 
and the other half should be added at the end of the measurement. These amounts of zeros are stated to 
guarantee that transient effect of the filter will be captured and therefore integrated signals will not have 
any drift in them on the condition that a suitable filter is used. Type of the filter which is recommended 
with this method is a high pass second order Butterworth filter  [17]. It worth to be mentioned that if the 
measured data does not start around zero – which is a normal case in vibration measurements on structures 
– it is recommended to start the processing from the first zero level crossing of signal and finish it in the 
last zero level crossing point and also use a half cosine taper window on the beginning and at the end of 
the measurement.  

8 Numerical Example 

To show the effect of correction algorithms described above, two different correction strategies based on 
the discussions are considered here. For both of the correction algorithms it is needed that mean value of 
the whole record be subtracted from the measured signal to guarantee a zero mean signal. Sometime 
alternatively a least square line is fitted to the uncorrected acceleration and subtracted from the measured 
acceleration signal. In the first method, acceleration is filtered in both directions with a 2nd order high pass 
Butterworth filter and the result is integrated to velocity. Then the same procedure is repeated to compute 
displacement.  
 

0.001 0.01 0.1 

 

 

Figure 6: Effect of sequential filtering for correction of displacement histories with 2nd order 
Butterworth filter 

Three different filters with normalized cut off frequencies 0.1,0.01,0.001 are used – where 
normalized frequency 1 represents Nyquist frequency of    – and shown in Figure 6 to represent 
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effect of cut off frequency of the filter on the correction scheme both in time and frequency domains. This 
figure shows that with the 2nd order Butterworth filter, normalized cut off frequency of 0.01 
reconstructs acceptable results. Alternatively displacement might be filtered again, this third filter 
although does not affect low frequency components; it decreases power of high frequency components of 
the signal. Figure 7 shows results of the displacement signals after passing through the third filter. 
Comparison of Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows that filtering the displacement increases similarity of the high 
frequency coefficients of the signal and causes them to have a more reasonable trend. In all of the plots of 
this section, blue curve shows correct signal and green curve shows rectified signal. 
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Figure 7: Effect of sequential filtering for correction of displacement histories with filtered 
displacements with 2nd order Butterworth filter 

Another parameter which is important in the filter is the filter order. For IIR filters, increasing filter order 
is demanding due to the sharpness that it gives to the transition band of the filter but care should be taken 
into account not to choose it too high that might cause instability of the filter. In practice for Butterworth 
filters with the introduced procedure, orders more than 4 are prone to instability and are not 
recommended. Therefore the last simulation is carried out with a 4th order filter and its results are shown 
in Figure 8 Simulation results show that choosing the right cut off frequency of the filter is the most 
important parameter and has the greatest impact on the correction of the displacement.  
Second simulation is performed with signal padded with prescribed amount of zeros in the beginning and 
at the end according to eq. (19). If the signal is zero padded, it does not need to be passed through the 
filter each time before integration. In return some pre-even and post-event oscillations will appear in the 
signal. These pre-even and post-event parts are visible in the time domain representation of Figure 9 on 
times before zero. As mentioned before, these parts should not be removed from signal after filtering since 
removing them cause frequency leakage in the results. Figure 9 shows effect of 2nd order Butterworth filter 
on the acceleration signal. Results of both of the methods show that 2nd order high pass Butterworth filter 
shows acceptable results if the right cut off frequency is chosen.  
In the last part of the paper to investigate the ability of MLS techniques in reconstructing true 
displacement the locally weighted moving least square is used. In this example the linear fit is used with 
the available “LOWESS” function in MATLAB software. For this function just the effective weight span 
in which points have non-zero weights should be specified. Three different span lengths are used and final 
results of this correction scheme are shown in Figure 10. In this figure d shows the percentage of span 
length to the total data length. 
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Figure 8: Effect of sequential filtering for correction of displacement histories with filtered 
displacements with 4th order Butterworth filter 
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Figure 9: Effect of filtering zero padded signal for correction of displacement histories with 2nd 
order Butterworth filter 

It is clear that this technique like others has the ability to extract displacements although like all of the 
previously mentioned methods, problem of defining suitable cut off frequency which here changes to 
definition of suitable span length, still is under question and does not have an exact answer. Other time 
domain curve fitters such as smoothing splines are also used although not shown here. It is observed that 
introduced time domain techniques show approximately the same results as filters, both with good 
accuracy, only if suitable parameters are assigned to them.  
In fact time domain curve fitters in general have higher ability in filtering since they are capable to fit a 
curve of any order to the data with whatever weight desired. This is clearly stronger than averaging 
weighted data which is roadmap of the filters. But their problem is that firstly, to the best knowledge of 
authors, there is not an analytical statement stating the behavior of curve fitters in frequency domain with 
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respect to different weight functions, span lengths and polynomial order. This is while some rough 
estimates can be made on their behavior but it is not enough. Secondly they have rather higher 
computation cost compared to filters according to the least squares fitting process.  
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Figure 10: Results of displacement corection using sequential MLS curve fitting in time 

9 Conclusion 

It is demanding to calculate displacement signals by double integrating measured accelerations although it 
suffers from various errors. To decrease effect of these errors rectifying the signal with two different 
approaches are considered; MLS and filtering. It is shown that in a special case, MLS on sampled data is 
equal to applying a digital low pass FIR filter on the signal. IIR filters are studied as well and some 
recommendations on filter specifications for displacement rectification are made. It is shown that 
introduced methods have the ability to reconstruct reasonable estimation of true displacements from 
measured accelerations if suitable parameters are assigned to them. Advantage of MLS methods is in 
using least square curve fitting instead of moving averages although their disadvantage is that their 
behavior in frequency domain is not known precisely and if high degree curves are fitted to data, rather 
high computation time is needed compared to filters. It is concluded that the most important parameter in 
addressing true displacement from measurements is cut off frequency of the filter and filter order and their 
counterparts in curve fitting; span length and weight function. Unfortunately still there is not a general 
rule for choosing the suitable values for these parameters. Therefore they are defined heuristically 
according to experience, interpretation and expectations from signal. 
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Abstract 
The concept of coherent output power has been developed to separate the spectral characteristics of an 
acoustic source from uncorrelated background noise. The concept has been used successfully in a variety 
of engineering applications when both the source of interest and ambient are stationary in nature. The data 
stationarity is crucial for sufficient ensemble averaging to allow convergence of the coherence function 
and hence its utilization for source separation. When the noise sources are transient or non-stationary (i.e., 
vehicle pass by) the concept fundamentally breaks down as the averaging obscures the time variant 
characteristics. The effort described in this work addresses this situation through the application of the 
time variant coherent output power. All the respective spectra are calculated with the Short Time Fourier 
Transform. The time variant coherent output power is then formed and used to separate the vibration 
measured on a structure located near a railroad line during the passage of a freight train. The dominant 
excitation sources are the ground vibration from the wheel-rail interaction and the acoustic noise emitted 
from the locomotive. The time variant coherent output power effectively separates and localizes the 
temporal characteristics of the two sources. 

1 Introduction 

Frequency domain input-output models have a long history of utilization for separation of the effects of 
multiple noise and vibration sources from a measured output [1-3]. The noise emanating from the various 
structural components of both industrial punch presses and closed die forging hammers from the 
respective striking operations have been evaluated [1,2]. The transfer path identification of airborne and 
engine noise in an automobile is discussed in [3].   
The method is particularly well suited for applications when; 1) the sources are distinct; 2) readily 
identifiable, and; 3) a signal representative of the sources’ characteristics may be easily obtained. The 
method is less effective for systems comprised of distributed highly interrelated sources, such as an 

internal combustion engine.  
The frequency domain modeling and source separation 
concept may be illustrated by the diagram depicted in Figure 
1 for a two input-one output noise free system. X1 and X2 are 
the characteristic signals from the two candidate sources and 
Y is the output. The inputs can be semi-correlated with each 
other, but not completely coherent or the solution becomes 
intractable. H1 and H2 represent the frequency domain 
transfer paths between the source signals and the output. The 
transfer functions (i.e., H1) contain the cumulative gain and 
phase characteristics between the respective input signal and 
the output. As such, it may contain the effects of airborne 

X 1 

H 1 

X 2 

H 2 

+ Y

Figure 1. Two input – single output 
linear model without noise. 
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acoustic paths, structural vibration paths, acoustic radiation characteristics of a vibrating component, 
structural resonances, time delays, and etcetera. The solution for the transfer functions in a multiple input 
model are well documented in the literature [4,5]. The output spectrum for the system depicted in Figure 1 
may be written in terms of the transfer functions and source spectra as: 

 G f ∑  ∑ H f  H  f  G f    (1) 

where Gyy(f) is the output autospectrum and Gij(f) are the respective auto and cross spectra from the 
inputs. By expanding Equation (1), it becomes, 
   G f  H f  H f  G f H f  H f  G f  H f  H f  G f H f  H f  G f . (2) 

The two cross spectral terms in Equation (2) contain the constructive and destructive interference of the 
sources contributions on the output signal. The autospectral terms represent each respective sources’ 
contribution to the output in the absence of the other (i.e., the other source “turned off”). Interpretation of 
the respective spectral terms developed from the frequency domain model can provide significant insight 
into the relative strength of the candidate sources and their interaction. The analysis readily leads to a rank 
ordering of the importance of each source and provides a quantitative evaluation of the potential benefits 
of mitigation efforts. 
If the two candidate sources are independent, the cross-spectral terms are zero and Equation (2) collapses 
to:    
  G f  H f  H f  G f  H f  H f  G f . (3) 

This system can also be reorganized as a single input-single output model with incoherent extraneous 
noise added to the output as depicted in Figure 2. In this case the contribution of the second source to the 
output is an extraneous output noise term (i.e., GNN(f)).   
  G f  H f  H f  G f  GNN f . (4) 

Equation (4) may also be written in terms of the ordinary coherence function (i.e., γ f ) between the 
input and output [4]. 

  G f  γ f  G f  1  γ f G f . (5) 

The first term on the right hand side is referred to as the coherent output power and is interpreted as the 
portion of the output spectrum which is attributed to the measured input source. Equation (5) provides a 
simple spectral approach to separate a measured output into portions which are either related, or unrelated 
to a specific candidate source.  
Consider the following application where there is a desire to separate the effects of multiple excitation 
sources on one output. A vibration isolation platform is under consideration for application with vibration 
sensitive equipment (e.g., MRI). The isolation performance of the proposed platform must first be 
evaluated to ensure that it is devoid of excessive motion capable of corrupting the MRI scans. The 
proposed site is located 15 m from a busy freight rail line as shown in Figure 3. Due to the expected 
vibration severity of the location, a subscale prototype isolation platform was constructed for evaluation. 
Since the subscale isolation platform was constructed outside, there was an unabated direct line of sight 
between the locomotive and the platform. This creates two potential excitation paths; 1) an airborne 

acoustic transmission path, and 2) transmission through the 
ground. The ground transmission results from forces created 
by the interaction of locomotives and rolling stock with the 
rails. The airborne path is particularly significant when the 
locomotives are in close proximity to the site as it was 
observed the sound pressure levels become significantly 
higher than the nominal ambient levels. Ultimately the MRI 
would be located inside a building and the sound attenuation 
provided by the building walls would significantly degrade 
the airborne transmission pathway. Hence, to gain a more 
accurate assessment of the site suitability, it is desirable to 

N 

X  

H  + Y

Figure 2. Single input – single output 
linear model with output noise. 
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Accurate computation of the coherence function is paramount to effective source separation by Equation 
(5) and effective estimation relies on convergence. Depending on the data characteristics, convergence can 
require a large number of ensemble averages. Often this may be in the hundreds. Furthermore, the data  
must remain statistically stationary over the entire ensemble record set. These requirements restrict the use 
of the coherence based source separation methods (i.e., Equations 2-5) to either continuous steady data or 
a series of similar repetitive transient events with a trigger for consistent data acquisition [1,2]. The 
locomotive induced excitation and the presence of the intermittent wheel flats produces signals which are 
non-stationary. This observation can be confirmed by visual inspection of the time histories in Figure 5 
alone. Hence, ensemble averaging across the entire time history produces an aggregate and would simply 
combine the steadier lower level vibration with the high amplitude transient events. As such the effects of 
individual events are not apparent. 
The objective of the effort herein is to examine the separation of the time variant signals via Short Time 
Fourier Transform (STFT) methods. Spectral estimation with the STFT will first be discussed and 
extended to computation of a time variant coherence function and coherent output power. The 
development will then be applied to the train pass-by data to gain insight into the effects of the airborne 
transmission path on the prototype isolation platform vibration. 

2 Short time coherent output power 

2.1 Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT)  

The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is a method that can produce time-frequency details of 
transients and nonstationary data [6]. The STFT is based upon on the computation of the Fourier 
Transform of a finite duration sample, of a continuous signal x(t). A window function, T)w(t, , is used to 
acquire the finite sample.  
 T) x(t)w(t,= T)x(t,  (6) 
 
The window function is only defined between 0 and T , being zero elsewhere. The Fourier Transform of the 
windowed sample is:  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) dteT,twtxT,fX tf2i∫= ∞

∞−
π−  (7) 

 
Next let the window function T)w(t,  include a time shift variable, τ , and its Fourier Transform becomes: 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) dte,T,twtx,T,fX tf2i∫ τ=τ ∞

∞−
π−  (8) 
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Figure 5. Ordinary coherence function between microphone signal and 
accelerometer signals from a train pass-by.   
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By monotonically increasing the time shift variable, τ , the window "slides" through the entire data record, 
x(t) . The respective Fourier transform is then computed for each τ  value. This “sliding window” process 
is the basis of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). Time event localization is directly tied to the 
selection of the T. As T increases the spectral resolution becomes finer, but the ability to localize a time 
event is adversely affected. This is the always present time-frequency analysis dichotomy. 
In applications with a discretized data array the shift variable, τ , is an increment often expressed as a 
percentage (i.e., 5%) of the overall window length (T). The incremental shift variable, nτ ,would be an integer 
index (n) related to the FFT block size (N): 
 
 T%Nn ≈  (9)  

If averaging is desired the Fourier transforms from a sequence of adjacent time records can be processed. 
For example, the autospectrum with K ensemble averages may be computed by:  
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∑ ττ=τ
=

++
K

1k
knkn

*
nxx ,T,fX,T,fX

KT
1k,,T,fG . (10) 

 
While the averaging improves the convergence of the spectral quantities, it ultimately decreases the time 
localization capability. The time event localization is now related to the window time (T), the number of 
averages and the overlap shift. Again the time-frequency dichotomy is apparent, as the frequency domain 
description improves the time event localization is sacrificed and vice versa.  

2.2 Short Time Fourier Transform Coherence  

The time variant coherence function between input (x) and output (y) signals can be expressed as 
 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )k,,T,fGk,,T,fG

k,,T,fG)k,,T,f(G
k,,T,f

nyynxx

n
*
xynxy

n
2
xy ττ

ττ
=τγ  (11) 

 
where Gxx( k,,T,f nτ ), Gyy( k,,T,f nτ ) are averaged time variant autospectral functions; Gxy( k,,T,f nτ ) 
is the averaged time variant cross-spectrum. The convergence and variance of the coherence improves as 
the number of averages increase, but again at the expense of the time event localization. Hence, 
compromises are necessary in the selection of the processing parameters to balance the trade offs. 
Equation (5) can be adapted to the time variant data by substituting the STFT output spectrum,

( )k,,T,fG nyy τ , and the time variant coherence in Equation (11). 
 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )k,,T,fGk,,T,f1k,,T,fGk,,T,fk,,T,fG nyyn

2
xynyyn

2
xynyy ττγ−+ττγ=τ  (12) 

 
It is this time variant COP and ICOP that will ultimately be used to examine the time varying vibration 
sources for the isolation platform.  

3 Source separation via short time coherent output power 

The STFT spectrum for the platform vibration during a train passage is shown in Figure 6. The STFT 
spectrum was computed with record time T=1.65 s; spectral resolution Δf=1.25 Hz; sliding window shift  
percentage %T=6%; number of spectral averages K= 25; and a Hanning widow. The outcome is a three 
dimensional analysis of the frequency content with respect to time. The analysis shows relatively constant  
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lower  amplitude response below 20 Hz for the entire time record. The higher frequency content above 60 
Hz at the beginning of the record correlates in time to the passage of the locomotive. Occasionally high 
amplitude values up to 100 Hz are readily apparent at distinct times, due to the wheel flat interaction with 
the rail. The STFT spectrum for the corresponding acoustic signal is shown in Figure 7. The STFT 
spectrum content coincides with the high level test floor vibration in the 60-80 Hz frequency range at the 
beginning of the record that coincides with the passage of the locomotive.  
 

Figure 6. Prototype isolation platform vibration Short Time Fourier Transform spectrum for a train 
pass-by.  

Figure 7. Acoustic signal Short Time Fourier Transform spectrum for a train pass-by.  
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Figure 9. Time variant isolation platform vibration coherent with acoustic signal for a train pass-by. 

Figure 8. Time variant coherence function between microphone signal and isolation platform 
accelerometer for a train pass-by. 
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The time variant coherence between the sound pressure and the isolation floor vibration is shown in Figure 
8. The function shows a high level of coherence in the first ten seconds in the 60-80 Hz frequency range. 
In general, higher coherence is obtained in the 60-80 frequency range is also observed intermittently as the 
train traverses past the test site. 
Inspection of the time variant coherence function supports the utilization of a single input-single output 
models for separation airborne and ground transmission paths. The single input model (Figure 2) is 
implemented using the acoustic signal as the system input and the isolation floor vibration as the output. 
The ground excitation is treated as an extraneous incoherent source added at the output. This approach 
was selected because of the desire to directly demonstrate causality between the airborne acoustic source 
and floor response. 
The coherent output power (i.e., Equation 5) can now be applied to separate the effects of the airborne and 
ground vibration sources. The time variant floor vibration coherent with the acoustic signal is shown in 
Figure 9. The result shows a significantly high response between 60 and 80 Hz for approximately the first 
10 seconds of the train passage. Afterwards the level drops by over 20 dB in all frequency ranges. This 
outcome provides compelling evidence that the airborne acoustic excitation from the locomotive was 
affecting the prototype isolation platform response. The remaining incoherent portion is indicative of the 
platform response once the site is enclosed by the building. Hence, incoherent time frequency spectra can 
be used to gain a more representative prediction of the final design performance and assess the site 
suitability.  

4 Summary 

Coherence source identification methods require 1) the inputs to be readily identifiable; 2) characteristic 
signals readily obtainable; and 3) the data is stationary, or at least repeatable via a trigger, to allow spectral 
convergence through ensemble averaging. In the application discussed herein, the candidate sources were 
readily identifiable, but the data was non-stationary. The non-stationary spectral characteristics were 
addressed by time-frequency analysis based upon the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). A sliding 
window type of ensemble averaging of the STFT slices was added. The averaging permitted the time 
variant coherence to be calculated. The inclusion of the averaging comes at the cost of degrading the time 
event localization, an example of the typical time-frequency dichotomy. Data processing parameters have 
to be selected carefully to balance the respective needs of the time event localization versus frequency 
resolution. The coherent output power was extended to time variant spectra providing a means to 
investigate temporal causality between excitation sources and an output.  
The method was applied to separate the effects between acoustic airborne and ground vibration sources on 
the response of a prototype isolation platform located outside near a rail line. The time variant spectra 
showed high level acoustic response when the locomotives were in close proximity. The application of the 
time variant coherence and coherent output power confirmed that the isolation platform was being 
significantly affected by the airborne acoustic signal from the locomotive. The separation allowed a more 
accurate evaluation of the expected response when the isolation platform is located inside a building.  
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Abstract 
Signal Based and Time Based are the two basic architectures for synchronizing dynamic signal 

acquisition.    In Signal Based synchronization, clocks and triggers are physically connected between 

systems.   This provides the highest precision synchronization but has limitations on distance.   In many 

dynamic signal acquisition applications size and distance constrains physically connecting the systems 

needed for making measurements though the inter-channel phase information of simultaneously sampled 

signals is crucial.   In Time Based synchronization, system components have a common reference of what 

time it is.   Events, triggers and clocks can be generated based on this time.  This is an overview with 

examples of how signal and time based references like GPS, IRIG-B and IEEE-1588 can be used to 

correlate and synchronize dynamic signal measurements anywhere in the world without a direct 

connection between the measurement systems.     

1 Introduction 

It can be very useful to correlate data acquired from different dynamic signal acquisition systems such as 

accelerometers and microphones simultaneously while maintaining the phase and amplitude relationships 

with precise timing.   To achieve this synchronization, devices in the system must either have direct access 

to timing signals from a common source, or the devices must synchronize their individual clocks in order 

share a common time base. There are advantages and disadvantages to both methods of device 

synchronization.  

In Signal Based synchronization for dynamic signal acquisition, clocks and triggers are physically 

connected between systems.   Typically this provides the highest precision synchronization    In the case 

of large structures like bridges, distance constrains physically connecting the timing signals of the systems 

needed for making measurements though the inter-channel phase information of simultaneously sampled 

signals can be crucial.  In Time Based synchronization, system components have a common reference of 

what time it is.   Events, triggers and clocks can be generated based on this time.  For long distances you 

can use a variety of time references including IRIG-B, GPS, and IEEE-1588 to correlate and synchronize 

measurements without a direct connection between the measurement systems. 

2 Signal Based Architectures 

In systems where the devices are located within a few meters, sharing a common timing signal is generally 

the easiest and most accurate method of synchronization. Backplane synchronization schemes such as PXI 

(PCI eXtensions for Instruments) are ideal for high-accuracy, high-speed acquisition, and with 

multichassis synchronization modules, can be extended over long distances. For example, a set of modular 

instruments in a PXI chassis all share a common 10 Mhz clock signal from the backplane, enabling event 

synchronization to less than one nanosecond. To accurately use a common timing signal, a device must be 
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calibrated to account for the signal propagation delay from the timing source to the device. Sharing a 

common timing signal becomes unfeasible when the distance between devices increase. 

PXI provides multiple signal based synchronization options including a system timing slot, Star Triggers, 

10 Mhz clock, Synch pulse, and Trigger bus.   These synchronization options provide trigger skew in the 

tens of picoseconds range with trigger latencies less than a nanosecond.   

In order to synchronize dynamic signal acquisition devices (DSA) in a PC based architecture such as PXI 

you typically need to be able to provide three timing signals.  Two of the signals are triggers.  These are 

the Sync Pulse which resets the device’s internal counters and ADCs as well as the Start Trigger which 

begins an acquisition.  The third signal is a 10MHz clock.  The DSA device will phase lock loop (PLL) its 

internal clock to this 10MHz signal.   (Figure 1) 

 
Figure 1. PXI bus architecture 

 

The University of California at San Diego (UCSD) instrumented a bridge testbed on the Voight Drive / 

Interstate-5 overcrossing using these synchronization techniques. (Fraser et al, 2006)  The goal was to 

develop a synchronized video camera/sensor monitoring and decision support system for Structural 

Integrity applications.    They integrated image and sensor data acquisition into a single computer based on 

PXI running LabVIEW providing hardware synchronization between the sensors and cameras used in the 

system.   (Figure 2) 

 

In this system, synchronized acceleration and video are recorded continuously. All systems operate on-line 

via a high speed wireless Internet network, allowing real-time control and data transmission. The current 

data is suitable for performing system identification of the dynamic response associated with 

vehicle/structure interaction. The testbed is a sensor network including accelerometers, strain gauges, fiber 

optic strain gages, electrical resistance strain gages, cameras, thermocouples, thermisters, humidity probes, 

magnetometers, as well as other motion and environmental sensors. The dynamic motion sensors are 

utilized to capture the bridge’s vertical, horizontal, and torsional dynamic response while the 

environmental sensors can be used to correlate dynamic response characteristics with environmental 

factors (such as temperature and relative humidity) and to monitor / correlate sensor response to 

temperature.  (Figure 3) 
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Figure 2. UCSD Structural Health Monitoring Architecture 

 

 

Figure 3.  Synchronized imaging and vibration measurements at UCSD Powell Laboratory Smart Bridge 

Testbed 

To create a system scalable to thousands of channels which might be required in a large microphone array 

or structure like a bridge, multiple PC based controllers and chassis are needed.   In this architecture, a 

master chassis controls timing and triggering while slave chassis distribute clocks, control local 

acquisition and store data to disk.   

For DSA devices like the PXI-446X and PXI-449X, specialized timing and synchronization modules like 

the PXI-665X override the 10 Mhz reference clocks on the instrumentation backplane with a high-stability 

OCXO 10 Mhz clock.  Cables of matched lengths distribute the timing and triggering signals throughout 
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the system, allowing up to 200 meters of instrumentation chassis separation while still maintaining tight 

synchronization between hundreds of channels at less than 0.3 degrees of phase mismatch at up to 93 kHz. 

 

100 square meters appears to be a practical limit for the tightest synchronization vs. proximity to the 

instrumentation.  (Figure 4)  

 

 

 

Figure 4: Signal Based precision vs. proximity 

For arrays of ICP
®
 or IEPE type sensors such as microphones and accelerometers, this can be extended 

with longer cable lengths from the instrumentation depending on the frequency of interest and constant 

current source provided.  The pre-amplifiers on these devices have a frequency response dependent on 

cable load and output level.  The low-impedance voltage signal can be readily transmitted, over ordinary 

two-wire or coaxial cables over long cable distances and used in dirty field or factory environments with 

little degradation.  There is a linear connection between supply current and the ability to drive long cables. 
You should only be concerned about using long cable lengths with IEPE sensors if you are interested in a 

frequency range of more than 10 kHz and using a cable longer than 100m.   

 

3 Time Based Synchronization 

The wide geographical area that a bridge or other large civil structures occupies can separate the sensors 

over long distances.    The real-time requirements inherent with many of the measurements call for 

advanced synchronization techniques to work over a large area. The traditional method of signal based 

synchronization by sharing a sample clock signal via coaxial cables is not practical for more than 100m.  

In these situations, time based or distributed clock synchronization becomes necessary. Using this 

approach, devices act on timing signals originating from a local clock which is synchronized to the other 

clocks in the system.  All message based time transfer technologies work fundamentally the same way. 

One entity periodically communicates the current time while another adjusts the clock accordingly without 

the need of running timing cables to each measurement system.  In addition, the data is always time 

stamped to a global time standard which allows the association of data with data sets from other 
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systems.Examples of distributed clock synchronization include devices synchronized to a GPS satellite, a 

PC’s internal clock synchronized to an NTP time server, or a group of devices participating in the IEEE 

1588 protocol. Instead of sharing timing signals directly, these devices periodically exchange information 

and adjust their local timing sources to match each other.  GPS technology has been available for some 

time and is relatively easy to implement wirelessly.   IEEE-1588 is a promising instrumentation 

technology and the techniques described here will be comparable to GPS.   The initial standard was 

published in 2002 and only supports point-to-point connections.   IEEE-1588-2008 includes 

synchronization on switched networks.   

The synchronization of distributed clocks requires a continuous process. A clock is essentially a two part 

device, consisting of a frequency source and an accumulator. In theory, if two clocks were set identically 

and their frequency sources ran at the exact same rate, they would remain synchronized indefinitely. In 

practice, however, clocks are set with limited precision, frequency sources run at slightly different rates, 

and rate of a frequency source changes over time and temperature. Most modern electronic clocks use a 

crystal oscillator as a frequency source. The frequency of a crystal oscillator varies due to initial 

manufacturing tolerance, temperature and pressure changes, and aging. Because of these inherent 

instabilities, distributed clocks must continually be synchronized to match each other in frequency and 

phase. 

Global Positioning System (GPS) time synchronization, which requires no direct connection between the 

measurement subsystems, can be used for this situation. GPS enables measurement systems to make 

synchronized measurements over the largest areas. (Figure 5)  This is due to the nature of GPS which 

provides a method of sharing timing signals without the need of running timing cables to each 

measurement system.  Another benefit to GPS is that your data is always time stamped to a global time 

standard which allows you to associate your data with data sets from other systems which are also 

synchronized to GPS with a high level of confidence. 

 

Figure 5. Signal and Time Based Precision vs. Proximity 

The tightness of synchronization is an important factor to consider when determining which kind of 

synchronization scheme is required.  With a cabled synchronization solution, you can achieve the tightest 
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accuracy possible, but the architecture of you system is constrained by the length of the cables.  With a 

GPS synchronization scheme, the timing accuracy is reduced due to the error in the GPS signals, but there 

are no restrictions on the lengths of the timing cables since there aren’t any.  

 

3.1 Testing Time Based Synchronization 

A big question is what level of phase matching can you expect with a distributed data acquisition system 

that is synchronized via GPS or other time based systems.   Below are results which show the typical 

amount of phase mismatch in time between the signal based and time based synchronization schemes.  In 

each case, the same signal from a function generator (1 kHz sine wave) was provided to two dynamic 

signal acquisition modules, each in a different PXI chassis.   

In these tests, a PXI timing module, the PXI-6682, was connected to a disciplined 10 Mhz clock in each 

chassis and was used to generate triggers to the dynamic signal acquisition modules to provide the best 

synchronization.   This module provides GPS time, location, and velocity; IRIG-B decoding; and an 

improved implementation of IEEE 1588.  This provides the capability for time-stamping and triggering 

measurements or events across large physical objects or distances. In addition, you can use the PXI-6682 

to synchronize the start of distributed PXI systems at specified future times.  

This module has the ability to generate triggers based on GPS time (these are called Future Time Events in 

the NI-Sync API).  Future Time Events are used to stay synchronized to the GPS signal so it does not 

continuously drift as a non-disciplined clock does.  For the best measurement synchronization needed for 

higher frequency dynamic signal acquisition, the 10 MHz clock needs to be disciplined to GPS.  There is a 

rubidium clock source on each GPS satellite which is calibrated so that between any two satellites there is 

no more than 200ns of skew.  The phase difference between the signals was calculated and plotted on a 

graph.  This process was repeated many times. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Mismatch results using cabled synchronization between two PXI chassis with PXI-4462 

dynamic signal acquisition devices. 
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Figure 7: Mismatch results using GPS synchronization techniques between two PXI chassis with 

PXI-4462 devices.  These results represent 24 hours of continuous testing. 

 

From these results in Figures 6 & 7, you can see that the cabled synchronization method provides very 

tight synchronization which does not vary from acquisition to acquisition.  On the other hand, the GPS 

synchronization results do have some variation.  This variation is due to the difference between the GPS 

disciplined 10MHz clock and you can see how the clock is continually corrected over time.     

          

The results are presented as mismatch in terms of time (Figure 8).  Typically, phase mismatch 

requirements are given in degrees.  Here’s a chart which shows some common phase mismatch 

requirements in degrees and how they correspond to a mismatch in time.   

 

 ±0.5◦ ±1◦ ±5◦ 

10 kHz 

20 kHz 

92 kHz 

±139 ns 

±69 ns 

±15 ns 

±278 ns 

±139 ns 

±30 ns 

±1.39 µs 

±694 ns 

±150 ns 

Figure 8: Correlation between phase mismatch in degrees and mismatch in time at different input 

bandwidths. 

92 kHz was the maximum frequency range of the input of the modules being tested. With a typical 

synchronization mismatch of ±25ns, GPS synchronization is still tight enough to solve all but the most 

stringent synchronization requirements from modal analysis to acoustic beamforming. 

 

Since no cabling between PXI chassis is required for synchronization, in order to expand a measurement 

system you only need to duplicate a GPS synchronized node.  Figure 9 shows how a system can be 

expanded.  GPS allows flexibility in the overall system architecture.  Each of the nodes does not need to 

be identical.  For example, in many applications the sensors are not equally distributed over the test area.  

This means that the measurement devices also need to have a similar physical distribution.  With GPS 

synchronization, one node may contain only 16 channels while another has 400 channels.   
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Figure 9. Expansion of a single GPS synchronized measurement system.  Each node may contain a 

different number of measurement channels. 

When multiple systems are synchronized together, a coordinator is required to get all of the systems 

working together.  The coordinator is responsible for querying all of the systems for their current times, 

calculating the best time to send a future time event and relaying the results back to each system.  The 

coordinator software can reside on any PC which can communicate with all of the measurement systems 

over TCP/IP. (Figure 10) It could even reside on one of the measurement systems. 

 

 

Figure 10. Basic communication flow between coordinator and measurement systems. 

 

Once the data is acquired, the most common processes are to: 

 Save the data to the local hard drive for post processing.  

 Stream the data to a central server over TCP/IP for live monitoring.  

 Perform analysis on the data as it is being acquired and return results to central server.  

Typically, not just one of these is performed in an application, rather a combination of them.  The GPS 

examples linked below will save all of the data to the local hard drive as well as stream a single channel 

over TCP/IP to the “Coordinator”.  This allows for some basic monitoring of the data as it is being 

acquired.  Once the acquisition is complete, the data files from each measurement system can be combined 

in a single location for processing or data storage 
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3.2 Practical Examples of Time Based Synchronization Architectures 

In testing components or structures with the objective of obtaining a mathematical description of dynamic 

or vibration behavior require the data between certain sensors like accelerometers be tightly synchronized 

as to phase and amplitude.   This can be challenging when attempting to synchronize multiple dynamic 

signal acquisition systems distributed throughout a structure like a bridge.  For example, the Donghai 

Bridge in China provided some unique challenges for synchronization due to the hundreds of dynamic 

signals from accelerometers that need to be monitored.     The Donghai Bridge stretches across the East 

China Sea connecting Shanghai to Yangshan Island.   It has a full length of over 32 km. and has a cable-

stayed structure of over 1300 ft (420 m.) making it one of the longest in Asia.     

The monitoring systems for the bridge are of a large scale with a variety of parameters to be monitored 

and transmitted.     Comparable to the system described at the UCSD Smart Bridge Testbed, the overall 

systems of each contains a variety of sensors connected to systems for data acquisition, wired and wireless 

data transmission systems, and software for structural analysis and database access.    

The measurement systems for the Donghai Bridge are spread though the bridge body. The bridge is 

divided into several segments, each of which includes a data acquisition station connected to a GPS 

receiver. The distances between these stations are several to tens of kilometers. The overall data 

acquisition system is composed of these data acquisition stations distributed at selected spots along the 32 

km. long bridge (Figure 11).    

 

 

Figure 11.  Data Acquisition Systems distributed throughout the Donghai Bridge 

Each station hosts the sensors in its vicinity. The functionality of each station is as follows: data 

acquisition in a variety of formats in accordance with the type of sensors being connected, signal 

conditioning, data processing and management, and data transmission to the host system.    Over 400 

accelerometers alone are monitored on a continual basis.   The system was deployed in the construction 
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phase of the bridge because the design required detailed analysis and has been in operation continuously 

since opened in 2005.       

 

Figure 12.  Data Acquisition System Station for Accelerometers in Donghai Bridge 

 

3.2.1 On-line monitoring of resonance frequencies of the Donghai Bridge 

In order to monitor a bridge's health status some measurements are needed to be tracked in real-time.   In 

particular, in the case of the Donghai Bridge, it was highly desired to monitor the resonance frequencies in 

real-time from systems monitoring dynamic signals not directly connected.     

  

In the Donghai Bridge example, data from accelerometers around the main navigation span are used to 

identify the corresponding resonance frequencies. The well-synchronized acceleration data from these 

accelerometers is timestamped at each station and then transmitted over the network to the monitoring 

center. A LabVIEW program uses the multi-channel data to form a 2D-array.     

  

This multi-channel signal is then decimated to a reasonable rate for accommodating the targeting 

resonance frequency range. After this, for identification effect and computation speed, the decimated 

signal is simultaneously filtered into several properly chosen sub frequency bands, in each of which an 

RSSI algorithm is applied to the filtered signal. After an initialization procedure of the RSSI algorithm, the 

resulting frequencies are produced over time, forming frequency-time curves, and the speed of 
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computation is managed to be fast enough. Thus, the resonance frequencies of interest of the bridge are 

successfully being tracked on-line. Figure 13 shows this process schematically. 

 
 

Figure 13: On-line modal frequency monitoring schematic diagram 

Figure 14 shows one instance of the resulting frequency-time curves of the Donghai Bridge. From this 

figure, it is clear that after a period of initialization, the frequency-time curves are being produced; and 

after a settling stage, the curves become very stable over time. With this method, the important resonance 

frequencies of the bridge can be tracked in real-time, which is necessary for better bridge health 

monitoring solutions. 

 

Figure 14: On-line tracked resonance frequencies of the Donghai Bridge 

4 CONCLUSION 

These are examples of how PC based instrumentation using signal and time based architectures have made 

it possible to design large channel count dynamic signal acquisition and break the barriers of distance. 

These systems can maintain a tight phase relationships between a large number of dynamic signal sensors 

over long distances.    This adds a great deal of flexibility in the development of an integrated architecture 

for monitoring large structures that combine data acquisition, data transmission and data architecture for 

improved monitoring of dynamic signals over long periods of time and distance.   
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Abstract
Sound synthesis methods aim at the auralization of the sound produced by a physical sound source as it
is heard by a listener at an arbitrary location. In order to suit the synthesis approach, the physical source
is represented by an acoustic equivalent source model which behaves similar in the far field. However, it
is not straightforward to determine the number, the position, the type, . . . of source descriptors needed in
the equivalent model for achieving a certain model accuracy. Moreover, the quantification of the source
descriptors is a very difficult task. This paper presents the results of a numerical study on some equivalent
source models and quantification techniques used to model a cavity backed plate. The study serves as input
for the experimental validation that is currently being performed at the K.U.Leuven.

1 Introduction

Auralization is the process of rendering audible the sound field of a physical sound source in a space, in
such a way as to simulate the listening experience at a given position in the modeled space. Auralization
becomes an ever more important aspect of product development and it is often very useful in the treatment of
NVH-related problems nowadays. The process of auralization is realized by modeling the physical source in
a sound synthesis model. Although some synthesis procedures exist that work purely in time domain, there
are numerous advantages of working partially in frequency domain [1], as in the procedure outlined in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Overview of the sound synthesis procedure.

The five-step sound synthesis procedure starts with a source - transmission path - receiver model for the
prediction of the time-frequency spectrum of the sound field produced by the active source at the receiver
location. Step I represents the modeling of the physical sound source with the substitution monopole tech-
nique (SMT) [2, 3, 4]. In this way, the source is described in an appropriate form to become applicable in
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the synthesis procedure. The transfer paths (TPs) between the source and the receiver are determined ex-
perimentally or numerically in step II [5, 6]. Combination of the first two steps enables the calculation of
the time-frequency spectrum at the receiver position (step III). A discretization in time is unavoidable when
dealing with non stationary sources. When moving sources or receivers are considered, also a discretization
in space is necessary and different sets of TPs must be determined. Once the monaural or binaural time-
frequency spectrum at the receiver position is determined, a time signal of the sound is synthesized in step
IV based on the different characteristics of the sound, for instance the different orders in an engine spec-
trum [7]. The sound synthesis process is considered to be of good quality when listeners cannot distinguish
the synthesized sound from the measured sound at the receiver position (step V).

Sound source reconstruction techniques like Fourier based methods (including both acoustic holography
(AH) and near field acoustic holography (NAH) [8]), Helmholtz-Kirchhoff equation based boundary element
methods (HK-BEMs) [9] and equivalent sources methods (ESMs) [10] reconstruct the velocity patterns that
occur on the boundaries of the active physical source. All these methods are in theory applicable in the sound
synthesis procedure outlined in Fig. 1 for the forward prediction of the sound field radiated by the physical
source. However, the restrictions on source geometry ((N)AH) and the high computational effort (BEMs and
ESMs) restrict the practical use of the methods.
Acoustic equivalent source (AES) models represent the physical sound source with only a limited amount
of elementary source descriptors (pistons, monopoles, dipoles, . . . ) distributed on the surface of the physi-
cal source. When monopoles are used as source descriptors, the AES method is often called ’substitution
monopole technique (SMT)’ [2, 3]. The number of unknown source descriptors is considerably smaller in
AES models as compared to the unknowns in source reconstruction models, since AES models do not aim at
the reconstruction of the velocity patterns on the physical source, but only at the construction of the far field
sound field radiated by the source. Apart from their high computational efficiency, AES models allow easy
combination with the TP-approach and are therefore generally applied in sound synthesis models.

Two problems must be addressed when constructing an AES model. On the one hand, the number, the po-
sition, the possible interactions and the type of elementary source descriptors must be determined. On the
other hand, the quantification of the different elementary source descriptors in the model has to be addressed.
This paper evaluates some AES models of a cavity backed plate. Quantification based on structural velocities
is compared with quantification based on indicator pressures and quantification based on indicator particle
velocities.

The next section discusses the set-up, while the performance of the different AES models is outlined in
section 3. The conclusions are stated afterwards.

2 Case study: A cavity backed plate

The physical setup on which the numerical study described in this paper is based, is shown on the left side
of Fig. 2. The setup consists basically of a rectangular box with outer dimensions 500 mm by 400 mm by
550 mm. Each sidewall consists of two 50 mm spaced wooden panels. The space between the panels is filled
with sand to ensure the sound radiation of the sidewalls remains low. The top side of the box is covered by
a 3 mm thick aluminum plate that forms the main sound radiating part of the box. The edges of the plate
are clamped by a heavy 10 mm thick rectangular steel frame as can bee seen on Fig. 2 (left). In the physical
setup, the plate is excited by a loudspeaker mounted at the bottom of the box.

The meshes used for this numerical study are shown on the right hand side of Fig. 2. The geometry was kept
very simple in order to keep the mesh-time as short as possible. Details of the clamping and the enlargement
at the top of the box (see Fig. 2, left) are omitted. Since the geometrical deviations from a rectangular box
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are only in the order of centimeters, they can (besides a scattering effect) be neglected since the smallest
acoustical wavelength of interest is ≈ 0.17 m (2 kHz). A structural Finite Element (FE) mesh of the plate
(300 mm x 400 mm x 3 mm) was first created. Although the aluminum plate measures 400 mm by 500 mm
in the physical setup, only a plate of 300 mm by 400 mm is modeled since 50 mm of the plate is clamped
on each side of the plate, see Fig. 2 (left). The mesh consists of 1200 (30 by 40) equally sized, rectangular,
4-noded shell elements and 1271 (31 by 41) nodes and is expected to yield accurate results up to 3.4 kHz
(10 elements per wavelength λ [m]). The structural mesh of the plate is expanded to a Boundary Element
(BE) mesh that covers the geometry of the remainder of the box too. This acoustic BE mesh (300 mm by
400 mm by 550 mm) contains 10100 rectangular, 4-noded elements and 10102 nodes and is also expected
to yield accurate results up to 3.4 kHz. The sidewalls and bottom are considered perfectly rigid and the rigid
floor is modeled by a symmetry plane. The box is positioned 50 mm above this floor, as in the physical setup.

The system is considered weakly coupled in the numerical study. For ease, the loudspeaker was not modeled.
The in-vacuo plate is loaded with a harmonic normal point force. The point force is located near a corner of
the plate in order to prevent excitation at the nodal lines of the low-order structural modes. The resulting dis-
placement fields are transformed to equivalent normal velocity boundary conditions for the weakly-coupled
acoustic BE model of the cavity and its unbounded surroundings. All analyzes are performed up to 2 kHz
with a frequency resolution of 10 Hz.

Figure 2: (left) physical setup of the cavity backed plate; (right) Numerical model of the cavity backed plate.
Boundary element (BE) mesh of the box, and finite element (FE) mesh of the plate.

The performance of the different AES models and quantification techniques is evaluated in a field point at
3.7 m from the cavity backed plate, at a height of 1.1 m above the reflecting plane.
Regarding the reconstruction of the pressure amplitude in the field point, it is evident that the predictions
near resonances are more important as compared to (often masked) amplitudes at off-resonances and espe-
cially at anti-resonances. In order to determine the uncoupled resonance frequencies of the aluminum plate,
a structural modal analysis was performed on the FE mesh. Table 1 lists the resulting eigenfrequencies and
mode shapes. Each mode is described by the number of nodal lines along the length, respectively width, of
the plate.

Regarding the reconstruction of the phase information in the field point, it is not important to predict the
absolute phase. However, the phase relative to the reference must be correctly predicted for all frequencies
of interest. For example for engine sound, the phase relations between the different orders are indispensable
for good sound synthesis and for the perception of roughness. Therefore, the wrapped relative phase shift
with respect to a reference model (model R, see further) is considered in the figures in the next section.

All AES models used in this paper use monopoles as their source descriptors. Monopoles suit well the TP
approach and are less difficult to work with compared to dipoles or quadrupoles. A monopole source can be
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Nr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Shape 0-0 1-0 0-1 2-0 1-1 2-1 3-0 0-2
Freq. [Hz] 236 395 555 658 700 944 1017 1040
Nr. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Shape 1-2 3-1 2-2 4-0 0-3 4-1 3-2 1-3
Freq. [Hz] 1176 1287 1406 1468 1686 1725 1732 1816

Table 1: Calculated mode shapes (below 2 kHz) of the rectangular 3 mm thick aluminum plate.

represented as a pulsating sphere, whose radius a [m] is considerably smaller than the wavelength of sound,
i.e. ka ¿ 1 where k = ω/c [−] is the wave number, ω [s−1] being the circular frequency and c [ms−1]
the speed of sound. Sound pressure level and radiated sound power are not appropriate for the quantification
of the monopoles since they undergo large variations under modified environments and because compatible
TPs are often not available. All monopoles are therefore quantified by their volume velocity Q [m3s−1].
The radiated sound power W [kgm2s−3] in free field is given by Eq.( 1) with ρ [kgm−3] the density of the
propagating medium.

W = ρc|Q|2k2/8π (1)

AES models with 1 to 25 monopoles are discussed. The influence of placing some monopoles on the non
radiating surfaces of the box is also briefly considered (see next section).

3 Discussion of the results

After presenting the reference model, the performance of the different AES models is compared. The dis-
cussion of the results is organized according to the quantification technique used to determine the volume
velocity Q of each monopole in the AES model. After discussing the quantification based on structural
velocities, the quantification based on indicator pressures is given. The section ends with the results of indi-
cator particle velocity quantification and an introduction on some faster, though less accurate, quantification
techniques.

3.1 Reference model R

For the reference model, the frequency dependant structural displacements calculated in the previous section
are imposed as acoustic normal velocity boundary conditions on all 1200 BE that represent the plate. All
other elements, i.e. the sidewalls and the bottom, are kept rigid. The resulting field point pressure is calcu-
lated by the indirect BEM procedure and serves as a reference solution in the evaluation of the different AES
models discussed in this paper.

3.2 Quantification based on structural velocities (X*)

The velocity distribution at the sound radiating surface is often used to determine the volume velocity of the
monopoles in the AES model. The source surface is divided into a number (N) of areas ∆Si with (averaged)
normal velocity ẋi. Each area is then seen as an acoustical source with a volume velocity according to Eq. 2
and 3, when the structural velocity, respectively acceleration, is measured.
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Qi = ẋi ·Ai, i = 1..N (2)

Qi = ẍi/jω ·Ai, i = 1..N (3)

Models X.a. and X.b. use 9, respectively 25, monopoles quantified by these equations. The position of
the monopoles is shown in Fig. 3.I and 3.II. Numerical instabilities in the evaluation of the Green’s kernel
function used in the BEM procedure, prevent a positioning of the monopoles exactly on the surface of the
source. For all models discussed in this paper, all monopoles are shifted 1 mm upwards to avoid this problem.
Fig. 4 shows the results of both models with respect to the reference model. The phase of both models is
only valid up to 300 Hz, but the amplitude is clearly better predicted by the 25 monopole model (X.b.). For
the latter, an amplitude difference of 1 dB with respect to the reference first occurs only around 1020 Hz (3-0
mode of the plate), while the 9 monopole model (X.a.) appears to have already a 10 dB difference at the first
mode around 240 Hz.

Figure 3: Different configurations used in the discussed AES models.
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Figure 4: Resulting field point pressures, with respect to the reference model R, for the models with a
quantification based on structural velocities: X.a. (9 monopoles) and X.b. (25 monopoles).

3.3 Quantification based on indicator pressures (P*)

When the quantification is based on indicator pressures, the volume velocity of each (N) monopole in the
model is based on the inversion of Eq. 4, with N unknown volume velocities and M measured indicator pres-
sures. In practice, the transfer functions HPi/Qj

[Pa/m3

s ] can either be measured or calculated numerically.
For reasons of numerical stability, the transfer functions are determined in a reciprocal way in this work.
A monopole source with unit amplitude is positioned at the specific indicator point and the resulting sound
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pressure is evaluated at the position of the monopoles.

The distance at which the indicator pressures are measured is important for the determination of the source
strengths. In order to comply with the practical restrictions that are often present around a physical source,
the distance cannot be too large. However, closer to the source, the determination of the transfer functions be-
comes harder and small deviations of the transfer functions result in large variations of the source strengths.
A study of the influence of the distance was out of the scope of this research and a distance of 40 mm between
the indicator positions and the surface of the source is used for all calculations.

The ill-conditioned behavior of the (transfer function) matrix of similar problems (especially source recon-
struction problems) is discussed exhaustively in literature [11] . In many cases, the application of regu-
larization (stabilization) techniques like truncated singular value decomposition or Tikhonov regularization
are necessary for the achievement of physical results. For all problems treated in this paper however, the
transfer function matrix is very well conditioned (because of the high overdetermination) and regularization
techniques do not change the results of the inversion. Hence, regularization was omitted here for reasons of
simplicity and generality.

Models P.a., P.b. and P.c. use 1, respectively 5 and 9, monopoles at locations indicated in Fig. 3III-V. The
monopoles are all quantified by Eq. 4, using 25 pressures. The 25 indicator positions are located in a plane
40 mm above the vibrating plate, above the points indicated in Fig. 3II. The amount of indicators must be
at least twice the amount of monopoles to ensure the overdetermination remains high and hence, the condi-
tion number remains low. The results are shown in Fig. 5 (left). As expected, the accuracy of the models
increases when the number of source descriptors raises. The 1-monopole model is only valid up to about
300 Hz; a lot of resonance peaks in the frequency region up to 2 kHz are even completely absent in the
synthesized spectrum. The 5-monopole model is valid up to about 600 Hz, while this limit raises to 1000 Hz
for the 9-monopole model. The location of these frequencies is mainly driven by the relation between the
number of monopoles and the wavelength. Two to three measurement points per acoustical wavelength are
needed for a good model. Comparing Figs. 4 and 5 shows that the methods based on quantification using
indicator pressures outperforms the methods based on velocity of the structure, when a similar amount of
measurement points and a sufficient number of source descriptors is used.

{ P1
...

PM

}
=


H P1

Q1

H P1
Q2

. . . H P1
QN

...
. . .

...
HPM

Q1

HPM
Q2

. . . HPM
QN


{ Q1

...
QN

}
(4)

In order to check the sensitivity of the position of the monopoles across the surface of the sound source, an
additional configuration P.d. was introduced. As in the configuration shown in Fig. 3IV, 5 monopoles were
first placed on the vibrating plate. Next, 1 additional monopole was placed on each (non radiating!) sidewall
to result in the configuration shown in Fig. 3VI. Besides the 25 indicator pressures described above, 9 addi-
tional indicators were placed at a distance of 40 mm of each sidewall. Fig. 5 (right) compares the resulting
field point pressure with the ones resulting from the 5 (P.b.) and 9 (P.c.) monopole model discussed before.
It is clear from this figure that this last configuration behaves almost similar to the 5 monopole configuration
of model P.b. The introduction of the 4 additional monopoles on the sidewall has no deteriorating effect, but
the improvement of placing them at the radiating plate (model P.c.: 9 monopoles on the plate) is obvious.
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Figure 5: Resulting field point pressures, with respect to the reference model R, for the models with a
quantificaton based on indicator pressures: P.a. (1 monopole), P.b. (5 monopoles), P.c. (9 monopoles), P.d.
(9 monopoles: 5 on the plate + 1 on each sidewall).

3.4 Quantification based on indicator particle velocities (V*)

Recent technological developments make quick measurement of the particle velocity V possible [12]. Simi-
lar to the 1, 5 and 9 monopole model discussed above, models V.a., V.b. and V.c. are configured according
to Fig. 3III-V. The volume velocities are now determined based on Eq. 5, with the particle velocities measu-
red in three directions at the 25 indicator positions discussed above. Fig. 6 (left) shows the resulting field
point pressures. The 1 monopole (V.a.), 5-monopole (V.b.) and 9-monopole (V.c.) models are valid up to,
respectively, 300 Hz, 600 Hz, 1000 Hz, similar to models P.a., P.b. and P.c. The 9 monopole model deviates
from the reference at the antiresonance at 630 Hz, but, generally, the model is valid up to 1000 Hz. These
upper frequency limits are again linked to the required measurement resolution of 3 points per acoustical
wavelength. A comparison with Fig. 5 (left) shows that the results are very similar to the pressure based
quantification techniques, which shows that the particle velocity based technique provides a good alternative
for the pressure based technique.
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Similar to model P.d., the configuration of Fig. 3VI was also tested here (model V.d.). The results are
shown in Fig. 6 (right). Again, it is clear that configuration V.d. behaves almost similar to the 5 monopole
configuration of model V.b. The introduction of the 4 additional monopoles on the sidewall has again no
deteriorating effect, but the model with all 9 monopoles on the plate is clearly more performant.

3.5 Faster quantification techniques

The stringent industrial demands for quicker and cheaper product development lead towards a search of new
quantification techniques. For many applications, a first quick evaluation is desired. The speed of the eva-
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Figure 6: Resulting field point pressures, with respect to the reference model R, for the models with a quan-
tificaton based on indicator particle velocities: V.a. (1 monopole), V.b. (5 monopoles), V.c. (9 monopoles),
V.d. (9 monopoles: 5 on the plate + 1 on each sidewall).

luation procedure is important, even at the cost of a reduced accuracy of the predictions. Very often, one
is interested in the shape of the resulting spectrum, rather than the absolute dB levels. In this scope, some
newer, faster and more economic techniques [13] are compared with the existing methods discussed above.
Hence, the main goal is improving the speed of the process, combined with only a limited loss of accuracy
as compared to existing methods. Similar to existing methods, the noise source is modeled as a collection of
monopole point sources on its radiating surfaces. However, the quantification technique is simplified.

A first simplification that can be made, is measuring the particle velocity only in the normal direction in stead
of in the three orthonormal directions as in Eq. 5. This results either in smaller measurement times, or in
cheaper measurement probes (1D versus 3D). In this way, Eq. 5 is reduced into Eq. 6. Model V.e. is similar
to model V.c. (9 monopoles on the plate, Fig. 3V), but Eq. 6 is used in stead of Eq. 5. The results shown in
Fig. 7 (left) indicate that both models V.c. and V.e. fail at the anti-resonance around 630 Hz. The overall
performance of both models is very similar. Measuring the particle velocity only in the normal direction
seems to be a good simplification of the original technique.
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(6)

Next, a much further simplification is introduced. In contrast with existing methods, the volume velocity Q
of each monopole is no longer determined based on the inversion of a full frequency response function
(FRF) matrix. Only a single FRF and 1 indicator (sound pressure or particle velocity) measurement close
to the source is used for the determination of the volume velocity of each monopole. The FRF relates the
pressure/particle velocity at the indicator position with the volume velocity of the according monopole. In
this way, the time-consuming measurement of a fully populated FRF matrix is avoided, together with the
matrix inversion which can be hard to perform in some cases. The main problem involved with the proposed
method is the fact that the whole radiating surface of the source contributes to the indicator measurements
in front of the monopole to be quantified and hence, errors are unavoidably introduced. In order to reduce
the effect of this problem, the indicator positions must be chosen close to the noise source under study. For
comparison, the distance of 40 mm was retained here. Furthermore, the amount of monopoles chosen in
the model determines the overall level of the predicted spectrum. Due to all errors that unavoidably occur
when using this method, only a comparison of the shape of the spectra (predicted versus real), rather than
the absolute levels can be performed in most cases. Remark however that the shape of the spectrum often
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reveals already a lot about the perceived quality of the resulting sound. Therefore, it can be very useful to
use this method in a first, quick evaluation test.
Three ’fast’ models (P.e., V.f. and V.g.) with 25 monopoles configured like in Fig. 3II are discussed below.
The indicator pressure based quantification of model P.e. is based on Eq. 7. Models V.f. and V.g. use a
quantification based on indicator particle velocities, according to Eq. 8, respectively Eq. 9. The results are
shown in Fig. 7 (right), were all predicted spectra are corrected with a factor +17 dB in order to compare
the shape of the curves easily. The figure shows that the shape of the spectrum is well predicted by al three
models. As expected, the phase is not predicted accurately and the absolute levels of the prediction were
not accurate. Remark that for simple configurations like the ones used in this paper, it might be possible to
estimate the factor (17 dB here) needed in the process by simulating how much every monopole contributes
to the indicator quantities above neighbouring monopoles. This was however not considered further, since
relatively large errors will still occur in most cases. The ’fast’ methods are not suited For the prediction of
the absolute levels.
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4 Conclusions

Prior to an experimental validation of some acoustic equivalent source (AES) models of different noise
sources, a numerical study of AES models and quantification techniques was performed on a cavity backed
plate. It was clear from the results that a quantification based on indicator pressures performs almost equal
to a quantification based on indicator particle velocities, when the same configurations are used. Measuring
the particle velocity only in the direction normal to the surface of the source does not result in a huge loss of
accuracy. As the number of monopoles in the AES model increases, the accuracy of the model is generally
better up to higher frequencies. As a rule of thumb, three or more monopoles per acoustical wavelength
are needed in the model. When additional monopoles are placed on non-radiating parts of the source, no
significant loss in accuracy is noticed compared to not placing the monopoles at all. It is however clearly
shown that the position of the monopoles on the source surface can have a huge influence on the results.

Models with a quantification based on structural velocities perform much worse compared to a quantification
based on indicator pressures or particle velocities when a similar amount of measurement points is used.
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Figure 7: Resulting field point pressures, with respect to the reference model R. Models V.c. and V.e. use 9
monopoles, quantified based on indicator particle velocities in 3D, respectively only in the direction normal
to the source surface. Models P.e., V.f. and V.g. use 25 monopoles quantified based on diagonal transfer
matrices (respectively pressure, particle velocity in 3D, particle velocity in the direction normal to the source
surface.

For low frequencies and very simple vibration patterns, structural velocity based models may nevertheless
work well when the number of measurement points is increased (Verheij, method of correlated equivalent
monopoles [5, 6]). Although the determination of the FRF-matrix is unneeded, capturing the velocity ẋi

or acceleration ẍi of the surface of the source is often time-consuming and expensive in practical cases,
especially when the sound source is not easily accessible as for e.g. an engine mounted in an engine bay.
The high amount of measurement points needed makes the monopole models with a quantification based on
the sampled structural velocity therefore unsuited for use in sound synthesis models.

5 Future work

A physical setup of the cavity backed plate was recently built. An experimental validation of the numerical
results shown in this paper is the first step to take now.
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Abstract 
Active noise control systems tend to be designed with a target on sound pressure level reduction. 
However, the perceived control efficiency for the occupants can be more accurately assessed if 
psychoacoustic metrics are taken into account. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the effect of an 
adaptive structural acoustic controller on the sound quality of engine noise in a vehicle mockup. The 
engine excitation is provided by a sound quality equivalent engine simulator, running on a real-time 
platform that delivers harmonic excitation in function of the driving condition. The controller targets a 
certain order to match a predefined profile. The controller performance is evaluated in terms of the tracked 
order amplitude and Zwicker Loudness. 

1 Introduction 

The successful development of new products relies on the capability of assessing the performance of 
conceptual design alternatives in an early design phase. In recent years, major progress was made hereto, 
based on the extensive use of virtual prototyping, particularly in the automotive industry. The novelty in 
this framework is to account for the human perception when defining product performance criteria [1,2]. 

Additionally, active control has shown the potential to enhance system dynamic performance which 
allows lighter and improved products. Research done in the last years on smart materials and control 
concepts has led to practical applications with promising results for the automotive industry [3]. However, 
to make the step to the design of active sound quality control (ASQC), the control schemes, along with 
appropriate simulation procedures, need to become an integral part of the product development process 
[4,5]. In other words, this requires: (i) the product performance metrics to be based on human perception 
attributes and (ii) the simulation models to support the specific aspects related to smart structures (active 
systems, actuators, sensors and control logic). 

In order to demonstrate the proposed simulation procedure and evaluate the effect of active control on the 
perceived sound quality (SQ), a vibro-acoustic cabin mock-up is selected (Fig. 1). It consists of a 
simplified car cavity with rigid acoustic boundary conditions. The passenger compartment (PC) and the 
engine compartment (EC) are connected through a flexible firewall which allows noise generated in the 
EC to be transmitted to the PC. A sound source placed in the EC works as a primary disturbance source. 
The primary source is driven by a real-time engine simulator, capable of delivering a harmonic excitation 
based on the engine orders’  amplitude and phase [6].  

An adaptive feedforward controller with a structural secondary actuator and an acoustic error sensor is 
proposed. The control strategy results from a modified version of the Fx-LMS [7] to which modifications 
are proposed in order to improve the convergence rate. This control strategy is described in Section 2. In 
Section 3, the modeling procedure and simulation results are presented. The experimental validation and 
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the results obtained with such controller in terms of order profiles, Specific-Loudness and 
Zwicker-Loudness [8,9] are treated in Section 4. Finally, some general conclusions are addressed in 
Section 5. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Vehicle mock-up 

2 Control Strategy 

The aim of the proposed control scheme is to achieve a pre-defined order amplitude vs. RPM profile, not 
only for constant, but also for varying engine speeds. In this way, the controller has to be capable of 
tracking changes on the disturbance and converge, fast enough, to the desired output value, eventually 
resulting in the desired order balance. 

Therefore, an adaptive feedforward strategy is proposed, which is a modified version of the standard Fx-
LMS algorithm. The first modification aims at improving the convergence speed of the adaptive scheme, 
in order to cope with changing RPMs during normal engine operation. Eventually, equalization 
capabilities are implemented to allow the tuning of order amplitudes according to the RPM, thus achieving 
the desired sound quality target in an authentic Active Sound Quality Control (ASQC) fashion. 

The improvement in convergence speed of the standard Fx-LMS [11] is achieved, initially, by 
compensating for the secondary path dynamics. Figure 2(a) and (b) show the standard and modified Fx-
LMS block diagrams, respectively. In the latter, the gradient descent method can be seen as a standard 
LMS algorithm on x̂  and )ˆ( ye + , thus with convergence rate comparable with standard LMS schemes 
[7]. The error signal used in the modified version is an estimate of the primary disturbance signal d, in this 
way, diminishing the effect of the secondary path dynamics.  

In addition to the modified Fx-LMS proposed by [7], a normalization of the reference signal is performed 
such that the convergence is optimized without destabilizing the controller. The maximum step size, µ, 
that leads to the fastest convergence without destabilizing the controller is given by Eq.(1), where L is the 
length of the FIR filter and Px  is the power of the reference signal x. 

 
xLP

2<µ  (1) 

This inequality is used to determine a variable step size in what is known as the normalized LMS (NLMS) 
algorithm [11]. In contrast with the NLMS, in this implementation, the normalization is obtained by 
filtering the reference signal through N such that, for a fixed step size, the reference signal power Px is 
optimized for convergence (Fig. 2c). 

Eventually, giving a fast converging adaptive scheme, an equalization capability is provided by the gain β 
(Fig. 2c), as suggested by [4]. However, in contrast with [4], the equalization is applied just before the 
secondary path and only there it is necessary, since the adaptive scheme is based on an estimation of d. As 
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a result of the equalization, the error signal is given by Eq.(2), where, given enough time to converge, y(n) 
should tend to d(n), which yelds the approximation in Eq.(3). 

 
Figure 2 – Adaptive feedforward control schemes: (a) Fx-LMS,  

(b) modified Fx-LMS and (c) NEX-LMS 

 )()()( nyndne β−=  (2) 

 )()1()( ndne β−≈  (3) 

Equation (3) shows that the actual system output amplitude can be controlled by adjusting the gain value 
β. The system behaves symmetrically w.r.t. β = 1 the system will reduce the order amplitude as much as 
possible. Within the interval 0 < β < 1, the system presents a residual error which is in between the passive 
order amplitude (β = 0) and minimum order amplitude (β = 1). The same holds for 1 < β < 2, although 
with opposite phase. Outside these rages, i.e., β < 0 or β > 2 the system amplifies the original order 
amplitude. 

Therefore, the proposed control scheme, hereafter referred to as NEX-LMS, features a fast converging 
adaptive algorithm based on the normalization of the reference signal and equalization capabilities, 
elements necessary for an engine sound quality controller. 
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3 System Modeling and Simulation Results 

The modeling procedure presented here is a general framework in which different control strategies can be 
implemented, revealing the functionality of such an approach to the assessment of conceptual design 
performance [1,5,11]. 

One of the key aspects in this modeling approach resides in deriving reasonably sized models that 
integrate the structural and acoustic components along with the control algorithm. In order to fulfill this 
requirement, a fully coupled finite element (FE) model of the vibro-acoustic system is written as a modal 
state-space (SS) model (Eqs. 4 and 5). As a result of using the coupled vibro-acoustic modal base, any 
combination of structural and acoustic inputs/outputs can be used for the control design, e.g., an acoustic 
source in the EC, structural sensors and actuators on the firewall and microphones on the PC. 
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where q is the vector of modal amplitudes of the Eulerian vibro-acoustic model in displacement u and 
pressure p; B and C are Boolean matrices that select input and output DoFs, respectively; F is the load 
vector, ΦΦΦΦL and ΦΦΦΦR are the left and right-eigenvector which hold the following properties: 
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where ρO is the air density, the index a refers to acoustic and s to structural DoFs, K , D and M  are the 
stiffness, damping and mass matrices, respectively, and K c is the vibro-acoustic coupling matrix; I  is the 
identity matrix, ΩΩΩΩ is the matrix of natural frequencies and ΓΓΓΓ is the modal damping matrix. For a more 
detailed description of the state-space model, the reader is referred to [10]. 

The original FE model, consisting of the firewall and the cavities, contains 24192 DoFs (23196 
unconstrained acoustic and 1026 unconstrained structural). Applying the aforementioned modal reduction, 
it has been reduced to a SS model with 2×N DoFs, related to the N kept modes, with force and volume 
velocity as inputs and displacement and pressure as outputs. The modal base was built with modes ranging 
from 0 to 400Hz, resulting in N = 107. 

For the adaptive feedforward simulations, a meta-model is needed to represent 
  as a FIR filter. As 
depicted in Fig. 3, this meta-model can be obtained with an LMS-based off-line estimation [11], where 
measurement noise is represented by ν(n). After convergence, the FIR filter W(z) resembles the secondary 
path transfer function in a completely analogous way as during the practical implementation. Eventually, 
the block diagram for simulating the adaptive control scheme can be used as in Fig. 4. 

In this implementation, the reference signal is a sine wave of constant amplitude and the same frequency 
as the targeted order.  In this fashion, the control system should behave as an adaptive notch-filter [11], 
with minimum (or none) effect on the other orders. The frequency sample used is 2kHz. The length of the 
FIR filter 
  is 2000, while W is 10. For stationary RPMs, the whole of filter N is that of a gain, which 
keeps the amplitude of the filtered reference signal as high as possible, so as to achieve convergence as 
fast as possible without destabilizing the system.  
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Figure 3 – Block diagram of the secondary path offline identification 

 
Figure 4 – Block diagrams for  the NEX-LMS simulation 

In order to have an engine-like excitation, which allows meaningful SQ measurements, a real-time engine 
simulator was used [6]. A real-time engine simulator provides a SQ-equivalent disturbance in function of 
speed, gear and load and allow the engine to be virtually driven. This platform can be used for both, 
simulation and measurements. The order cuts used here are depicted in Fig. 5 and correspond to 50km/h 
(1634rpm) and 80km/h (2694rpm) driving conditions. The excitation consists of 20 complex orders (0.5, 
1.0, 1.5, …, 10). Due to the SQ equivalence of the excitation, SQ metrics can be calculated from the 
resulting pressure signals, from which rather general conclusions can be drawn. 
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Figure 5 – Order  amplitudes for  two dr iving conditions 

The passive and active order profiles for the microphone placed at the driver’s head position are depicted 
in Fig. 6. The simulated results indicate that the controller indeed behaves like a notch filter, affecting only 
the desired order, which is an important feature towards Active Sound Quality Control. These results also 
suggest that such controllers can be added in parallel without cross-talk between them. 
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The effect of the control action on the engine sound quality can be seen in Fig. 7. The selected SQ metric 
is Zwicker Loudness, which is linearly related to the human perception of volume [8,9]. The Specific 
Loudness contours for the system with and without control can be seen in Fig. 7 for both driving 
conditions: 50km/h and 80km/h. In the former, most of the noise is due to the presence of the 2nd order, 
which when controller, reduces significantly the overall Zwicker Loudness (Tab.1). At 80km/h, the effect 
of the controller is greater in the 0~2Bark range, as only the 2nd order is controller, higher critical bands 
are not affected. 
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Figure 6 – Passive and active order  amplitudes for  (a) 50km/h and (b) 80km/h 
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Figure 7 – Specific Loudness 

(a) @ 50km/h and (b) @ 80km/h 

Table 1 - Zwicker  Loudness [Sones] 

 50km/h 80km/h 

passive 6.1 7.5 

active 2.4 5.8 
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In the next section, the numerical validity of the reduced model is illustrated by comparing FRFs from the 
original FE model with the reduced SS model and measured FRFs against the identified secondary path 
FIR filters. Also, the same engine excitation is applied to the vehicle mock-up and the results are 
compared to simulations. 

4 Experimental Validation 

Figure 8 shows the experimental setup. The structural excitation is performed with a LDS shaker (model 
V201/3), the force transducer is a PCB 208C04 and the accelerometers are PCB 352C67. Fig. 8(b) shows 
the acoustic source (LMS E-LMFVVS) placed at the EC. The microphones used are B&K 4188. For the 
system validation, either the shaker or the acoustic source were fed with white noise. The FRFs are 
measured with an Hv estimator, while input and output signals are filtered with Hanning windows. The 
controller is implemented in a modular 1006 dSpace system. 

 (a) (b) 

 
Figure 8 – Exper imental setup: (a) shaker  and sensors attached to the firewall and (b) sound source 

in the engine compar tment 

In Figure 9, the FRFs derived from the reduced SS model are compared with the FRFs measured on the 
cabin mock-up. The system inputs are volume velocity applied in the EC (acoustic input) and force 
applied on the firewall (structural input); and the outputs are pressure measured in the PC (acoustic output) 
and displacement measured on the firewall (structural output). These FRFs include the transfer paths to the 
driver’s microphone from both inputs: primary acoustic source and secondary structural actuator. The 
vibro-acoustic system has been excited with white noise. The FRFs are measured with an Hv estimator, 
while input and output signals are filtered with Hanning windows. The good correlation between the SS 
and the FE model validates the model reduction procedure. 

For the adaptive controller, the reference for the FRFs should be the voltage signal sent to either the 
shaker (VS) or the acoustic source (VP) as in Fig. 10. A comparison of such FRFs and the magnitude of the 
identified FIR filters in the frequency domain is presented. For the practical implementation of the 
adaptive feedforward control, the FIR filter 
  is estimated as depicted in Fig. 3. The frequency sample for 
the real-time DSP is 2kHz. The frequency of 10th order at 80km/h is 450Hz, well below the DSP Nyquist 
frequency. 

In both cases (Figs. 9 and 10) the comparisons present a good agreement. Few discrepancies arise, a.o., 
from the lack of accuracy in determining the exact place of the disturbance source, sensor/actuator pair 
and microphones and from assuming the disturbance source as an ideal point source. Such mismatches are 
expected and believed not to harm the accuracy of the results, as previous analyses have shown [1,5,10]. 
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Figure 9 – Comparison of ( ) exper imental and ( ) numerical FRFs:  

(a) acoustic input and (b) structural input 
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Figure 10 – Comparison of ( ) FRFs and ( ) FFT of identified FIR filters:  

(a) pr imary and (b) secondary paths 

As mentioned before, a real-time engine simulator was used to excite the system. SQ-equivalent engine 
models are used in product development, as it enables one to experience and assess the NVH of a virtual 
(or real) vehicle under various driving conditions [6,12]. The novelty here is the use of such device as a 
source of excitation. In this case, the engine sound, which is a function of the driving condition (engine 
speed, gear, throttle and brake positions, etc.) is fed to the acoustic source in the EC. Results obtained as 
such, benefit from this SQ-equivalence and, therefore, allow the correlation with real engine sounds. 
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Figure 11 shows the experimental order amplitudes measured by the driver’s microphone with controller 
on and off for both driving conditions. The 2nd order is targeted in both cases and the reduction obtained 
specifically for this order is 34dB for 50km/h and 51dB for 80km/h. 
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Figure 11 – Order  amplitudes for  feedforward control and two dr iving conditions,  

(a) 50km/h and (b) 80 km/h 

The Specific Loudness plots for 50km/h and 80km/h are shown in Fig.12. In agreement with the simulated 
predictions, even if the controller is targeting just a single order, the effect on the perceived loudness is 
quite noticeable. The Specific Loudness contours, as well as the Zwicker Loudness values (Table 2) for 
passive and active systems show a good agreement with the simulated data and reveal the efficiency of 
such control approach. 
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Figure 12 – Specific Loudness 

(a) @ 50km/h and (b) @ 80km/h 
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Table 2 - Zwicker  Loudness [Sones] 

 50km/h 80km/h 

passive 6.1 7.5 

active 1.9 5.8 

 

Figure 13 shows the controller performance in time-domain, i.e., its capability of converging to the desired 
amplitude when a new RPM is presented. This feature is illustrated by comparing the 2nd order cuts for the 
modified Fx-LMS and the proposed NEX-LMS scheme. These simulation results show that the NEX-
LMS outperform the modified Fx-LMS which was already proposed as a faster alternative to the standard 
Fx-LMS [7]. After 500 iterations (.25s @ 2kHz frequency sample) the NEX-LMS has reduced 40dB while 
the modified algorithm 7dB. 
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Figure 13 – 2nd order  cuts for  ( ) modified Fx-LMS and ( ) NEX-LMS. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper describes a modeling procedure for ASAC, which allows the use of standard vibro-acoustic FE 
models in the control design. The modeling procedure is experimentally validated with a vehicle mock-up. 

The proposed experimental setup is acoustically excited by a SQ-equivalent engine simulator, typically 
employed in auralization. The use of such scheme allows repeatable measurements with engine-like 
excitation signals, furnishing results that can be directly correlated to automotive applications. 

The results for Loudness attenuation are presented in terms of Specific and Zwicker Loudness, the latter 
being linearly related to the human sensation of volume. The results indicate that the controller is quite 
effective with respect to the occupants’  perception of the sound field. Also, it was possible to control an 
order independently from the others, which is an interesting feature for the intended future application of 
such controllers, i.e., order balancing. In order to independently tune multiple orders, similar controllers 
could be connected in parallel since each narrowband action would not interfere with each other. 

The improved convergence speed of the presented adaptive feedforward control indicates it could cope 
with varying engine speed. 

A next step in this study is to investigate the effect of such a controller in the whole cavity and extend the 
SQ investigation to Roughness. The only way to improve Roughness is through order balancing, which 
this scheme is capable of. The desired order profiles (amplitude and phase vs. RPM) can be defined with 
the aid of SQ-equivalent models and further used to define target values for the feedforward controller. 
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Abstract 
Modern cars include an increasing number of complex audio systems (stereo, 5.1, hands-free telephone). 

The associated sound quality becomes a commercial argument for car manufacturers, and improving 

quality is an important issue for the automotive industries. Comparison of audio systems is a not obvious 

task. As it is desired to compare full audio systems already embedded in vehicles, we have developed a 

specific technique for measuring acoustic impulse. Calculated impulses responses are now useful for 

objective characterization and subjective evaluation of audio quality. Objective characterization is 

performed through computation of physical criteria on binaural impulse responses, and subjective 

evaluation is performed through quotation of perceptual attributes on in-vitro reproduced car audio 

environment (convolution of true stereo signals with binaural impulse responses). This paper describes 

advanced data processing and predictive modeling techniques to obtain accurate correlations between 

objective measures and subjective feeling. 

1 Introduction 

Brand diffusion is a growing emergent concept for automotive engineers and NVH experts. Creating a 

brand image with relevant brand associations is vital for a brand which goal is to ensure that diffusion of 

the brand is sustainable when competitive brands follow suit. What is to be noted, however, is that 

consumers should perceive the newness in a product as a consequence of marketing efforts to market the 

new product!  

It may be worthwhile to analyze what kind of newness can be associated with various concepts and apply 

psychological factors to convey the newness involved. Product attributes could create a feeling of unique 

offering, especially in a category which is highly competitive. Although marketers always feel benefits are 

more important than features, consumers are also drawn towards features. A brand should ensure that the 

novelty of the feature gets translated into functional benefits and also emphasizes the benefits in its 

communication (advertisements or personal selling).  

How to translate brand definitions into functional performance criteria? This is the central question for 

brands, which need to define targets using objective criteria (Figure 1).  

Audio quality is one the multi-attribute on which vehicle manufacturers relies on to build their marketing 

strategy. Estimation of car audio quality is a tricky challenge. As listening tests are expensive and time 

consuming to conduct, vehicle manufacturers turn into physical measures associated to a predictive 

statistical model. Once the model is confirmed, there is no need of listening tests. Process measures, and 

get audio quality index.  
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Figure 1: V-form design cycle, translating sensory data into physical data 

Getting such a model up is a multi-stage process. The first step is to develop an accurate sound 

reproduction environment; it will be considered as our subjective formal investigation tool. A listening test 

should then be undertaken, with a lot of vehicles listening situation plus a target listening situation, 

involving many people (expert and non expert). On the other side, physical measures should be collected 

in the same context as the listening situations. Then statistical analysis can appear on the foreground, 

running multi-linear regression analysis between subjective world and physical world.  

2 Audio quality 

Audio quality objective evaluation can be reworded as the objective description of a subjective evaluation.  

As it can be seen on Figure 2, a strictly identical physical reality can rise to an inverted interpretation. 

Senses can mislead us. Multiple parameter measurement is needed to capture the perception relevant 

properties.  

 

Figure 2: visual sense illusion, showing the difference between 

simple measurement (equal) and perception (unequal) 

Nevertheless, sound quality is an abstract concept. What we paid attention to is balance between sound 

quality and expectations; this rises to comfort. If sound quality is greater than customers’ expectations, 

customers are fulfilled. Is this goal the right one? Or do vehicle manufacturers only want to have sound 

quality equal to customers’ expectations, making customers quiet? That’s why target definition is of 

highly importance, and is under vehicles manufacturers’ responsibility.  

3 Audio simulation 

Even if in vivo evaluation inside car can’t be turned down, our goal is to build an in vitro reproduction 

platform in a laboratory. The simulation system should be as closed as possible as real world, providing 
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listening experience and subjective quotation coherent with real experience. Because strict identity is 

impossible, sensation should at least be plausible. The main advantages are the possibility 

• To undertake double-blind listening tests 

• To get rid of visual influence 

• To split audio reproduction and background noise 

• To test audio signal processing optimizations 

We selected the “binaural technique”, because it is a physical approach (identical sound field 

reproduction) and not an artistic approach (natural sound field reproduction). Indeed, we make use of head 

with two ears as pick-up device, and interaural differences in energy and phase will allow this special 

frontal acquisition device to mimic our own process.  

3.1 Binaural recording 

The main idea of binaural technique is as follows: the input to the hearing consists of two sound pressure 

signals at each of the eardrums. If these are recorded in the ears of a listener and reproduced exactly as 

they were, then the complete auditive experience is assumed to be reproduced, including timbre and 

spatial aspects. The term binaural recording refers to the fact that the two inputs to the human hearing 

system are reproduced correctly [1].  

The recording may be made with small microphones placed in the ear canals of a human listener, but a 

copy of a human head can be used (which is called an artificial head) [2]. With a human head or an 

artificial head, it is assumed that the recording is made at the position of the eardrum. Sound pressures 

recorded at other points in the external ear can also be regarded as inputs to the hearing, provided that 

there is an unambiguous transmission from this pressure to the pressure at the eardrum. In practice, this 

means that the sounds transmission from that other point to the eardrum must be independent of the 

direction and the distance to the sound source. This is true at the entrance to the blocked-ear canal [4]. 

The playback is normally done with headphones, since this method ensures that sound picked up in one 

ear is only reproduced in that ear. The importance of a properly equalized headphone is often overlooked. 

Nevertheless, it is quite evident that the headphone, as well as the head used for the recording, contributes 

to the total sound transmission. The correct reproduction of the recorded sound pressure can only be 

guaranteed when certain characteristics of the headphone are known [5][6]. Generally speaking, the 

frequency responses of the electroacoustic transducers must be eliminated in order to ensure fidelity of the 

reproduction [7]. The audio material and the headphone must equalized by a reference sound field. The 

diffuse field was adopted, as it ensures maximum perceived fidelity [5][7]. 

Main drawbacks of this technique are 

• The lack of externalization, (“inside-the-head” sensation) 

• The lack of sound scene anchor (listener head rotation carries away the sound scene) 

• The lack of satisfying very low frequency reproduction 

• The lack of comfort (due to headphone on the listener head) 

3.2 Reproduction setup 

In order to get round these limitations, binaural recordings could be diffused by two loudspeakers, which 

is called a “transaural” system [8]. Signal processing is inserted between binaural signals input and 

loudspeakers input, implementing a crosstalk cancellation network: the left binaural channel only reaches 

the left ear, idem for the right side. This is a correction through magnitude transfer functions which 

doesn’t take into account the listening room acoustic effect, ass follows 
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A subwoofer can be added for better low frequency reproduction.  

There are two main obstacles for success. First, this reproduction setup is influenced by the acoustic of the 

room; it is possible to remove it, but this can be done with care, limited to its minimum phase part. 

Second, the optimal listening area, called “sweet spot” is reduced.  

 

Figure 3: crosstalk cancellation network for binaural listening 

Nevertheless, this solution has been preferred to headphone reproduction because, in an adequate listening 

room, advantages that override all others are the improved externalization and the better sensed low 

frequencies reproduction.  

3.3 Impulse responses 

By employing the auralization technique, it is possible to prepare sound samples for making comparative 

subjective tests of the sound system of different cars: the sound tracks used for the subjective tests are not 

recorded inside the car compartments; instead they are reconstructed by convolving the original signal (i.e. 

a stereo music sample taken from a commercial CD), with the binaural impulse responses previously 

measured for each channel of the sound system, adding car’s noise if needed.  

 

Figure 4: signal paths for auralization 

The acoustic impulse response gathers all transformations which have been given to the sound from the 

source to the receiver; in other words, it is –for a source / receiver given position– the unique quantity 

which characterizes the acoustic channel. This property is used for validation: impulse responses are 

authenticated if and only if convolution with a musical sample is perceptually identical to the binaural 

recording of the same musical sample.  
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This technique allows the generation of signals for many different music or speech signals, without the 

need to record all of these signals in the vehicle.  

Moreover it is very fast to implement and doest not require expensive instruments or tools. If only 

headphone reproduction is accepted, it becomes possible to conduct listening tests everywhere requiring 

simply a notebook computer.  

3.4 Full chain setup 

For a given position of the listener, four impulse responses have to be measured, from each channel to 

each ear of the listener’s head. A further variable is the fact that cars are today equipped with a 4-way 

system, although the two rear channels are usually a simple copy of the two frontal ones. This required 

anyway a second set of measurements: one with only the frontal speakers, and a second with the rear 

speakers.  

 

 

Figure 5: full system reproduction setup 

Taking into consideration that some cars are now equipped with a subwoofer, this brings no change in the 

procedure, as long as the subwoofer is driven by a linear extract of the two main channels of the stereo 

input: its contribution is approximated in the other impulse responses.  

4 Perceptual attributes 

A set of perceptual attributes has been build for car audio evaluation. Even if many authors have already 

developed strategies for stereo listening evaluation in a room, we adapted it to specific car audio listening. 

Main attributes under investigation are 
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1. speech tonal balance (low/mid/high frequency balance) 

2. musical tonal balance (low/mid/high balance) and fidelity (trueness of the tonal balance) 

3. sound scene extension (“is the singer in front of my head?”, “how wide is the stage width?”) and 

envelopment (“am I feel surrounded by the sound?”) 

4. timbre of high level reproduction (distortion, secondary paths like door panels, and rattles 

5 Listening test 

In real-time or not, car radio sound environment is reconstructed through a “convolver” which makes use 

of a linear combination of the eight binaural impulse responses (measured at a listening level of 

80 dB SPL) and original stereo sound sample. Nevertheless, we use binaural recordings at 100 dB SPL for 

the two last perceptual attributes.  

Specifically targeted musical samples have been defined for each perceptual attribute.  

A useful man-machine interface has also been developed for double-blind jury testing. It allows 

immediate switch between vehicles and sound samples. You immediate transport yourself from one car to 

another, and can easily make the quotation. The idea is to use the situation always numbered “1” as a 

reference situation (ideal stereo listening condition measured with the same equipment as for cars cabins), 

and to quote other situations (2 → 9) in comparison with the reference situation. Quotation scale is from 0 

(very bad) to 10 (excellent).  

 

Figure 6: man-machine interface for audio quality jury testing 

Eight vehicles (random ordered) from different companies have been quoted together with the reference 

situation (always numbered “1”). Twenty people use this interface, split in two sets: expert and non expert 

people.  

6 Physical measures in car cabins 

We have developed one major technologic innovation called “Asynchronous Iterative Measure” from CD 

player to hard disk. All the electroacoustic elements are taken into account. Using a CD reference signal 

and a special procedure, the four transfer functions are sequentially measured (front left channel, right left 

channel, rear left channel and rear right channel). No reason to disassemble or interfere with any of the 

equipment. Just use the CD player, and record the signal with the artificial head.  
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One car audio system configuration is fully characterized by a set of eight impulse responses (four groups 

of loudspeakers and two ears, as shown in Figure 5).  

Impulse response computation is done off-line, and typically requires sharp clock alignment of the CD 

player and the digital/analog converter of the recorder. Here, we have not. Thanks to an accurate 

resampling algorithm, clock rates differences are compensated for, but they should have been precisely 

estimated in a previous time [9].  

 

 

Figure 7: measurement setup 

Measures are done for listening levels of 80 dB SPL (typically car audio listening level) and 100 dB SPL 

(test for high level reproduction).  

The signal used for the measurement is a one second full audio bandwidth logarithmic sweep, which 

ensures a comfortable tradeoff between signal-to-noise ratio in low frequencies and stability of the 

acoustic channel during the measure itself. With use of this signal, it becomes possible to compute 

harmonic impulse responses: we deconvolve simultaneously the linear impulse response of the system and 

separate impulse responses for each harmonic distortion order [10]. A sequence of impulse responses 

appears, clearly separated along the time axis, highest order first and linear one last.  

  

Figure 8: example of a highly non linear system and harmonic deconvolution 

With ( ) sin( ( ) )x t t tω= ⋅  as the CD measure signal, the recorded signal is  

 1 2( ) ( ) sin( ( ) ) ( ) sin(2 ( ) ) ( ) sin( ( ) )
n

y t h t t t h t t t h t n t tω ω ω= ∗ ⋅ + ∗ ⋅ + + ∗ ⋅⋯  (2) 

and with Euler transform 

 2

1 2( ) ( ) sin( ( ) ) ( ) sin ( ( ) ) ( ) sin ( ( ) )n

n
y t g t t t g t t t g t t tω ω ω= ∗ ⋅ + ∗ ⋅ + + ∗ ⋅⋯  (3) 

where * denotes convolution operation.  

The only limitation is the global signal-to-noise ratio of the measure. Once we have harmonic impulse 

responses 
i

h , we can immediately calculate harmonic distortion metrics for each frequency bins. 
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Moreover, trough Euler transformation, it is possible to extract Volterra kernels 
i

g , and so output/input 

functions for each frequency bins.  

Below is an example of transfer function from CD player through one loudspeaker to one ear.  
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Figure 9: linear impulse response and linear transfer function magnitude 

Below is another example of the magnitudes of harmonic transfer functions, useful for an easily 

computation of harmonic distortion at each frequency bin.  

 

Figure 10: harmonic transfer functions magnitudes 

7 Physical analysis 

7.1 Timbre analysis 

For timbre analysis close to human hearing, we reduce the frequency resolution to 24 bands based on the 

Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale, with ERB 24.7 0.108
c

f= + ×  and 
c

f  Barks scale center 

frequencies, implemented with gammatones filters [11].  

 

Figure 11: auditory filter bank 
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We focus on the transfer functions estimation at each ear, and compute –for each ear– a new transfer 

function by a linear combination of the four transfer functions reaching this ear. Then a global transfer 

function is computed as the energy mean of these two new transfer functions (left ear and right ear).  

  

Figure 12: global transfer functions of two different car audio systems 

A set of objective criteria are then computed, related to timbre evaluation, like spectral center of gravity, 

energy levels in large bands, resonances index, uniformity, or distance from a target global transfer 

function.  

7.2 Spatial analysis 

For sound scene analysis, we focus on phase. After pink noise convolution with impulse responses, the 

result is interpreted as a two dimensional signal, right channel vs. left channel, and each sample 

considered as one data point. Then the angle of each data point is computed with the inverse tangent 

function, giving the spatial distribution of this sample. Of course, the procedure is repeated on a short-term 

view, and the mean value is exported, giving mean energy angle.  
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Figure 13: energy spatial distribution of two different car audio systems 

This process is easy to implement, and it can be experimented for a band limited noise, but it is of course 

limited to horizontal plane.  

Another important aspect of car audio spatial analysis is the sensation of being enveloped by the sound. 

This can be evaluated by Interaural Cross Correlation (IACC), front/back energy ratios, direct/diffuse 

energy ratios, and very low frequency energy level. 
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7.3 High level reproduction analysis 

Classical Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) can be easily computed at each frequency bin, but it is 

cleverer to take into account frequency masking (e.g., MPEG-1 layer 1 well known as MP3). Indeed, 

masked harmonics are useless in the computation.  

We also investigated distortion metrics closer to distortion perception [12][13][14]. For example, the 

metric from Geddes & Lee emphasizes nonlinearities at low signal levels and is more sensitive to higher 

order nonlinearities.  

Below is an example of output/input transfer function and the associated metric.  

  

Figure 14: output/input transfer function 

8 Statistical modeling 

Subjective quotations from listeners are now gathered in a 3D matrix of N vehicles × M perceptual 

attributes × P subjects. Detailed presentation of results is out of scope of this paper. We now focus on the 

statistical model able to describe underneath links between perceptual attributes and global quotation. 

With a multi-linear regression analysis, we only keep in the model relevant components that can be 

interpreted as those used to mentally produce such an evaluation process. Mathematically speaking, this 

can be written as 

 0

1

OverallQuality PerceptualAttribute
M

i i

i

a a
=

= + ×∑  (4) 

The same process is used for each perceptual attribute and objective criteria derived from physical 

analysis. A linear combination of physical variables highly related to each perceptual attribute is 

constructed under constrains presented below, as 

 0 ,

1

PerceptualAttribute ObjectiveCriteria
Q

i j i j

j

b b
=

= + ×∑  (5) 

The same process is last used for construction of a linear combination of objective criteria describing the 

overall audio quality, as 

 0 , ,

1 1

OverallQuality ObjectiveCriteria
QM

i j i j

i j

c c
= =

= + ×∑∑  (6) 

Only measuring impulse responses in the vehicle allows building an audio quality index.  

The results from expert and non expert listeners have been treated separately, and each class mean has 

been considered as starting point. Full people mean has been investigated too.  
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Models must be built very carefully. First, each physical parameter must be acoustically relevant. Then the 

number of parameters must be as small as possible. And last the determination of the 
i

a , 
i

b  and 
i

c  

coefficients must rely on right indexes [15].  

8.1 Theory 

Writing y  the (N×1) variable to be explained, and X  the (N×M) explicative variables, we write 

β ε= +y X  and want to determine β  such that 
2

β−y X  should be a minimum. Although there is 

fundamental differences between regression ( X  is a sample of random variables and goal is best fit of y ) 

and linear modeling ( X has known values and goal is influence estimation of 
i

x ), the estimation of β  

vector has the same implementation: an orthogonal projection of y  on the subspace generated by 
i

x , 

which can be written as 1ˆ ( ' ) '−=β X X X y .  

The main hypothesis for the model to work is that the error variable should follow a normal distribution, 

which ensures null expected value and diagonal matrix with equal weights variance of error. Although we 

only have nine observations, a normal trend is really observed. Other necessary hypotheses are 

independence of 
i

x  variables with error variable, and absence of linear dependency between 
i

x  variables. 

These are verified too.  

8.1.1 Diagnostics 

With k  independent variables, it is possible to consider 2 1k −  possible subset models since each of the k  

variables is either included or excluded from the model. Diagnostics are so needed for each model to help 

determine which model is the best. These model diagnostics include root mean square error (RMSE), the 

adjusted coefficient of determination 2R , the Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) statistics, and the 

coefficient of prediction 2
Q .  

First of all, the unbiased error variance of the model is given by 

 

2

2
ˆ

ˆ
n k

σ
−

=
−

y y
 (7) 

with ˆ β=y X , n  the number of observations and 1k K≤ +  the number of independent variables including 

the intercept.  

The RMSE is a function of the sum of squares errors SSE, number of observations n , and the number of 

independent variables 1k K≤ +  where k  includes the intercept, and can be written as 

 
SSE

RMSE
n k

=
−

 (8) 

The RMSE is calculated for all possible subset models. Using this technique, the model with the smallest 

RMSE is declared the best linear model.  

The adjusted coefficient of determination 2
R̂  is the percentage of variability of the dependent variable that 

is explained by the variation of the independent variables, after accounting for the intercept and number of 

independent variables k K≤ . Therefore, the adjusted 2
R̂  value ranges from 0 to 1 and is a function of the 

total sum of squares SST, the SSE, number of observations n , and the number of independent variables 

1k K≤ + . It can be written as 

 2 ( 1) SSEˆ 1
( ) SST

n
R

n k

− ⋅
= −

− ⋅
 (9) 
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It must be clear enough that although it is not blurred by the number of independent variables, the 2
R̂  

coefficient is only a “goodness of fit” diagnostic. Using this technique, the model with the largest 2
R̂  is 

declared the best linear model; however, several models often will have an 2
R̂  very close to 1, so 

determining the best model among tied values is problematic.  

Akaike introduced the concept of information criteria which measure the difference between a given 

model and the “true” underlying model” [16]. It is function of the number of observations n , the SSE and 

the number of independent variables 1k K≤ +  where k  includes the intercept, and can be written as 

 
SSE

AIC ln 2n k
n

 
= ⋅ + 

 
 (10) 

The first term is a measure of the model lack of fit while the second term is a penalty term for additional 

parameters in the model. As variables are dropped from the model the lack of fit term increases while the 

penalty term decreases. The model with the smallest AIC is deemed the best model since it minimizes the 

difference from the given model to the true model.  

Focusing on the predictive power of linear models, metrics are the Predictive REsidual Sum of Squares 

(PRESS) and the 2
Q  coefficient. They are given by 

 2

( )

1

ˆPRESS ( )
N

i i

i

y y −

=

= −∑  (11) 

with ( )
ˆ

iy −  the estimation of the i-th observation when it is removed from the model coefficients 

computation. So the 2
Q  coefficient can be written as  

 2

2

1

PRESS
1

( )
N

ii

Q
y y

=

= −
−∑

 (12) 

with y  the mean value. Since it sequentially excludes observation from the model, it is a “goodness of 

prediction” diagnostic. The 2
Q  coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, and the model with the largest one is 

declared the best predictive linear model.  

8.1.2 Heuristic statistical technique 

The widely heuristic statistical technique used to build the best linear model is stepwise regression. 

Variables already in the model do not necessarily stay in. Variables are added on at a time to the model, as 

long as the F  statistic P -value is below the specified α . After a variable is added, another one can be 

removed if it has an insignificant F  statistic P -value exceeding the specified α . The stepwise process 

ends when none of the variables excluded from the model has an F  statistic significant at the specified α  

and every variable included in the model is significant at the specified α .  

8.1.3 Confident intervals 

If the hypothesis of error normality is verified, confident intervals can be computed for model coefficients 

jβ  and for prediction mean value. It is more restricting to use prediction intervals for the expected true 

value, which follows a T -law distribution with n k−  degrees of freedom as 

 0 0
1

'

0 0

ˆ
T

ˆ 1 ( ' )
n k

y y

σ
− −

−

+ x X X x
∼  (13) 

Confident intervals are useful, as unstable models give huge values.  
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8.2 Subjective modeling 

It was found that, for all listeners, three perceptual attributes could be selected, gifted of efficiently 

explanation for the global overall quotation: “tonal balance”, “fidelity” and “ambience” (Figure 15). 

Model diagnostics are very good, with a 0.843 probability of making a prediction error lower than 0.5 (on 

a 0 → 10 scale).  

For non expert listeners, it was found that “dynamic” is another important perceptual attributes, whereas 

for expert listeners, “fidelity”, “sound scene” and “ambience” are the relevant ones.  
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AIC  = -22.2 
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  = 0.94 

P(predErr)<0.5 = 84.3 % 

Figure 15: prediction of subjective audio quality with perceptual attributes 

8.3 Objective modeling 

For each perceptual attribute, we found the more relevant linear combination of physical criteria. For 

example, it was found that, for all listeners, the “tonal balance” perceptual attribute is explained by the 

spectral center of gravity, relative energy levels of three large frequency bands, and resonance index 

(Figure 16).  

For non expert listeners, the frequency bands are not the same, and for expert listeners, the global 

frequency response uniformity is another relevant aspect.  
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Figure 16: prediction of “tonal balance” with physical criteria 
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8.4 Objective/subjective global model 

The calculated values of the linear models for each perceptual attributes are then introduced in the 

subjective linear model. We found satisfying correlation between quotation from listeners and estimation 

from our model (adjusted 2R  very close to 1), as well as a powerful predictive power (Figure 17).  

It must be noted here that a problem can appear due to the number of physical descriptors. If it becomes 

greater than the number of observations, the last linear model can’t be computed; and confident intervals 

not anymore. In this case, the Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression algorithm can be used to reduce the 

number of explicative variables [17].  
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Figure 17 : prediction of subjective audio quality with physical criteria 

9 Conclusion 

The role of the brand in the target setting stage is becoming extremely important in the automotive sector. 

Finding the right blend of all the different design aspects is a complex task, which requires integrating the 

voice of the customer into real performance. Presented in this paper is a process that can be seen as help 

decision wise making tool for car audio quality.  

We achieved procedure and tool for non-biased comparison of audio system quality, and subjective-

objective correlations with confident intervals of such.  

With this method, we are now integrating CAE and test-based system development methods in the audio 

system design.  
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Abstract 
In this paper the most recent advances are discussed on a new acoustic far field sound source localization 

technique using (at least) two three dimensional sound probes. The compact and broadband probes are 

based upon three orthogonally placed acoustic particle velocity sensors (Microflowns) and a single sound 

pressure sensor. With at least two of these sound probes, placed at a certain distance from each other, 

sound sources can be localized. Recently, first results of this acoustic eyes concept were presented using a 

pair of three dimensional probes to monitor and track a low flying helicopter [1]. The measurements are 

performed in the acoustic far field, combining the function of passive radar for determining and tracking 

the geometric position of a moving acoustic source relative to the sensor position, with acoustic signature 

determination. The method is based on a triangulation technique using the particle velocity or sound 

intensity vectors. The method is broad banded and easy to deploy. Potentially, this method can also be 

used for sound source localization in wind tunnels and/or car interiors. Obviously, prevailing conditions 

are different than for outdoor measurements in the acoustic free field. The method will be clearly 

described and recent progress will be presented with results from real world experiments on acoustic 

propagation from impulsive and short term stationary sources. 

1 Introduction 

Sound source localization has many applications. For engineering purposes it is important to find the 

dominant source to reduce to the overall sound emission of a product. Therefore a sound source 

localization technique is needed. Both for civil and military purposes information regarding the location 

and path of low flying aircraft and the corresponding sound radiation is often very important. Also for 

sniper detection and border control a localization techniques based on acoustic modality is very welcome, 

because it is a passive way of localization, i.e. no signal is needed to be sent to the source, such as in radar 

applications. 

Various acoustic measurement methods are developed for localization and tracking of aircraft. All these 

methods are based on traditional sound pressure microphones [2,3]. Most of the methods use large arrays 

of microphones to determine the angle of incidence. The source position can be found by triangulation 

using the angles of multiple arrays. To do this in three dimensions with sufficient accuracy large arrays are 

needed, which are impractical. It is clear that the microphone based methods have serious limitations and 

rely on assumptions which are often not valid. 
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In this paper a new method is described for localizing and tracking aircraft, enabled by the use of acoustic 

particle velocity sensors used in a very compact and broadband three-dimensional sound probes, see 

Figure 1. With these probes the three dimensional sound intensity vector can be measured. 

 

Figure 1: Two 3D probes to track the sound source location 

This vector is used to determine the direction of the sound source, which can vary as a function of time. 

With only one probe, the phase information between sound pressure and particle velocity can be used to 

give an indication of the distance of the sound source. A more robust way is to use two or more of such 

probes to determine the location of the source by using a triangulation technique. The latest results of the 

latter method are presented in this paper. 

2 The 3D Sound probe 

The method relies on the simultaneous measurement of sound pressure and acoustic particle velocity. In 

contrast to the acoustic pressure, the particle velocity is a vector quantity. So to reconstruct the total 

acoustic particle velocity vector, the particle velocity has to be measured in three directions. A commercial 

particle velocity sensor, called the Microflown, has recently become available [4]. Each particle velocity 

sensor is sensitive in only one direction, so three orthogonally placed particle velocity sensors have to be 

used. In combination with a pressure microphone, the sound field in a single point is fully characterized 

and also the acoustic intensity vector, which is the product of pressure and particle velocity, can be 

determined [5]. This intensity vector indicates the acoustic energy flow. For a single monopole source, the 

acoustic energy flows from the source towards the sensor in a straight line. When the direction of the 

energy flow is known, the source can be found in the opposite direction. With a compact probe as given in 

Figure 2, the full three dimensional sound intensity vector can be determined within the full audible 

frequency range 20 Hz up to 20 kHz. The calibration is performed by a dedicated calibration technique 

based on a piston in a spherical loudspeaker [6]. 

Sound source 

A B 

x 

y z 
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Figure 2: Microflown 3D sound probe. Three particle velocity elements (red, blue and green) are 

combined with a 1/10” pressure microphone 

3 The localization method 

3.1 Sound Intensity 

The intensity in a certain direction is the product of sound pressure (p) and the particle velocity component 

in that direction (u). The time averaged intensity in a single direction is given by: 

 ∫= dttutp
T

I )()(
1

 (1) 

The sound intensity vector in three dimensions is composed of the acoustic intensities in three orthogonal 

directions (x,y,z): 

 zzyyxx eIeIeII
rrrr

++=  (2) 

The vector indicates the acoustic energy flow from the source. The sound source can be found in the 

opposite direction of the sound intensity vector. So with one probe the direction is known, but not the 

distance to the source. For sources nearby, the phase relation between particle velocity and sound pressure 

can be used to given an indication of the distance. When the distance becomes larger, the phase between 

pressure and velocity becomes zero. Therefore another localization method is used based on triangulation 

with at least two probes. 

3.2 Triangulation using two probes 

Two ground based sound probes, A and B are used, positioned at a certain distance from each other. When 

the two sound intensity vectors are known, the source position can be determined, using triangulation.  

 

The measured sound intensity vectors at positions A and B are given by: 
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 (3) 

The normalized vectors pointing in the opposite direction, so from the probe to the source, are given by: 
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where |.| indicates the length of the vector. Using these normalized vectors and the known positions of the 

two probes, two lines can be constructed connecting the probes and the sound source: 

 

 AAA ndr
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µ+=  (5) 

 

Where Ad
ur

 en Bd
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 are the position vectors of the probes: 
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In theory the source should be on both lines and the source should be found at the position where both 

lines cross. However, in practice the vectors do generally not cross. Due to measuring and aligning errors, 

in general the two vectors are skew. Skew lines are lines or vectors which are not parallel and do not meet, 

see Figure 3. We assume the source to be on the position where the distance between the lines has a 

minimum. We thus seek the minimum distance between these lines. 

 

Figure 3: Two skew lines and its transversal (in red)  

The shortest line between both lines is perpendicular to both lines. This line is called the transversal. The 

length of the transversal is: 
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The transversal vector between the two lines is given by 3nρ
r

. The points SA and SB are the points where 

the transversal crosses both lines, see Figure 3. The locations of the points are found by: 
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Looking to Figure 3, it is easy to see that the following relation has to be valid: 

 

 BSBBASAA ndnnd
rrrrr

µρλ +=++ 3  (9) 

 

Or in matrix form: 

 

 { } { } { } { } { }BSBBASAA ndnnd µρλ +=++ 3  (10) 

 

When the values for λA and µB are known, the positions of SA and SB can be calculated. The source S is 

assumed to be in the middle of SA and SB. 

 

The values for λA and µB can be found by solving the following matrix equation: 

 { } { }[ ] { } { } { }{ }3

1
nddnn ABBA

SB

SA ρ
µ
λ

−−−=






 −
 (11) 

The matrix which is inverted is not square, so instead of the inverse, the pseudo inverse has to be used. It 

is easy to show that the method can be extended with more probes, making the method more robust. 

 

4 Experiments 

Several experiments are performed to test if it is possible to find the direction and location of the source. 

First the setup is described. Several experiments were performed using static sources, a continuous 

broadband source in an anechoic room and a pulse like source in the open air. Next several experiments 

are described for helicopters and small propeller aircraft. Not for all experiments a full localization is 

pursued. For two of the four experiments only the direction of the source is analyzed. 

4.1 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup is based on two three dimensional sound probes. The eight sensor signals (six 

particle velocity and two pressure signals) are recorded by using a regular sound card (Hercules 16/12) 

which is connected to a laptop by a firewire connection. The setup is powered by batteries making it 

completely suited for outdoor use. The sensors are properly calibrated using the standard calibration 

method [6]. 

4.2 Experiments in an anechoic room 

Initially the setup was tested in the anechoic room of TNO Science and Industry. The laboratory 

conditions are ideal because there are no reflections and there are no disturbances, such as wind. Two 3D 

probes are positioned 3.0 meter from each other, 1.5 meter from the ground, see Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Measurement setup in the anechoic room 

Only measurements are performed with a stationary source (a loudspeaker emitting white noise) which is 

placed successively at different positions. The position of the source is reconstructed using the measured 

sound intensity around 400 Hz. The results for two positions are given in Figure 5. The reconstructed 

position in both cases is within 0.5 m of the real position. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 5: Results for two source positions S. The blue circle indicates the real source position. The 

red asterisk is the measured position. The lines A and B indicate the acoustic probes 

4.3 Gunshot localization 

Next, measurements were performed to localize pulse like sources in the open air. In this case special 

gunfire is used. Shells without cartridges were fired using a 9 mm Walter P99 gun and pressure and 

particle velocity signals of two USP probes were acquired as at a sampling rate of 96 kHz using a 8 

channel sound card. The setup and overview of probe and gunshot positions is given in Figure 6. 

Probe A 

Probe B 

Source 
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Figure 6: Gunshot localization and setup of probes 

A total of 9 firings are measured and used for intensity based estimation of fire direction with respect to 

the sensor location.  The last two firings, 8 and 9, are from a cannon. Intensity calculations were 

performed by direct integration in the time domain. Results are given in Table 1, where the measured and 

real angles between source and the two probes are given. For definition of the angles, see Figure 6. 

Although these are the first preliminary results of pulse like sources, the directions are estimated 

reasonably well. 

 

Measurement θA meas θA real θB meas θB real 

1 67 63 60 63 

2 55 63 81 63 

3 87 84 86 84 

4 86 84 89 84 

5 -16 0 160 180 

6 29 31 137 135 

7 62 50 113 117 

8 78 63 49 63 

9 68 63 64 63 

Table 1: Measured and real sound source directions (in degrees) 

4.4 Helicopter experiments 

An interesting experiment is the localization and tracking of a helicopter during flight, see Figure 7. The 

probe distance is increased to 25.0 meter and the probes are placed 1.2 meter from the ground (grassland). 

Measurements are performed during landing and take off of a commercial helicopter (Eurocopter EC 120). 
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The 20.5 Hz component, which is the blade-passage frequency of the main rotor, running at 410 rpm is 

used for detection. 

 
Figure 7: Helicopter experiment 

The vector components of {nA} and {nB} of the normalized vectors pointing from respectively probes A 

and B towards the helicopter during a landing procedure of 60 seconds are given in Figure 10. The blue 

line indicates the component at each time interval of 0.1 s. The green line is a moving average result 

which smoothes the random vector variations. 

 

  

Figure 8: Vector components (x,y,z) of the two probes as a function of time 

Some results for the reconstructed trajectory during landing are given in Figure 9. Also the moving 

averaging procedure is applied to the found location as a function of time during landing. The trajectories 

are close to the real trajectories of the source, but major improvements can still be made. Difficulties occur 

for example due to alignment of the probes, wind effects during fly over, reflections and sensor overload. 

But in essence the feasibility of the method is demonstrated and shows to have much potential. Next 

experiments will be performed with a GPS logger on board of the aircraft to log the real trajectory. 

Probe B Probe A 
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Figure 9: Trajectories of the helicopter during landing 

4.5 Airplane experiments 

The last experiments were performed with small landing aircraft at Teuge airport. Two probes were 

positioned 100 m from the runway where small aircraft were flying by, see Figure 10. 

  

Figure 10: Two USP probes at the side of a runway were small aircraft was landing 

In this case only the direction of the source was determined using the intensity vectors. Direct time 

integration of acoustic transients for intensity estimates was used. The sound intensity in three directions 

was calculated over successive time blocks. Based on these intensity vectors the horizontal angle 

(azimuth) for six aircraft as a function of time is given in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Azimuth (horizontal angle) as function of time 

It is clear that an azimuth coverage of about 130 degrees (20 degrees to 150 degrees with reference to the 

sensor axis) could be obtained. Also the intensity sign change/peak, Figure 12, provides an unambiguous 

means for locating the time to the closest point of approach (CPA) of the aircraft to the sensor, and the 

direction in which the aircraft is flying, for instance east to west or west to east. This information is also 

very useful for Doppler variation based estimation of aircraft parameters as will be discussed in section 5. 
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Figure 12: Acoustic intensity in three directions as a function of time 
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5 Improvements and alternatives  

Based on the results given above various improvements can be made and also alternative methods to 

analyze the data can be applied. In this paragraph some improvements and alternatives are discussed.  

5.1 Multiple sources and multiple sensors 

When multiple sources at various positions are present, the total intensity vector will be composed from 

all contributions and the measured intensity vector will generally not pointing from a single source. 

However sound intensity is increased with the square of the amplitude so in general the vector is 

dominated by the loudest source. Also the spectral contribution of the various sources can be used to 

separate multiple sources. Besides, the localization method will be significantly improved when multiple 

sensors are applied. With two sensors singular positions exist where the source can not be found. When 

the sound source is on the line between the two probes, the two vectors indicating the source are on the 

same line and the source position cannot be reconstructed. This problem can be solved by using extra 

sound probes. 

5.2 Angle calibration 

The positioning of the three sensors on a single probe is very important. The method assumes that the 

sensors are perfectly perpendicular to each other. This is not exactly the case, due to slight inaccuracies 

during assembly. It is possible to determine the error in the angle by doing a calibration step. By applying 

a constant source at a known position and rotating the probe, the mismatch in angle can be determined. 

The problem can be completely avoided when the sensors are integrated on one single monolithic chip. 

Currently such a probe is under investigation [7]. 

5.3 Doppler and Lloyd’s Mirror 

Up to now, the speed of the aircraft is not taken into account. It is assumed that during fly over the 

position is quasi-static during small time intervals. Alternative techniques can be applied to determine 

flight parameters of low flying aircraft using the speed of the aircraft and the frequency content of the 

signal. One can for instance use the Doppler shift, i.e. the change in apparent frequencies while an aircraft 

is flying over [8]. The change in frequency as function of time is given by: 
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Where fa is the source acoustic frequency, ca the speed of sound in the medium and h is the altitude. The 

aircraft is flying at constant subsonic velocity v. The frequency patterns are clearly visible in the 

spectrogram when of the plane is flying over, see Figure 13. Using an inverse procedure, the flight 

parameters can be derived from the time-frequency plot [8].  
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Figure 13: Spectogram of a particle velocity signal during the airplane experiments 

A disadvantage to use the Doppler shift is that it can only used for tonal sound sources. For broadband 

sources (e.g. jet noise) the Doppler shift occurs, but is not so clearly visible in the spectrogram. Also the 

time of closest point of approach (CPA), which is needed in equation 12 is difficult to determine. Another 

method is based on the application of the Lloyd’s mirror effect. The time frequency plot of a sensor above 

the ground measuring an aircraft emitting broadband noise shows an interference pattern due to the direct 

and reflected sound fields. The path of the reflected sound field is longer than the direct path, so at certain 

frequencies the phase difference is such that destructive interference between the direct and reflected 

sound occurs. The temporal variation as a function of time of the n
th
 order destructive interference 

frequency is given by [8]: 
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Where rr hvv /= ,  tt hvv /= , ( )2/1 tc hd+=γ and rar hcc /= . The aircraft is flying in a straight line 

at constant subsonic speed v at constant altitude ht. The acoustic sensor is located at a height hr above the 

ground. At τc the source is at the closest point of approach (CPA) with the ground range at CPA being dc. 

The sound propagation speed in air is given by ca. The frequency patterns due the Lloyd Mirror effect are 

given in Figure 14. From these figures it is clearly visible when the source is at the closest point of 

approach (at the minimum of the curves). From the frequency patterns due to the Doppler shift in Figure 

13 this is not so clear. It is clear that both methods have their advantages and can be combined to get as 

much information as possible from the same data. 
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Figure 14: Theoretical and measured Lloyd’s Mirror destructive interference patterns of a UAV 

flying above water 

6 Discussion 

Several assumptions are made when using the acoustic methods. For instance all methods assume straight 

propagation paths between the source and the probes. Meteo effects, such as wind and temperature 

variations in the air between source and probe, cause the propagation paths not to be straight. The meteo 

effects are especially important for small angles of incidence (grazing sound), because the air layer close 

to the ground has the largest variations in atmospheric conditions. Normally with increasing height the 

wind speed increases and the temperature decreases. This effect has not been accounted for in this stage of 

research. Also the other techniques found in the literature [2,3] rely on constant atmospheric conditions 

resulting in straight propagation paths. 

 

Special attention has to be paid to ground reflections. Due to the reflection a mirror source will be present 

and the total intensity vector will be a sum of the direct and reflected sound field. For pulse like sources 

the direct and reflected signal can be discriminated in the time domain. For continuous sources the Lloyd’s 

Mirror effect can be used to estimate the ground reflection coefficient and correct the data such that the 

direct and reflected sound fields are separated. Furthermore, a sound absorbing surface under the two 

probes can be used to eliminate the ground reflections. Another option is to use the directional properties 

of the particle velocity sensors [9]. This will be investigated in the near future. 

 

The examples and experiments presented in this paper are only for free field conditions. Potentially the 

presented methods can also be used for sound source localization in wind tunnel and/or car interiors 

where, obviously, prevailing conditions are different as compared to that for outdoor measurements in the 

acoustic free field. The improvements and alternative discussed above can however be used to circumvent 

problems which arise due to non-free field conditions. 

 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper the feasibility of the acoustic eyes as a method for sound source localization and source 

tracking is demonstrated based on compact probes measuring the sound field in three directions. The 

feasibility of this method for localizing and tracking sound sources is demonstrated. The first results were 

quite promising in this early stage of research. However significant improvements can be made and 
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alternative analysis techniques outlined herein can be deployed to get more information from the same 

data. Important benefits of the acoustic eyes are the omnidirectionality and the need of only a few small 

three dimensional probes. Simultaneously, both the perceived noise level and acoustic signature of the 

sound sources can be determined.  

 

The first results are quite promising, but significant improvements can still be made. In the first place the 

alignment between the two probes is very important and has to be improved. When more than two probes 

are used, the localization method will also be more robust and accurate. Also the existence of singular 

positions will be eliminated. Another design parameter which can be optimized is the distance between the 

probes. Issues like sensor sensitivity, signal strength, background noise are also points of research. 

Furthermore, the possibility to apply the presented methods for sound source localization in wind tunnel 

and/or car interiors will be examined.  
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Abstract 
This paper describes influences from the number of sound pressure measurement points for modeling an 
internal combustion engine by the Inverse Boundary Element Method (IBEM). This study consists of two 
steps. First, the accuracy of identified vibration velocity on the engine surface by the IBEM is described. 
Secondly, in an environment in which there is a wall between the engine and the measurement points, the 
predicted sound pressure from the IBEM results is compared to measured pressure at the corresponding 
points, and the accuracy of the predicted pressure is discussed. From the result of two validation 
experiments, this paper proposes the optimal number of sound pressure measurement points for the IBEM 
approaches to model the engine noise source. 

1 Introduction 

Noise reduction of machinery is required by a high concern for noise radiation. To reduce the noise 
effectively, noise prediction methods by numerical simulations are useful. Numerical simulations use 
models of the noise source. The model is necessary to identify distribution of the noise source vibration. 
One of the methods to identify the distribution is the Inverse Boundary Element Method (IBEM) [1, 2]. It 
is a method of identifying the noise source vibration from the sound pressure at the measurement points. 
The advantage of this method is that it can be applied to sources whose distribution is difficult to measure 
experimentally [3]. In this method, the accuracy of identification depends on the number of measurement 
points. Some papers refer to influences from the position or the number of measurement points in inverse 
analysis [4, 5, 6]. However, there are few papers describing influences from the number of measurement 
points in detail. 
In this paper, the noise source is an internal combustion engine. This study consists of two steps. 
First, the accuracy of identification by the IBEM is discussed. To reveal influences of microphone pitch in 
identification, the surface velocity of the engine is identified from the measured sound pressure with 
different microphone pitches. The identified velocity is compared with the velocity measured by the laser 
Doppler vibrometer, which can measure 3D surface velocity of vibration on the engine. As a result, the 
relation between the accuracy of identification and the number of measurement points is presented. 
Secondly, in the case where there is a wall between the engine and the measurement point, the accuracy of 
the sound pressure is discussed. The sound pressure is predicted by using the BEM from the surface 
velocity identified in the first step. In addition, for the most accurate result, the sound pressure is measured 
at the according points. From the comparison of the sound pressure in these results, we obtained the 
relation between the accuracy of the IBEM and predicted sound pressure. 
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From the result of two validation experiments, this paper proposes the optimal number of sound pressure 
measurement points for the IBEM approaches to model the engine noise source. 

2 Inverse Boundary Element Method (IBEM) 

The relation between sound pressure and sound source can be written as following equation. [7] 

 { } [ ]{ }vHp = , (1) 

where { }p  is the vector of sound pressure at m  field points, { }v  is the vector of normal velocity at n  
surface points of sound source and [ ]H  is the nm×  transfer matrix that is set up by the Boundary 
Element Method (BEM). To identify the surface velocity effectively, it is required for n  to be the lager 
number than m . 

The IBEM is the inverse problem of solving equation (1) for the unknown { }v  given the vector of 
measured pressure { }p . Surface vibration velocity { }v  can be obtained by the matrix inversion method. 
However, the inverse matrix of the matrix [ ]H  cannot always be obtained because [ ]H  is not usually a 
regular matrix. Instead of the inverse matrix, the pseudo inverse matrix is widely used in sound source 
identification as 

 { } [ ] { }pHv += , (2) 

where [ ]+H  is the pseudo inverse matrix of [ ]H . 

The applied method to set up the pseudo inverse matrix is based on a singular value decomposition of the 
transfer matrix, which is written as 

 [ ] [ ][ ][ ]HUVH Σ= ,  (3) 

where [ ]V  and [ ]U  are an mm×  unitary matrix and an nn×  unitary matrix satisfying 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]IUUVV HH == , and [ ]Σ  is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of [ ]H  in non-
increasing order. The total number of singular values is ),min( nm , generally m . Here superscript H  
means the complex conjugate transposition. 

From equation (3), the pseudo-inverse matrix of [ ]H  can be obtained as 

 [ ] [ ][ ] [ ]HVUH 1−+ Σ= .  (4) 

In this calculation, the pseudo-inverse matrix is sensitive to [ ] 1−Σ . [ ] 1−Σ  contains huge value so that [ ]Σ  
contains small values. This will generally lead to useless solutions when noise is present in the measured 
pressure vector. In order to avoid this problem, huge terms of [ ] 1−Σ  calculated from small terms of [ ]Σ  are 
set to zero. A criterion for dropping small singular value is called “Tolerance.” Tolerance is defined as 

 1/Tolerance σσ i= , (5) 

where 1σ  is the maximum singular value in the singular matrix [ ]Σ  and iσ   is the maximum one of the 
singular values that are dropped from matrix [ ]Σ . Tolerance is determined from the L-curve criterion, 
which is based on a plot of the result norm versus the corresponding residual norm in a log-log scale. 

In this paper, the surface normal velocity { }v  is given as 
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Therefore it is significant to select appropriate tolerance for sound source identification because a small 
tolerance causes large error by huge values of inverse matrix and large one causes large error by 
information loss. 

3 Test equipment and condition 

Figure 1 shows an internal combustion gas engine that is used in a co-generation system. The engine is 
equipped with an alternator. The characteristic data for the engine used in this study are shown in Table 1. 
In the test condition, output was 9.9 kW and engine speed was 1715 rpm. 
In this study, to measure sound pressure radiated from the engine, an air cleaner in the intake-system and 
an exhaust silencer were placed at a sufficient distance from the engine. The engine was installed on test 
beds. 

 
Figure 1: Internal combustion gas engine 

System Rated Output kW 9.9 
Number of 
Cylinders - 3 

Cyl. Bore x Stroke mm 88 x 90 
Displacement litter 1.642 

Engine 

Rated Speed rpm 1715 

Table 1: Characteristics and performance data 

Alternator 
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4 Inverse analysis 

4.1 Engine models 

The boundary element model of engine is shown in Figure 2. The element length for each element was 
approximately 25 mm. The number of nodes and elements were 4917 and 5723, respectively. 

 

Figure 2: Gas engine model 

4.2 Sound pressure measurement 

Sound pressure at 4169 points around the engine was measured as shown in Figure 3. Microphone 
position was 100 mm from surfaces of the engine. The microphone pitch was 30 mm. Time sequences of 
20 seconds duration were recorded using a sampling rate of 4096 Hz, corresponding to a frequency 
resolution of 2 Hz.  

 
Figure 3: Sound pressure measurement with microphone pitch 30 mm 

The same pressure data with a pitch of 30 mm was also used for the inverse analysis. However, to limit the 
IBEM problem size, the number of input data was reduced. In this paper, four different measurement 
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models are used for inverse analysis: the microphone pitch was 60, 90, 120, 150 mm as illustrated in 
Figure 4. In four cases, the number of measurement points is shown in Table 2. 

(c) 120mm

(a) 60mm (b) 90mm

(d) 150mm(c) 120mm

(a) 60mm (b) 90mm

(d) 150mm
 

Figure 4: Four measurement models with different microphone pitch 

Microphone pitch mm 60 90 120 150 
Number of measurement points - 1229 568 315 205 

Table 2: Characteristics and performance data 

4.3 Vibration identification 

To discuss the accuracy of identification by the IBEM, the identified velocity is compared with the 
velocity measured. 
Scanning measurement on the engine surface was performed using a Polytec PSV-3D laser Doppler 
vibrometer as shown in Figure 5. In measurement, a reference signal was cam pulse, the number of 
averages was 10, the upper frequency limit was 3200 Hz, the number of FFT lines was 1600, and the 
frequency resolution was 2 Hz. 
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Figure 5: Surface velocity measurement by laser Doppler vibrometer 

Inverse analysis was carried out at frequencies corresponding to the engine order. 
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the identified vibration with the measured one at 1056 Hz. The blue 
area in the measurement result has not measured yet. The identification result in Figure 6 relatively 
corresponds to measured vibration. The points with a high vibration level near the test bed came from the 
vibration at the oil pan. There is not much difference among four results with different microphone pitch. 

(a) Measurement

(b) Identified 60 mm (c) Identified 90 mm

(d) Identified 120 mm (e) Identified 150 mm

2.
5 

dB

(a) Measurement

(b) Identified 60 mm (c) Identified 90 mm

(d) Identified 120 mm (e) Identified 150 mm

(a) Measurement(a) Measurement

(b) Identified 60 mm (c) Identified 90 mm

(d) Identified 120 mm (e) Identified 150 mm

(b) Identified 60 mm (c) Identified 90 mm

(d) Identified 120 mm (e) Identified 150 mm

2.
5 

dB

  
Figure 6: Vibration velocity of forward panel at 1056 Hz 
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5 Forward analysis 

5.1 Sound pressure prediction 

Forward analysis was carried out with the inverse analysis results. The sound pressure is predicted by 
using the BEM from the surface velocity identified with each microphone pitch of 60, 90, 120, 150 mm in 
section 5.3. 
Measurement position is 600 mm from the engine surface as shown in Figure 7. The number of 
measurement points was 195. Microphone pitch was 60 mm. Time sequences of 20 seconds duration were 
recorded using a sampling rate of 4096 Hz, corresponding to a frequency resolution of 2 Hz. 

600 mm

Engine
Measure plane

600 mm

Engine
Measure plane  

Figure 7: Measurement position for forward analysis 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of measured and predicted sound pressure 600 mm from the engine. Sound 
pressure data in Figures 8 are the average at 195 measurement points. This result was almost 
corresponding to measured sound pressure. There is a peak at 1056 Hz in measured sound pressure. Figure 
9 shows the comparison of them at 1056 Hz. These figures indicate that sound pressure was identified 
accurately. 
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Figure 8: Measurement position for forward analysis 

(a) Measurement

2.
5 

dB

(d) Predicted 120 mm (e) Predicted 150 mm

(b) Predicted 60 mm (c) Predicted 90 mm

(a) Measurement

2.
5 

dB

(d) Predicted 120 mm (e) Predicted 150 mm

(b) Predicted 60 mm (c) Predicted 90 mm

 
Figure 9: Sound pressure at 1056 Hz 

5.2 Sound pressure prediction with sound insulation wall 

Forward analysis was carried out in a similar real environment. A sound insulation wall was placed 
between the engine and the measurement point as shown in Figure 10. It was 910 mm long, 1100 mm 
wide and 3.2 mm thick. The wall was placed approximately 100 mm from the engine surface. 
Measurement position was the same as the case without the wall. 
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500 mm
100 mm

Engine
Wall

Measure plane

500 mm
100 mm

Engine
Wall

Measure plane   
Figure 10: Engine set-up with a wall 

In the similar real environment, the accuracy of the sound pressure prediction is discussed. The wall model 
for the BEM was 1748 nodes and 1665 elements. In this study, the acoustic excitation was ignored. The 
surface in the wall model was modeled as hard (zero normal velocity). 
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Figure 11: Sound pressure 500 mm from wall 

Figure 11 shows the comparison of measured and predicted sound pressure 500 mm from the wall. Sound 
pressure data in Figures 11 are also the average at 195 measurement points. This result was relatively 
corresponding to measured sound pressure. Figure 12 shows the comparison of them at 1056 Hz. These 
figures indicate that predictions from the IBEM results in four cases are very similar. From these result, 
Examination with longer microphone pitch is required. In this study, the optimal number of pressure 
measurement points is less 205 witch is corresponding to microphone pitch 150 mm. 
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Figure 12: Sound pressure with wall at 1056 Hz  

6 Conclusion 

The following conclusions were drawn from this study. 
1. To identify surface velocity of the engine surface, there is not much difference among results with 

microphone pitch. 60, 90, 120 and 150 mm. 
2. From comparison of sound pressure prediction with measurement, there is not much difference among 

results with microphone pitch. 60, 90, 120 and 150 mm. 
3. To predict sound pressure of the engine surface with the IBEM, the optimal number of pressure 

measurement points is less 205 witch is corresponding to microphone pitch 150 mm under 1400 Hz. 
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Abstract 
Calculation of contributions from different noise sources is an important part of a vehicle NVH evaluation 

process. Typically, the contributions calculations are based on measured transfer functions and estimated 

source strengths. The main disadvantage of this technique is that it requires measurements of transfer 

functions, which is an awkward time consuming process. The technique is also error-prone due to the 

approach the source strengths are estimated.  

The current study focuses on another approach to the problem. It is based on the decomposition of the 

received sound rather than the synthesis of the contributions, and therefore requires only operational data.  

The technique is based on the estimation of the transmissibility matrix. It can be shown that for a given 

excitation set, the transmissibility matrix does not depend on applied loads, and therefore is a property of 

the system under test. It can also be shown that the transmissibility matrix can be estimated from several 

sets of operating measurements. Due to the method assumptions, it does not calculate exact contributions 

but provides results that can help NVH engineer to quantify the main noise sources of the vehicle.  

In the paper we apply the method to data synthesized in well controlled test environments which however 

resemble a real vehicle. A number of special cases typical for automotive NVH are being highlighted. 

1 Introduction 

The main goal of Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) is estimation of contributions of different sound sources 

approaching a receiver by different paths. Automotive industry is a main customer of TPA, where the 

analysis plays important role helping to improve the interior and exterior sound of a vehicle. During more 

than 15 years of research, a number of TPA methods were developed [1]. Most of the classical TPA 

methods are based on the synthesis of contributions: the contributions are calculated as products of source 

(or path) strength and path sensitivity [2]. By their nature, these methods are error-prone since they require 

estimation of source strengths (which cannot be measured directly) and time-consuming due to the 

measurements of path sensitivities. There is another family of methods which is based on decomposition 

rather then synthesis. These methods attempt to decompose the received sound (or vibration) using one or 

another decomposition criteria. One of the examples is the Multiple Coherence method which splits the 

received sound or vibration assuming the contributing sources being uncorrelated. Another recently 

published method [3, 4] uses so-called transmissibility functions to estimate the contributions.  

As defined in [5], transmissibility is a ratio between two responses measured at different degrees-of-

freedom (DOFs). Though simple for Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) systems, transmissibilities are 

not so obvious for Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems which are the case in TPA 

applications. The concept of transmissibilities was generalized for MIMO systems by Ribeiro et al [6, 7, 

8]. It is worthy to note that studying of transmissibilities gained more and more attention in the recent 

years: e.g. there are applications of transmissibility functions to Operational Modal Analysis [9, 10]; new 
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properties of the transmissibility functions in application to mechanical systems were found and described 

by Maia et al. [11].  

There are some known attempts of using transmissibility functions for TPA. E.g. an analog of the 

transmissibility method (often called pressure-to-pressure method) is often used in automotive NVH 

programs as a simple technique to investigate contributions from single localized sources, e.g. exhaust 

orifice.  

As was found in [6], the transmissibility matrix can be estimated from operating data only, and does not 

require time consuming measurements of transfer functions. This makes the method very attractive for 

using for TPA [3, 4, 1]. Simply speaking, the method requires simultaneous recording of the operating 

signals from reference transducers placed in a vicinity of the selected sources and receiver signals. Sets of 

signals corresponding to different operating conditions should be recorded. Based on these measurements, 

a transmissibility matrix between references and receivers is being calculated. Using the matrix and the 

measurement set for a given operating condition, the contributions from the sources to the receivers can be 

estimated.  

Typically, when starting using a new method in real-life cases, a number of questions concerning the 

applicability of the method arise. For example, 

• How the correlation between the sources could affect the method results? 

• What is the best technique to collect operating data for the transmissibility matrix calculation? 

• What are the influences of the sources which are not accounted for? 

• How sensitive is the method to simultaneous strong and weak sources? 

• How to deal with big distributed sources? 

The paper is trying to answer these questions focusing on the vehicle air-borne contributions. The results 

provided in the paper are based on artificially synthesized input data which suppose to resemble the noise 

from real vehicle sources (using transfer functions measured on a real vehicle and operating data 

synthesized using Vehicle NVH Simulator [12]).  

The paper is organized as following: in Section 2 the theoretical description of the transmissibility method 

is given; it also concerns with the practical application of the method to TPA; Section 3 describes the 

numerical test system used for the method testing, and in Section 4 the method is being applied to 

different test cases.  

2 Transmissibility method and its application to TPA 

2.1 Transmissibilities for a multiple-input system 

In a linear system, a response relates to the causing excitation by 

 fHx =  (1) 

where resN
C∈x is a vector of responses measured at Nres DOFs, sN

C∈f is a vector of excitation acting at 

Ns DOFs, and sres NN
C

×
∈H is a matrix of frequency transfer functions (FRFs) between all excitation and 

response DOFs.  

Expression (1) is written in frequency domain. Excitation and response can be thought of as vectors of 

phase-assigned autospectra (PAS) w.r.t. some (and same) reference signal. This means that all elements of 

vector f are correlated. If this is not the case, the excitations should be decorrelated using for example 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), i.e. split into mutually uncorrelated (principal) components. Then 

expression (1) is valid for each principal component. All further derivations are based on the assumption 

that the excitations and responses are correlated and can be presented as PAS w.r.t. some reference.   
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Following Ribeiro et al.[6], let us assume that the excitation may be applied to the system only at a given 

subset A of DOFs: 

 AfHx = , (2) 

and the response vector x can be split into two sub-vectors corresponding to two disjoint subsets of DOFs 

U and K: 

 








=
U

K

x

x
x . (3) 

Then one can define transmissibility matrix TAKU which relates xU and xK under the assumptions that the 

excitation is applied at DOFs from subset A: 

 KAKUU xTx = . (4) 

Using (2), the following is valid: 

 
AUAU

AKAK

fHx

fHx

=

=
, (5) 

and substitution to (4) yields to 

 +
= KAUAAKU HHT , (6) 

where ‘+’ denotes matrix pseudoinverse. Using (6), one can obtain the transmissibility matrix if all 

transfer functions are known.  

It is important to note that since HUA and HKA are properties of the system and do not depend on the 

excitation, the transmissibility matrix also does not depend on the excitation (though, this is only valid 

under the condition that the excitation are acting at the subset A).  

Let us consider different realizations of excitation )()2()1( ...,: M
AAAA ffff . Corresponding responses are: 

)()2()1( ..., M
KKK xxx  and )()2()1( ..., M

UUU xxx . According to (4), the responses relate via transmissibility matrix, so 

one can re-write expression (4) as follows 

 [ ] [ ])()2()1()()2()1( ...... M
KKKAKU

M
UUU xxxTxxx =  (7) 

or 

 KAKUU XTX = . (8) 

Solving (8) for TAKU, one obtains 

 +
= KUAKU XXT . (9) 

Expression (9) shows that the transmissibility matrix can be obtained from operational measurements only 

(under condition that the excitation is applied at the same subset A and matrix XK is invertible).  

2.2 Application of transmissibility method to TPA problems 

In the original works of Ribeiro et al. [6,7], the main application of the method was the estimation of the 

vibrations of a mechanical structures at the points where the sensors could not be mounted (subscripts U 

and K historically originate from this application: K stands for known vibration, U – for unknown 

vibrations). Later Nomura et al. [3,4] and Van der Auweraer et al. [1] suggested using the method for 

TPA.  

Let us call subset U receivers (e.g. driver ears or pass-by microphones), and subset K – references. The 

references are related to some sources, assuming that each reference picks most of its energy from the 
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corresponding source. Then the response at the j-th receiver under the i-th operating condition can be 

written as follows: 

 

∑

∑
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)()()()( ...
2211

 (10) 

Frequency domain function 
)(i

jkC  can be considered as a “contribution” from the k-th source to the j-th 

receiver under the i-th operating condition. However, as it was mentioned in [1], one has to be careful 

interpreting 
)(i

jkC  since this is not the same “contribution” which one used to obtain following classical 

TPA. While the classical contribution is a product of the source strength and path sensitivity; the value of 
)(i

jkC  refers to the strength of the reference signal in the overall signal perceived by the receiver. However, 

under a number of conditions, the value of 
)(i

jkC  is reasonably close to classical contribution, and therefore 

can be used in practice.  

It is also important to note that the classical TPA approach splits the contribution into two meaningful 

parts: source strength part and path sensitivity part; both are helpful in understanding the nature of 

received signal (e.g. is it a path or a source responsible for the contribution?). The transmissibility 

approach also splits the “contribution” into two parts (cf. (10)) but these parts do not hold any practical 

meaning and cannot be used for making any design decisions.  

Expression (10) can be re-written in time domain. In this case the transmissibility function can be 

converted to FIR-filters, and multiplication should be replaced by convolution. This will allow one to 

generate contributions from the sources in time domain, listen to them for evaluation and proceed with 

frequency/sound quality analysis if needed.  

3 Test system 

3.1 Model system 

In order to understand the practical aspects of the applicability of transmissibility method and answer the 

questions listed in Introduction, a number of numerical experiments were conducted. A simple model 

system was introduced (Figure 1). The main idea behind the model was to create simple fully controllable 

environments to test and validate the method for a variety of source signals. The system was supposed to 

generate signals similar to those perceived by the reference and receiver sensors under real-life operating 

conditions.  

The model consists of three point sources, three corresponding reference sensors and one receiver sensor. 

A number of selected time domain signals s(t) = {s1(t), s2(t),…}
T
 are mixed together using constant matrix 

K; the mix is instantaneous:  

 )()( tt sKq = . (11) 

Signals q(t) = {q1(t), q2(t), q3(t)}
T
 excite the model at source points 1,2,3; the model response at 

corresponding reference positions pref(t) = {p1(t), p2(t), p3(t) }
T
 and at the receiver position pres(t) are 

computed as a convolutive mix:  

 )()(
)(

)(
tt

tp

t

res

ref
qH

p
⊗=









, (12) 
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where H(t) is a matrix of FIR-filters generated from the FRF matrix H(f). To ensure the simple test system 

resembles properties of a real vehicle, we used FRFs measured on a real car. A Volvo S60 served as a test 

object; the measurements were conducted using Volume Velocity Source B&K Type 4295/4299 and a 

number of B&K microphones Type 4935. The three point sources were placed: under the engine (source 

1), under the gear-box (source 2) and in front of the intake (source 3). The reference microphones were 

placed few centimeters way from the sources. The receiver microphone was located about 1 m way from 

the left side of the vehicle.  

3.2 Common steps of the numerical experiments 

Most of the numerical experiments which are described in the following sections were performed 

following these steps: 

1. Source signal vector s(t) was generated for a chosen test scenario. Note that though we used 

measured FRFs (Pa/(m
3
/s) units), the signals s(t) and q(t) are synthetic and dimensionless. 

Therefore all further results do not hold any quantitative information and presented without units. 

2. Using expressions (11) and (12), )(
)(

t
m

refp and )()(
tp

m
res , m = 1..M were computed for M different 

operating conditions; This step models the measurements which had to be conducted if the method 

was used in practice.  

3. Phase-assign spectra w.r.t. a chosen PAS-reference signal was computed: 

 
)()(

)()(

)(

)(

m
U

m
res

m
K

m
ref

xtp

t

→

→ xp
 (13) 

4. Matrices XU and XK were generated, and the transmissibility matrix TAKU was computed using (9);  

5. As the first validation step, the computed matrix TAKU was compared with the “exact” 

transmissibility matrix calculated via FRFs using (6); 

6. For a selected operating measurement, the contributions 
)(m

jC  of all sources were calculated using 

(10) and compared with “exact” contribution obtained from the model when the other two sources 

are “switched off”; 

7. The sum of contributions was compared with “measured” )(m
Ux .  

 

Figure 1: Model system under considerations 
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4 Application of the method to different test cases 

In this chapter the method is applied to different test conditions in attempt to answer the questions listed in 

the Introduction. 

4.1 Influence of the correlation between the sources  

As it was mentioned in section 2.1, the method assumes the excitation sources are correlated. If the 

sources are uncorrelated, an obvious approach would be to decorrelate the excitation to a number of 

uncorrelated (principal) components and apply the method to each of them. In practice this could be done 

by computing the cross-spectra matrix Gpp for all references and responses:  

 pp

FFT

res

ref

tp

t
t G

p
p  →









=
)(

)(
)(  (14) 

and applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to it: 

 
H

pp VSUG = , (15) 

where U, V are the matrices containing left and right singular vectors, S is a diagonal matrix of singular 

values, and *
H
 denotes conjugate transpose. The original cross-spectra matrix Gpp can be presented as a 

sum 

 ∑∑ ==
pc

H
pcpcpc

pc

pppp s
pc

vuGG ; (16) 

the summation can be truncated to the significant singular values only. For all principal components held 

in the summation, PAS function 
pcijx can be calculated according to its definition, 

 

pc

pc

pcpc

ji

ji

iiij

G

G
Gx = , (17) 

and be used to generate the XK  and XU  matrices. Here, actually, one can utilize extra information 

obtained from principal components, by populating XK and XU in the following way (compare to (7)): 

 [ ]......
)2(

2
)2(

1
)1(

2
)1(

1/ ===== pcpcpcpcUK xxxxX . (18) 

To confirm the approach, a simple numerical experiment was conducted. Two sets of source signals were 

generated, scor(t) with all signals correlated and sunc(t) with uncorrelated signals. In order to check if the 

resulting mix is well separated by the transmissibility method, the signals contained energy in different but 

overlapping frequency bands, Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Magnitude of cross-spectra computed for: scor(t) (left) and sunc(t) (right). In both cases, signal 

frequency bands are s1: 850-1150Hz; s2: 650-950Hz; s3: 450-750Hz. 
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Figure 3 compares transmissibility functions obtained according to (9) with the “exact” functions, 

computed using expression (6). To simplify the plot, only one element of TAKU, namely T11 is plotted. The 

figure shows a good match between computed and “exact” functions in the frequency range 430-1170 Hz, 

i.e. the frequency range of the excitation. For uncorrelated sources, if SVD is not applied, the computed 

function differs from the exact curve on the frequency lines where the excitation bands overlap, e.g. 650-

720 Hz and 850-950 Hz (Figure 3b). This can be specially seen on the error plot (bottom). Introduction of 

SVD (15)-(18) solves the problem, and almost perfect match between the functions can be observed, 

Figure 3c. 

4.2 Selection of operating conditions to estimate the transmissibility matrix 

Following the method, the contributions are being estimated based on transmissibility matrix, which is 

calculated based on operating measurements only, (9). As it was mentioned before, this is the main 

advantage of the method. In order to use expression (9), the XK matrix must be invertible. Matrix XK  has a 

number of rows equal to number of sources (and references) Ns, and the number of columns M 

corresponds to number of different operating conditions used during the test (7),(8). The XK matrix will be 

a full-rank matrix if it contains at least Ns independent columns. In this case the right pseudoinverse can be 

found: IXX =
+

KK .  

How to achieve the independency of the columns in XK in practice? As it follows from the method 

assumptions, the excitations should be applied at the same subset of DOFs (subset A) during all M 

operating tests. However, the level of excitation applied to different DOFs can vary. In the case of a car, 

where many sources of excitation act simultaneously (engine, transmission, tyres, etc.), the excitation level 

depends on engine RPM or speed of the vehicle. As it was mentioned in [1], engine or wheels’ RPM and 

their harmonics excite the system, and the level of excitation varies depending on the RPM. Therefore the 

obvious choice is to use the two test scenarios which are standard in automotive NVH: constant speed 

tests and run-up tests.   
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Figure 3. Transmissibility function T11, phase (top), magnitude (middle) and relative error, % of 

magnitude dB values. Blue – computed using (6), red – computed using (9): 

a) Correlated signals, no SVD;   

b) Uncorrelated signals, no SVD – bad agreement on the frequencies where the excitation bands overlap;  

c) Uncorrelated signals, with SVD. 
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In order to compare different excitation scenarios, the source time data s(t) resembling the data typically 

observed during real tests were generated. We used B&K PULSE NVH Vehicle Simulator Type 3644 [12] 

to synthesize the data: s1(t) resembles typical engine sound, s2(t) – transmission, s3(t) – intake.  

For the constant speed test scenario, 7 engine regimes were used: 2500, 3500, 3700, 4000, 4200, 4500, 

5000 RPM. The gear box was set to the second gear. Engine RPM was slightly and slowly varying around 

the above listed mean values. Time data characteristics: length 22 s, sampling frequency 4096 Hz. For the 

run-up tests, two data sets were generated: slow run-up from 1000 to 6000 RPM in 22 s and fast run-up, 

same RPM bounds in 12 s. 

In case of stationary operating conditions, each RPM regime forms a column in the XK and XU matrices 

(18). Figure 4 a-c shows how the number and the selection of the stationary operating regimes affect the 

quality of the TAKU matrix estimation. All 22 s of data were used (43 averages for 1600 lines FFT, 50% 

overlap, 1 Hz resolution). Use of all 7 operating data sets gives the best results (Figure 4a) but reducing 

the number of data sets to three (corresponding to the lowest (2500), middle (4000) and highest (5000) 

RPM) does not significantly affect the estimation quality (Figure 4b). However when utilizing three data 

sets from the higher RPM range (4200, 4500 and 5000 RPM data sets), the result quality drops (Figure 

4c). 

Figure 4 d-f shows the effect of averaging on the quality of the TAKU estimation. All 22 seconds of the 

recorded data that correspond to 43 averages give the best result (Figure 4d); decreasing the length of the 

recorded block and consequently the number of averages leads to bigger estimation errors (Figure 4e,f). 

In case of run-up, the time data are split by chunks; each chunk, after it is subjected to Fourier transform 

and averaging, forms a column in the XK and XU matrices. Results are shown on Figure 5. Figure 5a,b 

compares slow (a) and fast (b) runups. In both cases the chunks were 3 s long that correspond to 5 FFT 

averages. In the case of the slow runup XK and XU contained 8 columns (with 0.6 s overlap between 

chunks introduced). In the case of fast runup the matrices contained only 3 columns. As one can see the 

run-up speed does not seriously affect the quality of TAKU estimation. Figure 5c,d compares result for the 

different chunk length: short chunks of 1.5 s with only 2 FFT averages but generating 23 columns in XK 

and XU (Figure 5c) and 6 s long chunks (11 averages, 3 columns, Figure 5d). Similar to the constant speed 
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Figure 4. Relative estimation error for log(T11), %. Constant speed operating conditions:  

a) All 7 regimes used: 2500, 3500, 3700, 4000, 4200, 4500, 5000 RPM; b) Three regimes used: 2500, 

4000, 5000 RPM; c) Three higher RPM regimes used: 4200, 4500, 5000 RPM. 

d) All recorded data length (22 s) used for PAS calculations (43 averages). Same as a), note different y-

axis scaling; e) 7.3 s of data used (13 averages); f) 3.7 s of data used (6 averages). 
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case, by increasing the number of FFT averages one can improve quality of the TAKU matrix estimation. 

Based on these observations, one can conclude that generally constant speed operating measurements 

(though more time consuming) give better results than runup measurements. Interesting to note that the 

number of FFT averages affect the TAKU matrix estimation quality in much higher degree than the number 

of operating conditions (i.e. the number of columns in the XK and XU matrices). 

4.3 Influence of the sources which are not accounted for 

One of the assumptions of the considered method is that all active excitation sources are accounted for by 

reference sensors. However, this condition is difficult to satisfy in practice. A modern car has hundreds of 

noise and vibration sources, and it is not feasible to characterize all of them by setting up references. In 

this section we will try to understand how the sources which are not accounted for will influence the 

estimation of the transmissibility matrix and the contributions. 

The “not-accounted for” source is modeled by source #3; modifying the coefficients of the K matrix, one 

can control its strength q3. Signal p3(t) picked by the reference sensor #3 (Figure 1) was ignored, i.e. 

removed from the reference vector pref and the corresponding row in XK was also taken out. 

The results of matrix TAKU estimation and resulting contributions are shown on Figure 6. The calculations 

were performed for the constant speed operating conditions as described in the previous section. The 

strength of the “not accounted for” source q3 was gradually increased from very weak (-40 dB from its 

original value used in the previous section) to modest (-20dB), and further to strong (-10 dB). Figure 6a 

shows that the error of the TAKU estimation increases with the increase of the q3 strength. The same is 

happening with computed contributions (Figure 6b) which are getting more and more overestimated.  

The obvious reason of the error in the TAKU estimation is that the method “believes” the signal picked by 

the receiver sensor is originated from the sources accounted for by the reference sensors. The bigger 

contribution of the “not accounted for” source into the reference and/or receiver sensors, the bigger error 

can be expected. This is demonstrated by Figure 7. The blue line is the contribution of the source #3. In 

both cases, whether this source is weak or strong, its contribution to the first reference signal p1 is 

relatively small (Figure 7, a,b), at least much smaller compare to the contribution of the source #1 which is 
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Figure 5.  Relative estimation error for log(T11), %. Runup operating conditions: 

a) Slow runup (from 1000 to 6000 RPM in 22 s), chunk length 3 s; b) Fast runup (1000-6000 RPM in 12 

s), same chunk length; 

c) Slow runup, chunk length 1.5 s; d) Slow runup, chunk length 6 s. 
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the closest to the reference. Same can be observed for other reference signals. This means that matrix XK 

is only slightly affected by the third source. This is almost always the case since, according to the method, 

the reference sensors are placed close to the sources.  

However, for the receiver signal, the situation is different (Figure 7, c,d). In case of weak q3, the source #2 

is the main contributor to the receiver signal (green line). But with increase of q3 (Figure 7d), source #3 

becomes the main contributor (compare the blue and green lines), so matrix XU becomes strongly affected. 

This results in overestimation of the TAKU matrix and further in the overestimation of contributions 
)(m

ijC .  

Concluding, one can note that a source can be neglected if (i) it is weak compared to the sources which are 

accounted for, or (ii) it is located far away from the receiver sensors (i.e. contributes relatively little to the 

received signal). 
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Figure 6. a) Relative estimation error of the log(T11), %. Legend: Thick magenta line – estimation error 

when q3 is accounted for, dotted line – weak q3, dark green line – modest q3, blue line – strong q3; b) 

Contribution )7(
11C . Legend: Thick magenta line – exact contribution, dotted line – weak q3, dark green 

line – modest q3, blue line – strong q3.  
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Figure 7. Exact contributions of q1, q2, q3 into: (a,b) first reference signal p1; (c,d) receiver signal prec. 

(a,c) weak  q3; (b,d) strong  q3. Colors: black – total signal; red – contribution of  q1; green – contribution 

of   q2; blue – contribution of  q3. All plots are for constant speed (5000 RPM) operating data. 
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4.4 Influence of weak and strong sources 

One of the drawbacks of the classical TPA methods is their weakness in separation of the noise coming 

from the sources with significant difference in strength. This section models the situation when one source 

is much stronger than the others. In our test model (Figure 1), the first and second sources are located 

close to each other (modeling vehicle engine and transmission) while the third source (the intake) is quite 

away from the first two. Since the goal of the experiment is to see the effect of different strength of the 

sources that are close to each other, we selected the source #1 as a test source: Its strength q1 was varied, 

and the effect on the estimation quality of TAKU and contributions were observed.  

As it was noticed in a number of previous experiments, the best estimation results are obtained when the 

strength of contributions from different sources has approximately same level. The relative errors of the 

T11, T12, T13 estimations for such a case are shown in blue on Figure 8 (same operating condition as 

described in the previous section). Green and red curves on Figures 8 correspond to the estimation errors 

when the strength of q1 was increased by 20dB and 30dB respectively.  

As it can be seen, the estimation error growths significantly for T12, T13 but less for T11 (note different y-

axis scaling), which is the transmissibility function corresponding to source #1. The contributions 

computed using the TAKU matrix are plotted on Figure 9. As one can see, with the increase of q1 (from (a) 

to (c)), the precision of contributions decreases, especially for the weak sources #2 and #3 (generally, they 

are overestimated). However, the estimation of the strongest source contribution C11, is still quite good. 

Since the strongest source defines the total response (the bottom plot), the estimation of the total is good 

for all test cases. 

Concluding the section, one can notice that the method is quite robust in case of neighboring weak and 

strong sources. It provides satisfactory estimation of contributions from weak sources and relatively good 

estimation for strong sources and the total response.  

 

4.5 Effect of using several references in case of distributed noise sources 

Engineers working in automotive NVH used to deal with distributed noise sources, i.e. relatively big 

volumes with boundaries radiating sound. Examples of such sources are engine, transmission, muffler, 

wheels, etc. A common approach for dealing with distributed sources is to use a number of measurement 

points surrounding distributed sources. E.g. the Source Substitution Method models such sources by 

placing a number of point sources on the radiating surface (typically used for modeling engine). Multiple 

Coherence Method uses several reference sensors to characterize a single distributed source (typical 

example is a vehicle tyre).  

This section investigates how the multiple sensors approach is suited for the Transmissibility Matrix 

Method. The test model had to be modified: there are only two sources left, source #1 and #3 (modeling 

engine and intake respectively). As before, source #3 is assumed to be a point source and being 

characterized by a single reference picking up signal p3. In contrast, the source #1 is considered to be 

distributed, and there are two references set to characterize it; they pick signals p1 and p2. Obviously, if the 
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Figure 8. Estimation error for T11 (left, note the different y-axis scaling), T12 (middle) and T13 (right) for 

different strength of q1: blue – original strength; green – 10 times of original; red – 32 times of original.   
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reference sensors located far away from each other, they pick relatively different signals, and the 

considerations from the previous sections are valid. Then the contribution from the distributed source can 

be computed as a sum of two single sources corresponding to the first and second references.  

Let’s consider a limit case when the two references are located very close to each other and effectively 

pick the same signal. If the method can deal with this limit case, and does not require any modifications, it 

can be successfully used for estimation of contributions from big distributed sources. 

Considering how the XK matrix is populated (7)-(8) or (18), one can notice that if p1 and p2 measure the 

same signals, the first two rows in the matrix will be identical. Then the XK matrix is not a full-rank matrix 

anymore, and the equality IXX =
+

KK  does not hold. It can be shown [13, p. 21] that two corresponding 

columns of the pseudoinverse are equal. Just for the illustration of this property, let’s print out the XK and 
+

KX  matrices for a random frequency line: 

















×=

















×=
−+

0.33i + 0.91-0.39i - 1.800.39i - 1.80

0.13i - 0.811.38i + 1.94-1.38i + 1.94-

0.78i + 0.13-1.42i - 0.12-1.42i - 0.12-

10;

12.94i - 5.438-11.62i - 4.538-7.335i - 2.832-

2.730i - 0.2103.215i - 1.341-0.995i - 0.342-

2.730i - 0.2103.215i - 1.341-0.995i - 0.342-

10 23
KK XX  

Imagine, only one reference sensor was used instead of two located next to each other; then the XK matrix 

and its pseudoinverse, would look as follows: 

















×=







×=

−+

0.33i + 0.91-0.77i - 3.60

0.13i - 0.812.77i + 3.88-

0.78i + 0.13-2.85i - 0.24-

10;
12.94i - 5.438-11.62i - 4.538-7.335i - 2.832-

2.730i - 0.2103.215i - 1.341-0.995i - 0.342-
10 23

KK XX . 

One can notice that the first column of the second pseudoinverse is exactly the sum of the two first 

columns of the original pseudoinverse. Similarly, the transmissibility matrix TAKU calculated according to 

(9) will have two identical columns which values are exactly halves of the values if only one reference 

sensor was used. Obviously, resulting contributions C11 and C12 are equal, and their sum is equal to the 

single contribution in case of only one reference sensor was used. 

It is important to note that since the XK matrix is in this case always ill-conditioned, some regularizations 

techniques shall be applied to ensure valid pseudoinverse. 
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Figure 9. Contributions C11 to C13 and total (top to bottom). a) Original strength of q1; b) q1 times 10; c) 

q1 times 32; Colors: thick magenta – computed, thin black – exact. 
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Finishing the section, we can conclude that using several references in order to characterize a big 

distributed source does not contradict with the principles of the method and shall not be avoided.  

5 Conclusion and further research 

The paper presents the theoretical background of the Transmissibility Matrix Method and concerns its 

application to air-borne TPA.  A simple synthetic numerical test model was used for method validation.  

A number of practical issues typical for automotive applications were considered such as method 

applicability for correlated and uncorrelated sources, effect of neglected sources, effect of neighboring 

weak and strong sources, dealing with big distributed sources. Different types of operating test regimes 

were compared to select one providing the best estimation of contributions. 

As a further research, the additional validation of the method can be suggested, especially on a real 

vehicle, when the resulting contributions can be compared with the results of classical TPA method such a 

Source Substitution Method. 

Application of the method to vehicle pass-by test and as a data pre-processing tool for Vehicle NVH 

Simulator can also be interesting.   
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Abstract 
During last decades the power increasing of mechanical systems and the request for increasing service life 
leads mechanical components of a system to work in extreme conditions. In particular actual mechanical 
systems include surfaces in sliding contact that are subjected to wear if exposed to high vibration. In fact, 
the vibration of components in contact results in large oscillations of the local contact stresses, due to the 
local deformation of the components at the contact interfaces. Thus the necessity to approach an 
interdisciplinary problem dealing with dynamics (system vibrations) and tribology (contact behavior).  
This paper presents an analysis concerning the influence of the vibrations induced by aircraft engines on 
the wear of contact surfaces of rolling bearings of the bleed system valves. The study is developed on the 
framework of an European project. To study the wear, resulting of fretting and false Brinelling known to 
occur in quasi-static assemblies in vibratory environment, at the contact surfaces between balls and rings 
of the valve bearings it is then necessary to achieve the forces dues to the system vibrations and acting at 
the bearings connections with the structure. In order to perform a numerical transient analysis of the 
system dynamics a nonlinear simplified model of the valve is developed. The model includes the stiffness 
of the preloading springs, the nonlinearity of the bearings stiffness and the nonlinearity due to the possible 
detachments and impacts between the bearings and the frame of the valve. The input of the models is the 
induced vibrations by the aircraft engine. The outputs are the relative vibration between the frame of the 
valve and the shaft charring the butterfly, which corresponds to the relative displacements between the 
outer and the inner rings of the bearings (the bearings are sited between these two components) and the 
time behaviour of the forces between the bearings and the frame of the valve. . The model is validated by 
comparing the numerical results of the relative displacement with experimental results from vibration tests 
carried out on valve assembly. The time behaviour of the forces and the respective displacements between 
the contact surfaces, achieved with the presented analysis, will be the inputs for a Finite Element Model 
developed to reproduce and analyze the local contact constraints.  

1 Introduction 

This paper presents a work developed into the framework of the European project BEARINGS: New 
generation of aeronautical bearings for extreme environmental constraints [1]. Object of the research is the 
wear appearing at the contact surfaces between balls and race of quasi-static rolling bearings that allow the 
bleed valves to open.  
Mechanical systems under vibration and including sliding contact surfaces are easily subjected to wear [2]  
or contact instability [3-4] due to the coupling between the dynamics of the system and the local behaviour 
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of the contact stresses. The system dynamics influences the vibrational response of the bodies in contact 
and in particular the local deformation at the contact surfaces. The local friction coefficient and the surface 
topography influence the contact stresses due to the local deformation, and consequently influence the 
local excitations of the bodies at the contact area. 
Bearings raceway of non-rotating rolling bearings exposed to vibrations or slight oscillating motions can 
be damaged at the contact surface with the balls. This particular kind of wear appears to be a special case 
of fatigue called 'false brinelling' [5] because the cavities created on the bearing raceways are similar to 
the Brinell marks produced by indentation [6-7]. However compared to the Brinell effect, no macroscopic 
plastic deformation occurs and the cavities result from an abrasion phenomenon initiated by oscillations of 
the local contact stresses, which is due to the induced vibrations by the mechanical system where the 
bearings is placed. 
In order to understand the ‘false brinelling’ degradation it is necessary to recover the dynamic behaviour 
of the contact surfaces between ball and raceway. The paper presents the modeling of the valve assembly 
and the dynamic analysis of the valve induced vibrations that allows to recover the relative displacements 
between the outer and inner rings and the time behaviour of the global forces applied to the bearings; these 
data will be introduced into a finite element model [8] for the analysis of the contact scenario. Scales and 
values of relevance are omitted into the paper because of a non disclosure agreement.    

2 Numerical model 

2.1 Nonlinear lumped model of the valve 

Bleed valves are constituted by a butterfly clumped to the rotating shaft that is rotated by the control 
system for regulating the bleed pressure. The butterfly rotates inside the cylindrical frame of the valve. 
Ball bearings, used in bleed valves, include an inner ring, an outer ring, a housing cage and a defined 
number of ceramic balls. Valve bearings are submitted to strong functional constraints (open/closed 
motion) and to additional constraints resulting of engine vibrations. These vibrations induced by the 
engine are transmitted to the frame of the valve and consequently to the shaft of the valve, through the 
bearings. In such conditions there is relative displacement between the outer ring (fixed with the valve) 
and the inner ring (fixed with the shaft) of the bearings, that is the cause of the fatigue degradations of the 
contact surfaces between rings and balls. 
In order to reduce the model of the valve, a previous analysis has been performed to identify the dynamic 
response of the system; no modes of the components of the system have been identified to be into the 
excitation frequency range coming from the aircraft engines. Moreover, tribological observations of the 
raceway surfaces permit to assert that the degradations are due to axial relative displacement between 
inner and outer rings of the bearings [9]. Consequently, the analysis is here focused to the axial dynamics 
of the system, considering each component to be a rigid body.   
Two ball bearings are clumped (at the inner ring) to the extremities of the shaft for reproducing the pin 
joint between shaft and frame of the valve (Figure 1). The outer ring of the bearings is logged into a 
cylindrical guide that permits the axial translation of the bearings respect to the valve frame; with this 
solution, a preload can be applied along the axial direction of the bearings, between inner and outer ring. 
Two preloading springs are placed between the shaft and the valve frame; the function of these springs is 
to apply an initial constant load between the inner (shaft) and outer (frame) rings of the bearings to avoid 
vibrations of the balls when no functional load is applied to the valve. The dynamic response of the one 
degree of freedom (1 DOF) system constituted by the mass of the butterfly-shaft assembly, the stiffness of 
the preloading springs and the nonlinear stiffness of the bearings, is retained responsible for the axial 
relative displacement, causing the ‘false brinelling’ degradations. 
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Figure 1: a) Bleed valve; b) Schema of the 1 DOF model of the axial dynamics of the valve.  

Thus, the proposed model needs to include the nonlinear axial stiffness of the bearings and the further 
nonlinearity that is due to the possible lost of the imposed preload; the second is due to the fact that if the 
relative displacement overcomes the preload compression of the bearings (or springs) there will be a 
detachment between the outer ring of the bearings (or the spring) and the valve frame, with a consequent 
impact due to the following recover of the contact.  

The nonlinearity of the bearings stiffness is of the form of Eq. 1, where psk is the stiffness of the bearings, 

function of the applied axial force psf  on the bearings; α  and β  are coefficients measured 
experimentally at Liebherr Aerospace. 

 ps psk f βα= ⋅  (1) 

The equation of motion of the nonlinear 1 DOF system is written (Eq. 2) and a Simulink model is 
developed to solve the equation:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

1 1
rs rs ri ri totM x k x u F k x u F x u F Cxβ βα α − −⋅ = − − − − − − + − ⋅ + ⋅ + −   (2) 

Where: 
- M  is the mass of the shaft-butterfly assembly;  

- rsk and rik  are respectively the stiffness of the lower and upper preloading springs (Figure 1);  

- rsF  and riF  are the values of the respective preloads on the two springs; 

- x  is the shaft axial displacement; u  is the axial displacement of the valve frame (due to the engine 
vibrations); 

- C  is the viscous damping coefficient.  
The equation of motion is written around the equilibrium position under the preload. The first term on the 
left side is the reaction force of the upper preloading spring; the third term is due to the lower preloading 
spring; the fifth term is the force due to the nonlinear stiffness of the upper bearings. The stiffness of the 
lower bearings is not included into the model, because it is in series with the preloading spring (Figure 1) 
and its stiffness is two order of magnitude greater. 
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The nonlinearity due to the lost of preload is considered into the Simulink model by introducing switch 
blocks that permit to neglect the terms of the Eq. 2 representing the stiffness force of the detached 
component. The switch imposes the force equal to zero when the stiffness force due to relative 
displacement ( )x u−  reaches the preload, and the spring or bearings is completed discharged. Three 
detachment conditions are imposed respectively for the upper spring, the lower spring, and the upper 
bearings: 

 ( ) rs

rs

Fx u
k

− > − ;       ( ) ri

ri

Fx u
k

− > − ;       ( ) 11
totx u F β

α
−− < ⋅  (3)               

2.2 Inputs and outputs 

The system is now reduced to the nonlinear 1 DOF model and the Simulink model of the equation of 
motion is developed introducing the bearings nonlinearity and the detachment conditions between shaft 
and frame of the valve. The inputs of the model are the system parameters:  

- the stiffness of the preloading springs; the preloads; 
-  the mass of the shaft-butterfly assembly; 
-  the stiffness parameters of the bearings; 
-  a further input is the vibration of the valve frame that, in flight conditions, is due to the vibrations 

induced by the engines.  
Aim of this paper is the study of the system dynamics through the nonlinear model, so that the 
accelerations imposed on an experimental test bench designed to study the dynamics of the system are 
introduced as input for the simulations. This allows to study the system response and to validate the model 
by comparison with the experimental tests. Afterward, the model will be used to analyze the system 
response to the in-flight environmental vibrations. 
To analyze the system dynamics a series of acceleration sweeps per band of octave is imposed to the 
frame of the valve (Figure 2). The acceleration is time integrated to recover the displacement imposed to 
the frame of the valve; the displacement is then introduced as input for the Simulink model. The 
acceleration input has been chosen to be identical to the excitation inputs used during experimental 
dynamic tests (see § 3).  

 
Figure 2: Excitation of the valve frame: frequency sweep of acceleration with constant amplitude; 

the acceleration is time integrate to recover the displacement for the Simulink input. 

The only parameter unknown is the damping coefficient C; this parameter is used to calibrate the model 
and fit the amplitude of the experimental results.   
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Outputs of the model are the relative displacement between shaft and frame of the valve and the time 
behavior of the forces on the springs and bearings. The former will be used to validate the model by 
comparison with the experimental dynamic tests and comparison with the tribological observations. The 
seconds will be used to understand the system response to the excitation and to introduce the forces acting 
on the bearings into a FE model for the analysis of the contact. 
  

3 Experimental validation 

In order to validate the numerical model, a comparison with experimental results on dynamic tests has 
been performed. The tests, performed at Liebherr Aerospace, have been developed to recover the axial 
dynamics of the valve, and in particular to recover the amplitude of the relative displacement between 
shaft and valve frame for different values of the environmental vibration level.  
The valve frame has been connected to a vibrating base that wants to simulate the vibrations induced by 
the aircraft engine. To excite the system dynamics a quadratic frequency sweep of the acceleration is 
imposed to the vibrating base and the relative displacement is measured by a non-contact inductive 
displacement sensor. This procedure has been repeated for several amplitudes of the acceleration, which is 
maintained constant in each test.   
Figure 3 shows the RMS (root mean square) of the relative displacement measured for different levels of 
the exciting vibrations. The signals have been filtered with an high pass band filter to focus the frequency 
range of interest. A common behavior of the curves can be observed: a low response of the system, 
characterized by few peaks, is reported at low frequencies; then, a sudden increase of the response is 
observed and it is followed, in frequency, by a progressive decrease. 

 
Figure 3: RMS of the relative displacements between shaft and valve frame, for 4 different levels of 

exciting acceleration; experimental tests. 

To test the validity of the model and to identify the values of the damping parameter to introduce into the 
equation of motion, the same exciting vibration levels (Figure 2) have been introduced into the Simulink 
model. Figure 4 shows the corresponding RMS curves. A good agreement of the frequency behavior and 
RMS amplitude has been obtained. 
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Figure 4: RMS of the relative displacements between shaft and valve frame, for 4 different levels of 

exciting acceleration; numerical simulations. 

A further validation of the model has been obtained by the tribological observations on the raceway 
degradations (Figure 5). Similar amplitude of the oscillations of the relative displacement has been 
identified.  

 
Figure 5: ‘False Brinelling’ degradations at the bearings raceway. 

  

4 Numerical results 

The analysis of the time behavior of the outputs is performed to study the dynamic response of the system. 
Figure 6 shows the time behavior of the relative displacement between shaft and frame of the valve 
submitted to the sweep acceleration level B. Because of the frequency sweep of the excitation the scale of 
the time (x axis) can be seen as well as index of the instantaneous excitation frequency: when the time 
increases the frequency increases too. 
In Figure 6 four different zones can be observed: in zone 1 the shaft is oscillating respect to the frame 
around the equilibrium position, and the amplitude of the oscillation is almost constant in time 
(frequency); in zone 2, peaks of the response are observed; in zone 3, as in zone 1, there is again an 
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oscillation around the equilibrium position, but, in this case, with a slight increment of the amplitude 
respect to time (frequency); in zone 4 a sudden increase of the relative displacement is observed, followed 
by a progressive decreasing of the amplitude. In this last zone the oscillation around the equilibrium 
position is non symmetric. 

 
Figure 6: relative displacement between shaft and valve frame when the frame is excited with the 

acceleration level B. 

 
Figure 7: time behavior of the force acting on the upper bearings when the frame is excited with the 

acceleration level B. 

 

Figure 7, reporting the force at the upper bearings, allows to better understand the behavior of the system. 
It is the axial force between the shaft (inner ring of the bearings) and the connection with the valve frame 
(outer ring). It is still possible to recognize the four zones: 
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• in zone 1 the force oscillates around the value of the preload without reaching the zero, i.e. the 
bearings is always under axial compression and there is no detachment; the amplitude of the 
oscillation is almost constant, i.e. the shaft is following the frame vibrations;  

• zone 2 shows peaks on the force oscillations due to the response of the system; shifting the 
frequency of excitation the amplitude of the oscillation increases and then decreases again to the 
previous value;  

• in zone 3 it is evident the effect of the inertia: increasing the frequency (time) the inertia of the 
shaft makes it stay, while the amplitude of the frame displacement is not affected (inputs); 
consequently the amplitude of the relative displacement between shaft and frame increases with 
the frequency; 

• the amplitude increases just to the zone 4, were the force reaches zero and the detachment occurs; 
in zone 4 the force time behavior is characterized by the detachments and impacts between the 
shaft and the frame (inner and outer rings); afterwards, the amplitude of the impacts decreases 
with the time; this is due to the decreasing of the amplitude of the frame displacement with the 
frequency (the amplitude of the acceleration is constant, see Figure 2). 

Figure 8 shows a particular of the relative displacement in zone 4. Figures 9 a, b and c show respectively 
the force on the upper preloading spring, the force on the upper bearing and the force on the lower bearing 
(lower preloading spring). It is possible again to identify two different zones: when the upper bearing 
force is equal to zero (Figure 9-b) there is detachment of the upper bearing, the relative displacement 
reaches large values (Figure 8) and there is large compression of both the preloading springs (Figure 9-a 
and 9-c) until the elastic force of the springs recalls the shaft to the equilibrium position; then, when the 
shaft returns to the equilibrium condition the bearing stiffness is engaged again and because of the large 
increase of the stiffness there is an impulsive force between the inner and outer rings of the bearings 
(highlighted zone in Figure 9-b). The highlighted zone in Figure 8 and 9 corresponds to the engage of the 
bearing stiffness. During this period the relative displacement is small because the shaft is stopped by the 
bearings stiffness and consequently there is an impulse on the bearings stiffness force due to the inertia of 
the shaft.  Such impulses reach extremely large values respect to the nominal values of the loading force 
and they are reproduced in time at the frequency of the excitation, causing the fatigue phenomenon that 
give origin to the ‘false brinelling’ degradation.    

 
Figure 8: Particular of the relative displacement between shaft and valve frame, during 

detachments; the red line is the equilibrium position. 
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Figure 9: Particular of the forces on the springs and bearings connecting shaft and valve frame, 

during detachments; the red line is the preload value. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper presents the first part of the numerical analysis aimed to reproduce the behavior of the local 
contact stresses between balls and raceways of the rolling bearings used into bleeds valves of aircrafts. 
The presented model leads to recover the global forces acting on the bearings that will be successively 
introduced as inputs of a FE model for the analysis of the local contact behavior. 
Thanks to dynamic and tribological observations the system is first reduced to a nonlinear one degree of 
freedom model that permits to reproduce the axial dynamics of the valve into the frequency range of 
interest. The model includes the nonlinearity of the bearing stiffness and the nonlinearity due to the 
detachments between shaft and valve frame, when the preload is lost. 
The model is first validated by comparison with experimental tests performed on the valve. Frequency 
sweeps of acceleration of the valve frame, of amplitudes comparable with the operational amplitudes on 
aircrafts, are used as exciting vibrations to analyze the dynamic behavior of the system. Tribological 
observations of the raceway degradations agree with the amplitude of relative displacement recovered by 
the model. 
The model allows finally to recover the global forces acting on the bearings and interpreting the dynamic 
response of the valve. The time behavior of such forces, characterized by impulsive oscillations due to the 
detachments and impacts between shaft and valve frame, explain the cause of the fatigue indentation of 
the ring raceway characterized by ‘false brinelling’ degradation. 
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Abstract
Global monitoring systems are frequently used to monitor structures with the intention to assess
the structure and support the maintenance. In most cases the indicators are not only sensitive to
a structural damage, but also to environmental changes (e.g., temperature, humidity) or applied
excitation. In this study, modal and wavelet-based indicators are compared by means of a case study
of a high-speed railway bridge. The calculations are based on numerical simulations of train passages
using the Newmark-method. The influence of train speed, loading and damage of one bearing are
investigated. It can be shown that wavelet-based damage indicators have a higher sensitivity than
the modal-based indicators, especially for small damages.

1 Introduction

Modal based indicators are commonly used in practice to monitor and detect damages in various
structures. Several experiences are reported in literature (e.g, [1], [2], [3]). Unfortunately, those
indicators are less sensitive to local damages of a small size. As the most modal based indicators in-
clude an integral information of the whole structure, time-based indicators use the local information
at one single measurement point. In the latter case noise and influences of different excitation have
to be compensated to detect the damage. Thus, the application of a combined frequency- and time-
based damage indicator might offer advantages. One possibility is the introduction of wavelet-based
damage indicators as suggested by [4], [5] and others. The wavelet transformation of a time signal
contains time and frequency information. This transformation can be also used for noise reduction
and pattern recognition, which is advantageous for the application as damage indicator. Especially,
the discrete wavelet transformation as chosen in this paper is numerically very efficient.

The presented approach is designed especially for output-only longterm measurements where only
few sensors are used. Longterm measurements are multiple measurements of a certain time period
per day. In addition special events can be measured, for example, a train passing the bridge. The
optimal damage indicator is sensitive to a certain kind of small damage and insensitive to other
influences, like loading or environmental effects. Considering the four levels of damage detection –
identification of damage, identification of damage location, identification of damage size, prediction
of residual life time – the first level is the main subject of the current work. It will be illustrated, that
wavelet-based indicators are a good alternative to modal-based indicators. Therefore, the indicators
are described in Section 2 and benchmarked at a high-speed railway bridge in Section 4. The model
has been updated with measured data [6] [7] and simulated accelerations are used for the verification
of the damage indicators.
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2 Theory of discrete orthogonal wavelet transform

The theory of discrete wavelet transform has been extensively described, for example, in [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [4], and [13]. A quick review of the theoretical aspects is given as introduction to the
wavelet-based damage indicators.

2.1 Multiresolution analysis

The numerical algorithms that are used for the fast wavelet transformation are based on a mul-
tiresolution analysis. The concept of this approach is briefly described in this subsection. A signal
f ∈ V−1 ⊂ L2(R) is separated into a high and a low frequency part (approximations and details,
respectively). The low frequency part is the projection P0f into a lower level space V0. The com-
plement of V0 concerning V−1 is the space W0, whereas the projection of f into W0 is Q0f . In the
case of orthogonal wavelets this complement is an orthogonal complement.

V−1 = V0 ⊕W0 (1)

The representation
f = P0f +Q0f (2)

of every signal f ∈ V−1 ⊂ L2(R) is then unique, whereas the components P0f andQ0f are orthogonal
to each other. Due to the recursion algorithm for each approximation Pmf ∈ Vm ⊂ L2(R) follows

Pmf = PMf+
M∑

k=m+1

Qkf resp. Vm = VM ⊕
M⊕

k=m+1

Wk

∀m,M ∈ Z and M > m,

(3)

which is graphically shown in figure 1.

L2(R) . . . ....................................................... ................... V−1 ........................................................................................... ...................

............................................................................................................... .........
.........
.

P0

Q0

V0

W0

........................................................................................... ...................

............................................................................................................... .........
.........
.

P1

Q1

V1

W1

. . . ....................................................... ................... {0}

Figure 1: Scheme of a multiresolution analysis

Consequently, a multiresolution analysis of L2(R) is an ascending sequence of closed subspaces
Vm ⊂ L2(R) [8]

{0} ⊂ . . . ⊂ V2 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V−2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ L2(R) (4)

with the properties ⋃
m∈Z

Vm = L2(R), f(·) ∈ Vm ⇔ f(2m·) ∈ V0,⋂
m∈Z

Vm = {0}, f ∈ Vm ⇔ f(· − 2mk) ∈ Vm, ∀ k ∈ Z.
(5)

Thus, the spaces Vm are dilated and translated versions of the basic space V0.
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2.2 Wavelet bases

By the approach of multiresolution analysis a wavelet basis is defined by two different functions.
These are a scaling function ϕ and a wavelet ψ for decomposition. The reconstruction is using the
same functions. Properties and construction schemes for these functions are described, for example,
in [9], [8] and [14]. The dilated and translated versions are

ϕm,n = 2−
m
2 ϕ(2−mt− n) ψm,n = 2−

m
2 ψ(2−mt− n) . (6)

Since ϕ ∈ V0 ⊂ V−1 the scaling function and the mother wavelet are defined by

ϕ(t) =
√

2
∑
k∈Z

akϕ(2t− k) ψ(t) =
√

2
∑
k∈Z

bkϕ(2t− k) (7)

where {ak}k∈Z and {bk}k∈Z are series of coefficients that follow the conditions∑
k∈Z

ak =
√

2∑
k∈Z

akak+2n = δ0,n ∀ n ∈ Z∑
k∈Z

bk = 0

bk = (−1)k al−k l ∈ Zodd.

(8)

Furthermore, each orthogonal basis satisfies the properties
∞∫
−∞

ϕ(t)dt = 1;

∞∫
−∞

ψ(t)dt = 0 (9)

and the orthogonality conditions

〈ϕm,k, ϕm,l〉 = δk,l (10)
〈ψm,n, ψk,l〉 = δm,kδn,l (11)
〈ϕm,n, ψk,l〉 = 0 ∀ m ≥ k. (12)

The symbol δk,l is the Kronecker-Delta and follows the condition

δkl =

{
1, k = l

0, k 6= l
. (13)

2.3 Fast wavelet transformation (FWT)

A signal f ∈ V0 ⊂ L2(R) defined by equations (2) and (3) can be decomposed

f(t) = P0f =
∑
k∈Z

CM,kϕM,k +
M∑

m=1

∑
k∈Z

Dm,kψm,k, (14)

where

Cm,n =
∑
k∈Z

ak−2nCm−1,k, Dm,n =
∑
k∈Z

bk−2nCm−1,k, with C0,n = f (n ·∆t) (15)

are the approximation and wavelet coefficients (or details), respectively. The opposite operation,
the reconstruction of the signal f from the coefficients Cm,n and Dm,n, is given by

Cm−1,n =
∑
k∈Z

an−2kCm,k +
∑
k∈Z

bn−2kDm,k. (16)

Due to simple linear computations these algorithms are very efficient and feasible.
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2.4 Wavelet transmissibility function

The wavelet transform of the transmissibility function between two signals is needed later for the
damage indicators. Newland [12] suggests a method to obtain the wavelet transform of the impulse
response function (IRF) directly using the properties of the orthogonal wavelet transform. In a
similar sense the transmissibility function is introduced. In contrast to the impulse response function
where the relation between an input and an output signal is given, the transmissibility function is
established by two output signals.

Convoluting a function x(t) with its transmissibility function c(τ) results

y(t) =

∞∫
0

c(τ)x(t− τ)dτ . (17)

At a specific time t = t0 and introducing e(τ) = x(t− τ), Equation (17) gives

y(t0) =

∞∫
0

c(τ)e(τ)dτ . (18)

Applying Equation (14) to c(τ) and e(τ) results in

c(τ) =
∑

k

CM,kϕM,k(τ) +
M∑

m=1

∑
k

Dm,kψm,k(τ) (19)

e(τ) =
∑

l

EM,lϕM,l(τ) +
M∑

n=1

∑
l

Fn,lψn,l(τ). (20)

Equation (18) can then be expressed by

y(t0) =
∑

k

∑
l

CM,kEM,l

∞∫
0

ϕM,k(τ)ϕM,l(τ)dτ+

M∑
n=1

∑
k

∑
l

CM,kFn,l

∞∫
0

ϕM,k(τ)ψn,l(τ)dτ+

M∑
m=1

∑
k

∑
l

EM,lDm,k

∞∫
0

ϕM,l(τ)ψm,k(τ)dτ+

M∑
m=1

M∑
n=1

∑
k

∑
l

Dm,kFn,l

∞∫
0

ψm,k(τ)ψn,l(τ)dτ .

(21)

According to Equations (10) - (12) the properties
∞∫
0

ϕm,k(τ)ϕm,l(τ)dτ = δk,l (22)

∞∫
0

ψm,k(τ)ψn,l(τ)dτ = δm,nδk,l (23)

∞∫
0

ϕm,k(τ)ψn,l(τ)dτ = 0 ∀ m ≥ k (24)
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can be applied. Finally, Equation (21) can be reduced and represented by the wavelet transform

y(t0) =
∑
k∈Z

CM,kEM,k +
M∑

m=1

∑
k∈Z

Dm,kFm,k . (25)

All other terms vanish due to the orthogonality conditions. Finally, Equation (18) can be rewritten
as

y(t0) =
[
F1

T F2
T . . . FM

T EM
T
][

D1
T D2

T . . . DM
T CM

T
]T

,
(26)

where
[
F1

T F2
T . . . FM

T EM
T
]

represents the wavelet transform of the known e(τ) and[
D1

T D2
T . . . DM

T CM
T
]

is the wavelet transform of the unknown transmissibility function
c(τ).

[
D1

T D2
T . . . DM

T CM
T
]

is then defined as the wavelet transmissibility function. The
analyzing wavelet has to be the same for both transformations.

Applying Equation (26) for each time step the wavelet transform of the transmissibility function
c(τ) can be solved, while y(t) and e(τ) are two given signals.

3 Description of damage indicators

The investigated damage indicators are focused on the application for an output-only continuous
monitoring system. Hence, only signals from few sensors are possible. The triggering of the mea-
surements can be time-based or event-based.

3.1 Natural frequencies

Natural frequencies can be extracted from the time history by several methods. The most used
output-only methods are peak picking, Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) (e.g., [16]), Poly-
max (e.g., [15]), and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) (e.g., [17]). The main
problem of this kind of indicators is, that natural frequencies have similar sensitivities with respect
to small damage and changing environmental conditions. Therefore it is difficult to distinguish
between changes of the natural frequencies due to environmental conditions and due to structural
damage. Typically only the first lower frequencies can be measured, which represent mainly the
global behavior of the structure. Thus, local damage is difficult to detect. More information of this
approach is presented in the recommended references [1], [2], and [3] .

For the simulation in Section 4 the frequencies are obtained from the numerical modal analysis

(K − ω2M)Φ = 0, (27)

where K, M, ω, and Φ are the stiffness matrix, mass matrix, eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors,
respectively.

3.2 Modal deflections

Whereas the natural frequency is a global parameter of the modal behavior of the whole structure,
modal deflection represents more local information. In this way, the indicator is more sensitive to
changes in the vicinity of the observed position. Of course, to compare the modal deflections, a
suitable normalization of the modes has to be applied. In the present work the mode shapes are
normalized with respect to the same degree of freedom (or sensor position). If a measured signal is
available the mode shapes can be extracted by applying an appropriate modal analysis method.

For the simulation in Section 4 the mode shapes are extracted from the numerical modal analysis
according to Equation 27.
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3.3 Wavelet energy

With this indicator the distribution of the energy content over frequency subbands can be analyzed.
A switch of energy between two frequency subbands or levels indicates a change of the system,
where one possibility is the occurrence of structural damage. Noise, for example, is typically evenly
distributed at all frequency bands. Obviously, the total energy has to be constant to interpret
the energy shifts. The wavelet energy has been used by Sun [18] for repetitive tests with identical
excitation.

According to Equation (14), the total wavelet energy of a decomposition up to level M can be
calculated from

Π0 =
∑

k

2MC2
M,k +

M∑
m=1

∑
k

2mD2
m,k (28)

The factor 2m guarantees the energy conservation at each level. Consequently, the absolute wavelet
energy of the approximation and details of a level m is given by

ΠC,m = 2m
∑

k

C2
m,k and ΠD,m = 2m

∑
k

D2
m,k , (29)

respectively.

3.4 Relative wavelet energy

Unfortunately, the absolute wavelet energy is very sensitive to changes of the total energy, which
can be introduced by different sizes of excitation, for example. Those changes can be reduced by
using the ratio of the energy of the approximations or details of a level m and the total energy.

Πr
m =

ΠC,m

Π0
or Πr

m =
ΠD,m

Π0
with Π0 6= 0 (30)

Changes of the relative wavelet energy between frequency bands can be an indicator for damage.

3.5 Entropy of relative wavelet energies

In contrast to the definition of entropy in thermodynamics, entropy is used here in the context of
information theory. Entropy gives a measure for the uncertainty with respect to a random variable.
According to [19], the total entropy of the relative wavelet energy can be defined by

S = −
M∑

m=1

Πr
mlogeΠ

r
m (31)

The equation describes the relative energy distribution across all levels m. Consequently, a change
of the relative energy distribution will change the entropy, which indicates a change of the system
response.

The entropy of one single level m is described by

Sm = −Πr
mlogeΠ

r
m. (32)
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3.6 Relative entropy of relative wavelet energies

The relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler divergence compares two distributions with each other.
By using the relative wavelet energies of an initial state Π̂r

m and the current state Πr
m, the relative

entropy is defined as

Sr =
M∑

m=1

Πr
mloge

(
Πr

m

Π̂r
m

)
. (33)

If the relative wavelet energies have the same distribution over all levels m the relative entropy will
be zero, otherwise it is greater than zero. Damage will be indicated by a change of the relative
entropy.

Thus, the relative entropy of one single level m is defined as

Sr
m = Πr

mloge

(
Πr

m

Π̂r
m

)
. (34)

3.7 Energy and entropy of the wavelet transmissibility function

Basically all presented wavelet-based indicators can be applied at any signal. In the presented
approach the accelerations and the transmissibility function between two acceleration output signals
are used as input signal for the wavelet-based damage indicators. By applying the transmissibility
function, the influence of different excitations between two damage scenarios can be reduced.

Therefore the damage indicators of Sections 3.3 – 3.6 can be applied to the wavelet transform of
the transmissibility function according to Equation (26).

4 Benchmark study – High-speed railway bridge

4.1 Description of the finite element model

To investigate the damage indicators, using the high-speed railway bridge Erfttal near Kerpen, the
finite element model with the updated parameters indicated in [6] and [7] has been chosen. To verify

Figure 2: Floor plan of the Erftalbridge near Kerpen. The direction of the train passage, the
measurement points and the position of the simulated damage is inscribed.
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Figure 3: Time history of acceleration and the corresponding Fourier spectrum of a simulated ICE3
train passage at sensor 1.

not only the frequency-based indicators, but also the wavelet-based indicators a simulation of a train
passage using the Newmark-method is performed. The loads induced by the train are modeled by
a collective of moving loads – one load for each wheel. The simulation does not consider any train-
bridge-interaction, rail-roughness or wheel irregularity. Damping is introduced as Rayleigh damping,
which is adjusted using the first two measured damping ratios. Even though many simplifications
are made, the results of the simulation are similar to those of a measured train passage. In the
present case an ICE3 train with a speed of 240 km/h is chosen. The dimensions of the bridge
and the location of the damage can be extracted from Figure 2. Figure 3 gives an example of the
accelerations at measurement point 1 of a simulated train passage.

In total, three influences at the reference system are simulated . A variation of the bearing stiffness,
a variation of the speed of the train and a variation of the wheel loads to simulate different passenger
numbers within the train are considered. For all three scenarios the damage indicators described
in Section 3 are investigated based on acceleration time series with respect to the sensitivities. A
Daubechies wavelet of order 5 with 10 coefficients has been used for all wavelet decompositions.
Obviously, the indicators should be sensitive to the reduction of bearing stiffness but not to other
influences.

4.2 Variation of bearing stiffness

With changes of the bearing stiffness up to 20% the assumed damage is relatively small. Figure
4 represents the percental change of the modal based indicators – natural frequency and modal
deflection – with respect to the percental reduction of the bearing stiffness. It is assumed that
7 modes can be extracted from the measurements. Figure 5 shows the wavelet-based indicators
applied at the time histories directly. In general, the wavelet-based indicators, compared to the
modal-based indicators, are even more sensitive to the reduction of the bearing stiffness. The only
significant change of the modal based indicators is the relative modal deflection of mode 4.

4.3 Variation of loading

Also the loading of the train has influence at the time series and the derived wavelet-based indicators.
Assuming a variation of ±10% of the loading of the train, the sensitivities of all wavelet-based
indicators are close to zero (� 1%). The only exception is the absolute wavelet energy which is
directly correlated to the loading.

4.4 Variation of train speed

The reference train speed of 240km/h has been varied between 220 and 260 km/h. The wavelet-
based indicators are sensitive with respect to small changes of the passage speed. The accelerations
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Figure 4: Modal-based indicators based on numerical modal analysis with respect to bearing damage

Figure 5: Wavelet-based indicators using the time series of sensor 1 with respect to bearing damage
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Figure 6: Wavelet-based indicators using the transmissibility function between sensor 1 and sensor
2 with respect to bearing damage

are changing significantly in time and frequency space within the assumed possible speed limits.
Consequently, only signals with the same train speed are directly comparable. If a similar speed
can not be guaranteed, the wavelet-based damage indicator has to be referenced to train speed. As
the modal-based indicators are extracted directly from Equation (27) and the system matrices are
independent from the passage speed, they have no change regarding the passage speed.

4.5 Summary of the benchmark

A selection of the results of the benchmark for each indicator is presented in Table 1.

In the present case the natural frequencies are not suitable as possible damage indicator. For a
bearing stiffness reduction of 5% only a change of 0.1% for mode 3 can be obtained. Out of the
investigated modal based indicators, only the relative modal deflection of mode 4 is recommended
for the given structure.
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Figure 7: Wavelet-based indicators using the time series of sensor 1 depending on passage speed.
Reference speed is 240km/h.

In comparison to the modal based indicators, the wavelet-based indicators offer a higher sensitivity
concerning the investigated damage. Using details of level 4 of the wavelet decomposition of the
accelerations, the wavelet energy, relative wavelet energy and wavelet entropy show the highest
sensitivities with respect to the 5% bearing reduction. As Table 1 shows, the absolute wavelet energy
depends strongly on the loading, whereas the relative wavelet energy shows almost no correlation
on the loading. The total relative wavelet entropy changes only a little for the considered damage,
which can be difficult to detect if noise is added to the signal.

Generally the wavelet-based indicators based on the wavelet decomposition of the transmissibility
function between sensor 1 and 2 have higher sensitivities compared to those indicators which are
based on the pure accelerations. The details of level 7 have been chosen as most suitable level. The
relative wavelet energy changes 65.6% in case of a 5% bearing stiffness reduction. The influence of
loading can be neglected.
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Figure 8: Wavelet-based indicators using the transmissibility function between sensor 1 and sensor
2 depending on passage speed. Reference speed is 240km/h.

The variation of the speed has the highest influence at the wavelet-based indicators. Hence, only
signals obtained from train passages with the same speed can be compared.

5 Conclusion

As the paper has shown, wavelet-based indicators are a good alternative to the commonly used
modal-based indicators. Even though the benchmark represents only a small amount of possible
structures, some conclusions can be drawn.

Wavelet-based indicators are in general sensitive to small changes of the system, and therefore
sensitive to local small damage. The sensitivity of other influences has to be investigated. In some
cases the indicator has the same value for two damage conditions, which makes it difficult to evaluate
the size of the damage. Thus, a continuous monitoring system is recommended. Furthermore, the
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damage indicator variation in [%] for scenario
bearing speed loading

5% reduction ±5% ±5%
natural frequency mode 3 0.1 - -
modal deflection mode 4 4.0 - -
wavelet energy of accelerations detail 4 3.9 17.2 10.25
rel. wavelet energy of accelerations detail 4 3.6 61.8 0.0002
wavelet entropy of accelerations detail 4 2.8 44.1 0.0002
tot. wavelet entropy of accelerations – 0.4 15.8 3 10−5

rel. wavelet entropy of accelerations detail 4 0.05 1.0 3 10−6

tot. rel. wavelet entropy of accelerations – 0.002 7.0 2 10−11

wavelet energy of transmissibility function detail 7 1.1 84.2 0.05
rel. wavelet energy of transmissibility function detail 7 65.6 85.1 0.04
wavelet entropy of transmissibility function detail 7 41.4 60.1 0.03
tot. wavelet entropy of transmissibility function – 8.2 13.7 0.006
rel. wavelet entropy of transmissibility function detail 7 2.7 11.5 0.001
tot. rel. wavelet entropy of transmissibility function – 1.7 201.4 10−6

Table 1: Maximal variation of damage indicator within the given range compared over all scenarios

knowledge about the damage mechanisms can help to reduce the number of details, which have to
be observed.

Modal-based damage indicators are not sensitive with respect to local small damage, but they can
be used to observe a more severe size of damage. The monotonic function of the change of natural
frequencies can be used to evaluate the size of damage.

Further research will be concentrated on the application of different damage indicators to real mea-
sured data of various kinds of structures. Main emphasis is placed on the influence of temperature
and noise at the proposed damage indicators.
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Abstract 

In diagnostics of complex machines for their condition assessment many ‘would be’ symptoms we often 

use at the beginning, especially at the diagnostic startup of a new machine. The discrete observation of this 

‘would be’ symptom vector creates so called symptom observation matrix (SOM). Using as a next the 

singular value decomposition (SVD) for the given SOM, one can extract the generalized fault symptoms 

describing the fault evolution in a given case. Using the symptom reliability concepts further, and the grey 

system forecast methodology, it is possible to asses the generalized symptoms limit value and measured 

symptoms diagnostic contribution. In this way one can establish the needed dimensionality of symptom 

observation matrix, and moreover  assess the residual system life. However, doing this we have to 

establish new criteria for the dimensionality of SOM, based not on the number of symptoms in use, but the 

quality of diagnostic decision. This concept was verified in the paper using the data taken from real cases 

of vibration condition monitoring practice. 

 

Key words: machine condition, multidimensional monitoring, singular value decomposition (SVD), 

grey system, rolling forecasting, diagnosis quality. 

 

1 Introduction 

The application of multidimensional machine condition observation is now a well established fact, see 

[Cempel 99], [Korbicz 04], [Tumer 02], [Jasiński 04] - for example. And there exist some differences in 

application and processing of the multidimensional signals and/ or symptom observation matrix. For 

signals and symptoms one can also apply so called data fusion [HallLlinas 97], 

[RoemerKacprzyńskiOrsagh 01], [Korbicz 04], and similar techniques developed lately. In case of multi 

symptom observation one can apply principal component analysis (PCA), or singular value decomposition 

(SVD), looking for principal or singular components, which may have some diagnostic meaning. For the 

case of SVD method, there exists the body of experimental evidence [Cempel 04], [CempelTabaszewski 

07], that singular components and / or the quantities created from them can be treated as generalized fault 

symptoms. But at first let us explain what we understand by the observed symptoms and the machine 

faults, as below. 
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During the machine life θ we can observe its condition by means of several symptoms
1
 Sm(θ) measured at 

some moments of life θn , n=0,1,… p > r, θp < θb, (θb – anticipated breakdown time). This creates 

sequentially the symptom observation matrix (SOM), the only source of information on machine condition 

evolution in its life time 0 < θ < θb. Additionally we assume that condition degradation is described by 

semi independent faults Ft(θ), t=1,..u <  r,  which are evolving in the machine body as the expression of 

gradual degradation of the overall machine condition, from the not faulty condition up to its near 

breakdown state. Generalizing one can say now, that we have m dimensional symptom space for condition 

observation, and r dimensional fault space (m > r), which we are trying to extract from the observation 

space, by using SVD or PCA. Moreover, some of ‘would be’ symptoms are redundant, not carrying 

enough information on the evolving faults during the machine life. But there is not any unique criterion of 

the redundancy. During the course of research, several measures of redundancy have been applied, the 

volume of observation space (Vol1), pseudo Frobenius norm (Frob1) of SOM [CempelTabaszewski 07], 

and others. But they seem to be not good enough with respect of the quality of the final diagnostic 

decision. This means, when optimizing the observation space, we should take into account the adequate 

assessment of the current and the future machine condition in the form of condition forecast with the small 

current error.  

The paper considers these problems, and it is done on the level of previous SVD works of the author. As 

the forecasting technique with a minimal error, the grey system model with rolling window [YaoChi 04] 

was adopted for diagnostic purposes, and has been applied here [CempelTabaszewski 07b]. The results of 

such a new approach to diagnosis quality were verified on the data taken from the real cases of machine 

vibration condition monitoring. And this approach seems to be promising enabling better current and 

future condition assessment. 

2 Fault oriented processing of symptom observation matrix (SOM)  

As it was assumed earlier, our information on machine condition evolution is contained in p • r symptom 

observation matrix (SOM), where in r columns are presented  p rows of  the successive readings of each 

symptom, made  at equidistant system life time moments θn, t=1,2,…p. The columns of such SOM are 

centered next and normalized to the three point average of  three initial readings of every symptom. This is 

in order to make the SOM dimensionless, to diminish starting disturbances of symptoms, and to present 

the evolution range of every symptom from zero up to few times of the initial symptom value Son, 

measured in the vicinity of θ1 = 0. 

After such preprocessing we obtain the dimensionless symptom observation matrix (SOM) in the form; 

[ ] ,1,
0

−===
m

nm

nmnmpr
S

S
SSOSOM    (1) 

where bold non italic letters indicate primary measured and averaged dimensional symptoms. 

As it was already said in the introduction, now we apply the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

[Golub83], [Will05] to our dimensionless SOM (1), to obtain singular components (vectors) and singular 

values (numbers) of SOM , in the form 

),(, iontranspositmatrixTVUO
T

rrprpppr −⋅Σ⋅=    (2) 

where Upp is p dimensional orthonormal matrix of left hand side singular vectors, Vrr is r dimensional 

orthonormal matrix of right hand side singular vectors, and  the diagonal matrix of singular values Σpr  is 

defined as below 

 ( ) ,0...:.., 21,....,1 >>>>=Σ ulpr vsnonzerowhitdiag σσσσσ    (3) 

                                                      
1
 Symptom is a measurable quantity being the life time function and covariant with the machine condition we are 

looking for. 
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    and zero s. v. ; σu+1 = … σl = 0,   l= max (p, r),   u ≤ min ( p, r),  u < r < p 

In terms of machine condition monitoring the above (3) means, that from the  r primarily measured 

symptoms (dimension of observation space) we can extract only u ≤ r nonzero independent sources of 

diagnostic information describing evolving generalized faults Ft(θ), t=1,..u,  and creating in this way the 

fault space. But only a few developing faults are make essential contribution to total fault information (are 

enough developed), the rest of potential generalized faults are usually below the standard 10% level of 

noise.  What is important here, is that such SVD decomposition currently can be made after each new 

observation (reading) of the symptom vector [Sm];   n = 1 … p, and in this way we can trace faults 

evolution in any operating mechanical system.  

From the current research and implementation of this idea [Cempel 03], one can say, that the most 

important fault oriented indices obtained from SVD are generalized fault symptom SDt , t=1,2 , and also 

the sum of all generalized fault symptoms SumSDi , as an equivalent symptom  of total machine damage. 

In another way, the generalized fault symptom SDt  can be named also as a discriminant, or a generalized  

symptom of the fault order t, and one can obtain this as the SOM product and singular vector vt , or in 

general as below:  

SD = Opr⋅V = U⋅Σ,  

and in particular;     SDt = Opr ⋅ vt = σt  ⋅ ut  ,     t=1,...u < r   (4)  

We know from SVD theory [Golub83], [Will05] that all singular vectors vt , and ut (as the components of 

singular matrices), are normalized to one, so the  energy norm of this  new discriminant (generalized fault 

symptom) gives simply the respective singular value σt:  

   Norm (SDt) ≡ SDt = σt. , t = 1, ...,u     (5)  

The above defined discriminant SDt (θ) can be also named as a lifetime fault profile, and the respective 

singular value σt(θ) as a function of the lifetime seems to be its life advancement (energy norm). The 

similar fault inference can be postulated to the meaning and the evolution of summation quantities, the 

total damage profile SumSDi(θ) as below 

SDt (θ) ∝  Ft(θ), t=1,2,…, 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) )()(
11

θθθσθθ FuSDSumSD
z

i

ii

z

i

ii ∝⋅== ∑∑
==

,    (6) 

What means, that generalized symptom is mapping the course of generalized fault and the sum of 

generalized symptoms is reflecting the total machine damage. Currently it seems, that the condition 

inference based on the summation damage measure; SumSDi, (total damage measure) may stand as the 

first approach to multidimensional condition inference, as it was lately shown in the previous papers (see 

for example [Cempel 04; 05; 06]).  

Going back to SVD itself it is worthwhile to show, that every non square matrix has such decomposition, 

and it may be interpreted also as the product of three matrices [Will 05], namely 

Opr =  (Hanger) × ( Stretcher) × (Aligner
T
)    (7) 

This is a very metaphorical description of SVD transformation, but it seems to be an useful analogy for the 

inference and decision making in our case. The diagnostic interpretation of formulae (7) can be obtained 

very easily. Namely, using its left hand side part we are stretching our SOM over the life (observations) 

dimension obtaining the matrix of generalized symptoms as the columns of the matrix SD (see below). 

And using its right hand side part of (7) we are stretching SOM over the observed symptoms dimension 

obtaining the assessment of contribution of every primary symptoms in matrix AL, assessing in this way 

the contribution of each primary symptom to the generalized fault symptom SDi . 

 

SD =Opr ⋅Vrr = Upp ⋅ Σrr ;     
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and    AL = U
T
pp ⋅ Opr = Σrr ⋅ V

T
rr      (8) 

 

We will calculate the above matrices and use them for better interpretation of monitoring results (SD) and 

optimization the dimension of the observation space (AL). 

3 Measures of information content of symptom observation matrix 
 (SOM) and the information contribution of primary symptoms 

Having in mind the task of optimization of observation space, some additional considerations concerning 

SOM information assessment should be made. In terms of previous findings this can be done by 

calculating the Frobenius norm (Frob) of this matrix, and the volume (Vol) created by u-dimensional fault 

space obtained by application of singular value decomposition (SVD). One can calculate easily both 

information indices as the sum and the product of singular values in the following way [Golub83], 

[Kiełbasiński92]; 

Frob(SOM)  ≡≡  [Σ σi
2
 ]

1/2 
;   

 and  Vol (SOM)  ≡ Π σi , i = 1,…u.   (9)    

But squaring the small singular values σi (less than one) makes them smaller, giving seemingly smaller 

contributions to the information asset of SOM, and to the volume of the observation space. Due to this, we 

propose to use modified Frobenius norm, as the measure of SOM information content (asset), as below 

Frob1 =  Σ σi ;  

and:   Vol1 = Π σi , i = 1,…u.    (10) 

This will give us a possibility to look for the small, just evolving faults, not omitting them when trying to 

reduce the redundancy of the observation vector. Consequently, one can get less redundancy in a new 

optimized SOM with less number of columns but keeping in observation the small just evolved faults ( 

small σi) as well. 

 The use of Frobenius measure for a matrix has also a mathematical validation. In general, one can 

understand this as the problem of approximation of matrix B by so called k-rank approximation. Following 

the paper [Berry et all 99] we can make the quantitative assessment of such k-rank approximation of  

matrix B. In terms of Frobenius norm of matrix one can write this approximation as the difference below 

       || B -Bk ||F  = [σ
2
k+1 +…σ

2
u ] 

1/2
      (11) 

where the subscript u stands for maximal dimension of nonzero singular value, i.e. the rank of our primary 

SOM.  

 Following our previous approximation of Frobenius matrix norm (7) we will look at the above not 

for the squares of singular values, but for its ordinary sum only. This also means, that instead of (8) we 

will write a simplified measure of approximation of SOM in the form of deviation from primary SOM 

rank as below 

   ∆k Frob1 ≡ Frob1o – Frob1k =[σk+1 +…σu ]          (12) 

Using this quality index of matrix approximation measure we can form additional objective measure of the 

SOM redundancy. And minimization of SOM may be carried by excluding some primary measured 

symptoms Sm with low information contribution, which mainly produce small (less than one) singular 

vales σu.  

Such criteria of redundancy minimization we have used quite recently. But following the last papers 

[CempelTabaszewski 07a,b], one may notice that rejection of a some symptom gives an expected increase 

in volume of information space (Vol1). Also the rank approximation of SOM  gives only slight drop in 

Frob1 measure. But sometimes the result of prognosis is not good enough, giving erroneous future values, 
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even less than the previous one. How to avoid such errors in forecasting? There seems to be one more 

possibility to make the symptom rejection more objective and of anticipating the accuracy of the condition 

forecast. We have to consider the information contribution of primary measured symptoms to the creation 

of generalized symptoms SDt , and in particular to creation of total damage generalized symptom SumSDi.  

The first contribution measure can be calculated separately to each primary symptom from the correlation 

matrix of our SOM (with appended lifetime in the first column), as the centered and normalized sum of 

column elements. The second measure can obtained by appending additionally the vector SumSDi to the 

previous matrix as a first column.  By calculating covariance matrix from this we will find needed 

information contribution in its first row. After normalization to the first element of this row this will give 

us the contribution of every primary symptom to the total damage symptom SumSDi. Such calculations 

have been introduced to our Matlab® program some time ago, but at that time this was not evaluated 

properly by the experimental data. It seems to be, that such a descriptive presentation of data 

transformation is enough, and the rest will be clear from presented figures and graphs, just below. 

4 Validation of method with experimental data 

One of the troublesome cases of machine vibration condition monitoring in our diagnostic files is the huge 

fan (3MW power) pumping air at one of Polish cooper mines. The vibration data (velocity) have been 

recorded at 5 points of motor-fan machinery set over 30 weeks of its running. Due to lack of control of the 

fan load (random supply of air to the mine shaft), the vibration readings at some point were very unstable 

creating constant trouble in condition assessment of the machine aggregate. Trying to reduce the influence 

of unstable load we have invented for this case the so called symptom rescaling method 

[CempelTabaszewski 07], which works well, giving some chance of better condition assessment. But there  

seems to be another possibility to asses the condition of this machine by taking into account the idea of 

correlation contribution presented above.  

 Figure 1 below presents six pictures as the result of fan data processing by a specially prepared program 

svdopt1gs.m
2
 made in the Matlab® environment. The first top left picture gives the results of 30 weeks 

measurements of symptom life curves of vibration velocity at five points located on the fan aggregate 

structure. One may notice here the great instability of symptom readings, symptom No 4 in particular. 

This is better seen at the picture left middle where data are centered and normalized to the average value 

of the three initial symptom readings. The bottom left picture presents generalized symptoms SDi as the 

result of SVD processing, indicating also the symptom limit value Sl calculated for the generalized 

symptom of total damage SumSDi. We may notice here, that the initial instability of primary symptoms is 

even enlarged for generalized symptoms, giving the situation where the main generalized symptoms are 

falling down at the end of the fan life, what gives erroneous assessment of the fan condition. 

                                                      
2
 Author is indebted to Dr M. Tabaszewski for help in making the program and for the vibration condition 

monitoring data.  
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Figure 1. The results of SVD processing of vibration data for the huge fan pumping air into the mine 

shaft. 

 

From the diagnostic decision point of view it is a very critical situation to observe such instability of 

primary and generalized symptoms. The next top right picture (dimensionless singular values) give us the 

indication of how maby independent sources of diagnostic information one can observe by these five 

primary symptoms with appended life time θ. One can see here, that in reality we can count on two 

independent information sources, it may mean two independent faults, like fan unbalance and aggregate 

misalignment, for example. The middle right picture gives us the contribution of each primary symptom 

(the first = lifetime) to the creation of the first three generalized fault symptoms taken directly from SVD 

(as the product of SOM and U matrices). We may notice that primary symptom No 5 gives small 

contribution to the all three generalized symptoms, and may be one of the candidates to rejection in the 

course of further processing.  

The last picture, the bottom right one gives us the result of calculation of symptom limit value by the 

concept of symptom reliability [CempelNatkeYao 00], with the data of the generalized symptom of total 

damage SumSDi (the picture bottom left). One may notice from this, that the limit value Sl is steadily 

evolving up to the value Sl =1.0306. But the application of this limit value to the total damage symptom 

SumSDi is impossible as this symptom is falling down. Having this in mind, we should decide now which 

symptom we should reject here to obtain stable course of generalized fault symptom of total damage 

SumSDi, in order to make reliable diagnostic inference? 

Let us now take into consideration the already mentioned correlation calculation of information 

contribution of each primary symptom to overall information resource of our data, and to generalized 

symptom of total damage SumSDi, what was described in the previous point. The next Figure 2 gives the 

result of such contribution assessment, and one can notice that the primary symptom number 4 is the first 

candidate (not symptom No 5), as it influences negatively (decreasing) the total damage symptom (bottom 

picture), and makes the smallest contribution to the overall information resource (top picture). 
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Figure 2. Correlation contribution of primary measured symptoms to the overall information resource and 

to the total damage symptom SumSDi, for the fan aggregate. 

 

Having such a strong indication which symptom to reject first (No 4) we have performed this by the same 

program and the results can be seen on the next Figure 3, presented in the same manner as it was 

explained in detail for the Fig. 1. Now one can see that, the rejected symptom No 4 is the one with the 

greatest amplitude and instability, and the next candidate to rejection may be the symptom No 5, as it was 

indicated by the Fig. 1. But we will not do the second rejection, as now the evolution of all generalized 

symptoms and the limit value is evolving smoothly, giving a strong basis for the good diagnostic decision. 

It is also good to notice here the drop of Frobenius measure after the symptom rejection; ∆Frob1=2.4073, 

and a small increase for the volume of observation space Vol1. 

The final quality of a diagnostic decision one may judge by making the forecast of the future condition in 

terms of total damage symptom SumSDi , what is  presented on the Fig. 4. It was said in the introduction, 

that the forecast would be made by the grey system theory (GST) [Deng 89], and the rolling window 

forecast with the first order model GM(1,1), [YaoChi 04].  

In general GST assumes that our incomplete and uncertain observation can be the output of some dynamic 

multi input system of high order described by the grey differential or difference model [Wen 05]. In 

condition monitoring, we may assume it is the first order system described by the grey differential 

equation and one forcing or control input. This simplest case in GST is denoted  as GM(1,1), what means 

the grey model of order 1 with one input only. The output of the system is the series of discrete 

observations (symptom readings) denoted here as  

    x
(0)
 = [ x

(0)
(1), x

(0)
(2),… x

(0)
(n)]     (13) 

 where n ≥ 4  is the number of observation made on a system, and sometimes enough for prediction. 

The application of GST to the above symptom readings gives the possibility to forecast the future 

symptom value, starting from very small number of observation and using the formula 

[ ] )(/)1()1(ˆ )1()0()0( −−−
−⋅−=+

kaak eeauxkx , k=2,3,..n (14) 

where u and a are parameters to be estimated by special least square matrix procedure using the observed 

data (10), and the hat ^  in (11) means forecasted quantity. 

This concept was adjusted to the purposes of vibration condition monitoring in our earlier paper 

[CempelTabaszewski 07]. One can notice now from the top left picture of Fig. 4 that the total damage 

generalized symptom SumSDi after rejection of the primary symptom No 4 is evolving well, enabling 

good forecast even without the rolling widow. But of course, as usually when using grey system modeling, 
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the rolling windows forecast gives the smallest error. This error can be even smaller if we diminish the 

span of window (w), as it is clearly seen from the bottom right picture of the Fig. 4.  

In the summary of results presented by Fig.1-4, one can say, that in case of drastic instability of symptom 

readings the information measures of primary symptom contribution like Frob1 and Vol1 developed 

earlier do not give a good indication for primary symptom rejection as diagnostically redundant. Such 

indication is given here by correlation measures, especially when it becomes negative or close to zero.  
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Figure 3. SVD processing of fan data as on Fig.1, with primary symptom 4 rejected as redundant 
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Figure 4. The grey forecast of the fan vibration data of total damage symptom SumSDi and the error of 

prognosis. 
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As the next example of application of our idea we will take another hard diagnostic case. It is also a  huge 

fan but for coal milling in one of Polish thermo power station. Here the vibration velocity (Vrms) has been 

used as a symptom of condition, and altogether 11 symptoms at a different places of fan mill aggregate 

structure were constantly monitored over 60 weeks life time. How much unstable and noisy is the fan 

running environment one can notice from the left top picture of the fig.5. It is seen further (picture middle 

left), that the symptom normalization and addition of life time symptom θ (straight line) do not change 
much the noisy behavior of primary and generalized symptoms (picture bottom left). Looking at the 

picture middle right of Fig.5 one can notice also that symptoms No 1,2,7,8,9,10,11 do not give substantial 

contribution to the three generalized symptoms, and probably can be rejected as redundant at the first 

approach. Looking further at the figure 6 presenting the primary symptoms contribution measured in terms 

of correlation to SOM matrix, one can came to similar conclusion for symptoms No 7,8,9,10,11, only, in 

particular with respect of the total damage symptom SumSDi, at the bottom picture. 
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Figure 5. Vibration condition monitoring (Vrms) of the coal mill fan observed at three bearings of fan and 

electric motor. 
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Figure 6.  Primary symptom correlation contribution to the overall information resource and to the total 

damage symptom SumSDi, for the fan coal mill aggregate. 

 

Quite a different picture of symptom life one can see when all of the 5 indicated  symptoms have been 

rejected. This is shown on the Fig. 7 in the same style as on the previous figures 1 and 5 with six pictures. 

What is important here to notice, is that the great oscillating symptoms have been rejected, and we can 

draw some diagnostic conclusion from the rest of them. 

 Firstly, the total damage symptom SumSDi was well calculated (bottom left picture) and can be the basis 

for condition forecast. Secondly, we have probably two faults in some advancement in evolution (top right 

picture), and also quite good assessment of symptom limit value. Hence, making the grey forecast for 

these data we will obtain clear situations enough to assess the current condition of the fan mill and make 

the forecast, as it clearly seen on the Fig.8. 

In this way, using correlation measure of primary symptom contribution, we have shown that its negative 

value and the low positive one can stand as the indication for symptom rejection. Following this we were 

able to transform non diagnosable case of milling fan, to a diagnosable one, giving the necessary lead time 

to undertake the go/no go decision, at the proper moment of system life. 

One can also notice, that the grey rolling forecast works well in this initially no diagnosable case. And 

comparing the forecasting results in cases with and without the rolling window, one may notice that the 

rolling window is some kind of a must here, and for a smaller window w the error and the speed of 

adaptation to a rapid change of generalized symptom may be even better. 
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Figure 7. The fan mill vibration monitoring case (as before) after rejection of 5 primary redundant 
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Figure 8. The grey GM(1,1) forecasting of a fan mill condition after rejection of 5 primary redundant 

symptoms. 
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5 Conclusions 

Paper presents an attempt to automation of multidimensional vibration condition monitoring in cases when 

we start from not fully recognized diagnostic object and unstable loading. Using singular value 

decomposition and grey system modeling with rolling forecast, it was possible to optimize the primary 

symptom space using some transformed information taken from the singular value decomposition (SVD) 

of symptom observation matrix (SOM). In order to ease the task of reducing the SOM redundancy and 

make it more objective, special measure of rank of SOM was defined. But in cases of large instability of 

primary symptom readings using these old measures is not enough. Special primary symptom information 

contribution measures based on correlation matrix of SOM, and total damage symptom SumSDi have been 

introduced here and used with success. This new symptom selection and rejection method, in connection 

with grey system forecast, seems to be a good solution to perform current and future condition assessment 

of machines in cases of unstable running. Finally, residual life assessment can be made basing on 

symptom limit value Sl and / or symptom forecast with grey GM(1,1) model. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to diagnose irregular operations during the assembling of diesel engines through 
the analysis of the vibration signal. In this work, all the vibration signals were acquired from the engine 
block during cold test cycles at the end of the assembly line in sound and faulty conditions. In particular, 
three faulty engines having assembly defects artificially introduced one by one in the engines are 
considered. The fault diagnosis is based on the cyclostationary modelling of the signals. First of all, first-
order cyclostationarity is exploited through the analysis of the Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA). 
Subsequently, second-order cyclostationarity is developed by means of the mean instantaneous power, 
Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) and Wigner-Ville Spectrum (WVS). These results were also applied to 
extract specific statistics dedicated to the detection of different simulated faults. 

1 Introduction 

This paper addresses the use of vibration measurements as a means for the diagnosis of assembly faults in 
diesel engines at the end of assembly line through the cold test technology. 
Nowadays, the main part of engine manufacturers tests their engines by means of a “hot test”, i.e. a test in 
which the engine is firing. On the other hand, recently, some companies have introduced a “cold test” 
instead of the hot test, but this method has to be further improved. The essential difference between these 
two methods is that the hot test aims to verify the engine performance, whilst the cold test aims to verify 
the anomalies by means of torque, pressure and vibration measurements. At present, the hot test 
technology only indicates to the manufacturer which engines are not good for customers, but does not give 
any more information regarding the causes of the fault producing the malfunction. Furthermore, for the 
cold test, the amount of time and costs are less than for the hot one. As a matter of fact hot tests give 
auxiliary costs for oil and fuel consumption, bench’s maintenance and, in addition, a complete hot test 
procedure takes more than ten minutes instead of three of the cold one. 
Concerning the cold test technology, previous papers [1] [2] have shown the ability of the vibration 
signature in extracting correct indicators for the condition monitoring procedure. In these works, the 
authors gave emphasis to the comparison of some techniques applied in the time, frequency and joined 
time-frequency domains in order to extract reliable features for the pass/fail decision. Moreover, a 
technique based on the representation of the vibration signal in polar graphs was developed.  
The present research focuses on the use of the cyclostationary modeling of the vibration signal measured 
during the cold tests. Previous literature has shown the application of the cyclostationary modelling in 
order to capture knocks and misfiring problems in firing condition. Reciprocating machines, such as IC 
engines, give non-stationary vibration signals due to the valve operations, changes in pressure and inertial 
forces. 
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Techniques for machine condition monitoring based on the analysis of vibration signals are being used 
widely [3] [4]. However, most of the studies have been carried out on simple mechanical parts, such as 
gears and rolling bearings [5].  
The analysis of vibration signals associated with internal combustion engines is complicated due to the 
complexity of the engine. Antoni [6] end Konig [7] proposed a methodology based on the theory of 
cyclostationarity which was applied to malfunctions related to engines in firing condition (advance and 
delay of injections, misfires and knocks). Other applications of the cyclostationary modeling concerned 
the valve fault detection in reciprocating compressors [8] and the fault localization in gears [9]. Due to the 
big release of energy during combustion, the vibration signals measured from engines in firing conditions 
show clearly their cyclostationarity nature. As a matter of fact the events related to the engine kinematics 
are very clearly recognizable within vibration signatures obtained by means of ‘hot tests’. 
This work seeks to obtain accurate event identification for signals measured from engines in a non-
combustion state, taking the advantages of the cyclostationary modeling developed and tested by Antoni. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental apparatus, the test conditions and 
the artificially introduced faults. Furthermore the properties of the engine vibration are introduced. Section 
3 briefly introduces some ciclostationarity basics and concerns the application of the cyclostationary 
modeling to a synthesized signal. Finally, Section 4 shows the cyclostationary model capabilities in 
localizing three assembly faults. 

2 Experimental apparatus and test conditions 

Experimental investigations are carried out on a 2.8 L engine produced by VM Motori, 4-cylinder 4-stroke 
with four-valve-per-cylinder, turbocharged with an exhaust-driven turbo-compressor (firing order 1-3-4-
2). As previously said, the measurements are made through the cold test technology in which the engine is 
driven by an electric motor via a coupling unit and it is maintained in a non-combustion state [1]. 
The results presented in this paper concern a specific phase of the test, carried out at the speed of 1000 
rpm. In order to obtain reliable comparisons all the vibration signals are picked up exactly at the same 
operating conditions. The vibration signal is measured by means of a piezoelectric general purpose 
accelerometer (MTN 1020; frequency range: 2-13 kHz) mounted on the engine block (turbocharger side) 
close to the bearing support of the crankshaft. The sample frequency was 14 kHz and the duration of the 
vibration signal acquisition was 2 s. The tachometer signal which measures the rotational position of the 
engine is generated using a crank sensor with 360 pulse/rev.  
During the acquisition, the vibration signal is resampled with an angular resolution of 1 degree, according 
to this angular reference. Since the instantaneous speed has some fluctuations around the mean, the 
number of time samples varies from cycle to cycle, while the angular resampled signal is independent of 
the speed variations and can be used to compute the Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA) [9] over 16 time 
histories, each corresponding to two crankshaft rotations (720º), in order to respect the periodicity of a 4-
stroke engine.  
This synchronous average completely depicts the nature of the signal. As shown by Antoni [6] this cyclic 
average allows the application of the cyclostationarity tools such as the WVD. The signal measured in 
healthy conditions can be assumed as the superposition of periodic components due to crankshaft rotation, 
piston motion, valve activities, and a transient part due to the pressurization of the cylinders. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: Mechanical devices involved in 3 faulty conditions under study. 

The faulty conditions under observation are the following: 

• Inverted piston – Figure 3(a). The piston is assembled inverted, with a non correct positioning of 
the valve sites. This wrong assembly does not permit the correspondence between the valve plates 
and the valve sites. Since the exhaust valve site area is larger than the intake valve site one, the 
exhaust valves hit their non-correspondent intake valve sites. The piston inverted is the number 1: 
it is the first one in the firing order and closer to the power train belt. 

 
• Rod with screw pre-load of only 3 kgm, instead of the correct torque of 9 km – Figure 3(b). This 

fault causes an irregular rotation of the rod and, consequently, an incorrect stroke of the piston, 
this affecting the engine operations. The faulty rod is connected to the third piston in the firing 
order. 

 
• Rod without a bearing cap – Figure 3(c). The absence of the bearing cap causes big hits and an 

irregular rotation of the rod. The faulty rod is connected to the fourth piston in the firing order. 

3 Cyclostationarity: definition and application to a signal model 

The engine time vibration signal )(tx can be considered as a wide sense cyclostationary process [10] that 
requires the periodicity of the first two moments: 

• First order cyclostationarity 

 { } )()()( TtmtxEtm xx +==  (1) 

• Second order cyclostationarity 

 { } ),()()(),( 212121 TtTtRtxtxEttR xxxx ++== ∗  (2) 

where {}⋅E  stands for the expected value and T is the time period. 

The WVD of the time signal is defined as follows: 
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As can be noted the WVS is the Fourier Transform of the Instantaneous Auto-Correlation function: 
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In order to make quantitative evaluations about the cyclostationary analysis capabilities, a signal model, 
that mimics the realistic vibration signal measured from the cold test, is firstly analytically formulated: 

 )()()()( txtxtxtx sndd ++=  (6) 

where )(txd  and )(txnd  are the deterministic and the non-deterministic part respectively. 

The non-deterministic part )(txnd  considers the random fluctuations around )(txd  while )(txs  takes into 
account the background noise. 
Using this model proposed by Antoni we want to asses the diagnostic procedure for measurements carried 
out in a non-combustion state. 

The deterministic part )(txd  is first-order cyclostationary: 

 )(txd = )( Ttxd +  (7) 

and )(txnd  is set to be second-order cyclostationary respecting the following condition expressed in terms 
of autocovariance function 

ndnd xxK : 

 ),(),( ττ TtKtK
ndndndnd xxxx +=  (8) 

where T is the non-random period. 
The autocovariance function is expressed by: 

 { } )2/()2/()2/()2/(),( τμτμτττ −+−−+= tttxtxEtK ndndndndxx ndnd
 (9) 

where ndμ  is the mean of the non deterministic part of )(txnd . 

The deterministic part can be modeled as a series of impulse response functions such as: 
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where dkX and impkt  define respectively the amplitude and the beginning of the kth engine event, whilst 

kσ  is the time constant related to the damping factor of the kth impulse response. 

The non-stationary signal counterpart and the stationary noise are modeled as a cyclic impulse modulated 
noise, such as: 
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where n(t) is a normally distributed random noise of zero mean and standard deviation one, whilst 
impkt and kσ  are defined as above; )(txs  is still modeled as a normally distributed random noise with zero 

mean and standard deviation one. The specific values of the parameters used in the signal model synthesis 
are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

 
We want to remark that the physical periodicity really belongs to the crankshaft angle and not to time. 
Therefore the angular signal is well suited for the cyclostationary modeling. So, the vibration signal model 
of Equation (6) can be expressed as follows: 

 )()()()( θθθθ sndd xxxx ++=  (12) 

where θ  is the crankshaft angular position. Following this model, the WVD and WVS will be applied in 
the angle domain, although the above-reported formulation has been treated in the time domain. Moreover 
both representations will be plotted scaling frequency in Hz rather then in deg-1. This fact makes sense 
because a constant engine speed is assumed (1000 rpm). 
Due to the fact that the measurements are carried out in a non-combustion state, the vibration signal model 
depicted in Figure 2 only considers the engine pressurization and inertial forces in healthy conditions. In 
order to simulate a faulty condition, an impulsive component is added to the cyclostationary part and 
simulated as an impulse response (see Table 2, k=2). 

 
Figure 2: IC engine vibration signal model considering only pressurization, inertial forces and an 

impulsive component. 

k 1 2 3 4 

dkX  2 2 2 2 

kσ [s] 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017

impkt [s] 0 0.031 0.062 0.093 

impkf [Hz] 4000 4000 4000 4000 

Table 1: Vibration signal model – Deterministic part 

k 1 2 3 4 5 

ndkX  0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

kσ [s] 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017 

impkt [s] 0 0.0155 0.031 0.062 0.093 

Table 2: Vibration signal model – Cyclostationary part 
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(a) 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 
Figure 3: IC engine vibration signal model considering only pressurization, inertial forces and an 

impulsive component: (a) deterministic part; (b) cyclostationary part; (c) mean instantaneous power of the 
residual signal. 

The signal model was considered satisfactory to point out the different contributions of the deterministic 
and cyclostationary parts on the total signal. Moreover the computation of the mean instantaneous power 
of the residual signal seems to be effective in highlighting the presence and the angular location of a 
generic fault. 
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Figure 4: WVS of the cyclostationary part represented in Figure 3(b). 

In [6] Antoni interprets the WVS (under the assumption of non-negativity) as the probability density 
function of the frequency random variable ν vs. the angular position variable (see Figure 4). Because of 
this, the WVS can be described by its “spectral” moments. 
The nth spectral moment is defined as: 

 ννν dtWVStm n
x

x
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Antoni proved that the spectral moments can be obtained from the following formulation 
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where K is the autocovariance function of the analyzed process. 
The estimated sampled mean instantaneous power can be obtained directly from the angular sampled 
signal: 
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with aX  the analytic process where 
I

N
⋅  means averaging over I cycles of length N samples of a single 

measurement. 

4 Cyclostationary analysis: effectiveness in detection and 
diagnostics of assembly faults 

4.1 Case study: inverted piston 

The time vibration signal is firstly synchronously resampled. The information about the rotational position 
of the engine is generated using signal peaked up by a crank sensor with 360 pulse/rev. 
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The synchronous average is shown in Figure 5 and Table 3 plots the comparison among RMS and Peak 
vibration values both in healthy and faulty conditions. The vibration signal synchronous average is 
evaluated over two crankshaft rotations because, as a matter of fact, the periodicity of a 4-stroke engine is 
of two crankshaft rotations. This synchronous average completely depicts the nature of the signal. In fact, 
one can see that the signal period is mainly composed by four impulse responses that are linked to the 
engine working cycle. 
 

Piston Inverted 
 RMS Peak 
 Normal Faulty Normal Faulty 

Vibration Time Synchronous Average [g] 0.17 1.13 1.20 16.88 

Table 3 

Table 3 highlights the presence of a defect. In fact, both RMS and Peak signal values are greater than in 
the healthy case. These results are plenty for a “pass/fail” decision procedure. The plot of Figure 5 is 
superabounded by two marked 360º spaced peaks. 
In order to better understand this result, one needs to associate at the synchronous average the engine 
event diagram (Figure 5). By this comparison one can notice that the pivotal variations in the synchronous 
average are related to the pressurization of cylinder 1 and the opening of the intake valve 1. De facto, as 
previously said, the intake valve site area is larger than the exhaust valve site one, so the intake valves hit 
the exhaust valve site areas. This phenomenon occurs two times per engine cycle. The first hit arises when 
the piston 1 is on the top dead point (TDP) because, in diesel engine the combustion chamber volume is 
narrow, in order to achieve high compression ratio, so the intake valves hit the exhaust valve site areas on 
the piston, even if the valves are closed. The second hit arises just before the TDP of piston 1 while the 
intake valves are opened. 

 
Figure 5: Inverted piston: time-synchronous average and engine event diagram. 

4.2 Case study: pre-loaded rod 

As previously achieved, the time signal is synchronously resampled and the synchronous average is 
computed over two crankshaft rotations (Figure 6 (a)). In this case, the comparison among healthy and 
faulty RMS and Peak values (Table 4) does not reveal the presence of any defect. As it happens both 
faulty RMS and Peak signal values are below the healthy ones. Nevertheless, the acceleration peaks of the 
synchronous average can be physically explained by inspecting the engine event diagram. 
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Pre-loaded rod 
 RMS Peak 
 Normal Faulty Normal Faulty 

Vibration Time Synchronous Average [g] 0.17 0.14 1.20 0.71 
Mean instantaneous power [g2] - - 0.22 1.10 

Table 4 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

 
Figure 6: Pre-loaded rod: (a) time-synchronous average, (b) residual signal, (c) mean instantaneous 

power of the residual signal and engine event diagram. 

As shown in Figure 6 (a) acceleration peaks are present on the pressurization of each cylinder. Moreover 
other acceleration peaks appear at the closure of the intake valves. In fact, due to the incorrectly tight rod, 
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there are wide clearances between rod and crankshaft. These clearances are abruptly traversed whenever 
there is a change in the verse of the resultant force acting on rod. In this case the resultant force takes into 
account the contribution of the pressurization and the inertial force. The angular mismatch in the 
acceleration peaks and the closure of the intake valves of cylinders 3 and 4 is due to the ordinarily delay 
on the closure of the intake valves which takes place in practice. As a result, this type of analysis is 
inadequate to predict the presence and position of the fault. For that reason, a second order analysis is 
performed. 
The mean instantaneous power of the residual signal is evaluated and plotted in Figure 6 (c), which also 
displays the faulty Peak value compared with the healthy one. As one can clearly see, the presence of the 
defect is confirmed by the differences in the Peak values: the Peak value of the mean instantaneous power 
is approximately five times the healthy one. 
Moreover, by the comparison with the engine event diagram one can notice that the largest energy amount 
is located in correspondence of the closure of the third cylinder intake valves, which points out the defect 
location. We want to remark that the closure of the valve is taken as an angular reference in order to 
understand the angular location of the crankshaft with respect to the firing order. At this stage, it can be 
concluded that the analysis of the mean instantaneous power makes know that the not correctly tight rod is 
located in the third cylinder. 

 
Figure 7 - Pre-loaded rod: (a) WVD of the time synchronous average; (b) WVD of the residual signal 

In order to confirm these results, the WVD of the synchronous average and the residual signal are 
computed. Figure 7 (a) and (b) plot the WVDs of the synchronous average and residual signal 
respectively. The WVD of the synchronous average is of difficult interpretation. De facto vertical lines 
appear at the pressurization of each cylinder and at the closure of the intake valves. Unfortunately, because 
of the acceleration amplitude associated to the engine events are about two times the back-ground noise 
(see Figure 6 (a)), the vertical lines associated to the engine events are not clearly visible in the WVD, and 
in addition several cross-terms of relevant amplitude arise in the distribution. Therefore, the fault presence 
and its location cannot be established from Figure 7 (a). 
For that reason the WVD of the residual signal is computed (see Figure 7 (b)). As previously said, the 
residual signal takes into account the 2nd order cyclostationary content of the signal, and so, by computing 
the WVD of this signal, one can obtain a distribution in which the energy content is mainly restricted at 
the fault location. In fact, Figure 7 (b) has only a vertical line in correspondence of the closure of the 
intake valves of the third cylinder. 
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Finally, the last proof of the mechanical fault presence can be obtained by the WVS of the residual signal. 
De facto, Figure 8 shows only a vertical line corresponding to the IVC3 highlighting so the fault location. 
Moreover the WVS is also able to point out other engine events happening within the entire engine cycle. 

 
Figure 8 - Pre-loaded rod: Wigner Ville Spectrum of the residual signal. 

4.3 Case study: rod without the bearing cap 

All the same previous analyses are carried out: firstly the signal is synchronously resampled, secondly the 
residual signal and the mean instantaneous power have been calculated. 
The synchronous average is shown in Figure 9 (a); Table 5 shows the comparison among RMS and Peak 
vibration values both in healthy and faulty conditions. This comparison highlights the presence of a defect: 
both RMS and Peak signal values are greater than in the healthy case. 
 

Rod without bearing cup 
 RMS Peak 
 Normal Faulty Normal Faulty 

Vibration Time Synchronous Average [g] 0.17 1.13 1.20 10.61 
Mean instantaneous power [g2] - - 0.22 191.41 

Table 5 

In order to better understand this result, we associate the engine event diagram at the synchronous average 
depicted in Figure 9 (a). By this comparison one can notice that four lower acceleration peaks are present 
on the pressurization of each cylinder. In addition it can be noted some big variations in the synchronous 
average related to the hit of the fourth rod when the closure of the intake valves of the fourth cylinder 
happens. This fact may be due to the changing in verse of the resulting force (inertial forces and 
pressurization) applied to the link between the rod and the crank throw during the clearances traversing. 
This phenomenon occurs one time per engine cycle. As said before the closure of the intake valve has to 
be considered as a reference for localizing the angular position of the fault within the engine cycle. It is 
worth noting that the clearances are abruptly traversed in the same angular position of the not correctly 
preloaded rod. 
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In order to get a better localization of the fault position, the mean instantaneous power of the residual 
signal has been computed. Figure 9 (b) points out the presence of the fault in the fourth cylinder 
confirming the results achieved by analyzing the time synchronous average. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

 
Figure 9: Rod without bearing cup: (a) time-synchronous average, (b) residual signal, (c) mean 

instantaneous power of the residual signal  and engine event diagram. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper addresses the use of the cyclostationary modeling of vibration signals measured from diesel 
engines for fault diagnostics purposes. Three types of faults are considered: inverted piston, rod screws not 
correctly pre-loaded and rod without the bearing cap. All these faults cause incorrect engine operations 
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and hits. Firstly, the experimental apparatus concerning the vibration tests is explained, highlighting the 
benefits and the drawbacks of the cold test compared to the genuine hot test. After that the vibration signal 
model for this type of faults is introduced. It deals with cyclostationary model proposed by Antoni et al. in 
[6], in which the signal is subdivided into two main parts: deterministic and non-deterministic. Finally, the 
acceleration signals acquired from the engine block during a cold test cycle at the end of the assembly line 
are analyzed. For each case study, the signal is synchronously sampled and the time-synchronous average 
is computed over two crankshaft rotations. Subsequently the residual signal is evaluated by subtracting, 
from the synchronized signal, the time-synchronous average. In fact the periodicities due to the normal 
engine operating conditions are zeroed in the residual signal, which can therefore points out the power 
linked to the fault. The residual signal, when necessary, is also analyzed by means of the WVS and the 
mean instantaneous power, as suggested by Antoni at al. in [6]. 
Concerning the piston inverted condition the comparison of the synchronous resampled signal with the 
engine event diagram is sufficient to localize the presence of the fault in the first cylinder. It is also clear 
that the fault affects the valves operations. 
Analyzing the pre-loaded rod synchronous sampled signal, the analysis of the residual signal is needed. 
The analysis carried out on the residual signals shows the presence and the location of the assembly fault. 
In particular the mean instantaneous power, evaluated over the residual signal, is strongly influenced by 
the fault location. Therefore, this technique can be a powerful tool in vibration based diagnostics. In fact, 
the mean instantaneous power is of simple numerical implementation, so interesting results can be 
obtained without the use of other time frequency techniques of more difficult implementation. However, 
in order to confirm the detection ability of the mean instantaneous power, the WVD and WVS are here 
also computed. The vertical lines associated to the engine events are not clearly visible in the WVD of the 
synchronous resampled signal; in addition several cross-terms of relevant amplitude arise in the 
distribution. Therefore, it could be concluded that the time-frequency analysis of the time-synchronized 
signal carried out by means of WVD is not suitable for the detection of the fault location, because this 
signal represents the deterministic signal content, which is strictly linked to the engine events. As a result 
the analysis of the residual signal is of pivotal importance in vibration based diagnostics. Concerning the 
WVS computation, it has shown the highest sensitivity to fault detection. In fact, as depicted in Figure 8, 
the assembly fault location can be strongly highlighted by the appearance of vertical lines at the angular 
position of the rod affected by that fault. In addition, this technique is also able to show the main engine 
events. 
Regarding the rod without the bearing cap, the synchronous average is sufficient to detect and localize the 
presence of the fault even if the mean instantaneous power offers a better visualization of the fault 
position. The analysis of this last fault condition confirms the results obtained for the previous one (i.e. rod 
not correctly preloaded). These both faulty conditions have shown an impulsive component due to the 
clearances traversing at the same angular position. 
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Abstract
This paper describes the ”Smart Bridge” demonstrator developed in the Active Structures Laboratory at ULB.
A description of the mechanical structure, the instrumentation and the data acquisition as well as the control
system is given, together with a brief description of the future and ongoingprojects.

1 Introduction

The ever increasing requirements in terms of performances and cost reduction force the engineer to design
very thin and slender structures in which the materials are used in an optimal manner. In domains such as
aeronautics and space, the weight reduction is crucial, but other application areas also follow the same trends.
In civil engineering, examples of this evolution are cable stayed bridges,wind mills, large towers, etc. Such
structures can be built thanks to the availability of new materials (high performance steel and concrete, new
composite polymer materials), as well as cables and tendons (cable stayed bridges, roofs of sport stadium,
etc.).

This evolutions has also some drawbacks : with less and less material, structures become more flexible and
thus more subject to high levels of vibrations, causing problems of comfort (large displacements at the top
of towers), noise disturbances, and risk of collapse of the structure due to resonance or fatigue. In particular,
cables can be subject to non-linear instabilities which may result in huge amplitudes of vibrations of the
cables caused by small vibration amplitudes of their support (parametric excitation phenomenon).

In parallel, spectacular advances have been achieved in the field of instrumentation and signal analysis : new
types of sensors allowing to measure different physical quantities in realtime, new hardware allowing to put
these sensors in large, possibly wireless networks (towards the concept of SMART DUST [1]), modern tech-
niques of data analysis (data mining, artificial intelligence). This revolution in the field of instrumentation
gives the possibility to instrument permanently structures in order to control their state of health and their
level of vibrations in real time. This is the evolution from passive structuresto active structures, often called
”smart structures”.

The problem of maintenance and lifetime extension of structures is of very high social and economical
relevance due to the very large number of civil engineering structures and their aging. Two aspects are
treated in this work :

• Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) aims at using vibration measurements in order to detect damage
in structures without using the often costly visual inspections which are of common use.
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• Active (semi-active, passive) control of vibrations allows to lower the level of vibrations in the struc-
tures, which permits to extend the lifetime of the structure.

In order to investigate these two aspects, we have developed a small scale mock-up of a cable-stayed bridge
in the construction phase. This paper describes the experimental setup aswell as ongoing work in the field
of vibration damping and structural health monitoring.

2 The bridge demonstrator

The bridge is made of a central steel pillar, a deck made of two U-shaped aluminum beams and steel rectan-
gular stiffeners, forty additional masses and 8 steel cables (Figure 1).The total length is 3m, the height is 1.4
m and the width of the deck is 18cm. The central pillar is resting on a concrete block. Two wooden blocks
are place between the concrete base and the floor. This introduces flexibility between the concrete and the
floor which is necessary for the seismic excitation described hereafter.

Figure 1: The bridge demonstrator : description of the main components

At the pillar side, each cable is attached to a screw which can move relatively tothe pillar, allowing the
tension to be adjusted manually (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Cable tension tuning system installed at the top of the pillar
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3 Bridge instrumentation

Each cable is equipped with a collocated actuator-sensor pair consisting ofa piezoelectric elliptic actuator
(Cedrat APA 100M for the long cables and APA 50S for the short cables), and a piezoelectric fore sensor
(B&K 8200) (Figure 3).

Piezoelectric actuator

Force sensor

Piezoelectric actuator

Force sensor

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Cables equipped with a piezoelectric actuator and a force sensor : (a) long cable with large piezo-
electric actuator, (b) short cable with small piezoelectric actuator

The actuators can be used to induce vibrations in the bridge as well as for active vibration control. In addition,
a shaker is attached to the concrete base in order to induce seismic type excitation (Figure 4).

Shaker

Figure 4: Shaker attached to the concrete base in order to induce seismic excitation
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The deck and the pillar are equipped with traditional accelerometers. The left part of a U-shaped beam has
also been equipped with five dynamic fiber optic strain sensors distributed ona single fiber (Fiber Bragg
grating sensors - FBGS). Each grating is 8 mm long and measures the average strain applied to it. The
position of the five strain measurements is shown on Figure 5. The measurement are made using the hi-
speed Dynosense 300 from FOS&S which allows to measure on all sensorssimultaneously at approximately
4 kHz.

Figure 5: Position of the five FBGS sensors on th U-shaped beam

An optical system is used to measure the lateral vibration frequency of the cables. The principle of such
device is shown on Figure 6 [2]. A laser diode followed by a beam expander is used to create a vertical light
source. The cable is positioned between the light source and an analog position sensor detector. The shadow
produced by the cable projected on the detector gives the displacement ofthe cable.

Figure 6: Principle of the optical system to measure the transverse vibrationof a cable

The data acquisition system consists in a DSpace DS1005 modular board equipped with 64 A/D used for
the sensors and 6 D/A converters used for the actuators (all 16 bit converters). Control or signal processing
routines can be implemented on the DSP using the Matlab/Simulink environment. DSpace Control Desk
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Software is used to interact with the DSP board in real time to adjust settings andretrieve measurements
from the sensors and actuators (usually in the form of time domain signals).

For the FBGS sensors, the signal processing is not implemented fully in hardware, so that a special software
for data acquisition is needed. It is therefore not possible at the moment to interface the FBGS with the
DS1005 system.

4 Finite element model and modal analysis

A three-dimensional model of the bridge has been built in Matlab/SDT [3] (Figure 7). The pillar, the U-
shaped beams and the stiffeners are modelled using shell elements, the cables are represented by linear bar
elements and the additional masses by 3D elements. The pillar is assumed to be perfectly clamped and the
concrete block is not modelled. It is clear that this assumption will cause the finite element model frequencies
to deviate from the experimental ones, but it is expected that the modeshapes will not be strongly affected.

Figure 7: Finite element model of the bridge created with Matlab/SDT

Based on the finite element model, the first twenty modeshapes in the frequency band [0 50] Hz have been
computed and are shown on Figures 8 and 9.

The structure has been designed to have a very rich modal behavior with closely spaced modes and a combi-
nation of bending, torsional, in-plane and out-of-plane modes. This is typical of large bridge structures. The
frequencies are however much higher than for very large bridges were it is usual to have frequencies of a few
Hertz or below 1Hz.
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Figure 8: Finite element modeshapes and frequencies : Modes 1-10
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Figure 9: Finite element modeshapes and frequencies : Modes 11-20
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Experimental modal analysis has been carried out on the structure. In order to be able to separate closely
spaced modes, five different excitations have been used (the four piezo actuators on the long cables and the
shaker attached to the concrete block). The four piezoelectric actuatorshave been used in four different
combinations in order to better separate the symmetric, anti-symmetric and torsion-bending modes. The
first combination consists in driving the four actuators in phase with the same input signal. In this case, the
symmetric bending modes (modes 3, 8 and 18) are mainly excited. By driving theactuators on the left part
of the bridge in opposition of phase with the actuators the right part, the antisymmetric bending modes are
excited (modes 7,9, 14). The third combination consists in driving two actuators attached to the same stiff-
ener out of phase, exciting the symmetric torsion modes (modes 6,10, 14). The last combination is used to
excite the anti-symmetric torsion modes, the actuators on the left part of the bridge are driven in opposition
of phase with the actuators on the right part, while each pair of actuators ona stiffener is driven out of phase.
This combination excites primarly modes 5,11, 13 and 20. Modeshapes in whichthe cables are not strongly
deformed cannot be sufficiently excited by the piezoelectric actuators on the cables. The shaker is used to
excite such modes (modes 1,2, 12, 19) or modes on which the cables do not have much authority due to their
orientation (such as lateral vibrations of the deck in modes 4,16, 17).

Figure 10: Experimental wireframe and measurement points

Figure 10 shows the experimental measurement points. The movement of thirtypoints on the deck and
pillar have been measured in all three directions (total of 90 FRFs for eachexcitation, the FRFs were not
acquired simultaneously because only 16 accelerometers are available on the setup). Identification has been
performed using the routines implemented in Matlab/SDT. 16 modeshapes were identified and are presented
in Figures 11 and 12. A visual comparison shows a good match between the experimental and numerical
mode shapes. Mode 10 shows a torsion of the left part of the bridge while mode 11 shows a torsion of
the right part of the bridge. The correspondig numerical modes (10 and11) show a symmetric and an anti-
symmetric torsion mode, but the frequencies are very close, so that it can be considered that there exists
a subspace of modeshapes which can be any linear combination of symmetric and antisymmetric torsion.
Torsion of the left part of the bridge therefore belong to the same subspace as the one computed with the
finite element model. A similar behavior is found for modes 12 and 13 which are higher order torsion
modes. On Figure 13a, we represent the MAC between the experimental and numerical modes. For the
special case of modes 10 and 11, and 12 and 13, the correlation has been computed by finding the best
approximation of the experimental modeshapes in the subspace spanned bythe numerical modes (symmetric
and anti-symmetric torsion). Overall, the correlation is good. Note however that numerical modes 12 and
16 have not been identified, while a bad correlation is found for mode 9. The MAC table is used to pair the
experimental modeshapes with the numerical ones and to compute the relative frequency deviation as shown
on Figure 13b. The errors in the frequencies are quite high. This is believed to be due to the simplified
representation of the boundary conditions where we assumed that the pillaris clamped to the concrete block
which is attached to a rigid floor. A more adequate representation of this boundary condition would be
needed to improve the correlation between the model and the experiments. No efforts have been made in
this direction because the numerical model is sufficient for a qualitative study of active vibration control and
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structural health monitoring. (The modal density is equivalent, and the modeshapes are in good agreement).

Figure 11: Experimental identified modeshapes and frequencies : Modes1-9
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Figure 12: Finite element modeshapes and frequencies : Modes 10-16
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Figure 13: Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) and frequency deviation(∆f ) between the numerical and
experimental modeshapes

5 Research projects on the smart-bridge demonstrator

Currently, experimental as well as numerical studies are carried out on the smart bridge. The main focus is
on cable vibrations. In cable stayed bridges, the ratio of the linear mass andthe tension in the cables is such
that at rest, the cables present a small sag. Point masses have been added to one of the cables of the bridge
in order to increase the linear mass and introduce some sag (Figure 14). Without the sag, the cable’s first
lateral vibration frequency is a function of the tension in the cable and the linear mass. If the sag is taken
into account, this frequency is modified [4]. Experimental results on the demonstrator are in good agreement
with the theory.

For large amplitudes of vibration, the dynamic behavior of a cable is non-linear. An interesting phenomenon
which is currently studied is the parametric excitation of the cable through the longitudinal vibration of the
support [5]. Above a certain threshold of vibration, parametric excitationis triggered and results in a very
large amplitude of vibration of the cable for a rather small amplitude of vibration of the support. This phe-
nomenon has been reproduced on the smart bridge demonstrator. In order to avoid parametric excitation, it
is necessary to lower the level of vibration of the deck. Using the collocatedactuator-sensor pairs located
on each cable and a very simple and robust control strategy based on decentralized collocated integral force
feedback, previously used in [6], it is possible to add damping in the structure, so that parametric excitation
is not triggered (the active damping strategy keeps the vibration level of thedeck below the threshold for
parametric excitation). This has been reproduced on the smart bridge setup where up to eight active tendons
can be implemented.

One other important problem in cable stayed bridges is to be able to monitor the tension in the cables. This
can be done by extracting dynamics features which are sensitive to cable tension changes. Linear features
such as frequencies can be used, but also features extracted from the non-linear dynamics could be used, or
two-dimensional trajectories of the cables. This is the subject of future work on the demonstrator.
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Figure 14: Cable with additional point masses. The additional weight is responsible for a small sag of the
cable

In parallel to the experimental investigations, the linear finite element model of the bridge has been coupled
to a non-linear model of the cables developed in [7]. Numerical studies involving parametric excitation, sag
effects, active control can be performed and compared to the experimental results.
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Abstract
A standard technique in the non-destructive evaluation is to use acoustic emissions to characterise and locate
the damage events that generate them. The location problem is typically posed interms of the times of
flight of the waves and results in an optimisation problem, which can at times be ill-posed. A method is
proposed here forlearning the relationship between time of flight differences and damage location using
data generated by artificially stimulated AE – a classic problem of regression.A structure designed to
represent a complicated aerospace component was interrogated using alaser to thermoelastically generate
AE at multiple points across the structure’s surface. Piezoelectric transducers were mounted on the surface
of the structure, and the resulting waveforms were recorded. A Gaussian Process (GP) with RBF kernels
was chosen for regression. Since not all events can be guaranteed tobe detected byall sensors during AE
monitoring, a GP was trained on data for all possible combinations (subsets) of sensors. The inputs to the
GPs were the differences in time of flight between sensors in the set, and thetargetswere the locations of
the source of ultrasonic stimulation. Subsequent (test) data points were located by every possible GP, given
the active sensors. It is shown that maps learned on a given structure can generalise effectively to nominally
identical structures.

1 Introduction

The Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) commonly termed ‘Acoustic Emission’ (AE) is concerned with the
passive monitoring of ultrasound in structures [1]. Piezoelectric transducers operating in the region of kHz
or MHz are attached to a structure; when damage mechanisms within the structure release small amounts
of energy in the form of ultrasound, this travels through the structure andis detected by these sensors. The
nature of AE means that large areas of structures can be monitored by a few widely spaced transducers,
which has obvious advantageous implications.

A key strength of the AE technique lies in the ability to locate sources of damage.At first the problem
appears trivial: using the known positions of a set of transducers, andthe differences in time of flight between
the sensors, calculate the intersection of a series of hyperbolae about the transducers. Complications arise,
however, due to (a) the dispersive, modal nature of ultrasound in most real structures and (b) inhomogeneities
in the wave propagation medium. The modal nature of the waves is countered by ensuring that the fastest
mode is used at all times, but the inhomogeneities in the structure are less simple to overcome.

Many aerospace structures are plate-like in nature, making them ideal forAE monitoring, but contain many
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inhomogeneities such as rivets, holes, thickness changes, welds, seamsand joints. These irregularities disrupt
the path of ultrasound from source to sensor and make locating the sourcea challenge.

This paper is concerned with the calculation of the source position where thestructure in question shows
the complexities described above, as do most interesting engineering structures. An ’artificial’ structure
(outlined in figure 2) is considered in detail. The structure is artificial in the sense that it is not real structural
component, however it has been conceived to be representative of real engineering structures where location
of AE sources is non-trivial.

The method proposed here is tolearn the relationship between the arrival times at a group of sensors and
positions on the structure - a problem ofregressionin the terminology of machine learning. There are many
powerful tools available for solving such problems; however the methodology presented here is based on a
particular approach - that of Gaussian Processes [2]. In order to construct the appropriate map between arrival
times and source locations, it is necessary to establish a set of training data for which this association has
already been made. The collection of the training data requires the initiation of AE at known locations and
the recording of arrival times for the wave arrivals at the various sensors in the network. The AE is generated
here by a focused laser pulse directed onto the surface of the structure. As machine learning algorithms can
require extensive training sets, the collection of training data can be an expensive process; however there are
circumstances where the expense and effort are justified. In the first case, that of very high-value structures,
the expense of collecting the training data is offset by the benefit of receiving advance warning of damage
before failure can occur. In another case, one might have many copiesof an inexpensive structure where the
expense of collecting training data on one sample is offset by the ability of the source locator to generalise
across the whole family of structures. The situation considered in this paperis representative of the latter
case.

The idea of learning the relationship between arrival times and source location is not new; such methods
have been proposed in the past and termed ‘touch and learn’ methods. However, previous attempts have not
made the transition into practice for various reasons. A recent work on thisconcept is [4] where the source
position was predicted by a linear interpolant over the training data, which was held as a ‘look-up table’. The
current methodology offers a number of advantages over such previous attempts and is arguably more likely
to be adopted into engineering practice.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 sets out the location problem in detail and
describes previous research, before briefly describing the machine learning technique of Gaussian process
regression. Section 3 details the design and methodology of the experiments used to collect data in order
to demonstrate the process; Section 4 discusses and presents this data. Section 5 describes in detail the
algorithm, built on the Gaussian process concept used to perform the location task, and Section 6 shows
some results of this. Section 6.1 investigates the industrial usefulness of this technique by examining the
generalisation of the algorithm between similar structures.

2 Background

2.1 AE source Location

The simplest method of locating the source of an AE event is discussed in [5]. One assumes that the wave
propagation path is unobstructed, and that the structure is homogeneous:i.e. waves travel at the same speed
in all directions. Upon measurement of a series of time-differences{∆Ti,j}n

i,j=1, one can locate the AE
source by minimising the objective functionZ in Equation 1 with respect toE, the event source position.

minimise:Z =
∑
i,j

∆Ti,j − |E − Si| − |E − Sj |
c

(1)
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where|E − Si| represents the Euclidean distance between the estimated source and sensor i, andc is the
wave-speed of the fastest detectable wave mode. A suitable algorithm for minimising this is the Nelder-Mead
‘Simplex’ algorithm [6], as discussed by [7].

For most real engineering structures, the assumptions made above are unrealistic. In composite materials,
for example, the wave speed along the fibre directions is faster than that perpendicular to the fibres due
to the differing fibre and matrix material properties. The reference [8] discusses two time-of-arrival based
approaches to locating impact-generated wave events in anisotropic composite plates.

In metallic engineering structures, where one would expect the wave speed to be constant in all directions, the
geometry of the structure plays a major role in disrupting the application of Equation 1. Thickness changes,
holes, lugs, grease nipples, bearings and welds are only some of the features that dismiss the assumption
that the wave propagation path from source to sensor is simple. In order toovercome this, Baxteret al [4]
proposed the ‘DeltaT ’ method for locating AE events based on a set of artificial training data, generated by
Hsu-Nielsen pencil lead fractures [9].

The DeltaT method of [4] involves generating ten artificial sources at each point on a grid defined across the
structure, taking the mean of the ten arrival times at each sensor, and constructing a ‘map’ of the expected
∆T information between each pair of sensors across the structure using linear interpolation between grid
points. This map then replaces the right-most term in Equation 1, such that testevents are ‘matched’ to the
training data. Baxteret al demonstrated the method effectively using the same structure as used here [10],
and achieved a mean-squared location error of 8mm using a 10mm grid of training points.

The objective of this paper is to extend the work of [4], and offer a number of improvements:

• Less training data is required. The method of Baxteret aluses ten artificial sources at each grid point,
and uses only the mean values of the data. Here only one artificial source isused on a similarly spaced
grid.

• No minimisation routine is needed. Instead of learning the∆T map, (i.e. f : (x, y) → ∆T ) it is
proposed to directly learn the relationship corresponding to the inverse ofthis (i.e.f : ∆T → (x, y)).

• A probabilistic interpretation is produced. The algorithm proposed here outputs a degree of confidence
associated with the achieved location.

• There is an ability to generalise between nominally similar structures. This makes the process more
useful to real engineering situations.

• There is the ability to automatically select the best set of sensors, even in the presence of corrupted
data.

2.2 Gaussian Process Regression

Machine learning methods have long been used to provide regression tools, with neural networks proving
the most popular [11]. More recently, the framework of Bayesian statisticshas been extensively applied to
the field in order to provide a probabilistic viewpoint. In particular, Neal [12] provides a comprehensive
Bayesian treatment of Neural Networks, and shows that in the limit of an infinite number of hidden units, a
Bayesian Neural network becomes a Gaussian Process (GP) (See also[13] for a discussion.) More recently,
work by Rasmussen and Williams has provided an excellent framework for using GPs for machine learning
tasks [2].

There follows a brief introduction to the ideas of Gaussian Processes in a regression context.

Consider a series of observationsX = {xi}N
i=1 with corresponding (possibly noisy) target valuesY =

{yi}N
i=1 such thatyi = f(xi) + σn. Assuming thatf is a smooth function which mapsxi → f(xi), one
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wishes to infer new target valuesf(x∗) given unlabelled pointsx∗. Using the Gaussian Process framework,
one can place a joint Gaussian distribution acrossf(xi) andf(x∗).

One begins by considering two pointsx1 x2 ∈ X; one is interested in the values off(x1), f(x2) ∈ Y .
Writing,

p

([
f(x1)
f(x2)

])
= N

([
0
0

]
,

[
k(x1, x1) k(x1, x2)
k(x2, x1) k(x2, x2)

])
= N (0, Σ) (2)

whereN (x, Σ) denotes the multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean vectorx and covariance matrixΣ
This denotes aprior Gaussian distribution across the values off(x1) andf(x2), cantered around0, with
covarianceΣ. The elements ofΣ are given by thecovariancefunction k; in this paper only the squared
exponential function is considered as a covariance function (others are discussed in [2]),

k(x1, x2) = exp

(
−|x1 − x2|2

l2

)
(3)

and this is sometimes termed theRBF kernel. The diagonal elements ofΣ so-defined are unity, and the other
elements specify that the dependence off(x1) on f(x2) is given only by the distance betweenx1 andx2.
This is illustrated by the top row in Figure 1: on the left is the probability distributionacrossf(x1) andf(x2)
when the variablesx1 andx2 are far apart, i.e.k(x1, x2) = 0; in the middle column,x1 andx2 are closer
together (k(x1, x2) = 0.5), and in the right columnx1 ≈ x2.

Figure 1: Illustration of jointly distributed variables for differing covariance values. A full discussion is
given in the text.
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Suppose now that one wishes to infer the value off(x2) given that one has observed the value off(x1); one
wishes to find the conditional probability off(x2) givenf(x1). The derivation of the relevant result is not
given here, (see [2]); the result is simply stated as,

p(f(x2)|f(x1)) = N (k(x2, x1)k(x1, x1)f(x1),

k(x2, x2)− k(x2, x1)k(x1, x1)−1k(x1, x2)
)

(4)

This is again illustrated in Figure 1, the vertical lines on the middle row show the observed values off(x1)
(set arbitrarily here to 1.2), and the bottom row shows the conditional probability distributionp(f(x2)|f(x1)).

If one were to extend the number of unobserved variables to cover the whole of X, the result would be
a distribution acrossfunctions, known as a Gaussian Process. Whilst this distribution is formally infinite-
dimensional, in practice one is only interested in the values for a limited number of pointsf(X∗). One can
write the prior and posterior distributions of the variables in a more general form to encompass a generic
number of observed and test points,

p

([
f
f∗

])
= N

(
0,

[
K(X, X) K(X, X∗)

K(X, X∗)T K(X∗, X∗)

])
(5)

p (f∗|X∗, X, f) = N
(
K(X∗, X)K(X, X)−1f ,

K(X∗, X∗)−K(X∗, X)K(X, X)−1K(X, X∗)
)

(6)

whereK(X, X) is a matrix whosei, jth element is given byk(xi, xj). The star notation (following [2])
denotes test points.

The limiting factor on the performance of a GP is the computational expense of inverting the matrixK(X, X),
which is an× n matrix, wheren is the number of observed data points.

3 Experimental Methodology

In order to demonstrate the methodology, five specimens (denoted Plate A . . .E) were made from 3mm mild
steel sheet of dimensions 200 x 370mm. The specimens were designed to replicate the challenge of locating
acoustic emissions in realistically complicated engineering structures. A seriesof holes at the centre of the
plate provide geometric obstacles to the wave propagation, introducing reflections and scattering. Since
future work involves fatigue testing of the plates and location of the test acoustic emissions, a further series
of holes at the ends of the plates provide a mechanism for fixing to a fatigue rig - this further complicates the
wave propagation.

Eight piezoceramic (Sonox P5) discs measuring 8mm in diameter, of 0.2mm thickness, fitted with wrap-
around electrodes were bonded to each plate using cyanoacrylate. Thepositions of these sensors are depicted
in Figure 2. The sensors have a thickness resonance at approximately 3MHz, though they are utilised here
somewhat outside their resonant band in the region 100kHz - 1MHz.

An eight-channel Physical Acoustics DISP AE system was utilised to record all the waveforms. The record-
ing mode was set to TRA, in order to record synchronous waveforms across all channels. The sampling
frequency was 10MHz, the anti-aliasing filter had bandwidth 100Hz - 3MHzand a pre-amplifier was used
with gain 40dB.

Thermoelastic expansion was used to generate artificial AE in the plate by means of a high power laser pulse.
A Brilliant BJ laser was positioned above the plate and fired in synchronisation with the AE equipment.
The response waveforms were measured using a Polytech laser vibrometer and sampled using an Agilent
oscilloscope. In order to generate artificial AE sources at precise positions across a grid on the plate, a X-Y
positioning rig was built. The positioner, with a plate specimen attached is shown inthe photograph in Figure
3.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the plate specimen used. Transducers are represented by numbered solid circles;
hollow circles represent holes in the plate.

4 Discussion of the data

An initial inspection of the data revealed some interesting patterns due to the geometry of the plate, albeit
with some anomalies in the data. These anomalies were associated with the use of astandard threshold-
crossing method for detecting the onset of the waveforms. In order to alleviate this, an onset-picking algo-
rithm based on the work of [14] was used to detect more reliable onset times for the waveforms, resulting in
the correction of many of these observed anomalies. This is discussed in a littlemore detail in the following.

Figure 4 is an illustration of some of the data collected during the experiment, it shows the∆T information
for the sensor pair (4,6), which is denoted here by∆T46. The laser was used to generate ultrasound at a series
of points arranged in a uniform grid (avoiding the specimen holes) acrossthe entire surface of the plate; each
point is represented by a small solid circle in Figure 4, which is coloured according to∆T46. In this figure a
threshold-crossing point was used to determine the arrival times.

The areas close to both sensors show a smooth transition of∆T46 with space; over most of the lower part
of the plate the∆T46 function changes slowly and smoothly. In the upper-left quadrant of theplate, where
the path to either of the sensors (particularly sensor 6) is blocked by a series of holes,∆T46 can be seen
to change more abruptly and chaotically. Much of this is due to the threshold method used to calculate the
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Figure 3: Photograph showing the X-Y positioning system holding a plate specimen underneath the laser.
The plate is mounted sensor-side down and paper shields protect the cabling from the laser. The AE pre-
amplifiers are also shown to the left of the rig.

onset times of the waveforms.

4.1 Improved Onset Picking

Figure 5 shows eight waveforms, received on channels 1-8 after laser excitation of the plate at position (70,
270). The horizontal red lines show the threshold used to detect the waveforms, and thereby determine their
onset times. Clearly, the onset time is overestimated by observing the point of threshold crossing. The effect
of dispersion[15] is evident here; waves which have travelled a long distance show theemergence of a lower
amplitude, fast-travelling mode from the main wave. This is particularly evident inwaveforms from sensors
6, 7 and 8; these were the most distant sensors from the laser source position. This results in the threshold-
crossing occurring some time after the perceptible arrival of the wave (threshold crossings are marked with
vertical red lines in Figure 5).

In order to detect a more accurate onset for the waveform, one could lower the threshold, enabling the system
to detect the lower voltage part of the waveforms: this would increase the risk of a false trigger. In order to
circumnavigate this problem, a threshold-independent approach to onset-picking has been developed by [14];
this reference presents a range of methods for picking the onset of a signal withouta user-defined threshold.
Of these various methods, this paper utilises one based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The
relevant function is defined in equation as follows,

AIC(t) = t log10 (var(x[1; t])) + (T − t− 1) log10 (var(x[t; T ])) (7)

wherevar(x) is the variance ofx, i.e.
∑

i(xi − x)2/N , andx[1; t] represents the section ofx from 1 to t.
TheAIC(t) functions are represented in Figure 5 by the green lines; the minimum of theAIC indicates the
onset of the signal (vertical green line). The distance between the vertical red and green lines in Figure 5
gives the ‘correction’ made by the AIC-based onset-picking algorithm. Itis clear that the more dispersive
waveforms are heavily corrected by the onset picking (channels 5-8 in Figure 5) whilst those nearer to the
source (channels 1-4) are corrected a smaller amount.

The interpretation of Equation 7 is fairly straightforward for every timet, the signalx(t) is broken into two
parts; that leading up tot (x[1; t]) and that aftert, (x[t; T ]). TheAIC describes the similarity in entropy
between the two parts of the signal - whent becomes aligned with the onset of the signal, the portion of
the record beforet is composed of high-entropy uncorrelated noise, while the portion aftert contains the
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Figure 4: Scatter diagram showing∆T46, the difference between arrival times at sensors 4 and 6, for each
point measured on plate A, as calculated by the time of threshold crossing. Each small circle represents one
activation of the laser, and is coloured according to∆T46. The position of sensors 4 and 6 are marked by
solid black circles.

low-entropy waveform showing marked correlation. TheAIC(t) is designed to give its minimum at this
point.

This statistical onset-picking has a particularly important role when using Gaussian Processes (or any other
machine learning algorithm) for the task of locating acoustic emission. It enables reliable onset-picking of
the waveformregardless of the amplitude of the wave. Hence when attempting to locate acoustic emissions
in a test situation, the amplitude of the test signals need not be the same as those used to train the learning
algorithm.

Figure 6 is comparable with Figure 4, but with the onset times calculated using Equation 7. It is clear that
many of the onset times in the upper-left quadrant have been corrected,whilst the pattern in the lower part
of the plate remains the same. Some anomalies remain, particularly in the ‘hard to reach’ corner of the plate,
and in the area around (45,220) which lies in the ‘shadow’ of several holes.
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Figure 5: Waveform received at sensors 1-8 due to a laser impulse at point (70,270). The thresholds used are
shown in red, and the onset-picking function as defined by Kurz is shownin green. The onsets as picked by
the thresholds and the onset-picking function are represented by vertical lines. The vertical axes have been
normalised for clarity.

5 Learning Methodology

The main objective of this paper is to use a GP to map a vector of∆T for each pair of sensors to(x, y), a
position on the structure. For a given set of inputs and outputs for regression, the basic approach to training
a GP has been given above, thus this methodology has been established. Afurther aspect of the learning task
which requires addressing is the selection of appropriate sensor data from the network to serve as the input
data. This is non-trivial in the present situation and the reason for this will now be discussed. In some (most)
real world cases, an AE event will only activate a small number of sensors, whilst in the controlled conditions
of the laboratory (where the training data were collected) all sensors were activated. This is due to the higher
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Figure 6: Scatter diagram showing∆T46, the difference between arrival times at sensors 4 and 6, for each
point measured on plate A, as calculated by use of the AIC picker defined by Kurz. Each small circle
represents one activation of the laser, and is coloured according to∆T46. The position of sensors 4 and 6 are
marked by solid black circles.

thresholds required during real tests (due to higher levels of background noise) and system saturation. The
vector of∆T information will therefore be ‘incomplete’ for many of the test cases.

One approach to this problem could be to treat the prediction of a position using only a limited amount of
∆T information as a missing data problem (see [17] for a discussion of how to treat missing data in machine
learning). In this implementation however, it was decided to create a GP for every conceivable group of
sensors. This is preferred for two reasons:

1. One is not concerned with the values of the missing data;

2. For large tests the data is not so much missing as simply non-existent. For large tests with in excess of
twenty sensors, acoustic emissions will occur at a large distance from someof the sensors, so as to be
undetectable, and so attempting to use these distant sensors to perform a location makes no sense.
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The approach used here is therefore to define series of subgroups (or ‘arrays’) of sensors. In the case of the
small geometry of the plate described above, this was considered to be every set of three or more sensors (less
than three would not be able to triangulate); one Gaussian Process is then created for each subgroup. Upon
the arrival of a new vector of∆T information, there may be one or more subgroups which have detected the
event and are therefore associated with GPs which can be used to make a prediction for(x, y). The downside
of this approach is that multiple GPs are trained, and in numerical terms, this means that there are a number
of large matrices to invert. However, the training phase has only to be carried out once; when it is completed,
function evaluations with the GP model are rapid.

5.1 Combining Predictions

The posterior distribution of each of the Gaussian Processes is a Gaussian with centreµ and varianceΣ. In
general, the waveform will trigger a number of sensors such that more than one of the subgroups described
earlier will register the event and therefore make a prediction of the source location using their associated
GPs. There are many different approaches to fusing the predictions in order to create a single distribution
from the activated GPs; in the current paper it was decided to take aProduct of Expertsapproach [16],
whereby one simply multiplies the distributions together and re-normalises.

Since each of the individual distributions from the GPs is Gaussian, the product of them is also Gaussian,
with mean,

µ̂ =

∑
i

µi

σ2
i∑

i
1
σ2

i

(8)

For simplicity, one takes the covariance of the combined Gaussian to be the meanof the covariances of the
individual distributions,

Σ̂ =
1

Ng

∑
i

Σi (9)

whereNg is the number of sensor subgroups ‘activated’ by a given event.

5.2 Hyperparameter selection

In training the series of GPs, one must select somehyperparameters. These are the noise model variance
and the kernel length-scalel in Equation 3.

The Bayesian setting in which Gaussian Processes are formed provides anatural way of selecting the hyper-
parameters through marginal likelihood [11]. In the specific case of a series of GPs however, it is unclear as to
how one might implement this; should one maximise theaveragemarginal likelihood for all the GPs? What
about differentiating between those acting on different dimensional data (i.e arrays of 3 sensors vs arrays of
6 or 7)? Considering these intricacies and given the abundance of data,it was decided that a straightforward
cross-validation procedures would suffice for the selection of hyperparameters. For simplicity, all arrays of
the same size were considered to have the same hyperparameters. A grid-search across the range of suitable
values was performed in order to select the hyperparameter values.

6 Results

Following standard practice where cross-validation is used, the data recorded during the experiments: arrival
times and source locations, was split into training, validation and testing sets. Asdescribed above, the
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hyperparameters which minimised a root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) onthe validation set were selected
to train a final set of GPs to use on the test set. The predictions on the test set were generated as follows;
on consideration of a given event, all sensor subgroups which detected the event were canvassed for the
parameters of their associated GPs, these GPs were then combined as described in the section and the location
from the fused GPs were assessed. The result of this exercise are shown in Figure 7; red crosses represent the
true positions of the sources, and solid circles show the positions estimated bythe algorithm. As the GP is
also able to provide a confidence interval for a prediction, this information isavailable here and the colours
of the solid circles in Figure 7 indicate the average variance taken over the set of activated sensor subgroups.
The RMSE location error on the test set was found to be 3.63mm in the case ofthe most successful test (on
a single plate).

Figure 7: Results for the 100 selected testing events. Red crosses show the known positions of the events,
whilst solid dots show the positions as estimated by the algorithm. The colour of thedots represents the
posterior variance - a measure of the confidence in the location.

The results obtained here are excellent; they clearly compare very favourably with the RMSE error of 8mm
achieved in [10] on a comparable training grid. A performance comparisonwith the established optimisation
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Training Plate
Plate A Plate B Plate C Plate D

A 3.63 6.77 8.50 5.37
Testing Plate B 7.42 5.60 7.44 5.45

C 6.03 6.17 4.56 5.71
D 7.04 6.48 8.09 5.40

Table 1: RMSE location errors from cross-comparison for predictions across the plate samples.

technique based on equation (1) was not possible as many of the predictedlocations from this approach were
not even on the plate.

6.1 Cross-Plate Generalisation

The comparatively high cost of producing the GP locator (in generating thetraining data and in actual
training) has been justified on the basis that the GP locator will then be able to generalise to nominally
identical structures without further training. It therefore remains to establish how well the algorithm does in
fact perform when trained on data from one plate, and is required to locate a source on another (nominally
identical) plate. This is possible here, as several plates were investigated,differing only with respect to
standard manufacturing tolerances. Because of anomalies arising with oneof the plates tested, there were
data available from four tests on plates A to D. A complete matrix of results was produced (Table 1) by
training the GP sets from one plate and then testing on each of the others. Theresults were uniformly
excellent with the highest generalisation error being 8.5mm. The diagonals ofthe matrix in Table 6.1 show
the location errors when the GPs were tested on their training plates and theseerrors have a maximum of 5.6
mm.

7 Conclusions

The results of this study show the success of the methodology adopted. ThebasicDelta Tapproach described
in [4] has been extended in a number of ways:

• Less training data is required. The method of Baxteret al uses 10 artificial sources at each grid point,
and uses only the mean values of the data. Here only one artificial source isused on a similarly spaced
grid.

• No minimisation routine is needed. Instead of learning the∆T map, (i.e. f : (x, y) → ∆T ) it is
proposed to directly learn the relationship corresponding to the inverse ofthis (i.e.f : ∆T → (x, y)).

• A probabilistic interpretation is produced. The algorithm proposed here outputs a degree of confidence
associated with the achieved location.

• There is an ability to generalise between nominally similar structures. This makes the process more
useful to real engineering situations.

• There is the ability to automatically select the best set of sensors, even in the presence of corrupted
data.

The GP methodology provides accurate estimates of position; the maximum RMSE location error over four
sample plates is just 5.6 mm and the minimum is 3.6 mm despite the considerable complexity of the wave
propagation in the samples. Given the success on the ‘artificial’ samples described here, it was considered
desirable to evaluate the method at full-scale. In the extremely noisy environment of an aircraft landing gear
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fatigue test, with a structure measured in metres, a preliminary analysis using theGP methodology proved
capable of locating a fatigue crack initiation to within 14 cm. This work will be reported elsewhere, as
will subsequent full-scale testing. Further work is underway to refine themethodology; in particular, more
powerful approaches to fusing the individual GPs are under investigation.
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Abstract 
Reinforced concrete beams are commonly designed to satisfy criteria of serviceability and safety. This 

study focuses on confirming the location of multiple-crack damage in an RC beam model using 

commercial Finite Element analysis software. Linear, nonlinear and eigen analyses were performed to get 

the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Finite Element models were constructed based on simply 

supported beams with one control and one test beam with multiple cracks. For the control beam, linear and 

eigen analyses were performed in order to get the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Nonlinear analysis was 

performed for the beam with multiple cracks. The natural frequencies were transformed and applied into 

the fourth order centered finite divided difference formula. The values of | λ
4 

|, referred to as the Local 

Stiffness Indicator, were then plotted to confirm the locations of damage. The use of the proposed model 

to identify the various effects of multiple cracks on the local and global response of an RC beam was seen 

to be successful. 

 

Keywords: Finite element, local stiffness indicator, modelling, RC beam, multiple cracks 

 

 

1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 
Reinforced concrete (RC) has become one of the most important building materials and widely used in 

many types of engineering structures. RC beams are commonly designed to satisfy criteria of 

serviceability and safety. Crack damage could occur in service and the structural health of the beams 

needs to be monitored to avoid catastrophic failures. At the design stage cracking limits need to be defined 

and established. The location of damage due to multiple cracks basically requires mathematical model 

analysis, usually the finite element method (FEM). It is assumed that concrete in the cracked tensile zone 

does not have remaining stiffness, but concrete actually is not a perfectly brittle material and have some 

residual load remaining after reaching its tensile strength which is called tension softening. Due to its 

weakness in tension, concrete is reinforced with steel to share the loading capacity and avoid cracks or 

damage on the concrete. The steel reinforcement is used to transfer the tensile force across the cracks once 

the concrete has reached the maximum tensile capacity. Concrete subjected to tension forces would most 

likely develop multiple cracks and crushing of the concrete could follow. 

 

A brief review of previous studies on the application of the finite element method to the analysis of 

reinforced concrete structures is presented in this section. Shear failure is always catastrophic and can 

occur with little or without advance warning. Early investigation should be made during the designing 

stage so that the safety characteristic of the concrete can be determined in order to avoid failure on the 

concrete. Many studies have been made to determine the effect of multiple cracks on the strength of RC 

beams through modelling and experiments. The underlying theory and application of the finite element 

method to the analysis of linear and non-linear reinforced concrete structure was presented in reports by 

the American Society of Civil Engineering in 1982 [1] and by Meyer and Okamura, in 1985 [2]. An earlier 

publication on the application of the finite element method to the analysis of RC structure was presented 

by Ngo and Scordelis [3]. In their study, simple beams were analyzed with a model in which concrete and 
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reinforcing steel were represented by constant strain elements. A linear elastic analysis was performed on 

beams with predefined crack patterns to determine principle stresses in concrete, stresses in steel 

reinforcement and bond stresses. Scordelis et al. [4] also used the same approach to study the effect of 

shear in beams with diagonal tension cracks. 

 

Determining the locations of damage has been an important subject of study for the structural engineers 

for many years. In determining the locations of damage by analytical methods, many researchers made 

observations and estimations based on changes in natural frequencies, the changes in mode shape or other 

measured dynamic properties. Sinha et al. [5] studied a simplified model for location of cracks in beam 

structures using measured vibration data. His studies used the Euler-Bernoulli beam element with 

modification to the local property in the vicinity of the cracks. The model then estimated the crack 

location and size by minimizing the difference between the measured and predicted natural frequencies. 

Nilson [6] introduced nonlinear material properties for concrete and steel and a nonlinear bond slip 

relationship into the analysis and used an incremental load method of nonlinear analysis. Cracking was 

accounted for by stopping the solution when an element reached the tensile strength and reloading 

incrementally after redefining a new cracked structure. The capabilities of the analytical method could 

further be enhanced by developing a nonlinear analysis which automatically accounted for cracking within 

the finite elements and the redistribution of stresses in the structure. This approach made it possible to 

trace the response of two-dimensional systems from initial loading to failure in a single continuous 

analysis. For the analysis of RC beams with material and geometrical nonlinearities, Rajagopal [7] 

developed a layered rectangular plate element with axial and bending stiffness in which concrete was 

treated as an orthotropic material. 

 

For most structures, monitoring the natural frequencies is both time as well as cost efficient. Studies to 

detect the location and determine the extent of damage via changes in natural frequencies have been 

performed by many researchers. Trials have been made to relate changes in natural frequencies to changes 

in the beam properties such as cracks, notches or geometrical changes. The change in natural frequencies 

is one of the easiest ways to detect damage or cracks and the attractive feature of this method is that the 

natural frequencies are relatively simple to measure. The frequency response method was found to be 

reliable for detecting even small amounts of cracks or even for damage in a simple composite structure. 

Salawu [8] gave a review of crack detection based on changes in natural frequencies. Krawczuk and 

Ostachowicz [9] developed a new finite element model for the static and dynamic analysis of cracked 

composite beams. They investigated the eigenfrequencies of two cracked cantilever composite beam 

models. In the first model, the crack was  as a massless spring and in the second model the cracked part of 

the beam was replaced by a cracked element. Kisa [10] investigated free vibration analysis of a cantilever 

composite beam with multiple cracks. His research involved the effects of the location and depth of cracks, 

and the volume fraction and orientation of the fibre on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a beam 

with transverse non-propagating open cracks. Ismail [11] used the local stiffness indicator to detect crack 

damage in RC beams. 

 

Mode shapes have also been applied as one of the ways to detect and determine the location of structural 

damage in RC beams. Ratcliffe [12] proposed a method that used mode shapes obtained from damaged 

beams by applying a modified Laplacian operator to discretely measured mode shapes. The procedure was 

developed using a one-dimensional finite element model of a beam and was demonstrated by experiment. 

When damage was severe e.g a localized thickness reduction of more than 10%, applying a finite 

difference approximation of Laplace’s differential operator to the mode shape successfully identified the 

location of damage but the method needed a lengthy processing of the Laplacian output when damage was 

less severe. A modified form of the Laplacian operator was developed and was successful in determining 

the crack location. As a consequence, curvature mode shape could be obtained from displacement mode 

shape. When there was damage, the natural frequencies would change and so would curvature. As stated 

previously, the change in curvature was obtained from the displacement mode shape of finite element 

model of RC beam and cracks were detected by observation. Pandey et.al [13] applied the curvature mode 

shape for a cantilever and simply supported beam model to detect the location of cracks. Changes in 

curvature mode shapes were shown to be localized in the region of damage compared to the changes in the 
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displacement mode shapes. The numerical result for simply supported beam model reaffirmed the 

usefulness of curvature mode shapes in detecting and locating damage.  

 

1.2 Smeared Crack 
 
An alternative method to model cracking in concrete is the smeared crack approach in which a cracked 

solid is dealt with as a continuum. The smeared crack model is adopted in the description of the behavior 

of cracked concrete. In this approach pioneered by Rashid [14], the geometric discontinuities induced by 

cracks are represented by cracking strains distributed over a certain area within the finite element as 

proposed by Rots et al. [15]. Crack propagation is governed by a strength criterion and a stress intensity 

factor or fracture release rate. In accordance with the method dealing with the crack direction, smeared 

crack approaches can be categorized into fixed, multi-directional, and rotating crack models, in which the 

orientation of the crack is kept constant, updated in a stepwise manner and updated continuously. It is also 

observed that numerical solutions obtained by traditional smeared crack models can become erroneous 

due to the phenomenon called stress locking, i.e., spurious stress transfer across a widely open crack. For 

the fixed crack model, this is mainly due to the fact that the principal strain axes rotate after the crack 

initiation while the orientation of the crack is fixed, which causes misalignment between the principal axes 

of strains and stresses. In smeared cracking, it is also computationally more efficient to assume perfect 

contact between concrete and reinforcement and account for bond slip through modification of the 

material properties. Hand et al. [16] were among the researchers that studied the ease of formulating and 

implementing the model of fixed and rotating crack model. Their investigation showed that the model is 

associated with numerical problems caused by the singularity of the material stiffness matrix. Several 

studies on the nonlinear finite element analysis of reinforced concrete structure have been done previously. 

The behavior of the flexural stiffness, effects of tension, and cracking were among the cases investigated.  

 

1.3 Multiple cracks in RC beam 
 

Multiple cracks in an RC beam could occur when the beam is subjected to overloading along the span of 

the beam. Crack damage in the RC beam occurs due to a bending moment and shear when loads are 

applied to the beam. Bending is most often the critical failure mechanism for RC beam sections but shear 

should also be considered. Shear forces are present wherever the bending moment in a member varies 

along its length. 

 

Cracks occur when the ultimate tensile strength of the beam has been reached. The effect of shear in 

beams with diagonal tension cracks has accounted for the effect of stirrups, dowel shear, aggregate 

interlock and horizontal splitting along the reinforcing bars near the support and it was concluded that:  

- concrete is very weak in tension; 

- within the beam there are principle planes along which the tensile and compressive forces are a 

maximum. 

 

If cracks are about to occur in a concrete section, they are most likely to develop along the most heavily 

stressed tensile. As the load increases the tensile, crack follows the path of the tensile. This crack may 

develop in a number of ways each of which leads to a shear failure and damage. Most of the studies 

identified changes in element stiffness or system stiffness matrices which approximates the size and 

location of cracks. Sinha and Friswell [17] used a similar concept to estimate support location and 

stiffness. A method of cracks detection quantification is developed called direct stiffness calculation. The 

stiffness calculation is based on the relation that the bending stiffness in each section of structure can be 

written as the bending moment to the corresponding curvature. 

 

1.4 Finite element method 
 

The finite element method is a numerical analysis technique used by engineers, scientists, and 

mathematicians to obtain solutions to the differential equations that describe, or approximately describe a 

wide variety of physical (and non-physical) problems. Physical problems range in diversity from solid, 
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fluid and soil mechanics, to electromagnetism or dynamics. The underlying premise of the method states 

that a complicated domain can be sub-divided into a series of smaller regions in which the differential 

equations are approximately solved. By assembling the set of equations for each region, the behavior over 

the entire problem domain is determined. Each region is referred to as an element and the process of 

subdividing a domain into a finite number of elements is referred to as discretization. Elements are 

connected at specific points, called nodes, and the assembly process requires that the solution be 

continuous along common boundaries of adjacent elements. The finite element method is a general 

method of structural analysis in which the solution of a problem in continuum mechanics is approximated 

by the analysis of an assemblage of finite elements which are interconnected at a finite number of nodal 

points and represent the solution domain of the problem. This method detects a crack by simultaneously 

locating the size and position of the crack in the finite element model through the minimization of the 

difference between the measured and computed natural frequencies. 

 

The processing is through a mesh generator of specific user inputs. It is also accomplished based on user 

supplied material properties. The finite element method is now well accepted as the most powerful general 

technique for the numerical solution of a variety of engineering problems. Applications range from the 

stress analysis of solids to the solution of acoustical phenomena, neutron physics and fluid dynamic 

problems. Indeed the finite element method is now established as a general numerical method for the 

solution of partial differential equations subject to known boundary and initial conditions. 

 

2.0 Objective and scope 
 

Several previous experimental as well as modelling studies had looked at the effect of a single crack along 

the length of RC beams. The main objective of this study is to evaluate the applicability of the Local 

Stiffness Indicator (LSI) represented by | λ
4 

|.as a tool to determine the location of multiple cracks in a 

finite element model of an RC beam based on its modal characteristics. The LSI is derived in the 

following section. 

 

3.0 Materials and Methods 
 

3.1 Local Stiffness Indicator 
 

It is assumed that the relationship between the beam's deflection and the applied load for the system could 

be described by the Euler-Bernoulli equation: 
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The beam is assumed as a one-dimensional object, so the curve y(x) describes the deflection y of the beam 

at some position x where w is a distributed load, in other words, a force per unit length which may be a 

function of x, y, or other variables. Note that E is the elastic modulus and that I is the second moment of 

area. I must be calculated with respect to the centroidal axis perpendicular to the applied loading. For an 

Euler-Bernoulli beam not under any axial loading this axis is called the neutral axis. Transverse vibration 

of beams is governed by Eqn.1. For free vibration this reduces to 

0)( =+′′′′ vAvEI &&ρ       (2) 

This equation, describing the deflection of a uniform, static beam, is very common in engineering practice. 

Local stiffness indicator can be generated from Eqn. 2 above, where the equation reduces to:  
4

4

4
0

d y
y

dx
λ− =        (3) 

and can be rearranged to: 

y

y iv)(
4 =λ        (4) 
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The value of 
4λ  may be referred to as the Local Stiffness Indicator (LSI). When the fourth derivatives 

are taken for a few points with damage, the LSI will show an increase in value at those particular points 

and remain constant at other undamaged points when plotted as a bar chart. Numerically, the derivations at 

these points can be derived using the central finite difference approximations. 

In this study, RC beam models were created by using Finite Element software. This software generates 

natural frequencies and bending mode shapes of the displacement. The result of this research could 

provide valuable insight into the performance of RC beams with multiple cracks. 

 

The following sections focus on the development of RC beam models and the method used to simulate 

them. The finite element models were constructed by using DIANA version 9.2. 

 

3.2 Finite element models 
 

Simply supported RC beams were built and model responses of the structure were generated using finite 

element analysis method as discussed previously. Two beams were constructed namely one as a control 

beam and another with multiple cracks. In order to examine the RC beam’s behavior, the model was 

subjected to a multiple crack along the span and loads were applied for each location subjected to 

maximum loading of 15 kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN. The two-dimensional finite element models 

were 2.2 meters long, and 0.25 meters deep. Each beam was divided into fifty five (55) divisions along the 

length and six divisions along its height, giving a total of 330 block elements for each model. These 

models were constructed to represent one control model and one RC beam with multiple cracks at 

different locations. FE model of Cracked Beam has cracks along the length of beam located at x1, x2 and 

x3. This beam was loaded at every location of the crack.  

 

3.3 General FE model of RC beam 
 

The line and surface elements were utilized for the model, and the meshing division is 55 along the length. 

The physical and material properties of the concrete used were isotropic linear elastic with Poisson’s ratio 

of 0.2, mass density of 2400 kg/m³ and Young’s modulus 26 x 10
9
 N/m². The reinforcement bars were 

embedded in quadrilateral elements and had a cross section of 15.570799 x 10
-5

 m (2 bars), Young’s 

modulus of 210 x 10
9
 N/m² and Von Mises yield value of 440 x 10

6 
N/m².  

 

 Concrete Reinforcement 

Element Types 

Quadrilateral plane stress 

4-nodes 

(Q8MEM) 

Line element 

2-nodes 

Reinforcement bars 

Physical properties 
Isotropic  

Uniform thickness = 0.15 

Reinforcement bar 

Cross section area = 1.5708 x 10
-5 

m
2
 

Material properties 

Isotropic Linear elasticity 

Poison’s ration= 0.2 

Mass density=2400 kg/m³ 

Embedded reinforcement 

Young modulus = 210.0 x 10
9 
N/m² 

Yield Von mises  

Yield value = 440 x 10
6 
N/m² 

Support condition 

The supports were built as single point elastic spring with stiffness 

1x10
8
 N/m² in the x and y direction at the left support and y direction at 

the right direction. 

Loads 
The self-weight was computed by taking gravitational acceleration as 

9.81 m/s² in the –y axis direction 

Dimension 
Length  = 2200mm 

Depth   = 250mm   

Table 1: Finite element model characteristics 

 

The supports were built as single point elastic springs with stiffness 10
8
 N/m² in the x and y direction at the 

left support and y direction at the right support. The self-weight was computed by taking gravitational 
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acceleration as 9.81 m/s² in the –y axis direction. This beam has a specific material, property and element 

that have been defined in the software. The element for the whole geometry is a type of Q8MEM 

(quadrilateral plane stress, 4 nodes, linear), REIBAR (embedded reinforcement), SPSTR (orthotropic 

geometry, translation spring, 2 nodes), and the material and properties has been defined as CONCRETE 

and PH1 (for concrete) and STEEL and PH2 (for reinforcements) and CO1 for supports.  

 

The physical and material properties of the concrete and the reinforcement bars and other characteristics 

and dimensions of the finite element model are as summarized in Table 1. 

 

3.4 FE model of cracked beam 
 

One general FE model of the beam was constructed for a beam with multiple cracks. As mentioned earlier, 

a model with cracks were subjected with a loading with a different value in order to compare the value of 

mode shape. Cracks were located at three different locations along the length of beams with loads applied 

on the locations It was assumed that all the cracking of the concrete occurred as a smeared form of 

cracking with a shear retention with a factor of 0.2. The value of ultimate strain was taken as σ/E = 2.0 x 

10
-3

 N/m². 

 

The Cracked Beam was modelled with three cracks located at node 14, 41 and 45. Figure 1 shows the 

diagram of the cracked beam and the locations of the cracks. The loading was applied at each crack 

location and had maximum loading of 15 kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN. The loads were applied at 

the upper surface of the beam. These concentrated loads were placed at the position where the slits were 

located with crack depths varying from 10-20 mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Diagram of Cracked Beam with multiple cracks at x1, x2 and x3 

Type of crack Smeared crack- Shear failure in RC beam 

Crack tensile strength  9.0 x 10
6
 N/m² 

Ultimate strain value 2.0 x 10
-3

 N/m² 

Factor of shear retention 0.2 

Loading 
Concentrated load in –y-direction with maximum load of 15 

kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN. 

Table 2: Characteristics of the FE model for cracked beam 

The additional material characteristics for Cracked Beam modeled are detailed in Table 2. 

 

x1 
x2 

x3 

x1 x2 x3 

Loads Loads 
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3.5 Finite element analysis 
 

Linear static and eigen analyses were performed on the control beam to analyze and evaluate the element 

stiffness matrices and load vectors. Nonlinear analysis was carried out to analyze the behavior of the 

cracked beam. Nonlinear analysis was also carried out on the finite element model in order to take into 

account both the physical and material nonlinearities. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
 

Figure 2 shows the values of the Local Stiffness Indicator for the Control Beam and the Cracked Beam 

with cracks at three locations along its length for Mode 1 to Mode 4. The Control Beam is labeled CTRL 

while the Cracked Beam for maximum loading of 15 kN is labeled APPL15kN, for maximum loading of 

17 kN is labeled APPL17kN and so forth.  

 

4.1 Control Beam 
 

It could be observed from Figure 2 that the values of the Local Stiffness Indicator for the Control Beam 

which was represented by no loading, for all the modes from Mode 1 to Mode 4 were seen to remain fairly 

constant and close to zero. No curve-fitting was done so there appeared to be small perturbations along the 

entire length of the beam. 

 

4.2 Cracked Beam 
 

4.2.1 LSI for Mode 1 
 

It could be observed from Figure 2 that the values of the Local Stiffness Indicator for the Cracked Beam 

for Mode 1 with all the maximum loading of 15 kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN were higher around 

the vicinity of the cracks than at other points along the length of the beam. The higher the maximum 

loading, the higher were the values of the LSI. No curve-fitting was done so there appeared to be small 

perturbations along some lengths of the beam where there were no damage. 

 

4.2.2 LSI for Mode 2 
 

It could be observed from Figure 2 that the values of the Local Stiffness Indicator for the Cracked Beam 

for Mode 2 with all the maximum loading of 15 kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN were higher around 

the vicinity of the cracks than at other points along the length of the beam. The higher the maximum 

loading, the higher were the values of the LSI. The perturbations were slightly shifted from the exact 

location of the cracks. No curve-fitting was done so there appeared to be small perturbations along some 

lengths of the beam where there were no damage. 

 

4.2.3 LSI for Mode 3 
 

It could be observed from Figure 2 that the values of the Local Stiffness Indicator for the Cracked Beam 

for Mode 3 with all the maximum loading of 15 kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN were also higher 

around the vicinity of the cracks than at other points along the length of the beam. The higher the 

maximum loading, the higher were the values of the LSI. The perturbations were again slightly shifted 

from the exact location of the cracks. No curve-fitting was done so there appeared to be small 

perturbations along some lengths of the beam where there were no damage. 

 

4.2.4 LSI for Mode 4 
 

It could be observed from Figure 2 that the values of the Local Stiffness Indicator for the Cracked Beam 

for Mode 4 with all the maximum loading of 15 kN, 17 kN, 19 kN, 20 kN and 21 kN were also higher 

around the vicinity of the cracks than at other points along the length of the beam. The higher the 
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maximum loading, the higher were the values of the LSI. The perturbations were again observed to be 

slightly shifted from the exact location of the cracks. No curve-fitting was done so there appeared to be 

small perturbations along some lengths of the beam where there were no damage. 

 

Mode 1 

 

Mode 3 

 

Mode 2 

 

Mode 4 

 

Figure 2: LSI for Control Beam and for Cracked Beam for various Maximum Loadings 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

The LSI method was able to detect multiple cracks at fairly low values of maximum loading. The higher 

the maximum loading the more distinct was the indication of damage. However, except for Mode 1, the 

definition of the exact damage location was not very sharp and was slightly shifted so the demarcation 

between two neighbouring damage locations was not precise.  
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a new vibroacoustic and electro-mechanical coupled lumped equivalent network, 

which accurately describes torsional vibration conditions of permanent magnet synchronous motors 

(PMSMs) in case of single-phase pulsating current excitation in conjunction with small angular 

displacement of the rotor. Our model contains both mechanical and electrical parameters of the motor and 

yields their dependence upon rotor position and explains vibroacoustical effect of cogging torque. We 

introduce an experimental technique for the measurement of quantities proportional to mechanical and 

electrical impedance of the motor, than we provide a method for curve fitting and parameter identification 

on the measured transfer functions. Finally we present a case study on the detection of possible faults 

when cementation of the rotor magnets is not satisfactory. 

1 Vibroacoustic model of an ideal permanent magnet synchronous 
machine 

There are several methods for analyzing torsional systems in literature [1] [2] [3], and measurement 

techniques of these systems are also commonly available [1] [2]. In case of translational mechanical 

systems (like a loudspeaker) the use of lumped equivalent networks is a frequently applied approach too 

[4] [5] [6]. One example can be the classical loudspeaker box design [4] [5] [6], which requires an 

accurate model of magnetic circuitry of the loudspeaker as an electro-mechanical transducer. The most 

common task if one analyzes torsional systems is to reveal the vibration conditions under normal 

operating conditions and excitations. 

The lumped equivalent electric network of permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) describes 

accurately the behavior of a motor when it is rotating at synchronous rotational speed n0 [7]. However, 

predictions of this model can not be adopted directly when the stator is excited by a single phase non-

sinusoidal current, instead of the conventional three-phase one. 

In this paper first we present a linear coupled vibroacoustic lumped equivalent network which explains the 

interior processes of an ideal PMSM during single phase arbitrary current excitation (like white noise), 

when the angular rotation of the motor shaft is small enough to neglect changes in the magnetic conditions 

of the motor. 

In order to come out with a reliably applicable motor model we have to take into account the vibroacoustic 

effect of the so called cogging torque of a PMSM. However, while cogging torque is a well known 

phenomenon in machine construction and its reduction is essential in high performance drive applications 

[7] [8] [9], the vibroacoustic aspects of it is still undiscovered. In the 2
nd

 chapter we introduce a possible 
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modeling approach that allows to use a simple lumped equivalent component in the torsional vibroacoustic 

model. 

1.1 Derivation of the motor model 

Building up a motor model one can regard the following. The well-known equivalent electric network 

(Figure 1) depicts the processes in the motor at n0 synchronous rotational speed, by using complex 

voltages and currents. R and L mean the Ohmic resistance and inductance of the stator, respectively, U 

means complex induced voltage (which is proportional to the angular velocity of the rotor), and Up, Ip 

mean the complex phase voltage and phase current, respectively. 

 

Figure 1: Equivalent network of a synchronous machine  

Let us continue the investigations by assuming one-phase random current supply rather than the standard 

three-phase excitation. As a result, the rotor will vibrate torsionally around an equilibrium position instead 

of constant rotation. 

In order to adopt the model to this pulsating field excitation, one has to examine, which of these 

parameters are the function of the φ mechanical angle between the rotor and the stator. 

The DC resistance R obviously does not depend on the position of the rotor, while it is not true for 

inductance and induced voltage, hence let us have L(φ) and u(φ) position dependent quantities. The 

instantaneous value of inductance depends on the condition of the magnetic circuitry, which changes 

according to the angle between the rotor and the stator. If the angular displacement is small indeed, 

inductance can be regarded as a constant in a given position.  

For the expression of the induced voltage and the current flowing in the winding, let us examine, what 

happens with an ideal conductor frame placed in a homogenous magnetic field B! 

 

Figure 2: Ideal conductor frame placed in a homogenous magnetic field 
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According to Faraday’s law of induction, the induced voltage in the conductor frame (u(t)) will be 

proportional to the induction (B), linear sizes of the frame (r, l), the angular velocity of the rotation (θ(t)) 

and the rotation angle between the normal of the frame and the field (sin(φ)): 

 )sin()()( ϕθ Blrttu =  (1) 

Similarly, if current (i(t)) flows in the ideal conductor frame, the torque acting on the frame ((m(t)) can be 

described as follows:  

 )sin()()( ϕBlrtitm =  (2) 

These equations hold if the angular displacement of the rotor is small enough. 

Though the ideal conductor frame placed in a homogenous field is a rather simple model of a real motor, it 

represents the physical processes in an appropriate way, therefore equations (1) and (2) can be applied in 

case of a two-pole machine as well. If the machine in question has 2p poles, pφ should be written in place 

of φ.  

Note that the constants and sin(φ) indicated in Equations (1) and (2) may be contracted to a rotor position 

(φ) dependent electromagnetic transmission parameter, and thus the motor can be handled as an ideal 

torsional electromagnetic transducer. The Equations connecting the electrical and mechanical sides may 

thus be expressed in the following form: 

 )()()( ϕθ Tttu =  (3) 

 )()()( ϕTtitm =  (4) 

where T(ϕ) denotes the (angle dependent) electromagnetic transmission ratio.  

Equations (3) and (4) enable one to draw the lumped equivalent circuit as depicted in Figure 3 by using 

the analogies applicable on torsional and mechanic systems (see Table 1 below). 

Translation Torsion 

Displacement x(t) [m] Angular displacement φ(t) [rad] 

Velocity v(t) [m/s] Angular velocity θ(t) [rad/s] 

Acceleration a(t) [m/s
2
] Angular acceleration β(t) [rad/s

2
] 

Force f(t) [N] Torque m(t) [Nm] 

Mass M [kg] Moment of inertia J [kgm
2
] 

Compliance Cd [m/N] Torsional compliance Cm [rad/Nm] 

Mechanical resistance Rd [Ns/m] Torsional resistance Rm [Nms/rad] 

Table 1: Analogies between translational and torsional systems 

 

Figure 3: Lumped equivalent network of the ideal permanent magnet synchronous machine valid 
for pulsating current excitation 

m(t) R L(φ) 

up(t) 

u(t) 

ip(t) 
i(t) 

θ(t) 

Jr 

T(φ) 
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1.2 Calculation of impedance curve of an ideal PMSM  

Let us express the electrical impedance of a motor on the basis of the equivalent network of Figure 3. 

Hereafter we will use Laplace-transforms instead of time functions according to the following definition: 

 ∫
∞

−=
0

)()( dtetxsX
st

 (5) 

Let us first examine, how the electro-mechanical transducer transforms electrical and mechanical 

impedances. Inserting Laplace-transforms of Equations (3) and (4) to the expression of electrical 

impedance, we get the following equation: 
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During the deduction we introduced the term of torsional mechanical impedance Zm(s) (a useful concept in 

description of torsional systems) which is simply the quotient of torque and angular velocity. 

As one can see, the motor transforms the impedance from one side to the other reciprocally, multiplied by 

the square of the transmission ratio. Using this relationship, we can derive the electric equivalent of the 

moment of inertia (Jr) of the rotating part of the motor, resulting in a condenser of capacitance Jr/T
2
(φ) 

(Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Electrical vibroacoustic equivalent network of ideal synchronous machine 

Therefore the electrical side impedance can be described as follows: 
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Note that the formula is equivalent to the impedance of a series RLC circuit. If we consider the expression 

as a transfer function, we face a problem since real physical systems may not have a transfer function 

which has a polynomial of higher degree of freedom in s in the denominator than that of the numerator. 

This contradiction arises from the fact that we did not pay attention to the stray capacities of the coils 

during the construction of the model, which obviously influences the high frequency behavior of the 

impedance curve fundamentally. A possible and simple workabout is to consider electrical admittance 

rather than impedance: 
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In this case the undamped natural frequency and damping factor of the complex-conjugated pole-pair 

indicated in the expression of admittance may be expressed in the following form: 

R L(φ) 

up(t) 

ip(t) 

Jr/T
2
(φ) 
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2 Vibroacoustic model of a non-ideal PMSM 

2.1 Derivation of the non-ideal motor model 

In the previous section we have introduced the vibroacoustic model of an ideal permanent magnet 

synchronous machine, which contains the moment of inertia of the rotating part, and the electro-

mechanical transducer describing the connection between the mechanical and electrical features of the 

motor. 

However, to rotate the shaft of a real permanent magnet synchronous machine a nonzero torque is 

required, even if no current is fed to the winding (i.e., the electric excitation of the system is zero). This 

torque is the result of the torque considered as proportional with the angular velocity caused by friction 

and other (e.g. magnetic) losses on one side, and of the so called cogging torque arising from the 

irregularity of the magnetic field of the motor on the other. 

The torque component being proportional to the angular velocity may be taken into account by a torsional 

mechanical damping element (see Rm in figure), however, the modeling of the effect of the cogging torque 

requires further considerations. 

Let us assume that the cogging torque varies as a cosine function of the angle, if no electric excitation is 

applied: 

 )cos(ˆ ϕpMM c =  (11) 

In Figure 5 one can see an example, where theoretical cogging torque of a four-pole machine is 

represented. 
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Figure 5: Theoretical cogging torque as a function of the angle in case of a four-pole machine 
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Constraining now our investigations to small angles of rotation around the stable positions of the rotor (i.e. 

where the cogging torque is close to zero), the cosine curve can be substituted by a linear function. This 

means that the cogging torque can be allowed for in the equivalent network by a spring of torsional 

compliance Cm(φ), being a function of rotor position too. Figure 6 shows the equivalent network extended 

by these two new components: 

 

Figure 6: Vibroacoustic model of a non-ideal permanent magnet synchronous machine 

2.2 Calculation of impedance curve of a non-ideal PMSM 

The expression of the impedance on the electric side can be calculated from this equivalent network as 

well. For this, the resulting impedance of the elements on the mechanical side should be determined first:  
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If we add the impedance of the electric elements, we get the equation below (note that we have omitted 

angle dependence for the sake of simplicity): 
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Similarly to the ideal model, we continue with the expression of the admittance:  
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For the calculation of the undamped natural frequencies we disregard the losses in (15), i.e. we insert  

R = 0 and Rm = 0: 
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From Equation (16) one can estimate the natural frequencies of undamped poles and zeros as follows: 
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and 
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1
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Generally speaking one can draw the conclusion that any kind of components on the mechanical side of a 

motor affect the impedance as measured on the electrical side as well. This statement is really important, 

as it suggests that one can determine the mechanical loading impedance, attached to the shaft of the motor, 

from electrical impedance measurement, provided that an appropriate electro-mechanical model of the 

motor is available. 

3 Identification of model parameters with measured transfer 
functions 

In order to validate of the vibroacoustic model developed in Chapter 2 and to identify model parameters, 

one should measure both electric and mechanical impedances. In this chapter we review the applied 

measurement methods and show, how one can fit transfer functions to the results of those measurements. 

It will also be demonstrated, how model parameters can be matched to the parameters of fitted transfer 

functions, and eventually results obtained from the identification of a ten-pole PMSM will be presented. 

3.1 Measurement methods of mechanical and electrical impedance 

If one uses the direct definition of the torsional mechanical impedance, the torque acting on the rotor for a 

known angular velocity is to be determined. As the measurement of torque needs rather complex 

instrumentation, it is very likely that it can not be fulfilled without altering normal torsional conditions of 

the motor. As a result, the direct measurement of mechanical impedance can most probably be used with 

proper foresight only for the validation of the motor model. 

However, the motor model itself can be used for the measurement: as Equation (4) states that the torque is 

proportional to the current of the stator, by determining the current flowing across the motor we get a 

quantity which is proportional to the torque. 

The measurement of angular velocity by using conventional methods is rather challenging. Utilizing a 

special test setup (see Figure 7) however, tangential acceleration of the rotor can be determined by 

applying simple tools, provided that the motor is fed by AC current of relatively high frequency. As a 

consequence, rather then rotating normally, the rotor will only oscillate with small rotational amplitudes 

around its stable position determined by zero cogging torque. Another benefit of this measurement setup is 

that the accelerometer mounted on the shaft loads the torsional system minimally. 
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Figure 7: Test setup for measuring tangential acceleration of the motor shaft 

Finally, the angular acceleration of the torsional system can be calculated as the quotient of measured 

tangential acceleration and corrected radius between shaft and accelerometer axis. 

Now we should determine the relationship between mechanical impedance Hm(s)=β(s)/I(s) and the transfer 

function measured by the method mentioned above: 
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In order to get the final result, let us insert the mechanical impedance gained from the non-ideal transducer 

model (Equation 13) into Equation (19): 
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This expression has many advantages. First, Equation (20) describes a stable system (a second order high-

pass filter), therefore the model parameters can be estimated easily. On the other hand, beyond the 

electromagnetic transmission T(φ) it contains only mechanical parameters of the motor. 

In practice, we fed the stator by an audio current generator, recorded the voltage and current signals and 

angular acceleration by using a multichannel data acquisition system. According to Chapter 2.2, instead of 

electrical impedances we calculated electrical admittances from the recorded signals: 
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3.2 Transfer function estimation and parameter identification 

We fitted curves on both transfer functions: to Hm(s) related to mechanical impedance and also to He(s), 

which is equal to electrical admittance, by using the MATLAB System Identification Toolbox (Ident). We 

estimated the parameters of the Output Error (OE) model (minimizing the difference between identified 

and original system’s output signals) in the frequency domain [10]. 

As in Ident OE models the leading coefficient of denominator is equal to 1, one can express the transfer 

functions in the following forms: 
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We should realize that in both cases the number of estimated parameters is fewer by one than the 

unknowns to be determined. A possible explanation is that knowledge of the natural frequency of an 

undamped resonant system does not contain enough information about the parameter values of the system. 

This means that all the unknowns of the system can be calculated only if one is given. Here it is most 

efficient if one chooses the moment of inertia of the rotor as the given value, since it occurs in both 

models and does not depend on φ. Therefore the following equations yield the relationships between the 

transfer functions and model parameters: 

model parameters on the basis of Hm(s): 
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model parameters on the basis of He(s): 
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3.3 Display of identified parameters 

The presented method was validated for a ten-pole PMSM. Figures 8 and 9 present the measured and 

estimated Hm(s) and He(s) transfer functions, respectively, in four rotor positions. 

We checked the linearity of motor model on the basis of coherence functions for both Hm(s) and He(s) 

(Figure 10). Small displacements and the corresponding linearity assumed at the construction of the motor 

model are convincingly confirmed. (The noisiness of the coherence function corresponding to Hm(s) at 

rotor position 13.1707 ° will be explained later.). 

The identified parameters common to both Hm(s) and He(s) are summarized in Figure 11. Electromagnetic 

transmission, torsional compliance and torsional resistance are drawn as a function of the rotor position. 

The sinusoidal shape of the electromagnetic transmission and periodic changes of the compliance and 

resistance according to the number of poles can be readily observed. The electromagnetic transmission 

estimated from He(s) slightly differs from the one estimated from Hm(s), which can be explained by 

Equation (28): T(φ) is square root of an algebraic expression, therefore we gained the absolute value of 

T(φ), as compared to the foregoing. 

Figure 12 presents electrical parameters identified from transfer functions He(s). Measurement and 

identification uncertainties cause some position dependence in the calculated electrical resistance, and in 

accordance with previous expectations, the inductance shows sinusoidal dependence vs rotor position. 
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Figure 8: Measured and estimated transfer functions Hm(s) for various rotor positions 
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Figure 9: Measured and estimated transfer functions He(s) for various rotor positions 
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Figure 10: Measured coherence functions of Hm(s) and He(s) estimations for various rotor positions 
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Figure 11: Estimated parameters common to transfer functions Hm(s) and He(s) for various rotor 

positions 
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Figure 12: Electrical parameters estimated from transfer functions He(s) for various rotor positions 

Having estimated the electromagnetic transmission curve, we can now explain the noisiness of the 

coherence function of Hm(s) for rotor position 13.1707°. The reason is very simple: the electromagnetic 

transmission in that rotor position is very close to zero, therefore hardly any energy can be transferred to 

the mechanical side, resulting in poor signal-to-noise ratio and coherence.  

This simple, however substantial example shows, that when using this motor model for everyday problem 

solving, one should permanently keep in mind that the estimated model parameters are angular position 

dependent. 

4 Mechanical analysis of a typical rotor of a PMSM 

Hereafter we present some finite element simulation results, made by means of ANSYS Workbench 11. 

Figure 13 shows a possible mechanical construction of the rotor of a PMSM. For the nominal rotational 

speed range, that kind of rotor can be considered as a rigid body, but from a vibroacoustic point of view, 

the bridges between the shaft and poles cannot be considered to have infinite stiffness (Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 13: Sketch of a possible mechanical 
construction of rotor of a ten-pole PMSM 

 

 

Figure 14: First torsional mode of the rotor. 

Finite stiffness of bridges, moment of inertia 
of poles and magnets, and moment of inertia 

of the shaft produce a resonance at 8140 Hz 

Magnet Pole 

Shaft Bridge 
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In order to complete the motor model presented in Chapter 2, we can build up the rotor by considering two 

moments of inertia and a torsional spring in between, instead of a single moment of inertia. The 

conclusion is that if the rotor comes into resonance, the magnitude of the electrical impedance suddenly 

increases, since at resonance point considerable amount of mechanical energy does oscillate in the system. 

Unfortunately, such a high frequency resonance cannot be detected neither in the magnitude, nor in the 

real part of the impedance due to the inductance considered in the equivalent network. 

A possible explanation is that the shaft-end of the motor is fixed for the simulations (see Figure 15). That 

way the natural frequency of the rotating part will be determined by poles and magnets of much larger 

moment of inertia (Figure 16). 

The conclusions mentioned above are only true if we assume that all cementations of magnets are 

appropriate, hence the assumption of a bonded, i.e. rigid, contact between poles and magnets is 

reasonable. In order to simulate potential fabrication problems such as inappropriate bonding of the 

magnets, the simulations were repeated also with some magnets which were connected to the poles on one 

side only. 

 

Figure 15: Fixation of the shaft-end in the 

simulation 

 

Figure 16: First torsional mode with fixed 

shaft-end at 706 Hz 

 

Figure 17: Decreased natural frequency at 

529 Hz – cementation is not satisfactory 
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Figure 18: Measured impedance curves by 

free and fixed shaft-ends 
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Magnets, in the absence of adhesive on their surface, can move along the poles, hence the natural 

frequency of the rotor decreases, in this case from the original value of 706 Hz to 529 Hz (Figure 17). If 

this frequency shift could somehow be detected in the impedance curve, it would be possible to control the 

quality of the cementation by using a simple impedance measurement. 

Figure 18 presents the impedance curve of the earlier introduced ten-pole PMSM in case of free and fixed 

shaft-end. Due to the fixation the low frequency peak in the impedance curve has disappeared; more 

precisely, it has shifted to the natural frequency of the rotor. Compared to the calculated 706 Hz natural 

frequency, the measured 390 Hz is the consequence of finite stiffness of the fixation. 

As the motor we have analyzed is in prototype phase (and all of the components are put together uniquely) 

we have not met a faulty rotor with unsatisfactory cementation, so we have not had the chance to validate 

the finite element model so far. 

5 Summary 

The main goal of the works reported herein was to develop a novel vibroacoustic torsional lumped 

equivalent network of a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM), which accurately describes the 

behavior of synchronous machines in the case of pulsating current excitation and small angular 

displacement of the rotor. First we have introduced an ideal motor model based on physical 

considerations, than refined it with the vibroacoustic effect of cogging torque. As a result we have gained 

a model that can be applied in practice reliably. 

Furthermore, we presented new measurement techniques for quantifying electrical and mechanical 

impedances of a PMSM, and have demonstrated for a ten-pole machine that our motor model fitted well to 

the measured transfer functions, therefore it was possible to estimate the model parameters easily. 

Additionally, we revealed a possible practical application of the torsional model for diagnostic purposes. 

The problem at issue here is quality control of the cementation between the rotor poles and magnets. It 

was shown by means of numerical simulations, that the natural frequencies of the rotor decrease, when the 

cementation of the magnets are not satisfactory. We have also shown that as a consequence of the 

electromagnetic coupling between the electrical and mechanical subsystem of the motor, a shift occurred 

in the natural frequencies of the torsional system can also be detected in the measured electrical 

impedance vs frequency functions.  

As a summary, we proposed a new method for diagnostic purposes which is based on the idea of exciting 

torsional systems by using a PMSM as an electro-mechanical transducer. The method opens up new ways 

to develop fast and reliable testing procedures, which are readily applicable in series production.  
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Abstract
This paper presents an improved numerical tool for identification of damage in skeletal structures. The prob-
lem of identification has been formulated in the time domain within the framework of the Virtual Distortion
Method (VDM). VDM generally belongs to fast structural reanalysis methods and can be applied to Struc-
tural Health Monitoring problems, among others. The major computational asset of VDM is the influence
matrix, containing all the local-global inter-relations for a structure due to given perturbations e.g. initial
strain or external force. A non-linear least squares problem with strains, entering the objective function,
is the subject of consideration. Strains are used in order to have relatively smooth variations (compared
to accelerations) of the analyzed signal in time. The change of stiffness is the design variable. Analytical
gradients are implemented in the optimization code based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with some
penalty function terms. The efficiency of the software tool is demonstrated for a numerical example of a 2D
truss structure. A breakthrough in terms of computational time reduction has been observed compared to
the previously used steepest-descent optimization. The presented software assumes the feasibility of reliable
measurements of strains in time for real skeletal structures (e.g. truss bridges). Future research will include
experimental verification of the idea with piezoelectric sensors acting as tensometers.

1 Introduction

The Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has evolved over the last decade into an industry-stimulated field
of interdisciplinary research. This paper fits in the vibration-based SHM [1] providing a global view on the
dynamic behaviour of a structure as a whole. A calibrated model of the structure is necessary at start. Then,
the identification of damage is performed by subsequent updating of selected parameters of the reference
model. The basis for analysis is the Virtual Distortion Method (VDM), which belongs to fast reanalysis
methods of structural mechanics [2].

The first VDM-based approach to identification of damage was proposed in [3]. The feasibility of the idea
was presented using some numerical examples and a simple experimental validation. A serious drawback of
the approach was a considerable computational time due to a very simple optimization algorithm used. One
way to overcome the problem was to develop an analogous VDM-based approach in the frequency domain
[4]. An alternative proposition, described in the present paper, is to equip the time-domain identification
algorithm with a more sophisticated optimization method i.e. the Levenberg-Marquardt method plus some
penalty function terms [5].

This presentation of the developed VDM-based time-domain approach of damage identification in skeletal
structures is limited to numerical tests only. However, the authors firmly believe the approach has a great
potential to be applied to monitoring of real engineering structures, in particular truss bridges. The experi-
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mental verification of the successful numerical analysis will be the subject of future tests, both in laboratory
as well as in field. A monitoring campaign started on a railway bridge in 2007 [6] will be continued to
demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach. Piezoelectric strain sensors will be used for collecting
the dynamic response of the bridge because of relatively smooth variation of strain in time, which should be
of benefit for a time-domain analysis.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 makes the reader briefly acquainted with the VDM
method. Section 3 presents the formulation of the damage identification problem and discusses the related
optimization issues. Section 4 provides a detailed insight into numerical results of damage identification for
a 2D truss structure. Section 5 conludes the paper.

2 Virtual Distortion Method in brief

2.1 General idea

The VDM belongs to fast reanalysis methods in structural mechanics. This implies an initial FEM response,
which is further modified by introduction of proper fields of virtual distortions. A review of selected reanal-
ysis methods, including VDM, is provided in [2].

The VDM has been used in various problems of structural design (e.g. prestress), optimization (e.g. topology
remodelling) and control (e.g. damping of vibrations) thus far. It has also proved to work in SHM. The
first time-domain formulation of the damage identification problem assumed only stiffness degradation as a
damage modelling parameter. Low-frequency impulse excitation (e.g. windowed sine pulse) was applied and
dynamic time responses of a structure were captured by piezoelectric transducers, whose deformations were
proportional to mechanical strains. For the sake of comparison with the first formulation, the considerations
in this paper are also limited to the stiffness changes for modelling damage, although mass changes can also
be included in such analysis. An overview of various VDM applications can be found in [7].

The Virtual Distortion Method (VDM) is conceptually similar to the initial strains approach. Local imposi-
tion of an initial strain leads to violation of equilibrium conditions and the solution proceeds in iterations.
The VDM approach is able to produce such a solution in one step thanks to defining all local-global in-
terrelations in a structure at start of numerical simulation. The collection of all the local-global responses,
including information about structural topology, materials and boundary conditions, is called the influence
matrix within the framework of VDM. This matrix makes an essential distinction between the VDM and
initial strains approach.

2.2 Influence matrix

The concept of the influence matrix for truss structures in static analysis will be presented first. According to
the VDM formulation [8], each component of the influence matrix Dij describes strains in a truss member
i caused by the unit virtual distortion ε0j = 1 (i.e. unit axial tensile strain for truss structures) applied to
the member j. The unit virtual distortion is imposed in numerical calculations as a pair of self-equilibrated
compensative forces of reverse signs applied to the nodes of the strained element. Thus to build the full
influence matrix Dij , m solutions (m – the number of truss members) of a linear elastic problem (with m
different right-hand sides) have to be found:∑

N

KMN uN = fM (1)

with KMN being the stiffness matrix, uN - displacement vector, fM - force vector in global co-ordinates.
The N global displacements are transformed to i local strains by means of the geometric matrix GiN :

εi =
∑
N

GiN uN (2)
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Most often the influence matrix collects the responses in strains. However, storage of any other required
responses, i.e., displacements or forces, is also useful. Note that the static influence matrix for statically
determinate structures becomes identity (zero redundancy means no interrelations between members) and
the VDM loses its major tool (only in statics).

Analogously, the influence matrix can be built in dynamic analysis (e.g. handled by the Newmark integration
scheme), where a pair of self-equilibrated forces equivalent to unit strain is applied to a truss member (like
in statics) in the first time step only. Such a perturbation introduced to the structure is called an impulse
virtual distortion (see Fig. 1). Structural response to such impulse is examined over a descretized period of
time. Thus, compared to statics, the influence matrix is 3 dimensional in dynamics, with 2 spatial and 1 time
dimension. Generally, the dynamic influence matrix is time-dependent, however for harmonic excitation, it
becomes quasi-static, because only amplitudes of responses are stored.

One should mention that the influence matrix collecting strain responses is sufficient for modelling stifness
modifications in a structure. For modelling inertia modifications, the displacement responses due to an out-
of-balance force are required [1]. If the response in displacements is considered as output and harmonic
excitation serves as input, the influence matrix is equivalent to the FRF matrix at fixed frequency.

4
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1e =

F.(t)

at

Dt

1

43

2
1

54

3
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Dt

E A
4 4

E A
4 4

Figure 1: Impulse virtual distortion applied in an element.

2.3 VDM-based parameter modifications

Let us consider an elastic truss structure subjected to external load, provoking a linear response εLi , pLi in
each member i. For modelling parameter changes in the structure we introduce a field of virtual distortions
ε0j , which provokes a residual response in terms of strains and forces:

εR
i =

∑
j

Dij ε
0
j (3)

pR
i = EiAi

∑
j

(Dij − δij) ε0j (4)

The overall response of the structure is a superposition of both the responses:

εi = εL
i + εR

i (5)

pi = pL
i + pR

i = EiAi (εi − ε0i ) (6)

Let us now take into account structural stiffness modifications exemplified by changes of Young’s modulus
of a member with a modified value Êi. On the one hand, Equation (6) provides us with element forces in
the distorted structure i.e. the original structure influenced by virtual distortions supposed to model stiffness
changes. On the other hand, the element forces in the actually modified structure can be expressed as follows:
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p̂i = ÊiAi ε̂i (7)

The main postulate of the VDM in static remodelling requires that local strains (including plastic strains)
and forces in the distorted and modified structures are equal:

εi = ε̂i (8)

pi = p̂i (9)

which leads to the following relation:

EiAi (εi − ε0i ) = ÊiAi εi (10)

Equation (10) provides the coefficient of the stiffness change µi for each truss element i as the ratio of the
modified parameter Êi to the initial one Ei:

µi =
Êi
Ei

=
εi − ε0i
εi

(11)

Note that the coefficient µi may be equivalently expressed as the ratio of the initial to modified cross-sectional
area of a truss element (if the related mass modification is disregarded). If µi = 1 we deal with an intact
structure. Variation of the coefficient in the range 0 ≤ µi ≤ 1 means degradation of stiffness and in the
range µi ≥ 1 increase of stiffness. Substituting (3), (5) into (11) we get a set of equations for ε0j , which
must be solved for an arbitrary number of modified elements (usually small compared to all elements in the
structure), described by a coefficient µi different than 1:∑

j

(δij − (1− µi)Dij) ε0j = (1− µi) εL
i (12)

In dynamics, a residual response is a discrete convolution of the influence matrix and virtual distortions. The
time-dependent residual strain and force vectors can be expressed as follows (cf. (3), (4)):

εR
i (t) =

t∑
τ=0

∑
j

Dij(t− τ) ε0j (τ) (13)

pR
i (t) = EiAi

t∑
τ=0

∑
j

(Dij(t− τ)− δtτδij) ε0j (τ) (14)

All the relations for statics are valid for dynamics as well. While most quantities vary in time, the stiffness
change coefficient, defined analogously to (11), remains time independent:

µi =
Êi
Ei

=
εi(t)− ε0i (t)

εi(t)
(15)

The set of equations to be solved for distortions in dynamics looks analogously to (12):∑
j

(δij − (1− µi)Dij(0)) ε0j (t) = (1− µi) ε 6=ti (t) (16)

where ε 6=ti (t) denotes the strains cumulated without the effect of the current-step virtual distortion:

ε 6=ti (t) = εL
i (t) +

t−1∑
τ=0

∑
j

Dij(t− τ) ε0j (τ) (17)

Note that the matrix on the left-hand side of (16) is constant in time. Only the right-hand side vector of
(16) has to be modified in every time step, according to (17). Similarly to (12), the set (16) may be local
if structural remodelling is performed. In identification problems however, in which the location of a dam-
aged/modified member is sought, the set (16) concerns all elements potentially changed (usually the whole
structure).
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3 VDM in SHM of skeletal structures

3.1 Problem formulation

The proposed approach assumes that strain measurements are collected in time by piezo-transducers. The
fluctuations of strains in time are much smoother compared to accelerations, therefore the time-domain
analysis based on strains can be much easier handled by the VDM.

Thus we pose the damage identification task as a nonlinear least squares minimization problem with the
objective function expressed in strains:

F (µ) =
∑
k

∑
t

(
εk(t)− εM

k (t)
)2∑

t

(
εM
k (t)

)2 (18)

The function (18) collects responses from k sensors, placed in those elements where non-zero strains εM
k (t)

of high signal-to-noise ratio are measured. The strain εk(t) in an arbitrarily selected location k is influenced
by virtual distortions ε0j , which may be generated in any element j of the structure (cf. (13)). One should also
note that the modification coefficient µi, quantifying potential damage and used as a variable in optimization,
depends upon the virtual distortions ε0j nonlinearly (cf. (15)).

Natural constraints are imposed on the modification coefficient µi, which is non-negative by definition (cf.
(15)):

µi ≥ 0 (19)

If degradation of a member is considered, another constraint has to be imposed on µi:

µi ≤ 1 (20)

Using (5), (13), the gradient of the objective function (18) with respect to the optimization variable µi is
expressed as:

∇iF =
∂F

∂µi
=
∂F

∂εk

∂εk
∂ε0j

∂ε0j
∂µi

=
∑
k

∑
t 2
(
εk(t)− εM

k (t)
)∑

t(ε
M
k (t))2

t∑
τ=0

Dkj(t− τ)
∂ε0j (τ)
∂µi

(21)

The partial derivatives
∂ε0j (t)

∂µi
can be easily calculated by differentiating relation (16) with respect to µi:

∑
j

(δkj − (1− µk)Dkj(0))
∂ε0j (t)
∂µi

= −δikεk(t) + (1− µk)
∂ε6=tk
∂µi

(22)

Note that the left-hand side matrices in (16) and (22) are alike, which simplifies computations. Only the
right-hand sides vary.

3.2 Optimization issues

In the previously investigated time-domain approach [3], the vector µ of the optimization variables µi was
updated iteratively according to the steepest descent formula:

µn+1 = µn − αF (µn)
∇F (µn)
‖∇F (µn)‖2 (23)

Subscript n denotes here the values in the current iteration and n+1 in the subsequent iteration. The constant
αwas varied in the range 0.1÷0.3; the constraints were disregarded, which could lead to meaningless results
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in the presence of significant measurement noise. Since the steepest descent method converges linearly at
best, the performance was very poor and several hundreds of iterations were necessary to accomplish the
identification.

The considered identification problem is essentially a least squares parameter-fitting problem. Therefore, it
is perfectly suited for the Levenberg-Marquardt method, which exhibits near the minimum a much quicker
quadratic convergence rate [5]. The method is used for unconstrained optimization, hence the inequality
constraints (19) and (20) have to be imposed in the form of penalty function terms. This approach seems
to be readily applicable to many SHM-related optimization problems with a moderate number of variables
(e.g. up to a thousand) and relatively weak constraints, see e.g. an application to load identification in [9]. If
more optimization variables are necessary, handling of the approximated Hessian can become numerically
too costly. In this case, other quasi-Newton methods with simpler and less accurate Hessian approximations
(like BFGS) may be preferable.

Note that the uniqueness of the solution (unique global minimum of the objective function), provided the
structure is statically indeterminate, can be in practice ensured by considering sufficiently large number of
time samples. In the opposite case of statically determinate structures, the dynamic effects of the test load
have to be large enough to provoke sufficiently different responses of the intact and damaged structures.

3.2.1 Augmented objective function and approximated Hessian

The augmented objective function Fc includes quadratic penalty terms and takes the following form

Fc(µ) = F (µ) + c
∑
i

[
µ2
i1µi<0 + (1− µi)21µi>1

]
(24)

where F (µ) is the original objective function, see (18)). The gradient of the augmented function can be
expressed as

∇iFc(µ) = ∇iF (µ) + 2c [µi1µi<0 + (1− µi)1µi>1] (25)

where the derivative∇iF (µ) of the original function is defined in (21).

The Levenberg-Marquardt method approximates the exact Hessian H(µ) by assuming small residuals and/or
local linearity of the response: [

εk(t)− εM
k (t)

] ∂2εk(t)
∂µi∂µj

≈ 0 (26)

which yields the approximate Hessian H̃(µ) =
[
H̃ij(µ)

]
in the form

H̃ij(µ) =
∂2

∂µi∂µj
Fc(µ) ≈ 2

∑
k

∑
t
∂εk(t)
∂µi

∂εk(t)
∂µj∑

t

[
εM
k (t)

]2 + 2cδij
(
1− 1µi∈[0,1]

)
(27)

Note that the approximate Hessian obtained by (27) is always positive-semidefinite.

3.2.2 Iteration step

The optimization variables are updated iteratively according to

µn+1 = µn + ∆µn (28)

where the vector of updates ∆µn is the solution of the following set of linear equations[
H̃(µn) + λI

]
∆µn = −∇Fc(µn) (29)
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Table 1: Levenberg-Marquardt method: computations in a single optimization step

1. Derivatives of the response ∂εk(t)/∂µi

2. Gradient of the augmented objective function∇Fc(µn)

3. Approximate Hessian of the augmented objective function H̃(µn)

4. Repeat

(a) Optimization step ∆µn by solving
[
H̃(µn) + λI

]
∆µn = −∇Fc(µn)

(b) Actual improvement in the augmented objective function Fc(µn)− Fc(µn + ∆µn)

(c) Expected improvement of the modified objective function
0.5∆µn [λI∆µn −∇Fc(µn)]

(d) Actual-to-expected improvement ratio κ

κ =
Fc(µn)− Fc(µn + ∆µn)

0.5∆µn [λI∆µn −∇Fc(µn)]

(e) If κ < κmin, then λ := kλ, else if ρ > ρmax, then λ := λ/k

until κ ≥ 0

The coefficient λ changes during the optimization in order to tune the step length to the actual quality of the
approximation H ≈ H̃. For a large λ, the system (29) becomes effectively the steepest descent formula;
small λ makes it close to the second order Gauss-Newton formula, which finds the minimum of the H̃-based
quadratic approximation to the augmented objective function

F̃c(µn + ∆µn) ≈ F̃c(µn) + ∆µT
n∇F̃c(µn) +

1
2

∆µT
nH̃(µn)∆µn (30)

Computations necessary in each optimization step are listed in Table 1.

4 Numerical example

A simple 2D truss structure has been chosen for demonstration of the performance of the improved VDM-
based numerical tool. The truss, depicted in Fig. 2, consists of 20 steel elements of E = 210 GPa, ρ =
7800 kg/m3 and uniform cross-sectional area A = 1 cm2, grouped in 4 sections of 1 m by 1 m.

The considered damage scenario assumes three elements with reduced stiffness, characterized by the follow-
ing modification coefficients µ1 = 0.8, µ14 = 0.4 and µ18 = 0.6. Only one strain sensor has been placed in
element No. 6. The structure is excited at node No. 9 by the impulse force of magnitude P = 1 kN applied
in the first step of Newmark analysis. The corresponding responses of the intact and damaged structures are
shown in Fig. 3. No noise has been accounted for.

The results of identification for the assumed damage scenario are presented in Fig. 4 using both the steepest
descent (SD) and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) approaches. The quality of identification results is very good,
however the accuracy of the LM method is higher, which can be analyzed in detail in Fig. 5. Anyway, the
most apparent difference between the two optimization approaches is manifested in Fig. 6. At the assumed
drop of the objective function by 5 orders of magnitude to terminate the analysis, the LM method converges
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Figure 2: 2D truss structure with the applied damage scenario and sensor s6.
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Figure 3: Strain responses of the intact and damaged structures collected by sensor s6.
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Figure 4: Results of damage identification using the LM and SD methods.

to the optimum in 5 s while the SD method in 1540 s. So the LM outperforms SD by more than 2 orders of
magnitude, considering the computational time criterion, which is the expected breakthrough.

The VDM-based damage identification algorithm (in the previous and proposed versions) has been imple-
mented using three compilers: Java, C++ and Fortran. The results presented in Figures 3–6 have been
obtained with C++. Comparisons of performance of all the compilers in terms of computational effort and
identification accuracy (worst value of all structural elements selected) for both the LM and SD methods
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Figure 5: Accuracy of results by both methods with respect to the assumed (ideal) damage scenario.
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Figure 6: Convergence of the LM and SD methods at the assumed termination criterion.

have been gathered in Table 2. All computations were carried out on a 1.66 GHz Intel Core Duo processor.

5 Conclusions

The Virtual Distortion Method, which belongs to vibration-based methods of SHM by model updating, has
been used to formulate the problem of damage identification in skeletal structures. Purely numerical results
are presented. The inverse analysis is carried out in the time domain making use of "measured" strains,
whose variations in time are relatively smooth (compared to accelerations), which is a great advantage from
the viewpoint of signal processing. Damage is understood here as a degradation of structural stiffness. A
loss of mass was not accounted for in order to be able to make comparisons with the previously proposed
approach [3]. An essential modification has been done in the optimization part of the software i.e. the
steepest-descent formula has been replaced with the Levenberg-Marquardt method with some penalty func-
tion terms. The major achievement of the presented numerical tool versus the previous one is a breakthrough
in terms computational time reduction by roughly 2 orders of magnitude.

Further work will be focused on incorporation of mass modifications to the algorithm and verification of its
capabilities by analyzing various damage scenarios applied to real truss structures both in lab and field tests.
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Table 2: Results by various compilers
Java C++ Fortran

time [s] (LM) 57 5 10
time [s] (SD) 8182 1540 518
iterations (LM) 6 5 9
iterations (SD) 1711 1510 504
error [%] (LM) ∼ 0.00 0.03 0.02
error [%] (SD) 2.14 1.98 ∼ 0.00
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Abstract 
Long time monitoring of structures which are difficult to access demands sensor networks that are 
permanently installed. In the ideal case the sensors should have a longer life-time than the structure they 
have to monitor. In practice, especially under harsh conditions, the sensors have only limited life 
expectation. Since sensor faults cause false alarms and thus additional costs for inspections of healthy 
structures, it is necessary to identify the faulty sensors and to reconstruct the affected signals. For this 
reason a combined approach for sensor fault detection and signal reconstruction is proposed. The detection 
method is based on the statistical dependency between the sensor signals quantified by the Mutual 
Information (MI). For the sensor signal reconstruction a model-based approach using Kalman Filters (KF) 
is proposed. Simulation examples and acceleration measurements were used for the validation of the 
methods. It is shown that defect sensors can be clearly localized and the signals can be reconstructed. 

1 Introduction 

One big challenge of vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is to apply the developed 
methods for damage detection, localization, prognosis etc. for long time monitoring of real structures. The 
experience of the last years has shown that an SHM system without a pre-stage monitoring system for the 
hardware components, e.g. sensors, cannot work properly for a long period. The reason is that sensor 
faults occur sooner or later and these faults affect the accuracy of the signals used for damage 
identification. The biggest problem induced by sensor faults is that the signals from these sensors can be 
erroneously interpreted as a consequence of a structural damage. Such false interpretations lead to false 
decisions like unnecessary additional inspections of the structure associated with down time of the 
structure and related costs. 
Sensor faults in vibration-based SHM are classified by different authors [1],[2] as: bias, drifting, precision 
degradation and total failure. Other authors [3] also discuss faults in the amplification gain factor (gain 
faults) of the signals. 
These faults are caused e.g. by cable failure (drift or total failure), lightning (total failure), loosening of the 
connection to the structure (bias, drift, precision degradation depending on the level of the connection 
loosening), deterioration (precision degradation, drift), etc. depending on the sensor type, class and the 
application case one sensor can be more vulnerable than other, e.g. strain gauges usually have a shorter 
life time expectation than accelerometers. It has to be mentioned that with the exception of the total failure 
a sensor fault type can be rarely strictly classified as bias or precision degradation, etc. In most cases these 
faults occur more or less simultaneously. 
In the technical literature detection and reconstruction of faulty signals from sensors used in vibration 
monitoring have been studied e.g. by Dunia et al. [1], by Kerchen et al. [3] applying Principal Component 
Analysis, Mattern et al. [4] using neural networks. Friswell and Inman [5] proposed two approaches based 
on the comparison between the subspace of the response and the subspace generated by the lower modes 
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of a structural model. Worden [6] applies a combination of auto-associative neural networks (AANN) and 
ARX models while Kullaa [2] and [7] uses missing data analysis. In [8], AR models and the MI are 
proposed for sensor faults detection. 
This paper presents a combined approach for sensor fault detection and signal reconstruction for structures 
under unknown excitation. The detection method is based on the statistical dependency between the sensor 
signals quantified by Mutual Information (MI). The MI or transinformation measures the information 
about one sensor that is shared by another sensor. If the number of sensors is larger than the number of 
modes we get a certain redundancy of information represented in the different sensor signals. It can be 
seen that the MI changes as soon as a sensor fault occurs, because the sensor fault information is not 
present in the other sensor signals. It is an advantage that the operational conditions play a minor role 
because the relations among the different sensors are analyzed. 
For the sensor signal reconstruction a model-based approach using Kalman Filters (KF) is proposed. The 
measurement noise variance of the faulty sensors, already located by the MI method, is supposed to be 
high. Thus these sensors will have a low or no participation to the signal reconstruction. The signals from 
the faulty sensors are reconstructed by the KF by means of the signals from the other healthy sensors. The 
input signal is assumed to be random noise excitation. The input and output locations as well as the 
geometrical and material properties of the structure are needed for the assembly of the state space model. 
Depending on the total number of sensors, more than one sensor fault can be detected and reconstructed 
(also depending on the model quality) simultaneously. The KF also can be used in this manner to simulate 
signals from virtual sensors for getting information about the vibration at certain locations on the structure 
where no sensors are available. 
Alternatively to the MI, a KF-based method will be proposed for sensor fault detection. In this algorithm 
every sensor is checked by setting its measured noise variance to a high value. A high variance means that 
we only have little confidence in this sensor’s data. So, by ignoring one sensor’s output Kullback-Leibler-
Divergences (KL) between the measured and estimated signals are calculated. If the faulty sensor will not 
be used for the estimation of the sensor signals, then the KL-Distance between the measured and estimated 
signals will be minimal, otherwise this distance will be higher. One of the advantages of using a KF for 
sensor fault detection/reconstruction is that the faulty signals can also be identified in systems with time 
variant excitation. For sensor fault detection and sensor signal reconstruction with KF no reference data 
sets are needed, however, the underlying model for the KF computation is the reference in this case.  
In the following paragraph the theoretical backgrounds of the methods accompanied by simulated and 
experimental examples w.r.t. changing operational and environmental conditions of the structures will be 
presented. 

2 Mutual Information (MI) for sensor fault detection  

The method we apply for the detection of sensor abnormalities make use of the statistical dependency 
between the signals from different sensors couples installed on the structure. It will be supposed that 
signals from different sensors on the same structure stay in a certain dependency to each other. The 
statistical dependency/independency between e.g. two Gaussian distributed time signals x and y can be 
expressed in form of the joint probability density ( )y,xp  of the signals: 
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where yxyx ,,, σσμμ are the means and the standard deviations of the signals x and y respectively. xyρ  
is the correlation coefficient between x and y:  
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The correlation coefficient can also sometimes be used to determine if two signals are statistically 
independent. On one hand, if 1=xyρ , a strong correlation is given, on the other hand, if 0=xyρ  the 

signals are not correlated. The correlation can be interpreted as a weak form of statistical dependency. In 
[9] it is shown that two random variables which are not correlated can even so be statistically dependent. 
For that reason in this paper the statistical dependence is considered. If the expression in Eq. (1) is equal to 
the product of the marginal densities ( ) ( )yp,xp  of the signals x and y respectively 

( ) ( ) ( )ypxpy,xp = , (3)

the signals are completely independent. Figure 1 illustrates the statistical dependency. 

 
Figure 1: Joint probability density of two signals 

One possibility to quantify the statistical dependency between two signals is to calculate the MI of them as 
follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )∫∫= dxdy

ypxp
y,xpy,xpy,xMI log . (4)

Eq. (3) shows, that if x and y are independent, MI becomes zero. The base of the logarithm determines the 
units in which information is measured. A forward approach is to divide the range of x and y into finite 
bins and to count the number of sampled pairs of ( ) Nkyxz kkk ,...,1,, ==  falling into these finite bins. 
This count allows to approximately determine the probabilities, replacing Eq. (4) by the finite sum 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )∑=

j,i yx

xy
xybin jpip

j,ip
j,ipy,xMI log , (5)

where , are the probabilities based on the number of points ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) NjnjpNinip yyxx /,/ ≈≈ ( )inx  

and  falling into the i-th bin of x and the j-th bin of y, respectively. The joint probability 

 is based on the number 

( )jny

( ) ( ) N/j,inj,i ≈pxy ( )jin ,  of points falling into box no. i, j. The MI is non-
negative and symmetric: 

( ) ( ) 0,, ≥= xyMIyxMI . (6)

Another practical approach to determine MI is proposed by Kraskov et.al [10] using a k-nearest neighbor 
algorithm which makes use of the relations between mutual information and entropies and which was used 
here as well for comparison. 
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The mutual information for all possible combinations of sensor outputs ( )tym  and  (except m=l) is 
computed which leads to an MI-matrix for all combinations m, l. The basic idea is that the mutual 
information changes when a sensor fault  is present; let us say in the m-th channel: 

( )tyl

mf

mmm fyy +=~ . (7)

This fault appears only in the m-th channel. Thus we should expect that all combinations with index m 
should show a reduction of the MI. This allows us to localize the defect sensor. More than one defect 
sensors can be simultaneously detected in the same manner. One possibility to visualize the faulty sensor 
is to use the relative change in the MI as a sensor fault indicator (SFI): 

m

m
m

n

refnMI
n MI

MIMI
SFI

−
= , (8)

where nm is an actual data set and the lower index ref represents one reference data set. 
The method based on MI is able to detect sensor faults in different combinations of them. Signal faults 
caused by failures in the amplification gain of the measuring devices can not be identified by this method. 
Also pure bias faults cannot be identified with the MI method. For these types of failures an alternatively 
sensor fault detection method based on KF and Kullback-Leibler-Distance will be presented later. 

                
Figure 2: Example of MI change (left) and of KL-KF (right) 

To illustrate the results of sensor fault identification method based on MI a 3 dof mass-spring-damper 
model with unknown random excitation at mass no. 3 is used. A sensor fault at sensor 2 is simulated. As 
seen in Figure 2 (left) the relative change in MI matrix indicate the sensor 2 as faulty. To guarantee a 
certain redundancy of information in each sensor data set, at least one more sensor than the number of 
modes which are present in the vibration data is required.  

3 Kalman-Filter for sensor signal reconstruction 

Since the proposed Kalman-Filter for sensor signal reconstruction based on the state space model of the 
structure, a short insight into the state space representation as presented in [11] will be provided. 

3.1 Equations of motion: State space representation in modal coordinates 

The state space matrices for a finite-dimensional linear dynamic system can be obtained from the 
following equation of motion: 
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( )t,xfKxxCxM =++ &&&  (9)

where  are vectors of generalized acceleration, velocity and displacement, respectively. 
 is the forcing function over the period of interest at certain specific locations.  

represent the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. Eq. 

xxx and&&& ,
)( t,xf KCM and,

(9) can be rewritten as a first-order 
system of differential equations by setting: 
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Calculating the acceleration 
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111 −−− +−−= &&&  (11)

where  was replaced by  leads to a more compact form of Eq. ( t,xf ) ( )tu uB (11): 
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In Eq. (12)  represents the input matrix characterizing the locations and the type of inputs and uB ( )tu  are 
the corresponding forces/moments.  is a n x n (n = 2xnd, where nd is the number of dofs) evolution 
matrix. The lower index c stands for the continuous state space representation. If the response of the 
dynamic system is measured by the mmax output quantities in the output vector  using sensors such as 
accelerometers, tachometers, strain gauges, etc., a matrix output equation can be written as: 

cA

( )ty

xCxCxCy xva ++= &&& . (13)

In Eq. (13)  are the output influence matrices for the location of the measurement outputs: 
acceleration (a), velocity (v) and displacement (x). By replacing  from Eq. 

xva CCC ,,
x&& (11) in Eq. (13) yields 

[ ] xCxCKxxCuBMCy xvua ++−−= − &&1  (14)

or 

DuzCy += y , (15)

where 

[ ]CMCCKMCCC 11 −− −−= avaxy  and  ua BMCD 1−= (16)

Here  is an output influence matrix for the state vector z including velocity and displacement only, and 
D is the direct transmission matrix. The D matrix disappears from Eq. 

yC
(16) when accelerometers are not 

used for output measurements, because then Ca = 0. 
For complicated models like finite element models with many dofs the calculated state space becomes 
high dimensional and cannot be properly used for further calculations. To reduce the system order, a 
transformation of the state space from the nodal into modal coordinates is necessary [12]. This 
transformation is derived by determining a diagonal matrix  which contains a certain number of 
eigenfrequencies covering the frequency range of interest. 

Ω
dnn <Ω
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and a modal matrix Φ , of dimension ndx  which consists of  natural modes of the structure Ωn Ωn
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These matrices are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem. With the help of the modal matrix Φ and 
under the assumption of proportional damping KMC βα += , the matrices  can be 
diagonalized as follows: 

KCM and,
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m

T
m

T
m === ,, . (19)

The lower index m stands for the modal coordinates. In order to obtain the equation of motion for the 
modal displacement  (where ), Eq. mx mΦxx = (9) is multiplied by from the left-hand side: TΦ
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Analog to Eq. (12) and (16) the state space matrices can be calculated in modal coordinates by means of  
Eq. (10) as: 
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[ ]mmavmmaxym CΦMCΦCKΦMCΦCC 11 −− −−=  (23)

u
T

mam BΦΦMCD 1−=  (24)

This representation will be further used by the description of the Kalman-Filter for sensor signal 
reconstruction. The lower index m will be no longer used due to the lack of space. 

3.2 Kalman Filter in state space representation 

The description of the Kalman Filter is made with the help of the state space representation of the system. 
The equation of motion for time discrete and time invariant case are given as  
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The signals w and v represent the process and measurement noise respectively. They are assumed to be 
independent of each other, white, normally distributed with the covariance matrices: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]T
wv

T
v

T
w EEE wvNvvRwwQ ===  and   ,  (26)

The KF is a recursive algorithm consisting of a loop which is passed through for each time instant k. The 
estimation of the system state for k is determined from the weighted average of the actual measured value 
at time instant k and the prediction of the system states for this time instant. The weight factors of this 
average are determined from the estimated uncertainties in each loop, which are also connected to the 
predicted system state and to the new measured value. The lower the uncertainty the higher is the weight 
factor (Kalman gain). The uncertainty is determined with help of the covariance matrices. 
For a better understanding a short description of the algorithm based on [13] and [14] is given. At first an 
a priori state estimate  for the state vector  of the system will be estimated, see the Eq. −

kẑ kz (27) in the 
prediction step. 
Prediction step: 

kkk BuzAz += −
−

1ˆˆ  (27)

w
T

kk QAAZP += −1  (28)

After the arrival of the measured value  the a posteriori state estimate  can be calculated in the 
correction step, see Eq. 

ky kẑ
(29). For the a posteriori estimation the difference between the measured and 

estimated signals will be weighted by the Kalman gain factor , see Eq. kK (30). 

Correction step: 

[ ] [ ]kkkkkkkkkk yyKzDuzCyKzz ˆˆˆˆˆ −+=−−+= −−−  (29)

[ ] 1−
+= v

T
k

T
kk RCCPCPK  (30)

[ ] kkk PCKIZ −=  (31)

The a priori estimated error covariance Pk in the prediction step is used to update the Kalman gain factor 
in Eq. (30) whereas Pk  itself is updated by the a posteriori estimated error covariance Zk, see Eq. (28) and 
(31). The error covariances in Eq. (32) can be define by the  and  which are a priori and a posteriori 
estimated errors in Eq. 

−
ke ke

(33): 

[ ]T
kkk E −− ⋅= eeP  and [ ]T

kkk E eeZ ⋅= . (32)

−− −= kkk ẑze  and kkk ẑze −= . (33)

The KF used here based on the Matlab implementation [15] which delivers the optimum Kalman gain 
together with the steady state error covariance matrix P which solves the Riccati equation for 0=H  
(since w and v are independent to each other 0=wvN ): 

( ) ( ) 01 =+++−+ − T
w

TT
wvvwv

TT GGQGNCPRGNPCPAAP . (34)
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3.3 Sensor signal reconstruction 

For the sensor signal reconstruction the state space model of the analyzed structure has to be known. If the 
model of the structure has many dofs, then a transformation to modal coordinates is proposed. 
For the system state estimation by means of a KF the process and the measurement noise covariances have 
to be determined. Since the system input is assumed to be unknown and the model uncertainty is high the 
process noise covariance is set to high values. The values for measurements noise covariance matrix will 
be determined a priori by a first estimation of the measurement error kk ŷy − , see Eq. (29). 

The basic idea of the signal reconstruction can be explained as follows: when a sensor signal does not 
correspond to the modeled system and it was erroneously assumed that this signal has a low measurements 
noise covariance, then the signals from the other sensors cannot be correctly reconstructed and the 
difference between the measured and estimated signals will be high. If the value of the covariance for the 
faulty sensor signal will be set as high, then the KF will reconstruct all the signals (including the incorrect 
signal) with help of the other signals and the model. In this manner it is possible to reconstruct more than 
one signal simultaneously. The number of signals that can be reconstructed simultaneously depends on the 
whole number of the sensors installed and on the quality of the model. 
For a better understanding of the algorithm the procedure is broken into several steps: 
Step 1. Detect the faulty sensor by changes of the MI indicator. 
Step 2. Build the state space model of the structure with respect to the position of the sensors (including 

faulty or nonexistent sensor) on the structure (see C and D matrices in the state space model). 
Also the load points of acting have to be considered (see B matrix in the state space model). 

Step 3. Determine the process and measurements noise covariance matrices. 
Step 4. Set the covariance value/values of the assumed faulty sensor/sensors to be high. 
Step 5. Solve the equation of motion with the estimated state vector kẑ . The KF is driven by the input 

u = 0 and the measured signals y. 
When just one sensor does not work properly it is possible to identify and reconstruct it only with the help 
of KF. For this purpose just the steps 2-5 are applied. Here the steps 3-5 have to be calculated several 
times. The number of loops over these steps corresponds to the number of the sensors installed on the 
structure. In each loop the measurement variance of one sensor is set to be high. So, if one sensor is 
missing, the Kullback-Leibler-Divergence between the measured and estimated sensor signals can be used 
as a sensor fault indicator SFIKL-KF. 
The symmetrized form of the Kullback-Leibler-Divergence (KL) between the probability distributions of 
one measured signal y  and with the KF estimated signal  is ŷ

( ) ( )[ ] ( )
( )ip
ip

ipipKL
y

y

i
yy

ˆ
2ˆ log

2
1∑ −= , (35)

where , are the probabilities based on the number of points falling into the i-th bin. When the KL 
between two probability distributions is zero, means that the signals are identically distributed. The fault 
indicator can be then defined as: 
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−
= ∑

=

−  (36)

If the faulty sensor m is not used for the estimation of the  sensor signals, then the KL distance 
between the measured and estimated signals will be minimal, otherwise the distance will be higher. This is 
illustrated with the help of the 3 dof model in 

maxm

Figure 2 (right). It can be seen, that without sensor 2 the best 
estimation is possible, which indicates this sensor clearly as faulty. 
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The method based on KF is able to detect and reconstruct all sensor faults mentioned in this paper for 
different type of sensors. 
To illustrate the methodology of sensor signal reconstruction or to simulate the response of a structure at a 
certain place on it (virtual sensor) the same 3 dof model with a faulty sensor 2 will be considered. When 
the measurement noise variance of sensor 1 is set erroneously to be high, then this decision influences 
negatively the estimation of the signals from all the sensors, see Figure 3. If the faulty sensor can be 
preliminary identified as sensor 2 (e.g. by MI method) and the measurement noise variance of the sensor 2 
is chosen to be high, then the signals from all sensors can be correctly reconstructed. 

 
Figure 3: Sensor fault reconstruction without sensor 1 (left) and without sensor 2 (right) 

The effect of the noise covariance matrix on the values in the Kalman gain factor can be seen in Table 1. 
 

0.17 8.58E-12 0.04 
0.063 3.22E-11 0.1 
0.033 1.41E-11 0.256 
5.016 2.43E-09 11.096 
0.584 -1.29E-09 2.485 
3.614 4.31E-09 -7.13 

Table 1: Numerical example of a Kalman gain matrix 

The numerical example in Table 1 shows that the higher the covariance is, the lower is the Kalman gain. 
The multiplication of this factor with the measured time data make it possible to ignore the signal for e.g. 
from sensor 2 and to reconstruct the signals just by means of sensors 1 and 3 and the model. 

4 Examples 

To demonstrate the suitability of the methods to identify sensor faults, tests on simulated and measured 
acceleration signals have been carried out. 
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4.1 Simulation example 

Ten sensor signals (accelerations) were simulated by means of a beam model of a wind energy plant (see 
Figure 4, left) with 396 dofs (the beam elements have different geometrical and material properties). The 
structure was excited with loads calculated from measured wind velocities. The loads act at the node no. 
24, see Figure 4. During this non-stationary excitation the position of the nacelle and the direction of wind 
velocity relatively to the nacelle are permanently changing. The position and the measurement directions 
of the sensors on the plant are also displayed in Figure 4. Measurements over a period of 7 days and 8,5 
hours were simulated. The used sample rate was 50Hz and the measurement duration for one data set was 
10 minutes (30000 data points for one sensor). A total number of 1059 data sets for the whole period were 
taken. In the first 1008 data sets, no sensor fault occurred and for the last 51 data sets a sensor fault at 
sensor 3 (s3 in Figure 4, left) was simulated. The simulated fault consisted of a simultaneously bias, drift 
and precision degradation of the sensor signal. The fault magnitude is graphically presented in Figure 7, 
left. The position of the nacelle and the wind velocity for the system without and with the sensor fault are 
displayed in Figure 4, right. 

 
Figure 4: Simulation example – wind energy plant; Sensor positions (left) and environmental and 

operational conditions (right) 

In Figure 5 (left) the sensor fault indicator shows a change of MI values between the data set 1 (reference 
data set) and data set 1009 (first data set after the sensor fault occurred). In this figure obviously one can 
see, that the combination between sensor 3 and the other sensors indicates the highest change in the MI. 
The evolution of the MI matrix values with time is presented in Figure 6, left (please note that here the SFI 
values are calculated as a sum ( ) ( )∑= j

MI
n

MI
n j,ii

mm
SFISFI  over the columns of the SFI matrix, so for 

each measurement we obtain an SFI vector with i components. The normalization of these values over the 
time will be not presented in this paper due to the lack of space). 
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Figure 5: SFIs for simulation: MI (left) and KL-KF (right) 

It can be seen that in the last 8.5 hours (51 data sets) that the sensor fault indicator becomes higher for the 
sensor 3. To underline the quality of this method the standard deviation of the signal from sensor 3 over 
the time is displayed in Figure 6, right. Here the standard deviation of signal over the time does not 
provide information over the health state of the sensor since the system response depends on the variant 
excitation and is also variant over the time. 

  
Figure 6: Development of the sensor fault indicators (left) and standard deviation of the signal from 

sensor 3 (right) over the time 

Further investigations of the method show that changes in the signals caused by sensor faults can be well 
separated from those caused by structural damage. E.g. damage in the vicinity of sensor 9 and 10 have 
been correctly identified as a structural change and not as a sensor fault. 
After the transformation of the state space model into modal coordinates using the first 8 modes, the KF 
was applied for sensor signal reconstruction of sensor 3. Here the value of the covariance matrix for sensor 
3 (indentified as faulty by the MI method) was increased by the factor of ten. Figure 7 shows a good 
reconstruction of the signal of sensor 3 with the KF. The quality of the reconstruction can be quantified 
e.g. by the norm or by the KL-Distance (KLD), see Eq. (35), between the expected and estimated signal. 
In this paper the KLD was used and the distance between the distribution of the expected and measured 
signal of sensor 3 before the reconstruction was 1.08. The KLD between the expected and estimated signal 
after the reconstruction is 0.05. 
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Figure 7: Sensor signal reconstruction (simulation) 

The alternative sensor fault detection method based on the KF and KL distance between the measured and 
estimated signals see Eq. (35) and (36) was investigated. The results are presented in Figure 5, right, and 
show that the best possible reconstruction of the sensor signals is reached, when sensor 3 does not 
participate in the calculation of the state estimate  by the KF. kẑ

Additionally, simulations with two faulty sensors were carried out. E.g. two sensor faults at sensor 2 and 6 
were simulated (simultaneous bias, drift and precision degradation). The signals from the faulty sensors 
are displayed in the Figure 8, right (red lines). The faulty sensors could be correctly identified using the 
MI change (see in Figure 8, left). Figure 8, right, shows the very good reconstruction (green lines) of the 
correct signals (blue lines). The KLD between the distributions of the expected and estimated signal of 
sensor 6 is 0.0004. 

 
Figure 8: Simultaneously detection (left) and reconstruction (right) of signals from faulty sensors 

4.2 Laboratory structure 

The laboratory structure, shown in Figure 9, was excited by an electro-dynamical shaker with a random 
signal. The output signals from the four accelerometers are recorded with a sampling rate of 4800 Hz. 
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Figure 9: Laboratory structure 

4.2.1 First experiment 

To test the applicability of the methods for real measured time data, at first an artificial sensor fault for 
sensor 2 was simulated (bias, drift and precision degradation). The magnitude of the correct and of the 
faulty signals is displayed in Figure 11, left (blue and red lines respectively). 
Figure 10, left, displays the results of the method based on MI changes for this experiment. The largest 
change of the mutual information can be correctly identified for sensor 2. 

 
Figure 10: SFIs for measured signals and artificial sensor fault: MI (left) and KL-KF (right) 

For the signal reconstruction with KF, a beam model of the structure shown in Figure 9 with 408 dofs was 
used. The state space model of the structure is represented in modal coordinates with respect to the first 3 
modes of the model. The measured signals were filtered by a low pass filter so that the signals contain 
only the first 3 modes. By the application of the KF for signal reconstruction the measurement noise 
covariance matrix for sensor 2 was changed. The results of the reconstruction are displayed in Figure 11. 
The deviations between the expected and estimated signal, KL = 1.45, (KLD between the distributions of 
the expected and measured signal is 2.11) are supposed to be a result of the low number of sensors on the 
structure (reconstruction of one sensor using three sensors only) and of the model uncertainty. 
The alternative method based on the combination between KF and KL distance was also applied. The 
results (Figure 10, right) show that the best possible reconstruction of the sensor signals is made when the 
signal from sensor 2 was not taken into consideration for the construction of estimated state with KF. 
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Figure 11: Sensor signal reconstruction (measurement with artificial sensor fault) 

4.2.2 Second experiment 

For the second experiment, the sensor fault is introduced by changing the adhesive connection between the 
sensor 2 and the structure (see Figure 9). For the normal connection a special wax for all sensors is used 
while for the faulty connection we changed from wax to modeling clay for sensor 2 only. 
The faulty sensor could be correctly identified with the help of the MI changes, see Figure 12, left. The 
signal reconstruction is shown in Figure 12, right. For this example we have no expected signal (the sensor 
fault was not simulated) to compare it with the estimated one. Figure 12, right shows that the drift in the 
measured signal (red lines) was corrected in the estimated signal (green lines). 

 
Figure 12: Detection (left) and reconstruction (right) of the signal from a faulty sensor on the 

laboratory structure 

5 Conclusions 

Two complementary methods for sensor fault detection and signal reconstruction based on the change of 
Mutual Information and Kalman Filter respectively have been introduced. Both methods were validated 
using simulated and experimental vibration data. All sensor faults presented in the examples could be 
correctly detected/isolated and well reconstructed. 
The influence of some parameters on the quality of the signal reconstruction as: the number of sensors, the 
number of modes considered in the model, the model accuracy, the numerical adjustment of the process 
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and measurement covariance of the KF will be investigated in future work. One additional challenge is to 
define the limits of using estimated signals in algorithms for damage detection/localization. Also the 
applicability of the presented methods for faults of other sensor types like strain gauges, vibration velocity 
sensors (e.g. laser vibrometer), inclinometers, etc. has to be demonstrated. 
These approaches will be further developed for online monitoring of structures and integrated as pre-stage 
monitoring in an SHM system for damage detection and localization under changing operational and 
environmental conditions. 
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Abstract 
To detect the faults of Liquid Rocket Engine turbopump with vibration signals, a Double Threshold 
Online Detection Algorithm (DTODA) based on One-class Support Vector Machines (OCSVM) is 
proposed. In this algorithm, the OCSVM with two-layer thresholds can separate outliers into non-
boundary support vectors and real abnormal samples. And the detector can be updated online adaptively 
without real abnormal samples as they are removed in future training sets. Meanwhile, Sequential Minimal 
Optimization (SMO) algorithm for OCSVM is introduced to improve its training efficiency. Applying the 
DTODA to the analysis of a turbopump historical vibration data, it showed that the algorithm can detect 
the faults of the turbopump very well without any false alarm. And the computation is fast enough to 
assure DTODA’s ability for real-time fault detection. 

1 Introduction 

Turbopump is a key component of a large-scale Liquid Rocket Engine. Once faults of the turbopump 
occur, they will badly threaten the safety of the engine [1, 2]. Thus, how to detect abnormal behaviors of the 
turbopump effectively is a significant challenge. As one of the most important reasons that cause faults 
and directly related to the conditions of turbopump, vibration has been measured and analyzed widely. 
However, lacking of fault samples makes it difficult to detect faults of the turbopump.  
For this, novelty detection algorithms based on Adaptive Threshold Algorithms (ATA) and OCSVM have 
been founded for turbopump fault detection [2, 3]. ATA has the capability of real-time fault detection 
because of its simpleness and low computational burden. But ATA is not precise enough and it can deal 
only with one-dimension features so information fusion methods have to be used together with it. 
Although OCSVM can deal with multi-dimension features, it can not work on time-domain features when 
applied to turbopump vibration signals as they are not consistent. However, time-domain features are 
usually used in turbopump real-time fault detection because of its low cost of computation [1]. At the same 
time, OCSVM is inefficient because standard method used to train OCSVM requires the solution of a 
large quadratic programming optimization problem [4, 5]. In order to be applied to online turbopump fault 
detection, OCSVM’s performance, that is its training efficiency and decision precision, has to be 
improved. 
In this paper, after introducing three time-domain features selected, we present the basic OCSVM for 
turbopump fault detection and discuss major limitations of applying standard OCSVM to turbopump fault 
detection. Subsequently, we put forward a SMO algorithm to improve OCSVM’s training efficiency and 
propose a DTODA based on OCSVM and its SMO algorithm. Finally, we analyze turbopump historical 
vibration signals with DTODA. 
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2 Time-domain feature selection 

Time-domain features describe the statistic characteristics of vibration signals in the form of energy or 
waveform, and they have the merit of low cost of computation. So these features are first choice for 
turbopump real-time fault detection. Time-domain features of vibration signals can be generally separated 
into amplitude statistic features and dimensionless statistic features. Amplitude statistic features include 
peak, mean, stand deviation and Root Mean Square (RMS), while dimensionless statistic features include 
crest factor, kurtosis factor (K4), skewness factor (S3), one-step autocorrelation coefficient, clearance 
factor (Cf), pulse factor and waveform factor etc. 
These time-domain features are all not completely related with faults or have high practicability in 
turbopump health monitoring. As redundant features will badly affect the real-time fault detection and 
delay the alarm, we should select most valuable features and reduce feature dimensions. So, we studied 
the correlation characteristics, consistency, fault sensitivity, and distribution characteristics of these time-
domain features with a large amount of test data. And analysis results as follow are yielded [1, 4].  

• S3, RMS (as well as one-step autocorrelation coefficient), waveform factor (as well as impulse 
factor, Cf or K4) are more independent and they could be selected as indicators of fault detection. 

• Amplitude statistic features, such as RMS, are not as sensitive as dimensionless statistic ones, but 
they have better consistency. In other words, dimensionless statistic features, such as S3 and K4, 
are not consistent enough, but they have better sensitivity than amplitude statistic ones. And the 
fault sensitivity of waveform factor, S3 and K4 are not as good as crest factor, impulse factor and 
Cf. What’s more, the fault sensitivity of Cf is best. 

• The vibration data sampled from normal turbopump obey normal distribution and their S3 and K4 
have almost fixed value (S3=0, K4=3), while vibration data sampled from fault turbopump don’t 
obey normal distribution and the corresponding S3 and K4 have a great change. So S3 and K4 are 
the ideal statistic features for turbopump fault detection. 

According to the analysis results, S3 is more independent of other features than K4. However, K4 has 
more powerful ability to distinguish weak fault signals from noise. Meantime, RMS is independent of 
other dimensionless statistic features and it reflects the energy distribution of vibration signals. 
Furthermore, the fault sensitivity of Cf is better than the other ones, and it has no information overlapping 
with K4 and RMS. So RMS, K4, and Cf are finally selected to construct feature vectors in the form x = 
[RMS, K4, Cf]. 
Notice that these features can only be applied when turbopump works at stable condition, not at the 
conditions of start or cut off. 

3 One-class support vector machines 

Support vector machines (SVMs) are widely used in pattern recognition because of its good generalization 
performance. SVM used for novelty detection, which is also named OCSVM has two basic models, Tax’s 
hyper-sphere model [5, 6] and Schölkopf’s hyper-plane model [7]. Here we briefly introduce the former one 
named Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) first, and then we discuss the problems when applying 
OCSVM to turbopump fault detection. To begin, we assume that we have a training set {xi, i = 1, …, l }, 
in which xi’s are feature vectors constructed in section 2 and l is the size of the training set. 
SVDD tries to find a hyper-sphere that encompasses most feature points in the training set with the 
minimum radius. And points located outside the sphere will be rejected as outliers. And such a hyper-
sphere can be found by solving the quadratic programming optimization problem:  

 
,

Minimize
i jα α

 
, 1

( ) ( )
l

i j i j
i j

P α α α
=

= ⋅∑ x x                       (1) 
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 Subject to  0 1/i lα υ≤ ≤ , 1,...,i l=  (2a) 

 
1

1
l

i
i
α

=

=∑  (2b) 

Here, α , iα and jα are Lagrange multipliers. The parameter (0,1)υ∈ is the upper bound on the fraction 
of outliers over all training samples, and can be used to control the trade-off between the volume of the 
sphere and the number of outliers. Solving such a quadratic problem means finding a set [ ]iα  that 
minimize ( )P α  with subject to the constraints of Eq. (2).  

Training vectors with 0α = , 0 1/ lα υ< < , and 1/ lα υ=  are respectively called Non-Support Vectors 
(NSVs), Boundary Support Vectors (BSVs), and Non-Boundary Support Vectors (NBSVs). And they are 
respectively located in, on and outside the sphere as illustrated in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: The hyper-sphere, NSVs, BSVs and NBSVs of SVDD 

The decision function or test function of SVDD is: 

 ( ) sgn( ( ) )k kf bα= ⋅ −∑z x z  (3) 

z  is a test vector. kx  is one of BSVs or NBSVs and kα is its corresponding Lagrange multiplier. b is the 
threshold or offset. If ( ) 0f ≥z , z  will be accepted as a normal sample, otherwise z  will be excluded as a 
novel sample. As BSVs lies on the sphere, the threshold can be yielded by inputting one of BSVs to the 
decision function: 

 BSVs( )k kk
b α= ⋅∑ x x  (4) 

Replacing the inner product ( )i j⋅x x  in Eqs. (1), (3), and (4) by a kernel function ( , )i jK x x  leads to a 
flexible description. And OCSVM mostly uses Gaussian kernel: 

 

2

2( , ) exp( )i j
i jK

σ
−

= −
x x

x x  (5) 

In which σ  is the width parameter of the kernel.  

Detailed introduction to SVDD refer to [6].  
There are two major limitations of OCSVM when applied to condition monitoring of complex mechanical 
systems. One of which is its high computational burden required. Because training algorithms for SVM or 
OCSVM is usually performed in batch mode, which needs to compute kernel matrix, store the matrix in 
memory and perform matrix computations [8, 9].  
Another problem of applying OCSVM to machine condition monitoring is OCSVM’s high false alarm rate 
on normal samples. And these false alarms are generally caused by two reasons. The first one is that 
OCSVM has some non-boundary support vectors to assure that the sphere is tight enough, thus even 
normal samples close to non-boundary support vectors may be considered as novel ones. Another reason, 
which is also the major reason, is that observations or measured features of complex mechanical systems 
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will be greatly affected by changing environmental conditions, operational states, or other random factors. 
In this case, there may be a continuous range of normal conditions. And variation of features caused by 
varying temperature, loading conditions, noise from facilities around etc. may be excluded as novel 
samples too [10].  
To solve these problems, we first introduce a fast optimization algorithm named SMO to improve 
OCSVM training efficiency, and then we develop an OCSVM based online detection algorithm named 
double threshold online detection algorithm (DTODA) which is trained with small training sets. In 
DTODA, the detection model has two thresholds, and these two thresholds will be updated online. Thus 
only abrupt changes in testing samples will be detected as novel events. And such a detection algorithm 
can be well suited to turbopump fault detection as most faults of turbopump are abrupt faults [2, 3].  

4 Double threshold online detection algorithm  

In this section, we first introduce a sequential minimal optimization algorithm for OCSVM, based on 
which, we develop a double threshold online detection algorithm (DTODA). 

4.1 Sequential minimal optimization algorithm for OCSVM 

In order to improve the training efficiency of OCSVM in DTODA, we introduce a sequential minimal 
optimization (SMO) algorithm proposed by J. Platt for SVM, and modify it to optimize OCSVM. The 
advantage of SMO lies in the fact that it chooses only two Lagrange multipliers to jointly optimize at each 
step, and solving for two Lagrange multipliers can be done analytically. Thus, numerical QP optimization 
is avoided entirely [9]. 

4.1.1 Jointly optimization of two Lagrange multipliers 

Suppose 1α and 2α are select at an optimization step and the other Lagrange multipliers iα  ( 3,...,i l= ) 
are kept fixed. Then the optimization object can be written as: 

 2 2
1 2 1 11 2 22 1 2 12 1 1 2 23 3

( , ) 2 2 2 const.l l
i i i ii i

P P K K K K Kα α α α α α α α α α
= =

= = + + + + +∑ ∑  (6) 

in which ijK represents ( , )i jK x x . According to Eq. (2b), we have old old
1 2 1 2 const.α α α α+ = + = . Then 

we can let:  

 old old
1 2 1 2 const.r α α α α= + = + =  (7) 

 
11 1

l
j i ijil l

U U Kα
=× ×

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑  (8) 

 old old old old
1 1 2 23

l
j i ij j j ji

V K U K Kα α α
=

= = − −∑  (9) 

here, old old
1

l
j i iji

U Kα
=

=∑ . Inserting Eq. (9) in Eq. (1) yields: 

2 2
1 11 2 22 1 2 12 1 1 2 22 2 2 const.P K K K V Vα α α α α α= + + + + +  

  2 2
2 11 2 22 2 2 12 1 2 2 2( ) 2( ) 2 ( ) 2 const.r K K r K V r Vα α α α α α= − + + − + − + +  

2
11 22 12 2 12 11 2 1 2( 2 ) (2 2 2 2 ) const.K K K rK rK V Vα α= + − + − + − +  (10) 
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If P  has minimum value at 2α , 2/ 0P α∂ ∂ =  and 2 2
2/ 0P α∂ ∂ >  has to be satisfied. If 2/ 0P α∂ ∂ =  is 

satisfied, we have unconstrained multiplier: 

 new,unc
2 12 11 2 1 12 11 22( ) /(2 )rK rK V V K K Kα = − + − − −  

          old old old
2 2 1 12 11 22( ) /(2 )U U K K Kα= + − − −  (11) 

And if 2 2
2/ 0P α∂ ∂ > ,  we have 12 11 222 0K K K− − <  which can be guaranteed by 1 2≠x x .  

Taking Eq. (2) and Eq. (7) into account, we know that:  

 old old new old old
1 2 2 1 2max(0, 1/ ) min(1/ , )l lα α υ α υ α α+ − ≤ ≤ +  (12) 

So we have to clip new,unc
2α as: 

 

new,unc
2

new new,unc new,unc
2 2 2

new,unc
2

if  
if  
if  

L L
L H

H H

α
α α α

α

≤⎧
⎪= < <⎨
⎪ ≥⎩

      

     

 (13) 

in which old old
1 2max(0, 1/ )L lα α υ= + −  and old old

1 2min(1/ , )H lυ α α= + . And according to Eq. (7), 
new
1α  can be yielded as: 

 new old old new
1 1 2 2α α α α= + −  (14) 

4.1.2 The selection of 1α  and 2α  at each step  

In SMO, 1α and 2α  are heuristically selected in two layer loops. The outer loop iterates alternately over 
the entire training set and the BSVs subset, searching for vectors that violate the KKT conditions: 

 
0,  if 0

( ) 0,  if 0 1/
0, if 1/

i

i i

i

f l
l

α
α υ

α υ

> =⎧
⎪= = < <⎨
⎪< =⎩

    

 

x  (15) 

If ix  does not obey the KKT conditions, its corresponding Lagrange multiplier is selected as 2α . The 
outer loop keeps alternating between single passes over the entire training set and multiple passes over the 
non-bound subset until the entire training set obeys the KKT conditions. 

After a 2α  is selected, the inner loop selects 1α  that maximizes old old
2 1| |U U− . If this does not make 

progress, it starts a sequential scan through the NBSVs, starting at a random position; if this fails too, it 
startis a sequential scan through all the training vectors, also starting at a random position. 

4.1.3 Updating after each optimization step 

In the loops of SMO, Lagrange multipliers are updated as Eq. (13) and Eq. (14). While U  and b are 
updated as follow:  

Set new old
2 2 2α α αΔ = − , according to Eq. (14) we have new old

1 1 1 2α α α αΔ = − = −Δ . Then according to Eq. 
(8) we have: 

     new old
2 2 1 11

l
j i ij j ji

U K K Kα α α
=

= + Δ + Δ∑  
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 old
2 2 2 1j j jU K Kα α= + Δ −Δ  (16) 

Taking Eq. (4) into account, if new
20 1/ lα υ< < , we have 2 ∈x BSVs and  

 new
2k kk

b Kα=∑  (17a) 

Else if new
10 1/ lα υ< < , we have 1∈x BSVs and  

 new
1k kk

b Kα=∑  (17b) 

Otherwise, neither 1x  nor 2x  belongs to BSVs. In this case we update the threshold as: 

 
1

1 ( )
M

k kmk
m

b K
M

α
=

= ∑ ∑  (17c) 

where 0 1/k lα υ< ≤ , mx  is one of BSVs and M  is the number of BSVs.  

4.2 Double threshold online detection algorithm 

Sometime a scaling parameter ε  is used to decrease the threshold, where ε  is smaller than and close to 1. 
Decreasing the threshold means increasing the radius of the sphere to accept more samples and reduce 
false alarms on normal features [2, 11]. Here we use double thresholds 1b b= , and 2b bε= . Thus two hyper-
spheres, hyper-sphere 1 and hyper-sphere 2, are defined with decision function: 

 ( )1 1( ) sgn ( , )k kf K bα= −∑x x x  (18a) 

 ( )2 2( ) sgn ( , )k kf K bα= −∑x x x  (18b) 

1f  and 2f separate the feature space into three regions name A, B and C as illustrated in Figure 2. Samples 
located in region A, B, and C respectively satisfy 1( ) 0f ≥x , 2 1( ) 0 ( )f f≥ >x x , and 2 ( ) 0f <x . 

 
Figure 2: Double thresholds detection model with its two spheres and three regions 

In online detection case, suppose that Lagrange multipliers 1, 1 , 1{ , , }t l tα α− − , thresholds 1, 1tb − and 2, 1tb − are 

trained with training set 1, 1 , 1{ , , }t l t− −x x at the time of 1t − . Then the feature vector ( )tx  extracted at the 

time of t  can be detected by Eq. (18), and 1( ( ))f tx  and 2 ( ( ))f tx are obtained. If 2 ( ( )) 0f t ≥x , consider 
( )tx  as normal sample, otherwise, consider it as an outlier. At the same time, update the training set and 

the detection model as follow. 
Update principles: 
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• Case 1. If 2 ( ( )) 0f t <x  and 1, 1 0tα − > , then do nothing to the training set and the detector. 

• Case 2. If 2 ( ( )) 0f t <x  and 1, 1 0tα − = , Same as Case 1. 

• Case 3. If 1( ( )) 0f t ≥x  and 1, 1 0tα − = , then update the training set and the Lagrange multipliers as 

1, , 2, 1 , 1{ , , } { , , , ( )}t l t t l t t− −=x x x x x , 1, , 2, 1 , 1 1, 1{ , , } { , , , }t l t t l t tα α α α α− − −= , while the 

thresholds stay the same as 1, 1, 1t tb b −= , 2, 2, 1t tb b −= . 

• Case 4. If 1( ( )) 0f t ≥x  and 1, 1 0tα − > , then initialize the training set, the Lagrange multipliers, 

and the thresholds respectively as 1, , 2, 1 , 1{ , , } { , , , ( )}t l t t l t t− −=x x x x x , 1, ,{ , , } {t l tα α =  

2, 1 , 1 1, 1, , , }t l t tα α α− − − , and 1, 1, 1t tb b −= . Training the detector with 1, ,{ , , }t l tx x  and SMO yields  

1, ,{ , , }t l tα α , 1,tb , and 2,tb . 

• Case 5. If 2 1( ( )) 0 ( ( ))f t f t≥ >x x  and 1, 1 0tα − > , Same as Case 4. 

• Case 6. If 2 1( ( )) 0 ( ( ))f t f t≥ >x x  and 1, 1 0tα − = , Same as Case 4. 

In sum, consider ( )tx  as outlier only when it’s located in region C, namely 2 ( ( )) 0f t <x . And if ( )tx  is an 
outlier, the training set and the detector will not be updated. While both 1, 1t−x and ( )tx  are both inside 

region A, remove 1, 1t−x from the training set first, then add ( )tx  to the training set and let its Lagrange 

multiplier to be 0, and keep the threshold the same as before. If ( )tx  is located in region B or 1, 1t−x  are 

not located in region A, also remove 1, 1t−x from the training set first and add ( )tx  to the training set, but 

set ( )tx ’s Lagrange multiplier to be 1, 1tα − , and train the detector again with SMO. Note that when novel 
feature vectors are detected, nothing was done to the detection model, so the DTODA does not adapt to 
fault data. 
Algorithm procedure: 

• Step 1. Select the length of training set l, parameter υ  and kernel ( ),K ⋅ ⋅ . 

• Step 2. Initialize the time label ( 1)t l t= + Δ , and the training set 1, 1 , 1{ , , }t l t− −x x  = { (1 ), ,tΔx  
( )}l tΔx , where tΔ  is the time extent between two feature vectors. 

• Step 3. Yield Lagrange multipliers 1, 1 , 1{ , , }t l tα α− − , threshold 1, 1tb −  and 2, 1tb −  by training the 

detector with 1, 1 , 1{ , , }t l t− −x x  using SMO. 

• Step 4. Yield 1( ( ))f tx  and 2 ( ( ))f tx  by detecting ( )tx . 

• Step 5. Update the training set and the detector according to Update principles. 

• Step 6. Update the time label as ( 2)t l t= + Δ . 

• Step 7. Repeat Step 3 - Step 6 to the end. 
Note that support vectors are usually located at the outside of the region, we select vectors around the 
region as initial support vectors when training the detection model the first time in Step 3 of algorithm 
procedure. In practice, select vectors with at least one maximal or minimal feature as initial support 
vectors and make sure that none of them appeared more than once. If n  initial support vectors are selected, 
then we set their corresponding Lagrange multipliers to be 1/ n , and set the other Lagrange multipliers to 
be 0 according to Eq. (2b). Then the initial value of U  and b  can be yield by inserting these initial 
Lagrange multipliers to Eq. (8) and Eq. (4).  
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When training the detection models online if needed, we initial the detection models as described in case 4 
of update principles. 
In order to accelerate the convergence of the optimization when training OCSVMs in DTODA with SMO, 
a much bigger tolerance of inaccuracies around the KKT conditions should be set [8].  

5 Turbopump fault online detection 

5.1 Detection results 

In this section we use DTODA to detect novel events in a Liquid Rocket Engine turbopump based on 
vibration signals. Take vibration signals in historical test data TN01and TF01 as example. TN01 is normal 
test. While during the process of test TF01, vanes of hydrogen turbopump were broken off, which caused 
two vibration shocks at about 120 second. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the Root Mean Squares (RMS), 
Kurtosis factors (K4), and Clearance factors (Cf) of the axis-oriented vibration in TN01 and TF01. Both 
vibration signals in TN01 and TF01 were sampled at Fs = 50 kHz. Features were calculated every 0.1s, 
which means the time extent between two feature vectors is selected as 0.1tΔ = s.  In Figure 3 and Figure 
4, those three features were divided by their values at time 0 to make them dimensionless.  

We construct training sets with 30 vectors and the corresponding 30l = . The up bound on the rate of 
outliers is chosen as 0.001υ = , and a small υ  can reduce the vectors located outside the hyper-sphere 1 
of DTODA. The Gaussian kernel parameter and the scaling parameter are selected as 10σ = , 0.998ε =  
empirically. Perform step 2 to step 7 of the algorithm procedure until the test is over. Figure 5 and Figure 
6 give the detection results of the axis-oriented vibration in TN01 and TF01.  
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    Figure 3: RMS, K4, and Cf of axis-oriented            Figure 4: RMS, K4, and Cf of axis- oriented 

vibration in TN01                                                      vibration in TF01 
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Figure 5: Detection results of axis-oriented               Figure 6: Detection results of axis-oriented 

vibration in TN01                                                            vibration in TF01 
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Another 14 normal test data and 1 fault test data were also analyzed with DTODA. And the analysis 
results together with the detection results of TN01 and TF01 showed that DTODA can detect time-domain 
shocks caused by turbopump faults without any false alarm.  

5.2 Discussion 

In Re. [3], the training set constructed with the initial 30 vectors 1 30{ , , }x x  was frozen for each test 
data. After being trained with the frozen training set, the OCSVM detector was used to detect the rest of 
the feature vectors of the test data. In this case, the OCSVM detector was trained only once for each test 
data, so it’s cheaper than DTODA in terms of computation burden. However, this version of OCSVM 
detector can’t adapt to smooth evolutions in turbopump vibration signals, which will cause false alarms 
(see Figure 7), though scaling parameter ε  was also used to increase the radius of the OCSVM’s sphere. 
Comparing Figure 7 and Figure 5, we can see that DTODA can eliminate those false alarms caused by 
smooth evolutions in vibration signals.  
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1

 
Figure 7: Detection results of TN01 with OCSVM trained with frozen training set.  

To analyze the time consumed by DTODA, we use two different optimization methods, named quaprog in 
Matlab optim toolbox and SMO. Define t1 as the time consumed in step 1 ~ step 3 in algorithm 
procedure, and define t2 as the time consumed in a detection cycle which includes the detection of one 
test vector and the subsequent update of the DTODA. Table 1 gives t1 and maximum t2 consumed by 
DTODA. From the table we can see that SMO is faster than quadprog. And when using SMO, both t1 and 
maximum t2 are shorter than 0.1tΔ = s. These results were obtained on a 2.8GHz PC with Matlab code. 

Time consumed (s) 
Optimization methods used 

1t  max( 2t )

quadprog in Matlab optim toolbox > 0.187 > 0.156
SMO < 0.079 < 0.032

Table 1: Time consumed by DTODA with different optimization methods 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper we developed an online detection algorithm named DTODA based on OCSVM. In DTODA, 
the detection model has two-layer thresholds that can be updated online adaptively. And it has 
characteristics as follow. (1) The detection model is updated online, which allows the method to adapt to 
smooth evolutions in features of vibrations signals. (2) Two-layer thresholds of the OCSVM in DTODA 
can separate outliers into real abnormal samples and non-boundary support vectors, and this separation 
can eliminate false alarms caused by non-boundary support vectors. (3) Abnormal samples detected are 
removed from future training sets. That means that the detection model is refreshed with normal data only 
and does not adapt to abnormal data. (4) In DTODA, OCSVM is trained by SMO algorithm and the 
computation time is reduced evidently. With the analysis of historical vibration test data sampled from a 
liquid rocket engine turbopump, it showed that the detection model of DTODA was able to detect the 
faults of turbopump without any false alarm. 
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Abstract 
This Computational model updating techniques have been developed in the past for adjusting selected 
parameters of large order finite element models in order to make the models compatible with 
experimental data. Numerical optimization procedures are applied for minimizing the differences of 
analytical and experimental data, for example, natural frequencies, mode shapes and/or frequency 
response functions. Since long these techniques have also been investigated with regard to their ability to 
localize and quantify structural damage. The change of parameters identified from test data taken 
continuously or temporarily over the time may serve as a feature for structural health monitoring. It is 
well known that low frequency vibration test data or static response data are not very well suited for 
detecting and quantifying localized small size damage. Time domain response data from impact tests 
carry high frequency information which usually is lost when frequency domain data are utilized for 
damage identification. The theoretical background and examples for using time domain data with high 
frequency content will be presented in the paper. These data are used in conjunction with a technique of 
localizing and quantifying the damage parameters using the test data and the models of the damaged and 
the undamaged structure simultaneously (“multi model updating”) which is regarded as an attempt to 
reduce the effects of the unavoidable non- uniqueness of structural damage models.  

1 Introduction 

It is common understanding that the assessment of damage is a step-by-step methodology where the first 
step includes the analysis of damage symptoms followed by damage location analysis in the second step. 
The objective in step three is to quantify the extent of the damage, for example, with respect to the size 
and the geometry of a crack. In practice these three steps are covered and implemented in present non-
model and non-vibration based testing and monitoring procedures like in ultrasonic, electromagnetic, 
thermography or radiation methods which will not be addressed in this paper. The final step includes the 
prediction of remaining safety and service life of the structure. 
Model based analysis of damage symptoms, identification of damage locations and quantification is a 
complex task since an intrinsic difficulty is added: The type and the geometry of the structural 
parameters are not directly measured as in  ultrasonic, electromagnetic, thermography or radiation 
methods but can only be identified indirectly by solving an inverse problem:  When the structure’s 
response is given by measurements and the analytical model response is calculated via a damage model 
then the model parameters are calculated by minimizing the differences of the analytical and 
experimental responses, which  forms a highly non-linear and non- unique parameter identification 
problem. It is obvious that the success of such an approach depends on the accuracy of the model and its 
ability to describe the physical reality as close as possible.  
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However, a model based technique has the enormous advantage with respect to the final step of damage 
assessment: If identified correctly the model can be used to predict the structure’s remaining safety and 
service life.  
In [1] Fritzen gave an overview over present techniques of health monitoring of structures based on 
vibration test data covering model based as well as non-model based procedures.  In the present paper we 
concentrate on our experience with procedures based on computational updating of damage parameters 
related to a user defined finite element model. The classical procedure for damage assessment based on 
model updating comprises the following steps: (1)  Generation of a finite element (FE) model for the 
undamaged structure (called state 0) which contains all the physical stiffness and mass parameters (and 
maybe the damping parameters) necessary to describe the static and dynamic behavior.  (2) Experimental 
analysis of the structure in state 0.  (3) Updating (calibrating) the physical parameters of the FE model in 
state 0 by minimizing an objective function which contains the differences between analytical predictions 
and experimental results. This updated model presents the reference model used later in the possibly 
damaged state 1. (4) Experimental analysis of the structure in state 1. (5) Updating the parameters of the 
reference which is based on the calibrated model of state 0 and which might be supplemented by special 
damage elements and their related parameters. Comparing the parameter changes between the reference 
state 0 and the updated state 1 model should indicate not only the location but also the type and the extent 
of the damage.  
The updating parameters of the state 0  reference model play the role of compensating the general 
modelling uncertainties which should be the same for the state 1 model and  should therefore not be 
included in the parameter set for the state 1 model which differs from the state 0 model  only with respect 
to the damage parameters. In order to enforce the equality of these general uncertainty parameters we 
have introduced  a new technique of localizing and quantifying the damage parameters by using the test 
data and the models of the damaged (state 1) and the undamaged structure (state 0) simultaneously 
(“multi model updating”) which is regarded as an attempt to reduce the effects of the unavoidable non- 
uniqueness of structural damage models. 
Time domain response data from impact tests carry high frequency information which usually is lost 
when experimental modal data are utilized for damage identification. Even so very little literature was 
found addressing the utilization of experimental time histories in conjunction with model updating 
although it is well known that time histories are sensitive to damage even if the damage is local [3]. In 
ref.[4]  time histories in conjunction with a state observer have been used for model parameter updating. 
In ref.[5] the inverse sensitivity approach was proposed using directly measured time histories due to 
impact, sine and random excitation. The analytical sensitivities and time histories were calculated by 
classical numerical integration. In the present paper we have investigated the potential of using time 
history data obtained from impact hammer excitation like that traditionally used in experimental modal 
analysis for estimating experimental frequency response functions (FRFs). The experimental time 
histories are then calculated by inverse Fourier transformation whereas the analytical time histories and 
sensitivities are calculated by exact numerical integration.   
An example for identifying the damage of the adhesive layer of a composite beam is presented in this 
paper.  

2 Theoretical Background of Model Parameter Updating 

2.1    Basic Principle 

The most important and most widely used technique for parameter updating is the inverse sensitivity 
approach which is shortly recalled in the following for completeness [6]-[8]. The parameter estimation 
starts from defining a residual which contains the differences between the analytical and measured 
quantities. If vm is a vector containing the measured values and v(p) is the corresponding analytical 
vector which is a function of the parameters p to be updated, the error can be assembled in the residual 
vector εw which can be weighted by a user defined diagonal  weighting matrix Wv according to 
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 w m ( )v= −W v v pε ε = , (1) 

 

where  m m,rawvv W v=  and raw( ) ( )vv p W v p= represent the weighted test data and the corresponding 
weighted analytical response which is a function of the unknown parameter vector p. When applying the 
method of weighted least squares the minimisation of the objective function 
 

 w w minTJ = →ε ε  (2) 

 
permits to estimate the correction parameter vector p. The solution of the minimisation problem (2) 
usually leads to a nonlinear set of equations because v(p) is in general nonlinearly dependent on the 
estimation parameters. In practical applications the nonlinear optimisation problem is solved by 
expanding the model vector in a Taylor series so that the objective function can be minimized iteratively. 
The linearized Taylor series truncated after the linear term is given by 
 

 ( ) = + Δv p v G p , (3) 

 
where vℓ  represents the weighted model vector at the linearization point denoted by the index ℓ, Gℓ = ∂vℓ 
/∂Δpℓ is the weighted sensitivity matrix of the size (m,np) ( m = no. of  measurements,  np = no. of 
updating parameters) and    Δpℓ = p - pℓ represents the vector of the parameter changes. Equation (3) 
introduced in equation (2) yields the linearized and weighted residual 
 

 ( )m= − − Δv v G pε . (4) 

 
The vector rℓ = vm – vℓ  represents the  differences of the weighted test data and the weighted model 
response at the linearization point which represents the actual iteration step in the numerical 
implementation of the procedure. 
    In ref.[8] we have described advantages and disadvantages of different residuals, like the differences 
of natural frequencies, mode shapes or frequency response functions, which are suitable for  parameter 
estimation. If the objective function TJ = ε ε  is extended by adding a  regularization term, Wp , in order 
to improve the robustness of the parameter estimation, ext T T

pJ + Δ Δp W p= ε ε , the condition 
/ 0extJ∂ ∂Δ =p  yields a linear set of equations for estimating the parameter changes Δp  at each 

linearization point ℓ (iteration step): 
 

 ( )T T
p+ Δ =G G W p G r . (5) 

 
For Wp = 0 eq.(5) represents the standard weighted least squares problem. The final updated parameters 
are obtained by summing the parameter changes according to   
 

 
L

= Δ∑p p , (6) 

where L is the number of iteration steps. 
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2.2   Multi- model updating 

The multi- model updating technique presented in [2] is based on updating the parameters related not 
only to the initial undamaged (state 0) model but also to the damaged (state 1) model simultaneously by 
permitting selected parameters for the state 0 and state 1 model to be equal, i.e. by introducing equality 
constraints. This makes sense in cases where there is no evidence for parameters of the two stages to be 
different like the parameters related to the general modelling uncertainties whereas the parameters related 
to the damage are different for the two stages.  Combining eq.(4) for each stage in one matrix equation 
and assembling the common parameters of the two stages in the vector Δp and the remaining parameters 
of stages 0 and 1 in the vectors 0Δp  and  1Δp , respectively,  results in  
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m com

m com

Δ
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p
v v 0 G G

p
ε

ε
ε

. (7) 

Equalizing all the parameters common to states 0 and 1 and disregarding the others is equivalent to the 
multi-model updating procedure described in ref.[9] and implemented in the commercial software 
FEMtools® [10]. Eq.(7) has the same structure as that of eq.(4), ( )= − Δr G pε , and thus the numerical 
minimization  procedure as sketched in eqs.(5) and (6) is the same except that the size of the residual 
vector ε  has doubled and that the parameter changes 0Δp  and 1Δp  are calculated simultaneously for 
state 0 und state 1.  

2.3  Residuals and Sensitivities 

Many kinds of residuals like natural frequencies, modes, frequency response functions or static response 
data have been investigated and successfully applied for model parameter updating. In damage 
assessment it is well known that low frequency vibration test data or static response data are not very 
well suited for detecting and quantifying localized small size damage unless high spatial resolution of the 
response data is available. Response data acquired with scanning laser vibrometers permit to extract 
mode shapes with high spatial resolution. Most experience in model updating exists with residuals 
formed by natural frequencies and mode shapes. In this case the analytical natural frequencies, ω, and 
mode shapes, φ, and their sensitivities are calculated from the undamped equation of motion 

2( )ω− +M K 0ϕ =  where M and K denote the mass and stiffness matrix of the finite element model or 
by complex modal data obtained from the damped eigenvalue problem 2( )λ λ+ +M C K ψ 0=  in the case 
of non- proportional damping [11] where C denotes a non- proportional damping matrix. In the case of 
frequency response residuals the analytical frequency response vj is calculated from the finite element 
model by  
 

  1 1[ ... ... ] [ ... ... ]j J j J=v v v H f f f  (8) 

 
1−=H Z represents the frequency response matrix which is the inverse of the dynamic stiffness 

matrix 2 iω ω= − + +Z M C K , where ω  represents the excitation frequency and f the load vector. The 
sensitivity matrix is calculated by differentiating the dynamic equilibrium equation, ( )j k jp= Δf Z v , with 
respect to the parameters assumed to represent the damage and with respect to any other modelling 
parameter assumed to be uncertain, which results in  
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 [... / ...] [ (... / ...) ]k kp p= ∂ ∂Δ = − ∂ ∂ΔG v H Z v . (9) 

 
It is well known that the error of this first order approximation is sensitive if the excitation frequencies 
are taken around the resonances so that this type of residual is not the best choice. In principle it is also 
possible to use time domain response in the residual. Very little literature is available in this area 
althought it is well known that time histories are sensitive to damage even if the damage is local [3]. 
Ref.[4] is one of the few references the authors have found where time histories in conjunction with a 
state observer have been used for model parameter updating. In ref.[5] the inverse sensitivity approach 
was proposed using directly measured time histories due to impact, sine and random excitation.  In the 
present paper we have investigated the potential of using time history data obtained from impact hammer 
excitation like that traditionally used in experimental modal analysis for estimating experimental 
frequency response functions (FRFs).  The experimental time histories are then calculated from the 
experimental FRFs by inverse Fourier transformation whereas the analytical time histories and 
sensitivities are calculated by exact numerical integration.   
The response residual to be used in eq.(7) contains the differences of the measured and the analytical 
time histories in the form 

 ( ) ( ) ( )meas
n r n r n rr t u t u t= −  (10) 

 
where n = 1,... no. of measured DOFs and  r = 1,...no. of time steps. In order to benefit from the 
advantages of existing signal analysis techniques concerning noise suppression it is not advisable to 
utilise raw time histories but rather transform the estimated FRFs back to the time domain by the inverse 
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). This approach is equivalent to that applied in many modal extraction 
methods like the complex exponential method [12]. In this paper we used the analytical inverse Fourier 
Transform to calculate the time histories only for the experimental FRFs by 
 

 ( ) [ ( )cos ( )sin ]re im
n r n i i r n i i r

i
u t u t u tω ω ω ω= −∑  (11) 

where n = 1,... no. of measured DOFs, iω = frequency at spectral line i = 1,... no. of lines and  r = 1,... no. 
of time points. The complex frequency response ( ) ( ) ( ),re im

n i n i n iu j u juω ω ω= + ( 1)j = − , due to an 
artificial (not measured) impact force at DOF no. k is calculated from the the experimental FRFs, meas

nkH ,  
by   

 ( ) ( ) ( )meas meas
n i nk i k iu j H j F jω ω ω=  (12)    

 

( )k iF jω represents the analytical Fourier Transform of the artificial impact applied at DOF k. For 
example, if a half-sine impact, 

 0 0 0

0

( ) sin( / ) if
( ) 0 if

k kF t F t T t T
F t t T

π= ≤ ⎫
⎬= > ⎭

  (13a) 

 
of duration T0 and amplitude F0k is used,  the analytical FT is given by  
 

 0( ) ( ) ( ) (1 cos ) ( sin )
re im

k k

re im
k i k i k i i i

F F

F j F jF a T j a Tω ω ω ω ω= + = + + −  (13b) 

with  2 2 2
0 0 0( ) /[ ( / )]i k ia F T Tω π ω π= − + , 
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which shows the decay of the FT overω . This permits the user to control the influence of the higher 
frequencies in the time histories by appropriate choice of the impact duration T0.  Looking at eqs.(11) 
and (12) it is obvious that the time histories do not contain any other information than that included in the 
FRFs. However, from a numerical point of view it was found that the summation over all the frequencies 
in eq.(11) and the modulation of the FRFs with the harmonic functions avoids the negative effect of the 
sharp resonance peaks  when calculating the FRF response sensitivities. It should be noted that the 
number of time steps in the residual of eq.(10) can be chosen to be much smaller than the number of 
frequency points. For calculating the analytical response in eq.(10) we did not use the inverse FT 
approach but used direct numerical integration of the equation of motion by modal superposition,   

 ( ) ( )n nr rr
u t q tϕ=∑  , r = 1,…no. of effective modes,   (14a) 

where the modal response ( )rq t was calculated by exact analytical integration of the modal equation of 
motion ,  

 22 ( ) ( ) /T
r r r r r r kr k rq q q t F tω ξ ω ϕ μ+ + = , (14b) 

 with rω = natural frequency, rμ = modal mass,   rξ = modal damping and ( )kF t = half sine pulse 
according to eq.(13a)  applied at DOF k. 
To calculate the sensitivities of the time histories with respect to the parameter changes we used the finite 
difference approach by 
 

 ( ) [ ( , ) ( , )] /na r n r a eps n r a epsG t u t p p u t p p= + −  (15) 

 
(n = 1,... no. of measured DOFs, a = 1,... no. of parameters and  r = 1,... no. of time points). The choice of 
the parameter change value peps permits to cover larger parameter changes than the analytical 
formulation. 
In the applications presented later we have parameterized the dynamic system matrix in the linearized 
form 

 1 ,
1

np
sub

a a
a

p+
=

= + Δ∑Z Z Z  (16) 

where ℓ represents the  linearization point (equivalent to the iteration step in the numerical 
implementation). np is the number of updating parameters and sub

aZ represents the a-th substructure (also 
called the correction substructure) of the initial finite element model assumed to be affected by stiffness 
mass or damping modifications. sub sub

a aZ K if the substructure is related to stiffness, sub sub
a aZ M  if 

related to mass  and sub sub
a aZ C  if related to damping.   ,apΔ are the  parameter changes assigned to these 

substructures. With this parameterization the sensitivity of the stiffness matrix in eq.(9) is given by  the 
constant submatrix   sub

aZ : 

 

 ,/ sub
a ap∂ ∂Δ =Z Z   . (17) 
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3 Applications 

3.1  Identification of damage in an adhesive layer of a sandwich beam  

For the purpose of comparing different damage identification techniques we designed a 90 cm long 
layered test beam. The beam was composed of two thin aluminium face sheets (thickness 1 mm) and an 
adhesive layer (mean thickness 1.23 mm) as shown in Fig.1. During the fabrication the adhesive layer 
was put on manually which caused a considerable variation of the thickness of the layer over the beam 
length.  
The finite element model of the beam consisted of 90 Bernoulli beam elements for each face sheet. The 
beam nodes were modelled with an offset of half the beam thickness (0.5 mm). The adhesive layer was 
modelled with 90   12-DOF membrane plate elements (2 translational and one rotational DOF per node). 
Details of the element properties which are similar to those of the NASTRAN® Element QUADR can be 
found in [13]. 
The nominal static shear modulus of the adhesive,  Sikaflex® - 252,  was   G = 0.8*106 N/m2 . This value 
was calibrated by a factor of 3.1 in order to match the measured fundamental frequency of the 
undamaged beam. Assuming an isotropic material behaviour and with Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.33, taken 
from the data sheet the corresponding Young’s modulus is given by the relation E= 2G(1+ ν).  The 
damage (state 1) was generated by removing the adhesive over a length of 10 cm (i.e. 11% of the overall 
beam length)  between the nodes at 30 cm and  40 cm (see Fig.1(a) ).  
Vibration tests.  The beam in its initial as well as in its damaged state was excited by an electro dynamic 
exciter in free/free boundary conditions using a pseudo random excitation force up to 500 Hz which was 
applied at about the quarter point of the beam as shown in Fig.1(d).  In order to get high resolution mode 
shapes a Polytec® laser vibrometer, Fig.1(b), was used for scanning the beam at every centimetre which 
permitted to acquire 86 frequency response functions. IDEAS® modal analysis software was 
subsequently used to extract 10 natural frequencies and modes.  
In table 1 the natural frequencies are compared for the initial analysis model and the experimental states 
0 and 1 before and after damage. The second last row of table 1 shows the deviation of the experimental 
frequencies between the two states. The comparison shows significant deviations not only of the 
experimental frequencies (up to  -11.27 %) but also of the modes in the last row of table 1 ( worst is 
MAC= 81.8 % for mode 3) between the damaged and the undamaged state.  
 
Parameter updating using modal residuals. In ref.[2] we reported about identifying the damage 
parameters using the experimental modal data of table 1 together with the experimental modes extracted 
at 86 measurement DOFs by computational parameter updating.  In order to optimize the state 0 and state 
1 models the parameter set related to the 7 substructures shown in Fig.1(d) was defined by a best 
subspace selection technique (based on refs. [14] and [15]). This analysis confirmed substructure no. 3 to 
be most affected by damage. Substructures 1 and 7 were assembled by 20 membrane elements the others 
by 10 elements. Stiffness changes of the adhesive layer over the length of the beam had be expected due 
to the variation of the layer thickness. Table 2 taken from ref.[2] shows the stiffness parameter changes 
after numerical updating using modal residuals. The two states were updated simultaneously . The 
parameters 1,2, 4, 5, 6 and  7 which are common parameters of the structure in states 0 and 1 were 
constrained to be equal. These parameters do not reflect damage but  play the role of compensating the 
effects of general modelling uncertainties (non- damage parameters).  
In particular damage parameter no. 3 was reduced to -100% which indicates a complete removal of the 
adhesive layer  which is in agreement with the reality.  
In the following we present the results of using time histories for damage identification which are 
expected to yield the same (or at least nearly the same) results as in table 2 . 
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mode no. 1          2         3           4           5            6            7            8           9            10         11 

Initial  analyt.  Hz 20.52   46.12  73.36   102.48  136.66   175.58   217.16    257.11    299.46     352.40   414.48 

state 0   Hz 21.86   46.56  73.18   101.87  137.72   178.56    ----        262.38    306.13     359.70   423.66 

state 1   Hz 23.13   42.37  64.93    99.81   126.88   172.19    ----        248.47    292.74     345.17   413.46 

state 1/0   % dev.   5.81   -9.00  -11.27    -2.02     -7.87    -3.57      ----          -5.30     -4.37        -4.04      -2.41 

MAC %  state 1/0  99.0     89.2    81.8      97.6      93.5       97.7       ----         91.3       96.3         95.3       96.2 

Table 1:  Natural frequencies of initial analytical model and test states 0 and 1 and MAC values 
 related to test states 0 and 1 

 
 
 

                            
parameter    1                2                 3                4                5                6                7 

state 0 28.38        -14.99        -10.08         11.57         17.83        -20.32         14.90 

state 1 28.38        -14.99        -99.90         11.57         17.83        -20.32         14.90 

Table 2:   Parameter changes [%] with respect to initial model using modal residuals 
 

 

3.2 Application of time histories for damage identification                 

We will now show the identification results by minimizing the residuals of the test-analysis time 
histories. The residuals were formed by the time history differences taken at 5 DOFs (in the middle, at  
the ends and at the quarter points of the beam) at 40 time points. The order of the residual vectors in 
eq.(7) is thus 5x40 = 200 for each state. 
The experimental time histories obtained by inverse Fourier transformation and the time histories of the 
initial analytical model before updating are shown for two DOFs in figure 2 (The time points used in the 
residuals are marked with stars in fig.2). The analytical time histories  were calculated for a half sine 
impulse force of 0,005 sec duration  by exact time integration. The updating parameters used for time 
history updating were the same as those for modal residual updating reported in ref.[2]. The initial 
analysis model was also kept the same except for the modal damping values which were taken from 
experimental modal analysis for the two states. Also parameters 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and  7 which are common 
parameters of the structure in states 0 and 1 were constrained to be equal. These parameters do not reflect 
damage but play the role of compensating the effects of general modelling uncertainties.  
The time history based algorithm was first checked with simulated test response. The same model and 
the same parameterisation were used so that the response differences were only caused by the differences 
of the parameter values. In this (unrealistic) ideal case the target parameter values were found after a few 
(about 6) iteration steps. The parameters  could be identified exactly either by updating each model alone 
or by updating the state 0 and state 1 parameters simultaneously acc. to eq.(7).  
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                    (c) Cross section     
 
                 

          

 
(b)  Laser scanning vibrometer pointing at beam 
hanging in cords  in  free/free  test condition  
 

 
 

 
   param.  
    Set:                1                  2          3           4           5          6                7         

                                                                                               
(d) Finite element model and selected substructure sets for damage localization and updating 

 
Figure 1:     Sandwich beam test structure with adhesive layer 
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A comparison of the analytical time histories before updating and the experimental time histories is 
shown in fig. 2 and 3 for two selected DOFs for state 0 (undamaged) and state 1 (damaged), respectively. 
The quality of the fit of the time histories to the experimental time histories is measured by an index 
which we called the COTAC index (coordinate time assurance criterion) the definition of which is 
equivalent to the COMAC index (coordinate modal assurance criterion) which normally is used as a 
correlation index in experimental modal analysis [12] to check the correlation of the experimental and 
analytical  mode shapes at the measured DOFs. In this study the index is defined by  
 

 

2
, ,

, , , ,

( )
100[%]

meas ana
n r n r

r
n meas meas ana ana

n r n r n r n r
r r

u u
COTAC

u u u u
=

∑
∑ ∑

 (18) 

 

where ,
,

meas ana
n ru  denotes the measured and analytical time response history at DOF n at time point r (in 

the present application we use accelerations). In case of a perfect fit this value equals to 100%. The 
comparison of the state 0 histories in fig.2 shows quite a close agreement between test and analysis 
reflected by COTAC- values better than 95% whereas the comparison of the state 1 time histories in fig.3 
show quite large differences reflected by COTAC- values around 30%. 

   
 

analytical before updating (___) ,     experimental (***) 
                                                       

Figure 2:   State 0, time histories before updating  
 

 
  

analytical before updating (___) ,      experimental (***) 
 

Figure 3:    State 1,  time histories before updating  
 

 
Fig.4 (for state 0) and fig.6 (for state 1) show the evolution of the parameter update over the iteration 
steps which was found to be  similar to that of the modal residual updating in ref.[2].  In particular the 
damage parameter p3 in fig.6 converges to -100% indicating the complete removal of the adhesive layer 
which is in agreement with the reality. 
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The identified parameters are compared in table 3 with the parameters of table 2 obtained from modal 
residual updating. Some of the non- damage parameters (p1, p2 and p4-p7) do not match the parameters 
obtained from modal residual updating as can be seen by comparing rows 1 and 2 for state 0 and rows 3 
and 4 for state 1  whereas the value for the damage parameter p3 was the same (-99,9% in row 3 and 4). 
This means that the systematic errors did not prevent the correct identification of the damage parameter.  
Fig.5 (for state 0) and fig.7 (for state 1)  give an impression about the improvement of the time history fit 
at  iteration end for two measured DOFs. The improvement of the fit for state 0 in fig.5 is not as 
pronounced as that for the damaged state 1 in fig.7 because the correlation of the time histories in state 0 
were already quite good before updating. However,  the comparison of  the time history curves of state 1 
before and after updating  in figs.3 and 7 shows the big improvement of the curve fit. 
                           
 Parameter number:    1            2             3            4            5            6            7 

1  state 0 from modal updating table 2 28.38    -14.99    -10.08     11.57     17.83    -20.32     14.90 

2  state 0 from time history updating 12.89       2.22    -38.67      4.60      24.29    -24.21     16.31 

3  state 1 from modal updating table 2 28.38    -14.99    -99.90     11.57     17.83    -20.32     14.90 

4  state 1 from time history updating 12.89       2.22    -99.90       4.60      24.29    -24.21     16.31 

Table 3:   Parameter changes [%] with respect to initial model 

 
 

(a) parameter changes                                        (b) COTAC – values 
 

Figure 4:    State 0,  evolution of parameter updating over iteration steps 
 
 

 
 

analytical after updating (___) ,      experimental (***) 
 

Figure 5:    State 0,  time histories after updating  
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(a) parameter changes                                        (b) COTAC – values 
 

Figure 6:    State 1,  evolution of parameter updating over iteration steps 
 
 

 
 

analytical after updating (___) ,      experimental (***) 
 

Figure 7:    State 0,  time histories after updating  
 

 

4     Summary and conclusions 

In the paper we summarized the methodology of computational model updating for damage 
identification. In particular we described the multi-model updating technique which was used in 
conjunction with time history residuals. These data carry high frequency information which usually is 
lost when experimental modal data are utilized for damage identification. The modal data based 
technique as well as the time history based technique were used to identify the damage of a layered test 
beam which was composed of two thin aluminium face sheets and an adhesive layer. Local damage was 
manually introduced by removing the adhesive over about 10% of the length of the beam. For modal 
residual updating natural frequencies and experimental mode shapes with high spatial resolution at about 
86 DOFs were used. For the time history based updating the time histories of only 5 DOFs were 
necessary which were calculated by inverse Fourier transformation from 5 measured FRFs.  The damage 
could be identified clearly and compared well with the results obtained from modal residual updating.  

p3 
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Damage detection of shear connectors in composite bridges
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Abstract
Within the frame of this paper, the occurrence of damage in shear studs is studied by numerical analysis.
In the numerical model of a real composite bridge, headed shear studs are represented by non-linear spring
elements. A damage indicator based on the local modal curvature and the wavelet transform modulus maxima
is proposed for stud damage identification. The efficiency ofthe damage indicator is investigated by means
of numerical simulations where different levels of damage are introduced by decreasing the stiffness of the
non-linear spring. It is verified that the proposed damage index can not only be used to locate but also to give
a quantitative analysis of the damage.

1 Introduction

Steel-concrete composite bridges are an important alternative to concrete bridges due to considerable ad-
vantages regarding the design, construction, durability and costs. They have been more and more exploited
in new lines of high-speed railway network [1]. The integrity of composite bridges is commonly realized
by headed shear studs which are used to resist longitudinal shear forces at the interface of steel girder and
concrete slab. Due to the growth of traffic and increase in train speed, these studs are subjected to high-cycle
fatigue loading which may lead to damage, thus affecting theintegrity between the steel girder and con-
crete slab and reducing the load carrying capacity of the bridge [2]. Since studs are inaccessible for direct
inspections, it is very meaningful to develop a non-destructive damage detection method for shear studs.

In recent years, vibration-based damage detection methodsare widely applied to detect damage in civil
engineering. It refers to the use of in situ non-destructivesensing and analysis of system characteristics.
Where damage occurs in the structure, the modal parameters such as eigenfrequencies, mode shapes, and
damping ratios are affected. Thus, damage can be detected bycomparing the modal parameters of the
original undamaged structure to those of the damaged structure [3, 4, 5]. The developed damage indexes
include natural frequency, mode shape, mode shape curvature, modal flexibility, and modal strain energy [6].
However, there are few cases of applying damage detection method to shear connectors in the literature.

Recent research on the numerical modeling of shear connectors, provides new approach for predicting struc-
tural behavior of the stud. Baskar [7] studied the finite element modeling and nonlinear analysis of composite
plate girders under shear loading. The girder was modeled with a small gap between the top flange of the
steel girder and the deck slab in order to control the shear stud parameter. Shear studs were represented by
beam elements to connect the top flange of steel girder and theconcrete deck slab. Results obtained from the
FE analysis were compared with experimental results. The comparison showed that the proposed nonlinear
FE model is capable of predicting the ultimate load behaviorof steel-concrete composite plate girder with an
acceptable accuracy. Queiroza [8] proposed using nonlinear springs element to represent the shear connec-
tors in composite bridge. For this study, a three-dimensional finite element model of composite beams was
constructed with ANSYS. The reliability of the model was demonstrated by comparisons with experiments
and with alternative numerical analyses. The accuracy and simplicity of the proposed model made it suitable
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to predict and/or complement experimental investigations.

In the last decade, wavelet theory has been applied for damage detection and structural health monitoring
[9]. It is proved that the structural response is represented by the position and the wavelet transform modulus
maxima (WTMM). There is a corresponding relation exists between the singularities of a signal and the
WTMM, which provides effective tools for detecting damages[10]. Sun [11] applied the WTMM method
to detect abrupt changes in the vibration signals obtained from operating bearings being monitored. Li [12]
explored the combination method of empirical mode decomposition and the WTMM for the detection of
changes in the structural response data. Khatam [13] analysed the harmonic displacement response of a
beam by wavelet analysis for damage detection. The locationof damages and defects can be identified by
sudden changes in the spatial variation of transformed response.

This paper focuses on the stud damage identification in composite structures. The occurrence of damage
in studs is studied by numerical analysis. In the numerical model of a real composite bridge, headed shear
studs are represented by non-linear spring elements. A damage detection method is proposed and validated.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents thenumerical model developed for a composite
bridge. Emphasis has been given on the numerical modeling ofthe shear stud. In section 3, different levels
of damage are introduced to the stud by decreasing the stiffness of the spring element. A damage indicator
based on the local modal curvature and the WTMM is proposed toassess damage.

2 Numerical model

The Sesia viaduct, located on the new Italian high-speed line between Torino and Milano, is a composite
railway bridge by 7 spans, of 46 m, and has a total length of 322m. Each simply supported span consists of
a girder of the same double box cross section (Figure 1). The bottom steel box is composed by three webs
and lower flanges. The concrete slab has a width of 13.6 m, a thickness of 0.4 m, and is connected to the
steel girder by studs with a diameter of 25 mm.

Figure 1: Cross section of the Sesia viaduct.

The in situ dynamic experiments are conducted on Sesia viaduct [14]. A modal model of the bridge is
identified using stochastic subspace identification [15]. From the modal analysis of ambient vibration data,
the first and the second bending mode, as well as the first and the second torsional mode are extracted (Figure
2).

A numerical model is developed in ANSYS and tuned according to the modal properties derived from am-
bient vibration data [14]. The main finite element types considered in the model are as follows: The steel
girder is represented by SHELL63 element, the concrete slabis modeled with SOLID45 element, and non-
linear spring element COMBIN39 is chosen to represent the headed shear stud. The corresponding nodes
of the concrete slab and steel girder are connected by nonlinear spring elements in the longitudinal direction
and coupled in the other directions (Figure 3) [8]. The characteristic of the spring element is defined by
load-slip curves obtained from stud push-out tests [17].
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Figure 2: Identified mode shapes of numerical model (a) first vertical bending mode at 4.14Hz (b) first
torsional mode at 9.00Hz (c) second vertical bending mode at 10.44Hz (d) second torsional mode at 14.28
Hz.

Steel beam

Stud

Concrete slab

Figure 3: Representation of shear stud.

The calculated eigenfrequencies of the numerical model arecompared to the identified frequencies from the
ambient vibration data (Table 1). A good correspondence between the calculated and measured results is
observed. This numerical model is subsequently used for stud damage identification.

Mode Frequency [Hz]
calculation experiment

First vertical bending mode 4.15 4.14
First torsional mode 9.01 9.00

Second vertical bending mode 10.27 10.44
Second torsional mode 14.56 14.28

Table 1: Comparison of eigenfrequencies between numericalcalculation and experiments.

3 Stud damage identification

The aim is to find a damage index that is sensitive to the damageoccurred in shear stud. For this purpose,
the validated numerical model of Sesia viaduct is adopted. Different levels of damage are introduced to
the stud by decreasing the spring stiffness. Both single andmultiple studs damage are studied for damage
identification.
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3.1 Detection of damage in a single stud

Three different damage levels are introduced to one stud (Figure 4) by a spring stiffness loss of 100%, 75%
and 50%.

A

B

C

4010 20 30 50

Damaged stud

Stud  number

Figure 4: Location of the damaged stud.

The global vibration properties are compared between the intact and damaged states. For the Sesia viaduct,
four modes are clearly extracted from the experiments. Therefore, in the numerical study the modal prop-
erties of these four modes are compared between the intact and damaged states. The natural frequencies
among different damage states are exactly the same value andcan not give any indication of the damage
location. The modal assurance criterion (MAC) values of displacement mode shapes are 1.00 between the
intact and different damaged states. This is expected because stud damage is a very local phenomenon while
lower modes represent the global structural dynamic characteristics. Both comparisons indicate that global
damage detection methods are not appropriate for stud damage detection.

The headed shear stud resists the longitudinal shear forcesat the interface of steel girder and concrete slab.
If damage occurs in the stud, it leads to a relative change of axial strain between the corresponding nodes on
the concrete slab and steel girder (Figure 5), which will increase the magnitude of the local modal curvature
at the damaged point. This is confirmed by numerical modal analysis. Figure 6 shows axial strain of the
second bending mode of the flange elements, which are connected to the concrete slab by studs, both under
the intact and damaged state. It is clearly observed that under the damaged state, there is a discontinuity of
modal strain at element 39.

Centroid

composite

g

S

g`

g
S

S̀

Z

Figure 5: Strain comparison between intact (solid line) anddamaged state (dash line).

Therefore a damage index is proposed as:

κ =
εs − εg
zsg

(1)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The axial strain of the second bending mode (a) intact state (b) damaged state (stud stiffness loss
of 100%).

whereεs andεg represents modal strain of the points corresponding to the stud position on concrete slab and
flange respectively.zsg is the vertical distance between the two measurement points. By the use of optical
fiber strain sensors it is possible to accurately measure themodal strain and to identify the modal curvatures
[18]. These sensors measure the relative displacement between two points, the modal strain can be calculated
by:

ε =
∆u
∆x

(2)

where∆u and∆x are the difference of axial modal displacement and axial distance between two neighboring
nodes. To use the proposed damage index in practice, the optical fiber strain sensors should be attached to
the corresponding points of the monitored stud both on the surface of the concrete slab and on the flange.

In this study, both the first and the second bending modal curvature obtained from numerical analysis are
studied. Measurement noise is accounted for in the simulation results as random errors up to 5% in the modal
curvatures. Figures 7 and 8 compare the first and the second bending modal curvature between the intact and
damaged state (stud stiffness loss of 100%). For both cases,there is a discontinuity around stud 40 which
indicates the occurrence of damage. It is also observed thatthe second bending modal curvature is more
sensitive to the damage in this case. Therefore the second bending modal curvature is adopted for further
study.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the first bending modal curvature between the intact (solid line) and the damaged
state (dash line) (a) without noise (b) with 5% noise .

Denoting the change of modal curvature as:

f(x) = κd(x)− κi(x) (3)
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Figure 8: Comparison of the second bending modal curvature between the intact (solid line) and damaged
state (dash line) (a) without noise (b) with 5% noise .

whereκd(x) is the modal curvature under the damaged state andκi(x) is the modal curvature under the
intact state.

Figure 9 presents signal f(x) derived from the second bending modal curvature with and without noise, the
singularity point of the signal corresponds to the locationof the damaged stud. Hence the stud damage
detection can be realized by identifying the singularity point of signal f(x).
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Figure 9: Signal f(x) with stud stiffness loss of 100% (a) without noise (b) with 5% noise .

In the field of signal processing, the WTMM method is often used to detect signal singularities. The theory
is that the most important information of a signal is carriedby the position and the value of the local modulus
maximal of the wavelet transform. The procedure for calculating the WTMM is as follows [19]:

1. Assumeθ(x) is a smooth function, whose integral is non-zero, that is:∫ ∞

−∞
θ(x)dx = 1 and θ(x) = o(

1
1 + x2

) (4)

Let the wavelet functionψ(x) be the first derivative of the smooth functionθ(x):

ψ(x) = dθ(x)/dx (5)

2. The continuous wavelet transformWsf(x) of signal f(x) with respect to waveletψ(x) is defined by
convolution as:
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Wsf(x) =
1
s

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x)ψ∗(

x− u

s
)dx (6)

wheres > 0, u ∈ R. s denotes the scale factor and b is position of the data series. ψ∗(x−u
s ) are generated

by a mother waveletψ(x).

3. The wavelet transform modulus can be obtained by:

|Wsf(x)| = |1
s

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x)ψ∗(

x− u

s
)dx| (7)

The definition of the wavelet transform modulus maximal is given as follows:

At scales0, we call the point (s0,x0) as the local modulus maximal, if for all points belong to either the right
or the left neighborhood oft0, |Ws0f(x)| ≤ |Ws0f(x0)|. The modulus maximal line consists of the points
that are local maximal.

Based on that, the WTMM method is applied to the change of the second bending modal curvaturef(x). A
Gaussian function with standard deviationσ = 1 is chosen as the smooth functionθ(x):

θ(x) =
1√
2π
e−

x2

2 (8)

Figures 10a, 11a and 12a present the computed WTMM of signalf(x) at scale 1/4 without noise under
different damaged states, with stud stiffness loss of 100%,75% and 50% respectively. For all damaged
states, the singularity point is clearly identified at stud 39, which is exactly the damaged one. It is also
observed that with the damage severity increasing, the WTMM, as it is related to the signal’s singularities
range, increases as well. Therefore damage level can be determined by a relative value of the WTMM.

Figures 10b, 11b, 12b show the computed WTMM of signalf(x) at scale 1/4 with 5% noise under different
damaged states. A better result is obtained for the damaged states with stud stiffness loss of 100% and 75%.
However, due to the presence of the noise, the damage can not be clearly identified when the stud stiffness is
reduced to 50%, which indicates that in practice it is difficult to detect stud damage with a stiffness loss less
than 50%.
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Figure 10: Computed wavelet transform modulus maxima with stud stiffness loss of 100% (a) without noise
(b) with 5% noise.

3.2 Multiple damages detection

The numerical finite model of the bridge with multiple studs damage is studied in this subsection. The
damaged studs are chosen randomly as shown in figure 13.
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Figure 11: Computed wavelet transform modulus maxima with stud stiffness loss of 75% (a) without noise
(b) with 5% noise.
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Figure 12: Computed wavelet transform modulus maxima with stud stiffness loss of 50% (a) without noise
(b) with 5% noise.
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Figure 13: Location of the damaged studs.

Figures 14 and 15 compare the first and the second bending modal curvature between the intact and damaged
state (stud stiffness loss of 100%). Singularities appear around stud 10, 25 and 50. The WTMM method is
applied to the change of the second bending modal curvaturef(x) (Figure 16) since it is more sensitive to
the damage in this case.

Figures 17, 18 and 19 present the signal analyzed by wavelet transform under different damaged states with
and without noise. The same conclusion can be drawn, that forall the damaged states without noise, the
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Figure 14: Comparison of the first bending modal curvature between the intact (solid line) and damaged state
(dash line) (a) without noise (b) with 5% noise .
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Figure 15: Comparison of the second bending modal curvaturebetween the intact (solid line) and damaged
state (dash line) (a) without noise (b) with 5% noise .

damages are clearly identified at stud 10, 24 and 51, which areexactly the expected. For the noisy damaged
states, it is difficult to detect the damage when stud stiffness loss is less than 50%.
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Figure 16: Signal f(x) with studs stiffness loss of 100% (a) without noise (b) with 5% noise .
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Figure 17: Computed wavelet transform modulus maxima with studs stiffness loss of 100% (a) without noise
(b) with 5% noise.
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Figure 18: Computed wavelet transform modulus maxima with studs stiffness loss of 75% (a) without noise
(b) with 5% noise.
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Figure 19: Computed wavelet transform modulus maxima with studs stiffness loss of 50% (a) without noise
(b) with 5% noise.

4 Conclusions

A non-destructive damage detection method based on the local modal curvature and the wavelet transform
modulus maxima is proposed. It is based that if damage occursin the stud, there is a relative change of
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axial strain between the corresponding points at the steel girder and concrete slab, this directly leads to the
singularity characteristics of the local modal curvature at the damaged point. The WTMM method is applied
to identify the singularity point of the signal in this study. The whole damage detection method is applied to
the numerical model of Sesia viaduct. In the numerical model, the studs are modeled by non-linear spring
element and different damage states are introduced by reducing the stud stiffness. This study provides the
way for the monitoring of stud in composite structures. The following conclusions are drawn:

1. The proposed local modal curvature damage index is able todetect the damage occurred in the stud. To
use this damage detection method in practice, the optical sensors can be put in the critical part of the bridge
to measure the axial strain on the surface of the slab and on the flange.

2. Wavelet transform modulus maxima can not only be used to locate but also can give a quantitative analysis
of the damage. With increasing damage severity, the value ofthe WTMM, related to the singularity of the
signal is found to increase. The calculated relationship between the damage severity and the WTMM can be
used as a database for assessment of stud damage in future health monitoring of the bridge. The proposed
damage detection method is therefore meaningful for the upcoming long-term health monitoring of Sesia
viaduct.
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Abstract 
The present addresses the problem of detecting damage on a multi-cracked reinforced concrete beam. The 
beam is subjected to a non-symmetrical increasing static load to introduce cracks, after each load step an 
experimental modal analysis is performed. The crack distribution of the beam is estimated by means of a 
model based damage detection method based on modal data. A crack is assumed to be directly related to a 
decrease of stiffness. Optimization is handled by a parallel genetic algorithm. Results show that parallel 
genetic algorithms give an important increase in performance compared to sequential genetic algorithms. 
Damage detected with this methodology has a good correspondence with the experimental damage patterns. 
 

1 Introduction 

The possibility of detecting structural damage in an early stage has generated a wide interest in the civil, 
mechanical and aerospace engineering fields. Many recent studies focus on the application of vibration-
based damage detection methods. While visual inspection fails to assess the damage at early stages, 
vibration measurements are sufficiently sensitive to detect damage even when it is situated in hidden or 
internal areas.  
Damage detection methods are classified according to the level of identification attempted [1]: 

• Level 1: Determining that damage is present in the structure; 
• Level 2: Determining the geometric location of the damage; 
• Level 3: Quantifying the severity of the damage; 
• Level 4: Predicting the remaining lifespan. 
 

Reaching levels 3 and 4 is one of the most challenging areas of damage assessment, for which only model-
based damage detection methods reach results. Model-based methods correlate a numerical model with 
experimental data from the structure. A set of variables is updated to obtain the minimum difference 
between the numerical and experimental models. Damaged is detected trough the comparison between the 
undamaged and damage state and it is modeled as a reduction of stiffness in an element of the structure. 
The selection of the objective function not only affects the interpretation of the best correlation, but also 
influences the convergence of the optimization procedure. Different objective functions have been 
reported. Salawu [2] reviews various damage detection methods through changes in frequencies. Despite 
that he emphasizes that damage detection using only natural frequencies is attractive since it is fast and 
economical, he concluded that it is not possible to locate and quantify correctly any damage situation by 
using only frequencies. Hence mode shape data is also necessary. Many studies have focused on damage 
detection using mode shapes and frequencies; Carden and Fanning [1] give an overview of some of them. 
The difference between experimental and numerical modes can be computed by the displacements 
difference [3], or by indicators as MAC [4] , COMAC [5] or SMAC [6]. Other objective functions that 
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make use of modal data are strain energy [7], modal flexibility [8] and residual forces [9]. The use of the 
Frequency Response Function (FRF) is also an alternative [10, 11]. The advantage is that no modal 
extraction is necessary, thus contamination of the data with modal extraction errors is avoided. Some 
disadvantages are that methods using FRF’s are rather unstable [12] and that the FRF can not be identified 
from output only modal analysis with ambient excitation, thus the excitation by an artificial force is 
always required. 
A major problem in damage detection is the high dependence on the initial searching point of conventional 
optimization methods. This causes non-uniqueness in the updated model. It seems, therefore, that further 
investigations are needed in order to implement a robust optimization approach to deal with this problem. 
Since John Holland's first developed the Genetic Algorithm (GA) in 1975, it has been increasingly 
introduced in diverse areas such as music generation, genetic synthesis, strategy planning, machine 
learning and damage detection [13]. GA is a global optimization method; it provides a robust search in the 
entire solution space reaching the global optimum. 
Conventional optimization techniques used in damage detection or model updating employed gradient 
based searching mechanisms. However, the ill-condition inverse problem leads to instabilities and the 
convergence is not always assured. According to Natke [14] the only solution to overcome ill-conditioning 
is by the regularization of the equations. Ahmadian et al. [15] present a detailed revision of regularization 
methods used in model updating; they address the problem of selecting the regularization parameters. The 
selection of the regularization parameters is very important; the speed of convergence and the quality of 
results strongly depends on them [16]. The ill-conditioning problem is avoided with GA’s since they do 
not solve an inverse problem.  
Genetic Algorithms are inherently slow when they work with complicated or time consuming objective 
functions. Parallel Genetic Algorithms (PGAs) solve this problem, they are particularly easy to implement 
and provide a superior numerical performance. PGAs, in addition to be faster than sequential GAs, lead to 
better results. According to Punch’s [17] research as the number of parallel populations is increased there 
is a super linear speedup in solution time. This indicates that there is not only a speedup from multiple 
processors, but there is also an increase in performance because of multiple populations. Therefore, many 
authors run PGAs in a single machine and still obtain better results than with sequential GAs [18]. 
This paper approaches the damage detection of a reinforced concrete beam. The beam is subjected to a non-
symmetrical increasing static load to introduce cracks, after each load step an experimental modal analysis 
is performed. The objective function is based on modal data; a damage penalization term is added to avoid 
false damage detection due to experimental noise or numerical errors [19]. A crack is assumed to be directly 
related to a decrease of stiffness in the structure, the stiffness reduction of each element is adjusted in an 
optimization procedure to fit the experimental data. The optimization is handled by means of a multiple 
population real-coded GA with a neighborhood migration topology. 

2 Parallel Genetic Algorithms 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a global searching process based on Darwin's principle of natural selection 
and evolution. Binary-coded GA’s were the first GA-methods to be introduced in damage detection [20, 
21]. Recently, there has been growing interest on implementing real-coded GA’s [22, 23], since they work 
better with continuous variables and require less storage than binary GA’s. The real-coded GA is 
inherently faster since decoding the binary variables before each evaluation is not necessary. In addition 
real-coded GA does not have a limited precision as binary-coded GA does; this allows a representation to 
the machine precision [24]. 
A sequential GA proceeds in an iterative manner using three main operations: selection, genetic operations 
and replacement. An initial population is created randomly; this population consists of a group of 
chromosomes. The term chromosome refers to a possible solution to the problem and is formed by a 
number of genes; each gene represents a variable of the problem. The initial population is passed through 
a selection process. This selection is based on the fitness of each individual. This means that chromosomes 
with a higher fitness have a higher probability to survive in the next generation. After the selection process, 
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the chromosomes are randomly paired and reproduced by means of the basic GA operators; crossover and 
mutation. As a result, new pairs of children are created. Crossover and mutation are applied randomly with a 
probability of pc and pm respectively. The simplest crossover is the single point crossover shown in Figure 1. The 
parents cross over genes at a randomly chosen point to form two children. Mutation avoids loosing potentially 
useful information. The mutation operation replaces a gene in a chromosome with one chosen randomly 
from the solution space, as is shown in Figure 1. After the process of selection, genetic operations and 
replacement, the new population is evaluated. This process is iterated for a number of generations until a 
convergence criterion is achieved. A correct selection of the GA operators and parameters is crucial as they 
affect the solution and the algorithm runtime [13]. However, there is no general rule to select them; the right 
decision depends on the number of genes, the objective function and the nature of the problem. 
 

 
Figure 1 Single Point Crossover and Mutation 

For each generation the fitness of the entire population is evaluated, as a consequence the objective 
function is called several times during the optimization. In the case of complicated and time consuming 
functions this process may require high computational resources. There are several methods to increase 
the speed on these cases. One is to ensure that identical chromosomes are not evaluated twice, as a 
consequence is necessary to search in the population for identical twins. This is only worth the effort when 
the cost function evaluation takes longer than the search [24]. An alternative is to work with a hybrid-GA; 
it combines the power of the GA with the speed of a local optimizer. Thus the GA finds the regions of the 
optimum, and then the local optimizer takes over to find the minimum [24]. Parallel Genetic Algorithms 
(PGAs) are also an attractive alternative, they are particularly easy to implement and provide a superior 
numerical performance. PGAs in addition to be faster than sequential GAs, lead to better results. 
There are three main methods of parallelization in GAs: (1) global, (2) migration and (3) diffusion. Global 
GA works with a master slave configuration. The master stores the population, executes the GA 
operations and distributes the individuals to the slaves. The slaves only evaluate the fitness of the 
individuals. Hence a global GA works in the same manner as a sequential GA, but the evaluation is 
distributed in different processors.  
In migration GA or multiple population GA there are a number of populations running in parallel, each 
one is treated as a separated unit under control of a conventional GA. These populations exchange their 
individuals occasionally, this exchange is called migration. Figure 2 shows three different migration 
schemes; Ring migration where individuals are transferred directionally between adjacent populations; 
Neighborhood migration where individuals are transferred in any direction between adjacent populations; 
and unrestricted migration where individuals are transferred unrestricted to any population [25].  
Diffusion GA is suited for massively parallel computers. The population is considered as a single 
continuous structure as illustrated in Figure 2. Each individual is assigned to a specific geographic location 
and is allowed to interact between his closest neighbors. Global, migration and diffusion parallelism are 
also called micro-grain, coarse-grain and fine-grain parallelism respectively.  
Multiple population GAs are the most popular parallel method. Many recent studies have focused on their 
aspects and applications. The performance of multiple population GAs is mostly affected by the migration 
rate, migration interval, migration topology and the population size. Cantú and Goldberg [26, 27] have 
done extensive research in the theoretical parameter definition in parallel GA. Their implementation helps 
to define appropriate values for the population size or the migration topology without the need to guess or 
to do excessive experimentation. The migration rate defines the number of individuals that are exchanged 
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in every migration. Although it is not clear which is the optimal value, it seems that a low migration rate 
should be used (1-10 percent of the population size) [18]. The migration interval defines the number of 
generations between two successive exchanges or migrations. The migration interval is recommended to 
be moderate; Tanese [28] concluded that a too frequent or too unfrequent migration degraded the 
performance. 
 

 
Figure 2 Different migration topologies and diffusion GA 

3 Damage Detection Procedure 

The damage is represented by an elemental stiffness reduction factor βi, defined as the ratio between the 
stiffness reduction to the initial stiffness. The stiffness matrix of the damage structure [Kd] is expressed as 
a sum of element matrices multiplied by reduction factors, 

 ∑ −=
i

iid KK ])[1(][ β  (1) 

The value βi=0 indicates that the element is undamaged whereas 0< βi ≤1 implies partial or complete 
damage.  
The problem of detecting the damage is a constrained nonlinear optimization problem, where the damage 
reduction factors of each beam βi are defined as updating parameters. An objective function represents the 
error between the measured and numerical modes and frequencies. The error in frequency is represented 
by the ratio between the eigenvalues difference to the experimental eigenvalues, 
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The subscripts A and E refer to analytical and experimental respectively.λi is the ith eigenvalues and  ωi is 
the ith natural frequency. 
The difference between modes is represented by means of the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC). MAC is 
defined by Allemang and Brown [4] as, 
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φi is the ith mode shape. MAC is a factor that expresses the correlation between two modes. A value of 0 
indicates no correlation whereas a value of 1 indicates two completely correlated modes. The error is 
defined then by, 
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The objective function is the normalize square sum of the errors plus a damage penalization term,  
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Fλ,0, Fmac,0 refers to the initial values of the sums (β=0). The term ∑ iβγ  is a damage penalization term 
introduced by Meruane and Heylen [19]. This term satisfactorily avoids false damage detection caused by 
experimental noise or numerical errors. 
The optimization problem is defined as, 
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The optimization is handled by a parallel GA programmed in Matlab and run in a cluster. The gene of each 
chromosome is the stiffness reduction factor of each element, with a total number of 30. Each chromosome 
represents one possible damage distribution; the initial population is generated randomly with real numbers 
between 0 and 1. The aim is to minimize the error function J, but GA always seeks to maximize a problem. The 
minimization problem is transformed into a maximization problem by defining the objective function as a 
number subtracted by J: 

 { } { })()( ββ JCF −=  (7) 
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4 Application case 

4.1 Beam description 

The structure consists of a concrete beam with a length of 6 m and cross section of 0.2 × 0.25 m. The 
structure is reinforced with six steels bars of diameter 16 mm, which corresponds to a reinforcement ratio 
of 1.4%. Shear reinforcement consist of 30 vertical stirrups of a diameter of 8 mm equally distributed 
along the beam as shown in Figure 3. The total weight of the beam is 750 Kg.  
 

 
Figure 3 Beam cross section and reinforcement 

4.2  Damage Introduction 

The beam was increasingly damage by applying static loads with a hydraulic jack as shown in Figure 4. 
The static load is applied in two positions at 2 m and 4 m from the left end of the beam. As a result two 
different damaged zones at non-symmetrical locations were created. The loading sequence is indicated in 
Table 1. After each load step the beam surface was visually inspected to locate and quantify the cracks. 
Figure 5 shows the progressive crack pattern measured.  
 

Load step Load at 4 m [kN] Load step Load at 2 m [kN] 
0 0 6 8 
1 8 7 10 
2 10 8 13 
3 13 9 19 
4 19 10 25 
5 25 11 35 
  12 54 

Table 1 Static loading sequence 
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Figure 4 Static force application 

 

 
Figure 5 Progressive crack patterns1 

                                                      
1 Crack pattern of load steps 1 and 2 were not measured. 
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After each load step, the beam was unloaded and subjected to an experimental modal analysis. Figure 6 
shows the experimental setup, the structure is suspended by soft springs to simulate a “free-free” boundary 
condition. Acceleration is vertically measured at 62 points equally distributed along the beam on both 
edges of the top face. The structure is excited by means of an impact hammer in one corner, thus bending 
and torsion modes are excited.  A modal analysis was first performed in the undamaged state of the beam. 
Figure 7 provides the first 6 experimental undamaged modes. 

 
Figure 6 Dynamic test 

 

 
Figure 7 Experimental modes 
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The Finite Element (FE) model was built on Matlab using 2D beam elements; it has a total of 30 beam 
elements and 62 degrees of freedom. After model updating the beam properties are: Young modulus 
3.43⋅1010 Pa, density 2500 Kg/m3, area 0.05 m2 and inertia modulus 1.93e-4 m4. Figure 8 presents the 
correlation between the FE model and the experimental bending modes in the undamaged state. The 
maximum frequency difference is 2.79% and the minimum MAC value is 0.9954. 
 

 
Figure 8 Correlation between the numerical and experimental bending modes. 

5 Results 

5.1 Optimization 

The parallel GA is programmed in Matlab and run in a cluster. Each population of the parallel GA is run in an 
individual processor. The parameters and operators were selected by optimizing the runtime. The best 
combination found comprises: normalized geometric selection, heuristic crossover, uniform mutation, and the 
following three parameters: population size of 25, pm=0.02 and pc =0.95. 
The optimization algorithm is a multiple population GA with 5 populations and a neighborhood migration 
topology, the migration rate is one individual. The migration interval was defined after a sensitivity 
analysis. Figure 9 shows the convergence curves with migration intervals of 50, 100, 250 and 500 
generations. If the migration interval is small (50 generations) or big (500 generations) the performance is 
affected. The best performance is obtained with a migration interval of 250. In addition, Figure 9 suggests 
that a variable migration rate might improve more the convergence. A descending migration rate from 250 
to 10 generations is implemented, as a consequence, the number of generations necessary to reach the 
solution is reduced from 750 to 500 (Figure 10). 
Figure 10 compares the performance of parallel GA versus sequential GA In the sequential case, 5 
populations were run individually; the 5 populations converge to the optimum solution after 3400 
generations. In the parallel case the 5 populations converge to the optimum solution after 500 generations. 
In this particular case the parallel GA was 7 times faster than the sequential GA. This confirms the 
hypothesis that with a parallel GA it is possible to obtain a super linear speedup of the solution time as 
was discussed by Punch [17]. 
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Figure 9 Convergence curve with different migration intervals 

 

 
Figure 10 Convergence curves for 5 populations in sequential GA (left) and parallel GA with a variable 

migration rate (right). 

The damage pattern on each load step is estimated trough the same optimization procedure. The first 4 
bending modes are used in the optimization. To avoid inconsistencies, the following condition is imposed: 
the damage in an element can not be smaller that in the previous load step, i.e., a damage that was detected 
on load step i can not disappear on load step 1+i .  

Figure 11 presents the damage distribution obtained on each load step including the reference state (step 
0). In the reference state, damage is found in the central area of the beam. This damage may be caused by 
initial cracks due to self weight or to restrained shrinkage of the concrete.  
The damage pattern obtained corresponds well with the damage pattern measured (Figure 5). The 
maximum damage is situated at the location of the static forces and the middle of the beam, with values of 
67.82%, 68.32% and 68.85% in elements 11, 17 and 21 respectively.  
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Figure 11 Damage distribution obtained on each load state 
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Figure 12 illustrates the frequency difference and MAC before and after updating with the present damage 
detection method. An important improvement is seen after updating, the maximum frequency difference is 
0.81% and the minimum MAC is 99.77%. 
 

 
Figure 12 Frequency difference and MAC improvement on load step 12. 

 
Figure 13 compares the damage detected in the present work with results from previous works using the 
direct stiffness method (DSC) [29] and the local flexibility method (LF) [30]. Because the stiffness of each 
element is updated individually, the damage distribution is not smooth as was obtained by previous works. 
However, it is still consistent since the experimental crack pattern shown in Figure 13a is also not smooth. 
The differences in the damage detected with the different methods are explained by the fact that each 
method used different strategies to add damage throughout the structure. 
 
 

 
Figure 13  a) Experimental damage pattern and b) Comparison of the stiffness reduction using different 

damage detection methods (full line: LF method; dashed line: DSC method; bars: PGAs ) for load step 12 
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6 Conclusions 

A parallel real-coded genetic algorithm has been implemented to detect structural damage. The objective 
function is based on modal data, a damage penalization term is added which satisfactorily avoids false damage 
detection due to experimental noise or numerical errors. The algorithm is verified on a multiple cracked reinforced 
concrete beam which is subjected to a nonsymmetrical increasing static load to introduce cracks. The 
damage is estimated with only a few modes and frequencies. 
The presented damage detection method showed to be fast and efficient. The global minimum of the objective 
function is reached despite experimental noise or modeling errors. Results showed that parallel genetic 
algorithms give an important increase in performance compared to sequential genetic algorithms. Even though 
all the elements in the FE model are used as updating parameters which is the extreme adverse condition, 
the damage detected has a good correspondence with the damage pattern measured experimentally.  
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Abstract 
This paper presents preliminary work concerned with the introduction of pseudo-faults into a system for 
the purposes of structural health monitoring (SHM). The development of SHM algorithms is dependent 
upon the availability of training data from both the normal and faulted condition of a structure. At present 
most research that has taken an experimental approach has involved the use of destructive means for 
introducing faults into the test structure. This is limiting in a research scenario and highly unlikely to be 
practicable in real-world applications. An approach is developed using added masses to simulate changes 
in structural stiffness to allow collection of faulted datasets in a non-destructive manner. The structure 
under consideration is a simplified model of an aluminium aircraft wingbox i.e., a plate incorporating 
stiffening elements. The approach is illustrated using results from the experimental structure itself. 

1 Introduction 

Damage identification is commonly accomplished nowadays in industry with the help of a large selection 
of NDE methods [1]. High effectiveness and sensitivity is their strong advantage. However, these methods 
usually require a priori knowledge of the area of interest and have a substantial cost. In addition, they 
demand a large degree of expertise, can be time consuming and in most cases work only in accessible 
areas of the structure. This is where the highly active research field of SHM steps up with the ultimate 
purpose of developing a robust, reliable and global monitoring method. 
In general, the problem of damage detection can be considered to have a certain hierarchical structure with 
different levels of difficulty. One of the most well known such frameworks is that of Rytter [2] with four 
levels of damage identification; namely, Level 1- Detection, Level 2 – Localisation, Level 3 – Assessment 
and Level 4 – Prognosis. It is reasonable to say that the higher one goes on the scale the more challenging 
the problem becomes. There have been many methods proposed to address the first level and some of 
them quite successfully, but this can not be easily claimed about the other levels.  
When dealing with the problem in a data-driven approach, it can be seen as one of pattern recognition 
(PR). Thus, an attempt to progress up the levels will almost certainly make use of some sort of supervised 
learning. This will inevitably demand the existence of training data from all possible damage states. 
Undoubtedly, this is a problem easily handled when dealing with simple systems in a laboratory 
environment, but in the case of high-value engineering structures like bridges or aircraft, it will simply not 
be possible to acquire data by damaging the structure. Similarly, it may be prohibitively expensive to 
develop, update and test models of high enough fidelity to generate training data for PR algorithms.  
To overcome this, the authors have proposed a simple approach which involves the adding of masses. The 
idea is based on the knowledge that damage will introduce a local flexibility to the system. If the simple 
formula for a Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) system mk=ω  is taken into account, then it would 
be reasonable to assume that the change in natural frequency caused by a stiffness loss could also be 
caused by an increase in the structure’s mass.  
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This scheme has been tried before in [3] involving only preliminary tests. However, in [4] a cantilever 
beam was modelled with FE analysis and features for novelty detection were obtained for both cases of 
stiffness reduction and added mass (an increase in the elements density). The work showed very promising 
results. Here, the same approach is validated experimentally on a laboratory structure, an aluminium 
wingbox. Different masses were added on the structure to simulate damage severity levels and then 
features were selected in order to construct novelty detectors. With the introduction of a saw-cut on the 
structure it became feasible to compare the performance of those features on a realistic damage scenario. 
The layout of this paper is as follows. The next section describes the experimental setup and discusses the 
data acquisition process. This is then followed by a section on feature selection for the four added-mass 
severity cases, the construction of the novelty detectors and how they performed on damage data. Finally, 
the paper is completed with discussion and conclusions. 

2 Test setup & data acquisition 

The structure under consideration was a stiffened aluminium panel intended to replicate an aircraft 
wingbox. The top sheet of the wingbox is a 750 x 500 x 3mm aluminium sheet. This is stiffened by the 
addition of two ribs composed of lengths of C-channel riveted to the shorter edges and two stiffening 
stringers composed of angle section that are bolted along the length of the sheet as shown in Figure 1. 
Free-free boundary conditions are approximated experimentally by suspending the wingbox from a 
substantial frame using springs and nylon line attached at the corners of the top sheet.  
The purpose of this work was to explore experimentally a non–destructive approach to simulating 
structural damage by simply adding masses. In order to validate this, a real damage scenario was 
introduced in the form of a saw-cut. The location of the fault, in all cases, was at the outside stringer 125 
mm from the edge of the panel (Figure 1 & Figure 2). Four severity levels were investigated for both 
scenarios. So, a sequential increase of the added mass from 25gr to 50, 75 and 100gr (Figure 2) was 
followed by a 25, 50, 75 and 100 % saw-cut on the stringer. These cuts correspond to depths of 5.5 mm, 
11 mm, 16.5 mm and 22.5 mm.  
The acquisition system used during the test was a DIFA SCADAS III controlled by LMS software running 
on a DELL desktop PC. All measurements were recorded within a frequency range of 0-1600 Hz with a 
resolution of 0.5 Hz. The ‘wingbox’ was excited with a white Gaussian signal through an LDS shaker 
powered by an amplifier of the same brand and the responses were measured using unidirectional PCB 
resonant piezoelectric accelerometers attached vertically at the locations shown in Figure 1. The excitation 
was measured using a standard force transducer. The base measurements were FRFs, acquired using 
sensors 1 and 2 (Figure 1) which were next used to form transmissibility functions. Only the magnitudes 
of the measurements were used in this study, the phase was discarded. These raw data were then employed 
in the construction of novelty detectors in a similar scheme as that in references [5] and [6].   
The test order for the programme and configuration was as follows: 

1. Normal Condition 
2. 25gr Mass Added 
3. 50gr Mass Added 
4. 75gr Mass Added 
5. 100gr Mass Added 
6. Normal Condition 
7. 25 % saw-cut on the stringer 
8. 50 % saw-cut on the stringer 
9. 75 % saw-cut on the stringer 
10. 100 % saw-cut on the stringer 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental structure.  

Overall this meant that two sets of measurements for normal condition were acquired and one for each of 
the four severity cases for both forms of ‘damage’. Each configuration (set) consisted of a 40-average 
clean signal, to be used as a reference for the feature selection later and then 100 2-average shots. The 2 
normal condition settings had each 200 2-average shots. 

 
Figure 2. Photograph of the ‘aircraft wingbox’ with a mass added on one of its stringers 

3 Feature selection and novelty detection 

This could be arguably called one of the most important stages in a structural health monitoring project. 
Basically, a feature is some set of values derived or calculated from measured data which may distinguish 
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between classes. In this study it is a region of the given transmissibility which separates unambiguously 
the normal condition data from the damage data. In previous work [6], potential features were judged as 
strong, fair or weak according to the following criteria: 

• A strong feature is a region of the frequency range on which the normal data and damage data 
appear to be structurally different. Also, the damage data should be strongly separated compared 
to the spread of the normal data.  

• A fair feature is a region of the frequency range on which the normal data and damage data 
appear to be structurally different or the damage data are strongly separated compared to the 
spread of the normal data. 

• A weak feature is a region of the frequency range on which the normal data and damage data are 
separated. 

Following those guidelines the next step was an extensive visual search through the measured data for 
potential features that could form novelty detectors. This process gave a significant number of fair, strong 
and weak features. The final selection was done on the logarithmic magnitude values of the measurements 
and it was based on a subjective ranking of their performance as novelty detectors.  
This was feasible by using the detection algorithm, called outlier analysis as a guide. This algorithm was 
described and validated in [5] & [6]. Basically, a statistical model of the healthy system is created, based 
on normal data, and then subsequent data are tested to see if they are statistically consistent or inconsistent 
with the normal data. For this purpose a statistical test is used to compute a quantity called the 
Mahalanobis Squared Distance which is then compared to a threshold. The threshold depends on the 
dimension of the problem and it can be exclusive or inclusive whether the sample being tested is included 
or not in the computation of the Mahalanobis Distance. Further reference to outlier analysis may be found 
in [7]. 
The subjective ranking of the features was thus simply the ratio of the Mahalanobis Distance over the 
threshold. As a first approach all the feature selection was done based on all four severity cases for the 
added masses (i.e. the pseudo-damage) at the same time. Although, this might lead to insensitive novelty 
detectors for some of the severity cases, it can make the comparison with the saw-cut scenario more 
convenient. Consequently, the final selection was determined by ranking the average value of the features. 
Figures 3 – 8 show the performance of the final 6 selected features on the added mass data. 

 
Figure 3. Performance of the highest (average) ranking feature on the added mass data. 
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Figure 4. Performance of the second (average) ranking feature on the added mass data. 

 
Figure 5. Performance of the third (average) ranking feature on the added mass data. 

 
Figure 6. Performance of the fourth (average) ranking feature on the added mass data. 
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Figure 7. Performance of the fifth (average) ranking feature on the added mass data. 

 
Figure 8. Performance of the last (average) ranking feature on the added mass data. 

By examining the above figures some interesting facts can be revealed. Features 1, 2, 4 & 6 show a 
monotonic increase in the Mahalanobis distance as the size of the mass increases. This behaviour is 
expected, as a more severe damage case should lead to a greater discordancy value. However, this is not 
happening in features 3 and 5. The reason for that is primarily the fact that the features were selected by 
examining all severity cases at the same time and based on their average ranking. This means that in the 
effort to select a ‘general’ feature that would always work, significant regions might have been left out in 
some of the four severity cases. These regions could mark a feature as strong, fair or weak, according to 
the criteria used in this study. It is reasonable to say that this is more evident in the largest mass case since 
its effect on the transmissibility functions is also stronger. The same reason can be easily claimed for the 
poor performance on the ranking of the lowest severity case on the 6th feature (Figure 8). 
The next step was to test the features on the saw-cut data. Figures 9-14 show their performance: 
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Figure 9. Performance of the highest (average) ranking feature on the saw-cut data. 

 
Figure 10. Performance of the second (average) ranking feature on the saw-cut data. 

 
Figure 11.  Performance of the third (average) ranking feature on the saw-cut data. 
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Figure 12. Performance of the fourth (average) ranking feature on the saw-cut data. 

 
Figure 13.  Performance of the fifth (average) ranking feature on the saw-cut data. 

 
Figure 14. Performance of the last (average) ranking feature on the saw-cut data. 
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It is obvious from the above that all features work on the saw-cut data as well, except the last one (Figure 
14) which does not perform well for the 25 % and 50 % saw-cut. However, by examining the data for this 
feature (Figure 15), it is clear that it is not ideal for the lowest added mass case since there is significant 
overlap with the normal data. Figure 15 also reveals an adjacent transmissibility region that appears to be 
more suited for the 25 gr. case. The importance of this selection is clearly displayed on Figures 16 and 17 
where the feature’s performance on the added mass and the saw-cut data is shown to be satisfactory. 
It should be noted however that inspection of all the data reveals multiple features which also perform 
adequately for the 25 gr. case and selecting features based only on that case would lead to the same 5 
features as before (based on all cases) and an additional 6th one, which still performs well on the saw-cut 
data. The important point here is that by choosing based only on the lowest added mass case it is still 
feasible to construct novelty detectors that perform well on real damage. This can be considered a crucial 
part of this work.  

  
Figure 15. Original feature 6 (in transmissibility function) and the adjacent one that works for the 

lowest severity case. 

 
Figure 16.  Performance of the adjacent feature from Figure 15, (selection based on 25 gr. case) on 

the added mass data. 
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Figure 17.  Performance of the adjacent feature from Figure 15, (selection based on 25 gr. case) on 

the saw-cut data. 

In Table 1 the ranking of the 6 selected features is displayed. There is an agreement on the first and on the 
worst, but not in the features between. This is not considered crucial here, since the object of this work 
was not to cause exactly the same change in the system (added mass – saw-cut), but rather to find the 
strategy needed to select features that will lead to novelty detectors capable of being used by a PR 
algorithm.  

Ranking for added 
mass 

Average Mahalanobis 
Distance over 

threshold 
Ranking for saw-cut 

Average Mahalanobis 
Distance over 

threshold 

1st 806.7517 1st 1598.0023 

2nd 675.1154 3rd   243.0595 

3rd 466.7574 4th    68.9642 

4th 456.5717 5th    60.8554 

5th 222.9466 2nd  395.1904 

6th 215.2298 6th   14.6585 

Table 1. Ranking of the 6 selected features for both the added mass and saw-cut cases. 

Clearly, just the fact that the worse and the best are equally identified can be judged as sufficient and it 
could mark as successful, the transition from a simple numerical model [4], to a more complex laboratory 
structure. Nonetheless, it should be noted that choosing the features which also show a monotonic increase 
in the discordancy value with the increase of the severity state, from the 6 ones with the highest average 
ranking (Mahalanobis Distance over threshold) leads to a final selection of 4 (the 1st, 2nd ,4th & 6th ). Those 
features work again for both cases, except the same last one as before and their ranking is exactly 
matched, as seen in Table 2. 
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Ranking for added 
mass  

Average Mahalanobis 
Distance over 

threshold 
Ranking for saw-cut 

Average Mahalanobis 
Distance over 

threshold 
1st 806.7517 1st 1598.0023 

2nd 675.1154 2nd 243.0595 

3rd 456.5717 3rd 60.8554 

4th 215.2298 4th 14.6585 

Table 2. Ranking of the 4 selected features (out of the original 6) which show a monotonic increase 
in the Mahalanobis Distance with the increase of the damage magnitude. 

4 Discussion and conclusions 

The purpose of this work was to explore the possibility of applying a simple and non-destructive way of 
inducing pseudo-faults on a real structure for the purpose of damage identification. The strategy followed 
was similar as that in [4]. It involved simply the adding of masses on a structure, here an aluminium panel 
simulating an aircraft wingbox. The main idea is that by using this approach an effect can be potentially 
observed on the system, similar to that a reduction in stiffness would cause. The feature selection in that 
case can lead to damage indicators and this in turn will allow the availability of training data for any 
pattern recognition (PR) algorithm.  
To demonstrate this, an actual saw-cut was made to work as a benchmark for the method. Four different 
severity cases were used for both scenarios. Features were selected and novelty detectors were constructed 
from both the added mass and the saw-cut data. The most essential and also promising part of this work 
was that those features performed well on both cases. There was of course an exception to the last one, the 
worst based on their ranking, but it could be amended when the features are selected based on the lowest 
severity case. It can now be said with more confidence that it is feasible to construct novelty detectors 
without actually damaging the structure.  
The feature ranking was not identical, except from the case when there was a final selection of only four 
features which showed a monotonic increase on the Mahalanobis distance with the increase of the 
‘damage’ magnitude. However, the best and the worst were always exactly matched. Nevertheless, since 
the object here is definitely not to prove that both scenarios are identical, this can lead to a positive claim 
that there exists a relation between an added mass and structural damage which can be used in a PR 
methodology. Finally, this could be tried as a reasonable approach in an attempt to progress up the levels 
in damage detection and it is in fact what is currently investigated by the authors. 
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Abstract 

Generally, the presence of faults leads to the changes in the structural and vibrational characteristics of the 

structures. These changes are manifested as variation in the modal parameters such as eigen-pairs, i.e., 

natural frequencies and mode shapes, and some common mechanical properties. The objective of a recent 

study at the University of Amirkabir is two-fold.  The first is to review and refine the theoretical 

background for the development of a fault index. The second is to use a compound Neuro-gentic 

algorithm to reveal the corresponding damage severity. Numerical simulations are performed to verify the 

identification capability of the proposed method. 

1 Introduction 

In the past two decades, there has been increasing interest to develop practical techniques in order to 

identify faults and corresponding severity in structures and it becomes an essential part of many 

researches in the field of civil, aviation and mechanical engineering.  In fact, evaluation of the element’s 

remaining life time can help to guarantee the structural integrity of numerous plants and important 

structures. Many of the recent advances in damage detection methods are related to new developments in 

the area of heuristically methods. For the last ten years the artificial neural network and genetic algorithm 

has become one of the most effective analysis tools available for damage detection. Artificial neural 

networks (ANNs) are a robust computation means for structural fault identification due to their great 

capabilities such as classification, data interpretation, pattern recognition, function approximation and etc. 

Genetic algorithm methods are generally very helpful when investigating inverse problems; in this case, 

the inverse problem requires the identification of the location and the magnitude of an instance of damage 

on the understanding that changes in certain key dynamic properties have already been ascertained. The 

genetic algorithm method is also very attractive in comparison with classical methods because it does not 

require a solution search within the whole solution space.  

Different methods for structural system identification and fault detection have been developed in the past 

two decades. Cawley and Adams (1979) employed the changes in eigen-values as well as finite element 

reference model to detect damage in a structure [5]. Ostachowicz et al. (1996) performed a series of tests 

with genetic algorithms used as a maximization tool to detect delamination sites on a cantilever composite 

beam. They utilized DLAC index as objective function with a binary ‘‘grey code’’ (with 33 bits, 11 of 

them for each variable to be optimized) for damage location on two sites and the damaged layer depth. 

The number of calculations for fault detection in this method is lower than those required for classical 

searching algorithms [6]. 

Ravaii  et al. (1998) employed the output error method of system identification to assess the presence and 

extent of damage  in steel structures. They formulated the identification problem as a following 

optimization problem: find parameters describing the presence and location of damaged elements in a 
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structure by minimization of discrepancy of the modal response predicted by FE analysis from the test 

data (mixed numerical-experimental approach). A typical portal frame has been chosen for experimental 

measurements. The dynamic response was measured by piezoelectric accelerometer attached to the frame. 

The FE package ABAQUS was used for the modal response analysis. Two choices of the optimization 

variables are considered, the first one produces a mixed discrete-continuous problem solved by a Genetic 

Algorithm  (GA), and the second results in a continuous problem solved by a combination of a GA used 

to produce a high quality starting guess and the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method 

modified for the use with noisy response function values [7].  

Lee and Shin (2002) established a damage distribution function, which is derived from the dynamic 

equation of motion of damaged plates. They utilized the modal data measured in the intact state and the 

frequency response function data instead of the modal data in the damaged state. They also introduced the 

concept of reduced-domain method to improve their proposed method (SDIM). The concept of reduced-

domain method iteratively search out and remove damage-free zones from the original spatial domain of 

the problem, which finally leaves only the zones with damage within a few iterations [8]. Sazonov et al. 

(2002) utilized the genetic algorithm to produce a sufficiently optimized amplitude characteristic filter to 

extract fault information from the strain energy mode shapes. A FEM was used to generate training data 

set with the known location. The filter amplitude characteristic was encoded as a genetic algorithm string 

where the pass coefficient for each harmonic of the Discrete Fourier Transform representation was a 

number between 0 and 1 in an 8 bit “grey code’’ scheme. The genetic optimization was performed based 

on the minimization of the signal-to-distortion ratio. The results obtained from the GA has confirmed the 

theoretical predictions and allowed improvements in the method’s sensitivity to damages of lower 

magnitude [9].  

Xia and Hao (2003) proposed a statistical fault detection algorithm based on frequency changes to 

account for the effects of random noise in both the vibration data and finite element model. They 

developed the structural stiffness parameters in both intact and damaged states with a two-stage model 

updating process. They also discussed the effects of using different number of modal frequencies, noise 

level and damage level on damage identification results [10]. Saadat et al. (2004) studied the application 

of a novel intelligent parameter varying (IPV) modeling and system identification technique to identify 

fault in base-excited structures [11]. Choi et al (2005) introduced a method to locate the fault in a plate 

structure using mode shapes of plate in both damaged and intact configurations [12]. Guan and Karbhari 

(2007) introduced an improved damage detection method based on the concept of Element Modal Strain 

Damage Index. The proposed damage index can be calculated using only modal displacement and modal 

rotation. A penalty-based minimization approach is then used to find the unknown modal rotation using 

sparse and noisy modal displacement measurement [13].  

In this present study, a sensitive and effective fault index that can simultaneously identify, locate, and 

quantify faults in a plate structures has been presented.  At the first step, the intact and the damaged mode 

shapes of plate are employed to identify damage using changes in the variation of the modal compliance 

of the retained structures; Then to formulate the damage index, the Lagrange equilibrium equation for the 

bending of a thin plate and the invariant expression for the sum of transverse loading are utilized. The 

Second step is to determine the faults severity in the identified parts using a compound Neuro-genetic. In 

fact, a hybrid neuro-genetic algorithm is proposed in order to automate the parameters selection of neural 

network for different type of structures. Finally, the numerical results are provided to examine the 

feasibility of the proposed method.  

2 Localization of fault  

2.1    General 

 Figure 1. Shows an elastic, isotropic rectangular plate which is subjected to a distributed load over the 

upper surface of the plate. 
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Fig. 1- Geometry and coordinate of Plate  

 

Projecting all the forces acting on the element onto the out of plane axis, i.e., z axis, one can obtain the 

following equation of equilibrium: 
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Taking moments of all forces acting on the element with respect to x and y-axis respectively, yields the 

following equation of equilibrium: 
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Substituting Eqn. (2-a, 2-b) into Eqn. (1) and using the moment-curvature relation, could obtain the 

Lagrange equilibrium equation for the bending of a thin plate structure as follow: 
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In the above equation, the D factor is bending stiffness coefficient and defined as follows: 
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In this expression w  denotes the out of plane displacement of plate in the transverse direction. Since it is 

possible to find a statically load vector corresponding to each modal vector, one can call w  as the modal 

deflection. E  is the elastic modulus, t  is the plate thickness, and ν  is the Poisson’s ratio. 

 

2.2     The flexibility-based fault indicator 

By using the mean value theorem for integrals, for a 2-D element in the plate subjected to load ),( yxp , the 

mean of the transverse load sum associated with the th
r  element can be written as follow [2]: 
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The expression ),( yxp  is as follow: 
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The superscript asterisk I , refer to the undamaged state of plate. Substituting Eqn. 6 into mean value 

theorem and using the modal flexibility of  thr  element the following expression yields: 
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The symbol I
rf  refers to the flexibility of  thr  element in the intact configuration. Using several mode 

shapes and shifting the axis of reference by adding unity to the denominator and numerator, the following 

nonsingular fault index expression may be yield: 
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In summary, Eqn. (8) represents the fault identification indicator for each element in the plate structures 

developed in the present study and it requires the natural mode shapes of plate in both intact and damaged 

configuration. 

3 Severity of fault  

Requirements to rehabilitee or replace the deficient members of a structure demonstrate a strong need to 

develop a method to identify and report the severity of damage, especially in more vital structures. This 

section illustrates how the neural network and the genetic algorithm approach can be used to quantify the 

fault severity. 

3.1     Quantifying the fault severity using ANNs 

Recently, ANNs are developed as powerful computing tools for the problems where the rules which 

govern the results are either not defined properly or difficult to discover. No priori function is required 

before an ANN model can be developed. ANNs adapt solutions and are capable of capturing the 

interrelationships among multiple variables by simply feeding them with data. Due to this capability of 

ANNs, applications to health monitoring have increased recently. In several researches, ANN modeling 

has been applied in the prediction of the location and the severity of damages. Generally, an ANN is made 

of an input layer of neurons, sometimes referred to as nodes or processing units, one or several hidden 

layer of neurons and output layer of neurons. The neighboring layers are fully interconnected by weights. 

The input layer neurons receive information from the outside environment and transmit them to the 

neurons of the hidden layer without performing any calculation. The hidden layer neurons then process 
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the incoming information and extract useful features to reconstruct the mapping from the input space to 

the output space. Finally, the output layer neurons produce the network predictions to the outside world. 

 

 

Fig. 2- A graphical  representation of a 2-layer feed forward artificial neural network  

 

Many researchers have suggested that the networks with two or more hidden layers can perform better 

than that of the networks with one hidden layer, especially in the field of damage detection. Therefore, a 

network with two hidden layer is used for all the cases. In this study, the common two-layer feed–forward 

type of ANNs is considered. In a feed-forward network, the input and output quantities are normalized 

within the range from 0 to 1 using the following equation: 
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where Nζ , ( )
maxiζ  and ( )

miniζ are the normalized, maximum and minimum values of the i
th
 node in the 

input and output layer for all the feed data vectors, respectively. Prior to being applied for prediction, the 

neural network architecture must be set up i.e. the number of hidden layer and the number of neurons in 

each layer have to be chosen, then a set of training samples are used to train the network so that the 

network learns the functional relationship between the input variables and the output variables. The 

amount of learning is proportional to the difference between the target output and the computed output. At 

the start of the training, the weights are randomly set to arbitrary small real numbers. Then the examples 

are presented to the network and a forward pass operation is performed. Each neuron calculates the 

weighted sum of its inputs and transmits the result through a transfer function from which the neuron 

output is obtained. The data flow forward layer by layer. After the network has been well trained, all the 

weights are frozen, and the network can then be applied for prediction within the domain covered by the 

inputs of the training examples 

 

 3.2     Genetic algorithm  

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are algorithms based on the mechanism of natural selection and develop a 

solution of the previous optimization problem. The fundamental concept combines Darwinian 

reproduction theory with generic genetic operators from nature. A genetic algorithm is an iterative process 

over a population that consists of individuals that are represented by a symbolic string called genome. 

GAs start with a population of individuals subjected to an evolutionary process where individuals 

compete among themselves to survive in the environment with proportion to their fitness.  

GAs operates on encoded representations of the solutions, equivalent to the genetic material of individuals 

in nature. The genetic information is exchanged between strings by means of some genetic operators 

which tend to preserve the best individuals; this breeding is obtained, usually, using selection, crossover 

and mutation. In this way, it is possible to generate the next children population from the parent 

population. By analogy with similar processes in nature, the selection provides the necessary driving 
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mechanism for better solutions to survive. In the algorithm, the selection is realized ensuring the 

participation of chromosomes of the previous generation in the creation of the next generation with a 

different probability; in this work roulette wheel selection scheme has been used. Selection only is 

insufficient for the generation of new individuals in a population: there are two other genetic operators, 

namely crossover and mutation. Crossover operator needs to be implemented to establish which genes 

will be passed from the parents to the offspring.  

 3.3     Genetically based neural network algorithm  

Generally, ANN model can only predict the actual severity of any possible fault when the proper ANNs’ 

parameters are known. The ANN modeled above (Section 3.1) was combined to the GA for the Neuro-

genetic optimization. However, the ANNs configuration requires some modification when the location 

and the severity of faults are changed during the operation. For this purpose, ANN model is combined 

with GA for automatically arriving at a modified set of parameters that can obtain the desired fault 

severity. In this approach, the desired damage indicator patterns 48,...,3,2,1=iiξ  are given as an input to 

ANNs. GA randomly generates an initial population. Each chromosome in the population is real coded 

and contains the actual values of the number of neurons in the hidden layers, the learning and momentum 

coefficients of the back propagation algorithm. In this study a population size of 30 is selected.  . Each 

chromosome in the initial population is fed to ANN model along with the location of damage to predict 

the severity of fault. The deviation in the predicted severity of damage from the desired one chosen as an 

objective function for GA and is given by the following expression: 

  (10) 
*κκ −=E  

Where E is the objective function. The fitness value for each chromosome in the initial population is 

estimated using the fitness function (F) as follo: 

  (11) 
E

F
+

=
1

1

 

The main objective of the reproduction operator is to make more copies of good solutions and eliminate 

bad solutions in any population in a probabilistic manner, so chromosomes with large fitness values in the 

population are selected by reproduction operator.  As the reproduction operator can only increase the 

copies of existing good solutions in the population, the crossover operation is performed to create the new 

solutions. In this study to create new effective solutions from the parent solutions, a specialized crossover, 

known as simulated binary crossover (SBX), is selected. The SBX operator simulates the working 

principle of the single point crossover operator. In this, a probability distribution is used around the parent 

solutions to create two children solutions. This probability distribution is first calculated for a single point 

crossover operator in binary coded GA and then adopted for real coded GA. In this work, a crossover 

probability of 0.9 was adopted as it suits well for many engineering problems. In this work, a parameter 

based mutation operator was selected to explore the total space effectively. A polynomial distribution is 

used to create a solution in the vicinity of a parent solution. A mutation probability of 0.01 was selected 

for the present study. The above steps complete one generation and the resulting population becomes the 

new population. This procedure is continued for several generations until the deviation in the prediction of 

fault severity is less than the specified limit on error, i.e. 0.01%. If this condition is reached early, the 

process will continue until 1000 generations are completed.  
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4 Numerical illustrations and discussions 

4.1     Fault location 

A numerical model illustrated in Fig. 5 is considered to evaluate the versatility of the proposed method. In 

this figure, the geometry and the numbering scheme of elements for the FEM analysis is represented. 

Generally, using the finer mesh is more preferable and can be more accurate to describe the structural 

characteristics of the plate. However, it is very time-consuming to make dynamic analysis for such mesh 

patterns with excessive degree-of-freedom. Generally considering the practical limitation it would be 

more favorable to derive the mode shapes using a coarse gridding for both damaged and undamaged plate. 

Considering these field limitations, the plate is modeled by 48 equal elements. 

 

      

(a)  3-D of view of the model                             (b) Mesh numbering scheme 

Fig. 3- Geometry of the model  

The model of interest is an isotropic elastic rectangular plate of length mma 800= , width mmb 600= , 

thickness mmt 1= . The material of the plate was assumed to be an aluminum alloy having Young's 

modulus Gpa71  and Poisson's ratio 3.0=υ . The indicator ,ψ  has been introduced to quantify the severity 

of damage in the identified parts. A case 0=ψ signify an undamaged configuration, while a typical 

%30=ψ  indicate a 30 percent reduction in the element stiffness. In the present study to evaluate the 

versatility of the proposed algorithm for different damage levels, two damage magnitudes, i.e. 25 and 

35%, are considered for each damage scenario.   

In numerical simulation procedure, the eigen-pairs of the plates are obtained from the commercial finite 

element analysis program ABAQUS. In this study, both intact and damaged mode shapes of plate 

obtained from 35 nodal points.  

 

 

scenario  Damaged Element No. Damaged severity, (%) 

1  33 25 

2  11&33 35 

Table 1: fault scenarios 
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In order to verify the robustness of the developed algorithm, first, a single-element-damaged scenario has 

been tested in which a 25% damage is introduced in element 33 of the plate. The result of the MFV, 

which is presented in Fig. 4, shows that the damaged part may be identified with a desired level of 

accuracy.  

     

(a)                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 5- Damage localization results of MFV method.  Scenario 2; 35% damage in elements 11 & 33, (a) 

1% noise, (b) 3% noise. 

To study the applicability of the proposed method to identify the multiple damages, another scenario has 

been taken into account and the results are shown in the figures 5. The graphical results manifest that the 

performance of the proposed algorithm is pretty promising.  

4.2    Severity of damage 

Applying random damage severity %35,25,15=ψ to casual elements of plate, i.e., 48,...,3,2,1; =iELi , a total 

number of 1500 damage scenarios are created and responses of all these scenarios ijξ ; 

;1500,...,3,2,1=i 48,...,3,2,1=j are achieved using the Eqn. 8. Thus, a total 1500 patterns are generated; out 

of which 1350 patterns are used for training and the rest 150 for testing.  First, the typical neural network 

procedure is employed. The number of hidden nodes in each layer is chosen by a trial and error procedure. 

In this work, the number of hidden nodes in the hidden layer was changed incrementally from 1 to 50 and 

the number of nodes, that gave the minimum error in prediction of damage severity while training and 

validation of the network, was selected. Similarly, the learning rate and momentum constants are chosen 

 

              

(a)                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 4- Damage localization results of MFV method.  Scenario 1; 25% damage in elements 33, (a) 1% 

noise, (b) 3% noise. 
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by varying them in the range of 10 − and the values of these parameters that gave the minimum error were 

selected. The MSE for training is kept 4exp1 . Some of the trials are shown in Table 2.  

 

Trial 

No. 

No. of neurons in 

1st layer 

No. of neurons in 

2nd layer 

Momentum 

coefficient 

Learning 

coefficient 
Mean Square Error 

Number of 

Iterations 

1 8 9 0.6 0.15 0.000144 8514 

2 14 11 0.4 0.35 0.000131 5312 

3 6 13 0.7 0.5 0.000154 3465 

Table 2: Comparison on the performance of different network architecture 

The performance of network is very much dependent on the network architecture as well as the learning 

and momentum coefficients. Hence, an optimum or near optimum network structure is of greatest 

significance. In order to optimize the network structure, the parameters of the network, such as number of 

neurons in the hidden layers, momentum and learning coefficients, are treated as variables. The 

optimization is carried out with a population of 30 and the stopping criteria as the maximum number of 

generations, which is kept 90. In this study, the learning and momentum coefficients are coded as real 

variables and the numbers of neurons in the both hidden layers are coded as binary variables. Both the 

maximum learning and momentum coefficients are set same as 0.995. Furthermore, the maximum number 

of neurons in both layer are kept as 30 and 15, respectively. The result of five distinct run is shown in 

Table 3. 

 

No. 

serial 

Objective function 

(MSE) 

No. of neurons in 

1st layer 

No. of neurons in 

2nd layer 

Learning 

coefficient 

Momentum 

coefficient 

1 0.003151 19 14 0.73651 0.4324 

2 0.003482 17 13 0.72165 0.4126 

3 0.003320 18 11 0.78254 0.4520 

Table 3: Performance variation information of GA for different runs  

 

 In this table favorable objective function has been obtained for the much less number of iterations. The 

final value of number of neurons in the first hidden layer is found as 17 and that of the second hidden 

layer as 12. The learning and momentum coefficients are found as 0.72 and 0.41, respectively, after 

optimizing by GA. 

5 Conclusion 

An integrated two-stage fault identification method based on the variation of modal flexibility was 

presented in the present study. The proposed method can identify the location and determine the severity 

of the fault in plate-like structures using a two step procedure.  In the first step, the variation of modal 

flexibility and the load-deflection differential equation of plate in conjunction with the invariant 

expression for the sum of transverse load are employed to introduce a new fault indicator. In the second 

step, a genetically trained neural network has been invoked to determine the severity of identified parts. In 

fact the combined Neuro-Genetic procedure could be used as a robust method for the identification in the 

field application. As long as the almost-realistic mode shapes in both intact and damaged configuration 

could be feed to algorithm, good results would be expected.  
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Abstract 
 
One approach to health monitoring of plate-like sections of structures is to look for changes in the way 
ultrasonic waves propagate through metal and composite panels when damaged. Waves travelling through 
thin plate-like structures are affected by reflections at the surfaces giving rise to Lamb waves which are 
highly dispersive. To simulate such waves, a Local Interaction Simulation Approach (LISA) algorithm has 
been implemented and this paper deals with the validation of this code for wave propagation in 
undamaged aluminium plates. In order to minimise unknown factors, experiments are carried out using a 
high power laser pulse for actuation and a laser vibrometer for sensing. However, the forces imparted by 
the ablative and heating effects of the laser pulse are still unknown.  Differential Evolution (DE) is used to 
find the optimal profile of forcing to match the simulation with experiment. The accuracy of the 
simulation method is then verified by comparing the predicted and experimental results for tests using a 
similar laser pulse but with displacement measured at a different distance or with a different plate 
thickness. 
 
 
1  Introduction 
 
There has been a considerable amount of research effort expended on the problem of Structural Health 
Monitoring (SHM) in the recent past; one need only consult the extensive reviews [1,2] for convincing 
evidence of this fact. The research is justified by the fact that SHM offers the possibility of implementing 
a true condition-based maintenance strategy for high-value engineering structures with a consequent 
reduction in cost-of-ownership. A further advantage of adopting SHM technology is the prospect of 
moving from a safe-life design philosophy to a damage-tolerant one; this has a clear cost benefit in terms 
of the allowed reductions in design safety factors. The reviews cited above are concerned solely with 
vibration-based SHM; however, it has become clear over the recent past, that vibration-based approaches 
are unlikely to provide a complete solution to the SHM problem. Arguably the main restriction of such 
approaches is that they have limited spatial resolution and are thus unable to detect small damage. This 
problem can be solved by adopting approaches based on the propagation of ultrasonic waves which are 
potentially able to resolve damage on the sub-millimetric scale by probing the structure with waves of 
appropriately high frequency [3]. Given the fact that the waves propagate within structures delimited by 
material boundaries, it is appropriate to consider guided ultrasonic waves as a means of extending SHM to 
smaller damage scales. In the case of ‘thin’ plate-like structures, the expected mode of propagation will be 
as Lamb waves [4].  
 
The use of Lamb waves for ultrasonic inspection is complicated somewhat by the fact that waves 
propagate in multiple modes which are individually dispersive. When one takes into account the 
possibilities of reflections from boundaries and other structural features, the actual wave field can be quite 
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complex even without taking into account the scattering from defects. While there is excellent general 
guidance on the use of guided waves for SHM ([5] and references therein), it is clearly desirable to have 
some means of predicting the likely wave field in specific structures. The obvious means of accomplishing 
this end is via numerical simulation. It is beyond the scope of this paper to survey available methods of 
simulating the propagation of guided waves, the interested reader may consult [6]. Of the numerous 
techniques available, the current work is based on a finite difference approach – the Local Interaction 
Simulation Approach (LISA) [7-9]. The reason for this choice of algorithm is largely based on the 
comparative simplicity of its numerical implementation and the fact that it has proved useful in previous 
SHM studies [10-11]. 
 
While the implementation of the algorithm itself is comparatively straightforward, its use in specific 
circumstances can be quite complicated as there are a number of material and geometrical parameters 
requiring specification as well as the basic mesh geometry. In order to build confidence in the 
implementation, it is necessary to validate and verify using experimental data. In order to validate, one is 
driven to simulate the simplest possible physical circumstances so as to single out the behaviour of the 
algorithm and reduce the uncertainties and complexities introduced by realistic geometries and realistic 
sensing and actuation hardware. The generation of an appropriately simple validation experiment is the 
subject of this paper.  Even with a highly idealised experiment, there remained one significant unknown – 
the temporal actuation profile of the laser source used for excitation. In order to determine this profile, a 
parametrised source function was optimised to provide the best representation of the wave profile as 
measured at a distance from the source. The profile extracted was validated by predicting wave profiles 
measured at different distances from the source event.  
 
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section Two, will summarise the basic theory of the LISA algorithm 
for wave propagation in two dimensions. Section Three will describe the problems encountered in 
experimentally validating the LISA code in the context of a real test and describe the idealised situation 
devised in order to eliminate the effects of spatially extended transducers. Section Four describes the 
Differential Evolution algorithm used in order to identify the temporal profile of the wave source and 
Section Five gives the results of the idealised test programme. The paper is finished with a section of 
discussion and conclusions.   
 
 
2  LISA Theory in Two Dimensions 
 
The Local Interaction Simulation Approach (LISA) is a wave propagation simulation technique that was 
proposed in [7]. It can be used to model waves travelling through a heterogeneous material of arbitrary 
complexity. LISA was originally designed for use with a connection machine (a super computer with 
thousands of parallel processors), but is also appropriate for a standard von Neumann computer with a 
single processor.  
 
The LISA technique can be used to model wave propagation in one, two [8] or three [9] dimensions, with 
the complexity of the algorithm increasing in each case. The structure under investigation is discretised 
into cells, where the material properties of the structure may differ between cells but are considered to be 
constant within each cell. By this method a heterogeneous material of arbitrary shape and complexity can 
be modelled. The wave propagation within the structure is also discretised in time.  
 
The LISA algorithm is therefore a numerical technique for simulating wave propagation, as an analytical 
wave propagation solution is too complex for many structures. The algorithm can be derived starting from 
the elastodynamic wave equation [12],  
 

( )l klmn n m kS w wρ∂ ∂ =         (k, l , m, n = 1,3)                                              (1) 
where S is the stiffness tensor, ρ is the material density and w is the particle displacement. Ignoring 
antiplane shear waves to concentrate on two-dimensional wave propagation, this can be simplified as, 
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, , , ,( ) [ ( )]k k k k h h h k h h k kw w w w wσ λ µ ρ∂ + + ∂ + = ,   (k = 1,2, h = 3 – k = 2,1)                     (2) 

 
where k kkkkSσ = , 1122Sλ = , 1212Sµ =  and a comma preceding a subscript denotes differentiation with 
respect to that variable. λ and µ are the Lamé constants for the material.  
 
For a homogeneous specimen, equation (2) can be rewritten as, 
 

, , ,k k kk k hh h kh kw w w wσ µ ν ρ+ + = ,     k = 1,2, h = 2,1                                    (3) 
 
where ν λ µ σ µ= + = − . In matrix form this can be written as, 

 

,11 ,22 ,12AW BW CW Wρ+ + =                                                           (4) 
 

where: 1 0
0

A
σ

µ
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, 
2

0
0

B
µ

σ
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, 
0

0
C

ν
ν
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

and 1

2

w
W

w
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: LISA spatial discretisation. 
 

In a 2D LISA simulation the structure is discretised into cells, as shown in Figure 1. Each nodal point P is 
at the junction of four cells. The second time derivatives across the four cells are required to converge 
towards a common value at the point P, which ensures that if the cell displacements are continuous at P 
for the two initial times t = 0 and t = 1, they will remain continuous for all later times.  
 
Using a finite difference scheme for the spatial first derivatives in the four surrounding cells to P gives 
four equations in eight unknown quantities ,{ }, 1, ,4, 1,2m nw m n= =… . These equations are omitted here 
for space reasons. Imposing continuity of the stress tensor τ at the point P and using further finite 
difference formulae gives four additional equations in the unknown quantities ,{ }m nw , thus allowing these 
unknown spatial first derivatives to be solved.  
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The following definitions are made, 
 

i i ig λ µ= −                                                                              (5) 
 

( )d
cσ is the stiffness tensor in cell c in direction d, c = 1,4, d = 1,2. 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) 1 2 3 4

4

d d d d
d σ σ σ σσ + + +
=                                                               (6) 

1 2 3 4

4
µ µ µ µµ + + +

=                                                                     (7) 

 
1 2 3 4

4
ρ ρ ρ ρρ + + +

=                                                                    (8) 

1 4 1 2 2 3 3 4
5 6 7 8, , ,

2 2 2 2
σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σσ σ σ σ+ + + +

= = = =                                     (9) 

 
The particle displacements in the x and y directions in Figure 1 are denoted as u and v respectively. 
Recalling that i i iν λ µ= + , after a certain amount of algebra, these u and v displacements at the point P 
can be calculated as, 
 
 

(10)

 (11) 
 

where: 5 4 1
1 ( )
2

g g g′ = − , 6 1 2
1 ( )
2

g g g′ = − , 7 2 3
1 ( )
2

g g g′ = − and 8 3 4
1 ( )
2

g g g′ = − . 

  
Equations (10) and (11) are the principal displacement equations of LISA in two dimensions. A more 
detailed derivation can be found in [8], although note that a number of small errors present in the formulae 
within that paper have been corrected in (10) and (11). These two equations rely solely on known material 
properties σ, λ and µ for each cell and arbitrary discretisation steps, both spatial and temporal. They can 
easily be encoded and swiftly processed by a computational scheme such as Java or MATLAB, allowing 
LISA to be an effective simulation algorithm for wave propagation. A LISA software package with a 
graphical user interface has been created at the University of Sheffield using Java and this software has 
been used for the work here.  
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3  Validation by Experiment 
 
In order to validate the algorithm it was considered necessary to show close agreement between a wave 
response predicted by LISA and a response generated by experiment. Validation of the algorithm was first 
attempted using piezoelectric transducers both for actuation and for sensing the displacement of waves 
travelling in an aluminium plate. In the case of an undamaged plate, it was considered sufficient to 
implement the 2D form of the LISA algorithm as this can adequately represent propagation confined 
between two boundaries. There is an implicit assumption here that the plate has infinite width (plate 
dimension perpendicular to the propagation direction). 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Experiment for LISA validation. The actuation laser is shown to the left of the aluminium plate 
and the laser vibrometer used for sensing is shown on the tripod on the right. 
 
It quickly became apparent that, while the voltage applied to the actuator and the voltage measured at the 
sensor were known from experiment, this was a long way from knowing the actual displacement at either 
location.  The piezoelectric discs in their housings are complex dynamic systems themselves, which 
exhibit resonances and unequal sensitivity at different frequencies and it was considered beyond the scope 
of the simulation at this stage to attempt to include the internal characteristics of the sensor and actuator in 
the model.  Furthermore, the precise spatial characteristics of the actuation or sensing across the diameter 
of the discs, or the relative sensitivity to in-plane and out-of-plane displacement exhibited by the sensor 
were unknown. 
 
To eliminate as many of the unknowns as possible, it was decided to use point actuation by laser pulse, 
and point sensing of out-of-plane displacement using a laser vibrometer. The experimental configuration 
used is illustrated in Figure 3. The response waveforms were measured by an Accelent oscilloscope 
triggered by a photodiode placed near the focal point of the actuation on the plate. The experimental 
arrangement chosen effectively removes all spatial, directional and frequency dependent uncertainty on 
the sensing side. The actuation side, however, still presents some problems. Using a high power focussed 
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laser concentrates the force onto a point spatially (on the scale of interest here), but even though the laser 
pulse itself lasts only a few nanoseconds (which is much lower than the time step of the simulation) the 
effect of the pulse in the time domain cannot be treated as instantaneous. The force imparted by the laser 
pulse is caused by a combination of the explosive force of ablation at the surface of the aluminium and the 
rapid expansion and contraction of the metal due to heating and subsequent cooling.  
 
In order to overcome the problem raised by the unknown temporal nature of the laser actuation, it was 
decided to simultaneously estimate the form of the source function and the corresponding wave responses 
in the plate. An optimisation procedure seemed to be the obvious means of accomplishing this, so that the 
source function giving best agreement with the measured response could be obtained. As well as providing 
an assurance that LISA could indeed predict the wave propagation, this approach provides a means of 
source identification which would be likely to prove useful in other contexts e.g. acoustic emission source 
characterisation.  
 
In the initial sequence of experimental tests, the response waveforms were recorded at distances of 6.3cm, 
7.3cm and 8.3cm from the actuation point. 
 
 
4  Differential Evolution 
 
The best way to describe the working of the Differential Evolution algorithm (and all variations on genetic 
algorithms for that matter) is that it attempts to transform a randomly generated initial population into an 
optimal solution through repeated cycles of mutation, crossover and selection. In order to assess the 
suitability of a certain solution, an objective function relating to the value of this solution must be 
constructed. If this function is required to be maximised then it is termed a fitness function and, in the case 
of minimisation problems, it is referred to as a cost function. 
 
The Differential Evolution algorithm was introduced by Storn and Price [13] in 1997. As in all 
evolutionary algorithms, the method considers the advancement of a population of candidate solutions to 
the given problem. Figure 3 diagrammatically shows the procedure for evolving between subsequent 
populations. The process is repeated for each vector within the current population being the Target Vector. 
Each of these vectors has an associated Cost Value (or Fitness Value in maximisation problems) obtained 
from the Cost (or Fitness) Function. This Target Vector is pitted against a Trial Vector in a Selection 
process with the vector with the lowest cost (or highest fitness) advancing to the next generation. The 
process for constructing the Trial Vector involves Mutation and Crossover, processes known to give fast, 
robust algorithms when used in conjunction. Mutation maintains diversity in the population whilst 
Crossover builds new parameter combinations from the existing vector parameters. 
 
The Mutation procedure used here employs vector differentials. Two vectors A and B are randomly chosen 
from the current population to form a vector differential (A – B). The Mutated Vector is then obtained by 
adding this differential, multiplied by a scaling factor, F, to a further randomly chosen vector C to give the 
overall expression for the Mutated Vector as C + F.(A - B). The scaling factor, F, will have an optimal 
value for most functions between 0.4 and 1.0. 
 
The Trial Vector is the child of two vectors, the Target Vector and the Mutated Vector, and is obtained via 
the crossover process. In this work the process of Uniform Crossover was used. Uniform Crossover 
decides which of the two parent vectors contributes to each chromosome of the Trial Vector by a series of 
D binomial experiments. Each experiment, whose outcome is either success or failure, is mediated by a 
crossover constant, CR where 10 ≤≤ CR . If the random number is greater than CR, the Trial Vector gets 
its parameter from the Target Vector otherwise the parameter comes from the Mutated Vector. 
Additionally, one parameter was chosen at random to be taken from the mutated vector whatever the result 
of the random crossover.  This was done to ensure that the Trial Vector always differed from the Target 
vector in at least one parameter. 
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Figure 3. Schematic for Differential Evolution. 

 
This process of evolving through generations is repeated until the population becomes swamped by only a 
few low cost (or high fitness) solutions, any of which would be suitable. 
 
For the problem under consideration here, the objective is to specify the source function for the LISA 
simulation using a parametric model ( )s t in the form of a sum of Gaussians, 
 

2

( ) exp 5 i
i

i i

ts t a τ
τ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥= − ⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

∑                                                               (12) 

 
where the parameters ia are determined by the optimisation. The durations iτ  are fixed prior to the 
optimisation at values suggested by trial and error. Experimentation showed that 11 Gaussian were 
sufficient to represent the source event. The cost function for the minimisation exercise was computed as 
follows. Given a candidate parameter set{ }a , the corresponding estimated source function ˆ( ,{ })s t a was 
computed. This function was then used within the LISA code to predict the estimated response at the 
appropriate sensor point ˆ( ,{ })r t a . The cost function was then computed as the mean-square error 
between the estimated response and the measured response from the test programme ( )mr t . 
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=

= −∑                                                 (13) 

 
A window or weighting function ( )w t was used for the following reason. The response of the wave was 
composed of a very small amplitude 0S component followed by a substantial 0A component which 
decreased in frequency and increased in amplitude as time progressed. In order that the initial high-
frequency low-amplitude component of the antisymmetric mode was allowed to influence the 
optimisation, the response functions were multiplied by an exponentially decaying window. The window 
function was established on the basis of trial and error and its exact functional form is considered 
unimportant; however, Figure 4 shows the form of the window superimposed on the wieghted response 
function.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Weighting function for cost function superimposed on weighted wave response. 
 
The values for the parameters chosen for differential evolution can have a critical effect on the 
convergence to a solution. Past experience has shown that a value for F of 0.8 is advantageous. Although 
this is a little large, it allows more movement in the search space in the initial stages of the process and 
therefore enhances the resistance to local minima. The crossover ration was chosen as 0.5 here; this means 
that a parameter is equally likely to come from either parent vector.  Because the DE algorithm has a 
stochastic nature, ten runs were made on each data set and the parameters corresponding to the lowest 
error were recorded each time. In each case a population of 60 individuals was used and the algorithm was 
allowed to run for 500 generations. 
 
The DE algorithm was implemented in Java according to the following pseudo code: 
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for each individual in the population 
{ 
    initialise parameters with random values 
    find fitness 
} 
 
for 500 generations 
{ 
    for each individual in the population 
    { 
        choose a random individual r1 
        choose a different individual r2 
        choose a another different individual r3 
 
        for each parameter 
        { 
            new value = value for r1 
                      + F * (value for r2 – value for r3) 
        } 
 
        for each parameter 
        { 
            if( chance < probability of crossover ) 
            { 
                use new value (calculated above) 
            } 
            otherwise 
            { 
                use old parameter value 
            } 
        } 
 
        find fitness for new individual 
 
        if( new fitness < old fitness ) 
        { 
            replace individual with new individual 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

5  Results 
 
The optimisation exercise was carried out using the waveform data recorded 6.3 cm from the actuation 
point. As discussed above, the DE algorithm has a stochastic nature which makes it potentially dependent 
on the randomly generated initial population. In order to avoid sensitivity to initial conditions, the 
algorithm was run ten times using a different initial population in each case. The parameters 
corresponding to the source function were extracted in each case. Figure 5 shows a comparison between 
the measured and estimated response functions for one of the runs. Superimposed in the figure is the 
source function estimated from this run. The correspondence between predicted and measured waveforms 
is excellent. 
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Figure 5. From the first run of the DE algorithm, the experimental results (black), the optimised impulse 
force  (green - not to scale) and the simulated results for that impulse (red).  
 
 

Run no. Cost function (fitness)
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1.3384E-6 
1.9098E-6 
1.4118E-6 
1.3339E-6 
1.3779E-6 
1.4539E-6 
1.7190E-6 
1.3363E-6 
1.3537E-6 
1.3645E-6 

 
Table 1: Fitness values for the ten runs of the DE algorithm. 

 
Convergence of the algorithm was rapid, the evolution of the best and average cost functions is shown in 
Figure 6. The values of the cost function for the ten runs are provided in Table 1. As the mean-square error 
function is not normalised, the absolute errors do not carry much information (although one can gauge the 
size of the error function by noting that run 0 corresponds to the waveform comparison in Figure 5.) 
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Figure 6: Convergence profile of DE algorithm on a single optimisation run. 

 

 
Figure 7: All ten source functions as estimated by the ten DE runs. 

 
 

An important question raised during this exercise related to the sensitivity of the simulation to the source 
function applied. As the determination of the source function is posed as an inverse problem here, there 
existed the possibility that a range of source functions could still yield a good correspondence between the 
measured and simulated responses so the solution may not be unique. There are three pieces of evidence in 
support of the hypothesis that the procedure did in fact estimate the true function. The first is based on 
engineering judgement. The estimated source – as illustrated in Figure 5 – does agree with one’s physical 
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intuition; it is composed of an initial sharp transient corresponding to the ablative regime of the laser 
pulse, followed by a slower variation of low amplitude, consistent with the temperature variation induced 
by the localised heating from the pulse. The second fact in support of the uniqueness of the solution is that 
the ten runs of the DE algorithm with different initial conditions all converged to very similar pulse 
waveforms. The ten results are shown together in Figure 7. Most of the runs show a sharp initial transient 
with a consistent duration; however, some of the curves are qualitatively a little different. In fact the group 
with sharper initiation correspond to the solutions with lowest cost function, as illustrated in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8: Best and worse results from the optimisation in terms of the cost function values. 

 
The third and final piece of evidence in support of the estimated source function comes from cross-
validation. The source function determined by optimising the response at 6.3 cm was used in order to 
predict the response at 8.3 cm; the resulting comparison with experiment is shown in Figure 9. The 
agreement is again excellent. The small phase error can be explained by the fact that the source-response 
distance was measured with a steel rule which was only accurate to 1 mm, this means that there may well 
have been a small mismatch between the propagation distances in the actual plate and the LISA 
simulation. While this cross-validation lends considerable confidence to the predictive power of the 
algorithm, it is important to point out that the distance between the 6.3 cm and 8.3 cm response points is 
comparatively small; over larger distances, the dispersive nature of the Lamb waves will be more evident 
and will provide a more stringent test of the predictive capability of the algorithm.  
 
 
 
6  Discussion and conclusions 
 
The experimental programme at the heart of this study has served two purposes. In the first case, it has 
allowed the experimental validation of the 2D LISA code for wave propagation. The evidence for this is 
given in Figure 5 where the correspondence between the measured waveform is excellent and in Figure 9 
where a similar correspondence is obtained for prediction over a different distance. Admittedly, this was 
accomplished in the simplest physical circumstances possible, but this is a necessary first step in building 
confidence in the algorithm. The work here will form a basis for going on to consider more complex 
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geometries and actuation and sensor physics which more closely resemble those at work in typical SHM 
experiments. In particular, the transition to three dimensions will allow the simulation of the waves 
interacting with damage. One restriction of the current work is the fact that the source-response distances 
taken for the experiment had limited variation. Between a distance of 6.3 cm and 8.3 cm, it is unlikely that 
the dispersive nature of the wave propagation will make its presence felt. A more recent programme of 
experiments, using the same laser point actuation and sensing has collected responses over a much large 
range of propagation distances. The results of analysing this data will be reported later. 
 

 
Figure 9: Prediction of response at 8.3 cm using source function identified from optimisation using 6.3 cm 

response. 
 
The second important outcome of this work is the optimisation methodology. By wrapping the LISA 
simulation in DE optimisation, it has been possible to estimate the temporal form of the acoustic source 
generated by the laser pulse. The success of the exercise has shown that such an optimisation is 
computationally feasible (i.e. can be carried out on realistic timescales), and paves the way for further 
attempts at source characterisation. One possibility for further work here concerns source characterisation 
of acoustic emissions. It would be a valuable exercise, from the SHM point-of-view, to determine the 
source function corresponding to a propagating fatigue crack and this will be the subject of further 
research. The approach can also be extended to the spatial characterisation of source events where one 
does not have point actuation, e.g. for a piezoelectric element or a wedge transducer. 
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Abstract 
Industrial machines with gears have been researched from various viewpoints such as efficiency, vibration, 
and noise. Recently, damage diagnosis from remote administration is demanded as an example of 
maintenance business. For this reason, a lot of research has dealt with a damage diagnosis on tooth surface 
of gears by using vibration or noise data. However, these diagnosis methods are difficult to detect early on 
an abnormal tooth. Therefore, we developed a method to diagnose using a laser beam from the point of 
view of remote diagnosis. In this paper, we verified our method can accurately early on and diagnose the 
condition of tooth surface. Our method can be explained as follows: First, a tooth surface is irradiated by a 
zonal laser beam from oblique direction, and then an irradiated laser beam line is shifted along the height 
of the tooth according to gear revolution. The variations of laser reflection between the initial and the 
present conditions are compared, and it can estimate the condition on tooth surface such as initial or 
abnormal abrasion, pitting, spalling, etc. To confirm the validity of our method, a pitting experiment was 
carried out, and at the same time the laser reflection was measured as well as vibration and noise. The 
vibration data of the driving gear and the pedestal as well as the sound data at the adjacent point were 
analyzed with continuous wavelet transform correspond to each load repetition number. They were 
compared with the result of the measured data of diffused laser reflection on the tooth surfaces of the drive 
gear as a function of the rotational angle of the gear. As a result, the laser reflection data revealed 
occurrence of the pitting more apparently and earlier on than that of vibration and noise. Thus, it can be 
concluded that our method can accurately estimate the condition of tooth surface and sufficiently assess 
the duration of the gear’s life. Furthermore, to verify that our method can accurately diagnose a tooth 
surface of a lubricated gear, a measurement experiment in the practical used gearbox was also carried out. 
By attaching a cover to the laser receiver, the measured data was unaffected by the lubricant. Under the 
condition of force-feed lubrication, pitting could be detected in every range less than 1800 rpm. Therefore, 
our method can also diagnose a tooth surface of the lubricated gear in the practical used gearbox. Finally, 
an automatic damage diagnosis method was developed. Two-stage thresholds were applied to the 
difference of the diffused laser reflection between damaged data and benchmark data. As a result, this 
method could detect the occurrence of the pitting, and the value of the first-stage threshold was important 
to improve the accuracy of the detected length of the damage area. 

1 Introduction 

Industrial machines with gears have been researched from various viewpoints such as efficiency, vibration, 
and noise. Damage diagnosis from remote administration is in demand as an example for maintenance 
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business. For this reason, a lot of research has dealt with damage diagnosis on the tooth surface of gears 
by using vibration or noise data [1][2]. However, this diagnostic method has difficulty detecting 
abnormalities on teeth early on. Therefore, we developed a diagnostic method by using a laser beam from 
the point of view of a remote diagnosis [3]. In this paper, we defined the method of damage diagnosis 
using a laser beam and verified that our method can accurately diagnose tooth surface abnormalities on a 
lubricated gear in a practical used gearbox. Thirdly we also developed a method for damage diagnosis 
using a computer with our future objective being an automatic diagnosis system. 

2 Nomenclature 

m: Module [mm] 
r: Radius of the circle which is able to define the laser beam as the tangential line [mm] 
r0: Radius of the pitch circle, r0 = mz/2 [mm] 
ra: Radius of the tip circle, ra = mz/2 +m [mm] 

rb: Radius of the base circle, rb = mz(cos a)/2 [mm] 
z: Number of teeth 

a: Pressure angle [rad] 

3 The method of the damage diagnosis using a laser beam 

Our method can be explained as follows using Figure 1. First, a tooth surface is irradiated by a zonal laser 
beam from an oblique direction as shown in Figure 1 (a). Then an irradiated laser beam line is shifted 
along the tooth’s profile direction according to the gear revolution as shown in Figure 1 (b). As the pitting 
on the tooth surface grows, the diffused reflection beam increases. The laser receiver increases the voltage 
proportional to the reflection of the beam. When the voltage increases while the measured gear is 
revolving, we can detect the damaged point on the tooth surface derived from the angle of the rotational 
gear. 
When the angle of the gear rotation is shifted from the point on the base circle to the irradiated point as 
shown in Figure 2, the angle is defined as q, q can be given as 
 

q = inv(cos-1(rｂ/R))+cos-1(r/R)-cos-1(r/rｂ).                                             (1) 
 

When a damaged point on the gear surface is detected and q of this point is known from the measured 
laser data, R can be calculated from Equation (1). By using the result R, the damaged point on the gear 
tooth surface can be expressed as the distance x from the base circle. The equation of x is as 

 

x = rｂtan2(cos-1(rｂ/R)) /2.                                                               (2) 

 
Therefore, the variations of laser reflection between the initial and the present conditions can be compared, 
and we can estimate conditions on the tooth surface such as initial or abnormal abrasion, pitting, spalling, 
etc. from these results.  
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Figure 1: The principle to measure the gear tooth surface by using laser beam reflection 
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Figure 2: The geometrical relation of angles between the laser beam and normal directions of 
irradiated points on a gear tooth surface 

4 Pitting experiment 

To confirm the validity of our method a pitting experiment was carried out. At the same time the laser 
reflection gear vibration, adjacent noise, and accumulated wear were measured at each load repetition 
number N [cycle]. To obtain the result by a factor of the effect of laser reflection, test gears were detached 
from the gearbox for measuring the laser reflection. In the pitting experiment, a power-circulating type 
gear testing machine was used. Dimensions of the test gear pair are shown in Table 1. The conditions of 
the pitting experiment are shown in Table 2. 
Figure 3 shows the result of the accumulated wear corresponding to the load repetition number N. From 
this figure, it can be verified that the wear increases from N = 3.5×105, and it shows the occurrence and the 
increase of pitting. Figure 4 shows the photos of each condition on the tooth surface of the driving gear 
corresponding to each load repetition number N. As shown in Figure 4 (a), at N = 0 only cutting scars by 
hobbing can be seen on the tooth surface. As the load repetition number increases from N = 1×105, the 
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tooth surface roughness becomes smaller, and the photo at N = 2×105 becomes smoother than that at N = 
1×105 like a mirror. However, in the tooth number 29, the photo at N = 2×105 pitting can be detected. At N 
= 4×105, every tooth generated pitting, and after N = 4×105, pitting increased.  
Figure 5 shows the measured data of diffused laser reflection on the tooth surface of the driving gear as a 
function of the rotational angle. This data was compensated with the data of the basic experiment to grasp 
the influence of the variations of irradiated angle and distance. In the tooth number 15, the data at N = 
2×105 was the lowest because the tooth surface became a mirror plane. However, in the tooth number 29, 
the data at N = 2×105 increased the neighborhood of the pitch point as compared with the data at N = 
1×105. Therefore, the area of the pitting can be detected from this data. After N = 4×105, the area of 
increasing voltage was expanded according to N, because pitting has increased.  
Furthermore, in order to diagnose properly, the difference between the data at each load repetition number 
and the data at N = 1×105 as a function of the rotational angle of the gear was calculated as shown in 
Figure 6. By subtracting the data at N = 1×105 from the total wave data of one tooth for each equation, 
only the voltage of the pitting area remains. Therefore, if the threshold level of the voltage is configured in 
the data, we can diagnose the condition, location and size of pitting on the tooth surface. For example, 
from the data of [(f)-(b)] in Figure 6 (a), increased voltage area was from 3.4 to 6.1 degrees of rotational 
angle. Therefore, the calculated damage size was 2.69 mm. On the other hand, the damage size measured 
with a caliper was 2.75 mm and the error of both sides was approximately 3 %. In the same way, from the 
data of [(f)-(b)] in Figure 6 (b), calculated damage size was 4.41 mm, and measured size was 4.23 mm, the 
error of both sides was approximately 4 %. Consequently, this method can be used to diagnose and verify 
the location and the size of pitting within 5 %. 

As shown in Figure 4 (b), pitting initially occurred at tooth number 29 at N = 2×105, and the result of the 
laser reflection could find this damage. Analyzed vibration data of the driving gear can be found at N = 
4×105 as shown in Figure 7. However, it is difficult to find the damage on tooth number 29 in the analyzed 
vibration data of the pedestal and adjacent sound data as shown in Figures 8 and 9. As a result, the data of 
the laser reflection revealed the occurrence of the pitting more apparently and earlier than that of vibration 
and noise. Thus, it can be concluded that our method can accurately estimate the condition of tooth surface 
and sufficiently assess the duration of a gear's life. 
 

  Gear type Spur gear
Grade (JIS B 1702-1, JIS B 1702-2(1998)) 4
Module m [mm] 4
Number of teeth z 1/z 2 29/29
Pressure angle α [deg] 20
Face width [mm] 10
Pitch circle diameter [mm] 116
Displacement over a given number of teeth En  [mm] 42.805
Material S45C
Finishing method of the gear Hobbing
Heat treatment Thermal refined  

Table 1: Dimensions of the test gear pair (driving and driven gears) 
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 Input rotational speed [rpm] 1800
Input torque [N・m] 210
Lubricating oil Turbine oil (ISO VG32)
Oil temperature [K] 333±2  

Table 2: Conditions of the pitting experiment 
 

 
Figure 3: Results of a wear test 

 
 

 

  

 

 
(a) Tooth number: 15                                               (b) Tooth number: 29 

Figure 4: Photos of each condition on the tooth surface of the driving gear correspond to each load 
repetition number N (unit: cycle) 
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(a) Tooth number: 15                                                   (b) Tooth number: 29 

Figure 5: Measured data of diffused laser reflection on the tooth surface of the driving gear as a 
function of the rotational angle of the gear (Compensated) 
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(a) Tooth number: 15                                              (b) Tooth number: 29 

Figure 6: Differences between the data at each load repetition number and the data at N = 1×105 as 
a function of the rotational angle of the gear in Figure 5 
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Figure 7: Analyzed vibration data of the driving gear with continuous wavelet transform correspond 
to each load repetition number 
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Figure 8: Analyzed vibration data of the pedestal with continuous wavelet transform correspond to 
each load repetition number 
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Figure 9: Analyzed sound data at the adjacent point with continuous wavelet transform correspond 
to each load repetition number 

5 Measurement experiment under the condition of lubricant 

To put this method into practical use, the laser sensor was fixed in the gearbox as shown in Figure 10 (a), 
and the laser reflection from the lubricated gear was measured. In the range of less than 60 rpm, the pitting 
could be detected from measured data. However, when the laser sensor was spattered with lubricant oil by 
the rotation of the gear, measured data deviated from the normal data. To prevent this deviation, a cover 
which was made with a square pipe surrounded laser beam as shown in Figure 10 (b) was used. Both ends 
of the pipe were sealed with a transparent plastic board. As a result, by attaching the cover, the response of 
measured data was more accurate. 
Furthermore, to search for the best way to measure the laser reflection, six measurement experiments were 
carried out under lubricated conditions. Each of these conditions was shown in Table 3. The nylon brush 
was attached in the gearbox to brush away the lubricant oil on the tooth surface of the rotation gear as 
illustrated in Figure 11 (a). These experiments were carried out under the conditions of an oil bath or 
force-feed lubrication as illustrated in Figure 11. The gear testing machine was the same as the machine 
which was used in the pitting experiment. The test gear pair, which was used in the pitting experiment was 
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used again (after N = 1×106), because the purpose of this measurement experiment was to search for a way 
to be able to measure the damage on the tooth surface accurately. The input rotational speed was settled at 
60, 120, 180, 240, 360, 480, 600, 720, 840, 960, 1080, 1320, 1560, 1800 rpm. 
A sample of the measured data was shown in Figure 12. In this Figure, to evaluate the range of damage 
(especially pitting) clearly, the data which was under the dry condition at 60 rpm was included. This 
Figure shows data for three teeth. The large peaks show the reflection at the top of tooth and the small 
peaks show the reflection at the range of pitting. From Figure 12, in the range less than 360 rpm, is hard to 
recognize. However, according to the acceleration of the rotational speed, the profile of the small peaks 
which show the pitting can be recognized clearly.  
In this experiment, we evaluated from two aspects; repeatability and accuracy. The repeatability was 
evaluated from three data trials of the laser reflection at the same tooth, and the value of the repeatability 
was decided correspond to the similarity of the wave forms. Therefore, the repeatability has four values; 0, 
33, 66, 100 %. The accuracy of the pitting length was measured with a caliper; 2.66 mm and the data 
which was calculated with Equation (2) by using the measured data same as shown in Figure 12. This 
accuracy was calculated by using this equation, 
 

Accuracy [%] = (1 - (xc- xm) / xc )×100.                                                 (3) 
 
where xc was the data which was measured with a caliper; 2.66 mm, and xm was the data which was 
calculated with the Equation (2) by using the measured data.  
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the results of the repeatability, the accuracy, and the total evaluation, 
respectively. As a result, by attaching the brush, the accuracy of the pitting detection was improved in the 
range less than 240 rpm. Under the condition of force-feed lubrication, pitting could be detected in every 
range less than 1800 rpm. Consequently, our method can diagnose a tooth surface of the lubricated gear in 
the practical used gearbox. 
 

                   
 (a) Fixed laser sensor in the gearbox                  (b) A square pipe surrounded laser beam 

Figure 10: Laser sensor in the gearbox 
 

 
Table 3: Conditions of the experiment 
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(a) Oil bath and Brush 

 
(b) Force feed 

Figure 11: Lubrication method and attached point of the brush 
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(a) 60-360 rpm                               (b) 480-960 rpm                             (c) 1080-1800 rpm 

Figure 12: Measured data of the laser reflection (Exp. No. 6) 
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Figure 13: Repeatability of the measured data of the laser reflection at each condition correspond to 
the input rotational speed 
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Figure 14: Accuracy of the measured data of the laser reflection at each condition correspond to the 
input rotational speed 
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Figure 15: Total evaluation of the measured data of the laser reflection at each condition correspond 
to the input rotational speed 
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6 Damage diagnosis using a computer 

We are developing an automatic damage diagnosis method with our ultimate goal being to develop a 
system which can diagnose gear damage automatically. For example, this system will be able to detect the 
damaged number of teeth and calculate the length of the damaged area on the tooth surface from the 
measured data. In this section, we will discuss the method to scan the length of the pitting area from the 
laser reflection data. 
Two-stage thresholds were applied to the different data of the voltage proportional to the diffused laser 
reflection between the damaged data and the benchmark data. The benchmark data was defined as the data 
which had the lowest voltage in the measured data same as described in section 4. Figure 15 shows the 
process of this method and which was applied to the data [(e)-(b)] in Figure 6 (a). First, the first-stage 
threshold was set at a relatively high voltage in the range of 0.02 to 0.05 V (Check 1 in Figure 15), 
because the purpose was to find the occurrence of the damage. Second, the second-stage threshold was set 
at 0.01 V (Check 2), because we estimated the noise amplitude of the area which no pitting had occurred 
was up to 0.01 V from Figure 6. If the horizontal line of the second-stage threshold crossed the data, and 
the range in the cross points included the area which crossed the first-stage threshold, this range was 
assumed as the damaged area. Finally, in order to clarify both end of this area, the points which include 
the data gradient angle were inverted and scanned along the data as shown in Figure 15 (Check 3). When 
the points were found, the damaged area could be determined as the range between both terminal points. 
In order to confirm the validity of this method, a pitting experiment was carried out. Dimensions of the 
test gear pair were the same as shown in Table 1. The power-circulating type gear testing machine was 
used again as it was also used in section 4. Conditions of the pitting experiment are the same as shown in 
Table 2 except for the input torque. This experiment’s input torque was settled at 145 N･m.  
Table 4 shows the comparison the results of the damage size between measured with a caliper and 
calculated with a computer from the different data of the laser beam reflection during rotation of the gear. 
From Table 4 (a), this method could detect all occurrence of the pitting in the dry condition. According to 
the increase first-stage threshold voltage, the number of detected data decreased. However, when the first-
stage threshold voltage was 0.03 V or 0.04 V, the damage was detected in a place that was not damaged, 
due to the roughness of the different data. As a result, the definition of the value of the first-stage 
threshold and smoothing of the different data was important to improve the accuracy of the detected length 
of the damage area. 
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Figure 15: An automatic damage diagnosis method (Example: application to the data (e)-(b) in 
Figure 6 (a)) 
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Dry
60 [rpm] 60 [rpm] 600 [rpm] 1200 [rpm] 1800 [rpm]

4 0.00 0.88
6 0.00 1.13

10 0.88 0.77 1.38 1.75
20 1.34 0.85 3.93 0.34 0.36
50 1.63 1.87 1.75 2.29 1.83 2.00
100 2.40 5.70 4.84 3.93 4.32 4.84

Load
repetition
number

N  [×10＾5]

Damage size [mm]

Force feed lublication
Calculated with a computer

Measured
with a caliper

 
(a) First-stage threshold: 0.03 [V], Second-stage threshold: 0.01 [V] 

 

Dry
60 [rpm] 60 [rpm] 600 [rpm] 1200 [rpm] 1800 [rpm]

4 0.00 0.88
6 0.00

10 0.88 0.77 1.34
20 1.34 3.93
50 1.63 1.87 1.75 2.29 1.26 2.00
100 2.40 5.70 4.85 3.93 4.32 4.84

Load
repetition
number

N  [×10＾5]

Damage size [mm]

Force feed lublication
Calculated with a computer

Measured
with a caliper

 
(b) First-stage threshold: 0.04 [V], Second-stage threshold: 0.01 [V] 

 

Dry
60 [rpm] 60 [rpm] 600 [rpm] 1200 [rpm] 1800 [rpm]

4 0.00
6 0.00

10 0.88 1.34
20 1.34 3.93
50 1.63 1.87 1.75 2.29 1.05 2.00
100 2.40 5.72 5.50 3.93 4.24 5.70

Load
repetition
number

N  [×10＾5]

Damage size [mm]

Force feed lublication
Calculated with a computer

Measured
with a caliper

 
(c) First-stage threshold: 0.05 [V], Second-stage threshold: 0.01 [V] 

Table 4: Comparison the results of the damage size between measured with a caliper and calculated 
with a computer from the different data of the laser beam reflection during rotation of the gear 
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7 Conclusions 

We developed a new diagnostic method by using a laser beam. First, the tooth surface is irradiated by a 
zonal laser beam from oblique direction, and then an irradiated laser beam line is shifted along the height 
of the tooth according to gear revolution. The variations of laser reflection between the initial and the 
present conditions are compared, and it can estimate the condition on the tooth surface. To put this method 
into practical use, the laser sensor was fixed in the gearbox, and the laser reflection from the lubricated 
gear was measured. In the range less than 60 rpm, the pitting could be detected from measured data. 
However, when the laser sensor was spattered by lubricant oil from the rotation gear, measured data 
deviated from the normal data. To prevent this deviation, a cover was made with a square pipe to surround 
the laser beam. Furthermore, the brush was attached in the gearbox to brush away the lubricant oil on the 
tooth surface of the rotation gear. These experiments were carried out under the condition of an oil bath 
and force-feed lubrication. By attaching the cover, the response of measured data became more accurate. 
By attaching the brush, the accuracy of the pitting detection was improved in the range less than 240 rpm. 
Under the condition of force-feed lubrication, pitting could be detected in every range less than 1800 rpm. 
Consequently, our method can diagnose a tooth surface of the lubricated gear in the practical used gearbox. 
Finally, we developed the method to scan the length of the pitting area from the laser reflection data. As a 
result, this method could detect all occurrence of the pitting in the dry condition. To improve the accuracy 
of the detected length of the damage area, the definition of the value of the first-stage threshold and 
smoothing of the different data was important. 
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Abstract 
The detection of damage in bridges is mainly done by visual examination. However, defects as for 
instance partial rupture of a prestressing cable cannot be visually observed. It is well known that damage 
changes dynamic structural parameters like eigenfrequencies, modeshapes and damping. Since the 
sensitivity of changes in modal properties is sometimes low, this paper presents an approach that makes 
use of non-linear dynamic behaviour. The basic idea is that non-linear dynamic effects, i.e. the amplitude 
dependency of the modal parameters and the occurrence of Higher Harmonics, vary with changes in 
structural condition, due to failure of tendons or cracks for instance. This paper presents the experimental 
results of tests with a gradually damaged reinforced concrete beam and the application of this method to a 
prestressed concrete bridge. The results concerning damage assessment are compared to the results of 
static load tests as a classical and often used method to assess the state of a structure. 

1 Introduction 

The prime objective of dynamic based structural health monitoring and damage assessment is the 
determination of the modal characteristics. A lot of damage detection methods have been developed and 
applied in other fields of engineering like Mechanical Engineering, in aerospace sector and in Civil 
Engineering as well. Structural properties such as stiffness are closely related to structural vibration 
parameters. Most methods are based on the fact, that damage and thus change in stiffness influence the 
modal properties, although it is well known that the sensitivity of the modal properties is sometimes 
relatively low. Damage detection methods are classified as linear and non-linear methods. Linear methods 
are based on changes in modal properties that are a result of changes in geometry or material, but the 
system remains to act linear-elastic, in the damaged state as well as in the undamaged state. Non-linear 
methods make use of the non-linear dynamic behaviour of the structure like amplitude dependent modal 
properties or the occurrence of Higher Harmonics due to opening and closing cracks or non-linear material 
behaviour. 
The results presented in this paper show that the non-linear dynamic characteristic could be another useful 
feature for structural health monitoring, because in some cases it might be more sensitive to damage than 
other indicators like changes in eigenfrequencies or modeshapes. The effects of non-linear behaviour on 
the Frequency Response Function are described in chapter 1.1. In chapter 1.2 it is explained by means of a 
simple example, why Higher Harmonic Components (HHCs) appear in the vibration response of non-
linear behaving systems. Chapter 2 shows the results of a gradually damaged reinforced concrete beam. 
Changes in eigenfrequencies are opposed to changes in the non-linear dynamic behaviour. Chapter 3 
presents the results of forced excitation tests that were performed on a progressively damaged prestressed 
concrete bridge in order to confirm the laboratory results and to investigate whether the observation of 
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non-linear dynamic behaviour for damage assessment is useful in practice. Several classical damage 
assessment methods are applied in contrast to the investigation of the non-linear vibration characteristic. 

1.1 Non-linear effects on the Frequency Response Function 

Assuming linear behaviour of a harmonically excited structure, the differential equation (1) describes the 
vibration adequately, where M is the mass matrix, C the damping matrix, K the stiffness matrix and F the 
excitation force. 
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The dynamic properties (eigenfrequencies, damping, mode shapes) are identified by means of the 
Frequency Response Function (FRF). The FRF according to equation (2) can be established by dividing 
the vibration response Y(ω) by the input signal F(ω) in the frequency domain. 
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For a SDOF system with a mass m, a spring k and a damper c the FRF is defined: 
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Exciting the system with its natural frequency ω = ω0 the FRF takes maximum value. When the FRF is 
known or can be measured, the damping value and the eigenfrequency can directly be extracted. 
In case of a linear behaving system, the FRF is independent of the excitation force and vibration 
amplitude. Disturbances in the structure like cracks lead to non-linear stiffness- and damping matrices. In 
this case the coefficients in the equation of motion (1) and the dynamic properties are dependent on the 
vibration amplitude, velocity and thus on the excitation force. Damage in reinforced concrete structures 
like friction in cracks, change in stiffness due to the alternately opening and closing of cracks under 
dynamic excitation or amplitude dependent material behaviour lead to particular distinct non-linear 
behaviour. 

1.2 Higher Harmonics in the vibration response 

It is well known that non-linear dynamic behaviour leads to the presence of Higher Harmonics in the 
response spectrum which could in theory be used to detect damage. A Higher Harmonic is a harmonic 
which is at a frequency that is an integer multiple of one of the modal frequencies and a result from the 
motion not being perfectly sinusoidal but taking the form of a distorted sinusoid at the same frequency. An 
often used example for the explanation of the occurrence of Higher Harmonics Components (HHCs) in the 
vibration response is the Duffing oscillator that characterizes a mass suspended to a spring with non-linear 
characteristic line: 
 

 )()()()()()( 3
3

2
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where m is the mass, d the damping, k1 the coefficient for the linear term of the restoring force, k2 and k3 
the coefficients for the non-linear terms of the restoring force and F the excitation force. 
Assuming non-linear stiffness, which is symmetrical to the origin, k2 is to zero, and neglecting damping 
results in the symmetric Duffing oscillator where the term k1y(t)+k3y3(t) represents the restoring force of 
the spring. 
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A division by m results in 
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If the factor k3 is positive, the stiffness takes a greater value compared to the linear case for the same 
displacement. This is referred to as hardening stiffness. Disturbances in the structure or cracks often lead 
to softening stiffness. In this case k3 would take negative values. Considering only the restoring forces 
under sinusoidal excitation results in: 
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Obviously, the response contains integer multiples of the excitation frequency. The amplitude of the 
Higher Harmonic Components (HHCs) in the response spectrum takes maximum values when the 
eigenfrequency of the system is excited.  
For the use of many methods considering the occurrence of HHCs it is provided that the input is pure 
sinusoidal. As practice shows, this is often difficult and multiples of the excitation frequency are already 
contained in the input spectrum. With respect to the regular inspection of bridges it is of course difficult to 
apply an excitation with identical higher harmonic characteristic to make different measurements 
comparable. Higher Harmonics are excited at integer multiples of the excitation, even for linear systems. 
If one of these Higher Harmonics is near one of the system’s eigenfrequencies then this frequency will 
resonate even if it is not being directly excited. It should be possible to minimize this effect by observing 
the ratio of the response spectrum and the input spectrum, provided that the input signal takes measurable 
values above noise in the range of the Higher Harmonics, to avoid division by zero (the Coherence 
Function should have adequate values in the investigated frequency range). For linear behaving structures 
this relation is nothing else but the Frequency Response Function that is invariant with respect to the type 
of input. So, exciting a mode sinusoidal (or the range of the eigenfrequency with stepped- or swept sine) 
and Higher Harmonics are contained in the excitation, the ratio of the input and output spectra should not 
have higher values compared to the conventional measured FRF in linear case (in the frequency range of 
the HHC as well as in the directly excited frequency range). The non-linear case creates a difference 
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between the ratio of input and output spectra compared to the ordinary measured FRF in the range of 
HHCs, because the structural born non-linearity leads to additional vibration. As already mentioned, on 
the one hand it is necessary that the excitation force contains HHCs to avoid division by zero; on the other 
hand, large HHCs in the input could suppress the non-linear effects because the relation between the 
vibration response due to excitation and those non-linear effects that arise due to non-linear behaviour in 
the structure is to large. 

2 Reinforced concrete beam 

2.1 Damage loading 

For the experimental verification a reinforced concrete beam is examined concerning its non-linear 
behaviour. The 6m long beam is made of concrete C40/50, stirrups 8/20, and six reinforcement bars of 
diameter 16mm are equally distributed over the tension and the compression zone. The beam has been 
loaded stepwise up to its calculated strength during a symmetrical three point bending test. The static test 
setup for the beam is illustrated in Figure 1. The loading sequence is presented in Table 1. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Static setup for the beam, cross-section, undamaged state #1 

 
 

load step load at 3 m [kN]
#1 0 
#2 8 
#3 16 
#4 25 
#5 40 
#6 55 

Table 1: Loading sequence 

The first applied load of 8kN was around the appearance of the first bending crack. Failure was defined as 
the point where the beam could sustain no further increases in load (approx. 55kN). Figure 2 shows the 
deflections in the centre of the beam measured during the application of the static load. These results are 
concordant with results reported in [1]. The progressive cracking of the beam is represented in Figure 3. In 
undamaged state no cracks were visible. For the first applied load of 8kN two small cracks arise at mid-
span. After release, these cracks close again and cannot be detected by visual inspection anymore. For 
increasing loading the cracked zone became wider and at a loading of 55kN the reinforcement began to 
yield and the concrete in the compression zone started to fail. 
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Figure 2: Force-Displacement diagram. The displacements at mid-section are shown 

 
Figure 3: Progressive cracking 

2.2 Dynamic Tests 

For the dynamic tests the beam is suspended to flexible springs, in order to obtain a free-free setup. 
Initially the eigenfrequencies of the beam are measured using hammer impact. The energy associated with 
an individual frequency is small and non-linear effects do not appear clearly [2]. So only the quasi-linear 
dynamic properties of the system can be observed, when using hammer-impact method. As already 
mentioned in the introduction changes in eigenfrequencies are widely-used for damage assessment. Table 
2 figures the first three measured eigenfrequencies (first three bending modes) for all load steps. As 
expected the eigenfrequencies decrease with increasing damage. 
 

 
load step 

 
mode B1

eigenfrequency [Hz] 
mode B2 

 
mode B3

#1 22.0 60.7 118 
#2 21.5 60.0 117 
#3 20.5 58.8 114 
#4 20.0 57.3 113 
#5 19.7 56.0 112 
#6 18.8 54.9 108 

Table 2: First three eigenfrequencies using hammer impact 
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Figure 4 plots the percentage decrease of the first three eigenfrequencies related to the undamaged state 
#1. The first eigenfrequency decreases about 2.2% for the first induced damage of small level. Self-
evident, the first eigenfrequency is affected most. Depending on the size of the cracked zone, the second 
and third eigenfrequency are affected as well. 
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Figure 4: Percentage decrease of the first three eigenfrequencies related to the undamaged state #1 

B1-mode 1, B2-mode 2, B3-mode 3 

However, the change in eigenfrequencies from scenario #1 to scenario #2 is small because stiffness has 
been reduced only little due to small cracks. Thus, it would be interesting to know whether the non-linear 
vibration characteristic is more sensitive to small damage. For the investigation of the non-linear dynamic 
behaviour the beam has been excited harmonically by means of a swept sine excitation in a frequency 
range including the first three eigenfrequencies. In order to transfer as much as possible of the oscillation 
energy into the non-linear parts of the oscillation (to activate non-linear mechanisms like opening and 
closing of cracks) the beam has been excited with a swept sine using a low sweep-rate of 0.2Hz/s. 
Figure 5 shows the FRFs measured for excitation forces of 5N and 100N in the frequency range of the first 
mode for all damage states. For the undamaged state #1 both, the eigenfrequency and the amplitude of the 
FRF decrease with increasing excitation force. This property can be explained by means of the non-linear 
hysteretic material behaviour of concrete and the existence of inevitable micro-cracks that strongly affects 
the damping characteristic of the beam. The percentage decrease of the first three resonance frequencies 
from an excitation force from 5N to 100N is shown in Figure 6. For the first resonance frequency it is 
about 3.2 %. The first mode is affected most. This is due to the distortion dependent non-linear material 
behaviour of concrete. As the deflection of mode 1 is always larger than the deflections of mode 2 and 3, 
the influence on the first mode is more significant. 
It is obvious that the amplitude dependency of the first eigenfrequency increases for state #2 where two 
small cracks have been produced in the mid-span. Although the damage is small and the cracks closed 
again after unloading, the amplitude dependency increases from 3.2% in undamaged state to 5.6%. Again, 
the non-linear behaviour observed for mode 1 is affected most, because the damage is an area of high 
modal curvature of mode 1 (cp. Figure 7). 
For state #3 the amplitude dependency of the three examined eigenfrequencies further increases. When 
investigating the states #4 and #5, the amplitude dependency of the first and third eigenfrequency keeps 
constant while the amplitude dependency of the second eigenfrequency increases. The reason for this is 
that the cracked zone is expanded into areas of high modal curvature of mode 2. For the last damage state 
#6 the amplitude dependency of the first eigenfrequency decreases again. In this state the cracks in the 
mid-span keep open even without static loading, frictional effects in the crack-surfaces are reduced and 
thus the non-linear behaviour decreases. 
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Figure 5: FRFs for excitation forces of 5N and 100N for all damage states, mode 1 
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Figure 6: Percentage decrease of the first three eigenfrequencies from 5N to 100N 

B1-mode 1, B2-mode 2, B3-mode 3 
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Figure 7: Modeshapes and corresponding modal curvature 

For the observation of the Higher Harmonic Components (HHCs), the beam has been excited with swept 
sine in a small frequency range (between 14Hz and 27Hz) including the first eigenfrequency. Figure 8 
shows the results of the measurements for the beam in undamaged state #1 with an excitation force of 
100N. The autospectrum of the excitation force (INPUT) takes high values for the excited frequency 
range. As expected, the excitation force contains HHC and so does the response spectrum (OUTPUT). The 
horizontal line marks a free chosen limit of adequate excitation (above noise), for which the evaluation is 
done. The vertical lines border the frequency range of the first HHC. In this frequency range the 
Coherence Function has adequate values. The ratio of output and input (in the following the terminology 
FRFsmall is defined as the ratio of the input spectrum by the output spectrum; small-small frequency range 
excited, between 14Hz and 27Hz) is plotted at the bottom of the figure. The ordinary measured FRF (also 
with an excitation force of 100N, exciting the frequency range between 10Hz and 120Hz) is plotted for 
comparison (dashed line). 
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Figure 8: Input spectrum, output spectrum, Coherence, FRF and FRFsmall for the beam in 

undamaged state #1, excitation force 100N 

Although small Higher Harmonics of the first eigenfrequency are present in the response (OUTPUT), 
FRFsmall is almost equal to the FRF, in the excited frequency range as well as in the non scheduled excited 
frequency range and in the range of the first HHC. The beam responds concerning the FRF. This means 
that the vibration response of the undamaged beam is approximately linear. Any non-linearity in material 
behaviour (cp. amplitude dependent eigenfrequencies) seems to be too small to create Higher Harmonics. 
In cracked state there are clear differences in the range of the first Higher Harmonic. The beams vibration 
response is larger than it would be expected by the FRF.  
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Figure 9: FRFsmall and FRF for all damage states, excitation force 100N 
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Figure 9 shows the FRFs and the ratios of the input and output spectra (FRFsmall) when exciting only the 
frequency range of the first eigenfrequency (FRFsmall) for all damage states. There is a clear peak in the 
range of the first HHC of the first eigenfrequency for all load cases. It can be considered that these HHCs 
are based on non-linear behaviour of the beam vibrating in mode 1 and a result of non-linear behaviour 
bourn in the cracks. It is interesting that especially for small damage states (cp. damage state #2) the HHC 
is very clear an thus a sensitive indicator for the presence of cracks. It has to be noted, that, once the beam 
has been excited with an excitation force of 100N in cracked state, the first eigenfrequency decreases 
slightly (small difference between the FRFs in the range of the first eigenfrequency), because the bond 
between reinforcement and concrete has been reduced due to the dynamic load. 

3 Prestressed concrete bridge 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the results of forced excitation tests on a gradually damaged prestressed concrete bridge are 
presented. These tests are carried out in order to try out the use of non-linear dynamic behaviour of 
bridges and civil engineering structures in general for damage identification and damage assessment and 
to compare them with often applied conventional methods. The three span bridge was slightly skewed, 
curved with a radius of 300m and had a total length of 51m. The mid span had a length of 23m, the side 
spans were 13m and 15m long. The prestressed slab was supported on 16 elastomer bearings (Figure 10, 
axis A, B, D, E). The 29 tendons were arranged according to the bending moment, i.e. in the middle of the 
mid span the tendons were arranged in the lower part of the cross-section, above the column the tendons 
were arranged in the upper part of the cross-section. Figure 10 shows the dimensions and the cross-section 
of the bridge. 
 

 
Figure 10: The investigated bridge, cross-section 
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The bridge was investigated in six different states. After the examination of the undamaged initial state, 
the roadbed was removed. In the next steps, it was possible to damage the bridge by cutting tendons. Table 
3 lists the different scenarios. Figure 11 illustrates a cut tendon. 
 
 

ID scenario location 
#1 undamaged  
#2 undamaged, removed roadbed  
#3 failure of tendon 15 C 
#4 failure of tendon 7, 13, 15, 17, 23 C 
#5 failure of tendon 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25 C 
#6 failure of tendon 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25 B, C, D 

Table 3: Damage scenarios 

 
 

 
Figure 11: Cut tendon 

 

3.2 Static load tests 

For each damage scenario, static load tests were performed in order to control the static deformation that is 
directly related to the bending stiffness of the bridge. This is a conventional method to assess the state of 
bridges. The loading has been applied using trailers for cement transportation. Figure 12 gives an 
overview of the situation. The deformation has been measured with displacement sensors that were fixed 
to a scaffold under the bridge. Figure 13 shows the deformation of one half of the bridge in case of four 
trailers in the mid-span. The deformation is nearly the same for all damage scenarios, about 6 mm in the 
centre of the mid-span. The small differences in deformation are difficult to analyse without an adequate 
FE-model. For neither of the scenarios cracks were visible. Every cross-section in the bridge remains 
under compression even for damage scenario #6. Thus, the stiffness of the bridge has not been decreased 
considerably, but only the pretensioning forces. 
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Figure 12: Trailers for static loading 
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Figure 13: Vertical deformation along longitudinal direction 

 

3.3 Dynamic tests 

For the investigation of the dynamic behaviour, the bridge has been excited harmonically with an eccentric 
mass shaker by means of a swept sine in a frequency range including the first four eigenfrequencies. 
Figure 14 shows the first four mode shapes of the bridge. The sweep-rate was 0.02Hz/s. The tests were 
performed with excitation forces of 0.9kN, 1.8kN, 2.7kN, 5.4kN, 8.1kN and 9.9kN. 
Changes in eigenfrequencies are one of the most popular damage detection methods. Figure 15 and Figure 
16 show the FRFs in the frequency range of the first four modes for the six damage scenarios, measured 
with an excitation force of 900N. The first eigenfrequency in the initial state #1 (light green) has a value of 
approx. 4.0Hz. As expected, the eigenfrequencies increase when removing the roadbed due to the loss of 
mass, especially the eigenfrequencies of the bending modes (B1-4Hz, B2-11.6Hz). 
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Figure 14: First four modeshapes, B-bending mode, T-torsional mode 

It is also obvious that damping decreases when removing the roadbed and thus, the amplitude of the FRFs 
increase. Changes in the first four eigenfrequencies due to damage from scenario #2 to #5 are very small. 
For the second bending mode (B2) there is barely a difference visible. Thus, one can confirm the 
conclusion of the static tests that the influence of damage on the stiffness of the bridge is small (because 
the cross-section is still completely under compression). For scenario #6 only, the eigenfrequencies 
increase lightly. 

 
Figure 15: FRFs, modes 1 and 2, scenarios #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, excitation force 900N 

 
Figure 16: FRFs, modes 3 and 4 scenarios #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, excitation force 900N 

Another often applied method to assess the state of structures are changes in modeshapes. Figure 17 shows 
the first modeshape overlaid for all damage scenarios each normalized to the maximum in the mid-span. It 
is obvious that there are nearly no differences in the area of the induced damage in the mid-span. The first 
modeshape of #5 differs slightly from the first modeshape #2 and the other modeshapes in the area of the 
right nodal point (approx. 40m). The nodal point in this scenario moves slightly to the left. For the second 
modeshapes there is barely a difference visible. MAC, COMAC and Flexibility are insensitive to such 
small changes in modeshapes. The results are similar for the higher modes.  
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Figure 17: First modeshape, all scenarios 

In a next step it is again interesting to know, whether the non-linear dynamic behaviour is more sensitive 
to damage. Figure 18 shows the FRFs in the frequency range of the first two modes for the six scenarios, 
measured with excitation forces of 900N and 9900N. For all scenarios, there is a small dependency of the 
eigenfrequencies on the vibration amplitude visible. Figure 19 contains the percentage decrease of the first 
two eigenfrequencies from an excitation force from 900N to 9900N. For scenario #1 the dependency is 
small. It has to be noted that the vibration amplitudes for this scenario are smaller compared to the other 
scenarios, due to the higher damping value. Therefore, a direct comparison is difficult. For the other 
scenarios, the dependency of the eigenfrequencies is more evident. Observing scenarios #2 to #5 the 
dependency of the first eigenfrequency varies. This is probably due to the change of the stress distribution 
in the cross-section of the bridge when cutting the tendons. The dependency of the second eigenfrequency 
is approx. constant. For scenario #6 the dependency is most evident. Altogether, the amplitude 
dependency of the eigenfrequencies is much smaller compared to the undamaged beam in chapter 2. This 
is supposed to be due to different material behaviour of reinforced- and prestressed concrete. However, the 
amplitude dependency is not negligible. 
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Figure 18: FRF, modes 1 and 2, scenarios #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, excitation forces 900N and 9900N 
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Figure 19. Percentage decrease of the first two eigenfrequencies from 900N to 9900N 

Another question to answer is, whether Higher Harmonic Components can be detected in the response. 
According to the excitation of the beam the bridge has been excited in a small frequency range including 
the first and the second eigenfrequency (between 3.5Hz and 5.8Hz) with an excitation force of 2700N. 
Figure 20 shows the ratio of the input and output spectra (FRFsmall) and the ordinary measured FRFs 
(excited frequency range between 3Hz and 35Hz) for all scenarios. For the undamaged state #1 FRFsmall is 
nearly equal to the FRF, in the scheduled excited frequency range as well as in the range of the first HHC. 
That means that the bridge seems to respond linearly. Compared to scenario #1 where no HHC were 
visible the non-linear behaviour is different for scenario #2. There is a distinct peak at a frequency of 
approx. 8.2Hz which is the first HHC of the first eigenfrequency. For scenario #3 where one tendon has 
been cut the peak increases. While the peak decreases for scenarios #4 and #5 (it has to be mentioned that 
coherence is bad for these two scenarios), it increases again for damage scenario #6. It is interesting to 
note that this behaviour correlates with the amplitude dependent behaviour of the first eigenfrequency (cp. 
Figure 19). For scenario #6 there is a second remarkable peak at a frequency of about 6.7 Hz. It might also 
be visible for scenarios #3 and #4. But it has to be mentioned that for these scenarios and measurements 
the excitation force in this frequency range is very small and partially near noise. 

 
Figure 20: FRFsmall and FRF for all damage states, excitation force 2700N 
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As no cracks could be discovered during the tests although a number of tendons were cut, the type of non-
linearity is supposed to be of another type compared to the cracked reinforced concrete beam. The 
quantity of the non-linear behaviour changes with the number of cut tendons. Because every cross-section 
in the bridge is under compression for all scenarios, failure of the tendons is not a damage in terms of a 
reduction of stiffness, but rather a reduction of the pretensioning. This is also confirmed by the fact, that 
the deformation under applied static load was approximately equal for every scenario. Thus, it can be 
assumed that the occurrence of Higher Harmonics in this case depend on the pretensioning forces in the 
bridge and are a result of non-linear dynamic material behaviour of concrete under different compression 
conditions. 

4 Conclusions 

Using non-linear vibration analysis for detecting damage in civil engineering structures is still in the early 
stages. The presented experimental investigations show promising results. For the reinforced concrete 
beam there exists an obvious relationship between excitation force and eigenfrequencies. In undamaged 
case, the dependency of the eigenfrequencies on the excitation force is small but not negligible. In the 
cracked state the beam shows a very noticeable relationship between modal parameters and excitation 
force, especially for small levels of damage. It has also been shown that Higher Harmonics can easily been 
detected using the ratio of the response and the input spectra. The Higher Harmonics are a clear indicator 
of the presence of cracks. 
The results for the investigated bridge are more difficult to interpret. The system of the bridge is more 
complex than a simple beam; furthermore, the system is prestressed. However, non-linear effects like 
amplitude dependent eigenfrequencies and damping are visible. Higher Harmonics were also detected as 
an indicator for non-linear behaviour. The idea that the non-linear behaviour of the bridge is not a result of 
cracks but a result of non-linear material behaviour of concrete under different compression conditions has 
to be further developed and confirmed in laboratory tests. 
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Abstract 
Examples of innovative materials are the various fibre composite materials based on carbon fibres, glass 
or aramide fibres to the natural fibres. Through the years, the use of composites materials in designs has 
seen enormous progress. The advantage of composites lies in their high strength to weight ratio, good 
stiffness and functionality, non-corrosive features among others. But the need has never been clearer for 
more and additional efficient methods to check these materials internal faults. Therefore modal methods 
could be used as an alternative to existing ones for non-destructive testing. This paper presents first steps 
towards a novel approach for the detection of faulty areas in the structure after some time of on-load 
operation by modal analysis methods – we will call it defect spectroscopy (DSS) in the following. Based 
on a qualified sufficient detailed model of the layered composite material structure the central idea is to 
get an overview about potentially faulty areas by processing measured and analytical modal data of the 
structure to be inspected in the FE model. With the measured and analytical modal data weighted “modal 
strains” will be calculated within the layers and by special superposition, we hope to gain information 
about faulty areas within the structure. The effort for the inspection measurement is supposed to be kept 
relative low and it gives a good support for more detailed checking when required. 
 

1 Introduction 

Deployable booms are essential parts of concrete boom pumps. The overall length of the boom structure is 
a competitive edge because it commonly defines the area of operation. On the other hand another very 
serious limitation must be considered that is the axle load permitted on the roads by legal rules, because 
the concrete boom pumps have to drive on to get to the building sites. To get increased boom length under 
these contradicting demands requires optimal lightweight construction based on extensive FE simulation. 
The use of high-alloy steels brought some potential for the boom design. For further substantial weight 
reduction as a pre-requisite for larger boom structures, we have to look for materials with high stiffness to 
weight relation. To that purpose CFRC materials seem to be a suitable alternative.  
Due to their high efficiency, both flexible deployable concrete boom pumps and telescopic bulk material 
conveyors belong to the essential items of heavy-duty equipment for the building industry, mining and 
tunnel construction and other major industrial projects. 
Apart from many other criteria, which also includes the adaptability to complicated construction site 
conditions, particularly the effective reach and coverage of the concrete distributor masts is a deciding 
competitive factor. Today modern large scale mobile equipment of this kind reaches more than 60 meters, 
but, as in many other industries, the operators of these machines do expect sustained further increase in 
performance for the future. Today concrete distributor masts provided with five or even six arm-segments 
and large operating range and covering meets all expectations and requirements in civil engineering. An 
example is concreting over obstacles or the concrete distributing on floors with limited clearance. In 
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particular with six boom segments, due to the relatively short lengths of each boom, the mast can be 
optimal adapted to an existing clearance of a structural level. The mast length available is converted by its 
flexibility at the same time without losses in reach and coverage depth. If this industry would not place 
emphasis on further innovation, then the growth of the mast length would approach its ceiling. As an 
example see figure 1. 

 
 
Figure 1: 5-fold-boom-pump (courtesy of Putzmeister AG) 
 
 
First priority in performance enhancement of concrete boom pumps has the increase of operational range 
and loading capacity along with an increase in speed of positioning and positioning accuracy and 
discharge of concrete with simultaneous improvement of stability against overturning. For the validation 
of the models and results, the design and assessment of these machines, which are characterized by high 
static and dynamic loading, generally the conventional methods are often insufficient. The use of modern 
materials force not only to include geometrically non-linear effects but also more complex material 
models as well as the coupling of different physical phenomena into the numerical simulations. For the 
governing of such complex processes extensive experimental investigations are to be considered 
essentially for validation of the models and results [2]. 
Outstanding examples of innovative materials are the various fibre composite materials based on carbon 
fibres, glass or aramide fibres to the natural fibres. Through the years, the use of composites materials in 
designs has seen enormous progress. The advantage of composites lies in their high strength to weight 
ratio, good stiffness and functionality, non-corrosive features among others. Their anisotropies in the 
material compound can be systematically utilised for local stiffness optimisation. 
In connection with these considerations the question comes up, if supporting structures can be replaced by 
such new materials. And in addition to that it is necessary to ask, whether there are suitable methods 
available to locate fracture or delaminating inside composite material in a sufficient manner. At least to 
get a rough overview if there is damage and where around it is located after some time of on-load 
operations or accidentally caused impacts with in most cases not visible damage. The paper presents a new 
method for addressing this problem. 
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To exemplify the solution we came up with, let us consider the model of an arm-segment of the above 
mentioned mobile boom pump, shown in figure 2, and the model of a web part from the joint area of a 
similar segment made of CFC composite material. During a project carrying out lifecycle testing of that 
web part, the idea arose to detect possible damages by modal analyses data. To the best of the authors’ 
knowledge the method proposed here is new, no one has yet addressed the problem that way. We will call 
it defect spectroscopy (DSS) in the following. There is a wide range of potential application of such 
method for industrial structures. But what we have gathered so far is promising but far away from being 
completed, hence the paper can not be an exhaustive treatment of all aspects of the method, there still 
remain interesting questions to be answered. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: arm-segment (left) and web model (right) 
 

2 Method and Idea Behind 

The commonly used techniques for non-destructive testing of that kind of materials are X-ray and 
ultrasonic measuring. This is extensive and a complex procedure, especially if it shall be either applied to 
built in components or it has to cover complex structures. The approach adopted in this paper is to assume 
that the detection of potentially faulty areas can be obtained with combination of modal data from 
measurement and FE analysis. This is a particularly attractive idea, if we observe that modal data is 
relatively easy to obtain. Therefore we need a real structure and of course its FE model. 
One main cause of composite material damages is related to delamination. If this happens, an increase in 
the energy dissipation while the structure vibrates, can be observed. This observation gave rise to develop 
method described in the following. If the state of the damage has not progressed too much, the natural 
frequencies and mode shapes do not change remarkably and can therefore alone not be used to detect 
faulty areas of the structure.  
In our experiment we started with the assumed damage free web structure and its FE model to obtain the 
modal data to get a picture of the basic structure. In the next step measurement is being repeated after an 
impact damage, not visible at the surface, has been imposed to the structure. Measured and analytical 
modal data will than be introduced into the composites FE model to calculate a weighted superimpose 
modal strain distribution which is supposed to provide a picture of possible defect areas. 
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The paper describes an attempt towards this new promising method, which needs further investigation and 
comparison with existing methods for non-destructive testing.   

3 Details and Adaptation of Model and Structure 

The adaptation of the model to the real structure requires a number of intermediate steps. The 
experimental modal analysis has been performed with a state of the art laser scanning vibrometer 
(Polytech). With the help of this device, the modal data can be obtained in an easy manner. FE program 
ABAQUS has been applied to model the composite web structure for calculation analytical modal data 
and to obtain the superimposed strain picture. The usage of the vibrometer brings a few additional 
problems for further processing. The scanning-software defines its own mesh of measurement points over 
the real structure. For processing the measured and analytical modal data these measurement points have 
to be coincident with nodal points within the FE model. And on the other hand there is a limitation of  
number scan nodes, too. 
Figure 3 left shows a picture from the real test object with the generated scanning mesh (as generated and 
taken by the scanning vibrometer). In comparison figure 3, right, shows the FE model, with its much more 
refined mesh. The red marked points depict the automatically matched nodal points within the FE mesh.  
 

   
 
Figure 3: scanning mesh (left); FE model with matched (red) scan points (right) 
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4 Comparing of Results 

The measured modal data and those from FE analysis differ. Of course this is natural under the 
circumstances, that there are a few differences between the experimental and the computational analysis 
and shortcomings in the FE model. Figures 4 to 6 show a choice of natural frequencies and modes 
measured and computed. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: first mode; real CFC web (left); FE model of the web (right) 
 
There are various reasons for the deviation between measurement and analysis. The real boom web has a 
variable thickness over the length and consists of  60 to 70 fibre layers which are a mixture of prepreg and 
rowings. The whole structure has been laminated by hand. Furthermore, there are two metallic bearings 
only tackled as secondary components in the FE model. On the upper bearing the web has been fixed 
during testing, but this was far away from being an ideal clamp of the structure. The allocation of the 
measured and computed modes has been done by a MAC analysis. Despite all the shortcomings in the 
model all the modes shown in figure 4-6 have a MAC over or equal to 95%.  
The intention is to obtain superimposed weighted modal strains with modal parameters like damping, 
which can be identified in the experiments. In the summation of the weighted data a difference between 
the measurement and the results of the undamaged model could be identification for a defect in the 
material. To superimpose the data one has to pay attention to the phase angle of the modes, which can be 
achieved by setting initial conditions to the problem.  
The mechanism involved is based on the presumption that friction between layers in delaminated areas 
increases the modal damping, if natural modes are induced. If the damage is to strong the presented 
method will not work, because the modes will not match any more. 
 

f=7.8 Hz f=7.25 Hz 
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Figure 5: second mode; real CFC web (left); FE model of the web (right) 
 

 
Figure 6: third mode; real  CFC web (left); FE model of the web (right) 
 

f=34.4 Hz
f=35.5 Hz 

f=95.3 Hz 
f=91.9 Hz 
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Dynamic measurement of structural properties : wave-
correlation applied to sandwich structures with honeycomb
cores

O. Bareille, M. Ichchou
LTDS - Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Université de Lyon,
36 avenue Guy de Collongue, 69134, Ecully cedex, France
e-mail: olivier.bareille@ec-lyon.fr

Abstract
Measured harmonic spatial velocity fields are here used to extract structural properties of composite struc-
tures. Sandwich panels with honeycomb cores are of particular interest in this paper. The method is based on
the k-space characteristics of input data. This latter is first correlated to a well defined inhomogenous plane
wave. The accuracy of the technique is here first assessed by mean of comparison of results for simulated
input obtained from known models of sandwich beams. Hence the identification method aims to provide a
complete theta-dependent dispersion curve when applied tocomposite panels. For that purpose, the proposed
method is (successfully) applied to sandwich structures with honeycomb cores. However focused on flexural
vibration of symmetric honeycomb panels, the method leads to a relevant equivalent homogeneised model
over a large frequency range.

1 Introduction

1.1 Numerical and experimental wave propagation study in co mposite structures

A typical laminated composite structure has been increasingly used in every possible engineering fields :
the honeycomb-core sandwich-type panel. This construction is involved, as a rule, when a high strength-to-
weight ratio and specific dynamic properties are essential.However, whereas a great amount of work exists
in order to address some aspects of such sandwich mechanics (damage, static optimisation,...), a number of
questions arise when strong dynamical constraints are needed. The achievement of a relevant unified tech-
nique to simulate the dynamic behavior over a wide frequencyband for sandwich structures with honeycomb
cores is the purpose of the present paper.

The standard sandwich-type structures consists in three layers. Two of them, namely the face plates, consti-
tute external layers embending a thick middle core-layer. Face plates plates are often treated as thin shell like
they actually are. Non-metallic honeycomb structures and plastic foams are now available and widely used as
core material. Their arrays of open cells are usually glued to the inner surfaces of the face plates. High flexu-
ral strengths are obtained with honeycomb cores being80 to 95 percents of the total panel thickness. Thus, an
important outcome arises for pure numerical modeling of such sandwich structures due to their multi-scale
nature. The co-existence of multiple dynamical behavior scales is indeed a challenging issue for conventional
numerical techniques like finite-element methods. Besidesthis issue in developing low-computational-cost
homogenized model, one of the other key issues is the reliability of the material properties and of the com-
posite structure characteristics. The actual composite material properties can, sometimes, be far from the
ones obtained from the analytical or numerical model.

The paper at hand presents a compared analysis of numerical and experimental results based on the dynam-
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ical behavior of a composite beam. The flexural motion of thissimple shape structure is the main element
of comparison through the value of its wavenumber. Based on the out-of-plane motion analysis, equiv-
alent material properties (inertia, equivalent stiffness, equivalent density) of honeycomb-core composites
can be obtained from experiments, specific correlations, and structural mechanics modelling. As a matter
of fact, Saito in [1] used an experimental modal identification technique on a one-dimensional beam with
honeycomb cores. Through a Timoshenko beam theory, sandwich honeycomb parameters (actually Young
modulusE and Coulomb modulusG) were optimally found in order to match natural frequenciesfrom ex-
periments. These parameters were then introduced in finite element computations. Nilsson and al [2, 3]
conducted interesting investigations on wave propagationin sandwich structures. In [3], Nilsson develops
a modal identification technique with a sandwich beam sampleto get its apparent dynamical properties.
Such identification is used to validate a dynamical model formulti-layers described in [2]. The model or-
thotropy is however assumed and tested using specific oriented beams in the panel. Experimental results and
three-dimensional modeling conducted by Lai [4] confirmed that honeycomb cores can be modeled as an
equivalent homogeneous orthotropic material in flexural vibration analysis. Reliable values of the equivalent
material are therefore fundamental primary elements for the use of continuum models in the free-vibration
analysis of honeycomb panels.

Some ideas developed in this paper are original with regardsto the previously quoted works. It is fully based
on the wavenumber space analysis for effective parameters identification, using an inverse-like technique in
the k-space. For the sake of mid- and high- frequency issues [5, 6,7, 8, 9], the use of wave properties is
also motivated by the frequency band under concern. Moreover, in this frequency range, modal approaches
are of limited interest and most of predictive tools are hence based on free waves dispersion curves. Among
such tools, the Inhomogeneous Wave Correlation technique is used here to experimentaly identify structural
parameters. The IWC can be used to first validate the choices in predictive numerical model. It can also
provide updated values of the mechanical parameters of the composite structure in order to improve the
reliability of numerical simulations.

The IWC identification technique starts from the whole harmonic wave fieldw(x, y) of a vibrating plane
structure, in order to identify the completeθ-dependent dispersion curve. Like for a Modal Assurance Cri-
terion [10], the correlation between thisw(x, y) field and an inhomogeneous wave is first calculated. The
identification of a complex wave number for a given directionθ is given by the maximization of the Inho-
mogeneous Wave Correlation function(k, γ) −→ IWC(k, γ, θ). The entire 2D process of data extraction
is extensively presented in section 7. Results lead to the comprehensive knowledge of apparent wave propa-
gation in complex structures.

1.2 Description of the structure

The structure is a composite beam whose a real sample will be used to perform the actual indentification
process from real measurements. The beam is made of a aluminium honeycomb-core sandwich. The face-
plates are made of 6-ply carbon-fiber composite (figure 1). The core is 11mm-thick whereas the face plates
thickness is equal to 2mm. The total length of the beam is equal to 1 meter and its width is equal to 29mm.
The material properties of each component are individuallyknown and listed in table 1.

Material E1 E2 E3 ν G12 G13 G23 ρ
type reference GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa GPa kg.m3

Face plates Vicotex 60.27 60.27 - 0.029 5 5 5 1594
G803/914

Core 5056 3.1 - - 0.668 - - 0.31 0.137 49.65
3/16.001

Table 1: Sandwich components characteristics

In section 4, this particular composite structure is first tested with the Inhomogeneous Wave Correlation
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Figure 1: Honeycomb-core composite beam

technique. Results are then used to update a numerical modelling of the same structure.

2 WAVENUMBER EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE

This section presents a method which extracts propagative parameters of bidimensional structures from har-
monic spatial fieldŵ(x, y). (x, y) is the geometric plane of the bidimensional structure. The hat symbol̂.
states for theω-dependence of the function. This is assumed from harmonic excitation conditions of from a
prior time Fourier transform.

w(x, y, t) =
∫ +∞

0
(x, y)eıωtω. (1)

The method, namely the Inhomogeneous Wave Correlation technique (IWC) [11], extends availablek-space
tools range through a rigorous optimization process. Amongthem, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
and the Continuous Fourier Transform (CFT) are the most frequently employed. For the sake of clarity, DFT
and CFT are here briefly described in order to appreciate the novelty of the proposed IWC approach.

2.1 Discrete / continuous Fourier Transform and IWC

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is an extensively used transform in many engineering areas. Its appli-
cations cover signal processing concern and all connected technical areas. In practice, the DFT assumes
that:

1. (H1) The displacement field(x, y) is given over a uniform spatial grid
(
xi = i∆x, yj = j∆y

)
0≤i≤N1−1
0≤j≤N2−1.

∆x and∆y are the space increments alongx andy axis respectively,N1 andN2 are the number of
measured data alongx andy axis respectively.

2. (H2) Outside this grid the field is assumed to be 2D−periodic (\ symbol defines the euclidian ratio
residue), namely :

∀i, j ∈ N2 , ŵ(i∆x, j∆y) = ŵ
(
(i\N1)∆x, (j\N2)∆y

)
(2)

It can be readily shown that the family of exponential functions with discrete wavenumbers:(
kxp = p∆kx, kyq = q∆ky

)
0≤p≤N1−1
0≤q≤N2−1

with ∆kx = 2π
N1∆x and∆ky = 2π

N2∆y is a basis for complex functions space, so that the fieldŵ can be written
in a single format :

ŵ(xi, yj) =
N1−1∑
p=0

N2−1∑
q=0

̂̂w(kxp, kyq) expi(kxpxi+kyqyj) (3)
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The Discrete Fourier Transform̂w −→ ̂̂w is thus the following :

̂̂w(kxp, kyq) =
1

N1N2

N1−1∑
i=0

N2−1∑
j=0

ŵ(xi, yj) exp−ı (kxpxi + kyqyj) (4)

The DFT presents two major advantages and two important drawbacks. The main advantages of the DFT are
bijectivity and rapidity. Bijectivity : the DFT being bijective, an inverse transform is possible (Inverse DFT).
The IFDT thus allows easily filtration in thek-space. Rapidity: through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) like
algorithm, very fast data processing can be achieved.

Its outcomes are aliasing and leakage. Aliasing : due to the field discretization, its DFT is2π
∆x -periodic :

̂̂w(kx, ky) = ̂̂w(kx + 2π
∆x , ky) = ̂̂w(kx, ky + 2π

∆y )

This property implies erroneous DFT treatments for fields comprising wavenumberskx outside the domain[− π
∆x

π
∆x

]
or ky outside

[
− π

∆y
π

∆y

]
. Leakage is another concern of the method. Since the fieldŵ is given in

a finite space, a singular wave(kx, ky) which should appear in thek-space as a Dirac distribution, will appear
with a cardinal-sinus shape. Finally, the wave content of the given fieldŵ is only known over ak-space grid.
Thek-space discrimination is then very weak and wave-vectors are therefore poorly estimated.

The Continuous Fourier Transform (CFT) aims mainly to improve thek- space discrimination described
above. The CFT tries, thus, to estimate the wave content of a given spatial field function for all possible
values of(kx, ky). For this reason, the assumption(H2) is not employed. The field is considered nil outside
measurements locations. The CFT definition is thus the following :

̂̂w(kx, ky) =
N1−1∑
i=0

N2−1∑
j=0

ŵ(xi, yj) exp−i (kxxi + kyyj) (5)

Such a transform is not yet bijective as new information is artificially invented in the CFT process, but
the CFT can be evaluated for any wavenumber value, making it very accurate. Moreover, the treated field
does not need to be given in a uniform grid, but for each measured location(xi, yi)i∈NN

the corresponding
elementary surface S. i should be estimated.

2.2 Inhomogeneous Wave Correlation (IWC)

We now introduce an inhomogeneous wave, notedôk,γ,θ (a wave withθ heading,γ wave attenuation1 and
apparent wavelength equal to2π

k ). It is defined as follows:

ôk,γ,θ(x, y) = e−ık(θ)(1+ıγ(θ))(x. cos(θ)+y. sin(θ)) (6)

Then, the correlation between this inhomogeneous wave and the complete wave field is calculated, like a
Modal Assurance Criterion [10], by the formula:

IWC(k, γ, θ) =

∣∣∣∫∫
S

.ô∗k,γ,θ x.y.

∣∣∣√∫∫
S
||2x.y. .

∫∫
S
|ôk,γ,θ|2x.y.

(7)

where∗ denotes the complex conjugate. The identification of a complex wave number for a given directionθ
leads to maximization (with a fixed θ) of the function
(k, γ) −→ IWC(k, γ, θ).

1The wave attenuation is a way of introducing damping. Lyon and DeJong [12] formulate the link between this wave attenuation
and the classical damping loss factor as :γ =

ηcϕ

2cg
, with cϕ andcg being the phase and group velocities respectively.
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2.3 Numerical implementation of IWC method

This section describes how to put into practice the IWC method.

The wave field is first assumed to be known on arbitrary data points(xi, yi)i∈Nn . The integrations over the
whole surfaceS in equation (7) are replaced by a finite weighted sum:∫∫

S
• x.y. −→ ∑

n • ρiSi (8)

whereρi is the coherence of measurement data at pointMi (ρi = 1 if the coherence is not available), and
Si is an estimation of the surface around pointMi. The algorithm first puts angleθ into a discrete set of
values(θj). For each of these angles, the maximum ofIWC is located at a value(kj , γj). Thus, the method
creates two functionsθ → k(θ) andθ → γ(θ) defined on a set of discrete values(θj). Finally, the trio
(θj0 , kj0 , γj0) is removed from the list ifγj0 is greater than1. Extending the continuous Fourier transform,
which deals with arbitrary grid data, the IWC method employssimilarly arbitrary distributed data points,
with the possibility of using measured coherence signals (if available). Previous works [13] windowed the
field to avoid the effect of near-field due to sources and boundary conditions. But the near-field corresponds
mainly to imaginary wavenumbers. The introduction of a lossfactor makes it possible to distinguish near-
field from far-field: the near-field corresponds to a high apparent loss factor. The algorithm using the IWC
method may eliminate the identified wavenumbers with high apparent loss factors. This allows the use of the
vibrational field of the whole surfaceS of the structure.

2.4 Experimental validation : ribbed panel

The IWC method is supposed to cope with identification of anisotropic dispersion curves. As a matter of
fact, a ribbed aluminum panel was tested with the same previously described experimental setup (figure 2).

This assembly was either freely suspended or partially clamped and excited by a point force using an elec-
trodynamic shaker Brüel & Kjær 4809. The normal velocity ofthe panel was measured by a scanning Laser
vibrometer (Ometron VPI+). The phase reference was obtained by a force transducer Brüel & Kjær 8001.
Both signals were sampled with a Hewlett Packard Paragon 35654A. The acquired data of the transfer func-
tions directly provided a field(W (xi, yi))i∈Nn

.

The testing were carried in thestructural orthotropy frequency domain (as designated by Orrenius and
Finnveden [14]). Results are reported in figure 3 (a). As one can see, a good overview of theθ-dependence
wavenumberk is obtained, and an elliptic orthotropic model can be recognized.

Since the near-field provided by singularities is automatically eliminated, results are dependent neither on
sources nor on boundary conditions. In order to check this feature, the previous ribbed panel was tested with
a different support (one side was partially clamped).

The new results were compared to the previous ones in figure 3 (b). Even if the exact position of each
identified wavenumberk is dependent on the boundary conditions, both the global aspect of the dispersion
curve and the identified orthotropic model remain similar.

Similar testing have demonstrated that the identification depends neither on the plate’s geometry nor on the
source location.

3 Accuracy of the IWC method

In the following, the study is limited to a beam structure. Therefore the waves direction is set as a given
parameter. The remaining unknown is essentially the wavenumber. Yet, the rest of the process is kept as
previously described. It should be noted that the input fieldcan be either experimental or numerical. Here,
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Figure 2: Experimental set-up for the partially clamped ribbed-panel

the numerical field will be simulated to assess the accuracy and the efficiency of the IWC technique in
recovering the mechanical parameters of an assumed unknownstructure.

The accuracy of this method is here tested with a numerical simulation based on the known analytical solution
: the flexural wave-number of a composite beam. We use the analytical solution model of a composite not
only as the source of our simulated vibration field but also asa reference to compare the IWC results to.

The analytical flexural wavenumber is used to build simulated measurements of the displacement field at 19
points along the 1-meter beam (see section 1.2). At each point location, the frequency response is recon-
structed and it is used as the input for the IWC identificationtechnique.

3.1 Dispersion equation

Based on the theory of Timoshenko beams [15], the relationship between the momentumMx, the shear
forceQx and the transverse displacement of the middle planew0 and the rotation angle of sectionsφx are
expressed :

D
∂φx

∂x
= Mx and F

(
∂w0

∂x
+ φx

)
= Qx (9)

D and F are corresponding stiffnesses derived for laminated beams, knowing the characteristics of the
composite face-plates and the properties of the honeycomb core. The equation of motion can hence be
obtained [16, 17] by replacingQx andMx in the balance equations (10) with their expressions (9) :

∂φx

∂x
= ρS

∂2w0

∂t2
and

∂Mx

∂x
−Qx = Ixy

∂2φx

∂t2
(10)

Ixy andρS are respectively the homogenized inertia momentum and the lineic mass density of the composite
beam. These terms are the results of the summation of the individual n-layers characteristics (hn is the
location of thenth-layer’s top surface along the thickness of the beam).

ρS =
∑
n

∫ hn

hn−1

ρn dz and Ixy =
∑
n

∫ hn

hn−1

z2 dz (11)
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Figure 3: IWC results with a ribbed-panel: (a) freely suspended. (b) partially clamped

Hence :

F

(
∂2w0

∂x2
+

∂φx

∂x

)
= ρS

∂2w0

∂t2
and D

∂2φx

∂x2
− F

(
∂w0

∂x
+ φx

)
= Ixy

∂2φx

∂t2
(12)

Finally, the dispersion equation is obtained by solving theabove equations for k-propagative harmonic solu-
tions,w0(x, t) = B1e

i(kx−ωt) andφx(x, t) = B2e
i(kx−ωt) :

D.k4 − k2ω2
(

Ixy + ρS
D

F

)
− ρSω2

(
1− Ixy

F
ω2
)

= 0 (13)

3.2 The input displacement field for the IWC method

The IWC method needs frequency response functions at given spatial locations, in order to perform its
identification process. For that purpose, the harmonic displacement is obtain from the values ofk obtained
from (13) as the wave-number of the 4 flexural waves travelling along the beam.

w0(x) = a1.e
ikx + a2.e

−kx + a3.e
−ikx + a4.e

kx (14)

The terms{ai}1−4 are obtained from the boundary conditions : the beam is simply excited at one end by
a harmonic transverse point force whereas the other end is free, in order to reproduce the experimental
conditions. This way, the frequency transfer functions arecalculated or 19 evenly spaced values ofx. They
are then used as input for the IWC method to test the ability ofthis latter to extract the correspondingk
wavenumber.

Results are presented on figure 4. As we can see, the IWC-identified wavenumber matches exactly the
analytical reference solution. We can then be somehow more confident in the application of such a technique
to identify characteristics of a given model and to update it. The following section gives an example of the
first steps for such a use.

4 Comparison and updating based on IWC results

In this last section experimental results obtained from theIWC techniques are compared to analytical ones.
The comparison is based on the flexural wavenumber of the composite beam used for the experiments.
Hence identified characteristics are used to update the analytical model. On the one hand, the measured
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Figure 4: Comparison of IWC wavenumber vs. analytical result for a composite beam

displacement field was processed with the IWC technique. On the other hand, this very structure, with its
known characteristics for each component, was simultaneously computed using the finite element method.
Results are given and compared in the shape of the flexural wavenumbers.

A 1-meter-long beam structure described in section 1.2 was freely suspended and excited by a point force
using an electrodynamic shaker Brüel & Kjær 4809. The normal velocity of the sample was measured by a
scanning Laser vibrometer (Ometron VPI+) over 19 locations. The phase reference was obtained by a force
transducer Brüel & Kjær 8001. Both signals were sampled with a Hewlett Packard Paragon 35654A. The
acquired data of the transfer functions directly provided afield ((xi))i∈Nn

.

We compare here the IWC results obtained from experimental data against the analytical solution for the
flexural wave-number of a beam. The real structure and the analytical model are the one described in sections
3.1. This time, the input for the IWC technique are the real measured frequency transfer functions of the
transverse displacement at 19 evenly-spaced points.

Results are shown on figure 5. The first comment to be made is that the idendified and the reference values
follow the same trend and have the same order of magnitude throughout the whole frequency band. The IWC
method seems hence to be efficient to identify the wavenumberfrom real measurements.

Yet, the IWC wavenumber is always above the analytical one. In fact, the analytical model happens to be
very sensitive to small variations of the layers thickness.The roughness of the inner layer of the faceplates,
due to the glue used to fix the honeycomb core, can justify an uneven thickness of it along the beam. Besides
this, the assumptions used to build the equation of motion might need to be reviewed above a given frequency
level.

The analytical flexural wavenumberk is the one introduced in section 3.1 and the solution of the disper-
sion equation 13. As to the analytical longitudinal wavenumber kL, this latter is the wavenumber of the
corresponding harmonic propagative displacementu0:

u0(x) = b1.e
ikLx + b2.e

−ikLx (15)
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Figure 6: Flexural dispersion curves : IWC identification compared to the FEM results

and it is the solution of the following dispersion equation :

ES .k2
L − ρsω

2 = 0 (16)

with ES, the longitudinal rigidity of the composite beam.

The analytical results are based on the Timoshenko beam model extended to the laminated structures theory.

When compared, the IWC wavenumber is always above the analytical one. But, if we update the analytical
model with the IWC identified values for the flexural rigidityD, the new calculated analytical wavenumber
is much closer to the IWC values (figure 6).

The Inhomogeneous Wave Correlation method is devoted to theidentification of completeθ-dependent dis-
persion equation. This method deals with measurement data from an arbitrary mesh of a 2-D structure. Its
feasibility on isotropic and anisotropic panels has been shown, and the results appear to be independent of
geometry, boundary conditions and sources.
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Abstract 
This work proposes a useful alternative method of identification of the extensional elastic constants on 
anisotropic, orthotropic, and isotropic composite materials. This approach has nondestructive 
characteristic and doesn’t require high computational effort. Specific natural frequencies and mode shapes 
are input data for the solution of a linear system of equations obtained from the differential equations that 
govern the in-plane free vibration of thin plates that reflect Kirchhoff’s hypotheses. Unknown variables of 
this system are the required extensional stiffness constants. Noise is also numerically created and a 
smoothing technique called Regressive Discrete Fourier Series (RDFS) is used to smooth the signal (used 
mode shapes) before applying the identification method. Numerically simulated results are highly 
satisfactory both cases with and without noise. 
 
 
1 Introduction 
 
Today, composite materials are materials used in many engineering fields due to their particular properties 
and characteristics that other commonly used materials lack. In other words, unlike other structural 
materials such as metals, ceramics, or polymers, their properties are flexible and can be changed according 
to design requirements. Thanks to the numerous possible component combinations and arrangements, 
designers and engineers can meet the specific needs of a particular design. However, the anisotropic 
behavior of composite materials makes their structural analysis more complex. Their anisotropy increases 
the number of independent elastic properties, making it more difficult to identify and determine the values 
of these properties in experimental tests. The elastic properties of composite materials can be 
characterized through dynamic or static tests, which are well known and have long been in use. However, 
despite the simplicity of static tests, they have disadvantages, e.g., the fact that they are destructive and 
require a number of samples with fiber orientations specified by standards [1]. The fiber orientation of 
samples seldom coincides with the fiber orientation specified in a design. Furthermore, some variables are 
difficult to control during tests and can contribute to scatter in experimental results, e.g., nonuniform stress 
fields near the ends of a sample due to clamped boundary conditions. These aspects render static tests less 
attractive for composites. An alternative approach for determining elastic constants is to combine modal 
analysis and numerical methods. This type of approach allows for the identification of elastic constants 
using only one sample or even the real composite material part. These elastic constants represent global 
values and therefore offer the advantage of being little influenced by local imperfections. In this type of 
test, samples are usually thin plates that reflect Kirchhoff’s hypotheses, cylindrical shells, or beams. The 
modal analysis is required to supply the input data for the numerical methods that compute the elastic 
constants. Generally, the input data of numerical methods are natural frequencies and/or mode shapes. For 
numerical reasons, first modes associated to lower natural frequencies are preferred. Many authors have 
proposed calculating elastic constants by iterative procedures using the Rayleigh-Ritz method [2]-[6] and 
finite elements [7]-[12]. In these works, an objective function is created and minimized. The objective 
function is a function of the natural frequencies obtained numerically and experimentally. Giraudeau et al. 
[13] proposed a novel procedure to derive both stiffness and damping parameters from forced vibrating 
isotropic plates by using the virtual fields method (VFM). Many dynamic tests identify the elastic 
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parameters without using an iterative process. In this case, natural frequencies and mode shapes are input 
data of an algorithm based on the a differential equation that governs the transversal vibration of thin 
plates or beams under specific boundary conditions. Some works have been done in this sense and good 
results have been obtained, but results are very sensitive to experimental errors and, therefore, to the 
presence of measurement noise [6] [7] [14] [15]. Several techniques for two-dimensional wave surface 
smoothing have been used to improve the results and minimize the numerical errors. For instance, spline 
interpolation and approximation, linear filtering and transforms, median filtering, and regressive discrete 
Fourier series (RDFS) [16].  
 
Grédiac and Paris [13] proposed an alternative approach that directly identifies the elastic parameters 
without using an iterative procedure. In this case, natural frequencies and mode shapes are input data to 
solve a linear system of equations based on the equation that governs the transversal vibrations of 
anisotropic thin plates under free response. However, because this method requires the computation of 
second-order spatial derivatives of mode shapes, its results are strongly dependent on the noise level of the 
experimental mode shapes. Hence, it is very difficult to use this method with experimental data obtained 
from standard modal analysis procedures. The experimental noise level must be reduced in order to 
overcome difficulties in the numerical computation of spatial derivatives of the mode shapes. Grédiac et 
al. [14] suggested the use of special optical devices in modal tests. However, these devices are not 
common in most vibration laboratories. Batista et al. [17] propose the use of a regressive discrete Fourier 
series to smooth mode shapes from both numerical and experimental tests and, consequently, to reduce 
noise. Elastic constants are then computed following the procedure proposed by Grédiac and Paris [14]. 
Second-order spatial partial derivatives of mode shapes are computed by finite differences from the 
smoothed shapes. It is shown that the method can compute the elastic constant accurately, even when the 
input data contains noise. Besides bending elastic stiffness matrix, the extensional elastic stiffness matrix 
is also needed to model composite materials under multi-axial loads. In general, these stiffness matrices 
are independent. The extensional stiffness matrix relates the in-plane resultant forces to the midplane 
strains, and the bending stiffness matrix relates the resultant moments to the plate curvatures. In a 
composite laminate, the stacking sequence of layers changes the bending matrix but does not change the 
extensional matrix. In other words, different laminates can have different bending stiffness matrices and 
the same extensional stiffness matrix. So, in general, it is not possible to obtain the extensional matrix 
from the bending matrix. This is possible only if the stacking sequence of layers and their thicknesses are 
known and, also, if the material is the same in every lamina. Due to experimental difficulties of the in-
plane modal analysis, such as the use of specific devices to measure in-plane displacements and excite in 
high frequencies, and the setting up of the experiment, the identification of these extensional elastic 
stiffness using modal tests is less attractive.  
 
This paper proposes a method to directly identify the extensional elastic stiffness matrix in plates of 
composite materials based on the method proposed by Grédiac and Paris [14] for the identification of the 
bending elastic stiffness matrix. Some noise levels are numerically created and afterwards minimized 
using RDFS smoothing technique originally proposed by pre of the co-authors. The differential equations 
that govern the free-edges, in-plane vibration of symmetric anisotropic thin plates that reflect Kirchhoff’s 
hypotheses are solved by using numerical methods and data from modal analysis. Numerical simulations 
are carried out to verify the accuracy of this method. 
 
2 Basic formulation 
 
The idea of the method proposed is the computation of extensional elastic constants of an anisotropic and 
symmetric plate associating data from modal analysis and numerical methods. Thus, some mathematical 
manipulations of the partial differential equations that govern the vibration are firstly performed in order 
to make these equations useful to practical applications and able to provide the required properties. Some 
steps proposed by Grédiac and Paris [14] to compute the bending elastic constants are followed in this 
work. The in-plane motion equations for an anisotropic and symmetric plate from the classical theory of 
laminates is given by: 
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where Aij are plate extensional elastic stiffness constants; ρ  is the mass density of the material; h is the 
plate thickness; x and y are the coordinates of the plate; t is the time, and u(x,y,t) and v(x,y,t) are functions 
that represent the displacement along x and y direction, respectively, of a point (x,y) of the plate at an 
instant t. Multiplying equation (1) by a weight function ( )yxW ,  and integrating along the domain of the 
plate, one obtains: 
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where S is the plate domain. 
 
Using the properties of derivatives and the Green’s theorem on the left side terms of equation (3), one can 
write: 
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where Γ is the boundary domain, and nx and ny are the components of the normal unity vectors in 
directions x and y, respectively. From the constitutive equation, one has: 
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 (5) 

where Nx and Ny are the axial forces per unit length along directions x and y, respectively, Nxy is the shear 
force per unit length along plane xy, xε  and yε  are the axial strain along directions x and y, respectively, 

and xyε  is the shear strain along plane xy. Rewriting equation (5), one obtains: 
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Multiplying equation (6) by the weight function W and the component of unit normal vector nx, and 
integrating on the boundary Γ , one obtains: 
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Multiplying equation (8) by the weight function W and the component of unit normal vector ny, and 
integrating on the boundary Γ , yields: 
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Substituting equation (9) and equation (10) into equation (4), and reorganizing the terms, one can write: 
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Now, if free-edge boundary conditions are considered, the boundary integrals in equation (11) vanish. As 
the plate is vibrating, functions u and v can be written as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )tyxUtyxu ϖsen,,, =  (12) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )tyxVtyxv ϖsen,,, =  (13) 

where ϖ  is the natural frequency associated with some mode, and ( )yxU ,  and ( )yxV ,  are the 
displacements (amplitudes) along directions x and y, respectively, of a point with coordinate (x,y). In this 
sense, the amplitude is only a function of coordinates x and y. Thus, eliminating the boundary integrals of 
equation (11), substituting equation (12) and equation (13) into equation (11), and considering a mode j, 
one obtains: 
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Now, if the same previous mathematical procedure used in equation (1) is used in equation (2), one 
obtains: 
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Equations (14) and (15) are valid for isotropic, orthotropic and anisotropic plates, provided that the 
laminate is symmetrical. As it can be seen, the function W  is arbitrary since itself and its derivatives are 
continuous in the domain S. Amplitudes ( )yxU ,  and ( )yxV ,  and frequencies jϖ  can be measured 

experimentally from dynamic tests. Dimensions of the plate and terms r and h can be also easily 
measured. Thus, the objective now is to use a suitable numerical method to calculate the derivatives and 
integrals in equation (14) and equation (15). For numerical reasons, modes with several sign changes in 
the mode shape are avoided because their numerical derivatives and integration are more sensitive to 
errors [14]. Generally, the first modes present smooth curvatures. It is worth noting that, in the case of the 
in-plane modes, frequencies are much higher than frequencies of bending modes. This fact can be 
explained due to stiffness along x and y direction is much higher than stiffness along the transversal 
direction of the plate. The choice of mode shapes associated with the weighting function is extremely 
important for the accuracy of this method. It is important to use modes that are strongly dependent on 
constants Aij and whose first order derivates have few sign changes.  
 
In order to simplify equation (14) and equation (15), two weighting functions are used: 
 

• W(x, y) = x, which provides the following integral equations:  
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• W(x, y) = y, which provides the following integral equations: 
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Considering terms: 
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Or, in a matrix form: 
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This system can be written as: 

 BKA =  (25) 

where, considering L modes, K is a 4L x 6 matrix, A is a 6 x 1 matrix, and B is a 4L x 1 matrix. As can be 
seen, equation (25) is an over determined system. The solution can be found by least squares: 

 ( ) ( )BKKKA T1T −
=  (26) 

from where the extensional elastic constants Aij are computed. 
 

3 Numerical verification 
 
A commercial finite element code (ANSYS 7.0) was used to supply the particular natural frequencies and 
their corresponding mode shapes from numerical modal analysis. These data are input data to the system 
(25). It was used element SHELL99 and considered the plate under free-edge boundary conditions. 
Initially, was analyzed a hypothetical anisotropic plate whose dimensions are 0.450x0.350x0.003 m and 
density 1500 kg/m3. Their extensional elastic stiffness constants are showed in Table 1. 
 

A11 (Pa x m) 2.7e8 
A22 (Pa x m) 1.7e8 
A12 (Pa x m) 0.3e8 
A66 (Pa x m) 0.5e8 
A16 (Pa x m) 0.2e8 
A26 (Pa x m) 0.1e8 

Table 1: Properties of the plate used to assess the method. 
 
3.1   Choice of the mode shapes 
 
The use of the correct number and type of modes are extremely important for the accuracy of the results. 
These modes must be strongly dependent of all extensional elastic constants. The numerical contribution 
of each mode shape for a specific constant can’t be decreased by the numerical contribution of other mode 
shape during the solution of the system (25). As was explained earlier, due to numerical reasons, mode 
shapes that present smooth curvatures are preferred. Generally, these modes are associated to first mode 
shapes with lower frequencies. Experimentally, this fact is very important because mode shapes associated 
with lower frequencies that are easier to be obtained than modes with higher frequencies. In this work, 
only first fifteen mode shapes were analyzed. The figure 1 shows these fifteen in-plane mode shapes and 
table 2 shows the natural frequency values corresponding to these first fifteen modes.  
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Mode shapes Natural frequencies (Hz) 
1 5221.4 
2 5584.6 
3 7245.7 
4 8067.5 
5 8503.0 
6 9164.4 
7 9372.5 
8 9809.6 
9 10160 
10 12176 
11 12524 
12 12934 
13 13105 
14 14727 
15 15096 

Table 2: First fifteen natural frequencies 
 
 
Table 3 shows results obtained for combinations between modes 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11 and 13. As can be seen, 
the results are very satisfactory when a minimum of three of these mode shapes are used. These modes are 
“suitable modes” for this method. Table 4 shows the results obtained using hypothetical modes. As it can 
be seen, good results can be only obtained when a higher number of modes are used and when among 
them suitable modes are present in higher number than others modes. The use of others modes can not 
guarantee accuracy of results. Mathematically, the solution by least squares can be inaccurate if the 
conditioning number of matrix (KTK) of equation (27) is poor. This fact can occur to some of the modes 
depending on the anisotropy and geometry of the tested plate. 
 
Very accuracy results can be also obtained using square plates. Table 5 shows some results obtained using 
the same plate (properties showed in table 1) but with dimensions 0.450x0.450x0.003 m. Suitable modes 
are modes 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 12. Tables 6 and 7 show the results obtained changing the number of points of 
the mesh for combinations of first suitable modes 1-4-5 and 1-4-5-7, respectively, for this square 
anisotropic plate. As it can be seen, good results were also obtained using little refined meshes, mainly 
when a higher number of suitable modes was used. In spite of the fact that the proposed method use finite 
differences, it is not much sensitive to the number of points of the mesh. Experimentally, depending on the 
used measuring devices, this fact can be advantageous too. 
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Figure 1: 15 first mode shapes; (a)-(p) corresponding to modes (1)-(15), respectively 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(g) (h) (i) 

(j) (l) (m) 

(n) (o) (p) 
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Used modes  Error (%) 
A11 

Error (%) 
A12 

Error (%) 
A22 

Error (%) 
A16 

Error (%) 
A26 

Error (%) 
A66 

1-4-5-6-8 0.0823 0.1753 0.2006 0.2420 0.1543 0.0437 
1-5-6-8-11 0.1202 0.1224 0.2355 0.2777 0.5104 0.0783 
4-5-6-8-11 0.1023 0.0256 0.2154 0.3644 0.6402 0.1768 

1-4-5-6 0.0820 0.1901 0.1933 0.2800 0.2480 0.0253 
1-4-5-8 0.0738 0.2390 0.1794 0.0978 0.0857 0.0514 

1-4-5-11 1.0592 7.6160 1.4087 2.1482 4.2042 0.2101 
1-5-6-8 0.0820 0.2297 0.2142 0.2824 0.1503 0.0522 

1-5-6-11 0.1174 0.0886 0.2431 0.3293 0.7621 0.1640 
1-6-8-11 0.3745 1.6430 0.4108 0.7369 0.1695 0.1014 
4-5-6-8 0.0830 0.1514 0.1974 0.3749 0.3235 0.1360 

4-6-8-11 0.1017 0.0078 0.2096 0.4865 0.4324 0.1976 
5-6-8-11 0.1170 0.1414 0.2344 0.4078 0.5733 0.1790 
1-5-8-11 0.5687 2.7313 0.5765 0.7794 1.7215 0.0630 
1-4-8-11 0.4703 2.7559 0.6075 0.8161 1.4702 0.0713 
1-5-8-11 0.5687 2.7313 0.5765 0.7794 1.7215 0.0630 
1-4-6-8 0.0793 0.1429 0.1903 0.1645 0.3486 0.0415 
1-4-5 0.4785 2.9592 0.6831 0.8086 1.7472 0.0421 
1-4-6 0.0793 0.1464 0.1874 0.1710 0.3519 0.0101 
1-4-8 0.0742 0.2288 0.1665 0.0346 0.0572 0.0431 

1-4-11 1.0551 7.7149 1.4258 2.1992 4.0665 0.2156 
1-4-13 0.5968 5.5126 0.6998 1.4923 2.8402 0.1333 
1-5-6 0.0836 0.2600 0.2172 0.3430 0.0651 0.0203 
1-5-8 0.0533 0.3727 0.2088 0.1664 0.1549 0.0545 

1-5-11 1.0978 7.5172 1.4021 2.0986 4.3437 0.2091 
1-5-13 0.5607 5.6843 0.4327 1.5497 2.3813 0.1341 
1-6-8 0.1034 0.3337 0.2221 0.1126 0.4326 0.0390 

1-6-11 1.0866 6.1926 0.9936 1.1305 0.4307 0.1853 
1-6-13 0.0078 0.2338 0.1476 0.3673 0.8240 0.1838 
4-5-6 0.0829 0.1791 0.1846 0.6185 2.1425 3.7196 
4-6-8 0.0811 0.1284 0.1922 0.2653 0.5016 0.1098 

4-6-11 0.1006 0.0269 0.2144 0.6248 0.8708 0.8391 
6-8-11 0.5430 2.7743 0.5513 1.6302 1.2088 0.2675 

1-4 64.9895 526.3416 83.2520 144.4696 259.5790 9.5066 
1-5 69.8656 524.6749 76.8584 151.5609 251.8544 9.7220 
1-6 71.4241 447.4390 54.7451 62.1629 85.8798 1.6029 
1-8 95.3861 196.5855 7.7656 120.5913 55.1665 4.5541 

1-11 42.2591 447.8066 86.2517 19.4150 52.8687 0.1040 
4-5 49.6339 414.5999 67.5515 447.3179 829.4003 122.3392 
4-6 0.0596 0.6327 0.0343 9.0705 45.1687 105.3417 
4-8 63.3284 499.8164 77.0211 215.5619 377.4786 21.8599 

4-11 62.9484 496.1435 76.3492 232.4166 406.9275 24.0112 
5-6 0.0426 0.9709 0.4184 12.3590 75.8245 106.3429 
5-8 71.9098 495.0893 66.4888 210.5144 322.5359 18.4805 

5-11 71.3647 486.9346 64.7407 245.2283 374.1744 23.7174 
6-8 70.5152 430.1406 51.2235 222.8906 301.0426 20.9131 

 
Table 3: Results obtained using combinations between suitable modes 
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Used modes  Error (%) 
A11 

Error (%) 
A12 

Error (%) 
A22 

Error (%) 
A16 

Error (%) 
A26 

Error (%) 
A66 

2-3-7-9-10 126.4 297.3 6.5 76.8 1141.2 266.8 
1-2-3-4-5 0.5924 3.8885 0.8246 1.0691 2.2173 0.0650 
1-2-3-5-6 0.0836 0.2600 0.2172 0.3430 0.0651 0.0203 
6-7-8-9-10 107.4009 654.9770 78.0958 339.2236 458.6216 31.7843 

11-12-13-14-15 40.2244 187.5711 23.2760 23.8169 28.7213 0.9760 
1-2-3-4 21.6628 175.9990 27.7051 48.2739 86.7248 3.1783 
1-3-4-5 0.5924 3.8885 0.8246 1.0691 2.2173 0.0650 
1-3-6-7 113.1555 708.6865 86.8130 98.3500 136.2220 2.5327 
1-2-3-7 188.9994 209.4661 120.6487 255.8302 61.2094 11.8214 
1-7-8-9 101.5593 209.3230 8.2809 128.3880 58.7414 4.8459 
2-9-7-10 128.0 47.8 272.7 235.0 3257.4 183.1 
3-5-6-7 0.0155 1.6619 0.7646 19.5771 116.8142 163.4397 

2-10-12-14 59.7 2723.6 1451.1 775.2 6545.3 176.6 
10-11-12-13 162.2215 870.4714 85.9837 101.8512 118.1068 1.3092 

2-3-13-15 37.1692 611.0040 116.3229 68.7338 155.3521 1.9327 
1-2-4 52.6280 424.7283 67.5394 116.6694 209.6634 7.6724 
1-2-3 1071.6 1129.3 118.5 1455.4 492.5 56.7 
4-5-7 428.8 3574.5 583.9 3846.0 7123.7 1025.0 
5-6-7 0.0745 3.9634 1.9178 43.6221 253.3599 353.6421 

9-11-13 48.1987 272.6538 24.5254 30.9370 35.4835 0.0024 
7-9-10 128.1 44.0 290.4 241.4 3456.8 159.1 
2-3-4 20.6367 169.3022 26.8302 89.5755 141.1125 66.0953 
1-2 47.5 2892.8 548.0 342.1 351.3 19.2 
2-3 101.9011 53.8741 108.1595 794.0489 917.2575 201.4674 
3-5 59.4363 390.7081 50.3581 325.9395 441.3820 92.0303 
6-7 90.0461 590.0185 76.0507 282.2376 485.6129 162.9799 
9-10 172.7 346.9 235.3 881.1 4139.5 447.7 

11-15 53.8488 85.7627 100.7339 72.7231 304.7078 4.6136 
4-7 103.1 798.0 120.7 767.8 1329.1 133.3 

 
Table 4: Results obtained using combinations between hypothetical modes 

 
 

Used modes  Error (%) 
A11 

Error (%) 
A12 

Error (%) 
A22 

Error (%) 
A16 

Error (%) 
A26 

Error (%) 
A66 

1-4-5 0.2188 0.2638 0.1076 0.2540 0.1316 0.0024 
1-4-7 0.0803 0.1078 0.0750 0.2071 0.1706 0.0220 
1-4-8 0.1072 0.0003 0.0825 0.0946 0.0254 0.0137 

1-4-12 2.0487 4.6620 0.3197 3.0517 1.2357 0.1296 
1-5-7 0.0909 0.4807 0.3421 0.2503 0.2443 0.0139 
1-5-8 0.1116 0.1130 0.3552 0.0718 0.4590 0.0040 

1-5-12 1.9691 2.6218 0.7532 2.6750 0.9599 0.1109 
1-7-8 0.0872 0.1580 0.0573 0.1856 0.1382 0.0171 

1-7-12 0.1838 4.0268 3.3348 0.6980 3.1176 0.0145 
4-5-7 0.0827 0.1041 0.0895 0.1968 0.2602 0.6221 
4-7-8 0.0857 0.0982 0.0763 0.2059 0.3083 0.5646 

4-7-12 0.0867 0.0016 0.1054 0.6165 0.8924 0.2849 
 

Table 5: Results obtained using combinations between suitable modes of the square plate 
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Number of 
points of the 

mesh 

Error (%) 
A11 

Error (%) 
A12 

Error (%) 
A22 

Error (%) 
A16 

Error (%) 
A26 

Error (%) 
A66 

961 0.2188 0.2638 0.1076 0.2540 0.1316 0.0024 
441 0.8414 1.4034 0.2802 1.1337 0.4890 0.0303 
121 6.6647 13.0117 1.4427 9.1306 4.9909 0.3410 
49 2.5803 12.8151 2.2014 6.7065 1.7115 0.2198 

 
Table 6: Results obtained using combination 1-4-5 of suitable modes of the square plate 

 
Number of 

points of the 
mesh 

Error (%) 
A11 

Error (%) 
A12 

Error (%) 
A22 

Error (%) 
A16 

Error (%) 
A26 

Error (%) 
A66 

961 0.0804 0.1126 0.0883 0.2087 0.0985 0.0170 
441 0.1819 0.3030 0.1959 0.5361 0.3468 0.0280 
121 0.7217 1.2657 0.7763 1.1796 0.2243 0.0820 
49 2.3683 2.7371 2.6079 4.9093 0.7028 0.0877 

 
Table 7: Results obtained using combination 1-4-5-7 of suitable modes of the square plate 

 
3.2   Noise and smoothing 
 
It is known that finite difference schemes are not suitable for differentiating noise-contaminated signals 
[6]. Smoothing techniques can be used in experimental modal analysis applications to smooth spatially 
dense measured operating shapes. In this work is used a smoothing technique proposed by Arruda [16] 
called regressive discrete Fourier series (RDFS). It uses least-squares to estimate the coefficients of a two-
dimensional discrete Fourier series with arbitrary periods and arbitrary frequency resolutions. This 
formulation can be used for rectangular or arbitrary-shaped domains, as shown by Arruda [16]. Unlike the 
discrete Fourier transform, one uses approximation instead of interpolation, which decreases the effect of 
periodization, i.e., the leakage. Unlike the discrete Fourier series, the original length of the data is not 
assumed to be equal to the period, and the number of line frequencies is not assumed to be equal to the 
size of the data. The regressive discrete Fourier series is expressed as: 

 ( ) ∑ ∑
−= −=

+=
p

pk
mn

q

ql

lnmk
klmn WWXx εηξ ��, ; 1,,0 −= Mm K ; 1,,0 −= Nn K  (27)  

where x and h are orthogonal directions in the two-dimensional domain; xmn is the discretized data with 
constant resolution ∆ξ and Dη; k, l, m, and n are integer indices; M and N are the data size, i.e., number of 
rows and columns, respectively; � and � are the period size of the discrete Fourier series, rows and 

columns, respectively; ( )�
�

π2exp iW =  and ( )�
�

π2exp iW =  are the �th and �th roots of unity, 

respectively; Xkl are the two-dimensional Euler-Fourier coefficients; and εmn is the element of the error 
matrix ε. The length of the data in the ξ direction is M∆ξ, but the period of the discrete Fourier series is � 

> M. The number of frequency lines kept when filtering is Mp << . In the same way, the length of the 

data in the η direction is NDh, but the period of the discrete Fourier series is � > N. The number of 

frequency lines kept when filtering is Nq << . Thus, an approximation of xmn is made and the Euler-
Fourier coefficients cannot be calculated by the discrete Fourier transform. Rewriting equation (27) in a 
matrix form, one has: 

 εXWWx +=
��

 (28) 

where εεεε is error vector in arbitrary domain RDFS. The least-square solution is given by: 

 ( ) ( )  11 −−
= HHHH

������ WWxWWWWX  (29) 
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The superscript H denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix. It should be noted that matrices to 
be inverted have a very small size, i.e., ( )1212 +×+ pp  and ( )1212 +×+ qq , respectively. The 
smoothed shape is obtained from: 

 ( )
��

XWWx =S  (29) 

It is possible to write the period of the discrete Fourier series as � = KξM along ξ direction and � = KηN 
along η direction. In practice, ratios Kξ and Kη are usually unknown and they should be estimated as well 
together with the residues leading to a non-linear least squares problem. An approach based on a RDFS 
and called optimized regressive discrete Fourier series (ORDFS) was introduced by Vanherzeele [18]. It 
allows both ratios Kξ and Kη to be estimated using a more robust and computationally faster linear least 
square approach. Using the built-in function lsqnonlin of the Signal Processing Toolbox in Matlab, it is 
possible to estimate these unknown ratios together with the unknown coefficients X of the equation (28) 
using a classical Gauss-Newton iterative procedure. For this optimization problem, the objective function 
represents the residue computed by nodal difference between the original signal (that in this work is the 
original mode shape in a specific frequency), having noise, and its respective filtered signal (smoothed or 
virtual mode shape in the same frequency). Ratios Kξ and Kη are changed in each iterative minimization 
step and will be the global parameters for this step. After iterative process, the optimum values for these 
optimization variables Kξ and Kη are used in the calculation of x(S), or more specifically, for this work, in 
the calculation of the smoothed mode shape. 
 
In order to assess the sensitivity of the proposed method to noise, random numbers were added to 
the amplitude of the mode shapes. These random numbers have a maximum amplitude of 15% of 
the maximum magnitude of the in-plane deformation along each direction of the plate plane. As 
in this method only first order derivatives are present, depending on combination of modes, it is 
possible to obtain good results in spite of having the presence of noise. Table 8 shows the errors 
found for some combinations of the first suitable modes of the rectangular anisotropic plate. The 
smoothing process was made in each direction and in each mode separately, and two RDFS ratios 
Kξ and Kη were obtained along each direction (here, these ratios are Kx and Ky). Table 9 shows the 
obtained values of the elastic constants after smoothing. The adopted parameter values of RDFS 
were p=q=2 and obtained parameter values Kx and Ky after optimization to every mode along 
directions x and y were: Kxu1=3.0157, Kyu1=3.3775, Kxv1=1.7589, Kyv1=2.2222, Kxu4=2.3384, 
Kyu4=1.7053, Kxv4=1.9576, Kyv4=1.5502, Kxu5=2.3150, Kyu5=7.1356, Kxv5=1.7693, Kyv5=1.5346, 
Kxu6=7.2775, Kyu6=1.6319, Kxv6=1.7464, Kyv6=1.3826, Kxu8= 2.3203, Kyu8=1.3073, Kxv8= 1.6068, 
Kyv8= 1.3842. The subscripts 1, 4, 5, 6, and 8 in the variables Kx, and Ky refer to the used mode 
shapes, and the subscripts u and v refer to in-plane displacements along direction x and y, 
respectively, of the referred mode shape. Figure 2(a)-(b) shows the displacements along direction 
x of mode shape 1 (or, in other words, u) plotted on 3D view before application of noise, with 
noise ≤ 15%, and after smoothing, respectively. 
 
 

Used modes  Error% 
A11 

Error% 
A12 

Error% 
A22 

Error% 
A16 

Error% 
A26 

Error% 
A66 

1-4-5-6-8 1.1129 5.5702 0.3478 10.7025 0.8669 0.5791 
1-4-5-6 1.1053 4.9833 0.3416 8.9920 0.5405 0.6294 
1-4-6 2.5105 0.5630 0.1346 10.1036 0.6471 0.6614 

 
Table 8: Results obtained using combinations between suitable modes with noise ≤15% 
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Used modes  Error% 

A11 
Error% 

A12 
Error% 

A22 
Error% 

A16 
Error% 

A26 
Error% 

A66 
1-4-5-6-8 1.3977 1.6754 0.4726 6.9408 1.1184 0.7977 
1-4-5-6 1.3936 1.5291 0.4742 6.5070 1.1971 0.7181 
1-4-6 1.9159 0.0547 0.2919 6.3596 0.0815 0.6829 

 
Table 9: Results obtained using combination of modes after smoothing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: u of mode shape 1 plotted on 3D view; (a) without noise; (b) with noise ≤ 15%; (c) smoothed 
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3.3   Cases studies  
 
Other three graphite / polymer plates were also used to assess the accuracy of the proposed method. These 
laminates have 8 layers, of dimensions 0.450x0.350x0.003 m, density 1500 kg/m3, and the following 
engineering elastic constants for the layers: Ex=155 GPa (Young’s module along direction x), Ey=12.10 
GPa (Young’s module along direction x), Gxy=4.4 GPa (shear module along plane xy), and νxy=0.248 
(Poisson’s ratio along plane xy). Table 10 shows the extensional elastic stiffness constant values and the 
fiber orientation of these laminates.  
 

 
ANISOTROPIC 

[90 0 0 45]S 
ORTOTROPIC 

[0 90 0 90]S 
QUASI-ISOTROPIC 

[90 45 0 -45]s 
A11 =2.7865e8 (Pa x m) A11 =2.5186e8 (Pa x m) A11 =1.9776e8 (Pa x m) 
A22 =1.7096e8 (Pa x m) A22 =2.5186e8 (Pa x m) A22 =1.9776e8 (Pa x m) 
A12 =0.3610e8 (Pa x m) A12 =0.0905e8 (Pa x m) A12 =0.6315e8 (Pa x m) 
A66 =0.4025e8 (Pa x m) A66 =0.1320e8 (Pa x m) A66 =0.6730e8 (Pa x m) 
A16 =0.2692e8 (Pa x m) A16 =0  A16 =0 
A26 =0.2692e8 (Pa x m) A26 =0 A26 =0 

 
Table 10: Characteristics of graphite/polymer plates 

 
Tables 11-13 show the errors obtained for these plates using specific combinations of the suitable modes. 
As it can be seen, the results are also very satisfactory. 
 

Erro(%) 
A11 

Erro(%) 
A12 

Erro(%) 
A22 

Erro(%) 
A16 

Erro(%) 
A26 

Erro(%) 
A66 

0.1508 0.3042 0.2407 0.1745 0.2240 0.0624 
 

Table 11: Results obtained using combination 1-4-5 of the laminate [90 0 0 45]s 
 
 

Erro(%) 
A11 

Erro(%) 
A12 

Erro(%) 
A22 

Erro(%) 
A16 

Erro(%) 
A26 

Erro(%) 
A66 

0.0817 1.5094 0.4021 ------ ----- 0.0100 
 

Table 12: Results obtained using combination 1-7-9 of the laminate [0 90 0 90]s 
 
 

Erro(%) 
A11 

Erro(%) 
A12 

Erro(%) 
A22 

Erro(%) 
A16 

Erro(%) 
A26 

Erro(%) 
A66 

0.1453 0.0430 0.2302 ----- ----- 0.0237 
 

Table 13: Results obtained using combination 2-3-5 of the laminate [90 45 0 -45]s 
 
 

4 Conclusions 
 
The proposed method for identification of extensional elastic stiffness constants showed to be a fast and 
accurate method. It uses finite differences for calculating partial first order derivatives and doesn’t require 
too refined meshes. Depending on the combinations of modes it has low sensitivity to noise. However, it is 
extremely sensitive to the number and type of mode shapes used. Modes must have smooth shapes and 
need to be also strongly dependent on all the extensional stiffness constants. The use of the RDFS 
(ORDFS) before the identification process can be a good option to smooth noise-contaminated signals. 
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Abstract
Multistable composite elements are a convenient approach to realise morphing or shape-adaptable structural
systems. This property is particularly important, for example, in the aeronautical industry where morphing
structures can be exploited for better aircraft performance and operational versatility. In this paper it is
proposed to study the dynamics of a bistable square plate with pinned boundary conditions using a simplified
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model. Initially the numerical load-deflection characteristic of the centre
of a plate pinned at the four corners is obtained from a finite element model (FEM) using ABAQUS. This
curve was then adjusted to account for the change in materialproperties due to exposure to moisture and
others ambient variables. The dynamic response of the platewas simulated by solving the equation of
motion numerically. A test rig was designed and built. The bistable plate was hinged to two beams which
are rigid in the vertical direction but allow for horizontaldisplacement. As predicted, the measurements
show that the response of the plate to an harmonic excitationof the base is periodic for a low amplitude
of excitation. For large excitation, a snap-through (passage from one stable state to the other) takes place.
Ideally, if the boundary condition were symmetric, the chaotic passage from one stable state to another could
be observed (as for a system with a double-well potential). However, in practice ideal boundary conditions
cannot be achieved and the load-deflection characteristic is not symmetric. As a result, the frequency and the
amplitude at which the snap occurs depends on the initial stable configuration.

1 Introduction

Morphing or shape-adaptable structural systems are increasingly being considered as a solution to the always
present need for better aircraft performance. Such systemsshould simultaneously fulfil the contradictory re-
quirements of flexibility and stiffness. So far the solutions adopted consist of complex assemblies of rigid
bodies hinged to the main structure and actuated. To enhancethe performance of the aircraft as a system,
multistable composites could provide an interesting alternative to traditional designs, thanks to their multiple
equilibrium configurations. Unsymmetric laminates exhibit out-of-plane displacements at room temperature
even if cured flat. These displacements are caused by residual stress fields induced during the cool-down
process between the highest curing temperature (∼ 160◦C) and room temperature (∼ 20◦C). The thermal
stresses are mainly caused by the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion of constituent layers
[1–5]. The main feature of a bistable structure is the snap-through mechanism which marks the passage
from one stable position to the other. It is clear that an analytical dynamic analysis of the bistable plate
would reveal very complicated behaviour. However, the analysis of an accurate Finite Element (FE) model
would have a high computational cost. Therefore, in this paper it is proposed to model the dynamics of the
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snap-through mechanism with a SDOF system, as suggested by the work of Mattioniet al. [6] and Arrieta
et al. [7]. The authors justify the SDOF assumption by consideringthe load-deflection characteristic at the
centre of the plate. Such a curve (force applied at the centrevs. its displacement) can be obtained readily
with a commercially available Finite Element (FE) package (in this case ABAQUS). The curve shown in
Fig. 1 (dashed line) was obtained by pinning the four cornersof the plate (but allowing in-plane motion) and
applying a quasi-static load at the centre. It shows a displacement range in which the stiffness is negative,
and where an oscillatory dynamic response is not possible. Carrella and Friswell [8] exploited the region
with negative stiffness to increase the frequency range in which a passive vibration isolator is effective. A
bistable system is characterised by a double-well potential. One example of such a system is the Duffing
equation (with negative linear term) which has been extensively studied [9–11] and is known to exhibit a
linear, a nonlinear (softening) or a chaotic dynamic behaviour.

In this paper the dynamic response of a square bistable plateis studied. The aim is to predict the level of
excitation that triggers the snap. In the analysis, only themotion at the centre of the plate is considered and
this enable one to model the plate as a SDOF system. The restoring force is first obtained numerically with
an FE analysis, and then adjusted to take into account the degradation of the material properties with time
and moisture. The equation of motion is solved numerically with Matlabr to calculate the dynamic response
in order to establish at what level of excitation, in the frequency range if interest, the plate snaps from one
stable state to the other. Subsequently, a rig has been designed and built. The measurements confirm the
numerical simulations with a good degree of accuracy.

2 Numerical static and dynamic analysis

The dashed line in Fig. 1 shows the force-deflection curve of asquare plate (20×20 cm) with 4-ply asymmet-
ric laminate[02 − 902]T obtained by a finite element analysis. As the force is increased, the curve reaches a
peak (at about 20 N). A further increase of the applied force causes the plate to snap. This is due to the neg-
ative slope of the curve between the peak and the trough, i.e anegative stiffness coefficient. A system with
such a restoring force is known also as ‘double-well potential’ system and can present a chaotic dynamic
behaviour [14, 16].

In practice, the material properties of the plate degrade progressively with time. This is mainly due to ex-
position to moisture which affects the tension in the plies,and hence the load-deflection curve (stiffness).
Ideally, the load-deflection curve of the plate should be measured. However, since this has not been possible,
a rough estimate of the true snapping load was obtained by loading the centre of the plate with weights until it
snapped. It was found that the plate passed from one stable state to the other under a weight of about 1.1 kg
(10.8 N). The estimated load-deflection curve is plotted with a solid line in Fig. 1 and has been obtained
from the numerical FE curve multiplied by a ‘degradation’ factor of 0.54 (given by the ratio of the maximum
measured force to the maximum numerical force necessary to cause the snap).

Fig.2 is the schematic representation of an SDOF system excited at the base. If the base undergoes an
harmonic motion with amplitudeY0, the equation of motion is

mz̈ + cż + f(z) = −m ω2
e Y0 sin(ωe t) (1)

wherez = x−y is the relative displacement between the mass and the base,c is the damping coefficient,f(z)
is the restoring force, andωe is the excitation frequency. Eqn.(1) can be solved numerically with Matlabr. In
particular, the value for the mass ism = 0.055 kg (measured mass of the system tested), whilst the restoring
force f(z) is obtained from linear interpolation of the FE load-deflection curve. The damping coefficient
was changed depending on the excitation level. The dynamic response of the system was simulated for three
different excitation levels over a discrete set of excitation frequencies (20-40 Hz, in increments of 2 Hz). The
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Figure 1: Force-displacement characteristic of a bistablesquare plate obtained with finite element analysis
(dashed). The solid line is the plot of the estimated real load-deflection curve which takes into account the
change in material properties

amplitude cases were: a) two constant amplitudes of base excitation (Y0 = 0.5, 0.75 mm) and b) a constant
level of base acceleration (ω2

e Y0 = 2.5g). The transmissibility, plotted as a solid line in Fig. 5(a) to 5(c), was
calculated as ratio between the root-mean-square (RMS) of the steady-state response to the amplitude of the
excitation.

c

x

y Y != sin( t)0 e

f z( )

m

Figure 2: Schematic representation of an SDOF system excited by harmonic displacement of the base

In the next section, experimental results are presented andcompared with the simulated results.
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3 Dynamic analysis: experimental results

A laboratory scale rig was assembled, as shown in Fig. 3, and placed on a vertical shaker. Fig.3 shows the
plate in one of its stable positions, with a curvature in thev axis. The second stable position has significant
curvature only in theu axis. However the boundary condition are not symmetric because the hinges are only
placed along theu axis. As a result, the force required for the snap, i.e. change of curvature axis, is smaller
when the curvature is in thev direction (as shown in the figure).

Hinges

Accelerometer

Control
accelerometer

u
v

Figure 3: Experimental rig. The bistable plate was hinged totwo vertical beams which allowed for a hori-
zontal displacement. The response was measured with an accelerometer at the centre of the plate, whilst the
input signal was monitored with an accelerometer at the base.

In order to replicate the numerical simulations, the systemwas excited at discrete frequencies between 20 and
40 Hz (with a step-increment of 2 Hz) with a constant base displacement amplitude of 0.5 mm and 0.75 mm.
At each frequency, once the system had achieved a steady-state, ten seconds of data were captured using an
NI DAQPad-6020E data acquisition card. The acceleration ofthe base was measured using an ENDEVCO
2256-100 accelerometer and the acceleration at the plate centre was measured using a PCB type 352C22
accelerometer. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show a concatenation of the acquired time histories for each excitation
frequency for the two amplitudes of the base displacement. The top plot of Fig. 4(a) shows the amplitude of
the base excitation (constant at 0.5 mm) whilst the bottom plot is the response; Fig. 4(b) displays the same
data for the case of a base amplitude of 0.75 mm. For this levelof excitation the snap does not occur and
the system behaves in a rather linear manner. This can be better seen in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) where the ratios
between the root-mean-square (RMS) of the base and the plateaccelerations, that is the transmissibility, have
been plotted for the two cases considered. Both curves have apeak at 24 Hz. In order to induce the snap,
the level of excitation was considerably increased so that the base oscillates harmonically with a constant
acceleration of 2.5g at 20, 21, 22 and 23 Hz. The RMS transmissibility is shown in Fig. 5(c) (dashed line).
A sudden jump to a lower transmissibility amplitude can be observed. The passage from one stable state to
the other occurred at a frequency of 21 Hz as opposed to 22 Hz predicted with the numerical simulations.

In order to assess the degree of linearity of the system, the spectral content of the acceleration time history for
different level of excitation was calculated for each excitation frequency. In Figs. 6(a) to 6(c) the spectrum
at the peak frequencies (21 and 24 Hz), which correspond to anacceleration of 2.5 and 1.75g respectively,
is shown. The amplitude of the higher order harmonics is always significantly smaller than the amplitude of
the fundamental.
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Figure 4: Concatenation of acquired time histories for different amplitudes of the base displacement (a)
0.5mm and (b) 0.75 mm

4 Discussion

The transmissibility has been computed as ratio between theRMS of the output to the input signals. Although
this is strictly true for sinusoidal waveforms, the analysis of the harmonic content of the output has shown
that the amplitude of the higher order harmonics is significantly less than the amplitude of the fundamental,
which allows the response of the plate to be approximated by asine wave. Figures 5(a) to 5(c) show a good
agreement between the simulations and the measurements. However, it should be noted that: 1) by changing
the excitation level from 0.5 to 0.75 mm, the resonance frequency has not changed. This can be interpreted
as the fact that for such a low level of excitation the stiffness is still constant; 2) the peak transmissibility,
which in a linear system at the resonance frequency is inversely proportional to the damping ratio, decreases
as the amplitude increases even though the peak frequency isunchanged. This could be due to a nonlinear
damping coefficient, but the investigation of this phenomenon goes beyond the scope of this paper. In this
paper the damping has been assumed to be of viscous type and, in order to match the response amplitude, the
damping coefficient isc = 0.85, 0.75, 0.55 for the 3 excitation levels (0.5mm,0,75mmand 3.5g respectively);
3) at resonance, the maximum acceleration isamax = ω2 Y0 = 1.16g for a 0.5 mm amplitude and 1.75g
for 0.75 mm, whereω is the frequency of excitation andY0 the amplitude of the base displacement. As the
amplitude of acceleration is increased to 2.5g the peak response (which correspond to the snap of the plate
to the other stable position) occurs at a lower frequency. This agrees somewhat with previous analysis in the
literature where a system with a double well potential exhibits a softening dynamic response; 4) finally, the
numerical simulation predicted the passage from one stablestate to the other with an acceleration of 2.5g
at a frequency of 22 Hz. This has been measured to be 21 Hz (which, given the frequency resolution used,
indicates a maximum error of 7%).

5 Concluding remarks and future work

The dynamic change of stable configuration of a bistable composite plate has been simulated by solving
the equation of motion of a single degree of freedom system with a restoring force obtained from the FE
analysis of the structure. The simulations were then reproduced in the laboratory using an experimental rig.
Although the measurements proved the numerical analysis tobe rather accurate (with an error of 4.7% in
the prediction of the frequency at which the snap occurs for an excitation level of 2.5g) there are issues that
need to be addressed in future work. The boundary conditionsunder which the load-deflection curve of the
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Figure 5: Numerical (solid line) and experimental (dashed line) RMS transmissibility of the system for
different amplitudes of the base displacement (a) 0.5mm and(b) 0.75 mm. Plot (c) shows the transmissibility
for a base excitation with a fixed acceleration amplitude of 2.5g.

FE analysis were calculated were substantially different from those of the experimental rig, with the lack
of symmetry being a major difference. It is proposed to redesign the rig with some appropriate alternative
boundary conditions and to obtain the measured load-deflection characteristic.
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Figure 6: Frequency content of the measured signal at resonance for three different level of acceleration: (a)
24 Hz / 1.75g, (b) 23 Hz / 2g, (c) 21 Hz / 2.5g
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Abstract
Machine parts are often equipped with rolling elements, such as bearings, friction wheels, cams etc. The
modeling of the dynamics of rolling friction plays therefore an essential part in the simulation and opti-
mization of those systems. This paper describes a recently developed transient-rolling-friction model, and
its application to different generic dynamical systems to simulate the effects of rolling friction on the dy-
namics of mechanical systems. The results, which are expressed in terms of the complex stiffness arising
in the rolling-contact patches, show that the behavior depends on both the amplitude and the frequency of
oscillation. For low amplitudes and frequencies, the behavior is quasi linear. For increasing amplitudes and
frequencies, however, strong nonlinearities appear, leading to complex behavior.

1 Introduction

The increasing demands for accuracy, performance, and reliability in machines require accurate modeling
of friction in in their moving parts. Rolling elements are widely used in machine construction for motion
guidance and transmission, in various applications, including robotics and positioning systems, railway and
vehicle applications.
Positioning and machining devices often employ rolling elements, such as ball bearings and plain bearings
(see, e.g. [1–4]). These elements introduce nonlinear frictional behavior, which often mortgages accurate
and fast positioning. The replacement of failed or damaged elements comprises a considerable part of the
maintenance costs in industrial applications.
The study of traction in tyre - road contacts [5] can lead to significant improvements in the drive comfort,
handling and overall wear resistance of vehicles. Similar research is performed and is still ongoing in the
field of railway applications [6, 7], where noise such as squeaking and rattling while braking and taking
bends, are of great concern [8–10].
The preceding examples point to the exigency of simulating and optimizing rolling contacts. A profound
study of the tractive forces in the contact between a rolling element and its counter surface is therefore a
pertinent issue, together with the investigation of the reciprocal influence of friction and structural dynamics.

The traction stress field in a rolling contact originates from the relative motion between points on the con-
tacting bodies. When an elastic body of revolution rolls with traction over another, the traction field in the
contact patch changes progressively with the traversed distance, from its initial distribution, until it reaches
a certain constant distribution. During the past decades, there has been a significant amount of research into
rolling elements . However, although the knowledge of the transient and dynamic behavior of these systems
opens the way for the intended objectives, most of the studies on rolling contacts have been carried out under
the assumption of steady state rolling. Consequently, nowadays, the steady-state gross rolling process is well
understood, while the study of transient effects still needs a profound investigation. The period building up
to gross rolling, which is denominated thepre-rolling period, is characterized by rate independent hysteresis
behavior with nonlocal-memory effect [11]. In [12], a transient model is presented, which is able to simulate
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the motion and traction stresses in a tractive rolling contact, subjected to a constant creepage. That model
has been validated in [13] for the case of a ball rolling in a V-grooved track. In this paper the application of
the model is extended towards dynamical systems, in which the creepage is no longer constant over time, but
depends on the dynamics of the surrounding system.

The research on tractive rolling contact phenomena dates back to 1875 when Reynolds [14] describes the
creepage phenomenon. He confirmed his proposition that the contact zone of a rolling contact is divided
into stick zones and micro-slip zones, determined by frictional forces and elastic deformation in the contact,
using creepage measurements between a rubber cylinder and a metal plate. Furthermore, the findings of
Hertz [15] in 1882 form the necessary basis for the beginning of research on rolling friction.

The systematic study of rolling contacts begins with Carter [16], who considers the two-dimensional problem
of the steady-state tractive rolling of an elastic cylinder, transmitting a tractive force at the plane on which it
is rolling. This two-dimensional theory is extended to the three-dimensional case by Johnson [17, 18], who
considers two rolling balls, including the longitudinal and lateral creepages, however, without spin creepage.
Vermeulen and Johnson [19] subsequently extend this theory to arbitrary smooth half-space bodies.
Kalker [20–22] develops a rigorous approach to deal with elastic rolling involving three-dimensional fric-
tional contacts, with imposed creepage and spin. His exact theory, implemented in the computer program
Contact, [22], is computationally intensive, and thus not suitable for real-time applications. For this reason
a simplified theory was developed, which is used in his algorithmFastsim[21]. Abascal [23] studies the
transient dynamic friction in two-dimensional contacts, using the boundary element method. Spiegelberg et
al. [24] study the transient friction effects in the contact between a cylinder and two flat plates, using a brush
model. Overall, the knowledge of rolling friction under transient conditions is somewhat limited, while there
is an obvious need for such knowledge, and for the possible models it can yield, for the purpose of charac-
terizing the dynamics of systems comprising rolling elements.

The objective of this study is to simulate the transient rolling-friction behavior together with the dynam-
ics of generic systems comprising rolling elements. The used rolling-friction model, based on a Winkler
bedding and an appropriate choice of the flexibility parameterL, yields a linear approximation with a solu-
tion close to the exact theory [12]. The transparency and the easy application of the theory is advantageous
for implementing the model in larger systems, i.e. including system dynamics. The dynamics of the system
will affect the friction behavior, while the transient effects of the friction will influence the system’s behavior.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the rolling friction model, which is used in the sub-
sequent case studies. In section 3, the dynamics of a ball on a flat plane is investigated, where the rotation
of the ball is affected by the imposed motion of the contacting flat. In section 4, a two degree-of-freedom
model is presented, namely the motion of a ball in between two flat planes, where the system is excited via
the motion of the upper plane. The last case study comprises the motion of a ball in between two V-grooved
tracks. In this case, the kinematic spin motion of the ball is added to the dynamical creepage in the contact.
Finally, appropriate conclusions are drawn.

2 A model of transient rolling friction [12] [13]

Consider the case of the elastic contact between a sphere and a flat surface. Depending on the elastic prop-
erties, both bodies will deform to a certain degree. This problem may be reduced to the contact of a single
equivalent elastic sphere with a rigid flat surface [25,26].
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Figure 2: The configuration of V-groove rolling.

2.1 Normal stresses and contact patch

When an elastic sphere of radiusR and equivalent modulus of elasticity,Ee is pressed against a rigid plane
surface with a loadW , we obtain the following equation for the contact patch radiusa [25,27].

a =
(

3WR

4Ee

)1/3

, (1)

The contact patch is defined as the regionA in thexy-plane:A = {(x, y) : x2 + y2 ≤ a2} The normal
stress,pz, is given by:

pz(x, y) = p0

√
1− (x/a)2 − (y/a)2 with p0 =

3W
2πa2

(2)

Creepage, sometimes called rigid slip, is the difference between surface velocities of the rolling objects in
the contact patch, when the objects are assumed rigid. Figure 1 gives an overview of the various creepages
which can occur in tractive rolling systems. Consider a sphere of radiusR rolling in thex-direction such
that its geometrical center is translating with a velocityV . In addition, the sphere is spinning around itsx, y
andz axes with angular speedṡψ, ω andφ̇ respectively. The creepages, which characterize tractive rolling,
are defined as follows: 

δVx = −ωR+ V the longitudinal creepage,
δVy = ψ̇R the lateral creepage,
φ̇ the spin creepage.

(3)

Creepage can originate from (i) the kinematics of the system, or (ii) from the dynamics of the system. The
case (i) can be illustrated by the rolling of a ball in a V-grooved track. Assuming that the velocity of the ball
is low enough to avoid dynamic effects, or equivalently that the ball is massless, the creepage in the contact
is that of pure spin, due to kinematics of the system. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. In case (ii), the creepage
originates from the dynamics of the ball with respect to the groove surface. Examples of this case can be
found in high speed spindle bearings, in which the high accelerations applied by the electric motors result in
slipping of the bearing balls in their raceways. Similar effects can occur in ball nuts of dynamically driven
systems.
The problem of an elastic sphere, tractively rolling on a rigid plane, can be reduced to that in which the
contact patch is stationary in space and time. This is accomplished by assuming the rigid plane upon which
the sphere is rolling to be moving in the opposite direction with a velocityV (see Fig. 1.)
In order to arrive at an equation to describe the kinematics of the surface points lying inside the contact
patchA, one follows a point on the surface of the sphere, which enters the contact patch and mates, at the
entrance, with a counterpoint on the rigid plane. Owing to the creepage, the point on the surface of the sphere
will have to deform in the contact plane, by an amountu = (u, v) being called the displacement, which is
generally function of space and time. The slips is defined as the relative velocity between mating points in
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the interface, under the assumption that(u, v) are small as compared to contact patch dimensions. We obtain
the following differential equation for the plane deformations [22,27,28]:

s = c− V
∂u
∂x

+
∂u
∂t

(4)

Generally,V = V (t). If the creepage is scaled withV , then one can rewrite the previous equation in terms
of the traversed rolling distance,q by making use of the substitution:

q =
∫ t

0
V (τ)dτ (5)

Substituting this into Eq. 4 and normalizing the creepage and the spin by the rolling velocity results in:

S = C− ∂u
∂x

+
∂u
∂q

(6)

whereS = s/V = (Sx, Sy) is the relative slip andC = c/V = (ξx − φy
a , ξy + φx

a ) is the relative creepage.

2.2 The rolling theory

2.2.1 Traction-displacement relationship: A linearized theory

To determine the relation between surface displacement(u, v) and the tangential traction field(px, py) for
the case of no slip, a “Winkler bedding” is used [22]. In this approximating approach, the surface of the
elastic object is considered to be covered with elastic bristles in the normal direction with constant stiffness
for tangential deformations. The flexibility parameterL is determined by the following relation:

(u, v) = L(px, py) (7)

whereL is the tangential flexibility of the bristle. The flexibility parameterL depends on the elasticity
characteristics and the aspect ratio of the contact ellipse and the magnitude of the creepages. The value forL
for a particular case was determined by Kalker [22] by comparing the linearized theory with the exact theory,
which is implemented in the computer programContact.

L =
L1|ξx|+ L2|ξy|+ L3|φ|√

ξ2x + ξ2y + φ2
(8)

2.2.2 The traction limit and slip conditions

When a tangential displacement field(u, v) is given, the corresponding traction field is given by Eq. 7:

(px, py) =
(u, v)
L

(9)

This traction field corresponds to the no-slip condition, which means that all points in the contact patch are
sticking. Apparently, the coefficient of friction and the normal pressure distribution will determine where the
no-slip condition will hold, and where slip will occur, which means that Eq. 9 will be valid only if

‖(px, py)‖ ≤ µpz (10)

Where,pz is given by Eq. 2 andµ is the local coefficient of friction. This condition 10 is known as the
traction bound, which results in a relationship for determining the tangential tractions:

(px, py) =

{ ‖(u,v)‖
L ; ‖(px, py)‖ ≤ µpz

µpz
(u,v)
‖(u,v)‖ elsewhere

(11)
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Figure 3: A few results of the steady state rolling traction field, the rolling direction is from the left to the
right.

2.3 Numerical implementation and calculation of the traction forces and moment

In order to solve the previously presented system, a numerical procedure was developed in which the contact
patch was discretized into a set of nodes. Starting from an initial traction field, at every time step, the new
displacement distribution(u, v) is obtained by shifting the previousu andv vectors by the rolling increment
∆q and augmenting it with the calculated extra displacement. Since the rolling increment is independent
on the grid size, the shifting is performed by 2D bilinear interpolation of the displacement distribution.
Afterwards, the traction bound is calculated and the traction limit is verified.

(u, v)new =
µpz

L

( (u, v)
‖(u, v)‖

)
old

(12)

In Figure 3, some steady state traction fields are depicted for different cases of relative creepage.

2.4 Rolling tractions

The total traction forces and moment are obtained from the following integrals:

Fx =
∫ a

−a

∫ a(y)

−a(y)
px(x, y)dxdy (13)
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Fy =
∫ a

−a

∫ a(y)

−a(y)
py(x, y)dxdy (14)

Mz =
∫ a

−a

∫ a(y)

−a(y)
p(x, y)r(x, y)dxdy (15)

with r(x, y) the radial distance from the center of the contact patch to the location of the node. Figure 4
shows an example of a transient simulation for the case of rolling with longitudinal creepage, where the
friction forceFx is calculated using Eq. 13.
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Figure 4: The results for transient (pre-)rolling with longitudinal creepage. In the middle, the hysteresis plot
is depicted, the other figures denote the local traction field.
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2.5 A dimensionless approach

Before going into the case studies, and in order to facilitate analysis and presentation, we consider it useful
first to normalize the problem with respect to its parameters. Since this problem contains a large number
of parameters, a reduction of the number of system variables permits an easier analysis of the results, and
gives better insight into the behavior. This parameter reduction is attained by the application of the Vaschy-
Buckingham-Π theorem [29,30]. The dimensional problem can be expressed as:

f
(
W,F,M, I,m, a, p0, p, E,R, xt, ẋt, ẍt, ν, µ, x, y, t, θ, θ̇, θ̈

)
= 0. (16)

We can establish that the system contains three independent dimensions: length[L], mass[M ] and time[T ].
In this analysis, we choosea, p0 andI as the variables to be eliminated to achieve the dimensionless form:

F
(

W
p0a2 ,

F
p0a2 ,

M
p0a3 ,

I
I ,

ma2

I , a
a ,

p0

p0
, p

p0
, E

p0
, R

a ,
xt
a ,

ẋt

√
I

a5/2√p0
, ẍtI

a4p3
0
, ν, µ, x

a ,
y
a ,

t
√

p0a3/2

√
I

, θ, θ̇
√

I√
p0a3/2 ,

θ̈I
p0a3

)
= 0

or

F
(
W ∗, F ∗,M∗,m∗, p∗, E∗, R∗, x∗t , ẋt

∗, ẍt
∗, ν, µ, x∗, y∗, t∗, θ∗, θ̇∗, θ̈∗

)
= 0

(17)
We refer to the nomenclature for an overview of the used symbols. From Equation 17, the frequency of
excitation is made dimensionless via:

f∗t = ft

√
I

p0a3
. (18)

With

p0 =
3W
2πa2

, (19)

and, for a solid sphere,

a =
(

3WR
4E

)1/3

I = 8
15πR

5ρ,
(20)

we obtain

ft = f∗t

√
15E
4ρ

a2

πR3
, (21)

which gives the conversion relationship between dimensional and dimensionless frequency.
In the following sections, all results are given in dimensionless form, where the∗ is dropped for convenience.

3 Case 1: A sphere rolling on a plane

3.1 System description

As a first case to study the influence of dynamics on the frictional behavior of a system comprising a rolling
element, the system depicted in Fig. 5 is treated. The rolling sphere has one degree-of-freedom, namely
its (frictionless) rotation around thez axis. A massless flat plate is pressed against the sphere, resulting in
a circular contact patch. Obviously, the dynamic behavior of the sphere is affected by the traction between
plane and sphere. A prescribed tangential displacementxt(t), is imposed to the upper plane, while the effect
on the motion of the sphere and the friction force in the contact is determined. The rotation of the sphere is
determined by the following equation:

θ̈ = F(θ, xt, his) (22)

whereF is the nonlinear frictional force, which depends on the position of the upper plate,xt, the rotation of
the sphereθ, and the history of the motion,his. The simulation is carried out as follows. At every time step,
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Figure 5: Rolling dynamics case 1: A 1-DOF system.
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Figure 6: Free response of the system. (a) Phase portrait, (b) friction-force vs. angular displacement.

the friction force is calculated using the rolling friction model of section 2. For given geometrical, material
and load properties of the system, the input to this model is the longitudinal creepage in the contact, given
by:

ξx =
ẋt −Rθ̇

ẋt
(23)

The friction force acting on the sphere constitutes the input to the numerical scheme to solve Eq. 22. Since
the only damping originates from the slip of the ball on the flat surface, the system will not damp out entirely.
For low oscillation amplitudes, the friction force will become a linear function of the displacement, as can
be observed on the hysteresis curve of Fig. 4(c). In this region, very little damping will occur. Therefore, a
Newmark scheme [31] is used to solve Eq. 22, which is appropriate for lightly damped systems.

3.2 Simulation results

Figure 6(a) depicts the phase plot of the free response, with initial conditionsθ̇0 = 0.3 andθ0 = 0. In
the nomenclature section, an additional table is added with the numerical values of the variables used in the
simulations. The amplitude dependency of the damping is clearly visible. In Figure 6(b), the friction force
is plotted as function of the ball rotation angle. During the oscillatory decay, the increasing stiffness of the
hysteresis behavior is observed.
When we apply a ramp input of the positionxt, that is, a step input of the velocitẏxt, we may expect damped
oscillatory behavior of the rotational velocitẏθ of the sphere, while the angular position of a point on the
surface of the ball will lag the reference signal. In Figure 7, which simulates this situation, the angular
position and velocity are plotted together with their reference signal. One can clearly see the resonant
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Figure 7: Ramp input to the position of the platext. (a) the ball lags the plate, (b) damped oscillations of the
ball.
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Figure 8: Frequency response function of the tangential contact stiffness. (a) complex stiffnessFx/xt as
function of frequency for different excitation amplitudesA. (b) break frequencyfs as function of excitation
amplitudeA.

behaviour of the ball in the velocity signal. The resonance originates from the ball inertia on the tangential
stiffness in the contact patch.

To perform a systematic analysis of the nonlinear behavior, a stepped-sine excitation is applied to the system.
That is, the upper plane motionxt is made sinusoidal, for a set of discrete frequencies. This experiment
is carried out for different excitation amplitudes, in order to study the influence of the amplitude on the
behavior. In Figure 8(a), the frequency response functionFfric/xt is plotted, which represents a measure
of the complex stiffness of the ball-flat contact. For low frequencies, one can notice an increasing stiffness,
up to a certain break frequency after which the stiffness becomes constant and a phase lag begins. For
low frequencies, the motion of the plate is (almost) completely transmitted to the the ball, which can thus
follow the imposed motion. For higher excitation frequencies, the velocity of the plate increases and as a
result, the ball will no longer be capable to follow the plane’s motion, which results in a certain amount of
slip between plane and sphere. The transition frequency from increasing stiffness to a constant amplitude
complex stiffness is denoted byfs. In Fig. 8(b),fs is plotted as a function of the excitation amplitude. One
can notice a decreasing exponential trend forfs as function ofA.

A profound study of this behavior in function of the different model parameters can result in a better insight
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Figure 9: The system’s resonance frequency as
function of the dimensionless ball radiusR∗.
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Figure 10: The transfer function for different
plate masses.

into the problem and a consequently better design to avoid early wear and failure of the system due to
excessive slip in the contacts. Consider the dimensionless model of Eq. 17. Because the model parameters
are reduced by normalizing w.r.t. the radius of the contact patcha, the maximum normal pressurep0, and
the ball inertiaI, these parameters fall out of the model equations, so that Eq. 1 becomes:

1 =
(

3W ∗R∗

4E∗
h

)1/3

⇔ R∗ =
4E∗

h

3W ∗ (24)

In other words,R∗ increases ifE∗ increases orW ∗ decreases. In this way,R∗ contains all geometry,
elasticity and load information. Since the ball inertia is also reduced by nondimensionalizing the model, we
get

I∗ = 1 = R2
gm

∗ = f(R∗)m∗ ⇒ R∗ = f(m∗) (25)

From Eq. 25,R∗ also holds the inertial or mass information. To study the influence ofR∗, this parameter
is varied between reasonable bounds. Owing to geometrical limitation,a cannot be larger than aboutR/4
without violating the assumptions of the Hertz theory.

In figure 9, the resonance frequencyfres = 1
2π

√
R∗2K∗

I∗ of the system is plotted as a function of the dimen-
sionless ball radiusR∗. The resonance frequency increases linearly with the dimensionless ball radius.

3.3 Dynamic behavior of a mass on a nonlinear element

In this section, the dynamic behavior is discussed when non-vanishing inertia is assigned to the plate. Since
in the previous analysis the top plane was massless, in this analysis a (dimensionless) massM is attributed to
the upper plane. The excitation is as follows. A sinusoidal displacementxt is applied to the plane, while the
force needed to obtain this sinusoidal motion is considered. Figure 10 shows the absolute frequency response
function of the simulated tangential contact stiffness for an indicated excitation amplitudeA, for different
masses of the plate. The shape of the transfer function changes drastically with changing plate mass.

4 Case 2: A rolling sphere in between two planes

4.1 System description

The system of a rolling sphere in between two flat plates is depicted in Fig. 11. This is a simplified model
representing various kinds of rolling, such as that found in ball bearings, linear guideways, cam-follower
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systems, etc. The system is excited by applying a tangential displacement to the upper plate, while the
motion of the lower plate is obstructed. The friction force in the upper contact is denoted byFx1, while the
friction force in the lower contact is denoted byFx2. The creepage in both contacts is given by Eq. 26.

ξ1 = ẋt−(ẋ+Rθ̇)
ẋt

ξ2 = −(ẋ−Rθ̇)
ẋ

(26)

4.2 Simulation results

When a velocity step is applied to the system, the (exponentially windowed) spectrum ofFx2 shows two
peaks, originating from the natural frequencies of the translation and rotation oscillations, respectively, give
by

ω1 =
√

K∗
up+K∗

lo
m∗

ω2 =
√

R∗2(K∗
up+K∗

lo)

I∗ ,
(27)

where,K∗
up andK∗

lo are the tangential contact stiffness in the upper and lower contact patches, respectively.
Since for a solid sphereI∗ = 2/5m∗R∗2 and under the assumption thatK∗

up equalsK∗
lo, one can derive that

ω2 =
√

5/2ω1. This is confirmed by the simulation results of Fig. 12.

The response to a velocity step input, is given in Fig. 13. From these plots, one can see the different frequen-
cies of the rotational and the translational motion of the sphere.v1 andv2 are the velocities of particles on
the surface of the sphere, in the upper and lower contact, respectively. Sincev1 = ẋ+ θ̇R andv2 = ẋ− θ̇R,
these particle velocities contain frequency information from both modes.(v1−ẋt) andv2 denote the slipping
velocities in both contacts and account for the energy dissipation and consequently for damping and wear in
both contacts.

In Figure 14, three sinusoidal excitationsxt = A sin(2πftt) with different excitation frequencies are com-
pared. The initial velocitieṡθ(0) andẋ(0) are set equal to2πftA/(2R) and2πftA/2 respectively, to avoid
transient effects at the start of the simulation. For the lowest excitation frequencyft1 = 1, Fig. 14(a), there
is almost no sliding in the contacts. When increasing the frequency toft2 = 6.5, the sliding increases, Fig.
14(c). For still higher excitation frequencyft3 = 10, Fig. 14(e), high sliding speeds occur in the contacts,
while the motion of the sphere, both for rotation and translation, is no longer sinusoidal, but approximates a
rounded triangular signal. The friction forces in both contacts are visualized for these three cases in the right
column of Fig. 14(b,d,f).
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Figure 14: Sinusoidal excitation with different frequenciesft. (a) motion response forft = 1, (b) friction
force in the contacts forft = 1, (c) motion response forft = 6.5, (d) friction force in the contacts for
ft = 6.5, (e) motion response forft = 10, (f) friction force in the contacts forft = 10.

When applying a stepped-sine excitation to the system, identical results are obtained as for the system with
one degree-of-freedom of section 3. We can therefore conclude that the translating motion does not influence
the stiffness properties of the upper contact.

5 Case 3: A rolling sphere in between two V-grooved tracks

5.1 System description

Figure 15 shows the configuration of a sphere rolling in between two V-grooves. To the upper V-groove, a
displacementxt(t) is applied, while the lower V-groove stands still. From the right panel of Fig. 15, one
can notice that the rolling motion of the ballω can be resolved in the contact patches as a spin motionωs

combined with a pure rolling motionωr. In a kinematic analysis, that is, where inertial effects are neglected,
the spin motion of the ball is the main source for the frictional losses in the contact. For a low-frequency
excitation of the upper V-groove, the spin motion is determined by the geometry of the system, i.e. the ball
radiusR, and the opening angle of the V-groove,α. Analysis of rolling in V-groove can be found in [13],
where an experimental evidence, pertaining to low frequency motion, is weighted against the theoretical
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model briefly presented in section 2. For higher dynamical excitation, the inertia of the sphere will cause an
additional creepage in the contact patches and consequently extra losses.
The spin component is given by:

φ =
ωs

vt
=
ω cos(α

2 )
vt

(28)

5.2 Simulation results

The motion response to a step input of the velocityẋt is presented in Fig. 16, with groove angleα = π
3 .

The transient is damped out much faster than in the case of systems1 and2 (cf. sections 3 and 4) because
of the extra, permanent damping due to the spinning motion in the contact patches. The spin component,
and consequently the extra damping, increase with increasing groove angleα. Due to the geometry of the
system, the natural frequencies of the translation and rotation oscillations are given by

ω1 =
√

K∗
up+K∗

lo
m∗

ω2 =
√

R
′∗2(K∗

up+K∗
lo)

I∗ =
√

R∗2 sin2(α
2
)(K∗

up+K∗
lo)

I∗ ,
(29)
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which results inω2 =
√

5/2 sin(α/2)ω1, assuming thatK∗
up equalsK∗

lo. Thus, when
√

2.5 sin(α/2) > 1,
the resonance frequency of the rotational modeω2 is higher than the translational modelω1. The flipping
point of the modes, that is, the point at which the two frequencies become equal, lies atα = 78.46◦.
The frequency-response characterization of an externally excited nonlinear dynamic system can only be
carried out in an approximating way, since analytical solutions are not available [32]. One of the methods
is the describing function method. Here, the nonlinear element is replaced by an element that gives the
fundamental component in Fourier terms, of the output of that non-linear element for a sinusoidal input.
In [11], this type of analysis is carried out to obtain three characterizing parameters of the hysteresis loop. The
equivalent stiffnesske and the equivalent damping,ce, which give rise to an excitation dependent equivalent
damping ratioζr. The equations obtained in [11] are

ke ≈ Fm

Am

cef =
loop area
πA2

m

ζr =
loop area
2πAmFm

(30)

Since these three parameters comprise the hysteresis characteristic behavior, a study of these shows the
dependence of the characteristics on the influence parameters. From the previous section, it is clear that the
dimensionless ball radiusR∗ comprises load information, geometrical and material properties. The local
coefficient of frictionµ, forms an additional influence parameter which, together with the V-groove angle of
the systemα, and the ball radius, influences the spin creepageφ∗ in the contact patches. The influence of
these parameters on the characteristics of the hysteresis are depicted in Fig. 17. The equivalent stiffnesske

and the equivalent dampingceω decrease with increasing ball radiusR∗ and increasing groove angleα, and
increase with increasing coefficient of frictionµ. The damping ratio decreases with increasing ball radius,
increasing coefficient of friction and increasing groove angle.

For a sinusoidal excitationxt, at low frequencies, the system behaves quasi similar to the kinematic model
described in [13], since the creepage in the contact originates almost only from the spin due to rolling in
a V-groove. When the excitation frequency is increased, extra creepage will occur in the contacts due to
the inertial effect of the ball. For very high frequencies, the latter effect will dominate. In Figure 18, the
hysteresis curve is plotted for different excitation frequencies for a constant excitation amplitude. One can
clearly see the increasing stiffness of the hysteresis loop with increasing excitation frequencyft. However,
as the frequency increases further, the hysteresis behavior becomes distorted as shown in Fig. 19, where
the force-displacement plot is depicted for an amplitudeA of 1 and a frequencyft of 5. The combination
of sliding due to the inertial effect of the ball, together with the spinning motion of the ball, results in
an oscillatory behavior. Finally, in Figure 20, the hysteresis characteristics are plotted as function of the
excitation frequency and the excitation amplitude. The equivalent stiffnesske increases with increasing
excitation frequencyft, while the latter has no significant effect on the equivalent dampingceω. Thus, the
damping ratioζr decreases with increasing excitation frequency. However, the results shown in Fig. 20 are
no longer valid for high excitation frequency and large amplitudes, since regular hysteretic behavior is absent
in that region of operation (see Fig.19).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the simulation of transient rolling friction is reported. The interplay between friction and the
other system dynamics is investigated.
Firstly, a novel rolling friction model is presented, which makes it possible to simulate the transient traction
stresses in the contact of a rolling body and upon a counter surface. Thereafter, that model is used in the
dynamic simulation of systems comprising rolling elements. The basic characteristics of such systems, such
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Figure 17: Equivalent stiffnesske, equivalent dampingce and equivalent damping ratioζr as function of
excitation amplitude for (a) different dimensionless ball radii, (b) different coefficients of friction and (c)
different V-groove opening angles.
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Figure 20: Equivalent stiffnesske, equivalent dampingce and equivalent damping ratioζr as function of
excitation amplitudeA, and excitation frequencyft.

as the traction forces in the contact and and the resulting complex stiffness are examined. For the case of
a ball rolling on a massless plate, an increasing complex stiffness as a function of excitation frequency is
observed, up to a certain break frequency. For higher frequencies, the amplitude of the complex stiffness
becomes constant. The influence of plate inertia, was also investigated in the time and the frequency domain.
Finally, owing to its relevance in industrial applications, a system of a ball rolling between two V-grooved
tracks is investigated, where a combination of kinematic creepage and dynamic creepage occurs. The study of
these dynamic effects in frictional contacts, can significantly help improve the position accuracy of systems
comprising these elements. Furthermore, a profound knowledge of the frictional dissipation in the rolling
contacts permits a better estimation of lifetime and performance degradation due to fatigue and wear.
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Nomenclature

a : footprint radius
A : excitation amplitude
c : creepage
C : relative creepage
ce : equivalent damping
Ee : Hertzian modulus of elasticity
ft : excitation frequency
F : traction force
G : modulus of rigidity
I : inertia
ke : equivalent stiffness
K : contact stiffness
L : flexibility
M : moment
m : mass
p : pressure
q : traversed rolling distance
R : ball radius
Rg : radius of gyration
s : slip

S : relative slip
t : time
u, v : particle displacement
V : rolling velocity
W : normal load
xt : displacement
xpr : pre-rolling distance
α : V-groove opening angle
δVx : dimensional longitudinal creepage
δVy : dimensional lateral creepage
ζr : equivalent damping ratio
θ : angular displacement
µ : coefficient of friction
ν : Poisson’s coefficient
ρ : mass density
ξx : longitudinal creepage
ξy : lateral creepage
φ : spin creepage
ψ : angular lateral creepage
ω : angular frequency of resonance

dimensional variable value dimensionless variable value
a 1.4812e−4 m a∗ 1 [-]
E 1.1538e11 Pa E∗ 53.0227 [-]
I 4.1103e−8 kgm2 I∗ 1 [-]
m 0.0041 kg m∗ 0.0022 [-]
p0 2.1761e9 Pa p∗0 1 [-]
R 0.005 m R∗ 33.7553 [-]
W 100 N W ∗ 2.0944 [-]
µ 0.5 [-] µ∗ 0.5 [-]
ν 0.3 [-] ν∗ 0.3 [-]
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Abstract
To study the dynamics of a tank (container) partially filled of a liquid, in low-gravity or microgravity envi-
ronment, we first have to find the static position of this system. In this paper, we present a 3D finite element
resolution to find this equilibrium configuration for any tank geometry. Both gravity and capillary effects
(surface tension) are taken into account. The nonlinear equations of the problem are derived from the differ-
entiation of the total potential energy of the system, then the problem is transformed to the liquid free surface
form finding. The well-known singularity of such a problem isregularized using the Updated Reference
Strategy. The problem is finally solved using the Newton-Raphson algorithm, with a standard finite element
discretization. No restriction on the finite element type isnecessary. The tank geometry is given by a finite
element model so we can easily treat very complex cases. Several examples illustrate the effectiveness of
this method.

1 Introduction

Space structures, like satellites, probes or the International Space Station (ISS), contain a large amount of
liquids. Their motion influences the vehicle stability: it may disturb the flight trajectory, hamper critical
manoeuvres which need accurate pointing and orienting or limit the vibratory control efficiency for experi-
mental platforms which need to maintain a low level of acceleration, for example in the Space Shuttle and in
the ISS. The problem of liquid sloshing in microgravity, andits interaction with the structure dynamics, have
been studied since the beginning of the space conquest, especially at the NASA, with the works of H. N.
Abramson [1], F. T. Dodge [2] and W.-H. Chu [3], also in Lockheed Missiles and Space Company with the
studies of P. Concus, G. E. Crane and H. M. Satterlee [4, 5], inthe university of Stanford by W. C. Reynolds
[6], and in California Institute of Technology by Y. C. Fung [7]. One can also find the forerunners studies
led by N. N. Moı̈seyev and V. V. Rumyantsev [8] and a referencebook published by L. D. Landau and E. M.
Lifshitz [9] in 1959. In the nineties, a certain number of studies have been conducted in the Sandia National
Laboratories and in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by L. D. Peterson, E. F. Crawley and R. J.
Hansman [10], at the university of Stanford by R. Finn [11] and also by the russians A. D. Myshkiset al.
[12].

Nowadays, the study of internal liquid motion in microgravity is still very active, especially at NASA and as-
sociated universities (H.A. Snyder [13]), or with programslike LOWGSLOSH. In Europe, the space industry
is very interested in the subject too: in 2005, the program SloshSat FLEVO (Facility for Liquid Experimen-
tation and Verification in Orbit) [14] was launched, whose objective is to validate numerical simulations of
liquids in microgravity. In France, one can find, for instance, the theorical developments of R. Ohayon and
H. J.-P. Morand [15], and works of V. Perrinet al. in Alcatel-Space [16, 17]. There is also some recent works
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on this subject for space industry, in China by H. Yuanjunet al. [18] and in Japan by M. Utsumi [19].

Since we study the vibrations of a system (tank partially filled of a liquid), one first have to find its equilibrium
position. Due to the low-gravity level, the capillary effect can no longer be neglected, and the free surface
of a liquid can not be assimilated to an horizontal plane. Thecomputation of the static position of a liquid
in a given container is a nonlinear problem in which the liquid slides on the tank internal wall. The more
complex the tank geometry is, the more difficult the resolution of this problem will be. This is the reason why
the majority of the authors treat particular cases of tank geometries (axisymetric, spherical or vertical tank
walls) and then use adapted parameterizations [13][18][19]. These approaches cannot be applied neither to
complex 3D tanks nor to cases where apparent gravity axis is not compatible with the container symmetry.

In this work, we propose to treat the general 3D problem, independently of the tank geometry, and for any
level of gravity, by a standard finite element method. A Lagrangian parametrization will be used because
it allows a precise tracking of the liquid free surface. Thisis critical because the capillary forces are pro-
portional to this surface mean curvature. Equations of the equilibrium to be solved will be derived from
the characterization of the minimum of total potential energy. Instead of deforming all the liquid domain
[20], one will transform the problem to an equivalent one, which consist of finding only the free surface
of the liquid, so we significantly reduce the number of degrees of freedom. A Lagrange-multiplier is used
to ensure the incompressibility of the liquid. To be able to slide on any tank geometry, each node of the
free surface has three degrees of freedom, but the in-plane displacement of the surface is energy-free, and
therefore the problem is singular. To overcome it, we use theUpdated Reference Strategy (URS) proposed
by K.U Bletzinger [21] to regularize the problem of finding minimum surfaces.

Finally, we will briefly describe the different steps of our resolution and will show some application examples
illustrating the effectiveness of this method.

2 Minimizing the potential energy

2.1 System potential energy

Let’s consider an homogeneous incompressible liquid (L) ina solid container (S) (the remaining volume
is occupied by a gas (G) of constant pressure). The system is supposed at a constant temperature and in
a constant gravity field~g. We note respectivelyΓ, ΣL and ΣG the liquid/gas, solid/liquid and solid/gas
interfaces, andγ = ∂Γ is the edge ofΓ. The total potential energyE of this system is given by:

E = EΓ + EΣL
+ EΣG

+ Epes + Cte (1)

whereEΓ, EΣL
andEΣG

are the capillary energies associated to the relative interfaces. We know that these
energies are proportional to the areaA of the associated interface, by a constant surface tension coefficient
α for Γ, αL for ΣL andαG for ΣG, so:

EΓ = αAΓ ; EΣL
= αL AΣL

; EΣG
= αGAΣG

(2)

Epes is the classical gravity potential energy of the liquid. Since we consider an incompressible liquid, we
also have to satisfy the constraint:

V (Γ) =
∫

ΩL

dΩL = V0 = constant (3)

whereΩL is the liquid domain at the equilibrium,V (Γ) its volume andV0 the initial given value of the liquid
volume.
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Figure 1: Equilibrium configuration of the liquid free surface

2.2 Energy minimization under constraint of constant volum e

Let us considerΓ0, the horizontal surface corresponding to the volumeV0, as our reference free sur-
face. So, we can define any other surfaceΓ by a vector field~U defined onΓ0. If we introduce the
spaceC of all kinematically admissible fields~U and also the spacẽC of perturbations

−→
δu such thatC̃ ={−→

δu defined onΓ /
−→
δu · ~nΣ = 0 on γ

}
,(see Figure 1), the minimization problem can be written as:

Find (~U,Λ) ∈ C ×R / ∀ (
−→
δu, δλ) ∈ C̃ × R,

δL(
−→
δu) = 0

δλ (V (~U )− V0) = 0

(4)

whereL(~U,Λ) is the Lagrangian taking into account the incompressibility constraint:

L(~U,Λ) = E(~U ) + Λ
(
V (~U)− V0

)
(5)

The notationδL(
−→
δu) means the first order variation1 of L according to the variable~U in the direction

−→
δu,

also denoted asD~U L(
−→
δu). From (2), (1) and (5):

δL(
−→
δu) = α δAΓ(

−→
δu) + αL δAΣL

(
−→
δu) + αG δAΣG

(
−→
δu) + δEpes(

−→
δu) + Λ δV (

−→
δu) (6)

3 Expression of the first order variations

3.1 Capillary potential energies

The three capillary energies are proportional to the area oftheir related surfaces, so we have to derive the first
order variation of the different surface areas. Before we doso, we must introduce some notions of surface
differential geometry.

3.1.1 Surface differential geometry

In this section, we will give the expression ofδAS(
−→
δu), the first order variation of the areaAS, whereS

is a surface perturbed by the field
−→
δu. Let S0 be an arbitrary reference surface and~U definingS from S0

1By definition, we have: lim
‖−→δu‖→0

‖L(~U +
−→
δu, Λ)− L(~U, Λ)−D~UL (

−→
δu)‖ = 0, ∀ −→δu.
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(see Figure 2). A pointM on S is defined by two independent variablesξ1 andξ2 (living in a parametric
domainSp), and corresponds to the position vector~X(ξ1, ξ2) in the global orthonormal coordinates system
(O,x, y, z). The first two vectors of the covariant base ofS, ~g1 and~g2, are defined by:

~g1 =
∂ ~X

∂ξ1
et ~g2 =

∂ ~X

∂ξ2
(7)

where the third vector~g3 is given by:

~g3 =
~g1 ∧ ~g2

‖~g1 ∧ ~g2‖ , ‖~g3‖ = 1 (8)

The contravariant base vectors~g 1 and~g 2 are defined by:2 :

~g m · ~gn = δmn where m,n ∈ {1, 2} (9)

and we complete the base by defining~g 3 in the same manner:

~g 3 =
~g 1 ∧ ~g 2

‖~g 1 ∧ ~g 2‖ , ‖~g 3‖ = 1 (10)

In a similar way, we can define the covariant base(~g0i)i=1,3, and the contravariant one(~g i
0)i=1,3, on the

reference surfaceS0.

Let g be the covariant metric tensor of the surfaceS, defined by:

g = [~g1, ~g2]
T [~g1, ~g2] (11)

where[~g1, ~g2] is the matrix of the two column vectors~g1 and~g2. So an element of areadS can be expressed
by:

dS = ‖~g1 ∧ ~g2‖dξ1dξ2 =
√

det(g) dξ1dξ2 = J dξ1dξ2 (12)

If g is the contravariant metric tensor of the surfaceS, defined by:

g = [~g 1, ~g 2]T [~g 1, ~g 2] (13)

2δmn is the Kronecker symbol.
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then
g−1 = g (14)

Furthermore:

‖~g 1 ∧ ~g 2‖ =
√

det(g) =
√

det(g−1) =
1√

det(g)
= ‖~g1 ∧ ~g2‖−1 = J−1 (15)

Finally, according to definition of~g 3 and using (15), we can show that

~g3 = ~g 3 (16)

We will note~n the vectors~g3 and~g 3.

3.1.2 First order variation of a surface area

According to (12), the area ofS is given by:

AS =
∫

S
dS =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

J dξ1dξ2 (17)

Unlike S, the parametric surfaceSp is independent of~U , so:

δAS(
−→
δu) = δ

(∫
S

dS

)
(
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

δJ(
−→
δu) dξ1dξ2 (18)

sinceJ = ‖~g1 ∧ ~g2‖ and ~X = ~X0 + ~U , then:

δAS(
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

~n ·
(

∂
−→
δu

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂

−→
δu

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2 (19)

If the integral term (19) is written onS and
−→
δu is decomposed in a tangential part

−→
δu‖ and a normal part−→

δu⊥ = (
−→
δu · ~n)~n (see Figure 3), we can find the more classical expression ofδAS(

−→
δu):

g
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u llδ

Figure 3: Definition of local basis on the surfaceS

δAS(
−→
δu) =

∫
S

2H
−→
δu · ~ndS +

∫
S

divS(
−→
δu‖) dS (20)
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whereH is the mean curvature ofS (with the convention that the curvature is negative if the center of the
curvature is located in the media to which~n is orientated). The second term of this expression will be
reported on the edge∂S of S by the Ostrogradsky formula, so we obtain:

δAS(
−→
δu) =

∫
S

2H
−→
δu · ~n dS +

∮
∂S

−→
δu · ~νS dl (21)

where~νS is the unit normal external to the curve∂S situated in the plane tangential toS, also called the
geodesic normal (see Figure 3).

Using (21) to expressδAΓ(
−→
δu), δAΣL

(
−→
δu) andδAΣG

(
−→
δu), and taking into account the fact that

−→
δu slides on

ΣL andΣG (
−→
δu ∈ C̃), we obtain:

δAΓ(
−→
δu) =

∫
Γ

2H
−→
δu · ~n dΓ +

∮
γ

−→
δu · ~νΓ dγ

δAΣL
(
−→
δu) =

∮
γ

−→
δu · ~νΣ dγ

δAΣG
(
−→
δu) = −

∮
γ

−→
δu · ~νΣ dγ

(22)

where~n is the outwards unit normal of the liquid volume, and where~νΓ and~νΣ are the geodesic normals of
Γ andΣL respectively (see Figure 1).

3.2 Gravity potential energy

By considering a reference configurationΩL0 of the liquid domain (corresponding to the surfaceΓ0), whose
position is given by the vector~X0, and the equilibrium configurationΩL (corresponding toΓ), whose position
is given by the vector~X = ~X0 + ~U , we can write:

Epes = ρg

∫
ΩL

~X ·~iz dΩL = ρg

∫
ΩL0

~X ·~iz det(F) dΩL0 (23)

whereF represents the gradient of the deformation, defined by:

F = D ~X0

~X =
∂ ~X

∂ ~X0

(24)

After differentiation, and with the notation~X ·~iz = Z, we obtain:

δEpes(
−→
δu) =

∫
ΩL

div ~X(Z
−→
δu) dΩL (25)

Transformed by Ostrogradsky’s formula on∂ΩL = Γ ∪ ΣL, and with taking into account the kinematic
condition

−→
δu ∈ C̃, this expression becomes:

δEpes(
−→
δu) =

∫
Γ

Z
−→
δu · ~n dΓ (26)

3.3 Liquid volume

δV (
−→
δu) = δ

(∫
ΩL

dΩL

)
(
−→
δu) =

∫
ΩL0

δ(det(F))(
−→
δu) dΩL0 (27)

With similar transformations, we easily obtain:

δV (
−→
δu) =

∫
Γ

−→
δu · ~n dΓ (28)
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4 Variational formulation and local equations

From these results, problem (4) becomes:

Find (~U,Λ) ∈ C × R /∀ (
−→
δu, δλ) ∈ C̃ × R

α

∫
Γ

2H
−→
δu · ~n dΓ + α

∮
γ

−→
δu · ~νΓ dγ − (αG − αL)

∮
γ

−→
δu · ~νΣ dγ · · ·

· · · + ρg

∫
Γ

Z
−→
δu · ~n dΓ + Λ

∫
Γ

~δu · ~n dΓ = 0

δλ(V − V0) = 0

(29)

By choosing particular test functions
−→
δu in (29), we can find the local equilibrium equation verified onΓ,

and also the boundary condition verified on the edgeγ:

If
−→
δu = ~0 on γ, we obtain:

α

∫
Γ

2H (
−→
δu · ~n) dΓ + ρg

∫
Γ

z (
−→
δu · ~n) dΓ + Λ

∫
Γ

−→
δu · ~n dΓ = 0

so we can deduce the Laplace-Young equation:

2αH + ρ g z = −Λ = Cte onΓ (30)

On the other hand, (30) in (29) with
−→
δu = k~νΣ we get:

(αG − αL)
∮

γ
k ~νΣ · ~νΣ dγ − α

∮
γ
k ~νΣ · ~νΓ dγ = 0 , ∀k ∈ R (31)

and we have~νΣ · ~νΓ = cos(θ) (see Figure 1), so we obtain the contact-angle condition:

~νΣ · ~νΓ = cos(θ) =
αG − αL

α
onγ (32)

We suppose the values of the physical parametersα, αL andαG guarantee the existence ofθ.

5 Nonlinear resolution

5.1 Expressions to linearize

We remind that we try to find the static position of an incompressible liquid (its free surfaceΓ) in the
presence of a constant gravity field~g, and with taking into account the surface tension effects (capillarity).
The position of the liquid free surfaceΓ is given by a displacement field~U defined on an arbitrary reference
surfaceΓ0. The solution is obtained by solving the non linear problem (29) with Newton-Raphson method:
given an intermediate surfaceΓ(~U), we have to find a field~u such that~U + ~u is closer to the final solution.
The nonlinear operators of the problem must be linearized near the actualΓ at each iteration. To avoid the
linearization of the operatorH in (29), we will use the following expression, derived from (19) and (21):∫

Γ
2H

−→
δu · ~n dΓ +

∮
γ

−→
δu · ~νΓ dγ =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

~n ·
(

∂
−→
δu

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂

−→
δu

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2 (33)

To make the linearizations easier, we will report all the integrals of the problem on the parametric surface
Sp (which is independent of~U): for surface integrals, we use the relation~n dΓ = (~g1 ∧ ~g2) dξ1dξ2, but for
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the edge integral, we introduce a reference closed curve, parameterized by a variableξ with a base vector

~gγ = ∂ ~X
∂ξ , so we havedγ = ‖~gγ‖dξ. In addition, the contact angle condition (32) is used to replaceαG −αL

by α cos(θ). With all these transformations, (29) becomes:

Find (~U,Λ) ∈ C × R /∀ (
−→
δu, δλ) ∈ C̃ × R

α A1(~U,
−→
δu)− α cos(θ) A2(~U,

−→
δu) + ρg B(~U,

−→
δu) + Λ C(~U,

−→
δu) = 0

δλ (V (~U)− V0) = 0

(34)

where 

A1(~U,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

~n ·
(

∂
−→
δu

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂

−→
δu

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2

A2(~U,
−→
δu) =

∮
ξ

−→
δu · ~νΣ ‖~gγ‖dξ

B(~U,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

Z
−→
δu · (~g1 ∧ ~g2) dξ1dξ2

C(~U,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

−→
δu · (~g1 ∧ ~g2) dξ1dξ2

(35)

5.2 Newton-Raphson : linearization of the operators

5.2.1 Linearization of the area operator A1

The first order linearization ofA1(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) near the actual surfaceΓ is given by:

A1(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) = A1(~U,

−→
δu) + D~U A1(~U,

−→
δu)(~u)︸ ︷︷ ︸

KA1
(~u,
−→
δu)

(36)

In the following, and like we did in§2.2, D~U A1(~U,
−→
δu)(~u) will be simply writtenδA1(~U,

−→
δu)(~u). The

expression ofKA1(~u,
−→
δu) is given by:

KA1(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

δ

[
~n ·
(

∂
−→
δu

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂

−→
δu

∂ξ2

)]
(~u) dξ1dξ2 (37)

After differentiation, we get:

A1(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) = A1(~U,

−→
δu) + KA11(~u,

−→
δu)−KA12(~u,

−→
δu) + KA13(~u,

−→
δu)︸ ︷︷ ︸

KA1
(~u,
−→
δu)

, where



KA11(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

J−1

(
∂~u

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂~u

∂ξ2

)
·
(

∂
−→
δu

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂

−→
δu

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2

KA12(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

divS(~u) divS(
−→
δu) Jdξ1dξ2

KA13(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

~n ·
(

∂
−→
δu

∂ξ1
∧ ∂~u

∂ξ2
+

∂~u

∂ξ1
∧ ∂

−→
δu

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2

(38)
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5.2.2 Linearization of the contact-angle operator A2

The linearization ofA2(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) nearΓ is written:

A2(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) = A2(~U,

−→
δu) + KA2(~u,

−→
δu) (39)

where

KA2(~u,
−→
δu) =

∮
ξ

−→
δu · δ(~νΣ ‖~gγ‖) (~u) dξ (40)

On the other hand, we have the relation~νΣ = ~nΣ∧~gγ

‖~gγ‖ verified alongγ, so:

δ(~νΣ ‖~gγ‖) = δ(~nΣ ∧ ~gγ) (41)

During a resolution step, we assume~nΣ to be constant, so its derivative vanish, we finally obtain:

KA2(~u,
−→
δu) =

∮
ξ

−→
δu ·

(
~nΣ ∧ ∂~u

∂ξ

)
dξ (42)

5.2.3 Linearization of the gravity operator B

We have

B(~U,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

Z
−→
δu · (~g1 ∧ ~g2

)
dξ1dξ2

=
∫

ξ1

∫
ξ2

(Z0 + ~U ·~iz)−→δu ·
(
~g1 ∧ ~g2

)
dξ1dξ2 (43)

The first order linearization is written:

B(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) = B(~U,

−→
δu) + KB(~u,

−→
δu) (44)

where

KB(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

−→
δu · δ

[
(Z0 + ~U ·~iz)

(
~g1 ∧ ~g2

)]
(~u) dξ1dξ2 (45)

which gives:

KB(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

(~u ·~iz)−→δu ·
(
~g1 ∧ ~g2

)
dξ1dξ2 +

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

Z
−→
δu ·

( ∂~u

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂~u

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2 (46)

5.2.4 Linearization of the incompressibility operator C

We have

Λ C(~U,
−→
δu) = Λ

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

−→
δu ·

(
~g1 ∧ ~g2

)
dξ1dξ2 (47)

The linearization is written:

(Λ + λ) C(~U + ~u,
−→
δu) = Λ C(~U,

−→
δu) + Λ δC(~U,

−→
δu)(~u)︸ ︷︷ ︸

KC(~u,
−→
δu)

+λ C(~U,
−→
δu) (48)

where

KC(~u,
−→
δu) =

∫
ξ1

∫
ξ2

−→
δu · δ

(
~g1 ∧ ~g2

)
(~u) dξ1dξ2

=
∫

ξ1

∫
ξ2

−→
δu ·

( ∂~u

∂ξ1
∧ ~g2 + ~g1 ∧ ∂~u

∂ξ2

)
dξ1dξ2 (49)
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5.2.5 Linearization of the liquid volume V

To linearize the incompressibility constraint, we have to linearizeV (~U + ~u). According to§3.3 we directly
have:

V (~U + ~u) = V (~U) +
∫

Γ
~u · ~n dΓ

= V (~U) +
∫

ξ1

∫
ξ2

~u · (~g1 ∧ ~g2) dξ1dξ2

= V (~U) + C(~U, ~u) (50)

5.2.6 Synthesis of the problem

With all the results we have obtained, the problem can be written at each iteration as:

Find (~u, λ) ∈ C̃ × R /∀ (
−→
δu, δλ) ∈ C̃ × R

α KA1(~u,
−→
δu)− α cos(θ) KA2(~u,

−→
δu) + ρg KB(~u,

−→
δu) + Λ KC(~u,

−→
δu) + λ C(

−→
δu) = −R(

−→
δu)

δλ C(~u) = δλ
(
V0 − V

)
(51)

where R(
−→
δu) is the residue of the linearization:

R(
−→
δu) = α A1(

−→
δu)− α cos(θ) A2(

−→
δu) + ρg B(

−→
δu) + Λ C(

−→
δu) (52)

Note that the termV in the second equation denotes the volume of the liquid corresponding to the courant
surfaceΓ. SinceV0 is the given volume of the liquid, then(V0 − V ) denotes volume error at the courant
iteration.V must be calculated at each iteration, given the surfaceΓ and the tank meshes.

6 Regularization by the Updated Reference Strategy

In the problem (51), the in-plane motion of the surface is energy-free, this introduces a lack of tangential
stiffness, and the problem is singular. This singularity iswell identified in minimization surface problems
[22]. To overcome this deficiency, the first solution is to introduce a distortion energy which provides an
additional stiffness [23], but we have to be carefull to not influence the final solution of the problem. Other
alternative is to restrict the shape variations to directions which have a significant normal component to the
actual shape [24], so initial three degrees of freedom are reduced to one. From a technical point of view, it
is difficult to define such directions for an arbitrary tank shape and for large scale motion. The solution we
use in the following is called the Updated Reference Strategy (URS) proposed by K.U. Bletzinger [21] in the
case of minimum surface form finding. The idea is to modify theoriginal problem by a related one which
fades out as we approach the solution. It uses a mechanical analogy and homotopy mapping.

6.1 Mechanical analogy

Minimization of the capillary energy is a minimal surface problem. In§3.1.2, we expressed the first order
variation of this energy both on the parametric and final surface. If we write the same energy variation on
the reference surfaceΓ0, we obtain:

α δAΓ(
−→
δu) = α A1(

−→
δu) = α

∫
Γ0

det(F) F−T : δF dΓ0 = 0 (53)
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whereF = ~gi ⊗ ~g i
0 , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is the deformation gradient of the transformationΓ0 → Γ. On the other

hand, the virtual work principle, applied to a membrane, of athicknesse, with a prescribed stress fieldσ,
leads to the following equation:

δw = e

∫
Γ0

det(F) (σ · F−T ) : δF dΓ0 = 0 (54)

We have an analogy between (53) and (54) whenσ is an homogeneous stress field such that:σ = α
e I.

Let S be the 2nd tensor of Piola-Kirchhoff defined by:

S = det(F) F−1 · σ ·F−T (55)

so (54) becomes:

δw = e

∫
Γ0

(F · S) : δF dΓ0 = 0 (56)

6.2 Continuation

Consider the problemf(x) = 0 which is assumed to be singular. If we have a related regular problem
g(x) = 0, the functiong(x) can be used to regularize the original problem by mapping with the continuation
factorp. The new problem to solve is[pf(x) + (1− p)g(x)] = 0, its solution approaches the solution of the
original problem as we tracep from 0 to 1. The method is more successful as the related function g(x) is
closer to the original onef(x).

In our case, we solve the problem of singularity by regularizing AΓ minimization. The URS consists of
using (56) as a related problem, whereS = α

e I. So instead of solving (34), we solve:

α

[
p A1 + (1− p)

∫
Γ0

F : δF dΓ0

]
− α cos(θ) A2(

−→
δu) + ρg B(

−→
δu) + Λ C(

−→
δu) (57)

The differentiation of this added term leads to the well known geometrical stiffnessor initial stress matrix.
In addition, asΓ0 andΓ are getting closer, thenF → I ⇒ S → σ andδw → α A1(

−→
δu), so the quality

of the continuation is getting better. This is the reason whywe update the reference surfaceΓ0 during the
resolution. The procedure of updating bothp andΓ0 is described in [21].

7 Implementation and resolution

In this section, we will briefly describe some practical spects of the numerical resolution of the regularized
problem.

7.1 The sliding of the surface edge on the tank wall

The kinematic condition(~u,
−→
δu) ∈ C̃ × C̃, means that each node of the edgeγ can move tangentially to the

tank wallΣ. This is note sufficient, becauseγ may be out ofΣ after an iteration if the container internal wall
is curved. To correct that, we make a projection ofγ ontoΣ, according to the geodesic-normal directions
of Γ, after each iteration. After that we deformΓ by this prescribed edge displacement with allowing only
the in-plane motion of the surface, by this way, we preserve the surface topology (see Figure 4 for a 2D
illustration). The mesh deformation is done according to the classical method introduced by J.T. Batina [25].

The projection ofγ onto the tank gives the new wall elements supportingΓ. These elements are used to find
the new boundary conditions to be applied in the next iteration.
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Figure 4: Correction of the surface iterations to satisfy the kinematic condition: the Newton-Raphson iter-
ations are represented by the number “1” (blue), while the correction deformations are represented by the
number “2” (black).

7.2 The volume computation

Since we compute only the free surfaceΓ, the volumeV (Γ) of the liquid domain cannot be directly evaluated.
The solution is given by the divergence formula:

V (Γ) =
∫

ΩL

dΩL =
1
3

∫
ΩL

div(
−−→
OM) dΩL

=
1
3

∫
∂ΩL

−−→
OM · ~nL d∂ΩL (58)

whereO is the origine of the coordinate system,M a point describing the liquid demainΩL, and~nL the
outwards unit normal ofΩL. Since∂ΩL = Γ ∪ ΣL, the last expression becomes:

V (Γ) =
1
3

∫
Γ

−−→
OM · ~n dΓ +

1
3

∫
ΣL

−−→
OM · ~nΣ dΣL (59)

The first term of (59) is easy to evaluate because we knowΓ (we use the correctedΓ of course), butΣL will
be found by the intersection of the tank and the free surface meshes.

We have implemented an efficient algorithm that automatically extracts the subset of the tank elements
that are ”wet” (elements under the projectedγ) by using the connectivities between these elements. In
addition, the wall elements cut by the surface edge are fractionned so we can include missing patches to
better reconstituteΣL.

8 Applications

Without lost of generality, we takeα = 0.072 N/m (air/water surface tension coeficient at 25◦C) for all the
examples, and we vary the contact-angle value and the gravity level to have various equilibrium configura-
tions. Two tank geometries are presented (see Figure 8). Both the free surface and the tanks are represented
by a non-symmetrical unstructured triangular meshes. The starting surface is always horizontal. For seek of
clarity, we don’t represent the liquid/solid interface during the iterations (green figures).
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Figure 5: Equilibrium of a liquid in two different tanks (characteristic dimension is about 1m) with different
contact-angle values, gravity and filling levels. The first and the third columns show the Newton-Raphson
iterations (transparent green) while the second and the fourth columns show the corresponding solution
surfaces (opaque blue) with their liquid/solid interface (transparent blue)

9 Conclusion

A 3D finite element method is used to compute the static position of a liquid in a complex tank geometries.
We transform the problem to the liquid free surface form-finding; by this way, we significantly reduce the
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number of degrees of freedom. The singularity of the problemregularized by the Updated Reference Strategy
with an homotopy mapping. The method is very robust and not CPU-time consuming. We can validate the
computed surfaces by checking if the local equations are verified. Mean curvature estimators could be used
[26] to check the Laplace-Young equation at every node of thefree surface. On the other hand, contact-angle
condition and incompressibility constraint could be directly extracted from the final solution mesh.
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Abstract 
Ultrasonic drills superimpose a longitudinal vibration at a low ultrasonic frequency on the rotational 
motion of a drill bit. In this paper, the preliminary design aspects of a novel non-rotating, low power, dry 
cutting ultrasonic driller for exobiological prospecting are outlined, focussing on the development of a 
horn operating with a composite longitudinal-torsional mode at a frequency of approximately 20 kHz. 
Horn geometries to develop this composite mode using forced longitudinal vibration provided by an 
attached Langevin transducer are extensively modelled using finite element analysis. Two drilling units, 
one tuned to a longitudinal-torsional mode and the other to a pure longitudinal mode, are manufactured so 
that their drilling characteristics can be compared. Drilling tests are carried out in Sherwood sandstone. 
The tests clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the longitudinal-torsional mode in drilling soft to 
medium rock, offering a design for an ultrasonic drill that removes the need for rotational drilling. 

1 Introduction 

Some success has already been achieved in the ultrasonic drilling and coring of rocks using a free-mass to 
deliver longitudinal impulses to the substrate [1,2], whilst longitudinal-torsional mode convertors have 
previously been described for ultrasonic motors [3]. However, the use of a coupled-mode system to drill or 
core rock has not been reported. This paper therefore describes the development of this vibrational mode 
for rock coring with the specific aim of developing a system suitable for extraterrestrial, and in particular 
Martian, applications. 

It has been estimated that reasonably soft rock, such as limestone (compressive strength ~ 40 MPa), can be 
ultrasonically pulverised at a rate of between 5 and 15 x 10-4 cm3/J [4,5]. If the drill system seeks to sink a 
shaft with an area of 10 cm2 using a nominal power of 10 W, it can be tentatively concluded that progress 
rates of the order of 10 µm/s ought to be possible. Such a rate of progress approaches an attractive 1 metre 
per sol assuming that the contents of the shaft are completely pulverised, but in a coring system this can 
easily be exceeded because the core can be removed intact. 

Large quantities of soft carbonate rock are, however, extremely unlikely to exist on Mars and hard igneous 
rock must be expected instead. Similar rock, such as basalt, on Earth has a typical compressive strength of 
200 MPa [6]. According to a previous analysis, [5] this increase in hardness could slow progress by 
several orders of magnitude. This virtually necessitates a coring system if reasonable rates of progress are 
to be maintained through harder substrates. On the other hand, it is known that the surface of Mars is 
largely covered in a layer of fine orange-red dust. Although progress through this dust can be expected to 
be rapid, it will have negligible cohesion and cave-in is extremely likely. A mechanism by which the shaft 
can be lined and the walls stabilised is therefore essential. Martian winds are also likely to blow dust into 
any open shaft and screening to a height of at least 20 cm above the surface is recommended to prevent the 
movement of material into the entrance of the shaft by trundling and saltation [7]. 
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Regardless of substrate, the preload required by an ultrasonic coring system is extremely low, with 
numerous papers reporting small force requirements. The design of the coring apparatus must therefore 
encompass the delivery of some small preload to the sinking bit, securing the shaft against cave-in, 
screening the entrance to a reasonable height and ensuring the removal of spoil, in addition to an efficient 
ultrasonic bit design. This paper therefore sets out the conceptual design of the mechanism being 
developed at the University of Glasgow to meet these requirements before focussing on the vibration 
considerations applied to the ultrasonic bit itself in order to develop a longitudinal-torsional mode from a 
purely longitudinal mode transducer. Cutting tests are then carried out in Sherwood sandstone. 

2 Conceptual Design 

2.1 Shaft Security, Preload and Screening 

Existing commercial hardware is used wherever possible 
in the conceptual design of the coring apparatus. Space-
deployable tubular structures, such as the AeroAstro 
STEM, appear to offer an all-in-one solution to the 
problems of preload delivery, bit sinking, shaft lining and 
entrance screening whilst providing vertical access to the 
bit for the removal of spoil and areological samples. It is 
envisaged that the STEM would be deployed from a 
spool on the rover by a brushless-electric motor, thus 
removing the need for any surface assembly of the 
drillstring and providing for the very dust-resistant 
architecture shown by Figure 1.  

2.2 Spoil Removal 

The removal of spoil and samples represents the most 
challenging aspect of the design process apart from the 
ultrasonic bit itself. It is proposed that fines shall be 
removed by a vacuum system, whilst mechanical 
extraction shall be used to retrieve the cores and large 
fragments. Considerable work has already been carried 
out on both these mechanisms by other authors [8,9]. 
This current study goes further and estimates the 
dimensions of the largest airborne particle which could 
be extracted using a vacuum system by finding the 
aerodynamic drag experienced by a rough spherical 
particle as it descends through an ideal gas composed 
entirely of CO2 across a range of temperatures. The drag 
is then set equal to the weight on Mars of such a particle, 
assuming the density (2200 kg/m3) of silica, the most 
common constituent of the Martian crust. The buoyant 
force is neglected and the airspeed required to balance 
the force of gravity is found. 

Particles in the 1 mm diameter range are assumed to 
experience continuum flow, those of 0.1 mm are 
assumed to experience slip flow, those of 0.01 mm 
transitional flow and those of 0.001 mm free-molecular 
flow, based upon the Knudsen number, Kn, of the 

Figure 1: Conceptual design of the 
ultrasonic coring system. 

Ultrasonic bit 

Powered rotation 
Unspooling 
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Ploy region 

Shuttle 
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Figure 2: Martian terminal velocity of 
rough silica spheres 
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scenario. A (relatively) high Reynolds number extension of Stokes’ equation [10], two non-continuum 
variations [11,12] and a free-molecular approach [13] were used to calculate the drag in each flow regime, 
using Equations 1-4. Where appropriate, the surface of the particle was modelled as being rough by 
assuming a perfectly diffuse gas-surface interaction model. This is represented in the equations by setting 
the Tangential Momentum Accommodation Coefficient, σ, to 1. Other parameters used include density 
(ρ), velocity (V), particle radius (r), mean gas particle velocity (c), Reynolds number (Re), drag (D) and 
drag coefficient (CD). 

 

Continuum flow (Kn ~ 0.005, Re ~ 20): 
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Transitional flow (Kn ~ 0.5, Re = 0.0001): 
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Free-molecular flow (Kn ~ 5): 
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The terminal velocities are represented in Figure 2 as a function of atmospheric temperature. These results 
indicate that dust particles with a diameter of up to 0.1 mm could easily be removed using a vacuum 
system, but that coarser grains (fine sand and above) will require mechanical extraction, either by an 
adaptation of the methods set out above or by a mechanical shuttle passing between the top of the coring 
bit and the open ploy at the top of the STEM. 

2.3 Bit Layout 

In order to avoid removing the drillstring to retrieve the cores, with subsequent difficulties in reacquiring 
the hole and the possibility of shaft collapse in the interim, the bit must be able to pass cores up the STEM 
whilst remaining downhole. The conceptual design therefore calls for a coring bit which can cut and 
deliver cores (and coarse debris, if generated) and manage the vacuum extraction system without 
assistance from the surface. 
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Models of the two ultrasonic drill bits are shown in Figure 3. These 
bits have front and rear cylindrical ends, differing in diameter, and 
a short filleted transition section. Front and rear ends are referred to 
as shaft and body of the bit, respectively. Both bit models are 
designed to resonate in the first longitudinal mode of vibration, the 
varying cross-section providing amplitude gain between the forced 
base and the working tip and the filleting providing stress reduction 
at the junction between the body and the shaft. 

The bit shown in Figure 3(b) is substantially equivalent to the one 
of Figure 3(a) except that it incorporates several diagonal slits cut 
around the circumference of its body. These slits are included so 
that a portion of the longitudinal motion supplied by the ultrasonic 
transducer, attached to the base of the body, can be converted into 
torsional motion within the bit. The outer helix angle is 45°, after a 
previous work [3], and each slit extends for 30° of circumference 
and 12 mm towards the long axis. 

In order to determine the effect of the number of slits on the longitudinal-torsional composite mode of the 
bit, finite element (FE) models with zero, four, eight, twelve and sixteen slits were created. Furthermore, 
body and shaft lengths were varied to investigate their effect on the resonant frequencies and the degree of 
modal coupling. The aim of the FE modelling work was to determine a suitable geometry which could 
simultaneously exhibit longitudinal and torsional mode responses at the tuned frequency of the ultrasonic 
transducer (20 kHz). 

3 Computational Modelling 

Figure 4 illustrates the first longitudinal, (a), and second torsional, 
(b), modes predicted by a FE model of a slitted drill bit. Despite the 
inclusion of the slits in the body, only extremely limited modal 
coupling can be seen. The absence of modal coupling is due to a 
significant separation between the longitudinal and torsional modal 
frequencies, which occur at 19 kHz and 21 kHz respectively in this 
case. Achieving modal coupling between the first longitudinal and 
second torsional modes is thus the aim of the numerical 
investigation. The choice of the second torsional mode, rather than 
the first, to couple with the longitudinal mode derives from the 
general proximity of its resonant frequency to that of the transducer. 

Titanium is usually used for tuned components in ultrasonic devices 
due to its high endurance limit and low acoustic loss. Hence, 
titanium properties were used in the FE models of the drill bit. The 
diameter of the drill body was set to 38 mm in order to sit flush with 
the output face of the transducer used in this study whilst the shaft 
was sized to 10 mm diameter to provide sufficient amplitude gain.  

Initially, the natural frequencies and normal modes of the unslitted and slitted models of the drill bit were 
calculated in free vibration. The number of diagonal slits and the lengths of the body and shaft were then 
varied to investigate the dependence of the modal frequencies on the geometry. Subsequently, a 
longitudinal harmonic force was applied to the base of the body in order to simulate the excitation 
provided by the Langevin transducer and the excitation frequency was swept over a frequency range 
between 17 kHz and 22 kHz. The vibrational response at the tip of the shaft was calculated by extracting 
the nodal displacement at the extremes of each vibration cycle so that the torsional and longitudinal 
response could be calculated at each excitation frequency. Finally, a bit was selected for manufacture 
based on the best forced vibrational response in terms of amplitude and modal coupling. 

Figure 3: (a) Unslitted and 
(b) slitted configurations of 

the drill bit. 

Figure 4: (a) First longitudinal 
and (b) second torsional modes 

for a slitted bit. 

(b) 

(a) 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.1 Modes of vibration of the bit 

In order to investigate the vibrational behaviour of various slitted and unslitted bit configurations, FE 
models with body and shaft lengths ranging between 54 and 80 mm, and 58 and 70 mm, were created. The 
dynamic characteristics were calculated using a free vibration step. The FE models predicted the existence 
of two modes of vibration occurring between 17 and 22 kHz for all models investigated. Figure 5 shows 
the resonant frequencies of this mode pair calculated in the unslitted case, and their dependence on body 
and shaft length. In particular, isofrequency curves associated with the lower (mode 1) and higher (mode 
2) frequency of the mode pair are presented in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively.  

In order to interrogate these curves each plot is divided in two zones, zone A and zone B, with the zones 
differentiated by the sharp change from a high to low inclination of the isofrequencies. The mode shapes 
calculated at the resonant frequencies enclosed in zone A exhibit a clear first harmonic longitudinal 
motion as shown in Figure 6(a). On the other hand, the mode shapes calculated at the resonant frequencies 
enclosed in zone B are second harmonic torsional, as shown in Figure 6(b).  

No modal coupling between the longitudinal and torsional modes was predicted to occur in the unslitted 
configuration of the bit in the frequency range considered, and therefore slitted models of the drill bit were 
created to investigate the effect of slitting and bit geometry on the coupling of these modes. Figure 7 
illustrates the trends of the resonant frequencies of modes 1 and 2 as calculated for various body and shaft 
lengths in drill bits incorporating 4, 8, 12 and 16 circumferential slits. As previously, the isofrequency 
curves are separated into zones differentiated by general inclination. Figure 8 combines the isofrequencies 
for modes 1 and 2 in order to demonstrate the connection between zone A at mode 1 and zone A at mode 
2, and similarly the connection between zone B at mode 1 and zone B at mode 2. The isofrequencies in the 
figure are illustrated by solid lines and the dashed lines form tangents to the portions of each pair of 
isofrequencies associated with each torsional or longitudinal mode.  

It can be seen in Figure 7 that the slope changes observed in the isofrequencies for the slitted 
configurations are less sharp than those predicted for their unslitted counterparts. Hence a third region, 
zone C, was identified in the frequency plots, encompassing the region where the inclination of the 
isofrequencies changes from high to low. It can be observed that zone C becomes larger as the number of 
slits is increased. The mode shapes calculated for modes 1 and 2 which are enclosed in zone C are all 
characterised by longitudinal-torsional coupled motions, as shown in Figure 6(c). 

3.2 Selection of the bit 

One of the objectives of this work was to test the cutting performance of a longitudinal-torsional mode 
drill bit, and thus a selection criterion needs to be identified in order to select one design amongst the 
configurations considered. An optimal design solution has to offer a highly coupled longitudinal-torsional 
response characteristic at the transducer operating frequency. Hence, a forced vibration analysis was 
carried out for all slitted and unslitted configurations. A sinusoidal excitation force acting in the 
longitudinal direction was applied at the base of the drill body models in order to simulate the transducer 
excitation. The frequency was swept over the 17-22 kHz range while the force amplitude itself was kept 
constant. The response at the tip at each of the two resonant frequencies was then computed.  

The longitudinal and torsional vibration amplitudes at the tip of each model were each normalised to the 
maximal response found. For each geometry, the longitudinal and torsional response is represented by the 
area of the blue and red circle respectively, presented in Figure 5 and Figure 7. 

Considering that a longitudinal-torsional mode of vibration is required, the optimal design solution was 
selected from within zone C, as identified in Figure 7. Moreover, the small circles generally associated 
with the mode 1 response indicate that the transducer is unable to significantly excite this mode and, as a 
result, the size and configuration of the drill to manufacture is selected from the mode 2 plots of Figure 7. 
The 4-slit bit model, having body and shaft lengths of 72 and 66 mm respectively, is predicted to exhibit a 
high longitudinal-torsional response, as shown by the large red and blue circles, at a resonant frequency 
close to 20 kHz. This geometry is therefore selected for manufacture.  
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(a)                       Mode 1, 4 slits 

Figure 5: Free isofrequencies and forced longitudinal (blue) and torsional (red) responses for an 
unslitted horn. 

Figure 6: (a) Longitudinal mode, unslitted horn, (b) torsional mode, unslitted horn, (c) combined 
mode, slitted horn. 

(b)                       Mode 2, 4 slits 

       (a)                       Mode 1, 0 slits          (b)                      Mode 2, 0 slits 
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Figure 7: Free isofrequencies and forced longitudinal (blue) and torsional (red) responses.  

(d)                      Mode 2, 8 slits 

(f)                     Mode 2, 12 slits 

(c)                      Mode 1, 8 slits 

(e)                     Mode 1, 12 slits 

(g)                    Mode 1, 16 slits (h)                    Mode 2, 16 slits 
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Figure 8:  Isofrequencies of mode 1 and mode 2 for the 4-slit horn.  

 

4 Test Drilling 

An unslitted horn was required to act as a control for the combined mode horn, and so the horn with a 
body length of 76 mm and a shaft length of 64 mm was manufactured. 

This horn was tested in Sherwood sandstone. Preloads of 2 kg, 7 kg, 12 kg and 17 kg were applied and 
drilling was carried out continuously for two seconds in each case, using a (measured) longitudinal 
vibration amplitude of 90 µm. The resulting drilled holes are labelled holes 1-4 respectively in Figure 9. 
Twenty seconds of continuous drilling with a preload of 2 kg produced the hole labelled 5. In all cases 
very fine dust was observed to be ejected in a plume all around the shaft of the horn. 

Holes 1 to 4 vary between 2 and 3 mm deep. Given the uneven surface of the rock, this indicates that 
applied preload did not strongly influence the penetration rate. Hole 5 is approximately 15 mm deep, 
indicating that 1.2 cm3 of material was removed in 20 seconds.  

Sandstone is often harder than limestone but softer than basalt, with compressive strength of the order of 
100 MPa. Other authors have indicated [5] that such rock can be pulverised using a simple percussive 
mode at a rate of approximately 1 x 10-4 cm3/J, which is consistent with the findings of this current study. 

For the slitted horn, the titanium tip was knurled to ensure good contact between the drill bit and 
sandstone for the longitudinal-torsional mode vibration. In this case, the measured longitudinal amplitude 
of the bit was just 30 µm. However, a 20 mm deep hole, hole 6, was drilled in 20 seconds using a preload 
of 2 kg. This clearly demonstrates that an increase in penetration rate can be achieved with a longitudinal-
torsional mode drill and that acceptable removal rates can be achieved in sandstone without the need for 
rotational drilling. 
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5 Conclusions 

In determining the first and second modes of vibration lying between 17 kHz and 22 kHz of a filleted, 
stepped cylindrical horn, both with and without diagonal slitting, it was found that a close relationship 
exists by which each longitudinal and torsional mode smoothly changes into the other, as driven by 
changing geometry, without coupling, crossover or sudden variation of frequencies.  

When the two modes are forced, it is found that the higher frequency mode (mode 2) consistently 
produces greater longitudinal and torsional tip amplitudes than mode 1 for a given input excitation at the 
base, provided that the geometry is such that the horn can be considered to lie in zone C. This is also the 
zone in which the mode shape transformation described above tends to occur. 

The magnitude of the forced vibrations is largest, and the coupling strongest, when just four diagonal slits 
are used, with more slits appearing to reduce the amplitude of the forced vibrations whilst simultaneously 
expanding the crossover region identified as zone C. 

When a horn exhibiting longitudinal-torsional coupled behaviour is applied to sandstone, the penetration 
rate is considerably increased compared with the pure longitudinal mode horn, despite the fact that the 
longitudinal vibration amplitude of the longitudinal-torsional mode horn is less than that of the 
longitudinal mode horn. This suggests that the coupled mode is worthy of further study as a concept for 
extraterrestrial drilling/coring. 
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Abstract
The temperature effects on the dynamics of a smart composite beam are experimentally studied via con-
ventional multi–model and novel global model identification approaches. The multi–model approaches are
based on non–parametric, as well as parametric VARX, representations. The global approaches are based on
novel Constant Coefficient Pooled (CCP) and Functionally Pooled (FP) VARX representations. Although the
obtained multi–model and global representations are in rough overall agreement, the latter simultaneously
use all available data records and offer improved numerical robustness and more compact descriptions of the
dynamics. Although the CCP-VARX representations provide only “averaged”, over temperature, descrip-
tions, their FP-VARX counterparts allow for the explicit, analytical modelling of temperature dependence,
and attain improved estimation accuracy which is reflected in significantly reduced modal parameter estimate
uncertainties. In accordance with previous studies, the obtained natural frquencies decrease with temperature
in a weakly nonlinear or approximately linear fashion. The damping factors are less affected, although their
dependence on temperature may be of potentially more complex nature.

1 Introduction

The requirements posed by modern engineering applications for high performance and safety have under-
scored the importance of analyzing the dynamic behavior of structures under various environmental con-
ditions. Key factors, such as temperature or humidity, affect the structural dynamics, and this knowledge
proves useful for engineering design, structural health monitoring, and so on.

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the analysis of temperature effects on the modal pa-
rameters (natural frequencies, damping factors) of simple structural elements, such as beams and plates.
Analytical finite element [1, 2] or physics–based [3, 4] models are often used for this purpose. In all studies
the modal frequencies decrease as temperature increases and vice versa, as the temperature increase con-
tributes to the reduction of the overall structural stiffness. Yet, the exact nature of the modal frequency
dependence on temperature may differ due to design and material selection. Damping factors exhibit a rather
more complex dependence on temperature, with the selected materials and the corresponding temperature
range playing important roles.

Experimental studies, aiming at extracting the stiffness and/or damping properties of (mainly) fiber–reinforced
composites under various environmental conditions, have also attracted significant attention [5]–[9]. Vibra-
tion testing procedures are used in [5, 6] to obtain the modal parameters of carbon fiber–reinforced panels
exposed to different temperatures. The results in [6] are also found to be in good agreement with finite
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element based analysis. In [7] the influence of several factors – including temperature – on the damping
properties of composite materials is studied. Fatigue testing experiments are carried out on specimens of
different fiber materials and their loss factors (equal to twice the value of the corresponding damping factors)
are obtained. In [8, 9], the temperature effect on the damping properties of glass fiber–reinforced beams is
studied using vibration testing. As in analytical studies, modal frequencies decrease with increasing tem-
perature and vice versa, whereas loss factors generally exhibit a more complex dependence on temperature,
which is influenced by the selected materials and temperature range. A recent study by the present authors
based on a smart composite beam and novel stochastic global models has revealed similar behavior [10].

Other experimental studies examine the dependence of modal parameters on temperature for civil structures,
such as bridges [11]–[17]. These studies are damage detection oriented and focus on separating temperature
from damage effects on the modal parameters. At each temperature, the modal parameters are obtained using
customary system identification techniques. The problem is split into several disjoint subproblems (one per
considered temperature) and a model is identified based upon a single data record at a time. This procedure
is hereby referred to as the multi–model approach. The identified modal parameters are subsequently related
to temperature via additional expressions. A variety of such expressions have been suggested depending
upon the linear or nonlinear nature of the dependence. Static linear regression models associating modal
frequency (or damping) with temperature in one or more locations on the structure are very common [11]-
[13]. In order to account for the structure’s thermal capacity, linear dynamic models describing the modal
frequency dependence on temperature have been also employed [14, 15]. Static nonlinear mappings between
frequency and temperature using neural networks [16] or regression models [17] have been reported as well.

The aim of the present study is the identification of the temperature effects on the dynamics of a smart
composite beam via conventional multi–model and novel global model approaches. The multi–model ap-
proaches are based on non–parametric (Welch type [18, pp. 76–77]), as well as parametric VARX (Vector
AutoRegressive with eXogenous excitation) [19], representations (the terms model and representation are
interchangeably used). The global approaches are based on novel Constant Coefficient Pooled (CCP) and
Functionally Pooled (FP) VARX representations – the former providing only “averaged”, over temperature,
characteristics. The study constitutes an extension of previous work by the authors [10], providing refined
results and, for the first time, CCP–VARX representations and uncertainty analysis for the modal parameter
estimates.

The global approaches aim at circumventing the shortcomings associated with their conventional multi–
model counterparts, which may be summarized as follows: (a) The artificial splitting of the identification
problem into separate subproblems results into a large number of disjoint models. This is practically and
theoretically not the best solution, since it is awkawrd to handle, and does not account for the fact that it is
the same structure that operates under different conditions each time. (b) The number of parameters needed
to be estimated in the multi–model approaches is proportional to the number of data records. Thus increasing
the number of data records (each one for a different temperature) does not lead to higher statistical accuracy,
causing the estimates to be statistically suboptimal. (c) The various data records are not treated as a single
entity. As a result, not all available information is extracted, as the interrelations among the various records
are ignored. This constitutes an additional statistical suboptimality source.

The global approaches are based on a recently introduced novel statistical pooling framework that allows
for the postulation of a single, stochastic, global representation of the specified type and the simultaneous
and statistically optimal treatment of all available data records [10, 20]. The two types of global stochastic
representations that are presently used are: (a) Constant Coefficient Pooled VARX (CCP–VARX) represen-
tations, which are nevertheless limited in scope as they are characterized by constant coefficients, that is
coefficients not depending on temperature. As a consequence they may only provide “averaged”, over tem-
perature, characteristics, and are employed for providing a simple, “overall”, description of the dynamics.
(b) Functionally Pooled VARX (FP–VARX) representations [10], which are more elaborate, allowing for the
explicit, analytical, modelling of temperature dependence, and constituting the essential representation of
choice for the problem.
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Figure 1: (a) Photo of the experimental setup; (b) schematic diagram of the experimental setup; (c) schematic
representation of the considered transfer functions.

Beam: 800× 52.5× 3 mm 3–ply glass-polyester composite with isopthalic polyester resin matrix and
fibers oriented in the longitudinal direction (that is [0]3)

Actuators/Sensors: 50× 25× 1 mm Ferroperm type PZT-5A piezoceramic patches
Data acquisition device: Spectral Dynamics SigLab 20-42

Actuator amplifier: Trek PZD350 M/S
Temperature measurements: K–type bead thermocouple

Temperature range: [−20, +20]oC, increments ∆Θ = 2oC, number of experiments M = 21

Signal bandwidth: [100, 950] Hz (band–pass filter: Chebyshev II of order n = 33)
Sampling frequency: fs = 2 560 Hz

Excitation: Gaussian white noise
Measured signal length: N = 76 800 samples (≈ 30 s)

Table 1: Experimental and data acquisition details.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The laboratory setup and the experiments are described in
section 2. Conventional multi–model (non–parametric and parametric VARX type) identification is treated
in section 3. Global identification is treated in section 4. The obtained results are discussed in section 5, and
the conclusions are summarized in section 6.

2 The experiments

The structure under test is a smart cantilever beam equipped with piezoceramic transducers (figure 1). The
beam dimensions are 800 × 52.5 × 3 mm (effective length equal to 600 mm); it is made of a 3–ply glass–
polyester composite with fibers oriented in the longitudinal direction. A total of four 50 × 25 × 1 mm
piezoceramic patches are attached to both sides of the beam. A patch near the clamped end excites the
structure, whereas the response is measured by the other patches which act as sensors (figure 1(b)).

The beam is placed in a freezer, and the tests are carried out under quasi–static thermal conditions (figure
1(b)). The beam temperature is obtained via a digital thermometer with a K–type bead thermocouple attached
behind the clamp to avoid interference with the beam vibration. The beam is tested at 2oC increments for
temperatures belonging to the [−20, +20]oC range (21 experiments). The actuator is driven by a properly
amplified stochastic, zero-mean, Gaussian white voltage with bandwidth [0, 5 000] Hz and a discretization
frequency of 12 800 Hz. All excitation–response signals are collected by a data acquisition device at a
sampling frequency of fs = 2 560 Hz.

The analysis is confined within the [100, 950] Hz range. The signals are band–pass filtered by means of a
digital Chebyshev II filter of order n = 33. The response signals are designated as y1[t] and y2[t], whereas the
excitation as x[t] (figure 1(c)). Following sample mean subtraction, the signals are scaled into the [−1, +1]
range in order to enhance numerical accuracy. The experimental and data acquisition details are summarized
in table 1.
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3 Conventional multi–model identification

3.1 Non–parametric Welch–based multi–model identification

The Welch spectral method [18, pp. 76–77] is used for estimating the Frequency Response Functions (FRFs)
of the two transfer functions for each considered temperature. Once an FRF estimate is available, the struc-
ture’s modal parameters are obtained by the peak–picking method [21, pp. 163–164].

3.2 Parametric VARX–based multi–model identification

Multi-model parametric identification is based on Vector AutoRegressive with eXogenous excitation (VARX)
models [19] of the form1:

y[t] +
na∑
i=1

Aiy[t− i] =
nb∑
i=0

Bix[t− i] + e[t, θ̄] (1a)

E{e[t, θ̄] · eT [t− τ, θ̄]} = Σ(θ̄) · δ[τ ] (1b)

with t designating normalized discrete time (t = 1, 2, . . . , N , with absolute time being (t − 1)/fs). The
AutoRegressive (AR) and the eXogenous (X) model orders are designated as na and nb, respectively. y[t] is
the (ny×1) response vector, x[t] the (nx×1) excitation vector, and e[t, θ̄] is a (ny×1) residual (one–step–
ahead prediction error) vector that should be a zero mean uncorrelated sequence with a fully parametrized,
positive–definite, covariance matrix Σ(θ̄) (innovations sequence). E{·} designates statistical expectation,
and δ[τ ] the Kronecker delta (δ[0] = 1, δ[τ ] = 0 for τ 6= 0). The AR and X parameter matrices, designated
as Ai and Bi, are fully parametrized and have dimensions (ny × ny) and (ny × nx), respectively. The
model is parametrized in terms of the parameter vector θ̄, which comprises all elements of the AR, X, and
covariance matrices. The representation of equations (1a)-(1b) is referred to as a VARX model of orders
(na, nb), or in short as a VARX(na, nb) model.

Model estimation is accomplished by minimizing an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) criterion [22, p. 206].
Order selection may be based upon the determinant (or trace) of the residual covariance matrix, or the
Bayessian Information Criterion (BIC) [19], [22, pp. 505–507], [23]. In addition, frequency stabilization
diagrams [19, 23], which depict the estimated frequencies for increasing model order, may be used. Once a
proper model has been selected, modal information in the form of natural frequencies, damping factors and
mode shapes may be readily obtained [23, 24], and a quantitative measure of the modal parameter accuracy
may be derived in the form of statistical uncertainty.

The approach for estimating uncertainty followed in this study is based upon relating the model parameter
uncertainties with those of the corresponding modal parameters. Let κ = f(ϑ) represent the nonlinear
functional relationship between the (r × 1) modal parameter vector κ and the (m × 1) parameter vector ϑ
comprising all elements from the AR matrices. Linearizing this relationship using a first order Taylor series
expansion yields for the covariance matrices P (ϑ̂) and P (κ̂) of the estimators ϑ̂ and κ̂ , respectively [25]:

P (κ̂) ∼= J(ϑ̂)P (ϑ̂)JT (ϑ̂) (2)

where J(ϑ̂) is the (r×m) Jacobian matrix ∂f (
bϑ)

∂ϑT . To compute P (κ̂), the covariance matrix of ϑ̂ is replaced

by its estimate P̂ (ϑ̂) (which is a portion of the full parameter vector estimator covariance matrix – refer to
equation (11c) in section 4.2). A simple way to obtain the Jacobian is via numerical differentiation using
the central difference approximation [25]. In this case, the i-th column of J(ϑ̂), designated as ji(ϑ̂), is
approximated as:

ji(ϑ̂) ∼= f(ϑ̂ + c)− f(ϑ̂− c)
2ci

(3)

1Lower case/capital bold face symbols designate column vector/matrix quantities, respectively.
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Non–parametric Data length: N = 70 000 samples Hanning window: L = 25 600 samples
Conventional approach (Welch) Data segment overlap: 80 % Frequency resolution: ∆f = 0.1 Hz

multi–model Parametric Data length: N = 2 000 samples Parameter estimation: OLS (QR)
identification VARX approach Selected model: VARX(23, 23)

Number of estimated parameters: 2 940 Samples per parameter: SPP= 42.9

Condition numbers : LS inverted matrix ∼ 106; par. estimator covariance ∼ 1015

Data length: N = 2 000 samples Par. estimation: non–iterative WLS (QR)
CCP–VARX Selected model: CCP-VARX(23, 23)

approach Number of estimated parameters: 140 Samples per parameter: SPP= 900

Stochastic Condition number: WLS inverted matrix ∼ 105; par. estimator covariance ∼ 1011

global model Data length: N = 2 000 samples Par. estimation: non–iterative WLS (QR)
identification FP–ARX Selected model: FP-VARX(23, 23)[4,3]

approach with Chebyshev II functional subspaces
Number of estimated parameters: 512 Samples per parameter: SPP= 246.1

Condition numbers: WLS inverted matrix ∼ 106; par. estimator covariance ∼ 1013

Modal uncertainty Numerical differentiation via the central difference approximation
estimation Perturbations within 10−5 – 10−6 times the standard deviation of the AR parameters

Table 2: Conventional multi–model and global model identification approaches and estimation details.

where c is an (m × 1) null vector save for the i-th element, which is designated as ci, and holds a properly
chosen value causing a small perturbation in the i-th element of ϑ̂.

3.3 Multi–model identification results

Non–parametric Welch–based multi–model approach: The analysis is based on N = 70 000 sample
long (≈ 27 s) segments of the excitation–response signals for each temperature. An L = 25 600 sample
long Hanning time window is used, yielding FRF estimates with a frequency resolution of ∆f = 0.1 Hz.
Overlapping is set at 80% (table 2). Two FRFs are estimated for each temperature (MATLABr function
“tfe.m” [26]), the first one corresponds to the transfer function G1 relating x[t] to y1[t], and the second to
the transfer function G2 relating x[t] to y2[t] (figure 1(c)). The estimated FRFs reveal the presence of six
well separated modes with low damping (ζ < 1%) within the [100, 950] Hz frequency range, as seen in
figure 2(a),(c),(e). Furthermore, the coherence function estimate [18, p. 454] (also see MATLABr function
“cohere.m” in [26]) appears uniformly flat and near unity for the majority of frequencies in the range of
interest. Similar results are obtained for G1.

Parametric VARX–based multi–model approach: The analysis uses N = 2 000 sample long (≈ 0.78 s)
data records for each temperature. Parameter estimation is based upon Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) with
QR implementation [22, pp. 318–320] (also see MATLABr function “arx.m” in [27]) (table 2). Model
overdetermination with subsequent elimination of the “extraneous” numerical modes by means of frequency
stabilization diagrams is employed. A succession of VARX(n, n) models with n = 10, 11, . . . , 30 are fitted
to the data for each temperature, and the frequency stabilization diagrams (figure 3(a),(c)) indicate that higher
frequency modes “stabilize” for n ≥ 20. A VARX(23, 23) model is thus selected, providing a compromise
between model compactness and estimation accuracy for each considered temperature (140 estimated pa-
rameters and LS inverted matrix with condition number∼ 106 (figure 3(b),(d))). The resulting VARX–based
multi–model representation contains 2 940 parameters, that is 140 parameters (of a single VARX(23, 23)
model) for each one of the M = 21 experiments (temperatures), yielding an SPP (Samples Per Parameter,
that is the ratio of all excitation–response signal samples over the number of estimated parameters) value
of 42.9. A very good overall agreement between the multi–VARX(23, 23) and the non–parametric Welch–
based representations is observed (figure 2).
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Figure 2: Multi–model identification: FRF and coherence versus frequency and temperature (G2 transfer
function): (a),(c),(e) non–parametric Welch–based estimates; (b),(d),(f) parametric VARX(23, 23)–based
estimates.
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Figure 3: Parametric VARX–based multi–model approach: VARX(n, n) model order selection for two dis-
tinct temperatures: (a),(c) frequency stabilization diagrams (the arrows at the top indicate identified modes);
(b),(d) condition numbers for the LS inverted matrix versus model order. (In all cases the vertical/horizontal
dashed lines indicate the selected model order).

4 Global model identification

4.1 Classes of stochastic global models

The identification of global models is based upon M sets of excitation–response data records, each one ob-
tained under a distinct temperature. That is, each data record corresponds to a specific value of the tempera-
ture k (more generally referred to as the operating parameter). The set of all possible temperatures belongs
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the global model identification problem, showing the operating param-
eter k (temperature), the excitation/response data records corresponding to different temperature conditions,
and the FP–VARX model structure.

to the range [kmin, kmax], which is properly discretized as {k1, k2, . . . , kM}. Assuming N sample–long data
records, the complete data set is designated as:

ZNM ∆=
{

xk[t], yk[t]
∣∣∣ k = k1, ..., kM ; t = 1, ..., N

}
(4)

with t indicating the normalized discrete time, xk[t] the (nx × 1) excitation vector, and yk[t] the (ny × 1)
response vector corresponding to the k-th temperature condition (presently nx = 1, ny = 2). A schematic
representation of global identification adapted to the current problem is depicted in figure 4.

The CCP–VARX model class: The Constant Coefficient Pooled VARX (CCP–VARX) representations may
be thought of as generalizations of their conventional VARX counterparts (equations (1a)–(1b)) in that
they simultaneously consider the complete data set ZNM . Their main characteristic is the use of (fully
parametrized) common and constant over the complete temperature range AR and X parameter matrices.
The representations are of the form:

yk[t] +
na∑
i=1

Aiyk[t− i] =
nb∑
i=0

Bixk[t− i] + ek[t, θ̄], k ∈ R (5a)

E{ek[t, θ̄] · eT
` [t− τ, θ̄]} = Σk,`(θ̄) · δ[τ ] (5b)

with ek[t, θ̄] designating the (ny × 1) residual (one–step–ahead prediction error) vector corresponding to
the k-th operating condition. The residuals should be zero mean and uncorrelated with fully parametrized
cross–covariance matrices Σk,`(θ̄). The representation of equations (5a)-(5b) is parametrized in terms of
the parameter vector θ̄, comprising all elements from the AR, X, and cross–covariance Σk,` matrices, and is
referred to as a CCP–VARX representation of orders (na, nb), or in short as a CCP–VARX(na, nb) repre-
sentation.

The FP–VARX model class: The Functionally Pooled VARX (FP–VARX) representations may be thought
of as generalizations of their CCP–VARX counterparts, with the important distinction being that the AR and
X parameter matrices are explicit functions of the operating condition. Thus, an FP-VARX representation is
of the form [10, 20]:

yk[t] +
na∑
i=1

Ai(k)yk[t− i] =
nb∑
i=0

Bi(k)xk[t− i] + ek[t, θ̄], k ∈ R (6a)

E{ek[t, θ̄] · eT
` [t− τ, θ̄]} = Σk,`(θ̄) · δ[τ ] (6b)

Ai(k) =
pa∑

j=1

Aij ·Gj(k), Bi(k) =
pb∑

j=1

Bij ·Gj(k) (6c)
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where the AR and X parameter matrices, designated as Ai(k) and Bi(k), are fully parametrized and have
dimensions (ny × ny) and (ny × nx), respectively. These matrices are modelled as explicit functions of
the temperature k, by belonging to a functional subspace of dimensionality p = max(pa, pb) spanned by
the mutually independent functions Gj(k) (j = 1, . . . , p). The preceding functions form a functional basis,
while Aij , Bij represent the corresponding, fully parametrized, projection matrices. The representation
is parametrized in terms of the parameter vector θ̄, comprising all elements of the AR and X projection
matrices, as well as the cross–covariance matrices Σk,`. The representation of equations (6a)-(6c) is referred
to as an FP–VARX representation of orders (na, nb) and functional subspace dimensionalities (pa, pb), or
in short as an FP-VARX(na, nb)[pa,pb] representation.

4.2 Global model identification methodology

For the sake of generality, the FP–VARX representation case is treated. To estimate the FP–VARX(na, nb)[pa,pb]

parameters, equation (6a) is cast into a linear regression form:

yk[t] = ΦT
k [t]θ + ek[t] (7a)

where θ is the projection coefficient vector (comprising all elements of the AR, X projection matrices),

ΦT
k [t] = I ⊗ φT

k [t] (7b)

with:

φk[t] =
[
[−yT

k [t− 1] . . .− yT
k [t− na] ]⊗ gT

a (k) [ xT
k [t] . . .xT

k [t− nb] ]⊗ gT
b (k)

]T
(7c)

gi(k) = [ G1(k) . . . Gpi(k) ]T , i = a, b (7d)

and ⊗ designating the Kronecker product (for an m× n matrix A = [ai,j ] and a p× q matrix B = [bi,j ] the
Kronecker product is A⊗B = [ai,j ·B]).

Model parameter estimation requires stacking the equations of the form (7a), each one corresponding to
a distinct operating condition, say {k1, k2, . . . , kM}, one below the other. This procedure is referred to
as pooling, while the term functional pooling signifies the functional dependence of each equation on the
operating parameter (temperature) k:

y[t] = ΦT [t]θ + e[t] (8a)

with:

y[t] ∆=


yk1

[t]
yk2

[t]
...

ykM
[t]

 ΦT [t] ∆=


ΦT

k1
[t]

ΦT
k2

[t]
...

ΦT
kM

[t]

 e[t] ∆=


ek1 [t]
ek2 [t]

...
ekM

[t]

 (8b)

The following Weighted Least Squares (WLS) criterion may be then used for estimating θ:

J(θ, ZNM ) =
1

NM

N∑
t=1

eT [t]Σ−1e[t] (9b)

with Σ designating the (M · ny × M · ny) innovations covariance matrix. Assuming that the innovations
of each operating condition k are uncorrelated with those of any other operating condition (groupwise het-
eroscedastic innovations), the covariance matrix has the block diagonal form:

Σ =


Σk1,k1 0 . . . 0

0 Σk2,k2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . ΣkM ,kM

 (10b)
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Minimization of J(θ, ZNM ) with respect to θ then yields the WLS estimator:

θ̂WLS =
[ 1
NM

kM∑
k=k1

N∑
t=1

Φk[t]Σ−1
k,kΦ

T
k [t]

]−1[ 1
NM

kM∑
k=k1

N∑
t=1

Φk[t]Σ−1
k,kyk[t]

]
(11a)

Note that Σk,k (k = k1, . . . , kM ) are normally unavailable. Thus, to obtain a practically applicable estimator,
the criterion in equation (9b) is minimized by replacing Σ−1 with the identity matrix (Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS) estimation). The OLS estimates Σ̂k,k are subsequently inserted into equation (11a) to compute θ̂WLS ,
while the residual covariance matrices and the parameter vector estimator covariance are obtained as [20]:

Σ̂k,k =
1
N

N∑
t=1

ek[t, θ̂WLS ]eT
k [t, θ̂WLS ], k = k1, . . . , kM (11b)

P̂ (θ̂WLS) =
[ kM∑
k=k1

N∑
t=1

Φk[t]Σ̂
−1

k,kΦ
T
k [t]

]−1
(11c)

Alternatively, the procedure may be continued by inserting the estimates Σ̂k,k into (11a) in order to obtain a
new WLS estimate, and repeated until θ̂WLS converges (iterated WLS estimation).

The determination of the AR, X model orders (na, nb), as well as the dimensionalities of the functional
subspaces (pa, pb), is important in FP–VARX identification. A sensible approach consists of fitting FP–
VARX(n, n)[p,p] models with increasing order n and increasing basis dimensionality p on the data set ZNM ,
until an adequate model, say FP-VARX(n∗, n∗)[p∗,p∗], is obtained. To avoid potential over–specification in
the AR and X part functional subspaces, lower dimensionalities are also considered, until an adequate model
is obtained.

Model adequacy may be judged like before, using criteria such as the determinant (or trace) of the estimated
innovations covariance matrix Σ̂ or the BIC. In addition, frequency stabilization diagrams depicting the
estimated frequencies as functions of the operating parameter k for increasing basis dimensionality p, may
also be used. Adequacy is in this case is considered to be attained as soon as the estimated frequencies of
each operating condition converge.

Once an FP–VARX model has been obtained, information on the AR parameter matrices and the correspond-
ing modal parameters is readily obtained for any intermediate temperature (equation (6c)). The determination
of modal parameter uncertainty follows the procedure discussed in subsection 3.2.

4.3 Global model identification results

The CCP–VARX approach: The analysis uses N = 2 000 sample–long (≈ 0.78 s) data records for each
temperature. The CCP–VARX orders are set to na = nb = 23 for direct comparison with the paramet-
ric VARX–based multi–model representation, and parameter estimation is based upon non–iterative WLS
estimation (QR implementation; see table 2). The identified CCP–VARX(23, 23) representation has 140
parameters (SPP=900) and condition number ∼ 105 for the WLS estimator inverted matrix.

The CCP–VARX(23, 23) representation identifies the first four modes fairly well, but exhibits noteworthy
discrepancies for frequencies greater than 520 Hz (figure 5(a)). This is due to the assumption of constant
model parameters, and it is also reflected in the poor estimation of the coherence in figure 5(e).

The FP–VARX approach: As in the previous case, N = 2 000 sample–long (≈ 0.78 s) data records from
each temperature are utilized. The AR and X parameters are projected into functional subspaces spanned by
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind [28, p. 782]. In order to obtain results directly comparable to
those of the CCP–VARX and the parametric VARX–based multi–model approaches, the FP–VARX model
orders are set to na = nb = 23, confining the search to selecting the appropriate functional subspace dimen-
sionalities. A succession of FP–VARX(23, 23)[p,p] models with increasing dimensionality p = 2, 3, . . . , 8
are fitted to the data based upon non–iterative WLS estimation (QR implementation; see table 2).
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Figure 5: Global model identification: FRF and coherence versus frequency and temperature (G2 transfer
function): (a),(c),(e) CCP–VARX(23, 23), and (b),(d),(f) FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] based estimates.
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Figure 6: Global FP–VARX(23, 23)[p,p] model structure selection: (a) condition number of the WLS esti-
mator inverted matrix versus functional basis dimensionality p; (b)-(g) convergence of the natural frequency
versus temperature curves for increasing functional subspace dimensionality p = 2, 3, . . . , 8 (the arrows
indicate curves for p = 2; convergence occurs for p ≥ 3).

The diagrams in figure 6(b)-(g) depict the convergence of the natural frequency versus temperature curves
for FP–VARX(23, 23)[p,p] representations for increasing subspace dimensionality p = 2, 3, . . . , 8. The con-
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Figure 7: Dependence of the estimated natural frequencies (fn) and damping factors (ζ) on temperature:
Non–parametric Welch–based multi–model representation (−◦− G1, −�− G2), VARX(23, 23) multi–model
representation (−�−), CCP–VARX(23, 23) representation (−−) and FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation
(−×−).

vergence is very good and rapid (for p ≥ 3). The FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation with functional
subspaces spanned by the first four Chebyshev polynomials for the AR part and the first three for the X part
is a balanced compromise between model accuracy and parameter parsimony. It is characterized by 512
parameters (SPP=246.1) and condition number ∼ 106 for the WLS estimator inverted matrix.

Identification results based on the FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation (G2 transfer function) are presented
in Figure 5. The agreement among the FP–VARX and multi–model FRFs is good (compare to figure 2); this
provides further confidence in the FP–VARX approach. Furthermore note that, unlike the multi–model based
FRFs, the FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] based ones are intrinsic functions of both frequency and temperature, and
are thus capable of tracking the model dependence on temperature in a “smooth” and “natural” way (figure
5(b)). The corresponding coherence appears uniform, with values close to unity.

5 Discussion

The dependence of the identified (by all approaches) natural frequencies on temperature is presented in
figure 7(a)-(f). Excellent agreement is observed among the multi–model and FP–VARX approaches. The
FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation provides smooth dependency on temperature for all six modes, which
is compatible with the physics of the problem. On the other hand, the CCP–VARX(23, 23) representation
“averages out” the effects of temperature, which is expected as a direct consequence of the constant parameter
constraint. This “averaging” effect is evident for modes 1–5; for mode 6 three distinct frequencies are iden-
tified (figure 7(f)). This may be attributed to the comparably higher frequency dependence on temperature
(higher slope) for that mode. The natural frequencies exhibit a clear decreasing trend with increasing tem-
perature, whereas the dependence on temperature is more pronounced for increasing mode number (slopes
ranging from 0.06 Hz/oC for mode 1 to 0.52 Hz/oC for mode 6 according to the FP-VARX(23, 23)[4,3] es-
timates). Furthermore, it appears that the first two natural frequencies exhibit a weakly nonlinear dependence
on temperature, whereas the rest exhibit a predominantly linear dependence.

Similarly good agreement among the multi–model and the FP–VARX based damping factor estimates is
observed for all six modes (figure 7(g)-(l)). The smoothness of the FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] damping factor
trajectories with temperature is even more pronounced when compared to their multi–model based coun-
terparts. It is also worth noting that the discordance of the non–parametric Welch–based damping factor
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Figure 8: Natural frequency estimates and their uncertainties (± one standard deviation): (a) VARX(23, 23)
multi–model representation, (b) FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation, and (c) CCP–VARX(23, 23) repre-
sentation (the horizontal arrows indicate large uncertainty estimates).

estimates for G1 in modes 1–2 is due to the peak–picking method, which provides “noisy” estimates when
the FRF peaks are not sufficiently clear. As with the natural frequencies, the CCP–VARX(23, 23) represen-
tation “averages out” the effect of temperature for the mode 1–4 damping factor, whereas underestimation
is obtained for those of modes 5–6 (figure 7(k),(l)). The overall trend for the damping factor estimates
over temperature appears to be sensibly constant (indicating a rather weak but potentially more complex
dependence), which complies with that reported in [5] over a similar temperature range (although different
composite material and boundary conditions). Furthermore, the range of the obtained damping factors is in
agreement with those in [8] (same composite material but different boundary conditions).

The uncertainties associated with the obtained modal parameter estimates are presented next. Figures 8 and
9 present the natural frequency and damping factor, respectively, point estimates and their uncertainties as ±
one standard deviation zones.

The FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] based natural frequency uncertainties (figure 8(b)) are quite narrower compared
to their VARX(23, 23) multi–model counterparts (figure 8(a)). Notice in the latter case and for a certain
temperature, the mode 6 uncertainty becomes excessively large. This may be attributed to the numerical
differentiation used in the uncertainty computation. Nevertheless, the alternative use of analytical differenti-
ation [25] is not recommended as it would require the inversion of the parameter vector estimator covariance
matrix which is presently characterized by large condition numbers (∼ 1011 and ∼ 1015 – see table 2).

Furthermore, the FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] uncertainty appears more “evenly” distributed over temperature.
The CCP–VARX(23, 23) based natural frequency uncertainties appear quantitatively similar to their FP–
VARX(23, 23)[4,3] based counterparts; a fact attributed to the increased statistical accuracy induced by data
pooling.
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Figure 9: Damping factor estimates and their uncertainties (± one standard deviation): (a) VARX(23, 23)
multi–model representation, (b) FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation, and (c) CCP–VARX(23, 23) repre-
sentation (the horizontal arrows indicate large uncertainty estimates).

Similar observations may be made for the damping factor uncertainties, where those associated with the
FP–VARX(23, 23)[4,3] representation (figure 9(b)) are quite smaller than those of their VARX(23, 23) multi–
model based counterparts (figure 9(a)). As in the natural frequency case, the mode 6 damping factor uncer-
tainty becomes excessively large for certain temperatures. Finally, the weak dependence of damping factors
on temperature is observed on this diagram as well.

6 Concluding remarks

The identification of temperature effects on the dynamics of a smart composite beam was addressed via
conventional multi–model and novel global model approaches. The multi–model approaches are based on
non–parametric, as well as parametric VARX, representations, while the global approaches are based on
parametric CCP–VARX and FP–VARX representations. The main conclusions drawn are:

1. The multi–model and global representations identified are in rough overall agreement. Yet the latter
simultaneously use all available data records and offer improved numerical robustness and much more
compact representations of the dynamics.

2. Among global representations, the CCP–VARX ones are limited in scope, as they are characterized
by parameters that do not depend on temperature and provide only “averaged”, over temperature, de-
scriptions of the dynamics. On the other hand, the FP–VARX representations allow for the explicit,
analytical, modelling of temperature dependence. Along with their compactness and improved nu-
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merical robustness, they achieve improved estimation accuracy over their multi–model counterparts,
which is reflected in significantly smaller modal parameter estimate uncertainties.

3. In accordance with previous studies, the natural frequency estimates decrease with temperature in a
weakly nonlinear or approximately linear fashion. This dependence becomes more evident for higher
frequency modes. Nevertheless, the damping factor estimates remain sensibly constant, indicating a
dependence on temperature that is weaker, but of potentially more complex nature.
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Abstract 
In presenting an indirect method for the dynamic stiffness of wire rope isolators in the audible frequency 
range, the stiffness dependence on static preload, vibration amplitude and frequency is resolved. It is 
shown that although the stiffness is strongly dependent on the frequency, the peaks are rounded; indicating 
rather high damping – contrary to those of ordinary steel springs – and, thus, is displaying similar behavior 
as rubber isolators. The main reason for the increased damping is the friction motion between the separate 
threads of the cable twist. Furthermore, the stiffness is independent on vibration amplitudes typically 
applied within the audible frequency range, while showing a substantially lower stiffness for significantly 
higher amplitudes, typically applied for low-frequency applications. Finally, the dynamic stiffness is 
displaying a strong static preload dependence; the higher the preload, the lower is the stiffness. In 
conclusion, wire rope isolators – typically applied for shock isolation and low-frequency applications – 
may also be suitable for noise and vibration applications within the audible frequency range, contrary to 
ordinary metal springs. 

1 Introduction 

Vibrations generated by machines or other sources frequently cause unwanted effects while transmitting to 
a receiving structure. As a general rule of thumb, structure-borne sound, that is vibrations in the audible 
frequency domain, radiates sound while low-frequency vibrations may cause structural fatigue and failure. 
A simple vibration transmission reduction is attained when decoupling the source from a receiving 
structure by mounting it upon wire rope isolators, see Figure 1. Traditionally, a wire rope isolator provides 
insulation designed to meet low-frequency requirements, while its structure-borne sound properties remain 
arbitrary. Moreover, wire rope isolators are frequently used for shock isolation applications. However, 
increasing interest in noise abatement has heightened the need for effective isolation within the audible 
frequency domain, requiring structure-borne sound property data from the source, the vibration isolator 
and the receiving structure. In this proceeding, the wire rope isolator’s audible stiffness is focused upon, 
displaying measurements results. 
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Figure 1: Wire rope isolators 

2 Measurements 

2.1 Test object 

The wire rope isolator in Figure 2 consists of a double twisted cables of steel threads AISI 316-T6, 
wrapped N = 8 orbits between the two aluminum bars T6, with chromate finish, of length L = 216 mm, 
width w = 25 mm and height h= 20 mm. The total length, width and height are L = 216 mm, W = 133 mm 
and H= 108 mm, respectively. The wire rope isolator is manufactured by Vibratec, belongs to the article 
series A13 and is denoted A130216-108-II. The tabulated, nominal low-frequency stiffness at 10 Hz is 
4.54 × 105 N/m. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Wire rope isolator with dimension variables 

2.2 Method 

A specially designed test rig at the Marcus Wallenberg Laboratory for Sound and Vibration Research in 
Figure 3 is utilized for measuring the dynamic stiffness of the wire rope isolator within the audible 
frequency range. The reader is referred to Ref. [1] regarding the theoretical details on the measurement 
procedure. The wire rope isolator is inserted between a moving and blocking mass. The blocking mass is 
decoupled from the floor by three soft, symmetrically positioned auxiliary isolators. The static preload on 
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the test object is applied by the gravidity force from the moving mass. Various moving masses (with 
different mass) are applied to generate a range of preloads. An electro-dynamic vibration generator 
(exciter) excites the moving mass. The exciter is hanging from the test frame by two soft rubber bands. 
The motion is measured by four piezo-electric accelerometers; two symmetrically positioned, isolator 
close, on the moving mass bar and two symmetrically positioned, isolator close, on the top surface of the 
blocking mass. The electrical signals are conditioned in charge amplifiers without explicit time integration 
to increase the high-frequency accuracy. The measurement is processed by a personal computer using a 4-
channel frequency analyzer to collect data and supply the signal to the generators via an amplifier. The 
acceleration and mass of the blocking mass multiplied, supplies the blocking force needed for the dynamic 
stiffness estimation. All necessary instrumentation is given in Table 1. A photo of the test set-up is shown 
in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 3: Test set-up with measurement instruments 

For sufficiently high frequencies, Newton’s second law provides an estimate of the blocking force on the 
wire rope isolator 
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where ω = 2 π f is angular frequency, bm
~U  and mm

~U  are vertical displacement of the blocking and moving 
mass, respectively, and )~( ⋅ denotes temporal Fourier transform. The mass of the blocking mass is bmM = 

473 kg. Through the frequency response function XYYXH ~/~)~,~(~ = the stiffness becomes 
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where the vertical accelerations 1
mm

~A  and 2
mm

~A  are measured on the moving mass and 1
bm

~A  and 2
bm

~A  on 
the blocking mass. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Test set-up photo 
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Instrument Type Number 

Excitator LDS V409 1 

Amplifier Labgruppen SS1400 1 

Accelerometer B&K 4367 2 

Accelerometer B&K 4338 1 

Accelerometer B&K 4370 1 

Charge amplifier B&K 2635 4 

Frequency analyzer Tektronix 2630 1 

Personal compuiter Aquila 486 1 

 
Table 1: Test rig instruments 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Dynamic stiffness at no preload 

The measurements are performed at room temperature (23°C) and within a frequency range of 100 to 2000 
Hz. The measurements are reliable up to 1000 Hz. The measurement errors start to notably grow above 
1000 Hz due to non-rigid motion of the blocking mass; the higher the frequency, the bigger is the error. In 
order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the excitation signal is a stepped sine signal; starting from 100 
Hz, with a constant step of 10 Hz. The signal is recorded within a 10 Hz bandwidth, averaged 5 times and 
delayed 500 ms between each recording. 

The magnitude |K| and phase ∠K of dynamic stiffness K are defined by K = |K| exp(i∠K) where i denotes 
the complex unit. The dynamic stiffness magnitude and phase versus frequency at vanishing preload are 
shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively, using logarithmic scales. Clearly, the magnitude and phase are 
rather constant up to approximately 700 Hz, where the magnitude increases sharply while the phase 
decreases 180 degrees. The magnitude peak at 1000 Hz is an anti-resonance. At an anti-resonance for 
elastic materials (that is, with no material damping) the stiffness shows a magnitude peak and a phase 
jump of − 180°, while displaying a magnitude trough and a phase jump of + 180° at a resonance. 
Introducing damping, the resonances and anti resonances are blunted; in general, the magnitude troughs 
and peaks are rounded, while the sudden phase jumps disappear, showing a ‘slower’ phase shift. 
Consequently, the peak of the studied wire rope isolator is rounded; indicating rather high damping – 
contrary to those of ordinary steel springs – and, thus, is displaying similar behavior as rubber isolators. 
The main reason for the increased damping is the friction motion between the separate threads of the cable 
twist. 
The minor fluctuations of the stiffness magnitude and phase are due to measurement noise, in particle at 
higher frequencies. In the higher frequency range (above 1000 Hz), the non-rigid motion of the blocking 
mass influences the results to a great extend. 
The rather constant stiffness magnitude in the frequency range 100 to 700 Hz is considerably higher 
(almost 10 times) than the tabulated stiffness in Section 2.1. A plausible explanation of this behavior is the 
non-linear properties of wire rope isolators, displaying a strong dynamic amplitude dependence; the higher 
the amplitude, the lower is the stiffness magnitude. A physical explanation to this is that the separate 
threads of the cable twist are close and in contact to each other at small vibration amplitudes, thus, 
displaying a high global stiffness magnitude, while breaking from each other at higher vibration 
amplitudes and, consequently, displaying a lower global stiffness magnitude. The nominal stiffness 
magnitude in Section 2.1 is evaluated at considerably higher amplitudes (in mm-range) than in our test (in 
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µm-range), since the amplitudes are in those ranges for low-frequency applications (in mm-range) and 
high-frequency [audible frequency range] applications (in µm-range), respectively. 
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Figure 5: Stiffness magnitude versus frequency at no preload 
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Figure 6: Stiffness phase versus frequency at no preload 
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3.2 Dynamic amplitude dependence 

Three vibration amplitudes within the audible frequency range are applied: `Low´, `Normal´ and `High´, 
all in the µm-range and where the amplitude ratio between `High´ and `Normal´ and between `Normal´ 
and `Low´ is approximately 10, and where `Normal´ refers to the amplitude used in the measurement 
above. 
The dynamic stiffness magnitude and phase versus frequency at `Low´, `Normal´ and `High´ vibration 
amplitudes are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, using logarithmic scales. Clearly, the curves are 
almost identical. Consequently, the dynamic stiffness is independent on vibration amplitudes typically 
applied within the audible frequency range, while showing a substantially lower stiffness magnitude for 
significantly higher amplitudes, typically applied for low-frequency applications. 
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Figure 7: Stiffness magnitude versus frequency at different vibration amplitudes 
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Figure 8: Stiffness phase versus frequency at different vibration amplitudes 

3.3 Static preload dependence 

Four different moving masses within the audible frequency range are applied giving the following static 
preloads: `0 N´, 332 N, 1200 N (≈ nominal preload according to manufacturer) and 2200 N (≈ max 
preload according to manufacturer). The case `0 N´ refers to the measurement above in Section 3.1 (using 
a very light aluminum cylinder as a moving mass). 
The dynamic stiffness magnitude and phase versus frequency at different static preloads are shown in 
Figures 9 and 10, respectively, using logarithmic scales. Clearly, the rather constant stiffness magnitude in 
the frequency range 100 to 700 Hz decreases with static preload and the anti-resonance magnitude peak 
frequency decreases with static preload. A plausible explanation of this behavior is the geometrical re-
configuration the wire rope isolator undergoes at static preload in Figure 11; the height H decreases to  
HPreload while the width W increases to WPreload. This makes the wire rope isolator less stiff in the low-
frequency range 100 to 700 Hz. 
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Figure 9: Stiffness magnitude versus frequency at different static preloads 
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Figure 10: Stiffness phase versus frequency at different static preloads 
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Figure 11: Geometric re-configuration of wire rope isolator while applying a preload 

4 Conclusions 

A specially designed test rig at the Marcus Wallenberg Laboratory for Sound and Vibration Research is 
utilized for measuring the dynamic stiffness of the wire rope isolator within the audible frequency range. It 
is shown that the low-frequency stiffness up to 700 Hz is rather frequency independent while is displaying 
a strong dependence on the frequency above 700 Hz where the anti resonance peak magnitude is rounded; 
indicating rather high damping – contrary to those of ordinary steel springs – and, thus, is displaying 
similar behavior as rubber isolators. The main reason for the increased damping is the friction motion 
between the separate threads of the cable twist. Furthermore, the stiffness is independent on vibration 
amplitudes typically applied within the audible frequency range, while showing a substantially lower 
stiffness for significantly higher amplitudes, typically applied for low-frequency applications. Finally, the 
dynamic stiffness is displaying a strong static preload dependence; the higher the preload, the lower is the 
stiffness. In conclusion, wire rope isolators – typically applied for shock isolation and low-frequency 
applications – may also be suitable for noise and vibration applications within the audible frequency 
range, contrary to ordinary metal springs. 
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Abstract
Hybrid Proper Orthogonal Decomposition formulation is a POD based reduced-order modeling method
where the continuous equation of the physical system is projected on the POD modes obtained from a dis-
crete model of the system. The hybrid POD formulation is evaluated here on the simple case of a linear
elastic rod subject to a prescribed displacement imposed at the free end of the rod. Three techniques are used
and compared to take into account the non-homogeneous boundary condition with the hybrid POD: the first
method relies on Control Functions, the second on the Penalty Method and the third on Lagrange Multipliers.
Finally the robustness of the hybrid POD is investigated.

1 Introduction

The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is a powerful method providing the description of a high-
dimensional system by means of a small number of elements, called the POD modes (POMs). These POMs
contain the main characteristics of the system response such that the solution of the system can be recon-
structed as a linear combination of the POMs. The method is closely related to the Karhunen-Loève de-
composition originating from the probability theory [1] and to the Principal Component Analysis commonly
used in the field of statistics. Connexions with the Singular Value Decomposition can also be highlighted [2]
and Liang et al. [3] demonstrated the equivalence between the three preceding methods when they are used
to handle discrete random vectors of finite dimension.
The starting point of the POD is a set of snapshots describing the system and obtained either from numerical
simulations or experiments. The set of snapshots is combined into a correlation tensor, whose properties
ensure that real eigenvectors exist. These eigenvectors are the POD modes and represent the coherent struc-
tures of the system. The most important feature of the POD is its optimality: for a given number of POMs,
the POD basis containing these modes provides the best approximation of any element of the snapshots set.
The POD is therefore a powerful technique for data analysis since an important database can be efficiently
represented by only a small number of modes.
However the method is not restricted to data analysis but can be combined with the equation governing a
dynamical system to form a reduced order model. The POD has therefore been extensively used for fluid
dynamics systems since the early work of Lumley [4] as it provides an efficient mean to build a reduced-order
model. Unlike the eigenmode reduction technique commonly used in structural dynamics, the POD has two
main advantages : (i) it can as well be formulated for a linear or a non-linear system and (ii) the POMs can
be obtained from the resolution of an eigenproblem whose dimension is equal to the number of snapshots
and is consequently very small compared to the number of degrees of freedom. The construction of POD
reduced-order models for the fluid has therefore expanded rapidly since the first works and a great part of
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the POD literature is devoted to fluid reduced-order models that could be built for a wide variety of flows
to perform parametric studies or active control. Since the present paper focuses on a structural test case,
the construction of POD reduced-order models for the fluid is not detailed here but the reader is referred to
review articles like those of Lucia et al. [5] or Dowell et al. [6] for more details.
Historically, the POD-Galerkin method has been introduced for fluid dynamics systems but the technique
has spread over various mechanical systems and notably structural mechanics ones. Kerschen et al. [7] give
an overview of the general method and several examples of the use of POD. The POD method provides an
interesting alternative to the classical eigenmode reduction and is especially useful for non-linear systems.
Indeed, Feeny and Kappagantu [8] and Kerschen and Golinval [9] explained that the POMs converge to the
eigenmodes of an undamped and unforced linear system when the mass matrix is proportional to identity and
if a sufficient number of snapshots is considered. The POD is thus preferably applied to non-linear systems
[10, 11], sometimes subject to vibro-impacts [12]. However, Sampaio and Soize [13] claim that the POD
basis is not more efficient than the eigenmodes basis for non-linear elastodynamics.
The construction of reduced-order models can be handled in different ways according to the nature (discrete
or continuous) of the equation and snapshots used and the formulation often differs when fluids or solids
are considered. For structural dynamics problems, the discrete equation of the system is generally available
(for example by means of the mass, damping and stiffness matrices) and the reduced-order model can be
easily obtained by projecting the discrete operators on the discrete POMs, hence the name of discrete POD
for this approach. However the discretized equation is not always explicitly known: this is the case for
example if we want to model a non-linear fluid flow, or if we work with experimental data. In this case,
we only know the continuous equation of the system but we have discrete POMs (coming from numerical
simulations or sensors). This leads to an hybrid POD since the discrete POMs are used in conjunction
with the continuous equation. The reduced-order model is then built by projecting the continuous equations
on each POM according to the Galerkin method. These two formulations of the POD method have been
compared by Placzek et al. [14] to a third formulation based on an analytical solution and the hybrid POD
method proved to be slightly more efficient than the discrete POD formulation.
Since our aim is to build later reduced-order models for fluid-structure systems, we focus on the hybrid POD
which is the common approach adopted for fluids. When dealing with fluid-structure interaction problems,
the coupling condition between the fluid and the structure involves prescribed displacements on the fluid-
structure interface. It is therefore of prime importance to investigate the forced response with prescribed
displacements (non-homogeneous boundary condition) in the hybrid POD reduced-order model. Homoge-
neous boundary conditions are easily taken into account since those properties are inherited by the POMs.
However, when non-homogeneous boundary conditions are applied to the system, the POD reduced-order
model has to be adapted so that the boundary condition is satisfied. Three techniques are considered here
to take into account a displacement imposed at the free end. The first method relies on a weak formulation
of the boundary condition: the strong non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is transformed into a
weak Neumann boundary condition by means of a small parameter whose inverse will be called the penalty
factor. This method is therefore called the Penalty Method (PM). In the second approach, the system can be
considered as a problem with a constraint which, in this case, represents the boundary condition that must be
verified. The constraint is treated by means of a Lagrange multiplier, hence the name of Lagrange Multiplier
Method (LMM) for the formulation. The last technique is based on a different formulation of the POD in
which the POMs are computed from snapshots that have been previously homogenized. The homogenization
step uses a suitably chosen ”Control Function” that can be changed later in the reduced-order model to have
the desired boundary condition. According to the paper of Tang et al. [15], this formulation will be called
the Control Function Method (CFM).
The paper is organized as follows: the principle of the POD method and the construction of the hybrid POD
reduced-order model are presented in section 2. Then the different techniques (CFM, PM and LMM) devel-
oped to take into account the non-homogeneous boundary condition for the forced response are presented
and evaluated in section 3. Finally, in section 4, the robustness of the hybrid POD is investigated.
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2 The hybrid POD formulation

2.1 The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) method

The POD method is presented here in the context of a deterministic system and we do not refer to the
Karhunen-Loève theorem usually adduced in the stochastic setting. The description, close to the one of
Holmes et al. [16], relies on an optimization problem which consists in finding the best basis to approximate
a set of snapshots. The snapshots are in fact solutions u(k) of the system evaluated at different instants tk
and the snapshots set U =

{
u(k) ∈ H, k = 1, ..,M

}
gathers a finite number of them . The solutions are

contained in a Hilbert space H with N = dim (H) (N being eventually infinite), whose vectors can be
continuous squared integrable functions on a spatial domain Ω (H = L2(Ω)) or real discrete finite vectors
(H = RN ) for example. Let 〈·, ·〉 be the inner product associated to the Hilbert space H and ‖·‖ denote the
norm induced by this inner product so that ∀x ∈ H, ‖x‖2 = 〈x, x〉.
The POD consists then in finding a subspace S ⊂ H of finite dimension q � N which provides the best ap-
proximation of any member ofU . This subspace is entirely characterized by the basis

{
ϕ(j) ∈ H, j = 1, .., q

}
so that S = span

{
ϕ(1), ..., ϕ(q)

}
. Each snapshot can therefore be approximated on the subspace S by a linear

combination of the POMs ϕ(j):

u(k) =
q∑

j=1

a
(k)
j ϕ(j) ∀k ∈ [1;M ], (1)

where the a(k)
j are real scalars representing the modal amplitudes associated to the mode ϕ(j) in the decom-

position of the snapshot u(k). The subspace S has to be sought so that the basis
{
ϕ(j)

}q

j=1
is optimal in the

sense that it is better than any other basis of same dimension q. To ensure optimality, we impose that the

time-averaged squared projection error E
(∥∥∥u(k) −PS u

(k)
∥∥∥2
)

is minimal. The time-averaging operation

for a function f
(
u(k)

)
depending on the snapshots is the sum E

(
f
(
u(k)

))
=
∑M

k=1 αkf
(
u(k)

)
where

the αk are weighting coefficients. The minimization problem is equivalent to maximizing the time-averaged

squared projection of the snapshots E
(∥∥∥PS u

(k)
∥∥∥2
)

. Indeed the operator PS defines an orthogonal projec-

tion on the subspace S in order to minimize the distance between each snapshot in H and its approximation
in S. Developing the expression of the orthogonal projector in PSu

(k) =
∑q

j=1

〈
u(k), ϕ(j)

〉
ϕ(j) and using

the orthonormality of the POMs, the mathematical statement of optimality is to find the

max
ϕ(j)∈H,‖ϕ(j)‖=1

q∑
j=1

E

(〈
u(k), ϕ(j)

〉2
)

(2)

for suitably normalized POMs ϕ(j). The problem of finding the maximum subject to the constraint
∥∥ϕ(j)

∥∥ =
1 can be transformed into the following variational problem defined for the functional J :

J
[
ϕ(j)

]
= E

(〈
u(k), ϕ(j)

〉2
)
− λj

(∥∥∥ϕ(j)
∥∥∥2 − 1

)
(3)

A necessary condition to obtain the maximum is that the functional derivative vanishes for all variations
ϕ(j) + δψ ∈ H, δ ∈ R. After some mathematical manipulations (for more details, see Holmes et al. [16]),
the preceding condition which must be true for all variation ψ, turns out to be equivalent to solving the
following eigenvalue problem:

Rϕ(j) = λj ϕ
(j) ∀j ∈ [1; q] (4)
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where the operator R is an endomorphism of H defined by:

R = E
(
u(k) ⊗ (u(k))∗

)
(5)

In the preceding expression, (u(k))∗ is the dual of the vector u(k), i.e. the linear application defined by
(u(k))∗ : v −→ (u(k))∗v =

〈
v, u(k)

〉
,∀v ∈ H and ⊗ is the usual tensor product so that w ⊗ (u(k))∗v =

w
〈
v, u(k)

〉
,∀v, w ∈ H . The operator R is self-adjoint and has a finite rank r since it is spanned by the

snapshots. R is therefore a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and is consequently compact. With these properties
the spectral theory for compact self-adjoint operators is valid and ensures that there is only a finite number
r of real non-null eigenvalues λj . The associated eigenvectors which are the POMs we looked for are
orthonormal.
Taking the inner product of Eq. (4) with ϕ(j) and using the expression Eq. (5) of the operator R lead to the
following relation:

λj = E

(〈
u(k), ϕ(j)

〉2
)

(6)

The preceding relation indicates that the greatest eigenvalues λj maximize in average the projection of the
snapshots on the POMs. Consequently the greatest eigenvalues capture the most of ”energy” contained in the
snapshots set in the sense of the norm induced by the Hilbert space. In order to be efficient, the reduced-order
model constructed with the POMs has therefore to be composed of the first q ≤ r eigenvectors associated to
the largest eigenvalues.
The extraction of the POMs becomes very laborious when the size of the problem becomes important as the
dimension of the operator R is related to the number N of degrees of freedom in the system. A powerful
variant called the snapshots method proposed by Sirovich [17] reduces considerably the size of the problem
to be solved. The method is based on the fact that the POMs are a linear combination of the snapshots:

ϕ(j) =
M∑

k=1

c
(j)
k u(k) (7)

since the image of R is a subset of the space spanned by the snapshots. Introducing Eq. (7) into Eq. (4) with
the expression Eq. (5) of R leads, after reorganization of the terms, to:

M∑
k=1

(
M∑
l=1

αk

〈
u(k), u(l)

〉
c
(j)
l

)
u(k) = λj

M∑
m=1

c(j)m u(m) (8)

If the snapshots are assumed to be linearly independent, the previous expression reduces to the new eigen-
value problem whose dimension is now M � N :

M∑
l=1

αk

〈
u(k), u(l)

〉
c
(j)
l = λjc

(j)
k ∀k ∈ [1;M ] (9)

The previous relation can be transposed in the matricial form R̃∗c(j) = λjc(j) with R̃∗ij = αi

〈
u(i), u(j)

〉
and c(j) = [c(j)1 · · · c(j)M ]T . However the matrix R̃∗ is not symmetrical except if all the weights αi associated
to the time-averaging operator E(·) are identical. If all weights are strictly positive, the problem can be
symmetrized by using the matrix α̃ = diag(

√
α1, . . . ,

√
αM ). The eigenvalue problem obtained with the

snapshots method is finally:
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R∗d(j) = λjd(j) (10)

where R∗ij = √
αiαj

〈
u(i), u(j)

〉
and the eigenvectors are related to the coefficients c(j) of the decomposition

Eq. (7) by the following relation c(j) = α̃d(j).
The snapshots method has been obtained here for snapshots of possibly infinite dimension. The equivalence
with the direct method holds only if the snapshots are linearly independent, so that one can infer Eq. (9)
from Eq. (8). If snapshots of finite dimension are considered, it is not necessary to assume that they are
linearly independent. The equivalence between the direct method and the snapshots method can be proved
for example by using the Singular Value Decomposition of the matrix containing the snapshots of finite
dimension. In this case, the snapshots method provides as many POMs as the rank r of the snapshots
matrix and the POMs are strictly identical to those of the direct method. For practical applications, finite
dimension snapshots are always used and consequently the snapshots method will be preferably adopted in
the remainder of this paper.
It should also be noted that better results are obtained when the POD is performed for the fluctuations s(k)

of the data rather than for the raw data u(k). Indeed, Tamura et al. [18] observed that if the POD is carried
out directly for the snapshots u(k), the first POD mode is rather similar to the mean of the snapshots and
the eigenspectra is distorted. The fluctuations, or centered data, are defined by s(k) = u(k) − u, where
u = E

(
u(k)

)
represents the time-average of the snapshots. The operators R and R∗ are thus based on the

s(k) instead of the u(k) and the decomposition Eq. (1) of the snapshots is modified in:

u(k) = u+
q∑

j=1

a
(k)
j ϕ(j) ∀k ∈ [1;M ] (11)

2.2 Construction of a reduced-order model with the hybrid POD formulation

Now that we have described in the previous paragraph how the POMs associated to a system can be obtained
from a set of snapshots, we turn to the construction of a reduced-order model which uses these POMs in the
context of an hybrid POD formulation. The reduced-order model is built for a one dimensional rod subject to
traction and compression which is characterized by its length L, the section S and the material is represented
by the Young’s modulus E and the density ρ. In absence of external forces, the displacement u(x, t) of the
rod section at a given point x and at time t is governed by the wave equation:

ρS
∂2u

∂t2
−ES

∂2u

∂x2
= 0 (12)

The aim of the hybrid POD formulation is to use a discrete snapshots database in conjunction with the con-
tinuous equation Eq. (12) of the system. Indeed, the snapshots are almost always described by a discrete
quantity coming either from a numerical simulation or an experiment but the discrete equation that could
be combined with this discrete approximation of the snapshots is not always available. The discrete dataset
available is thus used to approximate directly the L2 inner product which appears in the hybrid POD formu-
lation since it relies on the continuous equation of the system. The inner product of two continuous functions
f and g is therefore approximated by the trapezoidal rule:

〈f, g〉L2(Ω) =
∫

Ω
f(x) g(x) dΩ =

N∑
e=1

∫
Ωe

f(x) g(x) dΩ ≈
N∑

e=1

f̂e ĝe δΩe (13)

where f̂e and ĝe are the average values relative to the functions f and g evaluated on each element e
and δΩe is the Lebesgue measure of the element Ωe. The previous expression takes the matricial form:
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〈f, g〉L2(Ω) ≈ f̂T ∆ĝ with f̂ = [f̂1 · · · f̂N ]T (resp. for ĝ) and ∆ = diag(δΩ1, · · · , δΩN ). As the problem is
unidimensional, the average values of the function f on one element is simply given here by the arithmetic
mean f̂i = (fi + fi+1)/2, where the fi are the values contained in the dataset and which are supposed to be
the values at the nodes of the mesh.
The correlation tensor R∗ is defined by the L2 inner product since the reduced-order model is built from
the continuous equation. The inner product is then approximated with Eq. (13) so that the general term of
R∗ is: R∗ij = √

αiαj

〈
s(i), s(j)

〉
L2 ≈ √

αiαj

(
ŝ(i)
)T

∆ŝ(j). With matricial notations, the previous relation

is rewritten as R∗ =
(
α̃T ŜT

)
∆
(
Ŝ α̃
)

. The POMs extracted from the eigenvalue problem are discrete
like the snapshots they have been derived from. In order to build the reduced-order model, the continuous
POD decomposition Eq. (11) is substituted into the governing equation (12) and the resulting expression
is projected onto each POM ϕ(j). Using the orthonormality of the POMs and denoting c =

√
E/ρ, the

equation writes :

d2aj

dt2
= c2

q∑
k=1

〈
d2ϕ(k)

dx2
, ϕ(j)

〉
ak + c2

〈
d2u

dx2
, ϕ(j)

〉
(14)

The q equations obtained by projecting on each POM can be gathered in the matricial ordinary differential
equation ä = L̆a+K̆ defining the unknown amplitudes a = [a1 . . . aq]T of the decomposition Eq. (11). The
computation of the coefficients L̆kj = c2

〈
d2ϕ(k)/dx2, ϕ(j)

〉
and K̆j = c2

〈
d2u/dx2, ϕ(j)

〉
of the reduced-

order model requires that the derivatives of the POMs are known. The derivatives can be computed for
example by means of Finite Difference Methods. It should also be mentioned that the inner products can be
simplified by performing parts integrations which introduce the boundary conditions in the expression of the
coefficients. In the case of the free response to an initial condition for example, the order of the derivatives
can be lowered and the integrals on the boundary vanish since the boundary conditions are homogeneous
(see Placzek et al. [14] for more details).

3 Hybrid POD formulations for the response to a prescribed dis-
placement

In the case of a clamped rod with a prescribed displacement γ(t) imposed at the free end, the boundary
conditions are:

{
u(x = 0, t) = 0
u(x = L, t) = γ(t)

∀t > 0 (15)

The Dirichlet boundary condition at the free-end is non-homogeneous and consequently the POMs do not
inherit this property: this boundary condition is not implicitly satisfied by the reduced-order model through
the POMs and it must be explicitly imposed. Several techniques are presented in the following for the hybrid
POD formulation to take into account this non-homogeneous boundary condition.

3.1 The Penalty Method (PM)

The Penalty Method is often used to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions in structural problems and has
already been used by Tang et al. [15] in the context of POD reduced-order model. The principle consists in
replacing the strong Dirichlet boundary condition u(x = L, t) = γ(t) by the artificial Neumann boundary
condition:
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∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

=
uL − γ(t)

ε
(16)

where ε is a parameter small enough to satisfy approximately the boundary condition with uL = u(x = L, t).
We define the penalty factor fp = c2/ε whose value has to be great so as to uL = γ(t) when fp →
∞. The artificial Neumann boundary condition can be explicitly introduced in the reduced-order model
by performing one parts integration in the inner products of Eq. (14). The boundary term corresponding
to the homogeneous boundary condition at the clamped side is equal to zero since the POMs inherit the
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. However the boundary term where the displacement is imposed
does not vanish. After reorganization of the terms, the reduced-order model becomes:

ρS
d2aj

dt2
= −ES

q∑
k=1

〈
dϕ(k)

dx
,
dϕ(j)

dx

〉
ak −ES

〈
du

dx
,
dϕ(j)

dx

〉

+ES

(
q∑

k=1

dϕ(k)

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x=L

ak +
du

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=L

)
ϕ(j)(x = L)

(17)

The term in brackets is in fact the spatial derivative of the variable u evaluated in x = L when u is decom-
posed by the POD with Eq. (11). The artificial boundary condition Eq. (16) can then be replaced in Eq.
(17):

d2aj

dt2
= −c2

q∑
k=1

〈
dϕ(k)

dx
,
dϕ(j)

dx

〉
ak − c2

〈
du

dx
,
dϕ(j)

dx

〉
+ fp (uL(t)− γ(t))ϕ(j)(x = L)

(18)

The displacement uL is decomposed on the POD basis with Eq. (11): uL = uL +
∑q

k=1 ak(t)ϕ(k)(x = L).
The vector ϕL = [ϕ(1)(x = L) · · ·ϕ(q)(x = L)]T is introduced so that the sum can be interpreted as the
vector product ϕT

L a where a is the vector of the modal amplitudes. The set of equations Eqs. (18) can be
grouped in only one matricial equation ä = L̃a + K̃ such that :

L̃ = L + Lp with Lp = fp

(
ϕL ϕT

L

)
K̃ = K + Kp with Kp = fp (uL − γ(t)) ϕL

(19)

where the matrix L and the vector K are exactly the same as those which would be found for the free
response with the hybrid formulation. The coefficients are given by Ljk = −c2 〈dϕ(k)/dx, dϕ(j)/dx

〉
and

Kj = −c2
〈
du/dx, dϕ(j)/dx

〉
. The remaining terms can be considered as penalty terms whose action is to

enforce the boundary condition.

3.2 The Lagrange Multiplier Method (LMM)

In this case, the displacement imposed at the free end is treated as a constraint which has to be added to the
equation governing the rod. The displacement generates an unknown reaction Rγ that should be introduced
in the second member of Eq. (12). This reaction Rγ is an additional unknown reflecting the constraint of the
imposed displacement and is thus the Lagrange multiplier of the following problem: ρS

∂2u

∂t2
−ES

∂2u

∂x2
= Rγ

u(x = L, t) = γ(t)
(20)
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The first equation is, like before, projected onto each POM after having substituted u by its decomposition
Eq. (11) on the POD basis. In the second equation, the variable u is also replaced with the same decomposi-
tion evaluated in x = L:


ρS

d2aj

dt2
= ES

q∑
k=1

〈
d2ϕ(k)

dx2
, ϕ(j)

〉
ak +ES

〈
d2u

dx2
, ϕ(j)

〉
+
〈
Rγ , ϕ

(j)
〉

u(x = L, t) = uL +
q∑

k=1

ak(t)ϕ(k)(x = L) = γ(t)

(21)

Since the reaction Rγ acts in fact only at the free end, it can be defined by a Dirac distribution: Rγ =
rL δ(x− L), where the scalar rL represents the intensity of the reaction at x = L. Consequently the inner
product involving the reaction Rγ is simplified in:

〈
Rγ , ϕ

(j)
〉

=
∫ L
0 rL δ(x− L)ϕ(j)(x) dx = rL ϕ

(j)(x =
L). The vector of the reaction projected on each POM is given by rL ϕL, where ϕL is the vector defined
in the previous paragraph and containing the values of the POMs at the free end. This vector is also used to
rewrite the second line in Eq. (21) in uL + ϕT

La = γ(t). The reduced-order model becomes:

{
ä = L̆a + K̆ + rL ϕL

0 = ϕT
La + uL − γ(t)

where the general term of the matrix L̆ and the vector K̆ are those found in Eq. (14). Finally the reduced-
order model is formulated for the augmented variable vector ã = [a rL]T and takes the new form Ĩ ¨̃a =
L̃ ã + K̃. The detailed expression of the reduced-order model is the following, where I is the q × q identity
matrix:

[
I 0
0 0

] [
ä
r̈L

]
=
[ L̆ ϕL

ϕT
L 0

] [
a
rL

]
+
[ K̆
uL − γ(t)

]
(22)

3.3 The Control Function Method (CFM)

The last technique presented in this paper to take into account the non-homogeneous boundary condition
is the Control Function Method commonly used to build reduced-order models for active control in flow
dynamics, see [15] for example. The variable u is divided into two parts, the first verifying homogeneous
boundary conditions and denoted uh and the second representing the effects of the forcing term and denoted
uf , such that u = uh + uf with uh(x = L, t) = 0 and uf (x = L, t) = γ(t).

The POMs are computed for the centered homogeneous snapshots s(k)
h = u

(k)
h − uh and the POD decom-

position is thus uh(x, t) = uh(x) +
∑q

k=1 ak(t)ϕ
(k)
h (x). The notation ϕ(k)

h is now used to highlight the
homogeneous character of the POMs derived from the snapshots that have been homogenized. The previous
decomposition of uh can be replaced in the relation u = uh + uf to obtain the POD decomposition of the
inhomogeneous variable u. Before doing this, it is interesting to write the forcing term uf as the product of
a spatial and a temporal function which corresponds to the temporal modulation of the boundary condition
Eq. (15): uf (x, t) = γ(t)uc(x). The new POD decomposition for the variable u is then:

u(x, t) = uh(x) + γ(t)uc(x) +
q∑

k=1

ak(t)ϕ
(k)
h (x) (23)

The forcing term is not completely defined as the shape of the spatial control function uc has not yet been
given. Several choices are possible since the only constraint imposed by uf (x = L, t) = γ(t) is that
uc(x = L) = 1. A Dirac distribution uc(x) = δ(x − L) satisfies the previous condition but is certainly not
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optimal because of the discontinuity inherent to this function. A better choice consists in choosing the static
solution of the problem for a unitary displacement imposed at the free end: uc(x) = x/L.
The reduced-order model is easily obtained by introducing the new decomposition Eq. (23) into the contin-
uous equation of the rod and by projecting it onto each POM:

d2aj

dt2
= c2

q∑
k=1

〈
d2ϕ(k)

dx2
, ϕ

(j)
h

〉
ak + c2

〈
d2uh

dx2
, ϕ

(j)
h

〉
+c2 γ(t)

〈
d2uc

dx2
, ϕ

(j)
h

〉
− d2γ(t)

dt2

〈
uc, ϕ

(j)
h

〉 (24)

The form ä = L̃a + K̃ of the reduced-order model is preserved but the matrix L̃ and the vector K̃ are now
defined by:

L̃ij = c2
q∑

j=1

〈
d2ϕ(j)

dx2
, ϕ

(i)
h

〉
K̃i = c2

〈
d2uh

dx2
, ϕ

(i)
h

〉
+ c2 γ(t)

〈
d2uc

dx2
, ϕ

(i)
h

〉
− d2γ(t)

dt2

〈
uc, ϕ

(i)
h

〉 (25)

The three formulations given by Eqs. (19), (22) and (25) are clearly different. The Penalty Method (PM)
is very easy to implement because the matrix and vector of the reduced-order model are the same as those
obtained for the free response; they are only modified by the addition of a penalty matrix (or vector) which
is easily computed once the POMs are known. The main drawback of the method is that the boundary
condition is only approximated and not exactly satisfied. Indeed, the greater the penalty factor, the more
exact the boundary condition but the more ill-conditioned the matrices. The Lagrange Multiplier Method
(LMM) leads to the introduction of a new variable in the system which changes the form of the reduced-
order model: indeed, the matrix Ĩ in the left member is singular and prevents finding again the same form
common to the other formulations. Finally the CFM requires more modifications since the snapshots have
to be first homogenized before computing the POMs. Another assumption is that the forcing term can be
decomposed as the product of a spatial and a temporal function. The reduced-order model derived with the
new decomposition keeps the same usual form but involves time derivatives of the boundary condition time
modulation γ(t).

3.4 Hybrid POD evaluation for the response to a prescribed displacement

The time integration of the reduced-order model is performed either by the ODEPACK solver or with a
Newmark algorithm. This algorithm is especially adapted for the LMM where the differential equation
cannot be written under the generic form ȧ = f(a, t) which is solved by the ODEPACK. The efficiency of
each formulation is evaluated by means of the error ε∞ based on a reference solution Ur computed with a
Finite Elements simulation and defined by:

ε∞ =
‖U−Ur‖∞
‖Ur‖∞

(26)

The hybrid POD reduced-order model is used to reconstruct the response of the rod with a displacement
imposed at the free end. The POMs are thus evaluated from a discrete set of snapshots which have been
computed by a Finite Elements simulation for the forced response. The POMs for the PM and LMM, which
are represented on Fig. 1 with the black filled circles, are identical. If the Control Function Method (CFM)
is adopted, the snapshots have to be homogenized before computing the POMs. The shape of the POMs then
depends on the control function used for the homogenization: if a Dirac function uc(x) = δ(x− L) is used,
the modes are similar to those of the PM or LMM except for the last point x = L where the value is zero. On
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Figure 1: Comparison of the first four POMs for the forced response. The empty black circles (◦) represent
the eigenmodes of the rod clamped at both ends whereas the black filled circles (•) indicates the POMs
of the forced response when the PM or LMM are used to impose the displacement. The curves ( )
and resp. ( ) represent the shape of the POMs when the CFM is adopted and the control function is
uc(x) = δ(x− L) or resp. uc(x) = x/L.

the contrary, with the static solution uc(x) = x/L, the modes differ significantly from the previous ones: in
this case, homogeneous boundary conditions are satisfied by the POMs at both ends of the rod but the shape
does not exhibit any discontinuity. The POMs then coincide with the eigenmodes of a rod which would be
clamped at both ends; these eigenmodes are represented with empty black circles on Fig. 1.
We then compare the efficiency of the three techniques (PM, LMM and CFM) to take into account a displace-
ment γ(t) = Ue sin (2πfet) imposed at the free end. Figure 2 presents the response of the reduced-order
model based on the CFM with uc(x) = x/L for three couples of parameters (fe, Ue). The responses com-
puted with the other methods (PM, LMM and CFM with uc(x) = δx− L) are not shown since they are not
distinguishable. For each response, the POMs have been computed from snapshots stemming from the reso-
lution of the problem with the excitation parameters (fe, Ue) = (150, 0.01). This POD basis is then used to
calculate the response for the three couples of parameters (fe, Ue) = (150, 0.01), (fe, Ue) = (200, 0.05) and
(fe, Ue) = (325, 0.2) by introducing the desired imposed displacement γ(t) characterized by each couple
of parameters (fe, Ue) in Eq. (25). In each case, the response coincide exactly with the reference solution
which has been computed with a Finite Elements simulation.
To highlight the differences between the PM, LMM and CFM, the values of the infinite error ε∞ are plotted
on the figure 3.a. Except for the PM, the error grows as the parameters go away from those used to evaluate
the POMs. This is the main limitation of the POD method: since the POD basis is constructed from snap-
shots, the basis vectors depend on the excitation and the reduced-order model becomes less efficient as the
parameters for which the response has to be computed take away from those characterizing the excitation
with which the snapshots, and consequently the POMs, have been obtained. Nevertheless, the errors remain
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Figure 2: Comparison between the POD responses for the forced response computed for three different
couples of excitation parameters ( ) and the reference solution (◦) : (a) (fe, Ue) = (150, 0.01), (b)
(fe, Ue) = (200, 0.05), (c) (fe, Ue) = (325, 0.2).
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Figure 3: Comparison of the infinite error ε∞ produced by the different methods used to impose the dis-
placement: (a) for different couples of excitation parameters (fe, Ue), and (b) when the number of POMs
used in the reduced-order model is increased.

small for this simple system and the responses obtained with the different formulations are in very good
agreement with the reference solutions. The best method for this example seems to be the CFM when the
POMs have been homogenized with the static solution of the system uc(x) = x/L. However, the influence
of the control function is crucial and it can be seen that the choice of the Dirac function for uc leads to the
greatest error.
Figure 3.b represents for each method the convergence of the infinite reconstruction error ε∞ when the
number q of POMs contained in the POD basis is increased. The PM has in fact the greatest asymptotic
error and does not converge very well. The best method is actually the CFM with the static solution, but
when the number of POMs is increased, we notice that the use of the Dirac function becomes a reliable
choice, better than the PM or even the LMM. This is an interesting result since the use of a Dirac does not
require the computation of a physical solution of the system like it is the case with the static solution, whose
determination could become time-consuming when the number of dof at the boundary is great.
The CFM seems to be the most efficient method but the choice of the control function used for the homoge-
nization is capital. Moreover, when a displacement uL is imposed at the free end, it is necessary to know the
acceleration üL associated to this displacement in order to evaluate the coefficients K̃i of the reduced-order
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model defined in Eq. (25). It is trivial to determine the acceleration for a sinusoidal displacement like the
one imposed here, but some difficulties can arise if other shapes are used (e.g. a sawtooth or crenel function
which is not derivable). Sometimes, the displacement is also not explicitly known (e.g. the case of a coupled
fluid-structure system) and determining the acceleration is not obvious. The PM and LMM avoid this draw-
back and have besides the advantage to be more flexible: the POD basis used in the reduced-order model
can eventually come from snapshots corresponding to the free response, or the forced response with a force
(instead of a displacement) imposed at the free end. This could also be done with the CFM but it requires
the determination of the adequate time modulations γ(t) in order to homogenize the snapshots.

4 Robustness of the hybrid POD method

In this section, the robustness of the hybrid POD formulation is investigated in the case of a non-linear
response produced by a clamped-free rod excited by a force F whose application point is distant of xf < L
from the clamped end. An obstacle is placed at the distance e from the free end (see Fig. 4). When the
magnitude of the force is enough important, the free end section hits the obstacle; this generates vibro-
impacts and therefore produces a reaction at this point. The reaction is non-linear and defined by R(uL) =
−Kobs(uL − e) if uL > e and R(uL) = 0 if uL ≤ e. The excitation force is sinusoidal and characterized
by F (t) = Fe sin (2πfet). According to the values of Fe and fe, the free end hits or not the obstacle, whose
stiffness has a great value (Kobs = 1020) in order to model a rigid obstacle.

L

xf

F (t)

e

x

Figure 4: Clamped-free rod excited by the force F and subject to vibro-impacts due to the obstacle.

In this example, the POMs are significantly different from those of the free or forced response. Figure 5
gives the shape of the POMs obtained from a set of snapshots computed with or without the obstacle. In both
cases, the excitation force F is characterized by (fe, Fe) = (175, 2.0E6). When the rod hits the obstacle,
the non-linear reaction at the free end leads to a more complex response of the system than when there is
no obstacle. In both cases (with or without the obstacle), the shape of the POMs is very different from the
rod eigenmodes: the force F applied at xf = 0.1L deforms considerably the shape of the modes in the
neighborhood of this point.
The response of the system for different couples of parameters (fe, Fe) is then computed. Figure 6 shows
the responses when the POMs used in the reduced-order model have been evaluated from snapshots with the
obstacle. For the first (a) and last (c) cases, the magnitude of the imposed force Fe is great enough so that
the free end hits the obstacle, whereas in the intermediate case (b) there is no contact between the free end
and the obstacle. Although the POMs stem from snapshots with vibro-impacts, they are suitable to rebuild
the responses either with or without contact. The hybrid POD formulation is considered to be robust since
the reduced-order model can be used to rebuild diverse responses with POMs stemming from snapshots
computed for a different type of excitation (with or without obstacle, or even POMs coming from the free
response of the system).
Although Fig. 6 exhibits a somewhat good accuracy of the response, the errors produced become now
significant, notably when vibro-impacts occur. The errors are plotted on Figure 7 for the three couples of
parameters and according to the nature of the POMs used in the reduced-order model. When the free end
hits the obstacle (first and last cases), the error is almost the same, whatever the nature of the POMs: despite
slight differences appear according to the type of the POMs used, the error has the same order of magnitude.
On the contrary, if no contact happens, the POMs computed from snapshots without the obstacle are clearly
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Figure 5: Panels (a)-(d) show the first four POMs of the rod subject to vibro-impacts and computed from
snapshots with the obstacle ( ) or without it ( ). The black circles (◦) represent the rod eigenmodes.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the responses for the rod subject to vibro-impacts computed for three different
couples of excitation parameters ( ) and the reference solution (◦): (a) (fe, Fe) = (175, 2.0E6), (b)
(fe, Fe) = (150, 0.5E6), (c) (fe, Fe) = (300, 5.0E6).
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Figure 7: Comparison of the infinite reconstruction error ε∞ for different couples of parameters according
to the nature of the POMs used.

more efficient than the others. The POMs of the free motion give the greatest error when no contact happens,
however the results are in good agreement in other cases.
To conclude, the POD method provides a rather robust mean to build a reduced-order model: when the
response is computed with POMs which have been evaluated for the same type of excitation, the accuracy
is in general very good. However, the use of POMs stemming from a different type of excitation is a more
delicate issue. The POMs of the free response could be employed easily to rebuild responses for other types
of excitations (e.g. response with structural damping or with a non-linear reaction induced by an obstacle,
response to an imposed displacement with the PM or LMM) but this is somewhat obvious since in this
particular case the POMs are close to the eigenmodes of the system. However, if we want to rebuild the
free response to an initial condition, the use of POMs obtained from snapshots with a displacement or a
force imposed is not appropriate since the POMs do not satisfy the suitable boundary conditions and the
reduced-order model has to be adapted.

5 Conclusion

In this paper the hybrid POD formulation has been evaluated and compared for the response to a prescribed
displacement. Several methods have been compared and advantages and drawbacks have been highlighted.
Except the PM which has a surprising convergence behavior when the number of POMs in the projection
basis is increased, the other methods (LMM and CFM) behave well and the asymptotic error remains small.
The CFM is the most accurate but has several drawbacks, particularly the sensitivity to the control function
or the need for the time derivative of the excitation function. However, once a good control function has been
determined, the method is robust and converge very quickly as the number of POMs is increased. Finally,
the results of the last paragraph show that hybrid POD is a rather robust method: the POMs obtained from
snapshots computed for a simple excitation (e.g. the response to an initial condition) seem to provide a good
basis to rebuild responses of diverse types, even for responses which are far from the one used to compute
the POMs.
This study that fits into the framework of the construction of reduced-order models for coupled fluid-structure
systems gives prominence to interesting results concerning the potential of the hybrid POD to build an
efficient reduced-order model and is therefore encouraging us to use this formulation for future applications,
the next one being the reduction of the fluid.
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Abstract 

Presented here is a homogenization method to find the thermally induced vibrations of an inflatable space 

antenna truss. The radar antenna structure is made of elements with repeated patterns. A reduced order 

geometric model for the system is found using a continuum representation. It is shown that the so-called 

short coming assumption of isothermal members is not necessary to determine such oscillations using a 

continuum modeling technique. Therefore, this technique can be employed effectively to find the thermal 

vibrations of the system upon passing the eclipse.  

1 Introduction 

The successful operation of any system requires precise understanding of the disturbances and its design 

criteria. For most space structures, the critical loads that the satellites encounter during launch are more 

important; the smaller loads during the operation are of secondary importance. Inflatable structures, 

however, are stowed during launch and will be deployed upon reaching the destination orbit. Therefore, 

the critical loads in the space environment become of particular importance. A complete list of different 

kinds of disturbances in space environment is given in Ref. [1]. Some examples of such disturbances are: 

gravity gradient forces, solar radiation pressure, magnetic fields, atmospheric drag and thermal loads. One 

of the most important environmental disturbances is the thermal loading. There are three known sources of 

radiation in space environment: 1) direct solar, 2) earth solar reflection (albedo), and 3) direct earth 

(infrared). The effects of the last two are less significant for orbits higher than the LEO orbit [2]. When a 

satellite goes through an eclipse, rapid temperature changes due to direct solar are induced to the system. 

According to Thornton et. al. [3], the solar heating experienced by a satellite can change up to 95% 

dependent upon how long the transitions through the Penumbra (partial Earth shadow) and Umbra (full 

Earth shadow) takes (see Figure 1). As a result, the torques and moments induced in the system can 

increase the jitter, corrupt the pointing accuracy of the spacecraft and can cause spacecraft attitude 

problems, quasi-static deformations, unexpected thermal oscillations and in some cases even thermal 

flutter or instability. Figure 2 shows the Solar Array Flight Experiment (SAFE) that had unexpected 

deflections after its transition thorough the Earth shadow. Some of the problems with solar radiation in 

space such as thermally induced vibrations, thermal buckling, surface degradation and thermal stress are 

discussed in Refs. [4], [5], and [6].  
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the Earth shadow on the Satellite (full and partial shadows) 

 

Figure 2: Photos of the SAFE courtesy of NASA Langley Research Center 

The following literature reveals the previous research and analysis in the area of the thermally induced 

disturbances for different space structures. A work done by Chung et. al. [9], investigates the coupled 

thermal torsional-bending modes in the Hubble. The authors show that the low-frequency-large-amplitude 

coupled torsional-bending modes were responsible for the failure of the operation of this spacecraft. Etkin 

and Hughes, [10], performed some studies to explain the progressive loss of spin of Alouette I and 

Explorer XX satellites as a result of the thermally induced vibrations. Both bending and twist induced 

vibrations of the booms of Apollo 15 Command and Service Module (CSM) are analyzed by Kumar, [11]. 

The effect of thermal shock on bending and attitude response of free-free beam and plate (a general solar 

array) is studied by Bainum, [12]. Ramesh et. al. [7], studied the radiation thermal effects on the orbital 

motion attitude motion and axial deformation of very large axially flexible space structures with a planar 

pitch motion around the earth. Thornton et. al., [13], present an approach for investigation of the thermally 

induced vibrations of a split blanket solar array due to the self shadowing of the central truss. Thermal 

distortion analysis of a three meter inflatable reflect array antenna is analyzed by Fang, [14], where they 

use FEM to analyze bending induced vibrations of the inflatable booms. Lin et. al. performs some thermo-

structural analysis of a general Earth orbiting flexible structure [15]. The authors develop a coupled 

analysis for the thermal and the structural solution using a finite element formulation for a rotationally 

fixed floating frame. In a related work on an inflatable antenna structure, Williams et. al., [16], suggest a 

thermal radiation model for a triangular truss (ISAT) with MLI blankets to size and estimate the structural 

mass of a triangular truss that meets a given set of structural requirements. In their analysis they solve the 

temperature field for the back and front longerons where they include the effects of the direct solar 

radiation, Albedo, and Earth. However, the effect of the thermal conduction is ignored in their estimation 

of the temperature variations. Due to the very large length of the ISAT, its relatively low torsional rigidity, 

and the pattern of the diagonal members, the structure is susceptible to the torsional excitations of low 

frequency. Therefore, we are motivated to understand this phenomenon. So, the main purpose of this study 

is to solve the thermal conduction in the 3-dimensional truss element. More importantly, in some of the 

work in the previous literature, it is stated that the continuum models cannot be accurate for the thermal 

analysis of the space structures because of their incapability of including the temperature variations along 

the members [3, 8]. In the present analysis, the continuum model for the lattice type structure developed in 

[18, 19, and 20] is used in conjunction with the solution of the thermal problem to solve for the structural 

response.  
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2 Problem Overview 

The analysis of the thermal response for space structures requires a structural model and a thermal model. 

These models can be solved in a coupled or decoupled form to solve for the dynamic response. In the 

coupled analysis, it is assumed that the structural deflections affect the geometrical boundary conditions 

for the thermal problem. This method can be both complicated and time consuming. In the decoupled 

analysis, on the other hand, the thermal and structural solutions are found separately. The calculated 

thermal torques and moments from the thermal problem is fed to the structural model to find the resulting 

deformations. This approach assumes that the structural deformations are small enough not to allow 

changes in conduction and radiation by the structural deformations. According to Ref. [3, 8], for overall 

isothermal structural behavior continuum models give good results and in realistic lattice type space 

structures where the temperatures vary significantly from member to member, consideration of this type of 

local temperature distribution is beyond the capability of the continuum models. In this study we show 

that the assumption for isothermal structural members is not necessary. Therefore, the temperature 

variations from member to member can be included in the continuum model. In such cases, a coupled 

thermal-structural analysis is necessary which is beyond the capability of the continuum model approach 

presented here. Because the structure in this analysis (Innovative Space-based Antenna Technology) is 

very long and skinny (300 m ×3 m), the deformations of the members at the cross section are assumed to 

be relatively small compared to the deformations of the overall length of the structure. Therefore, the 

assumptions for the thermal model are not based on isothermal structural members. In this study the heat 

conduction problem in the 3-D element is solved first to find the temperature distribution in the structure. 

Some of the assumptions made in this analysis are as follow:  

1) The satellite is in a circular orbit, 2) Changes in the direct solar heating are dominant when the satellite 

passes the shadow line and therefore the Albedo and the Earth infrared are neglected in this analysis, 3) 

The thermal bending of the bar members are ignored here and it is assumed that the bar members can 

expand and compress only, 4) The radiation from the satellite to the space is neglected in the presented 

study. Finally, 5) the radar panel blocks the top members so that they don’t see the sun, and warm up 

through the conduction only.  

The temperature distribution from this analysis is used to find the resultant thermal torque in the structure. 

The structural time response is then found. Figure 3 depicts a schematic view of the heat transfer along the 

members of this truss. When the satellite passes through the shadow line the bottom part (the panel side), 

shown in Figure 3, experiences an enormous heat flux.  

 

Figure 3: A view of the heat conduction in the truss element 

To also account for a worst case analysis, the radiation from the structure is ignored in the entire analysis 

and the top part is assumed to be insulated. Figure 4 shows the areas that are exposed to the sun flux.  
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Figure 4: A Schematic of the bottom side of the truss repeating element (panel side) 

For the heat absorbed by the repeating element we get, 

2 . .s Lp sQ q A α=
                                                               (1) 

where αs is the absorptivity of the longeron members, qs is the solar flux and ALp is the area shown in 

Figure 4. Figure 5 shows a side view of the structure.  

 

Figure 5: Heat transfer in the front side of the repeating element 

The heat absorbed by an element is partly consumed by the members at the bottom (the 4 longerons, the 2 

diagonal and 2 battens shown in Fig. 4). Therefore, the transferred heat through the longerons and 

diagonals on the element sides in Figure 5 can be found as, 
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                           (2) 

The heat Qt is then divided between the total of 4 battens and 4 diagonals on the sides, so we get, 

4 4t b dQ Q Q= +
                                                                 (3) 

where Qb and Qd are the heat flux along the battens and the diagonals respectively. Since these members 

are made of the same material, hence, they have similar heat capacitance. Therefore, the amount of heat 

flux through these members can be related using a simple geometrical relation. Finally, the boundary 

conditions for the heat transfer through the members on the side can be found as,      
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Therefore, very simply the heat transfer for the 3D truss element can be written in a one-dimensional form 

with the longeron members modeled as thermal masses at the ends of the diagonal members. The solution 

to the partial differential equation with the boundary conditions shown in Eq. (4) can be found. The results 

are used to find the structural response for the problem. Figure 6 shows a cross section of this structure. As 

it can be seen in this figure the thermal expansion of the diagonal members causes thermal reactions fd 

which result in a thermal torque for this structure. For the batten members, however, the thermal reactions 

fb balance each other. Therefore the diagonal members are the only source for the thermal twist of this 

structure. 

 

Figure 6: Thermal forces at the cross section 

Having the temperature distribution of these members, the thermal reaction for all the members and the 

resultant thermal torques can be found and related to the structural response. Using the continuum model 

developed in Ref. [18] and [19] the torsional equation of motion for the equivalent continuum model can 

be found as, 

. .
o

eq eq

T
GJ J

x
θ ρ θ

∂
′′ − =

∂
&&

                                                               (5) 

where coordinate x is measured along the length of the satellite. Because the temperature is assumed to be 

invariant in the axial direction and it changes through the thickness only, the thermal torque is constant 

along the length also, so we get: 

0oT

x

∂
= →

∂ . . 0eq eqGJ Jθ ρ θ′′ − =&&
                                                   (6) 

The thermal torque at the cross section, on the other hand, is a function of time. Therefore, the problem 

that we are interested to solve is a free torsional vibration with a variable boundary condition in which the 

time varying thermal torque induces dynamics on the system. The general solution procedure for a 1-D 

continuum with variable boundary conditions cane be found using Refs. [17] and [21]. The boundary 

conditions for this problem are, 

( ) ( ) ( ). .0, ,eq eq tot oGJ t GJ L t T t
x x

θ θ∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂                                          (7) 

where To can be found using the thermal reactions and is a function of time only. The solution for the 

thermal twist θ  can be decomposed in two parts, the quasi-static torsion in which the effect of the inertia 

is neglected and the dynamic response. Therefore, for the quasi-static solution we have,    

2
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where the equivalent torsional stiffness as found in Chapter 2 is,  
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Note that the quasi-static twist is the difference between the twist of a cross section at coordinate x and the 

torsion of the tip at x=0. Also, the following relation exists between the torque and the static twist: 

           

. . 1 1
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o
eq o eq o

eq

T
GJ T GJ c T c

x GJ

θ∂
= → = → =

∂
                                       (10) 

From (8) and (10) we get, 
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The quasi-static response can be expanded in terms of the modes shapes for this structure using its Fourier 

coefficients,  
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where, 
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It is obvious that equation (12) automatically satisfies the boundary conditions in (7). For the initial 

conditions we have, 
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Because the solution is decomposed into the dynamic plus the quasi-static terms we get, 

. .dyn stθ θ θ= −
                                                             (15) 

For the initial condition of the static response we have, 
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Using (15) and (16) we get, 
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{
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                                                (17) 

For the initial velocity condition we have, 

( ) ( )
{
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0
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                                       (18) 

These initial conditions are later used to find the dynamic response solution for this system. The total 

response can be written as a summation of the quasi-static term and the dynamic term as follow, 

1
st n n

n

qθ θ
∞

=
= + Θ∑

                                                          (19) 

where nΘ
’s are the mode shapes and nq ’s are the temporal solutions. Using (12) and (19) we can write, 
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Making the substitution for (20) in (6) we get, 
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Also from relation for the quasi-static response in (8) we get,  
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Using the relations in (21) and (22) we get, 
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This relation can be written in the following form: (a separation of variables) 
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where the mode shapes can be found as, 
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From (24) and (25) we get, 
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Finally, using the modes shapes in (25) and the solution for the temporal solution in (26), and the initial 

conditions the dynamic response of the system can be as,  
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where, 
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The relation in (27) presents the torsional vibration for this structure. Both the free vibration and the 

forced exponential function (thermal torque) are included in this relation. 
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3 Numerical Results 

In this section the numerical results for the thermal torque, the thermal quasi-static and dynamic twist are 

presented. A government reference design was used for the material and geometrical properties of the 

inflatable satellite which are presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Material and geometrical properties of the antenna truss  

We introduce a non-dimensional thermal time parameter similar to Boley [17], as, 

2
d

t t
L

κ
=%

                                                                          (28) 

Figures 7 to 11 show the results for the temperature variation at the ends of the diagonal members, thermal 

torque, quasi-static torsion, dynamic torsion and the lateral vibration respectively. This structure 

experiences an approximate temperature change of 30 °C in an hour upon passing the shadow line. It 

should be noted that because the radiation is ignored in this analysis, the resultant torque, and quasi-static 

are overestimated. As it can be seen in the Figures 7 and 8, both the temperature and the thermal torque 

are increasing with time. This, of course, will not be the case in the real structure, because of the radiation 

of the truss to the space. Technically the structure cannot get warmer than the surrounding space (sun 

side). Therefore, this temperature profile approximates the real structure initially and as time grows the 

temperature results for this analysis represent a very conservative case. On the other hand, for the case of 

the thermally induced vibrations that are of our main interest, the assumption regarding no radiation gives 

more realistic results compared to the quasi-static solution. The reason is that such oscillations are the 

results of an enormous heat flux in a very short period of time (in the order of seconds) during which the 

radiation can be considered small compared to the heat input. So this thermal shock provides an initial 

condition (similar to an impact) to the system and results in the vibrations which are no longer dependent 

on the heat transfer in the system after they start. These non-increasing oscillations in the system will 

continue until they eventually damp out as a result of the damping present in the system. Finally, the 

lateral vibrations as a result of the torsion are about are 2 cm at the tip of the truss system.  
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Figure 7: Non-dimensionalized temperature               Figure 8: Variation of the thermal torque 

profile at two ends of a diagonal member                        with respect to the temperature 
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Figure 9: The quasi-static torsion at the tip         Figure 10: The dynamic twist at the tip 
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Figure 11: The lateral oscillations as a result of the torsion at the tip 

Figures 12 to 15 show the results of the amplitude of thermal vibrations at the tip of the truss for different 

values of thermal conductivity, diffusivity and the thermal capacity. As is shown in these figures, the 

thermal response increases with diffusivity and decreases with the thermal conductivity. Examining Eq. 

(4), it is clear that the thermal diffusivity enhances the temperature gradients in the system. As a result, the 

thermal torque gets larger which results in larger oscillations in the system. The larger thermal 

conductivity values, on the other hand, result in quicker heat transfer through the members which reduces 

the temperature changes across the thickness. Therefore, the resultant torque is smaller which reduces the 

thermal vibrations. Finally, since the longerons act like heat sink for the system, the lager their thermal 

capacity the slower the temperature changes in the truss and therefore, the smaller the thermal response. 

Therefore, as shown in Figure 15, an increase in the thermal capacity diminishes the structure’s 

oscillations.  
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Figure 12: Dynamic twist with respect to                 Figure 13: Dynamic twist with respect to 

                          the thermal conductivity                                                  the thermal diffusivity 

 

      Figure 14: Dynamic twist with respect to                 Figure 15: Dynamic twist with respect                                      

                         diffusivity and conductivity                                        to the thermal capacity 

There are many ways to mitigate the thermally induced vibrations in a space structure. For example, using 

materials such as Kevlar fibers or other material with negative axial thermal coefficients of expansion with 

other materials, [22]. A suitably layered construction of such materials can produce a lamina with a net 

zero CTE which is less sensitive to the thermal disturbances (a design to mitigate the temperature 

deformations). One of the other most common ways to mitigate the thermally induced responses in a 

spacecraft is the use of control materials such as Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) thermal blankets (a design 

to mitigate the temperature gradients). Typical space MLI blankets have emittance values between 0.007 

and 0.05 (The lower the emittance, the better thermal isolation), [56]. In many applications using multiple 

layers of MLI to achieve a low effective emittance can be impractical due to the mass limitations for space 

structures. Other ways of correcting the pointing accuracy of a spacecraft as a result of thermal 

disturbances are using momentum wheels, magnetic coils, thrusters or gyros (a design to control and 

reduce the resultant motions). Finally, choosing a symmetric pattern for the diagonal members for the case 

of this particular structure are other ways to avoid producing thermal disturbances. For the case of 

symmetric configuration shown in Figure 16, the torque will be minimized and so will the resulting 

disturbances. Additionally, using a material that is highly conductive or joints with high thermal capacity 

for this structure is desirable.  

 

Figure 16: An alternative element configuration  

(less susceptible to thermal vibrations) 
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4 Conclusion 

In the presented work, the thermally induced torsional vibrations of an inflatable truss structure with 

repeated pattern are calculated using a continuum model. When the satellite passes through the eclipse 

line, the instantaneous change in the solar heat flux induces temperature gradients in the system. As a 

result the induced thermal torque causes a considerable vibration in the system. A decoupled thermal 

structural analysis is used with the continuum model to find the thermal structural response. It is shown 

that the so-called assumption of isothermal members is not necessary to calculate these vibrations using a 

continuum model.  
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Abstract
This paper deals with the optimisation of the mechanical behaviour of a tuning fork microgyrometer, aimed at

improving its performance. Two different configurations of the instrument have been analysed and compared,

the ‘wide gap’ design and ‘narrow gap’ design. In the former case the air gap between the vibrating forks

and the flat substrate is so large that the air flow around each fork is not influenced by the substrate presence.

This geometrical configuration results in a very low air damping, that allows the instrument to operate at

atmospheric pressure. In the ‘narrow gap’ case the distance between the forks and the substrate is instead

very small. As a consequence, the instrument needs to operate under very low pressure conditions. Although

this requirement represents a drawback of the narrow gap solution, we have found out that this instrument

configuration, when compared to the wide gap design, allows to achieve a significantly smaller dynamic error

and a significantly wider range of linearity. The thickness of the air gap represents, indeed, an additional

parameter that can be adjusted by the designer to optimise the performances of the instrument.

We have developed an accurate analytical model of the sensor, focusing, in particular, the attention on the two

tines of the drive mode, which are the structural components that more than others influence the performance

of the whole instrument. The optimal design of these fundamental elements can be, indeed, carried out

neglecting the interaction with the remaining part of the sensor structure. We have more over performed a

3D FEM analysis of the sensor structure to validate some of the assumptions introduced in the formulation.

In this paper we show how to utilise the model as a helpful designing tool for this kind of device and, in

particular, how to design the instrument to minimise the amplitude error.

1 Introduction

A microgyroscope is an angular rate sensor that uses the effect of the Coriolis force acting on a reciprocating

proof mass to measure the angular velocity of the device. There are two kinds of motions of the mass,

the input or drive motion and the output or sense motion. Recently a great number of microgyroscopes

has been developed with different design and different principles of actuation and detection. For all these

devices the research effort has been focusing on the improvement and the optimisation of the output signal

quality, measured by the sensitivity and by the resolution of the instrument. The enormous demand of such

devices from automotive, aeronautics, mobile phone and robotics market, has led to a fast development of

simple models to describe the dynamic behaviour of these sensors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Two degrees of freedom

lumped models are often utilised for system design and the simplicity of such models limits the possibility

of optimization and functional improvement of these instruments. The estimation of the lumped model

parameters is, indeed, typically based on experimental data and the strength of the modelling prediction, is

consequently limited by several approximations.

With the purpose of providing a powerful tool to designers, we have developed a more accurate, distributed,

analytical model to describe the dynamics of a double tuning-fork microgyroscope [7]. Our interest has been
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directed to the determination of the main functional parameters which the instrument operation depends on,

with the final aim of optimising the device mechanical behaviour and improving its performance.

The instrument is obtained by etching the structure from a single crystal quartz wafer that is, then, assembled

with the substrate, at a certain distance. In the most common design these devices operate at atmospheric

pressure and the gap is large enough to allow to neglect the presence of the substrate on the evaluation of

the drag force acting on the structural elements. The air damping is, indeed, mainly related to the fluid

viscosity, and, hence, to the environmental pressure. In our analysis, we have also considered a different

possible design, characterized by the presence of a really narrower structure-substrate gap. In this case the

air damping is, again, dependent on the fluid viscosity, but it is, more over, strongly affected by the close

substrate. For this reason to have the instrument output strong enough, the device has to operate vacuum-

encapsulated.

The dynamic responses of both the instrument designs have been analyzed and compared [7]. This has been

made by focusing the attention on the drive mode structural components which significantly influence the

performance of the instrument. In particular we have analysed the drive beam dynamics, that consists of two

different motions, the ‘drive motion’, parallel to the rotating substrate, and the ‘sense motion’ that occurs

perpendicularly to the previous one. We have characterized the air damping of the two motions. In the wide

gap case, the influence of the substrate presence can be neglected and the air damping mechanism, related

to both the motions, is the same. In the case of narrow gap, instead, the damping mechanism in the two

planes is different. The one related to the drive motion is, indeed, a ‘lateral damping’, whilst the other is a

‘squeeze damping’. Thermoelastic and structural damping mechanisms have also been taken into account,

and, in particular, it has been shown that if the former can be neglected when an optimal choice of the beam

geometrical dimensions is performed [8], the latter has to be necessarily taken into account since it can

significantly reduce the system performances.

In this paper we recall the unified continuum analytical model developed, which can be quickly particularised

for both the cases examined and discuss the main results obtained. We more over show some functional

design examples and, in particular, how the model can be easily utilised to set the correct lumped parameters

of an equivalent two degrees of freedom system, avoiding the usual approximated estimation, coming from

experimental data.

2 Dynamic model

The microgyroscope has a double tuning fork quartz structure, the ‘drive tines’ and the ‘sense tines’. Both

of them are supported by a frame connected by two flexures to a central mounting post (attached to the

rotating substrate) as shown in Fig. 1. The two drive tines are piezoelectrically actuated and they vibrate

along the x-axis. The externally electrical potential, applied to the electrodes (Fig. 2a) is time dependent, of
the form V (t) = V sin (ωt), where the excitation frequency ω is commonly chosen equal to the first bending

natural frequency of the drive tines in the xy-plane, in order to get the amplitude of the drive motion highly
magnified. When the substrate is rotating about the y-axis, the Coriolis force produces an alternating out of
plane bending of the drive tines, and in turn a reaction torque. This torque puts in rotation the frame and, as

a consequence, generates the out of plane motion of the sense tines, thus producing an output piezoelectric

signal proportional to the angular velocity to be measured. The configuration of the electrodes on the surface

of the sense tines is shown in Fig. 2b.

Two main sources of energy dissipation affect the behaviour of the device, the air damping and the structural

damping. From the point of view of damping factors, the main difference between the two considered

configurations is that in the case of narrow gap design the lateral damping is much smaller than the squeeze

damping, and it is very small the air pressure which the instruments operates at. In such situations of very

low pressure conditions the structural damping can be comparable to the air damping and has to be properly

taken into account. When, instead, the instrument is supposed to work at atmospheric pressure the structural

damping can be neglected.
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Figure 1: The scheme of the quartz angular rate sensor (a) and the tuning fork of the drive mode (b).

Figure 2: The electrode configuration for the drive mode (a) and for the sense mode (b).

The two drive tines, as well as the sense beams, are supposed to be symmetric with respect to the yz-plane.
As a consequence, the dynamic behaviour of only one drive tine needs to be investigated. The drive tine

is described as the beam of length L, shown in Fig. 3. The vertical displacement of the beam support,

which is related to the torsional rotation of the frame, does not need to be taken into account. Indeed,

the corresponding mechanical impedance is very high as a consequence of the relatively big mass of the

frame, the small stiffness of the flexures and the high value of the excitation frequency. This conclusion is

in agreement with Ref. [9] where it is shown that the amplitude of the support motion is several orders of

magnitude smaller than the free end motion amplitude of the tines and a roughly estimate gives 10−11 m for

the amplitude of the support and 10−8 m for the amplitude of the free end. For this reason, the functional

design of the beam can be carried out, at a first approximation, by neglecting the interaction with the frame

and by modelling each drive tine as it were actually a cantilever.

The equilibrium equations of the beam, in the xy and yz planes, can be written as

EJz
∂4ux

∂y4
+ ρqA

∂2ux

∂t2
= qx (1)

EJx
∂4uz

∂y4
+ ρqA

∂2uz

∂t2
= qz (2)

where E = 1/Syy (SIJ being the generic compliance coefficient of the elasticity tensor) and ρq are the

Young modulus and the density of quartz respectively, Jz and Jx the inertia moments of the beam with

respect to neutral axes, in the xy and yz planes respectively, A = WH the beam section area (Fig. 3b).

When the device is rotating, two types of mechanical forces act on the generic beam element of length dy
and mass dm = ρqAdy. These forces are the apparent forces and the damping forces due to the presence of
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Figure 3: The scheme of one of the two drive tines (a) and the forces acting on the generic section of the

beam when the system is rotating (b).

the air. The centrifugal force and the Euler force are both negligible since they are proportional to Ω2 and Ω̇
respectively, where Ω is the rotation rate of the substrate that has to be measured. Hence, only the Coriolis

force has to be taken into account.

2.1 Damping mechanisms

Regarding the air damping, two different descriptions are needed, one for each of the two sensor configura-

tions considered. In the case of the wide gap design, the device operates at atmospheric pressure. In order

to describe the effects of the fluid flow around the beam, we have used the string-of-beads model, which is

often utilised for micro-machined cantilevers and resonators [10, 11, 12, 13], since it is in good agreement

with experimental data. The basic idea is to model the vibrating beam as constituted of a certain number of

spheres of diameter 2r equal to the length of that edge of the beam cross section which is perpendicular to the

beam motion direction. In our case 2r = H in the drive motion case and 2r = W in the sense motion case.

The drag Fv,i acting on the i-th sphere can be then evaluated by recalling the Landau solution of damping of
a harmonically vibrating sphere immersed in a viscous fluid [14].

In the case of narrow gap design, high sensitivity of the instrument can be achieved only if the microgyro-

scopes operates at low pressures (≈ 1500 − 2000 Pa), which in turn makes it necessary to take into account
the effect of rarefaction on air viscosity by introducing the effective air viscosity ηeff. To describe the lateral
and squeeze damping due to air-beam interaction we have firstly integrated the Reynolds equation to obtain

the air pressure distribution in the xz plane. Afterwards it becomes possible to evaluate (i) the lateral viscous
damping that arises since the beam oscillates in a plane parallel to the substrate, related to the shear stress at

the solid-fluid interface and (ii) the squeeze damping due to the sense motion, perpendicular to the substrate.

The contribution of structural damping has been taken into account in the usual way, by simply replacing in

the equations of motion the real elasticity modulus E with the complex one E′ = E (1 + iηs), where ηs is

the structural damping coefficient.

2.2 Piezoelectric actuation

Moving from the well-known constitutive equation of electro-elasticity, we have determined the equivalent

stress caused by the electric field due to the external applied potential, that is available in literature in the case

of the drive mode configuration of electrodes (Fig. 2a) [9], and, hence, calculated the equivalent mechanical
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bending moment acting on the beam cross section as Mpiezo (t) = Im
(
M̄piezoeiωt

)
. The amplitude of the

piezoelectric actuation can be, therefore, defined as Apiezo = −M̄piezo/ (EJz).

2.3 Governing equations

In conclusion the final form of the model equations is [7]

ρqA
∂2ux

∂t2
+ βx

∂ux

∂t
+ 2ρqAΩ

∂uz

∂t
+ E′Jz

∂4ux

∂y4
= 0 (3)

ρqA
∂2uz

∂t2
− 2ρqAΩ

∂ux

∂t
+ βz

∂uz

∂t
+ E′Jx

∂4uz

∂y4
= 0 (4)

where in the wide gap case one has βx = 3πη + (3/4) πH
√

2ρaηω and βz = 3πη + (3/4) πW
√

2ρaηω,
whereas in the narrow gap case βx = ηeffW/d and βz = ηeffW

3/d3.

The needed boundary conditions are [7]

ux (0, t) = 0,
∂ux

∂y
(0, t) = 0,

∂2ux

∂y2
(L, t) = Apiezoeiωt,

∂3ux

∂y3
(L, t) = 0 (5)

uz (0, t) = 0,
∂uz

∂y
(0, t) = 0,

∂2uz

∂y2
(L, t) = 0,

∂3uz

∂y3
(L, t) = 0. (6)

The third of conditions (5) is related to the piezoelectric actuation, as discussed above.

3 Dimensional analysis of model equations

The model can be rephrased in a non-dimensional form by considering as fundamental quantities the beam

length L, the excitation frequency ω, and the quartz density ρq. After simple calculations one gets [7]

∂2ũx

∂τ2
+ ζx

Γ

µ

1
ρ1k1

∂ũx

∂τ
+ 2

Ω

ω

∂ũz

∂τ
+

1 + iηs

ρ2
1k

2
1

∂4ũx

∂ỹ4
= 0 (7)

∂2ũz

∂τ2
+ ζz

Γ

µ

1
ρ1k1

∂ũz

∂τ
− 2

Ω

ω

∂ũx

∂τ
+

1 + iηs

ρ2
1k

2
1

µ2∂
4ũz

∂ỹ4
= 0 (8)

where ũx = ux/L, ũz = uz/L, τ = ωt, ỹ = y/L, Γ = µηeffL
2/ (ρqAcrz), µ = ω

(z)
n,1/ω

(x)
n,1 = H/W , ρ1 =

ω/ω
(x)
n,1 and ω

(x)
n,1 is the first natural frequency in the xy plane of the Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam ( k1 =

(1.875104)2
). The resulting expressions for the damping coefficients are in the wide gap design case ζx =

3πχ
[
1 +

(√
2/4

)
µ
(√

ρa/ρq

)
/
(√

Γχ/ρ1k1

)]
and ζz = 3πχ

[
1 +

(√
2/4

) (√
ρa/ρq

)
/
(√

Γχ/ρ1k1

)]
,

with χ = η/ηeff and ρa the air density, while in the narrow gap design case one has ζx = ζ and ζz = ζ3,

with ζ = W/d.

The boundary conditions (5, 6) can be rephrased in dimensionless terms as

ũx (0, τ) = 0,
∂ũx

∂ỹ
(0, τ) = 0,

∂2ũx

∂ỹ2
(1, τ) = ApiezoLeiτ ,

∂3ũx

∂ỹ3
(1, τ) = 0 (9)

ũz (0, τ) = 0,
∂ũz

∂ỹ
(0, τ) = 0,

∂2ũz

∂ỹ2
(1, τ) = 0,

∂3ũz

∂ỹ3
(1, τ) = 0. (10)
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4 Discussion

We will focus the attention on the dynamics of the free end of the beam (ỹ = 1) and characterise the

behaviour of the device comparing the dynamical response of narrow gap case with that of the wide gap

design. Table 1 shows the data utilised in the analysis.

Quantity Value

ηeff 3.3 × 10−7 N s m−2

η 1.8 × 10−5 N s m−2

W 0.45 mm
L 6 mm
d 1 µm
E 7.81 × 1010 N m−2

ρq 2650 kg m−3

V 5 V

Table 1: Data utilised for creating graphics.

4.1 Range of linearity

Fig. 4 shows the dimensionless amplitude of the sense motion

∣∣∣Ũz (1)
∣∣∣ as a function ofΩ, for different values

of ζ and µ and for the two different configurations of the instrument (wide gap and narrow gap designs). In

the wide gap design, as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, the only geometrical parameter that may influence the

relation between |uz| and Ω is µ. Fig. 4b clearly show that when µ = 1, because of a very high coupling
effect, the range of linearity of the instrument is strongly reduced with respect to what is observed for µ = 0.9
or µ = 1.1 (Fig. 4a), and even more if compared to the narrow gap design (Figs. 4c and 4d). The very limited

range of linearity of the wide gap design at µ = 1 is one of the main reason to avoid the square cross section
in practical applications.

The case of the narrow gap design is instead different. Figs. 4c and 4d show indeed that by properly choosing

the free parameter ζ it is possible to adjust the range of linearity of the instrument. In particular, if the

aim of the instrument is to measure high rotation rates then ζ has to be increased. If high precision at low

rotation rates is, instead, important, ζ has to be lowered to achieve the needed improvement of the instrument
sensitivity |uz| /Ω.

4.2 Sensor bandwidth

Here we describe the sensor bandwidth dependence on the mode coupling (i.e. on the beam aspect ratio µ),
in the case the rotation rate Ω (t) to be measured is time-dependent (the bandwidth will be referred to with
the symbol BWΩ(t)). Both the wide and narrow gap designs will be analysed. The bandwidth BWΩ(t) is

evaluated considering the system response to the generic excitation Ω (t) = Ω0 cos (2πfrott) and represents
the maximum extension of the frequency range in which frot must be contained in order to avoid a change
∆Ūz (ỹ, frot) of the amplitude (the so called dynamic error) greater than ±3 dB [15, 16, 7].

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show respectively the bandwidth BWΩ(t) vs. µ relationship and the dynamic error evaluated
at the beam end ∆Ūz (1, frot) vs. frot one, for the wide gap design (dashed line) and for the narrow gap one,

for different values of ζ (continuous lines). As it is possible to see, the bandwidth BWΩ(t) (µ) curves always
have a minimum BWΩ(t)

∣∣
min

for values of the aspect ratio µ which are very close to 1 (for both the models).
The case of the wide gap design, in a narrow band around µ = 1, is reported in the inset of Fig. 5 with the
aim of showing how small BWΩ(t) becomes in these conditions, giving another fundamental reason for not

utilising a square cross section with this design.
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Figure 4: The amplitude - Ω relationship for vertical vibration with ỹ = 1, ρ1 = 1, in the wide gap design
for µ = 0.9, µ = 1.1 (a), µ = 1 (b), and in the narrow gap one for µ = 1 (c) and µ = 1.1 (d).

A much better behaviour is observable in the narrow gap case with µ ≈ 1, if ζ > 100, and, more over, for
any given value of µ, one gets a wider bandwidth by increasing ζ , as expected.

In each curve reported in Fig. 5, two step variations of the BWΩ(t) (µ) dependency can be observed, which
are related to the definition of BWΩ(t) . The amplitude error, indeed, that one obtains by changing the

angular rate frequency frot can be positive or negative. In particular, as shown in Fig. 6a, where µ = 1,
the amplitude Ūz (1, frot) of the output signal got when the rotation rate is harmonic is always smaller than
Ūz (1, 0) obtained with a constant angular rate. If µ is enough far from 1, for the smallest values of frot
the opposite situation takes place: the amplitude error ∆Ūz (1, frot) grows up, at first, till a maximum value

∆Ūz

∣∣
max

is reached (see e.g. Fig. 6c). Afterwards ∆Ūz (1, frot) behaves as a decreasing monotonic function.
Let us now consider the value of µ ≈ 1 for which one has BWΩ(t)

∣∣
min

. In this case ∆Ūz (1, frot) function
does not present any maximum value. Let us then suppose to increase (decrease) µ. Till ∆Ūz

∣∣
max

< +3 dB
[as the case (ζ = 200, µ = 1.06) in Fig. 6c],BWΩ(t) can be got as the solution of∆Ūz (1, frot) =−3 dB and

it does increase with µ increasing (decreasing). When ∆Ūz

∣∣
max

> +3 dB [as the case (ζ = 200, µ = 1.1)
in Fig. 6c], instead, BWΩ(t) becomes the solution of ∆Ūz (1, frot) = +3 dB. The value of µ, namely µright
(µleft), for which ∆Ūz

∣∣
max

is strictly equal to +3 dB is, then, the one for which the BWΩ(t) (µ) function
necessarily presents a step variation.

By means of Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c it is possible to show how the designing procedure of the narrow gap sensor

can be more flexible with respect to the wide gap case, as a result of the possibility offered by the former of

choosing ζ . This parameter, indeed, has a direct impact on the BWΩ(t) of the instrument, as said, but the

importance of a correct ζ choice deserves further considerations. Let us examine Fig. 6b for which µ = 1.1.
The frot range reported is the one corresponding to the whole BWΩ(t) ≈ 600 Hz of the wide gap design
case (which is actually overlapped to the narrow gap one if ζ = 100). In the wide gap design case, indeed,
µ = 1.1 is a good choice, from harmonic rotation bandwidth point of view, in the sense that it is wide enough

for the correct operation of the sensor. Of course, as explained above, the amplitude error∆Ūz (1, frot) grows
monotonically with frot, in the bandwidth, becoming equal to+3 dB at the highest frequencies. Fig. 5 shows,

indeed, that µ = 1.1 is higher than the µright value both in the wide gap case and in the narrow gap case with

ζ = 100. By increasing ζ (see Fig. 6b) one gets a reduced dynamic error for each value of frot in the whole
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Figure 5: BWΩ(t) − µ relationship for the wide gap design (dashed line) and for the narrow gap one (con-

tinuous lines), with ỹ = 1, ρ1 = 1, Ω0 = 1 rad s−1.

range and, in particular, if ζ = 300 the error becomes negligible. This is, of course, related to the fact that

by increasing ζ , one increases the corresponding bandwidth of the instrument. If a bandwidth of 600 Hz
is enough, for the correct operation of the sensor, one, then, can choice ζ with the aim of reducing, in this

range, the dynamic error up to zero. If, on the other side, a stronger signal is requested, one can choice a more

suitable value of µ. In Fig. 6c, is reported e.g. the case µ = 1.06, which is smaller than the corresponding
µright values of the ζ = 200− 250 narrow gap designs. For this value of the aspect ratio µ the error becomes
negligible in the ζ = 250 case, with a stronger output signal with respect to the ζ = 300 one.

The possibility of adjusting ζ represents the main advantage of the narrow gap configuration in comparison

to the wide gap solution.

4.3 An equivalent lumped model

Once the solution of the proposed continuum model is obtained, it can be easily utilised to set the correct

lumped parameters (mass, damping, stiffness and force) of an equivalent two degrees of freedom system. As

already stated above, the estimation of lumped model parameters, often utilized, during design, to describe

the microgyroscope dynamics, is, indeed, typically based on experimental data and the strength of the mod-

eling prediction, hence, is limited by several approximations. The two d.o.f. considered are, in particular,

the drive and sense motions of the free end of the tine, i.e. Uk (L), with k = x in the input motion case

and k = z in the output motion one. In particular the frequency response functions in the two cases can be
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Figure 6: ∆Ūz - frot relationship, for µ = 1 (a), µ = 1.1 (b) and for different values of ζ and µ (c), for

both the wide gap design (dashed lines) and the narrow gap one (continuous lines), with ỹ = 1, ρ1 = 1,
Ω0 = 1 rad s−1.
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written as:

x̃ (ρ1) = α
µ2 − ρ2

1 + i
Qz
µρ1(

1− ρ2
1 + i

Qx
ρ1

)(
µ2 − ρ2

1 + i
Qz
µρ1

)
−

(
2 Ω

ω
(x)
n,1

ρ1

)2 (11)

z̃ (ρ1) = α

−i2 Ω

ω
(x)
n,1

ρ1(
1− ρ2

1 + i
Qx
ρ1

)(
µ2 − ρ2

1 + i
Qz
µρ1

)
−

(
2 Ω

ω
(x)
n,1

ρ1

)2 (12)

where α =
{
|F0eq| /

[
meq,x

(
ω

(x)
n,1

)2
]}

/L and Qx = and Qz = are the quality factors of the two motions,

directly related to the damping coefficients. By introducing the following complex function gk (y):

Uk (y) = gk (y)Uk (L) (13)

when the equality between the continuum model and the lumped one is imposed in terms of total energy and

work done in a cycle, it is possible to evaluate the following non-dimensional equivalent mass and force:

meq,k = ρqA

L∫
0

gk (y)2 dy (14)

F0eq = M̄piezo

[
dgx

dy
(L)

]∗
(15)

where ∗ represents the complex conjugate of the complex quantity. This lumped model is a simple, correct
tool, useful for lighter analyses of several aspects that regards sensor dynamics and design.

5 Conclusions

We have developed an accurate analytical model to describe the dynamics of a double tuning fork quartz

structure microgyroscope. Two designs of the sensor have been considered, different each other for the

measure of the gap between the forks and the substrate. In the former case, the ‘wide gap’ design, the

instrument operates at atmospheric pressure and since the gap is large enough, the presence of the substrate

can be neglected on the evaluation of the drag force due to air viscosity. In the latter case, the ‘narrow

gap’ design, one has a really narrow structure-substrate gap and, hence, since the air damping is strongly

influenced by the height of the gap, the device has to run vacuum-packed to have the output of the instrument

strong enough. In this last case, the viscous damping in the drive (lateral) motion is very different from that

in the sense (squeeze) motion, and this difference is largely affected by the additional geometrical parameter

ζ , which is the ratio between the width of the beam and height of the air gap.

Since the device is supposed to be symmetric, we have studied the behaviour of one of the two beams of the

drive mode, and described it as a 1D continuum elastic body. The mathematical model has been written in a

unified form, which holds for both the designs considered, making possible to compare their performances.

We find out that the narrow gap design is much better than the other one because of the additional design

parameter ζ , which allows the designer to: (i) lower the dynamic error of the instrument, once the bandwidth
is given and (ii) modify the range of the rotating rate where the response of the instrument is linear.

In particular, once the needed amplitude of the sense signal is obtained by choosing the correct air pressure

value, one can regulate ζ to modify the dynamic error of the instrument in a certain bandwidth. Also the

designer has the possibility of adjusting the sensitivity of the instrument by still properly choosing ζ , e.g.
if high rotation rates have to be measured, high ζ-values have to be chosen, whilst if high precision at low
rotation rates is needed, lower damping, i.e. smaller values of ζ , will produce an improvement of sensitivity.
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the design and testing of a differential motion conveyor using a single linear motor 
as a drive. Integrating simulation with physical experiment is an important element in the successful 
design of the conveyor. The experiments and computer simulation explored in this paper are carried out to 
determine the change in behaviour of the material being conveyed, using various excitation profiles, when 
the surface properties of the trough bed are changed. The aim is to identify the system parameters where 
by the material is conveyed most efficiently.   

1. Introduction 
 
Traditional vibratory feeders have been designed using eccentric motors [1] and electromagnetic drives to 
give a shaking motion, ideal for use in sieving and separating. This is not always conducive to simply 
feeding. A different type of vibratory feeder that uses pure horizontal motion and stiction to move product 
[2] has shown to hold benefits over traditional conveyors for this type of process. These conveyors work 
on the principle of slipstick motion. The term slipstick refers to the motion of objects where self-excited 
vibrations occur due to successive slipping and sticking at a frictional interface [3]. Slipstick is present in a 
variety of mechanical systems, however, while most seek to lessen its effects differential motion 
conveyors look to capitalise on them. 
Consumer demand for mass produced food and pharmaceuticals is great. In order to meet this demand 
companies in these industries have needed to increase their factory’s outputs. To do this factories are 
becoming increasingly automated. Manufacturing rates need to be high and the way to meet these rates is 
through automation and the use of machines capable of a high capacity of throughput.  
Conveyors within factories are used to ensure that the machines are fed at the correct rate. They are also 
used to deal with the increased output at the end of the process. The increased size of modern factories 
means that efficiently transporting product around the factory is difficult unless conveyors are utilised. 
Used in the food and pharmaceutical industry, they link machine to machine and process to process 
allowing the production process to flow and a high production rate to be achieved. Larger physical sizes of 
product can be moved at once as the limits on mass and size are much larger than those of a human body.  
Vibratory conveyors in industry are used to sieve, separate and align product. They are particularly 
prominent in factories processing wet, heavy or non-uniform product. For example, cereal is formed into 
flakes from wet pellets. Before the flakes have been formed the pellets are damp and warm. They stick 
together in clumps making the forming of individual flakes difficult. Vibratory conveyors separate the 
pellets, preventing them sticking together, and ensure that the flakes can be formed with minimum 
problems.   
New regulations brought in by the health and safety executive regarding noise levels in the work place, 
specifying that as of 2005 working environments must not exceed 80db [4]. Above this, ear protection 
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must be worn, but all attempts must be made to keep the noise below this, preventing the need for ear 
protection. These regulations have alerted production managers to the need to replace old machinery with 
new quieter machinery. This is what has produced the market gap for a low noise vibratory conveyor. The 
difference in the way differential motion conveyors move product compared to traditional resonance 
conveyors means that they are quieter in operation. 
This project is a Knowledge Transfer Partnership between The University of Northampton and local 
company Arnott Conveyors Ltd. The research completed will be put to use developing a commercially 
successful alternative to vibratory conveyors currently on the market while also furthering the use of 
innovative technology within this industry.  
This paper focuses on the design and testing of a differential motion conveyor using a single linear motor 
as a drive. The aim is to identify the system parameters where by the material is conveyed most 
efficiently. 

2. Simplified Model and Computer Simulation 

A simplified rigid body model has been formulated to predict and analyse the behaviour of an object 
subjected to slipstick motion on a trough of the differential motion conveyor. A number of assumptions 
are made. The material being conveyed is assumed to be a single particle (in reality, it is a number of non-
uniform particles). Thus, as it is a rigid body model it does not take into account the elastic modes of the 
trough and how they might influence the behaviour of the material being conveyed. 
Differential motion conveyors work with a slow forward fast back motion profile. The time taken to move 
a distance forward is longer than the time taken to move the same distance backwards, giving a net 
movement of the particles in the forward direction. The conveying surface is displaced horizontally from 
zero at one speed, and returns at a faster speed. Particles on the conveying surface are subject only to the 
friction horizontal force which is proportional to the resultant normal force with the coefficient of friction 
between the particles and the conveying surface representing the constant of proportionality.  
The computer model is designed to give an insight into how the material will behave on the surface of the 
trough of the conveyor. The aim is to identify the parameters of the system that will have the most 
influence on its behaviour. This should allow for the design of the most efficient profile and conveying 
method. 
The model is based on the principles of slipstick motion [5]. The system with trough T and material of 
mass m is illustrated in Figure 1(a) and a free body diagram of the material during operation is illustrated 
in Figure 1(b).  

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Model of the conveyor trough and material. (b) Free body diagram 
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The resultant differential equation of motion is given as 

mx F= −&&       (1)  

where F is a friction force.  
When the trough moves forward the material being conveyed is in contact with the trough and is acting 
under static friction conditions: S SF F Nμ≤ = , where Sμ is the coefficient of static friction. During this 
phase of motion the mass m will move with the velocity and acceleration of the trough so that 0x v=&  and 

0x V= &&& .  

When the trough moves backward the material loses contact with the surface and is acting under  kinetic 
friction conditions. Thus, 0x v≠&  and the friction force is then expressed as  

0( )KF Nsign x vμ= −&        (2) 

where Kμ denotes the coefficient of kinetic friction, N=mg, with g being the acceleration of gravity, 
represents the normal force, sign(ξ) represents the signum function, defined to have the value 1 for ξ > 0, -
1 for ξ < 0, and 0 for for ξ = 0. Equation of motion (1) can be solved numerically to determine the motion 
of the material on the trough surface.  

The input driving the simulation is the velocity time profile of the trough, )(0 tv . An example of this 
profile is shown in Figure 2. The velocity profile shown in Figure 2(a) is derived from the displacement 
profile shown in Figure 2(b). During the forward movement the trough is covering a distance of 0.04 m in 
200ms giving a slower velocity while on the backward movement the trough is covering the same distance 
in 80ms. The resulting backward velocity is higher but in the opposite direction. 

 
 

Figure 2(a): Velocity time profile, 0v . (b) Displacement time profile 

 

By changing the parameters of )(0 tv  the factors that influence the behaviour of the material most can be 
observed. The results of the simulation conducted with the velocity profiles corresponding to forward 
stroke lengths of 0.04 m and 0.08 m, time 0.28s, a static friction coefficient of 0.7 and a kinetic friction 

(a) 

(b) 
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coefficient of 0.5 are presented in Figure 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The results consist of the 
velocity, )(tx& , and displacement, x(t), of the material being conveyed.  

 
 
 

Figure 3(a): Displacement when stroke length is 0.08m.  
(b) Displacement when stroke length is 0.04m 

 
Operating over the same time period, a larger stroke length will produce a faster conveying speed than a 
shorter stroke length. This is shown in Figure 3 where a 0.08m stroke length produces an overall 
displacement of material of just over 0.1m and a 0.04m stroke length produces an overall displacement of 
just under 0.08m in the same time period. A decrease in the time taken to cover the stroke length will also 
produce a faster conveying speed. The quicker the trough is moved backwards the quicker the material 
will lose contact with the surface minimising any backward movement of the material and so increasing 
the net forward movement. 
The simulation can also highlight the role that friction coefficients have to play in the flow rate. Generally, 
lowering the friction coefficient will increase the flow rate. This statement only becomes untrue when the 
friction coefficients are so low that the material behaves under kinetic friction conditions on both the 
forward and backward movement of the trough. If this is the case the net forward movement of the 
material is reduced.     

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4: Displacement/ velocity time plot for low friction material 

 
 

Figure 5: Displacement/ velocity time plot for high friction material 

Shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are, the velocity of the material being conveyed (red), the displacement of 
the material being conveyed (blue) and the velocity of the trough (green). Comparing the low friction 
material (µs =0.21, µk =0.16) in Figure 4 to the high friction material (µs =0.5, µk =0.43) in Figure 5, 
the effects friction coefficients have on the displacement characteristics of the material are evident. In the 
same period of time the low friction material covers a distance of 0.17m while the high friction material 
covers a distance of 0.055m. Under low friction conditions the product loses contact with the trough 
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almost instantaneously at the transition between the forward and backward movement (see Figure 4).  
High friction conditions mean the material being conveyed will stay in contact with the trough at the 
beginning of the back stroke (see Figure 5). This will prevent the material from travelling the full length of 
the stroke for each movement and will slow down the flow rate. 
What is shown from the simulation is that the material displacement and conveying efficiency of the 
system depend on a range of parameters. Within the profile, the stroke length, time durations and 
frequency are the most influential. The most critical external influence is the friction coefficients between 
the trough and the material. While these can not be altered it is important to take them into consideration 
when designing the trough. 

3. Physical Prototype 

The majority of differential motion conveyors use eccentric motion drives coupled with pivoting legs to 
achieve the desired slow forward fast backward motion. This means that the trough follows an arc rather 
than a purely horizontal path. The design of the drive means that the control of the conveyor is limited. In 
order to change the parameters of stroke length, time and frequency that were discussed previously the 
conveyor must be stopped and the eccentric weights within the motor physically moved.  
Linear motors have been used in this project to overcome these problems and ensure that the level of 
control of the conveyor is increased and the trough follows a purely horizontal path. Figure 6 illustrates 
how the linear motor is connected to the controller and peripheral devices while Figure 7 shows the 
physical prototype. 

 

 

Figure 6: Block diagram of prototype 
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Figure 7: Physical prototype with linear motor 

The prototype consists of an OMRON linear motor (peak force of 600N, rated force 280N) fixed to an 
aluminium base that can be adjusted to change the angle the motor sits at relative to the floor. The 
magnetic track of the motor is stationary on the base and the coil moves on linear bearings. The trough is 
attached to the coil of the motor by way of a bolted flange.  This ensures that the motion of the motor is 
directly translated to the trough without any mechanical linkages. The linear motor is controlled by an 
XtraDrive servo drive. The linear encoder running in parallel with the linear motor provides a feedback 
loop into the controller. A personal computer is connected by a serial converter to the servo drive which in 
turn is connected to the linear motor. Alterations are made to the profile on the personal computer before 
being transferred to the linear motor.  

4. Experimental Tests 

4.1 Comparisons of Simulation Results and Experimental Results 

The simulation was designed to run from a user defined profile generated in MATLAB. However, the 
linear motor allows for data to be taken from it and entered into the simulation as the driving velocity 
profile )(0 tv  . Comparisons can then be made between the simulation and the physical prototype. Figure 7 
shows )(0 tv as generated by the linear motor.  

Trough 

Linear Bearings 
Linear Motor 

Base 
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Figure 8: Linear motor velocity time profile 

 

 

Figure 9: Displacement of material, )(0 tv generated from linear motor   

Using the velocity time profile shown in Figure 8, the simulation predicts that the material (cereal, µs 
=0.33, µk =0.27) will take 9 seconds to cover the 1.5 m length of the trough (see Figure 9). The same 
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experiment was carried out on the physical prototype. The results are shown in Table 2. It takes 12.4 
seconds for the material on the physical prototype to cover the same distance. 
The most accurate representation of the simulation that can be set up on the physical prototype is to 
convey a single piece of material. The assumption made in the model that the material is a single particle 
is therefore correct and the behaviour observed when multiple particles are conveyed is disregarded. A 
single M16 stainless steel nut (µs =0.4, µk =0.3) was used for this test. The simulation predicted the nut 
would cover the length of the conveyor in 10 seconds. In reality the nut was conveyed the length of the 
trough in 10.39 seconds.  
The assumptions made in the model effect the accuracy of the simulation. When used to predict the 
behaviour of a single particle the simulation is relatively accurate. When used for predicting the behaviour 
of multiple particles it becomes less accurate, predicting a faster rate of displacement than in reality. Used 
in this scenario, the simulation can predict the most influential factors but cannot give an exact 
representation of how the material is going to behave. The difference is not so marked as to prevent the 
simulation being useful but the reduced speed of the prototype must be taken into account.  
The simulation is a rigid body model and thus overlooks the elastic modes of the system. These were 
investigated through FEM modelling and the two most influential modes are illustrated in Figure 10. 
These modes are not activated by the trough’s motion as it operates at below 5 Hz and the first mode 
occurs above 10 Hz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: (a) 1st Elastic mode of trough (b) 2nd Elastic mode of trough 

4.2 Profile Tests 

Tests to convey granular material (cereal) were conducted in order to assess the performance of the 
conveyor. Table 1 describes the different profiles that were used in the tests, where profile 1 is based on 
FMC Corporations displacement time profile [6]. The linear motor allows for the displacement and the 
time in which the displacement is covered to be altered. 

  

(a) (b)
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MOTION PROFILE DESCRIPTION 

1 Displacement = 40mm, Forward Movement Time = 200ms,  

Backward Movement Time = 80ms, No Delay 

2 Displacement = 40mm, Forward Movement Time = 200ms,  

Backward Movement Time = 80ms, Delay = 100ms 

3 Displacement = 40mm, Forward Movement Time = 200ms,  

Backward Movement Time = 80ms, Delay = 50ms 

4 Displacement = 40mm, Forward Movement Time = 200ms,  

Backward Movement Time = 80ms, Delay = 25ms 

 

Table 1: Test Profiles 

Running the motor under the conditions of profile 1 (see Figure 8) highlighted the material behaviour that 
was not accounted for in the simplified model and could not be evident from the simulation. The product 
on the bare trough tends to spread out before moving and does not cover the complete stroke length. The 
material continues to act under kinetic friction at the beginning of the forward movement preventing it 
from covering the complete distance. Heavier materials display a faster conveying speed than lighter 
materials because they come to rest quicker, therefore travelling a greater proportion of the distance. In 
order to ensure that the lighter products travel the whole stroke length they must come to rest before the 
start of the following stroke. This is achieved by inserting a delay between the end of the backward 
movement and the start of the following movement. The length of the delay is dependant on the product 
being moved. If the delay is too short the product will display slip as discussed above, if it is too long the 
product will be at rest longer than necessary and the conveying speed will be decreased rather than 
increased. The motion profiles described in Table 1 were used throughout the prototype experiments.  
The motion profile is altered each time by inserting a delay of various lengths. The success of the profile is 
gauged on the time taken for the material to cover the full 1.5 m length of the trough. 
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MOTION PROFILE TIME TAKEN TO CONVEY MATERIAL (s) 

1 12.4 

2 11.93 

3 10.56 

4 10.78 

 

Table 2: Profile Tests. 

Table 2 shows the difference the addition of a delay makes to the displacement rate. Time is measured as 
how long it takes for the material being conveyed to travel 1.5m. The 25ms delay in profile 4 is not long 
enough to allow the product to come to rest, while 100ms in profile 2 sees the product is at rest for longer 
than necessary. For the product used in this experiment profile 3, 50ms delay time, is the most successful.  
This experiment was only carried out using a small amount of product in the trough. With the trough full 
of product (3 inches deep) the way in which the product moves is different. The interactions between 
particles are different compared to when there is only a small amount of product. The particles at the back 
push the particles at the front forward and off the end of the trough as well as preventing the particles from 
spreading out.  
The results from the simulation and the prototype are combined to give the optimum running conditions 
for the conveyor. To run the conveyor at its most efficient the profile should be adapted for the material 
which is being conveyed on it. However, it is not possible to specify a profile for all materials that are 
likely to be conveyed. The best way to overcome this is to design a basic profile for different categories of 
product that can be adapted by the final user to suit the exact grade of material being conveyed.  

4.3 Friction Tests 

The simulation demonstrated that the friction between the trough surface and the material being conveyed 
influenced the conveying speed (see Figures 3 and 4). A similar test was run on the physical prototype. 
The surface of the trough was changed to display varying friction coefficients from low friction carbon 
fibre reinforced plastic (μs=0.3) to high friction rough sandpaper (μs =0.73).  The test was run using cereal 
as the material being conveyed. The results are shown in Table 3.  
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MOTION PROFILE SURFACE TIME (s) 
1 CFRP 

μs=0.3 
12.4 

1 SILICONE RUBBER 
μs =0.45 

+25  

1 SMOOTH SANDPAPER 
μs =0.56 

+25 

1 ROUGH SANDPAPER 
μs =0.73 

+25 

 

Table 3: Surface Friction Tests 

Only the Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) surface allows the trough to be cleared in less than 25 
seconds. The higher friction surfaces prevent the particles from sliding along the trough. They stay in 
contact with the trough on both the backward motion and the forward motion. Therefore, the net 
movement of the particles is small.  

5. Summary and Conclusions 

This paper has discussed the key factors influencing the conveying of granular material using a differential 
motion conveyor with a periodically forced trough. A computer simulation has been conducted and a 
physical prototype with linear motor discussed.  
It has been shown that there is an optimum profile to follow in order for conveying to be as efficient as 
possible. Different products behave differently and therefore need different profiles. If the wrong profile is 
used it can lead to the product slipping or resting and the resulting conveying speed being decreased. 
Future work will include developing a more accurate simulation model to predict the behaviour of the 
material on the trough. The model should accommodate the interactions between the particles in the 
conveying material. It could then be used to pre-empt what profile should be used without the need for 
physical testing. However, some more effort would have to be put into providing accurate material 
properties for the product to be conveyed. 
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Modal synthesis using accelerated modal summations 
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2 Algebraic reduction 

2.1  Introduction 
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2.2  Equivalent stiffness and mass matrices 
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2.3  100-mass chain example 
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3 Fixed interface modal reduction of the Craig-Brampton type 

3.1  Introduction 
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Figure 4 : Organization of Craig-Brampton reductions 
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3.2  Fixed interface modal analysis 
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3.3  Modal reactions and mass coupling terms 
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c) contribution of "ω2−  to  the unknown mass and stiffness operators 
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3.4  Equivalent stiffness and mass matrices 
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3.5 100-mass chain example 
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4 Free interface modal reduction of the Mac Neal type 

4.1  Introduction 
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4.2 Free interface modal analysis 
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4.3 Taylor-Laurent expansions  
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4.4  Equivalent stiffness and mass matrices with examples 
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Abstract 
In cars, the vibratory behaviour of components attached to the chassis (host structure) has to be predicted 
from the behaviours of the components and the host structure considered separately. Among others, forces 
entering the host system, induced by a component, are of great interest for vibratory and acoustic reasons. 
To this end, the component is first tested on a test bench and then the forces entering the host structure are 
deduced by matricial calculation from those entering the test bench. In a technological configuration, in 
which modelling is difficult, all the necessary matrices are measured. The aim here is to estimate how 
precise the different types of measurements (in particular the inertance of the isolated component) need to 
be in order for the prediction to satisfy a given degree of precision. The component under study is a fan 
system. 

1 Introduction 

The prediction of forces entering a deformable host structure, to which an excited vibratory sub-system is 
attached, rests on measurements of forces entering a rigid host structure (called marble or test bench) to 
which the same sub-system is attached. Within the framework of linear vibrations, the predictive approach 
(in the frequency domain) consists in modifying the forces entering the marble by taking into account the 
inertance matrices of the isolated sub-system, of the host structure and of the stiffness matrix, which 
reveals the interface between sub-system and host structure. This method, related to the more general 
substructuration process, which uses frequency response functions (FRF) is quite simple in its principle 
and today thoroughly analysed [1,2,3]. However, the application of the method to complex technological 
objects is not very well mastered in particular due to the difficult and/or incomplete characterisation of the 
vibratory systems by their FRF leading to impedance (ratio force/velocity) or inertance (ratio 
acceleration/force) matrices. In these conditions, perfect prediction cannot be obtained and errors on the 
calculated forces entering the host structure are expected. The question is to define what degree of error is 
acceptable on the inertance matrices, on the stiffness matrix and on the measured forces entering the 
marble to be sure that errors on the predicted forces are limited to a given value. We focus here on the 
influence of some parameters contained in the inertance matrix of the isolated sub-system. The 
technological configuration is that of a fan system (the sub-system) attached to the front end of a car (the 
host structure) [4]. Given this particular configuration, the results are not generalizable, unlike the 
approach.  
The content of this communication corresponds to the commitment made in the abstract sent. However, 
following the work carried out on the subject, the influence now envisaged is that of the sub-system 
inertance matrix mY  and not that of the stiffness matrix K . Moreover, the development of the 
presentation differs from what was announced in the abstract. 
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2 Objective 

Identifying the sensitivity of a function to its variable x , when the derivative is not available analytically, 
consists in drawing the graph ( )f x . For the end in view here, the function is a vector a , the variable a 
matrix A , making a graph with abscissa and ordinate meaningless, but to draw norm a  (in the 

2L sense) versus norm A .  

However, the notion of function disappears since different matrices A  could share the same norm still 
leading to vectors a  of distinct values (moreover, but this time without consequence for the notion of 
function, identical norms a  may arise from various vectors a  related to distinct matrices A  with 
distinct norms). The notion of cloud replaces that of function.  

Besides, random variations of A  around a reference matrix refA  to obtain variations of a  around 

reference vector refa  do not necessarily have a physical reason to exist. But matrix A  will be broken 
down into a matrix with modal shapes (also said to be made up of shape coefficients at response degrees 
of freedom, DOF), a matrix linked to the modes excited (also said to be made up of mode shape 
coefficients at reference DOF), and a diagonal matrix Λ  containing, among other, eigenvalues and modal 
amplitudes through mode norms. In the technological configuration under study, modal shapes are not 
expected to vary conversely to eigenvalues and modal amplitudes harboured in Λ (impulse excitation via 
a hammer to generate accelerations could be the main cause of these variations). Under such a hypothesis, 
only matrix Λ is liable to vary and its norm is now that of the vector made up of the diagonal components. 
The question of sensitivity is now considered via the study of the clouds of points ( , )diag aΛ .  

A flat cloud shows a weak sensitivity (and thus a great robustness of a  with regard to errors in diagΛ ), 

and a cloud which extends vertically (along the ordinate axis) could reveal an ill-posed problem due to 
abnormal sensitivity of the function to its variable. Between these extremes, the goal is to identify the 
acceptable errors on diagΛ  in order to satisfy a given tolerance on a . Nevertheless, it will appear that 

values diagΛ  outside the acceptable interval could satisfy the precision constraint in a , leading to the 

conclusion being sufficient but not necessary. Also, according to the cloud obtained, the conclusion has a 
statistical meaning only. 

3 Recall of the formulation, the configuration under study and the 
results obtained 

A vibratory sub-structure is submitted to an external force exf  (figure 1). First, this structure is attached 
by elastic suspension to a infinitely rigid host structure, called marble or test bench. The suspension 
stiffnesses are written in a matricial form in matrix K (the corresponding inertance matrix is 2 1ω −− K ). 
Efforts due to the sub-system and applied to the marble where the suspensions are attached, are grouped in 
vector b∞f . Second, with the sub-system now attached to the deformable host structure, the inertance 
matrix of which is called cY , efforts entering the host structure are written in vector form cf . Inertance 
matrix mY  characterizes the isolated sub-structure. Within the framework of linear vibration and 
neglecting the effects of rotations and momenta, it has been established that vector cf  can be predicted 
from efforts b∞f  given matrices K , cY  and mY  via  
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(b) (c) 

                                 2 1 1 2 1[ ] .[ ].c m c m bω ω− − −
∞= − + + − +f K Y Y K Y f   noted  .c b∞=f M f .                 (1) 

 
In fact, both terms of equation 2 1 2 1[ ]. [ ].m c c m bω ω− −

∞− + + = − +K Y Y f K Y f  express the excitation exf  
transferred to the points attached to the host structure; this transferred force is characteristic of the sub-
system, thus independent of the host structure, whether marble or deformable structure. 

Presently, the influence of matrix mY  on predicted efforts cf  is studied, all other quantities being given.  
Besides, equation (1) results in   

 
                                    2 1.( ) .( ) .m c b c b c cω −

∞ ∞− = − −Y f f K f f Y f   noted  .m =Y a b ,                            (2) 
 
a useful relation for identifying some terms of mY  when cf  is known. All matrices quoted have 
dimensions xI J  where I is the number of components in the acceleration vector and J  that in the vector 
effort. Here =I J and matrices are square.  
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Elementary configuration with two deformable beam structures attached via suspensions.  The beam 
playing the role of sub-system is submitted to force exf . The beam below plays the role of host structure. 

Figure 2 shows the real configuration under study: a fan system (GMV to cool the engine, as sub-system) 
installed at the front of a vehicle (the host structure). Two measurements of the fan system inertance 
matrix have been made: a first, straightforward to obtain matrix 

1mY , a second with greater care to obtain 

matrix 
2mY . 

 

   

Figure 2. The fan cooling system configuration with measurement set up to access entering efforts on test bench (a). 
Point TL (b). Point BL (c). 

To measure 
1mY , the fan system is set up using three straps to reproduce free conditions. The highest rigid 

body mode frequency is 5.76 Hz whereas the lowest structural mode frequency is 15 Hz: rigid body modes 
may interfere with structural mode in the measured frequency bandwidth. To improve these free 
conditions and to lower the highest rigid body mode frequency, only two straps are used to set up the fan 
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BL BR 
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system for the measurement of 
2mY . In this case, the highest rigid body mode frequency is equal to 2.14 

Hz and does not interfere with the structural mode. A second difference between the two sets of 
measurements is the frequency resolution: in the first case, it is equal to 1 Hz and in the second a more 
precise resolution of 0.25 Hz is used. Finally, the main difference lies in the relative positions of the 
accelerometers and the applied forces. Figures 3(a), 3(b) show accelerometers mounted at top points (TR 
and TL) and bottom points (BR and BL) for the measurement of 

1mY  and 
2mY  respectively. At the bottom, 

the force application points differ between the two sets of measurements: for 
1mY , forces are applied in the 

three directions on the cylindrical part protruding from the subsystem, whereas for measuring 
2mY , impact 

forces in x and y directions are applied on the surface where accelerometers are mounted. At top points, 
for 

1mY , the accelerations and impact forces are not measured at exactly the same points: the 
accelerometers are glued on a screw underneath the structure whereas impact forces are applied in the 
three directions on a small plastic cube glued to the top of the structure. An improvement in the set-up is 
made for 

2mY measurement whereby accelerometers are glued to the plastic cube where impact forces are 
applied. With this set-up, inertance matrix reciprocity is obtained even for local inertances: for example    
γ BR y / fBR x = γ BR x / fBR y. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Set-up for inertance measurements on the fan system: (a) Ym1, (b) Ym2. 

Some graphs (figure 4) present the efforts contained in vector cf . They results from measurements (
mescf ) 

and from predictions using matrices 
1mY  and 

2mY  (respectively predictions 
1c

f  and 
2cf ).   
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Figure 4. Example of effort components in cf  measured and predicted (⎯
mescf ; …

1c
f ; ---

2cf ) at point TR in 
direction x, at point BR in direction y and at point TL in direction z. 
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4 Modal analysis of the sub-system inertance matrix 

When considering a second order vibratory structure such as a transversally vibrating string or a 
longitudinally excited beam, a single point force f  applied at jx  leads to displacement (or a kinematic 
quantity) classically expresses through a modal series  

2 2

*
2 2 2 2

1( , ( ))  ( ) ( ), ( )
( )

.. ..
1 1 ( ) ( ), ( ) .. ( ) .. ( )

( ) ( )
..

..

j m j m projection
m m m

M

m j m m m jprojection
m m m m m

u x f x x f x x
k k

x f x x x f x
k k k k

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ

∞

=
Λ −

⎡ ⎤
⎧ ⎫⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥≈ = ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥Λ − Λ − ⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎩ ⎭

⎣ ⎦

∑

∑
(3) 

where the orthogonal modes ( )m xϕ , their norm mΛ , and the eigenwavenumbers mk  originate from the 
spectral operator. For a finite number of receiving points where displacements (or accelerations) are 
measured and for a finite number of point forces jf  at jx  written ( ) ( )j j jf x f x xδ= − , we obtain 

* *
2 2

..... ..
1.. ( , ( )) .. .. ( ) .. .. ( ) .. . .

( )
... ....

ji j j m i m j
n m

u x f x x f x
k k

ϕ ϕ

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫ ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= =⎨ ⎬ ⎢ ⎨ ⎬ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Λ −⎪ ⎪ ⎢ ⎪ ⎪ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎩ ⎭ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

A BΛ       (4) 

with the matrices of modal shapes, of eigenwavenumbers and mode norms, and of excited modes. Matrix 

*B is also written *

... ...
... ( ) ...

... ...
jm jx fϕ

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫
⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥

⎨ ⎬ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

.  

For applied forces of unity value, the acceleration matrix is mY  and *. .m
IxM MxM MxJIxJ

Y = A BΛ  with M I≤  and, 

for the present configuration I J= . The fan cooling system is attached to the front end of the car via four 
points and 12I J= = . The number of modes observed in a frequency range slightly greater than the 
range of interest [10 Hz, 50 Hz] thanks to the modal analysis will be 7M =  modes.  
Matrix mY  is broken down using the modal analysis module of the LMS software Testlab 8B [5]. Figure 5 
compares the measured FRF and those reconstructed from the modal analysis results; they are in a very 
good agreement. However source (applied forces) and receiving points are located at the boundary of the 
fan system and the modal shapes obtained lack information between these points making interpretation 
delicate.  
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Figure 5. A few terms of matrix 2mY  measured (⎯), analysed by the LMS software Testlab 8B and synthesised (---); 
the FRF are well reconstructed. 

5 Dispersion on components of the diagonal matrix and 
consequences on the dispersion of the predicted forces 

The LMS software Testlab 8B seems designed to provide matrices A  and *B  but not the diagonal matrix 
Λ . To identify it, the procedure starting from *. .m =Y A BΛ  and resulting in 

* 1 * * 1( . ) . . . .( . )m
− − =A A A Y B B B Λ  did not lead to a diagonal matrix. However, the previous elementary 

modal analysis shows that matrix *B  should be the transpose-conjugate of A  and, indeed, the matrix Λ  
obtained through * 1 * * 1( . ) . . . .( . )m

− − =A A A Y A A A Λ  is not perfectly diagonal but, with a certain tolerance, 
can be considered as such. Had we dealt with synthesised rather than measured mY , it is likely that the 
diagonal character would have been enhanced. However a remark must be made : the modal analysis is 
carried out by the software by adapting extra-parameters, called residues, and the sobriety of the 
formulation proposed above is no longer respected. In these conditions, it is expected that the synthesis 
without adapting the residues would be more likely to provide a diagonal matrix Λ . Nevertheless, 
ascertaining the acceptable diagonal character of the identified matrix allows to be confident that the 
matrix of mode shapes probably does deserve its name and this information is the key to access a perfectly 
diagonal matrix Λ , as will be shown.  

With a view to observe the influence of inertance matrix mY  on predictions cf , a hypothesis is made : 
errors in the matrices are not due to the modal shapes but to the eigenfrequencies, possibly also to the 
modal amplitudes via the modal norms and, thus, only matrix Λ  is responsible for errors on mY . This 
hypothesis is confirmed by the graphs shown in figure 6. It is thus decided to use the average value of 
these shapes throughout the remaining procedure. From now on, the work continues with matrix A , 
average of matrices 1A  and 2A  provided by the LMS software applied to measured matrices 

1mY and 
2mY .  
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Figure 6. Comparison between 1A (---), 2A (-.), and A (─) for a few modal shapes of mY . 

In the present context, there is a way to identify Λ  and compel it to be diagonal thanks to equality 
.m =Y a b  arising from 2 1.( ) .( ) .m c b c b c cω −

∞ ∞− = − −Y f f K f f Y f  (eq. 2) when predictions cf , obtained 
via the measured matrices mY  inserted in (1), are available. Diagonal matrix Λ  is accessible in a certain 
sense.  

Indeed, *. . . .m = =
c

Y a A B a bΛ  results in * *. . . .=
e

A A c A bΛ  and leads to 

                                                        * 1 *. ) . .( −=e A A A b                                                            (5) 

which is the optimal solution opte  of the minimisation algorithm 2min . −
e

A e b  . The accessible matrix 

Λ  is in fact optΛ  and mY  is replaced by opt
mY . Predicted forces are now opt

cf  and no longer cf .  

It must be emphazised that such an action may also understood as opt
mY  solution of 

2
min .

m
m −

Y
Y a b  and  

opt
cf , solution of 

2
min .

c

opt
c b∞−

f
M f f  with 2 1 1 2 1[ ] .[ ]opt opt opt

m m cω ω− − −= − + − + +M K Y K Y Y   (eq. 1).  

In fact this solution is .opt opt
c b∞=f M f .  

So, thanks to available predictions 
1cf  and 

2cf , matrices 1
optΛ  and 2

optΛ  are identified; they lead to vectors 

1

opt
cf  and 

2

opt
cf , ideally very close to 

1cf  and 
2cf . Moreover,  

mescf  results in opt
mesΛ  and in 

mes

opt
cf , and the 

couple ( , )
mes

opt opt
mes cfΛ  constitutes the reference configuration around which the variations will occur to give 

couples ( , )opt opt
cfΛ . The graph of these couples is obtained in terms of vector norms (as matrices Λ  are 

diagonal).  

Figure 7 shows curves opt
cf  and cf  according to frequency for the measurement and the two 

predictions. The relatively good similitude between curves allows us to gain a degree of confidence in the 
capacity of the procedure to obtain opt

cf . The weak amplitude of norms in the very low frequency range 

must be noted.  
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Figure 7. Graphs  opt
cf  and cf  versus frequency for the measurement and the two predictions  

Figure 8 shows a few clouds at various frequencies obtained by disturbing Λ  randomly in the vicinity of 
opt
mesΛ . The graphs also give an indication of the location of efforts opt

cf  (their norm) with regard to that of 

efforts cf  (while opt
cf  corresponds to optΛ , cf  is arbitrarily located at the abscissa optΛ  

originating from cf ) ; the proximity generally observed (see also figure 7),  indicates that the method 

used is, to a certain extent, valid. 
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Figure 8. A few clouds ( , )cfΛ at various frequencies. Some are valid, others are not. 

6 Use of the cloud shapes 

The clouds obtained (figure 8) by our approach have shapes clustering around the reference point. 

At 12 Hz, the cloud is valid as the three optimal norms 
1 2

, ,
mes

opt opt opt
c c cf f f  are respectively close to 

their corresponding original norms 
1 2

, ,
mesc c cf f f  leading us to suppose that 

,1,2mes

opt
cΛ  arising from 

the least mean square procedure are close to
,1,2mescΛ . The vertical aspect of the cloud around the 

reference point ( , )
mes

opt opt
mes cfΛ  indicates how greatly the prediction is sensitive to the variable. Point 
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11( , )opt opt
cfΛ  obtained from the simple measurement 

1mY  and point 
22( , )opt opt

cΛ f  associated with the 

measurements taken with care, giving 
2mY , are both outside the present cloud and it is noticeable that 

2
optΛ  is closer to opt

mesΛ  than 1
optΛ . Nevertheless the corresponding values 

1

opt
cf  and 

2

opt
cf  are 

within the permissible interval of force norms; this illustrates the sufficient but not necessary condition on 
Λ  for the efforts cf  to be within a given interval.  

At 22 Hz, the distance between 
1c

f  and 
1

opt
cf  does not inspire great confidence in the cloud. This 

distance is already visible in figure 7. Despite the doubt regarding the validity of the cloud, its vertical 
form gives information. Here again 2

optΛ  is closer to opt
mesΛ  than 1

optΛ .  

At 30 Hz, visualizing the graphs globally and accepting a statistical point of view, the relative variations 
of Λ  and of cf  present the same order of magnitude. To draw such an approximate conclusion, only 
the denser part of the cloud is considered; in the present case the denser part is almost the whole cloud 
itself. It is true that the method is relatively subjective, but, as mentioned previously, the interpretation of 
the cloud can only be statistical. Looking at the graph where variations are around 5%, point 

11( , )opt opt
cΛ f  is located beyond the acceptable limit; on the contrary, point 

22( , )opt opt
cΛ f  is located 

beyond the acceptable limit along the ordinates only, while it is well located along the abscissa. When 
considering variations of 10%, point 

11( , )opt opt
cΛ f  is not within the permissible limit unlike point 

22( , )opt opt
cΛ f . Matrix 

2mY , measured with great precision helped to improve the situation. With 

variations of 20% (figure 8, where the possible interval is 30%, but where the denser part of the cloud is 
lesser), both points are within acceptable limits and the « simply » measured 

1mY  is sufficient to satisfy the 

required precision on cf .  

At 37 Hz, the cloud is valid and its horizontal form indicates a weak sensitivity of prediction to parameter 

mY . As before 2
optΛ  is closer to opt

mesΛ  than 1
optΛ .  

At 40 Hz, even if the norms 
1c

f  and 
1

opt
cf  are not as close to each other as before (see also figure 7), 

the graph could be considered as almost valid. The same analysis leads to relative variations of cf  being 

around half those of Λ . Here, the precise measurements giving 
2mY  lead to 2

optΛ  which is, this time, 

not closer to the reference value opt
mesΛ  than 1

optΛ .  

At 42 Hz, the graphs, which are valid, show a relative variation of cf  almost a third of those of Λ , 
and thus less sensitivity to the parameter. The more precise measurement gives a value closer to the 
reference value than the simpler measurement does, but they are outside the limits without leading to 
unacceptable cf  (cf. sufficient and not necessary conditions). The denser part of the cloud is not as well 
defined as previously.  
Finally, at 45 Hz and 48 Hz, the graphs are not valid, which could have been anticipated from figure 7 
where it is clear that there are some risks in considering the least mean square procedure to identify matrix 
Λ . It is noticeable that the more precise measurement for mY  does not lead to a clear advantage. The 

rectangular form of the cloud, vertical, would have given a clear ratio between the percentage on Λ  

band the percentage on cf , were the cloud valid.  
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Beyond cloud analysis, the present study proposes a protocol to determine whether (or not) to further 
develop the inertance matrix mY . For example the steps could be as follows:  

a/ implement various simple measurements of mY  to be confident in an acceptable reproducibility ; 

b/ predict cf  and calculate A  ; 

c/ extract opt
mY  and opt

cf  and regard them as reference set refY  and 
refcf  ; 

d/ build the clouds ; 

e/ a horizontal shape results in an robustness of cf  to Λ  and there is no need to deepen the parameter 

further; a vertical shape argues in favour of improving the measurements of mY  although the benefits 
could be uncertain ; between these two extremes, the same study should be carried out with other 
parameters in order to prioritize the work needed to obtain more precise predictions.  

7 Conclusion 

To tackle the question of robustness of predicted forces entering a host structure in the presence of 
erroneous data, only the influence of the inertance matrix of the subsystem attached to the host structure 
has been studied. The hypothesis concerned the modal shape of the subsystem clearly identified and 
unlikely to vary, while modal amplitudes (through mode norms) and eigenfrequencies may be subject to 
errors. Moreover, quantifying the parameter variations and the entering forces is a particular way to 
approach the problem.  
Within this framework, and for the technological object of the fan system attached to the front end of a 
car, it appears (as expected) that the dispersion on the entering forces due to the parameters is greatly 
dependant of the frequency. In the very low frequency range (12 to 40 Hz), the approach envisaged seems 
adequate unlike in higher frequencies (45 and 48 Hz). For some frequencies cf  is almost unaffected by 

parameter Λ ; for others, errors on the variable are almost totally repercuted on the prediction. 
Nevertheless, the conclusions only have a statistical sense.  

Concerning the parameter, it has been noted that measured inertance matrices 
1mY  and 

2mY  lead to the 

values 1,2
optΛ  near that of reference, but very precise measurement, often closer to the reference one, does 

not always show a significant advantage compared to the more simple measurements. This is an important 
observation since it could discourage, in the present framework, from spending too much time on the 
inertance matrix measurement. At this level of precision, it is likely that the shortcomings of the vibratory 
model (in particular, that it does not take into consideration rotations and momenta [6]), could be of 
greater influence that the FRF measurements. 

The results obtained have shown the sensitivity of cf  to Λ  but in no way indicate how to improve 

Λ  to reach a given accuracy on cf . For example, what means are available to be more precise 
regarding the eigenfrequencies in the FRF? Envisaging a finer temporal and frequential sampling at the 
data recording stage could be a part of the answer, leading to more care being taken with the processing 
than with the measurements themselves.  
This presentation has privileged analysis by frequency. The minimisation problem (eq. 5) could have been 
presented not only by considering the attach points but also all the frequencies within the range of interest.  
The conclusions brought are valid only for the particular application under study, for the chosen parameter 
and for how to characterize it. Such a restricted framework in no way allows any generalization. On the 
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contrary, this approach to the problem requires further applications if we are to gain confidence in the 
general use of the protocol presented here.  
Finally, it should be mentioned that the question of results dispersion could enable the quantification of 
the quality of prediction but not the prediction itself [7,8]. This point is a difficulty which remains to be 
solved. 
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Abstract 
 

Usually the dynamic performance of a complex structure like a gear transmission system is evaluated with 

lumped mass models and the effect of the flexibility of the casing is neglected or roughly approximated 

though it can be important as in the case of aircraft applications. In this work the dynamic behaviour of a 

simplified model of a gearbox made of two gears, two shafts and a thin-walled box was simulated taking into 

account the flexibility of the casing by means of Component Modal Synthesis (CMS). A procedure that 

combines FEM modelling, Component Modal Synthesis (CMS), and dynamic simulation in the Simulink 

environment was developed in order to determine the dynamic behaviour of the whole transmission system 

in steady state conditions and the dynamic overloads in case of transients with a reduced number of degrees 

of freedom. It is also possible to simulate the typical non-linearities related to gear meshing including non 

linear elements in the Simulink model. 

1 Introduction 

The different accessories of an aircraft engine are usually driven by a gearbox. The irregular behaviour of 

one of these accessories (i.e. failure, seizure) can generate a series of dynamic overloads on the components 

of the transmission system itself. Such overloads are transient phenomena that diminish rapidly but they can 

cause failures in other components, jeopardizing the functionality of the gearbox with consequences that can 

be catastrophic for the aircraft. It is very important that such events and their consequences can be foreseen, 

thus an accurate modelling and simulation is essential. However, since aircraft transmissions have the 

peculiar characteristics of light structures, relatively low flexural natural frequencies of all components 

including the casing, the system dynamic model cannot neglect any of these components because they all 

affect its dynamic performance. 

In the literature a number of papers on mathematical models to simulate the operation of gears can be found, 

from simple dynamic factor models to complex geared rotor dynamics models. For a review refer to [1]. 

Usually the gearbox is modelled by a lumped parameter technique, considering lumped inertia and stiffness 

of the different components of the gearbox [2,3] and as regards gears in most cases only the rotational degree 

of freedom is considered. The effect of the casing flexibility has been taken into account in simple 

configurations [4]. Then a dynamic analysis in the time domain is carried out to determine the time history of 

the torque transmitted to every gearbox component. 

In the last decade in order to investigate the acoustic emission of gearboxes with acceptable computational 

effort, the Component Modal Synthesis (CMS) technique has been employed [5,6] to reduce the number of 
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degrees of freedom of the system. In this paper an integrated procedure that combines FEM modelling, CMS, 

and dynamic simulation in the Simulink environment was developed in order to determine the dynamic 

behaviour of the whole transmission. The feasibility of the proposed methodology, devised for complex 

structures, was verified on a simple transmission system and a preliminary investigation was carried out on 

the effects of the gearbox casing flexibility.  

2 Component Modal Synthesis 

The dynamic behaviour of a gearbox is usually determined by a lumped parameter model of the structure. 

With lumped parameter models it is possible to obtain the displacements and the modal frequency of the 

model with certain accuracy, but they fail when the local stress and deformations are needed. On the other 

hand a detailed FEM model of the overall structure of a gearbox could cause some unacceptable computing 

times because it involves large mass, damping and stiffness matrices. A Component Modal Synthesis (CMS) 

technique [7] for the determination of the dynamic behaviour is appealing in order to obtain more detailed 

results for the components of the transmission system because it can reduce the size of the system matrices. 

Such a technique consists in dividing the complex structure in smaller substructures recovering afterwards 

the dynamic behaviour of the complete structure by considering the equilibrium of the nodes at the interfaces 

between the various components. 

Moreover each single substructure is characterized by a lower number of degrees of freedom (DOF) 

compared to the FEM model because only the DOF of the interface nodes and of the generalized coordinates 

for the component internal nodes are considered. 

The dynamic equilibrium of each component, without considering the effect of damping, is: 

 ��Mu + Ku = F     (1) 

where F is the array of the nodal load of the FEM model, u represents the nodal displacement, M and K  

are respectively the mass and the stiffness matrices of the FEM model of the component. 

Splitting the displacement array u  into two arrays, one for the nodal displacement 
m

u  at the interface with 

the other components, and one for the internal nodes
s

u , with the condition of no nodal load on the internal 

nodes, it is possible to write Eq.(1) in the form,: 

 
mm ms m mm ms m m

sm ss m sm ss s

       
+ =        

      

��

��

M M u K K u F

M M u K K u 0
    (2) 

Now we could write the displacement array of the internal DOF in generalized coordinates, using the fixed 

interface method, considering the modal shape of the component with the interfaces fully constrained. 

 
m m

s δ

   
=   

   

u u
T

u y
    (3) 

δy are the generalized coordinates for the component internal DOF. 

For the fixed interface method, the transformation matrix is 

 
sm s

 
=  
 

I 0
T

G φφφφ
    (4) 

where 

 
1

sm ss sm

−= −G K K     (5) 

and 
s

φφφφ is the modal matrix of the internal DOF with the interfaces fixed. 

sm
G is obtained from the static equilibrium of the internal nodes, with all the internal forces set to zero. 
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Applying this transformation, the number of DOF of the component will be reduced. In particular, the 

equation of the dynamic equilibrium will be: 

m m mT T T

δ δ

     
+ =     

    

��

��

u u F
T MT T KT T

y y 0
    (6) 

Introducing the reduced matrices: 

* T=M T MT       (7) 

* T=K T KT       (8) 

And the transformed loads vector: 

 

*
mTm

   
=   

  

FF
T

00
     (9) 

Equation (6) becomes: 

 

*

* *m m m

δ δ

    
+ =     

     

��

��

u u F
M K

y y 0
    (10) 

In this way it is possible to study the dynamic characteristic of each single component and determine the 

dynamic behaviour of the complete structure by assembling the element reduced mass and stiffness matrices 

at the interface DOF of each adjacent component. The total number of DOF of the reduced model is lower 

than the initial one due to the use of generalized coordinates for all the internal nodes of each component.  

This technique can be used in any type of dynamic analysis, including modal, harmonic and transient ones. 

The procedure is made of 3 steps: 

- Generation pass 

- Use pass 

- Expansion pass 

The first step consists in substructuring as explained above. Through the use pass it is possible to assemble 

the structure combining the various matrices of each superelement and to solve the dynamic problem for the 

whole structure. The last step, the expansion pass, makes it possible to expand, for each body, the solution 

found for the assembly and condensed on the interface nodes in order to make more detailed local analyses. 

2.1 FEM model 

This study verified the applicability of a combination of CMS reduction of a FEM model to simulate the 

dynamic simulation of the behaviour of a transmission system. In particular, a FEM model of a simplified 

transmission system with two meshing gears was built. 

The gearbox is made of 3 kinds of components: the gears, the casing and the shafts as shown in Fig.1. The 

model was simplified as far as the geometry of the gears is concerned: spur gears were considered and they 

were modelled with shell elements of constant thickness as two disks, their diameter being equal to the gear 

base diameter. Moreover the tooth geometry was not implemented. 

The casing was modelled with shell elements in order to simulate a thin walled structure typical of aircraft 

applications. The gear-box has four holes for the shaft bearings.  
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Figure 1: FEM model of the gearbox 

The shafts were modelled with pipe elements capable to transmit both bending and torsional loads. 

The bearing effect was modelled connecting the shafts and the gear box with links. Such elements are able to 

transmit flexural loads to the casing by means their connectivity (Fig.2). 

Each bearing was modelled connecting two consecutive nodes, positioned on the shaft, with two different 

patterns of nodes as shown in Fig.3 a and b. 

 

Figure 2: Bearing modelling. 

In order to transmit both torsional and flexural loads pipe elements were used to connect the gears to the 

shafts. 

The contact between the gears was modelled by a spring element that connects the gears along the line of 

action. The stiffness of this element is a constant value that is approximately the average value of the 

meshing stiffness. 

Table 1 reports the main characteristics of the modelled gears and of the simulated operating conditions. 

The CMS reduction of the FEM model was applied to the entire model. The chosen master DOF are the DOF 

related to the local application of loads (the rotation of a shaft end node), the displacement of the nodes of 

the gears located at the ends of the spring element (in order to apply the meshing stiffness after the reduction) 

Gear Box 

Drive Gear 

Driven Gear 

Shafts 

Link 

( bearing ) 
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and the translation of a node on the edge of the casing to simulate the presence of an accelerometer in 

proximity of the bearing. This virtual accelerometer is placed in the vertical direction, so it is parallel to the 

gear line of action, as in the real case. Table 2 summarizes the chosen master DOF of the model and the 

corresponding quantities to be monitored. 

 

Parameter Value 

Teeth number 23 
Pitch diameter (mm) 250 

Pressure angle (°) 20 
Applied torque (Nm) 100 

Rotational speed (rpm) 1000 - 4000 

Table 1: Gear and load characteristics 

M1

M2

M3

M4

M6

M5

Meshing Stiffness 

Element

 

Figure 3: FEM model of gears with the meshing stiffness element and Master DOF 

Master DOF Type Application 

M1 rotational input torque  

M2 rotational output torque 

M3 translational 

M4 translational 
meshing stiffness 

M5 translational virtual probe  

M6 translational virtual probe 

Table 2: Master DOF used for the CMS model 

This modelling technique makes it simple to switch from a model with flexible casing to a model with rigid 

supports. It is sufficient to fully constrain the complete set of the casing nodes and the model is no more 

affected by the casing flexibility. In this way, the contribution of the displacement of the master DOF located 

on the shaft near the casing (where the virtual accelerometer is located) is given only by the shaft flexibility. 

The complete structure is fixed to the ground through the nodes corresponding to the base of the casing. 

In the FEM model it is possible to choose between two different ways of constraining the substructure: the 

fixed interface and the free interface methods; for this application the former was chosen. This method of 

reduction constrains each master DOF of the model in the modal analysis. No loads can be applied on DOF 

that are not master ones, so, in case of other load conditions, further master DOF are needed. 
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The CMS model, in this case, is made of only one superelement (substructure), but this technique is 

applicable to models with more than one substructure. 

3 Dynamic analyses 

The dynamic equilibrium of the gearbox was calculated by a Simulink procedure. In this procedure the input 

data are the CMS-reduced mass and stiffness matrices of the FEM model of the gearbox. Since the output of 

the reduced matrices, 
*M  and 

*K , are in a Harwell-Boeing format [8], a specific Matlab code was 

developed in order to decode them.  

The damping matrix was calculated in the Simulink procedure using the Rayleigh damping coefficient. 

The dynamic analyses were performed simulating the application of a torque to the input shaft (M1(t)), with a 

resistant torque applied to the other shaft, proportional to the square of the rotational velocity (
2

2cu� ). In this 

way it is possible to reach the steady-state condition after a short transient. Moreover it is possible to 

simulate different torque-speed configurations.  

Then Eq. 10 becomes: 

11 12 1m 1s 1 11 12 1m 1 1

2

21 22 2m 2s 2 21 22 2m 2 2

m1 m2 mm ms m1 m2 mm

s1 s2 sm ss ss

( )

m m

s s

m m u k k u M t

m m u k k u cu

         
         −        + =     
        
                

��

�� �

��

��

M M K 0

M M K 0

M M M M u K K K 0 u 0

M M M M u 0 0 0 K u 0

 (11) 

where the suffixes 1 and 2 indicate the master DOF with the applied loads, while the suffixes m and s 

indicate the master, with no applied loads, and slave DOF, respectively. 

When the steady-state conditions are reached, it is possible to apply the time-history of the resistant torque in 

order to simulate some critical situation. In this case, a sudden decrease of the resistant torque was applied. 

In this way it is possible to determine the dynamic overloads due to the transient conditions. 

These analyses were carried out for different FEM models in which different parameters such as casing and 

gears thickness and shaft diameters were considered. Different rotational speeds were also applied in order to 

take into account the effects of critical speeds. 

For each load condition a virtual accelerometer signal measuring the vertical acceleration of a master DOF 

located on the shaft, near the link between the input shaft and the casing, was recorded.  

As far as the non-linear effects are concerned, they are basically two: the oscillating behaviour of the 

meshing stiffness in relationship with the gear angular position and the presence of the backlash between two 

meshing teeth. These non-linear phenomena cannot be modelled in the reduced FEM model due to the modal 

analysis employed by the CMS technique and so the model must be fully linear. However they can be 

introduced afterwards in the dynamic simulation environment (Simulink). 

A specific code was developed in Simulink to introduce the periodic meshing stiffness as a non-linear 

element dependent on the gear angular position, changing its value according to a square wave. The 

amplitude of the oscillation of the meshing stiffness is 5% the average value of the meshing stiffness. The 

non-linearity of the resulting stiffness matrix definitely increases the computational cost. Since the model 

was developed using the CMS technique, only elements connected with master DOF can be added into the 

Simulink environment. 

With the CMS reduction, the maximum frequency of excitation (in this case the meshing frequency) cannot 

be higher than the higher frequency of the mode considered. For that reason the results for higher frequencies 

are not reliable. 
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4 Results 

Two types of analysis were carried out: 

1. a steady state condition, where the accelerometer signal was calculated in order to determine which 

frequency could be critical during the regular running of the gearbox; 

2. a transient analysis needed for the determination of the dynamic overloads in case of non-standard 

operating condition. 

4.1 Steady state analyses 

In these analyses the effect of the casing is highlighted considering the different behaviour of a model with 

flexible and infinitely stiff casings. The virtual accelerometer signal was recorded for different angular 

speeds in steady state conditions. Figures 4 and 5 show the FFT waterfalls of the virtual accelerometer signal 

for speeds from 1000 rpm to 4000 rpm for both models (with flexible and rigid casings). 

The CMS technique was adopted for both cases and the plots clearly show the effects of the flexibility of the 

casing. In fact some differences can be observed. Considering the case of flexible casing depicted in Fig.4 

some peaks appear in the frequency range between 600 and 1500 Hz. These peaks are not present in the case 

of stiff casing. Moreover, in both plots the excitation frequency peaks are clearly visible. For the case of stiff 

casing the third harmonic is also visible. 

 

 

Figure 4: Waterfall of the accelerometer signal in case of flexible casing 
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Figure 5: Waterfall of the accelerometer signal with rigid casing 

The FEM model of the gearbox with stiff casing was obtained constraining every node of the casing. In this 

way, the frequency of the last mode considered in the CMS reduction is higher than that with flexible casing, 

because the casing modes don’t appear. Due to that, the FFT of the flexible casing is meaningful for 

frequencies lower than 1630 Hz (the frequency of 22nd mode); the other model, with rigid casing, is 

meaningful for frequencies lower than 2300 Hz. 

Analysing these plots and the frequency of the peaks it is possible to determine which mode is involved in 

the vibration. In particular, the peaks with lower frequency are typical of the flexural modes of the shafts. 

The other peaks, between 600 and 1500 Hz, are related to flexural shaft and casing modes, as shown in Fig.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Modal shapes for different cases: (a) – shaft flexural mode (501 Hz), (b) – diametral mode 

(1491 Hz), (c) – casing flexural mode (1554 Hz). 

Moreover, from these analyses, it is possible to notice that the diametral modes of the gears do not affect the 

shaft oscillations where the virtual accelerometer is located. These vibrational modes are not excited by the 

meshing frequency; in fact there are no peaks in the waterfall plots at the related frequencies. 

(a) 
(b) (c) 
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The reliability of the reduction process was checked by comparing some results of the reduced and 

unreduced models. Sectioning the waterfall plots with a vertical plane along the line of the meshing 

excitation frequency, we obtain spectra similar to those obtained by a FE harmonic analysis. 

The FEM harmonic analyses on the unreduced model could determine the frequency response of the 

transmission system with an oscillating load. In these cases, a spectrum of the displacement of the master 

DOF related to the virtual probe was obtained before the CMS reduction (Fig.7 and 8). The resonances are 

detected by the presence of the related peaks. These peaks are extremely narrow due to the lack of damping 

that on the other hand was modelled in the Simulink procedure. The spectra of the reduced and unreduced 

models show the same trend. The effect of the casing stiffening is the shift of the second and third resonance 

peaks to higher frequencies. Moreover a peak appears near 1500 Hz in the flexible configuration 

corresponding to the casing flexural mode. 

 

Figure 7: Frequency response of FEM model with flexible casing 

 

Figure 8: Frequency response of FEM model with stiff casing 

Some different gearbox configurations were analyzed. In order to analyze the sensitivity of the dynamic 

response with respect to geometric parameters, such as the casing thickness, the shaft diameters and the disk 

(gear) thickness, different FE geometric models were developed. The results of these simulations are 

summarized in Fig.9, related to the configurations explained in Tab.3. 
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Configuration Wall thickness (mm) Shaft diameter (mm) Disk thickness (mm) 

a 3.5 20  20 

b 3.5 20 10 

c 3.0 20 20 

d 3.5 15 20 

Table 3: Geometric parameters for the sensitivity analyses 

 

a) b)

c) d)

 

Figure 9: Waterfall plots related to different geometric parameters 

 

The plots report the amplitude of the virtual accelerometer signal in the speed-frequency domain. The 

meshing frequency is reported in each plot (blue dot line). Since the CMS reduction was performed up to the 

23
rd

 mode only frequencies in the range from 0 to 2000 Hz can be considered reliable. 

In Figure 10 the frequency response of case “a” (Tab.3) obtained sectioning the corresponding waterfall plot 

along the line of the meshing excitation frequency is reported. 
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Figure 10: Frequency response for model “a” (Tab.3) 

 

In the waterfall plots, different peak amplitudes can be observed related to the different considered thickness. 

In particular a stiffer casing produces higher vibration amplitudes in the higher frequency range while an 

increased flexibility of the shaft and of the gear disk yields higher amplitudes in the lower frequency range. 

The shaft flexibility increase appears to counteract the effect of the casing stiffening.  

4.2 Transient analyses 

The transient conditions were simulated applying an input torque as a rectangular function in order to obtain 

a sudden load decrease to replicate an accidental faulty condition. The input torque was applied for 0.37 

seconds. 

The accelerometer time signal was considered in order to investigate the effect of dynamic overloads. Plots 

for both models with and without flexible casing are reported in Fig.11 and Fig.12, respectively.  

 

Figure 11: Accelerometer signal for the model with flexible casing 
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Figure 12: Accelerometer signal for the model with rigid casing 

 

As it was expected, the maximum overload is reached immediately after the applied load step. The flexible 

housing acts like a low pass filter. Moreover, the preliminary results show that the model with rigid casing 

presents the higher value of acceleration. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper a methodology that combines FEM modelling, Component Modal Synthesis (CMS), and 

dynamic simulation in the Simulink environment was presented in order to investigate the dynamic 

behaviour of complex structures such as aircraft gearboxes with a reduced number of degrees of freedom.  

The feasibility of the procedure was verified by applying it to a simple transmission system. The results of 

the dynamic steady state analysis of the reduced and unreduced systems showed a good agreement.  

The first results of the investigation on the effects of the component compliance indicate that the influence of 

the casing flexibility is not negligible in aircraft applications. In particular a stiffer casing produces higher 

vibration amplitudes in the higher frequency range while an increased flexibility of the shaft and of the gear 

disk yields higher amplitudes in the lower frequency range. Preliminary transient analyses show that the 

model with rigid casing presents higher value of peak acceleration compared to that with flexible casing. 

The proposed procedure could be used to study more complex and realistic structures with conveniently 

reduced computational effort. A more accurate simulation of the dynamic behaviour of the system provides a 

convenient means to perform a preliminary evaluation of different design configurations of aircraft 

gearboxes, to test a diagnostic system and support the interpretation of experimental results.  
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Abstract
This paper deals with model reduction of assemblies of bladed disks. Some considerations about the use
of the Fourier theory to describe the dynamics of assemblies of geometrically periodic structures are first
recalled. This allows to define a set of spatially mono-harmonic solutions that are used to build the kinematic
subspaces in a subsequent reduction process. The main characteristics of this sector substructuring technique
are then presented and discussed. Finally, the proposed methodology is applied to an industrial rotor provided
by Snecma to demonstrate its capability to handle large finite element models.

1 Introduction

For a long time, the industrial practice has consisted in modelling separately each stage of the assembly of
bladed disks that compose the rotor of a jet engine. In preliminary analyses, many simplifications are allowed
by the nominal geometry of the individual stage when one exploits its properties of cyclic symmetry. Further
analyses including mistuning or parametric modelling (rotation, temperature effects,...) can be carried out
with more complex models. In both cases, a collection of reduction techniques has been proposed by many
authors and many of them are currently used in the industrial design process of single stages [1, 2].

The current geometries of the disks make them more flexible, which leads to non-negligible coupling effects
between stages [3, 4]. This inter-disk coupling controls the spread of the strain energy between disks and
therefore is identified as the main cause of discrepancies between single stage and multi-stage dynamics.
To minimize the modelling effort, the already existing mono-stage reduction techniques would be a good
framework to deal with multi-stage assemblies. However, as underlined in [3], the critical point is the choice
of the proper boundary conditions that would represent the inter-stage coupling. Recent work [4–6] has
focused on multi-stage reduction procedures.

The first part of the present paper recalls the main characteristics of geometrically periodic structures. In
particular, one focuses on the Fourier transform of the discrete fields that represent the motion. Multi-stage
dynamics are derived from mono-disk dynamics, which allows to compute mono-harmonic eigensolutions,
which are known to be modes for single disks.

In the second part, the methodology developed by the authors in [4, 7] is briefly recalled. This substructuring
method consists in a decomposition of the disks into sector super-elements connected with each other through
inter-sector elements and inter-disk ring elements. The kinematics of each sector super-element are sought
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in a subspace generated by a set of targeted mono-harmonic modeshapes as defined by Laxalde et al. [6]
and normal modes of the sector with its right and left interfaces fixed. The reduction leads to a very compact
model whose assembly is straightforward and whose accuracy is driven by the choice of the reduction bases.

As an illustration, in the third part of the paper, the proposed method is applied to a realistic rotor model
provided by Snecma. The exploitation of this model is not only the occasion to demonstrate that this
methodology can be integrated in a industrial design process, but also to carry out performance tests (computing
time, memory required for data storage, procedures of modeshape recovery, ...). A discussion about the
content of the reduction bases is included in this section since the latter is critical in terms of model size and
accuracy.

2 Multi-stage dynamics and cyclic symmetry

2.1 Fourier transform of geometrically periodic structures

A structure is said to present cyclic symmetry when it is composed of Ns geometrically identical angular
sectors, numbered from 0 to Ns � 1, that are generated by rotations of a reference sector S0. When cyclic
symmetry is preserved by the Ritz-Galerkin discretization process, the discrete displacement tqsu relative
to the DOF set of sector Ss form a series tquJ � t q0 q1 � � � qNs�1 u whose Fourier transform can be
computed. The discrete displacement tqu is related to its Fourier harmonics stored in tpqu by the two matrix
relations

tpqu � rEJ b IN0s tqu and tqu � rE b IN0s tpqu . (1)

where tpquJ � t pq0 � � � Reppqδq Imppqδq � � � pqNs
2

u, b is the Kronecker product and IN0 is the identity
matrix of size the the number of DOFs in sector S0. The Fourier harmonics are real if δ � 0 and δ � Ns{2
(if Ns is even), complex otherwise. rEs is the Fourier transform matrix defined by

rEs � 1?
Ns

�������������

1 � � � ?
2 0 � � � 1

...
...

...
...

1 � � � ?
2 cos pδ αq �?2 sin pδ αq � � � �1

...
...

...
...

1 � � � ?
2 cos ps δ αq �?2 sin ps δ αq � � � p�1qs

...
...

...
...

1 � � � ?
2 cos ppNs � 1q δ αq �?2 sin ppNs � 1q δ αq � � � p�1qNs�1

�������������
. (2)

When mechanical properties also satisfy cyclic symmetry, i. e. they are identical from sector to sector, any
matrix rAs defined on the full disk is recovered by rAs � rINs b A0s, with rA0s the corresponding matrix in
sector S0. The congruent transformation of matrix rAs, which corresponds to the expression of rAs using
DOFs tpqu, is then

r pAs � �
EJ b IN0

� �
INs b A0

� rE b IN0s
� �

INs b A0
�

.
(3)

The blocks associated with harmonic coefficients δ � 0 and δ � Ns{2 are simply
�
A0
�
. The blocks associated

with the other harmonic coefficients are diagpA0, A0q, the rows correspond to the real and the imaginary parts
of the Fourier harmonic.

2.2 Multi-stage dynamics

Only multi-stage rotors made of disks whose both geometry and mechanical properties are rotationally
periodic are considered here. Such an assembly may be asymmetric, stating that the discrete displacement
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defined of the full rotor has no particular property. However, the Fourier transform of its restriction to each
disk can be performed.

Consider two disks D1 and D2 that are connected through an intermediate ringR as illustrated by the lumped
model in figure 1.

D1

R
D2

Figure 1: Lumped model of an assembly of tuned disks.

The discrete displacement is"
q1

q2

*
�
�

E1 b IN1,0 0
0 E2 b IN2,0

� " pq1pq2

*
. (4)

Any matrix rAs relative to this rotor comes from the assembly of matrices rA1s, rA2s and rARs defined on
D1, D2 andR respectively such that

rAs �
�

A1 0
0 A2

�
� �AR� . (5)

Matrix rAs is transformed into r pAs
r pAs � � pA1 0

0 pA2

�
� r pARs. (6)

Matrices r pA1s and r pA2s are returned by equation (3).

Figure 2 displays matrix r pARs in the case of two rotors with 4 and 8 sectors and 5 and 8 sectors. It can clearly
be seen that in both cases Fourier harmonics are coupled between disks, but remain uncoupled for a given
disk, with a simpler pattern when the number of blades are multiples of each other.

Figure 2: Projected stiffness matrices of the ring for an assembly of disks with 4 and 8 sectors (left) and 5 and
8 sectors (middle). Colormap refers to Fourier harmonics (right).
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This figure shows that matrix r pARs is problematic even if ring R satisfies cyclic symmetry Fourier harmonics
remain coupled. If this matrix is decomposed into blocks indexed by dd1 that couple disks Dd and Dd1

, these
blocks are

r pARdd1s � rEd b INd,0sJ rARdd1s rEd1 b INd1,0s. (7)

These blocks can themselves be subdivided into blocks indexed by δδ1 that couple Fourier harmonic tqd
δu of

Dd to Fourier harmonic tqd1

δ1 u of Dd1

, leading to

r pARdd1,δδ1s � rEd
δ b INd,0sJ rARdd1s rEd1

δ1 b INd1,0s. (8)

Equation (8) shows that:

(i.) the Fourier harmonics of a single disk are not coupled together, thus only mistuning (if any) may
contribute to intra-disk harmonic coupling,

(ii.) the Fourier harmonics of given disk are coupled to those of the other disk and is the only contribution to
inter-disk harmonic coupling.

The fact that harmonics with different δ are coupled together across the stages prevents a decomposition of
the subsequent mechanical problem into mono-harmonic subproblems. Nevertheless, one can assume the
inter-disk harmonic coupling to be negligible.

such a decomposition is achieved under the assumption of decoupled harmonics, by selecting in r pARs only
the blocks associated with target coefficient δ. The resulting matrix is denoted r pARδ s. From a general dynamic
problem formulated for the assembly of disks,

rZs tqu � tfu , (9)

with tqu � t q1 q2 u and tfu � t f1 f2 u, mono-harmonic solutions are written as����
����

Z1,0 0 0 0
0 Z1,0 0 0
0 0 Z2,0 0
0 0 0 Z2,0

����� r pZRδ s
���
$''&''%

Reppq1
δq

Imppq1
δq

Reppq2
δq

Imppq2
δq

,//.//- �

$'''&'''%
Rep pf1

δ q
Imp pf1

δ q
Rep pf2

δ q
Imp pf2

δ q

,///.///- , (10)

with additional inter-sector continuity conditions that state how the shapes are dephased between two adjacent
sectors����

c1
l � cospδ α1q c1

r sinpδ α1q c1
r 0 0

� sinpδ α1q c1
r c1

l � cospδ α1q c1
r 0 0

0 0 c2
l � cospδ α2q c2

r sinpδ α2q c2
r

0 0 � sinpδ α2q c2
r c2

l � cospδ α2q c2
r

����
$''&''%

Reppq1
δq

Imppq1
δq

Reppq2
δq

Imppq2
δq

,//.//- �

$''&''%
0
0
0
0

,//.//-. (11)

Particular cases are summarized in table 1 and are exhibited in [7].

Case δ � 0 δ � N1
s {2 δ � N2

s {2 other δ

disk D1 real real complex complex
disk D2 real complex real complex

Table 1: Particular cases of equation (10).

Mono-harmonic eigensolutions are derived from equation (10) by letting the right hand terms be zero. One
insists on the fact that, in the general case, they are only eigensolutions since they differ from the true
eigenmodes of the rotor in the fact that they are mono-harmonic, whereas normal modes are generally
multi-harmonic. When at least tq1

δu or tq2
δu is complex, the projection of the dynamic stiffness matrix of the

concerned disk is equivalent to duplicate this matrix. This is unfortunately not the case for the ring, which
leads to near-pair eigensolutions. For finer meshes of the ring, the near-pair solutions would converge towards
exact pairs.
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3 Model reduction

The reduction technique described in this section is a Rayleigh-Ritz method. Such methods generate approxi-
mations of the kinematics of the response by combining solutions of simple problems, e. g. modes or static
shapes. Linear combinations of these are assumed shapes for an approximation subspace. If the initial shapes
are not independent a basis generation procedure is needed. The model equations are reduced by a congruent
transformation that involves the basis of this subspace. The number of DOFs of the reduced model then
corresponds to the subspace dimension.

The proposed method is component based in the sense that the reduction is performed for parts of the structure
(in the present case sectors of a disk). The reduced component models are similar to the pair elementary
matrix-physical DOFs for a finite element, hence the common denomination of super-elements.

In classical Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) [8, 9] one assumes component independence: the reduction
basis for a component is obtained by solving static and eigenvalue problems on the component while ignoring
others. The fundamental change in the present work is that the reduction bases are generated considering
cyclic symmetry solutions.

A classic property of Rayleigh-Ritz methods is that if exact solutions are used to generate the reduction
subspace, the reduced model is exact. As detailed in section 2, if cyclic symmetry solutions are exact modes
for tuned disks, they are approximate solutions for rotors. Using the restriction of these solutions to sector
Sd,s to reduce its model will thus generate a reduced model that will be exact with respect to the retained
eigensolutions, approximate for others, thus approximate for the modes of the rotor. Considering classical
graphs in which eigenfrequencies are plotted vs. Fourier harmonic coefficients δ (as figure 7 which will be
described in section 4.2), one retains the following shapes:

(i.) a set of mono-harmonic solutions r RepΦd,s
rcycq ImpΦd,s

rcycq s whose harmonics δ are selected for a
particular reason (design, ...). These modeshapes are identical for all the sectors of a given disk. They
will account for either disk-dominated motion or blade-dominated motion according to their position in
the graph fpδq,

(ii.) if needed, a set of eigenmodes rΦd,s
fixs of this sector with its left and right interfaces both clamped.

These modes can differ from a sector to another. They will account for blade-dominated motion. High
δ shapes will however be nearly identical to such shapes.

The initial set of assumed vectors considered to generate the reduction will thus always be of the form

rT d,s
inits � r RepΦd,s

rcycq ImpΦd,s
rcycq Φ

d,s
fix s. (12)

A first difficulty is that such sets of vectors are often degenerate. A trivial case of dependence is found if one
retains both modes of pairs found for δ ¡ 0, since it is known that the second model can be found by shifting
the Fourier transform of the modeshape. Less obvious cases are found when retaining vectors from multiple δ.
The independence of vectors may then be lost for the considered numerical precision. Methods to deal with
this problem are discussed in section 3.1.

A second difficulty is that coupling of components within a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure requires the assumed
shapes to be continuous (kinematically admissible). A first method, described in [10], takes a basis of
subspace generated by rT d,s

inits and completes it to obtain left and right generalized DOFs whose equality across
sector interfaces implies continuity at all points of the unreduced model. The proposed method described
in section 3.2 completely bypasses the difficulty of enforcing continuity by considering reduced models
that are disjoint. Components are then coupled by reducing the model of an interface rather than enforcing
inter-component continuity.
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3.1 Assumed vectors and reduction bases

In the considered applications, one uses reference computations to generate sets of assumed shapes. When
keeping modes of multiple target Fourier coefficients, the sets of generating vectors kept in rT d,s

inits are not
bases in the sense that they are not full rank. Using non full rank reduction bases generates models that are
singular or at least poorly conditioned. Procedures to generate bases from large vector sets are thus critical for
the proposed reduction methods.

In linear algebra, the classical approach to generate a well conditioned basis for a subspace is to generate an
orthonormal basis of that subspace. The key issues in the process are the way to guarantee orthogonality in
the presence of numerical round-off errors and the criterion used to eliminate dependent vectors.

The singular value decomposition (see [11] for example) is the most robust approach to generate an orthonor-
mal basis. Using a Euclidean norm (norm ||.||2) on a vector of degrees of freedom is however not particularly
suited for applications in mechanics. It was shown in [12] that solving for the lowest frequency eigenvalues
of the reduced mass and stiffness matrices gives a proper extension of the singular value decomposition to
mechanics. The result of the decomposition is of the form

rT s � rU srΣsrV sT (13)

where rΣs is diagonal and ranks the contributions of the orthonormal vectors in rU s. A basis of the subspace is
thus obtained by keeping the columns tUju corresponding to significant singular values (such that σj ¥ ε σ1).

A proper use of the SVD requires that the columns of rT s to have comparable initial scaling. This is typically
achieved by initial scaling of each of the columns. In the proposed applications, the bases are composed of
modes that are typically mass normalized. No rescaling is thus needed.

Gram-Schmidt methods (see annex 2 of [13] for example) provide a classical procedure to generate a basis
from a set of vectors. They are however very sensitive to numerical round-off. Modified Gram-Schmidt
methods do a recursive orthogonalization which alleviates the numerical problem but do not introduce a
mechanism to eliminate vectors. Iterative modified Gram-Schmidt (IMGS) provides a procedure that gives a
robust mechanism to eliminate vectors that are not independent.

In Gram-Schmidt methods, vectors are considered dependent if the norm of the part orthogonal to currently
retained vectors is too small. Practically if t pTju is the part of tTju orthogonal to tTku with k   j, the vector
is truncated if || pTj ||2   ε ||Tj ||2.

The use of orthonormal bases in both SVD and Gram-Schmidt methods is motivated by the need to guarantee
the independence of base vectors. An other approach to achieve the same result is to ensure that each vector is
non zero at a different location. This is the classical approach of finite element models where shape functions
are equal to one at the location associated to their DOF and zero at the locations of other DOFs. This idea
motivated the Independent Maximum Sequence (IMS) algorithm presented in [14] for sensor placement and
used here to generate bases.

The IMS algorithm iteratively defines a series of independent vectors generating the target subspace as follows.
At step i,

• one seeks for vector tTiu the value of DOF m with maximum absolute amplitude. If this amplitude is
too small (a typical value of 10�8 �maxpT0q), the vector is eliminated.

• the vector is normalized in the sense of norm ||.||
8

t rTiu � tTiu
Tipmq �

tTiu
||Ti||8

,

• further vectors tTju with j ¡ i are made independent from tTiu by making the response at DOF m
equal to zero (psychologically orthogonal)

t rTju � tTju � t rTiuTjpmq.
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This step is not an orthogonalization but guarantees independence too.

This procedure generates vectors that are obviously independent (the maximum of tTju is is reached at
a position where Tj � 0 for j ¡ i) and normalized (the maximum of all vectors is 1). The elimination
mechanism is well suited if the initial vectors are scaled in a similar fashion, as is the case in the proposed
methods where the generating vectors are mass normalized modes. The cost of finding the maximum response
is much lower than that of computing a scalar product, the procedure thus costs significantly less than
Gram-Schmidt methods and does not require any iteration for round-off problems.

A significant motivation for the use of the IMS algorithm in this work is its ability to generate bases that are
strictly zero on a subset of DOFs. The procedure is as follows. Let the DOFs be partitioned in two sets a and b.
The modified IMS algorithm proceeds iteratively in three phases. One first reorders vectors by the maximum
amplitude within DOF set a. One the selects a basis of the restriction of tT u to DOF set a. To do so, at step i,

• one seeks for vector Ti the value of the DOFs m with maximum absolute amplitude within DOF set a.

• if ||Ti||8   ε1 ||T0||8 the vector is considered dependent and eliminated: linear combinations with
vectors of lower index led to a null vector.

• if Tipmq   ε2 ||Ti||8 the vector is considered null within set a. tTi,au is set strictly to t0u and the
vector is set aside for the third phase.

• further vectors tTju with j ¡ i are made independent from tTiu by making the response at DOF m
equal to zero

t pTju � tTju � t pTiuTjpmq.

In the last phase, vectors set aside as having a strictly null contribution on DOF set a can be made independent
using the classical IMS approach.

The procedure thus generates a basis which guarantees vectors independence by the means of blocks of zeros.
Like all methods with elimination, the results are somewhat dependent on the tolerances (values εi). While
the issue should be considered in further detail, the results presented use ε1 � 10�8 and ε2 � 10�4.

3.2 Definition of the super-elements

When it comes to multi-stage assemblies, sectors of a given disk are not only connected to each other, but
also with one or more sectors that belong to the adjacent disks, through a volumic interface in the present
method. Figure 3a displays the sample academic rotor used in [7] with some updates. Table 2 summarizes the
characteristics of its mesh.

Stage Nb. of Nb. of Nb. of Nb. of Type of
sectors Nodes/sec. Elements/sec. DOFs/sec. Elements

1 12 184 84 552 Hexa8
2 15 184 84 552 Hexa8

Table 2: Description of the finite element model of the sectors of the academic rotor.
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Figure 3: Sector substructuring in the multi-disk case: (l) sector super-element, (�l) inter-sector super-element
and (�l) ring surface.

Each bladed sector is condensed into an sector super-element (white region with blue border in figure 3) that
is connected thanks to inter-sector slices, themselves condensed into a super-element for convenience (green
region with black border in figure 3) and inter-disk rings R that are kept as is (red region in figure 3). The
discrete displacement of sector Sd,s is partitioned according to figure 3b so that

tqd,suJ �
!

qd,s
rXR qd,s

r qd,s
R qd,s

c qd,s
l

)
. (14)

The approximate kinematic subspace of sector Sd,s is built so that tqd,su is sought in this subspace as

tqd,su � rT d,s
M s tqd,s

M u, (15)

where tqd,s
M u contains the generalized degrees of freedom. rT d,s

M s is a basis of the subspace derived from
rT d,s

inits, which is partitioned according to equation (14) into

rT d,s
M sJ �

�
T d,s

M,rXR T d,s
M,r T d,s

M,R T d,s
M,c T d,s

M,l

�
. (16)

Any matrix rAd,ss relative to sector Sd,s is then projected onto the subspace spanned by rT d,s
M s thanks to the

relation
rAd,s

M s � rT d,s
M

J

Ad,s T d,s
M s. (17)

According to equation (14), slice Cd,s that connects sectors Sd,s and Sd,s�1 couple tqd,s
l u to tqd,s�1

rXR u and
tqd,s�1

r u, so that any matrix rAd,s
C s relative to this slice has to be projected on the subspace generated by

rT d,s
M,ls, rT d,s�1

M,rXRs and rT d,s�1
M,r s such that

rAd,s
M,Cs �

��� T d,s
M,l 0
0 T d,s�1

M,rXR
0 T d,s�1

M,r

���
J

rAd,s
C s

��� T d,s
M,l 0
0 T d,s�1

M,rXR
0 T d,s�1

M,r

��� . (18)

Ring R between disks Dd and Dd1

connects tqd,s
rXRu and tqd,s

R u, @s P v0, Nd
s � 1w, to tqd1,s1

rXRu and tqd1,s1

R u,
@s1 P v0, Nd1

s � 1w. Any matrix rARs relative to ring R is projected on the full subspace spanned by the
vectors in the restriction of rTM s to the ring DOFs denoted rTM,Rs (not shown here for the sake of brevity)

rARM,Rs � rTJM,RAR TM,Rs. (19)
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To limit connectivity and guarantee vector independence, one chose to build a basis with the following target
topology

rT d,s
M s �

��������

rT d,s
M,rXR,rXR 0 0 0rT d,s

M,r,rXR rT d,s
M,r,r 0 0rT d,s

M,R,rXR 0 rT d,s
M,R,R 0rT d,s

M,c,rXR rT d,s
M,c,r 0 rT d,s

M,c,crT d,s
M,l,rXR rT d,s

M,l,r 0 rT d,s
M,l,c

�������� . (20)

In this basis one distinguishes

• r rT d,s
M,rXRs non zero shapes that have their maximum on DOFs common to the right edge r and the rings

R. These are in very limited number and thus kept non-zero everywhere. They are selected by a sort of
the initial vectors by contribution on the r XR DOF set followed by simple application of the IMS
algorithm.

• r rT d,s
M,rXRs shapes that are only zero on the right edge/ring intersection r XR. They are obtained by

simple application of the IMS algorithm on the remaining vectors.

• other shapes are possibly non zero on both the interior c and ring DOFs. To limit coupling, one builds
r rT d,s

M,R,Rs by singular value decomposition of the trace on R of the remaining vectors and r rT d,s
M,rs

by application of the IMS for the trace of the same vectors on c Y l. This step thus involves some
replication, which was deemed acceptable.

Figure 4 displays the transpose of a sample multi-disk reduction basis for disk D1 with vector ordering (not
used but shown here for legibility). The triangular areas of non-zero data in this figure correspond to typical
results of the IMS.

Figure 4: Sample multi-stage reduction basis of a single sector with vectors sorted.

Note that the full subspace of motion of the rotor is never explicitly built but the reduced matrices are
assembled from the super-elementary matrices in two steps:

Step 1: the physical finite element matrices of the sectors and inter-sector matrices are built sector by sector,
disk by disk, thanks to Eqns. (17) and (18), leading to matrices rAd,s

M s and rAd,s
M,Cs associated to sector

Sd,s and inter-sector slice Cd,s respectively. These matrices are assembled into reduced disk matrices,
exactly as in the mono-disk approach.

Step 2: the matrices of the ring are projected onto the kinematic subspaces of its neighbouring disks with
respect to the inter-disk generalized DOFs thanks to equation (19). In order to avoid using the basis of
the full subspace, rARM s is built iteratively block by block, i. e. sector by sector.

A typical matrix topology is displayed in figure 5, where it can be seen that the bandwidth of such matrices is
quite wide, leading to large factorized matrices.
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Figure 5: Topology of the reduced matrices: (left) without ring coupling and (right) with ring coupling.

4 Application to an industrial rotor

4.1 Presentation of the model

The numerical model of a compressor in development was used as an illustration. It is depicted in figure 6
and is composed of three integrally bladed disks (blisks), whose characteristics are reported in Tab. 3. The
full finite element model is made of 11, 289, 230 tetrahedrons connecting 2, 631, 094 nodes, with a total of
7, 893, 282 DOFs. Only linear elements are used here, but computations with quadratic elements are currently
in progress.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Industrial 3 stage HP compressor: (a) full model and (b) sector model.

Stage Nb. of Nb. of Nb. of Nb. of Type of
sectors Nodes/sec. Elements/sec. DOFs/sec. Elements

1 36 16, 343 65, 170 49, 029 Tetra4
2 56 9, 566 36, 815 28, 698 Tetra4
3 70 23, 104 97, 860 69, 312 Tetra4

Table 3: Finite element model of the 3 blisks of the HP compressor with linear elements.
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4.2 Mono-harmonic modeshapes

Figure 6b focuses on the sector plus ring model that is used for mono-harmonic computations. The full graph
that displays the eigenfrequcencies of the rotor and the disks with various boundary conditions is depicted in
figure 7. Frequencies normalized with respect to the frequency of the first flexible 0 diameter solution of the
rotor are denoted by f .

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Full and (b) zoomed normalized frequencies of the cyclic solutions for the rotor (©) and the
modes of disk D1 (�), disk D2 (�) and disk D3 (��) in free-fix, fix-fix and fix-free condition. (—), (—) and
(—) are asymptotic blade mode frequency.

It can be seen that all coupled solutions lie inside a triangle that has δ � 0, f � 0 as a summit, and δ � 0
and f � δ as edges, with a replication of such triangle with respect to δ � 15 du to aliasing. In this area, as
Fourier harmonic coefficient δ increases, noticeable differences between the frequencies of the rotor solutions
and the disk natural frequencies are observed, due to the fact that a fix condition at inter-stage interfaces is too
stiff and disk modes that are similar to solutions of the rotor are higher in frequency, as can be seen in the
zoomed region in figure 7b. On the contrary, modes of the disks with free rims would be below rotor solutions
since a free condition at the inter-stage interfaces is far too soft. Elsewhere, many mono-harmonic solutions
are close to modes of the individual disks, merely due to:

(i.) a small disk-blade coupling, which confines the strain energy on the blades [2]. The motion similar
to that of the individual disks whatever their boundary conditions, because the latter do not affect the
blade-dominated motion due to the low coupling ratio between the disk and the blades.

(ii.) a small disk-disk coupling, which confines the strain energy on a single disk.

Typical mono-harmonic solutions are exhibited in figure 8, they can involve either a single disk or many disk,
which implies that the extended cyclic symmetric model correctly takes inter-disk coupling into account.

4.3 Reduced model

The reduced model is built from a set of cyclic solutions with δ P t0, 2u and f P r0, 16.13s. 44, 342
generalized DOFs were involved after the reduction process. The assembled reduced stiffness matrix occupies
1022 Mb before and 16 Gb after factorization.

The generalized modes in the normalized frequency range r0, 19.5s were computed. A Fourier transform of the
reduced modeshapes was performed so that the spatial spectrum of the generalized modes could be exhibited
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per disk. As displayed in figures 9 and 10, localized multi-harmonic modes and coupled mono-harmonic
modes were found.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Coupled cyclic solution with δ � 1 at f � 15.53 (blade shapes are 2S1, 2F and 1T) and (b)
cyclic solution localized to disk D1 with δ � 4 at f � 8.63 (blade shape is 2F).

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Restored mode at f � 10.23 localized to disk D2: (a) modeshape and (b) spatial harmonic content
for disks (�) D1, (�) D2 and (�) D3.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Restored mode at f � 15.89 with strong coupling: (a) modeshape and (b) spatial harmonic content
for disks (�) D1, (�) D2 and (�) D3.
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4.4 Recovery

Using equation (15) the full displacement can be recovered sector by sector. However, the finite element
model described in table 3 cannot easily be displayed and manipulated. Moreover, the full recovery of the
modeshapes as exhibited in figures 9a and 10a may not be necessary when the motion is localized to a limited
area. A subset γ of physical DOFs can be chosen for each sector Sd,s so that the motion is recovered to this
subset only thanks to

tqd,s
γ u � rT d,s

M,γs tqd,s
M u, (21)

where rT d,s
M,γs is the restriction of rT d,s

M s to subset γ. This subset can be different from a sector to another and
can be different from the finite element mesh of the rotor. Two typical choices are displayed in figure 11 and
are:

• a pseudo-mesh that leans on nodes of the finite element model, connected by display only elements.
This gives only a quick insight into the motion, but allows to determine what kind of blade motion is
involved. Nevertheless, it provides a wireframe to perform test/analysis correlation.

• a subset of finite elements, which can be used for strain, stress and energy post-processing.

Both are applicable to recovery of cyclic symmetry modeshapes, as it is done in figure 11a for an eigensolution
with δ � 1, as well as reduced computations as it is done in figure 11b for a reduced mode with f � 15.89
whose Von Mises stress is computed for a few elements of disk D1. The subset of finite elements used to
post-process this mode was selected from the recovery of the motion on the same pseudo-mesh as in figure 11a,
noticing that both the tips of the blades in D1 and the rim between disks D1 and D2 had a motion with a high
amplitude for this generalized mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Partial recovery of (a) motion and (b) stresses.

5 Conclusions

The present paper introduces a multi-stage reduction technique the authors developed and presents its
application to an industrial rotor model. Guidelines for an effective use of the proposed method are derived
from this study:
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(i.) a set of mono-harmonic solutions are computed, they contain valuable information in the sense that a
direct interpretation can be performed,

(ii.) this set is used to build a compact reduced model that represents the multi-stage model with a controlled
accuracy, with subsequent enrichments of the kinematic spaces if requested (such strategies are the
object of future work).

(iii.) when the Fourier transform of modes show that they are spatially mono-harmonic, they can be paired to
mono-harmonic solutions. In such case, if the excitation is a single engine-order, the forced response
can be computed directly from the mono-harmonic subproblems.

(iv.) if some of the modes of interest are multi-harmonic, they may be forced by any external excitation and
the response must be computed with the reduced model.

(v.) in every case, a subset of true or display elements can be chosen for partial recovery. This choice is
driven either by an a priori analysis of the mono-harmonic solutions or by an a posteriori analysis of
the spatial spectrum of the generalized modes.

This methodology is implemented within the Structural Dynamics Toolbox [15] with critical use of the
super-element capabilities of this library. Internal element formulations are used although imports from
SAMCEF and NASTRAN have also been done for verification. The SDT switches to use NASTRAN as the
eigenvalue solver for SDT based models when models become very large. The SDT/OpenFEM export to
VTK format was used to generate some of the figures included in this paper with ParaView. Developments
specific to this study, grouped as the embryo of an SDT/Rotor package, are

(i.) pre-processing tools to assemble sector models and mesh rings using an automated volume mesher,

(ii.) mono-harmonic rotor computations,

(iii.) sector super-element building from a set of mono-harmonic multi-stage solutions and fixed sector
modes,

(iv.) post-processing tools for harmonic and generalized coordinate viewing.
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Abstract 
Exact knowledge of chassis transmission paths is essential for an effective and purposeful interior noise / 

noise quality development process. One possible approach to obtain this required information is the 

application of a Transfer Path Analysis (TPA).  

When applying this analysis method care has to be taken in choosing the appropriate algorithm and the 

corresponding setup. Therefore this paper first focuses on the most important errors concerning existing 

TPA methodologies and their consequences on the result, starting from difficulties in locating the 

excitation position of the applied forces via deviations in excitation direction up to differences in chassis 

temperatures. 

Accordingly solutions for elimination or reduction of these errors are presented. Additionally a completely 

new TPA approach is introduced which is faster and more accurate than currently approved methods. 

1 Introduction 

A common tool to determine contributions of different sound sources to a target position e.g. in the car 

interior is the Transfer Path Analysis (TPA). As the information about contribution of different sources to 

the overall sound at target positions is highly necessary during the sound engineering process, the quality 

of results out of TPA analyses is crucial for sound improvements. 

To analyze common TPA methods and design potential improvements a research project has been set up 

by AVL List GmbH in cooperation with the Acoustic Competence Center (ACC) and the Institute of 

Electronic Music and Acoustics (IEM).  

In the first part of this paper valuable results concerning possible problems in TPA analysis are 

introduced. Afterwards promising approaches for enhancements of common TPA methods are discussed. 

Finally a completely new method for inertance determination is introduced and first verification results are 

presented. 

2 Motivation 

Nowadays several software tools to accomplish a TPA analysis are available. Including new acceleration 

based approaches which have been presented in the recent past. [1] The research project mentioned above 

was motivated by inconsistent results between those commercially available TPA Tools for the same set 

of data. An example of occurring inconsistencies is given in Figure 1.  

Although the same time data has been used for all different TPA tools the results differ between all 

commercial TPA software tools. Additionally all computed results differ from the measured overall sound 

pressure level at the regarded target point. 
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Figure 1: Contributions from TPA results for 2nd engine order in a 3
rd

 gear WOT run-up of a fully 

equipped mid size passenger car using three different analysis systems (upper part) and comparison of 

overall interior noise results actually measured and obtained via TPA (lower part) 

3 Detailed TPA Analysis 

Based on a detailed analysis a specification of possible errors that might influence the results of a TPA 

was developed. Figure 2 shows a classification of possible TPA errors into measurement based and 

mathematically based influences. 

 

Figure 2: Overview of possible errors that influence TPA results 

In order to develop new approaches to enhance currently used TPA methodologies detailed analyses have 

been accomplished for both error categories. In the context of mathematically based errors a verification 

measurement to validate currently used TPA methodologies has been performed. Additionally a 

substantial sensitivity analysis has been carried out to analyse measurement based influences which 
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mainly concern problems in transfer function and inertance acquisition caused by deviations in excitation 

position, excitation direction and temperature. 

3.1 Measurement Based Errors 

In order to quantify errors that are based on measurement inaccuracies, various measurements have been 

made. Results of these measurements concerning deviations in excitation direction, excitation position and 

temperature are plotted in Figure 3. 

To measure the needed inertances and Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) an artificial excitation like 

an impact hammer or shaker has to be used. Due to severe limitation in space, especially within engine 

compartments of nowadays passenger cars, deviations in excitation direction and excitation position might 

occur. 

To analyse the influences of these deviations, a substantial sensitivity analysis was performed. 

Representative examples for influences of the mentioned deviations are plotted in Figure 3. More 

information about the results of this sensitivity analysis are given in [2] and [6]. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of measured FRFs at one engine mount with deviations in excitation position (left), 

excitation direction (middle) and temperature (right). 

Concluding from the presented results deviations in excitation position, excitation direction and 

differences in temperature concerning FRF and inertance measurements can cause substantial errors on the 

simulated TPA result. Therefore the development of new methods which avoid or reduce the mentioned 

deviations during measurements would directly improve the quality of simulated TPA results. 

3.2 Numerically Based Errors 

Beside errors that are based on measurement problems, errors based on numerical reasons contribute to the 

overall error of TPA calculations. In order to quantify those numerically based errors a special verification 

measurement setup and a substantial crosstalk influence analysis has been accomplished. Results of these 

analyses are described in the following chapters. 

3.2.1 Verification Measurement Setup 

Aim of this verification measurement was the comparison of different TPA methodologies in the face of 

numerical correctness. Therefore the elimination of all measurement based errors had to be satisfied by the 

verification measurement setup. In addition, acquisition of data needed for verification has to be 

considered in the verification measurement design process.  
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In order to eliminate all measurement based errors, Mini Shakers have been used to generate ‘operational 

conditions’. To prevent deviation in excitation direction and excitation position all shakers have been 

fixed to the chassis using X60 glue. By utilizing Mini-Shakers for excitation, the measurement based error 

caused by temperature differences is eliminated. Finally problems based on reproducibility, coherence of 

the transfer functions and unconsidered sources are eliminated due to the fixation of the shakers. 

For verification purposes the exact knowledge of induced forces at all excitation positions is necessary. 

Therefore force transducers have been placed between the Mini Shakers and the chassis. Additionally the 

overall target sound pressure has been measured during ‘operational condition’. 

Figure 4 shows one example for an excitation position setup including Mini Shaker, force transducer and 

accelerometers. For the whole verification measurement setup 6 Mini-Shakers have been used to generate 

‘operational conditions’. As excitation signals for the Mini Shakers, acceleration signals measured during 

a 3
rd

 gear WOT run-up at the positions of the Mini-Shakers have been used. Through this approach a 3
rd

 

gear WOT run-up could be generated. 

 

Figure 4: Measurement setup for one excitation position including Mini Shaker, force transducer and 

accelerometers 

3.2.2 Verification Results for Conventional TPA 

Utilizing the generated ‘operational data’, TPAs using different TPA Tools have been accomplished. Due 

to the used methodology the tools have been separated into acceleration based and force (inertance) based 

methodologies. 

Figure 5 shows the results for contributions of two acceleration based methodologies. Additionally the 

overall SPL at the target position (black) is plotted to clarify the importance of the regarded contribution 

on the SPL at the target microphone. To verify the calculated contributions the forces measured under 

‘operational condition’ were multiplied by the transfer function from the force position to the target 

position to achieve a measured contribution. 

As can be seen in Figure 5 the calculated and measured contributions show a good agreement at low 

rotational speeds. At higher engine speeds however the calculated results differ up to 20 dB from the 

measured contributions. 
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Figure 5: 2
nd

 order overall SPL at target microphone (black), measured contribution from verification 

measurement (red) and contributions calculated by using two  

acceleration based methodologies (blue and green) for a 3
rd

 gear WOT run-up 

To verify force (inertance) based methodologies again, calculated and measured contributions have been 

compared. In Figure 6 results for one contribution are displayed. Similar to the results of the acceleration 

based methodologies results for lower engine speeds show a very good agreement between measured and 

calculated contributions. For higher frequencies however computed and measured values show big 

deviations. While the measured contribution (red) is more than 20 dB below the overall noise (black), the 

calculated contributions (green and blue) are dominant in these frequency ranges. 

 

Figure 6: 2
nd

 order overall SPL at target microphone (black), measured contribution from verification 

measurement (red) and contributions calculated by using two  

force (inertance) based methodologies (blue and green) for a 3
rd

 gear WOT run-up 

3.2.3 Crosstalk Influence 

One main reason for the bad agreement between measurement and calculation is the consideration of 

influences of different excitations on the measured accelerations. In such a complex environment as a 

passenger car accelerations are influenced by different sound sources. In the frame of TPA these 

interactions are defined as crosstalk (XT).  
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In this investigation XT for each source is defined as the ratio of the sum of energies transmitted through 

all side paths divided by the energy transmitted through the main path of the excitation. 

In Figure 7, the XT for one powertrain mount direction is plotted based on the results of the sensitivity 

analysis. It is calculated by dividing the energy, which is transferred through the two other directions of 

the mount, through the energy transferred in excitation direction. 0 dB therefore indicates that the same 

amount of energy is transferred through the main and the two auxiliary paths. A positive dB number 

indicates that more energy is transmitted through the auxiliary paths and a negative dB number indicates 

that more energy is transmitted through the main path. 

 

Figure 7: Crosstalk for each excitation at chassis side engine mount positions within each powertrain 

mounting positions in x, y, z direction 

Based on this XT definition the induced error in force calculation by omitting the XT can be estimated. 

This estimation is plotted on the right ordinate in Figure 7 and Figure 8. As plotted in Figure 7 errors up to 

8 dB can arise by omitting XT within engine mounts in force calculation. 
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Figure 8: Chassis crosstalk between 4 powertrain mount positions in x, y, z direction 

Beside the XT within mounts the XT between different mounts can be considered too. For that purpose the 

summed energy transmitted through all other mounts is divided by the energy transmitted through the 

main excitation path. Results of this investigation are given in Figure 8.  

Comparison of calculated XT plotted in Figure 7 and Figure 8 leads to the conclusion that XT within the 

engine mounts is substantial and would lead to estimated errors up to 10 dB when omitted. XT between 

the mounts however is less important and leads to estimated errors in force calculation of up to 5 dB. 

4 Solutions for TPA Enhancement 

4.1 Mountwise Calculation 

To reduce numerically based errors, crosstalk recognition and error amplification have been investigated. 

Usually an increase in crosstalk recognition leads to an increase in condition number. As the condition 

number is an indicator for the upper bound of the error amplification, increased crosstalk recognition 

might lead to increased error amplification. 

Using more inertances for apparent mass calculation to increase crosstalk recognition, usually leads to a 

higher condition number of the inertance matrix. This increase in condition number is based on the low 

contributions of sources from other mounts which usually cause low eigenvalues (noise) in the inertance 

matrix. Therefore a mountwise consideration of forces usually leads to a decrease in condition number. 

In order to balance influences of crosstalk recognition and error amplification, only inertances within one 

mount are used for apparent mass calculation in this approach.  

Motivation for this approach is given in chapter 3.2.3. It is shown that crosstalk within one mount is in 

most cases noticeably higher than crosstalk between mounts. Therefore only crosstalk within the mounts is 

considered in the mountwise approach. 
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The reduction of the number of inertances considered for apparent mass calculation for almost each 

frequency leads to a reduction of the condition number of the inertance matrix. One example is given in 

Figure 9. As the condition number constraints the error amplification, this decrease in condition number 

leads to a decrease of possible error amplification. 

 

Figure 9: Condition number for diagonal (blue), full (red) and mountwise (green) inertance matrix 

For verification of the mountwise approach data from the verification measurement described in chapter 

3.2.1 was utilized. Due to the designed verification measurement setup no measurement based error occurs 

in this data set. Therefore deviations between measurement and calculation are only caused by numerical 

problems of the applied approaches. 

As can be seen at the top of Figure 10 the calculation using the main diagonal of the inertance matrix 

shows very little agreement with the measured SPL at the considered target microphone. Utilizing the 

mountwise approach for target noise computation the agreement between measured and calculated SPL 

increases strongly. Through application of the full matrix approach further improvements in the agreement 

between measured and calculated SPL can be achieved.  
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Figure 10: Comparison of measured total noise (red) and total noise calculated using the diagonal (top), 

mountwise (middle) or full matrix (bottom) approach. 
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4.2 TPA FORM 

In cooperation between AVL, ACC and the Institute of Electronical Music and Acoustic (IEM) a new 

TPA Method was developed and patented. ([4], [5]) 

4.2.1 Assumptions 

This method assumes that the excitation of all main sources is covered by measuring the accelerations or 

sound pressures close to all defined excitation positions. Additionally it is assumed that acceleration to 

sound pressure sensitivity functions are constant for all measurements in operational condition. This 

means that the structure (chassis in case of application on cars) temperature while measuring in 

operational conditions has to be as constant as possible. 

4.2.2 Advantages 

The new approach of the developed method allows the computation of inertances from measurements in 

operational condition and reciprocally measured source to target FRFs. The advantages of this new 

method are its time saving approach and the elimination of common errors in inertance and FRF 

measurements. 

While the time saving aspect of this method is obvious, the increase in result quality has to be described in 

detail.  

One of the most error prone tasks while accomplishing a TPA are the measurements of inertances and 

source to target FRFs. These errors are in large parts depending on  

• deviations in excitation direction,  

• deviations in excitation position as well as  

• differing structure temperatures between operational and initial inertance, respectively FRF 

measurements. 

Using reciprocally measured FRFs the deviation in excitation direction is eliminated because the direction 

of the force of the measured FRFs is identical to the accelerometer axis. Additionally it is easier to place 

an accelerometer close to the origin of the exciting sources as to use a shaker or an impact hammer as 

excitation at these positions to measure the inertances and FRFs. For these reasons the error caused by 

deviation in excitation position is reduced by this method.  

Furthermore the error based on temperature differences is reduced by the reciprocal measurement if it will 

be accomplished directly after the operational measurement. Through this proceeding the problems based 

on the difference in temperature between the operational and the inertance resp. FRF measurement can be 

eliminated. 

4.2.3 Theory 

To compute the inertances from operational and reciprocal measurement two steps are necessary. In Step 1 

acceleration to pressure sensitivities are determined which are used in Step 2 to compute the inertances. 

 

Step 1: Determination of Acceleration to Interior Microphone Sound Pressure Sensitivities 

 

One way to determine the required acceleration to sound pressure sensitivities is the elimination of 

airborne sound pressure contributions. Following the nomenclature of ( 1 ), pAB has to be subtracted from 
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the overall sound pressure ptot at target microphones. Therefore in the further proceeding only 

structureborne sound pressure pSB will be used. 
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Assuming a measurement of pSB during an engine run up, the calculation of the pSB using the required 

acceleration to sound pressure sensitivities is given in ( 2 ). 
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For defined timeslots sound pressure and acceleration spectra in an adequate number are calculated from 

time data. In TPA FRFs and inertances are assumed to be constant for different operational conditions 

(timeslots in ( 2 )). As acceleration to sound pressure sensitivities can be calculated from inertances and 

FRFs, these sensitivities are also assumed to be constant for all timeslots. Therefore, the system of 

equations given in ( 2 ) can be solved to compute the required acceleration to sound pressure sensitivities. 

 

Step 2: Determination of Inertances 

 

Based on the reciprocity principle, reciprocally measured FRFs and FRFs in operational condition are 

equal. For determination of inertances reciprocally measured FRFs are compared to FRFs computed from 

the operational measurement. 

As described in ( 3 ) the FRFs in operational condition can be computed by utilizing the acceleration to 

sound pressure sensitivities determined in Step 1.  
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As the inertances are the only unknowns in this system of equations, they can be computed by utilizing 

appropriate mathematical methods. [3] In order to compute all inertances, multiple, sufficiently 

independent, target positions have to be used. To obtain this independence, a minimum distance between 

the target positions has to be kept. Following the presented TPA FORM approach all inertances can be 

computed considering with consideration of crosstalk effects. 

Having determined all inertances from operational measurement and reciprocally measured FRFs, the 

required forces and source contributions, which yield the overall interior noise level in operational 

condition, can be obtained. 

4.2.4 Verification of TPA FORM 

To verify the developed TPA FORM method the following data requirements were defined.  

• Data for TPA FORM 

o acceleration in operational condition at excitation position 

o pressure / acceleration in operational condition at target positions 

o reciprocally measured FRFs from target to excitation position 

• Data for Verification 

o conventionally measured FRFs 

o conventionally measured inertances 

o measured forces 

4.2.5 Measurement Setup 

In order to fulfil those data requirements a verification setup was designed in which two Mini-Shakers 

were attached at mounting positions of the chassis using X60 glue. Between each Mini Shaker and the 

chassis a force transducer was placed to measure the forces that are induced to the chassis by each shaker.  

To measure all necessary accelerations in operational condition two 3-d accelerometers were placed close 

to the defined shaker position. To deliver the required reciprocally measured FRFs eight 1-d 

accelerometers in structures mainly in the engine bay were used instead of microphones in the car interior. 

The reason for using reciprocally measured structure to structure (force to acceleration) instead of 

structure to airborne (volume acceleration to acceleration) transfer functions is based on measurement 

reasons. Due to restrictions in measurement equipment, especially in the low frequency range, the quality 

of structure to structure transfer functions is much better than the quality of structure to airborne transfer 

functions. Therefore structure to structure transfer functions have been used to reduce the error in TPA 

FORM computation. 

To simulate operational conditions using both shakers, measured accelerations in operational condition 

close to each shaker position were utilized. As operational condition a 3
rd

 gear WOT runup at a test bed 
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was used. A layout of the verification measurement setup including accelerometer positions, shaker 

positions and the localization of target points for reciprocal acceleration measurements is given in 

Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Additional response measurement points for the LMS software 

4.2.6 Verification Method 

For a detailed verification of the TPA FORM method following values have to be verified. 

• Sensitivities calculated in Step 1 

• Inertances calculated in Step 2 

• Forces computed by inverting the inertance matrix that was calculated by TPA FORM 

For verification of all values a block diagram showing the relations between sensitivities, inertances and 

(reciprocally measured) FRFs is given in Figure 12. This diagram was used to design appropriate 

verification procedures for all values computed in TPA FORM. 
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Figure 12: Block Diagram showing relations between sensitivities, inertances and FRFs. 
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4.2.7 Sensitivity Verification 

In order to verify the sensitivities computed in Step 1.1 resp. Step 1.2 measured inertances and FRFs were 

used. As can be seen in Figure 12 a series connection of sensitivities and inertances equals the 

(reciprocally measured) FRF from source to target. For verification purpose the measured forces from the 

operational measurement can be used to determine sound resp. acceleration at the target position either by 

using the measured FRF or by using a multiplication of measured inertances and calculated sensitivities.  
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Figure 13: Comparison between measured accelerations at target position and acceleration at target 

position calculated from computed sensitivities and measured inertances. 

To verify the calculated sensitivities Campbell plots of acceleration at target values for the operational 

data (WOT 3
rd

 gear run-up) are used. In Figure 13 the left plot shows the Campbell diagram computed by 

using a measured FRF. The right plot contains the acceleration at target position computed by using 

measured inertances and calculated sensitivities. As both plots are nearly identical the calculated 

sensitivities are verified. 

4.2.8 Inertance Verification 

Verification of the inertances computed by TPA FORM is done by comparing them to conventionally 

measured inertances. For the conventional inertance measurement it is crucial that the error made in 

inertance measurement is minimal. Therefore the excitation direction of the inertance measurement has to 

be equal to the direction of the accelerometer that has been used in TPA FORM. Additionally the location 

of the excitation position for the conventional inertance measurement has to be as close as possible to the 

real excitation position of the shaker. Finally the temperature in operational condition has to be equal to 

the temperature when the conventional inertance measurement is performed. 

In case of the verification measurement setup the conventional determination of inertances should fulfil all 

requirements. Therefore the error in measured inertance is assumed to be neglectible. Figure 14 shows a 

comparison between conventionally measured inertances (full) and inertances that were calculated using 

TPA FORM. Beside a numerical problem at about 350 Hz measured and calculated inertances fit very 

well.  
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Figure 14: Comparison between measured and calculated inertances. 

4.2.9 Force Verification 

In order to quantify the overall influence of deviations between measured and calculated inertances on 

force calculation, the full inertance matrix method was used to compute forces induced by the shakers in 

operational condition. 

For verification Campbell plots of the force measured in operational condition and the force computed by 

a full matrix TPA using inertances calculated by TPA FORM are compared in Figure 15. As can be seen, 

both diagrams show a very good agreement. 

 

Figure 15: Comparison between measured forces and forces computing by using a full matrix method 

holding inertances calculated by TPA FORM. 
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5 Summary 

In this paper errors of commercially available TPA tools have been presented. In a detailed analysis 

containing a verification measurement possible sources of errors in TPA computations have been 

categorized and investigated. Additionally the new TPA FORM approach to acquire needed inertances and 

FRFs was introduced. 

The aim of TPA FORM to deliver a fast and accurate computation of forces and contributions in 

operational condition in the scope of Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) has been achieved. During the 

verification process it has been shown that TPA FORM are able to reduce the problems in conventional 

inertance measurement. Therefore the time consuming and error-prone measurement of inertances can be 

omitted which substantially reduces the effort for accomplishing a TPA. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a new methodology which combines CAE and Testing methods to accurately 

determine the powerplant's (engine + transmission) contribution to vehicle air-borne interior noise.  

Inverse numerical acoustic method (IATV: Inverse Acoustic Transfer Vectors) is used to predict the 

powerplant surface vibration. Acoustic transfer vectors are arrays of transfer functions between surface 

normal velocity and acoustic pressure at response points. In order to inverse the acoustic transfer vectors 

and predict the surface vibration on the boundary element model mesh (around 9000 nodes) from a near 

field pressure measurement (acquired using microphone arrays on more than 1000 points), L-curve 

regularization technique is used to identify the optimum singular value decomposition (SVD) truncation.  

The calculated powerplant surface vibration is then combined with the measured acoustic transfer 

functions (powerplant volume velocity to sound pressure SPL at driver ear) to predict the vehicle airborne 

interior noise contribution of each powerplant component or patch. 

A detailed description will be presented showing the modeling approach for computing the powerplant 

acoustic transfer vectors, as well as the physical testing process for measuring the acoustic transfer 

functions.  Together with this, an actual application example will be presented as to how this methodology 

is used at Ford to identify the critical powerplant component sound sources contributing to the noise inside 

the vehicle passenger cabin.   

1 Introduction 

There are multiple noise sources contributing to the interior noise in the vehicle (Figure 1).  Among these 

we have: inlet noise, exhaust tail pipe noise, wind noise, road noise, internal mechanically transmitted 

noise through the engine mounts (structure-borne), external noises from street traffic, vibrations, etc.  This 

paper will focus only on the powerplant (i.e, engine + transmission) noise transmitted air borne from the 

engine compartment to the passenger cabin (also called Airborne-Noise).   
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Consequently, there are multiple sources contributing to the vehicle interior noise. What the customer 

wants is a smooth, comfortable and enjoyable drive experience.  This can only be attained by providing 

quietness and a "linearly accelerating" good sound. Unpleasant noises from mechanical vibrations and 

impact sources should be totally eliminated since they greatly affect the overall interior sound quality and 

provide a perception of poor quality.  Hence, the technical challenge is to accurately determine the 

powerplant's contribution to the vehicle interior noise from a system level (i.e., powerplant in vehicle), to a 

subsystem level (i.e., engine in dyno), down to component levels.  It was critical at Ford to establish a 

process by which can rank the vehicle interior noise source relative to driver ear and provide a target 

cascading method to our engineers such they can design their components and subsystems early-on in the 

design process to meet the system level vehicle interior noise objectives upstream in the development 

process.  This required development and implementation of an accurate hybrid (Test + CAE based) Noise 

Source Ranking methodology, originally developed by LMS [1].  This methodology makes use of Inverse 

Acoustic Transfer Vectors "IATV" along with measured Acoustic Transfer Functions using a volume 

velocity technique. 
 

 

 

Figure 1:  Multiple Sources Contributing to the Vehicle Interior Noise 

 

The intention of this paper is not to go into the details of the methodology, but focus more in the 

application to help achieving the best vehicle interior sound quality. The methodology describing ATV's 

(Acoustic Transfer Vectors) and IATV s are clearly mathematically defined and proven in references [1] 

and [2, 3], respectively. 

2 Limitations of Existing Noise Source Ranking Procedures 

The most common test procedure used for automotive powerplant acoustic measurement is SAE J1074.   

Radiated noise measurements are conducted by placing microphones one meter away on each side of the 

powerplant (top, front, back, and left & right sides).  Refer to Figure 2.  Although, this test procedure is 

widely used, it has a number of limitations. One of the major limitations is that there's not enough 

microphones to estimate total powerplant sound power.  Also, there may be overlapping effects or cross-

talk in the measurement and ranking of the engine with transmission. Additionally, some level of cross-

talk could result in measuring noise at the top and sides of the powerplant. This makes it somewhat 

difficult to properly associate sound sources with individual powerplant components. 
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Figure 2:  NVH Test Cell – Standard SAE J1074 measurement set up for powerplant radiated noise 

 

There are additional measurement techniques [3] for noise source ranking which also have different levels 

of limitations.  For example,  

� Near Field Acoustic Holography:  Measurements are good only for planar sources, but has 

difficulties with non-planar areas which are abundant in the powerplant configuration.  Discrimination 

between overlapping sources may also exist with this method. 

� Surface Acceleration Measurement:   A direct accelerometer measurement to evaluate surface 

vibrations is not practical using conventional measuring methods such as accelerometers.  This is 

because of the large number of accelerometers required to make such measurements in a powerplant.  

Additionally, attaching the accelerometer may change the vibration to be measured.  However, the use 

of optical devices such as laser vibrometers get around these issues, making it a more precise method 

for this type of measurements. 

� CAE:   This analytical method is good only for providing design directions. It can not predict absolute 

values.  The accuracy of results depends on accuracy of excitations used for the analysis and in most 

cases not all excitations are modeled.  Absolute prediction is difficult to achieve because of lack of 

good models for damping & isolated connections. 
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3 Hybrid (Test / CAE) Approach for Powerplant Noise Source 
Ranking 

The best noise source ranking method is one capable of measuring (e.g., laser vibrometer) or calculating 

the “source” of the noise. The most effective approach is to measure the powerplant's surface vibration 

and relate this to vehicle interior noise.  The surface vibrations most likely not change if the powerplant is 

in the free field (dyno cell) or under hood (inside the engine compartment).  Furthermore, there will be no 

overlapping or cross-talk contamination and can further be split into structural transfer functions and 

excitation forces. 

Because both experimental and analytical methods are limited in measuring or calculating the surface 

vibration, the most effective line of attack is to combine the best of these methods into a Hybrid approach.  

With this approach the surface vibration can be inversely computed using the IATV method. 

  

4 IATV Process Flow 

4.1 Powerplant Source Characterization  

Step 1: Measure Sound Pressure Levels (P)  

The first step is to place microphone array grids and measure the operating sound pressures (P) on each 

side of a running powerplant in a dyno cell.  Near field Sound Pressure Levels (SPL) are measured in dB's 

using approximately 1000 microphones when all sides are counted.  Refer to Figure 3 below. 
 

 
 

Figure 3:  Powerplant Near-Field Sound Pressure Measurement Using a 12x12 Microphone Array 

 

Step 2: Analytical Computation of Acoustic Transfer Vectors (ATV)   

The second step is to compute the Acoustic Transfer Vectors (ATV's) from a CAE Boundary Element 

Model using LMS Sysnoise or Virtual.Lab.   The ATV's calculate the relationship between the CAE 

model's surface velocities and the surrounding sound pressure grids in the microphone array.  Refer to 

Figure 4 below.  This relation can be written as: 
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            {P} = [ATM] {Vn}             (1) 

where {P} is the surrounding sound pressure grids in the microphone array,  {Vn}is the powerplant surface 

velocities and the acoustic transfer matrix [ATM ] is formed by the different acoustic transfer vectors 

(ATV). 

 
Figure 4:  ATV Computation process   

 

Step 3: Inverse Calculation of Surface Vibration (Vn): Inverse ATV 

The third step is to back compute the surface velocities using the inverse ATV method.  Refer to Figures 

5a and 5b below.  With this it is now possible to accurately quantify the dominant noise sources of the 

powerplant.  The boundary element model used had approximately 9000 nodes and 1000 near field 

pressure points were measured around the powerplant using a 12x12 array grid. 

Equation (1) is the basic relation for the inverse numerical acoustics. The pressure can be measured at a 

large number of field points and the boundary velocity is obtained using the relationship: 

           {Vn} = [ATM]
-1

 {P}             (2) 

 

 

Figure 5a:  Inverse calculation of the powerplant's surface velocities using the IATV method   

 

Predicting the velocity of 9000 nodes from 1000 microphone sound pressure measurements consists of the 

inversion of a rectangular and ill matrix. Solution is not unique and the inversion is not straightforward. 
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Still, a pseudo-inversion can be performed and generally give good results providing that the measurement 

points are correctly selected and regularization correctly performed.  

In order to inverse the acoustic transfer vectors and predict the surface vibration on the BEM mesh from a 

near field sound pressure measurement, LMS implemented in Sysnoise vibro-acoustics software the 

regularization technique so-called L-curve approach used to identify the optimum singular value 

decomposition (SVD) truncation. This method is fully explained in reference [2] and is summarized below 

as well. 
 

 

Figure 5b:  Inverse calculation:                                                                                                            

Rebuilding the Powerplant Surface Velocity from Measured Sound Pressure Field 

   

For a traditional problem (given velocity at the boundary surface), equation (1) is the basic for the 

calculation of the radiated sound pressure.  For inverse problems, equation (2) is used to determine the 

boundary velocity. Unfortunately, the inverse system of equations is not diagonal dominant and is 

generally ill-conditioned. The conditioning of the system of equations is function of the position of the 

field points. If the points are too far from the boundary surface, no dominant terms will appear in the 

acoustic transfer matrix and the later will be rank deficient, i.e. close to singular. On the other hand, if 

each field point is relatively close to a mesh point then its acoustic transfer vector will be dominated by 

this mesh point. Consequently, the acoustic transfer matrix will not be rank deficient. Still, the acoustic 

transfer matrix will most probably be poorly conditioned and rectangular. Therefore its inversion is 

performed using singular value decomposition.  

 

Singular value decomposition is a powerful technique to solve singular or close to singular systems. It is 

based on the fact that any n x m complex matrix can be written as [5]: 

 

          [A]= [V] [σ] [U]
H
            (3) 

 

The superscript H stands for ‘transpose complex conjugate’, [σ] is a diagonal real matrix, [U] complex 

matrix and [V] is complex matrix.  The coefficients of [σ], called singular values, are stored in a 

decreasing order and matrices [U] and [V] are such that:  

 

                     [V]
H
 [V] = [U]

H
 [U]= [I]             (4) 

 

where [I] is the identity matrix.  Hence, from equations (3) and (4) it follows: 

 

                  [A]
-1

 = [U] [σ]
-1

 [V]
H
                (5) 
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Nevertheless, singular or ill-conditioned matrices contain null or small singular values. This results in 

infinite or huge terms in [σ]
-1

. Whereas the infinite terms clearly lead to an infinite solution, the huge 

terms lead to a solution of equation (2) that will be very sensitive to the right hand side variations. 

Therefore, small errors on the RHS will result in huge errors on the solution. To avoid this problem, the 

small or null terms of [σ] are set to zero in [σ]
-1

. This process is called truncated singular value 

decomposition. The singular values are dropped as soon as σi <α σ1 where α is a tolerance parameter.  

 

The choice of α is a trade off between regularization and loss of information. Therefore, the critical issue 

of the method is to correctly select the tolerance parameter such that the errors are sufficiently reduced 

without causing unacceptable loss of information. This is usually achieved through the use of the so-called 

L-curve where the norm of the solution is plotted versus the rest. The vertical part of the L-curve 

corresponds to the solutions obtained using low regularization whereas the horizontal part corresponds to 

the solutions obtained using strong regularization. Obviously, the optimal regularization can be found at 

the intersection of the two parts (Figure 6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  L-curve Regularization 

 

4.2 IATV Source Characterization Validation 

To insure the IATV method works, a validation of the process was performed.  This was done as follows:  

If you recall, the fist step was to measure the operating sound pressure levels using a microphone array.  

After that we then use CAE BEM Models (LMS/Sysnoise) to compute the ATVs.  Having the ATV's, then 

we conduct and inverse calculation to predict the surface velocities on the powerplant.  

 

The velocity boundary conditions obtained using the proposed approach has been used to perform a 

forward computation (regular acoustic radiation analysis). A good agreement has been found between the 

computed sound pressure field and the measured one. Figure 7 compares the sound pressure field 

computed at 2496 Hz and 1500RPM to the measured sound pressure. It can be observed that a very good 

agreement is found. 

 

This validation may be seen as trivial; however, because the matrix to be inverted is not square and is ill 

conditioned, the use of L-curve approach to identify the optimum singular value decomposition (SVD) 

truncation is critical. Figure 7 shows that the optimum SVD is well found. 
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Figure 7:  Comparison between measured pressure (1) and recalculated pressure (3) 

4.3 "In-Vehicle" Powerplant Source Characterization 

The next step is to make use of the IATV predicted Powerplant surface velocities to predict the 

powerplant's air-borne noise contribution to the vehicle interior noise.  Also, conduct a noise ranking 

quantification of the powerplant components affecting vehicle cabin noise. Three steps are necessary to 

perform this phase. 

 

Step 1: In-Vehicle Acoustic Transfer Functions Measurement 

The first step is to measure the acoustic transfer functions between powerplant and vehicle interior at point 

of interest (i.e., Driver's outboard Ear (DoE), and/or front & rear passenger locations).  The powerplant is 

divided into many patches representing small areas for each component (Figure 8); hence it is necessary to 

measure one transfer function for each of the established patches.   

 

 

Figure 8:  Powerplant components divided into several patches 
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The process for measuring the powerplant to vehicle interior cabin transfer functions is to use a volume 

velocity source "Q" at the Driver's outboard Ear (DoE) location inside the passenger compartment and 

measure the sound pressure "P" by way of a microphone attached at each of the established patches in the 

powerplant (Figure 9).  Reciprocity technique is used to determine the Measured Acoustic Transfer 

Functions (MATF) defined as:  

MATFi = Pi / Q        (6) 

where Pi is the sound pressure at each powerplant patch ‘i’ and Q is the volume velocity input. 
 

 

 

Figure 9:  Process to measure Powerplant to Vehicle Interior Acoustic Transfer Functions  

  

Step 2: Volume Velocity Calculation 

The second step is to compute the volume velocity "Q" of the running powerplant for each of the patches 

(area Si) using the already calculated IATV surface velocities at each patch (Vi).  The volume velocity Qi 

is defined as: 

     Qi = Si * Vi               (7) 

 

 

Figure 10:  Powerplant Volume Velocity 
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Step 3: Predicted “In-Vehicle” Powerplant Noise and Components Noise Source Ranking 

Finally, the third step is to combine the calculated volume velocities "Qi" with the measured acoustic 

transfer functions "MATFi" to predict the total airborne vehicle interior noise (Sound Pressure Levels 

"SPL" at point of interest (i.e., Driver's outboard Ear ‘DoE’) and the contribution of each powerplant 

component (or patch) to the interior noise. 

 

   SPLtotal = ∑ SPLi = ∑ Qi  x MATFi         (8) 

 

where SPLtotal is total sound pressure level at the driver ear, SPLi is the partial sound pressure level 

acoustical contribution of powerplant patch i. 

Once we've predicted the SPL's for each patch, then LMS Transfer Path Analysis software is used to 

quantify the contribution of the powerplant to the overall vehicle interior noise.  This will help identify 

and correct the critical components, down to a small specific area (patch), contributing to the vehicle 

interior cabin noise.  Figure 11 graphically illustrates the powerplant components noise source ranking.  

The powerplant can be divided into the two major sub-systems (engine and transmission). The engine can 

be divided into its major components (engine block, cylinder heads, intake manifold, valve covers, front 

cover, oil pan, front end accessory, …).  Further each components of the powerplant can be divided into 

several patches to clearly indentify the source of the noise relative to the vehicle interior noise 

 

 

Figure 11:  In-Vehicle Powerplant (P/P) Components Noise Source Ranking  
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5 Powerplant (Airborne) to Vehicle Interior Noise – Case Study 

The IATV hybrid simulation approach was used to accurately evaluate the contribution of the engine and 

transmission to the vehicle interior noise, more specific the drive's outboard ear location.  Furthermore, for 

each of the engine and transmission subsystems, we were able to break it down to determine the critical 

components driving the overall vehicle interior noise contribution.  Figure 12, illustrates the overall 

contribution of the engine and transmission subsystems to the overall powerplant in-vehicle interior noise. 

The engine is then divided into its 8 major components (comp 1 to comp 8). 

 

 

 

Figure 12:  In-Vehicle Powerplant Subsystem and Component Noise Source Ranking 

Powerplant, Engine, Transmission and Engine Components Driver Ear Overall Sound Pressure Level 

 

Further post-processing this data using the LMS Transfer Path Analysis software we can evaluate the 

frequency breakdown for each subsystem and components, making it easier to easily identify critical 

frequencies on any given component affecting the overall powerplant noise.  For example, on figure 13 

below we can see how a specific frequency in component 2 affects the engine system and overall 

powerplant noise in the vehicle interior cabin's DOE location. 

 

Figure 13 present the noise source ranking in the frequency domain, where it is possible to pinpoint which 

frequencies are causing the high vehicle interior noise. 
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Figure 13:  Frequency Breakdown of In-Vehicle Powerplant System, Subsystem & Component Noise 

Source Ranking 
 

Similarly, we can determine and plot the contribution of each sub-system (engine and transmission) to the 

overall interior noise as a function of engine speed (RPM).  This is illustrated in Figure 14.  From this we 

can quickly see that the engine system dominates the overall powerplant induced vehicle interior noise at 

the driver ear (DoE).  

 

Figure 14:  In-Vehicle Powerplant Subsystem Noise Source Ranking as a function of engine speed 

 

Additionally, we can plot the contribution for each component to the overall interior noise as a function of 

engine speed (RPM).  This is plotted in Figure 15 where we can quickly see how component 2 dominates 
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the overall noise.  Component 2 belongs to the engine subsystem.  This analysis then quickly leads us to 

redesign of component 2 in order to reduce the overall powerplant noise contribution inside the vehicle 

cabin. 
 

 

Figure 15:  In-Vehicle Powerplant Components Noise Source Ranking as a function of engine speed 

6 Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, combining CAE acoustic methods with acoustic test measurements provides a powerful and 

accurate method for predicting the powerplant's surface velocities and ultimately radiated noise.   

The process flow can be best summarized by the illustration below in Figure 16. 
 

 

Figure 16:  Powerplant In-Vehicle Noise Source Evaluation Process Flow 
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This method was fully validated at Ford Motor Company, both for the powerplant IATV noise prediction 

and the vehicle interior noise assessment.  The method can breakdown, in fine details, the contribution of 

each powertrain component to the overall vehicle interior noise. This now provides an effective approach 

for identifying and optimizing the critical powertrain components and “powertrain-to-vehicle” transfer 

functions contributing to vehicle interior noise.  An accurate “In-Vehicle” noise source quantification of 

powertrain structural components is now available! 

Although the method is accurate, we found it very time consuming because of all the testing and CAE 

tasks required to fully complete the evaluation.  Ford is now investigating further improvements to this 

method such that it can be fully incorporated upfront in the NVH development process. 
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Abstract 
Classical Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) is a well-established method for tackling NVH problems. It is 

proven to be reliable, but because of its complexity and time-consuming procedure, the industry is 

constantly seeking for simpler and faster methods. 

One such method which has quickly gained attention in the NVH field is Operational Path Analysis 

(OPA). OPA is a fully-operational method requiring only operational measurements of the path references 

(e.g. body-side mount accelerations, pressures close to vibrating surfaces, nozzles, apertures) and target 

response(s). A transmissibility matrix between references and target(s) is estimated from operational data 

under different test conditions (e.g. run up, run down). The claim for its accuracy is based on being able to 

reproduce the original target signal(s) by summing the calculated path contributions. However, this 

provides no evidence that the individual path contributions are correct.  

In this paper, the OPA method is critically examined and compared to a classical TPA measurement. The 

results of this examination reveal three significant limitations: 

i) The first critical element is the cross-coupling between the path references. Due to the system’s 

modal behaviour, a single force in one of the mounts causes vibrations at all path references. This 

cross-coupling easily leads to a false identification of significant paths and to wrong engineering 

decisions. 

ii) The second limitation of OPA are the numerical conditioning problems related to transmissibility 

estimations from operational data. These problems lead to unreliable transmissibility estimates in 

many cases. 

iii) The third critical element are the potential errors of missing transfer paths in the analysis. The 

contributions of missing paths are distributed over the other ones, introducing errors that are hard 

to recognize as the summed contribution is not affected in most cases. 

 

 

1 Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) 
 

1.1 Short review of TPA  
 

Over the years, classical Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) has proved to be a reliable method for assessing 

the NVH behaviour of vehicles. The original idea of using a source-path-receiver model dates back to the 

'80s [1]. Although the method is well known, there is often a confusion about the meaning of the different 

elements of the model. In order to clarify the definitions we start with a review of the basic TPA 

formulation. To create a TPA model the global system has to be divided into an active and a passive part, 

the former containing the sources, the latter the receiver points where the responses are measured. See 

figure 1. Loads are defined at the interface between the active and passive part and the so-called Noise 

Transfer Functions (NTF's), also referred to as Frequency Response Functions (FRF's), characterize the 

relationship between a load and a receiver. The paths are represented by these NTF's. The individual 

contribution of each transfer path to the total response can be calculated by multiplying the load with the 
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corresponding NTF. This model presupposes that the load-response relationship is causal and the paths are 

system characteristics of the global system. Using this model, a pressure target response can be expressed 

as follows: 

 

)(Q.)(NTF)(F.)(NTF)(p j

r

1j

ji

n

1i

i ωω+ωω=ω ∑∑
==

      (1) 

 

with Fi (i = 1…n) the forces acting as a structural load, Qj (j = 1…r) volume acceleration sources acting as 

an acoustic load and NTFi and NTFj the corresponding system response functions. The same equation can 

be written for an acceleration target response. For the sake of simplicity the following discussions will 

only deal with a pressure response.  

 

  
 

Figure 1: TPA model. 

 

 

The most common way to analyze the results is to visualize them in a so-called partial path contribution 

(PPC) plot, where each row shows the partial contribution of a single path to the total pressure as a 

function of Rpm for a certain order as shown in figure 2.  
 

 

Figure 2: Partial path contribution (PPC) map.  
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1.2 Practical limitations of TPA  
 

The test procedure to build a conventional TPA model typically requires two basic steps: (i) identification 

of the operational loads during in-operation tests (e.g. run-up, run-down, etc.) on the road or on a chassis 

dyno; and (ii) estimation of the FRF’s from excitation tests (e.g. hammer impact tests, shaker test, etc.). 

The procedure is similar for both structural and acoustical loading cases, but the practical implementation 

is governed by the nature of the signals and loads. 

The measurement of the FRF’s between input loads and target response(s) is probably the easiest to 

control well. The identification of the operational loads is the main accuracy factor. For the structural 

excitation case, there currently exist three ways to identify the forces [1-6].  

The first approach is to measure the forces directly by using dedicated measuring devices such as load 

cells. But such direct measurement is up to now not possible in the majority of cases as the load cells 

require space and well-defined support surfaces, which often makes application impractical or even 

impossible without distorting the natural mounting situation.  

The second approach is the mount stiffness method which can be used in case that the active and passive 

system components are connected through flexible mounts. This approach combines the differential 

operational responses across the mounts and the mount stiffness profiles to estimate the transmitted forces. 

For a mount i, this can be expressed as follows:  

 

2

piai
ii

))(a)(a(
).(K)(F

ω−

ω−ω

ω=ω         (2) 

 
with Fi the mount force, Ki the mount stiffness profile and aai and api the active and passive side mount 

accelerations. The mount stiffness method is a fast method, but its main drawback is that accurate mount 

stiffness data are seldom available and depend on the load conditions and excitation amplitudes.  

The third approach is the inverse force identification method which identifies the vector of n operational 

forces Fnx1 from m closeby acceleration indicator responses amx1 at the passive side, by multiplying these 

with the pseudo-inverse of the measured force-acceleration FRF matrix (Hmxn) between all the force inputs 

and indicator responses. In vector notation, this is as follows:  

 

})({a.)]([H  })({F 1
ωω=ω

−          (3) 

 

The matrix inversion and force identification are done frequency by frequency. The number of indicator 

responses (m) must significantly exceed the number of forces (n), with a factor 2 as a rule of thumb, to 

minimize ill-conditioning problems when calculating the pseudo-inverse. The main drawback of this is the 

need to perform a large number of FRF measurements to build the full Hmxn matrix. The latter costs a lot 

of time and is a major bottleneck for industry.  

 

 

2 Operational Path Analysis (OPA) 
 

In order to overcome the limitations mentioned above and to speed up the TPA process, many solutions 

and improvements have been proposed [7-8] making different trade-offs regarding speed, accuracy, detail 

of analysis and causality. One of them is the so-called Operational Path Analysis (OPA) approach. It is 

based on the idea of the transmissibility calculation principle that has been around since the late '90s [9-

10] but it is only in the last few years that it has become well known. The goal of the method is to use only 

operational data to derive "TPA-like" results without the need for all the additional measurements specific 
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to most TPA approaches. This is achieved by using a different model in which the target response is 

formulated using operational responses measured at the load locations instead of the loads themselves. For 

a pressure target, this can be expressed by:  

 

)(p.)(T)(a.)(T)(p j

r

1j

jpi

n

1i

i ωω+ωω=ω ∑∑
==

       (4) 

 

where api (i = 1…n) are the body side mount accelerations representing the structural paths, pj (j = 1…r) 

operational pressures to represent the acoustic sources and, finally, Ti and Tj the transmissibilities between 

the acceleration and pressure inputs at the load locations and the target response. Since the mathematical 

formulation of OPA is similar to that of TPA, there is often a confusion in the terminology, which might 

unfortunately lead to an incorrect interpretation on the meaning of the OPA results. So, before we begin 

the discussion on the limitations of the method, it must be pointed out that the TPA and the OPA models 

are fundamentally different despite their apparent similarity. First of all, as opposed to the TPA model, the 

OPA model is not causal. Instead of a load-response relationship OPA is based on a response-response 

relationship. This means that while in TPA one can draw a conclusion as to what effect a certain load has 

on the total response, in OPA one can only talk - with a few exceptions - about a similarity, a "co-

existence" between the target and the input responses. It is well known in engineering that co-existence 

does not necessarily imply causality. Furtermore, OPA calculations use transmissibilities instead of NTF's 

which are not system characteristics but depend on the loading conditions.  

Apart from this basic difference to TPA, three critical elements can be found in the OPA method. These 

three limitations will be first briefly discussed and then illustrated using a reference TPA dataset. 

A first critical element of the OPA method is the numerical conditioning problem related to estimating 

transmissibilities from operational data. These are typically estimated by using an H1 estimator, well-

known from classical Least-Squares (LS) estimation:  
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The basic condition for performing this operation is the invertibility of the autopower matrix [ap.ap’], 

which is equal to having a full rank matrix. This requires that in the build-up or averaging of the power 

spectra, a number of different conditions at least equal to the number of paths is realized at each 

frequency. This can be obtained by combining tests under different conditions. For example, during an 

engine run-up, each frequency will, with increasing RPM, be excited by different orders. Each order 

causes a different phase relation between the engine mount responses. Averaging over the Rpm range 

hence decorrelates the autopower matrix. Tests with varying torques or in different driving conditions can 

also help to decorrelate  the matrix. In most practical cases, however, this is only satisfied in the high 

frequency range. For most automotive applications this would be somewhere above 1kHz. At lower 

frequencies the input vibrations are largely coherent because of the strong modal behaviour of the 

structure, making the autopower matrix rank deficient. In such cases, Singular Value Decomposition 

(SVD) can be applied to get an approximate pseudo-inverse solution. However, this may lead to an 

incorrect estimation of the transmissibilities, giving rise to errors in the OPA calculations. 

The second weakness of the method is the cross-coupling between the path references. Equation (5) shows 

that the path contributions are given in terms of responses at the reference locations (e.g. body side 

accelerations) and not in terms of individual local forces. Since each body side acceleration depends not 

only on the force acting at the particular point but also on the other forces in other points, the split of target 
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response into reference acceleration contributions is not necessarily representative to a similar split in load 

contributions. This is called cross-coupling. The individual contributions can hence be expressed as: 

 

)(T.)(F).(H)(p i
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jiji ω













ωω=ω ∑
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        (7) 

 

with Fj being the truly acting forces and Hij the FRF between the force at location j and the local reference 

i. A high reference level does not imply that a force or acoustic load is entering the system. What we can 

prove by the analysis is a mere co-existence of target and reference signals. But co-existence does not 

imply causality. No mathematical operation except an inverse filtering can correctly remove this cross-

coupling. So, while the investigation of co-existing target and reference signals may lead to interesting 

troubleshooting insights similar to Operating Deflection Shape (ODS) or coherence analysis, care has to 

be taken regarding the actual assignment of path contributions. Because of this apparently simple 

presentation of the results, the cross-coupling effect hence may readily lead to a false interpretation in 

terms of significant paths and hence to wrong engineering decisions. In short, OPA might indicate a high 

contribution whereas in reality that path is unimportant. 

Finally, the third critical point of OPA are the potential errors of missing transfer paths in the analysis. 

Time or equipment constraints, insufficient insight into the actual noise contribution paths, or simply the 

desire to focus on the most dominant paths will in practice limit the number of potentially significant 

references that will be considered. In the traditional TPA mount stiffness approach, missing paths will 

show up in the analysis as a difference between the measured target signal and the re-synthesized target 

signal. This comparison has traditionally become an analysis quality performance indicator. But in OPA, 

this reasoning is no longer valid. The contributions of missing paths are basically distributed over the 

other ones, introducing errors that are hard to recognize. Since the cross-power matrix [p.ap’] in equation 

(6) includes the target pressure, it contains information from every path, even from the missing ones. The 

energy of the latter will spread over the other contributions and the sum of the total contributions will 

again be equal to the target pressure, so the error will not be recognized. Due to this inherent backward-

forward use of the same data, a good synthesis of summed contributions is always obtained and hence is 

not representative for the completeness and quality of the results. Only when the contribution of the 

missing path is totally uncorrelated to the other contributions, will the summed contribution differ from 

the target. Hence, the main conclusion is that great care has to be taken using the correspondence of the 

summed synthesis as analysis quality performance indicator. In most cases, this criterion is not 

representative for the completeness of the OPA analysis. 

 

 

3 Critical assessment of OPA using a reference TPA dataset 
 

3.1 Reference TPA dataset 
 
An engine noise TPA dataset of a 4-cylider car in run-up conditions (from 1000 to 6000 rpm) was chosen 

to serve as a basis for the comparison of OPA with TPA. The TPA model contains 21 structural paths and 

1 pressure target at the driver’s location. The following data were available: (1) operational mount forces 

F21x1 described by orders 0.5 to 10, (2) mount stiffness profiles K21x1, (3) body FRF matrix H21x21 and (4) 

NTF21x1 between forces and pressure target. The operational active and passive side accelerations and the 

pressure responses were synthesized from this data. A critical assessment of the OPA method was done in 

terms of its three main limitations. The results of this analysis are discussed in the sections below. The 

analysis only treats structural transfer paths but the described limitations also hold for acoustic loads.  
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3.2 Cross-coupling between the input accelerations 
 

Cross-coupling means that the body side acceleration at a certain input point not only depends on the force 

acting at that point but also on the other forces, as can be seen from equation (7). To make the analysis 

simpler, the reference TPA dataset was reduced to contain only 5 structural paths. The input forces were 

made incoherent such as to exclude the effects of erroneous transmissibility estimations from the analysis. 

Three examples were worked out to illustrate the effects of cross-coupling:  

In the first example, the force acting on path 4 was set to zero. Since the path contributions in the TPA 

model are expressed as a product of the input force and NTF, path 4 has a zero partial contribution as 

shown in figure 3.1. As opposed to this, the OPA partial contributions depend on the degree of cross-

coupling between the paths. From equation (7) it follows that even when there is no force acting at an 

input point, OPA might still show an important partial contribution if there is a strong cross-coupling. This 

effect is clearly visible in figure 3.2 where path 4 shows a quite high contribution at some Rpm’s despite 

having no excitation at that point. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: First example: 5-paths system with incoherent forces, cross-coupling between the paths and a zero force 

acting on path 4: TPA (upper plot) and OPA (lower plot) path contributions for order 2. OPA clearly suffers from 

cross-coupling. 
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In the second example, all 5 input forces were maintained, but the cross-coupling terms between the path 

references were set to zero (Hij = 0 for i ≠ j). In this case, OPA and TPA give the same results as shown in 

figures 4.1 and 4.2.  
 

 

 
Figure 4: Second example: 5-paths system with incoherent input forces and zero cross-coupling: TPA (upper plot) 

and OPA (lower plot) path contributions for order 2. OPA does not suffer from cross-coupling in this example. 

 

 

 

 

 

In most real-life situations, though, zero cross-coupling hardly ever happens due to the system’s modal 

behaviour. In the third example, the cross-coupling terms were therefore restored to the original values. 

This time, the difference between TPA and OPA is striking as shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2. The path 

contributions in OPA are fundamentally different even though the summed contributions show good 

agreement. For example, whereas path 4 has an important contribution around 4500 Rpm in the reference 

TPA set, the OPA analysis indicates that path 1 is the most dominant one in that region. Thus, in this 

particular example, OPA will lead to an incorrect engineering conclusion.  

An analysis of equation (7) can help the reader to better understand the mechanism that causes this error. 

Figure 6 shows the contribution of each input force to the acceleration at path 1 at 4500 Rpm. The bar 

graph reveals that the high vibration level is caused by the force acting at path 4 and not by the force at 

path 1. This error should serve as a warning sign against blindly applying OPA without understanding the 

method. 
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Figure 5: Third example: 5-paths system with incoherent forces and cross-coupling: TPA (upper plot) and OPA 

(lower plot) contributions for order 2. OPA clearly suffers from cross-coupling. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Contribution of each order 2 input force to the body side mount acceleration at path 1 at 4500 Rpm for the 

5-paths system in figure 5. 
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3.3 Numerical conditioning errors in the estimation of transmissibilities  
 

The estimation of transmissibilities has to be done based on the operational data. The simplest approach is 

to use an H1 estimation, as formulated above in equation (6). The basic condition for performing this 

operation is the invertibility of the autopower matrix [ap.ap’], which is equal to having a full rank matrix. 

During the H1 estimation, many instances of this matrix are calculated from samples over the whole 

measurement data and averaged to get an average autopower matrix which has full rank. 

Operational run-up signals are dominated by the engine orders and besides them there are hardly any other 

phenomena present. The useful information at a certain frequency is therefore limited by the number of 

orders present at that frequency. To examine this effect, the input forces of the reference TPA dataset were 

first made incoherent and the cross-coupling between the paths was set to zero, excluding the other critical 

elements of OPA. Then, multiple scenarios were tested, each time with different number of paths.  

When a reduced TPA system with small number of paths was used with at least twice as many orders in 

the signal than the number of paths, the OPA method gave similar results as TPA. This is shown in figures 

7.1 and 7.2 for a 5-paths system. By a close examination of the two figures, small differences can still be 

discovered despite all efforts to make the input forces incoherent. The reason for this lies in the process of 

averaging. The idea incoherence only makes sense if there is a large number of samples available. Since 

equation (6) contains the auto-power matrix [ap.ap’], taking a limited number of averages creates an effect 

similar to cross-coupling between the paths and introduces small errors in the estimated transmissibilities.  

 

  

 
Figure 7: First example: 5-paths system with incoherent forces and zero cross-coupling between the paths: TPA 

(upper plot) and OPA (lower plot) contributions for order 2. There are no transmissibility estimation problems in this 

specific example where the number of orders (# = 20) strongly exceeds the number of paths (# = 5). 
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In case the number of paths is higher than the number of orders or the measurement data does not contain 

enough variation, the averaged autopower matrix [ap.ap’] becomes rank deficient and only an approximate 

solution can be found using a pseudo inverse. But as this is only an approximation, the OPA results 

diverge more and more from the TPA results. As an example, figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the PPC plots of 

the TPA and OPA method for a 12-paths system.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: Second example: 12-paths system with incoherent input forces and no cross-coupling between the paths: 

TPA (upper plot) and OPA (lower plot) contributions for order 2. The number of orders (# = 20) does not longer 

largely exceed the number of transfer paths (# = 12), leading to transmissibility estimation errors and deviating path 

contribution results. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 shows that, for a given number of orders, the error of the OPA results increases with the number 

of paths present in the system. It has been suggested that including different measurement conditions (e.g. 

using run-up and run-down data from different gear positions) might alleviate this problem. Earlier studies 

[11-12] have shown that the transmissibilities, as opposed to the NTF's, depend on the loading conditions. 

Changing the amplitude or the phase of the loads will have no effect on the transmissibilities but if a new 

load is introduced (e.g. a different airborne source, extra impact tests on the passive side) to the system, 

then the transmissibilities will be changed, so averaging them will no longer give valid results. Therefore, 

one has to be careful when using multiple operating conditions together. 
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Figure 9: Increasing OPA errors with increasing number of paths. 

 
 

 

So far we have dealt with an ideal situation, where all the input forces were made incoherent. However, in 

a real test case, the forces will be partly correlated due to the modal behaviour of the system. Practically 

this means that the correlated components carry the same information, reducing the rank of the autopower 

matrix and increasing the error of the estimation. 

Last but not least, it must be emphasized that since the OPA method is based on a backward-forward 

calculation, in general these limitations will not show up when comparing the summed OPA contribution 

to the target. It is quite obvious that one gets the same data back as one started from. This can be well 

observed in figure 10, in which the total OPA synthesis is compared against the reference TPA result. The 

two curves show the same data as the bottom rows of the PPC plots in figures 8.1 and 8.2. Looking only at 

this figure, one might conclude that the agreement is fairly good and the synthesis is reliable. But the 

comparison of the PPC plots reveals that in this case OPA gives unreliable results. Since in a real situation 

there is often no opportunity for such a comparison, one is left in doubt about the quality of the partial 

contributions even when a good synthesized target is achieved. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: The total OPA synthesis compared against the reference TPA result. Because of the inherent backward-

forward use of the same data, a good synthesis of summed path contributions is always obtained and hence is not 

representative for the completeness and quality of the results. 
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3.4 Errors due to missing paths in the analysis 
 

A missing path means that a load is acting on the body but no acceleration is measured at that point. This 

load contributes to the target pressure but is not taken into account in the analysis.  

In case of the TPA mount stiffness method, missing paths will result in an incorrect estimation of the total 

pressure. Whether this is an over- or underestimation depends on the phase relationship between the path 

contributions. Either way, the error can be recognized and at the same time the partial path contributions 

will still remain valid since the NTF’s do not change with the number and position of the excitations. As 

an example, figure 11 illustrates this for a 5-paths system.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Effect of missing paths in a classical TPA mount stiffness analysis: (upper plot) original case, (centre 

plot) missing path 4, (lower plot) summed TPA contribution compared against the target response. A missing path 

does not affect the contributions of the other paths. The total TPA synthesis is different from the target.   
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For OPA the effect is more varied. The reason behind is that it depends on the degree of correlation 

between the missing paths and the ones taken into account in the analysis. To get a better view on this, it is 

useful to analyze the two extremities, namely what happens if the missing inputs are fully correlated with 

the other inputs and what if they are uncorrelated. In equation (6) it was shown that the transmissibilities 

are the product of a crosspower and an autopower matrix. The crosspower matrix contains information 

from every path, even from the missing ones because it includes the target pressure. 

In the first case, since the contribution from the missing paths is correlated with the others, the energy of 

this contribution will be simply spread across the rest. This means that the sum of the partial contributions 

will be equal to the target response, thus the error can not be recognized. The results are shown in figure 

12 for the same 5-paths system as discussed above. Even though the total OPA synthesis shows a good 

agreement with the target pressure, the partial contributions are different. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Effect of missing paths in a OPA analysis in case of coherent inputs: (upper plot) original case, (centre 

plot) missing path 4, (lower plot) summed OPA contribution compared against the target response. The energy of the 

missing path is distributed over the other ones, leading to path contribution errors. The error cannot be recognized as 

the total OPA synthesis shows a good agreement with the target. 
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In the second case, the energy of the missing paths is not spread over the remaining ones since they are 

uncorrelated. Theoretically the same behaviour should be observed as for TPA, that the individual 

contributions remain the same and the summed contribution is different from the target response, showing 

the effect of missing some paths. However, in practice the results are not so clear. The results for the 5-

paths system in figure 13 show that the summed contribution is indeed different from the target response 

but the individual path contributions are also slightly changed. This can be explained by the relatively 

small number of averages taken over the short time signals. Normally, when taking enough averages, the 

cross terms ai.aj and p.aj in the cross- and autopower matrices (aj denoting the missing paths) converge to 

zero. However, when the number of averages is not sufficient, the cross terms remain substantial and 

introduce errors in the calculation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Effect of missing paths in a OPA analysis in case of incoherent inputs: (upper plot) original case, (centre 

plot) missing path 4, (lower plot) summed OPA contribution compared against the target response. In theory, when 

taking an infinite number of averages, the same behaviour should be observed as for TPA. In practice howover, some 

energy of the missing path is distributed over the other ones due to the limited number of averages when calculating 

the autopower matrix. 
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4 Conclusions 
 

The objective of this paper was to critically examine a new Operational Path Analysis (OPA) method 

which has quickly gained attention in the NVH field. Theoretical considerations and investigations on a 

reference TPA dataset first of all revealed that the OPA results can not be interpreted the same way as in 

conventional TPA and secondly that the OPA method itself has three critical elements: (i) numerical 

conditioning problems when estimating transmissibilities from operational data, (ii) potential errors due to 

missing paths in the analysis and (iii) cross-coupling between the path references. Depending on the actual 

application, these limitations may lead to a false identification of significant transfer paths and prevent the 

engineer from reaching the right decision and solving the problem. 
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Abstract 
15 years of NVH applications make Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) appear a commodity tool. Despite the 

fact that TPA is used in a large variety of applications today, the method remains an expert methodology 

requiring insight in both the NVH problem and all the related signal and system analysis constraints. TPA 

is proven to be reliable, but the main bottleneck remains the huge measurement time to build the full data 

model. 

For this reason, industry is constantly seeking for simpler and faster methods. One such method is 

Operational Path Analysis (OPA), which was introduced about two years ago. OPA is a fully-operational 

method, requiring only operational measurements of the path references (body-side mount accelerations, 

pressures close to vibrating surfaces, nozzles and apertures, etc.) and target response(s). The OPA method 

is indeed very time-efficient, but suffers from several limitations leading to false path contributions and 

wrong engineering decisions. Its major limitations are: (i) cross-coupling effects between path references 

which may lead to faulty interpretations, (ii) potential errors due to missing paths and (iii) numerical ill-

conditioning problems related to the estimation of transmissibilities from operational data. So, despite the 

fact that OPA is a very time-efficient approach, its benefit is limited in most application cases. 

This paper introduces a novel path contribution method which combines the advantages of classical TPA 

and OPA. The method is based on simplifications that allow balancing path accuracy and speed of 

execution. The principles of the method are first outlined. Then, the method is compared with the existing 

TPA and OPA methods using an automotive example.   

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) is an experimental technique for identifying the vibro-acoustic transfer 

paths in a system, from the active system component(s), generating the structural and acoustic loads, 

through the physical connections and along airborne pathways, to the target location(s) at the passive 

system component(s) responding to these loads. The acoustic and vibration responses at the target 

location(s) (e.g. interior noise, seat vibration, steering wheel vibration) are expressed as a sum of path 

contributions, each associated with an individual path and load. For example, for a target response yk(ω) at 

point k, this is formulated in equation (1), with yik(ω) the path contribution of path i, ω the frequency and 

n the number of paths: 

 

            (1) 
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The oldest approach to this problem was to use coherence analysis to assess the inter-relations between the 

various contributions, with all problems related to separating partially correlated sources [1]. In the late 

80-ies, an alternative formulation making use of a source-system-receiver model was developed, 

expressing each of the partial response contributions as the result of an individual structural or acoustic 

load acting at a localized interface, and a system response to this interface load [2,3]. This effectively 

corresponds to cutting the global system at the interface into an active part generating the interface load 

and a passive part reacting to this load. For structural loads, this cut typically corresponds to the physical 

connection points (e.g. mounts, subsystem connections). For acoustic loads from vibrating surfaces or 

pulsations from nozzles or apertures, a discretization by omni-directional volume acceleration point 

sources is typically applied [4,5]. 

This systems approach allows making explicit each of the partial contributions as the result of a load 

acting at each contribution location and a Frequency Response Function (FRF) between the load location 

and the considered target response. This can be expressed as follows: 

 

            (2) 

           

 

with Fi(ω) (i = 1,…, n) the structural loads or forces, Qj(ω) (j = 1,…, p) the acoustic loads, typically 

volume accelerations, and FRFik(ω) and FRFjk(ω) the system response functions from the input loads to 

the target. Concise visualizations of the transfer path contribution results allow to quickly assess critical 

paths and frequency regions and the separation into loads and FRF’s is the key to identify dominant causes 

and propose solutions (e.g. act on specific load inputs, act on mount stiffness, act on specific system 

transfer). 

The test procedure to build a conventional TPA model typically requires two basic steps: (i) identification 

of the operational loads during in-operation tests (e.g. run-up, run-down) on the road or on a chassis dyno; 

and (ii) estimation of the FRF’s from excitation tests (e.g. hammer tests, shaker test). The procedure is 

similar for both structural and acoustical loading cases, but the practical implementation is governed by 

the nature of the signals and loads. 

The measurement of the FRF’s between input loads and target response(s) is probably the easiest to 

control well. The identification of the operational loads is the main accuracy factor. For the structural 

excitation case, there currently exist three ways to identify the forces [2,6-10].  

The first approach is to measure the forces directly by using dedicated measuring devices such as load 

cells. But such direct measurement is up to now not possible in the majority of cases as the load cells 

require space and well-defined support surfaces, which often makes application impractical or even 

impossible without distorting the natural mounting situation.  

The second approach is the mount stiffness method which can be used when the active and passive system 

components are connected through flexible mounts. This approach combines the differential operational 

responses across the mounts and the mount stiffness characteristics to estimate the transmitted forces. For 

a mount i, this can be expressed mathematically as follows:  

 

            (3) 

 

 

with Fi(ω) the mount force, Ki(ω) the mount stiffness profile and aai(ω) and api(ω) the active and passive 

side mount accelerations. The mount stiffness method is a fast method, but its drawback is that accurate 

mount stiffness data is seldom available and furthermore depends on the load conditions and excitation 

amplitudes.  
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The third approach is the inverse force identification method which identifies the operational loads Fi(ω) (i 

= 1,...,n) from closeby acceleration indicator responses aj(ω) (j = 1,…,v) at the passive system side, by 

multiplying these with the pseudo-inverse of the measured force-acceleration FRF matrix between all 

force inputs and indicator responses. Mathematically, this is as follows:  

 

 

            (4) 

 

 

 

The matrix inversion and force identification are done frequency by frequency. The number of indicator 

responses (v) must significantly exceed the number of forces (n), with a factor 2 as a rule of thumb, to 

minimize ill-conditioning problems when calculating the pseudo-inverse. The main drawback of this is the 

need to perform a large number of FRF measurements to build the full matrix. The latter costs a lot of time 

and is a main bottleneck for industry.  

Today, the main driver for innovations in TPA is the industry’s demand for simpler and faster methods. 

Existing techniques like inverse load identification are very time-consuming. Several attempts have been 

made to speed up the TPA process. One example is the recently developed Operational Path Analysis 

(OPA) approach [11,12]. This approach attracts quite some attention as it requires only operational data 

measured at the path references (e.g. passive-side mount accelerations, pressures closeby vibrating 

surfaces, nozzles and apertures) and target point(s). No FRF’s need to be measured. Essentially, it is a 

transmissibility method as known from structural dynamics, characterizing the co-existence relationship 

between the target response(s) and path references.  

The OPA method is indeed very time-efficient, but has several limitations [13-16]. One of the main 

limitations is the cross-coupling between the path references. Because of the system’s modal behavior, a 

single force in one of the mounts causes vibrations at all path references. A high reference level does not 

imply that a force or acoustic load is entering the system. Co-existence of signals does not imply causality. 

Due to the apparenty simple presentation of the results, this cross-coupling effect hence may lead to a false 

interpretation of significant paths and wrong engineering decisions. Next to this, the method suffers from 

ill-conditioning problems related to estimating transmissibilities from operational data. These problems 

lead to unreliable transmissibility estimates in many situations. Finally, there are potential errors due to 

missing paths in the analysis. It has been shown through simulations that the contributions of missing 

paths are distributed over the other ones, introducing errors which are hard to recognize. Due to the 

backward-forward use of the same data, a good synthesis of summed contributions is not representative 

for completeness and quality of the results.  

This paper introduces a novel TPA approach, which combines the efficiency of the operational path 

method and the effectiveness of the existing conventional TPA methods. The principles of the new TPA 

method are first outlined in section 2. Then, an automotive example is presented in section 3, comparing 

the new method with the existing mount stiffness and inverse force identification techniques. 

 

 

2 Novel TPA method using parametric load models 
 

The novel TPA approach differentiates from the existing ones in the identification of the operational loads. 

Key is the use of parametric models characterizing the operational forces and acoustic loads as a function 

of measured path inputs such as mount accelerations and acoustic pressures. The parametric load models 

are estimated from (i) in-situ measured operational path inputs and target response signal(s) and from (ii) 

transfer path FRF’s using mathematical techniques, like for example a Least Squares (LS) estimation 
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approach. Extra acceleration and/or pressure indicators can be included in the set of equations to obtain 

more robust parameter estimations, but this is optional.  

A schematic representation of the different variables to be measured and identified is given in figure 1. 

The figure presents a system with an active part generating forces Fi(ω) (i = 1,…, n) and acoustic loads 

Qj(ω) (j = 1,…, p) and with a passive part reacting to these loads. A typical example of such a system is a 

vehicle body on which a powertrain is mounted. In this example, the powertrain forms the active part of 

the system, while the vehicle body with passenger compartment is the passive component.  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a system with an active component generating forces and acoustic loads and a 

passive component responding to these loads.  

 

 

In order to identify the noise transfer paths from the active system part, through the physical connection 

elements and along airborne pathways, to the target point(s) of interest, the following variables are 

typically collected: 

 

• Operational responses during run-up and/or run-down: 

o Target(s): pressures and/or accelerations yk(ω) (k = 1,…, u)  

o Extra indicators if desired: accelerations and/or pressures ul(ω) (l = 1,…, v) 

 

• Operational path inputs during run-up and/or run-down: 

o Structural path inputs: active and/or passive-side accelerations aai(ω) and api(ω) (i = 1,…, n) 

o Acoustic path inputs: pressures pj(ω) (j = 1,…, p) near vibrating surfaces, nozzles, etc.  
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• Tacho signal (pulse train, RPM) or phase reference during operation 

 

• FRF’s from excitation tests:  

o FRF’s from load inputs to target(s): FRFik(ω), FRFjk(ω) 

o FRF’s from load inputs to extra indicators if used: FRFil(ω), FRFjl(ω) 

 

 

The TPA method comprises 5 major steps. A flow diagram of the method is shown in figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the novel TPA approach, comprising 5 major steps. 

 

 

 

• Phase 1: operational measurements 

First, operational measurements are performed. These can be a single run-up or run-down or several of 

these measurements at different conditions (e.g. various throttles, gears, etc.). It all depends for which 

condition(s) the TPA model must be developed. During the operational measurements, all mount 

acceleration and pressure inputs and all responses at the target point(s) and extra indicators are measured 

synchroneously. Order envelopes (amplitude and phase in function of rotational speed) are then tracked 

for all measured input and response channels. Strictly, only the orders of interest must be processed. 

However, the more orders are used for identifying the parametric load models, the more robust the model 

parameters can be estimated and the more accurate the path contributions can be derived. 
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• Phase 2: FRF measurements 

In a second phase, FRF’s are measured between the input loads and target response(s). The FRF’s can be 

measured in a direct or reciprocal way. The use of reciprocal measurements (exciting at the target 

location(s), measuring the response at the interfaces) has two advantages: (i) only one excitation is needed 

per target point while the direct approach requires one excitation per input load; (ii) the limited space at 

the path inputs can lead to direction errors in the direct FRF measurements of up to 10 dB. In case 

additional indicators are used, the FRF’s from the inputs to the indicators must also be measured. It is to 

be noticed that the sequence of phases 1 and 2 may be changed. 

 

• Phase 3: estimation of parametric load models 

Phase 3 is the key step of the method. Parametric load models are estimated, characterizing the operational 

forces and acoustic loads as a function of the acceleration and pressure path inputs:  

 

             

(5) 

         

 

By substituting these parametric load models in the classical TPA formulation (2), we obtain equation (6). 

A similar equation can be written for all the additional indicator points. 

 

 

 

            (6) 

 

 

The parametric models may be any suitable model describing the loads. A priori known relations among 

parameters (e.g. mount stiffnesses in x- and y-direction are known to be similar, etc.) may be taken into 

account to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated and obtain a better conditioning.  

For a given number of operational path inputs, response data and FRF’s, measured in phases 1 and 2, the 

above equation gives rise to a linear system of equations that can be solved for the model parameters using 

conventional mathematical techniques, like for example a Least Squares (LS) estimation approach.  

It is clear that the more input information is used, i.e. the more orders, targets and indicator responses, the 

more accurate the model parameter estimations can be. Furthermore, the use of a balancing factor to scale 

the order components and the structural and acoustic terms helps improving the parameter estimations.  

The estimated model parameters may allow determining additional interesting information regarding the 

system. For example, the ability of estimating the mount stiffness characteristics from TPA measurement 

data is an interesting additional feature of the method.  

 

• Phase 4: identification of operational loads 

In phase 4, the operational input forces (i = 1,…, n) and volume accelerations (j = 1,…, p) are determined 

by substituting the obtained model parameter values in equation (5). The loads are typically calculated per 

order. 
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• Phase 5: computation of path contributions  

Finally, once the operational loads are identified, the path contributions can be calculated for each target 

point k, by multiplying the loads with the corresponding FRF, as expressed in equation (2). Visualizations 

of the path contribution results then allow to (i) assess critical paths, orders and frequency regions and (ii) 

propose modifications of, for example, mount stiffness characteristics, transfer path FRF’s, etc. 

 

 

3 Automotive example 
 

A TPA analysis was carried out on a 6-cylinder car to assess the novel TPA method and compare it with 

the conventional mount stiffness and inverse force identification methods. The main focus of the analysis 

was on the structural noise transfer from the powertrain through the 5 mount connections to the acoustic 

target at the driver’s ear. Airborne contributions from engine, intake, exhaust, etc. were not analyzed in 

this study. The following data were measured: 

 

• Operational data during engine run-up from 1200 to 6000 RPM 

o Responses: i) 1 pressure target at the driver’s seat and ii) 13 extra acceleration indicators at the 

passive system side nearby the mount connections  

o Path inputs: i) 15 active side accelerations and ii) 15 passive side accelerations (5 mounts in x-

, y- and z-directions) 

o Tacho pulse signal 

• FRF’s from excitation tests: 

o FRF’s from 15 load inputs to target: 15 in total 

o FRF’s from 15 load inputs to 15 passive side mounting loactions and to 13 extra acceleration 

indicators: 15 times 28 = 420 in total 

 

Orders (amplitude and phase as a function of RPM) were tracked for all measured input and response 

channels. Mount stiffness data (in x-, y- and z-direction) were available for all mounts. A simple and a 

more complex mount model were used for the novel TPA method. 

 

A TPA analysis was done for order 3. This order causes a booming noise in the passenger compartment at 

4850 RPM. The following four methods were used:  

 

• Existing mount stiffness method:  

o Using mount stiffness data to identify forces 

• Existing inverse force identification method:  

o Frequency per frequency force identification 

o Requiring FRF’s from 15 input loads to 15 passive side mount accelerations and 13 additional 

acceleration indicators (420 FRF’s in total, overdetermination with factor 2 as a rule of 

thumb) to identify forces without ill-conditioning problems  

• Novel TPA method using a simple mount model 

o Using FRF’s from 15 input loads to 3 acceleration indicators (45 FRF’s in total) to identify 

forces without ill-conditioning problems 
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• Novel TPA method using a more complex mount model: 

o Assuming constant complex mount stiffness over small frequency bands of 30 Hz 

o Using FRF’s from 15 input loads to 13 acceleration indicators (195 FRF’s in total) to identify 

forces without ill-conditioning problems  

 

The path contribution results for order 3 are presented in figure 3. All four TPA methods were very well 

capable to spot the critical path (mount 1 in z-direction) and frequency region (4850 RPM).  

One can also see that the mount stiffness method seems to overestimate the contribution of the critical 

path at 4850 RPM (+/- 5 dB above the other methods). The identified critical spot is even 3 dB higher than 

the measured order 3 at the target which is not realistic. This overestimation may be due to inaccurate 

mount stiffness data.  

The advantage of the simple and complex mount stiffness estimator methods is that they are able to 

correctly spot the critical path without the need to (i) have the mount stiffness data (are seldom available 

and not always accurate) and (ii) measure the full FRF matrix (huge FRF measurement efforts to build a 

matrix with overdetermination of factor 2). Only a limited number of FRF’s need to be measured as 

illustrated in this example. In many cases (e.g. multiple orders in the data, full RPM range, etc.), only the 

FRF’s to the target(s) are yet sufficient. This makes the method very fast.  
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Figure 3: Order 3 path contribution results of the (i) mount stiffness method, (ii) inverse force identification method, 

(iii) novel TPA method using a simple mount model and iv) novel TPA method using a more complex mount model. 

 

 

 

4 Conclusions 
 

A new TPA method was developed, combining the speed of the operational path method (OPA) and the 

effectiveness of the conventional TPA methods. Key is the use of parametric load models characterizing 

the operational forces and acoustic loads in function of measured path inputs such as mount accelerations 

and pressures. The parametric load models are estimated from (i) in-situ measured operational path inputs 

and target response signal(s) and from (ii) transfer path FRF’s using mathematical techniques. Extra 

acceleration and/or pressure indicators can be included in the set of equations to obtain more robust 

parameter estimations. The proposed TPA method has several advantages:  

 

• The method is fast and accurate.  

 

• It allows balancing between speed of execution and path accuarcy. The more extra indicators used, the 

more robust the estimations and the better the path accuracy, but the higher the FRF measurement 

efforts and time.  
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• The measurement efforts are small in comparison to the existing inverse load identification technique. 

Next to the operational measurements of path inputs and target(s), the new method requires in many 

cases only one reciprocal FRF measurement per target point. Adding extra indicators for improving 

robustness requires additional FRF measurements, but this is still a small effort compared to the huge 

measurement efforts to build the full FRF matrix for inverse load identification.  

 

• The method does not require mount stiffness data. Such data is seldom available and not always 

accurate.  

 

• The estimation of the parametric load models is numerically stable. Ill-conditioning problems like 

those in Operational Path Analysis (OPA) hardly occur.  

 

• The estimated model parameters may allow determining extra interesting information of the system. 

For example, the ability of estimating the mount stiffness characteristics from TPA measurement data 

is an interesting additional feature of the method.  
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Abstract 
Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) is a key technology for tackling with the noise and vibration problems, and 
the precision of the input identification influences the result of contribution analysis. For the identification 
of input force, the matrix inversion method is commonly used as an indirect method. This paper presents 
an approach to improve the estimation accuracy of the input by the matrix inversion method. To avoid the 
inversion process of ill-conditioned frequency response functions (FRFs) matrix, the apparent-mass matrix 
is directly estimated in a vibration test. In this paper, finite element method (FEM) and vibration test are 
used to compare the accuracy of two identification methods (the matrix inversion and the apparent-mass 
matrix approach). And it is shown that the identification accuracy by the apparent-mass matrix approach is 
superior to the matrix inversion method. 

1 Nomenclature 

if  : Fourier spectrum of excitation force at the excitation point i 
( )k

if  : Fourier spectrum of excitation force at the excitation point i with k-th measurement 

iy  : Fourier spectrum of acceleration at the measurement point i 
( )k

iy  : Fourier spectrum of acceleration at the excitation point i with k-th measurement 

jiH ,  : Accelerance of j input, and i output 
HA  : Conjugate transpose matrix of A 
TA  : Transpose matrix of A 

A  : Conjugate matrix of A 

H  : Accelerance matrix [m/Ns2] 

G  : Apparent-mass matrix [kg] 

ig  : i-th column vector of G 

f  : Column vector of force spectrum 
y  : Column vector of accelerance spectrum 

F  : Force spectrum matrix obtained from N time measurement 

Y  : Acceleration spectrum matrix obtained from N time measurement 
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2 Introduction 

To assure the value of mechanical products, the noise and vibration should be well reduced. In order to 
find effective countermeasures contributions of identified noise sources and vibration sources are 
evaluated. Especially, the experimental transfer path analysis (TPA) is recently well established for 
tackling with vehicle noise and vibration problems [1] [2]. In the TPA analysis, the target system is 
separated into active system and passive system. The active system generates an interface load due to the 
operational load, and the passive system reacts to the interface load. And each contribution is calculated as 
a product of excitation force spectra and frequency response functions (FRFs). Based on these 
contributions, sub-systems which need structural modification are found. Hence, the accuracy of FRF 
estimation and input force identification influences TPA precision. 
The excitation force should be measured using a load cell, but it is not available in most cases. This is 
because the load cell requires well defined surface and enough space and it may change characteristics of 
the system. Therefore, indirect measurement mount stiffness method and matrix inversion method have 
been developed [1] [3] [4]. The mount stiffness method is not available when the active system and 
passive system are rigidly connected. Furthermore accurate dynamic mount characteristics are seldom 
estimated. Then matrix inversion method will be used. 
In the matrix inversion method, the accelerance matrix inversion is multiplied from the left side of the 
acceleration vector. However, measurement errors on the accelerance matrix and acceleration vector are 
propagated to the identified excitation force spectra through the matrix inversion procedure. Although the 
error propagation is characterized by M.Blau [5], the alternate promising method has not been found. 
Therefore, this paper presents a new method to identify the excitation force spectra. This method is based 
on the apparent-mass matrix estimation through a vibration test. It substitutes the apparent-mass matrix for 
the accelerance matrix inversion, and avoiding matrix inversion will reduce error propagation. 
This paper starts from the introduction of matrix inversion method as a conventional identification method. 
Then, a new identification method of excitation force spectra, apparent-mass matrix method, is introduced. 
Finally, the quality of this method is assessed and two examples are given. One is a numerical experiment 
based on the finite element method (FEM) using a simple plate structure. The other is a vibration test, 
where a simple box-shaped structure is excited by two shakers simultaneously. 

3 Matrix Inversion Method 

The objective of this paper is to propose a new force identification method apparent-mass matrix method. 
First, the conventional method matrix inversion method is stated in this chapter, and error propagation of 
this method will be characterized. 

3.1 Methodology 

FRF estimation methodology based on H1 estimation and concept of matrix inversion method are 
summarized in this section. 
First, the response signal (acceleration) is measured during the operational condition. Next, FRF 
(accelerance) between the interface load and acceleration is measured through a vibration test. Generally, 
H1 estimation [6] which minimizes measurement error included in output signal is used for the FRF 
estimation as follows. 

 [ ] FFYFGGFFFYH ≡=
−1TT  (1) 

with GYF being the cross spectrum matrix and GFF being the power spectrum matrix of input signals. 

  (2) FYG YF
H=
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  (3) FFGFF
H=

At frequencyω , estimated FRFs matrix, acceleration during the operational condition and excitation force 
spectra are related by the following expression.  

  (4) 
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Equation (4) is rewritten as follows using matrix expression. 

 Hfy =  (5) 

Because they are discussed at frequencyω , ω  is omitted in equations hereafter. 

If a number of excitation points m and a number of measurement points of acceleration n are same (m = n), 
force spectra are identified by multiplying inverse of FRFs matrix H by acceleration as follows. 

  (6) yHf 1−=

On the other hand, if the number of excitation points m and the number of measurement points n are 
different, the excitation force is identified using the least squares method. In term of the identification 
accuracy, the number of measurement points should exceed the number of forces to be identified (m < n) 
[4]. Then the excitation force is identified as follows. 

 ( ) yHyHHHf +−
≡= H1H  (7) 

3.2 Error Propagation 

It is well discussed in literature [5] that when solving the least squares problem such as the equation (5) 
the error included in y and H is propagated to f. The error included in y is propagated to the identified 
force as follows. 

 ( )
y
δy

H
f
δf

κ≤  (8) 

Here, δ is the error included in y,  is the error included in f and y δf ( )Hκ  is a condition number of H 
which is defined as the ratio of the maximum singular value of H 1μ  to the minimum singular value mμ  
as follows. 

 ( )
mμ
μκ 1=H  (9) 

The equation (8) indicates that the relative error of the acceleration vector is expanded by a condition 
number and propagated to the force vector. 
Similarly, the error included in H is propagated to the identified force spectra as follows. 

 ( )
H
δH

H
δff

δf
κ≤

+
 (10) 

Here, δ  is the error included in H. Thus the estimation error on FRF is also amplified by the condition 
number. 

H
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4 Apparent-Mass Matrix Method 

In the Chapter 3, it is discussed that the propagated error on the force spectra identified using matrix 
inversion method will be amplified by the condition number of H, and it will be enormous. 
Therefore in this paper, the apparent-mass matrix method is proposed as an identification method of the 
excitation force. In this method, the apparent-mass matrix G corresponding to H-1 or H+ is estimated 
directly in a vibration test and the force spectra are identified multiplying it to the response vector y. The 
estimation methodology of apparent-mass matrix is stated below. 
The excitation force, apparent-mass matrix and response are related by the following expression. 

 Gyf =  (11) 

A row i of equation (11) is extracted as follows. 

 ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦{ }iiif GyyG ==  (12) 

Here,  and m is the number of excitation points. If the number of measurement is N, equation 
(12) changes to 

mi L1=
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which can be rewritten as follows. 

 ii Ygf =  (14) 

In this approach, assuming that only the input signal includes the measurement error and the error 
spectrum a is introduced into the equation (14). 

 ii Ygaf =−  (15) 

gi is obtained by minimizing the square sum of the error on the input signal using the least squares method. 
A constraint that error vector a and row space of Y is orthogonal makes following equation. 

 { } 0YgfY =− ii
H  (16) 

Therefore, apparent-mass vector gi is estimated as follows. 

 [ ] ii fYYYg H1H −
=  (17) 

Noticing that gi is defined as a row vector of the apparent-mass matrix in the equation (11), equation (17) 
is transposed: 

 ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ [ ] 1T −
= YYYfg ii  (18) 

The apparent-mass matrix characterizes all excitation points and measurement points becomes 

 [ ] 1TT −
= YYYFG  (19) 

Because fi is defined as a column vector in the equation (14), F is transposed in the right hand side of the 
equation (19). Now, rewrite the equation (19)  

 1−= YYFYGGG  (20) 

with GFY being a cross spectrum matrix and GYY being a power spectrum matrix 

  (21) YFGFY
H=
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  (22) YYG YY
H=

The above statements are the methodologies of the apparent-mass matrix estimation. Finally using 
estimated apparent-mass matrix, excitation force spectra are identified as the equation (11).  
When a number of excitation points m and a number of measurement points of acceleration n are same (m 
= n), this apparent-mass matrix estimation is same as H2 FRF estimation [6]. In dealing with the case of m 
< n, it should be noticed that the meaning of the apparent-mass matrix is different from the square 
apparent-mass matrix. In both cases, minimizing error spectra on the input signal may give a more 
accurate identification. 

5 Force Identification using FEM 

5.1 Analytical Model 

A plate shaped analytical model as shown in Figure 1 has 100, 160, 30 (height, width, thickness) [mm] 
geometry and its material and element properties are characterized in Table1. The nodes used in the 
identification process are six points shown in Figure 1. A structural damping is assumed using same modal 
damping ratios for each natural mode, and the model is free supported. 

5.2 Analytical Methodology 

First, in the process of accelerance and apparent-mass estimation, excitation force spectra are prepared. 
These spectra have 0 mean and 1 variance Gaussian distribution in the real and imaginary part. Next, the 
acceleration at node from 1 to 6 due to the simultaneous random excitation using prepared force spectra on 
the node 1 and 3 are calculated by FEM. Then, normal random numbers are added to the excitation force 
spectra and response acceleration spectra, and accelerance matrix and apparent-mass matrix are estimated 
using these spectra. The variances of added normal random number are adjusted to 0.4% of the force wave 
power and response wave power. Accelerance matrix and apparent-mass matrix are estimated with 30 
times averaging.  
To identify the input force spectra, the acceleration spectra at measurement point from 1 to 6 are 
calculated again, and errors are added. Finally, using this acceleration and accelerance matrix (matrix 
inversion method) and apparent-mass matrix (apparent-mass matrix method), excitation force spectra are 
identified. A flowchart of this analysis is shown in Figure 2. 
The target frequency band of this study is up to 200Hz, and the modal damping ratios given to this model 
are 0.01%, 0.5%, 2.5%. The relationship between damping and identification accuracy is discussed below. 
The identification accuracy of force spectra is evaluated using frequency averaged error as follows. 

 
( ) ( )

N

ff
N

i
ii∑ −

=

2
0 ωω

ε  (23) 

Where f is the measured force power spectrum, f0 is the identified force power spectrum and N is the 
number of identifications. 
In this paper, the power spectrum is divided by the frequency resolution [Hz], and the unit to be [N2]. 
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140
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100

 
 

Young’s modulus 206 [GPa] 
Poisson ratio 0.30 Material 
Mass density 2.59e3 [kg/m3] 

Thickness 3 [mm] 
Element type Quad (Linear Element) Element 

Nodes 187 

Table 1: Material and element properties 

 

5.3 Results 

The condition number of H is shown in Figure 3, identified and measured force spectra are shown in 
Figure 4. Each one is a result of 0.01% modal damping ratio. Comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4, the 
identification accuracy of the matrix inversion method is not necessarily decreased near the frequency 
which has a large condition number of H. It indicates that any other indicator will be needed to predict the 
identification accuracy. 
Figure 5 shows frequency averaged errors identified by the matrix inversion method and apparent-mass 
matrix method. This figure indicates that larger modal damping ratios make the identification accuracy 
increase. The apparent-mass matrix method increases the identification accuracy, and it becomes 
significant when the modal damping ratio is larger.  
 

Figure 1: Measurement points and geometry 
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Figure 2: Flowchart for H and G estimation (Left side), force identification (Right side) 
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6 Force Identification using Vibration Test 

6.1 Overview of Vibration Test 

A specimen is box-shaped structure which consists of extra super duralumin and steel as shown in the left 
side of Figure 6, and its weight is 50 [kg]. This specimen is mounted on the rubber bushing and excited by 
two shakers simultaneously as shown in the right side of Figure 6. A fast swept sine wave up to 500Hz is 
used as excitation signal, and the excitation points are shown in left side of Figure 7. The excitation force 
is measured directly by equipping a load cell between specimen and end of the driving rod. Vertical 
acceleration is measured at top, behind and bottom plate by attaching ten accelerometers as shown in right 
side of Figure 7. 

6.2 Analytical Methodology 

Accelerance matrix and apparent-mass matrix are estimated with 40 times averaging. The acceleration 
data are measured from 20 times vibration test, and force spectra are also identified 20 times. 
Identification accuracy is evaluated with averaging all identified force power spectra. 
As shown in Table 2, three measurement conditions are used to discuss the relationship between the 
number of measurements and the identification accuracy. The measurement point in the Table 2 
corresponds to the Figure 7. 

6.3 Results 

The condition number of H is shown in Figure 8, the identified and measured power spectrum is shown in 
Figure 9. Each one is a result of case 1 where the size of accelerance matrix and apparent-mass matrix is 2 
by 2. As same as Chapter 5.3, the identification accuracy of matrix inversion method is not necessarily 
decreased near the frequency which has large condition number of H. It indicates that some other indicator 
will be needed to predict the identification accuracy.  
Figure 10 shows the frequency averaged error of each force identification case. The identification 
accuracy of all cases is increased using the apparent-mass matrix method, and using many accelerometers 
increases identification accuracy. The identification accuracy of the apparent-mass matrix method 
increases significantly when the number of accelerometers is larger. 
A time historical force wave is identified applying inverse discrete Fourier transform to the identified 
force spectrum and it is shown in Figure 11. When the matrix inversion method is used, identified time 
historical force has more undulations than the force identified by the apparent-mass matrix method. The 
apparent-mass matrix method improves the identification accuracy in the time domain as well as in the 
frequency domain. 
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Figure 6: Geometry of specimen [mm] (Left side), the measurement setup (Right side) 

Duralumin (thickness : 20 mm) 
Steel (thickness : top, 5 mm ) 

(thickness : bottom and behind, 3 mm )

 
Figure 7: Excitation points (Left side), measurement points (Right side) 

 

 Measurement Points Size of H 
Case 1 11, 12 [2, 2] 
Case 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 [6, 2] 
Case 3 All [10, 2] 

Table 2: Analysis conditions 
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7 Conclusions and Future Works 

The purpose of this paper is to propose a new identification methodology of excitation force spectra which 
has higher identification accuracy than the matrix inversion method. Then, the apparent-mass matrix 
method (based on apparent-mass matrix estimation) is proposed. In the presented method, apparent-mass 
matrix estimated in the vibration test is used instead of the FRF (accelerance) matrix inversion. Therefore, 
this method has the advantage that the inversion process of FRF matrix can be avoided. And the apparent-
mass matrix is estimated minimizing errors included in the input signals (force spectra). Therefore, the 
apparent-mass matrix method will be superior to the matrix inversion method. 
The quality of this method is assessed from two examples, and following conclusions are obtained. 

 The larger modal damping ratio increases the identification accuracy in both matrix inversion method 
and apparent-mass matrix method. And such an improvement becomes significant when the modal 
damping ratio is larger. 

 Using many responses increases the identification accuracy of both methods. The identification 
accuracy of the apparent-mass matrix method is improved significantly when the number of 
responses is larger. 

 The time historical force waves are compared by taking inverse Fourier transform and it is shown that 
the apparent-mass matrix method improves the identification accuracy in the time domain as well as 
in the frequency domain. 

 Generally, it is known that the condition number of the accelerance matrix H may be an indicator of 
error propagation. However, it is shown that the identification accuracy cannot be predicted only 
using the condition number. Error on the identified force spectra is determined not only by condition 
number, but the error on the acceleration and accelerance matrix H should also be considered. 

Future work will include investigation on error propagation of apparent-mass matrix method. 
Determination of response locations would also be considered. 
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Abstract 
Measurement of transfer functions is required for most applications dealing with source-path-contribution 
techniques often called transfer path analysis. Here the transfer function, typically measured as Frequency 
Response Function (FRF), takes the role of connecting an input (eg source position) with an output (eg 
receiver position). In this paper we will further investigate a previously described low-mid frequency 
volume velocity source based on the two-microphone method for in situ measurement of volume velocity 
source strength. This investigation includes the effects of the acoustical environment when measuring 
transfer functions. The two strategies, direct and reciprocal measurement, will also be compared to 
investigate their validity for a typical acoustical setup. Finally we will compare the described volume 
velocity source with a mid-high frequency sound source based on the same two-microphone method. 

1 Introduction 

For applications where the acoustic radiation from a complicated sound source is modelled, normally a 
series of sound pressure/volume velocity (p/Q) FRF’s are measured and combined with operating acoustic 
source strengths as part of a method to find the airborne contribution of this sound source. If structure-
borne noise is the main concern, the operating forces on a receiving structure are estimated and the noise 
contribution at a receiver position can then be estimated from these operating forces and a set of measured 
sound pressure/force (p/F) FRF’s. Both the p/Q and the p/F transfer function can be measured using 
acoustic excitation while there are no other operating sources.  

To measure vibro-acoustic p/F FRF’s in a vehicle we normally take advantage of the reciprocity principle 
by placing a sound source inside the cabin at the receiver and mounting an accelerometer at the input force 
location. Acoustic p/Q FRF’s on the other hand can be measured using either a direct or reciprocal 
approach with a microphone measuring the sound pressure at either the receiver location or at an assumed 
acoustic source position for example on the engine surface, see also Figure 1. However, for practical 
reasons the type of transfer functions from engine room source to cabin receiver are usually measured 
reciprocally due to the limitation of space in engine rooms even if the source is based on a driver with a 
long hose mounted.   

A volume velocity source has to meet some specific requirements [1]: 

• The source should produce a sufficiently high sound level 

• The frequency range covered should be appropriate 

• The source should behave as a monopole in the frequency range of interest 

• The output volume velocity should be measurable even when the acoustic environment changes 
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The acoustic source for this purpose must be powerful and omni-directional and a signal related to the 
source strength must be available – if the source strength is not available directly. Furthermore the 
frequency range covered should be as broad as possible. Most volume velocity sound sources use one 
microphone as a reference assuming there is a fixed linear relationship between volume velocity output 
and reference sound pressure at the microphone. To find this relationship the sound source is operated in 
an anechoic room and the volume velocity output can be estimated from a microphone measurement at 
some known distance from the source. A transfer function between volume velocity and reference sound 
pressure can then be calculated and stored for use when the source is used in the real environment. The 
influence of a changing environment on this fixed linear relationship will be investigated later in this paper 
by some real measurements. For sound sources based on driver and hose where the sound radiates from 
the orifice of en open duct, the two-microphone method can be used to estimate the volume velocity 
output without first estimating a sound pressure to source strength relationship in anechoic room. A further 
benefit of this approach is the ability to determine the output volume velocity in any acoustic environment.  

A part from these technical requirements one may want to add some practical requirements for instance 
that the source should be small enough to be used in confined spaces for example inside a tightly packed 
engine room. For airborne contribution analysis a volume velocity source is used initially to provide 
acoustic transfer functions between source positions close to the surface of the actual noise source and 
some near-field microphones located around the noise source. Therefore to measure transfer function 
easily it must be possible to attach the sound source on any surface or to position it in the near-field if a 
reciprocal approach is used. This speaks in favour of using a sound source based on some sort of driver 
attached to a long flexible hose where the sound is radiated from the duct orifice. The duct end can then be 
attached onto a surface or be placed in air during transfer function measurements.     

directrecip
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=

&

Qdirectrecip
Q

p

Q

p
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Figure 1: Reciprocal measurement of acoustic (p/Q) and vibro-acoustic (p/F) transfer functions in 

vehicle. 

2 Two-microphone method for volume velocity measurement 

In an earlier paper, the principle behind a particular volume velocity sound source was described in terms 
of how it was designed [2]. An omni-directional sound source (B&K Type 4295) already used for room 
acoustics applications was chosen as driver together with a special adaptor (B&K Type 4299) that 
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measures the volume velocity output. A pair of phase-matched microphones is used inside the adaptor to 
estimate the calibrated volume velocity output spectrum in situ. Figure 2 shows the source itself with the 
adaptor mounted inside an anechoic room and the other picture shows a practical measurement setup 
where a hose (flexible duct) is mounted between driver and adaptor for ease-of-use during measurements. 
The useful frequency range of the driving loudspeaker is 50Hz-6kHz, so in this range the output will be 
sufficient, however the radiation from the orifice of the adaptor becomes more directive, ie less omni-
directional, above 2-3kHz. Later we call this the low-mid frequency sound source 

        

Figure 2: Low-mid frequency sound source without and with extension hose. 

In the following section we will review some of the basic concepts behind the two-microphone method 
which has been widely used to measure acoustic properties in ducts [3]. We assume that only plane waves 
are measured at two microphone locations A and B inside a cylindrical duct, see Figure 3.  

x

Mic B

Mic A

x=0

p+

p-

 

Figure 3: Two-microphone measurement configuration for volume velocity output estimation.  

The sound pressure p(x) in a cross-section of the duct can then be expressed: 

 jkxjkx epepxp −

−

+ +=)(  (1) 
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Where p+ and p- are the incident and reflected plane wave components respectively and k is the 
wavenumber. By measuring the sound pressure inside the duct at the two different microphone locations 
we can determine the unknown incident and reflected plane wave components. Usually this is done by 
measuring the transfer function between the two microphones therefore the method is also referred to as 
the transfer function method. 

The particle velocity evaluated in a cross-sectional area is given by: 

 ( )jkxjkx epep
c

xu −

−

+ −=
ρ

1
)(  (2) 

Where ρc is the characteristic impedance of air. 

At the duct opening, x = 0, we have:   

 ( )−+ −= pp
c

u
ρ

1
)0(  (3) 

This expression leads to volume velocity estimation if we multiply with the cross-sectional area of the 
duct. We can further express the volume velocity output as an auto-spectrum based upon auto-spectra of 
microphone A and B and the cross-spectrum from microphone A to B [2]. 

Furthermore since the purpose is to use this source for measuring transfer functions we can express the 
transfer from volume velocity output at the source to sound pressure at a receiver microphone as a 
frequency response function: 

 
QQ

Qp

Qp
C

C
H =  (4) 

Here CQQ is the auto-spectrum of the estimated volume velocity signal and CQp is the cross-spectrum from 
source volume velocity to receiver sound pressure. Both spectra can be expressed in terms of auto- and 
cross-spectra among signals from microphone A and B plus the receiver. Additionally we need the 
dimensional parameters l and ∆, where l is the distance from the duct opening to the nearest microphone 
(microphone B) and ∆ is the microphone spacing. 

In [4] a study of the two-microphone was presented investigating the influence of different error sources 
on the estimated result of acoustic properties with emphasis on measuring reflection coefficients and 
acoustic impedance of materials.        

3 Finite element modeling of sound field inside duct 

In order to verify some of the aspects related to sound fields in ducts it is very useful to perform 
simulation studies for optimizing the design parameters. Some studies have been carried out investigating 
the influence of the surroundings on the duct output and also the interference effect of placing 
microphones inside the duct for measuring the sound pressure. The finite element method was used to do 
these simulations based on the standard Helmholtz equation. 

In the two-microphone method we need to measure the sound pressure in two cross-sections of the duct in 
order to estimate the volume velocity output. The effect of placing the two microphones inside the duct 
may change the sound field locally around the microphones which can result in large errors in the 
calculated volume velocity spectrum. This will be evident when dealing with narrow ducts. 

We will model the setup from the low-mid frequency sound source having the microphones placed inside 
the duct together with a spacer. The two microphones measure the sound pressure on the duct axis in order 
not to capture the first higher order mode. The spacer ensures that the sound pressure is measured on the 
actual center axis of the duct.  

The air inside a piece of duct with inner diameter 3.8cm containing the two microphones and the two 
spacers was modeled using acoustic finite elements. The duct is excited in one end with a known constant 
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surface velocity and at the opening where the microphones are located an impedance boundary condition 
was imposed to simplify the setup of the simulation case. The impedance imposed on this boundary 
corresponds to the acoustic impedance seen from a piston in an infinite baffle [5]. Then the output from 
the simulation will be the particle velocity integrated over the opening of the duct which will be the 
simulated volume velocity also termed as exact. Further we can take the simulated sound pressures 
integrated over the microphone diaphragm boundaries, process those data using the volume velocity 
estimation method described in section 2, and finally compare with the exact simulated volume velocity to 
investigate the interference effect of the microphones and spacers inside the duct. A simulation was 
carried out from 20Hz to 10kHz and as expected at high frequencies the influence of obstacles inside the 
duct will be quite significant. An example of a surface pressure distribution is given in Figure 4 for the 
frequency 8kHz. Locally around the position of the microphones the sound field changes and does not 
consist of plane waves.   

 

Figure 4: Setup of microphones inside duct and sound pressure distribution at duct end for a 

frequency of 8 kHz. 

A comparison of the direct simulated volume velocity output spectrum and the predicted one based on the 
simulated sound pressures inside the duct at the microphone diaphragms is shown below for the full 
frequency range considered in Figure 5. Moreover the two spectra were subtracted to provide the error 
made by the two-microphone method as a function of frequency. Clearly in the range where the actual 
low-mid frequency source is active, 50Hz-6kHz, the error is always less than 1.5dB and for most of the 
frequency range the error is actually less than 0.5dB.  

 

Figure 5: Comparison of simulated and predicted volume velocity output from duct with two 

microphones inside. Left: Volume velocity spectra. Right: Difference between spectra. 
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4 Verification of volume velocity source 

Verification measurements were done using the low-mid frequency sound source in order to explore some 
of the aspects explained earlier. 

The basic parameters describing the sound source were already presented earlier [2], like max output 
power, directivity characteristics etc. Here we will present some other measurements verifying the concept 
of the volume velocity sound source. One of the ideas behind using the two-microphone for volume 
velocity estimation is that this quantity can change if the sound source is used in very different acoustical 
environments. Here the two-microphone principle should always provide a good estimate of the actual 
volume velocity. A couple of measurements were done with the hose and adaptor placed in different 
environments. Pictures of the different setups are shown below in Figure 6.  

        

        

Figure 6: Sound source placed in different environments. Inside room away from walls, close to 

floor, radiating into box and inside engine room. 

The sound source was driven by a band-pass filtered (bandwidth 6.4kHz) white noise signal with 
sufficiently high amplitude, narrowband auto- and cross-spectra between the two microphones were 
measured using FFT and averaging. For each of the four setups in Figure 6 the volume velocity spectrum 
was calculated based on the two measured microphone signals. Calculated volume velocity spectra are 
shown in Figure 7 left, where three of the calculated spectra are shown relative to the measurement where 
the source was placed free in the room away from walls. Below a certain frequency around 1.5 kHz the 
different outputs from the source are all within a few dB’s, but at higher frequencies the deviations from 
the free space measurement become more evident especially for the more confined spaces. The change in 
the output volume velocity spectrum due to change in the acoustical environment would require a 
reference signal which also changed accordingly.  
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Some volume velocity sources available are based on a single reference microphone for calibrating the 
volume velocity output from the source. The idea of such a principle is to estimate the volume velocity 
under anechoic conditions using a far-field microphone and then relate the calculated volume velocity 
output to a fixed reference signal in this case a microphone sitting close to the opening of the sound 
source. This results in a calibration spectrum. When using the sound source in a real application we 
measure the sound pressure at the reference microphone which then can be translated into volume velocity 
spectrum using the calibration curve. However the question is what influence the acoustic environment 
will have on the volume velocity estimations we get, since the actual measurement environment may be 
very confined, eg inside an engine room. In our test cases we will use the signal from the microphone 
closest to the opening as a reference to examine this ratio for our four setups. Figure 7 right plot, shows 
the individual curves and we see less variations in the ratio compared to the volume velocity spectrum. 
However we see that some errors are introduced if the environment becomes more confined, and 
especially at high frequencies there are quite large differences. At the same time we should remember that 
the source itself is only omni-directional up to 3kHz so the largest errors will occur outside this frequency 
range. Nevertheless, we have seen that the acoustical environment will have an effect on the output 
volume velocity spectrum and that we should measure the actual output in situ to minimize errors on 
volume velocity estimation, transfer functions etc.   

 

Figure 7: Left: Calculated volume velocity output spectrum relative to free space for three different 

environments. Right: Volume velocity to reference sound pressure ratio for all environments. 

Another simple experiment was conducted investigating if the sound is radiated mainly from the opening 
of the tube as desired or if the driver and tube walls contribute significantly. A microphone was placed 
30cm in front of the opening of the duct and a narrowband sound pressure spectrum was recorded for 
white noise excitation of the sound source. Then the orifice of the duct was blocked and another 
narrowband sound pressure spectrum was recorded. For normal operation with the duct open and when the 
opening was blocked by a thick layer of damping material inside the duct opening, the measured spectra in 
front of the opening are shown in Figure 8 and compared to the general background noise inside this 
normal room. The tests show that the sound is mainly radiated from the opening of the open duct, and 
even though the blocking of the orifice was not perfect the levels in that case are more than 20dB lower 
than the open duct case over the complete frequency range for that source. When the source was blocked 
some sound is transmitted through the damping at the duct opening, especially at lower frequencies, 
otherwise only some sound coming directly from the driver itself was identifiable. All together it is 
concluded that sound produced by the assembly of driver and hose is to a large extend radiated from the 
duct orifice which means it can be used as a monopole to measure vibro-acoustic transfer functions. 
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Figure 8: Sound pressure measured 30cm in front of open/blocked orifice of low-mid frequency 

source. 

5 Application of volume velocity sources  

The volume velocity source described so far has been used to measure acoustic transfer function between 
an assumed source position inside an engine room and receiver positions inside the vehicle. Direct transfer 
function measurements – from source at engine surface to microphones inside a vehicle – were compared 
to reciprocal measurements where the source, i.e. the duct orifice, was positioned at the receiver with a 
microphone measuring the sound pressure at the engine surface position. Since the receiver positions in 
the direct measurement consisted of microphones in the ears of a Head and Torso Simulator (HATS), the 
reciprocal measurement should ideally be made with a HATS having sound sources placed at the entrance 
of the closed ear canals. This was not practically using the current sound sources, so in this experiment the 
orifice of the adaptor was placed as close to the ear microphones as possible but still outside the 
pinna/concha. The effect of the head and torso will be included in the reciprocal transfer functions but not 
the full effect of the concha, but this measurement should give an indication if it is possible to measure 
binaural transfer functions related to an in-the-ear receiver using a reciprocal approach where the sound 
source is simply attached just outside the pinna. In that case a standard HATS with microphones in the 
ears can be used for measuring binaural transfer functions based on the reciprocal approach with one of 
the described sound sources attached to the pinna. The validity of this approach can be examined by 
comparing to binaural transfer functions using the direct approach which contain the effect of the concha 
since the microphones are placed at the entrance of each ear canal. At the same time we want to compare 
the low-mid frequency sound source to a mid-high frequency sound source based on the similar principle. 
The mid-high frequency sound source is constructed out of a powerful compression driver and a long hose 
made out of nylon reinforced PVC. The inner diameter of the hose is 10mm and a similar set of 
microphones is used at the opening to estimate the volume velocity.    

The measurements were made with a vehicle standing in a normal room. Some level of background noise 
was expected during the measurements. One source position on the engine top was marked for use in all 
direct and reciprocal measurements. Additionally, a HATS with two microphones was placed in the 
passengers’ seat of this right-hand steering wheel car, see Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Measurement of acoustic transfer function from top engine surface point to left and right 

ear using the mid-high frequency sound source. Left: hose at engine source position for direct 

transfer function measurement. Right: positioning of sound source at right ear for reciprocal 

transfer function measurements. 

5.1 Source directivity 

A couple of measurements where carried out with each of the investigated sound sources for the same 
source position on the top engine surface where the orientation of the adaptor or hose was changed. When 
comparing transfer functions from the same position but different orientations, the directivity of the source 
can be examined with respect to omni-directionality. In Figure 10 we compare a transfer function 
measured with the low-mid frequency sound source for different orientations of the adaptor, ie pointing 
towards the rear, front or left side of the vehicle. The measured transfer functions are valid down to 50Hz 
where the output power of loudspeaker starts to decrease significantly, and we see similar transfer 
functions for all three orientations up to 2-3kHz. From that frequency on the sound from the orifice of the 
adaptor becomes more directive as explained earlier and this can be seen from the lower plot in Figure 10.  

 

 

Figure 10: Acoustic transfer function measured between top engine position and HATS left ear for 

different nozzle orientations using low-mid frequency sound source. Top: 0-2kHz. Bottom: 2-4kHz. 
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In all measurements a white noise signal band-limited to 6.4kHz was driving the sound source at a 
maximum level, FFT processing and averaging was used to calculate transfer functions as FRF’s with 
frequency resolution 1Hz. 

5.2 Comparison of sound sources 

Measuring the same direct transfer function from top engine surface position to HATS ears is now 
investigated using the two sound sources. The low-mid frequency sound source was driven by a white 
noise signal band-limited to 6.4kHz whereas the mid-high frequency sound source was driven by a similar 
white noise signal high-pass filtered with cutoff at 800Hz in order not to overload the driver at low 
frequencies. Transfer functions measured with the orifice pointing towards the vehicle rear were measured 
and are compared below in the frequency ranges 0-2kHz and 2kHz-6kHz for both amplitude and phase 
characteristics. Even though the signal for the mid-high frequency sound source is high-pass filtered at 
800Hz, the transfer functions obtained by this source are valid down to 400Hz since sufficient sound 
output is produced by the source compared to background noise levels. From Figure 11 it can be seen that 
the measured transfer functions using the two sound sources agree very well in both amplitude and phase 
from 400Hz up to at least 2kHz. Figure 12 shows similar amplitude and phase plots but now in the high-
frequency range 2kHz-6kHz, where deviations are in the range of 10dB’s. This is expected as the mid-
high frequency source is omni-directional to a much higher frequency than the low-mid frequency source 
and also the dimensions of the sources plays a role at higher frequencies together with their different 
acoustic centers.    

 

 

Figure 11: Amplitude and phase of acoustic transfer function from top engine surface to HATS left 

ear measured using low-mid frequency source (red curve) and mid-high frequency source (blue 

curve). 0–2kHz. 
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Figure 12: Amplitude and phase of acoustic transfer function from top engine surface to HATS left 

ear measured using low-mid frequency source (red curve) and mid-high frequency source (blue 

curve). 2kHz–6kHz. 

5.3 Direct vs reciprocal measurements  

Finally we compare transfer functions measured in the direct sense to reciprocal transfer functions. In case 
of reciprocal measurements the HATS was still in place inside the vehicle but now the sound source is 
placed as close as possible to one of the microphones inside the ears. An example of locating the orifice of 
the hose just outside the concha part of the pinna was shown in Figure 9. A small ¼″ microphone normally 
used for array applications was placed at the top engine surface position for measuring the blocked surface 
pressure. Ideally the effect of hose and adaptor on the sound field locally around the engine surface 
position should be included by having those in place during reciprocal measurement, but this effect will be 
neglected since it will not be practical and in case we wanted to include this effect another piece of hose 
with blocked orifice would be neccessary.  

Comparison of direct and reciprocal measured transfer function is shown for the low-mid frequency 
source in Figure 13. At low frequencies there is very good agreement as expected from low frequencies 
and even up 3-4kHz the tendency remains the same for both curves. Above 4kHz the deviations become 
more pronounced. At these higher frequencies the sound source is first of all no longer acting as a 
monopole but also the effect of the concha in the reciprocal transfer function is missing.  
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Figure 13: Direct (red curve) and reciprocal (blue curve) measurement of top engine surface to 

HATS left ear transfer function using low-mid frequency source. Top: 0-2kHz. Bottom: 2kHz-6kHz. 

Comparison of direct and reciprocal measured transfer function is shown for the mid-high frequency 
source in Figure 14. Some deviations are expected at lower frequencies where the output of the source is 
limited, this is due to less sensitive array microphone for the reciprocal measurement and also because of 
poor signal-to-noise ratio for that microphone. Otherwise we see good agreement between the two transfer 
function up to nearly 5 kHz, above that frequencies other types of errors are introduced mainly due to 
incorrect position of the sound source for reciprocal measurement. 

 

Figure 14: Direct (red curve) and reciprocal (blue curve) measurement of top engine surface to 

HATS left ear transfer function using mid-high frequency source. 0-6kHz. 
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Conclusions 

Sound sources for measuring vibro-acoustic transfer functions have been investigated although the 
emphasis has been on the acoustic transfer functions. The type of source presented here was based on a 
powerful driver attached to a long hose equipped with two microphones close to the orifice for measuring 
the volume velocity source strength in situ. Transfer functions measured as FRF’s can then easily be 
estimated. The principle was reviewed and some error analysis related to the current sources was made. 
Acoustic transfer functions were measured in a vehicle environment proving that it is possible to measure 
reciprocally with some confidence, the binaural transfer functions, by placing the orifice close to the 
entrance of the outer ear. In that case a standard HATS and the volume velocity source can be used to do 
all operating and transfer function measurements related to source-path-contribution analysis including 
binaural effects. Also, a sound source aimed for mid-to-high frequency measurements making use of the 
two-microphone method was investigated and compared to the current low-to-mid frequency sound 
source.     
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Abstract
This paper deals with the eigenproblem associated with the free vibrations of structures with uncertain
material properties. The elastic modulus of the structure is considered to be uncertain. Given their random
description, a new method is presented for the computation of the second order statistics of the
eigenproperties of the structure. The proposed technique is based on polynomial chaos decomposition to
characterize the eigenvalues and eigenmodes of the stochastic structure. The random parameters of the
structure are represented either by random variables or by stochastic processes which are descretized by
Karhunen-Loeve decomposition. The eigen-quantities are then developed as a polynomial chaos in these
quantities.

The performance of the proposed algorithm indicates that the nonlinear systems from the underlying
SSFEM formulation can be solved with considerably less effort and computation time than their size
suggests. Comparisons with standard algorithms like Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) illustrate the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Numerical studies are also performed to validate the theoretical
approach.

Keywords: Stochastic finite element method, Material uncertainty, Modal analysis.

1 Introduction

The dynamic response characterisation of structural systems with parameter uncertainties has been the
subject of intensive studies in the recent past. At the origin of this interest lies the unavoidable uncertainty
with which the designer has to cope at the model definition stage. In fact, the complexity of numerical
models, allowed by the growing efficiency of current computing tools, relies directly on the definition of
mechanical and geometrical parameters, the perfect knowledge of which could not be possible. The
modelling stage would consequently not be realistic if it would not include a non-deterministic approach
aimed at quantifying the structural response variability resulting from design parameter uncertainties. In
this context, it appears that the handling of the uncertainty in structural models is a natural and necessary
extension of present structural analysis techniques. The mathematical modelling of these structures
requires a strong background in the theory of random fields, structural mechanics, and finite element. The
analysis and solution of such problems involve discretization of random fields, solutions of algebraic and
differential random eigenvalue problems, and inversion of random matrices and differential operators.

Eigensolutions constitute an important descriptor of the dynamics and stability of structural systems.
Consequently, the study of probabilistic characterization of the eigensolutions of random matrix and
differential operators has emerged as an important research topic in the field of stochastic structural
mechanics. A systematic account of perturbational approaches to random eigenvalue problems is well
documented in the monograph by Scheidt and Purket [1]. The majority of recent studies employed the
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mean centred first/second order perturbation approach to estimate the first and the second order statistics
of eigenvalues and mode shapes [2-4].

In the context of second moments approaches for the response variability assessment, either the
perturbation Stochastic Finite Elements Method (SFEM), the spectral SFEM and the Monte-Carlo
Simulation Method (MCSM) can be applied, in which the spatial variability has been addressed by using
stochastic processes as a modelling tool. The selection of a particular method often relies on consideration
about computational requirements with regard to the dimensions of the problem (number of degrees of
freedom (dofs) and number of uncertain parameters) and to the considered variability level.

The MCSM has the advantage to cope with high variability levels. However, it requires a large amount of
computational work to obtain the dynamic characteristics, and it becomes difficult to analyse large-scale
structures due to the intensive computational effort required. The MCSM [5, 6] is frequently chosen as a
reference to verify the correctness of new methodologies. The stochastic finite element method (SFEM)
[7, 8] has been developed and applied to the reliability and response variability assessment of static and
dynamic, linear and non-linear problems. The perturbation method [9-11], has been widely applied to
stochastic problems since it usually requires low computational resources. It uses a combination of matrix
perturbation theory, finite element method and Taylor series expansion. The uncertainties of structural
parameters are expressed in terms of small perturbations values of the structural mass and stiffness
matrices. These methods aimed at solving models involving a low variability level of the design
parameters. Therefore, the perturbation method cannot reflect the effect of the change of the individual
structural parameters on the natural frequency and model shape of a structure.

The SSFEM [12-15] is based on two successive discretizations of the system of stochastic partial
differential equations governing the problem under consideration: a space discretization similar to the one
used in classical finite element method, and a probabilistic discretization of the stochastic processes
representing the uncertain properties of the constitutive material or loads. The Karhunen-Loeve expansion
has been often used in the literature, although, any of the series expansion methods is equally applicable.
The truncation of the expansion generates a finite set of orthogonal random variables corresponding to the
stochastic part of the model. The required stochastic response is projected on the polynomial chaos
obtained with the random variables of the KL basis. An explicit expression of the random response is
finally obtained and enables the estimation of the statistical moments of the response indicator. Although
the number of involved random variables is very critical, appropriate algebraic solvers for different
structural problems have been developed to minimize the computation time [15].The SSFEM allows for
the evaluation of the response statistical moments of orders higher than two, as well as of the response
probability density function and of reliability values [16].

In this work, section 2 presents the Karhunen–Loeve and the polynomial chaos decompositions which are
used in the context of stochastic finite element formalism. Section 3 formulates the stochastic problem for
the modal analysis of dynamic structural systems involving material uncertainty using the SSFEM. The
polynomial chaos approach is implemented by expanding the eigensolutions as a polynomial consisting of
the orthogonal functions in the random parametric space, on which certain constraints of orthogonality and
normalisation are imposed. A brief review is provided of the underlying spectral approach which
highlights the stochastic structure of the stiffness matrix and how their properties are related to both the
level of approximation. The difference between stiffness matrix from their deterministic finite element
counterparts is illustrated. The performance as well as the convergence behaviour of the proposed
algorithm indicates that the nonlinear algebraic systems from the underlying SSFEM formulation can be
solved with considerably less effort and computation time than their size suggests. Comparisons with
standard algorithms (e.g. MCS) illustrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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2 The spectral stochastic finite element method

2.1 Karhunen-Loeve expansion

The Karhunen–Loeve expansion of a random process E(x,θ) is based on the spectral decomposition of the
covariance function REE(x,y) of the process. As the covariance function REE(x,y) is symmetrical and
positive definite, its eigenfunctions are mutually orthogonal and form a complete set spanning the
functional space where E(x,θ) belongs. If this deterministic basis functions are used to represent the
process E(x,θ), the random coefficients in the expansion can be shown to be orthogonal or, equivalently,
statistically uncorrelated. The expansion takes the following form:

    





1i

iii xfxE,xE  (1)

where xE denotes the mean of the stochastic process, {ξi(θ)} is a set of independent normal random
variables, fi(x) are the eigenfunctions and λi the eigenvalues of the covariance kernel; they can be
evaluated as the solution to the following integral equation

   
D

iiiEE xfdyyfy,xR  (2)

where D denotes the spatial domain of E(x,θ). The most important aspect of this spectral representation is
that the spatial random fluctuations have been decomposed into a set of deterministic functions of space
multiplying independent random coefficients. If the random process E(x,θ) is Gaussian, then the random
variables ξi form an orthonormal Gaussian vector. The closer a process is to white noise, the more terms
are necessary in the expansion due the broad-banded nature of the process, exhibiting rapid fluctuations.
On the contrary, narrow banded random processes, which show smooth variation, necessitate only a few
terms in their Karhunen–Loeve representations. In most of physical systems, the random fluctuations of
the random material properties are band-limited, and, the uncertain aspect of the random fluctuations in
the system properties can be captured by only a few terms in the corresponding Karhunen–Loeve
expansions.

2.2 Polynomial Chaos expansion

Since the solution process is a function of the material properties, the response vector {q} can be
expressed as non-linear functional of the set ξi(θ) used to represent the material variability. It has been
shown that this functional dependence can be expanded in terms of polynomials of Gaussian random
variables, referred to as Polynomial Chaos. Namely,
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where Γn(ξi1,…,ξin) denotes the Polynomial Chaos [17] of order n of variables (ξi1,…,ξin). Introducing a
one-to-one mapping to a set with ordered indices denoted by Ψk(θ) and truncating the Polynomial Chaos
expansion at the Pth term, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as,
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These polynomials are orthogonal in the sense that their inner product <ΨjΨk>, which is defined as the
statistical average of their product, is equal to zero for j≠k. A complete probabilistic characterization of the
process {q(θ)} is obtained once the coefficients {qk} have been calculated. A given truncated series can be
refined along the random dimension either by adding more random variables to the set ξi or by increasing
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the maximum order of polynomials included in the polynomial chaos expansion. The first refinement
takes into account higher frequency random fluctuations of the underlying stochastic process, while the
second refinement captures strong nonlinear dependence of the solution process on this underlying
process.

3 SSFEM formulation

3.1 Stochastic system equation

Taking into account the material variability, the structural stiffness can then be described as random. The
random stiffness matrix [K] is obtained after assembling the element stiffness matrices [Ke]:

           ee
T

ee
e

e dB,xDBK,KK
e



 (5)

where Ωe is the element volume, [D(x,θ)] stands for the elasticity constitutive matrix, which is affected by
randomness, and [B] is the matrix relating the strain to nodal displacements.

Suppose that the Young’s modulus of the material is a stochastic process. Then elasticity matrix at point x
can be written as:

     0D,xE,xD   (6)

where [D0] is a deterministic matrix corresponding to a unit value of the Young’s modulus. Substituting
Eq. (6) in Eq. (5) yields the stochastic stiffness matrix:
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 0 (7)

Introducing the Karhunen-Loeve expansion for E(x,θ) presented in Eq. (1),the stochastic stiffness matrix
takes the form:
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where the mean- and weighted stiffness matrices K and  iK are given by
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The decomposition of the stochastic process allows for the integrations to be carried out over the space
functions since their corresponding random coefficients ξi(θ) are independent of the spatial coordinates.
The notation can be further simplified by definingξ0=1 and [K0]=K , leading to
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Truncating the Karhunen-Loeve expansion at the Mth term. The stiffness matrix becomes,
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3.2 Solution of structural eigenvalues equations

The governing equation of elastic structural dynamics in free vibration is expressed as a matrix system of
size N×N (N being the number of degrees of freedom):

    0 qMK  (13)

in which μand {q} are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors, respectively, and [K]and [M] are the global
mass and stiffness matrices respectively.

Consider the algebraic stochastic eigenvalue problem; equation (13) can be rewritten:

   0 q~)M~K~(  (14)

K~ is the stochastic stiffness matrix, as obtained in the foregoing sections.

In classical finite element analysis, the basic response quantity is the vector of nodal displacements. In
SSFEM, due to the introduction of a stochastic process as an input, the basic response quantity is a random
vector of nodal displacements  q~ , whose probabilistic content is a priori unknown.  q~ is expanded
over the polynomial chaos as presented in section 2.2 (Ref. [18]):
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where   ik , (k=0,1,2,….,P-1), are chaos polynomial in the M random variables ξ. where ξi(θ),
(i=1,…,M) are the standard normal variables used to discretize the input process (Eq. (1)), and {qk} is a set
of spatial vectors to be determined.

It is worthwhile to mention at this point that the frequency response curve for a fixed value of frequency is
a random variable when the system parameters are modelled as stochastic processes. To obtain an
expression for the second order statistics of the structural eigenvalues taking into consideration that the
probabilistic content of these variables is a priori unknown, they are expanded over the polynomial chaos:
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Expressing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues in terms of chaos polynomial is computationally
advantageous in that it result in a sparse deterministic system of equations derived from the stochastic Eq.
(14). Chaos polynomial are ordered, for convenience, such that the first M+1 polynomials are the order 0
terms  10  and the order 1 terms  ik   (i=1,2,…,M). For Gaussian random variables ξ, the
sequence of chaos polynomials may be constructed as products of one-dimensional Hermite polynomials,
as described before.

Introducing the Polynomial Chaos representation of the nodal response values and of the eigenvalues, as
given by Eqs. (15) & (16) and the stiffness random matrix expansion as given in Eqs. (12) into Eq.(14)
results in:
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Let us consider the residue:
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Requiring the residual resulting from a finite representation to be orthogonal to the approximating space
spanned by the Polynomial Chaos {Ψk}, yields a system of nonlinear algebraic equations in the coefficient
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vectors qk and μj. Orthogonality is enforced by requiring the inner product to be equal to zero (Galerkin
method),
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where . denotes the operation of mathematical expectation. To simplify the notation further, the

averages are denoted by cnki and dnkj. The resulting system of equations can be rewritten as
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where the coefficients:

iknnkic  (21)

jknnkjd  (22)

are integers that may be evaluated analytically using a recurrence formula for one-dimensional Hermite
polynomials. Owing the orthogonality properties of the chaos polynomials, the coefficients cnki and dnkj are
mostly zero.

Two major problems in Eq. (20) need to be faced, namely the non linear dependence of μj and qk terms
and the development of an averaging procedure to obtain global measures of stochastic parts of stiffness
matrix.

This system is similar to the eigenproblem so we will begin by seeking the solution of the μj coefficients;
therefore we will take the P determinant:
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which lead to a P nonlinear equations with P unknown coefficients. This system can be resolved using a
numerical method like Newton-Raphson. Once the system (23) is solved, the P solution of coefficients μr

is known and consequently, the statistics of the eigenvalues be readily obtained. The approximation 2~ of
ω2, aim of the study, is completely given.
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Once the solutions ~ have been determined, we can compute the mean value and the standard deviation:

 0~E (25)
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One can then pass to calculation approximations of the stochastic process of eigenvectorsq~ . The
cumulative distribution function (CDF) and the probability density function (PDF) of the eigenvalues or
response may be estimated very efficiently from Monte Carlo realizations of the polynomial expansions
(15) and (16) respectively.

In essence, in SSFEM, the characterization of the random vector of eigenvalues is reduced to solving a
nonlinear system of size (N×P); where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the structure, and P is the
order of expansion of the response. These two factors determine the size of the problem. As it have been
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seen before, the following relation hold between the number M of Karhunen-Loeve terms, and the number
of polynomials p required for a complete expansion of order P. The latter is connected to the number of
random variables M (order of the expansion of the stochastic process) and the highest order p of the
polynomialsΨj by:









 


p

k
k
kM

P
0

1
(27)

In the analysis of uncertain systems, the adoption of the SSFEM allows to save lot of CPU time when
contrasted to simulation-based approaches as the Monte Carlo method. Even in this case, though, the cost
of the analysis may become prohibitive as illustrated by the above written system, the number of which
grows with the dimensions of the stochastic system. The number of random variables to be accounted and
are expected to contribute significantly to the statistics of the eigenvalues of the system are only few of
them.

4 Numerical example

An example of an application of the SSFEM is a model of the random spatially varying material properties
of steel structure. For the model a simply supported four-point rod has been chosen. The choice of this
simple system is intended to compare the resultants of the SSFEM and MCS without introducing any
undue complexity in the dynamical system. The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. In
this study, Young’s modulus of the rod is assumed to be an independent and homogeneous Gaussian
stochastic process with a coefficient of variation equal to 0.1. The autocovariance function of the process
is chosen to be of the form of an inverse exponential   b/yxey,xR  , where b is the correlation length,
assumed to be equal to 50. Although this autocovariance function corresponds to a Markovian stochastic
process that is non differentiable, a finite sum in the Karhunen–Loeve representation results in a well-
behaved process that is suited to the present problem.

Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram for the studied rod

For the input parameters given in table 1, the eigenvalues of the system obtained with the number of the
finite elements equal to ten (for which the eigenvalues have been converged), the first determinist
eigenvalue is 2648×103.

Parameter Symbol Value
Young’s modulus E 210000 MPa

Mass density Ρ 7800 Kg/m3

Long L 5 m
Cross-section A 10-5 m2

Table 1: Parameters of the deterministic model

The stochastic models MCS and SSFEM are all based on a system of finite elements Fig. 1, the stochastic
variability of the material properties are expressed in terms of M random variables. As it has been seen
before, the size of the numerical problem to be solved is directly related to the number of random
variables used M, and thus it should not be larger than necessary to provide a realistic representation of the
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required stochastic problem. In the SSFEM, the polynomial order p of the PCE is also a parameter that
ideally should be kept as low as possible for computational efficiency. In MCS, the computational effort is
proportional to the number of simulations NMCS, and it is noted that in this case the MCS fully converge
for 106 simulations. Therefore results are presented below to demonstrate how the numerical solutions
depend on the parameters M, p and NMCS. The convergence of the solution is found to depend on the
stochastic variability of the material.

The accuracy of the random field discretization depends on the number of terms M retained in the
Karhunen–Loeve expansion. When using SSFEM, the highest order p of the polynomials included in the
series expansions of the response must also be specified. For each M and p, the corresponding terms in this
expansion, P, is given in Table 2, Column #3.

M p P σ(SSFEM)
×103

Error

1 2 3 160.13 21.44 %
3 4 185.49 9.00 %
4 5 194.34 4.66 %
5 6 197.1 3.30 %

2 2 6 173.25 15.00 %
3 10 195.42 4.13 %
4 15 201.91 0.94 %
5 21 203.17 0.32 %

3 2 10 179.95 11.72 %
3 20 199.31 2.22 %

4 2 15 183.66 9.90 %
3 70 201.55 1.12 %

Table 2: Eigenvalue Standard deviation, Influence of the orders of expansion M and p (b=50m)

Following the method described in section 3 the standard deviation of the eigenvalues is given in column
#4. These results are further compared to the results based on the simulation of the chosen stochastic
process in which the randomly chosen realizations are injected in the Monte Carlo simulation to compute
the statistics of the structure eigenvalues, and which is considered as the solution of reference
(σPS=203.83×103). As expected the eigenvalues standard deviation converge to the values given by the
MCS for each value of M, when the order p of the polynomial chaos expansion is increased (the results
should be identical for p=∞). From the results in Table 2 it appears that at least p=3 should be selected to
have 5% accuracy in the standard deviation computation.

* Influence of the correlation length

To investigate the influence of the correlation length, b=10 m is considered instead of 50 m while keeping
the initial values of all remaining parameters. The results are reported in Table 3. Comparing these results
with the results of table 2 (the latter corresponding to b=50 m), it is evident that a large number of terms M
is now required in order to achieve an acceptable accuracy in the discretization of the random field. When
using SSFEM, it appears that fair results (i.e. less than 5% discrepancy between standard deviation
computed by SSFEM and MCS) are obtained for M>3 and p>3. Higher orders of polynomial chaos
expansions would lead to an enormous amount of computation time.

As a conclusion, the SSFEM approach is applicable regardless of the correlation length of the field, and
lead to rather accurate results. It is computationally inexpensive for the case where the correlation length
is big enough that the number of terms K-L decomposition M not exceeding 10. In contrast, due to the
computation cost, it is difficult to use the SSFEM with p>2 when M=10 or more (case of low correlation
lengths). Otherwise the computed results with a lower order expansion may not be sufficiently accurate.
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M P P σ(SSFEM)
×103

Error

1 2 3 121.08 28.06 %
3 4 141.91 15.68 %
4 5 150.20 10.75 %
5 6 153.49 8.80 %

2 2 6 136.33 18.99 %
3 10 156.05 7.28 %
4 15 163.12 3.08 %
5 21 165.56 1.63 %

3 2 10 143.19 14.92 %
3 20 160.85 4.43 %

4 2 15 146.85 12.74 %
3 70 163.35 2.94 %

Table 3: Eigenvalue Standard deviation, Influence of the orders of expansion M and p (b=10m)

* Influence of the Coefficient of Variation of materials

For low material variability, the SSFEM with polynomial order p=2 is capable of providing accurate
estimates with minimal computation effort. How ever in order to capture the characteristics of the
eigenvalue, particularly for high material variability, a higher polynomial order may be required. This is
illustrated in Fig 2, which show the convergence of the eigenvalue for the cases of CV(E)=0.05, 0.25 and
0.5 respectively, to a reference solution obtained from MCS with NMCS =106, and that in function of
polynomial order p, this figure is based on a KL development truncated at M=3. For CV=0.05, a good
estimate of the eigenvalues distributions can be obtained using SSFEM with polynomial order as low as
p=2. For CV=0.25 the SSFEM results converge towards the MCS results as the polynomial order p is
increased, and the results using p≥6 are very accurate up to 98%. However, the SSFEM results for CV=0.5
appears not to give good approximation even if polynomial order is increased above 7, it steel gives
accepted results (relative error under 5% for p values above 7).

Fig. 2. Evolution in function of polynomial order of relative error of CV of first eigenvalue for three CV
values of E
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5 Conclusion

The paper integrates a spectral stochastic finite element approach based on the orthogonal expansions and
projections with the modal analysis of dynamic structural systems with physical uncertainties. The
Karhunen-Loeve expansion is used to decompose the Gaussian random fields, representing the spatial
fluctuations of the system Young’s modulus, into a set of Gaussian random variables. Consequently, the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are expanded as polynomial chaos expansions.

As the frequency of the random fluctuations of the material properties increases, it is clear that additional
terms are needed in the Karhunen-loeve representation of the corresponding stochastic process, with the
size of the associated chaos expansion growing significantly.

In conclusion it seems that for systems whose parameters exhibit high variability, the SSFEM approach
provide a suitable representation of the variability of the dynamic system eigenquantities. Clearly, the
higher the standard deviation of the stochastic processes the more terms in the polynomial chaos are
needed to compute the statistics of the response with accuracy.
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Abstract
Within the discipline of uncertainty analysis in structural dynamics, a large open problem is concerned 
with the propagation of uncertainty through large nonlinear models (in the form of computer codes) when 
the expense of running the model makes Monte Carlo analysis prohibitively time-consuming. A sub-
problem of concern here is the choice of which variables will make a significant contribution to the output 
uncertainty – this is the domain of sensitivity analysis. The object of the current paper is to apply a 
relatively new technique of Bayesian sensitivity analysis to the problem. In order to illustrate the 
methodology, a Finite Element (FE) model of the heart-valve system will be used. This is an example of 
some importance as the behaviour of the heart under physiological fluid-loading conditions will depend 
strongly on the properties of the tissue; however, these properties are not known with any accuracy and 
will in fact vary significantly from person to person. 

1 Introduction

Uncertainty analysis is a field of waxing interest to designers of many disciplines. With increasing reliance 
on computer simulations due to the substantial financial savings compared to prototyping, there is a 
growing demand for greater robustness in modelling. Since all models are subject to uncertainty of some 
sort, the propagation and quantification of uncertainty is of interest to the prudent modeller. In some cases, 
for example when modelling biomaterials, the uncertainties can be of such magnitude that to ignore them 
would place the validity of the model in doubt. Similarly, when the validation of a model is difficult or 
impossible, a quantification of the uncertainty in the model’s output can be very useful. Although 
uncertainties can rarely be eliminated, they can be quantified, and their causes can be identified to direct 
further research where necessary.

Uncertainties can fall into two categories. Aleatoric uncertainties are those which arise from natural 
variability - for example, dimensional uncertainties due to machining tolerances, or inherent geometric 
variability between similar biological components (heart valves being an excellent example). Epistemic
uncertainties on the other hand are due to the difference between a model’s theoretical approximation and 
reality; an example of this would be approximating a non-linear elastic material by a linear elastic model. 
These can be intentional, to reduce computational expense, or due to lack of knowledge. Generally 
aleatoric uncertainties cannot be reduced, whereas epistemic uncertainties can, by further research to 
improve the correlation of the simulation to reality. It will be seen that this investigation encounters both 
of these forms of uncertainty. 

Uncertainty analysis (UA) itself is concerned with quantifying output uncertainty given certain input 
uncertainties. In probabilistic analyses (the subject of this paper), this quantification usually takes the form 
of a probability distribution. A furtherance of UA is sensitivity analysis (SA). This determines how 
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individual input parameters are responsible for uncertainties in the output. Saltelli [1] divides SA 
approaches into three categories. At the most basic level, screening ranks the inputs in order of importance 
in affecting the output. This can help the modeller identify the set of most important inputs, as well as any 
inputs that contribute very little to the output (and can thus be eliminated from subsequent uncertainty 
analyses), but offers no quantification. The next level, local SA, analyses and quantifies the effects of 
varying input parameters, but only around their immediate locality. This does not account for non-linear 
responses however, so is of limited use in complex models. The most informative analysis is global SA, 
which investigates and quantifies uncertainties over the complete range of input space. Of course, this 
comes with the drawback of increased computational expense. Sensitivity analysis can be applied for a 
number of reasons, most often to identify the most influential inputs whose uncertainty must be reduced in 
order to decrease output variance; however also for design optimisation, and model simplification – i.e. 
identifying parameters that have little or no effect on the output and can thus be discounted.

Modern Finite Element (FE) models are complex systems, which, although generally deterministic, can 
have unforeseen responses to changes in input parameters, implying that sensitivity analyses are requisite. 
The non-linearity of such systems suggests that global sensitivity analysis is the only viable option, the 
main approach of which is the use of Monte-Carlo techniques. However, the drawback of such an 
approach is the number of model runs required to produce a meaningful sensitivity analysis, numbers 
which increase exponentially with the dimension of the uncertain input vector. This problem is 
compounded when a single run of the model is a non-trivial operation; complicated dynamic FE models 
can take several minutes, hours or even longer to solve for a single set of input parameters.

A new approach which addresses this problem is the use of Bayesian statistics. By creating an emulator of 
the model under investigation, through fitting a Gaussian process to the response surface, sensitivity 
analysis data can be inferred at a greatly reduced computational cost, with little loss of accuracy. 
Computational savings can be up to one or two orders of magnitude [2]. To illustrate and implement this 
technique, a sensitivity analysis of a human aortic heart valve model has been performed.

2 Bayesian Sensitivity Analysis

The SA technique of this investigation is based on a non-parametric probabilistic approach as detailed in 
[2]. Each uncertain input parameter is represented as a probability distribution, and a Gaussian process is 
fitted using multiple runs of the model as dictated by a design-of-experiments (DOE). From this emulator, 
statistical quantities relating to sensitivity and uncertainty can be inferred directly – for example, output 
uncertainty distributions and main effects. Importantly, this requires no additional runs of the original 
model for each sensitivity measure, unlike conventional SA methods detailed for example in [1]. 
Furthermore, the advantage of using Gaussian process regression is that the uncertainty of the emulator fit 
is itself quantified, giving the analyst a very pragmatic quantification of the uncertainty in their data.

2.1 Gaussian Process Regression

2.1.1 Overview

Any computer model can be regarded as a function of its inputs: f(x). Although this function is 
deterministic and governed by known mathematical relationships, it is often of such complexity as to be 
considered mathematically intractable. So from a practical point of view f(x) could be regarded as an 
unknown function, given that we do not know the output for a given set of inputs until we have actually 
run the model. If, however, we sample our function (model) at a number of carefully chosen input points, 
it is possible to fit a response surface that can predict the output of our model for any point in input space 
without having to run the simulation itself. Although the idea of modelling a model (metamodelling) may 
seem a little abstract, for simulations that are computationally expensive it is a useful tool, especially 
where multiple runs are required, as indeed they are in global sensitivity analysis. 
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The idea of modelling computer codes using Gaussian processes is not new [3-5]. Gaussian processes are 
an extension of a multivariate Gaussian probability distribution. Whereas most forms of regression return 
a crisp value f(x) for any given x, a Gaussian process returns a Gaussian probability distribution. Thus for 
a function, the Gaussian process can be considered as a multivariate Gaussian distribution, where the 
dimension of the multivariate distribution can be thought of as the ‘resolution’ of the function, or the 
number of predictive points. In the case detailed here, the resolution need not be specified, since we are 
not interested in predicting particular output points, but rather quantities pertaining to the whole model.

2.1.2 The Prior and Posterior Distributions

Gaussian processes adhere to the Bayesian paradigm, that is, a number of prior assumptions are made 
about the function being modelled, and then training data (samples from the model) are used to update and 
evaluate a posterior distribution over functions. A key assumption here is that the model is a smooth 
function of its inputs – it is this that allows extra information concerning the response to be gained at 
reduced computational cost.

For any set of n input points 1{ ,..., }nx x , each of dimension d, prior beliefs about the corresponding outputs 
can be represented by a multivariate normal distribution, the mean of which is a least-squares regression 
fit through the training data:

{ ( ) | } ( )TE f  x h x , (1)

where ( )Th x is a specified regression function of x and β is the corresponding vector of coefficients. For 

simplification ( )Th x was chosen to be (1, )Tx , representing linear regression, although this can be extended 
to higher polynomial fits if required. The covariance between output points is given as

2 2cov{ ( ), ( ') | , } ( , ')f f B c x x x x , (2)

where 2 is a scaling factor and B is a diagonal matrix of length-scales, representing the roughness of the 
output with respect to the individual input parameters. The covariance function used here is a squared-
exponential function, of the form

( , ') exp{ ( ') ( ')}Tc B   x x x x x x (3)

The posterior distribution is then found by conditioning the prior distribution on the training data y, and 
integrating out the hyperparameters 2  and   . This results in a Student’s t-process, conditional on B and 
the training data:

2ˆ[ ( ) | , ] ~ { *( ), *( , ')}n qf B t m cx y x x x (4)

 where

1ˆ ˆ*( ) ( ) ( ) ( )T Tm A H   x h x t x y (5)

1 1 1 1*( , ') ( , ') ( ) ( ') ( ( ) ( ) )( )( ( ') ( ') )T T T T T T Tc c A A H H A H A H       x x x x t x t x h x t x h x t x (6)

1( ) ( ( , ),..., ( , )),T
nc ct x x x x x

1( ( ),..., ( )),T
nH  h x h x
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Note that the quality of the emulator is dependent on the number and distribution of training data points in 
the input space, and the values of the hyperparameters. The expressions for 2ˆ ˆ and    shown above 
represent least-squares estimations. The diagonal matrix of roughness parameters B cannot generally be 
integrated out analytically and hence is evaluated using maximum likelihood estimation – this calculation 
typically represents the most computationally intensive part of the process. 

To deal with the sampling of training data, a maximin Latin hypercube design (maximin LHD) is used. A 
Latin hypercube design divides input space into regions of equal probability and randomly assigns points 
that are distributed evenly across “probability-space”. A maximin LHD improves on this by additionally 
maximising the minimum distance between input points, thus optimising the space-filling properties of the 
design. LHDs have been shown to be superior to random sampling in terms of reducing output variance 
[6].

2.2 Inference for Sensitivity Analysis

Several quantities can be inferred from our posterior distribution-over-functions that are relevant to 
sensitivity analysis. Fundamental quantities such as the mean and variance of the output distribution can 
be evaluated, as well as main effects, interactions and sensitivity measures for input parameters based on 
their contribution to output variance. Additionally, the variance of the Gaussian process regression fit can 
be calculated – this represents the uncertainty about any of the results gained from the emulator.

2.2.1 Main Effects

The function f(x) can be decomposed in the following way into main effects and interactions:

, , , , , , 1,2,...,
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( ),
d

i i i j i j i j k i j k d
i i j i j k

y f E Y z x z x z x z
   

        x x (7)

( ) ( | ) ( )i i iz x E Y x E Y 

, , ,( ) ( | ) ( ) ( ) ( )i j i j i j i i j jz E Y z x z x E Y   x x

, , , , , , , , , , , ,( ) ( | ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i j k i j k i j k i j i j i k i k j k j k i i j j k kz E Y z z z z x z x z x E Y       x x x x x

Here ( )i iz x represents the main effect of xi, , ,( )i j i jz x is the first order interaction and further terms represent 

higher order interactions. The main effect of an input can be thought of as the effect (on the output) of 
varying that parameter over its input range, averaged over all the other inputs. Interactions describe the 
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effect of varying two or more parameters simultaneously, additional to the main effects of both variables. 
Plotting main effects serves as a visual indication of the influence of particular inputs and interactions, 
showing (albeit qualitatively) the variance of the output with respect to individual input parameters and 
the nonlinearities associated with those responses.

One can infer posterior mean values for main effects and interactions by simply substituting the posterior 
mean into the definitions detailed above. Conditional expectation is defined as

|( | ) ( ) ( | )
p

p p p p pE Y f dG


  x x x x , (8)

where the subscripts p and –p denote the subset p and the complement of p respectively and ( )G x

represents the joint probability distribution of the input parameters. The posterior mean of the main effect 
can hence be derived by substituting (5) into (8) in place of f(x):

ˆ*{ ( | )} ( ) ( )p p p p pE E Y R T x x x e (9)

where

|( ) ( ) ( | )
p

T
p p p p p pR dG


  x h x x x (10)

|( ) ( ) ( | )
p

T
p p p p p pT dG


  x t x x x (11)

1 ˆ( )A H e y

Although this results in a series of matrix integrals, a Gaussian or uniform G(x) distribution allows these 
to be solved analytically. Expressions for interactions can be similarly derived using their respective 
definitions. Note that when p is the null set, (9) yields the posterior mean of the output *{ ( )}E E Y . 

2.2.2 Variance and Sensitivity Indices

Variance-based methods are widely used in sensitivity analysis. This involves quantifying the proportion 
of output variance for which individual input parameters are responsible. In particular, sensitivity can be 
measured by conditional variance:

var{ ( | )}i iV E Y X

This is the expected value of the contribution of the input variable Xi to the output variance. Note that this 
is also the variance of the main effect of xi, hence it is known as the main effect index (MEI). This can be 
extended to measure conditional variance of interactions of inputs, i.e. , , ,var{ ( )}i j i j i jV z x , and so on for 

higher order interactions. Although this approach allows detailed insight into the effects of combinations 
of inputs on output uncertainty, it can be time-consuming to examine all possible interaction permutations 
for models with many input dimensions. An alternative sensitivity measure [7], describes the output 
variance that would remain if one were to learn the true values of all inputs except xi:

var( ) var{ ( | )}Ti iV Y E Y   X

This measure, called the total sensitivity index (TSI), measures the variance caused by an input xi and any 
interaction of any order including xi. It allows a more holistic view of the uncertainty attributed to each 
input, but does not give any details as to how it is distributed between main effects and interactions. 
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Between the MEIs and TSIs, a detailed view of the sensitivities of inputs and their interactions can be 
gained.

To calculate posterior means and variances of the above quantities from the emulator, the following 
variance identity is used:

2 2var{ ( | )} { ( | ) } { ( | )}p p p pV E Y E E Y E E Y  X X X ,

This reduces to the following,

2 2var{ ( | )} { ( | ) } ( )p pE Y E E Y E Y X X .

Hence,

2 2*( ) *( { ( | ) }) *( ( ) )p pE V E E E Y E E Y X . (12)

The full details of the calculation of Vi and VTi can be found in [2]. Although the integrals created by (12)
can seem daunting at first sight, once implemented within a script they can be reused for any set of 
input/output data, providing a fast and convenient framework from which to work within. Indeed, the 
methods presented above are automated in a piece of software called GEM-SA [8], which was used for 
this investigation, since it provided a neater output than the equivalent code written in Matlab.

3 Modelling the Aortic Valve

The aortic valve is situated in between the left ventricle and the aorta in the heart. Its function is to ensure 
one-way flow of oxygenated blood from the heart to the rest of the body. The valve consists of three 
leaflets and three sinuses, arranged as shown in Figure 1. When ventricular blood pressure is greater than 
aortic blood pressure (in systole), the leaflets open; conversely when the opposite is true (diastole) the 
leaflets are forced against each other, restricting any blood flow. In a full life span, the valve opens and 
closes around 3.7 billion times [9]. However, the aortic valve is prone to a variety of disease which results 
in stenosis or incompetence, thus it is not uncommon that it requires replacement. Implanting a 
replacement that performs consistently under such demanding circumstances is a very challenging affair.

Figure 1: Layout of the aortic valve
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A reasonable starting point in prosthesis design is to acquire a comprehensive understanding of the natural 
component to be replaced. A clear problem here is that investigating human valves in vivo is extremely 
difficult, so detailed data concerning fluid flow, deformation, stress and suchlike are scarce. As a result, 
many investigations have been performed using FE models [10-12]. However, the uncertainty involved in 
modelling a heart valve is substantial – geometry, material properties and loading can only be specified to 
within fairly wide ranges. Furthermore, the complicated nature of the material properties is an additional 
source of epistemic uncertainty - indeed, some work has been done to investigate this [12]. Clearly a 
comprehensive uncertainty analysis of a typical heart valve FE model would provide useful insight into 
the robustness of the simulation. 

A 3-dimensional dynamic FE model of the heart valve was created parametrically in ANSYS and solved 
in the LS-Dyna package. The approach was to use Belytschko-Lin-Tsai shell elements to model the entire 
structure, encompassing the sinus, leaflets and a section of aorta at either end. An illustration of the mesh 
is shown in Figure 2. The simulation was performed over the initial opening movement of the valve: a 
total time of 0.1s, starting from the point where the pressure on the leaflet becomes positive in the z-
direction. The model consisted of around 3200 elements, depending on the set of input parameters used.

Figure 2: Two-thirds of the aortic valve mesh (typical parameter set)

3.1 Geometry

Thubrikar [9] describes the geometry of the aortic valve in some detail, which has become the de facto
reference for valve modelling. The geometry is described with a relatively small number of parameters, 
each of which is quoted as a range. Some finer geometrical points in the model are left to the modeller’s 
discretion, as describing exact dimensions of a naturally varying biological system is meaningless. The 
thickness of the tissue in the leaflet also varies from commissures to leaflet tips, however it was 
considered sufficient in this investigation to have only two regions of different thickness – one for the 
commissures and the other for the rest of the leaflet.

3.2 Material Properties

The material of the heart valve is anisotropic and nonlinear [13], and is different between the leaflet and 
the sinus. The leaflet comprises of a series of collagen fibres running largely in the circumferential 
direction, joined by a loose connective tissue. At low strains these fibres are not under tension and 
resistive force is due purely to the connective tissue, however for greater extensions the fibres provide a 
stronger elastic resistance – this is responsible for the hyperelastic nature of the material. Some previous 
FE analyses have used a Mooney-Rivlin material model to represent this property [12]. The aortic tissue is 
also hyperelastic, but due to the largest strains occurring in the leaflet, it is usually considered sufficient to 
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be modelled as linear. Although both leaflet and aortic tissue is hyperelastic and anisotropic then, for the 
purposes of this investigation the material was assumed to be elastic, albeit having separate elastic moduli 
between leaflet, commissure and sinus. One justification for this is that existing uncertainty data on 
distributions of elastic moduli used for modelling aortic valves is scarce enough – hyperelastic parameters 
even more so. Furthermore, hyperelastic material models introduce too many input dimensions for the 
scope of this study at present.

3.3 Loading and Boundary Conditions

A number of recent aortic valve simulations have made use of fluid-structure interaction techniques to 
more realistically model blood/leaflet interaction [10, 11], however in the interests of reducing 
computational expense, for this investigation the loading was applied as a set of simple pressure curves, 
assumed to be uniform across the leaflet [10]. The respective pressures on the leaflet, and the aortic and 
ventricular sides of the valve, were obtained from the pressure curves in the cardiac cycle, which are well 
established quantities. Although this is not a completely accurate representation of the leaflet loading 
(since this is an interactive relationship that depends on the position of the leaflets), it was considered 
adequate for the purposes of this uncertainty analysis.

4 Sensitivity Analysis

A full holistic sensitivity analysis of a finite element model is impractical, even with the Bayesian 
approach outlined above, since the number of uncertain parameters (geometrical, material, loading and 
numerical) can be extended almost without limit. It was therefore considered enough to pick eight input 
parameters to examine, that were found to vary substantially from one simulation to the next in a 
comprehensive literature review on the topic. Ranges could then be collected for each parameter based, in 
a loose sense, on the “belief” of existing literature, in the absence of formal statistical data. Other 
parameters were collected from studies quoted by Thubrikar [9]. The input parameters are presented in 
Table 1. Each parameter was assigned a normal distribution for mathematical tractability. 

Table 1: Chosen input parameters

The parameters listed were chosen to reflect a range of types of uncertainty, and to have little or no 
correlation with each other. The fact that the thickness and elastic modulus of the leaflet and sinus have 
been found to vary from simulation to simulation suggests that they are epistemic uncertainties. However, 
additionally they are aleatoric, since they vary naturally from one individual to the next. The base radius 
and angle of coaptation were gained by measurements taken from a range of specimens [14]. Finally the 
leaflet separation of the valve is an important quantity, since it determines how “open” the valve is in its 

Parameter Name Mean Standard 
Deviation

Data source

Elastic modulus of sinus (MPa) Es 2.45 0.8 Lit. review

Thickness of sinus shells (mm) Ts 1.3 0.325 Lit. review

Elastic modulus of leaflet (MPa) El 2.05 0.65 Lit. review

Thickness of leaflet shells (mm) Tl 0.35 0.0085 Lit. review

Thickness of commissure shells (mm) Tc 1 0.25 Lit. review/Thubrikar

Radius of base (mm) Rb 12.7 0.675 Thubrikar

Angle of coaptation (degrees) Φ 31 3 Thubrikar

Leaflet separation in relaxed state (ratio) Fltrad 6 2 Subjective
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relaxed state, which can influence stress patterns later in the analysis. This quantity is the subjective 
choice of the modeller, so it was thought to be of interest to investigate its effect. 

The methods used in this investigation require that the output of the model be a scalar quantity. This 
presents a little difficulty, since a dynamic finite element model can output quantities such as stress, 
displacement and velocity, for every element or node, for every time step. The issue is thus one of 
dimensional reduction, to measure a meaningful number for each run of the model that represents some 
quantity of interest. It was however possible to carry out a number of simultaneous sensitivity analyses on 
different output parameters. For each model run, therefore, the output parameters shown in Table 2 were 
recorded. Parameters chosen represented maximum stress, speed of valve opening (which is one of the 
methods used to validate aortic valve models [10]), maximum displacement of leaflets, and leaflet 
buckling. The degree of buckling was of interest since this has been shown to be responsible for failure in 
bioprosthetic devices [15]; conversely the minimal buckling of the natural valve undoubtedly contributes 
to its impressive longevity.

Output 
Parameter

Description

Sigmaxmax Maximum stress in any part of the model, at any time step

Thalfop Time when leaflet tips pass between coaptation points (point at which leaflet is 
likely to buckle most)

Topen Time for leaflet tips to reach aortic radius

Dispmax Maximum displacement of leaflet tips (vector sum)

Wig Percentage buckling at Thalfop (defined by angles successive elements make 
with each other in the x-y plane)

Table 2: Output parameters

In addition to the output parameters shown, time and location of maximum stress were recorded, as well 
as time of maximum displacement. However these parameters were found to vary quite randomly as a 
result of oscillations in the model, so were not subjected to a sensitivity analysis.

The input ranges were used to create a maximin Latin hypercube design of 250 training points. This input 
matrix was then run through LS-Dyna to evaluate the model 250 times and provide corresponding output 
points. Separate sensitivity analyses were then run for each output of interest using Gem-SA, which 
generates main effect plots as well as MEIs and TSIs. 

5 Results

The amount of data output from a range of sensitivity analyses such as these is substantial. Results that are 
thought to be significant are presented here.

5.1 Output Uncertainty

The posterior expected value of the mean and variance for each output parameter is shown in Table 3. 
This gives an overall idea of the uncertainty in each output, given the uncertainty assigned to each input. 
To illustrate the comparative uncertainty between outputs, the standard deviation has also been presented 
as a percentage of the mean. It is evident that some of the uncertainties here are substantial – Thalfop, 
which represents the speed of opening of the valve, varies over 100% inside the 95% confidence limit. 
Similarly, the maximum stress value varies by around one order of magnitude.
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Parameter Posterior mean (μ) Posterior standard deviation (σ) σ/ μ (%)

Dispmax 0.0125 0.00160562 12.8

Thalfop 0.00194 0.00122988 63.4

Sigmaxmax 635878 354868.99 55.8

Wig 0.161268 0.01573881 9.8

Table 3: Output uncertainty

5.2 Sensitivities

The results of the sensitivity analyses show large nonlinearities in many cases, as well as significant 
interactions between input parameters. Maximum leaflet displacement (which controls the blood flow 
through the valve) is shown to be possibly the most predictable of the outputs tested, with nearly 90% of 
output variance explained by main effects of parameters (see Figure 3, (a)). The remaining variance is 
explained quite evenly between first-order interactions. Notably, the main effect of Rb accounts for nearly 
40% of output variance. This is not unexpected, since a wider aortic radius creates an overall wider valve, 
which allows leaflets to open further. The elastic modulus of the leaflet also contributes significantly, as 
does the initial opening width. An examination of the main effect plots (Figure 3, (b)) shows that most 
parameters have a largely linear response, with the exceptions being El and Es.

Figure 3: Dispmax main effects (a) Main effect indices; (b) Selected main effect plots (Es, Ts, El)

Other output parameters seem to be the result of more complex interactions. For example, less than one 
third of the uncertainty in the opening time (thalfop) is explained by first order interactions. An 
examination of the total effect indices gives more insight into which parameters are influencing this 
particular output (see Figure 4, (a)). Notably, the thickness and elastic modulus of the sinus and their 
interactions with other variables (Figure 4,(b)) are responsible for a large proportion of the output variance 
– this supports the supposition that the flexibility of the sinus is partly responsible for the ease of opening 
of the valve [16]. Another first-order interaction that is worth mentioning is that interactions between sinus 
thickness and commissure thickness play an important role (7.5%), possibly because the thicker 
commissure needs a flexible sinus to allow it to reverse its curvature
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Figure 4: Thalfop sensitivity indices: (a) Total effect indices; (b) Interactions involving Ts

The maximum stress output showed a similar level of variance due to interaction - indeed, less that a 
quarter of output uncertainty could be attributed to the main effects of input parameters. The largest total 
effect indices were those of the thickness and elastic modulus of the sinus. This suggests that maximum 
stress is most often occurring in the sinus. From experience, maximum stress tends to occur at the join 
between the leaflet and the sinus (see Figure 6). This agrees with stress distributions found in previous 
studies [17], however it is possible that this peak is due to the sharp angle between leaflet and sinus, which 
is difficult to avoid in FE modelling, but is less present in natural valves. Commissure thickness and base 
radius also had significant contributions when interaction variances were included. Notably, maximum 
stress was completely insensitive to variations in the leaflet angle, phi.

Figure 5: Main effect plot of El for output Wig

Regarding the level of buckling, the leaflet elastic modulus was the dominant parameter, contributing a 
quarter of output uncertainty with its main effect alone, and nearly three quarters when interactions were 
included. This may suggest that a stiffer leaflet exerts a greater force on the sinus while opening, 
expanding the sinus and allowing it to reverse its curvature with less buckling; conversely a leaflet of low 
elastic modulus is forced to buckle to reach a fully open state. Interestingly, a main effect plot of the 
leaflet stiffness (Figure 5) reveals that there is a significant nonlinearity in the response of wig to El. It is 
evident that below elastic moduli of around 500kPa the level of bucking increases dramatically. Other 
significant parameters are the sinus thickness and elastic modulus, and the commissural thickness, 
undoubtedly for reasons previously discussed relating to the flexure of the sinus due to the force exerted 
by the leaflet on opening. Phi has less of an effect than expected and base radius has very little impact, 
presumably because it proportionally scales the whole valve in the radial direction and thus affects the 
leaflet-sinus interaction little in a relative sense.
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6 Discussion

Figure 6: Stress contour plot of leaflets at mid-open stage (typical parameter set)

It was not possible to present all the results acquired by the various sensitivity analyses here, given that the 
quantity of data is substantial. However, many conclusions can still be drawn from the data presented. 
Overall output uncertainty (Table 3) for the four parameters investigated has been shown to be very 
substantial, with some standard deviations being over 50% of the mean. It should be remembered also that 
this is only due to the uncertainty in 8 input parameters, whereas in reality many more inputs are subject to 
variance, suggesting that these estimates are if anything, slightly conservative. Evidently this highlights 
problems in modelling biomechanical systems – often data is scarce, and aside from that aleatoric 
uncertainties are unavoidable. At best, quantitative results from this model could only be quoted to quite 
vague ranges, given the assumed input uncertainty.

The sensitivity analyses have shown that there are complex interactions at work in a typical heart valve 
model. Of the eight inputs investigated, all contributed significantly to at least one of the outputs 
investigated, except for the leaflet thickness, which appears to be less significant when compared to the 
thickness of the commissure. The stiffness of the sinus appears to be a dominant input in many cases. This 
could be due to the opening motion of the valve – it seems that dilation of the sinuses and aorta is integral 
in allowing the leaflets to move to the open position. This appears to be a result of forces exerted by the 
moving leaflet, as well as that due to increasing aortic blood pressure. It was also found that nonlinearities 
in main effects were prevalent in many cases; these were found to be responsible for variance in the output 
that would not be uncovered by local sensitivity analysis techniques. Additionally, interactions were seen 
to be very significant – again this supports the use of global sensitivity techniques.

It should be noted that maximum stress in prosthetic devices has often been attributed to buckling of the 
leaflet [17]. The natural valve has been shown to have curvature only in one plane [9], thus any buckling 
should similarly only occur in that plane. With the additional flexure of the sinus, the leaflet should have 
to undergo little or no buckling, thus maximum stress should not occur in the centre of the leaflet, but on 
the edges, where it joins to the sinus. That bioprosthetic devices do not imitate this is quite likely to be one 
of the reasons that they suffer from poor longevity. A stress plot of a typical parameter set has been 
included in Figure 6 to illustrate the stress pattern of this valve model. For most parameter sets the 
buckling in the leaflet was found to be minimal. Figure 7 shows the leaflet edge node curves (at Thalfop, 
the time of reversal of curvature) for all 250 runs superimposed upon each other. With a few exceptions, 
the edge of the leaflet is a gentle curve, suggesting minimal bending stress due to buckling.
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Figure 7: Standardised plots of leaflet edge nodes at time “Thalfop”

The methods used here have been able to provide an in-depth global sensitivity analysis of a model with 
an eight-dimensional input and a series of scalar outputs, for a relatively small number of runs. For 
comparison, Oakley and O’Hagan [2] performed a Bayesian sensitivity analysis on a 15-dimensional input 
model using the same number of runs used here (250) that had comparable accuracy to a 15360-run FAST 
Monte Carlo approach. This suggests that, if anything, there is a surplus of model runs in this analysis. 
Shreider [18] reports that even for a one-dimensional Monte-Carlo analysis, 100 runs would be required to 
give 90% confidence in statistical data – clearly the approach here offers substantial savings. 

Current limitations with the software used are that the inputs must be assumed to be independent and 
either normally or uniformly distributed, and that the response is a smooth function of the inputs. 
Correlated inputs can be included in the method, although this complicates the evaluation of the integrals 
somewhat. Similarly, other input distributions can be used, however the integrals must then be solved 
numerically (although this is not a very computationally intensive task [2]). The smoothness of the model 
is perhaps the most significant assumption of the method; despite this, other covariance functions can be 
used which allow for a ‘spikier’ response, although once again this reduces the tractability of the integrals. 
An additional practical problem that is worth mentioning is that it is difficult to build an FE model that is 
stable over the entire parameter space – early analyses showed that for some extreme parameter sets the 
model was liable to explode or fail in some manner. Thus the model should be carefully designed to avoid 
this (including sustained quality of mesh), and any extreme responses in the sensitivity analysis should be 
examined carefully as they could taint the quality of the statistical data.

Despite the magnitude of the uncertainty in the model investigated, it should be remembered that the 
driving force behind heart valve models is the understanding of the mechanics of the natural valve, with a 
view to replicating that in an artificial counterpart. Although precise numerical results appear to be 
difficult to obtain, through sensitivity analyses and similar explorative techniques, qualitative 
understanding of the interactions at work in the natural valve can be obtained, which is invaluable to the 
field of prosthetic design.

7 Conclusions

The Bayesian sensitivity analysis method has been shown to allow us to examine the interactions and 
quantify the uncertainties in a medium-complexity finite element model using many fewer runs than with 
Monte Carlo methods. This method extends to modelling any function, assuming that the output is a 
smooth function of its inputs, and is particularly useful for computationally expensive models. 
Importantly, as a global sensitivity approach, it includes variance from nonlinearities in output responses 
that would be missed by local sensitivity techniques. The sensitivity measures here are clearly specific to 
this particular simulation; however they provide insight into the complexity and interaction that can occur 
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in a medium-complexity finite element model. Additionally, relationships between input parameters in 
affecting the output of a heart valve model have been found that seem to support conclusions drawn from 
previous analyses. Importantly, it was found that uncertainty due to the inputs investigated is responsible 
for very substantial uncertainty in the output. Although some of this uncertainty is epistemic, and can thus 
be reduced, a large proportion is aleatoric; therefore precise numerical results from such models seem 
inappropriate. It is acknowledged however, that the motivation of prosthetic design does not typically 
demand such precision; rather, a qualitative understanding of the natural valve’s ability to withstand 
excessive fatigue loading without failure. 
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Abstract
In this paper the decoupling problem, i.e. the identification of the dynamic behaviour of a structural sub-
system, starting from information about the remaining part of the structural system (residual subsystem) and
from the known dynamic behaviour of the complete system, is considered. In spite of promising applica-
tions, the decoupling problem presents some pitfalls that are difficult to avoid, such as lack of information
on coupling DoFs (rotational DoFs) and ill-conditioning around particular frequencies. Two FRF based ap-
proaches are considered: an impedance based approach and a mobility based approach. In both approaches,
the FRF matrix of the coupled system is assumed to be known at the coupling DoFs, and eventually at some
internal DoFs of the residual subsystem. Information about the residual subsystem can consist either of mea-
sured FRFs or of a physical model. In the latter case, it is interesting to analyse how the predicted dynamic
behaviour of the unknown subsystem is affected by uncertainties in the properties of the residual subsystem.

1 Introduction

The decoupling problem, i.e. the identification of the dynamic behaviour of a structural subsystem, starting
from information about the remaining part of the structural system (residual subsystem) and from the known
dynamic behaviour of the complete system, is considered. Reliable solutions of the decoupling problem
could lead to promising developments, both in the field of diagnostics (with the chance of monitoring the
dynamic behaviour of a critical subsystem which can not be removed or accessed easily) and in the field of
vibration control (with the chance of identifying the dynamic behaviour of a coupled subsystem that can be
changed to affect the dynamic behaviour of the complete system).

In view of such promising applications, several approaches have been proposed in the literature to tackle
the decoupling problem. However, all of them present some pitfalls that have been also highlighted, such
as modal truncation [1], lack of information on coupling DoFs (rotational DoFs) [2], ill-conditioning in the
neighbourhood of particular frequencies [3, 4].

In this paper, two FRF based approaches are considered: an impedance based approach and a mobility
based approach. In both approaches, the FRF matrix of the coupled system is assumed to be known at the
coupling DoFs, and eventually at some internal DoFs of the residual subsystem. By assuming that FRFs
are regenerated from experimental tests, a variability due to random measurement error and to identification
error can be considered.

Information about the residual subsystem can consist either of measured FRFs or of a physical model. In
the latter case, it is interesting to analyse how the predicted dynamic behaviour of the unknown subsystem is
affected by uncertainties in the properties of the residual subsystem.

Sensitivity to uncertainties both in the coupled system and in the residual subsystem was considered in [5]
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using a state space model approach. By developing analytical expressions for sensitivities of eigenvalues to
a given uncertainty, it was shown that the interface inertia of the uncertain subsystem should be high with
respect to that of the known subsystem in order to obtain a lower sensitivity.

When using FRF based approaches, sensitivity can be evaluated by analysing the predicted FRF of the
unknown subsystem when the coupled system and the residual subsystem are uncertain. As stated previously,
uncertainties in the coupled system originate from measurement noise and from identification errors, whilst
uncertainties in the residual subsystem are due to modelling errors.

2 Decoupling techniques

The coupled structural system is assumed to be made by an unknown subsystem (A) and a residual subsystem
(B) joined through a number of couplings. The degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the coupled system can
be partitioned into internal DoFs (not belonging to the couplings) of subsystem A (iA), internal DoFs of
subsystem B (iB), and coupling DoFs (c).

The stiffness matrices of the two substructures, [K]A and [K]B , are partitioned into Nc coupling DoFs and
NA

i , NB
i internal DoFs for substructures A and B:

[K]A =

[
[K]Aii [K]Aic
[K]Aci [K]Acc

]
[K]B =

[
[K]Bcc [K]Bci
[K]Bic [K]Bii

]
(1)

and similarly for [M ]A and [M ]B .

It is assumed that the FRF matrix of the coupled system at the connection DoFs and eventually at some
internal DoFs (b) of the residual system B is known:{

{u}c
{u}b

}
=

[
[H]cc [H]cb
[H]bc [H]bb

]{
{f}c
{f}b

}
(2)

To this aim, the internal DoFs of substructure B are partitioned into measured DoFs (b) and unmeasured
DoFs (u).

Moreover, it is assumed that the FE model of the residual substructure B is known (mass and stiffness
matrices [M ]B and [K]B), from which the dynamic stiffness matrix [Z̃]B = [K]B−ω2 [M ]B can be defined.
If no forces are acting on the unmeasured DoFs (u) of substructure B, the dynamic stiffness matrix can be
condensed to the measured DoFs (c and b) to yield:[

[Z]Bcc [Z]Bcb
[Z]Bbc [Z]Bbb

]{
{u}Bc
{u}Bb

}
=

{
{f}Bc
{f}Bb

}
(3)

where the condensed dynamic stiffness matrix [Z]B is:[
[Z]Bcc [Z]Bcb
[Z]Bbc [Z]Bbb

]
=

[
[Z̃]Bcc [Z̃]Bcb
[Z̃]Bbc [Z̃]Bbb

]
−
[
[Z̃]Bcu
[Z̃]Bbu

]
([Z̃]Buu)−1

[
[Z̃]Bcu
[Z̃]Bbu

]T

(4)

It can be noticed that inversion of matrix [Z̃]Buu must be performed at all the frequencies of interest. Fur-
thermore, the matrix to be inverted is the dynamic stiffness matrix of a system where all measured DoFs of
the residual substructure B are grounded. That is, the matrix to be inverted becomes singular at the resonant
frequencies of substructure B with DoFs c and b grounded. At those frequencies, the condensed dynamic
stiffness matrix [Z]B becomes meaningless.
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The coupling conditions at interface DoFs are:

{u}c = {u}Ac = {u}Bc (5)

{f}c = {f}Ac + {f}Bc (6)

and, at the measured internal DoFs on substructure B:

{u}b = {u}Bb (7)

{f}b = {f}Bb (8)

The goal is to obtain the FRF matrix of the unknown substructure A at the connection DoFs.

To this aim, two approaches can be devised: the starting point of the first approach is to subtract Eq. (3)
from the inverse of Eq. (2), i.e. to consider impedance-like matrices, such as the dynamic stiffness matrix;
the starting point of the second approach is to subtract the inverse of Eq. (3) from Eq. (2), i.e. to consider
mobility-like matrices, such as the receptance matrix.

2.1 Impedance based approach

By subtracting Eq. (3) from the inverse of Eq. (2), it is obtained, after introducing the coupling conditions
(5), (6), (7) and (8): [[H]cc [H]cb

[H]bc [H]bb

]−1

−
[
[Z]Bcc [Z]Bcb
[Z]Bbc [Z]Bbb

]{{u}Ac
{u}b

}
=

{
{f}Ac
{0}b

}
(9)

Premultiplying by [H], it is obtained:([
[I]cc [0]cb
[0]bc [I]bb

]
−
[
[H]cc [H]cb
[H]bc [H]bb

][
[Z]Bcc [Z]Bcb
[Z]Bbc [Z]Bbb

])
×
{
{u}Ac
{u}b

}
=

[
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
{f}Ac (10)

If the FRF matrix [H] of the coupled system and the physical model of the residual substructure B are both
known without errors, then it can be shown that:

[I]− [H] [Z]B =

[
[N ]cc [0]cb
[N ]bc [0]bb

]
(11)

i.e. [I]− [H] [Z]B is a singular matrix, and

[N ]cc = [I]cc − [H]cc [Z]Bcc − [H]cb [Z]Bbc (12)

[N ]bc = − [H]bc [Z]Bcc − [H]bb [Z]Bbc (13)

In this case, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as:[
[N ]cc
[N ]bc

]
{u}Ac =

[
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
{f}Ac (14)

and, by denoting with + the pseudoinverse:

{u}Ac =

[
[N ]cc
[N ]bc

]+ [
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
{f}Ac (15)
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from which:

[H]Acc =

[
[N ]cc
[N ]bc

]+ [
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
(16)

If, on the contrary, either the FRFs of the coupled system are measured with noise or the model of the residual
substructure B is known with some uncertainty (or both), then [I]− [H] [Z]B is not anymore singular. This
is not at all an advantage because the regularity of such matrix is entirely due to noise or modelling errors.
Therefore, it is convenient to treat [I] − [H] [Z]B as a singular matrix by zeroing the right block column as
in Eq. (11). In fact, direct inversion of [I] − [H] [Z]B to get the FRFs of the unknown substructure would
just amplify propagation of errors and uncertainties.

If the FRF matrix of the coupled system is not measured at any internal DoFs of subsystem B, [H]Acc can be
easily obtained from Eq. (16) and Eq. (12) as:

[H]Acc =
(
[I]cc − [H]cc [Z]Bcc

)−1
[H]cc (17)

where the plain inverse is used since now the matrices are square.

2.2 Mobility based approach

By subtracting the inverse of Eq. (3) from Eq. (2), it is obtained, after introducing the coupling conditions
(5), (6), (7) and (8): {

{0}c
{0}b

}
=

[
[H]cc [H]cb
[H]bc [H]bb

]{
{f}c
{f}b

}
−
[
[H]Bcc [H]Bcb
[H]Bbc [H]Bbb

]{
{f}Bc
{f}b

}
(18)

Rearranging Eq. (18):{
{0}c
{0}b

}
=

[
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
{f}c +

[
[H]cb
[H]bb

]
{f}b −

[
[H]Bcc
[H]Bbc

]
{f}Bc −

[
[H]Bcb
[H]Bbb

]
{f}b (19)

and by moving {f}Bc to the l.h.s., one gets:[
[H]Bcc
[H]Bbc

]
{f}Bc =

[
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
{f}c +

[
[H]cb − [H]Bcb
[H]bb − [H]Bbb

]
{f}b (20)

from which it is possible to obtain {f}Bc , i.e. the unknown forces at the coupling DoFs of substructure B:

{f}Bc =

[
[H]Bcc
[H]Bbc

]+([
[H]cc
[H]bc

]
{f}c +

[
[H]cb − [H]Bcb
[H]bb − [H]Bbb

]
{f}b

)
(21)

From the coupling condition (6), {f}Ac is obtained as:

{f}Ac = {f}c − {f}Bc (22)

Since
{u}Ac = {u}c = [H]Acc {f}Ac (23)

[H]Acc can be identified, provided that enough response vectors {u}c corresponding to linearly independent
force vectors, see Eq. (2), acting on the coupled structure are known. Eq. (23) can be rewritten as:

[U ]c = [H]Acc [F ]Ac (24)
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where the columns of the matrices [U ]c and [F ]Ac store the different response vectors {u}c and the corre-
sponding force vectors {f}Ac . Therefore, the unknown FRF matrix of substructure A can be identified as:

[H]Acc = [U ]c
(
[F ]Ac

)+
(25)

A smart way to obtain linearly independent force vectors is to choose them as the columns of a unit matrix,
with the same size as the known FRF matrix of the coupled structure (Nc +Nb).

[F ] =

[
[F ]c
[F ]b

]
=

[
[I]cc [0]cb
[0]bc [I]bb

]
(26)

which implicitly defines the matrix [F ]c of force vectors at the coupling DoFs and the matrix [F ]b of force
vectors at the measured internal DoFs. Furthermore, with this choice, the matrix [U ]c of response vectors at
the coupling DoFs becomes:

[U ]c =
[
[H]cc [H]cb

]
(27)

By substituting [F ]c and [F ]b from Eq. (26), instead of {f}c and {f}b in Eq. (21), one obtains:

[F ]Bc =

[
[H]Bcc
[H]Bbc

]+ [
[H]cc [H]cb − [H]Bcb
[H]bc [H]bb − [H]Bbb

]
(28)

By using Eq. (28) and Eq. (26), Eq. (22) becomes:

[F ]Ac =
[
[I]cc [0]cb

]− [[H]Bcc
[H]Bbc

]+ [
[H]cc [H]cb − [H]Bcb
[H]bc [H]bb − [H]Bbb

]
(29)

Finally, by introducing Eqs. (27) and (29) into Eq. (25), [H]Acc is found as:

[H]Acc =
[
[H]cc [H]cb

]([
[I]cc [0]cb

]− [[H]Bcc
[H]Bbc

]+ [
[H]cc [H]cb − [H]Bcb
[H]bc [H]bb − [H]Bbb

])+

(30)

If the FRF matrix of the coupled system is not measured at any internal DoFs of subsystem B, [H]Acc can be
easily obtained from Eq. (30) as:

[H]Acc = [H]cc

(
[I]cc −

(
[H]Bcc

)−1
[H]cc

)−1

(31)

Again, the plain inverse is used since the matrices are square.

Note that ([H]Bcc)
−1 = [Z]Bcc, that is the inverse of the FRF matrix is equal to the condensed dynamic stiffness

matrix. Therefore, it can be easily verified that the matrix to be inverted in Eq. (17) is the transpose of the
corresponding matrix to be inverted in Eq. (31). Therefore, the r.h.s of Eq. (17) is the transpose of the r.h.s.
in Eq. (31). Since all matrices are symmetric, the two approaches yield the same results when only coupling
DoFs are “measured”.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the test system: a two speed transmission in first gear

3 Application

A relatively simple application is considered on a torsional system that represents a model of a two-speed
transmission. The complete system consists in three shafts: an input shaft, a layshaft and an output shaft
(see Fig. 1). The layshaft is coupled both to the input shaft and to the output shaft by helical gears. Power
flows through the gear that is locked to the output shaft by the shift collar (e.g. through gears 5 and 7 in
Fig. 1). Input and output shafts are assumed to be fixed at the outer ends. Such a boundary condition is a
good approximation whenever the mass moments of inertia upstream and downstream the transmission are
very large compared to those within the transmission.

Rotational inertias and torsional stiffnesses, as well as torsional dampings, are shown in Table 1 together
with the number of teeth z of each gear.

Table 1: Physical parameter values and number of teeth

Item J [kg m2] c [Nm s/rad ] k [Nm/rad] z

1 3 · 10−3 8.25 · 10−4 82.5 –
2 1.98 · 10−4 8.25 · 10−4 82.5 30
3 7.62 · 10−4 1.65 · 10−3 165 42
4 8.13 · 10−5 1.65 · 10−3 165 24
5 2.57 · 10−5 6.875 · 10−3 687.5 18
6 1.3 · 10−3 3.435 · 10−3 343.5 48
7 2.08 · 10−3 3.435 · 10−3 343.5 54
8 1 · 10−2 – – –

The rotations of meshing gear pairs are related by their gear ratio, e.g. the rotations θ2, θ6 and θ7 are related
to rotations θ3, θ4 and θ5, respectively. The whole set of rotations θ1 · · · θ8 can be expressed through a
reduced set of five independent rotations, as shown by Eq. (32):

θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6
θ7
θ8


=



1 0 0 0 0
0 z3/z2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 z4/z6 0 0
0 0 0 z5/z7 0
0 0 0 0 1




θ1
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ8

 = [L] {u} (32)
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Therefore, the coupled system can be modelled as a 5 DoFs lumped parameter system.

As outlined in Fig. 1, the unknown subsystem A is a two DoFs system made by the output shaft to which
gear 7 and flywheel 8 are locked. Note that gear 6 is not locked to the output shaft so that it can be considered
as belonging to the residual subsystem B.

For the residual subsystem B, rotations θ1 · · · θ6 can be expressed through a reduced set of four independent
rotations, as shown by Eq. (33):

θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6


=



1 0 0 0
0 z3/z2 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 z4/z6 0



θ1
θ3
θ4
θ5

 = [L]B {u}B (33)

Therefore, subsystem B can be modelled as a 4 DoFs lumped parameter system.

To have an idea of the dynamic behaviour of the torsional system, the natural frequencies of the subsystems
A and B, and of the coupled system (A+B) are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Natural frequencies of the systems [Hz]

Mode
System 1 2 3 4 5

A 26.3881 72.2981 – – –
B 22.7742 56.3484 120.4927 416.6248 –

A+B 23.3477 37.5007 59.7304 106.7501 184.4634

It is assumed that the rotational FRFs (mobilities) describing the angular velocity/torque relationship of the
coupled system A+B, and the mechanical impedance of the residual subsystem B are known. It is desired
to determine the rotational mobility of subsystem A. The exact FRFs Ĥij of the coupled system A+B and
the impedances of subsystem B are computed starting from the physical parameters shown in Table 1. To
simulate the effect of noise on the FRFs of the coupled system, a complex random perturbation is added to
the true FRFs:

Hij(ωk) = Ĥij(ωk) +mij,k + i nij,k (34)

wheremij,k and nij,k are independent random variables with gaussian distribution, zero mean and a standard
deviation of 0.5 rad/sNm. The effect of such perturbation on the drive point rotational mobility at the coupling
DoF is shown in Fig. 2 together with the FRF obtained after curve-fitting.

The rotational mobility of subsystem A can be determined by using one of the procedures described in
section 2. Several alternatives can be considered. (Whenever the exact FRFs of the coupled system are
considered, the FRF of the unknown subsystem is always predicted without errors, except for alternative 4,
when modelling error on the residual subsystem is taken into account.)

1. The rotational mobility is either assumed to be known only at the coupling DoFs or also at some
internal DoFs of the residual subsystem B.

2. Decoupling can be performed either using the impedance based approach or the mobility based ap-
proach.

3. The perturbed FRFs can be either used as they are in their raw form or they can be smoothed by curve
fitting procedures.

4. The mechanical impedance of the residual subsystem B can be considered to be either exact or affected
by modelling errors.
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Figure 2: Drive point rotational mobility of the com-
plete system at the coupling DoF: true (—), perturbed
by noise (∗∗∗) and fitted (—).
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Figure 3: Rotational mobility at the coupling DoF
of subsystem A: true (—), computed from fitted per-
turbed FRF (∗∗∗) without additional internal DoFs.

3.1 Effect of noise in the FRFs of the coupled system

First of all, the case when rotational mobility is known only at the coupling DoF θ5 is considered. In this
case, the impedance based and the mobility based approaches are equivalent. In Fig. 3, the true drive point
rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A, is compared with the corresponding FRF computed
through Eq. (17) or Eq. (31), starting from the fitted perturbed FRF of the complete system. Results obtained
starting from raw perturbed FRFs, not shown in the paper, are always much worse than those obtained
starting from fitted perturbed FRFs.

It can be noticed that the predicted rotational mobility of subsystem A is badly identified at frequencies
around 30, 70 and 150 Hz. This can be explained by recalling Eq. (4), and observing that the residual
subsystem B, with the ”measured” coupling DoF θ3 grounded, has three resonance frequencies, namely
fn1 = 28.94 Hz, fn2 = 72.23 Hz and fn3 = 151.5 Hz. Around these frequencies, the condensed impedance
matrix is dominated by the inverse of an ill-conditioned matrix and noise is greatly amplified.

A way to avoid this problem is to assume that the FRF matrix of the coupled system is known not only
at the coupling DoF but also at some of the three internal DoF (θ1, θ3, θ4) of the residual subsystem B.
In the considered case, only one internal DoF at a time is added. The resonant frequencies of the residual
subsystem B, with the measured DoFs grounded (the coupling DoF and the additional internal DoF), are
shown in Table 3 versus the added internal DoF.

Table 3: Ill-conditioned frequencies, i.e. resonant frequencies of the residual subsystem B with measured
DoFs grounded (the coupling DoF θ5 and one additional internal DoF)

Added DoF fn1[Hz] fn2[Hz]
θ1 69.4 151.5
θ3 37.3 143.4
θ4 31.5 87.15

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the true drive point rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A, together
with the corresponding FRFs predicted using either the impedance based approach, Eq. (16), or the mobility
based approach, Eq. (30), starting from the fitted perturbed FRFs of the complete system and using θ1, θ3,
θ4 as additional internal DoFs, respectively.
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Figure 4: Rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A: true (—), predicted using impedance
(left) and mobility (right) based approach from fitted perturbed FRF (∗∗∗), with θ1 as additional internal DoF.
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Figure 5: Rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A: true (—), predicted using impedance
(left) and mobility (right) based approach from fitted perturbed FRF (∗∗∗), with θ3 as additional internal DoF.
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Figure 6: Rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A: true (—), predicted using impedance
(left) and mobility (right) based approach from fitted perturbed FRF (∗∗∗), with θ4 as additional internal DoF.
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In all cases, it can be noticed that the predicted rotational mobility of subsystem A is badly identified at
frequencies close to those shown in Table 3, where the condensed impedance matrix is dominated by the
inverse of an ill-conditioned matrix.

The best results are obtained when the additional internal DoF is θ3, because in this case the ill-conditioned
frequencies are not close to the natural frequencies of the unknown subsystem A. However, it would not
have been possible to decide a priori about θ3 as the best additional DoF, because natural frequencies of the
unknown subsystem A are not available in advance.

By looking at Table 3, which represents the only piece of information available in advance, it could be
concluded that θ1 is a good choice for the additional internal DoF, because with this choice the ill-conditioned
frequencies are higher than in other cases. Unfortunately, this criterion is denied by the observed results. In
practice, it is advisable to test several alternatives for the additional internal DoFs to get acceptable results.

Finally, it can be noticed that, in all cases, the mobility based approach provides better results than the
impedance based approach.

3.2 Effect of uncertainties in the properties of the residual subsystem

To take into account how uncertainties in the properties of the residual subsystem B affect the predicted FRFs
of the unknown subsystem A, variations of the torsional stiffness of the layshaft are taken into account, both
alone (i.e. starting from exact FRFs of the coupled system) and in combination with noise in the FRFs of the
coupled system. In all the considered cases, DoF θ3 is considered as the additional internal DoF.

Table 4 shows the predicted natural frequencies of the unknown subsystem A after a 10% increase or decrease
of the torsional stiffnesses k3 and k4 of the layshaft, starting from exact FRFs of the coupled system.

It can be noticed that the first natural frequency is not very sensitive to the investigated changes, whilst
the second natural frequency is only sensitive to changes in the torsional stiffness k3. Changes is in the
expected direction, because when a stiffer residual subsystem B is ’subtracted’ by the decoupling procedure,
the decoupled subsystem A has a lower stiffness and therefore lower natural frequencies, and viceversa.

Table 4: Identified natural frequencies of subsystem A after varying the torsional stiffness of the layshaft
and starting from exact FRFs of the coupled system (superscript ∗ denotes apparently unphysical predicted
FRFs).

k3 k4 Approach f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz]
nominal nominal impedance 26.43 72.27
nominal nominal mobility 26.43 72.23

+10% nominal impedance 26.23 69.67
+10% nominal mobility 26.43 70.47

-10% nominal impedance 26.03 78.08
-10% nominal mobility 26.43 77.88∗

nominal +10% impedance 26.73∗ 72.27∗

nominal +10% mobility 26.43 72.27

nominal -10% impedance 26.03∗ 72.27∗

nominal -10% mobility 26.43 72.27
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Figure 7: Rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A: true (—), predicted using impedance
(left) and mobility (right) based approach from exact FRF and after a 10% increase of the torsional stiffness
k4 of the layshaft (∗∗∗), with θ3 as additional internal DoF.

Figure 7 shows the predicted FRF at the coupling DoF of subsystem A. It can be noticed that the mobility
based approach is much better than the impedance based approach, because the FRF magnitude predicted by
the impedance based approach looks quite unphysical as noted in Table 4. In this case, natural frequencies
are estimated by looking at the phase.

Table 5 shows the predicted natural frequencies of the unknown subsystem A after a 10% increase or decrease
of the torsional stiffnesses k3 and k4 of the layshaft, starting from fitted perturbed FRFs of the coupled
system. Again, it is noticed that the first natural frequency is almost unsensitive to the investigated changes,
whilst the second natural frequency is only sensitive to changes in the torsional stiffness k3.

Table 5: Identified natural frequencies of subsystem A after varying the torsional stiffness of the layshaft
and starting from fitted perturbed FRFs of the coupled system (superscript ∗ denotes apparently unphysical
predicted FRFs).

k3 k4 Approach f1 [Hz] f2 [Hz]
nominal nominal impedance 26.43∗ 71.87∗

nominal nominal mobility 26.43 72.27∗

+10% nominal impedance 26.23 69.67
+10% nominal mobility 26.43 70.47

-10% nominal impedance 26.03 78.08
-10% nominal mobility 26.43 77.88∗

nominal +10% impedance 26.73∗ 72.27∗

nominal +10% mobility 26.43 72.27

nominal -10% impedance 26.03∗ 72.27∗

nominal -10% mobility 26.43 72.27

Figure 8 shows the predicted FRF at the coupling DoF of subsystem A. Once more, the mobility based
approach performs better than the impedance based approach, as witnessed by the unphysical appearance
of the FRF magnitude when the impedance based approach is used. Also due to the smoothing effect of
curve-fitting, the use of FRFs perturbed by noise instead of exact FRFs has little effect when the properties
of the residual subsystem are varied.
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Figure 8: Rotational mobility at the coupling DoF of subsystem A: true (—), predicted using impedance
(left) and mobility (right) based approach from fitted perturbed FRF and after a 10% increase of the torsional
stiffness k4 of the layshaft (∗∗∗), with θ3 as additional internal DoF.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the identification of subsystem properties using FRF data from a coupled system and informa-
tion about the physical properties of a known subsystem, is considered. Specifically, the influence of noise
in FRF data of the coupled system and the effect of uncertainties in the physical properties of the known
residual subsystem are investigated using two different approaches, denoted as impedance based approach
and mobility based approach.

With both approaches, the FRF matrix of the coupled system is assumed to be known not only at the coupling
DoFs, but eventually at some internal DoFs of the residual subsystem. These additional measured internal
DoFs help in the control of the so-called ill-conditioned frequencies, that are the natural frequencies of the
known subsystem with measured DoFs grounded. (At such frequencies, the dynamic stiffness matrix of
the known subsystem with the above DoFs grounded is singular, so that the condensed dynamic stiffness
matrix becomes meaningless.) Therefore, the ill-conditioned frequencies depend on how many and which
additional internal DoFs are used.

The influence of noise in the FRF data of the coupled system can be attenuated by smoothing the FRF using
curve fitting procedures and by carefully selecting the additional internal DoFs.

Uncertainties in the physical properties of the residual subsystem may cause an unphysical appearance in
the magnitude plot of the predicted FRFs of the unknown subsystem, especially when the impedance based
approach is considered. In the investigated case, the effect of such uncertainties on the natural frequencies
of the known subsystem is not very significant but this conclusion can not be generalised. The reasons for
the unphysical appearance of magnitude FRF plots will be investigated in future works.

Finally, it should be noted that, in all the considered cases, the mobility based approach provides better
results than the impedance based approach.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on the integration of interval uncertainties in the procedure of the Component Mode
Synthesis (CMS) method used for the dynamic analysis of large finite element (FE) models in mechanical
engineering. Two methods are combined in this work: the Interval Finite Element Method for the non-
deterministic eigenvalue and frequency response function analysis of FE models with uncertain parameters,
and the Component Mode Synthesis method for the efficient dynamic analysis of built-up structures. The
paper discusses a novel approach which efficiently interweaves these techniques by introducing a concept
for the approximative representation of uncertainty-affected component modes. Various representations are
proposed that enable the accurate propagation of uncertainties affecting components to be reduced, through
the CMS procedure. The numerical example in the final part of the paper provides a quantitative comparison
of the accuracy obtained by the different variants of the novel approximative component reduction technique.

1 Introduction

The exponential growth of the computational capacity of the newest generation processors has enabled the
finite element (FE) analysis of very detailed numerical models during the design and optimisation of new
products and mechanical structures. Recently, a shift has been observed in the use of this computer capacity
towards the analysis of less detailed but non-deterministic finite element models in a numerical simulation
and validation environment.
In this framework, interval and fuzzy numbers [1] have been introduced for the description of incomplete
data, subjective knowledge and modelling uncertainties in a non-probabilistic manner. The use of these
concepts in the finite element context has led to the development of the interval FE (IFE) and the fuzzy
FE (FFE) method [2] for eigenfrequency and frequency response function analysis [3]. By using the α-
level technique, the IFE method forms the core of the fuzzy procedure. Various numerical case studies have
proven the potential of these non-probabilistic methods for early design validation and optimisation under
uncertainties [4].

Several strategies for the numerical implementation of the interval FE problem have been reported in litera-
ture [5]. The vertex method and the transformation method first select a set of sample points in the parameter
space defined by the uncertainty intervals [6, 7]. For each of these samples, a crisp FE analysis is then
performed. This strategy results in a database of FE results, from which the extreme values of all output
quantities considered in the non-probabilistic analysis are derived.
The anti-optimisation approach, on the other hand, actively searches the presupposed design space for those
values of the uncertain parameters that result in an extreme value of a requested output quantity [8]. For each
of the output quantities of interest, a separate optimisation procedure is performed. Each iteration point of
such an optimisation procedure is defined by a novel set of values for the uncertain parameters, and requires
a crisp FE analysis.
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Both the samples-based and the optimisation-based implementation strategy typically require a large number
of crisp FE analyses. As a result, the computational cost of the interval FE method can be considerably high,
especially for industrially sized models with a large number of uncertainties. Therefore, research on interval
FE techniques has partially been directed towards developing novel methodologies to reduce the computation
time of the interval procedures. An overview of recent developments and advances in interval FE analysis is
provided by MOENS et al. in [9].

In this paper, the interval finite element method is combined with the component mode synthesis (CMS)
technique. This substructuring method achieves a reduction in dynamic FE analysis calculation time by the
subdivision of large models into separate components, which are first independently processed and reduced,
and afterwards recombined. The static and dynamic behaviour of each component are represented using a
relatively small set of component modes, resulting in a highly reduced component model. In case a compo-
nent exhibits imprecisely defined parameters, the component modes and component reduced description are
affected. Therefore, special attention has to be paid to the way uncertain parameters influence the different
steps of the substructuring technique. This paper describes a novel technique for the approximative repre-
sentation of uncertain substructures. The approach aims at an accurate propagation of interval uncertainties
through the CMS procedure, while maintaining a maximum gain of numerical efficiency of the substructur-
ing methodology.

The novel approximative component reduction approach is applied on the interval frequency response func-
tion (FRF) analysis, for which a hybrid procedure based on modal superposition has been developed [3]. In
this approach, a global optimisation step determines the correct intervals on the modal parameters, which are
then combined to calculate the FRF upper and lower bounds with an interval arithmetic procedure. Section 2
of this paper describes this hybrid procedure for interval FRF analysis. Section 3 then gives the basic prin-
ciples and the mathematical description of the component mode synthesis technique. In section 4, these two
methods are combined for the dynamic analysis of FE models with uncertainty-affected substructures, and
the novel approach for approximative uncertainty propagation in substructuring techniques is described. Sec-
tion 5 presents the results of interval eigenfrequency and modal parameter analyses performed on a simple
substructured plate model.

2 Interval frequency response function analysis

The hybrid procedure for envelope FRF calculation of imprecisely defined structures, developed by MOENS,
consists of an interval translation of the deterministic modal superposition principle [3]. The first part of
the procedure consists of an optimisation step, in which the input uncertainty intervals of the FE model are
translated to the exact intervals for the modal stiffness and modal mass parameters of the structure, thereby
neutralising all conservatism in the system matrix assembly phase. With the modal stiffness and modal
mass intervals, the calculation of the upper and lower FRF bounds is performed by an interval arithmetic
procedure. A brief overview of the approach is given below.

2.1 Deterministic modal superposition principle

For undamped structures, the deterministic modal superposition principle states that, considering the first
nmodes modes, the frequency response function between degrees of freedom j and k equals:

FRFjk '
nmodes∑
i=1

FRF ijk =
nmodes∑
i=1

φikφij
{φi}T [K]{φi} − ω2{φi}T [M ]{φi} (1)

with {φi} the ith eigenvector of the system and φij the jth component of the ith eigenvector. Equation (1)
can be reformulated as:

FRFjk =
nmodes∑
i=1

1

k̂i − ω2m̂i

(2)
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with k̂i and m̂i the modal stiffness and modal mass parameters defined as:

k̂i =
{φi}T [K]{φi}

φijφik
(3)

m̂i =
{φi}T [M ]{φi}

φijφik
(4)

The left-hand side of figure 1 shows the different steps in the deterministic modal superposition procedure;
the function Di(ω) = (k̂i − ω2m̂i) indicated in this figure expresses the modal response denominator as a
function of frequency.

2.2 Interval frequency response function analysis

The modal superposition principle has been translated into an interval finite element procedure for FRF
analysis. Figure 1 gives a graphical overview of the translation of the deterministic algorithm into an in-
terval procedure for the undamped case. The interval translation shows that the total envelope FRF can be
calculated in three consecutive steps:

1. For all nmodes taken into account, the correct ranges of the modal parameters 〈k̂i〉 and 〈m̂i〉 are deter-
mined using a global minimisation and maximisation over the vector space {x} defined by the input
interval parameters:

〈k̂i〉{x} =
[

min
{x}∈{x}

(k̂i({x}) , max
{x}∈{x}

(k̂i({x})
]

(5)

〈m̂i〉{x} =
[

min
{x}∈{x}

(m̂i({x}) , max
{x}∈{x}

(m̂i({x})
]

(6)

This procedure does not introduce any artificial conservatism.

2. The modal envelope FRF is calculated by substituting the ranges of the modal parameters in the de-
nominator function Di(ω), and subsequently inverting the resulting denominator function range. This
step is performed using the interval arithmetic approach.
In its most straightforward implementation, the modal parameter intervals 〈k̂i〉 and 〈m̂i〉 are assumed
to be independent for the calculation of the modal envelope FRFs. This leads to a rectangular approx-
imation of the (generally unknown) modal domain 〈k̂i, m̂i〉, as depicted in figure 2(a). Therefore, this
method is referred to as the Modal Rectangle (MR) method. A substantial enhancement of the modal
domain approximation is obtained by taking the exact eigenvalue ranges 〈λi〉 into account, providing
two lines through the origin of the graph that further delimit the 〈k̂i, m̂i〉-domain approximation, as
can be seen in figure 2(b). This method is referred to as the Modal Rectangle method with Eigenvalue
interval correction (MRE). The eigenvalue intervals needed for the MRE approximation are calculated
with an extra global minimisation and maximisation in the first step of the interval FRF procedure:

〈λi〉{x} =
[

min
{x}∈{x}

(λi({x}) , max
{x}∈{x}

(λi({x})
]

(7)

3. The total interval FRF is obtained by the summation of all individual modal contributions. Also this
final step is performed using interval arithmetics.

Similar interval procedures can be obtained for structures with proportional or modal damping.
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deterministic FE model

∀ modes i = 1 . . . n

k̂i =
{φi}

T [K] {φi}

φij φik

m̂i =
{φi}

T [M ] {φi}

φij φik

D(ω) = k̂i − ω2m̂i

FRF i
jk =

1

D(ω)

FRFjk =
n

∑

i=1

FRF
i
jk

(a) Deterministic algorithm

FE model with uncertain
parameters {x}

∀ modes i = 1 . . . n

〈

{p̂i}
〉

=











〈

k̂i

〉

{x}

〈m̂i〉{x}











〈D(ω)〉〈
{p̂i}

〉 =
〈

k̂i

〉

{x}
− ω2〈m̂i〉{x}

〈

FRF i
jk

〉

〈

{p̂i}
〉 =

〈

1

〈D(ω)〉〈
{p̂i}

〉

〉

〈FRFjk〉 =
n

∑

i=1

〈

FRF i
jk

〉

〈

{p̂i}
〉

(b) Set translated algorithm

Figure 1: Translation of the deterministic modal super-
position algorithm to an equivalent IFE procedure

〈k̂i, m̂i〉

k̂i

m̂i

〈
k̂i

〉
{x}

〈m̂i〉{x}

(a) MR approximation

〈k̂i, m̂i〉

k̂i

m̂i

c1

c2

c3

c4

k̂i = λim̂i

k̂i = λim̂i

(b) MRE approximation

Figure 2: Approximation of a mode’s
〈k̂i, m̂i〉-domain using the MR and the
MRE methods

2.3 Numerical efficiency

The computational cost of an interval FRF analysis using the hybrid procedure is mainly determined by the
first step of this procedure, as it requires six global optimisation procedures for each mode, cf. equations
(5) - (7). For each evaluation of the objective function in the optimisation procedure, an FE eigenvalue
analysis has to be performed, which can be very time-consuming for large numerical models. The use of
a reduced model can substantially reduced the model evaluation time, and hence improve the efficiency of
the optimisation procedure drastically. Therefore, this paper aims at the introduction of a substructuring
technique in the algorithm for interval eigenfrequency and frequency response function analysis.

3 Component Mode Synthesis

The aim of the well-known Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) method is to reduce the computational cost
of the dynamic analysis of large FE models and to enable a solution strategy in which individual components
can be optimised without the need for recalculation of the total structure.
The component mode synthesis method obtains a large numerical reduction of the FE model of a structure
by applying a Ritz-type transformation to each individual component. The deformation of a component
is approximated with a linear superposition of only a limited number of Ritz vectors or admissible shape
functions. For each of these vectors, a single degree of freedom (dof) is retained in the reduced component
model, yielding a large reduction in degrees of freedom for each component and thus for the total structure.
The CMS technique consists of five consecutive steps. For each substructure, component modes (i.e. the
admissible shape functions) are calculated in a prescribed way, such that they provide a representative de-
scription of the behaviour of the component for the intended analysis (eg. static or dynamic). Secondly, these
component modes are used to transform the component model from the physical domain into a generalised
reduced domain, yielding reduced component matrices. In a third step, all reduced component models are
combined with the non-reduced part of the structure, compatibility conditions along the boundaries are im-
posed, and a reduced global system is assembled. The fourth step then consists of the global FE analysis on
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the reduced assembly. In the final step, data recovery for the necessary components is performed through the
back-transformation of the FE results from the reduced assembly domain towards the physical component
domain.
A complete mathematical description of the component mode synthesis method can be found in [10, 11].
This section gives a short overview of the described five-steps CMS procedure, with the focus laid on the
application of dynamic analysis.

3.1 Component CMS transformation

In the component mode synthesis method, a structure is first divided into, on the one hand, a number of
components to be reduced, and, on the other hand, the residual structure which contains the non-reduced parts
and connections of the structure. For each component, all unconstrained degrees of freedom are assigned
to one out of two specific sets. The set of boundary degrees of freedom (subscript t) contains all dofs that
connect the considered component to another component or to the residual structure. The remaining dofs are
assigned to the set of internal dofs (subscript o, also referred to as interior or omitted dofs).
The undamped equation of motion of a component, expressed in terms of component physical degrees of
freedom {x} and given by

[m]{ẍ}+ [k]{x} = {f} (8)

can then be written in partitioned format as:[
mtt mto

mot moo

]{
ẍt
ẍo

}
+
[
ktt kto
kot koo

]{
xt
xo

}
=
{
ft
0

}
(9)

In this equation, {ft} denotes the vector of reaction forces on the boundary of the component. Although not
strictly necessary, it is assumed here that no external forces are present, hence free vibration of the structure
is considered. For convenience and clarity, the non-reduced component matrices and their partitions will be
denoted with a small letter in this paper.

For each component, a set of component modes is calculated, which constitute the columns of the matrix
[Γ]. This matrix is then used to describe the transformation of the component FE model from the set of
component physical degrees of freedom {x} to the set of component generalised degrees of freedom {p}:

{x} =
{
xt
xo

}
= [Γ]

{
xt
xq

}
= [Γ] {p} (10)

In most CMS methods, all nt physical boundary degrees of freedom {xt} are retained in the reduced com-
ponent model, as this greatly facilitates the coupling of the components. Part of the transformation matrix
[Γ] then equals the identity matrix of dimension nt. For dynamic analysis applications, the set of physical
boundary dofs is usually supplemented with a set of nq component modal degrees of freedom {xq}. Since
the number of modal dofs, required for an accurate Ritz-type description of the component displacement
field, is typically several orders smaller than the number of internal physical dofs (nq � no), a large model
reduction is obtained. Summarising, the large reduction characteristic for the component mode synthesis
method results from the truncation of the set of component modes of each of the considered components.

In literature, various CMS approaches using different types of component modes for static and dynamic
reduction are described. The Craig-Bampton method [11] has been widely used and implemented in many
finite element codes because the procedure for formulating the component modes is very straightforward
and because the method produces highly accurate results for most substructuring applications. The method
uses constraint modes and fixed-interface normal modes to describe the static, respectively, the dynamic
behaviour of a component, and is used in the numerical example presented in this paper.
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3.2 Component reduction

The equation of undamped vibration of a component in terms of component generalised coordinates is ob-
tained by the substitution of the CMS transformation (10) into equation (8) and premultiplication with the
transpose of the component CMS transformation matrix [Γ]T . As a result, the reduced set of equations of
motion for the component, in terms of component generalised dofs {p}, becomes

[M ]{p̈}+ [K]{p} = {F} (11)

with the reduced component mass and stiffness matrices and the reduced force vector given by

[M ] = [Γ]T [m][Γ] , [K] = [Γ]T [k][Γ] , {F} = [Γ]T {f} (12)

In this paper, reduced component matrices are denoted with capital letters.

3.3 Assembly of the reduced global system

In the next step of the CMS procedure, the reduced component models are combined with the non-reduced
part of the structure to form the reduced assembly. Let the structure be composed of two components α and
β, sharing a common boundary. Before substructure coupling, the reduced equations of motion of the two
components can be combined into the following matrix representation:[

Mα 0
0 Mβ

]{
p̈α

p̈β

}
+
[
Kα 0
0 Kβ

]{
pα

pβ

}
=
{
Fα

F β

}
(13)

The continuity of displacements and rotations along the shared boundary is described by the following con-
straint equations:

{xαt } = {xβt } = {xt} (14)

The equilibrium of forces in the boundary dofs, assuming free vibration of the structure, is given by

{fαt }+ {fβt } = {0} (15)

Constraint equations (14) can be summarised in a transformation matrix [S], linking the vector of all com-
ponent generalised coordinates {p} to a vector of linearly independent assembly generalised coordinates
{q}:

{p} =
{
pα

pβ

}
= [S]{q} (16)

Substitution of this transformation into the uncoupled equations of motion of components α and β, and
taking into account the force equilibrium on the common boundary ([S]T {F} = {0}), leads to the equation
of free undamped vibration of the assembly, in terms of assembly generalised coordinates {q}:

[MGL] {q̈}+ [KGL] {q} = {0} (17)

with the assembly mass and stiffness matrices given by

[MGL] = [S]T
[
Mα 0

0 Mβ

]
[S] , [KGL] = [S]T

[
Kα 0
0 Kβ

]
[S] (18)
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3.4 Global eigenvalue analysis and data recovery

Global eigenvalues λGL
i and corresponding eigenvectors {φGL

i } follow from the eigenvalue equation

([KGL]− λGL
i [MGL]) {φGL

i } = {0} (19)

These eigenvectors are specified in terms of assembly generalised coordinates {q}.
In case the physical eigenvectors are required, data recovery for the components needs to be performed.
Eigenvectors in terms of physical coordinates result from the expansion of the solution of (19), using the
same transformation matrices that were used to perform the CMS reduction on the components and to build
the assembly.
For the structure composed of two components α and β with a common boundary, the transformation be-
tween the component physical degrees of freedom {x} and component generalised dofs {p} is given by:

{
xα

xβ

}
=


xαt
xαo
xβt
xβo

 =
[

Γα 0
0 Γβ

]{
pα

pβ

}
(20)

The matrix [S] describes the transformation between uncoupled component generalised dofs {p} and linearly
independent assembly generalised coordinates {q}, cf. equation (16). Hence, the transformation between the
component physical domains and the assembly generalised domain is given by{

xα

xβ

}
=
[

Γα 0
0 Γβ

]
[S]{q} (21)

The eigenvectors of the structure in terms of physical degrees of freedom follow as{
V α
i

V β
i

}
=
[

Γα 0
0 Γβ

]
[S]{φGL

i } (22)

It should be noted that, as component modes only approximate the deformation field of a component, the
backsubstitution of eigenvectors from the assembly generalised domain towards the component physical
domain implies a secondary approximation and hence introduces an additional approximation error.

4 Uncertainty in CMS: Non-reduced Component Matrices Updating

4.1 Approximative component reduction

For the practical applicability of the interval and fuzzy finite element methods in an industrial environment,
it is primordial to have control of the computational cost of the methods, without compromising on the ac-
curacy of the predicted non-deterministic results. In all existing implementations for the solution of the core
interval FE problem, a multitude of crisp FE analyses is to be performed, each time with different values for
the uncertain parameters in their respective uncertainty interval. In order to reduce the computation time, the
interval FE procedure is combined with the component mode synthesis method. However, if uncertainties
are present in a component model to be reduced, the CMS procedure itself is affected by the uncertain-
ties. Therefore, key to the coupling of the methods becomes the accurate but efficient propagation of the
uncertainties through the different levels and steps of the component mode synthesis procedure.

A straightforward approach to handle uncertainties in a substructuring method is to recalculate each of the
affected quantities (component modes, component transformation matrices, reduced component matrices
and reduced assembly matrices) in each crisp FE analysis, yielding a Repeated Component Reduction (RCR)
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approach. In this way, both the finite element method and the CMS procedure are used as a black box in the
interval FE procedure, which facilitates the implementation. As in each FE analysis all uncertainty-affected
components are correctly reduced, this approach does not introduce any additional approximation. However,
it limits tremendously the efficiency of the component mode synthesis technique, as for each FE analysis of
the global system, the reduction step has to be repeated for one or more components.

As the repeated component reduction approach is computationally infeasible, methods for approximative
uncertainty propagation through the CMS procedure are developed. Ultimate goal of these methods is to
approximate the description of an uncertain component, such that it represents the effect of uncertain param-
eters adequately and only a few or even no expensive component recalculations have to be performed during
interval FE analyses on the reduced assembly.

4.2 Non-reduced Component Matrices Updating

In the context of coupling interval FE methods with the CMS technique, the Non-reduced Component Matri-
ces Updating (NrCMU) method has been developed by the authors [12]. Starting point of the novel numerical
technique is the original CMS transformation of the physical component into a reduced component model
using a limited number of component modes. In case uncertain parameters are present in a component FE
model, these influence both the physical (i.e. non-reduced) component mass and stiffness matrices, as well
as the component modes used for the description of the behaviour of the component:

[M(s)] = [Γ(s)]T [m(s)][Γ(s)] (23a)

[K(s)] = [Γ(s)]T [k(s)][Γ(s)] (23b)

In these equations, s represents the column vector of uncertain parameters affecting the specific component.
In a repeated component reduction approach, each of the matrices of the equations above is determined for
each set of values for the uncertain parameters considered in the interval FE procedure. The NrCMU method
proposes to update only the non-reduced component matrices [m(s)] and [k(s)], and uses an approximation
of the component transformation matrix [Γ̃(s)]. In this way, the computationally expensive operation of cal-
culating component modes is avoided, while still preserving part of the influence of the uncertain parameters
through the updated physical component matrices.

4.3 Towards a concept for uncertain component modes

The approximation of component modes in a coupled IFE-CMS analysis requires a concept for the descrip-
tion of sets of ‘uncertain vectors’. Several points of particular interest arise in this context.

Dependency between uncertain vector elements. A concept for an uncertain vector should emphasise
the non-deterministic character of the vector shape, rather than the non-determinism of the individual vector
elements or nodal displacements. The independent consideration of all vector elements would cause the
lack of interpretation of the vector as a deformation shape, as well as the neglect of the interdependency
between the uncertainty on the elements. A random combination of values from the intervals on the vector
elements would lead to a non-physical vector shape or displacement field without any correspondence to
a physical structure. Moreover, the large overestimation of possible vector shapes would result in a large
amount of conservatism on the final results of an interval FE analysis, yielding unreliable and meaningless
results. Hence, a major point of attention in a concept for the representation of uncertain component modes,
is to preserve the dependency between the vector elements.
In order to maintain the relation between the elements of an uncertain vector, the authors propose a parametric
vector representation in which the non-deterministic vector is written as a linear combination of uncertain
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vector contributions, each consisting of a deterministic vector shape multiplied by a parameter-dependent
factor:

{φ(s)} ' {φ̃(s)} =
∑
i

fi(s){χi} (24)

In this equation, the vector {φ(s)}, affected by uncertain parameters s, is approximated with a summation
of uncertainty-dependent vector contributions, each consisting of a deterministic vector shape {χi} and a
parameter-dependent function fi(s). This function explicitly contains the link to the uncertain parameters
and describes a variation in amplitude of the uncertain vector contribution. In this equation as well as in the
remainder of the paper, the symbol •̃ denotes the approximation of a non-deterministic vector.

Mode switching. In case normal modes are included in the set of component modes of an uncertain sub-
structure, special attention should be paid to the appropriate mode ordering when comparing the set of
retained normal modes of two different component designs. Due to the uncertainty on model parameters,
the order of the eigenvalues corresponding to specific component normal mode shapes can change from one
design to another - a phenomenon often denoted as mode switching. In the context of the approximation
of uncertain component modes, it is important to compare those normal modes of two different component
designs that correspond to more or less the same shape. The comparison of the shapes of eigenvectors is typ-
ically performed with the Modal Assurance Criterium (MAC). The MAC-value between two vectors {φ1}
and {φ2} provides a measure of their linear dependency, and is given by

MAC({φ1}, {φ2}) =
({φ1}T [W ]{φ2})2

({φ1}T [W ]{φ1})({φ2}T [W ]{φ2}) (25)

In this equation, [W ] is an optional weighting matrix. A MAC-value equal to 1 denotes that the vectors
are linearly dependent, hence have the same shape - the absolute amplitude of both vectors is not of any
importance in this context. A MAC-value of zero indicates that the vectors are linearly independent. The
modal assurance criterium allows to compare the similarity of the component normal mode shapes resulting
from two different component designs, and to perform an ordering of modes according to the shape.

4.4 Basic and extended NrCMU approaches

Several variants of the non-reduced component matrices updating method can be defined, different from
one another only in the concept used for the approximation of component modes of uncertain substructures.
In the numerical example of this paper, the basic and two extended versions of the NrCMU method are
compared.

1. The basic NrCMU method neglects the influence of the uncertain parameters s on the component
modes of an uncertain substructure. Instead, the component modes of the nominal (or central) design
are used in the entire input parameter space.

2. The NrCMU-T method uses a first-order Taylor series expansion of the component modes, based on
the component modes and their derivatives in the nominal (or central) design point:

{φ(s)} ' {φ̃(s)} = {φ(snom)}+
ns∑
i

(si − si,nom)
∂{φ(s)}
∂si

∣∣∣∣
snom

(26)

with ns the number of uncertain parameters affecting the component, and si,nom the nominal value of
the ith uncertain parameter. Compared with the proposed concept for uncertain vector approximations
given in equation (24), the first-order derivatives of the component modes are the deterministic vector
shapes, while the terms (si − si,nom) are the parameter-dependent amplitude factors. Higher-order
derivatives of the component modes can be included in the Taylor series expansion to improve the
accuracy of the component modes approximation, of course at the expense of computation time.
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3. The NrCMU-D method applies the response surface methodology to the approximation of uncertain
vectors. Each component mode of an uncertain substructure is approximated with a summation of the
nominal component mode and a deviatoric mode shape. A simple incomplete second-order polynomial
component mode approximation is used in this work. Of course, other types of response surfaces, with
other basis functions and/or intelligent response point selection methodologies are possible.
Consider a component affected by one uncertain parameter s, with nominal value snom. Based on the
set of nominal component modes, and the two sets of component modes as calculated considering both
vertices of the uncertainty interval, a second-order polynomial approximation can be derived, here in
general written for a component mode {φ(s)}:

{φ(s)} ' {φ̃(s)} = {φ(snom)}+ {Υ}∆s+ {Θ}(∆s)2 (27)

with {Υ} and {Θ} the linear, respectively, the quadratic contribution to the component mode approx-
imation and ∆s the relative difference between the specific value for the uncertain parameter s and its
nominal value:

∆s =
s− snom
snom

(28)

The linear and quadratic deviatoric mode shape contributions are computed based on the evaluation
of the component modes in the vertices of the parameter uncertainty interval. For component normal
modes, the mode switching phenomenon should be kept in mind when selecting the mode shapes on
the vertices for the calculation of these deviatoric mode shape contributions.
For a component affected by multiple uncertain parameters contained in the column vector s, a similar
procedure can be performed. For each uncertain parameter si, two additional FE component reduction
analyses are performed, one in each vertex of the parameter interval with all other uncertain parameters
kept at their respective nominal value. Hence, for each uncertain parameter, the procedure for the
one-parameter case is applied, and two deviatoric component mode contributions {Υi} and {Θi} are
determined. With the contributions for all ns uncertain parameters, the approximation of a component
mode {φ(s)} becomes:

{φ(s)} ' {φ̃(s)} = {φ(snom)}+ {Υ1}∆s1 + {Θ1}(∆s1)2

+ {Υ2}∆s2 + {Θ2}(∆s2)2

+ · · ·
+ {Υns}∆sns + {Θns}(∆sns)2

= {φ(snom)}+
ns∑
i

(
{Υi}∆si + {Θi}(∆si)2

)
(29)

with
∆si =

si − si,nom
si,nom

(30)

The proposed procedure can be interpreted as a basic, incomplete quadratic response surface approxi-
mation with 1+2ns response points. Here, the mutual influence between uncertain parameters, causing
cross terms in the quadratic response surface, has been neglected, and only two response points per pa-
rameter are considered. For most applications, this simple response surface approximation yields good
results. For other applications, however, a more sophisticated response surface may be required, for
instance with cross terms to cover part of the coupled parameter influence, or with adaptive response
point selection.

It should be noted that in all proposed concepts, the base of component modes is not enlarged, as the total
number of component modes is kept constant throughout the analysis.
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4.5 Advantages and disadvantages of the NrCMU method

The non-reduced component matrices updating method is conceptually very simple and computationally very
efficient. Due to the updating of the physical component matrices, the method accounts for large (global and
local) mass and/or stiffness changes in components affected by uncertainties. Furthermore, the effect of
uncertain parameters on component mode shapes is inherently taken into account to a certain extent, as the
CMS transformation matrix [Γ] directly depends on the updated component mass and stiffness matrices.
The NrCMU approach introduces an approximation error due to the approximation of the component modes
of uncertain substructures. The accuracy of the method mainly depends on the effect of the uncertain pa-
rameters on the component mode shapes, as well as on the concept chosen for the approximative component
mode representation. Furthermore, the approximated reduced component matrices typically have a larger
bandwidth and are less sparse.

5 Numerical example

5.1 Problem description

The proposed methods for handling interval uncertainties affecting components of a substructured FE model
are compared using a classical benchmark example, that was first used by CRAIG and BAMPTON [11], and
was later reused by CASTANIER et al.[13]. The model consists of a cantilevered aluminium plate of 609.6 by
304.8 mm (24 by 12 inches), divided into two unequal substructures, as shown in figure 3(a). The material
of the plate is 2024-T3 aluminium, with Young’s modulus E = 72 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33, and mass
density ρ = 2800 kg/m3. The thickness of the plate equals t = 3.175 mm (0.125 in).

406.4mm 203.2mm

3
0
4
.8

m
m SE1 SE2

(a) Original physical model (b) Adapted finite element model, with
small steel strip in dark grey

Figure 3: Cantilevered plate partitioned into two substructures

A finite element mesh of 48×24 equal lumped-mass plate elements is used, yielding a total of 7350 dofs.
For the purpose of this paper, the material of the leftmost column of elements of the second substructure
(SE2), bordering on the other substructure, is changed to represent a small steel strip, cf. figure 3(b). The
material properties of the steel are: Young’s modulus of 210 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 and mass density
of 7800 kg/m3. The thickness of this strip equals the thickness of the aluminium plate. Results of a non-
deterministic analysis with the thickness of this steel strip as uncertain parameter are reported here. A
parameter range between 2 and 4 mm is considered, yielding a large uncertainty interval of 63% with respect
to the nominal value.

A Craig-Bampton CMS model of the plate was created based on the lowest 11 eigenfrequencies, covering
a frequency range up to 500 Hz. For the construction of the substructured model, fixed-interface normal
modes up to 1000 Hz were retained for both substructures: 12 modes for the left component (SE1) and 6 for
the right component (SE2). In addition, there are 150 physical boundary dofs (25 nodes×6 dofs), yielding a
CMS model of 168 dofs. The errors on the first 11 eigenfrequencies of this CMS model are all below 0.25%
of the corresponding eigenfrequencies of the full FE model.
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For the purpose of visualisation, only results of non-deterministic analyses regarding one uncertain parameter
are presented here. In the uncertainty range, 50 randomly distributed samples are considered, and in each
sample point global eigenfrequencies and modal parameter domains are calculated for each of the approaches
described in section 4. In this way, the variation of the computed non-deterministic quantities with respect
to the uncertain parameter can clearly be visualised. For a clear distinction between the results of the various
methods, the following symbols are used in all figures:

- RCR: Repeated Component Reduction (reference results): – (solid line)
- NrCMU: Non-reduced Component Matrices Updating: ×
- NrCMU-T: Non-reduced Component Matrices Updating with first-order Taylor series approximated

component modes: 9
- NrCMU-D: Non-reduced Component Matrices Updating with deviatoric component modes: �

For figures depicting global eigenfrequencies and inverse modal stiffnesses and masses, the left-hand side of
the plots shows the change of the considered quantity with respect to the uncertain parameter, while the right-
hand side depicts the samples-based ranges obtained by each of the methods for uncertainty propagation in
substructured FE models.

5.2 Non-deterministic eigenfrequency analysis

Due to the local character of the uncertain parameter, its influence on the general behaviour of the eigenfre-
quencies is difficult to predict a priori. Most eigenfrequencies of the plate assembly display a monotonously
increasing behaviour with respect to an increase of the thickness the small steel strip. In general, good ap-
proximations for these eigenfrequencies are obtained by the basic as well as the extended non-reduced com-
ponent matrices updating approaches. For mode 4 and mainly for mode 10, however, shortcomings occur
in the eigenfrequency prediction with the basic NrCMU approach, as depicted in figure 4. Non-monotonous
behaviour is found for the eigenfrequencies corresponding to modes 4 and 9. For these cases, the basic
NrCMU method is clearly insufficiently accurate: the non-monotonousness of the fourth eigenfrequency is
not captured, while the variation of the ninth eigenfrequency is highly overestimated.
The use of first-order Taylor series expansions of the component modes in the reduced component matrix
calculations, gives rise to a profound improvement of the eigenfrequency approximations, when compared
to the results of the basic NrCMU method. Best results are obtained with the response surface approximation
of the component modes of the uncertain substructure using deviatoric mode shapes. The results of the latter
approach nearly coincide with the reference results, except for the eigenfrequencies corresponding to modes
4, 8 and 9, for which still a noticeable deviation exists.

5.3 Non-deterministic modal parameter prediction

The large influence of the considered uncertainty is even more visible in the non-deterministic results for the
(inverse) modal parameters of the plate assembly. Figure 5 presents the inverse modal masses and stiffnesses
of modes 3, 4, 8 and 10, corresponding to the direct frequency response function of the vertical displacement
of the free corner node of the second substructure. The results obtained with the basic non-reduced compo-
nent matrices updating method show considerable to large deviations with respect to the reference results for
all modes. Often, the non-monotonous behaviour of the modal parameters is not, or wrongly, captured. Good
approximations result from the NrCMU-T approach, with close fits for modes 1-3, 5-7, 9 and 11. However,
significant approximation errors are noticeable for modes 4, 8 and 10. The NrCMU-D approach in general
gives very accurate approximations of the inverse modal parameters. The non-monotonous behaviour of the
inverse modal parameters of modes 3, 4, 7 and 10 is almost perfectly captured; only the non-monotonousness
of mode 8 is overestimated.

The combination of the eigenfrequency and modal parameter results in the MRE modal domain approxima-
tions results in clear differences between the various NrCMU methods, cf. figure 6. These plots clearly show
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(a) Fourth eigenfrequency
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(b) Eight eigenfrequency
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(c) Ninth eigenfrequency
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eigenfrequency of mode 10 [Hz]
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NrCMU
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437.5
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(d) Tenth eigenfrequency

Figure 4: Influence of the thickness of the steel strip on some of the eigenfrequencies of the plate assembly

that for this non-deterministic analysis case the NrCMU-D method outperforms the NrCMU-T approach,
which in its turn gives better results than the basic NrCMU method. Only for the eighth mode, a significant
difference is noticed between the NrCMU-D and the reference modal domain descriptions.

6 Conclusions

This paper describes the combination of the interval FE method with the component mode synthesis tech-
nique to obtain a substantial reduction of computational load for the dynamic analysis of large FE models
affected by uncertain parameters. This work focuses on the influence of uncertainties on the numerical repre-
sentation of components using component modes and reduced component matrices. A novel approximative
component reduction approach, the Non-reduced Component Matrices Updating (NrCMU) method, is pre-
sented in this paper. Three variants of this method are proposed, and compared with respect to accuracy.
The basic method only updates the non-reduced component matrices of an uncertain component in each
FE analysis of the global structure. Throughout the entire input parameter space, the component modes of
the nominal case are used in the component reduction phase. The resulting method is conceptually sim-
ple and computationally very efficient, and is able to take large uncertainties in mass and stiffness matrices
into account. This paper further proposes two extended NrCMU methods, which approximately account for
the influence of uncertain parameters on the component modes of a substructure. A first extended method
consists of the use of first-order Taylor series expansions of the component modes. The second variant de-
termines an incomplete second-order polynomial response surface approximation for each of the affected
component modes. Both the NrCMU-T and the NrCMU-D method extend the applicability of the approx-
imative component reduction approach, and improve the accuracy of the non-deterministic dynamic FE
results. The numerical example shows very good results for the novel techniques, with a clear additional
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(a) Mode 3: inverse modal stiffness
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(b) Mode 3: inverse modal mass
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(c) Mode 4: inverse modal stiffness
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(d) Mode 4: inverse modal mass
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(e) Mode 8: inverse modal stiffness
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(f) Mode 8: inverse modal mass
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(g) Mode 10: inverse modal stiffness
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(h) Mode 10: inverse modal mass

Figure 5: Inverse modal stiffness and mass parameters of modes 3, 4, 8 and 10
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(c) Modal domain of mode 8
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(d) Modal domain of mode 10

Figure 6: Influence of the thickness of the small steel strip on the modal domain approximations for the plate
assembly

improvement for the extended version of the NrCMU method using deviatoric component mode shapes in
a response surface approximation of component modes. Not only the eigenfrequency and modal parameter
ranges are accurately predicted, also the result for each individual design is accurately calculated. It can
hence be concluded that the non-reduced component matrices updating method with deviatoric component
mode shapes is not only feasible in an interval FE approach, but also in the context of sensitivity analysis.
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Abstract
The finite element method is a useful tool to predict the behaviour of a structure under static and dynamic
loads. Reliable finite element analyses can reduce the need for prototype testing and reduce the design vali-
dation cost and time. In many real life situations however, a deterministic analysis is not sufficient to assess
the quality of a design. In a design stage, some physical properties of the model may not be determined
yet. But even in a design ready for production, design tolerances and production inaccuracies introduce
variability and uncertainty. In these cases, a non-deterministic analysis procedure is required, either using a
probabilistic or a non-probabilistic approach.
The authors developed a hybrid (global optimisation and interval arithmetic) interval finite element procedure
to predict the bounds on frequency response functions (FRFs) of problems with interval or fuzzy uncertain-
ties. In a first step, the bounds on the modal parameters are determined using a global optimisation approach.
Because this step is the computationally most expensive step, the authors developed a highly efficient opti-
misation algorithm, which take advantage of the special properties of the optimisation problem. In a second
step, the bounds on the FRF are calculated using an interval arithmetic approach. This hybrid approach
reduces the conservatism compared to a full interval arithmetic approach and reduces the cost compared to
a full global optimisation approach. The result is a highly efficient procedure for interval and fuzzy finite
element analysis.
This paper describes the interval and fuzzy finite element procedure and the optimisation procedure devel-
oped by the authors and shows its applicability on an industrial example.

1 Introduction

Simulation tools enable a very precise simulation of physical phenomena using numerical models. Espe-
cially in engineering applications, the finite element (FE) method has become a very popular tool for design
validation and optimisation. Continuously growing computational capabilities allow for extremely detailed
numerical models. In many cases however, the computational power could be of much greater value when
used for the inclusion of uncertainties in the model rather than for modelling deterministic details.

A frequency response function (FRF) describes the deformation of a structure under a harmonic excitation
force. It expresses the dependency between the amplitude and phase of a harmonic force applied locally
on the structure and the resulting deformation at another location of the structure. This makes the FRF
a powerful description of the dynamic behaviour of a structure, used both in numerical and experimental
structural dynamics.

Determining the relation between uncertainties in the FE model and the variability in the resulting FRF
enables a designer to incorporate and study the influence of these uncertainties, even in a very early stage
of the design process. Because reliable probabilistic data is often unavailable or even not existing (e.g. for
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Figure 1: Deterministic and interval modal superposition algorithm.

properties which are invariable in the actual product but unknown at an early design stage), non-probabilistic
methods as the interval FE (IFE) method and the fuzzy FE (FFE) method are being developed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

2 Deterministic modal superposition FRF procedure.

For undamped structures, the FRF between degree of freedom (DOF) j and DOF k of an FE model is obtained
taking the jth component of the displacement vector {U} satisfying the dynamic equilibrium equation(

[K]− ω2 [M ]
) {U} =

{
F k
}

(1)

with [K] and [M ] the FE system matrices, ω the pulsation and
{
F k
}

the force vector defined as

F ki =

{
1 if i = k

0 if i 6= k.
(2)

The deterministic modal superposition concept states that, considering the first n modes, this FRF equals:

FRFjk =
n∑
i=1

1

k̂i − ω2m̂i

(3)

with k̂i and m̂i the normalised modal stiffness and the normalised modal mass:

k̂i =
{φi}T [K] {φi}

φijφik
and m̂i =

{φi}T [M ] {φi}
φijφik

(4)

with φi the ith eigenvector of the system described by (1) and φij the jth component of this eigenvector.

Fig. 1(a) gives a overview of this deterministic modal superposition procedure.
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Figure 2: A
(
k̂i, m̂i

)
-domain and its MR and MRE approximations.

3 Interval modal superposition FRF procedure.

For undamped structures with one or more interval inputs, the total envelope FRF can be calculated using a
step by step interval translation of the deterministic modal superposition procedure, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The full mathematical description of this method, developed by Moens, can be found in [4]. It consists of
three major steps:

3.1 Calculation of the range of modal parameters.

The first step in the procedure consists of the calculation of the range of modal parameters for each mode,
taking into account the ranges of the input uncertainties described by {x}I . Theoretically, the modal param-
eters are coupled through the global system. The exact range of the modal parameters of mode i equals

(k̂i, m̂i)
S

=
{(
k̂i, m̂i

) ∣∣∣ ({x} ∈ {x}I)} . (5)

This can be represented in the modal parameter space of mode i, as illustrated by Fig. 2. The grey area
represents a physically possible locus of

(
k̂i, m̂i

)
combinations. There is no general analytical description

of the exact contour of this domain, but there are a number of (conservative) numerical approximations:

The modal rectangle method (MR) neglects the coupling between the modal stiffness and the modal mass.
The bounds on the ranges are calculated by minimising and maximising the modal parameters k̂i and m̂i

over the domain defined by the input uncertainties. Graphically, this means that the
(
k̂i, m̂i

)
-domain is

approximated by a conservative rectangle.

The modal rectangle method with eigenvalue interval correction (MRE) aims at a less conservative approx-
imation of the

(
k̂i, m̂i

)
-domain through the introduction of the exact eigenvalue intervals [λi, λi] in the

procedure. These eigenvalue intervals can be obtained using a global optimisation approach similar to the
modal parameter optimisation used in the MR method. Graphically, the MR

(
k̂i, m̂i

)
-domain is constrained

by two additional lines through the origin.

3.2 Modal envelope FRF calculation.

This step translates the range of the modal parameters into the modal envelope FRF, expressed as the range
of the modal frequency response function FRFijk:

FRFijk
I =

1

k̂i
S − ω2m̂i

S
(6)
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Figure 3: α-level strategy for a function of two triangular fuzzy parameters.

3.3 Total envelope FRF calculation.

The final step for the computation of the total envelope FRF consists of the summation of all modal envelope
FRFs resulting from the previous step:

FRFjkI =
n∑
i=1

FRFijk
I (7)

Thus, the three step algorithm results in a hybrid procedure: in the first step, the
(
k̂i, m̂i

)
-domain is approx-

imated using a global optimisation approach; in the second and third step, the modal and total envelope FRFs
are calculated using interval arithmetic.

4 Extension to a fuzzy procedure

Fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh [6] in 1965. They’re capable of describing linguistic and other incom-
plete information in a non-probabilistic way. Where classical sets clearly distinguish between members and
non-members, fuzzy sets introduce a degree of membership, represented by a membership function. The
membership function µx̃(x) describes the degree of membership of each element x in the domain X to the
fuzzy set x̃:

x̃ =
{

(x, µx̃(x)) | (x ∈ X)(µx̃ ∈ [0, 1])
}

(8)

If µx̃(x) = 1, x is definitely a member of x̃. If µx̃(x) = 0, x is definitely not a member of x̃. In between, the
membership is uncertain. The most used membership function shape is the triangular shape. Such a fuzzy
number with support [a, b] – the interval for which µx̃(x) > 0 – and core c – the point for which µx̃(x) = 1
– is denoted (a/c/b).

A possible implementation of fuzzy functions is the α-level strategy. The intersection of the membership
function of each input parameter with a discrete number of α-levels, results in an interval xi,α = [xi, xi]α
for each input parameter and α-level. Using this technique, all possible fuzzy sets can be approximated by a
number of intervals. With these input intervals, an interval analysis is done at each α-level. Finally, the fuzzy
solution is assembled from the output intervals at each α-level. Fig. 3 shows this procedure for a function
of two triangular parameters. Using this procedure, the fuzzy FE FRF analysis can be implemented as a
sequence of interval FE FRF analyses as described in section 3.
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Figure 4: Optimisation bound constraints for an analysis with fuzzy uncertain parameters.

5 Optimisation algorithms for fuzzy envelope FRF calculation

An MRE analysis requires six optimisation runs for each mode and – for fuzzy analyses – for each α-level of
interest: the minimum and maximum modal stiffness (k̂i and k̂i), modal mass (m̂i and m̂i) and eigenvalue
(λi and λi). Each upper or lower bound on a modal parameter is calculated using a global optimisation
run on the finite element model, which is used as a black box function. The inputs to this function are the
uncertain parameters, which are bounded in the problem description; the outputs of this function are the
modal parameters. Because of the high number of optimisation runs required – a fuzzy MRE analysis on
5 α-levels, taking into account 10 modes for example requires already 300 optimisation runs – an efficient
optimisation algorithm is absolutely necessary.

Generic non-linear optimisers can solve all optimisation problems independent of each other. Theoretically,
the optimisation problems can be non-convex, requiring global optimisation software, but analysis on differ-
ent industrial sized applications [7] showed that in practical applications almost all the objective functions
are convex or even monotonic, even with large uncertainty intervals. For these problems, local optimisation
software gives accurate results, although theoretically there’s no guarantee that the results are even close to
the exact results. Because local optimisation problems are computationally far less expensive to solve, an
efficient local optimiser is the best overall choice, but the results should be examined carefully to prevent
false conclusions.

Since an FE solver can calculate all modal parameters for all modes of interest at once, the computational
cost to calculate one objective function is equal to the computational cost to calculate all objective functions.
Generic non-linear optimisers use only one of these objective functions. Other results however can be useful
for other optimisations, for instance to select a suitable start vector. In most cases some optima – especially
these located on a vertex – can even be found without performing additional FE analyses. Especially for
larger FE models, storing all FE analysis results can cut the computational cost significantly.

By using response surfaces – approximations of the objective functions based on function evaluations in
some well chosen points in the input parameter space – it is possible to cut the computational cost even
further. Since their introduction by Box and Wilson in 1951 [8], numerous types are developed, using
different approximation functions and response points [9, 10, 11, 12].

Response surface based optimisation techniques prove to be extremely useful in the context of fuzzy anal-
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ysis. A fuzzy analysis requires the same objective functions to be minimised and maximised on different
α-levels or, in optimisation terms, with different bound constraints. Fig. 4 shows this for two fuzzy un-
certain parameters. The shaded rectangle shows the bound constraints for the optimisation at α-level 0.0.
Response surfaces valid at this α-level should approximate the objective functions inside these bounds. The
rectangles inside this shaded rectangle show the bound constraints for the optimisations at higher α-levels.
It is clear that the same response surfaces approximate the objective functions at these α-levels too. Since
the construction of the response surfaces is by far the computationally most expensive part of the algorithm,
the computational cost of a fuzzy analysis is only slightly higher than the computational cost of an interval
analysis when using a response surface based optimisation technique.

Also, when using a standard FE solver, the computational cost to evaluate all three objective functions for
all modes is equal to the computational cost to evaluate one objective function for one mode. Because of
the very low computational cost of a single evaluation of the response surface approximation function, the
computational cost of a global optimisation on the response surface is feasible for most practical applications.

The authors developed a simple but efficient adaptive procedure to select the response points, which will be
presented on the conference for the first time. The authors use the procedure in combination with Kriging
response surfaces [13, 14], but the procedure can be used in combination with any response surface method
which supports error estimations.

In the first step of the procedure, a small space filling design (for example a latin hypercube design) is
generated and all objective functions are calculated at these response points by the FE solver. Using this
information, initial response surfaces are created. Since these response surfaces will be improved in the
second step, one should not use too many response points. The authors achieved good results with two to
four times the number of uncertain parameters. Additional points are best selected by the adaptive procedure
in step two instead of being randomly selected in this step.

In the second step, a large space filling design is calculated. These points are not yet response points; only
the few most promising points from this set will become real response points for which an FE analysis will
be performed at the end of this step. For each of these points, the function value and the expected error on
the function value are estimated using the calculated response surfaces. For each of these candidate response
points, the average maximum improvement or AMI is calculated as

AMI =
∑

k∈modal parameters

max(min(f̃k(x))− (f̃k(xnew)−∆f̃k(xnew)), 0)2 (9)

In this formula, f̃k is an approximation of a modal parameter. min(f̃k(x)) is the current minimum value of
the approximation, f̃k(xnew) is the value of the approximation in the candidate response point and ∆f̃k(xnew)
is the error range on the approximation in this point. Thus, min(f̃k(x))− (f̃k(xnew)−∆f̃k(xnew) tells how
much the current minimum can be improved in this candidate response point. If the current minimum cannot
be improved in this point, this value will be negative, and will be set to 0 by the max(x, 0) operation.
The sum of squares selects the average maximum improvement over all modal parameters of interest. The
candidate response points with the highest AMI are then selected and added to the response point set. Only
in these points, an FE analysis is performed. For all other points, only cheap response surface evaluations
are necessary. Finally, all response surfaces are recalculated or updated with the new information.

This second step of generating a large set of candidate response points and selecting the most promising
points is repeated until a stopping criterion is met. One should continue the procedure until no more im-
provement can be made, that is, until one does not find any more points with an AMI > 0.

6 Application: stiffened conical shell structure

The procedure and the generic implementation are applied on an stiffened conical shell. Fig. 5 shows the
finite element model (left) and a schematic view (right). The structure consists of five conical shell rings,
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Figure 5: Finite element model (left) and schematic description (right) of the stiffened conical shell structure.

connected and stiffened by stiffening rings. The finite element model consists of about 38000 nodes (228000
DOFs) and about 28000 elements (quadrilateral plate elements for the skin and five- and six-sided solid ele-
ments for the reinforcements). The model is subject to five uncertainties: the thicknesses of the shell struc-
tures between the reinforcement rings. These uncertainties are described using fuzzy numbers: (3/4/5) mm,
(3/4/6) mm, (3/4/8) mm, (3/4/8) mm and (3/4/10) mm from the lower to the upper side of the structure.
(a/c/b) denotes a triangular fuzzy number with support [a, b] and core c. These uncertain parameters and
uncertain parameter ranges are specified by the designer of this conical shell structure.

This conical structure serves as a connection between two relatively rigid structures, one rigidly bolted to
the bottom ring and the other rigidly bolted to the top ring. Since at this design stage, the exact properties
of these structures are unknown, they are modelled as rigid body elements. One is connected to all nodes on
the bottom ring, the other one is connected to all nodes on the top ring. The acceleration transmittance FRF
between the centres of these rigid body elements in the longitudinal direction is calculated.

The procedure described in sections 2 to 4 gives the ratio between the displacement in DOF j and the force
applied in DOF k as a function of the frequency. If a very large mass m0, several orders of magnitude
larger than the mass of the entire structure, is connected to a DOF, the acceleration caused by a (harmonic)
excitation in this DOF is approximately equal to:

f = m0 · a (10)

MSC [15] recommends that the value of m0 is approximately 106 times the mass of the structure for transla-
tional DOFs and 106 times the moment of inertia for rotational DOFs. For a harmonic excitation x = sin(ωt),
the relation between the displacement and the acceleration is:

a = −ω2 · x (11)

Thus, the relation between the acceleration transmittance FRF (FRFA/A) and the receptance FRF (FRFX/F)
is:

FRFA/A =
aj
ak

=
−ω2xj

1
m0
fk

= −ω2m0
xj
fk

= −ω2m0 · FRFX/F (12)

The model is subject to an MRE analysis using the response surface based optimisation described in section
5 and a vertex (also called two level full factorial design of experiments or transformation method) analysis.
Each analysis is done at 6 α-levels (0.0, 0.2, . . . , 1.0).
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Figure 6: Upper bound on the FRF between the upper and lower ring of the structure.

Based on the magnitude of the modal mass mi and modal stiffness ki, only three modes (number 1, 2 and
13) contribute to the FRF. Because the contributions of the other modes are negligible compared to the
contributions of these three modes, only these three modes are taken into account. Because the order of the
modes can change when the uncertain parameters change, the modes are tracked using a modal assurance
criterion (MAC). The MAC gives the correlation factor between two eigenvectors:

MACXY =
| {X}T [W ] {Y } |2

({Y }T [W ] {Y })({X}T [W ] {X}) (13)

where [W ] is the weighting matrix which is the unity matrix in this case.

The MRE analysis requires 6 optimisations for each mode at each α-level taken into account. Since three
modes are considered at five α-levels (the analysis at level 1.0 is a deterministic analysis), 90 optimisa-
tions are required. Using the automated response surface based optimisation procedure, 30 deterministic
analyses are required to construct response surfaces for all objective functions: in the first step, a latin hy-
percube design with 10 points is selected and the second step is repeated 4 times, each time adding the 5
most promising response points. The computational cost of the optimisation using the response surfaces is
negligible compared to the computational cost to construct these response surfaces.

The vertex analysis solves the deterministic model for all combinations of minima and maxima of the un-
certain parameters. For this model with 5 uncertainties, 32 (25) deterministic analysis are required at each
α-level, except for α-level 1.0, where only 1 deterministic analysis is required. In total, 161 deterministic
analyses are required.

The top graph of Fig. 6 shows the upper bound on the FRF at α-level 0.0, calculated using the MRE and ver-
tex method. Additionally, all vertex samples are plotted. Using the vertex method, 32 deterministic analyses
were needed to calculate this upper bound; using the MRE method and the response surface based optimi-
sation technique, 30 deterministic analyses were needed. The bottom graph shows the relative difference
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Figure 7: Fuzzy upper bound of the FRF between the upper and lower ring of the structure.

between the MRE and vertex results. These results prove that the MRE method using the response surface
based optimisation method is able to calculate the bounds on the FRF accurately.

Fig. 7 shows the fuzzy FRF assembled from the interval FRFs at α-levels 0.0, 0.2, . . . , 1.0. This FRF shows
that the uncertain parameters influence all modes more or less equally, so the uncertainty on the FRF is about
equal over the full frequency range of interest. 30 deterministic analyses are required to calculate this FRF
using the MRE method and the response surface based optimisation technique. Using the vertex method,
161 (25 · 5 + 1) analyses are required to calculate a similar FRF. This shows the strength of the response
surface based method for fuzzy FRF analysis.

7 Conclusions

The authors developed a hybrid – optimisation and interval arithmetic – procedure for fuzzy envelope FRF
calculation. This hybrid approach reduces the computational cost of an analysis compared to a global op-
timisation approach and reduces the conservatism of the envelope FRF compared to the interval arithmetic
approach. By using an adaptive response surface based optimisation algorithm, which takes advantage of the
special properties of the optimisation problem, it is possible to cut the computational cost even further. The
result is a highly efficient procedure for interval and especially fuzzy finite element analysis.

The authors also developed a model independent implementation of the aforementioned procedure and
showed its applicability and strength on an analysis of an industrial FE model of a reinforced conical shell
structure.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the construction of a simplified elastoacoustic model which allows the ultrasonic wave
propagation to be simulated in a complex biomechanical system. This simplified model consists in a fluid-
solid multilayer system. In this simplified model, the main source of uncertainties is due to the constitutive
equation for the solid layer which is chosen as a homogeneoustransverse isotropic elastic medium. In order
to improve this simplified model, a probabilistic model of the effective elasticity tensor of the solid medium
is developped. A method is presented for the experimental identification in a statistical sense of the model
parameters using the ultrasonic transmission technique. Acomplete application is presented for the human
cortical bone for which an experimental database is available.

1 Introduction

Biomechanical systems are often very complex to be modeled in regard to the complexity level of their
constitutive material at the microscopic scale. Very often, these biomechanical systems are modeled using
a mechanical model which can be more or less sophisticated using or not a multiscale approach. Never-
theless, assumptions yielding modeling simplifications and approximations are introduced and therefore the
complexity level of these biomechanical systems is almost always greater than the complexity level of the
mechanical model. Since the model developed is always a rough approximation of the real biomechanical
system, it is interesting to model uncertainties in order toextend the domain of validy of the simplified
model. Nevertheless, it is important to give an experimental validation of such simplified models. Thus, the
purpose of this paper is the experimental identification in aprobabilistic sense of the mechanical properties
of the cortical bone. The main objective is firstly to proposea simplified model adapted to this technique
in order to perform such an identification and secondly to present an experimental validation of this simpli-
fied model. In this paper, the biomechanical system under consideration is the human cortical bone, with
the skin and the marrow. This system is submitted to an acoustical impulse in the ultrasonic range and the
velocity of the first arriving signal is experimentally measured. The simplified mechanical model presented
in [1,2,3] is used to predict its transient response in the ultrasonic range. Thus, the simplified mechanical
model is a fluid-solid semi-infinite multilayer system in which the solid layer (the cortical bone) is a ho-
mogeneous anisotropic elastic material and the two others semi-infinite layers are fluids (skin, muscle and
marrow). The uncertainties introduced in the constructionof this simplified model are taken into account by
a parametric probabilistic approach for the elasticity tensor. The construction of this probabilistic model is
carried out using the information theory with the availableinformation on the mechanical and probabilistic
properties of the random effictive elasticity tensor. The identification of the parameters of this probabilistic
model is carried out by solving an inverse stochastic problem related to the simplified model and using an
experimental database obtained by in vivo ultrasonic axialtransmission on cortical bones of a given set of
patients. A computational optimization problem is then introduced, consisting in minimizing a cost function
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with respect to the stochastic simplified model parameters.This cost function is defined by taking into ac-
count the type of experimental observations obtained by using the axial transmission technique. The simplex
algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem. At eachiteration of the simplex algorithm, the value of
this cost function is calculated using a stochastic solver based on the Monte Carlo method. Thus, for each
realization of the random effective elastic tensor, it is necessary to predict a transient elastic wave response of
a fluid-solid semi-infinite multilayer system submitted to an acoustical impulse. Nevertheless, the numerical
cost for constructing such a transient elastic wave can be prohibitive for the sotchastic inverse problem if
usual computational methods are used. Consequently, in order to decrease the computational cost of the op-
timization problem, a new fast, hybrid numerical method developped in [2] is used. This mechanical solver
is based on a time-domain formulation associated with a space Fourier transform for the infinite dimensions
and a finite element approximation for the finite dimension. The complete stochastic model is presented with
its experimental validation.

2 Experimental database

Probe

transmitter receiver

Cortical layer of a long bone

soft tissue
coupling gel Transmitter

Transmitter

Receivers

Bone

Figure 1: Experimental configuration

The ultrasonic axial transmission technique is used to construct an experimental database (see for instance
[4-6]). The experimental configuration is described by Fig.1. A device has been designed and is made up
of several receivers and transmitters. A coupling gel is applied at the interface between the device and the
skin of a patient. Each transmitter generates an acousticalimpulse in the ultrasonic range that propagates in
the coupling gel, the skin, the muscle, the cortical bone andthe marrow. The axial transmission technique
consists in recording these signals at several receivers located. The first arriving contribution of the signal
(FAS) is considered. Following the signal processing method used with the experimental device the velocity
of FAS is determined from the time of flight of the first extremum of the contribution. Figure 2 shows a part
of a simulated signal and the FAS.

Time

Figure 2: First arriving signal
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Thesein vivo measurements were previously performed on a population of168 subjects examined at the third
distal radius. This group is a subset of a larger group of patients who participated to a clinical evaluation of the
bidirectional axial transmission device. The multi-element probe operating at a center frequency of 1 MHz
recorded twenty series of axially transmitted signals without particular angular scanning protocol except
natural micro-movements of the operator. The experimentaldatabase finally consisted of2018 measurements
of FAS velocity. Each velocity measurement is considered asa realization of a random variableV exp. Thus,
the database is made up ofN = 2747 statistical independent realizationsV exp(θ̂1), . . . , V exp(θ̂N ) of random
variableV exp. The mean value ofV exp is vexp = E{V exp} and its coefficient of variation∆exp is defined
by (∆exp)2 = E{(V exp)2}/(vexp)2 − 1 in which E{·} is the mathematical expectation. Accordingly, the
database consists ofN = 2018 statistically independent realizationsV exp(θ̂1), . . . , V exp(θ̂N ) of random
variableV exp. Using the usual statistical estimators and sinceN is sufficiently large,vexp and∆exp can
reasonably be estimated by

vexp =
1
N

N∑
k=1

V exp(θ̂k) , ∆exp =
1

vexp

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
k=1

V exp(θ̂k)2 − (vexp)2 .

3 Simplified model

A simplified model of the biomechanical system made up of the coupling gel, the skin, the cortical bone
and the marrow has been developped in [2, 3]. This simplifed model is composed of an elastic solid semi-
infinite layer between two acoustic fluid semi-infinite layers (see Fig. 3). LetR(O, e1, e2, e3) be the reference
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Figure 3: Geometry of the multilayer system

Cartesian frame whereO is the origin of the space and(e1, e2, e3) is an orthonormal basis for this space. The
coordinate of the generic pointx in R3 is (x1, x2, x3). The thicknesses of the layers are denoted byh1, h and
h2. The first acoustic fluid layer occupies the open unbounded domainΩ1 , the second acoustic fluid layer
occupies the open unbounded domainΩ2 and the elastic solid layer occupies the open unbounded domain
Ω. Let ∂Ω1 = Γ1 ∪ Σ1, ∂Ω = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 and∂Ω2 = Σ2 ∪ Γ2 (see Fig. 3) be respectively the boundaries of
Ω1, Ω andΩ2 in whichΓ1,Σ1,Σ2 andΓ2 are the planes defined by

Γ1 = {x1 ∈ R , x2 ∈ R , x3 = z1}
Σ1 = {x1 ∈ R , x2 ∈ R , x3 = 0}
Σ2 = {x1 ∈ R , x2 ∈ R , x3 = z}
Γ2 = {x1 ∈ R , x2 ∈ R , x3 = z2}
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in whichz1 = h1, z = −h andz2 = −(h + h2). Therefore, the domainsΩ1, Ω andΩ2 are unbounded along
the transversal directionse1 ande2 whereas they are bounded along the vertical directione3. Let u be the
displacement field of the solid elastic and, fork = 1, 2, let pk be the pressure field in the fluid occupying the
domainΩk. We then have (see, for instance [7,8])

ρ
∂2u
∂t2

− div� = 0 , x ∈ Ω , t > 0 , (1)

1
c2
k

∂2pk

∂t2
−∆pk =

∂Qk

∂t
, x ∈ Ωk , t > 0 , (2)

whereρ and� are the mass density and the Cauchy stress tensor field of the solid; div is the divergence
operator with respect tox; ck is the wave velocity of the fluid occupying domainΩk; ∆ is the Laplacian
operator with respect tox; Qk is the source density applied in domainΩk such that

∂Q1

∂t
(x, t) = ρ1 F (t)δ0(x1 − xS

1 )δ0(x3 − xS
3 ) , (3)

Q2(x, t) = 0 , (4)

in which F (t) = F1 sin(2πfct)e−4(t fc−1)2 wherefc = 1MHz is the center frequency andF1 = 100N; ρk

is the mass density of domainΩk; δ0 is the Dirac function at the origin andxS
1 andxS

3 are the coordinates
of a line source modeling the acoustical impulse. The boundary conditions at timet > 0 are written as�n1 = −p1 n1 in Σ1, �n2 = −p2 n2 in Σ2, pk = 0 in Γk and ∇ pk · nk = −ρk ü · nk in Σk with
n1 = (0, 0, 1) and n2 = (0, 0,−1). The initial conditions at timet = 0 are written asu = 0 and u̇ in
Ω ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ2 for the displacement field andpk = 0 and ṗk in Ωk ∪ Γk ∪ Σk for the pressure fields. The
constitutive equation of the solid elastic medium is written as�(x, t) =

3∑
i,j,k,h=1

cijkh εkh(x, t) ei ⊗ ej (5)

in which
∑3

i,j,k,h=1 cijkhei⊗ ej⊗ ek⊗ eh is the effective elasticity tensor of the medium andεkh = 1
2(∂uk

∂xh
+

∂uh
∂xk

) are the components of the linearized strain tensor on basis(e1, e2, e3). Let [C] be the effective elasticity
matrix such that

[C] =



c1111 c1122 c1133

√
2c1123

√
2c1131

√
2c1112

c2211 c2222 c2233

√
2c2223

√
2c2231

√
2c2213

c3311 c3322 c3333

√
2c3323

√
2c3331

√
2c3312√

2c2311

√
2c2322

√
2c2333 2c2323 2c2331 2c2312√

2c3111

√
2c3122

√
2c3133 2c3123 2c3131 2c3112√

2c1211

√
2c1222

√
2c1233 2c1223 2c1231 2c1212


. (6)

For a transverse isotropic homogeneous medium, all the components[C]ij are zeros except the following

[C]11 =
e2
L(1− νT )

(eL − eLνT − 2eT ν2
L)

, [C]22 =
eT (eL − eT ν2

L)
(1 + νT )(eL − eLνT − 2eT ν2

L)
, (7)

[C]12 =
eT eLνL

(eL − eLνT − 2eT ν2
L)

, [C]23 =
eT (eLνT + eT ν2

L)
(1 + νT )(eL − eLνT − 2eT ν2

L)
, (8)

[C]44 = gT , [C]55 = gL , (9)

with [C]22 = [C]33, [C]12 = [C]13 = [C]21 = [C]31, [C]23 = [C]32 and [C]55 = [C]66 and where
(1) eL andeT are the longitudinal and transversal Young moduli, (2)gL andgT are the longitudinal and
transversal shear moduli and (3)νL andνT are the longitudinal and transversal Poisson coefficients such that
gT = eT /2(1 + νT ). For a given effective elasticity matrix[C], the displacement fieldu and the pressure
fieldsp1 andp2 are calculated using the fast and efficient hybrid solver presented in [2]. The symmetry of
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the problem allowed the previous problem to be reformulatedin terms of the spatial coordinatesx1 andx3

yielding a 2D-space boundary value problem. The solver is based on a time-domain formulation associated
with a 1D-space Fourier transform for the infinite layer dimension (along thex1 direction) and uses a finite
element approximation in the direction perpendicular to the layers (along thex3 direction). For a given mean
elasticity matrix[C], this solver allows the displacement fieldu in Ω and the pressure fieldsp1 andp2 in
Ω1 andΩ2 respectively, to be calculated. Then, the velocityvvelo of the first arriving signal is deduced.
Consequently, there exists a mappinggvelo such that

vmod = gvelo([C]) . (10)

4 Stochastic simplified model

It is assumed that uncertainties are only related to the componentscijkh of the effective elasticity tensor.
The construction of the probabilistic model consists in substituting [C] by a random matrix[C] for which
the probability density function is constructed using the information theory (see [9, 10]) with the available
information defined as follows: (1) the random matrix[C] is a second-order random variable with values
in the setM+(R) of all the(6 × 6) real symmetric positive-definite matrices; (2) the mean value of random
matrix [C] is the mean elasticity matrix[C]; (3) the norm of the inverse matrix of[C] is a second-order
random variable. It has been shown in [11, 12] that the randommatrix [C] can then be written as

[C] = [L]T [G][L] , (11)

in which the(6 × 6) upper triangular matrix[L] corresponds to the Cholesky factorization[C] = [L]T [L]
and where the probability density functionp[G] of random matrix[G] is written as

p[G]([G]) = 1M+(R)([G]) c (det[G])b exp{−atr[G]} , (12)

wherea = 7/(2δ2), b = a(1− δ2), 1M+(R)([G]) is equal to 1 if[G] belongs toM+(R) and is equal to zero if
[G] does not belong toM+(R), tr[G] is the trace of matrix[G] and where positive constantc is such that

c =
(2π)−15/2a6 a∏6

j=1 Γ(αj)
,

in which αj = 7/(2δ2) + (1 − j)/2 and whereΓ is the Gamma function. The parameterδ allows the
dispersion of the random matrix[C] to be controlled. Thus, the parameters of the probabilisticmodel of
uncertainties for the elasticity matrix are the componentsof [C] and the coefficientδ. The velocity of the FAS
constructed using this stochastic simplified model is a random variable denoted byV mod that corresponds to
the random experimental velocityV exp introduced in Section 2 and we have (see Eq. (10) )

V mod = gvelo([C]) . (13)

5 Optimization problem for the identification

The stochastic simplified model parameters that have to be identified are the coefficientseL, νL, gL, eT and
νT relative to[C], the mass densityρ and the coefficientδ. Leta be the vector such thata = (ρ, eL, νL, gL, eT , νT ).
The identifiction problem consists in finding vectora and coefficientδ such that the stochastic model can
represent the experimental database in a statistical sense.. The optimal values(aopt, δopt) for (a, δ) is given
by solving the following optimization problem

(aopt, δopt) = arg min
(a,δ)

F cost(a, δ) , (14)
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in which F cost(a, δ) is a cost function which has to be defined. The cost fuctionF cost adapted to the
optimization problem is written as

F cost(a, δ) =
(vexp − vmod(a, δ))2

(vexp)2
+

(∆exp −∆mod(a, δ))2

(∆exp)2
,

in which

∆mod =

√
E{(V mod(a, δ)2}

vmod(a, δ))2
− 1 .

The optimization problem defined by Eq. (14) is solved by the simplex algorithm. For each iteration of
the simplex algorithm, the cost function has to be calculated which requires to solve the stochastic equations
with an appropriate method such as the Monte Carlo method.

6 Experimental validation of the stochastic simplified mode l

This section is devoted to the experimental validation of the stochastic simplified model. The stochastic
simplified model must be able to simulate the experimental database in a statistical sense. The experi-
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Figure 4: Graph of the realizationsV exp(θ̂1), . . . V exp(θ̂N )

mental validation is performed with thein vivo experimental database presented in Section2 and is made
up of N = 2747 mesurementsV exp(θ̂1), . . . , V exp(θ̂N ) plotted in Fig. 4. The probability density func-
tion v 7→ pV exp(v) of the random variableV exp estimated with theN = 2747 experimental realizations
V exp(θ̂1), . . . , V exp(θ̂N ) is shown in Fig. 5. The identification of the vectora = (ρ, eL, νL, gL, eT , νT )
and the coefficientδ is carried out using the method presented in Section 5 withh1 = 10−2m, h =
4 × 10−3m, h2 = 10−2m, ρ1 = ρ2 = 1000 kg.m−3 and c1 = c2 = 1500 m.s−1 The solutionaopt =(
ρopt, eopt

L , νopt
L , gopt

L , eopt
T , νopt

T

)
and δopt are such thatρopt = 1598.8 kg.m−3, eopt

L = 17.717 GPa,

νopt
L = 0.3816, gopt

L = 4.7950 GPa, eopt
T = 9.8254 GPa, νopt

T = 0.4495 andδopt = 0.1029. Fora = aopt

and δ = δopt, the realizationsV mod(θ1), . . . , V mod(θN ) of random velocityV mod are constructed with
the stochastic simplified model and then, the probability density functionv 7→ pV mod(v) of V mod is esti-
mated. Figure 6 shows the graphs ofv 7→ pV mod(v). Figure 7 compares the graphs ofv 7→ pV mod(v) and
v 7→ pV exp(v) in logarithm scale. This figure shows that the stochastic simplified model is able to predict in
a statistical sense the velocity of the first arriving signalin a good accordance with the experimental tests.
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Figure 5: Graph of the probability density functionv 7→ pV exp(v)
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Figure 6: Graph of the probability density functionsv 7→ pV mod(v; aopt, δopt) with a = aopt andδ = δopt

7 Conclusion

A simplified elastoacoustic model has been developped to simulate the ultrasonic wave propagation in a
complex biomechanical system made up of multilayer media. In order to improve the simplified model,
the uncertainties related to the solid layer have been takeninto account using a probabilistic approach. A
method has been presented to identify the parameters of the stochastic simplified model. The capability of
the proposed stochastic simplified model to predict the velocity of the first arriving signal in the statistical
sense has been demonstrated using a large experimentalin vivo database.
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Abstract
Uncertainty modeling applied at different stages of the virtual prototyping process enhances the quality of
the of the design in terms of physical validity. The Fuzzy FEM is a widely accepted numerical simulation
tool to model imprecise data in early design stages. The Interval FEM, which forms the basis of the Fuzzy
FEM, is based on the interval arithmetic approach or on black-box approaches such as global optimisation
or vertex sampling. The limitation of the interval arithmetics applied in general IFE analysis is the large
overestimation of the interval results. In order to make black-box approaches computationally less expen-
sive, a novel reanalysis-based finite element method (ReFEM) is applied. This paper presents the ReFEM
method for static structural analysis. By supplying analytical gradients, this approach is explicitly suited
for optimisation-based black-box techniques. The computational benefits and general applicability in the
context of Fuzzy FE analysis of the new approach is illustrated on a mid-sized plate problem.

1 Introduction

1.1 Non-deterministic (ND) modeling

In a virtual prototyping environment, based on numerical simulation tools, critical design objectives such
as performance, reliability, robustness and safety are addressed. An important requirement for a reliable
numerical simulation is physical trustworthiness. In order to enhance the credibility of the simulation tools,
non-determinism has to be taken into account. Non-determinism is present in all stages of the design and it
affects different aspects of the numerical simulation that is intended to represent the physical phenomena:

• Parametric non-determinism

– different model parameters such as material properties, dimensions or sectional properties

– boundary conditions such as clamping, contact, etc.

– functional environment of the product such as temperature

– loading of the system such as forces, gravity, heat, etc.

• Non determinism in the mathematical modeling

– assumptions, simplifications, idealisations

– lack of knowledge in the physical phenomena
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• Numerical error in the modeling process

– round-off errors

– discretisation error

This paper focuses on parametric non-determinism, which based on the classification proposed by Oberkampf [1]
is divided into two groups:

variability covers the variation which is inherent to the modeled physical system or the environment under
consideration. Generally, this is described by a distributed quantity defined over a range of possible
values. The exact value is known to be within this range, but it will vary from unit to unit or from time
to time. Ideally, objective information on both the range and the likelihood of the quantity within this
range is available. This type of non-determinism is also referred as aleatory, irreducible, stochastic or
due to chance non-determinism.

uncertainty is a potential deficiency in any phase or activity of the modeling process that is due to lack
of knowledge. The word potential stresses that the deficiency may or may not occur. This definition
basically states that uncertainty is caused by incomplete information resulting from either vagueness,
non-specificity or dissonance. Vagueness characterises information which is imprecisely defined, un-
clear or indistinct. It is typically the result of human opinion on unknown quantities. In literature, this
type of non-determinism is also referred as epistemic, reducible or subjective non-determinism.

It is crucial to identify and characterize the critical ND parameters for each design stage. Ideally, the ND
modeling techniques are matched with the different types of non-determinism affecting the virtual model [2].
The design evolution stages matched with the different ND approaches is presented in figure 1. As more in-
formation is gathered during the design evolution, the non-deterministic properties evolve from a coarse level
of knowledge towards a fine level of knowledge, or from an interval data representation towards a probabilis-
tic data representation. The profoundly elaborated and validated probabilistic methods are well accepted [3].

early design stages advanced design stages

ND theory Interval, Convex Fuzzy Evidence Probabilistic

Knowledge coarse fine

Design evolution (in time)

Figure 1: Evolution of the level of knowledge and ND approaches over the design time

These methods are well suited at an advanced design stage, where the full statistical data on the different
non-deterministic parameters is available. In a preliminary or a conceptual design stage however, the lack of
statistical data on the different imprecise parameters makes the value of the statistical non-deterministic mod-
els limited [4]. Assuming unrealistic probabilistic distributions may produce misleading results. Inferences
drawn regarding safety, performance and reliability of mechanical systems based on assumed statistical data
can be dangerous. At this stage, the use of the Fuzzy FE method (FFEM) can be complementary to the
stochastic FE approaches. The FFEM is useful in a reliability framework with a possibilistic interpretation;
furthermore FFEM is a valuable sensitivity and tolerance analysis and robust design optimisation tool [5].
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1.2 Fuzzy FEM

The different numerical engineering tools can be extended to the concept of fuzzy numbers [6] using interval
analysis (interval finite element method - IFEM). The most common implementation of the FFEM approach
based on IFEM, is the α-cut strategy (see figure 2). The goal of the displacement based IFEM is to propagate

µx̃1
(x1)

µx̃2
(x2)

µỹ (y)

α1

α1

α2

α2

α3

α3

α4

α4

fuzzy input

fuzzy output

deterministic

analysis at the

α4-level

interval analysis at

the α1-level

interval analysis at

the α2-level

interval analysis at

the α3-level

Figure 2: Fuzzy procedure

the uncertainties on the input parameter space, represented by intervals, to the displacement output field. The
static interval problem at each α membership level can be formulated as:

uIα =
{
u | u = f(x), x ∈ xIα

}
(1)

where xIα and uIα the interval uncertain parameters, respectively, the interval displacement results at mem-
bership level α. f(x) represents the FE analysis. It is not always possible to compute the exact interval
solution, therefore a conservative approximation is sought.

1.3 Interval FEM implementations

The most straightforward implementation of the IFEM is the translation of the FE procedure to interval
arithmetic. This approach however is practically of limited use due to the large overestimation. The category
of black-box type approaches for IFEM implementation have the advantage of easy connection with existing
FE codes. One of the most commonly used black-box type approach is the vertex method [7]. It is based
on sampling of the uncertainty design space, and it is easily implemented. However, the approach requires
monotonic input-output dependency in order to guarantee exactness. A different black-box strategy is based
on global optimisation. This approach theoretically results in the exact hypercubic output field. However,
it has the drawback of being computationally expensive and having an unpredictable performance. The
performance of the strategy involving optimisation is influenced by the effectiveness of the optimisation
procedure, the number of the uncertain parameters and the complexity of the displacement objective function.

In a more advanced black-box strategy developed by the authors [8], a parameter reduction scheme is applied
in order to reduce the dimension and complexity of the optimisation problem. In the Reduced Optimisation
(RO) technique the cost of the global optimisation is decreased by excluding the uncertain parameters with
monotonic effect on the output. The parameter identification is based on a preliminary variation-pattern anal-
ysis. In a further development, the optimisation is accelerated using a surrogate model, which replaces the
real response of the analysis. The Response Surface Method (RSM) developed by Box and Wilson [9], uses
an approximation model of the expensive objective function based on only a few computed values [10, 11].
A promising strategy in the context of IFEM proves to be the RSM based on radial basis functions [12, 13]
and central composite design (CCD). Based on the approximation error, this is implemented in an adaptive
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form. The reduction scheme is successfully combined with the RSM in the Reduced RSM [14] for efficient
fuzzy static FE analysis.
In order to further increase efficiency of the IFEM and FFEM, the reanalysis-based finite element method
(ReFEM) has been developed. The objective is to substantially reduce computational time of the core FE
analysis. This paper presents the ReFEM, which supports optimisation-based black-box IFEM approaches,
and illustrates the applicability on a space application. Section 2 presents the ReFEM with the two ma-
jor components: fast system regeneration procedure based on explicit FE system matrix formulation (sec-
tion 2.1) and fast reanalysis solver based on the preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method (section 2.2).
Furthermore section 2.3 presents the extension of the proposed method towards system response gradient
computation. Section 3 then presents the results of a fuzzy FE analysis of a rocket launcher component,
using the novel ReFEM.

2 Reanalysis-based finite element method (ReFEM)

In the IFEM procedure, the core deterministic FE solver is integrated in the driver black-box procedures
(global optimisation, vertex sampling,. . . ). The classical black-box procedure is based on a readily available
deterministic FE solver. Multiple calls of the core FE problem by the driver procedure generate the non-
deterministic displacement field. The major computational cost of an interval or fuzzy analysis is the repeated
FE system generation and solution. The motivation for the development of the ReFEM is to substantially
reduce the computational burden of the core FE procedure. The newly developed ReFEM is coupled with

x

ReFEM: system regeneration

Properties
Eg. A, I, t,. . .

Material
Eg. E, ν,. . .

Kel1

Kel2

Keln

Kglob Solver u

Driver interval procedure:
optimisation, sampling,. . .

ReFEM: solver

Figure 3: Integration of the ReFEM in the IFEM procedure

the black-box approaches discussed above in order to form an efficient method for solving IFE and FFE
problems (see figure 3). The improvement of the ReFEM rises from two parts, on the one hand from the fast
system regeneration, and on the other hand from an efficient reanalysis solver:

A. The system regeneration is based on an explicit element stiffness matrix formulation in terms of un-
certain parameters. This formulation increases efficiency by avoiding the numerical integration of the
element stiffness matrices. Furthermore, the regeneration procedure keeps track of the uncertainty
distribution over the FE model, making ’on-demand’ element generation possible. This means that
only the part of the stiffness matrix that is changed from one design iteration to the next iteration is
regenerated.

B. The solver is based on the following principle: obtain a fast solution of a modified FE system, by using
the results from existing FE solutions. This reanalysis-based technique is founded on the precondi-
tioned Conjugate Gradient (pCG) method [15, 16]. This iterative method is proved to be an efficient
solver for linear positive definite symmetric systems arising in static structural FE analysis.
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The following sections (2.1, 2.2) introduce in more detail both parts of the ReFEM. Furthermore, section 2.3
shows how the proposed parts support analytical gradient computation.

2.1 ReFEM: system regeneration

I.Model processing

Uncertain par.

x

FE.db

Nastran

Preprocessing

Uncertainty map: Umap

ReFEM .db

{C1
1 , C1

2 , . . .}
{C2

1 , C2
2 , . . .}· · ·
Kc

(a) I. Preprocessing step

II.System regeneration

x

ReFEM .db

Umap

System matrix

Ku

Kc

(b) II. Regeneration step

Figure 4: The regeneration procedure

The system regeneration procedure is composed of two steps:

I. Preprocessing is performed at the beginning of the fuzzy process (figure 4(a)). At this step an
uncertainty map (Umap) and a ReFEM database is generated. The uncertainty map links the uncertain
parameters to the individual finite elements. The database contains the constant part of the stiffness
matrix stored in matrix Kc. C

j
i , (i = 1..nrc) are nrc constant matrices for each element j. These

constant matrices are independent of the uncertain parameters and are calculated based on the explicit
FE formulation concept.

II. Regeneration step is done repeatedly, driven by the driver fuzzy procedure. At each design itera-
tion, the modification of the uncertain part of the stiffness matrix (Ku) is performed based on Umap.
This modification is executed using the constant matrices Cji .

Explicit FE formulation is the basis for the regeneration procedure. In the classical implicit FE formulation,
the stiffness matrix of a continuum element based on the isoparametric formulation is expressed as:

Kel =

1∫
−1

1∫
−1

1∫
−1

(
J−1B

)T
D
(
J−1B

) |J |dξdηdζ =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

wijk
(
J−1B

)T
ijk
D
(
J−1B

)
ijk
|J |ijk (2)

In this expression, matrix D is the element elasticity matrix, and contains all material (eg. E-Young’s mod-
ulus, ν-Poisson coefficient) and sizing (eg. t-plate thickness) parameters. Matrix B represents the strain-
displacement relationship, which is specific to the element type and formulation. J stands for the Jacobian
of the isoparametric transformation and includes geometry information of the element. ξ, η, ζ and wijk are
the isoparametric coordinates, respectively, the weights of the Gauss integration. Considering the elements
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of matrix D constant over the integration domain, the explicit FE formulation is the result of an algebraic
transformation of equation 2. In this formulation, the element stiffness matrix is expressed as:

Kel =
nrc∑
i=1

fiCi (3)

The functions fi in expression 3 are rational expressions in the potential uncertain parameters. Ci, (i =
1..nrc) represent a number of nrc constant matrices which store geometry data and finite element type
dependent information but are independent of the material and sizing parameters. These parameters arising
from the elasticity matrix D are considered as possible uncertain parameters. The structure of the constant
matrices is similar to the structure of the stiffness matrix. MatricesCi are computed in the preprocessing step
using numerical integration. With the application of the coordinate transformation T on equation 3, matrices
Ci are transformed into the global reference system as follows:

T tKelT = T t

(
nrc∑
i=1

fiCi

)
T =

nrc∑
i=1

fiT
tCiT (4)

In the ReFEM process based on the explicit element formulation, the expensive numerical integration of
matrix products is replaced by the summation of a few constant matrices weighted with simple algebraic
functions. For optimisation-based black-box IFEM strategies, response gradients are required. Analytical
gradient computation (section 2.3) requires the partial derivatives of the system matrix K. Derivatives ∂K

∂xi

are directly obtained based on the explicit FE formulation (equation 3).
Different element types have been transformed into the explicit form: rod, beam, membrane, plate and com-
posite plate for both isotropic and orthotropic material description. As example, the explicit formulation is
unfolded for both membrane and 3D plates.

4 node isotropic membrane element for 2D plane-stress analysis
The elasticity matrix of the isotropic membrane is given by

D = tE
1

1− ν2

1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν

2

 (5)

Matrix D has 3 different terms, therefore the algebraic transformation of equation 2 results in a sum
of the 3 terms weighted by different constant coefficient matrices:

Kel =
tE

(1− ν2)
Ć1 +

tEν

(1− ν2)
Ć2 +

tE(1− ν)
2(1− ν2)

Ć3 (6)

The element stiffness matrix is expressed in the explicit form with nrc = 2:

Kel =
tE

2(1− ν2)
C1 +

tEν

2(1− ν2)
C2, with C1 = 2Ć1 + Ć3 and C2 = 2Ć2 − Ć3 (7)

4 node isotropic plate element for 3D analysis
The plate element is based on the combination of the thin-plate Kirchhoff bending theory and the mem-
brane theory [19]. The membrane and bending elasticity matrices Dmemb and Dbend are expressed in
equations 8 and 9.

Dmemb = tE
1

1− ν2

1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν

2

 (8)

Dbend =
(
t3

12

)
E

1
1− ν2

1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν

2

 (9)
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The plate stiffness matrix expressed in the explicit form with nrc = 4, with 2 constant matricesCim for
the description of the membrane behaviour and 2 constant matrices Cib for the bending, is determined
as:

Kel =
tE

2(1− ν2)
C1m +

tEν

2(1− ν2)
C2m +

t3E

2(1− ν2)
C1b +

t3Eν

2(1− ν2)
C2b (10)

2.2 ReFEM: solver

Reanalysis solvers have been developed for analysis of structural modifications applied mainly in design
optimisation [17, 18]. Reanalysis techniques are divided in literature in two groups: approximate and exact
methods. Exact methods are based on the Sherman-Morrison Woodbury formulas and are limited to systems
with low-rank modifications [20]. Approximate methods are suited for reanalysis of large modifications. A
commonly referred approximate reanalysis method is the Combined Approximation (CA) [21], which com-
bines the reduced basis method with a binomial series expansion. The preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
method has been applied as reanalysis solver [23, 22] and has been shown to theoretically produce equivalent
results to the CA [24, 25]. In this paper the pCG method is adopted to the solution of IFE problems. The
advantage over the CA method is that the pCG method is computationally more efficient and has a built-in
mechanism for evaluating the residual error after each iteration [23]. This greatly facilitates the implemen-
tation of a stop criterion for the iterative procedure, which makes possible controllable accuracy of the IFE
and FFE procedures.

Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method for the ReFEM

The pCG is an efficient iterative solver for symmetric positive definite linear systems resulting from lin-
ear static analysis. As for all Krylov subspace methods, search directions dj are constructed by conjugation
of the residuals [15, 16]. The solution of the static FE problem Ku = F is expressed as:

ui = u0 +
i∑

j=1

αjdj (11)

The ith iteration is an approximation of the exact solution, which is obtained by simple addition of the
weighted sum (by scalar αj) of the conjugated search directions dj . The convergence rate of the iterative
process depends on the condition number of the system matrix κ(K) (see equation 12).

‖ei‖K ≤ 2
[√κ(K)− 1√

κ(K) + 1

]i‖e0‖K (12)

The solution error ei = uexact−ui is reduced at a high rate with a favourable preconditioning and an optimal
selection of the starting vector. The preconditioner matrix is chosen as the nominal stiffness matrix K0. The
starting vector uo is the closest to the requested output u, chosen from the set of existing evaluations. The
number of iterations is controlled by a stopping criterion based on a conservative estimate of the relative
error norm (equation 13):

‖ei‖
‖uexact‖ ≤ κ(K−1

0 K)
‖K−1

0 ri‖
‖u0‖ ≤ ε (13)

The residual norm of the preconditioned system ‖K−1
0 ri‖ is available at each iteration. κ(K−1

0 K) and
‖u0‖ are computed in the preprocessing phase of the ReFEM. The criterion [26] presented in equation 13
guarantees that the relative error norm of the solution is smaller than the preselected value ε. The adopted
reanalysis solver is applicable in case of both system and load uncertainties. In section 3, the proposed
solver is compared to the commonly applied direct solution (DS) technique: Cholesky factorisation and
forward-backward substitution (FBS).
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2.3 Analytical gradient computation

Different black-box techniques for interval FE analysis are based on optimisation. Optimisation procedures
well suited for smooth functions are gradient-based approaches eg. Newton’s method, SQP and others.
Conventionally, in the black-box approaches, gradients are supplied through finite differences. Analytical
differences are more accurate, therefore more suited for optimisation, however analytical gradients are rarely
available in structural FE codes. The new explicit FE formulation presented in section 2.1 offers straight
support for analytical gradient computation. The partial derivative of the displacement vector with respect to
uncertain parameter xi is obtained by solving the linear equation 14, which is based on the differentiation of
the system equation Ku = F .

K(x)
∂u

∂xi
=
∂F

∂xi
− ∂K

∂xi
u(x), i = 1..nrunc (14)

Based on a set of linear equations (14) with size equal to the number of uncertain parameters (nrunc), the
gradient of the output vector u is obtained. Equation 14 is similar to the static system equation, with equal
left hand side: K. Therefore, the proposed solution scheme presented in section 2.2 can be directly applied
to this set of linear systems. The terms in equation 14 are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Terms in the gradient equation

Term Description Computation

K(x) stiffness matrix system regeneration procedure
∂u

∂xi
partial derivative of u iterative system solver

∂F

∂xi
partial derivative of F differentiation

∂K

∂xi
partial derivative of K system regeneration procedure

u(x) system response ReFEM solver

The most demanding term being the partial derivative of the system matrix (∂K∂xi
) is computed based on the

explicit FE formulation presented in section 2.1. These terms are highly sparse matrices with size similar
to the size of the system matrix K. The assembly of these matrices is performed in the same way as the
assembly of the system matrix: individual element stiffness derivatives are added based on their connectivity.
Equations 15, 16 and 17 represent the partial derivatives of the quadrilateral plate element stiffness matrix
(equation 10).

∂K

∂E
=

t

2(1− ν2)
C1m +

tν

2(1− ν2)
C2m +

t3

2(1− ν2)
C1b +

t3ν

2(1− ν2)
C2b (15)

∂K

∂ν
=

tEν

(1− ν2)2
C1m +

tE(ν2 + 1)
2(1− ν2)2

C2m +
t3Eν

(1− ν2)2
(1− ν2)2C1b +

t3E(ν2 + 1)
2(1− ν2)2

C2b (16)

∂K

∂t
=

E

2(1− ν2)
C1m +

Eν

2(1− ν2)
C2m +

3t2E
2(1− ν2)

C1b +
3t2Eν

2(1− ν2)
C2b (17)
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2.4 Summary

The steps of a ReFEM analysis required at each iteration of the driver black-box IFEM procedure are sum-
marized in table 2.1 At each optimisation iteration, a total number of 1 + nrunc linear systems are solved
with the ReFEM solver scheme.

Table 2: Summary of ReFEM analysis

Step Description Computation module Result

1 stiffness matrix and gradient modification system regeneration procedure K(x),
∂K

∂xi

2 Ku = F system solution ReFEM solver u(x)

3 K(x)
∂u

∂xi
= −∂K

∂xi
u(x) system solution ReFEM solver

∂u

∂xi

3 Numerical application

X

Y

t1

Fz

t2

t3

t4

t5

Z

Fy

Figure 5: VEGA 1/2 interstage model

The demonstration application is the static analysis of a subpart of the small launcher VEGA (ESA), called
VEGA interstage 1/2 (Dutch Space), presented in figure 5. The original FE model is coarsened to a reduced
model with 6723 DOF’s. The structure is subject to vertical and a horizontal nodal force, both with magni-
tude of 10kN , and it is clamped at the lower side. The effect of 5 different sizing uncertain parameters (see
table 3) on the static response at the force application node (ID=1204) is investigated. The massive reduction
of the computational burden of a fuzzy analysis is illustrated with the application of the ReFEM combined
with the global optimisation driver black-box procedure. The use of the FFEM is demonstrated as tolerance
analysis tool.
In order to perform a fuzzy uncertainty analysis, the different parameters are subject to simple triangular

membership functions with the base spanned by the range of the parameters and the tip being the nominal
value of the parameters. The effect of the uncertainties defined on the input parameters is mapped to the
displacements of node 1204 in both y and z directions. The main objective of this analysis is to demonstrate

1Note that load uncertainties are not considered.
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Table 3: Uncertainty definitions
Nr. Description Notation Min [mm] Nominal [mm] Max [mm]
1 thickness t1 3 4 5
2 thickness t2 3 5 6
3 thickness t3 3 6 8
4 thickness t4 3 6 8
5 thickness t5 3 7 10
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Figure 6: Fuzzy displacements at node 1204

the efficiency of the newly proposed ReFEM. Figure 6 presents the fuzzy results obtained with the classical
FE solution process based on full system regeneration and the direct solver. The computational efficiency
of the ReFEM for the fuzzy analysis of the model is presented in table 4. The CPU times2 are based on

Table 4: Computational efficiency
CPU Time [s] Direct ReFEM Relative [%]

Generation 2617 46 1.7
Solution 52640 507 0.96

Preprocessing 332
Total 55257 885 1.6

1261 crisp solutions for the DS with full system regeneration and 1080 crisp solutions for the ReFEM. The
difference in number of function evaluations is due to the fact that the optimisation based on ReFEM is
true gradient-based rather than finite difference-based. The total number of pCG iterations required by the
ReFEM solver based on an error limit ε = 0.1% is 1150, or 1.06 iteration for each function evaluation3.
The low number of required iterations for the high accuracy on the displacement results are the effect of the
small iteration steps applied in the optimisation procedure (SQP). Small iteration steps induce a small shift
between the requested output and the starting vector u0, therefore high convergence rate is obtained.
The fuzzy results as a large scale design sensitivity indication, show the simultaneous effect of the change
in the range of the input parameters on the range of the displacements. A design criterion defined on node

22x2GHz, 4GB
3partial derivatives are also accounted as function evaluations
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1204 as Uy ≤ 0.05mm makes it possible to identify a range of allowable designs (see vertical dashed line
on figure 6). The membership level which guarantees the design criterion is α ≈ 0.3. The corresponding
design parameter ranges are presented in table 5.

Table 5: Feasible parameter ranges
Parameter Lower [mm] Upper [mm]

t1 3.3 4.7
t2 3.6 5.7
t3 3.9 7.38
t4 3.9 7.38
t5 4.16 9.06

4 Conclusion

The lack of information in early design stages justifies the use of fuzzy analysis technique applied for un-
certainty propagation. The FFEM for structural analysis is a widely accepted method to model imprecise
data. One possible implementation of the FFEM is based on the α-cut strategy and interval FEM. Under
special conditions interval analysis-based IFE problems result in acceptable overestimation, but for general
problems the black-box type approaches are preferred.
This paper introduces the reanalysis-based FEM with the purpose of reducing computational cost of the re-
peated deterministic FE solutions that arise in a fuzzy FE analysis. The ReFEM increases the efficiency of
the deterministic FE analysis in two ways, on the one hand with the fast system regeneration, and on the
other hand with an efficient reanalysis solver. Moreover, this new approach facilitates the delivery of ana-
lytical gradients. The fast system regeneration procedure is based on the explicit FE formulation and makes
’on-demand’ element stiffness matrix generation possible. The reanalysis solver is based on the efficient pre-
conditioned Conjugate Gradient method. Optimal starting point selection, favourable preconditioning and a
stop criterion to control accuracy makes this iterative procedure well suited for IFE and FFE analyses.
The performance and general applicability of the novel ReFEM is demonstrated on the fuzzy FE analysis
of the reduced VEGA interstage 1/2 model. The computational cost of the FFEM based on the ReFEM is
massively reduced compared to the fuzzy solutions based on the full system generation and direct system
solver, while maintaining accuracy. In future research, the ReFEM can be extended towards stress analysis.
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Abstract
One proposes a novel approach to model sound-insulation layers based on the use of the fuzzy structure
theory which presents the advantage to account for variability as well as no addition of DOF in computational
models. The keypoint of the method is the construction of a mean elastoacoustic sound-insulation layer
model whose parameters are simply the modal density, the coefficient of participating mass and the damping
coefficient. In this paper, the detailed construction of the mean model and an identification methodology
of the mean parameters are presented. The modal density is identified from a stand-alone detailed finite
element model of the sound-insulation layer. The coefficient of participating mass is then obtained by solving
an inverse problem which is formulated as an optimization problem. Finally, the theory is validated with
experiments for a vibroacoustic system made up of a steel plate connected to an elastic framework on its
edges, covered with a sound-insulation layer and coupled with a bounded acoustic cavity.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with the construction of a simplified model of sound-insulation layers required for com-
putational vibroacoustic simulation of complex systems in low- and medium-frequency ranges. The sound-
insulation layer is assumed to behave as a resonant continuous dynamical system in the frequency band of
analysis. In this paper, we will not consider the high-frequency range for which other phenomena appear. For
such a modelling in the low- and medium-frequency ranges, a usual approach consists in modelling a sound-
insulation layer as a poro-elastic medium using the Biot theory ; the finite element method is then classicaly
used to solve the associated boundary value problem. In this case, both vibroacoustic system and sound-
insulation layers are modelled by the finite element method (see for instance Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]).
When the first thickness eigenfrequencies belong to the frequency band of analysis, as assumed here, such a
finite element model of sound-insulation layer requires a large number of physical degrees of freedom (DOF)
in the computational model and introduces numerous elastic modes in the band. The size of the associated
reduced computational model can then be very large. For instance, in a car booming noise analysis (fre-
quency range [20, 200] Hz later referred as low-frequency range), the finite element model may involve up
to two millions of DOF for the structure and the reduced model requires about one thousand elastic modes.
If the sound-insulation layers were modelled by the finite element method, an additional number of about
five millions of DOF would be necessary. Twenty thousand additional elastic modes then appear in the re-
duced computational model exceeding the limits of current computational ressources. Consequently, there is
a great interest to construct simplified sound-insulation layer models without adding neither physical DOF
nor generalized DOF. Representing the sound-insulation layer by an adapted wall impedance can be a way to
avoid the increase of DOF number (see for instance Refs. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] for the notion of wall impedance
in vibroacoustics). A great number of publications has been devoted to this subject in the last three decades.
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It should be noted that the largest part of these works deals with the medium- and high-frequency ranges,
where the sound-insulation layer behavior differs from the lower frequency range that is investigated here.
Since the objective of this paper is not to give a state of the art on this particular topic, we simply refer to a
few papers such as Refs. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].

In this paper, an alternate construction to the finite element approach or to the usual wall impedances is pre-
sented. Firstly, this construction does not increase the number of physical and generalized DOF in the com-
putational vibroacoustic model. Secondly, it does not involve the poroelastic equations because the sound-
insulation layers considered here have a rather simple dynamic behavior which does not require advanced
material modelling. As explained above, in the frequency band of analysis, the simplified model can be origi-
nated from a single DOF dynamical system. Due to the actual variability of thicknesses, curvature and mate-
rials properties, the sound-insulation layer is considered as complex and therefore, a statistical description of
its internal dynamical DOF is proposed. We are naturally leaded to use the fuzzy structure theory [24] which
fits this framework and has already been validated. A representation of the sound-insulation layer based on
the fuzzy structure theory benefits from an understandable interpretation of complex dynamical systems be-
havior. It is simply characterized by a few physical parameters: the participating mass, the modal density and
the internal damping rate. The fuzzy structure theory was introduced twenty years ago in order to model the
effects on a master structure of complex subsystems imprecisely known (see Refs. [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]). This
theory is developed in the context of the probability theory which is well adapted to this kind of problem
that carries many uncertainties (geometry, material and boundary conditions). Many other works have been
developed in this field, completing the initial construction (see Refs. [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]).
Most of these developments are related to complex structural subsystems coupled to a master vibroacoustic
system. No attempt has been performed to develop a specific sound-insulation layer model using the fuzzy
structure theory. The known results have to be extended in order to build an elastoacoustic element. That is
the aim of this paper.

Section 2 is devoted to the construction of a simplified mean model of the sound-insulation layer using
the fuzzy structure theory. Since this model is a part of the complex vibroacoustic system, the complete
vibroacoustic model is presented. Section 3 deals with the finite element approximation which allows a
computational vibroacoustic mean model to be constructed. In Section 4, we present the first step of the
methodology performing the experimental identification of the mean parameters of the sound-insulation
layer simplified model. Finally, Section 5 deals with the prediction of the system’s vibroacoustic response
using the previously identified computational mean model.

2 CONSTRUCTION OF A SIMPLIFIED MEAN MODEL OF THE SOUND-
INSULATION LAYER USING THE FUZZY STRUCTURE THEORY IN
A VIBROACOUSTIC SYSTEM

2.1 Definition of the vibroacoustic system

The physical space R3 is referred to a cartesian system for which the generic point is denoted by x =
(x1, x2, x3). The Fourier transform with respect to time t is denoted by u(ω) =

∫
R e−iωtu(t) dt. The vi-

broacoustic system is analyzed in the frequency band B = [ωmin, ωmax]. The structure occupies a three-
dimensioned bounded domain Ωs and is modelled by a nonhomogeneous anisotropic viscoelastic material.
The boundary of Ωs is written as ∂Ωs = Γs ∪ Γ0 ∪ Γ1 ∪ Γ2 (see Fig.1.a) and the outward unit normal
to ∂Ωs is ns(x). The structure is fixed on Γ0, a surface force field gsurf(x, ω) is given on Γ1 and a body
force field gvol(x, ω) is given in Ωs. The acoustic cavity Ωa is filled with a dissipative acoustic fluid, its
boundary is written as ∂Ωa = Γ ∪ Γ2 and the inward unit normal to ∂Ωa is n(x) (note that n(x) = ns(x)
on Γ2 and that without sound-insulation layer, the coupling surface ∂Ωa between the structure and the ca-
vity would be Γs ∪ Γ2). A sound-insulation layer which occupies a bounded domain Ωh with boundary
∂Ωh = Γ ∪ Γs is attached to the part Γs of the boundary of the structure (see Fig.1.a). Let x 7→ us(x, ω) =
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FIG. 1 – Sketches

(us
1(x, ω), us

2(x, ω), us
3(x, ω)) be the structural displacement field defined on Ωs with values in C3 and

which is equal to zero on Γ0. Let x 7→ p(x, ω) be the pressure field inside Ωa with value in C for which the
value on ∂Ωa = Γ ∪ Γ2 is still denoted by p(x, ω). Let x 7→ uh(x, ω) = (uh

1(x, ω), uh
2(x, ω), uh

3(x, ω))
be the sound-insulation layer displacement field defined on Ωh with values in C3 whose value on interface
Γ is still denoted by x 7→ uh(x, ω). Finally, we need to introduce the admissible spaces for the three fields
of the problem. Let Cs

0 be the space of the admissible displacement fields of the structure such that us = 0
on Γ0, let Ca be the space of the admissible pressure fields in the acoustic cavity and Ch be the space of the
admissible displacement fields of the sound-insulation layer.

2.2 Coupling force fields

The coupling force field on boundary Γs that the structure exerts on the sound-insulation layer is denoted
by x 7→ f s(x, ω) = (f s

1 (x, ω), f s
2 (x, ω), f s

3 (x, ω)) and can be written for all x fixed in Γs as f s(x, ω) =
fs(x, ω)ns(x)+f s

tang(x, ω). It is assumed that the tangential force field f s
tang(x, ω) exerted by the structure

on the sound-insulation layer is equal to zero. This hypothesis is reasonable in vibroacoustics for the majority
of the cases met in the technologies such as the ones used in the automotive industry. Consequently, we have

f s(x, ω) = f s(x, ω)ns(x) . (1)

Note that dimension of fs
i (x, t) is [M][L]−1[T]−2. The coupling force field x 7→ fp(x, ω) =

(fp
1 (x, ω), fp

2 (x, ω), fp
3 (x, ω)) on boundary ∂Ωa = Γ ∪ Γ2 that the acoustic fluid exerts on the structure

(interface Γ2) and the sound-insulation layer (interface Γ) is written as,

fp(x, ω)ds(x) = −p(x, ω)n(x)ds(x) (2)

in which ds is the surface element on ∂Ωa. The equations of the boundary value problem for the vibroacoustic
system made up of the structure coupled with an internal acoustic cavity and with the sound-insulation layer
are given in Appendix A. Eqs. (41), (42) and (43) are the equations for the structure, the acoustic cavity and
the sound-insulation layer. There are coupling terms in these three equations. In particular, the coupling term
between the sound-insulation layer and the structure in the Eq. (41) of the structure is represented by the
term cΓs

(δus;ω) ; the coupling term between the sound-insulation layer and the acoustic cavity in Eq. (42)
of the acoustic cavity is represented by the term cΓ(uh, δp). The principle of construction of the simplified
model for the sound-insulation layer consists in replacing Eq. (43) by a simplified model obtained in using
the fuzzy structure theory[24, 26, 27] for which a synthesis is given in Ref [13]. This means that the two
coupling terms cΓs

(δus; ω) and cΓ(uh, δp) have to be expressed as a function of us and p using the fuzzy
structure theory. This theory consists (1) in introducing an underlying deterministic dynamical model (see
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Section 2.3), (2) in introducing a probabilistic model of the eigenfrequencies of this dynamical model (see
Section 2.4) and (3) in performing a statistical averaging (see Section 2.5).

2.3 Definition of the underlying deterministic model for the fuzzy structure

We introduce the following hypothesis for the sound-insulation layer (see Fig.1.b): the surfaces Γ and Γs are
assumed to be geometrically equivalent and consequently, for all x in Γs ' Γ, ns(x) ' n(x). The normal
component to Γs of the structural displacement field is

ns(x).us(x, ω) = ws(x, ω) , x ∈ Γs . (3)

The normal component to Γ of the displacement field of the sound-insulation layer is

n(x).uh(x, ω) = w(x, ω) (4)

in which n(x) ' ns(x), for x ∈ Γs ' Γ. Using the first step of the fuzzy structure theory and taking
into account the hypothesis introduced in Section 2.2, the underlying deterministic model is made up of
a density of damped linear oscillators acting in the normal direction to Γ. For a fixed frequency ω and
for a fixed x in Γs, the displacement of the base of an oscillator is ws(x, ω) and the displacement of its
mass µ(x, ω) > 0 is w(x, ω). The mass density µ(x, ω) ([M][L]−2) is distributed on Γ. The corresponding
stiffness density k(x, ω) associated with this oscillator is k(x, ω) = µ(x, ω)ω2

p(x, ω) where ωp(x, ω) > 0
is the eigenfrequency (rad.s−1) of the undamped linear oscillator with fixed base. The damping rate of
this oscillator is denoted by ξ(x, ω). Let f s(x, ω) be the force applied to the base of this oscillator and
corresponding to the force density induced by the structure on the sound-insulation layer (see Eq. (1)). Let
fp(x, ω) be the force applied to the mass of the oscillator and corresponding to the force density induced by
the acoustic pressure p(x, ω) on the sound-insulation layer (see Eq. (2)). Removing x and ω for brevity, the
equation of this oscillator is written as

µ

[ −ω2 + 2iωξωp + ω2
p −2iωξωp − ω2

p

−2iωξωp − ω2
p 2iωξωp + ω2

p

] [
w(x, ω)

ws(x, ω)

]
=

[ −p(x, ω)

f s(x, ω)

]
. (5)

For all ω in B, from Eq. (5), it can be deduced that

w(x, ω) = ac(x, ω)ws(x, ω) +
1
ω2

aa(x, ω)p(x, ω) , (6)

fs(x, ω) = as(x, ω)ws(x, ω) + ac(x, ω)p(x, ω) (7)

in which

as(x, ω) =
−ω2 µ(x, ω) (2iω ξ(x, ω)ωp(x, ω) + ωp(x, ω)2)

−ω2 + 2iω ξ(x, ω)ωp(x, ω) + ωp(x, ω)2
, (8)

aa(x, ω) =
−ω2/µ(x, ω)

−ω2 + 2iω ξ(x, ω)ωp(x, ω) + ωp(x, ω)2
, (9)

ac(x, ω) =
2iω ξ(x, ω)ωp(x, ω) + ωp(x, ω)2

−ω2 + 2iω ξ(x, ω)ωp(x, ω) + ωp(x, ω)2
. (10)

As explained in Section 2.2, we have to express the two terms cΓ(uh, δp) and cΓs
(δu; ω). Using Γ ' Γs,

substituting Eq. (4) into cΓ(uh, δp) defined by Eq. (39), substituting Eq. (6) again into Eq. (39) and using
Eq. (3) yield

ω2cΓ(uh, δp) = ω2

∫
Γs

ac(x, ω) ns(x).us(x, ω) δp(x) ds(x) +
∫

Γs

aa(x, ω) p(x, ω) δp(x) ds(x) .

(11)
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Substituting Eq. (1) into cΓs
(δu; ω; ω) defined by Eq. (40), substituting Eq. (7) again into Eq. (40) and using

Eq. (3) yield

cΓs
(δus;ω) =

∫
Γs

as(x, ω) (ns(x).us(x, ω))(ns(x).δus(x))ds(x)

+
∫

Γs

ac(x, ω)p(x, ω) (ns(x).δus(x)) ds(x) . (12)

2.4 Probabilistic model of the eigenfrequency of the oscillators

The second step of the fuzzy structure consists in modelling ωp(x, ω) by a random variable Ωp(x, ω). In
this section, we then introduce the random bilinear form associated with cΓ(uh, δp) and the random linear
form associated with cΓs

(δus; ω) defined by Eqs. (11) and (12). For all ω in B, we choose to represent
µ(x, ω) and ξ(x, ω) by their mean values µ(x, ω) = µ(ω) > 0 and ξ(x, ω) = ξ(ω) where ω 7→ µ(ω) and
ω 7→ ξ(ω) are two deterministic functions independent of x with 0 < ξ(ω) < 1. The mean participating
mass can be written [24, 26, 27] as µ(ω) = ν(ω)mtot/|Γs| where 0 ≤ ν(ω) ≤ 1 is the mean coefficient of
participating mass, mtot is the total mass of the density of oscillators and |Γs| is the measure of surface Γs. It
should be noted that if there are several sound-insulation layers with different values of parameters µ and ξ,
domain Ωh is subdivised into several subdomains and thus, their parameters have to be constant with respect
to x in every subdomain. For all x fixed in Γs and ω fixed in B, the eigenfrequency ωp(x, ω) is modelled
by a positive random variable Ωp(x, ω) whose probability distribution PΩp(x;ω)(dωp, ω) is assumed to be
independent of x and is defined by the probability density function pΩp(x;ω)(ωp, ω) with respect to dωp, such
that [24, 26]

pΩp(x;ω)(ωp, ω) = `(ω)1[a(ω),b(ω)](ωp) , (13)

with 1B(x) = 1 if x ∈ B and = 0 if x /∈ B and where

a(ω) = sup
{

0, ω − 1
2n(ω)

}
, b(ω) = ω +

1
2n(ω)

, `(ω) =
1

b(ω)− a(ω)
(14)

in which n(ω) is the mean modal density of the sound-insulation layer. In order to better explain the
meaning of parameters n(ω) and µ(ω), we define them in the simplest case for which the fuzzy struc-
ture Ωh would be made up of Nosc oscillators uniformly distributed in the frequency band B and uni-
formly distributed on surface Γs. In this case, the mass of each oscillator would be mosc. Consequently,
the total mass of the fuzzy structure would be mtot = Noscmosc and for all x in Γs, we would have
µ(x, ω) = µ(ω) =

√
Noscmosc/|Γs|,

∫
B

n(ω)dω =
√

Nosc and
∫
B

µ(ω)n(ω)dω = mtot/|Γs|. Coming
back to the general case, for all x fixed in Γs and ω fixed in B, the coefficients as(x, ω), aa(x, ω) and
ac(x, ω) defined by Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) become random variables denoted by As(x, ω), Aa(x, ω) and
Ac(x, ω). For all us and δus in Cs

0 and for all p and δp in Ca, the forms cΓ(uh, δp) and cΓs
(δus; ω) de-

fined by Eqs. (11) and (12) become random variables which are rewritten in terms of us, p, δus and δp as
CΓ(us, p, δp; ω) and CΓs

(us, p, δus; ω) and which are such that

ω2CΓ(us, p, δp; ω) = ω2

∫
Γs

Ac(x, ω) ns(x).us(x, ω) δp(x) ds(x) +
∫

Γs

Aa(x, ω) p(x, ω) δp(x) ds(x)

(15)
and

CΓs
(us, p, δus;ω) =

∫
Γs

As(x, ω) (ns(x).us(x, ω)) (ns(x).δus(x)) ds(x)

+
∫

Γs

Ac(x, ω)p(x, ω) (ns(x).δus(x)) ds(x) . (16)
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2.5 Statistical averaging and simplified mean model of the sound-insulation layer

The last step of the fuzzy structure theory consists in defining the simplified mean model taking the statistical
averaging of random variables CΓ(us, p, δp;ω) and CΓs

(us, p, δus;ω) defined by Eqs. (15) and (16). As we
have explained in section 2.2, the simplified mean model thus consists in replacing the two coupling terms
cΓ(uh, δp) and cΓs

(δus; ω) by c
Γ
(us, p, δp;ω) and c

Γs
(us, p, δus; ω) such that,

c
Γ
(us, p, δp; ω) = E{CΓ(us, p, δp; ω)} , (17)

c
Γs

(us, p, δus; ω) = E{
CΓs

(us, p, δus;ω)
}

(18)

in which E is the mathematical expectation. Analyzing Eqs. (15) and (16) leads us to introduce the following
deterministic bilinear forms bs(us, δus) on Cs

0 × Cs
0, cs(p, δus) on Ca × Cs

0 and ba(p, δp) on Ca × Ca,

bs(us, δus) =
∫

Γs

(ns(x).us(x)) (ns(x).δus(x)) ds(x) , (19)

cs(p, δus) =
∫

Γs

p(x) (ns(x).δus(x)) ds(x) , (20)

ba(p, δp) =
∫

Γs

p(x) δp(x) ds(x) . (21)

From Eqs. (15) and (16) and using Eqs. (17) and (18) with Eqs. (13) to (14) yield

ω2c
Γ
(us, p, δp; ω) = ω2ac(ω) cs(δp, us) + aa(ω) ba(p, δp) , (22)

c
Γs

(us, p, δus;ω) = as(ω) bs(us, δus) + ac(ω) cs(p, δus) (23)

in which

as(ω) = −ω2as
R(ω) + iωas

I(ω) , (24)

aa(ω) = aa
R(ω) + iωaa

I (ω), (25)

ac(ω) = ac
R(ω) + iac

I(ω) , (26)

with

as
R(ω) = µ(ω)n(ω)

[
1

n(ω)
− ω λ(ω) ΘR(ω)

]
, as

I(ω) = µ(ω)n(ω) ω2λ(ω) ΘI(ω) , (27)

aa
R(ω) = ω n(ω)

λ(ω)
µ(ω)

ΘR(ω) , aa
I (ω) = n(ω)

λ(ω)
µ(ω)

ΘI(ω) , (28)

ac
R(ω) = 1− ω n(ω)λ(ω) ΘR(ω) , ac

I(ω) = −ω n(ω)λ(ω) ΘI(ω) . (29)

In these equations, the functions λ, ΘR and ΘI are defined in Appendix B. We then deduce the simplified
mean model of the sound-insulation layer : Find us in Cs

0 and p in Ca such that, for all δus in Cs
0 and δp in

Ca, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
−ω2ms(us, δus) + iω ds(us, δus;ω)
+ks(us, δus;ω) + cΓ2

(δus, p)
+as(ω)bs(us, δus) + ac(ω)cs(p, δus) = ls(δus;ω)

∣∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
STRUCTURE

∣∣∣∣∣∣
−ω2ma(p, δp) + iω da(p, δp; ω) + ka(p, δp)
+ω2cΓ2

(us, δp) + ω2ac(ω)cs(δp, us)
+aa(ω)ba(p, δp) = la(δp; ω)

∣∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
ACOUSTIC CAVITY

(30)
in which the bilinear forms bs, cs and ba are defined by Eqs. (19), (20) and (21) and where ms, ds, ks, ma,
da, ka and cΓ2

are defined by Eqs. (44) to (47).
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3 COMPUTATIONAL VIBROACOUSTIC MEAN MODEL

The finite element discretization [38, 13] of the system of equations (30) yields the following matrix equation
on Cms × Cma defined by Eqs. (15) and (16),[

[As(ω)]+as(ω)[Bs] [C] + ac(ω)[Cs]

ω2
{
[C]T +ac(ω)[Cs]T

}
[Aa(ω)] + aa(ω)[Ba]

][
us(ω)

p(ω)

]
=

[ fs(ω)

fa(ω)

]
, (31)

where [As(ω)] is a complex (ms ×ms) matrix such that

[As(ω)] = −ω2 [Ms] + iω [Ds(ω)] + [Ks(ω)] (32)

in which [Ms], [Ds(ω)] and [Ks(ω)] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the structure in vacuo.
In Eq. (31), [Aa(ω)] is a complex (ma ×ma) matrix,

[Aa(ω)] = −ω2 [Ma] + iω [Da(ω)] + [Ka] (33)

in which [Ma], [Da(ω)] and [Ka] are the “mass”, “damping” and “stiffness” matrices of the acoustic ca-
vity with rigid walls. The real (ms ×ma) matrix [C] is the usual vibroacoustic coupling matrix relative to
boundary Γ2 (which is without sound-insulation layer). The matrices [Bs], [Cs] and [Ba] correspond to the
finite element approximation of the bilinear forms defined by Eqs. (19), (20) and (21) respectively. Using ns

structural elastic modes in vacuo and na acoustic modes of the cavity with rigid walls including the constant
pressure mode, the mean reduced matrix model of the vibroacoustic system is written as

us(ω) = [Φs]qs(ω) , p(ω) = [Φa]qa(ω) , (34)[
[As(ω)] + as(ω)[Bs] [C] + ac(ω)[Cs]

ω2
{
[C]T + ac(ω)[Cs]T

}
[Aa(ω)] + aa(ω)[Ba]

][
qs(ω)

qa(ω)

]
=

[
f s(ω)

fa(ω)

]
(35)

in which [Φs] is the (ms × ns) real matrix of the structural modes, [Φa] is the (ma × na) real matrix
of the acoustic modes, [C] is the (ns × na) generalized vibroacoustic coupling matrix, as(ω)[Bs] is the
(ns×ns) generalized matrix, ac(ω)[Cs] is the (ns×na) generalized matrix and aa(ω)[Ba] is the (na×na)
generalized matrix corresponding to the vibroacoustic coupling induced by the sound-insulation layer. The
(ns × ns) matrix [As(ω)] and the (na × na) matrix [Aa(ω)] are written as

[As(ω)] = −ω2 [M s] + iω [Ds(ω)] + [Ks(ω)] , (36)

[Aa(ω)] = −ω2 [Ma] + iω [Da(ω)] + [Ka] (37)

in which [M s], [Ds(ω)] and [Ks(ω)] are the generalized mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the structure
and [Ma], [Da(ω)] and [Ka] are the generalized “mass”, “damping” and “stiffness” matrices of the acoustic
cavity.

4 EXPERIMENTAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE MEAN PARAMETERS
OF THE FUZZY STRUCTURE MODEL FOR THE SOUND-INSULATION
LAYER - DESIGN METHODOLOGY PART 1

We propose to validate the simplified mean model of the sound-insulation layer by using experiments. The
methodology used is the following:
(1) We consider a structure for which the experimental frequency response functions (FRF) are measured
on frequency band B.
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(2) A sound-insulation layer is laid on this structure and the experimental FRF are measured again for the
structure coupled with the sound-insulation layer.
(3) A mean computational model of the structure is developed and the model is updated using the experi-
mental FRF measured in point (1) above.
(4) A mean computational model of the structure coupled with the sound-insulation layer is developed
using the updated mean computational model of the structure and the simplified mean model of the sound-
insulation layer. This simplified model provided by the fuzzy structure theory depends on unknown para-
meters ξ(ω), n(ω) and ν(ω) that we propose to identify using the experimental FRF measured in point (2)
above. The following methodology is carried out:
(4.i) Over all the frequency band B, the mean damping rate ξ of the fuzzy part is assumed to be inde-
pendent of ω and is fixed to its estimated value corresponding to the damping rate at the first experimental
eigenfrequency.
(4.ii) The mean modal density n(ω) is obtained by performing a modal analysis with a very fine mesh
finite element model of the sound-insulation layer embedded on its base. We then calculate the mean number
N(ω) of eigenfrequencies in the frequency band [0, ω] and then, by a numerical derivative, we deduce the
mean modal density n(ω) which is such that N(ω) =

∫ ω
0 n(α)dα. The first eigenfrequency for which the

mean modal density is different from zero is defined as the cut-off frequency ΩC . This cut-off frequency can
be viewed as the frequency for which the sound-insulation layer begins to act as a power flow transmitter due
to its own thickness resonances (the internal dynamical resonances taken into account by the fuzzy structure
theory).
(4.iii) We introduce the quantity Π(ω) = n(ω)ν(ω). Over all the frequency band of analysisB, the parame-
ter Π(ω) is experimentally identified by solving an inverse problem which is formulated as an optimization
problem.
(4.iv) For ω ≥ ΩC , the coefficient of participating mass ν(ω) is deduced from the equation ν(ω) =
Π(ω)/n(ω) in which n(ω) is calculated from point(4.ii) above.
(4.v) For ω ≤ ΩC , we consider that the sound-insulation layer is equivalent to an added mass for which the
coefficient of participating mass is then taken equal to 1 and with a dissipation due to the Joule effect. Theo-
retically, the modal density n(ω) is zero for ω ≤ ΩC . Nevertheless, in order to obtain continuous functions
in ω on B for as, aa and ac (defined by Eqs (24), (25), (26)) and since the coefficient of participating mass
ν(ω) = 1, we deduce the value of the mean modal density from the equation n(ω) = Π(ω)/ν(ω) = Π(ω).

4.1 Experimental configuration and measurements

The experimental configuration is made up of a homogeneous, isotropic and slightly damped thin plate (steel
plate with a constant thickness) connected to an elastic framework on its edges. This structure is set horizon-
tally and is hung up by four soft springs in order to avoid rigid body modes. The highest eigenfrequency of
suspension is 9 Hz while the lowest elastic mode of the structure is 43 Hz. The excitation is a point force
applied to the framework and excites the dynamical system mainly in bending mode in the frequency band
of analysis B =]0, 300] Hz. The number of sampling frequencies is nfreq = 300. The frequency resolu-
tion is ∆f = 1 Hz. Only one experiment is performed for this structure. The frequency response functions
ω 7→ γexp

i (ω) are identified on frequency band B for nobs = 60 normal accelerations in the plate mea-
sured with a laser velocimeter. We then construct the following experimental frequency response function,
ω 7→ rexp(ω) = 10 log10

(∑nobs
i=1 |γexp

i (ω)|2).

4.2 Experimental updating of the mean model of the structure without sound-
insulation layer

The mean computational model of the structure is made up of a finite element model having ms = 57, 768
structural DOF. The reduced mean computational model is constructed with ns = 240 structural modes. The
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a) System without the sound-insulation layer b) System with sound-insulation layer

FIG. 2 – Graphs of ω 7→ r(ω) (thin solid line) and ω 7→ rexp(ω) (thick solid line)

mean computational model has been updated with respect to the Young modulus, the mass density and the
damping rate of the plate and of the elastic framework using the experimental eigenvalues corresponding to
the two first elastic modes and the ninth elastic mode (first elastic torsion mode) of the structure. The updated
mean computational model will simply be called below the mean computational model. We introduce the
function ω 7→ r(ω) = 10 log10

(∑nobs
i=1 |γi(ω)|2). Figure 2.a shows the comparison between the experimental

measurements and the updated FRF of the mean computational model for the structure without the sound-
insulation layer.

4.3 Experimental Identification of the parameters of the simplified model of the
sound-insulation layer using a design methodology

A similar experimentation to the experiments described in section 4.2 has been carried out when the struc-
ture is coupled with the sound-insulation layer which is made up of a heterogeneous, anisotropic, poroelastic
foam and of a heavily damped septum (EPDM). The sound-insulation layer is laid on the plate and is not
connected to the elastic framework. The reduced mean computational model is written (see Eq. (35)) as
[As(ω) + as(ω)[Bs]] qs(ω) = f s(ω). We use this reduced mean computational model to identify the three
parameters ξ, n(ω) and ν(ω) of the simplified model of the sound-insulation layer for ω inB. The methodoly
used is the following:
(4.3.1) As previously explained, the mean modal density is calculated using a refined finite element mo-
del of the sound-insulation layer (33, 210 DOF for the foam and 13, 284 DOF for the septum ; there are
N = 1900 elastic modes in the frequency band [0, 450] Hz). The cut-off frequency ΩC and the mean modal
density n(ω) are then deduced in the frequency band B. We obtain ΩC = 67 × 2π rad.s−1 and the graph
of the smoothed function ω 7→ n(ω) is given in Fig.3.a for frequency band B. It should be noted that the
modal density increases in the frequency band [250 , 300] Hz (it can also be seen in Fig.3.b this increase in
the frequency band [300, 450] Hz).
(4.3.2) In the frequency band ]0, ΩC ], we remind that the sound-insulation layer is equivalent to an added

mass and to a dashpot. The expression for the fuzzy coefficient as(ω) is then as(ω) = −µω2 + 2iωµ ξΩC ,
for ω ≤ ΩC . As explained in point (4.i) above, ξ is experimentally identified as the damping rate of the
first elastic eigenmode of the structure with the sound-insulation layer. The identified value is ξ = 0.01 and
µ = 5.9 kg.m−2 .
(4.3.3) We have chosen to directly identify the function ω 7→ Π(ω) as explained in point (4.iii) above.
The optimization problem consists in minimizing the distance between the model and the experiments for
the FRF ω 7→ r(ω; Π(ω)) = 10 log10

(∑nobs
i=1 |γi(ω; Π(ω))|2). Figure 3.b displays the graph of the identified

function ω 7→ Π(ω) on the frequency band [0,450] Hz. It should be noted that we have not used an explicit
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FIG. 3 – Mean modal density and Π function
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FIG. 4 – Graph of ω 7→ ν(ω)

expression for ω 7→ Π(ω) such as the prototype mass-natural-frequency-distribution proposed in Ref [29].
In fact, Fig.3.b shows that the graph of ω 7→ Π(ω) which has experimentally been identified cannot be fitted
by a Rayleigh distribution.
(4.3.4) In the frequency band [ωmin; ΩC ], we have ν(ω) = 1 and the modal density n(ω) which is theoreti-
cally equal to zero is in fact estimated as explained in point (4.v) above and yields a modal density which is
very small but not exactly zero. In the frequency band [ΩC , ωmax], we use the calculated mean modal density
n(ω) and the mean damping rate ξ in order to identify the mean coefficient of the participating mass ν(ω)
as explained in point (4.iv) above. Figure 4 displays the updated mean coefficient ν(ω) of the participating
mass and Fig.2.b shows the comparison between the experimental FRF and the FRF of the mean computa-
tional model for the structure with the sound-insulation layer calculated with the parameters experimentally
identified.
(4.3.5) The use of the structural part of the vibroacoustic model allows the identification of the mean pa-

rameters ν(ω), ξ and n(ω). It should be noted that this identification allows not only the coefficient as(ω)
to be identified but also the coefficients ac(ω) and aa(ω). Therefore, we only need the structural part of the
vibroacoustic model to identify all of the mean computational simplified model of the sound-insulation layer
(i.e. the structural, the coupling and the acoustic parts).

5 Prediction of the vibroacoustic responses with the identified com-
putational stochastic model

In this section, we use the identified computational stochastic model to predict a vibroacoustic response. The
response of the identified model is compared to a reference solution calculated with a commercial software.
The structure and the sound-insulation layer models are defined in Section 4. The sound-insulation layer is
coupled with a parallelepipedic acoustic cavity (ma = 23, 354 DOF and na = 67 modes) which is assumed
to be without uncertainties and which is filled with air. We observe the pressure at mobs = 120 points in the
acoustic cavity while the excitation force is applied to the elastic framework of the structure as in Section 4.
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FIG. 5 – Graphs of ω 7→ ra(ω) for the reference solution without sound-insulation layer (thin solid line) and
with sound-insulation layer (thick solid line)

We then compute the FRF ω 7→ ra(ω) relative to the acoustic cavity and Fig.5 displays its graph for the mean
acoustic system with and without the sound-insulation layer. It can be seen that the two graphs match pretty
well in the frequency band [0, 200] Hz. This is a mean model obtained with the use of simplifications which
introduce model uncertainties. In order to improve the prediction, it should be implemented a probabilistic
model of uncertainties.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a new extension of the fuzzy structure theory to elastoacoustic element is presented in order to
construct a simplified model of sound-insulation layers. Such a simplified model, based on an extension of the
fuzzy structure theory, (1) allows the dynamics of the sound-insulation layer to be taken into account without
increasing the number of DOF in the computational vibroacoustic model and (2) allows a representation of
the sound-insulation in terms of physical parameters such as its participating mass, its modal density and
its internal damping rate to be obtained. This approach allows several kinds of sound-insulation layers to
be simultaneously taken into account in the computational vibroacoustic model of a complex system such
as a car with a very small increase of the computational cost. The complete related developments are given
and an experimental validation is presented. Finally, an efficient design methodology is proposed to identify
the parameters of the simplified model of the sound-insulation layer. The mean parameters are identified
by solving an inverse problem formulated as an optimization problem using an experimental database. This
methodology can be generalized to any kind of sound-insulation layer presenting internal resonances. In
order to make the predictions more robust, it can be implemented a non-parametric probabilistic model of
uncertainties. Such a modelling can address not only data uncertainties but also model uncertainties. That
work has been made in [40] only for a structure coupled with a sound-insulation layer without acoustic
cavity.
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A Formulation of the vibroacoustic problem with a sound-insulation
layer

In this section, we give additional explanations relative to Section 2 useful for the construction of the sim-
plified model of the sound-insulation layer. Let Cs

0 be the space of the admissible displacement fields of the
structure, Ca be the space of the admissible pressure fields in the acoustic cavity and Ch be the space of
the admissible displacement fields of the sound-insulation layer. For all ω in B, we introduce the following
bilinear form defined on Cs

0 × Ca,

cΓ2
(us, p) =

∫
Γ2

us(x).ns(x) p(x) ds(x) , (38)

the bilinear form defined on Ch × Ca,

cΓ(uh, p) =
∫

Γ
uh(x).n(x) p(x) ds(x) , (39)

and the linear form defined on Cs
0 or Ch,

cΓs
(u; ω) =

∫
Γs

f s(x, ω) u(x) ds(x) . (40)

The weak formulation of the vibroacoustic boundary value problem is formulated as follows (see Ref. [13]).
For all ω in B, find (us, p, uh) in Cs

0 ×Ca×Ch such that for all (δus, p, δuh) in Cs
0 ×Ca×Ch, we have, for

the structure,

− ω2ms(us, δus) + iω ds(us, δus; ω) + ks(us, δus; ω) + cΓ2
(δus, p) = −cΓs

(δus;ω) + ls(δus; ω) ,
(41)

for the acoustic cavity,

− ω2ma(p, δp) + iω da(p, δp; ω) + ka(p, δp) + ω2
{

cΓ2
(us, δp) + cΓ(uh, δp)

}
= la(δp; ω) , (42)

and for the sound-insulation layer,

− ω2mh(uh, δuh) + iω dh(uh, δuh; ω) + kh(uh, δuh; ω) + cΓ(δuh, p) = cΓs
(δuh; ω) . (43)

The bilinear forms ms, ds, ks, (respectively ma, da, ka and respectively mh, dh, kh) relative to the mass,
damping and stiffness of the structure (respectively of the acoustic cavity and respectively of the sound-
insulation layer) and the linear forms ls and la related to the structural and acoustical excitations are defined
in Ref. [13]. For instance, we have

ms(us, δus) =
∫

Ωs

ρs(x)us(x).δus(x)dx , ma(p, δp) =
1

ρ0c2
0

∫
Ωa

p(x)δp(x) dx,(44)

ds(us, δus; ω) =
∫

Ωs

bijkh(x, ω)εkh(us)εij(δus)dx , da(p, δp; ω) = τ(ω) ka(p, δp) , (45)

ks(us, δus;ω) =
∫

Ωs

aijkh(x, ω)εkh(us)εij(δus) dx , ka(p, δp) =
1
ρ0

∫
Ωa

∇p.∇δp dx, (46)

cΓ2
(us, δp) =

∫
Γ2

us(x).ns(x) δp(x) ds(x) . (47)
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B Functions of the fuzzy coefficients introduced in section 2.5

For all ω ∈ B,

ΘR(ω) =
1

4
√

1−ξ(ω)2
ln

{
N

+
(̃b(ω), ξ(ω))N

−
(ã(ω), ξ(ω))

N−(̃b(ω), ξ(ω))N+(ã(ω), ξ(ω))

}
, (48)

ΘI(ω) =
1

2
√

1− ξ(ω)2

[
Λ(̃b(ω), ξ(ω))− Λ(ã(ω), ξ(ω))

]
, (49)

N±(u, ξ) = u2 ± 2u
√

1− ξ2 + 1 , Λ(u, ξ) = arctan

{
u2 + 2ξ2 − 1

2ξ
√

1− ξ2

}
, (50)

λ(ω) =
˜̀(ω)

ωn(ω)
, ˜̀(ω) =

1

b̃(ω)− ã(ω)
, ã(ω) =

1
ω

a(ω) , b̃(ω) =
1
ω

b(ω) . (51)

C Graphs of the fuzzy coefficients

Figs.6.a-.f display the graphs of the fuzzy coefficients defined by Eqs. (27) to (29) with Eqs. (48) to (51) for
ξ = 0.01, n(ω) given by Fig.3.a and ν(ω) given by Fig.4.
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Abstract 
Aim of this paper is the study of the response of coupled structural multimodal systems when one of them 
is defined by uncertain parameters. It is assumed that the structures are quite complex and they are only 
known by their FRF matrices on a set of points. The response of the whole system is obtained by the new 
FRF matrix achieved by a mathematical manipulation of the known original FRF matrices of each 
subsystem. The uncertain parameters are considered interval variables and they involve the uncertainties 
of the FRF matrices. Therefore, the response of the system is achieved by the solution of an interval linear 
system. The results are compared with an appropriate Monte Carlo solution. 

1 Introduction 

In studying predictive methods of structural vibrations, a difficulty arises from modeling the uncertainties 
of the physical parameters. The variability is generally more pronounced in the stiffness and damping 
parameters of complex structure than in its geometry. Generally, besides uncertainties on the parameters 
of each structure, there is a lack of information associated to the junctions or to those points of the 
structure where physical singularities exist (invisible damages, cracks, …). 
A classical way to impose the uncertainties into the mathematical model is to consider random variable 
coefficients and to solve the problem by a Monte Carlo simulation [1]. 
An alternative method has been recently exploited for the analysis of uncertain mechanical systems: the 
interval analysis approach [2]. In the interval space each uncertain quantity is considered represented by 
interval limits, without any assumption on the uncertainty distribution within those limits. From a 
computational point of view the solution can be achieved by applying the interval analysis rules to the 
problem equations, and the obtained result is again defined inside interval limits. In this case the 
parameters uncertainties propagate without further assumptions; on the contrary in the probabilistic case 
the uncertainty propagation depends on the initially chosen probability density function (pdf). 
The interval analysis approach, applied to mechanical problems, is generally considered computationally 
convenient, because it may produce a result in one step analysis. The main drawback of one step analysis 
is the large overbounding associated to the solution, that sometime leads to engineering results too wide to 
provide physical interpretation. In limited cases the overbounding can be reduced by applying preliminary 
rules to the system equations [3,4], and in general this can be achieved by applying the interval hull 
theorem [1,5] and by accepting a greater computational cost. 
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Generally speaking reliable results from interval computations are obtained if the true solutions are always 
included in the computed intervals no matter on how the computations are performed [6]. For this reason 
the inclusion property needs to be verified and it is important to know the inclusion capability of the used 
functions or algorithms.  
The concept of interval reliability directly follows from the inclusion property of interval analysis, that 
gives as a result the interval bounds that include all the possible values that the mechanical solution can 
achieve. This means that if an expected solution is not contained in a calculated reliable interval it could 
be a symptom of the bad physical validity of the used numerical model (e.g. an FE model) [7]. 
For this reason it could be hoped for that new techniques and engineering applications, in the framework 
of interval analysis, will be investigated, by also considering computational aspects and difficulties related 
to the system complexity. 
In this paper the dynamic behaviour of a plates structure with an uncertain continuous junction is studied 
and modelled by a numerical FE technique. Interval FEM concepts [8,4] are applied to implement the 
numerical model. The interval dynamic solution is found by calculating the system uncertain FRFs, and an 
iterative solution scheme is proposed to solve the interval system of linear equations at each frequency 
shift. 
The paper is arranged as follows: in section 2 a brief discussion about the main aspects of interval liner 
systems solution are presented. In section 3 the iterative solution scheme is presented, based on the 
Krawczyk operator [9]. In section 4 the numerical example is reported and discussed and a substructuring 
technique is provided, in order to decrease the computational burden. Each substructure is coupled with 
the others at some points. The FRFs of each substructure at these contact points are known and a set of 
kinematics compatibility equations and dynamics balance equations allows to calculate the FRFs of the 
coupled structure. 

2 Interval linear systems 

An interval linear system is denoted as: 
 
 [ ][ ] [ ]bxA =  (1) 
 
where [ ] [ ]( )Δ⋅Δ+ ec AAA =  is an interval matrix whose uncertainty is collected in the radius matrix ΔA 
and [ ] [ ]( ) [ ] [ ]( )ΔΔ ⋅Δ+⋅Δ+ ee cc bbbxxx == ,  are the unknowns and the constant terms interval vectors 
respectively. 
The problem (1) is discussed by various authors and well referenced in [9,10]. For paper purposes only 
some general aspects, concerning the set of all possible solutions and how this could be included, are of 
interest. 
It is proved that the set: 
 
 [ ] [ ]{ }bbAabAxx ∈∈=∈= ,,|nRχ  (2) 
 
of all possible solutions of problem (1) can be found, in the hypothesis that the matrix [A] is regular (i.e. 
each A ∈ [A] is non-singular), by solving a system of linear inequality (Oettli-Prager lemma), such that: 
 
 bxAbxAx Δ+Δ≤−∈ cc  ifχ  (3) 
 
It is also proved that χ  is, in general, a non-convex set and, as n-dimensional intervals (i.e. interval 
vectors) are special kind of convex sets, an interval solution can only approximate χ  by giving a convex 
over-bound of it. 
For the sake of clarity, a very simple algebraic example is proposed: 
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Figure 1: solution set χ  (black patch) and minimum inclusion interval [x]* (dashed line) 

The solution set χ  is represented by a black patch in figure 1, where it is evident that it is a non-convex 
set. The dashed rectangle in the same figure represents instead the interval vector solution 
[ ] [ ] [ ]( )T3,1,2,1 −−=∗x , that includes the set χ  with a minimum uncertainty radius. 
As shown in the literature, the use of numerical methods does not guarantee, in general, the convergence 
to the solution of minimum uncertainty (i.e. [x]*) for the problem given by equation (1), but only to 
include [x]* and henceχ , if a solution can be found (as in the case of a regular interval matrix), numerical 
methods could. 
As an example, the application of the interval Gaussian elimination scheme, leads to a solution interval of 
[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]∗⊃−−= xx 3.5,0.1,8.4,5.2 , that has a large over-bound [10]. 
In general, different numerical techniques lead to different overbounding of the solution, in dependence of 
the uncertainty size and the matrix [A] conditioning but, the total inclusion of the set χ  always 
guarantees the interval solution to be representative of all the possible engineering solutions. 

3 Iterative solution scheme 

The solution of linear systems endowed with interval uncertainties is treated in several works and there are 
also proposed different numerical schemes to provide an enclosing solution of χ , often requiring 
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particular features of regularity to problem matrix [A]. To get a wide literature see [9,10] that gave crucial 
suggestion for the implementation of the numerical scheme described below. 
Such a scheme can be framed in the so called interval Newton methods, where the interval solution is 
reached iteratively. The iteration scheme, in terms of quality of convergence, strongly depends on the 
choice of the iteration matrix that has to be not at all the problem matrix but, as well as in standard 
Newton-Raphson methods, can be a "good" approximation.  
In this work, the Krawczyk operator applied to the problem (1) is used.  On the basis of some non singular 
matrix C and vector m(x)k, an initial trial solution [x]k of the same problem is corrected through the 
following sequence: 
 
 k[x]k = m(x)k + C([b] - [A]m(x)k) + (I - C[A])([x]k - m(x)k) (4) 
 
 [x]k+1 = k[x]k ∩ [x]k (5) 
 
In this sequence, C can be regarded as the inverse of an iteration matrix and m(x)k, which can be assumed 
as a deterministic vector taken from the computed trial interval solution [x]k, is a sort of reference value 
from which the interval solution can be "built".  
In [9] it is proved that the series of [x]k computed is convergent to the solution when the following 
condition holds: 
 
 ρ( | I - C[A] |) < 1 (6) 
 
with ρ(⋅) be the spectral radius of the matrix in the brackets. 
The iterative solution algorithm we can then obtain is less expensive computationally, at least with respect 
to other possible algorithms requiring to invert interval values, such as Gauss-Seidel-like schemes. 
However, it needs suitable choices which can strongly deteriorate the convergence and its velocity. We 
outline:  

(a) the matrix C such that ρ(⋅) is close to zero as much as possible; 

(b) the initial trial solution [x]k=0; 

(c) the reference value of the solution m(x)k. 
As regards the first one, we rely on the inverse of the central matrix Ac. This is a sort of average estimate 
of the problem matrix and it can be a good approximation in terms of spectral radius (6), especially if the 
initial problem is partitioned in several sub-problems. In this case, the interval hull technique [2] 
guarantees for the inclusion of all the possible solutions.  
As regards the second one, if the matrix [A] is regular, we compute the initial value of the solution [x]k=0 
as the solution of the two following problems: 
 

(Ac + ΔA) xinf = bc + Δb 
  (7) 

(Ac - ΔA) xsup = bc - Δb 
 
and then collect the corresponding solutions as [x]k=0 = [ xinf  xsup ]. This corresponds to solve the inf/sup 
problem associated to (1). 
Finally, we consider as m(x)k the central value of the generic solution [x]k computed in the k-th iteration. 
The resulting iteration scheme can be summarized as follows: 

1. Get [x]k=0 by equations (7); 

2. Starting from k = 0, compute: 
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(a) k[x]k by equation (4); 

(b) if the intersection (5) provides [x]k+1 = [x]k then break; 

(c) else, restart from (a). 
 

It's worth noting that the problems (7) could be not solvable because of possible singularities in the 
corresponding matrices. In the case tested and reported in the next section this never happens: for more 
general cases, we rely on the possibilities in getting some information by solving the central problem 
associated to (1), i.e. Ac  xc = bc and then enlarging in some way xc for having [x]k=0. It’s our intention to 
improve this point in further investigations. 

4 Numerical example 

In this section the technique presented before is applied to study the dynamic behavior of a continuous 
structure suffering from uncertainties: a system made of two plates coupled together by a joint. The joint is 
considered as a third structure and it is the uncertain subsystem. 
Since in general only some subsystems of the structure can be considered uncertain (junctions, subsystems 
made by composite materials, etc.), the use of coupling numerical technique can be advantageous to 
decrease the computational burden. 
Many techniques of coupling are implemented in the FEM commercial software. In general a modal set of 
each substructure is determined and the coupling is developed in the space of the modal degree of 
freedoms. These techniques have the computational advantage to work with a reduced number of degree 
of freedoms, but they can introduce an error related to the modal approximation and compromise the use 
of data derived from different sources, e.g. measurements. 
In this paper, the adopted numerical technique couples the three substructures by their FRFs. Three sets of 
linear equations relate the displacements and the forces of each substructure by the FRF. At the contact 
points a set of compatibility equations for the displacement and a set of dynamic equilibrium equations 
can be written. All these equations allow to calculate the displacements and the forces at each considered 
subsystems (contact or internal) point. 
This technique can be reconsidered in the framework of a theory developed for the structural 
modifications [11]. The original structures (i.e. the decoupled plates) are only known by their FRF 
matrices. The FRFs are measured, or calculated, on a set of points. To be more precise, this set of points 
must contain some contact points where each substructure is linked to the joint. The dynamic stiffness 
matrix of the joint, and more in general of the uncertain subsystem, is assembled by considering only the 
degree of freedoms correspondent to the contact points of the decoupled plates. This procedure allows for 
studying a complex structure by a reduced number of degree of freedoms, and can also be applied when 
the experimental FRFs are made available. 
The FRF matrix of the coupled system is calculated by the following equation: 

[ ] [ ]( ) 0
1

0 HBHIH −+=      (8) 

where H0 is the FRF matrix of the decoupled plates and [B] is the dynamic stiffness matrix of the joint. 
In this numerical example H0 and [B] are calculated by an FEM but, in general, H0 could be provided also 
by measurements. 
Interval numbers mathematically describes the uncertainties of the junction. As a consequence, the 
elements of the dynamic stiffness matrix, [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( )KCMB ++−= ωω j2 , are interval coefficients and the 
matrix [B] is an interval matrix. The inversion of the matrix [ ]( )BHI 0+  is performed by following the 
iterative procedure presented in section 3. 
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4.1 Plates with distributed junction 

The studied system is made of two steel and 3mm thick plates, the first one of (300mm×200mm) and the 
second one of (200mm×200mm). These plates are coupled by a third steel structural element of 
(200mm×10mm), 3mm thick. The whole system is built as depicted in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Two plates coupled by an uncertain joint 

 
By the FEM software ANSYS a modal analysis is performed and the first two modes of the whole 
structure are calculate. Figures 3a and 3b show the deformed shapes of the calculated modes. 
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Figure 3: Deformed shapes of the modes: a) mode 1, b) mode 2 

 
The uncertain subsystem here considered is the joint. To be more precise, an uncertainty of ±5% is 
considered on the Young modulus of the third subsystem:[Ej] = [1.995,2.205] ×1011 Pa. 
The FRFs of the decoupled plates are calculated at 12 points: 10 points along the contact lines between the 
first plate–joint and the joint–second plate, one point in the first plate (the drive point) and one in the 
second plate (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Position of FRF points  
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Figure 5: Modulus of [H11] by the interval solution: a) first and second mode, b) zoom around the first 

mode, c) zoom around the second mode. 
 
The dynamic stiffness matrix of the junction at the contact points is calculated by the same FEM program, 
and the interval problem is then implemented in Matlab® environment by also exploiting the INTLAB 
toolbox capability [12]. The FRFs [H11] and [H12] are then calculated, by equation (8), around the first two 
modes of the structure. Figures 5 and 6 show the interval analysis results obtained by applying the 
algorithm presented in section 3. The bold lines are the FRF calculated for the central value of the Young 

1 

2 
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modulus [Ej], the infimum and supremum solutions are then calculated by dividing the interval into ten 10 
sub-intervals and by using the interval hull technique [5].  
In order to compare the obtained interval solution with a more conventional one, a Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulation is performed by considering a uniform probability density function (pdf) of the variable Ej. The 
extremes of this pdf overlap the extremes of the interval number chosen for the test. 
Figures 7a and 7b show the histogram of the first two natural frequencies calculated by 1000 samples. 
The results show that the modulus of [H11] and [H12] have similar graphics. The interval of the natural 
frequencies around the central values (figures 5b and 5c) are: f1 = [82.2,84] Hz, f2 = [90.3,91.15] Hz. 
The comparison between these results and the histograms in figures 7a and 7b shows that the interval 
solution, as expected, contains the Monte Carlo result. 
It is also shown that the found interval solution does not suffer for a large overbounding, even if the 
subdivision in 10 sub-intervals is not very fine and the computational cost is very low. 
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Figure 6: Modulus of [H12] by the interval solution. 
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Figure 7: Histograms: a) first natural frequency pdf, b) second natural frequency pdf 
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5 Conclusions 

In this work the dynamics of a simple numerical example, two steel plates coupled by an uncertain joint, is 
studied for two main reasons: (i) to test the iterative scheme proposed for solving interval linear systems, 
(ii) to provide some general suggestions to obtain interval solutions with a small overbounding amount, by 
also taking into to account the computational cost. 

(i) The proposed iterative solution scheme, even presenting the limitations mentioned in section 
3, has good property of convergence, becoming very fast when the inf/sup solution (7) is a 
quite close estimate of the true solution χ . Moreover, we rely on the possibilities of 
extending such a scheme to more general contexts also involving complex quantities in the 
case of damped systems. 

(ii) A first simplification is done to solve the system equations, by applying a system 
sub-structuring that leads to equation (8), where the interval part of the solution is reduced to 
the matrix [B] that only represents the uncertain joint. To furthermore reduce the 
overbounding a partitioning of the uncertainty in the joint is applied. The problem is solved at 
each sub-interval and the solution hull is then given by the union of each sub-solution. This 
approach also guarantees the inclusion property of interval analysis. 

The interval solution is also compared with an equivalent solution obtained by performing a proper Monte 
Carlo simulation, whose computational cost is not comparable with that of first to compute. The 
comparison shows that the provided interval solution is capable to include the MC solution with a small 
overbounding amount. 
The proposed method seems to be promising for the study of the dynamics of coupled systems with 
uncertainties lumped in the joints. In this case it is also noted that the joint is numerically modeled as a 
distributed element, and not as one point joint. Such a modeling introduces further complication in the 
problem, because a distributed joint makes the model more sensitive to uncertainty propagation. 
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Abstract 
The study of mechanical systems with uncertain parameters is gaining increasing interest in the field of 
system analysis to provide an expedient model for the prediction of the system behavior. Making use of 
the Transformation Method, the uncertain parameters of the system are modeled by fuzzy numbers in 
contrast to random numbers used in stochastic approaches. As a result of this analysis, a quantification of 
the overall uncertainty of the system outputs, including a worst-case scenario, is obtained. The inputs of 
the resulting fuzzy-valued model are a priori uncorrelated but after the uncertainties are propagated 
through the model, interdependency (or interaction) between the outputs may arise. If such 
interdependency is neglected, a misinterpretation of the results may occur. For example, in the case of 
applying uncertainty analysis in the early design phase of a product to determine the relevant design-
parameter space, the interdependency between the design variables may reduce significantly the available 
part of the design space. This paper proposes a measure of interdependency between the uncertain system 
outputs. The interdependency index can be derived by a postprocessing of the data gained by the analysis 
with the Transformation Method. Such information can be obtained by a negligible amount of extra 
computation time. 

1 Introduction 

Within the field of probability theory and its application to engineering problems (e.g. among the others 
Contreras [1], Handa and Anderson [2], Shueller et al, [3,4] and Soize [5]), the importance of the cross-
correlation between random variables is widely acknowledged. On the contrary when dealing with 
possibility theory, and especially when applying interval or fuzzy arithmetic [6,7,8],little attention seems 
to be paid to the correlation or the dependency between variables. 
The main reason for this is that the algebra behind these possibilistic methods imperatively requires that 
the uncertain variables that recur in the mathematical expressions must be independent. However, there is 
not any restriction about dependency among the outputs of the analysis and, when analyzing and 
discussing the uncertain results, the neglection of such an interdependency may lead to major errors. 
While the uncertainties in the input parameters of a model are propagated to the outputs, interdependency 
arises because the model itself links and binds together the variables. 
In this paper, the problem of interdependency between uncertain parameters is introduced and discussed. 
Moreover, an index of such interdependency is proposed with the aim of alerting the user of possibilistic 
methods that the provided outputs of the analysis cannot vary independently one from the other. 
It is important here to notice that the proposed notion of interdependency is equivalent to notion of 
interaction proposed by Dubois and Prade [9], the main difference is that the interdependency is in this 
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paper evaluated a-posteriori from the numerical data of a simulation, while the interaction is an a-priori 
characteristic of the uncertain variables.  
It is also important to recall that several study focus on the relation between fuzzy (or interval) variables 
and corresponding random variables, entangling the extension of the concept of dependency from 
probability theory to possibility theory. Among them, the hybrid numbers proposed by Ferson and 
Ginzburg [10], and the concept of independence for imprecise probability proposed by Couso et. al. [11] 
are worth mentioning. Finally in [12] the link between the dependency among statistical variables, and the 
corresponding interdependency index is analysed. 
This paper addresses the case of fuzzy-valued input and output variables within the framework of fuzzy 
arithmetical system analysis based on the Transformation Method. Since the Transformation Method uses 
an α-cut strategy to compute the fuzzy algebra, for each α-cut an interval problem is solved and for each α-
cut an interdependency analysis is provided. By this, one obtains an interdependency index for each 
membership level α. 
A final consideration is related to the application of the proposed index of interdependency to different 
kinds of analysis. In fact, there is no restriction to using the same strategy for the analysis of datasets 
obtained from any other parametric or interval analysis that involves more than one output.  
The first section of the paper provides an overview of the fuzzy arithmetical concepts and of the 
Transformation Method. In the second section, the problem of interdependency between the output 
variables of a system is defined together with an overview of the typical problems addressed with 
possibilistic methods. In this context, it is highlighted when the dependency information is crucial for the 
purpose of the analysis or when it just represents additional or even negligible information. The third 
subsection presents the adopted strategy for the two dimensional case, i.e. for two output parameters, and 
the index of interdependency is introduced and discussed. The last section presents a simple example of 
the application of the interdependency index. 

2 Fuzzy arithmetical concept and the Transformation Method 

A practical way to model the uncertainties inherent to the parameters of a model is to represent the model 
parameter by fuzzy numbers [13]. Forming a special class of fuzzy sets, fuzzy numbers are characterized 
by a membership function µ(x), 0< µ(x)<1, that defines the degree of possibility to which the parameter 
can take a specific value (Figure 1). 
For the evaluation of systems with uncertain, fuzzy-valued parameters, the Transformation Method can be 
used as a practical implementation of the fuzzy arithmetic. The method is available in a general, a reduced, 
and an extended form [8]. Assuming the uncertain system to be characterized by n fuzzy-valued model 
parameters p , i=1,2,…,n, the major steps of the method can be briefly described as follows: 

 
Figure 1: Decomposition of a fuzzy number ip into intervals. 
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In the first step, each fuzzy number ip  is discretized into a number of intervals Xi
(j)=[ai

(j),bi
(j)], assigned to 

the levels µj , j = 0, 1,..,m, of membership that result from subdividing the possible range of membership 
equally spaced by  ∆µ = 1/m (Figure 1). In a second step, the input intervals Xi

(j), i = 1, 2,.., n, j = 0, 1,..,m, 
are transformed into arrays X (j) that are obtained from the upper and lower interval bounds after the 
application of a well-defined combinatorial scheme [8]. Each of these arrays represents a specific sample 
of possible parameter combinations and can be used as an input parameter set to the problem to be 
evaluated. As a result of the evaluation of the model for the input arrays X (j), output arrays Z (j) are 
obtained that are then retransformed into the output intervals Z(j)=[a(j),b(j)] for each membership level µ , 
and finally recomposed into the fuzzy-valued output  of the system. 

j

q

Among other advantages of the Transformation Method, its characteristic property of reducing fuzzy 
arithmetic to multiple crisp-number operations entails that the Transformation Method can be 
implemented without major problems into an existing software environment for system simulation, 
avoiding expensive rewriting of the software. More explicitly, the steps of decomposition and 
transformation as well as of retransformation and recomposition can be coupled to the existing software 
by a separate pre- and postprocessing tool.  
The Transformation Method considers the model as a black box providing only an input-output relation. In 
other words, the model and the desired analysis perform a mapping of points in the input parameter 
hyperspace onto points in the output space, reducing fuzzy arithmetic to a set of operations for the 
intervals at each α-cut by avoiding standard interval arithmetic1 as defined by Moore [14]. 

3 The problem of output interdependency 

As stated in the introduction, the objective of this paper is to highlight the importance of the 
interdependency between the outputs of a uncertain system subjected to a possibilistic analysis.  
As stated by Moens and Vandepitte [15] in their survey paper about possibilistic approaches, possibilistic 
analyses are generally complementary to probabilistic approaches and can be extremely useful in the early 
design stage of a product when the available information about the parameters is limited and the range of 
parameter variation (that are inherent to possible design choices) is large. 
Moens and Vandepitte suggest as applications of possibilistic methods in an early design stage, the 
following: 

• Simultaneous study of different versions of a product based on a single nominal design; 

• Definition of design details, especially for the study of tolerances, and optimization of the nominal 

design. 

Moreover, possibilistic analyses can also be used for: 

• Design optimization with respect to failure criteria 

It is important to recall that this work is developed in the framework of possibilistic numerical analysis 
and, more specific, in the framework of the transformation method. In this context, the model is seen as a 
black box that maps points in the input parameter space onto points in the output space (Figure 2). 

                                                      
1 Avoiding the use of standard interval arithmetic provides two major advantages: there is no need to implement 

interval algebra within complex FE programs, and there is no overestimation of the outputs due to a not accounted 

repetition, i.e. a dependency of the same parameter within the FE matrices. For example, if the thickness of a plate is 

uncertain, this will affect all the non-zero elements of both the mass and the stiffness matrix, leading to a non-

acceptable overestimation of the variability of the system eigenfrequencies.  
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Moreover, it is assumed that there is no other knowledge about the model, i.e. its behavior can be explored 
only by evaluating the model, hence propagating the inputs to the outputs. 

 
Figure 2: The model as a mapping between the input and the output space. 

Note that the input parameters are considered as independent, which results in an input parameter space 
where the valid data points form a (hyper-)cubic volume. In the output space, instead, dependencies arise 
through the model, so that the valid data points occupy only a portion of the possible output space.  
Considering the first application of the possibilistic analysis, where a nominal design characterized by a 
set of parameters as well as a set of desired quality functions are given, it is required to know how such 
qualities change while the design parameter vary. In this case, if interdependency between outputs is 
neglected the dashed area in Figure 2 is misleadingly considered as the result of the analysis, while the 
valid portion of the output space is the smaller grey area. 
Similarly, if an early stage optimization is the aim of the analysis, one may misinterpret the result of the 
analysis if the output qualities are considered independent, presuming that the optimum design is obtained 
for a maximum value of both the qualities (cross marker), while due to the interdependency, the optimum 
design actually lies somewhere else (circle marker in the figure 2). 
If the failure of the design is the concern of the analysis, the estimation of the actual area covered by the 
output variables is of major importance. 
For these reasons, a measure of the interdependency, the interdependency index, is proposed in the 
following. 
 

4 The interdependency index 

For the sake of simplicity, a two dimensional problem (two outputs) is addressed here, leaving higher-
dimensional problems to be discussed in a later section.  
As said before, the methodology presented in this paper is developed in the framework of the 
transformation method. The reference (exact) solution is therefore a numerical solution when: 

• the number of parameter combination considered as input of the problem Nt → ∞n being n 

the number of considered input. 

• The number of the considered α-cut m →∞. 
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In the following, it is assumed that the uncertain analysis, performed using the Transformation Method, 
provides two vectors O1 =( o1

1... oN
1), and O2= (o1

2... oN
2),  as the outputs for each α-cut.  

Note that the size of both O1 and O2 for the jth α-cut equals the number  being the 

number of parameters combination for the k

j
1

N  
j

k
k

N
=

= ∑ kN
th α-cuts. 

Basically the dataset considered for each α-cut includes all the data issued from the higher membership 
levels. 
For the ith element oi

1 of O1, and the corresponding ith element oi
2  of O1 a point Pi(oi

1, oi
2) on a Cartesian 

plane can be considered. Therefore, O1 and O2 can be seen as coordinates of “data-points” represented on 
a Cartesian plane. 
As mentioned before, if two outputs of an uncertain analysis are considered as independent, the portion of 
the output space covered is represented by a rectangular area. If the model induces interdependency 
between the two outputs, instead, the valid output area, included in the corresponding uncorrelated 
rectangle, tends to become smaller. Ultimately, in the marginal case, where the two outputs are strictly 
dependent, the area of valid output data points degenerates to a line. 
Based on this geometrical interpretation, the final objective of defining an interdependency index can be 
reduced to that of providing an appropriate measure for the structure of the data points in the output space. 
It is evident that the ratio between the actually covered output area and the corresponding uncorrelated 
rectangular area ranges between 0 (when the output are strictly dependent) and 1 (in the case of 
completely independent outputs). Therefore, the following index of interdependency is proposed: 

1
r

aI
a

= −  ,      (1) 

where ar is the area of the uncorrelated rectangle, i.e. ar=(max(O1)-min(O1))(max(O2)-min(O2)), and a is 
the actual area covered by the output variation. 
The index I is a crisp number that can be computed for each α-cut, therefore I is a gradual number [16] 
being a function of the membership level (e.g. see fig 8). 
For the calculation of a, it is important to note that  

1. it is generally recommended to scale the range of each output vector Oi according to  

( min( ))'
max( ) min( )

i i
i

i i

−
=

−
O OO

O O
,       (2) 

so that both scaled outputs range between 0 and 1, avoiding that the index is influenced by different 
orders of magnitude of the outputs. In this case Eq.(1) becomes  

1I a= −        (3) 

2. this index provides an information that is complementary to the standard analysis performed on 

each output alone. For example, if one output is almost constant, the dependency index does not 

provide additional information since it is evident in such a case that only the non-constant output 

can change, regardless of the value of I. 

3. there is a physical interpretation of the index I: If the normalization in Eq.(2) is used, the area a is 

numerically equal to the height of an equivalent rectangle. Therefore, if one output is fixed, I 

represents the average quota of the second output that is not accessible. In other words, an index I 
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= 0.4 indicates that, if ones chooses arbitrarily one output, the other output may be chosen freely 

only in 60% of its output interval.  

An important consideration concerns the fact that the considered reference solution provides in the case of 
a one dimensional problem a fuzzy number that coincides with the one obtained applying the extension 
principle as proposed by Zadeh. This consideration does not hold in a general n-dimensional problem 
when n>1.  
In fact, since there is not any restriction on the kind of model processed with the transformation method 
nor any limitation in the considered outputs, the output set can have any shape. It will be seen in the next 
section that the results obtained by using the convex-hull computation (section 4.1 Figure 5a), indeed 
produce a fuzzy number as an output while, when the tight envelope is used, the result is an ordinary fuzzy 
set because of the lack of convexity (section 4.2 Figure 5b). 
It is also important to notice that in the chapter 6, the proposed interdependency index is linked to the 
statistical concept of dependency. It is there shown that two variables that are interdependent in the 
proposed way (i.e. when I < 1) are also statistically dependent, while the opposite it is not true in general. 
However, the proposed examples under heading 6 show that in the latter case, the uncertain results are not 
inaccurate (i.e. as the considered dataset increases,the results converge to the reference solution). 

4.1 Evaluation of the output domain area – convex hull 

As the model to be evaluated with uncertain input parameters, a continuous function is considered that 
maps points in n onto points in 2. Given independent intervals of the n input variables, their image is 
an area A in the two dimensional output space.  
In the framework of the Transformation Method, however, the available information is obtained through a 
finite (generally small) number of model evaluations. The input intervals for each alpha level are sampled, 
and as a result, a finite set of points pi(oi

1,oi
2) with pi ∈  P, oi

1 ∈  O1 and oi
2∈  O2 are available in the output 

space. The points P are included in the area A. 
Under the assumptions that the output domain area A is convex, it is possible to approximate the actual 
measure a of the area A with ac, calculated through a Delaunay triangulation [17,18]. The subscript c 
stands for convex. 
Given a set of points P, the Delaunay triangulation is a set of lines connecting each point to its natural 
neighbors, i.e. the Delaunay triangulation DT(P) is such that no point in P is inside the circumcircle of any 
triangle in DT(P). Delaunay triangulations maximize the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles 
in the triangulation so that it tends to avoid "sliver" triangles. 
Based on the triangulation DT(P), the area ac is obtained through the sum of the areas of each triangle. It is 
important to notice that the calculated area ac is the area of the convex hull of the set of points P, and 
converges to a as the number of data points increases2. In the same way, the interdependency index I is 
approximated by the convex-hull interdependency index Ic with  

1c cI a= −  .       (4) 

4.2 Evaluation of the output domain area – tight envelope 

The mathematical tools for evaluating the convex hull in a two dimensional space are well assessed. 
However, there is in general no compulsory reason for the output points to form a convex set in the plane, 
which can be shown for several practical cases. 

                                                      
2 In the following all the numerical examples will use the Quick Hull algorithm, as implemented in MatLab®. [[18]]   
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Since the aim of the interdependency analysis is the evaluation of the actual area of the output domain, a 
more refined tool is proposed here and defined as the tight envelope. 
The calculation procedure of the tight envelope can be explained as follows: 

• The output vectors O1 and O2 are normalized Eq. (2) between 0 and 1;  

• A Delaunay triangulation  DT(P) is calculated for the given data points P. 

• The vector d of the distance between pairs of vertices of all the triangles is then calculated; 

• The mean m and standard deviation σ of the vector d is calculated; 

• Given a tolerance level t, all the triangles where at least one edge exceeds the threshold level 

th=m+t σ  are excluded from the tight envelope; 

• The area at of the tight envelope is calculated as the sum of the area of each non-excluded triangle; 

• The tight-envelope interdependency index It is obtained through: It = 1- at  

Some considerations about the tight envelope index It: 
1. It≥Ic, i.e. the tight-envelope index provides a more conservative information about the 

interdependency between the outputs, meaning that if It is low enough (e.g It<0.1) it is possible to 

neglect interdependency among the outputs, while this cannot be freely done in the case Ic is low. 

2. It depends on the tolerance level t; by increasing t the algorithm tends to consider the dataset as “more 

convex”. A suitable value for t is t = 3.   

3. In general, when applying possibilistic methodologies, one faces the problem of minimizing the 

number of model evaluations so that, in general, the obtained sampling of the output area is coarse. 

Consequently, by only looking at the output points, it can be difficult to decide which is the correct 

tight envelope. This fact has two consequences: first, there is uncertainty related to the value of It , 

and second, it is generally useful to compute both Ic and It and to verify the situations when there is a 

large discrepancy between the two. 

 
It is important to note that large differences between Ic and It can be due to the following:  

1. The area is not convex. In this case, the index Ic provides a misleading information and It must be 

used. 

2. The distribution of the dataset is not uniform across the area, so that some of the triangles 

excluded in the tight envelope computation are indeed part of the covered output domain. In this 

case, It provides a misleading information. 

3. Outlier points are present, i.e. points that are far away from the bulk output domain. This can be 

due to the physics of the model (this case is analogous to the previous point) or can be due to 

numerical instabilities/errors of the model, and a verification of the computations may be 

necessary. 

 
For these reasons, it is strongly recommended to always calculate both Ic and It , and then inspect the 
output domains in cases where large differences arises among the two. 
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A final consideration concerns the fact that two outputs may likely lie on a non-convex domain. 

4.3 Example 

Let us consider the simple example of a tank with rectangular shape with uncertain edge lengths.  
The input uncertain quantities are the three independent lengths of the tank edges. The design quantities 
are the total surface of the tank that has to be minimized, and the volume of the tank that must be 
maximized. The lengths of the edges are modeled as three independent triangular fuzzy numbers, all 
ranging from 0 m to 1 m, with a modal value of 0.5m. One obtains the results presented in Figure 3, which 
lie on a non-convex domain3. 

 
Figure3: Surface and volume of a parallepiped tank with uncertain edge length: data points,  

As expected, strong correlations exist between the area and the volume of a rectangular tank, therefore the 
data points occupy only a small portion of the rectangular uncorrelated area.  
For this example, Figure 4 shows the triangulation obtained for the convex-hull computation (a), and for 
the tight-envelope computation (b). For this example, the first interdependency index yields Ic = 0.83, 
while a more appropriate value is provided by the second index It = 0.93.  

 
Figure 4: Surface and volume of a parallepiped tank with uncertain edge length a) Delaunay 

triangulation for the convex- hull calculation; b) Delaunay triangulation for the tight- envelope 
calculation; 

                                                      
3 Note also that the optimal point (V = 1m3 ,l = 0m) obviously does not lie inside the output domain 
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To conclude this chapter, it is important to note that if two outputs are obtained from an uncertain analysis, 
they can indeed be considered as one two-dimensional result. For this reason, whenever possible, it is 
useful to plot and to discuss the two-dimensional fuzzy set rather than to analyze two one-dimensional 
fuzzy numbers with the complementary information of their interdependency.  
 
Figure 5 shows, for both the convex hull and the tight-envelope computation, such two dimensional fuzzy 
sets. In these figures, the membership level is displayed as a grayscale, where darker areas represent 
higher levels of membership. It is evident that if the results are presented in this way, they contain the 
inherent dependency information. Furthermore, it is evident for this example that since the output is not 
convex, the tight envelope provides a more appropriate result. Therefore, a simple convex hull provides 
misleading results even though it is still better than just neglecting the interdependency at all. 

 

Figure8: Interdependency index for varying membership level: tank volume Vs total surface. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper addresses the issue of the interdependency among outputs of an uncertain analysis. The work is 
developed within the framework of fuzzy arithmetic and, in particular, of the Transformation Method, 
which is a practical implementation for the solution of large fuzzy-parameterized models. Similar to 
stochastic analyses if cross-correlation is neglected, the lack of information about the interdependency 
among outputs in a possibilistic analysis can, indeed, provide misleading results. More specifically, 
interdependency indices are proposed and procedures for its computation are presented. These indexes are 
the convex-hull interdependency index and the tight-envelope interdependency index. The first assumes for 
each considered α-cut that the output set is convex, while the second is more general.  
For the computation of the tight-envelope index, a special method for the computation of the area for non-
convex sets is necessary, which is proposed in this paper. The method can be interpreted in a physical 
way, representing the fraction of the output variability range that is available, once the other outputs are 
set. The proposed examples show that the interdependency indexes are suitable to describe the model-
inherent dependencies between the outputs. Moreover, the tight envelope is able to handle and to quantify 
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the area of a non-convex set, though being consistent to the results of the convex-hull approach if the 
output set is convex.  
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Abstract
When modelling mechanical systems, there always exists a degree of uncertainty in the material properties
and behaviour laws, geometrical and topological descriptions, and so forth, which make the analysis to some
extent inexact. These uncertainties may be divided into two classes: aleatory and epistemic. Aleatory uncer-
tainty is generally irreducible and is a property of the structure and its environment. Epistemic uncertainty
reflects our difficulties as engineers in correctly modelling the physics of the system. In the last years, sev-
eral approaches have been developed in order to deal with this problem. In these approaches, the uncertainty
attached to the input parameters is mathematically propagated to the output of the system being analyzed.
As a result, the output will be a non-deterministic value to be expressed as a probabilistic function, in cases
where probabilistic approaches are performed, as an interval value when interval arithmetic is involved, as
a robustness curve when Info-Gap analysis is performed and so on. In this paper, a design of a lift cabin
subject to epistemic uncertainties will be studied using a fuzzy approach. The problem studied deals with a
test-rig that simulates the dynamic behaviour of a lift car from the vibrational viewpoint in a low frequency
band (0-20Hz). The test rig model includes the lift car, the suspension ropes and the guiding system. A
Design of Experiments (DoE) methodology is used in the experimental phase with the aim of identifying the
uncertain variables having a dominant influence on the objective response. Once these variables are defined
an uncertainty propagation is performed on two different configurations of the test-rig Finite Element (FE)
model in order to evaluate the robustness of these uncertainties to the objective response and to assess the
relative value of the two designs under the considered uncertainty.

1 Introduction

In the last decades the capability of computing large FE models has increased considerably. Consequently
there is a tendency to represent very detailed models, where every geometrical description is taken into
account. Nevertheless, there is always lack of knowledge resulting in assumptions made by the modeller
that make the analysis to some extent imprecise. In order to overcome this drawback several methods have
been developed. In an attempt to group them, two categories can be identified. The first one consists of
probabilistic approaches and the second one of non-probabilistic approaches. In all of them the uncertainties
or variabilities of the input parameters are quantified and propagate to the output response. As a result,
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instead of having a deterministic input and a deterministic output, one single value per parameter or output,
the simulation ends up having a non-deterministic input and consequently a non-unique output where the
variation of the input parameters have been considered.

In this work, the non-probabilistic fuzzy approach is applied to study the effect of uncertainties on two FE
test-rig models with the aim of studying the dynamic behaviour of both structures.

In a fuzzy analysis, all uncertain input parameters are modelled using fuzzy sets. Each uncertainty is fully
described by its membership function. The aim of the fuzzy analysis is to obtain the fuzzy description of the
output quantities of interest, corresponding to the considered input uncertainties. In a numerical framework,
the α-cut strategy is broadly used. An interval analysis is then performed on each α-level separately, yielding
an interval result. The combination of the interval results of all considered α-levels finally results in a
discretised approximation of the output membership function. Figure 1 illustrates the α-level strategy for
a function with two fuzzy inputs, both of which are represented by a triangular membership function and
discretized into four α-levels.

µx̃1 (x1)

µx̃2 (x2)

µỹ (y)

α1

α1

α2

α2

α3

α3

α4

α4

fuzzy input

fuzzy output

deterministic
analysis at the

α4-level

interval analysis at
the α1-level

interval analysis at
the α2-level

interval analysis at
the α3-level

Figure 1: Procedure for the fuzzy analysis including two fuzzy inputs (taken from Moens in [1], published
with permission).

The application of the fuzzy approach in the dynamic analysis studied in this paper is based on the modal
superposition principle for frequency response function (FRF) analysis. The required interval FE algorithm,
an interval translation of the deterministic modal superposition principle, was developed by Moens [1]. The
method was recently extended for the dynamic analysis of structures with uncertain damping properties. For
more information about the method the reader is referred to [2].

Currently, comfort is becoming a key factor in the lift industry, so validated lift models are becoming a
significant research area.

The components that this means of transport is made of are listed below. But due to the wide diversity of
lifts only the most usual components are briefly explained and illustrated in Figure 2(a):

• Lift car: Where passengers or loads are carried. The lift car is usually comprised of the lift cabin
(number 1, in Figure 2(a)), the chassis and the lift cabin doors.

• Counterweight: Balances the load of the lift car (number 6), to which it is attached through wire ropes.

• Drive-machine: Driving element that connects the lift car and the counterweight through a pulley or
sheave and its corresponding wire ropes (number 7). The lift car moves up and down by means of the
spinning of the engine.

• Hoist Ropes or wire or suspension ropes: Their function consists in supporting the lift car together
with the counterweight and transmit the traction provided by the engine (number 5).
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• Lift shaft: Space where the lift car and counterweight move up and down. At present, entrance doors,
guide rails, the dampers located in the pit, manouevre elements, etc. are all included in the shaft
(number 4).

• Guiding system: The guiding system consists of the guide rails (number 3) and some sliding shoes
(number 2) that guide the lift car and the counterweight in their vertical ride. Inappropriate mounting
of guide rails, their possible bending, lack of rigidity and the rugosity of their surface could produce
vibrations in the lift car, resulting in lack of comfort.

The dynamic excitation of the cabin is mainly caused by the forces introduced through the sliding shoes
and the wire ropes. Therefore, in order to have a reliable assessment of the dynamic behaviour affecting the
comfort in the cabin, the propagation of these dynamic forces to acceleration levels inside the cabin needs to
be analysed. This can be done by observing the FRF between the forces either in the sliding shoes or in the
wire ropes and the acceleration levels at specific points of interest inside the cabin.

In this analysis, uncertainty is present in different physical properties. The objective of this work is to take
account of all the uncertainties that affect the dynamic excitation of the cabin. Therefore, a selection of
uncertainties is first made by observing their individual effect on the forces in the guiding system and in the
wire ropes in a physical test set-up. The identification of dominant uncertainties is based on a DoE approach.

The uncertainties with the highest impact on the forces in the guiding system and in the wire ropes are then
introduced in the FRF calculation, resulting in a fuzzy FRF. The resulting fuzzy response curves reflect the
uncertainty in the acceleration levels obtained at different locations in the lift cabin taking the most important
uncertainties into account. Two different lift cabin configurations will be evaluated.

Section 2 of this paper describes the test-rig that will be used for the Design of Experiments (DoE), while
Section 3 discusses the experimental DoE carried out. Section 4 gathers the results obtained by the non-
probabilistic approach on two configurations of the test-rig. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.

2 Description of the test rig

The test rig is a simplified set-up that enables to perform extensive experiments while maintaining a high
degree of similarity to a real lift (see Figure 2(b)). At the same time, the installation enables to change some
variables that a real lift contains, such as: the cabin load, the speed, the off-centre loads and so on, which
cannot be changed so easily in a real installation.

As a first step, it is important to identify the components of a real lift - described in Section 1- in this set-up
(see Figure 2(b)). In the test-rig of Figure 2(b) two main parts can be identified: the structure itself (number
4), to which some elements are connected (rails of the lift car (number 3), rails of the counterweight and
the drive-machine (number 7)) and the two moving parts. The first one corresponds to the counterweight
(number 6), while the other corresponds to the lift car (number 1). Both of them can move up and down
guided along the rails by some sliding shoes (number 2). In addition, both of them are connected to the
drive-machine, located at the upper part of the test rig by means of a wire rope (number 7). The lift car itself
can adopt different configurations, simulating e.g. the off-centre load in X and Y direction or different loads,
with the aim of reproducing different lift car models.

The following data is acquired from the test-rig during operation:

• A force sensor located in the connection of the wire rope to the lift car measures the tensile force of
the suspension rope (see Figure 3(a)).

• Strain gauges in the four sliding shoes of the lift car measure the dynamic forces that occur in the
guiding in three directions (X, Y and Z) (see Figure 3(b)).
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(a) A common lift model. (b) Configuration of the test-rig.

Figure 2: A common configuration of a lift model. 1: Cabin, 2: Sliding shoes, 3: Guide rails, 4: Hoist way,
5: Hoist ropes (suspension ropes), 6: Counterweight, 7: Drive-machine.

• Some other parameters (e.g. torque of the motor, speed) are obtained from the machine driver.

The data of the torque of the motor is correlated to the tensile force and to the force in Z direction that occurs
in the sliding shoes. With the acquired data, a Design of Experiments (DoE) procedure will be employed to
rank the input factors with regard to those forces.

3 Design of Experiments (DoE)

By and large, design of experiments (DoE) is used to understand the relationship between outputs and exper-
imental factors (inputs) in a system by maximising information gained from the data collected. Therefore,
DoE is a methodology for systematical application of statistics to experiments. A DoE defines an optimal
strategy for acquiring a maximum of information from a limited number of tests with different combinations
of experimental factors.

The factors (inputs) used in this paper have been chosen after a braimstorming process carried out by people
with different technical backgrounds. The factors that have been chosen are summarized as follows:

• Load of the lift cabin

• Off-centre load in X direction

• Off-centre load in Y direction

• Speed
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(a) Force sensor measuring the force in Z direction. (b) Strain Gauges measuring the forces in X, Y and
Z direction.

Figure 3: Sensorisation of the test-rig.

• Looseness of the sliding shoes in X direction

• Looseness of the sliding shoes in Y direction

• Narrowing of the guiding system

• Sliding shoe type A

• Sliding shoe type B

• Lubrication

As the dynamic excitation of the cabin is mainly caused by the forces introduced through the sliding shoes
and the wire ropes, the corresponding forces in Y and in Z direction are good measures for the dynamic load
acting on the cabin. Fy represents the force that occurs in the guiding system in direction Y (see Figure 2).
This force has been measured by the strain gauges located in the sliding shoes (see Figure 3(b)). Due to
its high correlation with the torque of the machine-drive, instead of the force in Z direction (Fz), the torque
is taken as output for the DoE. This ensures that the approach is applicable to an industrial real case in the
future, where this parameter is measurable. The root mean square (RMS) values of these forces (Fy and Fz)
in the constant velocity band of the lift are processed as outputs in the DoE.

Each factor of the system is asigned two levels, assuming a linear system. We have chosen a factorial design
to carry out the experiments, since they are effective, relatively easy to design, execute and analyse [4]. These
designs include all possible combinations of the levels in each factor with the levels in all other factors. The
number of experimental runs is a power of the number of levels in each factor, in this case 2k, where k is
the number of factors. However, even when considering only two levels per factor, the number of runs in a
full factorial can be excessively large due to the number of factors involved. Therefore, in order to reduce
the number of runs, it is possible to conduct a well-balanced subset of the possible combinations of factor
levels, although it leads to confusion. The resolution is an important parameter, since it is a measure of the
amount of confusion in the design. We chose a 210−5 fractional factorial design which implies carrying out
32 experiments. This design has resolution IV, which means that each of the main effects can be estimated
independently, even if the interactions are confused among them [5].

3.1 Results of the analysis of the forces in Y direction

Figure 4 shows the Pareto chart of effects for the force in Y direction. The factor effect (Y axis) shows
which is the variation in the response (X axis) caused by changing the factor from low level to high level.
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This graph includes not only the primary factors but also the effects of interactions. Two factors interact
when the effect of one factor on the response depends on the level of the other factor.

Figure 4: Pareto chart of effects for the force in Y, Fy.

The Pareto chart clearly identifies three significant effects: the narrowing of the guiding system in Y di-
rection, the looseness in Y direction and the load of the lift car. A formal statistical study was carried out
to validate these results (ANOVA) and since there were no discrepancies with the Pareto chart, these fac-
tors were kept for the uncertainty analysis of Section 4. Therefore, the robustness of the system to these
parameters will be evaluated.

3.2 Results of the analysis of the forces in Z direction

Figure 5 shows the Pareto chart of effects for the machine-drive torque in Z direction. This chart clearly
illustrates that the load, the lubrication, the narrowing in Y direction and the off-centre load in X direction
are the most important factors on the force in Z direction. In order to validate the Pareto chart, a formal
statistical study was carried out, whose results agree with the results of the Pareto chart.

Figure 5: Pareto chart of effects for the torque of the machine-drive, Fz .

From both sections (Section 3.1 and 3.2) it can be concluded that the guiding imperfections (the narrowing of
the guiding system or the looseness in Y direction) have a main effect on Y direction though they also affect Z
direction. The same happens to the load, which has an effect on both directions. Therefore, both parameters
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will be considered uncertain in Section 4. The uncertainty analysis will be applied on two different designs
in order to assess the effect of both uncertain parameters on their dynamic behaviour. The two designs differ
mainly in the off-centre loading conditions in X direction. The lubrication that appears in the case of the
analysis in Z direction is not going to be considered as an uncertain parameter, since all the installations of
this type are always lubricated.

4 Application of the Fuzzy Frequency Response Function

The aim of this section is to study the effect of the principle uncertainty factors identified in the previous
section on the dynamic behaviour of two different lift cabin designs. This is done by applying a dynamic FE
analysis on the two corresponding FE models. For both designs, two cases will be considered:

• Case 1: Guide imperfections and load as uncertain parameters. The FRF is evaluated in Y direction
for two lift cabin configurations.

• Case 2: Guide imperfections and load as uncertain parameters. The FRF is evaluated in Z direction
for two lift cabin configurations.

The models of Figure 6 represent the lift car shown in Figure 2(b). The Finite Element (FE) models consist
of 1750 degrees of freedom, mainly modelled by beam and shell elements. The models are composed of
the lift car, the wire ropes and the sliding shoes. The fuzzy FRF analysis is applied in order to study the
robustness of the dynamic behaviour with respect to the uncertainties.

(a) Configuration 1 (b) Configuration 2

Figure 6: Finite Element model of the test-rig.

A modal analysis reveals the modes that will be taken into account in the uncertainty analysis (see Figure
7). The first mode corresponds to a rotational movement in Y direction. The second one depicts a rotational
movement in X direction, whereas the third one is a rotational movement in Z direction. The applied damping
model is Rayleigh damping.

In Figure 6(a) the force locations are shown. P1 corresponds to the location of the force Fy, coming from
the guiding system; P3 represents the location of the force Fz , coming from the wire ropes and P2 is a point
of the test rig floor selected as the output point of the FRF. For both cases, the response of P2 in Y and Z
direction is observed.

In order to take the imperfections of the guiding system into account, the values of the elastic elements
of the sliding shoes will be considered as uncertain (Ks). The uncertainty regarding the load is simulated
by varying the density of the beam as indicated in Figure 6 (ρbeam). This represents the different loading
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(a) Mode 1 - Conf. 1: 8,73 Hz - Conf.
2: 8,69 Hz

(b) Mode 2 - Conf. 1: 12,12 Hz -
Conf. 2: 12,02 Hz

(c) Mode 3 - Conf. 1: 19,15 Hz -
Conf. 2: 18,53 Hz

Figure 7: Eigenfrequencies and mode shapes of the three lift car modes with the highest participation factors.

conditions caused by the influence of e.g. the number of people inside the cabins, different lift tare and so
on.

Table 1 summarised the uncertainty bounds applied to the model. The maximum values of Ks simulate the
situation in which the connections at the sliding shoes are almost rigidly connected to the guides. On the
other hand, the minimum values simulate the situation in which the elastic elements are roughly soft. Values
outside this range are considered to be impossible. A triangular membership function is assumed above these
intervals for the Fuzzy analysis.

Uncertain parameter Nominal Value Minimum Value Maximum Value
Ks 2, 80e6N/m 2, 80e5N/m 2, 80e7N/m
ρbeam 7860kg/m3 7000kg/m3 8500kg/m3

Table 1: Values of nominal values and uncertainties.

4.1 Case 1: FRF evaluated in Y direction

According to the fuzzy FRF approach, the results of Figure 8 are obtained for both lift configurations.

These FRFs in Y direction can be interpreted as a measure for the amplification that the system has for
additional forces acting through the guiding system. Therefore, it is a measure for assessing the effect of the
guiding system imperfections on the acceleration levels in the cabin.

Figure 8 clearly shows that both configurations exhibit similar dynamic behaviour for the second mode, but
for the third mode, configuration 1 is more robust than configuration 2. The first mode is not visible in these
graphs due to its low participation factor.

4.2 Case 2: FRF evaluated in Z direction

Figure 9 shows the results of the fuzzy FRF analysis in Z direction for both configurations.

The FRFs in Z direction represent an amplification for the wire rope connection.
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(a) Configuration 1 (b) Configuration 2

Figure 8: Fuzzy FRF P2/P1 considering uncertainties in Y direction.

(a) Configuration 1 (b) Configuration 2

Figure 9: Fuzzy FRF P2/P3 considering uncertainties in Z direction.

Figure 9 shows that three modes are visible, where again, similar to Case 1, the third mode represents more
robustness to the uncertainty in configuration 1 than in configuration 2. It can be due to the fact that the third
mode is a rotational movement in Z direction, where the configuration 2 has an off-centre load in X direction,
which makes this movement more sensitive. This can be also seen from Figure 7, where the value of the
third mode is 19,15 Hz for configuration 1 and 18,53 Hz for configuration 2. This variation of the frequency
is larger than for the cases of mode 1 or mode 2.

From the both cases studied it can be concluded that the two designs can be compared based on the FRF
graphs. These indicate that configuration 1 is more robust with respect to the uncertainties and therefore
represents the preferable design. Not only the frequency but also the amplitude seems to be more robust,
which is more important.

5 Conclusions

This paper illustrates a methodology for assesing different designs of an industrial structure with uncertain
input parameters. The robustness of the dynamic behaviour of two lift designs with respect to model un-
certainties has been analysed using fuzzy FRF calculations. The uncertain input parameters were selected
performing an experimental DoE approach.

The presented methodology based on fuzzy sets enables the study of the possible influence of large epistemic
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uncertainties on the design behaviour. It helps the analyst to assess different designs in a very early design
stage.

From the comparison of the different fuzzy dynamic response functions obtained, the most robust design
with respect to the introduced uncertainties was identified. The one with the narrowest band in the important
frequency region represents the best design. Therefore, this paper illustrates how to put the fuzzy techniques
to value in design.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present an energy density field approach for low- and medium-frequency vibroacoustic
analysis of complex structures using a statistical computational model. The theory presented is adapted to
a structure consisting of an automotive vehicle coupled with its internal cavity. The objective of this paper
is to take advantage of the statistical properties of the frequency response functions observed from previous
experimental and numerical experiences. In this approach, the matrix-valued frequency response function is
expressed in terms of a dimensionless matrix which is estimated using the vibroacoustic computational model
and the proposed energy method. Using these dimensionless matrix-valued frequency response function a
simplified vibroacoustic model is proposed.

1 Introduction

Numerical simulation and mathematical modeling have become more and more complex trying to match nu-
merical models with physical systems. However exact matching is nearly impossible to achieve because of
uncertainties existing not only in the parameters of the physical system, but also in the computational model
itself. This is why applying statistical methods became necessary to take into account those uncertainties.
One well know statistical approach is the parametric probabilistic approach. This approach takes into account
uncertainties in the physical system parameters but does not take into account model uncertainties. To take
into account model uncertainties the non-parametric probabilistic approach of model uncertainties presented
in [1] [2] [3] is used.
In the domain of vibroacoustics, statistical methods are used in the high frequency range where the number
of modes is very high and the statistical properties are quite evident. One of the statistical methods used
in this frequency range is the Statistical Energy Analysis known as SEA [4][5].This kind of approach and
other kinds devoted to the high frequency range have been extensively developed and applied, see for ins-
tance developments like [6][7][8][9][10] [11][12][13]. However these approaches are generally not directly
applicable to the low- and medium-frequency ranges. In these frequency ranges statistical properties of the
response are not evident due to the simultaneous presence of global modes and local modes. Thus, a sto-
chastic approach is necessary for the vibroacoustic analysis of the system to permit taking advantage of the
statistical properties of the response in the low- and medium-frequency ranges.
Frequency Response Functions (FRF) between all points of a complex system could be very difficult to ana-
lyze specially during a conception phase of an industrial process. Thus a more simplified robust model is
needed to simplify these FRF. To achieve such a simplification in the low- and medium-frequency ranges an
energy density field approach dealing with these frequency ranges and developed in a statistical context is
presented. Note that the proposed approach uses the input and output mobilities to normalize the FRF. this
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notion is close to that of the energy mobility introduced in [14] but is a quite different approach.
The stochastic computational model of the vibroacoustic system is obtained from the mean reduced vibroa-
coustic computational model and using the non-parametric probabilistic approach to take into account both
the parameter uncertainties and the model uncertainties. The stochastic equations are then solved using the
Monte Carlo method. For shortness, in this paper only the energy analysis and the construction of the simpli-
fied model are explained in details. The mean vibroacoustic model is not explained and the reader is referred
to [15] for the general formulation and to [16] and [17]for the formulation devoted to automotive structures.
The equations of the mean reduced computational vibroacoustic model and those of the stochastic compu-
tational model are shown briefly in the first section of this paper. For more details, the reader is referred to
[1][2][3][15][16][17].

2 Reduced mean computational vibroacoustic model

The vibroacoustic problem to be solved consists in a three dimensional damped elastic structure without
rigid body displacements and is coupled with an internal damped acoustic cavity. For all angular frequency
ω belonging to the frequency band of analysis with B = [ωmin, ωmax] with ωmin > 0, the reduced mean
computational vibroacoustic model is written as

us(ω) = Ψqs(ω) , pf (ω) = Φqf (ω) , (1)

in which the Cn-vector qs(ω) of the generalized structural coordinates associated with the n first structural
elastic modes constituting the matrix Ψ and the Cm-vector qf (ω) of the generalized acoustical coordinates
associated with the m first acoustic modes constituting the matrix Φ which includes the constant pressure
mode at zero eigenfrequency, verify the matrix equation[As(ω) C

ω2 CT Af (ω)

] [
qs(ω)
qf (ω)

]
=

[fs(ω)
ff (ω)

]
. (2)

In Eq. (1), us(ω) and pf (ω) are the Cns-vector of the structural DOF and the Cnf -vector of the acoustical
DOF. In Eq. (2), As(ω) and Af (ω) are the generalized dynamical stiffness matrices for the structure and for
the acoustic cavity which are written as

As(ω) = −ω2Ms
n + iωDs

n + Ks
n , (3)

Af (ω) = −ω2Mf
m + iωDf

m + Kf
m . (4)

In Eq. (3), Ms
n,Ds

n and Ks
n are positive-definite symmetric real (n×n) matrices corresponding to the genera-

lized mass, damping and stiffness matrices. In Eq. (4) devoted to the acoustic cavity,Mf
m is a positive-definite

symmetric real (m×m) matrix corresponding to the generalized "mass" matrix and, Df
m and Kf

m are the po-
sitive symmetric real (m×m) matrices corresponding to the generalized "damping" and "stiffness" matrices.
Finally, in Eq. (2), C is the real (n×m) matrix corresponding to the generalized vibroacoustic coupling ma-
trix and where fs(ω) and ff (ω) are the generalized structural forces and the generalized acoustical sources
applied to the vibroacoustic system.

3 Construction of the stochastic reduced computational vibroacous-
tic model

In this work, the non-parametric probabilistic approach [1][2][3] is used to construct the statistical compu-
tational vibroacoustic model in order to take into account both parameter uncertainties and model uncertain-
ties. One refers the reader to [16] for the details of this implementation. In such an approach, the matrices
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of the reduced mean computational vibroacoustic model are replaced by random matrices whose mean va-
lues are equal, by construction, to the matrices of the reduced mean computational vibroacoustic model.
Consequently, Eqs. (1) and (2) are replaced by the following random equations

Us(ω) = ΨQs(ω) , Pf (ω) = ΦQf (ω) , (5)

in which the Cn-valued random vector Qs(ω) and the Cm-valued random vector Qf (ω) verify the random
matrix equation [

As(ω) C
ω2CT Af (ω)

] [
Qs(ω)
Qf (ω)

]
=

[
ΨT fs(ω)
ΦT ff (ω)

]
, (6)

in which the random matrices As(ω) and Af (ω) are written as

As(ω) = −ω2Ms
n + iωDs

n + Ks
n , (7)

Af (ω) = −ω2Mf
m + iωDf

m + Kf
m . (8)

In Eq. (7), Ms
n,Ds

n and Ks
n are random matrices with values in the set of all the positive-definite symmetric

real (n × n) matrices. In Eq. (8), Ms
n is a random matrix with values in the set of all the positive-definite

symmetric real (m × m) matrices and, Df
m and Kf

m are random matrices with values in the set of all the
positive symmetric real (m×m) matrices. Finally, in Eq. (6), C is a random matrix with values in the set of
all the real (n ×m) matrices. The probability distributions of these seven random matrices are completely
defined in the non-parametric probabilistic approach and a generator of independent realizations of these
random matrices is explicitly known(see [1][2][3]). It should be noted that, in this random matrix theory, the
statistical fluctuation level of each random matrix is controlled by a dispersion parameter δ > 0. If δ = 0
(deterministic case) the random matrix is equal to its mean value. The larger the value of δ, the larger is the
uncertainty level.

4 Explanation of the energy density field approach

Let µ = ns + nf be the total number of DOF. One will only use the subset {j1, . . . , jα, . . . , jν} of the ν
observed and excited DOF of the vibroacoustic system. In general, one has ν ¿ µ. Note that the excited
DOF are the same as the observed DOF. The excited DOF correspond to external forces applied to the
structure and/or to external acoustic sources in the acoustic cavity. For α fixed in {1, . . . , ν}, let t 7→ fα(t)
be the function from R into Rν representing the excitation vector relative to the DOF jα which is written
as fα(t) = {0, . . . , fα

α (t), . . . , 0} and which is such that fα(−t) = fα(t). It is assumed that fα is square
integrable on R. Let fα(ω) =

∫
R e−iωtfα(t) dt be its Fourier transform which is real function such that

fα(−ω) = fα(ω). Consequently, we have fα(ω) = {0, . . . , fα
α (ω), . . . , 0}. finally it will be assumed that

the support of ω 7→ fα(ω) is the bounded interval B ∪ B in which B = [−ωmax,−ωmin]. Let Z(ω) be the
(µ× µ) complex random matrix such that

Z(ω) =
[
Ψ 0
0 Φ

] [
As(ω) C
ω2CT Af (ω)

]−1 [
ΨT 0
0 ΦT

]
, (9)

which exists for all ω in B. Let Z(ω) be the (ν × ν) complex random matrix such that, for all α and β in
{1, . . . , ν}, one has

Zαβ(ω) = Zjαjβ
. (10)

For all ω fixed in B, let T(ω) be the (ν × ν) complex random matrix defined by

T(ω) = iωZ(ω) . (11)
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The function ω 7→ T(ω) is called the matrix-valued random FRF related to the excited and the observed
DOF. It should be noted that T(−ω) = T(ω). Let Vα(ω) be the ν complex random vector of the velocity
responses for the observed DOF {j1, . . . , jν}. One then has

Vα(ω) = T(ω)fα(ω) . (12)

We now introduce the (ν × ν) random mobility matrix Y(ω) of the vibroacoustic system for the excited
and the observed DOF. Below one uses the terminology introduced in references [18] [19] concerning the
driving point mobility functions and the coupling mobility functions. Since we are only interested in the
driving point mobility functions and not by the coupling mobility functions, the random mobility matrix is a
(ν × ν) real diagonal random matrix defined by

Yαβ(ω) =
{

Re(Tαα(ω)) if α = β
0 if α 6= β

. (13)

It should be noted that, for all ω ∈ B, Yαα(ω) is positive-valued random variable which is such that
Yαα(−ω) = Yαα(ω).
One now introduces the vector-valued spectral density function sf = (sf

1(ω), . . . , sf
ν (ω)) belonging to (R+)ν

relative to all the excited DOF such that

sf
α(ω) = (1/2π)fα

α (ω)2 . (14)

The random input power of the vibroacoustic system induced by the excitation fα is defined by

Πα
in =

∫
R

fα(t)T Vα(t) dt . (15)

which can be rewritten in the form
Πα

in =
∫

B
πα

in(ω) dω , (16)

where πα
in(ω) can be defined by

πin = (π1
in, . . . , πα

in, . . . , πν
in) (17)

and it can be demonstrated using the above equations that

πin(ω) = 2Y(ω)sf (ω) . (18)

From Eq. (18), it can be deduced that

sf (ω) =
1
2
Y(ω)−1πin(ω). (19)

Similarly, One then introduces the (R+)ν-valued random spectral density function sv of the velocity res-
ponses V1, . . . ,Vν such that

sv(ω) = (sv
1(ω), . . . , sv

ν(ω)) . (20)

where sv
α(ω) = 1

π ‖ Vα(ω) is The spectral density function of the response velocity Vα. Introducing the
(ν × ν) real random matrix Hβα(ω) = |Tβα(ω)|2 one can easily deduce that

sv(ω) = 2H(ω) sf (ω) . (21)

Defining the (R+)ν-valued random local input power density function πL
in such that

sv(ω) = Y(ω)πL
in(ω) , (22)

after simple mathematical calculation one can get

πL
in(ω) = Y(ω)−1H(ω)Y(ω)−1πin(ω) . (23)
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Introducing the ν × ν real full random matrix E(ω) defined by

E(ω) = Y(ω)−1H(ω)Y(ω)−1 , (24)

it can easily be seen that Eq. (23) can be rewritten as

πL
in(ω) = E(ω) πin(ω) . (25)

The two fundamental Eqs. (22) and (25) allows sv(ω) to be calculated as a function of πin(ω) via πloc
in (ω).

Consequently, the random matrix E(ω) can be viewed as a random dimensionless operator allowing the
random local input power density function to be calculated as a function of the random input power density
function. On the other hand, it can be deduced the following fundamental equation

sv(ω) = 2Y(ω)E(ω)Y(ω) sf (ω) . (26)

5 Introduction of the local coordinate system

It should be noted that the random equations defined by Eqs. (5) and (6) are relative to the global coordinate
system. In this section, one represents the local FRF in a local coordinate system defined by the principal
directions of the local mobility. Such a representation allows the type of dominant deformations to be analy-
zed with respect to the geometry. For instance, at a local point located in a thin shell of the structure, if the
most important principal direction is perpendicular to the tangent plane of the shell, then the largest part of
the energy of the response will mainly be associated with flexural deformations while if the most important
principal direction belongs to the tangent plane, then the largest part of the energy will mainly be associated
with membrane deformations.

5.1 Representation of the stochastic system in the new coordinates system

Let Tp(ω) be the random matrix with values in the set of all the symmetric complex (3 × 3) matrices and
corresponding to the translational DOF of the random FRF at a given point p of the structure (note that
the rotational DOF are not considered here). One then introduces the mean value E{Tp(ω)} of the random
matrix Tp(ω) in which E denotes the mathematical expectation. Let Tp(ω) be the symmetric real (3 × 3)
matrix such that Tp(ω) = <e{E{Tp(ω)}}. The representation of the random matrix Tp(ω) in the local
coordinates attached to the given point and defined by the principal direction of the mean local mobility, is
the random matrix denoted by Tloc

p (ω) and is written as

Tloc
p (ω) = Xp(ω)TTp(ω)Xp(ω) . (27)

One can now consider the Eq. (24) in the local coordinates for all the local DOF of the structure at points p
and all the the global DOF of the acoustic cavity all together which can then be rewritten

Eloc(ω) = Yloc(ω)−1 Hloc(ω)Yloc(ω)−1 . (28)

All other equations of section 4 still hold true in the local coordinates. Thus, these equations are going to be
used in what follows with a subscript or a superscript loc to refer to values in these coordinates.

6 Construction of the simplified model

The mean matrix-valued FRF is calculated using the mean value of the Monte Carlo realizations of the FRF
after projection on principal directions of the mean local mobility. One can then write

Tloc(ω) = E{Tloc(ω)} , (29)
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and
Eloc(ω) = E{Eloc(ω)} . (30)

in this case the local mobility is written as

Yloc
αβ(ω) =

{
Re(Tloc

αα(ω)) if α = β
0 if α 6= β

. (31)

Taking the mathematical expectation of Eq. (26) in the local coordinates leads us to

E{sv
loc(ω)} = 2 E{Yloc(ω)Eloc(ω)Yloc(ω)sf

loc(ω)} . (32)

if the the following approximations are introduced then

E{sv(ω)} = E{Y(ω)}E{πL
in(ω)} (33)

E{πL
in(ω)} = E{E(ω)}E{πin(ω)} , (34)

then the approximation sv
loc(ω) of the E{sv

loc(ω)} is written as

sv
loc(ω) = 2Yloc(ω)Eloc(ω)Yloc(ω)sf

loc(ω) . (35)

These approximations are shown to be numerically verified in Section 7, taking into account the following
construction.
Now, let J and O be the set of excitation and observation DOF respectively such that J = {kq, q = 1, ..., µ}
and O = {jp, p = 1, ..., ν}, where µ and ν are the number of excitation and number of observation DOF
respectively as illustrated in Fig.(1).

FIG. 1 – Schematic presentation of the sets of excitation and observation points.

Introducing Sf
loc(ω) as the matrix-valued spectral density function of the excitation forces defined by

(Sf
loc(ω))jpkq =

{
(sf

loc(ω))jp if jp = kq

0 if jp 6= kq
, (36)

and assuming that the excitation and observation DOF J and O are sufficiently distant from each, let eOJ be
the real number such that for each ω in the frequency band B, it is assumed that

(Eloc(ω))jpkq ' eOJ(ω) . (37)

In order that this last ussumption be verified, the quantity eOJ(ω) is computed by the equation

eOJ =

∑ν
p=1(E{sv

loc(ω)})jp

E{πloc
in }

∑ν
p=1(Y

loc(ω))jpjp

, (38)
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where (Esv
loc(ω))jp is the summation over the excitation DOF of the mean random spectral density function

of the velocity responses calculated using Eq. (32) and πloc
in is the the summation over the excitation DOF of

the mean value of the local input power density function. The value of the approximated mean vector-valued
spectral density function of the output velocity can then be recalculated using the matrix EOJ defined by
(EOJ)jpkq(ω) = eOJ(ω) to obtain the approximated value

(sv
loc(ω))app

jp
= eOJ(ω) [Yloc(ω)]jpjp E{πloc

in } . (39)

The associated error due to this hypothesis can then be evaluated by defining the matrix ε2E of the errors for
fixed J and O

[εE]2jpkq
= |[Eloc(ω)]jpkq − [EOJ(ω)]jpkq|2 . (40)

7 Application

The application of the proposed method was performed on an automotive vehicle model. the mean model
consists of a non-trimmed vehicle structure and it’s internal cavity. The coupling between the acoustic fluid
and the structure is done using a sub-mesh of the structure which is compatible with the mesh of the internal
cavity having 8397 DOF as shown in Fig. (2-b). The structure mesh have 1 042 851 DOF and the internal
cavity have 9157 DOF as shown in Fig. (2-a). As mentioned earlier, only translational displacements of the
structure are taken into account. Unit excitations forces were placed at each observation DOF on the struc-
ture, while unit acoustic sources were placed at each observation DOF in the acoustic cavity. So the number
of observation and excitation DOF are equal. Twelve excitation and observation points were chosen in dif-
ferent zones of the internal acoustic cavity, and 28 on the structure with a total of 96 DOF. The points on the
structure were mainly chosen to model loads induced by the engine and the front suspension. Other points
were placed on the floor board, wind shield, roof, trunk board. The analysis is done in the low-frequency
band B = [50, 350]Hz.

a) Sub-mesh of the finite element model of the structure b) Finite element model of the internal cavity

FIG. 2 – Finite element mesh of the mean model

The modal analysis of the system is performed using Nastran with the system damping rate of 0.04 for the
structure and 0.1 for the fluid. The structure has 1955 elastic modes and 3 rigid body translational modes,
while the fluid has 160 modes including the zero pressure mode. After obtaining the matrices of the determi-
nistic model from Nastran, the random matrices of the vibroacoustic system are constructed as explained in
[1][2][3]. Uncertainties on the mass, damping, stiffness and coupling matrices were considered. The value
of the dispersion parameters were selected from previous work on a similar model [17]. The random vibroa-
coustic equation of the system is then solved using the Monte Carlo solver with nr Independent realizations.
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FIG. 3 – Left : convergence function convs(nr) of the structure as a function of the number nr of realizations.
Right : convergence function convf (nr) of the fluid as a function of the number nr of realizations.

The convergence of the random solution is tested as a function of the number of realizations using the conver-
sion index [2][3] defined by the equation

convH(nr) =
1
nr

nr∑
`=1

∫
B
‖QH(w; θ`)‖2dω , (41)

in which H stands for either the structure s or the fluid f , and QH(w; θ1), ...,QH(w; θnr) are the inde-
pendent realization of the vector-valued random variable QH(w). For precision reasons no modal truncation
was used and all modes were taken into consideration. The number of modes needed for convergence ob-
tained in previous work on a similar model in [17] shows that the number of modes considered here are
sufficient for convergence. Fig. (3) shows the graphs of the convergence functions convs(nr) and convf (nr)
of the structure and of the fluid respectively as a function of the number nr of realizations. Fig. (3) shows
that convergence for the structure occurs at about 550 realizations while for the fluid it occurs at about 400
realizations. Thus 600 realizations are chosen to insure convergence of both the structure and the fluid part.
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FIG. 4 – Tloc(ω) (Left) and Eloc(ω) (Right) for a structure excitation and a structure observation points .
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FIG. 5 – Tloc(ω) (Left) and Eloc(ω) (Right) for a fluid excitation and a fluid observation points.
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FIG. 6 – Tloc(ω) (Left) and Eloc(ω) (Right) for a structure excitation and a fluid observation points.

After obtaining Tloc(ω, θ) for each realization θ, the local directions of maximum mobility are then calcula-
ted using T(ω). Each realization Tloc(ω, θ) is then projected on these directions as explained in Section 5.
The input and output mobilities of the vibroacoustic system are calculated for each realization using Eq. (13)
and then the value of Eloc(ω, θ) is obtained using Eq. (28). The confidence regions of Tloc(ω) and Eloc(ω) are
constructed using the quantiles [20] with a probability of 0.95. Figs. (4), (5), and (6) show the mean values
for Tloc(ω) and Eloc(ω) for different types of excitation and of observation points. From the figures, one can
notice that the variation in magnitude, as a function of frequency, of Tloc(ω) is less than that of Eloc(ω) espe-
cially for the case of structure excitation and structure observation. Moreover, it can be seen that when fixing
an observation point and changing the direction of excitation among the three local principal directions or
vice versa, Eloc(ω) seem to undergo less changes than Tloc(ω). This is illustrated in Figs. (7) to (9) showing
the confidence regions corresponding to a structure observation DOF and three different structure excitation
DOF corresponding to the three local principal directions.
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FIG. 7 – Confidence regions of Tloc(ω) (Left) and Eloc(ω) (Right) observation DOF : Structure-X excitation
DOF : Structure-X
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FIG. 8 – Confidence regions of Tloc(ω) (Left) and Eloc(ω) (Right) observation DOF : Structure-X, excitation
DOF : Structure-Y
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The mean input power as well as the matrix-valued spectral density function of the excitation forces are
calculated using Tloc(ω) from which the mean vector-valued spectral density function of the output velocity
is obtained. The real number eOJ is evaluated using Eq. (38). The matrix ε2E of the errors between EOJ(ω)
and Eloc(ω) is evaluated using Eq. (40) and the results are plotted for each frequency. Fig. (10) shows the
color plots of the (nµ × nν) matrix ε2E at 70Hz, 170Hz, 270Hz, and 350Hz.
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FIG. 10 – color plots of ε2E at (a) 70Hz (b) 170Hz (c) 270Hz (d) 350Hz.

From Fig. (10) it can be observed that at low frequency the error between EOJ(ω) and Eloc(ω) is high at
nearly all elements. At higher frequencies the error decreases away from the block diagonal elements, that
means when the hypothesis that the excitation and observation points are far enough from each others is
fulfilled. This hypothesis holds true starting at about 170Hz. In what comes This frequency will be called the
lower bound frequency. each block on the diagonal of the matrix corresponds to DOF situated on the same
part of the structure.

8 Conclusion

An energy based method for vibroacoustic analysis in low- and medium frequency ranges was established.
This method is based on the implementation of the non-parametric probabilistic approach in the vibroacoustic
modeling process. Using an energy method along with the stochastic model, a simplified vibroacoustic model
was elaborated. This model is more robust regarding modeling and parameter uncertainties and also from the
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conception point of view. The energy method as well as the simplified model, and the associated hypothesis
were verified numerically on an automotive structure and its internal cavity.
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Abstract 
In control theory disturbance attenuation is analyzed by the H∞ theory and through certain dissipation 

inequalities. Even though this theory has been applied in controlling deterministic vibrating structures the 

control of uncertain structures is still in its infancy. This problem poses two challenges: (a) modeling the 

uncertainty and (b) finding the optimal control. In this paper the uncertainty is introduced via the factors of 

the co-prime factorization of a beam structure. These factors represent the zeros and the poles of the 

structure and hence the uncertainty can be interpreted as uncertainty to the poles and zeros.   

1 Introduction 

The notion that is mostly associated with disturbance attenuation of a system to be regulated by a control 

action is the H∞ -norm. This is a mathematical concept that in the framework of control systems captures 

and quantifies the notions of plant uncertainty in frequency domain and the system’s gain from the 

disturbances to the error output [1]. Over the last 30 years H∞  has been developed as a tool for the 

analysis of uncertain systems and their disturbance attenuation capability and for the characterization and 

design of robust controllers. To achieve this both frequency domain [2] and state space based [3] 

methodologies have been developed.  

Robustness and disturbance attenuation issues in structural dynamics have sparsely appeared in the 

literature [4,5]. These topics are closely related to uncertainty modeling of vibrating structures for which 

among others techniques such as those based on interval analysis [6], Shannon entropy [7,8], and fuzzy 

analysis [9] have been used. This paper formulates and solves the H∞ problem for a beam for which the 

uncertainty is modelled through co-prime factorization [10]. 

2 ∞H  Theory for vibrating structures 

2.1 Mathematical model 

The equations of motion for a structural model are formulated as: 

1Mq(t) +Cq(t) +Kq(t) = B w(t)%&& &     (1) 

where , ,M C K are the n n×  mass, damping and stiffness matrices,  , , ,q q q w& &&   are the displacement, 

velocities, accelerations  and load 1n× vectors, and 1B
%  is the 1n m×  load arrangement matrix.  

Introducing the control forces u, the system dynamics will be described by: 

1 2Mq(t) +Cq(t) +Kq(t) = B w(t) +B u(t)% %&& &    (2) 
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with the 2n m× control forces arrangement matrix 2B
% ,and in a state space formulation this can be written: 

[ ]

   
   
   

   
   
   

1 2

-1 -1

1 2 x x-1 -1

1 2

x = Ax +B w +B u

y = Cx+Du

q O I
x = ; A = ;

q -M K -M C

O O
B = ; B = ; C = C C

-M B -M B
&

&

&

% %

      (3) 

2.2 H∞  Theory 

In this section a brief description of the ∞H  theory is given that aims to elucidate the way that to robust 

controller design able to attenuate disturbances. Figure 1 features a block diagram of a control system 

consisted of a plant and controller, represented by the transfer matrices G and K respectively. The signal 

w represents the disturbance to the plant, z the error signal that is desired to be kept low, u he control input 

and y the measured output. The controller maps the disturbance w to the error signal z and the H∞  norm 

of the system is defined as the induced norm between the energies of the disturbance, w, and error z 

signals, 

2

2

K 2¥
w ¹0 w £1

z
T = sup = sup z

w
                                             (4) 

where   KT  is the mapping from the disturbances to the error outputs and z , w   are interpreted as the 

energies of the error output and the disturbance respectively. The aim of a given controller K is to 

dissipate the energy transmitted from w to z over  a set of uncertain plants by ensuring that, 

  γ
∞

≤KT                                                                               (5) 

where γ is known as sensitivity level and it is a measure of the amount of energy that the controller 

dissipates.  

The controller should be designed in such a way as to minimise the maximum dissipation this leading to 

the following inf-sup formulation: 

( )γ
K w

inf sup z - w                                                                           (6) 

                                                           

  

Figure 1: Block representation of a controlled system 

 

 

G 

K 

w z 

u y 
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In optimal robust control design, the plant uncertainty can be modelled as a separate transfer function from 

the nominal plant model, and usually the uncertainty is represented in a multiplicative or additive way. An 

alternative expression for plant uncertainty has been developed by Vidyasagar [11], by using additive 

stable perturbations to the factors in a coprime factorization of the plant. In the framework of structural 

dynamics this enables the transformation of the structured uncertainty in the modal parameters, natural 

frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes into unstructured uncertainty into the co-prime factors.   

2.3 Co-prime factorization of a plant 

A co-prime factorization of a plant with transfer function matrix G is given by the following expression 

-1G = P Z                                                                             (4) 

where M and N are left co-prime matrices in the sense that there exist matrices X and Y such that  

PX+ZY = I                                                                           (5) 

The perturbed plant model can be written as: 

-1

pG = (P +∆P) (Z +∆Z)      (6) 

where ∆P,∆Z represent the uncertainty in the nominal plant model G. ∆P and ∆Z depict the unstructured 

uncertainty resulted from the uncertain eigen-frequencies and the uncertain eigenmodes respectively. 

Hence the uncertain plant Gp  of the nominal plant  G in Figure 1 is represented as shown in Figure 2. 

The objective of a robust controller is to stabilize a family of perturbed plants defined by:  

[ ] ε
∞

≤-1

pG = {(P +∆P) (Z +∆Z) : ∆P ∆Z }    (7) 

where ε  is the stability margin. For the plant representation in Figure 2, the stability property is robust if 

and only if the nominal feedback system is stable and: 

( )
1

γ
ε

∞

 
≤ 

 

-1K
= I -GK

I
    (8) 

 

 Figure 2: Feedback control of a Left Coprime Factorization Model  

The lowest achievable value of γ  and the corresponding maximum stability margin ε  are given as 

[12,13]: 

{ }min

max

1
1γ ρ

ε

1 1
2 2 2

H
= = - Z P = (1+ (XY))     (9) 
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Where 
H

denotes the Hankel norm and ρ denotes the spectral radius. For a minimal state-space 

realization (A,B,C,D)  of G, T is the unique positive solution to the algebraic Riccati equation: 

 

-1 T -1 T T T -1 -1 T(A -BS D C)T+T(A -BS D C) - ZC R CZ+BS B = 0    (10) 

with 

T TR = I +DD , S = I +D D       (11) 

and X is the unique positive definite solution of the equation: 

-1 T -1 T T T -1 -1 T(A -BS D C)X+X(A -BS D C) - XC R CX+CR C = 0    (12) 

A controller which guarantees that for a specified minγ γ>  

( ) γ
∞

 
≤ 

 

-1 -1
K

I -GK P
I

      (13) 

is given by: 

2 2

21

γ γ

γ

 
 
 

−

T -1 T T -1 T

T T

-1 T T

A+BF + (L ) ZC (C+DF) (L ) ZC
K =

B X -D

F = -S (D C+B X)

L = ( )I + XZ

    (14) 

 

2.4 Application  

A pined-pined beam system, as shown in Figure 3 [4], is used for the design of a robust controller and the 

elastic deformation of the beam as measured from the rest position ( , )y x t is governed by the Euler-

Bernoulli beam equation: 

2 2 2

2 2 2

( , ) ( , )
( , )

y x t y x t
EI A w x t

x x t
ρ

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ = 

∂ ∂ ∂ 
    (15) 

where , , , , ( , )E I A w x tρ represent the Young’s modulus, moment of inertia, cross-section-area, linear 

mass density of the beam  and external force per unit length. For the pinned-pinned beam the boundary 

conditions are:  

2 2

2 2

(0, ) ( , )
(0, ) 0, 0, ( , ) 0, 0

y t y l t
y t EI y l y EI

x x

∂ ∂
= = = =

∂ ∂
 (16) 

The deflection ( , )y x t can be expanded by using the modal coordinates: 

1

( , ) ( ) ( )i i

i

y x t q t xφ
∞

=

=∑       (17)  

where for the pinned-pinned beam system, the mode functions are given by:  
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2
( ) sin( )n

n x
x

Al l

π
φ

ρ
=      (18) 

and the corresponding natural frequencies are: 

   

2

n

n EI

l A

π
ω

ρ

 
=  
 

      (19) 

The beam parameters are as follows: 
20.38 ; 5.329 ; 0.6265 / ;l m EI Nm A kg mρ= = =  

1 2 30.038 ; 0.171 ; 0.247x m x m x m= = = and the damping ration is 0.001ξ =  [4]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Pinned-pinned beam.   

In Figure 3, u represents the control input to the beam, w is the disturbance input, y is the measured output 

and z is the controlled output, corresponding to the specified locations on the beam. The plant can be 

represented in the state-space form (eq. 3) and the problem is to find a controller K which will stabilize the 

combined beam and controller dynamics such that the influence of the disturbance w on the controlled 

output z is minimized in the sense of the H∞ norm (eq. 6). By using the modal space, and taking the 

Laplace transform, the nominal dynamic equations become: 

2  
-1

q(s) = s I + sC+Λ Bu(s)

y(s) = Cq(s)

%% %

% %%

      (20) 

with the assumption that no pole-zero cancellation occurs when the product 
2  

-1

C s I + sC+ Λ B% %  is 

formed, which means that the system is controllable and observable for the given configuration.  

For the beam analysis in Figure 3, the dynamic equations can be written as: 
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     (21) 

The Frequency Response Functions for the measured output due to disturbance and control input for the 

given data are presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Frequency Response Functions. 

 

It can be observed that the uncertainty in the output matrix C% can be lumped in the input matrix 

B% allowing the controller design by using the left coprime factorization in equation 21. The robust 

controller is designed by using the formulation given by McFarlane and Glover [12,13]. 

Figure 5 shows the Frequency Response of the controller that guarantees the condition in equation 13: 

( ) γ
∞

 
≤ 

 

-1 -1
K

I -GK P
I

 

where γ is the attenuation level of the mapping from the uncertainty signal  u∆Z - y∆P  to the measured 

output y and control action u. The minimum value of γ for the example of this paper has been computed to 
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be 63.99. This means that the controller whose frequency response function  (u/y) is shown in figure 5 will 

robustly stabilize the following perturbed systems, 

( ) ( ) [ ]
∞

 
 
 

-1

p

1
G = P +∆P Z+∆Z : ∆Z  ∆P <

63.99
. 

This importance of this result is that bounds on uncertainty of the structural eigen-characteristics could be 

worked out. The two matrices of the first equation in eq.21 could be viewed as the left coprime factors of 

the beam, for example P is the diagonal matrix )2( 22

iii ssdiag ωωζ ++  and for this matrix the uncertain 

factor ∆P that is generated from the parametric uncertainties iω∆  and iς∆  on iω  and iς  respectively is 

expressed as ( ) )222( 2

iiiiiiii sdiag δωδωωδωζδωωζ ++++∆ . From this equation we conclude that 

the perturbations on natural frequencies and damping ratios induce an uncertain first order transfer 

function and based on the optimal attenuation level then a designer, for the given controller, could assign 

uncertainty bounds on these parameters. This could also provide a basis to study the uncertainty 

propagation of vibrating structures and the hypothesis can be brought forward that the uncertainty 

propagation is governed by first order dynamics.   
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Figure 5: Controller response 

2.5 Conclusions 

An analysis of the robust control of a continuous system using a coprime factorization description of the 

plant’s dynamics was presented. The parameter uncertainty has been modelled in the modal space, 

allowing the use of the theoretical formulations developed for the H∞ control. By absorbing the model 

uncertainty in one of the system matrices (e.g. input matrix) the coprime factorization can then be used for 

the design of a robust controller with prescribed performances in terms of attenuation of disturbances. The 

dynamics of the optimal controller, the one corresponding to the minimum γ value are shown in Figure 5. 
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This work will be extended in directions related to uncertainty propagation, implementing H∞ based 

passive structural modification and studying how the probability distribution characteristics of the 

uncertain parameters are reflected in the factors of coprime factorization and the subsequent controller 

design.   
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Abstract 
 

The dynamic response characterization of a complex system comprises of multiple heterogeneous 
substructures remains one of the most challenging problems in structural dynamics. Inherent uncertainties 
and the high dimensionality of the problem led to develop approaches imported also from other areas of 
physics and engineering. 

In this paper a new approach, namely the Time Asymptotic ensemble Energy average (TAE), a statistical 
method for the prediction of the transient energy sharing among two or more subsystems, for both weak 
and strong coupling is developed. 

The originality of this method relies on an asymptotic expansion technique, able to evaluate the energy 
distribution among the subcomponents of a system in transient and steady state conditions, based on the 
low order modes response, i.e. at a low computational cost. 
The method is experimentally validated for and a good agreement with theoretical prediction is found.  

 

1 Introduction 

Car bodies, ship hulls or aircraft fuselages are complicated structures and consist of a large number of 
different jointed subcomponents. The more realistic is the model, the greater the opportunity to produce an 
optimal design; this implies the use of a very fine mesh to reproduce correctly the dynamics of the 
structure, i.e. the use of a large number of degrees of freedom.  
The use of approaches fruitfully employed in other areas of physics and in particular in Statistical 
Mechanics, a prototypical theory to face with systems made by an enormous number of particles, can be 
enlightening and stimulates analogies with classical discretization methods, as the Finite Element (FE) and 
Boundary Element (BE) methods [1], when involving matrix equations of very large dimensions. 
Typically this happens at high frequency, frequently met in light structures (especially used for aerospace 
systems) in the presence of broad band excitations, or for vibro-acoustic analysis. In this case wavelengths 
reduce and the computational cost increases. Moreover, at high frequencies the response becomes highly 
sensitive to any detail of the physical structure [2] (geometric and fabrication tolerances, variation in 
material properties, structural irregularities, non uniform damping distribution).  
A way to overcome these limitations using FE and BE are Monte Carlo methods. However, the drawback 
of this approach is the high computational cost involved at high frequency and also some a priori 
statistical information needed for the random involved variables. 
The theory of stochastic differential equations [3] and the tools developed in Statistical Mechanics (SM) 
[4, 5] are other important sources of alternative ideas of tackling the problem.  
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The theory of stochastic differential equations requires some statistical characterization of the 
uncertainties that affect the system in terms of probability density function (PDF) of the parameters of 
interest: material properties, boundary conditions, initial conditions etc. In principle, the Fokker-Plank-
Kolmogorov (FPK) equation [3], allows the correlation between the PDF of the equation parameters and 
the PDF of the solution. However, the great complexity of the FPK equation, especially for nonstationary 
problems, enables to obtain solutions only for particular cases. To overcome these difficulties, averaging 
techniques provide good estimates of the statistical moments [2, 6]. 
In Statistical Mechanics (SM) the description of micro-scale phenomena, yet possible in principle, is 
skipped and replaced by an average macro-scale description (through energy) and a statistical approach is 
used to consider the random nature of the system parameters. In the context of vibration engineering, the 
analysis of very complicated systems, having a large number of degrees of freedom reproduces 
conceptually the same difficulties met in molecular dynamics.  
At the beginning of the sixties, new “thermal-like” approaches for vibro-acoustics were developed. 
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) represents in this scenario one of the most fruitful method inspired by 
SM [7]. The use of global energy descriptors (namely the energies of macro-subsystems) rather than local 
quantities, highly reduces the dimensions of the problem.  
Nowadays SEA can be considered the most widely used method at high-frequency in industrial 
applications, although it does not yet meet a general agreement as pointed out by Fahy [7] and Heron [8]. 
Despite significant theoretical refinements and the development of complementary methods has occurred, 
the basic SEA theory has changed little from its first formulation. 
Transient response to unsteady excitation cannot be obtained by classical SEA formulation or other 
thermal-like approach, although unsteady problems are frequently met in engineering: slamming load and 
breaking waves upon the bow of the ship hull, shock in space vehicle structures at lift-off and in 
atmospheric flight, earthquake in civil engineering, etc. Despite the above considerations, only few papers 
deal with energy transient responses.  
At the beginning, the efforts were directed to a reformulation of SEA to include transient dynamics, 
leading to the Transient Statistical Analysis (TSEA). Analogously to SEA energy balance equations are 
introduced. The strong assumption is that damping and coupling loss factors in transient conditions are 
those used in steady state. This can lead to erroneous results, as demonstrated later by Lai and Soom [10, 
11, 12], who tried to introduce a time dependency of the coupling loss factors. 
The previous scenario suggests the motivation for the development of a new predictive energy method, i.e. 
the Time Asymptotic ensemble Energy average (TAE) [13, 14], aimed at describing the energy sharing 
among complex vibrating systems, affected by inherent uncertainty of their parameters in time domain. 
The method presents two relevant advantages: it does not need energy-type a priori information upon the 
systems, such as coupling loss factors and it predicts the transient energy response of the energy 
subsystems with a low computational cost. Moreover TAE allows also for the analysis of weakly and 
strongly coupled subsystems, something that is a critical factor for other energy methods [7].  
As a particular result, the long term energy responses of the two conservative subsystems is predicted that, 
under some assumptions described in [15], expresses a condition reminiscent of the Energy Equipartition 
Principle (EEP) stated in Statistical Mechanics (SM). 
In the next section, the basic theory of the TAE as well as its assumptions are presented for both 
conservative and damped systems. The results of an experimental campaign aimed at validating the 
developed method are shown in section 4. Two different two-dimensional systems were analysed: the 
former is composed by two plates coupled by means of three straps, while the second system is made up 
of three plates connected through straps among the subsystems. The choice of the tested system has been 
obtained taking into account different needs, in fact as a first validation the systems under analysis was 
chosen two-dimensional and easy to analyze. On the other hand, two different critical aspects were 
captured: the strong coupling among the systems and the analysis of a multi-body interaction, which 
despite a great interest demonstrated by the research community, are still open problems. 
In section 5 the validation of method has been obtained through the comparison of the measured energy 
distribution among the subsystems with those obtained by applying the TAE method.  
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2 The Time Asymptotic ensemble Energy average of nonstationary 
vibrations (TAE)  

Starting from the mean square energies for a linear continuous system, uncertainty is taken into account  
through the natural frequencies iω  of the system, regarded as a set of random variables with a joint 
probability density function (PDF). The energy time history for each subsystem is obtained using an 
asymptotic expansion of the energy accounting only for the low order modes determined at a low 
computational cost.  

The basis of the method is presented in reference [13], and here two basic limitations, regarding the weak 
coupling hypothesis among the subsystems and the number of coupled subsystems are overcome.  

The basic hypotheses are summarized below: 

 

• The analyzed subsystems are of the same type (beams, plates, acoustic cavities); 

• The system is excited by an impulsive force; 

• In reference 13 it is shown that, for a Gaussian distribution of the natural frequencies, the 
asymptotic probabilistic expansion holds if: 

 
1

1

ωσ
>>t  (1) 

             where 
1ωσ is the root mean square of the first natural frequency of the system. 

2.1 Formulation of the Problem 
 

A freely vibrating system S  is ideally divided into p subsystems S1, S2 .. Sp, such that: 

 U
p

i
iSS

1=

=  (2) 

Assume that the system S  starts to vibrate due to given initial conditions; the motion of the subsystem rS  
can be described in terms of orthonormal modes (vectors) ( )xiΦ  and Lagrangean co-ordinates ( )tqi  of 
the whole system S  as  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) prStqtw ri

N

i
i

r ..2,1with ;,
1

=∈Φ= ∑
=

xxx  (3) 

where w  is the displacement vector, N is the number of the modes of the system S that are considered in 
the response, x  is the vector of space co-ordinates of S and t is the time. The energy of the subsystems rS  
is given by the sum of the kinetic and potential energy terms, which for a linear continuous system are 
expressed as follows: 

 ( )( ) dVdVwtE
rr SS

r εσρ :
2
1

2
1 2

⎮⌡
⌠+⎮⌡

⌠= &   with pr ..,1=  (4) 

where σ  and ε  are the stress and the deformation tensors respectively, “: ” denotes the scalar product 
between the two tensors and w&  is the velocity vector.  
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If a discrete system is considered, the whole set of masses can be partitioned into p sets of oscillators. 
Correspondingly, the mass and stiffness matrices and the i-th eigenvector are partitioned as follows: 
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such that the total energy of the system is: 
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where ΦΦ MT
ij =α  and ΦΦ KT

ij =β  while the energy of each subsystem can be written as: 
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where the first two terms provide the sum of the kinetic and the potential energy terms ( )bE  of the r-th 
subsystem when the others are considered “blocked”, in the sense that the elements of rsM  e rsK  are 
zero, while the last two terms are the “mixed energy terms” ( )cE , which provide the energy contribution 
to the subsystem energy due to the motion of the others. 
Thus, the energy of the r-th subsystem can be split up two components as follows: 
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For weak coupling, the component of the energy )(r
cE  is negligible with respect to )(r

bE , that happens if: 
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This concept reminds of Khinchin’s “principle of decomposability”, expressed in the frame of Statistical 
Mechanics [5]. In what follows the aforementioned hypothesis, made in [13], are overcome in order to 
include the possibility of analysing system interactions with general couplings. 

Assume now that the system S satisfies the initial conditions 0( ,0) 0, ( ,0) ( )= =w x w x w x& & . The system 
response, in presence of damping, can be expressed in the form: 

 ( ) teAtq i
t

ii
ii ωωδ sin−=  (12) 

provided that the iω ’s are the damped natural frequencies and the modes are assumed to be real; the iδ ’s 
are the modal damping coefficients and the iA ’s are related to the prescribed initial conditions.  

Substituting the expression of the Lagrange coordinates and its derivatives into the expression of the 

blocked energy term 
( ) ( )tE
r

b  eq.(9) and that of the mixed energy term 
( ) ( )tE
r

c  eq.(10) and adding these 
two terms, an expression for the energy of each subsystem is obtained [14], as shown in equation (13). 
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When inherent uncertainties affect S , the energies of each subsystem become stochastic variables. As a 
consequence eq.(7) represents a stochastic process. As in Statistical Mechanics, the attention is now 
focused on the mean value of the ensemble energies of coupled subsystems. The uncertainty is taken into 
account through the natural frequencies iω  of S, regarded as a set of random variables with a joint 

probability density function ( ) ( )1 2, ,..., Np pω ω ω Ω= . 

The ensemble energy average of the subsystems rS  is: 
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Substituting the expression of the energy of the subsystem rS given in eq.(13) into eq.(14) and integrating 
by parts and retaining the terms up to 2−t  in the asymptotic expansion of the integrals with respect to time, 
the ensemble energy average is obtained. The overall trend of the subsystem energy can be expressed [13] 
as follows: 
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where ( ) δμ ,r  and ( )rT  are suitable coefficients.  

In [14] it is shown that the dynamic of each subsystem has a typical trend: while the system directly 
excited remains monotonic because of the dissipation effects and the energy flow going to the other 
receivers, these last undergo two opposite effects, an energy increase due to the energy flow from the 
directly excited subsystem and a tendency to decrease due to its inherent dissipation. The combination of 
the two effects leads to an increasing of the energy of the receiver at the early stage, while its energy 
decays at later times because of the dissipation effects acting in both systems; hence, the resulting trend of 
the receiver energy exhibits a maximum.  

In references 13 and 14 it is demonstrated that in the case of conservative weak coupled subsystems, 
( ) ( )tE
r

 can be determined only adding the first terms of the sum in eq.(13), thus using only the lower 
order modes. This property was also numerically verified for simple configurations made up of strongly 
coupled subsystems. This means that the prediction of the energy sharing between two subsystems can be 
obtained from the sole knowledge of the first eigenvalues of the system, which can be easily evaluated 
using a coarse mesh at a low computational cost.  

As a particular result TAE allows also to evaluate the unsteady energy sharing among coupled 
conservative systems. In this case two different phases can be distinguished: an initial transient controlled 
by a term vanishing with 1−t , which is responsible for the energy sharing between the two subsystems and 
a second phase where the energy flow tends to zero approaching a steady-state condition, where a 
particular energy distribution that is something reminiscent of the energy equipartition energy (EEP) in 
statistical mechanics, is obtained [13, 14, 15].  

The possibility to obtain an energy distribution law in structural dynamics of complex systems similar to 
the EEP stated in Statistical Mechanics has led to investigate the EEP in depth, trying to understand the 
conditions under which it holds, the definitions introduced in SM and how these last could be translated to 
structural dynamics. Its importance relies on the immediate prediction it provides of the energy 
distribution among the particles, or degrees of freedom, of the considered system. In [15] it is proven, 
when restricting the analysis to two coupled homogenous subsystems of the same type (cavity-cavity, 
beam-beam, plate-plate, etc.), that the following expressions can be obtained: 

 ,0

)(
)( E

N
NE

r
r

eq =  (16) 

where 0
)( ,, ENN r are the number of degrees of freedom of the subsystem Sr, the number of degrees of 

freedom of the whole system S, and the total energy of S, respectively. This expression states that, under 
steady conditions, the energy per mode of each subsystem is equal to the initial energy per mode of the 
whole system. This expresses a condition reminiscent of the EEP. However, this principle does not seem 
to hold in general, but only under some particular conditions. 
In [14, 15] an attempt to define the conditions that can lead to the appearance of EEP in engineering 
systems and to identify the factors that inhibit or promote the reaching of energy equipartition conditions 
are given. 

 

3 Experimental validation 

3.1 Experimental Campaign 
 
In this section the results of an experimental campaign performed at Marcus Wallenberg Laboratory of the 
Kunglika Tekniska Hogskolan in Stockholm, aimed at validating the theory previously described, are 
presented.  
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Two different configurations were analyzed: the former consists in a two plates assembly connected by 
three straps as depicted in figure 1, the second is made up of three plates connected by straps, obtained 
starting from the previous configuration and adding a third smaller plate, as shown in figure 2. The shapes 
of the plates were chosen irregular in order to avoid phenomena of mode localization, these can appear for 
more regular geometries as highlighted in reference [16]. The main geometrical characteristics of these 
plates, perspex made, are presented in the table 1. 

 

Table 1: Plates characteristics 
 Area [m2] Thickness [m] Weight [kg] 

Plate 1 0.464 3·10-3 1.656 

Plate 2 0.637 5·10-3 3.790 

Plate 3 0.382 3·10-3 1.363 

 

The structures were tested in “free” boundary conditions, being them connected to a rigid structure 
through soft springs (see figures 1 and 2), producing the rigid body modes at frequencies much lower than 
those related to the plate bending. 

 

Figure 1: Two plates assembly Figure 2: Three plates assembly 

 
The typical experiment consisted in the transient excitation on a subcomponent of the structure and the 
measure of the dynamical responses of the substructures at different locations.  
The use of a shaker to excite the structure was preferred to the hammer impact test, being in the first case 
the results perfectly reproducible and implying a reduction of the time window necessary for the 
achievement of the equilibrium condition. The impulsive response, derived by the inverse Fourier 
transform of the frequency response function (FRF), were time integrated and squared to evaluate the 
kinetic energy. The total energy of each system was obtained as the space average total energy, i.e. the 
sum of the potential and kinetic energies, measured in each subsystems, assumed equal to twice the kinetic 
energy. 

The structural excitation experiments were conducted with a LDS’s electrodynamics V203 shaker, driven 
by a white noise signal in the frequency bandwidth 0-5 KHz. A Brüel & Kjaer 8200 force transducer 
characterized by a reference sensitivity equal to 4.07 pC/N was interposed between the steel stinger and 
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the plate to measure the force transmitted to the plate and a Brüel & Kjaer charge amplifier provided the 
amplification from the force sensor to the analyzer (see figure 3).  

The first experiment was performed on the two plate assembly (see figure 1). The plates of irregular 
shapes were connected by means of three straps of the same material with a width of 3 mm a length of 
0.15 m and a thickness equal to 5 mm. To fix the straps upon the plates white glue, characterized by a 
strong stiffness, was used. 

Two Brüel & Kjaer 4507 piezoelectric accelerometers, mounted on the plate using bee wax, were used to 
measure the plate response over a grid of 30 points for each plate. A preliminary analysis of the mass 
loading effect, induced by the accelerometers mounted upon the plate, has shown that up to 2.5 KHz the 
frequency response function (FRF) of the system is not sensitive to the accelerometer mass.  

The modal damping was evaluated using the half power points defined as in reference [17]. The obtained 
results are presented in figure 4, showing that, except at very low frequency, the internal damping can be 
considered constant and equal to 0.029. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Experimental measurements: 1 shaker, 2 force 
transducer, 3 accelerometers and 4 stinger 

Figure 4: Modal damping 

 

In figure 5 the energies time histories of both the receiver (i.e. plate 1) and the directly excited (i.e. plate 2) 
subsystems averaged over their respective area are depicted. While the trend of the system directly excited 
has a typical monotonous trend, the receiver plate undergoes two opposite effects: at the beginning, an 
energy increase, due to the energy flow released from the directly excited plate, is observed; later an 
energy decrease takes place because of the energy dissipation effect. The combination of the two effects 
leads to an increasing of the energy of the receiver at the early stage, while its energy decays at later times 
because of the dissipation effects acting in both systems; hence, the resulting trend of the receiver energy 
exhibits a peak. The maximum energy achieved by the receiver subsystem is quite low compared with the 
initial value provided to the plate directly excited. The motivation for this behavior lies on the high value 
of the internal damping and in the weak coupling between the subsystems. In fact, as already shown in a 
similar experimental measurement by Fahy and James [18], the stronger is the coupling the higher is the 
energy transmitted to the plate not directly excited. On the other hand, this increase in the energy level is 
unfortunately coupled to a fast decrease of the rise time, that could imply a difficulty to distinguish the 
dynamical behaviors of the two subsystems.  
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Figure 5: Two plate assembly -  Experimental 

measurements 
Figure 6: Three plate assembly - Experimental 

measurements 

 

The second analyzed configuration was obtained adding to the first configuration another plate of the 
same material, as shown in figure 2. The third plate is lighter than the other two, being its area quite small. 
The metallic structure that supports the system is connected with the heaviest plate through two springs 
and the shaker is located in the plate number 2. As shown in figure 6, the behaviours of the subsystem 
energies do not strongly vary from the test case made up of two coupled plates. In fact, like in the previous 
configuration, the energy of the directly excited subsystem decreases due to its internal damping and to the 
energy flow to the other two plates. The receiver subsystems after an initially increase of their energy, 
given from the direct excited subsystem, decreases their energy due to their internal dissipation. An 
“equilibrium” condition is achieved after approximately 0.01 second, when the three energies are equal. 
Starting from this condition, the subsystem energies continue to oscillate but tend to zero in the same way. 

 

3.2 Comparison with the theoretical results 
 
In this paragraph the energies measured in the experimental campaign described in the previous section 
are compared with the results obtained by applying the TAE method.  

Using a commercial FE package with approximately 2000 degrees of freedom, the mass and the stiffness 
matrices of the whole system are obtained. Hence, the eigenvalues and the eigenmodes of the system are 
determined. This data are post-processed to discern the components related to the first and to the second 
subsystems. After having compared the measured natural frequencies and those evaluated with the FE 
package (showing a good agreement), these data are introduced in a Fortran code that provides the energy 
time histories of the subsystems.  

Only the first 50 natural frequencies are taken into account in the summation, implying a quite low 
computational cost. Increasing the number of terms added in the summation (i.e. increasing the mode 
order taken into account), none significant variation appears in the energy time histories of the 
subsystems. This means that only the lower order eigenmodes affects the energy distribution, since 
increasing the frequency, the amplitude of the vibrations becomes small and provides small contribution to 
the dynamic response of the system. 

In figure 7 the measured energy time histories of the two subsystems are compared with the theoretical 
results, showing a very good agreement.  
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From the analysis of figure 8, it is evident that at an early stage a discrepancy between the numerical curve 
and the theoretical one occurs. Different motivations could have caused this disagreement. One of this 
could be found in the time limit for the asymptotic expansion, defined in section 2. To overcome this 
problem it would be necessary to include the terms of order 3−t , which are neglected in the asymptotic 
expansion of the energy terms shown in equation (13), with a high increase of the computational cost. 
Moreover, the damping characterization and the modelling of the connecting elements are sources of 
errors. In fact, as the former, to simplify the expression in the theoretical procedure the damping is chosen 
constant and equal to 0.027, this is obviously an approximation, as shown in figure 4, since at low 
frequencies the damping level is quite higher than the asymptotic value. Being the lower order modes 
those which higher affect the system behaviours, the introduction of the correct damping, as a function of 
the frequency, could provide better results. 

Another parameter that introduces a certain degree of variability is the coupling among the subsystems. In 
fact, to improve the agreement between the theoretical and numerical results, it could be important to 
improve the finite element modelling of the real structure, making greater care on the characterization of 
the straps. 

 

  
Figure 7: Experimental and numerical energy time 

histories of the two plates 
Figure 8: Energy time histories of the receiver system 

 
A similar analysis was performed on the second configuration. In figure 9, 10 and 11 the measured energy 
time histories of each subcomponent are compared with the numerical results obtained by applying the 
procedure previously described. As already underlined for the configuration composed by two coupled 
plates, a discrepancy between the theoretical results and experimental ones is present at the first instants, 
where the time asymptotic envelope does not match the experimental results. The dynamical behaviour of 
the system under analysis seems to be a bit faster than the theoretical trends obtained.  
Except for the first instants the agreement between the experimental results and those obtained by 
applying the TAE method is asymptotically good.  
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Figure 9: Energy time history of the first plate Figure 10: Energy time history of the second plate 

 

Figure 11: Energy time history of the third 
plate 

 

 

4 Conclusion 

This paper presents the development of a new method, i.e. the Time Asymptotic ensemble Energy 
Average (TAE), for the analysis of complex and uncertain systems. The developed approach belongs to 
the energetic methods, since it uses global parameters as dynamical descriptors, namely the energies of a 
set of subsystems by which the original investigated system is decomposed, and a statistical approach is 
developed by introducing random natural frequencies.  

The originality of the method relies on the development of an asymptotic expansion technique, which 
permits to evaluate the energy distribution among the subcomponents of a system in both transient and 
steady state conditions needing only the lower order modes of the system at a low computational cost.  

New important improvements on the method were performed to make the procedure applicable to a wider 
class of engineering problems with respect its original formulation. In particular the effect of strong 
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coupling among the subsystem has been considered and a generalization to an arbitrary number of 
subcomponents is provided. 

The results of an experimental campaign performed on a two and a three plate assemblies have provided a 
satisfactory validation of the proposed method.   
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Abstract 
In this paper a method for the computational frequency response of finite element systems with parameters 
variability is investigated. The purpose of this work is an efficient computation of Frequency Response 
Functions (FRFs) variability. The method proposed uses the property of weak sensitivity of modal shapes 
towards variability in a mechanical system dominated by randomness. FRFs are obtained using a 
formulation based on a modal superposition technique and the nominal mode shapes. The mean advantage 
is the computational time gain because this method needs only one finite element analysis associated with 
a post-treatment process. This makes the procedure interesting for industrial applications. An academic 
example and an industrial application are shown. The Modal Stability Procedure is compared with a 
Monte Carlo Simulation reference solution. For the academic case a detailed investigation of possibilities 
and limitations of the method is studied. Then the windshield industrial application highlights the 
advantages of the method. Very encouraging results have been obtained. In particular, very precise results 
are obtained for confidence intervals.  

 
 
1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Generality about uncertainty and variability 
 
It’s established that a standard deterministic analysis of a structural system is insufficient to deeply 
understand its mechanical behavior; so a non-deterministic study becomes necessary. Real problems deal 
always with a certain amount of uncertainty and variability that derive from several sources: 
measurements, modelling, imperfections, human errors or simply lack of knowledge.  
 

Both academic and industrial researchers have been interested by taking into account uncertainties and 
variability associated to mechanical systems. In the industrial context first works were published in the 
eighties. As examples, Wood and Joachim [1], Kompella and Bernhard [2] and most recently Lionnet and 
Lardeur [3] studied the variability level of car vibro-acoustics. The necessity to study variability was born 
from the wish to handle the performance differences in theoretical identically structures (as in works of 
Gärdhagen and Plunt [4] or Guyader and Parizet [5]). These differences can derive from the 
manufacturing process or assembly. In a recent work Scionti and Lardeur [6] called this type of 
variability: inter-variability. This is opposed to another type of variability that is called intra-variability, 
associated to some quantities variation linked to environmental parameters. 
 
1.2 Introduction to Modal Stability Procedure (MSP) 
 
Unfortunately, non-deterministic methods present some disadvantages especially when they deal with 
industrial applications. In the case of numerical dynamic systems (in particular modeled with the finite 
element method), these disadvantages may be: 
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a) a very large number of calculations required for a good quality non-deterministic analysis; 
b) a decrease of the results quality when the number of variable parameters involved increases; 
c) a decrease of the results quality when the variability level is high;  
d) a bad interaction with most diffused finite element software (MSC.Nastran, Abaqus, Ansys, etc.). 
 

In an industrial context, the above listed points could be an obstacle for cases in which some or all of these 
limitations are present. Most of the methods found in literature share a common characteristic: they are 
based on mathematical or stochastic assumptions. What we propose is the analysis of a method based on a 
mechanical assumption. 
 

In this study, thin structures: assemblies of bars, beams, plates or shells, are treated. The basic assumption 
used is already known in dynamic analysis of linear systems [7, 8] and attests the weak sensitivity of 
modal shapes in relation to random parameters. So, considering a certain variability of some mechanical 
parameters, we assume that modal shapes do not depend on them. The frequency response functions are 
obtained by modal superposition technique using a formulation in which the nominal eigenvectors are 
used. This procedure can be seen as an application of a re-analysis technique to non-deterministic 
approach. This kind of re-analysis technique has already been proposed in literature [9]. 
 

Unlike the re-analysis technique, in MSP the results will be obtained in terms of mean value, standard 
deviation, and probability density function of frequency response functions. 
 
2 Theoretical basis of the MSP 
 
2.1 The modal stability assumption 
 
For this study we always used meshes that meet convergence requirements for dynamic analyses. The 
validity of the modal stability assumption has been reported in [10] and [11]; it has been tested on beam 
truss structures. The objective is to use the stability of eigenvectors to obtain the natural frequencies or 
frequency response functions that, in opposite way, show a large dependency toward input variability. 
This assumption has already been developed and used by several authors. Ishida [7] applies the second 
order perturbation method to a beam subjected to several boundary conditions. The goal of the article is 
the optimization of the structural mass taking into account the variability of the beam section. In the 
applicative part it can be seen that the modal shapes are weakly affected by variable parameters, whatever 
the boundary conditions considered. Puel, Ladevèze, Deraemaeker and Barthe [8] use this assumption for 
a possibility procedure to calculate response envelopes of an output parameter. A recent article by Zhang, 
Mourelatos and Nikolaidis [9] deals with a method that uses the nominal modal basis for FRFs re-analysis 
technique. 
 
2.2 MSP formulation for frequency response analysis 
 
For non-deterministic analysis of mechanical systems, the interest is often focused on variability of 
frequency response functions. In this paragraph, the modal stability assumption will be applied to the 
frequency analysis of mechanical systems excited by harmonic deterministic loads. The modal 
superposition technique has been used. The principle is based on the substitution of the perturbed 
eigenvectors by the nominal ones. The results will be expressed in terms of variability of FRFs: mean 
FRFs, standard deviation of FRFs and probability density functions. 
 

The frequency based equations of motion in a perturbed case are expressed according to the system: 
 

2
p p p p p pjω ω− + + =M u C u K u f  (1)

 
where pM , pC and pK  are respectively the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices and f  the 

deterministic load vector. In the modal superposition technique, the displacement vector pu  is calculated 
with the expression: 
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ˆ
m

i
p p p i p p

i

φ
=

= =∑u q Φ q  
 

(2)

 
where ˆ

pΦ  is the modal truncated matrix (m modes retained). pq  is the modal coordinates vector. The 
solution is obtained by the expression: 
 

( )2 ˆ T
p p p p pjω ω− + + =m c k q Φ f%% %  (3)

 
with: 
 

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

T
p p p p

T
p p p p

T
p p p p

=

=

=

m Φ M Φ

c Φ C Φ

k Φ K Φ

%

%

%

 (4)

 
The transfer matrix and the expression of displacements are so: 
 

( ) 12=  p p p pjω ω
−

− + +m c k%% %H  (5)

 
ˆ ˆ T

p p p p=u Φ Φ fH  (6)
 
The modal stability assumption implies that 0p =Φ Φ , so using the modal superposition technique we can 
write equation (2) as: 
 

0 , 0
1

ˆ
m

i
p p i p

i
φ

=

= =∑u q Φ q  (7)

 
where an upper bar identifies quantities calculated by MSP. 0Φ̂  is the nominal modal matrix truncated at 
mode m. So using the modal superposition and projecting the equation (1) on the nominal eigenvectors we 
obtain the expression: 
 

( )2
0

ˆ T
p p p pjω ω− + + =m c k q Φ f%% %  (8)

 
with: 
 

0 0

0 0

0 0

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

T
p p

T
p p

T
p p

=

=

=

m Φ M Φ

c Φ C Φ

k Φ K Φ

%

%

%

 (9)

 
The transfer matrix and the expression of displacements for the MSP are so: 
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( ) 1
2=  p p p pjω ω

−

− + +m c k%% %H  (10)

 

0 0
ˆ ˆ T

p p=u Φ Φ fH  (11)

 
When a truncated basis 0Φ̂  of m modes is used, in particular those which correspond to the frequency 
interval of interest, the modal superposition technique involves an error known as truncation error. It 
exists for MSP as well as for a classic method. A practical rule is that, when an analysis up to the 
frequency f is performed, the modes up to 2f or 3f are considered. It can be shown that if a complete modal 
basis is considered, MSP gives exact results. 
 

The errors on FRFs are due to the truncation phenomenon. The truncation errors are first observed trial by 
trial, by considering the Monte Carlo Simulation as the reference. Then we define em and eσ, the errors on 
the mean FRF and the standard deviation of FRF respectively. They are called the statistical truncation 
errors and are defined by: 
 

( ) ( )max ( ) ( )m MSP MCSe m FRF m FRF
ω

ω ω= −  (12)

 

( ) ( )max ( ) ( )MSP MCSe FRF FRFσ ω
σ ω σ ω= −  (13)

 
in which the maximum norm is used over the frequency range. We will adopt the 3 dB value as threshold 
of acceptability for the em and eσ errors. 
 
3 Numerical applications for frequency response analysis 
 
3.1 The cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Cantilever beam assembly – finite element model 
 
 
A cantilever beam assembly described in figure 1 is subjected to a harmonic unitary excitation at its end. 
The frequency response of the vertical displacement at the same point is analyzed. 
 

The Young moduli are variable with Gaussian distribution law and c.o.v.(E) = 15%. Modal damping is 2% 
for all modes. In this paragraph the MSP is analyzed for 4 variable parameters (n = 4). The reference 
solution is obtained by a Monte Carlo Simulation with 2000 trials. This number of trials is sufficient to 
observe convergence and obtain a reference solution (1 dB of maximum error for the standard deviation 
over the whole spectrum). The frequency range of interest is between 0 and 1000 Hz. In this interval 5 
modes are found in the nominal case. For this application, a convergence study on the number of modes 
retained is carried out. We will retain the following numbers of modes: 4, 8 (the number strictly necessary 
according to the technique of the double of the frequency of interest), 32, 128 and 300 (full modal basis). 
The convergence analysis is performed for MSP and MCS methods. 

E1 
  E2 En

 

F  
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Figure 2 illustrates the trend of the mean FRF, calculated by MSP, to approach the reference solution 
when the number of modes increases. For the sake of representation, we focused the diagram around the 
fourth mode. A very good quality of the curves obtained by MSP is highlighted when at least 8 modes are 
used. Figure 3 shows that the qualitative tendency is the same for the standard deviation of FRF. 
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Figure 2: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – mean FRF obtained by MSP 
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Figure 3: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – standard deviation of FRF obtained by 

MSP 
 
Table 1 shows the statistical truncation errors on mean FRF and standard deviation of FRF versus the 
number of modes retained for the modal superposition. The reference solution was obtained with a Monte 
Carlo Simulation and 32 modes were considered for every trial. We can see that when the number of 
modes increases, the errors decrease. The number of modes associated with an acceptable error level (less 
than 3 dB) for the mean FRF and the standard deviation of the FRF, is 8. 
 

Figure 4 compares the mean FRF and the 99% confidence interval obtained by MSP (with m = 8) and 
MCS. A very high variability level of the response is observed; it globally increases with the frequency. 
The mean value and variability level are well reproduced by MSP in comparison with the reference 
solution. At each frequency a probability density of FRF is associated. This leads to the probabilistic FRF 
as in figure 5. The white zones correspond to a very high probability level; on the other hand, the dark 
zones correspond to a weak probability level. To compare the probability densities obtained by the two 
methods, two frequencies are selected. The first frequency: 600 Hz, is located between two modes. The 
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second one: 820 Hz, corresponds to resonance and antiresonance zones. The comparisons of probability 
density functions are shown in figure 6. At 600 Hz, between two modes, the distribution is almost 
Gaussian. The same comment is not valid at 820 Hz where the output probability density is clearly not 
Gaussian. The oscillatory pattern of the distributions is due to the number of trials. A greater number of 
trials would make it more regular. The comparison between the two methods is very satisfactory. 
 
                             

m 4 8 32 128 300 
fmax 500 Hz 2 kHz 22 kHz 166 kHz 566 kHz 

me  (dB) 5.4 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 

eσ  (dB) 19.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 

 
Table 1: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – statistical truncation errors of MSP on the 

mean FRF and the standard deviation of FRF 
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Figure 4: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – mean FRF and 99% confidence interval 

 

 
Figure 5: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – probabilistic FRF calculated by MSP 
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Figure 6: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – probability density functions 
 
 
Table 2 summarizes the errors and the computational time performance of MSP, for the case considered m 
= 8. The computational time gain, compared to a Monte Carlo Simulation with 2000 trials, shows that the 
MSP is very efficient for this application. With only one finite element analysis and considering 8 modes 
for the modal superposition, very satisfactory results are obtained. The last column shows the 
computational time of a non-deterministic analysis using MSP expressed in terms of the number of 
deterministic finite element analyses. The non-deterministic analysis with MSP is obtained in a 
computational time corresponding to 4 deterministic analyses. 
 
 

Number of modes 
retained 

Error in dB on mean 
FRF em 

Error in dB on standard 
deviation of FRF eσ 

Computational 
time gain 

Number of 
equivalent 

deterministic 
finite element 

analyses 
8 0.7 0.4 480 4 

 

Table 2: Cantilever beam assembly with 4 variable parameters – errors summary and computational time 
performance 

 
 

3.2 The cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters 
 
In this application the cantilever beam assembly is modelled with 100 variable parameters. The objective 
is to evaluate MSP performances when the number of variable parameters increases. So the other 
parameters and conditions (type of variable parameters, load, frequency range, damping, etc.) will remain 
unchanged. The reference solution is still obtained by Monte Carlo Simulation with 2000 trials. 
 

Figure 7 illustrates, around the fourth mode, the trend of the mean FRF, calculated by MSP, to approach 
the reference curve when the number of modes increases. Compared with the 4 random variables case, we 
can note that it is necessary here to consider a higher number of modes to be close to the reference 
solution.  Figure 8 shows that the tendency is the same for the standard deviations of FRF. 
 

Table 3 shows the statistical truncation errors on mean FRF and standard deviation of FRF versus the 
number of modes selected. To satisfy the criterion of 3 dB error for both mean value and standard 
deviation, 32 modes are now necessary. 
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Figure 7: Cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters – mean FRF obtained by MSP 
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Figure 8: Cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters – standard deviation of FRF obtained by 

MSP 
 
 

m 4 8 32 128 300 
fmax 500 Hz 2 kHz 22 kHz 166 kHz 566 kHz 

me  (dB) 7.4 2.2 1.3 0.5 0.2 

eσ  (dB) 22.3 4.4 2.5 1.0 0.5 
 

Table 3: Cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters – statistical truncation errors of MSP on 
the mean FRF and the standard deviation of FRF 

 
 
Figure 9 shows the mean FRF and the 99% confidence interval obtained by MSP (with m=32) and MCS. 
Good results are obtained with MSP. If figures 4 and 9 are compared, we can see that the variability level 
is lower in the 100 variable parameters case than in the 4 parameters one. This is due to a compensation 
phenomenon. The probability densities are evaluated again at two frequencies. The 600 Hz frequency is 
located between two modes; the 820 Hz frequency is now located in a resonance zone. The probability 
density functions are shown in figure 10. Even if the difference between MSP and MCS increases, 
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confrontation between the two methods is still satisfactory. As in the 4 variable parameters case, at 600 Hz 
the probability densities are quasi-Gaussian, unlike the 820 Hz zone.  
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Figure 9: Cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters – mean FRF and 99% confidence 

interval 
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Figure 10: Cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters – probability density functions 
 
 

Table 4 summarizes the errors and the computational time performance of MSP, for the case considered m 
= 32. The computational time gain is still good. The last column reports the time of a non-deterministic 
analysis by MSP expressed in terms of the number of deterministic finite element analyses. For a 
computational time of 41 finite elements analyses, we can obtain a very satisfactory estimation of the 
statistical moments of FRF. This number could be significantly reduced by improvements of the 
computing techniques. 
 
 

Number of modes 
retained 

Error in dB on 
mean FRF em 

Error in dB on 
standard deviation 

of FRF eσ 

Computational 
time gain 

Number of 
equivalent 

deterministic 
finite element 

analyses 
32 1.3 2.5 48 41 

 

Table 4: Cantilever beam assembly with 100 variable parameters – errors summary and computational 
time performance 
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We can conclude with some remarks about the influence of an increasing number of variable parameters: 
the quality of MSP decreases, the size of the modal basis (m value) has to be increased, the error levels 
remain anyway very good and the computational time is very advantageous. From a physical point of view 
we observe that the output variability is reduced because of the compensation phenomenon. 
 
3.3 The car windshield 
 
In this last section, MSP for frequency response will be applied to the Renault windshield already 
introduced in [6], [11] and [12]. We start with the description of the problem and then the comparison of 
the results obtained by MSP and MCS will be shown. 
 

The windshield is studied in free-free conditions. For the experimental campaign 3 excitations points and 
16 acquisition points were selected [6]. The authors analyzed acceleration at a point close to a corner in 
the normal direction of the windshield. The frequency range of interest is between 0 and 100 Hz; a modal 
basis between 0 and 200 Hz, which contains 15 modes, has been used for MSP as well as for MCS. 
 

The 5 layers thicknesses and the 3 polymers elasticity moduli will be considered variable with Gaussian 
distribution laws. So, the system contains 8 random variables. The coefficients of variation are reported in 
table 5. 
 

Concerning damping, a modal damping has been selected. The coefficients are expressed as a percentage 
of the critical damping for each mode. 
 
 

Layer c.o.v. (hj) c.o.v. (Ej) 

1: Glass 2 % 0 % 
2: PVB 5 % 20 % 

3: Acoustic polymer 15 % 20 % 
4: PVB 5 % 20 % 
5: Glass 2 % 0 % 

 

Table 5: Coefficients of variation for thicknesses and elasticity moduli 
 
 
In figure 11 the comparison of the confidence intervals obtained by the MSP and MCS approaches are 
reported. Confrontation is satisfactory from this point of view. Figure 12 shows the probabilistic FRF. To 
observe the probability densities, we selected two particular frequencies: a resonance zone (14 Hz) and a 
zone between two modes (55 Hz). Figure 13 shows that MSP provides probability densities very close to 
those provided by the reference solution. It is a very satisfactory result for this industrial application. The 
density at 55 Hz is very close to a Gaussian distribution; on the other hand at 14 Hz it is strongly 
dissymmetrical.  
 

Table 6 summarizes the error levels and the computational time performance are reported. The error on 
the mean FRF em and the standard deviation of the FRF eσ   are lower than 1 dB and 2 dB respectively. 
MSP is especially very advantageous in terms of computational time because all these results were 
obtained with an acceleration factor of 170 compared to MCS. So we obtained a non-deterministic 
analysis in a time corresponding to 30 deterministic finite element analyses. 
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Figure 11: Acoustic car windshield – mean FRF and 99% confidence interval 
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Figure 12: Acoustic car windshield – probabilistic FRF calculated by MSP 
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Figure 13: Acoustic car windshield – probability density functions 
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Number of 
modes 

retained 

Error in dB on 
mean FRF em 

Error in dB on 
standard deviation 

of FRF eσ 

Computational 
time gain 

Number of 
equivalent 

deterministic finite 
element analyses 

15 0.15 1.7 170 30 
 

Table 6: Acoustic car windshield – errors summary and computational time performance 
 
 
4 Conclusions 
 
The MSP has been investigated for the frequency response statistical estimation of a finite element model 
with parameters variability. Using the mechanical assumption of modal stability in relation to input 
parameters variability, the nominal modes and the modal superposition technique are used to obtain the 
probabilistic FRFs. The method is appropriate in particular for large finite element models by the fact that 
only one finite element analysis has to be solved. Mean FRFs, standard deviation of FRFs, confidence 
intervals and probability density functions have been evaluated with MSP and compared to the Monte 
Carlo Simulation approach, considered as a reference. 
 

In the application section, an academic example and an industrial one have been treated. The academic 
example considered is a cantilever beam with variability of Young moduli. Over the frequency range of 
interest (0 Hz – 1000 Hz), very satisfactory results have been obtained for mean FRFs, standard deviation 
of FRFs, confidence intervals and probability density functions. However, it has been observed that MSP 
errors, compared to a Monte Carlo Simulation, depend on the number of variable parameters and the 
number of modes retained in the modal superposition technique. The industrial application is a windshield 
and the variability of the 5 layers thicknesses and the 3 polymers elasticity moduli is considered. Very 
satisfactory results have also been obtained for this example. Over the frequency range considered (0 Hz – 
100 Hz), the maximal errors are less than 1 dB and 2 dB for mean value and standard deviation of FRF 
respectively. The computational time gain is very advantageous for this industrial example: 170 times 
faster compared to the reference solution. 
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Abstract 
A modal model has a numerous applications in many fields of science and engineering. However results 
of its application depend largely on the accuracy of the identified modal parameters. In the paper a 
preliminary assessment of the uncertainty of modal parameters identification is presented. It is also shown 
that in combination with the numerical uncertainty analysis based on an Finite Element model we can 
obtain a more detailed information about the system’s real performance. The proposed method was 
applied to simple simulation systems and verified with use of the Monte Carlo simulations. In the next 
step the experimental verification has been done. The object used for this verification is a medium-sized 
spot welded structure. 

1 Introduction 

A modal model can be obtained with use of numerical analysis e.g. by solving the eigenvalue problem for 
the Finite Element model. However in practice the most common way to obtain the modal parameters of 
the object is to apply one of the experimental methods based on active or passive testing. The modal 
model obtained experimentally can be used for: 

- numerical model updating (FEM, BEM, etc.), 

- control systems synthesis, 

- systems characteristics and force response synthesis, 

- modal design, 

- model based diagnostics. 

Efficiency of each of the applications depends strongly on the accuracy of modal parameters estimation. It 
is especially important with the model based diagnostics [1]. Performance of the model based diagnostics 
methods is also disturbed by environmental effects, e.g. ambient temperature changes. Despite there are 
many papers dealing with removal of environmental effect from modal data, there is limited scientific 
literature concerning the uncertainty of experimentally obtained modal parameters. To the authors 
knowledge, there is only one paper dealing with this subject [3]. In the paper the confidence bounds of the 
operational modal parameters are estimated. Analogous subject is presented in this article, still the 
methodology applied here is different. 

2 Assessment of the variance of  modal parameters 

The measure of the random variable dispersion is the variance defined as arithmetic mean of the squared 
deviations of each of the variable values from their expected value [4]. When a few random variables is 
concerned, their linear dependence is defined by the covariance function: 
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where:  Cxy – covariance between variables x and y, 

 E – expected value 

Unfortunately in general it is impossible to compute the covariance for the function of random variable 
f(x). An approximation can be calculated through linearization of the function with use of the Taylor series 
[4]: 
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A similar approach is used for the covariance matrix estimation of many functions of random variables: 
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According to the assumptions, the κ vector for which the covariance is to be found, contains the modal 
parameters set i.e. natural frequencies ωr, modal damping coefficients ζr and modal vectors ψr. The 
functions of the random variables, for which the covariance matrix is known, are the measured 
characteristics used for modal parameters estimation. In the paper the frequency domain experimental 
modal analysis is considered. In this type of analysis the frequency response functions (FRF) H(jω) are 
used as an input data. Independently of the applied algorithm, an estimation of modal parameters boils 
down to the eigenvalue problem solution. The eigenvalue problem is not a functional relation, which can 
be used in the proposed approach. That is why the authors decided to use an equation, which defines an 
FRF in function of modal parameters: 
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where: Qr – scaling coefficients 

 λr – poles of the system, rrr jωζλ +=  

Since this equation would allow for different problem solution - estimation of the covariance matrix of  
FRFs in function of modal parameters covariance, it was necessary to convert the equation (4) to the 
following form: 
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Jacobian J([H(jω)]) was calculated numerically, that is each of its elements was calculated with use of the 
following equation: 
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It means that the FRFs were synthesized for the perturbed values of the consecutive modal parameters. 
The magnitude of perturbation was selected according to the rule, that it has to be larger than the expected 
standard deviation of the perturbed parameter.  

3 Numerical verification 

3.1 Modal parameters variance calculations for simple systems 

According to the method formulated in the previous section, the calculations of the covariance matrix for 
modal parameters were performed for simple simulation systems. The systems consisted of simple 
oscillators connected in series with an increasing number of degrees of freedom from 2 to 4. In the figure 
1 the scheme of the applied simulation models is presented, and in the table 1 their structural parameters 
are listed. 

 
Figure 1: Structure of simulation models family 

Mass  m1 = 5; m2 = 3; m3 = 4; m4 = 4 

Damping factor b1 = 12; b2 = 5; b3 = 7; b4 = 11 

Stiffness coeff. k1 = 60000; k2 = 15000; k3 = 43000; k4 = 50000 

Table 1: Structural parameters of simulation models 
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Modal parameters of the systems were obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem for the state space 
model matrices. These parameters were further used for FRFs synthesis. Simultaneously the FRFs were 
synthesized for the consecutively disturbed modal parameters and adequate Jacobian elements were 
calculated. Standard deviations of the FRFs were computed according to the following formulas [5]: 
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    (8) 

where:  γ2(ω) – ordinary coherence function 

 nd – number of averages 

Simulated input and output signals were disturbed with the noise signal with the mean value equal to 0, 
uniform distribution and the amplitude equal to 10% of the original signal. For the data prepared in such 
way the covariance matrix was formed with variances (σi

2) of each sample of each characteristic on the 
main diagonal. Using this covariance matrix and the Jacobian the covariance matrix of the modal 
parameters was calculated according to the equation (6). In this matrix the main diagonal is populated by 
the variances of the modal parameters. In the figures 2 and 3 the variances of the selected modal 
parameters for the consecutive models are presented. 
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Figure 2: Variance of the 1st and 2nd natural frequency for the respective simulation models 
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Figure 3: Variance of the damping factors for the 1st and 2nd modes for the respective simulation 

models 

This calculations were performed to check how the modal parameters variance changes with increasing 
order of the model, which can helpful for the proper interpretation of the stabilization diagram. This 
simple analysis showed that the analyzed variance does not change much with the increase of the model 
order, especially for the higher model orders. 

It is difficult at this point to give some opinion on the correctness of performed calculations, besides the 
fact that the obtained values are reasonable. The variances calculated for the consecutive elements of the 
modal vectors are very low – on the level 10-10 and they seem to be much underestimated, taking into 
account relatively high variance of modal damping coefficients. 

3.2 Verification of the method with use of the Monte Carlo simulations 

To verify the variance of modal parameters estimated with use of the proposed method, the following 
procedure has been performed. In the firs step the Monte Carlo simulation of the system characteristics 
has been done. The FRFs have been sampled with variance identical to the one considered for the 
calculations with use of the verified method. The confidence interval assumed for the Monte Carlo 
simulations was equal to 2σ. 

Fifty FRFs of the 2DOF system were generated. The physical parameters of the system were the same as 
the ones used for calculations described in previous section (see table 1). An example of the generated 
FRFs is shown in the figure 4. 

In the next step the 50 modal analyses for each set of the characteristics was performed and the variances 
of the obtained modal parameters were calculated. In the figures 5 and 6 one can see the comparison of the 
modal parameters variances calculated with use of the proposed method and from the Monte Carlo 
simulations, natural frequencies and modal damping coefficients respectively. 
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Figure 4: FRFs generated with use of the Monte Carlo method 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the variance of the natural frequencies estimated with use of the presented 

method and calculated with use of the Monte Carlo simulations 

The comparison presented above qualitatively confirms the correctness of the proposed methodology. 
Obtained variances are overestimated but the order of magnitude in relation to the verification simulations 
was maintained. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the variances of damping factors estimated with use of the presented 

method and calculated with use of the Monte Carlo simulations 

The results of Monte Carlo analysis confirmed also the problems with variance overestimation of the 
damping factors. 

4 Experimental verification 

4.1 Experiment description 

Experimental verification of the proposed method has been performed on a medium-sized build-up 
structure. The object used for testing was a spot welded sheet metal car component. Based on the 
characteristics of the component and the frequency band of interest (only global modes of the structure) it 
has been arbitrarily decided to use the modal hammer and twenty triaxial accelerometers which resulted in 
60 directions of measured acceleration. Optimization routine based on the Modal Assurance Criterion 
matrix diagonalization has been performed in order to find the optimal placement of accelerometers on the 
structure. There have been nine excitation directions using standard modal hammer. Two points on the 
structure were excited in all three directions (X,Y,Z) one point in two directions (X,Z) and one in only one 
direction (Z). Excitation points were selected to be in the vicinity of the accelerometers, so that the direct 
inertances at those points were measured. The structure was suspended on elastic cords to simulate the 
free-free boundary conditions. 

There were ten nominally identical structures under the test. Testing procedure and equipment were the 
same for each structure. Environmental conditions were not controlled but were not varying significantly 
as the tests were performed indoors in the same measurement chamber. Results were collected in a single 
database in order to allow subsequent analyses. 

To analyze the variance of modal parameters of products produced in bulk one can conceptually divide it 
into two components: one resulting from the production process variability and second coming from 
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measurement and estimation errors. Total variance of the modal parameters is a sum of these two 
components. 

4.2 Variance of modal parameters resulting from the experiment and estimation 
uncertainties 

To calculate the variance of the modal parameters resulting from measurement uncertainties the method 
described in the previous sections was applied. Because this part of the total variance of the modal 
parameters should not be influenced by differences in properties of the tested elements, experiments 
performed only on the one component were taken into account. In the firs step, the group of analyses was 
performed for each of the 9 experiments and 9 sets of modal parameters were found with use of special 
data consolidation procedure described in [6]. For these 9 sets of results the variances of particular 
parameters were calculated. These variances were later compared with results obtained from the method 
proposed in the paper.  

To apply this method the averaged modal parameters were estimated for the measured component. For the 
natural frequencies and modal damping coefficients they were simply the arithmetic mean values. For the 
most representative modal vectors selection, the MAC coefficient was used. In the table 2 the modal 
parameters of analyzed component were gathered together.   

Element no. 
NF no. 1 

[Hz] 
DC no.1 

[%] 
NF no. 2 

[Hz] 
DC no.2 

[%] 
NF no. 3 

[Hz] 
DC no.3 

[%] 

1 130.2 

130.3 

130.5 

130.9 

130.4 

130.4 

129.8 

129.8 

130.5 

1.85 

1.87 

2.27 

1.68 

1.76 

1.76 

2.05 

2.05 

2.27 

163.7 

163.9 

163.4 

164.1 

164.1 

164.1 

163.5 

163.5 

163.4 

1.46 

0.62 

1.72 

0.91 

0.37 

0.37 

1.21 

1.21 

1.72 

220.4 

220.5 

220.3 

220.6 

220.3 

220.3 

219.4 

219.4 

220.3 

3.90 

2.52 

0.46 

3.18 

1.06 

1.06 

1.85 

1.85 

0.46 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Averaged 130.4 1.84 163.8 1.07 220.2 0.82 

Table 2: Results of modal analysis performed on 9 sets of data  

With use of these averaged modal parameters the FRFs synthesis was done in each of the measured 
directions – 60 characteristics in the frequency band enclosing first 3 natural frequencies of the system – 
up to 250 Hz. Subsequently the respective modal parameters were perturbed and another FRFs were 
synthesized  - for each perturbed modal parameter a new set of 60 FRFs. Further, with use of the equation 
(7) the Jacobian was formed. The covariance matrix was calculated with use of the formula (7). On its 
main diagonal the variances of consecutive modal parameters were located. The comparison of the 
variances calculated with the procedure described above and obtained directly from the analyses of 
measured data is shown in the figures 7 and 8. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of the variances of natural frequencies estimated with use of the presented 

method and obtained from the measured data 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the variances of damping factors estimated with use of the presented 
method and obtained from the measured data 
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The comparison presented in figure 7 shows that calculated variances are a little bigger then the ones 
obtained directly from experiment. Such a result seems to be correct considering the fact that in the 9 tests 
only it is difficult to achieve full information on the distribution of modal parameters. Results obtained for 
the modal damping coefficients are less correct than these achieved for natural frequencies. It most likely 
arises from the fact that estimate for the damping coefficient is not very accurate in experimental modal 
analysis. 

4.3 Modal parameters dispersion resulting from the production variability 

Finite Element model of the structure under test has been created and comprised of 70266 nodes and 
71839 elements. The model comprised of mostly 2D shell elements to model sheet metal components, but 
there were also 1D elements to model spot-weld connections and rigid connections and 3D elements to 
model solid parts of the structure. Considering the free-free boundary conditions the total number of 
degrees of freedom was 421596. 

MSC Software Corporation MD Nastran was used to compute eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of the 
structure. As a first step the FE model updating has been performed in order to have a good starting point 
for uncertainty analysis. An in-house software has been used to update the model. Reference data for the 
updating process were the modal parameters of the first component that was measured. After the model 
updating process a good correlation between the numerical and experimental data was found. 

To perform the numerical uncertainty analysis the in-house software based on Mathworks MATLAB was 
used. The software allows to perform uncertainty analysis based on the FE model of the structure using 
Monte Carlo analysis with Latin Hypercube Sampling scheme. The user has to select the parameters of the 
FE model that are uncertain and specify statistical parameters and distribution. Material parameters and 
sheet metal thicknesses were chosen as the uncertain parameters. There were eight sheet metal parts in the 
model and for each of them the thickness, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and density were considered 
as uncertain. Information about the uncertainties of sheet metal thicknesses was available from the 
manufacturer and uncertainties of the material parameters were set arbitrarily. Distribution type was 
chosen to be the truncated normal distribution with parameters specified in Table 3. 

Parameter Mean value Variance Left cut-off Right cut-off 

Thickness Nominal -4% 1.3 % Nominal - 5% Nominal 
Poisson's ratio Nominal 1.5 % Nominal - 5% Nominal + 5% 

Density Nominal 1.5 % Nominal - 5% Nominal + 5% 

Young's modulus Nominal 1.5 % Nominal - 5% Nominal + 5% 

Table 3: Uncertain parameters considered in FE model. 

Mode 
Mean frequency [Hz] Min frequency [Hz] Max frequency [Hz] 

FEA EMA % 
difference FEA EMA % 

difference FEA EMA % 
difference 

1 131,33 132,69 1,04 127,29 129,90 2,05 135,27 135,30 0,02 

2 161,19 164,33 1,95 156,51 162,90 4,08 164,91 167,00 1,27 

3 221,66 223,73 0,93 214,56 219,50 2,30 227,25 226,90 0,15 

Table 4: Result comparison between numerical and experimental data.  

The total number of 250 Monte Carlo simulations with Latin Hypercube Sampling were run in order to 
analyze the dispersion of modal parameters. Considering the truncated distributions with narrow cut-off 
bands in order of only few percent it has been assumed that the number of samples was sufficient. 
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Figure 9: Sample Frequency Response Functions presenting comparison between numerical and 

experimental data 

Analyzing the results a good agreement can be seen between the numerical and experimental datasets. 
This type of uncertainty analysis based on the Finite Element model can be successfully used in the design 
stage in order to predict the dispersion of modal parameters of the design. Even though this type of 
analysis is computationally intensive it brings a valuable information about the system’s performance 
variability. 

The final goal of the present study was to compare variances of the natural frequencies resulting from the 
experiment and estimation uncertainties and the variances resulting from the production variability. 
Results obtained from the measurement dataset have been summarized in Table 5. It can be noticed that 
variances of natural frequencies resulting from the experiment and estimation uncertainties are much 
lower than the variances due to production variability. This is an expected result as the former are 
calculated for one well defined and certain structure, where the total variance is due to mainly 
experimental uncertainty, experiment repeatability and estimation algorithm stability. While the latter are 
calculated for a set of structures, where a number of uncertainty sources (material uncertainties, 
geometrical uncertainties etc.) and manufacturing variability contributes for the total variance. 

Mode 

Experiment and estimation 
uncertainty Production variability 

Variance of the natural frequency 

1 0.11 2.33 

2 0.10 0.67 

3 0.22 3.04 

Table 5: Variance comparison.  
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5 Final conclusions 

In the paper the new method for modal parameters variance estimation has been proposed. It is based on 
the variation of system characteristics used for modal analysis. The preliminary verification of the method 
has been done in two steps. In the first step - simulation verification proved that the results obtained for 
natural frequencies and modal damping coefficients look reasonable and are qualitatively correct. On the 
other hand the variances of the elements of the modal vectors were anxiously low. In the second step the 
variance resulting from the measurements and estimation uncertainties was estimated. In the first stage 
verification the method proposed in the paper worked very well for natural frequencies and a little worse 
for modal damping coefficients. The modal vectors variances were not calculated because: the dimension 
of the problem would be to big to solve it with ordinary PC (60 measured directions) and results from the 
simulation verification showed its poor reliability. Combining the information from the proposed method 
with the results of the FE model based uncertainty analysis gives a better insight into the components’ 
behavior. The former gives us the information about the measurement uncertainties within a single 
component while the latter gives the information about the production process variability. Quantification 
of this two sources of uncertainty brings an important information for the vibration-based Structural 
Health Monitoring (SHM). Damage in the structure that is expressed in terms of change of modal 
parameters has to be reliably identified to avoid false alarms. The threshold that has to be set between the 
damaged and undamaged states of the structure will depend on the variances of the modal parameters i.e. 
damage can be recognized only if its effect on modal parameters is larger than the effect of uncertainties. 
Looking at the data in Table 5 it can be noticed that an SHM system dedicated for a specific structure can 
be more sensitive to damage as the variance of modal parameters for a single component is small. On the 
other hand a universal SHM system dedicated for a set of nominally identical products will have worse 
sensitivity as for the small damage it will not be able to distinguish the change in modal parameters due to  
damage from the normal production variability. Ability to quantify the effect of uncertainties and 
variability on modal parameters is therefore an important step in SHM system design. 

Based on the preliminary study presented in this paper a further research has to be done in order to explore 
the correctness and the applicability of the proposed method. 
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Abstract
Structural sensitivity analysis is used to rank the influence of different model design variables on a set of
response features of interest. It can be used qualitatively in a preliminary screening stage, to identify the
dominant physical effects, or quantitatively in uncertainty quantification, to characterize the relative contri-
butions of the most influential design variables to the global observed variability. This article will focus on
procedures for effects screening for which local first-order and global sampling-based approaches can be
found in the literature. They both generally require the definition of a set of active design variables and this
can be a time-consuming process for complex multi-level models. The objective of this study is to combine a
nonparametric structural modification technique with a hypersensitivity analysis in order to identify the most
influential subdomains of the model without detailing the specific design variables. The proposed strategy is
illustrated on academic test cases and the results compared to more classical local and sampling procedures.

1 Introduction

Structural sensitivity analysis is used to rank the influence of different model design variables on a set of
response features of interest. This is an important preliminary step in structural optimization and model revi-
sion procedures in order to reduce the order of the design space. It can be used qualitatively in a preliminary
screening stage, to identify the dominant physical effects, or quantitatively in uncertainty quantification, to
characterize the relative contributions of the most influential design variables to the global observed variabil-
ity. Local procedures are cost-efficient but depend strongly on the design point of the nominal model. Global
procedures alleviate to some extent this dependency but at a much higher calculation cost. In general, both
approaches require the definition of a set of active design variables and this can be a time-consuming process
for complex multi-level models.

The objective of this study is to combine the nonparametric structural modification technique proposed by
Soize [2] with a hypersensitivity indicator proposed by Ouisse [1] in order to identify the most influential
subdomains of the model without detailing the specific design variables. We will first briefly present several
local and global parametric sensitivity analysis techniques and illustrate them on an academic example. The
nonparametric and hypersensitivity methods will then be introduced and illustrated on several academic ex-
amples.
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2 Local sensitivity analysis

In this section, the active parameters are denotedXi, components of the input vector X = [X1, X2, . . . , XnX ]T .
These variables are random. Yi is an element of Y(X) = [Y1(X), Y2(X), . . . , YnY (X)]T , representing the
output set. The function relating one output Y to the inputs X will be written Y = g(X). Local sensitivity
analysis generally neglects the coupling between parameters, and allows one to deal with a large number of
parameters with small variations. The calculation is fast and ranges from a single model analysis to twice
the number of design parameters.

2.1 Strain energy

The element strain energies can be directly determined from a modal analysis, for example, with:

E2
e =

m∑
ν=1

∑
j∈De

UTν K
ele
j Uν

 (1)

where Uν denotes the eigenvector of the νth mode, Kele
j is the stiffness matrix of the jth element, and De is

a set of elements belonging to the eth subdomain. This criteria is one of the rare examples of a sensititivity
analysis which does not require a preliminary definition of design variables. It assumes that the subdomains
having the highest strain energies will be the most influential.

The strain energy summed over the first 24 modes of the structure as a function of the subdomains is shown
in figure 1. Each subdomain has its own impact on a given eigenmode, so it is necessary to select the modes
of interest before drawing any conclusions. In the present case, the 20 first modes of the structure are con-
sidered. The figure shows that the subdomains corresponding to the plate property PSHELL 4, used for the
tip of the wing, do not concentrate strain energy meaning that these properties will have a negligible impact
on the eigenvalues. The figure also reveals that the subdomains corresponding to properties PSHELL 6 and
PCOMP 5 as well as the concentred mass CONM2 64 do not influence the eigenvalues. The output will be
more sensitive to the other zones, especially those corresponding to PSHELL 1, PSHELL 7, MAT 1 E and
MAT 6 E.
This energy-based sensitivity indicator allows the sensitive subdomains to be located in a single run and is

Figure 1: Strain energies areas corresponding to the model subdomains

particularly time-efficient in the context of screening since no parameter definition is necessary. However, in
practice it must be used with care since it strongly depends on the design point of the nominal model.
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2.2 One-at-a-time sensitivity

A one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity calculation consists in modifying each parameter while maintaining the
others constant. The bounds on the variations generally depends on an a priori knowledge of parameter
uncertainty. The sensitivity analysis requires nX+1 runs, nX being the number of parameters. For example,
the methodology described in [3] consists in evaluating the output modifications when the parameters change
from their maximum to their minimum values while all other parameters are set to their nominal values. The
sensitivity indicator is then given by:

Si =
g(Xmax

i )− g(Xmin
i )

g(Xnom
i ) ·∆Xrel

i

(2)

where g(Xmax
i ) and g(Xmin

i ) are the output values resulting from the variation of an input over its complete
interval. The figure 2 shows the OAT sensitivity analysis applied to the matched eigenfrequencies. The black

Figure 2: One-at-a-time sensitivity on matched eigenfrequencies

Figure 3: One-at-a-time sensitivity on maximal value of FRFs amplitudes

squares indicate unmatched modes and indicates that the parameter has a certain influence on the mode even
if it cannot be quantified. The OAT sensitivity indicator is generally in agreement with the strain energy
indicator except that some additional parameters are found to be relatively insensitive, in particular, the third
material property and the composite property PCOMP 3.
Concerning the FRF maximal amplitudes in displacement shown in figure 3, the property PSHELL 2 is the
only parameter that is flagged as sensitive by the OAT indicator.
The one-at-a-time sensitivity method can give an idea of the parameter importance for significant variations,
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but again will not reveal coupling effects. The number of required computation are between nX + 1 and
2× nX + 1.

2.3 First-order derivatives

The OAT can be seen as a simple example of differentiation, whose objective is to evaluate the gradients of
the response with respect to the design parameters. According to [3], the output variance can be described
based on the input variances when the distributions are Gaussian:

V (Y ) =
n∑
i=1

(
∂Y

∂Xi

)2

V (Xi) (3)

The partial derivative of Y with respect to Xi provides a measure of model sensitivity to the parameter i and
the weighting with respect to the variance of Xi expresses the importance of the parameter. A sensitivity
indicator can be calculated for a small modification ∆Xi of parameter Xi with other parameters constants:

φi =
g(X1,...,Xi+∆Xi,...,XnX)−g(X1,...,Xi,...,XnX)

g(X1,...,Xi,...,XnX)

∆Xi
Xi

(4)

The first-order sensitivity indicator provides results that are similar to the OAT sensitivity. However some

Figure 4: First order sensitivity of the eigenfrequencies

differences can be noted, for example the impact of PSHELL 1 on the eleventh frequency is higher in the
OAT sensitivity than in the first-order sensitivity. This difference can be explained by the non-linear relation-
ship between the eigenfrequency and the parameter in question. The first-order derivative indicator requires
nX + 1 calculations and is thus relatively cost-effective and locally accurate.

2.4 Remarks

Techniques based on local sensitivity analysis can be applied to a large number of parameters at a reasonable
computational cost. The sensitivity indicator obtained depends strongly on the nominal model which often
has not been experimentally validated. Moreover, coupling effects between design parameters is generally
neglected.

3 Global sensitivity analysis

This class of methods is based on sampling procedures and allows the impact of simultaneously varying
inputs on the system responses to be studied. Several sampling methods exist to create the necessary data
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basis, the Latin Hypercube sampling technique being one of the most commonly employed. Global sensitiv-
ity analysis is often coupled with surrogate models in uncertainty quantification applications but for effects
screening this is not practicable given the large order of the design space.
The following paragraphs describe the methods used to interpret the output data bases corresponding to
model response features obtained by sampling the input space. In this section, X(s) = [X(s)

1 , . . . , X
(s)
nX ] for

s = 1, . . . , nS is a random sample of the parameters X generated according to the joint distribution function
associated to the Xis. Y(s) = g(X(s)) for s = 1, . . . , nS is the output set calculated for each input sample.

3.1 Dispersion plot

Prior to the screening analysis, it is necessary to verify that an output varies significantly. This aim is achieved
with the help of a dispersion plot. On the figures 5 (a) and (b), each point represents the dispersion of an
output, and for practical reasons these outputs are classified by types. F3 represents for example the matched
eigenfrequencies and each point of this line gives the dispersion of the matched eigenfrequencies of one
mode; F5 is the maximum amplitude of the FRF in acceleration; F6 the maximum amplitude of the FRF in
displacement; F7 is the total mass of the system. The output F5 is clearly more sensitive to the uncertainties
than F7.
Thanks to this tool, it is possible to efficiently select the outputs in order to restrict the study to those that

(a) Dispersion plot (b) Zoom in the Dispersion plot

Figure 5: Presentation of the Garteur outputs

have significant variability in the studied design space.

3.2 Scatter plot

The scatter plot described in [5] is the representation of an output with respect to one of the uncertain pa-
rameters, the other parameters varying. The points [X(s)

i , Y (s)] are placed in the scatter plot for each sample
s = 1, . . . , nS. It is possible to observe qualitatively the strong linear or non-linear relationships between
outputs and inputs that may be missed by the standard linear indicators such as the correlation coefficient. It
is a natural step that can help to build a sensitivity analysis strategy.
In figure 6 (a), the third matched eigenfrequency is represented with respect to each parameter. The sixth

parameter seems to have a slight influence on the output while the nineteenth parameter has a much greater
impact. A zoom on the scatter plot between the third matched eigenfreauency and the nineteenth parameter
is shown in figure 6 (b). Here the relationship seems to be linear.
This method is easily applicable and does not require additional calculations after the sampling has been per-
formed. The interpretation of the results is possible when strong tendencies are visible, for example highly
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(a) Global (b) Zoom

Figure 6: scatter plots of the third matched eigenfrequency

correlated parameters can be immediately detected as can strongly nonlinear relationships. However, highly
sensitive parameters rapidly wash out the effect of other parameters. Also, for a system with many inputs
and many outputs, applying this method can be fastidious because it requires each plot to be visualized one
by one for each input-output pair, leading to nX × nY plots. This number can easily reach several hundred.

3.3 Correlation coefficient

The correlation coefficient measures the importance of the linear relationship between an output and the
parameters. An example is the Pearson correlation coefficient calculated between Xi and Y , expressed by:

c(Xi, Y ) =

nS∑
s=1

(X(s)
i − X̄i)(Y (s) − Ȳ )

[
nS∑
s=1

(X(s)
i − X̄i)2

]1/2 [ nS∑
s=1

(Y (s) − Ȳ )2

]1/2
, (5)

where:

X̄i =
nS∑
s=1

X
(s)
i

nS
and Ȳ =

nS∑
s=1

Y (s)

nS
. (6)

The correlation coefficient has values between −1 and 1. A positive value means that Xi and Y vary in the
same direction, while a negative value indicates opposing variations. Correlation values near 1 or −1 show
a strong trend toward a linear relationship between Xi and Y while a value near zero means that no linear
relationship exist between the two variables.
The figure 7 (a) shows that each eigenfrequency depends on different parameters. The Young’s modulus
of the material numbers 3, 4 and 5 are not important in this case, nor are the densities of materials 3 and
5. Moreover, the properties PCOMP 3, PCOMP 5, PSHELL 6 and CONM2 64 do not have a strong linear
relationship with the eigenfrequencies. Concerning the displacements figure 7 (b), the Young modulus of
the materials 1, 2, 5 and 6 are important as well as the properties PSHELL 1, PSHELL 2, PSHELL 6 and
PSHELL 7.
Hamby [3] underlines a drawback in the use of the correlation coefficient to obtain a sensitivity classification,

namely the hypothesis of a linear relation between the inputs and outputs. The independence between the
parameters is another fact to keep in mind, since it can affect strongly the results of the correlation.
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(a) Matched Eigenfrequencies (b) Maximal FRF amplitude in displacement

Figure 7: Correlation coefficient between the outputs and the parameters of Garteur

3.4 Principal Component Analysis

The main idea of principal component analysis (PCA) is to reduce the size of the parameter set while retaining
most of the observed variability in the outputs. It is performed by transforming the physical variable space
into principal components which are uncorrelated and ranked in terms of their respective contributions. Each
component is a linear combination of the physical parameter set. The principal component associated with
the highest singular value will represent the largest variations. The covariance matrix is given by:

cov(n,m) =
∑nS

s=1(X(s)
n − X̄n)(Y (s)

m − Ȳm)
(nS − 1)

, (7)

and is decomposed using a singular value decomposition:

cov(n,m) = UΣV T (8)

The residual in the output variance introduced by truncating the principal component basis can be evaluated
according to [6] by summing the singular values attached to the deleted principal components.

A global PCA calculated from the set of all outputs is shown in figure 8 (a). The red line indicates the
singular values given by the diagonal terms of Σ. The 6 first components comprise mainly the material
properties 1, 2, 5, 6 and the element properties 1, 2, 6, and 7. The restriction of the basis to these parameters
will have a significant impact on the output variability because the seventh singular value is important.
A PCA on the displacements shows that the first five principal components explain most of the variation
on the maximal amplitude of the displacement. The materials property 1, 2, 5 and 6, and the elements
properties 1, 2, 6 and 7 are once again found as the most influential parameters. In this case, no other
parameters contribute to the main variation of the output.
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(a) Global

(b) On Displacements

Figure 8: Principal Component Analysis
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3.5 Remarks

Despite the cost of sampling methods, global sensitivities allow to investigate a large domain of variations
and thus to describe the model behavior far from its nominal state. An adequate normalization of the input-
output quantities is essential for obtaining correct screening results.

3.6 Discussion of Parametric Sensitivity Analysis

The strain energy indicator for the matched eigenfrequencies does not totally agree with the other two local
indicators. This can be explained by the fact that the energy is not directly related to the parameters impact.
It still reveals 4 from the 7 selected parameters shown by the OAT and the first-order sensitivity. The global
approach adds to these parameters two element properties. These two properties will have an importance
when the model design point moves away from its nominal value.
The local study of the displacements reveals an important participation of PSHELL 2. But the global ap-
proach shows that it was not the only parameter that can explain the variations of these outputs. The cor-
relation coefficient and the PCA highlighted the participation of the Young’s modulus of materials 1, 2, 5,
6 and the participation of the elements properties 1, 2, 6, 7. The two global methods agree completely in
this selection. This example illustrates well the fact that a local approach cannot reveal the importance of
parameters over a large portion of the design space.

4 Non-parametric sensitivity analysis

Until now, all of the methods presented in this article, with the exception of the strain energy indicator,
are based on modifications of design parameters. In some situations, this may not be possible as with the
screening of a large number of superelements present in the model. Moreover, a subdomain based sensitivity
analysis would avoid the difficulty of defining a large set of design parameters in the screening phase. The
nonparametric approach developed by Soize [2] proves to be very useful for this purpose.

4.1 Non-parametric perturbations

A detailed presentation of the nonparametric approach is evidently beyond the scope of this article. In a
nutshell, it starts from a Cholesky decomposition of the matrix or matrices which will be modified. For
example, the stiffness matrix can be decomposed as:

[K] = [LK ]T [LK ], (9)

where [LK ] is an upper triangular matrix. The modified matrix is obtained using a random matrix [G]
belonging to the normalized positive-definite ensemble [2]. One of the properties of this matrix is that its
mean value is the identity matrix. The dispersion of the matrix is controlled by a dispersion parameter δ that
drives the probability distribution of the matrix. The modified matrix is then:

[K̃] = [LK ]T [G][LK ]. (10)

4.2 Nonparametric sensitivity indicators

The design parameters used in a nonparametric study are the dispersions associated to a subdomain. There-
fore it is not possible to directly use the global sensitivity tools to treat the data. In fact, a given dispersion
value can yield an infinity of outputs. A simple idea is to replace the standard outputs with their variances. If
a superelement is influential, the variability of the output will grow with the dispersion on this superelement
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as shown on figure 9 (a). The figure 9 (b) gives the variance calculated by separating the solution space in
5 equal intervals. It shows, that the output variance increases with the dispersion of the superelement. This
example illustrates the results of the perturbation of a single superelement. These observations should be
validated when more superelements are perturbed.
A drawback of this approach is that an accurate variance evaluation requires a much larger set of data and

(a) Displacement (b) Displacement variance

Figure 9: Non-parametric scatter plot

thus it is necessary to realize more runs for a nonparametric than for a global parametric analysis. If the
data collected is sufficient and if the variances are correctly calculated, all the parametric global sensitivity
analysis tools can be applied to the outputs variances.

5 Hypersensitivity indicator with nonparametric modifications

5.1 Formulation

The hypersensitivity approach has been detailed in ref.[1]. In this part, a summary of the method is presented.
Two nominally identical structures are considered, which are designated Ω and Ω̃. Ω is the reference structure
(the one used for the complete solution), while Ω̃ is a slightly different structure from Ω. It is assumed that
assemblies of mass matrices ([M ] and [M̃ ]) and stiffness matrices ([K] and [K̃]) have been done, and that
finite element models of both structures are compatible, that is to say, the degrees of freedom are identical,
stored in the same way in matrices and correspond to similar elements. The first step is the solution of the
nominal problem, allowing to obtain n normal modes constituted by mass-normalized eigenvectors {φj}
and n eigenfrequencies ωj , j = 1 to n. The residual that is used to localize the structural subdomains for
which the eigensolution of mode j of the reference structure does not verify the equations corresponding to
modified structure has the following expression:

{Rj} = [K̃]−1
(

[K̃]− ω2
j [M̃ ]

)
{φj}. (11)

This residual value is considered through its elastic energy, in order to obtain an information associated to
the element contribution to the total energy, which is related to the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors shifts
[1]:

Iej = {Rj}T [M e]{Rj}. (12)

The classical way to use this method is to define some parameters, and to build the modified matrices asso-
ciated to the variations of parameters in order to localize the structural zones responsible for variations. This
requires the choice and definition of these design parameters, which can be a fastidious task even with small
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models, since the number of parameters can be large. To avoid this, the idea we propose here is to use the
nonparametric approach proposed by Soize [2] to build the modified matrices, thus avoiding the definition
of parameters. A Monte-Carlo procedure can then be used to build a set of matrices which we assume can
represent the sources of model variability.

The numerical cost of this approach is very high when using full models, because of the construction of [G],
which is a full matrix that has to be recalculated at each step of the procedure. Using reduced models is
almost obligatory as soon as the total number of degrees of freedom is above several thousand. The classical
way to perform the reduction for the nonparametric method is to use a projection basis that contains a large
set of modes. If the number of modes is large enough, this allows one to obtain correct approximation
of modes associated to structural modifications. But as soon as the fields that have to be found are very
localized, this is not efficient because of the high number of modes required to represent such a field. In
such a situation, some vectors which are able to represent very local deformations have to be added to the
Ritz basis. It is undoubtedly a difficult task to perform an efficient localization using modal projections, as
indicated for example in ref.[7].

5.2 Numerical investigations

Three test-cases are considered in this part in order to show the specificity of the association of these two
methods. One has to emphasize that even for these quite small models, building random matrices for full
models failed or was very time- and space-consuming, so only reduced models have been used. It should
also be noted that all numerical tests have shown that the convergence of the Monte Carlo simulation was
quite slow for the estimation of the residual 12.

5.2.1 Garteur test-case

Applying the methodology proposed above on the Garteur structure using 100 modes and 10,000 samples in
the Monte Carlo simulation leads to the results proposed in figure 10a, in which one can observe the zones
localized as sensitive for the ten first modes: the quantity plotted is the mean energy 12 on these modes. The
results are physically coherent, but the fact is that the methodology gives no improvement compared with
a very simple approach such as the distribution of strain energy on the structure, which in this case gives
almost similar results, like shown on figure 10b. The reason is undoubtedly that no hypersensitive behavior
can be observed on this structure, and in this case, a look at the spatial distribution of strain energy gives a
low-cost efficient localization of areas responsible for design sensitivity.

5.3 Plate assembly test-case

The plate assembly presented in ref.[1] proves to be hypersensitive to some coupling angles and is studied
in this section. A first attempt to apply the method using 100 modes lead to some results that are not able to
locate the coupling angles which are known to be very sensitive. The high rigidity of coupling lines induces
only small values of displacement fields or energies in coupling areas, and projecting the residual vectors
with high values in those zones leads to a bad representation of them. The Ritz basis has then been completed
with some static vectors, each of them being associated to a static response of the structure to a point force
on the coupling line. The results are shown on figure 11, on which one can observe that the coupling lines are
localized, indicating that a change in those areas has more impact on the dynamical behavior than a change
in the plates themselves. A critical point is that the ranking of the coupling lines is not coherent with the
order corresponding to increasing sensitivity. This is because the change that leads to hypersensitivity in
this case is a topological variation: the coupling angles shifts induce large changes in the stiffness matrices.
Since the random matrix theory directly acts on the matrices, it can not distinguish between changes that
induce ”small” variations in the stiffness and those inducing large changes. Moreover, 100,000 samplings
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Figure 10: Garteur test-case: a) Mean hypersensitivity energy b) Mean strain energy

have been necessary to achieve convergence of the Monte Carlo simulation. In this case, the association of
the two methodologies is clearly not efficient.

5.4 Cross-member beam

The third test-case is the cross-member beam presented in ref.[1], for which some spot welds can be qualified
as hypersensitive. Applying the proposed method in this case leads to the localization shown in figure 12a.
For this test-case, 100 modes have been used, including a lot of very localized mode shapes, because of the
high rigidity of the beam due to the numerous spot welds. No residual vector was necessary in this case and
5,000 samples was sufficient to achieve good convergence of the Monte Carlo simulation. In the zone which
has been localized by the method, 2 out of 82 spot welds are located, and removed from the model to test
the efficiency of the localization. The MAC matrix between modes shapes of this modified structure and the
original ones is shown on figure 12b. One can observe that large shifts are due to these two spot welds and
that these spots are the same ones as those localized in ref.[1] using a discrete-parametric approach.
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Figure 11: Plate assembly test-case: a) Mean hypersensitivity energy b) Mean strain energy
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5.5 Remarks

It has been shown using a numerical example that it was quite difficult to obtain pertinent information with
the combination of hypersensitivity and nonparametric approaches. The objective was to avoid the definition
of a large set of parameters and to find the structural areas in which some highly sensitive phenomenon could
occur, but the test cases have shown that the association of the two methods:

• gives no improvement compared with a simple strain energy distribution if no hypersensitive parameter
exist;

• gives only pertinent information if the hypersensitive phenomenon are directly due to stiffness -or
mass- changes, and not for topological changes acting in different ways on the stiffness or mass;

• can give good results only when the Ritz basis used for projection is able to represent some fields
almost restricted to areas of interest.

It is then clear that mixing both approaches can be informative only for some particular situations, like the
cross-member beam presented here. In other cases, the only added value compared with a classical strain
energy distribution would be obtained at a much higher cost.

6 Conclusion

A sensitivity analysis is an essential tool for screening model design parameters in order to retain only
the most influential ones. Both local and global approaches have been illustrated in this article and two
extensions of the nonparametric structural modification approach have been proposed. The first is in the
context of a global sensitivity analysis and allows the ranking of superelements in terms of their impact
on the selected response features. This technique requires an analysis of the output variance instead of the
outputs themselves. Secondly, the nonparametric approach has been combined with the hypersensitivity
indicator with the objective of the obtaining a global sensitivity approach that does not require the definition
of physical design parameters. For the moment, the proposed strategy is not generally applicable due to its
high calculation cost. Future work will allow the parametric and nonparametric global sensitivity analyses
to be performed simultaneously.
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Abstract
This study addresses the issue of variability analysis in experimentally identified structural dynamics using
non–parametric Welch based and parametric VARX based stochastic methods. The parametric methods in-
clude a conventional VARX method and a new CCP–VARX method which operates on multiple data records.
Eight series of experiments (S1. . .S8), each one consisting of ten individual experiments (E1. . .E10), are
conducted within a twenty four hour period. Within each series the experimental conditions are practically
unchanged, whereas very small environmental changes occur from one series to another. The dynamical
characteristics examined are frequency response magnitude and natural frequencies. The results of the study
indicate: (a) small, yet statistically significant, in–series variability and larger inter–series variability; (b)
improved achievable accuracy through the use of parametric identification, even with shorter data records;
(c) inability of both the conventional VARX and CCP–VARX parametric methods to fully describe multiple
experiment variability through a single identified model.

1 INTRODUCTION

In practice a structure typically operates under varying operating conditions and uncertainties. Varying
operating conditions may be due to factors such as varying structural configurations, loading, boundary,
and environmental conditions, while uncertainties may be due to factors such as unaccounted excitations,
geometrical and material characteristics, data acquisition, and signal noise. All of the above factors may
contribute to what is often referred to as experimental variability.

The use of stochastic identification methods aims at capturing uncertainties due to various sources. In the
absence of explicit modelling of the causality relationships between varying operating conditions and the
dynamics, the effects of the former on the latter will also manifest themselves in the form of additional
uncertainty.

For the above reasons, uncertainty in structural identification has been in the focus of recent work via either
probabilistic [1, 2] or possibillistic – using techniques such as fuzzy logic or interval mathematics [3, 4]
– methods. The related topic of propagation of uncertainty from model parameters to other quantities of
interest, such as modal characteristics or frequency response functions (FRFs), has received considerable
attention using either computer simulation [5, 6, 7, 8] or analytical approximation [9, 10, 11, 12] probabilistic
methods. On the other hand, the quantitative analysis of uncertainty sources has received limited attention
[13].

The present study aims at a variability analysis in experimentally identified structural dynamics using non–
parametric Welch based and parametric VARX (Vector AutoRegressive with eXogenous excitation) based
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Experimental Experiments Time Temperature
Series Interval Range

S1 E1 . . . E10 15:05-16:06 22.7-23.1
S2 E1 . . . E10 17:58-19:31 21.7-21.9
S3 E1 . . . E10 21:06-21:47 21.5
S4 E1 . . . E10 00:06-00:58 21
S5 E1 . . . E10 02:58-03:43 21-21.1
S6 E1 . . . E10 06:04-06:45 20.8
S7 E1 . . . E10 09:09-09:48 20.9
S8 E1 . . . E10 12:07-12:59 21.3-21.8

Analysis bandwidth: 15 – 100 Hz
Sampling frequency: fs = 256 Hz
Signal length: N = 11 520 samples (45 s)
Excitation measurement position: X
Response measurement positions: R1 . . . R4
Ambient temperature range: 20.8 – 23.1 oC

Table 1: The experiments and experimental details.

stochastic methods. Two parametric VARX based methods are employed: A conventional one which iden-
tifies a model and its associated uncertainty using a single data record, and a new one, referred to as CCP–
VARX (Constant Coefficient Pooled VARX) which identifies a “pooled” VARX model by simultaneously
operating on several data records [14, 15]. This latter method is expected to better account for variability
among the various experiments.

The structure employed in the study is a thin plate suspended vertically via four clamps. Eight series of
experiments (S1. . .S8) are conducted within a twenty four hour period. Each series consists of ten individual
experiments (E1. . .E10). In each experiment the force excitation and the dynamic strain response at four po-
sitions (R1. . .R4) are recorded. Within each series, the experimental conditions are practically unchanged,
whereas very small environmental changes occur from one series to another (Table 1). The dynamical char-
acteristics examined are frequency response magnitude and natural frequencies.

The main questions posed are:

(a) How significant is the in–series and inter–series variability?

(b) How much more accurate are parametric identification methods over their non–parametric counterparts?

(c) To what extent can the conventional VARX and the CCP VARX parametric methods describe multiple
experiment variability through a single identified probabilistic model?

The paper is organized as follows: The set–up and the experiments are presented in section 2. The non–
parametric and parametric identification methods are briefly reviewed in section 3. Identification results and
variability analysis are presented in section 4, and the conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2 THE TEST RIG AND THE EXPERIMENTS

2.1 The test rig

The structure employed and the test rig are shown in Figure 1. The structure is a simple thin plate, made
of aluminum, and of dimensions 1000 × 800 × 2 mm. It is suspended vertically via four symmetrically
positioned clamps, designated as clamps A, B, C, D. Each clamp consists of two thick (5 mm) rectangular
steel plates tightened together by two M8 bolts. The structure is excited horizontally at a fixed position (point
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Figure 1: The structure (thin plate) and the test rig.

X) via an electromechanical shaker (MB Dynamics Modal 50A), while the vibration response is measured
via dynamic strain gauges (PCB 740B02) at four positions (points R1. . . R4). The force excitation and strain
response signals are driven through a conditioning charge amplifier (PCB 481) into the data acquisition
system which is based on two SigLab 20–42 measurement modules.

2.2 The experiments

Eight distinct series of experiments (S1. . .S8) are conducted within a twenty four hour period, with each
series consisting of ten individual experiments (E1. . . E10). Within each series the experimental conditions
are practically unchanged, whereas very small environmental changes occur from one series to another (Table
1). In each case the force excitation is a random, stationary, zero–mean and approximately white, Gaussian
signal. The bandwidth of interest is selected as 15 − 100 Hz, thus focusing on the low frequency dynamics
where the variability may be potentially lower. The sampling frequency is set at fs = 256 Hz, while each
acquired signal, being N = 11 520 samples (45 s) long, is sample mean corrected and normalized to unit
variance (also see Table 1).

3 IDENTIFICATION METHODS

3.1 Non–parametric Welch based method

Non–parametric frequency response function (FRF) identification is based on Welch type auto and cross
spectral density estimators, which, for the scalar excitation x[t] and a scalar response y[t] signals, are of the
respective forms [16, pp. 76–77]:

Ŝxx(ω) =
1
K

K∑
i=1

X
(i)
L (jω)X(i)

L (−jω) Ŝyx(jω) =
1
K

K∑
i=1

Y
(i)
L (jω)X(i)

L (−jω) (1)

In these expressions the hat designates estimator/estimate, t normalized discrete time (t = 1, 2, . . . , N , with
absolute time being (t− 1) · Ts where Ts is the sampling period), K the number of segments used (each one
L samples long), X

(i)
L (jω), Y

(i)
L (jω) the discrete Fourier Transforms of x[t] and y[t] within the i-th segment

(properly windowed), ω frequency in rad/s and j the imaginary unit. The scalar FRF and the coherence
corresponding to the x[t]− y[t] excitation–response pair are then estimated as [16, p. 454]:

Ĥ(jω) =
Ŝyx(jω)

Ŝxx(ω)
γ̂2(ω) =

|Ŝyx(jω)|2
Ŝxx(ω) · Ŝyy(ω)

(2)
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3.2 Parametric VARX based method

A Vector AutoRegressive with eXogenous excitation (VARX) model of AR, X orders na, nb, respectively
(in short a VARX(na, nb) model) is of the form [18], [19, pp. 318-320]:

y[t] +
na∑
i=1

Aiy[t− i] =
nb∑
i=0

Bix[t− i] + e[t] (3)

E{e[t] · eT [t− τ ]} = Σ · δ[τ ] (4)

In this expression y[t] is the (ny × 1) vibration response vector, x[t] the (nx × 1) excitation vector, and
e[t] is a (ny × 1) residual (one–step–ahead prediction error) vector that forms a zero mean uncorrelated
(innovations) sequence with positive–definite covariance matrix Σ. E{·} designates statistical expectation
and δ[·] the Kronecker delta. The AR and X coefficient matrices, designated as Ai and Bi, have dimensions
(ny × ny) and (ny × nx), respectively. A VARX model obtained from a particular experiment Em of a
particular experimental series Sn will be subsequently designated as Sn–Em–VARX model. VARX models
are estimated by the (linear) Least Squares (LS) method (QR implementation [21, p. 185]).

3.3 Parametric CCP–VARX based method

A Constant Coefficient Pooled VARX (CCP–VARX) model is a representation aiming at describing the
dynamics corresponding to a set of varying operating conditions; see [14, 15]. Each operating condition is
designated as k (∈ R) and the model may be thought of as a generalization of a conventional VARX model
with constant parameters but innovations covariance that may depend upon k, that is:

yk[t] +
na∑
i=1

Aiyk[t− i] =
nb∑
i=0

Bixk[t− i] + ek[t] k ∈ R (5)

E{ek[t] · eT
l [t− τ ]} = Σk,l · δ[τ ] (6)

where ek[t] is the (ny × 1) residual (one–step–ahead prediction error) vector corresponding to the k-th
operating condition. The residuals should be zero mean and uncorrelated (innovations sequence) with cross–
covariance matrix Σk,l, with k,l designating two distinct operating conditions. The above representation
is referred to as a CCP–VARX model of orders (na, nb), or in short as a CCP–VARX(na, nb) model. A
CCP–VARX model obtained from a particular experimental series Sn will be subsequently designated as Sn–
CCP–VARX model, whereas a CCP–VARX model obtained from all experimental series will be designated
as cumulative CCP–VARX model.

To estimate the CCP–VARX(na, nb) model parameters, equation (5) is cast into a linear regression form
[14, 15]:

yk[t] = ΦT
k [t]θ + ek[t] (7)

ΦT
k [t] = I ⊗ φT

k [t] (8)

φk[t] =
[
−yT

k [t− 1] . . .− yT
k [t− na]

... xT
k [t] . . .xT

k [t− nb]
]T

(9)

with θ designating the vector comprising the AR and X matrix elements and ⊗ Kronecker product (for an
m× n matrix A = [aij ] and a p× q matrix B = [bij ] the Kronecker product is A⊗B = [aij ·B]).

Model parameter estimation requires stacking the equations of the form (7), each one corresponding to a
distinct operating condition, say {k1, k2, . . . , kM}, one below the other:
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y[t] = ΦT [t]θ + e[t] (10)

with:

y[t] ∆=


yk1

[t]
yk2

[t]
...

ykM
[t]

ΦT [t] ∆=


ΦT

k1
[t]

ΦT
k2

[t]
...

ΦT
kM

[t]

 e[t] ∆=


ek1 [t]
ek2 [t]

...
ekM

[t]

 (11)

Then the Least Squares estimator for the AR/X parameter vector θ is given as:

θ̂LS =

[
1
N

N∑
t=1

Φ[t]ΦT [t]

]−1 [
1
N

N∑
t=1

Φ[t]y[t]

]
(12)

and the parameter vector estimator covariance is obtained as:

P̂ (θ̂) =

(
1
N

N∑
t=1

Φ[t]ΦT [t]

)−1(
1
N

N∑
t=1

Φ[t]Σ̂ΦT [t]

)(
1
N

N∑
t=1

Φ[t]ΦT [t]

)−1

(13)

Σ̂ =
1
N

N∑
t=1

e[t, θ̂]eT [t, θ̂] (14)

Once the model parameter uncertainty (parameter vector covariance matrix) is estimated, the corresponding
uncertainties associated with the modal parameters can be computed. Let κ = f(φ) represent the nonlinear
functional relationship between the (r × 1) modal parameter vector κ and the (m × 1) parameter vector φ
comprising all elements of the AR matrices. Linearizing it using a first order Taylor series expansion yields
for the covariance matrices P (φ̂) and P (κ̂), respectively [10]:

P (κ̂) ∼= G(κ̂)P (θ̂)GT (κ̂) (15)

where G(κ̂) is the (m × r) Jacobian matrix ∂f(κ)/∂κT evaluated for k = k̂. To compute P (κ̂), the
covariance matrix of θ̂ is replaced by its estimate P̂ (θ̂), while G(κ̂) is obtained analytically [10].

4 IDENTIFICATION RESULTS AND VARIABILITY ANALYSIS

4.1 Preliminaries

Non–parametric and parametric identification details are provided in Table 2. Note that longer data records
are used in conjunction with non–parametric identification. For parametric identification, proper AR and X
model orders are selected based on the first experiment of the first experimental series (S1–E1). For this
purpose VARX(n, n) models are – for increasing n – fitted to the data (MATLAB function “arx.m” [20]),
until an adequate model is obtained. Model adequacy is judged via the innovations covariance matrix trace,
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [18, 22], [19, pp. 505-507], and stabilization diagrams [18, 22].
As indicated in Figures 2 – 3, a model of orders (36, 36) is selected. Although the BIC is still decreasing,
the innovations covariance matrix trace is almost minimized and the stabilization diagram also suggests that
most frequencies have stabilized for n = 36. Thus four–dimensional VARX(36, 36) models are selected and
used in the sequel.
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Non–parametric identification Parametric VARX identification
Signal length (N ) : 11 520 samples (45 s) Signal length : 8 650 (34 s)
Estimation Method : Welch average periodogram Estimation Method : LS (QR)
Segment length (L) : 2 048 samples Number of responses : 4 (R1–R4)
Overlap : 80% Number of excitations : 1 (X)
Window : Hamming Minimum samples per parameter : 47
No of segments (K) : 24
Frequency resolution (δf ) : 0.125 Hz

Table 2: Non–parametric and parametric identification details.
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Figure 2: VARX model order selection: (a) Trace of estimated residual covariance matrix, and (b) BIC, versus AR
order. The selected AR order is indicated by an arrow. (Data record S1–E1).
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Figure 3: Frequency stabilization diagram for VARX order selection. Only modes with ζ < 10% are shown. The
arrows at the top designate frequencies consistent with the Welch estimates. The selected model order is indicated by
a thick horizontal line. (Data record S1–E1).
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Figure 4: In–series (S3) variability analysis – FRF magnitude estimates (10 curves; R3 transfer function): (a) Welch
based estimates; (b) S3–E1–VARX to S3–E10–VARX model based estimates; (c) Welch based coherence estimates.

4.2 In–series variability analysis

The in–series variability is studied via non–parametric (Welch based) and parametric (VARX and CCP–
VARX based) estimates of the FRF magnitude curves and the natural frequencies for the S3 experimental
series test cases (experiments S3–E1. . .S3–E10). The identified parametric models (10 VARX and 1 CCP–
VARX) are all of orders (36,36).

The variability of the estimated non–parametric (Welch based, MATLAB functions “tfe.m” and “cohere.m”
[17]) and parametric (VARX based) FRF magnitude curves may be observed, along with the non–parametric
coherence estimates, in Figure 4. The variability appears larger for the non–parametric FRF estimates,
despite the use of longer data records (refer to Table 2). Overall, it is rather limited, although the problem
with one particular estimate which is, in both cases, poor is evident. A natural question posed next, is whether
the observed variability from one experiment to another is “significant” in a statistical sense. Posed in a
slightly different manner, the question is whether the observed variability from one experiment to another
can be attributed to the uncertainty associated with the corresponding estimator (the estimator error) or is
larger than that. To answer, a statistical hypothesis testing is performed for the Welch based FRF magnitude
estimates. The null hypothesis (H0) corresponds to equality of the FRF magnitude curves corresponding
to two different experiments, while the alternative hypothesis (H1) corresponds to inequality. The test is
formulated as described in Sakellariou and Fassois [23], and test results pertaining to examination of equality
between the S3–E1 and S3–E2 FRF magnitudes, on one hand, as well as S3–E1 and S3–E8 FRF magnitudes,
on the other, are presented in Figure 5. As it is evident from the results of the two tests, the null (equality)
hypothesis is rejected for both cases at the α = 0.0027 risk level. This suggests that the variability observed
between two FRF magnitude curves is larger than that corresponding to estimator uncertainty.

The in–series variability of natural frequency estimates is studied next via the non–parametric (Welch based,
peak–picking method [24, pp. 163-164] and parametric (VARX and CCP–VARX based) estimates cor-
responding to the S3 experimental series (experiments S3–E1. . .S3–E10). The variability of the non–
parametric (Welch based) and parametric (VARX and CCP–VARX based) natural frequency estimates may
be observed for two vibrational modes in Figure 6. The ten (some coinciding) Welch based estimates are av-
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Figure 5: In–series (S3) variability analysis: (a) Statistical test for the equality between the S3–E1 and S3–E2 Welch
based FRF magnitude estimates; (b) statistical test for the equality between the S3–E1 and S3–E8 Welch based FRF
magnitude estimates. In each case equality of the FRF magnitudes is accepted if the test statistic (continuous line) lies
below the critical point (dashed horizontal line) corresponding to an α = 0.0027 risk level.

erages obtained by using the four FRFs corresponding to measurement points R1. . .R4, whereas the ten point
estimates by the VARX models and the one estimate by the CCP–VARX model are indicated by horizontal
lines. Estimator uncertainties, obtained analytically for each case in the form of 99.73% (plus/minus three
standard deviation) confidence intervals, are indicated as (partially overlapping in the VARX case) shaded
zones. Based on these results, the variability in the two considered natural frequencies is limited. In the
Welch case it is in the order of magnitude of the frequency resolution used, while being somewhat lower in
the VARX case. Even ignoring the one poor estimate (as previously mentioned), it is evident that the VARX
estimator uncertainty does not explain the observed variability. This is somewhat more pronounced in the
CCP–VARX case, where the estimator uncertainty zone is quite narrow.

A statistical test aiming at formally confirming the significance of the variability observed in the VARX based
natural frequencies from one experiment to another is also carried out (see Sakellariou and Fassois [23] for
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Figure 6: In–series (S3) variability analysis – S3 natural frequency estimates by the Welch based method (10 estimates
which are averages over R1 – R4), VARX based method (10 point estimates corresponding to the S3–E1–VARX to
S3–E10–VARX models indicated by horizontal lines plus 3 standard deviation analytical uncertainty zones indicated
by shading), and CCP–VARX based method (1 point estimate indicated by horizontal line plus 3 standard deviation
uncertainty zones indicated by shading). (a) Natural frequency A (fn ≈ 92.8 Hz); (b) natural frequency B (fn ≈ 87.8
Hz).
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Figure 7: In–series (S3) variability analysis. Statistical test for the equality between the S3–E1 and each one of the
S3–E2. . .S3–E10 natural frequencies (VARX estimates are used). In each case equality of two natural frequencies is
accepted if the test statistic (bar) lies below the critical point (dashed horizontal line) corresponding to an α = 0.0027
risk level. (a) Natural frequency A (fn ≈ 92.8 Hz); (b) natural frequency B (fn ≈ 87.8 Hz).

details). The results of this test are, for the two considered natural frequencies, presented in Figure 7, where
equality of the natural frequencies corresponding to the E1 experiment with each one of the rest of the
experiments (E2 . . . E10) is examined. As it is evident from the test results, the null hypothesis of equality
of the natural frequencies corresponding to different experiments is rejected in most cases at the α = 0.0027
risk level. This suggests that the variability observed between the natural frequencies corresponding to two
different experiments is larger than that corresponding to (single) estimator uncertainty.

4.3 Inter–series variability analysis

The inter–series variability is studied via non–parametric (Welch based) and parametric (VARX and CCP–
VARX based) estimates of the FRF magnitude curves and the natural frequencies for all experimental series
(experiments S1–E1. . .S8–E10). The identified parametric models (80 VARX models, 8 single series based
CCP–VARX models, and 1 cumulative–CCP–VARX model) are of orders (36,36).

The variability of the non–parametric (Welch based) and parametric (VARX based) FRF magnitude curves
between experimental series S1 and S3 may be observed in Figure 8. The variability appears again somewhat
larger for the non–parametric FRF estimates, despite the use of longer data records (refer to Table 2). Overall,
the variability is nevertheless limited, and the differences between the S1 and S3 groups of curves are small.

The inter–series variability of natural frequency estimates is studied next via the non–parametric (Welch
based) and parametric (VARX and CCP–VARX based) estimates corresponding to the S1 and S3 experimen-
tal series (experiments S1–E1. . .S1–E10 and S3–E1. . .S3–E10 ). The variability of the non–parametric and
parametric natural frequency estimates may be observed for two structural modes in Figure 9. The ten (some
coinciding) Welch based estimates per series are averages obtained by using the four FRFs corresponding
to measurement points R1. . .R4, whereas the ten point estimates per series by the VARX models and the
one estimate per series by the CCP–VARX model are indicated by horizontal lines. Estimator uncertainties,
obtained analytically for each case in the form of 99.73% (plus/minus three standard deviation) confidence
intervals, are indicated as (partially overlapping in the VARX cases) shaded zones. Based on these results,
the variability within each series is limited, while there are discrepancies between the two experimental se-
ries (mainly for natural frequency A). Furthermore, like before, the VARX estimator uncertainties do not
adequately explain the observed variability. This is even more pronounced in the CCP–VARX cases, where
the uncertainty zones are quite narrow.

A statistical test aiming at examining whether the variability observed in the VARX based natural frequencies
from one experiment to another is significant, is carried out in a fashion similar to the previously described
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Figure 9: Inter–series (S1 – S3) variability analysis – S1 and S3 natural frequency estimates by the Welch based
method (10 estimates per series which are averages over R1–R4), VARX based method (10 point estimates correspond-
ing to the S1–E1–VARX to S1–E10–VARX models and 10 corresponding to the S3–E1–VARX to S3–E10–VARX
models indicated by horizontal lines plus 3 standard deviation analytical uncertainty zones indicated by shading), and
CCP–VARX based method (1 point estimate per each series indicated by horizontal line plus 3 standard deviation
uncertainty zones indicated by shading). (a) Natural frequency A (fn ≈ 92.8 Hz); (b) natural frequency B (fn ≈ 87.8
Hz).

for the in–series variability. The results of the test for the two considered natural frequencies are presented in
Figure 10, where equality of the natural frequencies obtained from the S1–E1–VARX and S1–CCP–VARX
models with those obtained from the S3–E1–VARX and S3–CCP–VARX models, respectively, is examined.
As it is evident from the test results, the null hypothesis (equality) is rejected at the α = 0.0027 risk level.
This suggests that the variability observed between the natural frequencies corresponding to two different
experimental series is larger than that corresponding to (single) estimator uncertainty.

The overall inter–series variability of the non–parametric (Welch based) and parametric (CCP–VARX based)
FRF magnitude curves may be observed, along with the non–parametric coherence estimates, in Figure 11.
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Figure 10: Inter–series (S1 – S3) variability analysis for natural frequencies A (fn ≈ 92.8 Hz) and B (fn ≈ 87.8 Hz).
(a) Statistical tests for the equality between each of the S1–E1 and S3–E1 natural frequencies (VARX estimates are
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(dashed horizontal line) corresponding to an α = 0.0027 risk level.
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Figure 11: Inter–series (S1 . . . S8) variability analysis – FRF magnitude estimates for all experimental series (R3
transfer function): (a) S1–E1 to S8–E10 Welch based estimates (80 curves); (b) S1 to S8 CCP–VARX based estimates
(8 curves); (c) S1–E1 to S8–E10 Welch based coherence estimates (80 curves).

As in the in–series variability analysis, the variability appears larger for the non–parametric FRF estimates,
despite the use of longer data records. Since the inter–series (overall) variability of the FRFs is even larger
than the corresponding in–series, and given the fact that the in–series FRF variability proved statistically
significant, there is no need to statistically test the equality of the curves in the present context.

The (overall) inter–series variability of natural frequency estimates is studied next via non–parametric (Welch
based) and parametric (cumulative CCP–VARX based) estimates corresponding to all experiments of each
experimental series (S1–E1. . .S8–E10). The variability of the non–parametric (Welch based) and parametric
(cumulative CCP–VARX based) natural frequency estimates may be observed for all vibrational modes in
Figure 12. The ten Welch based estimates are averages obtained by using the four FRFs corresponding to
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Figure 12: Inter–series (S1. . .S8) variability analysis: Welch based natural frequency estimates (averages over R1–
R4) for each experimental series (10 estimates per frequency per series); overall (cumulative) plot; and CCP–VARX
based estimates (1 estimate per frequency). Sample means are designated by wider horizontal lines.

measurement points R1. . .R4, whereas point estimates by the CCP–VARX model are indicated by horizontal
lines. Estimator uncertainties, obtained analytically for each case in the form of 99.73% confidence inter-
vals, are very narrow and do no show in the latter figure. Based on these results, the variability of natural
frequencies is limited within each series, but rather significant when considering all ten series. Once again, it
is evident that the (cumulative) CCP–VARX estimator uncertainty does not adequately explain the observed
variability.

The inter–series variability of natural frequency estimates is also studied via parametric (single series based
CCP–VARX and cumulative CCP–VARX) estimates corresponding to each experimental series (S1. . .S8).
This variability may be observed for the two considered structural modes in Figure 13. The estimates are
indicated by horizontal lines, while estimator uncertainties, obtained analytically in the form of 99.73%
(plus/minus three standard deviations) confidence intervals, are indicated as shaded zones. Based on these
results, it is evident that neither the single series based CCP–VARX nor the cumulative CCP–VARX estima-
tor uncertainty explain the observed variability.

Running a statistical test in order to confirm that the variability observed in the CCP–VARX based natural
frequencies from one experimental series to another is significant (compared to estimator uncertainty) is car-
ried out in a fashion similar to the previously described for the in–series variability. The results of this test,
for the two considered natural frequencies, are presented in Figure 14, where the hypothesis of equality of
the natural frequencies obtained from S1–CCP–VARX with each one of the rest of the experimental series
(S2. . .S8) is examined. As it is evident, the null hypothesis of equality of the natural frequencies corre-
sponding to different experimental series is rejected for all cases at the α = 0.0027 risk level. This suggests
that the variability observed between the natural frequencies corresponding to different experimental series
is larger than that corresponding to estimator uncertainty.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The issue of variability analysis in experimentally identified, via non–parametric and parametric stochastic
methods, structural dynamics models has been addressed. The non–parametric method has been based on
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Figure 13: Inter–series (S1. . .S8) variability analysis – S1–CCP–VARX to S8–CCP–VARX and cumulative CCP–
VARX based estimates for two natural frequencies (1 point estimate per series and 1 cumulative point estimate indicated
by horizontal lines plus 3 standard deviation analytical uncertainty zones indicated by shading). (a) Natural frequency
A (fn ≈ 92.8 Hz); (b) natural frequency B (fn ≈ 87.8 Hz).
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Figure 14: Inter–series (S1. . .S8) variability analysis. Statistical test for the equality between the S1 and each of the
S2. . .S18 natural frequencies (CCP–VARX estimated are used). In each case equality of two natural frequencies is
accepted if the test statistic (bar) lies below the critical point (dashed horizontal line) corresponding to an α = 0.0027
risk level. (a) Natural frequency A (fn ≈ 92.8 Hz); (b) natural frequency B (fn ≈ 87.8 Hz).

Welch type spectral estimators, whereas the parametric methods have been based on conventional VARX
(using a single data record) and CCP–VARX (using multiple data records) models. Eight series of experi-
ments, under almost identical conditions with each series consisting of ten experiments, have been used in
order to assess the in–series and inter–series variability in the identified dynamics and examine to what extent
this variability can be captures (“explained”) by estimator uncertainty.

The results of the study may be briefly summarized as follows:

(a) The in–series variability is rather small, yet statistically significant when considering the corresponding
estimator uncertainty. The inter–series variability is clearly larger.

(b) The estimation accuracy (estimator variability) achievable by parametric identification is clearly higher
than that achievable by non–parametric identification. This becomes even more important when con-
sidering the fact that non–parametric identification has been based on longer data records.
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(c) Both parametric methods, that is the conventional VARX and CCP–VARX based methods, fail to fully
describe the multiple experiment variability through a single uncertain model, irrespectively of whether
this is identified using a single or multiple data records.

In view of the above, models and identification methods for better modelling variability as stochastic uncer-
tainty are needed, and future efforts should be devoted to their development.
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Abstract 
The final objective of this study is to further develop a hierarchical approach to link car components intra 
variability to the global performance intra variability. In particular, the windscreen is a key component for 
this study. This paper highlights the links between the variability at an elementary level and the booming 
noise variability. A numerical methodology has been developed to reproduce the intra variability level of 
the booming noise in the cabin. This methodology represents a full application of the hierarchical 
approach to treat a complex industrial case. It uses two different numerical tools: finite element models 
and a synthesis acoustic model. Indeed, on the one hand, a finite element approach leads to the 
reproduction of the intra variability propagation mechanism between the elementary, the sub-system and 
the system levels while, on the other hand, a synthesis acoustic model is necessary to reproduce the 
booming noise intra variability.  

1 Introduction 

1.1 Context and objective of the study 

In the automotive domain an intense research activity, dealing with the study of the vibro-acoustic 
behaviour variability, is presently in progress [1-9]. In the context of the European Marie Curie Research 
Training Network (RTN) MADUSE project (Modeling product vAriability and Data Uncertainty in 
Structural dynamics Engineering), Renault led a research on the variability of the behaviour of an acoustic 
windscreen. An extensive study, based on experimental and numerical works in free-free and real 
conditions, had already been carried out by Scigliano and Lardeur [1], Scigliano, Scionti and Lardeur [2], 
Scionti and Lardeur [3] and by Lardeur, Scionti and Scigliano [4]. One key result of these studies is that 
the acoustic windscreen is affected by a high intra variability level. The reader is invited to refer to these 
papers for complementary information. The final objective of this study is to further develop the 
hierarchical approach proposed by Lionnet and Lardeur [7] and by Lionnet, Lardeur and Vieuille [8] to 
link the different car components intra variability to the global performance intra variability. This paper 
highlights the links between the intra variability at the elementary level (the intra variability of material 
mechanical properties) and the booming noise intra variability. Indeed, in a vehicle cabin, booming noise 
is generated by several components vibration behaviour. Each component can be more or less affected by 
intra variability, i.e. its vibration behaviour can be more or less affected by environmental changes, 
namely temperature variations. In this study, a numerical methodology has been developed to reproduce 
the intra variability level of the booming noise in the cabin. This numerical methodology represents a full 
application of the hierarchical approach to treat a complex industrial case.  
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1.2 The numerical methodology 

The numerical methodology developed in the paper uses two different numerical tools: finite element 
models and a synthesis acoustic model. Indeed, on the one hand, a finite element approach leads to the 
reproduction of the intra variability propagation mechanism between the elementary, the sub-system and 
the system levels while, on the other hand, a synthesis acoustic model is necessary to reproduce the 
booming noise intra variability. The contribution of the engine, the engine mounting system and the body 
to booming noise intra variability are taken into account in the synthesis acoustic model. 
The acoustic windscreen is considered as a key component for the performance intra variability. Indeed, 
this component significantly contributes to the booming noise and its mechanical behaviour is affected by 
intra variability. This is due to the presence of three polymers layers in the stacking sequence of its 
sandwich structure. Figure 1 describes this structure made of five layers. The external layers are made of 
glass. The three intermediate layers are made of polymers. A specific or “acoustic” polymer, which is very 
flexible and dissipative, is used for the thinnest polymer layer, which constitutes the very central part of 
the sandwich structure. The glue, used to fix the component on the car, is a “quick fix” polymer. Polymers 
elastic properties depend on several environmental parameters. In particular, high sensitivity of the 
polymers elastic properties to temperature variations is observed and the temperature is here considered as 
the first order parameter for the intra variability phenomenon. The effect of the temperature changes on 
the body vibro-acoustic behaviour has been evaluated with finite element models. In particular, the intra 
variability level of the structural-acoustic FRFs between the engine mounts and several points in the cabin 
has been calculated. It is assumed that this variability is due to the windscreen intra variability. In a second 
step, thanks to the synthesis acoustic model, these results have been used to evaluate the booming noise 
intra variability in the cabin. This paper first describes the hierarchical approach and its principles and 
secondly gives the details of its application to the study of the booming noise variability.  

Figure 1: The windscreen stacking sequence 

1.3 Terminology and definitions  

As shown by several conference and journal papers the scientific community has not adopted a globally 
unified terminology on the variability and uncertainty topics. This leads us to the necessity of shortly 
describing the terms we use in the paper. 
As introduced in [3], the intra variability describes the differences of the behaviour of a given physical 
structure due to environmental changes. This definition has usually been given in opposition to the other 
type of variability: the inter variability. This inter variability refers to the variation of the behaviour of 
nominally identical systems due to the manufacturing process. 
Overall variability stands for the combination of intra variability and inter variability. The aim of robust 
design is to master this overall variability in order to maintain a good level of quality. 
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In literature, other expressions are often used. Benedict et al. [10], Cafeo et al. [11] define the test-to-test-
variability, while Wood and Joachin [12, 15], as well as Kompella and Bernhard [13, 14] use expressions 
such as variability or scatter in the sense of inter variability.  
This paper deals with intra variability. 

2 Description of a hierarchical approach  

2.1 Principle and domains of application 

The principle of the hierarchical approach is to subdivide any complex problem in a multi-level 
hierarchical structure. De Korvin and Kleyle [16], and De Korvin, Bayou and Kleyle [17] introduced the 
Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP), and proposed a historical review of the numerous fields in which 
the hierarchical approach has been applied: sociology, psychology, political science, business, 
manufacturing, management, biology, physics, and chemistry.  
Caviasso, Massone and Pierallini [18] applied it to tolerance analysis in order to determine the right 
components tolerances to meet dimensional specifications. The procedure was applied to simulate the 
matching between the lateral door and the body of a car. The methodology can be applied in two ways. 
The first one, direct analysis, consists in quantifying the tolerance of the assembled system, starting from 
the tolerances of each component. The second one, reverse analysis, allows the deployment of 
dimensional variance from the assembled system to the subgroups and components. The hierarchical 
approach is also used for the Verification and Validation (V & V) of computational mechanics models of 
complex systems. Oberkampf, Trucano and Hirsch [19] recommend a hierarchical level structure for the 
validation phase, especially when the problem under study is a multidisciplinary one. The complete 
system is disassembled into systems, sub-systems ending with unit problems, and, for each level, 
individual validation experiments are carried out. Hasselman, Wathugala and Crawford [20] applied the 
hierarchical approach for parameter estimation, as well as uncertainty quantification. 

2.2 Application to the booming noise variability 

In 2007, Lionnet and Lardeur [7] proposed the hierarchical approach for the analysis of booming noise 
variability in passenger cars. For a four-cylinder motor vehicle, the level of the second order component of 
interior noise is known to be high. Vibrations of the engine, transmitted via the engine mounts and the 
body, have a large contribution to this noise. The system considered is the vehicle. Three sub-systems are 
taken into account: the engine, which generates vibration excitation, the engine mounting system that 
transmits forces to the body and the body whose panels radiate noise. The initial contribution by Lionnet 
and Lardeur [7], and Lionnet, Lardeur and Vieuille [8] essentially dealt with experimental aspects. One 
objective of this paper is to consider numerical aspects as well.  
A schematic representation of this approach is given in figure 2 that shortly describes the link between the 
variability at the elementary level and that one at vehicle level. The first level described in the picture 
corresponds to the variability of the booming noise in the vehicle cabin. The second level stands 
respectively the variability of the engine excitation, the variability of the structural-acoustic response of 
the car body and the variability of the behaviour of the mounting system. The third level represents the 
sub-system level. In figure 2, some details of the body sub-systems are given. In particular, main panels 
that contribute to the noise generation inside the cars are represented. Among the different sub-systems, as 
previously introduced, our study leads to the analysis of the mechanical behaviour variability of the  
windscreen. Indeed, this component has a large influence on the global performance variability.  
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Figure 2: The hierarchical approach for the assessment of the booming noise variability 

 
The hierarchical approach has the merit to clearly show the intrinsic links between the variability 
processes occurring at the most elementary level of the structure and the consequence on the global vibro-
acoustic performance of the car. In a variability study this characteristic is particularly well appreciated.    

2.3 Global process description 

Three types of quantities are necessary to reproduce the structure borne booming noise: the engine 
excitations, the dynamic stiffness of the engine mounting systems and the body structural-acoustic transfer 
functions. Indeed, the booming noise is calculated as follows: 
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where: 

( )2HfB  is the booming noise; 

)(/ 2Hi fFB  is a body structural-acoustic FRF; 

)( 2Hi fK  is a dynamic stiffness of the engine mounting systems; 

)( 2Hi fγ is an engine excitation. 

The quantities expressed in (1) are complex vectors, so they are characterised by a magnitude and a phase. 
These values can be obtained either numerically or experimentally.  
Following sections show how starting from the elementary level intra variability we can assess the 
booming noise intra variability. Indeed, section 3 presents the finite element models used for level 2 to 
level 4 of the hierarchical approach described in figure 2. Section 4 shows how these models can be used 
to calculate the intra variability propagation between the elementary, the sub-system and the system levels. 
In particular, body structural-acoustic transfers are calculated. Section 5 will finally present the synthesis 
acoustic model necessary to reproduce the booming noise intra variability. This model uses the equation 
(1) in which, for this study, experimental input data are used. 
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3 Finite Element Models 

3.1 Structural models 

The objective of this phase is to develop a complete vehicle trimmed body finite element model. A 
straightforward approach to test and improve the predictive capability of numerical models consists in 
applying the so-called Verification and Validation (V&V) methodology [4, 19, 21, 22]. It is also the only 
way to develop a “just necessary” model. The verification stage namely leads to a convergence analysis. 
Consequently, for the trimmed body model, a relevant approach would lead to a convergence analysis of 
the whole model. However, this task would be quite tedious. Indeed, the state of the art of the mesh tools 
does not allow to easily develop successive finer and finer meshes for such a complex structure. Our 
strategy is to focus on the main component of interest: the windscreen. So a verification stage was carried 
out for the windscreen, by considering two extreme boundary conditions: free and clamped. These two 
cases are appropriate because the realistic boundary conditions are intermediate between the free and the 
clamped. 
In a numerical modal analysis, the elastic properties and the mass ratios of all the considered materials are 
required. In the temperature range of interest, the glass elastic properties and mass ratio are about stable. 
Mass ratio is also stable for the polymers. However, the polymer elastic properties depend on several 
parameters: temperature, frequency and amplitude. As described in section 1.2, one assumes that the 
elastic behaviour of the polymers only depends on temperature. Therefore, only the variations of the 
polymers elastic properties with temperature are considered here. Table 1 shows the elastic properties of 
materials according to the temperature. For all temperature conditions, the ratio between the elastic 
properties of glass and polymers is higher than 100. This indicates that in all situations, the windscreen 
really behaves as a sandwich structure. At 33°C, this ratio may achieve the extremely high value of 10000. 
The variations of the glue elastic properties with temperature are also considered and the ratio between its 
elastic properties at 5°C and at 33°C is about 2. 
The standard Ansa [23] and MSC.Nastran finite element software [24] were used as follows: Ansa as the 
pre-processor and MSC.Nastran as the solver. 
Under free-free conditions, in presence of intra variability, previous studies [3, 4] showed that solid 
elements must be used to have a model that is predictive for the whole considered range of temperature. 
The mean size of the elements is 30 mm and one element through the thickness of each layer is enough to 
obtain acceptable results. The mesh is made of about 9000 CHEXA solid elements and 11500 nodes. 
Under clamped conditions [2], comparison between shell and solid meshes shows again that solid 
elements must be used for the windscreen. This stage defined a “just necessary” model whose elements 
are again characterised by a 30 mm mean size elements and one element per layer through the thickness. 
Moreover, the best glue model has been identified. The glue joint is modelled with solid elements, with 
one element through the width and two elements through the thickness. Finally, the mesh is made of about 
9300 CHEXA solid elements and 12000 nodes (figure 3). 
Next stage of our strategy has been to integrate the windscreen and the glue joint model in the complete 
trimmed body model (with doors, seats etc.). Except for the windscreen and the glue, the model is 
essentially made of shell elements. Moreover, specific techniques and elements are used to model the 
connections, in particular the spot welds, between the different components. Finally, about 500000 
elements (CHEXA, CQUAD4, CTRIA3) and 500000 nodes are required. This costly model is chosen as 
the reference numerical model (figure 4).    
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Figure 3: Windscreen and glue joint model 

 
 

 5°C 33°C 
Glass  70000 MPa 70000 MPa 

PVB 800 MPa 20 MPa 

Acoustic Polymer 50 MPa 5 MPa 

Glue  31 MPa 18 MPa 

Table 1: Elastic properties of glass and polymers 

 
 Figure 4: Windscreen and glue joint integrated on a trimmed body model 

3.2 The cabin cavity model 

The cabin cavity has been modelled with about 70000 solid elements (essentially CHEXA) and 70000 
nodes. It is the result of accurate convergence analysis. Indeed, in order to calculate the acoustic pressure 
in the vehicle due to the vibrations coming from the structure an accurate acoustic cavity model is 
necessary.  
The standard Akusmod [25] software has been used for the cavity model generation. Akusmod realises a 
solid non-coincident mesh using the so-called “wet vehicle surface”. This surface is necessary for the 
fluid-structure coupling matrix generation. The “wet vehicle surface” is a shell mesh reproducing the 
whole internal vehicle surface that is actually the interface between the structure and cavity. This surface 
includes an envelope of the vehicle metal components and panels to which we add the volumes of the 
main dressings (dashboard, front seats, rear seats, and tablet) (figure 5).  
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Two modeling parameters must be taken into account to generate a correct cavity mesh: the initial coarse 
mesh size and the successive refinements technique (three different techniques are currently available). 
Indeed, Akusmod begins by identifying the zones of the cabin where the initial coarse mesh can be 
located. It operates then by successive refinements (according to the chosen refinement option), to mesh 
up to the surface of the cavity (figure 6).    
 

 
 Figure 5: A part of the “wet vehicle surface” 

 

 

 
First step: initial coarse mesh 

 
Second step: first refinement 

 
Third step: second refinement 

 
Fourth step: Smoothing, final cavity mesh 

Figure 6: Cavity mesh generation 
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4 Hierarchical approach: elementary, sub-system and system levels 

In this section, a description of the numerical methodology used to study the intra variability propagation 
between levels 2 (system level), 3 and 4 of the hierarchical approach presented in figure 2 is given. Finite 
element models presented in section 3 are used. 

4.1 Elementary to sub-system level: intra variability of a windscreen in free-free 
conditions 

The vibro-acoustic behaviour of a windscreen in free-free conditions in presence of intra variability has 
been largely studied by the authors and presented in previous papers [3, 4]. Those works represented the 
first step of the application of the hierarchical approach (link between elementary level and the sub-system 
level in figure 2) to understand the mechanism of the intra variability propagation between the different 
levels of a complex industrial case. In particular, experimental and numerical studies showed how the intra 
variability of  polymers’ elastic properties due to temperature variation leads to intra variability of the 
dynamic behaviour of the windscreen, namely natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping ratios and 
Frequency Response Functions. Experimental FRF intra variability levels up to 30 dB have been 
measured. The natural frequencies and the damping ratios showed intra variability level up to, 
respectively, 40% and 10%. From the numerical point of view, an appropriate 5-layers solid FE model has 
been developed (see section 3.1). The frequencies and FRF numerical intra variability is evaluated with 
this model. The solid finite element model led to very satisfactory results for the mean value of the 
frequencies. The general trends of the intra variability experimentally observed are also well reproduced. 
Nevertheless, a general underestimation of the experimental intra variability level has been observed. 
Readers are invited to refer to papers [3, 4] for further information.  

4.2 Sub-system to system level 

The link between the sub-system level, represented in our industrial application by an acoustic 
windscreen, and the system level (figure 2) consists in studying the intra variability of the structural-
acoustic Frequency Response Functions between the engine mounts and some listening points in the 
vehicle cabin.  Nevertheless, to better understand the general dynamic behaviour of the test-case, the study 
of the windscreen mechanical behaviour in real conditions is also presented.  

4.2.1 The intra variability of a windscreen dynamic behaviour in real conditions 

This section summarises the main results of this particular stage of the study. Readers are invited to refer 
to paper [2] for further information.  
Experimental and numerical analyses have been performed to study the intra variability of an acoustic 
windscreen dynamic behaviour in a fully assembled vehicle. The effect of the temperature changes on the 
component mechanical behaviour in a fully assembled vehicle has been tested in a climatic chamber. The 
experimental campaign showed how difficult could be the identification of the “windscreen modes” on a 
car. By comparing the results of a time-domain (LSCE) and a frequency-domain method (FDPI), the 
modal parameters were identified at each temperature. Modes 1 and 2 are slightly affected by the intra 
variability and they are vehicle body modes. Modes 3 and 4 represent the windscreen modes. As expected, 
the windscreen natural frequencies and damping coefficients are characterised by severe intra variability. 
The trimmed body model has been used for the correlation with the experimental results. Two validation 
metrics are proposed. They assess the mean value and the range of the natural frequencies. The trimmed 
body finite element model leads to very satisfactory results for the mean value of the frequencies. The 
general trends of the experimental intra variability are also well reproduced.  
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4.2.2 The structural-acoustic Frequency Response Functions intra variability 

When the engine turns, vibrations coming from the engine mounts excite the main body panels. These 
vibrations excite the cavity causing a perturbation in the fluid pressure level. This mechanism generates 
the noise. The structural-acoustic FRF represent the body vibro-acoustic response. As shown in equation 
(1), calculating these quantities is necessary to keep going towards the acoustic performance that is the 
booming noise. Models presented in 3.1 and 3.2 have been coupled (figure 7) in order to numerically 
calculate these FRFs between the engine mount - car body interface and four listening points in the cabin. 
Finally, a huge number of structural-acoustic FRFs has been calculated (4 engine mounts excitation 
sources * 3 directions * 5 temperatures * 4 listening points = 240). The modal superposition method has 
been adopted to perform the frequency-response calculation. Particular attention has been paid to insure 
the truncation error to be small. The AKUSMOD software [25] has been used to generate the structural-
fluid coupling matrix. This one is created using the structure and fluid eigenvectors previously calculated 
by the solver. Both a modal and a structural damping have been used. Indeed, an average modal damping 
value is used for the structure, while specific local damping values are employed for the trims and the 
fluid. The exciting force on the engine mounts has been reproduced by a white noise. The boundary 
conditions of the whole FEM model are free-free.  
Figure 8 shows the magnitude of a structural-acoustic transfer function between the engine mounts – car 
body interface and the driver’s ear. The average variation is about 5 dB in the frequency range 100-200 
Hz. A minimum variation of 2 dB is observed at 130 Hz, while a maximum 20 dB variation occurs at 150 
Hz that is an anti-resonance frequency. It can be seen that the five curves differ from each other especially 
for frequencies between 150 Hz and 240 Hz. Indeed, in this frequency range there are several windscreen 
modes [2]. Indeed, at the windscreen natural frequencies, a strong structural-acoustic FRF intra variability 
occurs. This result confirms the importance of the acoustic windscreen whose dynamic behaviour strongly 
influences the body structural-acoustic behaviour. Moreover, we can observe how the FRFs are non-
monotonic. Indeed, for a given frequency, minima and maxima are not always achieved by the same 
curves, i.e. at the same temperature conditions. These observations are also globally valid for other 
transfers, involving other typical structural and fluid points.   

4.3 Engine excitations 

The engine excitations were measured during an experimental campaign. Half a dozen PCB 356A16 
accelerometers were mounted on the vehicle to measure vibrations at points located on the engine, close to 
the engine mounts. Figure 9 shows the intra variability for the vibration at a point located on the engine. 
The magnitude of the variations observed is about 1.5 dB. Moreover it does not depend on the engine 
speed. These results confirm that the intra variability level of engine excitation is low. Consequently, 
engine has little influence on the intra variability of interior booming noise level. This is not surprising 
given the second order engine vibration under study only depends on engine design parameters that are not 
sensitive to environment. 

4.4 Dynamic behaviour of the engine mounting system 

Dynamic tests were performed on the engine mounts in order to assess the effect of temperature on their 
dynamic stiffness. A MTS 831 device, with a temperature conditioning cabin, was used. The MTS 
machine is equipped with two sensors: one measuring the effort, the other measuring the displacement. 
The ratio between the displacement applied and the effort obtained at the other side of the engine mount 
permits the determination of the dynamic stiffness. Sine sweep excitation is currently used to obtain the 
dynamic stiffness along with its frequency dependence. The displacement magnitude was 50 µm. Results 
are given for one of the engine mounts. This engine mount was previously submitted to a static preload, 
corresponding to half of the weight of the engine. The dynamic stiffness of the engine mount was 
measured at two temperatures: 23°C and 70°C in order to get the bounds of the magnitude of the stiffness 
and damping towards the temperature measured during the tests.  
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Figure 10 reports the variation of the dynamic stiffness of one of the engine mounts. First, it can be seen 
that the stiffness is higher at 23°C than at 70°C, which is typical of elastomers. Except the irrelevant 
“accident” at 100 Hz due to a resonant mode of the installation system, the stiffness tends to increase with 
frequency, particularly in the 70°C case for frequencies higher than 160 Hz. The same phenomenon occurs 
at 23°C but with a lower slope. Taking the value at 23°C as the reference, the average relative variation of 
stiffness is -21% in the range 20-150 Hz. 
 

 
 Figure 7: Structural – fluid models 

 

 
 Figure 8: Intra variability of a structural-acoustic FRF of the body  

 

 
 Figure 9: Intra variability of the engine vibration  

 

Structural model Fluid model 
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 Figure 10: Intra variability of the dynamic stiffness of an engine mount  

4.5 Structural-acoustic response of the body 

In order to measure the intra variability of the structural-acoustic behaviour of the body, tests were 
performed in a climatic room where the temperature could be monitored. The transfer function was 
measured between the engine mount - car body interface and the driver’s ear. It was assessed at 5 different 
temperatures between 5°C and 33°C. 
Figure 11 shows the magnitude of a structural-acoustic transfer function between the engine mounts – car 
body interface and the driver’s ear. The average variation is about 4.5 dB in the frequency range 20-200 
Hz. It can be seen that the two curves differ from each other especially for frequencies below 100 Hz and 
above 130 Hz. 

 
 Figure 11: Intra variability of a structural-acoustic body response  
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4.6 Numerical booming noise intra variability 

The equation (1) is used to reproduce the booming noise intra variability thanks to a program implemented 
in MATLAB. The software basic strategy can be divided in three steps. Firstly, the three system input 
variables (γ, K, B/F) have to be parameterised with regard to the temperature at each frequency over the 
chosen frequency range. A linear step-by-step interpolation has been used. 
Once the variation law of each input variable has been established at each frequency, the program 
generates a matrix that includes all the temperature combinations (environment temperature, engine 
temperature…) at which the user would like to calculate the booming noise. These temperature 
combinations can either be the result of a Design Of Experiments (DOE) procedure or be stochastically 
chosen by a Monte Carlo simulation. At each temperature combination determined, the program associates 
an acceleration value for the engine, a dynamic stiffness and a structural-acoustic FRF value for each 
excitation point, each direction, each frequency and each listening point. Therefore, using the equation (1) 
the program calculates 12 “partial noises” that are finally summed to give the booming noise. Figure 12 
summarises the strategy that leads to a representation of the booming noise intra variability. 
Figure 13 reports the intra variability of partial noise at the driver’s ear. Intra variability varies in average 
by 6 dB between 1000 and 3500 rpm and it differs from one engine speed to another. The minimum 
variability is 2 dB and is observed at 1400 rpm. The maximum variability is 25 dB and occurs at 2700 
rpm.  
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 Figure 12: Booming noise reconstitution in a listening point 
 

 
Figure 13: Intra variability of partial noise at driver’s ear 
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5 Conclusions 

The final objective of this study has been to further develop a hierarchical approach to link car 
components intra variability to the global performance intra variability. This paper highlights the links 
between the intra variability at the elementary level (the intra variability of material mechanical 
properties) and the booming noise intra variability. In this study, a numerical methodology has been 
developed to reproduce the intra variability level of the booming noise in the cabin. The acoustic 
windscreen is considered as a key component for the performance intra variability. The numerical 
methodology presented is a full application of the hierarchical approach to solve a complex industrial case. 
It uses two different numerical tools: the standard finite element models and a synthesis acoustic model. 
Indeed, on the one hand, a finite element approach leads to the reproduction of the intra variability 
propagation mechanism between the elementary, the sub-system and the system levels while, on the other 
hand, a synthesis acoustic model is necessary to reproduce the booming noise intra variability. A short 
description of the different fluid and structure modeling choices has been given; in particular, the cavity 
mesh generation has been presented. A structural-acoustic FRF has been calculated via the finite element 
model developed and an average intra variability of 5 dB has been observed. The synthesis acoustic model 
has been also briefly described. The different system input variables, necessary for the booming noise 
intra variability, have been presented. The dynamic stiffness, the engine excitation and structural-acoustic 
response of the body values used in the model have been characterised by experimental campaigns. The 
dynamic stiffness of the engine mount was measured at two temperatures: 23°C and 70°C and, taking the 
value at 23°C as the reference, its average relative variation is -21% in the range 20-150 Hz. On the 
contrary, the magnitude of the variations observed for the engine excitation is quite small: about 1.5 dB. 
The intra variability of partial noise at the driver’s ear has been calculated as well. It varies in average by 6 
dB between 1000 and 3500 rpm and it differs from one engine speed to another. The minimum variability 
is 2 dB and is observed at 1400 rpm. The maximum variability is 25 dB and occurs at 2700 rpm.  
The methodology presented in the paper shows how it is possible to link the performance intra variability 
to the intra variability of the material properties of a single car component. Complementary numerical 
tools are currently in development to improve this methodology. Indeed, contribution acoustic analysis 
and sensitivity analysis are namely in progress to better understand some aspects of the variability 
propagation mechanisms occurring in a complex industrial case such as a car.  
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Efficient Acoustic Optimization Using Perturbation Method
with Complementary Term
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Abstract
In these days finite element method is often used to design anddevelop products effectively. Product de-
sign using finite element models reduces the need for expensive, time-consuming prototype tests, and al-
lows designers to repeat the trial and error design processes. In this case dynamic characteristics prediction
method of much changed structure is very important. Yamazaki and Hagiwara developed the new perturba-
tion method with complementary term for this purpose and showed that this method can reduce the time of
analysis drastically [1, 2], but this method causes the extreme long calculation time and calculation instability
problems when the structure changed widely. Here, we propose the new complementary vector computation
method and efficient responses calculation method to solve these problems, and evaluate these methods’ ac-
curacy, calculation speed and stability. After that, we apply the proposed methods to acoustic optimization
problem to show the efficiency and practicality.

1 Analysis Theory

The equation of motion used in the finite element method is expressed as follows.(−ω2M + jωC + jH + K
)
X = F (1)

WhereM , C, H andK are mass, viscous damping, structural damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively.
X andF are vectors of displacement and loads.ω is angular frequency andj is imaginary unit. In what
follows the coefficient matrix on the left side of Eq.(1) is expressed asS for simplify.

In conventional perturbation method, the responses are obtained by equation

φT (S + δS) φ x = φTF . (2)

Whereφ is mode shapes andX = φx. This equation can be applied for small changed structures,but for
large changed structures this equation can’t be applied andcalculated results will be corrupted because of
lack of modal spaces.

Yamazaki et al’s method enhances the accuracy of predictionfor dynamic characteristics of much changed
structure by expanding the modal space that describes structure changes, using complementary vectors cal-
culated by Ma-Hagiwara method [3]{

φT

φT
a

}
(S + δS)

{
φ φa

}{
x
xa

}
=

{
φT

φT
a

}
F . (3)

Whereφa is complementary vector.

But Yamazaki et al’s method has many problems caused by the somany complementary vectors that are
similar with each other. We propose the new complementary vector computation method to deal with above
problems. This method computes complementary vectors in modal space of the part structure changed.
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2 Examination by Simulation

To examine the advantage of proposed method against the Yamazaki et al’s one, the FEM model shown in
Fig 1 is used. This model uses two shells and binds their four corners by scalar springs. Its element number
is 164, node number is 198 and degree of freedom is 1188. The thickness of shadow printing area in the
figure is changed to tenth as structure change. Element number of the area is 35, node number is 48 and
degree of freedom is 288. Target frequency is below 60Hz and natural modes below 75Hz are used for this
simulation.

At first we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method. Two lines in Fig 2 means response after structure
change calculated by using physical base model and proposedmethod. That means that result of proposed
method is almost same as right answer.

Next, we compare the calculation time of proposed method with Yamazaki et al’s one. Result is shown in
Table 1. The calculation times of complementary vectors andresponses are greatly decreased, because these
depend on the number of complementary vectors.

3 Acoustic Optimization

To evaluate the usefulness of proposed method to design and develop products effectively, we run acous-
tic optimization about the FEM model shown in Fig 3. Steepestdescent method is used as the design of
experiments method.

1.0 m0.75 m
Drive Point

Boundary Condition Free-Free

Figure 1: FE Model of a Double Plate
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Figure 2: Frequency Response by Proposed Method
(Target Frequency Range0-60Hz)

Table 1: Calculation Time Comparison
Calculation time [s] Yamazaki et al’s Proposed

Eigenvalue 4.435 4.435
Complementary Vector 4.267 2.155
Response (100 times) 12.383 0.724
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Figure 3: Acoustic Optimization Model
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Abstract
Uncertainty plays an important role in the performance of structures. In this paper, we focus on the 
dynamic response of structures with bounded uncertainties, and present a new method, which is based on 
the vertex solution theorem, to determine the supremum and infimum of the dynamic response. This 
approach solves the exact interval for the first-order deviation of the dynamic response and avoids interval 
extension, where the length of the interval increases significantly due to the intermediate calculations.
Hence, the only approximation in this method is that the second order terms in the equation of motion are 
neglected. Thus the method is more accurate than the perturbation method and provides tighter bounds on 
the response.

1 Introduction

Dynamic response simulations are required in the design and analysis of structures for many engineering 
problems. However, many types of uncertainties exist in dynamic systems, related to the geometry (e.g. 
the dimensions of a beam section), the material characteristics (e.g. Young's modulus, shear modulus, 
Poisson's ratio or mass density), and the exterior environment (e.g. thermal properties or exterior loads). 
The analysis of uncertainty plays an important role in determining the adequate performance of structures.
Many researchers (for example references [1-4]) have investigated the dynamic response of structures 
with probabilistic parameters. However these probabilistic analysis approaches demand significant 
knowledge about the uncertain parameters that may not be available easily in practice. Thus, an 
alternative, non-probabilistic conceptual framework [5, 6] based on interval mathematics [7, 8] arose, in 
which only the bounds of uncertain parameters are required, and knowledge of the probabilistic 
distributions is not necessary. Most of the interval analysis for structure has considered the static response 
[9, 10] or the eigenvalue problem [11, 12], and the dynamic response problem has received little attention 
[13, 14]. Qiu and Wang [14] presented a non-probabilistic interval analysis method to estimate the range 
of the dynamic response of structures, based on a Taylor series expansion. The disadvantages of this 
method are the increase in the response intervals due to interval extension arising from the intermediate 
calculations, and the requirement to calculate the first derivatives of the response to the uncertain
parameters.
In this paper, a new method is presented to determine the supremum and infimum of the dynamic response
with bounded uncertainties. In Section 2, we formulate the problem and in Section 3 present the first-order 
perturbation of the structural dynamic response problem. The method to calculate the exact bounds of the 
deviation in the dynamic response by the vertex solution theorem is presented, and the supremum and 
infimum of the dynamic responses is obtained in Section 4. Examples of interval dynamic problems are 
used to illustrate the application of the proposed method in Section 5, and the results are compared to the 
perturbation method. The examples consist of a two degree of freedom discrete system and a two
dimensional truss structure with six nodes and eight elements.
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2 Problem formulation

Consider the equation of motion of a linear dynamic system [15] with n degrees of freedom and viscous 
damping, given by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Mx t Cx t Kx t f t+ + =&& & (1)

where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively, and ( )f t is the external load 
vector. The structural matrices and external load depend on the uncertain parameter vector 

( ) , 1,2, ,ja a j m= = K . Thus,

( ), ( ), ( ), ( ) ( , )M M a C C a K K a f t f a t= = = = . (2)

Suppose that the structural parameters are uncertain, but are constrained to lie within an interval, given by

( ), , , 1,2, ,I I I
j j j jja a a a a a a j m ∈ = ∈ = =  L , (3)

where ja and ja denote the ends of the interval for the j th parameter, ja . Thus the mass, damping and 
stiffness matrices are interval matrices, and the external load is an interval vector. 
The assumption made in this paper is that the uncertain parameters are fixed during the simulation of the 
dynamic response. In practice even if the parameters change the time constants will be much larger than 
those corresponding to the modes of interest. For example the thermal inertia of a highway bridge will 
cause the structural matrices to change very slowly, or the change in mass due to fuel consumption in an 
aircraft is likely to be slow. Thus the structural parameters are assumed to be time independent, although 
they are unknown and subject to the interval constraint conditions, Eq. (3).
The solution to the equations of motion with bounded parameter uncertainties is a set, and this set may be
expressed as

{ }( ) : ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , ), Ix t M a x t C a x t K a x t f a t a aΓ = + + = ∈&& & . (4)

The computation of this dynamic response set, in general, is extremely difficult. The solution set Γ has a 
very complicated region and may not be convex. Taking this into account, one has to determine a closed 
convex interval solution set [ ]( ) ( ), ( )I

i ix t x t x t= , that has the smallest width, but which encloses all 
possible values of the dynamic response ( )x t ∈Γ . This response interval is time dependent, and

( )( ) ( )ix t x t= and ( )( ) ( )ix t x t= are the supremum and infimum vectors of the dynamic response vector,

( )( ) ( )ix t x t= , respectively. The supremum and infimum vectors defining the interval dynamic response 
can be expressed as

{ }( ) max ( )i i
x

x t x t
∈Γ

= (5)

and

{ }( ) min ( )i i
x

x t x t
∈Γ

= . (6)

3 First-order perturbation of the structural dynamic response

Equation (1) may also be written in the perturbation form,

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c c c cM M x t C C x t K K x t f t f t+ + + + + = +&& &δ δ δ δ (7)
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where ( )c cM M a= , ( )c cC C a= , ( )c cK K a= , ( ) ( , )c cf t f a t= , and ( )
2c

a a
a

+
= . Here cM , cC , cK ,

( )cf t represent the central dynamic system and , , , ( )M C K f tδ δ δ δ are the small changes from this 
central system. The objective is to compute the perturbed structural dynamic response. Consider the 
perturbation to the dynamic response, given by

( ) , ( ) , ( )c c cx t x x x t x x x t x x= + = + = +& & & && && &&δ δ δ . (8)

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and equating zero and first order terms, we have

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c c c c c c cM x t C x t K x t f t+ + =&& & , (9)

and

( )c c c c c cM x C x K x f t M x C x K x+ + = − − −&& & && &δ δ δ δ δ δ δ . (10)

Often M, C, K and ( )f t will be a linear function of the structural parameter vector ( )ja a= , so that

( )
1 1 1 1

, , , , ( )
m m m m

j j j j j j j j
j j j j

M a M C a C K a K f a t a f t
= = = =

= = = =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑δ δ δ δ δ δ δ δ (11)

where j j cja a a= −δ , and ( )c cja a= . Thus ,j j ja a a ∈ −∆ ∆ δ where 
2

j j
j

a a
a

−
∆ = . In other cases Eq. 

(11) is a good first order approximation to the structural matrices and the force, where the matrices and 
vectors are given by

j cj j cj j cj j cj

j j j j
j j j ja a a a a a a a

M C K fM C K f
a a a a

= = = =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= = = =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
(12)

Qiu and Wang [14] presented a perturbation method to estimate the boundary of ( )x tδ , satisfying 
( ) ( )x t x t≤ ∆δ . Suppose the perturbed response may be written as,

( ) ( )
1

m
j j

j
x t a X t

=
= ∑δ δ . (13)

The jX terms are obtained by substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (10) and equating coefficients of jaδ . Thus

the ( )jX t are the solutions of the differential equations

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c j c j c j j j c j c j cM X C X K X f t M x t C x t K x t+ + = − + +&& & && & . (14)

Finally, the bounds on the response are estimated as

( ) ( )
1

m
j j

j
x t X t a

=
∆ = ∆∑ (15)

and the infimum and supremum of the dynamic response are then 0( ) ( ) ( )x t x t x t= − ∆ and 

0( ) ( ) ( )x t x t x t= + ∆ . It should be noted that taking the absolute values in Eq. (15) will lead to an over-
estimate of the width of the response interval.

4 The exact bounds of the deviation in the dynamic response

The estimation of the response bounds using the method of Qiu and Wang [14] has two approximations, 
namely the neglecting of second order terms in Eq.(7) and the interval extension in Eq.(15). The main 
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purpose of this paper is to remove the approximation in the interval extension by calculating exact bounds 
for the deviation in the dynamic response from the perturbation equations. 
Equation (10) may be written in state space form as

)()()( tutAyty +=& (16)

where ( )y t is the state vector of dimension 2n, given by

( )
( )

( )
x t

y t
x t

 
=  

 &

δ
δ

(17)

with the initial condition

( ) 0
0 0

0

x
y y t

x
 

= =  
 &

δ
δ

. (18)

The state matrix and input vector are 

( )

1 1

1

0

0
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

c c c c

c c c c

I
A

M K M C

u t
M f t M x t C x t K x t

− −

−

 
=  

− −  
  =  

− − −  && &δ δ δ δ

(19)

where I is the identity matrix.
Assuming that the mass, damping and stiffness matrices and the external force are given in terms of the 
parameter vector in the form shown in Eq. (11), then the state input vector may be written in the form

1
( ) ( )

m
j j

j
u t a u t

=
= ∑δ (20)

where

( )1

0
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j
c j j c j c j c

u t
M f t M x t C x t K x t−

  =  − − −  && &
. (21)

Solving the state space form given by Eq. (16), and using the superposition principle for linear ordinary 
differential equations, the solution is

( ) ( )0
1

,
m

At
j j

j
y a t e y a y t∗

=
= + ∑δ δ (22)

where

( ) ( )( )
0
t A t

j jy t e u d∗ −= ∫ τ τ τ . (23)

Since ( )jy t∗ does not depend on the perturbation in the parameters, ( , )y a tδ is a linear function with 
respect to the uncertain parameters, , 1,2, ,ja j m= Lδ . 

Geometrically, the linear constraints given by ,j j ja a a ∈ −∆ ∆ δ define a convex polyhedron, which is 
called the feasible region. Since the objective function ( , )y a tδ is a linear function of the parameters, the 
response also forms a convex region, and the optimum value is thus attained at a vertex of the polyhedron.
Let the set of vertices of the convex region in parameter space be given by
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( ){ }: , where or , for 1, ,j j j j ja a a a a a a j mΞ = = = −∆ = ∆ = Kδ δ δ δ δ δ , (24)

which is equivalent to

( ){ }: , where or , for 1, ,j j j j ja a a a a a a j mΞ = = = = = K . (25)

This set of vertices has 2m elements.

Thus the exact the supremum and the infimum of ( ),y a tδ in Eq. (22) may be determined as

( )0
1

( ) max
m

At
j j

a j
y t e y a y t∗

∈Ξ =

  = + 
  

∑
δδ

δ (26)

and

( )0
1

( ) min
m

At
j j

a j
y t e y a y t∗

∈Ξ =

  = + 
  

∑
δδ

δ . (27)

Thus, the exact the supremum and the infimum of the first-order deviation of the dynamic response, xδ ,
may be determined by the following expressions, which are equivalent to Eqs.(26) and (27),

( ) max ( ) :
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

c c c
a c c c

M x C x K x
x t x t

f a t M a x C a x t K a x t∈Ξ

+ + 
=  = − − − 

&& &

&& &

δ δ δ
δ δ (28)

and

( ) min ( ) :
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

c c c
a c c c

M x C x K x
x t x t

f a t M a x C a x t K a x t∈Ξ

+ + 
=  = − − − 

&& &

&& &

δ δ δ
δ δ (29)

We can now give the algorithm flow based on the vertex solution theorem for solving the dynamic
response of structures with bounded uncertainties as follows:

• Calculate the central dynamic response, ( )cx t , by solving Eq. (9).

• Define the set of parameter vertices given by Eq. (25)

• For each parameter vertex, va ∈Ξ , obtain ( ),v vx a tδ by solving the differential equation

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v v v v v v v
c c c c c cM x C x K x f a t M a x C a x t K a x t+ + = − − −&& & && &δ δ δ .

• Thus, at each time of interest,

{ } { }( ) min ( , ) , ( ) max ( , )
v v

v v v v

a a
x t x a t x t x a t

∈Ξ ∈Ξ
= =δ δ δ δ .

• Estimate the supremum and infimum of the dynamic responses as

( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( )c cx t x t x t x t x t x t= + = +δ δ .
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5 Numerical examples

5.1 Discrete mass-spring-damper system

To illustrate the effectiveness of the vertex solution theorem for the interval dynamic problem, we 
consider the two degree of freedom mass-spring-damper system shown in Figure 1. The centre values of 
the stiffness, mass and damping parameters are:

3
1 1.0 10 N/mck = × ,  3

2 1.0 10 N/mck = × ,  3
3 4.0 10 N/mck = × ;

1 1.0 kgcm = ,  2 1.2 kgcm = ;  

1 4 kg/scc = ,  2 5 kg/scc = ,  3 5 kg/scc = .

The centre function of the force vector is

( ) ( )
( )

111

2

60
N, 0.02

150

c tc a
c

F t
f t te a

F t

−    = = =   
   

.

The initial conditions are ( )0 0 0x x= = and ( )0 0 0x x= =& & .

The deviations in the parameters are

2 20.02 ck k∆ = ,  3 30.015 cc c∆ = ,

1 10.04 cm m∆ = ,  2 20.03 cm m∆ = ,  ( ) ( )0.05 cf t f t∆ =

The eigenvalues of this central system are −2.997±40.82i and −5.670±66.68i. Figure 2 shows the central 
value, supremum and infimum of the external forces. The central value, infimum and supremum of the 
dynamic response, computed by the vertex solution theorem, are given in Figure 3. For comparison the 
deviations of the dynamic response by vertex solution theorem and by the perturbation method of Qiu and 
Wang [14] are shown graphically in Figures 4 and 5, and numerically in Tables 1 and 2. From these 
results, we can see that the vertex solution theorem proposed in this paper yields narrower bounds than 
those produced by the perturbation method. The reason is that the vertex solution theorem solves the exact 
boundary of the first order deviation of the dynamic response and avoids interval extension. The only 
approximation in this method is that the second order terms are neglected.

5.2 Eight-bar truss

Consider the plane truss shown in Figure 6, subjected to harmonic sinusoidal excitations
( )1( ) 500 sin 200P t p t= π and ( )2 ( ) 800 sin 100P t p t= π , with initial conditions ( )0 0 0x x= = and 

( )0 0 0x x= =& & . The truss is modeled with six nodes and eight elements. The cross-sectional area of 

element numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are equal and given by 4 2
1 2 3 4 1.0 10 mA A A A −= = = = × , and for element

numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8 are 4 2
5 6 7 8 1.2 10 mA A A A −= = = = × . The material has a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3=υ .

Rayleigh damping was assumed so that the damping matrix is given by C M K= +α β , where 120 s−=α
and 0.000016 s=β . The Young’s modulus, mass density and harmonic sinusoidal excitation amplitude of 
the plane truss are uncertain but bounded parameters, and their interval numbers are:

[ ] 2190,210 GN/mIE = , [ ] 37790,7810 kg/mI =ρ and [ ]0.98,1.02 NIp = . The eigenvalues of the truss
structure corresponding to the central parameters are shown in Table 3. 
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The dynamic response at the fourth node of the plane truss in the horizontal direction, computed by the 
vertex solution theorem, is shown in Figure 7. The dynamic response of the sixth node in the horizontal
and vertical directions, are given in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a new method, based on the vertex solution theorem, to determine the supremum and 
infimum of the first order deviation in the dynamic response is presented. The basic idea is to convert the 
interval dynamic equations of motion equation into a perturbed state space form. From this state space 
form the exact boundaries of the first order deviation of the dynamic response can be obtained by solving 
2m deterministic dynamic response problems, where m denotes the number of the uncertain parameters.
The only approximation is that second order terms in the equations of motion are neglected. From these 
responses the supremum and infimum of the dynamic responses may be easily calculated. Two numerical 
examples were used to illustrate the feasibility and the efficiency of this method, and the results were 
compared with the perturbation method. The numerical results show that the vertex solution theorem 
yields narrower bounds than those produced by the perturbation method, since interval extension is 
avoided. Finally, the new method does not require the calculation of the first order derivatives of the 
response with respect to the structural parameters, which may be complex in many structures, although a 
higher number of deterministic responses must be calculated.
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Figure 1: The two degree of freedom spring-mass-damper system

Figure 2: The external forces for the discrete example
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Figure 3: The central value, infimum and supremum of the dynamic response by the vertex solution 
theorem

Figure 4: Comparison of bounds of 1xδ by the vertex solution theorem and the perturbation
method
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Figure 5: Comparison of bounds of 2xδ by the vertex solution theorem and the perturbation
method

Figure 6: A schematic of the eight-bar two-dimensional truss. The numbers indicate the nodes and 
the numbers in parenthesis indicate the element numbers

Figure 7: The response region of the fifth node in the horizontal direction
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Figure 8: The response region of the sixth node in the horizontal direction

Figure 9: The response region of the sixth node in the vertical direction
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t(s) 1
Cx (m) 1

Vx (m) 1
Vx (m) 1

Px (m) 1
Px (m) 1

Vx∆ (m) 1
Px∆ (m)

0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
0.02 1.34E-04 1.22E-04 1.46E-04 1.22E-04 1.46E-04 1.20E-05 1.21E-05
0.04 6.74E-04 6.17E-04 7.32E-04 6.15E-04 7.33E-04 5.78E-05 5.90E-05
0.06 1.30E-03 1.21E-03 1.40E-03 1.21E-03 1.40E-03 9.65E-05 9.87E-05
0.08 1.43E-03 1.35E-03 1.50E-03 1.35E-03 1.51E-03 7.94E-05 7.99E-05
0.10 7.30E-04 6.17E-04 8.44E-04 6.12E-04 8.49E-04 1.13E-04 1.19E-04
0.12 -3.86E-04 -5.09E-04 -2.63E-04 -5.15E-04 -2.57E-04 1.23E-04 1.29E-04
0.14 -1.12E-03 -1.22E-03 -1.02E-03 -1.23E-03 -1.02E-03 1.04E-04 1.06E-04
0.16 -1.00E-03 -1.13E-03 -8.76E-04 -1.13E-03 -8.67E-04 1.25E-04 1.34E-04
0.18 -2.56E-04 -4.09E-04 -1.02E-04 -4.16E-04 -9.55E-05 1.53E-04 1.60E-04
0.20 5.02E-04 3.59E-04 6.45E-04 3.57E-04 6.46E-04 1.43E-04 1.44E-04

Table 1: The interval of 1x by the vertex solution theorem and the perturbation method

t(s) 2
Cx (m) 2

Vx (m) 2
Vx (m) 2

Px (m) 2
Px (m) 2

Vx∆ (m) 2
Px∆ (m)

0.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
0.02 2.48E-04 2.29E-04 2.67E-04 2.27E-04 2.69E-04 1.91E-05 2.13E-05
0.04 9.21E-04 8.58E-04 9.84E-04 8.53E-04 9.88E-04 6.29E-05 6.73E-05
0.06 1.07E-03 9.99E-04 1.14E-03 9.96E-04 1.15E-03 7.22E-05 7.55E-05
0.08 4.65E-04 4.01E-04 5.29E-04 3.90E-04 5.40E-04 6.40E-05 7.50E-05
0.10 -1.66E-04 -1.99E-04 -1.32E-04 -2.03E-04 -1.29E-04 3.34E-05 3.68E-05
0.12 -2.86E-04 -3.59E-04 -2.12E-04 -3.69E-04 -2.02E-04 7.34E-05 8.34E-05
0.14 -1.35E-04 -1.99E-04 -6.99E-05 -2.08E-04 -6.10E-05 6.46E-05 7.35E-05
0.16 -1.12E-04 -1.46E-04 -7.69E-05 -1.50E-04 -7.29E-05 3.47E-05 3.87E-05
0.18 -1.55E-04 -2.28E-04 -8.18E-05 -2.35E-04 -7.40E-05 7.29E-05 8.07E-05
0.20 6.18E-06 -5.78E-05 7.01E-05 -6.00E-05 7.23E-05 6.40E-05 6.61E-05

Table 2: The interval of 2x by the vertex solution theorem and perturbation method

1,2ω  3,4ω  5,6ω  7,8ω  

−13.73±682.52i −37.84±1865.20i −60.44±2510.28i −103.68±3420.42i 

9,10ω  11,12ω  13,14ω  15,16ω  

−224.26±5170.27i −318.073±6197.37i −341.51±6428.25i −402.57±6993.54i 

Table 3: The central eigenvalues of the eight-bar truss
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Abstract
On account of measurement and modelling errors together with the issue identifiability, this paper proposes
to tackle structural identification within a probabilistic Bayesian framework. The Bayesian framework offers
a rigourous foundation for incorporating apriori physical information and for propagating the uncertainty in
the inferred results. On the other hand, the frequency domain approach is shown to significantly simplify
the identification task for several reasons. A Polynomial Chaos expansion is also introduced that provides a
simple surrogate model of the forward model (e.g. FE model) for exploring posterior probability distribu-
tions. Modal and structural parameters are then be simultaneously updated from experimental data and their
joint probability density distributions returned at moderate computational cost. The proposed methodology
is illustrated on actual vibration data recorded on a rectangular steel plate.

1 Introduction

The problem of identification of modal parameters of a linear structure has been paid a great deal of attention
because of its importance in source identification, model updating, structural control and health monitoring.
Experimental modal analysis [1] is the main approach to identify the modal parameters of a mechanical
structure in free-free or certain boundary conditions. One of the purposes of modal parameters identification
is to update a finite element (FE) model of a structure so as to allow subsequent processing like structural
design and response prediction. A lot of efforts has been devoted to this field [2],[3]. For a linear lightly-
damped dynamic structure, the differential equation

Mẍ(t) + Cẋ(t) + Kx(t) = F(t) (1)

completely describes its dynamical behavior. In the frequency domain, equation (1) becomes

X(ω) = H(ω)F(ω) (2)

where the frequency response function

H(ω) =
N∑

r=1

Ar

ω2
r − ω2 + 2jηrωrω

(3)

contains all the modal parameters of interest: natural frequencies ωr, damping ratios ηr and modal residues
Ar. These are arranged in a vector αH to be identified from experimental data. On account of measurement
and modelling errors, it is best to tackle the problem of identification in a probabilistic framework. Beck
[4] has presented structural model updating within the general Bayesian framework. The Bayesian frame-
work offers a rigourous foundation for inference from noisy data and uncertain forward models, a natural
mechanism for incorporating apriori physical information, and a quantitative assessment of uncertainty in
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the inferred results [5]. On the other hand, the frequency domain approach significantly simplifies the identi-
fication task since it naturally restricts the analysis to the frequency band of interest, it endows measurement
noise with a simple Gaussian distribution according to the Central Limit theorem, and it allows the level of
measurement noise to be measured experimentally [6]. The paper is organized as follows. The inference of
model parameters is formulated in section 2, where the Bayesian framework is reviewed and the Polynomial
Chaos is introduced to accelerate inference by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). The application of the
proposed methodology is illustrated in section 3 on a steel plate. A brief discussion in section 4 concludes
the paper.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 Bayesian inference for modal parameters

The dynamical system equation accounting for additive noise model is described as follows in the frequency
domain:

Y(ω) = H(ω;αH)F(ω) + N(ω) (4)

where F(ω) and Y(ω) stand for the Fourier transforms of the measured input load and response of the sys-
tem, respectively; the probability distribution of the additive noise N(ω) endows both measurement errors
and the lack of accuracy of the model. The posterior probability distribution of modal parameters of a struc-
ture can be defined based on Bayes’ rule by merging together the information provided by prior probability
distributions and by experimental data:

P (αH|Y) =
P (Y|αH)P (αH)

P (Y)
. (5)

In the Bayesian setting, prior and posterior probabilities represent the degree of belief about possible values
of αH before and after observing the data Y. The construction of the prior probability distribution of the
(numerous and strongly correlated) modal parameters αH of complex structures is a real challenge. However,
as long as the modal model is coherent with the structural model, the uncertainty in the modal parameters can
be reasonably considered to stem essentially from uncertainties in material and geometrical parameters. In
the following, αM will denote the vector of such material and geometrical parameters. The prior distribution
of αH can be deduced from that of αM, for instance by using a forward FE model that accurately maps αM

to αH in a wide frequency band and can therefore ”propagate the errors” from the ”physical space” to the
”modal space”. However, FE calculations are often extremely expensive and they are surely prohibitive if to
be run repetitively. In order to keep this procedure realistic from a computational point of view, we propose
to construct a surrogate model by expanding αH into a Chaos Polynomial [7].

2.2 Polynomial chaos expansion

Let(Ω,Θ, P ) be a probability space, where Ω is a sample space, Θ is a σ-algebra over Ω, and P is a prob-
ability measure on Θ. Also, let {ξi(θ)} be a set of orthonormal standard random variables on Ω. Then any
square-integrable random variable X : Ω → < has the following representation in a compact form:

X(θ) =
∞∑

k=0

akΨk(ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn) (6)

where Ψk(ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn) is the Wiener Polynomial chaos (PC). In computation, this infinite summation in
n dimensions should be truncated as a finite expansion in appropriate order p, which has P = (n+p)!

n!p! terms.
Thus the modal parameters αH are approximated as follows:

αH =
P∑

k=0

akΨk(ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn) (7)
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where θ is omitted for notational simplicity. The Polynomial Chaos expansion has been generalized to a
broader class of orthonormal polynomials in the Askey scheme, each family resulting from a different choice
of distribution for the ξ (e.g. Gaussian, Gamma, Beta and uniform). Here the orthonormal Hermite poly-
nomials associated with the Gaussian distribution for ξ are adopted. The orthogonality of the polynomials
Ψk(ξ) with respect to the inner product on L2(Ω) reads:

〈Ψi,Ψj〉 =
∫

Ψi(ξ)Ψj(ξ)π(ξ)dξ = δij(Ψ2
i ) (8)

where π(ξ) is the multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution. This orthogonality property can be used to
calculate the coefficients ak in the truncated PC expansion of αH,

ak =
〈αH,Ψk〉
‖Ψk‖2 . (9)

The prior information about geometrical and material parameters αM is collected from engineering ex-
perience and then interpreted in the form of a probability distribution. The uniform distribution is naturally
adopted when nothing is known about αM. Other choices of probability distributions are commonly adopted
for reflecting the user’s prior information, some of which are listed in Table 1; in all cases, they can be ob-
tained by transforming the Gaussian probability distribution π(ξ) introduced in equation (8). Therefore,

Distribution type Transformation
Uniform (a, b) a + (b− a)(1

2 + 1
2erf( ξ√

2
))

Lognormal (µ, σ) exp(µ + σξ)

Gamma (a, b) ab(ξ
√

1
9a + 1− 1

9a)3

Exponential (λ) − 1
λ log(1

2 + 1
2erf( ξ√

2
))

Table 1: Representation of various distributions as functionals of normal random variable.

each component of αM is represented by a function of a normal random variable ξi of the PC expansion
(7). The standard normal variables ξ become the primary variables that carry the uncertain information and
propagates if from αM to αH. For determination of the PC coefficient in (9), a non-intrusive approach is
adopted that makes use of a limited number of FE calculations. Specifically, the inner product 〈αH,Ψk〉
is approximated over repeated evaluations of αH(ξ) corresponding to different realizations of ξ. In this
work, because the dimension of ξ was small (less than 4), a Gauss-Hermite quadrature was used; otherwise,
the Latin hypercube sampling method [9] is usually preferred. Since this results in a direct mapping from
the probability space of the Chaos Polynomial variables to the image space of αH, it seems reasonable to
directly reformulate the Bayesian approach with respect to the primary variables ξ:

P (ξ|Y) ∝ P (Y|ξ)π(ξ) (10)

where the prior probability function π(ξ) is simply the multidimensional Gaussian introduced in equation
(8). As for the probability P (N) of the noise N(ω), it is very well approximated by a complex Gaussian
distribution in virtue of the Central Limit theorem applied to the Fourier transform. Hence, the likelihood
function P (Y|ξ) is a complex multidimensional Gaussian distribution centred on H(ω;αH)F (ω) with vari-
ance σN(ω)2:

P (ξ|Y) ∝ exp

∥∥∥∥∥H(ω;αH(ξ)F(ω)−Y(ω)
σN(ω)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

+
ξT ξ

2

 (11)

It’s worth pointing out once again that the surrogate model of αH(ξ) replaces the FE structural model in eval-
uating posterior probability, which makes the sampling from posterior probability distribution particularly
inexpensive and drastically accelerate the exploration of P (ξ|Y).
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2.3 Extraction of information from the posterior probability distribution

Compared with deterministic estimation methods, the Bayesian approach returns the full joint probability
density functions of the parameters of interest (e.g. ξ, αM, αH). It is often convenient to summarise such
densities by computing their maximum a posteriori (MAP) or their expected values, i.e:

• (ξ|Y)opt = arg max P (ξ|Y) and αH {(ξ|Y)opt},

• ᾱH|Yopt =
∫

αHP (ξ|Y)dξ.

However the above two tasks are generally hard to carry out analytically due to the highly nonlinear nature
of the posterior probability function (11). The integral ᾱH|Yopt may be evaluated by any suitable sampling
scheme in the ξ-space, in particular, by Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In our work, the task of running
a MCMC is kept inexpensive thanks to the PC reformulation. Since MCMC directly draws samples from
the posterior P (ξ|Y), it makes it simple to extract marginal posterior densities of individual components
of αM or αH, e.g. with the aid of kernel density estimation. As the samples drawn from P (ξ|Y) by
MCMC are situated in the region of high probability, they are also good initial values to find the maximum
(MAP) of P (ξ|Y). Besides, MCMC eliminates the need to calculate the posterior normalization factor
P (Y). Unfortunately, we have found that the sampling technique of MCMC with the regular Metropolis-
Hastings scheme explores the ξ space of P (ξ|Y) quite slowly. An effective MCMC algorithm is specially
desired for the Bayesian model. The evolutionary MCMC by Liang [10] is adopted here, which works by
simulating a population of samples in parallel, with a different temperature attached to each sample. The
population is updated by mutation, crossover and exchange operations. All of these operations are modified
for applications in MCMC to satisfy the invariance or reversibility property of the Markov chain transitions.
As a result, evolutionary MCMC has the learning ability of the genetic algorithm as well as the fast mixing
ability of parallel tempering (simulated tempering).
The exploration of posterior probability distribution P (ξ|Y) with evolutionary MCMC is demonstrated in
the next section.

3 Application

In this section, the Bayesian inference on uncertain modal parameters is demonstrated numerically on a steel
plate.

3.1 The description of case

The plate to be investigated is suspended by spring cords as shown in figure 1. The quasi-square plate (500
mm×501 mm) is used to denote the reality, and a square plate with side 500 mm is used in the FE model.
The point of excitation is fixed at (410 mm, 410 mm). A multisine excitation with minimum-crest factor
is adopted, which ensures that the plate vibrates in its linear range over a wide frequency band. The ratio
of variance of measurement noise and prior variance of parameters of interest plays an important role in
regularizing the solution of the identification problem within the Bayesian framework. Here the property of
the multisine excitation is used to directly estimate the power spectral density σN(ω)2 of the noise in the
frequency domain [6]. In this work, the elastic modulus E, the material density ρ and the thickness t of the
plate are considered as the uncertain material and geometrical parameters; their prior information is listed
in Table 2. Cauchy damping η(ω) = 0.5(a/ω + bω + cω2) is used to model the structural damping, where
a, b, c are supposed to follow uniform distributions. So αM includes (E, ρ, t, a, b, c).
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Figure 1: Experimental setup

Figure 2: Comparison of the first twelve updated eigenvalues with actual values

Figure 3: Prior probability of the first four eigenfrequencies
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Figure 4: Posterior probability of the first four eigenfrequencies

Figure 5: Standard deviation of eigenfrequencies before and after Bayesian inference

3.2 Inferred results

The appropriate order of the PC approximation must firs be selected by using one of the following strate-
gies. One approach is to increase the polynomial order until the highest-order term becomes non significant
according to a significance test; another approach is to fit a high-order response model and then delete in-
significant terms one at a time. Here p = 5, which was sufficient to approximate modal parameters with
a high precision; partial results are shown in figure 2 . Quantification of prior uncertainty in the form of
distribution of αH is illustrated in figure 3. From the measured acceleration at location (100mm,100mm),
the exploration of P (ξ|Y) was accomplished by using the evolutionary MCMC; the posterior of αM and
αH were then calculated based on the their PC representations. The updated elements of αM are listed in
Table 2; they deviate from the true ones mainly due to modelling error. The posterior probability distribu-
tions of partial eigenfrequencies are shown in figure 4. Compared to their corresponding prior probability
distributions in figure 3, we see that the posterior information on αH is more concentrated around the true
values. The standard deviation of eigenvalues before and after Bayesian inference are compared in figure
5. At the level of the frequency response function, the dispersion of H(ω;αH) is shown in figure 6, where
all the modal parameters vary within their standard variances and the true frequency response function is
depicted in bold black line. Finally, in order to check wether the updated model really stands for the real-
ity, another frequency response function was constructed between the excitation and an acceleration point
at (100mm,100mm) based on the updated model, which is compared with the true one in figure 7. In or-
der to verify whether the updated model really reflects the reality, another frequency response function was
constructed between the excitation point and a response point at (200 mm, 200 mm) based on the updated
model, which is compared with the true one in figure 7.
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Figure 6: True frequency response function (in black) and uncertain ones (in gray) varying within their
standard deviations

αM elastic Modulus E(GPa) density ρ(Kg/m3) thickness t(mm)
intial values 220 7850 2.4

update values 188.63 7322.2 2.62
true values 202.76 7390 2.54

Table 2: structural model parameters αM

Figure 7: Validation of the updated model on another measurement point
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Figure 8: Illustration of the regularization capability of the Bayesian approach on updating (E, ρ)

3.3 Bayesian approach and regularization

During the process of model updating, the issue of identifiability is often encountered which brings forward a
challenge for traditional estimation methods like least-squares or maximum likelihood. To visualize this phe-
nomenon, the model is now updated according to the elastic modulus (E) and the material density (ρ) only,
which corresponds to the standard normal variables ξ1 and ξ2, respectively. The Gaussian prior P (ξ1, ξ2),
the likelihood function P (Y |ξ1, ξ2) and the posterior P (ξ1, ξ2|Y ) are shown in figure 8. It is clearly seen
in this case that the Bayesian approach returns a single optimum where the maximum likelihood estimation
provides an infinity of ”reasonable” solutions. This illustrates the regularization property inherent beyond
the Bayesian use of prior information.

4 conclusion

A Bayesian approach for the inference of uncertain modal parameters was presented and illustrated. As com-
pared to classical deterministic methods, it is able to return the full joint-probability density function of the
modal and structural parameters, as well as any related descriptors such as their modes, their expected values
and their standard deviations. Moreover, the proposed approach makes a convenient use of a Polynomial
Chaos surrogate model that keeps the statistical work as low as possible.
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Abstract 
The present paper deals with a methodology for the prediction of propellers excitation and associated ship 

response. A simple ellipsoidal representation of submerged and floating bodies has been used first to 

understand how hull pressure distributions are affected by the location and frequency of propeller sources. 

Then, the analysis of a ship, a twin-screw cruise liner, has been addressed and semi-empirical methods 

have been used to give a characterization of propellers in terms of acoustic source strength, in the 

frequency range between 1 and 50Hz. 

Both the ellipsoid and the ship have been analyzed as rigid as well as elastic bodies. In the first case a 

direct-BEM (boundary element method) analysis has been carried out, whereas in the second case a 

coupled direct-BEM / structural FEM (finite element method) has been conducted taking into account the 

dynamic response of the structure. It is worth pointing out that the investigated frequencies range was 

limited to 50Hz by the definition of the adopted FEM mesh and the forthcoming continuation of the study 

includes the extension to the limit of 80Hz, indicated by the ISO 6954:2000 standards. 

1 Introduction 

Fluctuating pressures generated by propellers on the surface of the ships’ hull contribute considerably to 

the vibration level onboard. Especially for passenger ships, noise and vibration reduction is a crucial 

requirement for comfort. In the last years, new regulations were issued by classification societies for the 

assignment of additional notations, assuming the frequency-weighted root mean square (r.m.s.) velocity 

level (or weighted broad band level) as vibration limiting criteria. For the time being, all classification 

societies mainly recall the ISO 6954:2000 standards and ask for measurements during sea trials in order to 

grant the additional comfort notation. 

In addition to considerations of passenger comfort and annoyance in cruise liners and ferries, defined 

levels of noise in different areas of merchant vessels have been recommended by the International 

Maritime Organisation (IMO), because of the increasing awareness of the health hazards caused by the 

long-term exposure to high noise levels. 

Naval world has always been strictly involved in studies dealing with propeller noise. The origins of the 

naval interest in this subject stem from a set of rather different design constraints. These are largely 

twofold: firstly, there is interference from the noise generated by the vessel on its sensors and weapon 

systems, and secondly there is the radiated noise, which is transmitted from the ship to the far field, and by 

which the ship can be detected by the enemy. 

Oceanographic and research vessels have noise requirements similar to naval vessels, as far as the 

instrumentation used is concerned. For this reason, underwater noise appears to be related to ship 

operativity and underwater systems performances [1]. 
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Recently, underwater noise has been identified also as a harmful form of pollution to marine life and 

ecosystems and is receiving increasing attention from scientists, policy makers and the public. Presently, 

there are no rules of international law that specifically address the transmission of sound through the ocean 

and this lack has stimulated intense controversy. However, international institutions have begun to 

recognize the threat that intense ocean noise poses to marine life and have been calling for caution in the 

generation of anthropogenic ocean noise. 

From a general point of view, three areas of interest in the field of ship hydro-acoustics can be 

distinguished: 

� flow induced noise which impacts sonar system performance through either turbulence, travelling 

bubbles, or breaking of waves; 

� airborne noise and vibrations inside the ship due to machinery and hull vibration response. 

� underwater radiated noise which is generated through several mechanisms, some of these are strongly 

related to the propeller action [2]. 

The first two kinds of noise can be classified as self-noise, defined as the noise, from all shipboard 

sources, generated by the subject vessel, considered in terms of effect it has on the vessel’s own personnel 

and equipment. 

Propellers are the main source of excitation inducing noise and vibration in ship structures and reliable 

estimates of generated noise are more and more required. 

In the present study, according to works presented in literature, empirical and numerical approaches have 

been coupled for the characterisation of the propeller and the determination of the irradiated acoustic field 

respectively. First a direct-BEM analysis and then a coupled direct-BEM/FEM one have been carried out 

and the commercial code SYSNOISE® [3] has been adopted for all the numerical simulations. 

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the phenomenon of the propeller induced radiated 

underwater noise is described, showing several classifications presented in literature. Section 3 is devoted 

to a survey of the different prediction methodologies of the propeller pressure fluctuations, with emphasis 

on the methods proposed by De Bruijn and Holden. Section 4 gives a presentation of the state of the art 

concerning the numerical approach, whereas in Section 5 the numerical technique adopted in this study is 

described. The analysis of an ellipsoid and a cruise ship together with relevant results are presented 

respectively in Section 6 and Section 7. Lessons learned and future developments are briefly resumed in 

Section 8. 

2 Propeller induced radiated underwater noise 

According to different studies, several methods of classifying propeller induced noise have been 

identified. 

Carlton [1] proposed four principal mechanisms by which a propeller can generate pressure waves in 

water and hence give rise to a noise signature. These are: 

� the displacement of the water by the propeller blade profile; 

� the pressure difference between the suction and pressure surfaces of the propeller blade when they are 

rotating; 

� the periodic fluctuation of the cavity volumes caused by operation of the blades in the variable wake 

field behind the vessel; 

� the sudden collapse process associated with the life of a cavitation bubble or vortex. 

The first two causes are associated with the propeller in either its cavitating or non-cavitating state, but are 

non-cavitating effects only. The latter two causes are cavitation dependent phenomena, and therefore 

occur only when the propeller is experiencing cavitation. 
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Propeller noise can, therefore, be considered as comprising two principal constituents: a non-cavitating 

and a cavitating component. In terms of the noise signature of a vessel, prior to cavitation inception, all 

components of noise arising from the machinery, hull and propeller are important. Subsequent to 

cavitation inception, whilst the hull and machinery sources need consideration, the propeller noise usually 

becomes the dominant factor. 

Propeller noise comprises a series of periodic components, or tones, at blade rate and its multiples, 

together with a spectrum of high-frequency noise due to cavitation and blade boundary layer effects. 

Pressure fluctuations may also be divided as follows [4]: 

� generated by the propellers without cavitation: this pressure field contains mostly the 1st order blade 

frequency component;  

� generated by transient cavitation on the propeller blades: this is the most important source of excitation 

for the ship vibration; the induced pressure field contains multiple blade harmonic components, at least 

up to the third one; 

� generated by cavitating vortices: the resultant pressure generates a broad band excitation which 

contributes to the noise but also to the vibration excitation. 

From another point of view, noise radiated by the ship structure at low frequencies as it responds to 

propeller excitation through mechanical (propeller shaft and bearings), and fluid paths (pressure field on 

the ship hull) has to be taken into account. 

3 Prediction of pressure pulses caused by propeller 

The prediction of fluctuating pressure field is of great importance, especially at an early stage of the 

design, in order to provide the designer with results needed to anticipate problems when freedom to 

change hull shapes, after body configuration and propeller design and blade number exist [4]. 

In the design phase, mostly nothing more is known but the propulsion power, rotation speed, diameter of 

the propeller etc., hence methods presented in literature have to be taken into account. 

These methods can be divided into empirical and semi-empirical, numerical and experimental procedures. 

Empirical and semi-empirical methods represent a cheap tool to describe the induced hull-pressures at an 

early design stage. They are based on the comparison of a great number of experimental data taken from 

recent ships of the same type. Afterwards, the most significant parameters for describing the phenomenon 

are obtained by statistical regression. 

This kind of procedures has been developed since 1960: till that period, the only existing procedure was to 

carry out model tests. The disadvantage of such a procedure was obviously the fact that very often, due to 

a tight time schedule, just minor modifications to the design were possible after the tests. 

A successful evaluation of this approach for hull-induced pressures at the two lowest blade-rate 

frequencies, for both non-cavitating and cavitating conditions, is given by Holden et al [5] (1980), taking 

into account hydro-dynamical parameters such as the wake field, geometry of the propeller, loading of the 

propeller etc. This methodology has been proven extremely fruitful in the selection of the propeller 

geometry in the design stage, but, as previously explained, it is only related to the first two harmonics. 

Hence, the audible noise cannot be predicted by this method, since for the higher harmonics it seems not 

accurate any more. 

Similar works have been presented from Choi et al [6] (2004) and Holtrop [7] (1979). 

Most recent studies, aiming at better covering broad band frequency, have been carried out by De Bruijn 

et al [8] (1986) and Raestad [9] (1996). In particular, De Bruijn et al present a method which is very much 

related to Holden’s one, but with the difference that it attempts to predict the source strength of propeller 

cavitation noise above the lowest blade-rate frequencies, namely between 30 and 500Hz. The concept of 

equivalent monopole is introduced, pointing out that the noise generated in the water is mainly due to 

cavitation volume variations. Tip Vortex Index method (TVI), developed at DNV by Raestad starts from 
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similar ideas: cavitation pressure fluctuation is associated to tip vortex volume and can be estimated by 

computation, with empirical corrections. 

Another semi-empirical method is the Quasi-Continuous Method developed by Chao (1989) and Hoshino 

(1985), in which the determination of the expected cavitation volume curve is performed with numerical 

approximation and the calculation of the pressure amplitude for a given geometry of the ship’s shell is 

carried out by means of empirical formulas [4]. 

Numerical simulations represent a complex method and should be reserved for novel designs where a 

higher computational effort is justified. 

Kinns et al [10] (2004) adopted a new approach based on the Helmholtz equation to compute the 

cavitation-induced hull pressures. This methodology appears to be an alternative strategy with respect to 

the traditional approach based on the solution of the Bernoulli equation for unsteady irrotational flow 

governed by the Laplace equation. Testa et al (2005) proposed a comparison between a classical hydro-

acoustics formulation based on the Bernoulli equation, with a general hydro-acoustics formulation based 

on the solution of the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings equation [11]. 

In spite of continuous and important progresses in performances and accuracy of numerical simulation, 

experimental methods are considered essential in the design process. Tests in large cavitation tunnels with 

complete ship models still remain the most reliable tool to predict the needed input for vibration analysis. 

A problem is represented by the full scale correction to calculate values from model scale: one of the 

difficulties in deriving pressure fluctuation from cavitation tunnel experiment is the absence of free 

surface and the influence of tunnel boundary. This is not the case in using towing tank experiment [4]. 

3.1 Prediction method proposed by De Bruijn (broad band) 

According to De Bruijn et al [8], ship propeller cavitation is considered one of the most important sources 

of underwater noise and noise aboard the ship. As stated above, since noise generated in the water appears 

to be mainly due to cavitation volume variations, with respect to sound generation a monopole 

representation can be assumed. On vessels with a sharp wake non-uniformity this dominant volume 

variation component of the pressure may be approximated by an oscillating monopole source fixed in a 

position below the ship’s hull, radiating the free field pressure 

 
r

Uf
p

2

  ρ
=  (1) 

where: 

ρ is the density of the medium (water), U is the cavitation volume velocity, f is the frequency and r is the 

distance from monopole to observation point. 

According to Kinns et al [10] (2004), the monopole must be located at the position of maximum cavitation 

volume. 

From the statistical analysis of a large number of hydro-dynamical parameters, only two parameters have 

been selected as the most significant: the logarithm of the dimensionless torque K’Q and a parameter 

depending on the blade geometry F. The first one gives an indication about the quality of the propulsion 

configuration, being a measure for the propeller load, whereas the second one indicates how far a 

cavitation criterion exceed, since the reference blade area which is taken into account appears to be a 

function of the thrust coefficient, cavitation number, the effective wakefield and the pitch. 

The final formula takes into account several corrections in order to make the volume velocities 

dimensionless, to eliminate the influence of the blade rate frequency and to obtain a similarity of radiated 

power. 
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3.2 Prediction method proposed by Holden (first harmonic) 

The method developed by Holden et al [5] requires a more complete and precise definition of the 

geometry of the propeller than the procedure previously mentioned. However, a simplified procedure is 

reported on [12], taking into account parameters which are similar to those adopted by De Bruijn et al. 

Two different formulas are reported, relevant to non-cavitating and cavitating pressures respectively. The 

total pressure impulse which combines the two components acting on a local part of the submerged hull is 

then found from: 

 ( )22
0 cz ppp +=  (2) 

where: 

p0 and pc are the non-cavitating and cavitating components respectively and it has been used for 

characterizing a monopole located at the hub. 

4 State of the art of numerical methods 

The propagation of sound waves through a static fluid medium is governed by the wave equation. In most 

cases, it is convenient to investigate the problem in the frequency domain, thus using the so-called 

Helmholtz form of the wave equation, which is obtained from the linearized wave equation when 

harmonic acoustic waves are considered. A possible solution technique, adopted by Kinns et al [10] 

(2004), is represented by the Boundary Element Method, which is derived through the discretization of an 

integral equation that is mathematically equivalent to the original partial differential equation, in this case 

the Helmholtz equation. The essential re-formulation of the PDE that underlies the BEM consists of an 

integral equation that is defined on the boundary of the domain and an integral that relates the boundary 

solution to the solution at points in the domain. 

This re-formulation can only be applied to certain classes of PDE. In fact, a fundamental solution must be 

found before the BEM can be applied, hence this method is not widely applicable when compared to the 

near-universal adaptability of Finite Element Method, for instance. However, in the cases in which the 

BEM is applicable, it often results in a numerical method that is easier to use and more computationally 

efficient than the competing methods. 

The advantage in the BEM arises from the fact that only the boundary (or boundaries) of the domain of the 

PDE requires sub-division, whereas in the FEM the whole domain requires discretization. In cases where 

the domain is exterior to the boundary, as it is in acoustic radiation and scattering models, the extent of the 

domain is infinite and hence the advantages of the BEM are very meaningful: the equation governing the 

infinite domain is reduced to an equation over the (finite) boundary. 

Two fundamental options are possible in the BEM: the Direct formulation and the Indirect formulation. 

The direct-BEM uses the pressures and normal velocities on the boundary surface, which are called 

primary surface results or potentials, as boundary unknowns. By consequence, this formulation can treat a 

fluid domain on one side of the boundary surface only. This implies that the boundary must form a closed 

surface and the analysis is confined to either the internal or external fluid region. From the primary surface 

results, pressure, velocity and intensity values are automatically calculated at arbitrary field points, which 

have been previously defined. 

The indirect-BEM uses the pressure discontinuity and normal velocity discontinuity through the boundary 

surface as boundary unknowns. These quantities are also called jump of pressure or double layer potential, 

and jump of velocity or single layer potential, respectively. These values represent, in this case, the so-

called primary surface results. The indirect formulation involves a simultaneous treatment of the fluid 

domains on both upper and lower sides of the boundary surface (i.e. the interior and exterior fluid region 

in the case of a closed surface) and hence allows open structures or complex surfaces with junction 
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features (e.g. ribs or stiffener panels) to be considered. From the primary surface results, pressure, velocity 

and intensity values can be calculated at field points [13]. 

Concerning the problem of fluid-structure interaction, i.e. when an elastic structure is considered, several 

numerical techniques can be applied. Elastic structures are modelled with FEM, whereas fluid can be 

modelled with FEM, FIEM (Fluid Infinite Elements Method) or BEM. 

The first standard approach is FEM. In some FEM software, fluid elements are supplied to solve the fluid-

structure interaction problem. The main disadvantages of using fluid elements in FEM are the need for an 

approximate radiation boundary condition at the outer fluid boundary and limitations on mesh size and 

type, other than the difficulty of generating the fluid mesh. Such a methodology, for instance, has been 

adopted by Buannic et al [14] (2007). 

A compromise between the accuracy of BEM and the computational efficiency of FEM is possibly made 

by FIEM. The typical approach using FIEM in structural acoustics is that the structure and a small portion 

of exterior fluid are modelled with FE and a layer of FIE is added to the outer side of the fluid FE.  

5 Uncoupled direct-BEM and coupled direct-BEM/FEM formulations 

In the present work, both uncoupled and coupled analyses are presented. 

Uncoupled calculations have been carried out by assuming rigid boundary Γ  for the fluid domain outside 

the structure Σ . In this case standard direct-BEM procedure can be used: 

 ff uP
2ρωGH =  (3) 
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the subscript f stands for boundary element nodes of the fluid, iC is the Green’s constant and fP  is a 

weighting function which is introduced such that fP has continuous first derivative within the fluid region 

Σ . 

When the fluid-structure interaction has to be considered, the boundary Γ  is no more rigid and separates 

the flexible structure 1Σ from the fluid region 2Σ . 

To couple the boundary elements and the finite elements at the fluid-structure interface, the following 

compatibility and equilibrium conditions are imposed: 

 sf uu = , sf uu && =  (4) 

 0=+ fs PP  (5) 

where the subscript f stands for boundary element nodes of the fluid and s stands for shell element nodes 

of the structure at the fluid-structure interface. 

Under the equilibrium condition (5), the motion equation of undamped structures can be given in the 

frequency domain: 

 ( ){ } { }FMK =− SSS u
2ω  (6) 

where: 
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Considering the standard BEM procedure represented by Eq. (3) and the motion equation represented by 

Eq. (6), the governing equation of the coupled fluid-structure system can be expressed as 
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In order to save computational resources, the previous equation can be solved by using the modal 

superposition. 

The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the coupled fluid-structure system can be determined from Eq. 

(7). Given the “dry” natural frequencies and mode vectors of the structure, the corresponding “wet” 

natural frequencies and mode vectors of the coupled system can be computed from the following equation: 
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where SSSu ζΦ= . Supposing that only the first ( )mmrmr << modes of the structure are considered, 

then Su can be approximately expressed as SSSu ζ
~~

Φ≈ , where [ ]mrS φφφ ,...,,
~

21=Φ composed of the 

first mr mode vectors, and Eq. (8) reduces to 
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where ( )mrS diag
2

2
2

1
2 ,...,,

~
ωωω=Ω . The stable state response of the coupled fluid-structure system 

under periodical load loadF satisfies the following equation: 
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Therefore, the stable state response can be approximately computed from Eq. (10). [15] 

6 Analysis of an ellipsoid 

According to a study presented in literature [16], a simple geometry has been used first in order to 

understand the phenomena which come into play as well as capabilities and reliability of the applied 

commercial code, [3]. Dimensions, frequencies and sources positions have been adopted in agreement 

with the cited study. 

In particular, a generic axisymmetric ellipsoid with a ratio 1:5 of diameter d to length l has been 

considered, carrying out a discretization of the hull surface with 32 points in the radial dimension, and 60 

along the length of the hull, i.e. a total of 1920 surface elements. 

Analyses of both submerged and floating half-submerged bodies have been carried out. For the half-

submerged ellipsoid, a free-surface condition has been defined by imposing a zero value of pressure on the 

horizontal plane of symmetry of the body. Unitary monopoles and dipoles, in the last case both transverse 

and axial ones, have been considered and they have been located at various distances from the stern on the 

principal axis of the ellipsoid. 

Calculations have been conducted at frequencies equal to f = 187.5, 375, 750, 1500Hz, which correspond 

to the following wavelengths: dddd ,2,4,8=λ . It is worth to point out that this choice is consistent with the 

continuation of the present study represented by the analysis of the ship. If the ship breadth is taken into 
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account, the corresponding wavelengths will be related to frequencies that are similar to the first blade 

passing harmonics for the considered ship type. 

Results have been obtained in terms of Solid Boundary Factor (SBF), i.e. the ratio between the total and 

the incident pressure field magnitude at a point on the surface. This quantity has been calculated along the 

line on the top surface of the ellipsoid defined by the intersection with the longitudinal plane. 

Kinns et al [16] considered the ellipsoid as a rigid body, hence an uncoupled direct-BEM analysis has 

been carried out. 

With respect to [16], some differences can be noticed in the case of the submerged body, whereas a better 

agreement has been found for the half-submerged body. 

In particular, considering the monopole located at a distance 0.25d from the stern, a local minimum in the 

SBF, plotted against the x-axis, just forward of the stern and near the bow has been noticed in the above 

mentioned study for the submerged ellipsoid, but not with the commercial code adopted in the present 

work. Actually, the results of the previous work have been considered surprising by their authors 

themselves. Furthermore, a more regular trend of SBF can be noticed near the bow with respect to [16]. 

Considering the half-submerged ellipsoid ensonified by a monopole, as stated above, a good agreement 

can be noticed in terms of SBF values (as expected SBF ≈ 2 for locations on the hull near the acoustic 

source), as well as concerning the presence of a peak near the stern which is less and less pronounced as 

the distance from the source increases. A local minimum near the stern is also noticed and it is higher if 

the source is longitudinally nearer to the hull and located at deeper distances. However, again a more 

regular trend of the curves near the bow has been obtained, in particular concerning the higher 

frequencies. 

In addition to the mentioned study, a coupled direct-BEM/FEM analysis has been carried out, considering 

an elastic steel ellipsoid 10mm thick. 

To this aim, firstly a modal analysis has been conducted by means of the commercial FEM code 

MSC/NASTRAN® [17]. 622 “dry” modes have been found performing the “dry” modal analysis up to 

1800Hz. This maximum value has been adopted in order to calculate a modal basis which is sufficiently 

wide to carry out the vibro-acoustic analysis up to 1500Hz. 
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Figure 1: Solid Boundary Factor for the submerged ellipsoid with monopole located at distance 

0.25d from the stern: comparison between uncoupled and coupled analysis. “Coupled” curves are 

represented with smooth lines. 

Comparing the SBF curves for the submerged ellipsoid with a monopole located at a distance 0.25d from 

the stern (Figure 1), a more regular trend can be noticed in the uncoupled analysis, with values which are 

almost constant except near the stern, where SBF ≈ 1. A similar trend can also be noticed in the coupled 

analysis carried out at f=187.5Hz. In the coupled calculation carried out at higher frequencies instead, SBF 

has an oscillating behaviour which is quite regular and increasing first (f=375Hz), then becomes more 

irregular (f=750Hz) and finally (f=1500Hz) assumes values which are similar to the uncoupled ones, but 

with a much more irregular trend. 
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A possible explanation for this characteristic comes from taking into account the Modal Participation 

Factor (MPF), which is a factor related to the frequencies at which the calculation has been carried out. 

According to the use of the mode superposition method, this quantity is considered in order to state which 

natural vibration modes make a significant contribution to the system’s response. 

At the two lowest frequencies, it can be noticed from Figure 2 that only few modes at low frequencies 

mostly contribute to the response and it is worth to point out that these modes have regular modal shapes.  

 

 

Figure 2: Participation diagrams related to the frequencies f=187.5Hz (left) and 375Hz (right) with 

the corresponding modal shape which mostly contributes to the response. Submerged ellipsoid with 

monopole located at distance 0.25d from the stern. 

 

 

Figure 3: Participation diagrams related to the frequencies f=750Hz (top) and 1500Hz (bottom) with 

the corresponding modal shapes which mostly contributes to the response.  

Submerged ellipsoid with monopole located at distance 0.25d from the stern. 
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At the highest ones instead (Figure 3), a more significant contribute comes from many modes at high 

frequencies, with much more irregular modal shapes. As an example, in Figure 2 and Figure 3 also modal 

shapes related to the modes that mostly contribute to the response are shown. 

Similar results have also been found in the case of the axial dipole, whereas there are some differences 

concerning the case of the transverse dipole. In particular, SBF assumes much higher values as the 

distance from the source increases with respect to the other cases. However, an oscillatory behaviour 

remains and it becomes more irregular increasing the frequency. 

In the case of the floating ellipsoid all the curves related to the coupled analysis have an oscillatory trend, 

with increasing values as the distance from the source increases and a presence of more pronounced peaks 

at f=375Hz. 

It is worth to point out that the differences between uncoupled and coupled analysis of the ellipsoid cannot 

be transferred directly to the case of the ship, since for sake of simplicity the structure of the ellipsoid has 

been considered as a shell without stiffeners. 

7 Results for a cruise ship 

Results coming from the coupled direct-BEM/structural FEM analysis are here presented for the case of a 

twin-screw cruise ship with L/B=7, B/T=4.3, CB=0.8 and Fn=0.21. 

As explained above, taking into account the main characteristics of the propeller, the empirical methods 

proposed by Holden and De Bruijn have been adopted for the characterization of the acoustic source. 

Concerning Holden’s procedure, it is worth to point out that, for simplicity, a constant factor equal to 2 

has been considered for all the computed pressure values, in order to obtain a free field source strength 

instead of the values on the hull as directly provided by the method. 

Results coming from the application of De Bruijn’s method are presented in Figure 4 in terms of 

dimensionless pressure as a function of the frequency. Dimensionless values have been obtained dividing 

by the maximum value of the curve related to the maximum power. The presence of a peak at ≈ 40Hz can 

be noticed and this seems to be in agreement with experiences relevant to similar vessels. 
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Figure 4: Results coming from De Bruijn’s method in terms of 1/3 octave bands dimensionless 

pressure related to three different power conditions. 

The BEM model adopted uses 2810 elements to describe the submerged hull and, as previously explained 

concerning the half-submerged ellipsoid, a free-surface condition has been defined by imposing a zero 

value of pressure on the waterline plane. 

The frequencies investigated consist of the first harmonic and the [31.5-50Hz] range, which includes the 

third and the fourth harmonic. As previously explained, Holden’s method has been adopted for the bpf and 

De Bruijn’s method for the [31.5-50Hz] range. The maximum frequency has been limited by the definition 

of the adopted FEM mesh, which allowed computing a “dry” modal basis up to 80Hz with 7255 modes. 
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Some examples of results in terms of pressure fields distribution and directivity diagrams are reported in 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

They show the capability of the numerical procedure adopted to calculate the radiated acoustic pressure 

levels, that, for instance, can be applied further to a FEM model of a ship in order to carry out a structural 

FEM analysis and to determine its forced response. By means of the comparison between calculated 

vibration velocities values and experimental measurements, a complete prediction procedure for the 

application of ISO 6954:2000 standards could be defined as well. 

From the analysis of both figures, characteristic radiation lobes generated by propeller and hull vibration 

can be noticed. In particular, it can be observed that the propeller induced pressure field is predominant 

with respect to the hull contribution at far field and instead, in near field, lobes due to hull vibration are 

well visible. On the left-hand side of Figure 6, horizontal directivity diagrams at radii equal to 500, 1000, 

2000m respectively are considered, whereas, on the right-hand side, vertical diagrams relevant to radii 

equal to 500, 1000 and 3000m respectively are shown. 

 

Figure 5: Results of the vibro-acoustic analysis in terms of pressure fields distribution on the 

symmetry plane (left) and on a transversal plane located at the propeller position (right) 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6: Results of the vibro-acoustic analysis in terms of (left) horizontal and (right) vertical 

directivity diagrams. Reference z plane is taken in correspondence to the ship’s keel. 

Results have also been compared to experimental measurements made in depressurised towing tank. In 

particular, available data regard pressure pulse measurements by means of pressure sensors on the model 

hull, which are located at different transversal positions in correspondence to propeller location 

(subsequently indicated as 9 to 13) and four other transversal sections, two fore (at 5.992m and 8.333m 

from aft perpendicular respectively) and two aft (at 1.849m from aft perpendicular and at the aft 

perpendicular respectively) of the propeller location. 

From the analysis of Figure 7, which shows the comparison between numerical and experimental results in 

the case of the blade passing frequency and in terms of dimensionless pressure values with respect to the 
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starboard transverse coordinate, it can be noticed that results are not completely satisfactory for all the 

positions considered. In this case, pressure has been adimensionalized with respect to the maximum 

experimental pressure value at each section. 

In particular, the agreement is better near the propeller and in correspondence to points aft of the propeller 

location itself, whereas differences increase considerably in the fore parts considered. 

It has been noticed that a factor ≈ 3 exists between numerical and experimental results at the propeller 

position and calculations carried out taking into account this correction are also reported in Figure 7. This 

factor seems to be in agreement with results which have been previously experienced with similar vessels 

and it could be explained with the approximation which characterizes the simplified Holden’s method. 
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Points 14, 15, 17, 18 located at x=1,849m
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Points 19, 20 located at x=0m
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Points 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 located at x=5,992m
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Points 1, 2, 3 located at x=8,333m
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Figure 7: Comparison between numerical and experimental results in terms of dimensionless 

pressure at bpf with respect to the starboard transverse coordinate. Numerical corrected values 

take into account a factor ≈ 3 according to previous experienced results. 

As mentioned above, in the fore sections the errors seem higher; this may be related to the definition of the 

FEM mesh rather than an erroneous characterization of the acoustic source. In fact, experimental results 

show a behaviour which can be approximated to a monopole trend. The hull seems to amplify the pressure 
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more than expected and this feature could be related to a rough definition of the internal reinforced 

structure. 

On the other hand, however, the discrepancies could also be due to a different response of the real 

structure with respect to the model used during experimental measurements, which is probably more rigid 

and presents a more homogeneous structure without stiffeners. Actually, a monopole trend, similar to the 

experimental one, is also computed when an uncoupled analysis of the rigid BE ship model is performed. 

Figure 8 shows, as an example, the comparison between experimental and numerical results at the fourth 

harmonic, in terms of dimensionless pressure values with respect to the starboard transverse coordinate. 

Again, pressure has been adimensionalized with respect to the maximum experimental pressure value at 

each section. 
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Points 14, 15, 17, 18 located at x=1,849m
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Points 19, 20 located at x=0m
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Points 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 located at x=5,992m
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Points 1, 2, 3 located at x=8,333m
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Figure 8: Comparison between numerical and experimental results in terms of dimensionless 

pressure at the fourth harmonic with respect to the starboard transverse coordinate. 

With respect to the previous results obtained by Holden’s method, a better agreement can be noticed, but 

in this case numerical prediction underestimates the measured values. However, results cannot be 

considered satisfactory yet, but it has to be taken into account that it was not possible to locate the 

monopole source with sufficient precision because of lack of information about the wake. According to 
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data related to similar vessels reported in [16], as a first attempt the source has been located on the 

periphery of the propeller disc, 40° inboard of top dead centre. Other positions of the source have been 

considered and a better correspondence has been obtained as the monopole is brought near to top dead 

centre. 

8 Conclusions 

A numerical procedure based upon a coupled direct-BEM/FEM scheme has been proposed for the 

prediction of propeller induced hull pressures and associated ship response. 

Firstly, a simple rigid geometry of a generic axisymmetric ellipsoid has been analysed in submerged and 

floating condition in order to validate the results with similar previous studies. Unitary monopoles and 

dipoles have been used as underwater sound sources. A further analysis of an ellipsoid has been 

performed, considering the body as an elastic structure and taking into account the effects due to the fluid-

structure interaction. In this case, the Solid Boundary Factor and then the pressure assume an oscillating 

behaviour along the whole length of the ellipsoid because of its structural modes. For this reason, it is 

advisable to model the whole submerged structure and not only the nearest portion to the acoustic sources. 

The use of BEM procedures, instead of a FEM fluid scheme, allows achieving this target without 

increasing the computational time of the analysis. 

Moreover, results from a coupled direct-BEM/FEM analysis applied to a cruise ship have been presented. 

The empirical methods proposed by Holden and De Bruijn have been adopted in order to assess the source 

strength of the propellers. The calculated hull pressures have been compared to experimental 

measurements performed in depressurised towing tank. The agreement between numerical results and 

experimental measures is considered acceptable, taking into account the approximation which 

characterizes the empirical methods used for the schematization of the propeller. 

A possible continuation of the present study could consider a schematization of the propeller as an 

acoustic source by means of the complete methodology proposed by Holden; for this purpose, a detailed 

characterization of the propeller is required. Furthermore, it could be interesting to apply the procedure 

described in this paper to several similar vessels in order to individuate appropriate calibration 

coefficients. Other schematization methodologies could as well be taken into account: for instance, 

numerical approach may be adopted for the prediction of the incident pressure field generated by the 

propeller. This technique could be used to determine the source strength of an elementary acoustic source 

equivalent to the propeller, such as monopoles, dipoles or combination of them, otherwise the incident 

field could be applied directly to the BEM model. The first hypothesis represents an alternative solution 

with respect to the procedure here presented. 

As previously mentioned, a complete prediction procedure for the application of ISO 6954:2000 standards 

could be defined as well. To this aim, results in terms of pressure could be applied to a FEM model of a 

ship in order to carry out a structural FEM analysis and to determine its forced response. Afterwards, 

calculated vibration velocities values could be compared to experimental measurements. 
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Abstract 
The design and operation of an underwater acoustic communications system require a good understanding 
of the acoustic propagation physics as well as a capacity to include this knowledge into the system 
specification and design. For this reason we have developed an easy-to-use acoustic modeling tool 
EasyPlaneRay (EasyPLR) to assist in the planning, deployment and operation of underwater acoustic 
networks. It is based on classical ray theory but with a novel routine for the determination of all eigenrays 
connecting a source with receivers and adapted for transmitted signal with higher carrier frequency. For 
each eigenray the model calculates the trajectories, travel time and amplitudes and constructs the complete 
frequency response by coherent addition of all the multiple arrivals. Delay spread, time variations and 
Doppler spread are also analyzed. The paper describes the model and its capabilities are illustrated with 
examples for communication links in different seas at different seasons. 

1 Introduction 

Modeling the acoustic propagation conditions has always been an important issue in underwater acoustics 
and there exist several mathematical/numerical models based on different approaches [1, 2]. For the 
frequencies used in underwater communication and ocean sensor networks, ray tracing technique is 
sufficiently accurate. Ray tracing models are quite computationally efficient since the main calculation of 
ray trajectories is independent of frequency; the frequency enters only through the interaction with the 
boundaries, sea surface and sea floor, and can be introduced separately. And other advantage is that 
representing the sound field by rays gives a very physical description of the sound field distribution. 
We start with giving a short description of the ray tracing model, a more complete description is found in 
[3]. Figure 1 shows the general propagation problem that can be modeled with ray tracing model. The 
bathymetry and the sub-bottom layering may vary with range. The sound speed may vary with depth but 
not with range. The receivers have to be located on a horizontal line in the water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4001



 

depth 

range source 
receiver line

fluid sediment layer 

sound speed 

elastic half space

 
Figure 1: The ray tracing model computes the received field from a source to receivers located on a 

horizontal line. The sound speed profile is only function of depth. The bottom can be a fluid 
sedimentary layer over an elastic half space and both can be range dependent. 

The input parameters are of the sound speed profile, the bathymetry, and the geoacoustic model of the 
bottom. The program determines the trajectories, travel times and amplitudes of all the eigenrays 
connecting a source position to the receiver positions. All the multipath contributions are added coherently 
to produce the frequency transfer function and the time response of the received signal at any receiver 
station.  
The results of a typical application of the model are illustrated in figure 2. Transmitter is at 250 m depth 
(denoted by green asterisk), and 10 receiver stations are located on a line at 25 m depth (denoted by brown 
asterisks). The black solid line is the seafloor profile. The transmitted signal is a 112 bit random noise 
sequence (duration is 0.4375 seconds) with 200 bit leading zeros and 200 bit ending zeros. The total 512 
bit sequence is equal to 2 seconds. It is modulated at carrier frequency of 20 kHz. 
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Figure 2: Left: Rays from a source at 250 m in summer in North Sea (only rays that arrive at 

receiver depth are shown here); Right: The coherent summations of the eigenray contributions to 
produce the full waveform response at the receiver location of range 5.28 km (marked by arrow) 

Notice that the rays are color-coded according to the ray type, for instance rays that hit both bottom and 
surface are red, rays that only hit surface are magenta, rays that only hit bottom are green, rays that don’t 
hit any boundaries while turning propagation direction in water are blue, and the direct rays are cyan. 
Those rays classified as turning lower/upper or the direct will maintain more energy compared to the other 
rays because most of transmission loss always occur at the environmental boundaries (i.e. uneven surface 
and seafloor). The classification method depends only on the partial ray path before its last time of 
traversing receiver depth rather than the whole path. More analysis and discussions of results will be 
presented in the following section (e.g. figure 8). 
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2 Model description 

The algorithm can be considered as having three stages: 

• The initial ray tracing using a large number of rays to map out the entire sound field. 

• Sorting and interpolation to determine the trajectories and the ray history of the eigenrays 
connecting the source to the receivers. 

• Synthesis of the acoustic field in frequency domain by coherently adding the contributions of the 
eigenrays, and calculation of the full-waveform time responses by Fourier transformation. Delay 
spread, time variations and Doppler spread are also involved in this stage. 

2.1 Initial ray tracing 

The input information is the range dependent bathymetry, a sound speed profile and the source location 
and the receiver depth. The initial ray tracing is done by launching a large number of rays, (typically 1000 
rays) with angles selected to cover the entire space between a fixed source location and out to receiver on 
a horizontal line at the specified receiver depth. For each ray, the model computes the travel times and 
ranges to the locations where the ray intersects the receiver depth, and records the locations and the angles 
for reflection from the bottom and the surface. All this information is stored and used in the following 
stages. Notice that both the sound speed profile and the bathymetry are fixed; therefore the ray tracing is 
only executed once for each site. 
The theory of acoustic waves is well known, [1, 4, 5] and shall not be developed here. The implementation 
used in the ray tracing model is to divide the water column into a large number of layers with the same 
thickness Δz. Within each layer, the sound speed is approximated with a straight line so that, in the layer 
zi<z<zi+1, the sound speed is taken to be  

 ( ) ( ) .i i ic z c z z g= + −   (1) 

where ci is the sound speed at depth zi, and gi is the sound speed gradient in the segment. Since the sound 
speed in each of these layers has a constant gradient, the ray in each layer follows a circular arc; the arc’s 
radius of curvature Ri(z) is given by the local sound speed gradient gi(z) and the ray parameter ξ, 

 ( ) 1 .
( )i

i
R z

g zξ
= −    (2) 

The ray parameter is defined as: 

 
( )

cos ,s

sc z
θξ =   (3) 

where θs is the initial angle of the ray’s trajectory at the source depth zs and the sound speed is c(zs). After 
traveling through the layer from zi to zi+1 the range increment is  

 ( )1 1sin sin ,i i i i ir r R θ θ+ +− = − −  (4) 

which also can be written in the form  

 2 2 2 2
1 1

1 1 ( ) 1 ( ) .i i i i
i

r r c z c z
g

ξ ξ
ξ+ +

⎡ ⎤− = − − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (5) 

The local sound speed gradient is approximated by 

 
( ) ( )1 ,

1
i

c z c zi ig
z zi i

−+=
−+

 (6) 
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and the travel time increment is  

 
2 2

1
1 2 2

1

1 1 ( )( )1 ln   .
( ) 1 1 ( )

ii
i i

i i i

c zc z
g c z c z

ξ
τ τ

ξ
+

+

+

⎛ ⎞+ −⎜ ⎟− =
⎜ ⎟+ −⎝ ⎠

 (7) 

When the water depth varies with range, the ray parameter is no longer constant, but changes with the 
bottom inclination angle. Please refer to the paper [3] about the ray bottom-hitting calculation.  
The calculation of the trajectories and travel times described above assumes that ray’s curvature is finite, 
i.e. that the sound speed gradient is non-zero. In real life this will always be the case. However, in testing 
and in some other studies it is useful to have the possibility of using a constant sound speed; in such cases 
Equations (5) and (7) are exchanged with the following equations: 

 ( )1 1 1/ tan .i i i i ir r z z θ+ + +− = −  (8) 

 ( )1 1 1 1/ sin .i i i i i iz z cτ τ θ+ + + +− = − ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  (9) 

The acoustic intensity is calculated by using the principle that the power within a space limited by a pair 
of rays with initial angular separation of dθ0 centered on the initial angle θ0 will remain between the two 
rays, regardless of the rays’ paths. The acoustic intensity as function of horizontal range I(r), is according 
to this principle given by  

 ( )
2

0 0 0
0

cos
 .

sin
r d

I r I
r dr

θ θ
θ

=  (10) 

Equation (10) breaks down at turning points where θ=0, and at caustics where dr/dθ0=0. We will later 
describe how this problem is treated in the model. 
The absorption of sound in water is accounted for by using standard expression for absorption as function 
of frequency and the temperature and salinity of the water, [6, 7]. Figure 3 show the modeled absorption 
adapted from [3] as function of frequency for a salinity of 35 ppt. and water of temperature of 10°C. 
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Figure 3: Sea water absorption as function of frequency Salinity 35 ppt, water temperature 10 °C. 
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2.2 Eigenrays determination 

To model the complete sound field we need to sum all contributions coherently with correct amplitudes 
and times of arrival. This is not a trivial task and the first problem that arises is to find all the eigenrays 
that connect the source and receiver. A standard method for determining eigenrays is to start by computing 
the ray paths for a large number of rays, keeping track of where the rays hit the bottom and the surface or 
go through turning points. This information, the ray history, is stored in tables for later look-up. Thereafter 
a search algorithm must be applied to identify the various ray types and to select the rays which come 
closer to the desired position. This first result may be improved by either applying a recursive search 
algorithm to find the correct distance within a prescribed tolerance, as done in by Westwood and Vidmar 
[8] and by Dosso and Riedel [9]. 
The approach used in ray tracing is based on interpolation on the results of the initial ray tracing. 
However, the interpolation has to be done on rays that have same type of ray history. This consideration is 
illustrated in figure 4 which shows a simple example of ray tracing with constant water depth and sound 
speed.  

1r 2r0r

θ0 

 

 
Figure 4: An eigenray to the receiver at range r0 is found by interpolating between the two rays 

arriving at the same receiver depth at ranges r1 and r2. 

The figure 4 shows three ray paths from the source to reach three receivers positions at the same depth at 
different ranges. In this example, all three rays have gone through one reflection from the surface and two 
reflections from the bottom. The two rays intersecting the receiver depth at ranges r1 and r2 are the two 
rays from the initial ray tracing and the desired ray is the ray with start angle θ0 that is reaching the target 
at range r0. Notice that all rays have the same number of reflections from the surface (one) and the bottom 
(two). Therefore the relation between initial angle and receiver range will follow a reasonably smooth 
curve amendable to interpolation. The ranges at which the rays arrive at the same receiver depth should 
monotonically increase or decrease as the start angle increase, in order that the interpolation processing 
can be applied. Otherwise, e.g., in the occurrence of caustics that will be discussed later, the ranges as a 
function of start angle should be divided into multiple parts, so that the monotonically condition is 
satisfied within each part. 
The generalization of this example to any number of surface and bottom interactions and upper or lower 
turning points is implemented in the program. 

2.3 Bottom and surface interactions 

No rays are traced into the bottom and the bottom is described entirely by plane ray reflection coefficients. 
In the current implementation the bottom is modeled as a fluid with reflection coefficient 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

sin sin
sin sinb

c c
R

c c
ρ θ ρ θ
ρ θ ρ θ

−
=

+
 , (11) 

where ρ0 and ρ1 are the densities and c0 and c1 are the sound speed of the water and the bottom 
respectively. The incident angle with the bottom is θ0 and the angle θ1 is given by Snell’s law by  
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 0
1

1

cos .
c
c

θ =  (12) 

The sediment sound speed is allowed to be complex in order to account for sound absorption in the bottom 
sediment. For high frequency application the roughness σ of the bottom and the sea surface may be 
important. Both are calculated by the coherent reflection coefficient Rcoh 

 
22exp 2 sin .cohR π σ θ

λ

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (13) 

2.4 Turning points and caustics 

Equation (10) predicts infinite intensity under two conditions, when θ =0 and when dr/dθ0=0. The first 
condition signifies a turning point where the ray path becomes horizontal; the second condition occurs at 
points where an infinitesimal increase in the initial angle of the ray produces no change in the horizontal 
range traversed by the ray. In both cases there is focusing of energy by refraction where infinite amplitude 
is predicted by classical ray theory.  
This section illustrates how the model handles caustics and turning points by showing a simple example 
where sound speed is increasing monotonically with depth according to 

 ( ) 0 .c z c gz= +  (14) 

With the values c0=1475 m/s and g=0.03 s-1. 

Figure 5 shows the rays with initial angles from 0.1°to 7° at 0.07° intervals. The three dashed lines are the 
caustics for ray having been through one (m=1) and two (m=2) turning points respectively. The caustics 
are calculated by the method outline in the book by Officer [7]. 
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Figure 5:  Example of turning points and caustics. The figure shows ray paths for rays with initial 
angle from 0.1°to 7° at 0.07° intervals. The caustics are shown with dashed lines for the first three 

turning points. 
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Figure 6: Left: Range to a receiver at 100 m depth as function of initial angle θ0 between 0.1° and 
7°; Right: Transmission loss by classes as a function of range corresponding to 5 colored lines (but 

there are only 2 classes appearing in the specified acoustic environments). 

According to Snell’s law the turning points at the 100 m depth occur when the initial angle equals 
arcos[c(0)/ c(100)], in this case when θ0 = 3.65° at ranges of 2.97 km, 9.65 km, 15.51 km and 22.23 km. 
The turning points contributions are not included in the calculations, this is most noticeable at 2.97 km. 
The caustics are where dr/dθ0 =0 and can, in both plots, be seen at the ranges 8.9 km, 15.4 km and 21.7 
km. The model produces very strong fields at ranges near and above the caustic, but also caustic shadow 
zones for ranges near and below the caustics. The behaviors at turning points and at caustics are as 
anticipated for classical ray theory. Methods to improve the foiled estimates at caustics and turning points 
are found in the literature [1], but presently not implemented in the model. 

2.5 Addition of multipath arrivals 

The synthesis of the received signals is performed in the frequency domain by multiplying the frequency 
spectrum of the source signal with the transfer function of each of the eigenrays and coherent summation 
all the significant contributions. Symbolically this operation can be expressed as  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

exp .
N

n n n n
n

Q A B S T iω ω ω ωτ
=

Φ = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑  (15) 

In Equation (15) Φ(ω) is the spectral component at (angular) frequency ω of the signal received in a given 
location expressed as a sum over the N eigenrays that are included in the synthesis. 
The factors in Equation (15) are: 

• Q(ω) is the spectral component at (angular) frequency omega of the source signal.  
• An is the ray amplitude and represents the geometrical transmission loss. 
• Bn represents the combined effect of all bottom reflections for this particular ray path, i.e. the 

product of all the bottom reflection coefficients taking into account local bottom inclinations and 
properties if these vary with range. 

• Sn represents the reflection from the sea surface and for a flat surface is equal to one for an even 
number of surface reflections and minus one for an odd number of reflections. 

• Tn is the effect of the −90° phase shift associated with each turning points. 
• nτ is the travel time. 

Figure 7 shows an example with the results of calculating the received sound field at receivers at 100 m 
depth at a number of ranges from 0.5 km to 10 km for the sound speed profile and bottom topography of 
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left part in figure 7. The bottom parameters are sound speed 1700 m/s, density 1500 kg/m3, and absorption 
1.0 dB/wavelength. The time scale is a reduced time given by  

 /red redt t r c= − , (16) 

with the value redc =1475 m/s. The dashed line indicates the effect of the critical angle, approximately 
29.6°, and the expression of this line is  

 ( ) 1 1 .
cosred crit

rt r
c θ

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (17) 
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Figure 7: Left: eigenrays from a source at 25 m to the receiver at 100 m depth at 5 km range; Right: 
impulse response. The bottom has sound speed 1700 m/s, density 1500 kg/m3 and the absorption is 

1.0 dB/wavelength. The source signal is a short pulse with duration about 10 ms. The dashed oblique 
line represent the limits of the critical angle.  

The first and the strongest arrivals are the direct rays for ranges less than about 2 km, and the sound 
channeled rays for ranges larger than about 4 km. These arrivals are followed by a series of surface and 
bottom reflected contributions. The critical angle effect is observed by the reduced amplitudes of the later 
multi path arrivals at times after the times indicated by the dashed line. Arrivals below the dashed line 
strike the bottom with angles steeper then critical. Arrivals above the line are shallower than the critical 
angle and experience low bottom reflection loss.  

2.6 Signal and channel 

Selection of modulation method is an important aspect in communication. Arbitrary modulated signal is 
supported by this program. Typical example is the amplitude modulation, expressed by 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) sin( ),
t

c c

s t m t s t
m t S tω ϕ

=
= +

 (18) 

where ( )m t  is the modulated message, ( )s t  is the carrier signal. S and cϕ are arbitrary constants that 
represent the carrier amplitude and initial phase. 
The underwater channel will normally impose different types of distortions on the transmitted signal. 
These are time delay spread, time variations and Doppler spread. 
Delay spread is an effect of multipath propagation because the different multipaths have different travel 
times to a given receiver. Delay spread may lead to intersymbol interference and thus interfere and reduce 
the reliability of the communication link. The program estimates the delay spread by measuring the time 
the received signal level is higher than a threshold value specified by the user. 
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Doppler spread is also significant for communication system. For stationary source and receiver the 
Doppler spread is mostly caused by moving ocean surface is investigated here. 
The motion of the sea surface caused by ocean waves introduces Doppler shifts of the signals following 
sea surface reflected ray paths that hit the surface. This effect comes in addition to the incoherent loss of 
Eequation (13). It is significantly larger than that caused by many other phenomena.  
Vertical displacement of the surface can be modeled as Gaussian random variable with a zero mean and a 
standard deviation σ depending only on the wind speed [10]. Doppler spread wB of the signal component 
of frequency f , caused by a single surface reflection occurring at an incidence angle φ , is 

 1.5(0.0175 / ) cos ,wB c fu φ=  (19) 

where c  is sound speed in m/s and u is wind speed in m/s. 

The empirical relation between u and surface roughness σ (i.e. root-mean-squared wave height) 
according to the Phillips spectrum [11] (setting gravity to 9.81m/s2) is  

 20.0051 .uσ = •  (20) 

The total Doppler spread of a channel is dependent of the number of surface interactions the transmitted 
signal has before it arrives at the receiver. 
The scattering function is a powerful tool to analyze channel distortion due to spreading in delay τ  and 
Doppler υ . The scattering function is defined as 

 ( ; ) ( ; ) exp( 2 )exp( 2 ) ( ) ( ),hS r f t j t j f d t d fτ υ πυ πτ
∞ ∞

−∞ −∞
= Δ Δ − Δ Δ Δ Δ∫ ∫  (21) 

where hr is channel correlation function, tΔ  is time difference, and fΔ is frequency difference. 

The cross ambiguity function of original signal ts and response signal rs is defined as 

 
2

2( ; ) ( ) ( ) .
2 2

dj v t
d t rs t s t e dtπτ τθ τ υ −∗= + −∫  (22) 

This function can be used as a channel identification tool for time-variant channels. The relationship 
between the expectation value of the cross ambiguity function ( ; )dE θ τ υ  and the channel scattering 
function can be described as 

 0 1 1 1 1 1 1( ; ) ( ; ) ( ; ) .dE S d dθ τ υ θ τ τ υ υ τ υ τ υ= + +∫ ∫  (23) 

Where the 0θ  is the ambiguity function of the original signal and 1 1( ; )S τ υ  is the scattering function of 
channel. 
A source signal with long duration and wide bandwidth has ambiguity function given as 

 ( ; ) ( ) ( ).d dθ τ υ δ τ δ υ=  (24) 

The expectation of cross ambiguity function will equal the scattering function 

 1 1( ; ) ( ; ).dE Sθ τ υ τ υ=  (25) 

Based on these theories, the pulse response and the result of time-frequency analysis of a channel are 
shown in figure 8, the same acoustic conditions as shown in figure 2. Pulses arriving at the observation 
point (marked by arrow in figure 2) and traversing different paths are shown in the left part of figure 8. 
Different colors are used for easier illustrating the multipath effect. 
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Figure 8: Left: Pulse response in time domain at the receiving point (marked by arrow in figure 2) 
Right: Cross ambiguity of channel at the same location to illustrate the multi-path effect and time 

variations of channel. 

3 Program EasyPLR and case studies 

The input/output and the running of the model are by means of an easy-to-use program EasyPLR with a 
graphical interface as shown in figure 9. The environmental input parameters are source and receiver 
locations, sound speed profile, bottom topography, surface and bottom roughness, source signal types and 
parameters, computing options etc. The output results include the determination of sound shadow zones, 
caustics, Doppler and time delay spread and the complete time and frequency response for each of the 
multi-path arrivals and their sums, etc. Results of quantitative analysis can be displayed in the computer 
interface directly besides the graphics as shown in the figure 9. 

 
Figure 9: The interface of ray tracing program EasyPLR 
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The performance of any underwater communication systems may be quite dependent of the environmental 
conditions, especially the sound profiles and the sea state. We use EasyPLR to illustrate how seasonal 
changes in the sound speed profile may affect the coverage of a system in range and depth. The examples 
are from Norwegian Trondheim Harbor. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the transmission loss and ray paths from a source with 10° beam width at 2 m 
depth in November and September. The other parameters include: surface and seafloor roughness both are 
0.1 meter, carrier frequency is 20 kHz, modulated message is a Ricker pulse with the center frequency at 
50Hz, beam width of receiver is also 10°. 
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Figure 10: Rays and transmission loss by classes in Nov. 2006 in the Trondheim Harbor 
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Figure 11: Rays and transmission loss by classes in Sep. 2007 in the Trondheim Harbor.  

4 Conclusions  

The ray trace acoustic propagation model is intended for use in moderate range dependent environments. 
The complete acoustic fields are calculated by coherent addition of a large number of multipath arrivals. 
The sound speed of the water may vary with depth, but not with range.  
The ray tracing and the determination of the eigenrays are done only once for each scenario, i.e. for a fixed 
bottom topography, sound speed profile and source and receiver depths. Since these calculations are the 
most computationally intensive parts of the code, the model is quite efficient for broad frequency band 
calculations and consequently for the calculation of time responses by Fourier transformation of the broad 
band frequency transfer functions. Some physical limitations of channel are also analyzed based on the 
obtained ray paths. 
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The model is useful for studies of underwater communication links and sensor networks. Estimation of the 
range and depth coverage of the various multi path arrivals is important for the planning and deployment 
of the nodes. 
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Abstract 
Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC) has developed boundary element software for 
predicting the acoustic target strength of underwater targets. This AVAST software can use either the 
boundary integral equation method or the Kirchhoff approximation to evaluate the target strength of a 
complex three-dimensional shape. DRDC has also been involved with the development of a two-
dimensional analytically-based software tool for the rapid prediction of target strength. This BASIS 
(Bistatic Acoustic Simple Integrated Structure) software models the submarine as a set of primitive 
shapes, solves the target strength of these shapes analytically, then performs a coherent sum. BASIS 
allows for very simple models and very rapid compute times which is useful for evaluating sonar tactics 
and performing simulations in operations research work. Recently BASIS has been upgraded to allow for 
three-dimensional modelling and predictions and this paper compares the BASIS-3D predictions with 
those from the AVAST software for simplistic and realistic submarine geometries. 

1 Introduction 

The underlying principle of submarine warfare has always been stealth and a significant signature 
component of the submarine is its target echo strength (TES) or simply target strength (TS).  An accurate 
prediction of any underwater vehicle’s target strength is vital to understanding both the vehicle’s 
vulnerability and its detectability. As such, techniques for predicting the acoustic target strength of a given 
submarine model are under continuous development around the world.  Defence Research and 
Development Canada (DRDC) has developed boundary element software for predicting the target strength 
of underwater targets. This AVAST [1-4] software can use either the boundary integral equation method 
or the Kirchhoff approximation to evaluate the target strength of a complex three-dimensional shape. 
DRDC has also been involved with the development of a two-dimensional analytically-based software 
tool for the rapid prediction of target strength. This software, the Bistatic Acoustic Simple Integrated 
Structure (BASIS) Target Strength Model [5] was jointly developed by researchers at the Naval Research 
Laboratory (NRL) in the USA, DRDC Atlantic in Canada, and the Defence Science and Technology 
Organization in Australia. Established methods, including AVAST, for making high-fidelity target 
strength predictions can be very computationally intensive and involve detailed geometrical models which 
require significant amounts of time to develop.  As a result, operations researchers and naval operators 
often use a single monostatic target strength value, or a limited number of bistatic values, in their work.  
BASIS was intended to provide operations researchers with a straightforward way to construct simple but 
sufficiently accurate models of submarine targets from a handful of simple shapes, using only minimal 
knowledge of the details of the actual target, and then use reliable analytic approximations to produce fast 
but reasonably accurate target-strength results in the frequency band from approximately 250 to 2500 Hz.  
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The original BASIS was compared extensively with AVAST and other TS prediction software in a variety 
of fora [6-8] including a workshop organized by Forschungsanstalt der Bundeswehr für Wasserschall und 
Geophysik (FWG) in Kiel, Germany [9-12]. During this workshop it was also noted that, in some cases, 
the BASIS software gave reasonable results up to about 4 kHz, primarily for either simple shapes or 
simple combinations of shapes. Note that the original BASIS software is only two-dimensional and, thus, 
only makes predictions in a plane cutting through the centreline of the target. BASIS could not account for 
true three-dimensional effects including such things as submarine sails with sloped sides. There were also 
some engagement geometries in which BASIS could not accurately predict a full bistatic pattern due to the 
limitations of the theory. 

As a result of these deficiencies, development of a more complete three-dimensional version of BASIS 
was started. This version, BASIS-3D, will allow for a more complete 3D prediction of target strength and 
will have upgraded capabilities for predicting the forward scatter component of bistatic target strength. 
While development of BASIS-3D is still not complete, the implementation of a limited set of primitive 
shapes and some forward scatter capability has been completed and will be demonstrated in this paper.  

This paper will, after outlining some terminology, give a brief outline of the background to the three sets 
of software, including AVAST, BASIS, and BASIS-3D, followed by examples of the predictions made by 
these codes with a variety of models ranging from relatively simple shapes to complex submarine models.  

1.1 Target Strength 

Target strength is defined [13] as the ratio, on a decibel scale, of the acoustic intensity (Is) scattered in a 
particular direction to the incident acoustic intensity (Ii), or TS = 10 log10 (Is/Ii), where the scattered and 
incident intensities are determined at unit distance from the acoustic center of the target. Alternatively, the 
intensity parameters used in the above formulation may be replaced by expressions for pressure (p) under 
the plane wave approximation, p2=ρcI, where ρ is the density of the fluid medium and c its sound speed.  
This leads to the following expression for target strength, 
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where ps and pi represent, respectively, the effective scattered and incident acoustic pressure. Note that ps 
is measured at a specific location (field point, r) in the far field while pi is measured at the target location. 
The second term in Equation (1) corrects to the reference measurement distance (r0) of one unit of length 
(usually 1m) and both r and r0 are measured with respect to the acoustic center of the target.  

There are a variety of primary scattering mechanisms from the bow, stern, and beam aspects which must 
be accounted for in target strength modeling. Typically, the most important contribution is specular 
reflection where an acoustic plane wave from the source “bounces” from a scatterer and travels to the 
receiver. For monostatic target strength, the measurement field point or sonar receiver position lies in the 
direction back towards the source location and this is referred to as backscatter. For bistatic target 
strength, the measurement point may lie in any direction relative to the target. Of some interest is the 
scattered response directly opposite the target from the source, which is known as forward scatter. 

2 Background of AVAST and BASIS 

2.1 AVAST 

The boundary integral equation method (BIEM) is one of the available techniques for determining the 
target strength of a submerged structure and is of the same form as that required in ocean wave scattering 
and diffraction, electromagnetic antenna theory, electrostatics, hydrodynamic oscillations within harbours, 
and wave forces on structures.  Unfortunately, no closed-form solutions exist for arbitrary surfaces.  Even 
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for idealized shapes, the number of analytical solutions is very small. Boundary integral formulations have 
long been recognized as an elegant and computationally economical method of modelling the 
compressible fluid loading upon a submerged structure.  The strength of an integral formulation of the 
acoustic problem is the reduction of dimensionality; the three-dimensional pressure field is represented by 
a two-dimensional integral relationship on the surface of the structure.  The elegance of the method is the 
mathematical simplicity of the resulting integral expressions. 

DRDC Atlantic has developed the software suite AVAST for use in the numerical prediction of the 
acoustic radiation and scattering from floating or submerged elastic structures immersed in infinite, half-
space or finite-depth fluid domains.  AVAST combines the finite element method for modelling of the 
structure (if required) with the boundary integral equation technique for representing the fluid. The 
capabilities of AVAST also include target strength analysis of both elastic and inelastic structures. 

For problems involving exterior fluid domains, AVAST employs a boundary element formulation based 
upon the classical Helmholtz integral equation, i.e.,: 
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where G represents the Green's function due to a time harmonic point source located at point Q, p(Pf) 
represents the acoustic pressure at a point Pf in the fluid domain (satisfying the Helmholtz differential 

equation for time-harmonic waves, 0)()( 22 =+∇ ff PpkPp ), ω represents the angular frequency, u(Q) 

represents the displacement amplitude normal to the body surface S at the point Q, pi(Pf) represents the 
prescribed pressure of the incident acoustic wave, and nQ represents the surface normal vector at point Q. 

For the special case of a body submerged in an infinite fluid domain, this Greens function can be 
expressed using the following formula: 
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where R is the distance between Pf and Q and k represents the acoustic wavenumber (ω/c).  In addition, 
the coefficient cg(Pf) is a function of the local geometry, having a value of 4π for locations Pf  fully 
immersed in the fluid domain and a value of 2π for points residing on the body surface. For problems 
involving half-space fluid domains, an additional term must be added to Equation (3) whose exact form 
depends on the nature of the half-space boundary condition, i.e., free surface (pressure release) or rigid 
plane (zero velocity). The term is identical to the RHS of Equation (3) with a new source point Q located 
as an image source and with the term being negative for a free surface and positive for a rigid plane. 

Standard numerical techniques are used to solve this integral formulation and include the discretization of 
the wet surface of the body, or structure, into a collection of boundary element panels (either three- or 
four-noded), followed by the numerical integration of the Helmholtz integral equation over the surface of 
the body (represented by these panels).  This leads to a system of algebraic equations relating the acoustic 
pressure on the surface of the body to the incident pressure field and surface normal velocities, i.e.: 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }ipuGpH += 2ρω          (4) 

where the number of unknown surface pressures (length of the vector {p}) is equal to the number of 
panels and the matrix operators [H] and [G] can be expressed using the following forms: 
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where the subscripts ij represent the i-th row and the j-th column of the matrices [H]  and [G]. 

Equation (4) is then solved for the surface acoustic pressures, i.e., 

{ } [ ] [ ]{ } { }( )ipuGHp +=
− 21

ρω         (6) 
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Finally, the surface acoustic pressures are used to predict the field pressures at points in the fluid domain 
and, from these, estimates of the body's target strength can be generated using Equation (1). 

AVAST performs this procedure based on geometric models provided by the user in the specified AVAST 
format. Typically models are generated from finite element models (for ship hulls) or other geometric 
modelers capable of producing paneled representations of the target. Note that discretization of the 
structure is required on only that portion which is exposed to the fluid. Further reductions in model size 
can be achieved by taking advantage of symmetry (for monostatic target strength only).  

Additional data, including the location of the field points and acoustic sources, fluid properties (sound 
speed and density), geometry of the fluid domain (i.e., infinite, half-space, or finite-depth waveguide), and 
frequency range, can also be entered using the AVAST graphical user interface. Care should be taken, 
however, to ensure that the degree of mesh refinement is sufficient to capture the distribution of the 
acoustic pressure at the upper end of the prescribed frequency range.  AVAST analyses have indicated 
that on the order of 10-12 boundary element panels per acoustic wavelength are required.  

The underlying boundary element based algorithms employed by the AVAST solver are best suited for 
low frequencies (typically up to 1500 Hz for a submarine-sized target).  Attempts to model the acoustic 
response at higher frequencies can quickly overwhelm the memory/disk-space resources of most 
computers, primarily due the modelling requirement of 10-12 panels per acoustic wavelength. Fortunately, 
a number of computational techniques, developed specifically for high frequency target strength analysis, 
have been reported [11, 14, 15] including the Kirchhoff scattering technique and it was decided to develop 
a Kirchhoff-based scattering capability within the framework of the AVAST code. 

The Kirchhoff approximation developed for AVAST was based on the work published by Schneider, et al  
[11].  In their approach, the far-field pressures produced by the scattering object can be approximated by 
the following expression: 
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where ℜ  represents the plane wave reflection coefficient which relates the incident and scattered fields 
on the body surface (i.e., ( ) ( )sincsscat rprp

rr
ℜ=  ).  For the initial implementation in AVAST, only rigid 

objects will be considered (ℜ  = 1).  Although not explicitly defined [11], it is assumed that scatφ  and incφ  

represent the angle between the surface normal and the vectors representing relative position of the field 
and source points with respect to the panel centroid. 

A formulation quite similar to that provided above in Equation (7) has also been derived in [14] for cases 
restricted to surfaces without sharp corners or edges: 
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Due to the relative simplicity of the Kirchhoff formulations provided above, both expressions have been 
implemented in the AVAST code, for both the bistatic and monostatic cases.  Discretization of the model 
into panels is still required, but the memory requirements for this method are much reduced compared to 
the BIEM. For example, a 20,000 panel model requires on the order of 6 GB of RAM to run the BIEM 
effectively and may take several hours on a high-end workstation, while a similar Kirchhoff 
approximation might take several seconds and models of up to 200,000 panels are easily run on a desktop 
PC. However, one trade-off is in accuracy. Unfortunately, the Kirchhoff approximation does not model 
forward scatter correctly and, as a result, is limited in its bistatic predictions over a range of bistatic angles 
(typically ±60º from the source location). The Kirchhoff approximation also does not deal well with 
complex (particularly concave) objects unless multiple reflections are specifically managed and calculated 
within the software. These types of objects are not an issue with the BIEM. In general, the Kirchhoff 
approximation provides a fast solution for full 3D structures with relatively complex shapes and can 
address frequencies well above those available to the BIEM. 
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2.2 BASIS 

The goal of BASIS was to provide OR staff with a relatively simple tool for the prediction of low 
frequency target strength. The software was to run fast enough to be used in Monte Carlo-type analyses 
and the target models must be generated without requiring substantial expertise. The operation of BASIS 
starts by approximating the target submarine as an assembly of components with simplified shapes (a 
cylinder for the main hull, a truncated cone for the tail section, etc.) called primitives. A hard boundary 
condition on the surface of each component is then applied. For given source and receiver directions, one 
then obtains the jth component’s complex scattering function gj by analytic evaluation, either exact or 
approximate, of the physical-optics surface integral for that combination of source, receiver and 
component. Finally combine these results coherently into the submarine’s bistatic response (summing all 
the gj) for these source and receiver directions. The resulting target strength is the square of the target’s 
overall scattering function: 

2
gTS =            (9) 

Thus, a submarine model for BASIS is comprised of a small set of components which roughly 
approximate its hull.  The contribution to monostatic target strength of each of these primitives is 
considered independently.  It is the square of the specular reflection, and is given by: 
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where k is the magnitude of the wavenumber vector pointing from the receiver to the scatterer, ∆r is the 
line-of-sight displacement of a point on the surface, and dA is the line-of-sight differential area (see [5, 16] 
for derivation).  This equation is valid only in the monostatic case and assumes perfect acoustic reflection.  
For bistatic models, exact forward scatter contributions are also calculated and the Bistatic Theorem is 
applied. 

The integral in Equation [10] is known as the physical optics integral (POI) and is evaluated over the 
illuminated portion of the surface of the primitive in question.  It is not trivial to evaluate and in some 
cases only approximate solutions may be found.  To date, the POIs for several common primitives (prolate 
ellipsoids and hemi-ellipsoids, horizontal cones and trapezoids of revolution, vertical square and circular 
plates, vertical circular and elliptical cylinders and semi-cylinders, horizontal circular cylinders and semi-
cylinders, and spheres and hemispheres) have been pre-determined.   

While BASIS employed 3D primitives, it did not truly allow 3D modelling.  Instead, all primitives are 
placed on a 2-dimensional plane, with freedom only in the x- and y-directions (forward/aft and 
port/starboard for a submarine).  All primitives are necessarily symmetric about this plane. These 
limitations impose significant restrictions on the possible shape of BASIS models; especially important is 
that no component may exhibit vertical asymmetry (such as an airfoil-shaped submarine sail). 

Initial testing of BASIS was accomplished through comparisons with AVAST and, later, through the 
results of the FWG-hosted workshop. During this testing it was noted that, for geometries which complied 
with the BASIS limitations, BASIS compared well with other software tools at frequencies up to 4 and 8 
kHz, well in excess of those for which it were designed. For situations which exceeded the BASIS 
limitations, such as a submarine sail with sloped sides, agreement was poor except at the lowest 
frequencies.  

2.3 BASIS-3D 

BASIS-3D is an extension of the original BASIS and, similarly, it operates on a physical model of the 
target constructed using an assortment of primitives. As described above, the original BASIS included two 
temporary expedients. First, it operated in-plane only (with the source and receiver both at zero elevation), 
generating its in-plane-bistatic output by bootstrapping monostatic results through the Bistatic Theorem 
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(an approximation whose validity can suffer significantly outside the backscatter regime). Secondly, it 
implemented a rough-and-ready sail model containing sizeable flat plates that turned out to produce 
unrealistic specular features. BASIS-3D aimed to improve this by extending the original model to operate 
in fully bistatic geometries [17] (with arbitrary azimuths and elevations for both source and receiver) 
without resorting to any bistatic-theorem approximation. It also implements two improved sails: an 
elliptical cylinder and one with a shape derived from low-speed airfoils. The first of these has necessarily 
vertical walls but the second can have a tumble home, and they both avoid the flat-plate artifacts of the 
earlier version while remaining simple enough to be treated by analytic methods. BASIS-3D is not yet 
complete as only a selection of the primitives have been fully developed, but initial results show the 
potential of the software. In some cases, full three-dimensional monostatic target strength predictions are 
available, but bistatic results are still not available over the entire possible scattered field.  

In BASIS-3D, the complex scattering function for each component of the submarine is the result of a 
Matlab® computation that is vectorized to handle large sets of source/receiver directions simultaneously. 
For flat components, the POI is worked out in closed form and implemented directly. For curved 
components, where no closed form is available, two approximation options are provided: a low-order form 
for maximum speed, and a uniform asymptotic form for high accuracy. 

The first objective is the analytic evaluation of gj for each of the principal primtives in general bistatic 
geometries. A simple shape is chosen to approximate each component so that, with a suitable choice of 
coordinate system, gj, can be expressed in terms of tractable 1-D integrals. The result has the general form 

∫ ∫= dvduvubuag j ),()(          (11) 

The simplest components (the fins) are modeled as surfaces of zero curvature (flat plates) and Cartesian 
coordinates (u,v) simplify the inner integrand b(u,v) to b(v) so that the 2-D integral separates completely,  

∫ ∫×= dvvbduuag j )()(           (12) 

Furthermore, the constituent 1-D integrals can be expressed in closed form using simply the sampling 
function, sinc(x) = sinx/x. More complicated non-flat components are modeled as surfaces of single or 
double curvature (generalized tubular shapes). For these, when cylindrical coordinates (u,v) are used, the 
inner integral, B(u) = ∫b(u,v)dv, is expressible in terms of the sampling function and its derivative. Though 
the subsequent outer integral, ∫a(u)B(u)du, has no closed form, it can be estimated by saddle-point 
techniques. For each curved component, the result is obtained at a user-selected level of approximation. 
The lowest level requires only the evaluation of a few trig functions and consequently runs very fast. 
However, in scenarios in which the saddle point can approach either endpoint of the integration interval, 
discontinuities and divergences can occur. The higher level is a uniform asymptotic approximation, and is 
entirely well behaved even as the saddle point passes through either endpoint. Although the derivation is 
much more trouble at this level, the ultimate result is surprisingly uncomplicated. In fact, it never involves 
anything more exotic than the complex error function, erf(z). As well, when a standard vectorized erf(z) 
routine is used, the computation is nearly as fast as the lowest-order formulation. 

The archetypical curved component is the circular cylinder, whose scattering function assumes the form 
)()sinc( ,|| αν baj QkLLg ×∝ , in which Qa,b(α) is a complex angular integral from a to b with a 

functional dependence on a large parameter α . The saddle point for the integrand’s phase is the origin, 
and the two estimates for the integral are a lowest-order stationary-phase expression and a higher-order 
uniform asymptotic expression for Qa,b(α). Results for all the other tubular components follow this pattern, 
and none involves any special function but erf(z) . 

The second objective, improved sail design, is pursued with two model sails. In the elliptical model, the 
sail is simply an elliptical cylinder that rises straight from the deck. Its parameters are the height and the 
major and minor radii of the elliptical cross-section. In the airfoil model, the horizontal cross-section at 
each height is based on a shape devised in the 1930s to characterize low-speed airfoils. The length, width, 
and fore-aft placement of the cross-section are allowed to have independent linear dependences on the 
height above the deck. The result is a surface of single curvature that can be tapered from aft and/or from 
port and starboard, and whose leading edge may be either vertical or raked (leaning aft). 
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In its general form, the physical-optics expression for the scattering function of an object is 

)()(ˆ
1

)ˆ,ˆ(

2 rdSerng
M

rki rrr rr

∫
⋅⋅=

ρσ

νν
λ

        (13) 

in which r
r
varies across the object’s surface S and λ is the acoustic wavelength (and k = 2π/λ is the 

corresponding wave number), σ̂ and ρ̂ are unit vectors from the object’s center toward the source and 

receiver (both in the far field), 2/)ˆˆ( ρσν +=
r

is their average ( 1≤= νν
r ), )(ˆ rn

r
 and )(rdS

r
are the 

outward unit normal and the surface area element at r
r
and )ˆ,ˆ( ρσM  is the “mutually visible” part of S 

(visible from both source and receiver). If )ˆ(σS and )ˆ(ρS  denote the parts of S that are visible from the 

σ̂ and ρ̂  directions respectively, the mutually visible scattering region is )ˆ()ˆ()ˆ,ˆ( ρσρσ SSM ∩= . 

This scattering formulation amounts to using geometric optics (rays) for the propagation to and from the 
target and a simple rigid boundary condition for the target interaction. It has the advantage of being 
asymptotically correct in the high-frequency (i.e., λ → 0) limit; however, without further modification, it 
omits two phenomena - diffraction and penetration - that can play a role at finite frequencies. It is 
anticipated that these can be included within the framework of BASIS-3D at a later date. 

Equation (13) applies to a scattering object of arbitrary (smooth) shape. The integral could always be 
evaluated numerically, but that can become prohibitively time-consuming, particularly at high frequencies 
where )(rdS

r
is necessarily small. Alternatively, for high-frequency applications involving objects with 

simple geometric shapes (e.g., spheres, cylinders), the integral can be evaluated accurately and rapidly 
using analytic methods. The BASIS-3D approach is to extend this second approach to composite targets 
that can be modeled as collections of such components that never block each other. That condition simply 
means that no component lies in the line of sight between the source or receiver and the illuminated side 
of another component. For a submarine target, its fulfillment is virtually perfect because of the vessel’s 
streamlined shape (except for the sail at high elevation angles – a situation not operationally interesting). 
For this scheme to work, each component must be symmetric enough that, with the right choice of 
coordinates, the surface integral for g can be resolved into one-dimensional integrals that can be addressed 
by standard analytical methods. The simplest cases involve flat plates. When these have regular shapes, 
closed-form analytic results are often available for both one-dimensional integrals. In other cases (e.g., the 
cylinder) it is necessary to resort to an asymptotic (saddle-point) approximation for one of the integrals. 
The development of the relevant scattering-function expressions, their numerical implementation, and 
their organization into the BASIS-3D model are described in [18]. 

Reference [18] develops useable analytic evaluations of Equation (13) for a variety of components of 
various shapes in arbitrary spatial orientations, with each component centered at the origin. For flat plates, 
these expressions are exact results in closed form. For curved surfaces (a circular cylinder, a circular cone, 
an elliptical cylinder, and the airfoil sail), they are asymptotic saddle-point approximations, each of which 
is obtained in both a lowest- and higher-order form. The lowest order has the advantages of much greater 
analytical simplicity and a slightly faster computer implementation. However, depending on the source 
and receiver positions, it can also produce non-physical artifacts (discontinuities and singularities) in the 
modeled scattering output that can be mistaken for genuine target features. The higher order is a uniform 
asymptotic approximation and is therefore free of these artifacts, although the analytical formulation 
underlying it is much more complicated and its computer implementation is slightly slower. Note that 
BASIS-3D does not yet incorporate the complete set of primitives available in the original BASIS. There 
are sufficient primitives available however, to examine a limited number of submarine geometries. 

3 Models 

To evaluate the performance of BASIS-3D, target strength predictions are compared to those of AVAST 
using a variety of models of interest to the submarine community. As one of the BASIS-3D upgrades 
included additional sail models, these were used as the simple models in the comparison. A very simple 
submarine model was then examined based on the generic submarine examined in the original BASIS 
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reports. Some difficulties were encountered as all the primitives used in the initial evaluation have not 
been converted for full 3D operation. Finally, a realistic submarine shape was examined, unfortunately 
with the same limitation on available primitives. 

3.1 Submarine Sail Models 

The three sail models available in BASIS-3D [18] include an elliptical sail with vertical sides, an airfoil-
based sail with vertical sides, and the same airfoil but with a sloping front, back, and sides allowed. The 
same overall maximum length (14m), maximum width (3.0m), and sail height (5.7m) were used for all 
three models. For the sloped airfoil shape, the upper width and length are 80% of the deck values and the 
aft end at the top is 0.8m further forward than at the bottom. AVAST models were generated to match the 
BASIS primitive geometries. The AVAST paneled models are shown in Figures 1 to 3.  

  
 

Figure 1: Elliptical Sail Figure 2: Vertical Airfoil Sail Figure 3: Sloped Airfoil Sail 

 

Several AVAST models were created to insure convergence and to evaluate the results at a variety of 
frequencies. Panel sizes varied from 100mm to 40mm with the smallest panel sizes resulting in models of 
135,000 (sloped airfoil sail) to 150,000 panels (elliptical sail). For comparison, the sloped airfoil model 
with 100mm panels had roughly 21,000 panels. 

Initial comparisons quickly showed that the BASIS-3D models do not include a top or bottom plate (they 
are not needed when combined with the other primitives). An elliptical top plate was quickly added as 
another primitive for performing comparisons with AVAST, but the airfoil version is not yet available. 

3.2 Generic Submarine Models 

The generic submarine model from the original BASIS report [5] was selected in order to examine a more 
sophisticated model, but one comprised of very simple geometric shapes. The BASIS-3D model (shown in 
Figure 4) is 80.0m long overall and is composed of a hull cylinder (55.0m x 5.0m), tail cone (20.0m x 
5.0m x 1.0m), partial bow half-cylinder (5.0m x 2.8m), elliptical sail (matches that above), and simple flat 
plate vertical tail fins (4.40m x 2.95m, angled to the centerline by 11º).  

An AVAST model was created to reasonably match the BASIS-3D model. To eliminate possible 
numerical problems, all volumes were closed which resulted in several differences. The AVAST bow is a 
hemisphere, the sail has a top plate, the tail cone is closed at the aft end, and the tail fins have cylindrical 
leading edges. The resulting model (also shown in Figure 4) has a panel size of 125mm resulting in about 
162,000 panels. Note that only the Kirchhoff approximation was used for this analysis, so there is no 
requirement for physical continuity in the various components (the tail fins are not connected to the tail 
cone). This would cause problems with AVAST BIEM. 
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Figure 4: AVAST and BASIS-3D Generic Submarine Models 

3.3 Realistic Submarine Models 

The Benchmark Target Strength Simulation (BeTSSi) submarine, a generic submarine model developed at 
FWG in Kiel, Germany in 2002 [9], was designed to satisfy requirements for a benchmark model (realistic 
but not sensitive geometry).  Researchers from around the world were invited to participate in a 2002 
workshop on numerical target strength simulation using this model [10-12].  The majority of the 
participants’ codes utilized the Kirchhoff approximation to generate target strength predictions at 
frequencies up to 8 kHz.  Results from AVAST, as well as other “exact” simulations, were included for 
comparison at lower frequencies 200 Hz to 1 kHz).  Target strength predictions from the original BASIS 
were also submitted, but were based on the pre-existing Generic model (above). Subsequently, a much 
more detailed BASIS model was created with excellent results [6], but this model could not be used for 
this analysis as all the primitives are not available in BASIS-3D yet (such as the bow ellipsoid). 

  
Figure 5: BASIS BeTTSi Model with Full 

Elliptical Bow 

Figure 6: BASIS BeTSSi Model with Half 

Cylindrical Bow 

 

The submarine is 62.0m in length. For the BASIS-3D model, the main cylinder was assumed to be 44.6m 
long with a 10.4m tail cone (with a forward radius of 3.5m and an aft radius of 0.35m). One consideration 
when modelling the BeTSSi submarine with primitives is which radius to use for the hull cylinder.  The 
submarine's main hull is a cylinder of radius 3.5m, with the top ±45º off-vertical section extended 
upwards, forming the deck and transitioning to the sail. The hull is hence 7m in beam and 7.5m in height 
and exhibits symmetry only about the vertical centreline plane.  It was decided to preserve the height of 
the hull and implement a 3.75m radius; this would hopefully optimize target strength at beam angles but 
implies some inaccuracy towards bow, stern, and overhead aspects. The tail fins (4) and bow planes (2) 
are modelled as paired angled plates with chords of 1.5m.  As BASIS does not include occlusion, the 7.0m 
total height of the tail has been reduced to 5.2m (corresponding to the area which should be obscured by 

AVAST 

BASIS-3D 
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the tail cone). The sail was the sloped airfoil model (deck length of 13.0m, width of 2.4m, height of 3.5m, 
top length of 12.3m, width of 2.0m, and rear offset of 0.2m). The BeTSSi bow is a complex ellipsoid 
which does not have a matching primitive available in BASIS-3D. As such, two BASIS models (shown in 
Figures 5 and 6) were created in order to determine if either produced results which matched those 
produced by AVAST for the complex bow shape. The first included a short bow elliptical cylinder (7.0m 
x 3.5m x 3.5m) and the second a taller bow half-cylinder (3.5m x 5.0m). Unfortunately, the only elliptical 
cylinder available in BASIS was a complete cylinder, resulting in erroneous results from the stern aspect. 

A variety of AVAST models were created including panel sizes of 28cm (20,000 panels), 20cm (39,000 
panels), and 11cm (125,000 panel half model) and one such model is shown in Figure 7. Note the complex 
bow and casing. The two larger panel sizes were examined using both AVAST methods while it was 
possible to use the smallest panel size model only under the Kirchhoff approximation. 

 
Figure 7: AVAST BeTSSi Submarine Model 

4 Results 

The majority of the results were generated using a simple desktop PC. Currently BASIS-3D is formulated 
to run as a Matlab® script and, as such, requires that Matlab® be installed. The AVAST Kirchhoff runs 
were also all performed on a PC and these results are indicated below by the AVASTK legend. The BIEM 
models that were run (typically 20,000 to 40,000) panels were run on DRDC’s SGI cluster. The following 
subsections show a typical selection of the analyses performed. Note that all predictions assume that the 
models are in an infinite fluid with sound speed of 1500 m/s and density of 1025 kg/m3. For all models the 
x-axis is forward/aft (0º is the bow), the y-axis is port/starboard, and the z-axis up/down (with the positive 
direction being the former of each case).  

4.1 Sail Models – Monostatic 

The monostatic target strength for all three sail models was predicted using BASIS-3D and AVAST 
(Kirchhoff) for the x-y plane at 3000 Hz. The results are shown in Figure 8 and, in general, the agreement 
is quite good. As can be seen, the agreement is best for the simplest shape, the elliptical cylinder and worst 
for the most complex shape, the sloped airfoil. The agreement is particularly bad at the stern aspect (180º), 
however, the levels are extremely low, thus, not particularly relevant. 

4.2 Sail Models - Bistatic 

For comparing the bistatic capabilities, two scenarios were examined. For the first, only the elliptical sail 
was considered and BASIS-3D was compared to both the BIEM and Kirchhoff AVAST results at a 
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frequency of 3 kHz. The scattering geometry involved a source located broadside (port) to the submarine 
but elevated by 20º. The receiver positions were in a full circle in the y-z plane (port/starboard) with 0º 
port broadside increasing towards the top of the sail. 
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Figure 8: All Sails, Bistatic, 3 kHz, BASIS-3D and AVAST Kirchhoff 
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Figure 9: Elliptical Sail, Bistatic, 3 kHz, BASIS-3D and AVAST BIEM and Kirchhoff 

The results of these analyses are shown in Figure 9. AVAST K44 and AVAST B44 indicate the Kirchhoff 
and BIEM results for a 44,000 panel model while AVAST B24 indicates a 24,000 panel BIEM result (the 
AVAST B44 results were only done for 180º). Notice there is excellent agreement except in the forward 
scatter arc from roughly 180º to 280º (pure forward scatter would be at 200º and the specular reflection at 
340º) where it would be expected that the BIEM should be reasonably accurate. In this case, BASIS-3D 
has automatically locked out the forward scatter area where it is known not to be accurate, but the 
Kirchhoff result clearly does not come close to the BIEM. 

The second scenario examined all three sail configurations comparing BASIS-3D with AVAST 
(Kirchhoff) at a frequency of 1 kHz. The geometry involved a source 60º off the port bow elevated 20º 
with receiver positions in the x-y plane but at a down angle of 10º. The results are shown in Figure 10. As 
can be seen, the agreement between BASIS-3D and AVAST is very good and similar to that shown in 
Figure 8 except in the forward scatter arc (as is expected). 
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Figure 10: All Sails, Bistatic, 1 kHz, BASIS-3D and AVAST Kirchhoff 

4.3 Generic Submarine 
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Figure 11: Generic Submarine, Monostatic, 500 Hz, BASIS-3D and AVAST K, a) x-y b) y-z c) x-z 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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For both the generic and realistic submarines, only monostatic results are presented at this time due to the 
limited forward scatter arcs and limited primitives available in this version of BASIS-3D. For the generic 
submarine, results are presented in Figures 11a through 11c for the three primary axes (xy, yz, and xz) at 
500 Hz (a frequency well within the valid areas for all methods). As can be seen in Figure 11a, the 
agreement between BASIS-3D and AVAST (Kirchhoff) for the x-y plane is excellent with minor 
deviations around 120º. Note that the exact stern aspect is somewhat inaccurate as no stern cap primitive 
was applied to the BASIS-3D model. The results from the y-z plane also agree quite well (see Figure 11b) 
with no obvious differences from the partial bow model. 

Figure 11c shows the results for the fore/aft direction (the x-z plane) and, while agreement is quite good 
from directly overhead past the stern to directly underneath, the bow aspect is quite poorly predicted (from 
10º to about 85º) as might be expected from the poor bow representation. In general, the results are 
excellent and could readily be improved with an improved bow primitive. 

4.4 Realistic Submarine 
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Figure 12: BeTSSi Submarine, Monostatic, 250 Hz, BASIS-3D and AVAST, a) x-y b) y-z c) x-z 

As the BeTSSi model had already been examined at low frequencies through the FWG-hosted workshop, 
those results were leveraged to allow for the comparison of a number of BIEM results without undergoing 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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extremely long run times. The frequency chosen was 250 Hz which would also be approaching the lower 
end of the validity of the BASIS-3D model. The results, shown in Figures 12 (a-c) show the monostatic 
target strength comparison between AVAST and the BASIS-3D models for all three primary axes. 

As can be seen in Figure 12a (the x-y plane), while the general shape of the resulting predictions agree, the 
lack of a proper bow model and the casing of the BeTSSi submarine results in significant disagreements 
between the various models. In this case, it is expected that the AVAST BIEM (AVAST B, 39,000 panel 
model) results are more accurate, particularly at bow aspect. Note the BASIS-3D elliptical cylinder model 
matches the AVAST results better at bow aspect than the half-cylinder, but there is a strong effect on the 
stern aspect target strength from the full elliptical cylinder which is known to be in error (the half-cylinder 
bow model gives much better results in this area). Also note that, even with 250,000 panels for a full 
model, the Kirchhoff does not match the BIEM exactly. 

For the y-z and x-z planes, only the results from one BASIS-3D model are provided as for these planes the 
choice of the bow shape doesn’t have an impact at bow aspect. Figure 12b shows the results for the 
port/starboard (y-z plane) which shows stronger differences than for the generic submarine, likely due to 
the effect of the casing which is not modeled in BASIS-3D. For the x-z plane (Figure 12c), with the 
exception of the stern artifact as discussed above and the bow aspect, the agreement between AVAST 
(Kirchhoff) and BASIS-3D is good with the best agreement between about 80º and 150º (and 210º and 
280º). An improved bow model would likely result in better agreement between the two methods. 

5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

A variety of tools are available for the prediction of acoustic target strength ranging from full boundary 
element methods through to rapid semi-analytical tools. DRDC has developed it’s AVAST boundary 
element software which can use either the boundary integral equation method or the Kirchhoff 
approximation to evaluate the target strength of complex three-dimensional shapes. DRDC, together with 
NRL and DSTO, have been involved with the development of a two-dimensional analytically-based 
software tool called BASIS which, through recent work at DRDC and NRL has recently been upgraded to 
allow for three-dimensional modelling and predictions. This paper compared the BASIS-3D predictions 
with those from the AVAST software for simplistic and realistic submarine geometries. 

Several models were examined including stand-alone submarine sail models recently incorporated into 
BASIS-3D, a generic submarine model used in BASIS development, and a realistic submarine shape 
developed at an international target strength workshop. Predictions were made at variety of frequencies 
for both monostatic and bistatic geometries. The agreement at 1 and 3 kHz between BASIS-3D and the 
two AVAST techniques was excellent for the three sail models (elliptical, vertical airfoil, and sloped 
airfoil) for the monostatic case and also for the bistatic case except in the forward scatter arc (roughly 
100º). As neither BASIS-3D nor AVAST (Kirchhoff) are expected to perform well yet in that area, these 
results were not surprising. The AVAST BIEM can predict the forward scatter but we have no data for 
comparison (although it has performed well in previous tests). Monostatic results for the generic 
submarine at 500 Hz were also in good agreement (between BASIS-3D and AVAST (Kirchhoff)) except 
for bow aspects due to the fact that BASIS-3D currently uses a half-cylinder while the AVAST model 
used a hemisphere to model the bow. Finally, a realistic submarine based on the BeTSSi workshop model 
was examined at 250 Hz. There was generally good agreement, but the BASIS-3D model suffered from 
not being able to accurately model the complex ellipsoid bow and structured casing of the submarine. 
Also, AVAST Kirchhoff, even with a 250,000 panel model, did not match the BIEM 39,000 panel model.  

In general, BASIS-3D has shown that it is capable of predicting acoustic target strength over a wide range 
of frequencies with reasonable accuracy for both monostatic and some bistatic geometries when compared 
with boundary element techniques. The rapidity of the BASIS-3D predictions makes it useful for 
operations research work without sacrificing too much precision. For complex geometries and full bistatic 
geometries, techniques such as the full boundary integral equation method or the Kirchhoff approximation 
(as codified in the AVAST suite) are necessary for completeness, but at the cost of often greatly increased 
solution times (often several orders of magnitude for the full BIEM). Further development of BASIS-3D, 
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including additional primitives and a more complete forward scattering description would make this tool 
much more valuable.  However, for very complex geometries or when higher precision is required, a 
boundary element technique is recommended. 
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Abstract 

The structural and acoustic responses of a submarine hull to fluctuating propeller forces are investigated in 
the low frequency range. The fluctuating forces are caused by operation of the propeller in a non-uniform 
wake, and are transmitted to the submarine hull through the shaft and also via the fluid, because of the 
resulting dipole field of the propeller. Numerical models have been developed to simulate the strongly 
coupled fluid-structure interaction of the submerged vessel in the frequency domain. The hull is modelled 
using the finite element method (FEM), which allows for structural complexities such as the ring-
stiffeners, bulkheads, end closures and the propeller-shafting system. A simple, passive vibration 
attenuation system known as a resonance changer (RC) is included in the model of the propeller shafting 
system. The fluid is modelled using the boundary element method (BEM) in which the radiation damping 
and added mass effect of the water are taken into account. It is demonstrated that the performance of the 
RC is influenced greatly by the effects of forces transmitted to the hull via the fluid. Propeller vibration is 
taken into account in determination of the fluid and structural excitation of the hull. The effect of changing 
the propeller mass is demonstrated. 
 

1 Introduction 

The reduction of noise emitted by submarines has long been a key topic in naval research, because 
submarines can be detected by passive sonar over large distances [1]. Noise emitted from sources internal 
to the hull and from the propeller can be distinguished.  Propeller noise is due to cavitation, flow noise, the 
rotation of blade thickness and thrust, blade vibration and velocity variations in the wake [2, 3]. Since 
submarines usually operate at large depths, cavitation is suppressed by the high water pressure. Propeller 
blades are shaped to reduce net fluctuating forces due to imperfections in the incident wake field.  
 
Flow noise is moderated by travelling at low speeds. The overall sound signature is a combination of 
tonals and broadband random noise. Tonal components are more distinctive than random noise, but the 
combination of tonal components at different frequencies with broadband noise provides important 
information about the identity and speed of the submarine. At higher speeds in particular, the propeller is 
usually the most significant source of tonal and broadband noise.  
 
The operation of the propeller in a non-uniform wake, as shown in Fig. 1, is the most important reason for 
the generation of tonal noise. The non-uniformity of the wake is due to asymmetry in the hull or 
protrusions of control surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2 [4]. As the propeller blades rotate through areas of 
different water velocity, fluctuations in thrust are generated at the blade-passing frequency (bpf = number 
of blades multiplied by the propeller rotational speed) and its multiples. Fluctuating forces of similar order 
also arise in the vertical and transverse directions. The observed tonal components arise primarily from 
this spatial variation in the wake field, combined with the usually smaller effects of the rotation of blade 
thrust and blade thickness. These tonal components are complemented by random components due to 
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turbulence in the wake flow at entry to the propeller and also turbulence generated by flow over the 
blades. The variation in thrust causes structural excitation of the hull through the propeller/shafting 
system, resulting in vibration of the hull and the propeller. The low frequency vibrational modes of the 
hull and propeller-shafting system can result in a high level of radiated noise [5]. In addition, the same 
hydrodynamic mechanism results in dipole sound radiation from the propeller, where the dipoles are 
related to structural forces in strength and direction. The dipole sound radiation of the propeller also 
contributes to excitation of the hull, via the combination of the hydrodynamic near field and the acoustic 
far field. The pressure field in the immediate vicinity of the propeller is highly complex [6]. Simplification 
to a single dipole with both near and far field characteristics allows the nature of hull excitation via the 
fluid to be explored, without specifying the detail of the propeller itself.  
 
As a simplification, the propeller and shaft can be envisaged as a spring-mass system having one natural 
frequency, where the propeller is the mass and the shaft is the spring. In reality, the complete 
propeller/shafting system is more complicated, as other components such as the thrust bearing and 
foundation contribute to its overall dynamic behaviour.  Since the shaft passes through the tail cone, it is 
comparatively long and flexible. This leads to a low fundamental resonant frequency of the 
propeller/shafting system, involving significant axial vibration at this frequency. Consequently, the 
propeller/shafting system can cause significant axial vibration of the pressure hull and sound radiation, 
even at a frequency that does not match one of the natural frequencies of the hull [5].  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            Figure 1: Wake of a torpedo [1]                              Figure 2: Stern of a torpedo 

 
 
At low frequencies, the pressure hull can be represented by a thin-walled cylinder reinforced by ring-
stiffeners and bulkheads to withstand hydrostatic pressure at large depths. The pressure hull end closures 
are typically flat or hemi-spherical. Changes in hydrodynamic pressure do not cause the overall dynamic 
behaviour to change markedly at operational depths [7]. The foundation of the propeller/shafting system is 
mainly supported at the stern side pressure hull end plate. For this reason, vibration of the hull can be 
excited through the propeller/shafting system that is correlated to the bending and accordion modes of a 
free thin-walled cylindrical shell. Vibration correlated to the accordion modes is known to be an effective 
sound radiator, whilst vibration correlated to the bending modes is usually less effective.  
 
To attenuate axial vibration of the propeller/shafting system and thereby reduce the transmission of axial 
forces from the propeller to the hull, a device known as a resonance changer (RC) can be implemented in 
the propeller/shafting system. The RC, initially derived from a thrust-meter, is a hydraulic vibration 
absorber that can be represented by a virtual spring-mass-damper system [8]. It detunes the natural 
frequencies of the propeller/shafting system and introduces additional damping.  
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Early models to find optimal RC parameters treated the submarine hull as a rigid termination [8] or one-
dimensional rod model [9]. In recent work, a simplified physical model of a submarine was included to 
consider the hull impedance, hull resonances and radiated sound due to shaft excitation [5]. However, the 
excitation of the submarine hull by the dipole field of the propeller had still to be taken into account. It 
was assumed previously that the dipole excitation is negligible, as earlier research predicted a contribution 
that is only 6-8% of the contribution of the structural force, where the Laplace equation was used to model 
the fluid [10]. Recent work using the Helmholtz equation has shown that the contribution of fluid forces to 
the overall excitation is between 10% and 50% of the response due to excitation through a rigid shaft [11, 
12]. This is because the transition from the hydrodynamic near field to the acoustic far field occurs close 
to the propeller at frequencies of practical interest. Therefore, the fluid forces have been included in the 
most recent work concerning resonance changer performance [13]. Another problem arising from the use 
of a resonance changer to minimise excitation of a submarine hull is that the axial movement of the 
propeller can be increased [5]. This causes additional sound radiation from the propeller and additional 
excitation of the hull via the fluid.  
 
The dynamic behaviour of the free-flooded tail cone that supports the aftmost propeller bearing is of 
particular interest. Pan et al. [14] used a simplified analytical representation of this cone to show that it 
could have a major effect on sound radiation due to an axial force applied at the propeller thrust bearing, 
depending on assumed boundary conditions for the cone. The dipole forces were not considered in [14], 
but the excitation of the tail cone by the pressure field near the propeller further increases the potential 
significance of tail cone characteristics. For this reason, the dynamic behaviour of the cone has been 
explored in this work, using various assumptions concerning cone stiffness and internal water loading. 
Numerical models have been developed to simulate the strongly coupled fluid-structure interaction of a 
submerged vessel at low frequencies. The hull is considered to be under both structural and acoustic 
excitation by the propeller. 
 
The effect of the tail cone on the hull excitation and dynamic response is presented. The performance of a 
RC implemented in a propeller-shafting system to attenuate axial forces from the propeller to the hull, in 
the presence of dipole excitation of the hull surfaces, is investigated. Furthermore, the magnitude of 
additional sound radiation from the propeller due to its increased axial vibration induced by the RC is 
examined. For some of the models developed in this work, the finite element method (FEM) [15,16] was 
used to model the structure and fluid. For the remaining models, FEM was used to model the structure and 
the direct boundary element method (DBEM) [17] was used to model the fluid domain. The FEM software 
package ANSYS 11 and the BEM/FEM software package Sysnoise 5.6 were chosen for the analysis, 
which was conducted in the frequency domain.  
 

2 Dynamic Model of the Submarine 

Only axial excitation of the submarine hull has been considered in this work as the accordion modes are 
particularly effective sound radiators. An axisymmetric model was used. The model consists of two parts, 
namely, the propeller/shafting system and the submarine hull. A real submarine has the pressure hull as its 
main structure with external attachments, such as buoyancy tanks that are of relatively light construction. 
The pressure hull, depicted in Fig. 3, has been shown to control hull dynamic properties at low frequencies 
[18]. The pressure hull was modelled as a thin-walled cylinder with evenly spaced ring-stiffeners of 
rectangular cross-section. In addition, two evenly spaced bulkheads were included in the model as circular 
plates. The end plates of the pressure hull have been treated as rigid, as they are relatively stiff. The on-
board machinery and remaining internal structure were considered as a distributed mass of the cylindrical 
shell. The distributed mass was chosen in such a way that neutral buoyancy of the submarine is guaranteed 
[5]. Lumped masses were added to both end plates to represent the water in ballast tanks and free-flooded 
structures. The elongated tail cone was considered explicitly since the dipole excitation of the hull 
originates at the propeller hub.  
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Figure 3: Simplified physical model of the submarine hull 
 

 
The basic elements of the propeller/shafting system relevant for axisymmetric analysis are the propeller, 
shaft, thrust bearing, resonance changer (RC) and foundation, as shown in Fig. 4. A modular approach for 
the propeller/shafting system is shown in Fig. 5, where the propeller force and velocity amplitude are 
given by fp and vp, respectively. The hull drive point force and velocity are denoted by fh and vh. The 
propeller is represented by a lumped mass mp that also includes the added mass effect of the water. The 
propeller dimensions for calculating the propeller mass and the added mass of water effect are chosen for 
the principal model by assuming that the propeller volume is 1/1000 of the volume displaced by the 
pressure hull. The propeller diameter is assumed to be half the pressure hull diameter. Later, the propeller 
mass, but not the diameter, is varied.  The propeller shaft was modelled as a simple rod with an effective 
length lse and overall length ls, where the overhang was represented by another lumped mass. The shaft 
properties are also defined by its cross-sectional area As, Young’s modulus Es and density ρs. The thrust 
bearing was assumed to act as a spring-mass-damper system with mass mb, damping coefficient cb and 
spring constant kb. For the present model, the thrust bearing is attached to a single RC that has been 
reduced to a spring-mass-damper system according to Goodwin [8]. The RC incorporates a hydraulic 
cylinder that is connected to a reservoir via a pipe, as shown in Fig. 6. Virtual mass, damping and stiffness 
are calculated using [8] 
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where ρr is the density of the hydraulic medium, μ is the dynamic viscosity and B is the bulk modulus of 
the oil in the RC. V is the volume of the reservoir, A1 is the cross-sectional area of the pipe, L is the pipe 
length and A0 is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder. In a real submarine, the foundation of the 
propeller/shafting system is a complex shell-like structure, but here it is represented as a truncated cone 
for the axisymmetric model with end radii a and b. The Young’s modulus, density, Poisson’s ratio and 
thickness of the foundation are given by Ef, ρf, νf and hf, respectively. The parameters used in the model 
are given in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Propeller/shafting system 
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Figure 5: Simplified physical model of the propeller/shafting system 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Resonance changer 
 
 

3 Formulation of the Problem 

The specified problem is a classic fluid/structure interaction problem with strong coupling due to the 
similar densities of fluid and structure. It also includes sound radiation and scattering due to structural 
vibration and acoustic sources. Furthermore, it can be characterised by sound radiation into an unbounded 
domain which requires the Sommerfeld radiation condition to be satisfied. Vibration is assumed to be 
harmonic and linear. Spectral analysis allows broadband random excitation to be taken into account, so the 
analysis can be conducted in the frequency domain and all displacements, pressures and velocities are 
represented by their complex amplitude. The time harmonic dependence has been omitted, if not stated 
otherwise. The problem consists of the structural part and the acoustic part. For the structural part, the 
finite element method (FEM) was utilised. For the acoustic part, both FEM and the direct boundary 
element method (DBEM) were used. This hybrid modelling was chosen because the software packages do 
not allow direct coupling and the FE capabilities of the Sysnoise program are limited. For each case, the 
field variables are described for each element and have to be coupled at the structure/fluid interface. This 
can be done using the linearised momentum equation, where the surface normal velocity of the structure 
can be related to the surface pressure gradient by: 
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nvj
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p ωρ−=
∂
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      (2) 

 
where p is the acoustic pressure, n is the surface normal vector, ρ is the density of the fluid and vn is the 
velocity component normal to the surface. The discrete systems for both the structural and acoustic parts 
must be expressed in terms of the acoustic pressure and structural displacement, respectively. 
 
A complete description of the FE and BE models is given in [13]. The structure that interacts with the 
fluid is represented by a thin-walled axisymmetric shell of finite elements based on Kirchhoff-Love 
theory, where transverse shear deformation is not taken into account.  The direct boundary element 
method (DBEM) is based on the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz equation that relates the field pressure to the 
surface pressure of an oscillating structure by [19].  In order to couple the DBEM acoustic problem to the 
FEM structural problem, modal superposition is used [20]. This means that the displacements of the 
structure are expressed as a superposition of modal contributions 
 

4 Sound Radiation by the Propeller 

The sound field radiated by the propeller is due to (i) the hydrodynamic mechanism that arises through the 
propeller operating in a non-uniform wake and (ii) the axial vibration of the propeller associated with the 
dynamic characteristics of the shafting system. The sound radiation originates from the propeller blades as 
multiple dipoles. The dipoles can be simplified to a single dipole located at the propeller hub, because the 
wavelength is large relative to the propeller diameter and the propeller is small relative to the submarine. 
 
A derivation of the dipole field pressure due to a fluctuating force is provided by Ross [1]. The directivity 
pattern of the dipole is governed by cosθ, where θ is the angle between the field point vector with respect 
to the source and the force direction. The amplitude is directly proportional to the structural force. The 
radial variation of the amplitude follows 1/r2 in the near field and 1/r in the far field, where r is the 
distance of the field point from the source. The transition is a function of the wavelength λ and occurs at 
λ/2π. A polar diagram of a dipole is given in Fig. 7. For (i), the pressure field due to the force at the 
propeller hub is that due to an axial dipole. For (ii), the propeller was simplified as a rigid circular disc. 
The pressure field reduces to that of an axial dipole if ka < 0.5, where a is the disc radius. The added mass 
of water due to fluid loading of the propeller is then defined by the radius a [13], while the radiation 
damping due to fluid loading is negligible for the model presented here. The two dipoles do not usually 
have the same magnitudes and phase. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Dipole directivity pattern 
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5 Results 

Due to limitations of the available software, several restrictions regarding the modelling of the submarine 
apply. Development of a fully coupled model was not feasible using the available combination of ANSYS 
and Sysnoise, where combined structural and acoustic excitation, internal fluid loading of the free flooded 
tail cone and the propeller/shafting system are considered simultaneously. Therefore a semi-coupled, 
hybrid model has been developed, where the force transmissibility and the propeller vibration are 
computed using a FE/FE model. The data is then used for a FE/BE model, where both structural and 
acoustic excitation are present. An error is introduced because the FE/FE model does not allow 
consideration of acoustic excitation of the hull. However, it will be shown that the influence of the drive 
point impedance of the submarine on the force transmissibility of the propeller/shafting system is small, so 
this error is negligible. It is investigated whether the free flooded tail cone can be simplified to a rigid cone 
without significantly changing the dynamic and acoustic behaviour of the submarine [14]. The model 
parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2 for the propeller/shafting system and the submarine hull, 
respectively.  
 
5.1 Dynamic Behaviour of the Propeller/Shafting System 

The dynamic response of the propeller/shafting system has been investigated with emphasis on the force 
transmissibility and the propeller vibration, with and without an RC. The RC parameters have been 
optimised for a submarine model of similar dimensions, where the cost function is the maximum weighted 
force transmissibility. For the optimisation of the RC parameters, dipole excitation of the hull was 
neglected. The drive point impedance has been examined in order to establish the accuracy of the hybrid 
model. The force transmissibility of the structurally excited propeller/shafting system with a rigid 
termination is compared to the force transmissibility of the propeller/shafting system that is coupled to the 
simplified physical model of the fluid loaded submarine hull in Fig. 8. The local peaks at 21 Hz and 43 Hz 
are the first and second axial hull resonant frequencies. The RC reduces the maximum force 
transmissibility and detunes the fundamental resonant frequency of the propeller/shafting from 37 Hz to 
12 Hz. 
 
The RC also leads to a significant decrease of the force transmissibility above the fundamental resonant 
frequency. It is evident that the −180o phase shift due to the resonant frequency of the propeller/shafting 
system is not sustained in the case of the model with the RC, but reduces gradually to a −58o phase shift. 
This is likely to play an important role for the combined dipole and structural excitation, as cancellation or 
reinforcement effects may occur, depending on their relative phase. The difference between the model 
with a rigid termination and the model with the simplified physical model of the submarine are the local 
peaks at the hull resonant frequencies. The effect of the drive point impedance on the force transmission is 
very small for the first resonant frequency and negligible for the second and higher hull resonant 
frequencies. Clearly, the natural resonances of the submarine hull at 21 Hz and 43 Hz have much less 
influence on the model with the RC, showing that the propeller/shafting system with the RC is then 
weakly coupled to the submarine hull. The axial mobility of the propeller with and without the RC is 
shown in Fig. 9, where the simplified physical model of the submarine was considered as the termination. 
The maximum vibration of the propeller occurs at the fundamental resonant frequency of the 
propeller/shafting system.  
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Figure 8: Force transmissibility of the propeller/shafting system 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Axial propeller mobility amplitude 
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5.2 Influence of the Tail Cone Properties 
It was not possible to model the tail cone internal water using Sysnoise, which was needed to model dipole 
excitation, nor was it possible to compute the radiated sound field using ANSYS. Hence, it was necessary 
to develop a simplified physical model of the tail cone and to investigate its accuracy. A first 
approximation to the tail cone is a rigid cone with no internal water, where the mass effect of the water is 
considered as a lumped mass at the pressure hull end plate in order to maintain the global dynamic 
behaviour of the pressure hull. However, the stiffness of the tail cone has an influence on the sound 
radiation as well as the sensitivity of the structure to excitation from a nearby sound source. Therefore, 
additional models were developed that represent a link between the model with internal fluid loading and 
the model with a rigid tail cone. The range of examined models includes:  
 
(a) a flexible tail cone with internal water;  
(b) a flexible tail cone with the same structural parameters as (a) but with a lumped mass 

representation of the internal water, where the lumped mass is attached to the rear end plate;  
(c) a flexible tail cone with the lumped mass representation of the water as used for (b), but with an 

increased Young’s modulus;  
(d) a rigid tail cone with the lumped mass representation of the internal water as used for (b) and (c).  
 
Figure 10 shows the point mobility of the pressure hull end plate, where the results have been obtained 
from the FE/FE model. The lumped mass used to simulate the effect of the cone internal water was chosen 
such that the simplified model yields the best match with the model that includes internal water. A lumped 
mass that is about half the mass of the internal water was found to be the best approximation. In the case 
of the flexible cone without internal water, the stiffness was increased through the Young’s modulus. The 
global behaviour of the structure is seen to be only weakly dependent on assumptions about the tail cone 
properties. The first four hull axial resonances can be identified at 21, 43, 68 and 96 Hz.  
 
Figure 11 shows the transfer mobility of the pressure hull end plate for a structural force applied at the end 
of the tail cone. All models are good approximations to the model with the flexible cone and internal water 
for frequencies below about 50 Hz. However, for higher frequencies, the results for the model of the 
flexible tail cone with the lumped mass approximation show a significant deviation from the results for the 
model with the internal water, because the first axial resonance of the cone then lies within the 
investigated frequency range at about 92 Hz.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 10:  Point mobility of the rear end plate using different representations of the free-flooded tail cone 
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Figure 11: Mobility of the rear end plate due to excitation of the tail cone end, using different 
representations of the free-flooded tail cone 

 
 
 
The influence of the assumed cone properties on radiated sound power has been computed, when the force 
is applied at either the pressure hull end plate or the propeller end of the cone. Figure 12 shows the 
radiated sound power for the three cones using the lumped mass approximation for the internal water, 
when the axial force is applied at the hull end plate. The results are all similar for this case. Figure 13 
shows results when the force is applied to the propeller end of the cone. The assumed cone flexibility now 
has a significant influence on the radiated sound power at frequencies above about 50 Hz. The rigid cone 
has been used in the combined FE/BE model, but Fig. 13 shows that excitation due to the dipole may be 
underestimated at frequencies above about 50 Hz. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12:  Radiated sound power due to structural excitation of the rear end plate, using different 

representations of the free-flooded tail cone 
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Figure 13:  Radiated sound power due to structural excitation of the tail cone end, using different 
representations of the free-flooded tail cone 

 
 

5.3 Responses of the Coupled Model under Structural and Acoustic Excitation 

The structural and acoustic responses of the submarine hull have been investigated, where the tail cone 
was modelled as a rigid structure. Both structural excitation through the propeller/shafting system and 
acoustic excitation of the submarine hull have been considered. The acoustic excitation is due to the dipole 
pressure field caused by operation of the propeller in the non-uniform wake as well as propeller vibration. 
The acoustic response in the far field is a combination of sound radiated from the submarine hull due to 
structural and dipole excitation and sound radiated directly from the propeller.  
 
To assess stealth, the overall radiated sound power has been considered. The sound power was computed 
at a distance of 1000 m from the submarine for models with a rigid cone. Three cases have been 
examined. For each case, models with and without an RC have been investigated. For the first case, only 
structural excitation of the submarine hull through the propeller/shafting system is taken into account. For 
the second case, excitation by the dipole field due directly to operation of the propeller in a non-uniform 
wake has been introduced. For the third case, structural excitation via the propeller shaft and excitation by 
both the dipole field due to operation of the propeller in a non-uniform wake and the dipole field caused 
by propeller vibration, have been taken into account.  
 
Figure 14 presents the results for the first case and shows that implementation of an RC in the 
propeller/shafting system leads to a significant reduction of overall radiated sound power over a wide 
frequency range. It can be seen that the peak at 37 Hz due to the fundamental resonance of the 
propeller/shafting system shifts to 12 Hz, leading to an increase in radiated sound power at lower 
frequencies. For the second case in Fig. 15, the sound radiation due to both structural and dipole excitation 
without the RC is greater than in Fig. 14, particularly at higher frequencies. This is attributed to excitation 
of the hull by the dipole field. Figure 15 shows that excitation of the hull via the fluid has limited the 
effect of the RC to frequencies below 60 Hz.  
 
Figure 16 shows the radiated sound power for the third case, where propeller vibration is taken into 
account. The radiated sound power without an RC increases at higher frequencies, because the additional 
dipole field reinforces that due directly to hydrodynamic forces. Implementation of an RC leads to a 
decrease of sound radiation at higher frequencies, to a level that is slightly below that shown for the 
second case in Fig. 15, where propeller vibration is ignored. In this case, the dipole fields partially cancel 
each other at frequencies above about 23 Hz. At lower frequencies, they reinforce each other. The dipole 
field due to propeller vibration causes an additional increase in radiated sound power at the fundamental 
resonance of the propeller/shafting system, when an RC is implemented. 
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Figure 14: Radiated sound power due to structural excitation 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15: Radiated sound power, where structural and acoustic excitation of the hull are considered. The 
dipole due to propeller vibration is not taken into account.  
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Figure 16:  Radiated sound power, where structural and acoustic excitation of the hull are considered. 

The dipole due to propeller vibration is included.  
 
 
 
5.4 The Effect of Propeller Mass on Sound Radiation 

The propeller mass has a significant influence on the sound radiation. In order to demonstrate this, the 
propeller diameter has been fixed, so that the fluid loading remains the same. The propeller mass has then 
been varied. The change in mass influences the dynamic behaviour of the propeller/shafting system, so 
that the frequency of the principal shafting axial resonance is reduced when the mass is increased and vice 
versa. The fluid loading is present throughout, so the overall mass change is less than that of the propeller 
alone. The second effect is to change the balance between the two dipole fields, because the phase and 
amplitude of the dipole due to vibration changes relative to the dipole that is associated with 
hydrodynamic forces. 
Figures 17 and 18 show the effects on radiated sound power of reducing the propeller mass to zero, so that 
only the water loading is present, and doubling it from 10 to 20 tonnes, respectively. The changes are 
complicated, because the dynamic properties of the propulsion system, as well as the effects of the dipoles 
to hydrodynamic loading and propeller vibration, are modified. The effect of propeller blade flexibility has 
not been taken into account in the present model; it will further complicate the nature of the pressure field 
that excites the hull.  
The results show why careful examination of parameters is necessary, if an RC system is to have a 
beneficial effect at important frequencies. In particular, consideration must be given to the effect on 
components at higher multiples of bpf, which are likely to differ markedly from those at bpf itself.   

 

Conclusions 

A numerical model has been developed to investigate the acoustic and structural responses of a submarine 
hull due to axial excitation from propeller forces. The propeller forces arise from a non-uniform wake and 
are transmitted to the hull via the fluid and the propeller/shafting system. The dynamic behaviour of the 
propeller/shafting system causes propeller vibration that generates additional sound radiation from the 
propeller. The tail cone of the submarine was represented as a rigid structure connected to the pressure 
hull. This was shown to be a reasonable approximation to a flexible free flooded cone at low frequencies, 
but the effects of dipole forces near the propeller on overall sound radiation may be underestimated at 
higher frequencies. The effectiveness of a vibration attenuation system known as a resonance changer in 
the propeller/shafting system has been examined. 
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It was found that the performance of the RC is affected significantly by the influence of the dipole fields 
due to both hydrodynamic forces, which are always present, and propeller vibration. The sound radiation 
at the resonant frequency of the propeller/shafting system tends to be increased when an RC is used. The 
two dipole fields may reinforce or partially cancel each other, depending on frequency and parameter 
selection. It is shown how the radiation, with and without the RC, is influenced by the propeller mass.  In 
general, the RC can provide a significant reduction in overall radiated sound power at low frequencies, 
including propeller blade passing frequency, but will have a much more limited effect at higher 
frequencies where the dipole fields tend to be the dominant cause of hull vibration excitation.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 17: Effect of the RC with propeller mass = 0 tonnes 
 
 

 
 

Figure 18: Effect of the RC with propeller mass = 20 tonnes 
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Parameter Value 

Propeller structural mass (kg) 10,000 

Propeller added mass of water (kg) 11,443 

Shaft Young’s modulus (GPa) 200 

Shaft Poisson’s ratio 0.3 

Shaft density (kg/m3) 7,800 
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Shaft length (m) 10.5 

Shaft cross-sect. area (m2) 0.071 

Effective shaft length (m) 9 

Bearing mass (kg) 200 

Bearing stiffness (MN/n) 20,000 

Bearing damping (kg/s) 300,000 

Resonance changer mass (kg) 1,000 

Resonance changer stiffness (MN/m) 169 

Resonance changer damping (kg/s) 287,000 

Foundation major radius (m) 1.25 

Foundation minor radius (m) 0.52 

Foundation half angle (deg) 15 

Foundation thickness (mm) 10 

Foundation Young’s modulus (GPa) 200 

Foundation density (kg/m3) 7,800 

 
Table 1: Propeller/shafting system data 

 
 

Parameter Value 

Cylinder length (m) 45 

Cylinder radius (m) 3.25 

Shell thickness (m) 0.04 

Stiffener cross-sect. area (m2) 0.012 

Stiffener spacing (m) 0.5 

Young’s modulus (GPa) 210 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 

Density (kg/m3) 7,800 

Structural loss factor 0.02 

Added mass (kg m2) 796 

Stern lumped mass (kg) 188,000 

Bow lumped mass (kg) 200,000 

Cone half angle (deg) 24 

Cone length (m) 9.079 

Cone smaller radius (m) 0.3 

Density of fluid (kg/m3) 1,000 

Speed of sound (m/s) 1,500 

  
 

Table 2: Hull data 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a cost effective system developed to estimate underwater acoustic emissions of 
surface vessels. The system, which doesn’t replace tests in range facilities, it’s rather intended to provide 
a light approach to underwater acoustic measurements, and can be easily deployed at sea from the 
‘target’ ship itself or from a little supporting boat. It is particularly useful, for example, in checking the 
vessel signature during preliminary sea trials, after refitting operations or just before a mission. The 
battery powered system is composed of a spar buoy and a receiving station. The battery powered buoy is 
provided with an omni-directional hydrophone, a GPS receiver, a wireless transmitter and an embedded 
PC. The on board receiving station is composed of a notebook, a GPS receiver, a wireless receiver, an 
acquisition board and of an ad hoc developed software for acquisition and acoustic post-processing. The 
receiving station include a tracking system able to help the ship to follow the correct approach in test run. 
Data are stored on the solid state memory of the buoy and at the same time transferred through the 
wireless link to the receiving station on board, to be processed in real time. The two GPS receivers allow 
to compensate the measured levels with the actual distance. Moreover signals from accelerometers placed 
on board near relevant machineries and on the radiating hull can be acquired by the on board receiving 
station to better correlate radiated noise and ship sources. Depending on the background, the intrinsic 
very low noise level, allows the acquisition of the acoustic signature not only of the commercial, but also 
of  the more silent military ships. Experience and feed-back from the use of the system at sea on different 
vessels are included in the paper.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Underwater radiated noise has always been a primary issue for naval vessels, linked to the need of 
avoiding threats by reducing their own acoustic signature; acoustic waves can in fact propagate at sea to 
appreciable distances (while radio waves and light are subject to high levels of attenuation), making the 
source of noise detectable and vulnerable. For naval vessel quietness is then the first aspect to deal with, 
and the most effective countermeasure against enemy detection with passive equipment. 
Moreover the interest in underwater radiated noise is today growing also in the civil fleet as recent 
findings, revealing how anthropogenic underwater noise are a harmful form of pollution to marine life and 
ecosystems, are leading to regulations on underwater acoustic emissions of ships. 
Due to the importance of the underwater acoustic performances, and to the impact that the noise reduction 
techniques can have on the design parameters, it is therefore of primary importance the acoustic design 
activities and the following assessment of a ship acoustic signature with proper facilities allowing to 
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identify engineering countermeasures to possible noise problems before going to range facilities for 
contractual dues. 

2 SHIP ACOUSTIC DESIGN AND CONTROL   

The noise quietening of a ship is a specific matter that involves all the aspect of the ship’s construction 
from the design up to the test at sea. The underwater radiated noise results from different sources generally 
divided in three main areas.  
Machinery noise is due to the noise and vibration levels on each machinery on board; generally 
machinery noise is relevant in the frequency range 10 Hz ÷ 10 kHz with some possible pure tone in the 
lower part of the spectrum;. 
Propeller noise is originated directly in water, making difficult every noise control measure different 
from a good initial design; cavitation noise should be avoided in conditions of acoustic interest, and 
moreover the blade frequencies can be lowered with an optimised shape and material of the blades. 
Hydrodynamic noise originates in the irregular flow around the hull, in particular the flow noise, that is 
due to the turbulent flow over a body, is a broadband noise the decay very quickly when the distance from 
the body increase. It gives an important contribution in the self noise but not in far field radiated noise 
This one instead could however be affected phenomena as breaking waves created by the ship’s 
movement or local cavitation.  
The noise generated by each kind of these sources propagates in water through different acoustic path. 
Propeller and hydrodynamic noise propagates directly in water, while for machinery noise generated 
inside the hull, the propagation is more complicated and, besides the water path, also elastic connections, 
foundations, acoustic and damping treatments, inside structures have to be considered.  
With a proper application of all the acoustic quietening measures for the machineries, the structures, the 
hull, the insulation and the propeller, it can be expected to control the noise signature from the beginning 
of the design. This is necessary for the impact that noise reduction technique can have on design 
parameters, on the feasibility, on the weight, the spaces and on the costs.  
Typical noise control activity depending on the different phases of the construction are related to: 
Design Phase – Application of an acoustic signature prediction method. In this phase studies are 
carried out starting from the assessment of the noise limits in water. These studies allow to establish the 
allowed amount of the contribution of each equipment in order to respect the noise limits; alternatively it 
is possible to make realistic assumptions on the obtainable vibration levels of each machine and verify if 
the global radiated noise levels are matched. At the end of this study requirements on machinery noise and 
vibrations, on their position on board, on the elastic connections, on foundations are defined and the 
acoustic insulation plan and acoustic treatments are defined.  

Construction Phase - Control activity on single components. In this phase, checks on critical 
equipment, in factory acceptance tests, and on defined treatments, on board, are made. These acoustic 
checks are also important in order to manage the differences between the expected calculated 
performances and the real ones. 

Control Activity on the ship at sea. Usually the contractual radiated noise levels are measured at a 
distance of approximately 100 meters where the propagation losses are quite unaffected by the sound 
velocity profile and, then, nearly independent from the position and the season in which the measure is 
performed. It is good practice to make a preliminary check of the acoustic performances at sea before the 
official test signature evaluation.  

Typical checks performed with ship moored at pear, with internal accelerometers on the main sources and 
hydrophones in near filed, are useful but limited to only a part of the possible sources of noise. In fact, 
phenomena connected to propulsion and speed, as propeller singing, cavity or structure resonances, shaft 
noise, hydrodynamic noise, can be perceived only with test on the ship in navigation conditions. 
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On the other hand, mobile acoustic range facilities are not rapidly deployable; the fixed ones have more 
and more to be positioned in remote sea zones, far from ship traffic and coastal installations, and thus not 
easily reachable.  
For this reason preliminary check of noise in the ship configuration of measure, with a light and fast 
acquisition system, is very useful before the official acceptance test. 
The work addressed in this paper witnesses the effort of Fincantieri, one of the largest and diversified 
shipbuilding group in the world, in ship acoustics and the capabilities of Cetena, a ship research centre 
involved in a widespread studies, in assessing the performances of cruise and naval vessels in terms of 
underwater radiated noise levels. The system developed  to assess acoustic signature of surface vessels can 
be easily stored on a ship and deployed when needed through a crane or lifeboat; alternatively a small 
support boat can be used. 
 

3 SYSTEM DESIGN 

The cost effective measurement system described below (figure 1) has 
been designed and implemented to match demands and needs 
mentioned in the previous section.  
The system is composed by two separate units: an in-water unit and the 
receiving station. The in-water unit (figure 2) is composed by a metal 
cylinder (1,800 mm height, 140 mm diameter) with a set of two 12 V 
batteries, an embedded PC with Linux OS, a wireless transmission unit 
and an omni-directional hydrophone. 
This cylinder is provided with watertight connectors for battery 
recharging and to connect the hydrophone cable. On the cylinder top, a 
mast (1,500 mm long) can be mounted to hold both wireless and GPS 
antennas, and a radar reflector for buoy localization. The buoy has a 
total weight of about 35 kg and a positive buoyancy of 10 kg. The 
characteristics of this spare buoy grant good stability when in the 
water: in fact, the centre of gravity lies in the lower part of the 
cylinder, where the relatively heavy of batteries are hosted; in addition, 
the limited cylinder diameter restricts wave induced movements. The 
hydrophone cable can be arranged for measurements at 30 / 50 / 80 or 
100 meters of depth; several buoyancy units allow to further decouple 
the buoy motion from the hydrophone. 
The cable ends with an omni-directional hydrophone, a vertical 
dumper and a 5 kg ballast weight.  

Figure 1 The portable acoustic 
signature measurement system 
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The receiving station is composed of: a 
notebook PC with a PCMCIA DAQ board 
which allows the acquisition of analogue 
signals from accelerometers hull mounted or 
placed on relevant machineries, a wireless unit 
and a GPS receiver. 
The embedded PC of the buoy is provided 
with an audio board that digitalizes the 
acoustic data recorded from the hydrophone 
with a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz and 
16 bit quantization. The PC is booted when the 
hydrophone cable is connected to the buoy. 
The digital acoustic data are stored in wave 
files every 10 seconds together with relative 
GPS NMEA string on a solid state hard disk of 
8 GB: the buoy can record for about 24 hours 
before saturating the disk capacity. When the 
disk is full, the storage is locked and the buoy 
waits for some free space from the operator. 
The batteries provide about 20 hours running 
time. 
The two GPS, the former on the ship and the 
latter on the buoy, synchronize the data with 
the common GPS time stamp and compensate 
the acoustic data taking into account the 
relative distance in order to retrieve the source 
pressure levels. 
The wireless data transfer between buoy and 
receiving station occurs through FTP protocol. 
This facility allows to verify in real time that 
the system is correctly functioning and 
listening to the ship underwater radiated noise. 
Sea state 2 is considered the limit to perform 
this kind of noise measurements both for 
ambient noise limitations and safety of 
operations. The duration of the trials generally 
varies from 2 to 3 hours, depending on the 
number or runs at different speeds and 
machinery set-up. Often, before going at sea, 
some accelerometers are positioned hull 
mounted near main machineries, in order to 
better correlate noise at sea and hull vibration. 
 

Figure 2 Scheme of the in-water unit 
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4 ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 

The acquisition and analysis software has been expressly developed under the National Instruments 
LabView 7.1 software environment. The software has both a graphical user interface in order to configure 
the main parameters of the hardware involved and an interface (figure 3) to deal with data acquisition and 
on line analyses. 
Through the graphical user interface shown in figure 2 it is possible to monitor the ship position, speed 
and track (frame 2), the buoy position and its distance from ship (frame 3), the spectra of analogue signals 
from accelerometers (frame 4), the duration of the single measurement (frame 5), the ship-buoy relative 
position (frame 6) and the spectrogram of the acoustic data received through the wireless link (frame 7). 

 
Figure 3: Acquisition and analysis software panel 

 

5 TRIALS DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 

In the last years Fincantieri in cooperation with Cetena, performed a series of acoustic signature 
measurements with sonobuoy on different type of ship in terms of dimensions and acoustic performances. 
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Recently, measurements with this system have interested the latest delivered ship to Italian Navy: the 
frigate “Andrea Doria” and the italian aircraft carrier “Cavour”.  
In figure 4 and 5, images of the two ships and the sonobuoy during the radiated noise measurements at sea 
are shown. 

 
Figure 4: Frigate “ANDREA DORIA” during underwater noise measurements 

 
Figure 5: Aircraft-carrier  “CAVOUR” during underwater noise measurements 

Previously measurements were also performed on fast small naval vessel (figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Patrol ship “P61” during underwater noise measurements 

The measurements have been carried out during the normal sea trails in the Mediterranean Sea, Gulf of La 
Spezia, Italy. The activity typically takes no more than two-three hours to measure two/three different ship 
conditions on both sides;  the test could be easily planned (except for CAVOUR) during sea trial period.  
The buoy has been lowered at sea by a support vessel in order to speed up the task. The measurement site 
has been chosen with a depth over 100 meters, away from the main vessels traffic routes but relatively 
near the coast and to the shipyard to be quickly reached by both the target and the support ship. 
In figure 7, the scheme of the noise measurements carried out at sea is shown. 

A B

sonobuoy
100 m

1 km 1 km

support vessel

ship positionA B

sonobuoy
100 m

1 km 1 km

support vessel

ship position

 
Figure 7: Measurement at sea procedure 

The analysis period typically starts about 1 km far from the buoy. The distance between ship and buoy can 
be computed directly by the acquisition software using the information of the 2 GPS (one on the buoy and 
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one on the target ship) or directly hitting the buoy reflector with the ship radar. The ship must have stable 
speed and track and fixed machinery set-up while the support ship have to shut down all machineries. 

 
Figure 8: Spectrogram recorded during a typical run 

The closest point of approach could be about 100 meters, to simulate the official test at acoustic range, but 
it could be reduced  to a few tenths of meters in order to acquire data for the localization of the noise 
sources. In figure 8, a spectrogram relative to a target ship passing near the buoy is shown. 
In figure 9, typical third octave spectrum and narrow band spectrum are shown. Detected tonal component 
can be related to the internal accelerometers to identify the noise sources. 

 

 
Figure 9: Narrow band [0-400 Hz] and third octave band source levels [0-20 kHz] 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The tests at sea carried out both on cruise and naval ships have confirmed the feasibility of gaining 
relevant information on underwater acoustic emissions of the vessels through a light system. The system, 
which doesn’t replace tests in range facilities, allows to perform frequent, less expensive and largely faster 
checks on the actual signature of the ship than in an acoustic range. 
In the civil ambit, the underwater noise assessment of cruise ships at sea should constitute the first step for 
eco-compatible vessels. In fact, in view of the introduction in the near future of new IMO or other 
regulations aimed at setting a threshold for the maximum sound pressure radiated by civil ships, a 
assessment method based on devices like that presented in the paper can be very useful. It would be well 
suited to characterize - even in situ prior to entering protected sea areas, for example those haunted by 
marine mammals - the radiated noise and to point out the tricks necessary to comply with regulations.  
These kind of measure have been successfully used, to check acoustic requirements, on the latest ships 
built by Fincantieri with underwater noise requirements. Depending on the background condition, the 
result obtained are comparable with measurements performed on more complex acoustic ranges.  
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Abstract 
A mixed finite element method and corresponding computer code for dynamic analysis of fluid structure 
interaction systems subject to earthquake excitations, explosion waves and impact loads are presented. A 
variational principle is formulated to describe interaction dynamics and a mixed displacement-pressure 
finite element model is derived. To improve numerical efficiency, a substructure-subdomain technique is 
adopted. Three examples are presented to provide some engineering applications of the developed method 
and computer code. Example 1 concerns a LNG tank-water interaction system subject to an explosion 
pressure wave. Example 2 investigates the dynamics of a building structure-acoustic volume system 
subject to human footfall impacts. Example 3 studies a liquid storage tank excited by earthquake loads. 
Natural vibrations and dynamic responses of three examples are obtained and discussed for the designs of 
engineering products involving fluid-structure interactions. 

1 Introduction 

Transient dynamic response analysis of fluid-structure interaction systems subject to earthquake, 
explosion or impact loads necessitates inter-disciplinary studies relating to the fluid, rigid or flexible 
structure and their physical coupling mechanisms. For almost all problems involving fluid-structure 
interactions, analytical solutions are not available and recourse to numerical solutions or experimental 
studies are the only way forward. Based on linear approximations, fluid-solid interaction problems 
occurring in science and engineering have been well formulated and solved [1-12]. Among these methods, 
the mixed finite element approach, in which the variables of acceleration in the elastic solid and pressure 
in the fluid are adopted as the arguments, was successfully demonstrated by analysing a wide selection of 
fluid-structure interaction problems of practical interest [10-12]. However, experience shows that for very 
large complicated fluid-structure interaction problems possibly involving many tens of thousands degrees 
of freedom, computational difficulties arise (e. g. storage, time, etc). These problems can be overcome by 
using substructure methods developed to derive solutions describing the dynamical behaviour of large 
engineering structures. The potential of the method, originally developed by [13], was realised by [14] and 
over the years it has been further developed and refined to tackle large dynamics problems [15-19]. Based 
on the variational principles of elastodynamics, the substructure method to the dynamic analysis of dry 
structures was theoretically investigated [20-21]. From suitably formulated substructure models they 
studied the convergence of the methods and derived a rule on which mode reduction could be undertaken 
in a reasoned and logical way. Applications and extensions of the substructure approach have been made 
by [22] and [4-6] to study fluid-structure interaction problems.  

The substructure-subdomain method is a development combining the Rayleigh-Ritz method and a finite 
element analysis. It takes advantages of the positive aspects of both methods but avoids their 
shortcomings. It divides a large vibration problem into smaller problems of a size more easily handled, 
and a solution to the larger problem is obtained by suitably combining the solutions of the smaller 
problems. The fundamental solution process of substructure subdomain methods includes the following 
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three steps. (i) The whole fluid-structure system under examination is divided into a number of smaller 
subsystems. Naturally, the number of subsystems can be determined according to the problem and the 
computer capacity used. (ii) Substructure / subdomain analysis to derive data describing their dynamic 
characteristics using a theoretical / experimental / approximate / numerical methods. More often, finite 
element analysis of substructure-subdomain is used. These data form the basis for the construction of the 
solution to the fluid-structure interaction problem. (iii) Synthesis of substructure-subdomain data to obtain 
an approximate solution describing the dynamics of the whole system. 

Reference [11] continued such studies with the development of a unified substructure-subdomain method 
incorporating the mixed finite element approach discussed previously [10]. Based on this unified theory 
and method, the corresponding computer program FSIAP [23-24] has been developed and used to 
numerical simulations of many fluid-structure interaction problems in engineering [25-34]. This paper 
provides a further investigation on this integrated theory and the numerical method. Following a summary 
of the developed mathematical model and the numerical method, the paper further develops the theory and 
applications in the following aspects. (i)  The boundary conditions on the interface of two different fluids 
with different mass density are formulated and discussed. (ii)  The frequency shift technique for fluid-
structure interaction system is mathematically demonstrated. (iii) Three engineering examples involving 
liquefied natural gas (LNG)-tank, air-water-structure and acoustic volume-building interaction systems 
subject to earthquake excitations, explosion pressure waves and human footfall impacts are presented and 
discussed  for the designs of engineering products involving fluid-structure interactions 

2 Governing equations of fluid-structure interaction systems 

As shown in figure 1, a Cartesian coordinate system 321 xxxO − , where the gravitational acceleration is 

along the negative direction of the coordinate axis 3xO − , is chosen as a reference frame to investigate the 

dynamics of fluid-structure interaction systems shown in this figure. For the selected fluid-solid 
interaction systems, each consists of a flexible structure of mass density ρ s  and elastic tensor ijklE  within 

a domain sΩ of boundary S ST w∪ ∪ Σ  with its unit normal vector ν i and at least a fluid (air or liquid) 

of sound velocity c  in a domain fΩ of boundary Σ∪Γ∪Γ∪Γ pwf  with a unit normal vectorη i .  The 

system is excited by external dynamical forces $ , $ , $T f pi i and ground acceleration$wi . The Cartesian 

tensor notations [35] with subscripts i, j, k and l (=1, 2, 3) obeying the summation convention are used in 

the paper. For example, u v w ei i i ij, , ,  and σ ij  represent displacement, velocity, acceleration vector, 

strain and stress tensor in the solid, respectively, p denotes the pressure in the fluid, ,/ 22
, tpp tt ∂∂=  

,/, jiji xuu ∂∂=  ,/, tuuuv itii ∂∂=== &  ,/ 22
, tuuuvw ittiiii ∂∂==== &&& etc.. Let us divide this system 

intoNssubstructures in the solid and N f  subdomains in the fluids. In a general case, a typical substructure 

is represented by )(Sub I , ),...,3,2,1( sNI =  which has its domain 
)(I

sΩ  with displacement boundary Sw
I( ) , 

traction boundaryST
I( ) , wet interface 

)()( II αα Σ=Σ  connecting to subdomains ,Dom )(α )( αα IN∈ , where 

N I( )α denotes a set of ordered numbers of the adjacent subdomains ,Dom )(α  and substructure interfaces 

S IJ( )  connected to the N I  adjacent substructures )(Sub J , )( )( INJ ∈ , where N I( )  denotes a set of 

ordered numbers of the adjacent substructures )(Sub J .  Similarly, a typical subdomain is represented by 

,Dom )(β  ),...,3,2,1( fN=β  which has its domain 
)(β

fΩ  with boundaries )()()( βββ
pwf Γ∪Γ∪Γ  and f-s 

coupling interface )()( ββ KK Σ=Σ  connecting to substructures )(,Sub )()( KK NK β∈  and subdomain 

interfaces )(βγΓ  connected to the nβ  adjacent substructures ,Dom )(γ )( )(βγ n∈  where n( )β  denotes a set 

of ordered numbers of the adjacent subdomains )(Dom γ . It is assumed that there exists N  independent 
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substructure interfaces, n subdomain interfaces and Nsf fluid-structure interaction interfaces in this 

division of the system. The governing equations describing the dynamics of the substructures and 
subdomains are as follows. 
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Figure 1: Fluid-structure interaction systems: (a) an air-water-structure system subject to 
earthquake excitations, (b) an air-building structure system subject to human footfall impacts, (c) a 

LNG-tank system floating on the water subject to an explosion pressure wave in the water. 
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Strain-displacement  
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Constitutive equation 
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and, assuming linearity, we have 
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Boundary conditions  

                      acceleration:                ,ˆ )()( I
i

I
i ww =           ],,[),( 21

)( ttStx I
wi ×∈                             (5-1) 

traction:                    ,ˆ )()()( I
i

I
j

I
ij T=νσ               ],,[),( 21

)( ttStx I
Ti ×∈                     (5-2)  

Substructure interfaces 

                                                  ,)()( J
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I
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)( ttStx IJ
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J
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I
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)( ttStx IJ
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2.2 Fluid subdomain )(Dom β ),,,...,3,2,1( )()( K
f NKnN ββγβ ∈∈=  

Dynamic equation 

)(
,

)*(2)(
, )( βββ

iitt pcp = ,                           ).,(),( 21
)( tttx fi ×Ω∈ β                 (7) 

Boundary conditions  

          free surface:            ,/)(
,

)()(
, gpp ttii

βββ η −=                  ],,[),( 21
)( tttx fi ×Γ∈ β                   (8-1) 

            pressure:            ,ˆ )()( ββ pp =                                   ],,[),( 21
)( tttx pi ×Γ∈ β                  (8-2) 

       acceleration:           ,ˆ )()()()()(
,

βββββ ηρη iifii wp −=            ],,[),( 21
)( tttx wi ×Γ∈ β                (8-3) 

Subdomain interfaces in a same fluid 

                                   ,)()( γβ pp =                               ],[),( 21
)( tttxi ×Γ∈ βγ ,                 (9-1)  

                                         ,0)()(
,

)()(
, =+ γγββ ηη iiii pp                        ],,[),( 21

)( tttxi ×Γ∈ βγ                (9-2) 

2.3      Interaction interfaces      

Fluid-structure interaction interfaces 

                       ,/ )()()(
,

)()( ααα ρην fii
I

i
I

i pw =           ],,[),( 21
)( tttx I

i ×∑∈ α                             (10-1) 

         ,)()()()( αα ηνσ i
I

j
I

ij p=                   ],[),( 21
)( tttx I

i ×∑∈ α .                          (10-2) 
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Fluid-fluid interaction interfaces between two different fluids 

It is necessary to mention that the interaction conditions on the interface between two different fluids, 
which did not considered in the original publication [10-11]. We assume that the two fluids can not mix 
together and there is a separate interface between them. Since the different mass densities of two fluids, 
the motion of the interface between the two different fluids affects the gravitational potential of the 
system. The kinematic and dynamic conditions (9-1,2) for a same fluid are not valid. The conditions 
describing the kinematic and dynamic relationships between two different fluids are as follows.   
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           ],[),( 21
)( tttxi ×Γ∈ αβ ,       (11-1) 

,)()( βα pp =                                       ],[),( 21
)( tttxi ×Γ∈ αβ .               (11-2) 

Here superscripts α andβ identify two different fluids with different mass densities and )(αβΓ denotes the 

interaction interface between them. The notation )(
3
αη or )(

3
βη  denotes the 3x - component of the unit 

outside normal vector on the interface of a fluid domain. Due to the gravity, the interaction interfaces 
between two different fluids must be in the horizontal plane in the static equilibrium condition. The 
heavier and lighter fluids are located under and above their interaction interface, respectively. Therefore, 

under the coordinate system shown in figure 1, for the heavier and lighter fluids we have that 1)heavy(
3 =η  

and 1)light(
3 −=η , respectively. This indicates that the effects of the two different fluids on the gravitational 

potential of the system are cancelled each other.  For example, if the mass densities of these two fluids are 
same, equations (11-1,2) reduce to equations (9-1,2).  

3 Variational formulation and FEA equation 

3.1      Variational formulation      

The variational principle [4,10] is extended to its substructure – subdomain form which now includes the 
interactions between two different fluids as discussed above. This functional is presented as follows:  
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In this functional, the acceleration in solids and the pressure in fluids are taken as the variables to be modeled 
by using finite element numerical method. The functional is subject to the constraints given in equations (2-
4), (5-1), (6-1), (8-2), (9-1) and (11-2) as well as the imposed variation constraints pvi δδ == 0 at the two 

time terminals t1 and t2 . The stationary conditions of the functional given in equation (12) are described in 
equations (1), (5-2), (6-2), (7), (8-1), (8-3), (9-2), (10-1,2) and (11-1).  

3.2      Finite element equation      

A discretisation of the solid and fluids into finite elements express the displacement of the solid and the 
pressure of the fluid using FEA interpolations [36-37] in the forms 
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       [ ] )()()()()()(
321

)( , βββ ϕ pUu =Φ== puuu IITII ,                                       (13) 

where )( IΦ  and )(βϕ  denote the interpolation function matrices and )( IU and )(βp  represent the 
substructure / subdomain node displacement / pressure vector, respectively. The functional Hsf  given in 

equation (12) now takes the form  
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where )( IM and )( IK represent respectively the finite-element mass and stiffness matrices  of the dry 

structure (I); )(βm and )(βk represent the finite-element matrices of the fluid domain, )(LR denotes the fluid-
structure interaction matrix.  

The variational description in equation (14) forms the basis to derived finite element equation modelling 
fluid-structure interaction dynamics. Taking the variation of the functional (14) and using the displacement 
consistent conditions on the solid substructure interfaces and the pressure equilibrium conditions on the fluid 
subdomain interfaces, we derive the finite element equation of the total fluid-structure interaction system in 
the following matrix form [10-11]  
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where M , K , U  and F̂ represent respectively the finite-element mass, stiffness matrices, displacement 

vector and external force vector of the dry solid substructure;  m , k , p  and f̂ represent the similar finite-

element matrices in a pressure form of the fluid domain and R denotes the fluid-structure interaction 
matrix. This is a non-symmetrical equation. Using the developed symmetrisation methods [10], we can 
obtained a symmetrical equation  
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                          (16) 

If the force vectors on the right sides of equations (15) and (16) vanish, the corresponding resultant 
equations describe the natural vibrations of the fluid-structure interaction system. Since a constant 
pressure in the fluid and the corresponding static displacement configuration of the solid satisfy the all 
governing equations given in section 2, there exists a natural frequency with zero value. As a result of this, 
the current efficient eigenvalue solver can not directly be used to solve the natural vibration of fluid-
structure interaction system.  To address this difficult, the following frequency shift technique can be used.  

3.3      Frequency shift technique      

A frequency shift technique was proposed for substructure-subdomain methods of fluid-solid interaction 
dynamics [11] in which it was demonstrated that for pure solid or fluid problems, a frequency shift 1ς  can 

be given in substructure analysis step and a corresponding reverse frequency shift 1ς−  is required 
following the substructure synthesis and the solution of the total system is same as the solution of the 
original natural vibration system. However, for fluid-structure interaction problem, equation (15) is not 
symmetric and a symmetrisation process is needed to derive symmetric equation (16). Therefore, the 
original paper [11] has not confirmed if the frequency shift technique can be implemented in the way for 
pure solid or fluid problems demonstrated. This directly affects the design of a generalised unified 
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computer code to solve pure solid, pure fluid and fluid-structure interaction problems. In this paper, this 
non-demonstrated issue is proved as follows. The key point is to prove that a frequency shift is 
independent of the symmetrisation process of equation (15). Assume that a frequency shift1ς is given to 
equation (16), we obtain that 
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                (17) 

Now, let us demonstrate that a reverse operation process, i.e. the frequency shift 1ς  of equation (15) and 
then the symmetrisation of the resultant equation, provides a same result given in equation (17).  The 
frequency shift 1ς  modifies equation (15) into  
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which has a different form compared with the standard fluid-solid interaction equation (15) and therefore 
the developed symmetrisation methods for equation (15) can not be directly used to equation (18), so that 
the original paper did not confirm the frequency shift technique being valid for fluid-solid interaction 
cases.  Equation (18) is rewritten as  

,ˆ)( T
1 FpRUMKUM +=++ ς&&                                                              (19) 

.ˆ)()( 11 fUURpmkpm ++−=++ ςς &&&&                                                        (20) 

Pre-multiplication of equation (19) by the inverse matrix 1−M  which normally exists as mentioned and 
used in the previous paper [10-11], we obtain that  

,ˆ)( 1T11
1 FMpRMKUMUU −−− +=++ ς&&                                                 (21) 

from which it follows that  

,ˆ)( 1T11
1 FMpRMKUMUU −−− ++−=+ ς&&                                              (22) 

which is a key equation for the successful mathematical deduction. Pre-multiplying equation (22) by 
matrix K  as well as substituting equation (22) into equation (20), we respectively obtain that 

,ˆ)( 1T1
1

1 FKMpRKMUKKKMUK −−− =−++ ς&&                                          (23) 

.ˆˆ)( 11
1

T1 FRMfKURMpmRRMkpm −−− −=−+++ ς&&                                (24) 

Equations (23) and (24) are same as equation (17) provided using a matrix form, so that the demonstration 
is completed. This demonstration establishes a further solid theoretical foundation for numerical analysis 
as well as computer code designs to simulate various fluid-solid interaction problems in engineering. 
Based on this result, the frequency shift process can be completed in the stage of substructure analysis for 
the problems of structure dynamics, acoustic volume analysis as well as fluid-structure interactions. 

3.3 Computer program-FSIAP 

To complement the mixed finite element substructure-subdomain method presented herein, a generalised 
Fluid – Structure Interaction Analysis Program (FSIAP) [23-24] based on PC computer architecture was 
developed to solve large natural vibrations and dynamical response problems associated with structures, 
fluids and their interactions. This user-friendly software contains all the theoretical features discussed in 
the development of the approach and overcomes restrictions on computer storage capacity, length of run 
time etc, providing an effective and efficient solution to complex fluid-structure dynamical interaction 
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problems [10-11, 23-34]. The detailed information on this program is given in [23-24]. The flow chart of 
this program is presented in figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  The flow chart of the computer program FSIAP [23-24] 

4 A LNG-tank-water interaction system  

Figure 3 shows the geometrical size and finite element idealisation of a 2-dimensional liquefied natural 
gas (LNG)-tank-water interaction system subject to a pressure wave excitation [29,34]. This pressure 
wave may be caused by explosions under water [11,12] or earthquake [11] or sea waves [1].  The data 
used in the simulations are as follows: external water domain: Hs = 64m, L = 120m; tank-internal water 
domain: H = 30m, hl = 4m, hu = 9m,  Bl = 32m,  Bu = 22m, b = 40m. The tank is treated as a uniform elastic 
structure of equivalent thickness 0.3m, Young’s modulus 25 cm/N1081.9 ×=E , Poisson ratio 31.0=µ  

and mass density 33 cm/Kg104.2 −×=
s

ρ . The internal fluid is a Liquefied Natural Gas of mass 
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density 34 cm/Kg1074.4 −×=gρ  and speed of sound s/m1700=gC . The external fluid is considered as 

the sea-water of mass density 33 cm/Kg10025.1 −×=
w

ρ  and speed of sound s/m1430=
w

C . The draught 

is 4m for the empty tank and 11m for a 50% filling level hf = 15m, respectively. Figure 3 also indicates the 
locations of the selected displacement response points 13, 45,105 and 172 on the tank and the pressure 
response points P335, P367, P374 and P541, P547 and P551 in the internal and external fluid domains, 
respectively. The tank is modelled using 104 four-node plane strain elements involving a total of 208 solid 
nodes. The internal liquid domain is divided into 336 four-node plane pressure elements with a total of 
375 nodes and the external water domain is idealised by 384 four-node plane pressure elements with a 
total of 429 nodes. On both internal and external fluid-solid interaction interfaces, the corresponding 
interface coupling elements are used to realise fluid-solid interaction conditions. 

               
Figure 3: The geometrical size and finite element idealization of an internal liquid – LND tank – 

external water interaction system [29,34].  

 

 

 

 

      Mode 7   0.118Hz                                                   Mode 9   0.127Hz 

Figure 4: Two natural modes of the integrated interaction system. 
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Figure 5: The time histories of the dynamic responses of the system at chosen points of the system: 
(a) vertical displacement responses,  (b) fluid pressure responses curves. 

The system is excited by a pressure wave p̂ along the left boundary of the external water domain. This 
pressure wave may be caused by any explosions under the water or an earthquake or regular sea waves. 
The computer program allows choosing any types of time histories, continuous or discrete time functions, 
to model the prescribed pressure waves [23-24]. Here as an example, a regular sea pressure wave of unit 

p̂  
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amplitude ftp π2cosˆ =  is considered. To examine the sloshing dynamic response, we choose a lower 
frequency 0.1 Hz, which is near to the first sloshing frequency 0.127Hz of the system, to conduct the 
numerical simulations. The mode damping coefficient of value 0.05 is used in calculation. 

The simulation shows that for the internal liquid-tank-external water interaction systems like a large LNG 
ship floating on the water, there exists quite large number of internal and external sloshing frequencies due 
large area of free surface on the external water. Therefore, for the design of a large LNG ship operating in 
sea ways, the sloshing fluid-structure interaction calculations are more important. Figure 4 shows the two 
selected modes of the system. In these two modes, Mode 7 has an anti-symmetric pattern of both sloshing 
motions of internal liquid and external water whereas and Mode 9 describes a tank rolling motion coupling 
with sloshing effect of internal liquid. Figure 5 shows the time histories of the vertical displacement and 
the dynamic fluid pressure responses at the selected points indicated in figure 3.  The tank vertical 
displacement response amplitude at Point 45 is about 4 m and the dynamic fluid pressure amplitude at 
P367 is about 5.5MPa, which could affect the safe operation of the LNG tank. 

5 A building structure-acoustic volume interaction system 

Figure 6 (a) shows a system of a wood chamber-air interaction system [32-33]. The origin of the 
coordinate system xyzo −  is located at the centre of the bottom. The geometrical size in x, y and z 
directions of this chamber is 480 X 480 X 240cm. The top and walls of this chamber are made of wood 

plates of thickness 6cm and gravity density 3Kg/cm100.5 4−×=sγ . The Young’s modulus and Poisson 

ratio of the wood are assumed as 25 Kg/cm102.1 ×=E  and 315.0=µ , respectively. The material 

properties of the air inside the chamber are used as the gravity density 3Kg/cm10225.1 6−×=aγ  and the 

speed of sound cm/s104.3 4×=C . In the simulation, the solid structure is modelled by 432 four node 
plate elements and the air volume is modelled by 864 three dimensional pressure elements. The 
corresponding interface elements on the air-structure interfaces between the structure and the air are used 
to generate the coupling matrix of the air and structure.  

We investigate the dynamic response of the system excited by the footfall impacts caused by two men 
walking on the top plate of the wood chamber.  It is assumed that Man 1 of weight 75Kg is walking in x 
direction from the position 0x  on the intersection line of the top plate and the coordinate plane xoz with 

his step length cm80=L and a walking speed cm/s143=v . At the same time, Man 2 is also walking in y 
direction from the position 0y on the intersection line of the top plate and the coordinate plane yoz. For a 

convenience, we consider that Man 2 has the same weight, step length and walking speed. The impact load 
caused by each right or left step is modelled in a pattern of time function shown in figure 6(b) and 
equation (25) in which the time period of walking impulse function is calculated by s56.0/ == vLτ .  
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Here t denotes a relative time from the starting time 4/)1(3 τ−= NtN  at which the N-th step starts and 

the walking impulse function is added at point LNxxN )1(0 −+= . Therefore, there is a short time period 

about 4/τ  in which the walking loads are applied at two feet contacting points 1−Nx and Nx  to simulate 

the practical cases as measured in the experiments [38-41]. The force peak-weight ratio of human footfall 
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impacts for the walking cases is considered as 1.25 [38-41] and therefore the impact load of each foot step 
used in the simulation equals )(75.93)(7525.1 tftf =× Kg. 
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                                (a)                                                                                            (b) 

Figure 6: (a) The finite element mesh of the wood chamber-air interaction system and (b) the time 
history pattern of human walking impact load [32-33]. 
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(a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 7: (a) Time histories of sound pressures at nodes 420 (-160, 0,160), 422 (-80, 0, 160), 424 (0, 
0,160), 426 (80, 0, 160) and 428 (160, 0,160) in chamber (cm); (b) sound pressures (dB) at nodes 420 
(-160, 0,160), 422 (-80, 0, 160), 424 (0, 0,160), 426 (80, 0, 160) and 428 (160, 0,160) in chamber (cm). 
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Figure 8: Dynamic displacement responses at Points 488 and494 on top floor of chamber. 
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Figure 7 (a) presents the time histories of sound pressures at nodes 420 (-160, 0,160), 422 (-80, 0, 160), 
424 (0, 0,160), 426 (80, 0, 160) and 428 (160, 0,160) in the chamber (cm), and (b) gives the decibels of 
the sound pressures (dB) at the same nodes. Figure 8 shows the dynamic displacement responses at points 
488 and494 on top floor of the chamber. As shown in figure 7 the noises heard by people are mainly 
appeared in a time interval from 0.5s to 2.5s. During this period, the noise pressure shows an oscillation 
impulse which explains the “character” of the footstep noise claimed by people, such as “thuds”, “thumps” 
and “booming”. The values of dynamic responses depend on the footfall loads and the natural 
characteristics of the system. If the frequency of one harmonic component of the footfall loads is near to 
one of natural frequency of the air-structure interaction system, a resonance may happen, which will cause 
serious vibration and noise. The moving load simulation provides a useful approach to obtain more 
practical results. In this simulation, the first natural frequency of the system is about 17Hz which is much 
different than the frequencies of harmonic component of the footfall load, therefore, there is no resonance 
happening. However, even in this case, the level of sound pressure heard by five people sitting at the five 
points in the acoustic volume is higher than about 80dB, as shown in figure 7. This noise level is not 
allowed for comfort human living and working environment.   

6 A liquid storage tank excited by earthquake loads 

Figure 9 (a) schematically illustrates a 3-dimensional air-water-tank three-phase dynamic coupled system 
under investigation [26-28, 30]. The tank is a uniform spherical shell of outer diameter 300mm and 
thickness 2.8mm and is fixed at the four positions along the equator of the outer shell. The tank is filled 
equally by air and water. The finite element model adopts 264 four-node shell elements to describe the 
tank, 144 eight-node pressure elements to model the water as shown in figure 9 (b) and the same number 
for the air. Such a model was used to calculate the natural frequencies of the dry structure and the 
interaction case assuming no free surface wave to compare with experimental results [25, 28]. The 
material properties of the tank structure, water and air are used as follows. The tank structure, is of the 

elastic module E = 3100 MPa, mass densitysρ = 0.00119kg/ cm3 and Poisson ratioν = 0.31. For water (β  

= 1) and air (β  = 2), their mass densities are )1(
fρ  = 0.1019×10-6 kg/cm3 and )2(

fρ  = 0.1249×10-8 kg/cm3, 

speeds of sound )1(c = 1430m/s and )2(c = 340m/s, respectively. The system is horizontally excited by El-
Centro earthquake record data shown in figure 10.  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

                                               

                                  (a)                                                     (b)                                          (c) 

Figure 9: (a) Air-water-spherical tank interaction system, (b) finite element mesh of water domain, 
(c) coordinate system o-xyz and coordinates (cm) boundary fixed points (����) and response point (����): 

A (9.7078, 9.7078,-5.6867), B (10.5076, 10.5076, 0.0000), C (9.7078, 9.7078, 5.6867). 

Figure 11 shows three selected sloshing modes in which the left one is a pitch motion of 1.619Hz, and the 
middle one shows a bending form of 2.226 Hz while  the right one behaves a convex-concave mode shape 
of 2.651Hz.  It is found from the simulations [26] that the enclosed air increases the sloshing frequency of 
the system. This result is explained and confirmed by the following fact. Due to different mass densities 
and speeds of sound for the air and the water, the gravitational potentials of the water and the air caused 
by the motion of the air-water interface are canceled each other, as described in equation (11). If the mass 
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density and the speed of sound of the air are assumed to be increased to the ones of the water, which 
represents that the shell tank is fully filled by the water. In this case, there exists no the air-water interface 
involving the sloshing motion and the natural frequencies of the full water domain will be very higher, 
which is demonstrated by the numerical simulations. This finding suggests an approach to control sloshing 
by using the pressurised air to fill sealed tanks.  

Figure 12 shows the time histories of dynamic displacements and pressures at selected nodes in the air-
water-tank system subject to El-Centro earthquake excitation. It is found that the frequency of the 
dominated component of the dynamic response is about 2.1Hz which corresponds to the sloshing 
frequency of the air-water-tank interaction system. Both of the amplitudes of dynamic displacement and 
pressure in the air-water-tank system are lower than the ones in the water-tank system in which the air 
effect is neglected [30].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10:  Ground acceleration curve (a) and power spectrum (b) of El-Centro earthquake [42]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Three selected modes of the fluid in the tank: the left pitch mode of 1.619Hz, the middle 
bending mode of 2.226 Hz and the right convex-concave mode of 2.651Hz. 
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Figure 12: (a) Time histories of dynamic displacements at node C of number 169 and (b) time 
histories of dynamic pressures at point A of node P296, point B of node P320 and point C of P344 on 

the fluid-tank interface of air-water-tank system subject to El-Centro earthquake excitation. 
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7 Conclusion 

Following a summary of the developed mathematical model and the mixed finite element-substructure-
subdomain method and the corresponding computer code as well as its applications to dynamic analysis of 
fluid structure interaction systems in engineering, this paper provides the following new supplementary 
theoretical contributions to the original paper and the mathematical model. (i)  The boundary conditions 
on the interface of two different fluids with different mass density are formulated and discussed. (ii)  The 
frequency shift technique for fluid-structure interaction system is mathematically demonstrated. These 
new contributions further confirm the theoretical foundation of the method.  

Three engineering examples are simulated using the developed computer code. Example 1 is a liquefied 
natural gas (LNG)-tank-water interaction system excited by a pressure wave.  The simulation shows that 
for the internal liquid-tank-external water interaction systems like a large LNG ship floating on the water, 
there exist quite large numbers of internal and external sloshing frequencies due large area of free surface 
on the external water. Therefore, for the design of a large LNG ship safely operating in sea ways, the 
sloshing fluid-structure interaction calculations are more important. Example 2 is an acoustic volume-
building interaction system subject to human footfall impacts. As shown in figure 7 the noises heard by 
people are mainly appeared in a time interval from 0.5s to 2.5s. During this period, the noise pressure 
shows an oscillation impulse which explains the “character” of the footstep noise claimed by people, such 
as “thuds”, “thumps” and “booming”. The moving load simulation provides a useful approach to obtain 
more practical results. Example 3 deals with an air-water-spherical shell system subject to El-Centro 
earthquake excitation. It is found from the simulations that the enclosed air increases the sloshing 
frequency of the system. This result is explained and confirmed by theoretical formulation. This finding 
suggests an approach to control sloshing by using the pressurised air to fill sealed tanks.  
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Abstract 
 
Dynamic excitation from the engine generates vibration modes in the engine thin clutch cover, which 
causes radiation of unwanted structure-borne noise. To reduce the noise as well as the vibration, the 
stiffened plate construction is frequently used for thin covers, where the rib stiffener layout is the key of 
the classical design. This paper presents the evaluations and comparison of sound power level radiated 
from an engine clutch cover actually mounted on a mass production motorcycle and a new optimized 
clutch cover. Firstly the acoustical analysis considers the variation of material, the uniform thickness 
distribution for the clutch cover, and then compares the effects of ribs and concentrated masses applied on 
the inner cover surface. The clutch cover is excited by a set of harmonic forces applied to the inner 
surface; a commercially available finite element software is used to predict the mode shapes of the cover 
while the radiated sound power is predicted using and comparing a conventional boundary element 
method and a novel approach, the modal acoustic transfer vector method. 

1 Introduction 

The acoustic emission that man perceives from an operating internal combustion engine includes both air 
borne and vibration borne noise. The engine casing that should prevent the transmission of air borne noise 
outside produces structural vibration noise itself as it is subjected to the vibrations transmitted by the 
operating engine. This work analyzes the structural acoustic emission produced by the clutch cover of a 
750 cc two-cylinder engine and compares different design configurations. 
The structural modification most commonly adopted in mechanical applications to reduce structural 
vibrations consists in stiffening the component with a series of ribs but that doesn’t always reduce the 
acoustic emission [1]. On the other hand that can be achieved by adopting an asymmetric configuration 
[2], variable thickness and/or lumped masses added to specific points; the latter solution, deeply dealt with 
in [3-6], has been adopted in this work to reduce the acoustic emission of the clutch cover.  
The test cases examined here are two clutch covers, one built in a magnesium alloy (MgC), the other in an 
aluminium alloy (AlC). They were modeled numerically in ordered to simulate their acoustic emission and 
how that is modified as function of the material properties and the structural characteristics. All the 
choices and considerations made in the development of the numerical model were based on the possibility 
of reproducing the numerical tests experimentally in order to validate it. Due to the characteristic 
parameters of the clutch cover structure and of the fluid, throughout the investigated range, the interaction 
of the structural and acoustic domains is uncoupled, therefore the vibro-acoustic analysis could be split in 
two independent structural and acoustic analyses. 
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Presently the vibro-acoustic analyses are carried out by a hybrid technique called FEM-BEM that employs 
the Finite Element Method (FEM) for the structural analysis and the Boundary Element Method (BEM) 
for the acoustic analysis; actually the harmonic analysis solution of the FE analysis is imported as 
boundary condition in the BEM model.  
The FEM-BEM technique was adopted to calculate the acoustic emission of the clutch cover developing 
the structural model in the Ansys environment and the acoustic model in LMS Virtual Lab Acoustics 
environment. The FEM-BEM [7] analysis is computationally much faster compared to the purely FE 
technique adopted both in the structural and acoustic domains, but still the BEM acoustic analysis is 
computationally costly and unsuitable for optimization processes that require repeated analyses as the 
structure is modified. Nonetheless, due to its accuracy, it seems suitable to validate the final optimized 
configuration. 
A numerical technique adopted to reduce the acoustic analysis calculation time is the Acoustics Transfer 
Vectors (ATV) [8] that requires only the dicretization of the acoustic domain by the boundary elements. It 
differs from the classical BEM in creating a matrix of relations between the BE nodes and the microphone 
locations in the acoustic domain that is invariant as the boundary condition imposed to the acoustic mesh 
varies. 

2 ATV and MATV techniques 

The ATV technique is based on the classical hypothesis of acoustics that is the linearity of the acoustic 
domain and on the possibility of using Helmholtz’s equation to describe any acoustic phenomenon in the 
frequency domain. In these conditions for any acoustic system it is possible to establish, as function of 
frequency, ω, a linear relation between the input, the vector of the normal velocities of emitting surface 
nodes, { })(ωnsV , and the output, the vector of the pressure { })(ωP  at a number of fixed points (microphones) 
in the acoustic space, through the matrix [ ])(ωATV : 

 { } [ ]{ })()()( ωω=ω nsVATVP  (1) 

The matrix [ ]ATV  is completely determined on the basis of the system acoustic characteristics. Once the 
harmonic response of the structure and its surface velocities are known the acoustic emission is 
determined with a negligible computational effort. That means that the same matrix [ ]ATV  can be 
employed to calculate the acoustic response: a) with structural modifications that don’t alter the shape of 
the emitting external surface as in the case of inner ribs or lumped masses; b) as the exciting source varies 
in type and location. 
Therefore the ATV technique is quite suitable for acoustic analyses in open domains and for the 
comparison of the different responses of a structure in the optimization process. 
A local structural modification modifies the modal basis of the component FEM model. In an optimization 
process it is necessary to concentrate the effort on the modes that more greatly contribute to the emitted 
power even if in operating conditions such modes will have low modal participation coefficients. 
In the case of harmonic response, the vector of the normal velocities of the vibrating surface nodes can be 
expressed as 

 { } [ ] { })(.)( ωωω MRSPjV nns Φ=  (2) 

where [ ]nΦ  represents the matrix of modal vectors projected in the direction normal to the emitting surface 
and { })(ωMRSP  is the vector of the modal participation coefficients that depends on frequency. By 
applying the ATV technique one obtains  

 { } [ ] { })(.)()( ωωωω MRSPjATVP n
T Φ=  (3) 

where one can identify a new transformation expressed by the vector 
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 { } { } [ ]n
TT ATVjMATV Φ= .)(.)( ωωω  (4) 

that represents the contribution of each single mode to the pressure at the microphone locations. 
The ATV calculation can be limited to only one subset of master frequencies selected on the basis of the 
distance of the component from the microphones and by applying an interpolation technique that reduces 
considerably the calculation time in the case of acoustic emission in the outer space as for the clutch 
cover.  

3 Problem description 

In the present work the first generation clutch cover was numerically analyzed and compared to the study 
case clutch cover in order to verify the effects of eventual structural modifications. 
Figure 1 shows the images of both covers. The original cover (MgC) is made of a magnesium alloy. It has 
a diameter of 180 mm and a height of 38.5 mm from the fastening plane and a total mass of 261 g. It is 2.8 
mm thick in the central part; it has a series of central ribs radially oriented, 2 mm thick and from 7.7 to 11 
mm wide, and also a series of minor ribs, 1 mm thick and 3 mm wide. The size and location of the ribs 
were chosen on the basis of practical experience. One should observe the position of the oil plug that 
breaks the symmetry of the cover external surface. The cover is fixed to the engine casing by 6 screws so 
that the cover can be considered as clamped. 
The study case (AlC) has the same basis of MgC, the same thickness but a height of 48 mm from the 
fastening plane, and it is flat in its central part with a structural behavior similar to that of a circular plate. 
It is made of an aluminium alloy that has a worse acoustic behavior compared to the magnesium alloy at 
high frequencies (above 3000 Hz), but it is less expensive. AlC has a total mass of 392 g. It was designed 
and built without ribs in order to better highlight the effect of structural modifications introduced on the 
basis of the numerical simulations. Its greater height makes it possible to house structural modifications 
without interfering with the clutch assembly. 
 

        
Figure 1: Front and back views of a) MgC and b) AlC  

4 FEM structural analysis 

The MgC was modeled in Pro/E and its CAD model imported in the simulation environment of the FEM 
software Ansys (Fig.2a). The cover was meshed using solid elements. Prior to the component modal 
analysis a pre-stress static analysis was carried out in order to take into account the bolt fastening torque. 
Figure 2b shows the FEM model of MgC highlighting the zones around the bolt holes. 
The modal analysis of the cover constrained at its basis was carried out in the same range investigated 
experimentally that is from 0 to 5000 Hz. Table 1 reports the frequencies corresponding to the first 8 
natural modes while Fig.3 shows the modal shapes. There is a slight difference between the 2nd and 3rd 
natural modes as between the 4th and 5th due to the presence of the oil plug that makes the central part of 
MgC unsymmetrical. 

a) b) 
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Figure 2: MgC a) solid model and b) pre-stress static analysis 

Mode no. Frequency [Hz]
1 1306.9 
2 2419.6 
3 2580 
4 4228.9 
5 4300.4 
6 4986.1 
7 5532.1 
8 5665.6 

Table 1: MgC first 8 natural frequencies 

   

   
Figure 3: MgC first 6 natural mode shapes  

In the same way AlC was modeled. Figure 4a shows the CAD model while Fig.4b shows the FE mesh that 
was made also taking into account the actual location of the experimental acceleration measure points.  

  
Figure 4: AlC a) CAD and b) FEM models 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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Table 2 lists AlC first 8 natural frequencies while Fig.5 shows the corresponding modal shapes. Compared 
to the modes of MgC those of AlC have almost equal frequencies two by two as in the case of an 
axisymmetrical plate since the oil plug doesn’t break the symmetry of the cover flexible emitting surface. 
 

Mode no. Frequency [Hz]
1 1090.9 
2 2241.2 
3 2245.0 
4 3721.7 
5 3729.0 
6 4240.8 
7 5471.8 
8 5478.1 

Table 2: AlC first 8 natural frequencies 

   

   
Figure 5: AlC first 6 natural mode shapes 

5 Vibro-acoustic model 

The BE mesh, required to build a good model for acoustic analyses, using the FEM/BEM technique, is 
quite different from a mesh for structural analyses [9]. A good acoustic mesh requires uniformly sized 
elements. The classical rule is to have at least 7 nodes or 6 elements per wavelength on the emitting 
surface, referring to the shorter wavelength in the frequency range of interest. An exception to the uniform 
element size is made in the case of free edges as around holes where the pressure gradient is high; in such 
zones the mesh must be refined locally.  
The clutch cover acoustic mesh was generated from the solid mesh generated in Ansys obtaining a surface 
or skin mesh and afterwards an element homogenization procedure was applied on the basis of the 
acoustic constraints in LMS Virtual Lab environment (Fig.6). Both acoustic meshes have elements of 3.5 
mm size with validity up to a maximum frequency of 16190.5 Hz. 
The normal component of the surface velocities obtained by a harmonic FEM on a modal basis must be 
imposed as boundary condition on the acoustic domain. However, since the structural and the acoustic 
meshes do not correspond node by node, a geometric interpolation algorithm (Max Distance [9]) was used 
to map the surface nodal velocities. Afterwards the microphone position, where pressure and fluid velocity 
are measured, was defined. 
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Figure 6: Transformation of a) the FE solid mesh into b) the acoustic 2D mesh for AlC; c) acoustic 

2D mesh for MgC 

The clutch cover was placed with its basis on an infinite and totally rigid plane where the normal fluid 
velocity is zero and the reflection coefficient 1=Rα  (totally reflecting plane). The microphones were placed 
on two rectangular boxes, one 674x674x300mm big, with 33 measure points corresponding to the actual 
experimental ones, the other 2192x2178x1048mm big, with 37 measure points used by Virtual lab for the 
emitted power calculation; finally a further microphone was placed at a double distance from the cover 
with respect to the central microphone of the first box. The choice of the microphone locations was made 
with reference to the UNI ISO 3744 standards and to the experimental conditions in a semi-anechoic 
chamber. Figure 7 shows the different parts of the acoustic model. 
 

          
Figure 7: a) Clutch cover and plane of symmetry; b) 1st box; c) 2nd box 

6 Structural modifications 

There are different passive structural modifications that can be made, reasonably low-cost and simple if 
compared to the present active control solutions. Nonetheless the use of passive techniques requires a 
great effort in defining the optimum configuration in terms of structural modification. If added lumped 
masses are employed the parameters to be defined are: the maximum number of masses, the maximum 
additional weight, the weight range of the single mass and its location.  
In order to define the optimum structural modification in complex structures it is necessary to use 
optimization techniques where the vibration energy is the objective function to be minimized in the case 
low vibration levels are wanted while in acoustic terms the objective function becomes the emitted 
acoustic power,W .  

Even in the specific case of the structural born noise the optimum location of the lumped masses or ribs 
producing low levels of acoustic emission doesn’t always correspond to the optimum configuration 
producing low levels of structural vibration. That is expressed by the parameter of emission efficiency  

 
Svc

W
2

0ρ
=σ  (5) 

a) b) c) 

a) b) c) 
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that is the ratio between the component acoustic emitted power and the power of a plane acoustic wave 
emitted by a rigid piston of equal emitting surface area; 0ρ  is the fluid density, c  the sound speed and 2v  
the square mean velocity of the vibrating surface whose area is S . 

In the analysis of the acoustic emission one refers to a critical frequency at which the flexural wavelength 
of the component has the same value of the acoustic wavelength in the fluid medium; in the case of a 
plate, as the central part of AlC, it is expressed by 

 
tc

cf
L

c 8.1

2
=                         where 

)1( 2υ−ρ
=

EcL  (6) 

and depends on c , the plate thickness t  and Lc  that is the longitudinal velocity of the wave inside the 
plate. Lc  depends on Young’s modulus, E, on Poisson’s coefficient, υ , and on the component material 
densityρ . The component has high emission efficiency for frequencies equal or higher than the critical 
one. As far as the clutch covers are concerned the critical frequencies listed in Tab.3 were obtained. 
 

 Lc  
[m/s] 

cf  
[Hz] 

Bλ [mm] 
f=400Hz 

ariaλ [mm] 
f=400Hz 

Bλ [mm] 
f=1000Hz 

ariaλ [mm] 
f=1000Hz 

Bλ [mm] 
f=5000z 

ariaλ [mm] 
f=5000Hz 

AlC 5352 4336 260 855 164.23 342 73.45 68.4 
MgC 5241 4428 257 855 162.52 342 72.68 68.4 

Table 3: Wavelengths below and above the critical frequencies 

Bλ  indicates the length of the flexural wave of the clutch cover that is proportional to t  and Lc  and 
inversely proportional to the excitation frequency, f. 
In Table 3 one can see that the critical frequencies of the clutch covers are quite near to the maximum 
frequency of the analysis range, 5000 Hz. That means that for all the excitation frequencies below the 
critical one ariaB λ<λ , and that the acoustic emission is mainly due to the natural modes of the cover and to 
the forced vibration of the cover zone around the point of application of the excitation force.  
The introduction of structural modifications by means of stiffening ribs or line constraints in a thin 
structure creates discontinuities in its vibration modes reducing the effect of acoustic short circuit. 
Consequently the presence of ribs reduces the vibration energy but increases the emission efficiency and 
the emission power [10,11]. So ribs are not suggested for reducing acoustic emission in the sub-sonic 
range. 
On the other hand, analyzing the effects of the different quantities on the total power emitted by a plate 
[10,11] given by 
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where rmsF 2  the square mean value of the applied force, supρ the material surface density and η  the 
structural loss factor, one can see that a higher surface density yields a reduction of the emitted power. 
Therefore adding lumped masses to the structure appears to be a suitable solution. Moreover the addition 
of a mass in place of ribs can produce a shift of the system resonances to lower frequencies, in the range 
where the non-linear response of the human ear helps as regards the perceived sound. 
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6.1 Reduction of the acoustic emission by adding lumped masses 

The mass arrangement was defined on the basis of the observation of the cover vibration modes and in 
particular trying to make the structural change effective on the first 4 natural modes. Therefore the lumped 
masses were located on the nodal lines of the 4th mode, as shown in Fig.8, and so as to break the symmetry 
of the first 3 modes. The masses were equally spaced on two concentric rings. Once the position of the 
masses was defined the different configurations were obtained through the step variation of weight of the 
single masses. 

 
Figure 8: Location of lumped masses for AlC 

6.2 Application of the ATV technique 

If the classical FEM/BEM approach is adopted for the vibro-acoustic analysis and the structural 
modifications are introduced in the solid model built in Ansys, for each structural change it is necessary to 
calculate the new modal base and the corresponding harmonic response that is imported as boundary 
condition of the acoustic model; such a procedure requires a huge computational time that makes it 
unfeasible for an optimization process; therefore the ATV technique was adopted instead of BEM 
significantly reducing the acoustic computing time. 
In any case acoustic analyses using the same harmonic structural response were carried out using both the 
FEM-BEM and ATV techniques obtaining identical results that confirms that the ATV approach doesn’t 
introduce approximations in the numerical acoustic model.  
An alternative way is to calculate in Ansys only the modal base of the component with no structural 
modifications, to import it in Virtual lab where the harmonic analysis is carried out, with the eventual 
structural modifications, using a dedicated LMS tool. The mesh adopted for the harmonic analysis in 
Virtual Lab is 2D, identical to the acoustic mesh and is called “surrogate mesh”. The use of a 2D mesh for 
the harmonic analysis reduces the structural calculation time considerably making it possible to evaluate a 
great number of possible optimum configurations. The error made by LMS modification prediction tool on 
the modal base, with respect to applying the structural modifications in Ansys, is less than 1% because the 
tool of Virtual lab processes the modal base imported from Ansys. The harmonic response is slightly 
overestimated with respect to the corresponding one calculated in Ansys with the solid mesh. The acoustic 
results are also overestimated but in both cases they have the same trend. 
After the optimization process with the surrogate mesh it is convenient to estimate the harmonic response 
and the acoustic solution more accurately by the FEM/BEM approach. In Figure 9 the classical FEM/BEM 
and ATV procedures for the acoustic analysis of the different configurations are compared. 
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Figure 9: Vibro-acoustic analysis of the structural modifications in LMS virtual-lab by BEM and 

ATV techniques 

7 Vibro-acoustic analysis of the clutch covers 

The harmonic analysis was carried out in the range from 0 to 5000 Hz with a step of about 1.6 Hz. The 
same 4 points for the application of the excitation force were chosen for both covers and identified as E1, 
E2, E3 and E4. The excitation points were placed in such a way to excite all the natural modes of the 
covers and in particular trying to separate the coupled modes typical of axisymmetric plates. The 
acceleration measure points are identified as M_. The location of measure and excitation points for both 
covers is shown in Fig.10. 
 

    

Figure 10: Location of excitation (red dots) and acceleration points for MgC (a,b) e AlC (c,d) 

The mesh shown in Fig.10 is the structural surrogate mesh that has an exact correspondence with the 
acoustic mesh shown in Fig.6. 
Figure 11 shows the top view of the 2nd box of Fig.7 c) used to measure the acoustic power emitted by the 
covers with the numbered locations of the microphones where the acoustic pressure is measured. 

a) b) c) d) 
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Figure 11: Top view of the acoustic box for a) MgC; b) AlC  

7.1 Results for the magnesium alloy cover 

The acoustic power of the clutch covers was calculated on the basis of the guidelines described in section 
5. In particular it is reported in a weighted form through the weighting filter A, transforming the metric 
parameter Sound power level wL  in the parameter Noise power emission level (NPEL). 

Figure 12 shows the level of acoustic power (NPEL) emitted by MgC for different excitation points (E1, 
E2 and E3); the considered frequency range goes from 400 Hz to 5000 Hz, such a range is mostly below 
the critical frequency that is 4428 Hz.  

 
Figure 12: MgC emitted acoustic power level for different excitation points 

The letters used in Fig.12 correspond to the pressure distributions of Fig.13 on the box employed for the 
acoustic power measurement. One can see that the excitation applied to E1 produces an acoustic power 
peak of 118.3 dB(A) corresponding to the first natural mode at 1307 Hz (Fig.13 D) while the excitation at 
E2 and E3 produces the maximum emission of 116.8 dB(A) corresponding to the 4th mode at 4222 Hz 
(Fig.13 N).  
The difference in terms of dB(A) from the 1st and the 4th modes with excitation at E2 is equal to 5.6, 
therefore, if the cover is excited around the 4th natural frequency, it emits twice the power emitted when it 
is excited at its 1st natural frequency.  
One should also consider the weighting power of the human ear. As the 2nd and 3rd modes are concerned, 
they are in the range where the human ear amplifies the perceived sensation but their emitted power is 
lower than the 4th mode. 

a) b) 
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Figure 13: MgC SPL distribution at different frequencies, with excitation at E2 

7.2 Results for the Aluminum alloy cover 

Once defined the location of the lumped masses as described above, different configurations were 
considered as function of the mass weight. Table 4 reports some of most significant ones. Please note that 
the cover mass is 392g and that in Config_7 the additional mass is 108g that is 27.57% the mass of AlC 
with no structural modifications. However just with and added mass of 12% the total mass of the cover, 
with Config_3 or 4, one obtains a considerable reduction of the emitted power. 

Configuration Name Lumped masses arrangement 
         Config_1 8 masses of 1g on both rings 

Config_2 4 masses of 6g on central ring 
Config_3 4 masses of 12g on central ring 
Config_4 8 masses of 6g on both rings 
Config_5 8 masses of 12g on both rings 
Config_6 4 masses of 12g on central ring, 4 masses of 6g on outer ring 
Config_7 4 masses of 15g on central ring, 4 masses of 12g on outer ring

Table 4: Test configurations for AlC 

Figure 14 shows the level of acoustic power emitted by AlC without structural modifications for different 
excitation points while Fig.15 shows SPL corresponding to the conditions identified by the letters 
A,B,C,D,E,F,G in Fig.14. 

The excitation applied to E1 produces the maximum acoustic emission peaks at 1090.9 Hz (117.4 dB(A)) 
corresponding to the 1st mode and at  4240.8 Hz (118.9 dB(A)) corresponding to the 6th mode. The 
excitation at E2 produces the maximum peaks (about 110 dB(A)) at frequencies corresponding to the 1st, 
2nd, 4th and 6th modes while the excitation at E3 produces the maximum peaks (slightly less than 110 
dB(A)) at frequencies corresponding to the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 6th modes; since the 2nd and 3rd modes as well as 
the 4th and 5th modes are coupled, they can be identified through the pressure distribution on the acoustic 
box (Fig.15 C, D, E, F). 
In Figure 16, the levels of the acoustic power emitted by MgC and AlC without structural modifications 
are compared with the excitation force applied to E2. It is possible to see that the acoustic emission of the 
1st mode of MgC is 1 dBA greater than that of AlC. That is partly due to its natural frequency, 1307 Hz, 
frequency at which the human ear starts to have a perception 0.6 dBA higher than at the 1st natural 
frequency of AlC, 1090 Hz. Such a difference makes MgC behave as an acoustic source 26% more 
powerful than AlC. However, considering that the engine excitation range is 3000 Hz to 4500 Hz, MgC 
has actually a better behavior. 
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Figure 14: AlC emitted acoustic power level for different excitation points 

A) B)  C) D)  

E) F)  G) 
Figure 15: AlC SPL distribution for different frequencies and excitation points 

 
Figure 16: MgC and AlC emitted acoustic power level for excitation at E2 

Figures 17 and 18 show the level of emitted power for different configurations tested in the optimization 
process, listed in Table 4, with the excitation at E2; such a point was chosen because it excites a greater 
number of modes with respect to the other points. 
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Figure 17 highlights the effect of 4 masses of 6 and 12g placed on the central ring as shown in Fig.10. The 
major effects of such masses are on the 1st, 2nd-3rd and 6th modes of the cover, not affecting the 4th and 5th 
ones that on the other hand are the most greatly excited by the operating engine. Both the 1st and the 2nd 
natural frequencies are shifted in a range of lower sensitivity of the human ear to pressure variations. 
Moreover as regards the 1st mode its acoustic power emission is reduced of 1.5 dBA, corresponding to a 
25% reduction. As the 2nd and 3rd modes are concerned the corresponding level of power emission can be 
reduced of over 4 dBA that corresponds to cutting the emitted power to half. Also for the 6th mode the 
optimization yields a sensible reduction of power but little can be done to reduce the power related to the 
4th and 5th modes. The 4th mode of the modified cover with 12 g masses shifts to 2802 Hz but the benefits 
are neutralized by the appearance of its 5th mode at 3713.5 Hz with a peak of acoustic emission slightly 
lower that that of the 4th mode of the cover without modifications. Finally the average level of emitted 
power is sensibly decreased compared to that of the cover without modifications.  

 
Figure 17: AlC emitted acoustic power level for excitation at E2 with 4 masses of 6 and 12 g on the 

central ring compared to the unmodified cover 

Figure 18 highlights the combined effect of the masses on the central ring and on the outer ring, in the 
configuration with all masses of 12g (Config_5). 

 
Figure 18: AlC emitted acoustic power level for excitation at E2 with 8 masses of 12 g on both rings 

compared to the unmodified cover 
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The effect on the 1st and 2nd/3rd modes is the same obtained with the introduction of 4 masses of 12 g on 
the central ring while the 5th mode of the modified cover is shifted from 3713.5 Hz to 3068.5 Hz. In the 
range around 3700 Hz one finds now the 6th and 7th modes but with a power level much lower than that of 
the unmodified cover, passing from a peak of 112 dBA (related to the 4th mode of the unmodified cover to 
two peaks of 106 dBA and 103 dBA respectively. A reduction of the acoustic power level of about 6 dBA 
corresponds to a reduction of 75%. Finally the power emission around the 6th mode is reduced further. 

Figure 19 highlights the improvement in terms of acoustic emission obtained using the AlC modified 
according to Config_5 compared to MgC. The former improves the response as regards the 1st mode and 
keeps the emitted power level below that of MgC for most of the frequency range except for the only 
undesirable peak at 1535 Hz that however is 3.3 dBA below that related to the 1st mode of MgC. That 
means that even in the range where AlC Config_5 doesn’t behave at its best it is still an acoustic source of 
half the emitting power of MgC at 1307 Hz.  

 
Figure 19: MgC and AlC Config_5 emitted acoustic power level for excitation at E2 

8 Conclusions 

This paper reports the vibro-acoustic analysis on two clutch covers verifying the effects of the structural 
modifications made on a aluminium test case cover in terms of acoustic power emission. In particular 
structural modifications with stiffening ribs are not suggested for reducing acoustic emission in the sub-
sonic range where the addition of .lumped masses inside the cover can be effective and susceptible of 
optimization.  
In this work the lumped mass location was chosen so as to influence the modes falling in the frequency 
range of interest. The mass weights were optimized by a step trial and error procedure. The so optimized 
aluminium cover produces a power emission lower than that of the original magnesium alloy cover 
reinforced with ribs. An algorithm for the automatic search of the optimum solution will produce further 
improvement. 
Experimental tests on a suitable test apparatus are under way to validate the numerical model. In particular 
the real accelerations of the engine casing during the operation cycle will be applied to the clutch cover so 
as to observe which modes are actually the most excited. 
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Abstract 
A development concerning the use of Multiple Input/Single Output MISO as an identification technique in 
automotive Vibro-Acoustics has been considered. The objective is to provide a tool which enables not 
only an useful parameter characterisation but may also enable identification of air-borne and structure-
borne paths associated with the global noise arriving at a typical motor car cockpit. As a by product 
measurement and car testing procedures difficulties can be reduced.  A purpose built car mock-up has 
been used in order o provide controlled conditions for this development. The measurement techniques are 
described in combination with the purpose developed mathematical tools. A comparison is established 
between measurements and the computed results.  This comparison indicates that this development is a 
promising tool for the characterisation of full-scale structure-borne and air-borne noise paths in vehicles. 

1 Introduction 

Road vehicles have become considerably quieter in recent years as a result of applied research, which has 
become increasingly important in market formed by increasingly demanding consumers.  The traditional 
noise and vibration sources in a vehicle such as the engine exhaust have to a certain extend become less 
important and at the same time other previously lesser sources, such as the cooling fan have gained in 
importance as a major nuisance consideration. Also, car structural design has been optimised and 
structural coupling analysis considerations have likewise to be understood under a different light [1]. This 
has meant that in recently the number of noise and vibration sources to be taken into account, together 
with a very large number of propagation paths, has demanded a more detailed design procedure. 
As an answer to this increasing need, a considerable effort has been dedicated to enable a fair 
characterisation of automotive noise sources. As a consequence, a comprehensive set of tools to care for 
this important issue has been developed. Many of them are based on the application of acoustic radiation 
theory combined with structural coupling principles [2]. Also, other studies investigate how cabin 
occupants perceive the noise transmitted into the vehicle [3]. A set of vibro-acoustic paths link these two 
key elements (source and receiver), enabling the transfer of mechanical vibration and sound energy, from 
the moment the sources generate them until they reach the ears of the vehicle occupants. 
However, the problem continues to stimulate intensive investigation, mainly due to its complex multiple 
input stimuli/multiple output response, in the presence of significant background noise and complex 
originated interference [4]. This complexity has motivated the present study, where the idea is to provide a 
tool to care for this problem.  
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The present work presents a development concerned with the definition of how structure-borne and air-
borne paths contribute individually to produce global final results, that is sound and vibration disturbances 
into a motor vehicle. The problem has been investigated from the start, from the moment operational data 
acquisition is carried out until the final stages when the transfer functions, which dynamically characterise 
the whole behaviour, are obtained. A mock-up, which simulates in a simplified way a motor car, has been 
purposely built to carry out the present study. This prototype contains controlled sources which introduce 
typical noise and vibration into a monitored system. This device is also equipped with well-defined 
radiation surfaces and structural members which also enable configuration change to a certain extent.  
At its present state of development, the idea is to obtain a better insight of how to develop and use a very 
useful identification tool, capable of handling complex operational results. From this study it should be 
possible to establish the more critical and more relevant paths, providing a useful tool for the solution of 
road vehicle vibro- acoustic problems.  

2 A general overview of MISO 

Frequency response functions (FRFs) may conveniently characterise  vibro-acoustic paths in motor 
vehicles [4]. A path input is associated with an excitation and the corresponding response with the output. 
In this evaluation two basic conditions exist, namely: the so-called operational condition, which 
corresponds to the normal running condition for the vehicle, or the so-called non-operational condition, 
when the object of study is not running. The latter is a most useful resource, as it provides a means 
dissociate parameters and individual influences under carefully controlled conditions. Operational 
condition measurements present considerable challenges but need to be used in conjunction with the other 
procedure to ensure actual behaviour is properly taken into account. A technique which offers very 
interesting advantages in data reducing is the so-called Multiple Input/Multiple Output (MIMO) 
technique [5]. In fact this technique is powerful enough to enable the analysis of operational condition 
data under what would be an otherwise difficult task of trying to separate the individual physical influence 
associated with each physical behaviour. In fact MIMO analysis does not require complete physical 
definition as some other techniques do [4], but most important of all individual contributions can be more 
quickly identified by the proper use of mathematical computations. This powerful technique, a key issue 
for the present work, is described in the following text. 

2.1 Spectral correlation in MISO/MIMO systems 

The vibro-acoustics behaviour in a vehicle may be conveniently modelled by means of a MIMO system. 
The points where the sources are connected to the vehicle’s structure are the vibration input points, and 
the sources positions are associated with noise input into the system. Usual output points include the 
occupants’ ears, and a variety of vibrating points which are in physical contact with the car driver. This 
complex system may be decomposed into a set of paths, which are characterised by means of FRFs which 
describe the relationship between each input and output. 
A useful simplification of the problem has been suggested by [5], where a MIMO system may be 
described by a proper choice of a set of Multiple Input/Single Output (MISO) system. This is the case of 
the results exemplified in the present work, where the driver’s left ear is taken as the single output point. 
When the q measured inputs passing through q linear systems having constant parameter and FRFs 
defined by Hi(f) a single output y(t) is generated, the latter being composed by the sum of ideal outputs 
v(t). Figure 1, adapted from [6] illustrates this procedure, where n(t) represents possible deviations from 
the ideal model. The objective in a real situation is to estimate Hi(f) e n(t) when xi(t) and y(t) are known.  
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Figure 1: Development of MISO systems  

Let Giy(f) be the cross spectrum between the output y(t) and the input xi(t), and Gii(f) the eigen spectrum 
associated with the input xi(t), for the case of the inputs being mutually uncorrelated, that is:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )fGfHfG iiiiy =  (1) 

For the case where a mutual correlation exists among the inputs, which is the normal rule for the 
present application, the results become the sum of the individual influences of each input, as 
follows: 
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The previous considerations are best used in conjunction with Multiple Coherence Functions 
(MCF) as they allow the determination of the linear dependence between a given set of inputs 
and the associated output. Omitting this part of the procedure may result in failure [7]. MCF is 
essentially a natural development from the ordinary coherence function, and is defined by: 
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As a consequence [4], the output noise spectrum may be conveniently obtained as follows: 
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The matrix representing a MISO system has been previously developed by [5],[6] and has been 
adapted [4] for the current application (equation 6) 

 { }[ ]{ } nn
T

xxyy GHGHG += *  (6) 

On the other hand it should be mentioned that quite often an ill-conditioned matrix may prevent matrix 
inversion. This difficulty may be usually circumvented using a singular value decomposition (SVD) 
procedure [8].  
The previously described techniques have been implemented and tested for a variety of conditions using 
an experimental set-up described in item 3.  

3 Experimental set-up and procedure 

A test rig composed by a mock-up where typical vibration and noise elements [4] common of a motor car 
can be installed and tested under controlled conditions. It is at this stage still a simplified structure so that 
data can be analysed with a not very large number of parameters so that the techniques can be more easily 
tested. This prototype can be visualised in Figures 2 and 3 and is composed essentially by:  

• A tubular structure representing the motor compartment; 

• Another tubular structure representing the cabin; 

• Two noise and vibration sources, the electrical fan of the engine cooling system and the electrical 
pump/reservoir of the windshield wiper, 

• A panel representing the firewall panel. 

 

Figure 2: Mock-up sketch with one typical sensor arrangement 

The choice of electrical choices for this initial phase of research has been based on the fact that they can 
me more exactly controlled, and can be more easily handled in laboratory conditions. It is also interesting 
to mention that the two sources considered in the present text provide excitation compatible with what has 
been previously described as “lesser sources “. 
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Figure 3: A typical mock-up configuration 

Mechanical uncoupling has been achieved by physical separation of the prototype components, including 
the rear (“cockpit’) and front (“engine compartment”) sections.   
The experiments took place inside an insulated Acoustic Chamber at the Vibration and Acoustics 
Laboratory of FIAT Automóveis S/A, Brazil. The experiments were carried out up to the frequency 
airborne phenomena, and lower frequency structural noise. 
The experiments have been initially carried out with mechanical decoupling, achieved by physical 
separation of the structure. Measurements have been carried out using the set up sketched in Figure 2. The 
sound pressure level has been evaluated at a position similar to that of a driver’s ear.  
An additional set of auxiliary experiments has also been carried out in order to provide more accurate 
values for some of the dynamic parameters involved in the experiment, more precisely some of the vibro-
acoustic transfer functions. This additional set of experiments has been carried out with a shaker, a white 
noise sound source, and a sound intensity probe used in non-operational conditions.  

4 Computational procedure 

The data obtained from the previously described experimental set-up has been systematised with a 
purpose developed LabView (National Instruments platform) program.   
Actual data handling, using the formulation described in item 2.1 has been accomplished with the use of 
MATLAB programming.  

Essentially, the first step of consisted of Matrix [ ]xxG  conditioning. This required eigen spectra to be 
positioned in the matrix diagonal and the mutual cross spectra associated with the inputs positioned 
outside the diagonal. Following that, the cross spectrum vector { }yxG  between the inputs and the 

response could be determined. The SVD technique was used to obtain the inverse of matrix [ , and 
then matrix  could be rearranged with a smaller number of singular values. The FRFs could be 
reconstructed with the use of the following equation: 

]
]

xxG
[ xxG

 { } { }[ ] 1−= xxyx GGH  (7) 
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Additional signal processing [4] operations had to be carried out inside the same procedure, in order to 
obtain correct results. 

5 Main Results 

Initially the environmental test chamber conditions were verified using a set of tests such as background 
noise identification and temperature verifications. Following that two sets of tests have been carried out, 
namely: a set of tests where the effects of physical (structural) coupling were to be directly obtained, and a 
variety of procedures to provide intermediate results, later to be processed, which provided a more 
detailed inside into the characteristics of the paths.  
The wave band considered for testing has been from 0 Hz up to 2 kHz, as any noise having a frequency 
higher than that is clearly air-borne noise. Additionally it should be mentioned that very low frequency 
response analysis has been disregarded for most of the experiment because of signal and background 
restrictions. However, this restriction has been found to be quite acceptable for the whole procedure, and 
even though some additional work is being now considered to improve this situation, it is hardly a matter 
of concern, as other complementary data enable a reasonable identification of certain specific and 
essentially low frequency structure-borne paths. In the middle range where good identification is needed 
the present technique has provided reliable results. 

5.1 Results obtained with direct physical path isolation 

In order to exemplify this first set of measurements, Figure 4 is provided, representing typical set o results 
where the influence of the structural path (via the firewall) has been examined.  

 

Figure 4: The effect of physical path isolation 

This phase of testing did not always produce satisfactory results; that is, it did not provide a set of results 
which could be easily treated using simple addition and subtraction of sound pressure values. Function 
discontinuities and difficulties associated with local stiffness modifications, both expected consequences 
for this procedure, were among the main causes which prevented more extensive testing using physical 
de-coupling. As a consequence a different type of procedure had to be employed. It should be mentioned 
however, that these initial tests have provided consistent and correct qualitative data, which proved to be 
most helpful as a guideline for the other procedures.  
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5.2 Results obtained with the use of additional parameterisation 

The technique of spectral correlation was initially implemented by evaluation of the Coherent Output 
Spectrum (COS), in order to improve the quality of the results. These initial results have not been fully 
satisfactory since simple multiplication of the coherence function associated with the sound pressure at the 
habitacle and typical acceleration inputs could not be linked to the structural output, the latter being 
coherent with the input stimulus but not related to the COS function in use Figure 5 illustrates this 
behaviour. 

 

Figure 5: COS estimation of the sound pressure in the habitacle using one accelerometer 

The multiple coherence output spectrum has been obtained with the use of a Multiple Coherence Function 
(MCF), which associates the output response measured at the habitacle with a set of external stimuli. 
Figure 6 shows the compares the estimated sound pressure with the measured output at the habitacle 
associated with 12 (twelve) acceleration measured points, using MCF matrix procedure. 

 

Figure 6: MCF estimation of the sound pressure in the habitacle using 12 accelerometers 

This last procedure has proved to overestimate the structure borne contribution, probably as a 
consequence of the pronounced coherence among the acceleration points at many points of the spectrum, 
when compared with the coherence associated with the two microphones positioned at the engine 
compartment.  
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The use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has provided the necessary data reduction, minimising 
the previously mentioned overestimation, by reducing undesirable correlation between input points. 
Figure 7 shows a typical result obtained via the combined use of the Multiple Coherence Function with a 
Singular Value Decomposition procedure 

 

Figure 7: Results obtained using SVD and MCF simultaneously 

The multiple source behaviour has been verified in the next step, using the previously mentioned 
techniques. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate multiple source influence on the output associated with a single 
source, here exemplified by the fan. 

 

Figure 8: Single source estimation of structure borne output with multiple source input  

It is interesting to observe that the influence of structure borne noise is clearly pronounced at certain 
defined locations of the spectrum, a fact that could be associated with the natural (structural) response.  
As expected airborne noise gained in importance at higher frequencies in detriment of structure-borne 
response. This rather unsurprising observation provides additional confirmation of the feasibility of the 
proposed method of analysis.  
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Figure 9: Single source estimation of airborne output with multiple source input 

6 Conclusions 

A purpose built motor car mock-up providing mechanical decoupling, has provided the means for the 
evaluation of the separate air-borne and structure-borne noise contributions arriving at the cockpit. For a 
variety of conditions Multiple Input/Single Output (MISO) has been employed to find both the structure- 
borne and air-borne components evaluated from the corresponding FRFs. An electrodynamic shaker and a 
secondary auxiliary source had to be used to improve the quality of data providing information about the 
transfer function that associates sound pressure levels at the receiver with structural accelerations.  
Physical decoupling is an useful procedure to dissociate transfer paths but requires careful attention when 
analysing the results, as this procedure tends to modify stiffness parameters close to the attachment points, 
and hence, the response. 
Operational measurements may provide data that may introduce difficulties such as not adequately 
conditioned matrices, which may render matrix operation impossible. Additional matrix rearrangement is 
in fact indispensable for most of the data processing, which is achieved by means of techniques such as 
SVD. These techniques have been found to be a suitable strategy for the objectives here described. 
Contrasting with other vibro-acoustic procedures input for MISO is relatively easier to obtain, even 
though computational procedures may be somehow laborious.  
Comparison with the results obtained by direct measurement with those obtained for the application of 
MISO technique provides evidence that the method provides good quality results, which should provide a 
helpful insight for the characterisation of vehicular noise sources.  
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Abstract 
Noise concerns regarding snowmobiles have increased in the recent past.  Current standards, such as SAE 

J192 are used as guidelines for government agencies and manufacturers to regulate noise emissions for all 

manufactured snowmobiles.  Unfortunately, the test standards available today produce results with 

variability that is much higher than desired.  The most significant contributor to the variation in noise 

measurements is the test surface.  The test surfaces can be either snow or grass and affects the 

measurement in two very significant ways: sound propagation from the source to the receiver and the 

operational behavior of the snowmobile.  Data is presented for a known sound pressure speaker source and 

a constant fleet of snowmobiles on various test days and test surfaces.  Relationships are shown between 

the behavior of the sound propagation and the track interaction to the ground with the pass-by noise 

measurements. 

1 Introduction 

Noise testing of snowmobiles has been of increasing interest with many government agencies around the 

world.  Although there are many methods of testing outdoor machinery, there are many aspects of 

snowmobile operation and design that create significant difficulty with making an easily regulated noise 

standard.  Snowmobiles are recreational tracked vehicles that are primarily used on snow surfaces that are 

typically groomed trails or off-trail powder.  Vehicle tracks are built to be optimized for the type of riding; 

shorter tracks with smaller lugs are best suited for groomed trail riding, and longer tracks with larger lugs 

are best suited for off-trail powder riding.  Snowmobiles have a continuously variable transmission that 

connects either a 2-stroke or 4-stroke engine to the track’s drive axle.     

Current noise standards, like SAE J192 [1] allow for multiple test surfaces: snow and grass.  Snow 

surfaces offer similar conditions to the typical operating condition of the machine.  Grass surfaces allow 

manufacturers and third party testing organizations to test during times of the year when it becomes 

difficult to find (or expensive to travel to) snow surfaces.  SAE J192 is a full acceleration pass-by noise 

test with a course layout as described in Figure 1.   

The current standard, at the time of this writing, only lays out a general description of an allowable test 

surface for both snow and grass.  Current research has determined that there are two major aspects of the 

test conditions that affect its repeatability.  One major aspect is the way that the track interacts with the 

ground, and the other major aspect is how the sound propagates from the source to the receiver.  Both 

aspects are dependent on the ground conditions.  Testing was conducted over two winter seasons and one 

summer season using the current SAE J192 description, and results indicate that experimental data falls 

outside of the published variability allowance. 
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Figure 1: SAE J192 Course Layout - Units: Feet [Meters] 

Previous research [2] evaluated the repeatability of determining the sound power of snowmobiles using a 

course described in both SAE [3] and ISO [4] standards.  Snowmobiles were tested by both constant speed 

and acceleration methods.  The research suggested that the environmental effects could be accounted for 

by evaluating a speaker sound source, but there was no improvement in the variability of measured 

snowmobile response.  The research suggested that more data was needed to better understand the track 

interaction with the ground and remarked the differences between snow and grass ground conditions.  

Research presented in this paper furthers the understanding of these factors for the pass-by noise testing of 

snowmobiles. 

2 Testing the Environment 

Understanding the sound propagation behavior at the test course is a key component to understanding the 

variability in the snowmobile pass-by noise results.  A brief review of sound propagation theory outdoors 

is covered to anticipate the experimental results.  A known sound pressure speaker source was used each 

test day to experimentally determine the acoustic behavior of the test course.  In addition to testing a 

known source, other environmental and ground conditions were measured and recorded. 

2.1 Outdoor Sound Propagation Theory Overview 

There are many phenomena in an outdoor environment that can affect sound propagation from a source to 

a receiver.  Atmospheric absorption, ground impedance, wind, thermal inversions and changes to air 

density and speed of sound all play a factor in the response measured at a receiver location.  A general 

sound field geometry is shown in Figure 2 having both a source and receiver above the ground surface. 

 

 

Figure 2: Geometry of Sound Propagation Over Ground 
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Ground impedance is the most significant factor to outdoor sound propagation.  The air (Z1) and ground 

(Z2) impedances determine how a sound wave interacts with the ground and affects the reflective wave 

energy.  The total response at the receiver (R) from the source (S) is a summation of the energy 

transmitted along the direct path (r1) and transmitted along the reflective path (r2).  Sound waves from the 

two directions interact in either a constructive or destructive manner depending on the source height (hs), 

receiver height (hr) and the ground impedance.  These three factors determine the phase difference 

between the two paths which determines how the sound waves will interact with each other. 

A parameter that has been used to characterize ground impedance is flow resistivity [5,6,7].  An overview 

of different ground surface types and their corresponding flow resistivity values is provided in Table 1.  

Low flow resistivity values are associated with acoustically soft surfaces where high flow resistivity 

values are associated with acoustically hard surfaces.  Although the test surfaces for snowmobiles are at 

the lower end for flow resistivity values, a more complete list is included to establish a physical reference. 

     

Types of Ground Effective Flow Resistivity kPa(s/m^2) 

 Range Average 

Concrete, painted 200,000 200,000 

Concrete, various finishes 30,000 – 100,000 65,000 

Asphalt, old, sealed with dust 25,000 – 30,000 27,000 

Quarry dust, hard packed 5,000 – 25,000 12,500 

Asphalt, new, depends on particle sizes 5,000 – 15,000 10,000 

Dirt, exposed, rain-packed 4,000 – 8,000 6,000 

Dirt, old road, filled mesh 2,000 – 4,000 3,000 

Limestone chips, ½ - 1 inch mesh 1,500 – 4,000 2,750 

Dirt, roadside with <4 inch rocks 300 – 800 550 

Sand, various types 40 – 906 317 

Soil, various types 106 – 450 200 

Grass lawn or grass field 125 – 300 200 

Clay, dry (wheeled/unwheeled) 92 – 168 130 

Grass field, 16.5% moisture content 75 75 

Forest floor (Pine/Hemlock) 20 – 80 50 

Grass field, 11.9% moisture content 41 41 

Snow, various types 1.3 – 50 29 

Table 1: Flow Resistivity Data for Ground Surfaces 

With the flow resistivity determined for a given ground condition, the sound field can be predicted in 

terms of sound pressure level (SPL).  The data shown in Figure 3 shows the predicted spectra for a source 

height of 0.31 meters, a receiver height of 1.22 meters and a horizontal separation of 15.2 meters (these 

distances are very common to many different outdoor vehicle testing in the United States).  The SPL 

values are compared with a reference location at 1 meter away from the source at the source height. 
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Figure 3: Predicted Spectra for Various Values of Flow Resistivity (reprinted with permission) 

Considering only flow resistivity as a parameter to ground impedance, it is apparent that there are many 

frequency regions that will be affected greatly.  Specific to the snow and grass surfaces used for testing 

snowmobiles, there is a significant difference in the sound propagation behavior in frequencies below 

1000 Hz.  As it will be discussed in a later section, this lower frequency region (<1000Hz) is a region 

where most sound energy is generated by snowmobiles. 

2.2 Experimental Approach 

Two methods of data collection were used to quantify the acoustic environment of the test location.  

Ground and environmental conditions were recorded for each test day in addition to using a known sound 

pressure speaker source.  Recorded environmental and ground conditions are listed in Table 2. 

 

Winter Testing (unit) Summer Testing (unit) 

Air Temperature (degF) Air Temperature (degF) 

Barometric Pressure (inHg) Barometric Pressure (inHg) 

Wind Speed (mph) Wind Speed (mph) 

Wind Direction (deg) Wind Direction (deg) 

Snow Hardness (Smither’s Hardness) Ground Hardness (lbs) 

Snow Depth (inches) Grass Height (inches) 

Table 2 : Recorded Ground and Environmental Conditions 

The speaker was placed in a static location at the center of the test course with its response measured at a 

distance specified by SAE J192.  Experimental data was compared to an estimated level based on the 

known sound power output of the speaker source. 

To determine the sound power of the speaker source, the reverberation room comparison method was used 

in compliance to ISO 3741 [8].  The speaker source was compared to a calibrated reference sound source 

and the sound power of the speaker source is calculated from the experimental numbers following 

Equation(1). 
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This calculation can either be completed for overall levels, or at specific frequency bands.  In the case of 

the speaker source used for this research, 1/3 octave band analysis was used.  Figure 4 shows the 

calculated sound power output of the speaker from the reverberation room tests. 

 

Figure 4: Calculated Sound Power of Speaker Source 

The speaker source was used as a constant known source for measurements on each test day.  Testing was 

completed over two winter seasons and one summer season.  The speaker source was measured at the 

beginning and end of each test day.  The measured response was compared to a simple estimation of the 

SPL at a specified distance from the source.  Equation(2) represents the SPL estimation based on a source 

on the ground with a perfectly reflective surface in a hemispherical space [9].  Once the rms pressure is 

calculated, it is easily converted into dB units with Equation(3). 
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Based on the measured environmental conditions, the air density and the speed of sound in air were 

calculated.  In the summer months, these parameters are functions of barometric pressure, temperature and 

humidity [10,11].  The equations used for the calculation of speed of sound and air density for the summer 

months are only defined for the temperature region of 0-30 °C.  In the winter months, these parameters can 

be calculated as functions of barometric pressure and temperature [12,13].    

3 Snowmobile Operation 

There are many different types of snowmobile designs in the market today.  Noise testing standards, like 

SAE J192 are written such that all design types must meet a common threshold.  The SAE J192 standard 

is an acceleration test where the snowmobile is to approach the course at 24 km/hr (15 mile/hr).  Once the 

machine enters the test area, the rider is to steadily and rapidly depress the throttle to a wide open throttle 

position.  The rider holds a full throttle position until reaching the exit of the test course.  As one can 

imagine, with different machine designs having various horsepower outputs, the performance through the 

test course can be significantly different from one machine to the next. 

3.1 Snowmobile Designs 

Snowmobile designs vary greatly based on the desired use by a particular rider.  Youth riders generally 

require a smaller machine with lower power.  Dedicated trail riders desire a shorter track with short lugs 

for ride comfort and cornering.  Dedicated off-trail riders desire a longer track with long lugs for 

maintaining traction in deep snow.  Many riders enjoy a combination of trail riding and off-trail riding and 

they desire a machine with a medium length track with medium length lugs.  Riders that travel in pairs on 

a single snowmobile generally have machines with longer tracks and shorter lugs for a smoother ride 

while having room for a second seat behind the operator. 

3.1.1 Engine Types 

Snowmobiles are manufactured with both 4-stroke and 2-stroke engine technology.  Engine sizes used 

range from 120 cc to over 1000 cc ranging in power output of 3.7-135 kW (5-180 HP) for production 

machines.  Historically, snowmobiles were almost exclusively 2-stroke designs due to their greater power 

to weight ratio.  Weight is a huge concern for snowmobilers and the 2-stroke engine has been optimal for 

keeping the overall weight of the machine low while maintaining good power output.  As noise and 

exhaust emissions of snowmobiles have been under more pressure from government authorities, 4-stroke 

technology has been adopted by many of the manufacturers primarily to meet exhaust emission 

requirements.  Most riders choose an engine size based on their desired riding styles and ability level.  

Higher power engines generally result in higher top speeds, faster vehicle response and typically a higher 

cost to the rider. 
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3.1.2 Track Types 

Depending on the type of riding desired, there are a number of different types of track designs available.  

Track sizes range from 3.07-4.14 m (121-163 inches) for adult snowmobiles.  Long tracks with long lugs 

allow a rider to travel in powder snow more easily.  Longer tracks are needed for less pressure where no 

base exists like in powder snow.  The longer lugs provide more lift and acceleration where the snow is not 

packed.  Short tracks with short lugs allow a rider to travel on groomed trails more easily.  The shorter 

lugs offer better traction on a groomed surface as it allows for more contact surface area.  A cross-over 

design typically consists of a medium length track with medium length lugs.  This track design is a trade-

off between the previous two designs.  A machine with this type of track has the ability to travel off-trail 

in more areas than the short track, but also offers better control on the groomed trail as compared to the 

long track. 

3.1.3 Continuously Variable Transmission 

Snowmobiles are designed with a continuously variable transmission.  The basic design consists of a 

reinforced rubber belt and two friction clutches.  A primary clutch is attached to the crankshaft of the 

engine and the secondary shaft is attached to the track drive axle through a chain case with a fixed gear 

reduction.  Both the primary and secondary clutches function in a similar way by changing their geometry 

depending on their angular velocity and required drive torque.  Varying the dynamics of the clutches can 

change the response at low speeds and the vehicle’s top speed.  In general, the clutches are setup such that 

the engine operates at peak power output for most operating conditions. 

3.2 Snowmobile Performance in Pass-by Tests 

As stated before, standards like SAE J192 are written to include all snowmobile designs.  It should be 

noted that with varying designs as described in the previous section, different snowmobiles perform 

differently during a pass-by noise test.  A significant concern in snowmobile performance during an 

acceleration pass-by noise test is how the track interacts with the ground.  In icy or very hard snow pack 

conditions, the track tends to slip relative to the ground during full throttle acceleration.  Engine power, 

transmission setup, snow or grass conditions and track design all play a factor in how much track slip will 

be present during a test. 

When track slip is present more noise is generated by the machine due to higher track speeds and lighter 

engine load.  Track slip was quantified by measuring the difference between the track speed and the 

machine’s speed over ground.  For this research, speed over ground was quantified using a global 

positioning system (GPS) and track speed was measured by calculating linear speed using an encoder on 

the drive shaft and the drive axle geometries.  Figure 5 (left) shows how much track slip can vary for 

different snow conditions and Figure 5 (right) shows how much is present on grass surfaces. 
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Figure 5: Measured Track Slip for Snow Conditions (Left) and Grass Conditions (Right) 

This data presented in Figure 5 is from one particular test machine and is intended to show the amount of 

variance that exists simply with changing ground conditions.  Any segment of the data where the value 

falls below 100% is due to GPS error and sampling differences.  The track speed is estimated at a 

frequency of 5 kHz and the GPS only has an update rate of 5 Hz with a specified error of +/- 1.6 kph (1.0 

mph).  The GPS speed over ground signal was interpolated to have the same number of samples as the 

track speed signal.  The only region where the track slip values fall below 100% is at the beginning of the 

test where the machine arrives at the start of the test course at a constant speed.  For these conditions, the 

GPS may have under estimated the vehicle speed which results in an erroneous track slip calculation.  

Overall however, the calculation does a good job of indicating the amount of track slip present throughout 

the test.  Observing different machines with different performance characteristics only adds to the amount 

of variability shown above.  Note that there is more track slip present on the most ‘ideal’ snow test day as 

compared to the grass surface.  For snow conditions, the data shown represents an ‘ideal’ soft-medium 

snow pack ground case versus a more icy/hard snow pack day.  The amount of track slip observed across 

multiple test days in winter falls within the days shown. 

4 Experimental Results 

Data is presented for both the speaker sound source and various snowmobiles tested.  Data was collected 

over a period of two winter seasons and one summer season.  All of the winter season data was collected 

at the Keweenaw Research Center winter test course facility near Calumet, Michigan, USA.  Summer data 

was collected at six different locations.  Most of the summer data was collected near Chassell, Michigan, 

USA on private land that met the SAE J192 space requirements.  Other test sites were located in northern 

Wisconsin and northwest Minnesota. 

Eight snowmobiles were tested during the winter and at the primary summer test location, but only four 

were tested at all summer locations.  Table 3 provides a general description of the snowmobiles tested, 

with the bolded machines indicating which were tested at multiple summer locations. 
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Snowmobile  Engine / Track Sizes Engine Type 

Machine 1 600 cc / 3.07 m (121 in) 2-stroke, 2 cylinder 

Machine 2 1000 cc / 3.07 m (121 in) 2-stroke, 2 cylinder 

Machine 3 700 cc / 3.835 m (151 in) 2-stroke, 2 cylinder 

Machine 4 750 cc / 3.658 m (144 in) 4-stroke, 2cylinder turbo charged 

Machine 5 998 cc / 3.454 m (136 in) 4-stroke, 4 cylinder 

Machine 6 973 cc / 3.658 m (144 in) 4-stroke, 3 cylinder 

Machine 7 800 cc / 4.115 m (162 in) 2-stroke, 2 cylinder 

Machine 8 499 cc / 3.251 m (128 in) 2-stroke, 2 cylinder 

Table 3: List of Snowmobiles Tested with Description 

4.1 Speaker Sound Source Results 

The speaker sound source was tested at the beginning and end of each test day.  The speaker was placed in 

a static position in the middle of the test course as described in SAE J192.  Once the speaker was turned 

on, data was collected for 60 seconds and averaged to remove any unanticipated transient events during 

the recording.  Figure 6 (left) shows winter test days and Figure 6 (right) shows summer test days 

comparing the measured 1/3 Octave response spectra to the estimated levels as calculated by Equation(3).  

The measured response provides a good representation of how the sound propagation behaves for a given 

test day. 

 

Figure 6: 1/3 Octave Spectra of Measured Response Compared to Estimated Calculation 

It becomes quickly apparent that the sound propagation is significantly different from winter to summer 

conditions.  As suggested in Figure 3, a significant attenuation is expected in the frequencies below 1000 

Hz for the specified source and receiver heights.  These attenuation effects are more sensitive for ground 

conditions that are acoustically soft, which is easily observed in the large amount of variation in the snow 

conditions. 

As stated earlier, multiple test locations were used for summer grass testing.  The response measurements 

where there is the least amount of attenuation observed were near an asphalt parking lot.  The speaker 

sound source was placed on a grass surface, where the snowmobile path was located, but the microphones 

were placed on the asphalt surface.  The response measurements where the most attenuation is observed 
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below 1000 Hz were measured in the northwest Minnesota region.  The majority of measurements were 

taken in the Houghton, MI and northern Wisconsin regions. 

The most significant difference between the Michigan and Wisconsin regions to the northwest Minnesota 

regions is the soil type.  Northern Michigan and northern Wisconsin have a very rocky, acoustically hard 

soil type where flow resistivity numbers would be relatively high.  Northwest Minnesota mostly consists 

of rich planting soil which is acoustically soft with flow resistivity numbers which are relatively low and 

more comparable to many snow surface types. 

4.2 Snowmobile Results 

The current SAE J192 standard was evaluated for 8 different machines.  Machine 1 was used as a control 

sled and tested on each test day.  Other machines were tested in a random sequence based on time allotted 

for the given day.  The SAE standard only requires the maximum slow A-weighted response to be 

recorded.  However 1/3 Octave and narrowband fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis also help aide in the 

understanding of the snowmobile’s performance during the acceleration test.  Figure 7 shows the averaged 

1/3 Octave response of Machine 1 on both snow (winter) and grass (summer) surfaces.  Although the SAE 

J192 test procedure indicates to only record the side of the snowmobile with higher response level, 

responses of both sides are shown here to emphasize that there can be significant differences between the 

two depending on the conditions. 

 

Figure 7: 1/3 Octave Response of Machine 1 on Snow and Grass Surfaces 

To better understand the differences between the winter and summer response spectra, a Time versus 

Frequency color map was generated.  Figure 8 shows a comparison of the color maps of winter (left) and 

summer (right).  Different contributing components such as engine source and track source can be 

identified as the snowmobile travels through the test course.  Note that this data only represents one 

particular machine.  Each machine has its own specific signature, but the differences between the 

conditions can be generalized for all machines tested. 
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Figure 8: Time vs Frequency Color Map of the Machine 1 Comparing Winter to Summer 

A significant observation in the data presented in Figure 8 is that the differences in the sound propagation 

behavior (noted in Figures 3 and 6) can also be seen in the color maps.  Note that on the snow surface that 

the first engine component has a much less dominant response than on the grass surface.  Also note on the 

snow surface that the general response from 750 – 1500 Hz is higher than on the grass surface.  These two 

trends can be attributed primarily to the sound propagation behavior. 

The difference in track behavior can also be observed in Figure 8.  Track slip can be easily observed on a 

snow surface with the track source increasing in frequency quickly in a very nonlinear fashion.  The track 

source behaves in a much more linear fashion (simply constant increase in speed over time) on a grass 

surface. 

In addition to comparing the results from a snow surface to a grass surface, there can be significant 

differences between different grass surfaces depending on geographical region.  Speaker sound source 

data in Figure 6 indicates that the sound propagation is affected greatly depending on the test location.  

The speaker data suggests that the measured response in the low frequency region (<1000 Hz) may be 

used as an indicator of how the sound propagation of snowmobiles may be affected.  A “difference” 

parameter was used to evaluate the speaker response to compare with the snowmobile overall response.   

The difference parameter is the difference between the speaker’s estimated and measured response in the 

frequency region of 125 Hz to 1000 Hz.  The pressure levels measured at each 1/3 Octave band are 

summed and compared following Equation(4).  This frequency region shows the most significant variation 

when observing the speaker sound source response and is also noted to be the frequency region of primary 

snowmobile excitation.  Figure 9 represents data collected for 4 test machines that were evaluated at all 

summer test locations compared to the difference parameter of the speaker sound source.   
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Figure 9: Snowmobile Overall Response versus Low Frequency Response of Speaker Sound Source 

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the majority of excitation energy in most snowmobiles is below 1000 Hz so 

there is an observable trend between the low frequency response of the speaker sound source and the 

measured overall response of a snowmobile between summer test locations.  The suspicion that the low 

frequency response of the speaker sound source can help indicate how the snowmobile overall response 

may be affected for grass surfaces is confirmed in Figure 9.  For winter testing, there is not as significant a 

trend between the speaker response and the overall snowmobile response due to more complex track 

interaction with the ground. 

4.3 Variability in Measurements 

The current version of the SAE J192 standard states that all snowmobiles tested should measure no higher 

than 78 +/- 2 dBA slow response.  Although there are some go/no go environmental and ground conditions 

established, the allowed response level remains constant regardless of the observed conditions.  Data for 

this research project was collected on days that met the requirements of the current SAE J192 standard, 

and results suggest that a more specific evaluation of the environment should be considered.  Figure 10 

shows the histograms for all 8 machines tested (left) and the control machine alone (right).  Observing the 

amount that the control machine’s response can vary makes it easy to understand that a better definition of 

the testing environment is needed. 

 

 

Figure 10: Histogram of All Machines on All Test Days (left) and Machine 1 Alone (Right) 
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The data in Figure 10 (left) indicates that there are many days where the machines tested would not pass 

the SAE J192 standard.  With that said, the data in Figure 10 (right) suggests that one particular machine 

will pass as often as fail depending on the test day.  In a general sense, all machines tested can pass the 

SAE J192 standard if the conditions are favorable, but all can also fail if conditions are not favorable. 

5 Conclusions 

Data has been collected over 2 winter and 1 summer season for both a speaker sound source and 8 

snowmobiles.  The data indicates that there are a number of factors that influence the variability of the 

response measurement of the pass-by noise testing for snowmobiles. 

The speaker sound source determined how the sound propagation behaved for a given test day.  It was 

found that there is significant variability in the measured response below 1000 Hz for snow and grass 

surfaces, which turns out to be the frequency region where most snowmobile excitation occurs.  Referring 

to the flow resistivity parameter for estimating ground impedance, the experimental data collected for this 

research follows similar trends to previously developed models for sound propagation.  It may be possible 

to have more repeatable results from a sound propagation point of view if a standard surface is used, such 

as asphalt or concrete, but those surfaces would not be representative of the design surface for 

snowmobiles. 

Data collected with different snowmobiles that represent the general designs available on today’s market 

show that there is significant variability in the response measurement.  There are two different phenomena 

that need to be considered that contribute to this variability: vehicle performance through the test course 

and the sound propagation behavior.  Days with significant low frequency attenuation (soft snow or grass 

surfaces in northwest Minnesota) are days where track slip is minimized.  On days where there is minimal 

low frequency attenuation (icy snow or grass surfaces in northern Michigan and Wisconsin) are days 

where track slip is maximized.  Response measurements on days that have optimal conditions can result in 

measurements that are as much as 8dBA less than when conditions are not favorable. 

At this point in time it is apparent that more work is required to define the test surface in an effort to 

reduce the measurement variability for any particular machine.  More work is needed with the data 

acquired to determine how sensitive the response is to all the different environmental and ground 

conditions measured for each test day. 
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ABSTRACT 

Spot weld layout optimization is a key challenge in the vehicle design process. There are many spot welds 

in a vehicle Body In White (BIW) and other components, which have a substantial impact on a range of 

functional performance attributes (static stiffness, global modes, durability, crash performance ...). A 

possible reduction of the number of spot welds for a mass-production car yields a huge cost saving, 

depending on the total number of vehicles that would be manufactured. In this paper an optimization case 

is presented, with a multi-attribute application that aims at improving the spot weld layout in a vehicle 

floor, by minimizing the number of spot welds and by satisfying NVH and Durability targets. A spot weld 

redistribution tool has been used to parameterize the spot weld density independently along some 

connection lines, yielding a flexible parameterization with a limited number of variables. With this 

parameterization, a local variation of the spot weld density is possible. In order to improve the efficiency 

of assessing the effect of local spot weld re-design on global targets during an optimization process, sub-

structuring techniques have been used. On the one hand, for fast durability analysis, a small-sized static 

system model has been created, in which the remainder of the full vehicle model has been reduced with a 

static reduction. This model can be used for efficient and accurate evaluation of the multiple analysis static 

cases that are required. A process integration graph has been set up to capture the analysis cases for 

durability and NVH. This resulted in a fully automated workflow to allow running the necessary 

computations with minimal user intervention. Based on this process integration, a multi-disciplinary 

design optimization (MDO) procedure has been adopted, in order to identify the optimal spot weld layout 

distribution (along the connection lines) that minimizes the maximum fatigue damage of the floor 

component and satisfies the NVH constraints. The latter NVH constraints characterize the structural 

dynamics performance of the vehicle body and should not be violated. 
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1 Introduction 

Spot welds are the dominant joining method in the automotive assembly process. Spot welds are highly 

susceptible to fatigue, so that a substantial number may fail during the vehicle lifetime. Conventional 

practice in automotive industry is to perform extensive tests on spot-welded samples, and also to test full 

vehicle models to find (regions of) critical spot weld connections, and further evaluate variants of 

subsystems to establish a sufficient knowledge database for (concept) design purposes and improve the 

critical connections. When design directions are only derived from such experimental studies, clearly a lot 

of time and money is required to build physical prototypes and converge to a suitable design. As a matter 

of fact, there are simply too many variables to consider, which makes it infeasible to experimentally verify 

all possible alternatives. It is already highly time consuming and very costly to manufacture and test a few 

physical assembly prototypes. Nowadays, the complexity of the design and time constraints in the 

development cycle are partially overcome by applying a safety margin in the number of spot welds: with a 

sufficiently high number, even the breakage of a substantial percentage during the product lifetime will 

not critically affect the full vehicle performance [19]. This approach is suitable to guarantee the average 

lifetime of a family of identically manufactured vehicles, but there is clearly a need for improvements. In 

the mass production process, even a small reduction of the number of spot welds, enabled by an improved 

layout and quality, can mean a great saving in production cost and may allow reducing the assembly 

complexity. Spot weld (layout) optimizations in a numerical modeling phase are naturally much faster and 

cheaper. 

A typical vehicle body-in-white is made of steel sheets and contains several thousands of spot welds. The 

optimal diameter and distance between two successive spot welds are determined by the sheet thickness. 

The diameters range from 3 to 7 mm, with a mean of 6 mm [1]. The manufacturing practice of spot welds 

in the vehicle assembly process poses constraints on the spot weld layout design, as not all positions can 

(effectively) be reached. 

2 Test case: spotweld layout optimization 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the spot weld layout design and optimization process, an 

optimization of the spot weld distribution for a car body floor panel has been carried out (Figure 1). In this 

case, the spot welds that connect the stiffening elements to the floor panel have been parameterized along 

the welding lines and their distribution has been varied. The aim of this analysis is to find an optimal 

configuration that reduces the total number of spot welds while satisfying constraints for Noise Vibration 

and Harshness (NVH) and durability. 

 

 

Figure 1: FEM model 
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In particular, during the optimization process, NVH and durability performances have been taken into 

account: changing the number of spot welds on the car floor could modify the stiffness of the structure and 

this could change the vibro-acoustic and the fatigue behavior of the car. Therefore it’s necessary to 

consider both these aspects at the same time. 

In order to reduce the number of spot welds on the floor panel, the density of the spots on the welding 

lines will be optimized: 10 different welding lines on the floor of the car have been identified and 

parameterized using LMS Virtual.Lab [9]. Subsequently, an optimization process has been created using 

NOESIS OPTIMUS [10] to automatically generate, for each iteration of the optimization process, a new 

FEM model with a new spot weld layout distribution. This newly generated model is then used to run the 

NVH and durability analyses, post-process and extract the results. 

Further details about the methodology of multi disciplinary optimization and about the problems related to 

the NVH and durability analysis will be given in the next sections. 

3 Multi Disciplinary Analysis 

In the industrial design process, different attributes will sometimes have conflicting requirements. For 

example in vehicle design, pedestrian safety may call for a softer cowl top design, while for NVH a stiffer 

design is favorable (e.g. to reduce the front windscreen vibrations). Therefore, final choices about body 

modifications have to be made in a multi-attribute context. A first step is to perform the optimization per 

attribute, and to exchange systematic information on the impact of all proposed changes at each design 

review. Engineers can then make design decisions based on design trade-offs [18]. 

Recently it has become possible to do multi-attribute optimization in a fully automated way. This 

innovative approach is supported by process capturing techniques, design exploration and advances in 

cluster technology that in the past was only available for high-end servers. This makes a huge computer 

power become available at a reasonable cost. In this view, software tools for Process Integration & Design 

Optimization (PIDO) tools like OPTIMUS from Noesis Solutions [10] not only take care of the efficiency 

of the optimization process itself, but can also make optimal use of the available computer power by an 

efficient parallelization of optimization processes and captured workflows in a fully automated way 

without user interaction. 

In this paper, the testcase presented in section 2 will be optimized to find the best spotweld layout that 

satisfies and improves durability and noise constraints. In fact, the change of the layout of spotwelds can 

affect both the durability performance (fatigue damage) accumulated on the spotweld locations during the 

predicted lifetime loads, but also change the noise properties of the passenger’ cavity. The assessment of 

the effect that a spotweld layout change has on these two crucial attributes constitutes the aim of the 

present paper, allowing the search for an optimal configuration that is not degrading the mentioned 

performances and, possibly, reduces the total number of spot welds needed. 

3.1 Spotweld Fatigue 

Durability is the functional performance that is most sensitive to spot weld quality and layout. Most 

fatigue failures in a vehicle body structure occur at or around the spot welds. Two fracture modes in spot 

weld strength tests are distinguished [2][3]: 

• Interfacial mode (or nugget fracture): fracture of the weld nugget through the plane of the weld – 

the dominant failure mode for small diameter spot welds. 

• Nugget pullout mode (or sheet fracture): fracture of the sheet around the weld; the nugget remains 

intact – dominant for large diameter spot welds. 

Spot welds for automotive applications should have a sufficiently large diameter, so that nugget pullout 

mode is the dominant failure mode. Interfacial mode is unacceptable due to its low load carrying and 
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energy absorption capability. As rule of thumb for fatigue failures [4], a spot weld that connects two 

sheets with thickness t has a large diameter d when ][5 mmtd > . 

The fatigue life is divided in two parts: crack initiation and crack propagation. Figure 2 shows a model 

and a photo of a typical sheet fracture fatigue crack, which initiates near the notch root at the interface 

between lower and upper sheet (where the maximum cyclic principal strain range occurs). It then 

propagates along the thickness direction of one sheet, and when the surface has been reached, it 

propagates further along the spot weld’s perimeter. Fatigue failures occur at significantly lower loads than 

the critical loads attained in strength tests. Significant yielding occurs in spot welds, even under relatively 

low loads. Application of numerous load cycles may result in fatigue failures. 

 

 

Figure 2: A typical sheet fracture fatigue crack (left) and a photo of the crack propagation 

along the surface of the base sheet material (right) 

While stiffness and NVH properties are characterized on the global vehicle level, fatigue is a local 

phenomenon. Fatigue life prediction is generally based on local structural stresses and strains near the spot 

welds. Four categories are distinguished [5][6]. The last two require calculation of equivalent stress 

intensity factors [7][8], taking the effect of material ductility, geometry and loading type on the fatigue 

failure into account. 

• Stress-life method: relates the stress level S with the number of load cycles N (in an NS −  curve) 

• Strain-life method: relates the strain level ε  with the number of load cycles N (in an N−ε  

curve) 

• Equivalent stress intensity factor life method ( NKeq −∆  curve), relating fatigue life to stress 

intensity factors. 

• Fracture mechanics ( KdNda ∆−  curve), relating the crack length propagation da  per load 

cycle to the stress intensity factor K∆ . 

The functional performance of a single spot weld is related to many variables, e.g. residual stress, material 

inhomogeneity, welding parameters, thickness, nugget size, material properties of heat-affected zone and 

base material, applied coatings and adhesives, loading ... A vehicle is assembled with a few thousands of 

spot welds, which highly increases the complexity of the design problem. During the product lifetime, 

intermediate connection properties become possible: a spot weld with a propagating fatigue crack is not 

fully connected, but surely not fully loosened. It becomes clear that even with a given number of spot 

welds, an almost infinite number of configurations exist to assemble the full vehicle model from all its 

components. The fact that the optimal number of spot welds is unknown increases the complexity even 

further. 

The fatigue life prediction of a vehicle subjected to normal working loads is a key requirement during the 

design phase of a new car. The number and the locations of the spot welds on a vehicle body can 

substantially influence the fatigue behavior of the sheets: on the one hand, an excessive stiffness due to a 

large number of spot welds can generate stress concentrations in the structure that could lead to fatigue 

cracks; on the other hand, a low stiffness due to a low number of the spot welds can generate vibrations in 

the structure that could also lead to fatigue cracks into the vehicle body. 

In order to investigate the fatigue behavior of a car body, it’s not possible to use a static approach, because 

the frequency spectrum of the working loads has an important content inside the interval which includes 
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the first eigenmodes of the structure. Therefore it’s necessary to use a dynamic approach for this kind of 

problem: a transient modal dynamic analysis has been performed to investigate the response in terms of 

stress of the structure. 

In order to reduce the CPU time, since the aim of the paper is to investigate the effects of the spot welds 

distribution in a vehicle floor, a small-sized model has been created, in which the components of the floor 

has a quite fine mesh, while the remainder of the full vehicle model has been reduced using a super-

element approach. 

After completing the dynamic analysis, fatigue calculations have been started. Using LMS Virtual.Lab 

Durability [22], the fatigue life prediction is calculated for each element of the floor, based on the material 

and on the stress time history. Then, all the predicted fatigue cracks are checked and compared with the 

durability targets: the purpose of this paper is to reduce the number of spot welds on the vehicle floor 

without decreasing the fatigue performances of the structure. 

3.2 Noise Vibration and Harshness 

A common way to assess the acoustic performance (structure borne path) of a vehicle is to evaluate 

experimentally the acoustic transfer function ji FP  (where P is the acoustic pressure and F is the input 

force) from the j
th
 point of excitation (which can be a suspension or engine attachment point) to the i

th
 

receiver or microphone, usually located at coordinates corresponding to the passengers’ ears. The same 

results can be obtained by means of numerical models and finite element analysis, which are able to speed 

up the problem-solving phase for the acoustic performance.  

In order to estimate the vibro–acoustic behavior of a structure, it is necessary to model both the solid 

structure and the fluid cavity. The vehicle trimmed body FE model consists of the complete vehicle minus 

the powertrain, exhaust system and suspensions; all the parts isolated from the vehicle body are excluded. 

The average shell element size is selected to best simulate the mode shapes of the entire vehicle up to 

300 Hz. As a result, the size of the BIW model is usually larger than 3.000.000 degrees of freedom. For 

the analysis of the vibro-acoustic behavior, the BIW model has to be completed with all the non-structural 

components (carpets, seats, battery etc.) and damping coefficients. If some of the damping values are 

unavailable, a modal damping approach is used. The internal cavity, modeled with solid elements, is 

obtained using the cavity generator of the commercial software package LMS Virtual.Lab [9]. 

The model includes the seats and the trunk compartment, where each of these are independent models 

with non-coincident boundary nodes. Their connections between each other are obtained by means of a 

large set of equations governing the transmissions of the pressure wave across the cavity. Suitable physical 

characteristics of the air are defined for the fluid elements. 

The last step in the modeling phase for a cavity consists of selecting the pressure sample points (nodes) 

inside the passenger compartment, at useful locations for monitoring and optimizing the noise of the car. 

Usually the occupants’ ears locations are taken into account to qualify and measure the noise inside a car: 

the most important are the driver’s ears as the driver is the customer of the car maker and the end-user of 

the vehicle.  

Before starting with the analysis and the optimization, a selection of the vehicle components that most 

strongly contribute to the interior noise has to be made. For this purpose, an in-house software tool 

developed by CRF allows the analysis of the critical acoustic or dynamic responses, aimed at identifying 

the modes that have the higher modal participation to the responses. 

For the calculation of the acoustic sensitivities, one can also perform a panel-modal participation: the 

structure interacting with the internal cavity can be divided in many panels and the software allows the 

analysis of the contribution of each panel to the total response. Figure 2 shows an example of the floor 

panels effect with respect the global interior noise. 
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Figure 2: Modal panel participation (red curve: complete model, 

blue curve: model without the floor) 

Using this program for all the possible points of excitation, it was found that the most critical points with 

respect to the floor are the lower attachment points of the suspension. Those two points were used as 

points of excitation. 

Once all the FE models have been created, the analysis can be prepared and performed. At this point the 

model consists of different sub-models that have to be connected to each other, as previously described. 

In order to connect the structural model with the fluid cavity, the Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) 

technique has been used, consisting of a numerical algorithm that couples the respective dynamics of the 

structure and cavity. The pressure P, which is the variable for the cavity model, is coupled with the 

structural displacements of the floor, by means of a set of equations governing the transmission of a unit 

area vibration to the near fluid pressure. The coefficients of these equations are stored in a coupling 

matrix, which is calculated [21]. 

The procedure for the evaluation of the interior noise can be summarized as follows: 

1. Run MSC/NASTRAN to evaluate the structural displacements of the floor 

2. Couple the structural displacement with the dynamics of the cavity using a software tool by CRF 

3. Calculate the acoustic sensitivities ( FP ) of  the lower suspension attachment points. 

To optimize the vibro-acoustic sensitivities of the vehicle body ( FP ) due to unit force inputs at the 

suspension attachment points, the following overall Acoustic Performance Index (API) was used [11]: 

 ∑
=

−−⋅=
FPNumber

j

TARGETJ PPAPI
/_

1

))((βα  (1) 

As it can be seen from Eq. (1), the acoustic index is defined as the summation of off-target pressure 

values. 

In other words the API represents the difference between the jP  of our model and a target value pressure. 

This means that a larger API value indicates a less suitable configuration. 
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3.3 Sub-structuring approaches 

Being able to verify whether design targets are met using virtual prototypes is just one thing. The real 

challenge however is to use these prototypes to evaluate possible countermeasures in case that targets are 

not met. This requires very often the calculation of many variants, which is not feasible in the short time 

available between two design iterations if a single run would already take many hours or even a day. The 

alternative is to speed up calculations by doing a smart reduction of model sizes. In this case a compact 

model will represent structural areas that have no impact on the problem at hand, while the areas the 

analysis engineer wants to focus on will be modeled in sufficient detail. Different approaches exist 

depending, on the type of problem at hand and the functional performance measure of interest. 

Particularly, several methodologies are available to analyze the impact of the distribution and position of 

spot-weld in a vehicle subsystem. These consist of: 

• Full FE approach (both direct and modal solution) 

• FE approach by means of the superelement technique (both direct and modal solution) 

The first method involves meshing each single part of the model every time the position of the spot-weld 

changes and running a complete simulation of the structure every time. Although the full FE technique is 

very powerful it has many disadvantages, first of all very long calculation time. For this reason this 

approach can be used in an optimization process only with very small models. 

The second approach uses the superelement concept to reduce part of the structure and overcome the 

problem of the calculation time. On the other hand it excludes that part from the potential optimization 

areas. In this approach, one can apply a Guyan reduction [12] to the “remainder part” of the system or 

component, which is then represented as a small-sized static superelement that can then be coupled to the 

FE representation of the component of interest. With this approach fast design iterations then become 

possible. In fact, every optimization algorithm generally requires a large number of iterations (hence 

calculations), so the calculation time is crucial for the success of the methodology. Particularly, Guyan 

reduction involves partitioning the stiffness matrix into the connection DOFs and the internal DOFs, and 

applying a static reduction to the connection DOFs. The matrix equation can then be solved to find the 

displacements of the DOF subset of interest (i.e. the connection nodes, a few response points, ...). Using 

the same transformation, also the mass matrix can then be reduced. The reduction is usually a 

computationally intensive process that has to be done only once.  

The superelement (SE) approach has been used in this paper. In order to create the SE of the structure, the 

trimmed model has been divided in two parts. The floor panel was detached from the rest of the model, as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Floor panel detached from the rest of the vehicle model 
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A standard MSC.NASTRAN Super Element (Craig-Bampton) has been created using the model without 

the floor. This super element has also been used for noise and durability computations, as it will be 

explained in the next sections. 

4 Analysis case implementation 

In Section 1 it has been explained that it is not feasible to optimize a vehicle’s spot weld layout on the 

basis of experimental studies only. In an industrial vehicle model, the huge number of design variables and 

the uncertainties on a level of spot weld position an quality make it infeasible to verify all design options 

on expensive physical prototypes that take substantial time to manufacture. Optimizations in a numerical 

modeling phase are much faster and cheaper, and also decrease the level of complexity of the problem. 

The linear Finite Element models are a simplified representation of the actual product, resulting from a 

trade-off between accurate representation and fast computation. Many local effects such as geometrical 

irregularities, residual stresses, material inhomogeneities and defects due to the welding process, are not 

taken into account by Finite Element modeling. Furthermore, whereas spot welds in a physical structure 

can be deteriorated or partly-broken, the spot welds in the modeling phase are discrete: a spot weld is 

placed at a location or not. Given the complexity of the deterministic problem itself, the parameter 

uncertainty and variability typically needs to be omitted from the models as well. Probabilistic fatigue life 

assessment studies have been performed [4], but integration of parameter variability in an optimization 

framework often exceeds computational time limits. 

Even with these simplifications, the number of design parameters remains huge: the number of spot welds, 

their topology, locations, dimensions, material properties, ... remain as design parameters. Even in the 

numerical modeling phase, any type of industrial spot weld optimization problem therefore results in huge 

computation times, even when one assumes that an accurate vehicle model is available with well-chosen 

global mesh density and suitable local refinements, that a representative spot weld model has been 

selected for each of the spot welds, and that all of the spot welds can meaningfully be coupled in the 

structure at all possible locations (or that sharply defined boundaries on the spatial distribution are 

available). The number of parameters can be highly reduced when one first analyzes the nominal model to 

find the critical connections, and then only considers the parameters of these spot weld connections in the 

optimization. A limitation here is that new critical connections may arise when one optimizes the locations 

and dimensions of the critical spot welds found in the nominal model, and that the convergence to the 

optimal distribution is not guaranteed. Thus including all the possible parameters could partially overcome 

this limitation, although impacting on the computational effort for the optimization process that increases 

with the number of parameters. In these situations, a compromise between accuracy and computational 

effort should be found. 

4.1 Variables definition 

For the present paper, the design parameters of interest are the linear densities of spot welds for selected 

welding lines. In particular, a set of spot welding lines have been defined and, by using a density 

parameter, the number and location of spot welds along that line can be identified. A total of 10 

independent spot welding lines have been identified on half of the floor panel (driver’s seat) and mirrored 

on the other half (passenger’ seat). The variables defined are listed in the below Table 1. 
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Parameter name Nominal Value Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Spotweld Density Line 1 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 2 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 3 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 4 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 5 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 6 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 7 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 8 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 9 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Spotweld Density Line 10 40 mm 25 mm 70 mm 

Table 1: Spotweld design parameters for floor panel. 

These lines can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4: Spot welding lines identified for the driver’ and passenger seats. 

 

 

Figure 5: Parameterization of spotweld locations in CAD-CAE Virtual.Lab [9]. 
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By using the parameterization approach for spot welds in LMS Virtual.Lab [9][18], a number of different 

spotweld layout configurations can be automatically generated during an optimization process and 

supplied to the proper computational resources for noise and durability analyses, respectively. In the 

process to calculating the multi-attribute optimization results, the LMS Virtual.Lab Structures 

environment has offered the spot weld redistribution feature, which allows to parameterize the number of 

spot welds along individual connection lines and automatic re-meshing after updating the spot weld 

distance parameters. Additional features support also the management of split substructures and assembly 

definitions, in view of driving Finite Element analysis cases per individual subcomponent or on assembly 

level (based on user requirements) [9] as well as for innovative substructuring techniques, like the wave 

based substructuring (WBS) [20]. 

For the current process, this feature has allowed to automatically generate a number of different spotweld 

layout configurations during the optimization process, which have then been supplied to the proper 

computational resources for noise and durability analyses, respectively. In order to provide a fully 

automatic procedure for simulation execution, the retrieval and analysis of the results, a process 

integration graph has been created. 

4.2 Process Integration 

The approach used in this paper to address the problem of finding the best spotweld layout has been based 

on the OPTIMUS [10] software package to create an integrated optimization environment to generate spot 

weld layouts. This integrated process captures the various tasks that are usually performed manually and 

automates them to reduce user intervention to the minimum. In the present case, two types of analysis 

have been captured in a workflow, as showed in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: OPTIMUS process integration graph for spotweld layout optimization 

In this workflow, new spotweld configurations are automatically created and the analysis files are 

submitted for noise and durability computations. Critical output variables of interest can be read from the 

output files and constraints can be added to inputs and outputs. These are then incorporated in the 

optimization routines to find the most suitable design among all admissible designs. This integrated 

process includes the batch execution of LMS Virtual.Lab [9] spot weld parameterization routines to select 

the spot weld coordinates and properties as input parameters, and to prepare the necessary floor panel 

model for the NVH and durability computations that are needed for the optimization process. 

4.3 Optimization process 

To optimize the current configuration, a hybrid optimization approach has been used. This approach is 

based on a preliminary design space exploration using a Latin Hypercube design of experiments (DOE) 

approach. Design Of Experiments (DOE) [13] is a general approach to investigate complex correlations 

between input parameters and output response quantities. The experiments are set up in such a way that a 

maximum amount of information is obtained in a minimum amount of computation time. It is often 

combined with Response Surface Methodology (RSM) [14]: a meta-model of a certain order is estimated 

from the experimental data, which yields insight in the functional relationship between the input 
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parameters and the true response and output quantities. For the present case, two response surface models 

have been created on the basis of the DOE results for the noise and the durability performances. These 

response models have then been used to perform a fast multi-objective optimization procedure and to 

locate, with sufficient accuracy, a new possible optimal spot weld configuration. This optimal 

configuration has then been verified with a direct simulation for the optimal point, in order to validate the 

results obtained with the response model. 

The main advantage of this approach is that the calculation of the DOE generally has a fixed 

computational effort that depends on the number of parameters, the type of non linearities expected and 

few other considerations. On the other side, a global or local optimization process has no fixed 

computational effort that can be estimated, since this depends on the satisfaction of a convergence 

criterion for the specified algorithm and on the dimensionality of the problem for gradient based 

algorithms (e.g. Sequential Quadratic Programming). For the present paper, given the computational time 

required for one single execution of the complete analysis, the DOE approach limits the total effort that 

can be spent and relies on the creation of a response model to considerably speed up the optimization 

process. On the other hand, the results of the optimization process obtained using the response model have 

to be verified with a single final direct simulation, in order to assess the error between the analytical 

response model and the simulation analysis in the optimal point. 

5 Results 

The results of the optimization process for the proposed analysis case are reported in this section. Two 

steps have been considered for the spot weld layout optimization due to the total computational effort 

required for NVH and durability analyses. As a first step, the NVH and durability responses have been 

assessed with a limited number of evaluations using the proposed Latin Hypercube DOE strategy. This 

strategy is similar to random sampling with the difference that the N samples put in the n-dimensional 

space are placed in subsets of equal probability, thus yielding a more uniform distribution of the samples 

based on a reference probability density [17]. For the present case, a Latin Hypercube sampling procedure 

with 60 points has been carried out to explore the design space. 

 

   

(a)                                                                            (b) 

Figure 7: Sections of the response models for NOISE (a) and Durability (b) performances 

Using the 60 results of the DOE plan, an interpolating RBF spline model has been created to approximate 

and predict the NVH and durability responses of the structure without requiring a full analysis. A RBF is a 

weighted sum of translations of a radially symmetric basic function augmented by a polynomial term. 

RBFs are popular for interpolating scattered data as the associated system of linear equations is guaranteed 

to be invertible under very mild conditions on the locations of the data points. For example, a thin-plate 
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spline only requires that the points are not co-linear while the Gaussian and multiquadric splines place no 

restrictions on the locations of the points. In particular, RBFs do not require that the data lies on any sort 

of regular grid. Sections of the response surfaces for the different analysis performances are shown in 

Figure 7. The RS has been used as a meta-model for the multi-objective optimization process. 

The use of Response Surfaces can be however prone to errors, thus a check of the validity of the result 

obtained using the response model has been carried out on the optimal point found. 

5.1 Results of the Optimization 

The optimization process has been split in two phases. First, a multi-objective optimization has been 

performed to identify the locations of the points that minimize both the Noise and Durability 

performances. In multi-objective optimization, the result is generally not a single point, like in single 

objective optimizations, but a set of points. The locus of the optimal points is called a Pareto front, which 

is defined as the border between the region of feasible points (i.e. design points for which all constraints 

are satisfied), and the region of infeasible points. If this border is shown as function of the objectives, it is 

a continuous line (surface in case of more than two objectives) that contains possible optimal 

combinations of the objectives. The algorithm selected for the present case is the Non-dominated Sorting 

Evolutionary (also called NSEA+). The choice of this approach is motivated by the fact that evolutionary 

algorithms seem particularly suitable to solve multi-objective optimization problems, because they deal 

simultaneously with a set of possible solutions (the so called population). This allows the procedure to 

find several members of the Pareto optimal set in a single run of the algorithm, instead of having to 

perform a series of separate runs as in the case of traditional mathematical programming techniques. 

Additionally, evolutionary algorithms are less susceptible to the shape or continuity of the Pareto front 

(e.g., they can easily deal with discontinuous or concave Pareto fronts), whereas these two issues are a real 

concern for mathematical programming techniques. The Pareto front obtained for the present test case by 

minimizing both the Noise and Durability performances is shown in Figure 8. 

 

   

(a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 8: Pareto front of the multi-objective optimization process (a) and its quadratic model (b) 

As a second step, a local optimization process has been carried out, starting from a point on the Pareto 

front, to further refine the NSEA+ results. The point on the Pareto front used as a start location of the local 

optimization has been chosen based on engineering judgment, considering the feasibility of a subset of the 

Pareto points that satisfy some manufacturing constraints. The local optimization process further refines 

the results obtained by the starting point of the Pareto front and results in a more precise definition of the 

optimum point. Thanks to the metamodel used, both the multi-objective and the local optimization 

procedures have been extremely fast and very limited in terms of computational effort. The results of the 
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final local optimization process are reported in Table 2. 

 

 Start [mm] End [mm] Low [mm] High [mm] 

Input1 47.09 48.95 25.0 70.0 

Input2 69.51 70.00 25.0 70.0 

Input3 69.79 70.00 25.0 70.0 

Input4 56.79 66.70 25.0 70.0 

Input5 31.58 40.69 25.0 70.0 

Input6 51.24 53.01 25.0 70.0 

Input7 26.08 27.30 25.0 70.0 

Input8 42.55 41.49 25.0 70.0 

Input9 59.39 59.52 25.0 70.0 

Input10 55.60 49.87 25.0 70.0 

Table 2: Results of the final local optimization process 

These results have been validated using a direct simulation, yielding a negligible difference in terms of 

Noise and Durability performances. It must be noted that the newly found configuration is not degrading 

the selected performance values, but allows a less dense spot weld layout (higher spacing between 

subsequent spot welds). This means that a reduction of the total number of spot welds has been achieved. 

In particular, given the starting nominal configuration defined in Table 1 and the optimal configuration 

shown in Table 2, a total reduction of 63 spot welds has been realized, as reported in Table 3. 

 

Configuration Total number of spot welds 

Nominal 556 

Optimized 493 

Table 3: Spot weld difference between nominal and optimized configurations. 

The obtained reduction of the total number of spot welds shows that, on a mass production vehicle, 

considerable manufacturing costs can be saved once the cost of each single spot weld can be assessed. As 

an example, if a single spot weld costs ~0.2 €, a reduction of 63 spot welds yields a total saving of ~12.6 € 

per vehicle. On a mass production of ~250.000 vehicles, this might yield a total saving of ~3.15 M€. 

Further improvements can still be achieved by applying this methodology to more vehicle components and 

by using robust design techniques, which can guarantee the performance stability under potential spot 

weld failures. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper the relevant topic of spot weld layout optimization for an automotive application has been 

highlighted. A floor panel of a vehicle body has been parameterized along spot welding lines and the 

density of the spot welds along these lines has been varied in order to find an optimal configuration, where 

the number of spot welds is reduced without degrading the NVH and Durability performances. 

For the considered case, a design of experiments and response surface approach has been used to explore 

the design space and to build an approximate model of the functional vehicle performances of interest. 

This approximate model allowed a fast multi objective optimization process in order to locate an optimal 

configuration for the spot weld layout. A subsequent local optimization for refinement purposes and a 

validation of the final result with direct simulation have been performed to improve and check the validity 

of the results. A considerable reduction of the number of spot welds has been achieved with respect to the 

nominal spot weld configuration. 
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In summary, the methodology outlined in this paper constitutes an effective general-purpose tool to 

optimize the spot weld layout for automotive applications. It allows the design of the spot weld layout to 

be improved in accordance with functional requirements, to gain advantages in manufacturing costs 

without degrading selected vehicle performances (e.g. Noise and Durability for the present case). This 

methodology can be generalized in the following steps: 

• Parameterize spot welding lines for the component or system of interest 

• Create a multi-disciplinary integrated engineering process that allows automation and 

optimization 

• Perform an automatic design space exploration of the selected performances using design of 

experiments and response surfaces techniques, taking advantage of possible substructuring 

techniques [20]. 

• Optimize the structure using multi-objective optimization procedures and refine the results with 

local optimization, by taking advantage of the DOE and response surfaces techniques. 

• Validate the optimum results obtained with the response models with direct computations to 

assess possible response model approximation errors and refine, if needed. 

These steps may take advantage of a number of analysis tools that can reduce the computational effort 

required to respect time constraints. 

The final result obtained with this procedure has been a total reduction of the number of spot welds from 

556 (nominal configuration) to 493 (optimal configuration), without degrading noise and durability 

performances. On a mass production car, where this technique is applied to more vehicle components, this 

result might constitute a considerable manufacturing and tooling cost reduction. 

Further improvement of the present procedure can still be achieved. More advanced sub structuring 

techniques (e.g. Wave Based Substructuring [20]) and distributed computing can be used to considerably 

reduce the total computational time and enable the application of the present methodology to more 

complex cases at component or vehicle level. 
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Abstract 
In automotive industry, Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) methods are increasingly used to predict the 
various functional performance attributes (noise and vibration, crashworthiness, ...) and adapt the design 
based on the outcome of virtual simulations, such as numerical Finite Element (FE) models. This reduces 
the need for expensive physical prototypes, so that design cost and time-to-market can be reduced. The 
last step is still the final validation on a single physical prototype. If issues are still detected in this late 
stage, CAE techniques are very useful for efficient diagnosis and refinement engineering, to derive 
countermeasures and perform optimization. At present, the Finite Element Method (FEM) has become the 
dominant method for modal analysis and interior acoustics in the low and medium frequency range. For 
accurate predictions up to higher frequency, large FE model sizes are required, which limits the number of 
design iterations in a given time. Furthermore, at increasing frequency, the effect of uncertainty and 
variability (in geometric dimensions, material properties ....) becomes ever more important, so that for 
accurate performance (range) predictions, one has to include their effect in the modeling & simulation 
process. Many non-deterministic methods are based on using a deterministic “core” method to assess the 
effect of uncertainty and variability on the vehicle response. Methods for faster deterministic design 
iterations are useful to address both these issues, since they enable the evaluation of more design variants / 
a larger-scale optimization / a more extensive uncertainty assessment in a given time. This paper reports 
on two methodologies for efficient vibro-acoustic design, namely Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) for 
efficient local re-design and Modal Modification for fast predictions of the effect of panel thickness and 
damping variations. Finally, the latter approach is used to speed up a non-deterministic analysis using the 
Fuzzy Finite Element approach, aimed at assessing the effect of panel uncertainty on the NVH response. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 The Automotive Design Process 

Driving factors in modern automotive product development include the steadily increasing customer 
demands and competitive nature of the market. Automotive design engineers face the challenging but 
complex problem of meeting ever expanding but often conflicting design criteria and legislations, defined 
on various functional performance attributes such as strength and stiffness, emitted noise and vibration 
levels, crashworthiness, safety and ecological impact. Innovative designs must be achieved and brought to 
market before a competitor does. Better products must be launched on a shorter time frame and at lower 
cost [1]. Physical prototype phases must be eliminated, and product decisions must be taken earlier in the 
design process [2][3].  
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A first major breakthrough has been the introduction of a fully digital design environment. Since the 
1970s, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) has replaced the traditional drawing departments. CAD covers the 
“form-and-fit” stages of the automotive design process in a virtual design space. CAD is mainly used for 
detailed engineering of 2D drawings and/or 3D models of physical components. This requires a complete 
and detailed set of data, so that all surfaces, curvatures, flanges and tolerances can be accurately modeled. 
The virtual CAD designs are directly linked to the manufacturing process (numerically controlled 
machines, robots, ...), which has enabled a Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) process.  
The second major breakthrough has been the emergence of Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE), which 
started in the 1960s with the first Finite Element (FE) solvers [4][5]. Nowadays, CAE methods are used 
more and more to predict the various functional performance attributes and adapt the design based on the 
outcome of the virtual simulations has been a huge improvement with the traditional “Test, Analyze & 
Fix” approach, in which physical prototypes were used to assess the performance [6]. At that late stage in 
the development, many development gates have been passed, manufacturing tools are being created and 
the main design decisions are already frozen, so that emerging problems can only be solved in a costly, 
suboptimal way. Three phases are distinguished in the vehicle development process, see Figure 1: 

• Concept phase (before detailed CAD data becomes available). 

• Detailed Engineering phase (concurrent with CAD design). 

• Refinement Engineering phase (after freezing the CAD design). 

 
Figure 1: Analysis Leads Design: By performing CAE simulations earlier,  

the vehicle development phase can be shortened. 

Nowadays, automotive OEMs (i.e. Original Equipment Manufacturers) aim at a “Design Right First 
Time” process [7][8], in which only a single prototype is manufactured to validate the design before the 
start of production. The only way to achieve this is to frontload the development process with functional 
performance engineering (FPE) - to get engineering problems solved as early as possible in the design 
cycle, and this at lower costs. For this purpose, a simulation-based design process must be achieved, in 
which simulation is the primary means of design evaluation and verification [3]. To achieve this, 
particular bottlenecks must be overcome in each phase.  
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• CAE in the Concept Phase: This is the phase before detailed CAD data for the new vehicle has 
become available. The major challenge is to achieve an “Analysis Leads Design” process, in 
which an upfront engineering CAE analysis phase essentially precedes the detailed (geometrical) 
CAD design and in which CAE supports concept analysis to define the design requirements in 
order to meet the functional performance targets. This is a challenge, since almost all commercial 
CAE packages use numerical models based on detailed CAD models of the different components. 
One must therefore rely on predecessor data or engineering expertise to define simulation models. 
As illustrated in Figure 1 improved concept CAE predictions help improving the initial CAD 
design, hence contribute to shortening the design cycle. 

• CAE in Detailed Engineering: In this phase, the component CAD models are created, and 
assembled into the vehicle body and other subassemblies, and finally the full vehicle model. The 
trend of mass customization forces engineers to design and assess a much higher number of 
design variants on a lower number of platforms. In addition, after a CAD design change, updated 
CAE models must be obtained quickly to allow assessing the effect of the design change on the 
various functional performance attributes. The focus in this phase is thus to perform fast design 
and simulation iterations. This is not straightforward because of the historic mismatch between 
CAD models and CAE models (in terms of descriptions, purpose of modeling, ...). Automatic 
meshing and assembly techniques are being developed to reduce manual operations and hence 
help bridging the CAD-to-CAE gap. Domain decomposition and component mode synthesis 
(CMS) methods are being used to limit the solution time for each variant. 

• CAE in Refinement Engineering: This design validation and optimization phase has historically 
been the first playground of CAE methods. In this phase, the CAD design has been fixed and the 
first physical test results become available. CAE is used to efficiently build component, subsystem 
and full-vehicle models, through dedicated re-use of test data into the CAE process (“hybrid test-
CAE approach”), and through supporting this process with correct, attribute-adapted loading 
conditions and procedures. CAE is used to investigate the issues identified in testing, and to 
evaluate alternatives towards solving these issues. 

1.2 Focus and Outline of the paper 

The vehicle functional performance attribute of interest in this paper is Noise, Vibration and Harshness 
(NVH). The current trends in automotive NVH design are firstly the increased role of virtual prototypes to 
drastically shorten design cycles and reduce development costs, while quality is not compromized; 
secondly, the mass customization (a higher number of variants is developed on a lower number of 
platforms. Many new vehicles brought to market are actually enhancements or incremental developments 
of legacy vehicles) and finally the fact that NVH gains importance w.r.t. other performance attributes.  
Customers become more pro-active towards the OEMs when it comes to the NVH performance, fuel 
economy pressures cars to become lighter, which has the result that NVH issues become more apparent 
and critical. Finally, noise pollution has become an important subject to EC legislation, since it is one of 
the environmental pressures that most closely affects the EU citizens, as confirmed by public surveys on 
overall nuisance and health problems. 
In the automotive NVH simulation process, a number of challenges can be distinguished. Firstly, the 
requirement for accurate predictions up to the medium frequency range. This refers to bridging the mid-
frequency gap [9][15] between element-based methods and probabilistic Statistical Energy Analysis 
methods, to assessing the effect of uncertainty and variability on the vehicle response (which becomes 
more important at higher frequency) and to the accurate modeling of local structural models (connectors, 
trim, damping, ...) up to higher frequencies (which is more difficult at increasing frequency). The second 
challenge is to make NVH predictions become available earlier in the design process, to allow improving 
the quality of the initial design, and to increase the feasibility to balance possibly conflicting performance 
attributes (e.g. NVH, fuel economy and crash/safety) [10]. The final challenge is that faster design 
iterations are needed (to allow the evaluation of more variants / enable a larger-scale optimization / enable 
a more extensive uncertainty assessment in a given time). By focusing on CAE technologies for efficient 
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vibro-acoustic analysis of vehicles, this paper addresses the third challenge, aimed at faster design 
iterations towards modifying and improving the vehicle NVH performance. This paper reports on two 
methodologies for this purpose: the Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) approach for efficient local re-
design in Section 2, and the Modal Modification for fast predictions of the effect of panel thickness and 
damping variations in Section 3. 
Many non-deterministic methods are based on using a deterministic “core” method to assess the effect of 
uncertainty and variability on the vehicle response. Key bottleneck is that typically dozens to hundreds of 
deterministic design iterations are required, so that (very) high computation times (when compared to a 
deterministic case) are needed. The non-deterministic analysis process can thus be improved thanks to 
faster deterministic design iterations. This is demonstrated in Section 4, with the application of Modal 
Modification to speed up the uncertainty assessment of a vehicle NVH response prediction. The paper is 
concluded in Section 5.  

2 Wave-Based Substructuring 

2.1 Introduction 

Being able to verify whether design targets are met using virtual prototypes is just one thing. The real 
challenge however is to use these prototypes to evaluate possible countermeasures in case targets are not 
met. This requires very often the calculation of many variants, which is not feasible in the short time 
available between two design iterations if a single run would already take many hours or even days. The 
alternative is to speed up calculations by doing a smart reduction of model sizes. In this case a compact 
model will represent structural areas that have no impact on the problem at hand, while the areas the 
analysis engineer wants to focus on will be modeled in sufficient detail. Different approaches have been 
reported, depending on the type of problem at hand and the functional performance measure of interest.  
For NVH and modal analysis, a wide range of substructuring and Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) 
techniques [12][13][14] have been reported. The degrees of freedom (DOFs) of each substructure are 
expressed in terms of a limited number of component modes, obtained in a reduction step; the component 
models are then synthesized. The reduction step involves reduction of the number of DOFs of the 
substructure model, by representing the physical degrees of freedom of each substructure into a reduced 
number of so-called generalized coordinates. Different methods have been reported, in which the general 
coordinates consist of the substructure’s natural modes (under some boundary condition) and static 
enrichment vectors (to accurately represent the local flexibility at the connection interface). Traditionally 
one has to obtain an enrichment vector for each interface DOF with the other substructures, which 
becomes prohibitively costly for complex industrial models with extensive (line) connections (e.g. vehicle 
weather strips, spot welds between floor and body ...).  
To further speed up the synthesis, the interface representation size between components must be reduced. 
For this purpose, a Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) approach [20][21] has been developed. In WBS, 
the interface DOFs are expressed as a linear combination of a set of basis functions, which are called 
“waves”. Connections between substructures (normally defined in terms of interface DOFs) are replaced 
by connections between waves that impose the continuity of the displacements and forces. As the number 
of basis functions is typically much lower than the number of interface DOFs, this greatly facilitates the 
model reduction procedure for (large) components of interest (since a much lower number of enrichment 
vectors needs to be calculated). Local modifications on components in FE representation can then be 
quickly processed to predict the updated structural performance in terms of structural modes and response.  
WBS structural models can be combined with the advantages of Acoustic Transfer Vector (ATV) and 
Modal Acoustic Transfer Vector (MATV) technology for uncoupled vibro-acoustic predictions [16]. The 
effect of structural modifications on the cavity pressure response can then quickly be evaluated based on 
the small-sized WBS assembly model. This is demonstrated in Section 2.2 for a concrete car analysis case.  
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2.2 Application Case: Bead Optimization on a Concrete Car 

2.2.1 Case Setup 

Bead optimization is a class of structural optimization in which the nodal positions of a shell FE model are 
used as design parameters. Bead optimization typically aims at stiffening a local panel modal 
displacement shape in order to reduce the vibro-acoustic radiation. A parametric bead optimization 
procedure for a vehicle spare wheel panel has been presented in [19]. A number of beads is defined, for 
which several parameters are varied (depth, width, orientation) with the aim to reduce the radiated noise 
inside the vehicle cavity. A bead optimization application and validation case has been worked out for a 
Concrete Car model [15], a simplified car cavity with the dimensions of a typical station wagon car cabin. 
The structure and its inner dimensions are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Concrete Car structure: photo with characteristic dimensions. 

The Concrete Car walls have a thickness of 10 cm and are made of concrete, so that the acoustic boundary 
conditions are well defined, in that the walls can be considered as acoustically rigid. The total weight of 
the structure is about 4 tons. A vibro-acoustic model has been made with the same geometry as the 
Concrete Car structure in Figure 2.  

• The structure model is shown in Figure 3 (left); it has been made of steel with a shell thickness of 
10mm, and it consists of a refined spare wheel panel (3.203 nodes, 3.166 quad elements) and the 
remainder of the concrete car (12.875 nodes, 12.787 quad elements). The spare wheel panel is a part 
of the vehicle floor panel, located at the rear of the Concrete Car model. An enlarged view of the 
spare wheel panel is shown in Figure 4 (left). The vertical direction corresponds to the z-axis. The y-
axis is in the longitudinal direction, and the x-axis is in the transversal direction of the vehicle. 

• The two structural components have been assembled with 72 rigid connections between coincident 
nodes; i.e. there are 432 junction DOFs. On the structural model, the locations of 4 wheels have 
been defined; at the wheel center nodes, all DOFs are constrained except the rotation around the 
wheel axis (rx, i.e. the rotation around the global x-axis).  

• The vibro-acoustic cavity is shown in Figure 3 (right); the cavity is filled with air, and modeled with 
7.136 hexa fluid elements (8.364 nodes). A microphone is placed in the cavity near the virtual driver 
ear position. A vibro-acoustic forced response case has been defined for the concrete car model. The 
Noise Transfer Function (NTF) of interest is the pressure over force NTF resulting from a unit-
magnitude moment input at DOF ry (i.e. the rotation around the global y-axis) at the concrete car 
engine mount, in the range [0, 100]Hz. A modal-based forced response strategy is used, consisting 
of calculating first the structural modes, followed by a forced response in the modal domain [11].  
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Figure 3: Concrete Car: the structural FE model (left) consists of the spare wheel panel and the 
remainder. Inside the structure, a vibro-acoustic air cavity FE model is located (right). 

For efficient structural modifications, a WBS-reduced structural assembly model has been created, which 
contains the FE model of the spare wheel panel, and which contains a reduced modal model of the 
remainder of the structure (with as physical DOFs only the force input node and the wave participation 
factors). Modal damping of 2% has been applied to all modes (i.e. of the structure and the acoustic cavity). 
To make a small-sized WBS assembly model up to 100Hz, the waves have been calculated up to 150Hz 
(yielding 59 waves). The modes of the remainder reduction case have also been calculated up to 150Hz. 
For the WBS assembly connection definition, only 59 wave DOFs are required (instead of 432 physical 
junction DOFs), which results in a benefit in the reduction procedure and furthermore reduces the size of 
the WBS-reduced assembly model. Accurate structural analysis predictions are obtained [21]: when 
compared with full FE results, the maximum relative eigenfrequency difference is less than 1.4 · 10−3 for 
all 75 modes up to 150Hz. The average value of the MAC diagonal is 0.998 for the 75 modes up to 150Hz.  
In Table 1, the CPU times are compared for analysis cases of interest; it can be seen that WBS enables fast 
design iterations. All calculations have been performed on an Intel Pentium D computer system (3GHz, 
3.5GB RAM) running Windows XP, with MSC.Nastran [29] version 2004.0.0 as FE solver, using LMS 
Virtual.Lab [32] for pre-/postprocessing, intermediate calculations, MAC and vibro-acoustic calculations. 
Table 1: Concrete Car: CPU times for full FE and WBS-reduced assembly case (spare wheel panel 
in FE representation, WBS-reduced modal model of remainder) and for Remainder reduction case. 

Analysis Case  CPU Time

Full FE analysis  95.6s

WBS Reduction for the Remainder  92.7s

WBS-reduced Assembly  1.7s

 
For the acoustic cavity, the modes up to 300Hz are calculated; there are 34 modes in this range. Modal 
damping of 2% has been applied to all acoustic modes. From the damped modal solution, the Acoustic 
Transfer Vectors (ATV) matrix is calculated [16]. The pressure p at the acoustic microphone position can 
be expressed according to Eq. (3.1), which in Eq. (1) has been partitioned using an MATV approach into  

• a contribution ppan(ω) of the acoustic radiation from the spare wheel panel (in FE representation); 

• a contribution prem(ω) of the reduced remainder of the concrete car 

{ } { } { } { } { } { }pan
T
panrem

T
remn

T MRSPMATVMRSPMATVvATVp ∑∑∑ +==   (1) 
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The remainder MATV matrix is calculated by expressing the ATVs from the remainder part in terms of 
the remainder reduction modes. This MATV matrix does not change, since the remainder reduction modes 
are constant when the spare wheel panel is locally modified. To obtain the pressure contribution of the 
remainder part in assembly conditions, the remainder MATVs are multiplied with the modal participation 
factors (MPFs) of the remainder reduction mode set; new values for these MPFs are obtained from the 
WBS-reduced assembly calculation. 
The spare wheel panel MATV matrix is calculated by expressing the ATVs from the spare wheel panel 
part in terms of the WBS-reduced assembly modes. For each structural modification on the spare wheel 
panel, this MATV matrix is re-calculated. The pressure contribution of the spare wheel panel in assembly 
conditions is obtained by multiplying the spare wheel panel MATV matrix with the modal participation 
factors of the WBS-reduced assembly modes.  

2.2.2 Bead Optimization 

A bead optimization analysis case has been worked out on the spare wheel panel of the concrete car. Bead 
optimization can be used to minimize static compliance or to maximize/minimize a selection of 
eigenfrequencies for a plate or shell structure by introducing bead patterns in the structure. In this paper, 
the bead optimization software program TOSCA 6.1 (from FE Design) has been used. The optimization is 
based on a design rule, which uses the value of the bending stress tensor and a bead filtering technique 
depending upon the bead width [17] to result in physical bead patterns [18].  
A fully automated bead optimization tree has been set-up targeting the optimization of the acoustic 
pressure inside a concrete car model (i.e. a simplified full vehicle system) allowing modifications to be 
performed on the bead pattern in an identified spare-wheel panel component. The process is steered by the 
Optimus [31] software and involves communication between the bead optimizer software TOSCA [30], 
MSC/Nastran as structural FE solver [29] and LMS Virtual.Lab [32] to apply the wave-based 
substructuring approach and to calculate the vibro-acoustic pressure results inside the cavity.  
For the vibro-acoustic Concrete Car simulation model, first the nominal mode shapes have been 
investigated. Three local mode shapes at the spare wheel panel have been selected; bead optimization has 
been performed to increase the eigenfrequency of these local mode shapes. The rationale is that when the 
eigenfrequency values are increased, the vibration amplitudes will decrease. For more details, see [21]. 
Figure 4 shows the original spare wheel panel (left) and the panel with optimized bead pattern (right).  

 
Figure 4: Bead Optimization of spare wheel panel of the concrete car: the original spare wheel panel 
(left) is compared with the spare wheel panel with an optimized bead pattern (right). 

Figure 5 shows the Noise Transfer Function (NTF) of interest (moment input at the engine mount DOF ry 
to microphone pressure value at the driver ear position) before and after bead optimization. It can be seen 
that the bead optimization has resulted in a lower peak value of the acoustic pressure at 52Hz (minus 
12dB). As a result of the increased eigenfrequency values of the local mode shapes, the peak amplitude is 
shifted to 55Hz, where it however reaches a much lower amplitude level (minus 8dB) than the original 
maximum peak at 52Hz. 
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The results obtained on the concrete car model illustrate the potential of the considered integrated 
optimization approach. In general, WBS can be used for efficient design modifications in view of reaching 
structural or vibro-acoustic performance targets. Especially in case of large interface size between the 
substructures, a common situation in vehicle industry (B-pillars, cowl top, roof or floor, ...), WBS offers a 
clear benefit for vehicle design modifications, by drastically improving the speed of component reduction 
processes and by improving the efficiency and accuracy of design iteration predictions when compared to 
conventional substructuring approaches [20][21]. 

 
Figure 5: Concrete Car: nominal pressure response (black, solid) and the WBS-reduced assembly 
model (black, dashed). The bead pattern of the spare wheel panel has been optimized based on the 
WBS-reduced assembly model (red/gray, dashed). A full FE validation run (red/gray, solid) is 
performed with the modified panel, which perfectly overlaps with the WBS-reduced prediction.  
Key result of bead optimization is that the acoustic peak response at 52Hz has been lowered. 

3 Modal Modification 

3.1 Outline of Method & Process 

A modal modification methodology has been developed, to be used in the vehicle NVH refinement phase 
to evaluate effect of small modifications on vibro-acoustic targets [8]. It is a modal-based sensitivity and 
optimization approach, which is generally used in the refinement phase to evaluate the effect of small 
modifications on vibro-acoustic targets. The industrial process for a full vehicle body is as follows: 

• The nominal modes are calculated in a modal analysis of the full vehicle (body).  

• A weak spot detection is performed to indicate the most sensitive areas for modifications. A set of 
nominal modifications is defined, for parameters as thickness, damping, ... . 

• After selection, each nominal modification is projected in the modal domain and its effect on the 
response can be quickly evaluated. 

• As a last step, scaling factors are assigned to each modification, and used as design parameters in 
an optimization process, aiming e.g. to improve the NVH performance for different load cases 
(road noise, booming noise) or directly on the frequency response function between input points 
and target points or microphones. 
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The modal modification approach is an efficient alternative for full FE analysis or superelement analysis. 
A transformation matrix is used to project the modification corresponding to a parameter change in the 
component model space. The impact of each modification can be assembled in the system model, and 
efficiently evaluated in this highly reduced system model space. The underlying assumption is that the 
transformation matrix of the modified system spans the same space as the one of the unmodified system. 
The component modes of the modified component are written as a combination of the unmodified ones. 
This is indeed a reasonable assumption for small modifications. When modifications become too large, 
one can no longer describe the eigenmodes by a linear combination of the nominal eigenmodes, so that a 
new FE analysis may become necessary. The Modal Modification approach is available in LMS 
Virtual.Lab [32], using the MSC/Nastran FE solver (for which dedicated DMAP programming sequences 
have been written) to execute the process steps: 

1. Perform a modal analysis for the full FE model 
2. Calculate the matrices ∆K and ∆M for selected panels (i.e. the stiffness & mass matrices 

representing a user-defined modification of the panel property, e.g. 10% thickness change)  
3. Modal modification calculation (in which scaled panel matrices ∆K and ∆M are added to the 

nominal mode set, and the effect of the modification is calculated).  
In a design sensitivity analysis procedure for weak spot analysis, one can use the scaling factors to the 
panel matrices directly to identify the most sensitive panels, e.g. panel thicknesses. This allows efficiently 
reducing the design space. In a design optimization sequence, it is then recommended to parameterize 
directly the thickness of these panels (re-calculate the matrices and efficiently evaluate its effects). Since 
there’s no direct relation between a scaled matrix and a physical property modification, it is not 
straightforward to interpret an optimum set of scaling factors. 

3.2 Application Case: Panel Thickness Modification for a vehicle BIW 

Figure 6 shows an industrial vehicle Body in White (BIW) model, which includes the front and rear 
windscreens. The BIW (235.378 nodes, 229.527 elements) consists of 130 panels. Modal Modification has 
been used for structural refinement engineering to improve the global modes.  

         
Figure 6: BIW model (left), first global mode shape (middle), eigenfrequency values (right). 

A weak spot detection has been performed to identify the most sensitive modification areas for panel 
thickness modification. As a modal modification, 10% thickness change has been applied for each of the 
panels. The 10 most sensitive panels are shown in Figure 7.  
A range study has been performed aimed at quantifying the allowed modification range. It has been shown 
that substantial modifications can be applied, with sufficient accuracy for the purpose of weak spot 
detection and refinement engineering. The results are shown in Table 2 for the 10 most sensitive panels in 
Figure 7. It can be seen that rather substantial modifications are applied (50% and 100% thickness added 
w.r.t. the nominal thickness). For the evaluated cases, a modal modification of 100% of the physical 
property may result in a prediction error of the structural modes up to 5%. This allows identifying 
meaningful design trends also for moderate to large design modification and optimization, although for 
very accurate modification predictions it is still recommended to limit the extent of design modifications.  

Mode7 33.82 

Mode8 40.35 

Mode9 43.08 

Mode10 44.06 

Mode11 46.14 
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Figure 7: Modal Modification on the BIW model: 10 most sensitive areas for panel thickness 
modification (in view of improving the first 5 global modes) 

Table 2: Modal Modification: relative eigenfrequency differences (in percentage)  
between modal modification and the reference case (full FE modal analysis) 

 

3.3 Application Case: Vehicle Interior Acoustics  

Figure 8 shows an industrial trimmed body model, which is obtained by extending the BIW model (in 
Figure 6) with the front and rear windscreens, the front and rear doors, and the bonnet and trunk panels. 
The resulting trimmed body model (343.497 nodes, 336.062 elements) consists of 237 panels. Modal 
Modification has been used for structural and vibro-acoustic refinement engineering. 

  
Figure 8: Full Vehicle (left), first global mode shape (middle), eigenfrequency values (right). 

 Mode number  Mode number 
Panel Modif. 7 8 9 10 Panel Modif. 7 8 9 10 

1 50% 1.42 0.69 0.18 0.79 374 50% 0.03 0.08 0.70 0.00
 100% 5.16 2.45 0.55 3.02  100% 0.11 0.29 0.00 2.58

353 50% 0.28 0.88 0.54 0.02 384 50% 0.03 0.09 0.05 1.33
 100% 1.05 2.41 1.16 0.78  100% 0.08 0.26 0.00 2.79

355 50% 0.70 0.57 0.25 0.03 389 50% 0.04 0.09 1.46 0.03
 100% 2.38 1.56 0.80 0.18  100% 0.14 0.30 1.38 4.10

356 50% 0.86 0.62 0.18 0.04 399 50% 0.03 0.12 0.60 0.00
 100% 2.93 1.71 -1.34 -6.63  100% 0.10 0.46 0.81 1.17

373 50% 0.04 0.09 0.82 0.01 908 50% 0.02 0.19 0.06 0.01
 100% 0.12 0.29 0.30 2.49  100% 0.11 0.94 0.22 0.09

Mode7 15.07 

Mode8 21.77 

Mode9 24.46 

Mode10 27.07 

Mode11 27.84 
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For vibro-acoustic response predictions, the structural modal modifications can be combined with the 
advantages of ATV and MATV technology for uncoupled vibro-acoustic predictions [16], in a similar 
process as described in Section 2.2. The effect of structural modifications on the cavity pressure response 
can then quickly be evaluated based on the efficient modal modifications.   
For the vehicle model in Figure 8, the vibro-acoustic objective function is the Body Noise Transfer 
Function (BNTF) between the vertical input on the engine head mount and the interior noise (driver ear 
position). The objective is to reduce the acoustic pressure in the range 80-85Hz. A sensitivity analysis has 
been performed on the largest 50 panels with respect to the improvement on the pressure curve; the 4 most 
sensitive panels are shown in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9: Modal Modification for Full Vehicle model: 4 most sensitive areas for panel thickness 
modification (in view of reducing the acoustic pressure in the range 80-85Hz). 

Figure 10 shows the BNTF between the vertical input on the engine head mount and the interior noise 
(driver ear position) in the range 0-100Hz, for a modal modification of 30% on the shell thickness of the 
firewall (panel 352). This modification results in a reduction of the vibro-acoustic pressure close to 1dB in 
the range 80-85Hz as compared to the nominal pressure level. This modification is accurately predicted 
with the modal modification approach.  

 
Figure 10: Modal Modification for Full Vehicle model: nominal pressure response (thin line); 
modified response predicted with modal modification (dashed) and in full FE validation (thick).  

A quantification of the efficiency of the modal modification approach is given below. On an Intel 
Pentium4 2110 computer system (2.8GHz, 3GB RAM) running a Windows XP operating system), the 
following process times are obtained for the vibro-acoustic response calculation process (see Figure 11):  

(A) Full FE calculation to obtain the global mode shapes: 18 hours (0-150 Hz, i.e. 321 modes) 
(B) Calculate ∆K and ∆M for selected panels: 3 min for each panel 
(C) Modal Modification calculation: 2.5 min (321modes) 
(D) FRF calculation: 15 sec (1-100Hz, step 1Hz) 
(E) MATV response calculation: 1.5 min (1-100Hz, step 0.5Hz) 
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Figure 11: Modal Modification: process outline for Vibro-Acoustic Response Predictions. 

It can be seen that a single nominal vibro-acoustic response prediction (A)+(D)+(E) requires 18 hours. 
Using modal modification, large calculation time savings are obtained:  

• When using modifications on the panel thickness: (B)+(C)+(D)+(E) per panel = 7 min.  

• When using modifications on the matrix scaling factors: (C)+(D)+E) per panel = 4 min.  

4 Non-deterministic Analysis 

4.1 Uncertain Response Calculation using the Transformation Method 

In real-life structures, it is typically not possible to assign an exact value to all parameters. Two classes of 
non-determinism in parameter values are distinguished [22]. Variability refers to the variation inherent to 
the physical system or the environment under consideration, while uncertainty is a potential deficiency in 
any phase or activity of the modeling process that is due to lack of knowledge. Other definitions may be 
agreed upon, but the above definitions are used throughout this paper. The non-determinism affects the 
performance, so must be taken into account in the modeling process. Variability (material characteristics, 
manufacturing tolerances ...) can be handled with a probabilistic approach, while uncertainty (damping, 
boundary conditions ...) can be assessed with a possibilistic approach, e.g. fuzzy arithmetic. 
Often in an engineering practice (especially in an early design stage), one is not able to quantify an input 
parameter in a probabilistic framework (type of distribution, mean, variance ...). One can then use a 
possibilistic description (between a minimum and a maximum, not larger/smaller than ..., etc) of the non-
determinism in the inputs. Fuzzy arithmetic can be used to quantify these possibilistic distributions and 
propagate the effect of the uncertainty on the system response, to obtain boundaries on this system 
response. This section first introduces fuzzy set theory, and then describes the Transformation Method, 
which is used to assess the effect of panel thickness uncertainty on a vehicle BIW response in Section 4.2.  

In classical set theory, the elements of a set either belong to the set entirely (membership level µ=1), or do 
not belong to the set at all (µ=0). This principle is generalized in fuzzy set theory: a membership level 
µA(x)∈ [0,1] is assigned to all elements x, so that the elements can belong to the set A to a certain degree. 
Fuzzy numbers (see the example in Figure 12) can be used to quantify the input uncertainty. The shape of 
the membership function can be derived from expert knowledge or practical measurements. Typically the 
alpha-cut strategy [25] is used, to subdivide the fuzzy inputs into a number of intervals. These intervals are 
then further processed to obtain interval (envelopes) predictions on the output responses. Two specific 
recent implementation strategies found in literature are enabling efficient fuzzy finite element analyses, 
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resulting in applicability on industrially sized models: the Hybrid Fuzzy Finite Element method and the 
Transformation Method.  

The idea behind the Hybrid Fuzzy Finite Element method [26] is to remedy the excessive conservatism of 
classical interval arithmetic by using a combination of global optimization techniques and interval 
arithmetic. In the first part of the analysis, global optimization is applied to calculate the interval result at 
some intermediate step of the total algorithm. In the second part, the interval analysis is performed on 
these intermediate results using classical interval arithmetic rules [27][28]. 

 
Figure 12: Fuzzy number: example 
(Gaussian membership function, 
subdivided into 4 intervals). 

 

 
Figure 13: Visualization of the Reduced TM in case 
there are 3 inputs and 5 interval levels. Each black dot is 
an evaluated parameter combination. 

 
The second path towards a fuzzy FE method is based on Design of Experiments (DOE) methodology and 
conventional arithmetic. The Vertex Method [24] performs a full-factorial DOE on the input vertex of the 
fuzzy problem (the interval [a,b] at the lowest membership level in Figure 12). For n inputs, this means 
that all 2n parameter combinations are successively analysed in a conventional deterministic analysis run. 
The fuzzy output interval is then reconstructed from the deterministic results. The remaining members of 
the Transformation Method (TM) family are all extensions of the Vertex Method. For the Reduced TM 
[25], one first subdivides the inputs into intervals, and then applies a 2n Full Factorial DOE for each of the 
intervals. The method provides the exact results when the outputs are monotonic in the inputs; otherwise 
an error is introduced. Figure 13 visualizes an example DOE plan of the Reduced TM: it can be seen that 
all diagonals in the parameters space are evaluated. Alternative methods have been presented, such as the 
General TM [25] (which adds more points and is thus better capable to deal with non-monotonicity at the 
cost of a high increase in CPU time) and the Short TM [21] (which only evaluates samples along a single 
diagonal in the design space); this latter method is fast and sufficiently accurate to predict structural 
responses in case that input uncertainty has a monotonic effect on the outputs (eigenfrequency values, 
eigenvectors, displacements ...). 

4.2 Application Case: Modal Modification for efficient uncertainty assessment 

The Reduced TM [25] is a DOE-based approach, which uses a deterministic “core” method to assess the 
effect of uncertainty and variability on the vehicle response. Key bottleneck in the uncertainty assessment 
is thus the deterministic calculation time. Since typically dozens to hundreds of deterministic design 
iterations are required, one needs (very) high computation times (when compared to a deterministic case). 
In this section, it is demonstrated that the non-deterministic analysis process can be improved thanks to 
faster deterministic design iterations. That is, Modal Modification is used to speed up the uncertainty 
assessment that is calculated with the Reduced TM.  
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The considered application case is the industrial vehicle Body in White (BIW) model in Figure 6. The 
uncertain response of interest is the FRF from engine mount (force +z) to the seat rail (displacement +z). 
Six uncertain parameters have been defined, namely the thickness of the 6 most sensitive panels (see 
Section 3.2). For each panel thickness, an independent uncertain parameter is introduced in the range [0, 
+50%] as compared to the nominal thickness. In general, the reduced TM requires 1 + m · 2n deterministic 
calculations. For the uncertain FRF analysis using the Reduced Transformation Method, m=5 levels of 
membership are defined for each fuzzy number. This means that the required number of calculations is 
given by 1 + 5 · 26 = 321. Modal Modification has been used as efficient core to calculate all of these 
deterministic calculations, which results in large savings in calculation times (as compared to using a full 
FE analysis for each of the deterministic calculations).  The uncertain FRF response is shown in Figure 14. 
 

 
Figure 14: BIW: uncertain FRF response (from engine mount to seat rail)  

resulting from panel thickness uncertainty. The Modal Modification approach  
has been used to increase the efficiency of the uncertainty assessment.  

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, two CAE methodologies for efficient vibro-acoustic design modification have been covered. 
Firstly, it has been shown that the Wave-Based Substructuring (WBS) can be used for efficient local re-
design of the structure, in view of improving the vibro-acoustic performance. Bead optimization is an 
example of local re-design in a vehicle development process; its value has been demonstrated on a 
concrete car model, for which the acoustic pressure response has been reduced.  
Secondly, the Modal Modification approach has been covered. This is a modal-based sensitivity and 
optimization approach, which is generally used in the refinement phase to evaluate the effect of small 
modifications on vibro-acoustic targets. It has been shown that this approach yields large calculation time 
savings for structural and vibro-acoustic response predictions. It allows identifying meaningful design 
trends also for moderate to large design modification and optimization, although for very accurate 
modification predictions it is still recommended to limit the extent of design modifications.  
Finally, it is recognized that many non-deterministic methods are based on using a deterministic “core” 
method to assess the effect of uncertainty and variability on the vehicle response. Key bottleneck is that 
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typically dozens to hundreds of deterministic design iterations are required, so that (very) high 
computation times (when compared to a deterministic case) are needed. This can be alleviated when one 
uses a CAE methodology for efficient vibro-acoustic design modification to speed up the iterations. To 
demonstrate this the Modal Modification approach has been used to speed up an uncertainty assessment 
aimed at assessing the effect of panel uncertainty on the NVH response. The uncertainty analysis has been 
performed with the Reduced Transformation Method (a fuzzy arithmetic approach). In the analyses, the 
Modal Modifications have been used as fast deterministic “core” calculation (that otherwise would have to 
be calculated with a costly full FE analysis). This has led to substantial calculation time savings.  
In general, CAE technologies for efficient vibro-acoustic design modification and optimization are very 
important for the vehicle development process, since they enable faster design iterations, to allow the 
evaluation of more variants / enable a larger-scale optimization / enable a more extensive uncertainty 
assessment in a given calculation time (overnight, over the weekend, ...).  
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Abstract 
Powertrains have many torsional natural frequencies, consequently suffer greatly from Noise-Vibration-
Harshess issues and are thus generally quoted as being lightly damped. Natural frequencies are only a 
problem if mechanisms exist for their excitation. How is it possible that the powertrain does not see the 
damping present in the tyre? Does engine friction act as a damping mechanism or provide excitation? 
Using Time Domain Receptance modelling, some of the effects of piston to cylinder friction on 
powertrain torsional vibration were investigated. The study described in this paper considers two 
multicylinder engines of three and four cylinders with inertia variation included. These were then coupled 
to a lumped inertia drivetrain. A series of run down simulations without combustion were used to gain an 
understanding of the system. For the case with no damping in the clutch or tyre, it was demonstrated that 
excitation of the system can occur from the torque fluctuations arising from engine inertia variation and 
piston to cylinder friction.  

1 Introduction 

Due to the centre of mass positions of the piston and connecting rod changing position with respect to the 
crankshaft axis a single reciprocating mechanism has a mass moment of inertia which varies with crank 
angle [1-9]. This fluctuation is periodic and is close to a second order cosine. Although multicylinder 
engines are configured so as to minimise inertia variation it is not eliminated [5]. Pasricha [10] notes that 
variable inertia is very much a problem for low speed configurations typical of diesel engines found in 
ships and large earth moving equipment. It has been suggested by Rahnejat [11] that future trends in 
engine design will lead to greater imbalance forces and torques due to the more common adoption of 
smaller lightweight engines with fewer cylinders. 
Work by Guzzomi et al [2] on a motored engine showed that large differences occur between the 
measured and predicted engine block moment when piston to cylinder friction is ignored. This was 
especially evident at low engine speeds. In that work it was shown that piston to cylinder friction is 
interrelated with the piston side force due to the kinematics of an engine mechanism. Due to this 
phenomenon piston to cylinder friction affects the apparent inertia of the engine [2]. As noted by Guzzomi 
et al [2] piston to cylinder friction and or inertia variation are however typically included by researchers as 
externally applied torques. This however removes the coupling behaviour due to a lack of interdependence 
and can result in potential resonance problems, associated with running speed, remaining unknown [2]. 
Stringent vehicle emission requirements together with a need for more accurate real-time models has seen 
continued interest in incorporating piston to cylinder friction and inertia variation in engine models. 
The work of Guzzomi et al [2] led to a number of studies [3-5, 12, 13] which revisited other research in 
the field [6, 7, 10, 14-17]. This was in an effort to further understand inertia variation in the presence of 
piston to cylinder friction and or crank/gudgeon offset. This paper draws on some of those works by 
Guzzomi et al to demonstrate some interesting effects of piston to cylinder friction on the torsional 
vibration of a typical powertrain in the absence of combustion. A more complete analysis of the Time 
Domain Receptance modelling technique and analysis of the four cylinder engine powertrain is given by 
Guzzomi et al [3, 4].  
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2 Modelling techniques 

In this section the techniques used to model the powertrain are explained. It should be noted that all except 
the three cylinder TDR derivation, have been derived and presented elsewhere [3-5]. 

2.1 Including piston to cylinder friction 

Before investigating the three and four cylinder powertrain which includes an engine with piston to 
cylinder friction it is necessary to explain the model used and the subsequent equations that arise. The full 
analysis was published by Guzzomi et al [5] and was based on the following free body diagrams (FBDs), 
Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Free body diagrams of (a) the piston (b) the connecting rod, and (c) the crank [5] 

 
In developing the piston FBD to include friction it was assumed that two interactions dominated the 
friction behaviour [5]: 
 

1. ring friction Fr produced by the static ring tension. Which, if the ring gap is ignored, is assumed to 
be equally distributed around the piston circumference, and, 

 

2. dynamic friction µS produced by the piston side force S as the piston translates up or down the 
cylinder. 
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It can be shown, [5], that this analysis allows these piston to cylinder friction forces to be grouped with the 
vertical loading forces which act on the piston crown. This assumes that the piston remains collinear to the 
cylinder bore. A general pressure loading force PL is also included as shown. Based on that analysis a 
detailed dynamic and kinematic analysis enabled an expression for the torque T to be found [5] 

    ),()()()( 2
2
1 θθθθθθ tPgIIT ffff ++′+= &&&   (1)  
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gf (θ)  is the modified gravity torque for a vertically mounted mechanism, 
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Pf (t,θ) is the torque due to ring friction and pressure loading on the piston, 
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2.2 Time Domain Receptance (TDR) Modelling of a Powertrain 

From previous work by Guzzomi and his colleagues [2, 5, 13, 18] it was concluded that the non-linear 
effects observed needed to be investigated in the time domain in order to determine their full significance. 
This led to an extension of the TDR technique which used Laplace Transforms to derive TDRs for a 
powertrain [3, 4]. Those works first looked at a powertrain comprising of lumped inertias to verify the 
Laplace derived TDRs with those obtained from a fourth order Runge Kutta technique. Their accuracy 
was then compared with the steady state response predicted from a frequency domain model [4, 19].  
Before deriving the TDRs for a powertrain it was necessary to split the powertrain into a number of easy 
to model subsystems. The chosen split was that shown in Figure 2 [4].  
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Figure 2:  Powertrain including clutch, propshaft, halfshafts and wheels with tyres and subsequent split 

into subsystems [4, 19]. 

2.2.1 Background of TDR method 

A general background to the TDR technique is reproduced here and this section essentially presents a brief 
overview of a technique more thoroughly explained by Guzzomi et al [3, 4]. The systems approach to 
modelling has a great advantage over some other modelling techniques in that it allows a complex system 
to be broken down into simple sub-systems and then these are re-combined to form the complete system. 
Hence, models for simple sub-systems can be derived for which confidence in their accuracy can be 
established [3, 4]. These ‘blocks’ or sub-systems can then be used to ‘build’ the combined system. Bishop 
and Johnson [20] developed frequency domain receptance modelling. A similar approach for the time 
domain was developed by Li [21] and it was that technique which was extended by Guzzomi et al [3, 4] to 
find TDRs from Laplace Transforms.  
To model a powertrain the TDRs were derived for all the components of the powertrain shown in Figure 
2, [4]. Development of a sub-system TDR requires the state of the sub-system at time t +∆t to be 
calculated based on the state at time t. How to achieve this, in general, was presented by Guzzomi et al [3, 
4] and is included in its entirety in the next paragraph for completeness.  

During ∆t, it is assumed that mean torques T1(∆t) and T2(∆t) act on the sub-system at co-ordinates 1 and 2, 
respectively. Assuming superposition can be applied, then the following equations are applicable, 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 11 2 12 1t t T t BI T t BI BIIθ + ∆ = ∆ + ∆ +                (7) 

( ) ( ) ( )2 1 21 2 22 2t t T t BI T t BI BIIθ + ∆ = ∆ + ∆ +            (8) 
where, 1BII  and 2BII  represent the values that 1 ( )t tθ + ∆  and 2 ( )t tθ + ∆  would have attained if there had 
been no external torques. 11BI , 12BI , 21BI  and 22BI  relate the change in response due to the impulse 
magnitudes alone, with no initial rotary displacements or angular velocities.  

1BII , 2BII , 11BI ,  12BI , 21BI  and 22BI  are called the TDRs of the sub-system.  
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2.2.2 Three Cylinder Engine TDR 

Since the TDR uses simple sub-systems to build more complex systems it is logical that a multicylinder 
engine is built by adding single engines together. It is possible to represent a three or four cylinder engine 
as a combination of single engine mechanisms as shown in Figure 3.  
To find the TDRs of a single engine mechanism, consider Figure 3. Equation (1) can then be rearranged to 
give the crank’s angular acceleration, Equation (9) [3].  
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Unlike the other powertrain components the engine TDR is derived from a fourth order Runge Kutta 
technique (RK4) [3]. This allows Equation (9) to be used with the RK4 approach at time t to find the 
TDRs that apply over the next time increment ∆t [3].   

 

 
Figure 3: engine subsystems: (left) single cylinder [3], (middle) three cylinder, and (right) four cylinder 

engine with applied torque [3].
  

The model does not have any flexibility between the cylinders. This was considered reasonable for the low 
speed simulations undertaken in this paper. It is possible to add flexibility and, if desired, viscous damping 
using the routines outlined by Guzzomi et al [4]. However, as the models considered [5, 13, 19] have 
mainly been concerned with low frequency torsional vibration, this extra complexity was considered 
unnecessary. Thus the angular position is the same for each cylinder allowing the position of each cylinder 
in the TDR formulation to be written. Here attention is given to the three cylinder engine, the four cylinder 
engine equations have been presented elsewhere by Guzzomi et al [3] 

For cylinder 1 

 1111112 TIEIIEb +=θ          (10)  

For cylinder 2 

22221122222 )( TIETIEIIEb +−+=θ        (11)  

For cylinder 3 

23332233332 )( bb TIETIEIIE +−+=θ        (13) 

For any cylinder Ep the crankshaft is rigid thus 1,1,1 −−− == ppppppppp IEIEIE thus equations (10) through 
(13) can be re-written as 
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1111112 TIEIIEb +=θ                    (14) 

22221222222 )( TIETIEIIEb +−+=θ        (15) 

23332333332 )( bb TIETIEIIE +−+=θ        (16) 

T1 and T2 need to be eliminated, thus equation (4) x 222 IE  + equation (15) x 111IE   to obtain     

( ) 222211122111112222221112 TIEIEIIEIEIIEIEIEIEb ++=+θ      (17) 

Similarly, equation (16) x 222111 IEIE  + equation (7) x 333IE   gives 
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b
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Equation (18) can be rearranged as 
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which by definition is  22222 bb TBIBII +=θ  so that 

( )( )222111333222111
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and 

( )( )222111333222111

333222111
22 IEIEIEIEIE

IEIEIEBI
++

=                      (21) 

The TDR for the three cylinder engine (system B) may be used for the addition of the engine to the rest of 
the drivetrain to form a powertrain. This in turn allows Tb2  to be determined.  For any time increment T2  
will need to be known and then a RK4 prediction will be used over the increment on cylinder 3 in order to 
find 2bθ  after the increment. As 2bθ  is the same for all three cylinders for the case considered the position 
of the engine after the time increment is then known. 

Thus from equations (17) and equations (16) 

( ) 2333233333
222111

22221112211111222
2 )( bb TIETIEIIE

IEIE
TIEIEIIEIEIIEIE

+−+=
+

++
=θ               (22)  

and rearranging 

( ) ( )
( )( )222111333222111

2222111333221111122222211133
2 IEIEIEIEIE

TIEIEIEIIEIEIIEIEIEIEIIE
T b

++
++−−+
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And using equation (16) 

23332333332 )( bb TIETIEIIE +−+=θ        (24) 

For the engine and drivetrain considered in this paper the system parameters are as presented by Guzzomi  
et al [3]. The remaining drivetrain components were the same as those used by Guzzomi et al [4]. 
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3 Simulated results and discussion 

A simple way to observe the effect of piston to cylinder friction on the torsional vibration of the 
powertrain was to conduct rundown simulations in the absence of combustion and offset. This technique is 
the same as that presented by Guzzomi et al [3] for the four cylinder powertrain examined in that case. 
That technique [3] will be explained here. For each revolution of the engine, the difference between the 
maximum and minimum angular speeds for each section of the powertrain: engine, propshaft and vehicle, 
was determined [3]. This was then plotted against the mean vehicle speed at the start of the revolution, 
which had little oscillation. Thus, the magnitudes observed are governed by both the level of damping and 
the speed at which the natural frequency (or harmonic of it) is run through [3]. Here results are presented 
for a three and four cylinder engine powertrain. The three cylinder engine results are derived in this study 
and the four cylinder results are those taken from simulations performed by Guzzomi et al [3]. The 
simulation results are presented in figures containing two columns: the left column is that pertaining to the 
four cylinder [3], and; the right column is that corresponding to the three cylinder engine powertrain. The 
four-cylinder engine was constructed with a standard crank spacing of 0-180-180-0 [3]. Such a 
configuration has a primary inertia torque which is balanced, however, the smaller secondary inertia 
torque is reinforced [3]. For the three cylinder engine a crank spacing of 0-120-240 was used. Such a 
configuration results in small residual primary and secondary inertia torques.  

3.1 Effect of piston to cylinder friction in the absence of clutch damping 

As noted by Guzzomi et al [3], in the absence of piston to cylinder friction the only mechanism available 
to excite the four cylinder powertrain system’s natural frequencies is a fluctuating torque at 2 Ω  that arises 
from the inertia variation. It was found [19] that the two non-zero natural frequencies of this powertrain 
occur at approximately 7 and 18 Hz. As the inertia variation is close to a second order cosine, the 
predominant harmonic in the variable inertia is 2 Ω  and, hence, speeds corresponding to nω /2 provide 
excitation and produce a resonant response [3], Figure 4. This excitation is strengthened when piston to 
cylinder friction is included due to the second order harmonic in the friction function [3]. An FFT 
performed by Guzzomi et al [3] of the friction function showed that other even orders are also present. 
These lead to peaks in the velocity variation for each component occurring at /n pωΩ = , 2, 4, 6..p = [3]. 
Similar trends are observed for the 3 cylinder configuration if the crank configuration is kept in mind. The 
case that includes piston to cylinder friction is denoted by the black line. In the presence of piston to 
cylinder friction, there are greater vibration amplitudes over all frequencies. This is true of both engine 
configurations. In the three cylinder engine case the sub harmonics of the natural frequencies have moved. 
This may be due to a number of effects: one is that no inertia was added when a cylinder was removed 
from the four cylinder case, and; additionally, the presence of primary and secondary residual fluctuation. 
The presence of the residual primary inertia fluctuation in this case shows a resonance at the ‘true’ natural 
frequency (near 7Hz, note the inertia is slightly less for this case). The presence of smaller first and second 
order terms results in vibration of a smaller magnitude than that of the four cylinder engine. 
The same effects explained in the work of Guzzomi et al [3] extend to the three cylinder case presented 
here. Hence, both sets of results show that in the absence of combustion or other external excitation, piston 
to cylinder friction does not reduce the amplitude of vibration but instead increases it. For a single engine 
mechanism, an FFT of the torque produced by symmetrical static ring friction (Fr) reveals a dominant 
second order component with smaller first and fourth order components [3]. This additional frequency 
content has the potential to provide further excitation at other than the second engine order associated with 
inertia variation alone [3]. The extent and nature of which being dependent on the engine configuration 
used. Thus, the predicted amplitude of the vibration is increased in the presence of the piston to cylinder 
friction exciting mechanism [3]. As concluded by Guzzomi et al [3] for the four cylinder case, the 
observed ‘damping’ in the peaks is due to piston to cylinder friction and vehicle drag. This also appears to 
be true of the three cylinder case.  
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Figure 4: Individual powertrain velocity variations for rundown tests: ▬, with and; ▬, without piston-to-

cylinder friction. No combustion or offset; only viscous drag on vehicle. 
Four cylinder powertrain (from [3]), left column, and three cylinder powertrain, right column. 

3.2 Effect of tyre stiffness and damping 

To investigate the effect of tyre properties on the rundown behaviour of the powertrains the tyre stiffness 
was increased so that it was close to rigid, Figure 5. Again the four cylinder engine powertrain results are 
taken from Guzzomi et al [3]. With damping present in the tyre and the clutch it is possible to see that the 
engine vibrates about the propshaft and vehicle which are essentially the same rigid body [3]. The results 
shown in Figure 5b include no clutch damping. Higher vibration amplitudes for the engine demonstrate 
greater transmission of the excitation provided by the varying inertia and piston to cylinder friction [3]. It 
was noted by Guzzomi et al [3] that, for the case of no clutch damping, the peak amplitude is not infinite. 
Thus, this comparison helps demonstrate the importance of tyre damping and piston to cylinder friction if 
the clutch is not damped [3]. Figure 5c presents the grouped results of Figure 4 with friction. This makes it 
easy to understand that with near rigid tyres the peaks observed are shifted to a higher frequency range. 
Further to the discussion regarding determining damping values and locations from observed data, the 
similarities in form of the curves brings to attention the difficulty of knowing if natural frequencies have 
been lost. That is, comparing a near rigid tyre and one with a low stiffness, results in data that appears 
similar, if only the engine vibration was being monitored. This observation was made by Guzzomi et al [3] 
for the four cylinder case and also appears to extend to the three cylinder engine powertrain. 
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Figure 5: Individual powertrain component velocity variations for rundowns tests: a) rigid tyre with tyre 

and clutch damping, b) rigid tyre with tyre damping only, and c) flexible tyre with tyre damping only.  
 ▬, engine; ▬, propshaft, and; ▬, vehicle. Left column - four cylinder (from [3]), and right column - 

three cylinder. 
 

As noted by Guzzomi et al [3] the observed ‘damping’ in the peaks holds ramifications for models which 
attempt to ‘fit’ modal damping values in simulations to describe experimental observations. That is, it 
would be difficult to ascertain that the observed excitation and damping may be associated partly with 
piston to cylinder friction [3]. 

4 Conclusion 

One of the main conclusions of Guzzomi et al [3] was that, rundown simulations without inertia variation 
and with only a vehicle viscous drag would not have shown any resonances because there would be, in the 
absence of combustion or other external excitation, no mechanism for their excitation. This is a limitation 
of lumped mass engine models despite their ability to estimate natural frequencies. That same observation 
is confirmed here for the three cylinder engine powertrain when inertia variation is included.  
When the engine mechanisms also include piston to cylinder friction additional excitation exists due to the 
frequency content of the friction torque. The extent and nature of which depends on the engine 
configuration used. Thus, some of the torsional vibration problems experienced in powertrains may not be 
because the powertrain is lightly damped; in fact, they may be the result of piston to cylinder friction. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a structural model for an unloaded tyre, based ona three-dimensional flexible ring on
an elastic foundation. The ring represents the belt and the elastic foundation represents the tyre sidewall.
The model is valid till 300 Hz and includes a model of the wheel and the air cavity. This makes the model
suitable for the prediction of structure borne interior noise. Unlike most ringmodels, which consider only
in-plane modes, the presented model also predicts modes that involve torsionof the belt in the circumfer-
ential direction. The parameterization of the model, which does not require detailed knowledge about the
tyre construction, is based on the main geometrical properties of the tyre anda limited modal test. Com-
parison between measured and calculated responses shows that the tyre-wheel model describes the dynamic
behaviour with acceptable accuracy. Because the model is physical based, it could be applied to describe
other operational conditions such as loading and rotation.

1 Introduction

It has been estimated that approximately 80 million people in the European Union are exposed to unac-
ceptably high traffic noise levels [1]. The two main vehicle exterior noise sources are drivetrain noise and
tyre/road noise. Despite the complexity of the involved noise sources, significant reductions of the drivetrain
noise were achieved. With regard to the tyre/road component of the vehiclenoise, progress has been much
slower which makes currently tyre/road the most important source of vehiclenoise for driving speeds above
40 km/h [2]. From the perspective of the vehicle manufacturer, tyre/roadinteraction is a significant contrib-
utor to the perceived overall vehicle interior noise and vibration levels [3]. The NVH (Noise, Vibration and
Harshness) performance of a vehicle has become a distinctive marketing and design criteria.

Based on their nature, tyre/road noise generating and amplification phenomena are divided in two groups:
vibrational and aerodynamical phenomena.

The vibrational phenomena consider the structural vibrations of the tyre which are caused by the interactions
between tyre and road. Different types of structural waves can be identified [4, 5]: bending, longitudinal
and shear waves. The exterior sound radiation due to the structural vibrations is significant below 1500
Hz and is found to be mainly caused by bending vibrations [6]. At frequencies below 500 Hz the tyre
shows modal behaviour; this means that structural waves at certain frequencies constructively interfere. The
damping of the tyre rubber increases with increasing frequency; thus causing the structural waves to decay
rapidly in amplitude away from the excitation area. At for instance 3200 Hz, the response level drops by
approximately 40 dB by half-way around the belt [7]. Pinnington et al. [5]showed that no modal behaviour
around the belt appears above 500 Hz, which means that the belt can be approximated as an infinite beam
in the circumferential direction. In addition to the directly radiated exterior noise from a vibrating tire, tire
vibrations are also transmitted through the spindle and suspension towards the vehicle. Those vibrations then
cause noise radiation in the vehicle interior. Measurements showed that the interior noise below 400 Hz very
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Figure 1: Flexible ring on elastic foundation with internal pressure.

well correlates to the forces measured at the spindle [8]. Moreover, thestructure born noise contribution
dominates the interior noise below 500 Hz [9, 3]. Besides the structural resonances of the tyre structure,
acoustic resonances appear in the air cavity. The first cavity resonance for an unloaded tyre appears in the
frequency range between 200 Hz and 250 Hz. Sakata et al. [8] revealed for the first time that the acoustic
cavity resonance significantly contributes to the interior tyre/road noise.

The aerodynamical phenomena can be describes in general as air displacement mechanisms. The interaction
between tyre and road causes pressure variations in the surrounding air. The frequency range for this air-
borne noise is typically from 500 Hz till 3000 Hz [2]. In this paper, the aerodynamical phenomena will not
be considered.

Driven by the increasing awareness for tyre/road noise, the availability of accurate simulation tools is essen-
tial in the reduction of tyre/road noise. A wide range of tyre models are available, ranging from physical till
statistical models [10]. The structural finite element tyre model presented in this paper is based on a three-
dimensional flexible ring on an elastic foundation. The ring represents the belt and the elastic foundation
represents the tyre sidewall. The model is valid till 300 Hz and includes a model of the wheel and the air
cavity. This makes the model suitable for the prediction of structure borne interior noise. Unlike most ring
models which consider only in-plane motion, the presented model also predictsmodes that involve torsion
of the belt in the circumferential direction. The parameterization is based on the main geometrical properties
of the tyre and a limited modal test.

2 Analytical ring model

2.1 Equations of motion

Figure 1 shows a drawing of the flexible ring on an elastic foundation. The displacementsu3 anduθ are the
radial and tangential displacement of the neutral surface. The neutralsurface is referred to as the surface
where the stresses are from the membrane type; bending stresses are zero in the neutral surface. All dis-
placements are considered to be constant over the belt width. The radius,thickness, width and density of the
ring are represented byR, h, b andρ, respectively. The inner surface of the ring is subjected to a pressure
p (Pa).k3 andkθ are the stiffness values per unit area (Nm−3) of the distributed radial and tangential linear
springs.q3 andqθ are the distributed loads per unit of area. The equations of motion for the ringare [11]:

D
R4 (∂2uθ

∂θ2 − ∂3u3
∂θ3 ) + K

R2 (∂2uθ
∂θ2 + ∂u3

∂θ )− kθuθ + qθ = ρh∂2uθ
∂t2

(1)

D
R4 (∂3uθ

∂θ3 − ∂4u3
∂θ4 )− K

R2 (∂uθ
∂θ + u3) + 1

R2
∂
∂θ (N r

θθ
∂u3
∂θ )− k3u3 + q3 = ρh∂2u3

∂t2
(2)
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D andK represent the bending and membrane stiffness, respectively. Those stiffnesses are expressed as a
function of the Young’s modulusE, Poisson constantν and ring thicknessh.

D = Eh3/12(1− ν2) (3)

K = Eh/(1− ν2) (4)

The internal pressure on the ring causes a circumferential pretension inthe ring.N r
θθ represents the preten-

sion force resultant in the ring per unit width of the ring.

N r
θθ ≈

pR

1 + k3R2/(hE)
(5)

Three assumptions were made to obtain the equations of motion. Firstly, transverse shear deflections of
the ring are neglected. Secondly, the stress component acting in the normaldirection to the neutral surface
is neglected. At last, the Love simplifications for thin shells are applied [11]. The latter implies that the
shell in-plane displacements vary linearly through the shell thickness and that the out-of-plane deformation
is constant through the shell thickness.

2.2 Natural frequencies

For the eigenvalue analysis, the distributed loadsq3 andqθ are set equal to zero. At a natural frequency, each
point of the ring moves harmonically which leads to the following expression for the radial and tangential
displacement:

u3(θ, t) = Ancos(nθ − φ)ejωnt (6)

uθ(θ, t) = Bnsin(nθ − φ)ejωnt (7)

n is an integer number, representing the circumferential wave number. The arbitrary phase angleφ has to
be taken into account since a perfectly axisymmetric ring does not have a preference for the orientation of
its modes. The orientation of a mode is purely dependent on the position of the external force that excites
that mode. The proposed displacements in equations (6) and (7) do not consider variations over the width of
the ring. This presumption will limit the set of modes that result from this eigenvalue analysis. Substitution
of equations (6) and (7) into the equations of motion and elimination of the time dependent portion of the
solution leads to two new equations that can be written in matrix form:

[
(ρhω2

n − Dn4

R4 − K
R2 − n2Nr

θθ
R2 − k3) (−Dn3

R4 − Kn
R2 )

(−Dn3

R4 − Kn
R2 ) (ρhω2

n − Dn2

R4 − Kn2

R2 − kθ)

]{
An

Bn

}
=
{
0
}

(8)

The characteristic equation is obtained by setting the determinant of the abovederived coefficient matrix to
zero.

ω4
n + K1ω

2
n + K2 = 0 (9)

with,
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K1 = (−1/ρh)

[
(n2 − 1)(Dn2

R4 + K
R2 ) + n2Nr

θθ
R2 + k3 + kθ

]
(10)

K2 = (1/ρ2h2)

[
kθ(Dn4

R4 + 1
R2 (K + n2N r

θθ)) + k3kθ

+DK
R6 n2(n2 − 1)2 + n2( D

R4 + K
R2 )(n2Nr

θθ
R2 + k3)

] (11)

For each value ofn, a pair of eigenvalues are found as the roots of equation (9). The obtained eigenvalues
are the square of the natural frequencies.

ω2
n,1 =

1
2

(
−K1 −

√
K2

1 − 4K2

)
(12)

ω2
n,2 =

1
2

(
−K1 +

√
K2

1 − 4K2

)
(13)

The mode shape corresponding to each natural frequency can be calculated by substituting equations (12)
and (13) into (8) and solving this matrix equation forAn andBn. The amplitude ratio of the radial and
tangential displacement of the mode shape is derived from one of the two equations of (8):

An

Bn
=

ρhω2
n − kθ − n2

R2 ( D
R2 + K)

n2

R2 (Dn2

R2 + K)
(14)

Equation (14) shows that for values ofn > 1, the radial componentAn is dominant for the eigenfrequencies
ωn,1. For the eigenfrequenciesωn,2, the tangential componentBn is dominant. For valuesn < 1, no general
conclusion about the nature of the mode shape can be drawn.

2.3 Tyre mode naming convention

Figure 2 explains the naming convention used for the structural tyre mode shapes. An unambiguous naming
convention for the modes of an unloaded tyre was proposed by Wheeler et al. [12]. This convention uses
two integer indices which describe the bending order of the belt package inthe two directions. The format
of the notation is (n,a). The first indexn represents the number of circumferential bending wavelengths of
the belt. The second indexa represents the number of half-wavelengths in the axial direction of the belt
at a circumferential location where the shape is at an extreme radial displacement. The above described
convention is ambiguous for some of the modes in which the belt translates or rotates as a rigid structure.
For those modes, an additional label -such as: lateral, pitch, torsion- is added to indicate the rigid body
motion of the belt.

2.4 Rigid ring modes

The first modes of a flexible ring on elastic foundation are modes in which the ring mainly translates or
rotates as a rigid structure. Three of those modes will be used to calculate thesidewall stiffness of the
presented tyre model. Therefore, an expression for the natural frequency is derived for those three modes.
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n=1 n=2 n=4

a=0 a=1 a=2

Figure 2: Naming convention for tyre structural modes (n,a). n =circumferential index; a =belt cross-
sectional index

2.4.1 Torsion mode

At the torsional resonance, the ring rotates as a rigid structure around the lateral axis. The natural frequency
of this mode is derived from equation (12) by settingn = 0.

ω2
torsion = ω2

0,1 = 1
2

(
1
ρh( K

R2 + k3 + kθ)− 1
ρh( K

R2 + k3 − kθ)

)
= kθ/ρh

(15)

An alternative way to calculate the natural frequency of the torsion mode, isto consider the system as a
single degree of freedom spring-mass system. The tangential elastic foundation acts as a rotational stiffness
and the rigid ring acts as a rotational inertia.

2.4.2 (1,0) mode

At this resonance, the ring translates as an almost perfectly rigid structurein the plane of the radial and
tangential stiffnesses. The natural frequency of this mode is derived from equation (12) by settingn = 1.

ω2
(1,0) = ω2

1,1

= 1
2ρh

(
2( D

R4 + K
R2 ) + (Nr

θθ
R2 + k3 + kθ)

−
√

4( D
R4 + K

R2 )2 + (Nr
θθ

R2 + k3 − kθ)2
) (16)

Whenk3=kθ andN r
θθ = 0, equation(16) simplifies to:

ω2
(1,0) =

k3 + kθ

2ρh
(17)

This corresponds to the case in which the ring translates as a perfectly rigidstructure. Whenk3 6= kθ and/or
N r

θθ 6= 0, there will be a slight deformation of the ring in the (1,0) mode.

2.4.3 Axial mode

At the axial resonance, the ring translates as a rigid structure along the lateral axis. The natural frequency
of this mode can not be derived from equations (12) or (13) because the lateral motion was not included in
the equations of motion. However, the system can be considered as a singledegree of freedom spring-mass
system. The axial elastic foundation acts as stiffness and the rigid ring acts as mass.
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ω2
axial =

ka

ρh
(18)

3 Development of the structural tyre model

This section describes the finite element based structural tyre model of an unloaded tyre, clamped at the wheel
hub. The model is applied to a smooth tyre of size 205/55R16. The model is based on a three-dimensional
flexible ring on an elastic foundation. The ring represents the belt and the elastic foundation represents the
tyre sidewall. The model, which is implemented in ABAQUS, is valid up till 300 Hz and includes a model
of the wheel and the air cavity.

3.1 Wheel model

The dynamic interaction between tyre and wheel has an effect on the vehicle NVH. Different wheels can
produce perceptible differences in vehicle interior noise. In the frequency range 200 to 350 Hz, differences
in interior sound pressure level up to 5 dB were found between a steel wheel and an aluminium wheel [13].
Consequently, the dynamic behaviour of the wheel should be included in thetire model. In general, the
first resonance of a steel wheel (range 150-200 Hz) is much lower compared to an aluminium wheel of the
same size (range 300-350 Hz) [12]. In the presented model, a steel wheel with rim diameter 16” is used.
Figure 3a shows the finite element model of the wheel. The model does not include a damping definition.
The geometry of the wheel is modelled in detail because the flexibility of rim and disk are highly influenced
by their complex shape. An attempt was made to use a geometrical simplified wheelmodel; however,
the dynamic behaviour could not be accurately described. An eigenvalueanalysis was performed on the
wheel model, clamped at the spindle. Figure 3b shows the first four calculated wheel modes. Comparison
with experimental results shows that the predicted resonance frequencies are withing5% of the measured
frequencies. The total mass of the wheel model also corresponds to the measured total mass. This total mass
is of importance when the tyre model is used in a full vehicle model in which the wheel mass contributes to
the unsprung mass of the vehicle suspension.

1st rim bending mode Rim pitch mode

166.8 Hz 209.5 Hz

Rim axial mode

368.3 Hz

2nd rim bending mode

454.4 Hz

rimdisk

a b

Figure 3: (a) Finite element model of the steel wheel. (b) Mode shape and natural frequency of the first four
calculated wheel resonances.
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3.2 Treadband ring model

A radial tyre is composed of radial plies (carcass) that are enclosed bya steel reinforced belt and tread layer.
In the presented tyre model, the treadband is modelled as an isotropic three-dimensional ring. Despite this
drastic simplification, the tyre model exhibits acceptable accuracy in the frequency range of interest, as will
be shown in the results and validation section of this paper. The assumption ofisotropy is reasonable for the
two types of modes the model describes.

As a general engineering approach, energy dissipation in a structure isapproximated by a mathematical
model. However, for complex structures such as tyres, it is not obvious which damping model is most
appropriate. Geng et al. [14] showed that the commonly used simplification ofproportional viscous damping
does not provide an adequate description of the physical energy dissipation in tyres. A more general viscous
damping distribution is needed, which results in a more complex identification of thedamping model.

The non-linear static material behaviour of the ring is described by the Neo-Hookean hyperelastic material
model. This model is applicable for incompressible and nearly incompressible materials and is commonly
used when no accurate material data is available. Since energy dissipation inrubberlike materials has a
hysteretic character, their dynamic characteristics are often expressedas a complex Young’s modulusE∗ .

E∗ = E
′
+ iE

′′
= E

′
(1 + iη) (19)

The real partE
′
is referred to as the storage modulus, whereas the imaginary partE

′′
is referred to as the loss

modulus.E
′
is the component of the stress-strain ratio in phase with the applied strain;E

′′
is the component

90o out of phase with the applied strain. It is also appropriate to view a material’s damping performance
in relation to its stiffness. Therefore, damping is expressed by the ratio between imaginary and real part
of the complex Young’s modulus, which is referred to as the loss factorη. In this tyre model, the material
properties of the treadband are considered to be frequency independent. This corresponds to proportional
hysteretic damping and is a widely used assumption for structure borne sound applications in the frequency
range of interest. The value for the loss factor and the Poisson’s ratio are obtained from literature [5, 7] and
have proven to be a good assumption. The elastic storage modulus is obtainedby adjusting its value in order
to obtain a good correspondence between modelled and measured dynamic response.

The parameters of the ring are listed in table 1. The ring is descritized in the finiteelement model by 4-node
shell elements (ABAQUS S4R elements). The elements allow transverse sheardeformation and account for
finite membrane strains and arbitrarily large rotations. 90 elements are used in the circumferential direction
and 12 elements in the axial direction. A convergence analysis confirmed that this mesh is sufficiently dense
in the frequency range of interest.

Parameter Description Value
Rout Tyre outer radius 0.316 m
h Treadband thickness 14.1 mm
b Treadband width 0.185 m

E
′

Elastic storage modulus 4.5 108 N m−2

η Loss factor 0.15
ν Poisson ratio 0.45
ρ Density 1452 kg m−3

Table 1: Parameters of the treadband ring model.

3.3 Tyre sidewall model

The tyre sidewalls are approximated by distributed spring-damper systems in radial, tangential and axial
direction. The sidewall stiffness is composed out of a structural contribution and a pressurized membrane
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contribution. The structural contribution originates from the bending, shear and tensile stiffness of the side-
wall. The pressurized membrane contribution originates from the fact that during a deflection of the sidewall,
work is done against the inflation pressure [15].

The elastic foundation is distributed along the circumference at both edges of the treadband ring. An ex-
perimental modal analysis on an unloaded tyre, clamped at the spindle, shows that the first four resonances
behave like a spring-mass system in which the sidewall acts as a spring and the treadband as a mass [16].
Therefore, the tyre behaviour can be approximated as a ring on an elasticfoundation and equations (15), (17)
and (18) can be used to calculate the sidewall stiffness from the undampednatural frequency of the torsional,
(1,0) and axial mode, respectively. Table 2 lists the measured resonancefrequency and modal damping -
expressed as a fraction of the critical damping- of the torsional, (1,0) andaxial mode. This modal test can be
performed fast and a minimum of two tri-axial accelerometers is required to make a distinction between the
different modes. From those modal parameters, the distributed linear spring constantk and viscous damping
constantc of the sidewall can be calculated using equation (20). This equation describes the relation between
the undamped natural frequencyω, damped natural frequencyΩ and damping ratioξ for a single degree of
freedom system.

Ω = (
√

1− ξ2) ω with ξ =
c

2
√

k m
and ω =

√
k

m
(20)

The calculated sidewall spring and damping constants are shown in table 3 and are calculated per unit of area
of the treadband ring.

Experimental modal test
Tyre mode Freq.[Hz] Mod. damping [%]
axial 47.20 1.87
torsion 74.25 6.39
(1,0) 91.26 4.49

Table 2: Experimental tyre modal parameters of torsional, (1,0) and axial mode.

Parameter Description Value
k3 Radial sidewall stiffness 9.0 106 N m−3

c3 Radial sidewall viscous damping 885 N s m−3

kθ Tangential sidewall stiffness 4.47 106 N m−3

cθ Tangential sidewall viscous damping 1222 N s m−3

ka Axial sidewall stiffness 1.80 106 N m−3

ca Axial sidewall viscous damping 227 N s m−3

Table 3: Sidewall stiffness and damping constants (values per unit of ringarea).

The calculation of the radial sidewall stiffness is based on equation (17),which is valid whenk3=kθ and
N r

θθ = 0. Although this assumption is not satisfied here, the difference on the radialstiffnesses, calculated
with equation (16) and (17) is found to be0.4% for the presented tyre. For pneumatic tyres, inflated at a
broad range of pressures, it is found that(Nr

θθ
R2 + k3 − kθ)2 is negligible with respect to(2( D

R4 + K
R2 ))2; and

(Nr
θθ

R2 ) can be neglected with respect to(k3 + kθ). This justifies the use of equation (17) in the calculation of
the tyre sidewall stiffness.

The above presented sidewall model is based on the assumption that the dynamic behaviour of the sidewall
can be described by means of a spring-damper system. This simplifies the parameterisation of the tyre model
significantly, however, it limits the model to the prediction of the (n,0) and (n,1) modes (figure 2 ). For the
cross-sectional bending modes of higher order (a > 1), the sidewall dynamic behaviour deviates too much
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from a spring-damper system. Unlike the real tyre sidewall, the presented simplified sidewall model has no
mass. Therefore, half of the sidewall mass is assigned to both treadband ring and wheel.

3.4 Air cavity model

The tyre structural behaviour is significantly affected by the presence of the inner air cavity [17]. The first
cavity resonance for an unloaded tyre appears in the frequency range between 200 Hz and 250 Hz. The
air cavity acoustic resonances also appear as distinct narrow peaks in the spectrum of the vehicle interior
noise [8]. Therefore, the structural-acoustic coupling between tyre and air cavity is included in the presented
tyre model.

The air cavity is discretized using 8-node linear brick acoustic elements and iscoupled to the structural mesh
of the wheel and treadband ring. The sidewalls of the cavity are considered to be acoustically rigid. The
cross-section of the air cavity is meshed with 134 acoustic elements and the meshcontains 90 elements in
the circumferential direction. The values of the bulk modulus and the density of air are taken to be 308kPa
and 2.614kgm−3, respectively, and represent the properties of air at a temperature of20 oC and a pressure
of 2.2 105 Pa. The cavity model does not include a damping definition. Typically, the loss factor for the air
in the tyre is a factor 100 smaller than the loss factor of the tyre tread [18].

3.5 Tyre-wheel assembly

X

Z Z

Y

Z

XY

Figure 4: Fully assembled tyre-wheel model (cavity mesh is not shown).

Figure 4 shows the fully assembled tyre model. For clarity, the cavity mesh is notdepicted. First, a static
analysis of the tyre inflation is performed. The wheel centre is clamped and the tyre is inflated to2.2 105 Pa
in a geometric non-linear analysis. The inflation pressure is applied to the rim outer surface and the treadband
ring inner surface. This pressure loading induces a circumferential pretension in the ring which significantly
contributes to the tyre stiffness (see section 2). Besides the circumferential tension, the tyre treadband is also
subjected to an axial tension. This tension is not induced by the inflation pressure in the model and therefore
this tension will be applied as an external loading. The calculation of the axialtension is based on a model
in which the sidewall is represented as an inextensible membrane with circular section [19].

N r
yy =

p hs

2
(21)

WhereN r
yy represents the axial tensile force of the ring per unit of circumferential length. hs andp are the

sidewall height and the tyre inflation pressure, respectively. For a tyresidewall height of0, 075 m and an
inflation pressure of2.2 105 Pa, the axial tensile forceN r

yy becomes8250 N m−1.
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4 Results and validation

The presented tyre model will be validated by comparing measured and calculated frequency response func-
tions and modal parameters. The response calculations in this section assumethe tyre to be linear. Once the
tyre is inflated, this is a valid assumption within a wide range of excitations [14].

4.1 Eigenvalue analysis

After the static analysis in which the tyre is inflated, an eigenvalue analysis is performed in which the
first 80 undamped eigenvalues of the tyre model are calculated. This analysis is followed by a complex
eigenvalue extraction, based on the Lanczos subspace projection method[20]. This method is an iterative
Krylov subspace method. The real eigenvectors of the undamped eigenvalue analysis are used to define the
projection subspace. Stiffness and damping properties cannot be modified during an eigenvalue calculation,
thus the frequency dependent material properties have to be evaluated at a specific frequency. In this model,
the complex Young’s modulus is constant for all frequencies; therefore, the solution will not depend on the
evaluation frequency.

An experimental modal analysis is performed on the unloaded tyre-wheel assembly. The wheel is clamped at
a rigid spindle, obtaining the same boundary condition as the simulation. The tyreis excited at the treadband
by an electrodynamic shaker (B&K 4809). The shaker is connected to the tyre through an impedance sensor
(PCB 288D01). In order to excite all tyre modes in the frequency range of interest, the shaker is aligned such
that excitation is provided in radial, tangential and axial direction. Tri-axialaccelerometers (PCB 356A15)
are used to measure the response of points on the treadband and wheel.

TEST MODEL
Mode Freq.[Hz] Damping [%] Freq.[Hz] Damping [%]
axial∗ 47.2 1.87 47.5 1.51
(1,1) 56.9 2.14 52.9 1.42
torsion∗ 74.3 6.39 74.0 6.04
(2,1) 89.4 2.07 85.4 1.98
(1,0)∗ 91.3 4.49 91.1 3.56
(2,0) 118.5 3.26 114.1 2.97
(3,0) 142.0 2.78 136.8 2.82
(4,0) 170.0 3.01 165.0 3.13
(3,1) 171.9 2.73 168.3 4.35
1st rim bending 187.2 2.12 183.3 3.35
rim pitch 189.9 0.69 190.1 1.52
(5,0) 201.8 2.41 200.6 3.98
(4,1) 222.9 3.57 221.3 5.48
1st acoustic 225.8 0.25 223.8 0.66
(6,0) 233.8 2.82 244.0 5.36
(5,1) 252.6 4.13 266.3 6.77
(7,0) 268.9 2.98 295.4 7.28

Table 4: Comparison between measured and calculated modal parameters (∗ indicate modes that are used in
the parameterization of the model).
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(1,0) mode

91.3 Hz 91.1 Hz

(1,1) mode

56.9 Hz 52.9 Hz

118.5 Hz 114.1 Hz 142.0 Hz 136.8 Hz

(2,0) mode (3,0) mode

201.8 Hz 200.6 Hz 222.9 Hz 221.3 Hz

(5,0) mode (4,1) mode

Figure 5: Comparison between measured (left) and calculated (right) mode shapes.

Comparison of the calculated damped natural frequencies with the measurednatural frequencies showed
that the calculated natural frequencies were underestimated. This is a result of the parameterization of
the tyre sidewall (section 3.3) in which the flexibility of the wheel is not taken intoaccount. Therefore,
the sidewall stiffness values have to be increased in order to obtain the correct natural frequencies for the
torsional, (1,0) and axial mode. First, the axial and tangential sidewall stiffness values have to be updated
separately, based on the natural frequency of the axial and torsionalmode, respectively. The axial mode is
predominantly influenced by the axial sidewall stiffness, whereas for thetorsional mode, it is the tangential
sidewall stiffness. Finally, the radial stiffness has to be updated, basedon the natural frequency of the (1,0)
mode. This natural frequency is mainly dependent on the tangential and radial stiffness; however, only the
radial stiffness has to be updated because the tangential stiffness has already been updated, based on the
torsional mode. In this way, the three sidewall stiffness values can be updated independently. A steel wheel
is used in the model, which causes the axial, tangential and radial stiffness tobe increased by13 %, 4.5 %
and29 %, respectively to obtain the measured natural frequency for the torsional, (1,0) and axial mode.

Table 4 gives a comparison between the measured and calculated modal parameters till 300 Hz. The eigen-
frequency predictions are within five percent, except for the (1,1) mode(error−7 %), the (5,1) mode (error
+5.4 %) and the (7,0) mode (error+9.8 %). The increasing error on the last two modes is caused by the
cross-sectional bending modes of higher order (a>1) which start to appear between 300 and 350 Hz. The
presented model can not describe those modes correctly as the sidewall dynamic behaviour of those modes
deviates too much from a spring-damper system.

Figure 5 compares some of the measured mode shapes with calculated mode shapes of the model. The air
cavity is not shown because no acoustic pressure measurements in the cavity were performed during the
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experimental modal test. The calculated and measured mode shapes show good agreement. All calculated
modes were identified in the modal test and vice versa. Most poles are found to be double as the unloaded
tyre is axisymmetric.

4.2 Steady-state harmonic analysis

This analysis calculates the steady-state linearized response of the tyre-wheel model to a harmonic excitation
at the treadband. The response is calculated till 300 Hz. Rather than a direct calculation, in which the
response is calculated in terms of the physical degrees of freedom of themodel using the mass, damping and
stiffness matrices, a subspace-based method is used here to calculate the harmonic response. This approach
is less computationally expensive than a direct calculation and is still able to include frequency-dependent
material properties. Figure 6 compares the measured and calculated intertance frequency response function
(FRF) of the radial, tangential and axial response due to a harmonic force. The position of the excitation force
and the response point is indicated next to the graphs. The differencesbetween measured and calculated
FRF’s are acceptable. The largest errors appear around anti-resonances since the response is there most
sensitive to position and allignment errors of the accelerometers. Both measured and calculated FRF of the
tangential response show a distinct peak around 225 Hz, which corresponds to the first air cavity resonance.
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Figure 6: Magnitude and phase of intertance FRF. Measured (solid) andcalculated (dashed).
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4.3 Sensitivity analysis

Figure 7 shows the normalised sensitivity of the calculated resonance frequencies for four different model pa-
rameters. The sensitivities are approximated by a forward finite difference approach. The natural frequency
of the torsional, (1,0), (1,1) and axial mode are nearly insensitive for variations of the treadband ring elastic
storage modulusE′. This means, as expected, that the treadband ring deformation is small for those modes.
As the circumferential wave numbern increases, the elastic storage modulus has an increasing influence on
the natural frequencies. The axial and torsional mode are found to be insensitive for radial sidewall stiffness
variations. The modes with higher circumferential wave number (n > 3) become less sensitive for radial
stiffness variations. The torsional and axial mode are most sensitive forthe tangential and axial sidewall
stiffness, respectively. This confirms that The sensitivity analysis confirms that the torsional, (1,0) and axial
mode are the most appropriate modes to characterise the sidewall stiffness,as those modes have the highest
sensitivity for sidewall stiffness changes.

Figure 7: Normalised sensitivity of the calculated resonance frequenciesfor different model parameters.

4.4 Influence of orthotropic material definition

A radial tyre is composed of radial plies (carcass) that are enclosed bya steel reinforced belt and tread layer.
Due to the orientation of the rubberized plies and the steel wires in the belt, the tyre treadband exhibits
orthotropic behaviour. For radial tyres, the circumferential Young’s modulus is approximately twice as big
as the cross-sectional Young’s modulus [5, 15]. An eigenfrequencyanalysis is performed on a model with
isotropic and orthotropic material definition. The treadband ring material parameters for both models are
listed in table 5. It is assumed that the treadband is in a state of plain stress. Thisis a reasonable assumption
since the radial stress componentσ33 is relatively small throughout the ring thickness. Only in the close
vicinity of the inner surface, where the inflation pressure acts, does this stress component reach magnitudes
that are considerable.
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Parameter Description Value
E Elastic storage modulus (ISOTROPIC)4.5 108 N m−2

ν Poisson ratio (ISOTROPIC) 0.45
Eθθ Elastic storage modulus 4.5 108 N m−2

Eyy Elastic storage modulus 2.25 108 N m−2

Gθy Elastic shear modulus 5.0 107 N m−2

νθy Poisson ratio 0.45

Table 5: Isotropic and orthotropic treadband ring material parameters.

The undamped natural frequencies for both isotropic and orthotropic treadband are compared in figure 8.
The orthotropic material definition has a higher influence on the (n,1) modes,compared to the (n,0) modes.
Moreover, the influence increases with increasing circumferential wavenumbern. This is a result of the
elastic material properties that become more important as the circumferential bending wavelength decreases
(figure 7). The axial, torsional and acoustic resonance are not influenced by the orthotropic material def-
inition. An orthotropic treadband ring material definition can improve the model accuracy; however, four
material constants need to be determined. This requires either a more complex model updating procedure or
a more detailed knowledge of the tyre construction and its materials.

Figure 8: Undamped natural frequencies for the isotropic (dashed) and orthotropic (solid) model.

5 Conclusions

This paper describes a physical based structural tyre model for the analysis of the tyre dynamic behaviour
below 300 Hz. The model describes all modes that appear in this frequency range, unlike most ring models
that are limited to in-plane modes. The main assumption is that the dynamic behaviourof a tyre in this
frequency range can be approximated by a flexible three-dimensional ring on an elastic foundation. The
model is implemented as a finite element model. The fully assembled tyre model includesa wheel and air
cavity model, which is necessary to describe all physical phenomena below300 Hz.

The parameterization of the model is based on simple geometrical properties ofthe tyre and the experimental
modal parameters of the torsional, (1,0) and axial mode. A sensitivity analysis confirmed that those modes
are best suited for the sidewall stiffness characterization. Despite the drastic, well considered simplifica-
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tions, comparison between measured and calculated responses shows that the tyre-wheel model describes
the dynamic behaviour with acceptable accuracy.

As the model is physical based, it could also be applied to predict the dynamicbehaviour under different
operating conditions, such as loading and rotation. However, a more detailed description of the treadband
and a non-linear sidewall stiffness formulation might be needed then. Although the model only provides
response of points on the treadband, it could also be used to predict the structure borne noise radiation below
300 Hz. In this frequency range, the noise radiation is mainly dominated by thetread area [3]. Driving
on roads with cobblestones, transverse joints, railroad crossings, ... are situations in which the exterior tyre
noise is dominated by structure borne noise radiation below 500 Hz.
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Abstract 

Powertrain dynamic analysis is a complex problem to resolve in 4WD application. This is mainly due to 

lower Powertrain stiffness with Transfer case as a heavy element added at the extreme end in case of In-

line engines. This leads to frequent excitation of Powertrain at its natural frequencies during real world 

usage. Sustained operation at these conditions leads to structural failures because of large vibration 

amplitudes at resonance. This paper highlights the process followed to design a tuned absorber to restrict 

the failures. Both simulation & physical testing was conducted to understand the root cause of the 

problem. Since time required acquiring data on the vehicle running on high speed test tracks was too long, 

the condition simulated on the stationary vehicle ensuring very good correlation of Powertrain behavior 

between two conditions. The reduction in testing time with this approach was appreciably high. As an 

countermeasures within given conditions, tuned dynamic absorber was designed to reduce the problem 

vibration which in turn successfully blocked the structural failures & oil leakages. The solution was 

validated in two stages, first on powertrain test rig & secondly on the actual vehicle under real world usage 

profile. 

 

1 Introduction 

Powertrain is one of the sources of vibrations that govern the durability of powertrain structure and 

passenger comfort. High power and high speeds are basic requirements of a modern SUV. Four wheel 

drive (4WD) arrangement is a standard fitment on most of the SUV’s. 

4WD Powertrain has lower powertrain bending frequency than 2WD powertrain. This is because transfer 

case has increased projection from transmission. Further transfer case is a overhung mass from 

transmission. This geometrical and mass distribution arrangement significantly reduces the stiffness of 

powertrain structure.  

Modern HSDI (high-speed direct injection) engines in 4WD-configuration exhibits high level of vibrations 

at high vehicle speeds. Ideal powertrain bending natural frequency should be out of engine operating zone. 

It is also often desired to keep the power train bending frequency out of engine firing frequency to achieve 

better NVH. In case of 4WD application the driveshaft rpm has increased due to overdrive transmissions. 

This leads to higher Ist order imbalance forces. This imbalance force induces forced & natural excitations 

in Powertrain.   Therefore the influence of the propeller shaft on the powertrain bending needs detailed 

assessment.  

 

2 Problem description 
In sustained operating condition (prolonged duration of running) at high speed, the powertrain experienced 

following problems.  

• Excessive vibrations on transmission. 

• Oil leakage’s from joints. 

• Structural failures. 
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3 Root cause analysis 
 

                                                     

 

Detailed study was carried out to identify all the parameters which have influence on the problem. Figure 1 

shows the Fish-bone diagram which highlights the process followed to narrow down parameters which 

could be root cause of problem. 

Each of the root causes were analyzed based on past experience and by experiments. Following design 

validation and experiments were carried out to identify the root cause.  

• Powertrain Modal analysis using CAE. 

• Experimental Modal analysis and Frequency response Function (FRF) measurements. 

• Measurements on vehicle in driving condition. 

• Dynamic simulation in Lab on stationary vehicle. 

 

3.1 Powertrain Modal analysis using CAE. 

A comprehensive Finite Element model of powertrain comprising of Engine, Gearbox, transfer case and 

propeller shaft was analysed. Figure 2 shows first Powertrain bending mode calculated by FE analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The natural frequencies were found out from CAE and experimental modal analysis methodology. 
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Figure 2: First Powertrain bending frequency. 

 

Figure 1: Fishbone diagram 
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3.2 Experimental FRF measurements 

Experimental FRF measurements were carried out using LMS, Pimento data acquisition system. 

Accelerometers were mounted on transfer case rear and transmission housing as shown in Figure 3. 

   

Figure 4 shows representation FRF plot indicating modal response at transmission nose showing the 

Powertrain bending frequency. Also good correlation was ensured between EMA & FE results. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Experimental measurements on vehicle in driving condition. 

Vehicle was driven on roads at high speeds up to 150 Km/h. Baseline acceleration and strain levels were 

captured on transfer case and transmission housing. Data was acquired in 5
th
 gear using high-speed data 

acquisition system. 

Figure 5 shows order Vs RPM measured on transmission housing. Max. Acceleration amplitudes were 

observed at propeller shaft excitation order.  

                                      Figure 4:  Experimental FRF Measurement 

                                      Figure 3: Accelerometer location for operational measurements 
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Figure 6 shows strain levels acquired on transmission housing. Max strain levels were occurring at 

powertrain bending frequency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Dynamic simulation in lab on stationary vehicle. 

Data acquisition and analysis ot the road data took long time. An exploration was made to reduce the time 

without sacrificing the main objective. Acceleration and strain measurement was taken on stationary 

vehicle with rear axle lifted up and tires removed in 5
th
 gear driving.  Figure 7 shows comparison of strain 

data at transmission for on road & In lab condition. Lab operating condition was maintained to obtain 

similar excitation pattern. This condition was continued for accelerate the development. 

It was realized that this method turn out to be very cost effective & time saving for carrying out the trials 

for reducing vibrations of powertrain. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Strain measurements in running vehicle at 

high speeds (on transmission housing). 

 

Figure 5: Operational vibration measurements in 5
th
 gear 
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The vibration response at transmission at transmission housing was also compared for on road and In-lab 

operating conditions. Amplitude & frequency content of acceleration response was observed to be within 

close tolerance indicating good correlation between two operating conditions refer Figure 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Influence of propeller shaft Imbalance 

Since the current problem was rose out of Powertrain bending, it was interesting to identify the influence 

of drive shaft forced vibration effect at problem speeds. First order imbalance excitation from drive shaft 

was measured at transmission housing. To quantify the contribution, tests were conducted with and 

without drive shaft on the system. 

Figure 9 shows that the vibrations levels are significantly increased due to drive shaft at higher engine 

speeds i.e. above 3000rpm. 

When low unbalance propeller shaft was fitted on powertrain, the amplitude of Powertrain acceleration 

level was close to decoupled propeller shaft. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparison of strain data on Road and lab Test 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of acceleration data on road and Lab test 
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These experiments have clearly established that the propeller shaft excites the powertrain first bending 

frequency at high speeds. Higher the unbalance of propeller shaft, higher is the amplitude of vibrations of 

powertrain. 

4 Counter Measure 
The vehicle geometry consisting of engine, clutch, transmission, transfer case, propeller shaft and rear axle 

with its mounting on the chassis was analysed. Stiffening was carried out on transmission housings, but 

powertrain bending frequency was shifted by very small amount. To shift natural frequency of powertrain 

outside propeller shaft excitation range, significant structural changes was required. Considering the cost 

involved for development of new parts and time, changes were not possible on structural parts. Therefore 

Vibration Absorber arrangement was considered as only solution without affecting the existing structural 

integration. 

5 Tuned vibration absorber 
Reduction of vibration is an arduous task. As a beginning a target reduction of 30% vibration reduction 

and 25% strain reduction was targeted by use of tuned absorber (also called as tuner). The tuner was 

located on end of transfer case near propeller shaft as shown in Figure 10. 

                                                         

Based on packaging constraints, Vibration absorber was designed as shown in Figure 11. Vibration 

absorber assembly contains supporting bracket, tuner mass and tuner spring. It was ensured that bracket 

natural frequency should be more than natural frequency of tuner. Iterations were carried out to find 

stiffness required for achieving tuned frequency for fixed mass of tuner using CAE techniques. 

Figure 10: Schematic arrangement of Tuner.  
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Figure 9: Effect of propeller shaft imbalance on Transmission vibration and Lab 
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With a tuner, the high peak is split into two and both the peaks have lower amplitudes as shown in Figure 

11. One of the frequencies is lower than that of the original one and the other one is higher [1].  

Figure 12 shows the performance of tuned absorber on vehicle by using impact hammer measurements. 

Separation between the two new frequencies depends upon the ratio of tuner mass to effective powertrain 

mass. (i.e. µeff). As the ratio increases, the peaks move wider apart. As it becomes 20 % or more  (i.e. µ = 

0.2), the effectively doesn’t increase further [2].  

 

                                           

6 Validation 
Steady state transient Finite element analysis on 4WD powertrain was carried out with and without tuned 

vibration absorber for engine and propeller shaft excitations at high speeds. Validated FE model as shown 

in Figure 1 was used for transient analysis (NASTRAN). Figure 13 shows Von-mises stress levels in 

transmission housing with and without tuner. It was observed that 75 % reduction was possible under ideal 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Vibration reduction due to Vibration absorber 

Figure 11 Cross section of Vibration Absorber assembly  
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Acceleration and strain levels were measured in lab, with and without vibration absorber. Acceleration 

level measurements significant reduction beyond 3000 RPM as shown in figure 14.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly strains levels are also dropped in magnitude because of vibration absorber refer figure 15 for 

strain data before & after installation of vibration absorber. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To simulate failure a separate powertrain test rig was designed as shown in Figure 15. With the help of this 

test rig it was possible to run powertrain at any specified speed for specified time. 
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Figure 15: Strain levels on transmission housing with and without tuner. 

Figure 14: Acceleration levels on transmission housing with and without tuner. 

Figure 13: Stress levels on transmission housing with and without 

tuner. 
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Powertrain without tuner was first tested on this rig. Test was carried out at high speed (simulated vehicle 

speed). This test successfully simulated oil leakage from transmission housing joints within in hour’s time. 

Three iterations were done for tuner. Tuned vibration absorber was fitted on transfer case and again test 
was repeated. No oil leakage was observed for targeted test time of 200 Hrs can be seen in figure 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 Conclusion 
It is possible to identify cause of excessive vibration of powertrain by CAE and in-house lab testing. 

Repeated road testing could be skipped and experimental time and resources were minimized for resolving 

the problem. Propeller shaft parameters have pronounced effect in inducing vibrations and stresses in 

powertrain structure. Tuned Vibration absorber is able to effectively control the vibration and strain levels 

in powertrain system and components. 
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Fig. 16: Powertrain Test Rig 

 

Figure 17: Oil leakage test details on Powertrain test rig. 
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Abstract
The noise level inside coaches is a major point when dealing with passenger comfort. The noise produced
by the engine is particularly annoying. It can be very loud especially at the rear seats, just above the engine
compartment. The reduction of the engine noise in the passenger cabin goes through the understanding of
the transfer system source -engine -receiver. Transfer Path Analysis is a well-known approach allowing to
quantify a priori localized noise sources from operating measurements. System transfer functions are firstly
measured on the frame using a controlled excitation, and operating responses are measured in a second phase.
Operating excitations are then extracted by inversion. This method quantifies the engine forces transmitted
to the main frame via engine mounts (structure borne noise). Airborne engine noise, which results from the
acoustic transparency of the passenger cabin, can be estimated as the difference between the total engine
noise and the structure borne engine noise. The difficulty is then to extract the engine noise from the total
noise measured inside the passenger cabin, the latter being contributed by the rolling noise and aerodynamic
noise. This difficulty is overcame using the virtual coherence technique, allowing to separate contributions
of a priori uncorrelated sources. Some results are shown, giving for different operating configurations the
part of structure borne and airborne engine noise in the total noise level.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the industrial application of a methodology allowing to separate structure-borne and air-
borne engine noises in vehicle cabins during operating conditions. Structure-borne engine noise stands for
the noise resulting from loads applied by the engine to the frame via engine mounts. Air-borne engine noise
is the part of the noise going from the engine compartment to the passenger cabin because of its acoustic
transparency. The separation of these two contribution is capital in the understanding of the global transfer
system between the source, the engine and the receivers, the passengers. The developed methodology results
from the combination of 2 well-known source identification approaches : Virtual Source Analysis (VSA) and
Transfer Path Analysis(TPA). VSA is a powerful tool allowing to decompose the studied MIMO system into
several SIMO systems. Introduced by Price and Bernhard in 1986 [1], it has been employed successfully in
several studies [2] [3]. TPA is an inverse approach consisting in inverting a transfer system between some
loads and some responses to quantify loads from measured responses [4] [5] [6]. Identified loads can then
be processed independently to quantify their contributions, identifying dominant source-path systems. The
combination of VSA and TPA is often required if several uncorrelated sources are exciting the system [7],
[8], [9].
The originality of this paper is to use VSA to extract in a first step the engine noise from the total noise
(including rolling noise or air-flow noise). Then, TPA is used to identify the structure-borne contribution,
allowing to roughly assess the air-borne path, by comparing the engine noise and the structure-borne con-
tribution. A first part is dedicated to the description of the experimental setup. The second part deals with
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Figure 1: Microphone and engine mount positions.

the use of VSA to separate engine noise from the overall noise, and the implementation of TPA to separate
structure-borne and air-borne contributions is the object of the third part.

2 Experimental setup

The implementation of TPA requires two acquisition steps. The first one, realized coach stopped, with
the engine decoupled from the frame, consists in measuring all transfer function between excitations and
response dofs. The second one is realized with the bus in real conditions, for different operating conditions.
The position of engine mounts and microphone positions in the passenger cabin are given in figure 1.

2.1 Transfer function measurements

For this measurement step, the engine is removed from the frame. Engine mounts are also removed, because
of the non-linear behavior of the rubber elements. Transfer functions are acquired using two different impact
hammers, a big one for the low frequency range (< 400Hz) and a little one with a harder head for the mid-
frequency range ( 400Hz → 2kHz). Acquisition are made for both hammers in 12 steps corresponding to
the 12 excitation DOFs : 4 engine mounts in 3 directions. 12 response DOFs are tri-axial accelerometers at
engine mounts. Besides these 12 responses, 7 additional responses are recorded by mono-axial accelerome-
ters placed at different positions on the frame. Along with 3 microphone positions inside the passenger cabin
the total of 22 measurement signals were thus recorded.

2.2 Operating response measurements

Operating measurements are carried out on a test track. 20s length records are realized with the bus operating
in steady state at 100km/h. 24 channels are used : 12 tri-axial accelerometers at engine mounts, 9 additional
mono-axial accelerometers on the frame, 3 microphones in the cabin, one additional microphone in the
engine compartment, and one engine tachometer.
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Figure 2: Contributions (in %) of dominant virtual sources to the ’engine’ sensors (12 accelerometers at
engine mounts and 1 microphone in the engine compartment). In black : the summed contribution of the
first 4 virtual sources.

3 Extraction of engine noise from operating measurements

A first operation to be performed is to separate engine noise (composed of structure-borne and airborne
components) from the total noise recorded in the passenger cabin during real operating conditions, including
rolling or air-flow noise. This could be achieved using spectral conditioning [10]. This spectral analysis
tool allows to take into account the part of operating response that is coherent with a given reference. The
contribution of sources incoherent with this reference, chosen as close as possible to the engine, is easily
suppressed from response spectra. The difficulty here is that the engine cannot be considered as a single
source from the statistical point of view : several sources are contributing to the engine noise, and a single
reference is not sufficient. The solution implemented in this work to overcome this difficulty is a virtual
source analysis [1] on sensors placed at engine mounts, so as to determine the number of significant virtual
sources that are necessary to take into account to represent the engine noise. VSA is based on an eigen-
decomposition of the response cross-spectral matrix for each frequency line. The decomposition is written
as follows :

[SXX(ω)] = [Φ(ω)] pλ(ω)y [Φ(ω)]∗ (1)

with [SXX ] the cross spectral matrix, [Φ(ω)] eigenvectors tiled in columns, [λ(ω)] the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues, and subscript ∗ denoting the complex-conjugate transpose. [SXX(ω)] being a hermitian matrix,
eigenvalues are real. System (1) is thus equivalent to the transfer system of a MIMO system with uncorrelated
inputs, pλ(ω)y representing the input cross spectral matrix and the conjugate of [Φ(ω)] the transfer matrix.
The relative contribution of each virtual source to the global response is assessed by the following ratio :

Ci(ω) =
100 . λi(ω)

trace(pλ(ω)y)
(in %) (2)

The VSA is realized on 13 channels : the 12 sensors at engine mounts and an additional microphone in the
engine compartment. The contribution of the four preponderant virtual sources are drawn in Figure 2 in
function of the frequency. The summed contribution of these four virtual sources is also given in figure 2,
showing that between 90 and 100% of the energy is taken into account using only 4 of the 13 virtual sources.
The engine noise will be assumed to be the part of the noise coherent with those 4 dominant principal
sources. The spectral contribution at ω of the virtual source #k to the response sensor #i (not included in
the eigen-decomposition) is given by :

Xk
i (ω) = Φk

i (ω).
√

λk(ω) (3)
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Figure 3: Engine noise VS total noise, averaged over the 3 microphone positions.

with Φk
i (ω) the ith element of the kth eigenvector,

and λk(ω) the kth eigenvalue.

The total noise and the engine noise in the passenger cabin are drawn in Figure 3, bus stopped and motor at
idle, and bus rolling at 100km/h.

4 Separation of structure-borne and airborne noise

4.1 Quantification of engine mount excitations

Forces applied by the engine to the frame through engine mounts are quantified using an indirect measure-
ment method. Operating accelerations at mounts are measured, and all cross transfer functions between
inputs have been measured at a previous stage. some additional acceleration measurements (7) are taken on
the frame, to over-determine the inversion. The size of the resulting transfer system [H] to be inverted is
19× 12. A normalization of the system is implemented to bypass difficulties caused by the uneven dynamic
behavior of the frame. Without this normalization, an excessive weight is given to compliant measurement
directions in the least squares minimization (see [11] for details). A Tikhonov regularization [12] is addition-
ally used to get a robust inversion. The force vector at a given frequency (ω) and for the principal component
# k is given by :

{F k} =
(
[H]∗pWy2[H] + βpIy

)−1 [H]∗pWy2){Xk} (4)

with pWy the diagonal normalization matrix and β is the regularization parameter. A L-curve approach is
used to adjust this parameter [13], using the maximisation of the curvature of the parametric curve giving the
norm of {F k} in function of the least squares residue (norm of pWy({Xk} − [H]{F k}).
The success of the inversion process can be assessed by comparing measured and computed accelerations
summed in magnitude over the 4 principal components and averaged over the 19 measurement points, see
Figure 4. Results are quite satisfying except in a narrow frequency band around 1250Hz, for which the com-
puted acceleration level over-estimates by about 3 to 5 dB the measured acceleration, for the two operating
conditions at idle and at 100km/h.
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Figure 4: Measured and computed accelerations using identified engine forces.
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Figure 5: Structure-borne engine noise VS the total engine noise averaged over the 3 microphone positions.

4.2 Computation of structure borne noise

The structure borne noise is easily deduced from identified engine excitations. The vibroacoustic transfer
matrix between mount excitations and microphones in the passenger cabin, measured as described in Section
2.1, is multiplied by the force vector for each principal component, and then summed in the energy sense.
The part of the engine noise transmitted through engine mounts is the structure-borne noise. Structure-borne
engine noise and total engine noise are given in Figure 5. The airborne engine noise can be defined as
the difference between the total engine noise and the structure-borne engine noise. Unfortunately, the large
incertitude of the structure-borne contribution, due to the identification process, does not allow this simple
operation. But it can be reasonably supposed that, if the structure-borne spectrum is quite of the same level as
the total noise, the structure-borne noise is dominant. On the other hand, when the structure-borne spectrum
is significantly lower than the total engine noise, it can be supposed that the airborne noise is dominant.
It can be seen on Figure 5 that the structure-borne noise seems to be dominant at low frequencies, below
800Hz at idle and 500Hz at 100km/h.
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5 conclusion

Virtual Source Analysis (VSA) has been used successfully to separate engine noise from the overall noise of
a coach running in real operating conditions. Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) has been implemented to assess
the contribution of the structure-borne component to the overall engine noise using acceleration and force
measurements. This has in turn allowed for an indirect estimate of the air-borne engine noise indirectly, by
subtraction. The comparison of directly measured accelerations with the ones synthesised by computation
is very satisfactory. A somewhat large uncertainty on the computed structure-borne noise contribution via
TPA makes the air-borne noise estimation less accurate than desired. The method should be improved on
this point. The obtained results illustrate the high potential of combining two different techniques, VSA and
TPA, in the vibro-acoustic studies of typical built-up mechanical systems.
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Abstract 
This paper is about the influence of engine mount positions within vehicles in general, especially for 
transversally installed engines. The general comfort behavior was analyzed for several common but 
different mounting systems. For transversal installed engine the so called “Torque-Roll-Axis (TRA)”-
system is most common at european car manufacturers including certain drawbacks. Based on this TRA-
system an advanced system design, called “Stiffness-Axis-Method (SAM)” was developed, first on an 
analytical description, later on improved by experimental and simulation-based studies. The so far known  
TRA-design is a special case of the SAM-design. SAM therefore is a tool to describe best mount positions 
depending on engine properties and mount characteristics, respectively vice versa for all kinds of 
rotational vibrating propulsion systems. This paper is a very short overview and based on the book 
described in the chapter „Further Information”. 

1 Introduction 

Increasing demand for comfort in combination with raised cost pressure, decreasing development time and 
increasing integration of different functions and sub-systems force the comprehension of all possible 
options during the product development phase to achieve a well-balanced vibrational vehicle performance. 
Chassis development itself is faced with improvements in engine performance and lightweight 
constructions, that collaboratively often lead into contradictory criteria. There are many different 
requirements, that engine mounting systems have to fulfil: 

• carry static load 

• limit the engine movement 

• carry dynamic loads and engine torque 

• insulate high-frequency excitations of engine 

• minimize negative sub-system interactions (e.g. wheel-suspension and engine movement) 

• reliable and itself inconspicuous regarding acoustic behavior 

• compact design and high power density 

• optimum price/performance ratio 
 
Engine mounts can differ in design ….  

• conventional metal/rubber part 

• hydraulic mount (e.g. hydro mount or hydro bushing) 

• switchable hydraulic mount (e.g. for special idle-performance) 
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… and also in terms of arrangement in the vehicle 

• lateral installed engines: three- or four-point systems 

• transversally installed engines: three- or four-point-systems with torque strut or torque-bearing-
mount 

Today’s common system for european car manufacturers and transversally installed engines is the so 
called Torque-Roll-Axis-system (TRA), that is optimized for idle-behavior. For this system the 
arrangement of the engine mounts within the car is strongly defined by the engine properties. The basic 
idea is to decouple dynamic and static requirements. The three-dimensional description of the TRA-
system is firstly described by Klingner in 1996. Decoupling of the diffenrent requirements is solved by 
placing the engine-mount on the right side (RHM), the gear-box-mount on the left side (LHM) directly on 
the TR-axis and design the lower torque strut (LTS) very soft for idle. In consequence the mount positions 
(RHM and LHM) as well as the stiffness of the LTS are directly defined by engine design. Some 
disadvantages are: 

• At the beginning of the development process the mount positions have to be defined, but the 
engine is still in a dynamic development process 

• Mount positions are associated to the car body, but properties of different engine/gearbox-
combinations can vary dramatically 

• Low stiffness in the LTS can cause bad load alteration behavior (e.g. tip-in, let-off) 

• Up to now there is no systematic appraisal if theory matches real systems or in which way a 
variation of engine mounts influences NVH-behavior 

The target of the present paper is to describe a method to find the best location, depending on engine and 
vehicle properties for engine mounts - defining in the same way the optimum stiffness of the mount. This 
is necessary to implement a best guess at the beginning of the development process and adjust mount 
stiffness until engine and vehicle properties are fixed. This leads to best NVH-behavior for vehicles. The 
target is to use best mount configuration to avoid the necessity adapting high performance mount to 
compensate initial mistakes in the configuration choice.  
 

2 Benchmarks 

2.1 Introduction 

The potential of engine mounting systems with respect to the comfort behaviour in the holistic system is 
acquired and figured out by an efficient benchmarking process for instance for serial-production four-
cylinder-diesel- and three-cylinder-gasoline-cars. The design of this process as well as the acquisition of 
class-specific target-values are well defined in the basic publication. To evaluate NVH-behavior, road- 
and engine-side excitation were considered and benchmarked. An efficient standard procedure to 
benchmark vehicles was established, that was verified in Europe, Japan, Korea and the USA. The ultimate 
purpose was to characterize engine mounting systems in different vehicles and also learn about interaction 
of mounting systems within the vehicle. Class-specific target values for different load cases were 
measured and summarized. 
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2.2 Vehicles - Short Overview 

The vehicles were chosen from the four-cylinder-diesel- and three-cylinder-gasoline-class as listed in the 
tables below. 
 

4-point-engine-mounting Vehicle 1 
2 mounts hydraulic Rear wheel 

driven vehicle Vehicle 2 Laterally 
installed engine 2 mounts hydraulic, 

1  switchable hydr. Vehicle 3 

Transversally 
installed engine 

3-point-engine-mounting 

1 mount hydraulic 

Front wheel 
driven vehicle 

Vehicle 4 

four-cylinder-diesel-vehicles 

 

4-point-engine-mounting 
only 

conventional 
mounts 

Vehicle 5 

engine mount 
hydraulic Vehicle 6 

Transversally 
installed 
engine 

3-point-engine-mounting 
gearbox mount 

hydraulic 

Front wheel 
driven vehicle 

Vehicle 7 

three-cylinder-gasoline-vehicles 

2.3 Documentation, Load Cases and Measurement Setup 

Before starting the measurements all vehicles were registered very detailed - including the location of 
mounts and engine. Some of the load cases in the standard procedures are: 

• driving over obstacles 

• engine shake front, rear and torsional (1-40 Hz, 1mm amplitude) 

• full throttle run up 

• idle 

• run up with unbalanced mass for shimmy effects 
For measurement different sensors were implemented in the vehicles (only a choice) 

• acoustic at left and right ear, driver and passenger seat 

• acceleration at seat rail 

• acceleration at different points at the car body 

• acceleration at steering wheel 

• rpm-speed of wheels and engine 

• displacement of wheels 
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2.4 Some Results 

Due to the limited amount of space for this paper, only few results of the benchmark measurements are 
presented. The target values for the two vehicle classes are listed below. Domain I is up to 5 Hz, domain II 
starting at 5 Hz up to 15 Hz, domain III starting at 15 Hz. 
 

Load case and measurement point Four-cylinder-diesel-
middle-class 

Three-cylinder-gasoline-
compact-class 

Idle 

Acceleration at Seat Rail 0.025 m/s2 0.076 m/s2 

Acoustics Diver’s Left Ear (OA) 48.9 dB(A) 44.6 dB(A) 

Acceleration at Steering Wheel 0.201 m/s2 0.155 m/s2 
     

Full Throttle Run Up at third Gear 

Acoustics Diver’s Left Ear (OA) 75.3 dB(A) 75.7 dB(A) 
     

Driving over Obstacle with Front Axle  

Maximum Acceleration at Seat Rail 2.1 m/s2 2.7 m/s2 
     

Engine Shake Front Axle ± 1 mm 

Acceleration at Seat Rail : Domain I 0.18 m/s2 0.29 m/s2 

Acceleration at Seat Rail : Domain II 0.90 m/s2 0.90 m/s2 

Acceleration at Seat Rail : Domain III 1.46 m/s2 1.36 m/s2 

Acceleration at Steering Wheel 8.90 m/s2 14.02 m/s2 
     

Engine Shake Rear Axle ± 1 mm 

Acceleration at Seat Rail : Domain I 0.21 m/s2 0.17 m/s2 

Acceleration at Seat Rail : Domain II 0.61 m/s2 0.34 m/s2 

Acceleration at Seat Rail : Domain III 0.85 m/s2 0.94 m/s2 

Target values, „Best-in-Class“ sorted by load case 
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3 Analytical Equations 

3.1 Basic Equations 

On this basis of a systematic approach for transversally installed engines it can be shown, that the design 
method according to the Torque-Roll-Axis (TRA), that was analytically introduced in the 80s, is not fully 
understood, first of all in the three-dimensional, time-dependent and applicable description. The TR-axis, 
which is equal to TRAh&& ,  is based on a quite simple equation (Θ  is the inertial tensor, M  the dynamic 

torque vector): MhTRA ⋅Θ= −1&&  with ( )TyMM 00= .  

There is a large potential for enhancement that is also claimed by the development process. Primarily this 
enhancement is necessary because it allows a variable positioning and design of engine mounts which is 
particularly needed for platform-based vehicle concepts or by the requirements for alternating loads. 
Based on a simple differential equation )()()()( tQtKtDtM =++ κκκ &&& and a proportional damping 

( KMDDMK 11 −− = ) you can use a method of resolution by using nn tqt Φ⋅= )()( *κ  resp. 

ntqt n ⋅= )()( *κ , with tjw
n

tjw
nn

nn eBeBtq −−+ +=)(* . Below the first given Dirac-notation will be used. 

This will result in the Eigen-value equation nMnK n
2ω=  by using 

ker
,

22 Kronec
lilKilMi δ== . By multiplying with n  and using  ∑ ⋅=

n
n ntqt )()( *κ , you get 

the basic equation: 0)()( ** =+ tqnKntqnMn nn&& . 

3.2 Reference Coordinates 

For further considerations we will use the general coordinates TT Rzyxq )()( ξγβα == , where 

),,(: zyxR =  is the position of the center of gravity in inertial system, and ),,(: γβαξ =  the Eulerian 
angles in xyz -convention. 

When uARr +=  is the local coordinate on a body, and ),,( γβαAA =  the rotary matrix, you can 

show, that ωuAuA ~−=&   with ω  as angular rate, 
⎟
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⎟
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u  the matrix given by 

)(~ κκ ×= uu , with ( )Tuuuu 321= . On the other hand you can also use the equation 
.
ξω GBSys =  with 
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3.3 Energy Equations 

Starting with the kinetic energy KinE  of a body B , we get dVrrE
V

T
Kin ⋅= ∫ &&ρ

2
1

, resp. qMqE T
Kin &&

2
1

=  

with ⎟
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3.4 External Excitations 

Regarding a force transF , acting at a fix location uAARr 0+=  on a body B , ( )ξAA =  is the 

rotational matrix, uA0  the constant position vector in the B -system and 0A  the initial rotation. In this 
case we observe:  
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A virtual deflection causes a virtual work rFW T
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Regarding the linear force-law ( )ξχ
~
0 uAKKF trans +−=  we finally receive: 
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3.5 Newton-Euler Equations 

Starting with the Lagrange-formalism T
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3.6 Some Results 

The ellipse in the figure shows the extremities of the rotational vector. Based on the TRA-theory the 
ellipse should be a straight but the time-dependant description results in an ellipse. This directly leads to 
the fact that the TRA-method does not lead into best results for real systems.  
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Fig. 1: Rotational vector )(tξ&  at 800 rpm.  
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4 Stiffness-Axis-Method (SAM) 

4.1 Basic Idea 

 

Fig. 2: Engine mounts and mount force depending  
on the rotational direction of the vibrating engine 

 
The basic idea of the SAM is to compensate forces acting on the body. This is equal to the TRA-system 
but phrasing is more general and allows to express a formula, including stiffness ik , rotational axis 

),( tnRPMξ&  and mount position ih  for all mounts i  in the way that resulting translational forces will be 
minimized.  

4.2 Mathematical Description 

To eliminate the time-dependence the general rotational vector )( RPMM nξ& for one specific rpm-speed is 

introduced. The )( RPMM nξ&  describes the usual direction of ),( tnRPMξ&  during the time t . With this 

simplification, the equation to minimize the sum of lateral forces in x -direction is: 

( )( ) 0=⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⋅Δ−×⋅∑

xi
iiii

kH h&ξ . Hereby iΔ  is a position-reference for the coordinate system of 

)( RPMM nξ& . 
i

H  is a transfer function if there is any other transfer function from the location where the 

mount force is acting to the target point (e.g. due to low stiffness in vehicle chassis). 

For ( ) ξ&h ||ii Δ−  hereby ( ) 0
r

h& =Δ−× iiξ  you can show, that the TRA is a special case of the SAM-

system. 

5 Studies based on Experiments 

How far the real engine dynamic is equal to the simplified and model-based assumptions and the effect of 
varying positions of engine mounts on dynamic behaviour as well as on defined target-values will be 
investigated on an experimental test rig. Therefore a three-cylinder-engine system, that is critical to 
design, will be chosen and the interaction also regarding the chassis excitation will be acquired. It can be 
shown, that the introduced, enhanced method for the design of engine mounting systems is predestinated 
most notably for idle behaviour and for use in the early phase of the development process. Especially the 
positioning of engine mounts within the vehicle results in tremendous potential by using simpler elastomer 
components that lead to lower vehicle cost and concurrent synergy with other vehicle design criteria as 
well as sub-systems to improve the holistic vehicle behavior. 
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5.1 Test Rig 

For experimental investigations a test rig was designed (Fig. 3), that can be used for external and internal 
excitations. This means that you can evaluate the influence of mount positions while wheel-shake and also 
while combustion excitation (Fig. 5). Fig. 3 shows the plates that are used to connect the hydraulic 
cylinders to simulate wheel shake excitations. 

 
Fig. 3: Mounting frame for engine to vary mount positions 
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Fig. 4: Localization and nomenclature of sensors. Mapped are all 3-dimensional 
acceleration sensors and 3-dimensional force sensors (“FORC”)  
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Fig. 5: Test frame on test bench for combustion excitation 

 

5.2 Target Values 

To evaluate the configuration while testing, different target values were defined. Basic assumption is, that 
low value of forces acting on the car body result in a good NVH-behavior. We start with the maximum of 
the sum of lateral forces acting on the car body, integrated during measurement and standardized to time.  

( ) 0,,2,,2,, ≥⋅′=′Γ= ∫
Mess

XSumXSumXIDLEXIDLE T
dtFFε . To generate a value, which is good when large, we 

define a new scalar target value: [ ]( )1
2,,102,, log10 −⋅⋅−= NXIDLEXIDLE εη . During engine excitation at 

different but descrete rpm-values, we can achieve a new target value that includes different rpm-speeds: 

( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅−= ∑

RPM
XIDLEXIDLE

2
2,,103,, DLERPMS0CMM000_Ilog10S0CMM000 εη  

“S0CMM000” is an abbreviation for one special engine mount configuration. “S0CMM000_IDLERPM” 
are different results, depending on the regarded rpm-speed of the engine. 

5.3 Some Results 

As you can see different configurations were tested to find out, which one has best NVH-performance 
(Fig. 6). Starting with some measurements a regression model was deduced to find optimum solutions, 
that were not measured yet. One solution out of this regression model is configuration “12B”, which 
means RHM-position in position 1, LHM in position 2 and LTS in an intermediate position B, that was 
recommended by the regression model. The measurement shows, that “12B” was best configuration for 
the given system (all mapped values are measured at test rig). Another important fact is that the 
configuration without any hydraulic damping is also best with hydraulic damping. This is important 
because the decision whether an hydraulic mount is used for the vehicle is often decided in a very late 
stage of the development process based on causes of cost aspects.  
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Fig. 6: Influence of mount configuration regarding 3,, XIDLEη   

with and without hydraulic engine mount 
(high values have good performance) 

 
On the other hand several tests were accomplished, e.g. to check basic assumptions for simulations. At 
Fig. 7 the influence of exhaust insulations were quantified. If necessary, the exhaust and the flex elements 
have to be modelled in MBS-environment. The results yield in negligible influence on Eigen-frequencies 
of exhausts if there is an insulating flexible tube. 
 

 
Fig. 7: Influence on exhaust connection for three-cylinder-vehicles  
Seat Rail acceleration with (solid) and without (dotted line) exhaust 
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6 Studies based on MBS 

To use very early phases for the decision where to put the engine mounts, you have to use simulation 
method because hardware is not available. On the other hand you can use the simulation to easily analyze 
conditions in a virtual environment instead of building up an expensive test rig. 

6.1 Model Setup 

The model for the engine was built up in Simpack (Fig. 8), the elastomer components were measured on a 
component test rig and the characteristics were reproduced with the non-linear Pfeffer-model (Fig. 9). 
Engine excitation was directly taken from measurement (rpm-signals). In the test rig it could be attested, 
that there is no interaction between rpm-signal and mount configuration setup. 
 

 
 Fig. 8: (a) MBS-engine-model in Simpack  

(b) nonlinear mount characteristics of stiffness and damping 
 

 
Fig. 9: Simulated (dotted) and measured (solid line) Dynamic Mount Stiffness 

for different amplitudes (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0 mm top down) 
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6.2 Results 

Via simulation the mount position as well as the mount stiffness was varied, unlike to the measurement, 
where only the location was changed. In the chart below, you can see the effect of varying positions and 
stiffness of the LTS and see, that regarding 2,, XIDLEε  there is a potential by a factor of 2 by only displacing 
the LTS 40 mm. 

 
Fig. 10:Influence of mount configuration regarding 2,, XIDLEε   

(low values have good performance) 

 

7 Summary 

The mapping and evaluation of this new SAM development tool via experimental tests as well as non-
linear modelling of the multi-body-system show an optimization potential of up to 80 %, a precision of 
forecasting the position of 15 mm and the mount stiffness of 25 N/mm for different engine speed regions. 
Thereby these parameters are within the size of engine mounts respectively the stiffness spread of standard 
factory. This signifies the conventional TRA-setup was tremendously improved by giving a larger scope 
for development regarding stiffness and location of mounts. This leads into better NVH and cost-effective 
development processes and lower purchase price for parts. The transfer of the method to a non-automotive 
mounting system was also successfully investigated. 
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Further Information 

This paper is a short version and summary of the PhD-Thesis “Analyse- und Optimierungsmethoden für 
Aggregatlagerungssysteme zur Verbesserung des Fahrkomforts / Analysis and Optimization of Engine 
Mounting Systems to improve Comfort Behaviour”, IPEK - Institut für Produktentwicklung, Band 24. 
ISSN 1615-8113. A purchase order can be sent by using the given email-address at first page. 
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NVH-Challenges of tomorrow’s Powertrains 
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Daimler AG, Sindelfingen, Germany 

 
 
 

Abstract 
 

The noise and the sound of passenger cars has been dominated by the acoustic characteristics of the 

combustion engine for a long time. But now there is a change: Over the years acoustic engineers have 

reduced the sound level of the combustion engines in exterior noise as well as in interior noise. So other 

noise sources, like accessories and servomotors became noticeable and annoying. Today electrical 

devices are getting more powerful not only attending but also substituting the combustion engine like the 

e-motors of hybrid powertrains. But not only the electric powertrains are getting more and more relevant 

for the acoustics of passenger cars. Missing the covering sound and the mechanical power of the 

combustion engine in several operating conditions of the car, more and more electric powered units for 

power steering, brake booster, air conditioning, etc. are getting relevant for the sound. In the end, there is 

no combustion engine anymore like in fuel cell powertrains and the acoustics of  these cars is totally 

different from the cars we use today. The challenges are numerous and complex: What kind of sound is 

expected from tomorrows cars and which kind of sound is possible using acoustic measures ? 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The global climate change is one of the main problems today and is discussed worldwide intensivly. CO2 

emissions are determined as an important reason for this problem. This drives the research and 

development of technologies to reduce CO2 emissions in every domain of our life. And especially in 

Europe people are looking for possibilities to contibute an individual part to solve this problem. The 

individual mobility is one of the emission sources to be affected by everyone and so the interest in new 

automotive technologies is increasing.  In addition the raising fuel costs, CO2 emissions based taxes, 

government regulations and the speculation about the global oil recources feeds the interest in totally 

different solutions. As the performance of battery systems improves rapidly, electrical powertrain 

technologies are getting more and more important for passenger cars. Now there is a wide range of 

development activities to implement an electric motor in a car’s powertrain: from additional e-motors in 

hybrid powertrains to completely battery based electrical driving up to fuel cell systems. The customers 

expect a significant reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions  but without restrictions in other 

vehicle functions like price, safety or comfort. But especially for comfort, these powertrain technologies 

are a major challenge. On one hand the NVH-behavior, 

especially the noise of these powertrains is totally 

different from conventional combustion engines.  On the 

other hand the customer expects a modern, futuristic 

sound of a pleasant kind. So the challenge for the NVH-

engineers is to guarantee a satisfying vehicle level NVH-

performance, while being faced with powertrain modules 

that were never used in passenger cars.  

The research and development departments at Daimler 

are working on tomorrow’s powertrains intensively. 

 

 

Figure1: Mercedes research vehicle for tomorrow’s powertrains 
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Many basics have been investigated in the past and presented in research cars for testing. For electrical 

powertrains a research vehicle like in Fig. 1, is one of the most important testing-objects to have a look 

into the future.  

 

 

 

Technical challenges 

 

In cars with alternative powertrains not only the e-motor generates noise while accelerating or driving at 

high speed but also the auxiliary equipment like battery cooling, high voltage control unit or hydrogen 

supply subsystems for a fuel cell. In addition all the servo devices for HVAC, power-brake or –steering, 

etc. have to be electrically driven and are operating independently from the drivetrain. These devices are 

extremely noticeable at lower speed or while stopping. In the end there are three main tasks for the NVH-

engineers: 

• Minimize annoying noise from auxiliary drives in low speed operation conditions. 

• Optimize the level and the sound quality of the powertrain system in full load. 

• Generate a sound matching the expectation to a new, modern powertrain.  

To illustrate the first task in Fig. 2 is shown the interior 

noise of a hybrid car in a stopping situation. The noise is 

dominated by the electrical vacuum pump for the power 

brake. After optimizing the pump by decoupling and 

implementing additional mufflers the noise quality has 

been clearly improved and the pump is not longer 

noticeable. 

Tackling the technical challenges of the NVH behaviour 

of electric driven vehicle in comparison to an internal 

combustion engine powered vehicle, some fundamental 

differences between both powertrains have to be 

considered.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Noise effects of the power brake pump  

before (left) and after (right) optimization in a hybrid powertrain car. 

 

In Fig. 3 these differences in full load acceleration are 

evidently: the ICE vehicle noise is characterized by the 

main engine orders producing a low frequency booming 

noise and the combustion noise in a wide frequency 

range increasing with the speed.  In contrast to that is 

the electrical driven car is dominated by several 

powertrain and accessories orders reaching high 

frequencies at higher speed. This is especially 

considerable because of the lower overall sound level, 

making this whining noise more annoying. Many 

decoupling and acoustic covering measures are needed 

to minimize these noise components. In addition an 

enhanced level of the lower main orders will help to 

produce a powerful sound matching the acceleration of 

the car. 

 

Figure 3: Noise of a conventional (left) and an  

electrical car (right) on a test rig during a full load run up 
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The most pretentious task is to create a new, modern sound character from the technical components in 

these powertrains matching the expectations of the customers. For example, already the starting 

behaviour is completely different, shown in Fig. 4 as the 

comparison of the same car with a fuel cell or an ICE 

powertrain. Starting the fuel cell system takes much 

longer and is characterized by a set of single tones and 

several incidents while the start of the conventional 

engine is one event followed by a constant booming 

sound. Many expensive measures are necessary to 

reduce these electrical attributes and synthetic sound 

sources have to be added to get the typical engine 

sound. But the typical sound of an ICE does not fit to the 

expectations of the customers buying a modern electrical 

driven car: A new sound has to be created. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Noise characteristic during engine start  

of a fuel cell powered car (left) and an ICE powered car (right) 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Vehicles with alternative powertrains have a totally different NVH-behaviour compared to vehicles with 

internal combustion engines. Many disturbing noise components in todays vehicles are masked by the 

noise of the combustion engine. The absence of masking combustion noise leads to a completely different 

subjective perception. This impression is intensified in combination with additional specific noise sources 

of alternative powertrains with no linear correlation to vehicle speed or demanded load. It is a huge 

challenge for NVH-engineers to find the right measures for these problems.  

The key task is the NVH-positioning of a vehicle with a specific NVH-behaviour without much feedback 

from the market. Not many electrically driven cars are available, at least not for a statistically significant 

number of customers. So customer feedback and benchmark test data are not available. The customer 

expectation is finally the most significant factor for the target defining process. Evaluating literature or 

press releases give the same information: Tomorrow’s vehicles are expected to operate much quieter but 

with an emotional attractive sound. 
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Application of Genetic Algorithm Optimization Method 
(GA) In Improvement of a Passenger Car Ride Quality  
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Abstract 
This research is based on a complete model of vehicle in ADAMS including suspension system 
geometries and their inertia properties. Also, nonlinear bushing rates, damping characteristics, torsion 
beam and anti roll bar flexible model are the major parts of the model, so it’s possible to scale these 
parameters with an eye to GENETIC ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION METHOD (GA). Furthermore, the 
ride quality and road holding are duly described by the area, which is below the acceleration-time curve of 
driver, maximum driver acceleration, tire deflection, wheel travel and so forth just by different weight 
factors. The results are calculated for different generations (iterations) on, an actual profiles of road have 
to be used for ride quality evaluation. By means of GA method the optimum values can be in our hand. 

1 Introduction 

When it comes to an all-out suspension system, vibration isolation and ride comfort come under the 
spotlight. Also for the purpose of developing such a system, the criterion of vehicle stability and road 
holding should be considered as well. It is crystal clear that squandering time over producing an actual 
model is not to our benefit, so it has been commonly practiced to generate a virtual computer model in 
ADAMS/CAR, aimed at running hundreds of different simulations. This research is based on a complete 
model of vehicle in ADAMS including suspension system geometries and their inertia properties. Also, 
nonlinear bushing rates, damping characteristics, torsion beam and anti roll bar flexible model are the 
major parts of the model, so it’s possible to scale these parameters with an eye to genetic algorithm 
optimization. The genetic algorithm optimization methodology with traditional predictive analysis, 
designs is normally assessed individually with incremental changes being made in the search for 
performance improvements. With a GA however, a number of designs are solved in parallel with each 
design within the population being assigned a fitness value based on how well it performs against the 
target. The next population is created based upon the relative performance of the previous generations 
with designs with a high fitness (close to target) having a higher probability of proceeding to the next 
iteration. In this way, poor designs tend to be killed off and the average population fitness improves over 
time. As designs proceed to the next generation, they undergo evolutionary changes such as crossover, 
mutation, new blood and elitism to encourage the continued improvement of the overall fitness while 
retaining genetic diversity across the population. A critical component in the GA process is the definition 
of a fitness function that identifies good design from poor designs that we use the ride quality and road 
holding are duly described by the area, which is below the acceleration-time curve of driver, maximum 
driver acceleration, tire deflection, wheel travel and so forth just by different weight factors. The results 
are calculated for different generations (iterations) on, an actual profiles of road have to be used for ride 
quality evaluation .The vehicle model is driven over the road at different speed and vehicle in full load, 
with two passengers & no load. And finally the optimum values can be evaluated.  

2 GA Background 

In its most general usage, Genetic Algorithm refers to a family of computational models inspired by 
evolution. These algorithms encode a potential solution to a specific problem on a simple chromosome 
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like data structure and apply recombination operators to these structures to preserve critical information. 
Genetic algorithms are often viewed as function optimizers, although the range of problems to which 
genetic algorithms have been applied is quite broad. 
An implementation of genetic algorithm begins with a population of (typically random) chromosomes. 
One then evaluates these structures and allocates reproductive opportunities In such a way that those 
chromosomes which represent a better solution to the target problem are given more chances to 
‘‘reproduce’’ than those chromosomes which are poorer solution. The ‘‘goodness’’ of a solution is 
typically defined with respect to the current population average, or the population median. 
In a broader usage of the term, a genetic algorithm is any population-based model that uses selection and 
recombination operators to generate new sample points in a search space. Many genetic algorithm models 
have been introduced by researchers largely working from an experimental perspective. Many of these 
researchers are application oriented and are typically interested in genetic algorithm as optimization tools. 
The use of a genetic algorithm requires the determination of six fundamental Issues_ chromosome 
representation_ selection function_ the genetic operators making Up the reproduction function_ the 
creation of the initial population_ termination Criteria_ and the evaluation function_  
For any GA_ a chromosome representation is needed to describe each individual in The population of 
interest_ the representation scheme determines how the problem is structured in the GA and also 
determines the genetic operators that are used_ Each individual or chromosome is made up of a sequence 
of genes from certain Alphabet_ An alphabet could consist of binary digits.  

     With a GA, a number of designs are solved in parallel with each design within the population being 
assigned a fitness value based on how well it performs against the target. The next population is created 
based upon the relative performance of the previous generations with designs with a high fitness (close 
to target) having a higher probability of proceeding to the next iteration. In this way, poor designs tend to 
be killed off and the average population fitness improves over time. As designs proceed to the next 
generation, they undergo evolutionary changes such as crossover, mutation, new blood and elitism to 
encourage the continued improvement of the overall fitness while retaining genetic diversity across the 
population. (Fig)[1] 

 

Figure 1: designs proceed to the next generation 

3 ADAMS Model of Vehicle 

Complete model of vehicle in ADAMS that shown in (Fig.2). including suspension system geometries and 
their inertia properties. Also, nonlinear bushing rates, damping characteristics, torsion beam and anti roll 
bar flexible model are the major parts of the model; the model has 158 degrees of freedom. The validity of 
the model was checked by comparing the simulation result with the results of hydro pulse test rig as 
shown in (Fig.3-9).   
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  Figure 2: Full vehicle model in ADAMS/CAR 

4 Road 

 
An actual profile of road has to be used for inputs to the model, an actual section of road used for ride 
quality evaluations is provided as an input to the model. The vehicle model is driven over the road at 
different speed The road profile is shown in (Fig. 10,11). 

The road type characteristics such as A to D types, which located in ADAMS model, are extracted from 
the following formulas:  

In these roads the spatial frequency relationships are as follow 

2,1))(()(
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The range of value of )( 0ΩgS at a spatial frequency 
π2
1

0 =Ω cycle/m for different classes of road is 

given in the following Table1.[2,3] 
 
 

ROAD CLASS  RANGE GEOMETRIC MEAN 

A(Very Good) < 8 4 

B(Good) 8-32 16 

C(Average) 32-128 64 

D(Poor) 128-512 256 

Table 1: Different class of road 
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Based on these relations we produced the numeric data for spatial frequency and power spectral density 
in 1/3 octave frequency band resolution. 

Then by a useful function in ADAMS " INVPSD" the desired & approximated roads are produced.[4] 

 

5 Objective function for ride 

It is assumed that the ride quality can be adequately described by the: 
 
 Objective function = W * X (4) 
That  
 
X1= area under acceleration – time curve of driver 
X2= front tire deflection 
X3= rear tire deflection 
X4= front wheel travel 
X5= rear wheel travel 
X6= pitch 
X7= max of driver acceleration 
X8= area under acceleration – time curve of front body 
X9= max of front body acceleration 
X10= area under acceleration – time curve of rear body 
X11= max of rear body acceleration 
 
With the empirical weight: 
 
W1=4.83, W2=2.64, W3=3.2, W4=2.63, W5=2.58, W6=4, W7=4.44   
W8=3.35, W9=2.92, W10=3.13, W11=2.86 
The vehicle model is driven over the different road (A, B, C, D) at different speed. In addition, vehicle in 
full load, with two passengers & no load. 
 

6 Optimization 

The designer is allowed to scale the spring and damper properties in order to improve the ride quality of the 
vehicle. The parameters that can be changed are listed in Table 2. 
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NO. Name 

1 front shock absorber damping in 
tension  

2 rear shock absorber damping in 
compression 

3 rear shock absorber damping in 
tension 

4 front shock absorber damping  in 
compression 

5 front spring stiffness 

6 rear spring stiffness 

Table 2: List of parameters in Model 

 
Recall that the damping and spring properties in the front and rear are allowed to change ±50%. 

 

7 Result and conclusion 

The results are summarized in following Table 3 and 4:: 

 

 

 

Table 3: Result for spring 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Result for damper 

The objective function with this change improve 9.2%. and it is very good. 

Spring  

Front Spring - 7% 

Rear  Spring +10% 

Case Extension Compression 

Front damper - 25% + 37% 

Rear damper - 12% + 26% 
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Figure 3: BUMP TEST 

 

Figure 4: STEP TEST  
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Figure 5: SINE TEST 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Acceleration rear body 
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Figure 7: Wheel Travel front 

 
Figure 8: Wheel Travel Rear 
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Figure 9: Acceleration front boy 
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Figure 10: PSD 
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Figure 11: Road profile input to model 
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Abstract 

Drive systems on internal combustion engines aim to perform transfer of rotational motion. One of the 
commonly used drive elements is the chain, due to its high strength to wear ratio. Chain drives also 
present extended service life compared to belt drives that generally require frequent service replacements 
therefore are widely used on diesel engines which are expected to represent extended durability. Chain as 
a drive element have various advantages like durability, standardized application and easy to fit tight 
package designs, but have a particular disadvantage of noise excitation tendency due to chordal action 
existing on the nature of the dynamics. There are various types of chain elements used for optimization of 
noise behavior of chain drives, like silent (inverted tooth) chain, gemini chain and in particular cases 
where applicable roller chains, instead of almost standard bush type of chain design. In most cases, 
engineers are expected to improve the NVH behavior of the existing systems with minimum design 
changes and cost effects. This paper explains about the design and optimization of a new oil pump chain 
drive which aims to meet 5 cylinder diesel engine’s lubrication requirements (flow & pressure) that will 
allow the usage of the oil pump designed to work on a 4 cylinder same family diesel engine. Durability 
and NVH performance are the main design responses for the system as per customer expectations and 
homologations. Several investigations performed on different levels with the design available on 
simulation programs and results correlated to the rig, engine, and vehicle based measurements. 
 
 

1 Introduction 

NVH performance is one of the main targets of automotive systems. The majority of the reasons for 
importance of NVH are the regulations and customer expectations. Today on all types of road vehicles 
there are strict limits well framed with homologations. These limits are valid from small size motorbikes 
to heavy duty trucks. On the other hand, customer expectations specific to each class of vehicle are also in 
conjunction with regulations, determining the NVH design criteria of the applications.  
Internal combustion engines are the main contributors to the overall vehicle noise in majority of the 
applications. Diesel engines have higher contribution to the vehicle overall noise when compared with 
gasoline engines due to the general difference in combustion characteristics of these engines. But it’s not 
only the combustion noise that exposes the engine’s NVH characteristics. Different vibration and dynamic 
characteristics of the several sub systems of the internal combustion engines build up the noise behavior of 
the overall package. The main vibration and dynamic characteristics of the sub-systems are determined by 
the design of the system. Also the tolerances of the design that input to the process side of the application 
are also important from NVH stand point. 
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Torque transfer systems, as opposed to different inputs from various systems, need to meet very 
challenging durability and NVH requirements. One of the standard torque transfer elements is chain which 
is commonly used on diesel engines. Chain is used for several of torque transfer applications, including 
timing and accessory drives. Timing drive systems include mainly the transfer of rotational motion from 
crankshafts to camshafts that excites the valves aspirating the combustion process. Accessory drive 
systems may acquire the source of the motion from crankshaft or another accessory drive element. 
Accessory components can be the fuel, water, oil or vacuum pump, depending on the design of the engine 
and the requirement of application. 
In order to achieve a robust oil pump chain drive that uses bush type of chain, design optimizations 
performed by the help of the dynamic simulation programs in coordination with the system supplier and 
engine design group. The basic design parameters have been selected and prototype components have 
been manufactured for engine build that would be used for vehicle NVH assessment. Initial vehicle NVH 
measurements performed by engine development group have pointed out noise condensation on 40th 
engine order on almost all sweep engine speed from 1000 rpm to 4500 rpm. This also has been supported 
by the supplier NVH mapping test on a prototype phase vehicle, with noise measurements and surface 
vibration assessments on particular sections of the engine compartment. Chain drive simulation programs 
have been revisited with respect to the noise behavior on specifically 40th engine order. Campbell 
diagrams produced have proven that there is a dominant noise excitation on 40th engine order for existing 
design. Overall system design parameters have been evaluated on dynamic simulation programs supported 
with tensioner stiffness iterations. In parallel, supplier NVH rig testing performed with base layout oil 
pump chain drive and different stiffness levels of mechanical leaf spring tensioner with data collection by 
the help of triaxial accelerometers on chain drive components. Different design layouts and additional 
guiding rails have also been tested on the rig for NVH performance evaluation. Overall results gathered 
from different level investigations have proven that the dominant noise behavior of the oil pump drive 
system is a nature of the architecture of the layout and can not be removed by iterations on existing design 
concept. The results observed from CAE simulation, test rig and vehicle NVH assessments have all 
confirmed that there is a dominant 40th EO noise that is exciting from the new design oil pump drive. The 
measurements on vehicle level have demonstrated that the noise have a variation through vehicles and 
engines built in prototype phases. The work for elimination of the part to part variation effects and the 
potential perturbations coming from the assembly process at engine plant, has indicated the latest phase 
prototype vehicles are within acceptable range in terms of NVH level. For the removal of the dominant 
noise on the 40th EO, a break in the transfer path or sielnt chain design has been proposed. 

2  Chain Dynamics Basics 

The simple theory in chain dynamic modeling is the investigation of each single contact as basic damping 
and stiffness elements. Each chain link is modeled as rigid body in the plane with 3 degrees of freedom, 
which is one rotation, and two displacements, where the link center of gravity may vary along the axis of 
chain link as shown on Figure 1 [1]. 

 
Figure 1: Representation of the chain link [1]. 

Chain link is connected to adjacent pitches by means of linear springs and dampers as shown in Figure 2. 
The points P1 and P2 determine the location of the roller centers. Each spring and damper element is 
connected to the Nth link at point P2N and to the following one, Nth+1, at point P1N+1. The chain 
internal stiffness and damping characteristics are specified by these spring and damper elements. 
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Figure 2: Stiffness and damping elements on chain modeling [1]. 

The basic chain link force that occurs between chain elements are described with following formula; 
.

.. ∆+∆= linklinklink ckF                            (1) 
where klink and clink are the chain link stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively; ∆ is the relative 
displacement between the geometric centers of each chain bush  and (˙) denotes the derivative with respect 
to time. 
Each tooth profile is formed by means of circular arcs in different radii. The pitch dimension of tooth 
profile determines the main standard of chain drive application. Respectively, other key dimensions of the 
tooth profile are selected as base inputs from the range determined by ISO tolerances, and optimized 
through simulation response. Sprockets are also modeled as a single degree of freedom (rotational) or as a 
rigid body in the plane with two displacements and a rotation.  
In chain drive dynamic simulation, contact forces between chain and sprocket are also one of the 
important design parameters that affect the chain dynamic behavior and durability. The contact forces that 
build up during chain elements are passing through the sprocket elements are evaluated by following 
formulas, 

.
.. xcxkFx +=                       (2) 

.
.. ycykFy +=                     (3)          

where Fx and Fy are the forces in X and Y directions, as shown in Figure 3. Here, k and c represent the 
bushing to sprocket contact stiffness and damping coefficients, x and y are the relative displacements 
between the sprocket geometric center and the ground in the X and Y directions. Similarly, (˙) denotes the 
derivative with respect to time. 

 
Figure 3: Representation of the chain bushing to sprocket contact [2] 

Guides are also modeled as a rigid body in association to a pre-defined curve. Rigid bodies may either be 
fixed or in connection to a tensioner [1]. The contact force to guide is also defined with a similar 
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approach, with spring and damper mass element between chain link and guide contour, as shown in Figure 
4. 

 
Figure 4: Representation of the chain bushing to guide contact [3] 

The following important outputs can be obtained from CAE simulation that is key to understanding the 
system dynamics and the forces acting components. ; 
• Chain link load  
• Chain to sprocket contact forces 
• Chain to guide contact forces 
• Chain pin to bushing contact forces 
• Tensioner motion 
• Sprocket displacements 
The above system responses provide the necessary information to designer about the selected design 
parameters and existing safety factors with respect to components durability limits. 

3 Characterization of New Design 

The general assembly view of oil pump drive system on the 5 cylinder diesel engine can be seen on Figure 
5. 

 
Figure 5: Oil pump chain drive system with sub-system and neighbour components [4] 

Particular belt drive systems may operate without a tensioning mechanism, which is valid for simple and 
short routing systems. Chain drive systems continously need a tensioner in the system due to the nature of 
the dynamics of chain internal components. As seen on above figure there is a mechanical tensioner in the 
system which operates under the tension of a number of leaf springs which is detailed on Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Mechanical tensioner with leaf spring [5] 

Table 1 below describes the main parameters of the ase design and new design of the oil pump drive 
system developed on this application.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 1: Main parameters of oil pump drive 
As per the new 5 cylinder diesel engine lubrication requirements, the rotation ratio from crank to pump 
has been increased in order to maintain the required flow rate and oil pressure on critical engine 
components. This has been achieved by the help of the oil flow simulation programs and confirmed with 
real life engine tests. Development tests have been performed and new parameters of the oil pump drive 
system have been assigned as shown on Table 1. In cooperation with the supplier development 
capabilities, an optimized design which features the usage of exactly the same mechanical tensioner with a 
modification on the design layout has been achieved. The design has been confirmed through dynamic 
simulation programs using the real inputs from engine and pump interface. Chain link forces, bush to 
sprocket contact forces have all been evaluated and confirmed with the base design results.  
A representation of the baseline and new designs have been shown on Figure 7. 

a. Base Design b. New Design 

 

Figure 7: Snapshots from 3D views of the designs [4] 

4 Vehicle NVH Mapping 

During the development stage, after confirmation of the new design in terms of the critical parameters 
expected from the system, a prototype engine has been built for quickly assessment of the durability 
performance of the new drive system, considering the very tight program general timing. The first vehicles 
built with the engine that have the new prototype oil pump drive system has been applied to NVH 
mapping tests. The following results have been observed as per measurements. 

Main Parameters Base New
Number of teeth on crank sprocket 36 40 
Number of links on simplex chain 74 76 

Number of teeth on oil pump sprocket 32 32 
Crank to pump rotational ratio 1,125 1,25
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Figure 8: Waterfall diagrams from vehicle NVH measurements [6] 

As shown on Figure 8, a whine noise has been detected on all 3 vehicles tested. Back to back objective 
measurements have been performed with different microphone positions which were mainly located on 
passenger compartment (Front Left Outer Ear, Front Right Outer Ear) and on engine bay (above cylinder 
head) and Oil Pump (close to the oil pump location). The noise has been found to dominate at 40th engine 
order which corresponds to the 40 teeth new design crank sprocket. The noise detected on the system 
shows a dynamic irregularity in the system which appears as a high frequency vibration. Rest of the 
measurements on two other vehicles have also demonstrated that the 40th EO band noise has a variation 
which potentially leads to the part to part variation effect on the response of the system that could be 
detected on the sensitivity of the measurement system. The variational noise on 40th order band has also 
been confirmed on engine bay measurements as shown on Figure 9.  
 

 

Figure 9: Engine Bay (FFTvs.RPM) Waterfall diagrams from vehicle NVH measurements [6] 

5 NVH Mapping on Simulation Program 

After the first feedback from initial prototype vehicle tesing, dynamic simulation of the new model oil 
pump drive has been revisited for assessment of the NVH performance. Several iterations performed on 
basic design parameters of the oil pump drive elements including the tooth profile of the sprockets, 
position of the tensioner, layout of the chain. The results supported with the prework on the drive system 
have confirmed that iterational design changes on the system parameters have minor effect on the 
response of the NVH magnitude of the chain drive system.  
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Considering the minimum impact required on the new design and tight programme timing, in cooperation 
with the system supplier, NVH response of the drive has been evaluated considering potential sources of 
variation. Tensioner stiffness has been chosen as one of the single effect as adjsutment of tensioner could 
be easily performed with the number of leaf springs available on the design of tensioner.  

After technical review of the manufacturing feasibility and the stiffness margins of the tensioner on the 
chain drive system, 2 leaf and 3 leaf spring tensioners have been chosen as the basis of simulations. Two 
systems have been compared in terms of chain link loads and chain to sprocket contact forces. The results 
observed have confirmed that both systems are within technical expectations in terms of safety margins of 
the components, especially for the chain.  

For assessment of the NVH response, campell diagrams have been produced from the simulation. The 
basic comparison is shown on Figure 10. 

As it can be seen on the figure, the 40th EO noise band is dominant on both stiffness conditions of the 
drive system. There is no significant difference that could be detected to distinguish the performance of 
the elements.  

 
Figure 10: Engine Bay (FFTvs.RPM) Waterfall diagrams from vehicle NVH measurements [7] 

6 NVH Mapping on Special Test Rig 

NVH measurements on a test rig may not always be able to simulate the real NVH behavior of the system 
or component which happens at engine and vehicle as installed conditions. Engine and vehicle interface 
have a very different structure which the structure of the connecting elements and the outer structure of the 
engine, such as covers. This makes it difficult to find a direct correlation between the NVH test rigs and 
real system measurements.  The types of material of the engine and vehicle component on the interested 
interface have also effect on the level of the structural and air borne noise from particular systems. For that 
reason, a noise which may have been detected as significant on test rig may not be concern for an engine 
or vehicle as installed condition, due to the overall noise of the whole package. 
As per the feedback observed from NVH simulation, a special test rig built at supplier for confirmation of 
the two types of stiffness components. This test rig is expected to enable basic changes on the drive 
architecture by adjustment of the center of distances between shafts, and will make it possible to add 
different design of guiding elements into the chain drive architecture.  
The measurements have been performed at a constant oil temperature of 55-60 ◦C with standard fresh 
engine oil. Accelerometers for acceleration measurements and a laser tachometer for crank sprocket 
rotational speed have been used as shown on Figure 11.  
Crank sprocket rotational speed has been increased up to 4000rpm, which has been assumed to be 
sufficient to cover the majority of the engine speed sweep. 
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Figure 11: Special NVH test rig at chain supplier [8] 

The new oil pump drive named with the baseline design has been tested at two different levels of stiffness 
configurations. The adjustment has been maintained with the number of leaf springs used at the tensioner.  
The noise measurement results at the oil pump bearing location have been shown on Figure 12. As it can 
obviously be seen on the diagrams, the 40th EO noise band is dominant compared to the other noise bands 
on this design configuration. The magnitude of the high frequency noise at 40th EO is also very similar 
when the two stiffness levels have been compared.  

Baseline Design 
a. 2 Leaf Springs b. 3 Leaf Springs 

  
Figure 12: Noise measurements with a. 2 Leaf Springs and b. 3 Leaf Springs [8] 

The measurements at other locations have not been demonstrated here, as the magnitude of the noise on 
the waterfall diagram have the most severe condition for the overall measurements performed were 
observed at oil pump bearing location.  
Considering the length of tight span and the potential impact on the noise excitation of the oil pump drive 
system, a guiding rail has been proposed for an NVH assessment on the test rig.  
As shown on Figure 13, guiding rail has been added to the inside of the driving circuit, keeping other 
parameters and dimensions on the baseline design stable. 

 
Figure 13: Guiding rail included on baseline design [8] 
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The test rig has been run under the same operating conditions. The waterfall diagrams have been produced 
at the same location with two different stiffness levels. The results of the measurements have been shown 
on Figure 14. 
The waterfall diagrams with the guiding rail added design have also very comparable results under two 
levels of tensioner stiffness configurations. The results also dictate that the addition of the guiding rail did 
provide no positive effect on the NVH response of the overall system. 

Baseline Design + Guiding Rail  
a. 2 Leaf Springs b. 3 Leaf Springs 

  
Figure 14: Noise measurements with a. 2 Leaf Springs and b. 3 Leaf Springs [8] 

7 Results and Discussions 

The results observed from CAE simulation, test rig and vehicle NVH assessments have all confirmed that 
there is a dominant 40th EO noise that is exciting from the new design oil pump drive. The iterational 
measurements on vehicle level have also demonstrated that the noise level recorded in dBA have a 
variation through vehicles and engines built in prototype phases. After the elimination of the part to part 
variation effects and the potential perturbations coming from the assembly process at engine plant, the 
latest phase prototype vehicles have been found to have an acceptable rating in terms of NVH level. The 
mentioned observations also show that a dominant noise band on a single sub-system of an internal 
combustion engine could be down under of the overall vehicle operation noise, unless otherwise this NVH 
effect has no adverse factors on durability of the sub-system. All engine and vehicle level durability tests 
have confirmed that the new oil pump drive system is able to meet the targeted durability requirements. 
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Abstract 
 
To validate structural Finite Element models, test data, e. g. from an experimental modal analysis, may be 
utilized in order to update mass and stiffness parameters. For frequency response calculations, however, 
proper modeling of structural damping mechanisms must be achieved as well to obtain acceptable 
estimates of the overall response levels. Going even further towards fluid-structure-analyses, the 
absorption behavior of the cavity boundary and of interior components (seats etc.) need to be respected. 
In this paper a modeling strategy for damping and absorption is presented that is based on computational 
optimization and model updating techniques. For the structural part, individual structural damping is 
assigned to the individual components and subsequently updated utilizing test data obtained from classical 
modal analysis testing (force excitation). For the acoustic absorption the approach is extended such that 
individual absorption coefficients can be addressed. The test data utilized here come from acoustic tests 
with volume source excitation. 
By means of a real car body the single steps of the strategy will be highlighted, and it will be shown that 
very encouraging results can be obtained even for very complex systems. 
 
 

1 Introduction 
 
To validate structural Finite Element models, test data, e. g. from an experimental modal analysis, may be 
utilized in order to update mass and stiffness parameters. To accomplish this, methods are available that 
are already well established. In [1] and [2], for instance, the effective application of a sensitivity based 
approach to automotive components is presented. 
For frequency response calculations proper modeling of damping mechanisms must be achieved as well to 
obtain acceptable estimates of the overall response levels. Different approaches for damping modeling can 
be applied, and the most commonly used is the modal damping approach because of the simplicity of basic 
implementations. For complex systems, however, the implementation is difficult and a read-across to 
altered systems is not always feasible. Here, the structural damping approach can be utilized to circumvent 
these drawbacks, since structural damping can be assigned to individual parts of a system. 
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Going even further towards fluid-structure-analyses, the absorption behavior of the cavity boundary and of 
interior components (seats etc.) need to be respected. This can be done as well by assigning modal 
damping to the cavity modes – yet the implementation is even more difficult than for mechanical damping 
mechanisms. The individual assignment of boundary impedances is a more straight forward approach, and 
is capable of handling different local absorption mechanisms. 
In this paper a modeling strategy for damping and absorption is presented that is based on computational 
optimization and model updating techniques. For the structural part, individual structural damping is 
assigned to the individual components and subsequently updated utilizing test data obtained from classical 
modal analysis testing (force excitation). For the acoustic absorption the approach is extended such that 
individual absorption coefficients can be addressed. The test data utilized here come from acoustic tests 
with volume source excitation. 
By means of a real car body the single steps of the strategy will be highlighted, and it will be shown that 
very encouraging results can be obtained even for very complex systems. Especially the absorption results 
are compared to results from a special identification approach based on sound excitation and direct 
impedance measurements. 
 

2 Theory Overview 
 

2.1 Damping 
 
To consider damping in Finite Element analyses viscous damping, modal damping, or structural damping 
may be employed. In general, the utilization of viscous damping according to (1) is difficult to realize and 
applications are usually limited to local viscous dampers (e. g. shock absorbers), where parameters are 
sufficiently known. 
 

fKuuDuM =++ &&&  (1) 

with: D =  viscous damping matrix 
 
Modal damping, in contrast, allows for a straightforward implementation and an easy interpretation as 
viscous damping of a one mass oscillator: 
 

GGGG fξKξDξM =++ &&&  (2) 

with: u = Xξ (ξ = vector of modal degrees of freedom, X = modal matrix) 
 MG = XTMX (modal mass matrix = diag) 
 DG = XTDX  (modal damping matrix ≠ diag) 
 KG = XTKX  (modal stiffness matrix = diag) 
 fG = XTf (vector of modal excitation forces) 
 
However, complex systems usually require individual modal damping of the natural frequencies/mode 
shapes complicating its application and portability. An alternative based on structural damping may 
therefore be chosen, which can be easily implemented in the Finite Element model as well (see also [3]): 
 

fKuuKuM =++ &&& jG  (3) 

with: j = 1−  
 G =  structural damping coefficient 
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Structural damping yields similar effects as hysteresis and describes energy dissipation proportional to 
strains. For complex systems like bodies in white or trimmed bodies normally individual structural 
damping parameters need to be used for distinct parts (tailored blanks, windows, seals etc.) facilitating – 
not limiting – a transfer to altered assemblies. 
Parameters for viscous damping according to (1) as well as parameters for structural damping according to 
(3) can be identified by means of an MD.Nastran optimization run (Solution 200, [4]), minimizing the 
deviations between analytical and measured frequency response functions. However, modal damping 
parameters according to (2) cannot be considered in a standard MD.Nastran optimization. 
Due to the advantage of utilizing the same damping parameters for different assemblies, an approach 
mainly based on structural damping is chosen (discrete viscous dampers can also be treated). For 
accelerating the optimization tasks a Matlab software interface was developed creating all necessary 
MD.Nastran optimization files. The main tasks of this interface are: 
 

• integration of measurement data (target values) 
o alternative utilization of accelerations, velocities, or displacements 
o simultaneous processing of several references (excitation locations) 

• integration of existing Finite Element models 

• consideration of mapped degrees of freedom from test and simulation 

• consideration of correlated natural frequencies from test and simulation 
 
The correlation between test data and simulation results is achieved for example by means of MAC values 
of the of eigenvectors using the ICS.sysval Software [5]: 
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TMAC =  (4) 

 
The MAC value describes the linear dependency of two vectors xT and x. A MAC value of one states that 
the two vectors are collinear, while a MAC value of zero indicates orthogonality. During the actual 
optimization task the structural damping parameters are automatically modified to minimize the deviations 
between resonance peaks of correlated natural frequencies. Some general recommendations derived from 
already performed optimizations are: 
 

• preferably high MAC correlation between test and simulation 

• preferably small frequency deviation between correlated resonance peaks of test and simulation 

• large amount of test data (number of measurement degrees of freedom and frequencies) 
 

2.2 Absorption 
 
To properly model the absorption behavior of e. g. interior trim components is not always easy. One 
difficulty is that usually small samples of the components are investigated, and the resulting absorption 
values may differ from the ones of the complete component. Also the absorption behavior may be altered 
by the surrounding materials after assembly. 
Thus, two approaches are highlighted in the following that make use of the already assembled trim 
components. One is based on an identification from measured frequency response functions of the cavity 
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due to sound source excitation, and the other is based on a special identification device making use of 
sound source excitation and direct impedance measurements. 
 
2.2.1 Identification from Frequency Response Measurements 
 
The identification of absorption values from measured frequency response functions of the cavity is a 
straight forward extension of the structural damping approach presented in chapter 2.1. Here the 
differences between measured and calculated frequency response functions of microphone measurements 
related to sound source excitation are minimized (rather than the differences of frequency response 
functions of acceleration measurements related to force excitation in case of structural damping). 
Absorption may me modeled in MD.Nastran with the help of frequency dependent acoustic absorber 
elements (CAABSF). Here the complex impedance of the element can be specified via the corresponding 
property card (PAABSF) by means of two tables and corresponding scale factors. For practical 
applications an a priori estimate of the impedance characteristics over frequency is applied, and only the 
scale factors are updated subsequently. Proceeding this way bears the advantage of effectively limiting the 
number of parameters to optimize. This usually leads to more stable and unique results. 
Since MD.Nastran (at the time being) does not allow for a direct optimization of acoustic absorber 
parameters under Solution 200 (Optimization), the Matlab software interface for damping identification 
cannot simply be extended. Here, a new Matlab Program was developed that allows for an external 
optimization of the absorber parameters based on a differential sensitivity approach. 
 
2.2.2 Identification with Microflown-Device 
 
In many cases the acoustic absorbing properties of materials are measurement via the Kundt’s tube 
principle or inside a reverberant room. These methods are laboratory based, and to test the material a 
sample has to be cut out or a large quantity of material is required. However some in situ techniques exist 
and one of them, the PU free field method, is now used to measure the acoustic impedance inside a cavity, 
e. g. in a car. 
 

S 

S’ reflecting material 

h 

hs 

Rigid impervious backing 

Probe

 
Figure 1: Left: PU free field impedance setup. Right: Schematic positioning of the probe 

 
The method makes use of a sound pressure microphone in combination with a unique particle velocity 
sensor (figure 1) and is well described in for instance [6-9]. At a certain distance from the sensor a 
loudspeaker is positioned and pressure as well as velocity are directly measured close to the surface. The 
spherical impedance can directly be derived from the ratio of both signals. To obtain the plane wave 
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reflection coefficient R the impedance Z is corrected for the spherical waves [6-8]. After this the 
absorption coefficient α can be derived: 
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21 R−=α  (7) 

 
Measurements can be distorted by mirror sources other than the direct source, caused by highly reflective 
cavity interior. In the frequency domain this will result in multiple resonant peaks. The impedance is 
overestimated and underestimated at different frequencies. When the moving average is taken, the true 
impedance can be obtained again, figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The impedance measured at the ceiling (grey) and at a seat (blue) is curve fitted with a moving 

average filter (black and red). Left: Z magnitude, right: Z phase. 
 
Most components do not have a homogeneous surface impedance. The effective absorption is not the 
result of the impedance at a certain position, but the result of the interaction of a larger surface. In [9] is 
mentioned that the average impedance of many points should be taken to calculate the average absorption. 
 

3 Example: Car Body 
 

3.1 Measurements 
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Several vibration measurements are performed on the body in white shown in figure 3 in the frame of the 
‘Work Group 6.1.19 Structure Optimization and Acoustics’ of the German car industry. The excitation is 
provided by means of impulse hammer and acoustic source which is placed inside of the car (figure 4). 

 
Figure 3: Hardware of the body in white 

 

 
Figure 4: Sound source inside body in white with microphone array 

 
3.1.1 Acceleration Measurements 
 
Since reliable orientation of (especially triaxial) accelerometers on the body in white is not trivial only 
measurement degrees of freedom normal to the surfaces are used. Moreover, this allows for a roving 
hammer test with fixed accelerometer positions (references) avoiding mass loading effects. Especially for 
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large light surfaces these mass loading effects may yield unacceptable frequency shifts of the resonance 
peaks due to the changing mass distribution. Figure 5 shows a wire frame model of the body in white 
superimposed with reference positions and measurement points. 

1 2 

 
Figure 5: Test model with reference positions and measurement points 

 
In total two references are utilized located in the front area of the main chassis beam. The measurement 
degrees of freedom (impact positions) are placed on the assembly panel, the front and rear windows, the 
roof, the rear bench panel, as well as on the front floor panels. 
 
In car acoustics it is common practice to use so called ERP values (Equivalent Radiated Powers) to 
evaluate the radiated sound of a surface. The ERP value states the acoustic power emitted from a surface 
in normal direction. The ERP value of the surface depicted in figure 6 is calculated as: 
 

∑=ω
i

ninii uuAERP *)( &&  (8) 

vni(ω)

Ai 

i 

with i = node number 
Ai = assigned area 

 niu&  = velocity normal to surface 

 * = complex conjugate 

 
Figure 6: ERP computation over a defined surface 

 
The measurement degrees of freedom on the car according to figure 5 are selected such that geometrically 
simple surfaces are obtained, which facilitates the calculation of the ERPs according to (8). Also the 
measurement direction normal to the tailored blanks allows for an easy computation of the required 
velocities by simply integrating the measured accelerations. 
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3.1.2 Microphone Measurements 
 
Microphone measurements are taken based on a 3D grid inside the cavity (figure 7). The sound source 
excitation is provided at two different locations, one near the driver’s ear, and one near the right rear seat 
passenger’s ear. The microphones are roved inside the cavity, and a rig with minimal interaction with the 
fluid and the vibrating panels is employed (see also figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 7: Test model with microphone position inside cavity 

 
3.1.3 Impedance Measurements 
 
Impedance measurements were taken as well in the cavity for different interior components as outlined in 
chapter 2.2.2. Figure 8 shows a typical measurement setup, here on the rear seat. 
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Figure 8: Measurement with Microflown device inside the body in white 

3.2 Finite Element Model 
 
The Finite Element model of the body in white consists of a structural model (figure 9) and a fluid model 
of the cavity (figure 10). On the fluid structure interface the velocities normal to the structure and the 
pressures in the fluid are coupled within MD.Nastran. 
 

 
Figure 9: Finite Element model of the body in white 
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Figure 10: Finite Element model of the cavity 

 

3.3 Structural Damping 
 
Utilizing the Matlab software interface described above a classification of damping parameters based on 
distinct components can be obtained for the following parts: 
 

• windows (front window, rear window, and door windows) 

• components (doors, trunk lid, assembly panel, and body in white) 

• glue (front window, rear window, roof bow, and doors) 

• window seals (front and rear) 

• door seals (front) 
 
To realize robustness of the identification results several sets of parameters are investigated (variations of 
number of degrees of freedom, number of correlated natural frequencies, number of spectral lines 
regarded, etc.). In addition, the estimated initial values of the damping parameters are varied which can be 
approximately determined from measured modal data. Since identification of similar parts like rear and 
door windows or glue may yield deviating damping parameters, results coming from different 
optimization runs are averaged in practice. 
 
For comparing measurements and simulations the computations are carried out for same degrees of 
freedom as shown in figure 5. Due to the size of the model and the large number of natural frequencies 
within the investigated frequency area an automated component mode synthesis (ACMS) is applied 
yielding a considerable reduction of both simulation time and memory requirements. Figure 11 shows 
exemplarily the measured ERPs for the rear bench excited at position 2 (see figure 5) as well as two 
simulated ERPs. One utilizes the identified individual structural damping parameters and the other uses a 
constant modal damping of 1%. 
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 test 
    simulation with individual structural damping 
 simulation with constant modal damping 

Frequency [Hz] 
 

Figure 11: Comparison of Rear Bench ERPs, force excitation at position 2 
Comparing test and simulation data reveals deviating ERPs in certain areas which is inevitable due to the 
complexity of the investigated system. An overall comparison however proofs good agreement over wide 
ranges. Examining the two simulation results more closely, the model with individual structural damping 
correlates better with the measurements especially in the lower frequency range. One reason for increasing 
deviations towards higher frequencies is the decreasing quality of the Finite Element model. Moreover, the 
material and damping parameters of assembled bitumen sheets are strongly frequency dependent. To 
account for these nonlinearities in the simulation is possible, but noticeably increases the computational 
cost and was not (yet) applied for the simulations with individual structural damping. 
 
Besides the identification of structural damping parameters, it is also possible to use local viscous dampers 
for the optimization in MD.Nastran. As an example, the door seals are modeled by means of structurally 
damped springs as well as with (non damped) springs and viscous damper chains. Both alternatives yield 
similar results. 
 

3.4 Absorption 
 
At first the overall absorption of the wetted surface at the cavity boundary (structural elements with 
coupling to the cavity fluid) is investigated, because it showed, that a neglect of absorption leads to an 
over estimation of the interior sound pressures here. In figure 12 an envelope of all measured microphone 
positions for sound source excitation at the driver’s ear is shown. It can clearly be seen that the resonance 
peaks from the analysis are much more pronounced than the ones from the test. 
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Figure 12: Envelopes without absorption on wetted surface 

 
A reason for the absorption of the wetted surface can be found in the fact, that the inner surface of the real 
body in white is not ideally plain. Actually many wholes of different sizes can be found in addition to 
more or less complex contours of the tailored blanks. Thus, to account for this effect, absorber elements 
are added to the wetted surfaces with a very low absorption of 0.01 (considered constant in the 
investigated frequency range). Then the absorption is updated utilizing the special Matlab program, and 
the results are shown in figure 13. It can be seen that the initial value of 0.01 already yields an 
improvement with respect to the simulation without absorption. The absorption after update provides a 
further improvement. Especially in the frequency range up to about 250 Hz, a good qualitative and 
quantitative agreement can be achieved between test and simulation. 
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Figure 13: Envelopes with absorption on wetted surface 

 
In the following, several different interior components were investigated, and the findings for the front 
seats shall be presented exemplarily below. 
 

 
Figure 14: Absorber elements on the outline of the front seats 

For the front seats no explicit structural model is utilized. Here, the Finite Element model of the cavity is 
simply modified such that the volume of the seats is removed. Subsequently a layer of absorber elements 
is superimposed on the outline of the seats, figure 14. 
The main goal now is to estimate a priori frequency dependent starting values for the absorption of the 
seats. Possible sources for these starting values are identified absorption values coming from classical 
methods or from identification with the Microflown device.  
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In figure 15 three different absorption curves are shown exemplarily. The thin solid curve shows a typical 
result from a Kundt’s tube for a sample of a seat (not the one assembled in the body in white), the thin 
dotted curve shows the results obtained from measurements with the Microflown device. Here the quality 
of the data is degraded below say 200-250 Hz because of limitations imposed by the measurement 
principle. The thick solid curve is the absorption curve coming from the frequency response based 
updating technique. 
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Figure 15: Absorption curves for front seats 

 
In figure 16 the results for the configuration with front seats are shown. The absorption after update 
provides a very good correlation. Especially in the frequency range up to about 250 Hz, a good qualitative 
and quantitative agreement can be achieved between test and simulation. 
 
According to figure 15 some variation of the absorption values can be observed. Thus the question arises 
how robust and/or reliable the results from the individual absorption identification techniques are. To 
assess this, simulations were performed with a variation of ± 20 % on the absorption curve values coming 
from the frequency response based updating technique. In figure 17 the results are shown. It can be 
noticed that the variation of the simulated envelopes is rather low. Especially above 250 Hz practically no 
differences can be observed. Consequently, the robustness of the simulation results with respect to 
insecurity in the absorption values is – at least in case of the front seats – rather high. This increases the 
confidence in the results obtained from the simulation utilizing the proposed absorption modeling 
technique. 
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Figure 16: Envelopes with absorption on front seats (and wetted surfaces) 
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Figure 17: Envelopes after variation of absorption values 

 

4 Summary 
 
In this paper a modeling strategy for damping and absorption was presented that is based on computational 
optimization and model updating techniques. For the structural part, individual structural damping is 
assigned to the individual components and subsequently updated utilizing frequency response test data 
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obtained from classical modal analysis testing (force excitation). For the acoustic absorption the approach 
is extended such that individual absorption coefficients can be addressed. The test data utilized here come 
from acoustic tests with volume source excitation. 
 
For both, structural damping and absorption, promising results could be obtained for a car body in white. 
Especially the comparison with simulated data from Finite Element analyses proved a good qualitative and 
quantitative agreement. Furthermore the results for the absorption were backed up by different 
identification techniques (Kundt’s tube and Microflown device) and exhibited a good robustness of the 
simulation results with respect to insecurity in the absorption values. This increases the confidence in the 
results obtained from the simulation utilizing the proposed absorption modeling technique. 
 
The main appeal of the presented strategy is that it can be easily implemented utilizing standard Finite 
Element codes, and that a read-across to altered assemblies is feasible without difficulty. Furthermore 
starting values for damping and absorption can be taken from a priori knowledge and/or dedicated 
identification techniques. Thus it can already be applied at a time when no hardware is yet available. 
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Abstract
Road traffic noise is regarded as an environmental problem. The interaction between tyre and road surface,
the major noise source, is non-linear and needs to be described in the time domain. Finite elements are used
more frequently in tyre/road noise models. However, to compute the vibrationsand radiated noise pattern of
a profiled tyre rolling on a road, contact models lack either accuracy or thecalculation times are high. The
Structural Dynamics and Acoustics group of the University of Twente hasdeveloped an alternative contact
algorithm. The contact condition, which states that there is no overlap between the bodies, is satisfied
exactly while iteratively solving the equation of motion. Hence, there is no needfor contact elements or
contact parameters. The possibility to optimize and speed up the algorithm, usinge.g. multigrid, is the major
advantage of the new approach. In this paper the contact algorithm is applied to a finite element model.
A friction model is applied in a transient calculation and the results are shown.The examples show the
performance and possibilities of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

In modern society, traffic noise has become an important issue for mental health. A significant contributor to
this noise pollution is tyre/road noise, which is caused by the interaction between tyre and road surface. The
noise generating mechanisms have been identified, although there is discussion on the relative importance of
these mechanisms. From experiments, it is known that spectra of tyre/road noise display a peak in the range
of 500–2000 Hz [8].

In order to predict and reduce tyre/road noise, different mathematical and empirical noise predicting models
have been developed during the last decades. The main similarity between themathematical models is
that they can be separated in a tyre vibration model and a sound radiation model. Sound radiation has
been modelled analytically by equivalent sources and numerically, by use of (in)finite elements or boundary
elements. The tyre vibration models range from analytical models, where the tyre vibrations are modelled
by means of a ring [1], shell [10] or plate [5], to numerical models based on finite elements. The finite
element-based models use approximations in circumferential direction by e.g. an implementation of the
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian approach [6, 2] or by the use of waveguide finite elements [7]. The influence
of a realistic tread profile cannot be modelled because of these approximations. This requires a full three
dimensional model of the tyre. The current tyre models in the finite element package Abaqus are advanced,
i.e. it is possible to analyze treaded tyres. However, for tyre road noise the calculation time is large, since the
calculation of frequencies up to 2000 Hz requires a very fine mesh and associated large number of degrees
of freedom.

The currently used contact models for tyre/road noise lack either accuracy or calculation speed. At the Struc-
tural Dynamics and Acoustics group of the University of Twente an alternative contact algorithm has been
developed. A characteristic feature of this algorithm is that, while iteratively solving the equation of mo-
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tion, the contact condition, i.e. the condition that there is no overlap between the bodies, is satisfied exactly.
Hence, there is no need for contact elements, contact parameters, Lagrange multipliers, or regularization.
Another major advantage of the new approach is the possibility to use multigrid methods to speed up the
algorithm. In the field of elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, multigrid and multilevel techniques are used
extensively to solve contact problems very fast [12, 13]. The proposed contact algorithm is stable and robust.

The new contact algorithm has been successfully applied in a finite difference formulation, where the tyre was
modelled as a flexible ring [14]. In a recent paper, the contact algorithm isapplied in a finite element model
[9] and frictionless normal contact has been validated with the Hertzian solution. In this paper, frictional
contact behaviour is discussed. The numerical model and the contact algorithm are explained in section 2. A
number of numerical experiments are presented in section 3.

2 Numerical model

For convenience tyre is modelled using a Lagrangian approach. This caneasily be replaced in the future
by an updated Lagrangian approach to be able to describe large rotationsand large deformations in a more
advanced model [11]. In this section the finite element model, the contact model and the contact algorithm
are discussed.

2.1 Finite element model

The equation of motion reads
∇ · σ + b = ρü, (1)

whereσ is the symmetric Cauchy stress tensor,ρ the density,b the body forces and̈u the acceleration.
Constitutive equations are needed to couple the Cauchy stress tensor andthe density to the kinematics of
the deformation. After integration over an arbitrary volumeV , introduction of weight functionsw and
application of the divergence theorem, the weak form of equation 1 reads∫

V
w · ρüdV +

∫
V
∇w : σ dV =

∫
V

w · bdV +
∫

S
w · t dS, (2)

wheret = σ · n is the traction vector,n the outward unit normal vector andS the boundary surface. The
problem now is discretized by dividing the domain in a number of elements. For the contact algorithm it is
preferable to use linear shape functions. Following the Galerkin approach, the weight functions are chosen
equal to the shape functions. Then, the equation of motion can be written as asystem of coupled, second
order differential equations in time

Mü + Cu̇ + Ku = fext, (3)

whereM is mass matrix,C the damping matrix,K the stiffness matrix,u the nodal displacement vector,
andfext = ft + fb the external force vector; the sum of the nodal body forces and nodal traction forces (see
the righthand side of equation 2). Equation 3 can be solved in time when sufficient boundary conditions are
applied. As a tyre cannot penetrate the road surface, we search for asolution of equation 3 subject to this
geometric constraint. This contact behaviour is described by the contact model in the next section.

2.2 Contact model

Contact for finite elements is frequently studied in literature. For an overviewthe reader is referred to e.g.
[4]. The traction forceft working on any surface can be split in a normal pressure componentp and tangential
friction componentτ according to

ft = −pn + τ , (4)

wheren is the outward unit normal. Figure 1 presents the positive directions in the contact model
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Figure 1: Positive directions in the contact model.

2.2.1 Contact condition

The contact condition is a constraint equation, specifying that the tyre cannot penetrate the road surface.
Denoting the distance between the tyre and the road as the ‘gap’ functiong, obviously

g ≥ 0, (5)

whereg is the perpendicular distance between a node of the tyre and the contact surface. In contact the gap
is equal tog = 0. Moreover there is assumed to be no adhesion between the two surfaces incontact, i.e. the
contact forces can only be compressive

p ≥ 0. (6)

2.2.2 Friction model

When the tyre is in contact with the road, the friction model determines whether the tyre sticks or slips.
Coulomb’s friction law states that the tangential traction is limited by the normal traction according to

|τ | ≤ µ|p|, (7)

whereµ is the friction coefficient. In regions of stick Coulomb states|τ | < µ|p|, in slip regions|τ | = µ|p|.
Coulomb’s friction model is used in the contact algorithm because of its simplicity and the existence of
analytical solutions, but the contact algorithm is not restricted to this friction model. The static friction
models, like viscous friction and Stribeck friction, or more advanced dynamicmodels can be applied as well.

The interaction between tyre and road surface is inherently non-linear, and has to be solved in the time
domain. The time domain is discretized and the contact algorithm used describeshow equation 3 is solved
for every time step. In the next section we will discuss the algorithm in terms of the finite element model.

2.2.3 Contact algorithm

In each step, the contact algorithm uses relaxation to calculate an update for each node individually. The
applied algorithm has some similarities with the one used by Wu & Du [15], where nodal displacements
are used as well. The working of the contact algorithm can best be explained by the flowchart as given in
figure 2. For simplicity, the calculation steps in the algorithm are given for the static case. Consider an
arbitrary nodei. The algorithm first checks if the node is in contact. For nodesi in contact a nodal forcef i

is calculated which is required to keep the node at that position, according to

f i = Kijuj , (8)

wheref i anduj contain a subset off andu respectively;Kij is the associated subset of matrixK (i < j).
The length off i equals the number of degrees of freedom of nodei. The vectoruj is a subset ofu with all
the entries that are associated with nodei. In a one-dimensional system for example,f i anduj are scalars
andKij is a vector.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the contact algorithm.

The total external force consists of a body and traction component. The algorithm checks if the pressurep is
negative. In casep is positive (tensile), the node is released and the traction forceft is set to zero; the node
is out of contact. Note that this not necessarily means thatf i is zero, since body forces can be present. The
displacement of the nodes out of contact is updated using Gauss-Seidelrelaxation

ūi = ũi +
1

Kii

(
f i −Kijũj

)
, (9)

whereūi is the updated displacement vector of nodei, ũi the original displacement vector of nodei, f i the
nodal external force vector andKii is a subset of the stiffness matrix, containing only the entries associated
with nodei. When a node has been displaced to a point below the surface, the node isin contact and put
back on the surface (g = 0). Nodes in contact are considered to stick on the surfacea priori. Equation 7
is used to check whether this assumption is true. If the tangential traction is too high, the friction force is
maximal|τ | = µ|p|. The node slips along the surface (g = 0) and the displacement is corrected in tangential
direction. In the next step, nodei+1 is considered and the process continues until convergence has reached
for all nodes.

2.3 Time integration

In the previous section, the static case is considered. For dynamic simulationsand the implementation of
other friction models a discretization in the time domain is necessary. Under appropriate contact conditions,
equation 3 is solved in time by a Newmark integration scheme. This implicit second order scheme is com-
monly used in finite element calculations, because of its consistency, stability and accuracy. In a dynamic
calculation the contact algorithm calculates an update for the displacement in the new time step (un+1). The
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Figure 3: Hertzian contact by an elastic cylinder on a rigid surface with normal forceP and tangential force
Q (a) and the undeformed finite element mesh (b).

acceleration and the speed at stepn+1 follow from the previous time stepn andun+1 as

ün+1 =
1

β∆t2

(
un+1 − un −∆t u̇n

)
−

(
1
2β

− 1
)

ün, (10)

u̇n+1 =
γ

β∆t

(
un+1 − un

)
−

(
γ

β
− 1

)
u̇n −∆t

(
γ

2β
− 1

)
ün, (11)

where∆t is the time step,γ = 1
2 andβ = 1

4 for unconditional stability. After the substitution of these
relations in equation 3 and application of the initial conditions,u̇n+1 andün+1 can be solved for each time
step. The velocities and accelerations can be used in the friction models.

3 Results

Normal contact has been reviewed in an earlier paper [9], so this paperfocusses on tangential loading and
friction. Two numerical experiments will be presented in this section, i.e. compression of a cylinder and a
bouncing ring. In the two-dimensional finite element simulations the cylinder andring are modelled using
linear elastic material behaviour.

3.1 Loading of a cylinder

The loading of a cylinder on a rigid surface can be a static or a quasi-static problem, depending on the friction
model used. It can be solved when the normal and the tangential forces are prescribed (see figure 3).

3.1.1 Normal loading

To test the accuracy of numerical contact a non-trivial test is requiredfor which the analytical solution
is available, such as a Hertzian contact [3]. The Hertzian contact formulas describe the contact pressure
distribution between two cylinders (line contact) or between two spheres (point contact).

The contact pressure between two cylinders is given by:

p = p0

√
1− x2/a2, (12)
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Figure 4: Pressure distribution in the contact patch, analytical (—) and numerical solution (⋄).

wherep0 is the maximum pressure,x the Cartesian coordinate along the contact, anda the semi-contact
width. For an elastic cylinder on a flat rigid surface the maximum pressurep0 and semi contact widtha are
given by

p0 =

√
PE∗

πR
, a =

√
4PR

πE∗ , where E∗ =
E

1− ν2
, (13)

whereP is the normal load per unit length,E∗ the effective Young’s modulus andR the radius of the
cylinder. A numerical simulation is performed with the subsequent parameters: radiusR = 10 mm, Young’s
modulusE = 210 · 103 MPa, Poisson’s ratio0.3, a normal load per unit lengthP = 1.0 · 104 N/mm and
Q = 0. From equation 13 an analytical solution can be derived: maximum pressure p0 = 8571 N/mm and
semi-contact widtha = 0.7428 mm.

The lower half of the cylinder is modelled with 760 bilinear quadrilaterals and compressed on a rigid surface,
which both can be considered as half-spaces, as given in figure 3. For a frictionless contact (µ = 0), the
numerically and analytically derived contact pressure is depicted in figure4. The numerical simulations
show a good correspondences to the Hertzian contact, withp0 = 8555 N/mm and0.73 < a < 0.80 mm
(a = 0.75 mm after interpolation). The numerical solution converges to the analytical solution. Hence, the
contact algorithm is able to predict normal contact pressures in frictionless contact correctly.

In the next example friction is introduced, so the final solution becomes path dependent. The cylinder is
compressed by an increasing normal force in 10 equidistant steps on a rigid surface with Coulomb friction
(P = 1.0 · 104 N/mm, µ = 0.5). The resulting stress distribution in the contact patch is given in figure 5,
where the direction ofτ corresponds to figure 3. The results are according to expectations, i.e.the peak
in the normal stress is somewhat higher and the contact width is slightly smaller compared to a frictionless
Hertzian contact. The shear stresses causes local slip (microslip) at the borders of the contact patch [3]. The
slip direction is opposite to the shear forces working on the cylinder.

3.1.2 Tangential loading

The introduction of a tangential forceQ, see figure 3, can increase the region where (micro)slip occurs,
and can lead to motion between the cylinder and the surface. For the relativemotion between two bodies in
contact, a distinction has been made between sliding and rolling. In a situation where cylinders are in contact
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and partial slip occurs, the shear stress in the contact patch can be described by [3].

τ =

 µp0

(√
a2 − x2

)
/a, c ≤ |x| ≤ a slip

µp0

(√
a2 − x2 −√

c2 − x2
)

/a, 0 ≤ |x| ≤ c stick,
(14)

where

c = a

√
1− Q

µP
. (15)

To prevent a sliding motion between the two cylinders,Q < µP and successivelyc < a. So, the sticking
region is located in the centre of the contact patch (see figure 6). Total sliding exists whenQ > µP which
induces a relative velocity between the bodies in contact without rotation. Contrary, rolling is the relative
angular velocity between two contacting bodies [3]. In case of tractive rolling of elastic cylinders, the stick
region moves towards the leading edge of the contact patch. At the trailing edge, slip occurs (see figure 7).

In the numerical simulations, the tangential forceQ = 0.75µP is applied to the cylinder, whereas all the
other parameters remain unchanged. The size of the stick zonec = 0.5a. Two load scenarios are considered:

1. Subsequent loading. The normal forceP is increased in 10 steps; after that the tangential forceQ is
increased in 10 steps. This scenario is similar to a cylinder which is on the pointof slipping.

2. Initial loading. In 10 steps the forcesP andQ are increased simultaneously until the final load is
reached. This scenario is similar to a cylinder which is on the point of rotation.

The results of the first case are given in figure 6. The analytical solutionfor a completely sliding contact is
given as a reference. The numerical results differ from the analyticalsolution of a sliding cylinder, because
the cylinder has rolled over and the stick area is moved towards the leading edge (right). This can be
explained by the mesh distortion due to the tangential load. In the Hertzian theory it is assumed that the
contact area and pressure distribution are not influenced by the tangential load. The results of the second
case are given in figure 7. The analytical solution for a rolling contact between two cylinders is given as a
reference. When loadP andQ are applied at the same time, the sticking zone moves towards the leading
edge. The influence of the tangential load on the contact pressure, explains the differences between the
numerical and the analytical solution.
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Hence, normal loading is described correctly, tangential loading results incombinations of finite rolling and
slip. The contact algorithm converges to the final solution. In the subsequent section a transient dynamic
analysis is presented.

3.2 Bouncing ring

To validate the contact algorithm in a dynamic analysis and to evaluate the influence of friction, an elastic
ring is considered. It is launched horizontally and due to gravity the ring willbounce on a rigid surface, as
depicted in figure 8. The ring has an outer radius of 0.5 m and an inner radius of 0.2 m. At the initial time
step (t = 0 s), point A is locatedh = 0.5 m above the surface and the ring moves with a constant speed of
10 m/s in positivex-direction. The other parameters are: Young’s modulusE = 1000 Pa, Poisson’s ratio
ν = 0.3, the densityρ = 1.0 kg/m3, and gravitational constantg0 = 9.81 m/s2. After startup, one second of
the ring’s movement is simulated with a time step∆t = 0.01 s. Within the total period the ring has touched
the surface twice. As in the previous section, Coulomb’s friction model is applied with µ = 0 andµ = 0.1.

In figure 8 the first two bounces of the ring on the surface are shown bya series of snap shots. For point A,
which is located on the bottom of the ring, the displacementuy, velocity u̇y and nodal forcefy are plotted
as a function of time. Concerning the time it takes for point A to touch the surface, the numerical solution
is similar to the analytical solutiont =

√
2h/g = 0.32 s. In the period of contact the velocity of A is zero

and the nodal force is positive (compressive on the ring). The contactinduces vibrations of the ring, which
explains the lower height of the ring at the second bounce. The influenceof friction is shown in figure 9,
whereµ = 0.1. In the contact zone a friction force is acting in the negativex-direction, which induces a
rotation in the ring. As a result of the rotation the ring bounces earlier compared to the frictionless case. The
current Lagrangian finite element model is not able to model large rotations correctly. In the tyre/road contact
model an advanced finite element model will be used to model large deformations [11]. The simulations of
the horizontal launch illustrate the working of the contact algorithm in dynamic cases, with slip and small
rotations. Although the dynamic results look promising, experimental validation isneeded and is in progress.

4 Conclusions

The new contact algorithm, in which the contact condition is satisfied exactly, isapplied in a two-dimensional
finite element formulation. The algorithm is robust and stable and convergesto the correct solution, without
the use of contact elements or contact parameters. Another major advantage of the new approach is the
possibility to speed up the algorithm by using multigrid. The application of multigrid within the finite
element formulation is necessary because of the large calculation times at highfrequencies. The description
of frictionless and frictional contact behaviour is validated by numerical simulations of a Hertzian contact.
Normal and tangential loading are considered with a Coulomb friction model. The application is not limited
to static cases only, since the algorithm is successfully applied in a dynamic simulation. In the future,
multigrid will be coupled to finite elements and anisotropic material behaviour will beadded. The final goal
is to compute the vibrations and radiated noise pattern of a profiled tyre rolling on a road.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the identification of nonlinear black-box simulation models for a continuously variable,
semi-active damper for a passenger car. Two model classes are considered and compared. While both
classes have an output error model structure, the first class applies a polynomial approximation function and
the second uses a neural network. The identification procedure automatically selects the regression variables
by means of a state of the art model structure selection technique. Experimental validation of the proposed
method shows that the obtained models are able to accurately simulate the dynamic damper behaviour.

1 Introduction

In order to improve the comfort and handling characteristics of a conventional passive car suspension, the
automotive industry, often in cooperation with research centers and universities, has invested a lot of effort
in developing active and semi-active suspension systems [4]. In fully active suspensions, the conventional
passive spring-damper combination is replaced by an actuator. The major drawbacks of these type of systems
are their high energy consumption and their limited reliability. As an alternative, semi-active suspension sys-
tems have been developed. In these systems, the passive damper is replaced by an electronically controlled
variable damper. Two types of semi-active dampers are currently applied in car suspensions: the magneto-
rheological damper, that alters the damping ratio by changing the viscosity of a magneto-rheologic fluid, and
the continuously variable, telescopic hydraulic damper in which the damping ratio is adjusted by changing
the orifice of a current controlled valve.
The inherent nonlinear dynamics of these semi-active dampers complicate the controller design. Swevers et
al. [14] have developed a parameterized, model-free control structure that can be tuned based on the direc-
tions of a test-pilot. However, the road tests required for tuning the controller are time consuming and costly.
A full vehicle simulation model, including the semi-active damper dynamics, would allow to overcome this
inconvenience.
This paper discusses the identification of dynamic simulation models for a continuously variable, semi-active
damper that can be integrated in a full vehicle simulation model. To the authors knowledge, results on mod-
elling and identification of this type of semi-active dampers have not yet been published. In the past, a lot of
effort has been invested in developing models for passive hydraulic dampers and magneto-rheological (MR)
dampers, ranging from complicated physical models [3] to nonlinear black-box models [9], [5], [12]. Some
of these models are briefly described in section 3, since these results are useful for the development of the
electro-hydraulic semi-active damper model.
Black-box models use general mathematical approximating functions to describe the systems input-output
relations. Hence, the most important advantages of these modelling techniques are the computational effi-
ciency, both in model identification as in simulation, and the limited physical insights required to develop
these models. However, one of the most difficult issues in developing a black-box model is the selection of
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regression variables. Piroddi and Spinelli [11] have developed an identification procedure based on simu-
lation error minimization. This procedure is capable of simultaneously optimizing the model structure and
estimate the model parameters. The procedure has been applied by Leva et al. [5] to identify a simulation
model for the dynamic behaviour of a magneto-rheological damper.
In this paper, this state of the art technique for the model structure selection will be applied in the identifi-
cation procedures for two classes of nonlinear black box models. The first class uses a polynomial output
error model structure (POE). However, polynomial models suffer from some inconveniences. Firstly, esti-
mating the parameters of a POE model is a difficult task. In order to reduce the computational load, the
parameter estimation is performed by using the equivalent polynomial NARX model structure instead of the
desired POE structure. This yields suboptimal values for the model parameters. Secondly, since the number
of candidate regressors in a polynomial model grows exponentially with the number of input variables and
past model outputs, which makes the model structure selection a cumbersome and computationally intensive
task. The polynomial models are said to suffer from the curse of dimensionality.
The second model class applies a neural network output error model structure (NNOE) [13] to describe the
nonlinear damper dynamics. Nørgard et al. [7] have developed an efficient algorithm to estimate the param-
eters of NNOE model. To select the regressors for this model type, the state of the art technique based on
simulation error minimization used to identify the polynomial model, has been adopted.
It will be shown that the proposed identification procedure for the neural network based output error model
allows to obtain easily an accurate description of the nonlinear damper dynamics based on input-output mea-
surements.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the considered semi-active damper, while section 3
briefly reviews some literature about the modelling of passive and magneto-rheological dampers. The next
section introduces the considered black box model structures, followed by a discussion on the identification
procedure that includes the model structure selection algorithm and the parameter estimation method. The
experimental validation of the identified models is presented in section 6, while the last section contains
some conclusions and suggestions for improvements.

2 Working principle of the semi-active damper

A classic passive damper consists of a cylinder filled with oil and a rod connected to a piston, which contains
a calibrated restriction called the piston valve (see figure 1 left). The change in volume caused by the rod
moving in or out of the cylinder is compensated for by oil flowing in or out of the accumulator (accu) through
the base valve. The pressure drop over both the base valve and the piston valve results in a damping force
acting on the piston.
The construction of the considered telescopic hydraulic semi-active damper hardware (see figure 1 right)
corresponds to that of a passive damper in which the piston and base valve are each replaced by a check
valve. A current-controlled cvsa-valve1 connects the upper and lower damper chambers. The current to
this valve is limited between i− = 0.29A and i+ = 1.6A, which corresponds to the least and most restrictive
positions of the valve (i.e. open and closed), respectively. When the rod moves upwards (positive rattle
velocity, i.e. rebound of the suspension), the piston check valve closes and oil flows through the cvsa-valve.
Because the volume of the rod inside the cylinder reduces, oil is forced from the accumulator into the cylinder
through the base check valve.
When the rod moves downwards (negative rattle velocity, i.e. compression of the suspension), the piston
check valve opens. Because the volume of the rod inside the cylinder increases, the base check valve closes
and oil flows from the cylinder into the accumulator through the cvsa-valve. A low/high current to the
cvsa-valve corresponds to a small/large restriction yielding a low/high damping ratio.

1 cvsa: continuously variable semi-active valve
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Figure 1: Working principle of a passive and a semi-active damper.

3 Damper modelling

The electro-hydraulic semi-active damper is an evolution of the conventional passive damper, as explained
in section 2. As a consequence, the two devices exhibit a similar dynamic behaviour, including hysteresis
and saturation. Results obtained in the modelling of passive dampers can thus be an interesting source of
information for the development of a black-box semi-active damper model.
Duym et al. developed a complicated continuous time physical model, see [3] and the references therein.
However, the identification of the model parameters is cumbersome and simulation is slow. This motivated
the application of nonlinear black-box modelling techniques to describe the dynamic damper behaviour. Pa-
tel and Dunne compared a neural network based NARX model, using damper velocity and temperature as
inputs, with the physical model of Duym. They have shown that the identification is much easier in the first
case, while obtaining the same level of accuracy with both models [9]. Duym also developed a nonlinear
black-box model based on the restoring force method [2]. He reported that models which include the damper
acceleration as input yield a higher accuracy than those using the damper displacement.
A lot of effort has been invested in the modelling of magneto-rheological dampers. Spencer et al. [15] pro-
posed a grey-box approach using the Bouc-Wen model to describe the hysteresis of the device. More recently,
nonlinear black-box modelling techniques have been applied to describe the dynamics of MR dampers. Leva
and Piroddi developed a polynomial NARX model, while Savaresi used a neural network based NARX model
and demonstrated that the proposed model outperforms the grey-box model developed by Spencer [12].
Savaresi included the damper displacement and velocity in the regression vector.
In this paper, the aim is to develop a discrete time, black-box simulation model of a electro-hydraulic semi-
active damper. Therefore, the performance of two model classes will be compared: polynomial and neural
network based output-error models. Both classes have good approximation characteristics and are able to
describe the complex dynamics of the damper. However, it will be shown that the NNOE is easier to identify
and yields a higher accuracy.

4 Non-linear black box output error models

This section introduces the polynomial and neural network based output error model structures which will
be used to describe the dynamics of the semi-active damper. The identification procedure for both model
classes is discussed in the next section.

The identification of a discrete time black-box model for a dynamic system [13] is the problem of finding
a parameterized relation, g, between the past observed inputs utn = [u(tn−nk), ...,u(tn−nk−nb+1)] and outputs
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ytn = [y(tn−1), ...,y(tn−na)] and the current output, y(tn):

y(tn) = g(utn−1 ,ytn−1 ,θ)+ν(tn) (1)

where θ represents the parameter vector and ν an additive noise term. nk refers to a pure delay in the
system, while na and nb are the number of elements of the output and input variables selected to describe
this relation g. Remark that for a multiple input system, u(tn) is a column vector with as many elements as
there are elements as there are input variables. For the considered model structure nb and nk can be selected
individually for each of the input variables.
Sjöberg et al. [13] have shown that the relation g can be split into two mappings: a first one φ maps the
past inputs and outputs into a regression vector ϕ(t) and a second ψ maps the regression vector to the output
space:

y(tn−1) = ψ(ϕ(tn),θ), (2)

where ϕ(tn) = φ(utn ,ytn).
Since the aim is to develop a simulation model for a semi-active damper, no measured outputs are allowed in
the regression vector. Therefore, an output-error (OE) structure is adopted for the regression vector, which
only depends on the past inputs and model outputs ŷ, up to time tn−1:

ϕ(tn) = φ [ ŷ(tn−1) ... ŷ(tn−na) u(tn−nk) ... u(tn−nk−nb+1) ] (3)

Next, the polynomial and neural network based models and their decomposition in the mapping are dis-
cussed.

4.1 Polynomial OE-model

The polynomial output error model is characterized by following equation:

ŷ(tn) =
nϕ

∑
n=1

(
ci

nu,i

∏
j=1

upu j
j (tn−d j)

ny,i

∏
k=1

ŷpyk(tn−dk)

)
, (4)

where ci the model parameters and nϕ represents the number of terms. The regression variables of this model
class are the products of the past observed inputs, u j(tn−d j), and model outputs, ŷ(tn−dk), raised to a certain
power p and subjected to respectively the delays d j and dk. Hence, the ith element of the regression vector
is:

ϕi(tn) =
nu,i

∏
j=1

upu j
j (tn−d j)

ny,i

∏
k=1

ŷpyk(tn−dk) (5)

The second mapping of the model, from the regressor space to the output space, consists of a weighted sum
of the regressors. Figure 2 gives a schematic representation of the polynomial model structure. The part in
front of the product layer corresponds to the first mapping step of the black-box model. The second mapping,
is represented by the summing in the last part of the scheme. The TDL-rectangles represent a tapered delay
line applied to the inputs and the model output.

4.2 Neural network based OE-model

A neural network can be defined as a system of neurons that are connected into a network by a set of weights
[7]. The principle of a neuron is illustrated in figure 3: it is a processing element that weights its inputs, sums
them and then returns the corresponding value of its activation function fi. The input 1 represents the bias of
the weighted sum.
The network used in the semi-active damper model is a multi-layer perceptron network. The neurons of such
a network are arranged in layers and the inputs of the neurons in a particular layer are the outputs of the
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the POE model structure.

Figure 3: A neuron: y = ∑n
j=1 wi ju j +wi0

neurons in the previous layer. The last layer is generally referred to as the output layer, the other layers are
called hidden layers. For the considered application, a network with one hidden layer of hyperbolic tangent
(sigmoid) neurons:

fi(x) = 1− 2
e2x +1

, (6)

and a linear output layer is selected. It is proven [1] that this type of networks is able to approximate any
kind of continuous function given that the hidden layer contains a sufficient number of nodes.
The overall transfer function of such a network is given by:

ŷ(tn) = g(ϕ(tn),θ) =
nh

∑
j=1

Wj f j

(
nϕ

∑
i=1

w jiϕi +w j,0

)
+Wi,0, (7)

where nh is the number of neurons in the hidden layer and nϕ is the number of variables in the regression
vector.
The total model structure is represented schematically in figure 4. The part in front of the input layer cor-
responds to the first mapping step of the black-box model, which consist of a simple delay operation on the
inputs. The second mapping, the neural network, is represented in the last part of the scheme. Consequently,
the input layer represents the regression vector extended with 1 to enable a bias in the model. The arrows
connecting regressor variables with the hidden nodes or the output of the hidden nodes with the output node
represent the weights of the neural network.

The following two sections discuss the identification procedures for the previously discussed black box
model classes.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the NNOE model structure.

5 Iterative identification procedure

One of the most difficult aspects of black-box modelling is the selection of the regressor variables: which
variables and how many elements of each variable are necessary and sufficient to describe the systems dy-
namics. A possible source of information is physical insight in the modelled system. From the literature
review presented in section 3, the damper displacement, velocity, acceleration and of course the control cur-
rent are selected as possible inputs.
For the identification of the polynomial damper model, a state of the art technique, proposed by Piroddi and
Spinelli [11], is applied. The same principe is used to develop an identification procedure for the neural
network based model.

5.1 Identification procedure for the POE model

Several algorithms have been proposed to select the optimal regression vector automatically (see [11] and the
references therein), but none of them guarantees an optimal solution. In general, these algorithms proceed
iteratively: at each iteration step a regression variable is added according to some criterion, followed by
an estimation of the model parameters. The algorithm continues until a desired accuracy is reached or no
improvement can be realized by adding more regression variables.
Here, the regressor selection procedure proposed by Piroddi and Spinelli [11], is used, mainly because of
its successful application to identify a polynomial NARX model for a MR damper [5]. Figure 5 shows a
flow diagram of the iterative identification procedure. The different steps of this procedure are now briefly
discussed.
Initialization: At the start of the procedure, the user has to provide the measured input/output data, an initial
model structure and a set of candidate regression variables. For the polynomial model of equation 4, the
candidate set consists of every possible product of n or less observed inputs and past model outputs, raised to
a power pi. The set of candidate regressors is limited by the maximum number of factors, n, the maximum
admitted delay dmax, and power pmax.
Before starting the iterative identification procedure, the parameters of the initial model are estimated.
Model evaluation: At the beginning of each iteration step, the performance of the model from the previous
iteration or of the initial model, when the identification procedure is in its first iteration, is evaluated by
calculating the mean square simulation error (Jk):

Jk =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

(y(tn)− ŷ(tn))2. (8)
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Figure 5: Flow diagram of the identification procedure.

Regression vector extension: This part of the procedure selects the additional regression variable that yields
the largest model performance improvement. In order to accomplish this, for each possible extension of the
regression vector with one element, the model parameters are estimated and the mean square simulation error
performance index is calculated. The variable that yields the largest reduction of this performance index is
selected.
Pruning: First, the parameters of all submodels obtained by eliminating one of the regression variables are
estimated and evaluated using the above mentioned performance index. Second, if the best reduced model
yields a performance improvement with respect to the model of the previous iteration, it is selected as the
new model. This pruning continues until all models with fewer regressors yield a worse performance than
the model of the previous iteration step.
Stop: The identification procedure is stopped when no model structure can be found that yields a better
performance, the performance index is below a certain threshold value or a maximum number of iteration
steps is reached.
The threshold value used in the stop criterion obviously determines the length of the regression vector: in-
creasing this threshold value for the performance index yields a shorter regression vector.

Parameter estimation for the POE model
The polynomial output error model (equation 4) is nonlinear in the parameters ci, due to including the past
model outputs in the regressors. As a consequence, the estimation of the model parameters is a time consum-
ing and cumbersome task [11]. Therefore, the parameters estimation will be performed using the equivalent
polynomial NARX model structure, which is linear in the parameters since the past system outputs are used
as regressors instead of the past model outputs:

ŷ(tn) =
N

∑
n=1

(
ci

nu,i

∏
j=1

upu j
j (tn−d j)

ny,i

∏
k=1

ŷpyk
k (tn−dk)

)
. (9)

The parameter estimation problem can be formalized in the following way: given a set of measurement data

ZN = {[u(tn),y(tn)],n = 1, ...,N},
the model parameter vector θ̂ can be found by solving optimization problem:

θ̂ = argmin
θ
{VN(θ ,ZN)}, (10)

where VN(θ ,ZN) is the objective function, expressing the distance between the model output and the mea-
sured system output.
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For the polynomial NARX model, the corresponding optimization problem can be solved with a linear least
squares algorithm, see eg. [6], in case a quadratic objective function is used:

VN(θ ,ZN) =
1

2N

N

∑
n=1

[y(tn)− ŷ(tn|θ)]2. (11)

This method is commonly referred to as the prediction error minimization (PEM). However, a nonlinear
model estimated using a PEM method, can turn instable when evaluated as an output error model. Therefore,
the identification procedure includes a simulation error minimization condition, as explained above.

5.2 Identification procedure for the NNOE model

The identification procedure for the neural network based output error network is analogous to that for the
polynomial model. Obviously, there are however some minor differences, for instance in the selection of the
set of candidate regressors and in the parameter estimation.
The set of candidate regressors for the neural network model is limited by the number of delays (nk) and
elements (na and nb) for each variable that may be included in the regression vector. Hence, the set of
candidate regressors is much more restricted than in the case of a polynomial model, which results in less
models to be compared in the regression vector extension step of the the identification procedure (see figure
5). This lowers the computational load and speeds up the identification procedure.
In addition, the algorithm does not optimize the network size and number of hidden nodes each time a new
regression vector is selected in the extension and pruning steps of the algorithm. The number of hidden nodes
is fixed at the beginning. One could include an additional loop in the algorithm to optimize the network size,
but this will increase the computational cost considerably. Adequately choosing the size of the network at
the start of the identification procedure, yields satisfactory results.

Parameter estimation for the NNOE model
The parameters of the neural network are estimated using the methods implemented in the Neural Network
Based System Identification Toolbox (NNSYSID) [8]. The basic concepts of the applied methods will be
reviewed in the following. For a more detailed treatment of the matter, the interested reader is referred to [7].
The most commonly used objective function for the estimation of the neural network parameters is following
regularized least squares error criterion [13]:

VN(θ ,ZN) =
1

2N

N

∑
n=1

[y(tn)− ŷ(tn|θ)]2 +
1

2N
θ T Dθ , (12)

where D is the weight decay term and often chosen as a diagonal matrix D = αI, with α the weight decay.
The regularization term in the objective function, 1

2N θ T Dθ , prevents overfitting of network parameters. The
regularization has also a smoothing effect on the objective function and hence will allow the optimization
algorithm to proceed faster.
The least squares problem (12) can be solved numerically by a second order thrust-region optimization
method, such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Details of this method can be found in general text
books about numerical optimization, e.g. [6]. The calculation of the derivative of the objective function
with respect to the network weights can be calculated much more easily for this neural network based model
than for the polynomial model. Nørgard [7] demonstrated that this derivative can be obtained by filtering
the partial derivative with a time-varying filter. The method can have convergence problems when the filter
has instable roots. However, in proximity of the optimum, this should not occur. This implies that the
initialization of the network weights should be close to the optimum. Therefore, the NNSYSID toolbox
initializes the weights of the NNOE-model with those of the corresponding NNARX-model.
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6 Experimental validation

This section discusses the experimental validation of the proposed black-box modelling approaches on a
passenger car semi-active damper. First, the measurements and data processing procedures are explained.
Next, the parameter estimation and the validation of the obtained models are discussed.

6.1 Experiments and data pre-processing

The measurements are performed on a position controller hydraulic test-rig at the Monroe European Tech-
nical Center of Tenneco Automotive: the semi-active damper is excited by a hydraulic actuator, imposing
a predefined damper displacement. Figure 6 shows the semi-active damper mounted on the test-rig. The
component of the semi-active damper with the fastest dynamics is the cvsa-valve, which has a response time
of about 10 ms. Therefor, the generated damper force, the realized displacement and the current are sampled
10 times faster, at 1000 Hz. The same sampling frequency is used to build the model.

Figure 6: the semi-active damper mounted on the test-rig.

For the displacement a random phase, periodic multisine excitation is used [10]:

xr(t,χ) =
F

∑
k=−F

|Uk|e j2π fmaxkt/F+ jχk , (13)

with fmax the maximum frequency of the excitation signal, F (∈ N) the number of excited frequency compo-
nents and the phases χ = [χ1, ...,χ f ]T of the multisine, a realization of an independent uniformly distributed
random process on [0,2π). The maximum frequency of the excitation signal is 30 Hz, since the bandwidth
of the test-rig actuator is limited. The length of the signal is 65.536 s. The amplitudes are chosen such
that the damper displacement has a pink spectrum: the excitation amplitudes decreases proportional with the
frequency. Since the response of the semi-active damper is expected to be dependent of the excitation level,
measurements at four different excitation levels are performed:

• M 1: displacement between -12.5 mm and 12.5 mm,

• M 2: displacement between -25 mm and 25 mm,

• M 3: displacement between -37.5 mm and 37.5 mm,

• M 4: displacement between -50 mm and 50 mm.
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The phases of the multisines (13) are chosen randomly, such that the excitations are mutually independent.
The use of periodic multisine excitations offers an important advantage for the calculation of the damper
velocity and acceleration: it can be performed in the frequency domain, since the fourier transform of a
periodic signal can be calculated exactly. Measurement of multiple periods also permits filtering of noise in
the frequency domain [10].
The current excitation, which varies between i− = 0.29 A and i+ = 1.6 A is a bandwidth limited periodic
random signal of the same length as the displacement excitation. The spectrum of the signal is flat up to 10
Hz and first order characteristic at higher frequencies. The bandwidth of the signal is limited to 100 Hz. The
power spectrum of the current signal corresponds to that of an industrial suspension system controller [14].
Figure 9 shows the force-velocity characteristic obtained for measurement M 3.

Figure 7: Measured Force-velocity diagram of the semi-active damper for a broadband displacement and
current excitation.

6.2 Evaluation of the identified model

The identification procedures for the polynomial and neural network based models discussed in the previous
section (4), are applied on the data set of the medium level excitation M 3. The inputs of the model are the
damper displacement, velocity, acceleration and the current applied to the cvsa-valve. At initialization, the
regression vector consisted in both cases of the damper velocity, the control current and the model output
of the previous sample time. Table 1 gives an overview of the allowed variables in the regressors of the
polynomial model. The number of variables in each regressor is limited to two. With these restrictions, the
set of candidate regressors contains over 2000 elements. As a consequence, over 2000 different models have
to be estimated and evaluated at each iteration step of the identification procedure. This clearly illustrates
the major inconvenience of the polynomial models, being the infinite number of possible regressors.

variable powers delays
xr 1,2,3 0,1,2
vr 1,...,5 0,1,2
ar 1,2,3 0,1,2
ic 1,2,3 0,1,2

Table 1: Allowed delays and powers for the variables in the regressors of the polynomial model

For the identification of the neural network based model, the set of candidate regressors contains less el-
ements. The algorithm was allowed to extend the regression vector with the delayed values of damper
displacement xr, velocity vr, acceleration ar, current i or the simulated damper force F̂ . The maximum delay
was limited to 3 samples. The used neural network has one hidden layer of 14 nodes with a sigmoid acti-
vation function and a linear output layer. The number of nodes in the hidden layer has been determined by
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some trial and error and is a compromise between model accuracy and complexity.
For the parameter estimation, the first 20000 samples of the data set were used, while the remaining samples
were used for the model evaluation.
To limit the computational time, the identification procedure for the polynomial output error model was
stopped after 50 iteration steps. At that point, the procedure had selected a model containing 30 regressors,
which are listed in table 2. The identification procedure for the neural network based model returns following

1 F̂d(tn−1) v3
r (tn)ic(tn−2) v2

r (tn)ar(tn−2) ar(tn−1)i2c(tn−2)
ar(tn)i3c(tn−2) v4

r (tn−2)i2c(tn−2) v2
r (tn)F̂d(tn−1) xr(tn)ic(tn−2) v3

r (tn)ic(tn−1)
ic(tn)F̂d(tn−1) vr(tn)i2c(tn−1) xr(tn)vr(tn) ar(tn)F̂2

d (tn−2) v4
r (tn−2)F̂d(tn−2)

vr(tn−2)F̂2
d (tn−2) v5

r (tn−2)F̂2
d (tn−2) vr(tn)xr(tn−2) i3c(tn−1)F̂d(tn−1) vr(tn−2)ar(tn−2)

ar(tn)F̂2
d (tn−1) v5

r (tn)ic(tn−2) ic(tn)F̂2
d (tn−1) vr(tn)i2c(tn) vr(tn−2)a3

r (tn−1)
vr(tn−1)F̂2

d (tn−2) vr(tn−1)i3c(tn−1) i2c(tn)ar(tn−1) vr(tn)a3
r (tn−3) ar(tn)i3c(tn−1)

Table 2: Regressors of the polynomial model

optimal regression vector:

ϕ(tn) = [ F̂(tn−1) F̂(tn−2) xr(tn−2) vr(tn−2) vr(tn−3) ar(tn−1) i(tn−2) i(tn−3) ]T .

The iterative identification procedure stopped after 10 iteration steps since the method could not add a
regressor to the model structure that yielded an improved performance (see section 5). Figure 8 shows the
evolution of the MSSE along the iteration steps of the identification procedures. The identification of the
NNOE model clearly requires less iteration steps and yields a more accurate model. As explained above, the
number of candidate regressors is much lower for the identification of the NNOE model, such that the steps
of this procedure executed faster than those of the identification procedure for the POE model.

Figure 8: Evolution of the MSSE as a function of the iteration steps of the identification procedures of the
POE (blue) and NNOE (green) models.

To quantify easily the accuracy of the obtained simulation model, the relative root mean square simulation
error (rrmsse) is used:

rrmsse =

√
∑N

n=1[y(tn)− ŷ(tn)]2√
∑N

n=1 y(tn)2
.100%. (14)

Figure 9 shows the simulated damper force for a part of the validation set of measurement M 3, obtained
with the identified NNOE model and compares it with the measured damper force. The rrmsse-value of this
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simulation is 5 %. The POE yields similar results, therefore the graph of the simulated damper force for this
model is omitted.

Figure 9: Damper force simulated with the identified nnoe-model.

Since the semi-active damper exhibits a highly nonlinear dynamic behaviour, it is expected that the system
response is amplitude dependent. Table 3 shows the rrmsse-values obtained with both identified models
for all four sets of available data. This table shows that the neural network model yields a more accurate
description of the damper dynamics. The table also demonstrates that the identified models are able to
simulate the behaviour of the damper equally well for all except the lowest level of excitation. This is
because the damper exhibits a significantly different behaviour at low damper velocities, which are dominant
in data set M 1, due the nonlinear flow characteristics of the damper valves [3].

M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4
POE 15.7 % 8.0 % 6.5 % 6.6 %
NNOE 10.6 % 6.6 % 5.0 % 5.2 %

Table 3: Rrmsse-values obtained for the simulation of measurements at different excitation levels

To evaluate the regression vector found by the identification procedure for the NNOE model, the accuracy of
the identified model and those of the models obtained by omitting one of the input variables in the regression
vector are compared. The reduced regression vectors considered in this comparison are:

ϕ1(tn) = [ xr(tn−2) vr(tn−2) vr(tn−3) ar(tn−1) ...

i(tn−2) i(tn−3) ]T ,

ϕ2(tn) = [ F̂(tn−1) F̂(tn−2) vr(tn−2) vr(tn−3) ...

ar(tn−1) i(tn−2) i(tn−3) ]T ,

ϕ3(tn) = [ F̂(tn−1) F̂(tn−2) xr(tn−2) ar(tn−1) ...

i(tn−2) i(tn−3) ]T ,

ϕ4(tn) = [ F̂(tn−1) F̂(tn−2) xr(tn−2) vr(tn−2) ...

vr(tn−3) i(tn−2) i(tn−3) ]T .

Table 4 summarizes the rrmsse-values for the different reduced models. It is obvious that the omission of the
model output variables (ϕ1) has the largest influence on the model accuracy.

7 Conclusions

An iterative identification procedure, based on simulation error minimization [11], has been applied to iden-
tify a polynomial output error model for an electro-hydraulic, continuously variable, semi-active damper of
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ϕ ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3 ϕ4

rrmsse 5.0 % 8.8 % 5.5 % 5.9 % 5.3 %

Table 4: Rrmsse-values obtained for the NNOE models with the different regression vectors

a passenger car. However, the selection of candidate regression variables for a polynomial model is a cum-
bersome task. The number of possible regression variables for this model class grows exponentially with an
increasing number of input variables and past model outputs.
Therefore, an analogous identification procedure was developed to identify neural network based output er-
ror model. Due to the good approximation characteristics of sigmoidal neural networks and the efficient
parameter estimation algorithms, the efficiency of the identification procedure and the accuracy of the ob-
tained model could be improved considerably.
The identified NNOE damper model includes damper displacement, velocity, acceleration, current and the
simulated damper force in its regression vector. These variables are available in a multi-body simulation en-
vironment, such that the proposed model can be easily incorporated in a full-vehicle simulation model. The
damper model is able to simulate the measured damper forces accurately, up to a error margin of 5 %, except
at very low damper velocity. Extension of the working range of the simulation model to lower velocities
through optimal experiment design techniques, will be the subject of future research.
To improve the efficiency of the identification procedure even further, there will be investigated whether
nonlinear correlation coefficients [16] can be applied as a heuristic to limit the set of candidate regression
variables at each iteration step.
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Abstract
The well known wave equation describes isentropic wave propagation. In this equation, non-isentropic
boundary layer effects are neglected. This is allowed if the characteristicdimensions of the acoustic domain
are large with respect to the thickness of the boundary layers. However, in small acoustic devices such as
hearing aid loudspeakers, the boundary layer effects are significantand can not be neglected. A model that
describes viscothermal wave propagation is needed to model such devices.
For viscothermal wave propagation, the compressibility of air depends on the thermal behavior that can
range from adiabatic to isothermal. Moreover, the propagation behavior can range from propagation with
negligible viscosity to propagation with negligible inertia (Stokes flow). This complete range is accurately
described by thelow reduced frequency model. This model’s major drawback is that it is only defined for
simple geometries such as thin layers and narrow tubes. It is not valid for arbitrary geometries.
To overcome this drawback, a three dimensional viscothermal finite element has been developed. Like the
LRF model, it covers the complete range from isothermal Stokes flow to isentropic acoustics. As opposed to
the LRF model, the viscothermal finite element can be used to analyze complicatedgeometries.
This paper presents the weak formulation of the finite element. Furthermore, two examples are presented in
which the results of the finite element models are compared to measurements.

1 Introduction

The response of miniature acoustic transducers, like hearing aid loudspeakers, is influenced by the viscos-
ity and heat conduction of air. Therefore, these devices cannot be described by models based on standard
isentropic acoustic equations. Unfortunately, not many models are availablefor viscothermal wave propa-
gation. The low reduced frequency (LRF) model is an accurate option, but it is only defined for simple tube
and layer geometries in which the wave propagation is effectively one dimensional or two dimensional; see
Beltman [1]. The finite element presented in this paper is intended to model threedimensional viscothermal
wave propagation, possibly in complicated geometries.

Viscothermal effects occur in boundary layers near walls. If these boundary layers are very small compared
to the characteristic lengths of the geometry, it is usually possible to use isentropic acoustic models. In the
other limit, when the geometry is much smaller than the boundary layer would be in open space, it is possible
to use isothermal (compressible) Stokes flow models. In this limit, the fluid behavior cannot be called wave
propagation anymore, because inertia is neglected. Nevertheless it is useful to think of viscothermal wave
propagation as fluid behavior in between these two limits. Both the LRF model andthe presented finite
element is accurate for this complete range. Clearly, near either limit it is usuallysensible to use a simplified
model that describes this limit’s behavior. Nevertheless, for the wide rangein between these limits, the
finite element for viscothermal wave propagation is a flexible, widely applicable modeling tool and a useful
addition to LRF models.
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Finite elements for viscothermal wave propagation have been published previously by Malinen [2] and
Nijhof [3]. The element presented in this paper uses the same weak formulation as presented in Nijhof,
but a different discretization. For completeness, a brief overview of thetheory is presented in this paper.
More details can be found in the mentioned references. The symbols used inthis paper are listed in table 1.

Symbol Description Value Unit

v Velocity vector m s−1

T Temperature perturbation K
p Pressure perturbation Pa
ω Angular frequency rad s−1

τ Viscous stress tensor Pa
κ Heat conduction coefficient 0.0254 W m−1 K−1

ρ0 Quiescent density 1.1859 kg m−3

T0 Quiescent temperature 296.15 K
p0 Quiescent pressure 101325 Pa
c0 Speed of sound 345.8707 m s−1

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure 1009.6 J kg−1 K−1

µ Dynamic viscosity 18.266·10−6 Pa s
λ Second viscosity -1.2177·10−6 Pa s
δbl Boundary layer thickness m
i Imaginary unit
I Identity matrix
Ω Domain m3 (or m2)
Γ Boundary of domainΩ m2 (or m)
∇ Gradient operator m−1

∆ Laplacian operator m−2

· Inner product
: Double dot product
vT Transpose ofv
vH Conjugate transpose ofv
vt test function corresponding tov

Table 1: Nomenclature, with used values

2 Theory

Viscothermal wave propagation is a subproblem of fluid dynamics which, under the continuum assumption,
can be modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations. Constitutive behavior hasbeen modeled by Fourier’s law
for heat conduction, the Newtonian fluid assumption for viscosity and the perfect gas laws for the equations
of state. Finally, linearization and Fourier transformation lead to the set of equations (1) used for the finite
element for viscothermal wave propagation. The set consists of the momentum equation (1a), the energy or
enthalpy equation (1b) and the continuity equation (1c).

iωρ0v −∇ · τ +∇p = 0 (1a)

iωρ0CpT − κ∆T − iωp = 0 (1b)

∇ · v − iω
T0

T + iω
p0

p = 0 (1c)

The degrees of freedom (DOFs) are the components of the velocity vector v, the temperatureT and the
pressurep. The terms with the viscous stress tensorτ and the heat conduction coefficientκ are responsible for
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the viscothermal effects. Without these terms, the set of equations can be reduced to the acoustic Helmholtz
equation. The viscous stress tensorτ is a function of the velocity DOFs:

τ = λ (∇ · v) I + µ
(
∇v + (∇v)T

)
(2)

A weak formulation is created from the set of Navier Stokes equations (1) by multiplication with test func-
tionsvt, T t andpt respectively, followed by integration over the domain. Next, Stokes’ divergence theorem
is applied to the last two terms in the momentum equation and the second term in the enthalpy equation. This
reduces all second order derivatives to first order derivatives and creates useful weak boundary terms (total
force and heat flux). The resulting weak formulation is:∫

Ω

(
τ :

(∇vt
)

+ iωρ0v · vt − p
(∇ · vt

))
dΩ =

∫
Γ

(p + τ · n) · vt dΓ (3a)

∫
Ω

(
κ (∇T ) · (∇T t

)
+ iωρ0CpTT t − iωpT t

)
dΩ =

∫
Γ

κ (∇T ) · nT t dΓ (3b)

∫
Ω

(
∇ · v − iω

T0
T + iω

p0
p
)

pt dΩ = 0 (3c)

Discretization of this set of weak equations yields the viscothermal finite element. Lagrange shape functions
of second order are used for the velocity components, the temperature and their corresponding test functions
(v, vt, T andT t), and Lagrange shape functions of first order are used for the pressure and the corresponding
test functions (p andpt). Using equal order shape functions for all DOFs would result in a unstable element.
This finite element has a so called mixed formulation, because the continuity equation and the pressure DOF
could have been eliminated from the set. The domain equations can be made symmetric but not Hermitian
symmetric (K = KT 6= KH ) by multiplication of the enthalpy equation (3b) with−T−1

0 and the continuity
equation (3c) with−1. The natural boundary conditions then determine whether the complete system matrix
becomes symmetric or not.

The total number of boundary conditions (BCs) that needs to be specifiedon each boundary is four: one
thermal BC and three mechanical BCs (one in each direction). The thermal BC can be either temperature
(essential), or heat flux (natural), and the mechanical BC can be either velocity (essential), or force (natural);
see table 2. For example, a symmetry boundary is modeled with zero normal velocity, zero tangential forces
(in two directions) and zero heat flux. Natural BCs can be an expression as function of the DOFs. This can
be used to apply impedance BCs for example.

Boundary condition Weak equation Essential Natural

Normal mechanical Momentum (3a) Normal velocity Normal total force
Tangential mechanical Momentum (3a) Tangential velocity Tangential viscous force∗

Thermal Enthalpy (3b) Temperature Heat flux
∗ The tangential total force equals the tangential viscous force, becauseit is independent of the pressure.

Table 2: Applicable boundary conditions

3 Experimental validation

Results of viscothermal FEM calculations are compared to impedance tube measurements. The impedance
tube, see figure 1(a), is a practical measurement device to calculate a sample’s absorption coefficient at
normal incidence. During the measurement, a broadband signal is applied tothe speaker and the pressure
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Sample

Microphones

Speaker

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic overview of the impedance tube setup, (b) Photo ofthe cylindrical layer resonator,
(c) Photo of the broadband resonator

perturbation is measured with two microphones. The absorption coefficientcan be calculated from the two
measurement signals and the known distance between the microphones.

Two samples were measured. Both are resonators that are influenced byviscothermal effects:

• a simple cylindrical layer resonator, optimized to reach an absorption coefficient of 1 at its resonance
frequency, see figure 1(b)

• a more complicated broadband resonator with twenty tubes, see figure 1(c). It has been optimized by
Hannink [5] for a high absorption coefficient between 1 and 2 kHz.

Both resonators were optimized using LRF models, which is possible becauseof the simple geometries
involved. Clearly, the viscothermal finite element has been developed for more complicated geometries.
Therefore, the presented experiments only serve as an experimental validation.

3.1 Cylindrical layer resonator

An axi-symmetrical viscothermal FEM model is used to model the cylindrical layer resonator shown in
figure 1(b). The used FEM formulation is obtained by writing the weak form, equation (3), in cylinder
coordinates. Next, the angular velocity, its test function and all angular derivatives are set equal to zero.
Last, all remaining equations multiplied with the radial coordinate to prevent divisions by zero.

Figure 2(a) shows the FEM model. Only a small part of the impedance tube is modeled and the chamfers of
the resonator are ignored. The impedance tube has a radius of 50 mm. The resonator’s length is 70 mm, its
layer thickness is 1 mm and its inner diameter is 42 mm. An adiabatic, unit normal force boundary condition
is applied to the upper pressure measurement surface to excite the model. After solving the FEM problem,
the absorption coefficient can be calculated from the pressures on the two pressure measurement surfaces.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show some post processing results at the plot area near the resonance frequency. The
axial velocity profile changes near the outflow opening of the resonator.In figure 2(c), the radial velocity
magnitude is shown. The line on which it is zero is curved to the nearby impedance tube wall. The dashed
line in the plot clearly illustrates this effect.
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Figure 2: (a) Axi-symmetrical FEM model, (b) Magnitude of Axial velocity, (c) Magnitude of radial velocity
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Figure 3: Absorption coefficient of the cylindrical layer resonator
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The cylindrical layer resonator has a simple geometry that can be modeled bya one dimensional LRF net-
work model; see Van der Eerden [4]. Such a model does not accuratelydescribe the mentioned three dimen-
sional effects near the outflow of the resonator. Nevertheless, these effects can be approximately modeled
with an end correction. The well known acoustic end correction for baffled tubes is8r

3π with r the tube
radius. This tube radius can be expressed as twice the outflow surface area divided by the circumference
length. Using the same reasoning for an infinitely long layer yields an end correction of 8h

3π , with h the layer
thickness1. This end correction seems to work well in this case, because the estimated absorption coefficient
of the cylindrical layer resonator corresponds well to the FEM model andto the measurement; see figure 3.
Both the finite element and the LRF network model can describe this resonatoraccurately.

3.2 Broadband resonator

The broadband resonator shown in figure 1(c), is optimized for high absorption between 1 and 2 kHz; see
Hannink [5]. An LRF network model was used to optimize the radii and lengthsof the tubes. The optimized
resonator was built using slightly different dimensions, for ease of manufacturing.

Figure 4 compares the measured response of the resonator to its LRF modelwith baffled tube end corrections
and to its LRF model without end corrections. Although the models roughly matchthe measurements, neither
is very accurate. This might have been expected, because the 3D outfloweffects at the the open tube ends are
not correctly taken into account in the LRF models; neither with baffled tube end corrections nor without end
corrections. Inevitably, the outflow of a tube is affected by neighboring tubes, especially if the tube lengths
are nearly equal. Therefore, standard end corrections can not be used. Likely, either a measurement or a
FEM model is required to find accurate end corrections for this particular resonator. Perhaps an isentropic
acoustic FEM model suffices, but this hypothesis has not been examined.

A three dimensional viscothermal FEM model was made of the resonator including a part of the impedance
tube; see figure 6. This is a large model, especially because it contains manysurfaces with boundary layers.
The model contains 500,000 DOFs, even after some ideas to reduce the model size have been applied:

• The walls on which the viscothermal effects can be neglected are modeled withslip and adiabatic
boundary conditions (identical to symmetry BC). These walls are the closed tube end surfaces and the
surface of the impedance tube and they are blue in figure 6.

• The viscous boundary layer thickness is estimated asδv ≈
√

µ
ρ0ω and a somewhat larger boundary

layer mesh is used in the tubes.

The results of the calculations are shown in figure 5. The absorption coefficient has been determined in a
similar way as in the model of the cylindrical layer resonator. The FEM model isaccurate for frequencies
up to 1450 Hz, because it can accurately describe the three dimensional outflow effects of the tubes. The
start and stop frequencies of the absorption range are also accuratelypredicted in the FEM model. Above
1450 Hz, the model only roughly corresponds to the measurement. Figure 5also shows the results of a FEM
calculation with a coarse mesh with 200,000 DOFs. The results above 1450 Hzare different, which indicates
that the results have not completely converged to the solution of the underlying equations. Therefore, the
original FEM model might be improved by using a finer mesh.

1The viscothermal finite element can be used to calculate viscothermal baffled tube end corrections, or, better in this case, baffled
layer end corrections. For simplicity, the mentioned end correction of8h

3π
has been used here.
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Figure 4: Absorption coefficient of the broadband resonator, LRF model
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Figure 5: Absorption coefficient of the broadband resonator, FEM model
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Figure 6: The broadband resonator model. The blue surfaces are modeled with adiabatic slip walls. The
boundary layer mesh is visible at the tube ends.

4 Conclusion

A finite element for viscothermal wave propagation has been presented in this paper. It is intended to solve
problems that cannot be modeled by the LRF model because of their complicated geometries. Examples of
applications are miniature acoustic transducers and MEMS devices.

Impedance tube measurements of two samples were compared to the FEM calculations and the results match
well. However, the limitation of the presented finite element in three dimensional problems is the required
computer hardware. Careful meshing of three dimensional problems is required to reduce the problem size
as much as possible.
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Abstract 
An efficient numerical method is proposed to reduce time and memory resources during computation of 
vibro-acoustic response of large fluid-structure coupled systems including porous elastic materials, such as 
a fully trimmed car. This method, called "trim-cutting" method, is presented and applied to multilayered 
sound insulators covering the car body structure. Significant memory and time reduction have been 
achieved for both a simple test case and a real vehicle.  
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
For the acoustic comfort of driver and passengers, the car cabin must be insulated from outside noise such 
as engine noise, road noise and wind noise. Trimmings materials are applied to the dashboard, the floor 
and the roof; these trimmings are made of layers of porous elastic materials covered or not by a heavy 
layer. Typical design of sound insulation treatment consists in two layers: a heavy layer and a foam (or 
felt) layer. The performance of such treatment depends on two factors, the mass of the heavy layer and the 
thickness of the foam (or felt). However, this design provides a good sound insulation performance with 
an important added mass to the car. During the past few years, sound package suppliers developed new 
insulation concepts to satisfy the weight reduction requirement from automotive companies and their new 
propositions include three, four or five layers components [1-4]. Typically, an automotive trimming is 
composed by wide and thin multilayer component. 
 

To predict the vibro-acoustic behavior of a car with all its porous elastic trimmings (dash insulator, floor 
carpets, seats …) in middle frequency range, one can use a finite element software [5-6], which is able to 
compute efficiently the vibro-acoustic response of large size fluid - structure - poroelastic media problem, 
as done for a fully trimmed car. However, because of the trimming dimensions and the number of thin 
layers with different materials, the finite element model of car trimmings can reach a large amount of 
nodes and elements. Computation of such large models can become very time consuming (between twelve 
and fifteen hours) and assuming that the computation server has enough memory to solve the problem. 
Because of these memory and time issues, some trimmings are poorly meshed: for example, it is common 
to detect elements with large aspect ratio in trimmings, to substitute a multilayer by a single layer of an 
approximate equivalent porous material, to use equivalent fluid element instead of poroelastic element ... 
or to exclude some trimming components  in the model. 
  

This paper investigates an efficient method to save time and memory without losing the prediction's 
accuracy and without developing new functionalities in the used commercial finite element software [5]. 
This method is called "trim-cutting method" and the main idea is to consider the original trimming 
component as the assembly of smaller components. But the simulation software does not allow coupling 
between trimmings: with the trim-cutting method, a large and relatively thin multilayer is modeled by 
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smaller pieces, which do not have any displacement or pressure continuity relations between each other, 
while continuity relations stay valid between each trim pieces and the fluid cavity and/or the structure. It 
will be shown that this hypothesis provides accurate results on both simple plate-cavity system and real 
sedan car when applied to the inner dash insulator and floor carpets. 
 
II. Problematic of Trim-Cutting Method 
 
The FE software [5] used in the present study allows coupling between structure and cavity, structure and 
trimming, cavity and trimming, but not between two different trimming components. Two trimmings can 
share a common interface, but it is assumed that there is no communication through the common interface 
between adjacent components (neither pressure nor displacement continuity conditions). If two trimmings 
are made of porous materials, shear and compression waves existing in the first trimming would not 
propagate through the common interface into the second trimming and vice versa. 
 

It is shown below that the proposed trim-cutting method is valid for most automobile trimmings and 
significantly save time and memory during the computation without loss of precision. As an example, one 
will consider the configuration presented on Figure 1: plate - felt layer - cavity. The felt layer mesh owns 
32 000 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). For demonstrating the reduction of memory and time resources, the felt 
layer has been divided either in two meshes or in four meshes. Table 1 summarizes the memory and the 
time required during the calculation. A 15% and 22% time reduction and a 45% and 67% memory 
reduction has been achieved when the original trimming has been respectively divided in two and four 
meshes. 
 

 

 

 
Felt 
Layer 

Degrees of 
Freedom 
per Meshes 

RAM Used 
during 
Calculus 

Calculus 
Time 

 

1 Mesh 
 

32 676 1.95 Go 5h 26min 
 

2 Meshes 
 

16 916 1.06 Go 4h 38min 
 

4 Meshes 
 

8 756 0.64 Go 4h 14min  

 

Figure 1: Cutting Example Table 1: Time and Memory Resources used during  
Computations with a One-Felt-Layer Trimming 

 

 
This above example shows that dividing the trimming into smaller meshes leads to a significant reduction 
of the time and memory resources required. In the mean time, it becomes critical to estimate how the 
results are biased by this method. 
 
III. Numerical Model of the Simple Test Case 
 
To investigate the influence of the trim-cutting method, a numerical model is built. It is made of three 
domains: a cavity (fluid domain), a steel plate (structure domain) and between them, a porous multilayer 
(complex domain). The cavity is a 0.64 m3 air volume, meshed with 35x35x35 mm linear hexahedrons 
elements (in the vicinity of the trimming, 35x35x5 mm elements are used). Such element size provides 
accurate prediction of the sound pressure level in cavity up to 2400 Hz (four elements per wavelength). 
The steel plate is of square shape and two millimeters thick. It has clamped boundary conditions on its 
four edges and is meshed with 35x35 mm shell elements (quadratic quadrilateral elements). Two porous 
multilayer trimmings are considered in this case study. The first one is made of one layer of 15mm thick 
felt and the second one of one layer of 15mm felt covered by a 3mm heavy layer; the heavy layer faces the 
cavity. The cavity and the plate are coupled with the porous multilayer (coupling conditions depending of 
the multilayer) and there is no direct coupling between plate and cavity; no holes in the trimming. The 
plate is excited by ten independent nodal forces. The results, presented in the following sections, are an 
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average of the ten different load cases. Three quantities are investigated: the sound pressure level in the 
cavity and the averaged normal acceleration and pressure on the surface of trimming coupled with the 
cavity. The fluid and structure modal basis are build to contain all modes up to 3200Hz (respectively 1956 
and 219 modes), in order to reconstitute with a good accuracy the pressure in the cavity and the plate 
displacements.  
 
IV. Trim-Cutting Method Applied to a Simple Porous Layer 
 
In this first case, the trimming is a 15mm layer of felt, currently used in automobiles; its mass per surface 
unit is 0.9 kg/m². The boundary conditions of the trimming are: sliding with the plate (normal 
displacement of plate equal normal displacement of trimming interface), perforated with the cavity and 
sliding on the trimming edge. The trimming is meshed by four identical layers of 400 quadratic 
hexahedrons and has 32 676 d.o.f. (the enhanced (u,p)-formulation for poroelastic materials [7-8] is used 
in the simulation software; there are four d.o.f. per node). As show at Figure 2, the calculations have been 
carried out on the felt layer undivided then divided in two and four meshes. 
 
 

 Figure 2: Uncut trim mesh and trim cutting in two and four meshes 
 
 
Figure 3 presents the computed sound pressure levels on the trimming material and in the cavity and the 
normal acceleration for the three meshing configurations of the trimming: uncut and divided in two and 
four meshes. In order to compare the computed results, Figure 3 also presents the difference in dB for the 
three trimming meshing configurations. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Trim-Cutting Method applied to a Porous Layer 
Trim surface is the one coupled with cavity 
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The trim-cutting method, applied to a thin porous layer, has no influence on the pressure in cavity (less 
than 0.1dB), whereas some differences (1dB) are noticed on the trim surface. Also, the two mesh cutting 
provides more interesting as the difference with the uncut trim is weaker than with the four mesh cutting. 
A simple porous layer can be represented by two or four meshes with a good accuracy at high frequencies 
and according to the results summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1, the trim-cutting method allows one to cut 
down the time and memory requirements for carrying out the FE calculations. 
 
V. Problematic of the Classical Felt with Heavy Layer Trimming 
 
This kind of two material layers trimming (2L-trimming) has very good sound insulation properties, but 
contrary to a simple porous layer trimming, its sound absorption has very limited performance. It also has 
a coincidence frequency, as for a standard double wall system. This coincidence frequency depends on the 
heavy layer mass and felt thickness [4] (and naturally on felt itself) and is an important parameter of a 2L-
trimming. If the trim-cutting method is used for a 2L-trimming, one must insure that this does not affect 
the sound insulation properties and the vibro-acoustic response at the coincidence frequency. 
 
V-1 Soft Heavy Layer  
 
A 2L-trimming, made of a 15mm felt layer and a 3 kg/m² elastomer heavy layer, is considered. The 
elastomer is a soft material and is modeled as an isotropic elastic material; the felt is the same as in part 
IV. The felt layer is bonded to the steel plate (continuity of displacement on all nodes at the felt/plate 
interface) and the heavy layer is airtight and coupled with the cavity. Due to coupling conditions between 
materials in a trimming, the felt layer and the heavy layer are bonded (continuity of displacement on all 
nodes at the felt/elastomer interface). As in part IV, Figure 4 presents the computed sound pressure levels 
and the acceleration computed for the three meshing conditions: undivided and divided in two and four 
meshes. Differences are also presented for comparison purposes. 
 

The trim cutting of a 2L-trimming, bonded on a plate and covered by a low stiffness heavy layer, induces a 
limited accuracy loss: less than 1dB difference with acoustic pressure and acceleration on the trimming-
cavity interface (except with anti-resonance estimation near 1000Hz) and less than 0.25 dB difference with 
the acoustic pressure within the whole cavity (except near 220Hz, the coincidence frequency of the felt - 
heavy layer system).   
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Trim-Cutting Method applied to a Felt - Elastomer 2L-Trimming  
The trim surface is the heavy layer, coupled with cavity. The felt is coupled with the steel plate 
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V-2 Influence of Coupling Condition between Felt Layer and Structure 
 
A 1mm air layer is inserted between the felt layer and the plate. The air layer is included in the trimming 
mesh, not in the cavity mesh, and aims to cancel the displacement continuity condition between felt and 
steel plate. In automobiles, acoustic insulators are not glued and there is a thin air layer. This is 
particularity important to be taken into account in the FE models. Figures 4 and 5 (first line) show there is 
a strong behavior difference between a trimming bond on the structure and a trimming totally separated 
from the structure by a thin air gap.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Trim-Cutting Method applied to a Felt - Elastomer 2L-Trimming with an Air Gap  
Trim surface is the heavy layer, coupled with cavity (the air layer separating the plate and the felt) 

 
 
The trim-cutting method is valid with 2L-trimmings including an air gap to cancel displacement coupling 
between the felt layer and the structure: less than 1dB difference with acoustic pressure and acceleration 
on the trimming-cavity interface and less than 0.25 dB difference with the acoustic pressure in the whole 
cavity (except near 220Hz, the coincidence frequency of the felt - heavy layer system). The coupling 
conditions between the 2L-trimming and the structure have no influence on the trim-cutting method 
efficiency. 
 
V-3 Influence of heavy layer material 
 
Figure 6 illustrates the sensitivity of results obtained with the trim-cutting method with respect to two 
parameters corresponding to the Young modulus (E) and the mass density (ρh) per unit area of the heavy 
layer. Figures 6.a and 6.b show the results obtained for two heavy layers of mass density ρh = 3 kg/m2 and 
ρh = 6 kg/m2 .The errors become significant (>1 dB) when the Young Modulus E exceeds 5 GPa for the 
first case (a) and 10 GPa for the second case (b). For classical 2L-trimming, the Young modulus of the 
heavy layer is lower than these values; so the trim-cutting method can be applied to automotive trimmings. 
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                                                           (a)                                                       (b)  
 

Figure 6: Influence of Young modulus and mass on the trim-cutting method accuracy. 
(a) mass density per unit area ρh = 3 kg/m²  (b) mass density per unit area ρh = 6 kg/m² 

(E: Young modulus, ρ: mass density and h: layer thickness)  
 
 
V-4 Conclusions on 2L-trimmings 
 
It has been shown that the trim-cutting method works well only if the heavy layer is soft and light enough. 
In addition, it appears for both one-porous-layer and two layers trimmings that the two meshes cutting 
gives better results. And finally, boundary conditions between trimming and structure have no influences 
on the reliability of the trim-cutting method.  
 
 

 

2L-trimming 
with 

Elastomer Layer 

 

Degrees of 
Freedom 
per Meshes 

 

RAM Used 
during 
Calculus 

Calculus 
Time 

 

1 Mesh 
 

35 238 2.32 Go 7h 26min 
 

2 Meshes 
 

18 238 1.25 Go 6h 20min 
 

4 Meshes 
 

9 438 0.72 Go 5h 23min  
 

Table 2: Time and Memory Resources used during  
Computations with the Felt Layer + Elastomer Layer Trimming 

 
 
Table 2 summarizes memory and time used during simulations with felt and elastomer heavy layer. When 
trimming is divided in two meshes, a 46% memory reduction and 15% time reduction are observed. With 
four meshes, the gains reach 69% and 27% respectively. These results have same order of magnitude as 
the ones with the single porous layer. Note that modifying heavy layer material does not change time and 
memory resources used during computations because degrees of freedom in meshes stay the same.  
 
VI. Application to Car Trimmings 
 
In order to test the suggested strategies on a real industrial case, the trim-cutting method is now applied to 
a car cabin (with cavity and whole structure) rather than the supported plate presented in the previous 
sections. The FE model considered includes the following trimmings: the two front seats, the rear bench, 
the floor carpets and the inner dash insulator (Cf. Figure 7). The two front seats and the rear bench are 
modeled as uniform foam blocks. Trim-cutting method will not be implemented on these parts. Definition 
of a front floor carpet and a rear floor carpet is not an application of trim-cutting method but the actual 
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layout of the car components. This is the same for the inner dash insulator which is made of two different 
pieces (Cf. Figure 8, entire meshes line).    

  
Figure 7 : Trimmings in a Sedan Car 

Inner Dash Insulator, Front and Rear Carpets, Front Seats and Rear Bench 
 
 
Both floor carpets are 2L-trimmings made of a felt layer covered by a thin and soft heavy layer. The felt 
layer thickness is uniform; the heavy layer density and thickness too. Inner dash insulators are also 2L-
trimmings. The felt layer thickness and the heavy layer density vary. Two paddings are incorporated in the 
felt layer and covered by heavy layer. Driver padding material is a compressed felt and rear passenger one 
is modeled as an elastic material. The trim-cutting method can be implemented for all heavy layers of 
floor carpets and inner dash insulator. 
 
 

 Inner Dash Insulators Front & Rear Floor Carpets 
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62.824 d.o.f. 35.596 d.o.f. 47.070 d.o.f. 56.494 d.o.f. 

 
   2 
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30.947 + 32.294  d.o.f. 18.724 + 17.868 d.o.f. 23.780 + 23.480 d.o.f. 28.057 + 28.927 d.o.f. 
 

Figure 8 : Trim-Cutting Method applied to Inner Dash Insulator and Floor Carpets 
 
 
For the FE simulations, a monopolar sound source of a 1 m3/s2 flow is located near the driver left ear. 
Acoustic pressures are computed at the windshield and rear window locations. Twenty-five "microphones" 
(fluid mesh nodes where computed pressure are stored before post-processing calculations) are dispatched 
on both windows. Results are presented on Figure 9. The differences in sound pressure level between the 
FE computations conducted on the entire mesh and with the trim-cutting method are less than 0.5 dB.  
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Figure 9 : Influence of Trim-Cutting Method on Sound Pressure Level 
Estimated on Windshield and Rear Window 

 
 
The trim-cutting method allows a gain of 600Mo memory (20% reduction) and thirty minutes on 
computation time (6% reduction). In direct calculation (i.e. calculation with original uncut trimming 
meshes), the most memory-consuming trimming is the big piece of inner dash insulator with 63 000 
degrees of freedom. With trim-cutting method, the most memory-consuming trimming becomes the rear 
bench mesh, with 56 000 degrees of freedom, which was not divided in two meshes. The weak 
computation time reduction is a consequence of large number of trimmings (eleven when the trim-cutting 
method is applied): for each trimming, an impedance matrix must be computed. This impedance matrix is 
a square matrix, which dimension is the sum of fluid and structure modes number. 
 

No memory resources would be spared by dividing the floor carpets and the dash insulators in four meshes 
if the rear bench mesh is not divided or stays finely meshed, and the computation time saved would be 
anyway required for dividing the trimmings in four meshes. 
 
Conclusions 
 
A trim cutting method, allowing reduction of computing time and saving memory during calculation of the 
frequency response of coupled fluid - structure - porous elastic systems, has been presented and tested for 
both a simple case and a real application case in automobile industry. The trim-cutting method can be 
applied to different types of trimming: made of one simple porous layer with or without heavy layer. 
Outside the scope of this article, the trim-cutting method has been successfully tested with others 
multilayers such as porous - porous 2L-trimmings, porous - heavy layer - porous 3L-trimmings or porous - 
heavy layer 2L-trimmings including local air gaps. This method has proved to be particularly relevant for 
modeling wide and thin multilayered sound insulators covering structure as complex as a car structure. 
The influence of the multilayer total thickness has not been investigated, however maximum thickness 
used for simulation is 30mm for simple test cases. Nevertheless, it appears that it is useless to divide the 
original mesh into an excessive number of meshes: first, the error increases (it has been noticed that a two 
meshes cutting allows a better estimation of the system vibro-acoustic response than a four meshes 
cutting) and secondly, the time saved by the method is less than the time needed to create the divided 
meshes. Finally, pressure and acceleration cartography on trimming meshes divided by trim-cutting 
method should be avoided because errors on trim surface results could increase.   
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Abstract 
Several analyses carried out to estimate the attenuation due to the presence of a noise barrier, have as a 
starting point the calculation method proposed by Maekawa. Maekawa has established a curve to predict 
the insertion loss behind barriers. However, this model has some limitations which have been the subject 
of many studies. This paper presents the results of numerical simulations on simple 2D cases (performed 
with the acoustical software ACTRAN) and comparisons of these results with others based on more 
accurate prediction methods than the Maekawa curve. The final aim of this study is to provide a more 
efficient prediction model for the noise barrier design. It implies developing a new numerical method in 
order to cover efficiently the whole frequency range. 

1 Introduction 

Problems related to the environment are currently a major societal concern; among which those associated 
to noise, especially in urban areas. Facing this emerging and growing problem, some major actors in the 
environmental field such as the Brussels Institute for Management of the Environment (IBGE-BIM) or the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) have carried out various studies [1-3] 
and proposed some norms to prevent efficiently this societal scourge. There are obviously many sources of 
noise, but within the framework of this work, we will focus on traffic noise, together with a way to reduce 
it by using noise barrier. Depending on the level of intervention, many techniques are currently used to 
reduce traffic noise: reduction on the source side ("silent engines", more efficient road surface), reduction 
on the receiver side (windows and walls insulation), and reduction during the sound propagation (barrier 
on the way). This paper will focus on this latter possibility. 

Maekawa [4] is a pioneer in the design and analysis of noise barrier. As it will be seen in more details in 
section 2, Maekawa carried out a series of works whose aim is to give an estimation of the level of noise 
reduction in the presence of an acoustical screen, more specifically the level of noise in the shadow area 
created behind the screen. In order to achieve such estimation, he gives a measure of the attenuation or 
more precisely the insertion loss (IL), parameter comparing the noise levels with and without screen 
(eq.1).  
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From his experimental results, Maekawa has established a curve (Maekawa curve cited in [4]) to estimate 
the attenuation of acoustic pressure field behind a straight thin semi-infinite screen, in the presence of a 
point source. However, Maekawa model is an empirical one. This model shows some limits [5-7] which 
are discussed in section 2.1 and which have motivated some researchers [8-11] to propose much more 
efficient models (see in section 2.2). 

The aim of this paper is to highlight by a numerical approach (2D numerical simulations) the limitations 
of Maekawa model. The major challenge is to propose a numerical model more effective than empirical 
Maekawa model in order to estimate the insertion loss and which takes into account the actual conditions 
(screens of finite size, coherent and incoherent line sources, reflections on the ground…). The problem is 
clearly a problem of sound wave propagation in a quiet fluid, and thus governed by the Helmholtz 
equation (2) and appropriate boundary conditions. Another challenge is the performances. Accurate 
acoustic simulations are required until medium frequencies where it has already been shown that classical 
methods like Finite Element Method (FEM) or Boundary Element Method (BEM) are ineffective [12-13] 
(see section 3.4). 

 

 02 =+ pkp∆  (2) 

 

2 State of the art 

2.1 Maekawa model 

2.1.1 Assumptions and limitations 

 
Figure 1: Propagation phenomena in presence of a noise barrier (according to [3]) 

As it can be seen in figure 1, there are three main physical phenomena in presence of an acoustical screen: 

• Diffraction when sound waves are attenuated on the edges of the screen; as a result, attenuation 
mainly depends on geometrical characteristics.  

• Transmission when sound waves are propagated through the screen; it is easy to control because it 
only depends on screen material properties. 

• Reflection when sound waves are reflected on the screen, in the case of a rigid screen for instance. 

To estimate the noise reduction behind a screen, Maekawa works is only based on experimental data. He 
assumes a semi-infinite thin and rigid screen in a free field. So, the only physical phenomena that he 
considers are reflections on the screen and diffraction on the top of the screen [5]. Maekawa does not take 
into account reflections on the ground or wall transparency for instance [10]. And, as it will be seen in the 

Reflection 

Transmission 

Diffraction 

Noise barrier 

Source of noise 
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section 3.2, reflections on the ground can have a significant influence on final results. In addition, in actual 
conditions, a noise barrier of finite length and with a certain thickness not negligible is to be considered.  

2.1.2 Maekawa results 

Maekawa presents his experimental data in a curve which represents the attenuation (in dB) as a function 
of the Fresnel number. The Fresnel number N is a ratio of the path difference (the difference in distance 
between the diffracted path and the direct path of sound) to the half of a sound wavelength (see fig.2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Maekawa experience [4] 

With his results, Maekawa shows that the attenuation increases linearly with the Fresnel number or 
decreases with the frequency according to the following equation: 

 

 )Nlog(IL 20310 +=  (3) 

 

where IL  is the insertion loss and, 
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2.2 Overview of recent results 

Many other studies have been conducted to give a formulation of the sound level attenuated by a thin 
barrier. The main goals were to improve Maekawa results and to find a convenient form for numerical 
implementation. Based on Maekawa curve, Kurze and Anderson [9] propose a more accurate formula than 
(3): 
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More recently, Menounou [10] modifies Maekawa curve from a single curve with one parameter to a 
family of curves with two Fresnel numbers ( 21, NN ). Each curve corresponds to a different 2N  and 

provides IL  versus 1N  for several types of incident radiation (plane, cylindrical, and spherical), not only 

a spherical radiation (Maekawa). The first Fresnel number 1N  is the conventional Fresnel number and is 
associated to the relative position of the source to the barrier and the receiver. The second Fresnel 
number 2N  is associated to the relative position of the image source to the barrier and the receiver. 

Similarly to 1N , 2N  is defined as the extra distance that the sound travels from the image source to the 
receiver after diffraction by the edge of the barrier, normalized by half the wavelength of the incident 
wave (Eq. 7 and fig.3). 
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Figure 3: Menounou experience [10] 

 

By using a modified Kurze-Anderson empirical formula, Menounou shows that the IL behind a barrier for 
all three types of incident radiation (plane, cylindrical, and spherical waves) can be expressed as follows: 

 

 spc ILILIL +=  (8) 
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where F denotes Fresnel integrals [14]. 

 

3 Results  

3.1 Context and assumptions 

Simulations are carried out with the acoustical software ACTRAN [15] following two axes: first, we want 
to estimate the noise level in the shadow zone behind the screen and to compare the results to existing 
benchmarks. For this first part of simulations, we test different cases: no screen, thin screen, thick screen, 
screen with a shape on his top or absorbent screen. In the second part of simulations, we estimate the 
insertion loss (IL) and compare the results with those of Maekawa and Menounou (section 3.3). 

The noise reduction due to an acoustical screen may be influenced by several factors such as: 

• The height of the screen and distance source-screen and receiver-screen. 

• Weather conditions (wind, temperature…). 

• Absorbent properties of screen material. 

• Screen shape and reflections (on ground or on screen in the case of reflective screen). 

According to IBGE-BIM [2] and OECD [3], a noise barrier must reduce noise by at least 5 dB (A) with 
reduction levels up to 10 dB (A) to 15 dB (A) in the shadow zone. And the screen becomes totally 
transparent to receivers located at more than 200 m from the screen because of sound waves attenuation 
into atmosphere. 

3.1.1 Source 

We mainly focus on traffic noise and have chosen 56.8 dB (A) which corresponds to 60 dB as source 
noise level knowing that traffic noise is within the range 55 dB (A)-75dB (A) [3]. In contrast to Maekawa 
who considers a point source and therefore an omnidirectional radiation, Actran software offers the 
opportunity to model a 2D linear source and so a cylindrical radiation. This latter case is closer to reality. 
Indeed, in actual conditions of noise barrier related to traffic or rail noise sources are linear and they are of 
two types [11]: 

• Coherent line sources which can be seen as a continuous distribution of point sources aligned 
along a straight line and all correlated (case of Actran simulations). 

• Incoherent line sources which can be seen as a distribution of point sources not correlated to each 
others and aligned along a straight line (case of road traffic). 
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3.1.2 Mesh 

The analysed domain presents an inner and outer region as shown in Figure 4. We assume that, the inner 
region is a square area of 8 m side which is meshed with quadrilaterals elements (4 nodes) and by using 
linear shape functions (FEM). The outer region is meshed with infinite elements. 

The sound pressure field depending on shape functions iN  and node pressureip  is given by the following 

approximation: 

 

 ∑=
nodes

i
ii pNP         (11) 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Mapped domain 

 

3.1.3 Others assumptions 

For all the simulations, we set the frequency to 500Hz. By using a rule of the thumb which recommends 
the use of 10 linear elements to approximate a wavelength (more details in section 3.4), the number of 
elements required is 118 elements. In order to improve the results, we generate a mesh of 300 over 300 
elements. We will discuss the limitations of this approximation in section 3.4. 

 

3.2 Numerical results 

Figure 5 shows results of simulations with a source placed at 5m of noise barrier and 30cm above the 
ground. 

Source 
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Bounded domain 

Unbounded 

Rigid ground 
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3.2.1 Simulations of screen effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         (a)                                                                                        (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5: Pressure distribution in dB. (a) with a thin rigid screen, (c) with a thick rigid screen 
(thickness e = 50 cm), (d) with a T-shape rigid screen 

 

Compared to the case without screen of figure 5a, it can be seen that in presence of a rigid thin screen 
(Fig. 5b), a shadow zone appears behind the screen where the noise is highly attenuated (10 - 15 dB) 
compared to that emitted by the source (60 dB). We also notice on figure 5b the presence of ripples which 
shows the combined effect of reflections on the screen and on the ground both supposed rigid. 
Considering the thickness of screen (Fig. 5c), we can see the effects of diffraction on the top of the screen. 
Moreover, we get a better shadow zone than the case without thickness (Fig. 5b). In order to improve 
diffraction on the top of the screen, we have added a T-shape as shown in figure 5d. As a consequence, a 
better shadow zone than the two previous cases appears.  
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3.2.2 Thin absorbent screen 

Another way to increase even more the noise attenuation is to act on the material properties of the screen, 
the type of absorbent for instance. An absorbent material is characterized by its absorption coefficientα . 
We choose the material used in Vulcasteel insulation panels [16], with 8.0=α  at a frequency of 500 Hz. 
That implies admittance value of the material is 00162.0=nA . It is this latter parameter that is used in 

the simulations. The assumptions being the same as those in figure 5, the result of the simulation with an 
absorbent screen with such admittance is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Pressure distribution in dB with an absorbent thin screen 

We note that the shadow zone is much more clear and uniform as in all previous cases; and the noise 
inside is significantly reduced (0 - 5 dB). This is the most effective case in reducing the noise level in the 
shadow zone. 

3.3 Comparisons with Maekawa model 

To bring out more clearly the limitations of Maekawa model, we have conducted a comparison between 
this result with Menounou’s one and with results obtained by numerical simulations. The result of this 
comparison is shown in Figure 7 where we have represented the attenuation IL  in the shadow zone 
created behind the screen depending on Fresnel numberN . We assume a source at 2 m from the screen 
and 1 m above the ground, and a receiver at 4 m from the screen and 1 m above the ground. The screen 
has a height of 2 m and is supposed rigid as the ground. Because the source is linear in the Actran 
simulations, we choose the same type of source for Menounou’s method, which implies a vertical decay 
(see equation 10 for cylindrical waves) compared Maekawa model which assume a point source. We 
present at the same time the result obtained with the Kurze-Anderson model. 
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Figure 7: Attenuation (dB) as a function of the Fresnel number.  

Comparison between analytical and numerical solutions. 

As announced earlier, this result confirms that Maekawa and Kurze-Anderson results are very close, with 
greater accuracy for the Kurze-Anderson model (see discussion in section 2.2). In the same experimental 
conditions that Maekawa, but getting closer to the actual conditions of traffic noise particularly about the 
type of source (linear source), Menounou gives a result easier to compare with simulation results. The 
existing condition of this curve is determined by those of Fresnel integers, that means 61.N ≥ [11]. The 
major difference is coming from simulations results where we can see many peaks. These peaks reflect 
reflections on the ground and on the wall, and interactions between incident and reflected waves. This 
result shows that to estimate the insertion loss (IL) related to traffic noise and in actual conditions, 
Maekawa model is not very effective because it does not take into account reflections, and moreover it 
considers only a point source. Another important remark is that Menounou result seems to represent an 
average of numerical result. It would be interesting in future works to analyze this noisy simulation curve 
and find the link with Menounou or Maekawa result. 

3.4 Finite element limitations and introduction to PUM method 

Actran software uses the Finite Element Method (FEM) to simulate noise propagation in the medium. The 
Finite Element Method is a deterministic approach in which meshes have to be generated such that the 
waves can be represented accurately by polynomial shape functions. This means that meshes are 
frequency dependent. A general rule of the thumb which is widely used advocates the use of 6 to 10 
elements to approximate a wavelength in the solution. This rule has the virtue of simplicity, but has been 
shown to be invalid for short wavelength problems for which Ihlenburg and others [17-19] have shown 
that the error (in relative 1H  semi-norm) of the acoustic finite element solution for the Helmholtz 
equation is composed of two terms, interpolation (a) and pollution error (b): 
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where h is the size of the mesh, p the polynomial degree of the shape functions and ( )p,lminm =  if we 

assume that the exact solution is of regularity1+l . Equation (12) shows that if the wave number 
k increases, the pollution error increases too. This shows that the FEM method is restricted to low 
frequencies. This equation also shows that keeping the term kh constant while increasing the frequency is 
not sufficient to ensure a constant error. The effect this relation is that the mesh should contain more than 
the classic 6 to 10 elements per wavelength when applied to shortwave problems in acoustics. But if we 
refine the mesh, the CPU time increases, this is another problem related to FEM method. Several methods 
have been proposed to reduce the numerical error, see Thompson [20] for a review. In pursuit of the same 
objective and in order to cover the whole frequency range by reducing the CPU time, we intend to develop 
for our future simulations a new numerical method based on the Partition Unity Method (PUM) applied to 
Finite and Infinite Element [21-23] generalized for infinite domains 

 

4 Conclusions and future 

This paper briefly describes one of the most widely used methods to estimate the noise attenuation due to 
the presence of a noise barrier: the Maekawa curve. In order to highlight the limitations of this purely 
empirical approach (reflections or type of source for instance), a comparison is made both with other 
recent methods but also with a numerical approach based on finite element method by focusing on traffic 
noise. The long-term purpose of this work being to develop in the case of traffic noise, a numerical 
method more accurate and more effective than Maekawa method to estimate the attenuation or insertion 
loss (IL), a set of simulations were performed with the acoustical software Actran, in conditions close to 
reality (source, frequency band…) and for various configurations of screens (rigid, absorbent…). 

It is clear from these results that Maekawa method gives a good idea of attenuation due to the noise barrier 
but it is a simplified approach of the reality which is based on a set of assumptions. A numerical approach 
based on the finite element method would give a more accurate result but, as shown in this paper, such an 
approach also has its limits, particularly in terms of CPU time (complex cases requiring a large mesh), 
frequency range (limited to low frequencies) and accuracy (dispersion and interpolation error). One 
solution envisaged to overcome these limits and also to increase performance and accuracy of calculations 
to medium frequencies at least, is by using the Partition Unity Method (PUM). So in our future works, we 
will develop a numerical method based on PUM approach to estimate the insertion loss and therefore, to 
design noise barriers more effective than the existing ones. 
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Abstract
This article presents a procedure for optimising the placement of poroelastic material onto a flexible plate
coupled to an air cavity, with the aim of reducing the noise radiated by the plate inside the cavity. A numerical
method is presented to compute the solution of this problem when a monopole harmonic excitation is applied
on the bottom of the fluid.This coupled problem is solved numerically with a finite element method based on
Lagrange hexahedral elements in the fluid and four node Mixed Interpolated Tensorial Component elements
in the plate. The behaviour of the absorbing material on the plate is simulated by means of wall impedance.
The procedure put forward is based on a calculation of the element’s sound radiation rate, searching for
optimum configurations in a given frequency range. Finally, a few numeric examples are given.

1 Introduction

This article will focus on minimising the noise emitted within a cavity by a flexible plate, through the strategic
placement of poroelastic materials (commonly known as sound absorbing materials).

The configuration to be analysed is a hexagonal air cavity with rigid surrounding walls, except for one which
is flexible; we will assume that this flexible wall is a thin plate. The reason for studying this configuration is
that in practice, many structures in the world of engineering (car bodywork, aeroplane fuselage, boat hulls,
lift cars, household-appliances panels, etc.) are manufactured based on an assembly of thin elastic plates to
create a cavity. The vibration of these plates often produces undesirable sound effects, which would cost
manufacturers great effort and substantial additional costs to reduce. Therefore, this study on the vibration
of a plate coupled to a cavity can be considered important from both engineering and scientific perspectives.

In industry, it is commonplace to use vibration-reducing and/or -damping materials applied in a non-systematic
pattern, a layout often used based on personal intuition or knowledge of the product being manufactured.
However, it is difficult to gain advanced knowledge of an optimum discontinuous layout of a material that
will offer the best vibroacoustic behaviour. At present, particularly in the automotive industry, numerous
studies trying to tackle this problem are being published, the majority of which working with vibration-
isolating materials placed in the areas where the modal strain energy is higher, as shown in figure 1 (taken
from [1]). Other authors, such as Spalding and Adin Mann III in [2] and Kruger et al. in [3], prefer to place
discontinuous material in areas where the reactive part of the structural intensity is bigger, concluding that
there exist optimum sites capable of minimising noise levels in a way that is more efficient than a continuous
solution covering the entire surface of the plate.
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Figure 1: Discontinuous application of material.

Liang y Steven in [4] describe an interesting performance-based procedure for designing optimum topologies
for continuous linear elastic structures with mean compliance constraints. In this article, we have applied a
similar technology, but with one significant difference – we have treated the absorbing material as a condition
of wall impedance. Thus, instead of eliminating physical elements, we instead changed the conditions of
contact between certain plate and fluid elements.

In order to create a tool that is flexible in both potentially complex geometries and in the treatment of contact
conditions, we have presented a technique that gives a numeric simulation of the coupling problem using a
finite element code, which we developed. In regard to reducing radiated noise, given that some published
works (see [5]), seeking to give rigidity to a plate in order to improve its vibroacoustic behaviour, failed
to achieve positive results when stimulating the plate using a sound source, we will work with absorbing
materials.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the coupling problem between the fluid/plate and
the absorbing material, illustrating the model, the finite element discretisation and its experimental validation.
Section 3 describes the optimisation procedure and shows the numeric results obtained. Finally, we have
presented some conclusions and given some hints as to future areas of research.

2 The fluid-structure coupled problem with poroelastic layer

2.1 Model problem and finite element discretisation

As our model, we took an acoustic fluid inside an hexaedral cavity. The cavity walls were all considered
perfectly rigid except for one, presumed as a thin porous layer with a thin flexible plate placed below it.
Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional cross-section of this problem.

Figure 2: Damped fluid-solid domain

We assumed the acoustic source to be harmonic, with a period that we denoted by ω. We model the fluid
by means of its pressure, p. As regards the plate, we used the ReissnerMindlin equations, which take into
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account the shear strain in the plate. Such equations are described by means of the normal displacement
in the mid-surface of the plate, u3, and by the rotations of the fibres initially normal to the mid-surface,
β = (β1, β2). To simulate the porous layer, we used a wall impedance condition, as established in [6]. This
involved changing the coupling condition, taking into account a step on the normal displacements of both
media, where ρF represents the fluid density and Z(ω) the acoustic impedance of the porous layer.

− p = −iωZ(ω)
(

u3 − 1
ρFω2

∂p

∂n

)
on Γ, (1)

.

The weak formulation of the damped plate-fluid system can be expressed in matrix form as,
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where the matrices KF, KS, MF, MS and C represent, respectively, the stiffness matrices of the fluid and
the plate, the mass matrices of the fluid and the plate, and the coupling matrix. M

′
F is a mass matrix on the

contact boundary. The superscript t represents the transposed operator and the matrix B refers to the sound
excitation, it is,
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gqdV. (6)

M
′
F =

∫
Γ

pqdA. (7)

Here t represents the thickness of the plate, ε(β) denotes the classical linear strain tensor, defined by the
Hooke’s law, and kS is a shear strain correction factor, which we took - as usual for clamped plates- as
5/6. The variables q, η and v3 represent the trial functions for the fluid pressure, normal fibers rotations and
normal displacements in the plate, respectively.

In [7] we have presented a finite element method to give a numeric solution to this problem. We have
used hexahedral meshes to discretise the fluid domain, and adopted MITC4 elements (see [8]) for the plate.
Since we are interested in the 20-600 Hz frequency band, considering that six elements in a wavelength
are necessary to give a good representation of the wave in both the plate and the fluid, the fluid element
needs to be smaller than 0.0944 m and the plate element smaller than 0.0214 m. Therefore, we have used a
discretisation in the plate four and a half times more refined than in the fluid, as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Matching and non-matching meshes

2.2 Experimental validation of the numerical model

In this section we compare the results obtained with a Matlab implementation of the numerical method
explained above, against experimental results.

Figure 4: The solid-fluid coupled system and air-cavity interior

The system we used (see figure 4) consists of an 0.6 m x 0.6 m x 0.6 m hexahedral box with five rigid faces
(wooden with a thickness of 0.040 m and covered with an aluminium layer) and a 0.001 m thick flexible
aluminium plate on top, secured to the rest of the cavity walls by screws. The acoustic source, a calibrated
loudspeaker, is placed in the centre of the base.

Three types of covering-absorbing material were used: Acustec, Acustifiber P and Acusticell. Acustec is
a material obtained from mineral wool with a high mechanical strength, while Acustifiber P is made from
polyester fibre and Acusticell is an absorbing, expanded-polyurethane foam. The supplier data provided
indicates a thickness of 25 mm and 2.2 kg/m2 of surface density for Acustec; a 40 mm thickness and 15
kg/m3 of density for Acustifiber P; and a 25 mm thickness and a 30 kg m3 density for Acusticell.

Surface impedance was measured in an impedance tube made in Ikerlan according to ISO 10534-2: 1998
(see [9]). Since the mass added by the porous material is significant in relation to the mass of the plate, when
we consider the wall impedance condition, we are distributing the mass of the covering material onto the
plate.

We sent a random signal to the loudspeaker which covered the entire frequency range in question (20-600
Hz) and we took a pressure reading at nine different points inside the box. These points can be seen in figure
5 in red.
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Figure 5: Location of measurements points

Figure 6 shows the results from the Euclidean L2-norm of the vector containing all the measurement points,
i.e.

√√√√ 9∑
j=1

(
Pj

V tgj

)2

, (8)

where Pj and V tgj represent the pressure and voltage signal at the j-th point, respectively.

(a) Acustec (b) Acustifiber P

(c) Acusticell

Figure 6: Comparison between experimental and simulated results for the covered plate case
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3 Performance-based optimisation method

3.1 Optimisation method

In this section, we will present an optimisation method through which our aim is to identify the most effective
placement of a porous material in order to minimise the radiation/material weight ratio. The first step in this
optimisation process consists of locating the elements that have the least influence on physical function. For
example, in the case of structural optimisation, we look for elements with the least strain energy density
distribution (see [4]). In our case, we will search for the elements with the lowest radiation index.

The radiated sound power level through the plate (see [10]) will be, in our case,

W =
ω

2
Im

{∫
Γ

pu3dA

}
. (9)

Therefore, the affect of each one of the plate’s finite elements, e, will be:

we =
ω

2
Im

{∫
Se

peu3edAe

}
. (10)

We will define the sound radiation index on element e as the relation between the sound power level and
the weight of the poroelastic material associated with e, i.e.

iwe =
we

me
. (11)

To avoid distortion through working at a single frequency, we will carry out the optimisation process over a
short range of frequencies. Typically, it is interesting to do so around a resonance frequency of the coupled
system. Considering, therefore, that the calculation of the radiated sound power within the given frequency
range (divided into N subintervals) in the iteration, i, is

LWi = 10Log10

 N∑
fj

10LWfj/10

 . (12)

we will take as a performance index for the optimisation, the following:

ipi =
LW0 − LWi

(Mi/M0)
, (13)

where Mi represents the mass of absorbing material in iteration i. The sub index 0 represents the first
iteration.

We used the following optimisation algorithm:

1. We first selected the frequency interval and reference frequency.

2. The initial coupled sound problem (with the poroelastic material covering the entire plate) was calcu-
lated based on the radiated sound power of each of the plate elements.

3. We then calculated the sound radiation index for each of the elements (equation 11).

4. X(%) of poroelastic material covering the elements of the plate with the lowest radiation index was
removed.
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5. For the new configuration, we calculated the maximum sound power level frequency within the fre-
quency interval selected in step 1.

6. We then repeated the process from steps 2 to 5, taking into account the new reference frequency in the
interval for each iteration and calculating the radiation index for the plate elements carrying poroelastic
material.

7. The radiated sound power of the plate and the performance index was calculated in each iteration.

8. We selected the optimum configuration based on performance index history. It was also interesting
to observe the radiated sound power history, since we can sometimes come across solutions with a
reduced radiated sound power using less material, rather than covering the entire plate.

3.2 Numeric results

Given below are the numeric results we obtained for the polyester fibre material, Acustifiber P. Exploiting the
symmetry of the problem, we used mesh for a quarter of the domain, thus reducing computational costs. We
took non-matching meshes with 0.05 m cubic elements in the fluid, and placed 0.02 m rectangular elements
on the plate. In the centre of the cavity base we placed a sound excitation unit, in the form of a calibrated
speaker, from which we were able to identify the volume velocity within the frequency range 20-600 Hz.

Figure 7(a) shows the radiated sound power in dB for the plate coupled to the air cavity both with and without
absorbing material, while Figure 7(b) shows the power in dBA.

(a) Radiated sound power (dB) of the plate covered with
Acustifiber P coupled to the air cavity and radiated sound
power (dB) of the uncovered plate coupled to the air cavity.

(b) Radiated sound power (dBA) of the plate covered with
Acustifiber P coupled to the air cavity and radiated sound
power (dBA) of the uncovered plate coupled to the air cav-
ity.

Figure 7: Radiated sound power

Looking at figure 7(b), we can see that the frequency that contributes most to the radiated sound power is
around 290 Hz. This corresponds to the coupled mode controlled by the cavity’s first vertical sound mode
(mode (0, 0, 1)). The second most important frequency is around 576 Hz, which corresponds to the coupled
mode controlled by the cavity’s second vertical sound mode (mode (0, 0, 2)).

Then there are other frequencies that contribute much less, but which have a structural origin which makes
them interesting to analyse. We considered frequencies of around 38 Hz and 84 Hz, which correspond to the
coupled modes controlled by plate modes (1, 1) and (2, 2), to be significant.
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Now let’s take, as frequency ranges around these resonance frequencies, the following: 32 Hz -42 Hz, 72 Hz
-88 Hz, 276 Hz -310 Hz and 576 Hz -586 Hz. Given below, as an example, are the optimisation processes
for the two first frequency ranges and the third frequency range.

3.2.1 Optimisation between 32 Hz and 42 Hz

As mentioned above, there exists a critical frequency within the frequency range 32 Hz to 42 Hz which
corresponds to the first plate mode, namely mode (1,1). Although its contribution to the overall radiated
sound power in dBA is not significant, it is nevertheless interesting to analyse the optimisation process.

Figure 8(a) shows the performance index value in each iteration, with the twelfth iteration revealing a maxi-
mum index value. Figure 8(b) shows the evolution of the radiated sound power level in the frequency interval,
indicating its value in each of the iterations. It is observed that iterations 7 and 12 offer solutions with a lower
power level, even when the plate is entirely covered with absorbing material. Figure 8(c) shows the radiation
index for iteration 12, while figure 8(d) indicates the optimum configuration of poroelastic material on the
plate, with any eliminated materials shown in dark red.

(a) Evolution of the performance index (b) Evolution of radiated sound power

(c) Radiation index for the twelfth iteration (d) Optimum poroelastic configuration

Figure 8: Optimisation between 32 Hz and 42 Hz

The optimum configuration offers a 91.66% weight reduction of the poroelastic material and a radiated sound
level reduction of 4.96 dB. However, there is another configuration that reduces the sound power level even
further: iteration 7, providing a weight reduction of 50% and radiated sound level reduction of 7.8 dB. Figure
9 shows the radiation index and the optimum configuration for the seventh iteration.
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(a) Radiation index for the seventh iteration (b) Poroelastic configuration for the sev-
enth iteration

Figure 9: Optimisation between 32 Hz and 42 Hz (seventh iteration)

3.2.2 Optimisation between 72 Hz and 88 Hz

The frequency of 76 Hz corresponds to the resonance frequency of the plate covered with Acustifiber P,
coupled to the air cavity. The source of this coupled mode is in plate mode (2,2). And, like in the previous
case, where the contribution of this frequency range to the overall radiated sound power in dBA is not so
significant, it is still interesting to observe the solution of the performance-based optimisation procedure.

Figure 10(a) shows the performance index value in each iteration, with the eleventh iteration revealing a
maximum index value. Figure 10(b) shows the evolution of the radiated sound power level in the frequency
interval, indicating its value in each of the iterations. It is observed that iteration 11 offers a solution with
a lower power level, even when the plate is entirely covered with absorbing material. Figure 10(c) shows
the radiation index for iteration 11, while figure 10(d) indicates the optimum configuration of poroelastic
material on the plate, with any eliminated materials shown in dark red.
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(a) Evolution of the performance index (b) Evolution of radiated sound power

(c) Radiation index for the eleventh itera-
tion

(d) Optimum poroelastic configuration

Figure 10: Optimisation between 72 Hz and 88 Hz

The optimum configuration offers an 83.33% weight reduction of the poroelastic material and a radiated
sound level reduction of 3.62 dB in the 72-88 Hz range. However, figure 10(b) shows another configuration
that reduces the sound power level even further: the configuration of iteration 8 reduces the power level
to 5.73 dB, with a weight reduction of 58.33%. Figure 11 shows the radiation index and the optimum
configuration for the this iteration.

(a) Radiation index for the eighth iteration (b) Poroelastic configuration for the eighth
iteration

Figure 11: Optimisation between 72 Hz and 88 Hz (eighth iteration)

3.2.3 Optimisation between 276 Hz and 310 Hz

The coupling system resonance frequency of around 290 Hz corresponds to the coupled mode of the system
originating in the cavity’s vertical sound mode. The cube-shaped cavity has three modes, in directions x, y
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and z, at the same frequency. As mentioned above, figure 7(b) shows that this frequency contributes most to
the overall radiated sound power level in dBA.

Figure 12(a) shows the performance index value in each iteration, with the eighth iteration revealing a max-
imum index value. Figure 12(b) shows the evolution of the radiated sound power level in the frequency
interval, indicating its value in each of the iterations. It is observed that iteration 8 offers a solution with a
lower power level, even when the plate is entirely covered with absorbing material. Figure 12(c) shows the
radiation index for iteration 8, while figure 12(d) indicates the optimum configuration of poroelastic material
on the plate, with any eliminated materials shown in dark red.

(a) Evolution of the performance index (b) Evolution of radiated sound power

(c) Radiation index for the eighth iteration (d) Optimum poroelastic configuration

Figure 12: Optimisation between 276 Hz and 310 Hz

The optimum configuration offers a 58.33% poroelastic material weight reduction and a radiated sound
power level reduction of 18.58 dB in the 276-310 Hz range.

3.3 Analysis of radiated sound power over the entire frequency range

So far, we have been able to identify different optimum configurations for a given frequency interval in which
vibroacoustic behaviour is determined by the coupled mode found in that interval. However, once we have
found this optimum configuration, it is interesting to find out what happens to the sound power throughout
the frequency range.

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the radiated sound power levels in both dB and dBA for coupling system
solutions with a non-covered plate, with the plate entirely covered, and with the plate covered only in the
optimum areas, for the 276-310 Hz frequency range.
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(a) Radiated sound power (dB) in the full frequency range
for uncovered plate, fully covered plate and optimally cov-
ered plate for 276 - 310 Hz

(b) Radiated sound power (dBA) in the full frequency range
for uncovered plate, fully covered plate and optimally cov-
ered plate for 276 - 310 Hz

Figure 13: Radiated sound power in the full frequency range

Figure 14 shows the sound power level in dB in the frequency range for which the optimisation was carried
out.

Figure 14: Radiated sound power (dB)

We will now see what happens when the optimum configuration is implemented with the aim of reducing
the sound power level due to a certain plate mode, specifically plate mode (1,1).

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the radiated sound power levels in both dB and dBA for coupling system
solutions with a non-covered plate, with the plate entirely covered, and with the plate covered only in the
optimum areas, for the 32-42 Hz frequency range and with the configuration used in the solution from the
twelfth iteration. Meanwhile, 16(a) and 16(b) show the same levels but for the seventh iteration, optimised
from a sound-reduction perspective.
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(a) Radiated sound power (dB) in the full frequency range
for uncovered plate, fully covered plate and optimally cov-
ered plate for 32 - 42 Hz(12THiteration)

(b) Radiated sound power (dBA) in the full frequency range
for uncovered plate, fully covered plate and optimally cov-
ered plate for 32 - 42 Hz(12THiteration)

Figure 15: Radiated sound power in the full frequency range

(a) Radiated sound power (dB) in the full frequency range
for uncovered plate, fully covered plate and optimally cov-
ered plate for 32 - 42 Hz(7THiteration)

(b) Radiated sound power (dBA) in the full frequency range
for uncovered plate, fully covered plate and optimally cov-
ered plate for 32 - 42 Hz(7THiteration)

Figure 16: Radiated sound power in the full frequency range

Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show the sound power level in dB in the frequency range for which the optimisation
was carried out.
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(a) Radiated sound power (dB) in the optimum
range (12THiteration)

(b) Radiated sound power (dB) in the optimum
range (7THiteration)

Figure 17: Radiated sound power in the optimum frequency range

Table 1 shows the overall sound power levels throughout the frequency range (20 Hz-600 Hz) for the different
configurations in which a power level reduction can be seen in dB and dBA, as well as the weight reductions
for the absorbing material.

CONFIGURATION LW ∆LW LW ∆LW Absorbing
(dB) (dB) (dBA) (dBA) mass reduction

Uncovered plate 74.36 - 64.87 - 100%
Fully covered plate 70.73 -3.63 39.05 -25.82 0%
Optimally covered plate for 276 - 310 Hz (8THiteration) 75.09 +0.73 32.97 -31.9 58.33%
Optimally covered plate for 32 - 42 Hz (12THiteration) 74.41 +0.05 67.77 +2.9 91.66%
Optimally covered plate for 32 - 42 Hz (7THiteration) 47.85 -26.51 38.46 -26.41 50%

Table 1: Results for the different configurations throughout the entire frequency range.

By looking at the values in table 1, we can observe that the optimum configurations do not offer the best
radiated sound power levels in dB, with the exception of the optimum configuration for the 32-42 Hz range
taken from the seventh iteration, which is largely reduced not only in the first vibration mode but also in the
fluid vibration mode (around 290 Hz). However, the advantage of using absorbing material can be observed
when calculating the power level in dBA, since it is at greater frequencies when its effect is really noticed.
It is observed that the optimum configuration for the 276-310 Hz frequency range is that which offers the
lowest power level in dBA. Interestingly, we can see that the optimum configuration for the 32-42 Hz range,
taken from the seventh iteration solution, also shows a low power level in dBA, given that – as previously
mentioned – it also behaves appropriately at around 290 Hz. However, the optimum configuration for the
32-42 Hz range which saved the most material (twelfth iteration) did not display appropriate behaviour at
290 Hz, and showed a greater power level in dBA even with the plate uncovered. As expected, the solution
with the absorbing material covering the entire plate showed a low power level in dBA, but not lower than
the configuration obtained with the optimisation procedure presented.

4 Conclusions

A numeric method was implemented to simulate the fluid/plate with porous layer coupling problem. After
an experimental validation of our method, a performance-based procedure was developed which allowed us
to search for optimum configurations of poroelastic material on the plate, with the aim of minimising the
sound power level within a specific frequency range. The proposed method offers solutions which improve
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the vibroacoustic behaviour of the fluid/plate coupling problem, with significant reductions in the quantity
of absorbing material used.

The numeric method simulates the poroelastic material by means of a wall impedance condition. Given that
the fully-covered plate solution uses a considerable mass of absorbing material, this is distributed evenly
across the plate. With each iteration, the optimisation procedure gradually reduces the mass of absorbing
material by X%, although the mass is still distributed evenly across the plate. To avoid this in future, a direct
simulation of the absorbing material will be carried out using an equivalent fluid formulation.

Moreover, an optimisation method based on a classic diagram that employs the adjoint state is currently
being implemented.

Finally, one of the next tasks will be to perform an experimental validation of the optimisation procedure,
comparing numeric results with those obtained from practice.
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Abstract 
By processing triangle or square pyramid shaped indents on a flat sheet, panels with periodical indents in 
regular plane tiling patterns are formed. Highly rigid core panels are newly developed by setting this panel 
(as top panel) on a reversed one (as bottom panel), and gluing/welding them at the apexes of pyramids to 
the vertexes of the tiling patterns in the bottom panel. The basic model named Dia-Core is a panel created 
in the form of Octet-Truss developed by Fuller which corresponds to the space filling model consisting of 
a combination of two tetrahedra and one octahedron. By varying the geometric patterns that appear on the 
panel surfaces, various modified models with larger welding portions are created systematically. And some 
samples were manufactured using thin metal sheets. Finally, by using FEM modal analysis and excitation 
test, basic vibration characteristics of dia-core are investigated. 

1 0BIntroduction 

Core materials are promising not only for strengthening member materials, but are exceptionally 
functional in that they are able to act as acoustic absorbers and noise insulators. Honeycomb core [1][2], a 
classic and major core structure, has developed by improving its materials and adhesives since its first use 
in an American aircraft in 1949. These cores are produced from slips of aluminum, paper or plastic glued 
into 3D forms. But because of the use of polymer adhesive, they have disadvantages such as its 
dependence in strengths on the quality of it, and lack in heat resistance. Troublesome processing 
procedure bring raise in their cost. And it is not easy to product curved panels by honeycomb cores. These 
result in scarce application in a substantial market like architectural members or components of 
automobiles. 
A cheaper core material is expected as effective acoustic absorbers and noise insulators, and to achieve 
this, the above problems are to be cleared by developing simple core models with improved processing 
technology. 
The main purpose of this research is to develop such core models that are superior to honeycomb core 
overall: in stiffness, heat resistance and cost performance, etc. Here we propose new core panels created 
from 2 tongued plates produced by press working [3]. To design the panels, we recall the plane tiling and 
the space filling models  in classical geometry [4][5]. The former offers surface patterns on a given core 
structure, and the later gives necessary condition for the third dimension when constructing the structures 
into 3D forms. 
The present paper consists of the following 3 parts. First, based on the space filling model of tetrahedron 
and octahedron known as Octet-Truss, a new core panel named Dia-Core is proposed. This core panel is 
composed of two pieces of the same sheets glued/welded together, with each sheet prepared beforehand by 
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pressing periodical indents in shapes of triangular pyramids. Second, core samples made of Al alloy 
and steel sheets are introduced by some pictures. Finally, by using FEM modal analysis and excitation 
test, basic vibration characteristics of dia-core are investigated. 

2 1BDia-core 

2.1 5BBasic model 

As regular polygons can tile plane, there are ways to fill space by polyhedra without gaps, known as space 
filling models. For example, only cubes within platonic polyhedra stack to completely fill space. On the 
other hand, neither tetrahedron nor octahedron can fill up space without gap by itself regardless of the 
simplicity in their shapes. But as shown in Fig.1, if we use both of them at the same time, mounting two 
tetrahedra on two opposing sides of an octahedron, we get the rhombohedron which fills space. More 
patterns of space fillings are known with the use of semiregular polyhedra. For example, only truncated 
octahedron fills space by itself, and the rhombic dodecahedron, the dual of the cuboctahedron, can also fill 
space by itself [4]. When we design new core structures, the concept of space filling models is a good 
guideline to design effective core models, and we must select the best one taking simplicity in forming 
work and rich stability in structure into account. The frame of the space filling model by octahedra and 
tetrahedra is known as the Octet-truss invented by Fuller. Octet-truss is a very rigid structure and has been 
widely used in architectures. We will develop new core models based on this space filling models.  
Figure 2 shows the fundamental models of core panels. The left Panel have periodical tetrahedral shaped 
indents on every other tile on a triangular grid. This panel itself is unstable because tetrahedron can not fill 
space alone. By setting this panel (as top panel) on a reversed one (as bottom panel), and gluing the apexes 
of pyramids to the vertexes of the tiling patterns of the bottom panel, octahedral spaces are formed 
periodically between the two panels. As shown in Fig.1, they fill space without gaps and two panels make 
up a rigid structure. Each tongued panel can be manufactured by press working and “panelized” by 
welding. Before panelizing using two pieces, they can be stacked up in a smaller space, for easier 
transportation. We call this core “Dia-Core”. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Space filling model of octahedron and tetrahedron 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Basic model of dia-core 
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2.2 6BModified models 

2.2.1 10BPlane tilings and their transformations 

Tilings with a single kind of regular polygons are referred to as regular tilings: a tiling with triangle, six 
surrounding each vertex ({3,6}); square, four around a vertex ({4,4}); and hexagons, three around a vertex 
({6,3})[4]. Here {p,q} is the Schlafli notation ( p; the edge number of a polygon, q; the number of tiles 
around a vertex). Relaxing the condition that only one kind of regular polygon is used, but still requiring 
that each is surrounded identically, 8 Archimedean tilings are obtained.  
Transformation method is a way of making a semiregular figure from a regular one by varying the shapes 
of each polygon and vertex little by little. At the point where all edges become equal length, Archimedean 
tilings emerge, but at other points of transformation, tilings include irregular polygons.  
As shown in Fig.3, cut the corners of each triangle in regular tiling of {3,6} (pattern (a)). A small regular 
hexagon emerges on each vertex of tiling (pattern (b)). Enlarge these hexagons until they touch their 
neighbors. Change tiling patterns to Archimedean tiling of [3,6,3,6] (patterns (b)→(c)→(d)→(e)). Enlarge 
these hexagons and change their overlapping portions to segments. Hexagons change to dodecagons and 
the tiling changes to regular tiling of {6,3} through Archimedean tiling of [3,12,12] (patterns (e)→(f)→
(g)). Such sequence of operation is called Truncation. 
           

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3  Transformation of triangular regular tilings by Truncation.  

2.2.2 11BTruncated models 

When we transform surface patterns of basic model of dia-core according to the pattern (a)→(b) in Fig.3, 
the indent shape changes from triangular pyramid model (A) to truncated hexagonal pyramid (model (B) 
in Figure 4). By this transformation, ridge lines of triangular pyramidal indents change to rectangles. 
Transform the model according to Figure 3(b)→(c)→(d), the shape of the indent changes from truncated 
hexagonal pyramid (B) to regular hexagonal prism like in honeycomb cores ((C)), then to truncated 
hexagonal pyramid (D). Continue truncation according to Fig.3(e)→(f), and the bottom and the top of the 
indents change from regular hexagons and regular triangles to regular dodecagons and triangles 
respectively (model (E), (F) in Figure 4). Note that the bottom and the top are interchanged in the models 
(D),(E), and (F) because the bottom polygons become smaller than the top ones.  
At the final stage of truncation, the indent shape changes to the hexagonal pyramid (model (G)), and its 
surface pattern becomes regular tiling of {6,3}. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Truncated models  of dia-core 

(a); {3,6} (g);{6,3} (c) (d) (b) (e); [3,6,3,6] (f); [3,12,12] 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) 
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3 2BSample panels 

Here is the nowadays manufacturing point of view concerning the mass production of dia-core panels. 
Those samples are trial pieces made punch and die and hydro forming manufacturing process.  
The formation of plastic sheet is very easy because of its good formability under a relatively low heat. On 
the other hand, because the cold formability of metal is not so good especially in a very thin sheet (~0.05 
mm), the formation of thin panel is now tried by hot working using super-plastic aluminums. 
Panel pieces of Figure 5 are manufactured by cold forming of 0.8 mm steel sheets. While panel pieces of 
Figure 6 are made of 1 mm Al alloy by warm hydro-forming. They are based on the model shown in 
Figure 4 (B). Their respective dimensions are shown in Table.1. Here, the side length of triangles in 
fundamental models is defined as cell size, S, the side length of hexagon appearing on apexes as length of 
truncation, K. 
 

 
 

Figure 5  Trial dia-core with punch and die 

       
Figure 6  Trial dia-core with stamp hydro forming 

 

 
Table 1. Specifications of test panels pieces 

 

385

450

55m

5 

385

300

55

5

Panel piece Fig. 6 Fig. 7 

Mateial SPCE Al5083

Height [mm] 10 25 

Cell size [mm] 55 55 

Thickness[mm] 1 0.8 

Weight [kg] 1 0.67 
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4 3BBasic Vibration Property of dia-core 

4.1 7BExcitation test 

In order to study the basic vibration properties of Dia-Core, excitation tests are done by using an impact 
hammer and accelerometers in free-free support condition. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7. 
Test panel was made by welding panel pieces shown in figure 5 and stringed at each corners by elastics. 
An impact hammer, equipped with a load cell, is used to provide an external impulsive excitation to the 
specimen. The resulting vibration response signals are acquired with an accelerometer. The position of 
accelerometer and excitational points are shown in figure 8. Five impulsive excitations are provided on 
each point and transfer functions were measured by using FFT analyzer.  
By these experiments, the frequency response functions are gained and Fig.9 shows representative ones. 
 

                                    
 
Figure 7  Excitation test             Figure 8  Accelerometer and extitational points 
 
 

 
Figure 9  Frequency response functions for each excitational points 

Excitational point 1 

2

accelerometer 
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4.2 8BFEM modal analysis 

To investigate natural frequencies and mode shapes of sample panel, commercially available FEM package 
(ANSYS) is used for modal analysis under free-free boundary condition. Figure 10 shows simulated model 
and its specifications. Model shapes, size and material parameters are similar to experimented panels. For 
simplicity, it is supposed that all shell thicknesses are equal (0.8mm) and panel pieces are stuck at all ridge 
and apexes of indents. For comparison, a flat plate which has same width, length, weight and material 
property are simulated similarly.  
Simulated results are shown in table 2 and 3.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.10  Simulated models and its specification 

 

Mode number 1 2 3 4 5 

 
Mode shape 
 
 

     

Natural frequency 

[Hz] 
 

47.613 
 

56.030 
 

103.68 
 

112.13 
 

137.08 

Table 2  natural frequencies and mode shapes of plat plate 
 

Mode number 1 2 3 4 5 

 
Mode shape 
 
 

     

Natural frequency 

[Hz] 
 

268.52 
 

342.68 
 

627.92 
 

637.40 
 

753.43 

Table 3  natural frequencies and mode shapes of Dia-core 
 
 

Width [mm] 300 

Length [mm] 285 

Height [mm] 10 

Cell size [mm] 55 

Thickness[mm] 0.8 

E [Mpa] 210000 

Poisson’s ratio  0.27 

Density  [kg/mm3] 7.85e6 
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4.3 9BDiscussion 

From table 2 and 3, it seems that the mode shapes of 3 and 4 are inverted between dia-core and flat plate. 
The reason of this reversion is thought to be the anisotropy of rigidity in dia-core. And at each mode, 
natural frequency of dia-core shows 5.5~6 times of flat plate. Natural frequency is proportional to the 
square root of the bending rigidity. Therefore, it can be said that test panel is about 30 times stiffer than 
steel flat plate equivalent to its weight. Compared the natural frequency of figure 9 and table 3, 
experimental values are lower than simulated one by about 20 %. We suppose that this difference is caused 
by the reduction of plate thicknesses by press working.  

5 4BConclusion 

Based on the space filling model of tetrahedra and octahedra, strong but light weight core panels named 
Dia-Core were newly devised, and a variety of the modified Dia-Core models were developed by 
combining the concepts of plane tiling and space filling in classical geometry. Some samples were 
manufactured using plastics and thin metal sheets. 
Compared to current major honeycomb core, Dia-Core has such advantageous properties as, 
(1) good resistance to high temperature derived from no use of polymer adhesives,  
(2) high shear resistance with fundamental structure composed of tetrahedra,  
(3) sufficient rigidity without gluing additional surface plates, and 
(4) good cost performance due to easy production procedure by pressing machine. 
Therefore, these panels are expected to become very competitive light-weight core materials which can be 
compete with honeycombs overall, when they are in the production line. And by using experiments and 
numerical simulations, we will clarify the basic vibration properties of Dia-Core and analyze natural 
frequency and mode shapes of samples panels. 
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Abstract 
Acoustic environment at a launch site is affected by jets from rocket engines, as well as by geometric 
features of a launch pad. Then, spacecraft are also exposed to acoustic pressure with the wide frequency 
range transmitted through a payload fairing. In the case that vibro-acoustic response is predicted using 
steady-state vibroacoustic analysis, there actually exists the mid-frequency range in which there are no 
mature numerical methods. This paper deals with the novel Wave Based Method (WBM), a deterministic 
approach for steady-state vibroacoustic analysis in the wide frequency range. The 2D WBM code 
developed in our previous researches is extended for the exterior problems, and applied to simple launch 
pad models and acoustic transmission models. Then we applied to the method to the exterior propagation 
and interior transmission analysis using the code. In both propagation and transmission problems, it can be 
stated that the WBM has quite high potential to be applied in the higher frequency range. 

1 Introduction 

The structure of a launch vehicle (L/V) is vibrated by acoustic pressure generated from the propulsion 
system of the L/V during liftoff. The structure of a spacecraft (S/C) mounted on a L/V is also exposed to 
acoustic pressure transmitted through a payload fairing. Therefore, it is quite important for the reliable 
L/V and S/C to accurately predict responses of their structures to the severe acoustic loads. These acoustic 
problems should be divided into the following technical issues: 
1) acoustic sources at launch pads, including jet and so on, 
2) acoustic propagation from the source region to payload fairings, 
3) acoustic transmission through payload fairings, 
4) vibroacoustics inside fairings. 
Since a specific numerical prediction approach is not applicable for these all issues, we have developed 
some numerical analysis codes on each issue, and have a plan to integrate these codes in the future. This 
paper focuses on the issues 2) and 3). Then, we discuss numerical prediction approaches and some 
fundamental analysis on these two issues. 
When acoustic source regions such as around jets and plume deflector are discussed, it is necessary to take 
unsteady phenomena into account. In the case of numerical analysis, although unsteady analysis is 
sometimes applied by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), it is limited to applications in the low-
frequency range (less than a few 10[Hz]) at present [1]. However, we must consider quite wide frequency 
range, i.e. up to 2[kHz] in acoustic pressure spectra when the examination in design, development and test 
phases of S/C is conducted. Therefore, for simplicity, acoustic responses of S/C are generally dealt as 
steady-state by considering only specific duration, e.g. during a few seconds just after liftoff when the 
sound pressure level is at maximum. This idea can be appropriate if the position of payload fairings is 
relatively far from that of acoustic sources, and it gives a conservative estimation (though it might be 
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overestimated). Therefore, this paper deals with acoustic propagation and transmission as steady-state 
problems in which external sources are excited with time-harmonic dependence. 
In the case of numerical simulation techniques for steady-state problems, probabilistic and statistical 
approaches such as the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) can generally be applied in the high frequency 
range where individual vibration modes can not be distinguished anymore. On the other hand, 
deterministic element-based approaches such as the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Boundary 
Element Method (BEM) can be applied in the low frequency range. The SEA is limited to the high 
frequency range, for it requires the assumption that model density of responses are quite high. The 
element-based approaches like the FEM are limited to the low frequency range, for it requires larger 
amount of meshes to keep numerical dispersion errors within allowable thresholds as frequency increases. 
Therefore, there generally exists the mid-frequency range where existing numerical approaches can not 
provide reliable prediction results. As for S/C, it can be matched to the frequency range containing natural 
frequencies of some components mounted on S/C, which is quite critical to develop reliable S/C. Desmet 
[2] proposed the novel deterministic Wave Based Method (WBM) that can be applicable to the mid-
frequency range, and it has been successfully applied for some interior and exterior coupled steady-state 
vibroacoustic problems [3-5]. This technique is based on the indirect Trefftz approach, and has been 
expanded the unknown dynamics response variables by using some wave functions that have no 
singularities and exactly satisfy the homogenous governing equations. Since this feature can give us the 
numerical results with no numerical dispersion errors, this technique is expected to provide more accurate 
prediction results using smaller number of numerical degrees of freedom than some existing element-
based approaches. 
The authors have focused on the WBM that has overcome the ill-conditioned problem on the system 
equations in the existing Trefftz approaches, and applied it to 2-dimensional (2D) interior steady-state 
coupled vibroacoustic analysis of a S/C inside a payload fairing [6]. This paper aims to examine the 
applicability of the WBM for exterior acoustic propagation problems with the large geometric range, and 
for interior acoustic transmission problems, using a 2D analysis code developed by the authors. In the 
exterior problem, propagation of sound generated by a L/V at a launch site is computed. In acoustic 
transmission problems, we are arranging an experimental facility to measure the acoustic transmission loss 
(TL) through a simple elastic plate. In this case, as the plate is clamped on all sides, a 3-dimensional (3D) 
analysis code must be applied in order to compare the numerical results with some experimental results. 
However, as a preceding stage, this paper gives some fundamental investigation on discontinuous 
boundary conditions (BCs) and computation of the TL.  

2 Wave based method 

2.1 Problem definition 

This section describes 2D steady-state vibroacoustic problem. The steady-state acoustic pressure p at the 
position r in a problem domain Ω is governed by the Helmholtz equation: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
q

2 2
q

1
j ,

n

i i
i

p k p qρω
=

∇ + = − δ∑r r r r       r∈Ω, (1) 

with ∇ defined as [∂/∂x ∂/∂y]T, the excitation angular frequency ω, the acoustic wave number k, the fluid 
density ρ, the Dirac delta function δ, the number of acoustic cylindrical sources nq, the position vector of 
an i-th cylindrical source rqi, the area velocity per unit area qi, and j defined as 1− . The operator T 
stands for transpose of vectors and matrices.  On the other hand, steady-state plate normal displacement w 
at the local position x' on a structure is governed by the plate bending equation, Kirchhoff equation: 
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′′
′ ′ ′− = δ +

′ ∑
r

, (2) 

with the structural wave number kb, bending stiffness of the plate D, the number of external line force nfs, 
i-th external line force fi, and the local position fix′  where the fi is applied. 

The governing equations (1) and (2) are solved by imposing some BCs. The acoustic BCs, Γa = Γp∪Γv∪  
ΓZ∪Γs∪Γ∞ , are as follows: 

 ( ) ( )p p=r r       r∈Γp, (3) 

 
( ) ( )n

j p
v

nρω
∂

=
∂

r
r       r∈Γv, (4) 
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n Zρω
∂

=
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r r
r

      r∈ΓZ, (5) 

 
( ) ( )j j
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n
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ρω
∂

=
∂

r
r       r∈Γs, (6) 

 
( ) ( )lim j

p
kp

→∞

⎛ ⎞∂
+⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠r

r
r r

r
= 0      r∈Γ∞, (7) 

where Γp, Γv , ΓZ, Γs , and Γ∞ are boundaries imposed on prescribed pressure p , normal velocity nv , 

normal impedance Z , structural velocity, and the Sommerfeld radiation condition, respectively. In 
addition, some structural BCs must be applied for coupled vibro-acoustic problems. For example, a 
clamped condition is given at the edge position of a structure edgex′  as follows:  

 ( ) ( )
edge

edge
x x

dw x
w x

dx
′ ′=

′
′ =

′
= 0. (8) 

2.2 Variable expansion and wave functions 

The WBM expands dynamic variables by using some wave functions that exactly satisfy the homogeneous 
governing equations. As described later, the interior domain must be decomposed into some convex 
subdomains, so a pressure variable p(α) in an α-th subdomain Ω(α) is considered at first. The pressure p(α) 
for the Helmholtz equation (1) is then expanded as follows: 

 p(α)(r) = ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
q

1

ˆi i
i

p pα α α α αφ
∞

=

+∑ r r  ≈ φ(α) ( )T( )αr p(α) + ( )( ) ( )
qp̂ α αr  (9) 

with the absolute position vector r, the local position vector in an α-th local frame r(α)(= [x(α) y(α)]T), a 
particular solution function of equation (1) ( )

qp̂ α , a wave function vector φ(α) whose component is ( )
i

αφ (i 

is from 1 to na), and an unknown contribution vector p(α) whose component is ( )
ip α . In 2D case, each 

wave function ( )
i

αφ consists of the two sets defined as: 

 ( ) ( )( )i
α αφ r

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
r xr yr

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
s xs ys

cos exp j

exp j cos

i i i

i i i

k x k y

k x k y

α αα α α α

α αα α α α

φ

φ

⎧ = −⎪= ⎨
= −⎪⎩

r

r
. (10) 
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where 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
xr yr xs ysi i i ik k k kα α α α+ = + = k2. (11) 

Then, ( )
xrik α , ( )

yrik α , ( )
xsik α and ( )

ysik α  are proposed as follows: 

 ( ) ( )
( ) 2( ) ( ) 2 ( )r

xr yr xr( )
x

, ,i i i
ik k k k
L

α
α α α

α

⎛ ⎞π
= ± −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
,  ( ) ( )

( )2( ) ( ) 2 ( ) s
xs ys ys ( )

y

, ,i i i
ik k k k
L

α
α α α

α

⎛ ⎞π
= ± −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (12) 

where ( )
xLα and ( )

yL α  are the dimensions of a bounding box circumscribing Ω(α), and ( )
ri
α and ( )

si
α = 0, 1, 2, 

···. The wave functions (10)-(12) require to decompose the problem domain into some convex subdomains 
in order to make numerical results converge to exact solutions [2]. These appropriate wave functions (10)-
(12) enable us to overcome the ill-conditioned problem on system equations in existing Trefftz approaches. 
Therefore, the selection of the wave functions leads to an important breakthrough of the WBM. 

In the coupled vibroacoustic problems, a plate displacement variable w for the Kirchhoff equation (2) is 
also expanded as follows: 

 w(x') ≈ ψ(x')Tw + ( )fŵ x′ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )T
q

1

ˆ ˆ
n

x w xα α α α

α

ζ
Ω

=

′ ′+ +∑ w p  (13) 

with a structural wave function vector ψ, an unknown contribution vector w, the total number of interior 
subdomains nΩ, and particular solution functions of equation (2) fŵ , ( )ˆ αw and ( )

qŵ α  for external forces, 

acoustic pressure and acoustic sources, respectively. In order to take cavity-structure-cavity coupling into 
account, a scalar ζ(α) defined as n(α)Tns ( ( )

s
αΓ ≠∅) is introduced, where n(α) and ns represent a normal 

vector of ( )
a
αΓ  and a plate. When ( )

s
αΓ =∅, ζ(α)= 0. In 2D analysis, components ψi of the vector ψ are 

defined as follows: 

 ( ) ( )bexp jii x k xψ ′ ′= −      (i = 1,...,4) (14) 

The applicability of the WBM was originally limited to only interior problems. However, it has been 
successfully extended to exterior problems [3]. In this case, a truncation circle surrounding the radiation 
objects is introduced, and to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition (7) outside of the circle (an 
unbounded subdomain ( )1nΩ +Ω ), acoustic pressure p(r, θ) is extended as follows:  

 p(r, θ) = ( ) ( )c c s s
0 1

, ,i i i i
i i

p r p rφ θ φ θ
∞ ∞

= =

+∑ ∑  (15) 

where superscript (nΩ + 1) is omitted. And variables r (= ||r||) and θ (= atan2(y, x)) is the polar 
coordinates, and pci and psi is unknown contributions. The wave functions φci and φsi are defined as 
follows: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2
c

2
s

, H cos

, H sin
i i

i i

r kr i

r kr i

φ θ θ

φ θ θ

⎧ =⎪
⎨

=⎪⎩
 (16) 

where ( )2Hi is i-th order Hankel function of the 2nd kind. The wave functions (16) exactly satisfy the 
radiation condition (7). It is important to note that these wave functions (10), (14) and (16) are normalized 
to relax the ill-conditioned problem. 
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2.3 WBM system equations 

In order to solve unknown contribution coefficients in expansions (9), (13) and (15), the weighted residual 
method is applied so that acoustic BCs are approximately satisfied. Similar to the Galerkin method used in 
the FEM, the weighting function ( )p α  is selected as follows. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )T( ) ( )Τ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )p α α α α α α α= =r p r r pφ φ  (17) 

Then, the following weighted residual formulation is derived: 

 ( ) ( )
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with the residual error functions ( )
vR α , ( )

ZR α , ( )
sR α , ( )

pR α and ( )
cR α  defined as the difference between 

prescribed boundary values and boundary values computed using expansions (9), (11) and (13). The 

boundary ( )
c
αΓ ( )

1
,

c
1,

n
α β

β β α

Ω +

= ≠

⎛ ⎞= Γ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∪  is the interface (I/F) among subdomains, and the continuity condition on 

pressure and normal velocity must be imposed. Recently, to avoid singularities which can occur at the 
eigenfrequencies of the acoustic problems and improve computational stability, the impedance coupling 
approach has been proposed [4]. In this approach, the equivalent continuity conditions on pressure and 
normal velocity are imposed on the I/F ( ),

c
α βΓ  between Ω(α) and Ω(β) as follows: 

 
( ) ( )
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j jp p p p
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α α β β

α βρω ρω
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, (19) 
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β αρω ρω
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r r r r
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where the scalar cZ  is a given impedance coupling factor that introduces the artificial damping effect. It is 

known that the specific acoustic impedance ρc (c is the sound speed of the fluid) is close to optimal as the 
factor. 
Finally, by making the acoustic BCs (18) and structural BCs (8) approximately satisfy using the weighted 
residual formulation, the WBM system equations with respect to unknown contribution coefficients w and 
p can be derived in the following form: 

 s sa s

as a

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

A C w f
C A p b

. (21) 

with the pure structural matrix As, the pure acoustic matrix Aa, the structural-acoustic coupling matrices 
Csa and Cas, the structural force vector fs, and the acoustic force vector b. 

3 Acoustic propagation at a launch site 

3.1 Models 

This section describes an exterior acoustic problem at a launch site. As shown in Figure 1, there is the Pad 
Service Tower (PST) and the plume deflector tunnel under the ground. In fact, L/Vs are placed on the left 
side of the PST just above the inlet of the tunnel though the structure of the L/V is not considered for the 
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present numerical analysis. In this case, a quite large area whose dimensions are a few hundred meters 
must be analyzed.  
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Figure 1:  Bounded model of a launch site 
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Figure 2:  Unbounded model of a launch site 

 
Then, two analysis models are prepared as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The former is an approximate 
bounded model where the impedance BCs (ρc) are just specified on infinite (unbounded) boundaries. In 
this case, if the analysis domain is quite large relative to the representative dimension of the radiation 
objects, it is expected that the radiation conditions are approximately satisfied. The latter is an unbounded 
model exactly satisfied the radiation conditions as described at the previous chapter. In both models, the 
surface of the PST and the ground are model as rigid walls where the normal velocities are zero. When the 
acoustic sources are modeled, the unsteady CFD is actually required to obtain more realistic results. 
However, only to examine the applicability of the WBM for the exterior problem with a quite large area, 
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normal velocity BCs are simply imposed on the inlet of the tunnel as 0.5[m/s] (case 1) or 0.0[m/s] (case 2) 
on the upper sides and 1.0[m/s] on the lower sides, considering the exhaust gas from the propulsion 
system of the L/V as shown in Figure 1. As for the unbounded model in Figure 2, there is a truncation 
circle dividing the problem domain into bounded and unbounded subdomains. The radius of the circle is 
70[m] to surround the PST and the tunnel (inlet and outlet). Because of the existence of the ground surface, 
the unbounded subdomain must be satisfied the rigid wall conditions on the ground as well as the radiation 
conditions on unbounded boundaries. In this case, only the cosine terms are used in equation (16), then 
both conditions are substantially satisfied without imposing these conditions explicitly. Moreover, the 
impedance coupling approach given in equations (19) and (20) is adopted on subdomain I/Fs (including 
the truncation circle for the unbounded model) in both models. 

3.2 Results 

This section shows some analysis results using the 2D WBM code developed in this study. Figures 3 and 4 
are results at 100[Hz] using the bounded and unbounded model, respectively. Figure 3(a) and Figure 4(a) 
show real part of the acoustic pressure amplitude, and Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(b) shows the active 
acoustic intensity where arrows represent only the directions. The active acoustic intensity I is the acoustic 
power flow defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }*1
2

Re p=I r r v r  (22) 

where ∗ represents complex conjugate, and Re{●} is real part of a complex number. 

  
(a) Amplitude of acoustic pressure (real part)                         (b) Active acoustic intensity 

Figure 3:  Acoustic responses at a launch site using the interior model (100[Hz]) 

  
(a) Amplitude of acoustic pressure (real part)                        (b) Active acoustic intensity 

Figure 4:  Acoustic responses at a launch site using the exterior model (100[Hz]) 
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In the bounded model, 1470 wave functions for bounded subdomains are used. In the unbounded model, 
972 and 190 wave functions (total 1162) are used for bounded and unbounded subdomains, respectively. 
Figure 3 shows that the larger number of wave function is necessary to produce accurate results since the 
result has not been changed with higher integration accuracy. Particularly, the continuous conditions 
among subdomains are not still accurately satisfied. On the other hand, the unbounded model seems to 
gives us more accurate results despite of the smaller number of wave functions, because the active 
intensity vectors properly direct from the tunnel to the infinite region. 
Moreover, in order to investigate the convergence rate of the unbounded model, the convergence curves 
are plotted at 20 and 50 [Hz] as shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b), respectively. These figures show that only 
the small number of unbounded wave function is necessary though the prediction accuracy is limited by 
the accuracy of the bounded domain. 
Therefore, as a future development, the bounded domain should be kept narrower, in order to use much 
smaller number of wave functions, and then to shorten the computation time. If we use the truncation 
ellipse, this can be achieved. 
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Figure 5:  Convergence curves of the unbounded model 
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Figure 6:  Sound Pressure Levels (case 2 using the unbounded model) 
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Figure 6 shows the sound pressure levels (SPLs) above the inlet of the deflector tunnel using the 
unbounded model. In the legend of this figure, h represents the altitude [m] from the middle point of the 
tunnel inlet. The normal velocity conditions at the inlet is 0.0[m/s] on the upper sides and 1.0[m/s] on the 
lower sides (case 2 as shown in Figure 1). Then, the SPLs clearly explain the sound insulation effect of the 
PST since the height of the PST is about 67[m], and the altitudes 60 and 70[m] are just below and above 
the top of the PST, respectively. 

4 Acoustic transmission 

4.1 Models 

Next, acoustic transmission is considered, supposing the acoustic transmission phenomena through a 
payload fairing. Although we are arranging an experimental facility to verify the WBM code, some 
fundamental acoustic transmission analyses are firstly conducted by using the 2D WBM code in this paper.  
Figure 7 presents some 2D analysis models based on the experimental facility. These models are 
composed of two rooms, a source room and a receiving room. The inside surface of these rooms are 
covered with sound absorbing materials. Sound waves radiated from a loudspeaker placed on the left side 
of the source room marked as a filled circle, are transmitted through an elastic structure fixed in the 
middle of the two rooms. All rooms are filled with air (ρ = 1.2[kg/m3], c = 340[m/s]), and the elastic 
structure is a flat thin aluminum plate (thickness ts = 1[mm], density ρs = 2700[kg/m3], Young modulus E 
= 70×109[N/m2], Poisson ratio ν = 0.33). For simplicity, boundaries covered with sound absorbing 
materials are modeled as impedance boundaries imposed on ρc. 
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(e) Model 5 

Figure 7:  Acoustic transmission model 
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The WBM requires the sufficient condition for convergence that the problem domain must be decomposed 
of some convex subdomains. In this case, the two rooms themselves are convex, so each room is simply 
assigned to a subdomain. Note that dashed lines in Figure 6 are only used to show the original shape of the 
rooms, so these are not the subdomain I/Fs. 
Models 1, 2 and 3 are used to examine how the position of the elastic plate in the connection tunnel 
between two rooms affects to values of the TL. This is called the niche effect, or tunneling effect [6]. Then, 
the elastic plate is place on the left and right side, and in the middle of the connection tunnel, respectively. 
On the other hand, models 4 and 5 have no connection tunnel. The analysis area of model 5 is about 10 
times larger than the other models to represent that the absorbing materials are close to perfect absorption. 
In fact, the elastic plate should be clamped (or simply supported) all sides. However, the conditions can be 
realized by using 3D code, so it is noted that the plate is clamped only on upper and lower sides, and the 
other sides are free in 2D analysis. Moreover, when the TL is computed, incident acoustic energy at the 
position marked as solid circles in Figure 7 and transmitted acoustic energy at the position marked as stars 
in Figure 6 must be obtained. In order to compute incident acoustic energy, only the source room model is 
used with the plate replacing as the absorbing material (impedance boundary) to avoid the acoustic 
reflections. 

4.2 Discontinuous boundary conditions 

On acoustic impedance boundaries, the acoustic features of the absorbing material should be inputted. In 
practice, it must be identified by some experiments. However, for simplicity, assuming that the absorbing 
material can be ideally considered as perfect absorption, the specific acoustic impedance ρc is used. Then, 
at clamped edges of the plate, normal velocities of air are zeros, that is, the impedance is infinity. There 
are finite impedance ρc on adjacent absorbing materials, so the BCs around clamped edges of the plate are 
discontinuous. In fact, as shown in Figure 8, the WBM can not provide accurate results with such 
discontinuous boundaries, that is, fluid and plate displacements (velocities) are not matched, particularly, 
in the source room. This issue can be seen at almost all frequency, and also using all models in Figure 7. 
Therefore, in order to make impedance BCs continuous, the following functions is considered for 
impedance Z with respect to a local coordinate x along the impedance boundary adjacent to the plate in the 
source room as shown in Figure 8 (a). 

 
( )

1
0.55 nZ c

x
ρ= +

−
 (23) 

with an arbitrary positive real number n. By using the function (23), the impedance can continuously 
become infinity as the x is close to the clamped edge of the plate. As shown in Figure 9 (b), when n is 
smaller, the model becomes closer to the discontinuous model, but it is clear that the significant number of 
quadrature point must be used near the clamped edge (x ≈ 0.55). 

Next, the optimal (minimum) n to match the fluid and plate displacement is examined by increasing n 
from 1.0. Between 100[Hz] and 4[kHz], n = 2 is found to be close to optimal as shown in Figure 10. 
Figure 11 shows the comparison of the acoustic pressure amplitudes with and without the function (23). It 
can be found that there is a slight difference in the spreading region of transmitted waves in the receiving 
room, but the amplitudes close to the plate are not so different. In the following analyses, the function (23) 
with n = 2 is applied to the impedance boundaries in the source room adjacent to the plate edges. 
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Figure 8:  Displacement amplitude (real part) of the elastic plate and air on both sides using only 
specific acoustic impedance 
(Solid line: structural displacement amplitude, + and ○ are the displacement amplitude of the source and receiving rooms, respectively. The 
model 4 is used at 4[kHz]) 
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Figure 9:  Impedance function 
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Figure 10:  Displacement amplitude (real part) of the elastic plate and air on both sides using the 
function (23) (n = 2) on only the source room side 
(Solid line: structural displacement amplitude, + and ○ are the displacement amplitude of the source and receiving rooms, respectively. The 
model 4 is used at 4[kHz]) 
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(a) Discontinuous boundaries  (only specific acoustic impedance is imposed). 

 
(b) Continuous boundaries  (equation (23) (n = 2) is applied). 

Figure 11:  Comparison of acoustic pressure amplitude (real part) using discontinuous and 
continuous boundaries  (model 4 is used at 4[kHz]) 

4.3 Computation of acoustic transmission loss 

The TL of the plate is computed by the WBM using models as depicted in Figure 6. 

4.3.1 Normal incident mass law 

In order to predict the TL, the mass law is commonly used. This section explains the normal incident mass 
law. This theory is derived using a infinitely large flat plate mounted upon a viscously damped and elastic 
suspension. This idealized 1-dimensional system represents an approximation to the fundamental mode of 
a large flat plate. Let the specific acoustic impedance of the fluid in the source and receiving rooms be 
ρ1c1 and ρ2c2, respectively. When a plane sound wave of excitation frequency ω is incident 
perpendicularly to the plate, the transmission loss factor is defined as  

 2 2

0

2 2 2 2

4

1 1

n

msm n
c c

τ
ω ηω

ρ ω ρ

=
⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞− + + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠

. (24) 

with mass per unit area m, a spring coefficient per unit area s (corresponding to the plate bending 
stiffness), n defined as ρ1c1/ρ2c2, the undamped natural frequency of the suspensionω0 ( )s m=  

(corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the plate). A damping coefficient per unit area of the 
suspension represents ω0mη using the in-vacuo loss factor η of the plate. Then, the TL is defined as 
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 TL = 10log10(1/τ) [dB]. (25) 

Now, considering the special case ρ0c = ρ1c1 = ρ2c2, and using f = ω/2π, the TL can be approximately 
obtained depending on frequency as follow: 

(i) ω << ω0 

 TL ≈ 20log10(s/f) + 20log10(4πρ0c), (26) 

(ii) ω >> ω0 

 TL ≈ 20log10(mf) − 20log10(ρ0c/π), (27) 

(iii) ω = ω0 

 TL ≈ 0   (η <<ρ0c/ωm), (28) 

 TL ≈ 20log10(mf0η) − 20log10(ρ0c/π)    (η >>ρ0c/ωm). (29) 
The equation (27) is so-called “normal incident mass law”, that is, the TL is proportional to the logarithm 
of the mass per unit area well above the fundamental frequency. 

4.3.2 Natural frequencies of a plate 

Table 1 shows the natural frequencies of the aluminum plate, whose dimension is 0.1[m]×0.1[m]. In 2D 
analysis, only top and bottom sides are clamped (other sides are free), despite of the fact that all sides are 
clamped in practice. In order to compare the numerical results around the fundamental frequency with 
experimental results in the future, Young modulus can be adjusted so as to match the fundamental 
frequency. 

Modal degree Natural frequency 

1 523.38 
2 1442.7 
3 2828.6 
4 4675.5 

Table 1:  Natural frequencies of a thin plate (in-vacuo) [Hz] 

4.3.3 WBM results 

Figures 12 (a)-(d) show the TLs computed by the WBM using models 1-4 in Figure 6, respectively. All 
figures contains the results in the case that the structural loss factor η = 0.0 and 0.05 with the frequency 
range from 100[Hz] to 4[kHz]. It can be seen that there are almost no differences among results in the 
distinct models, including model 5 in Figure 7 (though its result is not presented here). And, there are no 
niche effects in these idealized cases as seen in Figure 6(a)-(c). Since analytical solutions using equations 
(26) and (27) in these figures are based on an infinitely large plate, the comparison are just for reference. 
However, the WBM results show the similar trend as explained by equations (27) and (28). That is, the 
TLs sharply decrease near the plate fundamental frequency depending on the loss factor η and increase 
similarly to the mass law above the fundamental frequency (up to the 3rd mode). In addition, the WBM 
results show that the TLs sharply decrease near the higher natural frequency with the symmetric mode 
(3rd mode) as well. It is also found that the frequencies at the decreasing peak of the TL, about 550Hz for 
the 1st mode and 3000[Hz] for the 3rd mode, are slightly higher than the in-vacuo plate natural 
frequencies as listed in Table1. These results are due to the coupling effects between the structure and 
acoustics. 
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Figure 12:  Comparison of acoustic transmission losses 
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5 Conclusions 

This paper focuses on the WBM that is expected to predict vibroacoustic responses in the mid-frequency 
range. By using the 2D code developed by the authors, the acoustic propagation and transmission analyses 
are performed. In the propagation analysis, the WBM extended to the exterior problem was solved the 
model with quite wide geometrical and frequency range using the smaller number of wave functions than 
the WBM for the interior problem. In the transmission analysis, it is found that discontinuous impedance 
BCs must be fitted by using continuous functions to obtain more accurate results using the WBM. 
Moreover, even a finite plate, the trend of the TL is similar to the analytical solutions assuming an infinite 
plate, particularly close to and above the plate fundamental frequency. The WBM can solve the TLs in the 
higher frequency range with higher symmetric modes. As the future development, the WBM code must be 
extended to solve 3D problems, and then we will compare the numerical results with experimental results 
to verify the code. 
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Abstract
Damped vibro-acoustic problems lead to complex large FE models. A classical way to reduce computation
time is the component mode synthesis method (CMS). In presence of damped materials such as visco- and
poro-elastic, the classical decoupled bases used in CMS method have somelimitations and can be fulfilled
with several residual vectors. Another point that must be addressed inthe analysis is the robustness of bases
according to structural modifications: when the model has parametric modifications, the same strategy can be
applied to define robust bases instead of forming new bases in order to take into account these modifications.
This study compares the CMS methods of two formulations-(u, p) and (u, ϕ) in terms of efficiency and
precision; therefrom as a conclusion an efficient and easy to implement robust CMS method is proposed.

1 Introduction

Solving large industrial damped vibro-acoustic problems is still a challenge. Finite elements method (FEM)
using the classical displacement-pressure(u, p) formulation leads to a coupled problem which is large and
not symmetric. Other formulations can be distinguished by the choice of variable in fluid domain, for exam-
ple using the displacement potentialϕ, which is well-posed in the static case [1]. Some other ones leading
to symmetric systems are for example field displacement [2]; velocity potential [3, 4]; or combination of
two variables, pressure and displacement potential [5, 1]... Some techniques of symmetrization for non-
symmetric problem were also proposed in [6, 7].
Industrial problems lead to large FE models which are time-consuming in optimizationprocesses and dy-
namic reduction method is necessary. CMS method using decoupled domains (fluid and structure) is consid-
ered in which normal modes ofin vacuostructure and rigid walls cavity are classically used. Unfortunately,
these reduction bases have bad convergence properties that can be explained by the non-admissible displace-
ment field of fluid domain on the fluid-structure coupling interface, since acoustic modes are classically
evaluated using rigid walls boundary conditions. To fulfill the convergence, the static response of fluid do-
main due to the normal deformation of coupled interfaces is introduced in decoupled fluid bases [1, 8]. The
(u, p) and (u, ϕ) formulations using this technique are considered in some test-cases beforeproposing a
better approach.
The final objective is to obtain Ritz bases which are efficient and simple to build, which can also be easily
updated when the parameters of model are modified, in order to be efficientin optimization and uncertainties
propagation processes. Such a CMS method based on(u, p) formulation is proposed, obtained by enrich-
ing decoupled fluid basis with residual vectors which are the responses of fluid domain due to the forces at
coupling interfaces. Then when a modification of parameters is applied, these bases are updated by residual
response vectors coming from modification forces. This method is known asrobust CMS [9, 10].
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2 Formulation of damped vibro-acoustic problem

2.1 Displacement-pressure formulation

Figure 1: Description of vibro-acoustic problem

The internal vibro-acoustic problem which is considered in this paper is presented in figure 2.1. LetVf be
the fluid domain,Vs the structural domain,Su the fluid-structure coupling interface andSa the acoustic ab-
sorbing surface characterized by acoustic impedanceZa(ω). The equations describing permanent harmonic
response of fluid domain in term of pressure are [1, 5, 11]:

∆p +
ω2

c2
p = 0 (a)

∂p

∂n
= ρfω2un onSu ∪ Sa (b)

vn = p
Za(ω) onSa (c).

(1)

In order to be well-posed in static case (ω = 0), the following constraint is introduced [8]:∫
Ωf

pdV = −ρfc2
∫

Su∪Sa

undS, (2)

which leads to the static solutionps (constant):

ps = −ρfc2

Vf

∫
Su∪Sa

undS. (3)

In the dynamic case (ω 6= 0), any solution of (1) always satisfies the constraint (2).
The weak variational formulation of vibro-acoustic problem is: for all admissible(δu, δp) , find (u, p) such
that:

ks(u, δu)− ω2ms(u, δu)−
∫

Su

pnδudS =
∫

Sf

fsδudS, (4)

∫
Vf

∇p∇δpdV − ω2

c2

∫
Vf

pδpdV − ω2ρf

∫
Su

unδpdS + jω
ρf

Za(ω)

∫
Sa

pδpdS = 0, (5)

∫
Ωf

pdV = −ρfc2
∫

Su∪Sa

undS. (6)

ks andms are structural stiffness and mass operators,Sf is the structural surface on which external force is
imposed. To determine rigid wall cavity modes, one have to find(pα, ωα) for all admissibleδp such that:∫

Vf

∇pα∇δpdV − ω2
α

c2

∫
Vf

pαδpdV = 0, (7)
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∫
Ωf

pαdV = 0. (8)

It is easy to see that(pα = const, ωα = 0) is not a solution of (7) and (8).
The FE discretization of (4) and (5) can be written as:([

Ks −C
0 Kf

]
− ω2

[
Ms 0

ρfCT Mf

]
+

jω

Za(ω)

[
0 0
0 Af

]){
U
P

}
=

{
Fs

0

}
, (9)

whereKs, Ms are structural stiffness and mass matrices,Kf etMf are respectively the matrix corresponding
to the discretization of kinematic energy and compressibility matrix of fluid (named ”stiffness” and ”mass”
matrix of fluid in the following). Kf ∈ RNf×Nf is symmetric positive semi-definite of rankNf − 1,
Mf ∈ RNf×Nf is symmetric definite positive;C is the coupling matrix;Af is the absorbing acoustic
matrix, symmetric, whose topology depends onSa; Fs is the external force vector. If structural damping is
introduced, the stiffness matrixKs becomesK̃s which is complex.

2.2 Displacement-potential formulation

Displacement potentialϕ of fluid domain is defined by [1]:

p = ρfω2(ϕ− 1
Vf

∫
Vf

ϕdV ) + ps; ps = −ρfc2

Vf

∫
Su∪Sa

undS. (10)

One chooses the following constraint: ∫
Vf

ϕdV = 0. (11)

Equation (10) then becomes:
p = ρfω2ϕ + ps. (12)

The problem in term ofϕ can be written:

∆ϕ +
ω2

c2
ϕ− 1

Vf

∫
Su∪Sa

undS = 0 (a)

∂ϕ

∂n
= un onSu ∪ Sa (b)

1
jωZa

(
ρfω2ϕ− ρfc2

Vf

∫
Su∪Sa

undS

)
= un onSa (c).

(13)

The wall impedanceZa is frequency dependent, the weak variational of(u, ϕ) formulation is:

ks(u, δu) + kc(u, δu)− ω2ms(u, δu)− ρfω2
∫

Su

ϕnδudS +
ρfc2

Vf

∫
Su

nδudS

∫
Sa

undS

=
∫

Sf

fsδudS,
(14)

∫
Vf

∇ϕ∇δϕdV − ω2

c2

∫
Vf

ϕδϕdV −
∫

Su

unδϕdS −
∫

Sa

unδϕdS = 0, (15)

wherekc(u, δu) = ρf c2

Vf

∫
Su

nδudS
∫
Su

undS. Denotingζ =
ρfc2

Vf
andZcpl

a (ω) = −ζ
ζSa − jωZa

ζ2Sa + ω2Z2
a

, taking

integral of (13c) onSa, equations (14) and (15) become:

ks(u, δu) +
(
1 + SaZ

cpl
a

)
kc(u, δu)− ω2ms(u, δu)

−ρfω2
(∫

Su

ϕnδudS + Zcpl
a

∫
Sa

ϕdS

∫
Su

nδudS

)
=
∫

Sf

fsδudS,
(16)
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kf (ϕ, δϕ)− ω2mf (ϕ, δϕ)−
∫

Su

unδϕdS − Zcpl
a

∫
Sa

δϕdS

∫
Su

undS

+jω
ρf

Za

(∫
Sa

ϕδϕdS + Zcpl
a

∫
Sa

δϕdS

∫
Sa

ϕdS

)
= 0.

(17)

In discrete form:

KsU +
(
1 + SaZ

cpl
a

)
KcU − ω2MsU − ρfω2

(
C + Zcpl

a Kc1L
T
a

)
Φ = Fs, (18)

KfΦ− ω2MfΦ−
(
CT + Zcpl

a LaKc1

)
U +

jω

Za

(
Af + ρfZcpl

a LaL
T
a

)
Φ = 0, (19)

whereKc1 andLa correspond to
∫
Su

nδudS and
∫
Sa

δϕdS, Kc = ρf c2

Vf
Kc1K

T
c1. The constraint (11) can be

written asLT Φ = 0. The FE model can be written as:([
Ks + K̃c 0
−C̃T Kf

]
− ω2

[
Ms ρf C̃
0 Mf

]
+

jω

Za

[
0 0
0 Ãf

]){
U
Φ

}
=

{
Fs

0

}
, (20)

with LT Φ = 0, K̃c = (1 + SaZ
cpl
a )Kc; C̃ = C + Zcpl

a Kc1L
T
a andÃf = Af + ρfZcpl

a LaL
T
a . One should

note that equation (20) has the same topology as equation (9).
Static solution: using of(u, ϕ) formulation permits to eliminate the singularity of problem atω = 0 and
define ”static” solutionϕs from (15):∫

Vf

∇ϕs∇δϕdV −
∫

Su∪Sa

unδϕdS = 0 with
∫

Vf

ϕsdV = 0. (21)

Acoustic modes: the modes of rigid wall cavity (without absorption) are solutions of∫
Vf

∇ϕ∇δϕdV − ω2

c2

∫
Vf

ϕδϕdV = 0 ∀δϕ admissible and
∫

Vf

ϕdV = 0, (22)

or
KfΦs − ω2MfΦ = 0 with LT Φ = 0. (23)

One can observe that these are the same modes as those of(u, p) formulation.

Relations of conjugation: let (ϕα, ωα) be a solution of (22), by imposingδϕ = ϕα on (21) andδϕ = ϕs

on (22) one obtains: ∫
Vf

∇ϕs∇ϕαdV −
∫

Su∪Sa

unϕαdS = 0, (24)

∫
Su∪Sa

unϕαdS − ω2
α

c2

∫
Vf

ϕαϕsdV = 0. (25)

3 Reduction of model using classical decoupled bases

3.1 Case without absorbing surface

3.1.1 Displacement-pressure formulation

Consider now a following decomposition [8]:

p =
n∑

α=1

pαqf
α + ps =

n∑
α=0

pαqf
α, (26)
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in which pα (α ∈ N ∗) is a mass-normalized rigid wall cavity mode,ps is defined by equation (3).ps

is constant in space at each givenω so it can be writtenps = qf
0p0 wherep0 is the static cavity mode

corresponding toω = 0. Using this decomposition and removing the variableqf
0 in the weak form of the

problem, equations (4) and (5) lead to:

ks(u, δu)− ω2ms(u, δu) + ρfp2
0

∫
Su

undS

∫
Su

nδudS −
n∑

α=1

∫
Su

qf
αpαnδudS =

∫
Sf

fsδudS, (27)

(
ω2

α − ω2
)

qf
α − ω2ρf

∫
Su

unpαdS = 0, ∀α ∈ N ∗, (28)

or, after discretization:

(Ks + Kc) U − ω2Ms − ω2
n∑

α=1

1
ω2

α

CPαqf
α − ω2

n∑
α=1

ρf

ω2
α

CPαP T
α CT U = Fs, (29)

(
1
ρf

− ω2

ρfω2
α

)
qf
α −

ω2

ω2
α

P T
α CT U = 0, ∀α ∈ N ∗, (30)

whereKc is obtained by the discretization ofp2
0

∫
Su

undS
∫
Su

nδudS. Using the fluid basisTf containing
normal modesPα (α ∈ N ∗), the combination of the two equations below leads to the following symmetric
system: [ Ks + Kc 0

0 1
ρf

I

]
− ω2

 Ms + Mc CTfdiag
(

1
ω2

α

)
sym 1

ρf
diag

(
1

ω2
α

) { U
qf

}
=

{
Fs

0

}
, (31)

in which the matrixMc =
n∑

α=1

ρf

ω2
α

CPαP T
α CT is symmetric. The reduced symmetric system is expressed in

hybrid coordinates (physic:U , modal:qf ).

Full reduction
In order to complete the reduction on modal basis,U is now projected on the solutions of the following
eigenvalue problem [1, 8]:

(Ks + Kc)Uβ = ω2
β (Ms + Mc) Uβ, (32)

whereUβ is a structural mode of the structure including added mass and stiffness effects of fluid, associated
to Kc andMc. The projection ofU is:

U =
m∑

β=1

Uβqs
β = Tsq

s. (33)

This gives the reduced model expressed with generalized coordinates:[ diag(ω2
β) 0

0 1
ρf

I

]
− ω2

 I C̄diag
(

1
ω2

α

)
sym 1

ρf
diag

(
1

ω2
α

) { qs

qf

}
=

{
F̄s

0

}
, (34)

whereC̄ = T T
s CTf andF̄s = T T

s F .
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3.1.2 Displacement-potential formulation

Similarly one considers the decomposition [1]:

ϕ =
n∑

α=1

qf
αϕα + ϕs; α ∈ N ∗, (35)

whereϕs is the solution of (21) withoutSa, which can be written in the FE model asKfΦs = CT U . Matrix
Kf is singular (rank ofNf − 1) so direct inversion ofKf could not be realized. To overcome this difficulty,
a change of variable can be used. According t the relationLT Φs = 0, the solutionΦs can be written as
Φs = HΦs∗ whereΦs∗ is obtained by eliminating a nodal value ofΦs. TherebyKf becomesK∗

f (dimension
of Nf − 1) which is definite but full. If the first nodal value ofΦs is eliminated, matrix H is:

H =


· · · −Li

L1
· · ·

. ..
1

.. .

 . (36)

An alternative method to determineΦs consists in replacing the constraint
∫
Vf

ϕdV = 0 by another one, in
this case the relation betweenp andϕ is:

p = ρfω2(ϕ− 1
Vf

∫
Vf

ϕdV ) + ps. (37)

Thus,Φs is solution ofKfΦs = (CT−RT )U whereRT comes from the discretization of1Vf

∫
S undS

∫
Vf

δϕdS.

By choosing the constraintΦs = {0; Φs∗} [1], one hasΦs∗ = (K∗
f )−1(C∗T − R∗T )U in which K∗

f , C∗ and
R∗ are obtained by clearing the rows and columns ofKf , C andR corresponding to the first nodal value of
Φs. It should be noted that in this caseK∗

f is sparse and positive definite.
In general, one uses:

Φs = ΓcU. (38)

Using the decomposition (35) and imposingδϕ = ϕα then taking into account the relations of conjugation,
one has

ks(u, δu) + kc(u, δu)− ω2ms(u, δu)− ρfω2
∫

Su

ϕsnδudS − ρfω2
n∑

α=1

qf
α

∫
Su

ϕαnδudS =
∫

Sf

fsδudS,

(39)(
ω2

α − ω2
)

qf
αω2

α = ω2
∫

Su

ϕαundS. (40)

Or, after discretization:

(Ks + Kc)U − ω2MsU − ω2ρfCΓcU − ω2ρf

n∑
α=1

qf
αCΦα = Fs, (41)

(
ω2

α − ω2
)

qf
αω2

α = ω2ΦT
αCT U. (42)

Regrouping these two equations leads to a symmetric system[
Ks + Kc 0

0 ρfdiag(ω4
α)

]{
U
qf

}
− ω2

[
Ms + Mc ρfCTf

sym ρfdiag(ω2
α)

]{
U
qf

}
=

{
Fs

0

}
, (43)

whereMc = ρfCΓc is symmetric.
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Full reduction
The same methodology as the one used in section 3.1.2 allows one to obtain the system on generalized
coordinates:[

diag
(
ω2

β

)
0

0 ρfdiag(ω4
α)

]{
qs

qf

}
− ω2

[
I ρf C̄

sym ρfdiag(ω2
α)

]{
qs

qf

}
=

{
F̄s

0

}
. (44)

As far as topology is concerned, equation (44) is equivalent to equation(34), but it is more efficient for
convergence since the decompositionp = ρfω2ϕ+ps = ρfω2∑n

α=1 qf
αϕα +ρfω2ϕs +ps has an extra term

ϕs, compared with the decomposition (26).

3.1.3 Simulations
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Figure 2: Model of cavity and acoustic impedance of absorbing materialZa(ω)

An acoustic cavity of sizea × b × c = 0.654 × 0.527 × 0.6 m3 is coupled with a flexible thin plate whose
characteristics are:a× b = 0.654× 0.527 m2, thicknessh = 3× 10−3 m, E = 7× 1010Pa, ν = 0.33 and
structural dampingηs = 0.02; the other walls are rigid. A harmonic point force is exciting the plate, and the
frequency range of interest is[0; 300]Hz. Two indicators are used to show the results, the acoustic power
Pi and the mean of quadratic velocitȳV 2

n :

Pi =
∫

Vf

(
1

4ρf
pp∗ +

1
4ρfω2

∇p∇p∗
)

dV , (45)

V̄ 2
n =

1
|Ss|

∫
Ss

v2
ndS. (46)

BasisTs contains 31 normal modes (criterion2 × fmax), while 50 or 130 normal modes are used inTf in
order to observe the convergence of solutions. The reference is the direct evaluation of harmonic response.
Figures 3 and 4 clearly show the higher efficiency of(u, ϕ) formulation using the decomposition 35 (shown
in fig.4), compared with(u, p) formulation using the decomposition (26), shown in figure 3. Therefrom one
can conclude that in the case without absorbing surfaceSa, the use of(u, ϕ) formulation leads to an efficient
model reduction of the vibro-acoustic system.
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Figure 3:(u, p) formulation withoutSa; a) sound power b) mean of quadratic velocity
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Figure 4:(u, ϕ) formulation withoutSa; a) sound power b) mean of quadratic velocity
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3.2 Case with absorbing surface

3.2.1 Displacement-pressure formulation

When absorbing surfaceSa, characterized by impedanceZa, is present, the variables in equations leading
to (27) and (28) are linearly dependent (because of theAf terms), therefore that transformation (removing
of variableqf

0 ) leads to a complex reduced system which is not easy to implement. However thefluid basis
defined by (26) can still be used and for structural domain, modes ofin vacuostructure are introduced instead
of structure including added mass and stiffness effect. Such bases leadto the following reduced system:([

K̄s −C̄
0 K̄f

]
− ω2

[
M̄s 0

ρf C̄T M̄f

]
+

jω

Za(ω)

[
0 0
0 Āf

]){
qs

qf

}
=

{
F̄s

0

}
, (47)

whereK̄s = T T
s KsTs, M̄s = T T

s MsTs, C̄ = T T
s CTf , K̄f = T T

f KfTf , M̄f = T T
f MfTf , Āf = T T

f AfTf

andF̄s = T T
s Fs. BasisTs contains the modes ofin vacuostructureUβ , the fluid basisTf contains now not

only acoustic modesPα, α ∈ N ∗ but also static modeP0.

3.2.2 Displacement-potential formulation

Theoretically, in presence of absorbing surface, solutionϕs is defined by (21) with bothSu andSa, but when
Sa is characterized by acoustic impedanceZa, ϕs can not be clearly represented as a function of normal
displacementun (Eq. 38). Thus in this section, the decomposition (35) is used in whichϕs is still defined
by (21) withoutSa. In this case, (39) and (40) becomes

ks(u, δu) + (1 + SaZ
cpl
a )kc(u, δu)− ω2ms(u, δu)− ρfω2

(∫
Su

ϕsnδudS + Zcpl
a

∫
Sa

ϕsdS

∫
Su

nδudS

)
−ρfω2

(
n∑

α=1

qf
α

∫
Su

ϕαnδudS + Zcpl
a

n∑
α=1

qf
α

∫
Sa

ϕαdS

∫
Su

nδudS

)
=
∫

Sf

fsδudS,

(48)(
ω2

α − ω2
)

qf
αω2

α − ω2
∫

Su

ϕαundS − ω2
αZcpl

a

∫
Sa

ϕαdS

∫
Su

undS + jω
ρfω2

α

Za

(∫
Sa

ϕsϕαdS

+
n∑

γ=1

qf
γ

∫
Sa

ϕγϕαudS + Zcpl
a

∫
Sa

ϕαdS

∫
Sa

ϕsdS + Zcpl
a

n∑
γ=1

qf
γ

∫
Sa

ϕγdS

∫
Sa

ϕαdS

 .
(49)

Or, in discrete form:[
Ks + K̃c − ω2(Ms + M̃c)

]
U − ω2ρf

(
CTf + Zcpl

a Kc1L
T
a Tf

)
qf = Fs, (50)

[
diag(ω4

α)− ω2diag(ω2
α)
]
qf − ω2T T

f CT U + Zcpl
a diag(ω2

α)T T
f LaK

T
c1U

+
jω

Za
diag(ω2

α)
(
T T

f ÃfΓcU + ¯̃Afqf
)

= 0,
(51)

whereM̃c = Mc + ρfZcpl
a Kc1L

T
a Γc is complex and¯̃Af = T T

f ÃfTf . Then these equations are projected on
the basis of structureTs defined by (32):([

K̄s + ¯̃Kc 0
0 ρfdiag(ω4

α)

]
− ω2

[
M̄s + ¯̃M c ρf C̄

sym ρfdiag(ω2
α)

]
+

jω

Za
ρfdiag(ω2

α)

[
0 0

T T
f ÃfΓcTs

¯̃Af

]

−ω2ρf

[
0 ¯̃C − C̄

−diag(ω2
α)

ω2 ( ¯̃C − C̄)T 0

]){
U
qf

}
=

{
Fs

0

}
.

(52)
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Figure 5:(u, p) formulation withSa; a) sound power b) mean of quadratic velocity

3.2.3 Simulations

For numerical simulations, the cavity presented in section 3.1.3 is used, including poro-elastic patches sticked
on three rigid walls, which are characterized by acoustic impedanceZa(ω) given in figure 2. Figure 5 shows
the results using(u, p) formulation. The maximum relative error on magnitude is above 40%, so in the next
section some improvements will be proposed. As far as the(u, ϕ) formulation is concerned (figure 6), the
decomposition (35) is not as efficient as in the case without absorbing area, becauseϕs is the static response
of displacement of structure (un on Ss), while it should be the response ofun on bothSs andSa. In this
case, the maximum relative error on magnitude is about 40%. Further,(u, ϕ) formulation in present ofSa

leads to a FE model which is complex and whose topology is not classical (in both full model and reduced
model), and it is very quite difficult to control the system during optimization procedures and uncertainties
propagation, because of the various terms in matrices.

4 Proposed CMS method using decoupled bases

Section 3 has showed that for(u, p) formulation, using classical decoupled bases can induce errors which
are not negligible. As far as the(u, ϕ) formulation withoutSa is concerned, the decomposition (35) is very
efficient, but in presence ofSa, the FE model is very complex even without model reduction (equations 18
and 19).
In this section an improved CMS method is proposed for(u, p) formulation, which is efficient and easy to
control during optimization and uncertainties propagation processes. Theidea is to enrich the fluid basisTf

by selected residual vectors which are responses of fluid cavity caused by interface operators on the surface
of fluid-structure coupling and absorbing area. Consider the FE model of fluid domain using(u, p) variables:(

Kf − ω2Mf

)
P +

jω

Za(ω)
AfP − ω2ρfCT U = 0. (53)
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Figure 6:(u, ϕ) formulation withSa; a) sound power b) mean of quadratic velocity

It can be rewritten as:(
Kf − ω2Mf

)
P = ω2ρfCT U − jω

Za(ω)
AfP = Ffs + Ffa, (54)

in whichFfs andFfa are external forces caused by structure and by absorbing area. The structural response
U is approached by:

U = Tsq
s, (55)

whereTs contains the normal modes ofin vacuostructure. The basisTf includes rigid wall cavity modes
Pα, α ∈ N which are not admissible. Enriched vectors can be defined by determining the responses of
system (54) excited by external forcesFfs andFfa, these forces can be approached by:

Ffs
∼= ω2ρfCT Tsq

s; Ffa
∼= − jω

Za(ω)
AfTfqf . (56)

Static responses could not be used here because of the singularity ofKf but one can determine responses at
a chose value of frequencyωc. The residual vectors which are used are:

∆Tsf = inv
(
Kf − ω2

cMf

)
CT Ts,

∆Tfa = inv
(
Kf − ω2

cMf

)
AfTf .

(57)

The value ofωc can be chosen in the considered frequency band and a singular value decomposition (SVD)
of ∆Tsf and∆Tfa can be realized to select the largest directions. Thus enriched fluid basisis now:

Tfe = [Tf ∆Tsf ∆Tfa]. (58)

Reduced system is the same as equation (47) whereK̄s = T T
s KsTs, M̄s = T T

s MsTs, C̄ = T T
s CTfe,

K̄f = T T
feKfTfe, M̄f = T T

feMfTfe, Āf = T T
feAfTfe andF̄s = T T

s Fs. If the degree of prediction using
Tfe defined by (58) is not accurate enough, a new process defined fromequation (56) to (58) is iterated.
When there is no acoustic absorbing surfaceSa, enriched basisTfe is easily obtained by removing∆Tsa

in (58). The figure 7 shows the efficiency of the proposed method. BasisTs contains 31 normal modes,
while Tf contains 50 normal modes. Only one value of frequency has been used tocalculate residual vectors
(ωc = 150× 2π rad/s). ∆Tsa contains 36 residual vectors and∆Tsf contains 31 ones.
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Figure 7: cavity withSa, proposed method; a) sound power b) mean of quadratic velocity

5 Robust bases for modified system

In this section, a vibro-acoustic model whose parameters are modified is studied. The deterministic model
has been studied in previous sections with its deterministic bases of reduction.If some variations of param-
eters around their nominal values are imposed, these modifications cause thevariations of global matrices.
Let ∆Ks, ∆Ms and∆Za be respectively the variations of structural stiffness, structural mass matrix and
acoustic impedance (Kf andMf are not modified), thus equations for this system are:[

(Ks + ∆Ks)− ω2(Ms + ∆Ms)
]
U − CP = Fs, (59)

[
Kf − ω2Mf

]
P +

jω

Za + ∆Za
AfP − ρfCT U = 0. (60)

In order to reduce this system, new eigenvalue problems could be resolvedto find thein vacuostructural
normal modes and acoustic ones. In practice, this updating is time-consuming.An alternative approach is
to enrich the deterministic bases to obtain the so-called dynamic robust bases [9, 10]. LetTs andTfe be the
bases of deterministic system which have been defined in section 4. Matricesvariations induce modification
forces in the deterministic model, so (59) and (60) can be rewritten as:[

Ks − ω2Ms

]
U − CP = Fs −

[
∆Ks − ω2∆Ms

]
U, (61)

[
Kf − ω2Mf

]
P +

jω

Za
AfP − ρfCT U = a(ω)AfP. (62)

wherea(ω) is a scalar. When the modifications are small, these forces can be approximated by ∆KsU =
∆KsTsq

s, ω2∆MsU = ω2∆MsTsq
s and a(ω)AfP = a(ω)AfTfeq

f . Following the methodology of
section 4, residual response vectors of modification forces used for enrichment are :

∆TK
s = K−1

s ∆KsTs,
∆TM

s = K−1
s ∆MsTs.

(63)
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The ones corresponding toa(ω)AfP have been taken into account in the term∆Tfa of Tfe. On the structural
side, updated basis is:

Tsu = [Ts ∆TK
s ∆TM

s ]. (64)

Because of the updating ofTs, the coupled force acting on fluid domain is changed, thus required residual
vectors for updating fluid basis are:

∆Tfe = inv
(
Kf − ω2

cMf

)
CT [∆TK

s ∆TM
s ]. (65)

Fluid updated basis is now:
Tfu = [Tfe ∆Tfe] (66)

A SVD for ∆TK
s , ∆TM

s and∆Tfe is generally useful to reduce the number of enriched vectors. For the
simulations, the density of a quarter of the plate has been increased of 20%,the thickness has been decreased
of 20% on another quarter, and the elastic modulus has been reduced of 5% in the remainder part. Figure
8 shows the impact of these modifications. Result of the robust basis are compared in figure 9 to those
of non-updated basis, and updated basis using new eigenvectors. In term of calculation time, a gain of
263.61/25.02 = 10.5 times is obtained (laptop CPU Intel Duo 1.66GHz, 1Gb RAM). One can observe that
the non-updated basis is no longer efficient for this modified structure, while the robust basis as almost the
same precision as the one of the updated basis that uses new eigenvector,while the calculation time is 10.5
times faster.
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Figure 8: Modified model, impact of the modifications; a) sound power b) meanof quadratic velocity

6 Concluding remarks

A comparison of CMS method for damped vibro-acoustic problem using(u, p) and (u, ϕ) formulations
has been realized. These CMS method using classical decoupled bases has some limits and they have been
fulfilled by a proposed CMS method. This proposed method has been extended to robust CMS bases, applied
on test-case of modified system. It should be noted that for visco-elastic damping and for a complete model
of stochastic vibro-acoustic problem, readers are invited to reference [12].
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Abstract
Vibro-acoustic applications in automotive and aerospace industries frequently involve random kinematical,
acoustical or mechanical excitations. When such excitations are distributed (diffuse field or turbulent bound-
ary layer for instance), a modal framework is usually well suited since its leads to a beneficial reduction of
model size. The main focus of the present paper is to highlight an enhanced modal framework for handling
random excitations. This model exploits particular features related to the description of random excitations.
Both conventional (ie directly based on PSD data) and unconventional (ie based on a sampling procedure)
techniques (as available in ACTRAN/RM software) are described and compared on a practical example
involving a cylindrical shell.

1 Introduction

Random excitations play an important role in vibro-acoustics. This is due to the fact that there are many
situations where a vibro-acoustic system is randomly excited. Such situations arise for instance in automotive
and aerospace applications where the external envelope of a vehicle is excited by a turbulent boundary layer
directly related to the penetration of the vehicle in the air. Many equipments of space vehicles are also
subjected to random vibrations or random acoustic loading generated at different steps of a flight. Testing
procedures of such equipments frequently involve random excitations : random kinematical excitations of a
shaker or acoustic diffuse field in a reverberant chamber. Many random excitations have a distributed nature
which make their description more complex (effect of spatial correlation, heterogenous data). Additionally
the usual treatment of random excitations (as weakly stationary distributed random processes) requires high
computational resources in order to handle partial cross-correlation effects. The cost of a random analysis is
therefore significantly higher than the cost of a deterministic analysis.

The treatment of random excitations in the physical space [1] shows some limits (basically induced by the
difficulty to handle distributed random excitations in this context). A modal formulation appears as a valid
alternative for the following reasons:

• Modal approaches allow for a preliminary reduction of the size of the dynamic problem: the reduction
of size is beneficial for random excitations since the projection of the excitation in the modal space
will reduce the complexity of the problem;

• Modal approaches allow for a better communication with external structural softwares: in many sec-
tors, structural calculations rely on NASTRAN models that can be described in modal terms and easily
exchanged through appropriate interface files (like binary OUTPUT2 files);

• Modal approaches are efficient in a wide frequency band: the development of AMLS (Automated
Multi-Level Substructuring) capabilities allows for the extraction of thousands of modes from discrete
FE models involving millions of degrees of freedom and the so-called medium frequency range can be
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analyzed using the eigenfunctions related to highest eigenvalues of an energy operator integrated over
the frequency band;

• Modal approaches pave the road for robust design solutions: the promising non-parametric approach
[2] for handling model and data uncertainties in vibro-acoustic simulations requires a modal reduction
in order to support Monte Carlo simulations;

• Modal approaches have been further refined by FFT in order to handle trim materials: our AC-
TRAN/TRIM product is based on an innovative strategy [3] for handling in a modal context trim
components (evaluation of modal stiffness, damping and mass updates induced by trim components
for both structural and acoustic modal models);

• Asymptotic modal approaches have been investigated by FFT in the past and have shown their po-
tential: these asymptotic formulations allow for a further simplification of the treatment and lead to
acceptable results with a significant breakdown of the computational cost;

• Pellicular modes and acoustic modal radiation impedance: based on pellicular modes (related to a thin
acoustic layer along the radiating surface), a strategy for evaluating the radiation modal impedance can
be developed and therefore extends the modal formulation to exterior random vibro-acoustic problems.

2 Random excitations

2.1 Introduction

The random excitations to be considered here can be defined as mechanical or acoustical excitations and
are localized or spatially distributed. Mechanical excitations involve both kinematical excitations (random
support motion) and load excitations (point load or distributed load). Acoustic excitations can be localized
(acoustic source with a random amplitude) or distributed (acoustic diffuse field). These excitations are further
examined in the following sections after a quick overview of basic descriptors of random processes.

2.2 Random processes

The general framework for the description of random excitations is related to (stationary) random processes.
A random process x(t) can be defined as a family of random variables: for any particular value tk of the
parameter t (usually the time), x(tk) is a random variable. It can be shown that the assumption of a weakly
stationary random process allows to characterize the process by its auto-correlation function Rx(τ):

Rx(τ) = E [x(t)x(t+ τ)] (1)

where E [·] denotes the mathematical expectation operator.

In the frequency domain, the characterization relies on the power spectral density (PSD) Sx(ω) defined as
1/2π times the Fourier transform of function Rx(τ):

Sx(ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

Rx(τ)eiωτdτ (2)

If several random processes are considered, the characterization relies, in the time domain, on the following
auto- and cross-correlation functions:

Rxm(τ) = E [xm(t)xm(t+ τ)] (3)
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and
Rxmxn(τ) = E [xm(t)xn(t+ τ)] (4)

where xm and xn are two particular random processes.

Similarly, auto- and cross-power spectra are the main descriptors in the frequency domain:

Sxm(ω) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
Rxm(τ)eiωτdτ (5)

and

Sxmxn(ω) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
Rxmxn(τ)eiωτdτ (6)

In a discrete context, auto- and cross-spectra of a random processes xi(t) (for i = 1, . . . , n) can be described
by a matrix Sx(ω):

Sx(ω) =


Sx1x1(ω) Sx1x2(ω) . . . Sx1xn(ω)
Sx2x1(ω) Sx2x2(ω) . . . Sx2xn(ω)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Sxnx1(ω) Sxnx2(ω) . . . Sxnxn(ω)

 (7)

Such a matrix representation could result from the discretization of a distributed random process. As it will
be seen in the sequel, a simpler characterization could be obtained if the random process is considered as
homogeneous.

2.3 Random mechanical excitations

Random structural excitations can be either mechanical (point load or distributed load) or kinematical (pre-
scribed displacement). For point loads and prescribed point displacements, the characterization relies on
a matrix of cross-spectra (analogous to the matrix given by equation (7)). For a distributed loading, the
characterization usually relies on a reference power spectrum and a spatial correlation function.

2.3.1 Random distributed pressure loading

Distributed mechanical excitations play an important role in random vibro-acoustic studies since many real-
life excitations are spatially distributed. The origin of such excitations can be aerodynamic (turbulent bound-
ary layer) or acoustic (diffuse field). These excitations can be described, in the present context, by their
mechanical effects (pressure loading along a structure).

Random distributed pressure loading can be modelled as particular random processes. Two classes of dis-
tributed random processes can be selected for that purpose:

• Homogeneous processes: a random process is homogeneous if the auto-power spectrum of the local
pressure is spatially invariant;

• Heterogeneous processes: a random process is heterogenous if the auto-power spectrum of the local
pressure is depending on the position of the considered point.
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An homogeneous random process will be characterized by a reference power spectrum Sref (ω) and a spa-
tial correlation function fc which allows for the evaluation of the cross-spectrum of local pressures at two
particular points ξm and ξn:

Spmpn(ω) = Sref (ω)fc(|ξm − ξn|, ω) (8)

The spatial correlation function depends on the relative position of points ξm and ξn and the frequency ω.

A heterogeneous random process is characterized by a map of the auto-power spectrum Sa(ξ, ω) and a
spatial correlation function fc depending on the absolute positions of points ξm and ξn and the frequency ω.
A suitable form for such an heterogeneous process is for example:

Spmpn(ω) =
√
Sa(ξm, ω)Sa(ξn, ω)fc(ξm, ξn, ω) (9)

The reference power spectrum and/or particular forms of the auto-spectrum map are provided by experi-
mental data. Semi-empirical models are available for TBL excitations. Such models are related to partic-
ular forms of the spatial correlation function fc (examples are provided by Corcos [4], Efimtsov [5] and
Maestrello [6] for instance). More recently semi-empirical models have been proposed for the power spec-
trum of a TBL excitation along a flat plate structure. Such a particular (and useful) model is the so-called
’Goody’ model [7] which results from the compilation of an impressive set of experimental data. Another
model is provided by ESDU [8]. Reference [9] contains an interesting review of available models.

2.3.2 Random support accelerations

The specification of random support displacements or accelerations usually relies on the definition of a
limited number of support points. For each point, particular auto-spectra should be specified for the various
displacement components while cross-spectra could be specified for all point pairs. Reference [10] contains
for example a precise description of random vibration specifications for aerospace components weighting
less than 50 kg.

2.3.3 Random acoustic excitations

Acoustic excitations are involved in many aerospace applications. Satellites for example are subjected to
acoustic tests in reverberant chambers prior to launch. The purpose of such tests is to subject the satellite to
high intensity acoustic noise in order to verify that it can withstand the maximum expected flight environ-
ment.

The usual acoustic excitation in this context is the so-called diffuse field excitation. Such an excitation can
be generated in a reverberant chamber using appropriate acoustic sources. The multiple reflections along
the boundary (rigid) walls lead to a diffuse field which can be characterized by a reference power spectrum
Sref (ω) (see [10] and [11]) and a spatial correlation function fc expressed as:

fc(ξm, ξn, ω) =
sin(kr(ξm, ξn)
kr(ξm, ξn)

(10)

where r(ξm, ξn) is the Euclidian distance between points ξm and ξn along the loaded surface and k is the
acoustic wavenumber.
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3 Random vibro-acoustic model in modal coordinates

3.1 Introduction

The vibro-acoustic model relies on the usual assumptions (visco-elastic material for the structure, acoustic
material for the fluid, small displacements). In a finite element context, such a model is usually described
in terms of displacement for the structure and acoustic pressure for the fluid. Discretization of the weak
variational statement (see Morand and Ohayon [12]) leads to the following system of algebraic equations:

[
Ks + iωDs − ω2Ms C
ω2CT Ka + iωDa − ω2Ma

](
u(ω)
p(ω)

)
=

(
fs(ω)
fa(ω)

)
(11)

where Ks, Ms and Ds are the so-called structural stiffness, mass and damping matrices, Ka, Ma and Da are
the so-called acoustic stiffness, mass and damping matrices, C is the coupling matrix, fs is the structural load
vector, fa is the acoustic load vector while u and p are the nodal displacement and nodal acoustic pressure
vectors, respectively.

The structural model is therefore characterized by his structural dynamic stiffness matrix As(ω):

As(ω) = Ks + iωDs − ω2Ms (12)

while the acoustic model is characterized by an acoustic dynamic stiffness Aa(ω):

Aa(ω) = Ka + iωDa − ω2Ma (13)

3.2 Modal description of a vibro-acoustic model

It is assumed that the modal description relies on the (real) eigenmodes of the undamped (decoupled) struc-
tural and acoustic models:

(Ks − λsMs)ψs = 0 (14)

and
(Ka − λaMa)ψa = 0 (15)

where λs and ψs are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the structural undamped problem (λs > 0 if matri-
ces Ks and Ms are positive definite) while λa and ψa are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the acoustic
undamped problem (λa ≥ 0 since matrix Ka is usually semi definite positive while matrix Ma is positive
definite).

These eigenpairs verify the following orthogonality conditions:

ψsTα Msψ
s
β = δαβ, ψsTα Ksψ

s
β = λsαδαβ (16)

and

ψaTα Maψ
a
β = δαβ, ψaTα Kaψ

a
β = λaαδαβ (17)

The reduced modal vibro-acoustic model is obtained by projecting the physical model (as described by equa-
tion (11)) into the subspace of the first ms structural modes and the first ma acoustic modes.
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Let us denote by Ψs the matrix of the first ms structural modes:

Ψs =
[
ψs1, ψ

s
2, . . . , ψ

s
ms

]
(18)

and by Ψa the matrix of the first ma acoustic modes:

Ψa =
[
ψa1 , ψ

a
2 , . . . , ψ

a
ma

]
(19)

The projected solution (us, pa) is described by

us(ω) = Ψsqs(ω) (20)

and
pa(ω) = Ψaqa(ω) (21)

where qs(ω) and qs(ω) are the generalized (modal) coordinates.

The projection of equation (11) into the selected subspace gives:

[
ΨsTAs(ω)Ψs ΨsTCΨa

ω2ΨaTCTΨs ΨaTAa(ω)Ψa

](
qs(ω)
qa(ω)

)
=

(
ΨsT fs(ω)
ΨaT fa(ω)

)
(22)

This lead to the definition of the modal matrices:

As(ω) = ΨsTAs(ω)Ψs (23)

Aa(ω) = ΨaTAa(ω)Ψa (24)

C = ΨsTCΨa (25)

and the modal load vectors:

fs(ω) = ΨsT fs(ω) (26)

fa(ω) = ΨaT fa(ω) (27)

Based on orthogonality conditions, the modal dynamic stiffness matrices can be rewritten in terms of diago-
nal modal stiffness and mass matrices and projected modal damping matrices:

As(ω) = Ks + iωDs − ω2M s (28)

Aa(ω) = Ka + iωDa − ω2Ma (29)

where

[Ks]αβ = λsαδαβ (30)

[M s]αβ = δαβ (31)

[Ka]αβ = λaαδαβ (32)

[Ma]αβ = δαβ (33)

and

Ds = ΨsTDs(ω)Ψs (34)

Da = ΨaTDa(ω)Ψa (35)

(36)

The final form of the reduced vibro-acoustic model is:

[
As(ω) C

ω2CT Aa(ω)

](
qs(ω)
qa(ω)

)
=

(
f
s
(ω)

f
a
(ω)

)
(37)
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3.3 Modal radiation impedance

The above modal model is implicitly restricted to interior elasto-acoustic problems. A possible extension to
exterior elasto-acoustic problems could rely on the derivation of a modal radiation impedance for the external
acoustic domain. The formulation of such modal radiation impedance can benefit from pellicular modes.
Such modes can support the description of both normal velocity and pressure fields along the radiating
surface and lead to the evaluation of the radiation impedance in the related basis:

• Expansion of the normal velocity in terms of pellicular modes: projection of a given normal velocity
profile onto pellicular modes leads naturally to this expansion;

• For each pellicular mode resulting from this expansion, the radiated pressure field can be evaluated
using a mixed finite/infinite element model;

• The resulting surface pressure can be decomposed in terms of pellicular modes;

• The coefficients of the radiation matrix expressed in terms of pellicular modes result directly from
these operations.

A further projection of this radiation impedance in the (structural) model space will give the modal radiation
stiffness Arads (ω) that should be added to As(ω) in order to incorporate the influence of the external acoustic
fluid:

[
As(ω) +Arads (ω) C

ω2CT Aa(ω)

](
qs(ω)
qa(ω)

)
=

(
f
s
(ω)

f
a
(ω)

)
(38)

3.4 Random model in compact form

The evaluation of the random response is based on the previously defined assumption of weakly stationary
random processes for both the excitation and the response. The link between input and output relies on
equation (38) rewritten as :

A(ω)q(ω) = f(ω) (39)

where

A(ω) =

[
As(ω) +Arads (ω) C

ω2CT Aa(ω)

]
(40)

q(ω) =

(
qs(ω)
qa(ω)

)
(41)

f(ω) =

(
f
s
(ω)

f
a
(ω)

)
(42)

or
q(ω) = H(ω)f(ω) (43)

where H(ω) = A−1(ω).

With these notations, the input-output relation in a random context can be written as:

Sq(ω) = H∗(ω)Sf (ω)HT (ω) (44)

where H∗(ω) denotes the complex conjugate of H(ω).
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3.5 Discrete modal random excitations

In practice, random mechanical and acoustical excitations are considered separately. This means that the
cross-power spectra matrix Sf (ω) has one of the two following forms:

Sf (ω) =

[
Sf

s
(ω) 0

0 0

]
(45)

or

Sf (ω) =

[
0 0
0 Sf

a
(ω)

]
(46)

For a distributed random process (pressure loading along the boundary Γ), the cross-power spectra matrix
can be expressed as:

Sf
s
(ω) = Sref (ω)

∫
Γ

∫
Γ
ψsT (ξ)fc(ξ, η, ω)ψs(η)dΓ(ξ)dΓ(η) (47)

The evaluation of this double surface integral can be avoided if we assume that the mesh resolution is suffi-
cient for capturing the spatial fluctuations of the correlation function.

This can be shown by using the relation between the vector of local (nodal) pressures pe(ω) along the loaded
boundary Γ and the vector of nodal load components fs(ω) for the structural model (in the physical space):

fs(ω) = EeCepe(ω) (48)

where Ce is a coupling matrix which converts local nodal pressures into consistent nodal load components
along boundary Γ whileEe is a binary matrix that splits these contributions into the global vector fs of nodal
load components for the full structural model.

Projection of vector fs(ω) into the modal basis Ψs gives the structural modal load vector f
s
(ω):

f
s
(ω) = ΨsT fs(ω) (49)

or using equation (48):
f
s
(ω) = ΨsT

e pe(ω) (50)

where Ψs
e = CeTEeTΨs.

The cross-power spectra matrix of the modal loads can therefore be expressed as:

Sf
s
(ω) = ΨsT

e Spe(ω)Ψs
e (51)

This expression shows that sampling auto- and cross-spectra at boundary nodes directly gives the matrix
Spe(ω). Further pre- and post-multiplication by matrix Ψs

e (or its transpose) leads to the matrix Sf
s
(ω). The

double surface integral is therefore completely avoided.

A further simplification of the modal description of the random excitation results from an asymptotic formu-
lation (strictly valid when the correlation length is small vs. the modal wavelengths and the mean dimension
of the loaded surface). If these conditions are met, the correlation function is close to a Dirac function and
the evaluation of equation (47) can be simplified.
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3.6 Evaluation of the random response

The evaluation of the random response will be performed differently for structural excitations and for (purely)
acoustic excitations. If a structural excitation is considered, the acoustic modal dofs will be condensed in
order to produce a input-output relation involving only structural modal dofs:

[
Ãs(ω)

]
qs(ω) = f

s
(ω) (52)

where
Ãs(ω) = As(ω)− ω2C A−1

a (ω)CT (53)

If we consider a purely acoustic excitation, the structural modal dofs could be condensed in order to produce
an input-output relation involving only acoustic modal dofs:

[
Ãa(ω)

]
qa(ω) = f

a
(ω) (54)

where
Ãa(ω) = Aa(ω)− ω2CT A−1

s (ω)C (55)

These matrices allows for the evaluation of modal receptance matrices H̃s(ω) or H̃a(ω):

H̃s(ω) = Ã
−1
s (ω) (56)

and
H̃a(ω) = Ã

−1
a (ω) (57)

Random modal responses can therefore be obtained using either:

Sqs(ω) = H̃
∗
s(ω)Sf

s
(ω)H̃

T
s (ω) (58)

or
Sqa(ω) = H̃

∗
a(ω)Sf

a
(ω)H̃

T
a (ω) (59)

The modal random response Sqs(ω) allows for the evaluation of any field linearly related to qs. Since the
physical displacement us(ω) is related to qs through:

us(ω) = Ψsqs(ω) (60)

one easily obtains:
Sus(ω) = ΨsSqs(ω)ΨsT (61)

In the same way, random stress cross-spectra can be produced using the modal stress matrix Ψs
σ which relates

the physical stress vector σ to the modal dofs qs:

σ(ω) = Ψs
σq
s(ω) (62)

so that:
Sσs(ω) = Ψs

σSqsΨsT
σ (63)

The evaluation of the random response can be further simplified by assuming a weak coupling between the
structure and the fluid. This capability is leading to better computational performances since it relies on
diagonal modal receptance matrices (provided there is no radiation impedance and Rayleigh damping).
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4 Sampling distributed random excitations

Random excitations described as stationary random processes can be handled in a different way using a sam-
pling technique. Basically this technique uses the first step (generation of Fourier samples) of a simulation
procedure dedicated to multi-correlated random processes ([13]).

This technique starts from a Cholesky decomposition of the positive-definite hermitian matrix Spe of order
Ne (as involved in equation (51)) which contains the auto- and cross-PSD of nodal pressures along the loaded
surface:

Spe(ω) = L(ω)LH(ω) (64)

where L(ω) is a lower triangular matrix and H denotes the complex conjugate transpose.

The procedure requires to sample phase angles φk (for 1 ≤ k ≤ Ne) in the range [0, 2π]:

φk = U(0, 1) 2π k = 1, . . . , Ne (65)

where U(0, 1) denotes a uniform random variable with zero mean and unit variance. A vector ς of random
phase factors can be generated using these phase angles. The kth entry of this vector is given by:

ςk = eiφk (66)

and a particular Fourier realization pe,s of the distributed random process simply results from the product:

pe,s = L(ω)ς (67)

This particular realization can be used instead of pe in equation (48) in order to generate a load vector fs
for the evaluation of the related system’s response. The generation of multiple realizations of the random
processes relies on a single Cholesky decomposition of matrix Spe at each frequency. Each realization
requires the selection of a particular set of phase angles and one matrix/vector product involving the vector ς
of phase factors.

5 Numerical applications

5.1 Problem’s description

The considered problem involves a simply-supported cylindrical shell (radius a = 0.47 m, length L =
0.95 m, thickness t = 0.001 m) in aluminium (Young modulus E = 7.24 1010 N/m2, Poisson ratio
ν = 0.33 (−), mass density ρs = 2780 kg/m3, loss factor ηs = 0.02 (−)) coupled (or not) to a cylindrical
cavity (with the same size) filled with the air (mass density ρf = 1.225 kg/m3, sound speed c = 340 m/s).
The system is excited by a diffuse field on the external cylindrical surface. A unit reference power spectrum
is considered. The response is evaluated in the frequency band [1, 750] Hz. The structural FE mesh (3192
nodes and 3136 elements) is represented in Figure 1. The structural modal basis includes 56 modes with
eigenfrequencies below 1750 Hz. The acoustic FE mesh (15873 nodes and 17280 elements) supports the
extraction of 283 cavity modes with eigenfrequencies below 1500 Hz.

5.2 Diffuse field excitation

The diffuse field excitation is modeled as a stationary random process characterized by a unit reference
power spectrum and the usual spatial correlation function described by equation (21). The response has been
computed by ACTRAN/RM software using the conventional random procedure and the sampling procedure
(generation of 25 samples of the diffuse field starting from the pressure PSD matrix). The spectral density
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Figure 1: Cylindrical shell: FE mesh.

Figure 2: Spectral density of the shell mean squared velocity (conventional random solution vs. analytic
solution).

of the mean squared velocity of the shell structure is compared to a reference analytical solution in Figure
2. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the same response indicator with the mean squared velocity related to
the 25 samples of the diffuse field excitation. The envelope of related responses is also shown on this figure.
The noise reduction (NR) factors related to the conventional random solution and the analytical solution are
compared in Figure 4. Again, the discrete random solution is compared to the mean value of the NR factor
related to the 25 samples in Figure 5. The envelope of NR response curves for these 25 samples is also
represented in this figure. Finally, the NR factor from the discrete random solution is compared to the mean
NR factor related to the 25 samples of the diffuse field excitation and to the envelope of the various mean
values obtained by picking 24 curves from the 25 NR response curves. As it can be observed, a very good
agreement can be observed between the different computational strategies. A major benefit resulting form
the sampling procedure is the possibility to extract the dispersion of the solution.
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Figure 3: Spectral density of shell mean squared velocity (conventional random solution, mean values using
25 samples and envelope of 25 samples) .

Figure 4: Noise reduction factor (conventional random solution vs. analytic solution).

Figure 5: Noise reduction factor (conventional random solution, mean values using 25 samples and envelope
of 25 samples).
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Figure 6: Noise reduction factor (conventional random solution, mean value using 25 samples and mean of
the means using 24 samples).

6 Conclusion

The evaluation of the vibro-acoustic response in a random context can benefit from an appropriate modal
representation of the coupled problem. Various random excitations (kinematical, acoustical and/or mechan-
ical) can be processed in a way that preserves computational efficiency. Particular refinements allows for
the handling of an external fluid and the incorporation of various damping mechanisms (through modal data
updates). The related random responses can also be synthesized through a sampling procedure that allows
for deterministic analysis with multiple realizations. Application to the noise transmission of a cylindrical
shell illustrates the main features of the developed ACTRAN/RM computational capability.
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Abstract
Modal approaches are widely used in the automotive industry for investigating the frequency response of
large vibroacoustic models. The handling of damped configurations is however problematic in a modal con-
text as soon as the damping is not represented by modal damping factors, e.g. for trim components. This
paper presents two modal-based approaches for the efficient analysis of large trimmed configurations. The
first approach consists in building an energetic database describing the trim component behaviour. Each
structural or fluid mode is projected on the trim component and an analysis is performed in order to evaluate
the energies that are stored and dissipated in the trim component. The modal parameters of both the structure
and the cavity are then updated by taking into account the energetic behaviour of the trim component. In the
second approach, a reduction of the trim component impedance matrix to the interface dofs with the struc-
ture and the fluid domains is performed and this reduced impedance matrix is projected on the structure/fluid
modal bases. The paper reviews the computational characteristics of both approaches and highlights the
features of both methods that made them directly valuable in an industrial context. Both approaches, imple-
mented in the Actran/Trim software [1], are finally demonstrated on an application involving a simplified car
model.

1 Introduction

Modal approaches are widely used in the automotive industry for investigating the frequency response of
large vibroacoustic models. Such models generally involve a body-in-white structure, described by its un-
damped in-vacuo modes and coupled to an acoustic cavity, also described in its undamped rigid-wall modal
basis. The success of such modal approaches is due to the following reasons :

• the dramatic reduction of the model size that is obtained with the modal representation;

• the availability of efficient modal extraction tools and computing environments.

The handling of damped configurations is however problematic in a modal context as soon as the damp-
ing can not be represented by modal damping factors. This occurs for instance when trim components are
applied to the structure/cavity configuration, as such components introduce complex frequency-dependent
dissipation mechanisms, added mass and/or stiffening effects. On the other hand, the handling of these dissi-
pation mechanisms in physical coordinates, though theoretically correct, is not feasible due to the excessive
number of degrees of freedom (dofs) involved in such models.

This paper presents two modal-based approaches for the efficient analysis of large trimmed configurations.
In both approaches, several trim components can be considered individually or in combination. In fact,
a contribution is formulated for each trim component in modal coordinates, i.e. the weighing coefficients
of the structural and fluid modes. Contributions for all trim components in a given trim scenario are then
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added to the modal impedance of the coupled model and the solution in modal coordinates can be performed.
Modal combination leads to the frequency response in physical coordinates.

The section 2 presents the modal representation for a generic discrete vibro-acoustic problem (untrimmed
and undamped configuration). Based on this representation, the updated modal approach and the reduced
impedance matrix approach are detailed.

In section 3, the first approach is reviewed. It consists in building an energetic database describing the trim
component behaviour [2, 4, 3, 5]. Each structural or fluid mode is projected on the trim component and an
analysis is performed in order to evaluate the strain and kinetic energies stored in the trim component as well
as the dissipated power. The modal parameters of the structure and the cavity are then updated by taking into
account the energetic behaviour of the trim component, using relations between, on the one hand, the strain
and kinetic energies as well as dissipated power, and on the other hand, the modal stiffness, modal mass and
modal damping. Also the fluid/structure modal coupling matrix is corrected to account for the trim presence.

The second approach is presented in the section 4. Basically, a reduction of the trim component is performed
in the sense that its impedance matrix is condensed on the interface dofs with the structure and the fluid
domains. This reduced impedance matrix is then projected on the structure/fluid modal bases. The modal
impedance matrix of the trim component then contributes to the modal impedance matrix of the coupled
system.

The efficiency of each approach, both in terms of computational requirements and accuracy, is examined in
the section 5. Modal filtering as well as matrix interpolation techniques are proposed in this context.

Finally, both approaches, implemented in the Actran/Trim software [1], are demonstrated in the section 6 on
a simplified car model. Local result indicators as well as global quantities are examined and compared.

2 Discrete vibro-acoustic problem statement

2.1 Modal representation

Let us consider the untrimmed and undamped vibro-acoustic configuration, modeled as a linear elastic un-
damped structure S coupled to the undamped acoustic cavity F along the interface ΓSF . A standard finite
element discretization is assumed. If we denote by US(ω) the frequency-dependent response of the structure
S, a modal representation of the response can be written as:

US(ω) =
NS∑
i=1

αS,i(ω)ΦS,i, (1)

where NS is the number of structure in-vacuo modes ΦS,i (i = 1, . . . , NS) and αS,i(ω) are the associated
frequency-dependent modal coordinates. The structure in-vacuo modes are identified by the solution of an
associated eigenvalue problem :

KS · ΦS,i = ω2
S,iMS · ΦS,i, (2)

where KS and MS are the stiffness and mass matrices of the structure, respectively, and ω2
S,i, the associated

eigenvalues. Assuming the normalization of the modes with respect to the mass, the relations below hold :

ΦT
S,i ·KS · ΦS,j = δijω

2
S,i, (3)

ΦT
S,i ·MS · ΦS,j = δij . (4)

A similar modal representation for the frequency response of the cavity F can be written as:

pF (ω) =
NF∑
i=1

αF,i(ω)ΦF,i, (5)
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where NF is the number of cavity rigid-wall modes ΦF,i (i = 1, . . . , NF ) and αF,i(ω) are the associated
frequency-dependent modal coordinates. The fluid rigid-wall modes satisfy the relation :

KF · ΦF,i = ω2
F,iMF · ΦF,i, (6)

with the mass normalization convention :

ΦT
F,i ·KF · ΦF,j = δijω

2
F,i, (7)

ΦT
F,i ·MF · ΦF,j = δij . (8)

2.2 Projection into the modal space

The time-harmonic dynamic behavior of the structure and the cavity is described by the following system of
algebraic equations: ( ZSS ZSF

ZSFT ZFF

)
·
(

αS(ω)
αF (ω)

)
=

(
ΦS

T · FS(ω)
ΦF

T · FF (ω)
ω2

)
(9)

with

ZSS =
(
δij(ω2

S,i − ω2)
)
, (10)

ZFF =
1
ω2

(
δij(ω2

F,i − ω2)
)
, (11)

ZSF = ZSF ij =
∫

ΓSF

(ΦS,i · n)ΦF,jdΓSF . (12)

In the above equations, FS and FF =
(
iω
∫
Γ vnNidΓ

)
are the vectors of nodal excitations on the structure

and the cavity, respectively.

3 Updated modal approach

The handling of the trim components in the modal updated approach results from a two-step procedure :

• construction, for each trim component, of an energetic database describing the component behavior
when it is excited by the trace of the structure and fluid modes;

• conversion of this energetic database into corrections of the modal stiffnesses, modal masses and
modal dampings, for both the fluid and structure parts, and update of the fluid/structure modal coupling
matrix.

3.1 Energetic database

Let us consider a trim component T coupled to the structure S along an interface ΓS and to the cavity along
an interface ΓF . For each structural mode ΦS,i (i = 1, . . . , NS) and each cavity mode ΦF,j (j = 1, . . . , NF ),
we denote by ΦΓS ,i and ΦΓF ,j the trace of these modes on the interfaces ΓS and ΓF , respectively. Given
an appropriate finite element model of the trim component, it is possible to describe the energetic behavior
of the trim component by evaluating the strain, kinetic and dissipated powers fo each of the following NS +
NF analyses :

• configurations CS,i (i = 1, . . . , NS) : finite element analysis of the trim component at the frequency
ωS,i, subjected to a prescribed displacement ΦΓS ,i on ΓS and to zero pressure on ΓF ;

• configurations CF,j (j = 1, . . . , NF ) : finite element analysis of the trim component at the frequency
ωF,j , subjected to a zero displacement on ΓS and to a prescribed pressure ΦΓF ,j on ΓF .
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3.2 Update of the modal parameters

The update of the structure modal parameters is based on energetic considerations. In the absence of any
trim component, the strain, kinetic and dissipated powers corresponding to a displacement field U = ΦS,i at
the frequency ωS,i are given by :

VS(ΦS,i) = VS,i =
ω3

S,i

2
,

TS(ΦS,i) = TS,i =
ω3

S,i

2
,

WS(ΦS,i) = WS,i =
ηS,iω

3
S,i

2
,

where ηS,i denotes a damping factor for the i-th structure mode. These relations clearly relate the modal
stiffness to the strain power, the modal mass to the kinetic power and the damping factor to the dissipated
energy.

Now, if we consider the trimmed configuration and we assume that the mode shapes are not altered by
the presence of the trim, the strain, kinetic and dissipated powers in the trimmed structure are increased
according to:

VS,i → VS,i + VT,S,i,

TS,i → TS,i + TT,S,i,

WS,i → WS,i + WT,S,i,

where VT,S,i, TT,S,i and WT,S,i are the strain, kinetic and dissipated powers in configuration CS,i, respec-
tively. From an energetical point of view, the trimmed configuration can thus be replaced by an equivalent
untrimmed structure having the following modal parameters :

ΦT
S,i ·KS · ΦS,i = ω2

S,i +
2

ωS,i
VT,S,i, (13)

ΦT
S,i ·MS · ΦS,i = 1 +

2
ω3

S,i

TT,S,i, (14)

ηS,i,new = ηS,i +
2

ω3
S,i

WT,S,i. (15)

Similar considerations lead to the relations governing the update of the fluid modal parameters. Also the
fluid/structure modal coupling is altered by the presence of the trim component. An amplification factor is
consequently applied to the rows of the ZSF matrix :

AS,i =

√
< v2 >ΓF ,i

< v2 >ΓS ,i
, (16)

where < v2 >ΓS ,i and < v2 >ΓF ,i are the square velocities on the structure/trim and trim/cavity interfaces
ΓS and ΓF in the configuration CS,i, respectively.

4 Reduced impedance matrix approach

The handling of the trim components in the reduced impedance matrix approach results from a two-step
procedure :

• reduction, for each trim component, of the frequency-dependent impedance matrix describing the
component to coupling dofs with the structure and the cavity;

• projection of the reduced impedance matrix on the structure and fluid modal bases.
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4.1 Reduction of the trim component impedance matrix

Let us consider a trim component T coupled to the structure S along an interface ΓS and to the cavity along
an interface ΓF . We also assume that the dofs of in the finite element model of the trim component can be
partitioned into displacement inner dofs UT,inner, pressure inner dofs pT,inner, displacement coupling dofs
with the structure UT,ΓS

and pressure coupling dofs with the cavity pT,ΓF
. Defining only inner dofs DT,inner

and coupling dofs DΓ, we have :

(UT , pT )T = (UT,inner, pT,inner, UT,ΓS
, pT,ΓF

)T = (DT,inner, DT,Γ)T . (17)

Under such convention, the assembled impedance matrix related to the discrete model of the trim component
can be written:

ZT(ω) =
(

Zinner(ω) Zinner,Γ(ω)
ZΓ,inner(ω) ZΓ(ω)

)
(18)

and a reduction to the coupling dofs can be performed :

ZT,red(ω) = ZΓ(ω)− ZΓ,inner(ω) · Zinner
−1(ω) · Zinner,Γ(ω). (19)

Note that the above evaluation requires the inversion of the Zinner matrix, which controls the computational
efficiency of the reduction procedure.

4.2 Projection into the modal space

Let us denote by ΦΓS ,i and ΦΓF ,j the trace of the structure modes ΦS,i (i = 1, . . . , NS) and cavity modes
ΦF,j (j = 1, . . . , NF ) on the interfaces ΓS and ΓF , respectively. Using the relation (19) and the previous
notations, the projection of the reduced impedance matrix on the structure and fluid modal bases is obtained
by the following relation :

ZT (ω) =
(

ΦΓS
T 0

0 ΦΓF
T

)
· ZT,red(ω) ·

(
ΦΓS

0
0 ΦΓF

)
. (20)

The so-obtained modal impedance matrix provides the contribution of the trim component in modal coordi-
nates and can therefore be injected in the coupled modal system of equations (9). Note that modal coupling
is introduced by this modal impedance matrix, which is non-diagonal. These non-zero out-of-diagonal terms
reflect the alteration of the structure and fluid mode shapes due to the presence of the trim component.

5 Computational and efficiency considerations

From the computational point of view, the global requirements of both approaches are driven by the charac-
terization of each trim component by either an energetic database or a reduced impedance matrix in modal
coordinates. This characterization involves a sequence of finite element analyses of the same model under
various excitation and/or at different driving frequencies. In the updated modal approach, the cost for the
construction of the energetic database is directly proportional to the number of modes (structure and fluid
modes), while it is directly proportional to the number of driving frequencies in the reduced impedance ma-
trix approach. In industrial applications, this is a severe drawback for both methods. Specific procedures are
thus needed for limiting the computational load :

• parallelization : the required finite element analyses of the trim component are independent from each
other and can therefore be launched in a distributed computing environment. A linear speed-up is
achieved without any limitation on the number of parallel tasks.
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Figure 1: Simplified car model : finite element model with dash insulator and floor panel trim components.

• a reduction of the number of finite element analyses of the trim component can also be deduced from
physical considerations. In the updated modal approach, it can be assumed that structural/fluid modes
that do not significantly excite the trim component will not be altered by the trim presence. Therefore,
a modal filtering technique can be implemented. In fact, if we denote by < v2

n,i >= 1/|Γ| ∫Γ v2
n,idΓ

the mean squared normal velocity of the i-th mode on the interface Γ, the modal filtering consists in
keeping only the j modes having a corresponding value satisfying the criterion :

< v2
n,j >≥ ρ max

i=1,...,N

{
< v2

n,i >
}

, (21)

where ρ is a selected ratio. In the reduced impedance matrix approach, it can be assumed that the
frequency dependence of the reduced impedance matrix is smoother than the frequency dependence
of the system response. A matrix interpolation can then take place for evaluating the modal reduced
impedance matrix at any driving frequency from values computed at a subset of driving frequencies.

As far as the accuracy is concerned, a major difference between both approaches lies in the fact that the
approach introduces or not coupling between the modes. In the updated modal approach, it is assumed that
the mode shapes are not altered by the presence of the trim components. This is a good approximation when
the trim component homogeneously covers the structure/cavity configuration. In this case, the orthogonality
of the modes remains valid, and the diagonal structure of the modal system is preserved. This is a major
advantage for the solution in modal coordinates (computational time and memory requirements). In the
reduced impedance matrix approach, the modal contribution of the trim component in equation (20) is a
dense matrix. The modal coupling between the modes due to the presence of the trim is thus taken into
account, at the expense of a more demanding solution procedure in modal coordinates.

Additional features of both methods that are directly valuable in an industrial context are that they both
support incompatible meshes for the structure, trim and cavity components and that they both describe the
trim components in terms of a database (energetic database or set of reduced modal impedances matrices).
The description of each trim component in terms of a database is benefic for the following two reasons :
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• due to their formulation in modal coordinates, the contributions of the various trim components are
additive. Once the database is available for each trim component, the analysis of various and/or al-
ternative trim scenarios is straightforward. Sensitivity analysis as well as optimization procedures are
therefore allowed. Moreover, both methods are compatible in the sense that in a given trim scenario,
trim components modelled by one method and by the other method can be mixed;

• the energetic database or the reduced impedance matrix in modal coordinates are a stand-alone in-
formation package that can be shared by the car manufactor and the trim supplier. In this sense, the
approach respects the distributed nature of the design process where the vehicle is under the responsi-
bility of the OEM while the trim components are produced by multiple trim suppliers.

6 Numerical application

The updated modal approach, implemented in the Actran/Trim software [1], is applied in this section on
a simplified car body model coupled to an inner cavity. Figure 1 shows the finite element model and the
two trim components (a dashboard insulator and a floor carpet). Both trim components consist in a two-
layer foam and heavy septum assembly. Fluid-structure coupling occurs on the whole interface between the
structure and the cavity. The structural modes in the frequency range [0, 400] Hz (389 modes) and the fluid
modes in the frequency range [0, 800] Hz (288 modes) are considered. Global modal damping is assumed in
both the structure (ηS = 0.06) and the cavity (ηF = 0.08). The model is excited by a normal unit point force
at the engine mount point. The model response is observed at a point on the right front floor (point 4987)
and at the driver’s ear location (point 12607). Global response indicators (kinetic power of the structure and
squared pressure inside the cavity) are also observed.

Figure 2 compares (a) the kinetic power of the structure and (b) the squared pressure inside the cavity for
both approaches. The simplified car model with both trim components being applied is considered. The
values corresponding to the untrimmed configuration are also shown in order to appreciate the effect of the
trim. On the structure, the effect of the trim components appears to be limited at lowest frequencies. This
is not the case for the cavity, where the effect of the trim is either an attenuation or an amplification of the
sound level. In the frequency range [200Hz; 250Hz], the updated modal approach tends to over-estimate the
effect of the trim.

More detailed information can be obtained by examining the figure 3, which presents various trim sce-

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Comparison untrimmed vs. trimmed configurations : (a) kinetic power on the structure, (b) squared
pressure inside the cavity.
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narios. Local response indicators are shown, for both the cavity and the structure. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
present results obtained by the updated modal approach while figures 3(c) and 3(d) are related to the reduced
impedance matrix approach. Local structural results confirm the observations made on the structure kinetic
power : the influence is limited at the lowest frequencies and the updated modal approach over-estimates the
effect of both trims in the range [200Hz; 250Hz]. For the results in the cavity, the dash insulator and the
floor panel components seem to have opposite effects and both approaches are coherent in the sense that the
updated modal approach predicts similar trends than the reduced impedance matrix approach. The neglec-
tion of modal couplings appears to be critical for the cavity results in the frequency range [100Hz; 150Hz]
and above 200Hz.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Analysis of various trim scenarios (no trim, dash insulator, floor panel, both trim components) :
(a) structure displacement at point 4987 (energy approach), (b) pressure at point 12607 (energy approach),
(c) structure displacement at point 4987 (Z reduced approach) and (d) pressure at point 12607 (Z reduced
approach).

The figure 4 is devoted to the illustration of the modal filtering technique for reducing the computational
requirements of the updated modal approach. By applying the relation (21) to the dash insulator component
with various filtering ratios (ranging from 0 to 0.2), the number of relevant structural modes needed for
building the energetic database of the dash insulator is reduced from 389 modes to 26 modes. As seen from
figures 4(a) and 4(b), the filtering ratio can be increased to 0.1 without any significant loss in accuracy. Only
53 structural modes out of 389 are needed for this ratio.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Modal filtering for the dash insulator component (comparison between ratio 0.2 (26 structural
modes), ratio 0.1 (53 modes), ratio 0.05 (110 modes), ratio 0.01 (253 modes), ratio 0.005 (286 modes) and
no modal filtering (389 modes) : (a) structure displacement at point 4987, (b) pressure at point 12607.

The matrix interpolation technique for the reduced impedance matrix approach is demonstrated in the fig-
ure 5. Again, the dash insulator component is considered. Various reductions of the number of frequency
analyses are examined, with a frequency step varying from 10 Hz to 100Hz. As far as structural results are
concerned, the selection of the highest frequency step does not alter the prediction. In opposite, for assuring
a correct prediction of the cavity results, the frequency step should be 10Hz at lowest frequencies, and 50Hz
at other frequencies.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Matrix interpolation for the dash insulator component (comparison between frequency steps ∆f =
10Hz, ∆f = 30Hz, ∆f = 50Hz, ∆f = 70Hz, ∆f = 100Hz and no matrix interpolation (equivalent to
∆f = 1Hz)) : (a) structure displacement at point 4987, (b) pressure at point 12607.

7 Conclusions

The paper has presented two approaches for the handling of trimmed configurations in a modal context.
Both methods assume a modal representation for both the structure and the cavity while the trim compo-
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nents are considered individually in physical coordinates. In the updated modal approach, the structural and
fluid modes are used as excitations of the trim components, which enables the construction of an energetic
database. By resorting to physical considerations, the modal parameters of both the structure and the cavity
are updated to account for the trim presence. Note that the mode shapes are supposed not to be altered by the
trim presence. In the reduced impedance matrix approach, the trim component models are reduced to their
coupling dofs with the structure and the cavity. The so-obtained frequency-dependent reduced impedance
matrix is projected on the structure and fluid modal bases, which leads to the contribution of the trim com-
ponent to the modal system. The algebraic operations introduce coupling between the modes.

The computational efficiency of both approaches directly relies on techniques for reducing the number of
trim component analyses involved in the construction of the energetic database (updated modal approach)
or the reduced impedance matrices. In this context, modal filtering and matrix interpolation techniques have
been presented. If a distributed computing environment is available, the parallelization of the developed
procedures has been shown to be straightforward and to lead to linear speed-ups. Both methods have intrisic
features that made them directly applicable in an industrial context : integration in the design process (use
of modal data), packaging of the information (databases), handling of incompatible meshes, optimization of
the trim scenario.

Finally, the proposed approaches have been applied to a simplified car model. Global and local results
on both the structure and the cavity have been produced for various trim scenarios and compared to the
untrimmed configuration. The updated modal approach produces accurate results as soon as the assumption
of unaltered modal shapes is satisfied. In comparison to the reduced impedance matrix approach, worse
results are obtained when this is not the case, but similar trends are still obtained.
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Abstract
Solving the Helmholtz equation for high wavenumbers is a major challenge. Sinceone needs at least some
elements per wavelength, the computational effort in finite element or boundary element calculations in-
creases drastically with increasing wavenumbers. However, for exterior problems in unbounded domains,
the amplitude and phase are smooth and non-oscillatory functions (at least some distance away from the
radiating object). Therefore, we propose to solve the Helmholtz equation in terms of amplitude and phase
instead of pressure. The paramount advantage of this approach is thatany common discretization remains
accurate for high wavenumbers. A drawback of the method is that the equations for amplitude and phase are
non-linear and hence need to be solved iteratively.
Substitution ofp = Aeiφ in the Helmholtz equation yields two, non-linear, coupled, real-valued, differential
equations. These equations have been reported some decades ago buthave only been used to trace ’rays’
for given solutions of the Helmholtz equation. To eventually be able to include inhomogeneous regions and
fluid-structure interaction efficiently, a finite element discretization is preferred over a boundary element dis-
cretization. Therefore, finite elements were used to discretize the governing equations. We present several
solutions and, despite of its non-linearity, show the efficiency of the method for high wavenumbers.

1 Introduction

The major problem in numerically solving the Helmholtz equation (∇2p + k2p = 0, wherep is the pressure
perturbation andk is the wavenumber) is solving the equation at high wavenumbers. Since an accurate sim-
ulation requires at least a number of degrees of freedom per wavelength, especially for 2 and 3 dimensional
problems, the model size and computational effort to solve the system of equations increase drastically with
increasing wavenumber.

For exterior problems however, one can reduce the model size by recognizing that the amplitudeA and
phaseφ are, at least some distance away from the radiating object, smooth and non-oscillatory. Hence, it
requires much less degrees of freedom to accurately represent the amplitude and phase than to represent
the (complex) pressure. Therefore, we propose to solve the Helmholtz equation in terms of amplitude and
phase instead of pressure. As an illustration consider the simple plane wavesolutionp = Be−ikx of a wave
propagating in the positivex-direction. The amplitudeA = |B| is a constant and the phaseφ = −kx is a
linear function of the coordinate. This implies that only a single linear finite element for both amplitude and
phase suffices to capture the analytical solution for any wavenumber! Another example is the radiation of a
monopole sourcep = Be−ikr/r, wherer denotes the radius. The amplitudeA = |B/r| decays smoothly
and the phaseφ = −kr again remains linear (smooth) for any wavenumber. Hence, a small size numerical
model is already accurate.

Note that the current approach does not lead to model size reduction forinterior acoustics as in that case the
amplitude varies with wavelength.
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A finite element discretization of the Helmholtz equation in terms of amplitude and phase, as will be given
in the next section, allows one to analyze regions of varyingk, i.e. k = k(x). Also fluid structure interaction
can efficiently be taken into account if the finite element is coupled to a structural finite element. Hence we
use finite elements, as opposed to boundary elements, to discretize the set ofequations.

2 Theory

2.1 Helmholtz in terms of amplitude and phase.

In terms of the (complex) pressurep = p(x, k) = pr(x, k) + ipi(x, k), wherex denotes the position vector,
k = ω/c0 is the wavenumber,ω is the angular frequency andc0 is the speed of sound, the Helmholtz equation
reads:

∇2p + k2p = 0. (1)

On a boundary∂Ω of the computational domainΩ, either the pressure (p = p̂, wherê denotes a prescribed
variable), the normal velocity (∂p/∂n = −iρ0c0kv̂n, whereρ0 denotes the density and̂vn the prescribed
normal velocity) or a specific impedance (ζ̂∂p/∂n + ikp = 0, whereζ̂ = Z/(ρ0c0) is a prescribed char-
acteristic impedance) is given. For exterior problems, the solution should satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation
condition on the enclosing boundary:

lim
r→∞ r

(
∂p

∂r
+ ikp

)
= 0, (2)

allowing only outgoing waves.

The real and imaginary part of Eq.(1) transform to two coupled, non-linear, equations for both the amplitude
A = A(x, k) and phaseφ = φ(x, k):

∇2A +
(
k2 −∇φ · ∇φ

)
A = 0 and (3)

A∇2φ + 2∇A · ∇φ = 0. (4)

These equations were given in [1] and were used, as a post-processing step, to trace rays for a given solution
of the Helmholtz equation.

In terms of amplitude and phase, a pressure amplitudeÂ and phasêφ can be prescribed:

A = Â and (5)

φ = φ̂. (6)

The boundary condition for a prescribed normal velocity amplitudeV̂ and phasêφV reads:

∂A

∂n
+ ρ0c0kV̂ sin(φ− φ̂V ) = 0 and (7)

A
∂φ

∂n
+ ρ0c0kV̂ cos(φ− φ̂V ) = 0, (8)

(9)

wheren denotes the unit normal vector on the boundary. For a prescribed complex impedancêζ = ζ̂r + iζ̂i,
the boundary condition is:

∂A

∂n
+

ζ̂i

ζ̂r
2
+ ζ̂i

2 kA = 0 and (10)

A
∂φ

∂n
+

ζ̂r

ζ̂r
2
+ ζ̂i

2 kA = 0. (11)
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The Sommerfeld radiation condition (actually the term between brackets in Eq.(2)) on the enclosing bound-
ary ∂Ω is obtained from the equation above by setting the impedanceζ to the impedance of a plane wave;
ζr = 1 andζi = 0. This results in:

∂A

∂n
= 0 (12)

∂φ

∂n
= −k. (13)

Note the impedance of a spherical wave on the outer boundary results in:

∂A

∂n
+

A

r
= 0 (14)

∂φ

∂n
= −k, (15)

which seems, generally, more appropriate than the Sommerfeld radiation condition.

2.2 Finite element discretization

Using test functionsv andw for, respectively, Eqs.(3) and (4) and applying the divergence theorem, a weak
formulation is obtained:

−
∫

Ω
∇v · ∇A dV +

∫
Ω

v(k2 −∇φ · ∇φ)A dV +
∫

∂Ω
v∇A · n dS = 0 (16)∫

Ω
w∇A · ∇φ dV −

∫
Ω

A∇w · ∇φ dV +
∫

∂Ω
wA∇φ · n dS = 0 (17)

Note that the last terms on the left hand side are the natural boundary conditions ∂A/∂n andA∂φ/∂n as
were stated above for a velocity and impedance (and Sommerfeld) boundary condition. The variablesA and
φ within each element are now interpolated between the nodal values using shape functions. Choosing test
functions equal to the shape functions, a system of equations is obtained which can be solved iteratively.

Figure 1: Finite element mesh used for solving the Helmholtz equation in terms of pressure and in terms of
amplitude and phase.
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3 Example

As an example we consider the radiation from a simple square radiator as given in Fig.(1). On the radiator
the pressure is set to unity, i.e.p = 1. In terms of amplitude and phase, the boundary conditions are thus
A = 1 andφ = 0. A circular outer boundary of the computational domain, as shown in Fig.(1), is defined at
a radiusr = 1m. The Sommerfeld radiation condition is applied on this boundary.

The domain is meshed arbitrarily using quadratic elements. The mesh consists of690 elements (4332 dof’s).
The size of each element is approximately0.1x0.1m. Hence, based on a minimum of 2 quadratic elements
per wavelength, the mesh would be sufficient for frequencies upto1715Hz (for standard air conditions
ρ0 = 1.25kg/m3 andc0 = 343m/s) when solving the Helmholtz equation in terms of pressure. Above this
frequency, the element mesh is too coarse to capture the pressure variations.

To compare the solution of the Helmholtz equation in terms of pressure to the solution of the non-linear set in
terms of amplitude and phase, both sets were discretized and solved. Basedon the pressure solution obtained
from the linear Helmholtz equation, the amplitude and phase can simply be calculated. These results will be

denoted byAp =
√

p2
r + p2

i andφp = atan(pi/pr) to discriminate them between the amplitude and phase
which have been calculated directly from the non-linear set of equations.

Figure 2: Pressure (real part,pr) based on the Helmholtz equation in terms of pressure (2kHz).

In Fig.(2) the real part of the pressure is shown at a frequency of2kHz (k = 36.6) based on solving the
linear Helmholtz equation in terms of pressure. As can be seen, the mesh startsto become too coarse and the
discretization error is becoming large.

Based on the pressure, the amplitudeAp and phaseφp are shown in Fig.(3). The amplitude and phase directly
calculated from the Helmholtz equation are shown in Fig.(4). As can already be seen, the larger discretization
error results in less accurate results for the pressure based quantities.The discretization error for the directly
calculated amplitude and phase is much less, specifically far away from the radiating object. In addition, it
is noted that the current mesh is irregular. A regular mesh would result in smoother results. Note that the
directly calculated phase is non-oscillatory.

The major advantage of the new approach is illustrated in Fig.(5), showing theamplitudeAp andA at10kHz
(k = 183.2). At this frequency and mesh there is only 1 element per 3 wavelengths! and theAp results are
obviously erroneous. However, the results forA are still accurate despite the non-structured mesh. Note that
the left figure in Fig.(4) and the left figure in Fig.(5) are nearly the same. This is similar to the amplitude
for a spherical wave; for high frequencies the amplitude becomes independent of frequency (A ∼ 1/r). It is
noted that even less elements per wavelength can be applied whenever possible as long as the discretization
error is low, e.g. further away from the radiating object.
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Figure 3: AmplitudeAp =
√

p2
r + p2

i (left) and phaseφp = atan(pi/pr) (right) based on the Helmholtz
equation in terms of pressure (2kHz).

Figure 4: AmplitudeA and phaseφ based on the Helmholtz equation in terms of amplitude and phase
(2kHz).

Figure 5: AmplitudeA based on the Helmholtz equation in terms of amplitude and phase (left) andAp =√
p2

r + p2
i based on the Helmholtz equation in terms of pressure (right) (10kHz).
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4 Conclusions

For exterior problems, we presented a method to solve the Helmholtz equation for high wave numbers
efficiently. This has been accomplished by solving the Helmholtz equation in termsof amplitude and phase
instead of pressure. The transformation from complex pressure to pressure amplitude and phase yields two
non-linear, non-complex, coupled equations. This transformation leads toa large model size reduction and,
despite the non-linearity, can be used to predict sound radiation efficiently.
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